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Direct Motor Drive
simplifies the Ryer-
son-Conradson Lathe
and reduces power
consumption.

QUICK REPAIR LATHES
REDUCE IDLE TIME

77

/

ii

Only 40'
J of freight locomotive time is actually spent hauling trains.

Speeding up railroad shops with modern machine tools, quickly returns

locomotives to revenue service and saves some of this valuable time.

On all kinds of locomotive repairs, Ryerson-Conradson Railroad

Lathes do a quicker, better job because

1
.—Liberal bearings give a firm foundation to take the wide

range of work heavy modern motive power calls for.

2.—All controls are on the apron, at the operator's finger tips.

3.—Gears are always in mesh—speed

and feed changes are made without

stopping the lathe—no chance of gears

stripping.

Have this time saver in your shop when
the load comes on again.

Production with accuracy results

from the new features of Ryerson-
Conradson lathe design.

A Bulletin describes each tool. Ask f° r copies.

Joseph T.Ryersqn& Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1M8

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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In the Railway Age of June 10, page 1304, there was pub-

lished an editorial calling attention to the importance of

r making a careful survey of freight car
Bad Order Cars

concjitions to determine which cars are
Not Included

t(| , )c repaired and which replaced with
in Surplus new equipment j n v jcw C) f the recent
Keports

increases in freight car loading and

decreases in the freight car surplus. The editorial referred

to the large increase in the number of bad order cars, which

was 324,969 on May IS and which has increased to 341,337

on June 1, and to the rapid reduction of the number of sur-

plus cars, which was 450,164 on May 15 and which has

since been reduced to 381,746 for the week of June 15. Our
statements gave the impression that the bad order cars are

included in the surplus cars, but it should be understood that

bad order cars as reported by the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association are not included in its count

of surplus cars. This is supposed to cover only cars other

than those reported as in bad order which are not required

for service during the period covered by the report, although

as cars are taken from the surplus for service, many are

found to be in bad order. The situation as to the number
of freight cars not required for service during the present

slump in general business conditions is therefore much
worse than is generally understood, as the total of the cars

out of service both because of their bad condition and be-

cause there is no demand for them is over 700,000, or about

28 per cent of the total car equipment. While the large num-
ber of bad order cars represents a serious situation, the mar-
gin of available surplus cars of most kinds is still very large.

Fast experience has shown, however, that a substantial re-

vival of general business will wipe out a large car surplus

in a short time.

Machine

It is said that "any machine that will run" is good enough
for a railroad shop and while most railroad men realize the

falsity of this statement, it is seeming-
ly home out by the large number of

Tool obsolete, worn-out machines now in

Depreciation use - I" many cases, particularly at

the present time, it is impossible to get

the capital necessary to replace obsolete machines, but that

the fundamental econumics of the situation are not fully

understood is evidenced by the large number of such ma-
chines still in operation. It would be far better practice and
less expensive to shut down many of them and transfer the

work to other shops where modern machinery is available.

Take, for example, a powerful, modern wheel lathe as com-
pared to one built 30 or 40, or maybe 50 years ago. The
former, using feeds up to

:
\s in., removes all the stock in one-

cut and on an average turns a pair of tires every hour, de-
pending on the operator's skill and the toughness of the cut-

ting tool. The antiquated machine, however, struggles along
under a feed of %An., requires several cuts if the tire- are
badly worn and has difficulty in turning a pair in three or
four hours. It is evidently false economy to run old ma-
chines of this type since the resultant cost of labor, [wwer
and delayed equipment is three or four times a.- much as
necessary. The difficulty in obtaining capital for new ma-

chinery can I by establishing adequate deprecia-
tion accounts, a matter which ha- been woefully neglected
in the past judging by the 1920 statistics of the Bun
Railway Economii - According to the analysis, 191 Class 1

companies had set asidi fur -hop machinery depreciation the

sum of $236,157, or less than one per cent of the value of
all railroad -hop machinery. I In- assumes that machine-
have an effective life of 100 years and i- obviously absurd.
Some competitive industries find it necessary to renew ma-
i liiiu- tools inside of two or tin

behind in the race and, while conditions are different in the

railroad business, some reasonable life should be assumed
for machine tool- nol ling in or 15 years and 10 per
cent, or 6.66 per .int. of the value of railroad -hop machin-
ery be set aside annually. Then at the end of 10 or 15

years, as the case may be, it will be possible for the shops
and roundhouses to benefit by the installation of new and
improved machinery which will not be held up because of

difficult}' in obtaining the necessarj capital.

The vital relation of machinery, equipment and design to

efficient locomotive terminal operation is generally conceded.

T . T Ii is true that no terminal can i

Locomotive In-
at( .

( , economically withou, .„,..

spection and
CQa] and agh tandlmg ,.,, niti.-. ma

Kepairs at (|mu . Uin ^ ||;ik ,

r washmg aml renu_
lerminals

ing systems, drop pits, etc. Thi

rangement of this equipment also is importan I .i- a

mining factor in promptly handling locomotives, but it should

not be forgotten that the prime object of any terminal dcwl
opment is to maintain locomotive- in i to earn

revenue as large a proportion of the time a- p
the accomplishment of thi.- purpose, methods are fully as

important as physical equipment and the methods of hand-

ling locomotives at terminals are worthy of the closest study.

It is especially important to develop highly trained r

tion forces for the careful, periodical inspection of all equip-

ment. To quote a statement made recently by a mechanical

officer on the firing line: "The time to cure- an engine fail-

ure is before, not after it occurs. Thi- i- where adl

inspection tomes in to learn to look beneath the surface,

to locate the unseen cause, to anticipate a developing weak-
ness." The present opportunit) should be taken to develop

and train engine terminal ins] use at most

points more time than usual is available for this purpose.

Repair men also should be taught the best methods of doing

their work and be shown the need for care and thoroughness.

Future saving.- will be assured by assigning men to the in-

spection fortes to make minor repairs promptly. This will

avoid making out work-report slips and hunting up men to

attend to -mall jobs which tan be handled more readily at

the time of inspection. For the heavier work it hi -

found advisable to post work-report sheets and i>-ue in-

dividual slips to each man who has a defect to repair

eliminates picking sibility.

In many cases the work of the outside inspectors, with their

assistant repair men. in looking after

found will make ii urn

over the turntable and will allow for their immediate return

1
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to servici thi n trj in< n of the terminal.

i nqU( ,,,, ,,,,, th, pn enl offers a splendid opportunity for

the development and training of engine terminal inspi

and repair forces !

'

potential engine house

i ipacity which will undoubtedly be needed in the future.

T

President Harding's Opportunity

in railroad situation presents to President Harding his

greatest opportunity for rendering speedily a most im-

portant publi< service. Whether his rendering oi this service

would bring him an immediate increase oi popularity is

speculative. It would take courage; and the American peo-

I

i, admire courage. The doing of what he can quickly

do to improve the railroad situation would stimulate a re-

turn to normalcy and prosperity more perhaps than any-

thing else he could do. Public men seldom have been hurt

by doing things that improved general business.

Under normal conditions the railroads are among the

largest purchasers of numerous classes of commodities. For

months they practically have been out of the market. Pro-

found depression prevails in every industry which sell- a

large part of its product to them. With traffic and total earn-

ings increasing and substantia] reductions in wages and

other expenses coming there is bound to be soon a substan-

tial increase of railway purchases. But the increase should

be more than substantial.' It should be extremely large. A
very large increase in railway purchases would stimulate

business of all kinds. Directly, it would cause an increase

of employment and production in the iron and steel indus-

try in the lumber industry, in the coal industry, etc. Larger

production and employment in these industries would in

turn cause increased production and employment in all the

industries from which they buy.

[ncreased purchases by the railroads are needed imme-

diately not only to stimulate general business activity but

to i liable the carriers to equip themselves to handle the large

traffic which will be offered to them when general business

does revive, as sooner or later it is bound to revive.

I he very small purchases made by the railways for sev-

eral months have been due, broadly speaking, to two reasons.

< >ne of these has been the inadequacy of their earnings be-

i ause of excessive operating costs and the severe decline of

traffic. The other, which is not so obvious and generally

understood, is their financial relations to the government.

Under government control the government invested over a

billion dollars in the railroads. If the war and govern-

ment control had not come part or all of this would have

been invested by the railroad companies which would have

raised most of it by the issuance of securities. The larger

part of it now constitutes a debt to the government which

sooner or later the companies must pay. They would raise

money by the issuance of securities and pay it at once if

securities in sufficient amounts could now be sold. Owing,

however, to the present bad financial condition of most rail-

wins, which is chiefly due to the war and government con-

trol, they cannot sell enough securities to pay it.

While the companies owe many millions of dollars to the

government, the government in turn owes many millions to

the companies. The government guaranteed adequately to

maintain the properties while it had them and in addition to

pay the same net return the roads earned in the three "test"

years. It authorized the companies themselves adequately

to maintain the properties during the first six months of

private operation and guaranteed in addition to pay them
any part of the standard return which they did not earn in

tli' e months. The government did not adequately main-
tain the properties while it had them and under its gu

tees it owes the companies large suiii^, the exact amount of

which, however, it will take a long time to determine.

Some officers of the Railroad Administration have taken

the position that the indebtedness of the government to the

companies should be used currently to offset the indebted

ness of the companies to the government—that if. foi

ample, a railway owes the government one million dollars

for money invested under government control in

improvements, and the government owes the railroad one

million dollars for under maintenance or as part of its stand-

ard return they should settle by neither paying the other any-

thing now. The railways < ontend that the government should

loan them, or in effect take their notes, for a period i

or fifteen years for what they owe it, and determine ami

pay them as soon a- practicable the amount- it owes them

for under-maintenance and as standard return.

To many [xjrsons the policy favored by some admini-tra

tion officials may seem Logical and fair; but it is not logical

or fair, and if carried out would have a very bad effect not

only on the railroads but on general business. When tin-

government took the railroads their properties were in good

physical condition. Their net earnings were as large as in

previous years and they had sufficient working capital to do

their current business. It returned them in deteriorated

physical condition and with greatly reduced working capi-

tal; and since the guarantees of net return were withdrawn,

owing to excessive operating expenses and the violent de-

cline in traffic, their properties have further deteriorated and

they have practically been stripped of working capital. If

the government loans them for ten or fifteen years what they

owe it and at the same time as rapidly as practicable pays

them what it owes them they will be able to begin at once

using what it pays them to liquidate their large floating in-

debtedness to supply and material companies, to replenish

their working capital and to make up the large amounts of

deferred maintenance which have accrued. They must pay

the government interest on what they owe it, and as it is

only fair to assume they are to be allowed in the next ten

or fifteen years to earn reasonable net returns, it is also only

fair to assume that at the end of this time they would be

able to raise enough by selling securities to pay the govern-

ment off.

Since the government ultimately would get back its money.

and in the meantime would get interest on it, it would not

lose anything. On the other hand, if the railroads are re-

quired now to offset what the government owes them with

what they owe the government they will be largely deprived

for years to come of power adequately to increase their work-

ing capital, to pay promptly their debts to material and sup-

ply companies, and to rehabilitate and improve their prop-

erties.

If the government should adopt the policy of loaning to

the railways for a term of years what they owe it and at the

same time paying as promptly as practicable what it owes

them, it would be necessary for Congress to make a special

appropriation to provide funds with which to pay the rail-

roads. Apprehension has been expressed lest Congress would

be unwilling to make the appropriation. Why, however, should

Congress be unwilling to make an appropriation necessary

to do justice to the railways and cam' out a sound business

policy which would be beneficial to the entire country? For

the government to loan to the railways for a period of years

the capital invested by it in their properties would be to

follow practically the same policy that the government actu-

ally is following in not insisting upon payment by foreign

governments of the principal or even the interest upon the

ten billion dollars which this government loaned to foreign

governments to help its allies in the war. Why should the

government of the United States deal more leniently with

foreign governments in respect to money it loaned them for

war purposes than with the railroads of this country re-

specting money which in effect it loaned them for war pur-

poses?
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The President undoubtedly has great influence with Con-

gress. If he should outspokenly and energetically favor a

policy in dealing with the railroads which business condi-

tions and the welfare of the public demand he undoubtedly

could get Congress to pass the legislation and make the ap-

propriation necessary to carry out that policy. If the right

policy in dealing with the railroad situation is adopted under

his administration it will do more to restore normalcy and

prosperity than anything else that is done. On the other

hand, if the right policy in dealing with the railroads is not

adopted the restoration of normalcy and prosperity will be

hindered far more than most people appreciate.

The great economic problem of President Wilson's ad-

ministration was the currency problem. It was solved and

the country has benefited immeasurably. The great eco-

nomic problem of the present administration is the railroad

problem.

The judgment, courage and leadership of President Hard-

ing will be tested by the way he deals with it.

Future Railway Expenses and Rates

Tin-; GENERAL reduction in railway wages authorized by the

Railroad Labor Board went into effect on July 1. On
the basis of the number of employees in 1920 this would
mean a reduction of expenses of over $400,000,000 a year.

But the number of employees is now less than last year.

On the basis of the number on the payroll in the first three

months of 1921 it would mean a reduction in operating

expenses of about $365,000,000. Other reductions of ex-

penses are occurring. The prices of materials and supplies

and of fuel have declined somewhat. The amount of freight

I icing shipped, and, consequently, the total earnings, arc-

increasing.

These developments are, from a railway standpoint, very

favorable. But they do not solve the railway problem. Be-

cause of inability to gel large amounts of money the govern-

ment owes them, and of very small net earnings since the

guarantees were withdrawn, the railways are extremely

short of money.
Furthermore, at present a widespread agitation for

general reductions of rates is going on. Many classes of

shippers are not in sympathy with it. The National Indus-
trial Traffic League, composed of the traffic managers of the

great industrial concerns and commercial organizations, has
adopted resolutions opposing any general reductions until

the railways have had a chance, to get on their feet finan-

cially and to make a. good start with the rehabilitation and
increase of their facilities.

On the other hand, there is widespread discontent among
the farmers regarding the present rates. The farmers as a

class are suffering severely from present conditions. The
prices of their products have declined until, according to

government reports, they average only about IS per cent
more than before the war. The prices of most of the things
they buy have not declined anywhere near in proportion.
Their present situation is due in only a small measure to

the present rates. But the fanners and their organizations,
especially those in the west and south, for over forty years
have tended to attribute a disproportionate part of their

troubles to alleged excessive railway rates. Many of them
are doing this now.
They are the most important, and, when they exert them-

selves, the most powerful class of our people. It is probabl)
no exaggeration to say the future of the railways is in their
hands. In the long run they will largerj dictate the country's
policy of regulation ami even determine whether we shall

have private or public ownership. It would be folly to

ignore their attitude. No legitimate effort should be spared
by the railways to make plain to the public, and especially

the farmers, the railways' own attitude regarding rates and
the reasons for it.

It is not the position of the railways that no reduction

od rates should be made. Their spokesmen all concede that

owing to the horizontal percentage advances which were

made in 1918 under government control, and again in 1920,
then- are now many rates which are unfairly discrimin-

atory or too high. They agree that these unfair and harmful
adjustments of rates -hould be rapidly eliminated, and
chiefly by reductions. They hope and believe- that in time

increases in traffic and reductions of operating expenses will

make practicable and desirable some general reductions of

rates. They are opposed to general reductions in the imme-
diate future because they believe they would be not only

unfair and harmful to the railways, but contrary to the

public welfare.

One argument widely used in favor of general reductions

is that the rates are preventing revival of general business

and an increase of traffic. But. as heretofore pointed out by
the Railway Age, the- freight being shipped has been increas-

ing as rapidly since tin- recent slump in traffic- as in I'M''

before the last advance in rate- was made. The ini

in car loadings since the end of February has been

20 per cent.

Even more convini ing evidence is afforded by the stati-tic -

regarding the shipments of farm products. The prices of

these products are relatively lower ;i- compared with pre-

war prices than those of any other large class of com-

modities. The advances in the rates on them wen- relativelj

the same as on other commodities. Therefore, comparing
with pre-war times, the rite-- on farm products are higher

relatively to present prices than on almost any other com-

modities. Nevertheless, shipments of farm products have

increased more relatively within recent months than almost

any others. From January 1 to June 11. 1921, the total

carloads of grain shipped was 876,581. This was 61

carloads more than in the same part of 1919, and 119,628

carJoads more than in the same part of 1920. The number
of carloads of fruits and vegetables shipped in the pi

season up to June 20 was 361,471, an increase over lasl

season of 58,670 carloaeK A few weeks ago propaganda

was started to show that canteloupes could not be shipped

under the present rates from the Imperial Valley of Cali-

fornia. Up to June 20 of this vear the total shipments

wc-n- 5,170 carloads, as against 4,497 last year.

Demonstration that commodities can be and are shipped

in increased volume under the pre=ent rates will not. how-

ever, make the producers satisfied with the rates. Manx- of

the 'producers are not making as large profits as they did

last vear, or even reasonable profits, because thev are receiv-

ing much lower prices. Manv of them believe these reduced

prices are mainly due to the higher rates, and unless shown

that this is not the case, and that in the lon'_r run

general reductions in rates will be against their interest,

thev will insist on them.

Valuable testimony regarding the relationship of freight

r-'tes to prices of farm products was given recentlv by W II

Williams, chairman of the Wabash, in the hearing before

the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce. He showed

that on cattle sold in Chicago at $8.60 p^r 100 lb., the rate

from Sioux Citv. Towa. to Chicago, was 44 cents per 100 lb .

or onlv about 5 per cenl of tin- price. On hog* sold at 59.25

the rate from Des Moines was 40 cents, or about 4 per cent

of the price. On a bushel of wheat sold in Chicago for

SI 17. the rate from St. Cloud. Minn., to Chic

cents, or less than 1 1 per cent of the price. Another example

that mar lie cited is that on a can'eloiipo sellin'T at retail

in Chicago for 55 cents, the freight rate from California was

about 4 cents. The consumer paid enoii"h for it to

tin- transportation charge, reasonable profit- to the retailer

and the produce merchant, and a f
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If the grower did not get a, fair price this was not due to

tin- railwa)

()n most commodities of general consumption the freight

rates, although higher than for years, arc .-till low compared
with the: value of the u Mr. Williams showed
a 40 per cent increase on a box of apples from the State of

\\ a hington to Toledo amounted to only 32 cents; on a crate

of 30 dozen eggs from Kansas City to Detroit only 18

cents; on a pair of shoes from New England to Chicago only

1.8 cents; on a barrel of flour from Minneapolis to Toledo
only 16.33 cents.

Shippers, including the farmers, are as much concerned

regarding the service the railways can render as regard-

ing the rates. However low the rates may be in proportion

to the prices of commodities, the shippers might in their

own interest be justified in demanding immediate general

reductions if these would not be practically certain unfavor-

ably to affect the railway service that could be rendered.

Hut the quality and the adequacy of railway service will

necessarily depend upon the earnings the railways make.
If they are not able to earn enough to maintain their prop-
erties and get a net return which will make it possible for

them to raise large amounts of new capital to provide addi-

tional facilities, they will not be able to give good and
adequate service.

Past experience repeatedly has shown that whether traffic

can lie moved satisfactorily, or even at all, depends more
on the ability of the railways to furnish cars and other

facilities than on the rates charged. What is the present

condition of railway facilities? In every period of active

business for years there have been congestions and car

shortages. The railways today have about 340,000 freight

cars in bad order, because for months they have not earned
enough to maintain them. Their net return during the

eight months the present rates have been in effect has aver-

aged only 2.4 per cent. Without a large reduction in their

operating costs, and a large increase in their net returns,

they cannot prepare to render more and better service.

It may be said, the increases in traffic which are occurring,
and the reductions of wages and other expenses which are
being made, will enable them to rehabilitate their properties,

raise new capital, and, in addition, make general reductions
of rates. But nobody will know what the total amount of
the reductions of expenses, or the effects produced by them
on the financial condition of the railways, will be for some
time. The farmers and other producers have been suffer-

ing greatly from bad business conditions recently, but the
railways have teen suffering even more. Why, therefore,
not refrain from agitating for general reductions in rates

until there has been opportunity to find out what financial

results the railways can get on the present rates and with
reduced expenses? If the outcome justifies reductions of
rates, the Interstate Commerce Commission can be relied on
to require them.

The advance in rates granted last August was based upon
estimates of future operating expenses. These proved so
far wrong that even when the railways were handling a

large business they were failing at the rate of $500,000,000
a year to earn the net return expected. This shows the
hazards involved in estimates based upon numerous uncer-
tain factors of great importance. A large part of the recent
losses the railways have incurred have been due to these
mistaken estimates. Any general reduction of rates pro-
posed would have to lie based on estimates of future traffic

and expenses, which might prove to be equally erroneous.
Fairness to the railways and the welfare of the country

demand that future changes in rates shall lie based on actual
experience, and the onlv experience on which thev can
reasonably be based will be experience under the existing
general scales of rates and the new scale of expenses which is

now in process of being established.

New Books
Railway Signal Engineer. By Leonard P. Lewis, of the Cale-

donian Railway (Scotland). Cloth, 358 pages, 5'/2 in. by

&U in.; 251 illustrations. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Company, 25 Park Place, New York.

This is a second edition of the well-known work of Mr.
Lewis, lecturer at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow.
The first edition was noticed in the Railway Age of July
11, 1913. Being a lecturer, Mr. Lewis has a careful habit
of anticipating the questions of the reader. As the book is

devoted practically to mechanical interlocking and the
manual block system, there is nothing about power inter-
locking nor about automatic block signals, but it is a very
careful and detailed treatment of English practice in all

parts of the field which is covered.

The preface to the second edition says that the extensive
installation of track circuits constitutes the principal advance
made in English signaling practice since the publication of
the first edition, but only four pages are given to track cir-
cuits.

Fuel Economy on Locomotives. 51 pages; 3% by 5^4, cloth
backed paper binding. Published by the American Railway
Association, V. R. Hawthorne, Secretary, Mechanical Divi-
sion, 431 South Dearborn street, Chicago.

The need for a manual of firing practice and of instructions
in the principles of fuel economy for locomotive enginemen
and firemen has long been recognized. Early in its history
the International Railway Fuel Association gave considerable
attention to this subject and at the 1912 and 1914 con-
ventions laid the foundation for such a manual which it

was proposed later to develop more fully. The first actual
results, however, other than the development of such manuals
by a few individual railroads, was accomplished by the
adoption of the report of the Committee on Fuel Economy
of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association as
recommended practice following the 1915 convention of that
organization. This manual has stood as the recommended
practice of the Master Mechanics' Association and its suc-
cessor, the Mechanical Division of the American Railway
Association, until the revision which was made and adopted
by the Mechanical Division in 1920, to be followed by the
further revision effected by the Joint Committee on Fuel
Conservation of the Operating, Mechanical, and Purchases
and Stores divisions this year. The principle revisions are
the elimination of the text references to and the illustrations

of cross firing and the addition of material concerning the
proper firing of anthracite coal and fuel oil, the bringing
up to date of the special instructions for the operation of

superheater locomotives and the addition of about 15 pages
of general information largely dealing with locomotive con-
ditions affecting fuel economy, a small part of which is of
more interest to roundhouse forces than to the engine crews
and might, therefore, not improperly be omitted from a dis-

cussion of the subject intended primarily for distribution
among enginemen and firemen. The book is well bound for

pocket use, is well illustrated with colored plates showing
various firebox conditions affecting proper combustion, and
altogether is a material improvement over its predecessor.
It is furnished by the association to members in lots of 100
copies or more for $20 per hundred, in lots of 50 copies

for $12.50 and in less than lots of 50 copies at 30 cents

each. Single copies are 60 cents each to non-members. The
book will be of particular interest to those roads that have
not already developed manuals of their own and any rail-

road that desires special printing on the cover or title page
or wishes to incorporate these rules in a more extensive

book in which are included special rules to meet local con-

ditions, may arrange for such special printing.



A General View Showing the Design and Method of Construetii

Reconstructing a Tunnel With Modern Methods

The Baltimore & Ohio Employed Locomotive Cranes for

Complicated Work, Requiring Few Men

The Baltimore & Ohio has recently rebuilt the west

end of its tunnel under Fairmount Park at Philadel-

phia, Pa., and is now engaged in rebuilding the east

end. Built under particularly adverse conditions, originally

as a double-track tunnel with a central section of six-ring

brick arch and end sections of I-beam construction and
limited clearance, the ends are being rebuilt in the form of a

three-centered arch of more modern design. Since the clear-

ance was restricted by the grades of the streets over the tunnel

between the Baltimore & Ohio and the Philadelphia & Read-

ing. All freight and passenger traffic of the Baltimore &
Ohio to and from New York or other points north of Phila-

delphia as well as the interchange between that road and the

Reading is handled over this piece of double track. This

connection is about two miles long between the Chestnut

street station of the B. & O. and the junction with the Read-

ing and passes through the outskirts of Fairmount Park.

The tunnel itself passes under the junction of several of the

Map Showing the Location of the Tunnel

an interesting method was devised to construct and handle
the forms as well as the materials. New side walls as well as

parts of the arches and in some places the complete arch
itself were constructed of concrete. Locomotive cranes were
utilized to handle and move the materials. As a result of the

methods adopted the labor force was kept at a minimum
throughout the work of rebuilding. The tunnel was opened
from the top and all new work carried on from the level of

the surrounding ground.

The tunnel has a total length of 2,300 ft. of which approxi-
mately 700 ft. of the central section is on an eight-degree
curve. It carries two tracks which form the connecting line

busiest entrances to die Park where it carries ?treet railway

lines and an exceptionally heavy automobile traffic.

It was originally constructed and built in two separate

and distinct types of tunnel design. The central part, extend-

ing from a point 246 ft. from one end to a point 47,^ ft. from

the other or a total length of about 1,576 ft. was built as a

six-ring brick arch, supported on masonry walls having a

clear width of 30 ft. between laces. The clearance above the

top of rail was 20 ft. The two end sections were provided

with a roof construction consisting of built-up wrought-iron

I-beams spaced tin,: E el center to center and giving an

average clearance of 17 ft. 6 in. The tunnel roof itsel
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built up of 3-ft. square galvanized steel buckle plates butted

against each other and riveted to the I-beams as well as to

longitudinal lines of wrought-iron angle bars. A three-inch

layer of asphalt had been applied on top of this as a pro-

tective covering or waterproofing. Winn this asphalt cover-

ing was removed after 35 years of service, the surface of the

plates wire found to be in a condition equal to that of new

material.

The greatest deterioration and in fact practically the only

deterioration was in the I-beams. These had naturally been

affected by the locomotive gases and were, as a result, in a

condition justifying renewal. While this was an influencing

factor in the determination to rebuild the two end sections

of the tunnel at this time the chief cause was the decision

hi' the city to extend its limits for Fairmount Park to include

the land adjoining and surrounding the line of the tunnel.

In order to carry out this work the city planned to fill in

and terrace certain sections of this land, making in some

cases, a fill of about 13 ft. over parts of the tunnel. While

the old roof construction was considered to have a life of at

least five or six years longer, there was an element of doubt

as to whether it could earn- this additional load and still

have the same life. In addition there was the certainty that

its reconstruction at some future time would have to be car-

ried out from the inside. It was therefore decided to rebuild

before the fill was placed.

Conditions Necessitate Special Design of Arch

The type of arch decided upon varies slightly from the

regular standard of the road since it was necessary to secure

some increased clearance while at the same time keeping the

top of the outside of the roof of the tunnel at about the same

grade as before. This led to the adoption of a three-centered

arch with radii of 7 ft. 9 in. and 32 ft. The springing line

is 9 ft. 5j/£ in. above the top of rail and marks the line to

which the old masonry side walls were removed and replaced

Tearing Out the Old Work with a Crane and Traveler

with concrete. The old walls, constructed of Conshohocken
stone, were carried on the solid rock which underlies the

ground in this sectipn at about three feet below the top of

rail. The inner surface had been given a slight batter while

the rear had been carried up in a series of steps. The design

adopted required that the old masonry be removed down to

the new springing line and that a new concrete wall in the

form of a skew-back be carried up to practically the same
height as the old walls.

In all sections except under Callohill street, at the extreme

west end of the tunnel, the two 7-ft. 9-in. segments were
poured with concrete. The 32-ft. radius arch was built up
of five rings of brick with a herringbone bond at every fifth

brick. The concrete segments were lined with a row of bricks,

every fifth brick being a header. The solid arch under Callo-
hill street was of the same general cross-section. One row of

brick was laid with every fifth brick a header as in the 7-ft.

9-in. arches of the main design. However, the entire arch
was poured as one unit and reinforced by long 1>4 in.

corrugated round iron rods laid 6 in. center to center. Each
alternate rod followed the contour of the arch, the remaining
rods running comparatively straight across the arch proper.
As stated previously, the west section of the tunnel lies

under one of the streets leading into Fairmount Park or
specifically under Twenty-fifth street. Two street- also

crossed at right angles, one of which had to be kept open at

a time. The work was started at the junction of the old

Typical Tunnel Sections

I-beam construction with the original brick arch and pro-

ceeded toward the portal. In order to keep one street open,

work under an intermediate street, Callohill street being at

the portal, was carried on simultaneously with the first part

in order that that street could be opened for traffic and the

remaining one closed in sufficient time as to not interrupt

the continuity of the work.

Two Cranes Greatly Facilitate the Work
Prior to the beginning of this reconstruction two 15-ton

cranes, concrete mixers, one-yard buckets and other equip-

ment were brought to the site. The concrete mixer was fixed

in one location and was never moved during the progre-s of

the work. The first crane was brought in alongside the end

of the old brick arch, where it remained until it had removed

the street car rails, the pavement and other miscellaneous

material covering the old tunnel roof. It was also used in

removing the old roof structure which it picked up and
swung to one side, opening up the tunnel itself. With the

tunnel once opened up, the crane was run up on a traveler

extending the full width between the tunnel walls and oper-

ating upon tracks laid along the old walls. This materially

facilitated the work of this crane since it could pick up and

deposit either new or old material from a considerable dis-

tance on either side of the tunnel.

With a section of the tunnel roof thus removed and one

crane mounted on a traveler free to move longitudinally, the

work of reconstruction was really begun. The old masonry
walls were torn out down to the springing line and forms
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constructed for the new. The old masonry was in this case

removed by the second crane which operated on a track laid

partly on the line of the old wall and partly on the adjoining

land. This crane operated between the mixing plant and the

section of wall torn out and, after removing the masonry

on both sides, placed the concrete in the forms. For this

purpose one-yard buckets were used. These were filled at the

mixing plant after which they were picked up by the crane.

The Concrete Work Was Kept Close Up to the Masonry

carried to the forms and dumped. As each section of new

wall was completed, additional track was laid so that the

crane could always operate up to the point where the masonry

had been torn out.

Light Steel Centering Proves Readily Adaptable

While this work was under way, the first crane on the trav-

eler was continuing to tear out the old roof structure, opening

sary to carry the lagging flush with the surface of the center-

ing rather than over the top, as it i.- usually done. This was
accomplished as follows: The centering was made in sec-

tions consisting of four of the steel centers spaced five feet

apart and held in these relative positions by means of light

steel bracing. Heavy wooden blocks were bolted to the web
of the I-beam section, their upper edges being brought to thi

proper height so that S- in. by 4-in. lagging notched to

fit around tin- flanges could rest securely on them and at the

same time be flush with the surface of the centering. This
gave a section 15 ft. long, three such sections being used.

Before work on the new arches was commenced a line of

timbering was built along the masonry wall and capped with

an eight-inch timber. These lines of timbers, one on

side of the tunnel, supported the centerim: in position and
also acted as runways upon which it could be moved ahead

as needed. They wire also used as supports for the concrete

form-. I hi steel centers were lowered into position l>y means
of the crane operating on the track along the wall, after which

they were tied together and th Eight-inch

wedge blocks under each steel arch were used to bring

to the required height. Once in position they were loaded

at the center to keep them sprung tightly against the skew-

backs, after which forms were erected for each of the 7- ft.

9-in. radius arches. These were then poured and allowed

to set, a single row of brick being laid previous to the pouring,

as already described in the design. When the concrete had

set sufficiently the forms were removed and the remainder

of the arch completed in the manner customary for brick

arches. As each section was completed, the wedges wen
knocked out and the centering lowered approximately five

inches on to a series of three-inch rollers. At the same time-

adjustable rollers mounted on the sides of the steel centering

were run out to thrust against the concrete side walls, thu>

steadying the centering and preventing it from binding or

The Centers Were Loaded While Pouring the 7 ft. 9 in. Radius Arches

up more and more of the tunnels. The work of building the

new arches then followed. As the clearance was very limited

it was necessary to design and build special centering for the

work. This consisted of light built-up steel forms, the outer

surface of which was made to correspond to the finished curve

of the arch down to the line of the haunches. From this point

it extended straight down, thus giving a small clearance

which, when the forms were dropped, facilitated their being

moved readily. Again because of the clearance it was aecej

twisting as it was moved forward. In this way it was

sible to drop the centering, move it forward to the next

and raise it to position, all in a very short time and with very

little labor effort.

At Callohill >trcit a reinforced concret ''uilt.

In tin- le row of brick was laid, after which the

entire arch was poured at one time, no construction joints

being i
I at the skew-backs. A

were several water, gas and electric light pipes and cables
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which had to be tarried across on temporary bridges or

cables. When the arches were completed these lines were

rearranged to follow the sidewalks. As a finishing covering

and to waterproof the tunnel construction a three-inch layer

of asphalt was prcad over the entire roof structure, over-

lapping the joints between the side walls and the arches.

The force required for this work was very small, chiefly

because of the advantageous use of the cranes for handling

mil pli g fi.IJ the materials, etc. During the period when all

classes of work were being carried on at one time only about

A Locomotive Crane Was Used in Placing the Centers

32 unskilled and IS skilled laborers, including carpenters,

hoisting engineers, etc., and a supervising force of approxi-

mately 8 men were employed.

! This work was designed by and carried out under the

direction of the engineering department of the Baltimore &
Ohio, H. A. Lane, chief engineer, Richard Mather, district

engineer and J. G. Teders, assistant engineer in active charge

of the work in the field. The contractor on the work was the

Empire Engineering Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md.

Progress in Rate Reductions

Following up the statement recently made before the

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce by Edward
Chambers, vice-president ot the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, that thousands of ru'c reductions had been and

were being made by the railroads, American Railroads, pub-

lished by authority of the Association of Railway Executives,

has obtained from various freight bureaus further informa-

tion as to the progress in rate adjustments.

Mr. Chambers' data were to May 1. The reports now
published cover the period to June, and -how that the process

of eliminating rate maladjustments is proceeding at a rapid

pace.

The Transcontinental Freight Bureau (Chicago) reports

that up to June 9, 1,272 reductions have been made in west-

bound domestic rates, 153,319 reductions in eastbound rates,

and 120 reductions in export and import rates. The reduc-

tions affect grain, iron and steel, food products, lumber and
many other commodities.

Since June, 1920, the Western Trunk Line Committee
has considered 1,200 subjects; over 90 per cent of these were
reductions and nearly all affected rates increased last year.

These reductions concern more particularly crushed rock,

gravel, building materials, grain, coal, lumber, live stock

feeds and molasses. The reductions range from 5 to 70 per

cent, this maximum reduction being on paper and lumber.

As representative of the action of this and other traffic asso-

ciations, the following table is presented:

Number of
applications
on which
reductions Range of

were percentage
approved reduction

Products of agriculture:
Grain, hay, fruits, vegetables and seeds 70 10 to 50

Products of animals:
Live stock, fresh meats, packing house products and

green salted hide, 16 15to33J^
Products of mines:
Coal (hard and soft), ores, sand, gravel and crushed

stone "0
1 to 60

Products of forests:
Lumber, logs, sash, doors and blinds 13 5 to 70

Manufactures:
Petroleum oil 9 8 to 30
Brick, cement and lime 24 7 to 60
Iron and steel rails, structural iron and ferro-man-
ganese 15 10 to 50

Sugar and molasses 6 12 to 45
Paper and paper articles 17 14 to 70

Miscellaneous c„i Inn
Not specified above (car-loads) 73 6 to 70
Less carload rates 10 8 to 30
Industrial switching rales 20 22 to 50

Total 343

In the month of May, F. A. Leland, chairman of the South-

western Freight Bureau, says that 159 out of 168 cases acted

upon involved rate reductions.

"In this statement," Mr. Leland says, "we have made no
effort to multiply the number of rate reductions by reason of

the fact that Some of the rates apply from a large number of

points, or to a large number of points. Technically, a reduc-

tion in a rate applying from 10 points to 100 points is 1,000

reductions. Such' situations as that we treat as only one
reduction.''

According to a report, dated June 11, from N. W. Hawkes,
chairman, New England Freight Association, for the period

August 25, 1920, up to June 1, 1921, that association has

considered 695 freight rate proposals, and has in the same
period issued 348 recommendation advices, of which it is

estimated that 80 per cent are reductions.

The Trunk Line Association (New York) states that in

trunk line territory from September 1, 1920, to May 31,

1921, 2,662 rate proposals were taken up, of which 2,463

were approved and recommendation advices issued.

An accurate calculation has been made of the number of

reductions in the month of May, which is fairly represen-

tative of the whole number of transactions involved. In

that month 98 per cent of the changes in rates passed upon
by the Trunk Line Association were reductions, according

to advices from the secretary- of the association.

Commenting upon the rate situation in general. American
Railroads says:

"With all the savings that the railroads can hope to make
as a result of wage reductions and other economies, it is only
with the utmost difficulty that they can hope to earn the

$475,000,000 necessary to meet their fixed charges for 1921.
"There can, therefore, be no general reduction of rates

this year.

"The best the roads can do is to readjust rates on the

existing level so as to remove inequalities and maladjust-
ments that have resulted from successive blanket increases.

"This issue of American Railroads is devoted largely to

showing the extent to which—within the lines of possible

action—the roads are meeting the needs of shippers."

The Safety Department of the Missouri Pacific, which is

conducting a campaign to reduce accidents among its employees,

awarded first place in its "Safety First League" to the shops at

De Soto, Mo., for the month of May. During this period the

382 employees at the De Soto shops worked without an injury

of any kind.



Settlements With Government Under Consideration

Administration Again Interested in Railroad Situation—I. C. C.

and U. S. R. A. Apparently Disagree

The President and the administration are again inter-

esting themselves in the railroad situation, this time

in an effort to bring about an earlier settlement of the

claims of the railroads against the Railroad Administration

and their claims for the six months' guaranty period, with a

view to giving the roads some relief which will enable them

Washington, D. C.

Director General Davis is adhering to the same inte-preta-

tion of this contract as to maintenance as was ad rrted by
Mr. McAdoo, Mr. Hines and Judge Payne while i.iey held

the office of director general, namely, that the government's

maintenance obligation was to be measured by the mainte-

nance expenditures of the test period multiplied by a factor

to pay their bills, get their equipment in condition for a heavy to represent the in< reased wages or increased cost of mate-

crop season, and to help put an end to the buyer's strike by rial. The railroads, on the other hand, are insisting on -

resuming purchases. For a long time the administration

has been looking at the railroad problem principally from

the standpoint of rates, but the frequent postponement of

dividends recently and the rapid approach of another inter-

est date has served to draw its attention back to the financial

aspect of the situation. The question of the settlements be-

tween the railroads and the government was the subject of an

extended discussion at a dinner given by President Harding

to a group of western bankers on June 23, and it was the

main theme at the cabinet meeting the next day, after which

the President held a conference on the subject with Director

General Davis of the Railroad Administration, Chairman

Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Secretary

Mellon of the Treasury, and Secretary Hoover of the Depart-

ment of Commerce. While no definite conclusions were

reached, it was stated at the White House that the adminis-

tration wants to do anything it consistently can to expedite a

settlement which will help put the railroads in a position to

"break the jam" but that it is a question of negotiating a

settlement which the administration thinks fair and that an

important question of policy is in dispute. In a formal

statement given out after the bankers' dinner it was stated:

"The greater discussion in the conference hinged on the

relief of the railroad situation. There was no disguising the

serious nature of the railway problem. It was generally re-

ported that unless there was some relief worked out in the

settlement of the government's obligations to the railroads,

which date from the federal war operation, not only could

nothing be expected in the way of a railway contribution to

the revival of business, but their own recovery would be long

delayed."

Railroads Key to Resumption of General Business

There was a very general agreement among the bankers

that the railroads represent in large measure the key to the

resumption of general business and they promised to interest

themselves in the matter by joining the government in an

effort to expedite a fair settlement. From the Washington
viewpoint this apparently means that the railroads will be

asked to scale down their claims considerably in return for

an agreement that the government will pay them much more
promptly than it could if it is necessary to carry on a pro-

tracted controversy over the amounts and then take a test

case through the courts. In fact, a number of large roads

have recently made settlements by which they have accepted

much less than the amount of their claims.

The "important question of policy" referred to, which is

responsible for much of the delay in settlement, has to do
with the interpretation of the contract governing the govern-

ment's obligation to maintain the railroad property during
the period of federal control, and the same standard of

maintenance as provided in the contract is, by the trans-

portation act, made the measure of the amount the Interstate

Commerce Commission may allow for maintenance expendi-
tures in computing the guaranty for the six months begin-
ning March 1, 1920. The Railroad Administration under

basis of the cost of actual physical reparation, which would
require an allowance for the inefficiency of labor, because

the actual cost of putting a tie in the track, for example, was
increased by more than the increased cost of the tie itself

and the wage increase. The claims are much more compli-

cated than this when it comes to maintenance of equipment.

The Railroad Administration has estimated on th

of the claims already filed by the railroads that their total

claims will amount to SI,250,000,000, of which $700,000,-

000 to $800,000,000 is for undcrmaintenance. and most of

this represents the difference ljetween the roads and the

Railroad Administration on the interpretation of the con-

tract. The same question is the principal cause of delay in

settling the railroad claims for the six months' guaranty
period and the difference in interpretation of the mainte-

nance contract for that period is said to represent about

$300,000,000. The commission has already certified par-

tial payments on account of the guaranty amounting to

about $430,000,000.

Claims for Undermaintenance

The railroads have worked out an elaborate and compli-

cated formula for calculating their claims for undermainte-

nance, which requires a gnat deal of time for the prepara-

tion of a claim and also would involve a correspondingly

long time for the Railroad Administration to check it.

Therefore, most of the larger roads have nol yet presented

their full claims and most of those that have made early

settlements have had to settle practically on the administra-

tion's theory. It is understood that some of these roads con-

sider that they have received some allowance for undermain-

tenance, but the amount can not be distinguished in the

lump sum settlements. The Railroad Administration is

willing to admit that there was some shortage of maintenance

such as ties, rails and ballast, which should be compensated
for, but it adheres to its theory of paying for them on the

basis of "price" rather than of "cost" and will not

the railroad theory without a I i D and as it natur-

ally considers it accessary to check the claims in detail it

would require some time to int a final adjudication.

For the six months' guaranty period t
;

I Com-
merce Commission is the arbiter as to the amount which the

railroads may charge against the government for mainte-

nance. If a road during the six months' period si>ent more

for maintenance than the commission finds »sary to

maintain the standard oi the test period the excess is at the

expense of the company.

I. C. C. and Railroad Administration

Apparently Do Not Agree

Apparently the commission and the Railroad Adii i

tion do not agree as to the method of calculating this amount.

The commission has not yet issued its ruling on the subject,

which is oiii

but Director Colston of the bureau i

.; sel of tentative principles which he outlined in an
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before the Railwa) Accounting Officei Association (Rail-

way i... June L 7, page 1403) which in general agrees with

il in, ntion oi thi i arriers and it is reported that the com-

,, havi tentatively approved these principles in gen-

eral by a vote of 'i to 5.

i
n - decision on this point, however, will

n,,t be binding upon tire Railroad Administration for the

federal control period, although it mighl encourage the rail-

roads to i
i' ' ision in their favor from the courts, and

H syould not tend to expedite their settlements with the Rail-

road Administration. The Interstate Commerce Commission

does not have to worry particularly where the money is com-

ing From to pay whatever it decides is due the roads for the

guaranty period because the guaranty is payable on the com-

missibn's certificate, from an open appropriation, that is,

from any funds in the Treasury, otherwise unappropriated,

while the Railroad Administration has to get any additional

mone) it need- from Congress by way of a special appro-

priation. Even if it were inclined to allow the theory of

the carriers, it would have to defend its action before a

Congressional committee and to convince the committee be-

fore getting the appropriation desired. It naturally, there-

fore, wants to have good proof for any claim that it allows,

and it claims to have already saved the government some

$60,000,000 by checking the railroad claims for errors.

A good many people in Washington believe that some of

the railroads are filing excessive chums, either as a result

of haste in trying to prepare them or in the belief that they

will have to trade away a large percentage anyway to get a

settlement. It is understood that one large system has a

claim of $75,000,000 for maintenance or at the rate of some

$7,500 per mile after the Railroad Administration had spent

about twice as much on its property as the same officers had

spent on the average during the test period.

Root of Trouble Deeper Than Freight Rates

For some time the administration seemed to be actuated

by the opinion that the principal cause of the business de-

pression was the high freight rates and that business could

be stimulated and the condition of the railroads consequently

improved by a reduction of rates. A more intensive study

has apparently shown that the root of the trouble is far

deeper than that and the present idea seems to be that what

is needed is something to stimulate buying and that if the

railroad- themselves, as large purchasers, can be brought back

into the market a great deal will have been done to increase-

business generally, which will in turn improve the condition

of the railroads and make possible later a restoration of

rates more nearly normal. For this reason the President

would like to see the railroads receive promptly the money

that is due them and it is understood that he looked very

favorably upon the proposal to fund the capital expendi-

tures charged against the railroads for the federal control

period until he learned that, as these amounts have been

offset by tin- Railroad Administration against the sums it

owes the railroads, a large appropriation would be required

to enable the Railroad Administration to pay the roads in

full. In view of the campaign to reduce government ex-

penditures, the President is naturally very reluctant to ask

Congress for a very large appropriation but neither the

prospect of a return to normalcy or the record of the Repub-

lican party would lie at all improved by a series of railroad

receivership- and if the railroads could be induced to abate

their claims the amount of the appropriation required to

settle would be .-o reduced that he might be willing to ask

for the money.

If the funding plan is adopted, the government would

accept railroad securities for the additions and betterments

instead of deducting them from the amounts it cues the

roads. The Railroad Administration has been making some

payments to the railroads on account.

The net amount due the railroads from the government

on May 24 was approximately $600,000,000, according to

an estimate prepared by Julius H. Parmelee, director of the

Bureau of Railway Economics, and incorporated in a. letter

to L. F. Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson,

amount includes an estimate of $383,000,000 for the period

of federal control and a balance of approximately S22').-

000,000 still to be paid for the .guaranty period following

the return of the (arriers to their own management.

Mr. Parmelee's letter -ays in part:

"'I he director general estimates that the total i laims of

the railways against the Railroad Administration will aggre-

gate a little more than $1,250,000,000. Hi states that the

44 creditor roads whose accounts with the Railroad Admin-

istration have already been settled were allowed in final

settlement 43.68 per cent of the amount claimed.

"Three debtor roads, having claims amounting to S27.-

000,000. were disposed of by funding on .M
i omit of additions

and betterments to the amount of $6,800,000. That is.

final settlement has been made with 47 roads. The total

claims of these roads amounted to $124,040,867. of which

$35,486,914, or 28.61 per cent, was allowed by the Railroad

Administration. Applying this percentage to the total esti-

mated amount of the claims against the Railroad Adminis-

tration (SI, 250,000,000) it would appear that the Railroad

Administration will owe the railroads, above and beyond

offsets, approximately $358,000,000.

"In addition to this $358,000,000 there is also owed an

approximate amount of $25,000,000 to the short line rail-

roads. This makes a total net debt of the Railroad Admin-
istration to the railways of approximately $.383,000,000.

"With reference to the guaranty period the standard

return of the roads accepting the guarantee amounted to

approximately $431,000,000. The net railway operating

income of these roads for this period was a deficit of $201,-

000,000, so there is due from the government approximately

$632,000,000. Of this amount $403,000,000 has been paid

by the treasury up to May 24, leaving a balance due the

railways of $229,000,000.

"It is impossible to obtain exact and definite information

as to the actual financial status of the railways and the gov-

ernment as the Railroad Administration and the Interstate

Commerce Commission have to this date definitely settled

only a relatively small portion of the amounts claimed by

both the railway and the government. The foregoing

figures, although the most comprehensive and accurate that

could be obtained, can be considered at best but rough

approximations of the existing situation. There are, in all

probability, additional items on both sides which the above

estimate does not take into consideration and on this basis

it seems logical to conclude that the net amount due the rail-

wa vs from the government is somewhere between $575,-

000,000 and $600,000,000."

T. De Witt Cuyler, Alfred P. Thorn, Hale Holden, Howard
Elliott, Daniel Willard, Samuel Rea, R. S. Lovett, E. X.

Brown and S. T. Bledsoe, members of the steering com-

mittee of the Association of Railway Executives, called on

the President on Wednesday at his invitation and discussed

the entire question of the settlement of the accounts and the

funding proposition. No announcement was made of any

definite conclusions, but the matter was to be further dis-

cussed at a meeting of the executives in New York on Friday.

A Tabulation of 40.!-,04 answers to a questionnaire sent out by

the American Farm Bureau Federation to farmers, shows that

96.9 per cent of the fanners believe they will be able "to move
a materially largef amount of agricultural products" if a reduc-

tion on freight rates is secured. The returns are complete from

five states and incomplete returns were received from six other

states



Signs of the Times in the American Railroad World*
Discriminating Review by a Prominent Operating Officer—Thinks

the Corner Has Been Turned

By Elisha Lee
Vac-President of the Pennsylvania Railroad

The railroads of the United States have cost $20,000,-

000,000 and are mortgaged for less than $10,000,000,-

000. A man who has helped someone else build a home
or a factory by lending the owner half of its original cost and
taking a mortgage for security is commonly looked upon as

having made a very safe and sure investment; and the

legal and moral obligation of the borrower to repay is held

to be of the highest order. Any action, governmental or

otherwise, calculated to impair his ability to fulfill that

duty would be justly and universally resented and con-

demned. Is the man who has lent his savings to help build

a railroad any less deserving of fair treatment? Are the

property investment accounts of the railroads, collectively,

free from inflation ? These accounts have been kept since

1907 under the direct supervision of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and upon a uniform system for all roads. In

determining value for rate-making last summer, the Com-
mission accepted practically the maximum sum claimed by

the railroads, as appearing upon their books—a remarkable
testimony to the reliability of these figures, in view of the

Commission's extreme conservatism and the certainty that

any utterance favoring the roads would lay the Commission
open to immediate and severe political attack. The pending
physical valuation of the railroads is pretty sure to show
a present worth for the railroads as a whole substantially

in excess not only of their capitalization, but of their com-
bined property investment accounts.

Three Deceptive Phrases

"Watered stock" is one of three widely circulated and
glibly repeated phrases that have done the railroads incalcul-

able and unmerited harm. The other two are, "The public

be damned" and "What the traffic will bear." The former

was a hideous error if over uttered by a responsible railroad

executive. The latter is a clumsy expression of a perfectly

sound economic principle: that the total expenses of railroad

operation must be apportioned among the articles shipped,

with due regard to the proportion of the total cost which
each is commercially able to bear.

It is interesting, although not exhilarating, to speculate

on the losses which railroad investors have suffered through
the misuse, misunderstanding, misquotation and misappli-

cation of these three phrases, but such considerations would
lead far afield from the -abject we are discussing. There
have regrettably been a few cases in which railroad securities

have been issued to represent not physical property but pros-

pective or anticipated earning^ power. I have no desire to

appear as an apologist for such practices, but their extent

and relative importance have been grossly exaggerated.

Among those who have notably suffered in this respect

have been the holders of Pennsylvania Railroad stock who
not only paid in more than $40,000,000 in cash premiums
above par value, but have, in the more prosperous past,

reinvested in their property, without adding to the capital]

zation, far larger sums out of net earnings which legally and
morally might have been distributed as dividends. It is

more than conservative to say that for every dollar of Penn-
sylvania Railroad stock there are at least two dollars' worth

"Abstract of an address before the Philadelphia Bond Men's Club, at
Philadelphia, June 14.

of equity in tangible property over and above indebte*

yet Pen [ay at a depreciation of
one-third its par value; and the director- have had no
choice but to reduce for the time at least th lished
and moderate dividend of -i\ per cent. The landholders.
too, have suffered with the stockholders through the declin-
ing market value i irities. These injustices reflect

in no small measure the effects of the false propaganda
which has long been carried on to create the impression that
railroad securities as a whole are watered.

In tlie hearings before the Railroad Labor Board, one of
the chief representatives of tin- labor organization- a few
weeks ago presented a li-t of security issues purport
show altogether $500,000,000 of railroad over-capitalization.

The representative who submitted the li-t was one of the

most resourceful, highly skilled and highly paid of the labor
advocates .mil we maj assume thai the list was as good
and impressive a one a- ingenuity could compile. It went
to tbr public, of course, without any analysis or adequate
explanation of it- significance. If it left any impression at

all in the public mind it was merely a general one of the

existence of a large amount of fictitious capitalization; and
that, doubtless, was jusl the impression it was intended to

leave. Nothing was -aid of the fact that the S500,000,000

—

even if every penny was correct—represented only a
1 '

par cent of the total net capitalization of the railroads; nor
was attention directed to the fact that the under-capitali-

zation in one single railroad system [the Pennsylvania]
would wipe out all the water which the labor representative

succeeded in finding in others. It is a fact that there has

been invested in the Pennsylvania Railroad system about a

half billion dollars more than its net outstanding capitali-

zation.

In all substantial, well-planned railroad system- th

posed over-capitalization will be found to be totally without

foundation. You may look over all the balance sheets you

please .mil \uii will not find any item- covering patents or

good will or other unrealizable assets. Railroad property is

represented by "road and equipment" and it- exist

verifiable by the eye.

Stability of Railroad Investments

Many railroad b< ads have long .

have been drawn to mature in a century. Have their

any reason to fear that the railroads are in dang
superseded bj other forms of transportation and their

security value thus impaired!' My judgment is that we have

no cause to prepare against such a contingency, eiti

ourselves or our dependents. The motor car and tin

plane are more likelj to develop new transportation fields

of their own. rather than extensively to invade those of the

railroad-. The telephone did not wipe out the telegraph:

typewriters have not eliminated pens and pencils. Think
of the great development of rail transportation; and vet

we are greater road builders than were even the Romans
of antiquity. Indeed, the permanence of human institutions.

once well established, is one of the most interesting

nomena of history. It seems to b 1 law

of progress that new developments in any useful art or

field of endeavor, instead of crowdim; out the old.

11
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tend rather to create entirely new fields of usefulness for

themselves. To the extent to which motor cars are likely

to take over the short-haul freight traffic, the railroads will

probably be immediately benefited financially, because short-

haul business is becoming increasingly unremunerative on

account of the high proportion of terminal costs which it

must sustain. Altogether, I am not afraid of motor cars

and aeroplanes making railroads obsolete.

I think we are justified in three general conclusions re-

garding the funded debt of railroads: 1. Outstanding rail-

road bonds as a whole represent the real investment of real

money; 2. They are secured by property worth more than

double their face value; 3. The property so pledged may be

counted upon to retain its practical value and utility indefi-

nitely. The owners of railroad bonds may justly claim not

only the highest conceivable legal but also moral right to

expect that the integrity of their investments will be fully

protected. The elder J. P. Morgan said that "Character is

the test collateral." The fact that the moral character of

the American people is the highest in the world appears to

me as one of the most dependable and substantial safeguards

which railroad investors have, because it must be remem-
bered that under the system of public regulation which has

developed in this country, particularly now that its fields

extend not only to rates but to wages, the final moral respon-

sibility for the integrity of railroad investments rests with

the people as a whole. Most of what I have said applies"

just as aptly to the stockholders of the railroads as to the

bondholders. * * * We must bring about a very dif-

ferent relationship between income and outgo from that

which has prevailed in recent years.

The Outlook

I cannot help feeling that the corner has been turned,

and that we can begin to discern something which has at least

the appearance of daylight ahead. The Labor Board realizes

that substantial downward adjustment is necessary. Its

action with respect to the national agreements constitutes a

clear recognition of their economic unsoundness. President

Harding believes in a fair deal for the railroads and is not

afraid to say so. There is a growing friendly and con-

structive attitude in Congress, particularly exemplified in

the present helpful Senate inquiry. Back of all of this

and more fundamental in its nature lies the really remark-

able change which has taken place in public sentiment

toward the railroads. I think it very questionable whether

at any time within the last decade it has been really popular

to "bait" the railroads, though the volubility of an organized

minority may have misled those who have been courting

popularity. The press and public were almost unanimous
in their condemnation of the Adamson Law of 1916, upon
the enactment of which many persons lay the original blame
for the subsequent wage and labor troubles of the railroads.

Had Congress submitted the Adamson Law to popular

referendum it is as near a certainty as anything can be that

it would never have gone into effect. Country-wide ques-

tionnaires have shown over 80 per cent of the people favor-

ing a return to private ownership and against a continuance
of government ownership as a permanent policy.

Since the return of the railroads to their owners the press

and people are overwhelmingly for fair treatment of the

railroads; for a liberal adjustment of their claims for de-

terioration sustained while they were being used for war
purposes; for prompt payment of the remaining balances of

the government guarantees; for funding of their indebted-

ness on account of permanent investments made by the gov-
ernment during federal control; for complete abrogation of

the national agreements; and for a readjustment of railroad

wages to reasonable levels. The public has become educated.
It realizes that in the end it pays all the costs of railroad

operation, including every unnecessary dollar spent as a

result of unduly high wages, full crew laws or other uneco-

nomic conditions. And the effect of public sentiment on
political action affecting the railroads has not as yet exerted

its full force.

The railroads are not seeking additional legislation. The
Transportation Act of 1920 is no doubt capable of amend-
ment, but for the present I believe that the law as it stands

should receive a more extended trial. Those who blame the

business depression on railroad rates forget that it is a

world-wide condition, much less severe in this country than

in Europe. With respect to railroad wages, we feel that the

Labor Board has not ordered as great a reduction as it will

be found the circumstances demand, and there is little doubt

that conditions will inevitably bring this subject before the

Board again. The United States is too big and its popu-
lation too diversified to have wages and working conditions

alike in all parts, and it has never been attempted in an>*

important industry except railroading. If each individual

company had clear and unequivocal authority to negotiate

wages and working conditions directly with it- own employes,

half the battle would be won. A large part of our trouble

has been due to the belief that legislation or other govern-

mental action can reverse the functioning of economic laws.

In the rawer days of the West it came to the notice of a

law-maker in one of the Trans-Mississippi commonwealths
that arithmetic was sometimes made troublesome by the

fact that the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its

diameter can never be expressed exactly either in decimals

or common fractions. To get rid of this annoyance, he is

said to have introduced a bill decreeing that thenceforth

the ratio should be exactly as three is to one. The bill,

I believe, was defeated; but it may possibly have provided

Mr. Bryan with his inspiration when some years later he

sought to revise by Act of Congress the exchange values of

gold and silver. Railroad legislation should conform to,

and not seek to overthrow, economic law. There will for

a long time be abundant need for us to "watch our step."

but I think reasons are not wanting to justify a thoughtful

man in taking a hopeful view of what is ahead.

Ph,'to by Keystont

Victoria Station, Bombay, India



Scope of Wage Reduction Extended in New Order

Labor Board Makes 92 Carriers Party to Decision 147—National

Agreements Continued Temporarily

The Railroad Labor Board on June 27 added 92 car-

riers and one labor organization as parties to its wage

reduction order, Decision No. 147, an abstract of

which appeared in the Railway Age of June 3 (page 1259).

The 1 2 per cent wage cut decrease now applies to practically

all of the larger carriers and all classes of employees and

will result, according to the Board, in cutting off approx-

imately $400,000,000 from the annual pay roll.

Several sections of Decision No. 147 have been enlarged

to cover wage reductions for certain workers not specifically

noted before. Article X of Decision No. 147 pertaining to

floating equipment employees has been enlarged so that the

rates of pay in various ports such as New York, Philadel-

phia, Pa., Hampton Roads, New Orleans, La., Natchez,

Miss., Cairo, 111., St. Louis, Mo., and Duluth, Minn., are

fixed according to the conditions prevailing at each point.

The rates fixed are highest at Duluth and lowest at St.

Louis, the range in the rates between these points being ap-

proximately $60 per month.

Article XII of Decision No. 147 was also enlarged by

the addition of the following provisions:

For the specific classes of employees listed in the following
sections of this article and named or referred to in connection
with a carrier affected by this decision, deduct from the amount
of increases granted since February 29, 1920, the following
per cent of such increases :

Sec. 3. Chefs in bridge and building department and chefs

in extra gangs 60 per cent.

Sec. 4. (a) Restaurants.—Managers, assistant managers, cash-

iers, head waiters and head waitresses, waiters and waitresses,

bus boys and scrub girls, chefs, cooks, bakers, dishwashers, yard-
men, carvers and cold-meat men, vegetable man, storeroom man,
linenroom man, pantry men and pantry girls, lunch-counter clerk,

houseman, housekeeper, maids and porters 60 percent.

(b) Dining cars.—Stewards, chefs, cooks, waiters, and
buffet porters 60 per cent

(c) Laundry Workers.—Washmen, assistant washmen,
foreladies, seamstresses, body ironers and manglers..60 per cent.

Sec. 5. Cooks in maintenance of way department. .60 per cent.

Sec. 6. Cooks and campmen in extra gangs, cooks in carpen-
ter gangs, and cooks in Russellton Hotel 60 per cent.

Sec. 7. Dining car stewards 60 per cent.

Sec. 8. Stewards, cooks, waiters, and porters. .. .60 per cent.

Sec. 9. (a) Restaurants and Hotels.—Stewards, managers,
chefs, cooks, dishwaters, pantry men, waiters, porters, bedmakers,
and barbers 60 per cent.

(b) Ferry Restaurants.— Stewards, chefs, cooks, wait-

ers, porters, and dishwashers 60 per cent.

(c) Dining Cars.—Stewards, chefs, cooks, pantry men,
waiters, bus boys, and cabinet, buffet, and chair car porters

60 per cent.

(d) Miscellaneous, — Commissary helpers, laundry
workers, and chauffeurs 60 per cent.

Sec. 10. (a) Restaurants.—Managers, cooks, waiters, maids,
and porters 60 per cent.

(b) Dining Cars.—Cooks and waiters. .. .60 per cent.

Sec. 11. Stewards, chefs, cooks, pantry men and waiters

60 per cent.

Sec. 12. Waitresses, parlor car chefs, and porters.. 60 per cent.

Many Disputes Over National

Agreements Reach Board

The Labor Board during the past week has been flooded

with the submission of controversies over rules and working
conditions. The character of the submissions made to the

Board indicates very clearly that the employees on the ma-
jority of roads have submitted the terms of their national

agreements as practically the "irreducible minimum" and
stood flatly for the perpetuation of the punitive and restric-

tive clauses against which the railroads have strenuously ob-

jected. In a few cases, particularly those in which smaller

roads are concerned, the submissions to the Board indicate

that there has been an attempt to negotiate and in these

cases the points in controversy are comparatively few.

Employees Take Referendum on Wage Cuts

The employees' organizations affected by Decision 147

have been taking referendums during the past week, the re-

sults of which are to be announced when the general chair-

men of the various organizations meet in Chicago on July 1.

Labor leaders have consistently declined to comment on the

trend of the voting. However, the press has reported that

the returns already in indicate a disinclination to accept the

wage cuts ordered by the Labor Board. On June 28 it was
reported unofficially that the shop men, first of the organiza-

tions to complete its vote, had rejected the Board's ruling

by a large vote.

Labor Board Continues National Agreements

and Temporarily Ends Punitive Overtime

The Labor Board on June 28 issued a "'surprise" order

continuing all National Agreements '"until such time as such

rules are considered and decided by the Labor Board*' and

ending temporarily the payment of time and one-half for

overtime until this point in the controversy between the car-

riers and their employees is decided by the Board. Over-

time in the meantime is to be paid at the pro-rata rates

except on those carriers where overtime was paid for at puni-

tive rates prior to federal control.

The Board's order, issued as an addendum to Decision

No. 119, said:

Reports of the results of conferences held in accordance with

the directions contained in Decision 119 have been and an

being received in considerable number. In some instant

carriers and the employees have arrived at an agreement upon

all rules. In a considerable number of instances there remain

certain rules upon which no agreement has been reached, while in

others conferences have not as yet been begun. Undei

circumstances, in order that no misunderstanding may e>

unnecessary controversy arise, it appears necessary, purely as a

modus vivendi, that the Labor Board establish a uniform policy

to be pursued with regard to the undecided rules until such time

as it is possible to make a decision.

In the available reports from the conferences held in accordance

with the direction contained in Decision 119, it is found that the

principal rules still the subject of dispute are those governing

payment of overtime. The Labor Board directs as follows,

effective July 1, 1921. with the understanding that if the rules

promulgated by the Labor Board to be effective July 1 are more

favorable to the employees, adjustment in compensation due the

employees will be made by the carrier:

1. All overtime in excess of the established hours of service

shall be paid for at the pro rata rate, provided that this will

not affect classes of employees on any carrier which have

reached an agreement as to overtime rate-, nor to das

employees on any carrier who by agreement or practice were

receiving a rate higher than pro rata prior to the promulgation

i t any general order of the United States Railroad Adminis-

tration relating to wages and working conditions. Inasmuch
as this Hoard has not as yet given consideration to any dispute

on overtime rates, this order should not be construed to in-

dicate the final action and decision of the Labor Board on

disputes as to overtime rates which have been or may be re-

ferred to the Roard.

2. In lieu of any other rules not agreed to in the conferences

held under I

- ablished by or under the

auth United States Railroad Administration are

continued in effect until such time as such n sidered

and decided by tl iard.

3. This direction shall not be understood to n

13
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in ;„,., respecl other than is specifically provided for herein.

4. Rules agreed upon bj carriers and employees to be effective

as of July 1.

Employees in General Offices

toother interpretation of decision 119 was handed down

I the Labor Hoard on fune 29, ruling that agreements as

to working conditions of -employees in the general offices

should nol be separate from the agreements negotiated with

the Brotherhood of Railroad and Steamship < lerks, Freight

Handler- Express and Station Employees. In the negotia-

tion now taking place under decision 11'). several disagree

ments have resulted over the question of the right of the

employees in the general offices to negotiate their own agree-

ment independently of the clerks' organization, where this

organization represents the majority of all clerks and station

employees in the service of the carrier, but not the majority

,,f the general office force. On one carrier the general office

force expressed a desire not to be included in the agreement

under negotiations between the clerks' organization and the

carrier and asked permission of the board to negotiate a

separate agreement. The question was referred to the board

by the employees and the carrier, the latter favoring such'

separation on the ground that the general office force is a

separate class.

The Labor Board, in its decision, recognized the differ-

ence in the character of work performed by the clerks in

the general offices, but ruled that but one agreement should

be made in which could be incorporated the exceptions in

which the general office forces would lie included.

The decision of the Board, however, ruled that the em-

ployees in the general offices do not constitute a class and,

therefore, but one agreement should be made. It added,

"This decision will not operate to prevent the exclusion of

tin personal office force and the confidential positions in the

general offices from the application of the agreement."

The Pennsylvania and Its Employees

NOTICE has been given to the United States Railroad

Labor Board that the Pennsylvania Railroad and the

representatives of its employees in engine and train

service have mutually agreed on regulations and

working conditions. These enginemen, firemen, hostlers,

conductors, trainmen and switch-tenders, number more than

40,000. Heretofore the men in engine and train

service have been working under two different schedules,

one for the former lines east and one for the former

lines west. The successful outcome of these negotiations is

a source of gratification to the Pennsylvania officers, who are

endeavoring to establish similar arrangements for employees

in other branches of the service, not only for the negotiation

of regulations to take the place of the so-called national agree-

ments but also for the amicable settlement of all matters of

controversy that may arise.

E. T. Whiter, assistant to the vice-president in charge

of personnel, in an address before the Manufacturers' Club

at Philadelphia on June 29, discussed at length the labor

problems now engaging the attention of railroads and their

employees everywhere, and gave interesting data concerning

the Pennsylvania. He said in part:

Under the decision of the Labor Board we have asked our

employees to select, by secret ballot, representatives from

among their own number in each of the various classes,

representatives of their own selection, to speak for them in

negotiations with the management. We have, already, the

"Joint Reviewing Committee of the Pennsylvania System,''

established early in January of this year, with representatives

of the engine and train service, which deals with about

50,000 employees. It has been in operation now for six

months, and the record of its work is one of which not only

the management but the men themselves are very proud. It

has actually demonstrated what we have been contending

for before the Labor Board, namely, that it is possible, if

we are permitted to do so, to get together with our own men
and to settle our own affairs within the family.

That is what we have in mind for all other classes of

employees. We have absolutely no quarrel with the unions.

Nothing could be farther from the truth than any statement

that the Pennsylvania, in proposing this plan to its employees,

is trying to disrupt labor organizations. There are about

185,000 persons now employed on the Pennsylvania System,

of whom between 165,000 and 170,000 have been involved

in the present controversy. Of these, about 40,000 are in the

train service and they have mutually agreed with the company
on working conditions.

A majority of the shop employees at Altoona have also

agreed on fundamentals, including piece-work, and negotia-

tions between those men and the company are continuing

with every prospect of a mutually satisfactory arrangement

being consummated. The maintenance of way employees are

now voting. The signalmen, the clerks, the telegraphers, and

the freight handlers have taken their vote, making in all a

total of about 100,000 that have either completed their nego-

tiations or are now choosing their representatives.

Outside of Altoona, a majority, of the shop crafts have

declined to vote, and the management feels that it can assume

no other course than to deal with the committee chosen by

those who did vote. Many of the foremen have announced

that they consider themselves officers and do not want a

committee to represent them.

We have not been blind to the difficulties that obstruct our

way, but we feel that, from the result of the voting, sub-

stantial progress has been made. We earnestly request co-

operation on the part of the public generally in our efforts

to reach a basis of harmonious relationship with our em-
ployees. Notwithstanding our endeavors, the Labor Board
and the public will have this problem before them for some
time to come

(
unless the American public is determined that

these national agreements, or schedules based upon the prin-

ciples of the national agreements, shall not continue to be

imposed upon the railroads under some other form. * * *

There is an evident disposition on the part of railroad man-
agers, as well as employers in other industries, to recognize

the employee as a factor in industry and to treat him fairly;

and insofar as there is a spirit of friendliness and co-oper-

ation between employers and employees, the country will

prosper.

The American Federation of Labor at Denver has just

re-affirmed its stand for government ownership of railroads

with democratic operation. That means the Plumb Plan.

The executive council was instructed to draw up proposed

legislation giving railroad workers equal rights and privileges

with capital. If their efforts should prove successful, it is

only a short step farther to include all industries organized

under corporate grants, and again only another step to include

all the basic industries, such as coal, iron, steel and perhaps

others. Such resolutions are not idle words. They should

not be treated lightly. They call for most serious considera^-

tion on the part of business men. Railroad managers are

trying to operate their properties honestly, efficiently and
economically, and have set for themselves a high standard

of public service; but they need your support.

New England must have adequate service from its transporta-

tion system, at reasonable rates, or the prosperity of millions of

Americans will be imperilled. This was the main point of an

address by Vice-president Calvin Coolidge in New York City on

June 27. The speaker intimated that this question deserved the

serious attention of some railroads outside of New England.



Waiting to Tah

Heavy Locomotives for the Southern Pacific

Pacific Type Handles 11 Passenger Cars on 1.5 Per Cent Grade

—

New Santa Fe Type Increases Tonnage

Dl'RlN'c, the early part of the year, the Southern Paeific

received from the Baldwin Locomotive Works 15 loco-

motives each of the 4-6-2 and 2-10-2 types. The 4-6-2

type was built particularly for use on heavy passenger trains

between Ogden, Utah, and Carlin, New; and the 2-10-2

type on heavy freight trains hetween Los Angeles, Calif., and
Bakersfield.

Between Ogden and Carlin, a distance of 247 miles, the

maximum grade is 1.5 per cent, 10 miles of which is en-

countered going east, and 20 miles going west, the remaining

grades varying from 0.15 per cent to 0.6 per cent. These
4-6-2 type locomotives are capable of handling on this dis-

trict, without helper service, a passenger train consisting of

1 1 cars, including Pullman cars, which weighs 875 tons.

Locomotives of the lighter design of the 4-6-2 type, which
the new locomotives displace, require helpers when going

west from Montello to Valley Pass and from Wells to Moor
going east.

Between Los Angeles and Bakersfield, a distance of 171

miles, there are 64 miles over grades of from 2.2 per cent

to 2.5 7 per cent going west, and 7.-! miles over grades of from
2.2.? per cent to 2.54 per cent going east, the remaining
grades varying from 1.0 per cent to 1.5 per cent. The tonnage

hauled by these 2-10-2 type locomotives is 1.005 tons going

west, and 865 tons going east, or about 1 .i per cent over that

handled by the former lighter 2-10-2 type locomotives.

The specifications and general designs for these locomo-
tive- were worked up under the supervision of George Mc-
Cormick, general superintendent of motive power, and I E

Profile of Road Between Bakersfield, Calif., and Los Angeles

Russell, assistant mechanical engineer, thi des

completed and detail- Worked out by the buildi

The 4-o-2 type locomotives haw a rated tractive effort of

43,660 lb., with 180,000 lb. on driver-, thi Ihesion

being 4.12. The total equivalent heating surface i- 4,605 sq.
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ft., or 1 sq. ft. for each 9.5 lb. of tractive effort, this ratio

indicating good steaming capacity. The boiler is of the ex-

tended wagontop type with a wide firebox placed back of the

drivers and over the rear trucks. A combustion chamber 3

ft. long extends forward into the boiler barrel, and the tubes

have a length of 18 ft. The superheater consists of 40 units

and has a. superheating surface of 836 sq. ft. The cylinders

have a stroke of 30 in., which is a departure from the usual

practice in passenger locomotive design. The long stroke

was based on the result- of numerous tests of locomotives

6,933 sq. ft., or 1 sq. ft. for each 10.8 lb. of tractive effort,

this ratio likewise indicating excellent steaming capacity.

The boiler is of the straight top type with a firebox 90 in.

wide placed over the rear truck. The combustion chamber

is 5 ft. 4 in. long, and the tubes have a length of 21 ft. The

cylinders have a stroke of 32 in. and lateral motion driving

boxes are provided on the first pair of drivers.

Among the specialties applied to both types of these loco-

motives are Commonwealth cast steel tender frames, four-

wheel equalizing swing motion tender trucks, Delta type

Santa Fe Type Locomotive for Handling 1,000 Tons on 2.4 Per Cent Grades

with superheaters made by the Southern Pacific, which justi-

fied the use of the longer stroke with superheated steam.

The performance of these 4-6-2 type locomotives since going

into service has proved that no mistake was made in adopting

a longer stroke for passenger locomotives.

The 2-10-2 type locomotives have a rated tractive effort

of 75,150 lb., with 297,300 lb. on drivers, the ratio of ad-

hesion being 3.96. The total equivalent heating surface is

trailing truck frames, radial buffers, Unit type safety bars,

Ragonnet power reverse gears, extended main driving boxes

and Nathan non-lifting injectors. A complete installation

of F.B.C. flexible staybolts is made in the breaking zone of

the firebox and in the combustion chamber around the belly

of the boiler.

Both types are oil burners and are equipped with \Yal-

schaert valve gear with the link block in the bottom of the

4-6-2 Type locomotives 2-10-2 Type locomotives

Date built
' "l912 1921 1917-19 1921

T^rtive Vffort
' 29,920 1b. 43,660 1b. 65,300 1b. 75,150 1b.

Cylinders .....!."
'.

'. '.

'.
22 in. l»y 28 in. 25 in. by 30 in. 27 J/5 in. by 32 in. 29^ in. by 32 in.

We
'^t\

:

i engine 220,900 lb. 297,800 lb. 348,000 lb. 385,900 lb.

A" iirivinir wheels"" 141,400 1b. 180,000 1b. 273,000 1b. 297,300 1b.

On Wo 12 truck'"' 38,000 1b. 59,700 1b. 29,000 1b. 29.800 1b.

On trailing truck " 41,500 1b. 58,100 1b. 46,000 lb. 58,800 1b.

Engine and tender 359,000 lb. 519,800 lb. 521,460 lb. 607,900 lb.

Wheel base driving 13 ft. 4 in. 13 ft. 22 ft. 6 in. 22 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base total 33 ft. 4 in. 35 ft. 6 in. 41 ft. 6 in. 42 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender S3 ft. M in. 75 ft. 9-4 in. 80 ft. 2^ in. 82 ft. 7 V, in.

'Weight on drivers, tractive effort 4.72 4.12 4.18 3.96

Equivalent heating surface*—Grate area 72.3 65.4 93.8 84.1

Per cent firebox heating surface to evaporative surface 6.34 8.41 7.34
,,

Per cent superheating surface to evaporate surface 20.25 24.95 21.8 22.6

Total evaporative surface—Volume of cylinders 222.8 196.7 202.5 202.4

Wheels-
Driving, diameter over tires 77 lA in. 73'A in. 61Y, in. 63 J4 .in.

Driving, thickness of tires . 3J4 in
_ 3H in 3J4in.

,, .
3» '"•

.

Driving journals, main 10 in. by 12 in. 12 in by 22 in. 12 in. by 22 in. 13 in. by 22 in.

Driving journals front 9 in. by 12 in. 11 in. by 13 in. 10 in. by 20 in. 11 in. by 20 in.

Driving journals, others 9 in. by 12 in. 11 in. by 13 in. 10 in. by 13 in. 11 in. by 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in. 36 in. 33 in.
.
33 in.

Engine truck journals 6 in. by 10 in. 7 in. by 12 in. 6 in. by 12 in. 6 in. by 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 45"4 in. 5154 in. ASA in. .45';. in.

Trailing truck journals 8 in. by 14 in. 9 in. by 14 in. 8 in. by 14 in. 9 in. by 14 in.

Style Straight Top Ext. Wagontop Ext. Wagontop Straight Top
Working pressure 200 1b. ''Kill.. 200 1b. 200 1b.

Outside diameter, first ring 70 in. 78 in. S2 ,V in.
.
90 in.

Firebox, length and width 108 in. by 66 in. 120H in. by 84 in. 120{J in. by 75'i in. 132 in. by 90 in.

Tubes 182—2 in. 193—2<A in. 279—2 in. 261—254 in.

Flues 24—

5

H in. 40—S'A in. 40—5^in. 50—SA'm.
Tubes and flues, length 20 ft. 18 ft. 20 ft. 6 in. 21ft.
Heating surface, tubes and flues 2,571 sq. ft. 3,069 sq. ft. 4,130 sq. ft. 4,722 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 174 sq. ft. 282 sq. ft. 327 sq.ft. 399 sq. ft.

Evaporating heating surface, total 2.745 sq. ft. 3,351 sq. ft. 4,457 sq. ft. 5,121 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 556 sq.ft. 836 sq. ft. 972 sq. ft. 1,208 sq. ft.

Equivalent healing surface,' total 3,579 sq. ft. 4,605 sq. ft. 5,915 sq. ft. 6,933 sq. ft.

Grate area 49.5 sq. ft. 70.4 sq. ft. 63 sq. ft. 82.S sq. ft.

Tender: _ .. . .

Tank Cylindrical Cylindrical Cylindrical Cylindrical

Water capacity 7,000 gal. 12,000 gal. 10.1130 gal 12.000 gal.

Oil capacity .
.' 2.940 gal. 4,000 gal. 3,120 gal. 4,000 gal.

' Equivalent heating surface equals total evaporating heating surface plus 1.5 times the superheating surface.
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link in forward motion, the gear being so arranged as to give

equal cut-off at 55 per cent of the stroke. The lead is }4 in ->

lap 1%. in., exhaust clearance l
/s in., and valve travel for

the 4-6-2 type 6 l/2 in. and for the 2-10-2 type, 7 in. These

valve events were decided upon from experiments made dur-

ing the locomotive tests above referred to, proving to be the

most efficient of the numerous combinations tried.

The counterbalance is designed to balance only 50 per

cent of reciprocating parts and to produce a dynamic aug-

ment at diameter speed not exceeding 50 per cent of the

static wheel load. The reciprocating parts are very light,

the piston heads being of the built-up type with cast iron

bull-rings, and the piston rods of open-hearth steel, heat-

treated, and hollow bored. The main and side rods are also

of very light design, all being of I-section except the side

rods on the 2-10-2 type locomotives, which are rectangular.

All driving axles and main and forward crank pins are made
of open-hearth heat-treated steel, and are also hollow bored.

Constant resistance leading trucks are applied to both types

of locomotives.

The trailing trucks on the two types of locomotives are

interchangeable and are equalized with the drivers by means
of equalizing beams which are fulcrumed on the truck frame.

With this arrangement, which is a new departure for this

type of truck, the load is transferred to the truck frame at

the radius bar pin and through two sliding bearings placed

on the right and left sides back of the truck wheels. In

previous designs the entire weight on the truck was carried

on fulcrums between the radius bar pin and the wheels.

The tenders, which are of the Vanderbilt type, are unusu-

ally large, having a capacity of 12,000 gal. of water and
4,000 gal. of oil. The tender trucks are of the equalized

type with journals 6 J/2 in. by 12 in.

The following tabulation shows the principal dimensions,

weights and ratios of the two new types, and, for comparison,

of lighter locomotives of the same types which were super-

seded by the new power between the points mentioned.

Railway Business Association Places

Railway Problems Before President

Washington, D. C.

The following statement was presented to President

Harding at the White House on Monday morning,

June 27, by Alba B. Johnson, of Philadelphia, presi-

dent, and associates speaking for the Railway Business As-

sociation, the national organization of concerns selling goods

or services to railways

:

"The Railway Business Association invites your consid-

eration of two important aspects of the railway problem.

"We refer first to the industrial unemployment. This is

aggravated and protracted by inability of the railroads to

pay the bills of railway supply manufacturers or to order

necessaries. Without entering into the causes therefor de-

pletion of railway treasuries is due to delay in reaching an

adjustment of railway accounts with the government. Rail-

road orders being held to the minimum, many plants are on
part time or closed down, throwing their forces out of work,

while local banks carry manufacturers with credit which
would ordinarily be available to other borrowers. Measures
for relief are reported by the press to be under official con-

sideration. We earnestly urge that proposed appropriations

by Congress to expedite adjustments shall be viewed as the

fulfilment of a government obligation. For every sum prop-

erly appropriated to stabilize the roads and cognate business

the people of the country will realize very much more in

prosperity and the government treasury in taxes. Mean-
time the railroads will be preparing to handle the increased

volume of traffic which must be expected in due course.

"Second, we refer to the practice, increasingly prevalent

among users of transportation during the present business

depression, of carrying their proposals for railway rate

changes to executive and legislative officers of the federal

government and to the public and press, instead of as here-

tofore to the carriers and on appeal from them when neces-

sary to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

"Rehabilitation of our railways and subsequently their

maintenance and operation will depend upon the foresight

and business judgment which are applied to the regulation

of rates. The problem must Ix; dealt with as a whole in ac-

cordance with a comprehensive program steadily pursued.

Such a program can be carried forward in no other way ex-

cept through concentration of responsibility. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission is the body to which Congress

has delegated the task. The commission can serve the whole

country in the long run successfully only if it retains the

prestige and esteem to which its quasi-judicial character

entitles it. The survival of privately owned and operated

railways requires general abstinence from agitation and
political pressure in connection with any matter over which
the commission has jurisdiction.

"We earnestly deprecate appeals by shippers and travel-

lers to the President, his advisers and to members of Con-
gress for relief which under the statute is to be sought from
a quasi-judicial administrative tribunal.

"In our judgment this practice if continued will harm
every interest. It will bring misfortune upon the political

officers whose intervention is enlisted, because they are rarely

either chosen or trained for the regulation of railway
rates and are not occupied in its daily study; yet if they

intervene and the public believes such intervention to have-

been influential, they will in case of bad results be held to at

responsibility which is no part of their official duty. It

will break down the regard in which the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is held and deprive the country of a
trusted and indispensable agency which has required 30
years to develop. Upon users of the railways, consumers
of things transported, in other words the whole public, it

will inflict calamity, since it will make difficult and embar-
rassing to the commission the task which Congress has dele-

gated to it and to nobody else, that of planning comprehen-
sively and foresightedly the financial rehabilitation of these

carriers through a stable rate policy designed to yield in the

average year adequate net income and hence the ability to

furnish satisfactory facilities and service.

"The Railway Business Association is. as you well know,
composed of manufacturers engaged in supplying the railways
with their necessaries. Comprising a group of indu
which in good times employ as many men and probably as

much capital as the railways themselves, our members on
behalf of their employees, managers and stockholders are

deeply concerned in the increase and stability of railway
purchasing power which would stimulate not only cur own
industries but all industry and general business in the in-

terest of the whole public. We believe the Transmutation
Act of 1920 makes it possible to put the roads on a firm
foundation. We equally believe this purpose can be frus-

trated if through any mischance the administration of the
act shall l>e deprived of its quasi-judicial character and sub-
jected to the pressure of groups through political agencies.

"During many years before federal control the Interstate

Commerce Commission was regarded as judicial or semi-
judicial. Its docket- were considered litigation. Testimony
and argument were conducted as in a court. Its decisions

became precedents. Publicity or e>ther campaigns of agita-

tion were deemed improper, and intervention by political

personages not to be thought of.

"Federal control absorbed into the political executive this

rate-making function which had previously been quasi-judi-

cial. Citizens acquired the habit of employing the same
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approaches in the matter of railway rates and practices to

which they wire accustomed in matters normally within the

i secutive or Legislative scope. Upon the relinquishment of

the roads and the resumption of regulation, the commission

found that principles which had required years to establish

and which had been regarded and treated as settled and

applicable without argument had Keen overturned and the

whole process had to be started anew. At the same time

Shippers continued the war-time habit of political pressure.

"From the complaints of shippers discussed in that way

a large part of the public has obtained the impression that

the regular mechanism of negotiation with carriers or their

ttee and of appeal to the commission lias broken

down. Press dispatches purporting to be based upon the

official view express satisfaction with the progress already

made by the commission in the amelioration of hardships

arising out of the horizontal advance- of L920 but the same

articles proceed to characterize such adjustment as a prob-

lem confronting the administration. It seems inevitable that

such interpretations will confirm the idea that rates are to

be made in the light of popular opinion instead of in the

light of expert and legally responsible opinion, and further

encourage shippers of commodities to make their case with

exei utive and legislative officials and in the newspapers in-

stead of with the commission.

"I he Railway Business Association from the beginning of

large-scale rate advance cases in 1410 to date has refrained

from suggesting rate schedules to the commission. Our

steadfast attitude was that of urging the public and business

organization- to make clear beforehand their acquiescence

in whatever judgment the commission might reach. On
March 31, 1921, in annual meeting, our association adopted

the following resolution:

"Th» Interstate Commerce Commission on March 1, 1922, under the

statute'; acquires authority to fix from time to time the rate of return upon

railway property which transportation rates are to be designed to yield.

It therefore becomes the duty of the commission to define the purposes foi

which new capital i- desirab'le. The United Slate, need- a transportation

DroKram that looks further ahead than a few months, and a financial pro-

Lr-iiii upon which to base the rebuilding program. The Interstate Commerce

Commission entering upon a far-reaching experiment with a given level

,,l , ltes to see whether it will bring to the roads the income, the capital and

the imorovements which the country requires, those who are tempted to

agitate for rate reductions each on his own commodity should bear in mind

that if everyboiK was accorded the reduction lie would like, railway facilities

would be inevitably diminished below the requirements of our nation's com-

mi rce A broSd policy requires the fullest support of all our citizens.

"The National Association of Manufacturers on May 18

in annual convention adopted a resolution which declared,

'It is prudent for shippers to desist from agitation for a gen-

eral reduction of rates, and instead for each shipper or asso-

ciation of shippers who feel that they have a grievance to

endeavor to compose the matter with the carrier involved,

and failing that, to take the case in the orderly way to the

Interstate Commerce Commission.'

"The National Industrial Traffic League on May 25, in

general meeting, adopted a resolution which cites that 'there

appeal- to be .1 disposition on the part of some shippers and

simie organizations to bring pressure to bear upon the com-

mission, through political channels, to influence its actions

with respect to certain of these adjustments'; hence the

league 'respectfully submits to its membership and to the

shippers of the country generally, the wisdom of proceeding

in all these matters in an orderly manner, as provided in the

Act to Regulate Commerce,' and reaffirms 'confidence in the

Interstate Commerce Commission to act in this grave situa-

tion lor the good of all interests and urges that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission be left free to exercise its judg-

ment in making such readjustments of the rate structure as

necessit) and conditions warrant.'

"Certainty that the Interstate Commerce Commission will

retain its freedom of judgment with respect to proposed rate

adjustment- will substantially strengthen the tendency

toward business resumption. Traffic is increasing. Week-

ly car loadings show a steady and wholesome gain. Load-

ings on January 1 had fallen more than 40 per cent below

the October peak. As of the middle of June they have risen

to within alxxit 22 per cent of the high point last fall. If

shippers could feel sure that the rate policy which is to

prevail is the policy known to be that of the commission,

such certainty would invigorate and hasten general recovery.

"Not the least item, but perhaps the greatest, is purchases

by the railways themselves. July 1 will bring important

new factors of encouragement. Labor cost will be reduced

in several directions. Increased traffic should bring enlarge-

ment of earnings. Convincing signs that shippers and the

general public are disposed to acquiesce in the rate program

which the commission deems essential will put courage and

vigor into railway purchasing. This will do more than any

other one thing could to restore general business activity."

Railroads and Public Utilities

Urged to Buy Coal
Washington. D. C.

Chairman- Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion has addressed letters to Thomas DeWitt Cuyler,

chairman of the Association of Railway Executives;

G. W. Elliott, secretary of the National Committee on Gas

and Electric Service; M. H. Aylesworth, executive manager

of the National Electric Light Association, and C. L. Henry,

president of the American Electric Railway Association, urg-

ing the importance of having the railroads and other large

users of coal acquire a reasonably liberal reserve supply of

fuel now in order to prevent a possibly serious situation if

all the coal consumers rush into the market at once during

the latter part of the year. The letter to Mr. Cuyler, which

is similar to that sent to the others, is as follows:

As you doubtless know, the production and transportation

of bituminous coal has been disappointingly small this sum-
mer and is now at a disappointingly low stage. The commis-
sion requests that I write, suggesting the importance, in the

interest of the conditions which may exist during the late

summer and fall, ot having the railroads and other large users

of coal acquire now while conditions are easy a reasonably

liberal reserve supply. We suggest that this matter be brought to

the attention of the members of your association, together

with a recommendation that in so far as is practicable they

act thereon. We realize, of course, that it is not practicable

to store a full winter's supply, but if a reasonable reserve is

now accumulated it will help out greatly when and if a period
of so-called car shortage occurs later which is in any respects

comparable with that which we experienced last year. We
are taking this matter up with associations of public utilities,

etc., that use large quantities of coal and that need a depend-
able supply.
Will you kindly act on this suggestion and will you be good

enough to advise us of the results?

Production of soft coal fell off sharply during the third

week of June, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geo-
logical Survey. For five consecutive weeks the output had
been about 8,000,000 tons. In the week ended June 18 it

dropped back to 7,549,000 net tons, the lowest output re-

ported for any full time week since the middle of May.
The Geological Survey says that the cause of the decrease

is not yet apparent. Shipments of lake cargo coal, on which

a reduction of 28 cents a ton was made some time ago, now
stand tit 8,H19,733 tons. This is in excess of both 1918 and
1920, but is 25,000 tons behind 1919.

Twenty-three Persons Killed and 42 injured, is the record

of a derailment, reported on June 25, of an express train at Allien,

France, on the line from Lille to Paris.

The- New York Barge Canal, and the problems connected

with promoting navigation on the canal, were announced as the

subject for discussion at an informal gathering of lake, caual and

ocean transportation men. appointed to be held in Buffalo, X. \ .,

on June 29 and 30. The promoters aim to launch an extensive

"ship-by-water" movement.



Railroad Hearings Before Senate Committee
Witnesses for Association of Security Owners Outline Economies

to Be Effected by Co-operation
Washington, D. C.

poration by the present trustees, who are named in the bill,

unci additional trustees to be selected in accordance with its

provisions.

Various aspects of the Warfield plan for "co-ordinat-

ing" the railroads were presented before the Senate

Committee on Interstate Commerce on June 23, 24, 27

and 28 by Forney Johnston, of counsel for the National

Association of Owners of Railroad Securities and members of

its Board of Economics and Engineering.

Forney Johnston Presents Outline of

Legislation Prcposed by Security Owners
Mr. Johnston gave an outline of the legislation which the

association proposes to provide adequate organization among
the railroads themselves for the introduction of economies in

railway operation. The proposal calls for organization of the

carriers by groups for intensive studies of railway economies

and for a central organization, made up of members of the

railway officials composing the several group organizations

and an equal number of financial representatives, the purpose

of the central organization being to systematize and har-

monize the functions of the group organizations.

It is proposed that these organizations should have a wide

measure of jurisdiction so far as investigations and recom-

mendations are concerned, but without power of direct inter-

ference with railway management, which it was stated would
not be necessary to make the economies and studies of the

organization available. The chief purpose of the organiza-

tion was to introduce modern methods into the study and
development of transportation, regarded from its national

standpoint and particularly in respect in which individual

railway systems could not be expected to function as serv-

iceably as the proposed method.

"The War College of American Transportation"

It is proposed that these organizations be authorized to

act as agencies of the Interstate Commerce Commission in

any matters delegated by the commission. They would con-

stitute, in the language of Mr. Johnston, "the war college of

American transportation," affording facilities for intensive

laboratory methods in the production of railway economies.

The title of the bill proposed was "An Act to further econ-

omies and efficiency in railway transportation." Mr. Johnston
also presented a proposed bill for the incorporation of Na-
tional Railway Sen-ice Corporation to take up the work
begun by the Maryland corporation bearing the same name,
of supplying equipment to carriers. Mr. Johnston stated that

the Maryland corporation had gone forward with the finan-

cing of railway equipment to the extent of about $30,000,000
and desired to extend its functions; that it had been desig-

nated by the commission as an agency appropriate in the

public interest to receive loans from the United States under
the Transportation Act, and that its incorporation by Con-
gress as an agency of the United States, to be operated without

profit in the interest of transportation, was desirable for a

number of reasons stated by Mr. Johnston. This act also

proposed an extension of the power of the commission to

make or refund loans to carriers out of payments on accounl

of principal made by the carriers in settlement of their liabil-

ities arising out of federal control or upon loans made to

carriers out of the revolving fund created by the Transpor-
tation Act, as the present act limits the power of the com
mission to make loans to applications made before March 1,

1922. Mr. Johnston proposed that this be extended to March
1, 1930. The bill provides for the management of the cor-

The Financing of Equipment

The proposed bill also would authorize the recording of
equipment trust agreements with the commission, thus avoid-
ing delay and expense and the doubtful legalities arising out
of the necessity for filing these instruments in all st

which the railway operates. Mr. Johnston pointed out the
diversity of statutes and court opinions as to the effect of
equipment trust instruments under existing laws and a

that if the procedure to
i instruments could

In- simplified the market for equipment obligal

be ver\ materially extended at a time when the credit of the
railroads ordinarily available to produce substantial cash
payments on equipment was restricted. For the same pur-
pose, the witness suggested that l

i ngn -- should exen
jurisdiction to require equipment obligations to be recognized
by receivers in federal CO extent that the revenues
coming into the hands of the receiver and available for such
application may be available, the witness stating that provi-
sions of this character would make it possible for the rail-

roads to market their equipment obligations on terms which
would encourage tlie acquisition of equipment and said that

some stimulation of this character was indispensable to invite

the purchase of equipment by the carriers sufficient to handle
commerce satisfactorily in the event of appreciable in

in the tonnage offered.

'Senators Kellogg and Pomerene asked questions indicating
that they did not think much of the idea of multi]
existing agencies for dealing with transportation matters.

What the Proposed Bill Provides

The proposed bill provides that the National Railwa) Serv-
ice Corporation shall be an agency of the United St

be operated in the interest of the commerce of the people of

the United States. Tile objects and purposes for which it

would be created and the general powers and functions which
it may exercise and discharge are stated as follows:

To aid. assist, further and supplement the sen
portation by carriers by railroad subject to the Interstate
merce Act.

To assist such carriers in their financial and refunding
tions and in the acquisition or use of terminal:
facilities.

To carry on the enterprise and business of constructing, acquir-
i

otherwise contracting with reference t". maintainii
repairing, disp i d dealing in

stock, equipment, appliances, material's

i'. cruris bj rail:

To acquire, own, and operate terminals and facilities

kinds useful in' or in connection with intersi

er and on such conditions, if any, as the commission may
authorize or prescribe.

To receive, administer, invest. Unci .., otherwis
deal with anj '.Inch may I

vailable to the Corporation '• the Interstat

Commission pursuant to the pi

Act, 1920, civ now or hereafter amended or any othei a I

the United St '

To act as an agency of the Interstate Commerce
in the matter of loans for the purchase of equipn

act as an agent or
in all such matter-, • such extent and in such res

commission may by g< i
- ral i u -

idvise and to '• the
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matter of, and to supplement in whole or in part, refunding

or new loans to or for the henefit of carriers from the proceeds

of principal paid or repaid from time to time upon indebtedness

of carriers to the United States arising out of Federal Control

n loans made in pursuance of Section 210, Transportation

Act, 192D. as amended, which are hereby authorized and directed

to be mafic by the Secretary of the Treasury to such carriers

and to the corporation on certificate of the commission on the

terms and conditions provided by said Section 210, from time

to time as the commission may find desirable in the interest of

railway transportation, until March 1, 1930.

To "borrow and lend money and to mortgage, pledge or

hypothecate anv property or interest the corporation may own.

To issue, buy, sell, mortgage, pledge, exchange and deal in

the bonds, stock, debentures, certificates, evidence of obligation

or indebtedness or representing an interest in or secured by

property used or useful in' interstate commerce or commonly

associated or dealt with in connection therewith; and securities

of carriers engaged in interstate commerce or to act as general

or special, fiscal or financial agent, trustee, receiver, syndicate

manager, underwriter, of or for any carrier or property used

in interstate commerce or owned and held as incidental or

accessorial thereto, such as the properties commonly owned by

interstate carriers or described in mortgages of interstate rail-

roads; and to undertake and discharge the functions aforesaid

as transactions in interstate commerce or accessorial thereto

without being required to qualify under the laws of any state

for the transaction of local business in respect thereof.

It is made the duty of the corporation to the extent that

it may find the same useful and appropriate "to invite and

encourage the use of the corporation by all carriers as their

common or general agency in all matters of general interest,

such as the clearing and interchange of cars, reciprocal serv-

ice, the clearing of accounts, the settlement and allocation of

loss and damage claims, the arbitration of differences, and

in all matters in which a common agency would be desirable;

to act as a bureau of complaints to which the public may

apply for prompt assistance in securing attention to just

grievances; to keep constantly informed as to the traffic and

operating conditions of the railroads, and to anticipate and

make provision for car supply and distribution; to investigate

and report to the commission and to the carriers interested

plans or suggestions for advancement of the commerce of the

United States, for unification of service where beneficial, for

joint use of terminals or facilities, for the construction of

additional facilities, and in respect to all matters as to which

the commission has authority to act; and to provide at all

times an efficient organization available for any national or

regional emergency affecting interstate commerce."

It would have the right and authority to acquire, condemn,

or subordinate private property, easements, or franchises to

the public use in such cases and to the extent of such ease-

ment and so conditioned and qualified as may have been

authorized by the commission as compatible with the interest

of the public and the commerce of the nation and consistent

with the purposes of the corporation; and "may proceed for

the enforcement of such right in any state court having juris-

diction of the property or defendants and jurisdiction of such

matters or in any federal district court having jurisdiction

of the property or of the adverse interests or any one of them,

under direct authority of this act."

Co-ordinating the Purchase of Coal

Statement by Edwin Ludlow

Edwin Ludlow, president of the American Institute of

Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, outlined the advan-

tages of co-ordinating the purchasing of fuel supplies for

the railroads by groups as follows:

The allocation to each railroad of a uniform grade of coal.

The avoidance of cross hauls, supplying each road from the

most available supply with a minimum of mileage.

Placing of the fuel supply on a scientific basis, with the

employment of inspectors to maintain the quality of coal shipped
and the checking up of the results from the performances
obtained.

The close co-operation that such a committee could have

with the coal operators, obtaining in that way co-operative
results of economy and efficiency that cannot be obtained under
the individual basis of buying as at present.

Stabilization of the bituminous industry through purchasing
greater amounts of coal during the summer months and storing

it for use, with diminished shipments in the winter months.
The advantages of this may be summarized as follows:
The direct saving to the railroads in the lower cost of their

fuel supply, taking into consideration the cost of storing and
rehandling.

The direct saving to the operators in the cost of producing
the coal, due to steadier work, enabling them to make lower
prices for the railroad supply.

The general advantage that will accrue to the whole bituminous
industry from the stabilization of production, reducing the

amount of idle times at the mines and enabling the mine laoorer

to have full time employment throughout the year.

The advantage to the railroads in the utilization of the empty
cars during the summer and reducing the movement of their

own fuel coal during the winter months when the cost of opera-

tion is highest and the demand is greatest for coal cars for

domestic supply.

By making long-term contracts with producing mines they

will be able not only to equip their mines better for the extrac-

tion of coal, but also for the housing and welfare of their

employees, being sure of a defined all-the-year-round tonnage

that will warrant their making the necessary capital expenditures.

Advantages to the Public

The public will be greatly benefited through an arrangement
of this kind, releasing the mines under contract to the railroads

from a proportion of their tonnage in the winter months
when the coal is needed for domestic purposes. The stabilization

of the industry in this way will avoid the serious fluctuations

which have occurred in the coal business during the past few
years.

Some railroads have fuel agents that are carefully studying

the subject, but in the majority of cases the fuel purchases are

handled through the purchasing agent, who buys the coal as he

buys other supplies—either taking what appears to him to be

the cheapest, or else buying some special quality of coal that his

operating men consider essential for use on their divisions.

Locomotives Require Coal of Uniform Grade

In many cases this means that various coaling stations on
the same lines of road often receive different qualities of coal,

some of it of high volatile and some of it of low, making it

impossible for the same locomotive to obtain efficient results,

as each type of coal requires special drafting arrangements in

order to obtain the most economical consumption. There is

also a very large amount of unnecessary mileage used by the

various railroads in the purchase of their coal. Some roads

in the West, for example, are satisfied that they are obtaining

the best results from Illinois coal ; other roads in the West con-

sider that Illinois coal is of too poor a quality and that they

must purchase their coal in West Virginia or Pennsylvania,

necessitating the long haul through states that are producing

coal that could be used.

Advantages of Buying by Groups

If the railroads of the country could be divided into four or

more groups in the same manner that they are arranged for

tariff purposes and a competent fuel engineer selected in each

group to supervise the purchases very large economies could

be obtained

—

He could, with a competent staff of inspectors under him,

give an intensive study of the requirements of the group of

which he was in charge and also the sources of supply both

as to quantity and quality. The work that has already been done
in the way of forming what is know-n as pools of similar qualities

of coals to enable vessels to buy a uniform cargo while receiving

coal from many mines will be the greatest assistance in pur-

chasing uniform grades for use on the divisions avoiding the

economic loss that occurs when an engine receives a grade of

coal different to the kind for which it has been drafting.

The fuel directors in each group will be able to co-operate

with each other and the fuel resources can be mapped out and

the distribution made from a scientific basis, avoiding unneces-

sary hauls.

The value of coal will be based on the number of B. T. U.'s

that can be purchased for a dollar at the point of delivery

considering not only the cost at the mine but the freight haul.

Storage

The purchasing also is done on a consumption basis and the

railroads buy 1,500,000 tons more per month in winter than they

do in summer and no attempt is made to store coal except
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in a few cases of railroads who have no mines on their own
lines and have felt the difficulty and expense of trying to obtain
coal during the winter months when the traffic of the railroads
is congested and the mines are only working half time for want of
cars. The position of the coal operator is that, during the
spring and early summer, his mines are running on about half
time for want of orders, that he gets his high peak of output
about October, and that during the winter months, when the
demand for domestic fuel is the greatest, his operating time
is cut down for want of empty cars, due to congested trans-
portation, so that his output is again reduced to about SO per
cent of his capacity.

It will be claimed by many roads that they have attempted
to put in storage and found it a failure. This matter was also
examined into by Eugene McAuliffe when acting for the Fuel
Administration, who found that, in spite of the careful instruc-
tions that had been sent out as to how this storage was to be
accomplished, in 90 per cent of the cases no attention had been
paid to the instructions. The coal had simply been thrown
out of the cars by section men, without any preparation of
the ground, and the result was that in picking up this coal
the locomotive crane usually gathered enough of the soft surface
on which it was thrown to show a recovery greater than the
amount of coal put down.

Advantages of Long-Term Contracts

If the railroad companies would enter into long-term con-
tracts with mines and would arrange such contracts on a basis
of permitting excess shipments during the four dull months of
April, May, June, July, and a reduction in shipments during the
congested months of November, December, January and February,
such companies would be willing to make a very much lower
price that would materially decrease the railroad's fuel cost,

and if these contracts went over a period of years, with a sliding

scale arranged on the basis of the cost of labor, they would
have the incentive to equip their mines thoroughly, not only
for the most efficient mining of coal, but also for the proper
housing of their employees, and with the steadier period of

operation throughout the year that such shipments would permit,

the working time of the miners and their annual earnings
would materially increase, eliminating a great deal of the dis-

content which now comes where mines are operated for less than
200 days in a year. Such action by the railroads would go a

long way to stabilizing the coal industry, as it would not only

keep the mines in more continuous operation, but, at the same
time, would permit these mines to supply the domestic demand
that the country requires during the winter months.

Increased Freight Earnings

Another advantage to the railroads would be a more uniform
freight traffic, and the records show that the earnings of the

railroads follow closely as a whole the movement of bituminous
coal. They would have during the congested winter months
the cars needed for the domestic demand and would, at the

same time, have a storage of their own, relieving them from the

necessity of confiscation, which is now one of the most de-

moralizing elements in the coal business and further avoiding
the necessity of assigning cars to keep up their fuel supply

in winter.

Conclusion

The whole situation of the purchase of coal should be one
of co-operation with the mines and, by helping the mines during
the dull summer months to carry their overhead expenses, the

railroads would receive their coal at a much lower price not only

sufficiently lower to pay for the expenses of storing and picking

up, but also at a considerable saving on the total fuel cost, and
the whole country would be relieved of the congestion and un-

certainty in the coal business, which has happened so frequently

in late years, and of which 1920 was our worst example. The
stabilizing of the coal industry is recognized as one of the

necessities for the real prosperity <>f this country, and the rail-

roads, using 33 per cent of the entire output of our bituminous

mines, are the ones who can do the most towards stabilizing,

if they will work in co-operation with the coal miners to that end.

Joint Terminals and Facilities

Statement by John F. Wallace

John F. Wallace, of Chicago, told the committee that tin-

application of the competitive principle to the development

of railway terminal facilities at large commercial and indus-

trial centers has resulted in the duplication of terminal facili-

ties and railroad service, and as a consequence of this, these

competitive developments have resulted in the burdening of

the railroads with unnecessary capital expenditures and
greatly increased operating expenses. He said in part:

The complete application of the competitive system to railway
freight terminals falls of its own weight. Each road cannot
secure and maintain terminal facilities covering the entire terminal
area. It cannot secure, maintain and operate adequate terminal
facilities in each and even- section or district within the metro-
politan terminal areas where important freight traffic originates.
Nevertheless, the attempt is made under existing methods to
cover as much as possible of the entire field by separate and
competitive terminals, with the resultant complication of facilities
and a duplication of financial investment

In the terminal district of Chicago as a whole—and the same
thing applies to other cities—the unnecessary complication and
duplications of terminal facilities is so extensive that it is a
burden upon the railroads, the shippers and the public.
The investment by railroads in unused or little used property

to protect real or fancied present or future competitive conditions
is also a source of great expense to the railroads and ultimately to
the public—although not often fully realized as such. The
interest on these investments is absorbed in the general interest
charges on the entire property and is lost sight of as being an
expense due to unproductive investments.

Should Be Treated Co-operatively

If the terminal situation were treated co-operatively instead
of competitively there could be a simplification of the tangled
network of tracks that now exists, the release to general com-
mercial purposes of large and valuable property now held by
railroads for competitive purposes or prospective competitive
needs, the reduction of operating costs in the terminal handling
of freight, and an increase of efficiency.

To the public this would mean not only the improvement
of service to the shippers, but the reduction of street congestion
and the removal of existing obstacles to the growth and develop-
ment of the city.

An outstanding example of the disastrous effect of the appli-
cation of the competitive principle to railway terminal operations
is found at Chicago. This is true, first, because of the size of
the Chicago terminal district in point of area covered, number
of railroads entering, and volume of traffic; second, because of
topographic and geographic conditions.

Chicago is served by 26 trunk line railroads and five major
belt lines, besides several small roads performing terminal func-
tions'. Railroad developments occurred in all sections of the
city and there was nothing in a physical way to prevent a rail-

road entering the city at one point from attempting to reach
and duplicate the facilities of a railroad entering from the oppo-
site side. It is because of this situation at Chicago that more
attention has been directed to the terminal problem there, but
the same problems exist in a lesser extent at all of the great
railroad centers of the country, and the principle which would
apply to the proper solution of this terminal problem at Chicago
would be equally applicable to the terminal problems at all other
large centers. There is practically a unanimous opinion among
railroad executives that the unified or co-operative operation of
railway terminals is not only desirable, but will eventually

be necessary, it is doubtful, however, if the railroads left to

their own resources will be able to evolve through independent
effort a satisfactory co-operative railway terminal operating

plant.

The Situation at Chicago

During the period of government control, primarily at the

i lion of the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission, the

operation of the terminals at Chicago and other large centers

was placed in the hands of terminal managers for the purpose
of operating these terminals as units and in order to secure
the greatest possible efficiency. Economies «er< secured through
the unified operation put into effect by the terminal managers,
but the results obtained were not at all indicative of what could

be secured through the complete unified operation of the termi-

nals in normal times.

Nevertheless, even under the conditions outlined above, sub-

stantial economies were effected and the movement of fl

was expedited, and the experience fully justified the argument in

i ied terminal opera:'

The statements herein made are simply my individual o
tion of the terminal problem and ideas Hoard

omics and Engineering for investigation. It is the formu-
lated policy of the Board of Economics and Engineering tliat the

individual members thereof shall submit their per- i

gations and opinions to the board for its final analysis before

any reports are made that will require the s:i

as a whole. In other words, it is the plan and p

board to act as a unit, ami the present. it!
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f this subject i- merely intended to give your committee a

general idea of the scope and purpose of our future investigation,

with a few illustrations necessary to clarity the situation.

Mr. Wallace said it was not proposed that the Board of

Economics and Engineering should be a disturbing element

in the situation in any way. It proposed to analyze the vari-

ous problems and to try to be helpful by making suggestions.

He said there is not a railroad executive in the United States

that is not loaded down with routine daily duties which give

him little time lor the i onsideration of larger problems. Their

staff- are also overloaded, he .-aid. and if Mr. Willard or

Mr. Rea or Mr. Smith could "sit down and put their feet

on the table and smoke a cigar for two or three hours a day

the) would be better executives." He thought the board might

be able to make some suggestions that the executives would

recognize as helpful, but it has no idea of trying to inject

another complicating element into the railroad situation.

The Interest of the Savings Banks

George E. Brock, president of the Home Savings Bank of

Boston,"and president of the National Association of Mutual

Savings l'.anks. said that these banks own approximately

$900,000,000 of railroad bonds and have been greatly con-

cerned over their investments while scarcely any railroad

bonds are being purchased by savings banks now. They are

willing to own more railroad bonds if proper safeguards can

be placed around railroad investments and for this reason

they have supported the work of the National Association of

Owners of Railroad Securities which they thought had been

very helpful. He expressed the hope that the committee would

give careful consideration to the plan suggested by Mr. War-

field, although in reply to a question by Senator Cummins he

said he did not consider himself a competent judge of the

details of the plan. Mr. Brock said that mutual savings

banks and life insurance companies are the two most promi-

nent sources from which future capital for the railroads can

come and that under proper circumstances the mutual savings

banks might furnish $100,000,000 a year of new capital.

He thought Mr. Warfield's plan applies to the railroad system

a plan similar to the Federal Reserve System applied to the

banking system, which has worked out well.

Equipment Standardization

Statement by L. B. Stillwell

L. B. Stillwell, consulting electrical engineer, said that the

board has been instructed to report on railroad rolling stock

with a view to standardization and improvements in con-

struction and maintenance. He believed that many improve-

ments can be effected, which he outlined, although he said

the board had merely begun its study of the subject. He said

the American Railway Association, Mechanical Division, has

recommended standards which have been adopted to a con-

siderable extent, but the American Railway Association can-

not enforce its recommendations and the standardization

that has been adopted mainly applied to the parts of cars.

He thought that through the medium of the service corpora-

tion to acquire new equipment it would be possible to attain

results which the railroads have not been able to attain. The
board is studying the further standardization of freight and

passenger cars, the establishment of a system of periodic

repairs, the strengthening of weak cars or their restriction

to local lines, and other -imilar subjects. He said that a

limited number of standard types and sizes of cars should

be adopted, although he thought the Railroad Administration

went too far in the direction of standardization. Very little

has been done, he said, in the direction of standardization

for the purpose of economy either in construction or mainte-

nance and the present large number of varieties of cars re-

quired the keeping of many kinds of repair parts or a delay

until the part needed can be obtained. He referred to the

present system of car repairing as "theoretically almost im-

possible" and said that the fact that cars spend so much of

their time on foreign lines where they are inadequately re-

paired makes them wear out quickly. He said standardiza-

tion should be accomplished by selecting a few of the best

types now in use, possibly with some improvements, such as

a .lc-iu'ii that would give a car of less weight in proportion

to the carrying capacity.

Mr. StillwelFs statement follows in part:

From the experience gained in operating these cars, a lim-

ited number of standard types and sizes should be selected

or developed for interchange service and thereafter adhered

to, except in special cases where the reasons for deviation

may unqui stionably be controlling.

Standardization should not preclude development and im-

provement in design and material, but should secure inter-

changeability a- rcuanls component parts, and it should de-

fine minimum limits of strength of essential parts. This can

be done without sacrificing the advantages of competition

between manufacturers in the development and sale of their

specialties, a- the establishment of minimum limits in no way
precludes progress by improvement of material or design

within the dimension limits fixed by the interchangeability

rule.

Standardization will enable the manufacturer to reduce his

costs by reducing the number of rolled forms, sizes of plates,

special pressed members, and also dies and templates which
he must provide, ft will also reduce his costs by saving time

and consequently overhead expense. What is perhaps still

more important, it will effect a great saving of time and
overhead expense when the cars are repaired.

In selecting or developing standard cars, life and weight
are of the greatest economic importance. For illustration, if

the country has 2,500.000 freight cars and the average life is

20 years, 125,000 cars per annum must be purchased for re-

placement. If the average life could be increased to 30
years, by improved design and systematic maintenance, the
same result would be accomplished by purchasing 83,000
cars per annum. The difference, namely. 42,000 cars, at pres-
ent prices would cost about $100,000,000.
As cars now in use become worn out to a point where it

will no longer pay to repair them, they will be replaced in
general by cars of larger capacity and less aggregate weight
as compared to the load carried.

As regards weight of freight cars, its relation to the cost
of operating railroads and the wide divergence of opinion
as to what weights are necessary are illustrated by the fact
that the standard box car designed by the United States Rail-
road Administration was criticised in a statement issued by
the executive committee of one of our most important rail-

road companies.
According to the Interstate Commerce Commission Report

for 1918, there were at that time on Class 1 roads, 1,038.751

box cars. Within the next 20 or 25 years practically all of
these cars will be replaced by new eouipment and obviously
it is of very great importance that the weight of new cars
should receive most careful consideration.
Broadly speaking, durability (life) points toward an in-

crease of weight in design, but weight does not necessarily
mean strength, and it is obvious that the interests of the
railroads call for a complete study and action which will

secure durability without excessive weight.
Much good work has been accomplished by the mechanical

departments of the railroads, but it is inevitable that where
each railroad practically determines its own standards of
design, a considerable variety in the degree of excellency
attained must result.

The time certainly has arrived when the state of the art

in car design and construction should make it possible to

select or design a limited number of the best types and sizes

and avoid the losses which must result from further con-
struction of cars of inferior design. Moreover, aside from
difference in mechanical excellence, or deficiency, it is ob-
vious that the mere reduction in the number of designs of
cars of a given type will tend to secure a reduction in first

cost and in cost of maintenance.
Under present conditions, each railroad specifies its own

design, which may be good or otherwise, and normally less

than one-half of these cars will be found in operation on the

lines of the railroad company which owns them, the rest

being scattered over the country in interchange -service.

When traffic is heavy the percentage of cars on lines of the
company owning them drops in some cases, as low as 25
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per cent. Under these conditions a majority of the repairs

must be made by foreign lines and the cost of such repairs

in time and money is greatly increased by the variety of

designs and of specialties used.

If standardization from the standpoint of the railroads as

a whole can be established and sound maintenance and retire-

ment policies fixed, savings very large in the aggregate will

undoubtedly be secured. In this connection the mere cost of

unloading and re-loading cars which require repairs is a

heavy item of expense charged against traffic and frequently

involving delay and indirect expense serious to the shipper.

In 1920 the cost of maintaining freight cars owned by Class

1 railroads was over $600,000,000. Looking to the future,

there is every reason to expect that if a policy of standardiza-

tion can be adopted by the railroads as a whole, a very large

saving in cost of maintenance will gradually become effective

as present rolling stock is replaced.

Obviously standardization which will secure inten hange-
ability of parts and also establish adequate standards of

strength of material and methods of construction will effect

important economy in the cost of maintenance. Standardiza-
tion will also be of .'Mil value in reducing the number of cars

temporarily out of service for repairs, much time being lost

under present conditions by the frequent necessity ol awan
ing arrival of spare pails at interchange points where repairs
are made.

Stabilizing Orders For i ui

A great reduction in builders' costs and in prices to the

railroads would result if it were possible to stabilize the

placing of orders for both new cars and for replacement
parts. Under present practice when railroad earnings fall off,

orders for equipment are curtailed, and when earnings in-

crease, orders in large quantity are placed. The very wide
fluctuation in output of the manufacturers of equipment
which results, operates to increase greatly the average cost.

Stabilizing Maintenance
A condition which results in a very great increase in cost

•of railroad operation exists in present repair practice, each
road being supposed to repair all cars which develop the

need of repairs while on its lines.

For best results, maintenance should be pushed especially

during periods of light traffic. Present methods tend to make
repairs keep step with the monthly earnings of the railroads.

If it were possible to carry on repairs systematically at all

seasons regardless of the earnings or losses of individual

roads, a great saving could be effected. This would not only
mean a reduction in the cost of maintenance, but would
secure greater reliability of service and freedom from break-
down and would stabilize labor conditions in the shops. On
May 15, 1921, the Car Service Division of the American Rail-

way Association reported 324,969 freight cars in bad order.
This is approximately 13 per cent of the total number of
freight cars in this country. This percentage is abnormally
great, but there is little relief in sight.

Obviously the best interests of the railway industry as a
whole require that in slack periods when cars are plenty
such cars should be put into good condition in order that

they may be available when heavy traffic returns. Under
present conditions, repairs are often postponed because of
lack of available funds.

It has been estimated that IS per cent of the cars in rail-

road ownership are structurally too weak for modern service
conditions in interchange service. Such cars should either be
adequately reinforced or withdrawn from such service, as
their maintenance is mm abnormally expensive and they are
responsible for a large proportion of loss and damage claims.

P VSSENG1 R I
'

vi;-

As regards passengei cars the economics which can be
effected by further standardization of design, material and
methods of construction are less than in the case of Freight

cars for the reason that the former are comparatively few in

number. Nevertheless, important savings are possible in tins

department. The wide variation in practice under the pies
cut system which permits each railroad to evolve or select

that particular steel passenger coach which it may prefer
may be illustrated by an example.
Three Class A railroads are today operating between two

important points in this country, 70 foot passenger coaches,
identical or practically identical in dimensions, having
respectively the following weights:

Railroad "A" 142,000 1b
Railroad "li" 124,000 11

Railroad "C" 119.000 1b

In this instance, the railroad which uses the heaviest car is

•operating under conditions which in general arc less difficult

as regards grades and curses than those of the railroads
which operate lighter equipment. The difference between the
heaviest car and tin- lightest is 23,000 pounds, and the cost of
hauling this difference of weight on the basis of over •

car miles per annum at high speed becomes a considerable
item of expense. The difference in the cost of coal required
for the operation of 50,000 cars like those operated by Rail-
road "C" on the one hand and those operated by Railroad
"A" on the other would be approximately $24,000,000. With-
out expressing here an opinion as to whether the heavier car
is or is not justified, it is obvious that both cannot be
As regards the advantages of stabilizing orders for pas-

senger cars and of standardizing and so reducing the number
of rolled forms, sizes of plates, pressed members, dii

templates which the manufacturer must provide, the
tages which would result an like in kind with those which
apply to freight ears, although less in amount.

lb' Boa us and Engineering is not pr*
;

at this time I to locomotive
improvements. It- present view i- that great caution must

< isi d m any attempt to standardize design at this time
when under the stimulus ol high fuel cost both the manufac-
turers and - an- making subsl
ress in deveb ping more efficient locomotivi [or er, the
fact that locomoti -ices, are O]
exclusively upon the liiii npany owning them and
are repaired m the shops ,,f the company under contract by
locomotive builders, avoids m greal part the •

delay which result in the ease of freight cars from the fact
that more than half o! all repairs are made in shop
lines.

Proposed Method of Securing the Economies

The Bo
I onomics and Engineering understands that

the National Railway Service I in financing fur-

ther purchases of equipment, proposes to

—

(a) Insist up, ,n tli, adoption of standards of design
approved by it.

(b) Provide systematic and competent inspection dur-
ing construction of the equipment so financed to ensure
the best practicable material and workmanship.

(c) Establish and maintain systematic and competent
Inspection of repairs to its cars at interchange points, in

order that the interests of the equipment note holders
may be protected against the losses and delays incident
to the methods of maintaining car equipment which now
prevail.

It is the opinion of the board that the establishment of
such a policy by the Serv tion will assist materially
in financing equipment and can be made effective in securing
far-reaching economies.
The board also believes it is reasonable to expect that the

establishment of such policies and methods would receive the
approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and if this
is given there can be no if their general .
by the railroads.

Electrification

The board is nol prepared at tills time to state any Con-
clusions in regard to electrification
nizes the fact that the possibilities oi elei ti

as applii d to local i traffic
and to terminal operation an such as will justify very careful

nation, but feels that its attention should
trated at present upon other features of the raib
which appear to pri

ng costs as compared to new capital i

Stillwell said lectrify the i

would . to eight billion doll; i

1
' i"b undertaken.

Director Colston Testifies

At tin rc<|Ucst of the security owners' association, W \

Colston, director of the Bureau of Finance of th< [nl

Commerce < fore the commitl

June 2 1
' to explain that in his opinion the National Railway

Corporation had been very helpful in financing

chases of equipment for certain roads with the hi

provided from the revolving fund. I
1

enabled some carriers to get loans which otherwise could not

have raised the part of the money which
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finance outside at a rate of interest which would have been

approved by the commission. When a road said it expected

to pay more than 7 per cent for outside money, Mr. Colston

said, it had been told that Mr. Warfield's corporation would

furnish it at 7 per cent, 40 per cent of the cost being pro-

vided from the loan fund. Mr. Colston thought that the ex-

tension of the powers and scope of the service corporation as

proposed by Mr. Warfield would enable it to perform an

important service in financing railroad equipment and other

improvements and that it could save a large part of the ex-

penses of financing. If this corporation, he said, working in

the public interest and under the direction of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, could be allowed to administer the

$300,000,000 revolving fund and the various railroad assets

now held "frozen" in the United States Treasury or by the

Railroad Administration or the War Finance Corporation it

could accomplish much more than it had and if to this

amount should be added the $750,000,000 which the carriers

now propose that the government fund it would have a capital

of about $1,500,000,000 and on this basis it could probably

raise $3,000,000,000 additional, or a total of $4,500,000,000,

which would be enough to finance all the railroads in the

United States at 6 per cent or less. He referred to the large

amount of railroad financing carried on during the early

part of 1920 at a cost of about iy2 per cent or more and he

referred to the recent refunding of the Great Northern-

Northern Pacific joint bonds. Two hundred and thirty

million dollars of new t l/2 per cent bonds, he said, were

sold at 9\y2 to provide the money to pay off $215,000,000

of the old 4 per cent bonds and nothing was added to the

railroad facilities of the country. Whereas the issue of 4

per cent bonds had originally cost $3,000,000, the cost of

the refunding had been $21,000,000, of which $11,500,000

went to the syndicate. J. P. Morgan & Co. received \ l/2
per cent as syndicate manager and the syndicate received a

gross profit of 3J^ per cent. If the National Railway Service

Corporation had been able to handle this transaction, he said,

many of the old bonds could have been exchanged for the

new without any cost and a great deal of money could have

been saved.

Work of the Bureau of Finance

Mr. Colston, in explaining the work of the Bureau of

Finance of the Interstate Commerce Commission since its

organization about a year ago, said that it has received 102

applications for certificates authorizing the construction of a

new line or the abandonment of an old line, involving 3,318

miles, and it has acted on 56 applications involving 2,310

miles. It has received 9 applications involving 1,056 miles

for authority to assume control of roads or to consolidate

them, and it has acted on two, involving 503 miles. It has

received 308 applications for authority to issue securities,

of which 11 have been withdrawn, 245 disposed of and 52

are still pending. The total securities authorized in this

way have amounted to $561,000,000, which, however, in-

clude some duplications in the case of bonds to be pledged as

security for other bonds. The total includes $91,000,000 of

equipment obligations, $5,000,000 of debentures, $2,392,000

of receivers' certificates, $51,000,000 of notes and $411,-

878,000 of bonds. Mr. Colston said that the state of Michi-

gan and several middle western states have protested against

the commission's jurisdiction to authorize security issues.

He also said that except in matters plainly involving the

public interest, the commission had not attempted to sub-

stitute its judgment for that of the companies. The com-

mission has issued certificates for approximately $431,-

000,000 on account of the six months' guaranty and the

administration of the guaranty provisions of the law repre-

sent the principal work of the bureau now that most of the

loan fund has been exhausted. The $300,000,000 loan fund,

he said, has been increased to $304,652,000 by interest pay-

ments, etc. Forty million dollars of the amount is reserved

for judgments against the Railroad Administration and the

commission has certified loans to the amount of $228,000,000,
approved additional loans to the amount of $10,000,000 not

yet certified, and is tentatively committed to $25,000,000
more, leaving a balance of $935,000 of the fund now
available.

Shippers Aid in Claim Prevention

The Freight Claim Division of the American Railway
Association, which launched a campaign to cut loss

and damage claims in half at its 1921 annual session

in Chicago, will not work unaided if a recent circular issued

by the Illinois Manufacturers' Association is any indication.

The substance of the circular, which is entitled "Plugging
Up the -Loss and Damage Leaks," follows:

"Freight claims against the railroads are a source of endless
annoyance to all shippers. Even if shippers ultimately get all

the money that is due them, the delay and bother are irritating.

Furthermore, it costs the railroads more money than they can
afford to pay in these days of high labor costs and diminishing
returns. In 1919 the carriers paid out $107,000,000 in freight
claims.

It is in the interest of shippers to avoid damage claims. Here
are some of the ways by which injury to shipments can be avoided

:

1. Test containers to be sure that they are sufficiently strong to
stand ordinary abuses in transit.

2. See that commodities are securely packed in containers.

3. Do not use a crate, where a box should be used; it is more
expensive in the long run.

4. Make sure that marking is legible and that it includes all in-

formation necessary. It also should include shipment date.

5. See that shipments are securely stowed in your cars when
you load them. If necessary, brace with substantial material.
This will prevent shifting of the load. A piece of electrical

machinery that cost nearly $200,000 that was shipped to a
Chicago firm was practically ruined, because a six-inch space
was left in the shaft blocking which caused the load to shift

in transit. In this instance the shipper was held responsible
for careless blocking.

6. If identification marks will be inclosed inside the package,
consisting of the date of shipment, name and address of con-
signee and the name and address of the shipper, difficulty in

tracing shipments will be obviated to a large extent.

7. It is a good idea to put two tags instead of one on bundles,

bars, baskets and other shipments which require the marks
to be shown on tags. A reinforced tag should be used. In-

clude packing list with shipment where possible.

8. It is suggested that on small packages, freight, express and
parcel post shipments the labels be typewritten and made in

triplicate, placing the original on the outside of the package,
the second copy inside the package, retaining the third copy
for future reference. This helps to substantiate claims on
shipments. Where there are cities and towns of the same
name in more than one state, it frequently happens that the

carrier forwards the shipments to the wrong state and then

contends that the package was erroneously marked."

The Illinois Central transported a record movement of

strawberries from the Louisiana district this year, 1,389 cars being

moved in 1921, as compared with 967 last year.

The First Meeting of the New York University Transporta-

tion Club was held at the Wall street division of the University,

90 Trinity place, New York, on June 2. The meeting was ad-

dressed by the following speakers on the subjects indicated

:

J. H. Butler, manager loss and damage department, American
Railway Express, on the "Right Way" Movement and some of

the results it has accomplished ; A. J. DeHaas, of the faculty of

New York University, on the Relation of Foreign Trade to Amer-
ican Transportation ; H. T. Young, general agent, freight depart-

ment of the Erie, on the Development of Package Car Service.

The Transportation Club has been organized for the purpose of

enabling those who are or have been connected with New York
University to keep closely in touch with all phases of foreign and
domestic transportation. The club is under the direction of Asa
Colton, lecturer pn trade and transportation in the University.



New Traffic Locking on C. & O. Relieves Congestion

New Signal Facilities Obviated the Necessity of Constructing an

Expensive Second Track

By H. E. Johnson
Signal Inspector, Chesapeake & Ohio, Richmond, Va.

Traffic has been greatly facilitated on congested

stretches of track on the Chesapeake & Ohio by the

recent installation of a new system of traffic locking.

On account of tunnels and narrow gorges the expense of the

construction of a second track at certain points was pro-

hibitive. The new system has proved so reliable and free

Approaching Cotton Hill Interlocking From the East

from chances of false indications that all classes of traffic

are now diverted on double track and controlled in both

directions on single track by signal indications exclusively,

written train orders being eliminated.

The consensus of opinion of those interested was that

none of the existing schemes could guarantee safety be-

cause of their inherent faults, the first of which is the

possibility of receiving energy from some foreign source.

This contention is substantiated by the fact that on sev-

eral occasions on various lines, using some form of locking

between towers, or traffic locking, false indications have

been obtained, which have resulted in the loss of life and
property in some cases.

After much study the scheme finally decided upon was

one involving the use of alternating current of 125 cycles

frequency, the apparatus being immune from the effects of
direct current and inoperative on alternating currents hav-
ing commercial frequencies of 80 cycles or less. It is be-
lieved that, as installed, the scheme guarantees absolute in-

tegrity of operation and is as nearly foolproof as it can be
designed. The apparatus consists primarily of a generator,
hand driven where power is not obtainable, a selective switch,
a selective frequency lock, a push button and an a.c. buzzer.
This apparatus, except the generator and the selective switch,
is duplicated for each traffic lever.

The arrangement of the locking segment or slot is such
that the indication latch can be raised only when the traffic

lever is at the indication position, and that when the I.

returned to the normal position the indication latch i~ me-
chanically forced to the de-energized position.

Cotton Hill to Gauley Installation

Traffic locking of this type was first installed on a four-
mile stretch of single track on the Hinton divisi

Cotton Hill, W. Va., and Gauley, in conjunction with A. P. B.
signaling. This single track, which runs through a narrow
gorge or canyon, connects the ends of double track at < lotton

Hill and at Gauley. The river, which is on one side of
the track, is very close throughout the entire length, while
on the other side are high cliffs of solid rock. The course
of the river, is irregular, making necessary many sharp
curves in the track and permitting but few tangents, the long-

est of which is about 1 ,000 ft. It was necessary to construct

three tunnels on the course of this difficult length of single

track.

All main line eastward and westward traffic must
oyer this single track, which presented a serious operating

problem worthy of careful consideration. It had been pro-

posed at various times to build a second track in order that

the "neck of the bottle" might be eliminated, but the cost

of the proposed second track was considered prohibitive.

Traffic was formerly controlled by means of an abs

train staff system with mechanical interlocking at Cotton Hill

and at Gauley, there being no automatic signals on the

single track, but with the present installation of A I' B

signals and traffic locking, operating officers claim that the

sTo Ft. Monroe

Track and Signal Plan, Cotton Hill to Gauley

traffic conditions have been improved over 200 per cent.

Iln- track layout of this installation is shown in the

diagram. The entrance or starting signals to the A I'. B

territory are interlocking home signals, I. 2 .it Gauley and

R 5 at Cotton Hill, and these lock traffic levers 5 and 7

reverse, respectively. The home control of automatic

signal 4132 is carried over the norn ' traffic

lever 7 at Cotton Hill and the home control of .>.

signal 4131 i~ carried over the normal conl

lever 5 at Gauley,

J 5
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This checks the absolute, feature of the A. P, B. circuits.

The permissive feature is obtained by the use of a relay

of the selei tor t) pe.

The Track Plan and Circuit Diagram

One of the novel features of the scheme is that com-

munication and unlocking is accomplished over the same

wire. It was also found that, due to the change in tone

of the buzzer at the generating end of the circuit when the

lever was being unlocked, it was unnecessary for the operator

to push the button signaling that the unlock had been ob-

tained. The tone change is caused by the increased amount

of current flowing through the buzzer when the traffic lever

The Generator and Selective Switch

is moved to the full reverse position opening the indication

contact and closing the reverse contact, causing current to

flow over the push button wire to the common wire.

It will be noted that the exciting current of the generator

field is carried over a normal contact of the traffic levers.

It is, therefore, impossible to generate current unless the

traffic lever is normal, which insures that the unlocking

energy must in all cases come from the generator at the other

tower. As a further check it is mechanically impossible to

raise the indication latch except when the lever is at the center

or indication position.

Traffic locking has also been installed between Hurricane,

W. Ya., Milton and Barboursville, a distance of 20 miles,

on double track, for operation of trains in either direction

on signal indication. Electric and electro-mechanical inter-

lockings with signals arranged for reverse traffic operation
air located at tin- above points. Traffic is diverted with a

minimum reduction of speed by the use of Xo. 16 crossovers.

The circuits and the operation of the apparatus are the

same as on the first installation. This installation has not

been in service long enough to determine how great a saving

has been effected. However, it is proposed to make a fur-

ther extension of the installation for about 20 miles.

The foregoing method of locking between towers was de-

veloped by members of the signal department of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio. The apparatus was developed and manu-
factured by the Union Switch & Signal Company and is

covered by patent rights.

Tentative Valuations Issued

Washington-. D. C.

Tin. Interstate Commerce Commission on June 29,

issued a tentative valuation of the property of the Cen-
tral of Georgia and its subsidiaries, in winch the final

value of the property used by the Central of Georgia includ-

ing its leased lines was stated as $79,083,523 and that of the

property owned as $64,231,034 as of the valuation date, June
30, 1915. The outstanding capitalization as of that date is

stated as $57,037,350. The property used covers 2,530

miles and the property owned 1,992. The investment in

road and equipment as stated on the company's books is

given as $62,003;324. The commission reports that the

original cost cannot be ascertained. The cost of reproduc-

tion new of the carrier property other than land is reported

as $75,428,870 for the property used and $62,252,124 for

that owned. The cost of reproduction less depreciation for

the property used is given as $58,826,776 and of that owned
as $48,139,304. The present value of the lands owned is

given as $11,512,915 and the excess cost of acquisition of

the land as $8,801,022. The value of materials and sup-

plies was given as $1,306,992.

The Interstate Commerce Commission on June 27 made
public about 50 supplemental tentative valuations, in which,

"after a careful consideration of all the facts contained in the

tentative and supplemental tentative valuations, including the

excess cost of carrier lines, appreciation, depreciation, going

concern value and working capital and materials and sup-

plies, and all other matters which appear to have a bearing

upon the values reported," it proceeds to state the final value

of the property owned and used and used but not owned
devoted to common carrier purposes. The figures given for

the final value of the property used as of the valuation dates,

June 30, 1914, 1915 or 1916 are as follows:

Tcnopah & Tidewater 1915 $2,61
Bowdon 1915 110,383
Georgia, Southern & Florida 1915 9,860,191
Georgia Northern 1915 877,868
Death Valley 1915 357,546
Dover & Southbound 1014 170,000
Carolina 1"14 169,680
Hampton & Branchville 1915 198,124
Arizona Southern 1915
Mew Mexico Midland 1016 140.265
Sytvania Central 1015 150.SS2
Texas Midland 1«14 1,096.851
Ni w Orleans. Texas & Mexico 1914 7.495,969
Elsri'.. Tcliet & Eastern 1914 50.049.162
Wriehlsvi'.le & Tennille 1915 1,597,924
Toodlc Valley i<m;

! !Q 194
Alabama Central Railway 1915 78.095
St. Tohn & Ophir 1915 123.951
Missouri Southern 1914 020,093
Raj & Gila \ all.

i
!"]; 6 17,593

Ouincv Western .' 1015 62.213
Norfclk Southern 1914 24.663,840
Farmers' Grain & Shiprine Co 1914 742.822
Brandon. Devil's Lake & Souths™ 1014 170. I

Mississippi Railroad 1916 576.632
Cape Girardeau & Northern 1»14 1.257.716
Potomac, Fredericksburg & Piedmont 1916 Sol. 234
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Evansville & Indianapolis 1915 2 '2 ->H
9 '

Santa Fe, Eaton & Eastern 1916 ,??£•,??
Savannah. & Northwestern 1915 1,817.2/1

Northern Dakota 191= 180,468

Talbrttor '915 78,957

T.plin Union Depot 1914 586,708

Cimarron & Northwestern 1916 22
j>'?]$

St. Francois County 1914 190,190

Mississippi RiverS Bonne Terre 1914 3,551,683

Hawkinsville * Florida Southern 1915 895,226

Alabama Northern 1914 „'?'i2J
Central Rv. of Arkansas 1916 201,924

Kinston-Carolina 1914 160,841

Flint River S Northeastern 1913 li°A\l
Carolina & Yadkin River 191S 2™'52?
Rome & Northern 1915 WAn-
Greene County I'M. 152,977

Tarn, a & raeksonville 500,000

MissT-si,.. i Fastern 1915 ???•??;
Macon & Pirmimrham 191a 1,646.967

Albanv Pa ei erminal • 1915

I..n,irvill. Ji WaH, 1915

The commission also served eight tentative valuations

ing the corporate history, cost of reproduction new, cost of

reproduction less depreciation, original cost, etc., and also

the final value as follows:

Bristol 1917 108,600
Kennebec Central 1916 70,700

1915 1,463,276
lotomac & Chesapeake 1916

Fcllsnu 1916 110,000
1914 145.000

rv 1916 237.906
1916

I he ssii i tied tentative valuation- giving

the final value oi the
i

n is follows:
143,794

1

,

Spokani Bi

Freight Station Section of A. R. A. Holds First Meeting

Former Freight Agents' Association Discusses Means of Reducing

Claims and of Operating Houses

HOW TO improve the station service so as to eliminate

many of the errors which are resulting in freight

claims, was the principal problem which came before

the Freight Station Section, Division I—Operating, of the

American Railway Association, at its first annual session,

which was held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, from June

21 to 23. More than 250 delegates attended the meeting,

which was the first since the former Association of Freight

Agents amalgamated with the American Railway Associa-

tion. It was apparent in the discussion of the various sub-

jects which came before the meeting, that those present had

in mind the necessity for devising means of cutting down

the 1920 freight claim total of $109,000,000. In addition,

it was manifest that the terminal freight agents are in an

excellent position to know how this end can be accomplished.

Representatives of the Freight Claim Section, A. R. A., as

well as visitors from the Railway Accounting Officers' Asso-

ciation, attended throughout the sessions.

A noteworthy feature of the meeting was the presenta-

tion of most of the reports by topic. It had been decided

that interest would be stimulated and a nation-wide view-

point obtained, if various local freight associations through-

out the country would prepare analyses and recommenda-

tions on specific topics. These papers, after being read

from the floor, were thrown open for general discussion and

action of the gathering.

Opening Address by R. H. Aishton

The session was opened by the chairman of the division,

C. E. Fish, terminal agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, al

Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. Fish introduced R. H. Aishton,

president of the American Railway Association, who said

in part:

"There is no factor that is going to be more prominent

in the proper settling of the future of the railways than the

public's attitude toward them. There is no body of railroad

officers or employees which comes in contact with the public

as vou in this room do, or that is going to be such an im-

portant factor in maintaining that public interest in the

welfare of the railroads, and that right conception of the

railroad transportation situation. Nearly even- step in

transportation, the solicitation of the freight in the first

place, the receipt of it, the seeing that the freight is in good

order when it is received, the handling of it from the shipper

to the car in which it is transported, the selection of the

car in which the freight is transported, its receipt at tin-

other end of the road, the decision that a claim shall be paid

or refused, the collection of the revenue, the accounting of

the whole transaction from one end to the other, and the

final delivery to the man at the other end, are all in your

hands. You have eight or ten different point- of contact

with the public at either end. A failure to handle a ship-

ment in an efficient and courteous manner results in an

enemy for the transportation interests of this country, and

what the transportation of this country need- i- friends.

You are in a position to get them. . . .

"A year In fore the war. the claim- on the railroads for

freight, no personal injuries or anything of that kind in-

cluded, amounted to about $35,000,000. The last year of

federal control, SI 06,000,000 was paid out in claims; and

last year, in spite of our utmost effort-, the total reached

$109,000,000, and the word that comes from the Freight

Claun Prevention Committee is that it will be SI

this year. If it had urn been for the freight claim preven-

tion movement and for the efforts of the individu.

we might have had chums amounting to $120,000,000 last

year, instead of $109,000,000, and this year, instead of tin-

total being $130,000,000, it might have been $160

Report of Committee on Operating

Two subjects of considerable importance were presented

in the- report of the Committee on Operating. The lir-t was

a paper by the Chicago Association on the "Tractor Method

of Handling L. C. L. Freight." It was thi consensus of

opinion that tin- success or failure of tractor- in this work

depends entirely upon the conditions existing at the indi-

vidual station. In some instances it was established that

the use of tractor- enabled the stations to load mi •

Uian would otherwise have- been possible, while in other

cases, where the station itself had art ustructed for

this method of operation, the tractors had been a failure.

The subject was finally referred to tin- incoming Committee

of Direction, with the provision that the use of tracto

to be recommended inly in sj where justified by

the prevailing condition-, and w.i- not ti

general practice.

lln- second section of this re|>ort. which received i

erable attention, dealt with the problems of improving the

receiving and delivery personnel at the vari

This matter had been referred to the Freight Station -

by the secretarj of the Freight Claim Division. A majority

of the delegates were agreed that while :

:

ceiving and deliver) Terk are of first importance to die

success of handling freight, it has become difficult ;.'

efficient men for tin- work for a numl

.inn iic which was the compensation. It .::: red from the
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discussion that in many instances it was futile to train men
carefully for the work, since they were certain to be attracted

by the higher pay in other lines. Another difficulty, it

seemed, is the lack of avenues for promotion for the man
of intelligence and training as an inducement to enter the

station service. It was recommended, in consequence, that

the incoming Committee on Operating handle the matter

directly with the Freight. Claim Section.

Report of Committee on Topics

The remainder of the time was devoted to the report of

the Committee on Topics. 'Jo facilitate the-effective handling

of the committee's work, it had been divided into five gen-

eral classes, as follows: (1) Freight Claim Prevention; (2)

Station Settlements; (3) Station Traffic; (4) Operating;

(5) General Topics.

It was found possible to refer back a large part of the

topics for further investigation and report at the next

session. Considerable interest, however, centered around the

subject of freight claim prevention as brought out by an
article prepared by the Chicago association, dealing with the

causes and means of preventing losses of entire packages.

The paper presented an exhaustive survey of the conditions,

which might result in this type of claim, compiled in the

general order of the freight movement, commencing with

the errors occurring in the preparations of the package for

shipment, and ending with the causes for claims through

faulty delivery of the freight to the consignee. The meet-
ing held that two causes in particular could be blamed for

the heavy losses of entire packages. One was the faulty

sealing devices generally used. For instance, it was estab-

lished that many seals can be manipulated in as many as

19 different ways. Another cause of trouble, it was agreed,

is the comparative ease with which many box car doors can
be tampered with. These matters were turned over to the

Committee of Direction, with specific instructions to endeavor
to establish a higher standard through co-operation with the

A. R. A.

Bonding Receiving Clerks

The St. Paul Association also presented a topic dealing
with the proposal to bond receiving and delivery clerks. A
part of this paper follows:

"It is claimed that our receiving and delivery clerks are

the primary cause of the loss of entire packages, first, in

delivering through a house more packages than the billing

calls for, and second, in receipting for packages not actually

received. Granting that the men do sign or deliver pack-
ages as stated above, what action on the part of the officer

in charge will minimize the claims from this source? A
constant change of employees is not going to bring about
the desired results, as a new man has a much greater chance
to make this kind of mistake than an older and more exper-
ienced man. Constant reminders to the men on this subject
will no doubt help greatly. We recommend the bonding of
this class of employees to protect the company in case of loss.

In addition, this would tend to make the men in charge of
these duties much more careful. The method has been tried

out in some of die larger stations and found very satis-

factory."

The division of opinion on this matter necessitated further
investigation and action by the Committee of Direction.

At the final session of the Division, the location of the
next meeting was left to the incoming Committee of Direc-
tion for decision. At the election of officers, J. C. Gilmore,
agent of the Pennsylvania at Philadelphia, and chairman
of the former Association of Freight Agents, was elected
chairman; C. M. Teschemacher, general agent of the Chi-
cago & Alton, at Chicago, was elected first vice-chairman;
H. W. Maynard, Jr., agent of the Central of New Jersey, at
Tier 10, North River, New York, was elected second vice-

chairman, and R. O. Wells, agent of the Illinois Central

at Chicago, was re-elected secretary. In addition to C. E.

Fish, former chairman of the Division, and E. L. Kemp,
general agent, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, who will serve

as hold-over members, the following were elected to the

Committee of Direction: L. J. Brinkman, general agent,

Michigan Central, Detroit, Mich.; E. J. Coffey, agent

Southern Railway, East St. Louis, 111.; C. Treat Spear,

agent Chicago & North Western, St. Paul, Minn.; Frank
Laughlin, agent Erie, Cleveland, Ohio; J. R. Hitchcock,

assistant agent, Santa Fe, Kansas City, Mo.
; J. L. Har-

rington, agent Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Omaha, Neb.,

and C. E. Cochrane, agent Pennsylvania, Baltimore, Md.

Seasonal Coal Rates
Washington, D. C.

The Frelinghuysen seasonal coal rate bill has been

intermittently debated in the Senate for the past week.

Senator Frelinghuysen made a long speech on the bill,

which he illustrated with charts hung around the walls of

the Senate to illustrate the seasonal and yearly fluctuations

in the coal business, and he argued that the country is fac-

ing a calamity in the coal situation unless steps are taken

to stimulate production early in the season.

"The bill aims," he said, "to overcome the present sea-

sonal irregularity in the production and transportation of

coal by encouraging the purchase of coal in spring and sum-
mer for storage against fall and winter. The bill leaves the

widest discretion to the commission in the application of

the principle of seasonal rates. Rates may be promulgated

to affect the carriers as a whole or to affect differently indi-

vidual coal fields or rate groups. The commission is, how-
ever, instructed so to adjust the seasonal differential that the

carrier will receive the same annual revenue as if no sea-

sonal variations were provided."

The Senator said that the months of March, April, May,
June and July are low points of production, the output

amounting to 21,000,000 tons. The purpose is to take the

21,000,000 tons off the autumn and winter months, the high

point of production, and equalize it by increasing the pro-

duction in the summer months. Senator Willis asked if the

benefit of the reduction would not go to the large consumers
who have facilities for storing coal, while the small con-

sumer would have the disadvantage of the higher rates in

the winter time. Senator Frelinghuysen thought that the

storing would be done by the wholesale or retail dealer and
that the consumer would get the benefit. Senator Smoot
said that a seasonal price on coal has been in effect in Utah
for years and while it tends to promote the buying of coal

in the summer time, the reduction is just about offset by the

cost of storage and handling. Senator Kellogg pointed out
that cash coal in Illinois and Indiana has recently been
selling for 50 cents to a dollar a ton cheaper than coal for

delivery late in the season but that did not cause the mines
to be run to capacity. Senator Frelinghuysen said that there

are now 150,000 coal cars idle and if the railroads could
utilize them now for hauling coal the work would be done at

lower cost than if the hauling of the coal were postponed. He
said the people are not buying coal now on account of the
present freight rates, but the lowering of the freight rates

would, in his opinion, induce them to buy. Senator Jones of
New Mexico said that one difficulty is that there is no stabil-

ized market in the bituminous coal industry and that even if

there were a reduction of 25 or 50 cents a ton at a given
time the consumer would not know whether that would rep-
resent a lower price than would be available later. Senator
Pomerene pointed out that coal cars are frequently used in
the summer time for the handling of construction and road-
building materials, but that there are many other consider-
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ations that enter into the question besides the rate on coal.

"It looks to me," he said, "as if that would be simply a

homeopathetic dose, the benefits of which are not going to

trickle through the fingers of the dealers to the consumers."

Senator Cummins said he feared some senators are look-

ing at this proposed legislation from the point of view which

is hardly warranted. He saw nothing in the bill that will

reduce the price of coal, but thought the general purpose of

the legislation is an economic and industrial one to enable

the coal industry to dismiss 25 per cent of the miners who
arc employed in the mines 230 days in a year, but who

must lie maintained at or near the coal mines because at

certain seasons of the year there is a demand for the entire

capacity of the mines. He would not say that a reduction

in freight rates would fully accomplish the object but thought

no objection could be found against reposing the authority

in the Interstate Commerce Commission.

"I assume," he said, "that if the dealer finds that he can.

store the coal in the summer and save money he will do it

and he will have his coal stored, but I am not convinced

that he will reduce the price to the consumer on that account.

At any rate, the bill cannot increase the price of coal to

any one."

Reference was made to the 28 cents a ton reduction in the

rate of lake cargo coal and Senator Frelinghuysen read a let-

ter from Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerec Com-
mission describing the purpose of the reduction as being

largely to correct a competitive adjustment of the rates with

relation to the rates from Illinois and Indiana. The Senator

also read another letter from Chairman Clark approving the

purpose of the bill. He also replied to arguments that many
kinds of coal cannot be stored by saying that a large amount
of coal is ordinarily stored on the lake docks and that at

the end of the war there were some 63,000,000 tons of coal

in storage. He also argued that a more even distribution of

the coal shipments would reduce the number of coal cars

which some of the railroads arc obliged to own to accom-
modate the peak movement. The passage of this bill, he

said, with the definite announcement of a seasonal cut in

freight rates to be followed at a specific date in the autumn
by a restoration of the present rate, would clarify the situ-

ation greatly. It would put an end to speculation as to

what is going to happen to the transportation cost of coal

and would result in the placing of thousands of orders at

the mines.

Senator King asked whether Senator Frelinghuysen would
consent to an amendment of the bill striking out the words
which direct the commission to maintain rates which will

provide as nearly as may be the same annual revenue as

rates without seasonal variation. Senator Frelinghuysen
said he would oppose such an amendment. Senator King
asked if it would be an advantage to the railroads to haul
the coal in the summer time why they should receive an
increased rate in the winter time. Senator Stanley made
a similar argument and offered an amendment to the bill

to strike out the provision for a corresponding increase in the

winter rates. This was opposed by Senator Kellogg, who
said it would destroy the effect of the bill.

Senator Underwood of Alabama made a speech against
the bill, on the ground that it would constitute another ex

ample of government regulation of business and he was un-
willing to place so much power to regulate the movement of

coal from various districts in the hands of a commission at

Washington that might not be in touch with the local condi-
tions. To illustrate this point, he said that during the war
three successive officers in the Fuel Administration cut off

the coal supply of one of his constituents who needed only
10 tons of coal a month to operate a steam shovel to furnish
molder's sand for a number of iron furnaces. On three
separate occasions this coal supply was cut off on the ground
that sand was used only for houses and it was the policv

of the government to restrict the building of houses during

the war. Three times the senator had had to go to the Fuel

Administration, he said, and get them to look at the inside

of the file to ascertain that the sand was to be used for mold-

ing purposes. He also objected to the bill on the ground

that it would penalize the domestic consumer who buys his

coal in the winter time. Senator Frelinghuysen said that an

increase of 25 cents a ton to the man who buys 10 tons of

coal would be a small matter if it would prevent the price

of coal being run up from $5 to $15 a ton because of scarcity.

A number of amendments to the bill were proposed by

senators who desired to use it as a vehicle for amendments
to the transportation act which they have been unable to

get through committee. Senator LaFollette offered a num-
ber of bills of this kind, including one to repeal the rate-

making provisions of the transportation act and anodier to

prevent the Interstate Commerce Commission from exercis-

ing jurisdiction over intrastate rates. Senator Fletcher of

Florida took advantage of the opportunity to make a long

speech objecting to the present freight rate-.

On Wednesday afternoon the bill was referred back to the

committee on interstate commerce on motion of Senator Borah
by a vote of 36 to 26. The majority vote represents the

enemies of the bill and the action is taken as practically

killing the bill, as even its friends were not particularly

interested in pressing it with the Stanley amendment.
Senator Fletcher was answered at several points by Chair-

man Cummins of the committee on interstate commerce, who
pointed out that many of the effects which the Senator had
attributed to high freight rates were due to other causes.

The Senate on June 28 adopted an amendment which the

supporters of the bill declared would practically nullify

the purpose of the bill, that proposed by Senator Stanley to

strike out the provisions which would authorize the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to advance the rates during the

winter months by an amount corresponding to the red

made in the earlier months. This was adopted by a vote

of 33 to 27 after Senator Frelinghuysen had read a letter

from Chairman (lark of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion saying that the amendments proposed by Senator- Stan-

ley and King would weaken or complicate the legislation and
its administration. He had been authorized by the legisla-

tive committee of the commission to say that the amendments
are not in harmony with the purpose of the proposed legisla-

tion and that there are valid objections to the adopt

any of them.

What Is a "Living Wage"?

CITING MANY I \ M \Nc ! S where governors and other high

state officials receive lower wages than d

firemen and even negro flagmen on the N ishville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, Fitzgerald Hall, general counsel

of that road, in testifying recent!) before the Ra Iro;

Board in a plea for wage reduction- i

under

labor's theory of the "living wage."

''Railroad emplo] whole," Mr. Hall said, "earn

as much, and in some instances more, than the besl trained

men holding positions of greatest trust and responsibility in

the four states through which we operate. The claim that

any reduction will deprive railroad empl living

wage or enough to live- according to proper An
standards is refuted by the I

"When our judges, college and universirj - high

school and grammar school teachers, pn emen

and fire fighters i i whole, verj nun

railroad empl whole, there- can be i

that a reason J
' ition will d

railroad employe roper living

" \ fi « example The prin.
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the high school at Nashville, the capital of Tennessee, the

educational center of the South, received $250 per month,

while yardmasters receive $305 per month. High school

teachers at 1'aducah, Ky., receive $125 per month; at Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., $148 per month; at Huntsville, Ala., $125

per month, while our blacksmiths receive $185.51 per month

and our yard switchmen $188.56 per month. The average

Presbyterian preacher in the South is paid $1,600 per

annum less than one-half the earning- of yardmasters and

passenger engineers; Six, 2. 72 less than yard switch tender-.

"Vanderbilt University at Nashville pays its full pro-

fessors $3,750 per annum; the University of Tennessee at

Knoxville $2,684 per annum: the Georgia School of Tech-

nology at Atlanta $3,600 per annum, while the conductor

on our Rome branch, 18 miles long, receives $5,735.88—

a

sum greater than that received by the judges of the Supreme

Court of the State of Tennessee. Assistant professors and

instructors in these colleges and universities receive a max-

imum of $2,250 per annum—less than a car inspector re-

ceives—less than the baggageman on a passenger train

receives.

"The judges of the Supreme Court of Tennessee are paid

$5,500 per annum, yet the engineer on our Rome branch, 18

miles long, receives $5,997.04 per annum. The negro flag-

man and porter on our Columbia-Decherd branch train

receives $3,146.40 per annum, being $146.40 more than the

district attorney generals of the State of Tennessee, public

prosecutors of the state, receive. The fireman on our

Columbia-Decherd branch train receives $3,925 per annum,

being $425 more than the assistant attorney general of the

state of Tennessee, the man who represents the people of

the state before its Supreme Court in practically every crim-

inal case.

"The engineer on our Tullahoma accommodation receives

$4,371.92 per annum, being $371.92 more than the salary

of the governor of the state of Tennessee. The engineer on

our Tracy City branch receives $373 per month, a sum which

is more than either the chief of police or chief of the fire

departments at Atlanta, Ga., Memphis, Nashville and Chat-

tanooga or Paducah receive. The fireman on our Pikeville

train receives $291 per month—more than twice as much as

any fireman in the fire-fighting service in any city on our

entire system is paid. The circuit judges and chancellors

of Tennessee are paid $4,000 per annum, which is over $100

a year less than the conductor on our Tracy City branch is

paid.

"These and similar facts refute the claim that either the

cost of living or maintenance of a proper living wage justify

the present enormous wages paid to some classes of railroad

employees."

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

Freighi cab loading for the week ending June 18

showed a dei rease of 8,256 cars, as compared with the

week before, the total number of cars loaded with rev-

enue freight being 780,741, as compared with 916,736 in

1920 and 807,907 in L919. The reduction was principally

accounted for by the decrease in coal loading.

The report showed 157,243 cars loaded with coal during

the week which was 5,845 cars less than were loaded during

the previous week and 31,595 below the total for the corre-

sponding week last year. It also was approximately 15,000

cars below the number loaded during the corresponding week
in 1919. A total of 20,101 cars of coal were moved into

Lake Erie ports for shipment up the lakes as compared with

19,767 cars the week before.

During the week 28,866 cars were loaded with ore which

was a reduction of 1,313 compared with the week before.

The loading of grain and grain products totaled 40,994 cars,

live stock, 28,541 and forest products, 50,472 cars, all of

which were slightly below the preceding week. Loading of

merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which includes manu-
factured products, totaled 469,523, an increase of 228 cars

over the week before, but more than 50,000 cars below what

it was during the corresponding week one year ago. An in-

crease of 314 cars was reported for coke, bringing the total

for the week to 5,102 cars.

Compared with the corresponding week in 1920, the load-

ing of grain and grain products was the only commodity to

show an increase.

Slight increases in the number of cars loaded with freight

were reported in the Pocahontas, Northwestern, Central

western and Southwestern districts compared by regions with

the previous week but a decrease of 5,500 was reported in

the Eastern, 3,700 in the Allegheny and 1,100 in the south-

ern districts. Except for the Pocahontas all were less than

during the corresponding week in 1920.

The chart shown below has been compiled by the Railway

Age to show the trend of net car shortages and surpluses for

the past year and a half:
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Fig. 1. Sambre Bridge. The Trestle Bridge Replacing the Temporary Structure in Fig. 2.

War Left Belgian Railways in Fair Condition

Damage from Undermaintenance and Aerial Bombing

—

Improvements Planned and Made Since Armistice

By Oliver F. Allen

Formerly Major of Engineers, American Expeditionary l<

The fact that the greater part of Belgium was in the

hands of the Germans all during the war and was not

the theater of action was of material value in safe-

guarding the railways from the wholesale destruction which

was their lot in northern France. The lines of most of the

Belgian railways suffered very little from military destruc-

tion prior to the last weeks of the war. Near some indus-

trial and transfer centers there were isolated cases of suc-

cessful allied air raids and occasionally a German supply

train was blown up by airplane bombs with coincident in-

jury to the tracks, but devastation of that sort was easily

repaired by the army of occupation. In the western part of

Flanders including the Ypres sector, held by the Allies, the

railroads were destroyed very much as in northern France.

and some extensions were made for military purposes such

as those from Dunkirk which were used for supplying the

British army in Flanders. There was also extensive war
destruction in the industrial district around Mons. The
Germans worked tin- Belgian railways very hard during the

war, and naturally made the minimum of repairs, so that

the condition of loth roadbed and rolling stock was very

bad when the Bodies moved out.

When the tide turned in the fall of 1918, the Germans
destroyed the railways while retreating, as effectively as the

time at their disposal permitted, and succeeded in injuring

very seriously the lines going down the Sambre and Meuse
valleys toward Charleroi and Xamur. Much of the track

and several bridges between Brussels, Antwerp and Ghent
were also destroyed. For miles at a stretch they blew up the

tracks in such a way as to injure the roadbed and twist the

rails into the most fantastic shapes, making them absolutely
worthless for relaying. There was a great deal of such
wanton destruction of no military value.

As the Germans fell back the Belgian, British and French
army engineers built temporary military bridges and recon-

structed lines to permit transportation of supplies for the

rapidly advancing armies along the entire Belgian front.

Following the armistice the railroads were used to carry the

British army of occupation to Cologne and to provision it

there, and as soon a- possible the American army of OCCU-

Fig. 2. Temporary Wocden Bridge Over the Sambre River

on the French Northern Railway Line, Running from the

Frontier to Charleroi in Belgium. Note the Debris

from the Old Bridge, at the Left of the Picture,

to Be Utilized for the Reconstruction

pation at Coblenz was supplied over the Belgian r

from Antwerp, thus relieving the Frencl ra

the devastated region- of that burden.

In accordance with the arm si

31
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to the Belgians a great many freight and passenger cars. A
Belgian train during the first year after the armistice was

often a mixture of Belgian, French, German and English,

and in the case of freight trains, American cars. While the

Germans did turn over this large lot of cars they did not

send any repair parts with them arid the matter of mainte-

nance became very serious. There were many exasperating

delays due to accidents to the Boche cars and the difficulty

Fig. 3. Another Sambre Bridge in Belgium. Temporary

Trestle for One Track While the Permanent Bridge, at

the Right of the Picture, Is Being Rebuilt. Here

Both Piers and Abutments Are of Masonry

of setting them out so that the rest of the train could go on.

This enemy material has been of much less real use than its

tabulation would indicate.

Considering the fact that all Belgium was occupied and

used to the utmost by the enemy for over four years, and so

Fig. 4. Sambre Bridge. The Temporary Wooden Structure

Shown in Fig. 3 Replaced by a Military Single Track
Girder to Permit the Passage of Barges on the

River. The Permanent Girder for the

Other Track Is Already in Place

was left without the opportunity to plan and start recon-

struction like the French, the railway administration and per-

sonnel deserve the highest praise for the rapidity with which
they were able to resume operations and the promptness
with which they moved freight even during 1919. The Bel-
gians were not only able to restore their lines and rebuild
their bridges, but to go ahead with the reconstruction of

stations and continue some general improvements planned

before the war. This included such things as the rebuild-

ing of the passenger station at Ghent with the entire elimi-

nation of grade crossings, improved arrangement of tracks,

etc., the project for greater and better terminal and transfer

facilities at Brussels and extensions into the nev coal fields

in the Limbourg district in the Meuse Valley.

The Belgian Government began rebuilding steam locomo-

tives almost immediately after the armistice, utilizing (as is

illustrated in Fig. 3, showing the Societe d'Electricite et de

Mecanique factory at Ghent) some industrial plants which
had not been used for locomotive work before the war. Later

they purchased a number of American locomotives and placed

contracts for a great many new cars.

While the restoration of the luxuries of passenger travel

moved at about the same rate as in France, and the restric-

tions of poor fuel, roadbed, etc., kept the speeds very much

Fig. 5. Assembly Room of the Ghent, Belgium, Factory

Showing Societe d'Electricite et de Mecanique on April 1,

1920, in a Plant Which Has Been Used for Building

Steam and Oil Engines Before the War and as an

Artillery Repair Shop by the Germans Dur-
ing the War. It Is Now Again Building

Oil Engines and Has Started the Pro-

duction of Electrical Machinery

below pre-war standards, the general restoration of the rail-

way service was perhaps quicker in Belgium than in France.

The Belgian railways have not suffered as much as the

French from shortage of fuel, although they have been

troubled almost as much by its poor quality and it has. per-

haps, been easier for the Belgians to get the labor needed
for reconstruction work than has been the case in France.

A Report on the Railroad Situation

A report ON general economic conditions in America
submitted to the International Chamber of Commerce
ny the American committee of which A. C. Bedford,

of the Standard Oil Company, is chairman, contains the

following on the railroad situation:

"Such improvement in general business conditions and
sentiment as has occurred since the first of the year, has been

clouded to a considerable extent by the financial difficulties in

which most of our railroads are now involved. It was known
that during the time when their income was guaranteed most
of the roads were not paying their way, and it was evident

that difficulties would arise when the guaranty came to an
end. Unfortunately, when this time arrived, business was
on the down grade; and naturally railroad earnings were
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seriously affected. While the cost of coal and other supplies

has declined to some extent, wages have remained at the war
level; and it has been impossible to cut down the number of

employees sufficiently to reduce payrolls to the requirements

of the situation.

"The first quarter of 1921, instead of bringing relief, saw
matters go from bad to worse, and developed a situation that

seemed to portend an era of receiverships even more serious

than that which followed the panic of 1893.

"Fortunately, since the first of April there have been de-

velopments which promise relief from excessive labor costs;

but, even now, it is a question whether changes can be made
in time to avert a number of receiverships. It is a serious

defect of our methods of regulating public utilities that relief

from intolerable conditions can seldom be secured before

deterioration of service and actual or impending bankruptcies

force our regulating bodies to appropriate action.

"The present situation is that the country does not want

government ownerships of railroads, and that relief from

exorbitant wage demands must be had if government owner-

ship and operation (at a huge deficit) is to be averted. Re-

cent developments indicate that relief may be at hand, and

justify a more hopeful view of the situation than it would

have been reasonable to entertain a few months ago. Relief

may not come in time to prevent some receiverships, but there

is reason for hoping that it may be secured in time to avert a

general collapse of railroad credit. If the next six months

can bring a solution of the problem, they will dispel one

of the most ominous clouds that now darken a difficult

business situation."

A New Idea In Ticket Cabinets

The improved ticket cases introduced in the Grand
Central Terminal, New York City, two years ago, and
described briefly in the Railway Age of April 11, 1919,

page 964, were but the beginning of a development which has
now been amplified into an elaborate system of ticket office

and at ihe same time have ameliorated the condition of the
hurried or worried ticket buyer.

It will be recalled that the primary idea was to provide each
individual seller, in a large office, with a complete stock of
railroad and Pullman tickets, and at the same time a ready
means of transferring his job (at the same window), to the

Fig. 2.—Plan of Cabinet Shown in Fig. 1

relieving clerk with no interruption of sales for the purpose
of auditing or cash-counting.

The illustration, Fig. 1, shows the general appearance of
the cabinet. It is in general the same as was described in
the former account, the principal changes since made being

Fig. 1.—Individual Ticket Case Holding 6600 Forms Fig. 3.—A Stack of Folded Tickets

equipment; and the-manufacturers—the Ticket Office Equip-
ment Company, Grand Central Terminal, New York—have
made cabinets and other furniture for offices in Chicago,

Cleveland, Montreal and other cities which, like those in New
York, have demonstrated marked economies for the railroads

the substitution of metal partitions and other parts, in place

of wood, and the construction of two cabinets in one, back to

back, as illustrated in the plan. Fig. 2. Tin- different sec-

tions slide laterally, and those shown in the perspective (with

only a part of each so mm in view), can eai !i tx Srought fully
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in view by sliding, as indicated in Fig. 2. The entire cabinet

revolves on corner casters and a ball bearing center pivot, so

that either one of the two stocks of tickets may front the sell-

ing window, as desired. The change of front can be made in

a moment. Each ticket window thus may be in service two

shifts each day, without auditing. The alternate closing of

the two stocks allows ample time for making up the day's

report and for replenishing stock.

The wings may be opened to any desired angle and the

panel doors in front of the drawers in the lower part are

connected to the wings above by a channel and pin device so

that opening and closing the wings at the same time opens or

closes the lower doors. Coupon tickets are machine folded

so that they are stacked in vertical compartments in the same

way that ordinary card tickets are stacked. The drawers in

the lower section are for miscellaneous tickets, rubber stamps

Fig. 4.—Cabinet for Medium Size Station

and stationery. The cabinet shown has a capacity of 1 ,300

forms of local and Pullman tickets and 2,000 forms of inter-

line and miscellaneous tickets in the side which is in view,

and the other side has the same, making in a duplex cabinet

a total capacity of 6,600 forms.

The sections of the cabinet devoted to interline tickets con-

sist of vertical racks in which the shelf or horizontal part

can be adjusted to different heights to provide for ticket

stocks of different size. For example, where 100 tickets a-re

to be kept in stock, the space may be double that allowed for a

station which requires only 50 tickets. Interline tickets, of

whatever length, are folded by machine to a uniform coupon
size, 1 ?

,s in. wide, and are kept in stacks as just noted. The
folds can be instantly shaken out by the seller, when neces-

sary to write or stamp on the coupons. The cost of folding is

said to be no more than that of punching a hole in each ticket

as is required in the old style of ticket case where the tickets

are hung on pegs. Tickets which are folded keep much

cleaner than is common in the old fashioned racks. The
folded system requires only a fraction of the space needed
by the old style.

The illustration, Fig. 3, shows, but rather imperfectly, a

single stack of folded tickets, one side of the partition being

removed. The part holding the laljel is pivoted, and, when
a ticket is pulled out, is pressed outward and downward.
The tin tube containers have a flexible spring lip which is

opened by a slight downward pressure of the finger on the

Fig. 5.—Plan of Medium Size Cabinet

front ticket. A ticket which may have been withdrawn by
mistake may be quickly replaced. In place of the common
marble follower a light wedge is used.

The Ticket Office Equipment Company makes cabinets of

various sizes, for large or small stations. For a medium
sized station a revolving cabinet is made on the plan shown
in Fig. 5. The appearance of this smaller cabinet, when
closed, is shown in Fig. 4. One of the two rotating sections

is devoted to local and Pullman tickets, and the other to

interline and miscellaneous tickets.

The efficiency claims of the makers are summarized as

Fig. 6—Rock Island Ticket Office, Chicago

follows: All sellers are trained for universal selling service

and not limited to special forms only. Elimination of un-

comfortable enclosed booths, increasing the morale and there-

fore the energy of the seller. All windows utilized all the

time if required. All tickets at each and every window. Each
passenger completes all transactions with one seller at one

time. In emergency, as all cabinets are mobile units, a com-

plete ticket office can be transferred to any point and imme-
diately opened up for business. The floor space required for

the old style miscellaneous types and sizes of cases is ten

times greater than this equipment carrying the same number
of forms. All tickets are within arm's length of the seller.
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The Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's

Association convention for this year has been postponed.

The Erie Railroad is preparing to try an automatic train

stop of the intermittent electrical contact type, and expects

to make tests within the next two weeks. The apparatus

is being put in position on the Northern Railroad of New
Jersey, near New York City.

The Veterans' Association of the Lackawanna Railroad

held its sixth annual reunion at Scrantofl, Pa., on June 19

The members of this assoi iation are those who have been in

the employ of the road for 20 years or more: and more than

1,000 were present at the reunion. The president of tin
:

ciation for the ensuing year is John I iraney, Jersey City, X.J.

The Tennessee & Cumberland River Railroad, on which

regular traffic was long since suspended, is to be finally

abandoned, and its track is being torn up. This road con-

nects with the Louisville & Nashville at Tennessee Ridge,

Tenn., about 100 miles west of Bowling Green, Ky., and

extends thence 14 miles northward to Bear Spring. It was

built to develop the timber and mineral properties of the

Cumberland River Land Company.

Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission has

sent a letter to Chairman Norris of the Senate Committee on

Agriculture opposing a provision in the bill for the creation of a

billion dollar corporation to finance agricultural exports under

which the proposed corporation would be authorized to negotiate

with the railroads for reduced freight rates on shipments in which

it is interested. Mr. Clark said the commission could not endorse

any proposal to make the government directly or indirectly a

preferred shipper when it is directly or indirectly in commercial

competition with citizens who are attempting to carry on the

same line of business. Senator Norris in discussing the letter

said it would be easy for the commission to remove any such

discrimination by reducing the freight rates on the other ship-

ments.

Railway Earnings for May
Preliminary compilations of the returns of 119 railroads operat-

ing 150,000 miles to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

May show a net operating income of $21,000,000 as compared with

a deficit in May last year of $6,512,000. The operating revenues

of these roads were $318,000,000, a decrease of 1.2 per cent and
the operating expenses were $268,000,000, a decrease of 14.2 per

cent.

Portraits on Tickets

The New York Central announces that buyers of commutation
tickets, for use between New York City and certain points 50

miles or more from the city, are to lie required to furnish a

photograph, to be pasted on the ticket; this to prevent misuse of

tickets, which has become common. On the Hudson division this

order applies to BeaCOI) and Poilghkeepsie ; on the Hai Inn divi

.ion to Towners and Patterson, 'ni.l on the River division to

Yew burgh.

Flood on the Northern Pacific

One of the heaviest rainfalls on record occurred on June 16 in

the region traversed by the Northern 1'acilic. between Medora,
N. D., and Hathaway. Mont., a section of road 165 mill

The nature of the soil prevented the water from being absorbed
quickly, and this, together with the strep watersheds, caused a
wall of water about 10 ft. high to How through some oi thi

and along the roadbed in many places. Five section men were
caught by the flow in one cut and three were drowned. The
tracks were washed out at many points and considerable damage

was dom to telegraph li

for traffic on [une 25.

The line was reopened

Eastern Railroads to Cooperate

in New York Port Problem

At a recent meeti presidents of the eastern railways

a committee was appointed to work with the Yew York-Yew
Jersej Port ^.uthoritj in developing its plans toward the solu-

tion oi thi i' at New York. The com-
mittee consists of the following 11 engineers: R. <". Falconer,

ml to the president and chief engineer, Erie; Edward Gagel,

chief engineer, Y. Y., Y. II. &• II.; G. T. Hand, chief en(

L. V.; G. W. Kittredge, chiei engineer, N. Y. C. Lines East;

II. A Lam-, chief engineer, B. S : I-. V. Morris, chief ei

L. L; I. II. Nuelle, general manager. Y. Y. O. & \\ . ; A. E.

Owen, chiei engineer, C. of Y. [.; G. J. Ray. chief ei

D., L. & \V. ; E. B. Temple, assistant chief

vania ; and S. 1. \\ er, F. & R.

"What Every Employee Should Know"
The Illinois Central has distributed among the workers of that

road, a book entitled. "What Every Employee Should Know."
which tells bow the Illinois Central System had its beginning in

1851, and liads up to the present intensive development of the

road. The booklet narrates how the original company was or-

ganized and chartered "to build a railroad through central Illinois"

and how during the five years following 1851 the charter lines,

consisting of 705 miles of road, were completed. The first con-

struction was a 14-mile strip of road between Chicago and

Calumet, which was opened to traffic on May 15, 1852. During

the next year a 60-mile stretch of road was opi

LaSalle and Bloomingtoh, from which time the southward progress

to Yew Orleans was constant. The road now has moo
8,000 miles of lines representing three and one-half per

the total railway mileage of the country: and it serves 15 states.

Accident Investigations—January, February, March

The seventh quarterly issue of the summary of train-acci-

dent investigations, prepared by the Bureau of Safety of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, for the months oi Jan-

uary. February and March. 1921, has been issued. The 23

accidents reported on occurred as shewn below, all except

the first one being in the year 1921. The derailment of Jan-

uary 3, 1920, has also been made the subject of a •

illustrated report, containing studies, made by the cngmocr-

physicist of tin- commission, of the rail which broke and

caused this derailment, and of other broken rails.

Train Accn I
\rEr>. First Quarter.

Derailment Chicago Great Western Wyeth, Ma January i

Collision i i

i water Dui
'

Collision Union Pacific Knight, IV)

Illinois Central Wilkc, I

ania Newark, I

Collisii n Wabash
Collisii n Seabi ai I Ui Lim S i cntral

Savannah, Ga.
Derailment \l

Collisii n I Im-.-in. x \ W
, lie & Nashville
Dl "'1 M
Collisii n I

Derailim-iit T< ta

i

I

Crunk
Automobile Maryland Electric

Derailment 1

. Central and Michi-

I

Venice, III

Collisii ii V V . N H. & H \

I
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Meetings and Conventions
allowing list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

Meeting! and places of meetings:

AlR Braki I
M- Nellis,- 163 Broadway, New York City.

, [,., An Brake Appliance Association. .

An Bra. Fred W. Ycnton,. 836 So. Michigan

M,,i,„K with Air Brake Association.

Amfhi, i
DEMURRAGE Officers.— F. A. Pontious, Super-

visor of Demurrage and Storage. C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.

Ami.ki.an A at.on .if DlNINC Car SUPERINTENDENTS.—S. W Derr,

Philadelphia S Reading, Philadelphia, Pa. Next meeting, July 12,

op Engineers.-C. E. Drayer, 29 S. La Salle St.,

E. I. R. R, 332 South Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Amerhan Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.—W. C. Hope,

C R R of N J., 143 Liberty St., New .York. Annual meeting,

November 21 and 22, Pinehurst, N. C.

A.M1RI.AN A-™ IATI..N "i Railroad Superintendents.—J. Rothschild, Room
ion Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August 24-26,

Americ^'eS^c'r'mewIv Association.-E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St

New York. Next convention, October 3, Atlantic City. Exhibits

this year will be omitted.

American Railroad Master Tinners, Coppersmiths and Pipe Fitters

IATION—C Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Ave., Chicago, 111.

in, ,it, i. n September 12-14, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

Amerhan Railway Association.—!. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75

Church St New York, N. Y. Next regular meeting, November 16,

1921.
Division I—Operating. ... .

Freight Station Section (including former activities of American
Association of Freight Agents). R. O. Wells, Freight Agent, Illinois

Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.
.

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church Street,

New York
Protective Section (including former activities of the American

Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association),

J. C. Caviston. 75 Church St., New York. NY.
Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-

banks, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y. ...
Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). C. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division III—Traffic, J. Gottschalk. 143 Liberty St., New York.

Division IV—Engineering, E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

. I, i, ago, 111.

Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.

Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch. ... „,.„.., „. ,

Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal

Association) F. B. Wiegand (Chairman); H. S. Balliet, 75 Church
St New York N. Y.

Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master

Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association), V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111. Meeting postponed indefinitely.

Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the

Master C2r and Locomotive Painters' Association), V. R. Haw-
thorne 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division VI -Purchases and Stores (including former activities of

the Railway Storekeepers' Association), J. P. Murphy, General

Storekeeper. New York Central, Collinwood, Ohio.

Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the

Freight Claim Assocation), Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111. „i«.., ^ c
\miri,an Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. 6:

N W. Ry., 319 Waller Ave.', Austin Station, Chicago. Next
convention, October 18-20, 1921, New York City. Exhibit by Bridge

and Building Supply Men's Association.

American Railway Development Association.—J. F. Jackson, Central of

Georgia, Savannah, Ga. Next meeting, November, 1921, Chicago.

American Railway Engineering Association.— (Works in co-operation

with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,

431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway
Appliances Association.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—(See American Rail-

way Association, Division 5.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago. Next convention, which was to

have been held August 9-11, Hotel Sherman, Chicago, has been
postponed. Exhibit bv Supply Association of the American Railway
Tool Foremen's Association.

American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsey, Union
Trust Bldg., Washington. D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman. 4600 Prospect
Ave.. Cleveland, Ohio. Next convention, September 19-24, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

American Society for Testing Materials.—C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—E. M. Chandler (acting secre-

tary), 33 W. 39th St., New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d
Wednesdays in month, except July and August, 33 W. 39th St., New
York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, Northern Pa-
cific Ry., Spokane, Wash.

Amerhan Wood Preservers' Association.—George M. Hunt, Chemist,
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morris, Northern Pacific
R. R , St. Paul, Minn. Next annual meeting, May 19, 1922, Montreal.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N \V„ Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Next convention,
October 18-21, Hotel La Salle. Chicago. Exhibit by Railway Elec-
trical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Association of Railway Executives.—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chairman),
61 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

Association of Railway Supply Men.— A. \V. Clokey. 1658 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-
men's Association.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—(See American
Railway Association, Division 1.)

Association, of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.— (See
American Railway Association, Division 2. >

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—A. J. Filkins. Paul Dick-
inson Company, Chicago. Meeting with convention of American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—W. A. Booth, 131 Charron St., Montreal, Que.
Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pn|e

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except Jilrre,

July and August, New Morrison Hotel Chicago.
Cab Foremen's Association op St. Louis, .Mo.—Thomas B. Koeneke, St.

Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday in month at the American
Hotel Annex, St. Louis.

. ENTRAL Railway Club.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November and 2d Friday in Jan-
uary, March, May and September, Hotel Statler, Buffalo. X. Y.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—
VV P. Elliott, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, East St.

Louis, 111 (invention this year has been postponed.
Chief interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's

Ii B. Wright. 34th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago,
III. Meel ng with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-
man's Association.

Cincinnati Railway Club —W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bldg., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.
Eastern Railroad Association.—E. N. Bessling, 614 F St., N. W., Wash-

ington, D. C.
Freight Claim Association.— (See American Railway Association. Divi-

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Sta., Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preced-

ing 3d Friday in month, Room 856. Insurance Exchange Bldg.,

Chicago.
International Rah road Master Blacksmiths' Association.—W. J. Mayer.

Michigan Central R. R.. Detroit, Mich. Next convenum. which
was to have been held August 16-18, 1921. Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
has been postponed. Exhibit by International Railroad Master Black-

smiths' Supply Men's Association.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.

—George P. White, 747 Railway Exchange, Chicago. Meeting with
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 702 E. 51st

St., Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—\\ m. Hall, 1061

W. Wabasha Ave., Winona, Minn. Next convention, which was to

have been held September 12-15. Hotel Sherman. Chicago, has been
postponed. Exhibit by Association of Railway Supply Men.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association.— E. E. Martin.
Union Pacific R. R., Room No. 19, Union Pacific Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo. Next convention, October 4-6 1921, Buffalo, N. Y.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

Maste

Ma

Ne

5.)

Locomotive Painters' Association.—(See A. R. A., Di-

uilders' Association.— (See A. R. A., Division 5.)

National Association of Railroad Tie Producers.—E. E. Pershall, T. J.
Moss Tie Company, 720 Security Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners.—James
B. Walker, 49 Lafayette St., New York.

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
York.

National Railway Appliances Association.—C. W. Kelly, Peoples Gas
Bldg., Chicago. Meeting with American Railway Engineering Asso-
ciation.

New England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., Boston, Mass. Regular
meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting June, July, August and

. September.
New York Railroad Club.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New Y'ork.

Regular meeting, 3d Fridav in month, except June, July and August,
at 29 W. 39th St., New York.

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., San Francisco. Cal.
Regular meeting, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland.

Railway Accounting Officers' Association.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-
ward Building, Washington, D. C.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Bldg.,
Broad and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Thursday in month, except June,
July and August, Americus Club House, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Development Association.—(See Am. Ry. Development Assn.) I

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. Scribner,
General Electric Co., Chicago. Annual meeting with Association
of Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.—R. J. Himmelright.
17 East 42nd St., New York. Meet.ng with Traveling Engineers'
Association.

Railway Fire Protection Association.—R. R. Hackett, Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., Baltimore, Md. Annual meeting, October 18-20, Hotel Sher-
man, Chicago.

Railway Real Estate Association.—R. H. Morrison, C. &. O. Rv., Rich-
mond, Va.

Railway Signal Association.— (See A. R. A.. Division 4. Signal Section.)
Railway Storekeepers' Association.— (See A. R.* A. Division 6.)

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. D. Conway. 1841 Oliver
Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa Exhibit at June convention of American
Railway Association, has been cancelled.

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.—G. A. Nel-
son, 30 Church St., New York.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—P. J. McAndrews,
C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111. Next annual convention. September
20-22, 1921, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago. Exhibit by Track Supply
Association.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis, Mo.
Regular meeting, 2d Friday in month, except June, July and August.

Signal Appliance Association.— F, W. Edmunds. Sunbeam Electric Manu-
facturing Company, New York City. Meeting with American Rail-

way Association. Signal Section.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—L. W. Cox, Commerci?' Trust

Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.—A. T. Merrill. P. O. Box

1205, Atlanta, Ga. Regular meetings. 3d Thursday in January,
March, May, July, September and November, P edniont Hotel,

Atlanta.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, West-

ern Ry. of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.
Supply Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—

C. N. Thulin. 935 Peoples' Gas Bldg.. Chicago.
Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kid.l. Ranfcpo Iron Works. Hillburn,

N. Y. Meets with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Wav Association.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, 117 East 98th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Manufacturers' As-

Western Railway Club.—Bruce V. Crandall, 14 E. Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago. Meeting third Monday each month except June, July nad
August.
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The boats built by the Federal Government, for use on the

New York State Barge Canal, have been sold to a New York

and Chicago syndicate. These vessels have an aggregate capacity

of 50,000 tons of freight, and are said to have cost the govern-

ment $3,695,000.

Tentative plans for a conference of the representatives of

the railroads and the citrus fruit shippers of the Pacific Coast

on the question of the reduction of transcontinental freight

rates were announced at Washington by the "Producers and

Shippers of Heavy Tonnage and Perishable Commodities

from the Pacific Coast." The conference will be held July 1,

according to present plans. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has ordered the case of the California Citrus League

against the railroads asking for lower rates on citrus fruits

reopened. If the railroads and the shippers can come to an

agreement a further hearing before the commission on the

case will not be necessary. The shippers have objected to

the latest increase of 33 r
/s per cent on transcontinental rates

on citrus fruit shipments and are asking that this increase

be removed so that the old rate of $1.44 on oranges and

$1.25 on lemons will prevail.

Conference with Shippers on

Proposed Changes in Freight Rates

The "Fourth Section Committee of Southern Carriers" which

for several months lias been engaged in a general revision of

class freight rates, following the amendment of the Fourth Sec-

tion of the Interstate Commerce law by the Transportation Act

of 1920, has invited boards of trade, prominent shippers and

others to attend a conference in Atlanta, Ga., beginning on July 11,

for the purpose of having a full and free discussion, and to see

how well the proposed changes suit the shippers. This invitation

is accompanied by statements showing the present and the pro-

posed rates, so arranged that shippers can readily make com-
parisons. The changes have to do with rates to and from Ohio
river crossings, Memphis, Nashville, Gulf ports, Mississippi river

crossings, south Atlantic port and Virginian cities.

The chairman of the Fourth Section Committee is G. M.
Goodwyn, Transportation building, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern Names Fast Freight Trains

The fast long-distance freight trains operated by the

Southern Railway arc now known by names, to enable
shippers to identify them. There are 13 of them, as follows:

"Potomac Special."—New Orleans, Birmingham, Atlanta to

Potomac Yards (near Washington, D. C).
"Fruit Special."—Jacksonville, Columbia, Charlotte to

Potomac Yards.

"Stock Special."—Chattanooga, Knpxville, Asheville to

Potomac Yards.

"Long Leaf Special."—Sclma, Anniston, Atlanta to Poto-
mac Yards.

"Clyde Special."—Charleston, Columbia, Spartanburg to

Atlanta and West.
"W'iregrass Special."—Atlanta, Macon to South Georgia

and Florida points.

"Eastern Special."—Memphis, Chattanooga to Bristol and
East over the Norfolk & Western through Hagerstown.
"Southwest Special."—From the East via Hagerstown,

over the Norfolk & Western to Bristol; Southern Railway to

Memphis.
"Florida-West Indian Special."—Cincinnati and Louisville

to Jacksonville.

"Orange Special."—Jacksonville to Cincinnati and Louis-
ville.

"Live Stock Special."—Birmingham to Cincinnati.

"Packing House Special."—Meridian to Atlanta.

"Petroleum Special."—Shreveport via "Vicksburg Route"
to Meridian and Southern Railway to Atlanta.

Interstate Commerce Commission
Charges for Wharfage, Handling, Storage, Etc.,

at South Atlantic and Gulf Ports

The commission is in receipt of numerous inquiries as to whether
or not it will give consideration to switching charges and free

time allowances at the ports in connection with this proceeding.
It has been concluded that the order instituting the investigation
will be construed as including within its scope switching charges
to and from the water terminals at the ports in question, and free

time allowances on ocean traffic while in cars or in storage ware-
houses at the ports.

Personnel of Commissions
H. G. Butler, power administrator, and former assistant chief

engineer, of the Railroad Commission of California, has resigned
and will engage in private practice.

State Commissions
The legislature of the slate of Illinois has passed the state

administrations' bill, creating the "Illinois Commerce Commission"
in place of the present State Utilities Commission. Although the

main purpose of the bill was to provide "home" rule, it provides
for appeal to the state body for final decision.

The Public Service Commission of Alabama has extended
until October 31 the time within which the railroads of the

state will be permitted to charge for freight on intrastate

shipments 25 per cent more than the rates prescribed by the

commission. This continuation was assented to by the traffic

bureaus, of Montgomery, Mobile and Birmingham. Another
hearing will be held on October 3.

The New York State Public Service Commission, W. A. Pren-

dergast, chairman, announces that the work of the commission
will be conducted in four divisions—administrative, legal, engi-

neering and accounting. Francis E. Roberts, former assistant

secretary of the commission for the second district, has been ap-

pointed secretary of the commission, and John J. Hubbard, as-

sistant secretary. The office of Mr. Roberts will be at Albany
and that of Mr. Hubbard at New York City.

A hearing began before the State Railroad Commission of Cali-

fornia on June 16 on the petition of the railways entering Los
Angeles for a I handed down by the com-

mission, ordering the railways to build a joint terminal in that

city. It :^ expected that the railroads will contend that the com-

mission has authority only over grad juris-

diction to require joint terminal facilities, which authority, they

claim, is delegated to the Interstate Commerce Commission in the

Transportation Act.

Court News
Decisions Under the Federal

Employers' Liability Act

Where cars were loaded and they began to move, destined

for another state or country, the New York Appellate Divi-

sion holds that a railroad employee assisting therein as

freight yard conductor was engaged in interstate commerce,

although he did not know that the cars were destined for

another state or country and although the cars had not yet

received their billing, the shipper having arranged directly

with another railroad, to which the cars were being delivered,

for the shipment and billing—Cott v. Erie, 179 X. Y.

Supp. 488.

The Court of Errors and Appeals of New Jersey holds,

the Chancellor and Kalisch, J., dissenting, that a baggage-
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room used in handling interstate business, is an instrumental-

ity of interstate commerce, though it was also used for in-

trastate business and though, at the time of plaintiff's injury

while painting it, it contained no interstate baggage.—Culp

v. Atlantic City (N. J.), 110 Atl. 115.

The New York Appellate Division holds that a brakeman

on an intrastate train, which, however, carried interstate

freight, is engaged in interstate commerce when injured in

attempting to load a barrel of oil for intrastate shipment.

—

Evans v. U. S. R. A. (New York Central), 191 App. Div. 704,

182 N. Y. S. 310.

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, holds that a

railroad watchman on a pier used solely for interstate

freight, who was injured while assisting in readjusting a door

of the pier shed, to allow of delivery of freight to consignees,

was engaged in interstate commerce.—Delaware, L. & W. v.

Busse, 263 Fed. 516.

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, holds that a

railroad employee, engaged in work on the ground unloading

timber to be used by him and others in the reconstruction

or repair of a bridge, part of a railroad used in interstate

commerce, is within the act.—Kansas City Southern v. Mar-
tin, 262 Fed. 241.

The Arizona Supreme Court holds that an employee of an

interstate railroad was engaged in interstate commerce when
installing electric block signals along the main line to pro-

tect trains carrying both interstate and intrastate commerce.
—Saxton v. E. P. & S. W. (Ariz.), 188 Pac. 257.

The New York Court of Appeals holds that a railroad shop

employee, injured in falling against a saw while sawing tim-

bers into pieces to be used for cross-ties, was not within the

act, where it did not appear that the ties were prepared for

any particular track, place, or work of repair.—Buynofsky v.

L. V., 228 N. Y. 249, 126 N. E. 714.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds, while the question

has not been directly decided by the United States Supreme
Court, and the rulings thereon by other courts are not in

harmony, that a crossing watchman while flagging an intra-

state train is not employed in interstate commerce, although
trains engaged in such commerce use the same track.—Di

Donato v. P. & R., 109 Atl. 627.

United States Supreme Court

Railroad May, After Merger, Sue for Transportation

Balances Payable to Its Predecessor by Government
The Seaboard Air Line sued in the United States Court

of Claims to recover balances for transportation services

originally payable to the Florida Central & Peninsular, to

whose rights it had succeeded through merger or consolida-

tion. That court dismissed the petition, holding that be-

cause of Rev. Stat. 3477, declaring null and void transfers

and assignments of claims upon the government, except after

allowance and the issue of a warrant for payment thereof,

the railroad could not maintain the action. The Supreme
Court of the United States has reversed that judgment,
holding that the case comes within the exceptions to the

general language of the section which have been recognized
in prior decisions as not within the evil at which the statute
aimed, namely, frauds upon the Treasury. The court said in

part: "We cannot believe that Congress intended to dis-

courage, hinder or obstruct the orderly merger or consolida-
tion of such corporations as the various States might au-
thorize for the public interest. There is no probability that

the United States could suffer injury in respect of out-
standing claims from such union of interests and certainly
the result would not be more deleterious than would follow
their passing to heirs, devisees, assignees in bankruptcy, or
receivers, all of which changes of ownership have been
declared without the scope of the statute. The same prin-

ciple which required the exceptions heretofore approved
applies here "—Seaboard Air Line V. United States. De-
cided June 6, 1921. Opinion by Mr. Justice McReynolds.

Foreign Railway News
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Krupps' Output
Lowx>»

Recent visitors in Germany report that Krupps is working
to capacity in its locomotive and car shops. Their output
at present is 20 locomotives per month and it has recently
completed its one thousandth freight car. This company
is busy on locomotives for Russia and has a contract for

tires for Russian locomotives. It is reported that the Prus-
sian State Railways has a financial interest in the locomotive
and car building division of the Krupp Works.

Mexico Receiving Locomotives

Francisco Guerra, inspector general of locomotives of the Na-
tional Railways of Mexico, has just finished receiving the locomo-
tives which the Mexican Government recently purchased from the

Illinois Central Railroad. These locomotives entered Mexico at

Matamoros and are being placed in regular service as rapidly as

possible.

"Heretofore there has been serious congestion in the yards at

Matamoros, Piedras Negras, Nuevo Laredo, Juarez, Monterey,
Tampico and the City of Mexico," said Mr. Guerra. "The con-
gestion was caused chiefly by the lack of locomotives to move the

freight. However, since the railroads of the United States have
come to the aid of the Mexican lines by leasing or selling them
a large number of engines we are able to begin relieving the

congestion.

"There are now only about one hundred cars on hand in

the Matamoros yards and as five locomotives are available these

will be dispatched in the next few days. With our lines operating

more efficiently we expect a large volume of traffic will go through
Brownsville for points on the east coast and also for the interior."

Another British Road in South America

Shows Improved Earnings

The Paraguay Central, a British road, operate 274 miles of line

in Paraguay and is the only important road in that country. It

runs southward from Ascuncion to Enearnacion where it con-

nects with lines in Argentina. On June 30, 1920, this road, ac-

cording to Vice Consul Seltzer at Ascuncion, had 24 locomotives,

46 passenger train cars and 470 freight cars. Its revenues are

shown in the following table by fiscal years

:

Year Receipts Expenses Net

1913 $712,043 $391,590 $320,453

1913 759,934 420.860 339,126

1919 1,103.624 639,246 469,378

192C 1,253,870 738,934 514,936

1920* 630.536 340.117 290,419

Six months ending December 31, 1920.

This road handled 509,369 passengers in 1920, as against 418,635

in 1919. Freight tonnage in 1920 amounted to 223,228 and in 1919

to 194,090. Forest products make up some 40 per cent of the

road's freight tonnage while other agricultural products make
up the bulk of the remainder.

Railway Plans of the Argentine Government
London.

The railway construction scheme decided upon by the Argen-

tine government includes the completion of the State railways to

La Quiaca on the Bolivian frontier in conjunction with the

Bolivian government, the line from Rosario-de-Lerma in the

Province of Salta to Huaytiqiiina on the Chilean frontier, a line

from a station on the Central Northern State railway, near the

city of San Juan, running due north to Jachal, passing through

a portion of the Province of San Juan, and a railway extension

in the Province of Buenos Aires to link up the Provincial

Government line leading from San Nicolas, one of the ports

on the Paraua River to Neridiano Quinto.

This wide scheme is designed to compete more or less with
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foreign railway interests, especially British, but it is believed that

its completion will bring some economic advantage to the coun-

try and may perhaps advance the traffic of some of the foreign

lines whose tracks are in the vicinity. There are, however,

many difficulties standing in the way of the Argentine govern-

ment which are unsurmountable at the present time, but it is

anticipated that these difficulties will be partially or wholly

overcome within a few years.

April Car Exports

Exports of freight cars showed further declines in April. The

total was 572, valued at $808,982. Six passenger cars were

shipped, valued at $42,298. The totals by countries, as com-

piled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, follow:

Countries.
Passenger Freight and other Farts

Numb r

$22,'o98

2o',200

$42,298

Number

66 $86,798

79 148,407

244 274,159

'43 25,220
20 11,283

61 64,251
57 187,664
2 11,200

572 $808,982

Cars

$36
238

5,590
1,858
366

1,872
32,482
1,372

40,578
1,225

75

Mexico 27,245
Newfoundland and Labrador. 1,152

297
Trinidad and Tobago 7

122,704
Virgin Islands of U. S
Dominican Republic

1,587
16,729

221,232

28,563
263

4,374
27,740

317
328,190

Kwantung, leased territory 1,906

13,915

6

3,415
880

Total $1,227,696

April Track Material Exports

Exports of steel rails in April totaled 31,392 tons, valued at

$1,838,002. Shipments of spikes were valued at $129,313 and of

miscellaneous track material at $544,209. The totals by countries,

as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
follow

:

Switches,
Frogs, Splice

Rails of Steel Bars, Etc.
Tons
840 $52,998
54 3,265 $200

1,854 119,953 7,044
1,870 185,719 2,824
487 26,961 27,649

Countries.

Netherlands
Norway ....
Spain ....
England ....
Canada 91,883
Costa Rica 10,900
Guatemala 200
Honduras 33,000
Nicaragua 4,000
Panama ....
Mexico 294,256
Trinidad & Tobago
Cuba 188,732
Dominican Republic 95,030
Argentina ....
Bolivia
Brazil 65,829
Chile 91,776
Colombia ....
Ecuador ....
British Guiana 2,000
Peru 93,500
Venezuela 6,400
China 888,700
British India
Straits Settlements ....
Other British East Indies
Dutch East Indies ....
Hongkong
Japan
Siam
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
British South Africa. ..

French Africa
Other British West Ind

7,078
281

89,265

15
9

11,161

'"650
19,792

60,105
1,110
460
474

144,053
25,427
1,419
160

7,181 95
269 38

59,619 6,622

141,343 8,607

7,352
935
318

1,965

453 125

6,000 10,538
2,855 3,051

284,004 117,232
2,202 81

41,860 1,715
1,297

428,770 51,274
49,104
24,808 8,933
117,900
11,260 34,046
51,455 1,796
2,844 10,158

30,957 2,413
762 43

4,742 377

Total 2,017,806 $129,313 31,392 $1,838,002 $544,209

Extent of China's Railways

Hsu Shih-chang, president of China, in a recent book entitled

"China After the War," discusses the railways of the country
at some length. He calls attention to the mileage of the country,
7,000 miles operated as 24 lines. "Of this 2,600 miles are foreign-
concessioned lines, namely, the Chinese Eastern, the South Man-
churia, the Kiaochow-Tsinan, the Canton-Kowloon, the Yunnan
Railway and the Lung-chen—while the Chinese Government lines

number only 18, and extend over about 4,500 miles. This is cer-
tainly altogether insufficient. The United States with a territory
of about the same size, and with only one-fourth of our popula-
tion has 266,000 miles of railways, or 60 times as long as ours.
Moreover many of our lines, though now nationalized were at
first built with foreign capital. The diversity of foreign interests
has made it impossible to lay out lines according to some com-
prehensive plan for the whole country.

"Such being the case, part of the capital seems to have been
invested in unimportant routes, while many more important
regions are without any modern means of communication. Ever
since the first construction of railways in China 40 years ago, no
less than $400,000,000 has been expended. Yet trunk lines are
found only north of the Yangtse River and East of the Honan
Province, leaving the great plains to the South and West prac-
tically untraversed. In this way such portions of the country as
Shensi, Kansu, S'zechuan and Kweichow, are inaccessible to the
coast, and their development is consequently retarded, industrially
as well as commercially. Nor is this all, for in recent years rail-

way loans made to China have often partaken of the nature of
politico-commercial transactions. This not only hinders the
proper industrial development of the country, but it also sows the
seeds for future international complications. Therefore, in the
interests of all concerned, such arrangements should be modified
so as to preclude all undesirable possibilities."

Importance of Exports of American Locomotives

Fxports of locomotives from this country in 1913 amounted to
491, valued at $4,475,429. In 1919 the total was 959, valued at
$30,275,728. In 1920 the high mark of 1.711, valued at $53,629,-
847, was reached. Over one-half of last year's exports (in value)
went to European countries—primarily Italy, Poland, Bt/lgium and
France. Outside of Europe the most important buyers were
Cuba, Brazil, China, South Africa and Argentina. The details by
countries arc given in the following table prepared by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce:

Countries. Number Value
Azores and Madeira Islands 3 $75 300
Belgium 155 8,7641188
Denmark 16 619,680
France • 162 3,859,417

Sa
i

y .,'. fV ' 175 4.184,947
Poland and Danzig 139 6,548.050
Rumania 25 1.625,000
Spam 4S 1,680.505
Sweden 1 18.992
Canada 73 786,108
Honduras 7 21.281
Nicaragua 1 7,400
Panama 5 g

p
54t

Salvador 4 84,875
Mexico 65 866,054
Newfoundland and Labrador 2 39,735
Jamaica 7 191,010
Trinidad and Tobago 6 98,646
Other British West Indies 1

Cuba 283 8,369,082
Dutch West Indies 1 3,114
French West Indies 11.130
I lominican Republic 8 99,340
Argentina 33 1.131.070
Bolivia 1 21,410
Brazil 147
Chile
Colombia IS
Ecuador 3

British Guiana 1

Peru 13
Venezuela
China S6
Kwantung 11

Chosen
British India '5

Dutch East Indies
Japan
Australia 2 82.600
New Zealand
Philippine Islands 30 298.959
British West Africa

ifrica
'

French Africa
Portuguese Africa 4

-. 25

Total '.'"'I *5-
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Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Ferrocareil de Monterey (Mexico) has ordered 4, 2-8-0

type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The South African Railways are negotiating with the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company for the purchase of 78 locomotives.

The Paris-Orleans Railway is negotiating with the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company for the purchase of electrical equip-

ment.

The Soviet Government of Russia has placed orders for

about 600 locomotives to be manufactured by the following

companies: Kydquist & Holm, Inc., of Trollhattan, and Munk-

tells Mekaniska Verkstads, Inc., of Eskilstuna, Sweden.

Freight Cars

The New York Central is asking for prices on the repairs

of 1,000 steel hopper or gondola cars of 50 tons' capacity.

The Monterey Steel Company, Mexico, has ordered SO all

steel hopper cars, from the General American Car Company.

The Illinois Central has awarded a contract to the Genera*

American Car Company, for rebuilding 600 all steel gondola cars.

The Chicago & Illinois Midland has given a contract to the

General American Car Company for rebuilding 725 composite

gondola cars.

The Missouri Pacific, reported in the Raitway Age of June

10 as inquiring for prices on the repair of 2,000 cars, will have

repairs made to 500 wooden box cars by the Sheffield Car Com-

pany.

Iron and Steel

Mitsui & Co., New York, has ordered from the Consolidated

Steel Corporation, 350 tons of 25-lb. rail and accessories, for

export to Japan.

The New York Central is asking for bids until 12 o'clock noon,

July 6, for 100 gross tons of offset side incline type E, under-

running third rail; also 1,500 pairs of angle bars.

Machinery and Tools

The Chinese Government Railways are inquiring through

the New York export houses, for machine tools, to cost about

$200,000.

Track Specialties

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock,

noon, July 13, for a quantity of frogs and crossings, offset splices,

stock and lock rails, center points, switches, repair parts for switch

stands, switch tongues, switch box covers and repair parts for

switches.

Miscellaneous

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, July 12, for bridge parts, steel and material for track

scales and bridge repairs.

The Lorain Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa., recently made
a shipment of about 1,500 tons of switch crossings and track

accessories, to Buenos Aires, for use on the railroads in the

Argentine Republic.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock,

noon, July 14, for a minimum of 300,000 gal. and a maximum of

400,000 gal. of Asphaltum base fuel oil with gravity of 18-20

degree Baume, cold test 10 degree.

I in Boston & Albany will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon,

July 12, at Boston, Mass., for 1 complete type E turntable

center ; 2 cast steel wheel bearings and caps for turntable wheels,

lit and left, for 85 ft. turntable; 16 Bearings B, pattern

M-452, and 1 complete type E turntable center with exception

of saddle casting.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has placed an order

with the Babcock & Wilcox Company, New York, for boilers

to be installed in its proposed power plant at Albuquerque, X. M.
The company has also ordered engines to be installed in con-

nection with the same project from the Skinner Company, Erie,

Pa.

Signaling

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has placed an order with the

Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., for 55 style "S" one-

arm three-position semaphore signals and necessary apparatus for

installation between Labette, Okla., and Vinita. All work will be

carried out by railroad company forces.

Trade Publications

Yiscosimeter Conversion Charts.—The May, 1921, issue of

Lubrication, published by the Texas Company, contains a chart

for converting viscosimeter readings from one standard to

another. By means of the diagram, the time or degrees can be

read directly for the Saybolt, Engler, Redwood Admirality, Say-

bolt Furol, or Barbey instruments.

Hoisting Equipment.—The Dake Engine Company, Grand
Haven, Mich., has recently issued a new catalogue of its com-
plete line of air and steam motor hoisting equipment, steam

boilers, etc. This catalogue comprises 72 pages, attractively

arranged and bound. The catalogue is devoted chiefly to the

describing and illustrating of the Dake steam or air operated

motor as an integral part of various hoisting equipment, blower

fans and centrifugal pumps.

Power Plant Pipung.—Valuable data concerning the design,

manufacture and installation of complete power plant piping sys-

tems are contained in a 130-page, illustrated book recently issued

by the M. W. Kellogg Company, New York. Information on

the bending and welding of pipe, valves and fittings is presented

in a thorough and interesting manner, as well as considerable

tabulated matter on the properties of saturated steam, flow of

steam and water in pipes, loss of head in pipe by friction, circum-

ferences and areas of circles, etc. Several conversion tables are

included.

The Illinois Central made a record for passenger train per-

formance during the month of May, when a total of 13,567 trains

were operated, 13,461, or 92.2 per cent, of which maintained

scheduled time.

Eighty-one Per Cent Reduction in the number of casualties

per 1,000 man-hours worked, was the result of a recent 60-day

prevention-of-accident campaign conducted on the Baltimore &
Ohio by John T. Broderick, Superintendent of Safety, among
employees at the principal terminals and shops. The East Side

Terminal at Philadelphia, Pa., and the Toledo Terminal, Toledo,

Ohio, were the winners of the banners offered by Vice-president

C W. Galloway. The boiler shop at Mount Clare and the

maintenance of equipment department at New York won local

banners. During the "drive" a record was kept of all bodily

injuries and after each accident there was an investigation.

The ratio of casualties to man-hours worked this year, as com-
pared with last year during the same period, was the basis on

which the winners were determined. On the whole system there

was an increase of 231 per cent in man-hours worked per

casualty.
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Supply Trade News
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R. H. Blackall, Farmers Bank building, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

will act as railway representative for Pittsburgh and vicinity,

for the Lowe Brothers Company, Dayton, Ohio.

The agency for time and motion study watches and other

"instruments of precision," formerly held by M. J. Silber-

berg, Chicago, has been taken over by Stein & Ellbogen
Company, 31 N. State street, Chicago.

De Forest Lillis, who has been appointed western repre-

sentative of the Dressel Manufacturing Corporation, New
York, successor to the Dressel Railway Lamp Works, as was

noted in the Railway

Age of June 3, has

opened an office in

the Railway Exchange
building, Chicago. Mr.

Lillis has had several

years' experience as

salesman of railway

supplies, and has acted

as eastern representa-

tive of various western
railway supply manu-
facturers in New York.
Before entering the

supply field, he was in

railroad service on the

New York Central, his

last assignment being
that of chief clerk

to the general super-

De Forest Lillis intendent of motive

power.

P. L. Laughlin, assistant district sales manager of the

Verona Tool Works at Chicago, has been promoted to dis-

trict sales manager, succeeding John B. Seymour, whose
appointment as sales manager of the Superior Supply Com-
pany, Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age of June 17

(page 1422).

H. A. Paarman, assistant to secretary of the Burden Iron

Company, Railroad & Steamship division, 3711 Grand Cen-

tral Terminal, New York City, has been appointed secretary

to succeed W. J. Caton, whose death was noted in our issue

of June 24. Mr. Paarman will also continue to serve in the

sales department of the Sanitation & Supply Company, New
York City.

C. J. Burkholder and Frank H. Cunningham have been

appointed special engineers of the Franklin Railway Supply

Company, Inc., New York. Mr. Burkholder began railroad

work at Tyrone, Pa., and subsequently served first as locomo-
tive fireman and then as locomotive engineman on the Union
Pacific. He then went with the Kansas City Southern, as

locomotive engineman, later serving consecutively as travel-

ing engineer, trainmaster, general road foreman of engines

and division superintendent. He then became mechanical

representative of the Economy Devices Corporation, which
later merged into the Franklin Railway Supply Company,
Inc. In November, 1918, he resigned from the position of

western sales manager of the Franklin Railway Supply Com-
pany to become master mechanic of the Kansas City South-

ern, which position he held until his appointment as above

noted. Mr. Cunningham was born in Roanoke, Va., on Maj
23, 1886. After serviiig an apprenticeship as machinist on the

Norfolk & Western, he attended the University of Virginia.

Following his graduation with the degree of mechanical

engineer, he returned to the Norfolk & Western as machinist,

subsequently becoming material inspector, mechanical inspec-

tor, assistant engineer of tests and supervisor of locomotive

stokers. In 1914, he went with the Standard Stoker Com-
pany as fuel engineer, being appointed later to plant man-
ager at Erie, Pa., and assistant general manager, from which
position he now resigned to enter the services of the Frank-
lin Railway Supply Company, Inc., as above noted.

Obituary

Alvin T. Hert, president of the American Creosoting Com-
pany, Louisville, Ky., and affiliated companies, died on June 7.

Will H. Bloss, manager steam railroad sales, of the Ohio
Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio, died suddenly from heart
failure at his home in Mansfield on June 22. Mr. Bloss was
born on April 4, 1869, and received his engineering training
at the Indiana University. He started his career in railroad
work and subsequently was division engineer on the Santa
Fe. He later served as chief engineer of the Indiana Union
Traction Company. In 1906 he went to the Ohio Brass Com-
pany from the Buda Company of Chicago and was district

sales manager in some of the central states until about a
year ago. From that time he had devoted his effort to elec-

trification development and other steam railroad problems.

E. E. Hudson, who was elected president of the Water-
bury Battery Company, Waterbury, Conn., in March, 1921,

died on June 27, at his home in Maplewood, X. J. Mr.

Hudson for the past 22

years, with the excep-

tion of a little over a
year's time, had been in

the sales and man-
agerial departments of

concerns manufacturing
primary batteries and
had been identified with

the installation of the

primary battery. In

July, 1898, he served as

chief clerk in the prim-
ary battery sales de-

partment of the Edison
Manufacturing Com-
pany, remaining in that

position until June,

1902. Shortly after-

ward, he served as an
accountant in the con-

E. E. Hudson
trollcr's department of

the United States Steel

Company. In December, 1903, he became secretary and
treasurer of the Battery Supplies Company. Newark, X. J.,

and in 1905 was appointed sales manager cf that company.
When the Edison company absorbed the Battery Supplies

Company, in 1908, he was appointed assistant manager of

sales in the primary battery department. He became sales

manager of that department in February, 1909, and in Sep-
tember, 1913, was elected also vice-president. In October,

1914, in addition to these duties, he was given charge of the

manufacturing, as well as the sales, and in March, 1915, was
made division manager in general charge of the entire pri-

mary battery business of Thomas A. Edison, Inc. In 1*514

he was chairman of the Railway Telephone & Telegraph

Appliance Association, and in 1916 he was chairman of the

Signal Appliance Association, previously having been a

director. On January 1. 1917, he was elected vice-president

and general manager of the Waterbury Battery Company and

since March of this year was president of the same company

as above noted.

The Officers of (lie Reid-Newfoundland Railway say that

all business will have to be suspended at once if the government

does not come to their relief. During the war the railroad was

taken over by the government. Recently it was returne

d

owners, who declare that expenses now so greatly exceed in-

come that it is impossible to continue operation without
|

ment aid.
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Railway Financial News

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company, which was
noted in the Railway Age of June 24 (page 1470) , as about to

accept bids for the installation of a new 120 ft. turntable at

Winslow, Ariz., is carrying out this project with company forces.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company is planning

an addition to its yards at Centralia. 111.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has resumed

work, with company forces, on the street subway structures in

connection with the track elevation project at Aurora, 111.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has awarded
a contract to G. A. Johnson & Co., Chicago, for the construction

of an addition to its railway mail terminal at Omaha, Neb. The
company is also accepting bids for the construction of a new
grain elevator at St. Joseph, Mo.

Chicago Great Western.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to Charles Weitz, Des Moines, Iowa, for the construction of

a frame freight station with dimensions of 40 ft. by 480 ft., at

Des Moines, to cost about $40,000.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—This company contem-

plates the construction of a new freight station at French Lick,

lnd.

Chicago Union Station.—This company will shortly accept

bids for wrecking the old Chicago & Alton freight house south

of Van Buren street, Chicago. The company will also accept bids

shortly for grading the new station site between Madison and

Adams streets, and for laying a 12-duct conduit line between

Harrison and Van Buren streets.

Great Northern.—This company is installing, with company
forces, a new low voltage power interlocking plant at Bridge

A-8, near Saunders, Wis. The new low voltage layout will be

controlled from the Saunders interlocking plant, located about

one mile away, and will replace the present manual interlocking

plant at the bridge.

Illinois Central.—This company is accepting bids for the con-

struction of two water-treating plants, one at La Salle, 111., and

the other at Assumption, 111.

Illinois Central.—This company, which contemplated the con-

struction of a new pumping station at Amboy, 111., with company
forces, has decided to award a contract for this work and is

accepting bids.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Railway Water & Coal Handling Company, Chicago, for

water piping and sewer work in connection with the construction

of additions and improvements to its roundhouse at Dubuque,
Iowa.

International & Great Northern.—This company is accept-

ing bids for the construction of a new hospital building at Pales-

tine, Tex., to cost about $100,000.

Louisville & Nashville.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to Rommel Brothers, Louisville, Ky., for the construction

of a brick and steel power plant at Paris, Tenn.

Louisiana Railway & Navigation.—This company contem-

plates the construction of a new passenger station at Girod and
Rampart streets, New Orleans, La., on a site purchased by the

road some time ago.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company contemplates the

enlargement of its terminal at Denison, Tex., including the con-

struction of a new roundhouse, to be used for road locomotives,

releasing the present roundhouse for switch engines. The com-
pany also plans to enlarge its yard, roundhouse and freight house
at Fort Worth; improve its roundhouse facilities at Waco; add
to its yards and roundhouse at Smithville; install additional

roundhouse facilities at Houston, and add to its freight house at

Wichita Falls.
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Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—Asks Authority to Abandon
Branch.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a certificate authorizing it to abandon its Burnett
branch in Kay County, Okla., a distance of 4.67 miles.

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.—Special Master Ap-
pointed.—Albert G. Foster, of Madison, Ga., has been appointed

special master in the receivership of this road.

Bennettsville & Cheraw.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—
This company has ipplied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for a certificate authorizing the abandonment of lOyi

miles of track between Brownsville and Sellers, S. C.

Boston & Malne.—Application for a Loan.—This company has

applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for a loan of

$3,049,000 for IS years to enable it to pay the obligation of sub-

sidiary companies about to fall due.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Acquisition of C. T. H. &
S. Approved.—See Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Loan for Equipment Ap-
proved.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has approved a

loan to this company of $1,568,540 for equipment to be purchased

through the National Railway Service Corporation, including 15

Santa Fe locomotives at a cost of $78,673 each, 10 Mikado loco-

motives at $66,705, 10 mountain type locomotives at $70,103, 50

cabooses at $4,463 and 500 50-ton gondolas at $2,300. The Rock
Island had originally asked for a loan of $17,866,503. Commis-
sioner Daniels wrote a dissenting opinion in which he said the

fundamental inherent weakness of the leasing basis of financing

proposed is its failure to make allowance for possible, not to say

probable, fall in the price of equipment during the early years of

the trust duration. Should even a moderate fall in price occur,

he said, the value of the assets would become materially short of

the certificates outstanding.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.—Acquisition by C.

M. & St. P. Approved.—The Interstate Commerce Commission

has approved and authorized the acquisition by the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul of control of this company by lease and

by the purchase of its capital stock. Authority was also granted

to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to assume as liability in

respect of the payment of the principal and interest of equipment

bonds, promissory notes, and mortgage bonds of the Chicago,

Terre Haute & Southeastern and bonds of the Bedford Belt and

the Southern Indiana. That part of the application requesting

a certificate of public convenience and necessity for the abandon-

ment by the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern of the

operation of its line was dismissed as unnecessary.

Cuba Railroad.—New Director.—William H. Woodin, presi-

dent of the American Car & Foundry Company, has been elected

a director, thereby increasing the board from ten to eleven

members.

Delta Southern.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a certificate authorizing it to abandon its line of 52 miles

in Mississippi.

Flint Belt.—Asks Authority to Issue Capital Stock.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $1,000,000 of capital stock, the proceeds to be

used in the construction of its railroad. The stock is to be

acquired by the Pere Marquette.

Greene County.—Loa>i Approved.—The Interstate Commerce
Commission has approved a loan of $60,000 to this company to

assist it in meeting maturing indebtedness.

Illinois Central.—Bond Issue.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co. have sold

an issue of $8,000,000 fifteen-year 6H per cent secured gold bonds.

The issue was formally offered for public subscription on Mon-
(Continued on page 49)



Annual Report
Southern Pacific Company—Thirty-seventh Annual Report

New York, N. Y., June 23, 1921.
To the Stockholders of the Southern Pacific Company:
Your Board of Directors submits this report of the operations and affairs

of the Southern Pacific Company and of its Proprietary Companies for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 1920.
As stated in last year's report, the Federal Government, which took over

the railroads and steamship lines of your company on December 28, 1917,
relinquished control of such properties at 12:01 A.M., March 1, 1920.
Your properties, therefore, were operated by the Director General of Rail-
roads during the first two months of the year, and by your company during
the last ten months of the year. In the following table showing the net
railway operating income of the Southern Pacific Transportation System
for the year 1920, compared with that for the year 1919, the figures for
1920 include the results from the operation of your properties for the entire
year, regardless of the change in the form of control. To make the figures
for 1919 comparable, they have been revised to include, in addition to
Federal operations, $1,457,689.84, corporate operating expenses, and
$2,433,617.90, war taxes, which, in the report for last year, were included
in the deductions from Corporate income.

1. Average miles of
road operated.

Calendar
Year 1920

11,151.60

Calendar + Increase Per
Year 1919 — Decrease Cent

11,043.11 + 108.49 .98

Railway Operating Revenues
2. Freight $183,416,522.60 $163,011,660.07 +$20,404,862.53 12.52

71,701,637.26 5'',,in, 140. 37 + 12,330,496.89 20.77Passenger
4. Mail and express
5. All other trans-

portation ....
6. Incidental
7. Joint facility-

Credit
8. Joint facility

—

Debit

13.660,156.92 7,838,257.82 + 5,821.899.10 74.28

5,074,092.84
8,342,712.13

105,349.51

30,967.01

2,446,116.63 + 2.627,976.21 107.43
6,886,516.60 + 1,456,195.53 21.15

128,988.99 —
25.40S.U —

23,639.48 18.33

5,538.88 21.88

Total railway
operating rev-
enues $282,269,501.25 $239,657,272.35 +$42,612,231.90 17.78

Railway Operating Expenses
10. Maintenance of

way and struct-
ures $48,465,465.26 $34,894,157.31 +$13,571,307.95 38.89

11. Maintenance of
equipment . . .

12. Total mainte-
nance $108,013,857.62

13. Traffic 3,490. 706. 53
14. Transportation.. 117.227,797.91
15. Miscellaneous

operations . . . 5,609,062.74
16. General 8,1 12,051. S3
17. Transportation

for investment
—Credit 340.2S6.57

59.548,392.36 48,011,453.31 + 11,536,939.05 24.03

$82,905,610.62 +$25,108,247.00 30.29
2.256,660.61 + 1,234,045.92 54.68

93,280,330.78 + 23,947,467.13 25.67

4,231,266.21 + 1,377,796.53 32.56
b. 101,739.76 + 2,010,912.07 32.96

390,435.63 + 50,149.06 12.84

18. Total railvra

operating e:

penses

19. Net revenue from
railway opera-
tions

20 Railway lax ac-

cruals
21. Uncollect il-le rail-

way revenues.

22. Railway operat-
ing income . . .

23. Equipment rents

Net railv

operating

.$242,113,790.06 $188,385,172.35 +$53,728,617.71 28.52

$40,155,714.19 $51,272,100.00 —$11,116,385.81 21.68

$14,792,063.67 $11,911,994.62 + $2,880,069.05 24.18

112,945.09 51,694.91 + 61,250.18 118.48

$25,250,705.43 $39,308,410.47 —$14,057,705.04 35.76

4,496,775.66 '37S.0S1.20 + 4,874,856.86 —
'55S.414.27 9.423.90 + '567.S3S.17 —

"Credit.

$21,312,344.04 $39,677,067.77 —$18,364,723.73 46.28

FEDERAL OPERATIONS
The Director General of Railroads operated vour properties during the

months of January and February, 1920. The net income for tlnse months
amounted to $4,869,574.25.
The following table shows the results of Federal operations during the

whole period of Federal control—January 1, 1918, to February 29, 1920

—

compared with the standard return compensation payable by the United
States Government for the use of your properties:

Federal Income
in excess oi

Standard Return
1918 $7,757,935.04
1919 •• $4,334,355.44
January and February, 1920 — 3,173,713.78
•Federal Income in excess of Standard

Return entire period of Federal control $249,865.82

"This result may he changed when the accounts between the Director
General of Railroads and the various corporations are finally settled.

Standard Return
in excess of

Federal Income

The status ol the accounts of your Company and its Proprietary Com-
panies at December 31, 1920. with the United States Railroad Administra-
tion, incident to the period of Federal operations, is shown in the balance
sheet. The net balance of $1,695,262.66 due from the Government, asshown by such accounts, is made up as follows:

Due from Government on account of depreciation reserves,
and road ment retirements $10,879,165.36

Less

:

Amounts advanced by Government for addi-
tions and betterments; expenses prior to
January 1, 1918, and other corporate liabili-
ties, in excess of cash, agents' and
ductors' balances; revenues pri
1, 1918; balance due on standard 1

and other corporate assets collected $8,217,508.62
Agents' and conductois' balances at February

29, 1920 '

Eook value of materials and supplies turned
over 1 oral -n Februai

!
e bock value of ma-

taken over by 1

January 1, 1918 (subject to adjustment as
noted belowj 372,357.07 9,133,902.70

594,037.01

Balance due from Government $1,695,262.66

Under the contract with the Director General he is required to return
to the companies at the end of Federal control, materials and supplies equal
111 quantity, quality ami relative usefulness to the materials and supplies
which he received, 01 to

1
foi iency at prices prevailing at the

end of Federal control. Pending final settlements of the accounts, the
book value of the materials and supplies, returned by the Director General
on March 1. 1920, has been temporarily credited to the Government ac-
counts. Owing to the high prices prevailing during, and at the end of.
Federal control, the value of the materials and supplies returned by the
Director General was :onsiderably in excess of the value of the materials
and supplies taken over by him: but as the quantity returned was less as a
wnote, 11 considerable amount due from the Government on
account jtead of an amount due to the Govern-
ment, as indicated by the foregoing statement.

IRANTY PERIOD OPERATIONS
As stated in last yen's report, your company accepted, for itself and all

tern lines, the guaranty offered by the Government under the terms
? f 'he I : the effect that the railway operating
income for the- six months' peri 1

, should not be
less than one-half of the annual compensation fixed in the contract made
with the Director General cf Railroads under the Federal Control Act in-
cluding, additional compensation I itions and betterments.

One of the previsions of such guaranty was, that there should not be
in operating expenses for maintenance of way and structures, or

«>r ma,:,. during th< guaranty period, more
amount fixed by the Interstate < sion. The Commission
has ,":''. amount of such maintenance expenditures to be in-
cluded in operating expenses, and in determining the results of operation
and the am, unt due from the Government for the guaranty period as shown
below, there have been included in maintenance expenses only the actual
expenditures for maintenance during the guaranty period, and the knewn
unaudited expenses attributable to such period.

Amount Due from U. S. Government Under its Guaranty
Amount of Government's guaranty for the six months' period

from March 1 to August 31. 1920. being onehalf of the an-
nual compensation fixed in the contract of I

1919, with i!i Director General, as changed bv the Inter-
state ( mi ...

,
:

• up to December 31, 1920. ... $23 979 110 92
:\et railway operating income for the above period as booked

to Decembei
1 [920 3.488,683 42

Estimated balance due Fn m the Government, as determined
above, taken into the vear's income account $20.->'

The amount of the Government's guarantv. as shown above, does not
include any additional , use of additi. ns and better-
ments, new equipment, and road extensions, as complete data for computing
such additional compensation were not available at the time the income
account for the year was closed.

Under the Transportation Act the Interstate Commerce Comir
required, as soon as practicable after the expiration of the -•

to ascertain and certify to the Secretarv of the Treasury the amoi
sary to make good the guaranty to each carrier, an
the Commission issued an order requiring each carrier which had
the guaranty offered by the Gov,
ami,unt due to the company by the Government under the latter's guaranty
as computed by the company. In its -, stated it had
adopted no formula for computing the maintenanci for the
guaranty period, and suggested that each carrier should prepare and submit
for the consideration of the Commission such data in connection
maintenance adjustments proposed by the carrier as the latter she 1]

sider proper. Since the close of the year your con
filed its claim in accordance with such order, and it is hoped that an early
settlement wil' be obtained.

Following is a summary of operating revenues, operating expenses and
net revenue from railway operations, also traffic volume,
results of transportation operations for 1920 compared with 1919 and 1918
under Federal control, and with 1917, the last year of private operation
prior to Government control:

1920
Operating revenues $282,269
Operating expenses 242.113,790.06

lilway operations 40,155,714.19Net nue fro

Operating ratio, per cent.'

Total train miles
Traffic units (ton miles plus 3 times passenger miles)

.

1919
$239,657
!'

.100.00

,1,489.54

-.566 72

43
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The above table illustrates the constant and enormous growth of operating
expenses since 1917, which is the result of changed conditions commencing
with Federal control, the net revenue of 1920 being 45.2% less than 1917
despite movement of 5.4' trai 3.9% less train miles.

Average railway wages were increased by governmental agencies, either

during or subsequent to Federal control, to a figure 92% above the average
for 1911 i operating your property has been profoundly
affected by this < luse and by increases in prices of fuel, ties, lumber and
all other kinds of material used in operation. The net revenues of 1920
were further decreased through the failure to advance freight and passenger
rates to cover added prices until the end of August, whereas the large
wage award made by the United States Railroad Labor Board was retro-

active from May 1, 1920. Expenses of 1920 were augmented through

various agreements of a national character executed by the Director
General late in 1919 establishing working rules under which compensation
is allowed in excess of the value of services performed, and time and
one-half punitive overtime is paid after 8 hours in various classes of
service, including operation of freight trains where delay to such trains
is rewarded by premium payments for overtime.

Since the return of your lines on March 1, 1920, the initiative of your
organization has resumed effect, normal service has been restored, unfair
rate relationships have been corrected and progress has been made in

recovering diverted traffic.

Comparing 1920 with 1919, ton miles of revenue freight increased 8.53%;
revenue passengers carried cne mile increased 7%. augmented by increased
tourist travel and large conventions on the Pacific Coast, ana operating

INCOME ACCOUNT
Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies, Combined

(Excluding offsetting accounts)

Year Ended Year Ended
Operating Income December 31, December 31, + Increase

(March 1 to December 31, 1920, inclusive) 1920 1919 —Decrease Per Cent
Railway Operating Revenues;

1. Freight $157,220,043.42 +$157,220,043.42
2. Passenger 61,607,126.86 + 61,607,126.86

3. Main 3,764,550.44 See + 3,764,550.44

4. Express 6,054,466.52 + 6,054,466.52
5 All other transportation 4,639,538.20 Explanation + 4,639,538.20

6 Incidental 7,038,752.12 + 7,038,752.12

7. Joint facility—Credit 81,889.56 Below + 81,889.56

8. Joint facility—Debit 24,874.94 + 24,874.94

9. Railway operating revenues $240,381,492.18 +$240,381,492.18

Railway Operating Expenses:
10. Maintenance of wav and structures $41,938,579.91 $94,614.60 + $41,843,965.31

11. Maintenance of equipment 49,921,811.29 42,079.56 + 49,879,731.73

12 Total maintenance $91,860,391.20 $136,694.16 +$91,723,697.04
13 Traffic 3,097,893.12 94,474.15 + 3,003,418.97
14' Transportation 100,486,655.12 5,664.15 +100,480,990.97
15. Miscellaneous operations 4,830,833.96 — + 4,830,833.96

16. General 7,247,152.52 1,220,857.38 + 6,026,295.14

17. Transportation for investment—Credit 33o.066.6S + 336,066.68

18. Railway operating expenses $207,186,859.24 (a) $1,457,689.84 +$205,729,169.40

19. Net revenue from railway operations $33,194,632.94 (M $1,457,689.84 +$34,652,322.78
20. Railway Tax Accruais 13,006,696.07 (o) 2,433,617.90 + 10,573,078.17

21. Uncollectible Railway Revenues 95,346.40 + 95,346.40

22. Equipment rents—Net ,
4,060,345.12 — + 4,060.345.12

23. Joint facility rents—Net (c) 492,695.98 + (c) 492.695.98

24. Net railway operating income $16,524,941.33 (b)JJ.891 ,307.74 + $20.416,249.07

25. Revenues from Miscellaneous Operations $2,581,763.93 $14,033,155.75 —$11,451,391.82 81.60

26. Expenses of Miscellaneous Operations 1,342,255.38 7,565,331.96 — 6,223,076.58 82.26

27. Net revenues from miscellaneous operations $1,239,508.55 $6,467,823.79 — $5,228,315.24 80.84
28. Taxes on Miscellaneous Operating Property 46,346.16 223,706.58 — 177,360.42 79.28

29. Miscellaneous operating income $1,193,162.39 $6,244,117.21 — $5,050,954.82 80.89

30. Total operating income $17,718,103.72 $2,352,809.47 +$15,365,294.25

Nonoperating Income
31. Income from lease of road—Standard return (d) $8,043, 288.03 $48,244,660.03 —$40,201,372.00 83.33
32. Other income from lease of road 34,705.27 28,497.04 + 6,208.23 21.79
33. Miscellaneous rent income 809,388.70 731,015.97 + 78,372.73 10.72
34. Miscellaneous nonoperating physical property 373,830.41 360,069.30 + 13,761.11 3.82

35. Separately operated properties—Profit 31,269.12 24,909.46 + 6,359.66 25.53
36. Dividend" income. 5,251,323.94 1,182,038.97 + 4,069,284.97 344.26
37. Income from funded securities—bonds and notes—affiliated and other

companies 1,921,964.07 2,370,301.11 — 448,337.04 18.91

38. Income from funded securities—investment advances—affiliated com-
panies 389,226.77 443,942.36 — 54,715.59 12.32

39. Income from unfunded securities and accounts 1,370,528.34 355,563.95 + 1,014,964.39 285.45
40. Income from sinking and other reserve funds 774,710.08 742,040.20 + 32,669.88 4.40
41. Miscellaneous income—U. S. Government guaranty (e) 20,490,427.50 + 20,490.427.50
42. Other miscellaneous income (/) 401,949.71 622,172.08 — 220,222.37 35.40

43. Total nonoperating income $39,892,611.94 $55,105,210.47 —$15,212,598.53 27.61
44. Gross income... $57,610,715.66 $57,458,019.94 + $152,695.72 .27

Deductions from Gross Income
45. Rent for leased roads $226,277.70 $267,019.89 — $40,742.19 15.26
46. Miscellaneous rents 600,925.75 717,692.48 — 116,766.73 16.27
47. Miscellaneous tax accruals 838,367.78 706,591.76 + 131,776.02 18.65
48. Interest on funded debt—bonds and notes 22,533,488.13 22,701.121.06 — 167,632.93 .74
49. Interest on funded debt—nonnenoliable debt to affiliated companies 136,478.00 147,496.30 — 11,018.30 7.47
50. Interest on unfunded debt 51,303.51 375,066.92 — 323,763.41 86.32
51. Amortization of discount on funded debt 169,228.14 292,131.27 — 122,903.13 42.07
52. Maintenance of investment organization 24,789.93 (a) 32,154.99 — 7,365.06 22.90
53. Other miscellaneous income charges (.g) 959,582.09 670,138.21 + 289,443.88 43.19

54. Total deductions from gross income $25,540,441.03 $25,909,412.88 — $368,971.85 1.42

55. Net income $32,070,274.63 $31,548,607.06 + $521,667.57 1.65

Disposition of Net Income
56. Income applied to sinking and other reserve funds $1,053,945.19 $1,022,863.92 + $31,081.27 3.04
57. Dividend appropriations of income W 17,478,459.12 — 17,478,459.12 —
58. Total appropriations $1,053,945.19 $18,501,323.04 —$17,447,377.85 94.30

59. Income balance transferred to credit of profit and loss $31,016,329.44 $13,047,284.02 + $17,969,045.42 137.72

60. Per cent of net income on average amount of outstanding capital
stock of Southern Pacific Company 10.57 10.45 + .12 1.15

(a) The $1,457,689.84 of operating expenses for 1919 (lines 10 to 18) together with the $32,154.99 of Maintenance of investment organization
(line 52) make up the corporate operating expenses reported last year: and the $2,433,617.90 of Railway tax accruals for 1919 (line 20) are the

war taxes reported last year. These figures are reported this year against lines 10 to 20 for comparative purposes. (fc) Loss. (c) Credit. (d)
Represents the proportion for January and February, 1920, of annual compensation payable by United States Government for use of Southern Pacific

Transportation System, as fixed in the agreement with the Director General of Railroads, (e) Represents the approximate amount due from United
States Government, under its guaranty, for six months ended August 31, 1920. (f) This year's figures include $121,432.25 and last year's figures

$414,834.36 representing revenues prior to January 1, 1918. (c) This year's figures include $702,739.05 and last year's figures $337,856:85 representing
expenses prior to January 1, 1918. (/i) Includes $334.00 representing dividends on stocks of Proprietary Companies held by the Public.
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revenue increased $42,612,232 or 18%. These results were adversely

affected by a protracted strike of longshoremen of coastwise steamship

lines extending from March until August (in which the demands of the

strikers were successfully resisted) and an increasing diversion of trans-

continental tonnage to the Panama Canal during the latter part of the

year. On the other hand, increased freight and passenger rates were

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to become effective

August 26, 1920, the benefits of which accrued during the last four

months of the year except that some of the states denied corresponding

increases on intrastate traffic which (upon appeal to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission) with unimportant exceptions, have been more recently

authorized.

The increase of $53,728,617.71, or 28.52%, in railway operating expenses

was largely due to higher wage schedules effective May 1, 1920, established

by the United States Railroad Labor Board, to the national labor agree-

ments before mentioned, to increases in prices of fuel and

and to the expense of moving 7.28% heavier passenger traffic and 9.90%
heavier freight traffic than in previous year, the traffic volume of 1920

having been the greatest in the Company's history.

Maintenance of Way and Structures increased $13,571,307.95, or 38.89%.

Materials used in maintenance include 527.76 miles of new steel rail;

4,887,913 ties, equal to 1.704.S9 miles of continuous track, and 3,316,915,

or 578.46 miles of tie plates.

Maintenance of Equipment increased $11,536,939.05, or 24.03%, the

greater equipment mileage incident to heavier traffic necessitating more
maintenance work, performed at higher prices for labor and material. \ our

Company shares with other railways the disastrous effect of under-rnain-

tenance of freight cars during Federal control. These cars were used by

the Railroad Administration regardless of ownership and were operated

principally upon other roads having no ownership interest in their proper

maintenance, 87.5% of the Company's box cars being away from home
when the roads were returned to private management. With the return

of these cars to home lines in large numbers at the close of 1920 and in

the early part of 1921, the great extent of their under-maintenance has

been developed, and on June 1, 1921, with 80% of our cars on home lines,

we find 16% of them are in bad order and require repairs, as compared
with 4 6% out of service for repairs when the road went under Federal

control at the end of 1917. The work of placing this equipment m proper

condition must be undertaken during the current year, at very heavy cost.

Traffic Expenses increased $1,234,045.92, or 54.68%, due to the higher

price conditions affecting all expenses and to the restoration of traffic

agencies and bureaus of information for the convenience of the public

and to regain traffic diverted from the Company's lines during Government
control.

Transportation Expenses increased $23,947,467.13, or 25.67%, incident

to an increase of 10.72% in train mileage required to move the greater

traffic of 1920 and to he higher wages and increased cost of fuel and
other materials. Because of restoration of car and train service of which

the public had been deprived durins Federal control and to the lack of

which thev were unwilling to submit when no longer urged by patriotic

motives, there was a slight decrease of 0.71% in average freight car load

and of 3.89% in the average freight train load, but the passenger train

load increased 7.46%. The gross ton mileage moved per pound of fuel

(oil equated to coal on basis of four barrels of oil to one ton of coal)

shows a slight decrease in freight service and an increase in passenger

service. Compared with 1913 the more efficient use of fuel in 1920 is

equivalent to a saving of $5,478,000 and for the seven years 1914 to

1920, inclusive, the saving amounts to $18,669,000.

Miscellaneous operations increased $1,377,769.53, or 32.56%, allocating

to dining cars, hotels and restaurants, the increases being generally offset

by increased revenue received from these sources.

General Expenses increased $2,010,912.07, or 32.96%, due to increased

charges for Federal valuation work, increased accounting requirements
incident to Government control and guaranty periods, and higher wage
scales.

Item No. 23, Equipment Rents, shows an increase of $4,874,856.86. This
increase allocates to rentals received in 1919, but not in 1920, for ocean
steamships leased to the United States Government; to increased rental

payments made to the Pacific Fruit Express Company, in which this Com-
pany has a half interest; and to the omission during Federal control of

rentals for equipment interchanged between railways.

The increase shown in Net Railway Operating Income (line 24) is due
to the fact that d"ring the year 1919, and for the months of January and
February, 1920, your properties were operated by the U. S. Railroad
Administration, under the Federal Control Act, and all operating rev-
enues accrued to, and all operating expenses were borne by, the U. S.

Government. For that period your Company received the standard
return rental, shown on line 31, as fixed in the agreement with the
Director General of Railroads. During the ten months, March 1 to

December 31, 1920, the properties were operated by your Company, and
the amounts reported in column "Year ended December 31, 1920" (lines
1 to 24), represent th< tea and operating expenses for
those ten months. As thi Government received the revenues and paid
the expenses during 1919, with the exception of corporate expenses and
war income taxes, the totals ibis year are therefore shown as increases.
The increase of $10,573,078.17 in Railway Tax Accruals (line 20) is

due to the fact thai during the year 1919, and for the months of January
and February, 1920. all taxes i epl war income taxes were assumed by
the U. S. Railroad Administration, while subsequent to March 1. 1920,
the date on which the U. S G relinquished control of your
properties, all taxes were borne by the Company.
The decrease of $5,050,954.82 in Miscellaneous Operating Income (line

No. 29) is due to the fact that this year's figures include only two months
operations of the California Fuel i )il Department, the property having
'"' ""l i" i ompany on February 29, 1920. There
Is, however, an increase in dividend incefmc of $4,000,000 on account of
dividends received from Southern Pacific Land Company.
The decrease of $40,201,372.00 in Income from Lease of Road—Standard

Return (line No. 31) is due to the fact that this year's figures include
the standard return for the months of January and February onlv while
the property was operated by the Government This decrease is offset
by the increase of $20,416,249.07 in X. t Railway Operating Income (line
No. 24) and the estimated amounl oi < jo,49O.427.S0 in MiscellaneousIncome—p. s. Government Guarantj (line Mo. 41).
The increase of $1,014,964.39 in Income from Unfunded Securities and

ats
(

,(line
<
No. 39) represents interest on U. S. Government Cer-

cceptances, and increased bank deposits,
lie of about $8,500,000 of Liberty Loan— applied proceeds of the sale in June,

lipment Trust Certificate
Mis "

tificates of Indebted!]
resulting principally, from the s;

bonds in January, 1920, and the
1920, of $15,000,000 of Series "E," I- mi:J

-rease of $220,222.37 in Othe

Deductions from Gross Income

The decrease of $40,742.19 in Rent for Leased Roads (line No. 45)
is the result, principally, of a payment made last year on account of rental
for the year 1918.
The decrease of $116,766.73 in Miscellaneous Rents (line No. 46) is

the result, principally, of a decrease in the rental for pipe line for use
of California Fuel Oil Department, the latter having been sold to Southern
Pacific Land Company on February 29, 1920.
The increase of $131,776.02 in Miscellaneous Tax Accruals (line No. 47)

is the result, principally, of a general increase in the rate of taxation.
Interest on Funded Debt—Bonds and Notes (line No. 48) shows a

decrease for the year of $167,632.93. The interest was increased $707,221.67
by the issue this year of the $15,000,000 of Seven Per Cent. Equipment
Trust Certificates, Scries "E," and of the $2,814,000 of Six Per Cent.
Equipment Trust obligations issued in payment for equipment assigned
by the Director General of Railroads. It was decrease'd $619,135.11 by
the conversion of Southern Pacific Company Four and Five Per Cent.
Twenty-year Convertible bonds; $126,609.56 by the retirement of bonds
through sinking funds, etc.; and $129,109.93 by the acquisition of bonds
by Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies.

The decrease of $323,763.41 in Interest en Unfunded Debt (line No. 50)
represents, principally, interest paid last year on funds borrowed for the
purchase of Liberty Loan Bonds.
The decrease of $122,903.13 in Amortization of Discount on Funded

Debt (line \j. 51) is the result, principally, of the conversion during
the year of $24,416,500 par value, of Five Per Cent. Twenty-year Con-
vertible bonds into Common Stock, the unextinguished discount on such
bonds having been charged to Profit and Loss.
The increase of $289,443.88 in Other Miscellaneous Income Charges (line

No. 53) is due to an adjustment made this year correcting an erroneous
debit to "Expenses prior to January 1, 1918," made in December, 1918.
The dividends paid during 1920 were appropriated from the profit and

loss surplus, and therefore do not appear in the Income Account. They
amount to $18,209,596.82 for the year, an increase of $731,137.70. The
increase is due to the dividends on stock issued against Five Per Cent.
Convertible bonds retired. The figures for this year include $316 00,
and those for last year $334.00, representing dividends on stocks of
Proprietary Companies held by the public.
On December 31, 1920, the principal of advances to the Southern

Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico amounted to $38,799,747 41 The
interest accruing on these advances has not been taken into the income
of the Southern Pacific Company.

CAPITAL STOCK
The capital stock of the Southern Pacific Company outstand-

rag at the beginning of the year amounted to $302,024,905 64
Issued during the year:

Common steck issi'ed in exchange for a
like amount of Five Per Cent. Twenty-
Year Convertible Gold Bonds surrendered
and cancelled 24.416,500.00

Amount of Southern Pacific Company capital stock outstand-
ing December 31, 1920 $326,441,405.64

There was no change during the year in the capital stocks ot the Pro-
prietary Companies.
The amounts outstanding December 31, 1920, were as follows:

Prefi i red stock $29,400,000 00
Common stock 317.432,400.00

$346,832,400.00

Capital stocks of Proprietary Companies out-
standing December 31, 1920, were held
as follows;

In hands of public $75,600.00
Owned l.y Southern Pacific Company.... $346,456,800.00
Owned bv Mo-gan's Louisiana &

Railroad & Steamship Company 300,000.00

346,756,800.00

$346,832,400.00

42) result, principally
cellancous Income (line No.

„ decrease in the credit for lap-over
terns of revenue prior to January 1, 1918, due not only to the decrease
-n such items, but also to the fact that since the end of Federal Controlsuch items have been included in the appropriate operating revenue accounts

.??,,, ,
'." ,!*

l "" ,,11aneous Income, in accordance with regulations ofthe Interstate Commerce Commission.

1'ED DEBT
On June 1, 1920, to provide for the construction and acquisiton of new

rolling stock, an equipment trust, known as "Southern Pacific Equipment
Trust, Scries E," was created and an issue of $15,000,000, par val ue
Per Cent Equipment Trust Certificates authorized, all of which were
issued during the year. The certificates are dated June !, 1920. and mature
serially in lo's of $1,250,000 on June 1 of each year from 1924 to 1935,
both inclusive. In accordance with the terms of the trust all of the certifi-
cates were guaranteed by the Southern Pacific Company.
The $2,814,000 of Six Per Cent Equipment Trust Notes to be issued in

payment for the 1,000 box cars which the company was compelled to take
over from the Director General, as explained in last year's report, were
also issued during the vear. As the purchase price of such equipment as
finally determined upon only slightly exceeded the minimum purchase price,
Ihe difference was paid in cash, so that no further equipment notes are to '. e
issued in connection with such equipment.
The funded and other fixed interest-bearing debt of the Southern

Company and of its Proprietary Companies, outstanding December 31, 1919,
was as follows:

Southern Pacific Company $167,608,760.00
Proprietary" Companies 444,479,901.73

Total outstanding December 31, 1919 $612,0--
Issued during the year:
Southerh Pacific Company:
Seven Per Cent Equipment Trust Certifi-

cates, Series "E" $15,OOC,000.00
Six Per Cent Temporary Equipment
Gold Notes :,SlJ.nOO.O0

Retired during the year:
Southern Pacific Company:
San Francisco Terminal First Mortgage

Four Ter Cent Bonds:
Purchased from payments to sinking
fund ".00

Five Per Cent Twenty-Year Convertible

Retired in exchange for a like amount
of common steck issued 24.416,500.00
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BALANCE SHEET
Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies, Combined

Assets—Decemper 31, 1920, Compared with December 31, 1919. Excluding Offsetting Accounts

December 3], 1920 December 31, 1919 Increase Decrease
Investments

Investment in road and equipment $1,023,123,725.51 £1,007,467,713.46 $15,661,012.05

Improvements on leased railway property 4.307,067.10 4,181,212.60 125,854.50

Sinking funds 15.894.531.86 15,072,997.66 821,534.20

Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property sold 14,406 954.09 14,405,666.67

Miscellaneous physical "property (o) 13,785,213.46 32,550,029.13 — $18,764,813.67
Investments in affiliated companies:

Sxucks •• 323.460,971.48 276.077,877.61 52,383.093 87

B 0ncls ' 148,424,714.44 142.891,570.60 5,533,143.84

!o°nds
S

C
Cost inseparable 11,267,951.70 11,917,751.70 — 649,800.00

Mote, ' 1,551,407.54 ,529.17 342,878.37

Advances' ^ 107,281,536.58 107,990,144.96 — 708,608.38

Other investments:
. ,^„.„ .,^ „.„„..

Stocks 156,710.29 156,710.29 —
R, n<t s 9,021,311.91 15,649.902.44 6,628,590.53

Note , 2,032,491.77 2,328,227.78 — 295,736.01

Advance's'".'.'. 294.019.97 381,240 — 87,221.01

Miscellaneous 2,295,565 08 2.115.678.98 179,886.10

Total $1,682,308,841.45 $1,619,990,541.45 $62,318,300.00

Current Assets ...I

Cash $16,452,542.35 $12,281,635.76 $4,170,906.59

Special 'deposits 224.1 19.20 37.S76.78 186,242.42

Loans and bills receivable 59,268.34 194,590.05 — $135,321.71

Traffic and car-service balances receivable 6,212,711.73 183,363.95 6.029.350.78

Net balance receivable from agents and conductors 5,694,542.13 5,694.542.13

Miscellanems accounts receivable 17.1- 3.256,128.77 13,904,273.87

Material and supplies 40,263,359.08 (W 1.555,151.07 38,708,208.01

Interest and dividends receivable 2,269.418.00 2.230,709.00 38,709.00

Rents receivable 1,163,745.30 1.221.141.82 57,396.52

Other current assets 4S1.779.82 23.726.95 458.052.87

Total $89,981,891.59 $20,984,324.15 $68,997,567.44

Accounts with U. S. Railroad Administration
Standard return $104,532,608.09 $96,489,320.06 $8,043,288.03

Less received on account 74,125,000.00 61,625,000.00 12,500.000.00

Balance due from U. S. .Government $30,407,603.09 $34,864,320.06 $4,456,711.97

Ca>'h and agents' and conductors' balances taken over Jan. 1. 1918, revenues

prior to Tan 1. 1918, and other corporate assets collected, etc 38,005, 38S. 1

1

37,775.606.19 $229,7S1.92

Material and supplies, December 31, 1917 23,689,556.32 23,468,531.66 221,024.66

Depreciation and other reserves 9.751,386.36 8.670.321.83 1,081,064.53

Road and equipment retired and not replaced 1,127,779.00 1.257,102.56 — 129,323.56

Total $102,981, 717.S8 $106,035,882.30 $3,054,164.42

U. S. Government
U. S. Government deficit in guaranty income «) $20,490,427.50 — $20,490,427.50

Deferred Assets
Working fund advances ' $193,392.66 $43,008.18 $150,384.48

Insurance and other funds 16,360.00 16,360.00

Other deferred assets 8,382.913.27 7,177,875.02 l,205,O3S,25

Total $S,592. 665.93 $7,237,243.20 $1,355,422.73

Unadjusted Debits
Rents and insurance premiums paid in advance $202,706.36 $90,285.79 $112,420.57

Discount on capital stock 3,988,600.00 3.988.600.0O

Discount on funded debt 2,400,820.37 3,039,679.78 — $638,859.41
Other unadjusted debits 22.343.697.62 3.581,020.76 18.762.676.86

Securities issued or assumed—Unpledged (e) 5.9SS.1 75.00 5,924,675.00 60,500.00

Securities issued or assumed—Pledged (e) 156,500.00 156,500.00

Total $28,935,824.35 $10,699,586.33 $18,236,238.02

Total assets St.931.291,368.70 $1,764,947,577.43 $168,343,791.27

(a) The value of the unsold Central Pacific Railway Company and Oregon & California Railroad Company land grant lands is not included in the

above statement of assets. (h) Represents material and supplies of California Fuel Oil Department. (VI See explanatory remarks regarding Guaranty
Period Operations. (e) Excluded from total assets and a corresponding amount excluded from outstanding funded debt in accordance with regulations

of the Interstate Commerce Comn

'

Four and One-half Per Cent Equipment
Trust Certificates:

Series A. due March 1,

1920, paid off $1,012,000.00
Series B, due September

1, 1920, naid off 201,000.00
Scries C. due December 1,

1920. oaid off 117.000.00
Series D, due May 1,

1920, raid off 511,000.00

Central Pacific Railway Company
First Refunding Mortgage

Four Per Cent Bonds:
Purchased from payments

to sinking fund $34,500.00
Three and One-half Per Cent

Mortgage G~ld Bonds:
Purchased from

proceeds o f

sale of lands. $929,000.00
Purchased from

payments to
sinking fund 30,000.00 959,000.00

Oregon & California Railroad Company
First Mortgage Five Per Cent Bonds:

t

Purchased from payments to sinking
fund

South Pacific Coast Railway Company
First Mortgage Four Per Cent Bonds:

Purchased from payments to sinking
fund .- . .

.' 238,000.00

Southern Pacific Railroad Company
First Refunding Mortgage Four Per

Cent Gold Bonds:

Purchased from payments to sinking
fund 16,000.00

Texas & New Orleans Railroad Company
Payment to State of Texas account of

School Fund Debt 4,790.78

Total retired during the year 27,586,890.78

Amount of funded and ether fixed interest-bearing debt of
the Southern Pacific Company and of its Proprietary
Companies, outstanding December 31, 1920 $602,315,770.95

The outstanding securities were held as follows:

In bands of public $491,582,870.50
Owned by Southern Pacific Company... $94,876,900.45
Owned by Proprietary Companies 2,125,000.00
Held in sinking funds of Proprietary
Companies 13,731,000.00 110,732,900.45

Total $602,315,770.95

70,000.00
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BALANCE SHEET
Southern Pacific Company and Proprietary Companies, Combined

Liabilities—December 31, 1920, Compared with December 31, 1919, Excluding Offsetting Accounts

Liabilities December 31, 1920 December 31, 1919 Increase Decrease

Capital stock of Southern Pacific Company $326,441,405.64 $302,024,905.64 $24,416,500.00

Capital stock of Proprietary Companies (a) 346,832,400.00 346,83

J

Total stock outstanding $673,273,805.64 $648,857,305.64 $24,416,500.00

Premium on capital stock of Southern Pacific Company $6,304,440.00 $6,304,440.00

Total $679,578,245.64 $655,161,745.64 $24,416,500.00

Long Term Deot
FUn

B
e

o
d
ok

e
habi

,

li

,

tY

atUred:
$608,457,445.95 $618,169,836.73 $9,712,390.78

Less held by o'r* for 'companies............ 6.141,675.00 6,081,175.00 $60,500.00

^^Souther'n^Pacific' Company $159,158,160.00 $167,608,760.00 $8,450,600.00

Propr.etary Companies (a) 443,157,610.95 444,479,901.73 — 1,322,290./

8

Total funded debt $602,315,770.95 $612,088,661.73 $9,772,890.78

Nonnegotiable debt to affiliated companies: ,„, „„ , .„„ .„.„, ».„,.„„„. „.
Open accounts 47,792,526.82 5,482,434.97 $42,310,091.85

Total $650,108,297.77 $617,571,096.70 $32,537,201.07

Current Liabilities
Loans and hills navable $5,000,000.00 $5,000,000.00

Traffic 'and car-service balances payable..... 10.112,285.10 $82,354.41 10,029,930.69

Audited accounts and wages payable 28.517,473.11 1.134,611.16 27,382,861.95

Miscellaneous accounts navable 3,395,273.09 1,654,735.02 1,740,538.07

Interest ma"ureuunpairf 4,554;O09.33 5,030,633.14 — $476,623.81
Dividends matured unpaid .

....'.'.'. '.

.' '.'

.'

4,683,119.58 4,622,115.76 61,003.82

Funded debt matured unpaid 29,213.92 62,213.92 33,000.00
Unmatured interest accrued 4,979,378.44 4,813,87214 16M°H°
Unmatured rents accrued 294,176.59 288,393.77 5,782.82

Other current liabilities 898,064.18 51,492.17 846,572.01

Total $62,462,993.34 $17,740,421.49 $44,722,571.85

Accounts with U. S. Railroad Administration ... „„„.,„ „„, ,„„„„, .„ „„,. „
Advances for additions and betterments $25,463,86/. 72 $24,592,835.48 $871,032.24

Advances for expenses prior to January 1, 1918, and other corporate ,,,,,-.„ . „„
liabilities paid etc .

51,166.637.10 47, SI 1,802.81 3,354,834.29

Agents' and conductors' balances February 29, 1920 594,037.01 594,037.01

Federal material and supplies February 29, 1920 24,06!,913 39 24.061,913.39

Total $101,286,455.22 $72,404,638.29 $28,881,816.93

OF! KRREP Li ABILITIES
Other deferred liabilities $20S,864.0° $53,476.61 5 155. 387.48

Unadjusted Credits
Tax liability $1,878,273.33 $4,166,294.49 — -.021.11
Insurance and casualty reserves 3,182,804.69 3.309,723.29 126.918.flO
Operating reserves 4,342,251.64 $4,342,251.64
Accrued depreciation—Road (d) 1,480.030.76 1.322.017.17 167,063.59
Accrued depreciation—Equipment 54.583,95'. .21 51,348.247.38 3,235,703.83
Accrued depreciation—Miscellaneous physical property 8,541.207.84 8,541,207.84
Other unadjusted credits (<0 86,553,083.02 58,439, 28,113.146.21

Total $152,029,414.70 $127,127,426.98 $24,902,017.72

Corporate Surplus
Additions to property through income and surplus $1,575,921.24 $1,404,504.31 $171,416.93
Funded deht retired through income and surplus 23,333.510.55 22.302.877.20 1,030,633.35
Sinking fund reserves 11.602.666.84 1' 177. 796.69 70.15
Appropriated surplus not specifically invested 3, SIS. 177.83 3.SIS, 177. 83

_ . ,, Total appropriated surplus S4O.330.275.46 $33. 703, 356.03 $1,626,920.43
Profit and loss—Balance 247.286.791.4S 236.1S5.415.69 11,101.375.79

Total corporate surplus $237,617,067.94 $274,883,771.72 $12,728,296.22

Total liabilities $1,933,291,363.70 $1,764,947,577.43 $168,343,791.27

(a) The outstanding capita] stock and funded debt include capital stocks and funded debt of Proprieta-.-v Companies of the par value of $346,756,800
and $110,732,900.45. respectively, a total of $457,489,700.45. which securities are owned by the Southern Pacific Company or hv Proprietarv Companies, or
are held in sinking funds of Proprietary Companies. The cost of these securities is included in the investments shown above. Of the said amount,
stocks of the par value of $249,653,161. which stand charged on the books at $232,932.'. mpany
stock and bonds. (it) Represents accrued depreciation on electric power plants ancisco, wood
preserving works, Sacramento rolling mill, oil storage plants, grain elevators, and similar facilities .

principally, interest on construction
advances which have not been repaid

Additional Rolling Stock and Floating Equipment THE SUIT INVOLVING THE RIGHT OF THE SOUTHERN
As indicated in last year's report, the following rolling stock, ordered to PACIFIC COMPANY TO OWN' THE STOCK OF THE

provide for increased requirements and to replace vacated equipment,
,

,. N| PACIFIC rah,WAV COMPANY
was included in Southern Pacific Equipment Trust, Scries E, created
June 1, 1920: , In last year's report (page 22) it was stated that this case was pending

72 locomotives before the Supreme Court of the United States on an appeal by
815 freight-train —
50 passengcr-trai
140 electric cars

The total estimated purchase price of such equipment is $22,500,000. Of April 17, 1921 ; and. after full oral argument, was submitted on
this amount the sum of $15,000,000 has been provided by the equipment 19th and taken under advisement by the Court. An early decision is
trust certificates issued under the above-named trust, and the remaining expected
$7,500,000 will be provided out of the general funds of the company. A
part of such equipment has been placed in service, and it is expected that
the remainder will be delivered and placed in service during the calendar CONTROVERSY ARISING OUT OF THE OREGON' & CALIFORNIA
ye

T
r 19

il!-V »- tt. v . ... -i i- j ^ •-. RAILROADS LAND GRANT
In addition to the above equipment there were delivered by outside

builders or completed at company's shops during the year 3 locomotives, This is an accounting suit brought in ]°)7 by the United States seeking
16 passenger-train cars, 251 freight-tram cars, and 4 electric cars, the to offset against the compensation of $2.50 per acre, due the Company for
total cost of winch was $971,000. theun- Company, in ex

Elk Jo V,
r
,
steamships mentioned in last years report, the. freighter

,)v , past sales, leases, and otherwise, is well as taxes levied

fs'leo^'januaVy
5

?t$2U anT'.hc "frSSSieV it' ffi SUnS^. «"« *' forfcitureVcision in ,9.3 and
It is expected that the tank steamer Tamiahua will be completed and Government to the State of rcgon. This case is ready for trial and will

delivered during the latter part of 1921. The contract price of these probablv be heard and decided in the United States District Court of
four steamers is $7,430,000. Oregon some time during 1°21.

4,815 freight-train cars Government from a decision against it in the lower Court, and that "it

lift Su'^PolVf"
1 CarS was expected that the case would be argued and submitted at the October

Term, 1920. The case came up for hearing in the Supreme Court on
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SEPAE riO OF I VLIFORNIA Oil PR' 'PI RTIES—
HOLDING IN ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY—

i Ri i-! RAILRl 'AH PRI IPERTIES

At a meeting held December 1, 1920, your board of directors adopted

the following plan for the separation of the California oil properties

—

including the stockholding in the A oi ated ' Ml Company—from the

railroad properties, . ,

A new company, known as the Pacihc Od Company, was organized

under the laws of the State of Delaware with a capital stock of 3.500,000

shares of no par value, and the Southern Pacific Company subscribed

for the entire capital stock at $15.00 per share. Of the $52,500,000 so

realized the new company retained $8,750,000 as a working capital and

expended thi remainder, $43,750,000, in purchasing from the Southern

Pacific I.and Company (the entire capital stock of which is owned by

the Soul Company)—
.

(a) About 25!),000 acres of land owned by the Southern Pacihc Land
Company, situate in the Stale of California, of which about

25,000 acres are proven oil lands and the remainder lands here-

tofore withdrawn from sale as possible oil lands, together with

existing held improvements and materials and supplies;

(6) 200,690 shares, par value $20,069,000, representing 50.48% of the

outstanding capital stock of the Associated Oil Company.
Holders of the capital stock of the Southern Pacific Company registered

as such on the books of the company at the close of business on January
14, 1921, were given the right to purchase at Fifteen dollars ($15.00) per

payment to be made in full on or before March 1,1921, one share

of stock of the new company for each share of Southern Pacific Company
stock so held.

The capital stock of the new company was fixed at 3,500,000 shares, to

correspond as nearly as possible to the total number of shares of Southern
Pacific Company stock outstanding together with the number of shares
reserved for conversion of the company's 5% convertible bonds. Holders
of $38,329,500 of these bonds subsequently exchanged their bonds for

Southern Pacific Company stock, so that as of January 14, 1921, there

were 3,443,809 shares of Southern Pacific Company stock outstanding.
Southern Pacific Company stockholders, or their assigns, purchased an

aggregate of 3,414,604 shares of Pacific Oil Company stock, thus leaving
in the company's treasury at this date 85,396 shares of such stock, which
will be held subject to such disposition as your board of directors may
determine.

(JGELES UNION TERMINAL I OMPANY
The Southern Pacific Company has acquired the entire capital stock,

$3,250,000 par value, of the Los Angeles Union Terminal Co. in exchange
for value of lands transferred to the Terminal Company and a part of
the construction costs incurred. This enterprise occupies nineteen acres
of land at Seventh Street and Central Avenue, being in the heart of the
newer wholesale district, and at the intersection of the principal east
and west retail street of the city and the lines of your company. The
major part of the wholesale produce and fruit business of the city is

carried on at this terminal, and in addition a number of important man-
ufacturing and jobbing firms have their plants established there. Two
six-stoi;. ncrete buildings, with basement*, having a rentable
floor area of 846,906 square feet, or 19.5 acres, have been erected, and a
third is under construction. The market section : of two-story concrete
buildings, supplied in part with basements and with a rentable floor area
of 405,352 square feet, or 9.3 acres. The completed buildings are at this
time 98.8 per cent, rented. The terminal company is served exclusively
by the Southern Pacific Company and its subsidiary the Pacific Electric
Railway Company, the latter under agreement doing all the switching

ith companies. The enterprise is productive of a very large freight
traffic for your company.

LOS ANGELES PUBLIC MARKET COMPANY
Your company has also acquired substantially all the stock of the Los

Public Market Company owning fifteen and one-half acres of
land at Sixth and Alameda Streets, one block from the site of the Los
Angeles Union Terminal Company.

This property, formerly the site of the Los Angeles Produce Market
until the : ri dtice business outgrew its facilities, it is planned eventually to
use for railway purposes.
At this time the buildings thereon are rented to 85% of capacity, the

tenants including overflow from produce section of the Los Angeles Union
Terminal Co., the terms of occupancy being such as to permit without
delay the use of the property for railway purposes when needed.

PROPERTIES AND MILEAGE
The transportation lines of the Southern Pacific Company, and of

certain affiliated companies herein referred to as "Proprietary Companies,"
constituting the Southern Pacific Transportation System, operated atDecem-

liles above tabulated, the Southern Pacific

First
Divisions Main Track

A

—

Mileage of Lines Operated by Southern Pacific Company:

1. Owned by Southern Pacific Company:
Rail lines 547.72
Water lines —

2. Leased from Proprietary companies:
(a) Central Pacific Railway 2,288.97
(b) Oregon & California Railroad 701.50
(c) Southern Pacific Railroad 3,491.07
(d) South Pacific Coast Railway 105.14

B

—

Mileage of Lines Operated by the Following Proprietary Companies:
1. Arizona Eastern R. R. Co 382.66
2. Houston & Texas Central R. R. Co 932 82
3. Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Ry. Co 1,380 03
4. Texas & New Orleans R. R. Co 475 54
5. Houston East & West Texas Ry. Co 191.60
6. Houston & Shrevcport R. R. Co 40 74
7. Morgan's Louisiana & Texas R. R. & S. S. Co 400.67
8. Louisiana Western R. R. Co 207.74
9. Lake Charles & Northern R. R. Co 72.66

10. Iberia & Vermilion R. R. Co 21.44
11. Southern Pacific Terminal Co —

Total 11,240.30
Less mileage used in connection with property of two or more of

above companies and included in mileage of each 31.23

Total miles of road operated at December 31, 1920 *11 209 07
Total miles of road operated at December 31, 1919 11,089.68

Increase 119.39
decrease

Average miles of road operated during year 1920 11,151.60

'Includes 11.05 miles owned jointly with other companies, 4.37 miles leased
rights, and excludes 41.34 miles of owned lines leased to other companies.

Sidings

253.43 944.47 9.90 125.00
4.60 186.95

207.83 1,525.49 3.00
20.46 49.12 3.00

_ 82.52
14.56 274.34
45.25 438.44
11.83 218.88

.89 65.52

.69 6.94
58.35 250.74 3.00— 87.72

12.20
11.21— 25.05

18.90633.77 4,392.81 4,525.00

29.99 69.07

603.73 4,323.74 18.90 4,525.00
771.60 4,249.00 18.90 4,525.00

_ 74.74
167.82
618.93

ther companies, and 160.63 miles operated

oil
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rln^nVo^r^r^'' 1* divorced the California Company solely controls through ownership of capital stock, 854.34 milesoil properties from the railroad properties. uf Affiliated Companies and 1,240.52 miles of the Southern Pacific R. R.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC milROAn mtrPANV nv uc-Yrrn Mexico, and jointly controls (through ownership of capital stockauuitiMB i-/\^iric K.ULKUAU CUAIFANY OF MEXICO m equal proportions) with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry Co
u
T1

l» ^,
alue of thc ProPcrty damaged or destroyed from the beginning of 534.42 miles of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad and i9 66 miles of

the Madero revolution in 1910 down to December 31, 1920 (including that the Sunset Railway and with Messrs. Tohn D. and \ li Spreckels 156 15damaged or destroyed during the revolution against Carranza) now amounts miles of the San Diego & Arizona Railway, a grand total of 14,054.16
to 5,421,326 pesos, equivalent to $2,710,663. While the company has been miles.
unable to make any collections this year on account of these depredation GENERAL
19
a
20
mS

bJ renieWiHvA
^ked during October, November and December, Dividends on the capital stock of your Company were declared during1920, by representatives of the Government in connection with representa- the year, payable as follows:

lives ot the Company and no serious objections were raised to the claims lyi percent, paid April 1 1920 $4 531054 93as or.gmally filed. The Company has claims against the Mexican Govern- lS per cent paid July 1 1920 453130117ment aggregating 15,935,586 pesos, equivalent to $7,967,793, representing Lj| per cent paid October 11 9 '0 4M 3?i'oSamounts due for freight and passenger service performed, 'for rental of lp per cen pa able January 3, 1921 4 61S611Mroad and equipment, and for materials furnished to or confiscated by the
jaiuarj o, i*-i . .. 4,013,011,64

various military authorities. About one-half of these latter claims have Total .. «1<! ?oo »sn 8'been filed with the proper departments of the Government, and the On Mav 1 5 1^0 ,1 S ,'

,V
" "p" '« "p" '

"
" V rremainder are in the hands of our fiscal representative in the City of i „V ,„?J

y ,,' V ' / J?°"J
hern Pacihc Equipment Company was organ-

Mexico and are being filed as rapidly as the congested condition o' the
.under the laws of California, fcr the purpose cf constructing and

departments will permit. Since the inauguration of President Obreson on
acqmrmg equipment tor Southern Pacific Company and its affiliated compa-

December 1, 1920, payments amounting to 128,680 pesos have been made c"
eS

;,
All the outstanding capital stock of the new company is owned by

KTe^avrbeeTa^ ^SStS^^SS^nSl ^^T^'TSSZtiRSTSM
A^ClX^t SfeP^^-SI^TgSS.*^ afo bimdiifj.Oo'o^of

C

?h
S

e lb! itw "£&£&? «£°5&2S AS
course, subject to correction when l«e lines are restor n and aeain

carr,f

d

°n
,

lhe P«>si0n rolls at the end of the year 1,022 employes. The
placed in operation and the actual cost can be determined

payments to pensioners for the year amounted to $465,566.62.
The average miles of road operated during the year was 1 001 47 miles

" By order of the Board of Directors,

fc?r f£. Lc main 'enance work was carried on as was found necessary JULIUS KRUTTSCHNITT,
for the operation of trams over those portions of the line open for traffic. Chairman of the Executive Committee.

[Advertisement]
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day at 97'A and accrued interest, to yield about 6.80 per cent,

and was twice oversubscribed by midday.

The bonds are not redeemable before maturity and are secured by the

deposit as collateral of $8,225,000 face value Illinois Central refunding

mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds, due 1955, and $3,820,000 face value Illinois

.md Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans Railroad joint refunding

mortgage 5 per ceni bonds, due 1963. The issuance of the bonds is subject

to ill, approval oi the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Loan for Equipment Approved.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has approved a loan of

$386,190 to this company to be used in the purchase of IS freight

locomotives at $64,365 each through the National Railway Service

Corporation. The company had asked for a loan of $4,398,500.

Commissioner Daniels wrote a dissenting opinion similar to that in

the case of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific above noted.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Authorized to

Issue Equipment Notes.—This company has been authorized by

the Interstate Commerce Commission to issue and sell $2,400,000

of equipment notes.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—Application for a

Loan.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for a loan of $8,000,000 for 15 years from the re-

volving fund to reimburse the treasury for payments to retire

maturities and to provide for additions and betterments amount-

ing to $1,401,000.

Oranceburg.—Authorized to Abandon Line.—This company has

been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to

abandon its line between Orangeburg and North, S'. C, a distance

of 17.7 miles.

Reading Company.—Annual Report.—The annual report for

the year ended December 31, 1920, of this company, which is the

holding company for the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, the

Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company, etc., shows the

following income account as compared with the calendar year

1919:

Receipts: 1920 1919

Interest and dividend receipts $11,942,639 $11,600,508

Kent ,,f equipment 3,773,830 3,772,60s

Rent of Delaware River wharves and other prop-
erty 349,864 374,520

Deductions from income:
Interest on funded debt $3,756,510
[nterest on unfunded debt
Interest on Reading Company—Jersey Central

' ollateral Bonds
[nterest on Wilmington & Northern R. R. stock

trust certificates

[nterest on real estate bonds
Rental of leased equipment
Taxes

$16,066,333 $15,747,633

125,988 98,905

$15,940,345 $15,648,728

$3,756,510
192,475

$3,759,930
278,834

920,000 920,000

51,800
76,184

442,125
779,508

51,800
76,113

482,625
708,125

$6,218,602 $6,277,427

Surplus 9,721,743 $9,371,302

Salt Lake & Utah.—Loan Approved.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has approved a loan to this company of

$700,000 from the revolving fund to provide for additions and
betterments and to meet maturing indebtedness.

San Diego & Arizona.—Asks Authority to Guarantee Trust

Certificates.—This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for authority to guarantee an issue of $750,000

of, equipment trust certificates signed by the Anglo-California

Trust Company.

San Diego & Arizona.—Asks Authority to Transfer Rolling

Stock.—This company has applied to the Railroad Commission
of California for permission to transfer its rolling stock under

an equipment trust agreement, and to deliver to the Anglo Cali-

fornia Trust Company cf San Francisco, a mortgage on certain

real estate in San Diego county.

Southern Pacific.—Annual Report.—The combined income
account for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with
the previous year as follows

:

1920 1919
Operating income (March 1 to Pec. 31, 1920,

13, 06,696
16,524,941
17,718,104

8,043,288
20,490,428
5,251,324

$48,244,660

"i,182,639

39,892,612 55.105,210
55,610,716 57,458,020
25,540,441 25,909,413
32,070,275 31,548,607

1,053,945 1,022,864
17,478,459

1,053,945 18,501,323

Taxes
Net railway operating income
TMal operating income

Xon-opera'.ing in< o

lease of road—standard return
i

: inent guaranty
Dividend income

Total non-operating income, including
other

Total deductit us from gross incci;

income
Disposition t.ii

In, nking and other reserve
Is

Divi'l, ,

I:. dance to profit and loss $31,016,329 $13,047,284

An abstract of the report appears on adjacent pages. The
report will be reviewed editorially in an early issue.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Loan for Equipment Approved.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has approved a loan to

this company of $3,304,000 to be used in the purchase of 2,000

gondolas at $2,650 each and 1,000 box cars at $2,960 each through

the National Railway Service Corporation. The company had

applied for a larger loan. Commissioner Daniels wrote a dissent-

ing opinion similar to that in the case of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific above noted.

Settlements With Railroad Administration

The United States Railroad Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out to the several roads the

following amounts: Galveston Wharf Company, $85,000; the

Duluth Union Depot & Transfer Company, $21,000; St. Joseph

Belt, $95,000; Chicago River & Indiana, $45,000; Chicago Junction,

$380,000; Hudson & Manhattan, $750,000. The payment of these

claims on final settlement is largely made up of balance of com-

pensation due, but includes all other disputed items as between the

railroad companies and the administration during the 26 months

of federal control.

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued certificates

for partial payments on account of the six months' guaranty for

1920 as follows

:

a & St, Louis $110,000
937,500

9.500

Chicago, .

Denver &
Grand Canyon
Panhandle & Santa Ft 550.000

G n. le, El Paso & Santa Fe 40,000

Total payments of the Treasury Department under the pro-

visions of the Transp I up to June 25 were as follows:.

(a) Under Section 204, for reimbursement of deficits during
IV! $1,354,339.74

(b) Under Section 209:
( 1 ) To cm his to which final payment of the guaranty

made under paragraph (g), including previ-

ous advances under paragraphs (h) and (i) • • 1,690,114.71

(2) For advances undi I paragraphs (h) and (i) to

is as to which a certificate for final pay-

ment has not been received by the Treasury
from the Interstate Commerce Commission 262,950,874.00

(c) Under Sectioi
(1) For partial payments in respect to the guaranty

provided in Section 209 156,874,190.05

(2) For partial payments in respect to the reimburse-
in, nt for deficits during the period of federal
control provided in Section 204.". 562,853.02

(d) Unde tor loans from the revolving fund of

$300,000,000 tin 197.289,487.00

Total $620,721,858.52

These figures are exclusive of various settlements and pay-

ments on account made by the Railroad Administration.

Dividends Declared
cent, quarterly, pay-

Operating revenues $240,381,492
( Iperating expenses 207,186,859
Wt from railway, operations 33,194,633

ka & Santa Fe.—Con
able Septembei 1, I ' ildi ra f record J

per cent, quarterly, payabl,
cent, semi-annually, payable

rune ,
; ". to it Iders i ret

" Elmira St \\ illiamspcrt.—Preferred, 3.16, payable July 1, to holders of

record [ui

New 1 rn.—2 per cent, quarterly, payable Jnlj

>' !*• .

Ik & Western. I per cent, quarterly, payable S.

19, to holders Hi preferred. 1 per cent, q

August 19, to holders of record July 30.

b I Worcester.—Preferred. 2 per cent, quarterly, payabl

to holders of record June 16.

ny.—3 per cent, semi-annually, payable Tune .'0. to

i of record Juh
.ton.—3 per cent, payable July 1, to h, Itiers of record

Western Pacific R. R. Corp.— Preferred, l'i per cent, quarterly,

July 1. to holders of record Jui
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

John C. Hume, assistant claim agent of the International

& Great Northern, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex.,

whose promotion to general claim agent, with headquarters

at Palestine, Tex., was
announced in the Rail-

way Age of June 3 (page

1301), was born at

Union City, Ind., on
April 23, 1878. He was
educated in the public

schools of San Antonio,

Tex., and entered rail-

way service on July 1,

1895, as a messenger in

the service of the Inter-

national & Great North-
ern at San Antonio. He
has served this com-
pany continuously for 26
years. After serving in

the local freight offices

at San Antonio, he was
transferred to the ticket

office, where he served

until 1904, when he was J- C- Hume

promoted to assistant

claim agent, willi the same headquarters. He was serving

in this position at the time of his recent promotion, effective

in May, following the death of J. S. O'Flynn.

Herbert W. Johnson, whose election as controller of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy was announced in the Raikvay

Age of June 10 (page 1378), was born at Chicago on Novem-
ber 24, 1879, and en-

tered railroad service

on May 1, 1898, in the

office of the auditor of

ticket accounts of the

Burlington. Mis entire

railroad career has

been spent in the serv-

ice of that company.
On January 24, 1905,

he was appointed trav-

eling auditor, and three

years later was made
clerk in charge of a de-

partment in the office,

of the auditor of freight

accounts at Chicago.

He was promoted to

chief clerk of claims
under the auditor of

freight accounts on De-
cember 7, 1909, and in

November of the fol-

lowing year was appointed assistant auditor of freight ac-

counts. On November 1, 1913. he was appointed assistant

auditor of expenditures, and four years later was promoted
to auditor of expenditures. At the time of his recent election,

Mr. Johnson was serving as assistant controller, with head-
quarters at Chicago, a position to which he had been promoted
on March 1, 1920.

Operating

D. E. Beatty, roadmaster, of the Louisville & Nashville,
with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., has been promoted to

superintendent of the Mobile and Montgomery division, with

H. W. Johnson

headquarters at Montgomery, Ala., effective July 1, suc-

ceeding J. I. McKinney, retired.

W. L. Barnes, superintendent transportation of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago,

who has been on leave of absence, permitting him to serve

as executive manager, Car Service Division, American Rail-

way Association, with headquarters at Washington, D. C,
has returned to his former duties and has been appointed

general superintendent transportation. J. H. Aydelott, act-

ing superintendent transportation, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, has been promoted to superintendent transportation,

with the same headquarters, and the position of assistant

superintendent transportation has been abolished. The ap-

pointments were effective July 1.

Traffic

Roy Pope has been appointed general freight agent of the

Americus & Atlantic with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

Joseph N. Campbell, whose appointment as general freight

and passenger agent of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation, with

headquarters at Shreveport, La., was announced in the Railway
Age of June 3 (page 1301), was born at Pocahontas, Ark., on
September 26, 1877, and was educated at Add-Ran University,

Tex. For some time Mr. Campbell was engaged in Indian edu-

cational work, and as a newspaper man in Indian territory and
Oklahoma territory. He entered railroad service on April 3, 1903,

in the freight department of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

A year later he took similar service with the Fort Worth &
Denver City, and in 1905 took a position in the freight claim

department of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, as chief clerk

at Amarillo, Tex. Mr. Campbell entered the service of the

Louisiana Railway & Navigation in February, 1906, as chief clerk

in the freight claim department. At the time of his recent ap-

pointment, he was serving as freight claim agent to which he had
been promoted in May, 1919.

The Frog Shop of the Lehigh Valley at Weatherby, Pa., is

to resume operation on July 5 after a suspension of three months.

An Example of Virginian Engineering—the Black Lick

Viaduct, 207 Ft. High
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Centralized controls speed production on the Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Lathe

Speeding Up
Locomotive Repairs

What is a locomotive hour worth? $60 or

$100? Who knows?

Every hour saved in locomotive repair in-

creases the time available for locomotive earn-

ing power.

In speeding up shop operation, the Ryerson-

Conradson Railroad Lathe plays a vital part.

Convenient location of controls on the apron;

impossibility of stripping gears in quick shift-

ing and capacity for extra heavy work, all

combine to give high production.

You need this modern lathe for high speed re-

pairs.

Bulletin 1301 gives more details.

Write for your copy.

Joseph T. Ryersqn & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The Delaware & Hudson rules for handling foreign freight

cars, reprinted on another page, have justified themselves as

a means of economy, and they therefore

Foreign Cars deserve "preferred attention" at a time

on the when everybody is paying particular

D. & H. attention to savings. Such a code—

a

code in which every word has an im-

portant meaning and yet which clerks are constantly tempted

to read hurriedly—is, however, worthy of most careful study

if only as one important element in making simple and easy

the scores or hundreds of studies in routing which a large

yard office may have to make every day. "Studies" is the

proper word, though each study may take but a minute; for

accuracy is of the first importance, and the country is now
so big that the old time yardmaster who kept the whole freight

route map of the United States in his head, is pretty nearly

extinct. The Delaware & Hudson's combination home route

card and empty-car waybill is a sensible device by which Mr.

Roberts expects to save thousands of dollars yearly, as com-

pared with the cost of providing separate forms for these two

functions.

The peculiar situation of the New England carriers and the

necessity for giving them adequate relief has caused F. J.

Lisman, the investment banker, to at-

Where Are the tempt to outline a method of getting at

Greatest the exact cost of handling different

Leaks? commodities in order that there may be

a fair division of earnings between the

carriers. A situation of this kind naturally leads to a realiza-

tion of the leaks and losses in railway operations. We are

fortunate in being able to present elsewhere in this issue a

frank discussion by Mr. Lisman of what, in his opinion, are

the great wastes in railroad operation and how they may be
remedied. It seems hardly necessary to remind our readers

of Mr. Lisman's extensive experiences with railroad

properties or to emphasize his fitness for making a study of

this kind. He hits some things pretty hard—L. C. L. freight,

for instance—and he also suggests a permanent remedy for

labor trouble. That he questions the advisability of consoli-

dating railroad properties beyond a reasonable point is clearly

indicated in his comments on the elimination of competition.

Incidentally, Mr. Lisman invites free and frank criticism of

his suggestions and will be disappointed if our readers do not
take advantage of this invitation.

Because of the many factors which enter into the considera-

tion of some of the problems of railway operation, it is often

difficult for the officer to develop any
" effective demonstration of the econo-

Conclusive mies accruing from policies or im-

Demonstration provements which he has initiated. So
many independent variables are gen-

erally involved that it is hard to prove that they have not
vitiated his calculations. Occasionally, however, the results

obtained are so overwhelmingly conclusive that the influence
of the other factors pale into insignificance and almost any
reasonable allowance for any possible effect which they may

have still leaves a large saving to the credit of the improve-

ment, policy or practice under consideration. As a case in

point, a certain railroad in the west, in the face of a rapidly

rising market, in 1917, bought a two-years' supply of boiler

flues on the basis of the average consumption at that time.

Since then only a very small number of flues have been

bought to take care of certain special needs and yet today

after four years, on the basis of the present consumption of

flues, this road still has more than two-years' supply on
hand. This remarkable reduction in flue consumption on
this railroad must be ascribed almost entirely to one condi-

tion—the reorganization of the administration of locomotive

water supply and treatment on this road at about the time

that the flues were purchased in 1917. The case is particu-

larly significant because the saving is not the result of any
large capital expenditures. Instead it must be explained by
the minute supervision which the water supplies have received

under which each case has been solved as an independent

engineering problem without any attempt to apply some
favorite panacea. It is true that many water softening plants

are in service on the road in question and that others will

no doubt be installed from time to time, but the important

fact is that the use and treatment of water is under the super-

vision of a staff that knows its business and has the confi-

dence of the management.

The president of a large company performing a transporta-

tion service for the railways at an important terminal offered

as an explanation of the ability of his
Is Bigness an company to render this service to the

Insuperable roads at a cosl less than that for which

Obstacle? t 'u ' v could perform it themselves the

fact that his officers had an intimate

knowledge of even' detail of these operations and exercised

the closest supervision over them. As a result this company
has been able to arrive at the actual cost of each step in

these operations. With tin's information as a basis it has
endeavored to reduce its costs in various ways. For example,
from the figures which it has collected, it has been able to

arrive at the normal amount of time required for various

operations and to establish a wage bonu d per-

formance above this base, thereby stimulating the emj

by giving opportunity to increase his earnings. That this

ii ieen beneficial is in the fad that the bonus
payments run into thousands of dollars weekly. By these

same performance records the company can detect and elimi-

nate the shirker, thereby raising tin' aw r

equal importance is the fad thai t) ch operation

is known in detail on the following morning, th •

ing unfavorable influences to the attention of the n

ment immediately upon their appearance and affordii

opportunity to correct or eliminate them. What ;'

;ie for its own private il

the railwa) - should >f the

under which the n

is tli. ii -• of many of

\ too

ficer to unit cosl

many services whii ing more than t
1

-.
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data were presented promptly to the officers whii li they could

use in detecting leaks and stopping them. It is said fre-

quently that a railway is so large and its operations so com-

plicated that it is not possible for data of this character to

be compiled. If, in performing a transportation service for

the railways, a private company finds that it is to its financial

advantage to prepare -information of this character, it would

seem that the railways themselves should be able to so de-

centralize their accounting as to secure equally valuable re-

sults in the various branches of their operations.

Labor Unions Defy the Labor Board

IT
is evident the general public greatly misunderstands the

situation with regard to the national agreements. Many news-

papers continue to print statements to the effect that the abro-

gation of the agreements will save the railroads $300,000,000

a year. The national agreements have not really been abro-

gated. They were to have gone out of existence on July 1,

but they are still in full force and effect because the labor

organizations have openly defied the Railroad Labor Board

by completely disregarding the spirit and purpose of its deci-

sion in the national agreements case, in consequence of which

the board has suspended its abrogation order.

These so-called national "agreements" as they exist today

are not "agreements" in any sense whatever. They were made

by the Railroad Administration with certain labor unions

under government control. The railway companies had no

part in making them. They never agreed to the rules in-

corporated in them and the Transportation Act plainly con-

templated their abrogation on September 1, 1920. The Labor

Board, however, ordered them continued until it could hold

hearings and render a decision regarding it. The labor lead-

ers put forth every effort to protract the hearings and get

the objectionable rules and working conditions continued.

The Railroad Labor Board finally ordered the national

agreements abrogated July 1 and, subject to certain prin-

ciples it laid down, remanded negotiation of new rules and

working conditions to the individual railways and their em-

ployees. Among the principles it recognized was that of the

eight-hour day. This automatically rendered impossible

probably one-half of the savings it had been estimated could

be made by restoring the rules and working conditions of

1917. The decision of the board necessarily was a condem-
nation by it both of the rules and working conditions incor-

porated in the national agreements and of national rules

and working conditions in themselves. The very essence of

it was recognition of the principle that rules and working

conditions should be made by the individual railways and
their own employees in order that they might vary from road

to road and thereby be adapted to local conditions.

The first thing the national labor leaders did after the

board's decision was rendered was to order the chairmen of

their committees on the individual railways to demand con-

tinuance practically unchanged of every rule in the national

agreements. The local chairmen did this and stuck to it. Of
course the railways could not individually accept the rules

in the national agreements. This would have been to have
left in effect all the rules which have caused the great ineffi-

ciency and enormous waste which have resulted from the

national agreements. It would have prevented the adaptation

of rules and working conditions to local situations and would
have disregarded the decision of the Labor Board.

The open defiance of the Labor Board by the national

labor leaders, aided and abetted by the local chairmen, has
thrown the entire subject of rules and working conditions

back into the hands of the board. In these circumstances

there are several courses open to the board. It can attempt to

write uniform rules and working conditions for all the rail-

ways of the United States. Doubtless it would eliminate

some of the more indefensible features of the national agree-

ments. The result, however, would be the application of the

same rules and working conditions to all the railroads of

the country regardless of local conditions. The board might
attempt to write separate rules for each railway. This would
improve the existing situation very little indeed.

But neither the Labor Board nor any other body of men
is competent to write rules for each individual railway. This
would be practically an interminable proces-. No body of

men can know enough about local conditions to do this.

Another course open to the board is to recognize the plain

intent of the Transportation Act and proceed accordingly.

The Transportation Act plainly intended that when the rail-

way s were returned to private operation they should be man-
aged as individual units. It was to get away from policies

adopted under government control in furtherance of national-

ization of the railways that they were returned to private

operation. Only by abandoning these policies could a return

to private operation do any good. The most costly and in-

defensible policies adopted under government control were
those for the standardization of wages and rules and working
conditions. The Railroad Labor Board might earn- out the

plain purpose of the Transportation Act by restoring the rules

and working conditions of 1917 with such specific exceptions

a- it may regard as fair and in the public interest.

So far as actual results are concerned, the labor leaders

thus far have been completely victorious in the fight over

national agreements. The Conference Committee of Man-
agers of the railways presented to the board detailed evidence

and concrete examples regarding the operation of the present

rules sufficient to convince any fair and rational person of

their iniquitousness and that they are imposing a heavy and
indefensible burden upon the railroads and the public. This
evidence convinced the board itself so completely that it

ordered the national agreements abrogated. Nevertheless, the

national agreements are still in effect and unless the board
has the courage to act as the provisions of the Transportation

Act and the logic of the situation dictate the labor leaders

will so manceuver that they will be in effect for months to

come.

Failure of the individual railways and their employees to

reach agreements regarding the rules and working conditions

is entirely due to the persistent pursuit by the labor leaders

of a policy obviously intended to perpetuate the very rules

and working conditions which the Labor Board bv its deci-

sion has condemned. The situation demands prompt, intelli-

gent and courageous action by the Labor Board. Only by
such action can it vindicate the wisdom of Congress in

creating it.

Running Weak Cars

a Wasteful Practice

Pw problems affecting railway operation and maintenance
are completely encompassed within the bounds of a single

department. It is unfortunate that in the solution of these

problems the departments having primary jurisdiction often

have little recourse except to settle them on the basis of only

those factors which come within the scope of their own opera-

tions. An important aspect of the continued operation of

cars of weak construction is the effect which these cars have
in increasing loss and damage claims, in causing wrecks and
accidents and in otherwise delaying traffic, all of which add
materially to the operating expenses. But these considera-

tions, being beyond the jurisdiction of car department officers,

do not receive the weight which their importance deserves in

the establishment of policies with respect to the retirement or

rehabilitation of these cars.

The cost of renewals and maintenance are the only factors

concerning which the car department officers can speak with
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full authority. It is doubtful, however, if full consideration

were given to these two factors alone whether these cars

would long be continued in service. If adequate considera-

tion were given to the reduction in the direct cost of mainte-

nance which rehabilitation or replacement with new equip-

ment would make possible, would not the cost of rehabilita-

tion or retirement be found to be one of the most lucrative

investments open to the railroads at the present time? An
investigation made by one railroad a few years ago disclosed

the fact that the retirement of a large number of cars of all-

wood construction, and their replacement with new cars of

steel or steel underframe construction, would effect a saving

in maintenance alone which in five years it was estimated

would amount to about 68 per cent of the entire cost of the

new equipment. When adding the service value of the car

days saved by the less frequent appearance of the equipment

on the repair track and in the shop, the combined saving was
estimated to be practically 80 per cent of the total cost of

the new equipment. After taking into account the accrued

depreciation on the retired cars, the total saving in mainte-

nance cost and in car days for five years amounted to about

130 per cent of the additional capital required plus the inter-

est, depreciation and renewal charges.

How many other investments offer a return which will not

only pay the carrying charges but will more than retire the

principal in a five-year period ? A thorough study of the

economics of freight car maintenance and operation today

would lead to equally startling conclusions with respect to the

300,000 or 400,000 weak and unsuitable freight cars which

are still in service.

Labor's Restriction of Production

IT
seems not improbable the historian of the present age

will treat as one of its most extraordinary phenomena the

persistent efforts made by working men through labor unions

to prevent improvement and cause deterioration of the living

conditions of the working man and his family. To many
persons this statement will sound paradoxical, but it refers

to a policy of the labor unions, the inevitable tendency of

which should be obvious to every person of intelligence.

The Railroad Labor Board ordered the national agreements

abrogated effective on July 1, but has found it necessary

to suspend its order. The labor leaders caused the rules and

working conditions incorporated in the national agreements

to be presented to each individual railway and insisted that

they be accepted practically without modification. This made
agreement between individual railways and their own em-

ployees impossible. Not only is this a defiance of the Labor

Board, but it has afforded a striking illustration of the main
policy being followed by many labor organizations—that of

using every means available to restrict production.

The fundamental objection to practically all the bad rules

in the national agreements is that they are intended to reduce,

and have the effect of reducing, the efficiency of labor. Labor
works with machinery and tools furnished by the employer.

Rules, working conditions and practices which reduce the

efficiency of labor reduce, or tend to reduce, the output of

each worker and of the machinery and tools he uses. It fol-

lows that the railway labor unions are engaged in a struggle

to reduce the amount of transportation service produced in

proportion to the number of men employed and the amount
of machinery and tools used.

The same thing is being done in almost every industry

where labor is organized. The labor leaders seek to restrict

the number of bricks laid by each man and thereby the

number of houses built. They seek to restrict the amount of

coal mined by each miner and thereby the amount of coaJ

produced. They seek to restrict the number of shirts, suits

of clothes and shoes made by each worker, and thereby the

total number of shirts, suits of clothes and pairs of shoes

made.
It is easy to understand many things the labor unions do.

It is easy to understand why they seek advances and oppose
reductions in wages; the incomes of all classes of people are

the subject of constant negotiation, and, other things being
equal, the most aggressive and skillful negotiators get the

largest incomes. It is easy to understand why labor unions
for years have sought reductions in the hours of work. Suffi-

cient leisure to rest, enjoy the society of one's family and
friends, read and sleep is desired by every normal man.
Probably without some kind of organization working men
would not get reasonable hours of work and enough money
wages to buy their share of the necessaries, comforts and
luxuries of life, which constitute their true compensation for

the work they do. But why does almost every labor union
constantly try to restrict, even within the limits of a reason-
able working day of eight hours, the amount of work men
do, and in consequence the output of industry? Who lives

in most of the houses built, eats most of the food produced,
wears most of the clothing made, and directly or indire. fly

uses most of the transportation service rendered ? Those who
work with their hands. What are the effects of restriction

of outputs? First, to restrict or reduce the amount of these
things produced; second, to increase their cost and the prices
that must be paid for them, thus necessarily and unavoidably
restricting the amount of them which working people can get
and jiay for.

Obviously, it is just as easy for working people to tret a
fair division of a large product as of a small product. Obvi-
ously, if the total product of industry is restricted by ineffi-

ciency the amount of the total product labor will get will be
smaller than the amount it would get if production were
not restricted.

Nevertheless labor unions persist in their policy of restric-

tion of output, and then complain loudly about the inevitable
results of it. They restrict the construction of houses and
apartment buildings in cities and complain because places
to live are scarce and rents are high. They restrict the amount
of work done by each railway employee, and then complain
because railway operation is expensive and rates are high.
They restrict the production of clothing and shoes, and then
complain that they cannot buy more clothes and shoes because
the prices are high.

In view of such rules and working conditions as the labor
unions have got adopted on the railroads and in the building
trades, and the still more unreasonable and restrictive rules
they constantly seek, one wonders how long it would take
labor organizations to destroy modern industrial civilization

if there were not employers and leaders of public opinion
with intelligence and courage enough to resist and combat
them. Many of the labor leaders are men oi intelligence and
ability in certain respects. There are grafters and scoundrels
among them, but a large majority are honorable men. Why,
then, do a great majority of them advocate and persistently
struggle for methods and principles which if logically carried
out would reduce production in this and other prog]
countries to an amount per capita no greater than it is in

China and bring about the same condition of chronic star-

vation among working people here which prevail- there?

There must be among the numerous labor leaders in this

country at least a few who know that there never yet was a
house lived in. or a pound of flour eaten, or a shirt worn
which was not first produced, and that in the long run labor
itself is the chief beneficiary of increased production and
the chief sufferer from restriction of production. If there are
such labor leaders we have not heard of them giving prac-
tical recognition to the fact mentioned by discour;

tion and encouraging increase of production. The amount of
time and energy devoti -1 b} labor leaders to attempts to i

production i< beyond intelligent comprehension.
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Illinois Central

The Railway Age essays in the course of a year to analyze

in its editorial columns the operations of some SO odd

railroad properties. In its revii mpt must be made

to make them both informative and interesting. This par-

ticular part of the task, in so far as the last two or three

years has been concerned, has not been as simple as might

appear. It has been to a certain extent difficult to get away

from a tendency towards monotony and equally as difficult

to point out the differences which characterize one property

as compared with another. Nearly ever}- one of the country's

railro.n! n subjected to the same influences which

have been so often referred to in these columns, namely, a

t;reat increase in gross earnings, a still greater increase in

expenses and the resulting decline in net. The difference

as between the roads in this respect has been one of degree

rather than of kind and the problem has been to say the

same thing in different ways and with different figures in

a manner which will prove sufficiently distinctive and, as

mentioned above, sufficiently informative and interesting.

In reviewing the operations of a railroad, it is extremely-

desirous, in fact necessary, to point out insofar as possible

what lies ahead, in other words, to indicate if possible what

the property may be expected to do in the future. This in

itself is also difficult. So much depends upon the Interstate

Commerce Commission, upon the Labor Board, upon Con-

gress, upon the President and the administration, and upon

the trend of business conditions in general that the future

of the railroad seems in large measure to depend less upon

what the property will do than upon what the agencies of the

government and what industry may do. The railroad*s prob-

lem is thus subordinated to the entire transportation problem

in a degree much greater than has been the case in former

periods of trial and stress.

The question naturally arises as to what all this may have

to do with the Illinois Central. In that road we have what

appears to be somewhat of an exception, to an extent suffi-

cient at least so that in its case one may safely attempt to

look forward into the future with the realization that it is

in rather a preferred position. Naturally, the fortunes of

this property will rise or fall with those of the steam railway

carriers in general, but such is the character of the property

and of its management, that whatever progress may be made
in the general situation will be reflected in special degree

in its operations and earnings.

When one's mind turns to the subject of efficiently operated

railroads, one of the first carriers that comes to mind is the

Illinois Central. This is true not only of students of the

railway problem, but of shippers, whose opinion, in these

days of restored competitive service, is of equal or greater

importance. The Illinois Central today is supplying a service

the character of which is bettered by no other carriers and

equalled by but few. On the one hand, it furnishes a highly

satisfactory fast freight service which delivers traffic in Chi-

cago 62 hours after it leaves New Orleans. On the other,

because of efficient management combined with the fact that

45 per cent of its total tonnage is bituminous coal, it secures

an average train load considerably in excess of the averages

secured on the roads about it. Its suburban service out of

Chicago ranks with the Inst in the country. There are few

roads in the country so many of whose officers rank with the

leaders in their various departments.

As in the case of certain of the other efficiently operated

carriers, such as the Lackawanna, Burlington, etc.. efficient

operation on the part of the Illinois Central was not sufficient

to enable it to overcome the handicaps of federal control and

the high wage scales of government control and Decision No.

2 of the Railroad Labor Board. The road received a rental

from the government of $16,2S2.374 annually. In 1918 it

earned for the government a net railway operating income

!,907,466 and in 1919, $4,191,796. In 1920, it was
one of the few roads which increased its net over the 1919
figure, the net railway operating income according to the

December monthly report to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, being $6,914,198. The claim against the govern-

ment covering the guaranty period has been set at $19,499,-

887. The Illinois Central, in short, was not a good money
maker for the government for the federal control and
guaranty periods.

At present the road is not earning as much traffic as it

carried in the first few months of last year. Because it is

receiving higher rates on this traffic than it was in the same
period of 1°20 its gross earnings have been larger. Severe

economies have cut down expenses so that in spite of the

The Illinois Central

falling off in traffic, the net railway operating income in the

first four months of 1921 was $6,766,895 as compared with

$4,867,033 for the period from January 1 to April 30, 1920.

The traffic carried by the Illinois Central in 1920 was

the largest in its history. In 1920 it handled 49,233,079

tons of revenue freight, the total revenue ton-mileage being

13,724,232,886. The revenue tonnage carried in 1919 was

38,245,714; in 191S, the busiest year previous to 1920, it

was 45,S5. :!.034 and the revenue ton-mileage, 12.441,047,70".

The road secured an average haul on its traffic of 279 miles

in 1920 as compared with 261 miles in 1919 and" 271 miles

in 1918.
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There is little question but that one of the best indications

of efficiency in operation is revenue train loading, not only

as compared with the records secured by other roads han-

dling a like traffic, but more particularly as compared with

the road's own records for previous years. One of the fea-

tures of the Illinois Central's operations has been the marked

and steady increase in its train load over a period of years.

In 1920 its average revenue train load was 660 tons ;ind the

increase since 1916 has been no less than 110 tons. The
figures for the various years are as follows: 1916, 550 tons;

1917, 623 tons; 1918, 639 tons; 1919, 649 tons. A similar

progressive increase in car loading is also evidenced. The
average number of tons of all freight in each loaded car in

1920 was 30 tons. In 1916, it was 24 tons; in 1917, 27

tons; in 1918, 29 tons; in 1919, 27 tons. Another leading

figure is that of net ton-mil-- per i ar day, which was in 1920,

805, an average exceeded by but few roads in the country.

The car miles per day in 1920 were 40.9.

It is quite to be expected that the road will not be able

to continue the increase in the various averages into 1921

with the sharp falling off in traffic which has taken place.

However, 1921 will not be without its progress. During 1920

the road placed orders for 1 50 locomotives, some of which

will be used presumably on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

These orders included 100 heavy 2-10-2 or Santa Fe type

locomotives. With them the road should be able to make
further marked progress in its efforts to secure increased train

loading and increased operating efficiency. To take care of

the new locomotives, roundhouse stalls were extended and

100 ft. turntables wire put in at the engine terminals at Cen-

tralia, 111., Clinton and Freeport and stalls were extended at

Amboy and Paducah.

The Illinois Central was allocated 3,500 coal cars by the

Railroad Administration. During 1920 it also placed orders

for 1,000 refrigerator, 300 stock and 200 flat cars and for

55 passenger train cars. It should hardly be necessary to

bring in any more facts to show in what excellent shape from

the standpoint of equipment the Illinois Central should be in

to handle efficiently the business which will be offered to it

when the much hoped for revival in business takes place.

In conclusion, the Illinois Central during the period of

federal control and during the guaranty period did not earn

its standard return or its guaranty, respectively; in fact, came
far from so doing. Its efficiency of operation was not enough
to enable it to overcome the handicaps of high wage scales,

the national agreements and other elements characteristic of

the uncertain period which all railroad men hope is now
nearing its close. However, the period has been character-

ized by no inconsiderable amount of progress, which remark
is particularly true as applied to 1920. Like the Burlington,

the Lackawanna and certain other roads which might be
mentioned, the Illinois Central is prepared for the future.

It is in a particularly good situation to take advantage of any
revival of business that may develop and it will naturally be
materially assisted by any improvements that take place in

the railway situation as a whole.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919 are
as follows:

1919
Mileage operated 4,793

revenue $lnl $71,477,112
Passengei revenue 26,630,148 23.«'. !

Total operating re> 145,547,858 107,886,835
Maintenam e oi was ' P 1 "-•-

Maintenam i eq 42,028,103

Traffic expenses I 947,429-

Transportation i pensi 66, I 45,384,834
General expenses 3.4<v9,692

Total operating expensi

Net revenue from operation 2,339,678
Taxes

Operating income Del ,304,2

Net railway operating income Def. 1,32

The corporate income account is as follows:

1920
United States Government—guaranty period

claim $19,499,887
Rental from United States Railroad Admin-

istration 3,399,635
Net from railway operations 18,522,085
Total non-operating income 7,219,882

G s income 25,741,967
Total deductions from gross income... 12,170,845

Net income 13,571,122
Income balance transferred to credit of

profit and to- 13,434,841
Dividends (7 per cent) 7,650,720

$17,896,467
16.691,635
7,634,005

24,325,639
12,156,720
12,168,919

Southern Pacific

' I 'he Southern I -tern operates, exclusive of the
A lines in Mexico, 11,152 miles of railroad. The dis-

tinguishing feature of the Southern Pacific, however, is not
so much its size -there are a number of railway systems
in North America whi<h rank with it—as it is what may
aptly be termed its versatility. The company's lines extend
from Portland, Ore., and tah, to San Fran-
cisco, Calif., thence to Li •

1 from there east-

ward to El Paso, Tex., and New Orleans. La., combined
with which the company operates steamship lines from
Galveston, Tex., and New Orleans to New York.
The system traverses eight states and over half the width

of the country. On the line from Ogden to San Francisco,

at Summit, Calif., where it crosses the Sierra Nevada range,

it reaches a height above sea level of 7,018 feet. At Salton,

on the edge of the Salton Sea in southern California, th<-

line is 264 feet below sea level. In eastern Texas and
southern Louisiana the region is characterized by its heavy
rainfall; in the Imperial Valley of southern California,

there is no rainfall at all; in the one place the problem in

bringing land under cultivation is most likely to be drainage,

the other's extraordinary fertility can only be utilized by
irrigation. Northeast of San Francisco the road maintains
with greatest difficulty a line across the Suisun marshes;
in other parts of California the difficult} confronting opera-
tion is moving sand hills.

There are extremely heavy grades on some parts of the

system: no grade- at all on other-. In one place snow sheds
are a necessity; in another the heat is so intense the year
round that the station buildings and other structures require

an additional roof for purposes of insulation. The system

traverses at some places areas where there is practically no
population; on the other hand, it operates out of San
Francisco and Oakland. Calif., a ferry and multiple-unit

electric suburban service which ranks with the busiest in

the country. The system operates steamship lines, ordinary
ferry boats and car ferric-. Besides it- through railway

service, it operates out of Oakland, Calif., and Portland,

Ore., extensive multiple-unit electric suburban services; it

also has some street railway lines.

Dhese various factors have more value than in that they

are interesting. Not only do they indicate how ext

and varied are the operations of the Southern Pacific system,

but they also give an idea as to the multitude of problems
which have 1 for solution and an idea

the manner in which the solution was brought

sidering the conditions mentioned and bearing in mind the

character of the territory served by its lines, it is natural

that the Southern Pacific should have been character

ual growth and expansion. In thi nt to

Portland, (Ire.. San Francisco and Los \

likewise Houston and G x
-

La., the company i- serving

branch lines in thi

oi the company have increased in n -ecent

years.

ill one of the carriers tl
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deriving advantage from the law of increasing return.

There is no indication that this expansion will not continue.

Every portion of the country served by the lines of the

Southern Pacific still has its future before it. This is

evidenced in a number of ways, such as: (a) our increased

ocean-going business across the Pacific; (b) the continued

expansion of the deciduous fruit industry as assisted by the

continuing progress in irrigation, of which the Imperial

Valley project is an outstanding example; (c) the introduc-

tion and expansion of the growing of long staple cotton in

the irrigated districts of Arizona and New Mexico, (d) the

gradual expansion of manufacturing on the Pacific coast,

of which the extensive plant of the Goodyear Company at

Los Angeles is a leading project.

There is also the expectation that eventually trade rela-

tions may again be restored with Mexico. This will, natur-
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it in the past few years, did not prove much of a money
maker for the government during the federal control and
guaranty periods. Its greatly increased gross revenues were

not sufficient to enable it to overcome the expanded costs of

operation resulting from control by the government and
further costs added by national agreements and higher wage
scales. The standard return for the Southern Pacific prop-

erties, including both the Pacific system and the lines in

Texas and Louisiana, was $48,244,660. For the 26 months
of federal control the system's net railway operating income

exceeded the total standard return by the sum of $249,866,

the figures by years being as follows:

Federal Standard
income in return in

Year excess of excess of
standard return federal income

1918 $7,757,935
1919 $4,334,355
January and February, 1920. . . 3,173,714

$249,866, Federal income in excess of standard return entire period of
federal control; this figure subject to change through final settlement.

During the guaranty period, however, the system fell short

of earning its guaranty by approximately $20,000,000. The
figures in connection with this road are so typical of most
of the rest that further comment is hardly necessary.

The traffic handled by the Southern Pacific system in 1920
was the largest in its history. The total tons of revenue

freight were 45,416,021; the revenue ton-mileage 12,951,-

778,414. The average haul was 285 miles. On this traffic

the road secured an average revenue train load of 556 tons

and a revenue load per loaded car of 22.77 tons; these

were both reductions from 1919, the revenue train load in

1919 being 586 and the car load, 23.22 tons. The miles

per car per day in 1920 were 37.8 on the Pacific system
and 31.7 on the lines in Texas and Louisiana. The num-
ber of revenue passengers carried in 1920 was 57,367,429,

a slight reduction from 1919. Excluding the ferry suburban
passengers the total in 1920 was 27,869,650.

Inasmuch as the detailed figures of earnings and expenses
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The Southern Pacific

ally, help the trade centers along the Mexican border,

especially El Paso and likely Houston, and the carriers

which serve them. As far as the eastern lines of the
Southern Pacific are concerned, mention should also be made
of the continued progress agriculturally of eastern Texas
and Louisiana. Extensive fertile areas are gradually being
added in this region by drainage and other methods.
The Southern Pacific's traffic is as diversified as its

operations are what we have termed versatile. In 1920,
products of agriculture constituted 17.23 per cent of the
total tonnage carried on the rail lines of the entire Southern
Pacific system, exclusive of the lines in Mexico; products
of animals furnished 2.49 per cent; products of mines, 31.35
per cent; products of forests, 20.31 per cent, and manu-
factures and miscellaneous 28.62 per cent. The tonnage
of bituminous coal carried in 1920 was but 3.03 per cent,
the reason for this small amount, being, of course, that the
fuel used in Southern Pacific territory is oil.

The Southern Pacific, despite the great expansion in
business which has taken place in the territory served by

for 1920 and 1919 are given below and more particularly
inasmuch as they follow what we have come to consider the
usual trend, reference to them may be omitted. Attention
should be drawn to the fact, however, that the Southern
Pacific will this year be required to spend an unusual
amount for maintenance of equipment. At the return of the
railroads to private control on March 1, 1920, no less than
87.5 per cent of the company's box cars were away from
home.

These cars have been returned to the Southern
Pacific lines in bad condition, a typical factor which has
already received considerable attention in these columns.
On June 1, 1921, the company had 80 per cent of its cars
on home lines, of which 16 per cent were in bad order.
When the road went under federal control at the end of
1917, the percentage of bad order cars was 4.6 per cent.

It would take considerable space to detail the various
projects looking to the improvement of the Southern. Pacific's
properties which were under way during 1920. Thev in-
cluded additions to the shops at Sacramento, Calif.; im-
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provements at various engine terminals, notably the installa-

tion of 100-ft. turntables at various points; increased capa-

city at various water stations; new docks and wharves at

Oakland, Calif., Wheeler, Ore., Algiers, La., etc.; replacing

and strengthening of a considerable number of bridges,

trestles and culverts; tunnel improvements at Tillamook

Branch, Ore., Tunnel, Calif., Cisco to Lakeview, Calif.;

Bakersfield, Calif., to Mojave, etc., and various other work

of a miscellaneous character.

During the year there were put in track 524 track miles

of 90-lb. rail. The total mileage of main line trackage

(as distinguished from branches) of the Southern Pacific

on December 31, 1920, was 6,472; of this total 4,343 was

laid with 90-lb. rail. Of the total track mileage of 11,610,
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Freight Service and Traffic on the Southern Pacific, Showing.

Per Cent of Increase Over 1885

(including branches) 4,786 had 90-lb. rail. Of the total.

of main line trackage of 6,472 a total of 3,885 or 62 per

cent was automatic block signaled.

During the year the company placed large orders for new
cars and locomotives both with its own shops and outside

builders. These orders included 10 Mikado, 21 Pacific,

24 six-wheel switching, 15, 2-10-2 type and 2 electric loco-

motives.

A description of the Pacific and 2-10-2 type loco-

motives, with some details as to the service for which they

are intended, was given in last week's issue of the Railway-

Age.

Freight car orders included 2,500 box, 500 automobile,

1,000 stock, 1,000 flat, 250 ballast and 65 caboose cars.

Orders were also placed for a total of 100 passenger train

cars. Reference should also be made to the 4,000 refriger-

ator cars received during 1920 by the Pacific Fruit Express,

in which company the Southern Pacific has a half interest.

It is rather evident that the Southern Pacific should be in

a good position from the standpoint of equipment when
deliveries on these several orders have taken place.

A noteworthy feature in connection with this equipment
is that the system applied for a loan from the revolving fund
to assist in financing its purchase. This application cover-

ing an amount of $7,500,000 was denied by the Interstate

Commerce Commission on the ground that the showing
made in respect to the inability of the company to secure

the funds from other sources was unconvincing. Whether
that was the intention or not, the commission's decision may
properly be regarded as a bit of a tribute to the system's

financial standing.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919
are as follows:

1920 1919

""TRa^Li-::::::::::::::::::::::: *m$§ nggjg
Passencer revenue 71,701,637 39,3/1,140

Total ope
e
ra
g
.ing revenue 2!s'Mt 'gl&fs?Maintenance of way expenses 48,463,465 %„,,•}.-,

Maintenance of equipment 39,548,392 4|'?H'^f
Traffic 3,490,707 2,256,661.

Trc™ pertain . . 1 i ' V'
' ?? M 200.SM

General 8,112.652 6,101,/4O

Total operating expenses 2#HH?2 ^f'Sf'lnn.
Net revenue from operation 40,133.714 51,272,100

Taxes 14,792,064 11,911,995

Railway operating income Sf.2S0.70S 39,308.4 10

Net rail a.n lie 21,312,344 39,6//,068

The corporate income account is as follows:
1920 1919

Total operating income $17,718,104 $2,352,809

Income from lease of road—standard leturn

(Tanuary and Febru., 8,043,288 48.244,660

U. S. Government guaranty (March 1 to Au-
gust 3i) 20,490,428

sr"""8"1

5?imfi§ £~
t

:̂£trns from ::r"s iae5iBS
il7<$s iS^SI

•Dividend appropriations of income ........ li'l^S'lS?
Income balance to credit of profit and loss.. 31,016,329 13,047,..84

during 1920, amounting to $18,209,597, were appro-

priated from the profit and loss surplus, and therefore do not appear in

the income account.

Atlantic Coast Line

The DiSTiNXUisiiiNG feature of the operations of the

Atlantic Coast Line is probably indicated in no better

way than by reference to the fact that of the 22,000 odd box

cars owned by that road, no less than alxjut 95 per cent are

felt-lined ventilator cars. These cars are, of course, used*

for other purposes than for carrying commodities which re-

quire ventilator cars, but so important is the perishable-

freight traffic that cars for it must be available on short-

The Atlantic Coast Line

notice and in sufficient quantity. The Atlantic Coast Line
is one of the largest, if not the largest, originators of perish-
able freight in the country. Its tonnage of fruits and vege-
tables in 1920 constituted but 5.66 per cent of the total ton-
nage; the revenue from perishable freight, however, ma
19 per cent of the total freight revenues, being exceeded
only by products of forests which made up 20 per cent of the
revenues ["he Atlai I -t Line originates no coal

—

bituminous coal in 1°20 made up less than 7 per cent of the
total revenue tonnage.

The Atlantic Coast Line is the most easterly of the im-
portant north to south lines in the southeast. It serves the
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coastal plain which extends along the Atlantic seaboard and
which includes Florida and the eastern portions of Georgia,

the Carolinas and Virginia. This extended area is charac-

terized by having some of the most fertile soil in the world.

Its place in the agricultural development of the country

bids fair to become of greater and greater importance as its

potentialities are better realized and as the various existing

low areas are gradually drained and brought into use. Be-

cause of the character of the region which the Atlantic Coast

Line serves and more particularly because of the fact that it

lies in a north and south direction, the road's traffic in per-

ishables extends with fair regularity throughout the year.

From November to May it handles the peak of the Florida

traffic, notably in citrous fruits, celery, lettuce, tomatoes, etc.

As the season advances, the road begins to receive traffic

from the regions further north, the various vegetables being

brought into the market in such a way as to fill out the year

round.

This perishable traffic is difficult to handle; it requires

fast schedules which must be adhered to so as to prevent

undue damage claims. The problem of car supply is of

special importance and the predominance of ventilator equip-

ment shows how the road has succeeded in meeting it. Much
of the traffic moves in refrigerator cars and there is a grow-

ing tendency in that direction. Some 60 per cent of the

traffic in perishables moves to points in and east of the Buf-

falo-Pittsburgh zone; the remainder going to the west and
southeast. It should not be understood that fruit and vege-

tables constitute all of the agricultural products carried.

Cotton supplies a considerable tonnage. North Carolina in

1920 for the first time exceeded Kentucky from the stand-

point of value of its tobacco sales; a large portion of this

tobacco moves over the Coast Line.

The Atlantic Coast Line's standard return for the period

of federal control was $10,180,915. In 1918 it was one

of the few carriers which earned more than its standard re-

turn, its net railway operating income for that year being

$11,626,128. In 1919 its net railway operating income was

$7,144,330; in 1920, $3,908,649. So far this year, the road

has not been doing as well as in the same period of last

year. The net railway operating income for the first four

months of 1921 was $2,821,048; in the first four months of

1920 it was $3,592,540.

In 1920 the road carried 17,324,916 tons of freight for a

total of 3,290,282,723 ton-miles, increases of 8.62 and 4.86

per cent respectively, over the 1919 figures. The total freight

revenues in 1920 were $48,193,387 as compared with $40,-

842,275 in 1919, an increase of 18 per cent. Total operat-

ing revenues were $74,121,956, an increase of 16.62 per

cent over 1919. As against this increase of 16.62 per cent

in operating revenues, there was an increase of 28.87 per

cent in operating expenses; or, in other words, the Atlantic

Coast Line is another road typical of all the rest that have

found too great the burden of high wage scales and the

handicaps in general corollary to the aftermath of federal

control. The Atlantic Coast Line's report gives in rather

better detail than the reports of most roads the information

which the student needs to analyze the year's results. The
following figures, introduced to show the reason for the de-

creased net even with increased freight rates, will be of in-

terest :

In 1916 the company had a total operating payroll of 19,170

employees, it moved 2,514,243.295 tons of freight one mile and
had a total operating payroll cost of $13,381,874.

In 1920 it moved 3,290,282,723 tons of freight one mile, it

had a total operating payroll cost of $40,199,926, and in August
of that year had 25,215 employees.
From December, 1916, to December, 1920, freight rates were

advanced approximately 60 per cent.

The above figures reduced to per cents show

:

An increase in the number of employees of.... 31.5 per cent
An increase in the number of tons one mile of 30.9 per cent
An increase in the operating payroll cost of. . 200.4 per cent

An increase in freight rates of 60.0 per cent

From December, 1920, to February, 1921, or in two months,
the tons moved one mile show a decrease of 10 per cent (based
on daily movement I , or at the rate of 60 per cent per annum,
bringing the amount of freight moved below the normal amount
due to move, had pre-war conditions not been interrupted by
the world war. It is hoped that by agreements to be negotiated
direct with your company's employees and by reductions in

wages in conformity with the decrease in the cost of living,

reasonable reductions in payrolls will be effected without any
measure of injustice or unfairness to your employees. Your
officers are making every effort to secure proper economies in

expenditures for fuel, crossties and other materials, and in this

connection there will be noted a decrease in the number of

employees from 25,215 in August, 1920, to 21,980 in March, 1921.

The Atlantic Coast Line is one of the more prosperous

and strongly financed American railroads. Its growth to its

present size and importance, particularly because of the man-
ner in which it was brought about, forms one of the most

interesting developments of American railroad history. This

story has been put in book form, a book entitled "A History

of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad," written by Howard
Douglas Dozier, Professor of Economics at Dartmouth Col-

lege, having been published a few months ago.

The Atlantic Coast Line itself operates 4,890 miles of

railroad. It is nucleus, however, of a system of no less than

13,334 miles. It owns a majority stock interest in the Louis-

ville & Nashville, operating 5,044 miles, which in turn con-

trols the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 993 miles, and

has, jointly with the Southern, a majority stock interest in

the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, 658 miles. The At-

lantic Coast Line and the Louisville & Nashville together

lease the Georgia Railroad, and other carriers in which the

Coast Line has an appreciable interest include the Charles-

ton & Western Carolina, the Atlanta & West Point, the Win-
ston-Salem Southbound, etc. The general balance sheet of

the company as of December 31, 1920, shows investment? in

affiliated companies amounting to $68,085,882 and other

investments of $3,110,181. Of the gross corporate income

of $15,252,783, non-operating income, including dividends

amounting to $2,890,383, interest on investments, etc., was

$4,633,544. The net corporate income in 1920 was $7,890,-

562 as compared with $7,187,537 in 1919. Dividends on

the common stock amounting to 7 per cent were paid in both

years.

During 1920 the Atlantic Coast Line ordered and received

five switching and 25 Pacific locomotives and also ten of

the Russian Decapod locomotives. It received also 100
phosphate cars ordered in 1919 and had on order on De-
cember 31, 500 box and 400 coal cars. This new equipment
has been financed without assistance from the revolving

fund administered by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The operating results for 1920 as compared with 1919 are

as follow s

:

1920 1919

Mileage operated 4,890 4,868
Freight revenue $48,193,387 $40.SJ2,112
Passenger revenue 19.138.399 18,448.229

Total operating revenue "4,121,956 63,559,015
Maintenance of way expenses 12,306,513 9.4S8.092
Maintenance of equipment 17,025,590 13,851,670
Traffic expenses 1.018.168 775.813
Transportation expenses 36.366.143 27,702,731

General expenses 1,763,373 1,334,789

Total operating expenses 68,943,732 53.499,911

Taxes 3,225,000 2.510,000

Operating inccme 1.953,224 7,549,104

The corporate income account is as follows:

Standard return (January and February, 1920):
year 1919 ." $1,684,187 $10,180,915

Additional compensation, Tanuary and February,

1920 _5,317

Railway operating income, March 1 to Aug. 31 5.478,458

Operating inrome, Sept. 1 to Dec. 31 2,886.334

Dividend income 2.890.384 2.689,619

Gross income, inc. other 15.252,783 14,116.304

Deductions from gross income: ,„„„.„„ ,„,„„„.
Interest on funded debt 6.028,525 6,042,301

Total deductions including other 7.362.221 6.827,605

Net income fcr year 7,890,562 7,288.699

Dividends- „.
Preferred, 6 per cent „„?•??? . ,„2'?H
Common, 7 per 'cent 4.S01.034 4.799,158



Remedies for Wastes in Railway Operation

More Thorough and Intelligent Cost Keeping Methods Necessary

—Where Are the Greatest Leaks?

By F. J. Lisman
F. J. Lisman & Co., New York

The Transportation Act of 1920, Section 222, pro-

vides that the Interstate Commerce Commission shall

establish rates so that carriers as a whole in each rate

group will "under honest, efficient and economical manage-

ment and reasonable expenditures for maintenance of way,

structures and equipment, earn an aggregate annual net oper-

ating income equal as nearly as may be to a fair return upon

the aggregate value of the property of such carriers held for

and used in the service of transportation." Section 223 pro-

vides "that during the two years, beginning March 21, 1920,

the commission shall take as such fair return a sum equal

to Syi per cent of such aggregate value."

Sooner or later the commission must take up the question

of exactly what constitutes "honest, efficient and economical

management," etc., and this question is brought to the fore-

front in the New England rate case, because some of the lines

concerned charge each other with inefficiency. Before exact

justice, therefore, can be done in this New England division

case, the question of economical management will have to be

adjudicated. The Interstate Commerce Commission has had

a number of knotty problems put before it but none more

difficult than this particular one.

The commission can, of course, send its own experts or

recognized railroad experts to investigate these properties,

but no matter whom they may employ the findings will, as

usual, be disputed not only by the particular management

which may happen to be criticized, but also probably by

other experts considered equally competent.

I have suggested as a temporary solution* of the New
England problem that the earnings on business interchanged

between other roads in trunk line territory and the New Eng-

land railroad?, for the time being, be divided so that the New
England railroads as a whole will earn on their fair value,

a sum approximately equal to that earned by the trunk line

group as a whole. This method of settling the New England

rate case, however, is akin to communism, because if all the

properties were operated in common such an arrangement

would take away the incentive for each road to cut down il-

operating expenses to a minimum.
The only method of arriving at an adjudication of any

subject is to have the parties in interest get together as

closely as possible and then clearly define the point- on

which the}' cannot agree. I have, therefore, suggested that

the Interstate Commerce Commission suggest or recommend
to the carriers that they keep separate accounts not only of

earnings accruing from the business interchanged with New
England lines, but also as nearly as possible of the expenses

incurred in connection with said traffic; that the carriers west

of the Hudson river file with the New England carriers, and

the New England carriers file with their western connections,

not more than 90 days after the close of each month, a de-

tailed report of the earnings and expenses incurred in con-

nection with this interchange traffic. If any carrier should

feel that these accounts are not properly kept they shall en-

deavor to arrive with each other upon an understand

i

to the proper method of keeping such accounts, and if they

fail to come to an agreement within 45 days after the question

of improper accounting has been raised, they shall appeal to

•See Rattwav .-tse. AprU 29. 1921. page 1028.

the commission with a request for a decision on the subject.

For instance, if the Erie Railroad should assert that die

Xew Haven system is charging an undue proportion of its

terminal and yard expenses to through traffic, or that it is

not operating its terminals economically, and is prepared to

point out how money can be saved, then it would be up to

the officials of the two lines to thrash out the matter and if

they cannot agree as to what is fair, the subject should be

referred to the commission for adjudication.

Cost of Handling Any Given Commodity

The New England rate case which pushes this cost prob-

lem to the front, also presents in a more aggravated way the

problem of what expenses can be reduced. Railroad officials

have generally asserted that exact cost accounting in railroad

operation is impossible; that they cannot state how much it

will cost to haul a carload of silk as against a carload of coal,

et< . This to an analytical mind seems like begging the ques-

tion. The exact cost of hauling a carload of silk as against

a carload of coal can be exactly defined, because the cost of

hauling one ton per mile over any particular division is

known. If a carload of silk contains 15 tons of paying

freight and the car weigh- 20 ton-, then the cost of hauling

these 35 tons of weight is in the same proportion as the cost

of hauling a coal car weighing 20 tons and carrying 50 tons

of c,oal. To be precise, the gross weight of the carload of

silk would be 35 tons and the carload of coal 70 tons. If the

locomotive is capable of hauling 3,500 gross tons over any

given division, then the cost of hauling this carload of silk

would lie 1 per cent of the total operating cost of that train,

while the cost of hauling the carload of coal would be 2 per

cent. In order to further adjust the cost of handling these

commodities, the empty car movement in the reverse dii

must be taken into consideration and if this particular road

should move 80 per cent of its coal cars light in the opposite

direction and only 30 per cent of it- box cars, then •!

of the empty return movement must be added to the cost of

the loaded movement.
The actual cost of hauling freight over the road, or what

might lie called the "rolling charge" forms, however, only

about 15 per cent to 18 per cent of the total operath

. or about half of the cost of conducting transportation.

This particular and important part of conducting transpor-

tation i- probably the easiesl to define.

Maintenance of Way
The Interstate Commerce Commission has finally d

on hou the companies are to distribute the relative

passenger and freight business. It has alv, d this

could ii"i be done and quite possibly the theory on which

rules prescribing how this should be done may m
t; however, the rules are in force and should remain

so until somebody can definitely prove that they are wt

some particular respect, when undoubtedly they si i

can 1»

When it comes to a question of how much

maintenance of wa) to haul a i irload of silk

of coal, then undoul rts will agree that the u

[wav, while it may be partially infill

59
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is really based on the amount of tonnage hauled over the

track and on the speed with which it is hauled. If a com-

pany happens to have a traffic density of 1,000,000 net tons,

which is probably not far from 2,000,000 gross tons per mile

per annum, then the expense of maintenance appertaining

to freight business can be divided on a gross tonnage basis,

with a proper adjustment for fast freight as against drag or

local freight trains.

Engineers have figured out, more or less, the hammer blow

of a locomotive moving at 40 miles per hour as against one

moving at 20 miles per hour. Fast freights should be debited

with a somewhat heavier proportion of the'cost of maintain-

ing the track than the slower trains. Experienced engineers

may not have been able to agree entirely on just what would

be a fair arbitrary, but the opinion they would give would

probably coincide fairly closely and an average of these

opinions would not be far from correct. One 150-ton loco-

motive may, on account of more scientific construction, have

a lighter hammer blow on the rail than another locomotive

of the same weight, and a heavily loaded coal car may be

harder on the track than a locomotive of the same weight.

Maintenance of buildings, such as freight stations, should

not be charged for on a tonnage basis, but on a basis of

usage to the different commodities. For example, mineral

traffic does not pass through the freight houses and the only

reason why it should be debited with a part of freight house

expenses would be on account of the office force handling

the clerical part of the work in these buildings.

Maintenance of Equipment

Maintenance of equipment might probably be accounted

for entirely on a basis of gross tonnage because it costs as

much for repairs per locomotive for 1,000 ton-miles whether

the locomotive is hauling empty cars or paying freight. The
proper method of charging up the maintenance of freight

cars is open to considerable discussion. Naturally the cost

of maintaining flat, gondola, box, tank or stock cars, etc.,

should be charged up to the respective classes of commodities

carried in same. Furthermore, certain commodities are harder

on the equipment than others: for instance, lime carried in

bulk, chemicals, etc. Naturally, such special appliances as

grain-doors must be charged to the grain traffic.

Maintenance of equipment officials might agree that the

cost of maintaining any given type of cars should be loaded

by certain percentage according to the commodity carried.

The cost of maintaining shops, machinery, etc., should be

based on the same theory as that of maintaining locomotives

and cars, while the cost of maintenance of engine terminals

should probably be charged on a straight mileage basis.

General Expenses and Traffic Expenses

General expenses and traffic expenses should also be based

on the amount of work done by the railroads; that is, on the

gross tonnage handled. Railroad men and others talk of rail-

roads handling net tons when they are all the while handling

gross tons. Advertising, salaries of traffic men, cost of traffic

associations, etc, are incurred for the purpose of handling

net tons, but in order to get net tons, it is first necessary to

produce gross tons, just the same as it is necessary for a

mining company to extract large quantities or many tons of

ore in order to get a comparatively small amount of metal.

A mining company generally bases all its overhead and most
other expenses on the tonnage of ore produced. Substantially

the same remarks apply to all general expenses.

Conducting Transportation

Coming back to the cost of transportation, the cost of super-

intendence is largely based on the amount of paying business

handled and should be based on the gross tonnage. The cost

of dispatching trains is based on the cost of cars handled
and should likewise be based on the amount of gross tonnage

handled. The same remarks apply to weighing, inspection

and demurrage. The cost of coal and ore wharfs should

naturally be charged up to the commodities passing over these

wharfs.

The cost of loss and damage should in all cases be ascer-

tained and be debited to each particular commodity as nearly

as possible.

The cost of injuries to persons, damage to property, clear-

ing wrecks, etc., is so difficult to allocate, that undoubtedly

the fairest way is to base it all on gross tonnage.

Yard and Station Service

The allocation of the cost of yard and station service has

been the item which has shown the greatest increase in the

last eight years and is more difficult to define than any other.

I have searched diligently for information on this subject,

but have generally met with the response that these expenses

cannot be allocated. Where there is a will there is a way,
and by analytical thinking some way must be found to

analyze these costs, not only for the purpose of knowing
whether the business is handled economically but also whether

certain traffic is worth having.

Yard switching is for the purpose of making and break-

ing up of trains, and should be clearly allocated on the same
basis as that of the rolling charge; that is, on a gross ton

basis. Yard service, if performed for the purpose of switch-

ing cars to and from freight houses, to and from team tracks

or to and from industrial tracks, is in a different position.

Nearly every engine in the course of each day performs all

three of these latter services, and the time spent in each kind

of service is probably not alike in any two given cases. It

depends on the promptness of clearances which the engine

w-ith a cut of cars may get over busy tracks; on the number
of switches which have to be thrown; distance traveled and
also, to a considerable extent, on the diligence and intelli-

gence of the crew in trying to do its work promptly. Never-
theless, it is up to the yard officials to keep track of the

number of cars handled by each switching engine in each

service, and to consider the cost of the various movements
with a view to working out a standard of cost, etc.

Freight House Expenses

It probably costs a trifle more to handle outbound freight

than inbound freight. While the expenses per ton handled

through modern freight houses do not differ greatly, those

familiar with this particular kind of work say it is utterly

impossible to state whether it costs more to handle a piece

of machinery weighing 1,000 lb. as against 20 boxes of

groceries weighing 50 lb. each. Study can, and should be

made of this subject, and expenses in station buildings in

many cases can be greatly reduced by more efficient handling

and by piece-work. It has been found that when gangs have

been handling goods moving through freight houses on a

piece-work basis, they do the work much quicker and at a

substantially lower cost than employees who are paid by the

hour. Close comparison of such costs as between companies
would undoubtedly lead to considerable saving.

It is precisely the costs of freight houses and yard expenses

which will finally have to be thrashed out in the New Eng-
land rate division case. Possibly the trunk lines are right

when they claim that the yard and freight house expenses

of the New England roads are unduly heavy, but it is up to

them to prove this assertion, and if they can do it, a great

leap ahead in railroad cost accounting will be accomplished.

These statistics will also demonstrate, more or less, what
kind of traffic is paying and what kind of traffic is handled
at a loss.

Losses in Railway Operation and Their Remedies

This leads to the important question: Where are the

greatest leaks or losses in the railroad business? I believe
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that on the "less than carload business" the railroads are

losing not less than $50,000,000 a year.

It is impossible to get at the gross earnings from l.c.l.

business, but they are probably about 8 per cent of the total

freight earnings, or about $350,000,000 per annum against

which must be debited the bulk of the loss and damage
expense, which has been steadily creeping up and now
averages over 2 per cent of the freight earnings. If these

costs of loss and damage were properly allocated to the l.c.l.

traffic, it would probably consume from 15 per cent to 20

per cent of the gross earnings from this source.

The bulk of the freight house expenses and the large in-

vestments for terminals are made in connection with and for

the purpose of handling l.c.l. traffic, and further investment

for this particular purpose is called for from time to time.

The loading of merchandise cars averages about 16,000 lb.

and, therefore, the proportion of paying freight carried in

these cars is only approximately 30 per cent of the gross

weight hauled by the locomotive.

A close cost study of l.c.l. traffic will disclose that most

railroad companies, many of which are now bitterly com-

plaining about automobile truck competition, had better let

the trucks have this business. This applies especially to the

short haul less than carload business originating or terminat-

ing in the larger cities, where there are long delays in con-

nection with switching to and from freight houses through

large yards, and where the capital investment is very great.

Another way Of saving on this business, besides the obvious

attempts in reduction of loss and damage, consists of what

was known during the war as "sailing days." Many com-
panies should decline to handle the usual daily number of

package cars and let competing railroads get the business or

force concentration into much greater loads and do the load-

ing more carefully.

Raise the Minimum of Loading

The second greatest source of waste, running into many
millions, is light loading. While the capacity of freight

cars in the last 20 years has increased by fully 50 per cent,

the minimum carloads of the various commodities have prob-

ably not increased more than about 20 per cent. Many state

commissions have prescribed a low minimum carload on many
commodities in order to help the small producers or dealers.

This is short-sighted local regulation at the expense of the

nation at large. There have been long investigations of this

subject and barrels of ink have been spilled over it, but very

little has been accomplished in the interest of economy. A
small committee should be appointed composed of represen-

tatives of the different groups of railroads throughout the

country which should make definite proposals to raise the

minimum weight of carload freight to a reasonable and
economical level.

There is no reason why a small shipper should be allowed
to load a car at less than its reasonable capacity just for the

purpose of helping him. and let the public at large in effect

pay him a bonus. The most economical and intelligent ruling

for a minimum carload is the tonnage capacity, or cubic
capacity of the car. If a shipper prefers a 40-ton car when
only a 50-ton car might lie available in his vicinity, then he
should, in the interest of national efficiency, be compelled to

take whatever car may be at hand.

Assuming that mineral traffic, which amounts to roughly
50 per cent of the tonnage, i- now all handled in full car-

loads, then the raising of the minimum weight per carload
by 10 per cent on other commodities would not only be
equivalent to the construction of 125,000 additional freight

cars which, at present prices of about $1,S00 per car. would
represent an investment of $225,000,000, but it will mean a
reduction of substantially 5 per cent in operating expenses
all-around, because it will cause a reduction of 5 per cent in

freight train miles on the main lines; also in switching miles,

cost of repairs and, theoretically, a similar decrease in main-
tenance of way and in the bookkeeping; that is, general
expenses connected with the handling of traffic, etc.

Wasteful Accounting Methods

The additional expense of accounting put upon the rail-

roads by the Interstate Commerce Commission in asking for

all kinds of statistics, is surely not less than $25,000,000
and probably exceeds $50,000,000. There is no reason why
the Interstate Commerce Commission should not have all the
information which is of sendee to it, but methods could be
found to consolidate these various reports and abolish a great
many. If, for instance, someone in a certain section of Texas
complains to the commission that he is not getting as many
livestock cars as another section of the same state, or of
Oklahoma, the railroad companies will be required to regu-
larly file a report as to the number of livestock cars dis-
patched in each particular section and these reports are re-

quired to be filed continuously and long after the necessity
or use for them has ceased.

I recently congratulated a president of a railroad on the
fact that he had just crossed the $1,000,000 mark in gross
earnings, and that, therefore, his road has become a Class 1

carrier. He replied that this was a subject for condolence
rather than congratulations, because it would require much
additional accounting on the part of his organization. He
figured this additional < ost would run anywhere from S10.000
to $25,000 and that the additional net which he might derive
from the first $100,000 gross earnings above $1,000,000
would all go for additional cost of accounting as required
by the commission. Surely this is absurd

!

I would suggest that a conference be called between the
railroad accountants and the statisticians of the Interstate
Commerce Commission with a view to reducing the number
of reports required to a minimum, and to consolidate them
as much as possible.

There are, of course, many other savings possible in vari-
ous ways by the various companies. Unquestional.lv. all rail-

road shops are not run efficiently, no more than all private
machine or government shops. Right here, one difficulty

While railroad officials have not been compelled duri
last three and a half years to spend as much time with the
various state commissions as they formerly did. tar too much
time is being given by them to the various governmental
requirements and to discussing matters of accounting, physi-
cal valuation, etc., with the numerous kinds of government
officials. Railway officials cannot give the required time to
thoroughly supervise their own affairs because they are too
much involved in problems which too much regulation has
thrust upon them.

Increased Percentage of Paying

Load Most Important

Some one has well said that the objects of a railroad are:

(1) To transport as large an amount of freight and
passengers as possible;

(2) To handle this traffic with the smallest number
of train-miles;

(3) To operate each train-mile at the lowest possible

cost.

The public at large certainly would be startled if it could
be made to visualize the fact that the actual cost of trans-

portation of trains over the road constitutes less than one-
fifth of the total costs connected with the operation of rail-

roads, and a i- equally difficult for the public to visualize

the fact that the expenditure of most of the remaining four-

fifths is absolutely essential. All railroad statistics as shown
to the public and stockholders, and for that matter most of

those as shown to the operating officials themselves, are based
on tut tons. Managers of sugar mills base their reports on
the number of tons of cane or beets which are ground and
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they taj en rid when they can show in any one year

that the amount of sugar extracted bj them is a fraction of

one per cent greater than it was during the year before.

Similar!}-, the attention of everyone interested in railroads

must be concentrated on extracting a greater amount of pay-

ing ton-miles in proportion to gross tons handled. If every-

body will concentrate and the operating officials of the vari-

ous lines will emulate each other towards producing less gross

and more net tons the possible achievements in this direction

would probabrj be quite surprising.

Labor Costs

All the above savings are trifling compared with possible

savings connected with the cost of labor.

Out of every dollar earned by the railroad companies

In 1912, 43.1 per cent went for wages

In 1916, 40.8 per cent went for wages

In 1920, 59. 9 per cent went for wages

Similarly, out of each dollar of railroad gross earnings,

net earnings applicable to interest on capital were

—

In 1912, 25.2 per cent

In 1916, 29.10 per cent

In 1920, 1.00 percent

The amount of public service rendered for each dollar of

interest and dividends paid to owners of railroad securities

was

—

In 1913, 459 ton-miles and 47 passenger miles

In 1917, 582 ton-miles and 53 passenger-miles

In 1920, 611 ton-miles and 64 passenger-miles

In other words, in spite of the decreased value of the dollar,

capital during this eight-year period rendered an increased

service of about 33 per cent for each dollar paid to capital.

Inasmuch as the additional capital invested in railroads dur-

ing this period has received no income, or has transplaced

other capital which had to do without income, the result

achieved by capital in the way of public service is shown in

another way: that is to say, the increased service per dollar

of capital invested in railroads during the same eight-year

period was about 12 per cent. On the other hand, for each

dollar of wages paid out, the railroads rendered

—

In 1913, 245 miles of freight service

25 miles of passenger service

In 1920, 121 miles of freight service

13 miles of passenger service

or just a trifle less than half.

One might write volumes, but they could not more strongly

prove the fact that the present high cost of transportation

and lack of return on railroad capital has been due to ab-

normally high wages and inefficiency of labor. If railroad

rates are to be reduced and the railroads are to be really

managed in the most economical and efficient way, the only

way is to repeal all special pro-labor legislation and let the

railroads deal direct with their employees, practically in the

manner in which the Pennsylvania Railroad is now proposing

to handle its business.

We had very few railroad strikes before the war and the

enactment of the Adamson bill, and we probably would have

less strikes in the future because railroad officials would have

to conform to public opinion on the subject of wages : public

opinion is much more wide-awake on this subject than it

used to be.

Permanent Remedy for Labor Trouble

Congress could in the interest of the public, in the interest

of capital invested in the railroads, and in the interest of the

bulk of labor, pass constructive legislation which will forever

settle the wage question in a peaceful manner. The remedy
for the present situation is as follows:

The provisions concerning the Labor Board in the Esch-

Cummins bill should be repealed and in lieu thereof, there

should be authorized a Labor Bureau under the supervision

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Labor employed by

railroad and utility companies is just as much charged with

the public interest as the management and, therefore, its joint

activities should be under the same authority as the manage-
ment. The function of the Interstate Commerce Commission
Labor Bureau should be as follows:

1. To lay down rules for the election of the labor union

officials, which shall be by secret ballot, and to supervise

such elections.

2. If there appears to be any dissatisfaction or disagree-

ment between a railroad corporation and its employees, the

points of difference shall be submitted to the Labor Bureau,

which shall clearly define them. In case 5 per cent of the

employees or members of any union shall sign a petition

favoring a strike, then the Labor Bureau shall order a secret

strike vote which shall be supervised by it.

3. To prescribe a form of accounting, in accordance with

which, all books of such labor unions are to be kept.

4. The accounts of the labor unions shall be audited by
a certified accountant employed by the bureau; said reports

to be printed and open to inspection by the public.

Everyone knows that strikes are generally declared by a

small minority of more or less irresponsible and restless young
men who want excitement, while the majority of the loyal,

steady employees are passive in these matters and merely go

on strike because they fear that they or their families will

be molested. The union leaders will vociferously object to

such legislation, but I am convinced that if this proposed

legislation were to be voted on, not only most working people

but also a majority of union labor would favor it by a large

majority.

Competition

Just as it was the fashion a generation ago to encourage

competition, and just as it was the fashion up to recently

to regulate everything, the present slogan seems to be to avoid

the alleged waste incidental to competition. Before Congress

and the country go too far in this, a very close study should

be made of the amount of operating expenses actually due

to competition. While some railroad mileage might be

abandoned here and there if competition were eliminated,

this probably would not amount to very much—certainly not

more than 5,000 miles, or 2 per cent of the entire mileage,

and probably not half that.

While freight stations in many communities might be con-

solidated, the total savings in the expenses of maintenance

of way would certainly be less than 2 per cent. There would

be no savings in the maintenance of equipment at all. except,

possibly, by the consolidation of shops here and there, but

as all the good railroad shops are now generally worked to

their full capacity, the savings of maintenance of equipment

would not be very much.
The traffic department involves an expense of not over 3

per cent of the gross earnings of the railroad. This probably

could be largely eliminated, although the shippers will greatly

miss the accommodation and information now given out by

this department.

Advertising could undoubtedly be reduced considerably,

but whether this would be a real saving is another question

because advertising of special excursions, reduced round-trip

fares, etc., stimulates traffic, and the advertising of train

schedules is a great service to the public.

In the conducting transportation department the only pos-

sible savings would be by increasing train loads on branch

lines, which is equal to saying that people served by branch

lines would get poorer service.

Quite true, other savings might be instituted, such as the
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slowing down of competition, time freights, etc., all of which

would mean reduction of service to the public.

Consolidation of service in the yard and terminals might

here and there save considerable money, but these savings

would probably be considerably less than 3 per cent of the

total amount expended for conducting transportation.

General expenses could, theoretically, probably be reduced

by consolidation, but as the size of the companies would be

greatly enlarged, the work assigned to clerks would probably

be increased so much that the theoretical savings would dis-

appear. While the number of presidents might be decreased,

the number of general, or supervising officers could not be

decreased at all because as it is, there are not enough of them.

Therefore, the amount disbursed for that purpose could not

be reduced.

While anyone who has not studied this situation may glibly

talk about the waste of competition, upon close examination

it will be found that, with the exception of the operation of

wasteful competitive passenger service, it does not exist on

a great scale. If competitive expenses amount to 3 per cent

of the total gross earnings of the railroads, they would run

up to the very tidy sum of $180,000,000 a year, or a little

over one-half of what the government is now collecting in

taxes from passenger and freight service.

Wasteful passenger service could easily be regulated by

pooling of the business, and competition in freight service

is probably worth to the public all it costs. Stratification of

service and bureaucracy is certain to creep into every manage-

ment which has no competition. The incentive to get ahead

of the other fellow by giving better service is probably worth,

not only what it actually costs, but several times that.

Before Congress legislates against competition, a close

analysis of the cost and value of competition should be made.

Many old problems are dealt with in a new way in this

article and many new points are raised on which there will

unquestionably be much difference of opinion. As progress

can only be achieved through discussion, I hope that your

readers will freely and frankly criticise the suggestions which

are made.

Grand Central Busiest

New York Station

The Grand Central Terminal carried off the honors

in 1921 for handling the largest number of railroad

passengers into and out of New York City with a total

of 36,937,12 l
> passengers, according to figures compiled by

the New York rransit Commission and made public last

week. The Pennsylvania Station was second with a total

of 35,947,570 while the Long Island's station at Flatbush

Avenue, Brooklyn, was third with 33,968,090. The Long
Island, which brings passengers into three stations, including

Flatbush Avenue, Pennsylvania Station and Long Island

City, handled the largest number of passengers during the

year, its total being 59,133,876, while the Pennsylvania was

second with 42.260,425 passengers. /The Long Island's traffic

at Flatbush Avenue represents what may be called the most

intensive movement shown in the record, as the whole of the

traffic to and from Flatbush Avenue is carried on two tracks.

The Flatbush Avenue total for 1920 was almost 6,000,000

(23 per cent) greater than in 1919.

These figures omit from consideration the Hudson & Man-
hattan, which operates tubes under the river and a line to

Newark, N. J. That road handled to and from its Cortlandt

street terminal 52,389,914 passengers and a total of 85,685,-

868 passengers, a large portion of whom used also trains of

the Pennsylvania, Baltimore & Ohio or Lehigh Valley (to or

from Manhattan Transfer) or of the Erie or Lackawanna.

The figures compiled by the transit commission show the

total number of passengers handled in and out of New York
City in 1920, including those using the Hudson &: Manhat-
tan, as 252,763,523, an increase of seven per cent over 1919.
The details as compiled by the commission are tabulated as

follows

:

Passenger Travel on All Steam Roads in and Oit of New York
City, 1920

Baltimore S- Ohio (Pennsylvania Station) *m (Vin
Central of New Jersey— «u,uoo

Commuters '10,882,157
All others 7,254,771

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western—
18,136.928

Commuters
1 3 233 1 65

Passengers on 50-tnp family tickets 2,073,'3O0
Other passengers on suburban trains 5,446.575
Passengers on through trains 800,000

r, ,. „ J ,'? 1 (Hojjoken) 21,553,040
Une-nalf of this number (estimated) used the Hudson Tubes,

leaving for ferries
Erie Railroad

—

Commuters '21,901892
All others 5.475,473

. ,
To'*1 (Jersey City) 27,377,365

1 wo-thirds of this number, it is estimated, used the Hudson
Tubes, the balance using the ferries being

Hudson & Manhattan

—

Sixth Avenue Line 33.295,954
Ierminal, Cortlandt it 52,389,914

Lehigh Valley (Pennsylvania Stati-
Long Island

—

Long Island City Terminal....
Pennsylvania Station.

1,725,706
23,440,080

Flatbush Avenue Terminal, Brooklyn 33,968,090

York Central-

Grand Central. Main Line
Grand Central, Harlem Div..
Sedgwick Ave., Putnam Div..
42nd St. and Cortlandt St. Fer-

ries (West Shore) 1,306,371

Regular
4,505,367
1,774,610
254,678

Commutation 50-Trip
familv
669,500

1,448,700
188,250

5,368,956 452,500 7,127,827

and school
5.264,533
6,814,537
669,268

1,037,847
,112.196

Total 7,841,026 18,117,294 2,758,950 28,7
New York, New Haven & Hartford

—

Commutation 50-Trip
Regular and school family

Gran.! Central 8,295,191 7,279,094 885,597 16,4
Harlem River Terminal 492.211

New York, Ontario & Western (by West Shore Ferries) 634,1.'J

, Regular Commutation
N. Y., Westchester & Boston 3,698,156 743.856 4

Pennsylvania

—

Cortlandt Street Ferry ;.

Desbrosscs Street Ferry
Regular Commutation

Pennsylvania Terminal 9,373,992 2,343,498 11,

Total, Pennsylvania Railroad 18,369,036

GVand total 252,763,5J3

In addition to the traffic shown in tin- : nnsyl-

vania also received from and delivered to the Hudson &
Manhattan al Manhattai I

^'1,389 passengers

(commuters 15,529,403; all others, 8,361,986), making^the
grand total of all Pennsylvania Railroad p rriving

at and leaving New York City during the year 42,2<

This company also carried to and from its Jersey City Ter-

minal ( Jersev City passengers) 3,900,000 (commuters 2.-

535,000," all others 1,365,000).

Lehigh Yalley Railroad passengers arriving at and depart-

ing from Jersey City numbered 162,000, this figure being

included in the total number of Pennsylvania Railroad pas-

sengers carried on its two ferries.

The Staten Island Rapid Transil > rried on it?

lines in Staten Island (all within New York. City) 13,011,-

958 passengers.

A compilation of the business handled by the leadh .

tions would be as follows:

Grand Central

—

New York Central -

New York, New Haven & Hartford it -

36,937,129

Pennsylvania Station

—

• & Ohio 330.000

Lehigh Yalley
Long Island

Pennsylvania
Flatbush Avenue, Long Island

Erie
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
Central of New Jersey
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Railroads in the Post-War
Readjustment*

By Atlee Pomerene

United States Senator from Ohio

1am mindful of the many criticisms of our transportation

system, and many of them are well founded, but notwith-

standing these facts we have the best transportation sys-

tem in the world, at the cheapest rates per train mile in the

world, and with the best paid labor in the world.

I have no defense to make for the executive management of

our railroads as it existed 20 or 30 years ago, but the man-
agement has been greatly improved, and the class of men
who are now the active executives of the great systems of the

country are far in advance of the executives of 30 years or

more ago. Most of them appreciate the fact that railroad

property is not for their private manipulation, but that it is

quasi-public property for the benefit of the entire public.

The war reduced the morale not only in private industry,

but in the railroad world as well. Part of the shortcomings

of every industrial activity is attributable to the war, and we
must be very patient with one another when we attempt to

criticise too severely. The object of criticism should not be

for the purpose of maligning those who have made mistakes,

but rather for the purpose of calling attention to them, with

the view of curing them. It is in this spirit that I shall

discuss briefly the transportation problem.

Theorists suggest government ownership. It is only char-

itable to say of them that while their intentions may be the

best, they never have studied their way through the problems

involved. Agitators speak of it, but as a rule they are bent

only on destruction of things that are, and care nothing for

the future of the country, except as they themselves may
profit by the change. The government did many things which

it was required to do during the period of the war just as

manufacturers and business men, and in fact all other citi-

zens, were compelled to do, which they would not think of

doing during a time of peace.

And one of the things which it was necessary for the gov-

ernment to do during the period of the war was to take over

and operate the railroads for the purpose of hurrying the

manufacture and transportation of our war supplies for the

boys who went to the front to fight the battles of democracy

and world-freedom.

As a result of government management during these trying

times, notwithstanding the great increase in all traffic rates,

the government so far has sustained a known and conceded

loss of somewhat over $1,200,000,000. When the government

took over the railroads, it agreed to return them at the end

of government control in as good a condition as they were

at the time the government received them. Under this pro-

vision of the statute some of the railroads have filed large

claims. If the claims of the railroads which are not yet filed

shall be proportionately as large as those which have been

filed, the total of unliquidated claims will amount to between

$1,500,000,000 and $2,000,000,000. Of course, it would be

but a wild guess to state what part of this amount must ulti-

mately be paid. Enough is known, however, to make us

realize that it will be no inconsiderable amount.

The total railway investment, according to the best esti-

mates that can be made by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion after they have been trying for six years and more to

ascertain the value of these railroads, is about 19,200,000,000

of dollars. The finally ascertained value may be somewhat
below or somewhat above these figures. There was a time

when there was a great deal of water in these railroad stocks

and bonds, but that is not so now, at least to no very great

extent. The actual value of the railroads will not be very

•From an address before the Chamber of Commerce, Hamilton, Ohio, on
June 14, 1921.

far from the combined stock and bond issue. I am speaking

of the railroads as a whole.

And now what is the situation? Labor has its rights which
must be protected. The investors have their rights which
must be guarded, and the public has rights which are para-

mount to all of them. The public has the right to have the

best, the quickest, the cheapest transportation obtainable.

And while present traffic rates per ton mile are lower in this

country than they are in Europe, the public leels that present

freight and passenger rates are higher than they ought to

be, and I share this view. At the same time we must re-

member that the total revenues of the railroads cannot be

reduced, generally speaking, unless there is a material reduc-

tion in the expenses of operation. I do not overlook the fact

when I make this statement that high rates in some instances

have resulted, as I believe, in the reduction of transportation

to the extent that there has been an actual loss instead of an
increase in revenues.

That it has been necessary to increase traffic rates I think

all must concede. It is impossible to increase expenditures

unless you increase the revenue to meet them, and instead of

the railroads earning during the last year the S 1/; per cent on

their investment, the net earnings for the railroads of the

whole country during the calendar year 1920 were only $61,-

928,626 available for interest and dividends, or less than

three-tenths of one per cent.

If we take the year March 1, 1920, to March 1, 1921,

the net earnings are less than $3,000,000 for the entire rail-

road systems of the United States.

A few weeks ago a manufacturer of engines came into my
office. His company's plant had been operating only part

capacity for some time. He had just returned from the south

where he went to sell some engines. He met with only fair

success. In talking about conditions in his own plant he told

me that wages in his shop had increased from time to time

during the war until the total wage average increase amounted
to 115 per cent over and above the average wage prior to the

war. Some weeks ago his company called its men together

and advised them that the management in order to get work
would be obliged to reduce the price of the product, and
that this could not be done unless there could be a reasonable

cut in the wage. The company proposed a cut of 1 5 per cent.

All the men in the shop eagerly accepted this proposition ex-

cept those in one department. They wanted to accept it, but

advised the company that their international officers would
not allow them to do so. What a fine spirit it showed to

have employers and employees getting together in their com-
mon interest. How gladly, I imagine, the men accepted this

reduction in order that they might have work, and the com-
pany might continue to do business. And when all their fel-

lows were accepting, what must have been the feeling of the

men in the one department who were not permitted to go to

work by their international officers? My judgment is that

officers of an organization should do what their men want,

and the men should not be dictated to by the few arbitrary

leaders.

In this particular instance let me add that before the war
the standard engine of this company required 7,000 hours to

build it. At the time of which I speak this same engine re-

quired 13,000 hours to build it, at an increase of wages of

115 per cent. In other words, as compared with pre-war
times the cost of the engine was almost quadrupled.

I am not referring to these conditions in a fault-finding

way. I know that during the period of the war the morale
of the country was so interrupted that not one man nor one

class of men was responsible for the conditions. All must
accept their responsibility. It is one of the misfortunes that

must be charged to war. I am referring to these conditions

with the hope I may help all classes to see conditions as they

are, and in order that we all may determine what should be

done under present conditions.
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NewFreightTerminal NearingCompletion in Chicago

Multiple Story Construction and Elevators are Prominent Features

of Chicago & Alton Project

The multiple story principle of freight house opera-

tion and the idea of elevator communication between

floors find their most recent application in the terminal

project which the Chicago & Alton is pushing to completion

in the city of Chicago. This involves the replacing of an old

freight house with a new one and the extensive revision of a

restricted track layout. The new building is a combined
freight house, warehouse and office structure, built over the

tracks, in which outgoing and incoming freight will be han-
dled separately and all freight, regardless of kind, will be

/Joint tracks C. d A. and Penn.

century old, while the general offices of the company have
been confined to rented charters for several years. With these

basic needs present, an inducement for commencing the

undertaking was supplied in the necessity which arose for

the Alton to abandon its older facilities to make room for

the construction of the new Union Passenger Station. Aside

from the special engineering and operating features embodied,

the project is of interest because of its having been under-

taken at a time when the tendency on railroad*

postpone improvements of this character. Also, associated as

Chicago Tunnel System

Chicago

The Track Layout of the Chicago & Alton Terminal

handled between different floor levels by elevators. The
building is six stories high, and about three acres in extent.

'It provides approximately 140,000 sq. ft. of area in track

platforms and freight house floors and 50,000 sq. ft. of ware-

house space, has about 1,400 lin. ft. and 3,000 lin. ft. re-

spectively of doorways and car platforms, and is located

advantageously with respect to the Chicago river, along which
the road has about 1,000 lin. ft. of dockage on a level with
its tracks.

The project had its origin in the need for more adequate
freight handling facilities and quarters for its enlarged office

organization, the existing facilities being more than half a

it is with the union depot construction, it occupies a place

of general interest as a part oi a .-till larger terminal di
'

ment program, the latter anticipating the remodeling of the

entire terminal district in the vicinity of the present union

depot through the construction of the new union station (now

under way), the Alton layout, the Pennsylvania freight ter-

minal building (alread) completed) and the proposed freight

terminal of thi i Burlington & Quincy.

In determining the design of the layout and the character

of the construction several exacting conditio' .-

themselves for consider.!

I

:iing factors. The
round space was a narrow strip extendii

65
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Buren street on the north to Polk street on the south, a dis-

tance of about 1,300 ft., between the Chicago river on the

ml the Union Station property on the west. This strip,

comprising about ten acres, is situated some 20 ft. below the

street level and is crossed by three elevated streets, Van
Buren on the north, Harrison at the center and Polk street

on the south. Furthermore, it is made irregular by the bank

of the river and the existence at the Polk street end of two

commercial warehouses. It will be bounded along the west

\ an elevated street extending from Van Buren to Polk

streets as called for by the plans of the Union depot. Added
to these conditions and confinements with respect to location

were considerations regarding the present and future business

requirements, the limitations on funds for construction and

the high value of the property, all of which created a problem

forms, one on the west for outgoing freight, a second on the

east for incoming freight and a third midway between for

effecting transfers directly from one car into another. These
platforms accommodate elevators at intervals of about 50 ft.,

which provide the means of communication with the upper
floors and also give access to 12 house tracks, seven of which
extend through the house and are covered by it for a distance

of about 800 ft. and four of which extend along the west

side, the remaining track being a short spur at the south end

of one of the platforms. These tracks are arranged in groups

of four, three, two and two from west to east with respect to

the platforms and provide capacity for about 270 cars. Ex-
cepting for the two tracks to the east which terminate at the

north end of the structure, they may be entered both from

the south and the north from the joint main line tracks of

Rolling doors

Floor Plan of the South Unit Showing Elevator Shafts and Scales

necessitating close arrangement to detail. In the existence

of such factors, the project was begun only after extended
studies had been made to the end of minimizing cost and
building most advantageously.

The General Layout

The general layout comprises a building occupying a
rectangular area along the west side of the Alton property

on both sides of Harrison street. This building, about 900 ft.

in its longest dimension and 236 ft. in its widest, is a con-

tinuous structure at track level, but at the street level is

separated by Harrison street into north and south units, each
of which faces on Harrison street. With respect to freight

handling it is divided lengthwise into outgoing and incoming
houses whereby all incoming freight is handled on one side

of the building, while the outgoing is handled on the other.

Below the street level the building accommodates three plat-

the Alton and Pennsylvania, there being one lead at the north

and two at the south end of the yard.

The remaining 20 tracks of the total of 32 in the yard

are team tracks. These tracks are arranged in groups sep-

arated by concrete pavements and provide capacity for about

165 cars. Access to them will be had by two inclines, one

already in existence extending from Polk street and the other

to extend south from Van Buren street. The inclines will

rise to the street levels on a grade of about 3.5 deg.

The North Unit

Of the two units formed by the intersection of Harrison

street, the north unit is the largest. This building, not includ-

ing the 70 ft. by 30 ft. extension on the rear for power plant

and heating purposes, is 340 ft. long, has a street frontage of

235 ft., extends five stories above the street level and, aside

from the local freight handling facilities, provides warehouse
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-pace and quarters for the company's local freight and gen-

eral office organizations. The local freight business is con-

fined to the first or street floor, all communication with street

vehicles being effected at this level while access is had to

the car platforms by means of the elevators. The area of the

first floor is divided lengthwise into two sections, one intended

tions of the house and also affords ready accessibility to the

street from all part.- of I .: In addition to a stair-

way, a passenger elevator and four freight elevators (one of

the latter being omitted for the present), the platform of each

section accommodati room and platform

for weighing, there being eight scales for the outgoing and

Lp— I

Tf—^J

Driveway.

1

DDDQ
Inbound Platform.— ^Transfer Platform. *—Outbound Platform.

Section of the South Unit Through A-A, Showing Arrangement of House Tracks and Platfcrms

for incoming and the other for outgoing freight, the section-

being separated by a driveway 67 ft. wide. This driveway

extends through the house from and on a level with Harrison

street and terminates at the north end in a 24-ft. viaduct

which, when completed, will provide a connection with Van
Buren street. In addition to this central driveway, the plan

two for the incoming section. The floor i- lighted by closely-

spaced window- along each side of the building and by the

large" open entrances at each end of the driveway,

The second floor of the building is

and storage u-e and allow- for that purpose the • ntire area

of the building except for the elevator shafts. 1 hi

Looking North from Polk Street. South End of Freight House in Foreground

provides For two side entrances to the building from Harrison

street, each to be 30- ft. Wide and 120 ft. long. When con-

structed one will extend along the east side of the building

for ingoing freight and the other under the West side of the

building for outgoing freight.

This arrangement of the first floor provides

sq. ft. of floor space cadi for the inbound and outbound por-

approximates 61,000 sq. ft., commu
al freight i

'<

I IV \\ 1

1

ind high monil

The third, fourth and fifth floors of thi

I to the no
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of the company. These floors extend only above the front

end of the building and provide about 20,000 sq. ft. of office

area. According to the plan the third floor will be occupied

by the offices of the local freight agent, telegraph and tele-

phone department, superintendent of car service and a lunch

room; the fourth floor, by the controller's and auditor's forces

and the fifth floor by the exei utive offi< es and the engineering,

transportation, purchasing and freight and passenger depart-

ments. Two elevator and stairway units, one unit on each

side of the building, will furnish access to the street and to

the roof, the latter to be surrounded by a four foot parapet

and prepared for recreation purposes. -

The South Unit

The south unit of the terminal structure is confined to one

story above the street level and appears as two separate build-

ings, an inbound and an outbound house separated by a

common driveway. This building is 460 ft. long and 154 ft.

wide and is devoted entirely to freight handling. As such it

differs from the north unit in three particulars. The car

platform of the outbound house extends beyond the south

end of the building sufficiently to accommodate a crane by
means of which heavy objects may be transferred directly

from street vehicles to the cars. Also the house like other

terminals in the business center of the city provides accom-
modations for the transfer of freight with the Chicago Tunnel
Company. By means of elevators tunnel cars can be trans-

ferred directly from the tunnel to tracks on the trucking

floors. A further feature of this house lies in the relation of

the incoming house to the team tracks by reason of which
the two tracks extending under the east side of the building

can be utilized as team tracks as well as house tracks. Sim-

Interior View of Second Floor of North Unit.

Process of Curing

Floor in

ilarly to the north unit, the driveway to this unit is an exten-

sion from Harrison street and when desired may be prolonged
south to intersect with Polk street.

Structural Details

The building is of concrete-encased steel frame construc-
tion with brick walls and terra cotta coping and floors of
reinforced concrete. It presents a number of interesting fea-

tures in design, chief among which are the close attention

given to lighting and the supporting of that portion of the

four story section which extends over the four tracks on the

west side by 60-ft. trusses. Two types of foundations support
the structure, that under the south unit consisting of concrete
pedestals carried on piles, while that under the north build-
ing consists of concrete piers carried down to hard pan or
rock by the open caisson or Chicago method. There are 125

of these caissons, one under each column except in two in-

stances where the presence of a tunnel of the Chicago Tunnel
Company required the supporting of the columns on a rein-

forced concrete beam spanning between adjacent piers. These
beams are 5 ft. by 9 ft. in cross section. The caissons vary
in diameter from 4^ ft. to b l/2 ft., extend to an average
depth of 60 ft. and rest on hardpan except in one instance,

where bedrock was encountered.

The floor construction varies throughout the building. The
car platforms are concrete on cinders and the floors above
the street level are, in general, of the T-slab type construction

patterned after the Branson system of joist molding, whereby
the many joists supporting the slabs flare at each end. The
car platforms and floors of the south unit are surfaced with
asphalt mastic. All other platforms and floors are finished

in "Carborundum," a mixture of carborundum dust with
cement. The office floor hallways and the stairways are to

Interior View of Outbound House of South Unit

be laid with "terraza." The roadways will be paved with

creosoted wood block and the roof covered with asphalt

mastic.

All windows in the first and second floors and the sky-

lights are of wire glass in hollow steel sash and the 84 doors

between the driveways and the freight handling floors are of

the steel rolling type, each door protecting an opening 16 ft.

wide and 10 ft. high, separated only by the wall pilasters.

The storage space on the second floor of the north unit is

subdivided by a brick fire wall provided with four automatic

tin-clad fire doors. In the third, fourth and fifth floors,

expanded metal on the floors and floor joists provide the

surfacing for plaster and on the fifth floor a false ceiling

will be hung several feet below the roof. Partitions between

the offices in general will be wood and glass while hollow

tile will comprise the walls of all vaults and elevator shafts.

The direct system of electric lighting is to be used throughout

the building.

Elevators

With the knowledge that in the final analysis the efficiency

of the house will depend upon the elevators, this subject re-

ceived particularly careful attention with the result that pro-

vision has been made for 17 automatic elevators, each of 5

tons' capacity. These elevators are electrically operated by
means of push buttons. The buttons are located on the out-

side of the shaft as well as in the cage, by which arrange-

ment the operator may or may not follow the elevator and
the operation of the elevator is such that regardless of weight

carried the platform automatically will come to a stop at the

exact floor level. The elevator system also provides steel

doors in the shafts, which are counterbalanced to effect easy

operation and which both prevent their being opened from
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the outside and make impossible the rising of the elevator

in the shaft until they are closed. By means of these ele-

vators the system of operating the house is such that out-

going material received from street vehicles on the first floor

is transferred to the scales, thence to the elevator and from

there lowered to the track level platform and loaded into the

cars. It is the intention of the Chicago & Alton in operating

the house to require the men handling the material on the

first floor to follow the freight entirely through the process

of handling. Should occasion make it desirable, however, the

system is one which will enable the work to be accomplished

by separate gangs, each confined to a single floor.

This structure has been designed and erected under the

direction of W. T. Bierd, president, H. T. Douglas, Jr., chief

engineer, and W. F. Rech, bridge engineer of the Chicago

& Alton, and is being built by the Dwight P. Robinson Com-

pany, New York. The south unit of the terminal is com-

pleted and has been in operation for several weeks while the

construction of the north unit is expected to be far enough

along to permit of its opening for operation by July.

Labor Leaders Meet at Chicago to

Determine Policy on Wage Reductions

The general ciiatrmf.n and chief executives of the

labor organizations affected by the recent wage cut

order of the Railroad Labor Board met at Chicago on

July 1 to consider and pass upon the wage reductions which

went into effect on that date. Prior to July 1 strike talk was

rife but as the meeting continued the conservative element

in the ranks of the various organizations led by the "big

four" brotherhoods obtained control of the situation and on

July 5 several spokesmen of the labor organizations stated

that anything in the nature of a strike in protest against wage

reductions was "more than remote."

Soon after the various organizations convened a committee

of five representatives of the 16 larger railway unions was

appointed. This committee, which is headed by B. M. Jewell,

president of the Railway Employees' Department of the

American Federation of Labor, and composed of F. H. Fitz-

gerald, president of the Brotherhood of Railway and Steam-

ship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and Station Em-
ployees; L. E. Shepard, president of the Order of Railway
Conductors; E. J. Manion, president of the Order of Railway
Telegraphers, and Timothy Shea, vice-president of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, will

formulate the policy of the railway employees toward the

wage decrease order of the Labor Board. The committee

subsequently received daily reports from the various group
meetings in progress and will prepare general recommenda-
tions for submission to the union's membership.

After the meetings had been in session it developed that

the maintenance of way employees, clerks and shop men,
together with the firemen and oilers, as a group are strongly

opposed to accepting the decreases ordered for these employees
by the Labor Board, whereas the train service organizations
are seriously considering an "informal acceptance" of the

Labor Hoard's decision. Later developments indicated that

the conservatism of the "big four" brotherhoods was acting
as a check upon the more radical representatives of the main-
tenance of way, clerks' and other organizations.

The great differences of opinion held by the representatives

of the workers at the various group meetings led on July 2

to the appointment of- a committee of ten in each of the or-

ganizations to draw up a program. When these various pro
grams have been completed and approved by the representa
tives they will be submitted to the committee of five which,
in turn, will consolidate them into one program which will

then be submitted to the organizations for approval or
rejection.

On July 3 it became apparent that the abrogation of rules

and working conditions ordered by the Labor Board to be

effective on July 1 and later indefinitely postponed, accounted

to a large extent for the dissatisfaction of the employees as

expressed in referendums on the wage reductions. When
the more radical representatives became thoroughly informed

as to the present status of the national agreements and of the

various interpretations of Decision 119 which have been

issued by the Labor Board, peace sentiment gained rapidly.

Factional differences within the organizations rendered a

final decision as to labor's attitude at the present time im-

possible on July 4 and it became necessary to continue the

meetings on July 5.

The train service organizations finally decided upon a

plan of action late July S with the adoption of a resolu-

tion providing for a referendum vote of the membership of

the train service brotherhoods as to whether the wage cuts

recently ordered by the Labor Board will be accepted or

rejected.

[his referendum is to be taken not later than

tember 1 and in the meantime an effort will be made
to arrange a conference between the Union chiefs and the

railroad executives. The resolution adopted by the brother-

hoods said in part:

Whereas, The general chairmen arc required not only to

consider wage reduction but in many instances railroad officers

have served notice of their intention to abolish time and one-half

for overtime in road freight and yard service and in addition

thereto to revise schedules for the benefit of the railroad by
abolishing many rules and conditions which in the aggregate
mean loss of much money and creation of less favorable condi-

tions for various classes of employees and
Whereas, Much unrest and uneasiness exist which cause deep

concern, add to seriousness of the situation and establish a con-
dition of affairs which makes it practically impossible for this

body of general chairmen to take responsibility of deciding

these important questions for the reas hold that no
reduction in wages of various classes is justifiable and

Whtreas, It is the earnest desire of the representatives as-

sembled to do everything possible compatible with their duty to

those whom they represent to avoid any inconvenience or

the public, and
Whereas, In keeping with this thought we hereby authorize and

direct our executive officers to acquaint those in authority with
these resolutions; further that they call attention to the fact that

certain carriers, namely thi 8 North Arkansas and the

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic have disregarded decisions and
flouted authority of the Railroad Labor Board, and

Whereas, Despite all thi itive circumstances coupled
with a common desire to refrain from taking any action that

might precipitate a deplorable situation we
live, That the general chairmen cannot assume the re-

sponsibility of accepting wage reductions and that not later than
September 1. 1921, the entire subject matter be referred to the
membership through the various general chairmen for acceptance
or rejection,

Be it furthe That we authorize our chief executive
to make arrangements it , meet a committee of rail-

wax executivi meet the subcommittee represent-
ing the i mi iii ns named herein to consider and if possible

adjust all matters in controversy and that our chief executives and
committees handling these questions be directed clearly to place
the representatives of the railwa '. as to
whether or n< 't they will request further decreases in i

compensation, abolition of schedule rules or regulations or elimina-
tion of time and one-half time.

The ballot when submitted to the men shall contain an im-
partial and unbiased recital of all that is involved and the wishes
of men as expressed bj ballot shall determine the matter in ac-

cordance with the laws of the representati 1

.

It i> believed that the other labor organizations will follow

the lead of tlie brotherhoods and accept ti ictions

under protest, taking at tin same time a di on the

e National agreements.

Pullman Shop Employees' Wages To Be Reduced
rhe shop i

i the Pullman Company will i

the saine u [g

i riers in thi Board's 1

1

cording to a ruling announced on Tulv 2.



Hearings Before Senate Committee Adjourned

Committee Members Show but Small Interest—Prospects for

Little Railroad Legislation at This Session

Tin hearing before the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce, which has been inquiring into the

railroad situation for several weeks, was adjourned

on July 1 to a date to be fixed later by Chairman Cummins

in the latter part of August or about the first of September.

Chairman Cummins' announcement merely stated that it

was felt advisable to adjourn the hearings during the hot

weather. It has also been proposed in the Senate to take

a series of recesses during July and August. Very little

interest has been displayed in the railroad hearing during

the past two or three weeks by members of the committee.

Seldom have more than three or four members been present

and on several days Senator Cummins was the only mem-
ber of the committee present. He has now been ordered

by a physician to take a rest and the committee will hold

no hearing of any kind during the next month. Testimony

on behalf of the National Association of Owners of Railroad

Securities was completed on July 1, although S. Davies

Warfield, president of the association, may appear again

when the hearings are resumed. The committee had had

comparatively few requests from representatives of the ship-

pers for opportunity to be heard and, while it had been

arranged with representatives of the labor organizations to

appear on July 5, they had asked for a later date. They
had originally asked to be heard after the other testimony

had been presented.

Prospects for Little Railroad

Legislation at This Session

Now that the Frelinghuysen seasonal coal rate bill has

been practically killed by vote to recommit it to the com-

mittee, there are prospects for very little, if any, railroad

legislation at this session. A large number of bills intro-

duced to amend the Transportation Act, practically all of

which were originated by those who are unfriendly to that

law and opposed it at the time of its passage, have been

referred to committees, where no action has been taken on
them.

While the hearing before the Senate committee has

indicated no prospect of any definite results, it has afforded

an opportunity to the railroads to give a public explanation

of the situation. The investigation was started at a time
when a good many people were making charges that the

large increase in railroad expenses in 1920 after the rail-

roads were returned was due to extravagance and that the

decrease in railroad traffic was mainly due to the latest

advance in freight rates. The railroads were able to show
conclusively that the largest part of the increase in expenses
was due to the wage award and other increases in payroll

which resulted from the national agreements and wage
orders issued by the Railroad Administration during the

last few weeks of its existence, while there were also large

increases in the cost of fuel and other expenses, over which
the. railroads had very little control. The hearings have
also served to convince at least a majority 'of the committee,
apparently, that the diminution of traffic was due to general
business depression in no way related to freight rates and
that even if freight rates were too high a repeal of the

6 per cent rate-making rule of the Transportation Act would
not in any way affect the situation since the advance in
rates has at no time been sufficient to pay a 6 per cent
return even during the months of the heaviest traffic la=t

full

Washington, D. C.

Director Colston Submits

Written Statement Outlining Views

At the request of Senator Cummins, W. A. Colston,

director of finance of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

submitted a written statement on June 30 outlining his views

regarding the organization proposed by the National Asso-

ciation of Owners of Railroad Securities and the bills for

the federal incorporation of the National Railway Service

Corporation and to promote further economies and efficiency

in railway transportation.

He said there was no doubt in his opinion that the cor-

poration under a federal charter would continue to accom-

plish in part at least the benefits realized under its state

charter, namely, the extension of credit to carriers which

otherwise could not obtain credit and the reduction of in-

terest rates, discounts and commissions on moneys required

by railroads.

Without provision for adequate capital, however, he said,

these benefits would be limited by amounts available under

section 210 of the Transportation Act, or by similar provi-

sions under future laws, and the work of the corporation

would be handicapped, as the State corporation has been, by

the unwieldy forms of equipment trust agreements, etc.

"I think that the proposed corporation could be made a

much more virile and helpful institution if the bill were

amended in the following respects," said Mr. Colston.

"First. In order that there may be no fear or suspicion

of private profit or benefit growing out of the activities of

the federal corporation, the act of incorporation should dis-

tinctly provide that the assets and profits of the corporation

shall be the assets and profits of the United States, to be

administered by the managers of the corporation, as trustees

or fiduciaries, solely in the interest of commerce and of the

people of the United States. Instead of providing, as is

now done by section 10 of the bill, that the corporation shall

issue no shares of stock, it might be well to provide that

all of the capital stock of the corporation shall be issued

to and held by the United States. The loans, leases, under-

writings and other major operations of the corporation

should be under the control or subject to the supervision

of the Interstate Commerce Commission just as loans are

now made under section 210 of the Transportation Act
under the direction of the commission. But transactions

incidental to carrying out the general enterprises authorized

by the commission should be performed by the corporation's

officers and trustees just as business of a private corpo-

ration is carried on by its officers and an executive com-
mittee under the general authority of the directors or stock-

holders.

"Secondly. The business of the corporation should be
simplified by providing that the corporation itself shall

make the loans, underwrite the securities, or exercise the

other activities contemplated, upon direction or approval of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, without the necessity

for multiplying transactions between the commission and
the Treasury, between the Treasury and the corporation,

and between the Treasury and the carriers. And to the

extent of its assets or capital stock the corporation should
be permitted to underwrite, as well as buy, sell and loan
upon, the securities of carriers, but should, of course, not
be permitted to bind the United States by its underwritings
or agreements, except to the extent of the assets turned over
to the corporation and the profits therefrom, or to such

70
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further extent as may be specifically authorized by law.

"Thirdly. There should be turned over to the corpora-

tion, as the basis of its operations and to be held, adminis-

tered and dealt in as trustee, for the uses and purposes for

which it is created, all railroad securities of any kind now

held directly or indirectly by the United States government,

all balances in the revolving fund created by section 210

of the Transportation Act, 1920, and all the accretions

of the general railroad contingent fund provided for by

section 15a of the Interstate Commerce Act. A rough esti-

mate of the assets now or prospectively dormant and avail-

able for such purposes, in addition to the accretions which

may be expected for the general railroad contingent fund,

may be obtained from a consideration of the following:

In June of last year the War Finance Corporation held securi-

ties of railroads amounting to $64,658,210. It is probable that

the greater part of this sum is still unpaid.

On April 30, 1921. the Treasury held obligations of carriers

acquired under section 7 of the Federal Control Act, approved

March 21, 1918, as amended, amounting to $66,047,250, and equip-

ment trust 6 per cent gold notes acquired by the Director General

of Railroads pursuant to the Federal Control Act of March 21,

1918, as amended, and the act approved November 19, 1919, to

provide for the reimbursement of the United States for motive

power, cars and other equipment ordered for carriers under fed-

era! control, amounting to $310,098,300, and obligations of car-

riers acquired pursuant to section 207 of the Transportation Act,

approved February 2S, 1920. amounting to $89,506,500.

The revolving fund of $300,000,000 created by section, 210 of

the Transportation Act has been increased by accrued interest,

and if other provision is made for payment of judgments against

the Director General now required to be paid out of this fund we
may set down the assets and balances in the fund as amounting

to something over $300,000,000.

The carriers are now seeking the funding of additions and bet-

terments during federal control amounting to approximately

$750,000,000.

The obligations held for advances to carriers under the Federal

Control Act are subject to some changes growing out of the final

settlement of the carriers' accounts with the Director General,

but we may say in round figures that if the request of the car-

riers to fund additions and betterments during federal control is

granted we shall have in sight dormant or frozen assets amount-
ing to about $1,500,000,000, which, if turned over to the proposed
corporation, could probably be made the foundation of a financial

power of $4,500,000,000 an amount sufficient apparently, to

finance the needs of all of the railroads of the United States for

many yens.

'•Incidentally to the amendments suggested there should

be provisions to permit the making indefinitely of loans

by the corporation, on order or approval of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, out of its funds or assets, including

the balances and assets arising from the operations of the

revolving fund under section 210 of the Transportation

Act, 1920, and there should be either no limitation of the

time for which loans may be made or the time should be

considerably extended beyond the period of 15 years now
permitted by section 210 of the Transportation Act. The
average life of equipment is considerably more than 15

years, and under the restrictions of section 210 of the Trans-
portation Act it was impossible to arrange for the purchase
by the National Railway Service Corporation (or any other

organization effected for the purpose) of equipment to be
held by the corporation and leased to carriers generally.

As will appear from the table submitted in my testimony
of today, and showing the amortization at 6 per cent of
equipment on basis of 4 1/- per cent return on original
investment, and with depreciation rates of 4 per cent and
5 per cent, respectively, the National Railway Service Cor-
poration could buy equipment in quantity and lease such
equipment to carriers indefinitely on basis of Ay2 per cent
return on original cost of equipment plus depreciation, the
carrier, of course, making the repairs. With such central
ownership, benefits of a standardization of cars and of use
of cars where needed to meet seasonal requirements, etc.,

could be largely realized."

Relative to the bill providing for the promotion of fur-

ther economies and efficiency in railroad operation, Mr.
Colston said in his opinion the creation of formal organi-

zations on the part of the railways and men of financial

experience as proposed by the Warfield organization would
be of great benefit in furthering economies and efficiency.

particularly in the matters of standardization of equipment,

common use of terminals and universal interline billing.

He said it was his belief that the greatest difficult}' in the

way of accomplishing those results in the past has been
through the lack of power or failure to exercise power to make
mandatory the conclusions of those who have studied the

several subjects. He said the proposed bill should confer on
the commission the power to act upon recommendations made
by the proposed service board or of any of the group boards,

because if the recommendations could not lie made mandatory
the act would be of no effect.

Director Colston said he wished it understood he had
prepared his statement hastily and that it represented his per-

sonal views and not in any way those of the commission.

Views of American Manufacturers' Association

H. A. Holme-, representing the American Manufacturers'
Association, told the committee that members of his asso-

ciation stand ready to provide 5100,000,000 a month for

a year to enable the government to pay its debts to the rail-

roads, which he estimated at about that amount, receiving

in return Sy2 per cent tax-free Treasury certificates. Sena-
tor Cummins said that the Railroad Administration owes
the roads about $700,000,000 and has on hand about
$235,000,000, whereas the roads owe the government for

capital expenditures about $750,000,000. If the President
decides to fund the indebtedness of the railroads, he said,

a situation might arise in which Mr. Holmes' proposition

would be very interesting.

Walter L. Fisher Urges Legislation

in Favor of Co-ordinating Facilities

Walter L. Fisher, counsel of the Chicago Railway Termi-
nal Commission, urged upon the committee the importance
of legislation which will compel the better co-ordination of

railroad facilities by grouping or consolidation and by unifi-

cation of terminals along the lines suggested by Chairman
Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission in his testi-

mony before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce in 1919, in which he advocated that a beginning
be made by consolidation of terminals under terminal asso-

ciations or companies under a single management. Mr.
Fisher said thai the fundamental difficulty of the whole
railroad situation is the failure of the public, the govern-
ment agencies and the railroads to keep in mind the inherent

character of the railroad business. He said he is not an
advocate of immediate government ownership and would be
reluctant to state the date for government ownership, but
even- time we fail to have definitely in mind tl

a railroad is a government agency we get the wrong point

of view. The railroads are performing a function of govern-
ment, he said, yet the railroad executives are constantly

disposed to ignore that fact except when they want help
from the government on the ground that they are perform-
ing a public service. There is an unsound and unco
duplication of terminal facilities which are only superfi-

cially used, he said, yet many railroad executives claim
that the advantages of competition overbalance the advan-
tage, to be derived from unification. ^ I, this

spirit of competition amounts to very little from the public

standpoint and is little more than a talking poin -

railroad that has better facilities than an liciting

freight.

In the matter of sendee, he said, the railroads :in

if they compete too. much they get into destrucl

tion and so they agree to limit it. The unification c
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out under the Railroad Administration, he said, was so

successful that many railroad officers who were concerned

with it boasted of it, although they had previously opposed

unification, while it is difficult now to get them to admit

the advantage of unification because of the attitude of their

superiors, and unless there is some strong authority to com-

pel unification, the movement will not get very far.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, he said, has no

greater opportunity for usefulness than to make a real study

of the possibilities of unification to determine the facts,

and if it does not have the power should have the

power to put its recommendations into effect. People

who regard government ownership with apprehension

should realize that the danger of government ownership

is increased by their failure to recognize the necessity for

co-operation and co-ordination and their insistence on the

competitive theory. This, he said, is doing more to force

premature government ownership than anything else. In

some respects, he said, the railroad executives are doing

remarkably well, but they are so reluctant to give up
advantages which one road may possess over another that

some compelling power is required. Senator Cummins
pointed out that the Interstate Commerce Commission now
has power to compel the common use of terminals and

facilities. Mr. Fisher assented, but said that power is tied

up by the necessity for fixing the value of the property to

determine the proper compensation. He believed the Su-

preme Court would sustain the theory that back of all the

titles to property lies the obligation to perform the public

service and, while he would be the last to say that a rail-

road ought not to receive a fair return, it should only receive

a fair return, but, he said, the railroads want to capitalize

the disadvantage of a competitor. He said that the railroads

are appealing to congress for help, but before Congress

responds they should be compelled to adopt measures that

will promote a more economical use of the facilities.

Mr. Fisher said it was gratifying to observe the efforts

of the bondholders, as represented by Mr. Warfield's organi-

zation, to take a more active part in railroad affairs. The
railroad executives, he said, resent it and are inclined to

treat the bondholder as a mere creditor, but they fail to

recognize the inevitable tendency of railroad financing in

the future. Because the railroads have not been able to

sell stock at par they have been driven to issue bonds and
the real owners of the railroads have come to be the bond-

holders. The real problem is how to raise additional money
for the railroads and to do so it is necessary to stabilize

railroad securities. That means that the bondholders have

got to come to the front and they ought to be invited to do so.

Mr. Fisher said he did not believe the existing Inter-

state Commerce Act reaches the difficulty in the way of a

greater co-ordination of railroad facilities and that the

permissive provisions as to consolidation certainly are in-

sufficient, particularly as very little sympathy has been

manifested on the part of railroad officers toward a grouping

of the roads. Senator Cummins said that he agreed that

the act does not go far enough and that the Senate had
favored a compulsory consolidation law. Senator Cummins
asked if this would not have to be done by some public

agency because of the difficulty of raising capital enough
for it to be accomplished by a private company. Mr. Fisher

said that if the Interstate Commerce Commission would
revise the rate divisions so that the rates would provide on
terminal properties the same rate of return that is allowed
on railroad investments generally there would be no diffi-

culty in getting capital. He said it would not be necessary

to condemn the terminal properties or pay for them, but
the title can be left where it is, but the Interstate Commerce
Commission could be empowered to compel the properties

to be turned over to a company that would operate them in

the common interest.

Derailment of Passenger Train

Ascribed to a Split-Head Rail Failure

The chief of the Bureau of Safety of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission calls attention to the dangerous
character of split-head rail failures in a report on a

derailment occurring on the Chicago Great Western near

Wyeth, Mo., on January 3, 1920. This is based on an inves-

tigation by the engineer-physicist, James E. Howard, which
has led to the conclusion that the derailment was caused by
rail failure of this type. The report goes into considerable

detail as to the nature of these rail failures, carefully differ-

entiating: them from piped rails. Considerable data are also

presented, designed to indicate the influences leading to this

type of rail failure. Excerpts from this report follow.

In rails with split heads a longitudinal, vertical plane of rupture
is developed, located along the middle of the width of the head.
The origin of the plane of rupture is an interior one, located
about J4 in-, more or less, below the running surface of the head.
The shallow zone above the origin of the rupture remains un-
broken until the last stages of failure are reached. In the de-
velopment of the split head the plane of rupture extends down-
ward until abreast the junction of the head and the web. Here
it commonly bifurcates, the branches extending right and left

toward the fillets under the head. Final rupture occurs bv the
complete separation of the halves of the head and their detach-
ment from the web.

Split-head rails are often erroneously reported as piped rails.

The primary causes which lead to the failure of these two types
are distinctly different, and their origins are located in different

parts of the cross section of the rail. A split-head fracture has
its origin in the upper part of the head. A piped rail has a plane
of separation in the web and lower part of the head. Split-head
rails are of frequent occurrence, while piped rails are not. A
split-head fracture may occur in conjunction with a piped rail

as the present rail shows—a matter not affecting their separate
origins.

It will be inferred from the present exhibit and the remarks
which are submitted that relatively there is a greater tendency,
under the influence of track conditions, for a rail to fail by the
development of a split head than by reason of the presence of a
pipe.

Mr. Howard also presented a report on micrographic

studies showing evidence of flow of the metal in the upper
portion of the rail head as a result of which he presents the

following statement concerning probable cause of the failure:

In summation, the failure of the rail which caused the present

derailment was due to the presence of a split-head fracture. Wheel
loads cause distortion of the grain of the steel and induce lateral

flow of the metal at the running surface of the rail, the tendency

of such loads being to spread the railheads. The successful re-

sistance of such lateral forces depends upon the structura/ sound-

ness of the metal in the railhead. Longitudinal streaks are lines

of weakness which influence the formation of split-head fractures

and locate their incipient points of origin. Longitudinal streaks

are due to casting and mill conditions. Their elimination, or re-

duction in numbers and gravity of development, are matters for

the steel makers to consider. The ages at which split-head rails

manifest themselves indicate such fractures are of slow and pro-

gressive development. It is a matter of conjecture, although

having the appearance of probability, that split-head rails would
be unknown if strictly seamless steel was available for rails. The
rail problem is intensified by reason of the employment of high

wheel pressures. Soft rails display mashed heads. Hard rails

furnish a large number of transverse fissures.

There is a popular fallacy entertained that split-head rails do

not constitute a dangerous type of fracture, since at certain

stages in their progress of rupture they may be detected in the

track. This evidence, however, is presented at a late stage, after

the necessary margin in strength in the rail has been practically

exhausted, and not prior thereto. An element of danger has

arisen when split-head rails are detectable in the track. A
nomic qi i is involved in the elimination of the causes of

split-head failures, since many rails are removed for this cause

which are not otherwise unserviceable. Finally, split-head fail-

ures should not be reported as pined rails.

A Rough Game. "What has become of the tin locomotive

and the train of cars I gave you on your birthday?" .

"All smashed up," replied the small boy. "We've been playing

government .ownership."

—

Exchange.



The Delaware and Hudson's New Car Service Rules

Revised Rules for Promoting Prompt Car Movement Simplified

for the Benefit of Yardmasters

Avery successful wording of the rules for the guidance

of station agents and yardmasters in the prompt and

economical movement of foreign freight cars is that

of the Delaware & Hudson Company and a reprint of these

rules is given herewith. This code has been in use for

over a year, but it has now been revised to conform to the

changes, going into effect July 1, which have just been

adopted by the American Railway Association and it will be

found of interest as an example of a concise arrangement

of the matter in concrete form, most suitable for the agents

and clerks, who will use it, free from some of the technical

it will be seen, is well adapted to be a powerful aid to the

yard clerk in the attempt (which he must never relax) to keep

in mind the railroad geography of the whole country and the

bold-type subheads in the instructions enable him, in each

instance, to avoid wasting time on paragraphs which do
not apply to the question in hand. For example, if he is

dialing with a private-line car, he reads only the short

section devoted to those cars.

It will be noted that these only do not include the new
portion of Rule 2 under which two roads, connecting, may
agree on exceptions to one of the requirements of that rule.
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Delaware & Hudson Mileage Table for Car Service Department

details which arc necessarily included in the American
Railway Association circular, but which arc not required in

everyday use.

I hese rules are printed in large type, on the two inside

pages of a four-page : ~ by 11 inches, and are
embraced under eight heads a- shpwn. When the leaflet is

opened nut the i\\>. inside pages form a convenient poster
to put up on the wall of a yard office; and the two outside

.
pages are used to show: (1) the map (reproduced in the

illustration reduced one hall in width and height) designed
to aid tin- agent in selecting the most suitable cars V

in loading freight to points on other roads and (2) the mile-
age chart (reproduced full si/e) for use in short-routing
foreign cars which are-to be sent home empty.
The rules, with the map and the mileage chart, have

proved their adaptability to their purpose by reducing to a
minimum the volume of messages from yardmasters to
quarters asking for instructions about routing. The map,

I In- 1- covered by separate instructions to each junction

agent and, of course, 1- of no interest to other stations.

Combined Home Route Card and Empty-Car Waybill

The adoption by the American Railway Association (June

2o) of the revised rules re-establishes die home rout.

the use of which was suspended during the per

pooling which prevailed under war condition.-: and tl

aware & Hudson is introducing 1 form (size 4 in. by 11 in.,

1 in the illustratii n one-half in width and 1;

which contains both this and three empty-car waybills. The
form is self-explanatory. Every foreign 1 ar received must

1.0 accompanied on its travels by a home

as it is retained; and. as such a car may make a number

of journeys, loaded or empty, : efore it is surrendered to

the road whence it came (or to some othei

waybill form- printed on the single larg

: rds In th
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used for a new load, the card, serving as a home route card

only, is attached to the new hilling and accompanies it to

its new destination, or to the junction point if car is destined

to a point off the Delaware & Hudson. When the car is

moved empty, one of the three waybill spaces is used. For

example, a car received from the Erie at Binghamton and

sent to Albany and there unloaded, may be wanted for a

return load, not from Albany, but from Oneonta, which is

between Albany and Binghamton. In that case, Albany

uses the first of the waybill spaces (the upper one) to

bill the car to Oneonta. If Oneonta should use it for a

load, only part way back to Binghamtoh, the second way-

bill space would be available for the final journey empty

(to Binghamton). Each waybill entry is obliterated after it

In the lower section the junction points are arranged in

the order of the volume of loaded cars received; ninety per

cent of the loaded traffic of the Delaware & Hudson is re-

ceived at the stations shown on the card. A larger road

would, of course, have a relatively greater number of im-

portant junction points, but it would be practicable of course,

to divide a railroad into zones and use two or even more

forms of cards if necessary.

For these forms and illustrations we are indebted to J. E.

Roberts, superintendent of transportation of the Delaware

& Hudson, who also is chairman of the committee on car

service of the transportation division of the American Rail-

way Association.

The home route card is Form 889. Agents and yard-

THE DELAWARE AND HUDSON COMPANY
DIRECT CONNECTION CHART

C.R.IR."N.J rwr.o.&w.

A Useful Aid to Yardmasters

(Chart &y2 x 11 inches)

has served its purpose. The card is of suitable size to go

with the standard revenue waybills now in use. The lower

section contains the names of the more important junction

points with the initials of the connecting railroad at such

junction points.

If a car is delivered to a connecting line, the card is

kept on file at the delivering junction point and upon return

of the car empty the card furnishes proper information for

disposing of the car as well as the proper billing on which

to move it.

COMBINATION 110 Ml KOLIt CARD AND BOTH UK WAiBIU

FILL

EMPTY CAR WAYBILL
B,LL

AGENT OR V M. _ DATF .

AGENT OR V M. n*TF

TO

I
nnnrR wt for r\r. r»ti\c. ;1

AftKNT o» v m d*tp

THE DELAWARE AND HUDSON CO.
HOME ROUTE CARD

2 BINGHAMTON

ERIE

D L AW
LV

2 WILKES BARRE
C B E N J

L V

a BLTTO.NWOOD PENNA

. ME* HANICVILLE BAM

J ROUSES POINT

G T

BUT

c v

N J

Q M AS

* ALBANY
N YC

B A A

J SCRANTON
ERIE

DLA w

i S< HLNECTADY NYC

- TROY N I C

2 <. ARBONDALE ERIE

j

Delaware & Hudson Combined Card

(4 in. x 11 in.)

masters receiving foreign cars not accompanied by this form

must request home route from superintendent of transporta-

tion advising original point received from, etc. Conductors

must decline to handle a foreign car, either loaded or empty,

unless accompanied by Form 889, properly tilled out. When

loaded on line, loading agent will be held responsible for

cancelling that section used in forwarding car to his station,

and conductors will decline to move loaded cars unless such

cancellations have been made.

Circular No. 14 follows:
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Delaware and Hudson Circular No. 14

d. & H. CARS

RULE 1. D. & H. cars must not be used for the loading of

traffic beyond the limits of The Delaware & Hudson
Company when the use of other suitable cars under
these rules is practicable.

D. & H. coal cars may be loaded off line only to des-

tinations in New Jersey, New York. New England, and
Canada via Rousts Point, and with iron ore and pig

iron to destinations in State of Pennsylvania via

Wilkes-Barrc and Buttonwood. Unless otherwise in-

structed surplus empty D. & H. coal cars will be billed

to Carbondaic.

FOREIGN CARS
Foreign cars received under load may be forwarded to des-

tination; when original lading is removed or when received empty
they must be handled as provided in Rules 2 and 3.

FOREIGN CARS AT HOME ON DIRECT CONNECTIONS OF
D. & H.

RULE 2. (a) May be loaded in local service in the direction of

the home road, or
(b) Loaded (via any route) so that the home road

will participate in the freight rate, or moved
(c) Loaded or empty in any direction to a local point,

or delivered to a short line or switching railroad,

if to be loaded for delivery on or via the home
road, or

(d) Delivered empty to road from which originally

received under load, if such road is also a direct

connection of the home road, or

(e) Returned empty to the delivering road when han-

dled in switching service and owner is not a direct

connection in that switching territory, or

(f) Delivered empty to home road at any junction

point.

FOREIGN CARS AT HOME ON OTHER THAN DIRECT CON-
NECTIONS OF D. & H.

RULE 3. (a) May be loaded locally in the direction of the

home road, or
(b) Loaded (via any route) to any road in the direc-

tion of the home road, or

(c) Loaded (via any route) so that the home road
will participate in the freight rate, or moved

(d) Loaded or empty in any direction to a local point,

or delivered to a short line or a switching rail-

road, if to be loaded for delivery on or movement
via the home road, or to a point in the direction

of home road beyond Delaware & Hudson Rails,

or moved
(e) Empty to mad from which originally received at

junction where received, if impracticable to load

in accordance with this rule.

DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS EMPTY CARS
RULE4.The use of the home route card is re-established and the

information shown thereon will be used as the basis for

disposing oi emptj cars under sections (d) and (e) of
Rule 2, and section (e) of Rule 3.

Special care must be taken to dispose of cars owned
by our direct connections via shortest route. In dis-

posing of such cars, it is permissible to deliver to road
from which received at the junction point where re-

ceived, or at a junction nearer home road, when empty
mileage can be saved for both roads.

nple D L. & W, car at Saratoga
originally received from N.
Y, C. at Saranac Lake may
be delivered N. Y. C. at

Schenectady.
Cars owned by our direct connections when received
from other than owners may be returned to the road from
which received only when such road is also a direct

connection of car ow n< i

Yardmasters after filling daily billing orders will dispose
of surplus empty foreign cars in accordance with these
rules, reporting surplus empty D. & H. (except coal

cars) for disposition.

Local Agents will report on daily telegraph report, all

surplus empty cars foi disposition (except D. & H. and
foreign coal"-cars) which should be disposed of in ac-

cordance with these rules,

PRIVATE LINE CARS

RULES. Unless otherwise instructed the return movent
empty private line cars will be over the same road and

through the same junction points as the outbound loaded
movement as indicated by the information shown on the
home route card.

TANK CARS
RULE 6. When tank cars are unloaded the owners or party to

whom consi sue instructions for empty move-
ment to the Agent at point of unloading. The Agent
will bill each car to final destination, without revenue,
but using standard form of revenue way-bill showing
name of consignee and full route.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Agent will require shippers to furnish destination and routing
of shipments when ordering cars for loading. If proper car is

not available for loading offered, same will be ordered in usual
manner. When ordering cars. Agents must give commodity to be
loaded, destination and full routing. Agent must immediately
notify shippers of change in Car Service Rules, furnishing them
copies if desired, and notifying them that no cars may be loaded
except as authorized herein. Cars loaded by shippers without
authority and in violation of these rules must be transferred into

proper cars by shippers at their expense, and demurrage charges
assessed against cars improperly loaded, until release, as per

published demurrage tariff. See chart for the principal con-
nections of the D. & H. Co. and the roads with which each

connects.

[The following on tin- front page in red ink.]

THE PATE FOR THE USE OF FOREIGN FREIGHT
CARS IS NOW ONE DOLLAR PER DAY.

Illinois Central Makes Claim

Prevention Appeal to Shippers

ON JULY 1, tin- Illinois Central, through it- president,

('. II. Markhain. issued an appeal to shippers and
consignees through advertisements in the press, to

aid the road in its "claim prevention" campaign 1 lie ad-

vertisement read in part:

During May, 1921, 68 per cent of the amount paid out for loss

and"damage to freighl on th< [llim i- Central System was on car-

load shipments. We rc<|in-~t carload shi -t upon being

provided with cars lar kind oi freight

thej desire to ship and to mi that shipments are properly braced
and stowed ill ears to prevent damage by shifting.

We request shippers of I ly with

the rules and specifications of the I .cation

Committee appointed bj the Inti i mmission by
selecting substantial containers in which t. > pack their gOOl

shipment, so that packages maj not be crushed and contents

damaged when loaded into cars with other freight. We request

them to mark their packages plainly as to nai

destination, removing all eld marks that may appear on pa<

and to furnish legil li Icrs, so that billing may indicate

clearly the name of consignee and destination. We also i

them to deliver their goods at freight depots early in the day to

avoid hurried loading and billing.

We request receivers of freight

containers used b\ shippers and the manner in whi

packed, crated and marked, particularly win:

ceived in order, and to make thost tacts known to the

shippers, appealing to them to use good containers, on the !

'bat defectiv< goods and delayed transportation service cause them
loss of trade \\ e also reque; I i

representatives promptly of any concealed loss or dan

their shipments, in order that immediate investigation i

made. E neglect to d ys, and

even weeks, after shipments have been received, rendering it dif-

ficult for the- proper inspection and investigation to be made. This

iinlit.it, i '. ice.

i Mir purpose in presenting this problem to

is to rendei -ice by elimii in the

delivery of freighl in good condition and to assi<t in reducing

tin cost ot transportation. Bi
is due to lack of care on the

|

ers and

thing within

' orking

with shipper- it pos-
under

it

as well a- to this rai
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Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

Areduction of 5,680 cars, compared with the previous

week, hi the number of cars loaded with revenue

freight during the week ended on June 25 is shown

by the weekly report of the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association. The total for the week was

77S 061 cars which was a decrease of 136,442 as compared

with the , orresponding week in 1920 and 70,623 below the

total for the corresponding week in 1919. Comparisons with

the previous week show reductions in the loading of all

commodities with the exception of ore.

The largest increase compared with the week which ended

on June 18, was in the loading of grain and grain products,

the'total for the week being 38,821 cars or 2,173 cars less

than the preceding week. Loading of merchandise and

miscellaneous freight, which includes manufactured products,

amounted to 468,107 cars, which was 1,416 cars under that

for the week before. A decrease of 1,045 cars was reported

for forest products, bringing the total for the week to 49,427

cars. Only a slight increase was reported in the number

of cars loaded with coal, the total for the week being

156,999 or 244 more than the week before. This was, how-

ever, 38,500 cars less than were loaded during the corre-

sponding week in \'>2Q and 30,159 under the total for the

corresponding week in 1919. Loading of livestock totaled

28,229 or a decrease of 312 cars compared with the preced-

ing week and coke 4,557 or a decrease of 545 cars compared

with the same period. Reports showed 28,921 cars loaded

with ore which was an increase of 55 cars over the previous

week. With the inception of grain and grain products, reduc-

tions in the loading of all commodities compared with the

corresponding week last year were shown.

Compared by districts, the Pocahontas, Southern and

Central Western were the only districts to report increases

in the number of cars loaded with revenue freight over the

week. With the exception of grain and grain products, reduc-

all were under the corresponding week last year.

The loading report for the week of July 18 is as follows:

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS.

Summary-All Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Las, Year, Two Years Ago. F^ Week
_

Ended ^Saturday. June 18, 1921.

Received from cennections

Districts

Eastern

Allegheny

Pocahontas

Southern

Northwestern • •

Central Western.

Southwestern . .

.

Total all roads..

Increase compared.
Decrease compared

.

Increase compared.
Decrease compared.

Y'ear

1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921

1920
1920
1919
1919

Grain
and Live
grain stock

products
6,450 3,212
6,176
3,310
2,385

11,263
9,867

11,411
9,011
5,116
3,928
40,994

2,955
3,149
3,240
147
104

2,014
2,242
8,078
7,632
9,775
11,009
2,166
2,658

28,541
_>'),K4i]

27,582

Coal

42,592
52,122
48,920
56,016
24,292
20,710
19,632
24,233
4,885
8,151

12,799
21.913
4,123
5.693

157,243
188,838
172,217

31,595

14,974

Forest
Coke products

This Corre-
year sponding
1921 year

949 5,406
2,697 8,362
2,201 3,076
5,701 3,815

20 1,342
582 2,048
442 14,898
197 16,555
625 15,076

406
727
926

17,463
5,119
6,373
5,555
6,022

5,102 50,472
11,841 60,638

.... 61,971

6,739 10,166
5,102

11,499

1,807
7,897
6,587

10,236
24

247
795

3,289
18,383
44,173

543
4,798
727
734

28,866
71,374
63,608

42,508

34,742

56,920
25,334
44,393
42,225
2,713

197

2;,257
23.131
30,713
31,714
15,660
16.330

215,622
164,693

50,929

215,622

72,095
111,886
52,792
72,884
5,226
9,830

32.172
49,776
32,743
44,024
34,995
42,357
23,878
24,330

253,90!
355,087
452,485

101,186

198,584

189,441

164,428

'33,955

111.162

118,310

105^493

57*952

780,74*

1920

217,429

196,502

'33,839

124,991

155,773

127,5si

60,62 i

916,736

Corre-
sponding

year
1919

This
year
1921

Corre-
sponding

vt-ar

1920

Corre-
sponding
year
1919

206,202

159,735

32.2 i 6

11 1,423

146,132

102,394

49,805

807,907

135,995

27,166

L C.L. Merchandise loading figures for 1921 an

laneous of 1920. Add merchandise and miscellaneous

comparable as some
a fair comparison.

ads are not able to separate thei

114,336

14,259

61*292

42,555

48,325

39,463

514,358

161,085

60,537

r L.C.L.

247,215

151,261

22,566

'77,011

58.075

71,274

48,04 i

6VV.443

220,097

114,495

16,472

'59,3*44

Vi'.iis

'67,541

45,831

574,895

freight and miscel-

Tune 11 1921 41,11

June
May
May 21 1921

29,135
41,394 24,039

163,088
142,674
164,870
158,512

4,788 51,393
4,642 48,227
5,605 50,277
5,337 50,216

30,179
28,311
28,673
30,214

215,740 253,555 788.997 930,976 807,205

195,246 221,975 706,508 828.907 776,610

215,095 248.862 790,849 898.169 763,761

216,030 244,401 768,330 862,074 777,324

509,129 681,514 563,838
480,162 657,709 524,731
519,191 670,536 550,858
508,969 666,585 557,879

Curve of Revenue Car Loading

Week ending June 25 not plotted, 775,061.

Week ending June 18, 1921, 780,747.

Week
Week

nding June 18, 1920, 916,736.
nding June 18, 1919, 807,907.
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The number of surplus freight cars continued to decline

during the period from June IS to June 23. The average

Was 3 77,850 cars in excess of current freight requirements

or a reduction of 3,896 cars as compared with the total on

June 15. Surplus box cars totaled 140,627 or a decrease of

3,308 in approximately a week while surplus coal cars num-

bered 163,982. The latter figure is an increase of approxi-

mately 4,500 over that reported for June 15 but this is due
principally to a correction that had to be made in the earlier

figures resulting from a mistake made by one of the large

carriers in its report. Reports also showed an increased

demand for other classes of freight cars. From June 15 to

June 23, surplus automobile and furniture cars declined

approximately 460, flat cars 388 and stock cars 1,140.

Impact and Its Relation to Damage Claims

Two Miles an Hour the Maximum Speed for Coupling if Evils of

Rough Handling Are to Be Avoided

By J. A. Pilcher

Mechanical Engineer, Norfolk &; Western

The reduction of operating expenses, necessary to the

very existence of railroads in this country, is the great-

est problem confronting operating officers at the present

time. Among the many items which make up the volume of

operating expenses is damage to freight equipment and lading

in transit.

Damage claims chargeable to rough handling and unlo-

cated damage arising from movement of freight traffic present

a serious financial drain. Campaigns to educate employees

through picture lectures and periodic meetings have been

instituted on many roads to illustrate more forcibly the de-
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struction of freight equipment and lading caused by careless

shifting and handling of trains, improper warehouse truck-

ing of freight and indifferenl --lowing of merchandise in cars.

The term rough handling dors not always convey the same
meaning to everyone and a definition may not be out of

place. In the first place, it does not mean the rapid moving
of either car or package, after it has once been set in motion.
But it does mean a rapid rate of change in the speed of

movement, as when a package, dropped from a high build-
ing, strikes the pavement and comes to a sudden stop, or

Treparerl for the Freight Claim Prevention Committee of the Freight
Claim Division, American Railway Association.

when the fast moving tr.iin strikes a standing train or some
other obstruction.

A package dropped from a high building is not hurt in

starting, though the package and every part of it in

ed it the rate of 32.2 ft. per second and has a force

constantly pressing against it equal to I of the

package, This is Dearly 22 miles an hour. Inversely, it is

also true that if the package or a car or train movin
speed of about 22 miles an hour, had a con-taut force applied
to it to -top it equal to its own weight, it would come to a

standstill in one second and in a distance of 16.1 ft. and
with no more damage to it than to the package in starting

the fall, provided it were possible to apply the force uni-

formly to ever) particle of tin- package, car or train, and
its contents at the same time.

If the package weighs only one pound and is packed in

any kind of shape, a force of one pound on any part of it

is not likely to do harm. If tin- package weighs 1,000 lb.

and we desire to set it in motion, we must lie more particular

where we apply the force and be sure it is not concentrated

on some weak -pot or -nine very limited area of the surface.

Exactly the same law applies to stopping the movement of

the package after it has been set in motion. If a package
made of strawboard or other light material for holding

or fragile commodities, be stored between the end of a car

and heavier goods in a strong box, or between two such

boxes, it will suffer if the car receiv

ice. If it is stored under such heavy boxes it i-, of

crushed by their weight. Such packages, therefore, should

be stored on top of the heavy freight when not stored in cars

li\ themselves.

If we start or stop cars weighing 130,000 lb. to 300,000
lb. it is necessary to take hold of them a' some point of the

structure designed to resi if 13n.000 lb. to 300,000

lb. if they are not to break or crush. Likewise, the pa

or the car rausl be stron transfer the force from

the point at which it is every other part;

itself and its contents. 1 rang at all to stop

r weighing as 00,000 lb. travelinj

hour in one second and in a

16.1 ft., I>v applying a retarding

the end tpler in a proper contact, but it won

out of all question to apply to this one coupler a sir

forte to briii-: to ,\ stop a train of such cars under thi

ions.

In the stopping of trains with the brakes, the I

ich attempt i< done away with by the application of

'.inline force to many point- train,

thus distributing tl i in the

freight cars are proportioned in such a way that under no
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condition can the retarding force exceed about one-quarter

of the weight of the light car. Under this condition, if

traveling at a speed of 22 miles per hour it could not be

stopped by the brake in less than four seconds or in a distance

less than 64.4 ft. In the case of trains of loaded cars the

retarding force from the brake,, compared to the weight of

the car and contents, is very much less, in many cases not

as much as one-twentieth of the weight of the car. If the

force is one-twentieth the weight of the car it will come to

a standstill from a speed of 22 miles per hour in 20 seconds

or in a • distance of 322 ft. Such forces as. have just been

discussed, even up to the weight of the package, if uniformly

and evenly applied, do no damage.

Rough handling, therefore, is either too rapidly starting

or stopping the movement of the package, car, or train, or

applying the necessary forces for stopping or starting on much

too small a portion of the package, car or train. Ramming

a truck into a box of goods to slightly alter its position does

local damage to the package and contents, and, so far as the

results to this particular package are concerned, it is just as

much rough handling as running a switch engine into a train

of box cars standing at a freight station.

The general rule for moving cars in all cases is "do not

start or stop too quickly" and for moving packages in the

freight house the same rule applies, with the additional

caution to "be careful where and on what amount of surface

the force is applied."

In moving packages there is little danger from local ap-

plication of the force unless the package is rammed with the

truck to produce a small movement, but the warning against

stopping too quickly is very necessary, as packages of all

kinds stop very quickly when dropped on the floor or on

each other. Personal experience with package handling soon

teaches the conscientious man, as he so often sees the results

of ramming and dropping, and no further reference will be

made to them. But car handling, probably the most prolific

cause of unlocated damage, will be considered further for the

reason that the damage is largely hidden and thus leaves

the party causing the damage without the much needed

experience, be he ever so conscientious.

Impact Between Cars

No car should strike another at a speed greater than two

miles an hour. This speed brings a force of about 125,000

lb. between the couplings of cars weighing about 130,000

lb. and brings the twin spring draft gear solid. Any striking

speed above this rapidly increases the forces of reaction.

No locomotive weighing with tender as much as 130,000

lb. should have the tender end with the draft gear connection

rammed into a car at a speed greater than two miles an

hour. When the front end of the locomotive is used the speed

should be brought down to about one and one-third miles

an hour, as only the car draft gear comes into action. When
a larger locomotive is used, the striking speed should be still

further reduced in proportion to the weight of the locomotive.

In starting a train, if the locomotive is traveling at a speed

greater than two miles an hour when the rear end is jerked

into motion, the condition is the same as far as the results

are concerned as if one of the cars had been rammed into

the other at that speed. While the train is in motion all con-

ditions that will bring about a difference in speed of two
adjacent parts of over two miles an hour should be avoided.

If there were no unrestricted slack in the train when the

train is passing through dips and over humps the variations

in speeds of adjacent cars could not become of any serious

importance. If the brakes could be applied to each car

simultaneously and in equal proportions no marked differ-

ence in speed could be developed. Unrestricted slack be-
tween cars cannot be entirely eliminated. Up to the present
time no brake is in use that does. not have a time element

between the application of the brakes on the adjacent cars.

( hying to changes in loading and variations in piston travel

the brakes are not always proportionately the same. Care
must be exercised in bringing the train through dips and
over humps. Maintaining a constant speed of the engine is

a great help in this respect. In the application of the brakes

a heavy application at slow speeds is the one most liable to

give trouble. This ma}- bring the front part of the train to

a dead stop before the brakes have applied on the rear

portion. This is the same as running into a standing car.

A series of impact tests were made at Rochester, N. Y.,

using cars fitted with various kinds of draft gears and with

no draft gears. Recording instruments were used which
showed the instantaneous speeds and recorded the time down
to one-thousandth of a second. From this accurate record of

the speed of movement of the struck and striking cars, the

forces of reaction between the parts of the cars in contact

were determined during each moment of contact. The diagram
A is a record of the impact between two loaded cars, weigh-

ing 132,000 lb. each, without any draft gears, and shows the

striking speed in miles per hour, plotted against the forces

in pounds. It will be noted on this diagram that striking

at a little more than one-half mile an hour brings the forces

of reaction at the points of contact up to the weight of the

car. Striking at one mile an hour brings the forces up to

about 270,000 lb.; one and one-half miles an hour, up to

about 455,000 lb., and if the striking is done at two miles an
hour the forces will be 730,000 lb., provided the car is not al-

ready over-strained and giving way under the forces thus

developed.

Diagram B shows the forces when two loaded 40-ton cars

weighing 132,000 lb. each and fitted with tandem spring

draft gears, are run together. This type of car with the

tandem spring draft gear is selected because so many box
cars of this capacity and so equipped are in use and in them
is hauled the larger portion of the box freight of the country.

If striking speeds are reduced to take care of these cars,

more modern cars with better draft gears will be properly

protected.

It will be noted on diagram B that the draft gear goes

solid at 1.93 miles an hour and at this point the force of

reaction between the cars is only about one-half the weight

of the car, or 62,000 lb., a very small force for the car to

stand. After the draft gear goes solid the forces between

the cars rise very rapidly with the increase in the striking

speed. Even at as low a striking speed as two miles an hour,

an increase of only 0.7 miles an hour, the forces of reaction

have increased to 125,000 lb. At a striking speed of 2.25

miles an hour the forces of reaction have increased to about

375,000 lb. Another 0.25 mile an hour speed increase brings

the forces of reaction up to about 635,000 lb.

If these forces acted on the units in the car the same as

the force of gravity acts in the case of a falling body, viz.,

if every particle received just the force necessary to retard it,

results would not be so serious as the records show. The
fact is that speeding up or slowing down of movement in a

horizontal plane has to be brought about by some external

force, applied against some particular portion of the car, viz.,

between the wheels and rails with brake application and at

the coupler when the cars come together. Each package or

unit of freight in the car has also to be acted on from without

itself either to be accelerated or retarded in its motion. Some
of the packages are in contact with the ends of the car. If

they are heavy and the friction on the bottom of the car or

of the parts on one another is not great enough, the ends of

the car are knocked out, as when lumber comes through the

end of a car. If one package has to take the force of the

one next to it, it is simply a question of the relative values

of the strength and force as to whether or not it will be

crushed.
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The character of the package also has much to do with the

liability to damage under the forces of the impact. A crate

of eggs with proper strips between the eggs does not need

the care in handling that would be necessary with a box

full of eggs with no strips between them; neither does a basket

of eggs require as careful handling as a box of eggs. The
basket, being less rigid and the parts of the basket itself

being readily subject to changi in shape from small forces,

allows the eggs some movement after the basket has reached

the floor and so does not bring them to so sudden a stop as

would the box. The crate with the resilient or spongy paste-

board partitions between the eggs allows a comparatively

large amount of movement of the eggs and so does not need

the care in handling of either the basket or the box.

This illustrates the necessity for holding striking speeds

down to the point where no draft gear in common use goes

solid if rough handling damage to freight is to be held down
to a reasonable minimum. It also illustrates the fact that

the reaction forces of impact increase very rapidly after the

draft gears go solid and, further, that a very small increase

in striking speed above that necessary to bring the draft

gears solid brings into action a force that will damage any

reasonable structure.

The question can very naturally be asked, "If such a

statement is true, why do we not sec more damage?" Re-

ported rough handling damage added to the hidden and un-

accounted damage to freight, called "unlocated damage"' is

now certainly more than enough. The cost of freight car

repairs is another item that shows more than enough. Further-

more, the damage to equipment, by absorbing the force of

the impact, often protects the lading.

Damage to Equipment

The damage to equipment is not always immediately ap-

parent to the eye. A car, unlike a glass tumbler or an egg,

does not fall to pieces as soon as it is struck too hard. It is

a structure that has more or less resilience in itself and the

parts will go through a very considerable amount of deforma-

tion before they break. This deformation of parts is not

apparent to the brakeman who allows the cars to go together

or to the engineman who allows the engine to go against the

cars too hard. Tin- damage has been done nevertheless and
shows ui' at some future time when there is seemingly no
reason, A stone mason breaking a rock with his hammer
lots not accomplish his purpose with a single blow. He
strikes a large number of blow- and finally the rock cracks
open. Can you say which blow broke the rock? Did the
last blow have any more to do with it than the first? The
last blow was probably not as bard as the first, since the
striking arm grows tired. Just in this way does every over
peed coupling of cars do its damage, which finally shows up

in the car repairs.

Prevention

The great question is how are we going to bring the damage
from rough handling down to a reasonable minimum? The
answer is to educate the men doing the handling as to the
significance of impact at over-speeds and further educate
them so they can judge the slow speeds at which the equip-
ment should be- brought together. Two miles an hour is a
rail length in about 11 seconds, a very slow walking speed
lor a man. Three miles an hour is an ordinary walking
speed for a man, and four mile- an hour is a very fast walk-
ing speed for a man. Remember that no striking or contact
speed should be above two miles an hour.

Would it pay to have trained observers constantlv on the
alert that they might keep the car handlers trained in the
matter of speeds and the effect of over-speed impact? There
are certainly great possibilities lor saving bv emplovinL' such
a supervisory force,

Such training would also put an end to the constant call

for stronger cars from year to year. The energy of moving
is as the square of the speed, so the strength has to

reased much faster than the speed or the damage will
be much greater in proportion than the increase in speed.
The increased cost of car repairs is just as much or more

a question of the method and care of handling as it is a
question ol design of equipment ami efficiency of the repair
department. Comparison 'an be made of the 'cost of repairs
per car mile as between one road and another, but if a com-
parison is not also mad'- of the method and care of handling,
it ha- little real value. The man having responsibility for
the repairs has nothing to do with the handling and no
chance to reduce the over-speed impact IV man who is

responsible for the handling is also responsible for the cost
of handling and has constantly before him the incentive to
handling cost reduction. He should remember that the men
who repair the bad order cars do not put the car.- in bad
order and that the cost of repairs to bad order cars on the
mileage basis depends much more on the number of cars
damaged and the amount of the damage, than on any possible
difference in the methods of handling the repair department.

Those responsible for the cost of handling the equipment
very naturally say they cannot handle at a speed of n
two miles an hour and keep handling expense at a reasonably
low point. They must not forget that the handling speed
and the over-speed at the instant of impact are
arate matters. The question is, how much extra will the
railway company have to pay for the reduction of over-speed
impact and will this extra payment save as much or ten
times more in freight claims and cost of repairs to equip-
ment? It must not be forgotten here that only a small portion
of the over-speed impact damage is apparent at the time of
impact, only those case.- that are very tlairrant digressions
from proper methods showing up immedial

Over-speed impact can only be gotten rid of bv the con-
scientious painstaking effort of those handling the equipment
They "must learn how they can give quick handling with
low impact speeds of not over two mile- an hour. They must
inform themselves of the consequences of over-speed impact
and train themselves to estimate th rrectly.

Those who supervise in this work mu-t give particular study
to the consequences of over-speed impact ami give thi

;

particular training in judging -low -; intelli-

gently instruct and correct those who actually handle the
cars and locomotive-.

The supervising forces will have to be at this instructing
and correcting day in and day out. year after war. even more
strenuously than the\' are after the S] of the move-
ment and keeping down of the handling must
remember that the direct handling - ly shown on
paper, but the indirect ha

i he much greater,
and that while these indirect i ounted for by an-
other department, their influence on the n ,.f the
railroads is no less marked for that reason.

They must remember also that while it may save t!

the designing of stronger can the lading.
furthermore, stronger cars mean heavier

COSt more in the first place, their ear::
;

for a given
axle loading is reduced, and hauling around the extra dead
load causes a direct increase in operating

Merchants' rk City, throu

bureau, is agil

many thousands of traveli of the
! sale of mileage books 3.000 -—for

travel on all railroads at a rate lower than the re^

fare. The statement that the

National Council of Tr;>

poinWd a commute, '
|

to the Intel immission.



Electrification of the Paulista Railway of Brazil

Fuel Scarcity Forces the Adoption of Electric Motive

Power on Brazilian Wide Gage Line

By W. D. Bearce

Railway and Traction Engineering Dept. General Electric Co.

Tin concluding shipments are being made on the

$2,000,000 contract with the International General

Electric Company for the electrification of a section of

the Paulista Railway in Brazil. This project: includes a

double track section 28 miles in length between Jundiahy

and Campinas.

The motive power equipment consists of eight freight

locomotives weighing 100 tons each and four passenger

locomotives weighing 120 tons each. Work has been

The road bed is rock ballasted and the construction

throughout is equal to any of the main line roads in the

United States. I he track gage is 5 ft. 3 in. on the section

to be electrified, but some of the connecting lines are narrow
gage and facilities are provided for transferring the car

bodies complete with merchandise to narrow gage trucks

and vice versa. The passenger service includes high speed

passenger trains with full Pullman accommodations. The
present locomotive equipment consists of heavy type locomo-

tives for freight service with high speed engines for passen-

ger service. All are equipped for burning wood as fuel

instead of coal. On account of the high price of coal and
the great difficulty in securing it, wood is bumed almost

exclusively in this part of South America. The variety

most used is known as quebracho, which gives satisfactory

results except that, of course, the quantity required for a

100-mile run is very bulky. Recently there has been diffi-

culty in procuring even wood that is suitable for this

work Electrification, therefore, was decided upon as the

remedy.

The section selected for electrification presents a rather

difficult profile including maximum grades of 1.5 to 1.8 per

cent. While the immediate plans of the Paulista company
contemplate electrification for only a distance of 73 miles,

the design and capacity of all apparatus and equipment is

suitable for operating on an extension to Sao Carlos a total

distance of 129 miles. The approximate tonnage handled

over this line during the year 1918 from Jundiahy to Cor-

deiro was about 275,000,000 ton-miles, including freight,

passenger and non-revenue service. The electrical equip-

Freight Locomotive for the Paulista Railway

progressing on these locomotives for about a year at the

Erie works and the first locomotive was put on the test

track about the middle of March. Complete running tests

were made and two freight locomotives were shipped before

the middle of May. One of the passenger locomotives was

also put on the test track and shipment was made, according

to schedule, during May.

In addition to the locomotives, the contract included the

equipment of a complete 3,000-volt direct current substation

of 4,500 kw. capacity consisting of three 1,500 kw. 3 unit

motor generator sets, transformers, switches and high tension

equipment. Overhead line material has also been furnished

for 76 miles of track and material for 10 miles of 88,000

volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle high tension transmission in duplicate

from the lines of the Sao Paulo Light & Power Company.
The line from Campinas to Jundiahy is a main line

section connecting at the southern terminus with the Sao
Paulo Railway and the Central Railway of Brazil. The
Central Railway is government owned and electrification of

this line has also been authorized. At Campinas and other

points north connection is made by the Paulista Railway with

a number of feeder lines, which bring large quantities of

coffee and other raw material from the interior.

120-Ton 3,000-Volt Passenger Locomotive

ment is designed for handling approximately double this

amount and the sub-station and line equipment is also

capable of handling approximately double the 1918 revenue

tonnage. As a basis for estimates it was assumed that the

number of train- per day over the initial electric zone will

be 6 passenger and 21 freight in each direction, making a

total of 54 train> per day.

Locomotives

The initial order for locomotives included eight freight

and four passenger all of the twin geared type. These are

similar to those in successful use in United States on the
(
'hie ago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Butte, Anaconda &

Pacific, the Detroit River Tunnel and other roads, and
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include the well tried features of the best types of locomo-

tives now in service.

Freight Locomotives.—The freight locomotives weigh 100

tons, all weight on driving axles. They are designed for

handling a trailing train of 770 tons on the maximum

1.8 per cent grade at speeds of from 12 to 16 miles per

hour. The maximum allowable speed on tangent level track

is 30 to 35 miles per hour. It is expected that because of

the greater capacity and higher speed characteristics the

electric locomotives will provide an appreciable improve-

ment in the existing steam sen-ice, both as regards schedule

speed and weight of trains handled.

As shown in the photograph the freight locomotive has

a running gear consisting of two 2-axle trucks coupled to-

Paulista Railway System and Connections

gether by an articulated joint, and a single cab of tin-

box type. The draft gear is mounted on the trucks and,

all hauling and buffing stresses- are transmitted through

the truck frames and articulated joint, thus eliminating any

possibility of damage to the cab and platform structure.

Each truck is equipped with two GE-267 motors of the

box frame type geared to the driving axle by two sets of

gearing, one at each end of the motor. One of the trucks

is side equalized and the other cross equalized, thus provid-

ing the equivalent of a three point support for the super-

structure. The diameter of the driving wheels is 42 in< hes

and of the cast wheel center 36 in. allowing for a steel tire

3 in. in thickness. The overall length of the locomotive is

39 ft. 2 in. and the rigid wheel base 8 ft. 8 in. The interior

of the cab is divided into three compartments by partitions

or bulk heads so placed as to form two end compartments

about 5 it. in Length for the operator's cabs and the remainder

for housing the control equipment, compressor-exhauster set

and other auxiliary apparatus. Two pantograph trolleys

are of the double pan sliding type similar to that used on

other heavy electrification projects and are mounted on the

cab roof. These are insulated for 3,000 volts and are de-

signed to operate through a range of from 15 to 22 ft. above

the rail.

To conform to the equipment on this road it is necessary

to provide control for tin- vacuum type brakes used on the

car-. Two entirely different systems of brake- are therefore

provided for; a straight air brake system for the locomotive,

and vacuum type brakes on the train. The two systems are

manipulated in the same manner as the usual all compressed

air type, the locomotive- brake- being applied automatically

at the same time as the train brakes under normal running.

Brake-.- can be- applied on the locomotive alone or on the

train alone if desired. When regenerating, however, there

is a magnet valve so arranged that straight air cannot be

applied while- returning power to the trolley. However,

should an emergency application be made, regeneration is

discontinued ami the brake- are applied on the locomotive.

Passenger Locomotives.—The passenger locomotives are

similar in design to tin- freight unit- except that a two

Three Unit Four Bearing 1,500 Kw. 3,000-volt D. C. Motor

Generator Set for the Paulista Railway

axle guiding truek i- provided at each end to comply with

the- railway company's specifications for high speed scrviee.

The moteir- used an- identical to those on the freight loco-

motive except for the change in gear ratio to provide for

maximum speeds of from 56 t. » 62 miles per hour. The run-

ning l;c\h- consists of two 2-axle driving truek- the inner

ends of which are- connected by an articulated joint. The

outer ends are- e-xte-ndeel and supported on the guiding true k-

by roller centering devices over the front axle and an articu-

late joint over the rear axle which also connects the guidim;

and moteir true k-. 1 he general arrangement of motors and

control is the same a- that on the- freight locomotives, and a

similar system of regenerative braking is also provided. This

locomotive- is designed for hauling a train of 440 tons trail-

ing up a one- per niit L'r.nle- at a speed of - - -

heiur. The- gear ratio on the passenger locorm I

30 or '

Regenerative braking i- accomplished b) connectu

motor in such a way that it excites the field of three other

motors ami al-o it- own field. This scheme is in general

similar to that used on the Chicago, Milwauki

- passenger locomotives ami eliminate- the- r

for a »ep n ' iti
' ^

d in the circuit to motors

i sudden surges of the line voltage and I

ler to
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begin regeneration, the rriain controller handle is turned to

the first notch series position and the selective ban. lie to the

braking position. The main handli is then notched up

until the desired braking effect is obtained.

A high speed circuit breaker is placed between the 3,000

volt trolley and the locomotive apparatus. The duty of

this breaker is to protect the motors and equipment from any

injury due to short circuits or overload-. In case of a short

circuit this breaker cuts in a protective resistance and then

Opens the line contactor. The action is very rapid so that

in case of heavy overload, or short circuit, the possibility of

damage is reduced to minimum. Breakers of a similar type

3,000-volt D. C. Generator and Feeder Railway Switchboard

are in operation in many parts of the United States both on

locomotives and in sub-stations.

The following table gives the dimension, capacity- and

weights of the two locomotives:

Data on Elei run 1 motives i "R Padlista Railway

Freight Passenger
Length overall 39 ft. 2 in. 55 ft.

Width in ft. VA in 10 ft. I
1

, in.

Heighl ovei trollej down 14 ft. 3 in. 14 ft. 3 in.

Total wheel base 26 ft. S in. 46 ft. in.

Rigid wheel base 8 ft 8 in. 7 ft. 9 in.

Total weight 201), ) lh. 240,000 lb.

Weight on drivers 200,000 lb. 160,000 lh.

Weight per driving axle 50,1 40,000 lb.

Weight per guiding axle None 20,000 lb.

Weighl of hanica! equipment US. inn lb. 155,400 lb.

Weight of electrical equipment S4.600 lb. 84,600 lb.

Diameter of drivers 42 in. 42 in.

Diameter oi guiding wheel 36 in.

Number motors 4 4
Gear ratio 70/30
Total continuous rating hp 1,600 1,600
Total (1 hour rating) hp 1,680 1.6S0
Tractive effort conl 28,820 1b. 14.720 1b.

Tractive effort 1 hr 30,600 lb. 15.6S0 1b.

Speed continuous rating m.p.h 21 (34 km.) 41.25 (66.4 km.)
Speed 1 hour rating m.p.h 20-S (33.5 km.) 40.5 (65 km.)
Maximum safe speed 28 (45 km.) 53 (85 km.)
Tractive effort 30% coef. adh 60,000 1b. 48,000 lh.

Substations

For the initial electric zone between Jundiahy and Cam-
pinas, one substation is being installed located at Louveira,

a distance of 9.5 miles from Jundiahy. This station con-

tains three 1,500 k\v. 3 unit synchronous motor generator

sets each arranged to operate its two generators in series

for 3,000 volts. Power is received from an 88,000 volt 60
cycle transmission line and stepped down through three 3

phase, 1,900 kva. transformers to 2,300 volts for the syn-

i bronous motor.

The switchboard is similar in design to other 3,000 volt

d. c. equipment. The 3,000 volt panels are installed to-

gether with the auxiliary station lighting panel. The high

voltage panels include one for each of the motor generator

sets, and one for each outgoing feeder. The main circuit

breakers are located above and to the rear of the switch-

board panels >o as to be well out of reach to prevent acci-

dental contact. They are remotely controlled from operating

levers located on the front of the panels. A 3,000 volt line

switch is also included with each circuit breaker. These
switches are remote controlled from the front of the panel,

as a safety measure. The switch handles for the circuit

breakers are inverted to distinguish them from the line

switches. The alternating current switchboard is electrically

controlled throughout. For lightning protection a 96,000

volt aluminum cell arrester is installed in the high tension

room of the station.

As a protection from short circuits and excessive over-

loads a high speed circuit breaker is installed with each

motor generator set. This is connected to the negative termi-

nal of the machine and arranged to connect a limiting resist-

ance into the circuit upon opening. At the same time the

station circuit breakers are opened, completely cutting off the

power supply. The speed of these circuit breakers is such

that resistance is inserted in the circuit before the short circuit

current reaches sufficient value to injure the apparatus.

Other auxiliary equipment supplied to the station includes

a 15 ton hand operated crane, a portable oil filter press

and oil testing equipment, and a stationary compressor set.

For control current a 4}^ k\v. battery charging motor gener-

ator set is used with a 170-volt storage battery.

Power Lines

The railway company's high tension transmission line

has been constructed with duplicate circuits mounted on

separate wood poles between Jundiahy and Louveira, a total

distance of 10 miles'. At Jundiahy this line is permanently

tied in with a new line constructed by the Sao Paulo Light

& Power Co., extending a distance of about 17 miles to the

hydro-electric station at Parnahyba. The power company's

•line is constructed with an JJ t)"Pe P°le 'me carrying

the duplicate circuits. This transmission line from the water

power plant to the substation will thus be operated over a

distance of 43 km. as a single system at 88,000 volts 3 phase

60 cycle. The line is designed for ultimately supplying

three substations and the conductors are of 1/0 B&S stranded

copper which will insure a very low line loss under ordinary

operating conditions. On the railway company's line two'

cross arms are used with large pin type insulators. A
ground wire is also carried on each transmission line for

lightning protection.

Secondary Distribution.—The overhead line construction

is of the same general design as that used on the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul. This is known as the twin catenary

construction, having two 4/0 trolley wires supported from

the- same steel messenger by loop hangers. Wood poles suit-

ably guyed are used for supporting the catenary. The
hangers for the two contact wires are attached at alternate

points, giving a mosl ilcxible type of construction and insur-

ing the elimination of all "hard spots." Bracket supports are
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used on single track construction and cross span for multiple

track work. The normal height of the contact wire is 21 ft.

above the rail. For all sidings and yard tracks a single

wire is used over each trai k. The material furnished by

the General Electric Company includes hangers, pull offs,

copper and steel wire, miscellaneous hardware, etc., for 76

miles of track. The use of the twin catenary construction is

particularly successful for lines operating heavy trains re-

curing the collection of large amounts of current through

pantograph trolleys. In addition to the advantage of the

two contact wires for handling the current required, this con-

struction also insures practically sparkless commutation at

the point of contact, both for heavy freight and high speed

passenger operation.

Bonding

The weight of rails on this line is 91 lb. and these are

bonded with the pin terminal type bond 42 inches in length

and 211,600 circular mils cross section. Cross bonds are

also used for interconnecting the rails of the same track

and for bonding between tracks on the multiple track

sections.

Locomotive Testing and Shipment

In the preparation of the electric locomotives for testing

and for export shipment there are a number of unusual

features which may be of interest. The gage of track on

the Paulista Railway being 5 ft. 3 in. special arrangements

were necessary to provide for removing the locomotives from
the shop to the test track. To provide the necessary test

track about one mile of extra rail was laid on the East Erie

Commercial Railroad with 5 ft. 3 in. gage. In order to

transport the locomotives from the shops to the test track, a

distance of about three-quarters of a mile, special transfer

trucks were used; one for each truck of the locomotive. By
means of these trucks, which operate on their own wheels of

standard gage, the locomotives were moved out over the usual
transfer table and standard gage track to the special gage
section provided for testing. Upon reaching this section the)'

were moved off the transfer trucks over a ramp, the end
of which was elevated to the same height as the Special trucks.

A complete set of tests was run on all locomotives in-

cluding regenerative braking and high speed running. After
test the locomotives were transferred to the shipping depart-
ment where they were disassembled and prepared for export
shipment. The tab complete was removed from the truck
and the pantograph, bells, etc., removed from the cab roof.
Each truck was shipped separately without removing the
motors from the truck frame. In the case of the passenger
locomotive, each bogie truck ivas shipped with the adjacent
motor truck without disassembling. On account of the large
vessels available for making this shipment it was not neces-
sary to reduce the locomotive to small packages.

Progress on the construction is shown by the fad that
the first freight locomotive was ready for test March IS;
during the month of May three freight and one passenger
locomotives were shipped and progress ,,n the balance of die
order indicates that similar shipments will he made the
following two months in accordance with the terms of the
contract.

George \Y. Lf.e, chairman of 'he Temiskaming & Northern
Ontario Railway Commission, announces that the Ontario
Government has I,eon recommended by this commission to
place on sale through the municipalities of the North, the
entire number of lots, between six ami seven thousand, whit h
the commission holds, outside of the railroad's right o
As Government property these are not assessable, and the
commission's decision is the result of a long series ol pi
from the municipalities where they are h.cat. .1

New Rules Replace National

Agreement at Altoona Works
PrJEt E work has been re-established, punitive overtime

abolished ami new classifications and rates of pay
inaugurated in the Altoona works of the Pennsylvania

System under an agreement between the management and
the employees, which became effective on July 1, 1921.

Detail- of the rules were made public in an announcement
by I'. F. Smith, Jr., works manager.
The new rules, which take the place of the Shop Crafts'

National Agn ring working conditions, were form-
ulated by a committee repi the employees at

Altoona work-. These representatives, a committee of 75
employees, elet ted by secret Australian ballot, supervised
jointly by the management and the employees, to represent

the employees at the four shops comprising the Altoona
Works, have also formed themselves into a permanent or-

ganization known as the Altoona Works Employees Asso-
ciation. The preamble of the constitution and by-laws
adopted by the organization at its first meeting i

We, the employees of the Altoona Works, Pennsylvania
System, in order to form an organization to establish satis-

factory working conditions in our shops, provide means for

fair dealing between the management and the employees,
and to promote the general welfare of our community, do
establish this constitution for the Altoona Works Employees
Association.

The organization of the plan of employees representation,
established at Altoona, provide- as follow-:

A local committee of three members to represent the em-
ployees in each class in each of the shop units: a shop com-
mittee, consisting of a local committee chairman of each
craft to represent the employees in each of the shop unit-;
an Altoona Works general committee, consisting of a shop
chairman to represent all the employee- in the shop <r

Altobna, and a Works Council composed of all the local

committeemen. The committeemen will serve for threi

one-third of the entire representation bt every
year.

In general, the most important of the new rule- agreed
to by the men ami the management prt

1. Re-establishmenl of piece work under the principles
previously announced by the railroad, namely, under rates
set so that piece worker- tan earn a rate which is higher
than the day-work rate which may from time to time be
established for day-workers.

2. A 48-hour basic week, with not more than nine hours
on an\

. ne dai or less than eight hours on any da\
Saturday. This permits the men to decide for themselves
whether they shall work eight hours per day or more than
eight hours on some days during the week, in order
a half bolida} on Saturday.

3. Where reduction in expense- bet -are, it mav
be accomplished either by reduction in force or reduction
in hours of work, as the employees themselves decide.

4. Overtime to be |>aid pro rata for the ninth and tenth
hours ami tune ami one-half after tile tenth hi

5. Seniority based on length of service with the company,
rather than length of membership in a particular craft.

o. Classification of work under a wide
which permits the establishment of rate- . d on
.-kill required, rather than a flat rate, ami gives a man doing
more important work a higher rate of

Four Tr.\.
i i, and- ,i, r , -sjured

on the Cumberland Vallt
. Rail-

He riding t

on a mi re'ight train and their car was
wrecked. There v. -
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The American Association of Railroad Ticket Agents will

hold its third annual convention at St. Paul, Minn., on

August 19 and 20.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy on July 1, put on 1,500

workmen to repair grain and coal cars, according to E. P.

Bracken, vice-president in charge of operation, to make
ready for the expected heavy movement of these commodities.

An erroneous statement occurs in the sixth sentence of an

article describing the Minich safety hand brake published

on page 1464 of the June 24 Railway Age. The sentence

should read "The usual brake chain is eliminated, being re-

placed by a connecting bar attached to the brake rod (or

air brake lever on hopper cars)."

The Southern Pacific in connection with its fuel economy
campaign will reward the engineer and fireman on each division

having the best fuel efficiency and economy record for the year

with a trip to Chicago as representatives of the company at

the next International Railway Fuel Association's annual con-

vention with all expenses paid including time lost.

A fire in the yards of the Chicago Junction at West Forty-

third street, Chicago, on July 4, the origin of which has not

been determined, destroyed a yard office and 20 empty freight

cars and damaged 40 others, with an estimated loss of $35,-

000. The fire started in some loose rubbish in the yard near

an oil house and spread when a barrel of oil exploded and

scattered the flames.

The running of freight trains on Sunday in the State of

Georgia normally forbidden by law, but allowed since

August 20, 1917, because of war conditions, is now the sub-

ject of an inquiry by the State Railroad Commission, which

has called upon the carriers to report on the matter by July

25. The suspension of the law was made through an order

of the Commission, and the Commission now proposes to

revoke that order under authority provided in the statute.

Forty-five railroads have been called upon to report.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has once more been contending

with the Bigelow Boulevard slide at Pittsburgh, Pa., which, due

to recent rains has become somewhat troublesome. About 10

days ago small quantities of earth started to work out over the

tracks adjacent to the hillside and while steam shovels had been

brought up to the site in anticipation of a movement the slide

encroached upon the two inside tracks. These have since been

cleared. The movement, on last report, had ceased and will,

apparently, give no further trouble unless some heavy rains occur.

Northern Pacific Signal Department

In the signal department of the Northern Pacific a general

reorganization, which has just gone into effect, provides for an

increase in supervising forces to provide closer supervision and

more assistance to their workmen. Under the new arrangement

there is one supervising officer to approximately every five men,

while formerly the ratio was as one to eight. Prior to July 1

the men were on a monthly rate of pay, but will now work under

hourly rates; this at the request of the Brotherhood of Railroad

Signalmen of America.

Express Messenger Shot

The express messenger on train No. 44, eastbound, on the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, was shot twice

when he resisted two robbers who boarded the express car

at Covington, Ind., early on the morning of July 1 and made
away with loot estimated at $9,000 in cash and securities

which they took from the safe in the car. The robbery was

discovered at Veedersburg, Ind., 12 miles east oi Covington,
when the express messenger was found beneath a pile of

express bags which had been stacked upon him. It is be-
lieved the robbers dropped from the train as it slowed down
at Veedersburg.

Railway Earnings for May
The net operating income of the railroads for May made a

somewhat better showing than in the preceding months of this

year. For 200 Class I roads it was $37,160,000, as compared
with a deficit of $4,882,000 last May. The operating revenues
were $441,000,000. a decrease of 2.7 per cent, and the expenses
were $376,000,000, a reduction of 13.1 per cent. (

Operating Statistics

The average milt-age per freight car per day for the
month of April, according to the Interstate Commerce
Commission's monthly operating statistics was 20.6 as com-
pared with 19.5 in April, 1920. This average, however, is

less than that established during April in 1917. 1918 or 1919.

The average net tons per loaded car was 26.9 as compared
with 28.6 and the net tons per train averaged 637 as compared
with 647. The percentage of unserviceable cars was 12.3

as compared with 6.5.

Tentative Valuations Served

The Interstate Commerce Commission during the past

week has served a number of additional tentative valuations

of the smaller roads. The commission's figures for the final

valuation of the property used as of the valuation date are

as follows:

Gainesville Midland 1915 $1,174,665

St. Johns River Terminal Co 1915 1,880,705

Spokane International Railway Co 1917 5,330,039

Coeur d'Alene & Tend d'Oreille 1917 400,000

Tonopah & Goldfield 1915 1,856,150

Washington, Potomac & Chesapeake 1915 216,656

Delaware & Northern 1916 1,417.210

Caddo & Choctaw 1916 238,161

Great Southern 1916 764.401

Bridgtcn & Saco River 1916 360.563

Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington 1916 500,168

Colorado-Kansas 1916 365,778

Pacific & Idaho Northern 1916 2,100,176

Fourche River Valley & Indian Territory 1916 257,000

Intermountain 1916 991,127

Chairman Clark Receives Replies

to Coal Supply Letter

Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission
has received replies to his letters which, as noted in last

week's issue, were sent to the associations representing the

railroads and public utilities urging the importance of accu-

mulating a reasonable reserve supply of coal in advance of

the period of heaviest demand this fall and winter. Thomas
De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the Association of Railway
Executives, said the letter would be submitted to a meeting

of the standing committee of the association and that he

would urge that prompt action be taken. G. W. Elliott, of

the National Committee on Gas and Electric Service, said

he would endeavor to have the suggestions conveyed to the

public utilities through channels that would be the most

effective and that the commission's thoughtfulness regarding

the coal requirements would be appreciated. M. H. Ayles-

worth, executive general manager of the Electric Light Asso-

ciation, said that some definite action on the subject would

be taken at once.

84
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Honorary Degrees

At the recent commencement exercises in the universities and

colleges honorary degrees were conferred upon a number of men
in or closely associated with the railroad business. Harvard

University conferred the degree of Master of Arts upon William

J. Cunningham, its James J. Hill Professor of Transportation.

Benjamin B. Greer, vice-president of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, was given the degree of Master of Arts by Dartmouth

College, of which he is an alumnus. E. G. Buckland, vice-president

and general counsel of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

was given the degree of Doctor of Laws by Washburn College,

of which he is an alumnus.

Changes in Car Service Rules

The car service rules of the American Association have been

amended by numerous changes in Rules 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5; and by

letter ballot, closed on June 23, these changes, unanimously

approved by the general committee and also by the committee

on car service, were ordered to go into effect on July 1.

The important changes are : In Rule 2, the provision for

the return to the owner of empty cars located at junction points

with the home road; in Rule 3, for a more favorable operation

with respect to empty car mileage, by the elimination of para-

graphs d and e of the present rule and the substitution therefor

of a provision under which a road, unable to dispose of empty
cars belonging to indirect connections by loading them to or in

the direction of home, may return them to the road from which

received, on the basis of record rights.

The use of the home route card is re-established.

At the same time the per diem rules were amended by the

addition of more detailed provisions in Rules 1, 7, 13, 14 and 15,

increasing the strictness of the regulations for correcting errors

in settlements. By Rule 15 a road failing to receive promptly

from a connection empty cars, at home on its road, moving
home under car service rules, shall be responsible to the con-

nection for double the per diem on such cars.

Valuation Field Work, Eastern District, Completed

The engineering field work of the eastern district, Bureau of

Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, has been completed.

The eastern district includes the states of Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District

of Columbia, West Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina.

The field party work was begun on February 26, 1914, and
completed on June 30, 1921. The district field organization in-

cluded 12 roadway parties, but this force was not maintained
during the war years of 1917 and 1918, due to the fact that the

bureau released over 600 engineers for military and naval service,

of which the eastern district contributed a due proportion. The
record shows that the work was in progress about seven years,

but after making due allowance for vacancies which existed

during the war, and the lesser number of parties in use during
the organization and demobilization periods, it appears that the

field party work in the eastern district was completed in five

years. This estimate is based upon an average of 12 full roadway
field parties. The eastern district includes 43.0IK) miles of steam
railroads whose all-track mileage is 82.500, and 50,000 miles of
telegraph lines.

The field work having been completed, the eastern district is

now concentrating all of its engineering force on the preparation
of the reports showing the cost of .reproduction new and the cost

of reproduction less depreciation.
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W. H. Barr, president of the National Founders' Association,

has sent out a letter calling on members of the association to

work for the complete abolition of national railroad labor agree-
ments ; restoration to the carriers of individual jurisdiction over
wages, classifications and working conditions: repeal of the Adam-
son law and funding of the indebtedness of the railroads of the

country. Mr. Barr points ovit that this is one of the feu times

where the association has recommended intensive action by its

members, but that restoration of railroad prosperity on
lines is now a recognized necessity. He says that business men
generally must arouse themselves to the seriou
confronting the railroads.

Six thousand tons of rails for the Alaskan Railroad are

to be sent by water direct from Mobile, Ala., to Seward,
Alaska, by way of the Panama Canal.

T. L. Wolfe, for the last five years vice-president and traffic

manager for the A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company of

Decatur, 111., has resigned. He is succeeded as traffic man-
ager by Thornton Burwell, formerly assistant traffic manager.

The Traffic Club of Wheeling, W. Va., has elected the

following officers: President, H. H. Marsh; vice-president,

H. J. Hofmann; treasurer, C. W. Henry, and secretary, P. M.
Neigh. Members of the board of governors are C. W.
Henry, W. II. Higgins, P. M. Neigh. H. H. Marsh, J. A.

Fleming, R. J. Miegel, E. C. Jepson, H. J. Hofmann, A. T.

Oxtoby, S. C. Williams, G. W. Koonce and Douglas Vass.

The establishment of a government line of ships between
the United States and Alaska to connect with the government
railroad is proposed in a bill introduced in the Senate by
Senator Cummins and referred to the Committee on Terri-

tories. Under the bill the Shipping Board would be required

to transfer to the Secretary of the Interior ships of sufficient

number and tonnage to operate between the United States

and Alaska ports and the President would be given authority

to co-ordinate all government agencies having to do with

Alaskan affairs.

The principal coal carrying roads serving West Virginia

and Pennsylvania mines in carrying cargo coal to the lower

lake ports have filed with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion application for special permission to make the 28 cent

reduction on lake cargo coal apply only on coal going beyond
the upper lake ports. A complaint against this reduction on

the ground of discrimination has been filed with the commis-
sion by the Morton Salt Company, which alleges that as its

plants are located at Port Huron and Ludington, Mich., it is

damaged by reason of the preference given to west bank
Lake Michigan ports.

Coal Production

Production of soft coal increased slightly during the week
ending June 25, but was still short of the 8,000,000-ton mark.

The output is estimated at 7,769,000 net tons, which is about

350,000 tons below the rate maintained from May 14 to

June 11. The Geological Survey says the present recession

in output is now seen to be due tc a marked decrease in

shipments from the mines to the lake front and a

decrease in the movement to tidewater.

Interstate Commerce Commission

Opposes Reduced Mileage Fares

Both the Senate and the House committees on interstat:

commerce, to which have been referred various bills intro-

duced in Congress to require the railroads to issue inter-

changeable mileage books at reduced rates, have called upon

the Interstate Commerce Commission for an opinion as to

the advisability of such legislation. Chairman Clark of the

commission has written a letter to the House committee

opposing a reduction o\ passenger fares at this time on the

ground that it would reduce railroad revenues, whii

alreadj insufficient to pay their return on the investment.

A hearing on the subject of reduced mileage rates was

before a sub-committee of the Senate committee on interstate

i i which reduced mileage rat. -

•ives of the commercial tra\

organization and opposed by representatives oi the rai

The letter said that approximately one-third of t'

travel represents commercial travel and that

would reduce the revenues which the railroad? are now re-

while it would not stimulate addi-

tional travel sufficiently to make up for the
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads— Selected Items for the Month of April, 1921,
Ton-miles (thousands)

road and year
New England Region:

my 1921

1920
Boston & Maine 1921

1

N. Y., N. II. & II 1921
1920

Great Lakes Regit n:

re & Hudson 1921
19 mi

Del., Lack. & Western 1921
ip >|

Erie (inc. Chic. & Erie)... 1921
1920

Valley 1921
1920

Michigan Central 1921
1920

New York Central 1921
1920

N. Y., Chic. & St. L 1921
1920

Pere Marquette 1921
1920

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1921
1920

Wabasl 1921
1920

Ohio-Indiano-Aliegheny Region:
Baltimore & Ohio 1921

1920

Central of N. J 1921
1920

Chicago & Eastern 111 1921
1920

C, C, C. & St. 1 1921
1920

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 1921
1920

Long Island 1921
192(1

Pennsylvania System 1921
1920

Phila. & Reading 1921
1920

Tocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921

1920
Norfolk & Western 1921

1920
oumhern Region:

Atlantic Coast Line 1921
1920

Central of Georgia 1921
1920

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.)...1921
19 io

Louisville & Nashville 1921
1920

Seal.oard Air Lire 1921
1- to

Southern Ry 1921
1920

Northwestern Recicn:
C. & N. W 1921

1920
C, M. & St. P 1921

1920
C, St. P., M. St 1921

1920
Great Northern 1921

1920
M., St. P. i S. Ste. M 1921

1920
Northern Pacific 1 92

1

1920
Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav...l921

1920
Central Western Region:

Atch., Top. & Santa Fe 1921
19 ',,

Chicago & Alton 1921

Chi., Burl. & Quincv 1921

19 id

< hi., Rock Island & Pacini 19
'

1920
Denver & Rio Grande 1921

Oregon Short Line 1921

Southern Pacific 1921
10

Union Pacific 1921
1920

Southwestern Region
Gal.. Harrisb'g & S. An... 1921

1920
Gulf. C-ilo. & Santa Fe 1921

1920
Missouri. Kan?. & Tex 1921

1920
Mo., Kans. Sr Tex. of Tex.. 1921

1920
Missouri Pacific 1921

19 10

St. Louis-San Francisco. ... 1921
1920

Texas & Pacific 1921
1920

*Data not available.

road Train-
operated

aded Empty
(thou-
sands) sands)

Locomotives on line daily
\ utubs* i\et. /

-^—
s

Per Excluding Revenue Serv- Un- Per cent
cent locomotive and non- ice- serv- unserv-

loaded and tender revenue able iceable iceable Stored

394
394

2,469

1,959
1,938

880
858
997
997

I

1,431

1,429

1,826
5,646
5,646
572
573

2,207
2,200
225
225

2,418
2,418

5,185
5,154
679
679

1,131
1,131
2,375
2,393
836
833
395
395

10.875
10,862

694
690

2.543
2.520
2.210
2,191

4,887
4,891
1,908
1,913
6,151
6,151
5.026
5.1)24

3.537
3,537
6,942
6,942

8.319
8,008

10,618
10.626
1.726
1,726
7.982
7.9S5

4,225
4.227
6,408
6.428
2,198
2.189

9.771
9,517
1.010
1.0 10

i 304
7.662
7,657
2.593
2,585
2,359

6 975

3,614

1,367
1.372

1,895
1,710
1,710
1.740
1.749
7,263
7.263

-' 761

1.947

220,385
290,256
489,087
452,630
433,899
365,835

342,539
416,699

300,355
788,251

523.374
426,569
414,321
325,898

1.498,778
1,787,274
312,729
190,822
304,180
245,361
68,966
49,982

487,970
378,696

1,515,880
1,498,907
240,391
200,013
191,036
194,092
581,874
515.470
82,202

133,476
39,767
29,152

3.401.711
3,919.348
472.741
530,178

663.409
787.544
599,817
662,402

227,127
226,742

1,542,194
1.713.566
1,383.561
1,419.094
422.260
481,790

1.125.914
1,408,167

1,286,001
1,4 1,522

1.200,146
1,553.004
263,381
315.339
631,653
987.971
41 2, 3' )9

515,062
610.976
903.058
177.551

1.464,640
1 538,039
292,557
231,584

1.340,756
1,563,796
1,178,516
1,243,469
166.133
209,295
260.087
335.960

256.291
252,423
260,773
219,614

258.768
1,003,875
1,010,559
717,566
823,075

237,696
309,246

837,088
465,465
377,278

447,123
5 74,425
605. 6S1
365,582
892,428
761.825
57".: 59

473,129
421,184
353.571

1,638.337
2,010,044
314,061
191,347
319,363
256,651
75,880
51.749

507.256
3S6.163

1,892,092
1,887,805
266.263
218.913
192.034
197,257
608.815
531,640
90,558

151,439
47,013
39,979

3,692,280
4,336,683
534,077
604,652

715,869
861.060
733.800
819,625

725,522
720.952
228,931
228,716

1,548.706
1.720,472
1,466.703
1,522,780
426,294
487,438

1.143.239
1,444,814

1,316.712
1.519.090
1,238,637
1,611,300
275,874
331,475
651.268

1,034.670
416,645
521.105
636.315
956.452
195.397
235, '"il

1,553.854

297,818
236,468

1,398,889
1,640,051
1,190,502
1,261.753
204,455
256.72?
268.115
348,062

67 1,300

897.372

244.76S
257,549
256.733
265,174

272.446
214,140
264,163

1.010,447

26,416
33,202
47,003
73,577
27,914
29,620

30,334
39,100

113,703
68,225
36,926
35.846
55.810
53,753
17,994
13,697

116,823
153.962

409
1,308
6,162
4,512
S50

3,003
6.213
7.503

114,088
102.888
34,920
23,728
2,918
4,179
1,710
734

6.060
10,082
6,809
8.450

253,714
339,748
66,568
76,162

1S.469
34,583
24,515
42,357

11,621
10,655
2,457
3,850

34,636
35,188
51.929
46,898
4.840
6.994

27,073
49,111

19.289
27,704
57,306
65,937
10.501
14,000
25.229
49,804
5,652
S.554

41,613
67,230
23,425
31,895

67,208
73,419
3.601
3.553

62,916
74,730
10.925
12,231
37.053
49.910
16,586
31,252

222.071
171.91S
31.356
44,134

449
910

4.876
8.793
5.930
5,230
1,898

10.789
26,744
30.076
12,258
17,162
3,808
6,781

4,081
5,300

10,242
14.127
9,734
7,180

36.815
36.173
5,452
3.495
4.438
3.892

15,084
12.626
2.394
3,623
451
267

86.918
88.552
11,743
12.497

15,391
15,201
4,507
4,573

37,764
42,838
23.148
24,231
8,775
10.223
23.933
32,555

24,742
28,826
28,361
37,395
4,684
5,808

16.337
27,374
8.591

11.664
17,286
26,121
4,594
4,973

36.809
36.523
5,925
1,268

34.142
41.752
24,090
24.475
3,640
3,851
5.783
7.67"
•5,494

20 791

10,898

21,889

4.SS6
5.317
6,032
5,992
5.534
6.595
4,085
4.639
22.470
21.838
12.364

5.780
6.387

2,410
2.664
4.521

5,476
4,858
1,984

8,241 5,358
10,298 4, "11
14,810 7,2' '

7,951
25,109 12,573
19,056
14.542 8,676
10,435 5,013
12,598 6 955
8,997

51.420
54,011 32,460
9,360 4,528
5.325 1,664
7,803 3,617
5,654 1,>S3
2,226 1,458
1,694 805

14,190 6.594
8,572 2.S07

23.590
18.537
3,620
2,092
2,554
2.234

11,291
6,454
1.093
2,218
289
149

51.247
46,486
7.350

6,077

62.6
67.5
94.4

72.8
63.5
62.5
67.4
76.2
58.1
74.3

60.4
67.S
68.3
75.3

60.9
66.1
60.1
62.6
63.5
63.

S

57.2
66.2
68.7

62.0
60.9
64.0
62.9
65.6
61.5

216,812
291.062
536,513
760,278
506.194
349,009

558,674

837,989
464,236

1,492.423
1,137,822
897,340
652,530
661,567
476,110

2.913.391
3,259,987
479,844
271,75?
371.817
290,527
157.503
122,242
753,118
438,424

2,325,703
2,39S,604
361.798
229.582
263,307
243.S90
963.036
796,015
169.842
275,318
24,403
13.545

5.856.170
5,764.641
803,837
850,095

81,690
126,973
223,839
341.575
212,045
163,582

273,965
369,147
388,453
232,708
687,487
572.085
418.206
329,333
271,243
224,814

1.230,250
1,479,892
186,286
125,041
202,114
141.458
83.836
72,419

313,268
202,086

1,109.839
1,268.643
179,255
116,250
128,649
123,658
412,843
351,841
91.360

148,507
9,053
5,401

2.910.799
3,020,456
437.347
4S5.049

18.289 14.228 56.2 1,416.087 750,407
22,251 14 920 50.9 1,673,832 930.597
16,472 10.655 60.7 1,220,806 656.560
17,226 10.823 61.4 1,378,841 778,301

11,089
3,005
2,142
1.563

21.66.1

18.452
15.494
12,751
5.126
5,066

11,607
12.517

14.202
13,736
15.92-1

17.723
2,093
1,461
6,751
S.S11
3.944
3 144
7.618
9.2-86

1,608
1,214

21 951

16,618
3,381
2,149

20,076
17,253
13,246
10.272
1,651

1,651

2,5 14
15.21.8

9.112

6,4.''Q

2.97-1

2.654
3,282
2.209

3.450
3.844
2.940
2,544
10,426

8,17?
6.64S

6.S33
3.28 5

3.040

65.5
63.1

66.9
67.3

63.5
67.7
64.0
67.8
69.1

79.9

70.8
75.7

68.6
7R.8
69.4

62.6

60.4
66.5

70.S
64.5
70.4

68.8
70.0
68.1

73.9

66.7

58.1
64.6
68.3
72.8
65.0

838,499
798.685
243,078
239.817

2.361,943
2,551.944
1,482.763
1.455.695
474.533
556.439

1.246.083
1,687,445

1,357,704
1,614,8 '
1.537,809
2,058,708
240.4,84
28' 875
877.445

1.459.771
436.910
535.436
944.997

1,422,120
255.763
264,915

2.111.520
1.981,8112

363.853

2,040,957
2,340.568
1, I 19,013
1.29 1,316
205,299
2 '2.733

344.036
430,404

1.509.274
1,165,324

1.126,898

! i

317,325
314,592

248.602
263.852

761,317
324.853
354.502

298.449
318.611
109,425
113,270

1.063.897
1,205,318
690.367
705. S61
177.605
236,679
511,631
767,287

584,526
'722,924
659,576
970.353
35,876
134.465
421,305
739,747
194,6.88

264.353
441.230
705,103
123.626
139,412

761,57S
S29.358
159.827

118,688

1,154,285
550.613
584,057
98.641

114.961

166,205
221.351
599,972

4s; !72

534,696

126.476
145.340
157.561
146.951
128.4 31

114.154
574,851
576.619

344.144
126.7.85

149.679

129
130
353
348
301
289

277
255
305
285
579
560
421
336
328
335

1,089
(')

111
106

68
274
249

1,008
1,025
194
209
130
103
324
288
99
94
34
36

2,714
1,934
348
288

440
403
581
409

294
275
115
104
746
722
556
495
175

625
675
786
656
155
156
614
508
346
312
554
536

102
700
624
558
456
223
203
184
166
537
525

342

157
122
118
190
91
80

564
(>)

331
243
268
308

264
179

48
127
116
149

loo
195

17.8
19.8
23.3
24.7

19.1
27.9

12.1
13.9
15.0
21.1
19.1

17.9
21.9
36.1

21.7
19.3
34.1
(M
33.1
40.8
22.9
21.8
16.9
17.1

20.1
24.5

29.8
22.3
26.5
20.8
26.1

40.5
26.7
28.5

20.6 1,017
35.0 38
19.1 139
23.2 8

20.0 75
25.0 15
15.4 235
40.2 34

29.3 3

33.9 ...
16.7 ...

17.5 ...

12.0 24
13.4 17
15.1 53
22.4 . .

.

32.8 . .

.

30.9 . .

.

34.6
26.4
25.0
32.0
25.5
26.1
22.4
30.5

13.5

21.0

21.;

30.8

24.3
34.4
27.8

26.9
29.7

26.6

58.4
29.5
26.4
17.6

-On basis of way bill weights and distances.
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Compared with April

Region, road and year

New England Region:
Boston & Albany 1921

Boston & Maine 1921
1920

N. Y., N. II. & II 1921
[920

Great Lakes Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1921

1920

Del., Lack. & Western. .. 1921

[9 '.i

Erie (inc. Chic. & Eric).. 1921

Lehigh Valley 1921
19

Michigan Central 192]
1920

New York Central 1921

1920
N. Y., Chic. Si St. L 1921

Pere Mart|iiettc 1921
1"

Tills. & Lake Erie 1921
1920

Wabash 1921
1920

Ohio-Indiana-Alleghcny Region:
Baltimore & Ohio 1921

[9 io

Central of N. J 1

1920
Chicago & Eastern 111... 1921

1920
C, C, C. & St. L 1921

1920
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern. .. 1921

1920
Long Island

1920
Pennsylvania System 192]

Phila. & Reading 1921
1920

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921

19 o
Norfolk & Western 1921

1920
Southern Region:

Atlantic Coast Line 1°21
1920

Central of Georgia 1921
1920

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.)..1921
1

1 oiusvillr ,\ S'as'lviilo. . . 1" '1

1920
Seaboard Air Line 1921

1920
Southern Ry 1921

1920
Northwestern Region:

C. & Y W 1921

C, M. & St. P 102!
1920

C, St. P., M. & O 1921
1920

Great Northern .1921
1020

M.. St. P. & S. Ste. M. ..1" 1

Northern Pacific

ig mi

Ore-Wish. R. R. & Na\ 19 !1

1
!< "ii. ii Western Reeion:

Atch., Top. & Santa Fe . 19 1

Chicago & Alton 1921
I" ,

Chi., Burl. & Qtiincy. 1921
1' '0

Chi., Rock Tsl. & Pacific. 1021
19 'ii

er 8 Rio Gi inde 1' i

r .

Oregon Short Line 1"21

Southern Pacific 1' 1

Union Pacific

Southu 1 1 tei " Ri

Gal., II irrisbV \ S. An. .1921
1920

Gulf, CjIo. & Santa Fe. .1921

Mii oun, Kans. & Tex. .11

Mo., Kans & Tex ,f Trx 1921

Missouri Pacific 1" '

I

C r ' "
St. Lotus-San Francisco. . 1921

1920
Texas & Pacific 192]

19 20
'Data not available.

1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000
, xr _«. (c • .. Passenger Service
Average Number of Freight Pounds of

Cars on line daily Gross Nel ton coal per
i

~
v lons miles 1,000 gross

Percent per train, Net Net ton Car- per ton-miles,, *
»n- excluding tons Net miles miles mile including Pa«cnger

.

"""«• locomotive per 'una per per of road locomotive Train- train
I lime Foreign Total able stored and tender tram per car ear-day car-day per day and tender miles car-miles

3,442 4,409 7,851 6.7 1,078 984 371 20.0 347 27.6 6,912 205 306 68' 1 939 C64
563 10,655 11,218 3.5 1,003 438 24.0 377 23.7 10.744 209 308 051 948584

17,750 13,719 31,469 18.7 4,717 1,097 45!: 21.9 237 15.6 3 022 157 839 9' S'S
7,152 34,093 41,245 7.9 1,010 454 24.2 276 15.8 4 612 .. 841391 4540961

15,887 40,356 17.0 3,028 1.167 489 21.8 175 12.1 3,608 1" 1037 818 6443'92
19 43,382 51,431 5.9 954 447 22.8 106 5.9 2,813 204 $39,994 6M4.SM

11.309 5,735 17,044 8.7 2,381 1,631 800 33.2 536 26.6 10,373 195 185 875 951201
3.561 14,234 17,795 5.8 1,649 886 35.8 691 .8.5 14 335 '04 181302 9 '620?

16,861 6.813 23,674 9.3 955 1,691 784 26.2 547 31.0 12,991 177 4 79 606 3 446633
4,992 20,693 25,685 4.1 1,546 775 29.3 302 15.1 7 782 410152 2839449

39,011 14,626 53.637 15.3 16,131 1,893 872 27.4 427 23.4 10 14c 151 661430 4948977
8,078 50.515 58,593 6.9 1.692 851 30.0 325 15.3 8 443 182 5?7993 360X071

9.788 41,360 14.7 3,620 1,715 799 28.8 337 18.7 9 744 161 355767 265'544
10.718 28,908 39,626 6.2 1,530 772 31.6 277 13.0 7 680 216 366 389 2530861
19,147 10,649 29.796 15.4 2,472 1,597 655 21.5 .V)3 21.9 4 942 1*8 556851 4769onR
4.175 37,081 41,256 5.4 1,461 690 25.0 182 10.0 579*78=; Vmi'vn

I 081 10.7 33,1X10 1,944 821 23.9 297 19.5 7,263 125 ''72325 1773' 476
132,939 159.094 6.8 1,824 828 27.4 310 18.1 8,737 2 381083 7835 126

6.357 4,398 10,755 14.9 2,318 1,534 596 19.9 577 43.0 10,856 119 ' 89005 532210
1,394 7,896 9.290 6.3 1,424 655 23.5 449 25.1 7,280 6'501 42876'

10.903 9,861 20,764 14.2 1,000 1,222 665 25.9 325 18.4 3.052 162 280*123 1368844
3,824 19,140 22,964 5.9 1,184 577 25.0 205 11.0 2 143 194 264786 128002?
17,373 7,804 25,177 13.4 2,743 2.284 1.216 37.7 111 4.9 12,441 89' 108 118 565236
3.635 19,835 23,470 8.7 2,446 1,449 42.8 103 3.6 10.750 100 91901 44609O

13.039 9,160 22,199 11.2 1.453 642 22.1 470 31.2 4.319 167 508 4'9 2 627692
5.548 18,257 23.805 10.1 1,158 534 23.6 283 15.9 2,786 231 534,928 £667'553

69.967 27,878 97,845 12.1 6,414 1.534 732 20.1 378 20.6 7,135 183 1,342 466 8 495 894
22,883 70,041 92,924 6.8 1,600 846 35.1 455 19.6 8,206 '81739 7 556*86

8.596 29,054 29.5 4,478 1,505 746 32.9 206 10.4 8.808 193 *3!l'724 1465664
5.231 18,021 23,252 7.5 1,148 581 33.3 167 8.0 5,709 .. 300017 1251436

17,247 2.389 19,636 9.8 8,188 1.378 673 29.0 218 11.9 3,792 181 231849 1 !loS
10.032 13,128 23,160 7.5 1.257 637 31.8 178 8.8 3,645 2'7*570 1483056

15,537 34,560 11.2 3.621 1.655 710 27.4 398 25.4 5.793 140 708644 4547'fits
31,101 34,103 4.3 1,544 683 27.9 344 18.6 4.900 . 693479 4125554

10,468 3,970 14,438 4.5 3,952 2.066 1,111 38.2 211 8.1 3,641 150 ',
*•'"",*

8,082 8,287 16,369 7.8 2,063 1,113 41.0 302 11.9 5 941 )i{

2,151 3.557 5.708 3.8 980 614 228 20.1 53 4.3 76; 134 189 358 1008 575
552 6,029 6.581 2.4 465 185 20.2 27 2.1 456 163338 85708?

214,016 66,956 280.972 7.5 88,696 1.722 S56 33 5 345 16.4 8,9'2 145 4 87931' 3' 3siot7
213,721 312,070 6.0 1.471 771 34.1 ill 9 !69 4'917''04 iT'Ssifl'l
11,09 .739 10.2 5,877 1.700 925 37.2 376 16.4 21004 182 5122S4 ''moss

7,601 32,293 39,894 3.9 1.603 915 3S.8 405 15.5 22,431 ... 496.530 2*257*0<)8

38.252 11,838 50,090 8.2 9,550 2.135 1,13! 41.0 499 21.6 9.835 134 427 s* 5 '4'7 1T
10.968 23,607 34,575 10.2 2,12 1,182 H 35.8 12.310 4118SS 2242170
37,664 5,919 43,583 8.0 9,197 2,035 1.095 39.9 502 20.7 9,903 168 ooon
10,955 20,160 31,115 5.9 2,082 1,175 45 834 30.0 11.843 ... 386,114 2^943*556

22,392 11,016 33,408 15.5 1.164 413 19.4 298 26.4 2.036 145 841045 5 9'0 071
6,035 30,250 36.285 11.8 1.110 443 20.9 293 213 2 171 794*730 541-nQj
4,996 3,792 8,788 23.7 1,070 482 24.3 415 25.2 1,912 160 3Il'40S 1562112
1,461 7,653 9,114 4.8 1.058 500 24.8 414 22.4 1,974 ... 296 110 1576627

47.777 17,183 64.960 8.1 11,351 1,545 691 28.2 517 30.5 5.776 143 1457*936 9085*445
12,546 44,881 57,427 5.5 1.489 703 28.1 700 35.6 6 531 1417755 8934421
38,530 14,170 32,700 22.7 117 1.072 499 29.8 437

I iVtoy
13.154 27.988 41,142 7.5 116 1.026 497 29.1 572 30.0 4,683 . 5 = .,',.40

11.544 8,445 19,989 21.5 L124 421 20.2 296 23.2 1.674 181 ' 5*856
3,386 23,453 26,839 5.8 1,155 401 23 2 294 19.0 2.230 205 54Q '41 3 ' = i's56

39,614 20,326 59,940 10.3 7,341 1,108 455 21.4 285 19.8 2.457 205 1 319*232 8095064
15.041 51.698 66,739 4.5 1.198 543 23.6 383 22.5 3.684 ... 1,'453.*929 g|{

48.274 21,803 70.077 8.1 7,000 1,056 453 23.6 278 18.5 2.342 '05 1 613 59Q 064'817
59,420 82,923 6.6 1.086 48« 25.3 291 17. t 3 009 1599949 9II797'

44,725 16.182 60,907 13.4 5,633 1.2 . _;;
V
/.X

20,235 63,672 83,907 6.6 1,326 625 25.9 385 21.9 3 04' . ;--\£
3.933 11.742 15.675 11.3 4.163 913 326 18.3 183 14.4 1658 190 437'
1.626 10,445 12.071 8.7 894 426 23.2 371 20 1 Jislll

! 7.398 56.222 14.6 1.389 66 - 77 J!
27,155 46.646 8.4 1.4

17,138 6,275 23,413 12.2 3,524 1.060 472 22.6
15.006 20,554 6.5 1.04O 513 S'JJf

12.3 11,008 1.547
. //A]

13.170 21,162 34.632 8.3 1.575
5.113 1,761 880 4.2 2.067 1,441

5,936 8,680 1.9 1.262 664 28.0

12,222 59,76 10,9 "i 1,442

7.5 1.289
'

'

I 1.654 4.7 1.244

6 11.373 2.4 ... 1,091

16.120 61 1.1 1.SS8 1,5

1,01 1,6' 7.1 1.407 738
10.6 9.870 1.128 467

10,4-30 |i

10.9 3.511 1.236
'•"I 5.3 LOO)

19 ;.323 63'>

9.786 2.7 1.281 659
21.852 18,4^ 1

> 6.455 1.S43
1.338 60" 25.4

109 27.206 22.1 7. 842 1.656
6.169 13,514 19,683 1,281

16.2 3.422 1,

I 23,755 4.0

I 12.943 4.9 1,048 1,3
1 1 1 15,564 15,678 6.5

1,525 13.786 7.9 1,463
I 160 14,696
12.051 12,418 4.5 1.175 1.1

13,720 13,920 4.5 1.020
1 8.313 I. !6

55.314 5.4 1.1

9,855 31,212 7.8
•"

I. ...
9,305 - 5.0 ....

' 136 5,468 1 1 604 18.5 1.1
2.S93 13.004 15.897 8.5 1.005 46' ,-;.4 314

•No passenger train service. Compiled by the Bureau of Statistics, Inters
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Equipment and Supplies

Car Deliveries—First Five Months of 1921

Freight car production is again returning to the low level

which characterized the first half of 1920. Reports of the

leading car building companies to the Railway Car Manu-

facturers Association show that in May there were produced

for domestic service 3,610 freight cars. This compared with

4 455 in April and represents a progressive decline from the

figure of 7,298 reached in December, 1920. The production

for the first six months of 1920 averaged about 3,000 cars

monthly.
. .

The following table shows the production of freight and

passenger cars by months from January 1, 1920, to May 31,

1921, by the car building companies which report their pro-

duction to the Railway Car Manufacturers' Association.

1920

Table I

—

Car Deliveries

Freight cars
Domestic Foreign

1,904Tanuarv 4
'
4SJJanuary ..

March'
April
May .

Tune
July .

August
Sept

3.774
2,796
J. 127
2,630
2,60S
2,583
3,056
3,529

1,039
1,994
1.912
1,387
708

October ..."' 5 """

November
December 7,298

Total for 1920 46,784 14,602

Freight cars
_

2921 Domestic

January 7.008

February 6.276

March 5.«3

May J -oiu

5 mos. 1921 27,102

Other figures supplied by the Association show that wi-

the greater part of the period under consideration the

builders have been working on back orders. In other words,

as small as the production was, it has been considerably

ahead of the orders taken for new business. Thus at the

end of August, 1920, there were on order and undelivered

50,275 freight cars for domestic service; at the end of May,

1921, the total had been decreased to but 13,890. The detailed

figures follow

:

Table II—Cars oh Order and Undelivered

rid of month)

Domestic
December, 1919... 24,816
January, 1920 27,282
February 29.706
March 13,061

42.869
47.761

(Figures for e:

-Freight Cars-
Foreign
10,720
9,381
8,38
7,854
7,180
6,338
7,792
8,212
7,574
6,793
7,026
6,234
4.856
2,903
3.225
(,029
3.312
3.559

April
May
June 48.171

July 50,275
August 4').442
September 4S.114

October 46,051
November 41.290

December 35,268
January, 1921 32,874
February 26,685
March 21,808
April 17.513

May 13,890

Car repaii work has been an important feature of the work

of the car building companies for the past several months.

Tin figures Follow

Table III

—

Freight Car Repairs

Deliver

f Passenger (

Domestic roreifTotal
35,536 407 .110
36,663 311 103
38.095 2*1 103
41,455 522 80
50,049 586 88
54,099 732 110
55,963 796 97
58,487 sll 88
57,016 861 75
54,907 903 75
53,077 851 66
47.524 925 59
40,124 829 42
35,777 786 42
29,910 75ii 28

25,837 681 28
20,825 565 24
17,449 450 18

Total
517
414
385
602
674
842
893

936
978
917
984

dur
month

May, 1920
June 2,541

July 1.49

August !,81l

Septerabei U40
October
November 4,345
December 4,648

Total, Jan. 1. 1920, to Dec. 31, 1920 34,198

On order and
undelivered at

end of month
20,130

23,541

26,710

January, 1921 4,229 21,469
February 4,499 18,303
March 4,824 14,34s
April 3,898 11,884
M.in 3,250 12,308

5 mos. 20,700

(Xotc. In using tin above tables attention should be drawn
to the fact that from March, 1921, on, one additional car building

company is included. The figures now represent the production

of all the import. mi builders and, therefore, the larger part ol

the car building capacity of the country, witli tin- exception ot

the railroad shops, the production of cars in which relatively to

the total is not great.

)

Locomotives
The United States of Colombia has ordered 4 locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Illinois Central is asking for prices on the repairs of

from 100 to 130 Mikado type locomotives.

The Sorocabana Railway (Brazil) has ordered 2 Mikado type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia has ordered 2 Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The National Railways of Mexico have ordered 10 Pacific

type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The HuNTixciimx & Broad Top Mountain Railroad has or-

dered 4 locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Lehigh & Hudson River is having repairs made to 2

locomotives at the shop of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Monterey Iron & Steel Company-

, Mexico, has ordered

from the American Locomotive Company, 4 Consolidation type

locomotives, with a total weight in working order of 294,000 lb.

The Pekin-Kalgan (China) has ordered from the American

Locomotive Company, 3 Pacific type locomotives with a total

weight in working order of 292,000 lb. and 2 Mikado type loco-

motives, with a total weight in working order of 296,000 lb.

The National Railways of Mexico have ordered from the

American Locomotive Company, 20 Consolidation type locomo-

tives with a total weight in working order of 314,000 lb. and 7

Mikado type locomotives, with a total weight in working order

of 440,000 lb.

Freight Cars

The Northern Pacific is inquiring for prices on 1,000 steel

center constructions for freight car repairs.

The Wabash has given an order to the Western Steel Car &

Foundry Company for making repairs to 300 steel hopper cars

of 40 tons' capacity.

The American Refrigerator Transit Company, St. Louis,

Mo., has ordered 100 steel underframes from the General Ameri-

can Tank Car Corporation.

Passenger Cars

The Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Railroad has or-

dered 10 passenger cars from the Harlan plant of the Bethlehem

Shipbuilding Corporation, Ltd

Iron and Steel

The Kanawha & Michigan is inquiring for bids on 700 to

800 tons of structural steel for bridge work.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie is inquiring for ISO tons of

steel for car repairs and 200 kegs of spikes.

The Chesapeake X- Ohio has ordered 1.700 tons of bridge

material from the Mount Vernon Bridge Company.

Signaling

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered from the Union

Switch & Signal Company 63 semaphore signals to be mstalled

between La Bctte, Kan., and Vinita, Okla.
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Charles Copeland, a s s i -- 1 . 1 1 1 1 treasurer of E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del., has been elected

secretary, to succeed Alexis I. du Pont, deceased.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, on

June 1, removed its New York City office, from 50 Dey
street to 30 Church street, with Harold B. Wood as district

manager.

N. C. Catabish, general sabs manager of the National

Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, has been assigned

to other duties and J. R. Crawford, general sales manager
of the Union Carbide Sales Company, has been appointed

to succeed Mr. Catabish.

American Car & Foundry Company

The annual report of the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany for the fiscal year ended April 30, 1921, shows earnings

from all sources, after provision for taxes, of $13,212,816, as

compared with $14,382,565 in the year ended April 30, 1920.

A total of $4,661,961 was expended for renewals, replace-

ments, etc., leaving net earnings of $8,550,856, as compared

with $10,401,192 in 1920. Dividends were paid amounting to

$2,100,000, or 7 per cent on the preferred stock, and $3,600,-

000, or 12 per cent on the common stock. The surplus for

the year was $2,850,856, as compared with $1,101,192 for 1920.

The profits for the year equal $21.50 a share on the common
stock, as compared with $27.67 a share in the previous fiscal

year.

President W. H. Woodin in his report to the stockholders

says in part:

The present condition and future prospects of the railroads

continue as causes of grave anxiety. It is unnecessary to

dwell on the effects of governmental control and operation

upon their financial and physical conditions. The question

pressing for solution is their rehabilitation so that they may
perform efficiently their proper functions in serving the indus-
trii of the country and that the vast amount of the people's
money invested in their securities may be properly safe-

guarded. Because of lack of traffic, the increase in freighl

rates granted during the yeai just past has not as yet had any
appreciable effect towards restoring a condition of prosperity.
I'ndiiubtedly a crying need is a reduction in the costs of
operation, and some progress lias been made in this direc-
tion by the recent ruling of the Railroad Labor Board. More
than this, however, is required for their complete rehabilita-
tion and relief. Particularly a bai I. ward step will be taken if

the roads now shall be deprived of the benefit of the increase
in freight rates recently granted them. This certainly should
not be attempted until after a fair trial has been given the
conditions brought about by the increase in rates and the
reduction in operating costs.
During the year there has been but little buying of new

equipment. This lias been due in part to inability to finance
purchases. Some relief has been given by the operation of
the law of last year by which the government has been able
to assist the roads in their buying—but compared to their re-
quirements the measure of this relief has been almost negli
gible. The financing 1m the roads of the large amount of new
equipment purchases that will fie needed in tin near future
and without which the country's progress and prosperity
will he greatly retarded, presents a problem. That from nine
to time a greater or less number of cars stand idle does not
argue that the roads have all the equipment needed. It hap-
pens at the present time and due to general business depres-
sion, that there is a dearth of traffic to be moved. Notwith-
standing tins, the ratio of ears now idle to the total avail-
able tor service is inconsiderable—and as soon as conditions
once more approximate the normal the lack of equipment wall
be very much in evidence. While, therefore, this companym common with like industries confronts the likelihood of aessening of its aettvities for some time to come, nevertheless

n..V
an

t
.,'" faCCd Wlth >''l"animity in the certainty that theneeds of the country w.ll make imperative in the near futuretne resumption of equipment buying on a large scale

During the year there have been brought to complete
adjustment and in entire harmony all of the company's manu-
facturing accounts with the government, including those re-
lating to the purchase by tin director general of railroads
of the 31,000 freight ear- referred to in prior reports.
Due to the bad condition into which the equipment of many

of the roads was allowed to fall while under government
control, it was expected that there would be a very large
amount of ear repairing to be done. The result, however,
has fallen far short of the expectation—such work accounting
for approximately only one-fifth of the company's business
and profits tor the year. The manufacture and sale of its
miscellaneous products has yielded a greater volume of busi-
ness than has the work of car repairing
The company enters upon its new vear with a thoroughly

liquidated inventory and a comfortable volume of business
booked—approximately $30,000,000. In all respects its affairs
are in satisfactory shape.
The balance sheet follows:

Assets
Pn perty and plant account «- s7 c ,,,

April 30, 1920. as per last annual statement '.'. $68.5lV 847
J .0' 3 .«>«

Ada: Additions during year 3,357,796

Current assets u ,„ ...

" i '- I $14,010,061
6V 87

- 515

v
'; "'" '" :

'

"">' receivable 28.301,833
1 S certificates of indebtedness, Liberty Bonds
and Victor) Notes . 5,008,850

ether companies 5.992 332
Cash in banks and on hand 11,'474'439

$136,663,158
Liabilities

Preferred stock innnnnnn
,

c
:

n '

'
'

i sooooooo
v urrcnt I in')] tit ns IT ~>A\ OO ^Accounts payable, not due, and payrolls "(paid

"
... $21,694,593

rrovision tor federal taxes 4 1'341'>
Dividend on preferred stock (payable July 1,

r,.
1

•
,

'
,

525,000
Uijitlentl on common capital stock (payable

lul
> '. 192D 900,000

Reserve accounts «,,....„
Fir ;,,tnr„,,.. ^ $14,143,585i.r insurance ... $1,500,000
1 or general overhauling, improvements and
maintenance 1,586 721

Dividends on comnien capital stock, to be paid
when and as declared hv hrard of directors 10,800.000

*or improving working conditions of employees

Su>plus account
$35,276,568

$136,663,158

Obituary
Edward J. Ronan, representative of the Gold Car Heating

«\- Lighting Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., died at his hoi
Brooklyn on July 3. Mr. Ronan had been connected with
the company for 21 years.

Alexander H. Handlan, president oi the Handlan-Buck
Manufacturing I ompany, Si I ouis, who died at Oconomo-
woc, Wis. on May 28 after more than a year of ill-health,

had spent his entire

business career of 52
years in the service of
that firm. In January,
1869. he was employed
as a

'

y M.
M. Buck, a dealer in

railroad lanterns at St
and shortly after

bought an interest in

the firm. In 1901 Mr.
Handlan acquired the
entire ownership of the
company by purchase
and changed the name
of the concern t

present form. The busi-

if the company
was also expanded to
permit the manufactur-

A H Handlan
'"g °' 3 ''ne OI ra ' Ir°ad
supplies. Mr. Handlan.

. .
at the time of his

death, was not actively engaged in the management of his
company, having retired from business about 20 years ago.
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Alabama, Florida & Gulf.—The tntei tati I ommerce Com-
mission lias issued a certfficate authorizing the construction of

lines between Dothan and Wilson, Ala., four miles, and between

Greenwood and Marianna, Fla., nine miles.

Chicago Union Station.—This company has let a contract to

the Brennan Construction Company, Chicago, for the construc-

tion of a 12-duct conduit line between Harrison and Van Buren

streets, noted in the Raihvay Age of July 2 (page 42) ; also a

contract to the W. J. Newman Company for a temporary office

building to be used in connection with the wrecking of the old

Chicago & Alton freight house at Van Buren street.

Illinois Central.—This company is accepting bids for the con-

struction of the substructure of a bridge south of Johnston, Miss.,

i ;i about $30,000.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was noted in the

Raihvay Age of June 17 (page 1422) as contemplating the con-

struction of a pumping station at Ramsey, 111., has closed bids for

this work. This company is also receiving bids for the construc-

tion of a new water-treating plant at Amboy, 111., to cost about

$30,000.

Mississippi Warrior Barge Line.—This company has com-

menced construction of the new floating freight terminal at

Cairo, 111., to provide for the direct transfer of freight in the

Illinois Central and the Mississippi Warrior Line.

Pennsylvania System.—This company has awarded a con-

tract for the dismantling of its train shed at Jersey City, N. J.,

to Henry A. Hitner's Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa. It is

intended to replace this old structure with three low shelter

sheds to take care of the passenger business which has been

of a local character since the construction of the Pennsylvania

terminal in New York City.

Southern Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract for

the construction of a tunnel, 1,420 ft. long, eliminating the trestle

on the west bank of the Willamette river, about 7 miles from

Portland, Ore., to the Hauser Construction Company, Portland.

Texas & Pacific.—This company is accepting bids for the con-

struction of a new brick and tile passenger station at Ranger, Tex.,

with dimensions of 42 ft. by 263 ft., to cost about $75,000.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia.—This company has let a

contract to the John F. Casey Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., for the

grading of 3}4 miles of track into the coal fields owned by John
A. Bell, of Pittsburgh. The work includes one 70-ft. steel bridge.

Toledo, Peoria & Western.—This company has awarded a

contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for the

construction of a 100-ton frame coaling station at Cuba, 111.

Virginian.—This company is receiving bids for the construc-

tion of additions to its shops at Elmore, W. Va.

Wood Construction Information Service.—The National

Lumber Manufacturers Association, Chicago, has recently issued

some additional data dealing with mill construction. The subjects

treated in these sheets deal with basement floors, roof and roof

coverings and include a set of floor beam charts to facilitate the

determination of the most economical system of floor construction

to carry a given load. Another subject presented is a progress

report of tests made by the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,

Wis., in co-operation with the association on built-up beams under

various loads in comparison with solid timbers.

About 2,000 Shopmen of the Delaware & Hudson resumed work
on July 5, after a general suspension of work lasting six weeks.

Certain shops on the Baltimore & Ohio on the same day took

back about 3,600 shopmen who had been furloughed for three

weeks or more. It is said that at the Mount Claire shops of the

Baltirnore & Ohio, in Baltimore, the forces now aggregate about

two-thirds the normal number.

Ann Arbor.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has authorized an issue of $2,000,000 of 6 per
cent bonds under the company's improvement and extension mort-
gage, $1,925,000 of the bonds to be pledged as collateral security

for certain promissory notes and $75,000 to be issued in exchange
for 5 per cent bonds now held in the treasury.

Atlantic Coast Line.—Annual Report.—A review of this

company's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of
this issue.

Chicago & Alton.—Annual Report.—The income account for

the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the previous

year as follow s

:

1920 1919

Operating revenues (March 1-December 31) $25,785,032
Operating expenses i March 1-December 31) 24,403,890

Revenues over expenses ( March 1-December 31).. $1,381,162
Rental from United States Railroad Administration 529,719 $3,178,315
United States Government guaranty period claim 3,105,524

Railway operating income $5,016,405 $3,178,315

Operating expenses, corporate, not assumed by the
United States Railroad Administration $9,573 $64,192

Taxes 657, 144 4,787

Railway operating income over corporate expenses
and taxes $4,349,688 $3,109,336

Total income from railroad properties $4,412,748 $3,101,409

Deductions

:

Hire of equipment, etc $1,056,888 $271,053
Net income from railroad properties 3,355.860 2.830,356

Total other income $11«,_'56 $105,825

Total income from all sources $3,475,116 $2,936,181

Deductions

:

Interest on funded debt, etc.
Net deficit

1,109,763 $3,933,650
634,647 997,469

The annual report of the Chicago & Alton will be reviewed
editorially in an early issue.

Great Northern.—Asks Loan for New Equipment.—Applica-
tion has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a loan of $606,000 from the revolving fund to aid in the

purchase of 500 refrigerator cars, and authority was also asked
for the issuance of $606,000 of equipment gold notes at 6^4
per cent which it is proposed to sell at 97 l/2 to the First Na-
tional Bank of New York.

Illinois Central.—Annual Report.—A review of this com-
pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Interstate Railroad.—Authorized to Issue Stock.—This com-
pany has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to issue $3,000,000 of additional stock, the proceeds to be

used for the purchase of property for and the construction of an

extension of its railway from the present terminus at Norton,

Va., to a connection with the Carolina, Clinchfield &- Ohio, a dis-

tance of about 25 miles. The right of way of the Xorton &
Northern to be purchased will constitute a portion of the com-
pleted extension.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Authorised to

Purchase Road.—This company has been authorized by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to acquire the railroad property of

the Wisconsin & Northern and to issue $2,671,000 of its first con-

solidated 5 per cent mortgage bonds to be used in part payment.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$714,000 of refunding and extension mortgage 5 per cent bonds

to be placed in the company's treasury in respect of expenditures

for additions and betterments amounting to $398,000 and for

retirement of equipment obligations amounting to $316,000.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Annual Report—The corporate
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income account for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares

with the previous year as follows

:

1920

Operating revenues $14,35-\99S

Operating expensed 14,923, .ioo

Taxes (other than U. S. Government) 568,623

Total $15,491,932

evenues over expenses and taxes .Def. $1,138,934

$451,438

$3,058,508

(3,058, 08

$2,627,815

Operating

Standard return
Amount by which M. & St. L. R, l;. failed to

earn Govt. Guaranty (March to Vugust) esti-

mated 3,362,819

Total income, including other $4,055,SO6

Surplus $2,916,872

Interest on outstanding funded debt $2,1

Taxes— LI. S. Government 53,257

Total fixed and other charges $2,316,696

Balance—Surplus $600,176 $430,693

Tlie annual report of the Minneapolis & St. Louis will be

reviewed editorially in an early issue.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—A pplication for Loan Approved.
—The Interstate Commerce Commission has approved a loan of

$450,000 to the receiver to assist in the acquisition of 300 50-ton

steel tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity, to cost $3,007 each.

Seaboard Air Line.—Defers Interest on Bonds.—The directors

on July 1 voted to defer the semi-annual interest payment due
August 1 on the $25,000,000 5 per cent adjustment mortgage bonds,

the principal of which is due October 1, 1949. The bonds were
issued on October 1, 1909.

Robert L. Nutt, treasurer of the Seaboard Air Line, made the

following statement after the meeting:

The directors under ordinary conditio ns might have considered an ad-

vancement of the necessary amount, although no! earned, but since the
interest is cumulative and because of general depressed business conditions
throughout the country, in the opini i the board, the company would
not be justified in advancing interest on the income bonds, which would
take from the property money considered essential to is proper maintenance.
A further consideration was the fact that the reduction of wages does not
take effect until after July 1.

The policy of the company during the succeeding six months will be to
put the motive power in first class condition to meet the winter business of
the corporation. This policy will, it is believed by the board, prove to the
materia] benefit of the adjustment bondholders in that their property will

be better conserved.
The amount earned during the period under consideration, viz., November

1 last to April 30, 1921, available for interest on the adjustment bonds was
Ml cimatelj $30,000. This will be carried over into the next interest
period, the amount being insufficient to justify its distribution.

Southern Pacific.—Annual Report.—A review of this com-
pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Sugar Pine.—Asks Permission to .Ibandon Line.—This com-
pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for a

certificate authorizing the abandonment of its line of 14.15 miles
in Tuolumne County, Cal.

Tennessee Central.—Sale Postponed.—-The sale of this road,
scheduled for June 30, has been postponed to October 1, at the
request of the Mississippi Valley Trust Company, trustee for the
first mortgage bondholders.

Texas City Terminal.—Certificate Held Not Necessary.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a decision that the
proposed acquisition and operation by this company of the railroad
formerly owned by the Texas City Transportation Company
and operated by the Terminal Company as lessee, is not within
the scope of Paragraph 18, Section 1, of the interstate commerce
act, and the proceeding was dismissed.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.—Annual Report.—The cor-
porate income account for the year ended December 31, 1920,
compares with the previous year as follows:

Operating revenues: 1920 1919
"eight $9,307,528

400,925Pas ngei

Tota l $10,118,447

Operating expenses:
Maintenance of way and structures $2,124,597
Maintenance of equipment 2.019,174

4ramc •••.• 1*4,459

Gene*»L *9" 3,657.7t,.i

I

Total $8,144,957

Net revenue from operations $1,973,490
Tax accruals 288,150

Railway operating income
Total other income

Gross income
"Deductions from total gross income including

$1,685,172
$1,273,316
1,273,316

interest on fundi

.Total $2,103,491
Net income 361,476

$1,368,749
Def. 95,433

'Includes interest n A and 1: Gold Bonds of 1917, amounting to $461,080
defaulted.

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal
traffic statistics for 1920 compare as follows:

Ofekating Revenues

Freight $10,766,900 $7,419,636
' 461,017 452,877

$8,267,878Total operating revenues $11,758,721

OrERATiNi; Expenses
Maintenance of way and structures $2,317 092

2,371,'601

17S.056
4,425,344
201,312

af equipment.Maintena
I

i

affu expenses

General expenses

Total operating expenses
Net revenue from railway operations.
Railway tax accruals

Ra

$9.49-2,917

2,265.804
350,150

Iway operating income $1,915,192

Freight Traffic
Number of tons carried 5,082,141
Number of tons carried one mile 1,261,496,000

248.23
Average revenue | er ton mile $.00854

Passenger Traffic
Number of passengers carried

1

I lie mile
Average distance hauled per passenger (mile)
Average revenue per passenger mile

$1,475,281
1,821,103

72,625
3,440,980
137,569

$6,944,945
1,322,932
315.000

4.123.391
896.804.000

$.00827

319,619
15,347,648

48.02

295,166

••

$.02455

\V. L. Ross, receiver, in his remarks, says that the results of
the operation of the property for the year show the largest
operating revenues in the history of the road, there being an
increa e ol r90,843, or 42.22 per cent over the preccdiin
regardless of the disturbed business and financial condition of
the country.

\\ heeling & Lake Erie.—Authorised to Issue Equipment
Obligations.—This company has been authorized by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission to issue short term notes to the
amount of $13,629,000 for the acquisition of equipment through
tin- National Railway Service Corporation's equipment trust
agreement; to assume obligation as endorser and guarantor in

respect of obligations of the service corporation to the L'nited
States, to the amount of J3,304,000, and to pledge with the Secre-
tary of the Treasury $779,000 of refunding mortgage 5 per cent
bonds to secure the repayment of a loan of $3,304,000.

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued certificates for
partial guaranty payments, as follows :

Hrie
I. Columbia & Gulf..

I .lie

• rtbern. .

St T.iiinsi,,,. ,\ Lake Champla
V\ in-!, .i Sal in Si uthbound .

.

Trinity Valley
Susquehanna & '

Mamstiq Superior.
Flint Rivi i stern . .

Chicago i

Dividends Declared

I.OOO.fl '

10,000

50.000

1 per cent, quarterly, payable June 25 to

30, to holders of record

Ashland Coal & Iron Ry
holders of record lino
Atlanta A; West Point—3 per cent, payable I

Belt Railroad & Stock Yards (Indianapolis)—Common, 3 per cent quar-
terly; pie. cent; both payable July 1.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western— 5 per cent, quarterly, parable July
20 to hoi h,ly 11.

Hanking— 3 per cent, quarterly, payable 1

I record July 1.

Manhattan Railway— lj$ per cent quarterly, payable July 1 to holders of
1 ne 30.

Pittsburgh a West Virginia—Prefei
August 31 to holders of record August 1.

Richmond, Fredericks.

.

ac—Common and dividend obligations,

: per cent. ; ..den of
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Annual Report
Illinois Central Railroad Company— Seventy-First Annual Report

To the Stoi i.iMiiiii i rHE Illinois Central Railroad Company:

Then i
lerewith the report of the Board of Directors covering

.I,, a ff ;ill pany for the year ended December 31, 1920.

The I
'<

I
miles operated on December 31, 1920, was.... 4,799.40

Addition I i year:
1, 1920—Tracks of Ne Orleans Great NorthernJanuary 1, 1920—Tracks of JNew urleans ureal iwinern

R R. at Monticello, Miss., riot reported in previous years .36

December 1, 1920—Rechaining at Tara, la 02 .38

due to construction of cut-off
Less: „ .

February 1, 1920—Reductn
at Scottsburg, Ky .- • •

I '.bin .tv 1, 1920—Shortening line at Carbondale, 111...

!, 1920—Shortening line due to construction of

off at Camp Knox, Ky .75

The number of miles operated on December 31, 1920, was 4,799.40

The average number of miles of road operated during the

year was 4,/99.44

INCOME
A summary of the Corporate Income for the year ended December 31,

1 .)'<> ,-omii:Ti-d with the Corporate tncon r th< yeai 1919, is stated below.
' ' Increase +

1920 1919 Decrease —
Average Miles Operated

Dtirinc Year 4,799.44 4,/93.22 + b.il

Operating Revenues $121,804,579.25 +$121,804,579.25

Operating Expenses.

Expenses over Revenues.
United States Government
—Guaranty Period Claim

Rental from United States

Railroad Administration..

Railway Operating Income

Operating Expenses. Corpo-
rate, not assumed by
United States Railroad

12l|874,327.47 + 121,874,327.47

69,748.22 + 69,748.22

19,499,886.56 + 19,499,886.56

3,399,634.99 $17,S96,467.48 — 14,496,832.49

22,829,773.33 17.896,467.48 + 4,933,305.85

Federal War I

Other Taxes
Uncollectible Railway Rev-
enues

117,657.90

7,172,261.96

23,319.80

351,632.62 —
853,200.00 +

233.974.72

6,319,061.96

+ 23,319.80

Railway Operating In-

come over Corporate
Expenses. Taxes and
Uncollectible Railway
Revenues 15,516,533.67 16,691,634.86

Equipment Rent s—Net
Credit 3,196,849.02

Joint Facility Rents—Net
Debit

— 1,175,101.19

+ 3,196,S49.02

191,297.36 + 191,297.36

N
Incomf

Wa
^.°.

Pe
.

r

.

ati

.

ng
18,522,085.33 16,691,634.86 + 1,830,450.47

ncome from Investments

c^me
01

!

1

.".
00^ ".

1

?.

1
": 7,219,881.91 7,634,004.57 - 414,122.66

25,741,967.24 24,325,639.43 + 1,416,327.81

12,170,844.96 12,156,719.96 + 14,125.00

Gross Income
Interest on Funded Debt
and Other Miscellaneous
Corporate Charges

Net Income 13,571,122.28 12,168,919.47 + 1,402,202.81

Disposition of Net Income:
Income Applied to Sink-

ing and Other Reserve
Funds

Income Appropriated for
Investment in Physical
Property

Total Appropriations of
Income

118,200.00 118,200.00 ..

18,080.85 170,100.07 -

136,280.85 288,300.07 - 152,019.22

The decrease c-< $14,496,*32.49 in "Rental from United Slates Railroad
Administration" for the year 1920, compared with the yeai 1919, is due to
the fact that rental payable under the Federal Control Act and the Standard
Contract accrued for January and February of the current year only, while
in the year 1919, the rent for the entire year accrued to your Company.
There was a decrease of $233,974.72 in "Operating Expenses, Corporate,

not assumed by United States Railroad Administration" for the reason that
Federal control terminated March 1, 1920, and similar expenses for the
remaining ten months were included in "Operating Expenses." In the
previous year the expenses for the entire twelve months were included in
this account. These expenses were for salaries and expenses of officers and
clerks necessary to maintain the Corporate organization.
The increase of $6,3r<,061.96 in "Federal War Income and Other Taxes"

is principally due to the inclusion in the current year of ten months of
State and other taxes accruing from March to December, 1920, in addition
to Federal war income taxes for the year. The state and other taxes for the
first two months of the year 1920 were chargeable to the Director General of
Railroads. In the previous year the Company assumed the l-'ederal war
income taxes and the State and other taxes for the entire year were borne
bv the Director General of Railroads.
The increase of $23,319.80 for the calendar year 1920 in the item "Un-

collectible Railway Revenues" was for transportation charges earned by your
Company determined to he uncollectible and therefore charged off. Uncol-
lectible railway revenues in the previous year were included in the accounts
of the Director General of Railroads and any portion thereof antedating the
Federal control period was charged back to your Company by the Director
~eneral and in the report of the previous year included in "Exp

January 1, 1918

Income Balance Trans-

Prott and Loss.'. 13,434,841.43 11,880,619.40 + 1,554,222.03

The income account for the current vear 1920 consists of the Federal con-

tract compensation for January and February, less Corporate expenses and

war taxes; and the income resulting from operation for the ten months

beginning March 1, 1920. To these sums is added an amount which repre-

sents the difference between the amount earned and the amount guaranteed

under Section 209 of the Transportation Act, 1920, during the six months
guaranty period, from March 1 to August 31, 1920, inclusive, which amount

stands as a claim against the Government. For the year 1919 the income

account was made up of compensation accrued to your Company under the

contract with the Government entered into pursuant to the Federal Control

Act. from which were deducted Corporate expenses and Federal war taxes.

To the income for the respective vears was added income from securities

owned and other Corporate income and there was deducted interest on
funded debt and other Corporate charges.

In the current year's income the items "Operating Revenues,' amounting

to $121,804,579.25, and "Operating Expenses," amounting to $121,874,327.47,

represent operating results for the months from March to December, 1920,

inclusive. There were no corresponding figures for the previous year be-

cause in that year all operating revenues accrued to and all operating ex-

penses were borne by the Government and in lieu thereof there accrued to

your Company rental payable by the Government under the terms of the

Federal Control Act and the standard form of contract entered into by your

Company with the Director General of Railroads.

The item "United States Government-Guaranty Period Claim" of $19,499,-

886.56 is the sum by which the Railway Operating Income, as defined in

Section 209 of the Transportation Act, 1920, for the six months from March
1 to August 31, 1920. was insufficient to meet the guaranty under this section

of the Act.

xpenses Prior

crease of S3. 196,849.02 for "Equipment Rents-Net Credit" is the
excess of income over outgo for hire of railway equipment for the last ten
months of the current year. In the previous year, as also in the months
of January and February, 1920, this income accrued to the Director General
of Railroads under the terms of the Federal Control Act and the Standard
Contract.
The increase of $191,297.36 in "Joint Facility Rents-Net Debit" is for the

excess of rentals paid over rentals received for tracks and terminal facilities

used in common with other carriers for the last ten months of the year.

The corresponding rentals for the first two months of the current year and
for the previous vear accrued to or were assumed by the Director General
of Railroads.
"Income from Investments and Other Corporate Income" decreased $414.-

122.66. There was a decrease of $1,005, S58. 53 in the amount of interest

receivable on Louisville, New Orleans & Texas Railway Company Second
Mortgage Income Bonds and a decrease of $126,382.06 compared with the

previous year, caused by a reduction in the amount of revenues accrued prior

to Tanuary 1, 1918, being reported by the Director General of Railroads.
These decreases were offset in part by an increase of $150,006.38 in dividends
from securities owned, representing an increase of $400,000.00 in dividends
en Madison Coal Corporation stock, less decrease of $249,993 62 on account
of dividends received on Dubuque & Sioux City Railroad Company capital

stock last year and on which no dividends were paid during the current
year. There was also an increase of $564,219.03 in "Income from Unfunded
Securities and Accounts," the major portion of which was for interest re-

ceivable from The Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Company on its

unfunded indebtedness to your Company. The balance of the increase

$3,892.52 consisted of minor items of nonoperating income received this

year as compared with the previous year.
The increase of $14,125.00 in "Interest on Funded Debt and Other Mis-

cellaneous Corporate Charges" is largely due to an increase in interest on
funded debt, less a substantial decrease in rents fcr leased roads. The
increase in interest on funded debt was on account of additional securities

issued during the year for new equipment. The decrease in rents for leased

roads represents the deficit from operations of the Dubuque & Sioux City
Railroad by your Company during the last four months of the current year
and is payable by the Dubuque & Sioux City Railroad Company.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

The following is an explanation of the important changes in "Investments"
and "Funded Debt" during the year:
Investments:

Expenditures for additions and betterments amounted to $17,295,942.82, as

shown in detail on page 8. Of this sum $15,191,281.07 was for improve-

ments to lines of railn ad owned by your companv and to its equipment

and is included in General Balance Sheet Account "Road and Equipment
since June 30, 1907." The balance of $2,104,661.75 covered imprcvements

to the railroads of subsidiary companies and is included in General Balance

Sheet Account "Investments in Affiliated Companies—Advances."
The increase cf $196,500.00 in "Investments in Affiliated Companies

—

Bonds" was as follows:

Purchase of Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah Seven „„„„.„
Per Cent Gold Bonds of 1925, at par $209,000.00

Less: Feoria & Pekin Union Railway Company Five Per Cent

Debenture Bonds matured August 1, 1920, redeemed, par

value 12.500.00

Increase S196.500.00

There was an increase of $2,044,172.66 in "Investments

in Affiliated Companies-Advances." as shown in Table 6, rep-

resenting advances to subsidiary companies, as follows:

Advances for additions and betterments to the lines of railroad

and equipment of subsidiary companies ,'"','' S-i 104 '
001 ' 3

Less: Reduction in advances to non-transportation subsidiary

companies 60,489.05

$2,044,172.66

The of $2,OS8,9O0.00 in "Other Investments—Bonds"

Regis-

nd Fension

explained as follows.

The Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad Cor

tered Five Per Cent Gold Improvement Bonds
These bonds were transferred from the Insurance

Funds closed during the year.

Less: Sale of United States Fourth Liberty Loan Four and

One-Quarter Per Cent Bonds sold to Central of , Georgia

Railwav Company -.- • • • $5

Homewood Country Club First Mortgage Five Per

Cent Bonds, redeemed

$2,614,000.00

,000.00

100.00
525,100.00

$2,088,900.00
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There was an increase in "Funded Debt" of $18,911,085.00, as folio

Illinois Central Railroad Company Six Per Cent Equipment

Gold Notes issued under Government Equipment Trust ^
Illfr.'::s

3

CerJ:Tl K-TJ-Fni:r.t Trust Seri;s P, Sev:n F:r C:nt

Certificates issued • ••• v'll'oV '

Illinois Central Railroad Company One to Fifteen 'tear be-

cured Six Per Cent Notes issued .......... «,i«

Illinois Central Railroad Company and ( hicago, St. Louis &
\,v Orleans RaUroad Company Join! Firsl Refunding Mort-

gage Five Per Cent Bonds, Series "A," issued for conversion

of Stc-ling Bonds in Dollar Bonds 5

000.00

000.00

000.00

Total

Equipment trust obligations retired and cancelled:

Illinois Central Railroad Company Equipment Trusts:

Scries "A" $80U,Uw.UU
%„\tl «B" 350,000.00
I" f! .•?•• 198,000.00

Seri„ "D" '.'.'.'.'.. 190,000.00

Seirlea "E" 550,000.00

Cb'icagov St. Lotus &_New Orleans Railroad Com- ^^ qq

$21,669,085.00

pany Equipment Trust, Series "A"

$2,658,000.00

Real Estate Mortgage matured and paid 100,000.00 $2,758,1

Net Increase $18,911,085.00

"Funded Debt Held in Treasury" decreased $70,000.00 due to the retire-

ment of a like amount of matured Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans Kail-

road Company Equipment Trust. Series "A" Bonds.

Additions and Betterments—Expenditures:
There was expended during the year for Additions and Betterments (in-

cluding improvements on subsidiary properties), $17,295,942.82.

Advances for

Road
Total

Additions and
Betterments
on Owned
Lines

$3,671,844.12

Additions t

Betterments
to Lines of
Subsidiary
Companies

$1,999,235.79

Total
Expended
$5,671,079.91

Equipment:
Steam locomotives ... $1,801,316.47
Freight train cars 9.656.447.03
Passenger train cars..Cr. V, 721. IS

Floating equipment.. . -Cr. 2. POO. 00
Work equipment .... 4''. 353. 74

Miscellaneous equip-
ment 1,894.63

Total $11,497,290.69

$1,801,316.47
9,656.447.03

Cr. 9,721.18
Cr. 2,000.00

49,353.74

1,894.63

$11,497,290.69

General:
Organization expenses
General officers and

$336.63

21,809.63

$15.66

2,361.52
1,263.49

41.73

98,743.56

$15.66

2,361.52
4,203.49
378.36

Interest during con-
120,553.19

Total $22,146.26 $.105,425.96 $127,572.22

$3,104,661.75 $17,295,942.82
the year to each of the

hided ill total advances shown

G i I Total $15,191,281.07
The following shows the amount advan

subsidiary companies, these amounts bein
in Table No. 6 of this report:
Benton Southern R. R. Co $82.36
Bloomington Southern R. R. Co Cr. 612.00
Blue Island R. R. Co 1,708.57
Canton, Aberdeen & Nashville R. R. Co 23,321.09
Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans K. R, Co 1,340,047.05
Dubuque & Sioux City R. R. Co 467,600.66
Fredonia 8 Reeda R. R. Co 6,228.61
Golconda Northern Ry 213,718.71
Kensington ,\ E., stern R. R. Co 55,374.16
Memphis R. R. Terminal Co Cr. 6.000.00
South Chicago R. R. Co 3,192.54

Total $2,104,661.75

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
The following is a summary of the more important improvements during

the year, the cost of which was charged wholly or in part to Road and
Equipment.
Additions and Betterments—R„ad

:

136 new industrial sidings were built or extended.
137 new company sidings were built or extended, a net addition of 18.33

miles. Included therein were additions to yard facilities of 5.03 miles at
Frecport, HI., 2 miles at Centralia, 111., and 1 70 miles at Nonconnah, Tenn.
The grading for the Markham Yard, located between Harvev, 111., and

Homewood, 111,, referred to in the report of the previous year, was
continm d.

Second main track was constructed from Ainbov, III., to Sublette. 111.,

5.79 miles, and from Heywcrth. 111., to Clinton, III.. 8.66 miles. There were
'constructed during the year 12.53 miles of third main track between
Peotonc, III., and Tucker. 111.

That portion of the line chance and grade reduction work between Dawson
Springs, Ky., and Scottsburg, Kv.. known as the Scottsburg Grade Reduc-
tion, was completed.
The 56th St. subway, Chicago, 111., was finished. This completed the

renewal of bridges over streets between 51st St. and 67th St., Chicago, 111.

The construction of the new St. Charles Air Line bridge over the south
branch of the Chicago river was completed and the old structure retired.
The bridge over the Rock river at Dixnn, 111., was replaced with a new
structure during the year in order to permit the operation of new Central
type locomotives on the Ambov District.

The construction of subwav at Washington Street. Bloomington. III., and
two subways at I.cmp and 14th Streets, Ft. Dodge. Iowa, was commenced.

1 be interlocking plant at Bemis. Tenn., referred to in the previous
was completed.

f Adverti

The suburban platforms with waiting rooms at track level, at Chicago,
III., between 51st and 53rd Streets, 56th and 57tb Streets, and 59th and
60tb Streets; suburban stations at street level at 51st, 53rd, 56th, 57th,

59th and 60th S'reets: also, interchange facilities for the Chicago, Lake
Shore and South Bend Railway at Kensington, Chicago, 111., referred to

in the previous report, v 'as constructed
at 175th Street, routh of Chicago, III Calumet Country Club.
A new passenger station and a new freight station with power house and
track facilities were constructed at Centralia, III. A new freight and pas-

senger station was constructed at Newbern, Tenn.
New icing facilities were constructed at Jackson, Miss., and improvements

made to the ice house a: Waterloo, Iowa._
Improvements were made in water facilities at Kankakee, III., Hart, 111.,

Centralia. 111.. Peotone. 111., and New Orleans. La. A new 100,000 gallon
capacity creosoted frame water tank was erected at Peotone, 111.

Roundhouse stalls at Centralia, 111.. Clinton. III.. Amboy, 111.. Frecport,

111., and Paducah, Ky., were extended to accommodate the new Central
type freight locomotives. New 100-ft. turntables, replacing 85-ft. turntables,

were installed at Centralia. III.. Clinton, 111., and Freeport, 111.

Work of constructing block signals between Ilsley. Ky.. and Princeton,
Ky.. a distance of 20.5 miles, was commenced. There were 2,408 miles of
block signals in operation at the close of the year.

2,335 lineal fee! of permanent bridges and trestles were constructed re-

placing pile and timber bridges and trestles; 1,032 feet of permanent
bridges and trestles were filled and 11,893 lineal feet of pile and timber
bridges and trestles were rebuilt or replaced by embankment. 2.75 miles of
track were ballasted or rcballastcd and brought up to the present standard.
Additions and Betterments—Equipment

:

Twenty.five Pacific type locomotives were added and eighteen locomotives
of various types were disposed of, resulting in an increase of seven loco-

motives. Three Consolidation type freight loo motives were converted into

Mikado type freight locomotives and three Pacific type passenger locomotives
and nine freight locomotives of various classes were superheated. The in-

crease in tractive power of locomotives for the year was 744.910 pounds.
Seven passenger train cars were destroyed and one sold.

One thousand six hundred and twenty-seven freight train cars were added
and four hundred and eighty were destroyed, sold or transferred •

classes, resulting in a net increase for the year of one thousand one hundred
and forty-seven ears.

GENERAL REMARKS
Federal control having terminated on March 1. 1920, your Comr

cepted the provisions of Section 209 of the Transportation Act, 1

was thereby guaranteed by the Government an income for the six months
beginning March 1. 1920. of not less than one-half of a year's compensation
as fixed in the Federal Control contract, subject to increases due to adjust-
ments as provided for in Section 4 of the Federal Control Act.
Approximately twenty per cent was added to your Company's payrolls

by the derision of the Railroad Labor Board, which, though rendered on
July 20, 1920. was retroactive from May I, 1920.

To meet increases in labor costs due in part to this decision, increases
in costs of fuel and supplies, as well as to provide the six per cent return
upon property values as provided in the Transportation Act, the Interstate
Commerce Commission, by its decision in the case known as Ex Parte 74,
rendered July 29, 1920, but l 26. 1920. permitted increases
of forty per cent in interstate freight rates in the territory' North of the
Ohio Rive: and Last of the Mississippi; of thirty-five per cent in territory
West of the Mississippi; and twenty-five per cent in Southern '

Interstate rates applying between territories were increased thirty-three

and one-third per cent. Interstate passenger fares other than suburban.
and rat«s on milk and cream carrie ucreased
everywhere twenty per cent, and the railroad a surcharge for
transporting passengers in sleeping cars equal to one-half of the regular
sleeping ear fare. Into t increased at the same
time or to the same extent as the interstate. State commissions, to whom
applications were promptly made for increases in state rates

states without authority to allow increases in

states the increases granted in freight rates

advances. Bv action of the Interstate G
many instances bv Federal iojunctio

advanced to the interstate basis. Tn only two states, however, were the
full advances effective before the end of the year, and in one of the two
the increase was not made until October 1. 1920. Generally speaking, in-

trastate passenger fare increases in the important states oi Mini
Indiana and Louisiana were not effective until the end of the year, and
advances in freight rates in I ther states were only partially
effective.

The marked decline in iraffie during the finaj months of the year pre-
vented your road from earning the sums hoped for from the rate increases.

: 'bis situation n promptly reduced to correspond with
the decline in traffic so far as this could he done consistently with safe and
efficient operation.

Prior to September !. 1920, through freight traffic was moved over the

Yazoo and Mississippi Vallej Railroad bctwi

function, Tenn., under a trackage agreement covering that part of the line

between Asylum, Miss I tember 1 an agreement
was made extending this arrangement to the line between Gwu
and West Junction. Tenn.. in lieu of the traffic arrangement pi

existing between the two Comnanies.
\n equipment trust agreement known as "Government Equipment Trust

\o. 33" ted during the year to cover the minimum purchase
price of three your Company
bv the 'Director General of Railroads and S ,11! f notes of your
Company bearing interest at six per cent per annum were delivered to the

Government under this agreement. Additional notes will be issued later

to cover the purchase price of one hundred fifty coal cars received subse-

quent to the execution of the trust agreement I the balance

of the purchase price on the original three thousand five hundred
Your Company conn

fiftv-five parscnger train cars -and five hundred fifty freight

train cars to cost approximately $13,515,1 "' • 10 pi

purchase id' this equipment iued during tin

Central Equipment Tru amounting to -

was advanced bv the United I e,!cr the pro\

Section 210 of the Transportation Act 54. J:

tea maturing in equal amounts annually

ing interest at the rate of six per cent per annum, to secure the loan. The
balance of the purchase price of the equipment was paid in cub

The number of stockholders >ur Company at

the close of the year was !

The Board desires to express its api

for their loyal and efficient services during.

By order of the Boai

ere in several
passenger fares, and in some
were less than the interstate

- 'tected in
of these rates were finally
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

E. R. Belt has been- appointed auditor of disbursements of

the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., effective June 6.

Operating

A. A. Sims has been appointed assistant to the superin-

tendent of transportation of the Southern Pacific with head-

quarters at Houston, Tex., effective July 1, succeeding C. L.

McManus, deceased.

G. H. Minchin, assistant superintendent of the Illinois di-

vision of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquar-

ters at Chillicothe, 111., has been appointed trainmaster on

the Missouri division, with headquarters at Marceline,

Mo.

B. S. Tobias, trainmaster on the Panhandle division of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Welling-

ton, Kan., has been appointed chief dispatcher, with the same
headquarters, succeeding C. J. Wells, who has been assigned

to other duties. The position of trainmaster has been

abolished.

Traffic

T. D. Geoghegan, traffic manager of the Gulf, Mobile &
Northern, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., has resigned,

effective July 1.

W. M. Organ has been appointed general live stock agent

of the Chicago Great Western with headquarters at Chicago,

111., effective June 15.

Golder Shumate, freight traffic manager of the Baltimore

& Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore, has been appointed

general freight traffic manager for the system with the same
headquarters. O. S. Lewis, general freight agent at Pitts-

burgh, succeeds Mr. Shumate. W. W. Blakely, assistant gen-

eral freight agent at Pittsburgh, has been promoted to gen-

eral freight agent with the same headquarters, and A. L.

Doggett, division freight agent at Youngstown, Ohio, takes

Mr. Blakely's place. C. H. Pumphrey, district freight agent

at Philadelphia, succeeds Mr. Doggett at Youngstown.
Samuel House, assistant general freight agent at Baltimore,

has been appointed general freight agent with office at the

same place. George Harlan has been appointed assistant

general freight agent, and J. L. Hayes division freight agent

at Baltimore. P. S. Phenix, industrial survey agent at Bal-

timore, has been appointed division freight agent at Cumber-
land, Md. E. Jordan and J. R. Brown have been made divi-

sion freight agents at Charleston, W. Va. Samuel Strachan

has been appointed assistant to the general freight traffic

manager at Baltimore, Md.

Mechanical

J. McDonough, master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Fort Madison, Iowa, has

been transferred to the Illinois division, with headquarters

at Chicago, succeeding A. L. Beardsley, who has resigned

on account of ill-health.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. N. Olson, assistant engineer of the Gulf lines of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Galves-

ton, Tex., has been transferred to the office of the chief

engineer, with headquarters at Chicago.

Obituary
Frank E. Teetshorn, chief train dispatcher of the Green

Bay & Western, died at Green Bay, Wis., on June 27.

W. A. Ballard, president of the New Jersey, Indiana &
Illinois, died at his home in South Bend, Ind., on June 30,
after a long illness.

JOHN F. WALLACE
John Findley Wallace, of New York City, consulting engi-

neer, and chairman of the Chicago Railway Terminal Com-
mission, died suddenly at a hotel in Washington, D. C, on
July 3. He had been in Washington to testify before the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in connection
with its railroad investigation. Mr. Wallace was one of the
most prominent engineers in the United States, having had
an extensive experience not only on railroads in various
parts of the country and abroad, but in other lines of engi-
neering activity. He was born at Fall River, Mass., on
September 10, 18S2. He entered railway service in 1869 as a
rodman on the Carthage & Quincy. He was engaged in

engineering work on the Rockford, Rock Island & St. Louis,
the Peoria & I'armington, the Iowa Central, the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago, Madison & Northern and
the Illinois Central. This service covered most of the period
to June 1, 1904, although he was for a time engaged in

private practice. On the Illinois Central he was successively
engineer of construction, chief engineer (for five years),

assistant second vice-president, assistant general manager
and general manager.
On June 1, 1904, he was appointed chief engineer of the

Isthmian Canal Commission and he also became vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Panama Railroad & Steam-
ship Line and a member of the Isthmian Canal Commission.
From October, 1905, to May, 1906, he was confidential adviser

of the president of the Chicago & North Western. In June,

1906, he became president of the Electric Properties Com-
pany and also president and chairman of the board of direc-

tors of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. He left the

Westinghouse companies in 1914 and has since been engaged
in consulting work on numerous large enterprises. He was
vice-president of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient and of

the Northern Colorado Power Company. Since 1914, he has

been chairman of the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission
and has acted for the City of Chicago in negotiations in

contract ordinances involving relations with the railway com-
panies serving the city.

Among the notable works with which Mr. Wallace's name
is connected are the terminals of the Illinois Central built

for the Chicago World's Fair of 1893, and the present Chi-

cago & North Western passenger terminal in that city. At
the age of 24 he made for himself a reputation by his work
in rock excavation in the upper Mississippi river, where he

was assistant United States engineer. He prepared the con-

struction organization for the building of the Panama Canal.

He was the first president of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association. He was for years prominent in the

American Societv of Engineers and was president of that

body in 1900.

Forty Cents a Plate is the cost of a good noon-day meal

at a lunch room which seventeen shop foremen of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford have established for them-

selves at Van Nest, New York City: and at that price they

have accumulated in two and a half years a reserve fund of

about $500. Van Nest is not well provided with restaurants

and so these men got the company to give them an old

passenger car and they fixed it up as a dining car (without

trucks). The company furnishes hot water and gas. They

have a woman cook, and, with a present membership of 40

(foremen and clerks) and an average daily company of

eaters of 26, they are maintaining the establishment without

difficulty. The woman reporter of the New York Evening

Post, who gives these facts, says that this unpretentious

"dining car" is beautiful with rosebushes, and that the odor

from the kitchen is "savory."
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For some week.- railway and railway supply men have looked

tu July 1 as marking a change from the period of inactivity

to that of increased action in the re-

July 1 habilitation and improvement of the

Is railway properties. That date has now

Here arrived and passed. The wage reduc-

tions estimated to exceed one million

dollars a day are now in effect and this saving is accruing to

the roads. Traffic continue- to increase and is far above that

of last spring, although still slightly below that of two years

ago and much below that of a year ago. That these condi-

tion- are having their effect is indicated by the announcement

during the last week by a number of roads that the}' have

put on considerable numbers of maintenance of way men,

and on other roads that the car repair forces have been in-

creased. The need for increased activity in both the mechani-

cal and maintenance of way departments is pressing. The
situation is especially acute with reference to cars, for the

roads, particularly in the western grain producing areas, are

facing the movement of an unusually heavy crop, harvesting

of which is already under way. Likewise, maintenance of

way work is seasonal in character and there is much of it

which if not Parted now should not be undertaken at all

this year.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found an article describing

the construction of a large bridge on the Government Railway

in Alaska. \- one of several formid-
A Large Bridge aDle structures which are important

on the features of this project it exemplifies

Alaskan Railway ,lu" magnitude of the venture better

than it can be expressed by a statement

that the railroad is estimated to cost 50 million dollar-. In

view of the meager traffic which it must expect through a

long period of development, the question naturally arises as

tu the possibility of using a pile trestle or other short -pan

Structure to cross the Susitna river, a stream with relatively

shallow water, but the annual recurrence of terrific ice floes

positively precluded the consideration of anything other than

a clear span over the entire main river channel. Heine the

expenditure of over one million dollars for this one crossing.

To the engineer this project is of interest because of the

problem introduced by the extreme low temperature at which
it was necessary to prosecute the work. The slow setting and
curing of concrete under these conditions introduced one ele-

ment of anxiety, and with a view to the elimination of all

other sources of uncertainty in the quality of the concrete,

more than the usual pains were taken to obtain the quality
of workmanship and material which under normal conditions

would insure a very high qualit) of concrete. As an illus-

tration it was necessary to haul the sand and gravel a distant I

of 200 miles to obtain the quality desired. While this work
was carried on under what are obviously abnormal conditions,

the precautions taken may well be carefully considered inas-

much a- thej serve as an object lesson in the practii il

application oi thi results I ientific studies of

the quality of i on

As the retailer in the merchandising field ha- been the last to

reduce hi- prices, so has the restaurant proprietor generally

been even slower in lowering the
Make Reduced f t i„. food he serves to conform with

Living Costs the decreased cost to him of Lrn-

Real nieat and vegetables. Such a condition

i- partii ularly aotii eable in

bouses and lunch rooms it outlying railroad yards where
there is no competition. It is difficult to persuade a man who
is forced to eat most of his meals at such places that there-

has been any appreciable reduction in the cost of living.

The only restaurants accessible to railroad emplo\>

many yards and terminals have often provided food of in-

different quality and now some of them are overcharging.

Many of these restaurant- occupy railroad premises at

otherwise obligated to the railways for special conces

Where such conditions exist direct pressure might well In-

brought to bear to prevent further violation of the railways'

hospitality by the restaurant proprietors in dealing unfairly

with its employees. Some of these houses, of course, are nol

in any way obligated to the railways but even in su< h

a hint that the company might open its own restaurant or

assist a competitor in doing so by leasing space or an old

building to him at a nominal rental might prove effective.

Other remedies may suggest themselves in various localities,

but in any event some effort should be put forth to end this

unfair dealing which i- undeniably a source of considerable

discontent.

It has been well said that "the heart of the roundhou-e i-

the turn-table" and there is room for improvement in the

heart action of many present
Turn-tables terminal-. Strength is the tir-t essential

and Track in turn-tables and advantage should be

Lay-outs taken of the present opportunity

inforce them, making -ure that they are

amply strong to support modern, heavy locomotive-. S

only in importance to strength is the need for adequate, re-

liable power for turning the tables. In many casi -
I

a -null, inefficient turn-table traitor by a new unit

enough to carry the load, will save subsequent expense in

calling out inspectors, repairmen and hostlers to push the

turn-table around by hand. Careful attention

balancing, lubrication, sanding ami means for the rem

snow in localities subject to severe winter weather. \\i'

prove time well spent and reduce future delays. Ther

ility of improvement in many roundhous

ranged that the opposite tracks do not line up. This

tion reduces the flexibility of locomotive movement an

necessitates uncoupling tenders with resultant i

loss of time. The design of a new terminal development

95
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offers a fine opportunity for tin.' study and proper location

of coaling stations, ash-pits and water cranes in order that

locomotives may he handled through the terminal in a direct

line and with the least possible delay and hack movement.

Many present terminals, however, can he improved by minor

alterations in track lay-outs. For example, the busiest

terminal of an important railroad was greatly benefited by

moving 75 ft. of track, thus making the turn-table accessible

from both ends of the ash-pit. This obviated making all

movements on and off the same end of the ash-pit and re-

sulted in saving a large number of locomotive hours. In

this particular case the replacing of an obsolete turn-table

traitor and the later installation of a 100-ft. turntable was

responsible for an important increase in terminal efficiency.

Another condition to be guarded against occurs in track lay-

outs where movements to and from the yard are made over

a single switch point. The derailment of equipment at or

near this point may cause serious delay and an emergency

outlet should be provided. This can be accomplished at a

comparatively small expense and may prevent tying up the

entire terminal for several hours when its services are most

needed.

The need for a generally higher standard of freight car

maintenance has frequently been commented on in these

columns. Not only would the ultimate

Loss and Damage cost of maintenance hie reduced, but

from better and more economical service

Defective Cars would be rendered if cars were main-

tained at the highest instead of at the

lowest practicable standard. The effects of bad car condition

on the character of the service rendered is clearly evident in

the classified summary of freight loss and damage expendi-

tures issued by the Freight Claim Division of the American

Railway Association. For the month of March, 1921, the

latest report available, 223 carriers report a total expenditure

for loss and damage of $9,580,536 of which $946,290, or

9.9 per cent, is directly attributable to defective or unfit

equipment. Next to rough handling and delays, this is the

cause of the largest expenditure of any of the other directly

assignable causes. But the most Striking evidence of the

effeel of poor car condition will be seen in the carload ship-

ments of grain, flour and other mill products, and of coal

and coke. Of a total expenditure for loss and damage to

grain shipments of $549,488, $287,940 is directly attributable

to defective or unfit equipment. Of a total expenditure of

#320,767 for loss and damage to flour and other mill prod-

ucts, $147,800 is attributable to the same cause. Combined,

the loss and damage payments for these two groups of com-

modities, both of which require box cars, amount to over

$874,000 for the month of March, of which practically

$436,000, or slightly less than 50 per cent, is chargeable to

the condition of the equipment. Expenditures amounting to

$403,488 were made in payment of loss and damage claims

to carload shipments of coal and coke. Of this amount $187,-

508, or over 46 per cent, was attributable to the condition of

the equipment, largely open top cars. A total expenditure

for loss and damage to all commodities caused by defective

or unfit equipment running at an annual rate of nearly $5

a car for all freight cars of railroad ownership is indicative

of an average equipment condition which ought to be im-

proved without delay. When it is taken into consideration

that a large part of this loss and damage may be attributed

to a comparatively small number of cars the saving in re-

duced loss and damage alone would go far toward completely

justifying the retirement or rehabilitation of these cars, with-

out considering any of the other important factors entering

into the problem.

Danger of Coal Shortage Increases
TV/ISK PEOPLE who know they must buy coal oetween now
" and next winter will buy it as soon as practicable. Fool-

ish people who know they will have to buy coal will postpone
buying it and probably pay dearly for doing so. There may
be no substantial revival of business activity within the next
six months. If there is not, possibly there will be no serious

coal shortage. If there is any considerable increase of manu-
facturing and other forms of industrial activity, there will

be a coal shortage, and a serious one, unless buying for

business and domestic purposes soon increase- very largely.

The normal increase in consumption of coal in the United
States for a long time has been from 10,000,000 to 20,000,-

000 tons a year. The year 1914, like the year 1921, was a

year of depression. Both being years of depression, the

amount of coal required by the countrv in 1921 should be
from 7(1,(100, (KH) to 140,000,000 tons 'more than in 1914,

Nevertheless, in the first six months of 1921 the amount of

coal produced and shipped actually was 9,000,000 ton- less

than in the same months of 1914, and, in fact, less than in

the first six months of any of the last eight years except 1915.

It was 30,000,000 tons less in the first six months of 1921

than in 1913, 50,000,000 tons less than in 1916, 77,000,000
tons less than in 1917, 86,000,000 tons less than in 1918 and
62,000,000 tons less than in 1920. At the present rate of

output the total production of 1921 would he less than 400,-

000,000 tons. The last year in which less than this amount
of coal was consumed was 1909—twelve years ago.

There is nothing in present conditions to justify the belief

that unless the production and transportation of coal speedily

increase the country can avoid a coal shortage this fall and
winter. As already indicated, if there should be a revival of

business activity the shortage would be serious. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has become so alarmed regard-

ing the situation that Chairman Clark has made a special

appeal to the railways and public utilities to increase their

purchase and storage of coal. Many of the railways and

public utilities are doing so, but there is a limit to the bene-

ficial effect this will produce. Unless other business concerns

and domestic consumers speedily and largely increase their

purchases the country will have serious coal troubles this

winter.

There is even- reason why consumers that can buy and

store coal to provide for future needs should do so now. The
railways today have a surplus of 163,000 coal cars. In addi-

tion, they have over 130,000 coal cars in bad order, many
of which could soon be put into service if there was a demand
for them. This makes a total of almost 300,000 coal cars

for which there is no demand now; but past experience -

that a large increase of coal traffic in the fall and winter

would soon wipe out this car surplusage and create a shortage.

It is as certain as any future thing can be that there will

be no substantial reductions in freight rates on coal this year.

The railroads themselves are paying for coal prices per ton

which, according to the latest statistics available, average

$4.40 per ton, or about 180 per cent higher than in 1916.

The advances in rates on coal have averaged nowhere near

this much, and the railways cannot afford to reduce the rates

on coal when they are having to pay such high prices for it.

Furthermore, there seems no prospect of any considerable

reductions in prii.es of coal, because the mine operators are

still paying the mine workers the highest wages in history

and. under their contracts will have to continue to do so

until April 1. 1922.

With the prospect of a serious coal shortage looming up,

and with no apparent prospect of reductions in prices, it is

plain that in their own self-interest business concerns and

domestic consumers should begin buying at once the supplies

that they will need later. If they do not do so, and later
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find that they cannot get the coal they need, they will have

nobody to blame but themselves.

All past warnings regarding the increasing danger of coal

troubles next fall and winter have been disregarded by the

public. It is to be hoped that the warnings now being given

will receive more attention.

Will the Labor Board
Enforce the Closed Shop?

The hearings before the Railroad Labor Board last week

regarding the differences which have arisen between

the management of the Pennsylvania and the shop crafts'

unions involve principles of the utmost importance. One
great question involved was whether the individual railway

management may negotiate regarding rules and working con-

ditions with its employees, both union and non-union, or

must deal with the labor unions exclusively. Another great

question involved was whether rules and working conditions

are to be so formulated as to reward individual employees

regardless of the work they do, and thereby promote inef-

ficiency, or so as to reward individual employees in propor-

tion to the work that they do and thereby stimulate efficiency,

in the interest of the employees, the railroad and the public.

Another great question involved was whether the Labor

Hoard is to usurp the functions of the management of each

individual railroad and its employees in determining rules

and working conditions, or to allow this function to be exer-

cised by the individual railroad and its employees.

The provisions of the Transportaion Act regarding the

settlement of labor controversies are so plain in their letter

as to make it very difficult to understand how any serious

doubt can be raised as to their spirit and intention. They
specifically require all disputes between carriers and their

employees "to be considered and, if possible, decided in

conference between representatives designated and authorized

so to confer by the carriers or the employees, or subordinate

officials thereof, directly interested in the dispute." There

is not a word to indicate that the carriers must deal exclu-

sively with representatives of the unions.

The labor leaders are trying to get the Hoard to so inter-

pret the law as to compel each railway management to deal

solely with officers of the unions if the unions include a

majority of the members of any particular class of employees

on the individual railway. Suppose, however, that a union

includes 60 per cent of the employees of any particular class,

and that the remaining 40 per cent of the employees and
one-third of the union employees, making 60 per cent of all,

elect representatives to deal with the management. In such

a case these representatives will not represent the unions, but

they will represent a majority of the employees. Obviously,

to try in such a case to force the management to deal solely

with representatives of the unions would be to deny it the

right to deal with representatives chosen by a majority of its

employees, which would be directly contrary to the spirit of

the law. The practical effecl of forcing each railway to deal

only with representatives of the union, if the union happen-
to include in its membership a majority of the employees
of any particular class, would be to force upon the railroads

the closed shop for that particular class of employees—

a

thing plainly not contemplated by the Transportation Ait.

Negotiation by a railway solely with the representatives

of the unions means, as long a- the unions persist in their

present policies, either the exclusive application of union
principles in fixing rules and working conditions, or the

making of all rules and working conditions by the Labor
Hoard.

The application exclusively of union principles means
the continuance of the abolition of piece work, of the

payment of large amounts of so-called "wages" for work
not done, and, in many cases, excessive payments for work
that is done. The -hop craft-' unions especially have stood

throughout for continuance on every railroad, pra

unchanged, of the rules and working conditions provided in

the national agreements. That mean- continuance of the

gross waste and ineffii iency which have prevailed ever since

the national agreement with the shops • rafts was made.
Since it i- obvious that the railroads never will voluntarily

agree to the principles and method- tor which the .-hop

crafts' union- stand, recognition b) the Labor Board of the

principle that the railways must deal solely with the unions,

would mean that rule- and n'i rking conditions on practically

every railway must Ijc made by the Labor Board itself. This,

however, would mean that the Labor Board would become
the manager of all the railway- of the United States, in so

far a- management relate- to lalior matters; and they are the

most important matter- to which it does relate. The rail-

ways ware returned to private operation under the provisions

of the Transportation Act J re-- pur]x>se of abolish-

ing nationalized and centralized management in all its forms.

Therefore, for the Labor Hoard to constitute itself the

manager of all the railroad- with respect to labor matters

would be to defeat the very intent and purpose of the law

whii li i reated it.

The untenable position in which the Labor Board now
finds itself with respect to tin- -object of rule- and working
condition- is due to an almost unbroken ,-eries of mistakes

it has made in dealing with that subject. The law plainly

contemplated that it should not take jurisdiction of any
matter whatever until there had been conferences between

the carriers and their employees regarding it which had
resulted in a controversy that threatened to interrupt trans-

portation. The national agreements made [>) the Railroad

Administration with the employees expressly provided for

their own termination when government u-ntrol should ter-

minate. The railway.- continued them in effect until Sep-

tember 1, 1920, because the law required that until thai

no changes should be made in wage- or working

which would reduce the compensation of an)

Both prior and subsequent tc that date rule- and working

conditions were a proper subjeel for conference and ai

tion between the railways and their employees. They were

not, properly or legally, a subject for consideration by the

Labor Hoard until after such conferences had been held and

controversies had arisen which might result in a substantial

interruption of transportation. The Labor Hoard, however,

disregarding the plain language and intent of the law.

assumed jurisdiction of rub- and working conditio]:- in its

decision in the wage case I last summer, and ordered the

national agreements continued in effect until it could hold

hearings regarding them and reach a decision. Having

i--ued an order in April that they should be abrogated,

i ffective July 1. it issued ace ther order late in June ordering

them continued indefinitely.

Meantime, the Pennsylvania and it- employee- had teached

an agreement regarding rules and working conditions •

large Altooiia -hops, this agreement, however, being I

with the elected representatives of its employees there, and

not with representatives of '
i labor unions. If this

ment had been reached before th< 1

diction o\ the subjeel of ruh- and working

would have been diffil ull

to it- conformity to the' letter and spirit of the law. The

Labor Hoard having, however, taken jurisdictii

subject of rules and working conditions and m
rulings, and inter] rel -Ming it. the

union- now
I I [hi in 111

require the agreement betv i i th< Pennsylvai

mhI that it

tilings of th( i
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not in conformity with the law there is no good reason why
the railroad should regard them.

Up to the present time the Labor Board has pursued a

policy which has seemed to be dictated mainly not by the

provisions of the law which created it, but by fear of what

the labor unions would do if it rendered any decision which

ed them. The result is that almost a year and a

half after the return of the railways to private operation

they and the public are still bearing the burden of the

iniquitous standardized wages and rules and working condi-

tions which were imposed under government control. I be

railroads were returned to private operation for the purpose,

among others, of relieving them and the public of these

things, not of perpetuating them. The Labor Board was

, reared to carry out the purposes of the law, and not to

(Irft.il them, but its policy, or want of policy, in dealing

with the subject of national agreements has thus far defeated

those purposes.

Government Versus
Private Management

We publish elsewhere in this issue an article by J. L.

Payne analyzing in some detail the operating results

of the Canadian government lines and the privately owned

and operated Canadian Pacific in the year 1919. We leave

the reader to draw his own conclusion from the statistics pre-

sented by Mr. Payne, and his comments on them. We call

attention to the fact, however, that if from the data presented

by Mr. Payne the reader draws the conclusion that the gov-

ernment lines are less efficiently operated than the Canadian

Pacific, this does not necessarily reflect upon the energy or

ability of the official personnel of the government lines.

The railways of the United States were operated under gov-

ernment control mainly by the same men who operated them

under private management in 1917, and who are operating

them under private management now. The results obtained

by these men under private and government control have

been, however, widely different. This difference in results

has been due almost entirely to differences in the principles

that had to be applied, and the methods that had to be used,

under government management, on the one hand, and private

management, on the other.

There are many things the officers of a railway system

which is privately owned and managed can and will do,

that the officers of a railway system that is government owned

and managed cannot and will not do, because government

and private management necessarily are subjected to different

influences.

For example, the officers of a government railway system

cannot, as a practical matter, meet a reduction of traffic with

the same large reductions in the number of men employed,

and in other expenditures, as the officers of a private railway

system can. The business of the railways of the LJnited

States declined under government operation following the

armistice almost as much as it did under private operation

in the latter part of 1920 and early part of 1921. Under
government operation, however, the reduction made in the

number of employees was comparatively small, while under

private operation, between August, 1920, and March, 1921,

the number of employees of the railways of the United States

was reduced 605,000, or almost 30 per cent.

The successful operation of a railway svstem demands the

application of the same principles and methods that are used

in the successful management of any other kind of business,

and neither in Canada, the United States, nor any other

country—especially in one having a democratic government

—

can accepted business methods be used to the fullest extent

in the operation of a government railway. They may be used

to a greater or less degree, depending on circumstances, and
the present management of the government railways of
Canada undoubtedly has used them to as great an extent as
the conditions would permit. But government operation by
its very nature necessarily is subjected to influences and mo-
tives which do not originate with the management, and which
necessarily haw an important 'effect on the operating results.

Labor Cannot Eat Its

Cake and Have It

"T-he dkastii MEASURES the railroads have been forced to
A adopt to avoid financial disaster are illu.-trated by the
fact that 604,756 railway employees were contributed to the
army of unemployed between August, 1920, and March,
1921. The establishment of new records in Augu.-t.

for the aim unit of transportation sen-ice rendered entailed
the employment of 2,197,824 persons, according to the
statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commis^on. 1

1

traffic and excessive operating expenses, with a consequent
low net return, despite higher freight and passenger rates,

compelled the railroads to reduce the total number of their

employees during the succeeding seven months to 1,593,068,
a decrease of 27.5 per cent. Despite these drastic reductions,

receivership was still ''just around the corner" for many
carriers.

Comparisons of the number of employees of various classes

in August, l'J20, and in March, 1921, bring to light interot-

ing facts and indicate to some extent the causes and effects

of this curtailment. The heaviest cuts were made in the

maintenance of way and maintenance of equipment depart-

ments. Almost half—49.1 per cent—of the 450.179 foremen,
masons, bricklayers, structural iron workers, section men
and employees in construction gangs and on work trains

were laid off in this seven- month period. Approximately
191,900 section men, or 52.5 per cent of the number in

service in August, 1920, were not included in the March,
1921, pay roll. Almost 71 per cent of the men in construc-

tion gangs and on work trains were cut from the pay roll.

Of the 1,274 masons and bricklayers employed in August,

1920, only 45.3 per cent, or 577, were employed in March,
1921. Similarly, the number of structural iron workers
decreased from 900 in August, 1920, to 556 in March, 1921,

a reduction of 38.3 per cent.

In the maintenance of equipment department the August.

1920, pay roll included 347,628 machinists, boilermakers.

blacksmiths, carpenters, painters, upholsterers, electrician-,

air brake men, car inspectors, car repairers and other skilled

laborers. The March, 1921, pay roll included but 239,446

employees of these various classes, a decrease of approxi-

mately 51.1 per cent.

Comparable reductions, of course, could not be made in

freight, passenger, yard, terminal and station service because

of the necessity for continuous operation regardless of

financial difficulties. In freight train service, the number
of engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen and flagmen was

reduced from 169,983 in August, 1920, to 155.554 in March.
1921, or 20.5 per cent. Employees in similar capacities in

passenger sen-ice were reduced from a total of 59,965 in

August to 57,159 in March.' or 4.7 per cent. Employees
in station, yard and terminal sen-ices, such as those classed

as yardmasters, yardmasters' assistants, engineers, firemen,

conductors, brakemen, switch tenders, other yard employees,

hostlers, enginehouse men and station service employee*,

numbered 364,093 in August. In March they numbered

281,884, a decrease of 82.175, or 22.6 per cent.

The reduction in clerks during this period was compara-

tively small because of the great amount of necessary

accounting and statistical work. Of the 261,211 clerks
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employed in August, 33,830, or 13 per cent, had been laid

off by March.
While this large reduction of employees undoubtedly was

partly due to seasonal cause- and much more largely to the

slump in traffic, it is unquestionably irue that many of the

railway employees who are not now in sen-ice owe their

unemployment to the policy followed by their union leaders.

These leaders must have known that the. carriers' excessive

operating expenses would have to be reduced. They knew,

too, that the cost of living was declining and that labor in

outside industries was contributing towards necessary busi-

ness readjustment by accepting lower wages. They knew
that readjustment of the railway pay roll was inevitable.

Nevertheless, they resisted . every effort to bring operating

expenses, of which the pay roll constitutes about 65 per

cent, into a proper relation with operating revenues through

reductions in basic wages and reform of rules and working

conditions. The result was that the < arriers were compelled

to make reductions in forces so large that they v. ere not

good for either the railroads, tin employees, or the public.

For example, in August, 1920, the percentage of un-

serviceable freight cars was 7.1 per cent; in March it was

11.1 per cent; the increase being mainly due to the fact that

railroad shop forces had to be reduced 31.1 per cent to save

many railroads from ruin. Railroad labor's representatives

blocked every other avenue of relief. Again, there is still a

large amount of deferred maintenance of way work which

was left over from federal control. The exceptionally mild

winter and spring would have enabled the railroads to

Northern Pacific

The tact that the directors of the Northern Pacific voted

two weeks ago to declare the regular quarterly dividend

of l}i per cent, despite the bun; -ion and the

low earnings of the railways, is a clear indication of the

essential financial strength of the company. Its financial

standing was also emphasized by the success of the Hill lines

in floating the recent issue of bonds to refund the Burlington

joint 4's.

The Northern Pacific was very hard hit by the increase of

operating expenses which characterized the period of the war.

Up to the present it has i le to reduce this level of

ses materially, combined with which it is suffering

severely from the depression which h; acute

in the Pai ifii Northwest. The road's standard return was set

at $30,057,760. In 1918, despifc thi fact that it handled the

[argi -t business in its histoi s si I >rd re-

turn, the net railway operating income for the year being

$28,209,373. In 1919, the net railway operating income was

$18,379,363; in 1920 but $8,636,686. In the first four

months of 1921, which is as far as the figures are at present

available, the operations of the road resulted in a deficit of

$818,315 as compared with a net railway operating income in

the first four months of 1920 of $5,159,326.

Referring now to the corporate income, including the

standard return while the railroad was under federal control

and the guaranty for the six months from M
31, 1920, it will be noted that the income available for

The Northern Pacific

accomplish much towards putting the physical properties in

shape, but the refusal of the labor leaders to act in the best

interests of all their clientele made it necessary to reduce

the maintenance of way forces by almost one-half.

There should be a lesson in these unfortunate develop-

ments for both labor leader and employee. Some of the

men who were laid off during this seven months' period

are again in service; many more will be, as operating reve-

nues and expenses approach a proper relationship. Then
it will be interesting to find how many have learned 1\

experience that they "cannol eat their cake and have it"

—

that they cannot force the railways to pay excessive amounts
to individual employees without at the same time forcing

them unduly to reduce the number of men employed. The

surest and shortest road to i \tensive unemployment in the

railroad and in every other industry is successful insistence

by the labor unions upon wages and working conditions

which impose upon the industry a burden greater than it is

able to carry.

dividends in 1920 was $19,094,183. In 1919 it was S22.-

836,737. The dividend appropriations in both vears totaled

$17,360,000.
The story of the Northern Pacific's operating results over

the past few years is the same story that has been referred

to so many times in these columns; namely, that there

considerable increase in total operating revenues, a still

greater increase m total operating expenses ami the resulting

decline in net. The annual report of the road brinj

these facts clearly and they are also shown in the form of

in this review. I I rnings,

expenses, traffic handled, etc It will be noted that i:

the total freight revenue was $59,543,090, the total operating

revenu $8l 181 143, and the nel operating revenue

5. In 1020 the freight revenue had increased to

$81 090 190 and the to!.: - 5,084,-

408. The operating expenses, howe\ had increaj

83,874 and the net had • one-third e:

it was in 1916 and was 4. The progress-'
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tio from 53.85 in 1916 to 89.30 in

1920 is especially notii eable.

The North rn Pacini 's busiest year was in 1918, when it

i irried !4,1 ' revenue tons of freight. The total ton-

miles were 9,589,272,892. Further than that, in 1918 the

railroad secured an average haul of 397 miles. The amount

of freight presented for transportation enabled it to haul an

average tram load of 737 tons and to secure an average car

load of 25.4. In 1920 its average haul wras but 334.9 miles;

its average train load was 659.66 and the average car load

but 24.2. The increase in operating expenses was due

mainly to increased wages and the figures are given in such

striking fashion that it would not be proper to omit them,

rhej arc as follows:

Total payroll for year ending Turn- 30, 1915 $24,486,852
Total payroll for yeai ending December 31, 1916 28,204,669
Total payroll f, r year ending December 31, 1917 35,877.879
Total payroll for year ending December 31, 1918 49,632.127
Total payroll for year ending December 31, 1919 ,. 52,605,396
Total payroll for year ending December 31. 1920 66,503,794

i From 1916 to 1920 there was an increase of nearly 50

per cent in the cost of locomotive fuel. The average cost per

ton in 1916 was $2.57. In 1920 it was $4.67. The fact is

further developed that during 1920 the road was unable to

secure sufficient quantities of eastern coal. Eastern coal

brought the highest prices ever paid, ranging from $8 to $9

per ton delivered on the docks at the head of the lakes. Dur-

ing the year locomotives were supplied with a considerable

quantity of Illinois coal. The figures relating to fuel are

given as follows:

Coal used by
Year ended b comotives Average cost

December 31 tens per t. n Tctal ccst

1916 2.520.215 $2,566 $6,466,872
1917 2.745,034 3.030 8,317,453
1918 2,718,558 3.8884 10,570,841

1919 _.'i.'i42K 4.100S 10.089.723
1920 2,625,493 4.6740 12,271,554

Another noteworthy handicap with which the Northern

Pacific has to contend is that of increasing taxes. The taxes

paid in 1920 totaled $10,108,868 as compared with $6,910,-

728 in 1917, an increase of 46 per cent. The increase was

made up entirely of state taxes.

The foregoing does not have quite that optimistic sound

which might be wished. It merely shows, however, that the

Northern Pacific, while a fine property, has been subjected

more severely than most roads to the unfavorable influences

from which all have suffered within recent years. The
Northern Pacific is fortunate in being able, because of its

efficient management, to have put itself in a financial position

so that it can continue its dividends in a time of stress such

as the present.

Furthermore, the year 1920 for the Northern Pacific did

show marked progress. During that year the road placed

the total tractive effort 49,094,650, and the average tractive

effort 34,918. Of the locomotives in sen-ice at the end of

1919, 509, or 36 per cent, had superheaters; at the end of

1920, 600, or 41.49 per cent, had superheaters.

The Northern Pacific is at present confronted with the

lack of traffic resulting from the depression, which, as above

noted, has been particularly severe in the Northwest. The
Northern Pacific is a large carrier of lumber. A story is told

of a prominent Pacific coast lumber man who recently came
east for the purpose, he said, "of getting out of the gloom."

His remark is a bit facetious, it is true, but it emphasizes

the nature of the conditions on the Pacific Coast. This and
other factors which are corrolary to a depression in a territory

so widely extended as that served by the Northern Pacific, are

further indicated by the fact that in the first four months of

1920 the road 's freight revenues were but $17,867,644 as

compared with $24,540,702 in the first four months of 1920.

Like most railways, its great needs are an increase of its

traffic, and a reduction of its labor, material and fuel costs.

The figures for operation in 1920 as compared with 1919

are as follows

:

1920 1919
Mileage operated $6,653 $6,592

Freight reienue 81,090,390 72,934,723
Passenger revenue 21,143,708 20,331.317

Total operatins revenue 113.084.408 100,739.354
Maintenance of way expenses 21,012.798 16,223,655
Maintenance cf equipment 25,593,923 19,809,119
Traffic expenses 1,142,318 763.310
Transportation expenses 48,439.001 38,274.463
General 3,145,012 2.537.657

Total operating expenses 100,983,874 78,672,509
Net from railway operations 12.100,534 22.066,845
Taxes 10.108.686 9.00O.737
Operating income 1,973,378 13,042,167

The corporate income account is as follows:

Gross income 32,390,893 35.644,402
Interest on funded debt 12,134,438 12,117,4S3
Xet deductions from gross income 13.296,709 12,807.665
X'et income 19.094,183 22.836,737
Dividends 17,360.000 17,360,000
Income balance 1,734,183 5,476,737

New York Central

Among the multitude of questions that received more
than ordinary attention during the war. one that resulted

in no inconsiderable discussion among transportation men
was the importance of the port of Xew York. That port,

being the country's largest port, and with one exception the

port nearest the scene of the conflict in Europe, was the key
to the export and supply situation. As a result it was con-

gested and even with its enormous facilities proved at times

unable to handle to best advantage the great stores of war
supplies which were loaded on ships at its many miles of

decks. For a time there was an agitation, if such it might

Tadle ] !

—

Northern Pac IFIC Operat ing Results

Total Net Revenue
Freight operating Operating operating i rperating Revenue Revenue tram Rev. car

Year ratio tons ton miles haul load load

I! $81,090,390 $113,084,408 $100,983,874 $1 '.10H.534 89.30 23,448,182 7,S52.S47.;53 659.66 24.2

1919 72,934,723 100,739,354 78,672,509 ' li 6,845 78.10 21.3S9.131 7,589,036,420 154.81 660.85 • 24

1"1S 78,534,34 4 102,908.259 71,516.302 31,391,957 69 6
' 24.15o.7s2 9.5S9.272.892 397.06 737.14 25.40

1917 65,258,995 88,225,726 53,297,861 34,927,865 60.41 B,812,675,163 385.81 662.42 25.17

1916 59 543,090 80,281,343 43.232.278 37.049,065 21,893,980 7,721,5! 636.72 21.21

1912-13 52.270.686 72.676,139 44,673,298 28,002,S41 21,28 6,232,168,637 541.62 19.74

orders for 20 Pacific, 25 Mikado, 20 Eight-wheel switching

and six heavy Mallet locomotives, the purchase of which,

together with that of certain freight cars and various ex-

penditures for additions and betterments to way and struc-

tures was financed with the assistance of a loan of $6,000,-

000 from the government's revolving fund. The six Mallet

and four switching locomotives had not been delivered up to

the end of the year. On December 31, the road owned
1,446 locomotives, the total tractive effort being 52,136,870

and the average tractive effort per locomotive, 36,056 lb.

At the end of 1919 the number of locomotives was 1,406,

be called, which aimed to convince shippers that Xew York
was not the only port on the Atlantic seaboard. The port of

New York, nevertheless, finally managed to solve its several

problems; it continues to be America'- leading seaport and i-

expanding its facilities at present in greater degree than is

the case at most of its competitor ports. The agitation to

induce shipper- to use other ports has in a large measure
ceased. The other export centers have their functions and
will continue to derive compensating advantages therefrom.

Xew York will continue to be the real Atlantic seaboard

shipping center and will continue to retain the advantages
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due to its great facilities and to the fact that as predominantly

the largest port, it has the greatest number of ships and

therefore the greatest amount of available cargo space.

Because of its being one of the more important of the lines

serving New York and because of its strategic position and

operating capacity in general, the New York Central was

called upon during the war and the federal control period to

serve in a measure as the backbone of the transportation lines

in the eastern district. This statement is made with all due

respect to the other lines serving the Atlantic seaboard, some

of which, notably the Lackawanna, rendered a service, dif-

fering from that rendered by the New York Central in

amount rather than in character. The New York Central

was, because of the situation, called upon to do almost tin-

impossible. The development of its plant and more espe-

cially the progressive policy evidenced in its large purchases

of equipment just prior to the federal control period, enabled

it to come through the difficult period in quite creditable

shape.

The impression should not be secured, however, that the

New York Central has not suffered from the handicaps re-

sulting from the high wage scales, the national agreements

a net railway operating income, as reported in the December
monthly statement to the Interstate Commerce Commission,

of but $3,557,579. The road, in short, was able to meet in

fair measure the high cost- of operation characteristic of the

federal control period; it was not able to meet similarly the

high wage Male- embodied in Decision Xo. 2 of the Railroad

Labor Board, nor the other conditions of the railway situation

evident ed in general In 19

A- Ear as the presenl is concerned, the New York Central

is not now doing as mui h business as it did in the early part

of 1920. Even with this -mailer traffic it is, however, be-

cause of the increased rah -, succeeding in keeping its gross

ahead of last year's. In the first four months of 1920 its

earnings have been $63,321,465 as compared with

$60,978,831 in the firsl four months of 1920. It- net rail-

way operating income for the first four months of 1921 was
$7,087,06 I as compared with

|
in the same period

of 1920. The New York Central should succeed in coming
through 1921 in much Letter shape from the standpoint of

Del earnings than it did in 1920, but it is not vet apparent

that it will succeed in reaching for the year the net which it

earned for the Government during the federal control period.

The New York Central System

and in general the high costs of operation characteristic of

the federal control period and of the year 1920. Th» \m
York Central had a standard return fur the period of federal

control of $55,802,631, although in CMS this was increased
to $56,324,508 and in 1919 to $57,690,588 through addi-
tional compensation on an cunt of completed additions and
betterments. In 1Q1S the net railway operating income was
$48,410,217; in 1919, it was $49,704,631, which figures,

although they did not equal the standard return, were not SO

unfavorable as compared with those of the majority of the

roads.

In 1920, however, including the two months of federal

control, the six months of the guaranty period and four

months of operation on it> own. the New York Central had

The Xew York Central in 1918 did the largest biE

iii it- history. In that year it carried
t the figures ar

elusive of the traffic carried on the Boston & Ubany, which,

although a leased line, i- separately operate. li 117,495,612
tons of revenue freight, the total revenue ton-n

25,971,50 1
'" In I'M 1

' the amount of traffii

considerably less than in 1918; the slight increase in net

return for the Government in 1919 over L918 was in •

i sharp falling off in business. In 1 120, the revenu

carried were 110,753,433, some 7,000, : tons less than in

1918. The revenue ton-mileage was .472. The
average haul in 1 9 !0 was !0i

' miles.

The New York Central ha- creditable Statistii •

ing efficiency. In 1920 it had an average revenue trainload

of no lc>> than 895. It- average carload was
It- daily tar movement was 23 and its net ton-mile-

per car were 432. The Xew York Central carries i consid-

erable tonnage i f coal, bituminous coal in 192 - mali

36,616,030 ton- and anthracite 8,583,211 I

enue t. onagi i I l 10,753,433. This should assist it in

ing a heaw trainload. but in view of the great amount of

fast freight and merchandise traffic, the avi

tinned . ally noteworthy.

It i- hardly neo
in net earnings in 1°20 whii :

the heav\ traffii carried in that year 11
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ing facts quoted from the annual report for 1920 may be of

interest

:

The abolition of piece work in the shops of the company
has cost millions of dollars. Under the piece work system
4nd other simp conditions existing in 1915, 2,799 men turned

out 73,072,000 effective miles of equipment. In 1920, piece

work having iio.lished and classification and working
conditions of employees having been changed and employees

being restricted t" one kind of work for each class of employ-
ing nt, practically the same effective miles of equipment were
turned out, namely 74,655,000, but 4,521 men were required.

I he cost ..i the work in 1915 was $2,903,700 and $8,352,000 in

1920, an increase of $5,448,300. This is to say, there was an
increase in men of 61.5 per cent, an increase in money of 187

per cent and an increase in effective mileage output of but
2 per cent.

The increase in payrolls since 1917 for the New York Cen-
tral, excluding those of the Boston & Albany Railroad, is

indicated by the following:
Average

Monthly monthly pay

Date Number payroll per emplcyee

DeceniBet 31, I'M" 94,386 $8,409,722 $89.10

February 29. 1920 103.572 13,511,078 130.45

December 31, 1920 96.418 15,892,121 164.83

The total amount of payroll charged to operating expense
in 1917 was $83,053,280, while for 1920 it was $177,289,640.
The entire operating expenses in 1917 were $153,597,905, or
$23,691,734 less than the 1920 payroll included in operating
expense.

Mention was made above of the progressive policy which
the New York Central has followed in recent years in the

matter of purchase of equipment. The large purchases made
prior to federal control were one of the most important fea-

tures in enabling the New York Central to meet the great

demands upon it late in 1917, in 1918 and again in 1920.
The company apparently intends to be similarly prepared for

future eventualities. In 1920 it placed orders for no less

than 196 locomotives, 265 passenger cars and 9,244 freight

cars, of which about one-third was received before the close

of the year. The total cost of this equipment was about

$48,318,300, one-quarter of which was financed through a
loan from the government's revolving fund. The New York
Central itself took 95 locomotives, 160 passenger cars and
4,194 freight cars, the remainder being sublet to the following
affiliated companies: Michigan Central, Big Four, Pitts-

burgh &: Lake Erie and Toledo & Ohio Central. Notes
were given by these companies to cover the equipment as-

signed to them.

The New York Central's total borrowings from the re-

volving fund were $26,775,000 in two loans, one of which,
totaling $14,850,000, covered equipment and the other, $11,-

925,000, covered additions and betterments to way and struc-

tures. Of the former loan, the New York Central itself

received $6,976,000 and of the latter $5,500,000; the remain-
der going to various of the other companies in the New York
Central system, each of which gave notes to the parent com-
pany covering the amounts which they received.

The New York Central is also carrying out various other

improvements to its properties other than those represented in

the acquirement of new equipment. These projects include
engine terminal improvements; extension of the car repair

shops at East Buffalo, N. Y.; work in connection with the

New York State Barge Canal, notably in 1920 at Tona-
wanda, N. Y. ; a new line and traffic connection with the

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo and Canadian Pacific at the

Niagara frontier: the new proposed passenger terminal at

< 'leveland. etc. Another project that should prove of special

importance to the road is now being carried out by the Cunard
Line on land leased from the New York Central at Wee-
hawken, N. J, The project calls for eight large steamship
piers and accompanying facilities and represents one of the

largest port developments now under way in the country.

The net increase in property investments in 1920, which is

another indication of the amount of work done, was $11,422,-

340, of which $3,349,574 represented equipment received less

that retired during the year.

The New York ( entral's corporate income account for

1920 showed a surplus after the payment of the 5 per cent

dividends amounting to $1,250,256 as compared with $7,433,-

063 in 1919. This reduction was due primarily to a decrease

of $8,246,181 in return from railroad operations and to an
increase of $1,509,689 in interest on funded debt. Rent for

leased roads showed an increase of SI,07 7.449 and interest

on unfunded debt, $788,603. This matter of increase in

interest on funded debt is of rather serious importance to the

New York Central, particularly inasmuch as it represents

interest on expenditures which must be made if the property

is to continue to be able to meet the heavy demands upon it

for the efficient movement of traffic.

The funded debt as of December 31, 1919, was $671,654,-

782; on December 31, 1920, this had been increased to

$748,354,477. The increases during the year included the

$25,000,000 ten-year collateral trust bonds sold about a year

ago; equipment trust notes totaling $13,674,000, covering the

standard equipment allocated by the Railroad Administra-

tion; $17,297,510 equipment trust notes covering that part

of the 1920 equipment purchases not delivered to affiliated

lines; and two items of notes, $11,925,000 and $14,850,000,

given the secretary of the treasury and covering the two
loans from the revolving fund (something over half the value

of these notes is balanced by notes given the New York Cen-
tral by the affiliated companies, covering the advances made
to them). The interest charges on this increased indebted-

ness will no doubt prove something of a burden in the future.

How much of a burden will depend upon the amount of

progress that is made in working out the solution of the

railroad problem.

The New York Central is an efficiently operated property;

it would appear to be fully able to realize on any improve-

ment in the general situation, and that such improvement is

to occur now7 seems quite certain.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919

follow

:

Mileage operated: 1920

Freight revenue $200,792,208

Passenger revenue 84.601.640

Total operating revenue 338.624.456

Maintenance of way expenses 47,865.568

Maintenance of equipment 93,287,339

Traffic expenses - 3,464,274

Transportation expenses 159,203,006

General expenses 8.928,625

Total operating expenses 317.353.242

Net revenue from operation 21,071,214

The corporate income account is as follows

:

1920

Compensation—January and February $9,300,43S

Additional compensation account completed addi-

tions auo betterments

U. S. Government guaranty—March 1 to August 31

Net railway operating income—September 1 to

December 31

Total (compared with compensation accrued in

1919)

Total other income

Gross income

Interest on funded debt.

Total deductions trom gross income

Net corporate income

Dividends (5 per cent each year)

Surplus for the year

1919

$173,926,744

73.652,262

283,659,331

34,591,703

62.196,767

2,510,703

114,767,234

7,516,781

225.675.360

57,983,971

237,569

28,699,177

11.537,943

. $57,690,5SS

15,459.803 13.619,366

65,109,739 71,308,505

48.194.SS5

19,917,251

12,479,615 12,479.611

1,250.256

Live-stock Dealers of western Canada, contending that the live-

stock industry is almost completely ruined through high freight

rates, have asked the Board of Railway Commissioners for a

50 per cent reduction in rates on cattle. Scarcely any cattle are

now moving in Canada, and the dealers fear that cattle will

remain in the country instead of being placed on the railways

unless rates are made cheaper.
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Great Alaskan Bridge Built During Coldest Weather

Government Railway Structure Over Susitna River Provided

With 504-ft. Span to Clear Ice Jams

Tin largest railroad bridge in Alaska, in point of size of

main span, was built last winter by the Alaskan Engi-

neering Commission, where the government railroad

crosses the Susitna river near Gold Creek. This bridge,

which was completed in February, 1921, is on the main line

264 miles north of Seward, the southern terminus of the new

railroad, and ISO miles north of Anchorage, the ocean port

at the head of Cook Inlet. It consists of a south approach of

twenty-eight 14-ft. trestle spans, one 70-ft. pony span and

one 121-ft. through Howe truss spans; a 504-ft. steel through

breaks the dams. The accumulated water and ice then rush

out at a high velocity and the force of this run would no

doubt take out any timber piers in its way, while a concrete

pier would not only be exposed to the tremendous pressure of

the ice jam but also to under-mining created by the under-

water scour that would result from the creation of an ice dam
against the pier. A comparative estimate for the structure

over the main channel to consist of two 250 ft. steel spans on

three concrete piers, including a pier near the center of the

channel, against a 504 ft. steel span on two concrete shore

ySfa.40*34.S

*- To \Anchoroge

Cooper E-44-/4'-pi/e fresfle spans.

_jBast_of_Rail Ei

121-Throuqh Howe Truss

/Wafer barrel platform.

«*&
Diagram of Susitna Bridge and Stream Profile

truss span of the Pennsylvania type over the main channel;

and a north approach of one 121-ft. through Howe truss

span, one 70-ft. pony truss span and two 14-ft. trestle spans,

giving a total length end to end of timber stringers of 1,322 ft.

Ice Jams Call for Clear Span Over Main Channel

The design of this Structure first involved a study of the

action of the river under summer and winter conditions. Ob-
servations of high water marks and ice scars on trees along

the shore supplied the required information as to the highest

elevation reached by the ice while in movement. The spring

break up usually occurs before the ice lias become soft and in

passing down stream massive pieces jam against islands and
bars and against the shore at points where the river takes a

sharp turn, back of which the water rises until the pressure

piers slightly favored the long span. The latter alternative

was therefore adopted.

The combination of timber and steel trusses in the same

bridge may appear peculiar, but it is believed that this

was justified by the following conditions: Due to the high

price of bridge steel ami concrete work at the time

struction, it was much cheaper to build all approach

out of timber, making provision for possible renewal with

steel ami concrete at some later date after the life of the

xhausted. The main piers wi

port adjacent 200 ft. spans at some future timi

:u- To ft. pon) truss and one 121 ft I

built.

The tresti E-44 loadit

timber lading and the 504 ft. si

103
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E-60 loading, American Railway Engineering Association

specifications of 1910 were followed in the design of the 504-

ft. steel span except in the matter of wind loads. Trusses

and bottom laterals were designed for 10 lb. per sq. ft., con-

idered as being applied on the surfaces presented by the

train and floor as seen in elevation and by \ l/i times the area

of the members of the windward truss together with 500 lb.

per lin. ft. of -pan for the tloor and top laterals.

Pier Construction Begun 22 Miles Ahead of Track

Pier construction was begun in May, 1920, when the end
of trat k was 22 miles south of the bridge site, supplies being

freighted by sleds until the river broke and thereafter by boats

and wagons. The transportation difficulties were overcome

to a large extent in the middle of September, 1920, when
track was laid up to the site. At this time excavation for the

south pier was complete and that for the north pier begun. A
temporary trestle had been driven across the river 100 ft.

downstream and parallel to the axis of the bridge to permit

track-laying to proceed and to facilitate the erection of the

bridge without interference with traffic and other construction

work along the line extending to the north. The piling for

the south approach, consisting of trestle bents, pile-piers and

an abutment for the timber spans had been driven and the

falsework for the steel span had been started from the north

end, before the arrival of the track. To determine the char-

acter of the foundation for the concrete piers, test holes had
been bored the previous winter to a depth of 60 to 75 ft.

below the surface of the ground. The material encountered

was compact sand, gravel and large boulders in layers of

varying thicknesses, suitable for carrying pier loading with-

out foundation piles.

For the south shore pier excavation Wakefield sheet piling

was used and for the north shore pier an open caisson. Ex-
cavation was started in the wet with orange-peel buckets

operated by two stiff leg derricks until hard compact material

was struck, when the holes were pumped out and the work
continued with pick and shovel, the laborers filling dump
boxes operated by derricks. Excavation extended to an

average depth of 25 ft. below the ground surface in each

pier foundation. Drain ditches were maintained about one

pits in the vicinity of the bridge was not satisfactory, as

-amples were found to contain humus. The field test for

humus, recommended by the Portland Cement Association,

was applied to several deposits available along the railway
line and all showed the presence of this element in various

amounts except samples from a pit in a glacial moraine in

front of Spencer glacier, located 56 miles north of Seward,

The Main Span on November 29, 1920, with the Bottom Chord
and Web Members Partially Erected

which tested clear. As the natural aggregate from this pit

was deficient in sand, 7 per cent of sand was added. This
provided a satisfactory mixture and was used in the sub-

structure.

Extraordinary Measures Required in Placing Concrete

When the coffer dam, forming the pier enclosure, was un-

watered, the bottom of the enclosure was under a 22-ft. head

To Avoid Ice Jams Was an Important Factor in the Design. This Ice Run Came on May 15 and Was Gone the Next Day

foot deep around the edges and sloped to carry seepage water
to a sump at the downstream end of the excavation where
one 5-in. and two S-in. pulsometer pumps operated Con-
tinuously in the lower levels of the work.

Considerable difficulty was encountered in finding sand
and gravel suitable for the concrete piers. The importance
of doing so, however, was forcibly brought out by a partial

failure in one of the piers during September. It was con-
cluded that this had resulted from inferior aggregate as well

as poor cement and inadequate provision to meet the effects of
the low air and water temperatures. Aggregate taken from

of water from the Susitna river which, due to the porous

nature of the boulder and gravel formation, forced con-

siderable water through the floor of the pit. The enclosure

was 33 ft. by 69 ft. and it was found impracticable to par-

tition off, place and hold concrete "in-the-dry" on this floor,

the flow of water being too strong to permit of this being done.

The temperature of the water, 35 deg. in November, and the

large area, 2,277 sq. ft., made it impracticable to place con-

crete under water by bucket or pipe methods.

The following plan was devised to place the concrete under
the circumstances of cold running water and low air tern-
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perature: A large sheet of canvas was prepared in one- piece,

sufficient to cover the bottom area entirely and to exti nd about

six feet up the sides of the enclosure. This canvas

"formed-in'' by wooden forms along the sides and ends, to

provide a run-way for water around the edges. Steam

were placed around the sides of the pier enclosure and the

entire spai e was housed in and made warm Sand and gravel

ill livered on cars for the concrete work were heated b)

dumped on a platform holding perforated steam pipe coils.

I he aggregate went into the mixture hot and hot water was

used in the mixing operations.

The south pier, containing 1.450 cu. yd. of concrete, was

poured between October 24 and November 11, 1920, during

which time temperature readings at the bridge Slti ranged

from 2 deg. below zero to 48 deg. above. The north pier.

containing 1,520 cu. yd., was pound between December 1

and December 18, 1920, when temperatures ranged from 12

deg. below zero to 34 deg. 1 abovi /em. [lie pier pit was

kept unwatered during concreting operations and the concrete

The Main Span on February 6, 1921. Erection Nearly Com-
pleted and the Span Still Supported on Falsework

placed from chutes and pipes leading from the mixer to the

pier. Concrete was given sufficient time to set before allow-

ing cold water to eenie in eontact with it.

Erection of Steel Begun Before Completion of Piers

To hasten the erection of the 504 ft. span it was necessary

to proceed without waiting for the completion of the piers.

Falsework for this span, as mentioned, had been driven from

the north and southward. The north approach trestle, piers

and falsework for the timber spans were driven and a tem-

porary deck laid. One of the 70 ft. pony spans was used

temporarily to span the excavation for the north pier, thus

permitting the construction of thi? foundation. Erection of

steel -tarted on November 8, 1920, from the north end al

tin' second panel point, a yard having been constructed on

the north side of the river which was reached by mean- of

the temporar) trestle. Erection of steel was continued to the

south end and all Steel except for two north panel- w is

assembled b) December 15, 1920. All steel in tin-.- two
panels which eoidd be erected without interfering with the

temporary 70 ft. pony span over the north pier, was placed

after December 25, 1920, ami a- soon as thi- temporar) span
was removed the balance of the steel was placed, completing
the erection on January 8, 1921. The American B
Company, which did the erecting, used a 100 ton locomotive

with a boom extended to a total length of 85 ft. This
i in the yard by a 35 ton locomotive crane

with a 50 ft. boom. The total weight of steel in the span is

1,803 ton.-.

But little 1 'lone until after December 20, 1920,

when over 90 per cent oi thi span was in place. Riveting

was pushed from thi n until completion on February 9,

\')2i, during whii h tine ti mperatures ranged from minus 42
deg. to plus 34 deg. F. On some cold and windy days the

riveti ; I not work but on one occasion rivets

driven when it was minus 42 deg. in the morning and minus
12 deg. at quitting time. Rivets driven during very cold

temperatures wi o ret - d vera! times in warmer weather

and found io bi iii first class condition. The total number
oi field rivets was about 42,200.

The span was swung on February 2, 1921, and th

train passed over on February 6. The work of erecting the

timber I finishing the trestle progressed simul-

taneousl) with thi i ntirely

completed and read) to bi pul inl i February 16.

1921.

General supervisi E the work was under Col. Frederick

Mears, i hairman i gineer of the Ai

neering Commission, to whom we are indebted for the de-

scription presented abovi Che preliminary design of the

504 ft. as well as design and detail- of the timber

and foundation wot ide by W. J 11 I

former bridge engineer, for tin Commissi by F.

H. Chapin, assistant bridge engineer. The final design and
.lit. nb oi the t ft. steel span were made by the American
bridge Company, which also fabricated and erected thi

Modjeski and C Iting engineer.-. Chicago, were

retaini d I i md approve all designs and detail p

steel work. Hildreth & Co.. Chicago, performed the in-

Bpei lion of steel at tin mill and

Freight Car Loading

Tin \i \iia k of cars loading with revenue freight showed
another slight dei rease during the week ending July 2,

according to thi weekly report of the Car Service Di-

vision of tin- American Railwa) Assoi iation. The total was

774,808, a- compared with 891,621 in the corresponding week
of 1020 ami 743,226 in 1919.

Comparisons with the report for the preceding week show
increases in the number of cars loaded during the week of

July 2 with grain ami u'rain products, coal, ore and nier-

chandise ami miscellaneous freight, which includes manufac-

tured product-, but decreases in livestock, coke and forest

products.

Loading- of merchandise ami miscellaneous freight totaled

469,842 cars, an increase of 1,735 cars over I u

week. Grain and grain product- increased 1,726 can
the previous week to a total of 40,547 win"

loaded with ore or 1,414 more than during the week

There were 157,265 Cars loaded with coal during '

Thi- was an irs over the previou

on the other hand, was luring

^responding week in 1920. It was, how

cars more than were 1. aded during the C

in 1919.

I was in the numb
with livestock, the total for the week

n (luring thi

on 1,885 i rs to 17,542 whili

ompared with the

the we,! before.

I ept for grain and
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ported in the loading of all commodities as compared with the

corresponding week last year.

Compared b) districts, increases over the week before were

reported in the number of cars loaded with revenue freight in

the Southern, Northwestern, Central Western and South-

western, but decreases in the Eastern, Allegheny and Poca-

the total on June 30 being 162,537 compared with 163,982
on June 23. Surplus stock cars numbered 18,170 compared
with 20,029 one week before or a reduction of 1.859. These
reductions, however, were in part counteracted by an increase
of more than 6,200 in the number of surplus cars of miscel-
laneous classes, due principally to a big increase in the num-

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

Summary—All Districts, Comparison of Totals This Ye

Districts

and Live
Year grain stock

products

Eastern

Allegheny

Pocahontas

Southern

Northwestern ...

Central Western.

Southwestern .

.

Total all roads.

.

Increase compared

.

Decrease compared.
Increase compared.
Decrease compared.

1921
1920
19 'I

1920
1Q2I
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1919
1920
1920
1919
1919

2,963
3,022
3,064
3,100
148
162

5,989
6,400
2,516
2,196

141
129

2,959
2,900

11,159
9,935
11,260

34,668 2S.774
29.476 28,389
4,153

545
9,345

160

Forest
products

11,2

56,754
47,390
56,082
25,357
21.284
20,126
24,653
5,373
9, 172

13,529
21,552
3,974
5,902

156,999
195,499
187, 15S

901
2,997
2,309
6,295

5,151
8,530
2,905
3,377
1,288
1,905

443 14,294
195 16,172
583 14,352

1,259 17,673
160 5,218
436 5,920
137 6,219
114 7,092

4,557 49,427

1.783

7,919
6,873
9,791

23
193
553

3,341
18,317
46,626

566
5,069
806
736

28,921
73.675
68,885

38,500

30,159

7,325 11,242
4,557

14,461

44.754

39,964

L.C.L. Merchandise loadiner figures for 1921 and 1920 are not comparable,
af 1920. Add merchandise and miscellaneous columns to get a fair comparison.

June 18 1921
Tune 11 1921
June 4 1921
May 28 1921

40,994 28,541
41.119 29.135
41,394 24,039
46,337 27,518

157,243
163.088
142.074
165.870

5,102 50,472
4.788 51,393
4.642 48,227
5,605 50,277

28,866
30.179
28,311
28,673

Years Ago. For Week Ended Saturday, Jun

Total revenue freight leaded

Corre- Corre-
This spending sponding This

56,734

215)678

: 25, 1921

:d from connections

57,497
24,803
43,804
36,422
2,654

123
37,720
25,748
28,075
22,092
30,473
33,125
15,455
16,631

215,678
158,944

70,947
113,357
51.485

Year
1921

186,481
1920 1919

223,782 211,554

9.481 33,863 37,207
34,058 112,360
48,780 124,101 116,272
32,217 117,917
43,822 158,156 150,979
35,827 106,743
42,593 127,885 102,092
22,668 56,352
24,223

252.429 775,061
347,392
467,888

94,963 136,442

215,459 70,623

61,317

911,563

51,443

84S',684

Year
1921

197,026

110,064

14,164

61,908

43,384

49,987

40,070

516.603

Corre-
sponding

1920

254,316

129,783

22,228

75.684

63.359

.

72,612

'47.047

664.426

Corre*
spending

Y'ear
1919

229,154

l'29,709

18,528

59,780

52',6i7

6o',625

40,787

591,200

i some roads are not able to separate their L.C.L. freight and miscellaneous

215,622 253, 911 780.741 916,736 807.907 514.358 675,443 574,895
215,740 253,555 788,997 930,976 807,205 509,129 681.514 563,838
195.246 221,975 706,508 828,907 776,610 480.162 657,709 524,731
217,707 248,862 790,849 898,169 763,761 519,191 670,536 550,858

hontas regions. All, however, were below the corresponding

week in 1920.

The summary for the week of June 25 is given in the

table above.

The demand for freight cars continues to increase accord-

ing to reports received by the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association. For the week ending June

ber of ore cars now being stored on sidings in the northwest.

There was also an increase of approximately 200 in the num-
ber of surplus coke cars.

The Average Cost of Freight Traix Operation (selected ac-

counts) for April was $1,876 per freight train mile, according to

the monthly bulletin published by the Interstate Commerce Com-
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Curve of Net Car Surpluses and Shortages

30 there was an average of 373,791 suqjlus freight cars or a
decrease of 4,059 as compared with the previous week.
The total number of box cars, including ventilated, auto-

mobile and furniture cars, in excess of current freight re-

quirements was 146,298, which was a decrease within a week
of 6,335. A decrease of 1,445 coal cars was also reported,

mission. This is slightly greater than the average for these

selected accounts for April, 1920, $1,874, but it represents a con-

siderable saving as compared with the average for March, which

was $1,974. The average cost per passenger mile, selected ac-

counts, was $1,043 as compared with $.991 in April, 1920, but

was also less than the average for March, 1921, which was.$1,077.



Government and Private Operation in Canada

An Analysis of Results Obtained on the Two Large Railway Systems

in That Country Under State and Company Control

By J. L. Payne

Formerly Comptroller of Statistics, Department of Railways and Canals of Canada

Since the special announcement of a deficit of $70,-

000,000 on the Canadian National Railways for the

fiscal year 1920 there has naturally been a great deal

of speculation and inquiry as to the underlying causes. That

deficit was, of course, much larger than the figures given out.

It omitted a very large volume of fixed charges. The only

excuse for this omission was that some of these charges, on

the basis of standard accounting, are not definitely known.

They are readily ascertainable; but they have not been made
up. That was the loose way in which state railway account-

ing was begun more than half a century ago, and it has never

been thought worth while to make a change. There was no
demand for the information anyway. Absolute indifference

prevailed with respect to the whole matter.

A reversal of public sentiment has taken place within the

past three months. The craving for authentic data is gen-

eral and insistent. Thinking men all over the country are

expressing deep concern in the volume of actual loss and the

causes which have brought it about. Since the facts with

regard to the deficit were presented in recent issues of Rail-

way Age there is no intention of repeating them now. It will

be sufficient to bear in mind that the fixed charges attaching

to $2,300,000,000 of capital liability, added to the operating

shortage, will probably produce a deficit of not less than

$140,000,000 for the current year. It need not be said that,

inasmuch as this loss falls wholly on the Dominion treasury,

it is a serious matter to a country like Canada, with a popula-

tion of 9,000,000 and a gross revenue of less than $500,000,-

000.

Judgment by Comparison

If a glance is taken at the map of Canada, it will be seen

that three lines of railway run closely parallel to each other

from Winnipeg to the Pacific coast. One of these is tin

Canadian Pacific, the other two form parts of the Canadian
National group. As units, the latter are the Canadian
Northern and the Grand Trunk Pacific. The eye is scarcely

able to follow the parallel through Ontario, Quebec, and the

Eastern Provinces; but it nevertheless exists. That will be

obvious when a statement of operating mileage by provinci -

is brought under the eye. The facts from West to East are

as follows:

Canadian Canadian
National Pacific

British CcJvmbia 1.201 1,816
Albnta 1,816 1,901
Saskatchewan 3,371 2,777
Manitoba 1,294 1,728
Ontario 3.12(1 3.286
Quebec 1.93S 1,076
New Brunswick 765 524
Nova Scotia * 37S 576

14,877 13,694

, One or two explanation- are necessary in relation to the

foregoing table. It does not include the mileage of the Grand
Trunk nor of a number of branch and subsidiary roads. The
Prince Edward Island Railway is also omitted. If these were

all brought in the mileage of the Canadian National would
rise to 22,500. Rut the Grand Trunk had not been officially

taken over by June 30, 1019, which happens, for reasons not

creditable to the new Dominion Bureau of Statists s, to be the

last year for which information is available on a basis per-

mitting of direct comparisons. The units which will 1

pared with the Canadian Pacini are tin Canadian Northern,
the Grand Trunk I National Transcontinental and
the Intercolonial. They contribute the mileage in the state-

ment. If the omitted mileage and the operating results there-

from were brought in they would merely serve to make mat-
ters worse.

It will be observed that these roads have closely corres-

ponding mileages in the various provinces. They tap in

about the same measure the great wheat growing areas of the

west, and meet on an equal footing in the industrial centres

of Ontario and Quebei . They run through the maritimi

vinces practically side by side. I hi n fori it would be diffi-

cult to find any good ground for objection to the compari-

sons which will be made. Yet these two systems had operat-

ing results far apart in 1919. The Canadian Pacific had a

net corporate income of $36,977,263 and the Canadian
National unit;- had a deficit of $40,650,222. This deficit, in

accordance with the reprehensible practice of many years,

left out of the reckoning an immense amount of fixed charges.

The object immediately in view is to look carefully at the

various aspects of operating results and to see if any reasons

for this adverse showing by the Canadian National group can
be identified. If, for example, it were proposed to subject

the system to searching examination, what tests would be ap-
plied by a skilled railway accountant, or a train railway op-

erator, to locate the weak spots? Either of these investi-

gators, would certainly probe beneath the surface in a per-

fectly proper effort to ascertain why in the case of rwi

railways, operating side by side, one should be strong and
prosperious and the other weak and insolvent. Having lo-

cated the trouble centres, he would next seek to know whether
or not the adverse results arising therefrom might have been
modified if not wholly prevented.

Where the Losses Came In

The four units of the Canadian National Railway!

under review, ami the Canadian Pacific, had the following

operating results in 1919:
Canadian Canadian
National Pacific

Gross earnings $93,173,827 S162.S46.470
Operating expenses 104.il.i2. 753 13". -416,995

Tons hauled 4,741
1 10,551.151

us per mile
i mile 6.993

Earnings per tr.iin mile 3,010
Expenses per train mile
Operating rati" 111.6

Certain points of similarity will here be observed in con-

tra-t with other points of great dissimilarity. The tonnage

of freight was almost identical; yet gross earn,'. _

inn- per mile of line, a- well as per train mile, were far

In this relation three facts should be candidly si

they are adi First, the

Canadian Pacific had average ton mile receipts of .963 as

compared with .892 by the Canadian National. Th
due- to the higher proportion of first class freight. S

lie had a larger average haul: and third,

the Canadian I'/- ifil 1: id a higher traffic di

With these more oi ts in mind, it is now im-

portant to apply analytical methods i the details

which spring therefrom. In :
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to the field in v. !i i. eal u> oi faulty

administration i
liki i. to be found, and let il be said at

n warded b] sevi ral rather startling discov-

eries a ed. For this inquii • thi • i ai - I'M 7 and

1919 an elecl d, for good and di finite reasons. In the fi r

i anadian Northern and < rrand Trunk Pa

repn i m tig the gr< al westi rn set tiori of th I anadian Na-

tional, wen in corporate hands. In thi latter the) had been

for a i,iii jreai and more under government control. That

fad al : suggests the pertinent question as to what were

the general results of the change. Were betterments brought

about? Was administration strengthened or weakened?

Let the fa< ts give the answers.

Excessive Transportation Expenses

Since all the operations of a railway find their focus in

the running of trains, the cost of transportation becomes fun-

damental. In this instance we shall be just to the Canadian

National unit- in comparing them with the Canadian Pacific.

We must first, however, find a satisfactory gage. For that

purpose ton miles and passenger miles are combined and

taken as a standard which will not be questioned. Ton and

tiger miles represent not only the full service of rail-

ways, but the lowest unit of measurement obtainable. They
plai i the r< ads in comparison on an absolutely common foot-

ing. The cost of transportation per ton mile and passenger

mile will get us at once to the very core of operating condi-

tions and. by comparison with a strong road, tell us whether

or not there is weakness in that vital center. Here are the

facts as to transportation expenses per ton and passenger

mile:
1917 1919

Canadian Northern 321 cent .634 cent

G I Pacific 391cent .673 cent

Transcontinental 294 cent .439 cent

Intercolonial 442 cent .70S cent

The average for the four units in 1917 was .355, as against

.288 for the Canadian Pacific. In 1 Q 1 9 the average was .626

for the Canadian National and .503 for the Canadian Pacific.

The difference between transportation cost per ton and

passenger mile on the Intercolonial and Canadian Pacific is

very striking. In the case of the Canadian Northern, which

is responsible for 52 per cent of the freight tonnage and 60

per cent of gross earnings, there was a distinct worsening of

operating conditions. From being 11.5 per cent higher than

the Canadian Pacific in 1917 the cost rose to 26.0 per cent

higher in 1919.

We get a little nearer to our final answer when our inquiry

discloses the fact that while these four units of the Canadian

National increased gross earnings in 1919 over 1917 by 24.6

per cent, the Canadian Pacific scored a betterment of but

10.9 per cent during the same period. Thus the Government

system had a distinct advantage in respect of income. The
trouble was not in that field. While, however, the Canadian

Pacific was adding to operating expenses by 34.9 per cent,

the Canadian National was swelling outgo by 69.7 per cent.

The result in dollars and cents was that a net operating sur-

plus of $13,510,116 in 1917 was turned into an operating

deficit of $10,858,926 in 1919. The Canadian Pacific, on

the other hand, came out with net operating earnings of

$32,429,4 75.

Extending the analysis, by measuring both earnings' and

operating expenses by combined ton and passenger miles, it

is found that while the Canadian National increased gross

earnings from .831 in 1917 to 1.122 cents in 1910 the Cana-

dian Pacific advanced from .897 to 1.2S2. This was equal

to a gain (if 35.0 per cent in one ease and 42.9 in the other.

With respect to operating expenses, however, the Government

group rose from .68] to 1.252 while the Canadian Pacifii

went up from .591 to 1.027. The difference in one instance

was 83.9 pur cent and in the other 73.8. Putting it in an-

other and suggestive way. while the difference between the

two systems was 15.2 per cent in 1917 adverse to the Cana-
dian National, in 191'; it was 21.9. That difference tells US
rather plainly bow much better the Canadian Pacific was
able to meet the rising tide el operating cost than was the

management of the Government system.

Trainload and Carload Tests

A ven strong sidelight is thrown on the operating results

pressed in terms of dollars and cents, and we begin to

catch a clear glimpse of weakness in fundamentals, when we
1' ok into the trainload and carload situation on the Canadian
National as contrasted with that on die Canadian Pacific.

The fait- will pare me from any comment whatever.

In carload the Canadian National i- not open to serious

i ritn ism. It was only one ton below the average of the Cana-
dian Pacific in 1917 and it picked that up in 1919. That
is the single sign of betterment in operating conditions. By
all other tests, without exception, tin system gave a poorer

performance in 1919 than in 1917.

The trainlcad of the various units was as follow-:

1919
Canad 337.9

i
i 368.8 302.1

' >1 446.6
I. ilon 1 362.9 402.1

Average 370.1

This result was 38.5 per cent below the average trainload

of the Canadian Pacific in 1917 and 41.1 per cent in 1919.

It might bi' assumed that this striking difference was due to

unfavorable grades on the Government roads, but that would
be a mistake. The Canadian Pacific is at a marked dis-

advantage in that regard. It has alwavs been the boast of

the Canadian Northern that its .4 per cent controlling grade

was the best of any road of similar length in North America :

yet the Canadian Northern had an average trainload of 378.4

tons in 1917 and fell to 337.9 in 1919. That must be com-
pared with 529.S and 522.1 on the Canadian Pacific.

The lighter trainload of the Canadian National is due to

fewer cars hauled. In 1917 the number was 17.2: but in

1919 this had decreased to 15.6. On the other hand, the

Canadian Pacific had an average of 22.6 cars in 1917 and
22.2 in 1919.

Wages and Employees Compared

It was during the year ended June 30, 1919, that the

McAdoo award began to make its pernicious influence felt

among the railways of North America, and it would seem to

be perfectly fair to compare the way in which this difficulty

was met by the Canadian National and the Canadian Pacific.

Two tests have been applied, and the results are rather sig-

nificant. The first deals with the volume of wages per ton

and passenger mile combined. The showing is as follows:

1917, 1919, Increase,
cent cent per cent

Canadian Northern 389 .819 110.5

G.T.Pacific 543 1.100 102.6
Transcontinental 418 .622 4s.

s

Intercolonial 445 .782 75.7

Average 415 .798 94.7

These figures must be contrasted with averages of .544 and

.625 by the Canadian Pacific. Incidentally, this test reveals

the extent to which the swollen payroll affected operating

cost of all railways in Canada up to 1919. But while the

Canadian Pacific was able to keep the increase down to 78.8

per cent the Canadian National, dealing with precisely the

same conditions as to scale and classification, had an addition

of 94.7 per cent.

The second test related to the combined ton and passenger

miles per employee. As to number of employees, the Cana-

dian Pacific between 1917 and 1919 met a decline of 21.8

per cent in ton and passenger miles by cutting down the op-

erating staff by 2.1 per cent. The Canadian National, on

the other hand, had a drop of 9.1 per cent in the same mile-

age, yet added to the number of employees by 21. S per cent.
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The result, measuring ton and passenger miles by employees,

was the following performances:
1917 1919

Canadian Northern 235.908 154,399
G. I\ Pacific 185,786 133,563
Transcontinental 217,938 181,940
Intercolonial 178,649 167,831

Average 212,547 159,962

The Canadian Pacifit had, per employee, an average of

261,713 ton and passenger miles in 1917 and 208,331 in

1919. The decrease in the case of the Government roads was
equal to 24.8 per cent, and in the case of the Canadian Pa-

cific 20.3. The contrast in administrative skill in respet I oi

both wages and performance Ij_v employees is obvious. The
broad question of operating polii y, as well as the further < on

sideration of morale, are involved in the tests.

It should not be necessary to repeat that the standard of

appraisal lure employed is absolutely just. Ton and pas-

senger miles express quite directly the service which each

railway is called upon to give, and it is therefore fair to

measure both financial and operating results by that com-
prehensive gage. We have seen how the two systems here

contrasted stand up under the analysis made, and while many
other deductions are plainly and pertinently suggested I have

no disposition to deal with them. My purpose has been to

pre-, nt the facts and allow them to tell their own story as

to how the various units compc ing the Canadian National

performed in 1917 and 1919.

The Results in 1920

I he facts for the fiscal year 1920 ca p ed in

comparative form for two reasons in chief: First, the essen-

tial factor of loaded car mileage i- lacking; second, the year

to which the figures recently presented to Parliament relate

ended December 31 instead of June 30. Some general com-

parisons, however, can be made, subject to the qualifications

as to the difference in years.

The operating ratio rose in 1920 to 124.01, and the op-

erating deficit to $So,S42,970. This should be compared
with a ratio of 81.39 b) the Canadian Pacific and a net op-

erating revenue of $33,153,045.

Operating expenses per ton and passenger mile combined
were equal to 1.567 cents on the Canadian \atioiial and
1.17') on the Canadian Pacific. Withoul making allowance

for the difference in the years, it may be said that these re-

sults showed a worsening by 25.2 per cent over 1919 on the

Government system, as compared with an increase of MS
per cent on the corporate road. An important, bul quitt

unavoidable 1

,
qualification in these and succeeding results i-

that they do noi include figures from the Grand Trunk Pa

cific. Data as to mileage for that road are 1 lacking, which

prevent- their being brought in. The effect would, however,

quite definite!) be to aggravate the situation as disclosed by

the other units, for the Grand Trunk Pacific in 1920 made
much the worst showing in its history.

Measuring transportation expenses by ion and passenger

miles in 1920 the result gives .7 74 cent for the Canadian \a
tional and .556 for the Canadian Pacific. In this particular

test the' showing of the Government roads was worse by 23.6

per cent in 1920 over CM'), a- compared with an increase of

111. 5 pel cent by the Canadian Pai ifi( .

In short, if a full an 1 accurate comparison could be made
as between operating results mi the Canadian National line-

in 1917 and in 1920 it would unquestionably -how noi onh

a serious aggravation of all the conditions, but a much
greater increase in the adverse showings than was experienced

by the Canadian Pacific. The point which should be given

proper emphasis i- that, whili the Canadian National system

is fundamentally weak, operating results have been made
worse year after year by unskillful, wasteful and incompetent

administration. There cannot possibly be any doubt of that,

and it has a vital bearing on the exceedingly perpli ting

Canadian railway problem .it this moment.

Tentative Valuations Issued
Washisgtoh, D. C.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, Division I,

has issued a ti ntative valuation of the property of the

Wi stern Pacific as of June 30, 1914, stating the final

value of the property used for common carrier purposes as

$66,730,011, which i- [ess than the amount of bonds out-

standing at that time, which amounted to S 7 5.000,000,.to say
nothing of $75,000,000 oi r obligations

which increased lie dtalization as of the valuation
date to SI 72,720,91 1

I hi on I n stated •

the original cost, which the repi rtained

exactl) but which is closely as it is possible to

di ic imine from tin cords with certain limitations"

described, as I. The report cover- 925 miles of
main line and 1,118 miles of track, much of which was very

expensive to construct. The report say- the cost of building
the section from Chilcoot to Oroville, Cal., i- probably not

1 b] tl i of the- same length of any other rail-

road in the United Slate-. The final value of the property
owned is given as $66,075,947.

The i omp in; i onstructed all of its mileage except about 31
miles of completed road, together with about 6 miles of other
tracks bought from one of the (predecessor companies, but
most of the capital stock was exchanged, together with $1,-

518,063 in ca-ii for the unappraised property of seven prede-
cessor companies and certain traffic agreements. The in-

vestment in mad and equipment, including line, is stated in

the books of the compan 18,1 6 This the com-
mission has readjusted to $147,552,091 and, thi

if the $74,837,000 of capital stock i

the investment account would stand at $72. 715.091. It could
not be determined fmm the carrier's accounts whether the

cash given for the property of the predecessor companii
equal to or greater or less than the value of thea

hence, the report says, it cannot be determined how much
stock was issued without consideration. But the S72. 715.091
is saiebto represent the nearest approximal actual

investment of the carrier in i ad and equipment
that can be made from obtainable records. Under the recent

reorganization the capitalization of the W
been reduced to a figure n tent with what the com-
missii '

:

i- tin value of the propertv.

The cost of reproduction new of the common carrier

property used other than land is stated as $61 74 and
the cost of reproduction less depreciation as S55.751.7S2.

The rc|.,a-t describes iomi of the factors taken into considera-

tion in reaching this figure, as well as the details of the

various accounts. The pre -tin value of the carrier lands

owned and used is Stated as $6,048,133 and the preset

of condemnation and damages or of purchase of the land-

used for carrier purposes in excess of the present value is

stated as $4,355,287. In addition, the present value of non-

carrier lands held by the carriers is given as $3,75

From the beginning the results of the operations of the car-

rier have been unprofitable and insufficient to meet the in-

ti n -t on the funded debt, hire of equipment charges, rents

and other miscellaneous item-. The results of t'

operation- for the period from July 1. 1°10, to Tun.

in were a net deficit of $15,537,.:

Figures for Other Carriers

Tin' commission has issuetl tentative valuatj

the final value as of the valuation dates as foil.

i

'A
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Charles Azro ProutyC, director of valuation of the Inter-

i ommission, and for over 17 years a

member of the commission, died at his home at New-

port, Vt, on July 8 after having been ill for nearly a year.

II. li;id not been at his office since about the first of the year,

but for si vera! months had continued to keep in touch with

his work and to handle his correspondence from his apart-

ment. About two months ago he was taken from Washington

to Newport in a spei ial car provided by Thomas W. Hulme,

vice-i liairman of the Presidents' Conference Committee on

Valuation.

Mr. Prouty was appointed a member of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission in December, 1896, and upon the expira-

tion of his term he was successively reappointed until he

resigned as a commissioner in February, 1914, to organize

the valuation work provided for by the law passed in 1913.

He has thus been a promi-

nent figure in the field of ^—
federal railroad regulation

for a quarter of a century and

because of his ability and

strong personality he exerted

an important influence upon

the course of the develop-

ment of public regulation of

the carriers. He had a habit

of speaking his mind freely,

the courage of his convictions

and as he possessed an un-

usual ability to write and

speak good clear English in a

forceful way, his many pub-

lic addresses and written

articles on the subject repre-

sent a most important con-

tribution to the literature of

the railroads in their public

relations. Becoming a mem-
ber of the commission at a

time when conditions in the

railroad world were such that

the need of the curb of gov-

ernmental authority was
more strongly manifested

than it has been of recent

years, as well as at a time

when the commission had
comparatively little power
and felt called upon to em-
phasize the necessity for
strengthening its authority, Mr. Prouty for a number of years

quite naturally came to be looked upon as representing what

railroad men would term the punitive side of regulation. In

later years, however, as the process of subjugating the rail-

roads became more complete, his attention was devoted more

toward what a railroad officer might regard as constructive

regulation and his influence was exerted on several occasions

to assist the swing of the pendulum in the other direction.

In the early days of commission regulation Mr. Prouty was
a caustic critic of many railroad practices and by newspaper

interviews as well as by the language used in his official

opinions did much to call the attention of the public to the

need for various reforms. At this period he was very promi-

nently quoted in the newspapers as saying that the railroads

only refrained from buying the commission because it was not

worth buying. He was the author of several opinions of the

commission winch ordered drastic reductions in freight rates

as well as of the opinion in the Eastern rate advance case of

1 9 1 1 , which denied one of the first of the applications of the

roads for a general rate advance, but he was also one of the

lir-t public men to point out that a failure of regulation of

railroads as private companies might come as the result of

the discouragement of investors. While chairman of the

commission in 1912 he made the statement in a public ad-

dress that "while we can provide by legislation the sort of

ears which a railroad shall use and the rates which it shall

we i annot b) legislation force one single dollar of

private capital into railway investment against its will." He
also took occasion to emphasize on several occasions the con-

viction that while the government must regulate the railroads,

it ought to leave the private capital invested as free as it can

be left consistent with the public interest.

After he resigned as a member of the commission and felt

more free to express his individual ideas he did much to

assist in the removal of some of the prejudices against the

railroads that had existed in the public mind as the result of

former conditions and while

the' legislation for a return of

.. the railroads to private man-
agement was under consid-

eration in 1919 his influence

was exerted in support of the

efforts to provide some assur-

ance to railroad investors by
a statutory rule prescribing 6

per cent as a fair return. He
was an outspoken man of

strong opinions which were

usually stated with consider-

able vigor and in expressive

language. He was also able

to back up his opinion with

strong arguments, in which
he frequently preferred to

rely on what he called com-

mon sense than upon legal

technicalities.

Mr. Prouty did not live to

see accomplished the results

he had anticipated would fol-

low from the valuation work
and he was always careful to

refrain from predicting how
soon the effects would be felt,

but he lived to see carried out

the bulk of the preliminary

work of gathering the facts

which was organized under
his direction and leaves to

others the task of putting

them into practical effect. The commission has issued an

announcement that his death will not interfere with the com-
pletion of the valuation work, which during his illness has

been and will henceforth continue to be carried on under

the direction of the associate director of valuation and
Division I.

Mr. Prouty was born October 9, 1853, at Xewport. Yt.

He was graduated from Dartmouth College in 1875. He
was assistant to Prof. S. P. Langley at Allegheny Observa-

tory in 1875 and 1876 and then taught school for several

years. He was admitted to the bar in 1882 and practiced

law at Newport, Yt., from that year to 1896. He was a

member of the lower branch of the Vermont Legislature in

1888 and was reporter of decisions of the Supreme Court of

Vermont from 188S to 1S96, when he was appointed a mem-
ber of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Mr. Prouty

served as chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission

during the vear 1912.

Charles A. Prouty



Will Investigate Relations of Western Pacific

I. C. C. Institutes Inquiry of Dealings with D. & R. G.—Denver &
Rio Grande Western Stock Issue Approved

The Interstate Commerce Commission on July 12

announced the institution of a proceeding of inquiry

and investigation into the history, financial operations,

accounts, and the practices of the Western Pacific Railway,

the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, the Western Pacific

Railroad and the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad,

their respective relations with one another, and "any and

all other matters pertaining thereto, to determine the manner

and method in which the business of said companies and

each of them is or has been conducted, with a view to the

making of a report and to the making of such order or orders

as may be proper in connection with the issue of securities by

and the accounts and practices of said companies or any of

them." The order was dated July 11.

Denver & Rio Grande Stock Issue Approved

At the same time the commission granted authority to the

Denver & Rio Grande Western to issue 300,000 shares of

common stock without nominal or par value, but held that

the proposed acquisition of all the outstanding stock of the

applicant by the Western Pacific Railroad Corporation is

not within the scope of paragraph (2) or paragraph (6) of

section 5 of the act, relating to the acquisition of control of a

carrier, and that the proposed acquisition and operation by

applicant of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad is not within

the scope of paragraph (18) of section 1 of the act. The
commission report on this matter said:

A joint hearing was held on April 25 upon this applica-

tion and upon the application of the Western Pacific Railroad

for authority to issue certain bonds. No objection to the

granting of the application was offered by any authority of

any state in which the applicant proposes to operate.

The protective committee of the stockholders of the Denver

& Rio Grande appeared at the hearing for the purpose of

noting on the record the facts with respect to litigation pend-

ing in the district court for the district of Colorado between

certain of the stockholders, as parties plaintiff, and the ap-

plicant and others, as parties defendant; and also for the

purpose of objecting to the commission entertaining jurisdic-

tion of the application unless and until applicant complies

with the provisions of paragraph (18) of section 1, and

paragraph (6) of section 5 of the interstate commerce act.

The old Denver company is a consolidated corporation

which succeeded a former company of the same name and

the Rio Grande Western, which companies, by contract dated

June 23, 1905, in practical effect guaranteed payment of

principal and interest of the first mortgage, 5 per cent,

30-year gold bonds of the Western Pacific Railway. The last

mentioned company defaulted in the payment of interest due

March 1, 1915, whereupon the first mortgage was foreclosed

and the propertv was sold for SIS.000,000 to representatives

of the holders of a large amount of the bonds. The Western

Pacific Railroad Company was then organized by such bond-

holders to take over and operate the property purchased. The
Western Pacific Railroad Corporation was also organized b)

the same bondholders, and all of the capital stock of the

operating company, except a few qualifying shares held by

its directors, was acquired by the holding company.

After the application of the $18,000,Ooo received from

the sale of the proper!) of the old Western Pacific company
there still remained unpaid upon the bonds $38,270,343, The
Equitable Trust Company of New York, the trustee under

the first mortgage, obtained a judgment For this amount on

Washington'. D. C.

June 14, 1917, against the old Denver company based upon
the guaranty contained in the contract of June 23, 1905, and
thereafter a receiver was ippointed for such company. As a

result of various proceedings considerable amounts were
realized from the sale of certain free assets of the old Denver
company which were applied upon the judgment debt and
interest. The balance remaining unpaid amounted on Septem-
ber 25, 1920, to 536,192,655.78. The district court on that

date directed the sale of the remaining property of the old

Denver company for the purpose of satisfying the last-

mentioned amount. Such sale took place at Denver on No-
vember 20, 1920, and the property was purchased for ap-

proximately $5,000,000 by John F. Bowie, John B. Marsh
and Ralph M. Axkush, on behalf of the holding company,
which in turn represented the interest of approximately 95

per cent of the bondholders of the old Western Pacific com-
pany. The sale was confirmed on March 28, 1921, and is to

be consummated as soon as possible after the commission has
authorized the proposed issue of securities.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western has been organized

by the holding company to take over practically all of the

property of the old Denver company. The purchasers of the

property have agreed with applicant by contract dated April

4, 1921, to cause title to be vested in the applicant, and as

the principal consideration therefor, applicant will issue the

300,000 shares of its stock without nominal or par value,

authority for the issuance of which was asked. Such stock

will be acquired by the holding company, which has been

represented in the transaction by the purchasers, and will

be retained by it for the purpose of maintaining coi

the applicant.

The property has been sold subject to the lien of all

ing mortgages thereon, but as a result of the sale the property

will be relieved of liability for the balance remaining unpaid

on the judgment of the Equitable Trust Company of New
York, amounting to S35.224.493. The outstanding capital

stock of the old Denver company is $49,775,670, par value,

preferred, and $38,000,000, par value, common. The ap-

plicant for the present will have outstanding only the pro-

posed issue of 300,000 shares of its common stock without

nominal or par value. I lie total authorized capital stock of

the applicant, however, is 500,000 shares of the par value

of $100 of preferred stock and 1,000,000 shares of common
stock without nominal or par value. The property will be

acquired by the applicant subject to outstanding funded debt

amounting to $121,175,500.

The $32,063,500 of first and refunding mortgage bonds

and the Sio.000,000 of adjustment mortgage bonds are now
in default by reason of the E the collateral

pledged to secure them 10 of second

mortgage bonds of the old Western Pacific company, the

value of whi. li was destroyed b] tin

mortgage above mentioned.

Negotiations are now in progress between the
'

pany and the holders of the refundii the adjust-

ment bonds, which contemplate their retirement tl i

all of the bondhold

of $25,750,000 of 7 per 1 1 nt pn fi rr d sto k of 1

and SI 5,750,000 of 5

lien on the applicanl . If the pn union

cted, the fixed ipon the property will

ximatel) $]

.

;
H

I
000 per annun

shows that it is desirabl rminate the pi
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although the future of the applicant will remain uncertain

until gl
|

ls been reached with the holders of

the bonds.

It appears that the applicant is in need of new equipment

and of betl tits to its way and structures. The holding

company proposes to finance these requirements to the extent

of $12,000,000, for which it is proposed ultimately to issue

to the holding company an additional 120,000 shares of ap-

plicant's common stock without nominal or par value. Pend-

ing an , with the holders of the refunding bonds

and adjustment bonds, however, the holding company will

make advances onl) where they can be adequately secured.

Applicant stated in the application that it is unable to

. value at this time to the property to be acquired

by it.

Holding Company Not a Carrier Subject to the Act

After outlining the foregoing the commission said:

The holding company is neither a carrier subject to the act nor

organized to engage in transportation subject to the act.

Referring to the objections made by the stockholders' committee

of the old Denver company we are of the opinion that the pro-

posed acquisition and operation by the applicant of the properties

old Denver company are not within the scope of paragraph

IS of section 1 of the act because such property was in existence

and was operated in interstate commerce prior to the effective date

of that paragraph. We are further of the opinion that the pro-

posed acquisition of applicant's stock by the holding company
does not constitute a consolidation of the property of two or

more carriers by railroad subject to the act into one corporation

for the ownership, management, and operation of properties there-

tofore in separate ownership, management, and operation within

the meaning of paragraph 6 of section 5 of the act. The testi-

mony shows that although the holding company will by stock own-
ership control both the applicant and the Western Pacific Railroad

Company, the properties of the operating companies will be sep-

arately owned, managed and operated.

Inasmuch as the holding company is not a carrier engaged in

the transportation of passengers or property subject to the act,

the acquisition of the control of the applicant by the holding com-
pany is not within the scope of paragraph 2 of section 5.

YVe find that the proposed issue and sale of common capital

stock without nominal or par value (a) are for lawful objects

within the corporate purposes of the applicant, and compatible

with the public interest, which are necessary and appropriate for

and consistent with the proper performance by it of service to

the public as a common carrier, and which will not impair its

ability to perform that service, and (b) are reasonably necessary

and appropriate for such purposes.

Commissioner McChord, in a concurring opinion, said -he

concurred in the majority report, except that he was of opin-

ion that the holding company is subject to the provisions of

paragraph 2 of section 5 of the Interstate Commerce Act.

Commissioner Eastman, dissenting, said he was not dis-

posed to question the desirability of an investigation, but

that if one is justified, it is better that the Denver property

should remain in the hands of a receiver appointed by the

court, pending the results of the investigation, rather than

pass into the possession of a company organized in behalf

of the bondholders who have been so intimately associated

with the matters under inquiry.

He also took the position that the acquisition by the hold-

ing company of the stock of applicant is subject to the provi-

sions of paragraph (2) of section 5 of the Interstate Com-
merce Act. That paragraph authorizes the commission to

approve the acquisition by one carrier of the control of any

other carrier "either under a lease or by the purchase, of

stock or in any other manner not involving the consolidation

of such carriers into a single system for ownership and
operation."

Commissioner Campbell concurred in the views expressed

by Commissioner Eastman.

The Governor of Wisconsin signed a bill on July 6, mak-
ing railroad tickets in Wisconsin good for 30 days from date

of sale.

Derails; Are They Good or Bad?

By A. H. Rudd
Chief Signal Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad System

Tin PROPOSITION to eliminate derails in main tracks,

. |". tall) at grade crossings, may at first glance ap-

pear radical, revolutionary and retrogressive; and yet

many signal engineers and other operating officers who have
studied results now feel that safer and. therefore, better and
more economical operation and maintenance would be at-

tained by such elimination, and that the introduction of a

device which may cause an accident to prevent an accident

appears, to put it mildly, somewhat illogical.

The subject is at least a fruitful one for discussion, al-

though, as the installation of these devices is largely a matter

of state regulation, results in the near future in the direction

indicated are more or less problematical.

The frequent derailments at derails might be cited as argu-
ments for their retention, and as proofs of the danger re-

sulting from their removal; and yet some roads which do not

have derails in their main tracks not only escape these acci-

dents but do not have the collisions which derails are sup-

posed to prevent.

It would appear that the sentiment is quite seneral that

"our men are so careful we do not need derails, but we are

afraid of what the other fellow may do"; and the other fellow

feels the same way. Those who admit that they need derails

to enforce their own discipline are few and far between—it

is the "other fellow." Put yourself in the other fellow's

place and what becomes of the derail? It stays in, because

the third party in the case, the arbiters, as represented by the

public service commissions, feel "We might not be able to rely

on either or any of you."

On the one hand we have the actual derailments, on the

other, occasional collisions. Unquestionably there are many
more derailments than collisions, but the answers to the ques-

tions "Did the derail prevent a collision?" or "Would a derail

have prevented the collision?" must be, in a very large num-
ber of cases, more or less conjectural. For this reason, com-
prehensive comparative statistics have never, as far as the

writer knows, been compiled; and obviously they are in-

herently difficult of compilation.

Does the derail tend to better observance of signals? Is

it a. "moral agent" as some claim, or an immoral one? Its

theoretical utility is to protect the careful from the negligent,

and, in some cases, the innocent from the guilt}'. Does it

always work out that way?
At a crossing or junction on a double-track or a four-track

road, where a derailed train may foul other tracks, is it a

safeguard or a menace?
It is not used or required to be used to protect crossovers

in double track and four-track roads; why? Largely be-

cause of this danger of wrecking trains other than the one
intended. Does experience show that its omission has re-

sulted disastrously? Is it better to put a train down the

bank if it overruns a stop signal fifty or sixty feet, or to give

it 500 ft. more in which to have a chance to stop before it

reaches an open draw, or a crossing?

Which signals are more frequently overrun, stop signals or

stop-and-proceed signals—due allowance being made for the

number of each in service? Which signals are most fre-

quently disregarded—interlocking or block (manual, con-

trolled manual or automatic)? Why? Are they in most
cases actually disregarded and ignored, or are they, when
overrun, passed only a few feet?

How many derailments at derails have occurred in the past

10 years? Count not only those which have resulted in fa-

talities or injuries but also those classed as minor accidents

but 'which, nevertheless, blocked traffic and required the

services of the wrecking crew. How manv serious collisions
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have resulted in the same period at interlocked crossovers,

crossings and junctions not "protected" by derails? What is

the percentage of each ?

The facts noted early in this contribution—frequent derail-

ments and the absence of accident on some roads—have led

some of us to think that the derail is perhaps an unnecessary

rather than a "necessary evil"; that at least its value is open

to question, and that an unprejudiced examination may dis-

close some interesting facts. What are these facts?

Arc reliable statistics available? If not, perhaps the

Railway Age will attempt to collate them; not only for the

information of railroad officers but also for the public author-

ities, so that all doubt may be removed, and we may know
definitely whether the derail- should I"- retained or removed.

A Proposed Bridge Across the

Hudson River at New York City

A PROJECT FOR THE construction of a bridge to span the

Hudson river and to connect the city of New York

with the mainland on the west has been receiving

considerable attention recently partly because of the Deed of

some practical means to relieve congestion around New York

jikI partly because of the size oi the contemplated structure.

As the plans now stand, the bridge, if built, will be one of

the largest single structures yel constructed. Originally the

undertaking embraced a structure in the neighborhood of

Twenty-third street and a permit was issued by the War
department for a bridge at that point. Of recent years civic

growth and other factors have resulted in a change in loca-

tion. The plans now advanced (over a structure crossing the

Hudson river from a line south of Fifty-ninth street in Man-
hattan to Weehawken, N. J., with terminal and classification

yards in Xew Jersey and a union passenger station and

other facilities on the Xew York side.

The design of the proposed bridge, which is being changed

of high tensile strength steel, each 60 ft. to 70 ft. long and
pin-connected. In order to prevent corrosion the chords will

be enclosed in a continuous gallery formed by a casing of

sheet copper which will protect the chains from the weather,

and at the same time permit of their inspection.

The towers supporting the suspension members will be of

extraordinary size, extending about 800 to 840 ft. above water

level, and 165 ft. below with foundation dimensions of ap-

proximately 400 ft. by 20(i ft. The construction will be of

12-Railroad Tracks for Passengers and Freight

Z3S-0-

Cress Section Through the Main Span

.-til and each tower will sed in masonry in order

to protect it from corrosion. This factor of corrosion has

been careful I I in the design of all parts of the

structure ami precautions have been taken in the design to

render it practically negligible.

The traffic, in SO fir a.- it concerns the railroad- in their

problem at the Porl of Xew York, will be handled somewhat
as follows: In New Jersey a large classification yard or per-

haps a series of contiguous yards will be constructed in the

Hackensack meadow- as well as connecting tracks to till the

railroads affected, both to the yards and to the bridge direct.

The Design Is Pleasing to the Eye

from time to time as regards some of it- details, follows the

general lines of typical suspension bridges. It litis a river

span of .-1,240 ft. with approach span.- of 1,710 ft. The
roadway is double decked, 235 ft. wide and so arranged that

the upper dei k carries all highway, trolley, bus and pedes-

trian traffic while the lower is solely for the accommodation
of railway freight and passenger traffic. On the upper deck

there will be space available for 16 lines of vehicles, two bus

and two trolley lines and two promenades 15 ft. wide. The
lower will have 12 railway tracks in sets of two each. The
clearance above mean high water will be 155 ft. tit the

icnler and 140 ft. at the tower-.

This roadway will be carried by two suspension arches

spaced 160 ft. apart. In place of the usual tables, the sus-

pension members will each consist of two parallel chords of

chain-, one spaced 60 ft above the other with structural steel

bracing between them. The arches will be divided longitud-

inally into 60-ft. panels by the suspenders from chord- to

deck. Each chord will be built up of three chains formed of

eyebars, making a total of 12 chain- for the bridge. The
individual chains will be composed of from 2o to 30 eyebars

In Xew York the railroad tracks will be looped to the south,

probably in the vicinity of Ninth avenue to a union station

in the vicinity of Forty-second street. Freight tracks will

continue along near the waterfront into the lower part of

Manhattan island and will be served by a comprehensive

warehouse system.

both the freight and passenger traffic will be on the

basis of one\\a\ operation. The maximum rail

on the Xew Jersey approach i- 1.0 per cent and on

the Xew York approach it is 2'_. per cent. The maximum
grade for vehicles on approaches per cent while the

maximum grade on the bridge itself, both rail and big]

i- per cent. The estimated cost of the bri.._

00. The present estimated

on both -ide- of the river i- $115,

of $215, .000.

The projei t is being developed by the Hu
and Terminal Association, Im . New York, of which G
A. l'o-t i

- pr sidenl I

'

' the structur

In- Gust

, hid' engineei - I the i

- tion.
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I. C. C. Commodity Statistics

VI x ii CTO •. 1). C.

Thi tonnagi of freighl originating on the railroads of

ii, United States during the first three mum
L9 : 967,619, as compared with 275,931,603

in the first quarter of 1920, according to the quarterly sum-

mary of freight commodity statistics of Class I roads issued

D-
|] M : Intel stati Commerce Commission. This is a decrease

of 21 per cent. ["he total revenue freight carried was

401,81 as compared with 511,699,501 in 1920,

:, decreasi ol per cent. Decrease- are shown in all of

the main groups of commodities but large increases are

shown in the tonnage originating of some of the commodi-

ties, including several as to which there has been the most

complaint that high freight rates were retarding traffic.

For the calendar year 1920 the tonnage of products of

agriculture was 110,881,685, as compared with 115,033,319

in 1919. The tonnage of products of animals was 26,545,844,

as compared with 35,493,662. The tonnage of mine prod-

ucts amounted to 712,512,968, as compared with 589,950,-

958, and of forest products to 101,613,209, as compared

with 94,075,639. Manufactures and miscellaneous showed

large increase, 251,166,994, as against 201,256,077. Car-

load traffic for the year was 1,202,720,700, as against 1,-

044,809,655. The 1. c. 1. merchandise was 52,984,273, as

against 51,301,616, and the total tons originating were 1,-

255,704,973, as against 1,096,111,271.

For the first quarter of 1921 the total tonnage of products

of agriculture was 26,023,087, as compared with 28,109,847

in the first quarter of 1920, but the tonnage of wheat was

4,968,196, as compared with 4,459,922. The tonnage of

corn was 5,544,760, as compared with 4,325,425. The ton-

nage of citrus fruits was 474,947, as compared with

451,790; other fresh fruits 608,463, as against 467,580;

and potatoes 1,001,832, as against 923,020.

The tonnage of products of animals was 5,900,684, as

compared with 6,960,967 in 1920. Decreases are shown in

all items except eggs, which amounted to 120,665 tons, as

compared with 74,413, and wool, which amounted to 66,736

tons, as compared with 66,280 in 1920.

The tonnage of products of mines was 115,836,502, as

compared with 143,323,954. There were decreases in all

items except anthracite coal, of which the tonnage was

19,337,873, as compared with 17,304,993. The tonnage of

bituminous coal was only 73,023,364, as against 90,622,687.

Products of forests amounted to 20,634,584, as compared

with 25,575,364. Ties amounted to 1,950,149, as against

894,290, and pulpwood amounted to 3,182,513, as compared

with 1,345, S13. Manufactures and miscellaneous show a

total of 39,726,611, as compared with 58,399,996.

The grand total of carload traffic for the quarter was

208,121,448, as against 262,370,128. The 1. c. 1. merchan-

dise was 9,846,171, as against 13,561,475, and the grand

total was 217,967,619, as against 275,931,603. The total

number of carloads for the quarter was 6,224,990, as com-

pared with 8,007,435.

Over 600,000 Employees Laid

Off Between August and March

What is probably the greatest "layoff" which ever

occurred in the transportation industry took place

between August, 1920, and March, 1921, when, ac-

cording to the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the total number of employees on the Class I rail-

roads decreased from 2,197,824 in August, 1920, to 1,593,068

in March, 1921, representing a decrease of 604,756, or 27.5

per cent.

The accompanying table shows by classes the reductions

which were made in this seven month period and the per-

centages of decrease. It will be noted that reductions were

made in all classes of employees except general officers re-

ceiving $3,000 per annum and upward, division officers

receiving $3,000 per annum and upward, traveling agents

and solicitors and employees in outside agencies. The largest

cuts wen- made in the maintenance of way departments, the

figures indicating that among the employees in construction

gangs and work trains, almost 71 per cent were laid off. The
average cut in the number of employees directly engaged in

maintenance of way work was 49.1 per cent. The significance

of these figures is pointed out in an editorial elsewhere in

this issue.

Nl'lIIBI OF EwPLOYEES BY CLASSES-

August, 1920, Compared with

August,
Class of employee

1 General officers, $3,000 per an-

num and upward 7.254
2 General officers below $3,000 per

annum 1,800
3 Division officers, $3,000 per an-

niun ami upward 8,115
4 Division officers below $3,000 per

annum 5,724

5 Clerks, $900 per annum and up-
ward 247,119

6 Clerks below $900 per annum . . 2,304
7 Messengers and attendants 11,788
8 Assistant engineers and drafts-

men : 11,020
9 M. W. & S. foremen 8,838

10 Section foremen 42,834
11 General fcremen, M. E. depart-

ment 1,904
12 Gang and other foremen. M 1.

department 26,009
13 Machinists 65,478
14 Boilermakers 21,020
15 Blacksmiths 11.274
16 Masons and bricklayers 1,274
17 Srtucttiral inn workers 900
18 Carpenters 56,240
19 Painters and upholsterers 16,045
20 Electricians 15,678
21 Air-brakemen 8,173
22 Car inspectors 27,070
23 Car repairers 94,185
24 Other skilled laborers 62,272
25 Mechanics' helpers and appren-

tices 138,709
26 Section men 365,818
27 Other unskilled laborers 132,651
28 Foremen of const, gangs and

work trains 1,966
29 Other men in const, gangs and

work trains 34,549
30 Traveling agents and solicitors. . 3,865
31 Employees in outside agencies.. 1,280
32 Other traffic employees 426
33 Train dispatchers aii'l directors.. 6,289
34 Telegraphers, telephoners and

block operators 22,374
35 Telegraphers and telephoners

operating interlcckers 8,230
36 Levermen (non-telegraphers).. 4.014
37 Teleerapher-clerks 12,690
38 Agent-telegraphers 19.811
39 Station agents (non-telegraphers) 13,885
40 Station masters and assistants.. 642
41 Station service employees 127,942

42 Yardmasters 4.506
43 Yardmasters' assistants 3,885

44 Yard engineers and motormen. . 23,317
45 Yard firemen and helpers 23,888
46 Yard conductors (or foremen).. 22,901
47 Yard brakemen (switchmen or

helpers) 57,143

48 Y'ard switch tenders 6.540
49 Other yard employees 5,009

50 Hostlers 12,375

51 Engineln usi men 76,587
52 Road freight engineers and mo-

tormen 34,499

53 Read freight firemen and helpers

54 Road freighl , i nducti r- 28,437
55 Road freighl brakemen and flag-

men 70,006

56 Road passenger engineers and
motormen 13,458

57 Road passenger firemen and
helpers 12. 942

5S Road passengei conductors 11,162

59 Read passenger baggagemen 5,896
60 Road passenger brakemen and

flagmen 16.507
61 Other read train employees.... 3,636

I

63 Drawbridge operators 1,738

64 Floating equipment employees.. l!.25t>

65 Policemen and watchmen
66 Other tran- 5,700

67 All othei empl 23,108

Totals -'

tTndicates increase.

interstate Commerce Commission.

—Class I Roaps

March, 1921
Per cent

March. Decrease of
1921* decrease

7.774 502T 6.9f

1,299 501 27.8

9,099 l,794f 22.lt

3,776 1,948 34.

215,755 31,364 12.7
1,447 857 37.2

10,174 1,609 13.7

8,979 2,041 18.5

6,312 2.526 28.6
39,837 2,997 6.9

1, 17 87 .5

22,245 3.764 14.4

50,609 14,869 22.7
16,184 4,836 23.0
7,941 3.333 29.5
577 697 54.7

556 344 38.3
33,847 22,393 39.8
6,999 9,054 56.4

12,702 2,976 19.0
6,162 2,011 24.6

22,585 4,485 16.6
54,537 39,648 42.0
45,819 16,453 26.4

99,702 39,007 28.1

173,917 191,901 52.5

85,317 47.334 35.7

942 1,001 50.9

10.058 24,491 70.9
4,479 614t 16.0t
1,340 60t 4.7t
395 31 7.3

5,561 728 11.6

19,704 2,670 11.9

8,105 135 1.6

3,678 336 8.4
11,506 1,184 9.3

19,593 218 1.1

13,511 574 2.7

553 89 1.4

94,079 33,863 26.5
3.932 574 12.:

2,981 yo4
17,808 5,509 23.6

18.068 5,820 24.4

17.3S3 5,518 24.1

45.570 13,567 23.7

5,998 506 7.7

4,217 7»2 15.8
10,626 1,749 14.1

6 15.571 17.5

27,6S2 6,817 19.8

7.5S7 20.0
^:.2

56,163 15." 5 5 19.9

615 4.6

12.72? 214 1.6

640 5.7

5,735 161 2.7

15,331 1,176 7.1

3,446 190 5.2

25.191 508 1.9

1.517 221 1.3

10,179 1,077 9.6
11.406 1.725 13.1

1.42d 25.0

4.030 17.4

1,593,068 604,756 27.5



Pennsylvania Defends Employee Representation Plan

Labor Board Confronted with Problem of Ascertaining Authority

Over National Agreements

Ri in i -.i hives of the Pennsylvania, appearing before

the Railroad Labor Board on July 14 and 15 in

defense of its procedure in conducting negotiations

with its shop employees and clerks threw new light on the

authority of the Board as outlined in the Transportation

Act and upon the legality of the Board's various rulings

regarding national agreements. The shop men on the Penn-

sylvania, through System Federation No. 90 of the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor, and the clerks through the

Brotherhood of Railroad and Steamship Clerks, had pro-

tested against the plan of the Pennsylvania to negotiate new
agreements as to rules and working conditions with a com-

mittee selected by a majority of the individual workers in

the various classes involved.

Representatives of the employees, in opening the hearing,

requested the Board to render an interpretation on:

"(a) The right under principle 15 (of Decision No. 119,

abrogating national agreements) of the majority of the

employees of any craft to determine what organization shall

represent them.

"(b) The right of such organization to negotiate agree-

ments for all members of such crafts through designated

representatives of their own choosing without regard to

whether they are in the employ of the carrier with which

negotiations are to be conducted.

"(c) The right of the organization under principle 5

(of Decision 119) to select such representatives in accord-

ance with its own laws, and without interference by the

officers of the carriers."

The basis for the employees' case was that the Pennsyl-

vania, in attempting to carry out its plan of employee repre-

sentation which has been described in previous issues of the

Railway Age and which contemplates the negotiations of

agreements between the management and the employees

through the agency of a committee composed of employees

who have been elected by vote of the majority of the indi-

vidual members from each craft, violates various of the

Board's rulings and interpretations and is intended to limit

and eventually destroy the existing organizations.

N. P. Good, president of Pennsylvania System Federation

No. 90, and B. M. Jewell, president of the Railway Em-
ployees' Department of the American Federation of Labor,

specifically charged that the Pennsylvania plan violated

Several of the principles which the Labor Board ruled should

govern in the negotiation of new agreements as to rules and

working conditions. For instance, principle No. 15, provides

that "the majority of any craft or class of employees shall

have the right to determine what organization shall repre-

sent such craft or cla>s" and "such organization shall have

the right to make an agreement which shall apply to all

employees in such craft or i lass." Both contended that the

Pennsylvania plan was directl) contrary to this principle.

1 In- ballot which the Pennsylvania took for the election of

representatives to confer on rules and working conditions

was objected to on the grounds that it provides, first, for

the election of individual representatives, and not organiza-

tions; second, that it ignores tin- organizations of emp]
now in existence, and, third it provides for the division of

the Pennsylvania into ns, and the negotiate tu

of different agreements in the several regions.

After representatives of System Federation No. 90 and
of the Pennsylvania had failed to reach an agreement

the method which should be pursued in electing repre

lives to confer on the question of rules and working i

tions, two ballots were taken, one by the organization request-

ing the men to name tl they dc.-ired

to represent them in the negotiations by the

carrier requesting the m
i

- with whom
it could confer in forming new Mr. Good
stated thai of a total of 37,845 votes cast in the organization
ballot, 37,238 voted in favor mi representation by System
Federation No. 90. The employees' representatives

charged that the Pennsylvania was violating the ruling of
tin- Hoard continuing national agreements indefinitely by
seeking to place new rules and working conditions into

effect.

E. T. Whiter Defends Pennsylvania Plan

E. T. Whiter, assistant to the vice-president in charge of
personnel of the Pennsylvania, opening the carriers' case,

outlined the Pennsylvania's position substantially as fol-

lows :

First, the Board has exceeded the authority given to it by
the Transportation Act when it continued National A
ments in effect by Decision No. 2. The Board in Decision
No. 119 admitted this contention by saying, "these agree-

ments, by their terms, expired with Federal control." Again,
in the same decision, the Board -aid, "Although Section 301
has not been complied with by the parties, the Board has
jurisdiction of this dispute as it is and has been one likely

substantially to interru] i 1 he Board, however,
cannot take jurisdiction until the provisions of Section 301
have been exhausted. Decision No. 119 was thought to

recognize the unfairness and undue restrictiveness of many
of the rules and working conditions and the right of the

individual roads to deal directly with its own emp:
However, later decisions have continued National

'

ments indefinitely and taken away the right of individual

negotiations.

Second. If carried out as apparently now intended, these

decisions will have the effect of perpetuating the National
Agreements in spite of the evident opinion of the public that

these pacts be abolished and in spite of the Board's own
ruling to that effect. This will mean nothing more or less

than tin' closed shop.

Third. The Pennsylvania has endeavored to carry out

its understanding of the Board's purpose, expressed in

Decision No. 119, to encourage the railroads to re-establish

relationships with their own employees on the basis of direct

dealing, fair play and mutual understanding. The
accomplished with other fosses of employees demoi
the practicability and success of the plan offered by the

Pennsylvania, Ho
tend to defeat the effort- rrier to reach a mutually

satisfactory understanding with its employees, under which
the railroad may he operated in the interest 'if the public

a- well as in the interest of the empl

Mr. Whiter then said in part: "It must be evident to this

hoard that while the Pennsylvania is anxious and willing to

B in earning out the Transportation

cannot consistent!]

which rei|iiires [hat dis]

Sible, he decided in C( I

led and authori

employees or subordinat lirectly interested in the

dispute, and at the - irry out rulii

which are so diami I

best interests of the railroads, the ;

115
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We share th< Board's desire to avoid anj interruption of

traffic and to live up in letter and spirit to the mandates of

the Transportation Act; that every means be taken to settle

controversies that may endanger the continuous operation

of the carriers As far as the Pennsylvania is concerned,

however, there is no danger of any substantial interruption

of transportation. Railroad employees who prior to federal

control lived harmoniously with their employers over a long

period ol yean on the basis of just such relationship as we
are re establishing with our men, do not strike without just

cause. The Pennsylvania has always treated its men fairly,

["here will be do interruption of traffic under such circum-

stances and harmonious relations will be re-established if

this Board in its desire to avoid misunderstanding does not

interfere with honest efforts of the railroads to get together

and continue to live together with their own men."

E. H. Seneff Testifies on Authority of

Labor Board Over National Agreements

E. H. Seneff, general solicitor of the Pennsylvania, fol-

lowed with an argument in regard to the jurisdiction of the

Labor Hoard over the question of National Agreements.

Mr. Seneff's arguments were in general similar to those out-

lined in Mr. Whiter's remarks with a more extended analysis

of the authority given to the Labor Board by the Transporta-

tion Act and the manner in which that authority has been

used in the controversy over National Agreements. Mr.

Seneff pointed out that the Labor Board, in the first place,

had no power to continue National Agreements in its De-

cision No. 2. and that inasmuch as a bona-fide dispute over

National Agreements has never been created, none of the

subsequent orders of the Labor Board in regard to the abro-

gation or continuation of these agreements is legally rendered.

Furthermore, Mr. Seneff pointed out, even had the Labor

Board acquired jurisdiction over the question of National

Agreements, its action in retaining jurisdiction indefinitely,

deciding, first, on April 14 that National Agreements would

terminate on July 1, and then deciding without a hearing

on June 21 that they would not terminate, would still be

beyond the power given to the Board under the terms of

the Transportation Act. Assuming again that the Board

had complete jurisdiction over the question of National

Agreements, Mr. Seneff challenged its right or power to

lay down principles to be observed by employer and employee

in the making of contracts, as the Board did in Decision

No. 119. Regarding these principles, Mr. Seneff said, "I

am unable to find a word or syllable in the Transportation

Act conferring any such power upon the Board. The Board

in prescribing these 16 principles has undertaken to legislate

respecting property rights and obligations of the carrier and

employee, and no such power has been delegated to the

Board by Congress. Even though such power had been

delegated h> Congress, it would not be constitutional, as

the exercise of any power compelling the carrier and the

employee to observe substantive principles in the adjust-

ment of differences between them in the making of contracts

amounts to an appropriation of property rights which cannot

be taken away from either in this manner without infringe-

ment upon (heir constitutional rights. Congress never

intended that the Labor Board should usurp the rights and

obligations of the contracting parties in this way, but on

the other hand, it was the obvious intention of Congress

that the parties directly interested in the matter be free and

untrammeled to deal with each other in any way they see fit,

regardless of locality or territory and likewise regardless

of majority or minority representation, until a dispute which

cannot be settled in conference arises, and then the Board

has a right to function."

In closing, Mr. Seneff said, "There is one thing more to

which I desire to direct the Board's attention, and that is

the apparent growing tendency on the part of the Board, as

I view it, to group the carrier- as a whole and subject them
to the same treatment regardless of different or varying

conditions. It is apparent tc me that Congress had in mind
in the enactment ot the Transportation Act controversies

between individual carriers and their employee.-, and if that

i- so it is the legal duty of the Board to carry out that

direction to the fulli -t i st< m

Officers and Employees Testify

In Behalf of the Pennsylvania

J.,T. Wallis, chief of motive power of the Pennsylvania,

then outlined the development of the closed .-hop during

and after federal control, and pointed out the probable efiect

of the Board- position, as expressed in it- order.-, on the

extension of this principle, saying: "We believe that it is

but a step from the closed shop and union domination in

Interpretation No. 5 (of De ision No. 119—the recent ruling

in the Pullman case), to union domination for the railroads

as a whole and to uniform national agreements, national

boards of adjustment and those thing ; denied labor organi-

zations when the Anderson amendment was rejected. We
believe it because we have all seen what happened during

government control, and we think that your action and

recent decisions are so nearly in conformity with what hap-

pened during federal control that they cannot but produce a

like result.''

Mr. Wallis was followed by H. A. Enochs, superintendent

of the wage bureau, eastern region of the Pennsylvania, who
outlined in detail the steps which that carrier has taken

to carry out the provisions of Decision No. 119. Mr.

Enochs, in turn, was followed by E. Peterman, a blacksmith

in the Altoona shop. Mr. Peterman outlined the conditions

existing at Alto n;i, the detrimental effect of the attempt of

hi I or leaders to establish a closed shop and the manner in

which the company had conducted its balloting for represen-

tatives with whom it could negotiate new agreements.

In reply to inquiries by members of the Board, Mr.

Whiter later stated that of the 185,000 employees on the

Pennsylvania, 167,100 were involved in this controversy.

Of the 167,100, Mr. Whiter said, 108.254 have either agreed

to working conditions or are negotiating through their duly

elected representatives at the present time. In discussing

the agreement which has been reached at the Altoona shops,

Mr. Whiter later informed the Board that the total number

of employees eligible to vote at that point was 2,198, and

that 1,320 employees participated in the election of com-

mitteemen with whom the carrier had negotiated a new
agreement.

Mr. Whiter closed the Pennsylvania's case with the follow-

ing remarks:

"You have heard our case. You have been told freely of

our aims and our methods of procedure and what we hope to

accomplish. Yon have been told of our success in negotiating

with those of our employees who were willing and did meet us

half way. You have been told of our success at Altoona works
where a majority of the shop crafts voted for their represen-

tatives who in turn completed their schedule in conferences with

the Company's representatives and put it into full force and effect

July 1, 1921.

"We propose to continue negotiations with those representa-

tives who were duly elected by those who exercised the right to

vote and will put into effect the schedules as soon as they are
completed, and agreed to, and of which you will be currently

advised."

Representatives of the Brotherhood of Railway and Steam-

ship Clerks, Freight Handlers and Station Employees, pre-

sented similar arguments on behalf of the clerks on the

Pennsylvania, B. R. Bricelant! declaring that the carrier had
refused to negotiate with the brotherhood and to recognize the

brotherhood as representing the majority of the workers of

this class.

As a sequel to the meeting of the various labor leaders and

general chairman at Chicago last week, the developments at
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which were described in last week's Railway Age, the

Railway Employees Department of the American Federation

of Labor issued a warning in the form of a circular to the

members of the shop craft union to "so conduct yourselves

that you will not become involved in a stoppage oi work."

The letter stated that no action should I"
1 taken without

authority of the Railway Employees Department "pending

the time when the standard recognized railroad labor organi-

zations can arrive at a point of handling this question, where

i on., iied action by all may be taken." A "constitutional

majority" for the rejection of the reo a\ / Lgc cut was also

announced in the circular.

Several orders have been announced during the past week

by the Labor Board, among them three interpretation- to l> -

cision Xo. 2. One of them in, n ises the daily guarantee For

engineers and firemen from $6.00 and $4.25 respectively to

$6.80 for engineers or firemen. Another int

tation applii fied in

Article 12 of Dei ision No. 2, to labor foremen in shops and
engine houses wb < onsist of supervising engine
wiper-, laborers, ti dlight men. fire tender-.

turntable operati These men will

oi less than $26.52 per month.
The wa of the American Railway Ex-

press Company, except those employed in shop work, will

be reduced hour on August 1. according to an
order of the Labor Lonrd. announced on July 12. It is esti-

mated that ill saving to the company will approximate
$8,000,000 annually. Last July the wage- of employees of

the American Rail I Mian}- were increa-

cents per hour, and their present rates will therefore be 10
cents per hour larger than they were prior to that time.

How the New York Central Inspects Perishables

Loss and Damage Guarded Against by Inspection Service

at Points of Origin and Terminals

By F. S. Welsh
Manager Stock Y.inl- and Agriculture, New York Central Lines

The inspection service which the New York Central

Lines conducts in handling perishable commodities has

a two-fold purpose. It- immediate object i- to del, r

mine the exact condition of the perishables transported,

while its ultimate end is the collection and dissemination of

information concerning causes and means of correcting dam-
age to these perishable shipments.

To accomplish the purpose of the work, as it has been

outlined it is necessary to know the condition of the various

commodities when they are offered for shipment Our first

procedure, consequently, is to maintain a detailed inspection

service at the various shipping points. This inspection in-

cludes a thorough examination of the mechanical condition

and equipmenl of the car. The arrangement of the load in

tlie car nui-t be carefully looked over with an eye for such

physical defects as salty floors, collapsed bunkers, improper-
ly fitted door- and any other conditions which might damage
the commodity to be transported. The descriptions which our
inspectors turn in as to the condition of the load include

notations concerning the stripping and stowing, as well as

descriptions of the containers being used. Other facts noted,

pertain to the presence or absence of false floors, the size and
construction of the car, together with mention of whatever
additional protection is afforded, as for instance, when paper
is used on the floor, sides and ends to guard against freezing.

The type of the load is also sized up and mentioned in the

report; that is to say, the inspector determines whether it is

a vertical or an offset load and whether it is spaced or not.

Mention is also made of the number and approximate dimen-
sions of the channels left in the car for the circulation of
air, together with their comparative regularity.

In describing the content- of the car, our men note the vari-

ety of the commodity, its quality, color, size, pack and gen
era! condition. To illustrate, we base the condition of the

pack on the height of the cover of the container above the
contents, and tin- is described as high, medium, tl.it oi

When the commodity hi question is fruit, its degree of ripe

ness is classified either a- hard green, green, hard ripe. ripe.

soft ripe, over-ripe, or decay. When the degree of ri

is noted as past ripe, bruising occurs rapidly and the t,

toward this condition is also reported.

Qualifications for an Inspector

From the nature of the information required by thi

of inspection, a conclusion can be drawn as to the qualifica-
tion- ai ' We prefer men
who have had actual experience in growing and shipping
perishable produce a four year course in an
agricultural collegi pportunity has been given for

studying plant pathology.

In conducting inspections at points of origin, we take into

consideration the amount of territory whi,b can be covered
profitably by the individual inspector. \\ i also determine
the percentage of the total number of shipments which must
be inspected in order to give us a comprehensive knowledge
of the condition in which commodities ire offered for ship-
ment at any particular station or in any particular region.

It is desirable, of course, that the cosl of inspection
|

be kepi as low as
| ible. Lo accomplish this end and to

increase the scope of each inspector's activities, we have
divided our territory with reference to convenient highways
and other transportation facilities, and in addition we have
provided our inspectors with automobiles to enable them to

cover the maximum number of shipping points. Our in-

spectors keep in I,.., touch with the agent at each station,

and are instructed to pay particular attention to those points

at which commodities are frequentl) offered for trac-

tion in bad condition. The} -ate with sh

who are experiencing difficulty in loading their producl
is found that the moral effect of the presence of the ins

or the possibility of his appearance at any point without ad-
vance information as to his arrival, i- verj .

Number of Shipments Inspected Varies

The percentage of the total number of shipments whii

origin varies greatly v

territory and the variet} of the commodity. I -made
at ill.' time- of the peach movement in we.-;.

! to aboul

shipments. 1

1

of the' i

nient. the carrier's

moditj whili i a routi i
i rmined with
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definite limit, provided the exact condition of the commodity

reported upon its arrival at destination. The in-

stationed at the principal receiving terminals have

the same general qualifications as our inspectors at points of

origin. Their duty is to make a complete record of each

carload of perishables received. These reports generally are

of two kinds: (1) The line-a-car report, which secures data

as to the genera] condition of the car, and which is made
after a more or less cursory examination, usually from the car

doorway, (2) The detailed report which is made after a

thorough inspection of the car. In addition to this close

examination, the inspector notes all factors mentioned in the

report from the point of origin, and the amount of damage to

the load, if there is any, together with its location and prob-

able causes. To illustrate, take the case of injury to potatoes

caused by freezing. If potatoes thus injured are distributed

throughout the load and are interspersed with unfrozen

specimens, it is a clear indication that the injury occurred

before the shipment was loaded. On the other hand, if most

of the damaged potatoes are along the floor, the side walls or

at one end of the bunkers, we know that the injury has been

received in transit. Terminal inspectors make these de-

tailed reports only upon request of the consignee or in the

event that the line-a-car examination reveals extensive dam-
age to the contents. The consignees of damaged shipments

request these inspections at all of our terminals since nota-

tions concerning the damage existing are not made on paid

freight bills unless the detailed examination has been called

for. Without a damage notation on his paid freight bill, the

consignee has no acknowledgment from the carrier of the

existence of damage in the event that he presents a claim. We
frequently make joint inspections with consignees, and the

information thus obtained is not only reported and recorded

in a track book, but is supplemented by photographs.

Full Use Made of Information

Once having collected this information as to the condition

of commodities offered for shipment and received at destina-

tion, it becomes necessary for us to centralize the data and
classify it in order to determine the causes for damage and

the means of remedying them. To accomplish this end each

inspector reviews his reports weekly and sends a written sum-
mary to the central office. This summary, stating the num-
ber of inspections and the variety of the commodities, makes
clear the principal causes and the extent of all damage, and
any unusual features which may have been noticed. From
these weekly statements, supplemented by copies of the in-

spection reports themselves which are called for from time

to time, we find it possible to classify causes for damage to

perishables into three general groups as follows: (a) Bad

practices in the preparation of commodities for shipment.

(b) Improper loading practices, (c) Faulty refrigeration.

In attempting to correct cases of faulty individual prac-

tices, we find it advisable to take the matter up with the

shipper or consignee responsible, either by mail or through a

personal call from one of our inspectors. If the trouble is

occasioned by improper methods of loading, we try to per-

suade the shipper to adopt methods that have been proved

efficient by experience. This we accomplish by means of

blueprints and actual demonstrations by our inspectors of the

best means for preparing shipments for loading. On the

other hand, if the damage is due to faulty containers, we
take it up not only with the shippers but also with the pack-

age manufacturers. In some instances it has been found
possible to devise an entirely new container where the old

one has been found unsatisfactory. This is true in the case

of the New York celery crate which we found too large to

afford proper refrigeration of the celery in storage, and too

weak to hold together during transportation with the large

amount of celery which it contained. A smaller size package

has been designed and is proving so popular with a large

majority of New York shippers that it is rapidly replacing

the old crate. In this instance, too, we found the package

manufacturers anxious to co-operate in every way.

When damage is caused by general field conditions, such

as the prevalence of brown rot in peaches, we issue circulars

and instruct all our inspectors to make organized efforts,

urging that particular attention be paid to removing this

trouble in the packing houses. In other instances if a change

in the entire method of loading is necessary, we prepare blue-

prints and illustrations in circular form for distribution

throughout a given region. Where damage is caused by im-

proper refrigeration, the matter is reported to the supervisor

of refrigeration who in turn issues orders to the particular

icing station or officer responsible.

Satisfactory Results Obtained

The results of this inspection service on the New York
Central Lines have been very satisfactory from our stand-

point, and there is every indication that the service is meeting

with approval from shippers and consignees. In the first

place, there has been an actual increase in the receipts of

perishable freight at our terminals under this system. Sec-

ondly, the reliable consignees and shippers are co-operating

heartily with our inspectors in making inspections at destina-

tion. As an evidence of their attitude, one of the principal

receivers at a large terminal, in filing claims for damage, has

simply presented these to our claim agent with the request

that he be allowed whatever damage was shown by the in-

spector's report.

New Eight-Wheel Switcher for the Illinois Central

Twenty-five of these engines have recently been delivered by the Baldwin
bu I have im n ased grate area and firebox tie: tihfi surface. The total weight
In ating surface 2,782 sq. ft., and superheating ce 658 sq. ft.

lotive Works. Thev resemble closely the X. I. R. A. design
rking order is 221,700 lb., tractive effort 51,000 lb., evaporative



Locomotives for Federated Malay States Railways

Prompt Delivery and Success of Previous Shipment Secures

Additional Order for American Builders

The Federated Malay States Railway.-- during the four

years of the war, deferred plating even the most essen-

tial orders for locomotives and rolling stock because of

the enormous demand for such equipment by the allied gov-

ernments for military transportation purposes. However, at

the termination of the war, these railways had so expanded

and passenger and freight traffic had so increased that it was

Mogul Freight Locomotive

necessary to secure as much additional motive power as

possible with a minimum delay.

The Federated Malay States Railways own and operate

over 1,000 miles of meter gage track. The main line runs

practically the length of the Malay peninsula, connecting

Bangkok and Singapore. From this main line are various

branch lines for local passenger and freight service. The
motive power consists of 202 steam locomotives of various

types. For the accommodation of passengers, 560 coaches are

used and for the handling of freight, 4,154 cars. In addition

weighed 177,600 lb., including the tender fully loaded, and

[uipped with American superhi

These, first American locomotives placed in service in the

Malay States, gave such satisfaction that in September, 1920,

tin' railways supplemented their previous order by 20 more

engines of two distinct types. This order cons

Mogul ( ! 6 0) typi loci a freight service and 10

six-coupled side tank locomotives (0-6-0) for -witching and

general freight service.

After being inspected by a representativi of Messrs. Rendel,

Tank Locomotive for Switching

Palmer and Tritton, London, the locomotives, which were

built in 58 working days, were shipped '>n April 23, 1921.

The contract for the 20 engines mentioned was placed in

this country on account of the rapid delivery which could

be obtained and also because of the excellent service rendered

Pacific Type Locomotive for Federated Malay State Railways

a marine service is operated consisting of steamboats, tugs

and ferries, supplemented by the railways' own harbors, docks
and wharves.

As thi' traffic on these railways was so materially aug-

mented during and after the war, an order was placed

with the Baldwin Locomotive Works for 12 Pacific (4-6-2)

type locomotives for combined passenger and freight service.

These locomotives, which were built and delivered in 1919,
had 17 in. cylinders with 24 in. stroke, operated by 8 in.

piston valves actuated by Walschaert valve gear. They

by the previous order i

Due to existing conditions in England an.:

obtained from recent deliveries made by British locomotive

manufacturer-, it would appear that the delay between the

receipt of an order and the actual •la!, of delivery is

siderable length.

The la omotives are of the •
I have

open bar steel tram.-. American outside equalized

brakes arc applied to all the driving wheel- and automatic

vacuum brake- to all the tender wheels, with train connections

119
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at tin- front of the engine ami a1 the back of the tender.

I he vacuum braki - are designed to inter* hange and operate

with tin railways' standard Gresham and Craven system.

Hand brakes are applied on the driving wheels of the tank

l.j. i.i res and the tender wheels of the Pacifies and Moguls.

These locomotives were designed to op rate mi rail- of j ft.

in. gage, 2] .. per tent grade, ami over curves of a radius

of 16 deg I be weights and principal dimensions are shown

in the accompanying tabulation.

effort.

i ' .
1

1 i ft.

s.: bi

3 ft. 3

Cylinders 17 in. by 24 in.

Valves Piston type

Type Straight Top
Diameter 56 in.

W. rking pressure.

.

Firebox:
Material
Staying
I.. .1'! til

w idth
Grate area
Tubes

Heating ... face
Firebux
Tubes
Total

Whei
Driving diametei

res

Driving diar.

centei

Jo

Mogul

M 3 I"

n. by IS in.

Balance Slide
14

Type U-6-0

16,580 11,.

3 ft 3-H in.

16 in. by 20 in

Balance Slide

170 lb.

54 'a in

24.9 sq. ft.

2 ir.. steel

99 sq. ft.

1.295 sq. ft.

1.403 sq. ft.

Straight Top Straight Top

160 lb.

Steel
Radial

69 ft in.
27 |, in.

13.1 Ml. ft.

2 in. steel

88 sq. ft.

1.74 sq. ft.

Steel
Radial

64ft in.

59 sq.

499 sq.

558 sq.

Journals, ...ther.

Wheel 1'..

Base, driving
Base, total i

Base, total

and tender
Weight:
On driving wheels.
( in truck, front.. .

.

i i.i truck, Lack. . . .

Total engine
Total engine and

tender
I', ndei
Watei i a'pacity . .

.

Fuel capaciyt

48^ in.

by
by S in.

31i4 in.

in. t>J 7

in. by 7

67.401. lb.

27,000 lb.

19,0001b.
1 M.S'. i. 11..

109,< 11..

Negotiations for Settlement of

Government Accounts
Washington, D. C.

Negotiations are still in progress between the railroad

executives and government officials in an effort to work
out a plan for funding for 10 years at 6 per cent the

balance of the $750,000,000 expended by the Railroad Ad-
ministration for additions and betterments and for expediting

the payment to the railroads of the government's indebted-

ness to them for the federal control period. The figure of ap-

proximately $500,000,000 to be paid to the roads in settle-

ment is frequently used by the government officers and appar-

ently it is their desire to induce the railroads to abate their

claims, particularly those for undermaintenance, to some

such amount, which probably represents something like the

Railroad Administration's own estimate of what it owes the

railroad-, u-inL' it- own theory of its maintenance obliga-

tion. Apparently the government is exerting considerable

pressure upon the roads to induce them to accept a much
lower figure than they claim in return for an agreement to

fund their debt by accepting 6 per cent securities for it.

Si retaries Hoover and Mellon are taking an active part in

with the committee representing the Association

of Railway Executives in an effort to reach a compromise on
the claims and numerous other conferences have been held

between the two cabinet officers, J. E. Davis, director general

of the Railroad Administration; E. E. (lark, chairman of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and Eugene Meyer.

Jr., managing director of the War Finance Corporation, to

discuss the entire subject and particularly ways and means
for raising the necessary cash if a plan of prompt settlement

is agreed upon. Messrs. Mellon, Hoover. Davis and Clark
made a brief report of the progress of the negotiations to the

President on Saturday, July 9, following a meeting of the

steering committee of the Association of Railway Executives

in Washington the day before, but it was stated that no de-

finite conclusion had yet been reached and that another con-

ference would be held with the executives There was such a

conference on Monday and on Tuesday the steering com-
mittee held another meeting on the subject in New York.

A press association dispatch last week which represented

the Secretary of the Treasury as having announced that a

plan for a settlement for approximately 5500,000,000 had
been practically completed seems to have had no more founda-

tion than a statement that negotiations were in progress. The
administration is willing to accept railroad securities for the

indebtedness of the roads on account of capital expenditure.-.

but as that would increase the amounts which must be paid to

effect a cash settlement of the accounts on the other side, it is

desirous of an assurance that the claims of the roads will be

reduced to a figure which the government considers reasonable

and which it feels it can pay under present conditions. Ap-
proximately $200,000,000 is available to the credit of the

Railroad Administration and the balance to be paid would
require an appropriation by Congress unless it is found pos-

sible to carry out a plan that has been discussed for having

the 'War Finance Corporation furnish it by taking over rail-

road securities now held by the Railroad Administration or

the new ones to be given in connection with the funding

operation. The administration is particularly interested in

bringing about a settlement because of the belief that it

would have an important effect on general business conditions

to enable the railroads, which normally represent so large a

proportion of the purchasing and employing power of the

country, to pay their bills and undertake maintenance and
other work that would put money into circulation. The rail-

roads are anxious to effect a settlement, but they are con-

fronted with a demand that they sacrifice a large proportion

of their undermaintenance claims in order to obtain their

monev without litigation.

One of Five New Pacifies Built by the Philadelphia & Reading in the Company Shops



How Sincerely Do Railroads Want College Men?

Roads Should "Establish a 'Look to the Future' Policy of

Recruiting and Training"

By F. E. Hanson

In
Marion B. Richardson's letter appearing in the

Railway Age of June 17, it is stated:

(1) That letters received from railway officials on

the subject of whether or not the railroad- want college men

state "that the college man does not come up to expectations

in most cases and that railroad work requires men of certain

temperament and qualifications."

(2) That one letter in particular stated, "that the rail-

roads wanted students who had received good grades in their

studies and had also taken an active part in athletics and

campus activities."

From these letters Mr. Richardson states, "It appears that

the railroads must have the highest grade of material avail-

able," and he suggests a means of establishing relations

between the railroads and college students whereby the stu-

dents will know what the railroads want and the railroads

will be able to get the material which they desire or need.

Poor Recruiting Methods

In regard to the statement that "the college man does not

come up to expectations in most cases." Just consider the

method followed by most railroads in recruiting for their

technical or engineering departments. It is done very much
as the recruiting for the other and non-tee hnit al depart-

ments is done; namely, consideration is given, except in

isolated cases, only to the qualifications necessary for the

particular vacancy to be filled. For the lower grades of rail-

way engineering departments a technical education is not

essential to the satisfactor) performance of the duties re-

quired; consequently these grades are for the most part

recruited from such bright appearing young men as happen
to apply when there .ire vacancies for rodmen or chainmen.

If a college man happens along at the time and is willing to

accept the pay offered, he is likely to be given preference

over the non-college man but there is no definite effort on the

Jiart of the railroads, as a whole, to get the technically trained

man who will be able intelligently, a- well as Satisfactorily,

to perform the work, nor an then any special inducements

held out to him if he accepts a position under the system.

To this recruiting system, and to the fait that until very

recently the railroads have paid less for the lower grades

of technical workers than have other employers, can, I

believe, be accredited the fact, if it is a fact, "thai the college

man does not come up to expectations in most cases and
that railroad work requires men of certain temperatment and
qualifications." Under the system only those men with the

temperament and qualification enabling them to forget that

the) have spent considerable time, at some cost, in obtaining
a technical education, to "stick around" in the same grades

with the non-college men who are 'obtaining their education
at the expense of the railroad and through the helpfulness

of their college brother- with no special opportunity offered

.them for using the education, will stay in railroad work.
Those not having this temperament and qualification seek

employment elsewhere where the fact that their technical
knowledge is an asset is recognized from the beginning.
Of those college recruits who are left, after their num-

ber is depleted by the above process, there is required, in

the face of an apparent lack of any regular system of

promotion in grade or advancement in pay, a "certain

(super) temperament and qualification" to keep from "going

stale" and taking the attitude of "Let George do it." I

men having this super temperament and qualification are

probably the ones that would be recognized in the letters

referred to as outside the classification of "Most cases."

A "Looking to the Future" Policy

In regard to that part of the letter Stating that "the

railroad wanted students who had received good grades in

their studies and had also taken an active part in athletics

and campus activities." The letter must have been written

by an official of some one of the few railroads which em-
ploys a recruiting system looking to the- future rather than

one which functions only to fill present vacancies. There
are some railroads employing such a system as a corpora-

tion policy and there are other- where the system is tempc

rarily in force through the foresighl of the head of the

department or sub-department using it. At the present

scale of pay there is no reason, from the standpoint of avail-

able -apply, why all railroad- should not adopt this "look-

ing to the future policy" of recruiting to the lower grades

of their technical departments. If this policy should be

adopted, I think it safe to say that any foundation of fact

for the statement that "the college man does not come up
to expectations in most cases" would be removed and that

the morale of the engineering departments of these railroads

would be greatly improved, would be far more efficient and
would consequently be operated at less expense to the rail-

roads.

I do not wish to imply that there is no place in railway

engineering departments for the non-college man. Deserv-

ing men or boys who di it in a technical education

and follow a chosen vocation by practical training, together

with personal application and study, should be given every

opportunity, but they should not be employed at th-

at the same scale of pay a- the college man nor should

they be advanced in pay or grade' until they have- con

passed both mental and practical tests indicating that they

are qualified in the fundamental principles on which i-ri-_ri-

neering work is based and are. therefore, equally capable

from a fundamental Standpoint with the college man.
Morei \ er, am m m college ty who
does not qualify within fixed time limits in different g

of fundamentals should be dismissed from service

showing the proper initiative- and desire ! master ' :

nieal principles of the profession or calling which he

to follow. By this means only could the mi rale and quality

of an organization employing a "look to the future" policy

of recruiting be kept to the standard which such a policy

implies.

Training the College Man
A- to Mr. Richardson's suggested solutions whereby the

conditions complained of could lie remedied and the rail-

roads could gel properly qualified men: ["here cm be no
eritici-m of tin- !'ir-t two suggestions, but in regard to his

third and lasl one there s ibt. Any man who can

lete the courses in a technical institution

of high st, mdini,' cannot help I
ur --imilate all

retie.il knowledge which is essential to railway

work. There maj ions for which the rail-

road- require men of exceptionally high theorel

but the \ ire -o few in number and require such specialized

121
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practical training that they cannot he properly considered

in a genera] discussion of Mr. Richardson's question.

Some years ago one of our large middle western systems

adopted a policy of annually employing a limited number

of college men for its engineering departments. These

nun were first assigned to section crews where they were

called upon to do regular section-hand work for a period

of two to three months. The section foreman was under

instructions to teach them the practical principles of track

work and the roadmaster to watch them and observe their

progress. Could any better method be devised whereby the

railroads might be assured of getting men of the required

calibre; could any better method be adopted to teach the

recruit what constitutes track maintenance, or could there

be any doubt concerning a man who successfully completed

this part of the training, at section-hand pay, as to whether

he knew what constitutes a day's work for a day's pay?
When this period was completed the men were assigned

to various minor positions with a view to giving them an

opportunity to learn something of the work in the different

departments and sub-departments of railway engineering;

they served an apprenticeship in practical work, not becom-

ing experts in all branches to be sure, but becoming suffi-

ciently well acquainted with the work of different sub-

departments to make them more valuable to the department

or sub-department to which they were finally assigned than

they could otherwise have been. If such a system is con-

sistently pursued, there can be no doubt that there would
result an organization in which there could seldom occur

a vacancy concerning the filling of which the head of a

department or sub-department need lose any sleep at night.

This, it seems to me, is a system or policy which might
profitably be adopted by many railroads and whereby they

would be assured of the selection of men best fitted for

railroad work.

How to Get College Men

As for the matter of obtaining college men for carrying

out such a policy: A frank, open and honest statement

of the policy would do it. Let the railroads designate an
officer or employee to go before the student bodies of the

colleges located in the territory traversed by their road

and state their policy and method; tell the students that

while they may be potential railroad presidents it will take

some time and a good deal of hard work to shed the poten-

tial garb; let them know the pay that may be expected in

the various grades and how slowly promotions are likely to

come, particularly in the first few years;—here it would
be well to have some of the professors listening in; gather

a few statistics to give them an idea of the pay which they

may expect in railroad work compared with that in other

industries; inform them that, if they take up railroad work,
their day's work will be done as to hours when it is done
as to work and then tell them of some of the interesting

features of railroad work.

Do this, establish a "look to the future" policy of recruit-

ing and training, live up to the policy, and then let the

college men come to the railroads. They will come, and
those who stay through the test period will be such that

any indictment to the effect that "the college man does
not come up to expectations in most cases" will be a false

indictment; railway engineering departments will be organ-
ized, and railway coaches will ride the rails just as smoothly
as they have in the past and at less cost so far as engineering
work is concerned.

I believe that the railroads want college men; but how
sincerely do tiny want them? Unless the desire is suffi-

ciently sincere to lie felt by those officials who direct corpo-
ration policies which department and sub-department heads
must follow, it is not sufficiently sincere to alter or correct
the conditions of which Mr. Richardson writes.

Making Screws Hold in Any Material

Tin ii has recenti/y been placed on the market a device

known as the Rawlplug which permits fixing an ordi-

nary screw into any kind of material so that it will

hold permanently. By its use screws may be made to hold in

metal, plaster, brick, concrete, slate, glass, or in fact any
rigid substance.

The Rawlplug is especially advantageous in railroad work
in connection with maintenance, signal and interlocking sys-

tems and for the original installation of interior trimming

and fixtures for both steel and wooden coaches. Its use solves

the problem of replacing screws in repair work on the interior

of cars, as an old screw can be removed and again put in

place permanently in the same hole by simply inserting a

Rawlplug before placing the screw. The use of Rawlplugs
in metal eliminates the need for tapping and does away with

tapping costs.

Rawlplugs are hollow tubes of stiffened, longitudinal

strands of jute fibre, so cemented that once in place they

never crumble or pulp and are unaffected by moisture or

temperature changes. They are installed by first making a

hole with any common drilling tool or with the Rawlplug
tool in the material into which the screw is to be fixed, this

hole being the proper size to receive the Rawlplug with a

sliding fit. The plug is inserted into the hole and as the

screw is turned home in the plug, the fibre strands expand

A Rawlplug; Several Sizes in Place, with and without

Screws; Cross-section Showing Plug Expanded and

Threads Cut by Screw

and enter even- minute pore of the material, practically be-

coming an integral part of it. The screw forms a perfect

thread in the fibre plug. The threads cannot be stripped but

they do permit withdrawing and reinserting the screw in the

usual manner whenever desired.

Tests conducted under actual working conditions showed

that Rawlplugs withstood a direct pull, expressed in pounds,

varying from ISO in plaster up to 600 in iron, or 1,250 in

common brick for a number 14, 2 in. screw. These results

were obtained by a direct pull and the plugs withstood a

correspondingly greater stress in every case for an indirect

pull.

Rawlplugs are made in sizes .to receive all screws from

number 1 to number 32 and are furnished in ' j in., ? s in.,

•''4 in., 1 in.. l
T
j in. and 2 in. lengths. For convenience,

tools for forming holes for Rawlplugs are made in sizes to

correspond with plug and screw sizes. For example, a num-
ber 8 tool makes a hole of the proper size to receive a number

8 plug and a number S screw. Any type of drill may be used.

however, for making the holes to receive Rawlplugs.

Rawlplugs are packed in boxes of 100 plugs of any one or

assorted sizes. There are also various complete kits which

include plugs, screws and tools. This product is manufac-

tured by the Rawlplug Company, New York, which is rep-

resented in the railroad field by the Universal Tacking &
Service Company. Chicago.
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The Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association has de-

cided on account of present business conditions not to hold a

convention this September,

The Railway Claim Agents Association of Texas, embrac-
ing membership from the states of Louisiana, Arkansas, Okla-
homa and Texas, will hold its ninth annual convention at

El Paso, Tex., from July 14 to 16, inclusive.

Express Messenger Frank Beckman was shot and his safe

was rifled, when two robbers attacked him in his car on
Big Four passenger train No. 44 near Covington, Ind., on
July 1, about 2 a. m. The robbers jumped off when the train

slackened speed in passing through Vedersburg. Reports
say the only valuables stolen were non-negotiable securities.

N.R.A.A.-A.R.E.A. Meetings Moved
Ahead One Week

Owing to inability to make the necessary arrangements for

accommodations at the Coliseum, the National Railway Appliances
Association has changed the date for its annual exhibition of

railway engineering and maintenance of way equipment from
March 20-23, 1922, inclusive to March 13-16, 1922, inclusive.

The American Railway Engineering Association is contemplating

a similar change in the date of its convention so that they will

meet on March 14-16. inclusive.

Traveling Engineers' Convention Postponed

The Executive Committee of the Traveling Engineers'
Association has announced that the annual convention,

scheduled to be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
September 6-9, 1921, has been deferred. There will be a

business meeting instead at the same hotel, commencing
Tuesday, September 6, at which reports on the following
subjects will be considered: Distribution of Power and Its

Effect on Operating Costs; Recommended Practice for Con-
servation of Locomotive Appurtenances and Supplies: \\ hat

Are the Advantages of Self-Adjusting Wedges, the Feed-
water Heater and Devices for Increasing the Tractive Power
of the Locomotive in Starting and at Slow Speed? The Best
Method of Operating Stoker-fired Locomotives To Obtain
the Greatest Efficiency at the Least Expense; A Compre-
hensive Standard Method of Employing, Educating and Ex-
amining Engineers and Firemen; Operation and Maintenance
of Oil-burning Engines; Revision of Progressive Examination
for Firemen for Promotion and New Men for Employment;
Committees on Subjects, Constitution and By-laws and
Arrangements, \11 other committees are asked to attend

and be ready to submit their reports.

Passenger Traffic to Elk Convention

The Elk convention at Los Angeles, Cal., which began on
July 11, furnished the \tebison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the

Chicago & North Western with considerable additional
passenger traffic and both of these roads figured in the
special train movements both 1 .

«
and from the convention. The

Santa Fe ran 1 t special trains westbound and has to date 2 special

eastbound trains scheduled. Some J.txto passengers were carried
to the convention on the special trains. The largest special train

movement on this road was from Philadelphia, three trains coming
from the eastern citj which continued westward over the
Fe lines some ten minutes apail and maintaining an on-time sched
ule throughout the journey without mishap. Other specials han-
dled 'by this road came from New York, Brooklyn, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh, Washington and other points in the east and south
The North Western had special trains from Chicago, '

Mich., Indiana and Madison, Wis., with a total passenger carry
of some 500, while approximately 300 passengers were carried

in special cars on the regular trains. An outstanding feature of
this road's business during the convention month is the number
of eastbound specials which have been scheduled. The New York
delegation, St. Paul, Philadelphia. Omaha, Xewark-Xew Jersey,
and the "Purple" and "White'' contingents of Brooklyn will return

over this road, or a total of 7 special trains, which is unique in

that the return passenger travel from a convention is generally
scattered and spasmodic.

Roads Urged to Purchase Coal

Chairman Cuyler of the Association of Railway Executives
has written to Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce
Commission saying that his letter urging the railroads to

purchase reserve supplies of coal as early as possible was
read at a meeting of the member roads of the association
in New York on July 1, and the chairman was instructed to
transmit it to all roads with the request that they comply
with the request of the Commission in so far as it may be
practicable. Mr. Cuyler said it was also ascertained that a
very considerable number of roads had already made liberal

purchases of coal during the present period.

Locomotive Equipment Hearings at Chicago

Hearings on the construction and repair of the locomotive equip-

ment of the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, began at Chi-

cago before Examiner Barclay of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission on July 6, when the case of the North Western was taken

up by'the examiner. George W. Hand. the president

of the North Western, when called to :' d that loco-

motives were sent to outside shops for repair because there were
nearly 375 engines out of service and the road was being

more business than it could handle. "There was never any suspi-

cion, intuition or suggestion," .said Mr. Hand, "that en-

sent out to punish employees. We trier] to keep our own shop

forces at par." This was the substance of the testimony of F. H.
Hammill, assistant general manager of the road; Robert Quayle.

general superintendent of motive power and machinery; R. M.
Blackburn, general stori i and F. J. Berck, general purchas-

ing agent.

The chief witne-ses introduced by M. C. List, attorney tor the

Interstate Commerce Commission, were John L. Rogers, me-
chanical engineer of the Interstate Commero in, and

John R. Hale, of the Bureau of Analysis of the commission, who
submitted detailed charts on repair costs compiled from the rec-

ords of the commission. According to Mr Rogers' testimony, the

percentage of defective locomotives of I s< from
53 per cent in 1917 to 65 per cent in 1920, and thai of the 83

locomotives sen) to outsidi I of the units

were rated in good or fair condition. Mr. Hale's charts -

a total increased cost chaj

the 83 locomotivi i of $857,282, which showed a lar(

both as compared to the i r work in other ra

compared with cost in the company's

J. B Sheean, counsel for the railroad, sought to show that th

due to d

ing the case for the railroad. I

cessive were made of tentativi

which had not been accepted b) the railroad and

a subji on.

t hi July 8, the i hicago, Milwaukee & -

B. B. Greer, vice-president of tl

i I out the work b<

makers and refusal of tl
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SO compound 1 motives to the Baldwin Locomotive Works to

aired and converted to simple locomotives. It was stated

.,n thi witness stand that the repair work was such as to very

greatly increase the tractive (Hurt of the engines, the difference

being equivalent to 10 additional locomotives at 35,000 tractive

effort each. J. N. Anderson, superintendent of shops at Mil-

waukee. Wis., and R. W. Anderson, superintendent of motive

power, also testified. John R. Hale brought in cost charts to

show that the 50 locomotives cost $731,196.84 more to repair in

the Baldwin Works than if the work had been done in the St.

Paul's own simps. He declared that the St. Paul could do such

heavy repairs and that his cost figures had been properly weighed

for the difference in wage scales, etc. The allocation of over-

haul rest on the work in the company's own shops, he said, was

negligible. His figures showed that the- average cost of 20 loco-

motives of the first lot sent to the Baldwin Works, December,

1919, was $27,527.59, compared with $16,978.37 in the company's

hop, "r an average increase of $10,549.22 per locomotive and

a total increase for the 20 of $210,984.40. L. Olds, director, and

M. B. Gregg, member of the research bureau, Railway Employei

Department of the American Federation of Labor, putting in their

intervening evidence, called attention to extensive charts and ex-

hibits to prove the concentration of railroad, equipment and bank-

ing control in the hands of a few leaders. They also brought in

material seeking to show that the high prices of steel maintained

during the year, when other commodity prices had been steadily

declining, "had been held up with the deliberate purpose of creat-

ing a winter of unemployment." Quoting the Railway Age, Mr.

Olds undertook to show that the failure of the railroads to buy

in normal amounts had been one of the principal causes of in-

dustrial depression. The carriers, he said, buy about 20 per cent

of all commodities and "it is not stating the case too strongly

to say that in the past the railways have been among the worst

disturbers of general business conditions." The influence of rail-

road purchases of raw materials and unemployment was also in-

troduced in detail.

Hearings closed on July 12 with the case of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy. when Kenneth F. Burgess, attorney for the

Burlington, asked that the commission grant new oral hearings at

Washington, before the entire commission. New evidence was
presented on the last day to show a different, and, it was believed,

fairer basis of figuring repair cost other than that indicated by

the commission. The new method shows cost in terms of tractive

effort ton miles restored instead of comparing locomotive with

locomotive.

Railway Returns for May
The railroads of the United States had a net operating

income in May of $37,246,000, which was approximately

$7,997,000 more than that for April. This is the largest

amount earned by the railroads since last November, when
their net operating income was $54,343,793. Eighty rail-

roads—28 in the Eastern, 19 in the Southern and 33 in the

Western districts—had operating deficits in May while in

April the total was 91.

On the basis of the tentative valuation fixed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for rate making purposes under

the Transportation Act, the amount earned in May would

be at the annual rate of return of 2.41 per cent compared
with 2.2 per cent the previous month, and the carriers fell

short by $55,490,000 or 59.8 per cent of earning the amount
contemplated by the Act.

The ratio of operating expenses to revenues during the

month fell to 85.4 per cent as compared with 86.69 per cent

in April and 87.19 per cent in March. Total operating

revenues in May were $444,566,000 or 2.8 per cent less than

they were during the same month in 1920, while operating

, itpenses totaled $379,715,000 or a reduction of 13.2 per cent.

The net operating income was $37,246,000 compared with an

operating deficit of $5,519,000 in May one year ago.

During the nine months since September 1, 1920, when the

guaranty period expired, the net operating income of the

carriers has been $316,302,000, which on the basis of their

tentative valuation, would be at the annual rate of return

of 2.41 per cent. This sum is $469,696,000 below the amount
contemplated to be earned under the rates established by

the commission.

imnmniimiuiimiiHiimiiniiniitmiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiwuillllliiMiiiiiiiimi

Traffic News
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The l'ere Marquette has inaugurated a new local freight

service schedule coordinated with the present symbol train

system and the plan is expected to provide a more prompt
delivery of freight.

The Southern Pacific has placed three new steamships in

service since last November and a tank steamer is to be
delivered the latter part of 1921. The new steamships are

the El Estero, El Isleo and the El Lago. while the tank
steamer has been named Tamiahua.

The Baltimore & Ohio reports that, witli the week ending

June 4, 1,194 carloads of freight had been secured as a

result of a campaign on that road by veterans' and other

employees' for the solicitation of traffic. The road also

reports that a substantial passenger business has been de-

rived through the same agency.

Representative Christopherson, of South Dakota, iritrodu

resolution in the House of Representatives on July 6 requesting

the Interstate Commerce Commission to take up for considera-

tion forthwith the matter of freight rates, giving especial atten-

tion to the rates on agricultural products including livestock,

with a view of promulgating new and lower schedules.

Shipments of fruits and vegetables throughout the United

States this season are greater than last, according to reports

received by the Bureau of Markets of the Department of

Agriculture. Carload shipments for the season up to June 4.

1921, the report shows, total 367,741 compared with 309,181

during the corresponding period in 1920, or an increase of

58,460 cars.

Notice of a 5 per cent reduction in freight rates on all

lines in the state of Michigan, operating south of the main

line of the Michigan Central, was filed with the Michigan

Public Utilities Commission on July 5. Representatives of

the Michigan Traffic League appeared before the commis-

sion, following notice of the decrease, to protest against the

new rates. They argued that with the present system of zone

rates the reduction would simply add another zone to the

state and further complicate present comb

The output of soft coal during the week ended July 2. accord-

ing to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey, was 7,591.000

net tons, or 125.000 tons less than that of the week preceding.

The bulletin says the decline was probably due in part to the

approach of the Fourth of July holiday. The cumulative produc-

tion for the first half of the year was 196.000,000 tons, which is

41.000,000 tons behind the average for the eight preceding years.

But. the bulletin says, before concluding that this subnormal

production indicates a future shortage, the greatly decreased con-

sumption of coal caused by the depressed condition of industry

in general should be considered. Cumulative production is but

little less than that in 1914. which was also a year of general

business depression. In that year no shortage of soft coal oc-

curred.

The annual convention of the American Association of

Traveling Passenger Agents, will be held at the Hotel Utah,

in Salt Lake City, Utah, from September 12 to 14, inclusive.

C. H. Cutting, assistant general passenger agent for the

Los Angeles & Salt Lake, and chairman of the executive

committee of the association, announces that the program

will begin the morning of September 12 with an address

of welcome by Governor Mabey of Utah, while the afternoon

will be devoted to a sight-seeing trip about Salt Lake and

vicinity, as will the afternoons of September 13 and 14, with

business sessions to be held in the morning. Harry M.

Cushing is chairman of the local entertainment committee,

while H. W. Stoutenborough heads the local reception com-

mittee. Gordan G. Noble of Philadelphia. Pa., president of

the association, will deliver an address at the opening session.
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The board of governors of the Southern Traffic League has

requested tiiat the Interstate Commerce Commission make a

forma] inquiry into railroad freight rates to determine whether

their reduction would aid business at this time. The board took

the position that the commission should not consider the problem

on the basis of mere letters of protest from shippers and carriers,

but should institute formal proceedings of investigation, at which

the facts can be developed from tin sworn testimony and thus

bring about a more orderly consideration of the question. In a

letter to the commission the board said that whereas the Presi-

dent, Cabinet officers and members of Congress are urging that

reduced rates be established as soon as possible, the commissi'

m

has put itself in a position where it is being criticized for its

failure to assist the administration and because of its handling of

the problem on a purely informal basis. The letter asserts that

i! tin commission should institute a formal investigation, much
futile clamor for reduced rates would cease and, on the other

hand, those whose claims are based upon merit would lie able

to present their arguments in an orderlj waj and receive a de-

cision that would lie controlling.

Traffic Statistics for April

The number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile by 174

Class I roads in April, not including switching and terminal com-

panies, was 22,783,939,000 as compared with 27,323.760,000 in

April, 1020, according to the monthly bulletin of traffic statistics

published '>> the Interstate Commerce Commission, The average

haul per road was 190 miles as compared with 185 miles last

April. The average revenue per ton mile was 1.334 nuts. The
revenue passengers carried one mile were 2,832,811,000 as com-

pared with 3,552,683,000. The average miles pet passenger per

road was 33.98 as compared with 36.09. The "lie per

passenger mile was 3.19 cents.

Anthracite Shipments—June, 1921

The shipments of anthracite for June as reported to the An-

thracite Bureau of Information at Philadelphia, amounted to 6,-

031,937 gross tons, as compared with 5,793,895 tons in May, an

increase of 238,042 tons. Cumulative shipments for the first three

months of the present coal year beginning April 1, have amounted

to 17,793,297 gross tons, as compared with 17,290,046 tons for

thi corresponding period in 1920, an increase of a little ovei

500,000 tons. The average monthlj shipments for the present coal

year have been 5,931,000 tons, against 5,780,560 tons for the oil

eat 1920-21, and 5,923,557 tons in the coal year 1919-20, and have

eeded the averages for any preceding years with the exception

oi thi two wai years 1917 and 1918, when washery coal recovered
i; banks furnished a temporary excess supply.

Shipments by originating carriers were a- follows:

Tunc. 1921 May, 1921

P. X R. R. W 1,157,738 1.10S.476

1.. V. R. R 1,069,521 17,688

C. R, R. pi X. .1 571,213 544.716

D. L. & YV. R. R 1,00! 915,191

D. & H. Co 763 753,039

Pcmia. R. R 441,693

i
i R. R 555,882

X. V., o. & W. R. R 163,742 153,809
I.. & X. E. R. R

I 'iil 6,031,937 5,793,895

The bureau estimates that domestic consumers have in their

cellars one and a quarter millions more coal than they had a year
ago.

smmii in
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I Commission and Court News I
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"; i heapness ok Freight Transportation in the New York
State Barge (anal was discussed . t length in the meeting
of the Great Lakes, Hudson X Atlantic Waterways Asso-
ciation at Buffalo, X. V., on June 29; and representatives oi

tin Standard Oil Company and tin- General Electric Com-
pany told of the advantages they had derived from using
the canal for certain classes of traffic. The Standard ' >il

ompany runs barges between Rochester and New York
' >t>. The General Electric Companj was aide to use boats

-4oes in both directions between Schenectady and Xew
York Citj

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission, upon its own motion has ordered an in-

vestigation into the question of the transportation of straw-
berries by express in carload lots in passenger trains from
Florida to northern markets, and of requiring the express
companies or the railroads to provide themselves with and
furnish refrigerator cars for use in that transportation.

The commission has further su>pended until August 29,

the operation of an item published in Agent E. B. Boyd's
tariff which proposes to reduce from 60,000 lb. to 33,000 lb.,

the carload minimum weight of sugar, from points in

Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Nebraska and Utah to destinations
in Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa. Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri,
Nebraska, Xew Mexico and Oklahoma.

The commission has rendered a decision finding that
the charges for the transportation of passengers in sleeping
and parlor cars required by state authority to be maintained
by railroads within the state of Alabama are discriminatory
against interstate commerce and the railroads were ordered
to increase these charges by the amount of the in

authorized by the commission in the general rate advance
case. The Alabama state commission had ordered a dis-

continuance of the surcharge for intrastate traffic after
December 23, 1920.

The Public I tilities Commission of Kansas has filed
i

tion with the Interstate ( onmieree Commission asking a re-
duction in the interstate freight rat.- on gram, grain products
and hay between all points in the Western group
petition states that tin- latesl advance in rates of .55 p. r cut
in the Western group "vitiates all attempts at a readjus
tovvard economic normalcy" and i- . conditions
unjust, unreasonable and discriminatory. It is stated that
owing to a reduction in the market price of gram and hay
unaccompanied by a reduction in the freight rat

ducers of Kansas are financial! -,1 ami
that the result is destroying business throughout the West.
The members of the Kansas commission, accompanied by
members of the Kansas delegation ii to call
on Chairman Clark of the commission on Thursday of this
week to pn 51 n1 thi pi tition and ask for early action.

Tin Interstate Commerce Commission has made public a ten-
tative n examiner representing the first formal

the commission involving the reasonableness of rates for
the transportation of oil through pipe
•hat the rales for the transportation of crude oil by pipe line from
the mid continent field of Oklahoma and Texas to Franklin and
Lacy Station. Pa., are not unreasonable, but that the rule
Prairie Pipe Line Companj requiring shipments to be tendered in

quantity <i barrels is unn to the

that it requires tenders in excess of 10,000 barrels. The
commission w educe the rates by the amount
so-called gathi

mink line of the pipe line system, which

1920, was in. ri The commission w.,

to 1, dui e the mi., mum to !,000

only evidence offered as to the reasonableness
certain statistical tables pertaining to th« earnings
l" mpan - - The present minimum

: reasonable on the ground that it req
on the part of the sh

and oil in order to obtain -

Western stale commissions .ii,

amission in

ir a general inves
urain pn
eiu-e with the chairmi
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delegation in i ongn on Tub 7, al which the Kansas commission

bi [n i tati i ommerce Commission

to red, hairman ( lark of the Interstate Commerce

Commission asked whether it would be agreeable, if an investiga-

tion should be ordered, for the representatives of the grain produc-

re the commission in Washington and thus

Eoi holding various hearings in the differ-

,i,i tates. Vfter the meeting J. E. Benton, solicitor for the state

o ia m, b li graphed to the western state com-

, to gel their views, in the hope that the plan of holding

a single hearing would expedite the case. Chairman Clark said

alized the serious situation in the agricultural

and thai it would approach the matter sympathetically.

, Reed, ••' Hi. Kansas commission, predicted a shortage

of box cars in Kansas within the next few days. He said the

ids have not furnished as many cars as they have promised

and complained because some of the stronger western roads do

not make more progress in repairing bad order cars.

Regulations for Transportation of Explosives

The Bureau of Traffic of the Interstate (ommerce Commission

has issued the following notice to carriers :

"By amendment to the penal laws of the United States, ap-

proved March 4. 1921, the commission is required to formulate

regulations for the safe transportation of explosives and various

other classes of dangerous articles which shall be binding upon

all common carriers that transport such articles by land or by

water. Such regulations are law to the carriers as well as to the

shippers and they cannot be changed except by act of Congress or

by this commission.

"In the interest of safety and in view of the requirements of the

statute, it is important that the regulations should be given the

widest publicity. For convenience of tariff reference and in the

interest of accuracy and authoritative publication such publicity

may and should take the form of a separate tariff duly filed with

the commission by all carriers affected and regularly posted un-

der the provisions of section 6 of tbe interstate commerce act.

Such a tariff circular may be most economically prepared and

filed by a joint agent acting under powers of attorney granted

by the respective lines. The Bureau of Explosives, 30 Vesey

street, New York, N. Y., has expressed willingness to undertake

publication and filing upon due execution of appropriate powers

of attorney, and classification committees have endorsed that plan

of publication. The bureau is in constant touch with shippers

and carriers and seems peculiarly fitted to act as joint agent in

ill! matter. The commission has no especial preference but makes

free to express the thought that publication and filing by the

bureau will be found more economical and satisfactory. It will

expect publication and filing in tariff form within a reasonable

time. It will afford the carriers a reasonable opportunity to

formulate their plan of publication but some plan must he decided

upon and put into effect promptly."

Personnel of Commissions

Charles F. Staples, who has been associate director of

valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has been

appointed acting director of valuation. Mr. Staples was

formerly chairman of the Minnesota Railroad and Ware-

house Commission.

J. A. Little, of the traffic department of the Railroad Adminis-

tration, who has been in charge of short line adjustments, has

been ippointed to take charge of rate analyses and the supervision

of accounting regulations for the Nebraska Railway Commission.

Mr. Little was formerly connected with the North Dakota Com-
mission and during tbe period of federal control was with the

Railroad Administration handling car service matters in the short

line section.

Court News
The State of Texas' temporary injunction withholding the

scrapping of the Southwestern railway, extending 27 miles

from Henrietta to Archer City, has been set aside by the

Federal Court. It is expected that as a result of the de-

cision, the road will shortly be junked.

Foreign Railway News
iMiiMiniiiiiniiiniiniiimiimiiiniimiiitn in

German Interests to Build Railways in Bulgaria

i Stinnes, the German industrial bailer, has formed a

German-Bulgarian company for the construction of railways
in Bulgaria. The new work involvi miles of line.

New Zealand Railway Orders

New Zealand has placed orders with British firms amounting
i some $8,000,000 for 12.000 tons of rails. 2,500 freight cars and
45 locomotives. The New Zealand government has also allocated

about $25,000,000 for the development of hydro-electric works in

that country.

Belgium Makes Lowest Bid on Rails for Argentina

According to Commercial Attache Feely at Buenos Aires the

lowest bids on 7,000 tons of steel rails for the Argentine Govern-
ment Railways which were opened on May 20 were $42 (at the

current rate of exchange) per metric ton (2205 lb.) by a Belgian
concern and $44 by a German concern. The lowest American
bid was $58.

Great Western of Brazil to Extend Lines

The Great Western of Brazil has made arrangements with

the federal government for a number of extensions in the states

of Parahyba, Pernambuco and Alagoas, the work to be inaugu-

rated within 60 days after specifications are approved. To cover

the expense of the work the government will issue some $24,-

000,000 of securities (milreis to dollars at par).

Railway Commission Appointed in Peru

The government of Peru has, according to Commerce Reports,

recently appointed a commission to "study the needs of the rail-

ways and to formulate changes in the general railway ordinance."

The occurrence of several serious accidents lately, it is said, which

have been attributed to faulty rolling stock, gave rise to the

discussion which brought the matter to the attention of the gov-

ernment. The Minister of Public Works will head the new
commission.

Second Hand Railway Material for Mexico

Second-hand railroad construction material to the value of

several million dollars may be purchased by the Mexican govern-

ment for use upon extensions of the National Railways of

Mexico which are now being built, according to advices received

here from the City of Mexico. It is stated that former Governor

W. P. Hobby of Texas is now in the capital and that he has

submitted a proposition to President Alvaro Obregon for the

sale of this material. Most of the rails which are offered come

from abandoned logging roads in East Texas. Mr. Hobbj is

also negotiating for the sale of many thousand railroad crossties.

English Coal Strike and the Railways
London

Statistical reports have just been published showing how the

first ic
:

|
\pnl) of the English coal strike affected the rail-

« lys. rhe number of passenger journeys, excluding commuta-

tion travel, was 16.48 per cent less than in the preceding month

and pa ;er train miles were reduced by 20.38 per cent. The

total freight tonnage decreased 67 per cent as compared with

April, l

l

I there was a decrease of 62 per cent in ton-miles.

The average i load was 3.70 tons as against 5.45 tons in April,

1920, and ill. wage train load was 94 tons as against 133 tons,

or a decrease of 32.1 per cent and 29.3 per cent, respectively.

The number of freight cars under and awaiting repair on April

30, 1921. was 3.1 per cent as compared with 5.4 per cent at the

end of April last year.
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Proposed Extensions of a Mexican Railway

Financial interests which are said to be identified with Wells,

Fargo & Company have purchased the Pachuca, Zimapam &

Tampico Railroad, according to advices received from Pachuca.

It is stated that the owners have taken preliminary steps to

extend the line to Tampico, a distance of about 300 miles. Engi-

neers have been in the field for omi time making survi

the route ol the proposed extension. At Pachuca direct rail

connection with the City of Mexico will be obtained. The

project involves difficult engineering and construction work, on

,mi of the almost precipitous decli f the mountains to sea

, which the track will have to negotiate. This pn

short line between Tampico and th< capital lias been talked of for

many years and several different am m; I to build the road have-

been made. The National Railways of vl< xico had the line under

on truction at the time the Madero revolution was started ten

,.. but the project had to be abandoned on account of

the upheaval.

New General Manager for Great

Western Railway (England)
i

Felix J. C. Pole has been appointed general manager of

the Great Western Railway (England), superseding Charles

.Aldington, ('. B. E., who has been compelled to resign owing

to ill-health.

Mr. Pole entered the service ol thi Greal Wi tern Railway

in the telegraph department at Swindon in 1891. He passed

through the electrical engineer's and civil engineer's depart-"

ments and in 1904 received an appointment on the general

manager's staff, becoming assistant general managei iii 1919

\l, Pole was editor of the < " m Railway < ore

pany's official magazine, and was the fit I to advocate the

"Safety First" movement in Gn it Britain, He is an au-

thority on labor questions, having been secretan to th

company on the staff concilation boards. He is a member
of the Central Wages Board, and a strong supporter oi the

rei i ni agi i ement betw een the i ail md the

trade union

American Concern to Build

Important Bolivian Railroad

lli, t k I, Contracting I orporation of New York and ( hicago

lie been awarded a contract by the Bolivian government for the

construction of a railway from \.tocha, Bolivia, to Villa on on

the Argentine frontier rhis lim eel the Bolivian sys-

tem with thai ol ^rgenti ia a id •

: considerably tin- time

necessary t ake the trip from this countrj to Buenos Vires.

This connecting line will In- 128 miles in length and of meti

the Bolivian standard. The company will not only build thi n ad

but also all necessary buildings and will equip its shops and pur

chase motive power and rolling stock. In inancing the work
the company has assisted by put 0,000 "i bonds from

the Bolivian government. Surveys an being made now and work
will begin In January I. The countrj which the road must nego-

tiate is quite difficult and five years are allowed I ir the completion

of the line.

The Ulen Corporation ii at present working on sanitation plants

at La Paz and Cochabamba, Bolivia, involving some $2,250,000

This work is about 50 pei cent completed, The companj is also

building the 18-mile Shandaken water tunnel for the New Yorl

Board oi Water Supply,

Spanish Railway Bill Proposes -

Government Ownership
Senor La Cierva, Ministei ol Public Works of Spain, has

presented in the Spanish congress a bill providing for the
gradual Nationalization of the railways of Spain, according
to the Railway Gazette il ondon). The concessions to

private lines were for 99 yeat > t of them have 40
years to run. This time has been reduced to -i0 years in

the new bill, giving the government the ri^ht, however, to

foreclose at any time by the purchase of the outstanding
capital stock at the rate of the average dividend for the past
10 years based on a 25 years' purchase.
Meanwhile the government is to enter into a partnership

with each company, each company to contribute its present

capital stock and the government to contribute the funds

it has already advanced and advances hereafter for increased

wages and improvements. The capital thus contributed by
the railways will receive a guaranteed dividend equal to the

average for the past Hi year-, but not more than 3 per cent.

The first distribution of profit is to be 5 per cent to the

government on its contribution. After the payment of the

guarantee to the owners and the 5 per cent to the govern-

ment there is to be paid i dividend to the owners

and the government (that of the government to be 2 per cent

on its investment! out of tin remaining funds. There is

to be a further dividend ol I p ies and

a bonus of 1 per cent to thi avail-

able, and further profits are to he distributed pro rata be-

tween the companies and the government.
Rates are to be fixed to pay all

may fix an unremunerative tariff on guaranteeing to

the resulting di fii it Fori i) ners may not number more than

one-third the board of directors of any company and no

equipment or supplii to had in Spain are to be pur-

d abroad. The operation of the roads is to be man-
aged by a "Supreme Railway Council," on which representa-

tives of tin goveri ni. thi owners, the employees and the

public are to s,t. Pri is made for the issue of

for additions and impro\ en

John Fritz Medal Awarded to

Prominent English Metallurgist

\s til teenth recipiem t

Robert A. Hadfield, Bt., D.S., D.Met., F.R.S., ored at

the eng nei ference of the Institution

mously
r the

John
Fritz d of

d for his invention

The
presei I made

ade up

• iit. Wane

land, and chairman of
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\ward. who
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tion address; Dr. Ira X.
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Wore* ' chnic
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t hai Ies 'I Mni repi the \meri. ai
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Equipment and Supplies

,-hinimimiimiii

Locomotives

The lii Railway (China) has ordered 5 Pacific.

tives, irom the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The i mi. i i GoVERNMENl Railways, reported in the Rail-

wax Age of April IS, as inquiring for 35 locomotives, have placed

an order with builders in Belgium, for 30 Prairie type locomo-

ii id 6 English type locomotives.

The National Railways OF -Mexico have ordered 8 Mikado

ocomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. These

addition to the 10 Pacific type locomotives ordered from

the same builders as reported in our issue of July 9.

Freight Cars

The Toledo & Ohio Central is asking for prices on the re-

repairing of -'-0 steel coal cars of SO ton capacity.

The Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia has renewed its inquiry

foi 100 50-ton -ondola cars and ISO 50-ton box cars.

The Western Pacific has ordered 25 30-yard extension side

dump cars, of 50 tons capacity, from the Clark Car Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has let 100 under-

names and 100 gondola superstructures to the Haskell & Barker

Car Company This road is also in the market for repairs on

1,000 gondola cars.

The Chinese Government Railways, reported in the Railway

Age of January 28. as inquiring for from 500 to 1,500 freight cars

have placed orders for 300 cars with the American Car & Foun-

dry Company, 600 with the General American Car Company and

240 cars with builders in Belgium.

Iron and Steel

The Great Northern is inquiring for 200 tons rolled steel

wheels.

The Illinois Central is inquiring for 50 tons of locomotive

forgings.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is inquiring for

100 tons rolled steel wheels.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 2,700 tons of steel, for a trans-

fer table at its Claremont, Jersey City, N. J., terminal.

Mitsui & Company, New York, has ordered from the U. S.

Steel Products Company, 1,850 tons of steel bridge material, for

the Hanshin Electric Railway, Japan.

Track Specialties

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is inquiring for 200 tons

universal plates and angles.

The Southern Pacific is in the market for 4,800 kegs of

spikes and 3,300 kegs of track bolts.

The Peoria & Eastern is inquiring for 7,000 A. S. C E. rail

wrought iron tie plates f. o. b. its own tracks.

The Cincinnati Northern is inquiring for 29,900 tie plates for

80 lb. A. S. C. E. rail, f. o. b. its own tracks.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati & St. Louis is inquiring for 155,-

000 Dudley rail and A. S. C. E. rail tie plates f. o. b. its own
tracks.

Mitsui & Company, New York, has ordered from the U. S.

Steel Products Company, 63 sets of railroad switches for the

Tokio Municipal Railway.

Miscellaneous

The Great Northern is inquiring for 100 tons of wire prod-
ucts—fencing, etc.

The Baldwin Locomotive Company ha- been given a large

r locomotive forgings, for export to India.

The Shanto Railway has ordered, through Mitsui & Co., New
York, from the Consolidated Steel Corporation. 900 steel tires for

freight car wheels.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids at Roanoke, Ya..

until 12 o'clock noon, July 20, for: 18 steel coil engine truck
springs; 200 D-bevel soft steel bars; 120 rods of wire fencing;

2,500 pairs 85-lb. steel angle bars; 100,000 tie dating nails; parts

for electrical apparatus, and electrical material.

Signaling

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has
placed orders with the Hall Switch & Signal Company. Gai
N. J., for 153 style "LN" upper quadrant, three-position sema-
phore signals, which will be installed by the railroad company's
forces.

Trade Publications

VVaterfroofing.—Bulletin No. 101 issued by the Minwax Com-
pany, Inc., New York, describes the' structures built by that com-
pany in connection with the track elevation project at Tonawanda,
N. Y., with particular reference to the manner in which they were
waterproofed. Various details of the expansion joints, culverts,

gutters, down-spouts, etc., are described and illustrated with
sketches. The particular object in mind in the preparation of the

matter in this bulletin has been to point out the practical methods
of handling the various details involved in the typical water-
proofing project.

Breakdown Instructions, The Young Locomotive Valve
Gear.—An eight-page pamphlet, bound in stiff paper cover, has
been issued by the Pyle National Company, Chicago, describing

the proper methods of procedure in case of the failure of various

parts of the valve motion, in order that the locomotive may
proceed on one side. Introductory to the breakdown instructions

is a clear and concise illustrated description of the operation of

the Young valve gear, which in the case of a number of the

failures enumerated will continue to provide lap and lead motion
on the affected side in addition to complete operation of the

valve on the unaffected side.

Lackawanna Steel Sheet Piling.—The Lackawanna Steel

Company, Lackawanna, N. Y., has issued bulletin No. 109.

172 pages, illustrated, which is descriptive of the various

types of sheet piling manufactured by this company and its

application to construction work. The bulletin in reality is

a text book on the application of sheet steel piling in con-

struction work, wherein water, earth or other material is to

be retained as in cofferdams, open caissons, foundations of

bridges and buildings, etc. The application of sheet piling

to all of these various classes of work is not only described

in the written matter but is also illustrated by a large num-
ber of photographs showing the actual installations. Other
photographs and drawings show all of the various types man-
ufactured by this company as well as the different combina-
Mi ii For which they are adapted. Other sections of the bul-

letin describe and illustrate various methods for handling
the piling under unusual or difficult conditions.

Three Unidentified Trespassers were killed on June 30, when
nineteen cars of a Missouri. Kansas & Texas freight train

went into a ditch one mile north of Troy, Tex., and w err

destroyed by tire, originating in an oil car of the train.

Two of the cars destroyed carried live stock.
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A. F. Zacher has resigned as district manager of the Buf-

falo office of the Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Co.,

Chicago.

The Walworth Manufacturing Company has removed its

general offices from its Boston factory, First and O streets,

to Pearl and High streets, Boston,

John Hyland has been appointed representative of the

Globe Seamless Steel Tube Company, with headquan
Hi, Fourth National Bank building, at Atlanta, Ga.

The National Machinery Company, Tiffin, ( >hio, lias op

an eastern sales office in room 637, Knickerbocker building,

Broadway and Forty-second street, i iTork City, in

charge of F. J. Mawby.

G. A. Nelson, special representative of the Waterbury Bat-

tery Company, of Waterbury, Conn., has been elected ii i

president and general --ales manager, with headquarters al

New York. Mr. Nel-

son was born in Chi-

cago, and started his

business career in that

.-it \ with E. W. Gillett.

In 1896 he was in To-
ronto, Ontario, in tem-

porary charge of the

Canadian business of E.

W. Gillett, of Chicago.

The following year he

came to New York to

open up and become
manager of a branch

factory of the Cham-
pion Chemical Works.
Chicago, grinders and
packers of caustic soda
and similar chemicals.

In 1901 he was elected

secretary and treasurer

of the Gordon Primary
Battery Company, and
continued hi- connection with thai company until January 1,

1916, at which time he accepted the agencies for several lines

of railway tools and supplies. In March, 1917, he was ap-

pointed special representative of the Waterbury Battery Com-
pany, and he now becomes vice president and general sales

manager of the same company, as noted above, Mr. Nelson

has been an active member at the various railroad conventions.

Since 1914 he has been secretary-treasurer of the Railway Tele-

graph & Telephone Appliance Association.

Victor M. Summa has opened an office as general con-

sulting engineer at 415 Merchants Laclede building, St. Louis.

Mo. Mr. Summa was formerlj in the service of the American
Brake Company, St. Louis.

The Dominion Oxygen Company, Ltd., will begin work in

July on a new oxygen plant at Montreal, Que., to cost $250,-

000. The building will be 100 ft. bj 100 ft., and will be a

duplicate of the company's [Toronto plant,

Barbour, Love & Woodward, Inc., machine tool dealers.

formerly at 149 Broadway, has moved its temporary office

and warehouse from 131 Washington street to its new offices

and show rooms at 45 West Eighteenth street, New York

City.

The Badger Concrete Mixer Company of Milwaukee and

Watertown, Wis., has purchased a 27' acre tract of land at

Winthrop Harbor, 111., north of ( hicago, where it will erect

a Factory unit, 80 ft. by 260 ft. One-half of the tract is to

be used for the erection of dwellings for its workmen and
officers, In addition to its own line the company will manu-

al this plant the McVicker tie plate for the Railway

G. A. Nelson

Safety Tie Company. It is expected that the factory will be
completed for occupancy early in the Fall.

The Goddard & Goddard Company, Inc., Detroit, Mich..
has opened an eastern sales office and permanent exi

of milling cutters in the rooms of the Manufacturers Exhibit.
Inc., 45 West Eighteenth street, New York. James W.
Sederquist, eastern sales manager, is in charge of the sales

office and exhibit.

The Dressel Manufacturing Corporation, New York, which
is a reorganization of the Dressel Railway Lamp Works, has
increased its capital to $1,150,000 and has plans nearing cora-
pl< 1 1' 'ii for building a new and larger plant at Buffalo, N. Y.
Wliliam Smith, who is pi the new corporation, is

well known in the railroad field, having been in the railroad

and railway supply business foi o le resigned as
t and general manager of the Montana Southern

Railway to assume his new duties. F. W. Dressel is vice-

president of the new corporation and F. H. Gregory is

secretary and treasurer.

The Western Electric Company has opi ware-
hou it 395 Hudson street. New York City. The building
occupies the entire square block bounded by Hurl-on. West
Houston, Greenwich and Clarkson streets, an area of 338 ft.

by 200 ft., with a total floor sp 000 sq. ft. Several
department- of the West trie have already moved
into the new quarters, but the New York shops and the
supply division- of the Eastern district territory, which in-

cludes New York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania and the New
England stati 5, and the International Wi stern Electric Com-
pany will not remove to the same building at the present
time.

Crerar, Adams & Company, (hicago. Ill, western sales
agent for B. M. Jones & Co., Inc., New York, will in future
carry a complete stock of Double Mushet higl el, also

Titanic carbon tool steels, and can supply Taylors' Best
Yorkshire Iron, in Chicago. F. W. Clifford, associated for

a number of years with Crerar, Adam- .x Co., as a tool

expert, will in future specialize on Mushet and Titanic tool
steels. The Connelly & Kendal Company, 115 St. Clair ave-
nue. N. \V.. Cleveland, < Ihio, is now managing the Jones
company's Cleveland branch, and R. G. White, who was
manager of the Cleveland branch, has been appointed special

western representative, with headquarters in Chicago.

Obituary

Henry S. Manning, who retired in 1905. as senior partner
of Manning, Maxwell & Moore. New York, died on July 9,

in New York City, at the age of 76. Mr. Manning established
the firm of II. S. Manning <.x Co., New York, in 1880, its

name was changed to Manning. Maxwell & Moore, and in

1905, the present corporation was organized. Vfter leaving
Manning. Maxwell & Moore. Mr. Manning became interested

in the firm of Milliken Brothers, New York. He was a

member of the executive committee of the Kansas City,

Mexico & < Irient Railroad.

Albert Taylor, manager of the North Atlantic district, of

the Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia. Pa.,

died suddenly on July 6. He was taken ill in his office in

Mew York ( itj and died a few hours later in a bos
Mr. Taylor was born in Liverpool, England, on Februarj 6,

1864, and in 1884, he was graduated from Princeton Uni-
versity. Ur served an apprenticeship with the Edison Gen-
eral Electric Company and in 1885, joined the United :

I ompany. This company was absorbed by the

W'estini pany in 1889, and in the Spring ol

Mr. Taylor became associated with the Stanley Electric

Manufacturing Company, Pittsfield, Mass., remaining in its

employ for eight years. In 1898, he entered thi -

the Electric St ny, a- a salesman in its

New York office. In January. 1900, he was made assistant

manager; in March oi the same year he was appointed man-
ager of the New York office, and since February

. 192

v. a- manager of the North Atlantic district.
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ARKANSAS & Louisiana Missouri—Authorized to Issue Stock.

rhi [nterstate Commerce Commission has authorized this

company to issue at par for cash $1,000,000 of capital stock, the

proceeds to be used in acquiring and rebuilding a line from Mon-
roe, La., to Crossett, Ark., formerly owned by the Arkansas &
Louisiana Midland.

An -. Line.—Not to Absorb" L. & N.—There has

been no consideration of a consolidation of the Atlantic Coast

Line and the Louisville & Nashville, according to a statement

issued by Henry Walters, chairman of the boards of both

companies.

^TCHISON, Topeka & Santa Fe.—To Lease California South-

rhis road "ill take over the properties of the California

in. under a one-year lease, with an option to buy, effective

hi August 1. The railroad is 51) miles long and extends from

Rice to .Ripley and is reached from Barstow via the Santa Fe-

Phoenix cutoff.

Bai iimore & Ohio.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of $1,624,000

oi refunding and general mortgage 6 per cent bonds for pledge

and repledge from time to time as collateral security for short-

term notes. The subsidiaries of the Baltimore & Ohio were also

authorized to issue various bonds upon its order to the trustees

under certain mortgages.

I MinikxiA Southern.—Leased to A. T. & S. F.—See Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe.

\hian Northern.—Bond Sale.—A banking syndicate, com-

posed of the National City Company, Guaranty Trust Company of

New York. Blair & Co., Inc., Lee, Higginson & Co., Bankers Trust

Company and the Continental and Commercial Trust and Savings

Bank of" Chicago, have sold $25,000,000 25-year 6j4 per cent sink-

ing fund gold debenture bonds at 96]/2 and interest to yield about

6.80 per cent.

The binds are non-callable, dated July 1 and due July 1. 1946. A sink-

ing fund of $500,000 per annum is to be made available in equal install-

'uring each six months for the purchase of bonds in the market, if

obtainable at or below par. The bonds are the direct obligation of the

Canadian Northern Railway Company which is owned by the government
of the Dominion of Canada and forms part of the Canadian National Rail-

! consist of over 22,000 miles, extending from the

acific Ocean and reaching every important traffic center in

Canada.

Charles City Western.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue of

$373,600 of 10-year 6 per cent first mortgage notes, $200,000 of

the amount to be pledged and the remainder to be sold at not

less than par.

i iik'ago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Authorized to Isswe Equip-

ment .Votes.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to issue $6,470,230 of rent notes for the

purchase of equipment through the National Railway Service

Corporation, to guarantee the obligations of the service corpora-

tion to the United States for a loan of $1,568,540 and to pledge

sei urities with the Secretary of the Treasury to secure the loan.

Denver & Rio Grande.—/. C. C. to Investigate Relations with

ll\ I'. See article on another page of this issue entitled, "Will

[nvestigate Relations of Western Pacific."

Denver & Rio Grande Western.—Authorized to Issue Stock.—
Si e article on another page of this issue entitled, "Will Investi-

gate Relations of Western Pacific."

El Paso & Southwestern.—Annual Report.—The corporate

income account for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares

witlt the previous year as follows:

1920 1919

Operating revenues (March 1-Dec. 311 $I1,S65,369
Operating expenses (March 1-Dec. 31) 8,826,313

Net from railway operation 3,039,057
Taxes 1,109,872
Railway operating income 1,928,900
Miscellaneous operating income (credit) 4,301
Total operating income 1,924,599

Income from lease of mad 689,186 $4,135,114
Gross income 3.524,814 5,599,094
Deduct— Rent for leased roads 1.948,859 1,927,032
Total deductions from gross income -',474,500 2,470,384

Net income 1,097.314 3.128.710
Dividend appropriations 1.097,314

The annual report of the El Paso & Southwestern will be re-

viewed editorially in an early issue.

Flint Belt.—Pere Marquette Applies for Control.—See Pere
Marquette.

:• Trunk.—Arbitration Proceedings Ended.—The arbi-

tration proceedings which are eventually to decide the value

to be allowed to the English holders of first, second and third

preferred and the common stock of the Grand Trunk Railway,

now taken over by the Dominion Government, together with

actual ownership and control of the whole Grand Trunk system,

came to an end in Montreal on July 8. The board has been in

session, with one break of eight weeks, since February 1.

Great Northern.—Bond Syndicate Ends.—The banking syn-

dicate which sold $230,000,000 Northern Pacific-Great Northern
joint 15-year 6 l/> per cent bonds was dissolved July 5.

Illinois Central.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to issue and sell $8,000,000 of 15-year 6V2 per cent

secured gold bonds and to pledge as collateral security therefor

$8,225,000 of Illinois Central refunding mortgage 4 per cent

gold bonds and $3,820,000 of Illinois Central and Chicago. St

Louis & New Orleans joint first and refunding mortgage 5 per

cent bonds. The new bonds are to be dated July 1. 1921, and
the company has tentatively accepted an offer from Kuhn, Loeb
& Co. to take them at 9334. The proceeds are to be used to

retire maturing obligations. The Illinois Central and the Chicago,

St. Louis & New Orleans have also asked authority to issue

$136,700 of their joint 5 per cent bonds to reimburse the treasury

for advances for expenditures on the Chicago, St. Louis &
New Orleans.

Kansas City Southern.—Annua! Report.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

previous year as follows

:

1920 1919

Operating revenues $18,668,288
Operating expenses 15. 1151,665 $90,477

Net from railway operation 3.616.624
Taxes 833.750
Income from lease of road 485,919 3,536,228
Federal guaranty of income 1,120.332
Gross income 4,807,939 3,636,425
Interest on funded debt 1,883,277 1,835,392
Total deductions from gross income 2,8S3.SS5 2,102,330

Net income 1,924,054 1,342,679
Dividends 840.000 840.000
Income balance 1 .084.054 502,679

The annual report of the Kansas City Southern will be reviewed

editorially in an early issue.

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized an issue

of $203,478 of 6 per cent cumulative income bonds for the purpose

of satisfying claims against the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf

railway and railroad companies which existed prior to the re-

ceivership.

Liberty White.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This com-
pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for a

certificate authorizing the abandonment of 24.2 miles from Liberty

to South McComb, Miss.

Louisville & Nashville.—Merger with A. C. L. Denied.—See

Atlantic Coast Line.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Authorized to Issue Equipment
Notes.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to issue $1,593,033 of rent notes under the

terms of (be contract with the National Railway Service Cor-

poration, to assume obligation as guarantor in respect of obliga-

tions of the service corporation to the United States for a loan

of $386,190, and to pledge with the Secretary of the Treasury

securities to secure the repayment of the loan.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Authorized to Extend Receivers'

Certificates.—The Interstate Commerce Commission lias author-
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ized the receiver to extend the maturing of $3,000,000 of receivers'

certificates from February 15, 1921, to February 15, 1922.

New York Central.—A review of this company's annual re-

port for 1920 appears on another page of this issue.

Northern Pacific.—Annual Report.—A review of this com-

pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Oregon-Washington Railroad S Navigation Company.—
Authorised to Assume Additional Liability.—This company has

been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to as-

sume additional liability upon $14,755,500 of its outstanding first

and refunding mortgage 4 per cent bonds by the modification of

the tax covenant therein, and the Union Pacific has been author-

ized to guarantee the payment of principal and interest thereon.

The bonds are to be delivered to W. A. Clark as part payment

for his interest in the Los Angeles & Salt Lake.

Pere Marquette,—Asks Authority to Acquire Control.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

approval and authority for its acquisition of control of the

Flint Belt by purchase of its capital stock. The Flint Belt has

jusl been organized to construct a belt line at Flint, Mich.

Philadelphia & Reading.—Annual Report.—The corporate in-

come account for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares

with the previous year as follows :

1920 1919

Compensation accrued under federal control $2,656,513 $16,009,826
U. S. Government guaranty 7,969,539
Operating revenues (Sept. 1 to Dec. 31) 38,547,921
Operating expenses (Sept. 1 to Dei-. 31) 31.587,469

Net levenue from operations $6,960,452
Taxes 981,454
Gross income 15,514,<>22 16,351,892
Deductions:

Rent for leased roads 3,488,833 3,480,759
Interest on funded debt 1,956.195 1,961,582

Total, including other $5,874,863
Less corporate charges nol included above:

U. S. income taxes Fan 1 to \ug. 31, 1920, and
Eoi year ended Dec. 31, 1919 596,000

Corporate expenses, January and February. 1920,

and Eoi yeai ended Dei II, 1919 33,269

1.089,515

629,269

5,460,763
1, 500,1 0O

-

1,248,170
J,960,663

be re-

Nel income $9,010,790 S

Appropriated for investment m physical property.. 2,538,571

Dividends 6,372,255
h balance 6,430,825

The annual reporl ol the Philadelphia S Reading wil

viewed editorially in an early issue.

Roc* I i \ !'. Arkansas & Louisiana.—Authorised to Issue

Bonds, lb' Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

the issue «'i' $227,000 of first mortgage 4 1/, per cent gold bonds
to the Chicago, Rock island & Pacific for money advanced for

certain additions and betterments.

per cent gold bonds, $200,000 of non-cumulative 6 per cent pre-

ferred stock and $500,000 of common stock, in full payment for

its railroad property, rights and franchises, acquired at a fore-

closure sale.

Wisconsin North Western.—Authorised to Abandon Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate au-

thorizing this company to abandon its line from Girard Junction

to Taylor Rapids, IS.3 miles, in the county of Marinette, Wis.

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued cert!

for partial payments of the railroad guaranty tor six months of

1920 as follows:

Georgia \ Florida, $1
Chicago ,\ Altoh, ;

Total payments by the Treasury Department under the provi-

sions of the Transportation act, and exclusive of payments made
by the Railroad Administration to July 11 were as follows:

(a) Under Section 204, for reimbursement of deficits during
federal control

(b) Under Section 209:
(1) To carriers to which final payment of the guaranty

has been made under paragraph <gl including
under paragraphs (h) and (i). 1.690.1 14.71

(2) For advances under paragraphs (h) and (i

carriers as to which a certificate for final payment
not been received by the Treasury from the

Interstate Commerce I
i 262,950.874.00

in Under Section 212:
11) For partial payments in respect to the guaranty pro-

vided m Section 209 '.

159,372,690.05
(2) For partial payments in respect to the reimburse-

ment i.o .liii.it, .luring the period of federal
control provided in Section 204 588,853.02

Undei S<ii<' i the revolving fund
of $3 1)0 therein provided 21S.211.667.0O

$1,354,339.74

(d

Total $644,168,538.52

Dividends Declared

Central of Georgia.—Common, 2'/, per cent; preferred, 3 per cent; both
payable June 30 I

Huntingdon & Broad Ton Mountain Preferred, 1 per cent, payable
August 1 to holders of record July 15.

Pere Marquette.—Prior preferred, I iei cent, quarterly, payable
1 to holders of record July 14.
Baltimore & Ohio.—Preferred, 2 per cent, semiannually, payable Sep-

tember 1 t h l.llTS of I, [ill

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis -3J4 per cent, semi-annually, payable
August 1 to holders of record lulv 2.<.

The Salt Lake Cm Passenger Vssociation held il

dinner session at Salt Lake City, I 'tab. on June 27. and a
constitution and by-laws were adopted and a general plan
outlined to furnish tourists in Salt Lake with suitable in-

formation.

Tennessee & North ( irolina.—Authorised to Issue Stock.

This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to issue $250,000 of common stock in payment for

the propertj formerlj operated bj the Tennessee & North Caro-
lina Railroad, which has been reorgani ed as the Tennes ei S

North Carolina Railway.

Tennessee, Vlabama 8 Georgia To Be Sold.—This road
will be sold by Special Mastei Grayson on August 6, under
orders issued by the Federal Court at I la tanooga, Tenn. The
minimum bid has been fixed ai $400,000. The road, operating 96
miles of lines, has been in the hands of receivers since Decern
her. 1920.

Wi in.- Pa mii' /
i to Investigate Relations with

D K i Set article on another page of this issue entitled,

"Will Investigate Relations oi Wi n Pacific."

Wichita Northwestern ed to Issue Bonds. This
company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce t om
mission to issue $600,000 of fii I con olidated mortgage bonds
and to pledge them with the S'ecretarj of the Treasurj as

collateral security for a loan.

Williamsport & North Branch. Authorised to Issue S< ,

ties. This company has been authorized by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to issue at par $200,000 of first mortgage 6

I

British Troops in Silesia



Annual Report

Northern Pacific Railway Company— Twenty-Fourth Annual Report

To the Stockholders of the

ihtrn Pacific Railway Company:

The following, '"" - 'I" twenty-fourth annual report, shows the result

f ii,,. ,,,.,, i ,, i vw property for the fiscal year ending December 31,

!9'0 to both the company and the United Slates Railroad Administration

perated by the United States during January and

CORPORATE AND FEDERAL INCOME ACCOUNT.
Increase—

/

operatin.; i-.
I

1919 1Q2°

19,353.93 $113,084,407.78

es 78,672,509.37 100."

Net operating revenue. $22,066,844.56 $12,100,533.59
. 9,000,737.47 10.168.686.38

Uncollectible railway rf"

enues

.

7 $12,345,053.85
/ 22,311,364.82

I

23,940.16

I
.,.,1 o] rating in "me. $13,042,166.93

BB G INCOME
Mi,, of freight cars

—

credit balance
Rent from locomotives. .

Rem from passenger train

cars
Rent from work equipment
Joint facility rent income
Income from leas ol n id

Miscellaneous rent income
Miscellaneous non 'perating

physical property
Separately operated prop-

- profit

18,468.90

$1,973,378.31 D $11,068,788.62

$196,400.89

37,235.06
167,369

'

2,118,959.79
288,419.36
612,274.88

49,466.11

$4,310,307.64
15,536.48

Dividend
from funded se-Income

curities

Income frem unfunded s

curities and accounts

Income from sinking ai

other reserve funds. •

Miscellaneous income . .

4,456,161.00

539,550.20

1,810,862.60

256,910.78
134.128.93

2,211,143.93
289,703.28
674,576.12

49,250.60

31,067.31
4,353,552.00

926,686.48

937,803.20

21 675.72
33,240.66
92,184.14
1,283.92

62,301.24

215.51

387,136.28

873,059.40

Total ncnopernling
come

Compensation under con-

tract with I'nited States

Government $30,089,691.88

Guaranty under Trans-
portation Act

Deduct. Federal income
eluded above

6.269.92 2,574:27

$10,866,139.95 $14,358,56S.95

Gross corporate incc

•18,353,596.64

$35,644,402.12

J $3,492,429.00

D $24,788,382.84

I 14,760,606.14

I 14,350,626.96

$5,301,309.04

14,760,606.14

'4,002,969.68

$32,390,892.76 D $3,253,509.36

G30SS

,—debit

DEDUCTIONS FRO
INCO \IE

Hire of freight Ci

balance
Rent for locomotives ....

Rent for passenger train

cars
Rent for work equipment.

Joint facility rents

Rent for leased roads. . . .

Miscellaneous rents

Interest on funded debt..

Interest on unfunded debt

Miscellaneous

$313,897.55
51,072.57

26,485.45
20,766.43
7S1.431.39
51,331.86
10,157.84

12,117.483.28
248.526.77

259,356.23

$72,825.04 I

103,250.23 I
9,974.80 D

931.225.71 /

51.322.02 D
0,643.07 D

12,134,437.60 I
14,060.08 D

231.X95.32 Dcharges

Total deductions from
gross income $13,880,509.37 $13.55S.633.8/

Less Federal deductions "1,072.843.99 -261,924.42

Net deductior

Net corporate

76,764.78
10,791.63

149,794.32
9.84

514.77
16.954.32

234.466.69

27,460.91

D $321,875.50
I $810,919.57

$489,044.07$12,807,665.38 $13,296,709.45

~$22,836,736.74 $19,094,183.31 D $3,742,553.43

DISPOSITION OT NET INCOME
Dividend appropriations of

income $17,360,000.00

come balance for year
—transferred to profit

and loss $5,476,736.74 $1,734,183.31 D $3,742,553.43

. ...ng at "Total operating income" and "Total nonoperating in-

come," Federal items for 1919 amounting to $18,353,596.64 and for 1920 to

$4,002,969.68 have been added to corporate items. In arriving at lotal

deductions from gross income," Federal items for 1919 amounting to

$1 072.843.99. and for 1920 to $261,924.42. have been added to corporate

items. In order to arrive at the correct "Income balance" for each year it

n to deduct the amcunts shown above.

MILEAGE OPERATED
Changes have taken place in the mileage operated as follows:

Theie were added:
.

Miles

March 1, 1920, Fort Sherman Branch, Idaho, operation reinstated 13.01

Pec. 31. 1920, Great Northern Ry., Helena to Hyndnr—
tana, operation reinstated.

Dec. 31. 1920, Lake Superior Terminal and Transfer Ry. tracks

in Superior transferred from side tracks

Sundry miner changes and corrections

Total additions
Deductions:

Dec. 31, 1920, Cuyuna Northern Branch, South. Minnesota,

operation discontinued •• 3.56

1920, O.-W. R. and N. Co. joint tracks, Grays
I I ,1 I,.., I listrict, Washii

2.66

1.13

red to second track. 1.22

31. 1919 6.642.26Mileage operated De

Mileage operated December 31, 1920 6.655.29
Average mileage operated during the year 6.653.36

REVENUE TRAIN MILEAGE.
Revenue passenger train miles during the year were 9.977.960, an increase

of 306,599 miles ompared with the previous year
Revenue freight and mixed train miles durine the vear were 11,904,455,

an increase of 470.650 miles.

ial train miles during the year were 12.820. a decrease of
5.662 mil s

AH revenue train mile? during the year were 21.895.235. an increase of
721.587 train milts.

EARNINGS.
FREIGHT BUSINESS.

Freight revenue was $81,090,389.63. an increase of $8,155,667.04 or 11.18
per cent compared with the previous year. Freight revenue for 1917 was
$65,258,994.76.

7,852.847.753 tons of revenue freight were moved ore mile, an increase
of 263.811,333 tons one mile, or 3.48 per cent compared with the previous
year.
The average earrings per ton mile increased from .00961 to .01033.
The revenue train load decreased from 660.85 to 659.66 tons. The total

train load, including compary freight, increased from 752.33 tons to '.

The number of miles rim by revenue freight trains ^ :i = ll.209.lo7. an
increase of 401,421, or 3.71 per cent.

PASSENGF-R BUSINESS.

Passenger revenue was $21,143,707.94. an increase of $812,390.48. or
4.00 per cent compared with the previous year.

Mail revenue was $2,891,069.40. an increase of $1,928,107.25 or 203.38
per cent: making allowance for back mail pav received in 1920, there was
an increase of $178,081.03 or 11.87 per cent.

Express revenue was $2,326,076.90. an increase of $304,817.35. or 15.08

per cent.
Sleeping car. parlor and chair car. excess baggage and miscellaneous pas-

senger revenue was $801,527.22. an increase of $658,486.50, or 460.35 per
cent. This increase was caused by The Pullman Company not paying ?nv
portion of earnings to railroads in 1919.

Total revenue from persons and propertv carried on passenger trains was
$27,162,381.46. an increase of $3,713,801.58. or 15.84 per cent compared
with the previous vear. Total revenue from passenger trains in 1917 was
$18,874,197.67.
The number of passengers carried was 8.447.966. a decrease of 185.620

over the previous vear, and the number of passengers carried one mile was
719.445,961. a decrease of 29.189.636, or 3.90 per cent.

The number of miles run bv revenue passenger trains was 9,977,960. an
increase of 306,599, or 3.17 per cent.

The average rate per passenger mile was 2.939 cents against 2.716 cents

las

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES PER MILE OPERATED.

Operating revenue:
'Operating expenses per mile.
Net operating revenue per

mile
"Taxes per mile

Net

1917 1918 1919 1920
ile. $13,526.37 $15,594.28 $15,282.27 $16,996.59

s. 171. 39 10,857.13 Il.S : ,1 15.177.88

5.354.98
1.059.52

4,737.15
1.236.01

$4,295.46 $3,501.14

RATIOS.

3.347.56

Sl.982.14

1. 818.71
1.519.34

1917 1018 1919 1920

Operating expenses to operating revenue 60.41"c 69.62% 78.10% 89.30%
Taxes to operating revenue 7.83% 7.93% , 8.93% 8.94%

•The corporate expenditures for expenses and taxes are included in order

to make proper comparison hetween the four years. 1917. 1918. 1919 and
1920, and for the same reason are also included in the ratios.

OPERATING EXPENSES.

Conducting Transportation.

The charges for transportation expenses were $48,439,001.28. an increase

of $10,164,538.53 or 26.56 per cent, as against an increase in total operating

revenue of 12.25 per cent. The charges for 1917 were $28,531,412.99.

Maintenance or Equipment.

The charges for maintenance of equipment were $25,593 923.34 an in-

crease of $5,784,804.48 or 29.20 per cent. The charges for 191/ were

$11,245,120.34.

Locomotives.

Total number of locomotives on active list December 31,

1919, the date of the last annual 1 eport \,<WD

Additions: .

Locomotives purchased ^
Locomotives remodeled , c

Deductions-
Locomotives sold during the vear. from activ« list 1

Locomotives dismantled and withdrawn from service 24

Total locomotives on active list December 31. 1920

In addition to the locomotives on active list there were:
Withdrawn from service and on hand December 31, 1919 J

Withdrawn from service during the year -'

Net addition

Leaving on hand locomotives withdrawn from service which may
^

Of the "1 L:- c'.i
.- -r the r-'r~r.?.ro af .h,.:i v.r- aiitho.-iteo during the

.en. 6 Mallet and 4 Switching, have not been delivered.

Passenger Equipment.

On Decembi !0, the Company owned 1.041 passenger train cars, a

decrease of 23 cars, destroyed or transferred to other classes during the year.

138
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Of the 1.041 cars owred. 710 were not due in shops for two months or

""So additional passenger equipment is under contract for construction or is

building at i
- mpanj shops.

Freight Equipment.

Of the total number of freight train cars on the road on December 31.

1! I)
I

<
'-' cr 7 04%, were in need ii repair' requiring oni Hours lanor

or "more per car; and 2,419. or 5.13%, required heavy repairs or in excess

i f twenty hours' labor on each car.

\ I i
'

ll,i purchase of 90 caboose cars has been authirized, none of which have

been delivered.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES.

The charges for maintenance of md structures were $21,012,798.18,

,, l8e of $4,789,1 ; 79, i , 29 i2 pel cent. The charges for 1917 were

$10,782,178.23

GENERAL.
FINANCIAL RES1 i OpEEATION.

During the firs' two i iths il oui property remained under

trol The compensation under contract with the United States

Government for ibis period was $5,301,309.04, out of which your company
liccd i" resume operating expenses and war taxes amounting to

$696,097.69. leaving net compensation of $4,605,211.35. The net railway

operating income accruing to the Government from the use of your

iv was $3,74 1,045.26. . . , ,

result oi ill, nernment guarai n company for the succeed-

ing six months there was included account $14,760,606.14.

In actual operation there wis n deficit for this six months' period of

010.96.
For the last four months i

i thi year net rai »ay operating income was

$6,142,521 61

I, i 9 thus apparent that whih thi amounl actually accruing to your

for the year from thi usi and opi ration of il

i s ai iii.il net railwaj 19, 458.22.

The operating revenues, $113,084,41 thi largest in the com-

, pany's hisiorj and the decrea e i ting income was dui entirely

i icrease in operating irgely to higher wagi

prices of fuel and materials), and ncreasi

Claims Foe Balances Dui Feom Government.

i'oui management has reachci emenl with the Directoi G
to the balance due to your company in connection with the

use of it. propei tv iliirine Hm |.n..il of Federal control ending February
29, 1920. I'niler this agreement will receive at once

$9,000,000.00.
ih. check of the quant of mi id implies turned over to the

Directoi General at the comn F. eral control, and of the

truantities returned to youi compa ,1 of Federal control, has not

nnletcd, V. in i mpai dd n to the amount
above stated, the balance found dui il for th< value of material and supplies

delivered to the Director General foi which hi has not made settlement

Your company has als« presented to the Intel fate Commerce Commission,
under the provisions of the Transportation Ket, its claim for an amount
which, when added to its nel railwaj operating income for the six months'

kj ending v 31, 1920, will equal the amounl guaranteed by the

m.nt for that period On ibis claim payments amounting to
$12,00ii.ihhi mi havi been made pending final con ideration and settlement.

Valuation Work.
The Bureau of Valuation pi thi interstati Commerce Commission has

continued the worl of valuing youi property. The field work in connection
with tin- compilai on u the inventorj ( ill thi property owned lias been

I an.
i

ii is undersl I that under the present program of the Com-
mission preliminary Engineering and Land Reports will be served on the
company omi time late in 1921.
The ii engaged in this work at the present

time is lis and thi total expendituri For thi ny'a portion of the work
,, ,, Deci ibci 31, 1920, was $1,399,745.64.

Si n.K HOLDERS AND EMPLOYEES.

On December 31, 1920, there were approximately 36,000 holders of the
stock of yt in company, an increase during the year of 5,235. This makes
an average holding of about 69 shares for each stockholder, compared with
an averagi holding on December 31, 1919, oi 80! shares. Average number
of employees in 1920 was 35,244 and on March 31, 1921, then were about
27,000.

Land DepaRI u

The operations of the Land Department for the year 1920 are shown on
paces 36 anu }- New sales wen lesi bs 2,968.90 acres than the acreage
included in cancelled contracts. Payments of principal and interest by
contract holders ivcre much less than in the previous year. These results
reflect the difficult situation which the farming ami stock growing industries
in territory occupied by your lues have had to confront. The Company's
policy has been to treat contract holders leniently, and contracts have been
cancelled only when no adjustn

Oil Dj

war 1^211 has shown marked progress in oil exploration in Montana.
I'iimii thi year work was under wa) on ninety-seven wells in twenty-eight
areas throughout the state. Omitting El Ba in oil district, which is

largely in Wvoming, oil in commercial quantitii beet produced in only
tinctively Montana field, th< Cat Creek District in eastern

County. On December 31, ten wells were producing oil and fourteen wells
were being drilled in this field, several of which have since been brought in.
The tii- ed out of the <listn. t in August and up to the end of
the year 94S carloads bad been shipped, ill consigned to W'v, man; pnints.
The territorj so Cai proved is quiti limit I nom of it heme within the
grant of lands to the Northern Pacini \ small ci mmercial well was brought
in on Northern Pacific land in the Devil's Basin District in Mu
County, north oi Roundup, bul so fai no >i1 has been snipped
is being carried "n actively at numerous points in Central and
Montana.

Although i'i oil thus fai prcdui i from Northern Pacific lands has been
inconsiderable, there are -within th si lands a number of so-called
'structures" of which thi grolog ' thai oil may be
them. Your management has considered it unwise to give drilling rights

l
n "lt>c lands until further inves igatiom .

ill be madi as I

bearing possibilities. With thai end in viev •

Oil "
th a 00,000.00

of this company will be retained idiary, the Northwestern
Improvement Company. The organization of the compam
pleteil and the work of examining the lands will be pushed forward ener-

.
i i i ,

. i
I

..

Subsidiary Companies.

The Spokane, Tortland and Seattle Railway Company, owned jointly by
your company and the Great Northern, has settled with the Government for

the balance due for the use of its property, No settlement has as yet been

reached by the Oregon Trunk, the Oregon Electric, or the Minnesota and
rial I i.rr'! anii s.

Chances in Balance Sheet Accounts.

The analvsis of the accounts reflecting sales of lands granted in aid of

construction by the United States and the State of Minnesota, to which

made in the last annual report, has been completed and the

results are embodied in the general balance sheet statement below.

The entrii g ibe adjustments of these land grant transactions

have been reviewed bv the Interstate Commerce Commission and found

correct in principle.
Further analvsis of the "Investment in road and equipment account

I that the cost nd bonds of The Manitoba Railway
III of $8,199,044.69 had been included in that acccunt.

and that a part of the COS) of the property of The .Washington Central

Railway Company to the amount of $1,389,234.33 had not been included in

that account. In accordanci with the requirements of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission proper adjustments have been made.

result of these entries "Investment in road and equipment " account

has been increased $17,505,454.36, "Corporate surplus" has been increased

$15,484,873.04, "Funded debt" has been increased $827,000.00 and other

accounts have been changed $1,193,581.32.

Refunding ... Northern Pacific-Great Northern, C. B. and Q.

Coliateral, Joint 4% Bonds.

The joint bonds issued in 1901, when your company together with the

Great Northern Railway ( ompany, acquired approximately 97% of the stock
railroad Company, will mature July 1.

1921. The run 15.227.000.OC. For the payment of
ir company and the Great Northern Railway Company are

is necessary for the tv, make some pi

the Interstate

ission for authority ti int Collateral I

the amount of S230.0O0.OOO. payable in 15 years,

bearing in.erest nnum. This authority was granted and the

: to the public al .
•

The new jo, in ire convertible to the extent of $115,000,000.00

into 65 Gold Ro d my, issued undi ling and

Tmprovei to an equal amount into the 7% General

Mortgage Bonds of thi Gi al Northern Railway Company.
1 In funis derived from the sale of ibe new issue of joint bonds will be

iv of the joint 4% bonds now outstanding.

f. in Freight Rates and Passencei I

In July, 1920. the Interstate Commerce Commission authorized increases

in freight rat. i l
fans throughout thi - The

rj rati and Can - bi i ami effective A I '
! traffic

moving in Similar increases have since been authi rased

in r,n ., except the Stale of North Dakota. Prc-

ll state are now pending before

the Interstate Commence Commission, and it is believed that they will shortly

be brought to a concln--

Comparative Stati lls.

On July 20, 1920, the United States Labor Hoard rendered its Wage
Decisiqn No. 2, effective as of May 1. 1920. under which wages for all

employees covered by perly before the Board,

il increases in rati to grant

similar increases i
trd. rhese increases

amounted in all to nearly $! 1,200,000.00 per annum.
Comparison of vour company's payroll for a period of years shows the

cumulative effect of the wage increases since the beginning of the war:

payroll for year ending Tune 30, 1915.. •- : • M,
- s 52.00

rotal payroll or year ending mbei L916 28,204,669.00

Total payroll for year ending December 31, 1917 35,877,879.00

Total payroll for year ending December 31, 1918 49,6j2.127.00

Total pavroll for via- D 52.605,396.00

Total payroll for year ending December 31, 1920 66.503,794.00

Materials and Sui-i

There has been r. marked advance, within the past five years, in the prices

of all materials used in the operation and maintenance of railroads. The
following statement bo' thi extent of this advance in the single item of

coal for locomotives

Year Ended Locoiivtizcs A
Dec 31 Tons Cost per Ion .cost

1916 .. 2 520,215 $6,466 -

1917 ..2 745.034 3.030 ^53.00
|.M s ... 2.718,558 3.8884 10.570,841.00

lOii 2 460.428 4.1008 10.089,723.00

1920 M.25.493 4.6740 12,271.554.00

Because of difficulties in the eastern coal fields the companies operating

-oal docks at the head of Laki - en unable in 1919 to bring up

an adequate supplv of railroad fuel from
sary in 1920 to purcha unounl oi Ilnni

coal brought tbi ' Paid, ranging from eight to

nine dollars per ton delivered on docks at the Head of the Lakes.

Taxes.

Taxes aic const become more burdensome from year

to \ear The • Railway
- ending with 1920. It will be noted

that the total amount charged in 1920 was moie than 46T greater than

the amount charged in 1917.

ioi7 1920

1 , l!s $6,910,728.19 $8,157,083.26 $9,00

I-ernmrnt and credited to Profit and I

icrnmem and j

lovet mneiit and not charged to Income.

I
!

'-'OS.

Since the last report your management, exercising the discretir.,

in it bj

compan:
31. 1920. $5,261,000 par value
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on tin' St. Paul-Duluth Division of your railroad. These bonds were ac-

quired by the use ( I funds derived from the sale of the St. Paul and Duluth
lands. These funds had been invested in Liberty Bonds and a direct ex-

change was made, par for par, of Liberty Bonds for the St. Paul-Duluth
Division Bo i our company. There are still outstanding $2,819,0WJ

ill Division Bonds, and the company now has on
hand funds derived from the sale of St. Paul and Duluth lands, available

for their retiremi nt,

Express Contract.

Effective Septet bet 1, 1920, a contract was entered into between your
.mi Railway Express Company, giving to the latter

move express business over your railroad. The con-

ible it the" end of two and one-half years; if not then
.,, ,i runs until September 1, 1925. It provides that your company

ilil! receivi ill of the net earnings from express transportation ever its

rail iad 1 i commission of 2'/i% to be paid to the Express Company.

Equipment Trust.

It was considered necessary to acquire some additional heavy locomotives

and oilier equipment during the past year, largely to replace units already

retired or cpnroaohing retirement. To finance this purchase an Equipment
Trust was created and $4,500,000 of Equipment Trust certificates, bearing

interest at the rate of 7% per annum were sold. The following equipment
teas acquired under this trust:

60 Air dump cars. 20 Pacific type locomotives.

300 Hart convertible cars. 20 Switching locomotives.

25 Mikado type locomotives. 6 Mallet locomotives.

Loah From Government.

Foi the purpose of providing additional equipment and additions and
betterments to existing equipment and to way and structures, your company
filed application with the Interstate Commerce Commission under the pro-
visions of Section 210 of the Transportation Act, 1920, for a 1

$6,000,000. The application was approved and on November 23, 1920, your
company issued note for $6,000,000 payable in five years with interest at 6%
and secured by $6,000,000 United States Liberty bonis as collateral.

Chances in Official Organization.

On the termination of Federal control Mr. I.

elected President of your company. He held that
1920, when he resigned^ because of his desire to be
duties anil responsibilities. Mr. Charles Donnelly
Dim.

Since tin

Hannaford was re-

:e until December 1,

eved from its active
f elected to succeed

faithful and efficient

of Vice President

last report, two of the company's mo
Officers have died. Mr. Thomas Cooper, who held the
and Land Commissioner at the time of his retirement on October 1, 1919,
died at his home in Long Beach. California, on October 20, 1920. Mr. (..

A. Clark, Treasurer of the company, and who had been in its service con-
tinuously since 1882, died at his home in St. Paul on August 1, 1920. Mr.
H. A. Clifford, for many years the company's Cashier, was elected as his

successor. By Order of the Board of Directors.

Howard Elliott. Cliatrman.
Charles Donnelly. President.

Assets.
Investments.
Road and Equipment De-
cember 31, 1919.
Road $417,651,309.81

Equipment 82.170.700.50

Charges since December 31,

1919
Adjustments during the year

Sinkings Funds
Deposits in Lieu of Mort-
gaged Property ( Netmoneys
in hands of Trustees from
sale of land grant land, etc.)

Miscellaneous Physical
Property
Investments in Affiliated
Companies.

Stocks
Bonds
Notes
Advances

Other Investments.
Bonds
U. S. Treasury certificates

of indebtedness
Contracts for sale of land
grand lands

NORTH
Gen

$499,822,010.31

ERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
Balance Sheet. December 31, 1920.

Liabilities.

Stock
Capital stock—cc ramon

Governmental Grants.
Grants in aid of construction

Long Term Debt.
Funded debt *$324,214.5n0.0O
Less—held in t>-;asurv 9,149.500.00

$248,000,000.00

3,406.60

Total Capital Liabilities.

315,065,000.00

$565,068,406.60

1,045,403.60
',065,697.75

',556,599.35
1,976,081.13

1,773,668.30

1,305,000.00

1,571,498.75

594,150.83

7,485,182.20

1st,. (.43. 781.83

Total Capital Assets.

26,650,167.05

$747. 294.933. OS

Current liabilities.

Traffic and car service balances payable. .

Audited vouchers and wages payable
Miscellaneous accounts payable
Interest matured unpaid
Unmatured dividends declared
Unmatured interest accrued
Unmatured rents accrued
Other current liabilities

Deferred Liabilities

Other deferred liabilities

1 tue U. S. Government account various
transactions

Due L*. S. Governmen' account expendi-
tures for additions and betterments. . . .

Due U. S. Government account value of
material and supplies turned back

Unadjusted Credits.

Tax liability

Current Assets.
Cash
Special deposits
Loans and bills receivable

Traffic and car service balances receivable.

Net balances receivable from agents and
conductors

Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Material and supplies

Interest, dividends and rents receivable. . .

Due from U. S. Government under Fed-
eral control contract

Other current assets

Deferred Assets.
Working fund advances
Other deferred assets

Due from U. S. Government account
various transactions

U. S. Government—value of material .ml
supplies tume 1 over

Unadjusted Debits.
Rents and insurance premiums pa'

"

advance
Balance of Guaranty due from Gover
Other unadjusted debits

1,778,593.45
i,155,299.69

57,079.03
!, 333, 853. 25

1,022,744.94
',513,362.38
1,372.325.02
479.071.97

$66,350.09
1S.004.27

1,379,707.71

1.998,851.11

Accrued depreciation of equipment.
Other unadjusted credits

$1,254,255.54
11,512,467.55

841,200.38
1,830.860.44
4.34O.000.O0
528,073.61

6,147.20
395.542.92

$11,109,411.05

17,412,603.48

10,650,577.61

$6,527,116.63
1,771,257.68

2.967,385.33

20,708,547.64

Corporate Surplus.

Additions to property through
income and surplus $128,184.59

Funded debt retired through
income and surplus... 15.214.356.79

Miscellaneous fund reserves. 206.362.77

Profit and loss balance.

60,892,307.16

12.979.217.76

$843,629,371.18

173.S03.700. 32

$843.629.371. IS

•Includes $107,613,500 joint bonds made and issued by this Company and
the Great Northern Railway Company to pay for stock of the <

Burlington ;,iid O'.iincy Railroad Company.

•In. In', this Company's one-half of $107,613,500 stock of the Chicago,
Burlington S I litim v Railroad Company to secure $215,227,000 joint bonds

is Company and the Great Northern Railway Company
to pay for said stock, costing $109,114,809.76.

PROF1 1 AND LOSS A' COl

December 31, 1920

Loss on road and equipment retired $560,284.29
Adjustment or operating expensf.s prior to January

1. 1918 : 233,579.25
Discount on Liberty bonds sold 432,123.20
Adjustment of cost of property acquired in 1S98 436,000.00
Discount and expense in connection with issuance
OF equipment trust notes 164,625.42

Net deficit of Land Depart ment—yeas 1920 129.109.58
Cost of aB'.ndoned surveys charged oft 11,234.52
Balance of sundry accounts 544.34
Surplus appropriated for investment in physical
property 128,184.59

Surplus applied to sinking and other reserve funds.. 15,420,719.56
Balance December 31, 1920 158,254,796.17

$175,771,200.92

Balance December 31, 1719 $121,178,242.69
Balance oi ini mi for year ended December 31. 1920 1,734,183.31

me! i
. I ii Department transactions ro De-

iber 31. 1919 31.341,592.60

mlnnesol ' cas! appropriation balance written
01

-

F 330,107.07

Discount on mortgage bonds purchased and cancelled. 539.009.10

UnREFUNDARI.E OVERCHARGES
, , ?'i??'S2

Donations for installing spur tracks and sidings ll_,4o.*9

Unclaimed wages 3 years old 36.864.54

Profit on road and equipment sold
^'c'oo

Insurance and casualty reserves 5. 803, ..05. 98

Receipts from St. Paul and Duluth Railroad land "6.901.196.6.9

Unadjusted interest on construction expenditures. .

.

7,787,928.7/

$175,771,200.92
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New York Central Railroad Company—Annual Report

To the Stockholders of

The New York Central Rulroad Company:

The Board of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended

December 31, 1920, with statements showing the income account for the

year and the financial condition of the company.
.

The operation and maintenance oi thi company's road were continued

under federal control until 12.01 o'clock a. m. of the first day of .March,

1920, at which timi I
thi operation of its railroad

. .., . I
:.. Dn ml ..i Hi' '•'',' "I Mai' 1 I". 1 '20, au-

thorized the acceptance on behalf of th. company of the guaranty provisions
i ..

i
[>p oved February 28, 1920, and

such acceptance was lih-d with tin I n ' n
'

March 15 1920, as provided by the vcl The effect of this was that for

the six months to September 1, 1920, the company was guaranteed a railway

operating income not less than one-half the amount named in its contract

with the Government as annual compel
Mi. Interstate Commerce ' '" Qi Oi July 2'), 1920,

effective August 26, 1920, in freight rates ii

group territory of 40 per cenl and oi
i

ill between points in

i firoup territory and other terril [1 also granted an

in passenger rates of 20 per cent, witl urchargi Pullman
50 per cent accruing to the can i. i .. II.. :ase< wen nol immediately

allowed by several of the States as to intrastate rates, so thai the lull effect

of the advance was not measured by thi percentages foi in

although, in most instances, thi , quently allowed under further

orders of the Commission.
For the full year 1920 the freight and passenger revenues

advances over the previous yeai I h

as it would have been under normal
that the greater part of the t agi i « i i

rates. The pi im ipal source of addit ii m in ihipmi nl

and ores and other products of nun. .. tituting an increa i oi

12.949,000 tons out of a total ii I 14,704,000 tons. Then
falling off in the shipments of grain, certain | lucts oi agricull i

stock, fresh meats and packing othei

and forest products, aggregating appn in ii lj 1,163, toi

were increases in manufactures and i

tons.
The number of passengers carried during the V

this increase being entirely in local itati n passengers i irricd.

There were 416,416 fewer intei h,
i

,
•. ....... u .1 than in 1919 Mi

is reflected in the decrease of '
"' mill in the average distal ich pas-

senger was carried. The advance in undi I

..I 1 1n liiici state ' nun e avei agi rei eipts pi

passenger per mi'e from 2.561

In the matter of payment ran i ttion of in.ul. which ha<

before the [nti e Coi der was
entered by the Commission in Januat ed rates

from November 1. 1916, which, undi
pi . i rui mi January I, 1918 Undi the compai
additional compensation for thi period November i. 1916, to December 31,

1917, approximately $1. run, ,,ini I -r I \. m strati ved,

as its snare for the period o I federal control $4,600,000 i

:

include $4,400,000 applying to th 191 ind 1919, repn enting the
greater part of the $4,600, b

The substantial im 1

1

orking conditions
during and since federal control havi tuation which
the company grave concern. Besides the actual increa granted
by the Director General lered bj the Labor Board, thi

reclassifications of employees and special allowanci which entail
expense without compensating return in laboi performed.

i ndei i nl' i
I
in Shop Crafl Vgreemeni „ hicli pi ovidi s thai i m

ployei • who i
[uired to chi cl ii :

... ....
tl wn time will be

paid one houi extra al thi .1 i each week, and undet rule 3 in the
of pay f. r lunch, it

is estimated thai this company incurs an additional .umu.il ...
0,000.

The .''

Inn: .1 ,|,,l! ,l 111. In ill, [.'
. l.ditioilS

. 2,799 nun m it., in, mil, . nf cquip-
uniii lii i

'

. dished ami classification and
working condit > oi i mploj

. nged and emp
i esti icted m kind of work i b I

i mplov ,1 n n .,il v tin

ii im mill "I o ipmi ni were tun noo, but
1,521 ...

,

here was
an increa
and an increase in effect"
The increa ii in pi I nci I! I foi the New Nork Central excluding

those of the Boston & All

An age monthly
1 '.''' Numbi i Monthly payroll p ... pi ployi i

Decembei 31, 191

Februarj 19, i" 10

Deci mber 31, L9
'"

I Im total amouni of payroll charged to operating
i 1917 was

$83,053,280.34, whil< f. M77,289,639.71. 1 in ,, i, operatine

i'. ii payroll tncludi 1 in

The condition of the a it the 1 ad 1 fed
ha oatised an unusual outli iii -. which ar.

will constitute the basis oi .1 claim igainsl the Director General of Ra
under the company s contraci with him mhich stipulates that its
li.ml.i bi returned at the end ol

1
deral control in substantiallj

repair and in -nl, mini'.,

There was a Sub 1 t„,|.
"

Final settl nl oi accounts ivith th. Railroad Administration for the
period 1 federal control has n

,
ii"

1

.1 hi the preparati in of thi iry f. 1 use in coi
the making 01 such a settlement.
The settlement with the L'niti 1 ernment forth. .—six months. March to August, 1920 111 connectiun with tin

vision of the Transportation Act, i ogn ssing.
The following is a comparative table of the mi!

1919 [ncreasi '

Miles Miles Miles
Main line and branches owned . . "IS ol

"I lines 1,918.86 1.019.03
I on- operated under trackage rights. 460.13 451.20 8 93

,

13,511
.120.76 loJ 83

Total road operated 6,078.18 6,069.41 8.77

Ii tl holding
1915

Dec. 31, 1916 111
Dec. 31,
1

', 19 IX X7
Dee. 31, 30.445
Dei 11 1920 96 77

Tiber holding

696 56
69
69

Branch decreased 1/lCOth of a mile, due to change
Mileage of line owned has been increased l/]OOth of a mile as follows:

changes: Decatur 1 Beech Creek Railroad decreased 3/100ths
ndonment; -M.-l

1 10/100ths due to re-
Railroad at Sharon; Detroit, Toledo &

Milwaukee Railroad decreased 4/100lhs, at Dundee, due to remcasurcment
:n connection with valuation.

Mileage opei l.age rights has been increased 8.93 miles as
follows: on an encing operation over thi

iver the Baltimon
to Haselton, 14.06 miles, have been abandon. acquired

over th, I Railroad from Xiles Junction _• miles,
Erie itern Railroad ft

miles. Rights have also been acquired ovei the V. ,,:, e Erie
land, 6,56 mil etween

Railroad Company, the Cleveland. Cincinnati,
S St. Louis Railway Company, and the Xc Railroad

Company. All of this new mileage is operated in freights..
The ti tal number of stockholders at the end of thi .396, of

whom 32,173 wen in ihe United States ami , va iue
States was $248,1 abroad,

$1,421,-' nol. lings being 77 shares and 64 shares, respectively.
The foil,, hows the growth in the numbi rs from
1915 to 1920, b, th inclu

In

Number holding
22,270
21,836 112
26,771
28,395
30,180

;r

'

''" s ,,
1 1

,

ten year . pel
' .1 like ami unl

mortgage I I

' ' '"' of the
Reading Company. The proceed . i.ii J75

" 000, to pay tl ne-year
6 per cei otes for that amount which mal

amounts expendi ay bonds 1 f thi
Railroad I uid bonds of ii

175,000), which matin. ..

.1 t,.r additions and betteri
I ill be used 1

rabsequenl to July 1. 1920.
I mcing the cosi ,„] 1_>H

ives all, ,11. ,1 to tl

I
' lueh have been delivered, tin,

ment trust
1

... ,11 Trusl No. 43) 1 sta ., equip-
tnuary 15, 1920, pn viding fi • thi payment

of 75 per cent

ments 1 ver a pet icd ol

la" 'I'
, en the Direct, r General an I

to I ili" ted from thi 1 -1 lipmi nl d< re ial on
arising, in thi iror undei thi .tract with the

1

1

,
npment will am

thing 1

In addi
fro'" •' 1 I" ci mpanv ordi 1

locomotiyi -timatcd
red dur-

ln *-' ,h '

Of this equip-
ment In,

nually 11

New York 1 entral Railroad 1 ompan, 1 quipmi • 1 ["rust
lished by

ely)
States in,

forth. Of th
"

C, C, C. & St. I . Ry (

ii 1

I

.

1'. & I.. I R. R. I

T. & O. C. Rj 1

Loco- Freight "lated
motives

11

101

I

pment trust ceftificati s,

all pay that pa
equipment which igh the trust. .11 upon

On December
provide 1

lb. . . of this loan

1. For its proportion of the 25 per cent initial cash pa;

I "i a.loun os and bet . quipment.

.

-.ment under tl

trusl under .1 sub-l

1 he Michigan Central Railroad Company to enable
that compan) to meet initial
cash payment under the l"_'il trust assumed by it :

sublease .ind foi additions and betterments to thai
cisting equipment

M'l. tec of lino wned has I.,,,, increased 1/lOOtb of a mile as followslonawanda Branch increased 2/100ths, due to correction nf error: I

This company received from the i

Louis Railway Company and from the Midi,
respectively, their 6 per ecu-
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amounts lenl lo them as above stated, divided into fifteen notes of each

compani ' installments December 23, 1921-35.

. i,l $lt,8S0.0O0 this company gave to the Government its

f.f, r. c.„ |
cember 23, 1920, for $994,000 each, maturing serially

December A by the pledge of the notes of the Cleveland,
us Railway Company nd the Michigan Cen

ti-a'i"lVai'ii i
' uaranteed by this company; $994,000 of this

pan) 6 pel cent refunding and improvement mortgage b ies B,

..,,„., I f , ihi purposi of such pledge; $6,420,000 of 6 per cent deferred
, ,,,,,,,„, .,,i hi i ni, orates dated December 23, 1920, maturing in equal

i sued under agreement dated December
IS 19 '(

| I
iL-nial 1920 equipment trust agreement

heretofore mentioned l
;

? 1 .000.00!) of ) per cent general mortgage bonds of

Hi, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company and the

the i mentioned company, for $4,000,000,

ruaranteed b; ompany, which note is in turn secured by the pledge

of $4,189,000 of that company's 6 per cent refunding and improvement
mortgage bonds, series V
The $11,925,000 loan:

.

II i.iii, ,. using the proceeds of this loan for the following pur-

poses:

1. For additions and betterments to iis way and
structun $5,500,000

2. Loan to the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago &
St. Louis Railway Company for additions and

' betterments to way and structures $4,560,000

3. Loan to the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Railway '"ompany. which, in turn,

made a loan for the same amount to the Cin-

cinnati Northern Railroad Company to provide

for additions and betterments to way and
structures and equipment of that company..

4. Loan to the Michigan Central Railroad Com
pany for additions and betterments to way
and structures

5. Loan to the Toledo & Ohio Central Railway-

Company for additions and betterments to

way and structures. ...

6. Loan to the Zanesville & Western Railway Com-
pany for additions and betterments to way
and structures

7. Loan to the Kanawha & Michigan Railway Com-
pany for additions and betterments to way
and structures and equipment

S. Loan to the Lake Erie & Western Rail ma, I

Company for additions and betterments to

way and structures and equipment

113,000 4,673,000

This company received from the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railway 'Company, the Michigan Central Rfil™ad Company.the

Toledo & Oh,,, Central Railway Company, the Zanesville i< Western Railway

Company 'lie Kanawha & Michigan Railway Company and the Lake trie

& Western Railroad Company, respectively, their 6 per cent ten-year

notes dated December 23. 1920, for the amounts lent to them as above

stated, the note of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

way Company lor $4,560,000 being secured by the pledge of a like amount

of that company's 6 per cent refunding and improvement mortgage bonds,

series B. the note of that company Tor $113,000 being secured by the

nledge of the 6 per cent ten-year note, dated December 23, 1920, ot the

Cincinnati Northern Railroad Company for a like amount, guaranteed

by the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company

and the note of the Michigan Central Railroad Company being secured

by the pledge of $507,000, principal amount, of that company s 6 per

cent refunding and improvement mortgage bonds, series B

For this loan of $11,925,000. this company gave to the Government its

6 per cent ten-year note dated December 23, 1920 secured by pledge of

(1 the above notes of the Cleveland, Cmcinnatl, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

way Company, the Michigan Central Railroad Company, the Toledo & Ohio

Central Railway Com, .any. Hie Zanesville & Western Railway Company,

the Kanawha & Michigan Railway Company and the Lake Erie & Western

Railroad Company, guaranteed by this company, several ot the saia

nledeed notes being, in turn, secured bv the pledge of bonds or otner

collaterals as above shown; and (2) by $5,500,000 of this company s 6 per

cent refunding and improvement mortgage bonds, series B, issued for the

PUg°S
addition

UC
to ttlunded debt outstanding, there were nominally issued

during the year and pledged as collateral, as more fully set forth elsewhere,

$31,494,000 of New York Central Railroad Company refunding and im-

provement mortgage 6 per cent bonds series B and $6 420,000 of New

York Central Railroad Company Supplemental Equipment Trust of 1920

deferred 6 per cent equipment trust gold certificates. •

Upon the payment in full at maturity of $15,000,000 one-year notes, the

$20,000,000 of New York Central Railroad Company refunding and im-

provement 4K- per cent bonds, series A, which were pledged in 1919 as part

security for said notes, were returned to the treasury of the company and,

upon resolution of the Board of Directors, cancelled.
.

The changes in the funded debt of the company are shown in the fol-

lowing statement:
Amount as reported on December 31, 1919,

$671654 782 46

which has been increased as follows:

N Y C R. R. Co. ten-year 7% Collateral

trust gold bonds $23,000,000.00

N. Y. C. R. R. Co. Equipment Trust 6%
notes of January 15, 1920, given to the

Director General of Railroads

N. Y. C. R. R. Co. Equipment
Trust of April 15, 1920, 7%
certificates $36,225,000.00
Proportion allocated to „ „

other N. Y. C. Lines.... 18,927,490.05 17,297,509.95

for certificates issued under equipment
igreements as fol

\ .'i i Lines Trust of 1907. installment
lovember, 1920 1,492,884.74

N, ,. .
i

. Lines Tn il of 1910, installment
due January, 1921 1.400.413.74

X Y C. Lines Trust of 1912, installment
due January, 1921 688.398.90

Boston & Albany Trust of 1912, installment
due October, 1920 500,000.00

\ 5 C. Lines Trust of 1913, installment
742,117.61

i of 1917, installment
due January. 1921 1.117,000.00 6.046.M4.99

leaving the funded debt on December 31, 1920 $748.3 ;

In addition to the funded debt outstanding on December 31, 1920. the
md toll- payable appear on the balance sheet:

War Finance Corporation $17,500,000.00
Secretary of the Treasury 6.500,000.00

toi i. eneral of Railroads 7,000,000.00
Banks, trust companies and miscellaneous 2,432,866.68

Total $33,432,866.68

13,674.000.00

Ten-year 6% promissory note given to the

Secretary of the Treasury of the United
-iii, . dated December 23, 1920 11,925.000.00

Fifteen 6% promissory notes maturing serial-

Is i! \early intervals given to the Secre-

tarj of the" Treasury of the United States,

dated December 23, 1920 14,850,000.00 82,746,509.95

$754,401,292.41

and has been reduced as follows:
II ,.ii mortgage favor East Cambridge
Land Company, matured and paid off $100,000.00

Payments falling due during the year and on
January 1, 1921, on the company's liability

< in i
li tober 25, 1920, the company gave its 6 per cent demand note for

$7,000,000 to the Director General of Railroads to be applied upoi the
company's indebtedness to the United States for additions and betterments

niiig federal control. It was agreed that the note should be secured
In the pledge of $7,000,000, principal amount, of the company's refunding
and improvement mortgage bonds, series B, to be issued, when authorized

by the Interstate Commerce Commission, against additions and betterments
made during federal control. Aside from the above the loans and bills

ne renewals or extensions of those shown in the stockholders' re-

port for 1919.

During the year the company acquired 193 shares, par value $9,650, of
the common stock of the Pittsburgh McKeesport & Youghiogheny Railroad
Company. Its total holdings in this stock at the close of 1920 were 31,337
shares, par value $1,566,850, or 39 per cent of the amount outstanding.
The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad Company owns a like amount of this

stock. '

The capital stock of the Detroit, Toledo & Milwaukee Railroad Company-
is owned jointly and equally by the New York Central Railroad Compar-
and the Michigan Central Railroad Company. The road of the Detroit
Toledo & Milwaukee Railroad Company originally extended from Dundee,
Michigan, to Allegan, Michigan, a distance of 133.14 miles, and under an
agreement dated January 1, 1905, provision was made for the operation of
the section between Homer and Allegan by the Michigan Central Railroad
Company and between Homer and Dundee by the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern Railway Company. In 1913, a section of this line between Allegan
and Battle Creek, 39 miles, was sold to a traction company, and the re-

maining mileage of the road was redivided for operation between the Lake
si \ Michigan Southern Railway Company and the Michigan Central
Railroad Company, so that the portion assigned to the Lake Shore & Michi-
gan Southern Railway Company was 46.98 miles between Dundee and Mos-
cow and the portion assigned to the Michigan Central Railroad Company-
was the line between Moscow and Battle Creek, a distance of 47.15 miles.

As the original agreement of January 1, 1905, had not been modified, the
New York Central Railroad Company and the Michigan Central Railroad
Company executed during the Near an agreement with the Detr.it. Toledo
& Milwaukee Railroad Company, effective September 1, 1913, for the opera-
tion of the road based on the new division of mileage.

""nion Telegraph Corn-
satisfactorily settledpany

atroversy of long standing with the Wester
i connection with wire mileage allowances waconnectio

— -Ing the y
In the operation of the Pension Department 255 employees were retired

and placed upon the pension rolls. Of these retirements, 161 were author-
ized because of the attainment of seventy years of age and 94 bcause of
permanent physical disability. The number of pensioners who died during
1920 was 187. The number of retired employees upon the pension rolls at

the close of the year was 1,776. The average monthly pension allowance
of these is $29.61. The total amount paid in pensions during the vear was
$615,020.52.
On July 28, 1920, the Board of Directors authorized the execution of a

uniform contract for express operations over rail lines with the American
nd authorization pur-
ommission. The con-
nd the approval of

Railway Express Company subject to the approval a

suant to law by order of the Interstate Commerce C
tract was duly executed in behalf of this company,
the Interstate Commerce Commission having been duly given, it became
effective on September 1. 1920. The contract is in the nature of an experi-
ment, being the outgrowth of the merger of the express companies and other
conditions created during federal control. It is for a term of five years
and thereafter until the expiration of four months* notice by either party,

but may be terminated by this company, on six months' notice. , n Fl :

28, 1923. or, under certain conditions, on that date by the express company.
In order to preserve continuity of comparisons, operating revenues, oper-

ating expenses and other statistics have been separately shown in detat

where in this report for the full calendar year 1920 regardless of federal

control, guaranty period or corporate operation.
The income to the corporation, arrived at by the addition of compensation

received under federal control, the guaranteed net railway operating income
under Section 209 of the Transportation Act of 1920. and the net railway
operating income for the four months September to December. 1920, inclu-

:ive. was less by $S. 246. 181. 33 than that received as compensation from the

United Si ment during the federal control vear 1919. The results

for the i of operation since August 31 have not indicated pro
rata the return orovided for under the Transportation Act and contemplated
in the ra!, nted bv the Interstate Commerce Commission.
During 1920 the results of operation of the stockyards at East Buffalo

were included in miscellaneous operations while in 1919 they were included
in the operating revenue and expense accounts. This is the principal cause
of the increase shown in miscellaneous operatii

The decrease in income from lease of toad, the increase in income fr m
separately operated p'operties-profit. the increase in miscellaneous rent deduc-
tions, and tli decrease in miscellaneous tax accruals are chiefly due to

adjustments of accruals, etc., in the accounts and not to greater or smaller

income.
Miscellaneous rent income shows an increase of $263,785.13. mamly due

to additional amount accrued during the .year on land leased.

Revenue from miscellaneous non-operating physical properly decreased

$81,809.33. This is a net account and the decrease is mainly due to the

inclusion in 1920 of acci

laining corpor.it

years 1918 and 1919 as

Railroad Company

iiulated chare, s for i icpi nse i f i in-rating and main-

n the Mail Service and Office Building for the

ell as those for 1920.
nd income of $636,548.38 is principally- accounted
J.eclared during the year by the Mahoning Coal
the Merchants Despatch Transportation Company.
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SI MMARV OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME

Year ended
Dec. 31,

1920

Year ended Increase
Dec. 31, or

1919 decrease

theCompensation accruer

possession, use and control oi

the property of this company
and its leased lines, as stated

in contract with the Director

General of Railroads—January

1 to February -'9, inclusive.. . $9,300,438.42

Additional compensation accrued

account completed additions

and bettc-ments—January 1 to

February 29. inclusive 237.569.11

Guaranteed net railway operat-

inr income under section l:

orl ition Act of 192')

—March 1 to August 31, in-

. . . $28,699,177.36
i iting in-

come iU'ins au-

dited March 1 to

August 31, inclu-

sive, e.pplicableto

the period prior

to January 1.

1918 330,721.10 28,368,456.26

Net railway operating income

—

corporate account—September
1 to December 31, inclusive. 11,537,942.97

Total (compared with com-
pensation accrued in 1919 un-

der contract with Director
General of Railroads'* $49,444,406.76 : $8,246,181.33

Miscellaneous Operations

Revenues
Expenses and taxes

Net income

: Income
Income from lease of road....
Miscellaneous rem income
Miscellaneous ni a 01

physical pi opci t\

: opi r ited

profit

Dividend im .me
in, ..in, from funded se uril ies

Income from unfundi
ties and accounts..

Income from sinking ai

resen e funds
Miscellaneous income

4.734.223.16 4.039,728.66

-$19,113.34
263,785.13

161,173 :r

1 19,179.1 I

45.880.52

foTAi OTHBH INCOME... $15,459,802.73 $13,619,366.20 $1,840,436.53

Gross i

•• .$65,109,738 56 ! -$6,198,766.08

DeDL'CTIh- '
I

Rent foi $10,366
Miscellaneous rents 739
w i in, 6 1,17

i
'i

—loss 149

Interest on funded debt 30.736.911.26
Interest o -. unfunded debt ... 5,889,446.74
Amortizati n erf discount on

funded debt 440.032.96
Maintenance of investmi

ganization
Miscellaneous income charges.. 318.660.15
Corporate general expenses . .

,, i,

193.678.10

82.015.95

4.772.88
323.290.21
015.R00.46

$1,077,449.29
(.3.251.51

—23.357.56

67,258.47
1,077,449.29
788.603.32

—1.273.16
I,,, 10 06

-639.212.05

$14,845,919.91 13,1 1,619.8 -$8,267,699.96

Lcs.< revenues and expenses
applicable to period p io

to January 1, 1918,
for account ol the
tion i

. ,i States
Railroad Administration.. . 1,111, 131 9 ' 1,196,369.2

' —2.085.137.27

Net corporate income. . $13. 734 >I :. 250. 65 —$6,182,562.69

DlSFOSl PION OP Ni , I NCON I

Dividends del tared (5 per cent
each year)

Sinking funds

Total appropriations of
income 184,187.81 $243.82

SURPl l

CARRIED TO PROFIT AND
;.33 $7,433,062.84 —$6.1S3,S06. 51

Profit and Loss Account

Balance to creoit of profit and loss, December 31, 1919.

Additions:

Surplus for the year 1920 $1,250,256.33
From I'nited States Government in adjust-
ment of mail ray for vears 1916-1917. .

Profit on road and equipment sold
1,646,161.61

21,899.69

Deductions:

Surplus appropriated for investment in

operty $23,096.20
Depreciation prior to July 1, 1907, on
equipment retired during year 502.362.54

Loss on retired road and equipment 29.121.90
Sundry adjustments ,'netl and uncollectible
accounts 53,326.52

ce ro credit of profit and loss, December 31. 1920.. $89,933,555.34

income from funded securities increased $149,179.14, this being attribut-

able to interest received on old first mortgage bonds of the Kanawha &
Hocking Coal ai I ; any, and accrued interest on first mortgage
sinking fund bonis of thai com] 1 during the year in exchange
for the old bonds in connection with a general settlement with the o al and
coke com]
The increase of $694,494.50 in the income from unfunded securities and

accounts is largely due to intei nncnt in

treasury Certificates and other securities, ot cash from the
sale of equipment trust April 15, 1920, until such time as

the funds were required to ray fcr new equipment
The increase , i - ,me largely represents

profit resulting froi the [Mtrcha e i foreign exchange for payment of
dividends.

Rent for leased roads inn '.29. This is almost entirely

caused by larger payments to ilu- Mahoning Coal Railroad Company since
February 29, 1920. D.iring federal control the company paid, under agree-
ment with the Mahoning Dal Railroad Company, a rental based on 40
per cent of the I 'ring the test period, while,
since the iermina:i, n of federal control, the payments have been on the
basis of 40 per cent oi trnings.

The decrease of $656,801.04 in war taxes is the result of a change in

ince Vo .,
! 20, war taxes for the last four

months of the year having been included in railway tax accruals.
Largely contributing to the increase of $67,258.47 in charges foi

connection with aeparal :s is this company's proportion
of an increased deficit fl I

Relt Railroad.
The increase of $1,509,689 n funded debt is due to the

increasi u such delt as noted elsewhere, while the increase in interest on
unfunded debt is mainlj in that accrued in li ents on additions
and betti equipmnnt and on other ace, unts due the
United States Government, 'Ms more than offsetting the saving in interest

due to the reduction in the short term debt of the company.
I lie cor] orate only those for

Ihe months of January and February during which the property was under
federal control, expendil for the remainder of the vear
being incf ded in ' accounts for the decrease of

,, 19 i 9

The net corporate inconn Foi is $13,734,687.96, a decrease of
$6,182,562.69 as compared with 1919. After payment of the divi

5 per cent and sinking fund deductions of $4,816.87, there remained for
the year a surplus to be -6.33.

Expenditures during the vear for improvements on property were as
follows!

inents on owned proper! -ration $3,776,663.77
Equipment purchased and acquired less equipment- retired and

transferred 3.349,574.03
Improvements on leased property '. 2,159.424.07
Improvements on miscellaneous physical property 2jl36.678.33

The net increase in property investments during the vear
1920 was - $11,422,340.19

The cost of the equipment allotted to the New York Central Railroad
Company during federal control by the Director General of Railroads aid
covered by equipment trust agreement dated January 15. 1920, was included
in the detailed lists of rovements to property contained
in (he annual reports I one-third of the
equipment covered ' the New York Central Et id O pany'a Equipment

and its cost a thi detailed tabulations in 'his report. The cost of
the remainder of this equipment, which it is expected will be delil

1921, will' appear in the eporl for thai

This c, ni; ii stock of the N.
and Harlem Railroad I its steam line under lease.

The traction lines of tl Harlem Railroad Company were
operated hy the Metropolil any under a ooo vear
leas,- dated June 11, 1896, and following reorganization of the lessee, were

-equent to

t January 31. 19
the lines were r. I

nd have since been operated

lanuarv 1. 1912, and by Job E
Comoanv, after March 20. 1110, until midnight
h>- ord< r o' the United S( ites

rlie New York and Harlem Railroad O D

by that company.
(hi lulv >2, [920, in Paris, France, occurred the death of William K.

ill. concerning whosi character and service with this com
appropriate minute will he f. und on another page of this n
The B<

Secretary pany, at his home in [slip, long Island, on I'

21. 1920. after fortv-four years of service with the New York Centra'

Edward P. Si retary, effective February 24,

On January 28, 1920, Messrs. Albert II. Harris and Rertram Cutl
elected direct l

, , laiivc aclcn wledgmcnt is mane to all officers and employees of
their loval and efficient co-operation and service.

For the Board of Directors,

ALFRED H. SMITH.
President.

[Advertisement I
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Railway Officers

Executive

D. M. Swobe has been el I president and traffic manager

f the Mr' 1, aid River with headquarters ;ii San Francisco,

ding J. 1 1. Qiieal, deci ased.

Charles S. Lake lias been appointed assistant to the president

j the Chesapeake X Ohio and the Hocking Valley, with head-

ii Richmond, Va., effective June 1. Mr. Lake was

born mi Maj 27, 1871, at

Front Royal, Va., ami 1

1

ceived his education at

private si hcii Is and at

the Front Royal Acad-

emy. 1 le entered railway

service in May, 1885. as

i i graph operator with

the Richmond & Alle-
gheny (now a part of the

i Ihesapeake & Ohio) and

subsequently served that

road and the Norfolk &
Western in yard and

train service. In Sep-

tember, 1888, he became
,i <li patcher for the Nor-
folk & Western and from

1890 to 1897 served in

the same capacity on the

Chesapeake & Ohio. In Co, i

January, 1897. he re-

turned to the Norfolk &
Western and until 1902 served in turn as night chief dispatcher,

general yardmaster and assistant trainmaster at Roanoke, Va.,

and Bluefield, W. Va. For five years he served as trainmaster

and superintendent of the Danville and Washington division of

the Southern. He then became superintendent of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, first at Hartford and then at

Watcrbury, Conn., and served in that capacity until 1912, wlien

he was appointed general superintendent of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis. From May, 1914, to June, 1917, he served as general

manager of the Seaboard Air Line and left to perform special

service for the president of the Erie, where he remained until

the period of federal control, during which he served as assistant

director, division of operation, and assistant to the director

general of railroads. At the expiration of federal control he

remained until August, 1920, with the United States Railroad

Administration, when he became general manager of the Nor-
folk-Southern, in which capacity lie was serving at the time of

his recent appointment.

Operating

J. A. Davis, district superintendent of the Pullman Com-
pany, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., has been

transferred to Louisville, Ky., and has been succeeded by

T. J. Eddings, who has been district superintendent at Mexico
( ity, Mex.

R. G. Fagan has been appointed superintendent of freight

protection of the Southern Pacific with headquarters at San

Francisco, effective July 1. The work of preventing loss of

and damage to freight shipments lias been assumed by the

operating department.

J. H. Walsh, assistant superintendent of the Southern

Pacific, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., has been

promoted to superintendent of the Austin division, with

headquarters at Austin, Tex., succeeding T. T. Player, who
resigned recently. C. H. Maguire, trainmaster of the Austin

division, with headquarters at Austin. Tex., has been promoted

to assistant superintendent, with headquarters at Houston,

Tex., succeeding A. L. Kuykendall, who was killed recently

in a motor car accident at Houston. H. F. Kelly, chief clerk
to the division superintendent, with headquarters at San
Antonio, Tex., succeeds Mr. Maguire.

W. J. Edwards, whose appointmi ral superin-
tendent the Southern with headquarters at Chattan

I 'iin. announced in the Railwa , rum 1"

born at De Kalb, Kempei diss., in 1866.

He entered railway service at the ag track laborer
with tin Mobile & Ohio and was later promoted to track
foreman. Mr. Edward then entered train service as a l.rake-
Ni.iN and subsequently served as freight and passenger con--
ductor, and roadmaster. In 1914. hi

superintendent at Birmingham, Ala., which position he held
;ii the time of his recent appointment. Mr. Edwards has

i continuously with the Mold!.- & Ohio and the South-
or 39 years, with the exception of one year, when he

was in the service of the St. Louis lion Mountain & Southern
ion engineer.

James H. Aydelott, whose promotion to superintendent of

transportation of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with
headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway
of July 2 (page SO), was born in Jersey County, 111., in

Mi \ydelott entered railway service as a stenographer and
clerk in the mechanical department of the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy at St. Joseph, Mo., in September. 1902. Six
years later he was promoted to chief clerk to the division

superintendent at St. Joseph. After three years' service in

that position, he became chief clerk to the general superin-

tendent, with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., and one year

later was transferred to Chicago as chief clerk to the assist-

ant general manager. In 1916 he was promoted to train-

master, with headquarters at La Crosse, Wis., and after one
year's service at that location he was promoted to superin-

tendent, with headquarters at Hannibal, Mo. During the
next three years, Mr. Aydelott served as superintendent at

Hannibal, at Omaha, Neb., and at Casper. Wyo.. and in

August, 1920, was advanced to assistant superintendent of
transportation, with headquarters at Chicago, the position

hi occupied at the time of his recent promotion.

Traffic

L. R. Capron has been appointed assistant freight traffic

manager of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St.

Paul, Minn., effective July 1.

F. C. Jerome has been appointed general eastern freight

agent of the New York Central with headquarters at New
York, succeeding L. M. Souders, resigned.

A. C. Irons, general passenger agent of the Chicago Great

Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to be-

come associated with the D. H. Howland Sugar Company of

Detroit, Mich.

F. M. Hicks, comptroller of the Gulf. Mobile & Northern,

with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed traffic

ger, succeeding T. D. Geohegan, whose resignation was
noted in the Railway Age of July 8 (page 941). L. C. Hol-
lingsworth, auditor of receipts, with headquarters at Mobile,

Ala., lias been appointed assistant general freight and passen-

nt. with the same headquarters, effective July 2. J. S.

Gibson, succeeds Mr. Hollingsworth.

Mechanical

D. D. Briggs has been appointed master mechanic in full

charge of the mechanical department of the Alabama, Ten-
nessee & Northern with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., effective

July 1.

Obituary

Dr. Norman H. Morrison, for 30 years chief surgeon of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast lines, died at his home
in "Los Angeles, tab, on July 3, after an operation. Mr.

Morrison was 68 years old.
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Modem big locomotives have

added to the shop's burden.

Ryerson-Conradson

Railroad Radial will help lift it.

A Growing Problem
To perform efficiently, modern locomotives with their

numerous improvements and increased number of parts

must be properly maintained.

Their maintenance involves work of great variety.

Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Radials are designed for

just this kind of work.

Twin motor drive, elimination of bevel gears, reduction

by one-half of the number of gears used in the ordinary

radial and convenient control—all speed up repair pro-

duction, and reduce maintenance cost.

Joseph T. Ryersdn & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The condition of freight cars is steadily growing worse.

I he total number of cars reported in bad order on July 1

was 354,611, or IS.4 per cent of the

The Condition total number, as compared with 15.1

of Cars per cent on June 15. The number of

Grows Worse D0X r;irs '" bad orc^er was 1 80 >544,

and the number of gondolas, 136,144.

The number of cars of each of these classes reported in bad

order showed an increase. These figures are the worst ever

reported in the history of American railroads so far as this

paper knows. The wage reduction granted by the Railroad

Labor Board went into effect on the date on which these

figures were reported. The statistics given in the next re-

port will be interesting and significant. Undoubtedly many
railroads postponed repairs on all the cars they could until

July 1 in order to get the benefit of the reduced labor costs.

It would be a healthy sign if the next report should show

a reduction in the number of bad order cars. Just how long

it will be before a substantial revival of traffic will occur

cannot be safely predicted. It does seem, however, that there

soon should be a rapid increase in the demand for box cars

to move grain, and gondolas to move coal. Both railroad

earnings and public sentiment would be adversely affected

if the railways should find themselves unable this fall and

winter to handle all the traffic of any kind offered because of

too much delay in beginning to improve the condition of cars.

In securing the greatest economy in the purchase and use of
cross-tie.-, there are numerous factors to be considered just

as in the purchase and utilization of
Cross-Tie anv other material on a railroad. A

Purchases and low first price is by no means the de-

Economy termining factor in all cases and at all

times, for there are often many odter

points which must be taken into consideration in arriving
at true economy. It would seem that this should be so well
known by this time as not to need repetition, yet from time
lo time instances come to notice which tend to show that it is

not as well known as one might think. Just where the fault

lies it is difficult to say. It would seem, however, to rest

witli tlie purchasing methods pursued by the roads involved.
In the past few years a large amount of information relative

to the economical selection of ties ha- been made available

through the research work and the studies of the various
committees of such organizations as the American Railway
Engineering Association, the American Wood Preservers

Association and others. Thus it fjas become possible for

maintenance men and others sufficiently interested to deter-

mine the classes of ties that would be most economical for

any particular road. In general maintenance officers have
availed themselves of this information with varying success,

though on some roads little of this accumulated knowledge
lias been put to effective use. In some cases this may be

due perhaps to the fact that tin- finances of the road are in

such a shape that the cheapest tic in first cost is the only

tie it can afford to buy. There are other roads, though, that

are able to look beyond first cost and yet do not always

do so. There is a tendency on some such roads where the

specification of ties is largely out of the control or guidance
of the tie men of the maintenance department to think in

terms of branch line tie- heap tic-. And on such roads

it will be found that usually there are far too many branch

line and siding ties for such tracks and far too few ga

available for main line service. The result is obvious—

the uneconomical use of ties. The remedy is equally

obvious.

The critical period through which the railroads have passed

during the last ten months has put a damper on the activi-

ties of several sections of the American
Encourage Railway Association as well as on some

the of the independent associations of rail-

Associations way men. In some cases the meetings

have been abandoned; in others the

work has been greatly curtailed. While this may not be a

serious matter in the case of a technical group subjected to

direction by the A. R. A., in the case of an independent

association, the failure to hold an annual meeting may
readily jeopardize its very existence. This is the case at

present with one of the smaller associations composed of

men of the foreman and general foreman class, who,

because of reductions in compensation and the drastic cur-

tailments of their work by the various roads, have suffered

a heavy loss in esprit de corps. As a consequence the of-

ficers of this association despair of instilling the necessary

enthusiasm in the membership to insure a successful pro-

gram at this year's meeting. The value of these technical

associations of railway men is generally recognized. They
constitute a most wholesome influence for loyalty and in-

terest in the welfare of the properties. The railways can

ill afford to allow the work of these organizations to lapse

because of any lack of encouragement or guidance on the

part of the management-.

In examining a list of the officers of the railways of Great'
Britain a striking characteristic is at once apparent to one

. _

who ordinarily refers only to such lists
Kecogmtion of American railroad officers. Directly
of Faithful under the name of every important

Service officer is found the name of his chief
clerk, before the subordinate officers-

llv 'isjed. fhis
i ontrast to the pro-

cedure in this country, where m the Usual list available to
the public not even the names i rks to the highest
executive officers arc given. The duties of a chief clerk are
admittedly of great importance. Upon him dej
great extent the proper functioning of the property under the
supervision of the officer for whom he work-.

"

Often the
chief clerk's duties take .m the characteristics of those of an
officer and not infrequently he is called upon to

responsibilities of bis absent superior. In view of the im-
portance of the position and the recognition accorded it in
other countries the question as to whether or not American
railroads as a whole arc giving adequate recognition or coru-

pensation to the chief clerks of our railroad- is a natural
one. Many of these men naturally take the position that

they are not receiving the recognition their -en ice merit-
ami this view is ably expressed in an article written by a
chief clerk which appears elsewhere in this ;-.,],

. At all

1 1
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events the subject is one of greatest importance and merits

the fullest discussion as does any suggestion of injustice in

any quarter and all the mure in the case of these men who
number so largely among the loyal servants of our railroads.

The Class I railroads of the United States in May, 1921,

had a net railway operating income of $37,080,654, as com-
pared with a deficit in May, 1920, of

The May $5,429,769. For the first four months
Net of of this year the net was $90,332,121 as

$37 080 654 against hut $26,400,110 in the first five

months of 1920. Even though the

May, 1921, net represented but 2.41 per cent instead of 6

per cent on the aggregate value of the property used in the

service of transportation, the situation has certain favorable

aspects, for it indicates that some progress is being made.

The difficulty is, liowever, that too much of this progress

has had to be brought about through economies of the most

drastic order and represents the severe methods adopted to

meet a most difficult problem rather than improvement in

the traffic and general situation. The business handled in

the first five months of 1921. as is only too well known, has

been much less than that carried in the first five months of

1920. The higher freight rates even with the smaller traffic

have kept the freight earnings on a par with the 1920

period; the freight earnings in the first five months of 1921

being $1,547,860,564 and in the same period of 1920,

$1,518,840,2.39. The total operating revenues, however,

have been less. Now, it is well known that with the

decreasing traffic, operation cannot be handled as efficiently.

The train load cannot be maintained and in general econo-

mies in transportation cannot keep pace with the falling off

in business. In the first five months of 1921 total operating

expenses were $1,984,693,193, or $106,209,104 less than the

same period of last year. Transportation expenses were

$33,288,859 less. Expenses for maintenance of way and

structures, however, were $51,556,966 less and for main-

tenance of equipment $37,689,558 less. It is, therefore, evi-

dent that the improvement in net has been too largely due to

savings in maintenance rather than to a real improvement

in the situation. The stock exchange has a somewhat uncanny

way of reflecting improvement or the lack of it in the proper-

ties behind the securities in which it trades. The absolute

lack of interest in railroad securities at present is probably

due to various reasons, but, no doubt, one of them is a recog-

nition of the facts of the case that are here noted.

Analysis of the net earnings for May and the first five

months of 1921 taking into consideration- some of the major

factors which affect them, shows that

Inadequate Main- the emphasis that has been placed on

tenance Affects the improvement over the showing in the

N et corresponding month of 1920, is hardly

justified. As has been pointed out in a

preceding note, the larger part of the increase in net as com-

pared with last year has resulted from reduction in expenses

for maintenance of way and structures of $51,556,966 and for

maintenance of equipment, $37,689,558. These great reduc-

tions would indicate that road bed and equipment were not

being kept up. If confirmation were needed, it is to be

found in the statistics of the number of employees. The
latest figures are for March and in that month less than

one-half as many section men were employed as in August,

1920, while the various classes of shop employees show re-

ductions averaging about 25 per cent. It would be interest-

ing to see what the net earnings in May or the five months

would have been had the proper amount of work been done

on the track and rolling stock. No ready measure of the de-

ficiency in maintenance of way work is available, but tin-

statistics of bad order cars furnish a rough indication of

the deferred expenses in the equipment department. From
April 1 to May 1, to take one month, the number of heavy

bad order cars increased 36,568. The average cost of

properly repairing heavy bad order cars is placed at $1,000

to $1,200 each. Assuming that the roads had repaired these

36,000 cars instead of applying bad order tags, taking

$1,100 as the average cost of repairs, the expenses for main-

tenance of equipment in the month of April would have

been increased $40,000,000 and the net operating income

would have been changed into a deficit. Of course many
of these cars may be retired, but even so there will be a con-

siderable charge to operating expenses. The results for

April are typical of the first six months of this year. In

that period the heavy bad order cars increased 139,193 for

which the estimated cost of repairs is $153,000,000. Rail-

way officers realize that the properties have not been kept up

to the proper standard in recent months and now that wages

have been reduced, the amount of maintenance work is be-

ing increased. This will affect the financial results and

net earnings may show little increase, despite the reduction

in wages. At any rate, it will be extremely difficult to judge

whether the roads are on a sound basis financially until

maintenance reaches a normal volume.

What apparently is the most valid criticism of the British

railway bill which is now in committee is the fact that super-

vision practically as thorough as out-

British Bill right government control is contem-

Has No plated under its provisions without the

Guaranty compensating feature, even for the

period of transition, of financial respon-

sibility on the part of the government. The justice of this

criticism becomes apparent when recent income figures are

examined. In April of this year the roads incurred an oper-

ating deficit of $28,472,116,' calling for a payment of $46,-

386,076 by the government to bring receipts up to the guar-

anteed return on the basis of the year 1913. In May the

deficit was $25,475,945 and the governments liability $44,-

196,665. The situation in which the roads will find them-

selves next month when government control, and consequently

the government guaranty, ceases can scarcely be considered

an enviable one. It is doubtful if the most optimistic advo-

cates of the bill couid expect the economies hoped for under

the consolidations provided by the bill to be great enough

to compensate for the cessation of the government guaranty.

At any rate the contemplated savings can not be expected to

make themselves felt immediately and, until they do,

Britain's transportation system will be in jeopardy. Mean-
while the time remaining for the consideration of the bill

is becoming shorter and the hope that ample opportunity

would be provided for the fullest discussion in committee

and on the floor of the House of Commons has all but disap-

i
leared.

One of the striking features of the May revenues and ex-

penses of the individual Class I roads—published in last

week's issue of the Railway Age—was
The the somewhat remarkable improvement

Pennsylvania's in net- shown bj the Pennsylvania

Come Back Railroad. The Pennsylvania, consid-

ering it as a road of 7.3 23 miles, rather

than as a system of over 10,00(1 miles, had a gross income

in May, 1921, of $40,773,400 as compared with a gross in

May. i
(i 20, of $40,408,665 or about the same amount. Its

net railway operating income, however, for the month of

May was, in 1921, $3,848,609 as compared with a deficit

in May, 1920, of $5,727,323; in other words there was a

difference. or an increase in net of no le>~ than $9,575,933.
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For the fir.4 live months of 1921, the net railway operating

income was $6,370,846; in the first live months of 1920,

operations resulted in a deficit of $30,944,101, an increase

in L921 over 1920 of $37,314,949. The Pennsylvania to-

day is carrying only about 75 per cent of the amount of

traffic handled in the early part of 1920. It is, however,

apparently keeping the situation well in hand. For one

thing, its average train load in May, 1921, was 877 as com-

pared with 887 m May, 1920, and an average for the year

L920 i I 880. The per cent of locomotives in had order in

May was 22.8 as compared with 31.1 in May, 1920, or with

28.9 in January. Bad order freight cars were 10.3 per cent

in May an increase from 3.9 per cent in January; this in-

dii ites a trend in the wrong direction and show- that part

javings in costs of operation have come in maintenance

of equipment but attention may be drawn to the fact that

the average percentage of bad order cars in May for the

country as a whole was approximately 14 per cent. The
Pennsylvania is far from being hack where it ought to be,

but its progress towards recovery i- quite decisive.

It is a well-known fact that, regardless of the conscientious-

ness of tlie efforts made, familiarity with a job or problem

frequently acts as a deterrent in at-

Give Your tempts made Inwards improved methods

Men of carrying on work. In other words it

the Chance 's possible to get so close to one's own
work as to secure a distorted perspec-

tive. Probably no class of men suffer more from this handi-

cap than railway division officers. The work carried on under

their direction is at all times urgent, leaving little time for

the minor officials or foremen charged with its actual prose-

cution to visit and learn how their neighbors are meeting

similar problems. The handicap is general, existing in all

departments—mechanical, maintenance of way, engineering,

traffic, etc. Various schemes for broadening the vision of the

men engaged in a particular line of work have, at different

times, been tried out on the roads of this country with the

same success that attended a recent experiment made in Eng-
land where, as reported in the Railway Gazette for May (i,

1921, the London & North Western invited the personnel of

the permanent way department to submit suggestions for im-

proving methods generally. The response was generous and

several devices for saving both labor and time were received

and thus made available for general adoption. Usually such

Schemes have been somewhat departmental in character, the

efforts of a particular road being confined to a single depart-

ment and often to a single department of a particular divi-

sion, thus localizing the benefits and leaving the general

situation little improved. However, the better methods which

have been developed more or less locally seem to indicate that

much good might result from making the experiments more
comprehensive and to include all divisional work and all

divisions of a road.

One of the greatest farces in the history of American rail-

roads was enacted last month. The officers of two hundred
railroad- met with dummy rcprescnta-

The Futility tives of the employees and win
of the Labor through tin- motions of negotiating

Conferences rules. At the end they were no nearer

agreement than at the beginning, for

progress was blocked by the instructions which the American
Federation of Labor gave to the local labor committees. In
the decision on tile national agreements the Labor Board
said. "Naked presentation as irreducible demands of
voluminous forms of contracts regulating working conditions
with instructions to sign on the dotted line is not a per-

formance of the obligation to decide disputes in conference if

possible." The unions absolutely disregarded this decision.

The local committees of emplo .verned entirely by
instructions from a sub-commil ement
Committee of the Railway Employees' Department of the

American Federation of Labor, which, before the conferences

were opened, laid down the procedure that all committees

were to follow. It will bi that at this time the presi-

de nt of the machinists' union was trying to get into Soviet

Russia. Perhaps the sub-committee was not authorized to

deviate from the policies laid down before he departed. After

trying to arrange i with groups of carriers cover-

ing certain territories, the local committees on the individual

railroads presented to the managements as the proposed new-

agreement the national agreement, with the exception of those

rules dealing with wage-. When this was rejected by the

railroads, the program outlined by the sub-committee was
followed. Almost without exception, the employee- refused

to accept rules proposed by the railroads and the only por-

tions of the agreement accepted b both parties were those

rules in the national agreement which w< n ' to the

roads. It is clear that throughout the controversy the roads
did not negotiate with their employees, hut negotiated through
them with the officers of the Railway Employees Depart-
ment of the American Federation of Labor, who alone were
authorized to give a decision on the of the rules.

Will future conferences be a repetition of this nonsensical

procedure and will the department heads of all the railroads

be obliged to take several week- from constructive work and
spend it in fruitless argument with committees who can take

no action without the sanction of union officers? If so, the

sixteen points, and in fact the whole machinery established

by the Transportation Act for the settlement of labor disputes,

will be a mockery.

Tv/O tiling- greatly needed at the present time in both rail-

road shops and roundhou-e- arc an improved quality of ma-
terial used for repairs and a higher

Good Material e_rra de of workmanship in applying that

and Work- material. It costs ju-t as much to

manship Needed a
l'I

,l
> l""- r

- as good material and when
the forme'- fail- consistently in service,

more reliable, higher priced material must be purchased, the
labor cost of one removal and application being a total loss.

During the war. it may have been necessary for the railroad-

to accept poor material in order to obtain output, but this

practice should be discontinued. It result- in excessive fail-

ures, high maintenance costs and delayed equipment All

railroad materials should Ik- purchased with a view to the

use for which intended, price not being the only factor con-

sidered. It is becoming more- ami more the practice for pro-

gressive railroads to purchase materials on practical and

conservative specifications. Ever) assisl uld be

afforded the American Railroad Association committees in

writing anil passing on - and good results will

follow if these specifications on aco ted, arc- rigidly ad-

hered to. The way any material i- standing up in -

can be determined b) checking periodically the amount-

ordered against that on hand and what has been used. If

certain articles an- being ordered in unusually large- e]Uan-

tities, this wili indicate- excessive failures and, th

fective design or poor material. It always pays in the end te>

purchase durable material, owing to reduced maintenance

and operating ee>-ts, and no matt r how cheap the fir--

any material requiring frequent repair, pate aewal,

i- expensive. Good workmanship also is essential. If output

regardless of quality was exe usal 1< during the period of the

war. that emergency has finally passed and railroad repair

shop and roundhouse work shi llld be br Igl I k once
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more to a consistently high standard. This can be accom-

plished oni) bj educating the shop men and developing able,

conscientious inspection forces. One railroad official re-

iaid, "It would pay us, I believe, to get better work

with less output, than to get high output with low quality

workman hip as the latter only add- to the diffi( tilty of main-

taining locomotives at enginehouses. Engine failures in-

trairi ire delayed and operating costs mounl

The Contracting of

Maintenance of Way Work

ok
NE of the developments of the last few years in the

-' conduct of maintenance of way work which has received

a great impetus during the last few weeks is the performance

of certain work of this department by contract. The railways

have very generally followed the practice of contracting the

construction of new lines or facilities for many years. They

have however, almost universally opposed the contracting of

maintenance of way work which in any way affected the

operation of trains, preferring to do work of this character

with their own forces, over which they had undivided control.

Conditions in recent years have caused a number of roads

to forego their scruples in this direction.

During the acute labor shortage in 1917 and 1918 several

roads contracted with outside parties for the performance of

certain work, particularly in the vicinity of the large indus-

trial centers, on the basis of actual cost plus a fixed per-

centage, therebv allowing the contractor to pay whatever price

was necessary to secure the required number of men at the

particular location without disturbing the railway's wage rate

elsewhere on its system.

In these instances this plan was adopted as a means ot

increasing the wage rates locally. More recently this plan

has again been resorted to for the opposite reason. With the

standardization of railway wages throughout the country and

the fixing of the wages for common labor at figures consid-

erably above those prevailing in most localities, contractors,

who are free to take advantage of the lower wages denied the

roads, are able to do work for the railways at marked savings

in cost.

This has led to the development of at least three general

forms of contract. A number of roads are turning certain

work over to contractors with a cost-plus-fixed-percentage

arrangement. Other roads are contracting on a force account

basis, wherebv the contractor is paid on the basis of an agreed

price per hour for all men employed. With- both of these

arrangements the roads secure the benefit of the lower wages

at which a contractor can secure labor, while the work is

commonly done under the supervision of the same railway

officers who would handle it with company forces. A third

form of contract which has been adopted by a few roads for

several years involves the performance of certain fixed tasks

;n unit prices. While this last kind of contracting is limited

tiecessarilj to those classes of work which can be measured

readily, it has the advantages of contracting in general to

commend it without the possibility of the abuses which may
. reep into work that cannot be readily measured. It is a

significant commentary on the wage decision of the Labor

Board that it has produced conditions resulting in so much

contracting of work which heretofore has been done by the

railways themselves. The facts show that the Labor Board,

like other governmental agencies, cannot set aside the law of

supply and demand by arbitrary decisions which disregard

obvious economic acts. The fact is, labor can be obtained

for section work at lower wages than those fixed by the Labor

Board; and it is unfortunate that the Labor Board makes it

necessary for the railways to obtain it indirectly rather than

dircctlv.

Reduce the Accumulation
of Bad Order Cars

On May 1, Car Service Division reports showed approxi-

mately 310,000 freight cars in bad order, or 13.2 per cent

of the cars reported on the lines of the Class I railroads,

of these 310,0(10 cars, 228,200, or 74 per cent, were in need

of heavy repairs. On June 1, 341,300 car.-, or 14.8 per

cent of the cars on the lines of the Class I railroads, were

reported in bad order, of which 74 per cent, or 252,682 cars,

were in need of heavy repairs. From the middle of April to

the middle of June the net surplus of freight cars declined

from a high point of over 500,000 to slightly less than

382,000 at an average rate of about 13,000 cars a week.

This marked decline in surplus freight cars has been the

result of an increase in traffic which, although definite

enough, is still materially behind the average seasonal move-

ment for certain commodities, the most important of which

are coal and the merchandise and miscellaneous loadings

which make up the great bulk of finished products of the

country. Another factor which must be taken into account

is the probability that as compared with last year's move-

ment, the demand for grain cars will be materially heavier

owing to a general desire to market this year's crop promptly.

There is reason to believe, therefore, that even though

the general business activity of the country does not com-

pletely revive, there is likely to be an accelerating increase

in the demand for cars during the next few weeks, particu-

larly for coal cars, which at its climax may be as great as

that reached last fall. If such a demand is to be met

satisfactorily, large numbers of bad order cars in need of

heavy repairs will have to be placed in service. Unless

these cars are to be placed in service without the much
needed and long deferred heavy repairs, their number cannot

long continue to increase, and vigorous measures will have

to be taken by all railroads.

The present equipment conditions are in no small part

the result of drastic curtailments of expenditures which the

roads were compelled to make during the last winter and

spring in a struggle for solvency. For most roads interest

payments become due on July 1 and January 1, and it is

evident that, whatever the results of the struggle during

the past six months, they cannot now be changed. It is

now time to look ahead and appraise the situation likely to

confront the railroads during the next six months. It is

evident that whatever the change in general business con-

ditions may be, there must be a material increase in the

traffic movement during the coming six months as compared

with that during the first half of the year, and that the longer

this increase is delayed, the greater and more insistent will

be the demand for cars when the increase finally takes place.

If the railroads fail to meet this demand because of an

abnormally large accumulation of bad order cars, they will

deserve and will receive little public sympathy. The car-

riers cannot now afford to overtax the public's patience.

The greatest need of the railroads from the standpoint

of their own interest is a heavy traffic. Should a car short-

age accumulate with several hundred thousand freight cars

still in bad order, how can any railroad management justify

to its stockholders a policy which did not prepare to take

full advantage of a heavy traffic when offer. 1?

It should be stated in passing that equipment conditions

are no worse on those roads of comparatively weak financial

standing than on those that are comparatively strong. But

can any management, irrespective of its financial condition,

now justify itself in continuing a policy of curtailing mainte-

nance expenditures likely to jeopardize the service which

the publii has a right to expect as well as the ability of the

road to best serve its own interests? An immediate and

extensive campaign of freight car rehabilitation' should be

inaugurated.
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The Farmer and the Railroad Employee

Samuei Gompers and other labor leaders, including lead-

ers of the railway labor unions, are trying to bring about

some kind of organized co-operation between the labor unions

and the farmers. The purpose would be joint offensive

action by the farmers and the labor unions against the rail-

roads and large industrial and commercial concerns. The

labor unions would especially like to get the assistance of

the farmers in keeping up railway wages and forcing down

railway rates. The result would be to bankrupt the rail-

roads and force government ownership and management, or

the Plumb plan of employees' management, on the country;

and this is what the railway labor unions want.

Organized co-operation between the farmers and the labor

unions regarding railroad matters would, under existing

conditions, be extremely anomalous. The reasons why it

would be so can be made clear by the presentation of a few

facts showing the wide differences between the situations in

which the fanners, on the one hand, and railway empl
on the other, now find themselves. The farmer usually [s

both a capitalist and a working man. The investment he has

in his land, buildings, machinery, etc., makes him a capitalist.

From this point of view he is just as truly a capitalist as the

man who has money invested in a railroad or factory. Most

farmers themselves perform a large part of the manual work

on their farms. From this point of view they are working

men. Both the farmer's return on his investment, and the

wages for his work, are derived from the money he receives

from the sale of his products.

The farmer is working as many hours a day and as many
days a year as he was eight years ago. The latest report of

the Bureau of Statistics of the United States Department of

Labor shows that in June, 1921, the average wholesale price

of farm products was only 13 per cent more than in 1913,

before the world war began in Europe. From his investment

and his manual labor the farmer is getting only 13 per cent

more than before the war. The same statistics show that

the average wholesale prices of all commodities were 48 per

cent higher in June, 1921, than in 1913, and the average

retail prices 44 per cent higher. In other words, while the

farmer is receiving 13 per cent more for his labor, he is pay-
ing approximately 44 per cent more for what he buys.

Contrast these fads regarding the farmer's situation with
the following regarding that of the railway employee: In
1913 the average wage of a railway employee was $761.
Since the 12 per cenl reduction made by the Railroad Labor
Hoard, effective on July 1, the average wage of a railway
employee is approximately $1,695, or 123 per cent more than
in 1913. Nor is this all. Railway employees, since before
the war, have been granted substantial reductions in their

hours of work. About ninety per cent of them are paid on
an hourly basis. The average wage per hour of these em-
ployees, because of the increases ill their wages and the

reductions in their hours, is now, even since the recent re-

duction of wages, at least 140 per . cut more than in 1913.
In other words, with the retail prices which the railway
employee, like the fanner, pax-, about 44 per cent more than
in 1913, the railway employees who work on an hourly
basis are receiving approximately l Id per cenl more for each
hour they work than in I'M 3.

There is much agitation among the farmers regarding
railway rates. They wonder why, since tlu prices of their
products have declined so much recently, the railway
cannot, and should not, Ik' substantially reduced Mosl of
the explanation can be derived from the foregoing figures.
In 1913 the total wages paid by the Class I railroads
amounted to $1,338,612,385. As a result of numerous ad
vances, including that granted by the Railroad Labor Bo J
in July, 19J(l. this was raised to an annual basis of $3,9 i

000,000, or almost 2(H) per cent. The 1 2 per cenl redu

granted by the Railroad I. Board, effective on July 1,

would make it, if the railroad- were handling a normal

traffic and employing the same number of men as they did

last year, $3,432,000,000, or 156 per cent more than it was
in 1913. The railroads are not handling a normal busi-

ness, however, Because of the decline in business they re-

duced the number of their employee- from 1,993,524 in the

first quarter of 1920, to 1,691,471 in the i"i rs-t quarter of

1921. or 15 per cenl This ivas a smaller number than they

had in 1913, when the average number was 1,759,020. They
could not long continue to maintain and operate their prop-

erties with this greatly reduced number of men, with the

reductions in hours of work which have occurred since 1913.

Even, however, on the basis of a 15 per cent reduction in

employees, the annual pay roll cm the basis of present wages
would' be $3,000,000,000, or 120 per cent more than in

1913.

On the basis of the -aim number of employees as last

year, the total wages of the railways at the present time

would be running at the rate of about .\v400,000,000, which
is more than the total amount of money that they ever

earned from all the service they rendered freight, pas-
senger, mail and express—in any year before the calendar
year 1916. The principal explanation of the fact that the

farmer is having to pay higher rates than for years i- that

the railways are still required by the Railroad Labor Board
to pay so much more for labor than in past years.

Just how Mr. Gompers and the leaders of the railway
labor unions expect to succeed, in the light of such facts as
these, in persuading the farmers that they should co-operate
with the labor unions in keeping the railway pay roll up
and getting freight and passenger rates reduced is somewhat
difficult to surmise. The rates have to be kept up mainly to

meet the pay roll. The question of railway wages h -

settled for the present. The question of the rules and work-
ing conditions of employees established under the national
agreements has not. however, been settled at all. The national
agreements are still in effect, and the rule- and worki
ditions established by them are continuing to inflate the pax-

rolls and the operating expenses, thus contributing toward
making necessary the rates of which the farmers , omplain. If

the farmers' own leader- would present to them the real rea-
sons why the present rate- of the railway- are necessar] . Mr.
Gompers and the leaders of the railway labor unions would
meet with insuperable- difli, ultie- in enlisting the co-operation
of the farmers in an attack upon the owner- of the rail]

who, at the present time, are getting only one half a- large
return- on their investment as the) did eight
while railway employees are receiving wage- more than twice
as large.

Virginian Railway
C" MUCH M \- BJ i N SAID in the columns of the R
*-> recently, notably in the issue of May 27. pag
1208, regarding the operation of this road that tlu- review
of the annual report of the company can be made- brief.

The year L920 was-a good year for the Virginian Railway.
It was marked by large net earnings and by the carrying out
'f several progressive developments. In 1920 the Virginian
Railway had a net railway operating income, a- reported in

the monthly statemenl for December to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, of $4,944,243. Ibis compared with the
net railway operating income for L919 of $2,5

is year tlu Virginian has kept ahead ,

The net railway operating income for the first four months
of this year ha- been $1 i mpared with -

in 19 'ii. In the article which appeared in the A'

of Ma) !7 consi lerable • was placed on the importance
of export trade and coal in the Virginian's The
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figures which in given above show how this new busine -

ha 3 I
i iflei ted i" net earniri

Referring now to the corporate income account, which takes

into consideration the standard return for January and

guaranty for the six months of the guaranty

pi riod, ii villi i,i- noted that the net income for the war ended

1 1,
i embei 1 1 . 19 !0, which figure i- subject to settlement with

the I'niied Slate- government, was $3,287,462, as compared

with a corporate income to 1919 of $1,845,632.

Inasmuch as so much information concerning the 0]

tions of the \ irginian was given in the article previously

referred to, it is hardly necessary to say much concerning

them here. However, in 1920 the Virginian carried

7.7.s4. ; 17 ton- of revenue freight, its traffic aggregating

2,848,422,083 ton-miles, as compared with 5,983,824 tons

and 2,114,771,380 ton-miles in 1919. Of the total torn

carried in 1920, 7,145,731 tons were bituminous coal. In

carrying this tonnage the railroad secured an average num-

ber of freight cars per train of 65.22, an average load p r

car of 53.32 tons and an average revenue train load of

1,718 tons.

The progress that was made by the Virginian in 1920

was of a character which should permit the road to make a

considerable increase in its capacity as a bituminous coal

road. During the year the road acquired the first part of

an order of 1,000 o'f the new 120-ton coal cars. With this

acquisition the number of freight cars was increased from

8,875 at the end of 1919 to 9,425 at the end of 1920 and

the total capacity of 451,148 tons to 512,330 tons. In view

of the fact that this increase was secured with only a portion

of the total order, it is apparent that the 1921 report will

show a similar increase.

Considerable attention has been given at various times

in the columns of the Railway Age to the double-tracking

of the 2.07 per cent grade between Elmore, W. Va.. and

Clark's Gap. This improvement will add considerably to

the capacity of the railroad and will solve one of its most

serious operating problems. To assist in carrying out the

work, the road has secured a loan of $2,000,000 from the

revolving fund.

The railroad has also been making some extensive a?

well as intensive development. The extensive development

includes the lease of the Virginia & Wyoming Railway, which

had in process of construction, or about to be constructed,

about 14y2 miles of line extending from a point on the

Virginian near Maben to a point on Laurel Fork of th

Guyandot. The new line is now in process of construction

and it is hoped to have it completed during the present year.

It will open up an entirely new territory west of the territory

at present served by the Virginian's lines and should have

an appreciable bearing on the future business of the company.

The following gives the figures for operation in 1920 as

compared with 1919:
1920

$15,737,818
Passenger revenue '"'".' '

'

Total operating revenue 1S.1 ".ss '

Maintenance oi wa3 i icpenses 2 229,597
Maintenance of equipment 3. 710. 211

Traffic expenses 100.168

Transport tion i penses 6.113,531

Geni I oenses
rot p, tses

1-"'

\, i

•
.i i.ainn 5,249.871

4.133.169

The corporate income account is as follows:

Tentative net railway operating income for the ten
, .lb . ndi '1 nb> L! $4,510,729

Compensation due from U. S. Government (Janu-
ary antl February, 1920; full year 1919) 513,365

Tentative railway operating ii year
subject to settlement with thi I nited States
Government 5,0

1919

$10,268,428

56.343
4,421,51 ,

3(10 J 18

9, 174,5 I 1

Total non-operating income $2S4,209

Total deductions from gross

Net income (tentative for year 1920, subject to

settlement with U. S. Government) $3,

Union Pacific

In analyzing the operations of the Union Pacific System,

it must be borne in mind that in addition to being made
up of a group "i well operated properties, the system is

characterized by being somewhat of an unusual investment

organization. The Union Pacific System properly speaking

consists of the Union Pacific Railroad, 5,614 miles; the

Oregon Short Line. 2,359 miles, ami
I

Wa.-hington

Railroad & Navigation Company, 2,224 miles. The Los
Angeles & Salt Lake, the St. Joseph Sc Grand Island, etc.,

are controlled by the Union Pacific System, but they may
better be spoken of as affiliated rather than as constituent

companies. In this review, the facts stated and the figures

given will relate, unless otherwise stated, to the system as

made up of the three constituent companie- and excluding

all offsetting accounts.

The best way to show that the properties are well operated

is to indicate that the constituent companies of the Union
Pacific System were very much in the way of exceptions in

that they were among the very few carriers who earned dur-

ing the period of federal control more than their standard

return. Operating ratios are not supposed to be given too

much importance; however, the operating ratio of the system

in 1920, despite all the handicaps for which that year i-

justly noted, was but 75.07 per cent.

Similarly, the best way to indicate the importance of the

system as an investment organization is to point out that on

December 31, 1920, the Union Pacific owned $70,932,147

par value of stocks and $115,282,300 face value of equip-

ment trusts, short term notes and mortgage bonds of com-

panies not affiliated with the Union Pacific System, and. in

addition $15,232,300 of Liberty and Victory loan bonds.

The ownership of securities of companies affiliated with the

system, such as the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the St. Joseph

& Grand Island, the Pacific Fruit Express (in which the

Union Pacific has a half interest), etc.. but excluding the

Oregon Short Line and the Oregon-Washington, totaled on

December 31, 1920, $38,846,503 par value of stocks and
$41,449,198 face value of bonds and notes. On this total

enormous investment, the company received in dividends in

1920 the sum of $4,172,396 and' in interest $7,331,211, or

including seme $800,000 interest on loans and open accounts,

etc., a total of $12,298,957. The size of this figure is indi-

cated by comparing it with the total fixed charges in 1920,

which were $15,419,279.

The LTnion Pacific pays dividends of 10 per cent. This

rate was established in October, 1906, reduced to 8 per cent

in July, 1914, shortly after the distribution of the Baltimore

& Ohio stock and restored to 10 per cent in December, 1916.

When the rate was established it was announced that 6 per

lent was paid out of the return from railroad operations and

4 per cent from the return on investments. The story of

the Union Pacific's investments is interesting: it is one of

the brilliant spots in the history of American railroad finance

and inasmuch as it has been treated in complete detail by

numerous writers of the highest standing it is not necessary

to enlarge upen it here except insofar as affects present

o nd'tions.

The Union Pacific, as above noted, owns $70,000,000 in

sti i ks and SI 15.000000 of equipment trusts, short term notes

and mortgage bonds of companies not affiliated with the

system. It is interesting to see what mav have been the

effect on this investment of the present decline of stock and

bond prices, the lowering of div'dend rates or the passing

of dividend-. The $70,000,000 of stocks of unaffiliated com-

panies consists principally of $22,500,000 Illinois Central

Stock; $21,000,000 of New Vork Central: $10,343,100 of

Chicago & Alton preferred: $4,420,600 of Chicago & North

Western a mmon: $3,594,035 Baltimore & Ohio common and

$1,805,992 preferred; $1,845,000 of Chicago, Milwaukee &
St, Paul, preferred, etc. The holdings in some of these
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companies have presumably been of value to the CJnii Pa

cific because of traffic relationships; the Union Pacific's op-

erating strength lies largely in its favorable connections.

However, it happens thai some of these stocks were bought
at very high figures. The Illinois Centra] stock, which is

now selling al 9] . cosl about $163 a share; the North
Western common, now selling ai 65, was secured al 168;

the New York Central, now selling at about 7", was sei ured

at from par to 136; the Alton, preferred, now quoted al 8 bid

and 12 asked, cost about 161; B. & 0. preferred, now sell-

ing at 51, .c-i about 93; the B. & < ). common, now selling

at ,S'>, cost about 120. Because of the present low state of

the bond market, depreciation from the $115,282,300 face

value of the bonds, note.-, etc., ha- also taken place, hut, of

is indeed unlikel) that any of these four companies will be
unable to maintain the present dividends on the respective

stocks mentii ued. in concluding this Dortion of our review,

the poinl 'an be made tint the Union Pacific has suffered

-evenly from the decline in railroad securities, particularly

in thi Its whii b .. - high prices,

hut on which dividend payments b The
depreciation in values it has been able to compensate for out
of its surplus, Km it has iievertl derable addi-
tional income. Th ever, the compensating factor

that its ownership of storks in these other companies has
helped it- traffic relations with these roads and has pre-
sumably assisted it in getting business which it otherwise
might not have had.

The distinguishing feature of the Union Pacific's opera-
tions is, as already noted, that it- constituent eompanies
earned for the Government during the 26 month- of federal

eontrol considerably more tandard return covering

these properties, and that in 1920 despite the high co

operation tie' system a- a whole was able to keep its op-
erating ratio down in 75.07 per cenl lie- -tandard return

for the system was $39,369,411. In 1919 the net railway
operating income was $43,937, 233, or 54.000,000 more than

the -tandard return. In 1920 the net railway operating in-

come was $39,261,267, or about equal to the standard return.

Operation- for January and February yielded a return

slightly m eiie-- of the government payments for those

The Union Pacific System

course, because of the different fat tors involved to a consid-

erably lesser extent. A drop in the value of securities owned
SUCh a- has been lure indicated would have proved a stagger-

ing blow to almost an) company—thai i-. except one of the

financial strength of the Union Pacific. The companj some
years ago was able to compensate for it bv the establishment

of a reserve for depreciation of securities. This is now car-

ried on the balance sheet at $50,000,000; in view of the

condition- tin' matter does not seem to present particular

difficulty for the company's future.

Another factor that is worthy of consideration i- the mat

ter of future return on this investment in stocks and bonds

of unaffiliated companies. The bonds which are owned are

high grade; the railway situation would have to get very bad,

indeed, to jeopardize the return on the equipment trusts, notes

and bonds owned. Insofar as concerns the stocks, little re-

duction in dividends in stocks of companies not affiliated

with the system other than thai which has already taken place

may be expected. The stocks that are at present pi

dividends include the B. & O. preferred: the North Western
common, the Illinois Central and the Xew York Central. It

months. for the guaranty period March 1 to AugUSl 3 1 .

however, the net railway operating income was $4,661,444

less than the guaranty. From the standpoint of net operat-

ing revenues, September and October were the two best

months of the year. This would indicate that the Union

Pacific had kept its operating expenses SO well in hand, even

with the adverse condition-, that it would have been able to

continue the progress manifested during the federal control

period. It happens, however, that the decline in bus

beginning in November has tally sharp.

The total operating revenues in 1920 were $209,04

or 17.8 per cent' more than in 1919; the operating ex-

penses, $156,939,935, or 27.') per icnt more than in the pre-

ceding year, and tin operating ratio 75.07 in 1920 and
in I'M''. The total ton- . f revenue freight carried in 1920

were 28,320,410, the i mileage being '.

042.2.S2. or 9 per cent in cx< i -- of I'M 1
'. On thi- freight

the Union Pacifit secured a haul of 455 miles. The net

tons per train in 1920 were 659; in 1919, 645; the average

car load. 26 in 1920 and 24.54 in 1919.

The Union Pacific, however, makes its chief claim for

attention in SO far as it- operating statistics are concerned in

its remarkable daily freight car mileage, particularly on the

Union Pacific Railroad itself a- distinguished from

W. R. & N. or the O. S. L. 1

no less than 69.8 mile-. . I with a daily car I

ment in 1919 of 5S.4. In October. 1920, a figur

reached of 84 miles. I'ln ii.i ton miles daily per car in

1920 averaged 1,229 with "77 in I'M". In

October, 1920, the average was 1.414. 1

Line in 1020 had a daily ear movement of 43.5; I
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Washington 19.3 ; a combined figure for the system is not

given.
.

The Union Pacific, referring to it again as a system, has

been especially hard hit by the present slump in business.

The total freight revenues in the first five months of 1921

were $45,469,077, a considerable reduction from the $53,-

934,226 of the first five months of 1920. The net railwa)

operating income for the period in question this year has

been $7,750,671. In the first five months of 1920 it was

$18,510,956. One of the results of this decrease in business

bias been an end to the record-breaking, figures of miles pi i

car per day. In May, 1921, the daily ear movement on the

Union Pacific Railroad was but 33.3 and the ton-miles daily

per ear but 595.

The Union Pacific is noted as being a rather keen buyer

of equipment. In 1920 there was spent for extensions and

branches $74,351; for additions and betterments to roadway

and structures $6,450,765 and for equipment $10,335,658.

The additions to equipment during the year included 155

locomotives, 355 freight cars and 2 passenger cars. The

company during 1920 placed orders for 100 locomotives,

2,069 freight cars and 81 passenger train cars. The addi-

tions in 1920 included such deliveries as were made on these

orders and 55 locomotives allocated by the Railroad Admin-

istration.

The corporate income account of the Union Pacific shows

for 1920 a surplus after the payment of dividends amount-

ing to $6,452,454 as compared with $8,196,937 in 1919.

The 1920 figures, however, do not include any amount cover-

ing the payment due from the government for operations

during the guaranty period. The net railway operating in-

come, as noted above, was $4,661,444 less than the guaranty.

As in the case of the claim for undermaintenance during the

guaranty period, the amount will be credited to income after

the final settlement is made.

The operating results in 1920 compared with 1919 are as

fdl0WS:
,920 1919

Mileage operated s - 192 8 -
18*

Freieht revenue $150,160,928 $128,914,431

Peer revenue 38,170,277 35,738,572

T^T : 'i'.--'-t-»"r'--vc-u- -OS 04; 510 V.< 447 £98

Maintenance* of way expenses 34,770.779 25,753,722

Maintenance of equipment 38,869,167 3 .469,737

Traffic expenses 2,162,518 l."?-?*?

Transportation expenses 69,055,557 54,663,519

Gen-ral expenses 7.318,804 5,989,549

Total operating expenses 156.939.935 122,682,049

Net revenue from operation 52,109,575 54,765,649

Taxes 12.086,046 8,908,937

Railway operating income 39,261,267 43,937,233

The corporate income account is as follows:

1920 1919

Revenues over expenses (March 1 to Dec. 31) $40,148,812

Rental 7,009,453 $39,369,411

Railway operating income 47,248,264 39,369,41

1

Federal income and other taxes 10,754.015 2,293,226

Net income from railroad properties 35,962,262 36,549,100

Income from investments and other corporate
income 12,298,957 13,026,687
Total income from all sources 48,261,218 49,575,786

Interest on funded debt and miscellaneous
corporate charges 15,586,987 15,156,573
Net income from all sources 32,674,231 34,419,214

Dividends on stock of Union Pacific Railroad I o :

Preferred stock at 4 per cent 3,981,740 3,981,740
Common stock at 10 per cent 22,229,160 22,229,160

Surplus, transferred to profit and loss 6,452,454 8,196,937

aiiiilHiimiimiimiiiii

Letters to the Editor

mill limn t nir

Commercial Travelers renewed their battle for a reduction
in passenger fares on July 11, when a petition signed by more
than 1,000 business men of the middle west was presented to the
Western Passenger Association at Chicago, asking that the rail-

I west of Chicago and east of the Rockies put on sale an
interchangeable mileage book at a 20 per cent discount from
regular tariffs. It is stated by Franklin II. Did/, representing
lb. Interstate Commercial Travelers, that the organization
would present the traveling men's argument at the next general
meeting .if the association.

Statistical Reports to the

Interstate Commerce Commission
Washington, D. C.

I., i in Kin i
.

.
i

.

In an arti'cle by F. J. Lisman on remedies for wastes in

railway operation, in your issue of July 9, it is stated that

methods could lie found to consolidate the various reports to

the Interstate Commerce Commission and abolish a great

many of these reports. There is mentioned a report on the

number of livestock cars. It suffices to state that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission requires and receives no such

report.

Mr. Lisman, moreover, suggests, in other parts of his

article, the desirability of additional information that would

involve more detailed reports than are now required. He
suggests that the commission ascertain the usage of freight

stations by various commodities, the segregation of car re-

pairs by classes of cars, the distribution of loss and damage

by commodity classes, and the further subdivision of yard

expenses. I think that careful study of the matter in detail

will show that the commission is in reality very modest in

its statistical requirements. A great deal of desirable infor-

mation has not been called for simply because of the expense

involved. Before any important statistical innovation is in-

troduced, the cost and method of compilation is discussed with

the representatives of carriers. Is it not incumbent upon Mr.

Lisman to show where saving could be effected by abolishing

reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission and to specify

the particular reports now made which can properly be termed

useless ?

Some persons might perhaps mention the separation of

expenses between freight and passenger services as useless,

but Mr. Lisman appears to be among those who think it

should be continued. It will not be denied that salaries of

clerks are a considerable element in operating expenses, and
it is possible that economies in clerical work can be effected.

But it is important to distinguish the cost of furnishing

statements to the Interstate Commerce Commission from the

cost of compiling the data which are necessary to the manage-
ment for proper supervision, and which would be compiled
anyhow in a similar form even though the commission should
not require such information. M. O. Lorenz,

Director of Statistics, Interstate C mmercc Commission.

The Dining Car Department
An Advertising Asset

Seattle, Wash.
To the EniTi ir :

The value of the dining car department as a traffic pro-
ducer is in general underestimated by the higher railroad

officers today, and as a result the management and present
standing of this department are woefully in need of improve-
ment. One of the most objectionable examples of mismanage-
ment, in my estimation, is the getting together of dining car

superintendents to arrange portions, prices, etc.. a system
inaugurated by the United States Railroad Administration,
which has been continued. 'We can all understand that agree-
ment must exist among the railroads insofar as freight and
passenger rates, schedules and so on, are concerned, but I

fail to sec the advisability of agreements on prices, in dining
cars if we reall) want competition.

With equipment practically standardized and running
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time between terminal points practically the same, competi-

tion on the various roads today is left to the dining car

departments. If we want competition it does not appear

reasonable that the various dining car superintendents should

meet to establish a practical uniformity in prices and por-

tions on the different roads.

I do not believe that a non-competitive policy is wanted by

the railroads or at least by some of them, because as long

as the dining car department has to lose money, it will be

much better for it to render the service that will advertise

the road. It has been proved that the dining car can be the

biggest, cheapest and most effective advertising medium a

road can have.

In the past the dining cars were operated principally for

the convenience of a very few passengers. It is my belief

that we should get away from that exclusive atmosphere that

still pervades our dining cars and the aloofness of the ma-
jority of the dining car crews, which is felt by what we
might call the common everyday passenger. Let us run our

cars as popular priced restaurants, where good food, cleanli-

ness and willing service are given to the public at reasonable

prices.

It is an absolute impossibility to continue the present

a-la-carte service and expect to be able to furnish meals to

dining car patrons at prices within the reach of the majority.

I have frequently seen lunch baskets carried nowadays on

standard Pullman cars, something that was unknown in years

gone by and there is no question in my mind but that this is

caused by the high prices prevailing in dining cars. There

is only one solution and that is to go back to the old table

d'hote system wherever this is possible. This does not mean
in any way a step backward for the table d'hote service has

been in evolution as has anything else. Experiment has shown
that the table d'hote plan has conserved more food than the

a-la-carte system and also effected a considerable saving in

man-power.
The average railroad officer will probably discredit this,

adding that we had table d'hote service years ago and that

it was done away with on account of the great waste. Two
of the principal objections to the system were the size of the

menu, the privilege of the patron to order anything or every-

thing that was on the menu and the easy way for dishonest

dining car crews to make money. These objections do not

now exist.

First, there is no waste in the present manner of giving

table d'hote service because the menu is limited; second,

in addition to an up-to-date system of checking table

d'hote meals, the working conditions on dining cars are so

much better than they used to be, that it is now worth while

for an employee to keep his position.

Another important point is the system of buying and the

interference with the dining car department by other depart-

ments. A dining car department cannot l>e run successfully

unless it is made a department by itself. By this I mean that

the superintendent of dining cars should report direct to the

president or maybe to one of the vice-presidents, certainly

not to any traffic manager or general passenger agent who a-

a rule knows less about dining cars jhan the dining car man
knows about running an engine. The dining car department

should be in charge of an officer called a ''Manager of

Dining Cars" who will have all the authority that this title

implies.

I do not believe we shall ever It able to make any monej
in the dining car department, but if we can run the dining

cars at a limited loss, if we can give service and make them
an efficient advertising medium, that is all we can expect to

do.

It would only be justice thai when a dining car depart-

ment is a real business getter, it should be given credit for

its proportional amount and have it entered up to either

operating or advertising. H. Ft
l

A Train of 201 Cars
New York Cit*.

I o the Editor:
The report which you have printed of a trial run on the

Virginian Railway with a train of 100 coal cars, making a
train about one and one-tenth miles long, calls to mind the

fact that long freight trains are getting to be somewhat com-
mon. This train on the Virginian evidently will make a

record for length, as well as for weight and for the other

elements which you mention.

While the matter is fresh in mind I want to call your
attention to the movement of a train, in the year 1914, which
was about 1

!

. miles long. I think perhaps that run was
not much advertised, but it is well authenticated, and you
ought to nt. il.i i note of it, in your scrap b<xjk. alor
tin- Virginian record.

This train was run from New Haven, Conn., to Harlem
River, N. Y., on the 15th of November. It was ma

of empty cars; but even with empties a train over

8,000 ft. long i.- something of an event—(201 car-

mated average length 40 ft.). This train was made
New Haven and it consisted of 197 emptii - and four loads,
with a caboose. It weighed 3,962 tons and was drawn by
three large locomotives. From Bridgeport to Rye. 32 mile-
it was run without a stop. There are on this section some
up-grade sections of about 30 ft. per mile, but none of these
is over about one mile long.

Just beyond Rye the coupling parted behind the 135th
car and the train was stopped, with the locomotives wesl of

Mamaroneck. The hind end was back near Harrison, mak-
ing an unusual spectacle for the natives. It

best not to risk the delay of coupling up. and so the engines,
with the 135 cars, went on to Harlem River. The 66 cars
constituting the rear part of the train were taken through to

Harlem River by another locomotive.

This, division of the New York, New Haven &: Hartford
is, as everyone knows, a busy passenger line, four-track, and
in ordinary practice train- are limited, not by reason of the
grades or curve- or the power of the locomotive, but by the
exigencies of the passenger service; the passenger trains must
not be delayed. Therefore, the ordinary limit is 80 car- to

a train. This long train was experimental. R. \V. H.

Do Railroads Want College Men ?

Stai
lo i m Editor:
Of course the railroads need college men. but do they

want them? The question raised by Mr. Richardson under
the above title in your issue of June 17. goes Furthei
asks if the railroads want the pick of college men. Mr.
Richardson, who graduated in June, speak- for the under-
graduate, but he also ha- bad practical railroad experience.

If the American Railway Association will adopt the sug-
gestion for some form of working relation, forming a link
between the association aii 1 railway student-, it will give
an additional incentive to develop railroad courses and should
form the basis for a more general student response similar
to results in other national societies. It may also assist the
railroads in obtaining more' picked men.

1 do not infer that Mr. Richardson intends to crit

present college courses, or all of the railroads, for 1

interest in the railroad student, for he knows full well the

D operation between our railroad mechanical course and
the Pennsylvania system and other railroads. I have found
the railroad-, when requested, willing to do their part in

assisting us in our work, ami believe that further adh

iiieni « ill be 111 id.' if -we b c operation becomes more s

It is, however, a well-known fact that the railroads

wli.le and the railroad - have led some of the
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besl colli ;e men to feel that the railroads arc indifferent.

This impression can be correi ted, but only in one way.

There is a good reason, known to railroad men, why no
representative from railroads came to this college the past

year, but there has been one or more in previous years, and
the graduates in railroad mechanical engineering could be

placed many times over. During the last year, five lectures

were given to seniors by men from outside representing

Ihe railroads and allied interests, and this is more than was
delivered in any other single branch of engineering in the

same period of time.
- A. J. Wood,

Professor, Railroad Mechanical Engineering.

A New Plan for the

Settlement of Per Diem Accounts
Chicago.

To the Editor:

Much has been said recently regarding the necessity for

reducing expenses and I feel that a brief outline of one step

which might advantageously be taken in that direction is not

now amiss. Therefore, I am presenting the following plan,

which contemplates the compiling of per diem accounts direct

from interchange reports on a car balance basis, which can be

used for the settlement of per diem balances through a clear-

ing house or with direct connections, for the consideration

of those interested in advancing the efficiency of accounting:

Definitions:
Cars:—All car9 owned by roads subscribers to the per diem agreement.
Car Balance:—The difference between the total number of owner's can

on foreign lines and the total number of foreign cars on that line.
Potential ({.r unused) Days:—A car away from home has a potential

ng prwer in days, in any month, equal to the number of days
that nth.

Last Day—The last day if the
plan.

nth preceding the installation of the

All cars have a potential earning power in days, counting
the date interchanged as unused, equal to the number of days
remaining in the month. Therefore, the delivering road

would charge its connections the total number of cars shown
on the interchange report each day of their total value in

unused days for that date.

Thus—On September 1, 30 cars at 30 days each = 900 days,

September 2, 20 cars at 29 days each = 580 days.

Assuming that the roads had 100 per cent ownership on

line on the first of the month, the difference between the total

potential days on cars delivered and the total potential days

on cars received for the month would be the actual per diem
balance for that month.

The difference between the total number of cars delivered

and the total number of cars received for the month would
constitute the car balance and would be charged to the owing
road, or the clearing house, on the first day of the following

month at their total potential value in days for that month.

Car balance would be carried forward from month to

month with the result that a carrier receiving a car and
signing the interchange report therefore would pay per diem
on that car perpetually unless it, in turn, delivered it, and
secured a receipt for it, from the same or some other carrier.

This would automatically force each carrier to complete de-

liveries, either by proper interchange report at the time the

car was delivered, by supplementary report or pay the penalty.

The usual way of arriving at a car balance is to take the

car ownership as a basis, inventory all cars on line and the

difference between cars owned and cars on line constitutes the

car balance. It is plain that figures arrived at in this way
could hardly be used as a basis for clearing house settle-

ments. A basis for a clearing house settlement can be ar-

rived at, however, by having each carrier make a per diem
report in triplicate, one to the clearing house, one for the

owner of the ear or ears remaining on its line on the last day
of the month prior to the installation of the new plan, and
one for its record.

Theoretically, we would then have the location showing
the initial and number of all cars away from home on a cer-

tain day, in a permanent form and separated as to owner-
ship. There would probably be cars not reported. These
the owners would be required to trace. When a car was
located and per diem report rendered to the owner for the

one day due, the clearing house would adjust the car bal-

ance and per diem as explained later.

The total number of cars reported by all roads would con-
stitute the debit to the clearing house. A commercial book-
keeper would term it a control account. The several items

in this debit control account would be distributed to the debit

of each carrier, in one item, covering all cars reported by it.

The total of the distribution would balance the control ac-

count. Likewise, all cars reported must be credited to the

different owners. The total number of cars reported would
now be the credit control account to the clearing house, and
the items would be distributed to the different roads accord-

ing to ownership. The distribution would balance the credit

control account. The clearing house would now be in a po-

sition to begin doing business without a deficit.

The difference between the total number of foreign cars

reported as being on its line by a carrier and the total num-
ber of its cars reported by all other carriers would be the ex-

isting car balance, as reported, for that carrier. This bal-

ance should agree with the balance as carried on the clearing

house books and it would be the basis for settlements.

An error in car number or initial on an interchange report

would not impair the correctness of the per diem accounts.

A car omitted from an interchange report would be added
to that report if the error was discovered in time to include

in the current month. Where an error is discovered in the

following or any subsequent month, the car wTould be reported

to the clearing house on a supplementary report signed by the

proper officer of both carriers. The car would earn' a charge

in days equal to its potential value on the date interchanged,

plus all days in each of the following months, including the

month it is taken into account.

A car entered on an interchange report in error would be

deducted from the report if the error was discovered in time

for correction in the current month. Otherwise it would be

handled in the same manner and would carry the same value

in days as an omitted car in the reverse direction.

When a car, not reported to its owner for the last day, was
located, the erring road would be charged the sum of the days

in each month, including the month in which the adjustment

was made, for all time elapsed since the date the plan went

into effect. The movements of the car since the plan went

into effect would have no bearing on the claim. As all cars

would finally be located by their owners, a carrier would gain

nothing by a failure to report a car.

Switching and other reclaims to be handled as at present,

«'ith settlement through the clearing house.

Some of the advantages of the plan are as follows:

Does not require a large force of train employes.

The effective data could be made retroactive to any montli

that the drafts are not yet drawn against per diem reports.

Its benefits could be extended to cover non-subscriber roads

by local agreements between the roads interested.

It would not require any change in present car records.

A force of examiners would not be needed.

Reports could be balanced with those of immediate con-

nections, as each road would be working from the same re-

ports. Settlements could be made the following month with-

out fear of making overpayments, which would result from

the same procedure under the present plan.

Relieve the banks throughout the country of the burden of

to them for collection every month.

Finally, it would make possible a saving in labor and ex-

clearing the hundreds of thousands of drafts now 'turned over

pense. which each car accountant can figure for himself.

H. E. Sanders.



France Undertakes Huge Electrification Program
Utilization of Water Power and High Price of Fuel Are Most

Important Considerations

By Oliver F. Allen

Formerly .Major of Engineers, American Expeditionary Forces

Tin-: ELECTRIFICATION of Flinch steam railway lines, as

distinguished from street car or interurban service as

those terms are understood in America, began by the

equipment about 1900, and almost simultaneously, of the

tunnel and connecting tracks between Quai d'Orsay station

and the Austerlitz station of the Paris-Orleans Railway in

Paris with an extension for suburban service as far as Juvisy

and the suburban line from the Invalides station in Paris

to Versailles on the old Western Railway, now known as the

State Railways. A division from Fayet to Chamnoix on the

electrifications, in the French Alps and in the Pyrenees, were
made to meet the requirements of mountain grades and to

take advantage of water power. These nr-i installations are

all still in service, and tin- further extension of three of them
are the first steps in the present program.
The successful operation of thi se early installations, the

facility with which they took ..arc of increased traffic with a

moderate increase in investment, combined with the success-

ful development of electric traction in America and else-

where, led the French railway engineers to study, before the
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Southern France, Showing Lines to Be Electrified

Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean line was electrified about 1902,

and one on the Southern Railway, in the Pyrenees, from

Villefranche to Vernet-les Hams by 1910. The two electri-

fications at Paris radiating out from the centers of the city,

were made for the purpose of increasing terminal facilities.

improving suburban service and removing the smoke nui-

sance. They were of the same general order as the early

electrifications in America at the New York City terminals

and the Baltimore & Ohio tunnel al Baltimore. Current for

both of these early Paris electrifications has always been

supplied by steam plants burning coal. The other two early

war. the problem of reducing their coal bill by the electri-

t'h ation of their main lines.

The electrification of the lines from Limoges to Gannat
and from Clermont Ferrand to Tulle and the development
of -team power stations in the central plateau, the ti

Central, where coal i- to U found, ' - Studied by th,

1

I re the war. The electrif

of the mountain divisions of th< Paris, 1 yons & M
ranean Railway northeast from thi French terminal of the

Mt. Cenis tunnel at Mod E more Southern Railway
in the Pyrenees was all carefully studied before 1913.
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During the two years preceding the war, the South'ffififl Rail-
way had completed preliminary negotiations for elect rt& loco-

motives and had placed firm orders for samples.
It is apparent that irrespective of the great economic

changes resulting from the war, especially in the matter of
cost of coal and labor, the electrification of the French rail-

ways would have gone ahead under pre-war conditions and
it is possible that had France not been set back five years by
the war, a considerable portion of the present program would
be an accomplished fact today.
As soon as mobilization began in the last days of July,

1914, the entire resources of the French railways were placed
at the disposal of the government, and from then until after

the armistice all the railways were operated as a unified
command under the fourth section of the general staff of the
French army. Under war conditions no attention was paid
to the matter of electrification.

The Reconstruction Program

The undreamed of increases in the cost of coal and the

diminution of personnel, combined with the eight-hour day

movement, forced the study of reconstruction and after-the-

war railway economic problems while we were all still fight-

ing the Boches. This study was so far advanced that three

days after the armistice, that is, on November 14, 1918, a

committee was formed by a decree of the Ministry of Public

Works for the study of the electrification of the standard

gage steam railways. Within two weeks, November 23, 1918,

this committee was organized and a program adopted for the

study of the electrical operation of railroads all over the

world, particular attention to be paid to what had been ac-

complished in America, France, Switzerland, Italy, England,

Sweden and Germany. The visit of representatives of this

committee to the United States in 1919, and their exhaustive

reports on electrification in this country as well as in Europe

have been published and are so well known to railway engi-

First Electrification in France

neers that further reference will not be made to this com-

mittee's work except to point out a few important results

which might be advantageously considered by American rail-

ways.

Equipment for All Lines to Be Standardized

Realizing that successful electric traction must be as flex-

ible and as universal in its application as steam traction,

the French concluded that all their main line electrifications

must be standardized to such an extent that the electric loco-

motives of any company can circulate on all the lines in

France just as easily as steam locomotives can. This involves

agreement by all of the railways to use electric current ot

the same characteristics. That decision has been made by
the railways and approved by the Ministry of Public Works
and the Ministry of War. It standardizes 1,500 volts con-

tinuous current for all French railways. Incidentally it is

interesting to note that this French action has been followed

by the adoption of the same standard for Belgium and fo~

England.

Both Overhead Wire and Third-Rail

Current Collection Will Be Used

The voltage selected permits the use of either overhead

trolley wires or third-rail for delivering the current to the

St. Lazare Station of the State Railways, Paris

locomotive and it is probable that both will be used accord-

ing to local conditions and the relative cost. Irrespective of

the exact method of suspension of overhead wire or of sup-

port or type of third-rail which may be used by any par-

ticular railway, standardization will be carried to such a

point that the pantagraphs and contact shoes of all the loco-

motives will be so designed and located that they can collect

current on any electrified line in the whole country.

The investigations showed so plainly the restrictions on the

development of electric traction resulting from lack of stand-

ardization in other countries, especially in America, that the

French railways and government very soon realized the neces-

sity for an organization to study and make effective stand-

ardization work begun by the decision to use only one kind

of current. Something over a year ago the State Railways, the

Southern Railway, the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Rail-

way, the Paris-Orleans Railway and the railways of Alsace

and Lorraine, with the co-operation of the Ministry of Public

Works, created an organization for the study of railway ma-
terial known as l'Office Central d'Etudes de Material de

Chemins de Fer. It will be noted that the Northern and
Eastern Railway systems are not included in this group. It

was felt that their problems of reconstruction were so difficult

that they should be left entirely free to restore service by
any means available. In articles which have appeared re-

cently in the Railway Age the terrible destruction of the

Northern Railway has been referred to. Certain parts of the

Eastern Railway suffered in exactly the same manner and the

parts of their lines which were not destroyed were subjected

to the most intensive traffic possible by the requirements of

the French and American armies.

Frontier Development Must
Provide for Military Factors

Another aspect of the matter is the military situation and
the realization that along the frontier it must always be
possible not only to mobilize an army quickly but to move
it and its supplies across the frontier rapidly and efficiently.

If the railway lines near the frontier were equipped for

electric traction, it might be possible to mobilize as rapidly
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as with steam locomotives, but getting an army across the

frontier would be another matter. There is some doubt about

the relative reliability of the necessary interconnected gen-

n g stations, distributing stations, transmission lines, etc.,

for electric locomotives and the supply of water and fuel

for steam locomotives, when subjected to the hazards of long

range shelling and airplane bombing. This question is still

so far from being decided that the electrification of the rail-

ways of the north and east of France is not i ontemplated now.

Immediate Development Will Be Limited

to Terminals and Suburban Lines

While the State Railways are in the group which created

this standardization committee their electrification for many

Northern Railway Station at Paris

Mars to come will probably be confined to terminals and

extension of suburban service in the immediate vicinity of

Paris. The major portion of their lines as well as the lines

of the Northern and Eastern Railways cover territory in

which there are not only no large water powers available but

in much of which the amount of condensing water to be had

is so limited as to curtail seriously the construction of very

large power plants. It is probable that in those parts of

France north of a line running southwest from Paris to the

Atlantic Ocean ;it St. Nazaire, and those between Paris and

the Belgium and Luxembourg frontiers, the railways will not

be equipped for electric traction until electric power may be

available either from the Rhine or the Alps, nor until the

electrification of the other parts is largely completed. In \ iew

of the demands for power in the neighborhood of Paris and

between Paris and the German and Swiss frontiers, all elec-

tric energy which may be available within the next twenty

years will probably be utilized before it gets to the north

and northwest, or for the metallurgical and other industrial

plants in the north and east where needs for electric power
air economically more urgent than those of the railways.

Effects of High Cost of Fuel and Labor

This standardization committee >>i the principal railways

outside of the north and easl is working for general stand

ardization and in many aspects of its work, through the

Ministry of Public Works and the close affiliation of all the

railway executives and engineers, it will affect all of the

railways, including the north and east. So far as its prac-

tical application to electrification is concerned its work will

be confined for a long time to the railways which made their

first electrification twenty years ago and the railways in the

recovered provinces of Alsace and Lorraine. In fact, the men
who are most active today in carrying on the French railway
electrification program are the very men who personally had
to do with the four original installations referred to above.

The electrification of the French steam railwavs is not a

new proposition resulting from the war, but i.- the natural

and logical evolution of those first applications at terminals

and in mountains almost a generation ago. It is true that the

war has brought about certain economic changes, particularly

in the cost of fuel and labor, whit h will tend to expedite the

change from steam to elo trie power. For instance, the cost

of coal before the war was from 20 to 30 francs per metric

ton and since the war real bed the maximum in 1920 of 300
frani - per ton with a peak of 500 francs, which is the price

actually paid b) one railway fur part of its coal. It is now-

descending to between 100 and 150 francs per ton. There

is little likelihood, however, of coal going to less than about

75 francs per metric ton, that is, three to four times pre-war

price, for many years to come. On the other hand, the tre-

mendous increase of the public d nee and the

geni ral economic losses resulting from five years of war tend

to retard the expenditure of the vast sums of money required

for extensive electrification and it is doubtful if the til

of the high fuel cosl and the labor situation i

offset by the financial situation as lo make the carrying out

of the program move slower rather than faster than it would
have had there been no war. Our French friends seem to

have taken the lead in the world in standardizing and adopt-

ing electric traction for steam railways, and in spite of the

delays and embarrassments resulting from the war they may
still go ahead faster than we will in this country, partii ularly

in the matter of high speed passenger service.

Reasons for Electrification

Their reasons for electrification are substantially the same
as influenced similar decisions elsewhere and are too well

known by railroad men to he discussed in detail here. The
determining factors are: first, utilization of water power to

reduce the amount of coal imported into France each year

and to reduce operating expenses; second, the ability to in-

crease terminal facilities and improve terminal service by
substitution of motor ears for suburban service and electric

Eastern Railway Station at Nancy

locomotives for mam line passenger trains and freight serv-

ice; third, the ability to handle heavier freight train- and
move greater tonnage on mountain divisions than is possible

with steam locomotives without great expense for enlarging
tunnels, strengthening bridges, and other items of in. I

the number of track-. There are many other reasons which
have affected the decision to start a comprehensive program
oi electrification, but they are more or less subsidiary I

main considerations.

Program Calls for 1,200 Miles of Main Line Each Year

The program, the execution of which is being seriously

undertaken, involves electrification within the next fifteen

years of approximately 6,000 miles of main lines mostly
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alread) double trai b and the building of hydro-electric plants

and high tension transmission lines of the first magnitude.

engineers have gone so far as to promulgate a tenta-

tivi |

-nigram involving electrification of over 1,200 miles of

main line per year and putting into service of not less than

400 new electric locomotives every year. Financial consid-

erations will probably greatly curtail such a program, l>ut

ili, more conservative one of the electrification of 6,000 mile-

within fifteen years will involve buying between 200 and

.i<)() new electric locomotives per year, which is a bigger pro-

ject than has yet been undertaken in any other country.

Power Supply

The hydro-electric developments to furnish the necessary

power will be carried on simultaneously in the Pyrenees for

the lines of the Southern Railway; on the central plateau

for the Paris-Orleans Railway and in the French Alps for

the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway. These are being

studied in connection with the development of a great net-

work of power transmission for industrial requirements.

Under the leadership of the Ministry of Public Works a

program has been prepared for a transmission network at

220,000 volts for the main lines and 100,000 to 150,000

volts for the secondary lines which will cover all the northern,

eastern, central, southern and southwestern part of the

country with great trunk lines from the upper Rhone valley

and from the Rhine valley in Alsace in long loops across -the

country to Paris.

The first plants and transmission lines will be built partly

by private organizations, including some of the railways, and

partly by the government. Some of the 100,000 and 150,000

volts lines are now under construction and the first additional

hvdraulic plants with a total capacity of the order of 300,000

h.p. may be under construction within a year.

Belgium

In Belgium the program covers several of the lines which

converge at Brussels. The first step will be to take care of

the intensive passenger traffic between Brussels and Ant-

werp. The next, the freight traffic in the metallurgical dis-

trict where there are steep grades and great tonnage. The

rapid fall in the price of coal (that mined locally plus that

shipped in from Germany has already accumulated until

Belgian stocks on hand present a serious problem) combined

with the delay in getting any reparation payments from the

always delaying Germans has set back the Belgian electrifi-

cation program indefinitely.

Railroad Settlement Plan

Tentatively Agreed Upon
Washington, D. C.

Di unite announcement is expected before the end of the

week of the plan for funding for 10 years at 6 per cent

the indebtedness of the railroads to the Railroad Ad-

ministration for additions and betterments made during the

federal control period, and a compromise plan for expediting

the settlement of the railroad claims against the Railroad

Administration for the balance of their rental due and other

items. This will make possible some early payments to the

roads of cash which they can use to pay their outstanding

Kills and increase their maintenance work.

A plan under which the railroads would surrender a large

part of their claims for undermaintenance in return for the

funding and fur a more expeditious settlement of their claims

was tentatively agreed upon, after many conferences with the

government officials, at a meeting of the steering committee

of the Association of Railway Executives in Washington on

Monday and was submitted to the member roads of the asso-

ciation at a meeting in New York on Wednesday afternoon.

Pn sident Harding also disc ussed the matter on Monday with

Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission and

Director General Davis of the Railroad Administration and

on Tuesday he held another conference on it with Secretary

Mil if the Treasury, Secretary Hoover of the Department

of Commerce, and Chairman Cummins of the Senate Com-

mittee on Interstate Commerce. While the details have not

been made public at this writing the plan contemplates that

the government shall accept 6 per cent securities of the rail-

roads for the capital expenditures and that the War Finance

Corporation shall advance the cash which the Railroad Ad-

ministration will need, in addition to some §200,000,000

which it still has available, to pay its obligations to the rail-

roads. It is to furnish the cash by taking over railroad se-

curities from the Railroad Administration which it is not de-

sired to place on the market at this time but which can be

readily marketed under more normal conditions, in accord-

ance with a suggestion made by Director General Davis in

his letter to the House committee on appropriations some time

ago as an alternative to an additional appropriation for the

Railroad Administration. The War Finance Corporation has

a book credit with the Treasury which it would require legis-

lation to make available for this purpose, and it would be

necessary for the Treasury to sell certificates of indebtedness

to obtain the funds, but it would not require a Congressional

appropriation.

The plan does not contemplate an immediate payment to

the roads of any definite sum but the funding of the capital

expenditures will make it possible for the Railroad Adminis-

tration to pay the railroads some large sums on account of the

undisputed items of their claims in advance of a final settle-

ment, and the railroads, under the tentative plan, would agree

to give up certain principles on which their undermaintenance

claims have been based. It is understood that the principal

concession required of the roads was that they waive that

part of their claims for undermaintenance based on the in-

efficiency of labor and that they accept in general the in-

terpretation placed on the standard contracts by the Railroad

Administration, which would measure its obligation to main-

tain the properties on the expenditures during the test period

plus an allowance for the increase in wages and prices of

materials. The roads had taken the position that this was in-

sufficient without an allowance for the fact that more man-
hours were required to perform a given unit of work during

the control period than in the test period.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has had the same
question before it in connection with the claims for the six

months guaranty and it is understood that its ruling on the

maintenance interpretation has been withheld pending the

negotiations covering the federal control pericd in which
< hairman Clark has participated.

Agreement by the executives to the plan for the funding of

the roads' obligations to the government was indicated in a

statement given out by T. DeWitt Cuvler, chairman of the

Association of Railway Executives, at the close of the meet-

ing of the member roads of the association at Xew York on
Wednesday. The statement follows:

"Today's meeting was for the purpose of receiving a report

from the steering committee—now known as the executive

committee—on the efforts to reach a final settlement with the

government of all matters pending from the period of federal

control. Any further statement on the situation must come
from the President of the United States."

The Pennsylvania has completed preliminary arrangements
for the use of tin- licit Line terminals of the Muskegon Rail-

».i\ & Navigation Company, Muskegon. Mich., and will de-

velop a car ferry service across Lake Michigan, connecting

with railroad at Milwaukee.



Inadequate Recognition of Chief Clerks' Position

Salaries Smaller Than Those of Many Organized Employees,

While Duties Are Those of Officers

By a Chief Clerk

The plight of the American railroads and the questions

concerning their rehabilitation are matters that interest

everybody. The question of the responsibility for the

desperate situation in which the railroads now find them-

selves is rather interesting and lias provoked much fruitless

argument. Labor is shouting at the top of its voice that

capita) is solely to blame, but this assertion is not corroborated

by the- facts. It is true enough that labor fared badly in that

nonc-too-distant era when the word of capital was like the

laws of the Medes and Persian.-. It is also true that the

labor unions were natural products of that era and those

conditions, organized as means of self-defense. But no sooner

did they grow strong enough to stand on their own legs than

they began to use the very tactics they had been organized

to combat. They schemed to gel maximum pay for minimum
work, to protect their lazy and incompetent members and to

harass the representatives of capital needlessly and often

without hope of reward.

The first big mistake of the labor union- was in contend-

ing for uniform rates of pa\-. Xo well-informed person be-

lieves that all worker- of any given occupation are worth

exactly the same amount per hour or per month. If the best

mechanic in an average railroad shop is worth just 85 cents

an hour, the poorest mechanic in that shop is probably worth

not more than 10 cents an hour. If the poorest mechanic is

worth 87 cents, the best is worth something like six to seven

d( liars an hour. Men are not created equal nor can they be

equalized. The uniform scale- is a source of perennial dis-

couragement to the ambitious workman and a misguided

solace to the drone.

The fatal mistake of some of the railroad labor unions

was made during the World War. When the Railroad Ad-
ministration signed agreements with the various unions

awarding large increases in rates of pay and outlining work-

ing conditions that labor might well have regarded as almost

ideal, the labor leaders had a golden opportunity to strengthen

and fortify their organization- by urging the men to deliver

what the administration had agreed to pay for, but instead

of doing this some of the organization- were apparently

foolish enough to curtail production systematically by work-
ing more slowly and by such other methods as were available.

This policy was suicidal. Disaster was certain to result and
is now resulting. Nothing can be enjoyed that is not first

produced.

Loyal Service Penalized

On the other hand, some of the policies of the average

railroad management have been for nunc years and still are.

as I see it, surprisingly short sighted. Consider the case of

the railroad clerk. This has probably been the most loyal,

the hardest-working and the least appreciated of all classes

of railroad workers. For years prior to government control,

the roads used all means in their power to prevent the clerks

from organizing; and the) succeeded on a majority of the

roads. At the beginning of governmeni control, the average
railroad clerk's rate per hour worked was disgracefully small,

but the organized classes bad been granted, from time to

time, increases of rate- and other concessions affecting their

working conditions and had gt u lied a state which,
compared with the situation of the clerks, resembled
It seem- obvious that the wise policy would have been for

the railroads to have given the unorganized clerk- everything

that was given to the organized classes. In this manner the

railroads could have proven what they claimed: that there

was nothing tangible to be gained by organization. More-

over, there is never any legitimate excuse for penalizing

fidelity and loyalty.

There is only one class of workers on the railroads now,

I believe, that i- not organized and not classed a- official.

This class is the chief clerks. When the readjustments of

rates were worked out in 1918, the average shop fori man was

given an increase about double that given the average chief

clerk. The only apparent reason for this was that the fore-

men had formed a national organization early in 1918,

whereas the chief clerks belonged to no organization and
were therefore not in position to demand tin- -ante- COnsider-

ation that everybody else on the railroads received. Prior to

that time, the foremen and the chief clerks j n division offices

had received approximately the -ami- rates but the new rates

of the chief i lerks mentioned were generally fir below the

new rates of the cheapest foremen.

A chief clerk who is sua es-ful must have edu< ation, intelli-

gence, experience, energy, enthusiasm, exei utive ability and
numerous other attributes and qualifications that an I

to be valuable. When the office organizati down,
the officer in charge is in a -c-rious predicament The details

of the biisinc :-- revolve around the . hief clerk- in the- division

and higher offices. When an officer is off his territory, for any
reason, the chief clerk usually runs the railroad: and the

chief clerk attends to tin: details of the business at all times.

If the chief clerk i- competent to do this, he -liould lie paid

what the service is worth, and if he i- not competent, he

should be replaced.

Inadequate Recognition

Xot only is the- pay of chief clerks comparatively poor,

as I see it, but the recognition accorded them otherwise is

much less than they are entitled to by reason of the -c rvi. e

required. They are certainly assistants to the officers in

charge and I maintain that they should be so classified.

There may be sound objections to this proposal but I cannot

think of any. Possibly the railroads fear that such action

might be made the basis of argument for increases in rates

of pay. Hut the salary should be based on the character of

the service required and delivered and should be forthcoming
regardless of the classification. There may be some railroad

officers so narrow as to oppose official nth- t r chief clerks

on the 1 theory that this might detract from the prestige of the

officers themselves but I do not believe that -tali officers are1

numerous. The average railroad officer i- a man of consid-

erable breadth of n I proper amount ^<\ confidence
in his ,.\\ n ability and doe- not consider il m essary to

suppre.-s his subordinates in order that he may be more
icuous. The subordinate- .(institute the organization

and the- organization make- or breaks the officer I

therefore the wi-e and prudent officer eJ

- of his subordinates and r merit

wherever he finds it "A chain is no stronger than its v

link." The strength of any organization dep
strength of it- individu ;

1 men
A feu years ago i cefl : man whom we will call

Harvey Hammond was - hief clerk in

a ea-ner.tl officer of the operating department
railroad. Young Hammond was well edm
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perience in all lines of operating department office work,

started as a stenographer and mounted, round by

round, the shorl ladder reaching to the position of chief

cleri II' was energetic, loyal, resourceful; had plenty of

initiativi and e ecutive ability. lie also had that rarest of

combinations, brains and balance.

The officer in question did not enjoy the best of health

and eventually his health broke down completely. His physi-

i ian forbade his talking business with anybody for months.

He had no assistant and the management did not appoint

another officer pro tern. Harvey Hammond suddenly found

himself charged with all the duties and responsibilities of a

al officer—without the title—or the salary. He did not

iiesitate but welcomed the opportunity to show his calibre.

( ommittees of the labor unions appeared before him with

grievances, real and fancied, and he fought them single-

handed when they were wrong or agreed to their demands

when they were right. He was an expert in the various agree-

ments between the railroad and the labor unions. If he made

mistakes they were so slight that they passed unnoticed. His

work in this unique situation naturally attracted a good deal

of attention. All who had an opportunity to watch his per-

formance during this period agreed that he made good as a

general officer—without the title—or the salary.

At a later date, the rivalry between two railroads for the

services of Harvey Hammond was decidedly keen. Each

wanted him as a chief clerk and he went with one of them

in that capacity, at a salary much smaller than the average

shop foreman draws. His name does not appear in the

Pocket List nor on any correspondence. His present salary

is considerably below that of any shop foreman in the metal

trades but every shop foreman, even the most unimportant,

is regarded as an officer of the railroad he serves.

An unusual case? Certainly. But it illustrates my point:

that a chief clerk is expected to measure up to any emergency.

Every chief clerk meets emergencies at times and his com-

petency is judged largely by the manner in which he meets

them. If he is incompetent, any little emergency will un-

horse him, but if he understands his business and is con-

scientious, the percentage of his mistakes will be gratifyinglv

small.

I do not claim that the average chief clerk could or would

have duplicated the performance of Harvey Hammond but I

do maintain that the average chief clerk would cheerfully

have tackled the problems and done his best; and he would

have done much better in this emeigency than the average

foreman who is designated as an officer of the railroad and
whose salary is much higher. The plan of organization on

the railroads shows that this fact is clearly recognized. In

every case where the officer in charge is absent from his post

for any reason, the chief clerk takes charge in the name of

the absent officer. If any of the foremen were supposed to

be better equipped to cope with a situation of this kind, such

foreman would naturally be called upon to act in place of

the absent officer.

It is sometimes argued that a chief clerk is not entitled

to as much consideration as a shop foreman because he has

not served an apprenticeship of any kind. This fallacy is

i onspicuous. The shop foreman has served an apprenticeship

of four years whereas the chief clerk, if he is properly

equipped for his job, has spent no less than seven to fifteen

years in acquiring an education, after which he has spent

perhaps three to fifteen years in learning the details of the

various office jobs over which he has supervision. This com-

parison is not intended to disparage the shop foreman. His

importance on a railroad is obvious and is universally con-

ceded. For many years his slender salary was a very good

example of what may be termed wasteful economy. Nov.-

that the wrongs of the foremen have been righted, the wrongs

of the chief clerks should have attention, for the latter hold

positions every whit as important as those of the foremen.

A good man in any capacity who does not get proper recog-

nition will eventually become discouraged, and discourage-

ment impairs efficiency.

Commendation Not Adequate Remuneration

No railroad officer of marked ability fails to appreciate

the value of a good chief clerk but this appreciation, for some

mysterious reason, appears to be purely personal. The officer

may say to the chief clerk: "Your excellent handling of the

office relieves me of endless details and I appreciate it."

Not every officer will commend a subordinate to his face but

many of the best of them will. The normal man is susceptible

to flattery and the abnormal man is abnormally susceptible

to it. Remarks of this kind are gratifying but the fact re-

mains that all the recognition accorded even the exceptional

chief clerk is some private commendation.

In offering these sentiments, let me disclaim any malice

or any desire to place the blame on any man or group of

men. The conditions to which I call attention are a part of

the system under which the railroads are operated. The rail-

roads, like people, are slaves of custom. The policy of the

big roads and of some of the smaller ones is and has ever

been to concede nothing that could not be taken by force or

the withholding of which would not endanger their own
welfare. This policy has proven unwise. The organization

that is rewarded for using dynamite will certainly return

next week or next month or next year with more dynamite:

and the patient, loyal, dependable employee who received

only a two per cent increase when the dynamiters got ten

per cent will just naturally ask himself what he has gained

by his patience and loyalty. It pays to be fair. The most
stupendous mistake of all history- was Germany's recent

attempt to prove that might makes right.

Consolidation Built by Baldwin Locomotive Works for Mexican Fuel Company



Unit Cost Data Reduce Freight Train Expense

Prompt Distribution of Information Aids in Cutting Wage
Charges Per Hundred Ton Miles

By J. E. Hutchison

General Manager, St. Louis-San Francisco

HAVING realized for many years that the successful

operation of any manufacturing establishment is de-

pendent to a very large degree upon the possession of

unit cost data, it has been constantly in my mind that there

should be a method of measuring accurately the cost of freight

train operation, reduced to the item of each train moved,

and available immediately after each movement is completed,

if the full measure of economy is to be secured.

For illustration, some years ago I went through a furniture

factory with the manager of the plant, who was conducting

the business in a manner that was showing a nice net profit

each year. They were manufacturing many articles of furni-

ture. In going through the plant, I asked the cost of produc-

ing quite a number of different articles. In each instance

tation—there arc a greal many units of this article. In fact,

ever}- train run is a unit, and the cost of the train, expressed

in ton-miles, should be definitely known when the trip is

ompleted. It has doubtless been in the mind of every rail-

road operating officer for many years that the most difficult

thing to determine was where to fix his train load. Railroads

have conducted experiments along this line and the general

theory lias been that economical operation followed the train

load absolutely; the greater the train load the greater tin-

economy. Some, and possibly all, railroad operating officers

have realized that this theory was not entirely correct, and

that there was a possibility of producing a train load in excess

<jf what could be justified by economical results. Most roads

have had means of determining what their train load was
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Form Used in Reporting Wage Cost of Handling Trains

I was told that he did not know. I asked what they sold it

for and was given the price; then I asked if they were mak-

ing any money on that particular article, to which the reply

was made that they did not know, but that the business as

a whole was showing a profit. I suggested the advisability

of working up unit cost data showing the cost to manufacture

each one of these different articles. The idea appealed to the

manager and, at considerable expense and with a great deal

of effort, very accurate cost data were collected with the result

that the company abandoned more than half of the items

that it was manufacturing because the cost data revealed that

it was incurring an actual loss in some instances and a very

meagre profit in others, the plant being concentrated on the

manufacturing of such articles as the cost data revealed were

yielding a reasonable profit. The result was that without

increasing the production the plant showed a net profit of

more than double what it had shown before.

While a railroad manufactures but one article—transpor-

with reasonable accuracy up to the time the trains move and
a few have cost data but railroad officers have generally felt

that when they were producing a satisfactory train load, that

is. when their train load was approaching closely to 100 per

cent of the potential rating of the engine, they were get-

ting all of the economy out of their train operation that it

was possible to produce.
Two or three week- after the close of the month many

operating officers have been greatly astonished to find that

while they made magnificent train load performances their

operating ratio had increased instead of decreasing, as they

had expected. It is true that the operating ratio follows the

train load for the most part; that an increased train load
has the effect of reducing the operating ratio, and a de,

train load the effect of increasing it. But every operating

officer has had experiences that show him that this is not

always true.

With this thought in mind, I have tried for vears to work

161
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mil .i unit cosl data of freight train operation that would

give me a measure in money of the cost of operation imme-

diately after the movement of the trains were completed.

In May, 1920, arrangements were completed to start com-

piling this data. It was realized it was going to take a great

deal "f effort to net the data sufficiently accurate that it would

be dependable and also to get the division superintendent

and his staff sufficiently interested in the data to make it

valuable. With this end in view a very competent man was

assigned to the work of installing these reports, following

them up, checking them for accuracy and going over the per-

formance witli the superintendents picking out the bad units

of operation and devising ways and means to correct them.

It was found necessary to make some changes in the forms

then in use in order to get the information in proper shape

and from May until August was consumed in revising the

forms and getting the reports nearly enough correct to be

relied upon. By the first of August the reports were so nearly

accurate that we began to apply them with some degree of

assurance.

These reports are now prepared each day as soon as the

train sheet for the day before is completed, and the superin-

tendent has placed on his desk every day a full report for the

day before by freight train districts, showing the performance

of each freight or mixed train, including the cost per 100

gross ton miles and this data consolidated to show the aver-

age train load and cost per 100 gross ton miles, for each

class of service by directions; also this information further

consolidated for all classes and directions, as well as the

amount of deadheading, penalty, called and not used, etc.,

for the freight district or sub-division. This is all consoli-

dated in the car accountant's office into 7-, 14 and 21 day

and whole month reports, showing freight districts or sub-

divisions separately, as well as a division and system report.

The unit of 100 gross tons per mile has been used in order

to differentiate more closely between the performance of indi-

vidual trains on the same district, in the same service and

with the same power, carrying the cost to two decimal points.

If it is desired to compare with a cost based on 1,000 gross

ton miles it is of course only necessary to move the decimal

point over one figure.

In August we had a peak load of business, with every

train on the road handling its maximum tonnage. There

was a minimum of light movements—practically none at all.

In September and October business remained heavy. In

November the business commenced to fall off considerably

and it was more difficult to get a maximum train load. This

condition became more marked steadily through November,
December, January, February, and continuing into March;
yet in spite of this fact we were able to reduce our cost for

moving 100 gross tons one mile about one cent. The accom-

panying form is the only form we use for the daily report

(except three small forms for gathering the information),

and from which it will be seen that the wage cost for 100
gross ton miles is shown for every train run. For the last

two or three months the accumulated figures from these daily

reports have been so accurate that the variation from the

operating sheet and the income account has only been about

one per cent. On some divisions the variation has been less

than half of one per cent, so that the report can be said to

be absolutely accurate.

Its value lies in the fact that the report shows in a very

condensed form the cost of operating each freight train, di-

vided into classes, through freight, local freight and branch
lines, so that the superintendent can compare the operation

of the cost of the various trains at a glance and incidentally

pick out the trains on which the cost is excessive and can
determine the cause of the excess cost. These causes, of

course, may lie numerous, such as the overloading of the
engine, bad train dispatching, bad performance of the engine,

or any other of a number of causes, an analysis of which
causes the superintendent to take steps to overcome these

conditions and prevent a similar occurrence in the future.

Eai li superintendent very soon has fixed in his mind a

certain figure of cost and when these reports come to his

dok covering the previous day's operation, if the cost is

higher than this figure he immediately .-tarts looking for the

reason and is able to locate instantly the train or trains that

produced the higher cost.

When we first began to make real use of this report in

August, a conference was held with the superintendents and

they were told that they should reach a certain cost per hun-

dred gross ton miles. This result was accomplished the first

week in March, at which time they were commended for the

result produced and a new figure set for them to strive to

reach. The cost varies somewhat, of course, on different divi-

sions, on account of different conditions, and a mark has been

set for each division to work to. The superintendents are

fully alive to the importance of this data and are using it

more than they ever used any report of any kind that we
have ever seen.

As stated, the reduced cost has been produced in the face

of a condition that made the building up of a maximum train

load absolutely impossible. Business was light and fluctuated

and light miles were necessarily made, and, as a matter of

fact, the train load showed a very marked falling off.

We have been able to determine almost definitely the exact

point at which to fix the train load on different operating

districts and a good many previous figures and ideas have
been shown to be entirely inaccurate. In many cases we have
produced a decreased cost by decreasing our train load. As
an illustration, in a detail check made on one of our sub-

divisions, a period of four days was taken, as they were

running. Then a reduction in tonnage of not to exceed 200
tons was authorized and the same check was made for second

period of four days after the reduction was made effective,

which resulted in a reduction in the average train haul of

46 tons, a decrease in cost of 0.5 cents per 100 gross ton

miles, a saving based on the business handled during the

second period of $472, an increase of 1,498 gross ton miles

per crew hour, and an increase of 533 gross ton miles per

engine hour (including time on roundhouse tracks). In other

places we have produced the same result by increasing our

train load.

As a further illustration, the average train load for the

entire railroad for December, 1920, was 19 tons less than

November, yet the cost per 100 gross ton miles was 0.12 cents

less in December than November—a saving of $10,526.

The valuable part of the : rrangement is that the superin-

tendent knows immediately following the day's performance

just what he did. He does not have to wait until the month
is completed and then wait three or four weeks for the oper-

ating sheet and the income account to determine whether or

not his operation was economical, but he knows each day
what his operation was the day before, and can put his

finger on the train or trains that caused any excess cost and
can also figure out almost at a glance the trains that could

have been operated more cheaply or economically.

With this report we are able to analyze the operation in a

way that we never could prior to its installation. It had been

the opinion of everyone that in order to get a report of this

kind an enormous amount of detail work and accounting

would be necessary and that the expense of it would make it

prohibitive. The accuracy was seriously questioned. These
theories have all been exploded. We are able to discontinue

enough reports and data of one kind and another that we
had been assembling before in an effort to analyze our train

operation so that we did not have to add any cost at all in

our division offices to prepare these reports. The only thing

the report has cost us to date is the paper it has been printed

mi and the one man employed as an expert to work the system

out and make it effective.

The difference in cost of moving 100 gross ton miles now
and prior 'to using this report means a saving of more than
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$75,000 per month on this railroad in wage costs for freight

train operation. I believe that this result is due entirely to

this cost data immediately at hand, and I am thoroughly con-

vinced that we have not yet worked out all of the economy

thai can be secured b) careful study and application.

But the most valuable part of it, as I see it. i- th

have a cost item definitely worked out that will be of the

greatesl possible value in preventing an increase in unit costs,

because we can so quickly detect any increase and locate it

tely and correctly, and that, of course, means that we

can take steps immediately to overcome it.

Freight Car Loading
Was" \i,i<>'. I '

'

Owing to the observance of the Fourth of July holiday

there was a falling off of 135,110 in the number of

cars loaded with revenue freight during the week ended

on July 9 as compared with the previous week, according to

reports compiled by the Car Service Division of the American

Railway Association. The total for the week was 639,698

cars, a dei rease of 156,493 cars as compared with the corre-

sponding weeli last year and of 170.147 cars as compared

with the corresponding week in 1919.

Reduction.-, compared with the week befi ported

in the loadin ing in mer-

chandise and miscellaneous freight which includes manu-

fai tured prod irodui ts. Bo ause of the

holiday in the week of July 9, however, comparisons with the

preceding week in which there were six full working days arc-

cut of line.

Tlie summary for the week of July 2 i.- tabulated below:

Decrease of Surplus Cars Continues

The gradual decrease in the i
tirplus freight cars

continued during the first eight days in July. The average

was 369,525. a deci 1 ,266 irs as compared with the

previous week. Surplus bos i irs totaled 145.112, a dei

of 1,186, due largely to a brisk demand for grain cars in tin

west where shortages havi I on several roads. There

was also considerable demand fur ventilated bos cars owing

to heavy loading of perishable
]

innhn t> in the south. A
further reduction of '1 in the number of surplus coal cars

HKVt.M'l 1 Rl n. II I I OADED Wli RECEIVED FROM O
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was also reported, the total on June 8 being 161,606 com-

pared with 162,5.37 on June 30. Coke curs in excess of cur-

rent requirements increased nearly 120 during that period to

a total of 11,643. Greater demand for stock cars reduced the

total for that class of equipment to 17,221, or about 9S0 cars

below what it was at the end of last month. Small reductions

in a number of other classes of cars were also reported.

Bad Order Cars July 1, Total 15.4 Per Cent

The number of bad order freight cars, however, continues

to increase. The report for July 1 shows a total of 354,611,

or 15.4 per cent, as compared with 15.1 per cent on June 15,

while the percentage of bad order box cars was 17.4 as com-

pared with 17.1 and of gondola cars 14.1 as compared with

13.7. Of all freight cars, 88,224 or 3.8 per cent, required

light repairs and 266,387, or 11.6 per cent, required heavy

repairs, while of the box cars 4 per cent required light re-

pairs and 13.4 per cent heavy repairs. Not only is the per-

centage of bad order cars much greater than a year ago, but

the proportion requiring heavy repairs is larger.

T
Tentative Valuations Issued

he Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a

number of additional tentative valuations.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western

In the case of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western the com-

mission finds a final value as of June 30, 1916, of $17,282,-

997 for the property owned and $17,326,253 for the property

used, which includes a small amount leased from other com-

panies. The total track mileage covered is 625 miles. The
final value found is very much less than the total capitaliza-

tion or investment account. The outstanding capitalization

on the date of valuation was $48,412,413 and the investment

in road and equipment as readjusted is stated as $39,339,257,

which includes $35,500,000 face value of securities issued by

the carrier in accordance with the reorganization plan of the

Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City less net cash receipts from

the reorganization committee and plus expenditures for im-

provements and additions. The original cost, the report says,

cannot be ascertained and figures are given for only a small

part of the property. The cost of reproduction new and the

cost of reproduction less depreciation of common carrier

property other than land are given as $16,742,614 and

$12,980,050, respectively.

Ann Arbor

In the case of the Ann Arbor, the commission places the

final value as of June 30, 1915, as $11,127,277 for the prop-

erty used, a total of 420 miles of track. The total capitaliza-

tion outstanding at the valuation date was $17,271,538. The

cosl '.I' reproduction new of the common carrier property

other than land is given as $4,056,034. the cost of reproduc-

tion less depreciation as $3,038,625.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary is given a final value

as of June 30, 1915, of $2,889,974, which covered 99 miles

owned. The report says that the funds provided for the

initial construction amounted to something less than $3,380,-

000, while the total capitalization outstanding on the valua-

tion date was $13,093,187. No dividends have ever been paid

on the stock and no interest has ever been paid or even

accrued in the accounts on the first mortgage bonds. The
original cost to date is found to be an indeterminable amount

in cash within a maximum of $3,694,357. The cost of re-

production new other than land is given as 52,609,678 and

the cost of reproduction less depreciation as S2.086,718.

Trinity & Brazos Valley

For the Trinity & Brazos Valley the commission states the

final value as of 1916 as $9,064,566; the capitalization was

$17,531,645, the book investment $11,467,726 and the origi-

nal cost approximately $9,889,581 in money and $1,518,-

338 in securities. The cost of reproduction new is given as

$10,528,526 and the cost of reproduction less depreciation

as $8,043,452.

St. Louis Southwestern of Texas

In the case of the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, which

on June 30, 1915, owned 897 miles of tracks and used 1,019

miles, the commission found a final value of $23,831,840 for

the property owned and $26,029,939 for the property used.

The capitalization as of the valuation date was $27,590,936.

The report says the original cost cannot be ascertained but

the maximum expenditure of the company and its prede-

cessors in creating and improving the property was $21,-

685,529. The cost of reproduction new of the carrier prop-

erty other than land was given as $28,156,973 and the cost

less depreciation as $21,352,005, while the present value of

the carrier land was reported as $2,458,778.

The commission has also reported tentative values of a

number of smaller roads in which the final value of the

property used is given as follows:

Lithonia & Arabia 1916 $51,85S
Milslead 1916 31,924
Blaney & Southern 1916 56,000
Sunset 1916 1,468,226
rimpson & Henderson 1917 392,643
Gulf Texas & Western 1917 1,667,771
White Kiver 1917 392,223
South Manchester 1916 184.4J5
Montana Western 1915 186,500
Peoria Railway Terminal 1916 1,126.355
Mount Hcod 1916 507,463
Gideon & North island 1917 130,906
Garden City Wes'ern 1916
\Vashin°ton & Chnctaw 1915 147.685
Sardis & Delta 1916 116,000
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Ten-Wheeled Locomotive Built by the H. K. Porter .Co. for the Manila Railroad
A duplicate order for 10 locomotives of this type was shipped recently. The equipment includes vacuum brakes and electric headlights.



Reduction of Live Stock Rates Proposed

Interstate Commerce Commission Examiner in Report Recom-

mends Readjustment to Aid Farmer
Washington, D. C.

return over and above the out of pocket costs, to say nothingORAL ARGUMENTS wen- heard by the Interstate Com
merce Commission at Washington on July 15 on the

fir.-t important complaint asking a reduction of rates

increased by the commission's order in Ex Parte 74 that was
filed with the commission following (hat advance. '1 hi

is that of the National Live Stock Shippers' League and other

live stock interests against the western railroads and the pro

ceeding was expedited he the commission so that the argu-
ment was held on the day following the issuance of a pro-

posed report in the case by Attorney Examiner Disque, who
reo mmended to the commission a finding that the rates for

the interstate transportation of ordinary live stock in ear-

loads in the Western and Mountain-Pacific groups in the ag-

gregate are not excessive from a strictly transportation stand-

point, but are unreasonable from an economic standpoint and
that the carriers should favorably consider the making of

substantial reductions in those rates for the benefit of tin-

live stock industry and business generally. Mr. Disque
found that, judged by the usually recognized standards em-
ployed in rate cases, the live stock rates are relatively low
for the service performed, but he recommended a reduction

of the rates in the two western groups by the amount of the

increase put in effect last August, which was 25 per cent

in the Mountain-Pacific group, 35 per cent in the Western
group and i2> l

/s per cent on inter-territorial traffic. This
was strenuously opposed at the argument by the attorneys

for the roads.

The complaint asked for a blanket reduction in the live

stock rates on the ground that it was impossible for the live

stock industry to thrive under the present rates and that

they injure business generally. The rate making authorities

of several states intervened as complainants and the com-
mission was asked to eliminate both the increase of 25 per

cent with a maximum of 7 cents per 100 pounds or $15 per

car, made by the Railroad Administration under General Or-
der 28, and the increase ordered by the commission in Ex
Parte 74. For the most part the important live stock rates

in the West had been fixed by the commission before these

advance.-- were applied.

Live Stock Industry in Serious Condition

The report discusses in detail the situation of the live

stock industry, pointing out that the market prices are de-

termined largely by the law of supply and demand and that

the proceeds Of thf. farmer are based on the price at the

market less transportation and marketing charges. "The
record establishes," Mr. Disque said, "that the live stock in-

dustry is in a very serious condition. Millions of dollars

have been lost within the past year or so because of the

rapid and severe decline in market prices of live

When the live Stock industry is in a depressed state the

whole section ol th< ountry is depressed." For haul- up
to 400 or 500 miles, he said, the increases under General
Order 28 and Ex Parte 74 resulted in rates about 68 per

cent higher than those in effecl before the war. For greater

hauls the increase was less severe, but in general exceeds 50

per cent.

"The market prices of live Stock are near the prewar
levels and the indication- are that as a general rule the live

stock grower at best is not receiving and will not receive,"

the report said, "if present producing and marketing

and selling prices continue, anything more than a nominal

of interest on investment and an allowance representing a
salary for the farm or ranch owner-manager. The present
relatively low price may Ik- due largely to a possible over-
supply on the market.

"The present rates di id to an extent actually
prevent tin- fn e in

,,, thus
reducing railroad traffic. Futun traffii lso threatened.
Many have discontinued tin- raising of live stock and many
more are expecting to do so. Freight charges are the only
item aside from commission charges which is at its [x-ak."
The complainants pointed out, the report says, that the

value of live stock is far below what it was when Ex Parte
74 was heard and that the value of the commodity i-

i

the important considerations in rate making. I i,

in rates is not sought on the ground that it would su
daily increase the present movement but on the theory that
it would stimulate the industry, help save it from ruin and
present it a- a future and continuing source of traffii for

the carriers. The desired benefit to the industry might be
accomplished if substantially increased prices for livi

could wisely Ik- fixed b) law, the examiner said. Pi

when the present ]>cricd of liquidation has -pent itself and
production is reduced higher prices will come about naturally.

The Railroad Point of View

"The railroad situation is a matter of common knowledge,"
the report continued, "and need not be considered here.
Suffice_ it to say that the evidence is calculated to establish

that the carriers, like the live stock industry, are in a bad
way and that they are in no position to make extensive re-

ductions in rates. The defendants roughly estimate that on
the basis of 1919 traffic the -eduction sought would cost them
about $34,000,000. Complainants perhaps would have us
regard this amount as defendants' just contribution toward
an early return to normal conditions. If only the Ex Parte

74 increase- were taken off the loss would be about $22.-

500,000. The carriers say that if there is any commodity
which should be excepted from a reduction, it is live stock.

They have :>fft red what they regard a- the nio-t i omprehen-
;ive .md convincing evidence ever submitted in a live -t<xk

case. That the rates in the aggregate are not excessive from
a strictly transportation standpoint i- so abundantly shown
that it is not deemed necessary to do more than state the ul-

timate fads. The evidence establishes beyond and question

of doubt that the present rates contribute to the revenues of

the carriers in less proportion than do most other commodities
of importance. In other words, judging them by the usually
remgni/ed standards employed in rat< cases, they are rela-

tively low for the service performed. Live stock rates have
not been increased as much in the last 10 years as most other
mi-- Or tnt of the light loading the car mill • arnings

are far below what they are on most other important

modifies. We have no hesitation in saying that our judg-

ment i- thai the) should In- suffetkantialb

in tiding the live sttvk industry over it- present ]«'riod of

adversity and to hasten the return of normal conditio)

other words, it :- mir view that the rates are unreasonable

from an economic standpoint.

"It is not every line of business that would be materially

helped by a reduction in freight rates Nut here is one which

would he. It i- our view that in the long run a substantial
' to their (the carriers')
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"Tin- defendants fear that if they make reductions on one

commodity tin sam thing will be demand '1 on many others

and that it tin i' Id most of them will he shortly found in

bankruptcy. We cannot believe, however, that the country

will ,,11' w such a thing to come to pass as a geni ral condi-

ii, , i of rei iv( rship, We think the carriers in the public in-

favot tbl\ consider the matter of eliminating

for the most part, temporarily at least and especially for

longer haul-, the ini reasi in live stock rates made following

Es Parte 74. Oris exception is not to be taken as any

iridii Ltion oi -n.it course we may pursue as to some other

commodity. A reduction in rates on traffic in general seems

unwarranted at this time and in our view no adequately

compensating benefit would be thus achieved. However,

the rate- on certain commodities are stifling industry and

should be reduced. If the carriers cannot live on rates that

will permit industry to thrive, special measures may have to

be adopted to maintain and preserve the efficiency of our

transportation system."

Argument on Behalf of Railroads

Kenneth W. Burgess, arguing in behalf of the railroads,

said that the present condition of the livestock industry is

due entirely to economic factors other than freight rates and

that a reduction in freight rates will not relieve the situation.

To illustrate this he showed that while the deflation in the

farm values of live stock in the western district in 1920 was

$819,660,288 the freight rate increase made last year was

only $7,488,336 or less than 1 per cent of the decrease in

values, the advance having been in effect for four months

The present value of the western live stock at the market is

$2,419,200,000 and the entire reduction in freight rates

asked, $34,000,000, is only 1.2 per cent of the value, while

the reduction proposed by Examiner Disque is less than 1

per cent. He also showed that the value of a car of live-

stock at the market is $1,800 to $2,000 a car, while the

average freight rate in the western district is $66 a car.

These figures illustrate in a general way, he said, the fallacy

of charging the commission with causing the deflation in the

value of live stock or Congress with dereliction of duty in

passing the transportation act.

No general rate reduction is possible at this time in the

western district, he continued, and live stock cannot be singled

out for a rate reduction at this time in the light of the cir-

cumstances and conditions of transportation which are at-

tendant upon it. Under the law as defined by the courts

and the commission rates on one class of traffic cannot be

decreased so as to throw a burden on other classes of traffic.

Upon the facts of record it appears, Mr. Burgess argued,

that this result would follow if live stock rates are reduced.

The courts have frequently held, Mr. Burgess said,, that the

reasonableness of a freight rate does not depend upon

whether the customers of the railroads are making money

in their business and the examiner in his report has under-

taken to set up a new test of the reasonableness of a rate,

the economic reasonableness, unknown to the law, without

giving any measure to tell what would be reasonable.

Commissioner Campbell asked if he contended that the

commission should keep on raising rates in an effort to make

them produce 6 per cent. Mr. Burgess said that he would

not make any such contention but that in this case it is not

claimed that the reduction of the rates would even stimulate

traffic. It is claimed that live stock has been moving merely

because it was necessary for the producers to realize cash.

The western railroads have been earning only at the rate o\

2..S7 per cent.

Mr. Burgess went into a detailed discussion of the causes

for the deflation in live stock prices to show that a reduction

in freight rate- would not result in any material or perma-

nent benefit to the industry and concluded by saying that if

the commission should find, as the examiner has Eound, that

the rate- arc reasonable from a transportation standpoint,

he challenged its jurisdiction to reduce the rates.

Argument of Shippers

S. H. Cowan and Clifford Thome, representing the live

stock shippers, and J. E. Benton, representing the state com-
missions that havi intervened in the case, emphasized the

argument that the commission can reduci rate- on a

i lass of traffic on the ground of their inherent unreasonable-

ness regardless of whether the rates as a whole are producing

the return prescribed in the law and upon the superiority

of the ri^ht- of the public to ship on reasonable terms from
the standpoint of the shipper, to the right- of the stock-

holder,-. .Mr. Thome and Mr. Cowan also objected strenu-

ously to the finding of the examiner that the live stock rates

are reasonable from tin- trans] i midpoint and that

rates generally can not be reduced, saying that such
findings are unnecessary in this case and may cause trouble

in the future. They also referred at length to exhibits used
in previous live stock rate cases which they claimed demon-
strated that live stock rates are remunerative as compared
with the rates on other commodities when compared on the

basis of net ton miles rather than on car mile earning,-.

Mr. Cowan said that the reduction is asked ?o that the

live stock industry may prosper so that the railroads may
pro per because the prosperity of the railroads depends in

great measure on that of the live stock industry. The busi-

ness now is paralyzed, he said, and the shippers did not

even have the money to prepare an abstract of testimony in

this case. It is not contended that the railroads are wholly

responsible for the condition, he said, or that the western

roads are earning the return prescribed by the law, but that

the commission is empowered to make rates which are fair

and reasonable in the circumstances, which means rates that

will enable the industry to live. He denied that the live

stock traffic costs more per net ton mile than other traffic,

saying it is the most desirable traffic in the west that moves
in volume.

Senator Kendrick of Wyoming, who is president of the

American National Live Stock Association, also made a state-

ment to the commission, describing the serious condition of

the live stock industry and arguing that a reasonable freight

rate must be one that is reasonable to the shippers. He said

the last increase in rates had more to do with discouraging

those who were financing the live stock producers than any

other factor and seemed to have brought them to the con-

clusions that the business could not be made successful. He
said that reduction is asked on traffic which must be moved
whether the rates are reduced or not because the cash must

be realized from it and he urged expedition in deciding the

case because the heaviest movement will be early in August.

Senator Kendrick declared that the freight rate represents

25 per cent of the net return from live stock and that the

reduction asked would not enable the producer to realize

the cost of production but would merely reduce his losses.

Clifford Thorne answered Mr. Burgess' figure- by saying

that the condition of the industry is the result of many fat -

tors which collectively are of large importance and that one

of the largest factors in the list is the freight rate Durden.

Chairman Clark asked whether there is anything in the

record to show whether the producer of live stock would get

the benefit of a reduction in rates. Mr. Cowan interjected

that the farmer gets the price at the market less the freight

rate and Mr. Thorne added that anything that reduce- the

tost of shipping is important and it i- up to the shipper to

see that he gets the advantage of it.

The rule requiring all engineers and conductors on the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe to have standard watches, has

been extended so that it includes all firemen, b'rakemen,

switchmen and train porters of the system.



Locomotives of American Design for Use in Spain

Pacific Type Handles Heavy Express Trains on Madrid, Zaragoza

& Alicante with High Efficiency

The Madrid, Zaragn/.i & Uicanti is o e of the two large

railroad systems in Spain. Having 2,267 mill oi line,

it constitutes about 25 per i enl of the total i

mileage in the kingdom, which is 9,610. The road is of 5 ft.

6 in. gage, this being the standard used on 75 per cent of

the mileage in the country, the balance being meter gage.

The road operates three main lines out of Madrid, the first

running easterly through Zaragoza to Barcelona and along

the coast to the French border, the second southeaster!) to

Alicante with a branch to Cartagena, and the third southerly

and westerly to Cordoba and Seville. I he rolling stock con-

sists of 879 locomotives, 1,643 passenger coaches and 20,964

freight cars.

American built locomotives of the balanced compound
12-wheel type have been in operation mi the Madrid, Zara-

goza & Alicante for several years, bul they were constructed

from drawings furnished by the railroad and were duplicates

of previous locomotives used on the road which were built

in Germany. A full description of these engines was given

in the Railway Age, April 13, 1917.

In May, 1920, the Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante placed

Thesi Pacini type - pos-

tici lh'} are. however, equipped

with CO bolts and -crew I

natic vacuum brakes are used for the driving wheels

and on the tender, with auxiliary hand brakes on the tender.

The superheater is designed to raise the temperature of

the steam to 725 deg. F.. or .^" deg that of -aturated

I his extremel) high temperature requires the use of

p :.l oil and a
- on the part of the

men. Due to lack of experience with steam of such

high temperature, several of the valvi tched during

the first two month- of service, but no trouble has

experieni ed rei ently.

I), spite tin- fait that so many details of construction con-

formed to American practice and were therefore new on the

road, the men soon became familiar with these engini

now handle them as perfectly as the older types of locomo-

tive-. Although the Pacific type locomotives are of smaller

power than the older 12-wheel type, they are satisfactorily

handling the same loads, run easily at the fastest speeds

allowed and if delayed are usually aide to make up lost time.

American Design of Locomotive Giving Good Service in Spain

an order with the American Locomotive Company for 15

passenger locomotives of the Pacific, or 4-0-2 type, to be

built in accordance with American designs. They were com-

pleted in 100 days after die signing of the contract, but

shipment was delayed on account of the protracted strike of

the longshoremen. They were finally received at Alicante

early in September, erected at the roundhouse at that point

and placed in service mi express passenger and mail run- from

Madrid to Barcelona, Santa Cruz, Uicante and Cordoba.

As these new locomotive-, numbers 901 to 915, are u-ed in

the same Service as the earlier 12 wheel locomotive- of the

1,300 class, die following information which ha- jil-t been

received from K. Maristanv. superintendent of motive power,

relating to their performance after the) have been in

for several months, is of particular inl

The service requirements specified were tin- handling of

280 tons back of the tender at i speed of 3 1 miles an hour

on 1.5 per cent grade- and nine- of 1,312 ft. r.ulni

tons at a --peed of 37.3 miles an hour on 1 per cent grades

and curves of 1,312 ft. radius and inn tons at a speed of

62.1 miles an hour on level track and curves of 2,297 ft.

radius.

The arrangement of the trucks and the disposition of the

suspension permits running at high speed without trouble

from journal heating.

The workmanship on these locomotives has received very

favora'ble comment- and refutes the opinion frequently held

in Europe that American workmanship i- of a low u'r.ide.

Due to the results thus far obtained, the impression n

these locomotives is a very favorable one. In two or three

j ars when they are taken in for heavy repair-, it is

tli Lit a comparative report can be obtained between I

on these locomotives and other locomoti

European design.

At the present time economy of operate I 1 im-

ice in Spain as well as in other part< of the v.

d now available on the Spanish roads is no)

grade than that formerly obtained, but the cost is two

Or three time.- as much per ton as it was
During the month of April, 1921, the aver

made by the fifteen engines was 3,510 wil

consumption oi 71.5 lb. per train mile, while the amount of

oil used per mile was n.12 pint, or S..^ miles per pint of oil.

In coal ,md oil consumption the resu 1 with these
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engines compare very favorably with that of the most

economical locomotives on the road.

The general dimensions and the weights of the locomotives

arc given in the accompanying tabulation.

[Yactive effort (85 per cent of working steam pressure) 28,830 lb.

5 ft. 6 in.

lers 23 in. by 26 in.

Diametei 65 in.

Length between sheets 19 ft.

Working pressure 170 ib.

( irate area 45.3 sq. ft.

Tubes 28—SH in.

lines 148—2 in.

Heating surface, firebox .- 143 sq. ft.

Mealing surface, arch tubes 13 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 1.305 sq. ft.

Heati • al 1.461 sq. ft.

ffeating sun 705 sq. ft.

i.ng .69
Truck, front 38-H in.

I - uck, trailing 45}fj in.

Weights:
On driving wheels 105,800 1b.

Engine light 169.000 lb.

I ngine in » >r! ing mrler 188,500 lb.

r., and ten. Itr m working order 293,500 ib.

Ti nder:
Water capacity 717 cu. ft., 9,600 U. S. rials.

Fuel capacity 5J^ tons

Labor's Bill of Rights

and the Seniority Rule
By L. E. Gardner

Mr. Jewell in setting forth labor's "Bill of Rights,"

said the reason for so doing was to show to the Labor

Board "how easy" it would have been for employees

and the railroads to get together on the National Agreement

had the railroads shown a "sincere desire" to meet those

selected and instructed by the railroad employees to adjust

the matter of national agreements. Even the most casual

consideration of the "eleven points" of the "irreducible mini-

mum" on which labor would have an agreement, shows the

labor leaders to be begging the question. It is difficult to say

which of these "eleven points" is the most objectionable.

The purpose of this article is to discuss only one of them,

namely, the tenth, which demands: "Craft, point seniority,

limiting seniority to the local shops or points, and not per-

mitting interchange of seniority with other shops, crafts, or

departments of railroads."

It does not seem that "those selected" by railroad em-

ployees to adjust this matter are acting in the best interests

of railroad employees in asking for any such disastrous rule,

or that in doing so, they really voice the wishes of the em-

ployees as a whole. Under present working conditions, many

employees do not have an opportunity, or at least do not see

fit to exercise the opportunity of expressing their real con-

victions. A closed shop is closed in more ways than one.

This rule not only places the emphasis on seniority instead

of on ability, but does not even make mention of the ability

or fitness of the employee. Seniority alone is to be considered.

Such a rule might benefit the incompetent workman who had

no qualification other than seniority by which to win pro-

motion, but would have a very discouraging effect on the

success of any worthy or ambitious workman. No matter

what the workman's natural talent, or his special fitness for

the job in question, or the training he had received in prep-

aration for just such work, he could not hope for the job so

long as anyone else wanted it who happened to have more

niority than he. And just what is this talisman of "seni-

ority," this "open sesame" to all job preferment? It isn't a

question of the man's fitness or faithfulness, or even of his

length of service. But one of "craft, point, departmental

seniority." Let us consider each of these three phases of

this rule.

First craft seniority: nothing that the workman ever did

before becoming a member of the craft is to be considered.

If he spent four yeara in an apprenticeship preparing for

service in that craft he may have less seniority than the so-

called McAdoo mechanic, who was made a mechanic over

night, by a stroke of a pen, and happened to become a mem-
ber of the craft the day before the young apprentice completed

his four year course, even though the date the latter com-
pleted his course may have been delayed by two years or

more spent overseas in his nation's service. The handyman's
seniority dates from the day he began doing mechanic's work,

hut not so with the apprentice. He has absolutely no seniority

until he begins drawing full mechanic's pay, and even then

he has no more seniority with the employer for whom he has

worked these several years than in a shop in which he had
never entered. So much for "craft" seniority.

But even after becoming a member of the craft, and having

craft seniority his chances of success and advancement are

further limited by "point seniority," which in brief stipulates

that nothing the workman ever did at any other locality is

to be of any avail to him. He may have been broadened and
developed by experience in some of the best shops in the

country, or may have given a lifetime of efficient and faithful

service to this same employer, but possibly his own health

or the health of some member of his family, may have made
it necessary to move to some other section of the country and
to seek employment in another shop of this same company.
Should this be necessary, he finds to his sorrow that in the

choice of work and in times of reduction, he has less "point

seniority" than the most incompetent boomer who happened
to light in that shop a day ahead of him. Though he has

given his former employer good and faithful service, this rule

would tie the company's hands and make the management
powerless to reward him for his service. Truly this seniority

rule is a great protection to the workman.
But it is not sufficient that the workman should be handi-

capped by craft seniority and point seniority, he must be still

further restricted by "departmental seniority." His ability-

is not to be considered. His seniority in the craft is not

sufficient, his years of service with the company is worth

nothing, not even his service with the company at that par-

ticular point, unless he also has "departmental seniority."

Any fellow workman, who happened to start in that par-

ticular department ahead of him, no matter how inefficient

or unworthy, would have seniority rights over him as to

choice of jobs and as to being retained in service in times of

reduction. If the man accepts work in a small department

he limits his chance for advancement. The man in a large

department finds that once he loses a desirable position, he

must start again at the very bottom in a class of work not

only very distasteful to him, but work for which he is really

not fitted. For instance, if a skilled cabinet maker or inside

finisher suffers a break in his service, for any reason what-

ever, voluntary or otherwise, he cannot ask for similar em-
ployment with his former employer, nor even on any other

railroad in the country, but can only ask for the least desir-

able job in the freight car department. In this as in other

cases, nothing is of any value but the "technical seniority."

tin' conditions of which he cannot always foresee, as many
workmen have recently learned to their sorrow.

During these recent reductions in forces, the management
would have gladly rewarded many of these men for their

faithful service, and would have found some way in which

to take care of them, but no, they must follow a rule the

conditions of which are such that not only is no guarantee

made for merit of any kind, but the employer is even denied

the opportunity of giving any consideration to a worthy em-

ployee not given to the most worthless and unworthy of those

able to get by. And yet labor leaders include such a rule in

the "irreducible minimum" on which they would make an

agreement, and in doing so claim they are acting in the best

interests of the men they are supposed to represent.'

But the frequent injustice to the workman himself is not
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Me worst of it. Railroad men are human beings, endowed
with the desire for self betterment and service to others.

Like all normal individuals, as a whole, they at heart believe

in reward of merit; they know that some men are more
capable than others, that some men are adapted to the work
they are doing while others are industrial misfits; that some
make the most of their opportunities while others fail to do
so. While they and their employers feel that old and faithful

employees should be rewarded for the service rendered, they

realize, too, that the 'juality and quantity of work done by
the individual employee should receive its own reward. Im-
agine the effect, if you please, on a competent, energetic

workman seeing an ignorant, incompetent, slow and lazy

fellow-workman given preference over him in choice of work
or other favors in the shop. If this happens not once, not

twice, but scores and scores of times, what effect is it bound
to have on his efficiency and ambition, his feeling toward his

employer and toward his fellow-workmen. If such a condi-

tion should continue day in and day out, year after year,

what would be the result in a decade or a generation? What
would be the quality and quantity of work turned out by a

body of workmen from whom all incentive to individual

effort had been removed? What would be the earning power
and consequent income of this same body of workmen, what
their feeling toward each other, what their respect for them-
selves?

Let us view this obnoxious seniority rule from a different

angle, from the viewpoint of the output of the shop, in case

the management has nothing to say as to the placement of

the men. If all jobs must be bulletined, if from the foreman
is taken the right to place his men in work for which they

are fitted, and where they will work as a whole to the best

advantage, if his men know that he had nothing to say as to

their present assignment of work and will have nothing to

say about such assignments in the future, what will be the

effect on shop discipline, what the effect on the immediate
and the ultimate output of the shop? Where is teamwork
going to come in? How is the work of the various jobs going

to be co-ordinated and the whole body of workmen formulated

into an efficient working unit? What would have been our
chance of defeating the Germans had our army been or-

ganized in such a manner, and the various positions filled,

and men detailed for special duty merely on the basis of

seniority alone?

If the shop management is to have nothing to say as to

placement of men, and to have no opportunity for rewarding
merit, but must bulletin eai li job, shut its eyes and take what
comes, what will he the inevitable result, either in present

output or future progress and efficiency? If this arrange-
ment is to be continued in the assignment of work to the
definite craft, would it also be extended to foremanship and
other leaders? In short, would the oldest man in the shop
be made superintendent, the oldest man in the state lie made
governor, and the oldest man in the nation he made presi-

dent? These illustrations sound ridiculous, but they serve
to show the ridiculousness of the seniority demands.

Under the individual effort system, by which is meant any
system which recognizes effort and ability, men are not pro-
moted, they promote themselves. Tt is just as natural for

some men to rise to the top and others to go to the bottom,
as it is for material objects to obey the laws of gravitation.
There ma}- occasionally be a few instances where men o(
ability are temporarily passed over b) favor- shown men
with a pull, hut such cases are rare and are daily becoming
more SO. Even from a purely selfish point of view, a foreman
or other official is not going to injure his own success and
chance of advancement by tying about his neck a lot of dead
weight in poor subordinate assistants, Even if a sense of
fairness and justice would not influence him. his own
eStS in Hie matter would result in his rewarding those o
men who show most ability and fitness

As the individual workman increases his efficiency and
usefulness, so will the usefulness and prosperity of the work-
men as a whole increase. As output is increased and the

company's earnings increase, the cost of transportation will

be lowered and the public correspondingly benefited. This
question is a most serious one and is of direct concern not

only to the railway employees and railway managements but

to the public as well. In brief we might as well expect the

race to be won by the oldest horse on the track as to expect

to win out in the present industrial struggle with a system

recognizing length of servii e alone, with no regard for merit

or fitness.

Chesapeake & Ohio

Wants to Unify Properties
Washington, D. C.

Tin Chesapeak] & Ohio has filed an application with

the Interstate Commerce Commission (noted briefly in

the Railway Financial New- Column) for authority for

the conveyance to it of the property of the Chesapeake S: < >bio

Northern, which indicates that the provisions of the I

portation Act interpose numerous technicalities in the way of

a consolidation of the properties of a railroad system in ad-

vance of the publication by the commission of its tentative

plan for a general consolidation of the railroads into a limited

number of systems.

It has been the policy of the Chesapeake & Ohio to unite

the properties of its various subsidiaries with its own property

by deeds of conveyance from time to time, but in order to

carry out this policy in the case of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Northern, which in part connects its line with that of the

Hocking Valley, it has asked for authority under three sepa-

rate provisions of the act.

In the first place it applies for a certificate that public

convenience and necessity require the operation by the Chesa-
peake & Ohio of the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern and per-

mitting the abandonment by the Northern of its line coinci-

dent with the assumption of operation by the Chesapeake &
Ohio. Application is also made for an order approving and
authorizing the acquisition of control through conveyance to

the Chesapeake & Ohio of the rights, properties and fran-
chises of the Northern company, or for authority to assume
direct liability for the bonds of the latter. The Chesapeake
&: Ohio built the Northern line under the name of a separate
company of which it owns the stocks and bonds and the ap-
plication states that the properties are now and always have
been operated as parts of a single system under one manage-
ment and are in substance commonly owned. The application
i- made under the provisions of section 1. paragraphs 18 to

22 and section 5 paragraph 2, either or both, and un.i

tion 20a of the interstate commerce act, hut not under section

5. paragraph 6, which provide- for the consolidation in one
corporation of properties in separate ownership.

The paragraphs referred to in section 1 are those which
provide suance of certificates authorizing the con-
struction or acquisition of extension- or the abandonment of
existing line-, but the commission has held in several I

finance cases that paragraph 18 does not apply in the i

a railroad which was in operation in interstate commerce
prior to its i ffi lasl year. S

under win', li

u to approve the acquisition by one carrier of th
trol of another carrier either under a lease or by the pil-

ot Stock "or in any other manner not involving thi

tion of such carriers into a single system for owner-!
operation." while Section 5. paragraphs 4

consolidations but only in case they are in harmony with and
in furtheranc omplete plan of a men-
tioned in paragraph 5 on which the commission i- now work-
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iiig with the assistance of Professor W. Z. Ripley of Harvard

Univei

The application of the Chesapeake & Ohio says the ob-

ject is to acquire by purchase and operate the property of the

Northern company. Applicant is advised that Section 10

of the Clayton law is susceptible of a construction which may

have a serious effect on -the heretofore efficienl and economical

operation < f these properties as a single railroad system be-

cause of the restrictions thrown around dealings between

companies having common officers and directors, and it is

stated thai the steps taken by the applicant to meet the tech-

nical difficulties arising 'from this construction of the act

are proving very expensive and otherwise embarrassing. The

effect of granting the application, it says, will be to change

an equitable into a legal title to the property and a guaranty

into a principal and in addition to effecting accounting and

other economies will result in the restoration of efficient opera-

tion impaired by Section 10 of the Clayton Act.

"No Exception Month"
on the Illinois Central

During the period of federal control very satisfactory

results were obtained in reducing the number of casual-

ties to employees by means of "no accident" or "safety

first" campaigns. With this past experience in mind, officers

of the Illinois Central were of the opinion that a similar cam-

paign, to be known as "No Exception Month," might obtain

worthwhile reductions in the number of loss and damage

claims on their road. The plan seemed so feasible that the

month of April, 1921, was set aside for the campaign, which

was to be known as "No Exception Month," and which had

for its immediate purpose the reduction of exception reports,

with their subsequent claims. The general method chosen for

accomplishing this end was to enlist the cooperation of em-

ployees in a general effort to handle more carefully all freight

delivered to the road for transportation, so as to insure its

reaching its destination in the same good condition in which

it had been received, thereby obviating the necessity for ex-

ceptions of any kind.

It was decided that the territory to be included in this "no

exception campaign" should embrace all lines of the Illinois

Central south of the Ohio river, consisting of the two so-

called grand divisions, the Illinois Central Southern lines and

the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, a total of seven divisions.

Campaign Well Advertised

General superintendents and superintendents were noti-

fied two weeks in advance of the campaign in order that they,

in turn, could issue preliminary instructions to all supervis-

ing officers and agents To further insure the success of

"No Exception Month," supervising agents from each di-

vision were called together at Memphis, Tenn., where a uni-

form program was discussed and adopted for the use of all

agents and their forces. An outline of this plan which, it is

believed, was largely responsible for the extraordinary suc-

cess of the campaign, follows:

1. Notices, fully outlining the campaign, were sent out to all

agents, trainmasters, master mechanics, roadmasters, yardmasters

and local freight conductors.

2. Supervisory forces conducted a personal campaign anions

the employees of every department.

3. Meetings were held at all the larger stations at which the

agents could instruct both their office and platform organizations.

4. Platform foremen held ten minute meetings daily with their

forces.

5. Agents and foremen at the principal stations were required

to ride local freight trains frequently during the campaign to

check up any had practices in the handling of freight which might

come under their observation.

6. All foremen in charge of transferring and repairing carload

shipments were made familiar with the details of the campaign

and were impressed with the importance not only of transferring

all ladini but also of using the utmost care in select-

ing the cars to be used.

7. Agents at the larger stations were urged to inform shippers

of the campaign and to solicit their co-operatii n.

8. Inspectors fri m the department of the superintendent of

stations and transfers were assigned to each division one week

before the inauguration of the campaign. They were to co-oper-

ate with the superintendents, supervising agi nts and other division

offia is in making the campaign a success ree to handle

: s which might be assigned them after conference with

the division staffs.

9. On the last day of March, 1921, superintendents sent notices

to all heads of departments on their division, calling their atten-

tion to the fact that the campaign was to become effective on
the following day. and issuing instructions that the employees
should be called together before going t be impressed
with the importance of giving close attention to the proper han-
dling of all carload and 1. c. 1. shipments, and otherwise making
every effort toward success in the camp:

Excellent Results Obtained

The exception reports received as the result of improper
handling of freight during this period were tabulated daily,

being charged to the station and division responsible for them.

Report was made by telegraph daily to the general superin-

tendents of the number of exceptions received against each

division and larger station, together with the total to date.

In addition to the general "no exception campaign" a spe-

cial effort was made to reduce exceptions resulting from bad
order equipment. As a result of this effort, these exceptions,

which had totaled 1269 on the two grand divisions in March,

were reduced to 564 in April, a reduction of 905 or 71 per

cent. This was accomplished largely by interesting the stow-

men in the proper loading of freight, by instructing yard and

train officers in methods of careful handling, and by bulk-

heading "through destination cars." As an example of this

latter remedy, there were 105 bad order exceptions reported

on outbound freight from Louisville, Ky., during March, and

this number was reduced to 20 in April, solely by bulk-

heading merchandise cars. A test showed that of 127 cars

bulkheaded only 8 were damaged.

The general campaign itself resulted in a reduction of

more than 70 per cent in the number of exceptions received

on the grand divisions in the handling of less than carload

freight in April, as compared with March. The reduction as

compared with October, 1920, was more than 80 per cent.

It must be borne in mind, however, that while the tonnage

in March and April was approximately the same, that in

April was 50 per cent less than in October, 1920. The table

which follows illustrates in detail the exceptions which were

received against the two grand divisions during the month

of April, in comparison with the totals for March, 1921, and

October, 1920:
Total T, tal Per cent

Southern Y. & M. V. April March Decrease of

Lines 1921 1921 Decrease

Shorts 46 10S 154 666 51

J

76.S

Rae! orders 146 218 364 1.260 905 71

Filferages 10 32 42 118 76 64

Overs 102 98 200 537 337 62

Astrays 46 73 119 430 311 72

rotal, \f.vil. 1921... 350 520 879 3,020 2,141 70
Total March. 1921 . 1,426 1.5°4 1.020

rotal Octob. ' 2.311 2,796 5.107

Decreasi ii April as compared with October, 4,280, i 82 per cent

Interest of Employees Continues

The entire campaign, according to the officers of the

Illinois Central immediately in charge, was marked by the

co-operation of every officer and employee. Intense interest

and rivalry were created between the larger loading stations

and between the various divisions, with the result that interest

among the employees in preventing loss and damage to freight

has been permanently increased. An especially gratifying

result of the campaign has been the increased activity of

the employees on the grand divisions during the month of

May. Reports received up to and including May 16 indi-

cated that a better showing was made during that month than

was made 'even in April, while the campaign was on.
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Water Softening as a

Factor in Fuel Conservation

By C. R. Knowles

Superintendent of Water Service, Illinois Central, Chicago

FUEL SAVING is only one of the many benefits to be derived

from water softening, others including the longer life of

(lues and firebox sheets, a reduction in the cost of labor

for cleaning and repairing boilers, fewer boiler failures due to

leaking, greater locomotive mileage between stoppings, fewer
Ioiomotive- required lo do the -ame work and a material

saving in overtime and delay.-. Space will not permit of

discussing th« many advantages of water softening in detail;

this article, therefore, will be I , closely as pos-

sible to a discussion of fuel economy through the use of

properly softened water.

The cosl of fuel to the ' La I railroads of the United

States in 1920 was $765,870,663 according to the report

of the Interstate Commerce ''.mini ion to the Senate, the

quantity and cost of various fuels being as follow-:

Bitumitu us coal 155.343.635 tons
tnthrai ite coa] !4, !<S8,7< I

Oil 55.590. 97,874,094
!'

I 91,1 1,027,336
W I, eti 1,4/6,000

The fact that some of this fuel is wasted or consumed un-
necessary is generally recognized and railroads have waged
extensive campaigns in the interesi of conservation of fuel.

These campaigns, however, have been directed largely to-

ward effecting econfimies in the handling and use of fuel,

neglecting to a certain extent at least the quality of the water
furnished and its possible effect u|wn the fuel consumption.
If we stop to consider that practically all oi the fuel used
on railroads is lor the purpose inverting water into

steam and that much of the steam is used for heating or
handling water it will be realized that a campaign against

fuel waste is not complete unli a can ful studv is made of

the water supply as well as the coal pile.

Chief among the many fuel wastes is that caused by boiler

scale. No locomotive or other boiler is absolutely free from
scale after it has been in service for a short time, the extent

of the scale depending entirely upon the character of water

used. The calcium and magnesium sulphates and bicarbon-
ate- are the most important scale forming elements common-
ly found in boiler waters. Sulphate scale usually has a

higher heat-insulating value than carbonate scale, due to

the greater density in structure, although this may vary to

some extent under different conditions and with water dif-

fering in character. Scale is objectionable in boilers for

more than one reason, but the principal objection is due to

its great heat-insulating value and the resultant ioss in fuel

necessary to drive the heat through the accumulated scale.

It is, of course, preferable to develop a natural water

supply of satisfactory quality rather than to install a treat

ing plant, but unfortunately this is not always possible,

except at a prohibitive east. Therefore, if a natural water

SUppl) of good quality cannot In developed the proper treat-

ment of the available supply IS necessary.

For convenience water treatment may be roughly divided

into two general methods, namely, "Interior" and "Exterior"

treatment, the first covering the use of chemicals and boiler

compounds introduced directl) in the boiler, the second cov-

ering the treatment and removal oi the -e.de forming ma-
terials before the water enter- the boiler. Where facilities

are not provided for fully treating the water outside the

boiler, the use of a good compound is often advisable and

is followed by good results when properly applied. I he

existing objections to the use of boiler compound- are due

largely to their improper application rather than to the fail-

ure of the compounds themselves, and they have often

condemned as unsatisfactcn when the fault lay in the failure

to apply them as instructed. However a properly designed
treating plant offers the most satisfactory and economical
method of treating boiler waters, and the use of compounds
should be confined to those points where the results to be
obtained will not justify the expense of maintaining and op-
i rating a treating plant.

The Inn. i
I use on American rail-

roads is so well known that a detailed description is hardly
neo -are. It is sufficient ti riefly the principal

action- of thi i In m plied to the water during
ment. Calcium and magnesium cat -oluble only
in water containing carbonic acid gas; when the carbonic

acid is removed the carbonates become insoluble and are

prei ipitated. This is accomplished by adding enough lime

to take up thi icid

The sulphate hardness is removed by adding soda ash

which combines with the sul lime, and forms
carbonates of lime and sulphate of soda. Additional lime

is then necessary to neutralizi ionic acid pr

onate ol lim is then precipitated leaving the sul-

phate of -oda dissolved in thi water.

I he julphati of magnesia and the nitrates and chloride

of lime and magnesia, when present, are treated in a similar

manner Hii sodium salts Left in the water after treatment

will, if presenl in considerable quantity, cause trouble from
foaming, particularly in the presence of matter.

This condition may be corrected by blowing down boilers,

or the use of anti-foaming compound-, or both.

Water softeners are built in two general types, the inter-

mittent and continuous. In the intermittent treating plant

two or more tank- an ah ays required, as ssary to

allow the water to Stand after treatment until reaction and
precipitation have taken place. In the continuous treating

plant the process of reaction and precipitation take- p]

the water is passing througli the softener.

Professor Schmid; of the University of Illinois determined

that boiler scale only 0.02 in. thick caused a loss of boiler

efficiency of 5.4 per cent. The following table shows the

heat losses through the formation of scale of different thick-

ness :

Character Per
Ttaicl • saiorc cent loss

Hard 1/50 in. Mostly carbonate 5.4

Soft ' '32 in M 7.2
Hard 1/32 in. Mostly carbonate 8.5
Soft 1/25 in. Mostly carbonate 8.0
Hard 1/25 in. Mostly sulpbate 9.3
Hard 1/20 in. Mostly sulpbate 11.1

Soft 1/16 in. Mi 1C.8
Sofl 1/16 in. '.; c ll.n

Soft l/lo hi. Mostly carbonate
Hard 1/16 in. Mostly carbonate 12.6
Soft i/11 in. M e . 15.0
Hard 1/9 in. ulphate 15.9

It may perhaps be considered unusual to find an accumu-
lation of scale <( the maximum thickness given in above
table, but as a matter oi fact this amount of -.ale i- le-

thal! the thickness usually found in a I it the

-hopping period in mosl sections of the country. In a re-

port on thi results of water treatment on a middle western

railroad in the June SO, 1 Ho. issue 6t thi I

Gazette, photographs were presented of samples of l«>iler

scale, one of which was 1
' _ in. thick, taken from a front

due -beet brace ifter 1" rhontl another showed a

thick which put a boiler out

of commission alter three month-' 51 imen

complete!) clogged up the spa after

eight months
In .moil . i

i operating through Iowa, scale

bn. thick lot omotive

after 56,000 miles 1 the maximum thick-

scale m ih. in the outer

heets III. mch lighter on the fire-

box . nd Bui -heets

These examples represent extreme conditions of -

formation and are. of course, not represei
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condi ion as a scale '

\
in. thick will in many cases proba-

U\ causi th< sheet to hum or tin- boiler to leak to such an
extent that it must be taken out of service.

A middle western railroad, in a report covering the opera-

tion of treating plants for 1920, estimates that a saving of at

r i
i n0,000 tons of coal was accomplished by the removal

of 4,517,88.3 lb. of scale-forming material; 750 engines were
operated in the treated water territory, therefore, the scale

forming solids removed from the water averaged over 6,000
lb. per engine. As.suming that only 25 per cent would have
adhered to the tubes and -beets, the average thickness of

scale formed in these boilers would have been 3/10 in.

As the heat loss through 3/16 in. of scale is from 20 to 30
per cent the estimated saving of 60,000 tons of coal would
appear to be very conservative.

A saving of the entire cost of a water softening plant in

less than two months' time through the resultant economy
in the fuel used in locomotives constitutes an unusual dem-
onstration of the value of water treatment. This, in short,

is the nature of the results secured by a contractor on rail-

road construction in the boilers of two steam shovels, six

locomotives and two hoisting engines. The demonstration

is especially conclusive because the isolation of the equip-

ment limited its supply of water to a single source and be-

cause the record of performance gives a check not only on

the total quantity of fuel but also on the relative amount of

fuel used per unit of equipment performance.

The Walsh Construction Company, Davenport, la., con-

tractor for the grading for the new Markham Yard of the

Illinois Central at Homewood, 111. (near Chicago), found

the water upon which it was dependent for its boiler supply

so unsatisfactory as to cause serious difficulty in the opera-

tion of equipment. As a result, a water softening plant was

installed which treated all the water used in the boilers

after October 27, 1918, and records of the fuel used before

and after the installation of the softener constitute the basis

for the conclusions reached with regard to the fuel economy.

This treating plant was placed in service October 27. In

the period from September 6 to October 27 there were a total

of 650 boiler shifts in the course of which an average of 4.2

tons of coal per boiler shift was used. Considering this with

the quantity of earth moved by the contractor during this

period the cost of the coal used per cubic yard of earth

handled amounted to $.0306 per cu. yd. For a period of

not quite two months following the installation of the water

softener the coal consumed decreased to 3.1 tons per boiler

shift, resulting in a cost of only $.0204 per cu. yd. of ma-
terial graded. In this case 25 per cent of the coal per boiler

shift was saved through the treatment of water and operat-

ing conditions were improved to such an extent that the cost

of fuel per cu. yd. of material graded was reduced 33 per

cent.

The following data are taken from Bulletin No. 11 of the

Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois. An
Illinois Central Engine having run 21 months and accumu-

lated a scale deposit averaging 3/64 in. in thickness, was

given a two days' test according to the test code of the Amer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers. It was then cleaned

and after two days, the following shows the water evapo-

rated from and at 212 deg. 1'". per pound of combustible

before and after cleaning:

Evaporation Pek Pound Combustible
Before cleaning 7,53 11'.

After cleaning S.48 lb.

Increase after cleaning 0.95 lb.

In the above case 485 lb. of scale was removed from the

boiler, resulting in the saving of over 10J4 Per ccnt m ^uel -

From the best information available the locomotives and

power plants on the railroads of the United States consume

annually 720,000,000,000 gal. of water. While there is no

complete record of the number of water treating plants in

serviie on the railroads of the country a fairly accurate

estimate would be in the neighborhood of 600 plants and
from tlie km,,. i, capacity ot some 200 plants the average
amount of water treated by each plant is. 36,000,000 gal.

per year, making approximately 21,600,000,000 gal. of

treated water used annually on our railroads. Assuming
that 50 per cent of the water used is of such quality that

treatment would be economical, it means that we have less

than six per cent of the treating plants that are needed. As
previously staled in this article, in some instances the exist-

ing bad water conditions may be relieved by the develop-

ment of a good water supply within a reasonable distance,

but the proper treatment of the existing supply is the only

remedy in the majority of cases.

The fuel Director for the United States Railroad Adminis-
tration stated in 1918 that "all locomotives have 1/16 in.

of scale 40 per cent of the time and many have scale from

's to '4 in. in thickness.

'

; He further states "that in some
districts it is not unusual to find yi in. of scale on the boiler

sheets." His estimate of the loss of fuel on account of scale

on boiler sheets for the year 1918 was $50,000,000. If we
use the same ratio of loss on the cost of fuel for 1920 w:e

have an annual loss of $60,000,000 on the railroads of the

country which represents 6 per cent on an investment of

one billion dollars. When we consider that the fuel saved

represents only a portion of the saving to be effected through

improving the quality of boiler water it is apparent that

there are few investments that can be made on a railroad

that will show quicker or greater returns than a properly

designed water treating plant.

Modern Refinement in

Coaling Station Design

The coaling station and sanding plant recently com-
pleted lor the Philadelphia & Reading at the Tulip

street engine terminal in Philadelphia is unique in the

degree of refinement that has been carried out in the per-

fection of Doth structural details and operating facilities.

View Above the Bin Showing the All-Concrete Roof and the

Partitions Between the Three 200-Ton Coal Pockets

The building is of reinforced concrete throughout, includ-

ing the superstructure over the bins and the housing for

the elevating bucket and the stairway which is entirely en-
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closed. The facilities also include a steam heated wash and

locker room lor employees.

The plant has a storage capacity of 600 tons of coal

and, for the purpose of providing separate storage for an-

General Elevation of the Station, with the Wash Room on

the Left

thracite coal, lump coal and stoker coal, the bin is divided

into three pockets, each holding 200 tons. The bins are

equipped with gates in such a way that the coal in each

one is available to three tracks. The stoker coal is passed

The Plant from the Receiving Track Side Showing the Con-
crete Cover Over the Track Hopper

through screens in the discharge chute 12 ft. long by 6 ft.

wide of the lip design and offset. The perforations are

2 in. wide by (> in. long.

Tlie coal is received from cars in an all-concrete receiving

hopper which is 24 ft. l< [ear and has a -lope of
50 deg. to make it suitable to handle green sand also
coal or sand, whichever may be handled, is discharged by
gravity into a three-ton capacity measuring feeder which is

actuated by the a.-cent and descent of the elevating bucket.
This feeder automatically load- the three-ton, ball-bearing
(oal bucket which is connected with a

,

7 ,s-in. hoisting cable
to a direct-connecte 1 electrii hoist which i- equipped with
a 22-hp. alternating current -it « trie motor with solenoid
brake.

Working in connection with the electric motor i- an auto-
matic controller enclosed in steel cabinet. The controller

is equipped with a push button starting ami stopping Sta-

tion which permit- the continuous and automatic o]>cration

of the elevating bucket a- desired. By pushing one button

the machinery is started and the bucket operates up and
down without attention, and when it i- desired to stop, the

second push button brings the motor to rest by setting the

Hpt

S
1 '

i

:

1 r
"Safety-First" Undercut Coaling Gates with Hooded Aprons.

All Operated from Platform Between the Coaling

Plant Columns

brake. The hoist and controller are located in a separate

reinforced concrete machinerj hi

An unusual featun oi this plant i- a wash house which
has been provided for the convenience of the workmen about
the terminal. This room i- equipped with 20 .ill-steel lock-

ers, i wash bowls with hot and cold water. 2 toilets. 4

urinals and 1 shower with hot and cold water. The wa.-h-

house is heated b] 3b tm radi ton lib stand.ml
central apparatus. The plant i- also thoroughly win
i K , trii tights.

The facilities for handling the -and are also very com-
plete. After being elevated in the bucket, the green sand is

by-passed to a reit pocket having a -

capacity of 100 tons of green is bin is equ

with three special control gate- through which the sand grav-

itate- to three Beamer rectangular steam sand dryers. As

the sand dries it escapes through the coils and

on a large Steel hopper, where foreign matter. :

are -« rcened out by gravity.

I he Iry sand passing through the screen falls into a

hopper on a Tyrone automatii sand drum and. by the con-
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trol oi two air valves, is blown in a straight line, four-inch,

extra-heavy pipe to an all-concrete dry sand bin located

over the pocket. '1 hi.' dry sand bin is lined with hollow

tile to pre\ I i ation and keep it thoroughly dry.

From this bin the dry sand gravitates through discharge

pipe to three moisture proof undercut sand valves for sup-

plying dry sand to locomotives on three coaling tracks. The
receiving hopper is covered with an all-reinforced concrete

canopy to protect the men. from the elements when unloading

coal.

This plant was designed and built throughout, including

the foundation, by the Roberts & Schaefer Company. Chii

under the direction of Charles Corwin, acting superintendent.

the work being subject to the general direction of Samu I

T. Wagner, chief engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading.

The contract price for the plant was $115,000.

A Many Purpose Locomotive Crane

In
the handling of materials in railway terminals, shops,

store yards, etc., as well as in construction and mainte-

nance work, there is an increasing necessity for employing

better and quicker methods of carrying on the work. In

meeting this necessity light, portable, high speed locomotive

cranes are becoming more and more important factors. These

machines are being used economically for many purposes

such as the loading and unloading of rail, ties, spikes, angle

bars, tie plates, frogs, switches and numerous other heavy ma-
terials in store yards, tie treating plants, and out on the line.

Such cranes are also useful in bridge work for handling ma-
terial which is not heavy enough to require a wrecking crane.

The Truck Body Can Be Shifted on the Axles, Reducing the

Clearance to 6 ft. 6 in.

Equipped with a grab bucket the cranes economically move
dirt, coal, cinders, etc., and when fitted with a magnet may
be used for handling scrap in reclamation plants or other

places.

For work of this character, the Universal Crane Company,
Elyria, O., has developed a portable locomotive crane of three

to four tons capacity, which can be handled by one man. It

is operated by its own 4-cylinder gasoline engine or electric

motor and handles a clam shell bucket, magnet or hoist

block. Various other equipments such as a dragline bucket,

an exciter generator for furnishing current to an electric

magnet, a capstan head for snaking loads or shifting cars,

etc., can be added as desired.

This crane .an be mounted to suit the work it lias to do.

It may be mounted on a motor truck, a rubber tired trailer, a

continuous tread, or a wide tired steel wheel industrial truck

that will operate on the ground or standard gage track. To
suit the railroad field, the mounting illustrated has been

developed after extensive investigations to determine a con-
venient form. This mounting consists of a low wheel truck
built to travel under crane power over a pair of rails which
are laced together and laid on standard railroad flat cars.

Two or more of the rail sections may be used and moved
ahead by the i rane as desired, or the rails may be laid from
i ar to car over a train for the crane to operate over. The flat

cars need not be permanently tied up, as, when it is not in

The Crane Travels Under Its Own Power Over Rails Laid

on the Flat Car

use, the crane can be run off onto a platform, this relieving

the cars for other service.

One of the most important features of this crane is its com-
pactness. The rear swinging clearance is 7 ft. 6 in. This
clearance from the center of the car can be decreased to 6 ft.

6 in. (half of 13 ft. track centers) by mechanically shifting

the truck body on the axles one foot in either direction where
it locks. This allows the crane to be used without fouling

traffic on an adjacent track.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has created a new de-

partment of personnel and public relations under the supervision

of H. S. Ray, assistant to the president. Mr. Ray will be espe-

cially concerned with the maintenance of cordial relations be-

tween the employees themselves, and between the management
and the employees.

An attempt to wreck an American Express Companj -

train of fourteen cars was made 2 miles west of Willoughby,

Ohio, on the New York Central, early on the morning of

July 14. Officers of the road reported that spikes had been

pulled and tie plates removed from the rails with tools

stolen from the Willoughby tool house. Although the train

jumped the track when it struck the spot where the spikes

had been removed, no cars were overturned.

Compound Pacifi , Equipped with Superheater, on the Paris,

Lycns & Mediterranean
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The Union Pacific, on July 17, re employed 1,500 men on
its Mountain division who had been laid off with the- slump
in business.

The request to suspend the 5 pi r i - nl freighi rate reduction
made by the railroads operating south of tin Michigan Central
in Michigan, was filed by the Traffic Department of the Michigan
State Farm Bureau, and the Gra Association of Com-
merce, and not by the Michigan I > fii I eague, as reported. Ac-
cording to T. II. Wallace, of Lansing, Mich., president of the
League, that body, however, will n ile ioinl complaints with
the Michigan Public Utilitii I n and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, asking for hearing on the adjustment of the
entire Michigan class rate situation.

According to an article appearing in the ' Illinois Central
Magazine," the freight on a $1.25 meal, served in Springfield,
III., consisting of beef from Iowa, salmon from On
and other foods from as far awaj

i
I ouisiana and New

York, is approximately 1 cent and 2 mills. In this com-
pulation, the cost of transportation is based on ca

rates From the producers and manu to the whole-
salers, and the less-than-carload rati

I wholesalers
to the retailers. The products figured in on the una] were
coffee, pepper, salt, beef, wheat, butter, salmon, strawberries
and sugar.

Work of C, B. & Q. Homeseekers' Bureau

Through the efforts of th< Homeseekers' Bureau of the I hi

cago, Burlington S Quincy, the co-operat f the State Immi-
gration Bureau and the several governi t land offices, 2,222,380
acres of land were homesteaded in the Buffalo, Douglas, New-
castle .md Cheyenne, Wyoming, land districts, during \'>2Q. In
addition about 10,000 acres of irrigated homi lead land weir
taken up in the Shoshone, Wyo., and North Platte, Neb., pro-
jects, it was estimated that the numbei oi families received at

western stations along the Burlington and recognized as new
settlers and so reported by agents, totaled 5,692.

P. R. R. Insurance Department

Increases Death Benefits

The Voluntary Relief Department, the company insurance
plan of the Pennsylvania System, has announced amend-
ments in the regulations pertaining to (hath benefits. Under
the new rules, which went into effect June 1, the maximum
death benefit has been increased and now ranges from $1,000
in the first class to $5,000 in the fifth class. The premium
rates are very low, ranging from $14.40 annually per $1,000
of insurance for employees not over 45 years of a

double that amount for employees over 60 years of age.
These box rates are made possible b) the fact that all oper-
ating expenses are paid by the railroad' company.

M. K. & T. Locomotive Makes Record Run
Missouri, Kansas & Texas locomotive No. 392, a coal burning

Pacific type of 41,000 lb. tractive effort, recenth mad, a con
timious run of 1.024 miles, so far as is known the longi i on
record. The occasion was the ii d a special train of
Shriin rs from Waco, |Vx.,s, ,,, Kan.. I itj on the waj ,,, the
Shriners convention at Des Moines, ["hi locomotive was suita-
bly decorated ai Denison, Tex., and ran light to W
was immediately turned and started on its trip on the Shi
special. The .;.

, . „ ,! .
, the trip was 40 mill at

'I he engim w;
I

, ondition upon arrival at Kan-
i

.le decorations it ;,, run
11 '" "''- Moines but it ,va too heavy for the connecting line to
handle.

"Management Engineering"
"•Ml|:

'

'
new monthly

fion issued h> the Ronald Pr< ork. Its con-
teuts are devoted to a di lems of management
:M "' Pr '

e, being
to discharge their duties in preparing,

organizing and directing indu i ire maximum pro-
din tion."

L. P. Alford is editoi oi Man; tnenl I igineering and E. W.
or. Mr. Word was formi rlj editor of the

American Machinist and later of Industrial Management. He
is 4 vke-presidi hanical
Engineers and chairman of the Management Division of that
society.

Salary Reductions on the Baltimore & Ohio

Coincident with the wage reductions for employees which
went

i ,n July 1, the Baltimore & I

duced "in like manner the compensation f thosi general,
division and other (dinars and monthly employees who in
the light of the higher cost of livin

in theii i impen ation at or since May 1. 1920," .cording
to in announcement made on Jul} nouncement
I illumed -

: -While the H !

do not com,' undei the decision of tin labor hoard, it was
deemed necessary, because of the general conditions which
o adversely affect the revenues of transportation companies,

that such action be taken, notwithstanding it is recognized
that during tin period of inflation the officers did not re-
ceive increases in their salaries at the time or of the extent
generally granted to many classi

of industrial organi at - nor in proportion to the in

[ranted from time to time to other classi ad em-
ployi i '.:< nerally."

Unique Position of the Texas-Mexican

No railroad in the United States, perhaps, occupies a more
unique position so far as ownership and management is concerned
than the Texas-Mexican, which runs between Laredo. Tex., and
Corpus Christi, 160 miles. It is a part of the National Railways
pi Mexico, a little less than 51 per cent of the stock of which
is owned by the Mexican government, notwithstanding the fact
that the Texas Mexican division is situated wholly in the United
States. Naturally, when the Mexican government took charge
ol the operation of the National Railways 5 < ago as
a revolutionary war measure, it did not extend this control
t" tin Texas-Mexican. The latter lini rinued to be
Operated by a separate corporation, as required by the laws of

|

i'
I - Mexican was built as an independent line,

but it passed into the hands of the old Mexican National Rail-
road i ompanj mai

|
u When the n latter

National Railways of Mexico was put int effect the
1

|
part ol the 53 Stem went in along with tl

't annual m< 1 I of the
: V

'.nt: S. DeWolf, man-
'. oodul,

auditor: C. M Fish, traffii

urer.
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads— Selected Items for the Month of May, 1921,

Locomotive-miles
Average < „.. -? > '

miles of Principal

road Train- and

Region, road ami year operated miles helper Light

NCW
Bos\on

n
& Albany

1

1921 394 246,513 266,860 31.010
Boston S Aioany. . |gM Jy4 349i859 372,420 38,295

Boston & Maim- 1921 2,469 517,318 577,398 48,135
* 19211 .',469 801,013 911,818 87,160

N y N II & II 1*21 1,959 430,278 461,892 31,319" *- 1920 1.938 462,890 483,374 35,649

^a^e^dson.. .92. 880 ,47,632 458.688 31,349

De... Uck. * Wester, .921 997 490,049 598.5,6 114,985

Eric (inc Chic. & Erie).... 1921 2,259 826.571 924,621 43,358
trie ti a. nic. «

225S 1|006g24 U40i2 i4 42 ,023

lehigh Vallev I''-
1

! 1.431 527,711 586,024 60,545
l.enign

i92C 429 52g852 590,284 61.819

Miehiean Central 1921 1,829 418,226 42S.476 17,926
.Micnig-n lemr.u ^^ ^^ 433635 440,006 17,379

N»w Ycrk Certral 1921 5,655 1,543,562 1,698,829 131,794

N V Chic. & Si. L 1921 572 308,138 308,373 674
' 1920 573 278,483 2S0.544 1.031

Pere Marquette 1921 2,207 300,957 312,058 6,636re q
1920 2,200 358,461 372,292 6,733

p: tt , g. Lake Erie 1921 225 91,281 :<6,284 475
Iitts. & Lake Uie 1^ ^ ^m 4gsg5 , ]27

Wabasll 1921 2,418 514,735 541,719 6,980

1920 2,418 493,272 504,590 7,919

^B^^'O^T:..^ 5,185 1,630,907 2,034,767 131,241isaium, le «
i?io ^ j54 20176]9 2,552,935 137.387

Cen'ral of N 1 1921 679 246,882 273.374 34,719cen.ral 01 «. ] ^^ 6?<) 30 , i973 354,756 35,670

Chicago & Eastern Til 1921 1.131 212,437 213,257 3,821

1020 1.131 259,027 261,594 4,817

C C C & St L 1921 2,382 631,733 659,521 2,099

1920 2,393 665,414 682,860 211

Elgin. Joliet & Rasters.... 1921 837 83,312 90,979 5,304
B ' 1920 833 170,584 196,124 16,467

Long Island 1921 395 39,946 44,970 7.450Long i = iana ^ ^ 4Q J4g i$fiM UJ2{
Pennsylvania System 1921 10.874 3,744,948 4.067,980 286,556

19T1 10.844 4,802,720 5,343,048 40/,604

Phila & Reading 1921 694 485.206 550,479 70,442

1920 691 672,356 782.894 107,557

P°Ca
Chesaperke

Si

&
n:
Ohio 1921 2,545 793.410 852.002 24,863onesapeaxe s wn o ^^ ^^ g6fi %5 957,900 25,028

Norfolk & Western 1921 2.210 742,584 900.841 37,106

1920 2,190 770,174 996,345 50,861

S0U
Atlant?c

eg
C«st Line 1921 4.S87 630,964 633,362 9.842

1920 4,891 807,363 813.424 13 614

Central of Georgia 1921 1,908 230,210 240,030 2.S16

1920 1.913 236,385 239,351 3,518

I C fine Y &M V) 1921 6,151 1,560.606 1.567,420

1920 6.151 2.066.533 2.077,691 43,560

Louisville & Nashville... .1921 5.026 1,527.410 1,632. 370 59.005

1920 5.024 1,600,535 1.746.6:= 57,840

Seaboard Air Line 1921 3,537 400,898 415,609 6,141

1920 3.537 510.075 516.448 8.467

Southern Ry 1921 6.942 1,176,851 1.196.243 28,705

1920 6,942 1,542,209 1,578,940 47,310

Northv.este-ri, Region: ^ Wj , 3j9fi0

1920 8.003 1,687.241 1.720.689 23,410

C M Sr St P 1921 10,618 1.256.454 1,289,481 56,258
'

' ' 1920 10,626 1.671,611 1,733,357 75,696

C St P M &0 1921 1,726 261,690 270.958 10.054

1920 1.726 339,607 363,580 15,924

Great Northern 1921 7,982 670,825 690.823 25.120

1920 7,985 897,468 931,099 38,429

M St P & S Sic. M 1921 4.225 402.748 432.816 11,656

1920 4.227 531,531 516,335 11.696

Northern Pacific 1921 6.408 657,641 686.389 45,754
1020 6,428 902.769 954.834 66.049

Ore-Wash. R. R. & Nav..l921 2.198 180.957 109.632 23.994

1920 2.189 252.743 2S8.122 40,556

Central Western Recion*
Atch., Tnn. & Santa Fe...l021 0,771 1.437.486 1,507,576 74,858

1920 9.517 1.813.013 1,912.899 88.023

Chicago & Alton 1921 1,010 324.099 330,798 4,830

1920 1.010 340.625 348.100 6,538

Chi., Burl & Ouincv 1921 0,326 1,356.501 1,413,088 61.426

1920 9.304 1,767.650 1,847,278 86,085

Clii . Rock Isl. & Pac 1921 7,66? 1,203,767 1,221,208 11,072

1920 7,648 1,502.503 1,530,091 11.961

Denver & Rio Grande 1021 2,593 178.050 218.770 42.222
1O20 2.585 282.807 346,111 63.896

Oregon Short Line 1921 2.359 255,903 263,185 17.428

1020 2.353 403.025 421,813 30,898

Pi 1921 6.Q75 1.050,520 1,214.421 235,384
6.970 1.268,167 1,462.929

Union Pacific 1921 3,615 668,877 678.897
1920 3.614 1.105.838 1,121.884

Southwi
Gal Harrisb'g S S. An... 1921 1.367 224.268 224.820 887

I'i'i, 1.372 202.605 293.764 1,476

Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe.. -1921 1,895 278.066 282,927 5.533

1020 1 89 148,398 152,19 I 5 184

iri, Kans. & Tex 1921 1,710 233,963 234. 0111 6,181

1,710 351.153 352.206
Mo.. 1 ' E Tex.. 1921 1,740 114,642 219.166 .'.511

171,931

acifu 1921 7.263 1,033.013 1.030,673 26.648
1020 948 1.20S.4IS 33.649

St. Louis-San Frai cisco...1 '
"' ,;

1 I >07

1920 4,761 916.450 9 17,

Texas & Pacific 1921 1,952 202.156 262.156
1.947 340.015 349,989 6.147

Ton-miles (thousands)
Car-mile s r

GrcfS.
^winding

Net
S Locomotives on line daily

Loaded PeT 1 Revenue Serv- Un- Per cent

(thi u- cent locomotive and non- ice- serv- unserv-

sonds) loaded ;ind tender revenue able i ceable iceable Stored

4,464 63.4 242,334 95,605 124 29 19.0

6,931 70.0 174.2.7 171,069 133 32 19.4

10,883 6S.7 578,209 243,861 357 104 22.6 69

16,601 75 3 868,685 399,644 369 99 21.2 3

9,803 68.1 502,908 212,078 291 79 21.4 36

10,004 73.1 507,553 226,741 269 97 26.5

8,538 60.8 577,956 285,840 283 33 10.4 121

13,048 7 ' 7 8 15. 4" 3 439,509 265 33 11.1 11

14,758 66.9 833,101 383,779 307 53 14.7 48

12,703 71 6 734,351 380,288 280 73 20.7 18

27.256 67.7 1,624.761 770,095 562 134 19.3 143

34.796 74.8 1,993.841 1,018.282 606 94 13.4 63

15,166 63.6 929.394 427,402 430 105 19.6 136

15.175 72.2 924,795 490,777 358 185 34.1 102

12,875 61.8 708.608 269,455 339 78 18.7 116

14.588 77.3 732.62,'; 350,415 351 64 15.4

54,502 63.1 3.167.232 1.365,010 1,046 604 36.6 358

76,234 68.6 4.281,953 1,999,550 (') (') O) (»)

9,260 66.9 475,550 182,327 109 52 32.3 40

8.709 82.1 424.417 201,465 112 54 32.5 35

7,501 66.6 438,406 186.035 165 44 21.1 17

9,601 81.6 485,302 252.555 158 41 20.6 5

2.930 61.4 217.370 124,748 67 13 16.3 20

1,737 78.1 125,912 79,605 68 11 23.9 49

15,442 69.1 806,193 345,861 277 66 19.2 54

14,583 80.9 724,223 353,152 259 74 22.2 15

33.908 59 5 2.576.366 1,267.155 1,025 406 28.4 182

57,653 71.1 3,624.567 1,956,060 1,054 256 19.7 44

5.503 58.5 182,077 194 68 26.0 15

6,470 1
. 1 8 .20,43 222.527 212 57 21.2

4,982 63 299.993 147,957 123 45 26.8 48

6.303 67.2 37S.661 196.091 132 60 31.3 6

16,287 55.6 1.068.423 471.993 319 121 27.5 51

19,89! 69.6 1,162,279 564.224 303 102 25.2 9

2,434 66.2 177.999 93,871 98 10 9.3 34

5,712 72.0 383.617 212,042 94 14 13.0

432 60.8 27.961 9.085 34 8 19.4 3

452 61. S 23,093 9,566 37 10 21.6

95,709 61.7 6.625.486 3,282,743 2.699 795 22.8 958

127,301 69.4 7,967.205 4,260.222 2,114 2 921 31.1 28

1 '.n !4 61.9 82?. 871 430.683 376 79 17.4 171

18,425 70.3 1 i34,07fi 683,018 281 89 24.1

22.750 57.2 1,808,986 984,641 444 113 20.2 50

26.386 63.4 1.909,821 1.056,957 420 119 22.0 12

10,471 56.9 1,646.025 898.209 537 109 15.7 199

23,198 65.8 1,663.064 936,076 462 219 32.2 59

14,430 62.0 750,846 275,739 292 120 29.1 15

17.899 70.1 889,779 367.508 281 148 34.5

4.737 67.2 257,1* 5 113.483 111 23 17.2

4.883 76.8 251.370 103 17 14.2

38.912 62.3 2,467.197 747 102 12.0 15

55.221 69.7 3,25 i.664 1.498,431 722 104 12.6 20

25,589 58.

5

1.6S3.730 550 101 15.5 36

2S.77S 66.4 1,740.170 510 129 20.2

8.715 67.0 446.821 172.746 167 91 33.3

11.563 73.0 589,778 25S.872 190 78 29.1

23,835 6i 3 1.323.636 521.236 891 228 20.4 94

37,161 74.0 1,899,117 864,631 919 185 16.8 3

25.476 65.0 1. 388.44? 587.254 669 282 29.7 50

67.5 2.168,142 951.697 693 217 23.8 1

30.649 66.0 1,648,206 726.711 798 257 24.0 171

45.453 73.8 2.336 8.1

'

1.127.685 677 293 30.0 3

4,629 71.8 231,566 92,70? 161 52 24.4 50
' 6,682 79.1 331.178 156.266 158 49 23.7 23

18,262 64.9 1 055.823 501,843 593 186 23.9 257

28,067 72.8 1.555.357 819, 183 477 221 31.7 28

S.4SS 69.6 1 ii 50 101.705 347 53 13.3 53

13,021 78.3 620.174 306,530 322 74 18.7 28

19.001 67.3 1.056.546 4S4.843 554 162 22.6 153

27,273 70 2 1 44 2.204 748.182 531 132 19.9 41

4.504 72.2 256.608 126.330 120 44 26.8 10

6,446 81.6 346.558 184.506 114 44 27.8

37.585 65.1 2.110.658 785.468 800 176 18.0 172

46.315 ,.- 'I 2.524.810 1.060.778 683 223 24.6 15

6.451 50.0 406.336 172.654 106 41 27.9 16

"til 66.3 44 5.163 172.235 109 39 26.4 3

35.059 I 2.1 .30-004 1,014.186 678 272 28.6 131

51.0'.

4

71.3 2.85 =
. 142 .,403,217 637 254 28.5 ;

-

25 270 65.6 1.400.663 600.147 575 172 23.0 56

33.104 71.2 1.743,111 783.748 495 217 30.5 17

3 901 67.7 230.617 111.096 214 99 31.6 63

6.232 74.9 346 05? 182.113 227 81 26.3 8

5,665 67.0 343,756 189 .30 17.1 59

875 75.0 561.329 204.254 165 57 25.7 4

28.P01 1.651 400 679.926 547 217 28.4 36

35.613 73 'l 1.042.854 562 158 21.9

>1 106 -,.I0O 740 501.047 381 159 29.4 121

33.506 80.3 1. 681.388 799.136 143 28.3 29

4.690 63.2 275.777 115.057 71 50 41 3

7.039 82 36 30.5

6.503 63.6 184,793 171.249 91 57 38.5

5 806 145.052 92 44 32.4

6.135 60.2 350.640 141.117 142 39 21.5 5'

381 64.7 506.704 908,409 110 24 17.0

4.281 59.1 101 44 30.3 2'

4.888 66 3
106 45 29.8

584 17S 31.7 3!

30.574 76.5 410 139 25.3

12.251 65.0 ..H-.4 ',1 300.110 143 50.2 6,

16 513 67.8 454.168 367 102 21.7

5,80:5 ( 5 6 115 11] 1 >5.247 lio 71 37.3 2.

7.602 69.9 411,330 126 69 35.6

1

i basis of ights and distanc



July 16, iyzi

Compared with May,

Region, road and year
New England Ueeion:

Boston & Albany 1921
1920

Boston & Maine 1921
1920

N. Y., X. II. & II 1921
1920

Great Lakes R< gion :

Dehwari \ Hudson 1921
1920

Del., Lack. 8t Western. .1921
1920

Erie (inc. Chit . & Erie). 1921
1920

Lehigh Valley 1921
1920

Michigan Central 1921
1920

New York Central 1921
1920

N. Y., Chic, & St. I 1921
1920

Pcrc Mar<|tictle 1921
1920

Pitts, St Laki Eric 1921
1920

Wabash 1921
1920

Ohio-Indiana-AIleghcny Region:
Baltimon 8 Oh 1921

19 io

Central of N. J 1921
IS Ml

c [o & I istern 111. 19 'I

i

C. C. C, & Si. L 1921
15 mi

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 19 !1

Long Island 1921
i9 ,

Pennsylvania Systi m. . . 1921
19 'ii

Phila. 6 Reading.. I
I

[9 i

Pocahontas Region:
Chi api il i 8 Ohio .

1" !1

|9 |0

Norfolk & Western 1921

Southern Ri gion
Atlantii Co.? Lim ..'.921

Centra! rgi 1921

19 10

1. ('. (inc. V. S \l \ i 19 i

in 'ii

Louisville S: Nashville. .1921
1920

Seaboard Air Line 1921
!'i

|0

Southern Ry 1923
1'12H

Northwestern R

C. & N. W. 1921

19

C.,M & St. P.. . 19 11

1920

C, St P., M St 1921

Great Northern ,.. 1921

M\, St. P. S S Si,. M ,1921
19 'ii

Northet Pai ifii 1921
i

Ore-Wash. R. R. & Nav 19 )

[9 ',.

Central Wsstern Ri gi n

Atrli.. Top, & Sat ii Fe 192!
19 'ii

Chicago & Alton 1921
l" 'ii

Chi., Hurl. & Oninev. ..1921
in 'ii

Chi.. Rock Isl 8, !'.. 1921
1020

Di nvi & Ric Grandi 1921
19 'ii

Oregon Short Tine 1921
I

Southern Pacific 1021
19 ',1

Uninn Pacific 1921
1" 'ii

Southwestern Re
Gal., H'arrWg & S \v 1921

1920
Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe..!921

19 11

Missouri, K.ms. & Tex, 19 1

Mo.. K I

1.1

Missout 1 P icific ... i" 1

St. Louis-San Francisi '

Ti -.'
- 8 P 11 ..1921

l \'<> passenger train ei 1 I

1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000

Average number of freight Pounds of
cars on line daily Gross Net ton coal per

t
.—^ , tons miles 1,000 gross Passenger service

Per cent I'er train, Net Net Net ton Car per ton-miles, , h —
,

un- excluding tons tons per miles miles mile including
service- locomotive per loaded per p-r of road locomotive Train- train

Hume Foreign Total able Stored and tender train car car-day car-day per day and tender miles car-miles

3,347 4,012 7,359 7.8 747 983 388 21.4 419 30.9 7,829 196 313,659 1,997,778
595 9,369 9,964 3.9 1.070 489 24.7 554 32.0 14,009 192 319,130 2,041,267

18,104 13,480 31,584 18.9 3,765 1,118 471 22.4 249 16.2 3,187 151 861,064 4,602,054
7.330 35,087 42,426 6.8 1,084 499 24.1 304 16.8 5,222 ... 861.817 4,762,631

23.S72 14,695 38,567 20.4 2,156 1,169 493 216 177 12.0 3,492 168 1,033,610 6,777,644
8,427 40,675 49,102 5.5 1.097 490 22.7 149 >J.O 3,774 193 1,135,550 7.208,347

11,207 5,157 16,364 9.7 1,839 1.663 822 33..', 563 27.7 10,473 186 189,581 1,049,617
3,675 16,399 20,074 5.0 1,766 952 33.7 706 28.8 16,516 191 188.4S3 1,034.887

17,938 7,184 25,122 9.4 1,389 1,700 783 26 493 2S.3 12,420 1/2 496,329 3,546,485
5,063 18,402 23,465 4.2 1,614 836 29.9 523 24.4 12.307 ... 470,466 3 371370

40,767 14,485 55.252 15.5 14,994 1,966 932 28.3 450 23.5 10.998 139 677,615 5.023.574
8,915 51,898 60,813 6.2 1,980 1,011 29.3 540 24.7 14,543 142 688,020 4,704,181

31,975 9,487 41,462 17.8 3,756 1.761 810 28.2 333 18.5 9,637 164 360.584 2 778 574
I' 30,680 40,908 5.4 1,749 928 32.3 387 16.6 11,079 179 375,980 2.801530
19,539 11,926 31.465 1S.7 2,247 1,694 644 20.9 276 21.3 4,751 120 568,434 4,880 S67
4,177 35.511 39,688 5.7 1.689 808 24.0 285 15.3 6,192 ... 611,960 6 134 123
91,024 48,913 139,937 12.8 39,452 2,052 884 25.0 315 19.9 7,786 117 2,330,506 18 526.118
27,645 128,688 156,333 7.1 2,146 1,002 26.2 413 22.9 11,424 ... 2,478,340 19 402 592
5,664 4.871 10,535 15.8 2,026 1,543 592 19.7 558 42.4 10,284 109 85.246 556 816
893 7,223 8,116 6.3 1,524 723 23.1 801 42.2 11,351 ... 69,163

11,390 9,073 20,463 17.0 1,000 1,457 618 24.8 293 17.8 2,719 130 296,229 1.4
3,700 17,943 21,643 6.1 1.354 705 26.3 376 17.5 3,703 155 296,445 144l'll?

i 6,533 23,394 19.5 1,587 2,381 1.367 42.6 172 6.6 17,914 90 109.854
3,334 21,370 24,704 8.1 2,711 1,742 45.8 104 2.9 11,435 91 107,962 541*853

13,062 9,680 22,742 10.4 1,566 672 22.4 491 31.7 4,614 159 525 292 2 775'o90
In' 19,662 24,354 9.5 1,468 716 24.2 468 23.9 4,712 171 545,706 2,787',845

72,111 28,039 100,150 13.7 7,512 1,530 777 32.6 408 21.1 7,884 178 1,381.229 8 7^1469
13,166 102,243 6.6 1,796 969 33.9 617 25.6 12,244 ... '.s6'60?
I! 'I 19,249 25.3 4,730 1,509 738 33.1 201 10.4 8,656 171 341,513 1 666'504
,111 13,340 7.5 1,388 734 34.4 308 13.8 10.576 ... 346,849 i'51k'i66

16,938 1.912 10,850 9.2 4,949 1,412 696 29.7 240 12.8 4,220 159 233.993 1 467
§

4 >8

I 10 16 I' I 8.6 . ... 1-462 757 31.1 318 15.2 5.593 ... 233.429 l'49o'554
17,684 179 13,063 11.8 2,617 1,691 747 29.0 461 28.6 6,391 138 758 088 4

-

6"o'571
i 1,195 35,176 5.7 1.747 348 28.4 517 26.2 7.605 ... 750 087 4*7tio'433

10,101 1,299 13, 5.6 3.759 2,137 1.127 38.6 226 8.8 3.619 139 ()
7. .'72 15,420 8.7 2,249 1,243 37.1 444 16.6 8,210 ... ,i,

5,671 4.3 1,274 600 227 21.0 52 4.0 743 454 199.478 1 136 8>1
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2Data not available. Compiled by the Bureau of Statistics. Interstate Coalmen
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Heavy Holiday Traffic at New York

The movement of passengers in and out of New York at

the time of the Fourth of July holidays is believed to have

been thi greats »1 on record. At least the figures of passen-

gers who passed through Grand Central Station and the

passenger traffic figures of the Long Island Railroad point

in that direction. During the week ending July 7 a total of

717,089 passengers arrived and departed through the Grand
I entral Station. The largest business was handled on Fri-

day, July 1, when 136,561 passengers arrived and departed.

Ih. exceptionally heavy business in addition to the crowds

leaving the city for the holiday has been ascribed t" tin

movement of passengers who attended the Carpentier-

Dempsey light. Tin greatest number o-f trains was bandied

on July 2, when 5,098 cars, in 679 trains, entered and left the

Station. Tins figure shows that 257 more cars were used

than .hi the similar day in 1920.

I in Long Island handled a total of 1,633,900 passengers

in tin five-day period including the holidays. The largest

business was on July 4, when 370,400 passengers 'Aire car-

ried. Some of the Long Island's traffic statistics given in

the billowing table for previous years give some measure of

the increased business.

Figures for five days

—

Pa .ii-ii train movements.
Passenger car movements. . . .

Ba ggagi car movements....
tigers carried

1918 1910 1920 1921

4,857 5.179 5.470 5,705

26,519 30,674 31,054 32.835
1.342 1,481 1,353 1,26.1

1,121,560 1,433,600 1,569,8(10 1.633,900

Railway Returns for May
The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of revenues

and expenses for 203 class I roads, for May and five months, is

as follows

:

May Five Mi nths
Item r~ A

s, ,
-*

^

No. Item 1921 1920 1921 1920
1 Average number of

miles operated.. 235,592.68 235,175.88 235,592.75 2.54. 723. 57
Revenue:

2 Freight $313,057,371 $314,147,944 $1,547,860,564 $1,518,840,239
3 Passenger 193,516.961 98,901,390 =475,351.696 459.0n6.233

4 Mail 7.S29.078 7,765.173 41.429,429 93,324,866
5 Express 6,960,929 13,129,574 34,067,352 62,257,845
6 All other trans-

portation 13,442,177 11,455,701 64,103,531 54,882,408
7 Incidental 9,633,699 11.73S.423 49.854.098 56,ii<">,u25

8 Joint facility—Cr 627,983 599,860 3,257,891 2,937.905
9 Joint facility—Dr 193,109 179,000 970,965 934,400
10 Railway operat-

ing revenues . 444,875,089 457,559,065 2,214,953,596 2.246,414,121
Expenses:

11 Maintenance of
way and struc-
tures 65,089,327 88,981,644 301,690,485 353,247,451

12 Maintenance of
equipment 101,137,808 116,395,011 542,843,905 580.533,463

13 Traffic 7,207,309 5,454,958 36,057,393 25,556,965
14 Transportation . 189,107,818 209,257,948 1.012,692,009 1,045,980,868
iy Miscellaneous op-

erations 3,892,733 4,973.361 20.717.8S6 22.898.674
16 General 14,169,471 13,020.652 73,345,106 63,992.218
17 Transportation for

investment—Cr. 563,232 253,816 2,653,591 1.307,342
18 Railway operat-

ing expenses.. 380,041,234 437,829,758 1,984,693,193 2,090,902,297
19 Net revenue from

railway opera-
tions 64.833,855 19,729,307 230.260,403 155,511,824

20 Railway tax ac-
cruals 22,415,730 23,032,592 112,959,526 110,216,113

21 Uncollectible rail-

way revenues.. 102,469 87,506 424,083 444,821
22 Railway operat-

ing income 42,315,656 3,390,791 116,876,794 44,850.890
23 Equipment

—

Dr. balance 3,977,689 562,036 19,230,452 10,705.190
24 Joint facility rent

—Dr. balance.. 1,257,313 1,476,942 7,314,221 7,745,590
25 Net of items 22,

23 and 24 37,080,654 5,429,769 90,332,121 26,400,110
26 Ratio of expenses

to revenues (per
cent) 85.43 95.69 89.60 93.08

'Includes $2,744,334, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
-Includes $13,128,190, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

Meeting of Protective Section of the A. R. A.

The Protective Section of the American Railway Associa-
tion met at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, on July 14
and 15. Among the principal speakers were R. II. Vishton,
president of the American Railway Association; General W.
\\ \tterbury, vice-president of the Pennsylvania, and E. J.
Pi irson, president of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford. The genera] theme of all was the recognition by the
railroads oi the necessity for closer co-operation between

the police departments of the railroads and state and federal

authorities.

The heavy losses chargeable to robberies was emphasized.
From September of last year to March of this year the loss

from this source was in excess of $3,000,000. It was said

that the shipment of liquor was causing trouble to the rail-

roai and that the losses through these shipments were
soaring each month. It was said it took more police to

guard those trains than to handle any other kind of ship-

ment of like value.

The advisability of having the railway police commissioned
by the states or by the federal government was discussed.

\ terminal police association in all large cities, to work with

the Protective Section, and a more uniform method of han-
dling witnesses and the expenses of getting evidence were
advocated.

More prompt reports on loss when noted and a strict sur-

veillance of auction rooms where stolen material is some-
times placed for sale were also advocated as methods of

reducing this loss. A more uniform method of handling
witnesses with expenses for obtaining evidence and other

kindred matters were discussed. It was contended that an
educational campaign should be instituted to teach shippers

the importance of crating their goods in a more serviceable

manner and in stronger containers to avoid their being

broken into. It was urged by some of the members that rob-

beries of freight be first reported to the local police by the

railroad agents or other employees instead of to railroad

officials.

Commissicn to Investigate Grain Rates

The Interstate Commerce Commission, on petition of the

Kansas Public Utilities Commission, which was joined by a

number of other western state commissions, has ordered,

upon its own motion, a proceeding of investigation into the

reasonableness and propriety of the level of interstate rates

on grain, grain products and hay, in carloads, in the western

territory, with a view to prescribing such rea-onable rates

as the facts and circumstances may appear to warrant. Xo
testimony will be admitted with respect to the relationship

between particular points under the existing rates. A hear-

ing has been set for August 15 at Washington before Com-
missioner Lewis. The Kansas commission asked for a reduc-

tion of the increase put in effect last summer on the ground

that it is ruining business in the west and a number of west-

ern commissions have combined to prosecute the case. A
similar investigation was undertaken by the commission on

formal complaint of the western livestock interests and ex-

pedited so that the oral argument was heard on July 15. The
two proceedings thus bring into question the matter of pro-

posed reductions of the advances on two of the most impor-

tant classes of traffic for the western lines.

Scrapped Because of Excessive Size When Seven-foot Gage

Was Abolished. Great Western, England, 1892.
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Traffic News j Commission and Court News I
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The Detroit, Toledo & [ronton filed a freight schedule with

the public utilities commission of > ihio on July in, providing for

a 20 per cent reduction in rates between all points on its line but

not affecting connecting line rates.

Members of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Association voted

unanimously in favor of filing an immediate complaint with the

Interstate Commerce Commission against the present exci i e

freight rates on logs, lumber, cooperage and other forest prod-

ucts at Memphis, Tenn., on July 12,

The Railroad Commission of the stair of California on July

13, on its own volition, directed an order to river transportation

companies to show cause why increases granted last year should

not be cancelled and the old rates restored. The order applies

to all river hms operating .hi thi icramento and San Joaquin
rivers and their tributaries and on San Francisco Bay. The
hearing is set for July 20.

The decision of the Stati Railroad Commission of California,

making a substantial reduction in charges and rates for switching

in the South San Francisco industrial zone, ha been extended to

include the ( laklaud- Alameda, Oakland Berkeley and Berkeley-

Emeryville switching territories, making a total of six large in-

dustrial zones now on an equalit] to distances and rates, with
the same substantial reductions in chat ;i

Executive officers of thi I oads bailing into Chicago,
on July 14, finally approved an agreement to allow the Erie,

Wabash and the New Yorl Ch 8 St. Louis a differential

passenger rate east oi the Mi si lippi river. While the new agree
ment will not authorize differentials between many points that

enjoyed the lower rates before Hi' war, nearlj all ol the main
points will be restored to the lowei level Before tin- war there
were no differentials rates fri im Si Loui to the east but u

cording to the new arrangement they will prevail out of that city

<>n the Wabash ami am road that operates through cars in con
nection with the Erie, Wabash and Nickel Plate, The agreement
will go to the Interstate Commerce Commission in a few days,

and ii prompt!} approved, the tarifl should be ready bj Sep
tember 1.

The Interstate Commerci ' ommission has rendered its de-
cision in the Kansas intrastate 'it'- case, ordering an increase
of the state rates by the percen applied last year to

interstate traffic excepl on petroleum products. The Kansas
commission had allowed increases somewhat less than the
interstate increases on the ground that many of the Kansas
intrastate rates wen alreadj On a higher basis than the inter-
state rates. Commissioners Ea tman, Campbell ami Lewis
dissented, the two former on tin- ground that the commis
ion's jurisdiction hail not been llfficiently increased under

tbr transportation act to authorize it to step in and order
increases iti state rales in the circumstances, and the latter
on the ground that the majority opinion ii carries
the doctrine of federal authi ritj to unjustified extreme

Utilities Urged to Buy Coal

Secretary Hoover of tin- Department of Commerce has
written a letter advising public utilitj companies to buj their
winter coal supply as early as poi d oi v, liting
for lower prices, saying that he is convinced that, d
the general depression, the prices of bituminous coal
mines are not too high at the present time. "If there should
he a recovery of business activities in the Autumn," hi

"taken in connei in,u with the large increase in the percenl igi

Of disabled cars and tin- inability- of the railway
their maintenance, there are possibditics ot developments oi
a most serious situation as regards coal movement. I can-
not hut feel that tin- Interstate Commerce Commission, in

the tier of warnings thej have sent out , n tins connection,
would not he disposed to give ati\ priority in such an exert ."
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Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has reopened for further hearing part of

an appl led by R. II. I ountiss, as agent, for authority
to continui i icks and in bales from Pacific
1

01 i terminals to Atlantic rritory and points
intermediate lower than from intermediate points of origin.

I in inti i tati ' ommerce Commission has authorized I. A.

Leland, as agent for the southwestern lines, to file on five

days' notice tariffs reducing the rates on lumber from the
southwest to points in Kansas. Nebraska. Iowa and border
points in Minnesota, but not the principal gateway points,
to meet the recent reduction

. lumber from the
northwest.

State Commissions
The Railroad Commission of the state of California, on

June 30, denied the petition of the Southern Pacific for a re-
hearing in the Si uth San Francisco switching cases, and the
deci ion of May 13 stands. By this decision the three big
industrial centers of the state—San Francisco, Oakland and
I. os Vngeles -were placed on an equal foot itching
charges. The charges are uniform, being 37'.. and 50

a ton depending on the distances cai d The rate

from South San Francisco to San Francisco was reduced
From 80 to 50 cents. The railroad had proposed a rate of
70 cents.

Regulation of Wire Crossings

The general assemblj of the state of enacted a law
which will go into i r 6, authorizing the public
utilities commission of the state to determine the "standard of
maintenance and operation, and also the nature, location and char-
acter of the construi

electric light, power or other electric wire- d cross,
or more or less parallel, the line of a railroad, interurban railway
or other public utility." The bill further gives power to the com-
mission to act upon complaints by the carriers and interurban
railways when their properties are injun lines.

Illinois Commerce Commission Bill

The law regulating publi utiliti Hindis, which
was known as the Statl i

i •. was
di I on July 1, 1921. by a new law, known as the Illinois

Commerce I ommission Bill under which the nam.
mission i changed to the "Illinois Commerce Comnri

"•. provides that the number of commissioners be in i

from 5 to ; ; assistant > omna
8 in number and each is to receive a salary

i

each ci mmissii iter and
-
r. are exempted from the civil service, while

branch offices of the commission may
other than il,, - anient. Vnj railroa :

- "

tion company may, bj the terms of the new law. grant ri

my materia'.- in the

construction, maintenance i public highways,
act pn mmis-
sii in, i:n n ipect the records ot a"
submit -

upon if the commission see- in. -t naaj requin

d if the utility to whom :

arc directed shall refuse to comply, thi

relief if that utility i- the

prayed for by the rty if such utility is

it is further provided that a I

within A) days aft- i

must grant 01 deny the a
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days, while no appeal lic-s from an order of the commission, un-

less and until an application for a re-hearing thereof shall first

have been filed and acted upon by the commission; cities are

given the right by the new law to appear as complainants in

any investigation relating to rates or services of utilities operat-

ing within their limits; appeals from orders and decisions of the

commission shall be taken to the circuit or superior court of the

count} in which the subject matter of the hearing is sitl

rather than to the Circuit Court of Sangamon County; Article

VI ([.oral Utilities) is entirely new and provides that art)' city

may, with respect to any utility (except trunk line railro

furnishing service within its limits, exercise power and ju

tion over the rates, service and extensions of such utility, in

substantially the same manner, and to the same extent, that the

powers of the Illinois Commerce Commission are exercised. The

matters of accounts and the issuance of securities, however, are

left under the jurisdiction of the commission. This question of

so-called home-rule is to be submitted to the electors of any

city at certain general elections upon the petition of 25 per cent

of the legal voters thereof, and requires a majority vote for

adoption. The article further provides that any utility dissatis-

fied with any action of the city may appeal to the Illinois Com-

merce Commission for a review of the city's order.

Personnel of Commissions

Charles F. Staples, who has been appointed acting director

of the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, succeeding C. A. Prouty, deceased, has been asso-

ciate director of the valuation bureau and has been connected

with it since the Division of Valuation was organized in 1914,

when he resigned as a member of the Minnesota Railroad

and Warehouse Commission to become a member of the

advisory board of the division. Mr. Staples was born August

4, 1856, at St. Paul, Minn. He was educated in common and

private schools and later taught school for three years. He
was a practical farmer and dairyman for 15 years and for

10 years was engaged in banking. He was a member of the

scho6l board of St. Paul for 26 years, chairman of the town

board for 10 years and chairman of the board of county

commissioners for four years. He was elected a member of

the lower branch of the Minnesota legislature in 1892 and re-

elected for three successive terms. He was elected a member
of the railroad and warehouse commission in 1900 and was

several times re-elected.

Court News
Need Not Inspect Car Used by

Consignee in Intraplant Service

While a carrier's duty of inspection of cars includes, in

some instances, a duty to an employee of the consignee, it

would seem that it does so only when a duty of the consignee

to exercise like care for its employee has not arisen. When
a duty of inspection by another than the carrier arises after

unloading—as where a consignee takes over a car for its own
purpose, a purpose entirely dissociated from that for which

it had been delivered by the terminal carrier in the discharge

of its business-—and the one owing that duty fails to perform

it, that breach of duty, intfrvening between an injury to an

employee of the consignee and- a previous breach of a like

duty at one time owed by the carrier, is the proximate cause

of the injury. When a consignee assumed full control over

a car, put it in its intra-mill transportation service, and there

used it for 48 days betwee'i the day it was unloaded and the

day of injury to an employee, the Circuit Court of Appeals,

Third District, holds that the consignee assumed the duty

of inspection for the protection of its employees, and the

railroad's responsibility foi it- failure previously to inspec,

and discover a defect not • ecret ceased. The railroad's liabil-

ity to the employee also ceased, unless it assumed a duty

of inspection after delivery. Collection of demurrage on the

car was not proof that the railroad knew the car was being

used in intra-mill traffic, so as to make it liable for its unfit-

ness for such traffic.—West Jersey & Seashore v. G
266 Fed. 609.
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Foreign Railway News

Consulting Engineer Appointed

for Bolivian Construction

Fred Lavis, consulting engineer, with offices at Xew York, has
been appointed consulting engineer to the Bolivian government
and the Lien Contracting Corporation in connection with the con-
struction of the Atocha-Villazon railway line, some details of
which were published in the Railway Age of July 16 (page 133).

Mr. Lavis expects to sail for Bolivia early in August.

American Loan for Brazilian Railways

According to Commerce Reports, the Brazilian press re-

ports that the state of Rio Grande do Sul has entered into

negotiations with New York bankers for a state loan of
between $10,000,000 and $30,000,000. The funds thus acquired
will lie spent in improving the railway systems of the state

and in completing the port works of Porto Alegre, both of
which are state property.

Great Reduction in Traffic on British Railways

In March of this year the railways of Great Britain hauled
22,783.195 tons of freight, a decrease of 8.614,037, or 27.44 per
cent, when compared with the same month last year. Ton miles
handled were 1,272,873,399, or a decrease of 29.72 per cent from
the total of March of last year. The average receipts per ton
mile, exclusive of collection and delivery charges, were 4.186 cents.

The heavy decline in traffic affected the operating results ad-
versely—the average tonnage per car was 5.23, as compared with
5.49 tons for March last year, and the average train load was
123.52 tons, as compared with 136.06 for March, 1920.

New Zealand Rrilways Make Good Showing

The returns of the New Zealand Government Railways
for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, have just been an-

nounced, and show that the railways experienced another
good year, according to Consul General Wilber at Auckland.
The revenue amounted to $33,620,361 (normal exchange), as
compared with $27,994,478 for the fiscal year 1920, with ex-

penditures at $27,430,514 against $19,977,308, leaving a net

revenue of $6,189,847. as compared with $8,017,170. The num-
ber of passengers carried during the year was 15,315.614, as

compared with 12,760,814 for the preceding year, a gain of

2,554,800. Freight carried totaled 6,085,360 tons, being an
increase of 488,128 tons.

An Important African Project

During the war the South African—Rhodesian—Congo trunk

line was pushed northward to Bakuma, in the Belgian Congo, on

the navigable Congo river, providing through-rail connections

with South African ports. To link the Atlantic coast to the

west with Bakuma a line from Lobito bay. in Angola, westward

to Bakuma, was projected. Before the war this railway was

completed to Chinguar, a distance of i22 miles, and the roadbed

was completed to Bie, 66 miles farther. Recently track laying

has commenced on this section, which will soon be ready for

service. Financial arrangements for the completion of the line

from Bie to Bakuma are now under discussion, according to the

Times (London) Engineering Supplement. The Benguella Rail-

way, as this line is called, will be 1,155 miles in length from the

Atlantic coast to its junction with the trunk line from Capetown.

just south of Bakuma. The railway when completed will pro-

vide the shortest route from the interior to the coast.

A great part of the mileage of this line will be through moun-

tainous country which will necessitate some sharp curves and

heavy grades. On the existing line there is a short section of

rack rail which it is proposed to eliminate. The road is of 3 ft.

6 in. gage—the same as that of the South African Railways.
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Operating Results of the French Railways
In 1920 as Compared With 1913

The Minister of Public Works of France has recently pub-

lished some very interesting statistics on railway operations in

that country. The operating results of the six large railways

are shown in Table 1 for 1020, and compared with those for the

year 1913, the last normal pre-war year.

The 486 per cent increase in the railway expense account in

1920 as compared with 1913 is attributed to the increa ed cost o

lalxir, materials and fuel. In Table II is shown the numl

Proposed New Railroad in Jugoslavia

According to I onsul A. R. Thomson at Zagreb, Jugoslavia, a

local concern has been granted authority to build a 25 mile rail-

road through a rich agricultural and mining country from Cerno-
melj, Slovenia, to Generalski Stol, Croatier. This road will form
a connecting link between two important lines and the promoters

that with the prevailing premium on the dollar it offers

an important opportunity for the investment of American capital

and i consequent assured market for railway equipment and
upplii

TABLE I -OPERATING RES1 I

Items Northern
Operating revenue $167,524
Kxpenscs 234,688
Net operating revenre d67,164

43.618
Net "licrati-nK income .11

d Denotes deficit.

01

Year 1920 140.0
-i

I
..i 1913 61.3

1

1
1

d49 i

1

I

$176,016

(In th.

Midi

111.554
d33,968
15.054

d49,022

usands i

State
$176,402
277,148

dl00,746
39,758

dl40,504

Kastern
$139,346
169.647
d30,301
34,354

1920 1913
$1,043,358 $390,246
1,388.056 236.311
d344.698 153,435
231. "21 168,682

"19 dl5,24^

K WING no
121.7
60.6

1 16.0 135.2 148.0
55.0

62.8

employees and their compensation for the vcar 1913 as compared
with 1920

The total increase in the number of employees in 1920 as com-
pared with 1913 is 40.6 per cent, while the total compensation

paid employees during tin' same period increased 319.2. This

increase in compensation docs nut include the cost of living and
i . 1 1 1 1 1

1 \ indemnities, nor does it all iw for certain conditions bn mghl
about by the installation "i tli' eighl how day. In addition, th.

average price per ton paid for coal by the railways in 1913 was
$4.63, as compared with $46.51 in 1920, which represents an in-

New Officers for South Manchuria Railway
lip president of the South Manchuria Railway-, Dr. R. Xomura.

and the \ ii e president, S. Nakanishi, some time ago presented their

tin- and S. Hayakawa, a Japanese business man and
banker, ha een el< cted to the pi- .rding to the Trans-
pacific (Tokyo). The former officers resign
while under suspicion of certain irregularities in the management
and it is said that Mr. Nakani hi prosecuted under the
charge of breach of trust in connection with the purchase by the

TABLE II—EMPLOYEES AND COMPENSATION
Per cent
increase

Number of employes 1920 over
Road 1913 1913

Northern 53,053 76,909 45.0
Eastern 54,259 . 75,326 38.8
Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean 81.000 118,577 46.4
Paris & Orleans 50,338 43.4
Midi i 35,331 28.5
State 106.586 35.3

Totals 344,944 40.6

1 ensation

1913 1920
(In thousands I

$23,372
22,002 90,710
40,337 154,400
18,335 94.57"
8,357 46,127

31,459 115,993

143,862 I

1920
ver 1913
335.7
312.3
282.8
415.8
696.8
268.7

319.2

crease of over 900 per cent. Rails in 1913 were $34.74 per ton,

ties $0.98 apiece, while in 1920 the roads were obliged to pay
$161.15 per ton for rails and $4.05 apiece for ties.

The true measure of traffic is not the number of cars moved,
but the ton-miles, and the operations of some of the individual

French roads indicate that there has been an increase in the ton-

miles in 1920 as compared with 1913, even though the number of

cars moved per day have decreased. This condition is a result of

greater carloads and longer hauls during the year 1920. The
French roads are now exerting every effort to care for the in-

creased traffic, in spite of the increased prices they arc compelled
to pay for material and fuel.

The Railway Age is indebted to the Bureau of Railway Eco-
nomics for supplying the above information, which was obtained

from the Revue Politique el Parlementaire,

Locomotive Exports in May
May showed sonic improvement in the number and value of

locomotives exported, largely due apparently to a movement of

62 to Mexico. The month's total was 109, valued at $2,647,441.

The detailed figures, by countries, as compiled by the B

of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, follow:
Countries N'umber Dollars

i anad i 1 5,115
Wexii i 62 1,43

Cuba 7 193,891
Argentina , 6
Peru 1

Chosen 2

Straits Settlements
Dutch East Indus .;

Japan 1

.aland 1

Philippine Islands 5

total 109 2,647,441

companj of a large colliery at what would appear to be an
exorbitant price-, it is expected that the new president will make
many changes in the executive personnel of the road, Thi
Manchuria Railway Company was organized in 1906 to take over
the railways ceded to Japan at the end of the Russo-Japanese
War, and the Japanese government owns a large block of its

capital stock. The road has an improvement program before it

involving the expenditure of some J210,000,000 in the next four
yeai s.

Prospective Construction in Mexico
Hie British capitalists interested financially in the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient, in Mexico, who spent some tinu in I Inhuahua
recently going over the road, expressed themselves as well pleased
with the prospects, and they returned to London with the avowed
intention of arranging for the immediate expenditure of many
millions of dollars in the completion of the road, according to the
information published in Commi A careful studv
has been made of the entire situation in Mexico, and the .

left with an optimistic belief that stable conditions have returned
to that part of the country which for nearly ten years has been

ivil war, and that now is the time to undertake work
"" railn tilities so badly needed for
the development of the immense resource.- tate of
Chihuahua.
The original concession of the K. C. M. & O. calls for the

building of the line to connect Kansas City, by way of Chihuahua,
with the Pacific cast port of Topolobampo in the state of Sinaloa.

on of this line would bring Chihuahua into promi-
nence as a railroad center, as the road would cross the lines of
the Mexico Central, which runs from Juarez, on the Mexican
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border, to the City of Mexico, and would also cross the line of
the Southern Pacific of Mexico as it passes through the state of

Sinaloa. It would place Chihuahua in direct touch with Kansas
City, Chicago and the Middle West, and would make it the

marketing center for a large and fertile portion of Northwestern
Mexico.

The completion of the line to the Pacific Coast involves many
engineering difficulties. The building will be expensive, as there
arc gorges and passes' in the rough slope of the Sierra Madre
which will have to be bridged before the gentle Pacific slope is

reached, and il is believed that the work, if undertaken now,
will not be completed within three years. The road will open up
rich lumber and mining country, with immense possibilities for de-
velopment. Western Chihuahua and the highly mineralized Mil-

leys of Sierra Madre have been neglected in the past because of

the lack of transportation facilities.

The representatives of the British stockholders of the Orient
were enthusiastic as to the future of the line, and while it was
stated that nothing definite could be said at present as to the
prospects of commencing work of building to Topolol impo in tin-

immediate future, it seems reasonably certain that the work of
linking up the line between Falomir and Alpine will be begun as

soon as the necessary financing can be arranged in London.

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

Each month shows a further decline in the exports of railway
equipment. May exports of car wheels and axles were valued at

$207,966, as against $304,659 in April. The detailed figures by
countries as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, foil iw :

Countries Dollars
Norway 7,690
England 196
Canada 38,639
Costa Rica 565
Honduras 915
Mexico 8,724
Cuba 7,700
Virgin Islands of United States 87
Argentina 123,162
Brazil 7.018
Chile 1,346
Colombia 334
Ecuador 1,011
Venezuela 277
British India 1,088
Straits Settlements 282
Dutch East Indies 400
Japan 1,765
Australia 697
Philippine Islands 4,000
Portuguese Africa 2,070

Total :07,966

May Car Exports

Further declines in the exports of cars are shown by the May
figures. No passenger cars were shipped and only 465 freight

cars; valued at $639,454. The detailed report by countries, as

compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
follows:

Countri

Germany .

Netherlands
England .

Scotl-md .

Canada .

.

C03ta Rica
Guatemala
Honduras
Mex
New IV

Jamaica
Cuba
Dominican Republi:
Argentina

1 .in,] I
..in ...'.i,

China
Che sen

India
Dutch East [ndii

htongkong
Japan
New Zealand. . . .

Philippine [slam
Itriiisli South \

Portugn-

Parts

Dulia

1,675
40,545
43,081

190
363

4 1.178
' 3,469

1.750
43,954
9.009
4,665
3,497

646
12,645

7,911
460

18,820

mmiMUNiii :.i i.
i mitiiinm

Equipment and Supplies

Total.
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Locomotives
The Midland Terminal is inquiring for 1. 2-8-8-2 Mallet type

locomotive.

Freight Cars

The Maine Central is asking for price- on 200 steel center

constructions.

The Chicago Great Western is in the market for repairs on
175 to 200 box cars.

The Northern Pacific is asking for figures on 1,000 steel

center sills and 1,000 underframes.

The Chicago & North Western is asking fur prices on the
repair of from 1,000 to 5,000 freight cars.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is asking for prices

on the repair of from 500 to 1,000 freight cars.

The Illinois Central has contracted for the repair of 400
gondola cars with the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

Track Specialties

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, August 1. for its present requirements of track bolts, track
spikes, angle bars, tie plates, frogs, switch points and switches,

switch plates, crossing *rogs, terminal stud track bonds, guard
rails, knuckle rails and movable points for crossings.

Machinery and Tools

Dwight P. Robinson & Company, Inc., New York, is inquir-

for lathes, planers, shapers, rail drills, and blacksmith shop ma-
chinery for export to Brazil.

Miscellaneous

The Great Ni rthern is inquiring for 136,000 bolts.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring for 200,000

bolts.

The Long Island will receive bids until 2 p. m., July 25, for

750,000 to 800,000 gallons fuel oil of a density from 14 deg. to

16 deg. Baume.

The Chicago & North Western will accept bids until 12

o'clock', noon, July 29, for 34,000 gallons of burner oil in barrels;

6,000 gallons of burner oil in tank cars, and 15,000 gallons of

mineral seal oil in barrels.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock,

noon, August _'. tor a minimum of 600,000 gal. and maximum of

800,000 gal. of Asphaltum base fuel oil with gravity of 18-20 deg.

Baume, cold test 10 degrees.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids on July 27, at

Roanoke, Va., for 116,711 lbs. steel plates; 75,000 lbs. steel bars:

requirements of the railroad of Mazda incandescent electric lamps

for niie year from Nimu^t 1, 1921; parts for electrical apparatus

and electrical material.

The Xf.u York Centra] will receive bids until 12 o'clock n<

August 3. for its shop requirements until September 1. 1921, on

id. ick galvanized and blue annealed sheets, driving and truck tires

I". >r freight and passenger service, seamless steel tube", car and

;ixles, car axles fur axlelight system, driving and trailer

truck axles, front engine truck axles, standard wire nails, galvan-

ized and polished fence staples, steel bars, steel shapes and steel

plates, galvanized tie dating nails, bridge warning pule^ and

woven wire fence.
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Supply Trade News

Theodore L. Dodd & Co., Chicago, have been appointed
district sales agents of the middle west for the Foster-Songer
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Miller Train Control Corporation, Danville, 111, has
opened offices in the Riggs building, corner Fifteenth and G
streets, N. W., Washington, I). C.

E. J. Brennan, formerly superintendent of motive power,
Lines East, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, is now
sales manager for The Rogotchoff Company, Baltimore, Md.

Edgar L. Keithley has established an office at 1323 U, ka

building. Seattle. Wash., as a representative of The Central
Foundry Company, New York, makers of universal cast iron

I
>

i
I >

»

. soil pipe and general i asting

The Canadian Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, Limited,
of Bridgeburg, (int., and Montreal, Que., lias changed its

corporate name to Horton Steel Works, Limited. The new
name has been selected in honor of the late Horace E. Mor-
ton, who founded the Chicago Bridge and Imn Works in

the United Slates in 1865.

The Universal Packing & Service Company, Chicago, in

addition to handling spring journal box packing, lias en
larged its organization to lake care of the railroad field

and mid-western commercial field for the development and
sale of Rawlplugs, a device which enables an ordinary screw
to hold in any material. The Rawlplug Company has it

offices at 401-475 Eighth avenue, New York City.

The Du Pont Company, Wilmington, Del., has developed
a formula for the manufacture "i traighl dynamite which
results in that explosive being pi ol against freezing even
in zero temperatures. 'The new i vplosive has been fully

tested ami proved ami tin formula for making it has been
mad.' standard in all the plants of the company producing
dynamite. As a consequi thi devel pmi ii the com
panj lias determined to discontinue the manufacture of its

former Straight dynamite and
I |1 tin, |. ,,i,| ,

pi. ism will lie made by the new low free illg method

E. C. Richardson, managei of the Western Electric Com-
pania Italiana, at Rome and Milan, since 1910, and who also
saw foreign trade service at Antwerp, has been transferred
to Peking, China, .i- general managei ol the China Electric
Company, the Pai Ea tern iub idiarj ol the International
Western Electric Company, New York, lie succeeds C. H.
Minor, win. has supervised th i ttions of the China Elec
trie Companj ever since it started business early in 1918.
Mr. Minor is returning to tin- European organization of the
International company, with headquarters at London.

Alfred L. Kuehn, vice-president in charge of operation ol

the American Creosoting Company, .>i Louisville, Ky., has
been elected president of the company, succeeding the late
Alvin T. Uert. effective June 21 Mr. Kuehn was born on
August Id, 1877, at Chicago, and was educated at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, from which institution he graduated in

1900. In 1892 he entered railwaj service as a clerk and
operator on the Illinois Central and was la „ the
machinery department, (in June 1. 1898, he was appointed
assistant engineer on the \\ hi eling & I ake In., a po
he held until December, 1898 i rom Jun< 1 to Octobi I

1899, ln> was assistant engini ei on the Chicago '

Canal. During the next year he wis appointed a

engineer on th, ( hicago & Uton n d thei

assistant engineer mi th,- i incinnati, Richmond & M
In 1902 he was appointed engineei maintei iray on
the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville. Two years later he
was appointed engineer maintenance ol way of the Micl
division of the i level. ,ud, Cincinnati, Chicago & S( Loui
and in 1905 was transferred to the Chicago division,

headquarters at Indianapolis. Ind. Four years later Mr.
Kuehn was appointed general superintendent of the Ameri-
can Creosotipg Company, a position he held until 1918, when
he was promoted to vici in charge of operation,
the position he held at the time of bis recent appointment.

Waterbury Battery Company
The Waterbury Battery Company, Waterbury, Conn., has

completed a reorganization of its officers and dil
which has b.,n occasioned by the deaths of (

: arlcs B.
Schoenmehl and E. E. Hudson. The officers of the company
are now Martin L. Martus, of Waterbury, Conn., president:
G. A. Nelson, vice-president and general sales manager at
X.w York; Francis T. Reeves, treasurer, and Harold B.
Schoenmehl, secretary, both at Waterbury. The directors
an Francis T. Reeves, Martin L. Martus and Darragh De
Lancey.

Martin P. Martus. who ha ted president, has
been associated with the compa pril 1911; for the
past nine years a- ,„,| factory mai igei i

born m New Haven, Conn., and bei rh the
Scovill Manufacturing Company i:i 1901 In 1906 he was

engineer for on,- of the subsidiary pi \m<ri-
ean Brass Com],any, and in I'M l tssociated with The
Waterbun Batter} Company as factory manager, which
positii n In ha hi Id until the present time.
Judge Fran, 1

,orn j„ Xhon
Conn., and has been a director of Th,- Waterl
1 ompanj sil tober, 1916, and its general counsel since
I'M t II, is director and trust officei ol Hii Manufacturers
National Bank, of Waterbury, Conn., and is a practising
attornej in \\ atei bury.

Harold B. Schoenmehl, the newly elected secretary, is the
eldest son oi the late Charles B. Schoenmehl. He has been
associated with the Waterbury Battery Company for the
last six years, engaged in mental work.

Darragh De Lancey, the newly elected director, was for-
merly president of the Waterbury Chamber of Commerce
and during ii \\ ; , r Department
and the I nited States Shipping Board.

Obituary
Alvin T. Hert, president of the American Creosoting Com-

pany of Louisville, Kentucky, and chairman of the board of
directors of the \n erican Tar Products Company, who died

'in.- ". was born

April S. [865. Mr. Hen
started his bu

r in his father's

store at Owensburg and
thereafter was en
in the general mer

dising business un-
til 1SQ4. when lie was
appointed general su-

perintendent of the In-

diana reformatory, a

position he held until

1903. In 1
(>04 Mr. Hert

i principal in the
organization of the

Company, which at that

time

A T Hcr ,

plant at Shirley. Ind.

Shortlj thereafter Mr.
Hert was elected

.v. which to. lav. with its affiliated

plants in various parts untry.
from 1916 to 1920 inclusive, he was a member of the r

bean national committee and of the
this body from Kentucky, and in 1916 he was v, .-

the republican presidential campaign. Mr.
ins home at Hurstbourne Farms
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Railway Construction
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Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fi This company contemplates

ih. construction of a new passengei station, hotel, and Harvey

house at Newton, Kan.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company, which was

noted in tli<' Railway I e of June 10 as contemplating thi

struction of an addition t" its power house a1 Albuquerque,

X. M., to i.ist about $150,000, has authorized this work and will

shortly accept bids.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company lias authorized

and will shortly accept bids for the construction of a viaduct over

Merlin street, Dallas, Tex., to cost approximately $107,000. The

company will also soon accept bids for the construction of a new

passenger and freight station at Longview, Tex., to cost about

$28,000.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—This company, which

was noted in the Railway Age of July 2 (page 42) as contem-

plating the construction of a new freight station at French Lick,

lnd., closed bids on July 16 for the structure, which will lie ot

brick construction with dimensions of 26 ft. by 52 ft., and will

cost about $10,000.

Chicago, Ro< k Island & Pacific—This company contemplates

the construction of a freight house at Omaha, Nebr., and a new

roundhouse at Memphis, Tenn.

Chicago, Rci k Island & Pacific—This company is accepting

bids for the construction of a 50-ton frame coaling station at

Pipestone, Minn., and a 100-ton frame coaling station at Liver-

more, la.

Illinois Central.—This company is accepting bids for the

construction of a one-story brick express building at Mattoon.

111. The company is also accepting bids for the construction of

a frame engine house, with dimensions of 60 ft. by 200 ft., at

Herrin, 111. The new facilities at Herrin will also include con-

crete cinder pits, a sanding plant, and water and sewer improve-

ments. The Illinois Central is also accepting bids for the con-

struction of a new frame passenger and freight station at Duck-

Hill, Miss.

Missouri Pacific—This company is accepting bids for the

construction of an employees' hospital at Grand and Shaw ave-

nues, St. Louis, Mo. The building will be a seven-story structure

with' a two-story annex, and will be of concrete, brick and stone

construction.

Oklahoma & Arkansas.—This company has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for certificate authorizing the

construction of 20 miles of line from Salina, Okla., to Kansas,

Okla.

State of New York.—The superintendent of public works of

New York announced on July 1 the opening of the bids which

were submitted for the construction of the barge canal terminal

building at Rochester, N. V. All the bids were under the en-

gineer's estimate, which was $233,310. At the same time bids

for the construction of a bridge across the Hudson river from

Troy, N. Y., to Cohoes were opened. Three of the six bids were

lower than thi estimate of $572,180. No contracts have been

awarded as yet.

Susqi ehan \ x Western.—This company has applied to the

Interstate ' ommerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

construction of a branch from Bloomfield to Blain, Pa.

Wabash.—This road has purchased 65 acres of land west of

Oakwood at Detroit, Mich., as a site for railroad yards and

general development of its property. It is reported that the

average price of $4,000 an acre was paid. The strip is approxi-

mately 500 Eeel wide and a mile long, extending from Raupp

road to Ulen road and north of this railroad's present right-of-

.,, It is just north of the land bought in 1916 by the Pennsyl-

vania-Detroit.

Railway Financial News
nimimii Illlll minimi immiim I

Vkiu.son. Topeka & Santa Fe.—Asks Authority to Acquire

ontrol.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for authority to acquire the control by lease of the

i alifoniia Southern and for the operation of its railroad and

property.

Chesapeake & Ohio.— Asks Authority for Conveyance of

Property of Subsidiary.—This companj ha- filed with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission an application for a certificate that

public convenience and necessity require the operation by the

Chesapeake company of the Chesapeake ft Ohio Northern, which

forms part of the connection between its line- and those of the

Hocking Valley, and also for permission for the abandonment

by the Northern company of the operation of its line coincident

with the assumption of operation by the Chesapeake & Ohio; or,

an order approving and authorizing the acquisition by the Chesa-

peake & Ohio of control of the Northern through conveyance

to it of its rights, properties and franchises ; or, authority to

assume direct liability for the bonds of the Northern company.

The application states that it is made under the provisions of

section 1, paragraphs 18 to 22, and section 5, paragraph 2, either

or both, and under section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act,

but not under section 5, paragraph 6, which provides for the

consolidation into one corporation of properties under separate

ownership. The Chesapeake & Ohio owns the stock and bonds

of the Xorthern company.

See also article on another page of this issue, entitled "Chesa-

peake & Ohio Wants to Unify Properties."

Chicauo Union Station Company.—Authorised to Issue

Bonds—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the

issue of $6,000,000 of first mortgage (>'
'
3 per cent bonds, the pro-

ceeds to be used in the construction of the union passenger station

and facilities at Chicago, and has authorized the owning com-

panies to guarantee the principal and interest of the bonds.

Denver & Rlo Grande.—Stockholders Welcome I. C. C. In-

vestigation.—The decision of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion to investigate the financial operations, accounts and prac-

tices of the Western Pacific and Denver & Rio Grande Railroad

companies, as noted in last week's issue of the Railway Age,

page 111. is called a great victory for the stockholders of the

Denver & Rio Grande by Arthur M. Wickwire and Daniel W.

Blumenthal, counsel to the protective committee. In a joint

statement they said

:

It is now certain that the entire history of the proceedings and financial

operations of both the Denver & Rio Grande and Western Pacific compa-

nies will be laid bare and the country will learn how the wrecking of the

Denver & Rio firande was accomplished and the stockholders placed in

their present plight. . .

The committee, through its counsel, intends to participate in the hear-

ings and investigation at Washington before the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission. While this investigation will doubtless be oi great benefit to

the stockh. hlers as well as to the whole country, the protective committee

will relentl.-sslv continue the legal prcceedings alreadv instituted, and

others tu I- instituted f, r the purpose of vindicating the- rights of the

stockholders and compelling full restitution from those who are responsible.

Dtjluth & Northern Minnesota.—Authorised to Abandon

I hi.-. The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a cer-

tificate authorizing the abandonment of its entire line of railroad

extending from Knife River to Cascade, Minn., 99.25 miles. The

Minnesota commission had authorized the abandonment after

April 1, 1921, but the district court had reversed the order on

the ground thai the commission had exceeded its jurisdiction and

the cast was appealed to a higher court. The attorney general

of Mimics,. ia had objected to the jurisdiction of the Interstate

Commerce Commission on the ground that the railroad is intra-

state, lint ilu commission expresses the opinion that it has juris-

diction. Tin company claimed that the road has not been and

I
he operated except at a loss. It was built by a lumber

companj to reach timber which has now been cut down to such

an extent that the lumber operations were discontinued. The

commission says thai apparently certain elimination of most of

ils traffic in Eores! products will diminish its present insufficient

revenues by at least 90 per cent.
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Florida & East Coast.—Annual Report.—The corporate income

account for the year ended December 31, 1920, is given as follows:

1920 1919
Operating revenues $10,868,520
Operating expenses 8,950,204

Net operating revenues $1,918,316
Taxes 502,472

Railway operating income 1,395,796
Compensation from U. S. Government i In ai

an.] February, 19201 394,782 $2,408,171
on guaranty 621,930

Gross income 2.523.793 2,418,422
n funded debt 592,333 1,790,000

Total deductions from gross income 1,136,084 2,014,265
Surplus 1,387,708 404,158

Great Northern.—Asks Authority to Abandon I .inc.--This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
lot authority to abandon a branch line in Stevens County, Wash.,
7.49 miles.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—Bondholders' ( ommittee Opposes
Reorganisation Plan.—The committee representing the second

mortgage bonds claims that the reorganization plan discriminates

in favor of liens junior to the second mortgage, and holders oi

that issue arc asked to deposit their bonds in an effort to

or modify the plan under consideration. The reorganization plan

of the company has not yet been published, bul has been sub-

mitted to the committee repn ei econd in >r1 a i bond

which is headed by Edwin G Merrill, president of the New
York Life Insurance and Trust Company The American com-
mittee representing these bonds alreadj has on deposit about half

the bonds outstanding in this countrj tan $6,000,000.

The total issue is $20,000,000.

New Orleans. Texa 8 Mi co futkorieed to Issue Equip

ment Notes.—This company has been authorized by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to issue $3,499,122.50 of conditional

sale purchase notes for the acquisition of equipment through the

il Railway Service Corporation, to guarantee a note for

$926,000, to be given by the service corporation to the United

States for a loan, and to issue and pledge bonds as collateral

security.

New York Central. Isks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This
company lias applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $4,425,000 of 4 per cent consolidated mortgage
bonds from time to time to be exchanged for New York Central

& Hudson River 3'4 per cent bond under the terms of the agree-
ment nf \pril 27, 1014. in connection with the consolidation of
the Lake Shore.

Norfolk Southern.- Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a certificate authorizing the abandonment of the Carthage & Pine
hurst, 12.2 miles.

Oklahoma & Arkansas. Asks . Iiillnuily to Issue Stock.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue $307.5iX> of stock for the construction
of 20 miles of line from Salina to Kansas. Okla., and for the

purchase of a locomotive.

Union Pacific. Annual Report. \ review of this company's
annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this issue.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Asks tuthority to Issue Bonds.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue $451,111)11 of 6 per cent refunding mort-
gage bonds to reimburse the treasury on account of expenditures
for additions and betterments and t.r be pledged as collateral.

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerc< Commission lias issued partial pay-
ment certificates on account of the six months' guaranty, as fol-

lows :

Bun ilo, Roche let & Pittsburgh $135,000
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis S Omaha
M in'"' lis Eastern
Si Joseph Bell

, .]

i "inal

Railroad Administration Settlements
1
he United States Railroad Administration has made a

final settlement with the West Side Belt foi $1,080,000 and
with the Pittsburgh .v West Virginia for $7

.,11111,1111111111 II llllllllMHMItlllllllliniUllllllll 1.
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Railway Officers

Executive

J. C. Murray, traffic manager of the Missouri & North
Arkansas, with headquarters at Harrison, Ark., has been
elected receiver, with the same headquarters, succeeding C. A.

Phelan, who has resigned.

Carl L. Gray, president of the Union Pacific, has been
i In ted president of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, in addi-

tion to his other duties. H. M. Adams, vice-president in

charge of traffic of the Union Pacific, has also been elected

vice-president

Operating

G. R. Mabie lias been appointed superintendent of the
I i ' tilt- Railway & Navigation Company with headquarters
at Shreveport, La., succeeding H. L. Graham, transferred,

effective July 1.

A. L. Hayden, contract agent of the Southern Pacific with
headquarters at San Francisco, having resigned, the p
has been abolished and the duties assumed by Wm. M.
Singer, contract attorney.

J. J. Sexton, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific with

headquarters at Livingston, Mont., has been transfer!

Seattle. Wash., in a similar capacity, succeeding J. F. Fitz-

simmons, resigned. R. T. Taylor, trainmaster with head-
quarters at Forsyth, Mont, succeeds Mr Sexton at Living-

ston. W. D. Pearce, supervisor of bridges and buildings

with headquarters at Glendive, Mont., has been appointed
trainmaster at Forsyth, succeeding Mr. Taylor. These
changes were effective June 15.

W. L. Barnes having resigned as executive manager of the

Car Service Division of the American Railway Association,
with office at Washington, D. C, to return to his position of
general superintendent of transportation of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, the

position of executive manager has been abolished, effective

as of August 1, and M. J. Gorml.v. director of the transporta-

tion division of the American Petroleum Institute, has been
appointed chairman of the Car Service Division, t

to the president of the American Railway Association. C. A.

Buch, who has been assistant to Mr. Barnes, has been ap-

pointed secretary of the Car Service Division. A photograph
and sketch of Mr. Barnes were published in the Railwa
of October 8. 1920 (page 6371, and a photograph and sketch

of Mr Gormley were published in the issue of February 27.

1920 i page 647).

Traffic

W*. W. Baker has been appointed industrial survey agent
of the Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters at Baltimore.
effective July 1.

W. W. Blakely has been appointed general freight agent
of the Sharpsville, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa
ceding O. S. Lewis. Mr. Blakely will also s. r\ e as general

freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, which compan]
trols the Sharpsville.

W. R. McFarland, assistant general pa-- of the

Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Chi< en ap-

I general passenger ag< nt of the Chi
Western, with the same headquarters. -

tnnounced in the '

of Ju!\ ' M

A. S. Gimble, general -. with
headquarters ,u Brownsville, Tex., has been appointed gen-
eral agent, with headquarters at Monterey, Mex., in addi-
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Colder Shumate

tion to his other duties. L. R. Jones has been appointed
general agent, with headquarters at Mexico City, Mex. The
appointments were effective July 11.

Golder Shumate, whose appointment ' as general freight

traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio was announced in

tin- Railway I \i of 'July 9 (page 94), was born February 1,

1877. He began rail-

way work in July, 1897,

as a clerk in the general

freight office of tb,e

Baltimore & Ohio at

Washington, D. C, re-

signing from that posi-
(

*v

tion in October of the

following year. He re-

turned to the service of

the Baltimore & Ohio
in April, 1899, and the

following September
became a correspondent

in the general freight

department. In 1903

he became a rate clerk;

two years later he was
promoted to chief rate

clerk, and, in April,

1912, to chief clerk in

the general freight de-

partment at Baltimore,

Md. On May 1, 1916, he was promoted to division freight

agent at Youngstown, O., and the following December was

transferred in a similar capacity to Baltimore. In March,

1917, he was promoted to assistant general freight agent and

in- November of the same year to general freight agent. In

January, 1920, he was appointed acting freight traffic manager

of the Baltimore & Ohio under the Railroad Administration.

i In the return of the roads to their owners he was appointed

freight traffic manager with headquarters at Baltimore, which

position he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

O. S. Lewis, whose appointment as freight traffic manager of

the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore, was an-

nounced in the Railway Age of July 9 (page 94), was born on

March 8, 1873, at Law-
renceburg, Ind. He was

educated in the public

and high schools and

began railroad work as

a clerk in the account-

ing department of the

Kentucky Central (now
a part of the Louisville

& Nashville) at Coving-
ton, Ky. From January,

1892. to the following

November he was in the

accounting department of

the Chesapeake & Ohio
at Richmond, Va., and

in the office of the agent

of the same road at Cin-

cinnati, O. Then until

1896 he was in the ac-

counting department of

the Ohio & Mississippi

. (now a part of the Balti-

more & Ohio). He next served, successively until IS06, as

agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern at Lawrenceburg,

lnd., and as chief clerk to the division freight agent at V'incennes,

Ind. From 1906 to 1912 he was in the general freight office of

the same road at Cincinnati and then, for a year, he served as

division freight agent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, a1

Dayton, Ohio. He then went to the Baltimore & Ohio South

western at Cincinnati in the same capacity and. in 1915, was ap-

pointed assist. nit general freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. The fol-

lowing year he was promoted to general freight agent of the

Baltimore & < Ihio.

(

G. M. Schleyer has been appointed executive general agent
of the St. Louis-San Francisco with headquarters at Birming-
ham, Ala. Mr. Schleyer will report directly to the president
- ci ' pi on rate matters when he will report to the vice-presi-

dent in charge of traffic. His jurisdiction will include

Birmingham and the coal mines in the immediate vicinity of that

Mechanical

J. I. Mailer, master mechanic of the Fort Smith & Western
with headquarters at Fort Smith, Ark., has been appointed
superintendent of motive power with the same headquarters,
effective July 1. The office of master mechanic has been
abolished.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

C. M. Staples, assistant to the corporate engineer of the

Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has

been appointed division engineer of the Houston division,

with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., succeeding R. W.
Meek, who has been assigned to other duties. These changes

were effective July 15.

H. M. Righter has been appointed division engineer on the

Erie with headquarters at Susquehanna. Pa., succeeding

Charles M. Lewis, transferred to Jersey City, N. J. Mr.
Lewis takes over a part of the territory formerly under the

jurisdiction of S. J. Malloy, division engineer with head-

quarters at Jersey City. In company with the above changes,

the headquarters of J. C. Patterson, regional engineer, has

been changed from New York City to Jersey City.

Purchasing and Stores

G. H. Pinion, assistant purchasing agent of the Texas &
Pacific, has been appointed general storekeeper with head-

quarters at Marshall. Texas, succeeding A. D. Walther, re-

signed to accept service in another department. The posi-

tion of a-sistant purchasing agent has been abolished.

Obituary

William A. Henderson, formerly general solicitor of the

Southern, died at Washington, D. C, on July 16.

James Hughes, chief horticulturist of the Denver & Rio

Grande with headquarters at Denver, was drowned in the

Columbia river in Washington on July 19.

Pilot o by Keystone.

Idle Locomotives—Built in England for War Service in

France—Too Heavy for Service in England
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The two articles entitled respectively, "Expenditures of the

Railways for Labor and Material" and "Operating Revenue

and How It Was Expended," which
Interesting appear in this issue will be read with

Statistical more than ordinary interest. To be

Material sure, they point out facts and results

which are already known, but it is to

be doubted if the available data as to the developments in

recent years in railway earnings, expenses and net have ever

been put together in a more striking and useful manner than

is done in these two articles. As pointed out in the second

article in question, the difficulty in analyzing the figures

relating to railway operation is that of visualization. The
data which are presented and the manner in which the col-

ored charts in particular arc gotten together will permit the

visualization in a way that will not be readily forgotten.

The Bureau of Railway Economics, to which the Railway

Age is indebted for the data which are used and for the col-

ored charts which are reproduced, has, in working up this

material, performed a service for which it is indeed entitled

to congratulation.

Unconfirmed press reports from Chile indicate that a large

American electrical concern has been awarded the contract

for the electrification of the State Rail-
The way's main line from Valparaiso to

Chilean Santiago, a distance of 125 miles. The
Electrification press reports state further that the con-

tract has been awarded with some stip-

ulations which have not as yet been accepted by the Ameri-
can concern in question. The cost of the installation is said

to be in the neighborhood of Sin,000, 000. Obviously this

is a contract of no small importance and is one which those
interested in our foreign trade will be glad to see come to one
of our own concerns, but the monetary consideration involved
gives no adequate measure of the real importance of the work.
( hile is a mountainous country and the consequent heavy
giacles naturally suggest the advisability of electrification.

An installation like this will undoubtedly, if satisfactory,
result in more and more electrification. In such a case the
natural tendency would be, matters of price and finance being
equal, to turn to the country which makes the first installa-
tion. The situation is one of vast opportunities and the

confirmation of these press reports will lie awaited with con-
siderable interest.

When profits in manufactures, agriculture and other lines of
business were large before the war. and railway traffic would

easily have home higher rates, the rail-
When Do wavs were nnt allowed to advance the

Railways Get rates. They were told by regulating

Their Profits? bodies that the railways had no moral
or legal right to advance the rates being

paid by a particular class of industry because that industry
was prosperous and easily could afford to pay higher
Consequently, railway rates constant!) declined in 'propor-
tion to the prices of the commodities cm which they were

applied, and railway profits stood still or declined, while
profits in other lines of business increased. Under govern-

ment control when other industries were making enormous
profits, the railways were rigorously restricted to the same
return they had made in the three years before the war. At
present neither the railway nor any other important branch
of industry is prospering. Prices recently have declined until

the freight rates charged for transporting many commodities
are much higher in proportion to their prices than before the
war. And now the railways arc- told by numerous persons
and publications that they should reduce their rates to enable
certain kinds of business to be done at a profit, even though
the operating costs of the railways themselves are so high that

reductions of rates would make it impossible for an indefinite

time for the railways to earn a reasonable return. In other
words, the railways were not allowed to advance their rates in
order to share in the profits of industry when large profits

were being made, and now it is demanded that they shall
reduce their rates so that they will share to a di -proportionate
degree in the losses of industry when the losses of industry are
large. Could any surer way to ruin an industry be conceived
than to deny it opportunity to share in the increased profits

of business when profits are increasing and compel it to par-
ticipate fully in the losses of business when losses are being
taken? When railways are regulated with business sense

—

i f they ever are—they will be allowed to make large profits
when large profits are the rule, and thereby be enabled to take
losses when losses are the rule. Unless they get their share
of the profits, with what are they to pay their share of the
losses ?

If the railways may be justly criticized for one thing more
than another, it is for their lack of knowledge of many of

their operating costs. Their activities
Knowing are so complex and are performed under
What It such a variety of conditions that the

Costs collection of this information is diffi-

cult. At the same time, these very
conditions make information of this character all the more
valuable. Xo manufacturer can succeed today without
a knowledge of the cost of production of each of his
products, for it is only with data of this character that he
can determine which of his several products to push. Like-
wise, while the railways must handle all of the !

offered to them, they can still select that for which they shall
compete most actively and that road prospers most 'which
exercises the best judgment in the selection of the traffic it

goes after. It is equally true that the succc- attending any
plan for conducting railway operations must be measured by
its effect upon the net revenues, as was pointed out by I. E.
Hutchison, general manager of the St Louis-San Francisco,
in his article describing the development of unit ci st data on
the operation of freight trains in tin R , [y 23,

161. The system which has been devised on the Frisco
enables each operating officer to know at the beginning of
each day the cost of operating the freight trains on t!

for the day before. He is thus enabled to detect any un-
favorable influences affecting operating costs a b

to adopt such measures as may he necessary to correct

187
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A Contrast

Practices

What has been done with reference to these items can be done

elsewhere in railway service. When such data are available

and only then will railway officers be able to reduce their

operating costs to the lowest limit for so long as they are in

the dark as to the nature of any of these costs they are unable

to know where to look for opportunities to make further

reductions.

A British contemporary recently reviewed English practice in

the use of concrete by the railroads, pointing out that whereas

this material is applied extensively for

overhead bridges, posts, poles, etc., only

limited use is being made of it for

bridges carrying railway trains. Re-

luctance to apply this material to rail-

way structures is ascribed primarily to a doubt in the minds

of English railway engineers concerning the ability of con-

crete to resist the vibration set up by the rapidly moving

loads. A question is also raised as to the permanence of the

bond between concrete and steel under these conditions. A
discussion in another issue of the same journal with respect

to the relative merits of concrete and stone arches which

clearly favors the latter places further emphasis on this seem-

ing lack of confidence in the use of the newer construction

material. This attitude of the English engineers is in sharp

contrast to that of the officers in charge of structures on

American roads where stone is now used for bridges only in

cases of special architectural treatment, for salt water con-

struction or bridges of unusual magnitude. Reinforced con-

crete has been used for so many years in railway bridges in

this country that it has come to be accepted almost universally

as a standard material of construction. Such instances of

failure or unsatisfactory service life as have been brought to

light are ascribed in most Cases to the use of improper ma-

terials or poor workmanship. Consequently, scientific in-

vestigation in this country with respect to concrete is directed

almost entirely to the elimination of these causes of failure

and a higher degree of refinement in workmanship.

ruder the circumstances prevailing during the last year or

so it has been necessary for railway officers to deviate at

times from their customary methods.

Make Use Further than that there has been

the other hand and at the same time he could easily secure

an authorization for from two to five times the amount in

money for something well known to his officers but not par-

ticularly needed.

An important characteristic of railroad transportation in re-

cenl months which those who are clamoring for reductions

in freight rates have apparently ignored

The Equivalent ;s the greatly improved service which

of Rate many of the roads are offering. An

Reduction example of what is being done in this

direction is the speeding up of the fast

freight schedules. Commodities moving in refrigerator cars

and other perishable goods are now being delivered in New
York on the fourth day after leaving Kansas City, the third

day after leaving Chicago and St. Louis and the second after

leaving Toledo or Detroit. Similar improved schedules are

in effect between other cities. In other words, while the

iharge to the shipper is the same, the service rendered him

is much greater and consequently what is, in effect, a reduc-

tion in charges has been brought about. And in addition,

with these improved services shippers can now in many cases

avail themselves of freight transportation instead of the more

costly express service. Where this is possible the actual cost

to the shipper has, of course, been reduced. In any event the

shipper of these commodities is getting more for his money

than he formerly did and this fact should be given the con-

sideration it merits by those who are attacking the prevailing

scales of rates.

Few persons realize the extent to which specialization is

necessary in the efficient operation of a large railroad. Not

only is the organization divided into a

number of primary branches such as

the operating, accounting, engineering,

mechanical and traffic departments,

each with its specific duties, but these

are again subdivided. Take the engineering department, for

example. In the early days of American railways, all en-

gineers in railway and other private employ were known

as civil engineers to distinguish them from the military en-

gineers. Later engineers dealing with motive power and

machinery came to be known as mechanical engineers, while,

An Age
of

Specialization

with the ' development of electricity as a source of power,

of What Others tendency toward the speedier adoption mechanical engineers specializing in the construction and

Have Done oi tne newer methods as already tried operation of electrical machinery came to be known as elec-

out successfully by other roads. Even

with more normal conditions and more nearly normal traffic,

the railways will find themselves working under circum-

stances that will often call for the use of what would have

been unorthodox methods a few years ago. This condition

may be hastened and thus the roads benefited sooner by the

realization of railway officers in general that they can no

longer work entirely by rule and that in the future they

must be even more broadminded than they are today. An
instance indicative of this realization was shown recently by

an advertisement in a metropolitan paper in which a large

industrial firm stated frankly that \yhile it wanted a high

calibre man already holding an important position, it did

not want a man who worked by rule but rather one who

was open minded enough to do the unconventional. The

railroads have many men of this calibre but too often their

hands are tied. A condition which should not exist is well

illustrated by the remarks of an engineer maintenance of

way who said in effect that it often took him months and

even years to secure a small authorization for something new

t': his superior officers, even though it was of proved resultant

eci nomv on other roads and readily adaptable to his. On

trical engineers. Even those remaining in the classification

of civil engineers have been further divided until today the

staffs of the chief engineers of large railways include men

with titles such as engineer maintenance of way, engineer

of construction, bridge engineer, engineer of buildings, en-

gineer of water service and more recently such titles as

engineer of grade separation, terminal engineer, engineer of

track, landscape engineer, etc. As their titles indicate, each

of these men concentrates his attention on the handling of a

particular class of engineering problems, to the solution of

which he brings highly specialized knowdedge. Obviously,

such a highly diversified organization is warranted only on

the larger roads where specialized problems are of sufficient

frequency to justify the employment of men to concentrate

their attention on these various branches of engineering

work. To meet the need for such services on the smaller

roads where the creation of a specialized staff is not justi-

fied, numerous consulting engineers have established them-

selves, each specializing on a particular class of problems.

More recently large engineering organizations have been

created which are prepared to design and also to erect en-

gineering structures. These organizations likewise specialize
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in certain limited fields and thereby bring to the assistance

of the railways, large and small, the best practices of all

of the roads, assembled through their specialized organiza-
tions. This is, indeed, the day of specialization on the rail-

ways as well as in other industries. That management will

profit which realizes the value of such service either regularly
or occasionally as conditions warrant.

The approval by the stockholders a week ago Thursday of

the plan of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to issue

a one hundred per cent stock dividend
One of again brings into the lime light this

the Few interesting and unusual carrier. The
Exceptions occurrence seems to have come at a

rather opportune time, for the Lacka-
wanna, judging by its record so far this year, is out to prove
itself a marked exception from its fellow railroads in this
time of stress. The Lackawanna was one of the three or
four roads shown in the operating statistics in last week's
Railway Age as having carried more net ton miles in May
this year than it did last year, in fact the net ton miles in

the first five months this year have equaled those of the Hi i

five months of 1920. This is due to the manner in which
anthracite coal traffic has held up and insofar as other traffic

is concerned, it is largely the result of the work of an
able traffic department and of a service on which the traffic

department can count at all times. It, in turn, has re

suited in a gross so far this year of $42,279,985 as com-
pared with a gross in the lir^t six months of 1920 of $34,-
767,373 and in a net railway operating income up to June
30, 1921, of $4,662,496 as compared with a net of but $612,-
543 in the same period last year. The net in June, 1921,
was $1,395,173; in June, 1920, there was a net of $520,-'

552. Most of the roads of the country which are showing
increases in net this year as compared with last year have
produced that result through savings in maintenance charges.
This is not the case with the Lackawanna; its maintenance
Charges in June this year and in the first six months of
1'JJl as a whole have actually been considerably greater
than in June or the first six months of 1920, respectively.

History does not record when the book agent fust made his

I

pearaixce on this planet. Possibly it was in the daw- of

ancient Rome, for the Latin proverb
Use the "Let the buyer beware" proves that at

Service that time people looked with suspicion

Representatives ll l" ,n the man who had something to
!

11 l he relations between buyer and
seller have improved in recent years. The vast majority
of companies selling to railroads realize that the only satis-
factory basis for a permanent business is to give service and
keep costs down. The best example of the results obtained
1 " co operation between railroads and manufacturers are the
service contracts which certain makers of supplies have with
n "' roads. These companies are able to guarantee low costs
because their experts observe r»r: in the road and see
thai material- are properl) used. Some companies making
appliances have tried to introduce a similai \ hav-
ing representative- check up the performance of their prod-
ucts and instruct the men in the proper methods of operation
and maintenance, but in many cases the purpose of these men
has been misunderstood and their work hampered h\ i

1

bom prejudice against the man who has something to sell.

There is no reason for looking askance at the service

sentative. lie is not an order taker; his sole function is to
see thai the railroad gets the most for its money, which
should also be the object of every railroad officer and em-
ployee. If. because of a mistaken viewpoint, the local

officers do not co-operate with the representatives of the sup-
ply companies, the railroad is the principal loser. Prob-
ably the best way to get the full benefit from service organi-
zations is that adopted by the superintendent of motive power
of a prominent road who has given these men a definite

ing by issuing instructions to his subordinates pointing
out that their experience with their particular specialty gives
them an opportunity to offer valuable suggestions which
should it. rive proper consideration.

"What the Traffic Will Bear"
VyjE HAVE RECENTLY BEGUN to hear much of the good oldW principle of basing railway rates on "what the traffic

will bear."

Basing rates on "what the traffic will bear" formerly was
advocated by railway officials as the soundest and fairest

principle of rate making. The critics of railway manage-
ment, and those who were seeking to prevent advances or
secure reductions of rates, loudly decried this principle.
Rates, they said, should be based not on what the traffic will
bear—not on what the shipper could afford to pay—but on
the expense incurred by the railroad in handling the traffic—on what the railroad could afford to take. If the traffic

could bear certain rates, but the railroad by ch
rates could make more than a so-called "fair return," then
the rates must not be charged. Railway officials contended
that if the traffic could easily bear particular rates, or
schedules of rate-, this was proof of their reasonableness and
fairness regardless of the profit the railroad made by charging
them. This theory was made so odious to the pul
attacks on it that railway officials almost ceased to advocate
it.

Times Jiave changed. Professional railway attackers, like
Clifford Thome and S. H. Cowan, after having for years de-
nounced charging "what the traffic will bear" and contending
that rates should be based on the "cost of the service," are
now appearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission
to contend that certain rates are too high solelv becau-
are "more than the traffic will bear."
The question of the correct principles on which to make

rates is presented with striking clearness and directness in
the case before the Interstate Commerce Commission for re-
ductions in the rates on live stock. Those who are seeking
reductions in these rates are doing so entirely on the .

thai if they are maintained the farmer cannot raise and -hip
live -tn, k at a profit, and that therefore the rates should be re-
duced practically regardless of what it costs the railroads to
transport live stock. This argument, unfortunately, is not
entirely without foundation. The onl) reason why the rail-
roads do not voluntarily reduce rates on live stock is that
railway costs of operation are now so high. What makes
them so high? Two-thirds of the present operating ex
consisl of m excessive payroll; and the working conditions
and wages which produce this payroll were fir-t

by the Railroad Administration, one government body, and
haw -in, e bi en i ontinui d ' th I Board,
another govern

In other words, when the "cost of service" was mainly
determined l>\ rail"

|
, u \\ T Thorne,

Mr Cowan and other professional attackers of the railways'
contended rate- should be based on the "ci -

.'ii what the railways could afford to haul th ti for

—

and not on what the traffic would Lear—on what the shipper
could afford to

]
n Mow, however, when mosl y>\ th

of railway operation is fixed by government bodies and is

rhorne, Cowan, et al., come in and contend thai the
rates should be based, not on the cost of the sen-ice—on what
the railways can afford to handle traffic for—but on what the

--ill bear—on what the shipper can afford to pay.
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When it was to the advantage of the railways to base rates

on what the traffic would bear, Thome, Cowan, et al., got the

Interstate Commerce Commission and other regulating bodies

to recognize and act on the principle that rates should be

based mainly on the cost of the service. Now, when the cost

of the service is high and the railways need to have rates

based on this high cost, these same men appear before the

regulating bodies and demand that rates shall be based not

on the cost of the service but on what the traffic will bear!

The principle of basing rates mainly on what the traffic

will bear always was the correct principle, and is the correct

principle now. To refuse, however, to apply it when its ap-

plication would increase the profits of the railways and then

apply it when the railways are making practically no profits

and its application would further reduce their already ruin-

ously small net return, would be the height of imbecility and

injustice. Besides, how could any government body base

rates, as the Interstate Commerce Commission has in the past,

mainly on the cost of rendering railway service when that cost

was low owing to the good management of the railway com-

panies themselves, and then refuse to recognize the cost of

service when it was high mainly owing to the policies of gov-

ernment bodies deriving their authority from exactly the same

source as the Interstate Commerce Commission?

It is exceedingly refreshing to hear people who in every

rate hearing for years have denounced the railway manage-

ments as brigands because they advocated the principle of

basing rates on "what the traffic will bear," now asking the

Interstate Commerce Commission to ignore and forget all they

have said upon the same point in the past and denouncing

rates made by the Commission itself because they are not

based on "what the traffic will bear." Meantime, we call the

attention of these people and the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to two pertinent points. First, the Transportation

Act directs the Interstate Commerce Commission to so fix

rates as to yield the railways an average of 5^ per cent and

the rates have not yet yielded this return—the law has not

been carried out. Second, the Constitution of the United

States is interpreted to prohibit confiscatory regulation, and

the confiscatoriness of any general reduction of rates at pres-

ent would be as palpable as the Washington Monument.

Locomotive Resistance Formulas

Locomotive resistance is an important factor influencing

the performance of motive power. It is necessary to de-

termine the amount of this resistance in designing locomo-

tives to haul a definite tonnage, in determining the maximum
allowable grades, or in calculating the performance that can

be expected from existing engines. Both mechanical en-

gineers and civil engineers have given the matter attention

and many formulas have been evolved to express the amount

of resistance under varying conditions. The values for the

resistance given by the several formulas vary widely, which

is not altogether surprising, because the resistance is in-

fluenced by several variable factors. A graphic chart of the

resistance as determined in numerous locomotive tests shows

that there is a considerable variation in the resistance when

expressed in terms of the weight on drivers which should,

of course, be considered in evolving a general formula. On
the other hand, a chart of the numerous formulas shows that

some give values which are consistently lower than the ex-

perimental results, while others are much higher. As the

maximum resistance is several times as great as the mini-

mum, a mean value is not satisfactory.

The problem of determining the resistance of a locomo-

tive with a fair degree of accuracy under all conditions is

discussed in an article by Kiichi Asakura, mechanical en-

gineer of the Japanese Government Railways, published else-

where in this issue. By plotting a large number of experi-

mental results, Mr. Asakura shows that the resistance ap-

parently is not a function of either speed, cut-off, or mean

effective pressure in the cylinders. It is only when the re-

sistance is expressed in terms of mechanical efficiency at va-

rious speeds and at various cut-offs that consistent results

are secured.

When the resistance is expressed in terms of mechanical

efficiency, the available tractive effort can not be obtained as

readily as when the resistance is given in pounds per ton of

weight on drivers. To apply the mechanical efficiency, it is

necessary to compute the output on a horsepower basis by

using charts showing the steam consumption per drawbar

horsepower hour. This method, however, has certain ad-

vantages because it brings out the fundamental relations

between steam consumption, power and locomotive resistance

under the condition being investigated. For instance, it is

interesting to note that the lowest steam consumption per

indicated horsepower hour occurs at the shortest cut-off of

20 per cent and the highest speed, 320 r.p.m., but on the

basis of drawbar horsepower hour, the maximum economy

occurs at 35, 40 or 45 per cent cut-off and at 160 to 200

r.p.m. In making an analysis of locomotive tractive effort, it

is useful to have these factors brought out as a step in the

final process.

The method suggested by Mr. Asakura complicates the

calculations involved in finding the tractive effort and also

introduces variables due to differing degrees of superheat

and variations in boiler pressure. Basing the tractive effort

on horsepower output and mechanical efficiency is more logi-

cal in the light of the data presented. Its advantages in

actual practice over the method in common use can only be

determined by a careful comparison of the results obtained

by the two methods under varying conditions.

El Paso & Southwestern

The El Paso & Southwestern is a comparatively small

road, but withal a rather important one. It is controlled

by the Phelps-Dodge interests, the products of whose mines

it carries. It has strong financial backing, has a position of

great strategic value as the connection between the lines of

the Southern Pacific and those of the Chicago, Rock Island

&; Pacific and is noted for its efficiency of operation. The

lines of the El Paso & Southwestern total 1,028 miles. They

extend from Tucson, Ariz., eastward above the Mexican

border south of and parallel to the line of the Southern

Pacific as far as El Paso, Tex., and thence north into New
Mexico as far as Dawson, connection being made with the

Rock Island at Tucumcari.

The traffic of the El Paso & Southwestern is predomi-

nantly ores. Of the total tonnage of 4,692,401 carried in

1920, 1,477,145 tons were ores; 698,989 tons, bituminous

coal and 614,693 tons, products of agriculture.

The El Paso & Southwestern is more properly regarded

as a system rather than as a single railroad. The parent

company is known as the El Paso & Southwestern Com-

pany. The lines east of HI Pasi> are known as the eastern

division. They are composed of a number of railroads, all

the stock of which is in the hands of the El Paso & North-

eastern Company, a holding company only, control of which

is held by the El Paso & Southwestern Company through en-

tire stock ownership. The lines of the several railroads are

also leased by the El Paso & Southwestern Company. The

lines west of' El Paso, comprising the western division, are

owned by still another company, the El Paso & Southwestern

Railroad Company. This company controls two smaller com-

panies through stock ownership and all of its own stock is

held by the El Paso & Southwestern Company. In addition
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to this somewhat complex organization, the El Paso & South-

western Company also owns all the stock of the Morenci

Southern and the Nacozari Railroad and 50 per cent of the

stock of the Tucson, Cornelia & Gila Bend. None of these

three companies, however, is included in the El Paso &
Southwestern System.

The El Paso & Southwestern in 1920 did an extremely

heavy business. Its net railway operating income, how-

ever, for the year was $2,910,006 as compared with $2,993,-

415 in 1919. The figure for both years was about $1,000,-

000 under the average earnings for the test period. In 1918,

the system earned over $1,000,000 more than its government

rental. The corporate income for 1920, taking into con-

sideration the standard return for January and February

and the guaranty for the guaranty period showed a net in-

come available for dividends of $1,097,314 as compared with

$3,128,710 in 1919 or $3,551,700 in 1918. Dividends are

paid at the rate of 8 per cent annually and total $2,000,000.

To pay these dividends in 1920 the company had to call

upon its surplus account.

The extreme dullness in the metal markets at the present

time has been sharply reflected in the El Paso & South-

western traffic and earnings, at least up to April or May,
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The El Paso & Southwestern

1921, the figures for which months are the latest at present

available. The gross earnings for the first five months of

1921 were $4,977,296 as compared with $5,801,581 in the

first five months of 1920. The net railway operating in-

come of $178,948 in the first five months of 1921 compares

with $1,218,809 in the same period of 1920. The traffic

has been running at about 75 or 80 per cent of the 1920

average, With this falling off in traffic, the company has

naturally not been able to keep up its train loading, car load-

ing, etc., at the 1920 average. The average net tons per train

in the first four months of 1921 were 528; in the first four

months of 1920, 555; in 1920 as a whole, 585. The net

ton miles per car day, which figure takes into consideration,

car load, car miles per day and per cent of loaded to total car

movement, were in the first four months of 1921, 555; in the

first four months of 1920, 706; in 1920 as a whole, 740.

A new figure in the operating statistics which is being given

increasing importance is that of net ton miles per train hour,

which takes into consideration not only train load but train

speed. In the first four months of 1921 the El Paso &
Southwestern's average of net ton miles per train hour has

been 7,969 as against an average for the central western

region of 7,011 or an average for the entire country of

7,056. Bad order cars in April were but 5.0 per cent, or

considerably below the average.

The El Paso & Southwestern will likely show improve-

ment in its earnings in the June and July figures. It has
been carrying a large portion of the cantaloupe traffic from
southern California to Chicago and eastern points, profiting

thereby from its being the connection between the Southern
Pacific and Rock Island.

The operating results for 1920 as compared with 1919

are as follows:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 1,028 1 ,028
Freight revenue $11,212,405 $9,983,206
Passenger revenue 2,705,2G8 2.196,839

Total operating revenue 14.872,614 12,761,391
Maintenance of way expenses 2,835,948 2,290,443
Maintenance of equipment 2,843,758 2,528,666
Traffic expenses 241,017 120,726
Transportation expenses 4,219,057 3,542,638
General expenses 543,957 309,643

Total operating expenses 10,806,319 8.886,443
Net revenue from operation 4,066,295 3,874,948
Taxes 1,252,954 724.181
Railway operating income 2.812,601 3.149,989
Net railway operating income 2,910,006 2.993,415

The corporate income account is as t

Compensation for lease of road $689,186 $4,135,114
Gross income 3,524,814 5,599,094
Deduct—Rent for leased roads 1,948,859 1,927,032
Total deductions from gross income 2.474,500 2,470,384

Net income 1,097,314 3,128.710
Dividend appropriations of income 1,097,314 2,000,000

St. Louis-San Francisco

The St. Louis-San Fk incisi is at present handling about
25 per cent less traffit than it handled over its lines in

the early part of 1920. In no month up to and including

May this year have the net ton miles even equaled the total

for April, 1920, in whii b mi nth the road had to contend with

the outlaw strike. The gross revenues of the St. Louis-San
Francisco itself (4,760 miles of the system's total of 5,253)
in the first five months of 1921 were $33,544,308 as com-
pared 1 with $34,974,331 in the same months of 1920.

Through reductions in operating expenses, chiefly in de-

creased expenses for maintenance of way and structures and
for equipment, the company lias been able to increase its net

nearly 50 per cent over the net in the first part of last year.

The net railway operating income for the first five months
of 1921 was $6,514,797; for the same period in 1920, it

was $4,350,552.

The St. Louis- San Francisco is being looked upon with in-

creasing favor in financial circles, for which various reasons

may be assigned. Probably the most interesting feature is

the outlook for the cumulative adjustment mortgage l>onds

due in 1955 and the income bonds due in I960. The" former

issue totals $39,219,643; the latter ^35.192,000; both pax-

interest of 6 per cent if earned, the total interest charges

for the two issues being $4,464,699. 1 his ihti ri I .ias been

paid regularly since the reorganization in Xovemnn. I'M 5

The total funded debt of the St. Loufs-9an Francisco is

$282,940,676, on which interest charges total $13,999,286
It appears that even with the decline in traffic with which

the system is at present confronted, it should lie able in 1921

to meet these charges.

Except as concerns the present depression in business anil

the falling ofi in railway traffic resulting therefrom, the St.

Louis-San Francisco has racterized in recent years

by a steady growth in traffic and by increased operal

ficiency which this larger business has permitted'. The in-

crease in traffic has been reflected in p"ri higher

figures of revenue tons carried as well as of revenue ton

mileage. The road has been able to secure a longer haul, an

increasing ear load and an increasing train load. II

sengei business has similarly improved, with a larger number

of passengers carried, a greater passenger ;.

average journev. a greater cumber of rjassengers' per car and
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per train. The year 1920 was the busiest in the company's
history. It carried 24,718,345 revenue tons of freight; the

ton mileage was 4,621,380,827. The average haul was 187

miles; the revenue car load 23.44 tons and the revenue train

load 398 tons. For purposes of comparison it might be noted

that the average car load in 1916 was but 19.24 tons and the

average train load, but 337 tons.

Naturally the revenues have shown an increase in greater

ratio than that of increase in traffic handled. The St. Louis-

San Francisco did fairly well for the government during the

period of federal control although it was unable to keep up
this record during the guaranty period. It earned close to

its standard return in 1918; in 1919 its net railway operating

income exceeded the government's rental. In 1920, however,

the net railway operating income ran nearer one-half the

average for the test period. As far as 1920 was concerned,

the St. Louis-San Francisco, despite its record traffic, higher

rates and increased gross, was no exception from most of

the railroads of the country. Except as far as 1920 is con-

cerned, therefore, the road seems to have been making good

in a rather decent manner. The way in which so far this

year it is earning its fixed charges despite the small amount

The St. Louis-San Francisco

of traffic handled, seems to augur well for the future when
business conditions are restored to a more normal level.

The St. Louis-San Francisco is a system of 5,253 miles,

of which the St. Louis-San Francisco itself constitutes 3,545

miles; the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, 926; the

Kansas City, Memphis & Birmingham, 290; the Fort Worth
& Rio Grande, 235; the St. Louis-San Francisco & Texas,

134, etc. In the monthly operating statistics referred to

above, the first three roads are regarded as one line; in the

annual report the figures given are for the entire system.

This total mileage of 5,253 miles, as will be seen from the

map, is contained in eight states, the two having predom-

inantly the greater part of the mileage being Missouri and

Oklahoma. Considering the extent of the area traversed by

the Frisco lines, it is natural that its traffic should be greatly

diversified. In 1920, products of agriculture made up 13.44

per cent of the total tonnage; products of animals, 2.12 per

cent; products of mines, 39.42 per cent; products of forests,

12.39 per cent and manufactures, 28.47 per cent. Of the

products of mines, considerably over half was bituminous coal

which constituted 24.24 per cent of the road's total tonnage.

Of manufactures nearly half was refined petroleum and its

products, which made up 12.44 per cent of the total traffic

carried by the system. As compared with the 1919 totals,

the increase in coal and petroleum products is especially

noteworthy.

I he decreased traffic so far this year has prevented the

St. Louis-San Francisco from realizing the operating efficiency

whii h characterized it during 1920. The savings which
have permitted a greater net in the first five months of 1921
than in the first five months of 1920 have been in maintenance
rather than in transportation expenses, which is, of course,

the normal condition to be expected in the early part of a

period of decreasing traffic. In May, the road—we refer to

the St. Louis-San Francisco as a road of 4,761 miles rather

than as the system of 5,253—secured a figure of net tons

per train of 425 as compared with 448 in 1920 as a whole.

It is to be noted that this figure is increasing each month ; in

January, the net tons per train were 387. The car load in

May, 1921, averaging 24.5, compared with an average for

all of 1920 of 26.1 ; the net ton miles per car day in May was
314; in 1920, 371. Despite the savings in maintenance of

equipment, the Frisco has kept its hands on the bad order

car situation in good shape. The percentage of bad order

cars in May was 6.3, a decrease from preceding months.

This average of 6.3 per cent compares quite favorably with

the bad order car situation on the country's railroads as an

average.

The St. Louis-San Francisco received from the government

33 of the standard light Mikado and 7 light switching loco-

motives and 3,500 double-sheathed, 40-ton box and 1,000

50-ton gondola cars. During 1920, the company also pur-

chased from the War Department at a price of $25,000 each,

10 of the Decapod locomotives originally built for the Rus-

sian government, making a total of 20 such locomotives in

service at the end of the year. On the whole it would appear

that the system has improved its situation as to equipment

rather materially through these acquisitions.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919 are

as follows:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 5,253 5,252
Freight revenue $66,338,922 $53,558,494
Passenger revenue 26,341,511 23,599,251

Total operating revenue 98,723,040 82,202,919
Maintenance of way expenses 18,389,537 13,051,814
Maintenance of equipment 23,501,539 16,085,236
Traffic expenses 995,110 709,440
Transportation expenses 44,116,333 31,852,973
General expenses 3,148,968 2,524,107

Total operating expenses 89,SS6,545 64,069,624
Net operating revenue 8.836,495 18,133,295
Taxes 3,533,514 2,789,445
Operating income 2,899,565 14,176,271

The corporate income account which follows shows that

the company was able in 1920 to meet the interest charges

on its cumulative adjustment bonds and on its income bonds
and still have a balance of $1,743,231 to be credited to profiS

and loss account:
1920 1919

Standard return, Tanuary and February, 1920;
full year 1919..! $2,270,838 $13,415,510

Guaranty period, March 1 to Aug. 31 6,812,514

Increased compensation on account of additions

and betterments 705,685

Difference between tentative standard return

taking into account and standard return as finally

certified January 1. 1918-December 31, 1919. 419,034

Net operating income September 1 to December

1, 1920. (Less corporate expenses for months
of January and February, 1920 5,536,517

$15,744,588

Total other income 597,498 $524,251

Gross income $16,342,086 $13,939,762

Total deductions from income 515,680 758,574

Balance available for interest, etc $15,826,406 $13,1S1,188

Interest on fixed charge obligations 9.630,761 8,894,825

Interest on cumulative adjustment bonds 2.340,894 2,326,893

Interest on income bonds 2,111,520 2.J"."*
Balance I' 43 .231 ' 152'

052 :



Railroad Settlement Plan Announced by President

Railroad Indebtedness to Government to Be Funded and Roads

Surrender Part of Claims to Expedite Adjustment of

Some $500,000,000 Due to Them

Till, PLAN FOR FUNDING Iness of the railroads

to the Railroad Administration for additions and bet-

terments, and for expediting tin settlement of the Rail-

road Administration's indebtedness to the railroads on a

compromise basis by which tin- roads waive their claims on

at count of the inefficiency of labor, as outlined briefly in

hist week's issue of the Railway Age, was informally an-

nounced by President Harding on July 22 and on July 26

he sent ;i message to Congress proposing a method for pro-

viding the funds needed to pay the railroads without an
additional appropriation for the Railroad Administration.

Congress was asked to extend the authority of the War

Washington. D. C.

Finance Corporation so that it may purchase the 10-year

secured and negotiable promissory notes to be given by the

railroads to the Railroad Administration and use them as

the basis of credit by which to raise the additional funds

which the Railroad Administration will need in order to

settle its obligations to the road-, estimated at some $500,-

000,000. Part of that amount it has available from its former

appropriations.

President Harding in his message also suggested "the very

promising possibilities of broadening the power- of the War
Finance Corporation for the further r. In f of agriculture and
live stock production."

The President's Message to Congress

The President's message, m which he described the agree-

ment reached with the railroad executives, was as follows:

To the Senate and House of Representatives:

It is necessary to call the attention of Congress to the obliga-

tion-, of the government to the railroads, and ask your co-opera-

tion in order to enable the government to discharge (lies'

tions. There is nothing new about them, but only recently

has there come an understanding which seems well to justify a

sincere endeavor to effect an early settlement. These obligations

already have been recognized by the Congress, in the passage of

the Transportation Act restoring tin railroads to their owners,

but previous recognition was made in the contract under which

the railroads were operated by the government for the period

of the World War.
The contract covering operation provided that the railways

should he returned to their own'ers in as good condition as when
taken over by the government, and the Transportation Act.

recognizing that betterments and additions belong in capital
account, provided that such sums as the railway companies owed
the government foi betterments and in u equipment, added during
the period of government operation, might be funded rhe'n

has been, at no time, any question about the justice of funding
such indebtedness to the government. Indeed, it has been in

i to a measurable degrei ever since the return of the
railroads to their owners It has been limited, however, to such
cases as those in which final settlements with the railway admin-
istration have been effected. The process is admittedly too slow-

to meet the difficult situation which the owners of the railroads
have been facing, and 1 believe it essential to restore railwa\
activities and essential to the country's good fortune to hasten
both funding and settlement.

Quite apart from the large sums owing to the government,
which we arc morally and legal!) bound to fund, the government
admittedly owes the railway companies large sums on various
accounts such as compensation, depreciation and maintenance.
There has been a wide difference of opinion relating to the
amount the government owes, t\\w in the main to the claim of the
owners, that in spite of materials and hours of labor being
mated in proper relations to similar expenditure in the pre wai
test period, the "inefficienc) of labor" still left a wide difference
between actual up-keep and the expenditure made dune
government operation.

A Moral and Contractural Obligation

In order to expedite settlement and funding an informal under-
standing, which is all that is possible or practical, has been
reached, under which the railway claims based on the "inefficiencj
of labor" are to be waived to hasten complete and final settle-
ments, with. ait surrendei of any rights in conn in case there
is failure to settle. T have no doubt that early, final and satis-
factory settlements will be reached, since the policy of the railway
administration already has been effective in finallv settling the
accounts of roads filing claims amounting to $225,568,764, result-
ing in the payment to them of $68,141,222.

The way now would seem to b ry early adjustment
and relief, except for the fact that the railway administration,
though possessing assets, does not command the funds necessary
to meet what will bi it- admitted obligations.

There is no thought to ress for additional funds.
Peril.,,. will be neci 'dmiu-
istration has, or will have iii the progress of funding, ample
securities to meet all requirements if Congress only will grant
the authority i ecurifies and provide the agency
for their negotiation.

Congress Asked to Extend Authority

of War Finance Corporation

With this end in view you ar, asked ti i Ktei I the authority
\\ ai Finance Corporation so that it may purchas

railway funding securities accepted b

railroads. No ense, no added investment is required on
the part of the government, there is no added liability, no added
tax burden. It is merely the grant of authority

I

enable a most us, f n l and efficient government agency : use its

available funds to purchase securities for which Congress already
has authorized the issue, and turn them into the char.

finance ready to float them.

I can tea. lib believe thai SO simple a remedy will have your
prompt sanction The question ol our obligation can I

raised, the wisdom affording early relief is not to be doubt
the avoidanci oi added appropriation Or liability will appeal to
Congress and the public alike.

The after-war distresses of two great and fundamental ai I

have been riveting the anxious attention of the country. I

the readjustment and restoration of agricultu
distress of our railway transportation system.

Pending proposals for relief and their discussion have al

brought to the attention of Congress the very prom
bilities of broadening the powers of the War Finance Corpora-
tion for the further relief of agriculture and live Stock pro
This corporation has proven itself so helpful in the relief thus far
undertaken, that I can not help bill believi that its bn

as have been prop..-, d. i cultural neei
enable it wholh to meet the nation wide emergency. T!: :

-

impelling moral obli nerican farming in all its

aspects, and it will be most gratifying to have your early -

A Moral and Contractual Obligation

In the ease of the railroads there is a moral and a contractual
obligation, and you; ction is no less urgent, and will
no less appeal to public approval. Railway solvency and efl

are essential to our healthful industrial, commercial and a)

tural life. Everything hinges on transportation.

After necessary and drastic curtailments, after han
straits in meeting their financial difficulties, the railways need only
this financial aid which the fulfillment of our obligations will be-
stow, to inaugurate their far-reaching revival. Its effects will be

193
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felt in varied industries, and will banish to a large degree the de-

pression which, though inevitable in war's aftermath, we are all

so anxious to see ended.

I am appending herewith memoranda concerning the progress

of railroad liquidation and revealing existing conditions which
Congress will be interested to note, while considering the simple

remedy proposed for the relief of the situation. The information

is submitted by the director general of the railroads.

Plan Accepted by Railroads Last Week

The compromise proposed by the President, who was repre-

sented in the negotiations principally by Secretary Hoover,

was accepted at a meeting of the member roads of the Asso-

ciation of Railway Executives in New York on July 20 by

the adoption of a short resolution. The result was not an-

nounced by the executives but was reported to Mr. Hoover

on the following day by Alfred P. Thorn, general counsel

for the association, and then communicated to the President.

Before undertaking to fund the indebtedness of the roads

to the government on capital account, which the President

was authorized to do in his discretion under the Transpor-

tation Act, he thought the railroads ought to facilitate the

final settlement of the other accounts by removing the prin-

cipal cause of controversy. In the settlements which the Rail-

road Administration has been making so far it has stead-

fastly refused, with the full approval of the President, to

allow anything on account of inefficiency, but the controversy

has delayed the negotiations and many roads have not yet

filed their claims because of the length of time required to

make up their case on that basis. The administration is

anxious to close up the Railroad Administration, which is a

rather expensive organization, at the earliest possible date,

and it has also been anxious to pay to the railroads as

promptly as possible the sums which it considers fairly due

them, partly for the influence which it is believed such pay-

ments will have on the general business situation. In asking

the roads to waive this feature of their claims the President

promised on his part to do everything possible to expedite

the settlements. The President is convinced that there is some

ground for the contention of the railroads that it was not

sufficient to measure the government's maintenance obligation

on the expenditures made without reference to the fact that

even an equation for the increased rate of wages did not

cover the same amount of work that was performed for the

wage in the test period, but he has also taken the position

that the government cannot go into a fine analysis of a

question that is so difficult to prove quantitatively. He also

recognizes that the railroads have not been fairly treated as

a result of federal control in that the government drew very

heavily on the service life of their rolling stock and other

property, although he has been convinced as a result of his

conferences on the subject in the last few weeks that the

railroads have filed some rather extravagant claims. The
President is now rather pleased with the whole situation.

Any railroad that is not willing to negotiate on the com-
promise basis will not receive the benefit of having its capital

expenditures funded, but it is understood that the roads that

have already settled will receive the same treatment that the

others receive as to funding. Although it will require time

to negotiate the individual settlements the funding operation

will make it possible for the Railroad Administration to pay
out undisputed items on account which will release some
ready cash to some of the roads very soon.

The memorandum from Director General Davis regarding

the progress of railway liquidation, which also describes the

reasons for the adoption of the new plan, was as follows:

Director General Outlines Progress of Railway Liquidation

The total number of federal controlled carriers, including sub-

sidiary companies, was 425. The mileage of the federal controlled

roads was 239,009.

The number of claims on final settlement filed with the director

general up to July 15, 1921, was 184, the aggregate amount

claimed being $758,032,235. The mileage of the roads that have

filed their claims aggregates 167,070.

The amount of claims settled by the director general up to and

including July 15, 1921, aggregated $225,568,764. These settle-

ments represent some 43 per cent in number of the claims actually

filed. The total amount paid in settlement was $68,141,227.

The largest single disputed item in final settlement is the claim

for undermaintenance of way and structures and equipment. The
undermaintenance claims represent more than 50 per cent of the

total amount of claims filed. Included in these claims for under-

maintenance is the much discussed claim variously described as

"inefficiency of labor," "ineffectiveness of labor," or "the difference

in the cost of applied material as between the test and federal

control periods," this item representing some 70 per cent or 75

per cent of the total undermaintenance claims.

Claims for inefficiency of labor have not been allowed by the

Railroad Administration, not only, as contended by the Railroad

Administration, because such claims are not contemplated by the

standard contract, but they are of a too highly indefinite, specu-

lative and contingent character to warrant consideration.

In addition to the claims on final settlement, covering the vari-

ous items of dispute between the carriers and the administration,

there are innumerable claims for loss and damage in the trans-

portation of freight, fire and personal injury cases, and repara-

tion claims growing out of freight rate controversies. These
claims are being rapidly disposed of, and within a reasonable

time the adjustment of same should be completed.
During the period of federal control there was expended by

the Railroad Administration, on behalf of the carriers, some
$1,144,000,000 in additions and betterments, properly chargeable

to capital account. Of this sum in excess of $381,000,000 was
used in the purchase of additional equipment, consisting of 100,-

000 box cars and 2,000 locomotives, and the expenditure for this

equipment has been taken care of in equipment trust certificates

now held bv the Railroad Administration. This leaves about

$763,000,000 "of additions and betterments which, if not funded,

must be deducted from the amount due from the Railroad

Administration to the carriers in final settlement. An extension of

the time in which these addition and betterment obligations could
be paid, to such carriers as could give reasonable and satisfactory

security, would enable the carriers recovering this extension to

expend this amount of money in the much needed rehabilitation

of their cars and locomotives, and apply the usual and necessary
maintenance upon their way and, structures, so that the national
system of transportation could be equipped during the coming fall

and winter to promptly and effectively perform its duty to the

public in the way of prompt and efficient transportation.

Bad Order Freight Cars and Locomotives

The percentage of bad order freight cars has not been below
5 per cent at any time during the past five years. During the year
1917, it ranged between 5.2 and 6 per cent. While there is no
general agreement as to what the normal percentage should be,

it seems to be generally accepted at from 5 to 6 per cent. The
percentage of bad-order cars on July 1, 1921, was 15.6 per cent,

or about 10 per cent above normal. The total number of freight

cars in service at the present time is about 2,400,000, and 10 per

cent of that number would be 240,000, which represents the excess

or abnormal, bad-order condition of freight cars today.

The normal percentage of bad-order locomotives is understood
to be 10 per cent. The percentage of bad-order locomotives on
July 1 was 23.9 per cent, or 14 per cent above normal. The total

number of freight and passenger locomotives (exclusive of
switching) is about 50,000, and 14 per cent of this would be 7,000

locomotives, which represents the abnormal bad-order condition

of locomotives at the present time.

Deferred Maintenance

The amount of deferred maintenance at the present time has

been conservatively estimated at $400,000,000. of which $200,000,-

000 represents maintenance of way and $200,000,000 maintenance

of equipment. That is, these are the amounts which should be

expended on the railway properties to bring them up from their

present physical condition to normal.

Shortage in Number of Railway Employees

The total number of railway employees in the first quarter of

1921 was 1,691,471. This was less by 340,456 than the average
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number in 1920, and less by 302,053 than in the first quarter of

1920.

This manifestly means an enormous increase of unemployment.

If the railroads were in a position to resume their normal main-

tenance of ways and structures and equipment it is conservatively

estimated that it would mean immediate employment of at least

200,000 workmen.

Delayed Payments of Vouchers

Delayed payments of the current liabilities of the railways,

representing principally payments due for fuel and materials used

in operation, have been conservatively estimated at not less than

$300,000,000.

The failure to pay these has involved great industrial distress

and depression. It has meant the shutting down of many in-

dustries. If the railroads are paid what is due them by the

government, they in turn can pay these debts, and the starting up
of industry will be enormously assisted and promoted.

It is evident, if the products of our farms, of our forests, of

our mines and of our other industries are to find a way to market,

that our railroads must be adequately equipped to move them.
Manifestly, from the foregoing statistics, they are not now so

equipped. If there is to be a return, as we devoutly hope there

soon will be, of normal business activity and prosperity, it must
not be halted and obstructed by insufficient transportation, which
is a fundamental condition of all commerce.

Funding

By the terms of Section 6 of the Federal Control Act, the Presi-

dent was authorized to incur, on behalf of the carriers, indebted-
ness for additions and betterments. To create an indebtedness

to be paid by others without limit in amount is, it must be ad-
mitted, a most unusual power and was justified only by the

exigencies of war.
As a result of the exercise of this power, a large amount of

indebtedness was created by the director general, and imposed
upon these carriers, for additions and betterments, some of it

assented to by them, and some of it not concurred in. This
class of indebtedness, although on capital account, was made by
the government immediately payable, instead of being arranged as

long-time obligations.

If the carriers had been dealing with their own affairs in respect
to additions and betterments, it is reasonable to suppose that they

would not have undertaken to provide for these large capital

requirements out of their current income, but would have fol-

lowed their usual course, which would have been not to incur
indebtedness, as to a large part of this amount, until they had
succeeded in financing the capital required on long-term obliga-
tions. They could not do this under the conditions of federal
control and of the war, for the two reasons: First, because

the matter was not legally within their control, and, second,

because the entire investment market was necessarily absorbed

by the government in securing war loans.

The question, therefore, arises what it is equitable and just

to do now in regard to the adjustment of this indebtedness? The
carriers insist that it should be funded by the government for a
term of at least ten years.

This, they claim, is just, not only because of the circumstances
above narrated under which the indebtedness was created, but for

an additional reason in which the public, as well as the carriers

themselves, have an interest. The carriers at the end of federal

control had been out of the possession of their properties for

more than two years. They were called upon at that time to

resume the responsibility of furnishing transportation adequate
to the needs of commerce. It must be admitted that they under-

took the performance of this duty under adverse conditions.

Their organizations had been broken up; much of the normal
traffic of the various lines had been diverted to others ; their

rolling stock had been widely scattered by government manage-
ment throughout the country, and their labor expenses had been
enormously increased during federal control. This situation, they
claim, put upon them the necessity of providing for abnormal ex-
penses of operation at the very outset.

It is in the public interest that they should be able to perform
successfully the duty of transportation. This will necessitate

not only an adequate supply of cash for their abnormal expenses,
clue to the special conditions which have surrounded their prop-
erties, and for their current purposes, but also will necessitate

the borrowing of large amounts of new capital, so as to keep their

roads up to the requirements of the public, and for other capital

purposes, such as the payment of maturing obligations. This
they will have to do in a market disturbed by war conditions, and
where there is a tremendous competition, as between themselves
and with other industries, for the funds available for investment.

It is even more vital to the public than to the carriers, that the
carriers should succeed in securing the money necessary to the
successful performance of their transportation duties.

If the government refuses to fund this indebtedness which it

created for the carriers, and for which the Transportation Act
expressly provided, and if, in addition to their large capital
requirements for other purposes, it is necessary for them I

row also the amount they owe the government for additions and
betterments, their problem and the public's problem in respect to
transportation will be enormously embarrassed.
The indebtedness of the carriers to the government for ad-

ditions and betterments incurred under the circumstances above
mentioned, ought not to be allowed to constitute an additional
complication and embarrassment in this situation. To avoid this,

the government ought not to hesitate to carry this indebtedness
for ten years, as provided in the Transportation Act. in view of
the fact that the reason it was made immediately due grew out
of the war and the public needs.

Plan Is a Compromise

The plan as adopted is a victor)' for the Railroad Admin-
istration in that it practically recognizes its position on the

interpretation of the provisions of the standard contract gov-
erning the government's obligation to maintain the railroad

properties, but it does not foreclose any legal rights of the

railroads if they desire to or ran afford to delay a settlement
while sec-king to enforce their contentions in the courts. As
a practical matter, however, tin- concession that they are
making represents the surrender merely of a claim on which
they have been given full notice that they would have the
greatest difficulty in collecting. It is said in some quarters
that the railroads have been led to prepare claims on what
the administration terms an extravagant basis by the fact
that Director General Hines publicly insisted on several
occasions that any undermaintenance on some roads would
be, if anything, more than offset by ovcrmaintcnance on other
roads and there was a general impression that the adminis-
tration intended to make some heavy counter-claims against
the roads for ovcrmaintcnance. In view of such a position
on the part of the Railroad Administration it would not be
surprising if many of the railroads had prepared their claims
on a "fighting basis."

All sorts of figures have been given as estimates of the
amounts of money involved in the various phases of the
proposed settlement but they cannot be stated exactly for
several reasons. The Railroad Administration has made no

formal report since the expiration of federal control and the

accounts between it and the roads are greatly complicated
by many items as to which there are claims on both sides and
as to which the conflicting figures cannot be checked in a

short time. A large percentage of the claims have not been
filed and those which have not been made will probably now
be made on a more conservative basis than those filed here-

tofore, while presumably some roads have already been more
conservative than others. Claims to the amount of 575S.-
000,000 have already been presented and on the basis of these

Director General Davis has estimated that the aggregate
would be about $1,250,000,000, of which approximated
$700,000,000 to S800.000.000 would be for undermainte-
nance and a large- percentage of which would be based on
the inefficiency of labor, although the claims do not state any
definite item of that kind. If this factor is eliminated the

claims might be reduced by S400.000.000 to S600.000.000,
which would still leave a considerable margin of difference

between the Railroad Administration's idea of what it fairly

owes the roads and their idea of what they should r

The amount which the government expects to pav has been
variously stated at $300,000,000 to S500.000.000. Up to date
it ha< settled with about 75 roads, on t basis which includes
in some cases an allowance on account of undermaintenance.
The administration is not adhering to Mr. Hines' contention
that the government does not owe anything for undermainte-
nance. \ 1 rge proportion of the roads that have settled

are the smaller roads perhaps the settlements already made
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are not exactly typical but they include half a dozen or so

of the larger systems.

Amount Involved in Funding Arrangement

The amount to be involved in the funding operation is

somewhat more definite but is by no means exact. The Rail-

road Administration expended for capital improvements on

the railroads about ?1, 144 ,000,000, of which nearly $400,-

000,000 was for the standard equipment, of which some has

been paid for in cash and $310,000,000 was funded by car

trust certificates during Mr. Hines'" administration. That

left approximately $763,000,000 for additions and better-

ment, part of which have been paid for in cash or offset

against other accounts, and part of which has already been

funded. A part will not be funded because some roads will

prefer to pay up and some roads will not be able to furnish

adequate security. It is estimated therefore that the govern-

ment will accept the railroads' negotiable 10-year promissory

notes, secured by mortgage bonds, for about $500,000,000 to

$600,000,000.

Great Northern as Concrete Example

A concrete example of how the funding operation is ex-

pected to work in the case of a road that has already settled

with the Railroad Administration is described in an appli-

cation filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission by the

Great Northern for a loan of $15,000,000 to repay a loan of

like amount maturing on September 1. The company states

that it has made a settlement with the Railroad Adminis-

tration in which the director general set off against the amount

due the company $16,997,642 due the government for addi-

tions and betterments. The company asked to have this

amount funded but its request was denied on the ground of

the general policy of the Railroad Administration and the

limitation of its funds. The company had hoped to use this

money to repay the loan. It has now been assured by the

director general, the application states, that in the event the

general policy shall be changed and funds are put at the

disposal of the director general to enable him to fund the

additions and betterments for the roads generally the director

general will refund in whole or in part the $16,997,642 which

was withheld at the time of the settlement and the company

was informed that plans were under consideration whereby

funds were to be placed at the disposal of the Railroad Ad-

ministration for the purpose of refunding for the railway

companies whose properties were under federal control the

amounts due to the United States on account of additions

and betterments. The company therefore proposed that the

loan of $15,000,000 be made for five years with a provision

that not to exceed $10,000,000 of it should become due and

payable when funds are received from the director general.

Requests Short Line Claims Be Expedited

President Robinson of the American Short Line Railroad

Association called on the President last week and urged that

the settlement of the short line claims for some $25,000,000

also be expedited.

How soon action may be had in Congress on the Presi-

dent's recommendation appears somewhat uncertain It

bumped into politics at the start. A bill had been drafted

by Secretaries Mellon and Hoover and Managing Director

Meyer of the War Finance Corporation to extend the powers

of the corporation with reference to railroads, agriculture

and exports all at the same time but opposition developed

promptly in the so-called "agricultural bloc" in the Senate

and Senator Curtis of Kansas called at the White House on

Monday to protest vigorously against coupling the relief for

the farmers with the plan for financing the railroad settle-

ments. Apparently the agricultural interests that have been

complaining bitterly about high freight rates would rather

have the railroad matter treated in a separate bill where they

. ould point to the railroads as attempting to "raid the

Treasury." Probably the plan for combining the three plans

in one bill was inspired in part by a desire to conciliate the

various interests, but at any rate when the bill was introduced

in the Senate on Tuesday by Senator Kellogg, as a substitute

for the Norris bill to create a separate S100,000,000 corpora-

tion to finance agricultural exports, the railroad part of it

was left out, and it was stated that it would be put into a

separate bill. The President's message was then referred

to the Senate committee on interstate commerce which is ex-

pected to formulate a bill. Chairman Cummins of the Senate

committee is out of the city. The Kellogg bill would authorize

the War Finance Corporation to extend credits to promote

agricultural exports. The War Finance Corporation has

announced that it has on hand a cash credit wnth the Treas-

urer of the United States of $403,827,771.

Missouri & North Arkansas
Discontinues Operation

Operation of the Missouri & North Arkansas will be

discontinued on July 31, following a long series of

difficulties which culminated recently in a strike of

the employees. The company has been operating 364 miles

of line between Joplin, Mo., and Helena, Ark., of which it

owned 335 miles, and leased 29 miles. In addition, the com-

pany has an equal joint ownership in the Joplin Union Depot

Company. The Missouri & North Arkansas was chartered

in August, 1906, for 50 years, and was a reorganization of

the St. Louis & North Arkansas, a line which had been

constructed originally to tap a lumber region in southern

Missouri and northern Arkansas. The reorganized company,

however, was forced into a receivership in April, 1912, and
has not been out of the jurisdiction of the courts since that

time. Up to December 31, 1919, the property had incurred

a deficit of $956,482.

In March, 1920, C. A. Phelan, general manager of the

road, was appointed receiver. Recognizing the need for dras-

tic economy, the receiver ordered wage reductions effective

February i, 1921. The reductions were immediately con-

tested by the employees of the company, who took the con-

troversy before the Labor Board, and when the board re-

manded the dispute to conference between the management
and representatives of the men the latter immediately notified

officers of the road that the employees would walk out unless

the wage reduction order was rescinded. This threat mate-

rialized on February 27, when the enginemen, trainmen,

telegraphers and station agents left their work. The strike

has been attended with considerable violence and has never

been settled, although traffic was resumed on March 24, after

a tieup due to destruction of the road's property by strikers.

C. A. Phelan resigned as receiver on July 14 and J. G.

Murray, traffic manager, was appointed in his place. The
new receiver immediately encountered difficulty in raising the

July payroll of $28,000, and announced on July 22 that

operation of the road would be discontinued. The abandon-

ment of the Missouri & North Arkansas will leave fivt

counties in northern Arkansas entirely without railroad

facilities.

While the plan of the receiver for discontinuing operation

has been definitely approved by the federal court for the

eastern district of Arkansas, business men in the region

served by the road are making a final effort to prevent sus-

pension. A meeting was held at Harrison, Ark., on Julv 26,

to launch a campaign to raise $150,000 in order to guarantee
the road's expenses for three months after Julv 31 in the

belief that the crops and other products which will be moving
at that time will enable the road to meet future expenses
it will incur.



New Cornwall Railroad Shop Has Walls of Glass
Small Line Gives Unusual Attention to Light and to

Layout of Unusually Complete Plant

By J. C. Childs

The Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Tin. Cornwall Railroad recentl) placed in operation a

new locomotive repair and machine shop at Lebanon,
Pa., which is of special interest as indicating the tend-

ency of small industrial railroads to reduce their labor costs

of locomotive repair or do away with the expensive methods
of contracting for repairs. The Cornwall Railroad operates

13 miles of line out of Lebanon, Pa. Its chief business is

the transportation of iron ore from the Cornwall ore banks
to the furnaces of the Bethlehem Steel Company at Lebanon.
The very nature of its business makes this line practically an
industrial road and it is in fact a subsidiary of the Bethlehem
Steel Company's local Lebanon interests.

The road's motive power consists of 13 locomotives vary-

is made to tin engine house the outride .-tall track will be-
come a through track leadine into the new locomotive repair
shop. The old locomotive repair shop becomes the car re-
pair shop, and, with the blacksmith and forge shop located
midway between the two departments, the whole becomes a
compact and efficient arrangement for the work to be done.
The repair shop is 110 ft. v ft. long and con-

sists of a 60-ft. erecting aisle and a 50-ft. machine shop
aisle. Owing to the many classes and the number of loco-
motives handled a longitudinal shoD seemed the only logical
one. The erecting aisle has two tracks on 25 ft. center, each
with a pit and gives a track capacity for four of the largest
locomotives at one time. The present tendency is for in-

The Walls of the Shop Building Are Almost Entirely of Glass

ing in weight and size from the old 50-ton locomotive now
used in passenger service to the modern 2-8-0 type locomotive
weighing 165 tons. In addition to maintaining its own mo-
tive power the Cornwall Railroad also repairs all of the in-
dustrial locomotives used at the furnaces around Lebanon.
The road's engine terminal consists of a 10-stall square

engine house and the locomotive repairs were formerly han-
dled in a small back shop of frame construction, adjoining
two stalls of the engine house. All of the work was done by
hand with the use of small jacks so that a de-wheeling opera-
tion loomed up formidably as a day's iob for the entire
Repairs to the road's heavy steel ore cars of 50 tons capacity
are also made at the terminal so thai in selecting the site for
the new locomotive repair shop consideration was
given to improved conditions for the repair of cars.
The site finally selected i< just back of and to one side of

the present engine house so that when a two Stall addition

creasingly heavy locomotives, so that instead of the old style
burdensome and expensive drop pits one track is fitted w'ith
a four jack, 200-ton, Whiting hoist, which, with the use of
shop trai ks. allows the full use of pit capacity. The erecting
aisle is also served by a 35-ton crane operating the full length
ol the building.

Due to the limited amount of money available it was de-
eded to use one end of the erecting aisle for the heavy raa-
chine work so that it could all be handled by the crane, which

.-•ml- for stubbing the two pit tracks instead of running
them .I,,,.- through the shop. The wheel pre^s. drill and
lathe are all located in this end. leaving the machine aisle free
lor Lighter operations not necessitating the me.
The present tendency in the design of large locomotive erec-

tion -hops where complete rebuilding operation- will be
done, is to allow approximately 4.000 so. ft. of machine shop
space per pit. The late Walter Berg in h Amer-
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ican Railway Shop Systems recommended about 2,500 sq. ft.

per pit. The Cornwall shop was not designed for complete

rebuilding operations so the area of machine shop space of

3,000 sq. ft. per working pit seems unusually ample for the

work contemplated, and in fact the railway officers have

found that the unobstructed floor greatly facilitates the work.

shop of the Pennsylvania recently built at Logansport, Ind.

The heating is with a hot blast system conducted by conduits

from a central boiler plant adjoining the shoD and is so ar-

ranged that recirculating air can be used if desired.

The plant has now been in operation about three months

but has already proved its fitness for the work of reducing

Plan of the Cornwall Shop

The Cornwall shop contains 13,000 sq. ft. of sash area,

or nearly one sq. ft. of sash to every sq. ft. of floor area.

This gives practically daylight working conditions in all parts

of the building.

The shop is lighted artificially by high power nitrogen

lamps, following in general the layout used in the erecting

de-wheeling operations from five to six hours to less than a

quarter of that time. It was designed, built and equipped

by The Austin Companv. Cleveland. Ohio, under the direct

supervision of its Philadelphia office, and under the general

supervision of John Wintersteen, master mechanic of the

Cornwall Railroad.

The Interior of the Shop Is Almost as Light as Outdoors



Expenditures of the Railways for Labor and Material

Over a Billion Dollars' Worth of Material Used to Maintain

and Operate Class I Roads in 1920

The first complete segregation of all expenditures for

labor, fuel and other materials, irrespective of the

primary accounts, has recently been prepared by the

Bureau of Railway Economics from information in the files

of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the fiscal years

from 1912 to 1920, inclusive.

These data show that from less than $41.0,000,000 in 1912

and less than $500,000,000 in 1917, the expenditures of the

Class I railroads of the United States for materials required

for the maintenance and operation of the oroperties increased

until they exceeded $1,000,000,00(3 in IS 20. In addition to

these expenditures, the railroads normally have spent about

$500,000,000 annually at pre-war prices on additions and

betterments chargeable to capital account, of which probably

considerably more than half was accounted for by material

purchases.

From a low point in 1915 the total expenditure for labor

by the Class I railroads has increased from $1,190,000,000

to $3,698,000,000 in 1920 and the locomotive fuel bill has

increased from a low point of approximately $209,000,000

in 1915 to $673,000,000 in 1920.

The total amounts of these three major classes of operating

expenses of the Class I roads are given for each fiscal year

during the period in Table I, which also shows the operating

expenses incurred through loss and damage, injuries to per-

sons, and insurance, as well as the deductions from net oper-

ating revenues for taxes, hire of equipment and joint facility

rentals.

The table also shows the proportion of total operating

revenues which went to meet each class of expenditure during

each of the fiscal years in the period. This information is

shown graphically in Fig. 1 , which presents a striking picture

of the rapid decline in the proportion of operating revenues

available for interest and dividends since 1916, due largely

to the correspondingly rapid increase in the proportion of

revenues required to meet the payroll. From 20.8 per cent

in the fiscal year ending December 31, 1916. the total cost

of labor has increased until 59.9 per cent of the operation

revenues were required to meet the payroll in 1920. Of only

less importance than the increased payrolls are the increases

in the expenditures for material and supplies and locomotive

fuel. From 12.5 per cent in 1916, the expenditures for ma-
terials and supplies increased until they amounted to 17.3

per cent of the total operating revenues in 1920, while ex-

penditures for locomotive fuel increased from 7 per cent to

10.9 per cent of the total operating revenues during the same
period. The result of these large proportionate increases in

the principal items of operating expense, together with a

similar though relatively less important increase in loss and

damage, is that the return on the investment, which was 28.9

per cent of total operating revenues in 1916 has steadily de-

clined until but one per cent of the total operating revenue

was available for interest and dividends in 1920.

While the increase in loss and damage has not played &

leading part in wiping out the proportion of total operating

revenues available for interest and dividends, an inspection

of the table shows that there has been an exceedingly large

increase in the amount paid out on this account. Rising

Fig. 1.—Proportionate Distribution of Railway Operating Revenues

199
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from about $33,600,000 in 1912 to $42,000,000 in 1914,

and then decreasing to less than $31,000,000 in 1916, the

cost of loss and damage increased to over $122,000,000 in

1920, an amount almost four times as great as that in 1916.

Proportionately this is by far the largest increase shown in

any of the classes under which railway expenditures are

grouped in the table.

Maintenance of Way and Structures

A similar classification of the expenditures for maintenance

of way and structures and maintenance of equipment will be

found' in Tables II and III. In Table II it will be noted

that from an average annual expenditure of over $209,-

900,000 for the test period, the expenditure for labor em-

ployed on maintenance of way and structures has increased to

practically $577,700,000 and that whereas the cost of labor

accounted for 54.71 per cent of the total charges to mainte-

nance of way and structures during the test period, last year

it amounted to 60.09 per cent.

As might be expected, this proportionate increase in the
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Table II

—

Comparison or Selected Physical Units Applied and Total

Charges to Maintenance of Way and Structures Account

For All Class 1 Roads of the United States Answering Bureau of Railway

Economics' Questionnaire, Form 1, Issued March 21, 1921 (93 per cent

of Total)

Average Calendar year
per annum f

K *

Item test period 191S 1919 1920

Ties:

1 Switch ties, board
measi^re—feet .. 172.689. S71 160,024.789 176,079,389 170,345,383

2 Bridge ties, board
measure—feet .. 55.625,964 45,400,555 49,644,851 41,533.926

3 All other ties, num-
ber 83.885.109 69,327,243 73,398,922 77,015.580

4 Total cost of ties. 58.135,355 62.886,865 84,156,035 107,772,885

Rails:

5 Total tons new and
second hand rails

charged to M. of
W &S 2,041,676 1,615,963 2,027,159 2,262,033

6 Total cost of rail. $54,166,631 $50,836,964 $69,961,049 $82,219,999

Ballast:

7 Total yards applied 17,065,599 14,796.252 17,518.791 19,118.553

8 Total cost $5,506,061 $6,472,151 $9,481,545 $12,045,170

9 Average cost per
yard $0,323 $0,437 $0,541 $0,630

Total Charges to Maint.
of Way and Struct.:

10 Cost of labor $209,906,144 $401,331,400 $439,140,739 $577,688,004
11 Cost of material.. 133,498,901 155.700,294 225,449,765 285,193,078

12 Retirements 16.856,749 17.358.549 26.612,381 23,617,162

13 Miscellaneous ... 23,437,613 42,352,374 36.502,426 74.806.548

14 Total cost M. of
W. and struct.. 383,699,407 616,742,617 727,705,311 961.304.792

Ratios:

15 Cost of labor.... 54.71% 65.07% 60.35% 60.09%
16 Cost of material . . 34.79 25.25 30.98 29.67

17 Retirements 4.39 2.81 3.66 2.46

18 Miscellaneous ... 6.11 6.87 5.01 7.78

19 Total cost maint. of _
way and struct. 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

o^e'rated'*
5

.° .".. 216,365.42 21S.396.01 21S. 470.67 219,565.98

21 Aver, miles of all , „„ „
tracks operated.. 334,802.64 347.895.44 3S0.080.19 352.077.35

22 Total train miles
( e x c 1 work
trains) ' ...1,111,318,695 1,093.777,083 1,043,965,272 1,123,589,412

expenditure for labor has been accompanied by a propor-

tionate decrease in the expenditure for material. While the

actual expenditure for material has increased from an average

of $133,500,000 annually during the test period to $285,-

193,000 in 1920, this increase has been considerably less

rapid than that in the payroll and the proportion of the

amount paid out for material to the total charges to main-

tenance of way and structures has decreased from 34.79 per

cent during the test period to 29.67 per cent in 1920. The
notable fact in this connection is the high proportion of labor

and the low proportion of materials during 1918, when labor

accounted for 65.07 per cent of all charges for maintenance

of way and- structure? and material for 25.25 per cent, al-
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though the actual expenditures for material during this year

was considerably larger than the average for the test period.

It will be noted that the expenditure for rail, ties and

ballast, which amounted to $202,038,000 in 1920, was 71

per cent of the total expenditures for materials used in the

maintenance of way department and that during the test

period the average yearly expenditure for these materials

Maintenance of Equipment
The outstanding feature of Table III is the large increase

in the total expenditures for maintenance of equipment dur-
ing 1918, 1919 and 1920 as compared with the average an-
nual expenditure during the text period. From an average of
creased to over $1,000,000,000 in 1918. In 1919 there was a
further increase to $1,145,000,000, or about 11 per cent over

Table III

—

Comparison of Cost of Repairs to Locomotives, Freight Cars, Passenger Cars akd Total Maintenance of Equipment Charges, Divided
Between Labor, Material, Depreciation, Retirements and Miscellaneous

Fi r All CIas3 1 Roads of United States Answering Bureau of Railway Economics' Questionnaire, Form 2, Issued March 21, 1921— (93 Per Cent of Total)

Ratios—Per cent

Average
per annum

Item test period
Cost of Maintenance:
Locomotives

1 Repairs, labor 5115,711,712
2 Repairs, material 56,352,053
5 Depreciation 22,704.837
4 Retirement'- 3.629,190
5 Miscellaneous 4,439.995
6 Total maintenance, locomotives 202,837,787

Freight Cars
7 Repairs, labor 92,837,992
8 Repairs. Material 70,818,665
9 Depreciation 49.303,553
10 Retirements 11,613,589
11 Miscellaneous 6,060.542
12 Total maintenance, freight cars 230,634,341

Passenger Cars
13 Repairs, labor 21,123,286
14 Repairs, material 13,121,344
15 Depreciation ',!'

lf> Retirements 1,073,255
17 Miscellaneous 2,439,451
18 Total maintenance, passenger cars. . . 46,950.326

Maintenance of Equipment
19 Labor 252.781.140
20 Material 150.680.017
21 Depreciation 84.940.739
22 Retirements 17,888,435
23 Miscellaneous 24.078.621
24 Total maintenance nf equipment 530,368.952

Operating Statistics:

41 No. of locomotives owned or h
i

58,059
42 No. of freight cars owned or leased... 2.140.373
4^ No. of passenger cars owned or leased 49,526
44 Locomotive-miles find. «wit.:hinc) 1.561.027.831
45 Freight car-miles find, caboose) 20.763,335,304
46 Passenger car-miles 3.156,414 48?

Calendar year Average
1

1918 1919 1920 test period 1918 1919 1920

$298,395,776 $299,580,321 4395. 786.062 57.05 67.86 63.53
1imi.076.3S5 120,948,457 150.396,981 27.78 22.76 25.65 24.68
27,359,869 32,969.154 35,648,556 11.19 6.22 6.99 5.85

i i
. 1 27,204 1,417,713 Cr. 0.03 0.30

l.i.992,111 16,644.139 27,043.328 2.18 3.19 3.53
439,696,907 471,559,784 609,360,716 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

231,074,835 249.701,127 316.591,538 40.25 54.73 51.87 50.51
120,927,034 147.903,625 185,084,225 30.71 28.64 50.73 29.53
58,497,974 64,251,657 74,033.791 13.86 11.82
5,837,164 4,268,467 1,159,116 1.38 0.89 0.13
5,849.693 15,253,192 7.96

422,186,700 481.378,068 626,746.636 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

39,068,922 46,595,714 57,908,224 44.99 55.11 53.78 54.39
17,633.461 23.844, f 66 29,318,936 27.52 27.54

.' 10,553,430 10,753, 71S 12.18 10.10
521,699 166.877 5''7.o 13 2.29 C.19 0.56

3,970,247 5,476,752 5.60 7.41
70,884.454 86,637,739 106,462,628 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

621,002,474 651.439,800 850,055.733 47.66 60.29 56.90 57.16
258.071.229 314,274.345 391,924.437 28.41 25.05 27.45 26.35

112,728,081 124,0 9.85 8.34
6.675.434 4.8S8.588 3.37 0.64 0.58 0.33

59,7 53,922 116,251,864 4.54 4.24 5.22 7.82
1,144,872,082 1,487,129,CS1 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

59,414 60,300 61.129
2,202,921

. 2,209.093 2,219.673
50,952 50.715 50.750

1,602,602.416 1.482.439.956 1.623.600.513
21,372.205,721 20,115,-171,903 21,725.229.623
3.032.100,087 3.246.067.^26 3.414,352,123

amounted to over 77 per cent of the total material ex-

penditures.

In this connection the fact should not be overlooked that

these figures deal only with maintenance expenditures, and
that normally the amount spent on additions and betterments

Table IV

—

Proportionate Expenditures for Labor and Materials on
Maintenance of Equipment

Locom

Avei i '

pei innum,
:. a pi i

oi-l 1918

Labor
Material 32.8

Freight Cars
Labor 65.6
Material 13.3 34.4

Passenger Cars
Labor
Material J8.4 31.2

All Equipment
1 aboi 62.7 70.6
Material J7.3

1910

28.8

1920

72.5
27.5

$530,370,000 during the tost period these expenditures in-

creased to over $1,000,000,000 in 1918. In 1919 there was a
further increase to $1,145,000,000, or about 11 per cent over
1918, while in 1920 the total cost of equipment maintenance
amounted to $1,487,000,000 or practically 30 per cent more
than in the preceding year.

A similar comparison of the cost of maintaining locomo-
tives, freight cars and passenger cars, each considered sepa-
rately, shows that the total increase in the expenditure for

Table V

—

Average Unit Cost of Equipment Maintenance

Locomcti: cs

1918 1919 1920
Average per an-
num, test period

t<> permanenl way and structures, chargeable to capital ac-

count, is equal to if not greater than the i ipenditures charge-
able to operating expenses. Approximately the same division

between labor and material as exi ts in the case of the main-
tenance accounts also applies in the case of the capita] ex-
penditures; heme it is evident that the amount of materials
shown in Table II represents only about one-half of tin-

average annual purchases for use in track and other perma-
nent railway structures.

Per Per loco. Per 1 Per loco. Per Per loco,
loco. mile loco. mile loco. mile leco. mile

a n d
material ..$2,964 $0,101 $6,707 $0,249 $6,051 $0,284 $8,935 $0,336

Total 3,494 .129 7,401

Freight Cars
Per Percar. I Ter car

frt. car mile frt. car mile fit. car nrile frt. car mile
Labor and
material . . $76.50 ; <

Total $107.80 .011 191.; 024

r Cars

Per ri-r rar Per Percar Per Percar Per Percar
pass car mile pas-, car mile pass, car mile pass, car mile

Labor a u d
material

Total ..

locomotive maintenance has been proportionately considerably

greater than that for either freight or passenger car- and that

the increase in the expenditure for the maintenance of freight

cars has been proportionately much greater than that for pas-
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senger cars. Comparing these expenditures in 1920 with the

average during the test period, the increase in locomotive

maintenance has been 200 per cent while the increases in

freight and passenger car maintenance have been 172 per

cent and 127 per cent, respectively.

Table III also shows the ratios of the expenditures for

labor, material, depreciation, retirements and miscellaneous

expenditures, to the total maintenance expenditures for loco-

motives, freight cars and passenger cars and for all classes of

equipment combined. A study of these ratios discloses the

fact that in 1918 there was a large proportionate increase in

the amount paid out for labor by the mechanical department,

which was accompanied by a considerable reduction in the

proportionate expenditure for material. It will be seen that

the proportion of labor to total expenditures still remains
considerably higher than during the test period, while the

proportion of material is still low.

A clearer conception of the changes in the relationship of

these two great classes of direct expenditures may be ob-

tained by considering them separately from the other items,

which have little direct relation to the actual condition of the

equipment in service. These relationships for each class of

equipment and for the department as a whole are shown in

Table IV.

The direct and total annual expenditures per unit of

equipment and per locomotive and car mile are shown in

Table V. The direct cost of maintenance (labor and ma-
terial) has increased from an average of $2,964 per locomo-
tive per year during the test period to $8,935 per locomotive

in 1920, while the total cost of maintenance increased from
an average of $3,494 per locomotive per year during the test

period to $9,968 in 1920. For the same period the direct cost

of maintenance per locomotive mile has increased from 10.1

cents to 33.6 cents and the total cost from 12.9 cents to 37.5

cents. Freight car maintenance has increased from an
average of $76.50 per car per year to $226.00 for labor and
material and from $107.80 total charges to $282.40, while
the average expenditure per passenger car has increased from
$691 for material and labor to $1,719 and from $948 total

charge to $2,098 during the same period.

Bad Order Cars

Considerable space has been given in the columns of the

Railway Age recently to the bad order car situation. The
figures which follow give the details as to bad order box,

gondola and all cars from January 1 to July 1, the latest

figure reported. On the chart the number and per cent of

bad order cars are plotted from January 1, 1920, to date.

BAD ORDER CARS
Box Cars

i*.

Bad Per
Date Order Cent

January 1 91,450 8.9
January 15 94,325 9.2

February 1 105,056 10.1
February 15 111,134 10.7

March 1 122,595 11.9
March 15 128,183 12.5

April 1 138,218 13.4
April 15 149,810 14.6

May 1 159,856 15.5
May 15 164,429 15.9

June 1 172,593 16.7
June 15 177,123 17.1

July 1 180,544 17.4

Gondola Cars

Bad Pe
Order Ce:

78,273 8..

78,635 8.;

Total
On Line

2,251,173
2,252,432

Bad
Order

191,234
194,113

Bad Order Cars as Reported Semi-Monthly, January 1, 1920 to July 1, 1921



Operating Revenue and How It Was Expended

A Review in Colored Charts of the Figures and Changed

Conditions from 1912 to 1920

IN
1912, of each dollar of operating revenue

of the Class 1 railroads, those earning over

$1,000,000 gross annually, 43.1 cents went to

labor; 8 cents for fuel; 13.8 cents for material,

supplies, etc., and 25.2 cents for return on the

investment. In 1920, tinder the new order of

things, labor received 59.9 cents of each dollar

of operating revenue; there was 10.9 cents

spent for fuel; 17..) cents for materials, sup-

plies, etc., and but one cenl for return on in

vestment. The gross revenues in 1
( ->12 were

$2,805,006,544; in 1920, $(.,171,493,301. The
payments to labor in L912 were $1,209,716,686;

in 1920, $3,698,216,351. On the other band
the return on investment which in 1912 was
$708,484,383; in 1920 was but $61,928,626. In-

terest charges in 1920 approximated $450,000,-

000, to which must also be added a sum, not yet

determined, representing dividend payments.
The difference between the return on the in-

vestment, as previously noted, $61,928,626, and
the amount paid in interest and dividends,
represents wbat the governmenl bad to make
Up in the form of standard return or guaranty
<>r else was paid from surplus earned by the
railroads in former years.

Shown in Colored Charts

These facts and considerable additional data
of like importance are presented on the two
following pages in the form of colored charts

which have been reproduced from similar

charts issued by the Bureau of Railwa) Eco
nomics. The difficulty of analyzing the rail-

way situation and in arriving at proper con

elusions in the matter lies hi no small measure
in the inability to visualize the manj imposing
figures which have been compiled and pre-

sented. It is sufficiently difficult to visualize

the relationships as between the various classes

of expenditures in a single year: it is still more
difficult to see the relationships as between a

series of years. These charts will assist in

permitting that visualization not only for l'
1 -' 1 '

but for the period from 1912 to L920.

Railway Operating Revenue and

How It Was Expended

There are two charts given. < >ne is entitled.

Railwaj Operating Revenue and Now It Was
Expended, 1912 1920. This charl shows in

dollars the gross revenues for each year: the

operating expenses, taxes and rents; and the
amounts spent respectively for: Labor; fuel;

materials, supplies, etc.; loss and damage, in-

juries to persons and insurance; depreciation
and retirements; taxes; hire of equipment and
joint, facility rents, and finally the diminishing
figure representing return on investment.

Distribution of Each Dollar

of Railway Operating Revenues

The other chart sh..w s the same relation-

ships in terms of the distribution of the dollar.

It is entitled, Distribution of Each Dollar of

Railway Operating Revenues, 1912 1920.
To a-sist the reader to follow the situation

as between the several years there are also

shown the actual figures covering each i

of expenditures in addition to which the essen-
tial traffic statistics are shown, such as; \\-t

tons carried: net ton miles: passengers car-

ried and passenger miles.

These charts should be of great assistance
to all those interested in the welfare of the
American railroads, not only because of the
figures which they give in convenient and
readilv available form, but because of the strik-

ing manner in which the "lata is used to point
out the essential facts of the situation.

RailwcjyAge
July 30. 19: 1.
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Revenue Car Loading

The business world is beginning to realize

in greater degree the duties which the railways
perform in assisting the industry of the coun
try. The result has been an entirely new inter-

est in the figures <>f railway operation and a

closer observation of transportation condi-
tions. This is shown by the manner in which
such figures as those relating to revenue, car

loading, car surpluses and shortages, bad
order cars, etc., are being watched in business

circles.

Outside of the figures of railway earnings
and expenses, there is probably no informa-
tion relative to railway operation which is

being watched at present with greater interest

than that of revenue car loading.

The following table is a compilation of the

weekly car loading reports covering a period
of three years and to assist in making the data

of greater use, a chart is -Ten. It will be
noted that for the years 1919 and 1920 there
are two columns, one headed "As originally
reported" and one "As revised." 'Idle revised
figures are those issued with the 1921 figures
for purposes of comparison. The figures "as
originally reported" cover the week ending
Saturday. The revised figures cover the week-
ending not necessarily Saturday but instead
on the same date. Thus the figure of 774.808
for July 2, 1921, when issued a week or so ago
was compared not with the figure originally
issued last year, 839,629, representing the load-
ings for the week ending Saturday, July 3,

1920, but with a revised figure of 891,621, rep-
resenting the loading for the week ending
July 2, 1920. In addition the revised figures
also include some corrections of the previously
reported figures.

REVENUE CAR LOADING

Week em
January

ng 1921

1 598,905
8 700.41.!

15 709.888
22 703,115
29 699.936

696,977
681,6.'7

605.506
658,222

712. S2J
702.06,8

691,707
j^7/;s:
'.',<...-.

i

693.719
7(13,896

704,527
7 'i.'i'>7

718,025
750,158
708,350
787,237

4 706.5118

11 788,907
IS ... . 780,741
25 775,061

As
originally
repi rieil

744,969
860,227
865.992
821,738
816,967

As
revised

745,446
830.673
84(1.534

804.866
81)3,33 3

originally
reported

612,741
723,801
758,609
734,293
726.555

612,741
723.8(11
758.61.1')

734.293
718.297

February 5 .. .. 696,977 780,455 70 .1,86 699,659 692,614 680,0 '1

12 . . . . 681,627 S02.322 786.633 700.163 689.128 763,394
19 . . . . 695.506 868,673 772,102 785,742 700,913 737,442
26 . . . . 658,222 765,239 783.295 665,478 666,708 824,729

5 .. . . 712.S23 774,297 811,106 676,964 675,276 850,690
. . 702.068 806,83') 819.329 675,933 701,266 850.701

19 .. .. 691,707 796,566 855,060 684.264 699.02(1 850.417
26 . . . . 687,852 866.709 900.386 709,471 713,275 862.883

April 2 . . 666,642 801,588 S58.827 6SS.279 701,559 815.138
7 .. .. 693.719 748,898 801,559 710.033 711,282 838.184
16 .. . . 7()3,S96 584,089 601,695 702,894 706,012 873,395
23 . . . . 704,527 691.980 717,772 713.599 715.042 880.103
30 .. . 721.997 772,908 8IIII. '1611 747.004 752,362 898,927

May 7 .. . . 718,025 799,711 843.184 753,287 918,350
14 . . . . 750,158 784,044 843.145 739.945 893.724
21 . . . . 768,330 809,431 862,074 777.534 777,324 9 !9,106
28 . . .. 787,237 861,316 898.207 763.761 763.761 845.S60

768.974
878.041
869,142
8o9,350

828,')()7

930,976
916.736
911,503

876.354
863,068
850.226
867,124

1918 , «-

As As
originally originally
reported Week ending 1921 reported

641,057 July 2 774,808 839,629
696,907 9 639,698 757,666
613,570 16 776,252 923,968

1,941 23 915,792
642,016' 30 914,128

August 7 942,150
14 962.352
.11 964.256
28 985.064

September 4 947,743
11 872,043
18 983,913
25 994.687

October 2 975.946
9 1.009,787

16 1.005,565
23 1,010.961
30 973.120

November 6 910,592
13 919.909
20 886,528
27 797,673

776.610 918,911 December 4 872,162
807,205 974,840 U 834,897
807,907 952.905 18 796,858
845,6,84 947.841 25 639,275

As
As originally

revised reported

891.621 743.226
796,191 809.845

902.296
909.682
914,297

872,073
833 a,;,)

013,366
951.65 3

904,393
946,970
994,991
995,901

957,596
682,171
972,078
977.051
935.479

826.724
S08.304
854.601
793.197

7S9.286
761.940
806 : 14

684.784

1918

As originally
revised reported

743,226 793.621
809.845 975,621

953.320
976,554
974,922

947,955
948,788

980,931

872,560
974.269
970,458
991,980

971,895
959,722
027.134
920,111
892,392

873.854
810,430
857.377
735,628

837.S06

796.116
549.975

1
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A Striking Diagram for Railroad Stockholders

Statement Prepared for Southern Pacific Shareholders

—

Fallacious Views About Freight Rates

By Julius Kruttschnitt

Chairman of the Executive Committee, Southern Pacific Company

The executive committee of the board of directors

submits this brief of important facts developed in

the inquiry conducted by tin- Senate Committee of

Interstate Commerce, and requests your careful attention.

The main (rouble with the railroads is that their revenues

have not kept up with their expenses.

About 1905 wholesale prices of commodities and the rates

of railway wages began climbing. A summit never before

dreamed of was reached in May, 1020. In the same year,

1'905, railway freight rates began falling, and, continuing un-

it ii, on the owners after the return of their properties on
March 1, L920.

Wages Increased Much More Than Freight Rates

The Federal Labor Board, by a decision made effective in

May, 1920, increased wages an average of 21 per cent, raising

them to a level 24(i per cent above those of 1900; wholesale
were also 240 per cent higher than in 1900, while

freight rates were but 30 per cent higher.

The rate increase finally authorized by the Interstati I
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interruptedly, reached the lowest level in seventeen years in
1916 and 1917.

Divisions rendered in 1914, 1915 and 1917, in three ap-
peals to Interstate Commerce Commission for better rates
afforded but slight relief, so that at tin beginning of Federal
control in 1918 freight rates were slightly les< than in 1900;
while wholesale prices were I !0 per cent higher than those
in 1900.

The Federal Railroad Administration made a substantial
rate increase in June, 1918, which, however, fell far short
of establishing any proper relation between freight rates and
costs of commodities; and notwithstanding the continued and
rapid rise a( prices and insistent demands of labor for higher
paj the Railroad Administration refused to ,u t eithei a to

rates or wages, and forced the solution of these difficult prob-

merce Commission about the first of September, 1920, raised

freight rates to a level only 59 per cent higher than in 1900;
wholesale prices then had fallen, but were still 203 per cent

higher than in 1900, while railway wages remained 240 per

cent higher.

All industries except railroads (which under strict regu-

lation were restrained from doing so), raised prices cur-

rently as COStS went up, so that when at last the 192

increase was granted, further increased expenses and I

of disorganization under Federal control more than uiped oui

the amount of the inert

Publication by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

February. 1921, of revenues, expenses and net railway op-

erating income of large (or Class 1
1 roads for th

ami 1919, coming as it did at a time of great industrial di*-

207
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turbance and readjustment, when prices were falling and the

purchasing power or the purchasing inclination of the con-

suming public was substantially reduced, caused great

anxiety, and a thorough study of the situation was insti-

tuted to determine what bearing, if any, the present level of

transportation charges has upon the existing business de-

pression.

These data showed:

Operating revenues were for

—

1920 $6,225,402,762

1919 5,184,064,221

Increase 1920 over 1919 : $1,041,338,541

Railway Operating Expenses, Taxes and Rents—
1920 $6,163,138,341

1919 4,667,774,131

Increase 1920 over 1919 $1,495,364,210

Net. Railway Operating Income was in—
1920 $ 62,264,421
1919 516,290.090

Decrease 1920 from 1919 $454,025,669
And this notwithstanding the gross revenues were $1,041,338,541

larger in 1920 than in 1919.

Costs Over Which Railroads Had No Control

To properly allocate responsibility for this difference,

which was caused by the disproportion of operating expenses,

it must be understood that except as either year is affected

by bad management, the operating revenues and more than

64 per cent of the operating expenses—being labor costs

—

and in 1920, in addition, a very substantial part of the cost

of materials and supplies which were purchased by the Fed-

eral Railroad Administration, but used by the railroads at

the prices paid, or contracted by the Government to be paid—
are fixed by the Government.

In other words, that the Government prescribed the rates

from which the operating revenues of the carriers are derived

and likewise fixed the wages, which constituted more than

64 per cent of the operating expenses; and that the prices

of the materials and supplies which the carriers must have,

are fixed either by Government, as above stated, or by eco-

nomic forces beyond the control of the carriers.

Out of every dollar of operating expenses 64 cents were

paid for labor at prices fixed by the Government, 15 cents

for materials and supplies at prices fixed by the Government,

and 3j4 cents were paid for other expenses incurred by the

Government in the first two months of 1920, or a total of

82 J/2 cents out of every dollar of expenses for the year 1920

Was paid out at prices directly fixed by the Government

itself.

The remaining materials and supplies used during 1920

were purchased by the carriers at prices fixed by general

market conditions beyond their power to control, costing 15

cents out of every dollar. In other words, prices fixed by

the Government or by market conditions cover 97 J^ cents

out of every dollar of operating expenses.

The labor costs to the carriers of Class I were 115 per

cent higher in 1920 than in 1917, and if the increased wage

scale had been in effect during twelve instead of eight months

in 1920 the increase would have been about 128 per cent.

During the same period the gross revenues of the carriers

(fixed by Government) increased less than 54 per cent.

Since the Government under the Adamson law in 1916

took charge of labor costs, these have increased from $1,468,-

576,000 to $3,698,216,000, the total amount paid to labor

during 1920 being very nearly sixty times the $62,264,000

of income yielded by the railroads to their owners for the pur-

pose of meeting fixed charges and dividends.

The Record of Railroad Efficiency in 1921

As to efficiency, the best evidence is that in 1920 the rail-

roads performed the greatest transportation task in their his-

tory. They moved more freight and passengers, loaded their

cars more heavily and moved them farther per day. That

it cost too much to do this was due, as shown beyond all

doubt, almost entirely to causes beyond the railroad mana-
gers' control.

A widespread propaganda is being carried on in favor of

a general reduction of freight rates; whereas the fact is that
even since the rates have been advanced the cost of trans-
porting a great many commodities which it is asserted cannot
move at the increased rates is far less than the toll taken by
commission merchants and retailers for buying and sellin?

them. People are misled into believing that high rates have
stopped the movement of a large amount of freight, and that

the railways would make more money if they would reduce
rates and thereby revive traffic.

There is the strongest reason to believe that the great stag-

nation in business is due almost entirely to world-wide con-
ditions which must inevitably have come if there had been
no advance in freight rates.

With the decline in ocean freight rates some commodities
can reach the markets of Europe for a less transportation

charge—water and rail combined—than before rail rates

were raised in September, 1920. Moreover, attention might
well be called to the fact that the volume of freight traffic

increased substantially for some time after the increased

rates became effective (August 26).

The Demand for a Reduction of Freight Rates

We have shown that the policy of the Government for

many years was not to raise rates in normal or good times

sufficiently to yield adequate revenues, and if rates are now
to be lowered on account of bad times, where will this leave

the railroads? As seen on the diagram, other industries in

good times, as shown by the rise in wholesale prices, reaped

large profits out of which surpluses could be accumulated for

use in bad times; it is shown just as clearly how the railroads

were denied the enjoyment of this right; yet there is a coun-

try-wide demand before they have enjoyed the too long de-

layed relief contemplated by the Transportation Act, 1920,

that there should be a general reduction of rates. . . .

The Transportation Act imposes on the Interstate Com-
merce Commission the duty of providing revenues and on

the Federal Labor Board the duty of fixing wages, which is

by far the largest single item of operating expenses. If

wages are reduced to the general level of peace-time wages

in other pursuits, such reduction, in connection with the con-

stantly increasing efficiency of operation, to which we have

already called attention, should control one factor determin-

ing net income; while the operations of the Transportation

Act, if allowed to function without interference, will control

the other.

Irresponsible statements as to fabulous sums that can be

saved by common use of train and terminal facilities, unifica-

tion of management and by the expenditure of still more

fabulous sums in capital—that could not be obtained at all

—

to make wholesale improvements, must not be accepted with-

out most careful investigation.

It must be remembered that during two years, 1918-1919,

the Federal Railroad Administration, with autocratic control

of revenues, expenses and character of service, accomplished

little in these directions, although the public, from patriotic

motives, cheerfully submitted to many inconveniences and

inferior service. Economies in the indicated directions have

long been the subject of study by the carriers; some of them

have for many years been in use by all of the roads, and all

of them 1 iv some of the roads.

Railroad executives have established agencies to give all

questions of economic and efficient management thorough

study by the highest talent obtainable, and they may be

trusted in every respect to furnish the "honest, efficient and

economic management" required bv the Transportation Act,

1920.
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Car Surpluses and Shortages

The data which are given on preceding pages relative to

revenue freight car loading and bad order freight cars

would not be complete without the figures of car sur-

pluses and shortages. There are given herewith, therefore,

the figures from the beginning of 1917 to date. It will be

seen that the peak of net car surplus was reached in April

but that since that time the surplus has been gradually

decreasing.

Am

\ges and Surpluses of Freight E&uiph

Shortages Si

64,994
130,478
117,267
1918

January 1 79,738
February 1 83,183
March 1 127,117

il 1 50.584April 1

May 1

.

Tunc 1

J«>y 1 ;
August 1

September 1 . . .

October 1

November 1 . .

.

December 1 . .

.

January 1

Febi uary ] . . .

.

March 1

April 1

May 1

June 1

July 1

13,835
71,224
62,806
58,434
35,922
45,740
91,691
156,827

269,344
354. 452
448.864
426,424

284,828
182,206

Si m mar-. 01 Ni-i Sn

1917
Shortages Surpluses August 1

February 1 109,988
"

B

March 1 130,082

April 1 144,797
May 1 148,627

June 1 106,649

July 1 77,144

August 1 42,682
September 1 40,122
October I,,..
November 1..
1 h bet I

September 1

.

24,388
37,244

15.... 54,871
23 58,200

October 1 52,525
8 53,482

15 53,382
23 52.995

November 1 47,354
5,770

ii

15..
23..

nbei I

ry 1.

15
23.... 16,636

1920
30,253

8 40,981
" 15 58,016
" 23 69,156

1 85.106
8 88,454

15 89,139
March 1 69,200

• 70,519
15 79,640

" 2.! 154.613
April S 88,624

EST

rpluses
88,629
42,052
37,517
5,113

7,229
12,812
9,357
9,130
12,093

ill 5 81,488
23 69,782

May 8 81,277
" 15 88,517
" 23 101,470

June 1 110,687
•• 8 113,975
" 15 119.926
" 23 123,932

July 1 129,193
" 8 120,548
" 15 113,829
" 23 116,298

August 1 129,959
8 123,109

" 15 123,993
" 23 140,504

June 8.

July

ber 1 ... 151,223
8 . . . 109,408

15
23 ... 90,543

... 79.194
15.. ... 72.551
23.. ... 68,120

November 1 ... 55,856

8 ... 31,847
'•

15 ... 19,068
23 2,488

" 30 34,395
December 8 69,073

"
15 105,646
22

Total

118,667

Tolal Unfilled Excess of
Car Kequis. Idle Cars

197,733 3,808 193.925
258,678 1,929 256,749
288,115 1,653 286.462
301,997 1,328 300,669
324,186 810 323,376
358,065 692 357,373
392.550 388 392,162
423,193 441 422,752
413,450 650 412,800
422,207 459 421,748
424,409 594 423,815
459,411 476 458,935
495,904 123 495,781
507,427 153 507,274
499,479 231 499,248
483.067 202 482.865
482,352 276 482,076
471,922 264 471,658
450,453 289 450.164
422,823 255 422,568
394,040 339 393,701
389,526 449 389,077
381,746 220 381.526
377,850 270 377.580
373,791 663 373,128
369,925 398 369,527

"As reported by Am. RR. Assn., Car Service Div.—February 1 to June 1,
1917. U. S. Railroad Administration—July 1, 1917, to December 31, 1919.
Am. RR. Assn., Car Service Div.—January 1 to December 15, 1920.
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Net Freight Car Surpluses and Shortages, January 1, 1917, to Date. Plotted by Months to July, 1919. Since Then by Weeks

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

Loading ol revenue freight totaled 776,252 cars during the

week ended July 16, according to the reports of the
Car Service Division of the American Railway Associa-

tion, This was an increase of 136,554 cars over the preced
ing week when, however, the observance of Fourth of Julv
resulted in a drop in the total.

The total for the week of July 16 was 166,599 cars less

than were loaded during the corresponding week in 1
(>20 and

1-26,044 less than were loaded during the corresponding week
in 1919, but it was approximately 1,400 cars more than were
loaded during the week which ended on Julv 2 last and which
consisted of six full working days.

With the exception of coke, increases were reported in the
loading of all commodities during the week of July 16,

compared with the previous week. The largest increase was
in the loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight which
includes manufactured products. This totaled 463,085 cars

or an increase of 73.,298 cars over the week before bul

less than during the corresponding week last year.

Coal Loadings totaled 152,116, which was an increase of

25,785 cars over the previous week. It was. however, ap-
proximahh 55,000 cars under the total for the corresponding
week in 1920 and 36,600 cars below the total for the corre-

sponding week in 1910.

A gam of 18,976 cars in the number loaded with grain and
grain products over the previous week was shown by reports,

bringing the total for the week to 56,991
Loading of forest products during the week reached 44,037

cars, or an increase of 0,681 cars over the preceding week,
while there was a gain of 5.172 in the number of cars loaded
with ore. thus bringing the total for the week b 51,484. Re-
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ports showed 24,802 cars loaded with live stock, which was

an increase of 3,735 cars over the week before, while coke

loadings totaled 3,737 cars or a decrease of 93 cars compared

with the week of July 9.

With the exception of grain and grain products the total

loading for each class of commodities during the week of

July 16 was less than during the corresponding week in 1920.

Increases were reported in all districts over the week before.

Due principally to a reduction in the demand for coal cars

in the Eastern district, an increase of 2,525 in the number of

surplus cars during the week ended on July 15 was shown
by reports received by the Car Service Division of the Ameri-

can Railway Association. The average for the week was

372,050 as compared with 369,525 for the preceding week.

Surplus coal cars numbered 173,617, an increase of 12,011,

while surplus box cars totaled 135,633, a decrease of 9,479.

This increase was due largely to the increased demand for

grain cars in the wheat sections.

In addition to the 372,050 surplus cars, reports just re-

ceived by the Car Service Division show that on July 1

there were also 354,611 freight cars out of repair or 15.4

per cent of the cars on line. On June 15, there were 346,861

bad order cars or 15.1 per cent of the cars on line.

Movement of grain and grain products has recently been

heavier than for the corresponding period of the past three

years. From June 4 to July 16 inclusive, 297,881 cars were

loaded with grain and grain products. This was 67,403 cars

more than were loaded during the corresponding period in

1920 and 70,043 cars in excess of the total for the corre-

sponding period in 1919. During the week which ended on

July 16, according to reports received by the Car Sendee
Division, 56,991 cars were loaded with grain and grain

products which was an increase of approximately 19,000 over

the preceding week. During the corresponding week in 1920,

the total was only 33,967, and in 1919. 45,466 cars.

The big increase in the movement of grain over the pre-

ceding years has resulted in some difficulty being experienced

at such points as Galveston and Chicago in the handling by
the elevators of the increased volume but through the co-

operation of the grain concerns and the railroads, which
were represented by the Car Service Division, the situation is

being cleared. At Galveston, it was necessary to place em-
bargoes against certain elevators but these have since been

lifted except by one road. Reports on Monday showed 3,061

cars of grain standing at Galveston and 8,000 cars at Chi-

cago. Reports received by the Car Service Division show that

75 per cent of the Texas crop, which will move through Gal-

veston for export, has already been loaded.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS
Summary—All Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Years Aco.

Grain
and
grain

products

For Week Ended Saturday, July 9, 1921

:
freight loaded Received from connections

Eastern 1921
1920

Allegheny 1921
1920

Pocahontas 1921
1920

Southern 1921
1920

Northwestern 1921
1920

Central Western 1921
1920

nthwestern

Total all roads.

compared

.

compared,
compared

.

compared.

1921
1920
1921
1920
W19
1920
1920
1919
1919

5,765
5,020
2,591
2,457
152
107

2,835
2,967
6,995
7,991
13,016
7,745
6,661
3,506

38,015
29,793
31,673
8,222

' '6,342

2,163
2,046
2,564
3.037
190
121

1,895
2,291
5,623
5,328
6,972
6,842
1,660
2,232

21,067
21,897
24,769

3,702

3,717 2,029
6,907 9,053
1,848 6,018
3,074 9,997
1,129 11

1,665 134
11,976 302
15,011 2,519
7,387 16,639
8,704 41,925
3,259 412
4,375 4,294
5,040 901
6,275 642
34,356 26,312
46,011 68,564

19LS32 50,803 66,362

57,796 ' 6,097 11,655 42,252
3,830

65,201 16,447 40,050

34,518
51,115
38,361
50,328
17,510
20,774
16,470
26,308
5,075
9,137
11,653
20,277
2,744
6,188

126,331
184,127

636
2,737
1,991
4,681

511
1,151
143
403

Corre- Corre-
'

Corre- Corre-
Mdse. Miscel- This sponding sponding This sponding sponding
UC.L. laneous Year Year Year Year Year Year

1921 1920 1919 1921 1920 1919
47,719 56,782 153,329 161,703
22,132 91,052 190,062 203,829 243,403 211,144
37,889 40,313 131,575 87,148
32,820 56,582 162,976 181,203 132,709 125,315
2,234 4.162 25,404 11,490

93 7,980 31,561 38,889 20,314 16,872
29,740 32,130 95,734 58,377
24.925 42,992 117,178 109,261 71,541 55,213
23,830 25,525 91,585 36,289
18,965 39,051 132,252 134,783 56,605 47,264
26,113 29,641 91,209 43,872
28,209 34.494 106,639 98,160 65,484 58,713
13,133 20,576 50,862 36,050
14,253 22,324 5S.523 43,720 43,941 39,608

180,658 209,129 639,698 434,929
141,397 294,475

444,706
796,191

809,845
633,997

554,129
39,261

85,346 156,493 199,068
180,658

235,577 170,147 1 19,200

L. C. L. Merchandise loading figures for 1921 and 1920 are not comparable, as some
laneous of 1920. Add merchandise and

July 2 1921

June 25 1921
June 18 1921
June 11 1921

Summary—All Di

40,547
38,821
40,994
41,119

24,923
28.223
28,541
29,135

ellaneous columns to get a fair comparison.

30,335 215,887

not able to separate the

157,265
156,999
157,243
163,088

4,354
4,557
5,102
4,788

47,542
49,427
50,472
51,393

28.921
28,866
30,179

215.678
215,622
215,740

253,955
252,429
253,901
253.555

774,808
775,061
780,741
788,997

891,621
911,503
916,736
930,976

743,226
845.684
807,907
807,205

511,035
516,603
514,358
509,129

651,932 584,596
664,42» 591,200
675,443 574,895
681.514 563,838

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

tricts. Comparison of Totals This Year. Last Year. Two Years Ago. For Week Ended Saturday. July 16. 1921

Total revenue freight loaded Received from connections

Districts: Year
Eastern 1921

1920
Allegheny 1921

1920
Pocahontas 1921

1920
Southern 1921

1920
Northwestern .... 1921

1920
Central Western.. 1921

1920
Southwestern .... 1921

1920
Total, all roads... 1921

1920
1919

Increase compared 1920
Decrease compared 1920
Increase compared 1919
Decrease compared 1919

L.C.L, Merchandise
of 1920. Add merchand

July 9 1921
July 2 1921
June 25 1921
Tune 18 1921

Grain
and grain
products

9,430
5,927
4,004
2,130
254
156

4,167
2,841
9,096
8,822
20,447
9,611
9,593
4,480

56,991
33,967
45,466
23,024

Live
stock
2,668
2.609
2,888
2,716
222
146

2,083
2,293
6.609
7,300
8.184
8,660
2,148
2,919

24,802
!t,,(,r

33,48

11,525
1,8

Coal
41,926
58,164
45,428
59,228
20,299
21,931
19,586
26,777
6,456

11,470
14,233
23,455
4,188
6,400

152,116
207,425
188,750

Coke
810

2,760
1,850
5,818

30
743
238
515
493

1,301

Fcrest
products

4,441
8,771
2,537
3,154
1,394
1,986

13,959
16,268
11,006
13,582
4,732
5,775
5,968
7,264

44,037
56,800
61,678

1,775
8,863
7,073

10,347
23

220
288

3,235
20,955
49.756

576
5,122
794
679

31,484
78,222
78,960

55.309 12,763 46,738

Mer-
chandise
L.C.L.
55,894
34,685
41,825
38,263
2,603
3,099

34,019
31,459
27,868
22,554
30,681
33,654
15,189
17,158

208,079

109.116
27,207

Miscel-
laneous
71,172
106,487
49,934
70,426
4,782
6,337

35,249
45,739
34,269
53,719
35,299
40,554
J4.301
23,992

255,006
347,254
384,839

Corre-
sponding

This year year
1921 1920

188,116

155,539

29,607

109,589

116,752

114,321

62,328

776,252

Corre-
sponding

Coire- Corre-
sponding sponding

36,634

1921

38,015
40,5-17

38,821
40,994

21,067
24,923
28,229
28.541

126.331
157,265
156,999
157,243

d 1920 are
mns to get

3,830
4,354
4,557
5,102

17,641 47,476

not comparable as

a fair comparisoi

34,356
47,542
49,427
50,472

98,963

228,266

192,082

34,618

129,127

168,504

127'.261

62,993

942,851

219,296

189i8ii

3M34

116,723

16M76

1 15,241

63,ii5

181,537

98,804

li.'iis

62.593

40.5 i 3

47,348

41,280

484.J66

1920 1919

262,919 231,689

141.590 136,oi6

902,296

20,914

78!7S6

62,'306

66.621

48,'55i

68 i,684

18,348

69,085

6i,656

61,862

48,591

roads ai

! 166,599

126.044 .....

not able to separate

197,384

'.'.'.'.'. 143,541

their L.C.L. freight

627.841

nd miscellaneous

26.312
30,335
28,921
28,866

180,658 209,129 639,698 796,191 809,845 434,929 633,997 554,129

215,887 253,955 774.808 891,621 743,226 511,035 651,932 584.596
215,678 252,429 775.061 911.503 845,684 516,603 664,420 591,200
215,622 253,901 7S0.741 916,736 807,907 514,358 675,443 574,895



Locomotive Resistance and Mechanical Efficiency

Investigation Shows Resistance Can Best Be Expressed

in Terms of Mechanical Efficiency

By Kiichi Asakura

Mechanical Engineer, Japanese Govemmenl Railways, Tokio, Japan

WiiKN a locomotive tun- with a uniform speed on a

level tangent track, it requires some force to main-

tain its motion. This force is used to overcome the

locomotive resistana which is the sum of the following re-

sistances:

(a) Resistance of the driving gear, i.e., that of the piston,

piston rod, valve gear, crosshead, crank pin, etc., and re-

American Loco. Co.

StraW
Sanzin CD-I.Sm)59ins

Kiesel

Am.Ry. Eng. Ass.

Dalby (0- 1.5m) 59ins.

7
/

Fig. 1.

1ST
30 40

Speed Per Hour.

-Several Locomotive Resistance Formulae Plotted for

Comparison

sistance caused by tin- impact of tin- reciprocating parts

this resistance combined with that of (b), explained be-

low, corresponds to the machine friction of the usual steam
engine.

(Ii) Resistance at the journal of the axle due to friction.

(i ) Resistance between the wheel and the rail, i.e., rolling

frictil ii nl' the wheel upon the rail, that caused by the slipping

wheel tread ami flange on the rail, and that due to the

deformation of the rail.

(d) Air resistance.

(e) Miscellaneous resistances, i.e., resistances at buffers

coupling-, those iluv to vibration, etc.

Among the above mentioned resistances that of (a) exists

only in the locomotive, while the others exist both in the

locomotive and in the cars, and for this reason the locomotive

resistance is greater than the ( ar resistance (for a given

weight). The fact that the locomotive resistance is greater

to a considerable extent than the ear resistance shows that

the resist! (a) constitutes an important part of the locomo-

tive resistance, and therefore the locomotive resistance be-

ihe greater as tile driving gear becomes more compli-

cated and bigger. In the resistance formula? recently pub-
lished by several authors, thi u into

consideration and th< lormuke include generally the three

following terms:

1. Resistana caused by thi weight on tru<k wheels and
tender.

2. Resistance caused by the adhesive weight.

3. Air resistance.

The old resistance formulae do not differentiate the above

terms

Resi
I

ed by the weight on truck wheels and tender

is independent of the driving gear and therefore this re-

sistance may be treated as that of a tar of the same weight

pet axle. Air resistance is independent of the locomotive

weight and may be considered separately from other parts

ii i 1m locomotive resistance.

Resist. in. r caused by tl weight is the resistance
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Fig. 2.—Locomotive Resistance Plotted with Speed as a Base

mentioned under items (b),
I

ace of

the total driving gear (a). ["his resistance is ver

plicated and is i ral empirical formulae.

But the results of the calculation b) several forraul

from each Other in ver) great amounts and often do no

cide with the experimental data. The object of this work is

unine how to calculate the resistance caused bv the ad-

211
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hesive weight, to make the calculated results coincide with

experimental results closer than the usual formulae.

Experimental Data

If the locomotive resistance is measured by a test on an

actual road, it is almost impossible to separate therefrom

the resistance caused by the adhesive weight alone. More-

over, the experimental data usually contain several irregular

factors resulting from lack of such long straight track, of

level or uniform gradient, as to enable the. running conditions

to be kept uniform. If, on the contrary, the locomotive re-

sistance is measured in the testing plant, the resistance caused

by the adhesive weight alone is measured and moreover in

such a test the tractive force, speed, throttle opening, cut oti

duration of test, etc., may be regulated as is demanded. For

this reason, the experimental data obtained in the testing

plant are more exact and reliable and should be taken as the

basis for the investigation of the locomotive resistance caused

by the adhesive weight. The experimental data obtained in

Purdue University, at the St. Louis Exposition, at the Al-

toona Testing Plant of the Pennsylvania Railroad, in Il-

linois University, at our Oi Testing Plant, etc., are applica-

ble for that purpose.

The resistance measured in the testing plant will be differ-

ent from that obtained by road test in the amount of the re-

sistances between wheels and rails and miscellaneous re-
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Fig. 3.—Locomotive Resistance Plotted on the Basis of

Cut-off

sistaiices. But since these resistances constitute only a small

part of the total resistance, excepting the case of a very bad

road, this difference has no great effect upon the determina-

tion of the locomotive resistance. Moreover, since the re-

sistances of several locomotives differ from each other to a

considerable extent and it is almost impossible to establish a

formula exactly applicable to every locomotive, as will be

shown hereafter, the experimental data in the testing plants

may be adopted, without a serious error, as the basis of the

determination of the locomotive resistance. Thus in this in-

vestigation the data of the following simple locomotives in

the above mentioned tests are adopted and for the estima-

tion of the steam consumption, the experimental data of the

superheater locomotives at Altoona Testing Plant alone are

adopted.

Na e of railroad Testing plant Type of locomotive

nsylvania Altoona 4-4-2 Sup. (No. 51).
sylvania Altoona 4-4-2 S>

Pennsylvania Altoona 4-6-2 Sup.
Pennsylvania Altoona 2-8-2 Sup
Illinois Central. .Univ of 111 2-8-0 Sat. ..

Pennsylvania St. Louis Exp... 2-8-0 Sat. (No
L. S. & M. S St. Louis E'xp...2-80 Sat. < N

I No.
89).

877).
1752).

Formulae Usually Used

The resistance formula usually used expresses the resist-

ance in the form of so many pounds per ton of the adhesive

%*t

^ , •

—5_—._.,

—

__!__^__
, !

* ? 1; ;
—

-

Cut-Off at Cylinder, Per Cent.

Fig. 4.—Resistance Expressed as Mean Effective Pressure and

Plotted with Cut-off as a Base

weight; that is to say, the resistance is considered to be pro-

portional to the weight. As the internal friction of the en-

gine constitutes the essential part of the resistance, several

authors made their formulae in such form that the construc-

tion of the locomotive and the number of revolutions of the

driving wheels have some effect upon the amount of the re-

sistance. But other authorities considered the resistance to

be independent of such factors. The following are well

known formulae usually used.

( 1 ) Formula of the American Locomotive Company.

The resistance is stated to be 22.2 lb. per short ton |
25

lb. per long ton or 11 kg. per 1,000 kg.) or the resistance is

independent of locomotive construction and speed (for the

Mallet type, greater resistance is adopted). This formula

is very simple, but it is not certain whether the resistance

may be expressed so simply.

(2) Strain's formula.
Resistance in lb. Resistance in

Type of locomotive per ton kgs. per 1,000 kgs.

4 Wheel-coupled, 2 cyls I 3 - •>"?

6 Wheel-coupled, 2 cyls !«•*
J-f

8 Wheel-coupled, 2 cyls 18 - 8 »•*

10 Wheel-coupled, 2 cyls 20.8 9.3

The resistance is considered to be independent of the speed

but to increase as the number of coupled axles increases.
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As the number of coupled axles increases the construction be-

comes so much more complicated and therefore the total re-

sistance will increase. But as the adhesive weight increases

at the same time, it is not certain that the specific resistance

increases as the number of coupled axles. In our Oi Testing

Plant, we have found that the specific resistance increased to

a considerable amount when we made a test of a 4-wheel-

couplcd locomotive which was made temporarily a 4-wheel-

coupled by taking off a pair of coupling rods of the 6-wheel-

coupled engine. The resistance of such a 4-wheel-coupled

locomotive may differ from that of a well proportioned
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Fig. 5.—Mechanical Efficiency Bears a Definite Relation to

Speed and Cut-off

4-wheel-coupled locomotive, but this test may serve to indi-

cate the fact that the specific resistance does not increase as

the number of axles.

(3) Sanzin's formula:

Resistance in lb., per ton Resistance in kg. per 1,000 kg.
I.' it' bv

a' + a +
D' 10 D 10

D' = dia. nf the driving wheel in D — dia. of the driving wheels in
feet. meters,

v' = speed in miles per hour. v — speed in km. per hour,

a', b', a, b, = constants as follows:
a' b' a b

4 Wheel coupled 12.3 9.5 5.5 0.8
6, Wheel coupled 15.7 11.8 7.0 1.0
8 Wheel coupled 18.0 33.1 8.0 2.8
10 Wheel coupled 19.8 42.5 8.8 3.6

This formula indicates that the greater the number of

coupled axles tin- greater i- the resistance, and therefore mav
not represent a true resistance as was shown in the case of
Strain's formula. In fart several resistance formulae were
in, ill. as the results of experiments on German and Austrian
railways. The run off test, the throttle being shut, was
usually applied for the determination of the frictional loss.

However, since, as is shown hereafter, the frictional loss is

much dependent upon the power developed, the run off test

result ought not to be as well suited for the determination of
the frictional loss as the results obtained in a testing plant.

The second term of this formula contains —which represents

the number of revolutions of the driving wheel. Sanzin as-

sumes simply that the resistance will be increased if the num-
ber of revolutions increases. This assumption seems to be
right as is sluvvn hereafter.

(4) Kiesel's formula:

22 + 0.15 (n— 1) v', lb. per short ton.

24.6 + 0.168 (n— 1) v' lh. per long ton.

10.9 + 0.0467 (n— 1) v, kg. per 1,000 kg.

v' = speed in miles per hour.
v = speed in km. per hour,
n = number of coupled axles.

This formula also shows that the resistance increases with

the number of coupled axles but the rate of increase is small.

When the axles are coupled together each is dependent upon

the motion of the other, and so resistance due to slip between

wheels and rails may increase. This formula also shows

that the resistance increases with the speed. Since, however,

only the second term of the formula is dependent upon speed,

the increase of specific resistance with the speed is only little.

That the second term, which is comparatively a small part

of the resistance, is dependent upon the speed and the num-

ber of coupled axles, may prove that the second term repre-

sents essentially the resistance between wheel- and rails. Then

this formula shows that the essential part of the resistance is

constanl and is mail\ equal to that given by the formula of

the American Lot omotive Co.

(5) Formula of the American Railway Engineering

Association

:

S0n
18.7-| lb. per short ton

21. + lb. per long ton

9.4 +
\V

kg. per 1,000 kg.

W' = Adhesive weight in short tons

W" rr Adhesive weisht in long tons

W — Adhesive weight in metric tons

n = No. of coupled axles

This formula shows that the greater part of the resistance

is constant and the remaining part increases in inverse pro-

Z0 30 40
Cut-0ff, PerCent.

Fig. 6.—Mechanical Efficiency at Various Speeds on the Basis

of Cut-off

portion to the axle load. In America the resistance of 22.2

lb. per short ton is adopted very often and it is usually said

that about SO per cent of the above value corresponds to the

internal resistance. Then the first term of the formula may
represent the internal resistance, and the second term may
represent the resistance between wheels and rails. That the
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resistance decreases when the axle load increases is coinci-

dent with the experimental results of cars in America.

(6) Dalby's formula:
120

lb./ton

I able II shows the mean resistance by the adhesive weight
obtained by experiments of locomotives given in Table I and
also of other locomotives tested at the St. Louis Exposition:

+ 0.05
16.3

+ 0.0138 n. v, kg. per 1,000 kg.

Table 1

1

D' — dia. of driving wheel in fee!

D — dia of driving wheel in meters
v' — speed in miles per hour
v — speed in kilometers per hour
n — number of coupled axles

In Dalby's formula the resistance is given in the form of

so many pounds per ton of the total weight. But when we
consider only the part of the resistance caused by the ad-
hesive weight the formula takes the above form.

The first term of this formula shows the internal resistani e

and was determined from some special case of Prof. Goss's
experiments. The second term represents the resistance be-

Cut-Off, PerCent.

\. of railway Loci nini
i

..4-4-2 Sup. ...'.

..4-4-2 Sup

..4-4-2 de Glehn Comjj.

. .
4-4-2 Kaldwin Comp.

..4-4 Honnover Comp.

. . 4-4 2 Cole Comp

..4-6-2 Sup

..2-8-2 Sup

.-.2-8-0

..2-8-0
2-8-0

Michigan Central 2-8-0

2-10-0 Tandem Comp.

As is observed from the table the resistance of the loco-
mi -live with more coupled axles is not greater than that of the

Cut -Off, PerCent.
JO 40 SO

Pennsylv _

Pennsylvania .

.

Ivania ..

1 1 -uiia . .

vania . .

Pen] Urmia . .

Ivania
ivania . .

Illinois Central.
Pennsylvania .

.

Resistance
by adhesiv e weight

Kg. per
lb. per ton l.OuCkg.

63.0 43.3 19.3
59.5 31.7 14.1
39.2 26.3 11.7
44.2 44.5 19.9
29.2 26.1 11.6
49.2 30.4 13.6
80.3 31.0 13.8
105.0 36.7 16.4
89.7 28.3 12.6
77.4 45.5 20.3

23.5 10.5
73.5 24.8 11.1

104.0 36.0 16.1

Fig. 7.—Steam Consumption Per Indicated Horsepower Hour at Various Speeds and Cut-offs

tween wheels and rails and was estimated from the experi-

mental data of a 4-4-0 type locomotive.

Beside the formulae above mentioned there are still mam-
other formulae. Since, however, these formulae usually ex-

press the resistance per ton of total weight, and it is impos-
sible to separate the resistance only due to the adhesive
weight, neither comparison nor discussion was made about
these formulae.

As was explained already, all the above formulae have
some defect in their forms, when we consider them theo-

retically. The above formulae are plotted in a diagram,
Fig. 1, which shows how great a deviation exists among them.

In fact each formula may represent the experimental result

of one locomotive, but it is not applicable to another locomo-
tive and perhaps to any other case.

locomotive with less coupled axles. Moreover, the resistance

of locomotives with the same number of coupled axles differs

to a very great extent. Thus the above experimental results

do not justify the correctness of expressing the resistance in

terms of the number of coupled axles.

To find out if there is some relation between the resistance

per t. n weight and the number of revolutions of the driving

whirls ,ir rut off in the cylinders, the experimental results

of tin locomotives in Table I are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3.

From these diagrams we cannot observe any regular relation,

except that the resistance may be dependent upon the number
of revolutions. The spots representing the resistance are dis-

tributed irregularly between 13 lb. and 63 lb. Even if we
eliminate the specially high and low values, they are scat-

tered between 20 and 50 lb. These figures may serve to
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prove that the resistance ought not to be expressed in the

form of so many pounds per ton weight, although such form

is usually adopted.

Resistance and Mean Effective

Pressure in the Cylinder

Since the internal resistance is to be dependent upon the

size of the driving gear, and the steam pressure in the cyl-

inder ought to have some effect upon the resistance, there is

some hope that the resistance may be expressed as a func-

whether the locomotive resistance may be expressed in the

form of the efficiency. The mechanical efficiency of the lo-

comotives of Table I i- plotted in connection with the num-
ber of revolutions of the driving wheel and the cut ofi in the

cylinder, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Though we find from

these figures that the relation between these factors is not

regular enough, it is still by far more regular than the case

in which the resistance is expressed in terms of unit weight

or of mean effective pressure. As the design, workmanship,

lubrication, etc., differ in each locomotive, it will be impos-
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Fig. 8.—Steam Consumption of Superheated Locomotives Per Indicated Horsepower Hour at Various Cut-offs and Speeds

tion of the mean effective pressure in the cylinder. Prof.

Goss gives in his work the following values of the mean ef-

fective pressure, which corresponds to the resistance, stating

that it is almost independent of the speed, and decreases

with the later cut off.

Cut off, per cent

M. E. P, corresponding
!

to the resistance
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sible to expect the experimental results of several locomo-

tives in i mil. ide and to give sufficiently regular relatii

tween the mechanical efficiency and number of revolutions

or in an effective pressure. We can acknowledge from Fig.

5 that the efficiency increases slightly as the number of revo-

lutions of the driving wheel increases, so long as the num-
ber of revolutions is small, and then the efficiency decreases

as the number of revolutions increases, fhe loss due to im-

20 30 40 50 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 250 280 300 320

Cut-Off, Per Cent. , Nurnberof Revolutions of Driving Wheels PerMlnute.

Fig. 9.—Steam Consumption Per Drawbar Horsepower Hour with Varying Speed and Cut-off

If this statement may Ih- applicable to any locomotive, the
resistance will be calculated from the above data. When,
however, the mean effective pressure corresponding to the re-

sistance of the locomotives of the Pennsylvania Railroad be
ton- mentioned, is plotted in connection with the cut off,

a? is shown in Fig. 1, it is found that the resistance is not ex-

pressed as a function of the mean effective pressure.

Resistance and Mechanical Efficiency

As the internal friction loss oi -train engines i- expi

in the form of the efficiency, it is quite natural to investigate

pad of the reciprocating parts will be greater at a high

number of revolutions, and this may be the cause of the de-

cline in the efficienc) at high speed, fig. 6 shows that the

efficienc) ini reases with the later cut off. The rate of change

of force acting in every part of the driving gear d©
with the later cut off and this may be the cause of rise in

the efficienc) at th and 6 each repre-

sent tin- relation of the efficiency, numl>er of revolutions and
.in off. Though in each figure the points are distributed in

a rather too irregular order to trace curves representing the

relation, the other figun lid in tin curve f
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the relation given by the two figures must be the

same. Thus the curves in Figs. 5 and 6 were drawn and
are represented by the following equations:

e= [lOO-
4
-^] -(0.0055-0.00004 c) [n-^J LS

e = mechanical efficiency.

c = cut off in per cent.

n = number of revolutions of driving wheels per min.

The maximum efficiency is given by the following equa-

tions :

440
e max = 100

c

rhe number of revolutions with which the efficiency should

be maximum is given by the following equation:

6500

100—

c

Application of the Efficiency Formula for the

Determination of the Tractive Force

The most usual application of the resistance formula is

to find out the effective tractive force from the indicated trac-

tive force. The efficiency formula may also be applied for

the same purpose, though the calculation in this case is not

so simple, as the case in which resistance is expressed in

terms of unit weight. In such calculation the steam evap-

oration of the boiler and the steam consumption per indicated

horse power hour are estimated and thus the indicated horse

power developed by the locomotive is calculated, from which
the indicated tractive force is calculated. By deducting the

locomotive resistance from the indicated tractive force, the

available tractive force is calculated.

Now, by using the above efficiency formula, we can calcu-

late the steam consumption per drawbar horsepower hour
corresponding to several numbers of revolutions and cut offs.

Then the drawbar horsepower which can be developed by
the locomotive, can be calculated. Thus the effective draw-
bar pull can be obtained if the proper care be taken in

determining the resistance due to the weight on truck wheels

and tender and the air resistance. The calculation of the

drawbar pull as above explained is to be applied to the case

in which the drawbar pull is limited by the boiler capacity

or the speed is not very low. If the speed is low the draw-

bar pull is limited either by the adhesive weight or by the

cylinder effort. The drawbar pull calculated from the ad-

hesive weight is the effective drawbar pull, so that there is

no need of considering the internal resistance.

Now to consider the cylinder tractive effort, we take the

mechanical efficiency from Fig. S at 90 per cent, since the

speed is low. The steam pressure drop from the boiler up
to the cylinder may be taken from the experimental data of

the locomotives previously mentioned being at most 5 per

cent, at low speeds. Then the total loss is 15 per cent,

or, as is usually adopted in America, the tractive effort can

be expressed as follows:

_ 0.85 Pd-1

D
T = Tractive effort.

P = Boiler pressure.

d, 1 = Dia. and stroke of cylinder.

D = Dia. of driving wheel.

When the locomotive runs without steam the resistance will

be different, but this case is not treated here.

Steam Consumption
Steam consumption is considered only in the case of the

superheater locomotive. The steam consumption depends
upon the number of revolutions, cut off and steam tempera-

ture. I bus thi steam consumption per indicated iiorse power
hour is plotted in connection with the cut off, for 120, 160,

180 and 320 r. p. m., as shown in Fig. 7. There
me tendency for the steam consumption to decrease

the -team temperature increases. Since, however, the

difference is small, when the superheat is more than 160 deg.

F. (89 deg. C.) the steam consumption is assumed to be

independent of the superheat, provided that the superheat

is considerably high. I hen the steam consumption per indi-

horse power hour i- represented in connection with the

number of revolutions and cut off as shown in Fig. 8. By
dividing the steam consumption thus obtained by the cor-

responding mechanical efficiency, we get the steam consump-
tion per draw bar horse power as shown in Fig. 9. The
value of this figure is to be applied to the calculation of the

tractive force.

Conclusion

It was explained that it was more rational to consider the

locomotive resistance in terms of mechanical efficiency than

in terms of unit weight as was usually done. The formula

for the mechanical efficiency was established. Also the steam

consumption was investigated in connection with the num-
ber of the revolutions . and cut off, and thus the more rational

method of calculation of draw bar pull was introduced.

Since for the experiment d data for the steam consumption,

those of the superheater locomotives of Pennsylvania Rail-

road were adopted, the result obtained should be applied

strictly speaking only to superheater locomotives having a

boiler pressure of 205 lb. per sq. in. But the result will be

applicable to all the superheater locomotives commonly used

without serious error.

Canadian Pacific Uses
Heavy Slabs for Bridge Spans

While not the fikst to use reinforced concrete slabs

for bridge or trestle spans, the Canadian Pacific has

probably carried this development as far as any rail-

road in North America as regards the use of long spans.

Thus, in 1918 labs in 36 ft. and 34 ft. lengths were used

for the decks of an unusual reinforced concrete tresde carry-

Street Subway in Montreal Involving the Use of 36 Ft. Slabs

for the Roadway Spans

ing a double-track main line over a gorge 100 ft. deep and
nearly 400 ft. wide just east of North Toronto. This struc-

ture was described in the Railway Age of August 16, 1918,

page 2,s (
>. Another application is illustrated in the photo-

graph showing the use of 3o-ft. slabs for a grade separation

subway in Montreal. Slabs of this kind have now been
standardized in various lengths up to 3S ft. 4 in. and feature

in the renewal of pile trestles and steel girder spans. In this

connection they are sometimes hauled distances of as much
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as 300 miles from the casting yard to the bridge site. The

34-ft. 4-in. slabs weigh 101,000 lb. each.

The design of the slab follows the generally accepted prac-

tice. Rectangular section slabs are used for lengths under

20 ft. while the slabs 20 ft. long and over are of the T-section

illustrated in the drawing. All slabs are made 6 ft. 6 in.

wick-, thus requiring two for each track and as the parapet

I
separately all the slabs are alike except those having

ends carried on abutments without backwalls which must be

View Underneath, Showing the T-Beam Construction

provided with diaphragms to till in the open space under

the flanges of the T-slabs.

The concrete is composed of l-lJ^-3 mixture, using sand

and broken stone for the aggregate. About 300 lb. of rein-

forcing material is required per cubic yard of concrete and

this is of medium open-hearth steel. The bars are usually

ordered of the manufacturer to be delivered cut to required

lengths and bent according to a detailed bending diagTam,

the bars being tagged with an identifying mark.

the top of the slabs, a special sling is used which is carried

by lifting rods passing through four 2 I4-in. diameter holes

(two near each end of slab) placed at such distance from

the end as to be well clear of the bearing in order that tackle

may be released when the slab is landed.

We are indebted for the above information to J. M. R.

Fairbairn, chief engineer, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, Que.

P. B. Motley, engineer of bridges, was responsible for design.

Shall the Crossing Alarm
Whistle Be Modified?

By E. H. Hemus
Assistant Claim Agent, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Tii mi.ii the increased danger incident to the enormous

number of high-speed automobiles now- in use on our

highways, it has been proposed to improve the whistle

signal, to be given from the locomotive, with a view to more

effectively safeguarding traffic at highway crossings. It has

been suggested that it might be well to sound the whistle

continuously from the whistling post to the crossing; but no

practical operating officer sees am merit in that proposal.

One thing certainly ought to be done and that is to comply

strictly with the laws in every state; and enginemen should

be required to familiarize themselves with the statutes in

each state in which they may have to run. Sounding the

crossing signal twice, instead of once—that is to say, eight

blasts instead of four—also would be but a partial remedy

for the difficulty. The most direct and rational course would

be to enforce with greater care the rubs now in effect.

The claim department should show the management just

how many crossing accidents have occurred in each state

traversed by the company's lines, and this should be followed

by checking up the enginemen to see how careful they are.

Probably there are enginemen who are satisfied to do the

minimum of duty; having blown the whistle to relax their

vigilance. A fireman always tells you that he was putting

in a fire at the time the accident occurred, so that he did not

see anything; but firemen can be educated to take a more
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Special attention is given to the bearings of the slabs on
the substructures, these bearin irovided with steel

bearing plates held in place on the cap or bridge seat by
means of dowels. No connection is provided between the

slabs and the bearing plates.

For waterproofing, the top surface, ends, inside of the

flanges and the underside and inside of coping blocks are

covered with two coats of hot asphalt. The joints between
slabs are caulked with oakum or other suitable fabric satu-

rated with the asphalt. The usual practice is to erect the

slabs by means of wrecking cranes. For all except the lighter

slabs, which arc fitted with lifting stirrups projecting from

lively and human interest. Are your whistles properly tuned

to give the best signal; and are you sure that the enginemen

do not re-tune them, for reasons of their own"- Locomotives

might be equipped so thai the fireman would have a whistle

cord on his side of the cab; and then, in case of emi I

he could sound the whistle instantly.

Finally, the claim department, knowing tin causes of acci-

dents at crossings should take care to so that all the lessons

from such knowledge are thoroughly impressed on the minds

of the officers who are in authority.

•Abstract of :

U. i i- .it St. Lo
paper read before the Association of Railnra

is. on Hay IP. 1021.
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Edgar E. Clark Resigns from

Interstate Commerce Commission
Washington, D. C.

President Harding announced on July 22 that he had

received the resignation of Chairman Edgar E. Clark

as a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission

and had appointed to succeed him, Frederick I. Cox, of New
Jersey, as a representative of the interests of the commercial

travellers. Mr. Clark's letter of resignation was dated July

14 and seems to have teen entirely unexpected. It gave as

his reason that he had devoted as many years of his life to

public service as he felt he could afford. Mr. Clark is to be

associated with Wilbur La Roe, Jr., formerly chief examiner

of the commission, in practice before the commission, and

courts in interstate commerce matters, with office in

Washington.

Mr. Clark was the senior member of the commission, hav-

ing been appointed by President Roosevelt in 1906, had

served as chairman during

the past year and had re-

cently been re-elected chair-

man for the new fiscal year

ending June 30, 1922, on the

motion of Commissioner Mc-
Chord, who stood next in

seniority. Mr. Clark has not

been in the best of health for

a long time and the duty of

representing the commission

as chairman has placed upon

him an unusual strain dur-

ing a period when the com-

mission has had before it a

task of tremendous magni-

tude and has been under

great pressure of many kinds.

Mr. Clark enjoys the dis-

tinction of being the only

man, in recent years, at least,

to resign from the work of

the commission to engage in

private enterprise. Usually

the commissioners have been

reappointed upon the expira-

tion of their terms, but some

have not been reappointed.

Commissioner Lane resigned

to become Secretary of the

Interior, Commissioner

Knapp left it to become a

judge of the Commerce Court

and Commissioner Prouty re-

signed to become director of the commission's valuation

work. Commissioner Clark's term would not have expired

until December 31, 1926.

In the five months since his inauguration, President Hard

E. E. Clark

the commission. As a practical railroad man and the most

peril need in the work of the commission Mr. Clark has

I en identified with practically all sides of the commission's

work and because of his fairness and ability has been gener-

ally recognized as its strongest member.
For the past two or three years particularly he has been

the chief spokesman of the commission in public. As chair-

man of its legislative committee Mr. Clark represented the

commission in the various hearings before < ongressional com-

mittees while the work of formulating the Transportation

\i t was in progress and his influence in favor of some of the

principal provisions of that act had much to do with com-
manding an adequate support for them in both houses of

( ongress.

As chairman of the commission since it was charged with

the administration of the new law he has had a tremendous
task in trying to translate into a working program the princi-

ples laid down in the law, in the face both of wide differ-

ences of opinion among some of the commissioners and of

the most persistent sort of

pressure from interests that

were violently opposed to the

principle of the act that gave

the commission responsibility

for the adequacy of the reve-

nues of the carriers as well

as for their reasonableness

from the point of view of the

shipper. He has stood out

strongly against a policy of

general rate reductions at a

time when the President and

several members of his cabi-

net as well as many influen-

tial members of Congress

were openly urging such a

policy. Remembering that

the shippers generally a year

ago told the commission that

they wanted better railroad

service and were willing to

pay for it he apparently has

tried to take them at their

word and he has been writing

numerous letters to shippers,

congressmen and others
pointing out that the causes

for the business depression

lay far deeper than any ques-

tion of freight rates. His

strong stand that rate reduc-

tions generally, as distin-

guished from readjustments

in special cases, could not be considered until the railroads

had had an opportunity to reduce their cost of operation, has

undoubtedly had a potent effect in preventing the administra-

tion from being influenced more than it has by the clamor

ing has now appointed five of the eleven members of the of several large groups of shippers for an immediate reduc-

Interstate Commerce Commission. At the end of this year tion of rates.

the terms of Commissioners Aitchison and Hall expire so

that by that time he will have appointed a majority of the

commission. The terms of Commissioners McChord and

Eastman expire in 1922.

Mr. Clark was originally appointed as a representative of

the labor interests on the commission. He was then presi-

dent of the Order of Railway Conductors and during the

first few years of his connection with the commission he was

on several occasions chosen as the representative of labor

organizations in wage arbitration proceedings. During re-

( i nt vears, however, he has not teen regarded as in any

sense a representative of labor and in fact the organizations

have made several efforts to obtain direct representation upon

Chairman Clark has taken an active part in the recent

conferences of the government officials on the plan for ex-

pediting a settlement of the accounts between the railroads

and the government for the period of federal control.

His resignation is to become effective on August 31, or as

soon as the appointment of his successor is confirmed.

Mr. Clark was bom February IS, 1856, at Lima, New
York, and was in railroad service from 1874 to 1889 as a

brakeman and conductor. From 1889 to 1890 he was vice-

president of the Order of Railway Conductors and from 1890
to 1906 he was president of the order. While in this position

he was appointed by President Roosevelt as a member of the

Anthracite Coal Strike Commission in 1902. He was ap-
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pointed to the Commission, July 7, 1906, to fill one of the

two new vacancies created by the Hepburn Act, which. in-

i reased the membership from five to seven. He was reap-

pointed at the expiration of his term on December 31, 1912,

by President Taft, but his confirmation was delayed by the

Senate along with other appointments, until after March 4,

when he was reappointed by President Wilson. He was then

elected chairman of the commission. He was again reap-

pointed in 1919 by President Wilson and on March 8, 1920,

he was elected chairman again for the term ending June 30,

1921.

The "DeWitt Clinton"

Moves Under Its Own Power

THE locomotive DeWitt Clinton, and its three coaches,

the historic New York Central passenger train,

which for the past year has been on exhibition in

the Grand Central Terminal, New York City, has been tpken

to Chicago to be exhibited at the "1'ageam of Progress" on

the Municipal Pier, from July 30 to August 14.

P'or d short section of this journey the old locomotive was

years. It made a maximum speed of 30 miles an hour on
it- first trip; but as bred up for the present exhibition it

has been moved at only about eight miles an hour.

Colonel B. W. Dunn, chief inspector of the Bureau of Ex-

plosives, in commenting on the suggestions for stopping leaks in

tank cars, recently made by the Committee on Freight Claim

Prevention, Freight Claim Division, A. R. A., stated:

"The proper action in the case of any leakage of inflammable

liquid from a tank car is to transfer the- contents, unless the

leakage can be stopped by manipulation of the outlet valve or

tightening of the outtet valve cap. When leaks cannot be stopped

in this manner, plugging with oatmeal or other material may be

advisable to undertake a short movement of the car, but such

measures should not be adopted as a permanent repair, and any

approval of the same should be handled in such a way as not

to encourage this action except when absolutely necessary.

"The use of oatmeal might lie effective where there is a leakage

of gasoline through a narrow crack or around the valve seat.

Oatmeal may be considered a reasonably good substance, due to

the fact that the material is rolled or crushed and not ground

into a tine powder. 'I In effectiveness of the method will depend

upon the size and shape of the opening. It has also been sug-

The "999" with the "DeWitt Clinton" at Erie, Pennsylvania

moved under its own power. For the rest of the trip the

ancieui train was carried on platform cars in a spec' a! train

drawn b) locomotive No. 999, which was one of the notable

engines built for the New York Central by William

Buchanan, 20 years ago, when the Empire State Express

and the Twentieth Century Limited express were first

making their reputations. The illustration of this speci

train on this page- is from a photograph taken at Erie, Pa.

The '!'»') has been remodeled, since it was in service on the

main line, and during recent years it has hauled passenger

trains on the Pennsylvania division. For this sped
the tender was again painted and decorated in the style

which was familiar to passengers in 1893,

The first trip made by the DeWitt Clinton with

senger train was from Albany to Schenectady on August i)
.

1831, so thai the exhibition at Chicago will mark the aim
tietb anniversary of the life of the Locomotive. In it- pre-! m
condition the locomotive weighs 9,420 lb. and the tender
3,340 11). A standard New York Central Pacific type pas

senger locomotive, now in use. -tub as that shown in the

illustration, weighs 276,000 lb., or about 11 times the weigh;

of the entire train of 1831; though the gage of the track is

the same now that it was then.

The DeWitt Clinton continued in active service for 14

gested thai plaster of Paris, mixed to a plastic mass, with water,
might be rammed down over the point of leakage from inside or
outside as in.

i

nvenient. This will set hard in a few
minuti -

"

A Baldwin Decapod Leaving Manchuria. China, for Chita,

Siberia
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An average on-time record of 92 per cent was made by

the fast freight service of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louis-

ville, between Indianapolis, Louisville and Chicago, during

the months of May and June.

The number of applications for employment has permitted

the Chicago & Alton to restore its age restriction for new

employees. No one over 45 years of age or under 21 will

be employed hereafter, although during the labor shortage

occasioned by the war this rule was waived.

The Railroad Division of the American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers has elected the following Nominating Com-

mittee to present nominations for next year: G. M. Basford,

G. M. Basford Company, chairman; W. L. Bean, N. Y., N. H.

& H., and Kenneth Rushton, Baldwin Locomotive Works

The Texas Association of Claim Agents held a three-day

session at El Paso, Tex., from July 14 to 17. Approximately 200

members of the association were in attendance at the session,

which concentrated on means of relieving heavy claims resulting

from live stock losses on railroad right of ways in Texas, Okla-

homa, Louisiana and Arkansas.

I. C. C. Decision in New England Divisions Case

The Interstate Commerce Commission in a decision made public

Thursday says that it can find no basis afforded for a valid pre-

scription of divisions by it. It decides, however, that fair divisions

cannot in many instances flow from the existing arrangements.

It expects the roads to work out readjustments and report.

A Correction

In the Railway Age of July 2 (page 40), it was incorrectly

reported that on the Illinois Central during the month of

May, 92.2 per cent of the trains operated were on time, but

as shown by the figures given, the percentage of trains on

time should have been 99.2 per cent, or 13,451 trains main-

taining a scheduled time out of 13,567 operated.

Train Robbery on the Missouri Pacific

Train No. 205 on the Missouri Pacific, running between

Memphis, Tenn., and St. Louis, Mo., was held up near Van
Dale, Ark., on the night of July 23, and the mail and ex-

press cars were looted but it is reported that the robbers

made away with but little money. The robbers are said to have

been six in number and all armed with rifles. The loot was

loaded into an automobile in which the robbers made their escape.

Employers' Associations Ask
Permission to Testify Before Labor Board

Telegrams were received by the Railroad Labor Board from

the National Association of Manufacturers, the National

Erectors' Association and the National Founders' Association

on July 26, and the Employers Association of Chicago put in

its request on July 27, petitioning the body and seeking to

intervene in the Pennsylvania controversy with the shop craft

labor union now before the Board. The associations seek to

appear for a hearing on behalf of the public and in support of

the open shop policy.

Good Work in Freight Offices

J. J. Hooper, general claim agent of the Southern Railway,

publishes, in the Southern News Bulletin for July, a list of the

names of agents who have 100 per cent records in revising in-

bound freight billing for some period of time which is not given.

Mr. Hooper says that the agents^ whose names appear—two col-

umns of small type—have made ' such progress in the work of

revising all inbound way bills that they now require only general

supervision. Great progress is being made in reducing the num-
ber of costly overcharges and undercharges by correct billing

and proper care of tariff files.

Unauthorized Strike on the Cincinnati,

Indianapolis & Western

Three hundred and two employees of the federated shop crafts

of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western shops at Indianapolis

walked out on an unauthorized strike on Friday night, July 22.

The shop laborers refused to join the strikers and all the fore-

men remained in service, taking the places of the mechanics.

The road began hiring new men Saturday and on the following

Wednesday morning had 320 men at work, with applications

more than ample to fill all vacancies. A traffic of over 25 per

cent above normal has been handled without delay during the

strike.

New Grade Crossing Law in Michigan

Representatives of all steam and electric railroads and of county

road commissions of the state of Michigan will meet in Lansing,

Mich., this week, with the State Public Utilities Commission,

to work out the application of the new law, which gives the

utilities commission jurisdiction over grade crossings. The new
law requires that signs at least 24 in. in diameter be placed 500

to 600 ft. from every crossing, the highway department furnish-

ing the posts and the railroads the signs. This work must be

completed by May 18, 1922. The law further requires that all

crossings shall be smooth and even and 16 ft. wide for 25 ft. on

each side of the crossing.

District Court Issues Decision in Stoker Suit

The suit brought by the Mechanical Construction Company
against the Locomotive Stoker Company for infringement of

Patent No. 979,849 to William T. Hanna, was tried before

Judge Thomson in the District Court of the United States

for the Western District of Pennsylvania in February and
March, 1921. The defendant denied infringement, alleged the

invalidity of the patent, and by way of counterclaim alleged in-

fringement by the plaintiff of Patent No. 1,130,443. The plaintiff

in reply denied the validity of this patent or infringement thereof

and asked that the counterclaim be dismissed.

The claims of the Hanna patent covered the use of diverging

channels in the distributor plates for the distribution of coal in

the firebox. In this suit the decision states, "The claims in suit

I find valid and infringed." The counterclaim was based on a

fuel receptacle below the firing floor, in regard to which the

decision states, "I find that for the reason set forth in this

opinion, defendant's counter-claim should be dismissed."

The case has been appealed by the Locomotive Stoker Com-
pany and it is expected that it will be heard by the Upper
Court early in the October term.

Wood Preservers' Association Has
Established Service Bureau

The American Wood Preservers' Association is establishing a

service bureau to promote the use of treated timber and thereby

conserve the forest resources of the country. This bureau will

be prepared to furnish information concerning the uses to which
treated timber may be applied economically, to answer inquiries

regarding the relative durability of treated and untreated woods,
and to supply other data concerning the use of timber treated

with the standard preservatives, such as zinc chloride and creosote.

Headquarters have been established at 10 S. La Salle street,

Chicago, and P. R. Hicks, engineer in forest products of the

United States Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis..

has been appointed secretary-manager.

220
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Tentative Valuations Issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative

valuations giving the following figures for the final value

:

Kent wood, Greensburg & Southwestern, 1916 $138,834

Gulf Terminal, 1915 565,148

Pine Blurt & Northern, 1916 39,753

Fordyce & Princeton, 1916 174,071

Shreveport Bridge & Terminal. 1915 424,067

Dallas IViminal Railway & Union Depol Co., 1915 1,187,810

Grafton & Upton, 1916 436,785

Conway Electric Street Railway, 1914 151,163

Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington, 1916 641,864

Pine Bluff & Arkansas River, 1915 153,840

Grei .i Hay & Western, 1916 5,298,582

Kewaunee, Green Bay & Western, 1916 1,289,193

Ahnapee X.- Western. 1916 676,408

St. Johnsburj 8 • ilain, 1916 -,924,120

Thornton .V Alexandria, 1916

Wage Reductions in Canada

By a tentative agreement between the Railway Association

of Canada and Division 4, Railway Employees Department,

American Federation of Labor, the railway employees in the

locomotive and car departments, as specified in wage agree-

ment No. 4, will receive a decrease of 8 cents per hour,

effective on July 16, 1921. It has also been agreed that

promptly upon notice from either the Railway Association

of Canada or Division No. 4, Railway Employees Depart-

ment, American Federation of Labor, to the other, repre-

sentatives of both will confer further and that except as may
be otherwise mutually arranged, any rates and conditions

finally agreed upon will be effective as of July 16, 1921. At

that time any necessary adjustments will be made accord-

ingly, provided, however, that any such adjustments will not

operate to bring about any reclaim from employees of any

amount which may have been paid to them pursuant to the

terms of the above tentative agreement,
A similar agreement with United Urotherhood of Maintenance

of Way F.mployecs and Railway Shop Laborers has resulted in

tentative reductions, effective the same date, as follows: all

maintenance of way foremen and signal construction foremen, 80

cents per daj ; carpenters and other skilled workmen, 10 cents

per hour; track laborers, crossing watchmen, bridge tenders and
others laborers, 8! i

cents; signal maintainers, 8 cents; signal help-

ers and helpers of maintenance mechanics, 7 cents; roundhouse
ibi rers and ash pit men. 10 cents: pumpmen, $17.34 per month;

signal men at interlocked crossings, $12.24.

Program for the Roadmasters' Convention

The tentative program for the convention of the Roadmasters'
and Maintenance of Waj Association, which will be held at the

\udiinriutn llniid in Chicago on September 20-22 inclusive, has

been definitely arranged as follows

:

Tuesday Morning, September 20

10:00 a. m. Convention called to order.

i Ipening business, president's address, etc.

11 :00 a. m. I'nniniitliv iv|kiii "llu- Construction and Mainte-
nance iif Railroad Crossings"; D. O. Hearn, road-

master, Elgin, Joliel 8 Eastern, Joliet, 111., chair-

man.

Tuesday At [ernoon

00 p m, Paper; "Results Obtained from the Use of Treated
Ties"; J. IT. Waterman, superintendent, timber

preservation, Chicago, Burlington & Quincv, Gales-

burg, 111.

3:00 p, ni. Committee report; "The Most Economical Method
of Handling and Renewing Cross and Switch
Ties"; E. P. Hawkins, division engineer. Mis-
souri Pacific, Wichita, Kan., chairman.

Wednesday Morning, September 21

" 50 a. in. Committee report: "Methods of Stimulating Ri-

valry Vmong Track Forces"; George T. Koontz,
roadinaster. Pelawaie X i hondale, Pa.,

chairman.
11:00 a. in. Paper: "The Budge! System as Applied to Track

Work"; C. V Morse, chief engineer, Chi
Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago.

Wednesday Afternoon

2:00 p.m. Committee report: "The Classification and Dis-

tribution of Second Hand Rail" ; L. E. Dale, su-

pervisor, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., chair-

man.

3:00 p. m. Committee report: "The Records and Accounts of

a Roadmaster's Office" ; F. J. Meyer, assistant

engineer, New York, Ontario & Western, Middle-
town, N. Y., chairman.

6:30 p. m. Annual dinner of the Roadmasters' & Maintenance
of Way Association and the Track Supply Asso-
ciation.

Thursday Morning, September 22

9:30 a. m. Paper: "The String Lining of Curves—Methods
and Results" ; H. L. Pierce, supervisor, Pennsyl-

vania, Cresson, Pa.

10:15 a. m. Business session, including election of officers, etc.

Thursday Afternoon

Arrangements are being made for a visit to some interesting op-
erations of value to maintenance men.

Chamber of Commerce Appoints

Transportation Committees

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States has appointed
two committees to deal with transportation questions during the
ensuing year. One is a committee to act for the Chamber's de-
partment of transportation and commerce and the other is a special

railroad committi e.

The members of the regular departmental committee are:
Howard Elliott, chairman of the board of directors of the Northern
Pacific, chairman; L. B. Stillwell, consulting engineer, New
York; E. O. Edgerton, San Francisco; George A. Post, president
of the Hudson River Bridge Corporation, New York ; W. W.
Salmon, president of the General Railway Signal Company,
Rochester, New York; H. H. Raymond, New York; J. M.
Whitsitt, Charleston, S. C. ; A. J. Brosseau, New York ; P. H.
Gadseri, Philadelphia; D. Fiske, Minneapolis; B. !•". Cresson, Jr.,

New York; J. J. Carty, vice-president of the American Telephone
& Telegraph Company, New York; and L. Teter, Chicago.
The members of the special railroad committee are: George A.

Post, chairman; T. C. Powell, vice-president of the Erie; 11 A.
Wheeler, vice-president of the Union Trust Company, Chicago;
G. W. Simmons, St. Louis; W. W. Salmon, Rochester; A. W.
Smith, general counsel of the Railroad Administration; Emory R.
Johnson, Dean of the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia

; C. E. Lee, East Orange, N. J. ; F. C. Dillard, Sher-
man, Tex.

;
W. S. Dickey, president of the Kansas City & Missouri

River Navigation Company.
The Chamber's transportation department was organized re-

cently with J. R. Bibbins as its manager. The committee will

deal with transportation in all its forms and will take up the
following subjects:

1. Railroads—Further study of financial resources, consolidation
and efficiency, with the object of making them self-sustaining,
with adequate service to the public.

Marine Transportation, both lake and ocean—The problems
of the American merchant man: i relation to foreign
competition.

3. Terminals and nsive study of operating unifica-

tion to secure a more efficient trans-shipment machine.
4. Electric Railways The fare situation and ways and means

for securing a self-support; i essential public service.
5. Highways—Economic analysis of the problem of highway

transport in relation to other agencies, and the proper public
subsidy therefor.

6 Waterways—Economic analysis showing the true position of
waterways as a natural resource, as yet largely undeveloped.

7. i Communications—Encouragement of adequate development
for needs of busini illy in connection with foreign
countries.

8. Postal and Express—The problem of transportation of the
mails upon an economic basis.

11 Kit Transport -The codification of laws and regulations to
safety and encourage aeronautical development with the

maximum rapidity.
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Traffic News
I
Commission and Court News 1
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Freight rates on export grain from points in Illinois to New
Orleans, La., were reduced 3 cents per 100 lb. by the Illinois

Central on August 11.

. New facilities that will permit the icing of two SS-car trains

at one time have just been placed in operation at Sparks, Nev.,

by the Pacific Fruit Express Company. Similar improvements

have been made recently at Carlin, Nev., and Ogden, Utah.

The Mississippi section of the government barge line has car-

ried or booked for delivery on downstream barges, this month,

50,000 tons of freight, more than three times the tonnage handled

in July, 1920. Over half of the total is grain, which is princi-

pally wheat.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the

roads carrying lake coal to extend the 28 cent reduction in

the rates on coal transshipped from lower to upper lake

ports to apply to Chicago and certain other points not

covered in the original tariff.

The Baltimore & Ohio has restored the stop-over privileges on

through tickets which were discontinued when the government

took control of the railroads in 1919. The list of 31 points at

which the stop-over is allowed (ten days) includes the principal

cities and summer resorts on the company's lines.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Missouri Pacific,

the St. Louis-San Francisco and the Kansas City Southern

have agreed to give American Legionnaires attending the

third annual convention at Kansas City, Mo., from October

31 to November 2, a special rate of 1 cent a mile.

Representatives of the utilities commissions of 14 states west

of the Mississippi river met in Chicago on July 20, to perfect a

petition to the Interstate Commerce Commission to reduce rates

on hay, grain and grain products 35 per cent, or to the basis in

effect prior to August 26, 1920. The commission has set August

15 as the date for hearing arguments for rate readjustments and

this case will come up at that time.

Farm Bureau Asks Lower Freight Rates

The American Farm Bureau Federation has prepared a

memorial to be sent to the President, members of Congress and

the Interstate Commerce Commission asking for a reduction of

freight rates on the "basic necessaries of life." The memorial

criticizes Section 15-a of the Transportation act as the cause for

the high rates and urges its repeal, apparently on the theory

that such a step would in some way affect the rate situation.

Georgia Peaches and Melons

Shipments of peaches and watermelons from Georgia this sea-

son have surpassed all previous records, disproving the predic-

tions that the crops would rot in the fields because of high freight

rates. The Fruit Growers' Express reports that up to July 23,

10,264 cars of peaches had been shipped from Georgia. The
total movement for 1920, according to the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, was 5,663 cars. Up to July 17, 10,110 cars of

watermelons had been shipped from Georgia, as compared with

5,258 for the same period last year, and 11,103 for the total 1920

movement. Prices received for both peaches and watermelons

have yielded the growers good returns.

Favorable weather conditions, improved transportation and

icing facilities, and better marketing methods have all contributed

to the satisfactory results obtained. The yields of both peaches

and watermelons went far ahead of the railways' estimates, but

there was an ample supply of refrigerator cars for the peaches and
of ventilators for the watermelons. The Atlantic Coal and Ice

Corporation was called on to furnish 100,000 tons of ice for the

peaches.

The Georgia peach growers, for years, and now the water-

melon growers, have co-operative marketing associations which
have had a great part in securing the good prices which have

been received.

Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission, on petition of the Illi-

nois railroads, has ordered an investigation to determine whether

the intrastate rates on railroad cross ties in Illinois are discrimi-

natory against interstate commerce.

The commission has issued a decision holding that pro-

posed class rates between points in Kansas and points in

Oklahoma; between points in Kansas and Oklahoma and
points in Texas; between points in Texas, on the one hand
and points in Arkansas and in Louisiana, and Memphis, Vicks-

burg and Natchez, on the other; and between points in Okla-

homa on interstate traffic, filed by the railroads in extension

of the Memphis-Southwestern scale, are not justified. The
tariffs under suspension were ordered cancelled without

prejudice to the filing of tariffs in conformity with the find-

ings of the report.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered a decision

on a complaint filed by the Railroad Commissioners of Florida,

attacking the line-haul rates and refrigeration charges on citrus

fruits and vegetables from Florida producing points to various

interstate destinations, in which it is held that the aggregate charges

are not unreasonable, except (1) that the line-haul charges on

vegetables, except celery, under refrigeration, are unreasonable

in that they do not provide in those instances where a lower

minimum and higher rate apply than under ventilation for the

alternative application of the same rate and minimum as under

ventilation, and (2) that the refrigeration charges on fruits and
vegetables are unreasonable in that they are based on an ex-

cessive quantity of ice. Carriers are directed to revise their

tariffs in accordance with the conclusions of the Commission.

The rates considered were those in effect prior to the general

advance last year.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered its de-

cision on the complaints filed by the National Wholesale Grocers'

Association and the Southern Wholesale Grocers' Association

in which it finds that the practice of the railroads in permitting

the meat packers to load certain articles of groceries in their

peddler and branch-house cars is not shown to result in undue
prejudice to complainants or unduly to prefer the packers. The
various peddler car rates and rules are not shown to be un-

reasonable or unduly prejudicial, except that the mileage scale

of rates applicable on packing house products in peddler cars in

southwestern territory are found to be unduly prejudicial to

complainants and unduly preferential of the meat packers insofar

as it applies on lard substitutes, cottonseed cooking oil, peanut
cooking oil, corn cooking oil. soya-bean cooking oil, canned
meats, canned soups, chicken tamale, chili con carne, spaghetti-

meat chili, and canned meats with vegetable ingredients. Various
rules applicable on mixed carloads of fresh meats and packing-

house products are found unjust, unreasonable and unduly

prejudicial, and reasonable, and uniform mixing rules are pre-

scribed for the future.

Mail Pay Petition Denied

Tin- commission has denied a petition of the railroads for an
interpretation of Section 9 of the mail pay order so as to make
application of separate compensation for side, terminal and
transfer service retroactively to the period November 1, 1916,

to March. 1, 1^20, and for a ruling making application of the
minimum annual payment provided in the proviso to Paragraph
2 of Seel ion 3 of the order to the routes as shown in the state-

ment and comprehensive plan of the postmaster general sub-
mitted to the commission.
The commission orders, however, that the 25 per cent increase

in rates from January 1, 1918, specified in Section 3 of the
order be made applicable to the minimum payment of $50 per
mile per annum named in the proviso to Section 3 of the order.
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State Commissions

The Louisiana Public Service Commission

By the adoption of a new constitution the state of Louisiana

has abolished the state railroad commission; and the commis-
sioners, Shelby Taylor, John T. Michel and II. P. Long now
constitute the 1'ublic Service Commission; and they have au-

thority over all common carriers, street railroads, public utilities,

boats and canals, except irrigation canals.

The new commission has issued an order continuing in effect

all of the rates and regulations of the former commission until

further orders. Street railways and other concerns now being

brought under commission regulation for the first time are or-

dered to publish tariffs and file copies by July 31. The same order

gives in brief form the requirements of the law in relation to

rates, undue discrimination, etc. The provision allowing free

transportation of property for state or municipal governments
indicates that this applies only where the said government is "the

direct beneficiary" of the reduced rate. No authority for re-

ductions in transportation rates will be granted on account of

merely potential water competition.

Personnel of Commissions
Frederick I. Cox, of New Jersey, was on July 22 nominated

by the President as a member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in place of Edgar E. Clark, whose resignation

takes effect on August
31. Mr. Cox is a silk

salesman, for many
years connected with

Belding Brothers and
Company, manufac-
turers, of New York
City, and his appoint-

ment is made on the

recommendation of th<

National Council of

Traveling Men's Asso-
ciation, endorsed by
Senator Frelinghuj

of New Jersey. This
associai ion ci inducted a

campaign in behali ol

Mr. Cox last April,

when the President

made the appointments
called for under the

law enlarging the Com-
mission. Mr. Cox was
born on May 25, 1870, at Rockaway, N. J., and now resides

at East Orange, N. J. He has been in mercantile pursuits

throughout Ids business life. His appointment is for a term
expiring on December 31, 1926.

Court News
Court Approves Reduction of Wages Below

Scale Fixed by Labor Board

TIh- federal district court foi the,Eastern District of Arkansas
holds that, in view of the Fifth Amendment to the federal Con-
stitution, a receiver of a railroad, operated before and after his

tppointment al a continuous loss, the :-iross earnings being in-

sufficienl to paj operatin
I
when money can no

longer be borrowed on the urn,- i i, may be authorized
to reduce the wages of the employees below the scale fixed by
the United Stairs Railroad Laboi Board in its decision No. 2,

which became effective Ma\ '. 1' 10, without being subject to

punishment under section 312 of the transportation Act. The
court holds that to require the - continue in business
al a loss is beyond the power of Congress 01 a state, citing

Brooks-Scanlon Co. v. Railroad Commission oi Louisiana, 251

U S. 3%, 40 Sup. Ct. 183. o4 L. I'd. 323, reaffirmed in Bullock v.

State of Florida, 254 U. S. St. I. .mis Union Trust Co. v.

Missouri & N. A., 270 Fed. 796.
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Foreign Railway News
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F. I. Cox

New Line to Connect French and Italian Railways

The PVench parliament has just voted $12,400,000, accord-
ing to the Tin ni Engineering Supplement, to unite
the railways of France and Italy by a line from Nice to
Cuneo. The Italian part of the line has been in operation
for a number of years but of the 36 miles of line in France
little has been done but the construction of two important
tunnels, one 3 \, miles in length and the other 2y2 miles. It

is not expected that the line will be completed until some
time in 1925.

Tientsin-Pukow Railway Developments

The increase in traffic at the Pukow terminal of the Tientsin-
Pukow Railway necessitates the addition of further floating

wharves (on the Yangtze river across from Nanking; and the
repair of those put in use 10 years ago. About $50,114 will be
spent for the entire work, according to Consul John K. Davis.
A new power plant is to be erected at Pukow, to be completed
in two years. It will supply the city and port with light and
power for the Puchen shops, the current to be transmitted to
Puchen at 6,600 volts. The maximum power of the plant is

stated at 3,000 kilowatts. The cost is estimated to be $237.3*4.

Belgian Operating and Construction

Company Changes Name
The General Light Railway Company of Belgium (Compagnie

Generale de Chemins de Per Secondares ) has announced that

henceforth it will be known as tin- Belgian Railway and Enter-
prise Company (Compagnie Beige de Chemins de Fer et d'Enter-
prises). The reason given for the change i- that the company
in departing more and more from the construction of narrow gage
lines'and tramways and is devoting itself to standard gage lines
and to various construction projects. The old name it was felt

was misleading and prejudicial to the best interests of the com-
pany.

Spectacular Train Robbery in France
A night express train from Paris bound for Marseilles

according to a Paris dispatch to the New York Herald,
up by bandits on the night of June 24 and the pas-
robbed of money and goods valued at approximately $20,000.
The robbers, all heavily armed, who boarded the train at a

regular stop, began relieving the passengers of their valuables
while the train was in motion in the neighborhood of Dijon.
When they had finished their work they pulled the bell cord
and when the train slowed down left the train for a waiting
automobile and made tin ir escape. One passenger was killed

and another wounded when they made a show of resistance.

Contract for Chilean Electrification

A newspaper report dated July 20 stated that the directors

of the Chilean State Railways had decided to accept the bid
of the Westi inufacturing Company for

the electrification of a section of the state railways.

A later report, issued bj the Wall Street Journal, states

that the contract which was awarded to the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company is contingent upon certain financial

reservations which have m I accepted by that company.
The report further states it is understood that the Chilean
government has not yet found a means of financing the project,

and the inference is that it is a condition of the contract

that the company shall as /eminent in arranging the

financing, or shall Is in payment and thereby be
obliged to find a syndicate here or elsewhere to buy those bonds.
The contract involves :' lion of the line I

Santiago and Valparaiso and the connection with the Trans-
Andine line, from the junction with the Santiago-Valparaiso
line, to Los Andes. The work will involve 2'X> route mi
the contract will amount to between $10,000,000 ai
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Car Orders and Deliveries in June

In presenting in these columns the figures of deliveries of

freight cars for domestic service in May, attention was called to

the fact that deliveries were "returning to the low level which
characterized the first half of 1920." The deliveries in June de-

clined to 2,245—a figure lower than that of any month in 1920 ex-
cepting April (when the total was 2,127) and lower than that of

am previous month in the current year.

The deliveries of freight cars for foreign service totaled 413,

lower than any such total for any month of 1920 or thus far in

1921. Passenger car deliveries for domestic service, on the other
hand, increased to 159 for June over the May figure of 138. In-

deed the June total is greater than that of any month in 1920
or thus far in 1921.

Freight cars on order and undelivered at the end of June
totaled 12,149 for domestic and 3,711 for foreign service—com-
paring with similar figures of 13,890 and 3,559 for May. Domestic
freight cars repaired during June totaled 2,939 as against 3,250

in May. The cars for repair on order and undelivered, however,
rose from 12,308 at the end of May to 13,752 at the end of June.
The summary for June, as prepared by the Railway Car Manu-

facturers Association from the reports of 26 car building com-
panies, follows

:

New Cars Delivered

Dumestic Foreign
Freight 2,245 413
Passenger 1 59 4

On Order and Undelivered
Total

Freight 12,149 3,711 15,860
Passenger 291 52 343

Car Repairs
Delivered— Time 2 939
On order and undelivered June 30 13.752

Locomotives
The New York Central and subsidiary lines will receive bids

on August 2. for the general repairs of 50 locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Katanga Railway (Africa) has placed orders with
Belgium car builders for 60 gondola cars.

The Lehigh & New England is having repairs made to 300
box cars at the shops of the Middletown Car Company, Middle-
town, Pa.

The Russian Soviet Government, according to a dispatch from
Montreal, Que., July 19, has given the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company, Ltd., a $2,000,000 order for 500, 50-ton tank cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has given contracts

for the repair of box cars to the Magor Car Company for 500,

to the Buffalo Steel Car Company 500, and the American Car
& Foundry Company 500.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh reported in the Railway
Ige of July 23, as asking for prices on the repair of from 500

to 1,000 freight cars, will make repairs to a total of 2,000 30-ton

wooden box cars. The company has given a contract to the

Buffalo Steel Car Company for repairs to 500, 50-ton hopper
cars.

The Xiu York Central, reported in the Railway Age of

July 1, as asking for prices on the repair of 1,000 steel hopper,
or gondola cars of 50 tons capacity has given contracts for the

repair of freight cars as follows: For the New York Central,

500 box cars to the Ryan Car Company ; 500 box cars to Streator
Car Company; 500 box cars to Standard Steel Car Company;
500 hopper cars to American Car & Foundry Company, and
500 hopper cars tu Buffalo Steel Car Company. For the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie. 500 box cars to Pressed Steel Car Company
and 1,000 hopper cars to Standard Steel Car Company, for

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 500 general

service cars and 500 hopper cars to American Car & Foundry
I oi the Michigan Central, 500 box cars to the

Illinois Car .v Manufacturing Company, and for the Lake Erie &
Western, 500 box cars t<j Haskell & Darker Car Company.

Iron and Steel

I mi Missouri Pacific is inquiring for two 100-ft. deck turn-

tables weighing 175 tons each.

The Missouri Pacific has placed an order with the Lincoln

Steel & Forge Company, St. Louis, Mo., for 500 steel underframes.

The Mississippi Central is in the market for two 100 ft.

second-hand steel bridge spans, designed for Cooper E-40 loading.

The Lt
. S. Government River Terminal at St. Louis, Mo.,

has let 150 tons of structural material to the St. Louis Structural

Steel Company.

Mitsui & Company, New York, has ordered from the United

States Steel Products Company, 700 tons of 80-lb. rail and ac-

cessories for use on the South Manchuria Railway.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 1,225 tons of

steel from the Morava Construction Company, for use in the re-

construction of the elevator at Irondale, 111., recently injured in

an explosion.

Machinery and Tools

The Central of Georgia has ordered a driving wheel lathe and

some smaller lathes from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company. The
company has also placed an order for car wheel lathes and boring

mills.

The Chicago, Burlington & Qlincy will receive bids until

12 o'clock noon, August 5, for machinery for the electrical

operation, including the end lift reduction gearing, for the Burling-

ton, la., drawbridge.

Miscellaneous

The Central of New Jersey will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, August 2, for the work of repairing, rebuilding, etc., of

its marine equipment, for the period of one year from August 2,

1921, to August 2, 1922.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will receive bids until

12 o'clock noon, August 5, for 400,000 standard . double punched

steel tie plates. The company received bids July 29. for 800

spools of galvanized barbed wire fencing, 350 kegs 7-D, 100

kegs 8-D, 49 kegs 16-D, and 85 kegs 20-D cement-coated

heavy barbed car nails.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, August 10, at Roanoke, Va., for : Farts for electrical ap-

paratus; repairs to electrical apparatus; 75 billets of welding

steel; 12,000 lb. spring steel; 110,000 lb. soft steel bars; 80,000 lb.

steel shapes and for its requirements of locomotive driving wheel
and truck tires for the months of July to September. 1921, both

inclusive.

Signaling

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will receive bids until

12 o'clock noon, August 1, at Chicago, III, for two 3-track signal

bridges.

Trade Publications

Steam Jet Ash Conveyors.—The Conveyors Corporation of

America, Chicago, has recently issued a booklet entitled "The
Proof of the Pudding," which contains reproductions of 70 letters

regarding the service obtained with American steam ash con-
veyors. The list of users who commend this device includes

several prominent railroads.
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Supply Trade News
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M. J. O'Connor has been appointed general sales manager

of the Gary Industrial Paint Company, with headquarters at

20 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

The Oxweld Acetylene Company, Newark, X. J., has re-

moved the offices of its foreign sales department from Newark

to 30 East Forty-second street, Xew York City.

The Webster & Perks Tool Company, Springfield, Ohio,

has sold the grinding and polishing stand and accessory de-

partment, of its business, to the Hill-Curtis Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich.

The Schaffer Engineering & Equipment Company an-

nounces the combining of its administrative, sales and manu-
facturing departments in its new general offices at 2828

Smallman street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Sullivan Machinery Company has moved its Cleveland,

Ohio, offices from the Park building to Room 824, Kirby

building. The company has also established a new supply

depot and service station at Seventh avenue and Thirteenth

street, Terre Haute, Ind.

The Allied Machinery Company of America, 51 Chambers
street, New York City, with offices in all the large countries

of the world has been appointed foreign representative

in all countries except the United States and Canada for the

Universal Crane Company, Cleveland, O.

A. M. Castle & Co., Chicago, has started work on the

construction of a new steel warehouse at Blackhawk and

North Branch streets, Chicago. The building will be 211 ft.

by 232 ft. of fireproof construction. The west end of the

building for 75 feet is to be two stories in height and the

second floor will provide office space 75 ft. by 211 ft. for

the general offices of the company.

Charles S. Pflasterer has resigned as assistant manager,

railroad sales department of the National Carbon Com
Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, to become railroad sales man.i.

the Twin Dry Cell Bat-

tery Company, with of-

fice at Cleveland. Mr.
Pflasterer was born in

Allegheny, Pa., in 1875.

\fter spending two
years in the steel mills

at Braddock.Pa., he be-

came connected with

the Union Switch &
Signal Company, Swiss-
vale, Pa., in 1891 as a

laborer. In 1893 he en-

tered the employ of

the Johnson Railroad
Signal Company, Chi-

i " and from 1894 to

1
,J |>1 was connected

i ssh elj with va-

rious signal companies,
the I hicago & Eastern
Illinois, the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago &

St. Louis, the ( liicago Elevated Railways and the Chicago
Great Western. In 1901, he was appointed interlocking

man on the Union Pacific at i imaha, Neb, From 1901 to

1908, he was successively signal foreman, general signal fore-
man, superintendent of construction, general signal inspector
ind assistant signal engineer, and in 1909, was appointed
assistant signal engineer of thi Oregon Short Line, with
headquarters at Ogden, Utah. In 1911, he became connected
with the National Carbon Company, Inc., in charge of the
caustic soda primary battery department. In October, 1919.

C. S. Pflasterer

he was appointed eastern manager of the railroad sales de-

partment at Cleveland and now resigns as assistant manager
of the railroad sales department of the National Carbon Com-
pany, Inc., to • ailroad sales manager of the Twin
Dry Cell Battery < ompany, as above noted.

A slack adjuster constructed along new lines applicable to both

freight and passenger cars has recently been developed by a

Swedish R. Djurson. The Djurson adjuster, which

is built for the European market by Actiebolaget Bromsregulator,

Stockholm, Sweden, has found extended use on the continent. It

is now being introduced in this country and will be handled by

the firm of Hamilton & Hansell, Inc., 1'ark Row building,

New York.

Sidney G. Johnson, formerly vice-president and director

of the General Railway Signal Company, has been made
assistant to president of the Chicago Railway Signal & Supply

Company, Chicago. Mr.

Johnson's headquarters
are at 30 Church Street.

Xew York City, and he
will continue also as

representative of

the Signal Accessories
Corporation, Ctica, X.

Y., and for the Hazard
Manufacturing Com-
pany, Wilkcsbarre, Pa.

Mr Johnson was born

^ , in 1874. in Eccles, Lan-
cashire. England. At
the age of 12 he came
to America and went to

Swissvale, where his

father, Henry Johnson,
was works manager of

the Union Switch &
Signal Company. About

nson
a year later he went to

R ah way. X. ).. where
the Johnson Railroad Signal Compain had been established,
and during vacations he worked in the shops and di ,

office. He attended a pi

after leaving school he worked in the construction gang of
the Johnson Railroad Signal Company. He later

with the construction forces of the Union Switch & Signal
Company for a year. In 1896, when the Standard Railway
Signal Company was organized, with his father as pr.

he was made signal engineer and had charge of the locking
and dog sheets, making estimates, etc. When the company
went to Troy he went with it; but, after the Trojan
Coupler Company's interests took hold, his father left the
Standard and he followed him after a few months and went
with the Union Switch & Signal Company in 1899, in the
New York office. Shortly afterward he was appointed engi-
neer of construction for the eastern district and later was
for two years at Swissvale as signal engineer in charge of
the estimating department. He then went to Xew York
and had charge of installing the signal system on the Inter-
borough and of other large installations put in at that time.

When the Interborough work was finished he was made
eastern manager, in charge of sales and construction. About
1910 he was appointed general sales manager, and in March,
1914, became vice-president in charge of sales and engineer-

ing. The following July he left the service of the Union
Switch & Signal I ompany to go to the General Railway
Signal Company as assistant to the president, and in August
1914. became a vice-president and director of the latter com-
pany, from which position he resigned in July.

'

E. W. Crellin, president <>i the Pittsburgl

iny, Pittsburgh, Pa., has retired, effective July 15, and
W. H. Jackson, secretary and treasurer, has been elei

succeed him at the same time: P. E. Guibert and W. W.
Hendrix have been elected vice-presidents, and George A.
Smith, secretary and treasurer. A. C. Pearsall as been
appointed general manager of the Pes Moines, la., branch,
succeeding Mr. Smith, whi . Pa.
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Amerii vh Railway Express.—This company has awarded

a contract to the St. John Company, Miami, Fla., lor the erec-

tion of a concrete block express office at Miami, Fla., to cost

approximately $15,000. The building will be SO ft. by 150 ft.

and one story in height.

\iiikini Terminal & Railway Company.—The Interstate

Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing this

company to construct a line in the district of Puna, Island of

Kauai, Territory of Hawaii, extending from a point near Anahola

Bay to Ahukini Landing on Hanamaulu Bay, approximately 16

miles.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company is receiving

bids for the construction of an addition to its power plant at

Albuquerque, N. M., to cost about $150,000.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has awarded

a contract to B. J. Martin, Billings, Mont., for the construction

of an addition to its power plant at Sheridan, Wyo.

Chicago & North Western.—This company contemplates the

construction of a new icing plant at Clinton, la., to cost about

$50,000.

Chicago Union Station.—This company, which was noted in

the Railway Age of July 2 (page 42), as accepting bids for grad-

ing the new station site between Madison and Adams streets,

has awarded the contract for this work to W. J. Newman & Com-

pany, Chicago.

Chicago Union Station.—This company will shortly accept

bids for the construction cf the substructure of the Madison street

viaduct, Chicago. The company will also shortly accept bids for

widening the second link of Canal street, between Jackson and

Van Buren streets.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded the contract

for a new brick passenger station at Speedway, 111., with dimen-

sions of 22 ft. by 60 ft., to Ellington-Miller, Chicago.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for the construction of a

switchmen's office and general yard office at Clinton, 111., to cost

about $25,000.

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for improvements to the

terminal facilities at Hoisington, Kan., including the installation

of a new 100 ft. turntable and an extension to its yards.

Seaboard Air Line.—This company has awarded a contract

to the Elliott Building Company, Hickory, N. C, for the erec-

tion of a brick station with necessary sheds, platforms, etc., at

Chester, S'. C.

St. Louis-?an Francisco.—This company contemplates the con-

struction of a new freight and passenger station at Fayetteville,

Ark., to cost about $70,000.

A Paid Technical Course Offered

To High School Graduates

Technical Training, six hours a week, is offered by the West-

ern Electric Company, in a special free course, to a limited num-
ber of its employees who are this year's high school graduates.

These young men will be developed for positions of responsil>ilit\

in the laboratories and drafting divisions of the company's engi-

neering department. The new course is divided into three units,

each requiring a year for completion. It covers the fundamental

principles of physics and mathematics and their use in the field

of telephony. The instruction will be given on company time

within the regular hours of employment, but the students will be

required to do considerable study and preparation at home. The
salaries of the young men will be readjusted twice a year and

will be based upon their records in the classroom and their pro-

ficiency in their duties. The only expense will be that for the

purchase of standard textbooks.

Americus & Atlantic.—Asks Authority to Issue Securities.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue $150,000 of capital stock and $120,000

or 50-year 6 per cent bonds. It is proposed to use $115,750 of

the proceeds of the stock to purchase a railroad, extending for

15 miles from Mata, Ga., which it is proposed later to extend to

Americus, Ga.

Boston & Maine.—Authorized to Abandon Branch Line.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued certificates authoriz-

ing the abandonment of a branch line from Bethlehem Junction to

Profile House, Grafton county, New Hampshire, about 9 miles,

and another branch from Cherry Mountain to Jefferson, N. H.,

3.5 miles. The certificate was asked on the ground that the

competition of automobiles had reduced the traffic to practically

nothing.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—This com-
pany has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to nominally issue $8,539,238 of first lien and improvement
20-year bonds in respect of expenditures made for refunding and
construction and to pledge $6,674,000 of the bonds as collateral

for a loan from the United States.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Asks Authority to Pledge
Bonds.—Application has been filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to pledge $8,364,000 of first and re-

funding mortgage gold bonds as security for short term loans.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—Stock Increase and
Segregation of Coal Properties Approved.—The stockholders on

July 21 approved the increase of $45,000,000 in the company's
capital stock, as was authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in its decision outlined in the Railway Age, issue of April

22, 1921, page 995. Approval was also given to the plan for

segregating the coal properties by their sale to the Glen Alden
Company, for $60,000,000 of the latter's 4 per cent bonds and
notes. See Railway Age, issue of May 20, 1921, page 1192.

The contract for the sale of the cral properties calls on the GJen Alden Com-
pany to establish a sinking fr.nd of $1,500,000 annuallv, beginning September
1, 1926, to be continued until the $60,000,000 shall have been paid. It is

provided further that should the Glen Alden Company mine more than
12,000,000 Ions of ccal in anv vear, the sinking fund must he increased
to $2,000,000.
The Glen Alden stock will he offered to the Lackawanna shareholders

at $5 per share, in r. share fc r share basis. This privilege goes to stock-
holders on record June 15. Payment of the shares must be made en or
before Ausrust 20.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Sales Company will not be
disposed of, but will act as the sales agent for the Glen Alden, which will

confine its work to mining.

Denver • & Rio Grande.—Formal Transfer Authorized.—The
formal transfer of this road, sold at foreclosure November 20

to the Western Pacific, was authorized by Federal Judges Lewis
and Sanborn on July 27 in an order approving and affirming

the final report of William A. Jackson, special master. An
appeal from the decision of Judge Lewis against the stock-

holders in their fraud suit is still pending, but Judge Lewis
has announced that this will not' interfere with the transfer.

F. C. Schramm, president of the Salt Lake Commercial Club,

has sent a letter to Senator Reed Smoot of LTtah, urging him
to see the Interstate Commerce Commission in an effort to get

an immediate decision on the Denver & Rio Grande situation.

The letter states that the delaj i^ having an adverse effect on
business interests in Utah and other western states.

El Paso & Southwestern.—Authorized to Issue Stock of Xo
Par I'aluc.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to issue 750.000 shares of capital stock

without par value in exchange for and in retirement of all its

capital stock now outstanding, which consists of 250,000 shares

of an aggregate par value of $25,000,000. Commissioner Eastman
dissented.

Great Northern.—Asks Loan from Revolting Fund.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a loan of $15,000,000 for five years from the revolving fund with

which to repay a loan for a like amount which matures on
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September 1. The application explains that the company has

made a final settlement with the director general of railroads and

has received partial payments on account of its six months' guar-

anty, amounting to $12,500,000. In making its settlement the di-

rector general set off $16,997,642, due to the government for

additions and betterments, against the amounts due the company

for the period of federal control, and denied the request that the

additions and betterments be funded, but the company has been

assured that if the policy be changed as proposed and funds are

put at the disposal of the director general, he will refund, in

whole or part, the amount of the additions and betterments, which

would enable the company to repay the loan from the revolving

fund. The loan is asked for live years, but it is proposed that

not exceeding $10,000,000 of the amount shall become due and

payable when funds are received from the director general. The
company offers to deposit as collateral security for this loan, and

$2,910,000 of other loans, $22,500,000 of general mortgage 7 per

cent bonds.

Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain.—Authorized to Assume

Liability.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

this company to assume liability in respect of $300,000 of equip-

ment trust 6 per cent certificates in connection with the procure-

ment of four locomotives and 10 passenger cars.

Kentwood, Greensburg & Southwestern.—Authorized to

Abandon Line.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

a certificate authorizing this company to abandon its line, extend-

ing from Kent's Mill to Freiler, I. a., 13.21 miles.

Kinder & Northwestern.—Authorized to Abandon Line

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certilicate

authorizing the abandonment of a portion of its line from Kinder
t" Bullard, I-a., 16 miles.

Lehigh Valley.—Another Extension Granted.—Judge Learned

Hand in the United States District Court at New York has

granted this company another extension of time for 30 days, or

until August 23, to present a plan for segregating its properties.

Little Rock, Maumelle & Western. Dismantled.—The right-

of-way, ties, rails and equipment of this company, which runs be-

tween Becker, Ark., and Cold Springs, 25 miles, and was originally

planned to be extended to Hot Springs, will be sold and junked.

Long Fork.—Asks Authority to Issue Securities.—This com-
pany has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $485,000 of capital stock and $1,347,500 first

mortgage 6 per cent bonds to be disposed <>! t" the Baltimore &
Ohio in settlement of adva

Louisvim X Nashville, To Increase Capital Stock.—The
stockholders at a special meeting in Louisville, Ky., on July 23,

authorized an increase of $53,000,000 in the company's capital stock

and authorized the board to apply to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for permission to distribute proceeds of the new-

issue as a stock dividend. Sec 1 .
issue of June 24,

1921, page 1472.

Steps also were taken in execute i blanket mortgage upon the

company's property as security for first mortgage and refunding

gold bonds to fund as much as maj be deemed necessary of the

debt of the road, which on December 31 last was $166,300,825.

Missouri & North Arkansas. New Receiver, Road to Dis-

continue Operation.—J. C. Murray, who has been appointed re-

ceiver and general manager to succeed C. A. Phelan, resigned,

has announced that passenger service' will be stopped July 31.

Mr. Murray says that interference by strikers is the main cause.

The citizens of Eureka Springs, Ark., are organizing a company
to lease the track and equipment "i the Missouri & North Arkan-
sas and have applied to the court for permission to operate the

line.

I In- Missouri & North Arkansas operatt between Joplin, Mo.,
and Helena. Ark., 368 miles. The road has stocks and bonds

n.liue. ..f $16,680,000, all of which .or pledged under $6,000,-

000 notes of the Allegheny Improvement Company, There are
also approximately $2,000,000 receivers' certificates outstanding.

See also article on another page of this issue entitled "Missouri
& North Arkansas Discontinues Operation."

Mi souri PACIFIC.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—This company
has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to

issue from time to time $5,501,500 of first and refunding mort-

gage bonds to be sold at not less than 90 or pledged as collateral

for short term notes.

Reading Company.—Supersedeas Bond Filed.—The $750,000

supersedeas bond of the Continental Insurance Company and the

Fidelity-Phoenix lire Insurance Company of New York, required

for an appeal to the United States Supreme Court from the de-

cision of the United States District Court in the Reading segrega-

tion plan, that common and preferred stockholders shall share

equally in the distribution of the stock of the new company, was
filed in the District Court at Philadelphia on July 21. The bond
was required to protect the preferred stockholders and others from
any financial loss through the appeal.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—Annual Report.—A review of this

company's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of

this issue.

St. Louis Southwestern.—Annual Refort.—The corporate in-

come account for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares
with the previous year, as follows

:

1920 1919
Tentative standard return* (Tanuary 1 to Fcbt

29, 19.0; full year 1919)
Ten months, March 1 to

Railway operating revenues
Railway operating expenses
Net revenue from railway opi

Railway tax accruals
Railway operating income

Total non.cperatii
Gross income

Interest on funded debt
Total deductions from gross income
Xet income

Income appropriated for investment in physi-

$651,819 $3,910,914

25.994,911
20,974,095

I

3.970,947

6,105.478
2,236,888
3.145.64J
2,959,837

rty ..." ..." .'...'. 2,959,837

659,740
4,570,653
2,250.490

1,345,909

1,345,909Income balance transferred to profit and loss.

"The St. Louis Southwestern did not accept the IT. S. Government
guaranty.

The annual report of the St. Louis Southwestern will be re-

viewed editorially in an early issue.

Southern.—Question of Eligibility to Guaranty to Be Con-
sideredjr-The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced
a hearing at Washington on August 3 befdre Director Colston

of the Bureau of Finance on a question as to the construction

of section 209 of the Transportation act, providing for the six

months guaranty, in its application t,i carriers under common
control and management, and particularly regarding the right of

subsidiary or controlled companies of the Southern Railway to

claim benefits under the guaranty section. The Southern did

not file with the commission a written statement accepting the

provisions of the guaranty section but its various subsidiaries did.

The commission's notice says that evidence may be presented

bearing upon the corporate, financial and operating relation-

ships between the Southern and the various subsidi

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerce C. unmission has issued certificates for

partial payments on account of the six months' guaranty to the

following roads: Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis,

$30,000; \ a \ New Mexico, $150,000.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The L'nited Stat 1 Administration reports the

Following final settlements, and has paid out to the several

roads the following amounts: Missouri Pacific, $9,000,000;

Alton & Southern. #.185,000; Trans-Mississippi Terminal.
$55,000: Chatl .tion Company, $19,623.81; Gulf Ter-
minal. $9,426.33. The payment of these claims on final settle-

ment is largely made up of balance of compensation due, but

includes all other disputed items as between the railroad com-
panies and the Administration durir

oral control.

Dividends Declared

Delaware &- I! per cent, quarterly, payable September 20 to
holders of record 1

Pennsylvania.—$0.50. quarterly, payable August .'1 to holders of record
it 1.

Pullman Company.— $?, quarterly, parable \ :' record



Annual Report
Report of St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company

of the cost, as tentatively certified at the time of such issue, of the followingTO THE STOCKHOLM
Your Directors suhmi; report Eoi the real ended December 31, 1920.

Dunns; the two months ended February 29, 19 !0, th< property of the

Company was within the control of and opei ' States

Railroad Administration. At midnight, February 29, 1920, corporate opera-

tion of the property was resumed and in due season the Company accepted

the guaranty provisions of Section 209 of the Transportation Act.

The primary basis of the guaranty provided by the Transportation Act is

one-half of the average annual railway operating income (Standard Return)

of the Company's lines (including affiliated companies) for the three years

ended Tunc 30, 1917, as finally certified by the interstate Commerce Com-
mission" as compensation to be paid the Company for the use of its property

during Federal Control
In your Directors' report for the year ended December 31. 191

were advised of the amount of such compensation which at that time had
been tentatively certified by the Commission and that final certification was

being deferred pending the decision of certain questions of accounting.

These question:- have since been decided with the result that the Commission
has finally certified as due the Company and its affiliated companies, annual
compensation in the amount of $13,632,917.19, in lieu of the amount of

$13,423,400.27, allowed in its tentative certificates, an increase of $209
in tile annual basis of compensation for both the Federal Control and
Guaranty periods.
The Company's gross income for the year ended December 31, 1920, as

set forth in the statement of Income Account submitted herewith, includes,

for the months of Tanuary and February, 1920, a proper proportion of the

annual Standard Return as finally certified by the Interstate Commerce
Commission: a six-months' proportion of similar annual Standard Return
guaranteed under the Transportation Act for the six months ended August
31, 1920; the difference covering the period from Tanuary 1, 1918, to

December 31. 1919, between the tentatively certified Standard Return
previously taken into account and the Standard Return as finally certified;

increased compensation on account of equipment acquired and addition and
betterments made* to the Company's properties during Federal Control and
the Guaranty period; and the net operating income from corporate opera-
tion oi the properties for the four months ended December 31, 1920.
No settlement has as yet been made with the Director General of Rail-

roads for maintenance of the property during Federal Control, nor for any
other matters growing cut of the operation of the property by the United
States Railroad Administration. Settlement has not yet been effected with
the Interstate Commerce Commission under the terms of the guaranty
provisions of the Transportation Act. On January 13, 1921, an advance
of $1,000,000 was received from the United States Railroad Administration,
and on March 24, 1921, an advance of $1,353,000 was received on account
of the guaranty period on certificates issued by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The President is actively engaged in endeavoring to secure
final settlement and cash reimbursement from the United States Government
on account of the claims filed by the Company, including its affiliated and
subsidiary companies for both the Federal Coutrol and Guaranty periods.
Negotiations to that end are proceeding currently.

SECURITIES ISSUED, SOLD OR PLEDGED

During the year, the Company issued to the Director General, as stated
in its last annual report, $14,029,500, principal amount, equipment notes,
dated January 15, 1920, bearing interest at the rate of six per cent per
annum, payable semi-annually, and maturing serially from Tanuary 15, 1921,
to January 15, 1935, inclusive. These notes were issued at par in payment

equipment purchased from the 1'niicd States Railroad Administration
33 Light Mikado locomotives.

1

. r locomotives.
3500 Double Sheathed 40 ton box cars.

1000 Composite 50 ton gondola cars.

No stocks, bonds or other securities of the Company or of any controlled
or subsidiary company of the system have, during the period covered by
this report, been sold or pledged by the Company or by any of its respective
controlled or subsidiary companies.

EQUIPMENT
In addition to the purchase of equipment set forth in the last Annual

Report, the Company has also purchased from the War Department ten
(10) addit'onal decapod type locomotives (originally built for the Russian
Government) at n total cost of $250,000—$25,000 payable in cash and the
balance in nine annual installments of $25,000 each, beginning November
1, 1921; the deferred payments to bear interest at the rate of six per cent
per annu'n.

DOUBLE TRACK
During the year the Company has had under construction a considerable

amount of additional ma'n track in order to provide stretches of double
track for more economical operation in heavy traffic territory, having com-
pleted and placed in service during the period covered by this report 6.67
miles, and had under construction 24.2 miles additional, of which 16.5
miles were completed and placed in service during the early part of 1921
and the remaining 7.7 miles it is expected will be completed and placed in
service shortly. When

_
all of the new_ construction has been placed in

service the Company will have 89.72 miles of double track in main line
service.

At the time of Reorganization, and the preparation of the Adjustment
Mortgage, and the Income Mortgage of the Company, the fiscal year for
the making of the Annual reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission
ended June 30. The same fiscal year was adopted in both the Adjustment
Mortgage and the Income Mortgage.
This has since been changed by the Interstate Commerce Commission so

that the neriod for making the Annual Reports is new the calendar year
instead of the year ending June 30, and as a consequence the Annual Report
filed with the Commission does not show income for the fiscal year ending
June 30.

INCOME ACCOUNT FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1920

The following statement shows the corporate income for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1920, as certified by Messrs. Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths &
Company, Certified Public Accountants.
Eight Months' proportion of Tentative Annual

Standard Return, as certified by the Interstate
Commerce Commission

Increased Compensation on account of allocated
Equipment, January 15 to March 1, 1920

Four months' proportion of Guaranty under
Transportation Act 1920, based on Tentative
Standard Return $4,471,836.77

Increased Compensation on account of Equip-
ment allocated and purchased and Additions
and Betterments (net) completed at March
1, 1920 367,188.50 4,839,025.27

$13,941,560.03

$8,993,143.16

109,391.60 $9,102,534.76

STATEMENT OF INCOME ACCOUNT
YitAK Ended December 31st, 1920

Six
Months Ended

Two months (Jan. 1st—Feb. 29th), proportion of Annual Standard Return as
finally certified by the Interstate Commerce Commission $2,235,918.44

Six months (March 1st—Aug. 31st), Guarantee under the Transportation Act,
1920, based on Standard Return as finally certified by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission 4,471,836.77

Increased Compensation on account of equipment allocated and purchased and
additions and betterments (Net) completed at March 1st, 1920, and during
Guaranty Period 476.580.10

Difference between Tentative Standard Return taken into account and Standard
Return as finally certified January 1st, 1918—December 31st, 1919

Net Operating Income September 1st—December 31st, 1920. (Less corporate
expenses for months of Tanuarv and February, 1920, Column 1.) For
detail see paje 15 51,7Ji.l4

$7,132,616.17
Other Income:

Rentals $58,371.75
Interest 175,091.75
Miscellaneous income 12,506.18

Total Other Income $245,969.68

Gross Income $7,378,585.85
Deductions from Income:

Rentals
, $109,722.14

Taxes 99,741.70
Miscellaneous Income Charges 6,093.33
Deficit of Frisco Refrigerator Line 48,990 16
Sinking Funds 26,652.42

Total Deductions from Tncc me $291,199.75

Balance Available for Interest, etc. ., $7,087 386 10
Interest on Fixed Charge Obligations 4,804,787.73

Balance *2 282 598 37
Interest on Cumulative Adjustment Bonds '.

'.'.','.. '.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.

'. l',164]278^03

Balance $1,118,320.34
Interest on Income Bonds 1,055,760.00

Balance $62,560.34

Figures in italics denote debit.
Note—The transactions of the Kansas City. Clinton & Springfield Railway Company. Which C

above, but the amounts advanced by the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railway Company t

Springfield Railway Conipan;, Bonds have been charged against Income.

Six
Months Ended
Dec. 30, 1920

$34,919.45

2,340,676.90

229,104.61

419,033.84

5,588,236.57

$8,611,971.37

$183,463.91
7.426.77

160,637.86

$351,528.54

$8,963,499.91

$109,897.12
80.882.63
9,695.38

24,005.32

$224,480.45

$8,739,019.46
4.825,973.44

$3,913,046.02
1,176.615.55

$2,736,430.47
1,055,760.00

$1,680,670.47

Twelve Months Ended
December 31, 1920

705,684.71

419,033.84

$241,835.66
182.518.52
173.144.04

$219,619.26
180,624.33
15.78S.7l
48.990.16
50,657.74

$6,195,644.39
2,340,893.58

$3,854,750.81
2.111,520.00

pany is operated separately, are not included in the
meet the interest of the Kansas City, Clinton &

228
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Other Income:
Rentals $93,228.08

Interest 131,404.75

Interest (estimated) due by Director Genera!
on Net Current Balance from January 1,

1918, to June 30, 1920 364,123.30

Miscellaneous Income 25,443.83

Deductions from Income:
Expenses of Corporate Organization $174,808.63

Taxes 204,085.73
Rentals 232,854.84
Miscellaneous Income Charges 18,020.95

Sinking Funds 53,258.74

Deficit oi Frisco Refrigerator Line 91,511.79

Balance available for Interest, etc

$14,555,759.99

Interest on Fixed Charge Obligations 9,268,326.12

Balance Available for Interest on Cumulative Adjustment
Bonds $4,S12.893.19

Interest on Cumulative Adjustment Bonds 2,328,007.82

Ealance available for Interest en Income Bonds $2,184,885.37
Interest on Income Bonds.. 2,111,520.00

Surplus transferred to Profit and Loss Account $73,365.37

Insofar as the statements embraced in the report cover the period of
Federal oueration. the data iherefor were taken from the Federal Manager's
records and included with the similar data with respect to Corporate opera-
tion during the year, for purposes of comparison and continuity of record.

By order of the Board of Directors,

May 5. 1921. E. N. BROWN, Chairman.

J. M KIRN, President.

STATEMENT OF ' OM1 [NED GENEKAL PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT AND ADJUSTMENTS THEREIN
Year Ended December 31st, 1920

Debit.Cred't.
Balance at credit, January 1st, 1920 $1,272,475.18

Balance of income account for year to date. . . . $1,743,230.81

Donations, account industrial tracks (see centra) 200,245.88

Miscellaneous adjustments (net) 35,987.01 1,979,463.70

Surplus appropriated for investment in physical
property (see contra 1 $200,245.88

Debt disc-Mint extinguished through surplus 28,141.81 $228,387.69

$3,251,938.88 Balance credit, December 31st, 1920.

STATEMENT OF CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 31ST, 1920.

Asset
Investments—

Investment in road and equipment:
Road $294,658,770.82
Equipment 65,652,518.49 $360,311,289.31

Sinking funds:
Total hook assets $783,578.80
Issues of the railway at par. 780,000.00
Cash

Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property sold

Miscellaneous phvsical property
Investments in affiliated companies:

(a) Stock (pledged)
(c) Notes
(d) Advances

Other investments:
(a) Stock
(b) Bonds—Liberty Bonds at par
(c) Notes
(d) Advances

3,578.80
34,440.44

1,126,136.88

$202,334.33
96,411.43
10,189.00

$1.00
402,850.00
79.844.39
29.508.18

$15,373,500.00

181,660,045.00
5,384,700.00
80.135,923.00

386.507.96

Total investments
Current assets—
Cash
Special deposits
Loans and bills receivable
Traffic and car service balances receivable

Net balance receivable from agents and
conductors

Miscellaneous Recounts receivable
Material and Supplies
Interest and dividends receivable
Rents receivable
Other current assets
Net balance due from United States Gov-

$362,296,583.76

$6,962,536.35
688,675.79
143,416.07

1,398,242.59

991,585.06
3,739,833 17

10,208,290.95
S, 371.42
2,513.74

240.305.98

6,691.299.61

Total current assets
Deferred assets—
Working fund advances
Insurance fund:

Total book assets $227,513.43
Issues of the railway at par 140,000.00
I

i

Other deferred assets

Total deferred assets
Unadjusted debits—
Rents and insurance paid in ailvai

Other unadjusted debits

Set hi ities issued or .e

—Unpledged $4,41

31,072,070.73

Liabilities
Stock-

Capital stock:
(a) Common stock $50,447,026.00
(b) Preferred stock 7,500,000.00

Total capital stock
Long tern: debt—
Funded debt unmatured:

(a) Equipment trust obligations
(b) Mortgage Ix.nds:

Book liability $186,982,240.00
Held by or for the

railway 5.322.195.00
Actually outstanding

(c) Collateral trust bonds and certificates

(d) Income bonds
(e) Miscellaneous

Total long term debt
Current liabilities—
Loans and bills payable
Traffic and ear service balances payable...
Audited accounts and wages payable
Miscellaneous accentnts payable
Interest matured unpaid
Funded debt matured unpaid
LTnmatured interest accrued
Unmatured rents accrued

Total current liabilities

Deferred liabilities

—

Other deferred liabilities

Unadjusted credits—
Tax liability

Insurance reserve
Operating reserve
Operating reserve—Guaranty Period
Accrued depreciation—road
Accrued depreciation—equipment.-
Other unadjusted credits

$57,947,026.00

$10,000.00
1,148,438.92

13.565.693.68
817.906.77

4.054,756.41
35.675.00

3,304.857.72
14,020.84

$1,516,493.93
227,513.43
541,355.17

2,036,499.01
407.086.20

20,064,281.12
3.836.960.95

$74,989.73
3,927.922.61

Total unadjusted credits
Corporate surplus—
Addition; I i property through income and

surplus
Funded debt retired through income and

surplus
Sinking fund reserve
Profit ind loss—balance

22,951,349.34

205,967.91

28,631 ,189.81

541,000.00
783.578.80

3,023,551.19

Total corporate surplus

Total unadjusted debits.

$397,614,528.90 $397,614,528.90

re not included in the
Kansas City. Clinton 8c

Note—The transactions of the Kansas City, Clinton & Springfield Railway Company, which Company is operated separately, si

above, but the amounts advanced by the Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis Railway Company to meet the interest on the K
Springfield Railway Company Bonds have been charged against Income.

SUMMARY OF FREIGHT TRAFFIC, FOR THE TEN YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1916, AND THE FIVE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1920
Revenue Freight

Average per ton Average load in tons

Years,
ended
June 30

1907..
1908..
1909
191(1..

1911.,

1013..
1014..
1915..
1916, .

Years ended
Dec. 31

1916
1017
1908
1919
1" v

Tons carried
'

Rate Per
mileage

carried
per mile

centsNumber Mileage Revenue train car

5,061.72 16,154,154 2,658,150,453 $26,848,664.91 164.55 1.00 224.44 16.90

5.064.16 15.27S.619 212.30 17.13

5,072.67 15,952.144 2,518,944.740 1,515.93 16.93

5,071.79 '.713 ,482,793 27,645.863.48 0.98 17.14

5.187.93 17.128,446 2,675,695,200 2S. 071,781.86 156.21 1.05

5,241.39 16,985.882 2,714,! 27,505,797.98 1.01 255.10 16.15

5,254.98 19,739,790 3,126,717,306 31.272.806.96 1.00 281.44 17.13

5,259.09 19.906,151 3,027.000,826 30.202,499.08 152.11 1.00 17.80

5,252.07 18.762,319 3,100,939,639 29,485,596.48 0.95 330.09 19.26
>,901 3,452.384,669 33,547,466.45 19.31

5.256.00 21,270,024 3.697,396,315 36,555.443.72 0.99 19.24

5.207.03 23,011,162 59,492 30. 421. 537.80 0.99 3S1.55 21.58

5,165.50 22.998.106 4,155,542,672 47,161.817.72 ISO. 60 1.13 391.59 23.45

5,252.37 21.439,266 4,036.818. 031 53.558.494.45 1.33 379.83 21.77

5,252.68 24,718,345 4,621.380,827 66,338,921.56 186.96 1.44 398.34 23.44

[Advertisement!
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Railway Officers

R. J. Marony

INIIIIIIIIIIII mini iniiiiiiiiimiiiMii.

Executive

Robert J. Marony, assistant secretary and assistant treas-

urer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters
at New York, has been elected vice-president, succeeding
G. G. Mason, who has

resigned. Mr. Marony
was born in 1881, at

Philadelphia, Pa. He
was educated at the

public schools of New
York City and the Col-

lege of the City of New
York, which institution

he attended two years.

In 1905 he entered the

employ of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul,

as a clerk in the com-
pany's financial offices

at New York and sub-

sequently served in va-

rious positions in the

company's financial and
executive offices in New
York. In 1912, he was
elected assistant secre-

tary and assistant treas-

urer, in which position he was serving at the time of his

recent election. Mr. Marony will continue to serve as

assistant secretary and assistant treasurer in addition to his

new duties.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

C. Leber has been elected secretary of the Peoria & Pekin

Union, succeeding R. H. Hardin, resigned, effective July IS.

Mr. Leber has also been appointed auditor succeeding Mr.
Hardin.

Operating

L. R. Taylor, superintendent of telegraph and signals of the

Virginian having resigned, effective July 1, the position has

been abolished and employees formerly reporting to Mr.
Taylor will henceforth report to the general manager.

W. A. Gore, superintendent of the New River division of

the Virginian with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va., has

been appointed general manager, with jurisdiction over the

transportation and maintenance of way departments, with
headquarters at Norfolk, Va., effective July 1. J. W. White
succeeds Mr. Gore as superintendent at Princeton.

General

Appointments on the Los Angeles & Salt Lake

Coincident with the purchase of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake
by the Union Pacific the officers of the latter company will also

serve the Los Angeles & Salt Lake as follows

:

Name Position Headquarters
Robert S. Lovett Chairman executive committee New York.
Carl R. Gray President Omaha.
E. E, Adams First vice-president Omaha.
II. M. Adams Second vice-president Omaha.
Thomas Price Secretary New York.
E. M. Kindler \ssistant secretary New York.
C. B. Matthai Assistant secretary Omaha
E. G. Smith Treasurer New York.
T. C. Richards Assistant treasurer New York
H. W. Clark General counsel New York
F. W. Charske Comptroller New York'
H. S. Bradt Assistant Comptroller New York.
G. E. Bissonnet General auditor Omaha
H. A. Scandrett Valuation and commerce counsel. .. Omaha.

F. W. Robinson Freight traffic manager Omaha.
W. S. Bassingei I'a-senger traffic manager Omaha.
R. R. Mitchell \ istanl freight traffic manager Omaha.
T. W. McClymonds General agent ref'r service Omaha.
R. L. Huntley Chief engineer Omaha.
N. D. Ballantinc Superintendent of transi>ortation. .. Omaha.
F. E. Lewi- Manager dining cars and hotels. .. Ogden.

The following officers of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake will serve

in the positions indicated below

:

X.i For '-'tion .V
i
..sition Headquarters

C. I' Smith Secretary Asst. secretary .... Los Angeles
VY. II. Leete Treasurer \sst. treasurer Los Angeles
W. II Comstock. General manager General manager.. . Los Angeles
A. S. Halstead. .. General counsel General solicitor. .. Los Angeles
A. S. Edmr.nds. . . Gen'l traft. mgr Traffic manager. ... Los Angeles
M. D. Brabant... Asst. ircn'l trart. mgr..Asst. traffic mgr. .. Los Angeles
T. M. Sloan Gen'I frt. agt Gen'l frt. agt Los Angeles
T. C. Peck Gen'l pass, agt Gen'l pass, agt Los Angeles
C. C. Barry Auditor Auditor Los Angeles
A. Maguire Chief engineer Asst: chief engineer. Los Angeles
G. W. Thompson. Supt. dining cars and Supt. dining cars Los Angeles

hotels. and hotels.

These changes were effective July 14.

Traffic

H. C. Dinkins has been appointed general agent of the Mis-
souri Pacific, with headquarters at Mexico City, Mex.

Mechanical

J. S. Allen has been appointed master mechanic of the Brown-
ville division of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Brown-
ville Junction, Me., succeeding E. Bowie, transferred, effective

July 16.

Obituary

John F. Morris, commercial agent of the Michigan Central,

died at Buffalo, N. Y„ on July 14.

C. M. Agnew, commercial agent of the Southern, with

headquarters at Dallas, Tex., died at his home in Oak Cliff,

Tex., on July 20.

Edwin N. Armstrong, president of the Toledo, Peoria & West-

ern, died at Peoria, 111., on July 26. Mr. Armstrong was born at

Nashua, N. H., September 19, 1845, and entered railway service

as a warehouseman for the Illinois Central in 1867. He then

became a telegraph operator for the same company, and in 1869

became a train dispatcher for the Indianapolis, Bloomington &
Western (now a part of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis). In 1872 he went with the Toledo, Peoria & Warsaw
(now the Toledo, Peoria & Western) in a similar capacity. In

1880 he became superintendent of the Iowa division of the Wabash
and subsequently served in a similar capacity on the Chicago,

Middle and Northern divisions of the same road. In 1885 he

was appointed general superintendent of the Toledo, Peoria &
Western and in 1904 was elected to the presidency and continued

in that position until the time of his death.

Marcus A. Low, formerly general attorney of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, died at his home in Topeka, Kan., on

July 19. He was born at Guilford, Me., on August 1, 1842,

and was educated at the law school of the University of

Michigan. After engaging in the private practice of law, Mr.
Low entered railroad service in 1886, as president of the St.

Joseph & Iowa railroad. From 1887 to 1892, he served as

general solicitor of that road and of the Chicago, Kansas &
Nebraska. In the latter year he was appointed general at-

torney of the Rock Island and at the same time was made
general solicitor of the Chicago, Rock Island & Texas. In 1902

and 1903 he served as general solicitor of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Gulf and the Chicago, Rock Island & Mexico, in

addition to his other duties. Mr. Low, who retired from railroad

service in 1912. was for a number of years prominent in national

republican politics.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has reported that of 19,213

merchandise cars run on its lines during the period between Janu-
ary 1 and June 12, 17,793 or 92.6 per cent arrived on time. Only
1 18 cars, or 0.6 per cent, were 48 hours late.

I
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Tunis, Northern Africa. Photo by Ewing Galloway.
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The general curtailment of maintenance expenditures during

the past six months has in a large measure forced the break-

ing up and re-arranging of locomotive

Safety Campaign ancl Car shop forces. Many of the rail-

Needed roads are now restoring these forces

in the Shops preparatory to catching up with de-

ferred equipment maintenance and

others will soon be doing so. In many cases this means a

complete rebuilding of the organizations, the re-employment

(jf men who have been away from the shops for several

months and of new men to replace those who have found

other employment or otherwise have drifted away from the

service. Until these men have completely acquired their old

personal habits of safety and have learned to work well to-

gether, tlie possibilities for personal injuries are greatly in-

cn i ed. Extraordinary precautions should be taken to pre-

vent these possibilities from being realized.

Approximately one-eighth of all railway expenses or about

one-fourth of all transportation expenditures are incurred in

the operation of yards. Therefore, it is

A System Study necessary that it be scrutinized most

of carefully. One of the most extensive

Yard Operation studies of the subject which have ever

been made was that which led to the

complete systematization of switching work on the Baltimore

& i ilno which is described on another page in this issue. This
investigation, which extended over the entire system and was
designed to CO ordinate tin- work on all of its lines, had for its

objects the reduction of switching to the minimum consistent

\\ilh the prompt movement of traffic to destination; the per-

formance of this switching at points where it can be done to

the besl advantage, traffic condition- and physical facilities

considered, and the distribution of this work so as to secure

the maximum use from the existing facilities and thereby

postpone or eliminate the necessity for additional expendi-
ture-. The results of this study were crystallized into a de-

tailed plan for the conduct of all switching work over the

system so that the forces at each local terminal can work in

harmony with the system plan and contribute to it- savings.
I In- plan and the Stud) which preceded it should In' ver\

helpful to operating officers on other roads who an
I routed with similar problems.

The derailing switch, I the time-honored institutions

oi American railroad practice, not onlj averts danger-, but

sometimes is the i ause of danger, ami
Some that of a costly character. The auto-

Inconsistencies in math block signal not only facilitates

Our Signaling 'rain movement, reducing delays, but

in some circumstances maj introduce a
aevi uul troublesome source of delays; delays which are so

that the Let ha- been used as an argument for not
installing automatics. These somewhat anomalous facts are
brought out by A. H. Rudd, chief signal engineer of the

Pennsylvania system, in his two articles printed in the Rail-
[ge of July lo (page 11.') and in this issue. I'he-e

articles are well worth the attention of all operating ofti

including signal engineers and other engineer- who realize
the importance of their function- a- counselors of the general

manager in operating questions—for Mr. Rudd is an idealist

a- well as a practical i rigineer, and his writings are calculated

to induce reader- to agitate his proposals in their own minds.

The Railway Age will be only too glad to compile the facts

of experience bearing on Mr. Rudd's questions, as suggested

h\ him in the earlier article, so far as such facts can be

made available; every reader is invited to -end them; but in

view of the elusive charac ter of the great bulk of these data,

it seems quite reasonable at this time to suggest that each

officer who i- interested in these problems shall begin at once

to formulate his conclusions, on the basis of what he already

knows. In what particular can you. Mr. Manager, dispute

Mr. Rudd's assertions? If you do not accept hi- pro

what are your reasons for your conservatism?

The important part played by the chief clerks in railroad

offices is practically pretty generally realized. Whether or

not the salary and official recognition

Curtailment accorded the position are adequate is

of another question and one which merits

Authority careful consideration. In the Railway

Age of July 23 a chief clerk discussed

the question from what presumably is the point of view of a

great number of men filling that position. He contended that

the chief clerk who was called upon to act for his superior

belonged really in the "assistant to" officer category and
should be so classified ancl paid. On another page of

this issue will be found a letter to the editor by an
operating officer in answer to the chief clerk's contention-.

This officer, while suggesting that chief clerk- are. per-

haps, not adequately paid, takes the view that business of

an official nature cannot in the interest of the property be

entrusted to them to too ^reat an extent be
their lack of ace. He call- attention to the

practice of referring tin- recommendations of responsible

subordinate officers to the .hief cl.rk- of superior officers for

their decision and be urges that no
l -hould

lie vetoed or letters m written except 1a- the officer

himself. In short, his remedy for the problem would lx.' the

curtailment of the- chief clerk's authority. An impartial ob-

ril in the point- of view of both our cor-

adents. Their views are, however, widely divergent
More discussion will be needed to harmonize them—and the

subject merit- discussion, for the chief clerk- by and large
ire a loyal band of men and the Suggestion that the

being dealt with unjustly deserves the fullest investigation.

I he adoption of store door delivery is now being urged vigor-

ously for the cities of New York and Baltimore. Md., with

a fair prospect of success in one or
The Adoption both, places. Store door delivery is quite

of Store familiar to Baltimore since that city

Door Delivery had nearly 45 years' experience with

it up to 1911, when it was with-

drawn because of certain features held to be discriminatory
by the Interstate Commerce Commission. New York has had
no direct experience with store door delivery, although as a

result of the terminal congestion during the war period such
a service might have been inaugurated under government
control had not the signing of the armistice intervened. As

231
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Department

a means purely to lessen or relieve congestion at terminals,

store door deliver)' has proved itself both in this country

and others. Its practicability under the exceedingly com-

plex terminal and business conditions now prevailing is

not, however, entirely clear to a large number of railway

and business men nor is it, as yet, recognized as being alto-

gether desirable. The more advanced forms of this service

have eliminated many of the features heretofore objectionable

to the railroads, the trucking companies and the shippers.

In their place newer methods are being advocated which ap-

parently give the method a greater degree of flexibility.

Baltimore, with its experience to look back to, is, in general,

favorably inclined toward the adoption of a modified form

of store door delivery and the results of the many meetings

between representatives of railway companies, trucking con-

cerns and shippers point toward an increasing possibility

of its early adoption. New York is not so favorably inclined

but the idea is being pushed strongly as a relief measure
for the port of New York. While the interest manifested in

store door delivery is, as yet, more or less local to the two
cities involved, the developments at these two places should

be watched closely. There is present the possibility that,

should it be adopted at one or both places, public opinion

would demand its inauguration at other important terminals.

It is significant to note that, out of a considerable number
of prominent railroad men recently approached for sugges-

tions as to how the mechanical depart-
Separate the ment could funct ion more effectively,

Car several stressed the importance of main-
taining separate motive power and car

departments. The consensus of opinion

seemed to be that for all large roads there should be one
officer in charge of die entire mechanical department with

two assistants in charge of locomotive and car maintenance
work respectively. In this way there would be undivided
responsibility and a more direct supervision of the work,

thus saving time and eliminating a large amount of red tape.

It is by no means true that all motive power men are in-

capable of assuming charge of car departments, but in far

too many cases their experience has been confined to the

locomotive side and they are unfamiliar with methods of

handling car repair work. In these cases, there is a ten-

dency to adopt the suggestions of minor car department

officers regarding serious problems which have not been

worked out with sufficient care. Another argument in favor

of separating the motive power and car departments on the

larger railroads is that the burden of responsibility for both

departments is more than one man ought to bear. There
is altogether too little appreciation of the importance of the

car department by railroad men in general. True, the loco-

motive usually comes first in a train, and there is some-

thing almost of fascination about the word "motive-power,"

but the fact remains that more than twice as much money
is tied up in freight cars alone as in locomotives. Respon-

sibility for the maintenance of equipment representing this

immense investment should not be placed on motive power
officers who already have as much as they can do to keep

locomotives in proper operating condition. The most experi-

enced, high caliber men available should be secured to direct

the policies of car departments and then made fully respon-

sible for results. Experience has amply demonstrated that

material economies can be effected on large railroads by

maintaining separate locomotive and car departments under

a joint mechanical department head. The claim that such

an organization is top-heavy has never been established. In

fact the tendency is to fix responsibility, get direct action,

eliminate a large amount of red tape and increase car depart-

ment efficiency.

While there is some difference of opinion among railway

supply men regarding purchases of equipment in the imme-
diate future the general impression

The prevails that the railway companies

Equipment will during the next few months carry

Situation out an extensive program of repairs.

If the government refunding plan as

outlined by President Harding is carried out it will

make it possible for the railways to place orders for

equipment, although large orders will likely be delayed

until the number of idle cars and bad order cars is less

than at the present time. The Railway Age showed
in its equipment record for July that 6 locomotives were
ordered for domestic roads and 61 for foreign account

and that inquiries were made for prices on repairs to

130 locomotives. In July orders were placed for repairs to

9,500 cars and inquiries made for prices on repairs to 11,450

cars. Other contracts pending or about to be closed will

greatly increase these figures. Orders were reported in July
for but 775 freight and 10 passenger cars for domestic use

and 960 freight cars for foreign account. The predominence
of business in repair work as compared with new orders is

too striking to pass without comment. It is further shown
by the production figures reported by the Railway Car Manu-
facturers Association. In the first six months of 1921 the

companies reporting to that organization delivered 29,347
new freight cars on domestic orders. In the same period there

were delivered 23,639 repaired cars. The new cars delivered

in June totaled 2,245; the repaired cars, 2,939.

Why Limit the Joint Committee
Specifications to Buildings?

The specifications for concrete and reinforced concrete

recently submitted in tentative form by the Joint Com-
mittee, which are reviewed elsewhere in this issue, are prob-

ably a source of disappointment to railway bridge engineers

and others engaged in the design of railway structures.

Concrete and reinforced concrete are used by the railways

primarily for the construction of bridge piers and abutments,

arches, reinforced concrete trestles, retaining walls and cul-

verts, whereas only a very limited number of railway build-

ings lend themselves to the use of these materials. The
specifications prepared by the Joint Committee on the other

hand are admittedly and clearly intended primarily for

building construction.

This limitation applies only in minor degree to that portion

of the specifications relating to workmanship and materials.

This in a large measure constitutes an elaboration and im-
provement over the specifications adopted by the American
Railway Engineering Association in 1920. The real short-

coming, insofar as railway structures is concerned, relates to

the specifications for design. The Joint Committee's specifi-

cations present detailed requirements for the framing of

columns, beams and slabs and for flat slab construction as

used in multiple story reinforced concrete buildings. Re-
taining walls, it is true, receive some attention, but presum-
ably this is because they form an important part in building

basement construction. On the other hand, the requirements

of such structural items as reinforced concrete trestle slabs,

which must be adequate to earn- heavy and rapidlv moving
trains, arc covered only by the most general statements con-

cerning simple reinforced concrete slabs. Arches also receive

no attention in the specifications.

This tendency of the committee to favor building work to

the exclusion of bridge work may be explained largely by
the influence of the American Concrete Institute, an associa-

tion which has been very active in developing concrete prac-

tice and with which few railway men have been prominentlv
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identified. Whether or not it is the intention of the Joint

Committee to supplement the work it has already done by a

greater measure of detail concerning structures other than

buildings, the fact remains that there is a very real need for

standardization in the design of concrete bridges, arches, cul-

verts, etc., such as would be accomplished by specifications

dealing directly with these structures. If the Joint Com-
mittee cannot consistently fulfill this need then it muM In-

met by some other organization, presumably the Ami
Railway Engineering Association. That body has done ex-

cellent work during the past 20 year- in the developmenl of

specifications for steel railway bridges which, during the

course of gradual development in - i-ding editions, have

gradually come to cover a multitude of detail not considered

in iln original scope. Efforts to the same end with respect to

n tr structures would ultimately lead to the same result

and thereby be of great value in the promulgation of the besl

practices in the use of a most valuable structural material.

The Retirement of Chairman Clark

THE retirement of Chairman E. E. Clark from the In-

terstate Commerce Commission at this time is a serious

loss to the nation. Before Mr. Clark went upon the Com-

mission fifteen years ago he was head of one of the railway

labor organizations. Neither railway officers nor shippers

highly approved of his appointment. However, while some

members of the Commission may have commanded more re-

sped and confidence from the shippers, and some more re-

spect and confidence from the railways, it can be said with

confidence that no member of the Commission ever com-

manded the respect and confidence of both shippers and rail-

way officers at the same time to a greater degree than

Mr. Clark did in the years immediately preceding his

retirement.

By years of stud) and experience he acquired an almost

unequalled knowledge of the general railroad situation He
manifested a desire and determination to be bur which won

the regard even of those who differed from him. He proved

himself the possessor in a very unusual measure' of that com-
mon sense and good judgment which are- the very founda-

tion of all ability for handling practical affairs of large

moment.
i)nc way in which Mr. Clark showed to an increasing e\

tent, as the years went by, his common sense and good judg-

ment was by trying more and more to get shippers and rail-

ways to settle their differences regarding rates and service b)

ference and agreement with each other. Long experience
t hi him that protracted hearings and decisions b) the

Interstate Commerce Commission, or any other body, were
not the best way to settle the highly practical business ques-

tions arising from time' to time between the railways and
their customers.

His .nurse in this respeel was statesmanlike. Small men
in important positions like- to show their power by deciding
things themselves. He saw thai toe; man) of the relations

between the railways and those from whom they buj labor
and supplies, and to whom the) sell transportation, are being
settled by regulating bodies. Mori and more this tendency
toward excessive regulation is destroying initiative and flexi-

bility, and hindering progress in the' railroad business

—

tending to make' both railway co i and railway rates high,
and in impair and curtail service. Mr. Clark evidently saw
this. It is impossible to say to just what extent he expressed
the views of his fellow members. It is to be hoped future
developments will show that he i xpressed the views of a ma-
jority of them.

We understand Mr. Clark has retired because he t an m ike
a larger income by practicing U Fore the Commission than he
could by drawing a salary of $1 !,000 a year as a member of

it. Thus we see illustrated in a striking way the effects of

the government's policy of paying men in such important

positions such inadequate compensation.

Nobody can justly criticise Mr. Clark for retiring. He
served the upblic faithfully and capably at a personal sacri-

fice for years. I he public had no moral right to claim any

further sacrifices from him. What the public should have

done was to have paid him what he was worth and kept him
in it- service.

Not infrequently men get into Congress who know much
more about how to make a noise that their constituents will

hear than about how much it costs to buy real brains. Re-

cently one such mcml>er introduced a bill to tix SI 5.000 as

tin- maximum -Mary that could be paid to any railway officer.

Many railway officers would then do what Chairman Clark

has done I he) wi uld quit position- where the) could never

hope to gel large in< omes, ami go into business or profe -

work where they could get them.

The welfare of the country demands that the railway- shall

be ably regulated and ably managed. Chairman Clark's re-

tirement illustrates the fad that the government, like- the rail-

roads, must pay the market price for brains if it is to get

and keep them.

The Agitation for Reductions in Rates

The AGITATION for reductions in railway rates is nation-

wide.- and relates to almost every important class of com-
modities. In a single- day the Railway Age received litera-

ture advocating general reductions in rates on grain, live- -toek.

petroleum, iron and steel, coal, ore- and lumber. In each case

those Sending out the literature- gave reasons why reductions

were- especially needed in the- rates on the- particular •

commodities in which the) wen- most interested. It

to understand why shippers of all classes ek-sire reductions of

their rates. It is hard to understand win they do not realize-

that general reductions of rates under pre-.-e-nt conditions in

the railroad business would be- unjust and. in the long run.

harmful to business of all kinds.

Most of tlie arguments sel forth merely why producers and
shippers of particular classes need lowei rates ind say little

about why the railways under present conditions need tin

presenl rates. None of them makes any reference to tin- fact

that while rates arc- now high compared with the- general level

of prices, for many years rate-s did not increase while the

eral level of prices was advancing, and that the producers and
shippers who were- now complaining about the present rate-s

during this long period of years, profiting by the fact

that prievs were- advancing while- railway rates were- not.

The average railway freight rates was thi 1 7 ,i-

in 1913. Meantime- the- averaj : com-
modities had advanced To per cent. In 1920 the- average
railway freight rate- was 46 per . .lit higher than in 1913,
while the- average wholesale prices of commodities ware 143

al higher than in 1913. Sin. < the present freight rates

were fixed tin- average railway rate has been 70 per cent

il> m m l

i(
i \ - January, 1921, a

whole-. ile- prices of commodities ware- 77 per cent higher than
in 1913. Only since then have freight rate- been relatively

lower as compared with 1913 than wholesale pi

In other words, during the- entire- six \ears from 1

• ram' wholes! e-re from 1
I

it higher than in 1913, while railway rates during this

time ware- never more than 46 per cent higher than m
Yet now. when for le--- than six months railway rates have
he-en relatively higher as compared with 1913 than wholesale
priee-s. we- have a loud and general demand for reductions in
rates on the ground that producers and shippers "cannot
stand" the- present rates.

Do any of these producers and shippers remember what
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spokesmen of the railways were constantly saying between

1913 and 1017, when railway rates were standing -till and

average prices were advancing 76 per cent? We shall refresh

their memories by recalling that at that time every spokes-

man for the railways was saying that with wages and prices

of all kinds advancing the railways "could not stand'' the

then existing railway rates and were entitled to advances in

them, both because the cost of railway operation was rapidly

increasing and because the increasing prices of commodities

would enable the traffic to stand higher rates. Nevertheless,

almost even' class of the shippers who are now demanding
reductions of rates then opposed, and successfully opposed,

advances in rates.

Upon what principle of consistency, equity or sound busi-

ness can these people, who opposed advances in rates when
their own prices were advancing and the railways needed

advances in rates and the traffic could stand it, now demand
reductions in rates because prices have declined and they

need reductions of rates which the railways cannot stand?

They profited for six years by keeping railway rates relatively

much lower than their own prices. Is it unfair to suggest

that they should now be willing to take for a time such losses

as may be caused them by the fact that railway rates are

relatively higher than their prices?

It should be added, in this connection, that the present

disparity between railway rates and average prices is small

compared with what it was when prices were at their peak.

When average wholesale prices were 143 per cent higher

than in 1913, railway rates were only 46 per cent higher.

Now, when the average railway freight rate is 70 per cent

higher than in 1913, the average wholesale price of com-

modities is still 48 per cent higher than in 1913.

Furthermore, while railway rates are at present relatively

higher than the prices of most commodities, they are not

relatively higher than the things which the railways them-

selves have to buy, and which determine their costs of opera-

tion and the rates at which they can afford to sell their

transportation. Without going back so far as 1913, let us

compare the average increases since 1916 in the rates which

the railways are receiving, and in the average costs they are

obliged to meet. The average advance in passenger rates

(including the surtax on sleeping car tickets) has been S3

per cent. The average increase in the rate per ton per mile

in this five years has been 74 per cent. The average increase

in both passenger and freight rates has been less than 65

per cent.

Now take a look at the operating costs. Over 94 per cent

of all railway expenses are wages, cost of fuel and cost of

materials and supplies. About 90 per cent of all railway

employees are paid by the hour, and even since the recent

reduction in wages the average cost per hour of railway labor

is 123 per cent more than in 1916. There have been sub-

stantial reductions since last year in the prices of materials

and supplies, but the prices at which the railways are now
buying materials and supplies average 65 per cent higher

than in 1916. The average price paid for coal in 1916 was
$1.76 per ton. Coal prices have been slowly declining since

last December but the average price paid by the railways in

May, the latest month for which figures are available, was

$4.29, or almost 144 per cent more than in 1916.

In the first five months of 1921 the total earnings of the

railways were 58J/2 per cent more than in the same months
of 1916. Their total operating expenses, in spite of the vast

retrenchments made, were 109 per cent more than in the

same months of 1916. Their taxes were SQyi per cent more
than in the same months of 1916. Result: In the first five

months of 1916 the railways earned $286,400,000 net oper-

ating income, while in the same months of 1921 they earned
only $117,000,000 net operating income, a decline in net

operating income for these months of over 66 per cent.

From the standpoint of the producer and shipper the

present railway rates are too high. From the standpoint of

the railways they have not thus far been high enough. The
reason why they are too high from the standpoint of the

producer and shipper, and not high enough from the stand-

point of the railways, is that the present operating costs of

the railways are excessive. Who made these costs excessive?

Not the managements of the railways. They did not fix the

wages they are paying to labor, or the prices they are paying

for materials and supplies, or the prices they are paying for

coal. They did not increase their own taxes over 80 per cent.

The managements are striving mightily to reduce their costs.

Undoubtedly the rates should be reduced—when the costs of

labor, materials and supplies and fuel have been reduced

enough to enable the railways to pay their operating expenses

and make a reasonable net return on lower rates.

We can draw only one of two conclusions from the wide-

spread propaganda that is being carried on for general reduc-

tions in rates. One of these is that those who are earning

it on are ignorant of present railway conditions, which reflects

no credit on any man who sets himself up as qualified to

discuss railway rates. The other is that those who are carry-

ing on this propaganda are willing to help complete the

financial and physical ruin of the railways of the United

States if, by carrying on agitation regarding rates, they can

win the temporary approval and applause of the classes of

producers and shippers on whose applause and approval

they rely for the furtherance of their own selfish interest.

There is but one wise course for the managements of the

railways, under the existing conditions, to follow. That is

to fight to the last ditch, first, for reasonable reductions of

their operating costs, and, secondly, against all general re-

ductions in rates until operating costs have been reduced

and traffic has increased enough to enable the railroads to

earn a reasonable net return. Doubtless they will antagonize

many classes of persons by doing this. They may arouse

public sentiment against them. But such premature and
unwarranted reductions in rates as are being advocated would
wreck the railroads of the United States, financially and
physically, and do the public far more harm than good. The
present extremely bad railroad situation is largely due to

the fact that the managers and owners of the railways have
not in the past resisted vigorously enough unreasonable de-

mands which have been made on them, and unreasonable

regulation which has been forced on them. If public senti-

ment is antagonized, private ownership and management
may fail, but it is sure to fail if the railways under private

management cannot get fair and reasonable treatment.

Kansas City Southern

The traffic haxdled by the Kansas City Southern in

the first four months of 1921—April being the latest

month for which figures are at present available—was ap-

proximately equal to that handled in the first four months of

1920. This comparison, it is true, is not an entirely fair one,

inasmuch as the figures for 1920 include the month of April,

in which month the road's operations were severely handi-
. apped by the outlaw strikes. Nevertheless, the fact that the

traffic up to April 30 this year was on a par with that in the

same period last year makes the Kansas City Southern an
exception from most of the other roads of the country. It

further means that the road has been able to secure, because
of the higher rates now in effect, considerably better gross

earnings than were secured in the early part of last vear. The
figures as to earnings are available to the end of May. In
the period from January 1 to May 31 the gross earnings of

the Kansas City Southern, including the Texarkana & Fort
Smith were $9,305,726 as compared with $S,057,053 in the
first five months of 1920. The operating expenses to May
31 were slightly in excess of those in the same period last

I
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year. The net railway operating income of $1,903,828 in the

first five months of this year compared with a figure for the

first five months of 1920 of $985,555. This would indicate

that the Kansas City Southern apparently has the present

situation well in hand. The fact that the increased net is not

the result of savings in maintenance of equipment and way
and structures is especially noteworthy.

The Kansas City Southern operates a total mileage of 842,

its lines extending from Kansas City south to the Gulf of

Mexico at Port Arthur. The traffic carried by the road is

indicated by the following figures showing the percentage of

the total tonnage carried in 1920: Grain, 8 per cent; bi-

tuminous coal, 14.1 per cent; lumber, 21.7 per cent and petro-

leum and other oils, 19.8 per cent. The road has but a small

branch line mileage, a factor which has permitted its pro-

gressive management to carry out a somewhat more intensive

development of the property than might otherwise have been

possible. The revenue tons carried one mile per mile of road
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The Kansas City Southern

in 1920 were 1,989,826. The intensive development which
is referred to is indicated chiefly by the average revenue train

load in 1<>20 of 0/4 tons and by various other figures which
are given below.

The Kansas City Southern did not earn its standard re-

turn in either of the two years of federal control. Its stand-
mi return was $3,535,427; in 1918, it earned $3,1 !8,053; in

1919, $2,189,359. In 1920 the net railway operating income
was $2,766,306. The improvement in net in 1920 as com-
pared with 1919 was largely the result of operations during
the last four months of the year. Operations during the
guaranty period resulted in a deficiency under the guaranty
of $1,120,332. The corporate income ai i ount for the year, in

which consideration is taken of the standard return for

January and February and of the guaranty for the guaranty
period showed a total net income of $1,924,054. This com-
pared with a net corporate income in 1919 of $1,342,679.
The traffic carried by the Kansas City Southern in 1920,

totaled 6,135,187 tons of revenue freight as compared with

4,884,555 tons in 1919 or 5,632,481 tons in 1918. The
revenue ton mileage in 1920 was 1,674,717,315. Although

the total tons carried in 1920 were in excess of 1918, the

revenue ton mileage was less, the reason being that the aver-

age haul in 1920 was but 273 miles as compared with 298 in

the second year preceding. On this traffic the road secured

an average revenue train load of 674 tons and an average

revenue car load of 25.77 tons. Tin ere consider-

ably in excess of those for 1919, but they were below the

figures of 677 revenue tons per train and 26.89 revenue tons

per loaded car in 1918.

The interesting feature of the road's operations at present

is the manner in which the figures relating to operating effi-

ciency have held up so far this year. We have already noted

that the traffic carried in the first four months of 1921 was
about equal to that carried in the first four months of 1920
and that the gross and net earnings were considerably higher.

For the first four months the road secured an average net tons

per train, revenue and non-revenue freight combined, of 72S
as compared with a figure of 716 in the first four months of

1920 or with a figure of 734 for all of 1920. The net tons
per train so far this year, incidentally, have been over 100
tons higher than the figure for any other road in the south-

western region and nearly 200 tons more than the average for

that region. The net ton miles per train hour—the figure

which takes into consideration train speed as well as train

load—was, in the first four months of this year, 7,613 as
compared with an average for the region of 6,442. The
Kansas City Southern's net tons per loaded car to April 30,
1921, were 28.8 and its miles per car per day 35.4. The net
ton miles per car per day were 726. This latter figure com-
pared with 648 in the first four months of 1920 and with an
average for the whole of 1920 of 759. Another interesting
figure is that of bad order cars. The latest figures reported

—

those fpr July 15—show that the percentage of bad order
cars in the country on that date was 15.9. The Kansas < lity

Southern is shown as having 7.8 per cent of its cars in bad
order. Looking at these figures as a whole indicates that the
Kansas City Southern is in an enviable position at present
It will be interesting tot watch its operating figures in future
months when its traffic increases with better business
conditions.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919 were
as follow -

;

1920 1919
Mileage "perated

Freight revenue $17,361,235 $12,576,430
nger. revenue 3.225,909 2.7.23.353

< rating revenue 22,355,227 16.607 011
Maintenance d .

-

Maintenance of equipmenl 4.3:2.926 3.'608[203
1 r;l""

' 46".<>49 229,545
transportation expenses 0,231,599 ,. .

901,874 5081989
Total operating expenses 17,911.665 13,329087

Nel opi rating revenue 4.44.;. :,.•
;

Operating inc. me ;,.

The corporate income account is as follows:

"SO,448
full

91! i

Federal guaranty of income :

• 1,884,277 l.iVl '" '" 1.924,054 1,
I hvidends i

Prefern d st ck, 4 per cent 540,1
Balance

:

An Article printed in the Illinois Central Magazine for July
describes the gardening activities of the department devoted to

this work on that road This department has been in operation

ind there are 13 division gardeners in addition to the

chief gardener, H. S, Moulder, who is stationed at Champaign.
111. It is the aim to work not only to beautify the propel

the company, but also the territory served by the railroad, the

gardeners co-operating with town and city officials along th<
-
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Duties Should Not Be Delegated

Eo roN, Mass.

To mi- Editor:

I have read with considerable interest the article by a Chief

Clerk in the Railway Age of July 23. Granting the situation

ii exists today I think his position is well founded. I do

detract in any way from the efficiency and loyalty

of the average chief clerk and I agree fully that, considering

the work he is called upon to do, he is in most cases neither

properly compensated nor recognized.

I believe, however, the wrong remedy is proposed. Do not

give the chief clerk greater recognition (more compensation

perhaps), but insist that the officers do more of their own

work and not delegate authority which they should exercise.

One of the chief causes of lower operating efficiency is the

delegation of this authority to men who, regardless of their

intelligence, efficiency and loyalty, are not, as a result of

their limited outdoor experience, competent to pass upon sub-

jects which are now left to their judgment.

We all know of numerous cases, starting in division super-

intendents' offices and going to the top of the railroad, where

the chief clerk overrules the recommendations of responsible

officers of lower grade when, in most cases, if the same facts

were laid before his chief, the decision would be reversed.

This tends to discouragement and lack of initiative on the

part of the lower officers and decreases morale.

No recommendation over the personal signature of a re-

sponsible officer should be acted upon adversely by a chief

clerk, and no letter of criticism written except after consid-

eration by, and over the personal signature of, his superior

officer.

To give the chief clerk greater recognition and a definite

position in the organization would simply tend to per-

petuate and increase what is already one of our greatest

weaknesses.
Operatinc Officer.

Track Tanks for Freight Trains
Heath, Mass.

To lii i- Editor:

The cost of train stops brings up the utility of track pans

for freight trains. The track pan is usually considered as an

adjunct to high speed passenger service but in view of mod-

em conditions, would not the installation of track pans pay-

in certain cases purely for the purpose of eliminating freight

train stops for water?

A few of the advantages may be cited. A water plug

mav often by necessity be located at the bottom of a grade

or in a hollow. This may cause engines to cut off a mile

or two from the plug to avoid stalling on the grade. Useful

momentum is lost whichever way the train is bound. A
track pan in this location obviates these inconveniences.

A water stop involves, besides the time lost for taking

water, as much more for pumping up the train line on

account of the rule on so many roads requiring engines to

cut off from the trains. More air is lost than would be the

case if the engine had remained coupled to the train for

the reason that the brakes usually leak on so that auxiliary

air is lost. As the stop is of considerable duration, the flag-

man probably goes back some distance. All these things

make the cost of a water stop in excess of that for a stop

for other purposes. W. G. Landon.

Assignment of Motive Power
Taunton, Mass.

To the Editor:
I i i depn -ion in business, with a prospect of re-

sumption of traffic in the fall, should cause motive power

officers to consider carefully the assignment of their power.

I he question might well be asked, "Is the power assigned

where it will prod Lit e the best results?"

There are at least two methods used to assign the motive

jiower on our railroads. With one method the authority rests

in the office of the superintendent of motive power. Hi is

the m.ir. who says what engine or class of engines shall be

placed on the trains. With the other method, the authority

rests with the division superintendent. Certain locomotives

are assigned by the mechanical department to each division

and the division superintendent then selects and assigns the

power while the master mechanic keeps them going.

Of the two methods, the latter is much to be preferred on

a large system, as it is logical that a man who devotes all

his time to the operation of a particular section of a railroad

is vastly more familiar with certain conditions that exist

thereon than an officer whose time cannot be burdened with

many of the minor details. On a small road, however, where

the number of locomotive designs is not large and where

uniform operating conditions exist, it is possible that the

former method may have some advantages.

Having assigned the power, the next step is to keep it on

its assignment. A few years ago the writer was greatly

pleased to notice on a certain road that traverses New York
state the regularity with which the locomotives appeared on

the various trains. A remark made to the master mechanic

on this subject brought forth the reply, "Well, why not? They
are given to us to run, why not give them a job and keep

them on it!"

On another road when inquiring about the performance

of a certain type of locomotive, one of the inspectors replied.

"They double the division every 24 hours and we seldom

find anything the matter with them. Yes, we try to keep

them on the same service as much as possible."

On a third road that during the year frequently issues an
assignment of power bulletin, before that bulletin can be

received by the proper officers, it is out of date.

One road has taken its locomotives by classes and assigned

them to divisions closely related in order that the storekeeper

can reduce the number of spare parts necessary to carry in

stock. It is no unfrequent sight for a large locomotive in

passenger service to be handling three or four coaches, with

the result that the cost of hauling that train over the road is

certainly greater per car than had the engine been given her

maximum load.

In these days when roads are applying devices which will

result in economy and increase tractive effort, considerably

more economy can be gained by the proper assignment of the

power and the man closest to the existing conditions is cer-

tainly the ablest officer to direct the matter. Some officers

think that the moment a locomotive is received from the shops
she is in condition to go out on her regular run, but a wise
master mechanic will warm up a freshly shopped engine

gradually by placing it in local service. The old saying
that oil is cheaper than crank pins and brasses still holds
true.

Place as much individuality as possible in the service! A
master mechanic will take more pride in his own engines and
give them better care than he will a visitor, and if the num-
ber of visitors is large, the results won't be the best. It is

human nature and you can't change it.

Xow is tlie time to consider this matter before the predicted
fall increase of traffic. Certainly this question is of enough
importance to give it more than a passing thought.

Chas. E. Fisher.



I. C. C. Declines to Fix New England Rate Divisions

Defendants and Complainants Expected to Appoint

Committees to Work Out Readjustments

T
MI | fTERSTATE COMMERC] COMMISSION on July 28

made publii its de< ision in the New England rate divi

sion rase, holding that the voluminous record in the

case affords no basis for a valid prescription of divisions by

the commission; l.ut that it is shown that just, fair and equi

1,1,1, divi ior cannot, in many instances, flow from exi

arrangements. Because of these conditions the commission

expects the defendant carriers outside of New England and

omplainant New England lines to propose promptly

adjustments that will remove thi inconsistencies shown, and

bring into conformity with the prim iples of law and equity

expressed in the act the divisional arrangements, individual l\

and as a whole, between complainants and defendants. The

commission recommends the appointment of committees for

this purpose, t<> report in 90 days, and thereafter each 60

days, until the issues shall have been disposed of.

Washington. D. C.

Commissioners E; tman Pottet Campbell and McChord
dissented from the majority opinion on the ground that the

i -sion should have taken definite action for the imme-

diate relief of the New England roads, but the majority

opinio] I man Clark says that the financial condition

of the New England road- i- not measurably worse than that

of some of the defendants and that the record fails to show

learly that relatively thi
I

land line- have had ex-

ceptional handicaps which their competitors have not en-

red. The opinion contains a comprehensive review of

the evidence introduced regarding the condition of thi

England lines. The decision is based not only upon the

insufficiency of the re. «>rd a- a basis for fixing divisions but

also on the idea that the law does not contemplate taking

revenue from one road for the primary purpose of equalizing

the condition of a less prosperous road.

Abstract of the Commission's Decision

On behalf of the Bangor & Aroostook, Boston & Maine, Central

New England, Central Vermont, Maine Central, New York,

New Haven & Hartford, Rutland, and their subsidiaries and

operated lines, operating almost entirely within New hngland,

it was alleged, in effect, that divisions accruing to them out oi

the joint freight rates increased pursuant to Ex Parte 74, between

points in New England on their lines and all other points in the

United States and adjacent foreign countries, particularly the

Dominion ol I auada, were and are in violation ol paragraph (4),

section 1, and paragraph (6), section 15, of the interstate com-

m
Thc commission was asked (a) to prescribe just, reasonable,

and equitable divisions for the future; (b) to require th

cellation of all joinl rates and charges on traffic not moving

u „ ]l , n ^ , IMll ,i states, or to authorize such other

action 'as shall assure just, reasonable, and equitable compensa-

tion to the parties for tluir services in connection with such

,, , M „ |, , i,, ,1,-termine what would have been the just, reason-

,,,!,. .',,,,! equitable divisions of all joint rates and charges par-

ticipated in by any of the parties hereto since the tiling ot the

complaint: (d) to require adjustment to be made m accordance

therewith- and (e) to determine a just and proper allocation

among the complainants oi ttch increased revenue as may be

awarded to them.

Complainants Urged Blanket Increases

Complainants urged that the divisions be treated "as aw
not individually; that is, that blanket increases be applied to the

divisions without regard to the specific divisions oj individual

I
,

.

., i. .uuong others, the following methods

bv which this mighl be done :

"Hi Graded percentages that will reflect in the various

divisions a definite additional amount Which the complainants

should receive in excess oi what thej no* receive, appo

in inverse ratio to the present divisions; in other words, th.

est divisions to be increa d the least percentage, and

( >) Fifteen pei cent oi the total amount accruing to thi

West Of the Hudson river from interchanged

with complainants to he Han,:, Med t the lattei fa I afford ,» n

an additional annual amount of revenue approximating $25,000,000

llns nlan u was meed, has th

bility and definiteness; would permit I
and redivision

f the total amount among the various complainants; the

amounts paid to the complainants would he in

t0 the eived bj all the defendants ipintly and

ally; and while the plan remained in effect, divisions oi pa

.mined and revised until all oi the dl

were properlj apportioned, when the plan could bejjjscontinued.

I j) By the use ol road to road pi i i ents, combined

road-to \eu England per cent, a resumption of the method ot

dividing rates in vogue during the period ol federal

Lpplicable on some traffic to V e riiich divisions

have nol been re-establish I since the termination of federal

control, and on inter line New Kugland traffic between the Boston

& .Maine and the Xew Haven. Under this plan such road-to-New
id per cents would be worked out for each defendant on

the basis of normal traffic conditions, and then appropriate

changes would be made in these per cents to increase the revenue

received by complainants.

It was urged for defendants that the complainants were not

in reality asking the fixation of just, reasonable, and equitable

ns of joint rate-, hut that they sought, in substance, the

transfer to them of a lixed amount to be arbitrarily deducted

solelj from the revenues of the carriers operating in eastern

trunk line and central territories, to bi I" among the

complainants, not in relation to the traffic which they interchange

with the carriers outside of Xew England, but according to their

failure to receive, out of the joint rates established pursuant to

'arte 74, a return upon the value of their property held for

and used in the service of transportation as large relatively as

the return received in the aggregate by defendants. In other

words, that the allegation only a means

by winch to secure the adjustment of an alleged claim flowing

from the fact that the complainants were included with certain

of the defendants in a group designated by us in accordance

with the provisions of the interstate commerce act. It was

insisted that the commission m. t a subgroup in a

divisional case, especially one composed of these complainants

alone, and consider divisions "as a whole"; that the statute limits

its power to prescribing divisions "as between the carriers" parties

joint rates and that after considering, "among other

things," all of the e in the act, none of which

minating, it must determine how much each carrier shall

receive of each joint rate; that the application of a general

principle would obviously produce divisions which would be

unjust, unreasonable, and inequitable as between the individual

carriers, and that the general principles governing the prescribing

differ from those observed in authorizing rates under

the interstate commerce act, principally because the

latter an produce a fair return for the carriers

wh.de." individual rates being review in separate

ings.

The divisions exhibited bj complainants were of firs)

w commodi;
the arrangement- a

nioditie- which an

with respect to the divisions of the rates on these com: •

no finding is made with reference then

that the divisi \hibited were applicable to fluid

milk and the edible products thereof. I
sh meat

in ,.,,,; ,

irtation of low-class com-

modities.

With respect to commodities moving in foreign commerce, we

are not asked to determine whether or not the divisions ol the

237
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rates are just, reasonable, and equitable, but to require the can-

cellation of all joint rates and charges on such traffic or to

authorize such other action as shall assure just, reasonable, and
equitable compensation to the parties for their services in con-
nection therewith. Nothing of record bears on the cancellation

of the i
.iiit rates. With respect to the divisions which now

accrue to the complainants out of the joint rates with their

i anadian connections, it -should be observed that our jurisdiction

inheres only in so far as the transportation takes place within

the United Slates.

The "importance to the public of the transportation services

of" the complainants is conceded, and of it we take judicial

notice, as well as of that of the principal defendants.

"The efficiency with which the carriers concerned are oper-

ated" is impossible of determination on the record, comprehend-
ing, as it does, all common carriers in the United States that

are subject to our jurisdiction. Some general evidence wai
offered by complainants indicating that in the units of operating
efficiency the degree of improvement in New England during the

last few years has been as great as or greater than in the
remainder of the eastern group. The specific evidence relates

mainly to the operations of the New Haven.

Special Conditions in New England

The elements which the complainants contend should or must
be considered by us in determining whether their divisions accord
with the provisions of the act are, their financial needs ; their

operating handicaps, some of the more important of which are
said to flow from the terminal character of complainants' opera-
tions ; the alleged disproportionate effect of recent wage increases

upon their operating expenses ; the increased cost of locomotive
fuel and other railroad materials and supplies

;
per diem or

freight-car hire ; and the peculiar character of their traffic. It

is said that complainants have very little traffic in the carriage

of which they are intermediate carriers having no terminal

expense ; that their operations embrace large percentages of less-

than-carload and passenger traffic ; that they receive a larger

percentage of raw materials than they forward of manufactured
products; that they have little tonnage of low-grade commodities
moving in volume ; and that it is impossible for them to obtain

as large a transportation product from a given amount of labor

as is possible in other parts of the eastern group. The density

of complainants' traffic is relatively low and the diversity of their

routes, the diffusion of their traffic over New England, their

numerous junction points, stations, branch lines, and switching

yards permit only comparatively short hauls. In general, com-
plainants endeavor to demonstrate that since the present divisions

were established their costs of operation have increased rela-

tively much more than have those of carriers in eastern trunk line

and central territories.

It is asserted for complainants that they have demonstrated that

the divisions they receive are inadequate "as a whole," even when
tested by the standard of mileage. They urge, however, that "the
amount of service rendered by the several carriers participating in

a joint rate is no longer controlling," and that "mileage is no
longer the yardstick by which divisions are to be measured."
They urge that paragraph (6), section IS, of the interstate com-
merce act is revolutionary in that it subordinates the mileage
haul and stresses certain other specified considerations which have
no relation thereto, and that the provision that those factors shall

be considered by us "without regard to the mileage haul" is, in

a sense, the most important change in the law in respect of our
power over divisions.

Locally, the needs of the New England carriers have had our
consideration before. We have recognized the peculiar local

transportation difficulties encountered by the New England lines.

It is insisted for defendants that if special difficulties exist in

New England it must be that they flow, not from the traffic inter-

changed with the connections of complainants, but from local con-
ditions. .Complainants' principal statistical witness states that the

high proportion of traffic local to New England may have an
adverse effect on operating costs. Obviously, all interchange
carload traffic originated by the complainants in New England
destined to points throughout the remainder of the United States

and in the Dominion of Canada must be distributed by the de-
fendants; all interchange traffic from points outside of New
England delivered by the complainants must have originated at

some point on defendants' lines, and the expense of furnishing
cars and other expenses incident to its origination must have
been borne by one or more of them. Inasmuch as the volume
of interchange tonnage into New England considerably exceeds
the outbound movement, the defendants must have the expense
incident to originating and furnishing cars for a larger propor-
tion of the interchanged traffic, and it must follow that it is

usually less difficult for the shippers on the complainants' lines

to be supplied with empty cars. It also follows that complainants
have the expense of returning many cars without load to defen-
dants.

There is no break of bulk of carload shipments during the

transportation, and therefore the type of the car, the commodity,
the weight of the load, and many other incidents of the through
joint haul must be the same within and with, an New England.
Defendants assert that the only conditions peculiar to New Eng-
land are (a) a high proportion of passenger-train mileage to total

train mileage, which prevails only in the densely populated section

of southern New England; (6) the high proportion of less-than-

carload freight as compared with the total tonnage, which must
lie transferred and handled en route by the defendants with a
constantly decreasing load as the haul increases; (c) the sub-
stantial volume of traffic moving by water from and to New-
England owing to the concentration of about 73 per cent of the

population within 50 miles of the coast line, the remainder of

the territory being more sparsely settled; (d) the fact that New
England is contiguous only on the west to eastern trunk line

territory; and (e) the character of the products of New England
manufacturers. These peculiarities, in the view of the defendants,

afford no warrant for increasing divisions of joint rates, and for

them it is asserted that the conditions in New England are in

other respects essentially like those in other territories.

The distinctive transportation characteristics of New England,
complainants contend, should here be given controlling weight.

However, it is their view that we must consider as the dominant
factor "the amount of revenue required to pay their respective

operating expenses, taxes, and a fair return on their railway
property held for and used in the service of transportation."

New England Roads and Other

Eastern Carriers Compared

Eased on a property investment of $838,274,769 of the seven
complainant roads as of October 31, 1919, it is estimated that

they obtained a net railway operating income for the year ended
June 30, 1920, adjusted, of $8,696,666, a return of approximately
1.04 per cent on the property investment. Their fixed charges,

based on the same adjusted year, were $34,783,380; their non-
operating income, $7,170,256; and their "net" fixed charges $27,-

613,124. Thus, the complainants show that they failed to meet
their fixed charges for the year ended June 30, 1920, by $18,916,-

458. Taking the actual results of the first four months of a year

ending August 31, 1921, and estimating the remainder of the year

therefrom, complainants forecast that thev may fail to meet their

fixed charges for the year 1921 by $27,386,975. This estimate at-

tempts to make allowance for diminution in traffic. The results

of operation for the months of September and October, 1920,

indicate that traffic fell off and that the net income for those

two months, after the payment of fixed charges, was a deficit of

$3,591,183.

The property investment shown by the complainants includes

$40,213,406, alleged to represent the value of the contract rights

of the New Haven in the New York terminals of the New York
Central, and about $8,500,000 for the investment in the Portland
Terminal Company, which is controlled by the Maine Central

through ownership of the entire capital stock. The preliminary

reports of our bureau of valuation indicate that the cost of repro-

duction new of the lines of complainants was $760,195,671, and the

present value of land $161,229,938, a total of $921,425,609.

The ratios of net railway operating income to property invest-

ment of five of the complainants and of the principal lines in the

eastern group other than such New England lines for the years

ended June 30, 1913, to 1917, inclusive, and the calendar year 1919.

and the ratios of deficit to property investment for 10 months of

1920, are shown in the following statement :

1920 (10
1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1919 months'!.

New England 4.88 3.82 4.75 6.01 5.68 1.02 »3.10
Eastern group less New Eng-
land 5.10 3.79 4.20 6.43 5.63 1.84 ».92

1 Ratio of deficit.

The property investment upon which the ratios are based excludes
materials and supplies. On the surface the statement does not
indicate that in periods prior to the recent large increases in

wages and rates these complainants were weak roads as compared
with the defendants in the eastern group. Comparing individual

mads, it may be observed that the Central of New Jersey, the

Erie, including the Chicago & Erie, the Pennsylvania, lines east

as well as lines west, the New York, Ontario & Western, the

Delaware & Hudson, and many others outside of New England
earned a less per cent of their standard return during the period
of federal control than did the New Haven, and that in several
instances the percentage of operating income to property invest-

ment for the first 10 months of 1920 for some of the direct con-
nections of the complainants showed a deficit greater than the
average for all the New England roads.

During the pendency of Ex Parte 74 our attention was directed
to this contention of the lines in New England and to the fact that

an average percentage increase for official classification territory

as a whole would not meet the needs of the Xew England car-
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riers. We found, however, with certain exceptions, that general
percentage increases made to fit the needs of the groups of lines

serving each of the four groups designated by US must be con-
sidered for the then present purposes the most practicable, with-
out prejudice to any subsequent finding in individual situations,

stating that

—

While the New England carriers are included in the eastern group and
are subject to thi percen ai i thai group, the evidence as to the dispro-
portionate needs of the New England lines makes it desirable that the car-
riers give careful consideration to the divisions of joint rates accruing to
these fines.

\ brief and necessarily general outline of the basis for the alle-

gation of paragraph VIII of the complaint follows: New Eng-
land, located in official classification territory, was included in the

i tern group, thi boundaries of which are practically coterminous
with those of official classification territory. The complainants do
not contend that New England was included therein without their
consent, nor do they ask that it be separated therefrom. For
rate-making purposes, official classification territory had been
subdivided into New England, eastern trunk line, and central
territories. The financial needs of the carriers, estimated in part,

were based upon statistical data derived from questionnaires sent
to the individual carriers, their original proposals not having made
allowance for the wage award made by the United States Rail-
mad Labor Hoard July 20, 1920, after the close of the hearings.
Data for 51 Class I systems, 39 Class II, 30 Class III, and 24
switching and terminal companies were considered in the pro-
posals for the eastern group

After our decision in Ex Parte 74, the assertion of the New
England carriers that they had lost and the other carriers in the
eastern group had gamed by the inclusion of New England in

that group was considered by a conference of the executives of
the eastern roads. For informal discussion data taken from the
questionnaires for a constructive year ended October 31, 1919,
were assembled separately for the complainants and the Boston &
Albany; for Class I roads in eastern trunk line territory; and for
Class I roads in central territory, the other classes of roads being
excluded. From these data it was computed by an expert of one
of the defendants that the eight New England carriers, the i

trunk line carriers, and the central territory carriers, prior to the
wage award of the labor hoard, required to produce a net return
of 6 per cent on their property investment, increases in their

freight and switching revenues amounting to 47.407, 29.707, and
24.431 per cent, respectively. All of the carriers in the eastern

group, considered "as a whole," required an increase of 29.461

per cent, hut if the carriers in eastern trunk line and central

territories had been embraced in a separate group, they would
have needed only 27.981 per cent increase. Accordingly, complain-
ant-- contend that, due to their inclusion in the eastern group,
the} lost, and the other carriers in the group gained, 1.4S per
cent of the total freight and switching revenues prospectively

dern ible from the increases allowed in Ex Parte 74. Stated
more specifically, the freight and switching revenues of the eight
New England carriers for the constructive year were $136,298,

531, and they needed 47.407 per cent of that amount in addition.

or $64,015,799. Mathematically they received, or will receive,

only the average per cent for the group as a whole. 29.461 per
cent, or $40,150,939, .. difference ol $24,464,860, or 17.946 per cent.

Of the' above amount defendants' expert computed that about
two thirds was gained by the eastern trunk lines and about one
third by the central territory carriers. On this statistical basis

the eastern trunk lines, considered as a separate group, als
In., I by their inclusion in the eastern group to the extent of the

difference between the per cent their freight and switching reve-
nues needed to he increased, 29.767 per cent, and the per cent of

the group as a whole. 29.461 per cent, .unl the central territory
carriers benefited to the extent of the difference in the per cent
of their needs, 24.434, ami the per cent of the group as a whole'.

In other words, theoretically the eastern trunk lines, by their
inclusion in the eastern group, lost $o,374,27(> and the central
territory carriers g. lined $27,811,393,

However, (he so-called Pocahontas lines are als,. within the
eastern group. Had these lines been excluded, the eastern group

.i whole wpuld have needed [hi and
switching' revenue increased 30.586 per cent to prod
let urn of 6 per cent on their property in vestment and. statistically,
a- the Pocahontas lines needi thi ;hl tnd switching i

nues increased by 15.729 per cent, ,, being
in the eastern group. On the adjustment pn .- com-
plainants the Virginian Railway would contribute $152,3
though, by its inclusion in the eastern group, it theoretii illv lost
$1,981,168. The statistic- of the so-called Allegheny -

so presented in Ex Parte 74 indicated a need foi i

their freight and switching revenues of 36.126 pei

application to them of the common percentage oi the eastern
group resulted in a theoretical loss to the Vlleghem
of $36,244,058.
The data upon which the complainants contend they lost and

the defendant eastern trunk line and central territory carriers
gained 1.48 per cent of the total freight and switching revenues
were incomplete. The complete figures presented to us in Ex
Parte 74 indicate that the revenue nee-eL, excluding amounts to
he raised from passenger-train si ger revenue, excess
baggage, Pullman surcharge, and milk, 1 roads in the

n group 39.75 per cent of the total freight and switching
revenue, whi.e the revenue needs, including the revenues from
passenger-train service, for the defendants was then 38.55 per
cent of their freight and switching revenue, a difference of 1.2

per cent of the total freight and -witching revenues, or $20,377,-

678, approximately $4,000,000 less than the amount claimed by the
complainants. If the Pocahontas lines had been excluded from
the eastern group the remainder of the lines in the group would
have needed their freight and switching revenues increased 40.95
per cent, oi 1.2 per cent more than the group as a whole required.
In other words, what the complainants lost theoretically the Poca-
hontas roads gained. The complainants are located in the north-
eastern part of the eastern group and the Pocahontas lines in
the western part. They do not directly connect, and the amount
of tonnage participated in under joint rates to or from New
England is negligible. This fact is significant only in that it

suggests that there is not necessarily a relation between the prayer
of the complainants for increased divisions and their claim for
adjustment of earnings due to their inclusion in the eastern
group. The amounts by which the lines west of the Hudson river
are alleged to have benefited by the inclusion oi the Xew Eng-
land lines in the eastern group bear no iclation to the traffic

which they interchange with the complainants.
It is contended for defendants, how assuming that

the' theory of complainants has merit, that the total ,,f $24,464,860
should 'not be assigned to the interchange traffic aloi

be apportioned among the various classes of traffic, as follows:
$3,701,533, or 15.13 per cent; interline- New England, $2.-

358,413, or 9.64 per cent; interline Canadian, $1,091,133, or 4.46
per cent; .New England passenge cent;
and interline trunk line, $6,329,059, or 25.87 per cent; Boston &
Albany, $2,649,544, or 10.83 per cent It is defendants' view that,

if there- is any merit in complainants' contention that their inclu-
sion in the- eastern group benefited the other carriers in that
group, the extent of alleged benefit should he measured by the
total per cent of the deficiency to total operating revenues and
not by the per cent of the deficiency to freight revenues. Thus
measured the- inclusion of the complainants' lines increased the
needs of the carriers in the eastern group from 32.71 per cent
to 33.28 per cent of the total operating revenues, a difference of
0.57 per cent. The total operating reven irriers in the
eastern group for the constructive rear ended October 31. 1919,
were $2,585,316,615, of which 0.57 per cent is $13
defendants assert that tin- amount represents the theoretical bene-
fit rather than 1.48 per cent of the freight and switching revenues,
or $24,484,860, as stated by the complainants.

Based on their needs when application was made in Kx Parte
74, and disregarding the downward trend of traffic and revenues
since that time, 21 earners in thi

| earn more
than 6 pet i til on theii pn
percentagi in reasi of their fin - were
less than the required percentage -, group as a whole.
The amount of their contribution to the' 1.48 per cent wi
$11,337,717. However, under the if paragraph
section 15a of tin interstate commerce act, if anj can ei n

a net railway operating income in exc
the railway property held for at

in the service ition, one-half of sui
crable by the commission for the purpose ing and
maintaining a general railroad contingent fui

cent of the return in excess of 6 per cent, if earned, would
available in any adjustment with the compl.,
past, although it would be available for the future.

Rate Increases Did Not Bring Estimated Return

iginal applications in Fx 1'

ed -

1 per cent. After the wage award they filed an
I application. We estimated, based on data furnished

cut to
12.2 per cent of the total railway operating re\e

carriers. We approved increases in th iup of
40 per cent for freight service, including switching

<r cent in passenger fan-,
- on milk and cream; and autl

[ers in sleeping and parlor car- of 50 pel

re in such cars, such charge to accrue I i the rail

Joint or single line through rates betwe
1 points in other groups were permitted to be

d 33] i per cent.

The increases on freight traffic for the roads in the eastern
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group did not average 40 per cent. Complainants estimate that

they actually received or will receive 37 per cent increase instead

of 40 per cent. Principally because of the interterritorial per-

centage increase having been made 3314 per cent, the refusal of

certain states to permit increases in intrastate rates equal to those

we authorized fur interstate traffic, and the continuance of fixed

differentials, it is estimated that the increases for roads in the

eastern group other than the complainants will be freight, 36.06,

and passenger. 18.08 per cent. The acquiescence of the New
England lines in being treated as a part of the eastern group and

in receiving no more than the uniform percentage increases for

the group as a whole was undoubtedly due to the fear on their

part and on the part of the shippers in New England that a larger

increase of rates, corresponding to financial needs, in New Eng-

land than in the remainder of the eastern group would injure

industry and traffic. The complainants and the defendants may be

said to have been joint participants in a common undertaking

i. e., to have their rates increased uniformly. Prescribing rates

as a whole in rate groups necessarily means that the return will

not be the same for each carrier. Complainants admit that the

eastern trunk line and central territory carriers can not be legally

required to transfer directly to them an equalizing amount, but

claim that this may be accomplished indirectly through a change

in the divisions of joint rates.

New England Roads Originate or Deliver

Large Percentage of Traffic

Complainants particularly emphasize another of the statutory

considerations for the determination of just, reasonable, and equi-

table divisions : They are either originating or delivering carriers

in respect of the largest percentage of their traffic. For example,

it is stated that 93 per cent of the traffic of the New Haven' begins

or ends on its line. Advance in transportation has been more
marked in train service than in terminal services, or the latter has

not kept pace with the former. Complainants contend that New
England, particularly the dense manufacturing sections of Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and southern New Hamp-
shire, containing 3,400,000 people, or 3.2S per cent of the popu-

lation of the United States, is in effect a large terminal or rail-

road yard, and much of their evidence is directed to demonstrate

the relatively high costs inherent in that condition.

Based on property investment figures submitted in Ex Parte 74

of $833,583,558 for "New England lines, other than the Canadian

Pacific lines in Maine and the Boston & Albany, and of $8,327,-

377,457 for the eastern trunk and central territory lines, it is

shown that those investments are, respectively, $109,480 and $145,-

026 per mile of road. The investment per mile of road for the

New England lines is 75.5 per cent of that for the eastern trunk

and central territory lines. Based on a separation of operating

expenses between freight and passenger train service, however,

it is shown that the freight proportion of operating expenses was
63.03 per cent for these New England roads and 76.27 per cent

for those in eastern trunk line and central territories, making
the freight service proportion of the property investment, based

on operating expenses per mile of road, $69,006 for these New
England roads and $110,611 for the eastern trunk line and central

territory roads. The revenue ton-miles of these New England
carriers for the calendar year 1919 were 37.6 per cent per mile of

road of the revenue ton-miles of the eastern trunk line and cen-

tral territory carriers, and the property investment per 1,000,000

revenue ton-miles per year was, per mile of road : New England,

$58,005 ; eastern trunk line and central territory, $34,958 ; the

former being 165.9 per cent of the latter, the result, it is said, of

the lower density of traffic, the greater density of terminals, and
the shorter haul. On this basis, the net operating income must
assume a 66 per cent greater carrying charge per ton-mile for

these New England roads than for eastern trunk line and central

territory carriers. This is a rough average and admittedly an
indicative approximation only.

The major operating handicaps, interrelated and overlapping
each other, of the complainants in comparison with operations in

eastern trunk line and central territories, each of which is said to

embrace factors largely beyond the control of complainants, may
be summarized under four general headings: («) diversity of

routes and diffusion of traffic, (b) low freight traffic densit\
, (i I

terminal characteristics, and (<f) short hauls.

The Commission's Conclusions

After a discussion of these and other points the conclusions

of the majority are stated as follows:

We think that there is merit in the allegations of defendants
that the proceeding is, in substance, an effort on the pari of
complainants to augment their revenues from traffic which they
interchange with their connections without regard to the question
of whether the present divisions of the various joint rates are fair

and reasonable or considerate of the probable effects upon the

revenues of the respective defendants. The proceeding is essen-
tially an outgrowth of Ex Parte 74. It is contended for com-
plainants that our decision in that proceeding operated to the
relative disadvantage of the New England lines because their

inclusion in the eastern group gave them less additional revenue
and defendants more than might otherwise have been received and
because of the difference in the percentage increases authorized
for freight and passenger traffic, respectively, the lower percent-
age of increase having been authorized for passenger traffic, which
is, generally speaking, relatively greater on complainants' lines

than on the lines of defendants.
At the close of complainants' case defendants moved to dismiss

the prayer for relief under paragraph VIII on the ground that

we are without power to grant such relief. They moved also to
dismiss other portions of the complaint, alleging that complain-
ants had failed to make out a prima facie case and had not of-
fered proof that would entitle them to the relief prayed. We
shall, however, deal with the issues upon the record made.

In no proceeding heretofore brought under the provisions of
the interstate commerce act have we been called upon to exercise
powers so broad as those upon which complainants here rely. We
may, therefore, fittingly advert to the controlling principles of law,
illumined in the event of possible doubt by cardinal rules of
statutory construction.

Under the substantive provision of section 1, paragraph 4, of
the interstate commerce act, there rests upon every common car-
rier subject to the act the duty, in the case of joint rates, fares,

or charges, to establish just, reasonable, and equitable divisions

thereof as between the carriers participating therein which shall

not unduly prefer or prejudice anv of such participating carriers.

\ reasonable construction of the statute makes clear the intent of
Congress that paragraph 4 of section 1 and paragraph 6 of sec-

tion 15, taken together, should supersede lormer provisions of the

statute and constructions placed thereon with respect to divisions

of joint rates, whether established voluntarily or pursuant to our
finding or order. It follows as a necessary corollary that we must
be guided by the intent of Congress as expressed in the provisions
of the present statute.

Under the provisions of paragraph 6, section 15, of the act

we are authorized in appropriate cases, after full hearing, to pre-

scribe by order the just, reasonable, and equitable divisions of
joint rates, fares or charges to be received by the several carriers.

Our jurisdiction attaches irrespective of the manner in which
divisions theretofore prevailing were established. And our duty
to prescribe divisions arises when, after full hearing, we are of
opinion that the divisions brought in issue "are or will be unjust.

unreasonable, inequitable, or unduly preferential or prejudicial as

between the carriers parties thereto." In so prescribing and
determining divisions of joint rates we are required to give due
consideration, among other things, to the efficiency with which the

carriers concerned are operated, the amount of revenue required

to pay their respective operating expenses, taxes, and a fair

return on their railway property held for and used in the service

of transportation, and the importance to the public of the trans-

portation services of such carriers and also whether any particular

participating carrier is an originating intermediate, or delivering

line, and "any other fact or circumstance which would ordinarily

without regard to the mileage haul, entitle one carrier to a greater

or less proportion than another carrier of the joint rate, fare, or

charge." Under the provisions of the section no one of the ele-

ments which we are required to consider is predominant; all are

to be considered per se and relatively in the determination of just,

reasonable, and equitable divisions "to be received by the several

carriers." The words "without regard to the mileage haul'' do
not forbid consideration of the element of distance. They serve
rather to emphasize the fact that other specified elements may
outweigh the element of distance in which event we may properly

disregard the mileage haul. The clause is inclusive rather than

exclusive, and the general words "among other things" constitute

a clear exposition of the intent of Congress that we should con-

sider all the facts and circumstances. We arc bound under the

statute to determine whether divisions properly in issue justly,

reasonably, and equitably compensate each carrier, relatively and
per se, for the service it performs in the joint haul under joint

rates, fans, and charges. Our determination must be predicated

upon .i consideration of all the various pertinent factors includ-

ing tin' ability or disability of the several carriers to adequately,

economically, and efficiently meet their common-carrier obliga-

tions. In the final analysis the just measure of divisions is the

reasonable and equitable share of the revenue earned under the

rates to b< divided which each carrier should receive.

\,, evidene oi costs reflected largely in units of miles, ton-

mile's, locomotive-miles, and switching-miles, complainants en-

i
,n i to show that the cost of transportation over their lines is

ely greater than that incurred by defendants. The volumi-

nous record upon which the case is submitted is replete with evi-

dence of peculiar local conditions in New England and the
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consequent relatively higher cost of conducting services for which
complainants allege they are not justly, reasonably, and equitably
compensated, with the result that their financial needs are not
met.

Complainants as Strong

Financially as Some Defendants

It may well be that complainants art- operated as efficiently as
arc other carriers; the importance of their service to the public
in the highly developed territory which they serve can not easilj

be exaggerated; but their financial condition is not measurably
worse tnan that of some of the defendants. The public interest

docs not demand nor does the statute either expressly or by
reasonable implication provide that we may prescri
divisions oi joint rates, fares, and charges to he receivi

rtain carrier', merely because Othei carriers participating in the

joint rates, fares, or charges considered as a whole, have not
failed in so great a degree to earn a fair return upon the value
of then propertj devoted to the public service, although this is

one factor which may be taken into consideration. Nor are we
irested with di cretion by virtue of which the mandate of section

1, paragraph 4, that divisions of joint rati , Eares, and charges as

"between the carriers" participating in joint hauls shall be just,

reasonable, and equitable might I" madi ineffe live by adminis-
trative or judicial actum. The remedial provi ions of paragraph
6, section IS, of the act offer to the carriei a out

which it may resort in the evenl ol a failure to observe the sub-
stantive provision of section 1, paragraph 4, or in the event of a

failure to agree upon divisions and indicate the facts and circum-
stances which the Congress intended should b< considered in

d ining what is "just, reason

No Equitable Measure of Division Offered

In the view of complainants, we have "ample power to read-
just these divisions by adding to the divisions oi the New Eng-
land lines without in tin-, proceeding attemptii ljust the

division between lines wist ol the gateways." Ii is submitted Eoi

that "the Xew England lim an .untied to divi-

sions 33] ; per cenl in excess ol ivhal the; now receive" notwith-
standing admi ions that division oi certaii oini rates now re

eeived bj complainants are reasonable and equitable and that the
ii blocking of divisions in Xew England is a "mess of incon-

sistencies" and must be almost entirely rebuilt. No evidence of

the reasonable and equitable measure of divisions other than "as

a whole" has been ottered. No method bj which the apparently
incongruous plan of divisions now in force might be readjusted
has been submitted and we are thus Ii El to deal with the situation

in the light of generalizations which can lead onlj to speculative
ventures upon an unknown field, The various methods which
have been suggested to alleviate the financial condition of the
New England lines and to insure to them just, reasonable, and
equitable divisions indicate in themselves the uncertainty of their
application and it is apparent that if adopted they would not only
perpetuate the inconsistencies to which complainants refer but
would create new preferences and prejudices.

i oi defendants it is contended that the failure of complainants
to submit any evidence of the divisions on coal traffic, irrespective
of those on other commodities which have been heretofore enu-
merated, is fatal to complainants' request for blanket relief since
we can not know whether the divisions on coal and the other
traffic arc more or less than those to which the complainants arc
entitled and if it might In- assumed thai the divisions on the mer-
chandise traffic are "as a whole" unjust and unreasonable, we
have no evidence upon which to base an opinion as to whether
the deficiency is or is not met from the revenues on coal.

Unfair to Treat Complainants as a Whole
To treat the complainants "as a wholi roup would

ml the differences which obtain between the plainants
individually, Much of the evidence adduced was solely in behalf
ol the New Haven and manifestlj has 'no application to condi-
tions on the Bangor & \roostook, the Central Vermont, oi th<

Rutland. The conditions obtainin on the lines of complainants
essentially dissimilar that general relief would not afford

i them reasonable and equitable divisio
The terminal characteristics of the New England lines have

d, and com
and arbitrages have been allowed them in partial reo

tion i il their terminal charai tet \ « itness for compl ii

testified that during the last I

,

;

tial i hange in the characterise s ol the New
. and,

a
.

has been seen, we permitted material increases in the class
rate in New England which reflected the terminal i

oi their roads. To what extent the constructive mileagi
arbitrarii re ni e in the joint rates the terminal characti
ol the New England lines is nol i ipable of accurate ascertainment
from this record; whether or not thej a in such rates

is doubtful, since for many years, for example, transcontinental
rates have been blanketed over wide areas, and, despite the addi-
tional haul to New York, westbound rates from Boston and
points north thereof are on the same basis as those from Xew
\ ork. Eastbound, the rates to Boston and numerous points
grouped therewith are differentially from 7 to 2 cents per 100 lbs.,
first and sixth classes, higher than to Xew York. None can
question but that these rate adjustments among others are to the
interest of New England. Whether tl i .uable or un-
reasonable is not in issue in this proceeding. Our power is
limited to dividing the available rates

; otherwise the additional
costs of a particular carrier not reflected in the rate might leave
no division for another carrier.

The age of the divisions affords no presumption that they are
unreasonable

; it may be that they were too liberal originally. The
record fails to show clearly that relatively the Xew England lines
have had exceptional handicaps which their competitors have not

atered, We are told that it cost the Xew England lines
$17,646,168 a year to have per diem substituted for •

for car lure, but no complementary statement is

which this amount can be compared. It is shown that Xew Eng-
land is union from tl i fields ami that the Xew England
roads must pay for the tra , and other materials
and supplies more than th< as pay, but there is nothing
m the record to indicate that relative!;.

I have increased
to a greater extent than have similar costs in other territories.

latively high proportion of passenger traffic on the princi-
pal Xew I i , c<\_ but how
that high proportion should be translated into visions
of freight rate- for the complainants is onlj vaguely and indefi-
nitely indicati 1.1 • of labor in

has been st.

i

.Mi ct ol 111

roads, but it maj bi that defendant roads opi sparsely
settled communities were also ai

crea

Complainants' Evidence Not Complete
If it had been clearly and definitely shown that particular divi-

wire but fair compensation lor the service per-
formed when they were established and that since the establish-
ment complainants have been subjected to relatively exceptional
operating expenses ,,f permanent some "basis for an
adjustment by us of the divisions of joint rates as between the
several carriers participating therein would have been indicated
if those exceptional expenses were reflected in the rates Mount-
ing operating costs, with which revenues have not kept pace.
have been general, 'flic voluminous, hut yet limited, character
of the divisions Submitted; the selection of the points between
which the divisions apply; the dividing of the rates only at the
gateways; the almost total lack of the reason, which impelled
the making of divisions via one gateway lower than via ai

the doubt cast upon the reasonableness of the allowances and
the arbitrages; the varying amounts of constructive mileage
received by the complainants; the extent of the groups; tl

sistency of the division blocking; the failure of the Ba
Aroostook to show any of its divisions; the fact that the Maine
Central receives terminal arbitrages and arbitrary proportionals
on much of its traffic; the failure to submit divisii

high explosives, fluid milk and its edible products, fresh meat, in
carloads, and other commodities; the absence of concrete final
cost figures ami indispensable facts, and. generally, the submis-
sion of much unrelated data, have resulted in a record that
affords no basis upon which we might predicate a valid pre-
scription of divisions. We arc authorized to prescribe oi

reasonable, and equitable divisions "to he received by the several
carriers." Pull hearing an.1 competent and relevant evidence are
prerequisite. Any attempt to prescribe a blanket increase of
divisions as lure sought in the face of admissions and uneontra-

vidence that certain divisions are now just, reasonable, and
equitable to

, would override the plain mandate of
law.

Some New England Roads Among Defendants

While we arc urg
the presumption that the

the com •,, all ,,f them, ai

New England, it

some of the roads in Xew England havi
list oi

i omplain tnts and icluded it

deal with the situation would not he treating the v
roads a- a group, It would he taking from one road and t

to a less thus doing bj indirection what tl

i ically refused to authoi
The statutory provision for recaptun
individual carriers also clearly negatives th. Con-
gress contemplated or intended that all carrier-
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so share in the aggregate earnings of the roads in the group that

all would be upon an equality. Such a plan would stifle all

incentive to skill, efficiency, economy, and good management.
However, the record lays before us an existing condition of

divisional arrangements which is the antithesis of equality, uni-

ty, system, or order. A plan of transportation practices so

fraught with incongruities and from which, as indicated by one

of counsel, anything might be proved by a judicious selection of

items, is indefensible. While the record affords no foundation

upon which might rest a valid prescription by us of divisions, we
can not disregard the conditions portrayed. Our duty would not

be fully performed if we did not require a readjustment under

which the conditions shall be relieved and demonstrably fair

treatment accorded to all parties with respect to individual

divisions. We are convinced, upon consideration of all the facts,

that just, fair, and equitable divisions can not in many instances

flow from the chaotic divisional arrangements to which we have

adverted. We shall expect defendants and complainants to

promptly submit to us proposed readjustments that will remove
the inconsistencies portrayed of record and bring into conformity

with the principles of law and equity expressed in the act the

divisional arrangements, individually and as a whole, between
complainants and defendants. To this end designation by the

parties of appropriate committees of qualified personnel is recom-
mended, and we shall expect the appointment of such commit-

tees to work jointly in revision of the divisions and to report to

us at the end of 90 days after the date hereof the results of their

efforts, together with statements of divisions upon which agree-

ment has been reached, as well as those upon which there may
not be complete agreement. Such statements may be accompa-
nied by statements of fact and argument upon which the respective

committees rely. Thereafter reports should be made to us at

the end of each period of 60 days until final and complete dispo-

sition of the issues shall have been accomplished. For these

purposes the record will be held open.

Commissioner Eastman Dissents

Commissioner Eastman said in part:

Throughout the majority report runs the criticism that com-
plainants ask revision of their divisions "as a whole." If the New
England carriers were to obtain relief in this proceeding which

would be of avail against impending financial danger, it was
necessary for them to move quickly and deal broadly with the

situation. They merit no criticism for so doing, and in my opin-

ion they have made out a case justifying temporary relief pend-

ing more detailed consideration of specific divisions. In this

case I fear that the majority are construing certain vital pro-

visions of the act in a way that will make it a less effective

instrument than it was designed to be for the promotion of the

general transportation good.
The critical financial condition of the New England roads, in

which the United States has an investment of some $125,000,000,

is a matter of common knowledge. For some months they have

been failing to earn fixed charges. It is at least possible that only

some measure of success in this proceeding will save certain of

these carriers from serious financial trouble. If the danger is not

averted results will follow of direct and serious concern to the

whole country. Not only will it be deemed proof of the failure

and futility of the transportation act, 1920, but for years it will

discourage investment in railroad securities in a part of the coun-

try which has been one of the great markets for such securities.

Acute Conditions Call for Action

These results will be the more certain and severe because the

financial trouble will be due to failure to earn upon legitimate

investment. New England railroads have a reputation for finan-

cial mismanagement which is only in part well founded. The
New Haven was the chief victim of this mismanagement, and it

consisted in the waste of many millions of dollars in the purchase

of securities of trolley, steamship, and other companies. But the

investment of the New Haven in physical railroad property is

sound, and if it earns a return on that investment it can at least

pay its way. Its present difficulty is in earning even operating

costs.

It is, I think, an inevitable conclusion that Congress intended

io o i \ o us a wider jurisdiction and discretion in determining

divisions than would have been proper if such determination were
viewed merely as an isolated problem. In other words, divisions

were regarded in connection with and as a phase of the larger

problem of assuring a national transportation system sound and

healthy in all its parts, and it was the definite intent to permit

us, in fixing divisions, to take into consideration this larger end.

In the hearings which preceded the transportation act. 1920, at-

tention was continually directed to the problem of the weaker

roads. It was realized that the rule of rate making in section 15a

would produce uneven results and leave this problem unsolved.

While Congress was unwilling to go so far as to authorize the

direct diversion of the excess earnings of the strong roads for

the benefit of tiie weak, it did deem it wise and expedient to per-

mit, and indeed require, the relative prosperity of carriers to be
taken into consideration in determining the divisions of joint

rates. Nor was this a means of doing indirectly what Congress
was unwilling to do directly. It was, rather, a means of going
part way along the path suggested without traveling the full

distance.

"Financial Needs" Should Be Given Consideration

I find no difficulty, therefore, in reaching the conclusion that in

'this case we have both the right and the duty to consider, not

only the relative importance and cost of the service rendered by
the respective carriers, but also the financial needs of the New
England roads and the consequences to the entire country if they

should meet with serious financial trouble.

A second vital question of law is whether we have authority to

make a temporary adjustment of divisions pending a further and
more detailed consideration of the problem which they present,

consuming many months of time. It is good administration to

act quickly when the public interest demands, upon the best evi-

dence available, even if we know that readjustments may be neces-

sary before the problem under consideration is finally put to rest.

I think it a logical conclusion, therefore, that we are not without
power to prescribe a temporary adjustment of divisions where we
know that further inquiry may be necessary before stability and
permanence can be attained, if good administration of the national

transportation interests calls for "prompt action" and the best
measure of relief that can presently be afforded. It should here
be noted that while interchange traffic with defendants is a very
large factor in the revenue of complainants, the interchange
traffic of any one of the defendants with complainants is but a
minor factor in its revenue.

Temporary Adjustment Recommended
My conclusion is that we may and should require a temporary

adjustment of the divisions in favor of the New England lines,

keep the case open, and direct the parties to reopen negotiations
and be prepared to renew the trial of the case at or before the
expiration of one year if they are unable to agree among them-
selves as to a permanent adjustment in the meantime. As I have
tried to show, the record will support such temporary relief either

upon the theory of financial needs or upon the theory of changed
conditions, or upon a combination of the two. The evidence is

insufficient to measure the effect of the changed conditions accu-
rately in dollars and cents, but it is not insufficient for a conserv-
ative estimate, and partial reliance upon financial needs makes
even this unnecessary.

Stated concretely, my judgment is that the least we should do
is to require the carriers west of the Hudson for a period of 18
months, unless otherwise ordered, to shrink their divisions by IS
per cent on all interchange traffic, except coal, with complainants,
this amount to be added to the divisions of the New England
lines. Coal must be excepted for the present, because no evi-

dence has been introduced in regard to the divisions on this

traffic, and complainants have themselves asked that we allow
the case to remain open for the submission of further evidence
on this point.

The plan thus suggested would probably help certain New Eng-
land carriers more than others, but they would have it within
their power to correct such result by adjustment of their own
interline divisions, and we could with propriety suggest that this

be done.

Commissioner Potter's Dissenting Opinion

Commissioner Potter said in part:

I can not concur in the majority report, which seems to me
needlessly to concede the futility of the transportation act and the

impotence of the commission to remove injustice. I concur
generally in the views expressed by Commissioner Eastman.
The transportation act has settled the carriers upon the high

plane of public service. The aspect of private business enterprises,

entitled to all they can win from their position and strength,
limited only by wdiat the traffic will bear, is no longer dominant.
Subject only to supreme decree on constitutional questions their

revenues are to be limited to fair compensation for the services

which they render. The Congress has expressly applied to them
the rule which, in the present day, must be recognized with in-

creasing application to all industries—that enterprises are justi-

fied primarily, not for individual gain, but because the public

needs them and those who thus serve the public are entitled to

receive as profits fair compensation for the service which they
render.

As public servants carriers are to have public protection and
fair compensation. Having regard to the essential function which
they perform, the railways wdiich are honestly, economically, and
efficiently managed are entitled to a status and relation to indus-
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try and to each other which assures them prosperity. To these

ends the transportation act was framed. We have been given the

power to work out the detail of rate adjustment to yield the

compensation which the Congress has determined shall be pro-

vided. We are authorized to act in helpful ways in matters of

operation. We are charged with the duty of enforcing correct

adjustments between carriers in their joint relation and of

requiring the application of the rule of right instead of power.

We must see that through rates are fairly divided, and we must

find a way to bring this about. We are not a court to dismiss

for want of proof. We must ascertain the facts, and we have all

necessary means. We must correct injustice when and where we
find it and as we can. With one accord we have condemned the

existing adjustment. We should now correct it. Commissioner
Kastman has pointed a way, and we should follow it.

The effect of including the New England lines in ascertaining

the values of the railways in the group and the earnings needed,

to make up the deficit below a fair return, as a basis for determin-

ing the amount and percentage of rate advance was to increase

the percentage which was accorded to the other lines beyond

what it would have been if only the values of their own lines

had been considered. The other lines are enjoying not merely
the increases that their own value-, entitled them to, but something
additional resulting from the value and deficit of the New Eng-
land lines. Large sums which the public pays, in rates and
charges, because of the value and deficit of the New England
lines are going, not to them, but to the other lines in the group.

The effect of this is to give to the other lines more than they are

entitled to under the theory of the transportation act and to give

to the New England lines correspondingly less than they should

have. This wrongful diversion of earnings is represented by an

ascertainable percentage of all earning-, on through business,

which are being withheld from the New England lines as a whole
and given to the other lines in the group as a whole. This per-

centage should be taken away from the other lines and given to

those in New England, and this can be done by a percentage

readjustment of divisions within the group as between the lines

cast and west. The task involved is one of accounting, and if we
would announce the principle the carriers could readily apply it.

I have complete confidence in their ability and purpose to apply
the rule that we announce.

lieyond the direct unmerited contribution which the Xew Eng-
land carriers have made and are making to the other lines, as the

result of our application of the rate-making provisions of the
transportation act (and which the Xew England lines are entitled

to have restored to them) the record shows that the New
England lines are entitled to increased divisions.

Value of New England Roads
Considered in Making Rates

The value of the Xew England lines was considered and in-

cluded by us in Ex Parte 74 in determining the aggregate amount
to be paid by shippers for the use of the group transportation
machine. The low earnings of ifie New England lines were
considered in determining the amount of additional income to be
raised. The effect of this action 1,\ us was. because of the dif-

ference in traffic density, to transfer to the other lines a part of
the compensation which, under the statute, was to be raised, and
which we started out to raise-, for the Xew England lines. It is

now our duty to correct this Unsound result and direct these
earnings back to the New England lines, where thej belong under
the statute- and by virtue of out action which created them. To
do le^ is not onlj to perpetuate gross injustice but to sanction a
result which, it seems to me, is nol in harmony with the- spirit

Oi the law. As I see it we are not asked to give to the New
England lines some-thing that belongs to the others, Kin
a misappropriation in violation of law. hv the other lines, .if funds
that belong to the New England lines. In fairness and justice
'!" burdens of all carriers participating In through traffic, includ
ing a fair return to their owners upon their respective invest-
ments, should he considered in making an equitable division of
the returns from their joint activities. The transportation act
embodies these rules of simple justice-. This act, recognizing
ih.it in the last analysis all enterprises involve onlj dealii
tween individuals and their relations to on,- another, requires tliat
the rules of common fairness as between man and man shall be
applied he railway public service corporations We are the
nation's agencj to enforce these rules. Acting in the nation's
powei .

we should not sa\ «e , all no;.
I

i

, ,| ,],,.

transportation act. and have had such high hopes that 1 can not
adopt the majority conception of our powei and duty.

If it he true that we can not do complete justice immediately.
this is no reason win we- should not do partial justice. We can
immediately, by a percentage readjustment, see that the New
England lines receive what is now being diverted from them to
the lutes west as a result of their inclusion in determining
the value oi the properties in tin group for rate making put

We can require that the Xew England lines be given that part of

the increased earnings of the group, which was authorized for

them by us in Ex Parte 74, because of the lower earnings of

these Xew England lines. We can correct the carriers' methods

so that the scheme of the transportation act to raise moneys to

compensate for the use of all parts of the group machine shall

not be defeated, after the moneys have been raised, as a result

of our action in fixing different percentage increases on freight

and passenger traffic and of the different ratios as between freight

and passenger traffic on the different lines.

The representatives of the complainants adopted sound proce-

dure in seeking a readjustment of the relations as a whole. Con-
ditions were serious ami required a major operation. As efficient

men charged with great responsibility they had no other course.

Immediate justice, to which the Xew England lines were entitled,

could not be obtained in any other way. A delay of justice in

such a case is a denial of justice. The display by the defendants

in this case of the traditional and not unnatural attitude of car-

riers to protect their revenues has been sufficient to justify the

complainants in their view that a short-cut course to general

directions by us was necessary. Similarly, we should be con-

vinced that little will be accomplished promptly unless we an-

nounce the rules that are to guide the carriers.

New Specifications for Concrete

Tut Jni\i Committee on Concrete and Reinforced'

Concrete, which was organized in February-, 1920, has
presented its first progress report in the form of tenta-

tive' spe ifications for concrete and reinforced concrete. This
committee is composed of five representatives each from five

national societies, namely, the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the American Society For Testing .Mate-rials, the

American Railway Engineering Association, the American
Concrete- Institute', and the- Portland Cement Association.

Richard L. Humphrey, consulting engineer, Philadelphia,

Pa., is chairman of the joint committee, and J. J. Yates,

bridge engineer of the Central Railroad of New Jersi

trice chairman. Besides Mr. Yates, the American Railway
Engineering Association is represented by George E. Boyd,
until recently division engineer, Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western; Frederick E. Schall, bridge engineer, Lehigh Val-
ley; H. T. Welty, engineer of structures, New York Central,

and C. C. Westfall, engineer of bridges, Illinois Central.

This committee is the successor of the Joint Committee
which made- its final report in July, 1916, but the work of

the present committee differs from its predecessor's in that

whereas the earlier committee formulated general principles

of practice for concrete design and construction, the present

committee has undertaken to prepare complete specifications

for both design and construction. The specifications were
submitted before the re-cent convention of the American
Society for Testing Materials, ami will subsequently be
reviewed by the other associations represented, following
which tin- specifications will be referred back to the com-
mittee for a final draft.

Owing to the fact that the work of the present committee
is not directh comparable with that of its predecessor, the
present specifications are best compared with the specifi-

for plain and rein fore eel concrete adopted by the
American Railway Engineering Association at its conven-
tion in March, 1920. The newer specifications, however, are
much broader in their scope in that they cover the- general

oi design and stress, s, whi n is the A K I" \

specifications refer only to workmanship. Taken as a whole,
the new specifications are primarily building specifications
in that where special details and conditions are refer,

they arc primarily such details as are encountered in rein-
forced concrete building construction rather than those met
in the design and construction oi reinforced concrete railway
or highway bridges or culverts. In the case of the design
specifications, in particular, lame portions are related prima-
rily to the details of columns, slabs, etc.. which go to make
up the reinforced com rete building.

The specifications tor materials and workmanship, whicli
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are the portions of primary interest to railway engineers,

said to represent a distinct advance as considered in

arison with the A. R. K. A. specifications. There is,

however, very little of direct conflict between the two
Bcations, such differences as occur being primarily due to

thi inclusion in the new specification of requirements based
'-H iIh results of more recent investigations in the strength

of concrete. Thus a number of the clause.- in the specifi-

imply the making of 28-day field tests of the materials

actually to be used on the job, this information to be used

on a cluck of the strength of the concrete in the light of

the working stresses used in the design and as a means of

obtaining the desired proportions of the various ingredients.

The section on proportioning, however, provides for alternate

clauses which make such tests unnecessary.

The specifications for the fine and coarse aggregates con-

tain requirements for certain gradings of sizes, and in the

case of the coarse aggregate this is contingent upon certain

sieve analyses. In the case of the sand also it is provided

that "The decantation test shall be made in accordance with

the standard method of test for quantity of clay and silt in

sand for highway construction of the American Society for

Testing Materials." A further clause, however, provides for

some modification of this requirement.

The requirements for metal reinforcement differ from those

of the A. R. E. A. specifications in that bars rolled from old

rails are permitted, whereas the A. R. E. A. specification

•excludes them. A deformed bar is defined as "one that will

develop a bond strength at least 25 per cent greater than that

of a plain round bar of equivalent cross-sectional area."

The portion of the Joint Committee specifications relating

to metal reinforcement under "details of construction" would

seem to contain some valuable features not usually covered.

This section is as follows:

Metal reinforcement, before being positioned, shall be thor-

oughly cleaned of mill and rust scale, and of coatings of any
character that will destroy or reduce the bond. Reinforce-

ment appreciably reduced in section shall be rejected. Rein-

forcement shall be reinspected and when necessary cleaned

where there is delay in depositing concrete.

Reinforcement shall be carefully formed to the dimensions

indicated on the plans or called for in the specifications. The
radius of bends shall be four or more times the least diameter

of the reinforcement bar.

Metal reinforcement shall not be bent or straightened in a

manner that will injure the material. Bars with kinks or

sharp bends shall not be used.

Metal reinforcement shall be accurately positioned and se-

cured against displacement by using annealed iron wire of

not less than No. 18 gage or suitable clips at intersections,

and shall be supported by concrete or metal chairs, or spacers,

or by metal hangers. Parallel bars shall not be placed closer

in the clear than one and one-half times the diameter of round
bars or one and half-times the diagonal of square bars; if the

ends of bars are hooked as specified in Section 130 the clear

spacing may be made equal to the diameter of round bars or

to the diagonal of square bars, but in no case shall the spac-

ing between bars be less than one inch nor less than one and
one-fourth times the maximum size of the coarse aggregate.

Splices of tension reinforcement at points of maximum
stress shall be avoided. Splices, where required, shall pro-

vide sufficient lap to transfer the stress between bars by bond
and shear, or by a mechanical connection such as, a screw
coupling.

Vertical reinforcement shall be offset in a region where
lateral support is afforded when changes in column cross-

section occur and the vertical reinforcement bars are not
sloped for the full length of the column.
Exposed reinforcement bars intended for bonding with

future extensions shall be protected from corrosion.

The portion of the specifications relating to mixing and

placing concrete is drawn much along the same lines as that

of the A. R. E. A. specifications. A mixing period of iy->

min. as given in the A. R. E. A. specifications is amplified

by the requirement that the mixer shall travel at a peripheral

speed of about 200 ft, per min. No effort is made in these

specifications to dodge the question of spouting, which is

covered by the following clause.

When concrete is conveyed by spouting, the plant shall be
of such size and design as to insure a practically continuous
How in the spout. The angle of the spout with the horizontal

shall be such as to allow the concrete to flow without separa-

tion of the ingredients. The spout shall be thoroughly flushed

with water before and after each run. The delivery from the

spout shall be as close as possible to the point of deposit.

When operation must be intermittent, the spout shall dis-

charge into a hopper.

Thi specifications for forms were obviously drawn with

the idea of meeting the requirements of building construc-

tion. One omission noted is the absence of any reference

to steel forms, while the requirement that "wire ties will

be permitted only on light and unimportant work" will no

doubt seem a rather drastic restriction by those who build

railway bridge structures and retaining walls and culverts.

Concrete in sea water is treated along the line of the

report presented bv the Committee on Masonry of the Ameri-

can Railway Engineering Association at the 1921 convention.

A significant admission as to the limitations of concrete in

this connection is found in the clause statins "Where un-

usually severe conditions of abrasion are anticipated, the

face of the concrete from 2 ft. below low water to 2 ft.

above high water, or from a plane below to a place above

wave action, shall be protected by creosoted timber, dense

vitrified shale brick, or stone of suitable quality, as desig-

nated on the plans."

Finishes are treated in somewhat more abstracted form

than they were covered in the A. R. E. A. specifications.

Tentative Valuations
Washington, D. C.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has served a

tentative valuation report on the property of the St.

Louis Southwestern in which it states the final value

as of June 30, 1915, as $29,072,479 for the property used,

988.54 miles of track, and $26,792,424 for the property

owned, 838.15 miles. The valuation includes the Gray's

Point Terminal, the Paragould Southeastern and the Central

Arkansas & Eastern. The total capitalization of the St. Louis

Southwestern as of the valuation date was $123,327,083 but

this includes a considerable amount of bonds and stocks of

other companies, some of which form a part of the St. Louis

Southwestern system, including the St. Louis Southwestern

of Texas. The total par value of these stocks and bonds was
$33,810,757. No dividends have ever been paid on the com-
pany's common stock. The investment in road and equip-

ment, including land, is stated in the books of the carrier as

$67,430,327 as of the valuation date and the commission
says that if certain readjustments were made and the items

in the account taken at their recorded amounts, this figure

would be reduced to $62,853,401, of which $46,881,248 is the
par value of securities issued for the property of the St. Louis,

Arkansas & Texas. The total maximum outky in creating

the property of the Arkansas company, the report says, could
not have exceeded $11,301,661. The original cost to date is

not reported. The cost of reproduction new of the property
used, excluding land, is given as $31,099,584 and the cost

less depreciation as $23,757,820 The present value of the
lands is given as $2,462,159 and the excess cost as $1,713,252.
The commission has also issued other tentative valuations

which report the final value as follows:

Montpclier & Wells River..- 1»14 Jl.925,000
Manistique & I 1915 ( ,sti.44-l

Union Freight Railroad 1915 429.833
New Orleans, Natalhanv Si Natchez.. 1916 381,619
Uuachita & Northwestern 1916 354,944
Wichita Union Terminal 1916 -2,070,911

Chicago & Wabash 1915 455.500
Milledgeville 1916 "0,551

Monroe 1916 119,928
Moshassuck Yallev 1916 160.404

Sugar Land 1916 490,697
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A View of the No^al Reservoir

E. P. & S.W. Rebuilds 141-MileWood Stave Pipe Line
Conduit Supplying Entire Engine District Rebuilt After 13 Years'

Life to Provide Enlarged Capacity

By J. L. Campbell

Chief Engineer, El Paso & Southwc.sti.Tii, El Paso, Tex.

Originally the entire water supply of the El Paso &
Southwestern System was from wells. From Carrizozo

to Santa Rosa (128 miles) the water carried more
than 100 grains of incrusting solids per gallon, could not

be made suitable for steam by treatment, and was so bad

Two Views of the Eagle Pipe Line Crossing the Mountains

that the growing traffic could not be successful!) handled on

that district.

A better water Supply was imperative. This was found
in Bonito and Eagle creeks, small streams on the cast slope

of White mountain situated 30 miles southeast of Carrizozo
and fed by springs and -now, the mountain being 12,000 ft.

high. rhis water i- good, having less than 10 grains >>i

incrusting solids per gallon. It is conducted to and along

the railroad in a pipe line shown by the dotted line on the

map on the following page.

White mountain is on the divide between the Rio Grande
and the Rio Pecos, The |nnnt of water diversion lies in the

Rio Pecos drainage on the cast slope 7,75(1 ft. above sea

level, from which the pipe line runs around the northeast

base of the mountains 12 miles to Nogal storage reservoir,

also situated on the crest of the divide 7,100 ft. high

which the line drops into the Rio Grande basin to the rail-

road at Carrizozo and Coyote to elevations of 5,400 and
5,800 ft, respectively —a total of 46 miles of pipe from
source of water to the railroad.

Prom Coyote to Corona (36 miles along the railroad)

the water is pumped up to an elevation of 6,750 ft. (a

950-ft. lift). Corona J o being on the crest of the divide

between the Rio Grande and the Rio Pecos. From Corona
to Pastura (the present terminus of the line), 59 miles along

the road, the pipe drops back into the Pecos basin to an

elevation of 5..S00 ft. Eventually it will be extend

miles to Santa Rosa on the Pecos, the water of this stream

being unsuitable for Me. mi nee of ISO miles

from the source of water supply.

In the original line there were 117 miles of wood, 6 miles

i and 1 8 miles i l ] i] 1 diameters ran

from lo to 4 in. The maximum pressure is 130 lb. for

rood and 300 lb. for iron pipe. This line has a capacity

million gallons daily from source of supply to

reservoir and l'i million from the reservoir to the railroad.

The reservoir is a natural bowl-shaped basin in the summit

of the water shed 1,700 ft above the railroad. It has a

capacitj ol 100,000,000 gal. up to the lowest place in the

rim of the bowl. This can b I to 1,000,000,000

gal. by three small embankments.

The pipe hue was built 13 years ago. The annual peak

demand on it now equals its original capacity. To pi

for future requirements, a renewal and enlargement program
to be completed in 1930 has been inaugurated by which the

i capacity will be doubled. The lower line on the

profile gives the diameters of the
|

nlarged line

from the source to the Rio Pecos at Santa Rosa. This will

include 137 miles of weed. 6 .miles of steel and
cast iron pipe. The wood pipe diameter will run from

21 to 5 and the iron from 15 to 12 in. The maximum pres-

sures will be the same as above given for the original line.

About 25 miles of the renewal program, including the 21 -in.

wood pipe, is completed anil the capacity from s,,urce of

supply to Nogal reservoir is now 7,000,000 gal. daily.

Weight and cost of east iron pipe in isolated and moun-
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tainous country led to selection of wood pipe for original

construction for all pressures not in excess of 130 lb., and

the ame considerations still impel adherence to original

conclusions. The wood pipe is the kind known as machine-

made spirally-wound pipe. In Vol. 70 of the Transactions

of the American Society of Civil Engineers there is a full

description of the original line.

The wood pipe is now made to E. P. & S. W. specifi-

cations. Cast iron collars, when required for the joints,

are made in El Paso to the railroad's design and specifica-

tion-. We believe the iron collar is best, especially for high

pressure, but wood collars under 130 lb. are serving satisfac-

torily. All of this pipe so made is remarkably tight, the

average leakage therefrom not being in excess of 25 gal.

per mile per inch of diameter per day.

At Coyote and Luna (on the pumping section) the maxi-

mum pump pressure is 300 lb. and cast iron pipe is used

TEXAS

pumps are Nordberg, cross-compound, condensing, crank and

rlv wheel pumping engines having a contract duty of 135

million ft.-lb. per 1,000 lb. of dry steam at 150 lb. pressure.

The boilers are Sterling water tube with superheaters. Each

plant is lighted by a small electric light unit.

The renewal and enlargement program described was not

put under way because of necessity for general renewal of

the original line at this time. The original wood pipe could

be maintained at reasonable expense for the next 10 years,

perhaps longer, but such a program would finally require

the renewal of more than 100 miles of pipe in limited time

with attendant risk and concentration of expenditure.

About the only material limitation of the life of wood-

pipe properly designed, made and laid and kept saturated

is the corrosion and consequent failure of the steel banding.

The banding on the original pipe herein described is am
ungalvanized flat steel band protected only by a heavy

coat of asphalt. Failure of this band began in the fourth

year, but has never been serious. During 1920, the twelfth

year, the repair of banding so failing required an average

of 15 individual ^i-in. round bands of the kind used on

continuous stave pipe per mile of pipe line. This was a

quite nominal expense. A failure of the banding is indi-

cated by a leak which is usually discovered and stopped by

application of a few round bands without taking the pres-

sure off the pipe. The round galvanized banding, also

covered with asphalt, will last much longer and the pipe so

made should be maintained at a reasonable expense for 5Q

years, other conditions being right.

The investment in this water supply was necessarily large,

but within two years the reduction of operating cost due
to the better water was greater than the investment. Train
tonnage increased 33 1/3 per cent within 30 days after the

use of the new water supply began. One of the marked
results was a psychological one. Under the disastrous con-

ditions prevailing with the bad water everyone on the dis-

trict was discouraged and esprit de corps was gone. In

30 days it was more than recovered, everybody developed

a high batting average and the operating district was con-

verted from a liability to an asset.

Map of the El Paso & Southwestern, Showing the Water

Supply Line

from each pumping station up the line to the point where

the pressure in the pipe is 130 lb., from and beyond which

wood pipe is used. Water hammer on these pumping mains

is eliminated by large air chambers in the form of a riveted

steel cylinder 5 ft. diameter and 15 ft. long, mounted in

horizontal position over and connected to the main by a

12-in. tee just outside of the pump house. These cylinders

are kept charged with air by small automatic air charging

devices attached to the water end of the pumps and actuated

by the piston movement.

Each pumping station consists of two duplicate pumping
units, one unit being in reserve. The units are operated

alternately, usually in three-month periods. Additional units

will be added as required by increasing pumpage. The

^feoavl

Frotn the Providence Journal

Use the Life Preserver



"Stop or Proceed" versus "Stop and Proceed"

Signaling for Economy and Progress, Not for Safety in Its

Narrow Sense; Abolish Useless Stops

By A. H. Rudd

Tin CAMPAIGN to eliminate the unnecessary stopping of

trains is on. The campaign to automatically stop

trains is on. The pendulum, as the German said,

"Swings fro and to, fro and to." At first glance it would

seem that the two movements represent diametrically opposed

forces, tending to bring the pendulum to rest. At first

glance also it would seem that the vibration of a pendulum

does not aptly illustrate rapid progress and advancement

—

yet this "swinging fro and to" has been frequently cited as

the characteristically American method of arriving at its

destination and, when it ceases, the works stop. Both cam-

paigns should succeed; the forces back of both should work

together : the result should be ideal.

Nothing is so easily overlooked as the obvious. Perhaps

the presentation of a few scrambled axioms may lead some

card-index mind to arrange them in logical sequence and

help the solution of the problems. At all events, a review

of the development of signaling and the changing ideas as

to its value and its functions may be of interest:

1. Travel by railroad is safer, in spite of its dangers,

than almost any other method of locomotion.

2. If no trains moved, no trains could collide; but there

would be no travel.

3. The danger element is introduced as soon as a train

starts.

4. Having necessarily introduced this danger it is obvi-

ous if all trains moved in the same direction at the same

speed no collisions would result.

5. With a number of trains moving in the same direc-

tion each stop may endanger the movement. Therefore, un-

necessary stops should be eliminated.

6. Signals were originally installed to indicate Stop, and

for no other t>tirt>ose.

7. Later, they were erected to give warning of danger

ahead, or "Prepare to stop."

8. For years they were regarded as a luxury or a neces-

sary evil.

9. Pater they admittedly "safeguarded traffic," but it

took years of work to convince "pra<thal" old-school rail-

road operating officers that signals could be used for ex-

pediting and facilitating traffic.

10. Even yet education along these lines is apparently

necessary, and the publicity departments of the signal com-
panies are advocating the installation of interlocking- at

grade crossings and junctions, and the shortening of blocks

by providing automatic signals for the purpose not of safe-

guarding traffic by stopping trains, but of safeguarding, ex-

pediting mill facilitating traffic by tin- elimination of un-

necessary Stl>[)S.

11. A great many inventors, -till clinging to the original

conception as to the functions of signals, are attempting to

develop devices whose sole function is to stop trains (in at

least 50 per cent of their actions unnecessarily), while per-

haps one tenth of one per cent are working to safeguard, ex-

pedite and facilitate traffic.

Ideal operation is one of -peed at termini, infrequent

yarding and continuous movement between yards. P is. of

course, impossible of attainment, but every -top. even- delay,

every moment cars or engines are idle, no matter from what

cause, increases the cost.

Obviously, therefore, a device which will prevent excessive-

speed on curves, over crossovers and at other points where

speed should be restricted, and which will, as a last resort,

stop the train short of the danger point; a device which will

only function when the engineman fails, leaving him free

control while he does function, and permitting him to cut

out the stop, but, in such event, to run only at slow speed,

would theoretically at least not only safeguard but expedite

traffic, and would supplement rather than nullify a signal

System designed to keep trains moving.

Collisions resulting in fatalities rarely occur in terminals

or in the congested districts; as a matter of fact, they rarely

occur at all, considering the number of trains run; but they

most frequently occur in the open where fast running for

long distances is the rule.

This is the field for speed control, but not for automatic

stops as such, which would not only cause collisions but

which would force us to violate the Esch-Cummins law,

which requires that railroads be economically and effi< iently

operated. Every real railroad man wants to so operate, not

alone because it is the expressed wish of the Congress, but

as a matter of pride in his work and the joy of accomplish-

ing something worth while; and he knows the railroads must

be 50 operated if they are to live.

The progress of signaling has been so rapid that every

signal' engineer in the country, worthy of the name, know-

where he can earn a big percentage on his investment (much
of it, unfortunately, intangible earning- and saving-) if he

could fully equip lii- busy lines with modern signals and

interlockings, and replace a laree Dart of what he has in

-crvic e. just as manufacturers replace their machinery, with

more efficient apparatus. He know- what he want- I

He knows what he would do if he had unlimited funds, but

lie also know- the financial condition of the road-, and he is

living from hand to mouth, hoping the clay may conic- when
he can again i reate .mil have othei ell as himself, look

upon his work and saw "behold it is good." P is doubtful

if. under tin- present conditions, he can do much to hasten

the advent of tlii- signal millennium: but, instead of waiting

with his hands folded and his white robes on, he may be

able to ameliorate existing condition.- by assuming the well-

known role of the reformer and telling others where to head

Some Improvements Practicable, in

Spite of Financial Restrictions

Several signal engineers, and even some "practical operat-

ing men," firmly believe better and safer operation could and

would be attained if the stop-and-proceed signal were elimi-

nated and the signal provided in the A. R. A. standar

rule Xo. S01-G, which does not require thi tituted.

This is an operating matter and the signal engineers have

no jurisdiction; but they may express their opinion.

The A. R. A. standard ock signals)

Rule 504, April 15, 1S%. read: "When train is stopped by a

block signal it may proceed when the signal is cleared or

after waiting minutes, and then running under caution

or preceded by a Bagman to the next clear signal." This

rule, revise-d April 25. 1020. read-: "* * * it may proreed

when the signal is cleared or: A: after waiting minutes
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and then running under caution; B: Preceded by a flagman

to the next clear signal"—either being considered good prac-

tice; "B" being generally used on single track. Edition of

February, 1911, Rule No. 504: "When a train is stopped

by a block signal it may proceed when the signal is cleared;

if not immediately cleared it may proceed—A: On single

track preceded by a flagman to the next clear signal—B:

On double track at once with caution."

The standard code, Nov. 17, 1915, differentiates between

the stop signal and the stop-and-proeeed signal, and Rule

509 provides
—"When a train is stopped by a stop-and-pro-

ceed signal it may proceed * * * *: On two or more tracks

at once, at slow speed, expecting to find a train in the block,

broken rail, obstruction or switch not properly set."

We started out with a time interval. Then we put in the

absolute manual block system, spacing trains perhaps four

or five miles aDart. Then we installed automatic signals

with shorter blocks and held trains minutes (on one

road originally, I believe, five minutes, then cut to two, then

to one, and finally no time required, simply the stop), and

the standard code, as noted above, now provides a signal,

Rule 501 -G, "Proceed at slow speed prepared to stop short

of train or obstruction"—eliminating the stop—Name: Per-

missive Signal—Requisites of Installation: "Block is occu-

pied, or switch is set to diverge." This indication is used

on some roads to govern heaw tonnage trains on up grades,

other trains being required to stOD and proceed, although

this aspect is different from the stop-and-proceed signal, and

the anomalous condition exists of two aspects indicating

stop-and-proceed for certain trains and one aspect indicating

stop-and-proceed for some trains and proceed without stop-

ping for other trains. On other roads, this signal permits

all trains to proceed without stopping.

Many roads run freights "permissive with freight'
1

in

manual block territory, either by signal indication or by card

or order, without stopping, and vet we cling to the antiquated

stop-and-proceed signal with the idea that in some way it

tends to safer operation.

Recently on a busy line, where all automatic signals are

either stop or stop-and-proceed the proposition of an exten-

sion of automatic signals was discussed and obiected to, be-

cause, while it would facilitate passenger traffic, the frequent

additional stops required on account of the automatic signals

(with shorter blocks) would tie up freight trains on up

grades which were being safelv moved under the manual per-

missive without stops. And the objection was good.

"Cutting off his tail an inch at a time doesn't really make
it any easier or better for the dog." Why not cut out the stop

everywhere?

There are two component parts of Rule 509 (Old rule

504):

1st—The stop.

2nd—The slow speed after stopping.

Advocates of the stop insist that the first part enforces the

second and makes for better discipline. This may be the

case on heavy up grades with heavy trains, which cannot get

up speed for a long distance, if at all, after stopping, but this

is just the condition under which, by the use of grade sig-

nals, the first requirement is eliminated. On level track a

light train, and on descending grades any train, can attain

considerable -peed after stopping, while passing through

blocks 4,000 ft. or 5,000 ft. long or longer. Therefore, the

second requirement must for safe operation be enforced inde-

pendently of the first.

Some of us believe that the automatic block signal govern-

ing following movements should give information as to the

occupancy or non-occupancy of the block and, when three-

position or home and distant signals are used, of the indica-

tion displayed by the next signal : the stop-and-proceed sig-

nals should be eliminated; and stop signals displayed only

where stops are required, i. e., when protection is needed

against opposing movements and at grade crossings, junctions

and crossovers where side collisions might otherwise occur.

Argument for Eliminating "Stop and Proceed"

By eliminating stops which are unnecessary and are known
by tin enginemen to be unnecessary, we should strengthen the

significance of the stop signal us such.

We now have signals which indicate in effect:

(a) Proceed at slow speed, prepared to stop short of train

or obstruction.

(b) Stop and then proceed at slow -peed, prepared to stop

short of train or obstruction.

(c) Stop and stay till signal clears or specific authority is

given to pass.

The first and second of these indications (a and b) are

identical in the action required of the engineman after passing

the signal but b requires a stop before reaching it. The protec-

tion afforded a train ahead is in either case the requirement

that the following train shall proceed at slow speed prepared

to stop short of train or obstruction. If this requirement is

obeyed the stop is absolutely useless, for the train is not re-

quired to stop and stay till the block is clear, but may pro-

ceed at once at slow speed

!

Why, then, the stop? Because it is presupposed that with-

out it the second requirement may be disregarded.

Is it not logical to assert, as some operating officials do,

that the men, realizing the stop delays traffic, are more likely

to run faster than they would if they had not (as they do in

many cases) spent two or three minutes in starting?

Every effective signal system in use is based on the premise

that the indications will be obeyed. Any attempt to design

or enforce a system predicated on the violation of its indica-

tions would be worse than futile; it would be nonsensical.

Any statement that this one particular indication must re-

quire the stop, when we know that the indication a (Proceed

at slow speed prepared to stop short of train or obstruction)

is properly obeyed thousands of times a day all over the coun-

try, is an assumption of weak discipline and reckless and dis-

obedient enginemen, which is not only humiliating but is not

in accord with actual conditions.

It is a curious fact that the devices intended for speed con-

trol, as differentiated from the straight stop, eliminate the

stop feature, or provide for its elimination if slow speed is

maintained.

When we install train control, do we want each train to

stop at or considerably before reaching a signal indicating

block occupied or that a train is to diverge at slow speed, and

have the engineman get off his engine and do some compli-

cated releasing act? Or, do we want to get our trains over

the road safely, with a minimum delay, and pull them down
to slow speed only when necessary and when the engineman

fails to function?

Let us clarify the situation.

Let us give the engineman the best information possible of

conditions ahead, consistent with a system of signals whose

indications he can instantly grasp. Let us tell him to stop

only where necessary and when we say stop let us mean it.

Let us eliminate "b" or else let us add a few more varia-

tions, such as "You may stop," "You should stop," "You
must stop," and then wind up with that effulgence of splen-

dor, that exuberance of verbiage, so dear to many—"Trains

must come to a full stop"!

Eggs, fresh eggs, strictly fresh eggs! Let's have less eggs

and all fresh. Less variations in stops and all real stops.

Stop-and-Stay; this because it is necessary.

A careful, unprejudiced study of the problem, undertaken

with an open and active mind, will, we believe, by the un-

assailable logii of the situation, lead eventually to only one

result. The change will be made some time, and it will be

interesting, to see which management has the "intestinal in-

vestiture" to issue the first Declaration of Independence.



Suggested Remedy for the Freight Car Situation

Inadequate Per Diem Rates Remove Incentive for Ownership;

Holding Company Would Improve Conditions

By W. S. Moseley

Mechanical Engineer, Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio

AN article in the Rail', ay I e of June 10 forcibly brings

to attention the need for better maintenance that will

result in more permanenl improvements to freighl i its

Notwithstanding the numerous rules governing the repair-

ing of cars and the honesl endeavors of the motive power

officers, the problem bristles with complex and involved con-

ditions over which the motive power department has no con-

trol. A condition, such as lias prevailed in recent years, in

which cars are off the owning line SO per cent of the time

and some cars are away four or five years, tends to prevent

proper repairs or the carrying out of repair programs.

Stringent rules are fine for the other fellow, but when it comes

tn applying them to ourselves and making repairs of a perma-

nent nature to foreign cars, probably at a loss, and at the

same time paying the owner a rental charge for each day the

car is on the line, it is somewhal diffii ult to convince the man-

agement that the expense is justified, especially when home
cars awaiting repairs are ai i umulating. We have yet to find

a road that is complying with Rule I of the Code of Inter-

change. The rule is at variance with the primary motive of

the railroad officers, whose interest is the welfare of their

company.
The car service rules attempt to prevent the misuse of

equipment, but in their application the}- do not prevent a

railroad holding a modern i ar whi< h is in good condition and

getting rid of a weak and worn out car which is likely to

cause trouble and il.mi.r_'.- to both equipment and contents.

The per diem charges are not -iit'i'n [< nt to justify owning
enough equipment to meel the requirements, when repairs.

fixed charge's and return on the investment are considered in

onnection with the fact thai probably !0 per cent of the time

(during depressions) the car is idle and not earning its up-
keep, or when COnsideral i

I
also to the investment in

plants necessary to keep the cars in service. The present

practice of charging a Bal per diem rate for all cars and the

distribution of cars without regard to condition, capacity or

value is not sound and tends to perpetuate the use of equip-

ment that should he taken out of service. This practice also

encourages the purchase' of car.- on .1 price liasis to the extent

that a icon coal carrying road will buy light weight coal cars

and the coal earning roads buy Light weight box and house
cars.

Present Accounting Rules Discourage

Ownership of Cars

The practice of charging all costs of repairs made to home
l ars on foreign lines to the' maintenance of equipment account
and not giving thi- ,u i mini c redit for any of the rentals, tend-

to discourage the purchase of freight equipment, both by the

motive power .mil operating departments, for the reason that

a- the equipment rentals are not charged to operating ex-

penses, a better showing can he mule with an inadequate car

supply than would otherwise be the case. This is illustrated

by a case where one road had a debit of $500,000 per month
on account of equipment rental and a smaller adjoining line

had a credit ai $200 000. Neither of these' amounts affected

the operating ratio, hut the smaller line had a charge' to

maintenance of equipment each month on account of n

to cars on foreign lines equal to the total amount expended on
the home line on home cars, in addition to the- depreciation

charges which were necessary for the surplus equipment.

Regulating expenditures on the basis of revenue may be

necessary hut it is uneconomical and results in work not be-

ing done at the most opportune time. The present is a good

example of this unfortunate practice when the repair tracks

are full of equipment needing overhauling with employees

laid off on account of fund- not being available to do the

work.

Standardizing Cars Through a Holding Company

Freight cars lend themselves to standardization more

readily than any other equipment, and standard designs

should be adopted, hut under present conditions, as outlined

above, the proposition seems hopeless until some central body

is given the authority and held responsible for results. How
can this be done?

One answer is to break away from the time honored, but

inefficient methods of today and place all cars used in in-

terchange traffic under central control, which would be held

responsible for the repairs, renewals, retirements, depreciation

and return on investment in freighl i
I tral body

should also have control of the Car Service Division. All

would necessarily be subject to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The central body should be a company with its entire stock

owned b) tin r.nlro.iil- m proportion to their equipment re-

quirements. The present equipment should be turned over

to the company in payment for stock, and if not sufficient

equipment is now owned, the balance should be in cash or

approved obligations.

I he company would probably subdivide the country into

regions and would undertake to make all repairs to freight

cars by means of centrally located car shops, the railroads

doing only such repairs as may be necessary to make the

equipment s a fe' to run and light running repairs in yards.

I lie railroad- would bill against the owning company for this

service.

I In owning company would make a combination charge
for the use of the equipment on a basis of ear days, plus the

total car miles per month. This charge should be sufficient to

provide a surplus that would be used to make repairs when
in demand ["hi chai i be sufficient

to insure a net profit which would be turned back to the rail-

roads in the form of dividends and in this way penalize a

company for not providing for its full requirements !•

subscription. A minimum charge per month based on normal
requirements should also apply in order to equalize the carry-

ing charges when there is a surplus of equipment.

Advantages of Unified Control of Cars

The advantages of the above plan would lie numerous
should reduce the cost of maintenance as well a- better the

condition of the equipment Cars of obso could

legated and either permanent improvements
the cars retired. Croups a\ ears needing heavy repairs could
lie circle red i] systematically overhauled and placed

back in service promptly. Repair shops could

from railroad -hop- and bandied

These shops would be of sufficient size to specialize various

operations and utilize complete shop equipment The sepa-
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ration of repairs due to wreck damage from those due to

use would facilitate an analysis of the cost of maintenance of

various types of cars and devices and lead to adoption of

improved designs.

Standards could be promulgated with the knowledge that

they would be applied and benefits derived immediately

therefrom. The systematic handling of repairs at large shops

would reduce the cost as well as keep the number of bad

order cars to a minimum.
A company to handle this proposition should have a capi-

tal of about $2,500,000,000, but this would not mean new
capital as the present equipment would represent something

mar this amount.

The following table, compiled from bulletins of the Car

Service Division, shows that the larger railroads are in better

shape to keep their equipment in serviceable condition.

, Cars Bad Order >

f—Cars Owned—, Per Per
Per Cent Cent

Number of Cent of I:. id Total
Railroads Number Total Number Order Owned

Group A, over 100,000 3 506,000 21.5 57,900 17.8 11.4

Group B, 50.000 to 100.000 10 620.000 26.4 83,100 25.6 13.4

Croup C, 25,000 to 50,000 16 607,000 25.8 86,100 26.5 14.2
Group D, less than 25,000.. 108 613,000 26.3 97,900 30.1 16.

Total 137 '.34(, .mil) 100 325.000 100 13.9

It will be noticed that 137 roads owning 2,346,000 cars

can be divided into groups of those owning over 100,000

cars, those between 50,000 and 100,000, those between 25,-

000 and 50,000, and those under 25,000 cars. This division

shows that each group owns approximately one-fourth of the

total number of cars, although the first only consists of three

roads, the second 10, the third 16 and the fourth 108 roads.

The interesting feature is that the larger the number of cars

owned per road, the smaller is the proportion of bad order

cars, both to the total number of bad order cars and to the

number of cars owned by the groups.

It is appreciated that an arrangement as outlined would
include many details that would have to be worked out, but

this should not be any more complicated than the present

method.

Railroad Bill Introduced in House
Washington, D. C.

A bill to carry out President Harding's recommenda-
tions for providing the Railroad Administration with

funds to enable it to settle its obligations to the rail-

roads was introduced in the House on July 28 by Chairman
Win-low of the committee on interstate and foreign com-
merce. The bill would authorize the War Finance Corpo-
ration to purchase from the Railroad Administration railroad

securities now held by it, or to be acquired by it, at an
aggregate purchase price not exceeding $500,000,000, at

til.' prices and subject to the discounts, if any, at which
they were acquired by the Railroad Administration. The
bill also amends section 207 of the transportation act, which

provides for the funding of expenditures for capital improve-

ments, to provide that any bond, note or security acquired

by the Railroad Administration, as the agent of the President,

in connection with the funding, may, at the option of the

President, bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent, and in

such event shall be received at par less such discount as may,

in the opinion of the President, represent the customary and
reasonable expenses of marketing such bond, note or other

security, or may bear interest at a rate less than 6 per cent,

and in such event shall be received at a price to yield an

average return, if held to maturity of 6 per cent, such price

to be subject to such further discount as may in the opinion

of the President represent the reasonable expense of mar-
keting.

It is also provided that in the case of a carrier that has

already made a settlement with the Railroad Administration,

tlie settlement may be readjusted for the purpose of funding

any indebtedness of the carrier to the United States arising

out of addition- and betterments made during federal control.

I In part of the bill relating to the War Finance Corpo-
ration i> made an amendment to the War Finance Corpora-

tion Act. It provides that whenever, in the opinion of the

board of directors of the corporation, market conditions

justify, the securities acquired by the corporation from the

Railroad Administration may from time to time be sold at

not less than the original cost to the corporation, and it is

also authorized to sell at the request of the President rail-

road securities not purchased by the corporation. The pro-

ceeds of all bonds, notes or other securities so sold to the-

corporation, or sold by it as selling agent, are to be a fund

to be used by the President for the purpose described in

section 202 of the Transportation Act, which provides for

the settlement of the obligations of the government to the

roads arising from federal control.

Representative Winslow explained that the purpose of the

bill was to put funds into the hands of the railroads so that

they may be able to go into the market and purchase sup-

plies, and he said that they apparently are ready to make
such a move if their credit can be established so as to warrant

them in so doing. The settlement of the accounts, he added,

would make it possible to reduce the Railroad Administration

force, which now numbers 1,200 and which is costing the

government $4,000,000 a year.

A bill to the same effect but with somewhat different lan-

guage was introduced in the Senate on July 29 by Senator

Townsend, a member of the committee on interstate com-

merce, and plans are being made for early consideration in

the Senate. The Senate committee, after its extensive hear-

ings on the railroad question, is not expected to hold hearings

on the new bill, but the House committee will probably

consider it necessary to hold hearings. It is expected that

there will be a fight against the bill on the part of those

who believe, or would like to make it appear, that the

railroads are receiving some special favor, but the support

of the administration is counted upon to put it through.

A statement was issued from the White House on July 29

outlining "the accomplishment of the past four months by

various branches of the government in the direction of

relieving financial conditions" which contained the following

on the railroad situation:

"The financial necessities of the railroads have long been

recognized as of imminent concern to the entire country,

not only because efficient transportation is vitally necessary,

but also because there is hope for a resumption of industrial

activity when the railroads are put in funds and enabled to

begin buying the vast quantities of material which they need.

In order to make this possible the administration has put

forth a program which contemplates the early and rapid

settlement of the accounts between the railroads and the

government, growing out of the period of federal control

and operation. This settlement should enable the roads to

become extensive purchasers of materials and thus greatly

improve industrial conditions. In this connection the Presi-

dent has recommended to Congress that the War Finance

Corporation should be given power to purchase railroad

securities from the director general of railroads in order

to finance the settlements by the Railroad Administration.

This proposal is merely a revival of the war-time powers

of the corporation, under which it made advances of about

$205,000,000 to the director general of railroads and the

railroad companies. Of this amount, about $160,000,000'

has been repaid. In connection with the advances pre-

viously made the War Finance Corporation was able to

give effective assistance to the general railroad credit situa-

tion by means of its intervention and the co-operation it

was able to secure from bankers. It is expected that its

intervention at this time will again have a beneficial effect

on general railroad credit . . . ."



Art Equipped with Automatic V

Recent Designs of Twelve-Wheel Locomotives

Not Extensively Used in America, Common in Other

Countries—Baldwin Designs for Export

Tiik first locomotive in which eight driving wheels

were combined with a four-wheel leading truck and

which is now known as the 12-wheel or 4-8-0 type

was the "Centipede," which was placed in service on the

Baltimore & Ohio in 1863. Although 12-wheel locomotives

arc commonly used for heavy freight mixed traffic on a

number of European and Asiatic railways, comparatively

few have been built for American railways. Probably the

I lining wheels 56 in. diameter
Boili r 80 in. diameter
Heating surface 4.041 sq. ft.

GTate area 44.7 sq. ft.

Boilei pressure 200 lb.

Maximum tractive effort 52,500 lb.

Benguella Railway—Portuguese West Africa

The Benguella Railway of Portuguese West Africa ex-

tends eastward from Lobita Bay on the Atlantic coast into

Heavy Standard Gage Jamaican Locomotive

most extensive users of this type in the United States are the interior to Colongo, and at present has 390 miles of

the Norfolk & Western and the Lehigh Valley. During 3 ft. 6 in. gage line in operation. When completed the road
1906 and 1907 the Norfolk & Western placed in service will be 1.155 miles in length, reaching from the
1,111

•
s type locomotives built by the Baldwin Locomotive a point near Bakuma, where it will connect with the trunk

Works. These were followed in 1910 by SO heavier engines line from Capetown. The rolling stock inch
of the same type. These locomotives, as originally built, used motives, 4 rack locomotives, 15 passengei ind 1°S
saturated steam and were equipped with Walschacrt valve Freight cars and will be added to as the road is extended
motion and piston valves. Tin \ were of the following Eventually the road will be an important one and furnish
dimensions: the shortest route to the interior of the country.

Weight of engine . 261.1001b. On May 29, 1920, an order was pined with the Baldwin

taers"
' "!"". .!.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .'.'.'.'! 24

'in. by 30 in! Locomotive Works for two locomotives of the 12-wheel type,
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which were shipped to Lobita Bay and are now used in

construction work extending the railway. These locomotives

are the first of this class ever purchased by the Benguella

Railroad.

Midland Railway—Western Australia

The Midland Railway runs south from Geraldton along

the coast to Denison, then inland and connects with the

Government Railways of Western Australia at Midland

Junction, about 10 miles north of Perth, and at present

operates 17 locomotives, 20 passenger cars r 11 brake vans

and 342 freight cars over some 275 miles of 3 ft. 6 in. track.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works also received an order from

the Midland Railway for two 12-wheel locomotives. These

Benguella
Portuguese

\\ est Africa

Boiler:
Type Straight Top
Diameter 64 in.

Working Pressure. 160 1b.

Fuel Wood
Firebox:

Material Copper
Staying Radial
Length 96 in.

Width 28 in.

Grate area 18." sq. ft.

Tubes 21—SJi in.

127—2 in.

Heating surface:
Firebox 130 sq. ft.

Tubes 1,288 sq. ft.

Total 1,418 sq.ft.

Superheater 334 sq. ft.

Midland
Western
Australia

Straight Top

94 in.

27J/S in.

18 sq. ft.

19—554 in.

128— I H in.

123 sq. ft.

947 sq. ft.

1,070 sq. ft.

253 sq. ft.

Straight Top-

Steel
Radial
102 in.

424J in.

30 sq. ft.

242—2 in.

143 sq. ft.

1,173 sq.ft.
1,916 sq. ft.

Inclined Cylinders Are Used on Midland Locomotives

locomotives, as in the case of the two for the Benguella of

Portuguese West Africa, were the first of this type to be

purchased by the Midland Railway. They were ordered

in September, 1919, and shipped in April, 1920, to the port

of Fremantle. They are now being used for both passenger

and freight service.

Jamaica Government Railways

The Jamaica Government Railways run west from Kings-

ton, forming two lines at Spanish Town; one runs north to

Linstead, Ewarton and Port Antonio, while the other runs

in a northwesterly direction to Montego. The railways

operate 197 miles of standard gage track and possess 44

locomotives, 38 passenger cars and 589 freight cars. The
Baldwin Locomotive Works have built various designs of

the 12-wheel type of locomotive for the Jamaica Government

Railways since 1907, in which year the first order was
placed. In September, 1919, an order was given for two

12-wheel type locomotives, which were completed and shipped

in January, 1920. While these locomotives were being built

and erected additional orders were placed, one in the latter

part of September, 1919; one in December, 1919, and one

in January, 1920. These duplicate locomotives were respec-

tively shipped in January and March, 1920, to Kingston,

Jamaica. They are now being used for mixed passenger

and freight service.

The weights and principal dimensions of the 12-wheel

type locomotives supplied to the three railroads referred to

are given in the accompanying tabulation:

w
Tractive Effort (85

per cent working
pressure) 27.200 lb.

Gage 3 ft. 6 in.

Cylinders -'" ui. by 24 i

Valves Piston

Bengui (la Midland
Western Jama

'est Africa Australia Govern

Wheels:
Driving,

outside
Driving,

diameter

diameter
48 in.

42 in.

S'A in. by 9 in.

8 in. by 9 in.

13 ft. 6 in.

23 ft. 4 in.

106.900 1b.

30,100 lb.

137,000 lb.

227,000 lb.

540 cu. ft.

45 in.

39 in.

7 in. by 8 in.

7 in. by 8 in.

12 ft. 9 in.

22 ft. O'A in.

80,000 lb.

28.000 lb.

108,000 lb.

172,000 1b.

3,000 U. S. gals
5 tons

TA
7a

3

6\

46 in.

Wy, in.

Journals, main....
Journals, other. . .

.

Wheel Base:

Base, total engine.

Weights:
On driving wheels.
On truck, front. . . .

Total engine and

in. by iyi in.

in. by S'/2 in

12 ft. 9 in.

23 ft. in.

108,300 lb.

28,600 lb.

136,9001b.

225,000 lb.

Ten, let:

500 Imp. gals.

4 metric tons

22,520 1b. 32,975 lb.

3 ft. 6 in. 4 ft. SH in.

in. by 23 in. 19 in. by 26 in.

Piston Piston A Compound Consolidation on the Northern Railway, France



Reorganization of Car Service Division, A. R. A.

M. J. Gormley New Chairman—Changed Methods of Reporting

Car Surpluses—Freight Car Loading Increases

The Car Service Division of the American Railway

Association has been reorganized, effective August 1,

and M. J. Gormley has been appointed chairman. The

chairmanship will be the point of contact between the Car

Service Division and the Interstate Commerce Commission

on all details relating to car matters. Mr. Gormley will have

general supervision over the activities of the division and will

report to the president of tin- American Railway Association.

Car service managers are W. C. Kendall, A. G. Gutheim,

\V. |. McGarry, and L. M. Kelts. J. J. Pelley is manager

of the refrigerator department with headquarters at the Man-
hattan building, Chicago. C. F. Sewart is manager of the

troop movement department and C. A. Buch is secretary.

The manager of the refrigerator department will also act

as district manager at Chicago. It is proposed to appoint

district managers at other important centers if necessary.

The car service managers arc assigned as follows: W. C.

Kendall to the Railroad Relations Section; A. G. Gutheim

to the Public Relations Section; I.. M. Berts to the Closed

Car S<-( tion; and W. J. McGarry to the Open Car Section.

The Railroad Relations Section will ban. lie all questions

relating to car service and per diem rules, analyze statistics

not in the field of other departments, supervise the work of

local car service committees, district managers and inspection

forces and supervise the placement and cancellation of em-

bargoes. The Public Relation- Section will co-operate with

government and local authorities other than the Interstate

Commerce Commission and make special studies of various

(lasses of traffic from time to time. The sections dealing with

closed, open and refrigerator cars will supervise the distribu-

tion of the classes of cars assigned to their jurisdiction. The
secretary is responsible for the organization of the division's

general office.

Roads Expected to Keep Records

Showing Violations of Rules

In the interests of reducing unrcmuiicrative car mileage to

the lowest possible minimum and in order to remedy condi-

tions which permit inefficient handling of cars, the Car

Service Division expects all railroads to maintain records

which will bring to the attention of executives the extent to

which

:

1. Home cars are loaded to off line points contrary to

car service rule 1.

2. Foreign cars are forwarded contrary to car service

rules 2 and 3.

3. There are other violations of cai ervia ride- 1 to 5.

4. There is reason or necessity for violations mentioned

under items 1 , 2 and 3.

The following suggestion is outlined is a simple method
of keeping a summarized record of rule violations, and mai
be augmented as advisable or necessary to suit local condi-

tions. Separation of violations by types of cars is

mended where there' is general loading bj types, Weekly
count of:

i
a ) Total foreign cars loaded.

(I.) Foreign cars loaded locallj contrary to car service

rules.

(( I Foreign cars loaded to connections contrary to car

service rules.

(d) Per cent violation to total foreign cars lo

(e) Home cars loaded off line separated bv types and
by roads.

(f) Foreign cars of similar types delivered empty to

connections, separated by roads.

A New Figure—Cars Out of Service

Due to Business Depression

In arriving at a fair total of surplus cars the Car Service

Division has adopted a new category, "fn empo-
rarily out of service due to business depression." This figure

includes the total serviceable cars on hand in excess of cur-

rent freight requirements owl in addition includes bad order

cars in excess of 7 per cent of the total number of freight

cars. It is believed that this figure represents a better stand-

ard for present comparisons dm' to the difficult conditions

respecting labor and materials of the past few years and to

the fact that in a period of depression cars an- alio

remain in bad order tor longer periods.

Freight cars temporarily out en' service due 1 1 > the business

depression totaled 555.168 on July 23, according to report-

ing received from the railroad- of the' United State- by the

Car Service Division. This is a reduction of approximately

10,000 since July 15.

Reports show that surplus cars (not including those in

bad order) on July 23 numbered 350,772, which was a re-

duction of 21,278 car- when compared with the total on

July 15. This reduction was due principally to the increased

demand in the Central Western surplus

box cars totaled 119,442, which was a decrease of 16,191

compared with the July 15 figure, while- surplus coal cars

were reduced 5,049 to a total of 168,568. Surplus stock car-

fell off 628 during that period, so that on July 23 they

numbered 16,297.

Reports from the Central Western region show tli

decrease in the number of surplus cars reported in that terri-

tory was not offset by any increase in the number of cars

needing repairs but that the freight car situation in that part

of the country has taken a turn for the better. Due to the

demand for grain ears, a shortage of 2.768 freight cars was
reported to the Car Servio Dv sion, of which 2,500 repre-

sentee! box cars. This wa- an increase of 1,500 over the total

shortage reported on July 15.

Cars in need of repairs on July 15 totaled 365,092 or

15.9 per cent of the ear- on line, compared with 354,611 or

15.4 per cent on July 1. Allowing for seven per cent being

normal, cars in need of repair- above normal totaled 204,396,

which added to the total surplus means 555,168 cars out of

service because' of business conditions.

Freight Car Loading

Loading of revenue freight totaled 790,348 Cars during the

week ended Jul} ling to the reports of tl

Service Division of the American Railway Association. This
was an increase of 14,096 ears over the preceding week but

was, however, a decrease of 138,070 cars when compared
with the corresponding week of 1920, and a

>ared with the corresponding week in 101 Q.

The principal increase during the week of Jul) 23 was in

the loading oi grain and grain hich totaled 64,919
- more than during tli week.

This total was 2 n ,442 i than that for the corre-

sponding week in 1920 and 13,374 cars in hat for

orresponding week in 1919. It also was 7.804 cars

above thi pi '. loading of any week since January. 1019.

which is as far ba< k a- the (
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Tabulations also show that from June 1 to July 28, in-

clusive, 362,800 cars have been loaded with grain and grain

products. This is 100,000 cars more than were loaded with

that commodity during the same period last year. It also

i'\cccilc(l llir loadings for the same period in 1919 by 8.3,400

cars. An increase of 4,804 cars in the number loaded during

the week of July 23, compared with the week before, with

merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which includes manu-

factured products, was also reported. The total for the week

was 467,889 cars, which was, however,. 48,796 cars under

that for the corresponding week last year.

Coal loadings totaled 152,142 cars, or only 26 cars more

than during the preceding week, but 49,448 cars under that

for the same week last year. It was also 31,641 cars below

the total for the corresponding week in 1919. Tabulations

show that the loading of livestock totaled 24,689 cars for the

week, which was a decrease of 113 cars compared with the

week before, while coke loadings increased 191 cars to a total

•of 3,928 cars. Forest products fell off 911 cars, the total

being 43,126, and ore loadings were 33,655 cars, or an in-

crease of 2,171 cars over the preceding week. Except for

grain and grain products, the loading of all commodities

was less during the week than during the corresponding

week in 1920.

Compared by districts, all reported increases in the num-
ber of cars loaded compared with the week before but there

were reductions in all except the Southwestern district when
compared with the corresponding week of last year.

A Systematic Plan for the

Movement of Freight Traffic

The dispatching and classifying of freight trains at all

terminals on the Baltimore & Ohio is now conducted

through the aid of a comprehensive system which con-

stitutes a most excellent example of the manner in which

scientific management may be applied to railway operation.

FOR BOOTES-- JOIICTIOHS
DTVISIOHAI POIHTS

Befer to 3YSTEV DIST/.l'CE CFART
LAST SHEET

3EYU00B TO SHOPS

ClBBBlfl-
oatlon
Symbol

Divisional ClaBBlfloatlon

Bunch Shops proper
the localB between
Shops and Cone

) For Shops Yard and
J Flora Yard to olass-
j-lfy and dispatch on
I head end of through

For ShopB and Flora ) Dlapatoh
to maintain and Cone In

"to olasalfy and }" aolld
dispatch ) trains

Fill
either

grouped

aolld trains empty ) For ShopB and fflor

and tank oars for ) to maintain and Co
Loula and beyond|-to olasalfy and

will be forwarded

route* to home road via Beet St,
ohed with Symbol - H T - Suoh
points east of Bast St. Loula
way frelrhtB and plotupe.

Typical Sheet of Instructions for Handling Tonnage Trains

and Local Freight

More directly it points to the solution of the perplexing prob-

lems of excessive terminal costs and delays to trains conse-

quent on a lack of proper co-ordination in handling the work
of the various yards on a given route. Briefly the system

comprises an outline showing in minute detail where and how
all trains shall be classified so as to move them over the line

with a minimum of break-up between origin and destination,

while providing that this work shall be done at those points

on the line where the facilities are most adequate for the par-

ticular requirements. The system is founded on a minute

study of the physical characteristics of the property in the

light of a detailed knowledge of the volume, source and na-

ture of the traffic, and the operating limitations of the system,

both as to yard and train movements.

The plan was applied to the eastern lines of the Baltimore

& Ohio in 1919 and was extended to the entire system about

six months ago. It is the natural consequence of a critical

study of the traffic and facilities of the Baltimore & Ohio

FOR ROUTES - JOTCTIOBS
DIVISIOBAL POlnTS

Befer to 3Y3TEZI DISTANCE CHART
LAST SHEET

EROBSWICK TZBM1HAL
BTJBCHLBG, GROOTIBG

and DI3PATCHUEBT

CHICAGO DT7TSI0H

BE 01 S77 ICZ TO WILLARP

Classifi-
cation
Symbol

) For Cumbo, Cumberland,

Y-17 Bunoh all loading for Connellsvllle, new Castl
Wlllard and beyond - Junotlon to maintain and

Wlllard to classify and

Bote 2; This train enroute between Brunswick and Wll-
lard may pick np Symbol Y-17, slow or fast and

p'.ace In train regardless of standing for
Wlllard Yard to .classify and dispatch,

Bote Z: If Insufficient tocEage, alow and fast, to run
Bow Castle Division Section, it shBll be con-
solidated with Chicago Division 97 and be bo

maintained through to !Iew Castle Junction and
backed off.

Specimen Page of Instructions for Handling Time Freight

which has been in progress for some time. The initial result

of this was to improve the operation of the individual yards;

further, it led to perfection in the handling of traffic on par-

ticular routes and ultimately the same degree of systematic

direction in the movement and classification of trains has

been extended to the entire system.

One fundamental idea carried out through all of this work

has been to classify the trains completely as near the origin

of the traffic as possible in such a way that they may be run

through as many terminals as possible without breakup. For

instance, Brunswick, Md., is the point where western move-

ments are concentrated into solid trains for Pittsburgh, New-
castle, Chicago and the St. Louis-Cincinnati lines. Similarly,

Brunswick is the point where eastbound movements are re-

classified for destination at the principal terminals on the

seaboard. In like manner, YVillard, Ohio, is the concentra-

tion terminal for freight eastbound from Chicago, the cars

for the Atlantic seaboard being made up into trains that are

not broken up until they reach Brunswick. The operation of

this system as applied to time freight will be better under-

stood by reference to the typical sheet taken from the volume

of instructions from this classification. This shows the

handling of time freight in the section of train No. 97 des-

tined from New York to Chicago. Here it will be noted that

this train is made up at Brunswick, Md., to run without

breakup through Cumbo, Md., Cumberland, Connellsville,

Pa., and Newcastle to Willard, Ohio, where the train is clas-

sified for destination so that it may be handled through Gar-

rett, Ind., without change. As a consequence of this system,

therefore, train No. 97 from New York to Chicago, suffers

delays for classification only at two terminals in the entire

distance.

The same system applies to tonnage trains, not only on
through routes but on lines where much of the traffic is of
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local origin and destination. The plan is to make up the

train to run as great a distance as possible without breakup.

This is illustrated in the specimen sheet No. 40 comprising

instructions for the makeup of westbound trains at Seymour,

Ind., the first engine terminal west of Cincinnati. This sheet

shows four classifications. The first is EA, the local freight

between Seymour and Shops, the next engine terminal to the

west. The second classification, PQ local freight between

Shops and Cone (East St. Louis) obviously must be re-

classified at the other intermediate terminals. The other two

classifications, however, cover freight destined for East St.

Louis and beyond and the instructions specifically provide

that this freight shall be made up in trains that are not to be

broken up between Seymour and East St. Louis.

The responsibility for the observance of this classification

rests primarily with the district and division officers of the

system, with the assistance afforded by four district super-

visors of terminals located at Cumberland, Md., Wheeling,

W. Va., Willard, Ohio, and Cincinnati, under the direction

of the general supervisor of terminals. The benefits derived

from this system now accruing to the Baltimore & Ohio have

been found to include: Increased engine miles; increased car

miles; decreased per diem; decreased overtime; decreased

terminal time and minimum switching in all yards; quick

and dependable freight service; lessened liability to claims

from delays in transit and lessened opportunity for thefts by

delays in yards.

The system was developed and put into practice under the

direction of E. T. Horn, general supervisor of terminals,

Baltimore, Md.

The Value of the Tracing Service

By P. W. Gates

Tracing and Reconsignment Bureau, Southern Pacific

Company

In
discussing the value of tracing service it is well to make

some distinction between the value of the service to ship-

pers and consignees on the one hand, and to the railroad

companies themselves, on the other. For many years the

railroads have maintained a tracing and manifest system for

recording the movements of their cars for the benefit of their

patrons. In recent years, however, owing to the keen busi-

ness competition, there has been a growing demand for the

extension of this service with the result that today the car-

riers have perfected an elaborate automatic tracing system at

considerable expense which enables them to keep shippers

and consignees fully informed daily as to the location of

their freight. This service enables merchants to: (1.)

Divert, (2.) Re-consign, (3.) Make more favorable arrange-

ments for handling, (4.) Create a better market for their

freight, (5.) Carry on their business withoul being obliged

to tie up considerable funds in goods which are in transit,

(6.) Protect themselves from the rise and fall of the market.

In addition, it enables smaller purchasers to Secure passings

on shipments contained in pooled or consolidated cars.

This valuable information is given out by the railroads to

their patrons without solicitation, and materially assists them
in building up undeveloped business, As an example of the

extent to which patrons of the Southern Pacific make use of

the information disseminated by our tracing system, it has

developed that our traffic department sent out approximately

48,000 wire tracers, locating and expediting freight during
1°20. This service, it must be borne in mind, was entirely

apart from the individual wiring done by our respective

superintendents over the system, and indicates the great value

Of the tracing service to the public.

Tracing Improves the Carriers' Service

L'ndoubtedly one of the greatest values the carriers derived

from their tracing service is increased tonnage. But in addi-
tion to more business, tracing also enables tin- ( arrirr to im-
prove the service which they are rendering by la ating the de-
lays occurring at terminals or junctions and by determining
whether or not their schedules are being maintained. It also

assists the traffic departments in tracing shortages, and in

locating wavbills for cars which are held up on account of

lost revenue billing, an occurrence which causes delays all

too frequently. The service also prevents delays to cars
which may have been set out for repairs or to reduce engine-

rates. In short, it serves as a check by which the road may
determine whether or not every link in it- freight service is

performing its function properlv.

The tracing service is not without its evils and abuses,
however. Experience has made it clear that many merchants
have the impression that any shipment, whether carload or
less, should be followed with a tracer immediately after being
shipped, to insure its prompt movement. Other shi

make a practice of requesting the services of a tracer when
their s]]ipmcn t has been in transit onlv a few days. This
sort of tracing does not produce satisfactorv results On the

contrary, it results in congestion of the wires, as well as

freight jams at junction and terminal points, thus destroying

the efficiency of legitimate tracing. The carriers should

make every effort to discourage requests for this sort of trac-

ing and should encourage their patrons to permit sufficient

time to elapse for their freight to reach its destination before

calling on the tracing service. Articles in various periodicals

indicate that a large number of industrial associations are
making an organized effort to eliminate this unnei i

tracing. For instance, the National Industrial Traffic

League has appealed to its members to confine their requests

for tracing to their actual needs. In addition, the American
Railway Association, together with the Western Weighing and
Inspection Bureau, has suggested to its members that the

practice of tracing cars from shipping points to destination

immediately after the freight has been offered for shipment

be confined to cases of real necessity.

A New Specification for Rails

By Robert W. Hunt,

Robert W. Hunt & Co., Chicago

My
interest in and connection with the manufacture of

steel rails have extended over the entire period of

their production: and the establishment of specifica-

tions governing their manufacture which, while resulting in

the output of good rails should at the same time be of prac-
tical commercial application, has received my careful thought.

At this time the subject of rail specifications is, as always,

of importance, but. unfortunately, is in a somewhat unsatis-

factory condition, owing to the difficulty of the rail manu-
facturers and rail consumers uniting on various phasi

specification aiming toward improved pr.i

There is, I think, very little, if any. dissatisfaction with

the actual wear of open-hearth steel rails. What the u-ers

desire, most of all, is a safe rail: meaning by that rails that,

while generally affording good long life under usual traffic

and roadbed conditions, are free from sudden failures. This
the roads do not feel they are obtaining, and. in addil

the annoyance and expense caused by defective rails which
have i" !'• removed from track after comparatively little

service, the anxiety and menace to life caused by actual

broken rail- is at the same time very great. Head failures

in rails rolled from metal forming the top- of tl

apparentlv on the i I internal fissures constitute a
most dangerous defect deserving of the fullest study.
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It is not my purpose now to go into any long discussion

of the merits of various rail specifications, but it seems to

me that the time is opportune to present a specification for

consideration which 1 believe offers many advantages not

found in others. Those portions of this specification which
vary from other specifications in common use appear below.

I have been claiming for many years that each ingot cast

on a heat is a unit unto itself and deserving of being tested

and treated as such. It is nearly ten years since 1 recom-
mended the ni< k and break test on every- ingot, and the prac-

ticability of the method then proposed has been thoroughly
demonstrated by the fact that practically all rails made in

Canada for tin last six years have been so tested. But, be-

cause of the loathness of American manufacturers to permit
it, the system has not been given a thorough trial in the

States; and I am now proposing that in lieu of this plan of

testing, if the manufacturer desires, the top rails of each ingot

can be rolled into tie plates to be hot punched, sheared and
annealed, which the purchaser agrees to accept in place of
the tonnage of "A" or top rails that he would ordinarily
obtain under his contract. Tie plates made from such steel

have given good satisfaction for several years and, no doubt,
those manufacturers whose works are not now properly
equipped will be glad to install the machinery for producing
them to aid the railroads in obtaining better rails.

I have been convinced for a number of years, and actual
experiences have proven that the cold straightening of rails

can be minimized very much and in some cases eliminated
without detriment to the track conditions, and with such
obvious saving to the manufacturers as would more than
cover the cost of milling the ends of the rails square and free
from burrs. Better attention to the soaking pit practice and
restricting the cold straightening, I believe, will ultimately
afford relief from the development of internal fissures.

The attached specification is not offered as the best that
can be proposed. It is presented with the thought that it may
help to compose the difference existing between rail makers
and users and to afford the groundwork for a common stand-
ard which will insure good safe rails at the base price.

Specifications for Open-hearth Steel Rails

80 lb. to 110 lb., inclusive, per yard

Chemical Requirements

4. Chemical Composition and Analyses, (a) The chemical
composition of each heat of steel from which the rails are rolled
shall comply with the following:

Carbon, not less than 60 per cent
Manganese, not less than 60 per cent
Phosphorus, not more than 04 per cent
Silicon, not less than 10 per cent

(b) Rails rolled from heats containing more than .75 per cent
of carbon shall have the flanges near the ends painted yellow and
be shipped separately, provided, however, that such heats do not
have either the manganese content over .90 per cent or the
phosphorus content over .03 per cent.

(c) A chemical analysis for each element above mentioned,
including sulphur, shall be made on each heat of steel cast for
rails. The analysis shall be made on approximately equal portions
of carefully mixed drillings taken from two ladle test ingots, one
representing the steel going into the second regular ingot cast,
and the other that going into the next to the last regular ingot.
The methods for making the analyses shall be those adopted by
the American Society for Testing Materials.

(d) The ladle test ingots shall be of such shape and size as
to induce quick sound setting of the steel and, if necessary, a few
pellets of aluminum may be added to the dipper to insure sound-
ness. The drilling for analyses shall be taken not less than one-
eighth incli beneath the surface.

(e) The complete analyses of each heat cast for rails shall

be available for the inspector as promptly as possible and he
shall always be furnished with a copy of it before the rails are
loaded.

(f) The inspector may witness the manner of obtaining the
drillings for analyses and the methods employed for analyzing,
and he may take a portion of the original drillings at any time
for checking purposes.

10. Drop Tests, (a; If two of these test pieces do not break
at the first blow, all of the rails of the heat shall be accepted,
subject to the requirements of Section 11.

i

'. i) If two of the test pieces break at the first blow, all of

p rails of that heat shall be rejected.

(c) Second tests shall then be made from three test pieces
d by the inspector from the bottom end of the top rails

of the same heat and ingots. If two of these test pieces do not
break at the first blow, all of the remainder of the rails of the
heat shall be accepted, subject to the requirements of Section 11.

(d) If two of these test pieces break at the first b.ow, all of
the second rails of the heat shall be rejected.

(ej Third tests shall then be made from three test pieces
selected by the inspector from the bottom end of the second
rails of the same heat and ingots. If two of these test pieces
do not break at the first blow, all of the remainder of the rails

of the heat shall be accepted.

( f) If two of these test pieces break at the first blow, all of
tin- remainder of the rails of that heat shall be rejected.

11. Destruction Tests, (a) A test piece representing the top
end of the top rail from each ingot of each heat rolled, which
has passed the drop test requirements of Section 10, shall be
nicked and broken to determine whether the interior metal is

sound. If an interior defect shows on the fracture, the top rail

of the ingot represented shall be rejected and a second test piece
cut from its bottom end shall be nicked and broken to determine
the character of the metal of the second rail. If an interior

defect shows on the fracture, the second rail shall be rejected
and a third piece cut from its bottom end for retesting. Thus
the rails of each ingot shall be tested progressively from the top
downward until the fracture shows sound metal, following which
the rails of the ingot represented shall be accepted.

(b) An interior defect is interpreted to mean seams, lamina-
tions, cavities or interposed foreign matter, or a distinctly bright

or fine grained structure in the center of the section evidencing
segregation, made visible by the destruction tests, the saws or
the drills.

(c) Rails represented by test pieces found to be segregated
shall be accepted as No. 2 rails.

(d) If, under the drop test requirements of Section 10, the

"A" and "B" rails of a heat have been rejected, but the "C," "D."
"E," etc., rails accepted, the destruction tests herein specified will

lie waived on the accepted rails of that heat.

12. Optional Conditions, (al In case the manufacturer elects

after due notice, the purchaser agrees to accept hot sheared,

punched and annealed tie plates rolled from the steel that would,
in the ordinary course of the manufacturer's practice, be rolled

into "A" or top rails from the ingots cast under this specifica-

tion. It is understood that such tie plates shall be in accordance
with purchaser's drawings and specifications.

(b) When a top discard of not less than twenty per cent is

made on all ingots from which rails are offered for test and
inspection, Section 11 shall be waived.

Details of Manufacture

15. Quality of Manufacture, (a) The entire process of man-
ufacture shall be in accordance with the best state of the art.

(b) The steel must be well deoxidized in the furnace or ladle

before the ingots are teemed, and the use of aluminum in the

molds to insure the quiet setting steel desired will not be per-

mitted.

(c) Heats or ingots, the metal for which has been poured
over the top of the ladle or cast with a full running stopper not
under control of the operator, will not be rolled.

(d) Special care must be taken to insure the casting of good,
clean, sound ingots, free from scabs and cracks and with reason-

ably flat tops. Bled ingots shall not be rolled.

(e) Treatment of the ingots in the soaking pits must be such
as to insure thorough soaking with the subsequent increase of
temperature necessary. Overheated or burned or white sided

ingots shall not be rolled, neither shall ingots that have once been

allow i d to get cold.

22. Finishing, (a) All rails shall be smooth on the heads,

without rough crescent-shaped marks, and the bases shall be free

from guide marks and scratches. They shall be milled square
mi both ends, but a variation of one thirty-second inch in a
vertical direction to make head-long rails will be permitted.

(b) All rails shall be free from twists, waves, kinks or short

bends, but rails containing a uniform sweep, the middle ordinate

of which does not exceed 1 in. in 33 ft., will be accepted without
cold straightening.

23. Branding, (b) The number of the heat and of the ingot

number in the heat and a letter indicating the portion of the

ingot from which the rail was made shall be plainly stamped on
the web of each rail where it will not be covered by the joint

bars. The top rails shall be lettered "A" and the succeeding

ones "B." "C," "D," etc., consecutively; but in case of a top

discard of 20 per cent the letter "A" will be omitted, the top rail

becoming "B."



Labor Board Orders New Election on Pennsylvania

"Middle of the Road" Decision Finds Both Carrier and Employees

Guilty of "Unfairness"

Tiii' Railroad Labob Board in rendering a decision on

\ 1 1
_'

1 1 - 1 1 in the controversy between the Pennsylvania

and its shop employei . not only finds both the carrier

and the employees' organization guilty of "illegal and unfair"

action in the selection of representatives to negotiate new-

nil! and working conditions, but definitely overrules the

contention of railroad labor organizations that the represen-

tativi of a majority of a i la— have the sole right to negotiate

for the entire craft and establishes a method for determining

who properly represents both the majority and the minority

Ml' the employees. At tin- same time tin- de< ision upholds two
positions <if the employees, namely, that they shall be allowed

to vote for cither an organization or individuals as they wish;

ami, second, that they may vote for representatives who are

not employees of the road.

The hearings in this dispute wire outlined in tin' Railway

Age of July Id (page 115).

A new election of employees' representatives is ordered

under conditions laid down in the decision; and a conference

between the carrier ami representatives of the employees is

required before August 10 to arrange the details for the new
election.

The Pennsylvania's contention that the Hoard has no juris-

diction over the question of National Agreements under the

terms of the Transportation Act in that that subject has never

been properly before the Hoard, Is not passed upon, the Board
stating it is of "secondary importance" since "the questions

involved arise directly from lie Transportation Act itself

and are properly before thi- Hoard for disposition."

The Board said: "There is no question of the closed or

open shop involved in tins dispute and no other real matter
oi principle. The question involved is merely one of pro

cedure. At a time when the nation is -lowly and painfully

progressing through the conditions of industrial depression,

unemployment and unrest consequent Upon the war, it is

almost treasonable for any employer or employee to stuh-

liornly haggle over non-essentials at the risk of social chaos."

The Opinion of the Labor Board

The opinion of the Labor Hoard reads in part as follows:

It matters not whether tin- carrier, ill

tiate rules, was proceeding under the order of th.- Laboi
in Decision No. llo, or whethei it was proceeding under the
Transportation \ct itself, as it clainlS. The fact remains that

both the earner ami its employees win i iking teps to hold con
ferences for the negotiation oi rules, that a dispute arose at the

verj outset in the conference between the carrier ami the repre-
lentatives of the employees who constitute System Federation No.

'10, ami that this dispute i- now before the Board
The question involved is one i

i to the nego-
tiation of mil's and within the unquestioned jurisdiction of the

Board. It is quite obvious thai no conference could ever be
held and no rules evei agreed upon, if either party could block
the proceedings by declining to deal with the other upen am

or pretext

For the purposi oi :uments of the parties pro
and con as to the regularity and validitj of Decision No. 119

are ol secondary importance. The questions involved arise

directl) from the Transportation Vcl itself and are properly
before this Board for disposition.

In the case under consideration, the matter in dispute •

adoption of a schedule of rule-- ,ml working conditions for the

shop crafts on the Pennsylvania System. Both the carrier and
the employees were taking steps to hold the conference required
h\ die Transportation Vet, and directed bj Derision No. 119.

Naturally, the question ari ing at the verj threshold

tiations was Who are the accredited representatives of this class

of emplovees for the purposes of the nronosed conference? The
carrier had the right to '.now this fact, just as the employees had

the right to know that they were dealing with the properly au-
thorized representatives of the carrier.

It is true that the federated shop crafts claim that the carrier
knew that their organization constituted a majority of that

, and that the carrier was not in good faith in re-

fusing to deal with their representatives. This Board cannot
ito the motives of the parties. The carrier did not deny

lid organization comprised a majority of that class of em-
stated that no evidence of the fact had been

Eurnishi irrier.

the statute provides that the empl
I in such a conference by

1 and authorized" by said emplo
inn system of government, that a

majority of such employees would have the right to de
their repi

The Iran t does not prescribe any method by
which the employees shall elect their repp - r such

nee. Both the can this case cor-

rectly concludi . by ballot would be necessary-
it the next h parties fell into error.

The carrier had no more right to undertake to assume con-
trol of the selection of th- ves of the employees than
the employees would have had to supervise the naming of the
representatives of the carrier, for the statute plainly provides
that the emp "designate and authorize" their repre-
sentative-. It is entirely proper, however, that the carrier should
keep in close touch with said election, and should be given every
facility for first-hand knowledge of the manner in which it is

conducted and the coi lectin "d announced.
The carrier was not justified in refusing the request of the

employees to place on the ticket the name of the organization,
i anting of this one request would have avoided all trouble,

and noii. .di would h ' any injury, because the name of
airy othi of individuals could have
appeared on thi ees, union and non-union,
would have had the right to vote, If a majority of the em-

had not wanted to he represented by the organization,

they would h - so.

Repre entation by the organization is only repi

individuals after all. There i-. nothing in the statute
-

the emp
m through il

tablished custom for many
years and is recognized in the Transportation Act itself.

The Transportation Vet says the "chief executive of any organ-
ization of employees" is authorized to submit to the Labor Board
any dispute where disagreements have occurred in tin

ference between the carrier and employees. The existence of
the organization of employees i- thus recognized as it is else-

where in the statute.

The Labor ! that the employees may \ I

representatives who are • irrier, if they
e, just a- tin i ai in t ma epresentative >

neither a director nor a It seems, however, that
in this instance were not asking to have the name

of any outsidi it simply the name of their

organization, have resulted er well knew.
in the employees b< I the organiza-
tii n who are emploj irrier.

Crrrier Had no Authority

To Divide System Into Regions

li. carrier had no legal authority to di.

w,A require the empl ij
i

The Transportatioi dates that the empl
of the da-? directly interested on an

entatives. It w an arbitrary rej

division of the employees by the carrier might
is unlaw f:d.

Vfter having failed to reach

the carrier as to t! .

their own wit

for. except organizations. This was >

ignored I 'he non-union men.
er election, as 'w\\. was fair and legal.

cf the failure >{ the pal
'

an election, the em r legal
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rieht lo select their representatives for this important conference Six sets of ballots and envelopes shall be printed, a separate

on rules As evidence of the fact that no real test of the choice and distinct ballot for each craft as per the following, and only

of the employees has been had, the carrier in its own prcsenta- the craft named thereon shall be permitted to use the ballot

:

tion to this Board admits that, exclusive of the Altoona Shops, Pennsylvania System

only 3,480 men voted, out of 33,104 entitled to vote, for the Machinists, Apprentices, and Helpers

alleged representatives who are now negotiating rules. In other
Official Ballot

words, only 10.5 per cent of these employees are represented m
Federation No. 90 of the

these negotiations, and 89.5 -per cent are virtually disfranchised.
K *™'£l êes

. Denarlnicnl of the a. F. of I... as to who the employees.

This is the big, outstanding, uncontroverted fact presented in -

n th; craft above name(U desire t0 bc represen ,ed by in the conference to

this case, and undoubtedly the law provides a remedy for such a negotiate rules and working conditions.

wr0ng. The machinists, apprentices, and helpers, irrespective of membership or

It is the duty of the Labor Board to settle this dispute by pro- nonmembership in any organizatii n, are therefore to be given an opportunity

viding a method that will protect the legal rights of every em- to designate, by a majority vote, the representation of their choice, as fol-

ployee, union and non-union, to the end thai.the carrier and this lo-:
^ ^ ^^ fay

class of employees may proceed to the orderly negotiation ot ^.^ ^ x .^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ for tha( purpose
rules. These who desire to be represented by System Federation No. 90, Rail-

Neither of the parties to this dispute can serve the country, way Employees' Department of tin- A. F. <f L. mark an X in this square Q
or justify themselves in the eyes of the public by any amount of Those who desire to be represented by the American Federation of

propaganda if they permit a controversy over small technicali- Railroad Workers, mark an X in this square • D
tics to interrupt commerce and bring loss and suffering upon These who desire to be represented by individuals or by any other

themselves and the public.
organ.zat.on, «rr.te the name of such mdividual or organ.zat.cn here.

There is no question of the closed cr cpen shop involved in
x r ^ ....^ Q

this dispute and no other real matter of principle. The question

involved is merely one of procedure.
_ p]ace employed

At a time when the nation is slowly and painfully progressing craft

through the conditions of industrial depression, unemployment Actually working

and unrest consequent upon the war, it is almost treasonable for Laid off or furloughed

any employer or employee to stubbornly haggle over non-essen- Name of voter

tials at the risk of social chaos. If, in any craft, no organization or individual receives a major-

Tu. RnarH'c rWisinn >*y ° f the leSal votes cast
-
a second vote shall be taken in the

Ihe tsoarrjs Decision ^ manner and on the same kind of balloti but the second

The actual decision of the Board in this case is as follows: ballot will contain only the names of the two organizations or

. . . individuals receiving the highest number of votes cast in the

Under the authority of the Transportation Act, as hereinbefore
nrst eiect:on

cited, the Labor Board hereby declares that both of said elections The yDte sna ll )je taken by crafts, each craft to include me-
on the Pennsylvania System were illegal and that rules negotiated

cnanics, apprentices and helpers, a majority of each of the re-

by the alleged representatives selected by either ballot
spective crafts shall have the right to determine by whom they

will be void and of no effect, and orders that a new election ^sire t0 De represented ; this right shall not be construed to mean
be held. . that employees shall be denied the right to name an organization

For the purpose of determining the choice of a majority of as trie ; r representative, neither shall it be construed to prevent

each of the respective crafts coming under the provisions of
trie employees from naming an individual who is not an employee

this decision the following shall govern

:

f the carrier.

1-a. All machinists, apprentices, and helpers, as defined in and ^ general committee, composed of duly authorized representa-

coming under the provisions of Decision No. 2 (Dockets
t jves f trle car rier, duly authorized representatives of System

1, 2 and 3), issued by the United States Railroad Labor Federation No. 90, and "the duly authorized representatives of

Board under date of July 20, 1920, in the service of the any ther organization or 100 or more unorganized employees
carrier, including Altoona Works, and including all em- participating in accordance with the provisions of this decision,

ployees coming under the provisions of this decision who WJU be located at designated places for the purpose of distributing,

have been laid off or furloughed and are entitled to return receiving, counting and tabulating the results of the ballot,

to the service, under the seniority rules, when the force is a. local committee composed of the duly authorized representa-

restored to what is generally recognized as constituting
t ;ves as above outlined will be established at each division point

a normal force, if accessible, shall be furnished a ballot and at Altoona Works for the purpose of receiving, distributing,

and be permitted to vote. packing and forwarding the ballots by express or registered mail

1-b. All boilermakers, apprentices, and helpers, same definition to the general committee. Local committees will see that each
and conditions as set forth in preceding 1-a to apply. employee is given every opportunity to vote and that his ballot

1-c. All blacksmiths, apprentices, and helpers, same definition and
; s piaced in envelope and sealed ; the local committee shall also

conditions as set forth in preceding 1-a to apply. keep a reCord of the ballots received.
1-d. All sheet metal workers, apprentices, and helpers, same Only the general committee is authorized to open envelopes

definition and conditions as set forth in preceding 1-a to and count the ballots. Where the force is limited and the
apply. local committee cannot be procured, arrangements shall be made

1-e. All electrical workers, apprentices, and helpers, same defim- t0 p iace ballots in the hands of such employees and they shall

tion and conditions as set forth in preceding 1-a to apply. be properly instructed as to the manner of getting their ballot

1-f. All carmen, apprentices, and helpers, same definition and to the general committee.
conditions as set forth in preceding 1-a to apply. The ballot should be competed at the earliest possible date.

A conference shall be held on or before August 10, 1921, at No one but the general committee is authorized to open, count and
such place as the carrier may designate (of which due notice tabulate the returns of the ballot, and all parties to the dispute
shall be given to all parties interested), between the duly author- are entitled to be present when any ballots are opened and counted,
ized representatives of the carrier and the duly authorized repre- When the ballots have been canvassed, the result shall be re-

sentatives of System Federation No. 90; the duly authorized ported to the Labor Board and the representatives of the car-
representatives of any other organization (representing the rier and the employees will proceed with the negotiation of rules,
classes of employees set out in preceding 1-a to 1-f inclusive) if either party to this dispute believes that the spirit and intent
whose by-laws or constitution establishes the fact that the organ- f this decision is not being complied with, the complaint should
ization was established for the purpose of performing the func- be filed with the Board with all supporting data,
tions of a labor organization as contemplated in Title III of the

Transportation Act, 1920; and the duly authorized representatives

of 100 or more unorganized employees, selected by the respective

crafts set out in the preceding 1-a to 1-f inclusive, for the pur-

pose of arriving at a clear understanding as to the distribution,

casting, counting and tabulating of the ballots and announcing

the results thereof.

Note.—Representatives of unorganized employees authorized and desiring

to attend this conference must have the individual and persona] signature

and authorization of not less than 100 employees of a single craft, such

authorization shall likewise name the place of employment and craft to

which each belongs.

The employees shall, at their own expense, have ballots and
envelopes printed in sufficient numbers to provide each employee
an opportunity to vote.

The Supreme Court' of the state of Minnesota, held on July

22, in affirming the Lake County District Court in the matter

of application of the Duluth & Northern Minnesota to abandon

this railroad, that the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Com-
mission has no power to order the abandonment of a railroad on
the plea the railroad can be operated only at a loss. The court

held that the order of the State Commission authorizing the

abandonment as of April 1, 1921, was made without authority.

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently ordered the

abandonment of .the road.



Suggestions as to Economies in Railroad Operation

An Amplification of the Article by F. J. Lisman on "Remedies for

Wastes in Railway Operation"

By Geo. R. Henderson

AT first sight, many things in railway operation ap-

pear to be wastes that are good business propositions.

The abandonment of light locomotives, although in

fair condition, for modern, powerful engines, while a seem-

ing extravagance, results in decreased hauling costs well

worth the additional investment, just as in the case a few

years ago, when the Chicago Edison Company stepped out

of a plant a few years old, into one where the generators had

a much better water rate per kilowatt-hour.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has spent many dollars in

reducing grades and curves, which would probably not be

allowed as a capital betterment, but the operating results

show the wisdom of such improvements. The expensive

bridging of the Des Moines River Valley by the Chicago &
North Western 20 years ago, eliminated heavy grades and
bad curves which had been responsible for more than one

accident. An expensive grade reduction on the same line

brought about an increased fuel consumption per ton-mile,

although the costs of operation as a whole were reduced.

At other times there are operating costs which seem to be

abnormal, and yet if these were rectified, the public would

suffer great inconvenience. A case in point would be the

reduction in service as on branch lines, which are generally

feeders for the main line. When we consider that it requires

three times the power to haul people in sleeping cars that it

does in day coaches, the waste is evident, yet sleeping cars

will certainly never be abolished on our railroads. There are

real wastes, however, that are often the result of competition

or a desire to obtain statistical showings. Light engines are

sometimes sent over a division ahead of an overloaded drag

freight (instead of being double headed) in order to in< reasi

the tons per engine mile, the light engine not being con-

sidered in the train computations. There are eases of parallel

roads where one has murh easier gradl thai) the other, and
if the loaded trains were sent over the low grade line and the

empties returned over the steeper grades, joint economy of

operation would result, but this can only be accomplished by
nment ownership a much greater evil.

A superintendent who was to receive a lot of new cars from
a ear building company on a foreign line had the ears loaded

with sand consigned to his road, whereby he paid for haul-

ing the sand, but obtained ear n the use of his cars

from the delivering road, thereby saving a round sum for his

road and obtaining speedy advancement for himself, but
there was really a waste in hauling the sand, which came
out of the operating expenses of both roads, to some extent.

These are just a few suggestions to -how how ea-\ it is to

be misled, even by the regular statistics, unless all the facts

are known in each ease, and for all the various occasions of
operation, the study would become one of endless complexity.

Division of Costs

In the Railway Age of July " in his article entitled

"Remedies lor Waste- m Railwaj Operation," F. J. Lisman
made a number of valuable suggestions regarding the meth-
ods of keeping accounts so that wastes and losses could he
located and properly assigned to the various classes of traffic.

This would mean the addition of much clerical labor, unless
some of the present reports could be discontinued, rhere is

always danger in starting the compilation of new statistic-.

that they may be continued indefinitely after the need for

them has expired or that they will so flood the officer who
should scrutinize them, that they will get to the files without

rting their information to those who could profit by it.

Referring to the many investigations by state and federal

commissions, one can sympathize with the manager of a road
that, when asked what were his duties, replied "chiefly

answering fool questions before commissions." The vice-

president of an important line recently made the statement
that the time had come when a road needed three sets of
officers, one to operate the property, one to appear before
commissions, and the other set to go to jail. All of which
goes to show that investigations and reports can be, and often
are, carried to an extreme. At the same time, rational reports
carefully studied, are essential to every business.

In general, expenses may be divided into Hauling Costs
and Terminal Costs, and even the general expenses can be
prorated, if necessary, between these, but it is the actual detail

costs that are of the greatest interest. Expenses for mainte-
nance of way and equipment and conducting transportation
are mostly hauling (barges, while expenses for maintenance
of buildings and yards are principally terminal charges re-
ferring to the handling of goods and passengers. Expenses
relating to the care of cars and locomotive- at shops and
roundhouses are really hauling charges and should be so
considered. If we desire to go into details, we will need very
different records from those which show the division costs
on a ton-mile basis only. For the same division and same
fuel and supply costs per ton or other unit, the cost of
transporting various commodities will depend upon the speed,
the car loading and the type of ears needed for the
which are hauled.

Speed

Speed increases the cost of hauling in a very striking
r. principally as the train load

i itry reduced
if we wish to haul at high speeds (with electric traction the

different, but we are here considering steam locomo-
tives). As a locomotive has a horsepower limit, depending
upon its boiler capacity, it follows that at twice the speed,
only one-half the tractive effort will be available: at three
times the speed, only one-third the tractive effort, approxi-
mately. The coal burned per ton-mile may not vary greatly,

the crew is paid by the mile (overt::: lered)
the costs per ton-mile mount rapidly, being roughly from 1

!
\

to 2 times as much at 30 miles per hot - t 1 5 m li -. The
the sjrade, cost of coal and supplies,

car repairs, wages, etc., bul the) can he definitely determined
in any case, as ' demonstrated in "The Cost of Locon
Operation" by the author and published by the Railroad
Gazette a few years ago. This demonstrates the expensive
nature of handling livestock, and when to this is added the
possible depro iation of the load if the cattle are not delivered
in time for the market, we can easily understand the -

tion of an operating officer that his competitors
1 to take the stock bus;

Passenger traffic is even more expensive. The IS hour
trains between New Vork and Chicago were so notoriously
costlj to operate that for several years they h.m
abandoned.

It has been demonstrated thai a speed of about 15 miles
per hour i- •: momical for ordinary freight trains.

259
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and such commodities as coal, ore, lumber, etc., cost less to

haul per ton on account of speed alone than fast freights,

sui li as perishable fruits and live stock. If the speed is ar-

ranged to suit the goods, the most economical transportation

results—in any case the cost of the speed factor—may be

determined by careful study, but it requires time and pa-

in qci High speed trains, either passenger or freight, cause

dela; and therefore expense to other trains which must give

them afe clearance.

Car Loading

Car loading affects the cost very seriously, not only because

the paying load may be a small percentage of the gross train

mt also because lightly loaded cars require more trac-

tive effort per ton than heavily loaded cars. All this is too

well known to need elaboration here, but it is well to remem-

ber the bearing of this upon the cost of hauling, and it is

possible to figure the cost of such loads. The question of

minimum loading is continually being fought out between

shippers and railroad, but there is no question about its

costing more to haul light loads. Perhaps a sliding scale

would be equitable to all concerned. Then it might be pos-

sible to use containers for parcels to one consignee, and fill

a car with such containers from several points and deliver

them in the same way. This has recently been tried by the

express companies, and corresponds somewhat to the small

car units in Europe. In any event it seems as if much could

be accomplished by co-operation between the shippers and

the agents.

Car Types

The selection of car types means much to a railroad, but

is not often duly considered. If we compare the relative

costs of flat or gondola cars and box or refrigerator cars,

we see at once that one vehicle may cost three or four times

that of another, so the repairs and maintenance will vary, as

also the obsolescence charges. Of course, different commodi-

ties pay different rates for transportation, but these are seldom

based upon the actual cost of movement. The more costly

cars are certainly entitled to higher rates, which is another

reason why roads hauling coal and ore are often considered

so much more desirable from a business standpoint.

Terminal Costs

Terminal costs would properly cover switching, receiving

and loading, and unloading, storing and delivering, including

sorting, handling, etc. Yards and buildings are a necessary

feature and entail much expense, of which the railroads

would be glad to rid themselves. Terminal buildings are

always doubtful assets as far as returns are concerned. Note

the expensive passenger station of the Pennsylvania Railroad

in New York City and consider how many passengers have

been induced by this structure to use that road in preference

to others. The New York Central station will be more

profitable on account of the improvements of "air rights,"

but as a rule little additional traffic is induced by costly

terminals. Probably freight facilities are of more value as

traffic producers, where electric cranes are available for han-

dling heavy loads, and where storage facilities are ample to

protect goods from weather and theft.

When full car loads can be taken from shippers' sidings

or yard tracks and delivered in the same way, these are only

the switching and accounting costs to be covered, and no

doubt this would be an ideal arrangement, if universally

practicable, but unfortunately, it is not and never will he.

Small and various kinds of packages must be handled in

and out at the expense of much unremunerative labor; that

is, the labor has added no value to the goods, but rather

damage. This costs the railroad companies much more than

to shift a car to a siding or independent yard. Many ter-

minals for receiving freight have only manual labor to sort

and handle the goods, whereas electric trucks, conveyors, etc.,

might save a lot of high priced workmen. Of course, the vari-

ety of goods and packages militates against a too elaborate

mechanical layout, but there is no doubt that much could be

accomplished if carefully considered. A- above mentioned,

special containers might help in man) cases. Then terminal

expenses musl I"- considered in connection with short hauls.

It costs as much to load a car for a 25 mile journey as for

one a hundred times as long, but the carriage returns are

inconsiderable in the former as compared with the latter and

expensive floor space is occupied regardless of the journey.

This leads to the conclusion that many railroads might, with

profit to themselves, operate a line of motor trucks, or at

least have a working arrangement with trucking companies.

Let us consider the routine of a package to be forwarded

25 or 50 miles. It must be carted from shipper to railroad

freight station, removed to platform, sorted and loaded be-

fore it really starts on its journey, which may be the next

day. The opposite course of events will follow on arrival

and two or three days elapse between the time it leaves

shipper until it reaches its destination. If now this were

taken by motor truck, it would go direct from shipper to

consignee in possibly four or five hours and much handling

and expense thereby would be saved. With long hauls this

would be entirely different, as the terminal delays would be

a small proportion of the total time of the journey. Another

advantage would accrue, and that is, freight cars would in-

crease their mileage enormously by eliminating the short haul

and instead of 25 miles a day they might make considerably

more, all of which would mean a much greater return on the

investment. These ideas may sound radical, but it is believed

that they are worth serious thought, and careful computations

would, no doubt, produce astonishing figures. Just what

length of haul would be most economical for truck service

would have to be determined for each district; probably 100

miles or so would be the limit. The value of terminal space

thus gained should be taken into consideration, as in some
localities a high price is paid for freight stations.

Co-operation is necessary between all the interests if waste

is to be reduced to a minimum, but this should not eliminate

a healthy competition, for the public benefits most thereby.

This is why we have sleeping and dining cars, even on short

runs, as people will travel over the road that offers the most

conveniences, even at somewhat greater expense. Roads
should compare figures and obtain the benefit of each other's

experiences, as they do in the mechanical conventions, and
as all intelligent officers approve, but careful analysis and
investigation into the detail costs of each section and com-
modity will probably well repay for the time and expense

of such work, and may lead to changes in methods of opera-

tion that would be productive of many economies.

The Cash Register in a Ticket Office

Ai i

i \i i.y designed cash register is in use in the con-

solidated ticket office at Dayton, Ohio, which is effect-

ing measurable economies in the accounting of the

When the offices were consolidated during the war
there was a shortage of efficient ticket sellers which made
the simplification of operations highly desirable. At the

i nd 'if each day's business each ticket seller had to make out

report of ins day's sales, classifying them by railroads.

This work made it necessary for the sellers to remain a long

t
;me after the closing hour. Because of the shortage of ef-

ficient sellers it was believed that any system which would

promote efficiency would make it possible to get along with

fewer employees; and bv making the work easier the places

would lie more attractive to those seeking positions. The
National Cash. Register Company, after studying the prob-

lem, designed a cash register to meet the needs of the situa-
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ABO-4.50 -00 1 mar-1-21

CIM° Amount TRANSACTION
NUMBER Date

U. S. RAILWAY ADMINISTRATION

CONSOLIDATED TICKET OFFICES

DAYTON OHIO
19 South Ludlow St., Gibbons Hotel Bldg.

Phone Ludlow ISO

RA BO -4.50 -0001
RB B4 -2.1 -0002
RE PA 90.00 -0003
RE PA 25.40 -0003
RD ER -3.70 -0004
RH DU -1.15 -0005
RK CL "0.75 -0006
RB PL -4.40 -0007
RA RF -9.00 -0008

A Receipt Printed by the Register and a Section of the Recording Tape

tinn and this machine has been in successful service since

that time.

When a ticket seller makes a sale he takes the cash, goes

Cash Register in Use in Consolidated Ticket Office, Dayton,

Ohio

to the register and records the transaction. Otis record

credits, the railroad with the amount collected and also

gives it credit for one ticket sold; it adds the amount of the

sale to the ticket seller's total. The amount is also accumu-
lated in a grand total, and a record showing railroad, ticket

seller, amount and sale number is printed on a strip of paper

inside the register.

The register prints a receipt showing the same informa-

tion as is printed on the paper in the machine. The ticket

seller attaches this receipt to the stub of the ticket and de-

posits both in a pigeonhole reserved for the railroad for

which the sale « is made The filing of ticket stubs in this

manner saves the accountant's time in sorting when he col-

lects them to make up his report. All tickets sold at this

office are provided with stubs, but in an office where stubs

were not provided a memorandum of the ticket number
written on the register receipt would serve the same purpose

in facilitating the work of the accountant.

The register system has been of material assistance in

keeping the kind of records thai arc necessary in an office

of this kind. The information required is compiled mechan-
ically as the transactions are registered during the day.

The adding wheels on the register tell at a glance how much
money has been taken in to the credit of each railroad.

The register has made it unnecessary to have a cashier.

I his saving alone has more than paid for the installation.

Ticket sellers now get away in less than ten minute- after

closing time, having nothing to do but to count their casli

and reserve enough for change for the next day's bus

It is unnecessary for them to make out a daily seller's re-

port, since the register show- the total amount of sales made

by each seller for ea< 1. road.

The register receipt- wl sued by the register each

time a sale is made, and which the clerk attaches to the

ticket stubs, shov the accountant at a glan e any error that

may be made, and, of course, it identifies the ticket seller

who made the error Each seller has his own ish drawer,

which al.-o simplifies the location of errors.

At thi accountanl

the reai the cash r

These figures give him a balance to bring his I

ally, they are nei i SS

The grand total i

amount of business at any hour during the day. facilitating

the handling of bank deposits.

Under the old system tlie accountant v

behind the operations of tin office. Under normal
',.< balanced from one to

two h than with the old way, because he does

ve to heck the ticket selh rs' reports. When it is

iry to refund money for a ticket, the amount is

:>re,l in the regular wav and the regis t is pinned to
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the returned ticket. The register does not add the amount
of the refund to the sales

;
although it prints the amount on

the recording tape and shows which ticket seller received the

ticket and refunded the money. This gives the office a

mi rmanent record of all refund transactions; it interferes in

no way with actual sales and enables the accountant in

check accurately the money paid out.

Aside from its value as a time saver the register also pre-

vents errors. The ticket seller must press his identification

key first and then indicate the road for which the ticket

sale is made before he can record any amount. In other

words the register can be operated in only one way and

that way necessitates making the record as the office

wants it.

The Railway Age is indebted to the National Cash Regis-

ter Company for furnishing information and photographs

and to C. L. Tipton, ticket agent of the consolidated ticket

office, Dayton, for iniormation concerning the working of

the device.

Short-Turn Overhead
Trolley Conveyor System

The short-turn overhead trolley conveyor system, illus-

trated in Fig. 1, is comparatively a new departure.

Several successful installations have been made. The

track consists of two parallel standard rolled channels,

spaced 2 l/% in - between flanges and held in place by clamps.

The track is designed to carry loads with no intermediate

supports except at the splices, corners and switch points, and

is fabricated to meet the requirements of each condition. One
special feature of this system is that spanning a long gap, as

Fig. 1—View of Overhead Trolley System With Universal

Switches

from one building to another, can be done without inter-

mediate supports by using a heavier section of channel.

The short-turn trolley system consists of the standard

channels, 90-degree right switches, 90-degree left switches,

45-degree right switches, 45-degree left switches, and the

universal switches. Each corner and switch connection is

interchangeable so that at any time in the future a right corner

can be removed and a double switch or universal switch

bolted in the same place. The design and exceptional com-
pactness of the short-turn universal switch gives much greater

switching facilities and covers much greater space than any
other switch.

All of the short-turn corners and switches have a track

curvature of IS in., practically turning the load at right

angles. This is especially adaptable in foundries for serving

a row of brass furnaces or machines close to the wall without

losing valuable space by long sweeping curves. It is also a

good feature in freight houses and terminals. This short-

turn system can be extended out of the warehouse and along

the receiving platform so as to load goods directly into an
open freight car or automobile truck. The system can also

be readily wired should an electric hoist be desired in place

of chain falls. The track is built and shipped and can be

erected in single units, thus greatly reducing the cost of erec-

tion.

Special 2-wheel, 4-wheel, or 8-wheel trolleys are provided,

the 4-wheel type being illustrated in Fig. 2. There are ball-

bearing wheels W and guide rollers R which run between the

toes of the channels, practically eliminating friction and
making it difficult for the wheels to bind against the track

when rounding the curves. Carbonized steel ball bearings

Fig. 2—Phantom View of Short Turn Trolley

are shown at B, pivots at P and the hoist connection at H.
The trolley runs on the level top of the channel tracks and is

designed to swing in 18 in. radius curves. The fact that the

track is built from standard rolled channels or can be built

from I-beam sections where long spans and greater strength

are required, makes it easy to obtain from local stocks and

easier to erect.

The operation of this system lightens the work and makes
it much more easy and favorable for the men handling ma-
terial, thereby decreasing labor turnover and increasing the

efficiency of unskilled labor. The whole system, comprising

the tracks, trolleys and switches, is so designed that it is im-

possible for the trolleys to run off the track or go in direc-

tions not predetermined and, therefore, causes no accidents

or loss of time. This system is being manufactured and sold

by the Whiting Corporation, Harvey, 111.

The Proposed Tunnel between Staten Island and Long Island,

New York harbor, was the subject, last week, of a conference

in City Hall, Xew York, between Mayor Hylan and the presi-

of the principal railroads. The mayor stated that the city

desired to co-operate with the railroads. On the suggestion of

Ira A. Place, vice-president of the New York Central, it was
decided that each railroad company should appoint its chief engi-

iii. i oi ome other engineering representative as a committee to

confer with the chief engineer of the Board of Estimate and Ap-
portionment, of the city, on the engineering features, and that the

presidents of the roads constitute a standing committee, with

whom the engineers are to confer.
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The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis re-employed

men laid off since last February at its shops at Bellefontaine,

Ohio, on July 25. The Bellefontaine shops are now running at

normal capacity.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie will operate

the line of the Wisconsin & Northern, which it recently pur-

chased, as a part of its Wisconsin & Peninsular division, be-

ginning August 1.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford announces that the

Railway Clerks' Union has agreed to modification of the

wage schedule regarding the payment of overtime and other
compensatory rates, effective as of July 1, the new schedule
to remain in force pending the decision of the United States

Railroad Labor Board.

The Joint Congressional Commission on Agricultural In-
quiry, Sydney Anderson, of Minnesota, chairman, announces
the creation of a Division of Transportation, to be in charge
of D. D. Conn, Minneapolis, Minn. This Congressional
Commission is to investigate and report to Congress on the

cause of the present condition of agriculture and kindred
questions and the Division of Transportation is to make a

thorough analysis of freight rate and car service problems as
they affect prices of commodities.

The Long Island Railroad has received from the United
States Railroad Labor Board a decision to the effect that it

must negotiate concerning rules with System Federation
No. 90. affiliated with the Railway, Employees' Department
of the American Federation of Labor. The officers of the
System Federation are all employees of the Pennsylvania
Railroad. The officers of the Long Island declared the >

would deal only with their own employees, and the union
took the case t c

> the Labor Board.

M. W. Painters—No Convention

I In Executive I ommittee of the Maintenance of Way
Master Painters' Association has decided to abandon the 1921
i .invention of that association which was to have been held
at Buffalo, N. Y„ on October 4. It is planned to hold the
next convention in October, 1922.

The Reid New Foundland Company
The Legislature of New Foundland, after a debate lasting three

days, has adopted a law under which the Reid New Foundland
Company is to continue to operate its railroad, the Colony as-
suming the burden of losses up to $1,500,000 yearly.

The "Pageant of Progress"

The advancement in railroad transportation is depicted
in a number of exhibits at the Pageant of Progress at Chi-

l In- New York Central exhibits the locomotives De
Win Clinton and "999," as noted in the Railway Age of July
30, The Chicago & North Western is exhibiting the "Pioneer"
which drew the first train out of Chicago in 1848. This road
also shows its latest type of superheater locomotive. Other
equipment shown includes a fishery service car for the stock-
ing of interior lakes and streams and a mine rescue car
with complete equipment and personnel.

Train Robbery Near Altoona

Westbound express train No. 23 of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
the Manhattan Limited, was boarded by four robbers a short dis-
tance west of Gallitzin, Pa., on the morning of July 30, about
2 o'clock, and the seven clerks in the mail car were intimidated

with pistols, and one of them was wounded. The robbers threw
off, or carried off, one or two bags, and escaped. When their
job was done, two of them crawled into the locomotive cab and
ordered the engineman to stop. It does not appear that the
amount of booty obtained was large. It is thought that the
robbers boarded the train when it was stopped, after passing
through the tunnel, for the helping engine to be detached.

A Successful Campaign Against Loss and Damage
The Freight Service Committee of the St. Paul Association of

Commerce is co-operating with the railroads in an effort to cur-
tail freight loss and damage claims by carrying out an educational
campaign under the slogan of "Perfect Package Week." The
campaign has been a decided success and the tabulated figures
for the week from June 6 to 11 have been brought to the at-
tention of the American Railway Express Company, which, as
a result, plans a national campaign. During the campaign' all
shipments that were received by the freight and express companies
not properly packed and marked were rejected and sent bark
to the shipper with instructions to remedy the shortcoming. A
strict account of such rejections was made and results tabulated.
Out of a total of 26,041 freight shipments during the week
there were 503 rejections or 1.92 per cent, and of 22,248 express
shipments only 103 were rejected or 0.46 per cent. Many
potential claims were eliminated from the count, however, by
the traffic department's instructions, issued to all shippers just
prior to the campaign.

Consolidation of Express Companies
The 'Canadian National Express Company, operating on the

Government railways, and the Canadian Express Company,
operating on the Grand Trunk, announce that, beginning on
September 1, the operation of the two companies will be con-
solidated, and the combined business will be continued thereafter
under the name of the Canadian National Express Company.
John Pullen, heretofore president of the Canadian, will be
president of the new company, and W. C. Muir, heretofore
general manager of the Canadian National, will be vice-president
and general manager. The new company will operate on
22,000 miles of railway and will have an extensive organization
in Europe. The two express companies, operating as units, had
a combined annual gross revenue of $12,000,000 and did business
at nearly 3,500 established agencies. With the unified service the
supply of ventilated cars, refrigerators, horse stable cars and
steamheated cars will be more readily available, and the vehicle
service in the cities and larger towns, being consolidated, will
respond more readily to calls from the public.

Study of Wood Seasoning
The Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., in co-

operation with saw-mills and wood utilization plants through-
out the country, is organizing an extensive held study of
the air seasoning of. wood. The purpose is to determine the
piling practice which will result in the fastest drying
consistent with the least depreciation of stock, the least
amount of yard space required and the least handling costs.
All the important commercial woods of the United States will
receive consideration. The study of both hard and soft
woods will be carried on concurrently. This investigation
will furnish a comparison of the effects oi such piling vari-
ables as the spacings of boards in layers, the height of pile
foundations, and the directions of piling with relation to
prevailing winds and yard alleways. It is expected that the
study will determine whether lumber should be dried partly
at the mill and partly at the plant of utilization or w I

it should be dried completely at the mill. Data coll, nd is

expected also to show whether air seasoning or kiln drying
is more economical.
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Southern Pacific Reduces Rate on Apples

The Southern Pacific announces that on apple shipments from

California points to eastern territory, with a minimum carload

weight oi 30,000 lbs., not subject to storage in transit, the rate is

now $1.50 per cwt., where the old rate was $1.66^. With storage

in transit privileges, shipments of like weight will cost $1.60,

where the old rate was $1.75^4. New rates on beans, canned

goods, dried fruit, etc.', from California to eastern territory will

go into effect on August 22. The company will also place

in effect on August 3 a new rate on imported shipments of flax,

hemp, jute and other fibres, vegetable oil, nut oil, whale oil, seed

oil and other oils, butter and dressed poultry, through Pacific

Coast ports to points east of Chicago and north of the Ohio

river.

Grain Rates Reduced in East

Traffic executives of eastern roads have announced a reduction

of 5 cents per 100 lb. in export rates on wheat, corn and rye from

Buffalo, Erie and Fairport to eastern export points. A reduction

of 3 cents in export rates on barley and oats was agreed upon at

the same time. The reduction in wheat, corn and rye rates

amounts to about 25 per cent. Following are the present export

rates from lake points to New York : wheat, 20.17 cents ; corn

and rye, 19.79 cents; oats, 19.63 cents; barley, 20.08 cents per

hundred pounds. The roads will preserve the usual port dif-

ferentials. An adjustment of rates from central to eastern terri-

tory was to be given further consideration at a conference to be

held in Chicago this week. It is stated that the heavy reductions

now made in grain export rates are not justified on the basis of

the cost of transportation service, but in deference to demand
from grain shippers for concessions in the rates. This year's

export grain movement under existing rates exceeded the export

movement of the past three years.

Safety Section—Operating Division, A. R. A.

A Safety Section, of the Operating Division, was established

by the board of directors of the American Railway Association at

a meeting in Chicago on July 27. The first annual meeting of

the new section has been set for Monday, September 26, at Bos-

ton, Mass. This date and place were selected because of the

fact that the Tenth Annual Congress of the National Safety

Council will convene there on September 27. The temporary of-

ficers of the new Section are: E. M. Switzer (C. B. & Q.),

chairman; John T. Broderick (B. & O.), first vice-chairman, and

Isaiah Hale (A. T. & S. F.), second vice-chairman.

The temporary committee of direction consists of the fore-

going and R. C. Richards (C. &.N. W.) ; F. M. Metcalfe (N. P.)
;

C. H. Blakemore (N. & W.) ; A. O. Ridgway (D. & R. G.) ;

H. A. Adams (U. P.) ; M. A. Dow (N. Y. C.) ; H. M. Mayo
(S. P.); and T. H. Carrow (Penn.). The other committees

which have been formed, with the names of the chairmen, are

as follows: On publicity and education, Isaiah Hale; on pre-

vention of grade crossing accidents, J. T. Broderick ; on nomina-

tions, L. F. Shedd; on arrangements, F. W. Mitchell (N. Y.,

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.).

Food Cost of Living Shows Slight Increase

From figures compiled in 10 cities, the Bureau of Labor

Statistics reports slight increases in the retail price of food in

all but one of the cities during the month ending July 15. In

Detroit there was an increase of 7 per cent ; in Peoria and

Providence, 5 per cent; in Manchester and New Haven, 4 per

cent; in Mobile and Savannah, 3 per cent; and in Atlanta and

Richmond, 1 per cent. In Little Rock there was a decrease of

one-tenth of 1 per cent.

For the year period, July 15, 1920, to July 15, 1921, there

was a decrease of 30 per cent in Providence and Richmond ; 31

per cent in Little Rock; 32 per cent in Savannah; 33 per cent

in Atlanta and New Haven ; 34 per cent in Manchester and

Peoria; and 35 per cent in Detroit and Mobile.

As compared with July 15, 1913, the retail cost of food on

July 15, 1921, showed an increase of 42 per cent in Little Rock;

45 per cent in Atlanta ; 46 per cent in New Haven ; 51 per cent

in Manchester ; 55 per cent in Detroit ; 56 per cent in Richmond

;

and 57 per cent in Providence. Prices were not obtained by

the Bureau (if Labor Statistics from Mobile, Peoria or Savannah

in 1913, hence no comparison for the 8-year period can be

given for these three cities.

Steel Passenger Cars for the Northern Pacific

Sixty-two passenger cars are being rebuilt by the Pullman
Company for the Northern Pacific which will be used on
trains Nos. 1 and 2 running between St. Paul and Seattle.

A part of the order has been delivered to the railroad com-
pany and when completed will consist of 22 coaches, 12

diners, 11 dynamo baggage cars, 12 baggage cars and five

mail and express cars. Three business cars are also being

rebuilt in similar manner. All of the equipment used on
these trains will then be steel. The cars are similar to the

latest design of Pullman cars and are built of wood with

steel underframes and ends and */& inch steel sheathing. The
trucks were reinforced to carry the added weight. The ad-

vantages ascribed to this type of construction over the all-

steel construction are that they are less noisy, are warmer
in winter and cooler in summer and more resilient in case

of impact. The head end system of lighting with power
supplied by a steam turbine driven generator, located in the

baggage car, is used on these trains. New switch panels

were added to the cars, but the lighting fixtures were not

changed. Storage batteries will be used on each car, except-

ing coaches and straight baggage cars.

Urges Co-operation With American Railway Express

F. C. Fox, general manager of the eastern lines of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, has recently issued an interesting circular to

officers and employees of the road, urging co-operation with the

American Railway Express Company. Mr. Fox states, in part

:

"Since September 1, 1920, the express business on this road

has been conducted by the American Express Company under a

contract materially different from any heretofore existing. The
present agreement, providing, as it does, for the payment to the

railway company of a certain proportion of the net express in-

come, gives our line a greater interest than ever before in the

efficient and economical operation of the express business. The
maximum benefit from this arrangement can be obtained only

through the heartiest co-operation between officials and employees

of the express and railway companies on all matters of mutual
interest, thus holding to our road, through superior service and
facilities, the maximum volume of express traffic, and by personal

interest in its safe, economic and prompt handling and movement,
keeping the expense down to a minimum.
"With the thought clearly in the mind of every one of our

people that the express business is not a side issue, but is an im-

portant part of the railway company's operations, and that the

express company's interests are the railway company's interests,

substantial progress will be made toward increasing the express

company's net earnings, with consequent benefit to our own com-
pany. I therefore want to appeal to all of you to personally in-

terest yourselves in the handling of the express, taking the same
interest in this traffic that you would in the case of freight or

passenger business to the end that our line will receive the great-

est possible net return from the express business."

Illinois Central Continues Series of Public Statements

The results which the Illinois Central has secured from the

series of monthly public statements which have been published

during the past year in the newspapers along its lines, have been

such as to justify the continuance of the policy, and the adver-

tisements will continue to appear during the next twelve months.

In the final statement of the current series, C. H. Markham,
president of the company, said in part

:

"We believe the railway problems of the United States require

the best and most constructive thought of all the public—farmers,

business men, professional men and railway men working in

harmony. The railroads are ruled by public opinion. If public

thought on railway questions is unprogressive, the railroads can-

not make progress, which means that they will not be enabled

to meet the constantly increasing demands of public service.

"The public is not entirely to blame for such unsatisfactory

railway conditions as have obtained in the past. We believe the

reticence of railway men themselves, in failing to keep the public
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well informed, has been one of the causes of the growth of

restrictive legislation, of unprogressive regulation and of an

anti-railway spirit, which have worked a hardship upon railway

development, and consequently upon the public itself.

"That our discussions have contributed to a better understand-

ing of railway problems on the part of the public served by

the Illinois Central System is evidenced to us in many ways.

Not only have our patrons helped us in their hearty support

of many problems which we have presented to them, giving us

their hearty support and co-operation in carrying out our pro-

groms for better service, but the better mutual understanding

which has been awakened—a better understanding on our part

of our patrons' problems and a better understanding on their

part of ours—has been reflected in generally improved service.

Our discussions have also been a means of perfecting within our

organization that spirit of loyalty and service which always has

characterized the Illinois Central S'yst< m "

U. S. Chamber of Commerce
Names Transportation Committee

Appointment of two committees to deal with transporta-

tion is announced by the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States. A departmental committee for the department of

transportation and communication will consider problems re-

lating to the general field of transportation and communica-
tion, and there is a special railroad committee.

The chairman of the departmental committee is Howard
Elliott, chairman of the board of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road, and member of the chamber's board of directors. Other
members are: Vice-chairman—Lewis B. Stillwell, Lakewood,
N. J., a consulting engineer and also a chamber director;

Utilities—Edwin O. Edgerton, San Francisco, ex-chairman of

the California Railroad Commission; Railroads—George A.

Post, New York, president of the Hudson River Bridge Cor-

poration, and W. W. Salmon, Rochester, president of the

General Railway Signal Company; Marine—H. H. Raymond,
New York City, president of the Clyde Line; J. M. Whitsitt,

Charleston, S. C, president The Carolina Company; High-
ways—A. J. Brosseau, New York, president of the Interna-

tional Motor Company; Electric Railways—Philip H. Gads-
den, Philadelphia, vice-president United Gas Improvement
Company; Waterways—Douglas Fiske, Minneapolis, Lawyer;
Port Terminals—B. F. Crcsson, Jr., New York City, Chief

Engineer, Port of New York; Communications—John J.

Carty, New York, vice-president American Telephone and
Telegraph Company; Postal—Lucius Teter, Chicago, presi-

dent Chicago Trust Company.
George A. Post is chairman of the special railroad com-

mittee and the other members are: Railroad Executive, T. C.

Powell, New York, vice-president Erie R. R. Company;
Hanker—Harry A. Wheeler, Chicago, vice-president Union
Trust Company; Merchant—George W. Simmons, St. Louis,

president Simmons Hardware Company; Railway Equipment
—Wilnier \V. Salmon, Rochester, president General Railway
Signal Company ; Railroad Administration—A. W. Smith,
Washington, General Counsel U. S. Railroad Administration;
Transportation Economist. Emory R. Johnson, Philadelphia,

Dean, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania; Trans-
portation Engineer—Charles E. Lee, East Orange; Lawyer

—

F. C. Dillard, Sherman, Texas ; Rail and Water Transport

—

Walter S. Dickey, Kansas City, president Kansas City and
Missouri River Navigation Company.
The chamber's transportation department was organized

recently with J. Rowland Bibhins as its manager. The de-
partment will deal with transportation in all its forms. In

its work it will take up the following;
1. Railroads—Further study of financial resources, con-

solidation and efficiency, with the object of making them
self-sustaining, with adequate service to the public.

2. Marine Transportation, both Lake and Ocean—The
problems of the American merchant marine and proper re-

lation to foreign competition.
3. Terminals and Ports—Intensive study of operating uni-

fication to secure a more efficient trans-shipment machine.
4. Electric Railways—The fare situation and ways and

means for securing a self-supporting agency of essential

public service.

5. Highways—Economic analysis of the problem of high-
way transport in relation to other agencies, and the proper
public subsidy therefor.

6. Waterways—Economic analysis showing the true posi-

tion of waterways as a natural resource, as yet largely un-
developed.

7. Communications—Encouragement of adequate develop-
ment for needs of business, especially in connection with
foreign countries.

8. Postal and Express—The problem of transportation of the
mails upon an economic basis, as affects both shippers and
carriers.

9. Air Transport—The codification of laws and regula-
tions to promote safety and encourage aeronautical develop-
ment with the maximum rapidity.

Conferences with "Big Four" Brotherhoods

A few weeks ago the heads of the train service brotherhoods
joined in a communication to Chairman Cuyler of the Associa-
tion of Railway Executives making certain demands upon the
railways; in substance that the railways should restore the

wages of train service employees to the rates which they were
receiving prior to July 1 ; that they should agree to seek no
further reductions in wages ; and should desist from asking for
abolition of time and a half for overtime in freight train service.

The matter was referred to the railways of the various terri-

torial groups. The Southeastern lines have adopted resolutions
indicating that they will not comply with the demands, but will

appoint a committee of railway officers to meet with the brother-
hood officers and discuss matters of mutual concern if the brother-
hood leaders desire.

The executives of the Western lines met in Chicago on Tues-
day and took similar action.

The Eastern lines, speaking through a committee of four^ at

a conference in New York on Wednesday of this week, told the

labor leaders that the whole question would be referred to the
whole Eastern Presidents' Conference, which it is expected will

take action next week. After Wednesday's conference, E. E.
Loomis, president of the Lehigh Valley, issued a statement on
behalf of the railroads, saying:

"The union chiefs in seeking the meeting said it was their desire to
ascertain: (1) If the operating officials of the railroads will restore tbe
wage rates in effect on June 30. 1921; (2) if all demands for further
decreases will be withdrawn; (3) if all demands for the elimination of
time and one-half for overtime and radical schedule revision will be with-
drawn and not ag.v'n pressed for a stated period.
"The railroad executives pointed cut that to grant the request of the

brotherhood heads would mean an increase in wages of approximately
twelve and one-half per cent al a time when all other wages are coming
down; would assume that no further decreases are or will be warranted
by reductions in the cost of livinc, and would take the question of time
and one-half for overtime out of the hands of the I-abor Board, where it

is now under discussion, and violate every agreement the men now have
with their respective roads, each of which has a terminating or revision
clause.

"After hearing the arguments presented by the labor men, the railroad
officials saic they would make a report to the Eastern Presidents' C. nier-
ence, which will take

I

Representing the companies, besides Mr. Loomis, were W, W.
Atterbury, vice-president of the Pennsylvania System ; K. X.
Brown, president of the Pere Marquette, and Percy R. Todd,
president of the Bangor & Aroostook.

For the employees there were Warren S. Stone, grand chief

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers ; W. S. Carter,

president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engi-
neers, L. E. STieppard, president of the Order of Railroad Con-
ductors; W. G. Lfee, president of the Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen and T. (

'. Cashen, president of the Switchmen's Union
of North America.

Meetings and Conventions
The following list gi-es names of secretaries, dates of

meetings and places of meetings:

Air Hrvkf Association.—F. M. Nellis, 163 Broadway, N'ew York City.
Exhibit by Air Hrake Appliance Association.

Ata Brake Appliance Association.—Fred \V. Venton. 836 So. Michigan
'tine with Air Drake Association.

Amerion Association or Demurrage Officers.— F. A. I' > •-, Super-
visor of Demurrage and Storage, C & N°. W, Kv., CI

American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.— S. \V Derr,
Philadelphia & Reading, Philadelphia. Pa.

American Association of Engineers.—C. E. Draver. 29 S. I-a Salle St.,
E. I. R. R., 332 South Michigan Ave.. Chicago.
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American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.—W. C. Hope
C. R. R. of N. J„ 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting,
November 21 and 22, Carolina Hotel, Pinehurst, N. C.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—J. Rothschild Room
400, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.

American Electric Railway Association.—E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York. Next convention, October 3, Atlantic City. Exhibits
this year will be omitted.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.—C Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Next convention September 12-14, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

American Railway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75
Church St., New York, N. Y. Next regular meeting, November 16,

Division I—Operating.
Freight Station Section (including former activities of American

Association of l'm;:!il Agents). R. O. Wells, Freight Agent, [llinois
Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church Street,
Ne York.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief .Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association),
J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St., New York N. Y.

Telegraph and Telephone Sectii n (including former activities of the
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Salety Section. J. C. Caviston. 75 Church St., New York. First
Annual Meeting. Boston, Mass., September 26.

Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

Division III—Traffic, J. Gottsclialk, 143 Liberty St., New York.
Division IV—Engineering. E. II. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Construction and Maintenance Section. E. II. Fritch.
Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.
Signal Section (including former activities of the Raihvav Signal

Association). H. S. Balliet. 75 Church St., New York, N. Y
Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master

Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association), V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, III. Meeting postponed indefinitely.

Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the
Master Car and Locomotive Fainlers' Association), V. R. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association). T. P. Murphy, General
Storekeeper, New York Central, Collinwood, Ohio

Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the
Freight Claim Association), Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C &
N. W. Ry., 319 Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Next con-
vention, October 18 "2 °. 192]

. New York City. Exhibit by Bridge
and Building Supply Men's Association.

American Railway Development Association.—J. F. Jackson, Central of
Georgia, Savannah, Gr. Next meeting, November. 1921, Chicago.

American Railway Engineering Association.—(Works in co-operation
with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E H Fritch
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 14-16^
Ln'cago. Exhibit by National Railway Appliances Association, March

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.— (See American Rail-way Association, Division 5.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago. Next convention, which was to
have been held August 9-11, Hotel Sherman, Chicago, has been
postponed. Exhibit by Supply Association of the American Railway
lool Foremen s Association.

American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsey, Union
Trust Bidg., Washington, D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman, 4600 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Next convention, September 19-24, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

American Society for Testing Materials.—C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—E'. M. Chandler (acting secre-

w y
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39th ?*•• New York

- Regular meetings. 1st and 3dWednesdays in month, except July and August, 33 W. 39th St., New

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice 29 W
39th St., New York.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, Northern Pa-
cific Ry., Spokane, Wash.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—George M. Hunt, Chemist
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morris, Northern Pacific
R. R., St. laul, Minn. Next annual meeting. May 19, 1922. Montreal.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N W Room 411, C & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Next convention
October 18-21, Hotel La Salle, Chicago. Exhibit by Railway Elec-
trical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Association of Railway Executives.—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chairman)
61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

'

Association of Railway Supply Men.—A. W. Clokey, 1658 McCormick
Bidg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railwav General Fore-men s Associatu n.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—(See AmericanRailway Association, Division 1.)

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers —fSeeAmerican Railway Association, Division 2.)
Bridle and Building Supply Men's Association.—A. T. Filkins Paul Dick-
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? wi,h convention of American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Clue. W. A. Booth, 131 Charron St., Montreal, Que
Car Foremen's Association oi Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pine

V ,

c " ' 5'rago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except h.iu-
July and Alien-.,. \, u Morris, n Hotel. Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association oi St. Louis. Mo. Thomas It. Koneke, St.

Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday in month at the American
Hotel Annex, St. Louis.

Central Railway Club.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November and 2d Friday in Tan"
ary. March. May and September, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N Y

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Associat.on.—W. P. Elliott, terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, East St
Louis. 111. Convention this year has been postponed.

Chief Interchange Cab Inspectors" and Car Foremen's Supply Men'sAssociation.—D B Wright, 34th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago.
111. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-men s Association.

Cincinnati Railway Club.—W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bidg Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Eastern Railroad Association.—E. N. Bessling, 614 F St. N. W. Wash-
ington, D. C.

"'

Freight Claim Association.—(See American Railway Association, Divi-

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—A M Hunter 321Grand Central Sta., Chicago Regular meetings, Wednesday pr'eced-

Crfica»o
y '" momh

'
Room g56- Insurance Exchange Bidg.,

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—W T Maver
Michigan Central R. R„ Detroit, Mich. Next convention whichwas to have been held August 16-18, 1921, Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
has been postponed Exhibit by International Railroad Master Black-
smiths Supply Men s Association.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.—George P. White, 747 Railway Exchange, Chicago Meeting with
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association

International_Rmlway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 702 E. 51st

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall. 1061W. Wabasha Ave., Winona, Minn. Next convention, which was to
have been held September 12-15, Hotel Sherman, Chicago has been
postponed.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association.—E. E. MartinUnion Pacific R. R„ Room No. 19, Union Pacific Bidg., Kansas
TnV,'

Mo
't> „c

;

Kt cO"ve
.
n' 1on. which was to have been held October 4-6.

1921. at Buffalo. N. Y., has been canceled.
Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought 95 Liberty StNew York. ' ''

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.—See A. R. A Di-
vision 5.)

Master Car Builders' Association.—(See A. R. A., Division 5 )National Association of Railway Tie Producers.—E. E. Pershal! T IMoss Tie Company, 720 Security Bidg., St Louis M„
'

National Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners —lames
if Atlanta G

a aye,,e St " New York
'

Next convention, October

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
National Railway Appliances Association.—C. W. Kelly, Peoples' Gas

Bidg., Chicago. Animal exhibition, March 13-16, Chicago, at con-
venticn of American Railwav Engineering AssociationNew England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., Boston, Mass. Regular

SeUenfb'r
Tuesday ln month, excepting June, July, August and

New York Railroad Club.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York

at 29 vV
nl

39tli

n
St'

Jd

N
I

ew
J
York

m°nth
'

eXCeP
' ^^ JU 'y a° d AugU5t -

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Woilner. 64 Pine St., San Francisco. Cal
Regular meeting, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland.

Railway Accounting Officers' Association.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-ward Building, Washington, D. C.
Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Bidg..

Broad and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave.. Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Regular meetings, 4th Thursday in month, except June
July and August, Americus Club House, Pittsburgh, PaRailway Development Association.— (See Am. Rv. Development Assn.)Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. Scribner,
General Electric Co Chicago. Annual meeting with Association
of Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.—R. J. Himmelright.

\ ' '
W Meeting with Traveling Engineers'

Railway Fire Protection Association.—R. R. Hackett, Baltimore & Ohio
R. k., Baltimore, Md. Annual meeting, October 18-20. Hotel Sher-man. Chicago.

Railway Real Estate Association.—R. H. Morrison, C. & O. Rv Rich-mond, v a.

Railway Signal Association.—(See A. R. A., Division 4, Signal Section )Railway Storekeepers Association.— (See A. R. A., Division 6.)Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. D. Conwav, 1S41 Oliver
Bid;;., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.—G. A. Nel-
son, 30 Church St., New York.

ROADMASTERS' ANI. MAINTENANCE OF W'aY ASSOCIATION—P. J. McAndrews,
?ri 99 imY' a

yj'- St
.

erlm
f;

U
\-

Next annual convention. September
20-22, 1921, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago. Exhibit by Track SuddIv
Association. v

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.Regular meeting. 2d Friday in month, except June. Tulv and AugustSignal Appliance Association.-F. W. Edmunds, Sunbeam frectricE."-
tacturing Company, New York City. Meeting with American Rail-way Association, Signal Section.

lib?,"; 'piVT, '.,NA£
CIAL Officers.-L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust

Blag., rhilaiitlphia, Pa.
Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill. P. O. Box

M»r,'i »
anta

'
T
t,a

' Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January,

Atlanta
September and November, Piedmont Hotel,

Southern Assoi iati, x of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich
eru i\y. of Ala., Atlanta. Ga.

111 V
,
; < n of American Raii way Tool Foremen's Association.—C N Timlin, 93S Peoples' Gas Gldg., Chicago.

Irack Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works, Hilburn.
T„„ "' \. Meets with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Wav Association.traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, 117 East 9Sth St.

meeting, September 6, Hotel Sherman!
by Railway Equipment Manufacturers'

Cleveland, Ohio. Bush
Chicago. Exhibit tbi
Association has been canceled

Western Railway Cub.—Bruce V. Crandall. 14 E. Tackson Boulevard,

ViV-us"'
Meetlng lhird Monday each month except June, July and
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Traffic News
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The Department of Agriculture announces that 598,524

carload shipments of fruits and vegetables have been made
in eason up to July 2 or nearly twice as great as during

the corresponding period of last year when 315,597 such

shipments were made.

The Detroit, Toledo & fronton, owned by the Ford interests,

has filed with the Interstate < ommerce < ommission tariffs pro-

viding for a reduction in the rates on coal, coke, grain and grain

products amounting to about 20 per cent, similar to the intra-

tat( larilTs already fded with the state authorities.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to date has moved 9,000

carloads of cantaloupes from California as compared with 7,000

carloads for the corresponding period in 1920. The movement,

which schedules 153-hour shipments from Branley in the Imperial

Valley to Chicago, goes by way of the Southern Pacific, El

Paso & Southwestern and the Rock [sland, The season's crops

started to the market in the latter part of May.

The Detroit, Toledo, & Ironton has been operating with its

commercial agents and freight solicitors working from the cen-

tral office since July 1. When the road came under the Ford

management, about 30 of these officers were stationed about the

•country. All of these men have been called in and attached to

the traffic department headquarters, with a view to giving service

to the shipper and to work on special assignments.

More citrous fruit, with the exception of lemons, ha been

shipped from California and Florida so far this season than dur-

ing the Corresponding season last year, according to official re-

ports received by the Department of Agriculture. Of oranges.

40,700 carloads were shipped in 1920, as compared with 48,732 in

1921 : grape fruit, 9,261 cars in 1920, and 10,490 in 1921 ; lemons,

6/)00 cars from California in 1920, as compared with 5,516 in

1921.

I lie Governor and other officers of the state of Alabama
propose to resist with every available resource the execution

in Alabama of the recent order of the Interstate Commerce
Commission directing the Southern, the Alabama Great

Southern and the Mobile & Ohio to increase certain freight

between points withm the state of Alabama to a parity

with rales in effect between Meridian, Miss., and points in

Uabama.

Southern road appearing ! re I'xamiuer John H. McQuil-
lan at St. Louis, M.i, asked for a revision of certain rates be-

tween St. Louis and New Orleans, l.a.. declaring that the fixing

of rates with river traffic as a basis was unfair because freight

competition on the Mississippi river actually does not exist. The
attention of the examinei was called to the serious handicap of
roads which parallel the rivet as compared to those which run
from the rivet to interior points.

i state marketing conference' held at St. Paul, Minn., on
July 21, railroad officers told state officials and live stock men
that it was impossible foi the railroads to undertake to regulate
the Mow oi live stock to market bj changing train schedules.

I hej suggested a campaign oi education among shippers in order
i them to regulate the movement of stock themselves and

declared that the railroads are compelled to handle all classes
of merchandise on their lines and that it would be unfair to make
Special schedules favoring live stock men.

The Public Service Commission of New York has issued an
to go into effect on August 1, requiring a general and

sweeping reduction by the principal railroads of the state in the
freight rates on peaches, in carloads, said to be equal to the in-
crease which was made in these rates when the Interstate Com-
merce Commission authorized general advances last year. Ship-
pers of peaches have declared that their business was in danger
of destruction because of the high rates, and this claim appears
ito have had weight with the commission.

I
Commission and Court News

|
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Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has reopened the Indiana intrastate rate case,

insofar as it applies to rates on water in carloads, for such fur-

ther hearing as the commission may hereafter direct.

The commission has reopened the Nebraska intrastate rate

case, insofar as it applies to rates on sand and gravel in carloads,

for such further hearing as the commission may direct.

The commission has suspended, from July 3D until November 27,

the proposed advances in i ten yarn from Skowhegan,

Me., to Boston, North Andover and Lawrence, Mass., and other

points in New England and Trunk Line territory.

The commission has denied the application of K. 11.

Countiss, agent, for authority to establish rates on dried

beans, canned goods, canned salmon, dried fruits and vege-

tables, condensed milk, rice and other commodities from

Pacific coast points to certain points in eastern territory

without observing the long-and-short-haul provision of the

law.

Commissioner Charles C. McChord is chairman of a joint com-

mittee composed of three members of the [nterstati I ..mmerce

Commission and members of the United States Shipping Board

to cooperate in overlapping duties of the board and the commis-

sion due to amendments to the Interstate Commerce Act and the

passage of the Merchant Marine Act. The two statutes are to

be administered with the least possible crossing of paths.

The joint committee is at present considering the question of a

uniform through export bill of lading. Members of the com-

mittee, in addition to Mr. McChord, are commissioners Hall and

Esch, representing the I C. C, and commissioners Edward C.

Plummer, Frederick I Thompson, and Meyer Lissner, represent-

ing the shipping board.

Court News
Connecting Carrier Cannot Recover from Consignor

Freight for Shipment Misrouted by Initial Carrier

\ onsignor and receiving carrier entered into a contract to

carry a car of perishable fruit to Syracuse, N. Y., but before the

goods started the contract was rescinded and a new bill of lading

issued with destination Nashville, Tenn. By mistake the receiv-

ing carrier ai I
abrogated contract, sending the fruit to

Syracuse. The federal district court for the Southern District of

Georgia holds that the connecting carrier which carried the fruit

to Syracuse could not recovei freight for that service. The re-

ceiving carrier having misrouted the shipment, "it was without

ity from the shipper to contract with a connecting carrier

in aid of a wrongful diversion, and neither it nor its connecting

carrier can lawfully charge freight to the shipper for such wrong-

ful diversion. The connecting carrier*s remedy for its freight

is against the initial carrier, and not against the shipper,

with whom it had no privity of character."—D. L. & \V. Co. v.

Johnson-Brown ' 70 ed. 679.

Bill of Lading, Notify Consignee, Does

Not Require Notice of Right to Inspect

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, holds that a

bill of lading for a carload shipment to the order of the con-

signor, notify consignee, does not require the carrier in its notice

to advise the i a right of inspection given by the bill

of lading, in addition to stating the fact of arrival of the goods.

The car having been destroyed by lire on a siding at destination,

the point contested was whether under the bill of lading the rail-

road was liable as insurer or as warehouseman, and that depended

on whether notice of arrival was given to the consignee more than

48 li'tirs before the tire. Judgment for the plaintiff shipper was
reversed.—Director General v. Lewis E. Sands Co., 271 Fed. 85.
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Foreign Railway News

Poland Gets Rolling Stock from Soviet Russia

In compliance with the treaty of Riga, the Soviet govern-

ment has delivered to Poland 155 locomotives, 435 passenger

cars and 8,859 freight cars, according to Commerce Reports.

The freight cars are said to be in fairly good condition.

Railway Accidents in France
London.

The following table gives some statistics of accidents in France

during the past few years. The table has been compiled by the

Temps (Paris) in order to reassure the nervous public of France:
Total number

Year of accidents Killed Injured
1912 209 50 754
1913 142 60 413
1919 107 271 1,064
1920 142 122 1,184
1921 (up i.' July 15) 43 54 238

French Train Robbers Apprehended

The bandits who robbed a Paris-Marseilles express train on

the night of July 24 (Railway Age, July 30, page 223) were

apprehended in a Paris cafe on July 30, according to a cable dis-

patch to the New York Times. Two of the robbers were killed

in an attempt to escape their captors and one policeman was
mortally wounded in the melee. The third bandit who had been

captured several hours before had informed the police where

the others were to be found. This robbery in which one pas-

senger was killed and two wounded was one of a series of

spectacular train robberies which have occurred in France

recently.

French Railway Places Order with Westinghouse

An order for electrical equipment amounting to $1,200,000 has

been received by the Westinghouse Electric International Com-
pany from the Midi Railway of France. The order includes

transformers, synchronous condensers, lightning arresters and

other substation equipment. The Midi Railway operates an ex-

tensive system, starting from Bordeaux, running through Tou-

louse to Cette, with many branches. The section on which the

Westinghouse equipment will be used extends from Pau to Tou-

louse in the Pyranees mountains, near the Spanish border. The

line passes through Tarbes and St. Gaudens, and has a total

length of over 100 miles.

Mexican Northwestern to Reopen Line to Chihuahua

The Mexican Northwestern expects to have through connec-

tions established over its line from Ciudad Juarez to Chihuahua

City by September 1, 1921, according to Vice Consul Harper at

Ciudad Juarez. This will put into operation a portion of their

lines between Madera and Temosachic that has not been operated

since 1916. The establishing of another connection between Juarez

and Chihuahua will open a new trade territory for both cities

since the re-establishment of traffic in the Madera territory will

have its influence on mining, agricultural, and other enterprises.

Some of the mining companies are already planning to open up

properties that have not been operated for the past five or six

years. One mining corporation has recently completed a new
power plant in Madera which is to furnish power for its mines

located some 25 miles from that city.

Merger Adds to Power
of German Locomotive Builders

Another great merger in the German metal trades has just

taken place, according to the Times (London) Trade Supplement.

The Rhcinische Metallwaren-und Maschinenfabrik at Duessel-

dorf has combined with the Allgemeine Elektrizitaets Gesellschaft,

the Friedrich Krupp Allgemeine Gesellschaft and the Cologne

iron trading firm of Otto Wolff, and has increased its share

capital by 95.000.000 marks to 120,000,000 marks ($30,000,000 pari.

By this combination the "RheinmetaH'' concern will rank among
the leading locomotive plants of the world, its output capacity

being 350 engines, and that of the whole group about 1,200

engines. In connection with the Allgemeine Elektrizitaets

Gesellschaft, increased attention will be devoted to the manu-
facture of electrical supplies. Krupp's and Wolff will chiefly

supply raw and semi-finished products and place their extensive

foreign sales organization at the disposal of the concern. It has
already been decided to make a further increase in capital of
50,000,000 marks ($12,500,000 at par) for reconstruction of plant.

It is said also that there is a movement on foot to establish

a syndicate of rail manufacturers to support German interests

against foreign competition. A concern at Chemnitz has in-

creased its capital by some $7. 500,000 (par) and will greatly

increase its output of locomotives. This concern, it is said,

recently secured an order fcr 500 engines from Japan.

English Road Facilitates Examinations of Employees

The Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway has issued a book of
questions and answers relative to the rules and regulations

governing the operating department which is designed to facili-

tate the work of the examiners and to insure a careful exami-
nation of employees seeking appointment or promotion. The
book is divided into sections containing questions and answers
concerning the following topics

:

1. Manual Block System—Double Tracked Lines.

2. Electric Train Tablet System—Single Tracked Lines.

3. Regulations Affecting Signalmen.

4. Regulations Affecting Guards (Trainmen).
5. A Double-Tracked Line Operated as Single Track Because

of Obstruction.

6. Safe Operation of Trains in General.

7. Fog Signaling.

Purchase of Railway Supplies Exclusively

in Britain Causes Dissent in India

The most important step taken by the government of

India to relieve the acute congestion on the government
railways has been the placing of a $35,000,000 bond issue in

England, according to a Calcutta correspondent of the

Brooklyn Eagle. The proceeds of this issue, says the dis-

patch, are to be spent entirely for British goods and this

policy is said to have evoked the following letter to the

government from the Indian Merchants' Chamber of Bombay:
"We would like to know how long the tragedy of purchas-

ing railway materials for India only in the United Kingdom
is to go on. Even English corporations and the governments
of self-governing dominions have placed orders in foreign

markets on advantageous terms, whereas India alone is

fleeced in the interests of English manufacturers. My com-
mittee does not see the advantage to this country of bor-

rowing at heavy rates in the United Kingdom, putting the

burden of interest and capital charges on India and feeding

English manufacturers with orders out of such money. My
committee suggests that the materials for India must be

purchased in India by competitive tenders, open to every

nation of the world, and the lowest price tenders alone should

be accepted. According to my committee's belief, a saving

of at least 30 to 40 per cent would be effected by adopting

this procedure."

Road Transport and the English Railways
London.

Road transport in England since the war has grown by leaps

and bounds, due primarily to the large number of motor trucks

which were made available for commercial purposes by the ces-

sation of hostilities. It has cut into the earnings of the railways

to such an extent that now, on the eve of the railways being

returned to their owners, the railway companies are seeking to

have included in the railway bill, now before Parliament, pro-

visions whereby they will be enabled to transport freight and
passengers by road as well as by rail. Arthur Watson, joint

manager of the London & North Western and the Lancashire &
Yorkshire staled the railways' case quite clearly in an interview

appearing in the Evening Standard (London) recently.

"Obviously a railway bill which does not deal with the ques-
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tion of road transport for railways is not complete," he declared.

"With the advance of mechanical science during the war, road

transport agencies came into existence ; they diverted the traffic

—

the best paying traffic—from the railways, and we feel that we
ought to be in a position, so far as we can, to deal with that traffic

which has been so diverted.

"As things stand at present we can only transport by road for

collection and delivery purposes. Now we are seeking powers

to carry by road, even though the goods do not travel on the rail-

way at all.

"We are also seeking powers to carry passengers by road, but

it is goods we have in our minds chiefly.

"What the railway companies want to make clear is that what

they are seeking is not a monopoly of road transport. Thefr

idea would be in practice to set up conferences, as is done in the

railway world, with the other road transport haulers and get the

rates to be charged by road agreed among them."

Germans Get Preferential Tariff Rate

By Shipping from Belgium
London.

The 20 per cent rebate on. customs duties accorded to Belgium

by Brazil seems to have given an opening to German exporters,

who have quickly seized the opportunity by negotiating with

Belgian merchants for the shipment of the goods to Brazil in

order to enjoy the preference. According to the Rio representa-

tive of the Federation of Britisli Industries, the Brazilian Min-

ister at Brussels has cabled to the government to the effect that

I .1 rniaii manufacturers have been shipping goods from Antwerp to

Brazil. Both Germany and Belgium are dealing largely with

I'.razil in iron goods, rails, locomotives, and so forth. The Bra-

zilian government has instructed its consuls in Belgian ports that

all goods exported to Brazil must be accompanied by a declara-

tion from the burgomaster of the town of manufacture declaring

the origin of the goods.

English Road Uses Attractive Publication

to Build Up Suburban Traffic

The Metropolitan Railway, which has extensive suburban

lines in and around London, has issued an attractive booklet

of some 90 pages descriptive of the various suburban com-
munities served by its lines. The book, which is called

"Metro-land," is printed on gloss paper of excellent quality

and is profusely illustrated with maps and photographs, a

number of which are in color. Each of the communities

served by the company's lines is dealt with separately, giving

interesting bits of history of the towns and villages, the

places of interest in them, the number of their inhabitants,

the physical characteristics of the communities, the principal

industries and the distance from the company's Baker street

terminus in London.
One section of the book is labeled "Country Homes in

Metro-land" and in it the various real estate developments
in progress along the company's lines are described. Here
the prospective home owner can find the cost of land, some
idea of building costs and suggestions as to the monthly
payments necessary to acquire residential property. The
company's service even extends further than that. It will

furnish definite information as .to plans, cost and monthly
payments to those who apply on the following coupon, which
can be clipped, filled out ami mailed

Please send me further details of the Estate.
I require
V ,,i Bedrooms
No. of Reception Rooms
Extent of Ground
Maximum Price to lie Paid
Amount Available as Deposit

European Design of Automatic Coupler

The adoption of automatic car couplers in Europe was retarded

by the war, but is now again receiving attention. Since 1914 the

Iron & Steel Works, Schaffhausen, Switzerland, has been manu-
facturing the GF automatic coupler, which couples the cars by

impact and also makes connections between the brake pipes. It is

now in use in Switzerland on broad gage lines, light railways and

street railways and has been applied in other countries.

The GF coupler consists of two similar coupling heads, one of

which is attached to each end of the car. The head is in the

form of a funnel shaped casting with a coupling eye, in blade

•The G F Coupler Head with Brake Pipe Connection

form, protruding from the funnel and provided with a hole near

the front of the projection. At the back of the funnel is a bolt

which can be set in a raised position. On impact the latch is re-

leased by the projecting coupling eye of the opposite head, thus

making the coupling. This operation is plainly shown in the

drawing. In uncoupling, the handles, shown in the photograph on
each side of the head, are raised. In this position the cars can

be detached after which the coupling heads resume their normal
position, ready for coupling.

As the GF automatic coupler can be fitted to any kind of rail-

i,„-

Nil

A supplementary publication deals with house plans and
gives the reader an idea of the cost of various types of
houses. A number of advertisements appear in the publica-
tions—for the most part those of real estate agents and
country hotels—a fact which doubtless has materially lessened
the cost to the railway and at the same time has permitted
the publication of a book of much greater interest and value
than would have been otherwise possible.

Positions of the Mechanism Ready to Couple, Coupled and
Set to Uncouple

way vehicle, it is constructed in various ways. Working condi-

tions on all narrow page railways can be suited so that coupling
can take place on any degree of curve. The device is fitted to

two-axle cars by cross buffer rods, or scissors. The rods are
supplied with springs to meel the forces of traction and impact
and are kept in their centra' position by special centering springs.

On four-axle ears the couplet i- either attached directly to the
truck ..r attached by a pivot to the undenrame of the car and
guided from the truck to conform to the curves of the track. A
transition coupling rod is used to connect cars provided with the

GF coupler with cars still fitted with couplings of the old system.

I
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Equipment and Supplies .

D. L. & W. Electrification Bids Rejected

All bids for supplying electrical equipment for the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western's proposed electrification of some of

its mileage in the Scranton, Pa., district have been rejected.

July 29 was the last day upon which bids could be submitted.

They were opened immediately and it was found that all were
unsatisfactory. Gibbs & Hill, consulting engineers for the

Lackawanna, who received the bids, may advertise for new
offers soon. The General Electric Company and Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company were the only two com-
panies that submitted bids for furnishing the heavier equipment.

Locomotives
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western will receive bids

until 12 o'clock noon, August 10, through Gibbs & Hill, Con-
sulting Engineers, New York City, for 7 electric freight locomo-
tives. See item above regarding rejection of bids for electrifica-

tion on part of this road.

Mitsui & Co., New York, have ordered specialties for 6 De-
capod locomotives for the South Manchurian Railway, including

headlights from the Pyle-National Company; driver brake rig-

ging from the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, and super-

heaters from the Superheater Company.

Freight Cars
The Sorocabana Railway (Brazil) is inquiring through the

car builders for 50 stock cars.

The Alabama, Ten.nessee & Northern is inquiring for 100,

50-ton flat cars and 100, 50-ton gondola cars.

Illinois Central is inquiring for prices on the repair of

about 900 miscellaneous box and gondola cars.

The Mather Horse & Stock Car Company, Chicago, is in-

quiring for 500 steel underframes for car repairs.

The Virginian Railway is having repairs made to 150 hopper

cars, of 50-ton capacity, at the shops of the Virginia Bridge &
Iron Company.

The New York Central has given a contract for the repair

of 500 gondola cars, for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, to the

Youngstown Steel Car Company. This is in addition to the

repairs reported in our last issue.

The Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf is inquiring for 150, 50-ton

steel frame composite gondola cars with tight bottoms ; 250 steel

frame composite gondola cars with 12 drop doors, and 100, 40-ton

steel frame composite, tight bottom car bodies.

Passenger Cars
Tin-. Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is inquiring for 10

dining rars and 10 buffet cars.

The Florida East Coast, reported in the Railway Age of

January 7, as asking for prices on 6 passenger cars, has ordered

this equipment from the Pullman Company.

The Sao Paulo-Rio Grande (Brazil), reported in the Rail-

way Age of May 6, as inquiring for passenger train equipment,

is now inquiring through the car builders for 4 sleeping cars, 6

mail cars, 8 baggage cars, and 6 passenger coaches.

Iron and Steel

The East St. Louis, Columbia & Waterloo has ordered 121

tons of plate girder spans from the American Bridge Company.

The Lehigh & New England has given a contract to the

STioemaker-Satterwait Bridge Company, Philadelphia, Pa., for

about 275 tons of bridge steel.

Mitsui & Co., New York, have ordered 135 tons of structural

steel from the Consolidated Steel Corporation for export to

Japan; also have ordered 4 miles of 60-lb. rail and 9 miles of

70-lb. rail, a total of about 1,500 tons, from the same company
for the Osaka Electric Railway, Japan. The order for 700

tons of 80-Ib. rail for the South Manchurian Railway was
given to the Consolidated Steel Corporation and not to the

United States Steel Products Company as was reported in our

issue of July 30.

Miscellaneous

The Chicago & North Western will accept bids until 12

o'clock noon, August 10, for 50 ash pans for locomotives; 50

cast steel pilots for locomotives, and 21 cast steel tender frames.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, August 11, for its present requirements on bridge parts,

and structural steel for bridges, frogs, repair parts for switches

switch points, switch plates and braces and crossings.

Mitsui & Co., New York, have given an order to the

United States Steel Products Company for 63 sets of tram-

way switches and frogs, about 100 tons, for the Tokio Municipal

Railway, Japan, and have also ordered 4 sets of electric trucks

from the J. G. Brill Company, for the Nankai Railway, Japan.

Railway Construction

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company, which was
noted in the Railway Age of July 23 (page 184), as having
authorized the construction of an addition to its power house at

Albuquerque, N. M., to cost about $150,000, closed bids for this

work on July 30.

Chicago Great Western.—This company has awarded a con-

tract for the construction of a rectangular enginehouse at Syca-
more, 111., to the T. S. Leake Construction Company, Chicago.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—This company, which
was noted in the Raihvay Age of July 23 (page 184) as having
closed bids for the construction of a new brick freight station at

French Lick, Ind., to cost about $10,000, has awarded the con-
tract for this work to the T. S. Leake Construction Company.
Chicago.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company is accept-

ing bids for the construction of a new 8-stall roundhouse at

Amarillo, Tex., to cost about $40,000.

Chicago Union Station.—This company has let a contract to

the Underground Construction Company, Chicago, for the con-

struction of the substructure in connection with the widening of
Canal street, between Jackson and Van Buren streets.

Idaho Central.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has
issued a certificate of convenience and necessity to this company
authorizing the construction of a line from Rogerson, Idaho, to

Wells, Nevada, a distance of 90 miles.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was noted in the

Railway Ige of July 23 (page 184), as accepting bids for the

construction of a new frame passenger and freight station at

Duck Hill, Miss., has awarded a contract for this work to the
A. Lund Construction Company, Chicago. This company is ac-
cepting bids for the construction of two abutments and a con-
crete pier near Heyworth, 111., to cost approximately $10,000.

Interstate.—This company, which was noted in the Railway
Age of April 15 (page 958), as about to accept bids for the con-
struction of 18 miles of single track line with passing tracks and
an interchange yard near Whitesburg, Ky.. has awarded the
contract fnr this work to Brooks, Callawav & Company, Atlanta.
Ga.

Kansas City Southern.—This company closed bids on July
27 for the construction of seven water treating plants to be
located on its line between Kansas City, Mo., and Pittsburg,
Kan., and costing a total of approximately $50,000.
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The Barrett Company on Augusl 1 removed its offices from
17 Battery Place to 40 Rector street, New York City.

The O. M. Edwards Company, Inc., Syracuse, X. Y., has

moved it > Chicago, 111., office to 532 First National Bank
building.

A. H. Handlan, Jr., vice-president and manager of the

Handlan-Buck Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo., has

been elected president of the company, succeeding his father,

tin late A. II. Handlan; E. W. Handlan, vice-president and
treasurer, has been made vice -president; E. R. Handlan, sec-

reary, has also been elected to a vice-presidency, and R. D.

Teasdale has been appointed secretary.

The T. H. Symington Company, New York, in order to

better serve its customers has created a new Northwestern
district for the selling of its products. J. F. Schurch, vice-

president of this com-
pany, and also presi-

dent of the Railway
Supply Manufacturers'
Association, who has

en in charge of the

Symington office at Chi-

cago for several year-,

and who is well known
in railroad circles, is in

'barge of this district

with headquarters in

St. Paul, Minn. The
Chicago office is in

charge of Le Roy
Kramer who has been
elected vice-president

hi, I director of the

company. I le assumed
his new ditties on Aug-
ust 1. Mr. Kramer
spent man) years in the

operating departments
ol tin' Si Louis-San Francisco .mil the Rock Island rail

roads and for six wars was \ hi president in charge of
manufacturing for the Pullman Companj During the war
he acted as federal manager of the St. Louis-San Francisco
and tin Miss, m. i, Kansas & Texas railroads at St. Louis
under the United States Railroad Administration. II, |e f|

there in the Spi ing oi 1919 to bet ome \ it e president in charge
oduction lor the Willys-Overland plant at Toledo, and

was also for a short tune vice-president ol the Pierci

Companj ,>t Buffalo.

Trade Publications
I'm i.s. \m, \, m ; m-.

i h. Holt ei i abot 11,,:,,

has issued a 16-page booklet describing ami illustrating its tire

il "in. watchmen's i lot I. at d audible

railway Set 1 ice anil elsewhere.

Sic ' Some ot" the products manufactured by
the Holtzer-Cabol Electric Company. Boston, Mass, including fire-

alarm systems, calling systems, watchmen's clock systems, etc.,
in- briefly described in a 14-page, illustrated booklet which the
company has recently issued.

Manning, Maxweu S m ie, Inc. \ 38-page illustrated
booklet lias recently been issued bj Manning, Maxwell & Moore,
In, in which is given a brief history of the development of the
company and its business, followed by a complete list of the
official personnel of the various departments and works operated
by the corporation. The book also contains a list of the products
manufactured bv the corporation, as well as of the machine tools
and shop facilities of other manufacturers, the distribution of
which i.s bandied by Manning, Maxwell & Moore.

Roy Kr

Railway Financial News
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Akron, Canton & Youngstown.—Loan Approved.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has approved a loan to this com-
pany of $200,000 to assist it in meeting maturing indebtedness
and in the purchase oi equipment.

Alabama, Florida & Gulf.—Authorised to /««<• Bonds.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company
to issue for cash $150,000, 7 per cent sinking fund gold bonds, the
i," Is to be used in constructing an extension from a point
near Wilson, Ala., to Dotban, approximately 4 miles, and from
Greenwood, L la., southward to Marianna, approximately 9 miles,

the construction of which has been heretofore authorized. The
right of way and $40,000 in cash will be donated to aid in the
construction of these extensions, the estimated cost of which,
exclusivi lit of way, is given as $158,779. The approval
is conditional upon the sale of the bonds at not less than 90 per
cent of par.

Baltimore & Ohio.—A sis Authority to Issue Toledo-Cincin-
nati Division Bonds.—The Baltimore & Ohio has asked the Inter-
state Commerce Commission for authority to issue nominally
$2,447,000 of its Toledo-Cincinnati Divison first lien and refund-
ing mortgage 6 per cent bonds in payment of advances made to

acquire a like amount of the Toledo & Cincinnati Railroad Com-
pany s first and refunding 6 per cent bonds. The latter bonds
when acquired will be used to secure the issue of the bonds which
the applicant now requests authority to issue. The Baltimore &
Ohio has also asked authority to pledge from time to time
#-.-447,000 first lien and refunding mortgage bonds as collateral

security for short time loans ; and for authority to issue and
pledge the first and refunding mortgage 6 per cent bonds of the
Toledo & Cincinnati Railroad as collateral to the applicant's first

lien and refunding mortgage.

Cambria & Indiana.—Loan Approved.—The Interstate

merce Commission has approved a loan of $250,000 to this com-
pany from the revolving fund to assist it in meeting the maturity
of short term notes on August 1. The company had applied for

$750,000.

Central Vermont.—Asks Loan from Revolving Fund.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a loan of $75,000 for five years to retire equipment notes.

w.

—

Annual Report.—A review of this com-
pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

igo Great Western. Loan Approved.—This company
has been granted a loan from the government by the Interstate
Commerce Commission amounting to $1,929,373.

Cisco & Northeastern-.—Grunted Authority to Issue Stock.—
This company lias 1. uthorit] by the Interstate
merce Commission to issm $264,950 of capital
stock and to issm

| mortgage 10-ycar, 6 per cent
gold bond $326,500 of which is to be used at par to pay
various promi md accrued interest and the remain-
ing $555,450 of l>on, Is to be sold at not less than 80 per cent
of par or to be pledged as collateral securing for short time
notes. The pn ' be applied to the cost of constructing
and equipping the applicant's line and of additions, betterments
and extensions.

Delaware. Lackawanna & WESTERN.—Street
Stock Dividend.—The directors oi the Delaware, Lackawanna &

on July 28 declared a stock dividend of 100 per cent,

Vugust Jii to stockhold rd August 8. The
taking of this action follows the approval of the Interstate Com-
merce Cot last \pril and oi the stockholders of the com-
pany on July 21.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Suits Against Former Directors Dis-
missed.—Judgi the Federal Court. Denver, has dis-

miss,,! a suit charging collusion and fraud brought by the
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stockholders' protective committee against directors of the com-
pany and others. He has also denied the plaintiff's motion for

leave to file an amended and supplemental petition. The Pro-

tective Committee has subsequently appealed to the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals at St. Louis on the right to file an amended
and supplemental complaint, and this appeal has been granted

by the court at St. Louis.

I In Wall Street Journal says:

The suit dismisred by 'Judge Lewis was the one filed by counsel for the

protective committee last December, and which made general charges of

interlocking directorates, and which alleged conspiracy and fraud in con-

nection with that part of the Denver's financial history surrounding the

company's default of bond interest on Western Pacific bonds, which had
been guaranteed. Inasmuch as the charges in this suit were only of a

general character it was expected that the protective committee would file

another complaint naming more specific instances of alleged fraud, but

this has not been done. The committee has made no announcement as to

whether or not it intends yet to file an entirely new complaint.

The stockholders' hope of saving the property now rests with what suc-

cess it might have in the Court of Appeals, though counsel for the pro-

tective committee has maintained that in the last resort the U. S. Supreme
Court will be referred to and tbe whole matter laid before it.

In the meantime Western Pacific interests who purchased the Denver at

court sale price in consequence of a deficiency judgment following fore-

closure on the Western Pacific, are in Denver looking after the actual

transfer of title to the property to the new Denver & Rio Grande Western.

The formal transfer of the property of the Denver & Rio

Grande to the newly organized Denver & Rio Grande Western

was sanctioned July 27 by Judges Lewis and Sanborn of the

Federal Court of Appeals, and the transfer has taken place.

Erie.—New Directors.—George T. Slade and Frank L. Polk

have been elected directors, succeeding Ogden Mills and the late

Francis Lynde Stetson.

Georgia & Florida.—New Receiver.—John SKelton Williams

has been appointed sole receiver, succeeding Langborne M.

Williams, W. R. Sullivan and John F. Lewis, who have resigned

as receivers.

Great Northern.—Annual Report.—The income account for

the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the previous

vear as follows

:

1920 1919

Operating revenue (10 months) $106,801,583

Operating expenses 9
o';!!Hni

Taxes 8,617,402

Operating income $3,273,056

Federal compensation (2 months) 4,781,162 '$28,868,973

Other income 19,747,501 3,395,294

Gross income $27,801,719 $32,082,267

Interest, rentals, etc 8.497,622 9,942,682

Net income •' $19,304,097 $22,139,585

Dividends 17,462,916 17,462,889

Sinking funds, etc 25,685 76,230

investment in physical property 2,500,000

Surplus $1,815,496 $2,100,466

12 months.
'Comprises tax liability, insurance and casualty reserves, accrued depre-

ciation of road and equipment, and other unadjusted credits.

The annual report of the Great Northern will be reviewed

editorially in an early issue.

Green Bay & Western.—Proposed Abandonment of Branch

Line Held Not Justified—The proposed abandonment by the

Green Bay & Western of a branch line between Onalaska, Wis.,

and La Crosse, 6 miles, has been held by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission not to be justified and a certificate of public

convenience and necessity has been denied. The carrier desired

to abandon the branch line because of deficits in the costs of its

operation. The commission holds that the results of the opera-

tion of the branch as reflected in the accounts of the system as a

whole, are not such as to call for a granting of relief in view

of the showing made as to the public need for the service. If

the carrier, however, can work out other arrangements whereby

the public will be given the same service and at similar rates,

the proceeding may be reopened. The carrier also proposed to

abandon operation under trackage rights on the Chicago & North

Western, between Onalaska, Wis., and Marshland, 22 miles, but

the commission holds that the cessation of operations under track-

age rights is not prohibited by paragraph 18 of section 1 of the

act.

Illinois Central.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The Illinois

Central has been granted authority by the Interstate Commerce

Commission to issue and sell $8,000,000 of 15-year, 6]/2 per cent

secured gold bonds at not less than 93.75 per cent of par, and to

pledge as collateral security for the bonds $8,225,000 of Illinois

Central refunding mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds, and $3,820,000

of Illinois Central and Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans joint

first refunding mortgage 5 per cent bonds. The purpose of the

issue is to secure funds to meet maturing indebtedness. Arrange-
ments have been made by the carrier with Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
for the sale of the bonds at 93.75 per cent of par and accrued
interest.

The Illinois Central and the Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans
have also been granted authority to issue from time to time

$136,700 of Illinois Central and Chicago, St. Louis & New Or-
leans joint first refunding mortgage 5 per cent bonds for pledg-

ing and repledging as collateral security for short time notes.

The bonds are now in the applicant's treasury-

Jackson & Eastern.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This
company has filed an application with the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $95,000 of bonds, secured by
a first mortgage, now in its treasury. The proceeds of the sale

of the bonds will be used to pay current indebtedness and for

betterments and extensions.

Lake Erie, Franklin & Clarion.—Authorized to Issue Notes.

—This company has been granted authority by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to issue, from time to time, promissory

notes for an aggregate face amount outstanding at any one time

not to exceed $25,000, in renewal of a promissory note for a

like amount, the issue of which has heretofore been authorized

in this proceeding.

Lancaster & Chester.—Granted Authority to Extend
Bonds.—This company has been granted authority by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to enter into an agreement with the

holder of $135,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, gold bonds for the

extension of the maturity date thereof from July 1 last to July

1, 1922, and to increase the rate of interest from 5 to 7 per cent

per annum.

Long Island.—Annual Report.—The corporate income for the

year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the year 1919, as

follows

:

1920 1919

Compensation, January and February. 1920: year
1919 $ 647,200 $3,221,949

Compensation for guaranty period March 1, to

Aug. 31 1,833,689

Operating results. Sept. 1 to Dec. 31, 1920:
Operating revenues 9,172,265
Operating expenses 8,825,396

Net from railway operations 346.869
Railway tax accruals 396,798
Railway operating deficit .

t

52,437
Net railway operating deficit 165,833

Non operating income 760.002 719,276
Gross income 3.075,058 3,941,225
Interest on funded debt 2.311,618 2,122,786
Total deductions from gross income 3,585,280 3,258,719

Net income Def. 510,221 682,506
Appropriation to sinking and other reserve funds.. 430 430
Balance transferred to credit of profit and loss.. 510,651 682.076

The annual report of the Long Island will be reviewed edi-

torially in an early issue.

Middle Tennessee.—To Be Sold.—The Commercial and

Financial Chronicle reports the Nashville Trust Company as

saying that this road, which runs from Franklin, Tenn., to Mt.

Pleasant, a distance of about 44^ miles, and which was reported

to have discontinued business last October, will be sold Septem-

ber 10 at Franklin. Officers of the Louisville & Nashville, it is

reported, have made an inspection of the road and it is believed

intend inquiring about the property. It is said that the Illinois

Central may also be a bidder.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Authorized to Pledge Bonds.—
This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to pledge and repledge from time to time $714,000

of refunding and extension mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds as

collateral security for short term notes. The issue of the bonds

was recently authorized by the commission.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.

—This company has been granted authority by the Interstate

Commerce • Commission to issue $533,700 of its first mortgage

bonds as collateral security for a note of $500,000, payable to the

Columbia Trust Company of New York 24 months after date.
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Springfield Terminal.—Authorised to Issue Capital Stock.—
This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce

Commission to issue $62,500 of capital stock at par for cash, the

proceeds thereof to pay indebtedness on capital account. The

company wished to issue $100,000 of stock, but the commission

limited the amount to the sum that would be used for capital

purposes.

3 City Terminal.—Authorised to Issue Securities.—This

company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to issue $500,000 of common stock and $1,984,300 of 20-

year sinking fund, 6 per cent first mortgage bonds to be used in

payment for the property formerly owned by the Texas City

Transportation Company, which is to be operated by the new

company.

Final Settlements with Railroad Administration

The United States Railroad Administration reports the fol-

low in- final settlements, and has paid out to the several roads

the following amounts

:

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western $5,000,000

Elgin, rolie) 8 Eastern. .. 3,700,000

Gulf Coast Lines 800,000
New York Dock Kailway 64,861

Fairchild & Northeastern 10,000

The payment of these claims on final settlement is largely made
up of balance of compensation due, but includes all other dis-

puted items as between the railroad companies and the Railroad

Administration during the twenty-six months of Federal control.

Treasury Payments

The Treasury has announced the payment of a loan of $250,000

to the Cambria & Indiana and partial payments of guaranty, as

follows:

Uabama, Tennessee & Northern $22,500
Boyne Cits. Gaylr.rd & Alpena 12,500

Chicago & Eric.' 336,500
Chicago Tunnel 14,500
Galveston Wharf 39,000

I [ouston & Brazos Vallev receiver 15,500
Huntington & Broad Top Mountain 122,000
Pittsburgh, Shawmut .V Northern receiver 200,000
St. Joseph .v Grand Island 40,000

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued partial pay-

ment certificates on account of the six months' guaranty, as

follows

:

Alabama, Tennessee & Northern $22,500
".• City, Gaylord & Alpena 12,500

Chicago Tunnel Company 14,500
Chicago & Erie 336,500
Coloiado Si Southern 340,000
Dcnison & Pacific Suburl.au 1,800,000
Galveston Wharf Company 39,000
Houston & Branca Vallev 5.500
Huntington S Broad Top Mountain 122,285
Rio Grandi Southern 15,000
St. Joseph S Grand Island 40,000
ronopah .\ Goldfield 80,000

Dividends Declared

Rochester ;* Pittsburgh preferred, $3, and common, $1, payable
15 to holders of record. August

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western— 100 per cent, stock dividend, payable
August 2IJ to stockholders of record August 8.

Illinois Central— \Y\ per cent quarterly, payable Septembet i
I

holders of record August 5

mmmlNimii i minimi: luniiiiiniiHiiiiiiiiimnrmiinniillllilllliliuii

Railway Officers

The Railroads of Texas report a total revenue for the first

four months of the present calendar year of $72,938,538, an in-

crease of $5,780,190; operating expenses, $66,694,459, an increase

of $62,390. Net revenue from operation was $6,244,229, an in-

crease of $5,717,800.

Frvit Growers of Oceana County, Michigan, -ttH) of them,
have sent to President Harding a request that Henry Ford be

appointed director-general of the railroads of the country. The
farmers say that high freight rates are destroying their profits,

and they think that Mr. Ford could do for the whole country
what he has done on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton—make a

general reduction in freight rates.

illllllllimilliiiliimmiMiiMmimm i nullum imimn miiiiHimmiiimiiiiimiiiiuiius

Executive

John Pullen, president of the Canadian Express Company,
has been elected president of the Canadian National Express

Company, the two companies having been merged under the

name of the latter, effective September 1. W. C. Muir, here-

tofore general manager of the Canadian National Express

Company, will become vice-president and general manager
of the reorganized company.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

R. W. Wynn has been appointed car accountant of the

Georgia & Florida with headquarters at Augusta, Ga., ef-

fective July 8, succeeding G. B. Matthews, Jr.. superinti

of car service, resigned to accept service with another com-
pany. The position of superintendent of car service has been

abolished.

Operating

M. McKernan has been appointed superintendent of safety

of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

effective August 1, succeeding R. H. Dwyer, who has been

assigned to other duties.

E. M. Grobel, assistant trainmaster of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Miles City, Mont.,

has been promoted to trainmaster, with headquarters at

Mobridge, S. D., effective August 1, succeeding D. D. Spade,

who has been assigned to other duties. The position of

assistant trainmaster at Miles City has been abolished.

W. <L. King, superintendent of the Southern with head-

quarters at Bristol, Va., has been transferred in a similar

capacity to Columbia, S. C, succeeding W. D. Post, who has

been transferred as superintendent to Knoxville, Tenn. Mr.

Post succeeds A. P. Johnson, who has been appointed train-

master with headquarters at Tocca, Ga., succeeding J. F.

Gaffney, transferred as trainmaster to Knoxville, Tenn. C. E.

Burchfield, trainmaster at Knoxville. has been promoted to

superintendent with headquarters at Bristol, Va.

W. F. Eckert, superintendent of the Wilmington and

Columbia division of the Philadelphia & Reading, has been

transferred in a similar capacity to the New York division

with headquarters at Philadelphia. A. T. Dice, Jr., assistant

superintendent of the Reading and Harrisburg di\

succeeds Mr. Eckert. P. S. Lewis, assistant superintendent

of the Atlantic City (a subsidiary of the Philadelphia &
Reading), has been appointed superintendent of the same
road with headquarters at Camden, X. J., and 'lie position

of assistant superintendent has been abolished. A. T. Owen,
superintendent of stations and transfers of the Philadelphia

& Reading, has been appointed assistant superintendent of

transportation in addition to his present duties C. A. Beach,

superintendent of the New York division, ha- l>een appointed

assistant to the superintendent of stations and transfers.

J, E. Turk, superintendent of the Atlantic City and the Dela-

ware River Ferry (both subsidiaries of the Philadelphia &
Reading), has been appointed general superintendent of the

Inlaw are River Ferry and the position of superintendent of

the Delaware River Ferry has been abolished. W. D. Kinzie,

assistant superintendent of the Shamokin division of the

Philadelphia & Reading, has assumed the duties of train-

master in addition to his present duties. D. S. Haldeman
has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Reading
and Harrisburg divisions with headquarters at Reading, Pa.

These changes were effective August 1.

Traffic

T. J. Shea has been appointed general agent, freight de-

partment, of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at

Chicago, effective July 16.
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Doggett

J. F. Zurn, agent, consolidated ticket office, Fort Worth,
Tex., has been appointed district passenger agent of the

Texas & Pacific, with the same headquarters.

S. W. Gafner, ticket agent of the Lehigh Valley, with
headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., has been promoted to division

passenger agent, with the same headquarters.

Andrew L. Doggett, whose appointnient as assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters

at Pittsburgh, Pa., was announced in the Railway Age of

July 9 (page 94), was
born at Paris, Tex.,

June 17, 1883. He was
educated in the public

schools of Cincinnati.

O., and entered railway

service August 27, 1898,

as a messenger in the

general freight office of

the Baltimore & Ohio at

Cincinnati. Subsequent-
ly he served as claim

record clerk, bill clerk,

rate clerk and claim

clerk in the various

freight traffic offices of

the company at Cincin-

nati. In 1907, he was
appointed traveling
freight agent at Cin-

cinnati and served in

that capacity until 1917

when he was appointed

commercial freight agent at Akron, O. Tn 1919 he was
promoted to division freight agent at Youngstown, O., which

position he was holding at the time of his recent appointment.

A. Kittler, assistant agent, consolidated ticket offices,

Newark, N. J., has been appointed division passenger agent

of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Ithaca, N. Y.

W. R. MacFarland, whose appointment as general passen-

ger agent of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at

Chicago, was announced in the Railway Age of July 23 (page

185), was born at Colum-

bus, Ohio, in 1876. He
entered railroad service

on September 1, 1897,

on the Hocking Valley,

remaining in the service

of that company until

September 1, 1901, when
he became a rate clerR

on the Pennsylvania and
served in that position

until January 1, 1912.

He was then promoted

to chief rate clerk in the

passenger department of

the road at Pittsburgh,

Pa. Mr. MacFarland
served continuously in

this position until March
1, 1920, when he was
promoted to assistant

general passenger agent

of the Northwestern
region of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Chicago. Ilis

recent appointment, effective July 16, brought him to the Chicago

Great Western, succeeding A. C. Irons, resigned.

W. M. Brooks has been appointed commercial agent of the

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, succeeding J. J. McCarty, resigned, effective July 20.

T. P. Fenelon, assistant agent, consolidated ticket office.

Fort Worth, Tex., has been appointed division passenger

agent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fc, with the same
headquarters.

E. G. Hukill has been appointed traffic manager of the
Cleveland, Southwestern & Columbus, with headquarters at

Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding C. C. Collins, who has resigned.

S. M. Spears, city freight agent of the Illinois Central, with
headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., has been promoted to

commercial agent, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., suc-

ceeding C. Klinger, deceased.

L. R. Capron, whose promotion to assistant freight traffic

manager of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St.

Paul, Minn., was announced in the Railway Age of July 16

(page 144), entered railway service in April, 1902, as an office

boy in the freight traffic department of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy at St. Paul, Minn. A year later he was
employed in a similar capacity by the Northern Pacific and
served in various clerical positions in the general freight

department of that road until 1914, when he was appointed
chief clerk to the vice-president in charge of traffic. He
was promoted to assistant general freight agent, with head-
quarters at St. Paul, on April 1, 1915, and was given jurisdic-

tion over rate litigation before the Interstate Commerce
Commission and various state railroad commissions. Mr.
Capron was transferred to Seattle, Wash., on March 1, 1920,

and was serving in that position at the time of his recent

promotion.

Mechanical

G. L. Ernstrom has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines of the Yellowstone division of the Northern Pacific,

effective July 7.

Special

R. P. Rockefeller has been appointed special assistant in

the office of the assistant to the president of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago.

L. J. Benson, district special agent of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
promoted to chief special agent, lines west, with headquarters

at Seattle, Wash., succeeding J. Wernick, who has resigned.

W. E. Grant, district special agent, with headquarters at Mil-

waukee, Wis., succeeds Mr. Benson. J. E. Nolan succeeds
Mr. Grant. The promotions and appointments were effective

July 15.

Obituary

Le Grand Young, formerly counsel of the Utah Central,

the Utah Southern and the Union Pacific, died at his home
near Salt Lake City, Utah, on July 25.

W. C. McLaughlin, formerly assistant general freight agent

of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Cleveland,

Ohio, and later a member of the auxiliary committee of the

Central Freight Association, died at Chicago on July 24.

Station at Le Mans, France
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A Ryerson Standardized Spring Shop
Where springs are repaired at the lowest possible cost.

Increase Spring Life

A railroad shop repairing over 700 tons of locomotive

springs per month replaced hand spring repair methods

with Ryerson Standardized Spring Shop Equipment and

increased the life of the springs by 300%.

At the same time the number of men employed was re-

duced one-half.

By uniform shaping and treatment throughout, Ryerson

machinery has the advantage over hand work in produc-

ing a more uniform, reliable and durable product.

We are prepared to furnish Spring and Flue

Shop layouts to meet individual requirements, to-

gether rvith complete description of each machine.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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Railroad managements arc confronted with many and varied

problems which will increase in their complexity as traffic

gradually approaches normal. In

Increasing Track many localities congestion will tend to

Capacity at occur and one of the important subjects

Moderate Costs t0 consider at present is how best to pre-

pare to prevent it. Those operating

and engineering officers who are not familiar with what sig-

naling has accomplished may naturally consider double track

as the logical reined}-. Before plans are definitely determined

upon it is well to consider the results which may be obtained

U the installation of signals in connection with the possible

rela ation of passing sidings, water and coaling stations, etc.

The Signal section of the American Railway Association in

its latest report, submitted charts and data concerning the

location of automatic block signals with reference to time

spacing. The proper application of this information will

demonstrate to operating and other officers the extent to which

a signal system will aid in getting trains over the road in

shorter time.

There seems to be little hope of immediate action by Con-
gress on the President's recommendation that the railroads'

obligations to the government be
Progress funded. The Senate has been planning

of Funding a recess of a month or six weeks and

Legislation ,lu ' uar ''as been expressed that if the

railroad funding bill is brought up at

this time the consideration of the measure will preclude the

possibility of any vacation for the senators. The matter is

largi I) in the hands of the President. If he insists on imme-
diate action undoubtedly his wishes will be respected. Even
in that event, however, discussion and ((inferences would
require some time. If trie President does not urge immediate
consideration of the measure final action on it cannot be
expected for a month or two. Favorable action by Congress
on the bill is a matter of considerable importance to the rail-

roads and to business generally. Any steps that may be
taken, therefore, to expedite its passage without working
undue hardship on Congress will naturally meet with general
favor on the part of those who have the interests of our
transportation sj stem al heart.

The railroads are so fully occupied at the present time with

solving the problems of rail transportation that any sugges-

. tion that they enter the motor truck
Rail and Motor transportation field on a large s< ill

Transport could not be expected to meet with a

in England cordial reception. In this connection.

however, it i- interesting to note that
the railways of England are asking that they be permitted
to enter that field. The situation in Great Britain, of course,
is considerably different from that in this country. Ilk
average length of haul of freight in that Country is under the
limit within which it is claimed in some quarters that motor
trucks (.in operate economically. Unquestionably there is a
certain amount of lad. traffic moving over shorl distanci
railways everywhere which is carried at a loss and it would

lie well for the motor tnn k~ to get thi- business. At the same
time if motor transportation companies work independently

of the railroads there will be some wasteful competition be-

tween the two agencies. Some traffic will be hauled by road

which could better be moved by rail and vice versa. The
same holds true as regards passenger traffic. If the English

railways are interested in moving freight and passengers by

motor truck they should be granted that privilege. Only by
co-ordinating the two systems of transportation under one
management i an the selection of the most economical method
of transport for given shipments be assured. Economies
effected in this manner redound to the benefit not only of the

transportation companies and shippers bul t" sociel

whole.

The part which poor food and poor duping quarters play in

making railroad employees dissatisfied with their jo! -

nut be overestimated. This factor is

Good Food especially important in the case of train

and Comfortable and engine employees who spend the

Quarters greater part of their time away from

home. Often, especially at outlying

terminals, the only hotels and restaurants available are of

the lowest order. It is of course neither feasible nor desirable

that expensive hostclric- be provided at SUCh pour
plain, wholesome, well c(x>ked food and good, clean beds are

necessary and every effort on the part of railway officers to

secure these accommodations for their men at reasonable

prices will pay many times over in improved morale. Many-
hotels and restaurants adjacent to railroad yards are under
obligation to the railroads for certain concessions. In such
iases criticism of the service or the prices by a trainmaster
or superintendent would have added weight. If the hotel is

in no way connected with the railroad the suggestion that

the company was considering the erection of an establish-

ment of its own might be effective. This is a matter which
can probably best be handled by division officers. A train-

master or a division superintendent is in a position to know
the kind of treatment his nun are getting and. if it is not
the best, a few well chosen words from him to the hotel men
from time to time should at least serve to improve conditions

somewhat. If food and lodging away from 1 re more
attractive, layovers of a few more hours would be less odious
and demands for punitive payments less insi

Occasionally operating officers indicate that they

automatic signal- as a liability rather than an asset in the

nomics of train operation. Such an
A Proper attitude cannot help but be reflect.

Respect for the men who operate trains under the

Signals automatic block signal system. The
employees may be more inclined to

take a chance in order to make their running time than they

would be if tin officers had impressed them with the true

function of signals in expediting train movement while at

the same time promoting safety. It is an economic ne
for signal indications to be acted on properly, for otherwise

the investment in them is ineffective and serious results mav

275
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occur, the alibi then being that "the signals failed to work

properly." Recently two opposing trains, a passenger and

a freight, very nearly collided in single track automatic

signal territory. At the investigation the blame was laid on

ignal controlling the entrance to the single track section,

the trainmen saying they received a false proceed indication.

The signal department could find no evidence of signal

trouble. Shortly afterward two freight trains very nearly

met in a similar collision and again the signal was blamed,

although it was found to be working properly. Naturally,

the confidence of the operating officers was lowered; until

a quiet investigation disclosed the fact that, to make time,

some of the train crews were in the habit of disregarding

the stop indication of the particular signal in question. This

instance, which is typical of others, shows the importance of

proper signal observance and discipline. Operating officers

can do much to instill proper respect for signals by their

own attitude. In tact, this is the first essential to strict

observance bv their men.

One of the many factors which have contributed toward past

congestions of traffic has been attempts to move supplies and

materials for road building when sea-

Highway sonal traffic has been moving in large

Construction and volume. The railways can well afford

T ration
to lend their aid to Secretary Hoover in

ra " his endeavor to secure increased

economy and efficiency in highway construction. In a letter

addressed to the governors of the various states he has urged

the letting of contracts for road building in the fall instead

of in the winter and spring, supporting his position with a

report made for him by a committee representing the larger

engineering societies, outlining the advantages which would

accrue. The railroads are concerned chiefly with the effect

which such a procedure will have upon transportation. The

first advantage apparent to the railroads will be that the

movement of contractors' supplies and materials will be ad-

vanced some two months or more, thus bringing the peak of

the demand for movement of this traffic earlier in the year.

The second advantage would result from the longer working

season, which would distribute the demand for freight cars

over a longer period and permit a more uniform utilization of

railway equipment. In the middle west where letting of con-

tracts in the fall has been practised successfully, an increase

of approximately 46 per cent in time for grading and 37 per

cent in time for concreting was obtained. Experience in re-

cent years, especially in 1919 when the major portion of the

country's hard surface highway projects was carried over, has

been such as to bring about increased favor for this plan.

The amount of money allotted for highway construction in

1922 is large. The amount of transportation required will

be, as a consequence, large in proportion and, if there is any

revival of general business by next spring, shippers of road

building materials will benefit by shipping them early.

While labor troubles constitute the most difficult problem

confronting railroad managers today, there is another ever-

present problem in the establishment of

Standards satisfactory standards of shop practice.

of It is essential that these standards be

Shop Practice sa ^e anc^ productive of economy, there-

fore the}' should be established only

after thorough investigation. Each railroad should define its

own standards, to be followed on the entire system and con-

tinued only as long as economical ; not after they are obsolete

and have been displaced by up-to-date practices. Good
- ; ndards will support themselves and, as was recently said,

"The surest way to kill a poor standard is to insist on it to

the letter.'' It is not maintained that standards should be so

rigidly adhered to that all initiative of local officers is de-

-t roved. On the contrary, there should be a continual search

for improved methods. The important point to guard against

is the adoption of so-called improved methods before a thor-

ough investigation has demonstrated that they are time and
labor-savers. When the parts of cars and locomotives fail,

shop superintendents, master car builders and master me-
chanics often arbitrarily change designs in accordance with

their personal ideas and without finding out what the real

or fundamental cause of the trouble is. The duties of these

officers are in reality limited to responsibility for maintenance

and production, and the best results are secured when all

changes are made by the designing engineer who keeps in

close touch with the maintenance men and thus learns how
various locomotive and car parts are standing up in service.

In addition to the possibility of standardizing both general

shop practice and many small locomotive parts, considerable

economy can be effected by standardizing small tools. In this

case the problem is to determine the forms of tools demon-
strated by experience to be most satisfactory, and take steps

to insure that these tools are manufactured in quantities and
distributed to all points on the system. To be of the greatest

benefit, it is essential that shop standards be arranged in

substantial, systematic form, so that they can be furnished

to all interested and be enlarged and revised when necessarv.

It is all too frequently the experience in planning or making
property alterations or additions and in meeting situation-

imposed by operating conditions where
Revise

tne use f a raap js at least desirable, to

the find before or during the performance

Maps °f the work, that the maps, prints,

diagrams or sketches covering the point

in question are incorrect or lacking in the necessary detail.

This is particularly the case where underground or otherwise

not easily accessible, but nevertheless important, layouts such

as waterlines, sewer pipes, plumbing or wiring, are the sub-

jects of consideration. A bad leak occurs, which for the

lack of a complete map, defies efforts to locate it; a break, a

clog, a fire or some other unusual condition arises which in-

volves the finding of a forgotten valve, the location of old

pipes for the purpose of either utilizing them or of avoiding

them, or the complete study of existing layouts with a view

to making important changes. When the maps available are

complete and correct the performance of the work involved is

greatly facilitated, but when incomplete and incorrect, as

they too frequently are at the very point where they are needed

most, namely, at terminals, they often not only do not serve

the purpose for which they were prepared, but also give rise

to expenses which may be justifiably attributed solely to their

deficiency. Manifestly they should be complete and should

be correct and up to date, and all parties who make use of

maps usually will find it to their own ultimate advantage to

see that they do conform to these standards. Where maps are

in error or incomplete usually it is not difficult to account for

the cause. Although an accurate representation of the work
at one time, alterations or additions to existing layouts have
been made at frequent intervals by operating or other forces

about which the engineering department has not been in-

formed or the recording of which it had neglected altogether

or postponed 'until the proper location of the work could onlv

be estimated; or again local conditions governing at the tim?
may have necessitated changes in the original plans which
the individual in charge, uninstructed, neglected to record.

But whatever the origin of the deficiency, the fact remains
thai the map should be correct and to that end, whether it

requires a closer supervision by the engineering' departments
of all work of a kind done by operating forces, or the fre-

quent inquiry and inspection of his territory by the local
engineer, the maps should be kept revised.
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In recent months a great deal of emphasis has been laid

upon the wisdom of directing close attention to the study of

all manner of processes and practices

The and of methods and machinery with

Esprit respect to their ability to promote

de Corps economy, better service and a more

rapid rehabilitation of the railway

properties. At a time when the prosperity of the railroads

rests more upon their efficiency of operation than ever before,

when their expenses are greater and their income far less than

a prosperous condition could justify, who would say that

such emphasis was not well placed? If there are practices

in use which no longer have anything to recommend them

but the years through which they have been perpetuated,

now indeed is the time to find them out; likewise, the

opportunity for improvement in the mac hinery or the poten-

tial benefit in its replacement. But by all means, in doing

this let us not be unmindful of the man. In war times much
was heard of the "Esprit de Corps," when it was applied

to the army. Now we might well apply it to the railroads.

At that time the attitude manifested by the men was a funda-

mental, all-important consideration, the nature of

was a close index of the probable success of the undertaking.

The railroad situation is one different in degree only—not

kind. To attain even fair results there must be alive the

willingness to work as well as the ability to do so, and along

with it fidelity of purpose, enterprise, pride and loyalty.

Without forces of this kind active in some degree, little can

be accomplished with all the attention given to machinery

and methods. There may be some industries where the man
need be considered scarcely more than a mechanism, but

this cannot be said of the railroads. There is too much
diversity of occupation and of conditions and too wide a

distribution of the immense and heterogeneous constituency

Mere a proper "Esprit de Corps" is essential, and those

officers do wisely who recognize it and exert themselves con

Stantly to maintain it.

During recent months the labor situation has completely

changed. I''mm a period featured by an acute shortage the

country has passed into one marked by
A Problem a iaDor surplus. This situation has

of arisei! because ol the general let down

Organization m industrial activities and presents to

employers of labor a problem hardly

less importanl than thai facing them during the shortage.

Then the problem was to find the men for the jobs. \ou it

is to carr) on the reduction oi forces in such a manner as to

avoid completely disrupting the organizations. Anyone ex-

perienced in labor supervision on the railroads knows well

the difficulties tliat must be overcome in building efficient

working forces from the ground up. In the present situation

the more fortunate roads will, in all probability, find it

feasible in the force reduction to -top short of tile danger
point and retain in service the more experienced men of all

departments. On the other hand the less fortunate roads
may find it oecessarj to reduce too,-, in certain departments,
to the point where the organization i- seriously injured. Such
road-, on tin' revival of business, will find themselves faced
with a difficult task; thai of recruiting and bringing to
point of efficiency a new organization. At least one industrial
concern which has found it necessary to dispense with
services of experienced .on! valuable men is taking steps
which promise to lighten the task of getting back to ii

on the resumption of business. Its plan is to first impi-,

the employees the fact that the lav- off is temporary. Reprt
sentatives of the company keep in touch with the men per
sonally and by letter during the period of idleness. Blank-
are forwarded to the men on which any change in address
may be reported. In certain instances temporary work has

been found for the men with other concerns. All of this is

done in such a way as to convince a man that he is in fact

an essential unit of his company. There is no apparent reason

why some similar plan cannot be adopted by roads which

temporarily have had to lay off men. Such a course will, in

the- long run, prove advantageous both to the managements

and the employees.

Railway Traffic Standing Still

It
is difficult, if not impossible, to draw from the recent

trend of railwa) rational conclusion regarding

future bu-iiM - In total number of car- loaded with freight

in the four weeks ending on Jul_\- 23 was 2,981, 106. This

was slightly less than in the four preceding weeks, but the

small decline can he entirely accounted for by the fact that

the week ended July 9 included the 4th of July holiday.

I hi i ii loadings mentioned compare with or the

same weeks in 1920, and 3,365,049 for the same weeks in

1919. The decline in shipments as compared with those of

1920 and 1919 was u il and negative past indications

of a possible revival of traffic such as occurred in the latter

half of 1919.

The statistics of car loading.- make it easy to locate the

cause of the .-mall freight movement. The total volume of

agricultural product- being -hipped i- wr\ large. The move-

ment of grain is much heavier than in eithi >X 1919.

Shipments of merchandise, which include mainly the higher

grades of manufactured products, also are larger.

On the other hand, shipments of the bulkier raw materials

used in manufacture, especially forest products and ore. and
also the movement of coal, an almost extraordinarily small.

The coal situation is unprecedented. Never since reliable

Statistics regarding the production and transportation of coal

have been kept have shipments of bituminous coal been rela-

tively so small as thus far this year. The- years 1914 and
1915, like 1921, were years of business depression. Since

then, however, the population and producing and consuming
capacity of the country have largely increased, Nevertheless,

in the first seven months of 1921 shipments of bituminous
coal were 12,000,000 tons less than in I'M 4, and 2,000,000
tons less than in 1915. Compared with other years thev

range from 29,000,000 tons less than in 1919 to lio.000,000
tons less than in 1918. It is a remarkable fact that while
there has been such a great reduction in shipments of bitu-

minous coal, the amount of anthracite -hipped thus far this

year has been slightly larger than la-t year. Coal ordinarily

constitutes about 35 per cent ol" the tonnage of the railways.

There can be no substantial increase in their total traffic

while shipments of coal > ontinui so -mall.

Practically all reco tuthorities o ondi-
tions agree that underlying condition- are improving. Bank
reserves are increasing, interest rates are lower and pi

l are becoming more -tabic l 'i, ill,,,:, re -elling

their grain and getting money with which to pa) theil

and increase their purchases. While- the movement of rail-

way traffic has remained practically unchanged for three
months, railway net earning-, as a result of recenl red

' n expi If. in addition to

increased net earnings, the railways receive the payments
from the government contemplated by tin

Harding's administration they will be able substantially to

increase their purchases. In fact, thev air

to do -o. Increased purchases by the farmer- and the
railroads will substantially improvi

elitions.

The prolonged stagnation of railway traffic is disappoint-
ing, but it i- impossible to believe in view of the general
situation that there will not be in future months a slow but
steady increase of traffic and earnings,
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The Rail Problem
1i is vu [en jteaks since the rail problem was broughi

fori ibh to the attention of railway officers by the epidemic

of failu which occurred during the winter of 1911-12

They have been i ontinuously studying this problem ever since.

While many independent investigations have been made, they

have ci ritered ti a large extent in the work of the kail Com-
mittee of the American Railway Engineering Association.

This committee has presented numerous reports of special in-

vestigations to determine the influence of various conditions

on the quality of the steel. These studies have undoubtedly

contributed to the improvement in the character of the rails

now being rolled, as far as wear is concerned. However, it

is also true that similar improvement has not been evinced in

the quality of the rails, as measured by freedom from failures

In fact, rail failures are becoming more numerous on many
roads, and this is causing much concern to railway mainte-

nance officers.

In an effort to secure better material, the Rail Committee

prepared a specification which was adopted by the American
Railway Engineering Association in 1920, and which im-

posed a number of new restrictions on the manufacturers,

which were designed to eliminate defects causing failures. As
pointed out by G. J. Ray, chairman of this committee, at the

annual convention last March, the manufacturers are unitedly

opposed to this specification, either refusing directly to accept

orders for rails to be rolled under it or placing such a high

premium on them as to accomplish the same purpose, basing

their position largely on the contention that the roads have
not proved the necessity for these restrictions or the fact that

conformity with them will eliminate the present defects.

The result is that there is now a deadlock between the rail-

ways and the manufacturers, while the rails continue to fail

and to endanger traffic. Such a condition should not be per-

mitted to continue. The relatively large number of rail

failures is a reflection on the ability of the manufacturers to

produce sound rails and only to a lesser extent on the railway-

engineers who accept them. The situation demands action,

particularly to determine the causes for the various defects

contributing to these failures with such conclusiveness that

the proper remedies can and will be delayed. Undoubtedly
the main things needed are less controversy and more co-

operation between the railways and the manufacturers, and
closer concentration on the causes and remedies of the more-

serious kinds of failures.

More Railway Security

Owners Than Employees
'T'HE number of stockholders the railways have is ascer-
•* tainable with approximate accuracy, since the names of

practically all stockholders are shown on the companies'
books. Taking the railways as a whole it has long been
believed that the number of owners of their bonds is larger
than the number of their stockholders, but it is more difficult

to asi ertain the exact number of them.
The Northern Pacific, using the best sources of informa-

tion available, recently had a count made of its bondholders
and found that there were approximately 37,000. On March
IS, the date on which its stock books closed preceding the
annual meeting of stockholders, it had 36,000 stockholders.
This makes the total number of owners of its securities 73,000.
The publii is prone to show more solicitude for the em-

ployees of railways than for the owners of their securities,
mainly because it assumes that there are many more em-
ployee.- than owners of securities. The average number of
employees of the Northern Pacific in the year 1°20 was
35,244, while it now has about 30,000. In other words, the

Northern Pacific has more than two security owners for

even - employee.

The following table shows the number of employees and
ih. wages paid, the number of bondholders and the interest

paid, the number of stockholders and the dividends paid,

by the Northern Pacific in 1920:

Numbei f employees (5,244 Total wages ... $66
Numbei i t.„ ; h, M, i cil lends 17.360.0IX)

ei of bondholders J7.O00 I I I int. esl 12,134.438

It will be seen that while the railroad had twice as many
bondholders and stockholders as employees, the wages paid

by it were more than twice as large as the total interest and
dividends paid.

The ownership of the Northern Pacific's stock and bonds
may be more widely diffused than that of the average rail-

way, but it is probably true of the railways as a whole that

the number of people who own their securities is not far

from twice as large as the number employed by them. The
Northern Pacific is not a typical road in one important
respect. It is a relatively prosperous railway and the amount
of interest and dividends paid by it is larger in proportion

to the wages paid than is the case with most railways.

The wages paid by the railways as a whole increased 285
times as much between 1912 and 1920 as the total interest

and dividends paid by them to their bondholders and stock-

holders in spite of the fact that the bondholders and stock-
holders probably outnumber the employees by two to one.

And yet labor leaders constantly cry out that the employees
are oppressed for the benefit of a few Wall Street magnate-,
who, they say, "own" the railroads!

The Railways' Interest in

Highway Construction

The highway construction program is today assuming
vast proportions. Starting more or less locally in the

vicinity of the larger cities a few years ago, it has today

become national in extent and its contemplated expenditures

aggregate vast sums of money. It is estimated that approxi-

mately $390,000,000 was spent for this purpose in 1919.

while the amount available for highway construction work in

1921 has been placed at $1,394,000,000.

Although this program may at first glance appear to be out-

side the scope of railway activities, it is in reality of concern

to the roads from a number of angles. From the traffic stand-

point it has been estimated that the railways must transport

100 carloads of equipment and materials for every mile of

highway constructed. However, another and even more im-

portant angle to the railways is the fact that they are among
the heaviest tax-payers and are therefore interested in the

proper expenditure of the funds to which they contribute, to

secure roads of the proper character of construction. They
are interested for the same reason in the proper use and
maintenance of these roads after they are built. As trans-

portation agencies they are also concerned with the expendi-
ture of these funds for the development of co-ordinating
arteries radiating from their lines rather than paralleling

them.

Up to the present time the highway program in general
has been unco-ordinated, both as to the location of the roads
and as to their character of construction. Each local unit.

-tate nr county, has proceeded to improve those roads which
best serve its local needs without reference to a comprehensive
program. It has likewise selected the type of construction
according to its best information (or lack of information).
rhere has been no central agency which has led in the de-
velopment of standards of construction to determine those
most economical. In fact, most of the constructive work
which has Been done in the development of highway standards
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has been done by those who are promoting the use of their

materials in this work.

In spite of the large expenditures which have already

been made and the far larger ones now being made or in im-

mediate prospect, the feeling prevails in many quarters that

we still have much to learn regarding the types of construc-

tion most suitable for various local conditions and classes of

traffic, ;md the rapid deterioration of many of these roads of

even recent construction supports this contention. The rail-

ways who guard their own expenditures most carefully by

trained staffs of spei ialists have a right to expect that the

public authorities to whom they will turn over large sums

of money in taxes of one kind or another within the next few

months, will exercise similar care. This will involve far

more engineering study and design than has been given most

highway construction to date.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

IF
a MEDAL were to lie awarded to the railroad that has

secured the most publicity during the past several months,

there would probably be a unanimous decision in favor of

presenting it to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Through

the application to the Interstate Commerce Commission

a .i property; one would be merely adding to a wealth of

material that has already been published.

I h qui stion that would be more worthy of discussion

might better be the manner in which this high-grade and

prosperous carrier has tared under federal control and the

pri gress it is making in rm ting the many problems resulting

from the aftermath of government operation. Analysis

shows that in important respects the experience of the Bur-

lington has not been exceptional. Its operation.- have shoton

an increase in gross earning- similar to that of most roads,

the usual still greater in. rease in expenses and the like re-

sulting decrease in net which are typical. The Burlington's

standard return for the period of federal operation was

iO/i In I'M S it earned for the governmenj a

net railway operating income of $25,016,100; in 1919,

$25,156,532. In 1920, including two months of federal

control, six months of operation under the guaranty provi-

sions of the Transportation Act and four months of private

operation, the company's net railway operating income, as

reported in the December monthly statement to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, was but 58,012,045.

The year 1920 was the busiest in the Burlington"s history

with the exception of 1918. In 1920 the road carried

47,233,256 tons of freight as compared with 47,264,416

tons in 1918. The revenue ton-miles in 1920 were

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

covering the steps proposed by the Hill lines to refund the

Burlington joint 4's and as a result of the sale of the new
issues, the property and its operations were |>ut in the lime-

light for an extended period. Searching analyses on the

part of financial house- and Others were made public, and

the final result was that the Burlington came through the

tests with a record of loo per cent. Someone has suggested

that the factors to determine whether a railroad property
will be successful are chiefly three— its strategic position; its

physical characteristics and it- management. The Burling-
ton was given a grade of A on all three points and presum-
ably now stands before the public as an example of what an
American railroad ought to be. In view of all that has
taken place, it is hardly necessary to discuss the Burlington

1 bl 10,364,374 a- against 14,162,605,344 in 1918. In 1920

the total freight revenues were $131,646,733; in 1918, in

which year traffic was carried at lower rates, the freight

revenue- were $104,492,837. Total revenue- in 1920 were

$186,872,918; in 1918, $144,172,769. The increase in

revenue- as between the two years was thus about

$42,700,000. The increase in operating expenses as be-

tween the two year- was $4 lo carry this coru-

parison further, attention should also be given to 1916, in

which year the Burlington did less business than in either

1918 or 1920, but in which it earned the laru'e-t let. The
r in total revenue- in L920 was

$77,700,000; the incn ise in operating expei - -

j
".OOO.

These fact- are brought out in tl they
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are of special importance as far as the Burlington is con-

cerned. The Burlington is noted for its conservativi rinanc-

.
r that has been followed over an extended

I of years of putting earnings back into the property

nging ii to higher standards and of

enabling ii b pore efficiently and economically. The

management of the Burlington seemed to have an almost un-

canm wa) of utilizing its funds to the best ai

i;. ( \.s i result it was enabled to derive full advan-

rom the growing traffic of its increasingly prosperous

and expanding territory and, in short, to benefit in an

unusual degree from the working out of what the economists

call the law of increasing return. It is not advisable to

put too much stress on operating ratios. However, it is a

fact, nevertheless, that over a period of years the operating

ratio of the Burlington showed a steady decrease; in the

year ending June 30, 1913, it was 66.59 per cent; in 1916,

but 59.74. Since that time, however, the tendency has been

the other way; in 1917, it was 64.27 per cent; in 1918,

77.73; in 1919, 78.42 and in 1920, 86.32 per cent.

The increase in operating ratio in these several years can

not be attributed to any marked decrease in operat-

ing efficiency, although it is to be presumed that the im-

portant factor of morale must have suffered on the Burling-

ton during the war just as it did on all other roads. In

1913 the average revenue train load on the Burlington was

484 tons; in 1916 it was 575 tons; in 1918, 669 tons; in

1920, 655 tons. The average revenue load per loaded car

in 1913 was 19 tons; in 1916, 20.53 tons; in 1918, 25.78

tons; in 1920, 24.86 tons. The Burlington in 1920 secured

a figure of net tons per train, including in this case both

the total material expense (excluding fuel) increased

$9,554,628, or 39.77 per cent and the total fuel expense

increased $5,579,855, or 40.58 per cent. These several

comparisons might be carried further, but no doubt enough

has been said to show that the Burlington's difficulties,

serious as they are. are after all, only those of the railroads

as a whole.

The Burlington is in rather a belter position than most

roads. It should realize rather better than most roads on

any improvements that may be brought about in the railway

situation. The fact that a road as favorably situated and

ii iently operated as this one should have been so ad-

versely affected as it lias been. i.-. however, rather a clear

indication of how serious the railway situation is and has

been.

In reviewing the operations of a road like the Burlington,

or the Lackawanna, which are noted for their continued

physical improvement, one cannot fail to omit reference to

the particular projects that may be under way at the time.

The Burlington in 1920 had capital expenditures totaling

$14,737,456, including $8,516,660 for road. $6,176,945 for

equipment and $43,851, general. "Capital expenditures

generally," says President Holden in his report, "have been

directed toward the improvement of existing property, par-

ticularly locomotive shops and terminals, yards and station

facilities and primarily for increasing efficiency and economy

of operation."

Among the improvements in hand in 1920 were those

related to the Chicago union station project; grade elevation

through Aurora, 111. ; new engine terminal facilities at Gales-

burg, 111., Pacific Junction and Denver. Colo.: second track

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

77,710,516 21,8.13.534
87,008,590 24,373,780
104,492,837 28,052,905
107,019,788 35,345,285
131,646,733 36,468,265

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY OPERATING RESULTS

Freight Passenger Total
Year Revenue Revenue Revenue
1912-13 $64,063,856 $21,895,691 $94,374,485

109,191,204
122,342,707
144,172,769
154,011,438
186,872,918

Total
Expenses

Net
Revenue

Operating
Ratio

Revenue
Tons

Revenue
ton

Miles
Average
Haul

Average
revenue

Train load
Car
load

$62,842,891 $31,531,594 66.59 33,389,439 8,791,435,597 263.30 483.83 19.10

65,235,705
78,632,343

112,067,616
120,777,801
161,304,686

43,955,499
43,710,363
32,105,153
33,233,636
25,568,232

59.74
64.27
77.73
78.42
86.32

39.278,135
45,364,552
47,264,416
40,235,427
47,233,256

10,923,326,440
13,143,186,449
14,162,605,344
11,952,720,771
14,130,364,374

278.10
289.72
299.65
297.07
299.16

574.69
629.39
668.81
620.97
654.85

20.53
23.37
25.78
22.60
24.86

revenue and non-revenue freight, of 766. This was the

highest train loading of any carrier in the west whose

operations are at all comparable with the Burlington's with

a single exception—the Great Northern, which had in 1920

net tons per train averaging 777. Further than that the

car miles per day on the Burlington in 1920 were 31.8, a

high figure. The ton-miles daily per car on the Burlington

in 1920 averaged 611; the average for the western district

was 503, and for the country, 496. The decrease in net

earnings on the Burlington in 1920 came about in spite of

efficient operation.

The trouble with the Burlington in 1920 and, at present

as well, was the wage scales, the increased costs of fuel

and the fact that the traffic to be handled fell off before

the benefit of the rate increases in Ex Parte 74 could be

realized to counterbalance the increased expenses. In the

comparisons which have been given above, comment on the

figures for the year 1910 was omitted, because in 1919 the

traffic handled was considerably less than in either 1920 or

in 1918. However, it may be noted that the ton-miles of

revenue freight in 1920 were 18.22 per cent over 1919 and
the total operating revenues 21.34 per cent greater than in

1919. As against these increases there was an increase of

33.55 per cent in operating expenses. The increase in

revenues as between the two years was $32,861,480; in

expenses, $40,526,885.

The reason for the increased expenses is plainly evidenced

by the following figures: In 1920, as compared with 1919,
the total payroll increased $28,950,520 or 37.83 per cent;

on the Beardstown and St. Joseph divisions, totaling about

1 1 miles; work on bridges, including notably the Platte

river bridge at Northport, Neb, completed in August, 1920;

the installation of 300 miles of automatic block signaling

on the Aurora and Lincoln divisions of which 97 miles was
completed in 1920, etc. A total of 340 miles of 90-lb. and
100-lb rail were laid in 1920. During 1920 the Burlington

placed orders for 15 six-wheel switching, 16 Mikado and
15 2-10-2 type locomotives and 500 stock cars, a sub-

stantial portion of which were delivered before the close

of the year.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1''19

follow

:

1920 1919
Mileage operated 9,372

Freight revenue $131, 64b, 733 $107,019, 7SS
Passenger revenue 36,46S,265 35,345,285

Total operating revenue 1S6,S72,918 154,011,438
Maintenance of wav expenses 30,263,101 21,487,643
Maintenance of equipment 42,366,974 32.422,401
Traffic expense 1,752,31/ 1,064,457
Transportation expenses 79,828,378 60.170,510
General expenses 5,191,043 4,183,847

Total operating expenses 161,304.686 120,777,801
Net revenue from operation 25.56S.23; 33,233,636
Taxes 8,792, 8,115,392
Operating income 16,702,350 25,086,664
Net railway operating income 12,978, 22.530,855

Corporate income account is as follows:

1920 1919
Railway operating income and standard re-
turn $11,230,951 $30,735,006

Gross income 30,706,991 31,881,131
Interest on funded debt 6,816,006 6,669,587
Total deductions from gross income 7,782,627 8,338,660
Net income 22,924,364 23,542,471
Dividends : 8,867,128 8.867,128
Income balance 13,826,158 14,173,088



Lackawanna Elevates Tracks Through East Orange

Section Between Newark, N. J., and Orange Forms Closing

Link in Suburban Grade Crossing Elimination

Tin Di i ware, Lackawanna & Western has recently

started work on the elevation of its main line through

East Orange, N. J., on the Morristown branch of the

Morris & Essex division. This operation involves approxi-

mately two miles of track, lying between the city lines of

Newark; N. I . on the east and Orange on the west. The
work i- in reality the completion of the program started a

number of years prior to government control, for the elimina-

tion of all grade crossings, the addition of a third or express

track, and the construed >f more modern passenger sta-

Laying the New Temporary Track Alongside of the Old Line

tions in the suburban territory served by it. This work, con-

sisting of a section on the main line to Morristown and one
in the vicinit) of the Ampere station on the Montclair
branch, marks the closing link of the entire program.
The main line section involves the elimination of 11 exist-

ing grade crossings, the alteration of numerous street grades
ini idental thereto, the addition of a third main track, the

construction of two new passenger stations and the raising

and reconstruction of a third passenger station. The solum
•
hi the Montclair branch involves the elimination of three
existing grade crossings and the alteration of street grade-
in their vicinity, the provision of a new undercrossing, as
well as the raising and reconstruction of one passenger sta

tion With these improvements the grade crossing problem
of the Lackawanna will have been virtually disposed of, so
far as il concerns the densely populated suburban territory
in the vicinity of New York.

Grades Are Increased to

Secure Undercrossing Clearance

The present line through Easl Orangi is double track.

Connecting with a three-track line through Newark on one
side and through Orange on the Other, with three stations
intervening, Grove street, Easl Orange and Brick Church.
From the point where the line emerges from the Roseville
cut there is an ascending grade of 0.78 per cenl which con-
tinues to the Easl Orange station, running level through the
station as well .,- through the Brick Church station, other-
wise being on an ascending grade until it connects with the
elevated line through Orange.

The new line will have a steeper grade where it leave- tin'

city of Newark, because of the necessity of securing sufficient

elevation through the major portion of the city of I

to permit of the construction of undercrossings without too

great a depression of the -treets involved. This necessary

elevation i- obtained by the use of a l
1
/? per cent grade from

i point 200 ft. east of the Newark- East < (range city line to

rood avenue, at the easl end of the Grove street si

the first Stop in East Orange, changing thi

cenl grade for about 1 .200 ft. to North Maple avenue, at

which point the line will revert to the l grade,

which will be maintained until the East Orange station is

reached, from then' west, the line will continue to a-, end.

on grades varying from 0.55 through th

Orange station down to 0.177 per cenl through the Brick

Church station and finally joining the pri d line

in the Cit) Of < (range at a level grade. Lhese grades re-ult

in a maximum elevation of the new tracks of approximately
20 ft. above the present trai k.

The grade crossings to be eliminated will necessitate the

construe tion of six new and independent undercrossings

rebuilding of an existing structure over the Easl l i

One of the Steel Forms Which Is Being Used Between the

Old Line and the Temporary Tracks

Parkway, the provision for six other undi - part-

of the elevated station and platform structures at East Orange
and Brick Church, together with a ,-ubway for pedestrians
at North Fifteenth street and an overhead footbridge at North
Maple avenue. The independent undercrossings will follow
the general design used in the construction of similar

ings on the Orange and South Orange work installed in pre-
vious years. The designs developed utilize reinforced con-
i reie slabs for the bridge floor, supported by centrally I i

concrete piers and abutments and in some instances sup-

281
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ported by the addition of rows of concrete piers or columns
along each curb line. The parapets in this type are made
integral with the slabs and where the crossing is skewed are

reinforced to act also as girders. The design is such that in

either case a clear opening of not less than 16 ft. 6 in. is

maintained between the (enter pier and the curb lines.

Cantilever Flat Slab Type of Viaducts at Stations

The two new stations will be constructed to the north of
the tracks, the one at Brick Church remaining in approxi-
mately the present location while the East Orange station

At Work in the Vicinity of the Temporary East Orange
Station

will be located between Main street and Arlington avenue.
The tracks at these points will be carried on long reinforced
concrete viaducts, with 800 ft. to 1,100 ft. platforms serving
the three tracks. The type of construction adopted for these
viaducts is the cantilever flat slab type so successfully used
at South Orange and Buffalo and will consist of reinforced
concrete slabs supported on four longitudinal lines of circular
columns at Brick Church and five lines at East Orange.
The eastbound main and the express tracks will be served by
island platforms, while the westbound main will have sepa-
rate platforms along the north side of the viaducts. A part
of the space under the platforms and tracks will be utilized

The Start on Retaining Walls in the East Orange
Parkway Section

for additional station facilities, consisting of waiting rooms,
ticket booths, etc. The island platforms and the waiting
rooms in the stations will be accessible by stairways through
the slab structure to the facilities at the lower level, thus
obviating the necessity of any crossing of tracks at grade by
incoming or outgoing passengers. The platforms will bi
covered for a portion of their length and will also have stairs
at each end, leading to the streets.

The Grove street station and shelter house will be elevated
to conform to the new grade of the tracks, a new street level

- iu-Zijumm
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floor will be constructed and also a subway connecting the

station with the shelter house.

Elevation Necessitates Considerable

Changes in Street Grades

The elevation of the tracks through East Orange will

necessitate considerable change- in existing street grades in

addition to some construction of entirely new street-. In the

majority of cases it will be necessary to depress the streets

for depths varying from three feet to ten feet in order to

secure the required clearances of 13 ft. to 14 ft. In the

vicinity of North Fifteenth. Sixteenth and Seventeenth

Streets, an entirely new street will be constructed on the north

side paralleling the tracks and connei ting North Fifteenth and
Seventeenth streets. Front Eaton Place, one block north of

the railway, the two last named cross streets will bi u'iven a

descending grade of about four per cent to 'in junction with
the new or proposed Street, from this point the ^rade will

continue to descend to th what would be North
Sixteenth street if it were cut through. Passing under the

tracks at this point, the traffic will he swung to the east again.

Large Capacity Concrete Mixers on Flat Cars and Locomo-
tive Cranes Facilitate the Work

paralleling the tracks and passing over another new street

leading into North Fifteenth street I tal length of

street changes involved at this crossing will he approximately

1,200 lineal feet and will entail sonic fairly heaw grading.

Other extensive street alterations will be made in the

vicinity of the Grovi street station and at tin- East Orange
station, where Main street as well as V avenue will

he slighth depressed. At the Grove - the change-
will he the greatest in lineal feet and will include changes in

grade, of Grove street. Faton Place paralleling the tracks.

Greenwi n and the approai hi i tween
nd Hollywood avenue-, totaling altogether about

i, 100 lineal feet i f new grades

Temporary Tracks to Be Laid During Construction

On account of the topographical conditi

the problem really divides itself into tw

end and a west end with Fa-t ( trangi Parkway practically

the dividing line. Temporary tracks will he laid throughout

and traffic maintained over the temporary tracks until

exceptions, the new line is ready for service cm the east end.
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From Easl Orange Parkway to the connection with the old

work at Orange, the problem has been greatly simplified, so

i„ construction facilities are concerned, by the availa-

bility of a street paralleling the- Lackawanna's line. A tem-

porary double-track line has been laid along this street, with

a complete automatic block signal installation. At the Park-

way heavy concrete retaining walls will be built to carry the

two temporary tracks and afterward used to retain the new

at this point. With traffic thus completely de-

toured around the west end of the work, the necessary re-

taining walls, viaducts, undercrossings and stations can be

constructed, the fill made, the new tracks laid and made

read} for use.

I he temporary relocation of the main tracks has entailed

the construction of a temporary station between South

Clinton and Burnett streets, and a temporary waiting room

en Burnett and Walnut streets, with driveways leading

to both and a platform extending the full length of the two

city blocks. This will serve the patrons of the present sta-

tions at East Orange and Brick Church.

East End Will Be Raised Under Traffic

At the other or east end the problem is much more difficult,

because of the limiting conditions, which will require that

the temporary tracks be kept somewhere near the present

alinement. Leaving the Newark depression the temporary

tracks will swing out to the north, paralleling the present

roadbed until they reach the east end of the Grove street

station. Through this section it will be possible to carry the

new work practically to completion without interference of

traffic, but from the east end of the Grove street station to

East Orange Parkway the work of raising to the new grade

will have to be carried on chiefly under traffic. From the

point mentioned the tracks swing back onto the present road-

bed, following the north edge for a short distance and then

cross the present alinement, joining the two temporary tracks

laid in the street on the south side of the line. With the

completion of the work on either side of the part just de-

scribed the temporary tracks will be cut into the new lines

by means of run-offs and the final raise to grade then made.

With three tracks available two will be kept in operation

while the third is being raised after which the operation is

shifted to another set and the method repeated.

The design and construction of this improvement at East

Orange is being carried out under the direction of G. J. Ray,

chief engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western;

M. H. Doughty, division engineer; F. J. Nies, architect;

A. E. Deal, bridge engineer; M. Hirschthal, concrete engi-

neer, and O. H. Kellogg, assistant engineer, in direct charge

of the work. The contractors on the work are the F. M.
Talbot Co., H. F. Curtis and Hyde & McFarland.

Coopering Cars for Grain

El, Ford, freight service inspector of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, has prepared some useful sug-
• gestions to grain shippers, calling attention to the

need for careful inspection and preparation of grain cars,

particularly at this time when over $4,000,000 out of a total

of $6,000,000 paid out in loss and damage claims to grain,

represents shortages resulting from causes other than wrecks,

Mr. lord says:

It lias been our experience that grain can be moved practically

without leakage by the right kind of teamwork on the part of
shipper and railroad agent. Our statistics show as many as 100 to

200 cars from a certain station forwarded without a claim, while a

nearby station forwarded half as many cars and had several

claims, both stations being on the same railroad and the empty-

cars allotted by the same car distributor and set to elevators by
the same train crews.

Investigation of such cases invariably develops that at the

station having such good results, there is teamwork on the part of

shipper and railroad agent in the inspection and coopering of cars,

while at the station having unsatisfactory results we find there is

little or no co-operation between shipper and agent. The local

will set out an empty car, and if the agent sees a "Fit for Grain"
tag on it he has it set for loading, shipper does what he regards

a good job of coopering and the car is loaded. Three heads are

better than one, and if the shipper would request the railway
agent to look the car over after it has been coopered, in many in-

stances defects which escaped the previous inspection would be

discovered.

A shipper should not assume that a car is fit for loading simply
because a "Fit for Grain" tag is on it. Car inspectors, like the

rest of us, are liable to error. The safest course is for the local

agent and the shipper to carefully inspect the car before loading
regardless of the tag.

Reject any car with weak or broken door or end posts, leaky-

roof, creosote or oil-soaked floor, or if it is an old car which in

your judgment cannot be made grain-tight by a fair amount of

coopering.

Look carefully for cracks at side walls caused by short floor

boards and cover tightly with paper or burlap, cleating the paper
or burlap.

Cover tightly in the same manner all defective places found in

car lining, being particular to cover with tight fitting boards end-
door openings.
King pins and draft bolts should be covered and cleated.

Grain lining at top and belt rail should be carefully inspected
and where not absolutely grain-tight it should be made so by
use of paper or burlap calking.

Place paper pads tacked to door post to give smooth surface and
tight fit to grain doors, which should be nailed with 12d nails two
to each end of each grain door. This is important, since experience
proves that 12d nails are the exact size required for safety—this

nail gives 1% inch penetration into the oak door post and will hold
the door in its place through any rough handling car might en-

counter. Smaller nails give trouble and larger nails require chop-
ping out and consequent destruction of grain door at unloading
point.

Cover with paper all grain door cracks and where loading
heavier than 60,000 lbs., reinforce with an extra door across joints

between first, second and third door joints from the bottom.
Go over the outside of car and securely fasten with cement-

coated nails any loose sheathing boards you may find.

Prevent any possible leakage where sills have rotted by using

burlap padding nailed to bottom of sill and further secure sheath-

ing by nailing a strip of board over it at the rotted sill.

Before a wagon load of the new crop is taken in, the cautious
shipper satisfies himself beyond any doubt that his scales are in

good shape, having them inspected and overhauled if necessary.

He also keeps a complete record of purchases and of cut-off when
elevator is made empty during shipping season, of weights loaded,
outturn weights, etc., so that when an actual loss in transit has oc-
curred the shipper is able to present satisfactory proof to the rail-

road of the extent of his loss.

ream work by shipper and railway agent wins for both, and
heads < iff claims.

Photo by Keystone.

Railway Station at Lucerne, Switzerland

The State Supreme Court of Minnesota, on July 22, held that

the United States Railroad Administration is liable for damages

resulting from a fire which started on the Great Northern tracks

near Cloquet, Minn., and swept into that city in October, 1918,

causing a l'oss of many hundred thousand dollars.



Fuel Conservation Plan of the Central of Georgia

Over $30,000 a Month Saved by Consistent Efforts and

Co-operation of Employees

Aboi i m\i months ago, the Central of Georgia effected

a permanent organization of committees for securing

the greatest possible economy in the use of fuel.

Splendid results have been obtained under this plan and the

fuel performance for the months of April and .May showed

reductions in the unit consumption of approximately 18 per

cenl compared with April and Ma) L920. Based on the

average price prevailing during these month-, the monetary

saving amounted to S.U>,')<>] and SaN.OSO, respectively.

I he I issue of The Right Way, the employees' maga-

zine issued by the Central of Georgia, is a special number

devoted principally to the subject of fuel economy and con-

tains numerous articles by employers in the various depart

ment . outlining the methods the) are using to reduce the

coal i onsumption. One of the principal articles is by W. H.

Fetm i, superintendent of motive power and chairman of the

general fuel committee, this article describes concisely the

organization and methods which have been applied with such

success in reducing the fuel consumption and is therefore

reprinted below:

For a number of years in the past the Central of Georgia

has Eollowed the usual plans in conducting fuel economy

campaigns. Fuel meetings were held at various points on

the system and many practices were introduced by which

fuel could lie -a \ I'd

These campaigns are productive of certain results but,

unless followed continuously fnim day to day and month to

month, do not produce an) permanenl improvement. With

this idea in mind, and in order to bring down the coal bill

and get results that will be permanent, the vice-president

and general manager conceived th< idea of a regular fuel

organization of a permanent character.

This organization was effected during the month of Feb-

ruarv and was carried out according to the plan of the vice-

president and general manager The first step was the ap-

pointment of a general fuel committee, of which the superin-

tendent of motive power is chairman. The other members

of tin's committee are the assistant general manager, general

superintendent, chief engineer, engineer of maintenance of

way, purchasing agent, general road foreman ol engines,

neer of tests and the transportation inspectot

This committee handles tin following matters: The coal

supply, distribution of different grade- with the view of get-

ting the best possible results from each grade of coal, method
of handling coal at chutes, the storage of coal, regulation of

the coaling of locomotive- to full capacit) al certain points,

and lo light capacity at others, in order to save expense of

hauling, and the settlement of questions submitted by divi-

sion committees and others pertaining to fuel and its related

subjects. The committee meet- orice a month, or oftener if

sary, at the call of tin chairman.

Purchase of Fuel

In order to get the best results in handling the above ques-
tions, sub-committees were appointed from the members of
the general committee to specialize on certain matters. To
handle the purchase of fuel, the following sub-committee
was appointed: The purchasing agent (chairman); the as-

sistant general manager, the general superintendent, and
the engineer of tests.

A certain proportion of our fuel supply comes from the

Alabama fields. This supply has been obtained for a num-
ber of years from the same mines, and therefore the majoritv

of tin company's tinmen arc very familiar with this fuel.

'Ibis contract is renewed from year 'o Mar but clos

spection is made of this fuel from time to time, and visits

are made to the mines ami washers of the operators furnish-

ing the- fuel, b) the engineer of tests. Samples of the fuel are

sent to the o D orator) and analysis made. In this

manner we keep posted on the physical and chemical con-

dition of our fuel.

It is necessar) from time to time to purchase spot

sometimes in considerabl d ailing off of

the regular supply. This is broiiL'li

causes, and verj often m nto new tic i

a supply. This is handled by the engineer of t. -i- He visits

the mine's, investigates ditions and obtains samples. Re-
port is made to the committee, who decide- fur or against the

purchase, as the case might be. If the investigation indicates

that the coal in question is worth considerirj -de-red

and the coal is tested on the locomotive under working con-

ditions. By following this method we are assur

a good grade of coal. It is then the committeemen's duty to

see that the quality is kept up to standard by the operators.

Distribution and Storage

The sub-committee on the distribution and storage of coal

i- a- follows: lie genera] superintendent (chairman): the

purchasing agent, the chief engineer, the general road fore-

man of engines, and the engineer of tests.

This committee, as mentioned above, handles the distribu-

tion of fuel. It is impossible for the railroad to get all of its

fuel supply from one mine, consequent!) we have the usual
conditions resulting from the use of fuels t' r,,m different

districts. Some of the coals which we use will mix with any-

other, while s l)m e will not. and if these latter are mixed the

usual troubles arising from this ,au-e will follow. I refer

particularly to the forming of clinke-rs in the hrcKo\. which
is always objectionable and very often serious, as it is the
an-, of low steam and delayed trains, besides the waste of

fuel. Our committee, knowing these conditions, arrange the

distribution of the different coals with the idea of reducing
the mixing to a minimum. They also handle the storage of
coal to the end that the proper coal will be stored in the
proper place and in the proper manner.

There is a sub-committee on coalin dows:
llie cln.f engineer and engineer of ni nut- a, ., , f way.

This committee ha- supervision over the maintenance of
coal chutes and coaling stations, the selection of new ones,
and any change- that might be- made in order to facilitate

tin- handling of fuel from a standpoint I efficiency and
reduction of cost.

The sub-committee cm coaling locomotives consists of the
general road foreman of engines and the transportation
inspector.

Division Fuel Committees

I his committee supervises tin- coaling of locomotives, with
the- view of saving as much hauling as possible. In order
to do this the fuel station- must be located as near the coal
supply ,i- possible. It certainly is just a- eas) for a locomo-
tive to make a round trip ewer a certain division, starting
from one end with its supply of fuel, as from the other. In
this manner considerable expens* i~ saved, which includes
fuel burned in the unnecessary hauling of coal.

This covers all tin- duties of the general committee, as well
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as the sub-committees. The next step in the formation of

our fuel organization ((insisted in the appointing of com-
mittees mi eai li division and also at certain terminals.

The division committee consists of: The superintendent

(chairman); master mechanic, trainmaster, road foreman of

engines, roadmasters, supervisor, chief dispatcher, two loco-

motive engineers, two locomotive firemen, one conductor and
one yardmaster.

These division committees meet once a month on regularly

scheduled days and handle the following subjects:

First— The holding of special fuel meetings at different

points on the division with their employees, in the interest

of fuel economy.

Second—Method of coaling locomotives at different chutes.

Preventing the overloading of tanks, thereby saving fuel

which would otherwise be lost off the tank during the move-
ment of the locomotive about the terminal and on the road.

Third—The separation of different grades of fuel on
chutes, where necessary to provide selected grades for pas-
senger service. Also the separation of different grades at

chutes which serve two or more divisions using different

coals.

Fourth—The daily inspection of the quality of coal

unloaded on the chutes.

Fifth—The periodical inspection of chutes to prevent

waste of fuel which falls off locomotive tanks from over-

loading, and which in other ways gets on the ground.

Sixth—The handling of locomotives at terminals and en-

gine houses to prevent them being fired up too far in advance

of their leaving time; to prevent them from being held too

long at cinder pits awaiting fires to be knocked, or being

delayed in getting into the engine house. They also supervise

the firing up of locomotives, not only with the view of saving

fuel at this point, but to get the fires properly started and in

good condition when the locomotive is turned over to its crew.

Seventh—The assignment of regular engines to regular

engineers and firemen.

Eighth—The supervision at engine houses of repairs to

locomotives, with the view of specializing on repairs to defects

which make locomotives wasteful of fuel.

Ninth—Prevention of delays at engine houses and yards.

Tenth—The arrangement of schedules and meet orders so

as to avoid excessive delays to freight trains at meeting points.

To avoid where possible putting long and heavy freight

trains in sidings on grades which are hard to start away from.

In other words, it is the idea to give the long, heavy train

the advantage at all times possible.

Eleventh—The reduction of slow orders, particularly on

grades, and the prompt removal of flags when work is

complete.

Twelfth—The flagging of trains by maintenance of way
employees.

Thirteenth—The supervision of fuel at all stationary

boilers, which includes shop boilers, pumping station boilers,

heating plant boilers, etc.

Fourteenth—All other matters of interest, including the

constant talking to and keeping the question of fuel economy
before all engineers, firemen, trainmen, yardmen, engine-

house men, and all others either directly or indirectly con-
cerned with the handling of fuel.

All of the above subjects are of considerable importance,
and each one has a direct bearing on the question of fuel
economy; so in order to get the most efficient handling, sub-
committees were appointed to handle each subject. These
committees consist of from two to five members of the division
committee, selected according to their experience with and
their knowledge of the subject in question.

These sub-committees make their reports to the division
committee, either as a special report or at the regular meeting
of the committee, as the occasion may require.

At our most important terminals there are terminal com-
mittees which handle as many of the aforementioned matters

as may apply to them. These committees are composed of the

superintendent of terminals, master mechanic, general yard-

master, supervisor, coal chute foreman, one engineer and one
fireman.

At some of the more important outlying points we have

committees composed of the general foreman, two or more
engineers, two or more conductors, two or more firemen and
one yardman.

These committees work in conjunction with the division

committee, and handle all matters pertaining to fuel economy.

Full reports of all committee meetings are made and copies

are sent to each member of the general committee, as well a>

to the committees of other divisions.

In this way the general committee keeps in close touch

with what is being done on all divisions. They can observe

the interest that is being displayed by individuals and by

committees. It is the policy of the general committee for one

or more of its members to attend division meetings whenever

possible.

The interest manifested by the various employees, whether

committeemen or not, is wonderful. Every member of each

committee started out with the avowed intention of doing his

very best toward the movement.

Improvement was seen in a short w-hile. The efforts of

those directed towards the repairs to locomotives, particularly

those which caused excessive waste of fuel, soon began to

bear fruit, with the direct result that we have better satisfied

engine crews. This improvement in the condition of their

engines of course is an incentive to them to put forth their

best efforts and get out of the locomotive the best possible-

results.

Concerted Efforts Bring Results

As a result of these efforts our fuel performance for the

system for the months of February and March, 1921, was
quite an improvement over that of February and March.
1920, as shown by the following figures:

Passenger service. Freight service. Switching service.
pounds of coa! pounds of coal pounds of coal
per pass, train per 1 ,000 gross per locomotive

car mile ton miles mile

February, 1920 23 240.7 141.8
Februarv, 1921 22 216.5 13J.5
March, 1920 22.4 235.7 137.7
March, 1921 18.9 197.1 121.6

The actual saving in dollars, due to a better fuel per-

formance in the three classes of service, was $15,073.03 for

February and $39,172.89 for March, 1921. This shows con-

clusively what can be accomplished by the concerted efforts

of every one concerned, whether it be the fireman who puts

the fuel in the firebox, the engineer who is handling the en-

gine, the men who take care of the train line, the men who
attend to the front end, the flue blower and many others.

Each one has a direct influence on the performance of the

locomotive by doing his part of the work well, and thereby
preventing failures on the road.

With the view of creating further interest in the work, it

was decided to publish each month, as soon as possible after
the data was all in, the individual performance of each loco-
motive. This was started with the month of March, and is

to be continued. This will show some interesting facts from
month to month, and our first statement has alreadv brought
about considerable rivalry in certain quarters. Some remark-
able performances have been made by engine crews in their
efforts to lower their fuel record.

Keeping the Men Interested

We have crews which have made two round trips between
two terminals with our large Mountain type locomotives,
handling passenger trains of from 6 to 10 cars a total dis-
tance of 412- miles on one tank of coal, or on less than 18
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tons, for so far each one has gotten into his last terminal

with a safe margin left.

Another splendid performance is the covering of 536 miles

with a 19 in. by 26 in. 10-wheel locomotive, handling a

three car train and consuming 11 tons of coal. Still another

one may be mentioned, that of certain crews handling 8 and

9 car steel trains, with a 23 in. by 2<S in. Pacific type loco-

motive, S.S2 miles on 11 and 12 tons of coal.

It is not necessary for a locomotive to have its fuel supply

replenished every time it makes a short run. In the first place,

imagine a tank holding 16 to 18 tons of coal; at the end of

the first trip approximately four tons has been consumed.

The locomotive is taken to the coaling station and enough

coal put on to fill the empty space, and in the majority of

cases the coal left on the tank is not touched. How long do

you suppose this excess coal remains on the tank.' If the

coal was moved toward the gate and the fresh lot put on in

the rear it would be quite different but the dial is not put

forward as a general rule unless the locomotive is to turn

without getting an additional supply.

The making of such performances as just mentioned shows

what can be done when anyone puts his heart into his work.

You cannot expect an engineer or fireman to have his heart

in his work when he gets on his engine and finds it dirt)'

and ill kept. What would any fireman say, one with any

pride at all, if when he Looks into the tire door he finds his

lire in bad shape, dirty and clinkered; and the engine just

from the engine house? Then when they start out they dis-

cover that the piston valve packing is blowing or that engine

loses one or two exhausts when the lever is pulled up, driving

boxes or main rods pounding and various other defects.

Could you expect them to put forth their best efforts? All

you can expect of them is that they will handle that locomo-

tive over the road just as it has been handled in the engine

house.

Saving Fuel in the Roundhouse

While the engineer and fireman are not the only ones who
can waste or save fuel, the engine house is a very good place

to start with; so, as mentioned before, we started specializing

on those repairs which had to do directly with the efficient

performance of the locomotive from a fuel standpoint.

It would surprise anyone who has had experience in these

matters, to know just how much fuel can be saved by the

proper supervision over the tire builders. How much fuel is

wasted yearly by firing locomotives up too far in advance of

their schedule leaving time? A modern locomotive will con-

sume approximately 300 lb. of coal per hour -landing under

steam with all valve,- closed. This will vary, of course, with

weather conditions and conditions of the locomotive. Don't

let your fuel be wasted in this manner, as there is no excuse

for it. Have men on the job that understand the building

of tin-. Don't let the lo< omotives reach the train with the

lire- dirty and improperly made. They can be properly pre-

pared and it i- the duty of tin.-, in charge of this part of

the work to see that it is done.

I feel that too much emphasis placed on tb-

going, as I have always considered that the handling of

locomotives at the terminals presented a splendid field for

the fuel economist.

I cannot take up the space necessary to go into all the

details concerning the many ways in which 'he locomotive is

allowed to waste fuel, but I must mention some of tin in. 5U( h

as dirty flues, choked grates, restricted air openings in the

ash pan, air leaks in the front end, blowinu pi-ton and valve

packing, and many others. Son: - better insulator against

heat than asbestos, so keep the Hues clean and free from

everything that prevent- the transfer of thi water

in the boiler. Keep the air -paces in the grates open and see

that each locomotive has air spai e in the ash pan-, equivalent

to at least 14 per cent of the grate area. Keep the front end

tight, for you .anno! maintain the vacuum in the front end

unless you do, and if the vacuum is not maintained the loco-

motive cannot properly burn the fire, and we have the usual

result waste of fuel. When the piston- and valves are al-

lowed to blow, -team is wasted and m addition tin cylinders

and steam chests cannot 1"- prop rlj lubricated.

.Much has been said and a great deal written on the sub-

ject of fuel economy, but until it becomes a fixed principle

we cannot expect to accomplish a great deal. The interest

manifested in this work by the employees of the company is

truly remarkable, and due to this interest our April per-

formance, which has just been published, is a splendid

achievement. The pound- of coal per thousand t:ross-ton

miles per passenger car train mile and per -witching loco-

motive mile, i- the lowest in the history of the railroad, and
as a result the company makes a saving in its fuel account
.i .- ".''o7. Co-operation has brought this about.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

Left to right—J. B. Campbell. M. W. Potter, C B. Aitchison. H. C. rk, B. H. Meyer. W. M. Dai
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I. C. C. Has Served Valuations

on 106 Railroads

The Presidents' < imittee on Federal

Valuation of the Railroads has just issued a statement

relative to the progress on valuation work up to the

present time from which statement the following informa-
tion and tabulated results have been taken.

1'rior to April 5 of the present year the Interstate Com-
merce Commission had served 55 tentative valuation-. \- a

quence of the decision of the Supreme Court of the

United Stair- in the mandamus action brought b- '

.

'it' Southern agaii i remission, (requiring the latter

to report the preset condemnation and damaj
of purchase of land- used for common carrier purpos

ent value of such lands), it be
sary to prepare supplemental tentative valuations.

On April 5 the Interstate Commerce ( served

such supplemental tentative valuation

of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, thi 1.

Southern System, the Win-te md and the

San I'edro. Los Angeles & Sail Lake. At various

then supplemental tentative valuation- have been served upon
the other carriers which heretofore i tative valua-

tions. Within the last few days, in addition to the

the Interstate Commerce Commission has served tentative

valuations upon 51 other carriers.

These valuations are of significance to the carriers as

are the first submitted by the Commission in which any figure

of value or "final value" as it i- therein called, is reported,

and the first containing any estimate of the present cost of

condemnation and damage- or of purchase in excess of

original cost or present value of lands, as required by the

econd paragraph of the valuation act and the decision of

the United States Supreme Court above mentioned.

The statement made- by the Commission in these -upple-

mental valuations ding of "final value" generally
i- as follows

:

"Final Value.— After careful consideration of all thi

submitted in this proceeding, and the cost valuations hereto-

fore made, including thi osl of the carrier lands.

appreciation, depreciation, going-concern value, working
.apital and material- and supplies, and all other matters

which appear to have a bearing upon the values here re-

ported, the value-, as that term is used in the Interstate Com-
merce Act, of the property of the above-named carriers owned
and used, used hut not owned, and owned but not used, de-

voted by the carrier to common-carrier pc -and to

be as follow- :"

The same statement i- madi in the new tentative valua-

tion-, excepting that the following clause is necessaril)

i mitted :

"submitted in this proceeding, and the cost valual

heretofore made"
From an examination of the facts reported in the tentative

valuations it would seem that in most instance- the figure of

final value reported is about the sum of th( estimated cost of

reproduction less depreciation, the present value of the car-

rier lands and working capital, including materials and sup-
plier In some instances where the original cost of carrier

lands was in excess of the present value, as reported by the

Commission on the acreage basis, the amount of the original

OSt "i carrier lands seems to have been included in the find-

ing of "final value" rather than the sum reported as the

present value of the carrier lands. Apparently nothing has

specifically included for the excess cost of carrier lands,

appreciation, and going concern value. The present value
of the carrier lands which is reported is. generally speaking,
merely the a< reage or lot value of the adjacent lands applied
to tin area of the carrier-' property. A tabulation hi •
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prepared and appears below showing the findings of the

Commission in the valuation of each of these carriers.

Paragraph "First" of the Valuation Act requires, among

other things, that "the Commission shall in like manner

ascertain and report separately other values and elements of

valui , ii an) .
oi the property of such common carrier." The

tentative valuations first served contained this statement:

"No other values or elements of value were found to exist."

Ruth the supplemental and the new tentative valuations make

no reference whatever to "other values and elements of

value," excepting in so far as these elements may be con-

sidered as included in the element of going-concern value,

to which the Commission states it has given consideration.

Paragraph "First" of the Act also requires the Commission

to report, among other things, "an analysis of the methods

of valuation employed and of the reasons for any difference

between any such values and each of the foregoing cost

values."

Neither the supplemental tentative valuations nor the new

tentative valuations contain any analysis of methods other

than by reference to the so-called analyses which are con-

tained in and made part of the decision of the Commission

in the valuation of the Texas Midland and the supplemental

tentative valuation of the Kansas City Southern.

To date 323 preliminary engineering, 247 land and 184

accounting reports have been tendered to the carriers for

examination. They are classed as follows:

I

Engineering Reports (Prel.)... 69
Land Reports (Prel.) 53

Accounting Reports (Prel.) 38
Eng. and Land Accounting Re-

ports (Prel.) 37

New 60-Ton Electric Locomotive

for Tidewater Southern

The Tidewater Southern, a subsidiary of the Western

Pacific, has recently placed in operation a 60-ton elec-

tric locomotive which embodies several interesting fea-

tures. The present electrified section of the Tidewater

Southern is arranged for 1200-volt operation that will be

changed over to 1500 volts in the near future. The new loco-

motive was designed for operation at the higher voltage in

view of the contemplated change in potential and will be used

for handling the increased interurban freight traffic in the

San Joaquin Valley between Stockton and Thurlock, Cali-

fornia.

The locomotive is 37 ft. 4 in. long; 9 ft. 7 in. wide, with a

total wheelbase of 25 ft. 5 in. All of its weight is carried

on the driving axles. The cab has the sloping end steeple

type of construction, extending practically the whole length

of the underframe, which consists of four steel channels ex-

tending the entire length of the platform tied together by

heavy rolled hars for the top and bottom member with cast

the webs of the end frame castings and to the bolster plates on

the bottom. The bolsters are built up of 1 in. steel plates, 10

in. in width, riveted to all four longitudinal sills.

The drawhead casings are bolted to the center sills, which

are in turn riveted to the end frame. The draft gear con-

sists of MCB couplers with 5 in. by 7 in. shank, standard

twin springs and follower plates. The whole platform is

floored, and the structural steel frame is stiffened by brace

plates and a steel floor which extends the width and length

of the locomotive.

The side frames of the two four-wheel trucks are built of

heavy rolled bars for the top and bottom member with cast

steel pedestals. The bolster or center transom is bolted rigidly

to the side frames, and the entire weight of the truck, as well

as that of the superstructure, is carried by semi-elliptic

springs hung by links to the double side equalizer bars, which

rest on the journal boxes. The journals are of standard de-

sign with MCB bearings and wedges. The wheels are of solid

rolled steel, 36 in. in diameter, with MCB tread- and

flanges.

The locomotive is driven by four 750/ 1500-volt. box

frame, forced ventilated railway motors through a single re-

duction gear of 69.17 ratio. The motors are arranged for

-hunted field operation, which gives a continuous rating on

1500 volts of 14,500 lb. continuous tractive effort at 22 miles

an hour. It will operate at reduced speed on 600 volts. The

type M single unit control is used with two master controllers

giving ten steps with four motors in series and seven steps

with two in series. The motors are permanently connected

in groups of two in series.

The motor rheostats, and various parts of the control

equipment, are housed under the sloping ends of the cab.

Current is collected by two pole trolleys which will operate

Electric Freight Locomotive Designed to Operate from

1500-Volt Trolley

through a range of from 14 ft. to 22 ft. above the rail. There

is a main switch with a magnetic blowout for opening the

main circuit in emergency, or for inspection, and a number
of auxiliary switches for the control of headlights, cablights.

dynamotor blower set, compressor and compressor relay, con-

trol circuits, heaters, field shunting and control transfer.

Headlights, as well as cablights, control and compressor re-

lay, are operated from the dynamotor, except when the loco-

motive is being run on 600 volts, when they are operated

from the trolley. There are two air compressors with a com-
bined piston displacement of 70 cu. ft. per minute when
delivering air at 100 lb. per sq. in. pressure. Air is used
for sanders, bell ringer, and control, in addition to the air

brakes.

Orders have been issued by the Bureau of Valuatii n of

the Interstate Commerce Commission closing the five district

offices and consolidating all work in Washington. H. M.
Jones, member of the Engineering Board, with headquarters

at Chattanooga, has been appointed supervising engineer and
T. P. Artaud, supervisor of land appraisals at Washington,
has been appointed executive assistant. It is expected that

staff positions in district offices will be abolished as the offices

are closed.



I. C. C.Will Not Measure Efficiency of Railroad Labor

Elements Indeterminable and Carriers' Claims Indefinite—Long

and Detailed Dissenting Opinions

Dotereni es in the i ost of labor do not include i hanges in

tlit quality or effei tiveness of labor hut only changes in

wage.-, tin- Interstate < o uric < unimission hi-lcl in a

dei ision handed down on August 6, prescribing the prim iples

to be followed in fixing the maximum amount to be included

in the carriers' accounts for operating expenses for mainte-

nance during the guaranty period of six months following

the termination of federal control on February 28 last year.

Commissioners Daniels and Potter dissented from the opinion

of the majority.

In fixing the allowance for maintenance the basis to be

used by the commission will be the expenditure of the car-

riers for maintenance during an average six months of the

test period (three years ended June 30, 1917) adjusted to

differences in the cost of labor and materials and in the

amount and use of the property. The same process will be

used computing charges representing depreciations and

retirements.

The proviso regarding the cost of labor, in the standard

contract, is held not to "open the door to a comparison of

the qualitv or efficienc) of labor. To hold otherwise would

be contrary to the plain intent of the proviso * * * for it is

impossible by resort to the accounts of carriers to determine

the relative efficiency of labor at various periods; and the

introduction of this indefinite and intangible factor would
have relegated the accounting test to the very limbo of con-

troversj and conflict of opinion which it was designed to

avoid. Moreover, what the carriers have in mind is really

not the cost of labor but cost of accomplishment, an aggre-

gate made up of tin cos! of labor multiplied by the quantity

necessary for a given ta-k. If it had i :it to include

the factor of quality or effectiveness, or efficiency, whatever

it may he termed, this would have been done in apt and
unmistakable language and not by the -trained construction

of a phrase susceptible of a simpler interpretation. This
view is strongly confirmed by the history of the negotiations.

"A further significant fact i- that the proviso permits th<

director general to fulfill his obligations in two ways

by actual expenditure upon maintenance or by payment into

funds for future use. If the latter method had been selected,

obviousrj an) comparison of efficiency of labor would have
been out of the question, although a comparison of wages
would have been wholly feasible * * *

I
.,

.
,

.- :. nee of

the director general that efficienc) of labor should be elim-

inated from consideration sprang from the conviction that

any attempt to weigh and appraise so indefinite a factor

could only be productive of endless controversy. The sound-
ness of thi- conviction and the inconclusive character of such
attempts have been confirmed by the claims which the carriers

have filed."

The decision is "by the commiss ' and is numbered
1176 in tin Finance Docket. An abstract foil-

The Commission's Decision

By section 209 of the transportation act, 1920, carriers accepting
its provisions wen- guaranteed relatively the same operating in-

come for the "guaranty period" as had been paid by the govern-
ment as compensation during the period of federal operation, and
the Commission was charged with the duty of determining the

amounts payable and was given certain directions governing the

method of determination. The Commission was required so far

as practicable to applj the rule set forth in paragraph a of section

5 of the "standard contract" between the I'nited States and the

carriers. This requires the railroad property to be returned in

substantially as good repair and in substantially as complete equip-
ment as it was when taken, and that due allowance be made for

am difference that may exist between the cost of labor and ma-
terials as between the test period and the period oi government
control.

Following are the salient Features of the decision:

The contention of the directoi general is that the law recognized
the Impossibility of determining by any physical comparison the

amount of maintenance for which the government was liable and
provided instead a simple mathematical or accounting method
The property taken over was so vast that any attempt to ascertain

and compare by actual inspection its physical condition at the

beginning and at the end of federal control was manifestly out
ol the question. The maintenance expenditures during the ti it

period were the basic measure, hut 'it was recognized that because
of changes in wages and prices and in the amount and use ol the

propertj these expenditures would not serve the purpose fairly

unless thej wen- equated in accordance with such changes. So
i.n as laboi is concerned, the director general confines the equa-
tion to the change in wages, including the effect upon wages of
reduction in hours of sen ice. and he has alread) made settlements

with a numbei oi important carriers upon that basis. The car-
riers, however, contend that the equating process should allow.
also, for changes in the qualitj or effectiveness of labor, or they
will be unjustly deprived of very large stuns of money; that labor
was i.n less effective in the guaranty period than in the test period,
because of changes in working rules and conditions and because,
also, of a notable reduction oi efficiency arising out of changes in

pels,, unci and other causes. The controversy centers over the

meaning of the words "cost ,,f labor." The director general con-
tends that these words mean only the rates of pay (K'r unit for
the recognized varieties of railroad labor, while the carriers con-

tend that the labor must be related to the accomplishment of a
given result, and henci that - include in their meaning
quality as well as wages. The original draft of contract proposed
by the carriers contained the language: "increases in the
material, increases in the price of labor, decreases m the efficiency

>,"_ but the italicized words were eliminated at the
of the director general. Similarly the carriers lay stres
the substitution of the words "cost of labor" for "price of labor"
and hold that this is inconsistent with any intent to make "cost"
synonymous with 'Trice." or rate of p; ears, however,
that ui one of their later drafts the carriers combined reference
to "cost ot labor" with a provision requiring consideration to be
given to "differences in efficiency <>i labor," thus indicating that
the change from "price" to "cost" was not deemed of controlling
importance or to make unnecessary .specific reference to the matter
of efficiency.

We are clear that it was the purpose of the law to provide a
simple and easily applied test which would m, ike it p.i-sible to
measure compliance with the covenant bj rcsurt to the a

oricis and without the prolonged controversy which would
follow any method involving physical inspection or opinion evi-
dence. * * * The w,rd "cost of labor" La paragraph c do
not. we think, open the door to a comparison of the quality or
efficiencj oi laboi and we therefore find that differences in the
"cost of labor," as thesi ivord u i

• -

include changes in' the qualitj or effectiveness of labor, but only
changes in «

All formula claim are based upon the
theory that changes in the ratio of ma

ind for materials, so far as they are not accounted
differences in prices and w irily reflect changes in the
quality or effectiveness of labor. This theop s a de-

similarity, in two given periods, between the kind of work
and the conditions under which it is performed which no formula

mil which the very nature of maintenance makes
ible. The incongruous results which such a formula will

produce may easily be shown
There are also factors affecting the quantity of maintenance

labor which have no connection with its quality or efficiency. Such
are efficiency or inefficiency •'•i management ndards
or methods, weathei conditions, the effectiveness of mechanical
appliances which ma> be nob ed, and the extent to which repairs
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arc made under contract in out 1 he last-named has

i pi i.i] significance in connection with the operations of the guar-

anty period, * * * That inequity ma) result if changes in

y of labor are not taken into consideration, is far from
clear. The government paid most liberal compensation for the

use of the railroad properties for war purposes. If there was a

e in labor efficiency, does it follow that the railroads and
their owners were in equity entitled to complete immunity from
the burdens which fell upon the country because of the war, or

that results would have been in any degree more favorable for

them during that period if their properties had remained in private

When the roads were taken over much of their equipment was

in
i

i condition, and * * * we are confronted by claims for

undermaintenance during 32 months totaling in the neighborhood
lillion dollars. From this there might well be deduced a

present physical condition of the railroads gravely perilous to both

life and property. Yet in 1920 these railroads carried relatiyely

in v freight and passengers in the aggregate and more freight

on the average in each car than at any time in their history.

tn tin interpretation of statutes the administration of which is

committed to such special tribunals as the executive departments,

the Supreme Court of the United States has followed the inter-

pretations of the administrative bodies in cases of doubtful mean-
ing, and lias deemed a reenactment of any such statute with knowl-
edge of the administrative interpretation, without corrective

change, as a congressional sanction or adoption of that interpreta-

tion. * * * The transportation act, 1920, which prescribed the

contract provision for our guidance, was in every way analogous

to tin reenactment oi a statute with knowledge of an administra-

tive interpretation of it, and these considerations may well influ-

t in the determination of the issues now before us.

The carriers contend that the obligation of the government was
to return the property in as good condition as when taken over;

that losses in physical life of property, represented by deprecia-

tion, should therefore have been paid for at current values; and
that the obligation under the guaranty of section 209 in this re-

spect is the same. But depreciation charges are computed at an
annual percentage of the book value and retirement charges take

up any remaining portion of this value not accounted for by de-

preciation or salvage. Upon any unit of property, therefore, these

charges do not change as market prices rise or fall; but since new
property is taken into the accounts at cost when acquired, the

aggregate expenditures for depreciation and retirements are to

this extent affected by changes in current price levels. It may be

assumed that the bulk of the equipment in use during the guaranty

period was bought prior to the test period and was still in use at

the close of the guaranty period. Its replacement cost is yet un-

known. This is equally true of other property, and it is not proper

in determining amounts payable under the guaranty to take into

consideration differences in cost of lahor and materials which

would not have affected the accounts if guaranty-period conditions

had been substituted for those of the test period, and neither

depreciation nor retirement accounts will he adjusted for such

differences.

The guaranty of section 209 was accepted by 667 carriers, and

to date they have been paid on account amounts totaling well over

$400,000,000. A balance still to he paid is in controversy, and
this report deals with the two major questions which have been

in dispute and which were argued before the full Commission last

December. Minor questions are appropriately left to be deter-

mined as they arise in specific cases. Upon one of these major
questions, that which has to do with depreciation and retirements.

we are all in agreement. As to the other, there are differences

of opinion. It is needless to say that this report is not based upon

a distinction between offensive and inoffensive inefficiency. One
dissenter goes so far as to state that the carriers make no claim

for allowances based on inefficiency. The fact is that the records

are tilled with their statements as to the alleged expense caused

by "inefficiency of labor." with nothing whatever to indicate an

intent to limit the expression to any particular species. The car-

riers claim that various factors, apart from changes in wages or

prices, have increased the cost of maintenance work, but they do
not undertake a segregation so that we may know what portion

is ascribed to any one factor; they ask for a lump sum based
upon a formula, revised from time to time, assumed to cover all

elements of increased cost whatever they may be. The carriers'

adherence to formula has been largely guided by results, and they

have yet to accept any without reservations. * * *

Stress is laid upon changes in working conditions. During the

guaranty period the Pennsylvania Railroad contracted for the

repair of certain locomotives at the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
It is significant that in our investigation of this matter the car-

rier's own witness testified that the cost of repairing a locomotive
at the railroad's shops as compared with the cost in the Baldwin
shops mighl be fairlv put at a ratio of $9,453 to $22,434. This
notwithstanding the changes in working conditions. The effect of

the "national agreements" is a highlj controversial matter, and as

yet but one side has been presented to thi Senate investigating

ommittee. If, however, any of these changes in working condi-
tions in effect caused an increase in wages and the amount oi the
increase can be shown by satisfactory evidence, there is nothing
in this report which would preclude an allowance accordi:.-

Commissioner Daniels Dissents
It is agreed that the scales of wages and the prices of materials

i d to such an extent that the money expenditures for a

given amount of maintenance were substantially greater in the

guaranty period than in the test period ; not only were the wages
in or per day increased, but in certain cases the hours of

labor per day were reduced, new rates and rules for overtime were
irking conditions were imposed, and extensive

changes in the per nel of shop and other forces incident to the
war were experienced. A complete interpretation requires

'ion also of differences between the amount of property
maintained, and of any difference in use between that of the test

period and during the guaranty period which is substantial enough
to be considered.
The contentions of the carriers are that they are entitled to be

allowed whatever amount was required to accomplish the same
amount of physical maintenance that was done during an average
six months of the test period ; but it has been urged by the director

general that if. say, the laying of 100 tons of rail should require
125 hours' work, while in the test period the same amount of
work was done in 100 hours, he should pay for only 100 hours
in the guaranty period, notwithstanding the fact that the expendi-
ture of such amount during the guaranty period would have re-

sulted in replacing a smaller amount of rail and would have failed

to accomplish "the same relative amount, character, and durability

of physical reparation." One of the curious inconsistencies of
tins contention seems to be that while it concedes full allowance
for whatever changes in the cost of outside labor may be reflected

in the higher cost of material, it refuses similarly to allow for the

corresponding cost of labor to the carrier in putting the same
amount of material in place.

The President in his message to Congress had denned the term
"maintenance" as "a guaranty" from the government to the car-

riers that "their properties will be maintained throughout the

period of federal control in as good repair and as complete equip-
ment as at present." It was thus made the duty of the director

general, in making contracts with the several carriers, to provide
for the maintenance of their properties by the government in such
condition as would assure to them the return of their properties,

as the President and Congress both declared, "in substantially as

good repair and in substantially as complete equipment as it was
in at the beginning of federal control." The majority report dis-

cusses this matter, but its conclusion is drawn from exceptional

cases, where carriers in the test period had undermaintained their

properties, and hence overstated their net income. In cases where
the director general afforded only the same relative amount of

maintenance as the too scant expenditure made by the carrier

itself in the test period, it is true that the property at the end of
federal control might be in worse condition than at the beginning
of such control. But this elevates an exceptional condition into

the rule, unless we have ground to believe that American railways
generally were undermaintained during the test period. There is

nothing whatever to justify the conclusion that it was the purpose
or intent of the director general to depart from his instructions

or to disregard the act of Congress. There is nothing in the law
which would compel us to say that the director general has en-

tered into a contract which does not provide generally for the

maintenance of the property in such condition as to assure its

return to its owners in substantially as good repair and in sub-
stantially as complete equipment as it was at the beginning of

federal control.

The majority report says that if the director general had made
payment into funds for future use, comparison ,,i efficiency of
labor would have been out of the question. I believe that this

contention, while plausible, will not stand analysis. The alterna-

te method—of paying money into funds—was to provide for the

effectuation of what direct outlay on maintenance would other-

wise have secured. Can it be seriously argued that if the dollar

currently paid in wage during federal control would have pro-
,1'lril more maintenance in actual physical work the director gen-
eral would have had to pay into funds an amount of money more
than sufficient to pay for the maintenance done during the test

neriod? If he would not. how can the conclusion be avoided that

he was required, if he elected the alternative method, to pay into

Funds sufficient to provide for the same amount of work as would
have keen necessary if the work had been done and paid foi

outright? While the director general would not agree to the in-

sertion in the contract of the suggested provision as to "inefficiency

of lahor." neither would the carriers accept the term "price of
labor." Tin- contract as finally written rejected both and used
the term "cost of lahor." and this term we are called upon to

construe in the light of its use in the contract, the instructions of

the President to the director general, and the requirements of the

statute.
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It is to be noted that the negotiations respecting the form of the

contract were not dealings in the ordinary and usual sense between
the parties to the contract. The contract was submitted as stand-

I was submitted to the individual carrier for its acceptance

oi " jection. Some carriers refused to sign and others took what
ffered in preference to a lawsuit. The rule which we are

directed to observe is to be applied "whether or not such contract

n entered n it. > with the carrier whose railway operating

income is being computed." The contract is therefore I" be inter-

preted solely in the lighl <>i the law which provided for it.

In the face of the duty of the director general as an ag

carry out the instructions of his principal ami of his duty to com-
ply with the i. t ..i i ongress, it is impossible for us to conclude

thai ii was the mere expenditure of money without regard to the

result on the maintenance of the property which was in his con-

templation or in the contemplation of anj oi thi parti * *

\ comp osts of labor without having a unit of labor to

ible I hi le omparable units ami
ilation invclvin ly a comparison of thi

mi a man's ' iboi a' timi with tl i
i il a woman'; la

a boy's labor at another time would not be a comparison of the

equired to do a particular pica d! woi k. I hi

of the cos! o isarily involves dealing with the

.i unit of work 'hair ["hi purpo - in mind was to do as

much in the way of maintenance in one peril id as had Seen done
during another, for presum ime amount of maim
would produce the same result in physical reparation. Thei

i

j thi spit it of thi

i in President and even the Ni.uni.uii contract into effect. We can

not hold that, as used in the conti labor is synonymous
a laboi * *

The test of the interpretati I the ivords "cost of labor" is,

therefore, to be found in the inquiry as to what changes would
:. ted in the accounts howing the expenditures and

for maintenance during the tesl period, by substituting

laboi i iniilii ions oi the t< I
i
ei i id the labor condition i oi

i. id of federal control or the guarantj period. The adjust
. il be limited to the rati oi irag< pei daj oi per hour

or, but must include adjustment fi erj element of cost

oi physical reparation or material replacement or restoration, or

.a what has been referred to as "the labor cost of material in

must be required to produce the adequati

proof, bul ''a product thereof, thej an entitled to its bem it

ill in this would he unjust to the United
illowanoe than this would be unjust to the carriers.

Discussion Should Have Been
Confined to Specific Cases

Commissioner Potter, dissenting, reviewed the case of the Balti-

more & Ohio ami cited at length a study of the subject by Colonel

W. V, Colston, director of the Commission's division of finance.*

Mi I 'utter said in part:

It is the direct command oi < ongress that due allowance shall

difference ill the COSl ol ;

. and materials.
I dissent from the majority report. I concur in that part of the

dissenting report b) i iimiiii ionei Daniels wherein he demon-
onclusively that the carriers are entitled to "the same rel

.inn amount, character, and durability nt physical reparation,"

which Can onlj mean the COS) of material in place. The majority
report admits that we are charged with the duty of determining
the amounts payable by the United Mate, under the guaranl
i.Mid to and that we were given certain specific directions gov-
erning the method oi determination. It neither determines nor
i. Il- how to letermine allowances for differences iii ni.p of laboi

'ml materials, allowances for differences in amounts of propert>
aed, .a allow, in.. i"i differences in use of property. It

deal- w nil i

:

which is only a man
\\ h< n ill. pin a ... "im I abor" is used in the

i of slacking oi dereliction oi labor, implying a fall -

lie.', short of labor in its duty, it mi an, one thing. My contention
ami I 'liml 'iie contention of the others in the minority is that

when not used in the offensive Sense, allowance should he made
to the carriers for expenditures made under changed terms and
condition- The maiorin report is not clear a, to whether it is

intended illowance to the carriers for such portions of
I

I

iii i a- ma: expenditures a, resulted from such changed terms
onditions. It is chiefly upon the theorj thai the majority

i epot • would '
a e to allow expenditures madi

i

-.mh changed term is or that it fails to pass upon
the question that I dissent. \s the subject under consideration

Mie us, we are not called upon to pass upon
.an . Linn .a the i ai riers bas( d on the alleged ii

a. ii phrase is used in the offer

i- obvious that there is much doubt a- to whether such a claim
would lie susceptible of adequate prooi Che distinction between
the different meanings of tin- phrase "inefficiency of labor" was
drawn to our attention on December 4. 1QJ0 by our dire. I

"This was printed in the Rai/trav ••!?<• of Jun

finance [Colonel Colston]. His statement, modified to show com-
parisons of cost per effective hour of labor, is shown in an appendix
[not reproduced here]. I have pointed out to my associates vot-
ing with the majority that the inefficiency of labor which is made
the very gist of their discussion is not in any sense, and certainly

not in the offensive sense in which used by them, in issue in this

I have been unable to secure the correction of the report in

this regard and am therefore put to the necessity of showing the

real issues by a review at some length of the history of the case.
* * * In compliance with instructions, our director of finance

proposed as a basis for our determination of the general principles

for the fixing of maintenance charges a report in the case of the

Baltimore & Ohm, which involved all of the principles as to which
ruination was required, and which was based upon the plan

tentative!) agreed upon I" lureau of finance and the

carriers. 1 think it is .cry unfortunate that we did not follow

the com ned and rend' ion in a concrete case,

rather than adopt the practice of making an announcement in the

abstract. * * *

The familiar prim the Hermanos Case cited

in the majority report is not applicable to an interpretation of

the standard contract. The necessity for the "long continued"
constrm I

atute which the majority opinion treats lightly

is the very essence of the decision referred to. Xot only is "long
continued construction" lacking in this case but as a matter of

fact there ha- inj general acquiescence. The present
' rsy is due to the fact that the < interested do

not accept the director general's construction and the general

principle invi I
any administrative

I he principle that the director general, a contracting party,

would he permitted to interpret or construe his own contract
inomaly in the law.

[Commissioner Potter here went into a detailed examination of
'hose features of the nation tits which enhanced the cost

of rail i 3 that all these should be consid-

ered by tin- Commission.]

Dissenting Opinion
by Commissioner Campbell

i ampbell, Commissioner, dissenting, said in part:
I he interpretation placed by the majority upon the phrase "cost

of labor" is, in my judgment, contrary to the plain and natural

significance of these words. If the words of an instrument are

plain and unambiguous, as in this case, resort may not be had to

extraneous facts in order to ascertain the intent of the parties

thereto A comparison of costs of labor without having a unit

of labor to deal witlt is impossible. The unit must be measurable
and the result obtained is the standard by which a unit is to be
measured. In other words, the carriers are entitled to be paid
for maintenance in place.

Commissioner Hall did not participate in the disposition of
tills I JM

From the Quebt

The Universal Scapegoat



Canadian Railway Results in Calendar Year 1920

Operating Ratio Was 97 Per Cent—Total Earnings Increased, but

Net Declined Chiefly Owing to High Labor Costs

By J. L. Payne

Formerly Comptroller of Statistics, Department of Railways and Canals

U/^ SE IIF THE MllST unfavorable years in their history"

I 1 is the mild but significant statement with which
^^^

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics commences its

preliminary report of operating results on Canadian railways

for the calendar year 1920. An analysis of the details which

follow would justify the choice of a stronger adjective; for

1920 was really a frightfully disastrous year for the railways

of Canada. If it were not for the fact that government is

back of lines representing more than 52 per cent of the total

operating mileage, another such year might very well mean
the stoppage of transportation by rail over a large part of

the country. The facts warrant such a gloomy forecast.

Fragmentary information in relation to the Canadian Na-
tional group, as announced to Parliament several months ago,

had prepared the public mind for the full data now given

out. In the meantime, the Canadian Pacific report had been

issued, and it was avidly accepted as a countervail to the

exceedingly discouraging deficit which the Minister of Rail-

ways had been compelled to reveal to the country.

Thus the worst and the best were known in advance of the

full figures which have now been published. The worst

relates to the government system, and yet the Canadian
people do not appear to feel any particular sense of un-

easiness about the matter. They know that business will go
on as usual. Back of that, they also know that the continued

operation of the state roads means continued losses, which
must fall upon the Dominion treasury; but they have a com-
placent and quite impersonal way of looking at that aspect

of the situation. If taxpayers had not that disposition, the

whole business of administration would be immediately and
drastically reorganized the world over. As Otto H. Kahn
declared recently in his brochure on "Pressing Problems and
Some Suggestions," the article that has risen in cost higher
than any other has been government. Yet people do not seem
to care.

The burden of growing taxes raises no outcry; but a small

advance in the freight tales makes everybody vociferous in

denunciation. We live in a world full of contrarieties.

Operating Ratio 97 Per Cent

The ratio of operating expenses to gross earnings in 1920
was 97.17 per cent. Within that pregnant statement of fact

lies the whole story of trouble. All other figures are merely
collateral and explanatory. For 1919 the ratio was 92.2,
which must be compared with an average of 71.0 during the
period between 1900 and 1917. In some of those eighteen
years the railways had experienced hard times. That was
notably true of 1914 and 1915, and the cause was not al-

together the disorganization which followed the outbreak of
war. The shrinkage of traffic had begun very positively
before Germany invaded Belgium, and it is reasonable to
assume that an indefinite period of stringency had set in
when the war came along to create a feverish and unnatural
revival of trade. Trade and traffic are synonymous. That
revival, however, was accompanied by such' wild advances in
the cost of labor and materials, and such a violent expansion
in resultant operating expenses, that, despite higher rates and
swelling receipts, the railways have finally been brought to
the verge of absolute bankruptcy.
We shall be al He in a moment to identify quite clearly an

outstanding cause for this distressing spectacle of insolvency,

notwithstanding that it was accompanied by unprecedented

buoyancy in railway earning power. Before doing so, it is

well worth while to pause long enough to recognize the im-

portant change which has taken place in the attitude of the

public mind—for there is such a thing as a public mind

—

toward railway interests.

It would have been futile three years ago to tell the people

at large that the railways were in trouble. Not a trace of

sympathy would have been aroused. There might even have

been satisfaction. The railways were "corporations" and

stood for "big business," separate and aloof. They were

harried by vexatious legislation and many other demonstra-

tions of hostility.

Today, for the first time, the situation of the railways i-

understood, and to the extent that such understanding rests

on a clear appreciation of the vital relationship which must

always exist between commerce and transportation it repre-

sents unreckonable compensation for adversity. It may have

needed just such unparalleled tribulation to open the eyes

of the people and awaken their conscience.

Largest Gross—Smallest Net

The railway cataclysm of 1920 was co-incident, as has

been said, with the largest volume of gross earnings on record.

Large, however, as were receipts, the flow of expenditures

reached proportions beyond ail preceding standards. The
total of gross revenues was $491,938,857, as against $408,-

598,361 for 1919. Operating cost, on the other hand, rose

from $376,789,093 to $478,002,823. Thus, while inflow was
increasing by 20.4 per cent, outgo increased by 26.7 per cent.

This happened in a year when the trend should have been

in the opposite direction if safety was to be assured. A net

operating revenue of $13,936,002', after $9,553,990 for taxe*

and $59,102,979 for interest on funded debt had been paid.

left a corporate loss for the year of $43,088,388. There was
a decrease of $17,873,265 in net operating revenue, and an

increase in corporate loss of $28,159,722. Grave as is this

showing, it does not include many millions of fixed charges

attaching to the older units of the government system. The
bookkeeping of the government in respect of capital account

has already been explained in these columns, and it must
suffice to say that it excludes everything but the primary
outlay for actual construction.

Here again one is impelled to moralize. If the large vol-

ume of gross earnings just indicated had come to the railways

of Canada under normal conditions as to outgo, what a vital

help to them it would have been! The popular notion has
hitherto been that transportation agencies wanted big earn-

ings for the sole purpose of paying fat dividends, some of

them on diluted capitalization. That they desired to be in a

position to reward in a reasonable measure investors in their

securities ma} be admitted without the slightest hesitation.

Such a motive was proper and sound from every angle of
view. The watered stocks were myths conjured largely by
prejudice. But that was far from being their chief purpose.
To sane and ambitious railway executives abundant income
is associated with reserves for additions and betterments, so
that borrowing may be unnecessary.

It is singular that when a bank accumulates a huge re-
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serve it is credited with commendable shrewdness and

prescience, while if a railway does precisely the same thing

it is accused of greed and dishonesty. The aim is the same

in both cases, and the means to the end are identical. In the

final reckoning, moreover, it is just as important that the

transportation agencies of the country should be strong as

that the banks should be strong. In the awakening which

has now occurred, bringing with it a dispassionate judgment

mingled with sympathy, this fundamental truth may be rec-

ognized. If it is, it will mean much to the hard pressed

railways. The pinch from which they are suffering so acutely

will not have been wholly unavailing if that is one of the

results.

Swollen earnings grew out of larger traffic and higher

rates. During 1920 the railways of the Dominion hauled

127,388,45.-! tons of freight, which was within a few thou-

sand tons of the record mark of 1918. For the year there

was a gain of 15,900,673 tons. Ton-miles had an aggregate

of 11,893,182,716, which was the highest ever registered,

and showed that business was reall) good. The number of

passengers carried was 51,306,074—also a new high score.

Passenger miles, however, did not gain in proportion, solely

because the average journey was shortened. Thai was one

of the phenomena of the situation in the United States last

year. More people used the trains; but they did not travel

as far as they had done in other years. Gains were also made

in revenues From mail, express and incidentals. In short,

there was activity in all departments, and 1920 would have

brought unprecedented prosperity to the railways of Canada,

with qualifications as to the government system, if it had not

been for the high and quite extraordinary cost of operation.

I hat cost absorbed not only all but 2.83 cents of every dollar

which was received during the year, but ate up nearly every

trace of profit and left the roads in the weakest state they

have ever been in during the seventy odd years of their

history.

Of the 56 railways reporting, 31 paid operating expenses

and 25 had a deficit. Of the 31 which made one hand wash

he oilier, so far as operating revenues and operating cost

wen- iiiiKerneil, 19 showed a tiel corporate income of $36,-

, I he Canadian Pacini accounted for that credit

balance almosl wholly. It is an exceedingly strong road, and

enjoys unique advantages as to profitable results from out-

side operations, It paid its usual dividend on common stock,

but could scarcely have done so if it had Keen confined to

net rail\\a\ earnings. To do what it did in 1920 involved

exceptional economies, including sweeping reductions in staff

and in train mileage. All the railways appear to have cut

down on maintenance, which is always a sign of distress,

and they only do it when they have to.

High Expenses Due Mainly to High Labor Costs

\\ hv were operating expenses so high and so destructive

in 1920? The Dominion Bureau of Statistics gives the

answer in these words: "Over 56 per rent of the increase

in operating expenses was in salaries and wages, which in-

rea ed aboul 15 per cent, or frpm .- 13,323 "74 to $290,-

1-31,221, and about 14 per cent was in the COSl of fuel."

In all that has thus far been brought to publii notice with

respect to the railway payroll for last year, only the facts

relating to the Canadian National and the Canadian Pacific

i iv. been available. It is now possible to sum up the situ

ation for the Dominion as a whole, and when that has been

done the Full story of what were the consequences of the

Mi \<loo and Chicago awards are brought out graphically.

There cannot be . 1 1 1 \ escape from the conclusion, no matter

how the figures are set down so long as they are fairly

stated that the railways were impoverished by the scale of

wages they were compelled to pay to their employees, I 'i

the official statistics tell their own tale, as is shown in the

following table:

Number of Total
employees remuneration

1913 178,652 $115,749,825

1915 124,142 90,215,727
97 .... 146,175 129.626,187
1918'" 143.493 152.274,953

1919 " 173,728 233,323,074

1920.:.:.;.'. 184,934 290,431,221

If these totals of compensation be reduced to averages per

employee the result is as follows:

Average per
emnloyee

1913 $648.09

1915 727.54
1917 S87.85
igio 1,064.86

iq'o ":::::::::::::::: 1.343.25
! -

:

There is something at once significantly suggestive in the

fact that, while the volume of salaries and wages increased

by 25 per cent in 1920 over 1919, the average per employee

gained by but a little over 17 per cent. The explanation is

found in the need for more men to d '
int °f

work. Although the national agreements did not extend to

Canada, there was nevertheless on this side of the line the

same lowered efficienq which had been so conspicuous in all

industries as the result of the labor situation during the

latter stages of the war period. As between 1918 and 1920

the average wage grew by 47.5 per cent, and as compared

with 1917 by 76.9 per cent. Going back to the year prior to

the outbreak of war. the 1920 average showed an advance of

142.4 per cent.

The rise in the" volume of compensation to employi

even more striking than the average. As compared with 1919

the difference in 1920 was 25 per cent. Over the total for

1918 it was 90.8 per cent, and over 1913 it was 152.1 per

cent. It may be conceded that 1915 was an abnormal year,

and for that reason might be excluded; but it stands in the

official record, and shows that the aggregate of compensation

to employees in 1920 was 222.2 per cent higher. In fact, it

was .this swiftly rising total of outgo under the head of

salaries and wages which carried operating cost to the point

where it seriously threatened to 'rush the railways beneath

its weight. It has all but done that.

This year the expenditure for labor will be lower than it

was in 1920. The 12 per cent cut has just gone into effect,

after repeated conferences with representatives of the unions

and considerable show of resistance. Some of the minor

organizations have not yet agreed to the lower scale. They

are protesting that it is not justified by the cost of living,

and is going to cause great hardship among large groups of

workers; but their acquiescence is not of controlling impor-

tance after the Big four have taken the reduction. This

much may be said with assurance: Public judgment is abso-

lutely and unqualifiedly on the side of the railways. The

attitude of the press makes that abundantly clear. Tie

while there will be much of complaining' and call

arbitration, it is not probable there will bt anything in the

nature of a strike. It is somewhat surprising that, while the

McAdoO and Chicago awards went into effect in Canada

automatically, the jurisdiction of the National Railway

Labor Hoard is now called in question by railway employees

on this side of the boundary, and they want the whole matter

opened up.

The grounds on which these minor unions are holding out

are two in chief: First, that economic conditions do not

justify them; and second, that the National Railway Labor

Board is without jurisdiction in Canada. The first conten-

tion is supported by arguments which merely mean "we need

the money," and may therefore be dismissed as unimportant.

The second suggests quite sharply the ini >nd in-

sincerity of these men
I pted tin- McAdoo award

of 1918. and the Chicago award of 192D. without any com-

puni tion or the uttering of a syllable on the score of juris-

I ie Canadian railways might very well haw
thai question; but the) did not. They accepted the awards
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and their consequences. To appeal now for arbitration,

which would involve a repetition of the proceedings at Chi-

cago earlier in the year, would make for an indefinite delay.

That is probably the sole purpose in view. In the meantime,

there is nothing to show that this action is supported, either

morally or otherwise, by the major brotherhoods.

The official figures "raise the loss on the government system

in 1920 to $71,909,927, as against the estimate by the Min-

ister of Railways of a little under $70,000,000 in March last.

Since the corporate deficit on 37 roads—which had no share

in the net income of $36,581,437 enjoyed by the 19 roads

referred to in a preceding paragraph—was $79,669,825, it

follows that the shortage on lines outside of the government

group was $7,759,898. But the fact must not be overlooked

thai a very large volume of fixed liability is not charged

against the Canadian National, and if the account as to

i apital were made up on a sound basis the loss for the year

would not fall below $140,000,000. That is to say, there

are quite unavoidable and legitimate charges, amounting to

about $70,000,000, which are omitted from the government

statement.

In the light of details which the full report for 1920

affords, the causes of this large deficit on the government

Freight Car Loading

The LOADINGS of revenue freight for the week ending

July 30 totaled 796,570 cars—an increase of 6,222

cars over the week ended July 23, according to the

reports of the Car Service Division of the American Railway
Association. Loadings of revenue freight during the corre-

sponding week of 1920 totaled 936,366 cars and for the

corresponding week of 1919—925,195 cars.

The week showed gains in the loadings of all commoditiex

except coal and ore. Loading of grain and grain products

is heavier this year than during eitl'.er 1920 or 1919. For

the week ended July 30, 00,416 cars were loaded, or 26,564

more than were loaded during the corresponding week in

1920 and 9,301 more than the similar period of 1919. Com-
pared by districts, increases over the week before in the num-
ber of cars loaded with revenue freight were reported in the

Eastern, Southern, Central western and Southwestern regions

but decreases in the Allegheny, Pocahontas and North-

western. All reported decreases compared with the corre-

sponding week last year except the Central western.

The surplus of cars in serviceable condition continues to

decline, due principally to the increased demand for grain

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS
Summary—Al! Districts: Comparison of Totals This Ye

I tisiiicts

Eastern

Allegheny

Pocahontas

Southern

Northwestern . .

.

Centra! Western.

Southwestern . .

Total, all roads. .

Grain
and Live

Year grain stock
products

Last Year,, Two Years Ago. For Week Ended Saturday, July 23, 1921.

Total revenue freight loaded Received from connections

Forest
Coke products

1921
1920
1921
1920
1921

10,216
5,607
4,576
2,476
274

1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921 231455

5,062
3,291

11,774

1920
1921
1920

11,055
9,562
4,544

Increase Compared . .

Decrease Compared..
Increase Compared..
Decrease Compared. .

^Detail for Mich

2,517
2,479
2.S60
3,11X4

2.036
2,140
6,827

24,689
26,110
29,392

41,233
56,620
45,821
60,423
20,149
22,548
20,215
22,744
6,424

11,325
14,082
21,697
4,218
6,233

152,142
201,590
183,783

712
251

1,330
468

1,213
136
462

3.92S
13,127
8,371

4,318
8,353
2.334
3,224
1,272
1,659

13,256
15,635
11,388
15,682
4,723
5,995
5,835
7,567

43,126
58,115
58,807

2.961
9,614
7.153

11,092
20

203
229

3.099
22,044
47,671

539
4,979
709
656

33,655
77,314
71,524

1,421 49,448 9,199 14.9S9

1919
gan Central not

4,443 15,681

43,659

'37,869

not comparable, as sorr

get a fair comparison.

Julv 16 1921 56,991 24,802
July 9 1921 38,015 21,067
Julv 2 1921 40,547 24,923
June 25 1921 3S.S21 28,229

152,116
126.331
157.265
156,999

3,737 44,037
3.830 34,356
4.354 47,542
4,557 49,427

31.4S4
26,312
30,335
28,921

Corre- Corre-
' '

Corre-
Mdse. Miscel- This sponding sponding This sponding sponding
L.C.L. laneous \ ear Year Year \ ear Year \ far

19>1 1920 1919 1921 1920 1919
56,081 71.574 189,706 187,799
35,783 "... l

'

228,161 230,406 228,291
42,073 50,624 157,508 104.711
36.035 66,812 189,129 189,139 135,655 138,274
2,575 5,221 29,693 12,188

68 9,153 34.639 36.593 21.435 18,307
34,685 33,866 109,600 62,915
34,474 43,622 126,335 113,255 75,989 69.995
27,748 34.405 121,078 42.417
31,005 40,936 163,391 157,397 61,503 60,917
29,957 38,009 118,967 50.019
32.431 41,095 16 120,238 67,765 63,452
15,197 25,874 63,796 43,877
16,413 22,433 60,481 62,654 45,825 49.072

208,316 259,573 790,348 503,926
1X1. .21)9 330,476 928,418 673,219
122.321 368,651 *909,682 628,308
22,107

70,903 138,070 169,293
85,995

109,078 119,334 124. 3X2

not able to separate their L. C. L. freight and miscel-

208,079
180,65.x

215.S87
215,678

255,006
209,129
253,955
252,429

76
639,698
774,808
775.061

942,851
796,191
891,621
911.503

902,296
809,845
743,226
S45.6S4

4S4.300
434,929
511,035
516,603

681,684 627. X41

633,997 554.129
651,932 584.596

591.200

system are brought out with unmistakable definiteness. It

will not be necessary to go into the matter in this sketch,

since a careful analysis was presented in the Railway Age of

July 16. The more complete data now available serve to

accentuate the weak spots which were then exposed. For
example, the average trainload of the Canadian Northern,

which is the most important in the amalgamation and enjoys

favorable grades, was but 354 tons, as compared with 528

for the Canadian Pacific. Going still deeper into the results

of management, and considering per passenger mile and ton-

nlile service combined it cost the Canadian Northern 1.057

cents for labor alone, as against .674 to the Canadian Pacific,

or a difference of 56.8 per tent adverse to the state

road.

Measured in another way, the total of passenger and ton-

miles per employee on the Canadian Northern was 153,019,

i i nst 222,459 on the Canadian Pacific. If operating

efficiency lie gaged on that basis, then it is completely obvious

that the corporate road showed a betterment of 45.4

per cent.

cars in the Central West. The Car Service Division's new
figure, "cars temporarily out of service due to business de-

pression" (which figure includes all surplus serviceable cars

as well as bad order cars in excess of 7 per cent of the total)

shows a decrease of 28,991 cars from the total of 555,168

on July 23 to 526,177 on July 31.

Of the total of 555,168 on July 31—

3

2 1,7:SI wire service-

able freight cars, while the remaining 204,396 were cars

awaiting repairs. On July 23 the surplus of serviceable cars

was 350,772. Surplus box cars in good repair at the end

of the month numbered 100,207 compared with 119,442 on

July 23, or a reduction within that period of 19,235 cars.

Reports showed 161,723 surplus coal cars in serviceable

condition, which was a reduction of 6,845 cars in a little

more than a week.

As a result, mainly, of the demand for grain cars, a short-

age in certain sections of the country of 3,905 freight cars

was reported by the railroads. This was an increase of 1.137

cars over that on July 23. Of the total, 3.710 consisted of

box cars, an increase of 1,207 cars in a week.



Piece Work Dispute Again Before Labor Board

Employees' Reply to Carriers' Testimony in National Agreements

Case—Hearings to Last Five Days

T
in abrogation oi Ri les, the terms of which prohibit

pieci work in railroad shops, is again under discussion

before the Railroad Labor Board. On August 8 hear-

ings on this subject were begun as a result of the disagree-

ment- which have been reached between approximately 70

: and representatives of their shop employees. In prac-

ti,.,ll\ all of the negotiations which have been conducted

during the pasl month between individual carriers and their

own employees, the employees have stood firmly for the re-

tention of Rule 1 of the Shop Crafts National Agreement

providing for the payment of employees on an hourly basis.

This rule prohibits the payment of shop employees on a

piece work basis. Because of this universal disagreement,

the Board ordered the present hearings. Again, when B. M.

fewell, president of the Railway Employees Department of

the American Federation of Labor, finished presentation of

his case in the controversy over national agreements, he stated

that his testimony was complete except for the submission of

<lat. i on the subject of piece work. Mr. Jewell was promised

al thai time an opportunity to complete his case, and these

hearings, according to the opening announcement of Vice-

Chairman W. E. Hooper, were called in compliance with

the request of the employees for opportunity to answer the

voluminous testimony on the uneconomical effects of the

abolition of piece work presented by the Conference Com-
mitter of Managers in the hearings on national agreements.

\t the opening session on August 8 Mr. Walber raised

the question as to whether the present hearings are a con-

tinuation of the hearings on national agreements or whether

ili > ire to be considered as separate hearings on disputes

filed with tin Board as a result of the negotiations between

individual carriers and their own employees ordered bj the

Hoard in Decision No. 119. Mr. Walber stated that it was

thi feeling of the carrier- that the real question before the

Hoard is whether it is right to deprive officers of the railroads

of the right t iduct their systems under a plan which is

more economical and more efficient than the plan whereby

employees are paid by the hour.

\ large portion of the' first day's testimony was taken up
with a plea l'\ Mi Jewell for separate hearings on each

disagreement certified to the Hoard during the past few weeks,

lie contended that the Hoard should hear testimony from

representatives of eae h carrier and from the representatives

of the employees ach road. In stating his position Mr.
Jewell outlined the program of the -hop men's organization

on national agreements, and in thi- connection maintained
that the' only instructions issued to local representatives of

I i- organization were that the} negotiate an agreement ac-

ili to them and to hi employees whom they represent

h railroad.

In closing the first day's testimony Mr. Waller stated that
the carriers intended to rest their case largely on the testimony
presented by the Conference Committee of Managers. He
formally submitted thi- testimony in the present case.

On August 9 the Labor Board announced that live days
of live hour- each would be allowed for the hearings in this
a-e-. The first four days are to be devoted to the employees'

reply to the piece work testimony of the Conference Com-
mittee of Managers and the last day is to be devoted to
rebuttal statements by representatives of the carriers. Vice-
Chairman Hooper in making the announcement stated that
the only question before tlu Hoard at this time is whether
or not the rule prohibiting piece work should or should not

be continued. After considerable discussion as to the pro-

cedure which should be followed the hearing was adjourned

until August 10 at Mr. Jewell's request.

Committeemen representing tin shop e,n 28

tern carrier tlu- di-putes over

red before thi Bo on August 10 and

vigorously protested the re-establishment of piece work.

Practicall) all of the local nunc '1 that from

95 to 100 per cent of the -hop nted by them

have voted against tin- n at nt of piece work on the

grounds that this ?ystem oi pa works on the

employees, constitute',- a form of slaver} ie pay-

ment of punitive overtime' and makes impossible the payment

of a living wage. Mm > -1 their

arguments largely on the fait that the re-e.-tabli-hment of

piece work would wipe out their punitive overtime to a great

extent and the introduction of this argument was protested

by Mr. Walber, who called attention to the fad that the

present hearings are on the question of piece work. Mr.

Jewell replied that the two su ' closely allied that

they must be- considered together. This point was not made

an issue and the hearings continued.

Board Renders Another Decision

in Pennsylvania Dispute

A decision in the controversy between tin Pennsylvania

and the Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks.

Freight Handlers, Express and Station Employees over the

election of representatives to negotiate new agreements re-

garding rules and working conditions was announced by

tin board late last week. This dispute is to a large extent

similar to the dispute between tlu Pennsylvania and its shop

men, described in the Railway Age of July 16 (page 115).

The Labor Board in its decision held that:

1. The carrier was within its rights in denying that the

Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerk-. Freight Han-
dlers, Express and Station Employee ted a majority
of that class of employees, and requiring of the

alleged fact.

2. An election to be freely participated in by all empl
of that class, union and non-union, I preventatives

to negotiate rules and working conditions was proper and

3. That the carrier was wrong in refusing to allow the

name of any organization to go on the ballot. There is noth-
ing in' the Transportation \ct to justify tin- course. Said
statute recognizes the existence railway
employees, and the right of the men I such organi-
zations is no longer seriously questioned in anj quarter. The
railway • have built up organizations with their

money, have put at the head of them the men they consider
most competent and trustworthy, and have acquired a vast
amount of information, statistical and general, bean:,
matters affecting their rules and working conditions. It is

unjust and unreasonable to seek by methods, direct or indi-

rect, to deprive them of the efficient representation afforded
ley these organizations, provided, of course, a majority of
them desire to he so represented. On tin other hand, if the
carrier, by fair and legal methods, can win the suppe •

majority of its employees to non-union representation in this

important statutory conference, it has the undoubted right to

do so. Putting the name of an organization on the ballot
was equivalent to putting the names of individuals there.
because it simply meant that the chosen officers of the organi-
zation would represent the employees, if the majorit]
authorized.

4. Said organization of employee- was wrong in its sug-
n that the ballot contain only the names of organiza-

tion- to the exclusion of individuals. This ignored the rights

297
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of non-union men, and was therefore unjust and unreasonable.

5 '| h, in : tence of the carrier that no name should go on.

,1 .t of an employee of the carrier is not justi-

fied by thi statute. The employees had no desire, however.

,, the record shows, to place on the ballot the name

of any one not an employee.
_ .

,, | he carrier had no legal right to adopt a regional divi-

sion for the purpose of requiring the employees to elei I

regional representatives. The Transportation Act contem-

plati that the class of employees directly interested on the

i titire system shall select their representatives, and even if it

did not, the carrier would have no right to make such arrange-

ment without the consent of the other contracting party.

Such a [lower to subdivide into districts could easily degen-

erate into the process known in politics as gerrymandering.

The carrier had no right to segregate for the purpose of

hi li election, the clerks in the general offices at Philadelphia

and I'ittsburgh, as the character of their work and the condi-

tions under which it is performed are not so dissimilar from

that of the other clerks as to constitute them a distinct class

,ii employees. This action was in disregard of Decision No.

153 of this Board, which is here cited for further direction on

this particular matter. For the same reason the carrier did

not have the right to otherwise subdivide the clerks for the

purpose of said ballot. The groups into which they were
divided did not constitute distinct classes of employees.

7. The carrier was correct in its contention that the em-
ployees embraced in the membership of the Brotherhood of

Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express

and Station Employees constitute more than one distinct class

of employees within the meaning of the Transportation Act.

The Labor Board holds that, under the Transportation Act,

one distinct class of employees cannot negotiate rules for

another distinct class. For example, the laborers employed in

and around stations, storehouses and warehouses have no
right to participate in the election of representatives to nego-
tiate rules for clerks, and vice versa the clerks have no right

to participate in the election of representatives to negotiate

rules for said laborers.

The fact that these different and distinct classes of em-
ployees belong to the same organization does not affect the

question under consideration. The organization may admit
to its membership as many different classes of employees as

it may see fit, but it cannot throw their combined vote and
strength to the election of representatives to negotiate, under
the Transportation Act, for any one distinct class of em-
ployees. The organization may be selected, however, to rep-
resent any class of employees that belong to it.

The Labor Board has heretofore held that employees per-
forming work similar in its general characteristics and in the
conditions surrounding it belong to the same class, within the
meaning of the statute. It now holds the converse of this

proposition—namely, that employees performing work dis-

similar in its general characteristics and in the conditions
surrounding it must be assigned to different classes, within
the meaning of the statute.

It is not always easy, however, to classify employees, for
there are varying degrees of similarity and dissimilarity in

their work and working conditions.

The Board then divided the employees represented by the

clerks' organization into three groups: clerks, foremen and
storekeepers and office, station, warehouse, storehouse and
elevator forces not included in the first two groups.

Continuing, the decision said:

8. When the dispute arose as to the essential preliminary
of how the representatives of the employees should be se-
lected, neither party should have proceeded further, until that
disagreement was composed either by further conference or
by reference to the Labor Board.
The Transportation Act places the carrier and the em-

ployees in a contractural relationship as to the negotiation
of rules and working conditions, and neither of the parties
has the right, either directly or indirectly, to dominate or
dictate the other party's selection of its representatives.
The statute expressly says that the employees directly inter-

ested shall "designate and authorize" their representatives.
Inasmuch as the law requires the carrier to deal with the

representatives of the employees, il larilj follows that
the carrier must know who tin- duly authorized representatives
are. It is therefore proper for the carrier to be I ept in close
contact with the election and to be represented in the conduct
thereof.

In this connection it maj be added that all regular labor
organizations and the unorganized employees of the carrier
should be fairly represented in every step incident to the
taking oi such a ballot.

The misunderstanding which arose as to the proper method

to adopt, for the selection of the representatives of the em-

ployees for the conference on rules deprived great numbers

of employees, apparently a majority, of their legal right to be

represented. This sort of a situation is not conducive to in-

dustrial peace. The carrier ought not to be content with it,

it is unjust and un-American.
It cannot be said that this case involves in any sense the

question of the open or closed shop. Neither does it involve

any attempt to deprive the carrier and the employees of the

right to sit down at a conference table and settle their own
differences, if any arise, as to rules and working conditions.

( In the contrary! it is the purpose of this Board by its de-

cision to guarantee both to the carrier and its employees.

union and non-union, every right conferred upon them by the

law, to the end that there may be the harmonious co-opera-

ti m essential to the well-being of all parties and the highest

service to the public at large.

The election conducted by the Pennsylvania was declared

"illegal and void," the rules negotiated by the representatives

elected by the company ballot to be "void and of no effect."

and another election to determine the choice of a majority

of each of the three classes of employees as to their repre-

sentatives in the negotiation of new rules and working con-

ditions was ordered in the decision. The Board also called

a conference on or before August 15 at which the represen-

tatives of the carrier, of the Brotherhood of Railway and

Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and Station

Employees, of any other similar organization and of each

group of one hundred or more unorganized employees who
desire separate representation to formulate plans for the

new election.

Board Orders Secret Ballot on Pennsylvania

In an addendum to the Pennsylvania decision announced

in the Railway Age last week the Labor Board on August 5

ordered a secret ballot to determine representatives to nego-

tiate new agreements regarding rules and working conditions.

The decision of the Board in this case directed that each

employee voting should show on his ballot his name, craft,

place of employment and whether working or furloughed

and should then seal and forward the ballot to the proper

committee. The attention of the Board was called to the

fact that this method of balloting in this instance would be

objectionable because there is such conflict of interest. The
addendum is the result.

Pennsylvania Allowed More Time to Comply

The Pennsylvania Railroad has asked for and been granted

15 days' grace (to August 25) on the order of the Railroad

Labor Board requiring the company to confer with repre-

sentatives of "System Federation No. 90" concerning plan.s

for an election to select members of the committee to deal

with the company in the revision of the rules of employment

of its shopmen.

Eastern Railway Station at Paris



Senate Committee Begins Hearing on Funding Bill

Some Senators Opposed to Final Action Before Recess

—

Finance Ccrpcraticn Director Defends Measure

Hearings began before thi Senate Committee on Inter-

state ( ommerce on August 9, on the Townsend bill

which would enable the War Finance Corporation to

purchase obligations of the carriers for the amounts due by

tin m for capital expenditures made by the government dur-

ing the period of federal control, and to use the proceeds of

the sale fhereoi to advance funds to the carriers for the

amounts due them. A similar bill has been introduced in

the Mouse by Representative Winslow, as was noted in the

Railway Age of last week.

Testifying before the committee, Kugene Meyer, Jr., Di-

rector of the War Finance Corporation, said that passage

of the hill would mean the employment of an additional

l,oi)(),ooo men during the coming winter, the bill contem-

plates only the revival of the powers given the War Finance

< orporation during the war, he said. The Corporation

would have no direct dealings with the railroads under its

provisions. It would simply he enabled to buy such securi-

ties as it deemed advisable. No appropriation for this pur-

pose would be necessarj or desirable, he added. Purchases

of railroad securities by the War Finance Corporation would,

in his opinion, have a stimulating effect upon many lines

of business.

Senator Town-end asked whether an emergency existed

that necessitated passage of the bill. Mr. Meyer thought an

emergency did exist, that an emergency existed whenever a

million men were out of employment. He was then asked

if he were firmly convinced that the bill would restore con-

fide i" e in railroad securities.

"1 have no doubt of it," he replied. "Conditions are

working in that direction right now. and 1 think we can
materially accelerate the restoration of confidence. By re-

loring confidence in the railni.nl-. confidence will be restored

in all other lino, and this bill will mark the beginning of

the real rec oii-truc timi period."

Alba B. Johnson's Letter to the Committee

Immediate passage of the railroad legislation is essential,

the committee was told in a letter written by Alba B. John-
son, president of the Railway Business Association. He
asked that no amendments modifying the transportation act

be considered by the committee' as a part of the pending
lull, because ol the delay that such amendments would
entail.

"Rather than contribute even a half hour to the delay,

the Railway Business Association refrains from offering

testimony," Mr. Johnson wrote. He called attention to re-

ports that the bill might either be delayed until after a recess

or defeated through irrelevant amendments which the ma-
jority of the two houses would find unacceptable, Mr. John-
son's letter follows:

Reports persist thai the passa ;e of S 2337 i the Townsend Bill)
maj either be delayed until aftei a recess or defeated through
irrelevant amendments which Congress would not accept. Hun-
dreds of thousands of men look for work to members of our asso-
ciation, manufacturers of railwaj equipment, material and sup-
plies. Unemployment among them reaches great proportions.
These men. their families and the communities in which they live
and trade are waiting for full force or full time. They must
wait until the- railroads ran obtain money with which to paj sup
ply bills and to place new ordc

S. 2337 would give the roads time in which to repay sums ad-
vanced bj the government during federal control for capital pur-
poses and release tor immediate cash remittance balances due the
load- from the government on other accounts.

Washington, D. C.

Rather than contribute even a half hour to the delay the Rail-

way Busini \ ociation refrains from offering testimony at

your hearing appointed tor August 9 and requests instead that

this letter he inserted in the record.
We urge:
1. Prompt Action. A voluntary vacation for Congress without

this enactment would mean an involuntary vacation without pay
for hundreds of thousands of industrial employees.

2. Separate Vction \\ e hope you will exclude serious con-
sideration of amendments not essential to clarify the primary pur-
pose of the bill. I ongress has no mandate of ascertained public
purpose to modify any essential principle of the Transportation
Act of 1920. If discussion of general amendments is di

can be conducted mo I ad merits free from
confusion with the discharge of a plain governmental obligation,

so recognized by the President of the United Stat
tary of the Treasury, and the Director General of Railroads. If

it shall he proposed that Congress at this time abandon its estab-
lished policy in order to make railway rates by statute instead of
through an administrative tribunal created by it, such a reversal
of federal method and practice requires in safety to the public a
discussion so thorough that postponement of industrial resump-
tion through the debate is unthinkable.

Opposition to the Bill

The bill was opposed at Wednesday's hearing before the

Senate Interstate Commerce Committee by Senator LaFollette

and by several Democratic Senators, among whom was Sena-

tor Pomerene, of Ohio, who referred to the proposed funding
program as a "hand-out." The bill was defended vigorously

by Eugene Meyer, director of the War Finance Corporation,
who declared that it was i measure for national as well as

railrpad rehabilitation.

In answer to the' questions of Senator LaFollette as to

where the bill had originated, Mr. Meyer -.ml he had dis-

cussed the question with the President and that the bill

had been drawn thereafter by G. C. Henderson, counsel for

the War Finance Corporation. Mr. Meyer -aid he had not

attended any conference at which President Harding discussed

the legislation with railroad executives and that no one
outside the War Finance Corporation had a hand in drafting

the bill.

"Did you know that Mr. Hoover was going to New York
to confer with railway executives about it?" persisted Senator

LaFollette. Mr. Meyer disclaimed such knowledge.

Senator La Follette referred to loans by the War I

Corporation to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company and a

New Orleans street railway company, which, he -aid. -e»>n

afterwards became bankrupt. The Senator said he did that

to indicate "how business was transacted." Director Meyer
said he regarded the Brooklyn Rapid Transit loan as "eventu-

ally good;" and said the New Orleans loan had Keen paid

in 'full.

Senator LaFolletl 3i light to -how that the bill really would
authorize the War Finau Mind, i i -ell. over

one billion dollars of railroad securities rather than only

$500,000,000, Mr. Meyer declared that funding of the

latter amount only was contemplated or could be reasonably

acc( mplished.

Director General Davis Testifies

The limit of funding under the bill. D
the Railroad Administration told the committee- would be

$500,000,000 and "probably under." Giving a :

nt .if the railroad debt- to the- government for

additions and betterments mostly equipment—-furnished

carriers during the war. Mr. Davis said a total of

$1,144,0 • e,l for that purpose « >f this.

>oo
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id, the railroad- had given Jo 1 0.000,000 in equipment

trust notes and $70,000,000 paid in cash, leaving a balance

of $763,000,000, of which $61,000,000 already had been

funded privately. About $700,000,000 of the 'government

advances, therefore, he said, have not been funded, but for

various reasons, lack of "securities, etc., -Mr. Davis stated that

the bill would require funding of less than $500,000,000.

No change is proposed by the bill, Mr. Davis added, in

the authority given him under the transportation act to settle

all i hums against the government. Mr. 'Davis said the bill

would be "greatly beneficial." "Its whole purpose," he said,

"is in lei the public, instead of the- government, carry these

loans.'' Examination of Mr. Davis was continued Thursday.

Illinois Manufacturers Urge Favorable Action

Chairman Cummins on Wednesday received a letter from

Charles A. Livingston, representing the Illinois Manufac-
turers Association, urging prompt enactment of the bill ''in

order that the railroads, industries and all shippers may im-

mediately be relieved that transportation troubles may be

averted and unemployment be lessened."

Not all of the railroad securities held by the government

will be accepted and marketed by the War Finance Corpora-

tion, Director Meyer said during his opening testimony on

Wednesday. Only the good securities now held by Director

Davis of the Railroad Administration will be funded, Mr.

Meyer said, explaining that the provisions of the funding

bill were permissive and not mandatory upon the War
Finance Corporation. The securities which are deemed good

by the corporation, Mr. Meyer stated, would have to be

marketed gradually.

"Of course, we can't throw hundreds of millions of securi-

ties on the market,"' he said. "We would take them over

temporarily and market them later, furnishing funds to enable

the director general to adjust accounts with the railroads."

Senator Kellogg, of Minnesota, interjected that there was

nothing in the funding bill relating to settlement of claims

between the railroads and the government. "It simply takes

the railroad securities now held by the government and trans-

fers them to another branch of the government to be sold,"

said Senator Kellogg.

Director Meyer added that in advancing funds to the

director general on the railroad securities taken by the cor-

poration the director general then would have funds to pro-

ceed with adjustments of accounts.

About $700,000,000 of the railroads' equipment notes given

for loans by the government during the war are held, Mr.

Meyer said. "These are frozen credits, and we propose to

unfreeze them for the benefit of the government,"' he said.

Postponement of Action Possible

President Harding had expressed the desire that the fund-

ing bill should be passed before the recess of Congress which

has been set tentatively for August 20, but he was told in-

die Republican leaders that this would be practically impos-

sible. Tremendous pressure is being brought upon the

Executive and upon Congress for quick action on the bill,

but there is considerable opposition to it in both Houses.

The leaders fear that to attempt to jam it through before the

recess would provoke a filibuster that would prevent passage

of other essential legislation.

The Winslow Bill Referred to Committee

The banking and currency committee of the House voted

on Monday to authorize its chairman, in his discretion, to

move in the House for rereference of the Winslow railroad

funding bill to the banking and currency committee. This

bill, like the agricultural relief bill, is in the form of an

amendment to the War Finance Corporation act, and is iden-

tical with the Townsend bill, the hearings upon which began

before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on Tues-

day. Chairman McFadden said he had not decided whether

an attempt to get jurisdiction of the bill, which at present is

in the hands of the interstate and foreign commerce com-
mittee, should be made. He said there would be no effort

to combine the agricultural relief bill and the Winslow bill,

should the latter be referred to this committee by the House.

The I. C. C.'s Decision As To
Maintenance Allowances in Guaranty Period

Elsewhere in this issue there appears an abstract of a

decision by the Interstate Commerce Commission denying

thi' claims of the railroads to include in their allowances for

maintenance during the guaranty period, charges to cover

the inefficiency of labor. Following this decision. Secretary

Mellon of the Treasury Department said that in accepting

payment from the government covering the guaranty period

the railroads will be expected to relinquish all right to ap-

peal to the courts in the further attempt to secure payment

of these claims. Acceptance of final settlements by the rail-

roads reserving the right to receive further payments in the

event that the courts uphold their claims for compensation

for inefficienq- of labor will not be possible under Secretary

Mellon's decision. The carriers would either be compelled

to sign a waiver relinquishing their rights of appeal to the

courts or else have final payments agreed upon held up pend-

ing action by the courts on the disputed claims.

The same point of view as expressed by Secretary Mellon

regarding payments for the guaranty period is held by Sen-

ator Lenroot regarding payments for the period of federal

control. He has announced that he would propose an amend-

ment to the Townsend bill now in committee providing that

none of the benefits of the bill should extend to roads re-

fusing to relinquish all claims against the government grow-

ing out of inefficiency of labor under federal control. The
proposal advanced by the senator was endorsed by several

of !ii> as-ei iates.

Monument Erected by Employees of the Tyrone Division of

the Pennsylvania in Memory of Their Fallen Comrades
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G. C. Williams has been appointed assistant superintendent

of steamers of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal., effective August 3, succeeding F. A.

Fish, retired.

I hi Illinois Manufacturers' Association, through its prcsi-

ident, Georg B Meyercord and Secretary John M. Glenn, has

•I to President Harding bi lettei to hasten the financial

settlement with the railroads in enable thi carriers to

.Mt theii repair of i oiling tocl It is pointed out that

unless repairs are madi a i u hortage will result.

The Southern Railway announces the shortening of the

time ol eighi through passenger trains, to be put into effect

ugusl 14. No. 38, the iM.uiiiu.nini .... VTorl & New
Orleans Limited, will arrive al New York 4ii minutes earlier

i.l \o. 25 and 26, the Memphis Special, will

be run through in about two hours, 20 minutes less time than

at presenl Several other trains will bi quickened an avera

of abi 'in . me hiw each.

A 20 per cent wa redm tion applying to all employees of

the National Railways of Mexico earning 100 pesos or more a

month went into effect on August 1. Following the refusal of the

r.ulu i to rescind this order for a wage cut, the

issued an ultimatum threate g a general

nil. i! tin former scale oi compensation was not continued.

The strike of the 302 membi i ederated shop crafts

on tin i incinnati, Indianapolis & Western, noted in the

... Age of July 30 (pagi 196), which started on Julj 22

because thi railroad would nol paj thi men tune and one-

half foi overtime, has been called off, and about half of the

men ha ! to worl They will be received by the

company, however, a new men, having lost their seniority

right- b) their walk out. B. \. Worthington, president of

tin road, states that the new men who were taken on to fill

the positions of the strikers will not he discharged to give

room for the returning men.

Congressional Discussions of Tax Problems

The Ways & Means Committee of the House on Wednesday
in recommend the repeal of the transportation taxes on

freight, passengers, seats and berths, beginning with January 1,

1'L'-'. I'lie taxes on express shipments and on pipe lines were
1 in the draft of the proposed revenue law. The losses

resulting to the Federal Trcasmw from the proposed changes are

estimated ws: Repeal of freight taxes. $145,000,000; of

passengei taxes, $100,000,000 and of Pullman taxes, $8,000,000;
total, $253,000,000. In revising the transportation taxes the Com-
'i"i'-

. did not follow the program suggested at the conference
on Tin .in between President Harding. Secretary Mellon, the
Republican members of the ways and means committee and Rep-

itives Mondell, Madden and Campbell. At that conference

is that the transportation taxes should be reduced
50 pei cent nest Januarj and thi balanci on Januar} 1 1923

Committee to Administer Valuation Order No. 3

\ committee has been created I nsider questions aris-
i ii thi .

in iui.ii ,i... ..i order No. 3 of the Division
ol Valuation of the Interstate Commerc< Commission. This
committei consists of two representatives of the Bureau oi

Valuation om ol the Bureau ol Accounts, and three of the
lb. following have 1m en named as members of

tins committee Morris N
. Zook, resident engineer, Bureau

ol Valuation, Washington, D. C; William L. Fulton, senioi

civil engineet Bureau of Valuation, Washington, D I

; W. H,
Swinney, assistant to director of accounts. Buri i of V
counts, Washington, D. C.j II. L. Ripley, corporate and valua-
tion engineer, \™ York, New Haven & Hartford. Boston,

Mass.; E. M. Thomas, comptroller, Chesapeake & Ohio,
Richmond, Va.; and A. A. Ferguson, mechanical valuation
engineer, Missouri Pacific, St. Louis.

Australians to Investigate

American Stores Department Methods
Five prominent Australian railway men have arrived at

San Francisco, Cal., to make a study of American railroad
methods of handling materials and supplies with a view to

installing a similar system on the Australian railways which
are operated by the government. The visitors are: C. W. J.

Coleman, chief sto I .J. Canny, outdoor superin-

tit; li. II. Wion, assistant engineer of signals; 11. E.

Sergeant, stores branch officer, all of the Victorian railways
ami W. II. Clarke, comptroller of stores, New South Wales
government railv

Intimidation of Negro Workers
The continued hat negro trainmen and workers

on the Illinois Central in the southern states has led to the

beliel that an organized plot exists to intimidate and kill

them in .in effort to drive the negroes from the line. Two
i ambushed and killed on the Yazoo &

Mississippi Valley near Lake Cormorant. Miss.; one has
been slain near Raines, Tenn., just out of M nother
met death as a train was passing Aberdeen Junction near
the same city and two were wounded near Sturgis on the

Aberdeen and Durant branch of the road. The last death
reported was near Water Valley, Miss., the latter part of

July, for which two nun were indicted on Jul) 30 at Water
Valley, Miss. Special agent- of the railroad have been work-
ing on the cases for several months and are exerting every
effort to protect the negro employees of the road and run
down the conspirator-

Net in June, $51,778,000

The net railway operating income of the railways in June
was $51,778,000, which was $14,697,346 more than in May
The figures are those of 202 Class I railroads operating
548 miles of line.

The earnings for June, says the statement of the Associa-
tion of Railway Executives in which the figures are given, on
the basis of the tentative valuation fixed by the Int

Commerce Commission for rate making purposes under the

Transportation Act, would be at the annual rate of return

of 3.1 per cent compared with 2.4 per cent the previous month.
Tabulations show, however, that the railroads fell

$47,295,000 or 47.7 per cent of earning 6 per cent contemplated
by the act. This was, however, the largest amount earned
during any one month by the railroads since last November,
when their net operating income was $54,343,793.

The operating ratio in June, 1°J1, was S_'..;4 per
compared with 85.43 per cent in May. In June. 1920. it was
96.84 per cent, in May, 1920, 95.60 per cent.

i Operating revenues in June for the railroads of the !

States totaled $461,127,000, which was a decrease of 6.7 per
.i.l compared with those for the same month last

Operating expenses were $379,688,00

than in June one yeai ago, Hie net operating incom
$51,778,000 compared with an operating d< icit of $14,1

during the same month in 1920.

From September 1, 1920, when the guaranty period ended,

to June 30, last, the net operating income of the rail carriers

was $368,445,000, which, on thi eir tentative valua-

tion, would be at the annual rate of return of 2.5 per cent.

This amount falls short $516,626,000 of that contemplat
rned under the rate- established bv the coi

301
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Traffic News Commission and Court News
iimiiiiiiimiimifmm iiiiiiiimiimiimiimiiniiiiiiiiHiiininmmilo

The Missouri Pacific, the Chicago & Alton and the Wabash
have announced round trip excursion rate- between Kansas City

and St. Louis, Mo., "ii August 13 of approximately the one way
fare.

The Great Northern has announced that new commodity rates

on ore and concentrates from Great Northern points i<< the

Bunker Hill smelter at Bradley, Idaho, will become effective

August IS.

The St. Louis-San Francisco has opened an office in the

United Fruit Company building at New Orleans, La., in charge

of F. A. Edmondson, who has been appointed general agent of

the freight department.

Repeal of Section 15-a of the transportation act, which pre-

scribes rule for rate-making, was urged before the Commission

on Agricultural Inquiry this week by S. H. Cowan, counsel for

the American National Livestock Association. He did not "chal-

lenge the integrity" of the commissioners but "challenged their

judgment'' in valuation decisions. If Congress would enact legis-

lation putting railroad rates back where they were when the

lines were taken over, and valuation figures were disregarded,

the railroads would have a large business.

The Adriatic Mining Company and more than eighty other

independent operators in the Lake Superior iron district

ciiarged before Examiner Ho'smer of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, Chicago, on January 24, that the United

States Steel Corporation is benefiting by discriminatory rates.

The petition, upon which hearings have been started, was

filed against the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Great Northern, the Duluth &
Iron Range, the Duluth, Missabe & Northern and four other

railways serving the northern iron mining district.

Freight rates on grain, grain products and grain by-products

from Chicago and points taking Chicago rates, to north At-

lantic seaboard ports for export, are to be reduced, temporarily,

TYz cents per 100 lb., as a result of conferences held at Chicago,

last week, between the railroads and shippers' representatives.

Corresponding reductions will be made in the rates from points

in Central Freight Association territory east of Illinois.

Authority will be sought to make the reduced rates effective on

10 days' notice. The reduced rates are to be in force only until

October 1.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Commission has reopened the railway mail pay proceeding

for reexamination and further hearing of the facts and circum-
stance:- surrounding the transportation of the mail and the services

performed by several "Short Line" carriers in the West who ap-
plied for reopening of the case.

The commission has further suspended until September 5, the

operation of certain rates on lumber and other forest products

from California and Oregon to various points in Minnesota, via

the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha and the Great

Northern, which rates would result in increases varying from
4-y2 to 9 cents per 100 lb.

Proposed withdrawal of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha and the Great Northern from participation in joint rates

on lumber and forest products, in carloads, from points in Cali-

fornia and Oregon to Nebraska. Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin

have been found not justified and the suspended schedules were
ordered canceled on or before September 4. Fourth Section relief

was denied.

Court News
Practice as to Demurrage Acquiesced in by-

Shipper Equivalent to Agreement, and Binding

In an action by the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie

for demurrage on a car of wheat destined to Minneapolis, it ap-

peared that, while originally it was the practice to observe the

tariff rule literally by giving notice to the consignee after arrival

of cars in the city, a serious congestion at the terminal about 1906

caused a change, and with the concurrence of the state commis-
sion, the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the Northern

railroads, the practice was established of stopping the cars of

wheat at outlying stations and having samples taken and sent in

advance to Minneapolis by passenger trains, manifests being for-

warded to the consignee in place of the written notice of arrival.

On July 7, 1917, the defendant notified the plaintiff in writing it

would no longer observe the practice. The demurrage sued for in

this case arose prior to the written notice given by the defendant.

Tbe defendant claimed that although he had on previous occasions

paid demurrage, that had been on cars of whose actual arrival he

had learned personally. The Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth

Circuit, rejects the defendant's contention. "Prior to the letter of

July 7, 1917, the road could not lawfully have made defendant an

exception to the practice so long as it was willing to receive and

receipt for the manifests, and a corresponding disability rested on

the defendant. The demurrage rule recognizes the validity of

agreements in lieu of written notice. The Interstate Commerce
Commission said that the practice existing at Minneapolis as it

had for many years 'for the mutual benefit of consignees and car-

riers, and generally acquiesced in by the former, is tantamount to

an agreement.'—Minneapolis T. Assn. v. C. B. & Q., 49 I. C. C. 308,

315. A similar practice was upheld in Berwind-White Co. v.

Chicago & Erie, 235 U. S. 371, 35 Sup. Ct. 131. 59 L. Ed. 27S.

It was held that, although cars billed for reconsignment may not

have actually reached the point named as destination, demurrage
may attach for the time held after reaching the point convenient

to the belt line for transfer, where, under usual practice for many
years, cars so billed were held for reconsignment. The court said

that the contention that the cars had not reached destination as

provided in the demurrage rules was frivolous." Judgment for

'.be defendant was reversed and a new trial ordered.—Minneapolis,

St. P. & S. S. M. v. Van Onsen Harrington Co., 272 Fed. 255.

Transferring Mail at New York from Ocean Liner to New
York Central's Harbor Steamer

To expedite tbe delivery of foreign mails inbound ocean steamers are now-
met by a New Ycrk Central harbor boat, thus providing for delivery of

mails before ocean vessel is released from quarantine.

The Railroad Commission of California has given tentative

permission to the Southern Pacific to withdraw 18 passenger
trains from service in various parts of California. The Com-
mission reserved the right to require the restoration of any
part of this service should complaints from patrons be made.
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Foreign Railway News

Spanish Manufacturers in Market for Car Axles

A combination of Spanish manufacturers which is in the

market for a quantity of car axles lias supplied Commercial At-

tache Cunningham, Madrid, with blue print-, of the material they

require. These plans have been sent to the New York office of

tin' Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce where the) are

open for inspection to American manufacturers interested.

Electrification of the Victorian Railways

It is reported in the Times (London) Trade Supplement that

the Victorian Railways Commissi. inns < Vustralia) are about to

convert a further 100J4 miles of their lines from steam to electric

traction and that the work is to I"' completed bj the end ol

February, 1923. In addition to this electrifici n, which covet

the passenger carrying routes, a number of lines exclusively used

for freight traffic are to lie converted and the electric system ex-

tended over several of the busier section ol the country lines.

This work will entail the overhead wiring oi con iderably over

100 miles nf track, the ereel I a numbei of sub-stations addi-

tional to those already in use. the replacement of the existing

signaling equipment, and the constructi I everal workshops

fully equipped with all types of machine tools, it is proposed

thai Australian materials shall be used t-i the fullest extent pos-

sihle under the local conditii ins.

Orient to Resume Construction of Mexican Line

Formal notice was recentlj conveyed to President Alvaro Ohre-

gon by I'. J. Half of Kansas City, general counsel of the Kansas

City, Mexico & Orient Railroad, according to reports from

Monterey, Mexico, thai the stockholders of that company have

voted to resume construction of the main line that will close

the gap between Sanchez, state of Chihuahua, and Fuerte, state of

Sinaloa, a distance oi approximatelj two hundred miles. The
sv.ii will be itarted as soon as the construction forces can be

id, according to Juan I-'. Trevino, superintendent of the

( hihuahua division of the road. With the filling in of this gap
ih. in on lini oi the Kansas City. Mexico 8 Orient will have

nished from a point about iift> miles south of Presidio,

Texas, on the Rio Grande, to the port of Topolohampo, on the

Pacific, It is planned to resume the construction of the main

line from Alpine, Texas, to a connection with the existing northern

terminus of the Mexico divisii n in the near future, it is officially

in..
I

lli. ,n i of the construction of the two hundred mill

i i road between Sanchez and Fuerte will be approximately

$10,000,000, United States money, Mi Han was said to have
informed President I Ibregon.

International Commerce Chamber
Urges Freedom of Transportation

The International Chamber of Commerce al its meeting
in London the latter pari of June adopted resolution:

tin- free movement of Freight train over international borders

and the construction of the rail\va5 tunnel under English
i hannel The resolution reads in part "The chamber ap-

proves the construction of a channel tunnel between the

ii Ules .mil the continent ol Europe and requests the

appropriati national committees to bring this conclusion to

ill. notice oi the govei nmen ts concerned Hie chamber also

approves the inauguration ol regulai ervi ea-train

Ferrii act— the English channel, and across other bodies
oi watei where commercially feasible, and the) request the

national committees of countries interested in the establish-

ment of such ferries to take promptly practical steps for

their establishment and to offer the aid of the chamber in

regard thereto.

"The chamber requests that the railway systems take

Joint measures with a view to establishing, on great interna
tional traffic routes, in a manner similar to that adopted

for the conveyance of passengers, connecting services which

will ensure rapid transportation of international long distance

freight trains, both for express and ordinary goods service.

To this end the national committee of countries interested

in the respective international traffic routes are requested to

take promptly the practical steps to secure the establishment

of such routes and to offer the aid of this chamber in any-

necessary international negotiations. The chamber calls the

attention of the railway companies to the importance of the

institution of a company for the purpose of providing the

public with special rolling stock for such international trans-

portation of goods and for ensuring by proper means of

supervision, the security and rapidity of said means of con-

\ eyance."

May Exports of Track Materials

Steel rails valued at $1,362,473, track spikes valued at $38,108

and miscellaneous track materials valued at $388,583 were ex-

ported during May. All of these figures are much less than sim-

ilar totals for the preceding month. The largest buyers of rails

during the month were Japan, China, Argentina and the Dutch
East Indies lie detailed figures, as compiled by the Buri

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, folio
Switches,

Railroad Rails ol

, K
^ /

A > splice

Countries I

France $1,252
Norway 35 $2,800
Spain

*

i land 70
Turkey in Europe 54

I n land 669
British II mduraa .... 400 S19

i M i 72,834 704 33,447 17,963
Costa Rica 3.000 146 2.957
Guatemala 2,000 83 146
Honduras 339 20,172 3,867
Nicaragua 10.000
Panama 1,200
Salvador
Mexico 50.350

Trinidad and Tobago
i lib i ...... 95.5-10

Dominican Republic... 7,300
Argi nlnia

'

Colombia 8,000
I i doi

i uiana
Peru

8,536

120

In uay
, la 1,200

....
Kwantung, leased tcrri-

I
1

British India .

Si ttlements
Dutch East Indies
Japan 137.1 10
Siam
Australia

60,000
..nth Africa

..a

1.391
900 801

5,048 9,171
560
341

1,487
1.35S

1,800 117,000 54.443
1.623

6 362
906

4.4SS
12,465 9.918

.'51.355
19

137

2,008 82.535 38,375
52 2.511

1,132
2.015 1!

80. 1 5

1

1.329 7! -

4.005
538 31,088 7,535
101
150

Total 647.614 $3 $1,362.4/3 $388,583

China Notes
Considerable construction work is going on in small jobs.

Projects, under construction, pi

own in the accompanying map by a dotted line. Exist-

ing railways by a solid line. The earthwoi

the Cheefoo Weihsien railway in Shantung has been prac-

tically completed during the month as a measure oi famine

relief. \n..thcr measure of famine relief is the earthwork

on the Tsangchow-Shihchiachuang line, now under way.

The western half of this route is nearly finished. Difficulties

in land purchase have held up work on the eastern half.

The wi ion was under the d the Peking-

El ml lie ion under the Tientsin-

Pukow line until about a month ago, when a separate admin-
n was formed for the entire line. The director. Li,

was formerly chief engineer of the Peking-Hankow line.

( In May 1. the section from Fcngchcn to Suiyuai

to traffic. The formal opening will take place June 1, but

public good irried on construction trains

throughout May, The term Peking-Suiyuan Railway is no

a misnomer, bu1 maj s ion for it is in-

tended to continue the line w< "ou Chen. Surveys

for additional construction on the Canton-Hankow route
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are under way, and tunnel contracts on the westerly portion

of the Lung Hai line will be let shortly.

Minister of Communications Ousted

The present conference of the "war-lords" of North China

has resulted in the ousting of Yeh Kung-cho as minister of

communications. Mr. Yeh took a strong stand against the

use of railway revenues for any purpose outside of imme-

diate promotion of railway interests, although lie had agreed

to the allocation of some $200,000 as an emergency matter,

to the payment of the arrears in the salaries of the striking

teachers. The premier, however, considered that loyalty

to the administration required each department to contribute

all available funds to the general purposes of the govern-

ment. Those familiar with the situation consider that Mr.

Yeh has cleverly extricated himself from a very difficult situ-

ation. It is well known that the Anfu administration last

summer "swept the bin" of all loose cash. Very heavy re-

payments of mortgage loans fall due this year. The rate

of exchange for the repayment of such sums, and also for

Equipment and Supplies

A Part of China with Recent and Proposed Railway Con-

struction Shown by Dotted Lines

the payment of interest is very adverse. And on top of it

all the railways are showing decreasing revenues for the

first time in their history. This is due in part to the effects

of the famine, and in part to the commandeering of rolling

stock by militarists. For the time being the latter is the

principal reason, for it is well known that there is still more
grain to be moved than the railways are able to handle

under present conditions. On the other hand, during the

conference at Tientsin and Peking Chang Tso-lin, Tuchun
of Manchuria, has kept from three to five locomotives con-

stantly under steam awaiting his pleasure. This has con-

tinued for over a month. Hence it is likely that Mr. Yeh
knew just what he was doing when he defied "the powers."

He may be expected back in power within a comparatively

short time, for he remains as president of Communications
University, and in that position has an excellent opportunity

for extending his following among the larger element. In

the meantime his interests in the Ministry are being safe-

guarded by the appointment of Dr. C. C. Wang as director

of the Railway Department. Americans will remember Dr.

Wang as the man who accompanied Mr. Yeh on his trip

through our more important cities. Dr. Wang's place on the

Chinese Eastern Railway will be taken by C. S. Liu.

A further step in the welding of the Chinese Government
lines into a unified system was taken recently in the Third

General Traffic Conference, which legislated for a permanent
rate and classification committee to be located in the Ministry

of Communications. This committee would be charged with

the responsibility of studying through traffic conditions with

the special purpose of developing business. It will have
charge of the editing of tariffs, interpreting doubtful con-

structions, and of initiating rates on new commodities. In

short, it becomes the rate department of the Chinese Gov-
ernment railways except for purely local business.

A persistent rumor states that the Peking-Suiyuan line is

trying to float a large loan for the purchase of additional

rolling stock. It is more likely that the proceeds of any
loan which may be floated will be used for the Pao Tou
Chen extension.

Lehigh Valley Will Have 3,200 Cars Repaired

The Lehigh Valley has awarded contracts for the repair of

equipment, as follows

:

American Car & Foundry Company 1,000 box cars
Magor Car Corporation 1,000 box cars
Buffalo Steel Car Company 500 steel coal cars
American Car & Foundry Company 500 steel coal cars
Lehigh Structural Steel Company 200 steel coal cars

In making the awards, figures prepared by the Lehigh Valley

reveal that these contracts have been let at a saving of over

$308,000 to the company, as compared with the cost of making
these repairs in its own shops. This saving is made even in the

face of the recent reduction in wages and is due to the rules and
working conditions affecting costs in the railroad shops with

which the outside contractors do not have to contend.

Locomotives
The Green Bay & Western has ordered 2 Mogul type loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age of July 9

as asking for prices on the repair of from 100 to 130 locomotives,

has rejected the bids, and may make repairs to some of the

locomotives in its own shops.

Freight Cars
The Central of Georgia is having repairs made to 200 box

cars, in its own shops.

The Atlantic Coast Line is having repairs made to 350 box
cars, in its own shops.

The Pittsburgh & West Virginia is having repairs made to

300 hopper cars at the shops of the Koppel Car Repair Company,
Koppel, Pa.

Passenger Cars

The Delaware, Lackawajjna & Western is inquiring for two
70-ft. steel combination passenger and baggage cars.

Iron and Steel

Mitsui & Co., New York, received bids on August 12, for 500

tons of splice bars, for 60-lb. rails, for the Japanese Government
Railways.

The Robert Dollar Corporation, 11 Moore street, New York
City, has quoted prices on 17.000 tons of 85-lb. rail for the Pekin-

Mukden Railway, China.

The American Manganese Steel Company, Chicago, has

again made a reduction of 15 per cent in the price of manganese

steel castings, of Balkwill articulated cast manganese railroad

crossings.

Signaling

The Canadian National has ordered from the General Rail-

way Signal Company of Canada, Ltd., materials for block signal-

ing the line between Painsec Junction and Sackville, X. B., 30

miles. This consists of 55 top-of-mast low-voltage model 2A
signals, with necessary relays and other apparatus to be installed

by the company's forces ; also signal material for installation

near Levis, Quebec, consisting of 12 top-of-mast model 2A signals,

with relays, etc.

Miscellaneous
Mitsui & Co., New York, have ordered 20, 4-wheel car trucks

from the J. G. Brill Company for the Yokohama Municipal Rail-

way.
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The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will receive bids until

12 o'clock noon, August 19, for 150 rolled steel wheels for tenders

and passenger cars. The company will receive bids until 12 |

o'clock noon, August 23, for 400 sheets of galvanized steel, |

grades 24 G and 26 G, and 660 sheets of tank steel.

iiniinmiiii

Supply Trade News
iiimimiiiuillllllimiltl.ini

Railway Construction

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fk—This company contemplates

the construction of 10 miles of second track between Florence,

Kansas, and Burns, Kansas, at a total cost of approximately

$390,000.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has awarded

a contract to the Heine Chimney Company, Chicago, for the

construction of a reinforced concrete chimney, ISO ft. high, at

Lincoln, Neb.

Chicago & North Western.—This company contemplates re-

building a highway bridge over its tracks and yard at Proviso,

111., which burned on August 7, with a loss of approximately

$100,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company is accepting

bid Eoi tin construction of a new 10-stall roundhouse at Eldon.

Mo. The company is also accepting bids for the construction of

a new car repair shop at [nver Grove, Minn., with dimensions of

250 ft. by 87 ft.

Chicago, Rock Island \ Pai hi This company has rejected

all bids submitted for the construction of a new coaling station at

McFarland, Kansas, and will accepl m w bids.

[LLINOIS Central.—This company is accepting bids for the

work of widening the bridge approaching its passenger platforms

at the Randolph street station, Chicago.

I
, i on & Eastern.—This company, which was recently

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to con

struct its proposed line from Sebastopol to Jackson, Miss., a

distance of approximately 60 miles, has completed surveys for

this project.

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.—This company has applied to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to extend

its line from Baxter Springs, Kansas, to Pittsburg, a distance of

25 miles.

Stati oi New York.—The superintendent of buildings of the

state of New York who was noted in the Railway Age of July

23 (page 104) as opening bids for the construction of a terminal

freight house at Rochester. Xew York, and a bridge over the

Hudson river at Cohoes, N \ . has awarded a contract for the

, to W. F. Martens, Rochester, N. V., and for the latter

to the Terry & Tench Company, New York City.

Trade Publications

Heaters.—Catalog No. 230, designed to suit the needs of. all

classes interested in heaters and heating, has been issued by the

B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park, Boston, Mass. The first

pari of the book describes the construction, operation and me-
chanical details of Sturtevant heaters and is intended for those

who are not buying this class of apparatus regularly. The latter

part, which gives pel Eormance tables, diagrams and dimensions,

is foi tin benefit oi engineei i, architects and steamfitters, to enable

them to choose the heater necessary for any given building. Dia-

grams showing proper methods of making steam connections and
the space occupied by heaters are also included.

Car Dumper. The Wellman Seavei Morgan Co., Cleveland,

Ohio in its recently issued bulletin No. 63 present- a detailed de-

scription of the construction and operation of the Wellman Re-

volving Car Dumper which has been developed to meet the de-

mand for a machine of low capacity adaptable to plants where
first cost is a governing factor and where efficiency, low operating

cost and a minimum of labor is essential. The bulletin is illus-

trated with photographs, assembly drawings and diagrams showing
the machine in progressive stages oi the dumping cycle Diagram-
matic information as to the force required to dump railroad cars

of high capacities is also included.

The Tuco Products Corporation, New York, has opened

an agency at Spokane, Wash., in charge of L. J. McNally.

The Q & C Company of Xew York, Chicago and St. Louis

are now the exclusive agents in the railroad field for Century

steel Ei nci posts as manufactured by the Funk Brothers

Manufacturing Companj Heights, 111.

William S. Murray, formerly chairman of the Superpower

Survey, and Henry Flood, Jr., formerly engineer secretary

of the Superpower Survey, have formed the firm of Murray &
Flood, Grand Central Terminal, New York.

E. A. Woodworth, formerly with the Imperial Belting

( ompany, Chicago, as railroad representative, has left the

service of that company t" take charge of the southwestern

territory for the United States Metallic Packing Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., with headquarters in Chicago.

Edward B. Germain, general manager of the Harlan plant,

Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation, Wilmington, Del., has

been appointed manager oi sales of the corporation, with

office at HI Broadway, New York. Mr. Germain went to

Wilmingl r, 1918, from Elizabeth, N. J., where

be held the position of general manager of the Moore plant

of the same corporation. Cecil W. Weaver, formerly gen-

eral superintendent of the marine department succeeds Mr.

Germain. The Harlan plant, besides its shipbuilding and

ship repair facilities has extensive passenger shops with a

capacity of 250 steel passenger coaches a year.

American Locomotive Shows Good
Earnings for First Six Months

The American Locomotive Company in the six months ending

June 30, 1921, according to the semi-annual report issued early

this week, earned a profit available for dividends of $3,901,043,

as compared with $4,333,927 in the preceding six months ending

December 3i, 1920. The profit was equivalent to $12.10 per share

on tin- common stock, after providing for the regular $3.50 semi-

annual dividend requirements on the preferred stock. The gross

io, the six months ending June 30, 1921, was $4?.114."34. The
surplus for 'he six months, after the payment of dividends, totaled

$2,276,043. compared with $708. ci27 for the preceding six months,

but the latter figure was after the deduction of $2,000,000 for

reserve for additions and betterments.

In his remarks to stockholders. President Andrew Fletcher

says, in part :

Tin- inventor] account "> materials and supplies "n hand and work in

progress on June 3C, 1921, amounted to $6,555,331 in comparison with

S15.I19.34J as oi December 31, 1920.

The total current assets of the company on tunc 30, 1921, were $46,666,883

and total current liabilities $6,838,401 the excess of current assets over

current liabilities being $39,82S.4S. after providing in current liabilities a

i>f $2,S70.033 t, ...Hie of notes and hills

receivable, discount on Canadian funds and other contingencies and a

of $3,011.36/ fo- United States and Canadian income and profit

taxes,

On June 30, 1921. the company bad no loans payable and had in its

treasury on that date securities $10,750,000 of United States

treasury certificates f indebtedness and $2,000,000 of New York City 6 per

cent corporate stock and
During the six months ended June 30, 1921. there was expended for

additions and betterments to the plants $564,655, which has been charged to

n ited from surplus of previous years. There has heen no
money spent on hi proposed new plant in the St. Louis district i*hcr than

i of the land and it is the present intention of the company to

withhold active development of that property until general business require-

ments of tlu company warrant it.

The i i lers for new locomotives, reconditioning of old

1 miscellaneous work on June 30, 1921. was $4,595,958, of

which domestic business was 16.5 pel cent and foreign business 83.5 per

cent, the foreign business being ' pan, iliina. and South Africa.

It is difficult to forecast the future business of this company for the next

six to twelve months. At the present time there are but few inquiries for

new locomotives either for domestic <>r foreign use, but there is ce-

ment in the fact that the administration of our girvernmcnt is Working en

the many difficult problems affecting the prosperity of the country'

re hopeful that the railroad and transportation matters, so vital

reaching in effect on the genera] business of the country and particularly
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,,
: in , ,i :,, equipment companies, will be adjusted in the near

future on a iund I i ss basis.

Ili> lensed income account for the six months was as

follows :

Six months to Six months to

rune 30, 1921 Dec. 31, 1920

arnings .•••• $25,989,781 $45,114,934

i
.

, tnd admini
i ,

,, depreciation" 21,390.554 39,409,404

Gl profit S4.599.227 $5,705,530

tnten I on i is ol constituent companies, etc. 43,184 45,036

Net in $4,556,043 $5,660,494

Deduct for United States and Canadian income .

and profit taxi 655,000 1.326,567

Available profit $3,901,043 $4,333,927
., preferred stock 875,000 875,000

Dividend mmon stock 750,000 750,000

$2,276,043 $2,708,927

Reservi for idd ns and betterments 2,000,000

Surplus $2,276,043 $708,927

Obituary

Thomas Madill, who served for many years in the sales

department of the Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, O.,

died in Los Angeles, Cal., on July 23. He spent practically

his entire business life with The Sherwin-Williams Company
in its railway trade.

Henry Carr Ferris, president of the Railway & Mine Supply

Corporation, El Paso, Texas, died in that city on July 25.

Mr. Ferris was born in Sandusky, Ohio, March 1, 1865, and

graduated from Stevens Institute of Technology in the class

of 1888, with the degree of mechanical engineer. The fol-

lowing year he began railroad work with the Toledo & Ohio

Central, serving as resident engineer and engineer of main-

tenance until April, 1902. He subsequently served consecu-

tively as assistant superintendent and superintendent on the

Union Pacific, vice-president and general manager of the

Pittsburgh, Binghamton & Eastern and as general man-

ager of the Chihuahua & Pacific, now the Mexico North-

western. In February, 1915, he was appointed receiver of

the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf. In 1919, when that road

was under federal control he served as an official of the

Railroad Administration and in February, 1920, was elected

vice-president and general manager of the reorganized

company, the Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf, resigning from that

position on September 1, 1920, to engage in private business

at El Paso, Texas.

Charles Haines Williams, first vice-president of the Chicago

Railway Equipment Company, died at Chicago on the morn-

ing of August 8. Mr. Williams was born in Baltimore, Md.,

on \pril 1, 1875, and was educated in the public schools of

Baltimore and at the Baltimore Polytechnic Institute, from which

institution he graduated in 1893. He later took a special

course in mechanical drawing and machine design in the Mary-

land Institute. After four years as a special apprentice in the

Mount Clare shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, where he worked

in the machine and locomotive shops, the erecting shop and

in the foundry, drafting room and test department, Mr. Williams,

on July 6, 1897, left the Baltimore & Ohio to become con-

nected with the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, as

mechanical inspector. In 1917, he was elected first vice-

president hi the company and a director, which positions he

occupied at the time of his death.

Railway Financial News

\Y. S. Thkoop, Claims Attorney of the Eric Railroad, in

an address to locomotive engincmen, suggests that where they

see a highway traveler approaching a crossing without any ap-

parent indication of stopping, and at excessive speed, the engine-

man should, in addition to the usual crossing signals, sound a

scries of short blasts. It the wayfarer pays attention, bis life

may be saved; and if he persists in his efforts to get over the

crossing ahead of the train, the succession of short whistle-blasts

will attract the attention of any persons within hearing, and thus

may enable the railroad to put up a better defense, in case a

lawsuit should follow. Mr. Throop calls attention to the fact

that outside witnesses usually tell conflicting stories as to

whether the engineman did or did not sound the whistle.

biiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiitii

Canadian Pacific.—Declares Regular Dividend.—This com-

pany has declared the regular quarterly dividend of 2K> per cent

on common stock and the usual semi-annual dividend of 2 per

cent mi the preferred stock, both payable October 1 to stock of

record September 1.

Central Vermont.—Loan Approved.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has approved the granting of a loan to this

company of $65,000 for three years, for the purpose of retiring

certain equipment notes.

Charles City Western.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—This

company has been granted authority by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to issue $10,400 of 10-year, 6 per cent, first mortgage

notes to be dated July 1, 1921, and to be sold at not less than,

par. This approval is supplementary to authority granted to the

company on July 8 to issue $373,600 of these bonds, making the

total to be issued $384,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Authorized to P

Bonds.—This company has been authorized by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to pledge and repledge from time to time all

or any part of $8,364,000 of first and refunding mortgage gold

bonds, now pledged without the authorization of the commission,

as collateral security for outstanding shot term notes or for any

short term notes which may be issued.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Bond Interest Not to Be Paid.—The
semi-annual interest amounting to about $350,000 on the Denver

& Rio Grande adjustment, 7 per cent bonds, due October 1, will

not be paid, according to an announcement made August 9.

The interest is payable, if earned during the period of January

1 to June 30. The principal reason for not paying the interest is

understood to have been the Pueblo flood in which the road

suffered damage estimated at about $1,500,000.

The Wall Street Journal says

:

With the announcement that the earnings did not warrant the adjustment
interest payment it became known that there was another reason why no
action could he taken on it. To allow the payment, sanction of the board
would be necessary and this is not possible inasmuch as there is no li nger
a quorum of the old Denver board. Of the eleven original member:
have resigned time to time in the past year or so. This, togethe
essential tact that the earnings did not co
nouncement ot deferment made by an officii

ing In ard members.

Flint Belt Railroad.—Authorized to Construct New Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted this company
a certificate of public convenience and necessity authorizing the

construction and operation of a line of railroad in Genesee County,

Michigan. The company proposes to build a road 8!4 miles in

length, establishing a belt line around the congested district of

the city of Flint, Mich. The company expects to complete and
to put in operation about 5'4 miles this year and to have the line

in -complete operation before July 1, 1924.

The commission has further issued an order permitting the

company to retain all excess earnings for a period of ten years

ending July 1, 1934, as provided in section 15a of the Interstate

i ommerce Act.

Authorized to Issue Stock.—The company lias also been granted

authority by the commission to sell for cash, at par, $1,000,000

of capital stock, the proceeds to be used for the construction and

equipping of the line. The cost of the line is estimated at $1,002,-

411, excluding right-of-way, substantially all of the land having

been obtained by donation.

SO. This, together with tile

the interest, led to the an-
>n behalf of the five remain-

iii \i,m\m \ Great Northern, hks Authority to Issue

Votes —James A. Baker, receiver, has asked authority from the

Interstate Commerce Commission to issue 24 notes aggregating

$194,300. exclusive of interest, payable one each month, after date,

in part payment for locomotive equipment, the purchase price of

which is $388,600, purchased from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Leavenworth & Topeka.—Granted Authority to Issue Bonds.

—The Interstate Commerce Commission granted authority to

this company to issue at par $80,000 of first mortgage 7 per cent

bonds, of which $57,000 are to be delivered to certain persons in
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part payment for equitable or contingent interests held by them

in the line operated by the applicant; $3,000 to be sold to reim-

burse its treasury for a like amount expended in cash in part

payment for such equitable or contingent interest, and $20,000

in be deposited with the Central Trust Company, of Topeka, Kan.,

for the purpose of creating a sinking fund required by the state

laws of Kansas.

Isks Authority to Increase Capital Stuck.—This companj has

asked the Interstate Commerce Commission for approval of an

increa e in its capita) stock from $100,000 to $152,175. The in-

crease is for the purpose of exchanging the stock of the ap-

plicant for $50,000 of the aid bonds of the Leavenworth & Topeka

Railroad ^id Benefit District of Jefferson County, Kan., to aid

in the construction, operation and maintenance of its line. The
company has also asked authority to renew $43,274 of short-term

notes.

Louisville & Nashville.—Asks Authority to Issue Stock.—
The Louisville & Nashville has asked authoritj from the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to issue $53,000,000 of capital stock

i.H distribution as a stock dividend pro rata among its stock-

holders. The applicant also asks authoritj to i cecute and de-

liver its first and refunding mortgage to secure divers series of

bonds, to issue Series A of tbes. I 1 ;i eating *'':-'.' d 5,000

and to sell $12,753,000 of this amount outright to J.
!' Mor.Mii &

Co. at not less than 94'A net to the applicant and to bold the-

balance in its treasury for future disposition. The bonds to be

issued and Mild or i ,ir interest at h pel cent, payabli emi

annually, to mature April 1, 2003, and to be redeemable at the

option of the Louisville X Nashville, l] tober 1, 1936, or on any
interest date tbereaflei al 102 per cent of the Face amount. tOgethei

with accrued interest.

Tin- execution of the first and refunding mortgage and the

issuance of various series of bonds is for the purpose of reim-

tbe applicant's treasury for the refunding of various

funded debts and for meeting other presenl and future financial

I of tin- company. The company states that a great part of

its earnings, which might have been paid to the stockholders in

cash, bas been used to improve and enlarge its property. The
applicant states thai $53,000,000 was determined upon as the

amount of the increase because it was decided that tbe total

authorized capital stock ol the companj hould bi nol less than

$125,000,000, and M i itated that tbe eoinii.nu'. invffitmenl of

earning in propertj bas been far in excess of tbe proposed issue.

As to the mortgage I bond issui thi management of the

reachi d thi i
on, in ion, a< 1

1
irding ti i the application to the

Interstate I omt mission, that it was essential thai some
plan be devise one lat gi moi tgagi

ch the company's existing mortga i debts could be

refunded as thej matured and which would provide for other

il needs oi thi o impanj

.

Midi i d Valley Isks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This com-
panj bas asked authoritj from the Interstate Commerce i om-

to issue $363,000 of firsl mortgage, 5 per cent bonds to

reimburse il in part for expenditures from current income on
additions and betti i ments

New V'os C'i rs ii I i (ssu> Bonds. Th< New
r"orl i .mi il has |,ecu granted authority bj the Intel itati I om

' oniniissioii to issue $4,425,000 of -4 per cent Consolidation

inge pat Eoi par, for a like amount of
oil CentralS Hudson River Railroad Company's 3 pet

Lake Shore collateral

Rs vding i ompa-n
, , Stockholders' Committee Granted

Right to Appeal, Judge Thompson on lugusl I granted to the
committee of the common stockholders, ol which Seward Prosser

i man, the right to appeal to the United States Suprcmt
Courl from the decision of the district court relative to the

ition of the coal and railroad properties in which di

il was held that the common and preferred Stockholders had
equal rights ol participation in ; noil.

UNAi R mi road Association oi s | , _./„_

ies.- The Terminal Railroad \

lion ol St. Louis has asked authoritj from the Interstate Com
merci Commission to pledge $439,000 par value, general mortga
4 per cent bonds with the Secretary of the Treasury in lii

$285,000 now held as collateral security for the performance of
the applicant's contract under Section 200 ,,,'

t | u . Transportation

Act in connection with advances thereunder, to save the applicant
the premium it now pays for the surety bonds.

Guaranty Certificates Issued

The Interstate Commerce Commission has certified partial pay-
ments of guaranty to the following roads:

Fran 1
i $3,000

Gulf 10,000
Savannah >tatesboro 2,500

The Interstate ( ommerce Commission has certified to the Treas-
ury partial payment of guaranty as reimbursement for

during Federal control to the following roads:
B County $50,000

' oil- v
J

-
. .

Ml I v Riterville 10.131
St. l.oiisSan Francisco 500,000

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate I ommi rci I • mn ion has announced the tenta-
tive valuation of the used property of the Bangor & Aroostook,
Northern Maim Seaport Railroad and the Van Buren Bridge
Company, as of 1916, as $25,350,084. The tentative valuation of
the used property ol the Seaport Raih $50,000, and of
the Van Buren Bridge Company, $77,500, which 1

the foregoing total

The Interstate Commerce Commission has also announced sup-
plemental tentative valuations of the used property of the follow-
ing carriers :

1
I in i ford. 1917 $490. 21

J

Kankaki 1915 825645
Mnncie Belt 1915 62,654
1 1916 558,393

Treasury Payments from Revolving Fund
The Treasury announced the payment of loans from the re-

volving mud to thi 1 criers:

Vkron, Cant wn $212000
Ohio 2,669io00

Seaboard V11 Line 293,500

The Treasurj also announced partial payments of guaranty to
the following roai

11
1 Northern $3000

I:";/"
1

,

3!ooo
l - l:

'
1

• '
;"":' 50,000

Georgia
j 500

1

'

" '.

64
"'

' 63.000
Mo

1

;

Shore receiver 15^000
Railwaj tin, o, Compai the Cil I Minneapolis 6s]000
St. Lmnv.s.,,, -r.ncisco 500.000.
Ursina & V>nh For!( 20,000

Dividends Declared
Canadian Pacific—

i

,. cent, quarterly, and prer-

•

Ic October 1 to stockholders of rce
teniber 1.

Crown Prince of Japan Arriving at Portsmouth, England



Annual Report

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R. Co.— Sixty-seventh Annual Report

„, ,,„,„„, , ,»,, CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT

. ontrol ol this C

29, 1920.
annual compensat"

To the Stockholders of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Corn-

's transportation system ended on February

Sli o
B«^%«d&

51ir.::::::_^K
$33,390,079.61

in which will be allowed for the months of January and

understood to be 60/366 of the annual compensation

re based on the average railway operating income of the

C
ThT

r

f

C

o
e
ilowrng

1S

statement cannot be accepted as a final showing of the
ine "nowing *„„„,;-_ tor ,t,e vear 1920. The fina figures will not

"own in il couple e settTemen!s
y
are reached of the Company's claims

against the Railroad' Administration and for the Guaranty Period under

the
Th
T
e

ra
i,rr

r

su,'e
n
C
A
ommerc

2

e- Commission in its annual report of carriers

has called for a table designed to show the income separately for the two

months of Federal control six months of the Guaranty Period and four

months of the Corporate Period, and that table is given on pages 28 and

or credited to the account of the T

On December 31

the public was

charged

General.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF CORPORATE INCOME, YEARS
ENDED DECEMBER 31 m „

$33,360,683.111920

$5, 560,113.8St Standard return ....

RAILWAY OIF-RATING REVENUES
$110,385,624.32

31,445.171 57

3,220,489.33
3,797,628.95

3,490,458.49
157,354.50

$155,483,805.42

$28,367,933.14
36,353,037.27
1.580.8O2.84

69,529,774.77
1,976,085.75
4,557,894.10
348,107.72 Cr.

$142,017,420.15

$19,026,499.12

$7,707,712.65
87,835.11

$11,230,951.36

Freight
Passenger

Mail
Express

\11 other transportation.
Incidental

Joint facility

.Total railway operating

RAILWAY OPERATING EXPENSES
. .Maintenance of way and structures. .

Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations

General
'.'.Transportation for investment—Cr. .

..Total railway operating expenses..

$284,839. 10«

$284,839.10

Net $33,075,844.01

Railway tax accruals $2,340,837.66t

... .Uncollectible railway revenue

Railway operating income and standard

...... return $30,/ 3^,006.35

NON-OPERATING INCOME
$1,803,974.48 Dr Equipment rents (net).

1 808,522.59 Dr Joint facility rents (net)

'llO 779 88 Miscellaneous rents

97?',616.56 .Dividends and miscellaneous interest.

8 175 14 Miscellaneous income....
Estimated amount due under guaranty

....Transportation Act, 192021,991,964.87

$19,476,039.38

$30,706,990.74

$53,888.64
6,816,006.44

2,877.44
57,771.00

852,083.47s

.Total non-operating

.Gr income $31,881,130.63

$7,782,626.99

(9,098,205 '"1

.Total deductions from gross income. . $8,338,659.78

.Net income $23,542,470.85

DISPOSITION OF NET INCOME
Sinking funds $502,255.25

Dividends 8,867,128.00

...Total appropriations of income.... $9,369,383.25

Income balance transferred to profit

and loss $14,173,087.60

'Lap over*'

•Corporate. tWar tax only.

the Capitalization outstanding in the hands of

111C puuiiL nco. -.

Capital Stock *}
Funded Debt »

10,839,100.00

Total $278,889,100.00

During the year 1920 the following changes were made therein:

By the issuance of Gold Notes for equipment acquired from
allocation by the United States Railroad Administration

last note maturing Jan. 15, 1935 S6 '06?'^™
By the purchase of Sinking Fund Bonds, 1921 . 3,000.00

By the purchase of Sinking Fund Bonds, 1922 (Denver Ex-

tension) 68,700.00

Total Addition.
And the outstanding „.. December 31, 1920, was:

Stock $110,839,100.00

Funded Debt \

1*4 038 300.00

Total $284,877,400.00

On November 3, 1920, an application was made to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission for authority to issue additional Capital Stock to the

amount of $60,000,000. This application has been granted and arrange-

ments made to make the issue early in 1921.

During the vear the Sinking Fund 4s of 1921 were paid off and the

Denver Extension bonds of 1922 were all retired excepting an outstanding

balance of $10,300, which have not yet been presented, and for which

funds have been deposited with the Trustee and the mortgage released.

GENERAL OPERATIONS

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS INCOME
Miscellaneous rents $49,167.11

Interest on funded debt 6,669,586.79
"

.
. Interest on unfunded debt 295,275.84

Amortization of discount on funded debt „$$•' }'-£i,
Miscellaneous income charges.... 1,267,918.805

Total Operating Revenues for 1920 'IfS'n^wlK
Total Operating Revenues for 1919 154,011,437.62

Increase $32,861,480.45
or 21.34%

This increase was distributed as follows:
«M «,« oja 77 ?101«,

Freieht Revenues $24,626,944.77— 23.01%
..•>: nu . s il"38C62- 3 18%

M -1,1 Revenues ........ 4,074,813.76-165.48%

Miscellaneous Transportation Revenues 2,128.594.82— 36.61%

Incidental Operating Revenues 908,146.48— 26.94%

21.34%

The rela t< mnage

$32,861,480

Df commodities as compared with year 1919
28,663 tons— 0.34%

346,867 tons—10.35%
6,171,743 tons—12.80%

14,373 tons— 0.47%
1,115,458 tons—13.15%
6,954.624 tons—18.39%

43,205 tons— 1.78%

Farm products increased.
Animal products decreased
Mine products increased
Forest products decreased
Manufactured products increased

Total carload shipments increas

Total L. C. L. shipments increas

The tonnage handled in 1919 was restricted by reason of the general busi-

ness depression which followed the close of the war and the coal strike

in the latter part of the year. In comparing with 1918 the revenue tons

decreased 31,160 cr .066 per cent.

The decrease in tonnage of animal products was due partly to the ex-

treme dry weather on the northwestern lines in 1919, which increased live

stock shipments for feeding during that year. .

The increase in tonnage of mine products was due to the coal strike

in 1919 during which year the decrease in tonnage of bituminous coal

as compared with 1918. was 5.730,768 tons. This tonnage carried in 1920

was less than that of 1918 by 721,588, or 4.14 per cent.

Expenditures (Operating)—
The increase in Operating Expenses was distributed:

Maintenance of Way and Structures $8.775.458.42—40.84%

Maintenance of Equipment 9 -9t
AAli- 2

.
7~l°AlS

Traffic Exnense 687,859.44—64.62%

Transportation Expense 19,657,867.77—32.67%

Miscellaneous Operations 500,981.98-28.04%
General Expense ,h9S?Al$-»l

%
Total Operating Expenses, 1920 161,304,686.05

Total Operating Expenses, 1919 120.777,801.16

Increase $40,526,884.89—33.55%

Operating Ratio, 1920 ?£•??»
Operating Ratio, 1919

Increase • • - • •

Operating expenses per revenue train mile, 1920.

Operating expenses per revenue train mile, 1919.

7.90%
4.13
3.35

Increase. $0.78—23.28%

The total payroll increased $28,920,520.04—37.83%

The total materia! expense (excluding fuel) in-

crease 9,554,628.14—39.//TO

The total fuel 'expense increased 5,579,854.99—40.58%

Expenditures (Capital)—
Expenditures during the year were: *,*,*,** ai
For Road $S. 516,660. 45

For Equipment 6
'
1

^'«t'no
For General 43,851,09

Total $14,737,456.35

Capital Expenditures generally have been directed toward the improve-

ment of existing property, particularly locomotive shops and terminals^

yards and station facilities and primarily for increasing efficiency and

economy of operation.
. ..... .

There have been no new main lines or extensions built during th

Substantial progress has been made by the Chicago Uni>

pany upon the new Union Station and Terminal project, •

of lilii

of the

. ear.

Station Corn-
consideration

.._rk during the year embracing the com-

viaducts' at Harrison, Tavlor and Randolph streets, and

the viaducts at Polk and Canal streets,' and Roosevelt Road,

upon the concrete dock wall along the south branch of the Chicago

ogress has been made upon the work of rebuilding freight facilities

[arrison and Canal streets made necessary because of the Chicago

n Station project, this work embracing foundations, sewers and track

314
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rearrangements resulting in total expenditures for the year of $489,078.25,
bringing the total cost to date to $2,173,051.00.

Plans have been completed and approved by the Pi stinaster General for

the new building for handling railway mail to be built in the vicinity
of the Union Station, and construction will be undertaken early in 1921.
The elevation of tracks and revision of grades through the City of

Aurora, 111., was continued, and that portion lying west of Broadway was
completed. This work embraces the change of alignment of main tracks
and the construction of new subways, involving an expenditure for the
year of $388,431.61, bringing the total expenditure to date to $2,312,961.55.

Additional engine terminal facilities have been constructed at Galesburg,
III., embracing a 16-stalI roundhouse with coal, water and cinder handling
facilities. The expenditure for this project amounted to $163,257.95. This
improvement was necessary and will greatly facilitate the handling of
power at this important point.

New locomotive facilities at Pacific Junction were constructed, consist-

ing of one 6-staIl roundhouse with coal, water and cinder handling facili-

ties involving an expenditure of $82,945.99. This likewise was a much
need) I improvement for the purpose of facilitating the handling power.

Locomotive terminal facilities -it Denver, Colo,, were improved during
ear by the installation of improved power plant and coal and water

facilities, involving an expenditure of $67,240.66. There has alsi

acq I for the purpose of developing a locomotive repair shop, a tract

of land of ample size and conveniently located for this purpose.
The construction of second track on the Beardstown and St. Joseph

Divisions which had been temporarily suspended in 1919, was continued
during the year, involving a total expenditure of $389,255.64. This em-
braced the completion of six mile, ,

. t fine between Ayres, 111., and Durley,
III , and eleven miles between Waldron, Mo., and Beverly, Mo.
The customary program "f substituting permanent construction for tem-

ntinued. \n impi - int item of this program was
i Ik oomoletion of the I'iatte River Bridge at Northport, Neb., placi 1 in

hi Au-iist, and involving an . .\p. n.hi in < during the year of $22,-
418.46, bringing otal expenditure for this project to $294,050.85.

I li,
|
rogram of applying automatic block signals to important traffic routes

i"i safety and efficiency of operation was continued during the year.
There W'as undertaken the construction of 300 miles of such signals on
iln' \ui and Lincoln Divisions. There were placed in operation dur-
iii iln year, 97 miles, and the remainder will be completed early in 1921.
li. expenditures for the year were $448,552.02.
Tin- program of laying 90 and 100 pound rail in main line was con-

tinued during the year. There were applied a total of 340 miles of new
rail 'ml 106 mill

I

"' si ci nd band rail, the latter being upon less im-
portant lints.

Arrangements were made during the year for the purchase and con-
struction of the following equipri

15 Switch engines. 31 Freight engines, 500 Stuck cars.

Substantial deliveries weri madi upon these undertakings during the year.
Industrial—

There were constructed and extended during the year industrial tracks
as follow

I racks Extensions
On Lines East 32 16
On Lines West 17 4

Total New Tracks 49 20

Industrial activity was not up to normal on account of the reaction fol-

lowing the close of the war, but a numbei of substantial and important
industries have Inn located. Among thi important developments in this

connection were the completion f three beet spurs in the North Tlatte
Valley to serve two new sugar factories, me which has been completed
at .Mitchell, Neb., and another at Minatare, Neb., nut vet completed. These
facilities serve a district developing an increased beet acreage in 1920
over 1919 of approximately 10,500 acres.

During the year the oil receipts at refineries served, amounted to
6,673 carloads, and outbound shipments therefrom amounted to 40,908
carloads. The bulk of the inbound oil was transported by pipe lines. In
addition, there was a movement of crude oil not handled at refineries, of
521 carloads, making a grand total movement of oil originating in Wyoming
of 41,429 carloads. The production of crude oil within the state is con-
stantly increasing, and large additions to important refineries at

under way. A continued growth of this class of tonnage may be anticipated.
There were 1,549 cars of immigrants' effects received en the McCock,

Alliance, Sterling, Sheridan and Casper Divisions, and a total of 5,692
families located. There were 2,222,389 acres of land homesteaded in
Wyoming, and this should cause several thousand new families to come
into thai state. In additii n there were about 10,000 acres of irrigated

Is taken up .livid.'! equally between the Shoshone and North Platte
projects which sit. til. 1 mean an in. lux of approximately 150 new families.

Agricultural—
Tw.. special agricultural exhibit cars were operated during the year

.n Lines West; one during March to stimulate increase in acreage and
to improve the quality of the potato crop; and another during the fall to
stimulate better farming in the semi-arid districts. This efftrt arcused a
great dial of interest, about four thousand farmers inspecting the potato
car, an. I 270 farmers .... m the car. In
I. eld tests tins seed
About 430,000 pounds of improved seed potatoes were purchaser through

exchange bulletins. The potato acreage was increased about 15 per cent
above last year. A porter calbnc attention to the necessity i f providing
storage for potatoes and grain resulted in the construction of twenty-five
potato storage .

i

- given to the importance of
for -In lands, adapted seeds, dairying and silos and greater

diversification ami safer lines of farming. One hundred and thirteen
towns "ere visited, with nee of about 14.000 I.

A large number .i tided. Several
thousand copies of special posters and bulletins have been issued on potato
growing, storage, preventing losses in handlii inn feeds, silos
and dairying. Three hundred thousand pounds of miscellaneous seeds, and
thirty-nine carloads of cotton cake, corn, hay and other feeds have been

tvice. Three a ry cows
were purchased and shipped to Wyoming farmers. A market was found
for four carloads of seed potatoes.
There has been a sti n the population and the number of

farms in the ., i md advertising booklets
were sent to 2,138 persons who inquired for land. These inquiries were a
continuati.n from the year previous, as no colonization advertising was
done during the past year. Land values were advanced from 50 to 150
per cent.
There has been a steady increase in the dairy industry in spite of the

;.!.. increase in grain production resulting from the high prices.
Substantia] proa

with ih,- United Stat.

federal control.
By order of the Beard of Directors

ii made in the matter of final settlements
lroad Administrate n of matters growing out of

HALE HOI.DEN.
President.

In vest mi hi

Property investment road and equipment:
I $406,501.5X5.7.'
Equipment 99,813,273.64

1,139,235.09

linkin

Book asseis $10,830,984.54
iui s included, Pai

value 10,816,200.00

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
Decembcr 31, 1920

Liabilities
Capital Stock:

C. nit... n Slock
Long term debt

:

Bonds held by the public $174,038,300.00
Bonds held by trustei linking

$507,454,094.45 funds
Bi ii. Is owned by the Company, unpledged 12,205,700.00

f mortgaged propel tv si I.I

Misci Hi .in' ..us physii al propertj
Investments in affiliated companies

Stocks $30,194,892.12
Bi n. I- 1,5!

476,014.72
Advances 1,566,070.14

Other in

Bonds .

.

Miscellaneous .

$5,510.00
7,370.318.00

.'...'.,1 us:

total investments
'ssets:

Cash $8,170,985.14

!,055.39

14,784.54
6JJ.475.30
917,965.13

33,814,213.91

$550,438,700.41

Total
Less bonds held by or for the Company,
included in above

Total I. tig term debt
Current liabilities:

Traffic and car-service balances payable.
Audited accounts and wages payable...
M . .

-

interest matured unpaid
atured unpaid
matured unpaid

i tmiatiired interest accrued
Other current liabilities

$197,060,200.00

23,021,900.00

$110,839,100.00

174.038,300.00

Funded debt

$3,864,868.11

1,223,444.19
1,051,507.50

551.25
51,600.00

1,158,755.12
1,921,558.04

Total current liabilities.
Deferred liabilities:

Other deferred liabilities

I on. drafts .in.! depi sil -

Special deposits
-i b i .1 l.-

I I affii ni.i . .i .-.,
. .....

i
., .i.i.

Net balani , rei eivable from agents an.

I

mi tictors
u " llane U nuts receivable
11

.
I

and supplies 21,659,456.12

Othei current assets 1,126,074.47

Total current assets
referred asseis

\

Working fund advances: .

' 'iln i deferred assets

6,063,464.86
2,760,423.71

44.460.76
14,149 60

Total deferred liabilities
U. S. Government deferred liabilities.

Unadjusted credits:
Tax liability

Insurance reserves
Operating reserves
Accrued depreciati n Equipment
Other unadjusted credits

$5,186,435.49
1.578,935.57

5.661.611.60

$131,884.33
704,034.84

Total unadjusted credits
Ci i .n. surplus
Additions to property tar ugh income and
^ surplus
Funded debt retired through income
Sinking i

Frofit and loss
10,736,141.82

I.ttal deferred assets
I

. S. Government ismi -

Unadjusted debits:
anec premium paid

Total corporate surplus 256,661,990.93

-,-,i :
-wance.... $8

Utsi ..inn ,.n funded debt j.i
Other unadjusted debits 31,130,403.15

Total unadjusted debits 33,362,838.96

$706,341,617.10 Grand total.

[Advertisement]

-1.617.10
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Railway Officers

Russell

Executive

Samuel M. Russell, general superintendent of the Toledo.

Peoria & Western, with headquarters at 'Peoria, 111., has been
,i], ].. niiiril receiver with the same headquarters, effective

August 3. succeeding

E. X. Armstrong, de-

ceased. Mr. Russell

was born at Bedford,

Pa., and was educated

at the Sheffield Scien-

tific School of Yale
l in' ersity. He entered

railroad service in 1889

as a rodman in the en-

gineering corps of the

Pennsylvania lines west

of Pittsburgh, and was
employed in this work
during summer vaca-

tions until 1892. On
the latter date he was

employed on construc-

tion work in the engi-

neering department of

the Pennsylvania, and

two years later was
transferred to the

freight department at Canton, Ohio. In 1894 and 1895 he

served at Canton and in the office of the auditor of freight

receipts at Pittsburgh. Pa. In 1895 he was appointed engi-

neer in the maintenance of way department, where he served

until December, 1899, when he was promoted to assistant

engineer maintenance of way. A year later he was promoted

to engineer maintenance of way of the Pennsylvania lines

west of Pittsburgh. Mr. Russell entered the service of the

Toledo, Peoria & Western in February, 1904, as engineer

maintenance of way. He was appointed superintendent a

few months later and served in that position until December,

1916. when he was promoted to general superintendent, in

which position he was serving at the time of his recent

appointment.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

G. B. Matthews, Jr., has been appointed car accountant of

lln Columbus & Greenville, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Missouri, effective August 1. Mr. Matthews succeeds R. B.

McAlpin.

W. J. Bingham, auditor of through passenger traffic of the

Pennsylvania with headquarters at Philadelphia, has retired

from active railroad service after 52 years in the service of

the company.

F. G. Middleton, assistant auditor of the Indiana Harbor

Belt with headquarters at Gibson, Indiana, has been ap-

pointed auditor of disbursements with the same headquar-

ters. C. K. Thomas has been appointed auditor of freight

accounts with headquarters at Gibson.

A. B. Bierck, assistant secretary of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing, has been appointed comptroller with headquarters at

Philadelphia, succeeding G. H. Parker who has been ap-

pointed general auditor. W. K. Bean has been appointed

assistant auditor of disbursement-.. Mr. Bierck will in addi-

tion to his new duties retain his former positions as vice

president of the Reading Company and assistant secretary

of the Philadelphia & Reading.

Operating

G. W. Todhunter, general yardmaster of the Southern Pa-

cific with headquarters at Fresno, California, has been pro-

moted to tire position of terminal trainmaster with the same
headquarters. H. A. Kuehn succeeds Mr. Todhunter as gen-

eral yardmaster.

Ernesto O. Y. Llano, superintendent of the Xacozari Rail-

road, with headquarters at Sonora, Mexico, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Xational Railways of Mexico
with headquarters at Mexico City.

R. H. Johnson, general manager and purchasing agent of

the I'eoria & Pekin L'nion, with headquarters at Peoria. 111..

has resigned and the purchasing department has been placed

under the jurisdiction of the president's office.

L. K. Owen, superintendent of dining cars of the Spokane,
Portland & Seattle with headquarters at Portland, Oregon,
has been appointed superintendent of dining cars of the

Xorthern Pacific with headquarters at St. Paul, Minnesota,
effective August 15, succeeding G. W. Xelson, assigned to

other duties.

Traffic

P. C. McCormick has been appointed commercial agent
of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Chicago.

H. E. Heal has been appointed Canadian passenger agent
of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.

W. S. Farnsworth has been appointed general agent of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe with headquarters at Mexico
< ity, Mexico.

L. F. Daspit, traffic manager of the Shreveport, La.. Cham-
ber of Commerce, has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Southern Pacific, Texas and Louisiana lines,

with headquarters at Houston, Tex.

H. M. Jouver, acting general freight and passenger agent
of the Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters at Chicago, has

been appointed general freight and passenger agent with the

same headquarters, effective August 1.

J. O. Gill, has been appointed district freight agent of the

Gulf, Mobile & X'orthern, with headquarters at Memphis.
Tennessee, effective August 3. Mr. Gill succeeds W. H.
Askew, who has been transferred to Kansas City, Mis-

souri.

C. W. Getty, special representative, passenger department,

of the Pennsylvania with headquarters at Chicago, has been

promoted to assistant general passenger agent with the same
headquarters, effective August 1, succeeding W. R. McFarland,
resigned.

F. A. Edmonson, formerly commercial agent of the St.

Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at Cincinnati. Ohio.

has re-entered railroad service and has been appointed gen-

eral agent of the same company, with headquarters at Xew
Orleans, La.

W. M. Brooks, foreign freight agent of the Atlanta, Bir-

mingham & Atlantic, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.. has

been appointed commercial agent, with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati. Ohio, succeeding J. J. McCarty. resigned, and the

office of foreign freight agent has been abolished.

G. F. Kay, freight traffic representative of the Southern,
with headquarters at Dallas. Tex., has been promoted to

commercial agent, with the same headquarters, effective

August 1, succeeding C. M. Agnew, deceased. H. B. Coogan,
freight traffic representative, with headquarters at Memphis,
Tenn., succeeds Mr. Kay.

A. C. Irons, formerly general passenger agent of the Chi-

cago Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago, who was
incorrectly reported in the Railway Age oi July 16 (page 144 I.

as having become associated with the D. H. Howland Sugar
Company, has become a member of the firm of F. C. Van
Ness & Son, with headquarters at Toledo, Ohio. -instead.

E. S. Manchester, traffic representative of the Xew York.
Chicago 6c St. Louis, with headquarters at Buffalo. XT

. Y.,
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has been promoted to division freight agent, with hcad-

quarters at Erie, Pa. G. B. Merrill, freight representative,

with headquarters at Eric, has been appointed traffic repre-

sentative with headquarters at Buffalo, succeeding Mr. Man-
chester. J. V. Jamieson succeeds Mr. Merrill. The promo-

tions and appointments were effective August 1.

E. C. Marks, traveling freight agent oi the Louisville &
Nashville, with headquarters at New Orleans, La., has I

promoted to commercial agent, with the same headquarters.

J. E. Power, city freight service agent, with headquarters at

New Orleans, Louisiana, succeeds Mr. Marks. G. W. Kings-

mill succeeds Mr. Power. The promotions were effective

August 1.

A. S. Collins has been appointed commercial agent of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific with headquarters at St. Paul.

Minn., succeeding J. B. Rayn who has been promoted to

division freight agent with headquarters at Des Moines, la.

Mr. Rayn succeeds W. S. Williams who has been transferred

as division freight agent to Estherville, la., succeeding M. M.

Knapp, retired. These changes were effective August 6.

C. T. Mackenson, Jr., has been appointed assistant general

freight agent of the Central region oi the Pennsylvania with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa. Mi Mackenson was born

at Harrisburg, Pa., on June 16, 1886, and was educated in the

public schools of that city, lie entered railway service on

April 7. 1903, in the office of the genera! freight agent of the

Cumberland Valley and became chief clerk to the general

freight agent of thai company on U\nv 1, 1910. He entered

the service of the Pennsylvania as chiel clerk to the division

freight agent at Philadelphia on August 1. 1912, On July 1.

1914, Mi. Mackenson became chiei rate clerk in the general

freight department of the compan} and on December 1, 1916,

was appointed division freighl agent at Altoona, Pa. On
November 26, 1917, he entered military service and returned

on May 1, 1919, as division freight agent at Qniontown, Pa.,

and was I ran si erred I" Pittsburgh in a similar capacity in

September of that year. He was serving in this position on

August I. when his appointment to his new position became
effecth e.

Claude W. Getty, special representative passenger depart-

ment of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Chicago, has

been promoted to assistant general passenger agent, with

the same headquarters, effective August 1 Mr Getty was

born .it Norristown, Pa., on January 1-'. 1890, and was edu-

cated at the University of Pennsylvania, He entered railroad

service on June 20, 1907, with the Pennsylvania at Philadel-

phia, Pa,, and after A years' service in various positions in

tin operating and transportation departments, he was trans-

ferred to the passenger department of the general offices

I Philadelphia, He Served in various capacities in that de-

partment until November 1, 1917, when he was made chief

clerk to the passengei traffii manager. When the North-
western region of the Pennsylvania was created on March 1,

1920, Mr. Getty was transferred to the passenger department
at Chicago, as special representative, with special assignment
to the developing of dining car service of the lines west

of Pittsburgh. He was serving in this position at the time

of his recent promotion.

Appointments and promotions in the traffic department of

the Pennsylvania have been made effective August 1 as

follows: C. T. Mackenson. division freight agent, Central

region, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, has been promoted to

assistant general freight agent, Central region, with the same
headquarters, succeeding R. E. book, resigned. H. H. Gray,
division freight agent, Central region, with headquarters at

Pittsburgh, with jurisdiction over the Lines West has been
transferred to the Lines bast, succeeding Mr. Mackenson.
F. X. Quinn, division freighl agent, I entral region with bead
quarters at Buffalo, N. Y.. has been transferred to Pittsburgh,

succeeding Mr. Gray, S. T. Stackpole succeeds Mr. Quinn.
E. S. Neilson, division freight and passenger agent, Eastern
region, with headquarters at Chambersburg, Pa., has been
appointed division freight agent with headquarters at Balti

mote. Md., succeeding Mr. Stackpole. F. W. Nash, ib

freight agent, Central region, with headquarters at Columbus,

O., succeeds Mr. Neilson. W. R. Cox succeeds Mr. Nash.

J. M. Steenberg, division freight agent, Northwest
with headquarters at Toledo, O., has been promoted to

ant to the freight traffic manager. Northwestern region, with

the same headquarters. H. C. Oliver, division freight agent,

Northwestern region with headquarters at Richmond, End.,

succeeds Mr. Steenberg. J. E. Collins succeeds Mi I diver.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

E. J. Bayer, assistant engineer mail

Cleveland, ' incinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters
at Gabon. Ohio, I nicer maintenance
of way of the Evansville, fndii Haute,- with
new headquarters at Washington, Indiana, effective August 1,

1921.

Mechanical

James I. Mailer, whose promotion to superintendent of

motive power oi the Fort Smith & Western, with head-
quarters at Fort Smith, Ark., was announced in the Railway

I
ily 23 (page

186), was born at Alma,
Wis., on April 24

and entered railroad

service in I Vccmber,
on the Winona &

W . tern. In I81

was employed by the

ago Great Western
as a machinist where he

I until 1899, when
he went with the Great
Northern as a fireman.

In 1900, after tiring on
the Northern Pacific and
Southern Pacific he re-

turned to the Chicago
Western as shop

foreman. A year later

he was appointed general
tonman of the Minnc-

J
- '• Mailer North, Wisconsin

where he served until

1904. Mr. Mailer has been in the service of the Fort Smith
& W estern continuously since 1904. From 190-4 to 1906 he

served as general foreman at Fort Smith, and from 1906

until January 1. 1921, he was employed as an engineman.
I Ml the latter date he was promoted to master mechanic and
was serving in this position at the time of his recent

promotion.

Purchasing and Stores

H. S. Burr, general superintendent of stores of the Erie

with headquarters at New York, lias been appointed assistant

to the mahagi with the same headquarters. C. K.
Reasor has been appointed to a similar position with the

same headquarters. The positions of general superintendent

Of stoics and assistant general superintendent of stores fiave

been abolished. These changes were effective Augu

Special

John R. Leighty, assistant chief engineer of the Missouri
has resigm engineer for the

western group of the President's Conference Commit!
Federal Valuation of the Railroads, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, succeeding to part of the duties of lb C. Phillips, n

i private practi i Mi I
•• was born at Spencerville,

In.!., on Septembi r 16, lytech-

nic Institute. He entered railroad service with the Wis
Central, now a part of the Minneapolis, St. Par' t Marie.

in 1891, as :Ierk A few months later he went
with A- \ North Western as a rodman, and later

became instrument man and assistant engineer. As

ant engineer. Mr. Leighty had chat e work
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in the Wood street (Chicago) yard and of the track

work in connection with track elevation on the Rockwell

street branch to 43rd street, Chicago. Later he became road-

master at Sparta, Wis., and at Carroll, Iowa. In 1899, he

went wiili th. Union Pacific where he was assigned to duties

in connection with track reconstruction and ballasting work in

Wyoming. The following year he entered the service of the

Baltimore & Ohio as an assistant engineer, with headquarters

at Newark, Ohio. Later he was transferred to Winchester,

Va., Parkersburg, W. Va., and Cumberland, Md. In 1907

he was appointed engineer maintenance of way of the

Western district of the Missouri Pacific with headquarters

at Kansas City, Mo. In October, 1918, he was promoted to

corporate chief engineer with headquarters at St. Louis, and

later was appointed to the position of assistant chief engineer,

which position he was holding at the time of his recent appoint-

ment.

H. C. Phillips, chairman of the western group engineering

committee, of the President's Conference Committee on

federal valuation of tiie railroads, has resigned to engage

in consulting engineering practice, specializing in the valu-

ation and inspection of railroads, with office at 14 East

Jackson boulevard, Chicago. Mr. Phillips has been retained

in an advistory capacity by the western group of the

President's Conference Committee, but will give a large part

of his time to private consulting practice. Mr. Phillips was

born in New York, on May 6, 1869, and graduated from Prince-

ton University in 1890. He entered railway service^ in

July of the same year as assistant engineer on the New York

& Northern, now a part of the New York Central, at Yonkers,

N. Y., and was with that road until February, 1893, when

he went with the New York, New Haven & Hartford, as

assistant engineer on construction, serving first on four-track

work at Milford, Conn., and then on track elevation work in

Boston. From October, 1895, to 1898, he was engaged in

engineering work in New Mexico, part of the time being

engaged on location survey work for the Pecos Valley &
Northeastern. In February, 1898, he entered the service of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, as inspection engineer,

serving in New Mexico until October, 1899, when he was

placed in charge of building branch lines in Oklahoma. In

June, 1901, he was appointed assistant superintendent, with

headquarters at Fort Madison, Iowa, and from February,

1903, to June, 1904, he was engineer of the Western Grand

division of the Santa Fe at La Junta, Colo., and was then

transferred to San Francisco, Cal., to complete the surveys

and take charge of construction of the San Francisco &
Northeastern, with the title of chief engineer of that line.

In September, 1906, he was appointed chief engineer of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines, with headquarters

at Los Angeles, and in April, 1912, was appointed valuation

engineer of the Santa Fe system, with headquarters at Chi-

cago. He resigned that position in August, 1915, to become

assistant general secretary of the President's Conference

Committee on federal valuation of the railroads, and on

January 1, 1917, was elected general secretary of that organ-

ization, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa. He resigned

as general secretary in May, 1918, to accept an appointment

as chairman of the western group of the engineering com-

mittee at Chicago, which position he now leaves to enter

private practice. George W. Hand, assistant to the president

of the Chicago & North Western, has been appointed chair-

man of the western group, engineering committee, and John

R. Leighty, assistant chief engineer of the Missouri Pacific,

has been appointed group engineer for the western group,

with headquarters at Chicago.

Obituary

J. H. Leyonmarck, mechanical engineer of the Chicago &
Alton with headquarters at Bloomington, 111., died at his

home in that city on August 1.

James W. Terry, auditor of the San Antonio & Aransas

Pass, died at his home in San Antonio, Tex., on August 1.

Mr. Terry had served as the company auditor for more than 25

years.

Thomas S. Howland, vice-president, and formerly secre-

tary and treasurer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, died

in the Massachusetts General Hospital at Boston, Mass., on

August 8. Mr. How-
land had served as

vice-president of the

Burlington since 1907.

During most of this

time he held the posi-

tion of secretary and
treasurer also, but re-

signed this office on

May 26 of this year.

He was born at North
Dartmouth, Mass., on
February 13, 1844, and

was educated at the

Lawrence Scientific

School of Harvard Uni-

versity. He entered

railroad service on
March 1, 1868, in the

engineering corps of

the Burlington & Mis-

souri River, being en-

gaged on location
surveys with that road until 1876. In this year he was ap-

pointed secretary to the president of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy road and served in this position until 1883, when
he was elected secretary. On December 16, 1901. Mr. How-
land was elected assistant secretary and assistant treasurer

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, which had
leased the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy road. A year later

he was promoted to treasurer and assistant secretary of this

company, and on June 30, 1907, he was elected vice-president,

treasurer and secretary, with headquarters at Chicago. He
was serving as vice-president of the Burlington at the time

of his death.

T. S. Howland

The Valdosta, Moultrie & Western Railroad is being torn

up, the business of the line not being sufficient to keep it alive

;

and one of the problems of the man who is trying to save the

material is to keep enemies from burning the trestles. Threats

have been made that this means of blocking the road would be

adopted in order to prevent the transportation of the material to

the eastern end of the line. Armed guards were stationed at the

important bridges. This railroad, built about ten years ago,

extends from Vaidosta, Ga., northwest 42 miles to Moultrie

In its prime it had three locomotives and 19 cars.

Waterloo Station, London, with Holiday Crowds Leaving

the City
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reducing spring repa

Saving a Road One-Third
of Its Spring Costs

After installing Ryerson Spring Shop equip-

ment one road reduced its locomotive spring

costs from $4.40 to $3.20 per 100 lbs. and

paid for the spring repair equipment in one

year.

Such maintenance economies are rapidly re-

ducing the cost of transportation of progres-

sive railroads.

We can tell you what you can save. Ask us!

JdsephT.Ryersdn&Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The communication in this issue on the question of the col-

li gi man and the railroads is, to say the least, thought-pro-

voking. Heretofore, the question, as

College Courses discussed in these columns, has

on centered largely around its application

Transportation '" ''"' graduates of engineering courses

—civil, mechanical and electrical.

Now comes an operating officer with the pointed suggestion

that the colleges might well turn their attention to the de-

velopment of courses in transportation, thus making a definite

start "towards the scientific study of one of the great prob-

lems of the day and in the end we should enjoy the same

improvement in transportation that we have in medicine,

law and engineering."

The development of a transportation system in any locality

is contingent on the character of service required. Prior to

the war the problem of the railroads of
Make the Most this country was to extend the trans-

of Material Han- portation system sufficiently to keep

dling Machines I

1 " 1 ' "'''' ' ts extensive development.

Roughly speaking, the year 1913 marks
the transition from the extensive to the intensive in the de-

velopment of tli«' countrj and, as well, from a period of com-
paratively i heap labor to one of high costs. As a consequence

the transportation problem has assumed a new aspect. Un-
der present conditions it is acknowledged that one of the

most important factors in the cost of moving freight is that

of the cost of handling at transfer points and terminals. It

is also conceded that developments in terminal facilities have
not kept pace with the advances made in track facilities, in

the means of conveying traffic -cars and locomotives—and
devices for speeding up operation modern signal appliances,

etc. In other words die terminals, in busy reasons, now act

as "the neck of the bottle" in the transportation system, being
unable to handle economically the volume of traffic offered or

thai which could lie transported over the line. Investigations

into what may he accomplished by properly installed material
handling devices towards decreasing costs and increasing

capacity should he well worth while.

When smoke ami flame have played havoc with propert)
intended for other purposes than the entertainment of those

near enough to witness the spectacle,
Keeping on the importance of fire prevention again

the Look-Out becomes a subject of absorbing interest,

for Fires An investigation is held in which di-

rectly or indirectly a goodly portion of
officialdom participates rypewriters renew acquaintance
ship with dusty files a.nd letters again circulate to refresh
memories of forgotten instructions. lire pails are again re-
stricted to the service of fire. Fire barrels are cleaned of
their cinders and refilled. Fire hydrants are again repainted
and their locations made known to responsible parlies. Pipe
lines are Bushed, hose and extinguishers inspected, apparatus
repaired and fire drills reinaugurated. rhus arc prepara-
tions made to meet the next emergency. Ostensibly they are

ample. As a matter of fact, such preparations provide no

better guarantee against further loss than those made prior to

the tire which caused them, unless subsequently the interest

in tire prevention is constantly kept alive and vigilance

maintained. The fact that within the last few weeks heavy

losses have been caused the railroads by fin' makes it very

evident that the possibility of fire is still present, and since

we are in the midst of a summer season charai terized

tracted heat and little rain, suggests the appropriateness of

again directing attention to means for the prevention of fire.

If locomotives have been equipped with apparatus for sprink-

ling bridges it is an appropriate time to see that they are

being used. If terminals have been provided with elaborate

and expensive fire apparatus, it is well to make sure that in

case of an emergency then- will be full knowledge of its

proper use. It is unfortunate that a heavy loss should be

incurred at any time through inability to find the one man
familiar with the working of the pumping machinery, but it

would be particularly unfortunate fur any railroad to ex-

perience interruption of traffic and loss from fire at a time

when the need for conserving resources of all kinds is as

acute as at present.

One of the troublesome complications encountered in the

solution of urban grade separation problems concern.- the

provision for side tracks to accom-
Keep the modate the industries adjoining the

Future Well right-of-way. In many cases the vol-

in Mind unu' "f business offered the railroad is

not sufficient to warrant the additional

expenditure to provide the side track on the new grade and
under some circumstances the owner of the adjoining prop-

erty is unable to make the necessary changes in his building

to accommodate the new elevation of the service track. A- a

consequence grade separation not infrequently rc-ults in dis-

continuing side track service to the small shipper. In a few

cases, the situation has been met by continuing a service

track on the street level, where the slow and infrequent move-
ment of cars and locomotives does not constitute a serious

hazard or obstruction to the street traffic. It goes without

saying that where this plan has been put into practice, its

adoption has been influenced as much if not more by pressure
from the shippers a- through the influence of the railroad

alone. It would seem, however, that such a plan can be

justified only in particular cases. It must be borne in mind
that the agitation for grade separation arises primarily in

cases where the grade crossings constitute a serious obstruc-
tion to the traffic as against those case- where the elci

hazard alone is present. The rapid increase of motor vehicles
i- constantly producing new problem- in street transportation.

There is a verj definite tendency toward the establishment of
thoroughfare streets with traffic regulations that provide for

a minimum ^i interference from the traffic on the inters

streets and it is on these very thoroughfare street- that the

pressure for grade separation i- most urgent It appears,
therefore, that any plan for grade separation on main traffic

-treets which does not provide for the complete separation of
the rail and -treet traffic may eventually [trove unsatisfactory,

319
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thereby giving rise to pressure on the part of the public for

still further relief in the form of grade separation at other

street crossings.

It has always been the policy of the Railway Age to advo< ate

the installation of modern high-power railroad shop machin-

ery and equipment wherever the condi-

The Field tions warrant. If is not advisable, how-

for High-Power ever, to install this machinery in every

Machinery case simply on the ground of its being

modern, powerful and provided with all

the latest improvements. In cases where the volume of work

is small, it would obviously be poor business judgment to

use an expensive, high-production machine and allow it to

stand idle a considerable portion of the time with interest

charges eating up what profit may have accrued while the

machine was in operation. Labor saving devices should be

installed in railroad shops and obsolete equipment eliminated,

but only after a detailed study of the situation and a careful

balancing of costs against possible savings. We cannot state

the case more plainly than was recently done by a prominent

mechanical department officer who said: "Modern, high-

power shop machinery should be selected with extreme care.

A time study should be made of machine operations, and

machine tools that cannot produce to the capacity of modern

tools should be abolished or used only in cases of emergency.

The higher capacity tools should be operated on two shifts

in order to secure a greater production." It will pay me-

chanical department officers responsible for shop output to

study their machine tool requirements with the same accuracy

and thoroughness that an industrial manufacturer would

consider necessary. In a particular case a carefully prepared

statement, taking into account the possibility of two-shift

operation and balancing reduced labor and production costs

against higher interest and depreciation charges will show at

a glance whether or not it is economical to install a high-

production machine. Recommendations can then be made to

the higher railroad officers and, in by far the great majority

of cases, such recommendations based on facts will receive

both prompt and favorable attention.

"That the use of purified or softened water produces great

savings in railroad operation is almost universally realized."

Thus begins the article "Water Treat-
A Word ment — intermittent or Continuous,"

to the Wise found elsewhere in this issue. This

on Water statement may or may not meet with

the unqualified approval of the reader;

likewise others appearing elsewhere in the discussion. Nor
is it so essential in this case that they should if the reader

derives a better understanding of an industry which deserves

and is acquiring an increasingly prominent place in railway

operation. There has been too much misunderstanding of

the subject of water treatment for the best interests of the

railroads themselves. Persuaded to install a plant at some
point in the belief that it would eliminate a troublesome
water problem, there has been a tendency at times to regard
with suspicion any explanation given of an apparent failure

of the installation to effect the expected results; or, having
approved the expenditure of a large sum to erect a softening

plant at some point, there has been a tendency to dis-

countenance efforts made at a later date to modify the design

or to effect extensive alterations, all because water softening

has been considered too much of a stereotyped process in-

volving a fixed design and typifying a definite performance
rather than the application of scientific principles to problems
which in some localities are extremely difficult of solution.

Accordingly by discussing the progress which has been made
in the design of water softening plants, together with enu-

merating the many factors which enter into the choice of a

dc-ign and their possible effect upon the performance of the

plant, the article referred to serves a valuable purpose by
. reating a better perspective and a wider appreciation of this

subject than many readers may have had before. It is well

to point out, however, that the discussion should not be inter-

preted as one enabling the reader to determine the proper

design for any particular location, for it should be remem-
bered that the entire discussion is based upon two extreme

types of water softening plants, and that in all cases local

conditions should receive careful consideration.

To equip the railways of Great Britain with automatic train

-tops would cost £2,278,950 (or, roughly, twelve million dol-

lars), and in 1920 the number of col-

Automatic lisions which were investigated by the

Train-Stops; Ministry of Transport and which, theo-

Debit and Credit retically, would have been prevented

by an automatic stop, was six. This is

an estimate presented before the July meeting of the Institu-

tion of Railway Signal Engineers, at London, in a paper by
Mr. Thorrowgood. Looking at these figures we may say

that if the six collisions cost $100,000 each, the amount of

money that could be saved by preventing them would be

equal to the annual interest on the cost of the stops (at five

per cent). In other words, the stops would pay for them-

selves. In addition, they would save the lives of passengers

and trainmen and prevent untold anguish, things which can-

not be measured in money. These figures are the result of

an exceedingly rough calculation. A dozen other signal engi-

neers could, no doubt, present six statements much more
favorable and six much less favorable But the estimate

seems worthy of a moment's notice if only to remind us that

a comparison of this sort is not wholly impossible. The
American railroad system is many times larger than that of

the United Kingdom; but, on the other hand, our collision

record is worse than that of the English roads, per unit of

traffic. Mr. Thorrowgood's estimate is based on equipping

5,750 distant signals (all there are in the country) and 24,-

635 locomotives. What would be his basic data for a simi-

lar calculation in this country? A collision killing a car full

of passengers, like that of February 27 last, may simplify

the problem for the road that pays for that collision; but
what is the name of the road where the next disaster is going
to happen? The sober calculator must consider that

question.

An article in the Railway Age of July 30, 1921. drew atten-

tion to the exceedingly important relation wages paid to labor

bear to the cost of transportation under
Mechanical De- present conditions. It was pointed out

vices Provide that in 1°12. 43.1 cents of each dollar

a Remedy ot railway revenue was paid to labor.

During the six-year period—1912 ta

1917 inclusive—there were only slight variations from this

proportion, the maximum of 44.1 cents being reached in 1^14

while in 1°4 7 only 43.3 cents of each dollar was so expended.

The year 1918 marks the beginning of the period of high

cost of railway labor. During that year 53.0 cents of each

dollar of operating revenue was charged to the labor account

or an increase of more than 23 per cent over the preceding

\e.ir. During the years 1919 and 1920 the proportion of the

railway dollar spent for labor increased steadily and in 1920
amounted to 59.9 cents. The true significance of these

figures was contained in a recent statement of.the American
Association of Railway Executives in which concrete ex-

amples- are cited of instances where the increased labor cost.

since 1917, entailed in transporting certain articles ex-

ceeds the increases in freight charges which have been put
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into effect during the same period. Also it should be borne

in mind in considering these figures that, in the report just

mentioned, attention is drawn to the fact that the labor cost

alone of transporting certain articles at the present time

equals or exceeds the amount charged for transporting the

same articles between the same points prior to 1918. Such

facts and figures certainly point out in no uncertain manner

that the need for reducing the labor (harm' "i transportation

is imperative. A more general utilization of material han-

dling or labor saving devices in the movement of freight will

in many instances do much partially to relieve this situation.

Which Do Railway Employees Favor?

There is A widespread and increasing demand from many
(lasses of the public for reductions in railway rates.

The effect this ultimately must have on the employees of the

railways should not be overlooked by the employees and their

leaders, although it probably will be.

Sooner or later reductions of rates will have to be made.

Reductions in rates sufficient to satisfy public sentiment can-

noi l»- made unless there are large reductions in operating

expenses in addition to those that alread) have been secured.

Since the railroad payroll constitutes almost two-thirds of

railway expenses, the bulk of this redui tion of expenses must

be made in the payroll. The reduction in wages recently

granted by the Railroad Labor Board, on the basis of the

same number of men that was employed before the big slump

in business came, would reduce the payroll only 12 per cent.

The employees and their leaders are simply fooling them-

selves if they believe that this is all the reduction in the

pa) roll that is going to be made. Sooner or later a permanent
reduction in the payroll much larger than tin's must and will

b< effected, It must and will be effected to enable the rail-

ways to earn reasonable net returns and to reduce the rates

they charge the public.

A reduction in the payroll does not, however, necessarily

mean a reduction in wages. A reduction in the payroll may
ecured either l>\ increasing the efficienc) and output of

eai li employee, and thereby redui ing the number of men that

must be employed, or b) reducing the wages paid without

increasing the average effii iency of the employees or reducing
their number. From the standpoint of the employees, the

railways and the public, it would be far better to effect the

necessary and inevitable reduction ol the payroll by increas-

ing the efficienc) of each employee than by reducing the
wages. The result would be thai fewer men would be em-
ployed by the railways than when a heavy business was
being handled last year; but when general business revives
there will be plenty of work for all who want it, and a per-
"ini.nl redui tion in the number of railway employees would
not mean that any men who have been in the service of the
road would actually be unable to get work to do.

Will the employees and the leaders of the labor organiza
lions, then, favor a poliq which will tend to increase the

average efficienc) of each employee' and enable the wages to

be kept on a relativel) high basis, or one which will not
ise the average efficiency of each employee and will

inevitabl) make necessar) further reductions in wages?
The leaders oi tin- labor organizations thus far have fa

vorc.l relative inefficiency and further reductions in wages.
I'hev have not said that they favor this policy, but they are
taking a course which, if they persist in following it,' will
make the adoption of this polic) necessary, The leaders of
the -hop .rafts' unions are lighting stubbornly for the reten-

nl all the rules in their national agreement. Many of
ill.-; rules have had the direct effect of reducing the average
efficiency and output per man. If continued in force the)
will have the same .fie.t in future. Therefore,
inevitable tendency will be to compel the railwavs to emplo)

more men than otherwise would be necessary, and to seek

reductions in basic wages which might not otherwise be

necessary.

This course has not been followed with such persistency

by the leaders of other railway labor unions as by those of

the shop crafts' unions, hut to a greater or less extent it has

been followed by most of them. That it is to the interest

of a great majority of railway employees to increase their

average efficiency and output, and thereby arm themselves

with the best possible argument against further and large

reductions of their wages, is a fact so plain that it is difficult

to understand how they can overlook or disregard it. They
bitterly denounce those who advocate reductions of their

wages, and yet back their labor union leaders to the limit

in fighting for rules and methods of work which tend di-

rectly to make it impracticable to pay them high wages.

Nothing, it would seem, .(add be plainer than that Io

ciency must result in low wages, and that in the long run
only high efficienc.) ci aki possible the payment of high

wages.

While the Railways Help Pay the Bill

In the last ISSU3 w. pointed out the direct interest which

the railways have in the extension of the highway con-

struction program now under way. As property owners and
tax payers they have such interest through the large amounts
which they are called upon to pay for highway construction

in the form of assessment- of one kind or another. Because
of this fact they have a right to demand that public au-

thorities will expend these fund- with the same care which
the roads themselves exercise in their expenditures for im-
provements to their own properties, since all funds for either

purpose are derived directly or indirectly from the publii is

the form of earnings from transportation services. It is there-

fore pertinent to consider the manner in which these highway
funds are being expended today, and to compare the methods
used with those employed by the railways.

Before a railway builds a line its office] tin the

amount and character of the traffic which ma\ be

to move over it, and then determine the weight of the loco-

motives which will be required to haul this brafl

cally. With this information the engineering department
proceeds to design it- structures to carrj these load-. Its

bridges are designed for light or heavy locomotives according

to the demands of the operating department. The rail, the

amount of ballast and other details of the roadway arc

selected in like manner to support a specific load.

The amounts which the railways will pa) to public au-

thorities for the construction of highways during the next
I. n months will be sufficient to build many miles of railways.

Yet these funds are not being spent with anything approach-
ing the same degree of scientific accurac) with which the

railroads spend their own money. While it is true that the

highways built to elate are in general on the routes of

heaviest traveh the .density of traffic varies widely even on
these roads. Yet one uciieralh finds a uniform width of

roadway and type of construction without refereno '

variation in traffic' although much of the highways built

during the last year have COSl over $40,000 a mile.

Having determined the- amount of traffic which should but

usually dens not influence the width of roadway provided.

the character of the construction should next receive consid-

eration. Yet again little real engineering research work has

been .lone to determine the influence of sub s,,ii com
on the charactet oi construction, tb J form
of construct]. -es and densities o

amount and i" the reinforcement in concret

Rather one finds that county has

certain design of concrete construct ciidard. an-
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othi i brick, another some form of asphaltic macadam, etc.,

reflecting more directly the relative effectiveness of the local

salesmen of these various materials than their merits for the

particular local conditions existing.

These methods are used in practically all parts of the

country. One of tin- states which has been most active in

[he construction of highways is California. It is therefore

in. resting to know that this subject has become so acute in

that state that the California State Automobile Association

and the Automobile Club of Southern California joined in

retaining several leading engineers to make an exhaustive

study of the highway situation to determine whether the high-

ways which were being constructed were giving the service

which was expected of them. In the report made early this

year there appears the statement that "The commission has

lacked foresight and vision by failing to carry out adequate

and sufficient experimentation, research and investigation on

a broad and comprehensive scale, while it has not taken

advantage of the few experiments that it did make. It used

practically the same type of construction throughout the

state, irrespective of the requirements of the traffic, sub-soil

and drainage. Such a policy is economically and structurally

unsound and open to grave criticism." The report further

states that some of the pavements have broken down in four

and a quarter years, practically before the retirement of any

of the bonds issued to build them had begun.

Again the report states that "In Southern California field

inspections indicate that as high as 30. S per cent of the con-

crete pavements are in poor condition, requiring reconstruc-

tion either now or at an early date. An additional 19.3 per

cent is in only fair condition, serious failure having already

begun." ***** "Probably $10,000,000 worth of state

and county pavements in Southern California have failed."

Since they have contributed so largely to these funds, the

railways have a direct interest in seeing that the moneys
which are expended are spent properly. By insisting that

their engineering officers satisfy themselves that proper de-

sign and construction methods are being employed, they will

not only protect the investment which they have in these

highways, but will be rendering a service to the public at

large.

Increased Shipments of Farm Products

The facts about the railway business almost always arise

to confute and embarrass those who base their discus-

sions of railway affairs on mere theories as to what the facts

are or ought to be. The present freight rates have been

widely attacked by theorists on the ground that they are

"higher than the traffic can bear." It has been argued that

they have prevented the movement of much traffic and that

this has been one of the main causes of the prolonged business

depression.

The facts regarding the shipments of farm products utterly

refute this theory. Railway rates have been advanced as

much in proportion on farm products as on other commodi-
ties. The prices of farm products have declined more since

the rates were advanced than the prices of any other very

large group of commodities. Therefore, on this theory the

Tates on agricultural products should be especially difficult

for the traffic to bear and should sharply curtail its move-
ment. A few months ago an extensive propaganda was being

carried on which was predicated on the assumption that if

the rates were maintained they would greatly restrict the

movement of farm products.

The sequel is illuminating. The total traffic of the rail-

ways thus far in 1921 has been abnormally small. Para-
doxical as it may seem, while the total traffic moving has
been abnormally small the shipments of farm products have

been almost unprei edentedly large. Throughout the present

year shipments of grain and grain products have been much
larger than in 1920 or 1919, before the present freight rates

were fixed. In the eight week- ending July 23 the ship-

ments of grain and grain products were 97,105 cars greater

than in the same weeks of 1920, and this is typical of what

has been going on throughout the present year.

A very extensive and energetic propaganda was being car-

ried on a few months ago to show that it was and would

continue to be impossible for the farmers to ship their fruits

and vegetables to market on the present rates. What are the

facts? During the season of 1920 up to August 6 the total

shipments of fruits and vegetables were 145,316 carloads,

while in the season of 1921 up to the same date the total

shipments were 171,390 carloads. These are the statistics of

the Bureau of Markets of the United States Department of

Agriculture.

There has been a corresponding increase in shipment- of

other kinds of produce. From January 1 to August 6, 1920,

shipments of butter were 314,600,000 pounds, while during

the same period of 1921 they were 346,800,000 pounds.

Shipments of cheese increased from 105,500,000 pounds to

113,600,000 pounds; shipments of dressed poultry from 86,-

300,000 pounds to 93,800,000 pounds; shipments of eggs

from 10,300,000 case's to 11,500,000 cases.

It was said that cantaloupes could not be shipped from

the Imperial Valley of California to the eastern market on

the present rates. The number and tonnage of cantaloupes

shipped were greater than in 1920. It was said that the

large peach crop of Southern Georgia could not move to

market under the present rates. The Department of Agri-

culture reports that "shipments of peaches from Southern

Georgia during the season just ended were twice as great

as during the 1920 season, and growers regard the season

as fairly successful despite the .lower prices this year. A
tabulation of carlot shipments to August 1 shows 9,500 cars

shipped from Southern Georgia and about 10,500 cars from
the entire state. In 1920 the carlot shipments were 5,500

from the entire state up to August 1."

The Railway Age does not contend that the present rates

on farm products should be indefinitely continued. They
and other rates should be reduced when the operating ex-

penses of the railways have been reduced enough to justify

reductions of the rates. But the people who contend that the

present rates are protracting the industrial depression by
preventing the movement of a large amount of traffic which
would move if the rates were reduced are talking nonsense.

The present rates are relatively higher, as compared with

past years, on farm products than on any other large class

of commodities, yet the farm products throughout the year
have been moving in larger volume than before the rate-

were advanced.

It may be said, however, that freight rates are only rela-

tively a small part of the prices of farm products, and that

the present rates are restricting the movement of cheaper and
more bulky commodities in whose cost to the user the railway

rate is a larger factor. There is no class of commodities
more bulky or the freight rates on which are relatively higher

in proportion to the prices for which they sell than sand,
gravel and stone. The shipments of sand, gravel and stone

in the seven weeks ending July lo were 33y§ per cent more
than they were in the same weeks of 19 20.

The facts show beyond any rational question that the

traffic of all kinds will bear the present rates and that the

present small volume of traffic is due to general business
condition- and not to the present freight rates. There ought
to be reductions in railway rates in the future but they should
not be based on false ground and they should not be made
until the traffic of the railways has increased and their oper-
ating expenses have been reduced enough to enable the rail-

wax- on lower rate- to make a reasonable return.
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Letters to the Editor

The Chief Clerk and
His Responsibilities

Columbus, Ohio.

To i he Editor:

The article by "Chief Clerk'' in your issue of July 23 on

the duties, responsibilities and salaries of chief clerks, ex-

pressed so thoroughly the feeling which exists among chief

clerks and officers alike, that it is disappointing, to say the

least, to find there is still an operating officer of any stand-

ing with the feeling expressed in the article signed "Operat-

ing Officer" in your issue of August 6. "Operating Officer's"

article is its own best answer, and were it not for the im-

pression it might leave with the uninformed, and the fact

that you have recognized the article editorially, I should not

i (insider an answer necessary.

This discussion seems to have developed into one relating

particularly to operating department chief clerks and 1 will

endeavor to answer "Operating Officer" with that in mind.

From the fact that I have had more or less of the (so-called)

outdoor experience and the further fact that my superior is a

promoted chief clerk, I feel competent in a small way to

make reply.

The fallacy of the theory that operating department chief

i lerks do not make good operating officers was proven years

ago. The best evidence of that fallacy is the large number of

prominent and efficient operating officers on the various lines

i<M l.i \ who have been promoted from chief clerks. One of

tlie more important lines in the eastern territory for years

followed the policy of allowing its chief clerks to grow old

in that capacity, but in recent years has evidently discovered

that its chief clerks provide excellent timber for effie ient

operating officers, as several of them have been promoted to

superintendents.

I lie lack of outdoor experience, while perhaps constituting

a small handicap when first assuming the duties of an offi-

iial, would to my mind in no way compare with the advan-
tage obtained by the chief clerk because of having associated
i losely with the higher operating officers, obtaining their

opinions and ideas of railroad management and having im-
pressed upon them thoroughly the relation between earnings
and expenses. The outdoor man, lacking this association
mi! seldom having access to the reports of operating results,

fails to keep abreast of the times during periods of depres-
sion and seldom takes action toward keeping the expenses of
In- particular portion of the property in line with the earn-
ings until his superior gets after him.

It has been stated the chief clerk is handicapped because
of In- lack of experience in handling men. Is it not true he
is obliged to handle all of the men under the supervision of
his superior, including officers, and is it not true that super-
vision of that character requires a greater degree of diplomacy
and tact than the handling of the average outdoor worker?
(The section foreman may be a good handler of men but
would be necessarily also make a good officer?)

I want to take issue with tin- implication in the letter of
"Operating Officer" to the effect that the authority which is

now delegated to chief clerks is the cause- of lower operating
efficiency. If the average intelligence and loyalty of the offi

iers below the general officers was as high as that of the- chief
clerks to the- general officers, I should be willing to lav a
small bet that the operating efficienc) would be increased
rather than lowered.

In regard to curtailing chief clerk's authority: I feel quite

sure if "Operating Officer" were to suggest to his superior

that he reduce the authority now delegated to his chief clerk

and handle personally more of the work passing through the

officer, he would be frankly told his boss already has more

than he could do and that when he (Operating I I

a little higher up the ladder he will undoubtedly realize that

the chief clerk is the assistant to his superior although (un-

fortunately for the chief clerk), he has never been able to

give him that title nor the salary to go with it.

If the theory advanced by "Operating Officer" i- tin cor

rect one, why would it not In- proper for tin via pr< sii

general manager to say to his subordinates, when leaving the

line for anywhere from two days to two months, "Gent

I am going off the line and in my absence it will be neces-

sary for you to use your own judgment in e onnection with
matters which you are accustomed to take up with me:":.

quite- the contrary the operating officer gives his chief clerk

to understand he will be held responsible for result- in the

absence- of hi- superior and the subordinate officers so under-
stand it. They also understand they should take up with

that chief clerk for approval matters which should be taken

up with the vice-president or general manager, as tie

may be, were that officer available.

In this day of labor troubles and various and diver- other

troubles, when managing officers find themselves over-

burdened with work and responsibility, it is almost pathetic

to suggest they increase their own burdens or that the author-

ity of their immediate subordinates be curtailed.

"Chief Clerk to General Manager."

Is the College Graduate Properly

Equipped for Railroad Work?
CievFi.cN[i, Ohi.».

To 'tilt Km iiik
:

Marion B. Richardson's letter in the Raihi I

June 17 asking. "Do the Railroads Want College Men'" an 1

calling attention to the apparent lack of interest of railroad

managers in college men and the indifference of the- latter to

railroading as a career, together with other letter- on the
subject, revives the problem so many railroad fathers have
wrestled with, "Shall I send the hoy to college or put him
to work ?"

In reply to Mr. Richardson's question, I venture- •

that never before was the demand, the necessity, or the

probable reward for adequate transportation a- great .e- at

present, with a corresponding demand for transportation men
regardless of where- they were trained. And if railroad
managers are neglecting the colleges as recruiting fields, or
college men are- indifferent to railroading a- a la-
the-re- is some good rea-on for the- mutual la. k of mtcTc-l. In
hunting for that reason I have been led to wonder if it was
not in some small degree chargeable to the failure

schools to teach transportation, with the result that college
men are not started right and that they and thi

are disappointed and discouraged with the results.

Transportation is the business or se-rvic e of moving people
and commodities from place to place-. In supplying
great man) facilities and tools are used: on sea, by ship- and
docks: on land, by railroads with their tracks, stations
motives, car-, etc. And the prizes go to those who can furnish
ili.it service.

\l osl young men who go to college with the idea of fitting

themselves for railroad work take up engineering and finish

trj specializing in civil, mechanical or electrical engineering;
and with the minor exception of a few schcH>ls. this is the
limit of special instructions available to fit them for their
intended work.

After loin years in college they must serve some railroad
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i as much longer in what is virtually an apprentice-

ship at a very small salary, learning the practical side of

their specialty, which is limited to building and maintaining

some of the facilities-or tools used in transportation. At the

end of that period they are generally qualified to maintain,

and in some cases to build tracks, locomotives, cars, signals,

etc., etc. But all they have learned about manufacturing

transportation, which is the service the railroads are selling

to tlie public

—

i. e., moving passengers and freight from point

to point—and the service the public is willing and anxious

to pay for, they have acquired by contact with the men who
are using their tools to move cars. And when a young man's

mind is full of the intricacies and possibilities of a modem
locomotive, he does not have time to learn much else, with

the result that he is delayed in the race for the prizes in the

transportation field and frequently discouraged and disap-

pointed by the more rapid advancement of someone in another

department.

The Cramps will build ships, and the locomotive compa-

nies locomotives in any number and kind ordered. But if

the Cramps were asked to take their ships and keep New
England supplied with coal, or the locomotive builders were

asked to take their locomotives and move five thousand loads

a day through Pittsburgh, they would very likely say, "Go
get a transportation man." And the young college man, after

a total of eight years of school and service, would not ordi-

narily be as well equipped to do the job as the young man
who, on finishing high school, had entered railroad service

as a fireman, brakeman, yard clerk, telegraph operator or

any of the kindred occupations, where from the start he was

engaged in moving cars. The results can be verified by

studying the list of railroad executives, most of whom started

young in actual service.

Whether or not transportation can be taught in the schools

as engineering, medicine and law are taught is an open

question. The writer believes, however, that with something

of the same support those professions enjoy, it is possible to

give a student an appreciation of the whys and wherefores

of a railroad, together with an understanding of what is

needed to manufacture transportation; an understanding that

he would be years learning in actual service and that will

reduce some of the handicaps that college men, with an

ambition for a career in transportation, are now laboring

under.

I believe, for instance, that it is possible to teach a student

the theory and requirements of an operating unit such as a

division. The business of a division, like the railroad of

which it is a part, is to move a certain number of passengers

and tons of freight in a stated time. Given this arbitrary

requirement with controlling factors, such as grade line, etc.,

the student can be taught what tracks, main and auxiliary;

what engines, passenger, freight and switch; what cars, pas-

senger and freight; what facilities for fuel, water, communi-
cating, signalling, dispatching; what housing or shelter for

passengers, freight and railroad property; what machinery

and tools for maintenance; what supplies for operation; what

records and accounting, and, most important, what men and
organization are needed.

This is but a skeleton of the man and material require-

ments of a division without any instructions as to their use,

but as there is nothing mysterious about transportation and

plenty of men competent to teach it, some of the fundamentals

of good operating practices can be included.

If this is done the graduates who have studied transporta-

tion will leave college with such an understanding of the

reason for a railroad, of its purposes and functions, and of

the fundamentals necessary to serve the public, that they will

learn quickly to know whether the facilities and organization

at hand are adequate and whether or not the methods in use

are proper. The graduate will, in fact, be as well equipped

to move cars as the graduates of law, engineering and medical

schools are to practice their professions. All must serve an

apprenticeship in the school of experience.

He will also have a long start over the man who confined

his studies to engineering and should overtake the one who
on leaving high school had to go to work, but most important

of all, a definite start will have been made towards the

scientific study of one of the great problems of the day and
in the end we should enjoy the same improvement in trans-

portation that we have in medicine, law and engineering.

Yes, the railroads want college men. S. Enxks,
Vice-President, Wheeling & Lake Erie.

Coach Windows in Hot Weather
Maplewood, N. J.

To the Editor:

There is nothing new under the sun! This very sweeping
statement must be accepted as a truth of holy writ; but cer-

tainly we do now and then meet novel arrangements of old

things.

On this my first visit to America for many years, and
while sojourning in this quiet hamlet, I have discovered an
absolutely startling innovation in railroad operation; the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western arranges its passenger-car

windows so that they can be opened in summer; in hot

weather, damp weather, or any kind of weather. Not in forty

years have I found a road of which this could be said. Even
Pullman cars, cared for as well as any cars in the world,

frequently arouse the ire of the passenger who wishes to

raise a sash at 2 a. m.

And this Lackawanna trick is so simple. They just put

two little blocks of wood under the bottom of the sash. This

prevents the sash from being completely closed, and pre-

vents it from sticking.

At the approach of cold weather the little block is taken

out.

Please print this news on your editorial page.

Only this last week, on two of the most prominent roads

in New England, I have found the most obstinate sashes that

I ever saw. Even with my patent non-burglarious window-

opening jimmy (which you will recall was described and

illustrated in your columns some years ago) I was compelled

to exert all the muscular energy at my command before I

could start those persistently frozen sashes. I should think

that they had not been opened since the days of McAdoo.
By the way, how is it that that great reformer did not

tackle this troublesome feature of operation?

E. Marjoribanks.

Life of Ties Limited by
Mechanical Destruction

Boston, Mass.

To the Editor:
I note an editorial in your issue of June 10, "Why All

Roads Do Not Treat Ties." You might have mentioned

as one of the reasons, and a very important one, the fact

that on roads with heavy traffic the large majority of the ties

are not removed on account of decay but because of mechan-

ical destruction and that therefore until such roads get all

of their ties tie-plated efficiently it is a waste of money to

install treated ties, as they secure no longer service from them
owing to the mechanical destruction from rail cutting and
spike killing. F. B. FREEMAN,

Chief Engineer, Boston & Albany.

Official Brevity.—A message from a section foreman to the

roadmaster read : "No. 6 did not whistle. Please send me another

hand ear."

—

Union Pacific Bulletin.



Will the Mechanical Department Make Good?

Some Large and Troublesome Problems Must Be Tackled

Aggressively and Settled Promptly

WE attempted in the Railway Age of June 10, 1921, to

outline some of the more important problems of the

mechanical department which require attention in the

interests of improved economy and efficiency. Up to this time

we have received in the neighborhood of 150 letters comment-

ing upon these suggestions. Practically all of our suggestions

met with almost unanimous approval; if anything the criti-

i isms have been that we should have placed even greater

emphasis on some of the points. There is, of course, a rea-

son fortius unanimity of opinion. Such suggestions as were
made were neither new nor radical. They represented largely

ideas or practices which have been tried and have proved

effective on one or more roads.

The purpose of this article is to discuss some oi

things more at length. The points w hi. h are here di veloped

were suggested and inspired by comments of practical rail-

road officers- executive as well as mechanical ami are not

the products of idealists or theorists.

The Human Element and Management Problems

The mechanical department, more than any other depart-

ment on a railroad, is concerned with the so-called labor

problem. Listen, for instance, to the expressions of one mo-
tive power officer: "In the light of my personal experienci

during the past three and one-half years in the matter of pre-

paring voluminous reports on every conceivable phase of the

railroad operating and accounting situation and conferring

with committees of employees from every sub-department of

the mechanical department, I cannot conceive of anything

that would bring about better results than for the employees
to gel down to business, put the paid chairmen of committees

to u irk and all hands render a lair day's work for a big

day's pay, ami forget some of their so-called petty grievances

so as to give the managing and supervisory force- an op-
portunity to take stock of their knowledge of railroading

(which will otherwise soon become a lost art) and do some
actual constructive thinking along these lines. President
II irding is credited with saying that 'There should be more
mi iness in government and les< government in business.'

Tin- fits the railroad situation like a glove. Let us do some
actual railroading for a few years and cut out a lot of this

useless bunk, and the re>ult> will astonish the world."

The attitude is a typical one. It i- needless here to re-

view the situation or touch upon the factors which have been
responsible for it. The present situation must be regarded

as «a natural reaction from former conditions, greatly ag

gravated by developments which took place in the industrial

and railway world during and following the war. Condi-
tions were in a bad way prior to the world war: this was due
in a large sense to the extremely rapid growth of the indus-

tries and railways, the resulting steady advance in the

standards of living of the people generally, and a lack of

understanding of the principles underlying tin- pn>|x'r han-
dling of the human element in industry.

The present situation i- intolerable and i- seriously in-

juring the country a- a whole, and particularly the em-
ployees, the managements and the investors. "If a house be

divided against itself, that house cannot stand" bin

how or other this truth is mighty slow in penetrating. Will

it be recognized before it i- too late?

Musi American railroads, because of , t lack of vision on

thi' part of the leaders of the various interests involved, face

a situation similar to that in Greal Britain which .

Strikingly summed up in the following words in a recent

cable to the New York Tribune from H.irtlex Withers, editor

of The Economist (London): "Labor here i- 50 convinced

by its war-time experience that the 1 country is a bottomless

purse out of which every one can be made happy if only

they -Imut lend enough and labor i- still so deluded by

tlu promises of the government, made- during the general
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election just after the armistice—that a long trial of strength,

carried out to the bitter end, is probably necessary to bring

it back to the facts of life. The amount of suffering in-

flicted upon innocent people, with no direct interest in this

economic contest, is simply appalling, and the infliction of

discomfort shows how far we still are from achieving real

economic civilization. We can only hope that good will

follow in the long run."

A very large responsibility rests upon the mechanical de-

partment heads of the railroads in this country. This state-

ment is made in the full knowledge that the Labor Board at

present is a controlling factor in the labor question. After

all, however, it is not rules or regulations that will settle the

problem—they only seem to complicate it and make it worse,

especially when the rules are imposed by a third party. The
difficulties will only be relieved by the infusion of the right

spirit throughout each organization. This means a broad-

ening of attitude on the part of both officers and men. If

they cannot undergo this process then the trouble will con-

tinue in spite of any possible rules or regulations which may
l>e imposed.

What spirit, then, should dominate the minds of officers

and men alike? There is too much foolish, unsound talk-

ing being done on all sides—too much superficial thinking

—

too little of the open-minded attitude. Men must trust and

have confidence in each other before the problem can even

receive fair consideration. John Leitch, in his book ''Man

to Man," describes his scheme of industrial democracy which

is now being used in many manufacturing establishments

with excellent results. But John Leitch behind any scheme

of organization would get results because of his abiding

faith in his fellowmen. He trusts them, he is not afraid

to place responsibility upon them, and they pretty well live

up to the faith he has in them. Do we discard our credit

systems upon which trade and commerce are based because a

few men abuse it? Surely not! Why not have a greater

degree of confidence and faith in the men throughout the

organization. It is remarkable how a man lives up—or

down—to the opinion which others have of him or of the

results they expect of him.

W. L. Mackenzie King, for so many years minister of

labor in Canada, has recently written a book entitled "In-

dustry and Humanity." He makes this statement in the

introduction, "The existing attitude of capital and labor to-

ward each other is too largely one of mistrust born of

fear. ... If industry is to serve humanity, this at-

titude must lie one of trust inspired by faith. An industrial

system characterized by antagonism, coercion and resistance

must yield to a new order based upon mutual confidence, real

justice and constructive good will." His book, and it is an
extensive treatise, deals with ways and means of eliminating

this fear which paralyzes industry.

A better condition will not be brought about by rules, or

orders, or correspondence. Some managements have already

made great strides in the right direction by really getting ac-

quainted with the men, by dealing with them in a patient

and broad way and by using great pains to educate them to

a realization of their individual importance to the success

of organization and to a detail knowledge of its problems.

There are many ways in which the right spirit can be in-

fused into an organization. Some roads already have it to

a marked degree, others can make good progress by studying

what has been done on other roads and in other industries.

If the problem is recognized in its simple form and if the

serious danger which confronts the country is realized if it

is not corrected, then a long step will have been taken and
it will be comparatively easy to solve it.

Incidentally, the foremen and subordinate officers will be

a large factor in righting conditions. One of the great mis-

takes in the mechanical department

—

The indeed it is almost a crime—has been

the lack of appreciation of the fore-
Foreman men The Railway Age has consistent-

ly called attention to the fact that a

condition which allowed the foreman with all his responsi-

bility to draw less wages than some of the men under him
was all wrong and could not work for real efficiency. Instead

of making a big man of the foreman and utilizing him to the

full the tendency has been to dwarf and push back into insig-

nificance the very keystone of the arch—and the roads are

today paying for it dearly. A few of them are waking up.

The foreman, as clearly explained—in the article in the

Railway Age of June 10, is a most vital factor—he forms-

the only real contact between the management and the men.

If he does not understand how to handle men, if he does

not fully appreciate the policies and problems of his company,

then how in the world can the men be expected to co-operate

fully and intelligently?

Possibly no one thing was commented upon more exten-

sively in the letters we have received than the necessity for

frequent get-together meetings for the training and instruc-

tion of the foremen. Here is a typical extract from one of the

letters

:

"Human nature has not changed in the past thirty years.

The kind smile and friendly greeting is just as welcome to-

day as it was yesterday, but the smile and greeting are no
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longer as evident. Where formerly the workman took his

troubles to his immediate supervising officer, satisfied that

he would obtain a sympathetic hearing, he now takes them

to his committeeman, not because he feels that he cannot ob-

tain justice under present conditions, hut because something,

someone, somehow has built up an ic) wall between them.

"The question therefore is, how can we get back to that

old esprit de corps, that spirit of harmonious relationship

that formerly prevailed? Here and there a few big men have

found the answer and the results are visibly reflected in the

operating ratio.

"The small roads have been merged into the large system.

The president who formerly had 500 miles of railroad now
has 5,000. Obviously, he can no longer call each employee

by his given name; equally patent is it that he can no longer

give his attention to the minute details as before. Further-

more, his work now keeps him more at headquarters; he can-

not make the frequent trips over the property that he once

enjoyed; therefore, he loses thai intimate knowledge of his

subordinate officers that was at one time a major asset.

"What is the answer?" Simply this, "If the Mountain
won't come to Mahomet, Mahomet must go to the Mountain."
"The sultordinate officers must go to the chief officers

—

and that there be no embarrassment—on invitation. This
means regular meetings monthly, quar-

Frequent terly or semi-annually, as may fit the

Staff needs. Let this extend down the line,

Meetings ' ( '
• the chief officer call in his imme-

diate staff including the chief mechani-
cal officer. The superintendent of motive power meet with
his staff, etc. The master mechanic in turn to have regular

meetings with his Staff, etc. At these meetings let there be

full and frank discussion, each group handling such matters

only as can properly e mile- before- it; make the meetings more
nearly concerning the rank and tile a general clearing house

where suggestions may be brought in covering any improve-
ment in methods, etc., have complaint- of the workers ad-
justed through their immediate foremen, and a spirit of cn-

thusiasm injected that will permeate through the entire rank
and tile. Such meetings will necessarily throw the for. mi

into more intimate- relationship not only with their immediate
superiors, but also with the rank and tile, as the call for

suggestions will arouse a spirit that .all- for effort. I h<

germs of workable- idea- usually originate in the- ranks, to

be developed and made practical by tin- officers; therefore in

tin search for germs, the seeker mu>t mingle intimately with
the men in order to tiring out their best thoughts, and where
proper credit is given, this exchange Leads to mutual u

standing and mutual satisfaction.

'The- success of the- foreman depends upon his men; the

success of the officer- upon their staff. Confidence
confidence. When men see that confidence is reposed in them
they will not violate it. Pessimists to the contrary, notwith-
standing, the world is getting better."

The war seriously interfered with the splendid work which
was being done by a few roads in apprentice training Post

war condition- have not helped the ,-it-

Training uation. The strength of an organiza-
and tion is in its men, What will happen

Recruiting t() the roads if they continue to neglect

this vital question? Is it not time that

this problem was faced fairly and squarely? Are there not
in the mechanical department men of real vision that will

lead their fellows to a full appreciation of tlie- problem—or

will things just continue to drift along. Is it not high time
that not only apprentices, but all new employes—as well a-

some of the older ones— were- taken in hand and really trained
for their jobs ~i Why waste time and effort in using dull

tools when so much more- can be accomplished with -harp
ones?

A Constructive Motive Power Policy

There is nothing alarming in the present motive power
situation. Whatever danger may be- ahead is due primarily
to tin- complacent attitude that naturally arises when over
lo per cent of the power is stored in serviceable condition.
I here is little- operating trouble- e hargeable to the locomotives
and little- difficulty in keeping them in repair. Hut this is no
cause leu -eh congratulation. It is merely the result of the
existing conditions. The least efficient locomotives arc- now

standing idle, the reduced force- i- made up largel) of men
who have been long in service. The shop forces are ex-

perienced mechanics and the- enginemen are skilled in hand-
ling the power. Under such conditions there i- a minimum
of trouble and a natural tendency to rest on the- oars which
must be combated. The slack seasi n i- always the time to

prepare- for heavy business and the |>rc-e nt lull gives an
opportunity to surve) the- situation and organize the opera-
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Avoid the

Necessity

for Repairs

tions to make every move i ount, should not be overlooked.

One of the first objects of the mechanical department officer

should be to avoid the necessity for repairs insofar as possi-

ble. Too much emphasis cannot be

placed on insuring proper operation to

avoid damage to the power, as is well

brought out in the following comments

from a motive power officer.

"Carelessness in the use of the power, met by insufficient

discipline in proportion to the expense involved, is a hin-

drance. Men who have been long in the service of running

locomotives will get careless with the result of damage in-

volving considerable money and considerable time with the

locomotive out of service. ... In carrying out the prin-

ciple of successful management, the responsibility should be

centered in the individual involved, if corrections are to be

made and the men as a whole educated up to their responsi-

bility individually. Individual responsibility and indi-

vidual credit will build up more co-operative effort on the

part of all concerned, and we must eliminate all discourag-

ing conditions, the greatest of which is the carelessness and

abuse of equipment which, without correction or discipline,

breeds a like condition in those responsible for its care. En-

gine failures should be followed up to fix responsibility and

the facts in each case should be made known to all having to

do with equipment so that engine inspection will become more

acute. Failures, the fault of design, will be more readily

corrected and in the issuance of instructions and circulars,

they should be checked and followed up if they are to Ix of

any use whatever."

There is need for close attention to the reporting of defects,

both by the enginemen and the roundhouse inspection forces.

The defects covered by the Locomotive Inspection Act usually

receive first consideration and if the forces are inadequate,

or if a locomotive is needed promptly other work is likely to

be done in a hurried and superficial manner. The federal

law is intended to place the emphasis on safety and unfor-

tunately it causes minor matters to assume undue importance.

The result is that in too many cases, mechanics are required

to pack valves in the cab to prevent the least trace of steam

leaks when they could be much better employed setting valves

or replacing leaky valve or cylinder packing. The authority

of the federal inspector is a powerful torn- in getting the

work covered by the inspection rules done. However, then

are other matters of far greater importance from the stand-

point of economical operation. It is necessary to keep the

essentials of efficiency constantly before the men to avoid

such work being slighted. The federal inspection rules

Schedule the

Locomotive

Program

should be supplemented with other regulations that will in-

sure the continuous maintenance of the machines at the high-

est practicable efficiency.

1'he consistent development of a railroad system requires

a well-rounded plan for systematic improvement of the fa-

cilities to permit more economical op-

eration. The mechanical department

should keep in touch with the plans of

the executives and map out the motive

power program as far in advance as

possible, adapting it to the future operating program to get

the maximum benefit both from new and existing locomo-

tives. In this connection a motive power officer wrote "The

disposition of existing locomotives should continue to re-

ceive careful attention. The size and power of locomotives

used on any part of a railroad should be governed by traffic

conditions. Main lines and important branch lines on which

the hauling capacity of individual locomotives determines

the average tonnage handled per train should be provided

with locomotives as heavy and powerful as track, bridges

and other physical conditions will permit. Less important

lines on which the average train load is determined by the

volume of business offered for each train should be provided

with locomotives large enough to handle the trains offered,

with sufficient reserve power to take care of occasional light

increases in business without double-heading or running

extra trains.

"Some small locomotives are needed for light service on

practically every railroad, but these small locomotives in

proportion need not be less efficient than larger ones. The

use of a locomotive larger than the service requires will re-

sult in some loss, as the larger locomotive will consume the

same amount of fuel and water pulling the train and more

for propelling itself; it will probably cost a little more for

its own maintenance, as well as that of track and bridges and

may call for an increase in the engine crews' wages."

In the motive power of practically every road there will

be found one or more classes of locomotive- which, because

of inherent defects in design, do not

give satisfactory results. There are very

few designs that cannot be made satis-

factory by the application of modern

devices. Oftentimes the application of

a single improvement will put a locomotive in condition to

handle .i heavier train and increase its capacity so that it is

made an efficient machine for a class of service in which

it could not be utilized before.

Prior to 1°10, many railroads built compound locomotives

Strengthen

the Weak
Sisters
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in an effort to develop a type that would decrease the cost

of operation. The resulting fuel economy was often ques-

tionable and the additional complication of the machinery

increased the maintenance charges so that little if any gain

resulted in the majority of cases. About 10 years ago, the

introduction of superheating opened the way for remarkable

savings in fuel. In commenting on the situation, a promi-

nent designer recently said, "When some great improvement

is made which brings about a marked increase in the ef-

ficiency of the steam locomotive, we are apt to lessen our

efforts in this direction for a while, but progress is bound

to be made. I have been associated with the building of

steam locomotives for many years and not once have I ever

felt that the limit has been reached in any particular, either

as to size, economy or durability." Certainly this is no
time to slacken activities in improving the locomotive, yet

many railroads in buying new power apply superheaters and
give little consideration to other devices which, while not yet

well established, give promise of effecting a marked increase

in efficiency. Surely economy is quite as important now as

it was one or two decades ago when the railroad- were de-

voting so much attention to compounding.
There i- need for an open-minded attitude toward all new

methods that promise to yield a fair return. The roads

should be willing to accept a share of the burden of per-

fecting such improvements. Precedent is still an important
factor in the adoption of new methods and meritorious de-

signs must pass through a king jx'riod of trial because of

the hesitancy of railroad officers in accepting devices until

their value has been established by long periods of actual

service. Much of the expense of development work under
actual service conditions could be avoided by trying out de-

signs in special testing laboratories. There is evidi I

a growing sentiment in favor of a co-operative research bu-

reau such as the Mechanical Division of the American Rail-

way Association has under consideration.

The Business of Owning Cars

The movement of the grain crop, now approaching its

height of this year, has been a perennial source of heated

discussions among mechanical department officers of the

various sections of the country, over the question of responsi-

bility for the unfit condition of large numbers of the box
cars marshaled in the grain producing regions preparatory
to lln heavy crop movement. The pe.ik of the grain move-
ment seldom 1

1" ever exceeds a weekly loading of 75,000 cars
out of .i total freight loading of 700,000 to 1,000,000 cars,

and yet with approximately 1,000,000 box cars in service in

the United States there is usually the greatest difficultv in

securing enough cars in a state of repair lit for grain loading
to meet the temporary demand. This is a striking bit of
evidence of the low character of average freight car main-
tenance standards.

Reference has frequently been made to this situation in

these columns and attention has been drawn to the fact that

although the condition of the equip-
ment is unusually bad. at the present
time this situation differs only in de-

gree from that which periodically fol-

lows each cycle of increasing and de-
clining traffic. Why do these conditions persistently recur?
Does not the Fact that they continue despite all efforts to over-
come them in detail, suggest thai there may be fundamental

Why the Low
Maintenance

Standards?

defects in the methods adopted for dealing with them?
Essentially the ownership, operation and maintenance of

Ireight cars is a business proposition involving about IS per
cent of the total investment in railroad property and a main-
tenance expenditure amounting to nearly as large a propor-
tion of the total operating expenses. These expenditures are
made to purchase serviceable car days, the number of which
in relation to the maintenance charges and the cost of the
capital is the only measure of the efficiency of thesi

penditures. Serviceable car days is a matter not of days
alone but of the degree of serviceability. A car with hole-

in the floor and a leaky roof may not be shown on the bad
order report, but its service value is far from equal to that

of a car fit for grain service. A car of wood construction
with short draft -ill-, -pending from 40 to oil d.n

repair tracks and requiring maintenance expenditures in

proportion may be an expensive investment to maintain in

comparison with a modern composite or steel car which does
not appear on the repair track more than 10 to 20 days a

year, even though ownership of the latter may involve twice

or three times as great an initial investment

The degree of serviceability and. to a laru'e extent the

number of serviceable days i- a matter of maintenance
standards. Whatever may be- the standards of individual
road- with re-p<e t to their own equipment, it is evident that
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with nearly 50 per cent of all freight cars on foreign lines

under normal conditions the average standard of main-
tenance during periods between heavy repairs is largely af-

fected by the conditions surrounding interchange.

Best results require that adequate repairs be made as de-

fects develop. It is generally conceded that in the long run

any other policy increases both maintenance expenditures

and unserviceable car days. But the attainment of these

results depends in a large measure on the foreign line, which
is offered a scale of prices for labor and material limited

strictly to cost. Certainly no road is to be condemned for

a disinclination to pay a rental of a dollar a day for the

privilege of repairing at cost a car that will leave its line

a few days after the repairs are completed.

Are adequate current repairs to be expected in interchange

unless billing prices are fixed at least high enough to com-

pensate the repairing lines for the lost rental service?

Twenty years ago the per diem rate was 20 cents per car

per day. Five years ago it was 45 cents. Last year the

growing appreciation of the business aspect of car ownership

made possible the establishment of the present dollar a day
rate. But the increased per diem without at least a co-

ordinate development in the standard repair prices is likely

to result in a reduced average of car serviceability. Sound
business principles, recognizing the duty of the individual

road to serve its own interests, would even suggest that the

prices be fixed to pay a reasonable profit on the transaction.

By far the most important business aspect of car owner-

ship at the present time is the proper disposition of cars of

weak center construction, particularly
Weak Cars those with short draft timbers which
Are Money has been the subject of discussions be-

Losers f°re the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation and the Mechanical Division

since 1914. The steps that have been taken by those organ-

izations to eliminate such cars from interchange have re-

cently been set forth in these columns* and need not be re-

viewed at this time. In passing, however, it is worthy of

note that the Arbitration Committee in this year's report

recommends another year's extension of time before the pro-

hibition on the interchange of these cars becomes effective.

What several years of general discussion and legislation

have failed to accomplish for the country as a whole, a careful

business analysis of the cost of owning cars of this type, long

ago accomplished on a number of railroads.

In one case a thorough canvass of the car situation de-

veloped the fact that, by replacing a large numljer of cars of

*See tin Railway Age for Turn- 10. p^t" 1314.

Utilize

the Retirement

Account

inadequate construction and the reinforcement of others,

the reduction in maintenance expenditure? and loss of service

time during the four or live years before the new equipment
reached its level of maintenance requirements, would amount
to an average return of 16 per cent a year on the entire cost

of the new equipment and over 50 per cent a year on the

cost of the reinforcements.

There are several hundred thousand cars in service which
require an annual maintenance expenditure from two to three

and four times as great as would be required by new or re-

habilitated equipment, and the service value of the new
equipment would be far greater than the existing equipment.

Another factor which enters into the problem of equip-

ment retirements is the proper utilization of the depreciation

and retirement accounts. These ac-

counts are too frequently regarded as

mere matters of bookkeeping. On the

contrary they are important factors in

the economics of equipment ownership.

It is a matter of importance in determining the most eco-

nomical policy of operation to determine the point beyond
which an increase in the depreciation rate ceases to effect

a greater decrease in the average cost of maintenance over

the life of the equipment. Once fixed, nothing should be

allowed to interfere with the retirement, or at least the com-
plete rehabilitation of the equipment, when the established

age has been reached.

The all-steel car presents a number of problems satisfac-

tory solutions of which have by no means yet been reached.

Many of these cars are deteriorating

much faster than had been expected

and the more uniform deterioration of

the entire structure as compared with

cars of composite or all-wood construc-

tion leads to heavy accumulations of repairs at the end of

periods ranging from eight to fifteen years. Owing to this

characteristic, steel cars require careful watching toward

the end of this period to prevent expensive and disa>trous

failures in service, and make the careful determination of

depreciation rates to be applied to these cars a matter of spe-

cial importance.

Experience with these cars also raises the question whether

all-steel construction as a substitute for composite construc-

tion has been fully justified. The answer to this question

depends largely on local conditions. The more effective pro-

tection against decay possible with the composite type of

construction is a point strongly in its favor, and directs

attention to one of the greatest difficulties in connection

Is the All-

Steel Car

Justified?
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with the satisfactory maintenance of all-steel equipment.

Another problem which has been created by the present

status of the railway shop labor situation involves the d<

termination of the future statu- of

Outside freight car repairs, particularly steel

Repairs cars. The present restrictive conditions

of Cars affecting labor output in railroad shops

are already showing a marked tendem
j

to drive tin- work off tin- railroad ami into the contract

shop. Owing to the comparatively short period during which
the -tcel car has been in extensive use the requisite amount
of special facilities for the repair of these cars ha-

i

been provided. Under these conditions i- it not a serious

question whether the investment of new capital to provide
the additional facilities needed on many road-, i- advisable,

as long as contract -Imp- are available, operating on a piece

work basis and managed for a profit under competitive con-

ditions ?

Organize Shops to Meet Present Conditions

Abolish

Labor

Slacking

Preceding and during the war, railroad shops were made
quate both in number and equipment. Practically no new-

shop- have been built since to supply this need largely on

account of the financial condition of the railroads. The
immediate pressing need, however, is for the reorganization

of -hop forces and methods to bring present locomotive and
c,n equipment up to a satisfactory maintenance standard and
enable improvement programs to be successfully carried out.

A new attitude cm the part of railroad shop men towards

their work is greatl) needed and shop reorganization should

start at this point. The old adage about

making a horse drink applies also lo

making a man work but there is this

difference: in the latter case, the big

majority of men are susceptible to rea

son and argument based on common sense. Many railroad

shop men hav< dread} seen the inevitable results of cur-

tailing production and are now striving to give a fair day's
work for a fur day's pay. These men should be encouraged
and afforded an incentive- wherever possible in order that

others may come around In their way of thinking.

The most practical ami easy method of affording tin- in

centive i- through the re-establishment of piece- work systems
for railroad shop repair work. The arguments regarding
pie.t wiiil. in railroad shops are summed up in an editorial

on page 823 of the April 1, 1921, Railway Age, which points

out that piece- work systems have been used, and with good
results, in practically all branches c.f railroad simp W( >i-k.

The argument that piece- work systems tend to produce in-

leriiir work i- refuted and shown to be without foundation.
• >ii the other hand tlu establishment of a simple, readily
understood, piece work system by which men are paid in

proportion to their industry ami abHit) to produce will show
immediate results in increased -hop output. The' importance
oi setting a Ian- pri.e i- emphasized, as is the fact that all

benefits Oi piece work will be lost if rate- are- , ut as

as a man begin- to make substantially more- than his day

rate.

The majority of shop men will fall in line with reorganiza-

tion plans anil if they do not voluntarily, some mean- must U
devised to make them. Railroad shop output must be brought
up to a high standard and a fair day's work secured from
every man even at the expense of employing additional time-

keepers to check the time spent on individual jobs. One
railroad man says, "When I instituted timekeeping, we found
siting the time, in place of allowing the- mechanics to make
out their own time slips, was a saving to the companv. not-

withstanding the- fact that we put on mm- additional time-

keepers."

It is self-evident that without accurate knowledge i

tailed -hop co-t-. no shoo can be efficiently operated. The
importance- of having simple, re-liable

Cost Knowledge cosl systems which will show th<

Determines Shop of detailed . ,| ni.iin.ii~ ,,- m-.ir a- pos

Policies sible to the time the) .m- performed
can hardly be overestimated. In this

wax only can costly practices be eliminated and replaced by
e-ffie ient ones. A valuable' article e-ntitlrd Cost Accounting-

Key to Cost Control, was published in the June, 1920,

Railway Mechanical Engineer, page- .->74. and should re-

ceive the attention of all mechanical department officers

interested in shop output and efficient management.
Regarding cost accounting, one railroad man ha- this to

say, "In answer to your request fur , eminent am moved i"

strongly approve the recommendation of extension of cost

accounting in the nice hanii al department, to im hide not only
material and labor but to consider supervision, overhead and
all the de-tails of the burde-ns properly charge-able- to shop
eo-t-. The idea would be- to proviele mechanical supervising

and estimating officers with fairly exact clat, i covering finan-
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The Why
Of the

Shop Schedule

rial features of department questions . . . The cost, or

money factor, is a composite variable dependent upon so

many conditions that generalizing will not adequately cover."

Shop policies and practices cannot be intelligently decided

upon without accurate cost knowledge. It is also suggested

that cost accounting methods be more uniform, at least for

different shops on a single system, in order that conclusions

may be comparable.

In commenting on the special article in the June 10 issue

of the Railway Age, favorable mention was made of the para-

graph on shop schedules. A schedule

is just as important to a well-regulated

shop as an accurate scale is to a ma-
chinist. No reorganization of railroad

shop work can be completely successful

unless consideration is given to the possibilities of increased

output by scheduling the work. The importance and indeed

necessity of scheduling repair work on various locomotive

parts in order that all may be completed at the proper time

for application to the locomotive has been demonstrated time

and again and needs further comment only for the sake of

emphasis. The advisability of scheduling car repair work
is not so generally appreciated; since the issue of June 10,

a valuable article on Scheduling and Routing Systems for

Car Shops was published in the August, 1921, Railway Me-
chanical Engineer, page 502.

A new adjective was used recently by a railroad man to

describe many machines now employed in railroad shops

and enginehouses. He called them
"prehistoric." While this term cannot

be accurately applied to any machine

tool the fact is that much of the ma-
chinery now in use was designed in the

time of carbon-steel tools and before high-speed steel was in-

troduced. The result is that these machines are absolutely

unable to stand up under the heavy cutting feeds and speeds

possible with modern high-speed steel tools. In order to

speed up the work and save much money that is now being

spent in wages, antiquated machines should be retired and
replaced by those capable of modern high production.

Besides being deficient from a production standpoint, many
of the old machine tools are not equipped with up-to-date

time-saving features. For example, the operations of boring

and facing a driving box can best be performed on a boring

mill equipped with an adjustable, self-centering chuck. This

work is being done at one shop as follows: The driving

box is first bored on a horizontal boring, drilling and milling

machine, after a large amount of time is consumed in setting

Machine Equip-

ment Limits

Output

up the driving box and as much mure in taking the cut. The
second operation is to transport the driving box to a 36-in.

engine lathe and clamp it to the face-plate for machining the

hub face. The difficulty in handling a heavy driving box

by means of chain falls, and fastening the box to the lathe

face-plate can readily be imagined. Centering the box and
adjusting the clamp requires several trips around the lathe

and finally the hub is faced off by a tool in the cross slide

tool post. These two operations of boring and facing re-

quired at least six times as long as should have been neces-

sary, owing to the lack of a modern boring mill. The im-

portant point is that this practice is followed not at some
small shop but at the largest shop of a trunk line system.

The use of automatic and semi-automatic machinery for

the production of duplicate parts in railroad shops was men-
tioned in the article of June 10 but at least one of our readers

did not think sufficient space was allowed for the suljeit.

It is apparent that railroad men more and more appreciate

the need for centralized production departments equipped

with automatic machinery for the manufacture of duplicate

parts. The increased output due to the installa-

tion of automatic machinery wherever the volume of work
warrants, will pay ample returns on the investment.

The question of what parts can be economically manufac-

tured in railroad shops and what should be purchased from

outside manufacturers can be settled

The Manufacture only by an accurate knowledge of the

of Standard relative costs. This involves finding the

Repair Parts detailed costs of manufacturing in rail-

road shops for comparison with the

quotations of outside manufacturers for the work in ques-

tion. Railroad shops have certain facilities for the repair

and maintenance of cars and locomotives but many of them
do not have equipment to manufacture store house materials.

In this connection, another railroad man writes. "It is

apparently the belief, or has been under former conditions,

that it pays a road to manufacture more or less of its repair

and maintenance materials, a few having gone to the extent

of including locomotives and . ars . . . Here again

comes in the acid test of shop iosts which, owing to labor

markets, location relative to material markets, size of road,

and quantity production facilities, all have a bearing and

prevent the formation of a general ride which will cover.

There is no question of the necessity of manufactur-

ing activity to get railroad equipment into shape if we are

to have general trade improvement and movement and
whether the manufacturing for the roads is to be done by the

roads or by manufacturers, must lie worked nut on the basis
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determined as a desirable policy. The spirit and co-operation

of railway supply manufacturers is well known, Being gen-

erally specialists, their facilities and costs, ;ire more ac-

curately determined than is possible on a railroad and are

reflected in their prices, which if measured against the rail-

road costs, accurately computed, would place the business

where it belongs."

Regarding the need for practical and conservative specifi-

cations for railroad material, we cannot do Ix-tter than quote

from a letter recently received as fol-

General lows: "A uniform practice as to speci

Material fications if followed by all railroads.

Specifications would certainly reduce the cost of the

materials and probably could increase

the quality of the material appreciably and yet be subject

in a reduction in cost. At the present time there are too

many specifications, and regardless of what they call for.

the manufacturer will quote a higher price for specification

material than for the materials which we would furnish to

his own specifications or to the American Society of I

Materials' Specifications.

"If all the engineering societies and mechanical organiza-

tions could agree to follow some one standard specification,

it would probably accomplish the desired result. [1

seem foolish to have specifications duplicated, as for ex-

ample: specification for east-iron wheels, where the Ameri-

can Railroad Association and the Wheel Manufacturers'

Association have old specifications which are the result of

years of experience and are probabl} the tx -t of the kind

that can be issued at the present time."

Terminal Facilities for Modern Locomotives

Owing to the present comparatively small traffic, practi-

cally all engine terminals are able to turn the necessary lo-

comotives without difficulty and not SO much is heard about

terminal needs. It is to be hoped, however, that railroad

men will not be like the man who, "Did not shingle his

house in fair weather and could not when it rained." Sooner

or later there is bound to be a revival of traffic which will

nine more show up engine terminals as one of the weakest

links in the railroad chain.

Past experience lei- demonstrated that many engine ter-

minal- are decidedly inadequate in equipment and unor-

ganized as to methods of handling
Present the work. It is bit that many rail-

Terminal Facili- road men fail to appreciate the

ties Inadequate seriousness of tin- condition and the

vital importance of engine terminals

as a factor in efficient railroad operation. Otherwise, how
aCCOtml lor the reasoning by which $65,000 is -pent for a

modern locomotive and no adequate means provided for

taking care of it? Delays to the locomotives will soon COSt

more than enough to make at least a few of the essential

terminal improvements. It has been well said that "There
is nothing that will cause as much slowing up on a railroad
as a poorly designed engine terminal and expecting to do
the work on the modern locomotive in a shed without in ices

equipment. It was all right 40 or 50 years ago when
the locomotives were small and one man COuld pick up a

main rod nr a side rod, but with modern power better facili-

Improved
Enginehouse
Equipment

Badly Needed

ties are needed and yet you still find a great many of these

old enginehouses being used to take care of modern locomo-

tives."

Except for a relatively few modern terminals, most engine

terminals are badly in need of improved coal, ash and sand

handling facilities. This fact was

strongly pointed out in the article of

I
une In and received favorable com-

ment from railroad men. While in

most cases mone) is not available for

the construction of new engine terminals, the installal

hot water boiler washing and tilling equipment together

with modern machine' tool- designed to handle round

work quickly and cheapl) can be accomplished at relatively

small expense and earn a large return on the investment.

The practice of transferring to roundhouses the old machine

tools practically worn out and too antiquated for back shop

use may be justified in a few special cases but as a rule is

false economy. This fact is testified to by many round-

house foremen who have to get along with the old machines.

One, of the important point- brought out in connection with

engine terminals was the need for greater co-operat:

twee n road men ami roundhouse fo

i te from one mechanic al

"( lutside of legai ies 1< ft b) the Rail

Administration during the period

of federal control which will I

-ivclv handicap the mechanical department until their elim-

The
Road Men
Can Help
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inatiuii, one of the greatest obstacles today in the successful

administration of the mechanical department is the seemingly

non-correctible misuse of equipment by road men. Hundreds

of dollars are expended uselessly and hundreds of locomo-

tive out-of-service hours are experienced through either negli-

gem e, ignorance or carelessness on the part of the engineer in

not placing in the hands of the enginehouse foreman the

proper information in connection with the locomotive. It

is common to see on reports of enginemen, 'Engine blows left

side,' or 'Engine pounds left side.' Embraced in these two

complaints are a dozen and one locations where the trouble

might occur. This" burden is placed entirely on enginehouse

forces and their time is expended in locating something that

should be stated plainly on the report." While this is a

somewhat severe arraignment of the road men and in reality

would probably apply to only a few of them, it is felt that

there can be a much closer co-operation between road men
and roundhouse forces. Railroad men in all branches of

the service must be taught that the careful, efficient use of

equipment is necessary to increase the ratio of operating in-

come to operating expense. This will benefit in the end not

only investors in railroad securities but railroad men and

the general public as well.

The designer also has the opportunity to assist in locomo-

tive maintenance by designing locomotive parts requiring

roundhouse attention so that they will

be as simple, rugged, and accessible as

possible. The fact should be remem-
bered that locomotive running repairs

are made at terminals where the equip-

ment and machinery is limited as compared to that at back

shops. The importance, therefore, of designing parts so

that they will be readily accessible can hardly be over-

estimated. Maintenance expense will be greatly reduced by

the simple, rugged design of locomotive parts which should

be standardized wherever possible. In cases where parts are

made in pairs, it is also a great advantage to have them in-

terchangeable, right and left. This will result in carrying

fewer parts in stock and by having these parts always avail-

able, many locomotive terminal delays will be prevented.

In reorganizing railroad shops and roundhouses, probably

the most essential need is for accurate facts on which to base

new policies. To quote from a letter

recently received, "There never was a

time in railroad history when facts were

more necessary than at present to de-

termine policies and practices which
shall govern the reorganization of the altogether shot-to-

pieces mechanical departments of most of the railroads. The

Design Engine

Parts for

Ready Repair

Differentiate

Between Facts

and Opinions

total disruption brought about by the events of the pa>t few

years in morale and the product per man on the railroads,

be he laborer, apprentice, mechanic, foreman or big boss,

leads one to question whether the effort should be to line up
say 'pre-war' on all policies or whether the signs of the

times point to departures in practice—what is basically

right when the facts are known may be basically wrong if

they are not." Here again questions of policy and practice

must be decided by what has been so well called, "the acid

test of shop costs."

The same writer goes on to say, "I find by my personal

contact with the average mechanical department man that

he is a progressive fellow and endeavors to render to his

company the most economic service that he can. He is con-

tinually looking for improvements, asking for them, praying

for them, and seeking for them. The greatest trouble is to

get the money necessary for these up-to-date labor saving,

time saving devices and facilities." The answer to this

statement is found in the last paragraph of the article of

June 10 which quotes the superintendent of motive power
as saying that in his experience recommendations based on

facts are usually acted upon both favorably and promptly.

The question is how can a railroad executive differentiate

between facts and mere expressions of opinion. It is sur-

prising how wide a diversity of opinion may be found re-

garding almost any question of railroad shop or roundhouse

practice. In a way, however, it is not so surprising since

for many minor operations there are several, perhaps equally

good ways of performing them. Before any important change

in method or installation of new machinery, however, a care-

fully prepared statement should be made, setting forth the

facts and advantages in the case. The care with which this

report is prepared and the inclusion of all contributing fac-

tors will make evident at once to any railroad manager
whether the report is really based on a careful study of the

situation or whether it is simply an expression of individual

opinion. In the latter case, it should be turned down, and

in the former, it will probably receive favorable action.

If necessary certain parts of the statement, selected at ran-

dom, can be checked for accuracy. For example, before in-

stalling a shop turret lathe or water ash-pit, it is possible to

balance accurately all details of cost of application against

the resultant savings when it becomes a matter of simple

arithmetic as to whether or not it will pay to make the

installation. If railroad mechanical men are as anxious for

needed improvements as would be indicated by the last

quoted statement, they should submit the facts in the case to

those in authority. "Recommendations based on facts" will

in most cases receive prompt and favorable attention.



Railroad Funding Bill Reported Favorably to Senate
Committee Votes 7 to 2, to Refer Bill to Senate—Refuse

to Hear Testimony of Labor Leaders

Tin- ujministration's railroad funding bill was ordered

favorably reported to the Senate on August 17 by the

Interstate Commerce Committee by a vote of 7 to 2.

Senator LaFollette, Republican, of Wisconsin, voted with

Senator Stanley, Democrat, of Kentucky, against reporting

tin- bill, while Senator I'omen -ne, Democrat, of Ohio, voted

for it. The amendments agreed upon l>y the committee on

Tuesda) were incorporated in the bill, including a provision

to extend the life of the War Finance Corporation to July 1,

1922.

The bill would authorize the War Finance Corporation to

use no more than $500,000,0(1(1 to purchase the securities of

the railroads from the Railroad Administration and to pre-

scribe interest rates upon securities Inn after accepted from
the carriers. It developed during consideration of the bill on

Wednesday that the War Finance Corporation now is at-

tempting to form a syndicate to purchase government hold-
ings of railroad securities and relieve the government of

further railroad funding operations.

Republican leaders in the House predicted on Wednesday
that the House would pass the funding bill early next week.
Members of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
of the House said the bill would be reported out on Thurs-
day with the expectation that it would be sent to the Senate
before the recess of Congress on August 24.

Representative Huddleston, Demo rat, of Alabama, a mem-
ber of the House committee, urged thai other witnesses, par-
ticularly Secretary of the Treasury Mellon and B. M fewell,
representing the railway group of the Americaj] Federation
of Labor, be heard. He charged that the Erie had created a
fictitious corporation to handle its shops at Marion, Ohio,
for the express purpose of evading the labor section of the
Transportation Act. He stated thai the carriers generally had
evaded orders Of the Railroad Labor Board and that the
Pennsylvania in particular bad refused to comply with the
findings of thai body.

Early Recess Expected

The Senate on the motion of Senator Lodge passed a
resolution on August 16 calling for a recess from Augusl
24 to September 21. The resolution lias been referred to the
House for its approval. In view of the opposition to the
Townsend bill as it now stands which has been voiced by
minority members of the Senate Committee on Interstate
Commerce who were not permitted to prolong the hearings
by introducing other witnesses, considerable opposition on
the Boor of the Senate i- expected. Under the ( ircumstan< . s,

passage oi the bill before the recess is not generally expected.

Committee Refuses to Hear Labor Representatives

Hearings on this bill wen held up to August 12 when
the failure to secure a quorum broughl about their postpone-
ment until August 16 on which day they closed. I.. I".

Sheppard, president of the Order of Kailw.n Conductors,
Mid W. H. Johnston, president of the International Asso
Clarion of Machinists, made an effort to testify at the hear-
ing hi August 16, but the committee refused to hear them.
I he move to admit the testimon) of these men was made bv
Senator LaFollette, whose requesl thai Messrs. McAdoo and
limes be called was likewise rejected A statemeni
the refusal oi the committee to hear them was issued by
L. E. Sheppard and W. H. Johnston which said in part:

" I he action today of the majority of the Senate Committee

Washington, D. C.

on Interstate Co lerce . . . is a procedure of the most
un-American, tyrannical and autocratii nature- it has ever
been our experience to meet with in appearing before

gressional < ommittees.

"We wish to protest to the- American people again.-t this

action of these Senator-. This is onl) one more evidence
of 'railroad ownership of government,' as contrasted with
our demand for publii ownership of railroads."

A motion to close the hearing- was made by Senator Wat-
Mai on August 16 and this motion was carried by a '

6 to 4. Senator- Townsend, Frelinghuysen, Kellogg, Mc-
Lean, Watson and Poindexter voted for the- motion and Sen-
ators LaFollette, Pomerene, Pittman and Stanli \ against it.

Mellon Urges Favorable Action

Urging early and favorable action i > Congress on the- bill,

Se retary Mellon in a letter to Chairman McFadden of the
Hanking and Currency Committee of the House on .

11 said thai tin War Finance Corporation had no available
funds at present, except a credit balance of approximately
$400,000,000 with the Treasury. He expressed the belief

that the bill offered a helpful and practicable plan for financ-

ing the settlement of matter- growing out of federal control.

"Withdrawals by the War Finance Corporation." Mr. Mel-
lon -tated, "would involve cash expenditures by the Treas-
ury, but it is the understanding between the War Finance
Corporation and the Treasurj that the corporation will

finance its proposed purchases from the Director General
of Railroads by the sale- of railroad securities to the publii,

or, if necessary, by the sale of the corporation's own bond-
to the public.

"Under this plan withdrawals by the War Finance Cor-
poration would result temporarily in a corresponding draft

on the Treasury, but the balance would be replenished by
the deposit of proceeds of sale of railroad securities or the

corporation's own bonds. I understand that the railroad se-

curities which it is proposed that tin- War Finance- Corpora-
tion purchase from the Director General of Railroad- and
subsequently sell to the public would consist not onlv of

securities resulting from tin- funding of additions and better-

ment.-, but also railroad securities already acquired b) tin

Director General of Railroads under authority of the federal

control act, approved November 19, I'M*', which provides
for the reimbursement of the United State- fur equipment,
and section 207 of the transportation act a- amended."
On August 12, after considerable dispute and an unsuc-

cessful attempt to obtain a quorum, the Senate- (

Interstate Commerce postponed until August 16 furthi

lien on the bill. Senator Townsend of Michigan, actim.'

chairman of the Senate- committee, told President Harding
on August 11 that he did not -t i bow it was possible to pass

the bill before the Senate recessed. Senator rownsend said

that Presidenl Harding had insisted that the bill should not

be tabled until the Dee ember -i --nil. ,i- had been -u_'l-

Senator LaFollette Attempts to Extend Hearings

Senator LaFollette -aid he had ascertained that former

Director General McAdoo would be- willing to a:

the committee this week and he- stated that he had al-o

cabled to Walker D. Hines asking when he would return to

this country. He stated that he had received information

to the effect that Mr. McAdoo w.i- opposed to the pending

legislation. In support of his motion for takim

33J
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many Senator LaFollette called attention to the iact that

the Interstate Commerce Commission has been taking testi-

mony to discover whether the railroads, since they w n

turned to private control, had been squandering their re-

,,,,,, |
,, paying excessive prices for the repair of their

rolling stock and increasing salaries of their officers.

I !,;,i inquiry will show," he said, "that at the very time

the railroad- claim to be reimbursed they were increasing

salaries enormously. The New York Central claimed it was

no, able to meet its shortage of equipment because oi lack

j funds when the Interstate Commerce Commission -
ailed

for the minutes of the meetings of the directors of that road

during October and November, 1920, at which the situation

was discussed, the road put off complying with that request

and finally asked to have stricken from the record that part

of the testimony showing that they were in financial straits.

At the same time the New York Central was putting up

claims for government assistance it was adding $25,000 a

year to the salary of President Smith and also raising the

salaries of its other officers. The facts seem to show that

since the roads were taken under private control they have

squandered their resources.

"In view of the fact that former Directors General Mc-

Adoo and Hines have teen criticised regarding their man-

agement of the roads, their view should be ascertained on

these matters. I want to show that the roads have no equita-

ble right, in view of their present management, to seek as-

sistance from the government. If that testimony is not taken

here, I will compel its production on the floor of the Senate

and that will delay passage of this bill."

Senator LaFollette said that last June the committee had

taken testimony of the railroad executives at which they had

laid the foundation for their claims against the government

and that it had been spread before the country by "organized

propaganda." He said that when the railroads had pre-

sented their side of the case a recess had been taken and the

other side had not been heard. He said that he expected to

subject Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the board of the

Southern Pacific, and some other railroad officers to cross

examination on several of the statements which they made

at that time.

"I expect to get light also from the records of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission," said Senator LaFollette, "on

the New York Central and disclose some of its nefarious

transactions."

Senator McLean suggested that even if all that Senator

LaFollette had stated was true, it had no bearing on the

present bill. Senators McLean and Kellogg protested against

the waste of time in calling McAdoo and Hines. Senator

Watson directed attention to the fact that when McAdoo was

before the House committee he had admitted that his time

was so taken up with his duties as Secretary of the Treasury

and in other matters that he had not been able to give all

his attention to the railroad directorship. Senator Watson

also recalled that Mr. McAdoo had specifically stated at that

time that he had no suggestion to offer except to continue

government operation of the roads for another five years.

It developed that a quorum of the committee could not be

obtained and the matter went over until August 16.

Liquidation of Federal Control

Accounts in Sixteen Months

Liquidation of federal control of the railroads will be

completed by December 31, 1922, Director General of Rail-

roads Davis testified before the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce on August 11 when urging the enactment

of the railroad funding bill. The settlement of railroad

claims "rowing out of federal control would be completed

before that date, he said. The Railroad Administration now

has about $149,000,000 on hand to settle these claims and

the Director General estimated that an additional appropna-

tion of 5200,000,000 from Congress would be required to

ompli te the settlements.

A. H. Smith Calls on the President

A. H. Smith, president of the New York Central, con-

ferred with the President at the White House on Monday, to

whom he stated that the transportation situation throughout

the country is showing a general improvement. He empha-

sized, however, that the railroads still are struggling with

their financial difficulties.

"There is no doubt that if Congress passes the ne< -

legislation authorizing the War Finance Corporation to turn

over to the railroads $500,000,000, much will have been

accomplished in enabling them to meet their current obliga-

tions and thereby speeding them toward a complete recovery-."

The decision of the Ways and Means Committee to abolish

all transportation taxes no doubt will result in increased

travel, said Mr. Smith, and will materially assist the roads

through the encouragement of increased travel for pleasure.

He urged, however, that Congress should give particuhu

attention to rebuilding of freight traffic, as it is from that

source that greater part of the revenue of the carriers is

derived.

Two Roads Adopt Heavier Rail

The Baltimore & Ohio and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

have purchased heavier-than-100-lb. rail this season for

the first time buving 130-lb. and 115-lb. sections respec-

tively for their high speed tracks. The B. & O.'s new rail, of

which 12,000 tons have been purchased, is of the R. E.

section and is being used to replace 100-lb. A. R. A. on the

Philadelphia division between Philadelphia and Baltimore

and on the 17-mile grade between Cumberland and Grafton

on the Cumberland division. This rail is 6% in. high, 6 in.

wide at the base and 21/32 in. thick in the web as compared

with the corresponding dimensions of 5 41/64 in., 5 9/64 in.

and 9/10 in., for the 100-lb. A. R. A. rail. The difference

The B. & O. 100 lb. and 130 lb. Rails Compared

in the size of the two rail sections is well brought out in the

accompanying illustration. Angle bars for the new rail are

of the four-hole type as compared with the six-hole Standard

for the 100-lb. rail and are 25 in. long, this length being

three inches less than that of the other bar. A further

comparison in the equipment is afforded in the dimensions

of the bolt, the 130-lb. rail taking 1 Mo in. bolts whereas

the 100-lb. rail was designed for one inch.

The US-lb. rail which ha. been made standard for tie

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is of the Dudley section It is 6/2

in. high, has a S/2 in. base, a thickness of web ot •-< in

and is designed to take a 36-in. six-hole angle bar fitted

with one-inch bolts. This rail was adopted by the P. & L L.

in the belief that the 100-lb. American Railway Association

series H rail joints were not adequate to support actual loads

greater than about 50.000 to 55,000 lb. due largely to he

inadequate fishing depth available for the design of suitable

anchor bars.
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Correct Illumination for Yards and Scalehouses

Good Lighting Is Not Difficult to Obtain if Lighting Units Are

Hung at the Proper Height

By J. H. Kurlander

Lighting Service Department, Edison Lam] Works

A-.
u'l'koxiMA 1

1 -i.\ 7 5 per cent of the revenue of rail-

roads of the country is derived from the transportation

of freight, anything tending to expedite the rapid

handling of shipments should receive careful consideration.

Operation is continuous and the lighting installation plays

no small part as one oi the deciding factors in facilitating

rapid shipment of freight.

!
in iv arc two main applications of light; these arc the

and. inspect number of
running gear approaching car

Light Jo read Light to read n^U°~d Uo)number of number of J^StJ-,— rid

BWiiWII

and to ice
when car
leaves scale

Light to enable
riaer to
mount car

Hump

Fig- I.—Requirements for Proper Scale Lighting

touse and its immediate vicinity and the classification

and receiving yards. Both require careful consideration sin, e

the requirements are rather exact.

I he tendency today is to use multiple lamps in both cases
to avoid running high voltage lines around the vard. The
principal requirements for scale lighting are shown diagram-
matical^ in Fig. 1.

The Scalehouse

In the scalehouse the beam and counterpoise must be
clearl) visible and at no point should glaring light sources
or reflections be present, and particularly from the scale
master's stand. The lighting installation of the scalehou

serves two primary purposes: first, to illuminate the I ars a-

thev approach, mount and leave the scale, and second, to

light the beam and counterpoise of the ,scale and

house itself. Where a slight error in weighing will interrupt

the operation of the entire movement of the cars across the

scale, it can lie easily seen that the lighting installation must

be of the first order. In Fig. 2 is shown a method of

lighting which has worked out satisfactorily in practice and
is to be recommended for average conditions, In cases where
the scalehouse has no extensions to permit the hanging of

units from the side of the house a framework of iron piping

could be erected al a verj small expense for supporting these

units.

The hanging heights of the units shown in this illustration

were calculated for the conditions of the scalehouse location

and scale length, as shown. Where these dimensions vary

greatly from those assumed in this case, it may be necessary,

when installing the units, to adjust them as to direction of

throw and height to obtain the desired intensity on the sides

of the cars during the weighing operation.

For lighting the scale beam and counterpoise a method
which has given good results makes use of three low wattage
ma/da lamps placed in deep howl metal reflectors, 50 that

the skirt of the reflector entirely shields the lamp from the

scalemaster's vision. These units, which are pendant, are

hung 7 ft. above the tloor and approximately 12 in. to the

front of and in a line parallel with the beam. The d -

between units is approximately half the length of thi

beam.

The Yard

The lighting of the yard proper is a problem, the known
quantities of which are always variable. No -

rules can be given for even its growth is in many cases some-
what difficult to predict. In its infancy it may be a siding
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and as the demands increase it is added to from time to

time until a lull Hedged vard i- the result.

Practically every outdoor illuminant has been applied to

the lighting of these yards. Some of the factors which have

placed the incandescent lamp at the head of the list of avail-

able light suur.es are low maintenance requirements, easy

replacement, comparatively fool-proof construction and

simple operation, together with its high- efficiency,

Two methods of applying the incandescent lamp for yard

lighting have been developed; one makes use of refractor

lighting lamps are used in projectors with a spread of ap-

proximately 50 deg. The units are spaced 300 ft. apart and

should be mounted not less than 30 ft. high. High mounting

is always preferable in order to reduce glare to a minimum

and keep shadows short. The SOO-watt unit is applicable

in yards of from 200 ft. to 400 ft. in width. Above 400 ft.

the 1,000-watt mazda C multiple lamp should be employed

in floodlighting projectors with suitable spacing and mount-

ing height.

Data pertaining to these three types of installation i- given

Dtrecliori of travel^

300 wall lamp vn.

deep bowl reflector
Hung 30 ft. rugK

4o|wa.U lam;
in. deep bow
refleclor
Hung 7fl.hiqh

Scalel house

300 wall lamp rft

deep bowl retleclor
riung 30 fl. high.

*i'and*6= 300 wait Mazda "C" lamp m angle sleel reflector

*2-*5 = 200 "

3 = 300 watt Mazda "C lamp In deep bowl reflector

Fig. 2.—Method of Scale Lighting in Common Use

units and the other, floodlighting projectors. Each has its

advantages and disadvantages, and each system has its ad-

herents. One of the most serious objections to the use of

floodlighting, when not properly employed, is the ever present

glare evil. Where these units are mounted high, however,

and their direction of throw is with or across the tracks and

not opposite to the movements in the yard, their use for

lighting large cards is recommended. For small yards the

refractor units' are to be preferred. In Figs. 3 and 4 arc-

shown two methods of yard lighting. The first makes use

of 300-watt mazda C multiple lamps in prismatic glass re-

fractor units mounted not less than 30 ft. high, in the case

of narrow yards, and spaced approximately 200 ft. apart.

This system is particularly applicable to long, narrow yards

whose width does not exceed 200 ft.

Where the width of the yard is greater than this and there

is no opening in the center of the yard to permit the placing

of another line of similar units, floodlighting projectors

should be resorted to in order to secure a desirable intensity.

A method of floodlighting employed for the same yard is

shown in Fig. 4, the direction of throw of each floodlight

being indicated by the arrows. It will be noticed that the

units are staggered so that the individual cone of light from

each floodlight fits into the neighboring ones, thus covering

the entire yard. For this system 500 watt mazda C flood-

in Fig. 5. The results from either type are bound to be

satisfactory if sufficient light is employed.

Hanging Height of Lighting Units

One of the most important factors controlling the success

of vard lighting installations is the hanging height of units.

O-3O0 wall Mazda C multiple lamp in prismatic glass refractor.

«- 300 wall Mazda "C" multiple lamp in. deep bowl refleclor

Note : Hanging height of deep bowl units , 30 feet

Minimum mounting height of refractor units, 30 feet

Fig. 3.—Plan Showing Method of Lighting Yard with

Refractor Units

The two most exacting requirements of yard lighting can be-

satisfactorily met if the proper hanging height is obtair-ble.

The two requirements referred to are as follows: Illumina-

tion of- every track, irrespective of the position of adjacent

cars, and illumination of every car in the yard.

A chart which shows at a glance the relation between
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proper hanging height and width of yard is given in Fig. 6.

At the bottom of this diagram is shown probably the worst

condition to be met with in yard lighting; a coal car standing

approximately in the center of the yard flanked on one side

by a box car and on the other side, two tracks away, by

I I

Mazda C floodlighting lamp
» -300 wall MAzda C multiple lamp in deep bowl reflector.

Note Hanging Height of deep bowl units, 30 feel
Minimum mounting height of projectors, 30 feet

Fig. 4.—Plan Showing Method of Lighting Yard

another box car. By the simple projection of light rays

(shown by dotted lines) to these cars from various heights

at the side of the yard the correct hanging height at which

these cars will all be illuminated can easily lie determined.

Another bad condition is that of Lighting the area between

Ipii\ cars on adjacent tracks. No direct light from units strung

along the sides of the yard can be expected to light this area.

However, with a fairly high mounting height, depending

upon the width of the yard, direct light striking the upper

edge of the box cars will be reflected and some light will

hanging heights for yards up to 28 tracks in width. It is

exceedingly doubtful whether yards having greater widths

than this will not have openings in them which will permit

running another line of unit-, thus picking up the area not

covered by the other unit-. For example, suppose a 14-track

yard (180 ft. in width) is to be illuminated; at half the

width, seven tracks (or 90 ft.) will be found a dotted line

running to 38 ft.; similarly for a 20-track yard, the height

is seen to be 53 ft. These hanging heights will evidently

3O0WATT MULTIPLE LAMP
IN PRISMATIC REFRACTOR

50O WATT FLOODLIGHT LAMP

SPREAO OF BEAM SO°

lOOOWATT MULTIPLE LAMP IN

FLOODLIGHTING PROJECTOR.
SPREAO OF BEAM 30*

WIDTH of YARD SPACING WIDTH OF YARD SPACING WIOTH OF YARD SPACING

30- EOO FT. 200FT 200 FT EOOFT 500 FT. 275 FT.

250 230 600 330
300 260 700 360
350 330 60O 430
400 375 900 480

100O 540

Fig. 5, -Installation Data Covering Refractor Units and
Projector Units

meet the most extreme conditions and other less exacting

requirements will be adequately provided for.

It will be noted from the diagram that narrow yard

quire hanging heights below 30 ft., but to avoid confusing
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Fig. 6.—Chart Showing Correct Hanging Heights of Units for Proper Yard Lighting

reach the ground. These conditions applied to yards of
widths ranging from that of four-track yards to twenty-four-
track yards are illustrated at the top of the diagram. The
equivalent width of yard is given in feet directly below so
that in cases where the symmetrical arrangement as shown
is not in effect, the yard width can be used directly for detcr-
nii.... g the correct mounting height of the units. This dia-
gram is directly applicable to yards up to and including a

24-track yard, but for yards exceeding this width lines can
be drawn parallel to the ones already shown, thus obtaining

enginemen and also to reduce glare to a minimum, hanging

heights of units should, in no case, go below 30 ft.

In cases where mounting heights as shown cannot be ob-

tained, the height nearest to this should be resorted to. but

at heights less than those specified, it is evident that some
of the worst conditions will not be satisfactorily met. In any
event the roofs of all of the box cars must he illuminated to

permit riders coming down the yard to distinguish cars and

couple them with minimum danger of breakage to either car

or cargo In facilitate this, it is suggested that a narrow
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strip be painted in white :ach end of the box car, both

on the roof and on the end of the car. This simple practice

will prevent a considerable amount of breakage.

In one case where special consideration was given to this

Fig. 7.—Night View of Yard Lighted by 600 c. p., 6.6-20

Ampere Series Mazda C Lamps in Dome Reflectors

and Rippled Globes, Mounted 22 Ft. High and

Spaced Approximately 175 Ft. Apart

problem and the lighting installation was designed to take

this into account, a saving of fully 60 per cent was effected

in breakage of rolling stock due to bumping of cars with

attendant increased safetv to workmen.

Fig. 8.—Day View of Yard Illustrated at Beginning of This

Article

Night pictures of yards showing the results obtainable

with these two methods of lighting are shown in Kit;. 7 and

in the illustration at the head of this article. In Fig. 7 the

units are mounted very low. about 22 ft., and the resulting

is naturally objectionable. As has been stated else-

where, the hanging height should in no case be less than

.0 ft.

That high hangings are practical is proven by Fig. S,

which -how.- a close-up of the poles used for supporting the

unit- used in the first illustration.

How Henry Can Afford Reduced
Rates on His Little Railroad

jjT am led to take issue with the press assertions that Mr.

Ford in railroad operation has worked a mine le,"

says a communication from Frank Tiebout of New
York which appeared in the New York Tribune of August

17. 1921. "To say that any new-found methods of efficiency

in railroad operation, chief of which are reported to be the

raising of wages, the reduction of rates and the sus|>ension

of all traffic on Sundays, have resulted in turning a deficit

into a profit is equivalent to saying that water has been made

to run uphill when Ford orders it, and that all the life-long

students of railroad operation like myself have been imbeciles

or idiots.

"At the present critical juncture in railroad affairs, while

the railroads are recovering from the damning effects of war

service and government control, confronting motor truck com-

petition which is supported by public taxation, and in a

period of acute business depression, it would be a calamity

if the general public were to believe the untruth, i.e.. that

Mr. Ford's experiment with the little Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton Railroad had demonstrated inefficiency on the part

of the whole army of railroad operators.

"The simple fact is that Mr. Ford has switched all of his

own vast tonnage to this 400-mile line from Detroit to Toledo,

turning about $2,000,000 a year into the treasury of this

railroad which it never had before, taking this money away

from all of the other railroads which previously shared his

business. His big shipments arriving at Toledo may be

handed over to any one of several competing lines, all of

whom are anxious to get it, and he is able to swap this ton-

nage for a similar large new tonnage for the return trip

from Toledo to Detroit!

"Mr. Ford is much bigger as a shipper than as a carrier.

His Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad is really a mere

plant facility or by-product. He is able to use it as a club

to secure return tonnage from even the really great railroads

and at the same time make the little 400-mile road show a

profit.

"The Detroit-Toledo trip of Ford's vast shipments is but

a mere fraction of the mileage of their entire journey, and

if he were able, by holding forth that this railroad is a big

profit maker with reduced rates, thereby to beat down the

freight rates all over the country he could afford to lose a

vast sum on his little Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and still be

a gainer. His railroad investment would be trifling compared

to what he would save on his shipments over the tens of

thousands of miles of other roads.

If Mr. Ford had secured ownership of a big trunk line

with long hauls he could not have offered a 2d per cent

reduction in freight rates without inviting immediate bank-

ruptcy. Hut with this little road he can handle the play, and

apparently he and his publicity men will use it with some

success t" exalt Mr. Ford.

"Only the ignorant and unlearned will fail to understand

the Ford railroad operation if all the facts are given fairly

by the public press. But if in the interest of sensationalism

the newspapers are willing to picture his simple process and

the natural results as something wonderful—a miracle—

a

•_ircat deal of mischief may be done."



Britain's Plans for Solution of Labor Problems

An Outline of an Agreed Method Between the Railways and the

Unions for Handling Labor Questions After August 15, 1921

It
is TO BE NOTED in the English Railway Bill which was

introduced in Parliament in May (see Railway Age, May
27, page 1209) that contrary to expectation, labor was not

given representation on the boards of directors of the pro-

posed railway groups. Just prior to the presentation of this

bill, the railway labor unions made known their desire not

to be included on the boards of directors. They claimed that

without complete nationalization of the railways such repre-

sentation would be of no decided value to them and they

said that they did not care to share the responsibility of con-

trol and management of the railways unless the lines were

nationalized. The labor unions have, however, used the

opposition of the railway owners to the government's pro-

posed inclusion of labor representation on the boards of

directors to drive a bargain with the railway owners for an

agreement by which all labor matters should lie handled.

Events have shown that labor has given up its representation

on the boards in spite of the government's advice to the

contrary, Sir Eric Geddes, Minister of Transport, having

remarked in Parliament that the government considered labor

was making a serious mistake.

Soon after the railway bill had been presented, the railway

unions and the railways agreed, in principle, to a method of

handling all labor problems which will take effect when the

government relinquishes control of the railways. This agree-

ment arrived at between the National Union of Railwavmen
(N. U. R.), the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers

and Firemen (A. S. L. E. & F.), and the Railway Clerks'

Association (R. C. A.) on the one hand and the railways on

the other, involves a national wages board which is a board

of final appeal, a central wages board, railway councils,

sectional railway councils, and local departmental com-
mittees.

The official organ of the N. U. R., the Railway Review.

has published a draft of a scheme which, although it is not

finally agreed to in detail, represents the principle upon
which this agreement is based. The following is taken from
this article:

The plan is applicable to all employees in the transpor-

tation department from stationmasters and freight agents

down, also to engineering and signal employees, and rolling

stock department inspectors, foremen and employees outside

of shops. It docs not, however, apply to the shopmen.

National Wages Board

The National Wages Hoard is to deal with subjects relat-

ing to rates of pay, hours of duty and conditions of service,

referred to it by the Central Wages Board when that board
has failed to agree. The National Wages Board is to be

composed of six representatives of the railway companies.

six representatives of the railway employees and four repre-

sentatives of the users of railways with an independent
chairman appointed by the government.

The National Wages Board is called upon to publish the

result of any investigation it is working on within 28 days
of the time the matter was first referred to it. In the mean-
time "no withdrawal of labor shall take place nor shall

there be any attempt on the part of any section of the em
ployees to hamper the proper working of the railwi

account of any unsettled matter falling within the purview
"1 the Central Wages Board before the expiration of on<

month after such matter has been referred by that board to
the National Wages board."

Central Wages Board

The function i tra W ;es Board is to deal with
subjects relating to salaries, wages, hours of duty and condi-
tions of service, or any question relating to those subjects
referred to it by any railway council i

composed of eight representatives of the railway companies.
and eight representatives of the railway emplo]
the latter to be nominated by the N. U. K.. two by the
\ S L. E. & E, and two b) thi R t \

It is upon this board that the heavy work really falls and
it is only when a decision cannot be arrived at by agreement
between the two sides that the matter will be referred

National Wages Hoard. Any question raised by any of the
men's unions, such, for instance, a- the interpretation of the
national agreement, is to be taken up directly with this

The expenses of the proceeding- of both this and t |u .

National Wages Hoard are to be shared equall) by the rail-

way companies and the railwavmcn's trade unions.

Railway Council

A Railway Council is to be established for each railway
(or group of railways) composed of not more than l<i repre-

sentatives each of the employees and the railway (or

of railways) concerned. The employees' representarr
to be composed of two nominated members from each of the

five Sectional Councils described Ipelow.

The function of the Railway Council is to deal with the
undermentioned subjects which are of common interest to the
employees in two or more sections, as follows;

(a) The local application of national agreements relating

to salaries, wages, hour- of dut) and conditions of
service of the class,-- ,,f employees embraced within
this scheme, so far a- the- individual railway (or

group of railways) is con., rned, apart from su

to be submitted direct!) to the National Wages Board.

(b) Suggestions as to operating, working, and kindred
subjee tS.

(c) Other matter- in which a companj and its empli

are mutually interested, for example, co-operation

with a view to securing increased business, greater

efficiency, and economy; the' wedl being of the' staff;

general principles governing recruitment, discipline,

and tenure of service.

(d) Subjects referred to the Council 1>\ .i Sectional

Council.

Sectional Railway Councils

Five Sectional Railway Councils are to be formed on each

railway (or group of railways) for the consideration of gen-

eral departmental subje ; Each of these Councils will have
not more than 12 representatives of the employees and a like

number of officers of the railway concerned. The 12 -

sentatives of the employees shall le divided among the vari-

ous grades of the employees in each section in proportion to

the number i

1 hese &a i 5 incils made
up of group- ommon interest. For in-

stance, one of the councils will represent stationm

freight agents, clerical staff, traffic and freight department

inspectors and foremen, engineering, signal, locomotive

car inspectors and foremen. Another council will repi

ii,l firemen, motormen. engine-house foremen.

eti \ third council will represent signaim

341
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freight conductors, trainmen, porters, car inspectors, etc. A
fourth council will represent the freight house employees,

yardmen, etc. The fifth council will represent maintenance

oi ai\ employees, signal and telegraph linemen, etc.

The functions of the Sectional Railway Councils will be

to deal with all questions relating to the employees repre-

sented in their particular grades. In case of no agreement

being obtained, the question is to be referred to the Railway

Council and from there, in case of no agreement, to the

Central Wages Board.

To facilitate the election of employee members to the Sec-

tional Railway Councils, the railway or group of railways,

is to be divided into five electoral districts, the elections to

be conducted jointly by representatives nominated by the

trade unions and by the railway company concerned. The

employees' representatives are to hold office for three years.

Local Departmental Committees

These committees are to be formed at points at which the

number of regular employees in a department exceeds 100.

The committee will consist of four elected employees in that

department and four representatives of the railway concerned.

At smaller points it is the scheme for the employees to dis-

< uss local matters with the companies' local officials. The

purpose of this local committee is to provide a recognized

means of communication between the employees and the local

officials of the railway companies, and to give the employees

a wider interest in the conditions under which their work is

performed.

The matters to be considered by a local committee include

the following:

(a) Suggestions for the satisfactory arrangement of work-

ing hours, breaks, time recording, etc.

(b) Questions of physical welfare (safety appliances,

accidents, first aid, staff accommodation, etc.).

(c) Holiday arrangements.

(d) Time keeping, publicity in regard to rules, etc.

(e) Suggestions of improvements in method and organi-

zation of work, and labor-saving appliances.

(f) Investigation of circumstances tending to reduce effi-

ciency or in any way to interfere with the satis-

factory working of the railway.

(g) The correct loading of traffic to insure:

(1) Safe transit.

(2) Reduction of claims.

A local committee shall not introduce any arrangements

inconsistent with the powers or decisions of the Railway and

Sectional Railway Councils, or Central and National Wages
Boards.

In case any local committee is not able to agree on any

question it is to be referred to the Sectional Railway Council.

Discipline

Matters of discipline are to be governed by the arrange-

ments suggested in the report of the Royal Commission ap-

pointed to investigate and report on the working of the

Railway and Conciliation and Arbitration Scheme of 1907,

which is as follows:

"Offenses Against Discipline, etc.—Men charged with mis-

conduct, neglect of duty or other breaches of discipline.

should be permitted to state their defense, to call witnesses,

and to advance any extenuating circumstances before their

officers, prior to a final decision being arrived at. Where
doubts arise, or where serious results to men are likely to

follow, the cases should, we think, be placed before the higher
officials of the company. Appeals after punishment lead to a

difficult position, and the necessity for them should be
avoided.

"If after such investigation of a charge against an employee
he is adjudged guilty, and is to be punished for the offense,

he shall have the right of appeal to a superior officer for a

reconsideration of his case, provided that such right of appeal
shall not extend to cases of a trivial character. Any such
appeal must be made in writing within seven days. If the
employee so desires, he may be heard in person, and in that

case he may be accompanied at the interview with the
superior officer by a spokesman, who may be either a fellow
workman or a headquarter's official of the Railwaymen's
Trade Union."

It is provided that this scheme shall remain in operation

until otherwise determined by 12 months' notice on either

side, such notice not to be given before January 1, 1922.

Freight Car Loading

A reduction of 11,789 in the number of cars loaded

with revenue freight during the week ending August
6 when compared with the previous week was shown

in reports of the Car Service Division of the American Rail-

way Association. The total for the week was 784.781 cars,

i dei rease of 150,949 when compared with the corresponding

week of 1920 and of 87,292 when compared with the corres-

Sum Mary—All Di

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

uson of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Y'ears Ago. For Week Ended Saturday, July 30, 1921

Total revenue freight loaded Received from connections

Live Forest

Year products stick Coal Coke products Ore
1121 10,471 2,62! 41.443 842 4.551 2,367

1920 6.391 2,506 55,174 3,704 8,280 9.745

1921 4,568 2,793 42.912 2,085 2.48(1 6.593

1920 2.S28 3,366 58,809 5.415 3,304 11,306

1921 273 171 17.437 24 1,270

1920 249 161 24.020 730 1,887 187

1921 5,555 1,977 20,615 302 14,096 197

1920 3,728 1.887 21.641 1,737 17,028 3,118

1921 13.393 6,662 6,812 446 11,569 19,545

1920 3 244 7.024 9,392 1,048 17.502 46,430

Central Western 1921 23,323 8.567 17,271 199 1,6
'

1 658
1920 13,633 8.466 12,099 484 6.553 4,910
1021 B.833 2.564 4,599 213 6.123 743
1920 j.770 2.655 4.657 218 8,6 18 663
1921 66 416 25.358 151,089 4,111 44.712 30,103

1920 39,852 25,065 1 85.792 13,336 63 '"
1 76,359

1919 57.115 181,507 9,109 63.872 71,837

Increase compared 1921) II
.
164

Decrease compare! 1920 707 14,703 ".225 18.490 46,256

Increase compared 1919 1,301

Decrease compared 1919 1,877 30.418 4,998 19.160 11.73 1

L.C.L. mercha I(Use oading figures Eoi 1921 and 1920 arc pat able

of 1920. Add mer han.li e and mi =cellaneoi s columns to get a fair coi lparison.

•Detail for M ch Cent, no: i eluded foi 1919,
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ponding week of 1920. The decrease was due principally

to a falling off in the loading of grain, grain products, coal,

merchandise and miscellaneous freight.

The loading of grain and grain products totaled 58,622

cars which, was 7,794 cars below the total for the week

before, but it was 21,478 cars in excess of that for the cor-

responding week in 1920. A tapering off in the movement
of grain and grain products, however, is to be expected from

now on in view of the fact that the harvest season is rapidly

drawing to a close in the Middle West.

A reduction of 3,816 cars was also reported in the number
loaded with coal durin" the week compared with the week

before the total being 147,273 cars. This was 51,456 cars

less than were loaded during the corresponding week last

year. Loadings of merchandise and miscellaneous freight

were 472,540 cars or 2,241 cars less than were loaded during

the previous week and 49,693 cars below the total for the

same week in 1920. An increase of 1,252 cars was reported

in the loading of live stock which totaled 26,610 cars while

coke loadings were 4,218 cars, an increase of 107 cars over

the week before. Reports showed 32,058 cars loaded with ore

which was an increase within a week of 1,955 cars. A total

of 43,460 cars were loaded with forest products, which was a

decrease of 1,252 cars compared with the week before.

Except for grain and grain products and live stock, de-

creases were reported in the number of cars loaded with all

classes of commodities during the week compared with the

corresponding week in 1920. The Pocahontas and North-

westem districts were the only ones to show an increase in

the loading of all commodities compared with the previous

week while the Southwestern was the only district to show an

increase over the corresponding week last year.

Car Surpluses and Shortages

A decrease of 13,137 in the number of freight cars tempo:

arily nut of service on August 8 because of tin- business

depression (surplus cars plus bad order car- in excess of 7

per cent of the total), compared with the total on July 31,

\\;is shown by reports from the railroads of the country just

received bj the Car Service Division of the American Rail

way Association. On August 8, 513,040 were reported as

being idle compared with 52<>,177 at the end of last month.
Of tin- total, 197,784 were serviceable freighl cars which

American railroads while on July 15, it was 365,092 or 15.9

per cent.

With a slackening in the demand for grain cars, a reduc-

tion in the car shortage which has been reported in certain

localities was shown by the reports. The total shortage on
August 8 was 3,364 cars which was a decrease of about 540
cars compared with the shortage at the beginning of the

month. A reduction within that time of approximately 500
was reported in the shortage of box cars.

Bad order cars on August 1 totaled 376,417 or 16.3 per

cent of the total. On July 15, car- in bad order nun

15.9 per cent of the total.

Work on Detroit River

Bridge To Begin in 1922

Assuranxe of the actual construction of a great high-

way and railway bridge across the Detroit river at

Detroit has been presented recently in the form of

definite arrangements for the preliminary work. Two cor-

porations have been organized to > arry out the project,

namely, the American Transit Company o k City

and the Canadian Transit Company, chartered by the Ca-

nadian Parliament, and .1 1 ontrai I
1

them for joint action in financing and building the bridge.

I In American companj ned authority from Con-
gress to span the river. Plans for the structure are now
assuming definite form and it is expected that actual con-

struction will In- started in 1922.

The bridge, which is estimated to cost $30,000,000, will

be a suspension span 1,803 ft. (inter to center of piers and
110 ft. clear above the water in the river. Provision is made
for an upper deck embracing two street 1 ar trai k-. tw
roadways and two 7 -ft. walks, together with a lower deck

providing for four railway muk- and space fur public utility

cables or conduits. The railway approaches will have 1.5

per cent grades and it is planned to handle trains with

120-ton electric locomotives. S miles of electrified

tracks will be required for the bridge, approaches and
connectii n -

The main supporting members will comprise eight

An Artist's Drawing of the Detroit River Bridge

were not needed, however, to meet current freight require
incuts while the remaining 215,256 were freight ears in need
ot repairs. Surplus box cars in good order on August .S

numbered 88,593 or a reduction of 11,614 cars since the

first of the month while surplus coal cars in good repair,

totaled 152,774 or 8,949 less than were reported on July 31.

A reduction of 2,130 was reported in the number of surplus
stock cars, which brought the total down in slightly more
than a week to 1 2,337 ears.

Reports received by the Car Service Division showed an
increase of 11,325 in the number of freight car- needing
repairs on August 1 compared with the total on July 15. At
the beginning of this month, the total was 376.417 or 16.3

per cent of the total number of freighl cars own

of which .-i\ will be 1 in. in diameter and two 18 in. in

diameter, the maximum tension under load in the larger

cable being 1 for which an effective area of

q, in. will be provided, these cables will

in four pairs with 1 pair directly below the

other, the sus m the two cables of each pair to be

ble will roc

proper proportion of the load.

The .
miis will be carried on viaducts °25 ft.

long rathi

to allow thi to turn out

well .1- in the main
two-hinged stiffening b

which will In- of the double intersection Warren type. The
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two hinged construction has been adopted because it is more

economical and also stiffer for railway loading.

The towers will be 330 ft. high and will consist of rocker

bents of four columns each. They are to be hinged at the

bottom through the use of curved roller nests. Each column

will consist of a double box section containing from 999 to

1,191 sq. in. of sectional area. They will be erected with the

Use of a temporary erection base or with the aid of struts

made of material fabricated for use in the stiffening trusses.

The bridge piers will be sunk to a depth of about 100 ft.

below water level by the pneumatic process.

One interesting feature of the plans for this bridge is the

arrangement whereby it will be possible to build the bridge

initially for highway and street car traffic alone if this should

-36-0

Cross-Section of the Proposed Bridge at Mid Span

be found necessary because of a failure to perfect arrange-

ments for the use of the bridge by the railways by the time

construction is to begin. This will be done by leaving off

the lower deck and the lower tier of cables as well as one set

of diagonals in the stiffening trusses and some of the metal in

the bottom and top chords of these trusses.

The estimated dead load of the bridge is 37,700 lb. per

ft. and the designing live load for the railway tracks is

Cooper's E 60. The design stresses are given in the table

below

:

Table or Unit Stresses in Lb. Per Sq. In.

For D.L. 4- L.L. + Temp. For D.L. + Congested L.L.
or D.L. + Temp. + Wind. 4- Temp, or D.L. + L.L. +

Temp. + Wind.
Wire—Main cables .... 85,000 100,000

Suspenders . . . 40,000 50,000

Alloy steel 30,000 (—120 1/r) 45,000 (—150 1/r)
Structural steel 20,000 (—80 1/r) 20,000 (—80 1/r)

The design and construction of this bridge is under the

direction of Charles Evan Fowler, consulting engineer, New
York City, who is chief engineer. A board of consulting en-

gineers has also been organized with Mr. Fowler as chairman,

the other members being George H. Pegram, chief engineer,

Bureau of Rapid Transit Company, New York City; Wil-
liam H. Burr, consulting engineer, New York City; Professor

C. R. Young, University of Toronto, and Colonel C. N. Mon-
sarrat, consulting engineer, Ottawa, Ont., who was a member
of the Board of Engineers of the Quebec bridge.

"Get the Safety Habit"

Nearly five thousand persons were killed or injured in

the year 1919, in automobile accidents at highway
grade crossings in this country (1,232 killed, 3,558 in-

jured) and it is estimated that the total for 1920, when it

comes out, will be close to 8,000. These and other significant

statistics were given in an address at Chicago on May 17

by Homer W. Davis, general attorney of the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, before the Chicago Safety Council. The
Baltimore & Ohio in the month of April at its Chicago cross-

ings found 550 instances where the driver of an automobile

in crossing the tracks failed entirely to either look, listen or

take any precautions.

Continuing Mr. Davis said: "The size of our country and

the volume of its railroad traffic require that heavy trains

be run at high speed. By law and by common consent and
desire, these trains are given the right of way over highway

traffic. Grade crossings have been in the past and for a

considerable period in the future will be a necessity. There
is at least one for every mile of railroad in the United States,

and it costs around $50,000 to construct an underpass. At
the present time, railroad treasuries are exhausted and the

same condition obtains in connection with the operations of

our municipalities and the state and federal governments.

Extensions and additions to existing railroad facilities will

absorb all surplus revenues for some time to come, and all

will agree that their relative importance as compared with

grade crossing elimination is such as to make it right and
proper that the latter be deferred for the time being. No gen-

eral campaign of grade crossing elimination can be carried on

under existing conditions.

"Large numbers of crossing gates are broken down each

year; flagmen are run over and killed or injured. On one

railroad, during the last 15 months, 150 automobile accidents

occurred of which 48, or about 30 per cent were the result

of the automobile running into the side of the engine or

train. On all railroads the proportion of the number of

cases where the automobile runs into the side of the engine

or train is astonishingly large. Railroad engineers are con-

stantly complaining that their nerves are being shattered by
near-accidents. One engineer of a large railroad resigned

the other day because he said he could not stand the strain

any longer. On account of the wide-spread practice of driv-

ing cars at a speed of 20 to 25 miles an hour right up to the

railroad and then bring them to a sudden stop, the engineer

is unable to tell until the last second whether the driver sees

the train or not, and great numbers of accidents occur by

reason of the fact that the driver tries to beat the train. In

fact, our experience is that the great majority of accidents

occur at crossings where the view is perfectly open and un-

obstructed. In accordance with the law of Illinois, the State

Public Utilities Commission has designated a large number
of crossings as extra hazardous. But every crossing is haz-

ardous. At the crossings so designated "Stop" signs have

been erected, and the law provides that upon approaching

any railroad crossing the person controlling the movement
of any self-propelled vehicle shall reduce speed to ten miles

an hour and shall stop at points where stop signs are erected.

Failure to stop is punishable by fine. If public opinion

could be aroused, laws on this subject would be unnecessary,

but sympathy is always with the injured person, and local

papers seldom explain that the cause of an accident was
gross carelessness on the part of the driver.

"There is but one rule to follow when about to pass over

a railroad track and that is not to do it unless you are abso-

lutely sure that no train is approaching from either direc-

tion or on either track. One does not need a book of in-

structions as to how to do this, because ordinary common
ense shows what to do in any particular case. A railroad

track should be a sign of danger to everyone. It should gal-

vanize him into action at once. He should make it a habit

to slow down, regardless of how smooth the crossing or how
unobstructed the view; and regardless of whether the cross-

ing is protected by gates, or other safety devices; for these

may fail to work. Furthermore, the practice of slowing

down and looking at the so-called protected crossing helps

you to acquire a valuable habit. The Santa Fe slogan, the

mandator}- phrase 'Get the Safety Habit' lias always seemed
to me most appropriate. A chain is no stronger than its

weakest link and even though you practice habits of safety

you cannot be assured of immunity unless others do like-

wise. Consequently our own personal interests require us to

exert our efforts to pass along safety habits to others.".
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Should the Railroads Repair Their Equipment?
Because of Accounting Methods, Many Important Factors Are

Not Taken Into Consideration

THE question of whether or not a railroad should make
heavy repairs to its rolling stock and equipment is

attracting much attention. The business of a railroad

is tn provide transportation and its accounting system is ar-

ranged to show the cost of producing transportation rather

than to disclose the cost of performing any incidental service.

For this reason it is almost impossible to make any fair

comparison between the cost of repairing equipment in a

railroad shop and in an outside contract shop from the rec-

ords usually kept by the roads. There are certain contract

>luips which have been designed to make locomotive and car

repairs and it is necessary in order that the railroad manage-
ment may intelligently decide the question of where the re-

pairs may best be made to have a thorough understanding

of tin- various factors which are involved in a correct deter-

mination of the costs. If these factors are known and under-

stood, then undoubtedly, even though it may not be pi

to secure detailed costs, a far belter approximation of the

cost of doing the work in railroad shops can be had thai) is

now possible.

The cost of repairing a piece of equipment includes, (1)

the cost of material's used in the Work. (2) the cost of the

labor performed in doing the work, and (3) the overhead

costs or burden, which includes the cost of providing and
maintaining an organization and facilities b] th u

which the work is done.

It is fairly easy to secure a reasonably accurate distribu-

tion of the material and labor costs. The material costs to

be strictly accurate must, of course, take into consideration

the wastage of material and credits for the recover}' of

salable scrap material. Even in a manufacture
with exceptional facilities for cost accounting there may be
great difficulty in securing a proper distribution of some of
the detailed costs; this is ordinaril) covered by absorbing
this part of the materials cost in the overhead and distributing
it on such a basis as to secure substantially accurate results.

In a contract shop a lan^e part of the labor can be dis

tributed accurately to the different jobs by the use of time
cards or the presence of checkers. In spite of this a Im-
part of the labor- including such operations as cleaning the

plant, handling the material, etc., cannot

rectly but i.- included in the overhead and distributed as

accurately as possible. Unfortunately, so many different

kinds of jobs are ordinarily handled in a railroad shop that

many of these indirect labor costs are not even considered
or are not given the weight that they should have in deter-

mining the cost of any particular job.

The Surcharge or Overhead Expenses

The greatest difficulty with accounting in the railroad re-

pair shop is that it does not afford any real basis upon which
to determine the overhead with even approximate accui

on the other hand, a contract shop goes into these details

with the greatest degree of accuracy. For instance, repair

jobs on a railroad are ordinarily not charged with any of

the expense of the executive and administratis

offices. Usually no attempt is made to distribute the cost of

management and superintendence to individual repaii

No part of the cost of maintaining and operating the plant

is, normally charged to the individual repair job and some
of it is even charged to maintenance of way of structures or

to the transportation accounts. No attempt i- n?.

against individual repair jobs certain losses and costs in the

handling of material- and sup]
! :>- - in railroad

'ting are normally made up by trad

rather than accord mance and

such costs is therefore inaccurate. The railroads do not
norm ilb chai -' the work the full

portation of materials and fuel over their own
To repair railroad freight I

establishment in tin form of a plant equipped with much
machinery, furnaces, air com]

ing machinery and a 1. I nt in

consun ind in small equipment
machinery and equipment buildings char-

re required. Abo large areas must I
. ilable

for stoi n and shipping yards havii

trackage and other facili iving and handling ma-
terials and for the movement of the cat- aired.

Such an establishment is necessary for eco: Qt car
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repair work whether done by a railroad or by a contractor

specializing in the field.
i

If is self-evident that the maintenance of such an estab-

lishment entails labor and expense, the benefits of which do

not appear directly in the output of the plant. The machinery

must be repaired or replaced when worn out, power must be

supplied to operate it, and labor must be employed to main-

tain and keep in repair the buildings, tracks, fences and other

facilities, to keep the establishment clean and ship-shape and

to receive and handle the materials and supplies incident to

the operation of the establishment. Clerks must be employed

to record the transactions involved, to keep the time of the

labor employed, to maintain proper inventories and to con-

duct correspondence. Superintendents and foremen must be

employed to supervise and direct the work, managers are

required to co-ordinate the activities of different departments,

purchasing agents are necessary in the procurement of mate-

rials and supplies, and other officials and employees are

concerned with the fiscal, selling and operating problems of

the business. All such elements of cost as these go to

make up the total of overhead or operating expense of the

concern.

All or many of such expenses or so-called "overhead"

would be extravagant and ill-advised were it not for the fact

that experience teaches that establishments so organized and

so equipped can, because of their superior organization and

elaborate labor saving equipment, produce a given output of

repair work at a lower net cost than simpler and less effi-

cient establishments which must depend more largely upon
manual labor assisted only by more simple tools and ma-
chinery. Within certain measurable limits and under normal
operating load, therefore, the best equipped establishments,

or those having the largest aggregate overhead expenses, are

usually the most economical; that is, the overhead arising

from the presence of an expensive machine may be less than

the cost of the labor it supplants.

Overhead in a Contract Shop

A contract shop keeps an accurate record of overhead costs,

which is usually arranged to include such items as the

following

:

1. Plant management and superintendence

2. Assistant superintendents and foremen

3. Shop accounting and timekeeping

4. Shop clerical and office expense

5. Engineering and drafting

6 Stores department

7. Depreciation

8. Repairs
9. Replacements

10. Heat, light and power
11. Fuel
12. Lubrication

13. Over, short and damage
14. Shipping freight and express

15. Receiving freight and express

16. Traffic expense

17. Yard switching expense

18. Inspection

19. Fire protection

20. Police protection

21. Employment expense
22. Weifare expense
23. Pensions
24. Safety first expenses
25. Insurance
26. Taxes
27. Unloading and handling material

28. General yard labor

29. Sorting ami reclaiming materials

30. Dies and formers
31. Patterns and templates
3:. Water
ii. Telephone and telegraph
34. Inventory
35. Office supplies
36. Hand t . ., Is and shop supplies
37. Scrap
38. Clean-up expense
39. Royalri. s

40. Rent
41. Miscell; :ieous shop expense

Administrative Expense

1. Salaries and expenses of general officers and general office employes

2. Legal expense—general office

3. Purchasing department
4. Depreciation
5. Repairs
6. Insurance
7. Engineering and estimating

It will be noted that many of these items are made up

solely or largely of labor which cannot be assigned directly

to any one job.

To secure the best results from any plant it is necessary

that it be operated to capacity. It is probably easier to do

this with a contract shop which serves a number of railroads

than where a plant is operated by a single road. This, of

course, will reduce the amount of overhead per job.

With a possible few minor exceptions all of the elements

of costs which accrue in the case of a contract shop accrue

also in the railroad shop. That the railroad leaves entirely

out of consideration many of these items is no reason that

they do not exist; they are simply overlooked or not recog-

nized, but the work costs just as much as if they were. It is

often said that the administrative overhead does not amount
to anything on a railroad. This is begging the question for

surely with the amount of repair work which is being done

and the many decisions which must be made of problems

respecting it, the repair work should cam' its proper share

of the burden.

Every physical feature of a railroad shop plant like a

contract plant is subject to depreciation. In general, it is

believed that the rates of depreciation employed by the rail-

road are much lower than they should be. The instructions

of the Interstate Commerce Commission permit accounting

for depreciation and other similar items to be made not on

a basis of accruals but upon a basis which permits the charg-

ing of the ledger values less salvage direct to operating

expense at the time the property is retired for replacement.

It is obviously impossible, therefore, to determine the expense

due to depreciation to any given order or any given class of

work.

Then there is the matter of obsolescence. It has been said

that this country is dotted with the sites of abandoned rail-

road shops but the losses have never found their way into

the cost of maintaining equipment. When a facility of this

type is abandoned its book value is usually written off to

operating expense.

Costs of incidental shipping of materials in yards by loco-

motives in regular switching service is, according to the rules

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, chargeable to trans-

portation accounts and therefore does not appear in the shop
costs. In like manner the rules of the Interstate Commerce
Commission treat the cost of repairing the buildings, tracks,

fences and similar structures as an element of the expenses
of maintaining the roadway and roadway structures.

The factors above noted do not cover all of those things

which might be considered in an article of this sort, but thev

are sufficient to indicate that greater care must be given by
practically all railroads to determine whether it is better to

assign heavy repair work to contract shops or to do it them-
selves. It will be noted that the term heavy repair work has
been emphasized throughout this article. For various reasons
it will be obvious that the so-called running repairs can best

be made by the railroads themselves.

Governor Nathan L. Miller of New York, making a tour of
the State ( anal, makes speeches along the way, and at Schenec-
tady In- said

:

"Here i-. a capital investment of $lu5 ,000,000, with probably
ten millions more to be spent in the completion of the terminals

and witli two millions and more a year required for maintenance,
yet the people do not seem to know they have it. We must
devise some \\a\ of selling this proposition over asain."



Water Treatment—Intermittent or Continuous

A Discussion of the Comparative Advantages and

Disadvantages of Each System

By W. R. Toppan

Manager, Railroad Department, The Graver Corporation, Chicago

That the use of purified or softened water produces

great savings in railroad operation is almost univer-

sally realized, but there is not quite such a clear un-

derstanding of what is the most economical type of plant for

this purpose. Two general types are used—the continuous

softener and the intermittent softener. The purpose of this

article is to discuss the comparative costs and comparative

advantages of these two types, including a study of the

operation and maintenance costs and the comparison of the

average results obtained from each type.

At the outset it is well to call attention to the fact that in

the present stage of water softening no comparison can be

A 10,000 Gal. per Hour Continuous Softener

made «hich will apply exactly m all cases tor the reason

that much variety exists in plants of the same type. Xot
only is this true but there is a similarity l>etween some
plants of different types now in use to a degree where
scarcely nothing remains to distinguish one type from the

other, but the fact that in tin- one, treated water alread) set-

tled and ready for use is being produced at the disehargi end

of the plant at the same time as the softening process is

being carried on at the inlet end. while in the other, the two
operations are carried on at different times.

There are, however, numerous features which though per-

haps not limited to, are nevertheless typical of continuous

softeners while other features are peculiar to the int(

tent type. For instance, in the continuous type a definite

quantity of chemical is added to a definite quantity of water
while the water is flowing into the plant, the reaction between
tin' chemicals and the watei is made to take place continu-

ously and the energy of the flow of the water as it enters the

plant is usually utilized to operate mixing applications. On
the other hand there are intermittent plants so designed that

the water is first passed into the plant without chemical, after

which the chemicals are added in a batch and the mixture

thereupon agitated for a short period by power furnished

from an outside source. There are estimated to be approxi-

mately 6S0 treating plants in railroad service. About 50
per cent of these are of the intermittent type and the greater

portion of these in turn conform to the above design. A
comparison between the two types of soft - thu- repre-

sented therefore is the basis for the study of this -ubject.

As the company represented by the writer handles prac-

tically all types of water softening plants or equipment, and

practically all companies selling to the railroad- handle the

continuous type of softener, this article cannot be construed

as a criticism of any particular make of machine.

Ground Space

Naturally, among the first points to be considered in the

installation of any water softening plant, are the ground space

available and the foundations which are necessary. Too
many times these features, especially the foundations, are not

thoroughly considered before the design of plant is adopted,

and this frequently leads to a higher first cost than was

originally figured. Even though there was no choice between

the two types of machines, the amount of ground space avail-

able for a softening plant many times require- an installation

which will take up the least area. This feature becomes of

especial importance at locations where large capacity plants

are required, such as at division and terminal point:- At

such points, ground rentals or purchase price- are high. The

right of way grounds are valuable and it is very Seldom that

the railway considers it advisable to pun 1 For the

installation of a water softening plant. It i- of utmost

importance, therefore, to have an accurate idea of the com-

parative amount of ground space necessary for a continuous

plant, as compared with an intermittent plant.

A convenient comparison may In- made between two plants

each .if 10, ;al, treating caparit) per hour. The continu-

ous type of pi,mi, designed to afford five hour-' settling time

anil to permit the treated water to flow by gravity to the road-

side tank, is provided with a tank 14 ft, in diameter and 35

ft. high. The chemical proportioning tank may be installed on

the top of the settling tank, in which case it will requ

additional ground space. If it i- located on the ground level,

it will require housing approximately 12 ft. by 14 ft. for

protection to the chemical tank, piping, etc. The entire

ground upied will be 154 or 522 sq. ft., according

to the location of the chemical proportioning outfit.

An intermittent plant of the style represented and of the

same hourly capacity will require two tanks, each holding

ll( i. oho gal, This i- necessary becaus about two hours must

I, wed for tilling and it i- generally agreed that four

hour- should '• allowed for the settlir.. This

mean- a six-hours' holding capacity gal. of

delivery capacity V gallon tank liam-

20 ft. in height, and two of them are required. Where

a filter i- used mately in ft - will

uired and a chemical tank .
n diameter.
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The housing then, in addition to the space occupied by the

two tanks, will occupy approximately 18 ft. by 24 ft. The
total ground aria for the intermittent plant will be aljout

1228 sq. ft. or three or more times the space required for a

continuous plant of the same capacity. The comparative

difference between the two designs is clearly shown in the

ground plan illustrations.

The Foundation

Because of the fact that foundations for water softening

plants are usually installed by the purchaser, and not by the

contractor who puts in the water softener, the comparative

costs of foundations are sometimes overlooked, or given only

superficial attention. Buyers are sometimes led to purchase

plants on the cost of the equipment alone. It requires only

a glance at the foundation plans to show that the assumption

that the foundation costs of the continuous and intermittent

plant will be the same is far from correct. In figuring the

cost of the intermittent plant, there must be added the differ-

ence in cost of the foundations for the continuous type soft-

ener. A single foundation for the settling tank is required

and this foundation consists of a panel of concrete one foot

larger in diameter than the main settling tank. In the con-

tinuous plant a concrete foundation 15 ft. in diameter and 4

ft. deep is the usual practice. The foundation is cored out

in the center, the core being about 7 ft. in diameter and 3 ft.

deep. The foundation for the main settling tank and for the

housing and sludge pit will require about 30 cu. yd. of

concrete which, at $13 per cu. yd., would make the cost of

the foundations $490. Very little form work is required in

building these foundations.

The intermittent softener requires two tanks 24 ft. in

diameter by 20 ft. high. The practice is to install 12 piers

under each of these tanks, each pier being approximately 6

ft. deep with a top 2 ft. square and a bottom 4 ft. square.

Two of these tanks will require 24 of these piers and in order

that the nroper head of water may be obtained it is the prac-

tice to elevate this tank high enough to get all of the water

out of the settling tanks. This means that it will neces-

sarily have to be several feet above the ground. The founda-

tions for the intermittent softener, therefore, will require

approximately 70 cu. yd. of concrete, and, owing to the

form work necessary, they will probably cost $15 per cu. yd.

or a total of $1,050, including foundation for filter and

housing. Besides this, there is an additional expense for

this foundation work on account of the necessity of using

large main sills, which are usually 10 in. by 12 in., and
chime joints which are usually 3 in. by 10 in. or 12 in.

These additional joints will run the cost of the foundation up
another $500 or $600. Thus, the cost of the foundation

work for the intermittent plant will run between $1,550 and

$1,660, while the cost of the foundation for the continuous

softener of the same capacity will be only $400.

The Pumping Equipment

In the case of the intermittent type of plant, two pumps
are required where it is necessary to have storage while, with

the continuous type plant only one pump is required. By the

definition of a continuous plant—the admission of water and
chemicals at the same rate at which water is withdrawn—the

requirement for pumping will be a pump of 10,000 gal. per

hour capacity. Water is pumped directly to the top of the

settling tank and thence Hows by gravity to water cranes or

roadside tanks from which locomotives take their supply. In

the case of a pumping station already in existence, the same
deep well pump would be sufficient to supply a continuous

plant. No second pumping is required.

The requirement for the intermittent plant under consider

ation is a pump of a capacity to fill a 60,000 gal. tank in

two hours, or 30,000 gal. an hour. In addition, a pump of

10,000 gal. capacity is required to lift water from the set-

tling tank to the roadside storage tank after the water has

been discharged from the larger capacity pump into the

settling tank. The storage tank is elevated at a sufficient

height so that water flows by gravity to the locomotive tenders.

The intermittent plant, therefore, in addition to requiring

two 60,000 gal. tanks in place of one 50,000 gal. tank for

the continuous plant, also requires two pumps, one of 10,000

gal. hourly capacity in place of the single pump of 10,000
gal. hourly capacity required by the continuous plant. It is

also perfectly plain that the amount of piping and valves

required will be much greater in the intermittent plant than
in the continuous.

In figuring then on the comparative costs of an intermit-

tent and a continuous plant careful consideration should be

i. a « .iij_-La-JL.il. _i_.jl.i_j
, --1,i, r,;.,.-,,h:,;.
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Foundation Plan, Intermittent Softener

given to the overhead depreciation and maintenance and
operating cost of the additional pump required together with

its extra piping, valves,- etc. Pumping costs are a never-

ending charge against the water softening plant and any
excess cost in pumping means a charge which will be multi-

plied over many years. The following figures furnished by
one of our leading Western railroads indicates how these

costs may pile up during a short time with an intermittent

pumping plant.

1. Pumping—$400 per month— (necessary for either a

continuous or intermittent plant).

2. Pumping—$300 per month— (Not necessary with a

continuous softener).

The cost of $300 per month is equivalent to $3,600 per

year, which is equivalent to a 10 per cent interest and depre-

ciation charge on a $36,000 investment. Therefore,' a greatly

increased capital expenditure would be justified in order to

?liminate this extra pumping. Yet with the continuous ma-
chine, which does this, the actual cost is lowered.
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Housing

For the intermittent softener with chemical tank and

pumping equipment it is evident that a larger housing is

required than is necessary for the continuous machine. The
intermittent softener housing must contain one or two unit

pumping outfit and a chemical tank and ample room must be

provided for the operation of all valves and for the storage

of chemicals. It is also evident that two roofs are required

for the intermittent softener, one over each of the settling

tanks, where only one room is required on the continuous

softener. In the continuous type the upper housing is made

>_LA^

U

Foundation Plan, Continuous Softener

just large enough to house the necessary equipment located

there. In some cases this requires nothing except a room
and a lower housing large enough for a chemical tank with

the necessary storage space for lime and soda ash. Thus
the expense of the housing and roofs in the intermittent

softener is about double that of the continuous softener.

Since the railway usually furnishes the buildings and hous-

ing it is evident that these figures are not usually included

in the contract for a water softener, but it is also perfectly

evident that they cost money, and this cost should not be

overlooked.

One of the indirect effects upon operation of the greater

initial cost of site and construction of the intermittent type

of plant, is a tendency to construct a plant adequate only for

normal requirements, neglecting the consideration of the

effects of extraordinary demands upon the capacity. At rail-

road terminal points it is not an unusual occurrence for

sudden and heavy extra demands to exceed normal consump-
tion. The more closely the capacity of the plant has been

proportioned to ordinary demands, the greater is the likeli-

hood of its capacity being frequently overtaxed. In the

continuous machine the flow of water is limited only by
pump capacity and ordinarily, the plant may be operated for

short periods up to considerably above its rated capacity

without the probability of causing trouble from foaming. In
the case of plants of the intermittent type, this is not the

case and the usual recourse in practice is to take water from
the second settling tank before the expiration of the time

essential for complete reaction and precipitation. This is

certain to result in foaming of a more or less serious nature,

besides putting the treating plant out of commission tem-
porarily so that no further supply of treated water is avail-

able. This also accounts fur some of the deposits commonly
found in pipe lines leading from intermittent softeners.

Operating the Plant

A primary requirement of an efficient water softener is

that the chemicals shall be accurately proportioned to the
water treated. In the continuous softener this is usuallv

accomplished automatically, where in the intermittent soft-

ener under consideration the quantities, both of the water

and chemical for each treatment, are measured out by the

operator. Theoretically, there should be no practical diffi-

culty in intra ank of water, the amount of

chemicals do essary to reduce that water to a certain mini-

mum of degrees of hardness. In practice, however, one can-

not always be ^ure that the reaction chamber of the intermit-

tent plant will always be tilled accurately with the number
of gallons of water to which the chemical charge has been

proportioned. Furthermore, the water is not always drawn
off to tin- -hi hat there is always a possibility of a

charge of raw water being put into the lank to bring it up to

the correct level which is not the exact charge required.

It has sometimes been stated with reference to softeners

of the continuous type that there is no absolute measurement

of the amount of water going through it nor any absolute

measurement of the quantity of chemicals introduced. But

this is erroneous as it is not difficult to estimate or control

the flow of water through a measured orifice under a

head and the fact that softeners have been operated so as to

run with a range of variation of one-half grain for weeks at

a time indicates that both water and chemicals were fed and

proportioned accurately.

The comparative methods of preparing the chemicals is

also an important item in this connection. In the continuous

plant under discussion the chemical charge is prepared once

in 12 hours. In the intermittent machine a new charge is

made every 4 hours. There are. therefore; three tim

number of opportunities for error. The indicator of the

continuous machine affords information by which a change

in charge can be made it any time. In the intermittent

plant, once .in overcharge i- made there is no mi

tifying it, since the water to which the chemicals are added

is constantly in a state of agitation. If an underch:

made, it is, of course, possible to add more lime and soda

A 10,000 Gal. per Hour Intermittent Softener

ash. This, however, necessitates re-agitation and re-settle-

ment of the whole contents of the tank and would ordinarily

require from two to three hours time, thus reducing the

capacity of the plant 10,000 to 20.000 gal. for this length of

time. In the continuous machine, if a tesl of a -ample of

water from the -.tiling chamber -hows too much or too little

of the chemicals, addition or subtraction may be made at

once to correct the charge while the plant continues in

operation.

Regarding the agitation of chemicals, one well-known

authority on water treatment for railroad uses has said:

"I consider the type oi machine which adds the chemicals
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to a continuous stream as always preferable. One has there

the question of agitating 100 gal. as against agitating 100,000

gal. The average continuous machine gives as much agita-

tion to the individual cubic foot of water as anj n isonable

amount of compressed air could possibly give. Also, if

desired, this can be increased easily if the water should

demand it by speeding up or adding more paddles, a point

often valuable under changing water conditions. Regarding

the length of time of contact of water and reagents, this is a

matter of design and can be made perfect in a continuous

m,i. hme by proper engineering skill."

That chemical reaction and precipitation are more com-
plin- in continuous systems than in plants of the intermit-

tent type appears to be demonstrated by the frequency with

which clogging pipe lines is found associated with the latter

systems. An illustration of this is to be found in an article

by C. R. Knowles, superintendent of water service of the

Illinois Central, which appeared in the May issue of the

Railway Maintenance Engineer, inquiry having developed

the fact that in both cases of the serious clogging of service

lines referred to the water had been treated in an intermittent

softening plant.

The Cost of Maintenance and Operation

Additional features of importance to be considered in the

determination of the type of water treating plant to be in-

stalled under any given set of conditions are the relative

costs of maintenance and attendance. The cost of mainte-

nance of an intermittent plant considered must necessarily

be greater than the cost of maintenance of the continuous

plant, there being two tanks in the intermittent and only one

for the continuous, and thus almost double the exposure of

the equipment to the weather. A 10,000 gal. continuous plant

similar to that discussed would have 1,540 sq. ft. of surface

under exposure to the weather, while the two tanks and
appurtenances of the intermittent machine would expose

about 3,000 ft., or almost double the amount which would
have to be protected by painting.

Furthermore, intermittent plants ordinarily have wooden
tanks while the continuous have steel tanks. Whatever
might be said in favor of the wood tank it is generally

agreed that the life of the steel tank, if painted at the regu-

lar intervals at which painting should be required of either

type of equipment is practically indefinite. It is the cor-

rosion from die outside which destroys the steel tank, there

being no serious corrosion on the inside of a water softener

using the lime-soda ash process.

Another item which may readily add to the cost of main-
tenance is the equipment for agitating the water following

the addition of the chemicals. The intermittent type of plant

under consideration requires additional power for this pur-

pose. In the continuous plant the power for agitating the

water and chemicals may be furnished by the flow of water
entering the softener for treatment.

%
There is also the question of chemicals to consider in any

discussion involving the subject of maintenance and operat-

ing costs. Theoretically, there should be no difference in the

actual cost of chemicals required for treating a given quan-
tity of water* between the intermittent and continuous plants.

Practically, however, there is often a saving of chemicals in

the continuous plant, due to the fact that the chemicals are

measured and added automatically, and also because there is

a better and more uniform agitation possible in the small
mixing chamber of the continuous plant than is possible in

the large diameter tank in the intermittent plant where the

agitation takes place. The results of adding a definite pro-

portion of chemicals to the water in either type of plant

would be the same provided the proper mixture and agitation

are obtained.

Finally, there is the important question of attendance- to

consider and here indeed, attention may well be called to

the fact that little or no additional labor need be required

for the operation of a continuous plant over that required

for an ordinary pumping station where there is no water
treatment. This is because the apparatus of the continuous

type of plant is largely automatic in its operation and also

e there is not as much apparatus as is required in an
intermittent plant. If a continuous water softening plant is

installed in connection with a pumping plant or coaling sta-

tion no additional labor whatever is required. It is necessary

to make a chemical charge and discharge the sludge only

once in 12 hours and this requires no more than an hour of

one man's time. In case of an intermittent plant, practically

the entire attention of one man is required for attendance,

and as attendance is required night and day, the services of

three men eight hours each are essential.

Only when the continuous plant is in an isolated position

or located some distance from any other plant on the road,

is it necessary to have anything like constant attendance.

It is, of course, essential that the man in charge be so situ-

ated as to be able to make the charges at the required time,

but this is only once in 12 hrs. Most of the continuous

softeners used in connection with pumping plants require the

services of only one man for all operations.

The above data and information make it possible for the

railway officer to decide for himself as to the comparative

merits of the intermittent and continuous types of water

softeners. It would seem that the facts overwhelmingly favor

the continuous type of machine. Certainly, the test of usage
has given conclusive evidence in favor of the continuous

type of plant for railway use. The percentage of continuous

plants in railway use is far above that of the intermittent

type and on roads having both types in operation, the con-

tinuous type has shown its superiority in records kept over

a period of years.

The Rank-and-File of the American business world have

not yet grasped the essential fact that all trade is in the nature

of barter. Anyone who offered to exchange a pair of good new

boots for a worn-out pair of rubbers would be deemed a fool

or a philanthropist, but the, average American citizen has not

yet realized that to export on credit and to place every obstacle

in the way of imports in return is an equally futile proceeding in

the case of a creditor nation which has no inclination to make

investments abroad.

—

Times (London ) Trade Supplement.

Piwto by Keystt ne

American Members of the Rotary Club Arriving at Edin-

burgh, Scotland, for the Annual Convention



Railroads Complete Testimony on Piece Work
Labor Board Closes Hearings on Rules—Other Developments in

the Labor Problem

Hearings before the Railroad Labor Board on the ques-

tion of piece work in railroad shops, the opening ses-

sions of which were described in the Railway Age of

August lo (page 297), were closed on April 12, and the

controversy is now in the hands of the Board for decision.

The hearings on August 10 and 11 were devoted to the pre-

sentation of testimony by general chairman representing the

shop employees on the various western and southeastern car-

riers involved in the dispute and to the presentation of an

exhibit by I.eland Olds on behalf of the Railway Employees'

Department of the American Federation of Labor. This ex-

hibit, entitled "The Problem of Piece Work," dealt at length

upon the "fluctuation" in earnings of shop employees under

the piece work system of pay. The attempt was made to

attribute this "fluctuation" to conditions other than tin-

workers' willingness or ability to produce by reference to

disparities in the amounts earned by the same workers dur-

ing various periods. The exhibit was divided into three

parts, the first part of which is devoted to refutation of the

evidence presented during the hearings on national agree-

ments by the Conference Committee of Managers; the second

part to a description "of what piece work is in railroad

shops," and the third part to the "comparative economy pos-

sible under the two systems." The exhibit opposed the

rcestablishment of piece work because of the fact that the

employees may not be able to determine what their earnings

are going to be at the end of the month, or what they are

going to be at the end of the succeeding month. In com-
menting upon this point Mr. Olds said: "If piece work as

a method of payment were strictly interpreted in terms of

railroad jobs, the railway employee would lack any sense

of security, and psychology today tells us that that is one

of the most fundamental things, not only having enough to

eat from day to day, but the assurance that tomorrow they

will have enough to eat." Mr. Olds, in summarizing the

exhibit, pointed out that this "fluctuation" in earnings leads

to an effort on the part of the worker to adjust his earnings,

developing from this the charge that the piece work system
of pay creates dishonesty among the employees. Other charges

made against the piece work system in the exhibit are that

its existence causes the employee to overwork; that under it

it is impossible to establish and maintain adequate wages;
that its existence necessitates the creation of "an infinite

number" of rates which could nol possibl} Ik- supervised by
the Labor Board in a- just and reasonable way; and that it

destroys the morale of the employees.

Samuel Higgins, railroad representative on the Board, in

questioning Mr. Olds, brought out the fact that although
the latter had entire charge of the preparation of this exhibit

he is not a graduate of a technical school nor had hi

any experience in railroad shops. Mr. Olds stated that he
had depended for his experience upon the experience of the
railroad employees who had supplied the material and argu-
ments contained in the volume

J. G. Walber Opens Railroad's Case

On April 1^ John G. Walber, representing the eastern
carriers, opened the testimony on behalf of the railroads by
telling the Board in substance that if the final decision of
the Hoard in this controversj results in preventing the car-
riers from doing work in their own shops except at excessive
costs they will be forced to give their repair work to outside
plants.

Mr. Walber in his opening statement -aid in part:

The continuation of national agreements by Addendum
No. 2 to Decision No. 119 carries with it the obligation to pay
only on the hourly basis. This circumscribes the initiative

of managements and discourages and impedes progress. The
railroads believe that this restriction upon their methods of
obtaining results is unwarranted and that, as shown by record
of the correspondence of the Railroad Administration filed in

the hearings on the national agreements, there is every justi-

fication for the belief that if it had not been for the discrimi-
nation against piece-workers in the wage orders, the opposi-
tion to working piece-work could not have been solidified even
during federal control.
The managements alone are charged with the economical

and efficient operation of the railroads. Therefore they must
select methods for the performance of the work which will
yield the best results from the standpoint of economy and
proper performance. Should the final decision of the Board
result in preventing the railroads from doing the work in any
case in their own shops or repair points on account of the
cost of such work being excessive as compared with the cost
of getting the same work done outside, there will be no alter-
native for the managements except to arrange for the work
to be done outside. The managements would regret such
action as deeply as would anyone else, but it simply would
be forced upon them. The managements could have no justi-

fication whatever for continuing or adopting methods of per-
formance of work which result in excessive costs. No good
interest of the employees can be furthered by insistence upon
methods which on account of excessive costs would leave but
one way open for the managements to pui
Of all the charges of abuses and improper conditions under

the'piece-work system of pay there is none which cannot be
corrected, if justified. The frequent charge that it is possible
for employees to do inferior work and even fail to do work
cannot properly be considered an argument against the sys-
tem, as such a charge cannot be confined to piece-work and
is equally possible under any other system of pay. If em-
ployees will neglect their work when paid on the piece-work
basis, they will do the same on the hourly system, as the
controlling element is the character of the individual.
Whether or not the piecework system of pay yields proper

compensation for the work performed depends primarily upon
the prices set for the jobs. \\ ith the prices properly set. we
are unable to see what sound objection can be made to the
system, if employe to render adequate and
proper services. I he hourly system of paj allow- no con-
sideration for the industrious employee, All are on a com-
mon basis. It is the ambition of most energetic nun to profit
;>\ their work; many have the ambition to engage in business
for themselves. The piece work 53

this advantage and the ambitious, energetic employee n
compensation in proportion to his contribution to the output.

After urging the rcestablishment of piece work and the

revision of piece work rates to conform with changed condi-
tio 11- Mr. Walber said :

In such revisions, prices should be tixe.i which shall not
impose excessive -application of the empl !er to
perform the jobs within the time used in fixing the unit

but if coni to the results of the unit
.

1 ible to amicably adjust them between
tin managements and tl of the emp

ith the

on \ct. That act has come

continue j the empl ,rd to
which they can appeal in the event any compl

: results cannot bi

Carriers Reply to Employees' Witnesses

With reference to th< testimony of the employe
for the eastern railroads. Mr. Walber said in part:

1 that it is not possible to make
reliable unit allow the variable conditions.

the availability of material, tools, facilities, etc. The

351
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railroads deny this statement. In the vast majority of in-

stances reasonably accurate unit prices have been set for

specific performances under prevailing conditions, which took

into consideration the kinds of jobs, shop equipment, meth-

ods, nature and volume of work, availability of material, time

lost in changing from one job to another, etc. A comparison

of the average hourly piece-work earnings with the hourly

rates shows that the average hourly earnings have exceeded

the rales from 30 to 60 per cent. With such a pronounced
earning capacity under the piece-work system it would appear

to b< a complete refutation of the charges that employees are

compelled to lose time because of these varying conditions,

and that they are not compensated therefor.

The objection of several witnesses to piece-work was that

it requires over-exertion in order to obtain reasonable earn-

ings. ( ither witnesses told the Board that under the day-

work system the men are today producing a greater output

than they did under the piece-work system. We wish to call

attention to this contradictory testimony of the witnesses and
believe the Board will be just as unable as we are to reconcile

such representations.

Several witnesses spoke of the peace and harmony prevail-

ing today in the railroad shops as due to the men working on

the hourly system of pay. If the increased output today,

upon which the men lay so much stress, is due to this basis

of pay, it would appear that the Board is entitled to an ex-

planation as to why there was not this measure of output

from the time that the Railroad Administration applied the

guaranteed minimum hourly rate to all piece workers, which

had the practical effect of placing them on the hourly basis,

and also during the period when piece-work was absolutely

abolished. If the hourly rate was the panacea for all the ills

encountered in the operation of the shops, the question natur-

ally arises as to the reason for its taking so long to take effect.

The Problem of Piece Work
In the volume entitled "The Problem of Piece Work," sub-

mitted in this case by the employees, it is charged that the

railroads deliberately hired excessive numbers of men in

order to increase the cost of operation and prejudice federal

operation of the railroads. When it is considered that the

organizations which stand sponsor for these reflections upon
operation of the railroads under federal control were instru-

mental in compelling the payment of journeymen_ rates to

these same employees, who they now admit were inefficient

and criticize the federal railroad officials for hiring them, we
feel that the charge is positively brazen.

The exhibit also ignores another change made by the Rail-

road Administration which necessitated increasing the forces

—the uniform adoption of the eight-hour day. The compil-

ers of this exhibit apparently would have the Board under-

stand that with the reduction in the hours constituting a day
there was no justification for the railroads increasing forces

and that it was in fact dishonest to increase the forces to

offset the reduced working hours per day, the provisions for

arbitrary starting and quitting time, allowance of time for

meals under pay, etc.

In this exhibit it is also claimed that the bringing in of

these inexperienced men was the cause of the falling off in

production. Through the reduction of forces according to

the seniority provisions it follows that the junior men have
been laid off and that the remaining forces today are in the

main composed of experienced men. Ts it not a thoroughly

reasonable and justifiable assumption, if the deductions in the

exhibit are correct, that the explanation for the improvement
in the output today is traceable to the fact that the remaining
men are the older and more experienced and that the elimi-

nation of the volume of work formerly performed by the

inexperienced men leaves the output of the experienced men
today on practically the same basis as it was when the forces

included these inexperienced men?
Referring to conditions on various carriers involved in

this dispute, Mr. Walber cited numerous instances showing

the falling off in the production of the individual employees

following the abolition of piece work.

Mr. Walber Attacks Testimony of Frank McManamy

Mr. Walber also attacked the testimony of Frank Mc-
Manamy, formerly assistant director of the Mechanical sec-

tion of the Railroad Administration, given during the prog-

ress of hearings on national agreements, stating in criticism

of Mr. McManamy's testimony:

In view of the order of the Director General in December,
1918, to leave the decision as to whether piece-work should be
continued or discontinued to the vote of the men, having

been based upon the results of investigations and recommen-
dations of the Mechanical Section of the Railroad Adminis-
tration, and the further fact that the claims referred to were
pending before the Division of Liquidation, now in charge
of Mr. McManamy, could it reasonably be expected that he

would give any testimony which would reflect upon his

recommendation as to piece-work or that might affect to any
extent whatever the handling of the claims in his division?

With all due respect to Mr. McManamy, he is only human,
and we believe that the Board will be able to apply the gen-
eral rules of the courts for judging as to the disinterestedness
of the witness.

In closing his presentation, Mr. Walber said:

We have refrained from mentioning certain developments
during this hearing as to what the employees would or would
not do under certain circumstances. The railroads for whom
I am speaking feel that this tribunal, created by Congress,
was intended to be the agency for disposing of all disputes
between railroad managements and their employees upon the

basis of justness and reasonableness, and that it was the

intention of Congress that this tribunal would be uninfluenced

by intimidation or any other conditions which would inter-

fere with the orderly and conscientious disposition of con-

troversies upon their merits. We believe when Congress
created this tribunal it intended that it should have the dig-

nity and respect commensurate with the magnitude of the

problems which the law provides it shall decide. We further

believe that the Board will decide these questions without
bias or prejudice and strictly upon their merits.

J. W. Higgins, testifying in behalf of the western roads,

offered as evidence in this case the testimony presented to

the Board by the Conference Committee of Managers during

the course of hearings on national agreements. Mr. Higgins

also asked for opportunity to reply to the material contained

in the employees' exhibit on piece work, and this request

was granted. Dr. C. P. Neill, representing the southeastern

roads, made a similar presentation.

The hearings were closed with a statement by B. M. Jewell

on behalf of the employees in which he summed up the

employees' objections to the reestablishment of piece work.

He also defended the statements made by the various general

chairmen, stating: "I take it that this Board does under-

stand that the employees do not desire to threaten nor to

intimidate this Board."

Pennsylvania Explains Request for 15 Days of Grace

Subsequent to the request of Samuel Rea, president of the

Pennsylvania, for an additional 15 days in which to arrange
the conference ordered in the Labor Board's recent decision

in the Pennsylvania controversy, the following notice was
issued by General W. W. Atterbury, vice-president of the

Pennsylvania, to its employees:

The purpose of this request was to enable the company to
take such steps as may be necessary in the interest of all its

employees. Announcement was made on May 20, 1921, that
all employees would be given an opportunity to have a voice
in the management in matters affecting their welfare through
employee representatives of their own selection, whether
union or non-union men. A majority of our employees want
to deal with the management through employee representa-
tives.

About 175,000 employees are interested in rules covering
winking conditions. About 117,000 of these employees have
expressed a desire to negotiate rules through employee rep-
resentatives.

The employee representatives who have been elected have
acted in good faith with the management. The management
has acted in good faith with them. The rights and interests
of these representatives and the employees whom they repre-
sent must be recognized and protected. Inasmuch, therefore,
as this decision (No. 218) of the Labor Board vitally affects
the welfare of all our employees, and in accordance with the
announcement made by the company on May 20. 1921, the
management will confer with representatives of all classes of
employees on the Pennsylvania System.

eeting fur this purpose is being arranged for all classes
of employees.

Board Blocks Effort to Continue National Agreements

The effort of labor leaders to bring about indefinite con-
tinuation of national agreements by demanding hearings
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upon every point upon which the carriers and the employees

could not agree in the negotiations being conducted under

the Board's Decision No. 119 were blocked by a ruling of

the Labor Board which stated that to grant the employees

the right again to be heard on each point in dispute "would

result in unjustifiable and unnecessary delay and be a great

injustice to the parties interested." In special cases where

further information is needed the Board announced it will

open further hearings.

Eries Leases Marion Shops and Roundhouse

The Erie on August 15 announced that its local shops

and roundhouse at Marion, Ohio, had been leased to the

Railway Service Company of Marion, an organization of

local manufacturers and capitalists, and that their operation

by the new company would bcL'in immediately. The an-

nouncement of the new plan which follows was made by
W. A. Baldwin, manager of the Ohio region of the Erie:

The Erie Railroad has long been of the opinion that the
most favorable result to both the railroad and the com-
munity it serves can best be obtained by the fullest co-
operation and amalgamation of interests so far as possible.
It recognizes that its duty to the public and the communities
along its line is that of furnishing transportation and that all

the energies of its employees and officers should be directed
so far as possible solely to this end.

It has therefore in the past, under favorable conditions,
contracted much of the work of maintenance of roadbeds,
buildings, structures, etc., as well as the maintenance of its

cars, engines and other equipment, to local companies, whose
stockholders, officers and employees are citizens of the com-
munity, and where favorable results bring profits and assist

in the prosperity of the neighborhood.
Local conditions can best be appreciated and most intelli-

gently met by the knowledge and interest of local supervision
and support. The Erie Railroad has here shown its appre-
ciation for the interest in its welfare indicated by citizens of
Marion, and now that there is opportunity, desires that its

activity shall be even more in common with the interests of
the citizens.

The Erie has accepted an opportunity to lease its shops
and roundhouses to the Railway Service Company, of which
the stockholders are all substantial and respected citizens of
Marion and whose interests are those of the community.
These men, headed by John D. Owens as president, have
ample experience in the character of work to be performed,
and have made a success of previous undertakings. The rail-

road feels fortunate in having its work of repairs conducted
by such a local company, and the employees of the Railway
Service Company are assured of fair treatment in accordance
with the practice of the extensive manufacturing concerns of
Marion.

A member of the Labor Board, in commenting on the

Erie's action, indicated that if this procedure is followed

to such an extent as to appear to be an evasion of the Trans-

portation Act, the Board would probably take some action.

The Erie's announcement, together with the announce-
ment that the Indiana Harbor Belt had leased its shops at

Gibson, Ind., to the United Boiler Heating and Foundry
Company and unconfirmed rumors that similar action would

be taken at the Silvis, 111., shops of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific and other points on various railroads created con-

siderable excitement among labor leaders, some of whom
stated that this action "looked like a subterfuge to evade the

rulings of the Labor Board as to wages and working condi-

tions." It is reported as a result that railroad labor leaders

are planning an appeal to the Labor Board.

President Underwood Explains Erie's Attitude

The Erie is not planning to put all its shops under private

management, it was announced on August 17 by President

Frederick D. Underwood in a formal statement explaining
the action of the company in leasing its shops at Marion,
Ohio, to a private concern, the Railway Service Company,
organized by local business men to do all repair and other

work heretofore dour by employees of the railroad. Mr.
Underwood explained that the offer at Marion was made

voluntarily and gladly accepted by the railroad, which was
not acting in concert with any one as to the carrying out of

its local affairs.

Mr. Underwood deplored the "inclination to make a tem-

pest out of a squall," in commenting on the situation grow-
ing out of the refusal of some of the men to accept employ-
ment under the existing rules, particularly those which re-

quired work on Sundays and holidays without penalized
overtime.

The entire situation, as described by Mr. Underwood, was
given out in the following statement:

It is not now contemplated that the shops as a whole on
the Erie Railroad will go under private management. It is

a misnomer to call the plant at Marion a shop in the sense
that word is commonly used. The actual shop is at Galion,
twenty miles east of Marion. Marion is purely a transfer
point, with a roundhouse force, which in normal times is over
600 men, and with the reduced business about 400.
At Marion an association of business men voluntarily

offered to undertake the work at that point, and their as-
sistance was gladly accepted by the Erie Railroad. The Erie
is not acting in concert with any one as to the carrying out
of its local affairs.

Under the stress of war and during the period of Federal
Administration men were taken on without physical examina-
tion and without examination as to their capacity. With the
return to normal conditions the Erie reinstated rules requiring
certain classes of its employees, including shop crafts, to take
a physical examination, and, when necessary, to work Sun-
days and holidays without penalized overtime.
Some shopmen objected to the conditions and declined to

take physical examinations or report for Sunday work with-
out penalized overtime. They time to reconsider.
When the time given elapsed, their places were tilled. Men at

Marion failed to respond when called on for Sunday duty
for three Sundays last past. Manifestly, so long as the inter-

ests of the public require the moving of Sunday passenger
trains and continuous service for perishable freight it will be
imperative for a small force of men to work Sundays and
Holidays. Sunday work is generally shifted around the whole
force.

Shop Employees Apparently Expect to Be

Given Preferential Treatment

As a comparison, engine ami trainmen are called on to run
Sunday and holiday trains for the convenience of the public.

They respond and make their trips for the same compensation
as is paid during ordinary days. Why railway shop men
should put themselves in a separate class is not for me to deter-

mine. The Sunday and holiday dollar earned by Erie Rail-

road is no larger than the week-day dollar. Erie Railroad

cannot recognize the right of one class of employee to a

penalized overtime against others who are not paid it. Every
man who enters railway employ fully understands and tacitly

agrees that there will be more or less Sunday and holiday
work.
The loyal efficient mass of Erie employees have been in its

service many years. Those who are inviting the controversy

relative to physical examination and penalized overtime are

rriostly those who 1 into the Erie service since Jan.

1, 1918. Every right-minded person will support a plan that

will require railway employees to be physically and mentally

good. The safety of persons and property is in their hands.

quires a force physically and mentally alert. Railroad

men may be compared to men in tin- paid

a large city, w'ho are required to turn out when an alarm

comes in.

Another "Outlaw" Organization Formed in Chicago

Anothi inization has been formed in Chi-

cago by W. B. Si
,

Ind., a former member of the

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. The new organization,

the "Yard, Engine and Trainmen
-

.- Ass I a," is

ied to the attitude and actions of the "Big Four"

Brotherhoods on wage reductions and other n cent develop-

ments in the railroad labor situation. Press reports of the

meetings of the new organization indicate that it is develop-

ing similarly to the ".unlaw" switchmen's union which con-

the "outlaw" strikes of April. 1920 In this con-

nection John Grunau. leader of the last "outlaw" strike and

now head of the United Association of Railway Employees
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of North America which succeeded the Chicago Yardmen's

Association, recently predicted a series of "outlaw" strikes if

the recent wage cut is accepted by the older brotherhoods,

saying that "a strike is absolutely certain if the Labor Board

removes the ban on piece-work and takes away punitive

overtime for work after eight hours." Mr. Scales later denied

that his organization was contemplating calling a strike, add-

ing that its purpose was to destroy the -older brotherhoods

which he said constituted a "labor trust for the benefit of

national officers."

A Coaling Station of

Pre-Cast Concrete Construction

In
recent years pre-cast concrete construction has experi-

enced a marked increase not only in the amount of work of

this kind undertaken, but also in the scope of its application.

That such should be the case is not surprising in the light of

the possibilities it has presented along the lines of centrali-

zation in production, standardization in equipment, economy
in construction and salvagability in materials, etc. These
things were much to be desired in many classes of work and

once introduced it was not long before this form of con-

struction became an established one. The railroads in par-

ticular have made considerable use of it, the conditions under

which much of their work is done falling in a class for

which pre-cast methods are peculiarly adapted; so well

adapted in fact that the railroads themselves may be said to

have been largely responsible for its development. However,

they have confined their activities in this direction largely to

piling and bridge slab construction of which large quantities

are used annually. It is entirely possible, however, that pre-

cast methods may be applied advantageously to other rail-

road work and it is of interest, therefore, to observe the

progress which has been made by one railroad in applying

such methods to coaling station construction.

In the past few years the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

has built five coaling stations in which pre-cast concrete in

the form of slabs or planks constitutes the coal pockets, the

remainder of the structure consisting of timber framing.

Detail of a Slab Unit. The Size and Spacing of the Bars Are
Variable

Ellsworth, Oxford and Broken Bow, Neb., and Crow Agency,

Mont., are stations at which these plants are located, the

coaling plant at Broken Bow still being in the process of

construction.

The conditions which led to the development of this form

of construction were several, chief among which was the

need of providing protection in these plants from the effect

of spontaneous combustion in the coal, a hazard of consider

able prominence where quantities of lignite coal are used. It

so happened that the previous coaling stations at these points

had burned down wholly or partially, the cause as it appears

being spontaneous combustion. Economy in construction was
also an important item. The coaling plants for which the

pre-cast concrete was designed were also of the knock-down

type, permitting ready dismantling or if need be of remodel-

ing the plant to meet new conditions. Thus the element of

il. liiilitv also tailed for some attention.

To meet the several conditions imposed, therefore, it was
decided to build timber structures in which the coal pockets

were made of pre-cast concrete slabs. The slabs used were

made in various sizes, depending upon the position each was

to occupy in the structure. All slabs, however, are rein-

forced with five-in. square rods running lengthwise and sep-

arated at equal distances by special reinforcing bars which

also serve to strengthen the slabs in the crosswise direction.

As shown in the sketch the edges are cast V-shaped, thus

securing a comparatively tight joint which prevents rain

from beating in or coal dust from sifting out. The slabs are

Precast Concrete Coaling Station at Crow Agency, Mont.

fastened to the studding and floor sills of the structure by

means of lag screws which extend through holes provided in

the slabs at the time of pouring. They are of a size that

can be handled without difficulty and give every evidence

of meeting the several conditions encountered at these points

satisfactorily.

We are indebted for the above information to W. T.

Krausch, engineer of buildings, Chicago. Burlington &
Quincy, under whose direction the several coaling plants of

this type have been designed and erected and the pre-cast

III-
i onstruction developed and patented.

in Custom., a pay clerk <if the Great Indian Penin-

sula Railway, accompanied by a peon, left Bombay on July 20

with the pay chest to pay the staff employed on the various

stations of the line. Both men were found dead in a compart-

ment of the train on the following' morning with the pay chest

missing. .The amount of money remaining in the chest after the

various payments which had been made en route is not yet

known Railway Gasette (London).



Erecting Shop of Canadian Pac

No Meeting of Mechanical Division This Year

Reports of Eight Committees Submitted to Letter Ballot of the

Members by General Committee

Tin indefinite postponement of the business meeting

of Mechanical Division, American Railway Associa-

tion, to have been held at the Blackstone Hotel, Chi-

cago, June 29 and 30, has been made permanent for this

year. This action was taken after the adoption of the follow-

ing resolution by the Association of Railwa} Executives at

a meeting held at New York on July 1, 1921:

"Whereas, in view of the imperative need for the exercise

of all possible economy, it is

"Resolved that annual or special meetings or conventions

o,f all organizations under the supervision of this body be

indefinitely postponed or curtailed in every possible

Following the decision of the Genera] Committee of the

Mechanical Division not to hold a meeting of the division

this year it was decided to submit to a letter ballot of the

members the recommi ndatii as of the various committees, the

report.- of which were to have Keen presented at the m
of the division. The letter ballot ..

I loon, central

time, on J M 20.

Abstracts of the reports follow.

Specifications and Tests for Materials

Sub-committees have been appointed and are now actively

engaged in work on the subjects assigned.

(a) Co-operation with the Rubber Association of America

on the preparation of Specifications for Mechanical Rubber

Goods.

(b) Co-operation with the Equipment Painting Section in

the preparation of specifications for paint and painting

materials.

(c) Specifications for welding wire.

(</) Specifications for water gage and lubricator glasses.

(c) Revision of present specifications for galvanized

sheets.

In addition to the above the chairman has had some

com pondence with the chairman of the Train Brake and

Signal Committee on the subject of tolerances for air brake

and signal hose gaskets and gages for gaskets and coup

with a view to improving pn sent practice in these particulars.

Further work should be done on these subjects during the

coming year.

Subjects Referred to the Committee

By the General Committee

(a) "The proper fibre stress to be employed in the design

of helical Springs of different diameters of steel war.

1

_. in. to l'j in. in diameter. The original spring table

..ill- for 80,000 lb. per square inch throughout

but it is well known that this is not the manufacturers

tice, and, in fact, in many cases it is impossible to obtain a

proper spring with the small rire."

A -n was appointed to report on I

and after investigating the available data

and manufai tore, has reported that i -hould

be made to develop information oil

and different heat treatments. It h ticable

for your committee to arrange for such I

aiake am such at under

the ]n r in the near futu umber

of van ting spring design, in addition to I

variation in work-

manshi] treatment, make- the wl

indefinite one and one that would require li

investigation, pn '

i il; « tl i

committee will keep this matter before it and will

take such action as ma\
and Crank Pins. Has the

the number of failures

to an le extent
-"

The comm I

- ifficient in-
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formation to reply to this question, and is endeavoring to

obtain the views of other members of the Association by

means oi a questionnaire.

(c) "Revision of Specifications for Lumber, if such re-

vision is needed. Representatives of the Purchases and

Stores Division to be requested to co-operate with the Com-

mittee on Specifications and Tests."

No action has been taken on this subject. The committee

desires the benefit of advice from all interested members on

:

(1) What use, if any, is being math' of the present Lumber

Specifications? and (2) Suggestions for revising the specifi-

cations so that they might be of greater use.

Co-operation with the Car Construction Committee

In its report to the Association in June, 1920, the Car

Construction Committee made certain recommendations re-

garding the desired quality of steel for forgings and castings

for railroad use, and gave an outline of what, in its opinion,

constituted certain fundamental requisites for specifications.

Chief among these was the requirements of the elastic limit

as a base determination and specifying the elongation in 2

in. and the reduction of area to be controlled by the elastic

limit and given constants. Other requirements covered chemi-

cal composition and annealing and the recommended con-

stants for tensile properties of two grades of steel with 26,000

and 32,000 lb. per sq. in. elastic limits, respectively.

The committee has spent most of its time at recent meet-

ings in the endeavor to satisfactorily carry out these recom-

mendations of the Car Construction Committee, which have

been approved by the Association, and regrets that it has not

been entirely successful, partly because of the large amount

of work involved in revising the specifications, and partly

because of differences of opinion that have arisen between

members of our committee and representatives of the Car

Construction Committee as to the practicability of certain

of the latter's recommendations.

The question of standardizing methods of tests so that

results obtained in different laboratories will be comparable

is one that is engaging the attention of your committee at this

time, and will require its best efforts for some time to come,

and also the assistance of all members with laboratories who
may be willing to help with the work.

Supplementary Report—Specifications for

Chrome Molybdenum Steel Springs

The unsatisfactory condition of Class D bolster springs

for trucks of 100,000 lb. capacity cars has been brought to

the attention of the Committee on Car Construction, which

has prepared designs for alternate springs L, M, N and O,

to be substituted for present standard springs, classes B, C,

D and H. The Committee on Car Construction has re-

quested that this committee prepare specifications covering

their alternate special springs.

The committee has prepared tentative specifications for

chrome molybdenum steel springs, as requested. The com-
mittee has not been able to develop any satisfactory informa-

tion regarding what service may be expected from springs

made of chrome molybdenum steel but agrees with the Com-
mittee on Car Construction that such springs should be made
and tested out in service in order to develop whether they are

an improvement over the present carbon steel springs, which
have been found to give very unsatisfactory service.

Recommendations
Tentative Specifications

As a result of conferences with representatives of the Car
Construction Committee, your committee offers the following

sp .' 'fixations and recommendations:

E Mbit A.—A revision of the Standard Specifications for

Carbon Steel Axles for Cars; Locomotive Tenders and En-
gine Trucks.

Exhibit B.—A revision of the present Specifications for

Steel Castings for Cars and Locomotives, combining these

two into one specification.

It is recommended that the present Specifications for Axles

and Steel Castings be retained without change and that both

of the above proposed specifications be printed in the pro-

ceedings as tentative specifications until further action is

justified by the experience of the members in working to them.

Your committee feels that this action is warranted by the

newness of the proposed method of expressing physical

properties, as shown in the Steel Casting Specifications, and

the many changes that have been made in the Axle Specifica-

tions, as well as by the necessity of having both the con-

sumers and manufacturers become thoroughly familiar with

these specifications before they are made obligatory.

Supplementary Report, Exhibit D.—The committee recom-

mends that this specification for Chrome Molybdenum Alloy

Steel Helical Springs be adopted as tentative for one year or

until further action is recommended by the committee.

Changes in Standard Specifications

Exhibit C.—Standard Specifications for Heat Treated

Knuckle Pivot Pins to be revised as shown. This increase

in the range of both carbon and manganese is recommended
to cover the usual grade of steel used for this purpose, as it

has been found by experience that the present limits are

unnecessarily close.

Recommended Practice Specifications

The committee does not recommend advancing any of the

present Recommended Practice specifications to Standard, for

the reason that some changes may have to be made in a num-
ber of these if the proposed changes in the method of ex-

pressing tensile test requirements develop satisfactorily.

Limiting the Revision of Specifications

The frequent revision of specifications has been severely

criticized by both purchasers and manufacturers, and is

clearly an undesirable state of affairs. Therefore, it is

recommended that the Association should give serious con-

sideration to establishing a definite time limit for revisions

of specifications and other standards which will appear in

the Manual, this limit to be preferably three years, during
which no changes should be allowed except for reasons im-
portant to the interest of the Association and then only if the

proposed changes receive at least two-thirds vote at the

annual meeting of the Division.

The report is signed by F. M. Waring (chairman), Penn-
sylvania System; J. R. Onderdonk, Baltimore & Ohio; Frank
Zeleny, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; A. H. Fetters, Union
Pacific; H. G. Burnham, Northern Pacific; H. E. Smith,

New York Central; J. C. Ramage, Southern Railway; J. H.
Gibboney, Norfolk & Western ; H. P. Hass, New York, New
Haven & Hartford, and G. M. Davidson, Chicago & North
Western.

Exhibit A—Proposed Tentative Specifications for

Carbon Steel Axles for Cars, Locomotive Tenders
and Engine Trucks

1. Scope.—Same as Standard Specifications except that para-
graph (b), requiring annealing of all axles over 6 in. in diameter
at the center, has been omitted.

I

—

Manufacture
2. Process— (a) Steel shall be made by the open hearth or

electric process.

(b) All axles over 6 in. in diameter at the center and axles
with 0.52 per cent or more carbon shall be annealed by allowing
the finished forgings to become cold after forging, then •uniformly
reheating to the proper temperature to refine the grain and allow-
ing to cool uniformly.

II

—

Chemical Properties and Tests
3. Chemical Composition—-The steel shall conform to the fol-

lowing requirements as to chemical composition :
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Per cent
Carbon, maximum 0.58

Phosphorus, not over 0.05

Sulphur, not over 0.05

4. Ladle Analyses—Same as Standard Specifications.

5. Check Analyses—Same as Standard Specifications.

Ill

—

Physical Properties and Tests

6. Drop Tests— (a) Same as Standard Specifications.

(b) The permanent set produced by the first blow shall not

exceed that given by the following formula, in which L = length

of axle in inches and d = diameter of axle at center in inches.

L d
(- l/2 in.

1.9d 2

(c) The requirements for five standard sizes of axles based
on the above formula are given in the following table

:

Size Diameter Length Height Maximum
Classifica- of of axle of of Number permanent
tion of journal, at centre, axle, drop, of set,

axle in. in. in. ft. blows in.

A 3M by 7 4J4 83"4 18 5 8&
B 4J4 by S 4-k, &4'A 22J4 5 T/,
C 5 by 9 SH 86)4 29 5 6'A
D S/2 by 10 5% 88'4 34!4 5 SJ4
E 6 by 11 6,'j 9054 41J4 5 4J4

(d) Same as Standard Specifications.

(e) Same as Standard Specifications.

7. Drop-test Machine—Same as Standard Specifications.

8. Number o\ Tests—Same as Standard Specifications.

IV

—

Workmanship and Finish

9. Workmanship— (a) and (b) Same as Standard Specifica-

tions.

10. Finish—Same as Standard Specifications.

V

—

Permissible Variations and Weights
11. Permissible Variation—Same as Standard Specifications.

VI

—

Marking and Storing

12. Marking—Same as Standard Specifications.

13. Storing—Same as Standard Specifications.

VII

—

Inspection and Rejection

14. Inspection— (a), (b) and (c) Same as Standard Specifica-

tions.

15. Rejection—Same as Standard Specifications.

16. Rehearing—Samples tested in accordance with Section 5,

which represent rejected material, shall be preserved fourteen
days from date of test report. In case of dissatisfaction with
results of test, the manufacturer may make claim for a rehearing
within that time.

Exhibit B—Proposed Tentative Specifications

For Carbon Steel Castings

1. Scope— (a) These specifications cover annealed and un-

annealed carbon steel castings for locomotive and car equipment,

and for miscellaneous use.

(b) The purposes for which the two grades are generally

used are:

Grade A, for castings designed for a low stress.

Grade B, for castings designed for unit stresses of 12,500 to

16,000 lb. per square inch such as truck side frames, bolsters,

couplers and coupler parts, locomotive frames, locomotive driving

and trailer wheel centers.

I

—

Manufacture
2. Process—The steel may be made by the open-hearth or any

other process appi oved by the purchaser.

3. Annealing— (a) Grade A steel shall be annealed if the

carbon content exceeds 0.30 per cent, or if the manganese content
exceeds 0.75 per cent. Grade B steel shall be annealed if the
carbon content exceeds 0.22 per cent, or if the manganese content
exceeds 0.65 per cent.

(,b) Castings of both Grades "A" and "B" of irregular section,

and of less carbon or manganese content than specified in para-
graph (a), where shrinkage or other internal stresses may be
expected, should be annealed.

(c) Castings that require annealing shall be allowed to become
cold. They shall then be uniformly heated to the proper tempera-
ture to refine the grain and allowed to cool uniformly.

(d) Annealing Lugs.— For tin purpose of determining the
quality of annealing, at least two and not nunc than four an-
nealing lugs shall be cast on all castings 150 lb. and over, and
mi such castings less than 150 lb. a-- required by the purchaser.
The locating of the annealing lugs shall be agreed upon by the
inspector and the manufacturer. The standard annealing lug
shall be 1 in. in height and 1 in. in width and js in. in thickness
where it joins the, casting. The inspector may remove one-half
and the manufacturer one-half of the number of annealing lugs.

(e) If, in the opinion of the purchaser or his representative,
a casting is not properly annealed, he may at his option require
the casting to be reannealed.

II—Chemical Properties and Tests
4. Chemical Composition—The steel shall conform to the fol-

lowing requirements as to chemical composition

:

Phosphorus, not over 0.05 per cent
Sulphur, not over 0.05 per cent

5. Ladle An.,' „•>—An analysis of each melt of steel shall be
made by the manufacturer to determine the percentage of carbon,
manganese, silicon, phosphorus and sulphur. This analysis shall
be made from drillings taken at least % in. beneath the surface
of a test ingot obtained during the pouring of the melt. The
chemical composition thus determined shall be reported to the
purchaser or his representative, when requested, and shall con-
form to the requirements specified in Section 4.

6. Check Analyses—A check analysis may be made by the
purchaser from the broken tension test specimen or from a
casting representing each melt. The phosphorus and sulphur
thus determined shall conform to the requirements speo
Section 4. ^Determination of carbon and manganese should be
made as information to ascertain whether the annealing was in
accordance with Section 3 (a). Drillings for the analysis shall be
taken not less than % in. beneath the surface, and if from a
casting shall be taken in such a manner as not to impair its use-
fulness.

Ill Physical Properties and Tests

7. Tension Tests— (a) The steel shall conform to the follow-
ing minimum requirements as to tensile prop.

f, .- ,. .. ,.
Grade A Grade B

Elastic limit, lb. per sq. in 26,000 32,000
Yield point, lb. per sq. in .'9,250 10
Product of elastic limn and

cent elongation in .; in 700,000 S50.000

„ ,
.'.,..

.
(not less than -'2";

l i u t less than 18%)
I roduct of vield point and per

cent elongation in 2 in 788,000 956,000

„ , ,,.,.. (not less than -J hanl8%)
Product of clastic limit and per

cent reduction of area 975,000 <U)00

„ ,
(not less than 33%) (not less than 27%)

Product ot yiclc' print and per
cent reduction of area 1,100,000 1.350.000

(not less than 33%) (not less than 27%)

(bl The ultimate tensile strength shall be reported as informa-
tion.

(c) Either the elastic limit or the yield point, but not both,
shall be determined. The elastic limit called for by these specifica-
tions shall be determined by an extensometer reading to at least

0.0002 in. The extensometer shall be attached to the specimen
at the gage marks and not. to the shoulders of the specimen nor
to any part of the testing machine. When the .specimen is in
place and the extensometer attached, the testing machine shall
be operated so as to increase the load on the specimen at a uni-
form rate. The observer shall watch the elongation of the
specimen as shown by the extensometer and shall note for this
determination the load at which the rate of elonga!
sudden increase. The extensometer shall then be removed from
the specimen, and the test continued to determine the I

strength.

(d) The yield point, or the elastic limit, shall be determined
at a crosshead speed not to in. per minute and I

strength at a speed not to exceed 1
'

.. in. per minute. The yield
point shall be determined by the drop of the beam of the I

machine.

8. Alternative / -In the case of orders
including only castings nol exceeding 150 II in weight, a I

desti in tion on mi easting for each 100
may, at the option of the purchaser, be substituted for the tension
tests. This test shall show the material to be duct:',

injurious defects, and suitable for the purpose intended. Ca
of minor importance may be accepted on surface inspection.

9. Test Specimens— (a) Same as both Standard Specifications,

(b) An adequate number oi test coupons shall be cast with
and attached to castings weighing over 150 lb. from each melt
when presented for inspection; Coil]'. nis shall ;ed to

d of each locomotive frame, to each locomotive cylinder
and to each wheel center. If thi 'lie easting is such
that the test coupons cannot be attached, the test bars shall be
cast in runners outside of the casting, but attached to it to rep-
resent each melt. The location mpons or bai

well as the method of casting such com- shall be sub-
ject to mutual agreement '<• thi inspector and manufacturer. In
the case of any orders for castings weighing under 150 lb., the
physical properties as required u e determined
from an extra or spare est bar cast with and attached to some

om the same melt.

i c i When sufficient coupons have not been cast, a test specimen
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may be cut from a finished casting at a location mutually agreed

upon by the inspector and manufacturer.
III. Grouping Melts— (a) After IS consecutive melts, which may

of all kinds of castings (except frames, wheels centers

and cylinders) covered -by these specifications on one or more
orders, have been tested and accepted, the manufacturer may
group the succeeding melts in lots of five melts each, but each

lot not to exceed 40 tons; the entire group to be accepted if the

test specimen selected from the lot fulfills the chemical and phy-

sical requirements herein specified. If this -test fails, a rehearing

will be granted on the melt that the failed bar represents, and the

other four melts of the group shall be tested individually.

(b), (c) and (d) Same as in Standard Specification for Car

Castings.

11. Number of Tests— (a) One tension test shall be made
from each locomotive frame. One tension test may be made from
each wheel center and each locomotive cylinder casting, but at

least one of each kind of such castings in each melt shall be

tested. For miscellaneous castings from melts which do not

include frames, wheel centers or cylinders, one tension test shall

be made from each melt except as provided in Section 10 (a).

(b) If any test specimen shows defective machining or de-

velops flaws, it may be discarded and another specimen substituted.

(c) If the percentage of elongation of any tension test specimen

is less than that specified in Section 7 (a) and any part of the

fracture is more than % m - from the center of the gage length as

indicated by scribe scratches marked on the specimen before test-

ing, a retest shall be allowed.

(d) If the results of physical tests do not conform to the re-

quirements specified, the manufacturer may reanneal the castings

but not more than twice. A retest shall be made as specified in

Section 7.

(e) No part of these specifications shall operate to cause any

one tension to apply to more than 40 tons of castings that are

offered for inspection.

IV

—

Workmanship and Finish

12. Workmanship—Same as both Standard Specifications.

13. Finish— (a) and (b) Same as both Standard Specifica-

tions.

V

—

Marking
14. Marking—The manufacturer's name or identification mark

and the specified pattern number shall be cast on all castings. In

addition, the month and the year when made shall be cast on all

bolsters, truck sides and similar castings. The location and size

of numbers shall be agreed upon by the manufacturer and the

inspector. In accordance with the standard practice of the in-

dividual foundry, to identify individual castings, a serial number
may be cast or the melt number may be stamped on bolsters, truck

side and similar castings as agreed upon by the manufacturer and
the inspector. The melt number shall be legibly stamped on all

other castings weighing over ISO lb.

VI

—

Inspection and Rejection

15. Inspection—Same as both Standard Specifications.

16. Rejection— (a), and (b) Same as both Standard Specifica-

tions.

17. Rehearing—Samples tested in accordance with Section 6,

which represent rejected castings, shall be preserved for two
weeks from the date of test report. In case of dissatisfaction with
the results of tests, the manufacturer may make claim for re-

hearing within that time.

Exhibit C

II is recommended that the following changes be made hi Sec-
tion 3 of Standard Specifications of Heat Treated Knuckle Pivot
Pins.

3. Chemical Composition—The steel shall conform to the fol-

lowing requirements as to chemical composition :

Proposed
Present change
Per cent Per cent

Carbon 0.55-0.70 0.55-0.75

Manganese, not over 0.60 0.70

Phosphorus, not over 0.05 0.05

Sulphur, not over 0.0S 0.05

Exhibit D—Proposed Tentative Specifications for

Chrome Molybdenum Alloy Steel Helical

Springs

(Classes L, M, X and O, to hi substituted lor present

standard classes B, C, D and H.)

1 Manufaci i M
1. Process—The steel may be made by the open-hearth, crucible

or electric furnace process

II

—

Chemical Properties and Tests

2. Chemical Composition—The steel shall conform to the fol-

lowing requirements as to chemical composition

:

Carbon, per cent 40— .50

Manganese, per cent 40— .60

pel cent 80—1.10
Molybdenum, per cent 30— .50

Phosphorus, maximum, per cent .04

Sulphur, maximum, per cent .045

Silicon, maximum, per cent -25

3. Check Analyses—An analysis may be made by the purchaser

from a sample representing each 20,000 lb., or fraction thereof, of

each size of spring steel involved. The chemical composition thus

determined shall conform to the requirements specified in Sec-

tion 2.

4. Sample for Analysis— (a.) If the section is large, a specimen

weighing about Yi lb. shall be cut from any part of the spring,

or if the spring is small, the entire spring may be taken. If the

sample is cut off hot, it shall be cooled in such a way as not to

harden it. The inspector shall stamp the sample with his private

mark as soon as it is cut off.

(b) The drillings for check analysis shall be made from the

sample so selected; the drill to be approximately one-half the

diameter of the wire. The drillings shall be mixed from the total

drillings obtained by passing entirely through the section of the

wire.

Ill

—

Physical Properties and Tests

5. Physical Tests— (a) The properties specified in paragraphs
(b), (c), (d) and (e), shall be determined in the order specified.

The spring shall not be rapped or otherwise disturbed during the

test.

(b) Solid Height—The solid height is the perpendicular dis-

tance between the plates of the testing machine when the spring

is compressed solid with a test load of at least one and one-

quarter times that necessary to bring all coils in contact. The
solid height shall not exceed that specified by more than 1/16 in.

(c) Free Height—The free height is the height of the spring

when the load specified in paragraph (b) has been released, and
is determined by placing a straight-edge across the top of the

spring and measuring the perpendicular distance from the plate on
which the spring stands to the straight-edge at the approximate
center of the spring. The free height shall not exceed that speci-

fied by more than ]/g in.

(d) Loaded Height—The loaded height is the difference between
the plates of the testing machine when the specified working load
is applied. The loaded height shall not vary more than 1/32 in.

under that specified.

(e) Permanent Set— (1) The permanent set is the difference,

if any, between the free height and the height after the spring
has been compressed solid three times in rapid succession, with
the test load specified in paragraph (b), measured at the same
point and in the same manner. The permanent set shall not exceed
1/32 in.

(2) If there is any permanent set not exceeding 1/32 in. the dif-

ference between the free height and the height after the test load
of lj<2 times the specified working load has been applied and fully

released two additional times, shall not be greater than the per-

manent set first measured.
6. Number of Tests— (a) A lot for physical test shall consist

of not more than 500 individual coils, regardless of the grouping.
(b) From each lot of springs which has met the requirements of

Sections 8 and 9, the purchaser or his representative may select

for physical test at least 10 per cent, to be tested in accordance
with the requirements of Section 5.

7. Rctests—If any of the springs representing a lot fail to meet
the requirements as to physical properties specified in Section 5.

but at least one-half of the springs representing a lot do meet these
requirements, each spring of the lot shall be tested, and those
which meet the requirements shall be accepted. If more than one-
half of the springs representing a lot fail to meet the requirements
specified in Section 5, the lot will be rejected

Footnote A suggested heat treatment is .-is
I II

(a) 'J ill lie done at temperatures between 1,700 degrees
I', and 1,800 degrees I', and the sleet shall be cooled slowly in air, not

iling beat, until black.
Springs should be reheated aftei coiling i" a temperature of 1,525

o i 575 degrees 1A. and quenched in oil.

<
>

! be removed rr.om the "i! when at a temperature of
I and eithei allowed to co I slowly in air or immersed

the drawing bath. The springs should be drawn as soon
nching.

uld bi at in a salt bath at a temperature of
to °60 degrees 1 . and tin springs shi uld be allowed to

remain in the bath and at that temperature for at least one

IV— PERMISSIBLl Vaki whins

8. Bars—The gage of the bars shall be within the limits as
i in A. R. A, Specifications for Carbon Steel Bars for

Railwaj Springs.
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9. Springs—The outside dimensions of the springs, excepting

the height, shall not vary more than 1/16 in. from that specified.

V

—

Workman -liir

10. Workmanship— (a) The springs shall be of a uniform

pitch. The ends shall be tapered to present a flat bearing surface

of at least two-thirds the circumference, at right angles to the

axis of the springs within a tolerance of % in, to the foot.

(b) The spring bars shall be free from seams, excessive scale,

roll marks or scratches which may constitute injurious

defects.

VI—Marking
11. Marking— (a) The name or brand of the manufacturer, the

year and montli of manufacture and. if specified, the purchaser's

class number, shall be legibly stamped on each spring at a place

not detrimental to the life of the spring.

(b) Any stamping by the inspector shall be so placed as not to

be detrimental to the life or service of the spring.

VII

—

Inspection and Rejection

12. Inspection— (a) The inspector representing the purchaser
shall have free entry, at all times while work on the contract of

the purchaser is being performed, to all parts of the manufac-
turer's works which concern the manufacture of the springs

ordered. The manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of

cost, all reasonable facilities and necessary assistance to satisfy

him that the springs are being furnished in accordance with these

specifications.

(b) The purchaser may make the tests to govern the acceptance

or rejection of the material in his own laboratory or elsewhere.

Such tests, however, shall be made at the expense of the pur-

chaser.

(c) All tests and inspection shall be so conducted as not to

interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.

13. Rejection— (a) Material represented by samples which
fail to conform to the requirements of these specifications will be
rejected.

(b) Individual springs which, subsequent to thi

al the mills or elsewhere and their acceptance, show defects or
imperfection will be rejected and shall be replaced by the manu-
facturer.

14. Rehearing—Samples tested in accordance with Section 3.

which represent rejected material, shall be held for two weeks
from the date of test report. In case of dissatisfaction with the

results of tests, the manufacturer may make claim for a re-

hearing within that time.

15. Reworking—Any springs which fail to meet the require-

ments of the physical tests or conform to the specified dimensions
may be again submitted after being reworked.

Joint Committee on Joint Inspection of Standard Materials

A joint committee, representing the Mechanical and Pur-

chases and Stores Sections, took up the question of co-

operative inspection of standard materials at a meeting in

Chicago on February 24, at which two methods of handling

such a scheme were brought out: First, a regional plan

whereby the roads with inspection forces would handle all

inspection for other roads in certain regions; second, a cen-

tral bureau of inspection organized and operated by the

American Railway Association but without testing laljora-

tories.

With either plan the roads interested must necessarily

agree on uniform material specifications which would nat-

urally be those of the association covering such standard
materials as air-brake and signal hose, air coupling gaskets,

couplers and coupler parts, axles, springs, wheels, side

frames, bolsters, brake beams and journal bearings.

The majority of the committee is of the opinion that the

regional plan of inspection by certain roads for others would
not work out satisfactorily, primarily because the sources of

material are largely confined to a restricted area and the bur-

den would fall upon a comparatively few roads operating in

that area. These roads would have to increase their in-

spection and testing facilities, and. further, such an it:

in their work might result in discrimination in favor of their

own material under certain conditions of pressure for

material.

The central bureau of inspection under the control of the

ition appears to possess the greatest practical value,

provided always that the railroads now purchasing material

without inspection can be- brought into the organization

made to stand their pro rata share of the expense. The
manager of such a bureau should have authority to rule on

all disputes between hi- in>]>ectors and manufacturers, and
there should Ik' no appeal from his decision.

The roads now in heir own standard parts would
have to agree to turn this part of their work over to the

central bureau and stand their share of tin ntinu-

ing their own inspection forces on other material. For cer-

tain large railroads tliis would indicate additional •

without benefit, but experience may prove other

It is recommended thai tin ution sound out it- mem-
bers to ascertain their willingness to co-operate on either of

the two plans outlined above.

F. M. Waring was chairman of the com;

Report of Arbitration Committee

During the year Cases 1167 to 1183, inclusive, have been

decided and copies sent to the members. These decisions are

made part of this report. A vote of concurrence is re<|i'

With the approval of the Genera] Committee, tin- com
miltee has continued the rendering of interpretations ol

questions as have been asked bj the members regarding the

Rules of Interchange, The more important of these inter-

pretations have been issued to the members in Supplement
No. 1 to the 1920 KuKs of Interchange.

All recommendations for changes in the Rules of Inter-

change submitted by member-, railroad clubs, private car

owners, etc. have been carefull) considered by the committee

Mid, where approved, changes have been recommended.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN THE RULES OF
INTERCHANGE

IV I
i LI

In order to more' clearly indicate the spirit ami intent

of the Rub s nf Intcn hangi thi o mmitl

tlie pri th the

low

:

These rules are formulatl d .i- a guii

;m with the intent

1. Making car ov
with the repairs to their -

Standards of the American Rail

2. Placing with and pn I settle-

ment for damage t" anj car, occurri -

by the handle

3. Pn

tk Oars and I iding Ru this A
tion.
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Rule 2

The committee recommends that the fourth paragraph of

Section (b) of this rule be modified in accordance with the

proposed form shown below in order more definitely to cover

the intent of the requirement:

Cars using lighting outfits operated by engines using inflammable

liquids with flash point 80° F. or lower, such as gasoline, motor

fuel and alcohol, will not be accepted in interchange. This will not

apply to lighting outfits operated by petroleum oils with Hash

point above 80° /•'., such as kerosene or illuminating oil.

Rule 3

The committee recommends that the second paragraph of

Section (h) of this rule be eliminated.

The committee recommends that the effective date of Sec-

tion (i) be extended to October 1, 1923.

The committee recommends that Section (1) be modified

to correspond with the Loading Rules for maximum spacing

dimension for side stake pockets on flat cars and that the

effective date of this requirement be extended to January 1,

1923, as follows:

All flat cars that can be used for twin or triple shipments of

lading, built after January 1, 1918, must have side stake pockets

spaced minimum 2 ft. in. and maximum 4 ft. After January 1,

igjj, no flat car that can be used for twin or triple shipments

will be accepted in interchange unless the side pockets are so

spaced.

Rule 9

The committee recommends that the following paragraph

be omitted from Rule 9 as this requirement is already pro-

vided for in the item of "Air Brakes Cleaned":

When triple valve and cylinder are cleaned, the initial of road

and date of last previous cleaning must be shown.

The committee recommends that requirement for showing

location be added to item covering metal brake beams R. &
R., making this item to read as follows:

New or second-hand, applied.

If A. R. A., and number of same,

or non-A. R. A.
Make or name.
Cause of removal.

[Location number (see Rule 14).

Metal brake beams, R. & R...<

Rule 14

The committee recommends that the following be added

to the second paragraph of this rule:

The same order of numbers shall be used for designating corre-

sponding location of brake beams. In any case where a right or

left side is designated on defect, billing repair or joint evidence
cards for other parts of cars, the same uniform order of location

shall govern.

1 z L 3 4

BEnd

ir*
fi^J BL AL £^5=3. GSja.

4- f™3 BR AR

1 i i;

Illustration of Method of Designating the Location of Parts

on Car Specified in Rule 14

The committee recommends that the accompanying figure

be added to this rule.

Rule 19

The committee recommends that the following paragraph

be added to Rule 19:

Plain cast-iron brake shoes should not be used. New reinforced

back brake shoes must be used to justify bill.

Rule 22

In order to define the intent of this rule more clearly, the

committee recommends that the second paragraph be modified

to read as follows

:

Longitudinal sills may be spliced at both ends; intermediate or

side sills on either side of the body bolster. The nearest part

of the splice must not be less than 12 in. from edge of body bolster.

Intermediate sills, spliced between body bolster and cross-bearer,

must be reinforced as per Figs. 11 or 11-A. Intermediate sills,

spliced between bolster and end of car, and side sill, spliced on
either side of bolster, must be in accordance with Figs. 10 or 10-A,

preferably the latter.

Rule 23

It is evident from the questions referred to the committee

that Section IV of this rule is more or less confused. In order

to clarify the intent of this rule, the committee recommends

that Section IV be modified in accordance with the proposed

form shown below:

Welding cracks or fractures will be permitted on the following:

Car and roof sheets.

*Cast steel truck sides.

Pressed and structural steel truck sides, bolsters and transoms.

*Cast steel bolsters.

Draft castings.

*Brake beams.
*Cast steel coupler yokes.

Car sills, posts, braces, stakes, carlines, side plates and end
plates.

Other car parts subject to compression only, and those not

subject to high tension strains, except as otherwise prohibited.

*Welding is permitted only when the area of the crack is less than two-
fifths, or -40 per cent, of the total area through the section at the point of
fracture, but it is not permissible to weld any crack located within 6 in.

of an old weld.

Rule 49 (Owners Responsible)

The committee recommends that Rule 49 be modified to

read in accordance with the proposed form shown below:

(1) All steel cars not equipped with cardboards for defect
cards and joint evidence cards. Same to be located either on
cross tie under car or inside of side sill at end of car, or on
center sill of cars equipped ivith center sills only. Size of card
to be not tess than 5j4 by 9 in.

(2) All steel cars not equipped with cardboards for Bad Order
cards, routing cards, return cards, etc. Same to be located on
each side of car, near bottom at left hand end, or on end of end
sill, and on center sill on cars equipped with center sills only.
Sise of cardboard to be not less titan 5^4 by 9 in.

(3) Steel box cars not equipped with cardboards for special

explosive and oilier placards, as required by the I. C. C. Same
to be located on side doors and both ends of car. Sice to be not
less than 12 by 12 in.

(4) All cardboards on steel cars must be secured with rivets
or bolts unth ends riveted over nuts.

Rule 56

In view of the fact that cars will not now be accepted in

interchange unless equipped with all metal brake beams, it is

recommended that Rule 56 be eliminated from the Rules of

Interchange.

Rule 57 (Delivering Company Responsible)

The committee recommends that Rule 57 be modified to

read in accordance with the proposed form shown below:

Cars not equipped with A. R. A. standard ljfrin. air brake hose.
For label, see page 71.

The use of a rectangular label in addition to the band label is

optional with any railroad, providing space, preferably 2 in., is

allowed between the two labels.

Rule 59 (Delivering Company Responsible)

The committee recommends that a new rule be added to

the Rules of Interchange to be designated as Rule No. 59
to read as follows:
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Cars offered in interchange with missing dirt collectors where
cars are stenciled that they are so equipped.

Rule 60

The committee recommends that the following be added

to the last paragraph of this rule

:

The stenciling showing air brakes cleaned must not be changed
unless all work is properly performed as required by the standard
instructions for Annual Repairs to Air Brakes on Freight Cars.

Rule 62

The committee recommends that the second paragraph of

Rule 62 be modified to read in accordance with proposed

form shown herewith.

Proposed Form

In replacing brake shoes on foreign cars, new reinforced back
shoes must be used to justify bill.

Rule 66

The committee recommends that this rule be changed to

provide that the expense of periodical repacking of journal

boxes shall be assumed by the handling line and that item

of lubrication be restored in Rules 1 and 108.

Rule 86

The committee recommends that the effective date of fourth

paragraph of Section (b) of this rule be extended to October

1, 1922.

Rule 87

In order to show clearly the intent of this rule, the com-

mittee recommends that reference to Rule 70 be eliminated

in the first paragraph and that the second paragraph be

changed to read as follows:

The company making such improper repairs must place upon
the car, at the time and place the work is done, an A. R. A. defect

card, which card must state the wrong repairs made, and which
urill be authority for bill for both material and labor for correcting

the wrong repairs.

Rule 88

In order to clearly show the intent of this rule, the com-
mittee recommends that the first paragraph be modified as

shown below:

In order that repairs of owners' defects may be expedited as

fully as possible, foreign or private line cars may be repaired by
the handing line by using material from their own stock instead

of ordering from owner special material not specified in last para-
graph of Rule 122, in which event the repairing line must issue

its defect card for the labor only of correcting such improper re-

pairs, and defect card should be so marked.

Rule 112

Upon recommendation from the Committee on Car Con-
struction the Arbitration Committee recommends that a fourth

paragraph be added to Class E under the table showing
reproduction cost per pound for freight equipment, reading

as follows

:

All wood, equipped with metal draft arms, extending 24 inches

or more beyond center line of body bolster and with body bolster

of sufficient strength to transmit buffing and pulling shocks to all

longitudinal sills.

The reference to draft arms in Note 1 should be eliminated.

Section (d), which was intended to provide for settlement

covering so-called rebuilt cars, has been found to be imprac-
ticable of application. The committee recommends the abro-

gation of this provision and the substitution of a new Section

(d) reading as follows:

// construction of car has been altered to the extent of placing
it in a higher class for 'chick a higlter rate per pound is a

wider section (b), settlement shall be made at such higher rate
per pound and according to the stenciled lightweight on ear at

date of destruction, and the depreciation shall he figured from
date ear was originally built at the rate applying to .

destroved. This provision shall be retroactive in applicah
unsettled eases under the 1920 Rules.

All references to rebuilt cars in this rule should be elimi-
nated.

Rule 114

In view of the adoption by special letter ballot of the prop-
osition of replacing ends of cars when broken out, the com-
mittee recommends that this rule be modified in accordance
with proposed form shown below:

If the company on whose line the car is destroyed elects to
rebuild the car, the original plan of construction must be followed,
and the original kind and quality of materials used, except that
metal draft arms extending beyond body bolster, steel draft mem-
bers extending full length of car, transom draft gear, steel center
sills or steel underframe should be applied and be of such design
as will meet the recommended practice of the Division for rein-
forcing existing cars.

On house cars (other than refrigerator cars) with steel under-
frames or steel center sills, having a center sill area of not less
than 24 sq. in., when an end requires repairs consisting of new
posts and braces, the ends sliall be replaced with ends specified
for new ears, this to be done b\ or under the direction of the
car owner. No allowance shall be made for betterments not
authorized by car owner.
Note.—See Per Diem Rule 8.

Rule 1 20

The committee recommends tlutt the following changes and
additions be made in this rule:

Add the following item in the table under "Flat Cars,"

Section (b)

:

All steel or steel underframe $150.00

Change Section (c) to read as follows:

(c) The owner shall authorize repairs or destruction of car
within .50 days from date of nutiti.

Add the following paragraph to Section (e)

:

At the time of authorizing destruction the owner shall furnish
handling line statement showing estimated weights of material in

car for which credit is due to assist handling line m arriving at

proper credit. Couplers, wheels, axles and journal bearings shall

be credited on basis of scrap prices shown in Rule 101 for such
items

Insert the following paragraph between the present first

and second paragraphs of Section (f)

:

On house cars (other than refrigerator cars) with steel Under-
names or steel center sills, having a center sill area of not less

than 24 sq. in., when an end requires repairs consisting

posts and braces, the ends sliall be replaced zvith ends specified

for new cars, this to be done by or under the direction of the car
owner.

PASSENGER CAR RULES

Rule 2

The committee recommends that Section (b), Rule 2, be

modified as shown below, in order to more clearly define the

intent of this requirement:

Cars, loaded or empty, using lighting outfits operated by engines

using inflammable liquids with flash point 80° F. or tower, such

as gasoline, motor fuel and alcohol, will not he accepted in intcr-

This will not apply to lighting outfit petro-

<ils with flash Point above 80° /'.. such as kerosene or il-

luminating oil.

Rni 12

The committee recommends that -Section (b) of this rule

be modified as shown below:

The billing repair card must specify for journal bearings applied

and removed, whether solid, filled or other kind, length of journal

and box number as marked on truck.

The report is signed by T. H. Goodnow (Chairman).

Chicago & North Western: J. J. Hennessey. Chicago. Mil-

waukee & St. Paul: J. Coleman. Grand Trunk: F. W.
Brazier, New York Central; J. K. O'Brien, Missouri Pacific;

F W. Demarest, Pennsylvania System, and G. F. Laughlin,

Armour Car Lines.
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Prices for Labor and Material

During the past year the committee has made certain in-

vestigations, and submits the following report on freight car

Rules 101, 107, 111 and 112, and Rules 21 and 22 of the

passenger car code.

The material prices set forth in the accompanying recom-

mendations for 1921-22 rules are based on the average prices

paid by five large representative roads during 1920, supple-

mented by numerous current quotations from several large

railway supply houses. As in the present code, all material

prices include suitable allowances to cover freight trans-

portation charges, direct and indirect store expense, fabricat-

ing labor when involved, and interest on stock investment,

based on average monthly inventory balance multiplied by

interest rate and result divided by total annual material

disbursements.

In recommending many of the material prices, due con-

sideration was given to the fact that the roads had stocked up
on materials at prices effective before the decline, and there-

fore the full effect of the recent decline in prices will not be

represented in the prices recommended for next year.

In establishing prices for practically all second-hand ma-
terials, the same percentage of cost new as prevails in the

present rules was used. Scrap materials were averaged and
current market prices less transportation charges to scrap

plant were set up as credits.

Labor allowances shown in hours and tenths are sub-

stantially the same as those in the present code, which were
based on time studies in 1915 and 1916, one of the most im-
portant exceptions being the fact that certain allowances for

sills, bolsters, etc., which in the present code include jacking

of the car, have been modified so that the jacking cost is

omitted and is to be added as a separate operation where
consistent. It is felt that this will be of considerable advan-
tage to bill clerks throughout the country in that there will

be removed the necessity for deducting under certain com-
binations the jacking price heretofore included in two or more
of the operations in the combination.

The principal labor rate per hour (Item 172, Rule 101), is

recommended .at $1.20; the same as authorized in the existing

rules. As noted above, no changes have been made in the
labor allowances as a whole nor in the rates per hour, this

for the reason that overhead studies made on six representa-

tive roads during October and November, 1920, also investi-

gations made in February and March, 1921, as to actual time

consumed on these roads in performing the work as compared

to the arbitrary allowances authorized under the rules, indi-

cate that the roads of the country, on the average, are being

fairly compensated under the rules for the work performed

by them on foreign cars.

The report is signed by A. E. Calkins (chairman), New
York Central; Ira Everett, Lehigh Valley; T. J. Boring,

Pennsylvania System; I. N. Clark, Grand Trunk; H. G.

Griffin, Morris & Company; J. H. Milton, Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific; C. N. Swanson, Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe; E. H. Weigman, Louisville & Nashville, and A. E. Smith,

Union Tank Car Company.

Rule 101

[The important changes in this rule are increases in most

of the prices for air brake material, decreases in the prices

for couplers and coupler parts and the discontinuance of price

for the periodical repacking of journal boxes.

—

Editor.]

Rule 107

The committee recommended the change of the first para-

graph of Rule 107 to read as follows:

The following table shows the labor charges which may be made for per-
forming the various operations shown. The labor allowances include all

work necessary to complete each item of repairs, unless the rules specifically
provide that in connection with the operation additional labor may be
cltarged for the R. 6* R. or R. of any itetn which must necessarily be
R. if R. in connection therewith.

[The changes in time allowances are largely confined to

reductions due to not including jacking of the car in opera-

tions which generally require the car to be raised.

—

Editor.]

Rule 111

[The principal change in this rule is the elimination of

item 8, tightening cylinder and reservoir when loose.

—

Editor.
]

Passenger, Car Rules 21 and 22

[Item 3A was added to Rule 21, allowing one hour for

slackening buffer in order to R. & R. or R. coupler knuckle,

lock or pin. A number of adjustments in material prices

are shown in Rule 22.

—

Editor.]

Report of Car Construction Committee

Salt Water Drippings

Conference has been held with representatives of the prin-

cipal interests using brine valves and it is the opinion that

the various devices now used will, with proper maintenance,
perform their functions, that the users of such devices are

fully advised as to their necessity and should be notified that

they must have all cars with brine tanks equipped by Janu-
ary 1, 1922, and that no further extension of time will be
granted after that date. It is recommended that paragraph
"F" of Interchange Rule 3 be modified to correspond with
the above.

End Doors for Box Cars

In the report of 1920 the following recommendation was
overlooked when preparing the sheet for letter ballot:

In 1913, the Master Car Builders' Association adopted as rccom-
mended practice, that end doors must be so constructed that,
when closed, they lock automatically by means of a lock accessible
frjm the inside of the car, thus avoiding the necessity of taking
seal records. Sheet 20 shows a design of inside fastening which
is not automatic, and your committee recommends that recom-
mended practice adopted in 1913 should be advanced to standard,
and that the design of inside latch shown on Sheet F should be

removed, and a note substituted that the fastening should leck
the door automatically from the inside of the car.

It is recommended that this be now submitted to letter

ballot.

Minimum Thickness for Backs of Journal Bearings

Requests to fix a minimum thickness, because, at times,

too much wear is allowed before removal, led to issuing Cir-

cular No. S III—108, asking whether such limits are neces-

sary, and, if so, what the limits should be.

According to the majority of replies received, it is desired

to fix a standard minimum thickness for backs of journal

bearings, as follows:

Class of Bi A R C
!. in.3& by 7 4

Min. Thickness of
back, in H ,;,

=j

It is suggested that this be adopted as recommended
practice.

Gages for Bearings and Wedges
Attention was directed to a growing demand for these
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gages and that standards should be provided. The com-

mittee's recommendations for such gages are shown in Figs.

1 and 2 and it is suggested that these be adopted as recom-

general use, it is advisable, in order to avoid duplicating

reserve stock for repairs, to make the bottom of all dust

guards semicircular. Sucb dust guards can be used in
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Fig. 1—Journal Bearing Gage

mended practice, the present separate gages to remain as

standard.

Dust Guards

Since pressed or cast steel and malleable iron journal boxes

with round bottom dust guard cavities have come into more

with either square or round bottom du.-t guard i avities.

The committee recommends that the dust guard shown in

Fig. 3 be made standard. The dust guards illustrated show
the round bottom and otherwise were changed in dimensions
to better fit the standard journal boa
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Fig. 2—Wedge Gage
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Journal Boxes

To meet various suggestions for change, and to increase

uniformity of standards, we submit Fig. 4, showing journal

boxes C, D, E and F, recommending that they be substituted

for the present standards.

The bottom of dust guard pocket has been made semi-
circular, to reduce the cost of box. The angle of lid face has
been made the same for all boxes. Various minor, or unim-
portant, dimensions have been unified. No changes affecting

interchangeability, or serviceability, have been made.

Springs

Complaints relating to the unsatisfactory results from
standard springs have been increasing rapidly. The causes

os7/?/t. orear so/?

SW//& /V/?7£AC<&0
o£tm orsou ro*

T4SLF Of Sfiff/rtG GMVPS
aassof /norco/ts S0MS
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23 z 4 O 3 Sf 6f 6/90O 309SO
2C At 4 2 C Sf Sf 70420 SS2/0

20 7/ 4 4 J> Sf 6f 7S940 39470
2£ O J S f af 6} 9S67S 49J3S
2f P 6 6 F Sf 6f //S4/0 J3H05

Fig. 4—Proposed Standard C, D, E and F Journal Boxes

Fig. 5—Truck Spring Details

of the trouble, according to the analysis of your committee,
are: (1) Unsatisfactory process of manufacture; (2) quality
of material; (3) irregular surface of spring ends, and (4)
improper application of shims under or over springs to raise
the car body to normal height. The result is that many
springs either break or take a permanent set.

The remedy recommended is: (1) To improve the method
of manufacture by better control of heating and tempering
for more uniform results, and to obtain greater uniformity
of coiling; (2) to use alloy steel; (3) to grind the ends of
the springs to present a flat bearing surface of at least two-
thirds .the circumference at right angles to the axis of the
spring; (4) to prescribe that shims, placed under or over the
springs, shall consist of metal plates with parallel surfaces,
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and (5) to design the springs for a unit stress, when solid,

of close to 100,000 lb. per sq. in., using the present diameters

of bars, thereby materially increasing the capacity and range

of deflection.

These changes should result in: (1) Material decrease in

shock on side frames; (2) increased life of springs, and (3)

decrease of maintenance cost and car delay.

It is recommended that the springs classified "L," "M,"

"N" and "O," as illustrated, in Figs. 5 and 6, be adopted as

alternates for springs "B," "C," "D" and "H," and that

alternate spring "P" be added for use with 2/F trucks.

The committee requests that railroads try out these springs

thoroughly, in order to be in position later to vote on their
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Fig. 6—Truck Spring Details

adoption as standard. It is recommended that interchange

rules he formulated to protect the alloy steel springs against

being replaced with ordinary springs.

The secretary has referred this to the Committee on Speci-

fications and Tests for Material.-, requesting preparation of

specifications.

Fundamentals

Inquiry relating to fundamentals, and their meaning, in-

dicated tin' necessity of describing those pertaining to mini-

mum areas more in detail. The minimum area between rear

followers of the center sill construction is the whole area in

compression under end force, without deducting for rivet and
other holes, which are tilled with metal.

In the formula; on which former requirements were based,

page 772, 1920 Proceedings, line "e." under heading "For
center sills between rear followers," the word "tension"
should have been omitted, making it read:

The minimum area = 2.5 T.

The tension and bearing area requirements, but not the

shear area requirements, shall be governed by the value of

the steel. For bearing area between surfaces of different

grades of steel in contact, the value of the lesser grade of

steel shall govern. For grade "A" steel, for which the prod-

uct of elastic limit in pounds multiplied by the elongation in

per cent is not less than 700,000, the areas given are re-

quired. For grade "B" steel, for which the designated

product is not less than 850,000, the given areas may be re-

duced by 12^ per cent.

It was stated that the adopted height from rail to top of

truck side bearings of 27;, in. would prevent the use of

roller, ball or rocker side bearings. The dimension given

refers only to flat truck side bearings.

The intent of the committee is to make designs that will

establish fixed conditions, permitting the use of detail de-

signs standardized by the Association, or the substitution of

other parts preferred by the individual railroad, singly or

in groups, provided these parts, or group of parts, are the

equivalent in strength and safety of, and interchangeable
with, the standard part or group of parts replaced. This will

permit using any special detail such as top side bearing,

which is interchangeable with, and equal in strength to, the

side bearing that may be standard, or special top and bottom
side bearings, which as a group are similarly interchangeable
with the standard top and bottom side bearings as a group.
The standards should be made attractive for use by being

as good or better than parts that may be substituted, rather

than by making their use compulsory.

Truck Design

A subcommittee of the Committee on Car Construction, in

co-operation with the Truck Committee of the Manufacturers
Association, are engaged in the design of cast steel side
frames and bolsters. They have considered the limits of
dimensions fixed at the last meeting of the Mechanical Di-
vision and have given full consideration to the previously
recognized dimensions of the M. C. B. Association, and to

the designs that were put into effect by the United States
Railroad Administration.

The manufacturers' committee has met with the subcom-
mittee on two occasions, each time submitting for considera-
tion designs in detail representing various ideas in view, but
up to this time no single design has been brought out that
could be presented as a recommendation for standard. It is

possible that more than one design will have to be considered,
with alternates.

Standard Car Design

Pending the development of complete A. R. A. car designs,
freight cars according to the essential standards of the Ameri-
can Railway Association may be ordered from any car
builder according to the following:

Type
Single sheath box 1001
Steel box . .

55-ton hopper

50-ton gondola
truck

50-ton truck
ro-ti n truck

height of center plates should be specif,

in., as more fully described in American Rail
tion, Mechanical Division. Circular S 1!

creased height of center plate introduces eccentricity as be-
tween the line of shoi k and the a"' - ]] sec-
tions, which changes the ratio of stress to end load, to offset
which, it is necessary to add two bottom angles to th<

-ills if the sectional area of the center sill is desired to be
SO sq. in. This would add about 500 lb. to the weight.
The height of sides of car. A. R. A. standard, is 8 ft 6 in.
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minimum inside. In event cars are ordered to the height

shown in the drawings (9 ft.) no change in drawings is

entailed. For the minimum height of 8 ft. 6 in., dimensions

affected by the height, including the dimensions of box car

doors, must be changed accordingly.

The report was signed by W. F. Kiesel, Jr. (chairman),

Pennsylvania System; A. R. Ayers, New York, Chicago &

St. Louis; C. E. Fuller, Union Pacific; J. C. Fritts, Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western; C. L. Meister, Atlantic Coast

Line; J. McMullen, Erie; T. H. Goodnow, Chicago & North

Western; John Purcell, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; W. O.

Moody, Illinois Central; J. A. Pilcher, Norfolk & Western;

H. L. Ingersoll, New York Central; W. H. Wilson, Northern

Pacific, and F. W. Mahl, Southern Pacific.

Report of Committee on Loading Rules

During the past year conferences were held with the steel

shippers, and also with the stone shippers of the Bedford,

Indiana, district to consider suggestions offered by them for

changes in the existing rules.

Trial shipments of twin loads of structural steel over five

feet in height -and having the center binder omitted were sent

out at request of the steel shippers to determine the necessity

for center binders. The information obtained through these

trial shipments was not conclusive and the trial has been

further extended.

General Rules

The following detailed changes in the Loading Rules are

submitted for approval:

Rule 5

Changed "80,000" to "60,000" in second and third para-

graph. Revised table to show 95,000 lb. as total weight of

car and lading for cars of 60,000 lb. marked capacity.

Explanation: Rule changed to provide limits for 60,000 lb.

capacity cars on basis of axle capacity, to conform with

Interchange Rule 86.

Rule 23

Revised to read as follows: "If, in loading cars, it is

impossible to clearly ascertain whether the restrictions given

in General Instructions under paragraph 8 are complied with,

the following table may be used." Explanation: Reference

to General Rule 9 has been omitted, as this rule refers to

twin or triple loads. Rule 23 and the accompanying table

pertains to single loads only.

Table of weights revised. Explanation: Limits for 100,000
lb. capacity cars revised to make these limiting weights con-

sistent for various lengths of cars. The word "average"
added to heading of second column to clarify the meaning.
Thirty and 32 ft. cars omitted from the table account of no
longer being used. Thirty-six, 38 and 48 ft. cars added to

the table to take care of existing cars.

Group I—Lumber, Logs, Etc.

Rule 101

Add the following sentence to end of the rule: "Lumber
or timber less than 12 ft. in length should not be loaded on
flat cars or above the sides or ends of gondola cars."

Group II—Structural Material, Castings, Etc.

Rule 201

Omit last sentence from the rule, to clarify the meaning.

Rule 202

Fourth sentence of third paragraph revised to read as

follows: "Short material may be loaded on car floor, if

equally distributed over entire floor; total weight of entire

lading must not exceed the load weight as per General
Rule 5." Explanation: Reference to "capacity" changed to

"load weight" to conform with reference to "load weight" in

third sentence of third paragraph.

Rule 213

Third sentence of rule changed to read as follows: "The
blocking shculd never consist of less than one 3-in. plank

set on edge, or its equivalent, and must be secured from shift-

ing by cleats nailed or bolted to the floor." Explanation:

Revised to omit requirement for more than one plank for

end protection.

Rule 217

First paragraph of rule changed to read: "When the

lading consists of very flexible material, such as plates, no

bearing-piece is required on the floor of the car, but blocking

as prescribed by Rule 213 must be used to protect the end

boards." Explanation: Revised to conform with Rule 213

for end protection.

Rule 227

Revised to read: "Material loaded on gondola cars with

drop ends or on flat cars, as shown in Figs. 62 and 63, must
have one hardwood bearing-piece not less than 10 in. by
10 in. for loads up to 65,000 lb. per bearing-piece, and not

less than 12 in. by 12 in. for loads exceeding 65,000 lb. per

bearing-piece. (See General Rule 31-A for light loads.)"

Explanation : Requirement for %-in. bolts to secure bearing-

pieces has been omitted. Bearing-pieces are secured by
lj^-in. rods passing through bearing-piece and floor of car.

Rule 250

Second paragraph changed to read: "Wrought iron pipe

should not be loaded inside of larger sizes of pipe unless

below the ends or end gates of car."

Rule 260

Insert words "or gondola" after the word "flat" in mar-
ginal reference of rule. Insert words "or gondola" after

word "flat" in first line of first paragraph.

Rule 265

Revised as follows and drawings changed to accord

therewith

:

"Metal sheets loaded in box cars should be secured in

accordance with Figs. 90, 90-A, 91 and 92. Sheets in each

pile should be preferably of uniform size and there must be

at least two 2 in. by 4 in. uprights secured to inside of car

at the end of each pile to provide a uniform bearing surface

and to prevent the sheets from cutting through the end lining

of car; also upright strips not over one inch thick should be
used between the lading and sides of the car.

"The piles must be securely wedged apart at least at two
points by braces consisting of 2-in. by 4-in. uprights against

the piles, securely wedged apart at top and bottom by 2-in.

by 4-in. pieces, as per Figs. 90, 90-A and 91. Each upright
piece to be secured by two 2-in. by 4-in. cleats nailed to floor

to prevent shifting, and tied together at top by not less than
1-in. by 4-in. longitudinal strips to prevent shifting.

"The bracing at ends of piles toward center of car shall

consist of one upright piece 2 in. by 4 in. against end of
pile, backed up by one upright piece 2 in. by 8 in. against
side of ear. both to extend full height of load and be securely
nailed to side of car as per Fig. 90; and, in addition, there
must be one piece of 2 in. by 4 in. extending across doorway
at top of load, securely wedged against bracing of load in

opposite end of car. also one piece of 2 in. by 4 in. extending
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from upright at end of pile to doorway and securely nailed to

side posts and braces as per Fig. 90.

"Where height of load exceeds 30 in. it will be necessary

to apply additional longitudinal bracing at center of load.

"Uprights to be secured at bottom by two 2-in. by 4-in.

"Bundled metal sheets loaded in box cars should be
loaded in accordance with Fig. 92. After piling of sheets is

completed, the center of pile should be compressed solid and
top cross-piece X must be nailed and cleated to car sides.

This n - piece must also be further secured by having a

:

L — ,th,gKk(S5 W SWII

, j

Fig. 90

pieces extending to doorway, and one piece of 2 in. by 4 in.

extending full width of pile, securely nailed to floor as per

Fig. 90.

"Wedges at bottom of load are optional; if used, they

should conform to Fig. 91, and where width of pile exceeds

28 in. three wedges should be used.

Fig. 90-A

"In all cases, where there is space between ends of sheets

and uprights at top of pile, wedges must be used as per
Fig. 90-A.

"When oiled sheets are loaded they should be placed on

VVEOGCS OPTIONAL WHEN USED
THEY SHOULD CONFORM TO
TWSE SPECIFICATIONS.

4 All BRAC1N6 ^»4' UNLESS
~\£ OTHERWISE MARKED CR0S5 BRAU5

.
..-* rn rf SFf.iiRriv Lvrn^Fn awn

Fig. 91

suitable strips and heavy paper used to prevent oil stains
on the floor of car.

" rhere may be more than one pile of sheets in each corner
of car, provided there are at least iwo 2-in. by 4-in. pieces
between ends of piles, secured in an upright position and
extending from car floor to at least 2 in. above top o
and each pile is braced against side of car.

£

MANNER or BRACING BUNDLED
SHEET STEEL PLATES IN BOX
CARS.

NOT LESS THAN 18"

£ SHEET

—

u

SHEET

*.

NOTE -ALL BRACING TO BE
Z'XA.' SOUND TIMBER WELL
SPIKED TO INSIDE OP CAR
BUNDLED SHEETS TO BE

FORCED DOWN IN CENTER
AS FAR AS POSSIBLE &.

IE CLIP^ CROSS PIECE "X" SHOULD
BE NAILED TO SIDE 3F CAR

FLOOR PLAN

bunVle TE CLIP

^FL(j>|>R LINE

Fig. 92

if
SECTION "a-b;

2 in", by 4 in. placed against side of pile and nailed to floor

of car and top of cross-piece.

"All blocking and bracing to be secured by not less than

20-penny nails."

Explanation: Rule and figures revised in conference with

shippers to furnish more substantial blocking and bracing

for this class of material, to better protect both lading and
car.

Group IV—Concrete Culvert Pipe, Brick. Stone, Etc.

The following revisions of the stone loading nil

recommended as the result of conference with the shippers

of stone

:

RULK 4U 1

Second paragraph revised to read as follows: "Where
separating strips to keep lading clear of car floor are referred

to in these rules, tiny should be sound wood, not less than

3 in. wide by \y2 in. thick. Such strips shall extend full

width of stone and be placed approximately one-fifth the

length of -tone from each end. Where more than one strip

is used to make the required thickness, the strips should be

securely nailed together. In no case i- il

practice to use more than two bearing-strips per length of

stone. Stone longer than 10 ft. should, wh
I able,

led over truck-." Explanation R -. - ' to include in-

crease in si i of separating strips; definite I -trips:

strips to be nailed together where necessary; not more than

two strips per stone; -tone over 10 ft. lone 1 over

trucks: sound wood specified in pla >od.

Rui e 405

First paragraph: Insert the following at end of second

sentence: 'See Rule No. 401 for minimum size of wood
strips."

Rui

[nserl the following : eraph
of rule:

"Where practical, the following method -;ould
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be used for flagging, slabs or stone sawed on two sides.

"Slabs 2y2 in. thick and less, shipped in quantities, to be

loaded on edge, lengthwise of car. Where a few pieces only

of this group of sizes goes on a car, such few pieces may be

loaded flat on top of slabs not less than 4 in., but not more

than four pieces in any one stack.

"Three-inch slabs shipped in quantities loaded flat should

have a slab not less than 4 in. under each' pile. There should

be no more than eight 3-in. slabs in any one pile, either

loaded on a 4-in. slab, or on the floor of a car. Three inch

slabs longer than nine ft. must be loaded on edge or flat on

a slab not less than 4 in. in thickness or not more than two

on top of any shorter stack.

"Four-inch slabs shipped in quantities loaded flat on car

to be loaded not more than eight slabs high. Where 4-in.

slabs are loaded on slabs 5 in. thick or over, then the same
amount may apply on slab as flat on car. Four-inch slabs

longer than 10 ft. should, wherever possible, be loaded on

slabs thicker than 4 in.

"Five-inch slabs shipped in quantities loaded flat on car

to be loaded not more than eight slabs high. Where 5-in.

slabs are loaded on slab 6 in. or over, then the same amount

may apply on slabs as flat on car. Five-inch slabs longer

than 11 ft. should, wherever practicable, be loaded on slabs

thicker than 5 in."

Explanation: To provide definite rules for piling slab

stone.

Rule 405

Third paragraph, second sentence, revised to read: "If

necessary, to prevent stone from shifting past the end stakes,

a standard board should be securely nailed to the inside of

the end stakes and extend full width of stone." Explanation:

Revised to indicate when board protection is required.

Rule 408

Marginal reference revised to include "stone sawed on
more than two sides." First sentence of first paragraph re-

vised to read: "Curbing and stone sawed on more than two
sides when loaded lengthwise of car should have two standard

stakes opposite each outside piece." Explanation: Rule re-

vised to include stone sawed on more than two sides.

Rule 409

Second paragraph, second line, word "soft" changed to

"sound." Explanation: To permit use of various woods that

may be available.

Rule 410

The first paragraph revised to read as follows: "Mill
block loaded lengthwise or obliquely on car should be pro-

tected on the sides and ends by cleats not less than 2 in. by
4 in., in section, extending at least three-fourths of length

or width of stone or by not less than two wedges 3 in. by 3 in.

on sides and 4 in. by 4 in. on ends, wedges to be not less

than 14 in. long and securely nailed to floor of car at right

angles to stone. When the width of stone exceeds 3 ft. 6 in.,

or length of stone exceeds 10 ft., the side and end protection

must consist of not less than three wedges. If stone is loaded
crosswise of car and width of stone does not exceed 3 ft.,

only one wedge will be required for side protection. All side

and end cleats of wedges must be sound, straight grained
lumber secured to floor of car by not less than 40-penny
nails. When the stone is loaded close together or wedged
apart, cleats or wedges are required on sides and ends of

outside stone only. When such stone is loaded in tiers,

standard end and side protection must be provided." Expla-
nation: Reference to height of stone omitted. Provision in-

cluded for use of wedges in place of cleats. Sound lumber
secured by not less than 40-penny nails is specified for cleats

and wedges.

Second paragraph revised to read : "Mill block containing

as much as 100 cu. ft. resting on channel or scabbled surface

not less than 25 sq. ft. or proportional for increased sizes

must be so loaded that the weight of total lading will be

uniformly distributed over the floor of the car." Explana-

tion: Requirement of a layer of sand, cinders or crushed

stone for supporting the stone has been omitted. Not essential

for uniform bearing.

Third paragraph revised to read: "Gondola cars are

preferable for such shipments, but if flat cars are used, the

lading should be placed at least 18 in. back of end of car.

When car is equipped with end stake pockets and stone is

loaded closer than 18 in. to end, standard stakes 6 in. high

should be used. When the stone does not engage both

stakes, wedges in addition to stakes must be used. Each
block of stone loaded lengthwise, crosswise or obliquely must
be protected against creeping as specified in first paragraph

of this rule. When two blocks of stone are loaded parallel

and close to each other, or wedged apart, they will be con-

sidered as one stone as to cleating or wedging." Explanation:

Provision made for end stake blocking where car is equipped
with end stake pockets and stone is loaded closer than 18 in.

from end.

Fourth paragraph revised to read: "If stone is placed

lengthwise of car and is 4 in. or closer to side of car, two
standard side stakes 6 in. in height must be placed opposite

such stone in lieu of cleats or wedges on that side of stone.

Stone must not be loaded obliquely when it is possible to

load it lengthwise or crosswise of car." Explanation: Refer-

ence made to wedges to conform with change in first para-

graph of rule.

Fifth paragraph omitted from rule. Explanation: Covered

by first paragraph of revised rule.

Sixth paragraph: The following words, "when used,"

inserted after the word "cleat" in first line. Explanation:

To conform with first paragraph of rule.

New paragraph added as follows: "In no case shall the

height of stone be more than two times the smallest dimen-
sion resting on the car floor." Explanation: This paragraph
establishes a limit for the height of stone in proportion to

the base in accordance with the practice which is generally

followed in loading large stone.

Rule 411

First paragraph, second sentence: Change the words "one

and one-half" to "two." Explanation: To conform with first

paragraph of Rule 410.

Group V—Automobile Loading

Rule 518

Rule revised to read: "The distance between any two

vehicles, at the nearest point, loaded on a freight car must

not be less than the following limits: 2 in. horizontally,

3 in. vertically with springs compressed and 4 in. vertically

without springs compressed." Explanation: Revised to per-

mit a 3 in. vertical clearance where cars are shipped with

springs compressed.

End Stake Pockets for Flat Cars

In conference with stone shippers, the sub-committee of

the Loading Rules Committee agreed to recommend to the

Committee on Car Construction that end stake pockets be

required on future flat cars. This subject is, accordingly,

hereby referred to that committee.

The report is signed by R. L. Kleine (chairman), Penn-
sylvania System; J. J. Burch, Norfolk & Western; E. J.
Robertson, Soo Line; J. E. Mehan, Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul; Samuel Lynn, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie; Ira Everett,

Lehigh Valley; T. O. Sechrist, Louisville & Nashville; E.

N. Harding, Illinois Central, and G. R. Lovejoy, Detroit

Terminal.
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Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment

The 1920 Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Committee in its opening is in practically all cases 1^ in. and at the bottom
report presented at the last annual meeting engaged for the varies from 1

'
,s in. in the majority of cases to 1 7/16 in

1921 committee to give attention to eight subjects. These The committee recommends that Section CC Sheet M
subjects have been given careful consideration and are here- C. B. 17, be revised to show the dimension \% in as the
inafter reported on as follows: width of the bottom of the recesses adjacent to the top and

Gage for Determining Hanging bottora brake head lu8s -

Heights of Existing Beams Brake Shoe Key Design and Fit of

The value of such a gage is insufficient to warrant the ex-
Shoes, Head Face and Key

pense incident to its development and manufacture for gen- Phis subject was referred to a sub-committee for investi-
eral distribution. The old types of cars on which wide varia- gation and its report is submitted as a progress report. The
tions of hanging heights exist and which prompted the idea investigation will be continued by the committee. See
of such a gage are gradually being eliminated. There is an Exhibit C.

increasing demand and tendency to standardize brake beams Genera , Brake Beam Hangingand hangings, which will eliminate the necessity for such a .

«<«iging

gage. This subject was referred to a sub-committee for investi-

. _ , _ ., .

gation and its report was forwarded to the Committee on CarCode Governing Brake Beam Maintenance Practices Construction which has the matter under consideration in

The committee recommends as the first progressive step the connection with standard truck design,

early adoption of a standard practice covering the reclama- Reversible Strut
tion of brake beams in such a manner that they will meet the „,. ,. .. ....

standard specifications used in the purchase of new brake ,

lnis
,

s
.

ubject 1S stl11 under consideration and the committee

beams. nas n°t« lng to report at this time.

A sub-committee was appointed to submit a tentative Standard Depth of Brake Head
standard practice and has submitted one which is deserving T

of the careful consideration of the association. It is sub-
, , ,

yea
,

r tbere were adoPted as standards three depths of

mitted as a progress report and it is recommended that the
brake

,

ds
.

deslSnatcd as A
»

"B " a*d "C" to meet clear-

report be submitted to the members of the association with
M a,nd ' tl0ns obtaining on various cars. The committee

the request that each submit his criticism to the , ommittee to
rrc(™nds tbat heads 'B a"d "C" be removed from the

assist it in the final development of a standard practice that
S :i,u

,

s :i "d
,

the,
,

r use bc Permitted as alternates where the

will satisfactorily meet the requirements. See Exhibit A.
^indard A head cannot be applied.

A , . ..... r -, , TT , „ , _ Status'of the No. 2 and No. 2
Advisability of Brake Head Strength Test

"

TVl . ,. , ,
, ,

Plus Standard Brake Beam
1 his subject was referred to a sub-committee of engineers T, ., . ., XT „ , .

_

of tests which conducted some laboratory tests on 21 different ,

US
,

tne Na 2 and Na 2 Plus standard brake

types and capacities of brake beams representing the prod- "

'aIns "
'
ls

J
re
?
ards the waghts ot cars to which each should

ucts of seven different manufacturers, at the Collinwood
apphed, has received special consideration at different

laboratory of the New York Central Lines, and submitted
tim

5f
dU
r
nng

^^ , «,.

the report which is incorporated herein as a progress report c,

1 nun Brake and Signal Committee and the Brake

The conclusions reached by the sub-committee read in part ,

,

and
,

ke Beam Efiuipment Committee were requested

as follows: ^ the Car Construction Committee to submit their joint

-. „.„.... , , , .
recommendations on this subject. The joint meeting of the

in^ce
f^tZ^tf^£?E*£$2 two cornm,,.,. ,„,,,, to .as held a. vL York onipnl 5,

the opinion of the Brake Beam Committee, the load is not always '
and

.
e tollowlnS motion was carried by a majority but

restricted to the center lugs, but is frequently carried principally
not a unanimous vote:

on the toes, then a standard strength (if head and standard tl„ d i ci j ™ i ™ r- .

method of test for determining same, is desirable RrT£f
Brak,L.Shoe and. Brake Beam Equipment and the TrainK

'
UC!" rauie. Brakc and SlgnaI Equipment Committees have considered the

I he committee believes that all of the stress on brake heads matter of No. 2 and No. 2 plus brake beams and recommended that
is frequently sustained by the top and bottom lugs and that ,

se
,

l

J

eaT be used on cars o£ the foll°wing weights for I

brake head strength tests, are a proper and reasonable re-
«ni<*s:

quirement and should eventually be incorporated in the sped-
brake beam

, AR WEicht
fications. Accurate and practical methods of making such '

,,i us $2[$ {° $%$ *•

tests are, however, still obscure and will require further care- 3 ....[ V:.V:.:V:.\\ V.V Oy^ ioOO
:

tul study and investigation by the committee See Exhibit B t„ *i. c • i , ,5 • SLe ^xniDii a. in tne case of six-wheel trucks, the above weights should
Increasing the Initial Brake Shoe Thickness be increased SO per cent for the beams specified.

In view of the adoption as standards of the association, of tion'commitS'
aCti°n "* SUbmi"ed l° ** C" C°nStIU*

brake heads of the A, B and C depths last year to take care
of existing brake beam clearance conditions, the committee Formula for Brake Power on Freight Cars
deems it advisable that no changes be made in the standard tt^ r„ r r~~ . . o •..-, &

brake shoe thickness of V/2 in. at this time. r™^ ,

C°nstrUC 10n Committee in ,ts last year's report
/ recommended a new formula for brake power on freight cars.

Details of Top and Bottom Head Lugs Tne association requested the Train Brake and -

This subjecf refers to the recesses in the top and bottom ?uipm
f
nt and ,he Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment

brake head lugs which receive the top and bottom brake Z tKX" V"™* T''
!at '°nS °n ** Sub^

lugs. The standard drawing does not show all of mTdimS ^JT\ 7 was held November 18 1920. and a pro-

sions and manufacturers were conferred with to detern ne ffWeS?^ S^^'WM^^
the practice. It was found that the depth of the reces^st SE! p

An S5? ,f
,he rep°rt Submi,ted t0 the Car

unifnnnlv 1 i
' m f™™'i7;'-„ a- i i- .i • f, ^

,

ls Construct ion Committee follows:uniformh
1 4 ,n. from 1 / # ,n. radial l,ne: the width at the 'The purpose of the proposed change in braking power is to
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make the percentage of braking power more uniform on partially

loaded cars in which there is a wide range in the ratio of light

weight to loaded weight. While the proposed change will ac-

complish in a small measure the object sought, it will do so only

by sacrificing the uniformity of braking power on empty cars.

As the factor of retardation is highest when the cars are empty,
it is essential that uniform braking power be maintained for

empty cars.

The adoption of the proposed braking power formula will

brake head of 6^2 in. and a maximum depth of brake beam
of 7% in. The committee submits to the association as

recommended practice the accompanying drawing showing
beam of the Xo. 2 and No. 2 plus capacity.

The report is signed by W. J. Bohan, Northern Pacific;

C. B. Young, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy: F. M. War-
ing, Pennsylvania System; M. II. Haig, Atchison, Topeka &

Brake Beam with Central Head Hangings Only

result in increasing the percentage of braking power on higli

capacity cars, to a point in excess of the capacity of standard
10-in. freight brake equipment, and for comparatively low capacity

tank cars the application of the formula in some cases will reduce
the effectiveness of the hand brake. It also provides for a lower
percentage of braking power on refrigerator cars weighing ap-
proximately 55,000 lb. and having 5 in. by 9 in. journals. Because
of the relatively high speed at which these cars are handled and

jSttaA'"'

n%Rad.-

/8J£W—

~

/SjiW

\-$-~nXR,xih
—

NOTE:
Head must admit side ofgage
marked "A" full depth andmust
fit radius. Distance between
center lugs of head
be more than width of"B"on

gage. Slots" C"and "D"are for

gaging thickness ofmetal bet-

ween face ofcenter lugs and
key - slot "C"is maximum and
"D'is minimum for thickness.

U- s%'- *|

Fig. 1—Brakehead Gage

the character of their lading, a reduction in braking power is not
considered desirable, especially in view of the fact that they
are handled in short trains in which a high percentage of breaking
power is less objectionable than in the case of long trains.

Standardization of Brake Beams
Having Central Head Hangings

A start should be made to standardize brake beams having
central head hangings only and having a maximum depth of

Beam
Number

RodOiam

A
Beam

Gapao'ity
Threading of Rod

*z * 12,000 Lb. U.S.S+d. l''8,7Thds. 2^' Long

*z+ IV 15,000 Lb. U.S.Std. \'y
4, 7Thds. Z\ Long

.ffu

,-|#W*"""

L_7S£5L_i|

I ^''Top of Rat!

Santa Fe; H. W. Coddington. Norfolk & Western; G. E.

Smart, Canadian National, and T. L. Burton. New York
Central.

Exhibit A—Recommended Prctices on Brake

Brake Beam Reclamation and Repairs

The reclaiming and repairing of brake beams should be

centralized at some convenient place, where there is suitable-

equipment for doing the work in an economical and safe

manner.

General Inspection

All defective brake beams that are received at a reclaim-

ing plant should be completely dismantled. After brake

beam has been dismantled the various parts should be sepa-

rated and given a general inspection. Any part of the brake

beam that has any of the following defects should be

scrapped: Excessive deterioration due to rusting or long

life; undue wear; broken or cracked.

The following practices should not be permitted: Build-
ing up any part of the brake beam by gas or electric welding;

straightening of the strut or brake head by excessive heating;

any parts of brake head or strut that cannot be straightened

b) heating slightly should be scrapped. It is desirable to

straighten struts or brake heads cold.

Detail Inspection

The various parts should be very carefully inspected in
the following manner:
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Brake Heads—Ml heads should be gaged with A. R. A.

gage shown in Fig. 1. If the center lugs are worn sufficiently

to take maximum center lug B, or if the thickness of metal

between face of center lugs and part of key slots has worn

sufficiently to take the minimum gage slot D, or if the toes

wiri X
Maximum,

^

Fig. 2—Lever Pin Hole Gage

are badly worn, the brake head should be scrapped. Brake

heads with slightly worn toes can be used again. Brake

heads should be free of burrs, core sand, dirt or any other

foreign matter.

Struts—All struts should be gaged with lever pin hole

Tension Rods—Any tension rod that has been flange cut,

badly rusted or threads badly damaged should be scrapped.

Tension rods badly bent and twisted can be straightened by

heating over their entire length.

Compression Member Any compression member that has

badly worn places due to release spring or any other cause

should be scrapped. Compression members badly bent or

twisted should be heated uniformly throughout and then

_i< 4'i -*|

Fig. 3—Angle Gage for Strut

gage shown in Fig. 2, and if hole is badly worn so it will

take the maximum end of gage it should be scrapped. Any
strut having lever slot walls twisted or badly worn should be

scrapped. Struts having slots set on an angle should be

gaged with angle gages similar to Fig. 3.

Any strut not bearing the proper capacity of the beam it is

to fit should be so marked.

Fig. 4—Tension Rod Bending Machine

straightened. If they are only slightly bent or twisted they

can be straightened without heating. All compression mem-

bers should be straight before reapplying.

The following equipment is recommended for use in con-

nection with reclaiming brake beams:
1 1 nsion rod bending machine. I i) an air oper-

ated machine of this kind.

\ enabling benches I ig ; -hews a bench of this kind

now iw use.

Fig. 5—Assembling Rack
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Fig. 6—Support Gage

Testing machine. Fig. 7 shows a 50,000-lb. testing ma-
chine and Fig. 8 a 75,000-lb. machine.

Suitable bins and racks for storing and caring for repair

parts.

Air motor for applying nuts to ends of compression rods.

Fig. 5 shows one of these motors in use.

Annealing oven.

Miscellaneous. Hammers, wrenches, etc.

Assembling and Testing

Strut should be applied to compression member and
properly keyed in place.

Safety clips should then be applied.

If additional support chairs are used they should be ap-

plied next, fastening them in proper place, using a gage
similar to Fig. 6.

Heads or sleeves should be placed on one end of the com-

SECTION A-B

-4,7"F7'4" Long

^—^Plafe
B H>"*0

^ Use 80 Lb. Pressure Per

Zx\. Inch of Piston

Fig. 7—Brake Beam Testing Machine, 50,000 lb. Capacity
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pression member, making sure that the top is on the same
side of the compression member as the head of the strut key.

Some brake heads are right and left and care should be taken

to see that they are properly mated. The tension rod should

Fig. 8—Brake Beam Testing Machine, 75,000 lb. Capacity

be inserted in the head or sleeve on the compression member,
laying the truss rod seat in the end of the strut, and then

apply the other head or sleeve.

Nuts should be applied to the ends of the tension rods,

screwing them up to a full thread. This places the beam in

tension or camber. The beam should be checked for correct
camber, using a gage similar to Fig. 9.

The beam should be placed in a proof testing machine
similar to that shown in Figs. 7 or <s and apply a proof

load of the capacity of the beam, check and adjust the cam-
ber. After this a second proof load is to be applied, r< I

and the camber again checked. The truss rod nuts are ad-

justed until all four points of the camber gage come in con-

tact with the back of the compression member. The ends of

nuts are then riveted over about one-third of the rod circum-

ference.

The beam should be checked for head centers with a gage
similar to that shown in Fig. 10, by placing the legs of the

gage in the top of the brake shoe key slot opening on the

upper center head lug. If the gage goes in, the beam will

meet A. R. A. head center requirements. The pin hole loca-

tion should be checked with a gage similar to that shown in

Fig. 1 1. Beams having rigid heads must be carefully checked

GO^&f&ce ofHead_Cenfers_

toJ&C*r.of_(>agcLug3*>r_ _ J*P**
i" t0

w
CfnJbce'o?Head E

1 ' f^

,Fig. 9—Camber Gage

Fig. 10—Head Center Gage

that both heads are parallel. Fig. 1

for straightening these heads.

All beams should U well covered with quick drying metal

Exhibit B—Brake Beam Head Strength Tests

Nc 2, No. 2 plus and N mplete with

. were furnis a manufacru

purposes, a number of different Sty]

repres

were made in all cases by applying the load to the strut of

the brake beam as under service conditions. The three con-

ditions under which the load might come upon tin

head were considered: (1) .enter lugs only resting upon the

support, (2) brake head cocked, so that one center lug and
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one toe rested upon the support, and (3) toes resting upon the

support, with center lugs free.

The test results obtained under condition (1) evidenced no

set and but slight deflection at the set load called for by

the brake beam. Tests under condition (2) were found to

be impracticable. It was therefore concluded that test under

condition (3) represented the maximum condition of weak-

ness, and this method of supporting the- brake head for test

appreciably in excess of the specified deflection load of the

brake beam frequently produce distortions and twists in the

several brake beam parts, that result in readings so variable

and ununiform as to be of little practical value.

In numerous cases the strength of the head is not in pro-

portion to the capacity of the brake beam; that is, for equal

loads the brake heads of brake beams of higher capacity show
more deflection than heads on brake beams of lower capacity.

GAGE APPLIED TO

BRAKE BEAM THUS

was accordingly chosen as adequately covering any possible

condition that might be obtained in service.

Tests in each case were accordingly made by mounting the

brake beams in the testing machine with the brake heads

resting upon the radius blocks illustrated in the photographs,

the load being carried upon the toes of the brake head, with

the center lugs clear. Deflection of the heads was measured

by apparatus designed by G. E. Doke for the New York

Central Laboratory, also illustrated in the photographs The

datum bar of the deflection apparatus is clamped to the toes

of the brake head, one end of this bar being free to allow

the device to adjust itself to longitudinal spreading move-

ment. The recording mechanism, an Ames dial gage reading

to one-thousandth of an inch, is clamped to the lower center

portion of the brake head, with the movable spindle in con-

tact with the datum bar. This apparatus is self contained,

and therefore measures only the deflection within the brake

head, independent of any movement between the brake head

and the support.

Twenty-one brake beams of various designs were tested by

the sub-committee. Readings of deflections and the perma-

nent set obtained upon brake heads were taken at the dene

tion loads and set loads required by the brake beam specifi-

cation for No. 2, No. 2 plus and No. 3 brake beams, in addi-

tion to which the load and permanent set occurring at 1/32

in. and 1/16 in. deflection of the brake head were also noted.

Discussion or Tests—Condition No. 3

The r. suits obtained are not consistently uniform. Loads

Brake Beam Gage

Although as stated the results are not in all cases uniform,

they indicate as a whole that the elastic limit of malleable

iron brake heads of the designs tested occurs at approximately

1/32 in. deflection of the brake head.

Conclusions

Tests of brake beam heads do not appear necessary if the

load in service always comes upon the center lugs. However

Fig. 12—Brakehead Straightening Machine

if in the opinion of the Brake Ream Committee the load is

not always restricted to the center lugs, but is frequently

I principally on the toes, then a standard strength of
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head and standard method of test for determining same, is

desirable. The information obtained indicates that this

standard of strength can apparently best be determined

under the method of support (3) described above. The
elastic limit of malleable iron heads indicates that this

standard should be approximately as follows:

W hen the deflection load specified for a brake beam of given
capacity is applied to the brake beam, the brake heads themselves
.should nut show more than 1/32 in. deflection, with no permanent
set.

Whether a deflection of 1/32 in. of the brake head, which

would increase the present permissible deflection of the brake

G. E. I'.usse, chairman. Mechanical Committee of the

Bi B m Manufacturer's Institute, witnessed the above
tests, representing the Brake lie-am Manufacturer's Institute.

Exhibit C—Brake Shoe Key Design and
Fit of Shoes, Head Faces and Key

I hi hoe key design and details involved
in the tit of the shoe, head, face and key was investigated by
1 . M. Waring who advises that an examination of a large
number of freight cars in yards iversal

condition of the keys being all the way down and still a
loose fit, thus indicating the advisability' of a change in the

Apparatus for Measuring Brake Head Deflection

beam as a whole by that amount, would so disturb existing

brake rigging standards as to make it impracticable, must
necessarily be decided by the Brake Beam Committee.

It is recognized that 50 per cent or more of present day

shed W.I. or
O.H.S. Key, offer

key design. The most logical change seems to be to make
the key thicker at the center than is now specified. Fig. 2

shows a new design of key that has been tried out and is

suggested for consideration.

The proposed key is thinner at the point and has a some-
what greater taper than the standard key, so that it becomes
l/2 in. thick at a point 3 15/16 in, h
just under the head. The drawing show.- a tolerance of 1/32
in. in thickness, which is a practical working limit if the key
is drop forged or rolled.

A key machined to the exact dimension shown was tried

with new brake heads and shoes, which were selected by
gaging, so as to give the maximum and minimum opening for
the brake shoe key. With the maximum opening the experi-
mental key could be pushed in by band until the Moulder
was within •">

j in. of the brake head. With the minimum
opening the key stood out about 3}£ in.

The key was then tried on a number of new brake
and new shoes taken from stock and on a number of brake
beams on cars in repair yards.

The table show.- the distance the key protruded from the
brake head when applied without being hammered down.
When the key protruded several inches, it was found that it

could be driven down about 1 in. further.

Fit of Experimental iake Shoe Km
N ii

New Brake heads

Proposed Dimensions for Recess in Toes of Brake Head and
Proposed Design of Brake Shoe Key

designs of brake heads will not meet the above requirements,
but if the load is frequently carried principally upon the toes
ot the brake head, then the sub-committee feels that such a
requirement is logical, as otherwise the specification would
permit permanent set at a given load in one member of the
assembled brake beam, and at the same time require that the
brake beam as a whole should show no permanent set at that
load. i

Loose when forced all the way in

All the way in before being tigl

Projecting from in

i. to 2 in., inclusive.
ting from 2 in. to 3 in., ii

Projecting from 3 in. to 4 ii

Projecting from 4 in. to 5 in .

Projecting from 5 in. to 6 in., im'

Total ... 20 95

These figures show tb lesirability of a thicker kev and

heads

II

13

1

-t
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they also show that it will be difficult to get a key that will

fit old parts as well as new parts. However, the proposed

key should be an improvement over the present standard and

there will be only a few. cases when it will be too large to be

used. It is evident from experiments with brake heads or

shoes which have been gaged that where the key projected

over 4 in. from the brake head, the brake shoe or head is not

within the limits of the standard gages.

When trying the proposed key on cars in service, the old

keys removed were measured at a point 5% in. from the
head. Taking the measurements at a uniform place did not
always show the greatest wear. However, 63 per cent of all

old keys were only 5/16 in. or less. It would appear that a
good deal could be accomplished in keeping the brake shoes
tight by putting in a limit on the thickness of key which
should be allowed to remain in service. We therefore sug-

for consideration a limiting thickness of y% in. at any
place within 5% in. of the shoulder.

Report of Committee on Tank Cars

During the past year the work of the committee has been

mainly the continuation of its efforts to secure improvement

in certain details of construction, principally the safety valve,

bottom discharge valve, dome closure arrangement and

anchorage of tank to underframe. In this work the Com-
mittee has had the benefit of the co-operation of the Bureau

of Explosives, American Petroleum Institute and the National

Petroleum Association.

Safety Valves

Additional tests have been made at Altoona of the experi-

mental designs submitted by manufacturers of locomotive

safety valves, which had been modified as the result of the

tests referred to in the 1920 report; and also of other modifi-

cations of the standard design, including changes in the

dimensions of the valve disks, non-corrosive seats, etc. The
committee can only report progress for the reason that no

valve has proved absolutely tight at pressures at or near the

popping point (25 lb.). Observation of the leakage prior

to popping has shown that the escape is always on one side,

indicating a tendency of the valve disk to cock. Special

guides have been tried and special springs have been made

in an effort to secure true closure, but so far without success.

Some of the valve manufacturers are willing to make other

modifications, but before asking them to do this the committee

is endeavoring to get from the oil trade some definite informa-

tion as to the extent of the losses which can be properly

charged to the safety valve. The available data indicates

that with straight refinery products the losses are not large;

also that with insulated tank cars the loss with casinghead

blends is slight, but the question of safety valve leakage

assumes importance because the uninsulated car may carry

very volatile products, some of which are constantly under

pressure.

The tests have shown conclusively the large discharge

capacity of the standard valve—about 31,000 lb., equal to

4,800 gallons of gasoline per hour—so that an 8,000-gallon

tank with its two safety valves would be discharged in about

50 minutes with very little rise in the pressure. One of the

experimental valves gave a discharge capacity of 40,000 lb.

per hour.

The committee has approved some slight modifications in

the details of the design of the valve to reduce foundry losses

rnd to facilitate machinery. These changes do not affect

the functioning of the valve, or the interchangeability of the

parts, and the committee recommends that they be incorpo-

rated in the standard design of valve.

Bottom Discharge Valves.

This question has been assigned to a sub-committee of

which ]. E. Grant, special agent of the Bureau of Explosives,

is chairman. This sub-committee is working in close co-

operation with a similar committee of the American Petroleum

Institute. There have been about twenty-five designs sub-

mitted, eleven of which are being tried out under observation

in service. It is hoped that another year will demonstrate

the correct principles on which satisfactory designs must be

based.

Reports show that a large part of the unsatisfactory per-
formance of existing valves is due to failure to keep the tanks
and consequently the valve seat clean.

Extensions to Bottom Discharge Outlet

There have been a number of protests against the require-

ment adopted last year that:

No nipples, valves or other attachments shall project
below the bottom outlet cap, except while car is being
unloaded.

These protests emphasize the lack of confidence in the present

bottom outlet valves, in that it is claimed that the cocks at-

tached to the bottom cap are necessary to enable the con-
signee to tell whether the outlet valve is closed, and that if

the valve is not properly closed the removal of the cap would
permit the uncontrollable discharge and loss of the contents

of the tank. The trouble is really due to man failure rather

than design failure. The regulations of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission require that the bottom cap shall be re-

moved when the tank is loaded, and if this is done it will

insure the valve being properly closed and there will be very

little danger of its being unseated in transit. The one excep-

tion is where water from gasoline leaks past the valve into

the outlet pipe and freezes, which may result in unseating

the valve or breaking the outlet pipe, or both. The over-

coming of this is one of the features of the problem of a

satisfactory valve.

The committee believes a further step should be taken to

guard against the danger of breakage of the outlet pipe by

limiting the distance which the outlet projects below the sills

to that required to operate a wrench in applying and remov-

ing the cap. It is, therefore, recommended that:

Effective July 1, 1922, in the case of new cars and of replace-

ments on existing cars, the bottom outlet pipe when applied to

tanks of cars having center sills shall not project below the

bottom line of sills more than the threaded length necessary to

permit the application and removal of the bottom outlet cap.

The presence of a cock on the bottom of the discharge

pipe is not necessarily objectionable, provided it complies

with the proposed requirement.

fin connection with the bottom outlet, the committee also

recommended the elimination of the following sentence from

Section 7 (c), first paragraph, of Classes III and IV specifi-

cations: ''Additional attachments thereto, having threads of

other dimensions may be used."-

—

Editor.]

Dome Closure Arrangement

The Bureau of Explosives takes strong ground against the

ordinary screw type of dome cover, particularly for cars

carrying liquid normally under pressure. It was expected

that the escape of gas through the vent holes at the top of

the screw portion of the cover would give adequate warning

to a man of ordinary intelligence that internal pressure

existed and that the dome cover should not be removed until

this pressure had been relieved. The numerous casualties

which have occurred because of the removal of the cover in

spite of this warning show that a better form of cover is

necessary.
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There are also appreciable losses of contents in the form

of gas due to lack of tightness of the screw cover, even where

soft gaskets are used.

With cars assigned permanently to these very volatile prod-

ucts it would suffice to provide only -uch cars with another

form of cover, but in an emergency, at least, any car may be

loaded with these products.

The attention of the car builders has been called to the

matter and a number of them are endeavoring to work out

satisfactory designs. Two general types meet the require-

ments, viz.: (1) An internal cover supported by a screw

and yoke against an inturned flange of the dome ring. Such

a cover can not be removed while there is internal pressure.

(2) An external cover held in place by a number of hinged

bolts, the nuts of which engage lugs on the cover so designed

that the cover can not be removed as long as there is internal

pressure against it.

It may be necessary, eventually, to require that all new

cars shall be equipped with some form of cover which can

not be removed until internal pressure is relieved. The com-

mittee believes that a beginning should be made with cars

carrying casinghead gasoline and its blends, and recommends

that paragraph 6 (c) of the Class IV Specification be

amended to read

:

For cars built after July 1, 1922, the dome cover, if external,

shall be secured by bolts ; or if internal, by yoke and screw.

The Committee feels that the external cover is preferable

because of the greater probability of good workmanship and

because its operation is simpler.

Anchorages.

The center anchorage for tank cars is the subject of a

basic patent which expires in August, 1921. Because of

this patent builders have been allowed considerable latitude

in their designs of this type of anchorage. Some of these

designs have proved unsatisfactory in service, and a number
of cases have been reported of tanks going adrift with break-

age of outlet pipe and loss of contents. So far these failures

have been confined to the bolted anchorage and are traceable

to bad design or workmanship, or both. The principal causes

have been the use of rough bolts in unreamed holes instead

of turned bolts in reamed holes, as required by the specifica-

tions; and the use of wooden tillers, prohibited by the speci-

fications, between the anchorage and the underframe, so that

the bolts are in flexure instead of in shear. In a number of

cases the bolts were threaded so far down that the shearing

value was that of the root of the thread instead of the body
of the bolt, while the bearing value was but that of the top

of the threads.

This matter was taken up with all of the tank car builders,

and where it was found desirable to change the designs it

was willingly done. The approved designs of all of the

builders now provide connections materially in excess of the

minimum requirements of the specification and it is believed

that no failures of these anchorages will result with any
reasonable handling.

Heater Pipes

The Committee can only report progress upon this subject.

Number and Class or Tank Cars

1 he growth in the number of tank cars is shown by a recent
tabulation from Boyd's Tank Car Circular, which shows a
total of about 1^7,000 tank cars in service, of which 125,500
were of private ownership and 13,500 of railroad ownership.
This compares with figures for January 1, 1913, given in one
of the Interstate Commerce Commission reports, viz. : 30,039
of private ownership and 9,150 of railroad ownership, a to-
tal of 39,189.

Welding

In its 1912 report the committee called attention to the
desirability of the welded tank, and in 1919 provision was
made in the specification to permit the experimental use of
welded tanks for Class III cars. Several welding concerns
have given the question attention, but so far the cost of tanks
welded by the forge welding process has been so high as to

be prohibitive. Recently one of the large pipe manufacturing
concerns proposed the use of its forge welded pipe for this

purpose. If this proposition assumes definite form your com-
mittee will be prepared to take up the question of this con-

struction as an alternative to the riveted tank.

Various ovi rtures have been made to permit the use of

autogenously welded tanks, but the committee is not prepared
to recommend the acceptance of such tanks in advance of

definite proof of the reliability of this method of welding.

At present there are too many uncertainties as to the character

of the welds made by different operators, and particularly a-

to tie ability of such welds to stand the alternating bending
stress to which tank cars are sul

The one exception which has been made is in the case of

anchorages on welded Class V tanks. It was originally re-

quired that this should be forge welded, and din

a number of tanks for the United States Government were
so welded but the results were unsatisfactory. Owing to the

nature of the lading, exposed anchorage rivets are objection-

able and the latest construction approved by the committee

consists of riveted anchorages with the rivet heads on the-

inside covered by autogenously welded cup shields.

In this connection the attention of the committee has been

i ailed to tlie fact that in some cases cracked shells have been

repaired by autogenous welding and that the result has not

been satisfactory. The committee recommends that, for tin

present at least, repairs to shells of tanks shall not be made
by autogenous welding.

A. R. A. Standards and Recommended Practice

The specifications for I [asses Ml. I\ and V tank cars,

under the head of Couplers, Brakes and Trucks, prescribe

"A. R. A. Standards and Recommended Practice." It has

developed that this, in connection with the Rules of Inter-

change, makes the standards and recommended practice man-
dator}- in the case of tank cars where they are not so in the

case of freight cars generally. It was not the intention of

the committee to single out tank cars for greater compliance
with the standards and recommended prai I

- quired

in the case of other kinds of freight car-, and the committee
recommends amending this requirement to read:

A. R. A. Standards and Recommended Practice as in the case
of othor classes of freight equipment cars.

Brakes

Question has been raised as to the difference in the word-
ing of the brake requirements for I

reading:

Each car shall he equipped with air brakes of a capacity equal to

not less than 70 per cent of the light weight of car, and at \ea<i

one hand brake operating the brakes of both trucks.

anil thosi For later I lasses of car<. reading:

A. R. A. Standards and Recommended Practice.

When the general revision oi the specification was made in

1916 the committee, in accordance with its policy oi avoiding

as far a- possible retroactive requirements, did not recom-

mend any change in this respect so far as Classes I and II.

which were the existing ears, were concerned. The difference

is more in form than in substance, the original 70 per cent

brake power being based on 60 lb., the pressure due to emer-

gency application, while the 60 per cent is based on the

50 lb. due to equalized son-ice application \- there is so
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little difference in the final results it is believed that the

situation can be satisfactorily covered by adding, in the case

of Classes I and II cars:

When any change is made in the hrake arrangement it shall

„ „ ,„i in H in to A. R. A. Standards and Recommended

1 \\k Cars fob Hydrochlorii Acid.

Certain products such as hydrochloric acid, vinegar, etc.,

because oi their chemical reaction can not be successful!)

handled in the ordinary metallic containers. In the case of 1

hydrochloric acid, which is extremely corrosive, it has been

handled in wooden tanks mounted on flat cars. The com-

mittee has not, so far, rei ommcnded any specifu ation for such

cars, but, at the suggestion of the Bureau of Explosives, in

view of complaints as to leakage with existing designs of cars,

the question ol developing a standard specification has been

taken up and a sub-committee of five representatives of the

ai id shippers in co-operation with the Bureau of Ex-

plc ives is engaged in experiments with steel and wooden

tanks with glass and rubber lining-, and with wooden tanks

,ii. losed in steel shells insulated by plastic bituminous

materials.

i he report is signed by A. W. Gibbs, chairman, Pennsyl-

vania System; C. E. Chambers, Central Railroad of New
lersey; S. Lynn, Pittsburgh and Lake Erie; John Purcell,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; George McCormick, Southern

Pacific; F. K. Tutt, Missouri, Kansas & Texas; Col. B. W.
Dunn, Bureau of Explosives; A. E. Smith, Union Tank Car

Company; Geo. Hartley, Semet Solvay Company, and C. W.
( hvsley, The Texas Company.

Report on Train Brake and Signal Equipment

Retaining Valves fur. Freight Equipment

The question of retaining valves for freight equipment

cars referred to in this committee's report of last year has

been made the subject of a special investigation by a sub-

committee, which outlined and arranged for a series of tests

on grades ranging from \
l/2 to 3% per cent, with retaining

valves of various capacities. Owing to the serious business

depression now generally prevailing, the tests were discon-

tinued before sufficient information had been collected to

permit the committee making definite recommendations.

Automatic Hose Connections for Freight and Pas-

senger Equipment

The question of automatic hose connectors for freight and

passenger equipment was referred to a sub-committee which

reports that there were thirty-nine answers to the circular of

inquiry sent out February 20, 1920, to all of the railroads

in the United States; four railroads reporting experience

with automatic connectors. Of these, there is only one which

has any considerable number of cars equipped, or which are

in any representative service. The committee learned that

there were some automatic connectors used in Canada, which

were not included in the answers to the circular, and en-

deavored to find what information could be obtained from

this trial; but was unable to get any great amount of

information.

The committee is unable to find in the reports a design

that would seem to lend itself to general use, and for the

lack of such information is, therefore, unable to make an>

specific recommendations at this time.

Air Brake Cylinder Packing

The committee has further considered the matter of air

brake cylinder packing made of leather substitutes. It has

also been recently suggested that specifications be prepared

for brake cylinder packing. The committee will solicit the

assistance and co-operation of the Committee on Specifica-

tions and Tests for Materials in preparing suitable specifica-

tions, after which it will be in position to submit definite

recommendations.

Mechanical Sanders

The committee has considered the question of connecting

mechanical sanders to the engineer's brake valve in a manner

that will automatically sand the rails when the brake valve

is placed in emergency position. This is a local matter and

the committee has no recommendations to make.

Life of Air Brake Hose

This subject has been investigated by a sub-committee

which has reviewed all data available. Unless the period

for removal of air hose in service is extended to at least

thirty months a large number of hose will be removed which

would last for a much longer time; also the fixing of such

a period for removal from service would not provide for

removing a large number of hose which fail within this

period.
"
Instead of establishing a maximum life it would

be preferable to consider revising the present specifications

to provide a better quality of hose, and it is suggested that

Openings "A" and "a" arc £o» gaging ma
of packing ring flange.

Openings "B" and "b" arc for g;

n. (external) diameter

id min. (external) diameter

f projecting wall or face portion of ring.

Slots "C" and "e" are for gaging max. and nun. thickness of flange and

Level on surface of flange.

Slots "D" and "E" are for gaging and min. over all depth of ring

"
slots "F" and "G" ar* for gaging max. and min. thickness of projecting

wall or face portion of ling. ,, . , _„. _,.. r
Rings must enter all sections of gage marked max. and must not <-uer

any section of gage marked "min."

Fig. 1—Tolerance Gage for Air Hose Coupling Packing

Rings

this be considered by the Committee on Specifications and

Tests for Materials.
' The committee again calls attention to the importance of

applj ing the soap suds test as called for in the present rules

governing the maintenance of freight brakes.

Extra Heavy Pipe and Nipples for Air Brake Train

Line

A member has requested that consideration be given to
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using extra heavy wrought iron pipe and nipples exclusively

for repairs to all freight car equipment, regardless of age,

and that prices for material be revised accordingly. This

practice is in effect on several large roads and while extra

heavy wrought iron pipe is unqui stionably superior to steel

or standard weight pipe, in view of the decided difference

in first cost the committee does not feel justified in recom

mending a change at this time. It is suggested, however,

that standard weight nipples be used at the angle cock with

either extra heavy or standard weight brake pipe.

Location of Angle Cocks on Lo< omottves

In view of the fact that this subject was investigated dur-

ing the period of Federal Control by the Railroad Adminis-

tration's Committee on Standard-, assisted by several mem-

bers of your Committee on Train Brake and Signal Equip-

ment, without being able to develop a solution for the prob-

lem, the committee is not now in position to develop anything

new on the subject.

Gages for Air Brake Hose Couplings and Packing

Rings

The Committee on Specifications and Tests for Materials

has recommended that, (a) suitable gages be developed for

checking the dimensions of hose couplings when new, (b)

consideration be given to changing the form of present

standard gage for hose coupling packing rings, and

(c) the tolerance dimensions for packing rings be

made to conform to the tolerances shown in its

report for 1919, which was printed in Circular S 111 _

With one exception the tolerance dimensions referred to

are prai ti< ally tli. are now provided lor in the

standard mpling packing rii > ption

being that the gage provide- for no i thickness of

parking rinu' flange. Ila i ommittee on Train Brake and
Signal Equipmenl ves it desirable to provide for

tolerances for all dimensions, and recommends that the gage
drawing bi revi ed t orm to the accompanying 1

It is suggested that the question oi • hose

couplings be made- the subject of investigation by this or a

similar 'luring the coming year. The Committee
on Specifications and Tests for Materi n this

suggestion and has consented to furnish a sub
ii in issai - to assist in such an investigation.

\i 1
1

-
1 mi \ i "i Hand Bb u.i Povi ei on Freigi

On account of the present business in railroad

service, the test which was scheduled to be made early this

tion with the adjustment of hand brake

power on freight cars has, with the appro\ General

Committee, been indefinitelj postponed.

I In report is signed bi I I Burton

y"or] O iiiial
:

1'.. P. Flory, N itario & W
I. M Henry, Pennsylvania System; i. P Streeter, Illinois

Central; l< B. Rasbridge, Philadelphia & Reading; G. H.

\\ ood, Ati hison, I op !
i 8z Santa Fe; II. M I urn

.
Northern

W. J II it'h. Canadian Pacific, and G, C. Hi-hop.

Long Island.

A Simplified Check for

Large Freight Houses

By C. J. Casteel

Traveling Freight Inspector, Wabash Railroad

Ai.inis i\ CHARGI of large freight houses frequently

complain that they find it next to impossible to obtain

a satisfactory check of all of the freight in their ware-

houses. Such men will find a desirable check in a system

recently adopted by the Wabash which provides a rapid

means of adjusting "overs" and "shorts," and at the -inn

time prevents claims arising from irregular deliveries.

Owing to an unusually congested condition which followed

a large movement of l.c.l. freight through one of our larger

warehouse-, we found ourselves confronted with hundreds of

articles of freight for which we were unable to locate the

billing by which it had moved. In the same way we found
large numbers of freight bills for which we could find no
corresponding shipments of freight. I'M- condition was due
to a number of causes, but principally to the cross deliver)'

of shipments, one of the failure- so common to inefficient

or careless delivery clerks.

Our efforts to check the warehousi periodically by means
of the oldtime tally sheets QOl onl) involved a tremendous
amount of work, but resulted in considerable delay, together
with a conglomeration of written report- to ponder over in

the slow process of matching up "overs" and "shorts." In
addition to this difficulty, tin check sheets were worthless to
IK. tor once being filed they were never referred to afterward.
To overcome these bad features and to reduce the con-

stantly growing volume of "overs" and "shorts," our claim
prevention representatives adopted a rather novel plan which
has been operated with considerable success in our ware
houses. Printed cards, numbered consecutively, havi

ired. These are furnished the clerk in charge ol

section of a warehouse with instructions thai a separati
is to be filled out for each shipment or porti tipment
which appeared in the individual section after th(

of tin free time limit; the free time limit to be determined

by the car number and the date of unloading, which is

stumped on each article by the unloading clerk

the car. The car itself is arranged to pro-. - data,

on lulling the name and address of the consignee, the number

of the card, the number of the shipment, the name of the

shipper ami his address, a brief description of the articles in

the shipment and their weight, the car number, date, and the

section of the warehouse through which the shipment has

moved. These data are filled in by the section clerk, who then

turns the card over to the OS&D clerk, wh mplete- the

record by adding the date and the OS&D number

To avoid any possible duplii

tion clerk marks each package reported with a n

ing the number of the card and i irely to the

shipment. When the shipment is delivered tin- tag is de-

tached and sent to the OS&D clerk, together with all other

tags ami cards. 1 hese arc' -ent in at the clo.-e of cadi day's

business and automatically notify the OS&P clerk that he

is to close his tiles on the particular shipment reported. The
first duty of the OS&D clerk at the beginning of the day is

to check off cards which have been handed him by v

tion clerk on the previous day. with the bill case in th(

of the cashier. All cards which are aide to be matched in

tin- wax are tiled alphabetically with reference to the con-

signee, in a permanent file
1

. Cards which cannot be matched

are tiled in a current file box from which the OS&P clerk

works constantly. As soon as a card is ready for permanent

filing it- disposition is noted on the' back, and it is then

for the claim clerk who may need it for

checking up possil claims for lost or undi

pack.

i

This card system, •' I inventory

on our warehouses. It OS&]
i permanent daily check which relieves them

ty for making numerous time-killing trips about the

warehouses to identify oropare billi ' and
"short" shipments. The system pn

rising from

delivery.



Electrical Communication in Railroad Service*

Proper Organization of the Telegraph Department Essential to

Obtain Efficiency in All Branches

By H. C. Chace

Superintendent of Telegraph, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.

AS the telegraph department is entirely responsible

for the operation of the railroad electrical communi-

cation, a brief outline of the organization necessary

for the proper operation and upkeep of the facilities will

serve to illustrate the functioning of the telegraph depart-

ments on large railroads.

Adequate facilities are necessary to good service and eco-

nomical operation. Sufficient force must be provided to

render a satisfactory service. Competent supervision is nec-

essary, first, to plan facilities which will meet the require-

ments of the service and operate them economically, and

second, to see that the facilities are properly maintained and

used.

The ideal arrangement is to establish general or relay

offices under the jurisdiction of one head at convenient points,

preferably division and general office headquarters, so that

each way office will have access to at least one general or

relay office. These offices, forming the backbone of the tele-

graph service, must have a sufficient force to provide flex-

ibility, and this elasticity makes it possible to economize in

the force at the less important offices without seriously im-

pairing the service.

Organization

In the Santa Fe organization the telegraph department is

administered by the superintendent of telegraph, reporting

to the operating vice-president. Assistant superintendents of

telegraph are located at Topeka, Kan.; Galveston, Tex., and

Los Angeles, Cal. A telegraph engineer, a telephone engi-

neer and a construction engineer are also attached to the

superintendent of telegraph's staff. A telegraph-telephone

supervisor is located on each general manager's territory and

is responsible for the maintenance of pole lines, circuits and

equipment.

The bulk of the telegraph business is filed during the day

hours and usually in such volume that the facilities were

overtaxed, while at night those same facilities were prac-

tically idle. With the exception of messages marked "rush"

and those detected by telegraph office supervisory forces as

being important, telegrams were, prior to the introduction

of our classified service plan, transmitted in sequence of their

filing time. As a consequence, important messages during

periods of congestion occasionally were not given the service

they deserved while waiting their turn, while less important

ones were moved more promptly than was necessary.

In order to correct this condition, distribute the traffic load

more evenly and provide a more satisfactory and economical

service, we inaugurated a classified service, which in addi-

tion to the Pink service provides for: (1) Preferred Service

—

For the handling of subjects requiring immediate and pre-

ferred attention. (2) Day Service—For handling subjects the

urgency of which do not require preferred service. (3) Night
Service—Where the delivery of the telegram on the morning
following will answer the purpose. No one knows the im-

portance of a telegram as well as the sender or writer, upon
whom now devolves the responsibility of designating its class.

and the excellent co-operation we have had has made the

plan an entire success. Such officers as may be designated by

•Abstract from a paper presented before the Western Society of Engi-
neers, Chicago, on April 21, 1921.

the vice-president are authorized to use what is known as

Pink service for extremely urgent telegrams. These messages
take precedence over all business except train orders and are

given practically instantaneous service.

Circuits and Circuit Arrangements

In providing and arranging telegraph circuits the object

is to furnish each telegraph office with a direct wire to divi-

sion headquarters and to at least one relay office, preferably

and usually the one located at division headquarters, and
to connect the relay offices with each other for direct service

whenever the volume of traffic warrants. Each relay office

is connected by a direct and exclusive circuit to grand divi-

sion headquarters and to such other relay offices as are war-
ranted by traffic conditions, the object being to avoid manual
relay with its attendant delay, expense and hazard of error.

The connecting circuits between relay offices are practically

all quadruplex and duplex, the extra channels thus provided

obviating the necessity for additional wires on the pole line.

The quadruplex is availed of wherever additional facilities

are needed and can be thus obtained.

The main lines of the Santa Fe and many of the branches

are equipped with telephone train dispatching circuits, and
in addition have some independent telephone circuits used

exclusively for railroad message work.

If two metallic telephone circuits parallel each other and
have been properly transposed, an additional telephone cir-

cuit known as a "phantom" can be obtained for operation

between terminals. These phantom circuits give entirely sat-

isfactory service. Compositing of trunk telephone circuits,

permitting Morse operation of each of the wires, is also prac-

ticable between terminals.

The Printer

When speaking of printer operation it is meant that a

prepared tape, when passed through a transmitter at one

end of a circuit, operates a typewriter mechanism at the other,

thereby printing the message the same as is done by a type-

writer manually operated.

When referring to a channel this means that one employee

can be sending and one can be receiving at each end of the

circuit. By increasing the number of channels over a wire the

capacity of that circuit is increased accordingly, with but

single channel operation, on which the speed averages from
a slight reduction in the speed of each, as compared with

40 to SO words per min. on each side of the channel. Be-
tween points 500 or 600 mi. apart as many as four channels

are obtainable, which at 40 words per min. on each side

of the channel would give an output of 320 words per min.

on the four-channel multiplex-duplex, or eight times the ca-

pacity of a single wire. Printer operation is not, of course,

confined to circuits of the length above mentioned. Three-

channel printers are in daily operation for distances up to

2,500 mi., and since the recent introduction of the rotary

repeater two-channel circuits are regularly operated up to

3,500 mi.

The Carrier System of Wired Wireless

Tt appears that the greatest field for the future develop-

ment of electrical communicating; systems lies in the use of

380
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ultra-sound frequencies for carrying voice and other signal-

ing currents over existing wires. The Edison Phonoplex in

use many years ago on several railroad lines was the begin-

ning of superimposed systems and the pioneer of relatively

high frequency signaling systems. However, the frequencies

it and some of its successors employed were within the range

of audibility and went into the discard with the growth of

the telephone system. Means have been found through the

use of vacuum tubes of employing frequency so high that

they can produce no audible effect in the ordinary telephone

receivers or telegraph instruments through which they pass.

Under the most favorable conditions now known, the-

oretically it seems possible to carry on 60 independent tele-

phone conversations and 6 or more additional telegraph

communications with two pairs of wires without interfering

with the present method of operation on them. Development

work with the carrier system or wired wireless is being car-

ried on by the Signal Corps of the United States Army and

by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and

tests have been made on one or two large railroad systems.

Train Dispatchers' Loud Speaking Telephone

Train dispatchers find but one objectionable feature that

is worthy of note to telephone train dispatching, and that is

the necessity for the dispatcher having to wear a headband
receiver clamped on the ear continuously during his time on

duty, a practice which is irksome to a degree under the best

conditions, and particularly painful during lightning storms.

Loud speaking telephones, to be satisfactory in train dis-

patching service, must be as dependable as the headband
receiver, free from maintenance complications, have ample
volume which can be readily controlled by the dispatcher,

and clear in articulation. Inventors of an electro-dynamic

telephone receiver have, with the co-operation and advice of

the telegraph and telephone engineers of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, developed a loud speaker which promises to meet

all of the requirements.

Other Systems

The wireless telegraph does not seem to have been devel-

oped to the extent it deserves, as it could be used to bridge

over severe wire prostrations to a considerable extent, but
even these advantages seem to have been availed of by but
few roads. I believe this is a field which should be given
intensive development. The wireless telephone also gives some
promise of utility on railroads, such as the bridging of inter-

ruptions, and communicating with moving trains, but this

system also does not seem to have been developed to a point
where it is practicable for railroad use.

The Need for Railroad Statistics

By A. Bonn

Thk working forces of any railroad arc regularly em-
ployed in the compilation of statistics. The working
foremen must keep accurate records of the labor and

material used in the work upon which their for,,- .ire en-
gaged. These records form the basis for the necessary
periodical accounting and also are called upon to serve as
the foundation for important comparisons. The various op-
erating units, such as train dc-palchers. train crew-, vard
forces, etc., are daily recording information which finds its

way into the permanent and working records.
The accounting division of a railroad contains forces

working on data gathered from different sources and a great
deal of this data is set up into statistical records. The traf-
fic division must keep pace with the commercial situation
and in order to do so it assembles all available information
relating to the subject. The miscellaneous divisions like-

wise must compile for reference the activities or results of
their work.

It can readily be seen that considerable time and a large
sum of money are devoted annually to railroad statistics.

Some of these statistics have been permanent for a long time
and for that reason are accepted today without changi 3

roads have been ' living on these records and have
thought it necessary to expand very much beyond them.
Other statistics are assembled for special occasions and may
only be used once. Then we have the worki:
which are referred to as temporary records, and do not ap-
ply beyond a certain working period. There is a present op-
portunity to get away from the idea of the temporary nature
of the working statistics and make them more of value in the
building up of the permanent records. Some duplii
of work and avoidance of wrong impressions will result if

this change is brought about.

Because of the constant changing of the requirements

—

national, state, executive, departmental, etc.—the statisti. s

have grown in volume, not always sure of analysis, some-
times misleading, and certainly a great burden upon the
time, working energy and patience of the railroad executivi -

and other officials concerned. With tons of statistics brought
together each year it would seem that nothing worth while
could be missed, yet every day there is evidence of useful
data omitted.

In many instances the original data is totaled up by years
or other periods to satisfy a special report but no time is

taken to set up the basic information in good shape for use
in a subsequent report, necessitating lost time, extra expense,
perhaps different results, and consequent delay to other work.
It is also noticed that certain statistics are compiled to

tain point with the thought that beyond it rarely is it

sary to go.

A sharp line is always drawn between accounting and
statistics. For that reason the accounting results are nol
always used for statistical purposes. The statistician will

often go back to the starting point for information for his
statement. There must be a closer relation between t

;

countant and the statistician if the crying need of the hour
is going to be heeded. The clerical work of a railroad has
increased so decidedly in the last few years until it is fell

that the task is almost hopeless unless some order is brought
out of the chaos. The accounts are given preference, the

statistics are delayed or passed aside, often causing hasty
preparation when urgently required. For lack of time on
many occasions approximations are resorted to in the use
of information which could have been kept in reliabli

by a little time and forethought. A successful approximater
or- guesser may prevent the necessary preparation of essen-

tial records.

It is no doubt true that everyone is trying to reduce to a

minimum the to lost motion in the field of rail-

road statistics. Each department, however, having its own
ideas of important data, spends its time on work which nu\
not be valuable beyond a certain office, which may seldom
be called for and may be cast aside by changing of off

Sometimes the different departments are not aware of in-

formation alread) compiled, available for use. and go ..'

and work out data, reaching different results and
confusing those in whose hands the statements are pi

Those who have spent many years in railroading and have

seen the evolution of the modern railroad and the methods
used to keep track of the results accomplished, are

bewildered as they turn from - to study the

ent-day railroad statistics. It is to them "higher mathema-
tics compared to the "arithmetic" o\ their early days.

Some of our executive heads have seen the railroads man-
aged with ' -

it upon the tabulated results and.
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therefore, take only a passing interest in what may now be

done. They are not concerned in the methods used or the

time required but only attempt to control the size of the force

employed for statistical work. Favorable statistics please

their fancy, while less favorable data are frequently brushed

aside with the familiar expression, "interesting if true."

The great railroad minds are watching the pendulum
swing in these reconstruction days. They- have become im-

pressed with the need of co-ordination all along the line.

They realize any shortcomings are to be corrected. The
best and still the most economical methods of railroading

must be adopted. They cannot turn back but must press for-

ward with those who are bent upon re-creating the railroads

of the United States.

The slogan of the day is "service." In our efforts to suc-

ceed we cannot lose sight of the cost or the economic needs

of the property. Our statistics must be effective, quickly

read, and not smothered in secondary detail. The execu-

tive who is not fortified by reliable information is as much
lost in the competition as the manufacturer who attempts

to sell his goods blindfolded. The margin of profit in rail-

roading is even closer than in the commercial field.

Again, in recent years the manufacturer has appreciated

the necessity of cost statistics, without which he could not

exist. Previously it was the accounting totals which gaged

his business, now it is the knowledge gained by studies into

each step of manufacture which tells him whether he is

prospering.

While some emphasis has been laid upon cost statistics

in railroading, it is mostly confined to certain railroads and

often to certain officers on these roads. There has been no

genuine demand, as is common in manufacturing. The op-

portunity to study the different values entering into the cost

of making transportation should always be most interesting

to any railroad official. The need of doing so is imperative

at this time.

The changed sentiment towards labor certainly must be

met by developments not thought necessary previously. If

there is going to be successful railroading hereafter there

should be co-operation all along the line among the em-
ployees of a railroad. The laboring man is intelligent

enough to become interested in the results of his work if the)

are presented to him in the spirit of co-operation. The
manufacturer has seen the benefit to his employees of work-

ing with them in the development of helpful information.

The payroll of the railroads today has reached an amount
which calls for intelligent control. It is not sufficient to

work on approximations. There must be inaugurated a

definite policy of regulation built up through continuous

study of what the forces have done, are doing and can rea-

sonably be expected to do in unit performance. In addi-

tion, the employment of labor should follow the receipt of

material. Until railroads are willing to anticipate the ma-
terial requirements and keep their forces fully supplied with

the necessary material we will use labor excessively.

The consumption of material is equally important with

the labor expense. How often quality is sacrificed for price!

The consequences of this short-sighted policy as to quality,

too common among the railroads, must now be realized. We
~annot afford to use labor to apply inferior material.

The quantity of material required to be applied periodic-

ally should be the result of studies into the life expected

under the conditions of service. Something more definite

must be known about the quantities of the different ma-
terials consumed in order to be able to study their economies.

The day is passing when the executive's thoughts will be

concentrated on transportation alone. Maintenance expensej

are soaring and he must know accurately, by unit values,

where he stands in respect to the physical condition of his

property. He cannot alone accept the verdict of a mere
physical or casual inspection. He must know what the de-
mand- upon his property are, and how they should be met.

He cannot do this unless he knows the actual quantity of

material needed, the most economical quality to apply and
the true labor cost to maintain his property. He needs more
than ever cost statistics, prearranged annual programs and
defined policies.

The railroad executives are busy in these present months
gathering up the loose ends, straightening out the finances,

and closing up the period of federal control. They should,
however, be giving some thought and preparation to ways
to better the railroad statistics, to make them simpler arid

more effective. They will soon be in full control of their

properties and they should commence to think of improve-
ments which are needed to bring about economic results.

They should first use the experience and observations of

their own men and begin what may be termed as an internal

survey. Every branch of railroading should be covered and
a co-operative scheme outlined by which no department will

be sufficient unto itself.

Now is the time to know what statistics are being kept;

what duplications are going on; how much is non-essential;

how far the fundamentals are preserved; what interest there

is at the present time in the work, without which accuracy
cannot be certain. This preliminary work will open many
avenues of thought helpful to the problem.

The assembling of railroad information must follow the

simplest methods because of its volume.' Definite rules tend-

ing to simplicity must be in force. Properly trained men
should be charged with the responsibility of setting up the

data.

The problem, therefore, is to take the mass of details,

simplify the records as much as possible and draw off the

data which will be most useful to the transportation business.

We must study the economic use of materials, analyze our

labor costs and be assured that our own cost bases are as

sound as they are in the industrial field.

We are all familiar with the operating statistics known
as the "deadly parallel." We should have "deadly paral-

lels" in all branches of railroading. The manufacturer and

his employees know and are interested in watching the unit

costs at the different plants. The railroad executive and

his employees know much less about their own accomplish-

ments.

There is also a community of interest among the railroads

and the help to be derived through the ability displayed in

certain directions bv any one of them should be for the bene-

fit of all.

Most of the railroads have already some form of statis-

tical organization working in their several departments. At

present there is no co-ordination between the department-,

no central head who is keeping in touch with all the depart-

ments. There is a great need of a central statistical bureau

for every road. This should be an assembling point for all

statistics useful for the necessary management of the road-

The chief of this bureau should be the general supervising

f the statistical work of the road. He should have a

t statistical committee embracing all departments.

Through his committee he should study the economic prepa-

ration of statistics, be able to keep them within bounds, and

as far as humanly possible have the statistics state the facts

aceurately. This bureau should be in full knowledge of the

tie's for information, both inside and outside of the

road. It should furnish the essential analyses to the chief

executive and others interested. If by chance the new day

shall soon appear, we must be ready "to rise on our dead

selves" to better railroad statistics. Never again should we

allow the old statistical ruts to come.
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General News Department
:

The Operation of Freight Trains on Sunday in the State

of Georgia, which has been allowed since 1917 by the Railroad

Commission as a war measure, must now be stopped, except in

the case of perishable and live freight, the commission having

on August 10 revoked the permissive order.

Dinner at $1.25, table d'hote, is now provided in the dining

cars on two prominent trains of the Baltimore & Ohio; No. 6

leaving Chicago for New York at 6:25 p. m. and No. 527

leaving New York for Washington at 4:45 p. m. Meals are

served a la carte, also. The new arrangement has proved

popular,

As a Result of the New System for the classification of cars

for the expedition of trains through yards, described in the

Railway .'lac of August 6, 1921, page 254, the Baltimore & Ohio

accomplished a saving of 61,167 engine hours during the month

of June, 1921, as compared with June, 1920. Statistics on the

relative number of cars handled during the month of June for

the two years is not available for the entire system, but on the

Eastern lines the number handled in June, 1920, was 522,113, as

compared with 553,991 in June, 1921. The cars handled per en-

gine hour were incrcasd from 6.7 cars in June, 1920, to 8.5 cars

in June, 1921, an increase of 27 per cent.

The Outdoor Athletic Meet of the Pennsylvania Railroad

System will be held at Dennison, Ohio, on Saturday, Sep-

tember 24. Men and women employes, as well as the sons

of employes, of the entire System will participate. For men
there will be tennis singles and doubles, tug of war, trap

shooting, circling the bases against time for baseball players

and pitching quoits and horse shoes; also 100-yard, 220-yard,

440-yard and NNO-yard dashes, 100-yard, 220-yard, 880-yard

swim and plunge, 12 pound shot put and other events. For
women there will be a 50-yard dash and tennis singles and
doubles. There will be special track events for sons of em-
ployes, and, finally the first of three baseball games to be
played for the Pennsylvania System championship between
the two teams chosen by elimination in the several regions.

The members of the general athletic committee are: J. T.

Coleman, chairman; C. E. Clay, M. Y. Shuster, E. F. Ewing.
M. A. Toomey, C. S. Mclntyre and J. D. Zerbe.

A Correction

Charles M. Lewis, division engineer of the Erie, with head-

quarters at Susquehanna, Pa., has been transferred to Jersey
City, N. J., with jurisdiction over the New York division and
side lines, including a part of the New York, Susquehanna &
Western division, instead of having jurisdiction over part of the

territory of S. J. Malloy, as was incorrectly announced in the

Railway Age of July 23 (page 186),

Taxes on Transportation May Be Removed

The revenue hill as amended by the House Ways and Means
Committee and reported to the House provides for the repeal

of Subdivisions (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) of Section 500 and
Subdivisions (b), (c) and (d) of Section 501 of the Revenue
Act of 1918, the provision for taxes on freight and passenger
transportation. The repeal under the new bill would be •

I

on January 1, 1922, and taxes paid on portions of tickets and
mileage books unused on that date would be refunded.

Derailment and Fire at Reaves, La.

By the derailment of eastbound freight train X<>. 32 on the

Gulf Coast Lines, near Reaves, La., on Monday. August 8, the

road was blocked for about 36 hours; and the wreck, including

1

eight vents of a wooden trestle, was destroyed by fire. In the

fire a number of trespassers were burned to death, the reports

estimating the number of these at from two to 15. The derail-

ment occurred approach to the bridge and is thought

to have been due to a fallen brake beam. Eighteen cars, in-

cluding one or more cars of oil, fell through to the ravine

below, and it is believed that 15 or 20 hoboes were on these cars.

The fire burned for 24 hours ; two of the trespassers are said

to have escaped and twi bodies were identified.

Executives Decline to Comply
With Brotherhoods' Requests

The Eastern Presidents' Conference at a meeting in New Y.jrk

on August 11 adopted the recommendation of its sub-committee

that the executives reject the demands of the brotherhoods that

the carriers restore wages to the level in effect on June 30 and
pledge themselves against application for further reductions and
against the elimination of time and a half pay for overtime.

This was telegraphed to the leaders of the brotherhoods at Chi-

cago. Executives in the Western, Southeastern and South-

western regions rejected similar requests by the unions. It is

understood that the New York decision was based upon the

requirement of the transportation act that the railroads be man-
aged in an economical and efficient manner ; also to the fact

that the 12 per cent wage reduction was effected on July 1 by
the authorization of the United States Railroad Labor Board
in decision No. 147, and that decision No. 119 of the board gave
the carriers full authority to negotiate new working rules with

their employees.

I. C. C. Refuses to Authorize Proposed

New Station at Cleveland

The Interstate' Commerce Commission, Division 4, has dis-

missed the application of the Xew York Central, the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the Xew York, Chicago &
St. Louis for a certificate of public convenience and i

authorizing them to guarantee the bonds of the Cleveland Union
Terminals Company and take other necessary steps to assure

the construction of a union station on the public square at

Cleveland, Ohio. The Xew York Central pointed to the present

congestion on the lake front and contended that the station at

the proposed location would obviate this congestion. In the

decision, however, the Commission took the view that much
of this congestion on the lake front was caused primarily by

the fact that the Pennsylvania and the Cleveland. Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis cross the Xew York Central's line at grade

and that for the Xew York Central's four track line through

Cleveland a singh track drawbridge is the only means ;•

for crossing the Cuyahoga river. Some objection was
because certain of the air rights of the proposed terminal were

not held by the railways. An alternative plan

calling for thi n on the lake front

together with certain other improve:' -ig the

main tracks of the Cleveland Short Line, tl

tral's freight line south of the main part of the city, from two
lour track drawbridge to replace the present

square
•

' '.000.

A dis

anted in as-

serting" that i:^ opini nvolved

iking out tlu r than the opinion

the carriers n familiar with the

situati
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Traffic News

Representative John B. Colton of Utah has introduced in

Congress a bill, H. R. 8164, to establish the standard of work

and duty for common carriers of freight and to establish

uniform rates for the carriage of freight by common carriers

between the states.

The National Freight Traffic Golf Association will hold its

annual golf tournament at the Flossmoor Country Club, Chicago,

on September 20 and 21, in connection with the annual meeting

of the American Association of Freight Traffic Managers which

will convene at the Drake hotel from September 19 to 24.

Rates on smelter products from Arizona points and Cananea,

Mex., to Baltimore and New England points via New Orleans,

or Galveston, in connection with the Southern Pacific steamship

lines will be reduced September 12 ; to New England from

$21.10 to $17.60 a ton and to Baltimore from $20 to $16.50.

The Railroad Commissioners of South Dakota have filed a

complaint with the Interstate Commerce Commission protesting

that the rates on grain from that state to the east by the Chicago

& North Western, the Burlington, the St. Faul and the Minne-

apolis & St. Louis are unreasonable as compared with the rates

from points in Iowa, Minnesota and Nebraska.

The Southern Pacific has withdrawn from the consolidated

ticket office at Third and Washington streets, Portland, Ore.,

and has reopened its individual city ticket office in the Lyric

Theatre building at Forest and Stark streets, where in con-

nection with the reconstruction of the theatre building an

interurban passenger station has been established.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has received arguments

both for and against the reductions in freight rates on coal which

have been made, and are proposed, by the Detroit, Toledo & Iron-

ton, Henry Ford's railroad. The National Rivers & Harbors

Congress has filed a brief in support of the tariff making the

reduced rates, while the Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'

Association and other shipping interests have protested and ask

that the new rates be suspended.

From May 27 until the end of the cantaloupe season late in

July, 159 cantaloupe trains were moved out of the Imperial

Valley by the Southern Facific and each of the 159 trains ar-

rived at terminal points on time. The trains ran on a 50-hour

schedule to El Paso, Tex., a cut of seven hours from the

schedule of last year, and 153 hours from Brawley to Chicago,

15 hours shorter than last year. The movement this year

amounted to 12,000 carloads as compared with 8.735 cars in 1920.

Plain Talk

Governor Nathan L. Miller of New York, making a tour of

the State Canal, makes speeches along the way, and at Schenec-

tady he said

:

"Here is a capital investment of $165,000,000, with probably

ten millions more to be spent in the completion of the terminals

and with two millions and more a year required for maintenance,

yet the people do not seem to know they have it. We must
devise some way of selling this proposition over again."

New England Freight Rate Divisions

Committees have been appointed to discuss the division of

freight rates between the New England roads and the trunk

lines west of the Hudson river, in accordance with the sug-

gestion made by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its

recent decision on the New England situation. For the trunk
lines the committee consists of W. S. Kallman (N. Y. C),
chairman; Golder Shumate (B. & O.) ; E. T. Campbell (Erie);
D. T. Lawrence (D. L. & W.) ; W. J. Mullin (D. & II.) ; F. J.

Woulfe (L. V.), and F. P. Eysmans (Penn.). The Central

Freight Association will be represented by a committee yet

to be announced. The committee for the New England lines

consists of George S. Hobbs (M. C.) ; Gerrit Fort (Li. & M.)
;

G. F. Wicks (B. A. R.) ; George M. Wood (N. Y., N. H. &
II.); F. O. Stafford (Rutland), and J. W. Handley (C. V.).

"Train Jumpers Fined"

This is the heading of a recent news item from Sea Cliff,

N. Y. It refers, however, not to the usual train jumper

—

the

tramp or idler who steals a ride, short or long, on a freight car

—

Inn to passengers who get off from eastbound passenger trains at

Sea Cliff station on the wrong side. The Long Island Railroad,

after giving ineffectual warnings, had eight of these passengers

tried in court for violation of the law forbidding trespassing on
railroad property, and they were punished by fine. There is a
fence between the two main tracks at Sea Cliff and these offenders

jumped over the fence, landing on the westbound track. By
this short cut they were able to reach the street cars more quickly

than did those passengers who walked over the bridge provided
for passage between the south and the north sides of the railroad.

The fines assessed were $2 for old offenders and $1 each for

the others.

Reduction in Pacific Coast Export Rates

The trunk lines and transcontinental railroads have agreed to

file tariffs, to go into effect on September 1, making reductions

of about 10 per cent in 34 commodities when destined for Asia,

to be exported from Pacific ports, the reduction to apply from
points in official classification territory east of Chicago (Group
1). The southeastern lines did concur in this action. The
change will make the rates from points in Group 1 equal to

those from points west of Chicago (Group 2). Iron and steel

articles are not included. Some of the commodities included

are agricultural implements, automobiles, drygoods, plate glass,

window glass, machinery, paint, paper, plumbers' goods, railway

equipment, roofing, wire rope, steam heating apparatus and to-

bacco.

The trunk lines propose to reduce, on September 1, rates on
iron and steel for export to Atlantic ports, the reduction to be
about 25 per cent.

Anthracite Shipments in July

Shipments of anthracite in July are reported as 5,462,760 gross

tons as compared with 6,031,937 tons in the preceding month,

and 6,389,100 tons in July, 1920. There is a continued slack

demand for pea and steam sizes, which has caused the closing

down of a number of individual operations ; and there has been

considerable idleness from petty strikes in the Lehigh and Wyo-
ming regions. Shipments by originating carriers were as follows

:

July, 1921 June. 1921
P. & R 1.039,078 1,157,738
L. V 946.387 1,069,521
C. of N. J 507,942 571,213
D. L. & W 926,850 1,009,119
D. & II 691.132 763,893
Penna 3S4.780 441,693
Erie 619,365 555,882
N. Y. O. & W 110,605 163.742
L. & N. E 236.621 299,136

Total 5,462,760 6,031,937

A Billion Peaches

Ten peaches for every man, woman and child in the United

States were handled by the Central of Georgia Railway during

the 1921 season which has just closed. This is the estimate of

an officer of the road. He says that this movement was ac-

complished to the entire satisfaction of the growers, and without

interruption to regular traffic. Approximately 8,175 cars; 3,-

892,300 crates of peaches were moved. The' largest previous

movement was 5,908 cars in 1918. The major portion of the

crop moved at the rate of 250 cars a day. The whole crop of

Georgia amounted to about 9,500 cars, which brought the

growers about $7,500,000

At the peak of the movement, during the week of July 9,

the operating forces were called upon to put forth extraordinary

to replenish the ice and car supply, but the task was
successfully accomplished and regular traffic maintained. The

single day's shipment totaled 541 cars.

Potatoes, 5,000 Crates, or about 15 carloads, were shipped re-

cently from Vancouver, B. C, to Manila, P. I. This shipment

was made on the encouragement afforded by experimental ship-

ments from British Columbia to the Philippines last year.
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission

The New York Central has filed a petition with the Interstate

Commerce Commission for a rehearing and reargument of

its application for the construction of a new union passenger

station at Cleveland, 0., which was denied by the commission

August IS.

Live Stock Rates Should Be Reduced

The carriers should reduce (on live days' notice) all rates

on live stock in western territory (except on horses and mules),

which are higher than 50 cents per 100 lb.; and rates should be

made on the basis of 80 per cent of the present rates, but not

less than 50 cents per 100 lb. This is the decision of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, issued August 15, on the complaint

of the National Live Stock Shippers' League that rates in western

and mountain-Pacific territory are unreasonable.

The Commission will not enter an order at this time and

the record will be held open.

Commissioner Hall wrote the opinion of the Commission.

Commissioner McChord held that the case calls either for a

dismissal of the complaint or an order awarding specific relief

and he advocated a substantial reduction in the rates. Commis-

sioner Campbell, dissenting, said :

»* * * \\' e should have been fully justified in this case in

making an absolute and definite finding of unreasonableness

as to both l"iig and short hauls and entering an order requir-

ing a reduction, instead of merely suggesting it . . ."

Attorney Examiner Disque, in a tentative report on this case

on July 14, suggested a new rule of rate making to the effect

that the rates assailed are not excessive from a strictly trans-

portation standpoint but are unreasonable from an economic

standpoint; and the Commission in its opinion says:

"The complainants have made their record and presented

their case largely on the basis of economic necessity. Little

evidence was introduced by them as to the unreasonableness of

specific rates or groups of rates. They do not seriously assail

the live stock rate structure, in the main prescribed by us, as

it existed prior to the increases made by the Director General

under General Order No. 28. They seek removal of that in-

crease, and of the subsequent increase authorized by us under
Ex Parte 74, as applied to the pre-existing structure, without
distinguishing between its several parts."

The Commission calls attention to the fact that in its opinion

under Ex Parte 74 it stated that the general price level is

changing from month to month and from day to day, and that

it is impracticable at one time to adjust all of the rates on
individual commodities; the rates must necessarily be subject

to such readjustments as the facts may warrant. Attention is

called to the fact that such readjustment between shippers and
carriers has not been made in rates on live stock moved to

market, and the Commission concludes

;

"The importance of stock raising to the general economic
situation in the range country lying west of the 100th meridian,

has been noted. Because of the lung hauls, and for othei

reasons, rates on live stock from this territory to packing cen
ters in the middle west have always been relatively high. In a
general way this is also true of all rates in western territory
for the longer hauls. The percentage basis of increase applied
in 1920 to the higher rates for the longer hauls resulted in

greater increases per unit than in the rates for shorter hauls.

It may be that reductions in the higher rates at this time will,

as claimed by complainants, benefit the carriers as well as the
live-stock industry. Manifestly the higher long-haul
as that on cattle h m Helena, Mont., to Chicago, $1,015 per
100 lb., are of greater importance to and havi

upon the transportation and marketing of live stock than the
lower short-haul rales, such .is those applicable from Pes Moines
to Chicago, 37 cents on ittli and 40 cents on ho
in mind the present value of live stock, and Othei
is our view that under presenl conditions the carriers should
themselves reduce all live-stock rates m western territory."

Foreign Railway News
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British Railways Returned to Owners
The railways of Great Britain were returned to their owners

on August 14 after having been under government control since

the beginning of hostilities in 1914. Information concerning the

details of the final action taken by Parliament on legislation pro-

viding for future control of the carriers has not been received

as yet. This bill as first introduced was published in the Railway
Age of May 27 (page 1209). The bill was then referred to com-
mittee and a number of amendments were introduced—none of

them, however, changing the essential structure of the measure.

Baldwin Locomotive Works Extend

Credit to Mexican National

Credit to the amount of $5,000,000 has been granted the Mexi-

can government by the Baldwin Locomotive Works according

to announcement which comes from the National Railways of

Mexico. It is stated that $4,000,000 of the credit or loan is

to be used in the purchase of locomotives and other rolling

stock for the government-owned railways, and the $1,000,000 is to

be spent in repairing the tracks and in other needed improve-

ments.

Electrification of Italian Railways
Work on the electrification of Italian railways is proceeding

actively, according to Consul General Osborne at Genoa. At the

end of August, 1920, a total of 494 miles had been electrified.

From September 1, 1920, to June 30, 1921, a total of 145 miles

were electrified and during the current year 269 miles additional

will ,be electrified. The saving in coal resulting from these elec-

trifications amounted, at the end of June, to 160,000 tons. Hy

July 1, 1922, it is calculated, the saving in coal will reach 1,000

tons a day, causing a daily saving of approximately $14,000,000

a year. At the end of August, 1920, the sole generating plant

worked by the railways of the state was that of Mordegno. with

a capacity of about 5,000 horsepower and normally working with

about 3,800.

Exports of Locomotives in June

Steam locomotives numbering 136 and valued at $4,254,474

were exported in June, as against 109, valued at jvJ!.(>47,441 in

May. Of these engines 66 went to Mexico, 30 to China and 18

to Brazil. The detailed figures by countries as compiled by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Colli

Countries
Canada 3,000
Honduras 10,000
Mexico 66 1.83.3,847

Cuba 31,436
85,290

Brazil 406.645
Colombia 28.000
Peru • 49.790
linn.. .'0 1.585,000
[apan •» 38,900
Nevt Zealand 1

i

Total 131

Competitors Take Cheer at

America's Dwindling Export Trade

That the decrease in our experts which has continued o\er

many months now is not unsatisfactot ompetitors is

shown by a recei t editorial in the Time- Foreign Trade

Supplement. The monthly tables which are published in these

columns showing our ex] way supplies give ample
lining their foothold

in foreign markets. The Times says in part

:

"The war-born experimenters in i.

fast, finance lias been their stumbling

would be tli' banks that entered the foreign trade

field have quietly written off tl iierica. in short, lias

decided that foreign trade is not the 'dead easy' business the less

informed once thought it. The world-wide organization of Brit-
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ish banking and merchant houses cannot be duplicated at will,

and without it the difficulties to be encountered are formidable

indeed. On the other hand, as our New York correspondent

reminds us, Mr. Hoover .sees quite clearly that America must
find a market for her surplus production, and since she will not

listen to suggestions for encouraging imports the question how
she is to get payment for her exports remains unsolved."

June Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

The value of the exports of car wheels and axles in June was

$236,719, or slightly above the May total of $207,966. Shipment

valued al $61,940 were sent to i 'liina and other large shipments to

Argentina and Brazil. The detailed figures, as compiled by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, are as follows

Countries
Roumania $17-1

Canada 6,193
Costa Rica 2,150
Guatemala 1,647
Honduras 526
Panama 1,155
Mexico 19,476
Cuba 11.054

French West Indies 2,000
Argentina 51 ,479

Brazil 53,044
Chile 413
Colombia 218
Ecuador 2,250
Peru 479
China 61,940
Japan 22,521

total $236,719

Venezuela Invites Railway Construction

With the strengthening of diplomatic and commercial ties be-

tween the United States and Venezuela, the improvement of the

existing railroads of the latter country and the building of new
lines are brought definitely nearer, according to an official state-

ment issued by the Venezuelan Commercial Agency at New York.

There are at present twelve railroad systems in Venezuela with a

combined length of 600 miles and $40,000,000 of invested capital.

In addition, the building of four new roads is being considered.

One of these would connect a fertile cacao region with the coast,

the second would run through rich cattle, coffee, cacao and to-

bacco lands, the third would bring the product of the country's

rich oil fields to a deep water port, and the fourth would make
it possible to ship machinery to the Youruari gold mines, which
are now being worked only in a primitive way, and at the same
time, would tap rich grazing lands and extremely valuable fields

of iron ore.

American capital is, according to the statement, welcomed in

Venezuela by the government, which is pursuing a very liberal

policy toward foreigners. Recent laws guarantee railroad build-

ers against the construction of rival lines paralleling their routes,

and against oppressive taxes. Railroads are assured of a fair

proportion of unclaimed lands, of the right to erect telegraph and
telephone lines and of the exemption of their employees from
military service except in the case of international war.

British Railway Finances

During 1920 the net income of the railways of Great Britain

was $249,318,000, or $7,290,000 more than in 1913; but while

the total receipts, including government compensation, for 1920

was nearly two and one-third times the receipts for 1913, the

total expenditures were nearly three and one-third times those
of the pre-war year, according to information compiled by the

European Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Dome tii

Commerce. This is indicative of the fact that the increased

cost of operation is out of proportion with the receipts, notwith-
standing the increase in rates and fares. The revenue, expendi-
tures and net income of the railways for 1913 and 1920 were:

1913 1920
Total receipts, including government compensa-

tion $630,342,000 $1,447,3
Total expenditures, including provi ii

basis of 1913 plus certain items of main-
tenance in exec-- ol 1913 and sum!
spect of arrears oi wages and arrears of
maintenance and nut properlj chargeable to
the year 405,810,000 1,218,888,<

Balance 224.532,000 22S.4J0.000
Miscellaneous net receipts 17,496,000 20,898,000

Tola! net income $242,028,000 $249,318,000

During 1920, 317,877,500 tons of freight were handled, as
against 364,162,500 in 1913. Much of this decrease can be laid

to the coal strike. Capital expenditures on the railways in 1913
amounted to 54,860,631,800 and, in 1920, to $4,935,330,000.

Remodeled Electric Locomotive on English Railway

Twenty electric locomotives belonging to the Metropolitan Rail-

way (England) are being rebuilt for the purpose of increasing
their capacity. The general design of the locomotive is some-
what -imilar to that used for multiple unit cars, except that the
locomotives are shorter, heavier, equipped with more powerful
motors and the auxiliary apparatus, such as the vacuum exhauster,
air compressor, reservoirs, etc., are located in the cab instead of
under it. The locomotives are equipped for multiple unit opera-
tion with the "all-electric-automatic" type of control. There are
two 4-wheel trucks, on each of which are mounted two 300-hp.
series motors geared to the axle by single reduction gearing.
Each motor is carried on its axle by suspension bearings, and a
portion of the weight is transmitted by a nose on the motor
casting, which rests in a yoke which slides vertically up and
down in guides fixed to the truck crossbar. A slightly elastic

support is obtained by rubber cushions. The principal dimen-
sions of the locomotive are given in the table.

Length over all 39 ft. 6 in.

Width 8 ft.

Height fn m rail 12 ft. 4
Distance between truck centers 20 ft. 3 in

Length of rigid wheel base. 9 ft. 3 in.

Total wheel base 29 ft. 6

Diameter nf running wheels 43J4 in.

Gear ratio 26/54
Total horse power capacity 1,200

A number of special features will be incorporated in the rebuilt

locomotives. An electrical interlocking device will make it im-

possible for the engineman to start the locomotive without first

having the brake apparatus ready for immediate application. An
automatic window wiper, operated from the inside, will enable

the engineman always to have a clear vision in wet weather. The
first and last cars of the train will be fitted with contact shoes

and main positive and negative feeders carried through the train

to the locomotive, thus making it possible for the locomotive to

collect its current when the collector shoes on the locomotive are

bridging gaps in the conductor rail.

Operating Improvements on the

Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean

The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean is the longest private-

owned railway in Europe, says the Railway Gazette (London I.

in presenting some interesting information concerning that road.

At the end of last year it possessed a total stock of 4,662 loco-

motives (including those for narrow-gage lines') as compared

with 3,571 at the beginning of 1914. Of these, 498 engines were

American and 177 German, and during the year there were

ordered 80 Pacifies, 120 Mikados and 50 ten-coupled locomo-

tives. An interesting sidelight is thrown on the effects of the

eight-hour day by the fact that it became necessary to open four

new locomotive shops (a fifth will shortly be opened I. and

to enlarge six existing ones.

The company has submitted to the Ministry of Fublic Works
a program for the electrification of some 1,800 miles of line, to In-

operated by hydro-electric power, which will largely be obtained

from the Rhone. It is hoped to make a beginning on the Culoz-

Modane line, which has very severe gradients and handles a

traffic. Like other French railways, the Paris. Lyons X

Mediterranean has found it advantageous to make its own ar-

nents for the maritime transport of locomotive coal and by

the end of the current year it hopes to have received delivery of

a new fleet of 14 vessels with an aggregate capacity •if 100,000

tons, in addition to the seven already acquired.

her of its activities lias been the establishment of a re-

oi cai and warehouse company, in co-operation with the

Northern and Eastern Railways, which has leased the 550 re-

frigerator cats fitted up by the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean
for war service, as well as a number left behind by the American
Army. Another American legacy, it may be recalled, was the

train dispatching system. This has been experimented with be-

tween Dijon, Chalon sur-Saone and Lyons, and the results have
been so satisfactory that it is proposed to adopt the system
on a much larger scale.
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June Car Exports

Twenty-one passenger cars, valued at $96,100, and 536 freight

cars, valued at $1,096,256, wire exported during June. These

figures arc somewhat above similar totals for the preceding month.

p ;
i cars exported totaled $887,241 in value. Of the freight

cars exported 160 were sent to Brazil, 106 to Honduras, 103 to

Cuba and 101 to Mexico. The detailed figures by countries as

compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,

are as follows:
Passenger Freight and other Part

Countries r
—A v -*

\ of cars.

Number Dollars Number Dollars Dollais

Belgium . .

France . .

.

Netherlands
Spain
England . .

i ana
Co >

i Rica
Guatemala
Honduras .

r. Mil. I

jal idoi

Mexico
ev\ idland and Labrador

I
.iin.ii. ..

'I rinidad S fobago
Other British West Indies.
Cuba
\ irgir, I ilands "f U. S...

i luti h w . • Indies
Dominican Republic
Uolivia

1,631
8.18-t

940

6,268
3,388 28,252

16,705
402

159,902 1,834
251
854

222,055 20,397
281

239,369

It,

Chile
Peru
Vene

Hon
.l.ip.ni

Siain
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands....
British South Africa.
Portuguese Africa....

in
50
3

3.S75 2,246
7,508

444,167 219,092

7,022
244

393,347
691

6,069
308

66,766

777
32,511
20,378
1,665

Total

.

21 96,100 536 1,096,256 887,241

How the Germans Undersell Americans and English

LoNDorr.

The Review of the American Chamber of Commerce in France
states that the reason that the German manufacturer can under-

sell the Americans and the British is primarily due to the lower
costs in raw material, labor, capital overheads, management over-

heads and profit. The following statistics of wages and living

costs were gathered in Germany last fall. They arc (in marks)
converted into gold on the basis of the dollar exch

Wagk- Pi i: Vi

,
Marks ., ,—Dollars

1920 1913 1920

Cabinet makers 43.20 336.00 10.29 5.37
Pattern makers 39.00 228.00 3.64
Carpenters 44.28 216.00 10.58 3.45

I ins 39.15 204.00 9.32 3.26
Plumbers 40.50 220.OO 9.64
Bricklayers 44.28 216.00 10.5s
Clerks, etc 40.(11) 190.00 9.52 3.04

i shop kelp 18.00

The above is for a weekly wage of nine hours a day in 1913

ami an eight-hour day in 1920.

i \ I

, Marks v ,—Dollars—

,

L913
' 1913 1920

Meat, per lb 1.00 24.00 .24 .38
- n 65 21.00 .16 .34

Bread, 4-Ifc, loaf 45 4.50 .11 .07

Butter, per lb 125 17.00 .30 .27
Pottoeas, per 10 (lis 30 4.00 .07 .06
Men's suits 80.00 2,000.00 19.05 32.00
Sh 12.50 2.97
Five-room apartment 125.00 150.00 29.75 2.40
Coal, per cwt. (112-lbs.) 1.00 23.50 ..24 .38

The comparison of the above papei and gold prices gives tht

clue to one part of Germany's program. The German govern -

tnent controls prices, and lias a bureau in which is combined tlu

control of exports and imports with the control of exchange
The mark in domestic exchange is kept upon a basis oi il

and the foreign trade value of the monej is negotiated upon a

different basis. From this it i- plainly apparent that Germany
is employing a suli,tle new kind of protectionism in hei

trade.

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Sewell Valley is having 1 Mikado type locomotive
repaired at the shops of the Baldwin Locomotive V.

The Seaboard Air Line is asking for prices on 5 Mountain
type. 10 6-wheel switching and 13 Mikado type locomotives.

The I r Japan has ordered, through
Takata & Company, New York, 2 electric freight

from the \\ i impany. The
locomotives will weigh 62 tons and will have 1000 h.p. capacity.

The NATIONAL Railwa • have ordered from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, HI Pacific typ<

Mikado, 20 Consolidated and 20 narrow-gage Thi
tion to the is locomotives ordered from thi

was reported in the Railway Age of July 16.

Freight Cars

The J'ere MarQUETTE contemplates making inquin
pairs on 1,000 box cars.

The Erie has given a contract to the Illinois Car Company.
Urbana, Ohio, for the repair of 400 40-ton box car-

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgb repairs

made to 500 box cars in its own shops at Du Bois, Pa.

The Mexican Light, Hi vi & Power Comf
tauiii. has ordered one 6,500-gal. tank car from the Pennsylvania
Tank Car Company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring for 200,

50 ton gondola cars. The company is also a-

repairs to 500 all steel general servict

1
ii' \' Fruit Company, New York, reported in the

Railway Age of June 24, as inquiring for 100 cam
ton capacity, has ordered this equipment from th< Maj
Company.

i .r Western, reported in the Railway
I, as being in the market for repairs on 175

cars, i- having r< pail - m idi to 198

the Ryan Car Company, I h

The I G -' Express is having re]

ol its refrigerator cars at the shops of thi

o.l inquiring foi

repair- on from 100 to 250 • fl

Iron and Steel

Tin- Chic \>.<<. Bi tt i

-• - until

12 o'cloi . r and
niie 60 ft. di

Mitsui & Company, New York, havi n the United

access way.

Miscellaneous

Mitsui & Company, N< inquiring I

iron pipes to have a dia-

ler shipment to the Far East.

The New York Central will recc:

or 1 portable electric ai machine-
and acce quirements until October 1. 1921, of
Tate or Aleo flexil

steel wheels and pas-;
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The Norfolk & Western will receive bids until 12 o'clock,

noon, August 24, 1921, at Norfolk, Va., for: Electrical ma-
terial, parts for electrical apparatus; repairs to pump; parts for

pump ; 120 rods wire fencing and approximately 75,000 lb. soft

steel bars.

The Long Island will receive bids until 12 o'clock, noon,

August 26, for the following oils to be supplied from September

1 to December 1 : 400 wooden barrels of 1'50-deg. kerosene oil

for headlights ; 80 wooden barrels of long time burning oil for

use in the lamps controlled by the signal department ; 55 wooden
barrels 300-deg. of mineral seal oil ; 95 steel barrels motor
gasoline, 64 deg. ; about 35,000 gal., gas oil for making Pintsch

gas for cars.

The Long Island will receive bids until 12 o'clock, noon,

August 29, 1921, for the following spikes, bolts and frogs and

switches to be supplied from September 1, to December 1 : 200

kegs iron track spikes, Y% in. by 5H in -> 350 kegs of heat treated

track bolts of 13/16 in. diameter to consist of 100 kegs of 4!4

in. bolts, 100 kegs of Ay2 in. bolts, -and 50 kegs each of 4J4
in., 5 in. and 5% in. bolts ; 63 rigid and 12 hard frogs, 80 lb.

open hearth rail; 55 80-lb. switches.

Railway Construction

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company contemplates

extensions and improvements to its Harvey house at Albuquerque,
N. M.

Chicago & Alton.—This company contemplates the construc-

tion of a line from Eldred, Mo., to Reddish, III., a distance of

approximately 7 miles, at a cost of about $60,000.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company, which was
•noted in the Railway Age of July 2 (page 42), as receiving bids

for the construction of a new grain elevator at St. Joseph, Mo.,

Jias awarded the contract for this work to the Burrill Engineering

Company, Chicago.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company is accepting

bids for building the foundation and erecting the structural steel

for its new freight house east of Canal street and south of Har-

rison street, Chicago.

Chicago & North Western.—This company has awarded a

contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for the

construction of a 100-ton steel coaling station to replace a frame

structure recently destroyed by fire at Lick, 111.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company, which was

noted in the Railway Age of July 23 (page 184) as accepting

bids for the construction of a 100-ton frame coaling station at

Pipestone, Minn., has decided to build this structure with com-

pany forces.

Chicago Union Station.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to the W. J. Newman Construction Company, Chicago,

for widening the second link of Canal street between Jackson

boulevard and Van Buren street, Chicago.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was noted in the

Railway Age of July 23 (page 184), as receiving bids for tin-

construction of a new 1 -story brick express building and elevator

shaft at Mattoon, 111., has awarded the contract for this work

to the A. Lund Construction Company, Chicago.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was noted in tin

Raihvay Age of August 13 (page 311), as accepting bids for

the work of widening the bridge approaching its passenger plat-

forms at the Randolph street station, Chicago, closed bids for

this work on August 19.

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.—This company and the Missouri,

Oklahoma & Gulf have applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for a certificate authorizing the construction of an ex-

tension from Baxter Springs to Pittsburg, Kan., 25.3 miles.

Union Pacific.—This company contemplates the construction

of a two-story brick freight station at Concordia, Kan., to cost

about $50,000.

,,.

Supply Trade News

F. A. Hastings has been appointed assistant sales manager
of the Pittsburgh Bridge & Iron Works, Pittsburgh. Mr.
Hastings was formerly with the American Bridge Company.

The Glidden Company, Cleveland, O., and its affiliated com-
panies have been given the manufacturing and distributing rights,

in North America, for the Holland enamel paint known as

Ripolin.

John Duncan, vice-president of the Wheeling Steel Products
Company, Wheeling, W. Va., has resigned to engage in the

operation of coal, coke, iron ore and railroad properties in

Illinois.

Stewart C. Wilson has been appointed Pittsburgh district

sales manager of the Whiting Corporation, Chicago, succeed-

ing Robert S. Hammond, who has been transferred to the

Chicago office.

Trade Publications

Locomotive Terminals.—Dwight P. Robinson & Company has

recently prepared a 33-page booklet describing some of the

terminal work which the company has done for railroads. The
major part of the booklet is devoted to illustrations and brief

descriptions of several of this company's more prominent projects

which have been carried out for seven railroads, while the last

few pages of the book are devoted to the listing of work done

on several additional railroads.

Locomotive Cranes.—Booklet No. 2-21 entitled "Man-Power
Multiplied" and prepared for persons interested in the handling

of bulk or heavy materials has been issued recently by the

Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The
booklet describes Brownhoist No. 2 locomotive cranes which

are light, all-steel, full-revolving type flexible machines designed

particularly for general service. The cranes are built to operate

by steam, electricity or gasoline engine and to be mounted on

railroad trucks, creeper trucks or traction wheels. The first

pages of the booklet are devoted to illustrations showing some
of the many purposes for which these cranes are being used.

Other pages describe in detail the construction and mechanism
of the cranes and the pamphlet is concluded with a table of

capacities, weights, wheel loads and clearances.

Plwto by Keystone

Applying Oil Burners to English Locomotives During th«

Coal Strike
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Railway Financial News

Akron, Canton & Youngstown.—Asks Authority to Issue

Equipment Trust Notes.—This company has asked the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for authority to enter into an equip-

ment trust agreement and under that to issue $396,000 in equip-

ment trust notes in part payment for nine ten-wheel freight loco-

motives secured at a cost of $411,000 from the New York,

Chicago & St. Louis Railroad.

Boston & Maine.-—Stockholders Authorize Issue of Bonds.—
The stockholders at a special meeting voted to authorize an

issue of honds, secured by present mortgage, to the Old Colony

Trust Company, to pay or refund $3,049,000 bonds maturing

between now and January 1, 1922, as follows:

Amount Maturity date

Fitchburg Railroad $1,775,000 Oct. 1, 1921
Boston & Maine 1,000,000 Nov. 1,1921
Manchester & Lawrence 274,000 Jan. 1, 1922

Total $3,049,000

The stockholders also voted to make a contract or lease for

the continued operation of the Suncook Valley Railroad. Change
of the by-laws to permit the Boston & Maine officials to file

tariffs and make regulations in compliance with Canadian laws

was authorized.

Among other matters included in the call for the meeting

was to take action with reference to authorizing execution of

an equipment trust agreement to provide for purchase of SO

locomotives or a less number and to authorize an issue of equip-

ment notes not exceeding $1,500,000.

The meeting was adjourned until August 23.

Billings & Central Montana.—Acquisition by Northern Pa-
cific.—See Northern Pacific.

Long Fork.—Authorised to Issue Stock and Bonds.—This

company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue $485,000 of capital stock and $1,347,500 of first

mortgage bonds and to deliver these securities to the Baltimore

& Ohio in settlement of advances made by that company to the

Long Fork for capital purposes.

Monongahela Railway.—Application for Loan Denied.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has dismissed the application

of this company for a loan of $1,000,000. The commission tenta-

tively had approved a loan of $500,000 July 16; on July 19 the
commission after further investigation approved a loan of $250,-

000 to the applicant on the condition that the latter raise an
equal amount. The carrier informed the commission later that

it was unable to do so.

Missouri Pacific—Bond Suit Against Texas & Pacific—
Judge Rufus E. Foster in the Federal District Court at New
Orleans, La., on August 13 dismissed the claim of this company
against the Texas & Pacific for approximately $25,000,000, rep-

resenting about 20 years' unpaid interest on $23,700,000 of the
Iatter's income bonds owned by the Missouri Facific. The court
ruled, also, that the Texas & Pacific must pay the Missouri Pacific

$2,500,000 on promissory notes together with interest amounting
to $500,000. The Missouri Pacific will appeal to the Circuit
Court of Appeals against Judge Foster's decision.

Northern Pacific—Acquisition of Billings & Central Montana
Approved.—The acquisition of the properties of the Billings &
Central Montana Railway has been approved and authorized
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, provided that the ap-
plicant shall not pay more than $220,445 and shall not enter any
sum in excess of that amount in its cost of roadway and equip-
ment accounts.

Seaboard Air Line.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This
company has asketf the Interstate Commerce Commission for a
certificate of public convenience to abandon a line in Manatee
County, Fla.

Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia.—Sale Postponed.—The sale

of this 96-mile road, extending from Chattanooga to Gadsden,
Ala., has been postponed from August 6 until later in the year,

on account of an offer made by Prince & Co., Boston bankers,
to stand the operating losses until September 15. It is believed
at Gadsden that an important railroad company will purchase
the road.

Texas & Pacific—Must Pay Missouri Pacific on Promissory
Notes.—See Missouri Facific.

Western Maryland.—Application for Loan.—This company
has asked the Interstate Commerce Commission for a loan of

$1,000,000 for 10 years from the revolving fund for the con-
struction of additional elevator facilities for export grain at

Baltimore. The security offered for the loan is $1,429,000 of
first and refunding mortgage bonds of the applicant.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Authorised to Pledge Bonds.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company
to pledge $451,000 of refunding mortgage 6 per cent bonds with
the Secretary of the Treasury as partial security for a loan from
the revolving fund.

Wyoming & Missouri River.—This road will be sold at public
auction on September 21 to satisfy a judgment of $348,000 held
by Mahlon Kemmerer of Pittsburgh, Pa. The company op-
erates a line between Aladdin. Wyo., and Belle Fourche, S. D.,

a distance of 18 miles.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced the tenta-

tive valuation of the used property of the following carriers

:

.Marion & Rye Valley 1916 $317,177
Mobile & Ohio (including Warrior Southern) 1915 44,462,440
Warrior Southern 1915 77C.0OO

Dividends Declared

North Pennsylvania.—$1 quarterly, payable August 25 to holders of
record August 11.

Southern Pacific.— 1
'/i per cent quarterly, payable October 1 to holders

of record August 31.
Union Pacific.—Common, 2*4 per cent, quarterly; preferred. 2 per cent,

semi-annually; both payable October 1 to holders of record September 1.

Treasury Payments

The Treasury has announced the payment of a loan ol

000 from the revolving fund to the Lake Erie, Franklin & Clarion

and partial payments of guaranty as follows:

Franklin & Pittsylvania $3,000
Gulf. Florida & Alabama 12.000
Live Oak, Perry & Gulf 10,000
Mt. Jewett, Kinzua ft Riterville 16.000
Savannah & Sutcsboro 2.500
St. Paul Bridge & Terminal 7,500
Wichita Valley 145.000

Partial Payments of Guaranty

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ccr:

Treasury partial payment of guaranty to the following r

Gulf. Florida & Alabama $12,000
Paris X- Mt. Pleasant 5.000
St. Patii Bridge & Terminal 7,500
W ii bit i Valle; I -5.000
American Railway Express Company 425,000
Kansas. Oklahoma S Gulf 100.000
Missouri Paci6c 2.000,000

The Commission has also certified the paymen:

the Bonier & Western as reimbursement for deficits during

Federal control.

Final Settlements with Railroad Administration

The United States Railroad Administration rep

lowing final settlements, and has paid out to the several

the following amounts:

Denver Union Terminal Railway Company $12,500
Leavenworth Depot .\ my 10.500

iaiana Southern Railway Company OO.OOO
Minnesota & International .'40.000

Detroit & Mackinac 105.000
Interstate Railroad 60,000

The payment of these claims on final settlement is largely made
up of balance of compensation due. but includes all other dis-

puted items as between the railroad companies and the Ad-
ministration during the 26 months of Federal control.
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Railway Officers

Operating

C. A. Plumly, superintendent of telegraph of the Baltimore

& Ohio, has resumed his duties after a long illness.

R. W. Ellsworth has been appointed trainmaster of the

Ontario division of the New York Central, effective August 12.

J. F. Lucas has been appointed passenger trainmaster of

the Boston & Albany with jurisdiction over all the company's

lines, effective August 1.

Agnew T. Dice, Jr., whose appointment as superintendent

of the Wilmington and Columbia division of the Philadelphia

& Reading was announced in the Railway Age of August 6

(page 273), was born

March 17, 1890. He
studied engineering

at Princeton University

and was graduated

from that institution in

1912. 'He entered the

service of the Philadel-

phia & Reading on July

1 of the same year, and

remained with that

company until October,

1917, when he enlisted

for service in the army.

He was later commis-
sioned a first lieutenant

and was, until mustered

out of the service, con-

nected with the Bureau

of Air Craft Production

of the Air Service as

assistant to the chief of

production, New York

district. He re-entered the service of the Philadelphia &
Reading on October 20, 1920, as assistant superintendent of

the Reading and Harrisburg divisions, which position he held

until the time of the present appointment.

P. S. Lewis, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Atlantic City Railroad (a subsidiary of the Philadelphia &
Reading), was announced in the Railway Age of August 6,

1921 (page 273), was
born in Springfield, 111.,

on May 10, 1889. He
was graduated from
Princeton University in

June, 1911, and on July

1, entered the service

of the Philadelphia &
Reading as a rodman
at Williamsport, Pa.

In August, 1911, he was
appointed inspector of

construction work at

the St. Clair Yards.

On July 1, 1912, he was

promoted to general

inspector at St. Clair

Yards and on August
12 of the same year,

assistant supervisor at

Harrisburg. In June 5,

1913, he was transfer-

red to Pottstown in a

similar capacity. On September IS, 1914, he became signal

inspector at Philadelphia and on April 1, 1915, supervisor ot

the Atlantic City Railroad at Camden, N. J.; on March 23,

1916, he was transferred in a similar capacity to the New

Dice

Lewis

York division of the Philadelphia & Reading with head-
quarters at Olney, Pa. Mr. Lewis was promoted to passenger
trainmaster of the Reading division with headquarters at

Reading, Pa., in May, 1917. In September of the same year,

he entered military service as a first lieutenant in the Engi-
neers (Light Railway Operating Regiment). In February,
1919, he was commissioned major of engineers, and on June
1, 1919, was appointed chief of the General Troop Movement
Bureau at Paris. He was discharged from army on September
1, 1919, and was appointed trainmaster of the Philadelphia

division <>t' the Philadelphia & Reading. On April 20, 1920,

In- u.is promoted to assistant superintendent of the Atlantic

City Railroad, which position he held until the time of the

present appointment.

F. A. Maxwell, chief dispatcher of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Madison, Wis., has been
promoted to trainmaster with the same headquarters, effective

August 11. J. H. Valentine, succeeds Mr. Maxwell.

B. L. Pedneau has been appointed trainmaster of the
New River division of the Virginian with headquarters at

Princeton, W. Va., succeeding J. W. White, promoted to

superintendent. J. H. Fry has been appointed assistant

train master with headquarters at Elmore, W. Va.. succeed-

ing B. W. Williams, assigned to other duties.

Traffic

H. R. Whiting, general agent of the Louisiana & Arkansas,

and the Mississippi Central, with headquarters at Alexandria,

La., has been transferred to Oklahoma City, Okla. A. B.

Patten, succeeds Mr. Whiting. W. S. Cornell has been ap-

pointed generalagent with headquarters at' Dallas, Tex.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

E. I. Rogers, roadmaster of the Iowa division of the Illinois

Central, has been appointed chief engineer of the Peoria &
Pekin Union, with headquarters at Peoria, 111., effective

August 20.

A. M. Smith, designing engineer in the bridge department

-of the Canadian National Railways with headquarters at

Winnipeg, Canada, has been transferred to Toronto. C. R.

Doull, L. A. McKeage and J. Whitelaw, assistant engineers

with headquarters at Moncton, N. B., have been transferred

to Toronto. J. A. Ellis, office engineer with headquarters

at Moncton has been appointed assistant engineer of stand-

ards in connection with roadway standards with headquarters

at Toronto.

D. O. Lewis, assistant engineer on the Canadian National

Railways with headquarters at Toronto, Canada, has resigned.

E. R. Logie, assistant engineer in the engineering department

with headquarters at Toronto, has been transferred to the

operating department with headquarters at Ottawa, Canada.

K. Huffman, assistant engineer, engineering department, with

headquarters at Toronto has been transferred to the oper-

ating department at Capreol, Canada. Mr. Logie and Mr.

Huffman retain their present titles of assistant engineer.

Obituary
M. Flanagan, general master mechanic on the eastern dis-

trict of the Great Northern died at St. Paul, Minn., on

August 2.

Henry C. Adams, professor of economics at the University

of Michigan, and formerly statistician of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, died at Ann Arbor, Mich., on August 11.

Mr. Adams was born at Davenport, Iowa, on December 31.

1851, and was educated at Iowa College, and at Johns Hop-
kins and Heidelberg universities. He was appointed statis-

tician of the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1887, and

served in that position continuously until 1911. In addition

to his other duties, he also served as advisor to the Chinese

government on standardization of railway accounts from 1913

to 1916, and was the author of numerous books and treatises-

on railroad and financial matters.
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All railroads have some form of train order signal to indicate

to a train crew that orders are being held for delivery, but

this equipment is not always designed

Service from so that they can make the most efficient

Train Order use of it to indicate whether a "19" or

Signals a "31 " order is t0 be delivered. This

slows down operation and increases op-

erating costs whenever a train stops for a "19" order. Unlike

automatic signals, the location of a train order signal is

fixed at or near the telegraph office without reference to the

fact that this location may be at the top of or on a heavy

grade or at a point where other physical handicaps make a

stop undesirable. Consequently, if no advance information

is furnished a train crew, it must of necessity slow down to

a speed much lower than would otherwise be required or

come to a full stop if the operator should have a "19" order

to deliver and fail to get out with it in time. A three-position

train order signal, properly used, will enable these unneces-

sary stops to be eliminated and promote train operation.

During the past few years the railways, as well as other

industrial organizations, have been faced, first, with a scar-

city of labor and then as a result of

Operators of Han- the first, with high priced labor. As a

dling Devices consequence of this combination of cir-

Should be Trained cumstances, the labor charge per unit

of work soon became excessive. In the

efforts to control these rising costs, the possibilities of me-
chanical devices as substitutes for labor have received close

attention; there is a vast amount of work on the railways

which lends itself readily to the application of such machines.

There are certain general principles of application which
should be observed as necessary to the success of any mate-

rial handling installation. One of the most important of

these is the training of the actual user of the equipment, not

only in the mechanical features of the machine he operates,

but particularly in its possibilities. This training is especially

important where operating conditions are changing, where no
two methods of use are followed by equal results, and in

those instances where the new idea originates with the higher
officers and the subordinates are apt to be partial to the old
methods. Such a policy should end in better results from a

particular installation, in overcoming the opposition on the

part of the workmen to the introduction of new methods and,
if carried to the ultimate conclusion by requiring reports
from the trained operators, in many valuable suggestions
bearing on the purchases of new equipment.

One of the points which have been stressed in discussions
regarding the undermaintenance of tracks during government

„, ^ontrol, and to some extent since that
e Managements period, lias been the inadequate amount
Interest in of rail renewals. Even though the rail-

Rail Renewals wa
.
vs have attempted, so far as their

financial position would permit, to
remedy this condition in recent months it has been only par-
tially met as yet. With this the case, it is of distinct interest
to the managements of the railroads that rail renewals l.e

handled in the most economical manner. At the present time

the methods of laying rail vary considerably and what is

more to the point, the difference- in the costs per mile of lay-

ing rail of approximately the same weight under similar

traffic conditions are sometimes astonishingly large. One
reason for this is that some railroads are employing prac-

tically the same methods for laying rail weighing 100 lb. or

more per yard that they used for laying 60-lb. to 65-lb.

rail. In contrast to this, other roads have developed and
put into practice many improvements over the old methods
while a few have reduced rail laying to an almost scientific

basis. This is not a problem solely for the maintenance of

way department to solve but is one the solution of which will

only come through the full co-operation of the management^.

The action of the Baldwin Locomotive Works in advani ing

credits to the extent mi $2,500,000 to the Mexican go

ment with the prospect of the further
Baldwin extension of a similar amount affords

and the most encouraging evidence of a real

Mexico understanding of America's position in

foreign trade. The first credit will '_'<>

toward the purchase of 65 locomotives for the National Rail-

ways and the loan in prospect will l.e used for general re-

habilitation of the railways. Baldwin's action is encoui

frdm several points of view. It means an important contract

for a railway equipment concern which is welcome i:

days when business in general is struggling to return again
to activity. It means the recognition by a powerful American
concern of the fact that with conditions in the world as they

are today, America must extend credit if it wishes to export
its products in important quantities. It n a step

toward the rehabilitation -of the Mexican railways and inci-

dentally, toward general economic revival in Mexico. The
news from Mexico has Keen increasingly encouraging of late

months. Affairs there are rapidlj approaching normal and
it seems not unlikely that Mexico may before many vears be
in a much happier condition than ever before. It is gratifying
that Americans should play an important part in speeding
this revival. Friendship built up in this manner is not de-

stroyed overnight. Far o such as the Baldwin
people have taken is laying a firm foundation for a mutuallv
profitable international trade and for cordial diplomatic
relations between this country and M

The principal purpose of material handling equipment is to

serve other machines. For instance, in railway shops the

cranes, trucks, tractors, trailers, etc..

The Function find their usefulness in working in

of Material conjunction with the production ma-

Handling Devices chines. In freight handling the ai

is not so marked, still, even in this

sen ii i it is the function of the handling machines to supple-
ment other equipment It i- evident that mere capability to

perform certain operations is not enemgh to warrant the in-

stallation of a particular device for such operations. On the

contrary, it is exceedingly important that the entire process
of production be given careful >>n in conjunction
with the handling problem \ . sion is reached, to

make sure not only of the selection of the best machine for

391
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a particular purpose but to insure the best possible co-or-

dination between the handling machinery and the other

equipment. In this connection it is worthy of notice that

reputable manufacturers of handling equipment hold them-

selves ready and anxious to give purchasers of equipment the

benefit of their experience in the carrying on of the necessary

preliminary studies and, as well, their co-operation in solving

any operating problems that may arise after an installation is

made. By availing themselves of this co-operation, pur-

chasers of handling equipment may profit by the mistakes of

others, while the manufacturers benefit through increased

sales resulting from successful installations.

One of the outstanding features of the operating statistics of

large steam roads for June, reported by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission is the showing made
The by the Chesapeake & Ohio. This car-

C. & O. rier is the only one in the list of 51

in June roads whose figures are given—those

having annual operating revenues in

excess of $25,000,000—that moved as many net ton-miles of

freight in June, 1921, as in June, 1920. The larger part of

the roads did considerably less business, in some cases 20

or 25 per cent less, in June this year than in June last year.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, however, in June, 1921, carried

1,072,786,000 net ton-miles as against 1,039,845,000 in

June, 1920. June was the busiest month that the Chesapeake

& Ohio has had so far this year and the business handled

in June was greater also than that handled in any month in

the first half of 1920. The Chesapeake & Ohio suffered

severely in February and March this year, when its traffic

fell off in rather an alarming fashion; the traffic handled

in June was nearly double that handled in February. The
recovery in the amount of traffic on the road has naturally

been shown in the gross and net earnings. The net railway

operating income in June was $1,944,753. This compared

with a net in June, 1920, of $245,461; it was approximately

double that of most of the other months in the first half of

either 1921 or 1920. The character of the recovery since the

dull period of February will be evidenced by the fact that in

February the road had a net operating deficit of $556,636.

Because of the dull months earlier in 1921, however, the net

railway operating income for the first six months of 1921

was only $5,041,319 as compared with $5,483,768 in the

first half of 1920.

The repression of the tramp nuisance on the railroads is a

duty of the state rather than the towns and cities; municipal

officers are too easy, and the nuisance

Magistrates i s not abated. This is a conclusion that

Do Not Punish was reached by careful students of the

Tramps question several years ago; but since

the advent of war-time conditions the

matter has dropped out of sight. Now, however, with in-

creased numbers of men out of work, the same old conditions

are returning. A local paper in western Massachusetts, re-

ferring evidently to conditions on the Boston & Albany, said

recently

:

Industrial depression in the western part of the country is driving men
cast and thev are coming bv wav of "blind baggage" to such an extent

that a toll of them is taken each dav bv the local police. There will be

several arraigned in court to-morrow morning and their plea will be "no
work." as has been the cry of the many taken from trains in the past two
months. It has been the custom of the court to deal lightlv with these

nffenders, and thev are usually passed on to some other municipality that

perhaps does the same. During the last industrial depression train riders

became so numerous taht the court was forced to place a heavy fine on
them in order to rid this section and the railroad of_ their presence. It

was found, however, that the charge on the county institutions was too

great and that it was cheaper to allow them to go.

On the Gulf Coast Lines in Louisiana, a few weeks ago, an

observer counted 20 tramps on an eastbound freight. This

was at De Quincy, near the Texas line. An hour later the

train, in which were oil cars, was derailed, took fire and was

mostly destroyed in a 24-hour fire: and it was believed that

15 of these men were killed in the flames. "Dealing lightly

with offenders," as referred to in the above news item, is a

deep seated weakness of government which nobody seems

able to cope with, except perhaps for brief periods, in very

limited territory. The manager of one big American rail-

road remarked, not long ago, that attempts at train wrecking

were reported to him by his subordinates on an average once

ever) veek. Only the most thorough police establishment

can have much effect on an evil like that. Read over again

the above-quoted paragraph and show it to members of your
iture and other public spirited citizens. To cease

punishing law breakers, because the jails are costing too

much, is a queer situation; but that idea will be found lodged

in many local magistrates' minds.

The annual statement of block-signal mileage issued by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, noticed on another page,

contains a large amount of valuable
Problem of data, as interested readers are well

Good Manual aware, but the original purpose of the

Block Signaling publication, to show the degree of

progress made year by year, in the

introduction of the block system, is of no great interest just

now; for there is progress in only a few spots. On the other

hand, those features of these elaborate tables which disclose

the need of progress, where but little has been accomplished,

continue to stand out prominently. For example, the list of

manual block signal stations shows in nearly every item a

large percentage of stations which are closed a part of each

day; the block sections have to be lengthened, wherever and

whenever possible, because of the necessity of extreme econ-

omy in signalmen's wages. This is not necessarily an evil,

per se, but the general situation serves to emphasize the need,

to which attention has many times been called, of greatly

improving much of our manual block signal practice. Patch-

work and halfway measures are tolerated, where a true and

complete block system ought to be installed. In this situation

two important elements should be kept in mind: first, that

the federal government—that is, the Bureau of Safety of the

Interstate Commerce Commission—affords the only suitable

instrumentality for setting forth the actual conditions, ade-

quately; and second, that the correction of existing dangers

and weaknesses of manual block signal operation is largely

a question of administration—of the use of brains and en-

ergy—rather than of expenditures for plant or apparatus.

There is no need of deferring action until the advent of

easier money.

The Commission's Rate-Making Policy

The embarrassment caused, and the harm done, by regu-

lating railways on principles foreign to sound business

methods is illustrated by the opinion rendered by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission on August 3 in the live stock

rate case.

For years after effective government regulation of rates

began the railways tried to get the rates based mainly on

"what the traffic would bear." What the traffic will bear is

measured chiefly by the value of the service rendered to the

i r. The railways contended that rates never should

be made higher than the shipper could reasonably afford to

pay, but that if they were reasonable in proportion to what

he could afford to pay they should not be reduced, even

though the railway,- were making a large profit by charging

them. They also maintained that if the traffic could easily

bear higher rates, there was no economic or legal reason why
the railways should not be allowed to advance the rates, even
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though the advance in rates enabled the railways to earn

more than the minimum profit which the courts held to be

the least return to which they could constitutionally be

restricted.

This argument of the railways was for years contested,

and successfully contested, by the shippers. Most of them

contended that the value of the service rendered to the ship-

per not only should not be made the principal basis of the

regulation of rates, but that it should be treated as a com-

paratively unimportant factor. A reasonable rate, they

claimed, was one based upon the cost incurred by the rail-

ways in rendering service to the shipper. The cost incurred

by the railways included operating expenses, taxes and a

"fair return upon a fair valuation.'' If the rates charged

by a railway were sufficient to cover the cost of the service,

as thus defined, there was, according to their view, no justi-

fication i«>r an advance in rates.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in the rate advance

cases decided by it down to 1917, accepted this "cost of

service" theory of rate-making. In consequence, the average

freight rate remained stationary or declined, while prices of

all commodities were advancing. The average freight rate

per ton per mile of the railways of the country was the same

in l'»17 as in 1913. Meantime, average wholesale prices of

farm products increased 89 per cent, and average wholesale

prices of all commodities increased 76 per cent.

The tendencies of railway rates and of the prices of com-

modities, especially farm products, have been sharply re-

versed within the last year. The average railway rate per

ion per mile is now about 74 per cent higher than in 1913;

the average wholesale prices of all commodities about 50 per

cent higher, and average prices of farm products about 13

per cent higher. Producers of live stock have been suffering

severely from the decline in their prices. They therefore

appealed to the Interstate Commerce Commission for a re-

duction of live stock rates. They contended that the rates

should be reduced solely because, owing to the advance in

rates and the decline in the prices of live stock, the rates had
become relatively so high that the shippers of live stock

could not afford to pay them. In other words, they contended

that the rates had become excessive in proportion to the value

of the service. They did not contend the rates were excessive

in proportion to the cost incurred by the railways in render-

ing the service of transporting live stock. No such contention

could have been supported with any evidence. All the evi-

dence showed that, measured by the cost of the service, the

rates were too low, not too high.

The Interstate Commerce Commission in its decision

frankly recognized the dilemma in which the evidence placed

it. It pointed out that in a long series of decisions it had
held that "the right of a railroad to charge a certain sum
for freight does not depend at all upon the fact whether its

customers are making or losing by their business." It pointed

out that on the basis of the "cost of the service" there could

be no justification for a reduction of live stock rates since,

on account of their high expenses of operation, the railways
under the present rates had fallen far short of earning enough
to cover their operating expenses and taxes and the annual
net operating income set as a mark by Congress—and by the

Commission itself.

On this reasoning it is difficult to see how the Commission
could have reached any conclusion other than that it should
not order, or even suggest, that the rates on live stock should
be reduced. Nevertheless, without entering any order, the
Commission did suggest to the carriers a substantia] reduc-
tion in these rates. Furthermore, Commissioners McChord
and Campbell dissented from the majority opinion and con-
tended that the rates should be ordered reduced, the latter
expressly basing his view upon the ground that the rates are
too high in proportion to the value' of the service rendered.
What action the railways will take is yet to be determined.

The inconsistency of the Commission's suggestion in this case

with its decisions in past years is, however, only too plain.

It refused in past years to allow the railways to advance

their rates when the traffic could bear higher rates, but it

now suggests to them that they should reduce the rates be-

cause they are too high in proportion to what the traffic can
bear. Formerly it refused advances in rates upon the ground
that the cost of rendering the service had not increased

enough to justify the advances, and now it suggests reduc-

tion- in rates regardless of the fact that the cost of rendering

the service is so high that the railways cannot afford to

reduce them.

There are commodities whose prices are so low in propor-

tion to the present railway rates that the rates are relatively

high measured by the value of the service rendered in trans-

porting them. This is especially true of the prices of and
rates on live stock. There are other commodities whose
prices are still so high that they could easily bear further

advances in rates. For example, according to the statistics

of the Bureau of Labor, the average prices of house furnish-

ings in April were 174 per cent more than in 1913, and the

average prices of building materials 103 per cent more. The
price of coal at the mouth of the mine at Fairmont, \V. Va..

on August 1, was 131 per cent more than in 1913. The price

of brick was 1 1 8 per cent more.

Since the Commission suggests reductions in the rates on
live stock because of the low prices of live stock, it would be

only consistent for it to authorize advances in the rates on
house furnishings, coal, brick and other commodities, the

prices of which are still so high relatively that they easily

could stand higher rates.

The Commission has express instructions from Congress

to so fix rates as to enable the railways to earn an average

return of at least S l/2 per cent. The railways for almost a

year have patiently done the best they could under rates fixed

by the. Commission which have yielded them an average

return of only about 2 1/ per cent. How does the Commission
reconcile its suggestions for reductions in some rates, and its

failure to suggest advances in other rates, with the duty given

it by Congress to enable the railways to earn an average

return of at least 5 1/ per cent?

Railway expenses are gradually going down. Not only are

the prices of some commodities still so high that they could

stand much higher rates, but the prices of some commodities

which declined lately have recently been advancing, includ-

ing those of some important farm products. Since the Com-
mission now suggests that, regardless of the high operating

costs of the railways and the enormous losses they have been

incurring, the railways reduce live stock rates to help the

producer of live stock, what attitude is.it going to take in

the future if there are radical changes in the relations be-

tween railway costs and the prices of commodities? Suppose
business conditions become such that the railways, without

in any instance charging rates that are relatively high in

proportion to what the traffic can bear, can make K\

net earnings which greatly exceed SJ^ or 6 per cent. S

the Commission now suggests that they shall reduce certain

rates when for almost a year they have been earning only

2'.. per cent, will it in future help them to maintain rates

which, without exceeding what the traftii can bear, may con-

ceivably enable them to earn an averagi i or 10

per cent ?

The Railway Age has no criticism to offer if the Commis-
sion intends to change tl 1 in future permit

rates to be basi I on "what the traffic will bear." But the

Commission will be guilt] of the grossest inconsistency, and

lay itself wide open to the n ive criticism, if it

pursues a policy of basing rates on what the traffic will

bear when railway costs are high, and of then basing them

on the cost of the hen railway costs have been

redu.
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Extraordinary Changes in

Freight Business

N i.i him; could better illustrate the peculiar conditions

now existing in general business than the contrast be-

tween the facts regarding the movement of freight of various

I ind on the railways at present and the facts regarding the

movement of the same kinds of freight a year ago. Many
people believe there has been a decline in all kinds of freight.

This is not true. Throughout the present year then- have

been increases as compared with last year in the shipments

of some kinds of freight and decreases in the shipments of

other kinds of freight.

The freight rates which have been the most bitterly at-

tacked are those on farm products. The western state rail-

road commissions, led by the Kansas commission, have

started proceedings for extensive reductions in grain rates

before the Interstate Commerce Commission. They claim

that the traffic will not bear the rates and that therefore as

long as the rates remain in effect the farmers cannot produce

grain at a profit. Curiously enough, as has been pointed out

in these columns before, grain shipments throughout the pres-

ent year have shown larger increases than those of any other

commodities. In the four weeks ended August 6, the total

carloads of grain shipped were 246,938 as compared with

146,440 in the same weeks of 1920, an increase of almost

70 per cent. There has also been loud complaint that the

farmers could not ship their live stock under present rates.

The shipments of live stock in these same four weeks were

101,159 carloads as compared with 105,022 in the same

weeks of 1920, a decrease of less than 4 per cent. There

has been a large increase in shipments of merchandise. In

the four weeks mentioned they were 836,098 carloads as com-

pared with 753,947 carloads last year, an increase of almost

II per cent.

Compare the foregoing figures with those regarding ship-

ments of some other commodities. Comparing the four weeks

ended August 6, 1921, with the same weeks of 1920, coal

shipments declined from 793,536 carloads to 596,620 car-

loads, or about 25 per cent. Shipments of coke declined from

51,501 carloads to 15,994, or almost 70 per cent. Shipments

of forest products declined from 239,287 carloads to 175,335

carloads, or almost 20 per cent. Shipments of ore declined

from 308,775 carloads to 127,300 carloads, or over 60 per

cent. Shipments of miscellaneous unclassified commodities

declined from 1,344,857 carloads to 1,042,197 carloads, or

over 30 per cent.

These figures disclose that the present freight traffic of

the railways is due to changes as compared with last year

varying all the way from an increase of 70 per cent in grain

shipments to a decrease of 60 per cent in ore shipments and

of 70 per cent in coke shipments.

Many people are trying to convince themselves and others

that present business conditions are largely, or even mainly,

due to the present railway rates. But the advances in railway

rates made since 1917 have been horizontal increases, and
therefore have been relatively the same upon all classes of

commodities. If the advances in railway rates have produced

such an immense effect upon general business, how does it

happen that with relatively the same increases in rates upon
all commodities, shipments of some commodities are now 70

per cent greater than a year ago while shipments of other

commodities are 70 per cent less than they were a year ago?

The wide differences in the changes that have occurred in

the shipments of the various classes of commodities show
that the present business situation is due in only a small

measure to railway rates and mainly to other conditions.

Undoubtedly the main reason why the shipments of some
kinds of commodities have greatly increased while those of

other commodities have greatly declined is that the process

of readjustment has been carried much farther in some lines

of industry than in others. The increases in railway rates

however, have materially hastened the process of

readjustment in some industries or retarded it in others,

simply because the increases in railway rates have been

uniform as to all classes of commodities.

With grain shipments 70 per cent greater than they were

a year ago and coal shipments 25 per cent less, forest products

shipments 20 per cent less, ore shipments 60 per cent less

and coke shipments 70 per cent less, it is quite plain that

the public must look to other influences than to any possible

reduction in railway rates to cause a return of general

business activity.

Protecting the Investment

In the last two issues we have referred to the direct in-

terest which the railways have in the extensive program of

highway construction which has been undertaken over the

country. This interest arises from the large investment

which they have made and are making in these roads through

taxation in one form or another. It has been estimated by

competent authorities that the amount available for highway
construction work this year is approximately $1,400,000,000

or over six per cent of the total investment in the railways of

the entire United States. Once this investment has been

made, the railways are interested in seeing that it is pro-

tected and that the structures resulting therefrom are used in

the manner for which they were designed, and in the way to

secure the greatest return from the expenditure.

When a railway constructs a line, its structures are de-

signed by trained engineers to carry the loads which it is de-

sired to move over it. With the completion of the road, the

loads are limited rigidly to those for which the structures

have been designed. If conditions develop which make it

desirable to transport heavier loads or make higher speeds,

they are permitted only after the structures have been

strengthened accordingly.

In our last issue the lack of engineering design of the

highways into which these hundreds of millions of dollars

are being poured was referred to. As a result there is little

relation between the roads which are built, local conditions

under which they are constructed, and the traffic which they

are to bear. But this is not all. After the road is com-

pleted with public funds little or no attempt is made to limit

the loads or the speeds at which they are transported. Any
truck operator is at liberty to haul any load he desires and

under any conditions which he sees fit to impose, without

regard to the effect on the road which has been provided for

him free of expense by the railways and other taxpayers.

Such a disregard of engineering principles would be suicidal

on a railway; and it is equally so on a highway. The result

is that this large investment is being dissipated in large

measure, for these highways are failing in many instances

after only three or four years of service, and frequently after

an interval that represents only a fraction of the period for

which they are bonded.

In a report made by the automobile clubs cf California, it

is stated that on 49.8 per cent of the highways in southern

California serious failure has already begun or is far ad-

vanced. While California is one of the few states which have

passed laws limiting the weight of trucks it has quite gener-

ally failed to enforce this requirement. The report states

that "it is apparent that if truck operators are permitted to

use the highways without police supervision a few unreason-

able truck drivers or operators will wreck any road system

that may be built. Thinking people recognize that such a

policy is improper, short-sighted and suicidal. It is equally

important that speed regulations should be enforced for

trucks, for the speeds at which these heavy loads travel on
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public highways produce impact and these shocks are espe-

cially destructive to the pavements." The report further

states that "we have not only a heritage of bad roads, but an

upkeep cost which is prohibitive. In one instance the upkeep

after four years has equaled the original cost. The evidence

shows that in the rebuilding of one road they (state forces)

destroyed with their own trucks more miles than they

repaired."

As to the future, the report states that "We must expect

enormously increased truck traffic. Wheel loads and speeds

will increase unless legislation and larger license fees pre-

vent. The Commission believes that until inspectors are ap-

pointed by the state to enforce the law, the highways are

bound to suffer from overloading. It seems incredible that

in the face of such a record of destruction of the state pave-

ments these persistent, unreasonable and illegal loads should

be continuously permitted to traverse our highways. There

has been practically no serious attempt made on the part of

either state or county authorities to enforce the laws that have

been provided by our legislature for the protection of these

roads."

If this condition was confined to California it would be

serious enough, but it is typical in large measure of condi-

tions which prevail all over the country. It constitutes a

serious indictment of the public authorities under whose

direction these roads are being built and maintained. The
railways, because of their large contribution to these funds,

can and should insist on the development of proper stand-

ards of construction and, what is even more important, on

the limitation of the loads and the speeds to those for which

the roads have been designed. Without such limitations the

investment will be dissipated very quickly, while those who
pay the bills will still have the heritage of large bond issues

outstanding and of heavier taxes to meet their interest and
maturities.

St. Louis Southwestern

The St. Louis Southwestern was one of the few rail-

road companies that declined to accept the government

guaranty for the period from March 1 to August 31, 1920. It

was one of the still fewer roads declining the guaranty that

estimated the possibilities and probabilities of its situation

correctly and came out ahead in the struggle against the

adverse conditions of railroad operation for which 1920
will be only too well remembered. The factor which enabled

it to meet the increased expenses of operation resulting from
the high wage scales of Decision No. 2, etc., was an extraor-

dinary expansion of traffic of which with efficient opera-

tion the road was able to take advantage to an unusual extent.

The company's decision not to accept the guaranty fol-

lowed upon a dispute with the Railroad Administration
wherein the road contended that the property had been
inadequately maintained during the period of federal control.

The road's officers felt, on the return of the carrier to private
control, that the road was considerably below the proper
standard of maintenance, and that large sums must be spent
for restoration. Being unable to secure from the Interstate

Commerce Commission commitments as to what amount of
money would be allowed for maintenance under the pro-
visions of the guaranty, the company decided to go ahead
"on its own." The following figures show the road came out
ahead in the amount of $1,900,039, of which $1,593,285
was devoted to excess maintenance expenditures.

It will be remembered that the increase in wages in Deci-
sion No. 2 was announced on July 1

(
> and was made ret ro-

ta May 1. The increase of rates in Ex Parte 74 was
""I effective until August 26 and not until later in thi
of some of the intrastate rates. The St. Louis Southwestern
had to contend, therefore, with the increase in wages for

four months of the guaranty period without having the ad-
vantage of the higher rates. The wage increase has been
estimated by the officers of the St. Louis Southeastern to have
added something like $900,500 to its expenses during the
guaranty period. When these circumstances are considered,

,-March 1 to August 31, 1920.—

^

'ptance Acceptance
Accounts of F< of Federal

Guaranty Guaranty
ing revenues 514,511,930 $14,511,930

Operatin 12,077,251 lO^SS^e*

from railway operations.. $2,434,679 $4,027,964
ruals and uncollectible railway

iucs 525,281 525,281

Railway operating income $1,909,398 $3,502,683
Nonoperating income—net 346.369* * 346.369"

Gross income $2,255,767 $3,849,052
Amount of guaranty .... 13,013

Amount that would have reverted t.

ernment had the federal guaranty
accepted .... $1,900,039

income over amount of guarantv
disregarding credit due account mainten-
ance expenditures in excess of estil

federal allowance $ 306,754
Excess maintenance expenditures 1,593^285

Total in excess of guaranty $1,900,039

Mf the guaranty under the Transportation Act of 1920 had been ac-
cepted the company would have been restricted in its expenditures for
maintenance of way and structures and maintenance of equipment to an
amount set up by the United States Railroad Administration as sufficient.

Iiasis $1,593,285 would have been eliminated from operating ex-
penses for the period, March 1 to August 31, 1920, thereby increasing the
amount to be turned over to the United States government.
"Excludes corporate nonoperating income account not contributing to

Ruaranty in. omi

the fact that the road came oul ihead on its deci-
sion after having spent $1,593,285 for excess maintenance, is

nothing less than remarkable.

Referring now to the operations of the year as a whole,
it should be noted that the St. Louis Southwestern is again

The St. Louis Southwestern

an exception in that as compared with 1919 it increased its

operating revenues in 1920 in greater percentage than its

operating expenses. The total operating revenues in 1920
were $31,020,958, as compared with S20.o61.163 in 1919,
an increase of 50.14 per cent. Operating expenses in 1920
were jL, 5.,s8o,056 as compared with $18,497,241 in 1919,
an increase of 39.95 per cent. For the entire year the road
had to meet increased wage costs in the amount of some
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$1,900,000 Imt in the last four month- it also had the ad-

vantage of higher rates. In addition, it carried a record

traffic throughout most of the year and did not suffer a de-

cline in its traffic until rather later than most roads. Speak-

ing now of the St. Louis Southwestern alone and omitting

for the moment the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas, thus

taking into consideration 968 miles of the system's total of

1,775, it is interesting to observe that the road's standard

return for the period of federal control was $3,355,749. In

1918, it had a net railway operating income of $3,628,950,

or including the ties inserted in January and February which

brought the total up to 777,612, an increase of 130,111, as

, ompared with 1919. There was $158,138 spent for tie plates,

and there were applied 74.718 cubic yards of ballast. The
road spent $560,581 for application of drain tile, widening

cuts, etc. There were laid 75 miles of 85 lb. rail replacing

worn 75 lb. rail. Of the total of $3,271,924 mentioned above

$2,524,823 was spent on maintenance of way and structures

and $747,101 for maintenance of equipment. In addition

the road during the year purchased 20 new Consolidation

ST. I"i i , SOU 1 ilWTS'li RN OPI RA I 1NG RESULTS 1912-1920

Total Net Revenue Revenue Miles
Freight operating i ijr

i ating operating Operating Revenue Revenue Average car per car

Year ended Tune 30:

1912

revenue revenue expenses revenue latio tons ton miles haul load load per day

. $8,971,114 $12,042,543 $8,419,415 $3,623,128 69.92 3.408.OS4 835,722,979 245 292 15.05 26.66

1913 9,864.490 13,296,950 9,215.797 4,081,153 69.31 3,657,964 871,985,756 238 300 15.27 28.22
9,293.143

, 7,891.642
12.791.904
10,627,861

9.833.801
8,361.154

2,958,104
2,266,707

76.88
78.67

3.495.537
3.181,267

830.028,078
747,474,244

237
235

294
304

15.37
15.47

25.54

1915 19.78

1916
Year ended Dec. 31:

. 9.183,185 12,224,449 8,406,786 3,817,664 68.77 3,745,130 891,104,359 238 344 15.97 24.83

10.369.943
. 13.062,975

13,850,130
17,309.657

9,318.306
10.896.860

4,531.825
6.412,797

67.28
62.95

4.009,498
4,996.813

956,572,396
1,270,829,273

239
254

351
431

16.36
18.59

30.15

1917 34.08

14 365.854
. 15.821.318

19,588,761
20,661,163

15,840.615
18.497.241

3.748,146
2,163.921

80.87
89.53

4.872,20!
4.760.2U.

1.240.619,003
!, 140.459.526

255
240

450
463

21.03
19.50

22.81

1919 22.49

1920 . 25.280,354 31,020,958 25.886,056 5,134,902 83.45 6.356,708 1,815,775,668 286 523 21.86 30.36

in other words, it exceeded the government rental. In 1919

it had a net of $3,077,808. In 1920, while operating for 10

months on its own account, it had a net railway operating

income of no less than $6,001,829. Referring again to the St.

Louis Southwestern as a system, it will be noted that the

corporate income account in 1920 showed a net of $2,959,837,

all of which was appropriated for investment in physical

property. The net corporate income in 1919 was $1,345,909.

It has been noted above that the property was assisted in

1920 by an extraordinary expansion of its traffic. The total

revenue tonnage in 1920 was 6,356,708 as compared with

4,760,210 tons carried in 1919 or 4,996,813 carried in 1917,

the best previous year. As compared with 1919 there was

an increase of 33.54 per cent. The increase in revenue ton

mileage, however, was no less than 59.21 per cent. The
revenue ton mileage in 1920 was 1,815,775,668. The 1919

figure was 1,140,459,526; the 1917 total was 1,270,829,273.

The road's average haul in 1920 was 286 miles; in 1919 it

was 240 miles; in 1917, 254 miles.

The St. Louis Southwestern's tonnage is rather diversified.

In 1920 products of agriculture constituted 16.24 per cent

of the total revenue tonnage; products of animals, 1.05 per

cent; products of mines, 21.02 per cent; products of forests,

28.65 per cent, and manufactures, 33.04 per cent. As com-

pared with 1919, the tonnage of products of mines in 1920

showed an increase of 100 per cent. The tonnage of refined

petroleum and its products, which in 1920 made up 7.82 per

cent of the total tonnage of the road, represented an increase

over 1919 of 121.37 per cent.

It is quite natural to expect that with an increase in total

revenue tonnage of 33.54 per cent and an increase of 59.21

per cent in revenue ton mileage there should have been

compensating increases in revenue train load, revenue car

load, etc. The average revenue train load in 1920 was 523

as compared with 463 in 1919, 450 in 1918, 431 in 1917, etc.

The average revenue load per loaded car was 21.86 as com-

pared with 19.5 in 1919. The St. Louis Southwestern ranks

well with the other roads in its territory in these matters.

The progressive increase in the figures, however, is possibly

of even greater importance.

In view of the fact that the St. Louis Southwestern spent

large sums for the rehabilitation of its property during 1920,

it is worth while to see just what work was carried out. The
details as given in the annual report, show that between

March 1 and December 31 there was spent on major items

of maintenance and betterment work the sum of $3,271,924.

This included the purchase and application of 642,505 ties.

freight locomotives, of which 10 were received before the

close of "the year.

The operating results 1920 as compared with 1919 are as

follows:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 1.776 1,755
Freight revenue 525,280.354 $15,821,31S
Passenger revenue 4.026,709 3,819,762

Total operating revenue 31,120,958 20,661.163
Maintenance of way expenses 6,326,553 4,127,516
Maintenance ol equipment 6,717.152 5,220.162
Traffic expenses 755,704 314,114
Transportation expenses 10,898.597 7,880,833
General expenses 1.109,259 902,361

Total ope-ating expenses 25.886.056 18.497,241
Net operating revenue 5,134,902 2.163,921
Taxes 1.247,677 853,182
Operating inccme 3.885,448 1.366.557

The corporate income account is as follows:

Standard return (Tanuarv and February, 1920. full 1920 1919
year 1919)

'. $651,819 $3,910,914
Railway operating income (10 mos.) 3,970,947
Non-operating income 1,534.298 656,740
Gross income 6,105,478 4,570,653
Interest on funded debt 2,236,888 2,250,490

Total deductions from cross inccme 3,145.642 3.224,744
Net income 2.959.837 1.345,909
Income appropriated for investment in physical

property 2.959.837

New Books
77it- Engineering Index, 1920. 586 pages, 7 in. by 9j.i m. Pub-

lished by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29

West Thirty-ninth street. New York.

The Engineering Index, which was published from 1892 to

1917, inclusive, by the Engineering Magazine Company and
since then by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

has for many years been recognized as the standard reference

index to current engineering literature, and is practically

indispensable to those who have frequent occasion to look

up articles which have been written on subjects in this field.

The completeness of the index is shown by the fact that the

volume for the year 1920 covers nearly 14,000 articles from
some 700 engineering and technical publications, together

with society proceedings. Most of these are in English, but

the more important articles in French, German and other

languages are included also. The subject matter is arranged
in alphabetical order with convenient main and sub-heads
and gives a concise description of the substance of each

article. The railway field is well covered and includes refer-

ences to articles on management, operation, construction,

maintenance, stations, freight handling, yards, track, main-
tenance of way, shops, locomotives, cars, etc.
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Letters to the Editor
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Remedies for Wastes in

Railway Operation

New York.

To THE Editor:

Referring to the article by F. J. Lisman under the above

title in the Railway Age of July 9, 1921.

In some respects there is a distinct difference between the

measure of a rate which is satisfactory to the shipper and

the measure of a rate which is compensatory to the carrier,

and the difficulty which confronts the traffic official is to

balance one against the other and to so adjust the rates

that the application thereof will result in the maximum
volume of business at the maximum net return.

The actual cost of handling a ton of silk is relatively un-

important, but I realize Mr. Lisman has used silk as the

extreme at one end of the scale and pig iron at the other end.

But with respect to silk it may be interesting to note that the

value is so great, the insurance so high and the amount of

interest so large that the actual freight rate has practically

no bearing, provided the service is given by the ocean and
rail carriers and, as a matter of fact, the service is almost

the same as passenger train time.

I think you are entirely correct in pointing out that prac-

tically all the expenses can be reduced to a formula, but al-

though I have personally wrestled with the problem for a

number of years I have yet to find a formula which can be

applied from year to year.

Some years ago it was customarv to price cotton seed ai

country stations in dollars per ton equal to the current price

in i cuts per gallon of cotton seed oil. That is, if cotton seed

nil was 18 cents per gallon it was assumed cotton seed should

be priced at $18 per ton. It was a good formula and worked
successfully until the market prices on cotton seed meal

broke it down.

I do not see any special value in basing traffic expenses

upon the gross tonnage handled. I have just seen a steel

box car, for which the tare weight is 47,400 lb. but as a

vehicle for transporting one load it is worth no more to the

traffic official than a car of lighter construction which weighs
only 35,000 lb. The traffic man does not want to take the

i redit for the deadweight tonnage of the cars in which the

traffic is moved, and, furthermore, he is not responsible for

the construction of the cars except as he may suggest the

kind of equipment needed to handle the business of the rail-

road. I think traffic expenses should be based on gross

earnings.

Accounting for maintenance of equipment on the basis of

gross tonnage would not throw any light on the situation ex-

cept as to the locomotives, and I agree with you that this

would be a more definite basis than mileage.

In the matter of less-than-carload traffic, it so happens
that the gross earnings of the Erie Railroad for the first four

months of 1°21 on less-than-carload traffic amounted to 8

per cent of the total freight earnings; this is lower than it

was before 1919, for the reason that in 1919 the Commission
changed the method of reporting merchandise freight and
threw into the carload column all cars loaded with as much
as 10,000 lb., although under the rates and classification the
railroads continued to load and unload traffic moving at less
than carload rates regardless of the quantity. In othi r words.
they continued to incur the extra expense of handling car-
load traffic in spite of the change in accounting.

In round figures the average freight rate per ton of the

i traffii handled over the Erie Railroad for the first

four months of 1921 was $2.50, while the average earnings
per ton on less-than-carload traffii amounted to $6.27 for the

same period. Assuming that the cost of loading and un-
loading a ton of freight at point of origin and at destina-

tion is $2.00 each or a total of $4.00, we have as a com-
parable figure with the carload tonnage a return of $4.27
which is nearly twice as much as the rate per ton earned on
carload traffic.

The Erie Railroad claims on less-than-carload traffic, with

the exception of one or two items such as boots and shoes and
tobacco, are not as great proportionately as on a large volume
of carload traffic, such as fresh fruits and vegetables, pack-
ing house products and fresh meats and on live stock.

The Erie Railroad has definitely taken the position that

the so-called short haul I.e.] traffic, that is to say within a
radius of 25 miles of the distributing centers, should be
handled by motor trucks or some other system of delivery than
the steam railroad. However, the greater responsibility of the

steam railroad, as compared with some of the trucks which
offer their services, is such that the traffic is forced upon the
railroad without solicitation and without any desire to handle
it.

As to the car loading of merchandise traffic, it must be re-

membered that very frequently the cars if not loaded with
merchandise would move empty so that quite a substantial
portion of the l.c.l. business outside of the 25-mile radius
is handled at the lowest cost from a transportation stand-
point.

The "sailing day" plan which was so designated during
the war was not a new plan but a new phrase was adopted
which excited a great amount of prejudice on the part of
shippers and was subsequently abandoned I he modern
plan, which is in vogue on the Erie Railroad, is to establish

certain transfer stations in which all the men
centered, and after being separated according to destination

is loaded into solid merchandia b are run through
from the transfer station to final distributing point.

Not all merchandise traffic is profitable and some of the
railroad officials contend that very little is profitable, but
that does not permit the carrier to completely ignore the busi-
ness.

Although in the first four months of 1921 the mer-
chandise tonnage as classified by the Interstate Commission
amounted to 2.6 per cent of the tonnage, the revenue amounted
to nearly $2,500,000, or nearly $1,000,000 gross revenue
from each per cent of tonnage. The only other item that
equals this is animals and products of animal-, on which
the rate per ton is slightly in excess of the rate per ton on
merchandise, largely because of the longer haul.

T. C. Powell,
Vice President. Erie Railroad.

The Status of the Chief Clerk

I'<> mi' Editor:

Commenting on my discussion of the statu.- of the chief

i lerk, which appeared in [ge of July 2

I note in your issue of August 6 an interesting letter -

"Operating Officer" in which the writer advocates the per-

sonal handling of more of their own work by railroad oi

and saj [ive the chief clerk greater recognition and
a definite position in the organization would simply t

perpetuate and increase what is already one of i

weaknesses " He also calls attention to the "limited outdoor
experience" of the average chief clerk and asserts that the

latter i be recommendations of officers of
lower rank than the officer represented by the chief clerk.

Tin's operating officer thinks my contentions are reasonable
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under the conditions as they exist on the railroads today, but

thinks the conditions should be changed.

All the authority that exists or is exercised on the rail-

roads is delegated. It originates, theoretically at least, with

the stockholders who are not on the railroad at all, and is

•delegated by them to the board of directors, who delegate

to the president such authority as they think he shouldhave,

.and so on down the line. Even the section foreman's au-

thority is delegated or relayed to him from the stockholders

through a long line of officers.

Nothing but necessity justifies the delegation of duties and

responsibilities by anybody but it is a physical impossibility

for the average railroad officer to give his personal attention

to all his business. He therefore attends personally to as

many of the more important matters as the limitations of

time will permit. An officer who does not learn to depend

on his organization in a general way never gets to the top.

The most" ignominious failure I ever witnessed was that of

a superintendent of motive power on a certain large road,

with six or seven divisions in his district, who earnestly en-

deavored to supervise personally everything that was done in

his territory. He had unlimited ambition and enthusiasm

and his vitality was remarkable. He worked about 18 hours

a day for two or three years but his system was hopeless.

The huge number of details with which he struggled single-

handed had completely buried him long before he lost his

position. His inability to delegate duties and responsibilities

was fatal.

When an officer must delegate duties, to whom should they

be delegated ? Custom makes the chief clerk the recipient in

a large measure. If anybody else is better qualified to assume

these delegated duties, that person, instead of the chief clerk,

should be the recipient; but the chief clerk, by reason of his

position, is in close touch with conditions and events and

understands the situation better than anybody else excepting

the officer he represents. Therefore a multitude of important

duties are invariably delegated to him but the recognition

that should go with them is withheld.

As to our limited outdoor experience, which is cheerfully

admitted, I respectfully submit that the operation of the

railroads nowadays is by no means an outdoor problem ex-

clusively. The indoor work that is indispensable represents

a large percentage of the total effort required. To be quite

frank, how much more does the average officer know about

office work than the average chief clerk knows about outdoor

work? It is practically impossible for any man to know every

phase of railroad work and this fact should not militate

against the chief clerk more seriously than against anybody

else.

I do not advocate the writing of caustic letters by chief

clerks—nor by anybody else. The effect of such letters is

nearly always bad. Harmony should be the watchword on

the railroads and elsewhere. If the performance of an em-

ployee is such that it fails to preserve or promote harmony by

promoting the welfare of the railroad, take him off the pay-

roll, but do it pleasantly. The best officers rarely resort to

rough tactics.

There is no good reason why the officer in charge should

not see a copy of every letter that the chief clerk writes. It

has been my practice for years to place on the desk of the

officer in charge, each morning, a reading file consisting of

carbon copies of all letters written in our office on the previous

day. A minimum of his time is required to read these copies

and if he finds anything objectionable, necessary action is

taken immediately. It would be very indiscreet for me to

dictate offensive letters or issue instructions on matters I do

not understand, knowing that he would see copies of such

letters a few hours after they were written. But his time is

valuable and it is my obvious duty to handle as much of

the correspondence as I can handle properly so that the

maximum amount of his time may be available for his nu-

merous other duties. On my ability to do this and other

important work intelligently, I base my claim for recognition,

pecuniary and otherwise.

We make mistakes. Everybody does. The chief clerks

are far from claiming infallibility but if I should overrule

a recommendation of an officer subordinate to my chief and

such subordinate officer is confident that I have made a mis-

take, what prevents his taking the question up with my chief,

either orally or by personal letter? I can think of nothing

besides a possible suspicion that my chief might have di-

rected me to take that very action. This is really beside the

question, however, as the right kind of chief clerk does not

approve nor disapprove recommendations of subordinate offi-

cers without consulting the officer in charge unless such

recommendations involve the violation of rigid instructions

from higher officers.

The editorial in the Railway Age of July 23 which recites

that in the lists of officers of the railways of Great Britain

the name of the chief clerk follows that of the officer en-

courages me to hope that we shall yet be accorded, in this

country, the recognition to which I believe we are entitled.

Our salaries cannot be compared with the salaries of others

on the railroads handling work of equal and less importance

and we get no public recognition whatever. We do not ask

for a definite place in the organization for we have that

—

the closest and most confidential relationship with the officers

with whom we work. Where is the officer who fails to appre-

ciate the value of a good chief clerk, whether the one he has
is good or poor? Why is the chief clerk destined to be appre-

ciated only in private and paid only 50 to 75 per cent of what
he is worth to the railroad? I have been asking myself these

questions for years. Does anybody know the answers? .

Chief Clerk.

Good Brakes are as important as a good motor. "The subway
trains of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company (New
York), running at full speed, can stop in less than half the

distance ordinarily required by the best steam railroad express

trains."

—

Subway Sun.

Seventy-foot mail storage cars having become common, the

Postmaster General and the Railway Mail Pay Committee (repre-

senting the railroads) have petitioned the Interstate Commerce
Commission to approve the use of such cars at a pro rata in-

crease over the rate prescribed for 60-foot cars.

I'hoto by International

A Derailment in France Caused by Train Wreckers



Pennsylvania Challenges Authority of Labor Board

Denies Right of Board to Regulate Working Conditions—Has
Agreed with Two-thirds of Its Men

Tjif, Pennsylvania Railroad, on Wednesday, August

24, made answer to the recent order of the United States

Railroad Labor Board, in which answer the road de-

clares that the company has a lawful right under the Trans-

portation Act to establish rules and working conditions with

its employees, and that the contracts entered into by the man-
agement and its employees are now in full force and effect;

and it asks the board to "set aside and vacate" its recent de-

cision in the case of the Shop Crafts Union. The railroad

declares that

:

The Board has no right and power to prescribe principles to

govern the railroad and its employees in the making of agree-
ments covering rules and working conditions

;

The Board has no power to prescribe an election or any other
method by which the railroad may ascertain who are the au-
thorized representatives of its employees;
The Board has no power to compel a conference or to prescribe

what representatives of employees the railroad shall confer with;
Since the termination of federal control the railroad has en-

deavored to re-establish with its own employees a contented and
harmonious relationship and has offered all classes of employees
a voice in matters affecting their welfare through employee rep
resentatives of their own selection, whether union or non-union
men ;

Approximately two-thirds of the employees who are interested

in and affected by rules covering working conditions have by vote
or otherwise expressed a desire to negotiate rules and working
conditions through employee representatives

;

Contracts have been entered into between the management and
representatives of approximately 150,000 employees;

Since the Board's decision, representatives of the various classes

of employees with whom contracts have been made havi
pressed their satisfaction, not only with the manner of selecting
representatives, but also with the rules and working conditions
agreed upon;

If the railroad complied with the labor board's decision tin i

contracts would be void "to the great and irreparable injury of
the carrier and its employees."

The railroad's application to the labor board follows:

1.—The carrier renews its objections to the jurisdiction

which were urged upon the hearing of this cause, and it

avers that the board had no power or authority in law (a)

to extend the National agreements and (b) after extension

and the order of termination as of July 1, 1921, to decide
without a hearing on June 27, 1921, upon a further exten-
sion. The carrier avers that the National Agreements are
as to it anil its employees wholly terminated and of no force

and effect.

2.—The carrier denies the right and power of the board
to prescribe principles, which must in law govern the carrier

and its employees in the making of agreements covering
working rules and conditions. Notwithstanding this, the

Carrier has endeavored in negotiations with its employees to
adopt and observe such of the said principles as are funda-
mentally sound and correct.

3.—The carrier notes that the board in this cause decides
thai it "acquired such jurisdiction" but it declares that "that
question is not of prime importance in this case." The
board also states, "There is no question of the closed or

open shop involved in this dispute and no other real matter
ol principle. The question involved is merely one of pro
eedure." With these propositions the carrier takes dire, t

issue. If the question is merel) one of procedure, the carrier
avers that the board has no right or power to set up its judg-
ment or opinion against that of the carrier. Dissatisfaction.
whether real or fancied, by certain employees with matters
"I "mere procedure" should not be tortured into a "dispute"
wiiliin the purview of Sections 301 and 307 of the Trans

portation Act. Xo fear need be entertained of "interruption

to the operation of any carrier" because of differences be-

tween carrier and employees upon questions of "mere pro-
cedure." Disputes under the law, referable to the board,
are those of substance and real moment. Reduction of
wages, real grievances, unfair, unreasonable, burdensome
working rules and conditions are the matters comprehended
by the Transportation Act as prolific of "disputes" which
might interrupt transportation, to prevent which the I

Board v.

4.—The carrier denies the power of the board to prescribe

an election, or any other method, by which the carrier may
ascertain who are the authorized representatives of it- em-
ployees; and it avers that it cannot accept as advisory the
rules and conditions set forth in the board's decision in this

cause. The carrier will, as the occasion requires, accord
franchise rights only to its employees in service, or absent

upon leave, and will not concede voting qualifications to
men who have been laid off or furloughed and who may be

;ed in other occupations, or may never return to the
service of the carrier. The carrier denies the power of the
board to compel a conference or to prescribe what repre-

sentatives of employees it shall confer with, and it can not

accede to the rule prescribed for ascertaining th

tive capacity of the spokesmen for unorganized empli
5.—The carrier states that it has been its policy, since the

termination of Federal control, to re-establish with its own
employees a contented and harmonious relation-hip. ever

bearing in mind that honest, efficient and economical -

tion of its lines can be secured only I

co-operation by the management and the employees. With
that end in view, it was determined that all (lasses of em-
ployees should have a voice in the administration of n

affecting their welfare, through representatives of their own
selection, and that such representatives, whether union or

non-union men, should be actual employees. In pursuance

of this policy, conferences were held witli represent

duly authorized and designated by the employee- in the

Several craft.-.

There are in the service of the carrier at this time ap-

proximately 176,000 employees who are interested in and
affected l>\ rul ig working conditions, and 117. L76

or 66.5 per cent of said employee- have by vote or otherwise,

as a result of said con d a desire to ne-

gotiate rules and working conditions through employee repre-

sentatives. Accordingly, contracts respecting rule- and work-

nditions have been entered into between the carrier

and representatives of 149,918 employees, apportioned among
the several 1 1 lssi s, as follows:

Train and i 41,396
i In ks and i levator

including engine ami train

Maintenance of way and structu 40,209
era and apprentices, maintenanc< of equipment an<!

;li and telephone
Signal depai tment
Marine departmi
Dining car and restaurant empl

149,918

6.—Since the decision in this cause, the carrier lias held

aces with representatives of the several crafts with

whom contracts have been made, for the purpose of ascertain-

ing whether or not in the light of the said decision, said

employees were satisfied with the manner of selecting i

sentatives and with the rules and working conditions

tually agreed to: and as a result of said conferences, the
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said employees, through their representatives, manifested

their satisfaction not only with the manner of selecting rep-

atives but also with the rules and working conditions

embodied in said agreements.

i in Augusl 22, a general conference was held with repre-

sentatives of employees who had been selected by ballot in

mi ili< plan of election submitted by the carrier

after the publication of the board's decision No. 119. To

this conference at least 250 representatives of System Fed-

eration 90, of the American Federation of Labor, employed

by the carrier, were invited, but, acting under the instruc-

tions of the president of System Federation 90, but few of

such representatives attended the conference.

In this connection it may be stated that many of said

employee representatives are union men, and in the case

of several crafts the entire delegation of elected representa-

tives consists of union men. At this conference the employee

representatives again signified their approval of and their

satisfaction with the plans and purposes of the management

and the contracts which had been duly executed.

7.—The carrier states that the contracts between itself

and its employees are in full force and effect, and by their

terms the parties thereto have acquired mutual rights and

assumed mutual obligations; and that if the carrier com-

plied with the decision of the board in this cause, the said

contracts will be void and of no effect, to the great and

irreparable injury of the carrier and its employees, parties to

the said contracts.

8.—The carrier represents to the board that the rights of

the employees who are not parties to the said contracts and

who do not want to be bound thereby have not been impaired

in any manner, for the reason that they may at any time

invoke the aid of the board, if they are of opinion that the

rules and working conditions contained in the said con-

tracts, now in effect upon the carrier's lines of railroad, are

unfair and unreasonable.

9.

—

Wherefore, the carrier asks that the board vacate and

set aside its decision in this cause and find, in pursuance of

the Transportation Act (a) that the carrier has the lawful

right to establish rules and working conditions in the first

instance, either with or without first holding conferences

with its employees; and (l>) that the contracts respecting

rules and working conditions heretofore entered into by the

carrier and its employees in the shop crafts are now in

full force and effect, without any further action on the

part of the carrier and its employees in the said shop

crafts.

10.—The carrier hereby makes request of the board for

an oral hearing of this application, at which time evidence

in support of these allegations of fact will be introduced.

Block Signal Mileage on January 1, 1921

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its

annual statement of the block signal mileage of the

railroads of the United States, showing, for the whole

country on January 1, 1921, a total of 101,883.6 miles of

road; this varies less than one mile from the total recorded

one year before. The totals are:

Miles of Road

Automatic
ig_M
1020 ;!7,968.S

Manual
63,339. 7

63,915.4

This change, however, is not quite so simple as it appears.

In a number of cases automatic signals have been installed in

the place of manual signals and the increase under one head

exactly equals the decrease under the other; but that such is

not the case in the majority of the items is evident from the

following brief statement of notable changes in 1920:

vl'.l I. CHANGES IX 1920 (MILKS OF ROAD)
Increase

f
. K

, Decrease,
Nonauto nonauto-

Automatic matic matic

Atchison, Topcka & Santa I 29.1 ••
25.0 .... 20.1

Maine 32.4 •;
ton & Quincy 215.1 216.8

: mted 1.5 326.7 ....

nl 10.1 131.3

i Texas; ii

Kansas & Texas of Texas; and} 93.3 2.7

Falls & Northwestern
New York, New Haven & Hartford.. 1.2 19.2 ....

Northern Pacific 126.8 4.5

Pennsylvania 42.5 .... 45.7

32.2 ....

Richmond, Fredi - 32.2 .... •••
Southern P i. .... •• 129.6

139.0

The totals of these columns are 609.0 and o4».o increases

(total 1255. 6), and 419.4 decrease. This makes a net in-

crease of 836.2 miles. The increase in automatic mileage

alone is 33.9 miles greater than the net increase shown in the

first comparison. There are, however, numerous increases

small in amount, to be added to this, and no less than 144

miles decrease in automatics. There is no clear evidence that

this indicates the actual discontinuance of any automatic

signals; some or all of the items may represent errors in re-

porting, in one year or the other. Some of these decreases

are: C. M. & St. P., 5 miles; Chicago, R. I. & P., 12 miles;

C. St. P. M. & O., 4 miles; Empire State Railroad Cor-

poration, 7 miles; Illinois Central, 7 miles; Mahoning &
Shenango Railway & Lighting Company, 37 miles; Port-

land, 38 miles; Washington Southern, 32 miles The last

three names do not appear in the report for 1921.

All of the final totals of the tables issued by the Commis-

sion are vitiated by the inclusion of several hundred miles of

road twice (or in some cases three times) where long sections

are operated jointly. These duplications aggregate, as near

as we can make out, 731.9 miles of road.

The net total length of road equipped with automatic block

signals seems to be 38,108 miles. This figure is the one of

most immediate interest, in any study of progress, for the

reason that the non-automatic block system is operated under

such varying rules and often applies to such a small part of

the trains that no measure of the value of the system is

practicable without a study of the train movements and of

the volume of traffic.

In the Commission's Table No. 1 the number of items in

which a road is recorded as operating all of its passenger

lines under the block system is 57, as compared with 74 items

on January 1, 1920; but here, again, the retrogression in

many cases is more apparent than real. Part of the dis-

crepancy is due to consolidation of items, as where the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is reduced from five lines to two

lines. Some of the • changes are small, as the Baltimore &
Ohio (eastern lines) from 100 per cent to 98.1 per cent, in-

dicating, perhaps, a correction of clerical errors.

Seven roads report automatic train stops in use, the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific (22 miles, double track) being

added to the six roads published one year previously.

Different kinds of automatic signals in use are reported in

table No. 2, as usual. The length of roads signaled by
electro-gas signals is 80 miles less than in 1920. The Penn-
sylvania reports 103 miles of road signaled with position-

light signals. The electric train staff is in service on 382
miles of road, 79 miles less than in 1920. The Louisville &
Nashville in 1920 reported 68 miles; this year, nothing.

The report gives the usual data concerning methods and
apparatus used with the manual block system; practices in

connection with block signaling on manually operated lines,

etc., and concerning the use of alternating currents, electric

lights, etc., in connection with automatic block signals.

Automatic block signals are electrically lighted on 8,153

miles of road, 442 miles more than shown in the preceding

report. The telephone is used for train orders on 122,022
miles of road, 2,868 miles more than on Tanuarv 1, 1920.



The War and Its Effect on French Railway Labor
War Time Increases in Pay Not Great—Railways' Extensive

Housing Projects—Co-operative Buying

By Oliver F. Allen

Formerly Major of Engineers, American Expeditionary I

When first investigating the availability of existing

manufacturing plants in France as aides to the work

of the American army engineers, the writer was sur-

prised to find in a large railway shop at Tours in February,

1918, practically the normal number of apprentices learning

their trades just as diligently as if there were no war. It is

true that their course was shortened to allow them to start

productive work sooner than in the ordinary course but it

was, nevertheless, very complete. The managements of the

railways realized that trained young men would be needed
after the war even more urgently than before. Just as soon

as they had a chance to catch their breath after the armistice,

railway officers began to study the expansion of their train-

ing courses, and at least one of their prominent engineers

came to America in 1920 to study intimately our trade schools

and apprentice courses.

In the same railway -hop at Tours inquiry was made as

mulgated for each department (which corresponds to a state

in tin- country), and in some instances for smaller

3Ui li as large < ities, and posted conspicuously so that work-
ing men and women as well as proprietors had free access

to them. This protected the working people against under-
payment for their work, but its great protection was in guard-
ing the- families of men at the front against profiteering not
only by the employers of labor bul by some workers who
stayed al home and sometimes tried to take advantage of the

situation for their own greater profit.

In a particular cas< the local conditions about an Ameri-
can engineering shop were such that some of the employees
in a French factor) in the same town were disposed to leave
it and seek employment with the Americans. As the French
factory was manufacturing pumping machinery needed for

the water supply of both the French and American armies
it was just as important that its production should continue

Plan of the Industrial Community at Roye, Showing Community Features

to migration of worker- in quest of different working condi-
- or higher pay. It was surprising to learn that while

the entire plant had the appearance of peace time operation
with everyone in civilian clothes it was actually on a military
basis. A workman who quit his job in a French railwaj or
other shop doing work essential to the armies during the war
was treated as a deserter. When the American engineers estab-
lished some manufacturing plant.- for which civilian labor
was sought the advantages of this protection was very helpful
to the services of supply. The pay for different classes of
work throughout the country was standardized and was made
the subject of official decrees posted in every community.
The base wage was the same throughout the country. It was
augmented in certain localities by a surcharge or bonus where
essential things cost more at retail than the prices on which
base wages were computed. Complete tabulations of the
Classifications and the base wages and surcharges were pro-

as that that of the American establishment should commence.
A conference with the manager of the French plant very

quickly solved the problem. No new employee was taken

on at either plant without getting his history, and as his

card of identification verified his name. etc.. it was a simple

matter to find out if he was leaving either plant to the detri-

ment of the .'ill II sd American railways and our other

home industries been protected by procedure of this sort the

tremendous inflation of American costs might not h..-.

curred, and we might not he .-uttering now from sue;

strains of readjustment.

French Soldiers Worked While on Leave

The French working man and working woman, realizing

that they were all getting a square deal, not only did not

fight against this regulation of wages and practical dictator-

ship over industry during the war. hut helped wherever pos-
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. sible in carrying on the work behind the lines. It would be

difficult to imagine the average American soldier as working

while on leave, but the majority of the French "poilus"

worked ten days out of their fourteen day leaves. So general

was this custom that at least one American engineering shop

recruited a large part of its civilian employees from French

soldiers on leave. Several French merchants and factory

managers have told the writer that their businesses were

carried on throughout the war largely by their old employees

while back on leave.

While the Boches were at the very gates of Paris, and the

mass of the people did not know if France could hold on

until the Americans arrived, the French railways, as well as

other industries, did not simply plan for repairs and the

replacement of things destroyed by the war, but made a

comprehensive program of extensions and betterments co-

ordinating with the anticipated renaissance of French in-

dustry and commerce. The items in this program were ar-

ranged to be carried out in the order of their importance.

French Railways a Part of the Army

In organizing the special engineering regiments of the

American army, such as those for the railway service, an

attempt was made to find both officers and men with experi-

ence in the special line of work which the regiment was to

do with the army. The French were able to go further.

Their extensive military railway engineering organization was

largely their peace time railway personnel in uniform oper-

ating as military units. Frequently both officers and men
were doing substantially what they had done as civilians.

The close relations existing between government departments

and the railway organizations, the military control of railway

readjusting wages. The pay for common labor went up
automatically and that of some higher officers was also

raised, but the great intermediate group, the station agents,

foremen, more important members of the operating and main-

tenance crews and the engineers and clerks of the central

offices have found the recovery of a pre-war balance between

Front Elevation.

Exterior of Four-Family Houses at Tergnier

income and expenses very slow. Such increases in rates of

wages as occurred, either during the war or soon after the

railways were freed from military control, were approxi-

mately commensurate with the actual higher cost of living

and not the result of unrestrained greedy demands. The
management, therefore, had the advantage of relatively lower

Second Floor Plan.

Ground Floor Plan.

Floor Plan of Four-Family Houses at Tergnier

operations and this personal element combined not only to

facilitate the development of comprehensive plans for recon-

struction, but to make the carrying out of those plans thor-

oughly understood and co-operated in by all.

Wage Increases Comparatively Small

During the war the pay of railway employees who were

kept on a peace time basis, mostly in those parts of the

country away from the fighting areas, was either not increased

at all or but little compared with the increased cost of living.

Those who were in active military service also suffered actual

diminution of income. In the first year after the armistice

the railway management was perhaps a little too slow in

labor costs than our American railways when returned to

private ownership.

Labor turnover has not been as great and with the keeping

up of the training of young men the French railroads are

perhaps in a better position as to personnel today than the

American in spite of their far greater losses due to over four

years of the hardest fighting. While there have been a few

serious labor disturbances on the French railways since the

armistice there has been very little loss of time or 'waste of

energy.

During this period of readjustment there have, naturally,

been a few agitators, but they have been discredited by the

railway workers themselves. There have been some honest
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differences of opinion between the workers and the manage-

ment as to hours of labor and rates of pay. There has been

the real problem of adjusting wages to the actual high cost

of living, and sometimes these differences have not been

adjusted as quickly as the financial embarrassment of the

workers made them feel that it should have been done. Some
Frenchmen feel that if the management had recognized the

actual needs of the mass of their most efficient and most

French railway personnel has been of the highest order.

The chief difference between the French and American
labor troubles since the armistice has perhaps been in the

underlying causes. In France it has been mostly a question

of real economic requirements and a cry for return to the

old purchasing power of income. There has been almost no
question of change in relations between the employee and
the management nor of trade unionism. There has also been

Tim* Utilized ... Hon

Living Quarters of Railway Employees Just After the War

M.nk i .il I , ns i
: B

valuable personnel, those between the classes of the common
laborers and the officers, those who were most loyal and did
most to keep the wheels going during the war, there would
not have been any serious strikes and those same employees
would now feel more interest in and affection for their work
than they do now. The slowness in recognizing crying needs
has .own some seeds of discontent, even in a remarkably loyal
and faithful group. Both throughout the war and since the
armistice, the loyalty and line workmanlike spirit of the

little evidence of political propaganda of any kind N

having accustomed themselves to an extravagant v.

living there is little oi the trouble which follows contr

of inflated expenditu by profiteering in

The terrible losses .n killed and permanently injured

thinned the ranks of all industrial organizations. This has

itated the breaking in o\ new men with consequent

loss in effii ienc] So many soldiers returned to civilian life

thoroughly tired out and unused to normal occupations after
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four years in the trenches that there has been some decrease

in the outpul per man. It is doubtful, however, if the break-

ing in hi in v, in, ii due to war losses over there is any more

serious than the breaking in of new men due to the great

migration of labor in the United States, or if the loss in

productive capacity due to war fatigue is as great as ours

due to readjustments following our period of wild extrava-

gance and munition profiteering.

Efforts to Restore Pre-War Efficiency

Coincident with the study of improvement and expansion

of facilities, the French railway managements have studied

very carefully how to bring production per man-hour back

up to pre-war practice, and what is equally important, how

to simplify repair and upkeep operations and raise labor

efficiency so as to enable it to exceed pre-war performance

with the necessarily reduced personnel resulting from the

war losses during the fewer working hours necessitated by

the universal tendency to make the eight-hour day, with

consequent three shift operation, an established fact.

During the first phase of the reconstruction when the

devastated regions were occupied by the allied armies and

bridges were being built and tracks laid by military engi-

neers, the entire personnel lived like any other fighting

soldiers. In the areas where the front line did not move

very much in either direction as in the American Toul sec-

tor, there were many railway stations within ten miles of the

Boche trenches and from there back to the Spanish frontier

the railway personnel lived, as far as the existence of neces-

sary houses permitted, very much as under peace time condi-

tions and were frequently accompanied by their families. It

is surprising how many French families continued practi-

cally at the front throughout the war, the women working

and running the same risks of airplane bombing and long

range shelling as the soldiers.

New Housing for Railway Employees

After demobilization began and the railway personnel

changed from their military to their railway uniforms they

naturally wanted to change to normal peace time ways of

living and have their families with them. A first step in this

direction was the utilization of army barracks for temporary

homes in the devastated regions. An accompanying illus-

tration shows part of such a settlement on the line of the

Northern Railwav between Lens and Bethune in the summer

of 1919.

While the first essential work was being done by the

personnel living in army huts or in temporarily repaired

buildings, arrangements were perfected for creating industrial

communities which would provide comfortable and perma-

nent homes for the necessary working forces. Due to the

necessity of quick action, the scarcity of skilled labor and

of materials for construction, and to the fact that considerable

lumber was available from army stocks, the first houses in

these communities were wooden structures intended for tem-

porary use for four or five years only, after which it is

expected that they will be replaced by more permanent build-

ings. Practically all building done since the early part of

1920 has been of the permanent kind and almost exclusively

of concrete. These houses are sometimes built of concrete

blocks and sometimes of concrete moulded in place.

A typical industrial community is that at Tergnier. This

development comprises 1,400 houses, of which 1.000 have

been completed. This community is to serve the transfer

yards and shops at Tergnier in the Aisne Valley between

Soissons and St. Quentin where lines from Dunkirk, Calais

and other channel ports going by way of Amiens meet lines

from Belgium going by St. Quentin to Paris and to the

south and east by way of Soissons and Laon. Plans of typical

houses are also shown in the illustrations. Attention is called

to the location of practically every house in the (enter of a

substantial lot midway between streets and with abundant

open space about it. The houses are mostly of the four-family

type, each part opening in a different direction.

A little further east on the national highway from Amiens

to Paris, in the department of the Somme near Montdidier,

is another settlement at Roye, a map of which is shown in

one of the accompanying illustrations. This is a smaller

community than Tergnier, but the map shows clearly the

community features and the careful planning which char-

acterize all of these plans. These community features include

a public market, a general assembly hall, or community

house as we would call it, and a large athletic field with a

race track, open air bowling courts and tennis courts. In

the Roye settlement there is a separate section for bachelor's

quarters, a large public square and quite a number of two

and three-family houses as well as the four-family apart-

ments. They are all on large lots and so situated as to give

the maximum of light and air and the minimum appearance

of set regularity which makes so many industrial communi-

ties drab and depressing in appearance.

The Northern Railway is building many of these indus-

trial communities including one for the Dunkirk-Couder-

kerque improvement, described in the Railway Age of June

3 (page 1265).

They all present a very artistic appearance, the houses are

spacious and the rooms have an abundance of light and air.

There is a lack of bath rooms surprising from an American

point of view, but the Europeans patronize the public baths

a great deal more than we do. Each apartment is equipped

with running water, gas and electricity. The use of gas for

cooking and electricity for lighting is becoming almost uni-

versal even among families of comparatively poor people.

Fireplaces which have almost disappeared from American
homes are being retained, and even' family will have a small

garden and a cellar in which to store its supplies.

Co-operative Buying

The industrial communities being built in the devastated

regions of the north will cost not less than 200,000,000 francs

($40,000,000 at normal exchange). To assist the employees

in re-establishing themselves without waste of money, the

company has in practically every case procured furniture,

food and clothing at low prices on a very large scale and
furnished all such supplies to the families moving into these

settlements.

The purchase of food and clothing on a co-operative basis,

either by associations of employees on a purely mutual basis

or by the employer without profit is by no means a new-

development in French industrial life. It is being done not

only because of conditions arising during the period of re-

construction, for many French industries have had service

of this kind for many years. When the employees of several

factories are grouped, as is sometimes done, their combined
purchasing power becomes very great and they buy at lowest

prii es. The service rendered by such co-operatives is so uni-

versal that they are able to make regular deliveries. Such
an organization in Paris, for instance, furnishes each em-
ployee with an order book, has regular collection boxes and
a S} -tern for getting the orders promptly to headquarters and
delivers once or twice a week to all parts of the city and
suburbs. Here again we have an illustration of an effective

means of combating the high cost of living.

Anyone who has seen the personnel of the French railways
actually doing their reconstruction work cannot help remark-
ing on the wonderful spirit of co-operation and determination
which is being shown by all. They are all not only trying
to help in the rebuilding of France by putting their. railroad

systems in the best possible condition in the least possible
time, but they are working to re-establish a comprehensive
railway system in which will be combined first class service

to the public and reasonable returns with comfortable, happy
living conditions for themselves and their families. It is a,

spirit which cannot help but win!



Ford Has Not Wrought Miracle With D.,T. & L

Traffic in Flivvers and Auto Raw Materials as Well as Increased

Divisions Real Reason for Expanded Earnings

<<-r -vt Tin n is Ford a manufacturer and when is he the

\X/ chief executive (if a public service corporation?
**

.
. . Essentially, Mr. Ford is operating the D.,

T. & I. primarily as an adjunct to his factories and secondly

as a common carrier. . . . The spectacular increases in

earnings, both in gross and in net, are not the result of Mr.

Ford's ability as a railroad traffic manager, but because Mr.

Ford as a shipper, has diverted all of the raw materials and

finished products to and from his factories over the D., T.

& I. . . . This wonderful increase in earnings, there-

fore, is not the result of making two blades of grass grow

where one grew before. It is merely a shifting of tonnage to

the D., T. & I. from other roads." These are some of the

thoughts expressed in an article in the New York Evening

Post of Tuesday last by William J. Cunningham, the James

J. Hill Professor of Transportation at Harvard University.

Professor Cunningham takes issue with those who hold the

view that Henry Ford has worked a miracle with the

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and shows that Ford has secured

his improved results by methods not particularly new or

original.

The improvements in the earnings of the Detroit, Toledo

& Ironton which Ford has made since he acquired the road

a little over a year ago have attracted almost as much atten-

tion in the press as tax reform or the tariff. The opinion

has been expressed on many sides that lie has effected a

miracle in railway operation that should serve as a lesson or

a model to other railway executives. His results have served

as arguments for lower rates, higher wages and for sugges-

tions in some quarters that the railroads of the country be

turned over to Ford to operate.

On the other hand, this expression of opinion has been

met with assertions, of which Professor Cunningham's is

one, that Henry Ford has worked no miracle, but that on

the contrary he is merely making the D., T. & I. a plant fa-

cility and by putting on its rails the enormous traffic of the

Ford industries, he is naturally getting different results than

were secured when the road was without such traffic. So
far is one writer from agreeing that Ford is a miracle man,
thai he says:

"Railroad men see in Mr. Ford's apparent success in

transportation merely the result of his ability to obtain

return tonnage on an extremel) favorable basis from
reallj great railroads and make his small line show a profit.

It is even suggested that sooner or later this question will

be investigated with a view tu determine whether Mr. Ford
lias not discovered an ingenious method for evading the

transportation laws regarding rebates."

There are given below abstracts of several of the a

which have been written on this subject, First is the article

bj Professor Cunningham which appeared in the New York
Evening Post of August 23. There is also an interview

with
J. A. Gordon, the former president of the I> T, & I.

which appeared in the Wall Street Journal df Wednesday
morning.

Expressing rather the idea that Ford has effected

a revolution in railway transport ition is an article which
appeared in the New York limes of August 14, entitled,
"ford's Revolutionary Railroading," by 11. E. Hoagland,
Professor of Transportation at Ohio State University. In
conclusion, there is given a transcript of an article which
appeared on August 27 in the Review, a journal published
by the New York brokerage firm of W. T. Wollman &
Company.

Ford Not a Miracle Man as Railroad Operator

W. J. Cunningham in the New York Evening Post

The public appears to be quite willing to believe the press

reports which tell of the magical result- achieved when the

Detroit manufacturer waved his wand over his 400-mile

"streak of rust." Deficits have been turned into surpluses,

rates have been cut, wages have been increased.

Mr. Ford is said to have dismissed a large part of the

railroad trained officials and to have turned over the opera-

tion to manufacturing, engineering, and merchandise

perts who are successful mainly because they know little of

orthodox railroad methods and therefore "have nothing to

unlearn." Mr. Ford, then, is credited with "showing up"
the railroad managers and of exposing their inefficiency. In

some way not clearly explained he has pushed railroad la-

bor leaders off the plank by paying the Ford :

scale, by scrapping the national agreements, and by getting

eight hours' work for every eight hours' pay.

Misinterpretation of Facts

In whatever degree these thin<i- li '

plished, they are noteworthy, and to Mr. Ford and his lieu-

tenants should go the credit for that part of the ai I

ments which are the result of a superior quality of m
merit. Mr. Ford has made a wonderful record in his own
field and undoubtedly can bring to railroad operation ideas

which will increase efficiency. The achievements on the

D., T. & I., however, are attributable mainly to influences

wholly apart from the eft management. The ten-

dency of the writers of the press articles, who in the main are

not qualified to pass judgment upon or to interpret results

of railroad administration, is to credit everything to the

genius of Ford and to make no allowance for the natural

operation of economic laws under changed conditions. They
have bein more anxious to get good -tories than to weigh

the facts or to go behind the returns.

As a matter of fact the explanation of the extraordinary

change on the D., T. & I. is extremely simple: so simple that

its telling spoils the story. Before Mr. lord bought the rail-

road it could not pay it- char it could :.

traffic. The txaffii went to cad- which were more ad

geously situated mid had better service. With the change

in ownership came the immense traffic of - ; mpany,

million- of tons per year.

Diversion of Traffic

I In- increase in business on the D. I' & 1

situation almost over night. The spectacular increas

earnings, both in gross and in net, are not the r

Ford's ability a- a railroad traffic manager, but

Ford, as a shipper, has diverted all of the raw materials and

finished products to and from his fai the D., T. &
I., and in addition to that he is securing for that I

part of the unrouted traffic consigned to other than th

nv. He is able to do that by making ti

ments with other roads that will bind them, in return

favor of receiving Ford 1'
,\ I

hand to the D.. T. & I. all of the unrouted fl

opposite direction.

This wonderful increase in earnings, therefore, is not the

result of making two blades of grass grow wl

before. It is merely a shifting of tonnage to the I> . I \ I

from other roads. These roads, already struggling under the
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handicap of reduced business because of the general depres-

are that much further embarrassed. This point should

be noted by those who acclaim Mr. Ford as the Moses to

lead the railroads out of the wilderness. His magic would

disappear if his operations were extended. If, as has been

seriously suggested, the railroads should again be com-
mandeered by the government and turned over to Mr. Ford

as Director General of Railroads, the tonnage to and from
his plants now bolstering up the showing of one small road

could not be used to serve similar purposes elsewhere. The
gain on the D., T. & I. would be offset by the losses suffered

by the roads from which the shipments had been diverted.

No Magic in Results Achieved

It is unnecessary in this article to comment upon the effect

of increased traffic on net earnings. Attention is called, how-

ever, to the fact that the D., T. & I. had been a road with

unusually light traffic and the facilities, although below

those of competitors, were adequate to take care of many
additional trains. The new traffic which the Ford factories

have thrown to it at the expense of other roads can easily be

handled with no increase in overhead and with but rela-

tively small increase in operating expenses.

Consequently, with such substantial increases in gross

revenue the operating ratio is lowered and net income is

earned instead of deficits. There is no magic about it.

It is merely the working of the economic law of increasing

returns. Any one of the many roads which are now only a

few jumps ahead of the sheriff could pack up all of their

financial troubles if presented with such increased tonnage.

Only those who have little conception of the effect of whole-

sale diversions of traffic will be misled by the press reports

of Ford legerdemain in railroading. There is danger that

the rejuvenation of the D., T. & I. may be regarded as merelv

the shadow of the personality of an industrial leader, and
that similar leadership on all railroads would solve the whole
railroad problem. No such delusion, however, is held by
organized shippers.

Reason for Ford's Success

Industrial traffic managers, always on the alert for argu-

ments which will support their efforts for lower rates, are not

using Mr. Ford's achievements as a text. Their position is

clearly stated in an editorial in the August 6 issue of the

Traffic World, their most influential publication. After re-

citing the facts already dealt with in this article, the editor

closes with these words: "All there is to Henry Ford's rail-

road success is that as a shipper in the railroad business he
is able to control his own and other traffic to such an extent

that his line profits at the expense of other lines."

It is curious that so little thought is given to this phase of

the subject. When is Ford a manufacturer and when is he
the chief executive of a public service corporation? Why is

it that the public apparently approves of Mr. Ford's control

of a railroad when they would strongly object to similar

domination of public service by the Steel Corporation, the oil

companies, the packers, or the coal mining companies?. Es-
sentially Mr. Ford is operating the D., T. & I. primarily as

an adjunct to his factories and secondarily as a common
carrier. In technical terms he has transformed the D., T. &
I. from a railroad into a plant facility. His railroad venture

is a side issue in which the interests of the factories, rather

than those of public service are dominant.

An Interview with J. A. Gordon,

Formerly President of the D., T. & I.

From the Wall Street Journal

An inside light upon the means by which the Detroit,

Toledo & Ironton has been able greatly to increase its gross

and net earnings since Henry Ford bought control of it has

been obtained, says the Wall Street Journal, in its article

Wednesday, from J. A. Gordon, former president of the

road and its general manager under federal control. Mr.
Gordon refused to take any part in the public discussion of

Mr. lord's railroading until it appeared that a serious in-

justice was being done to the executives of other roads and
that the public was being misled. Mr. Gordon says:

"Today I read an item quoted from the New York World
in which after commenting on D., T. & I. earnings for six

months this remark was made: 'Perhaps the railroads need
financial aid from the Government less than they need five

or six Henry Fords to run them intelligently.' This article

is unjust and harmful.

"It is said that Ford took four steel private cars from
officials and converted them into coaches. The facts are that

the D., T. & I. doesn't own a single steel passenger car;

that there was but one official car—the 51—in service; that

a car numbered 100 had, prior to 19 IS, been used by officials,

but had been out of service for over three years and had been

offered for sale.

That Story of Junk Salvage

"It was stated in a Ford interview given the Detroit Times
that Ford gathered up enough junk along the road to pay
for it. fust before Ford secured control the old board had
purchased 2,200 tons of new 85-pound rail. Ford then

bought 10,000 tons of new steel rail. It was the scrap re-

leased by these purchases that produced the junk. Ford
did retire 1,000 freight cars of 30-ton capacity and great

age, also five or six light locomotives. Practically all of this

old equipment had been set aside by the federal Administra-

tion as not worth repairing; but it was the equipment Ford
purchased when he purchased the road. At that its value

was less than $150,000.

"One of the inferences to be drawn is that because Ford
did some superior job of repairing an engine, he had been

able to cut the time between Detroit and Bainbridge some
two hours. Now the D., T. & I. passenger engines were

mighty old and poor, but they didn't limit the speed. Track
conditions imposed speed limits, for up to the fall of 1920

most of the 220 miles between Detroit and Springfield were

laid in 60-pound rail which had been in service over 25

years and was fearfully bent and twisted.

Where the Earnings Come From

"Coming now to the big thing, namely, that Ford has made
a financial success of the road. His formula is not a secret

one; it has been known to all railroad men for ages. It pre-

scribes a volume of traffic up to a road's earning capacity,

especially high class carload traffic. Ford has that traffic

en route to and from his own plants; he doesn't have to so-

licit it. While negotiations for the road were still in progress,

I was asked by a Ford representative what I thought could

be done with it. My reply was that much money would

have to be spent to improve it physically and provide it with

appropriate equipment so that patrons could rely upon its

service; that it was valuable to Detroit as the only road com-
ing in from the South which did not operate through the

frequently congested Toledo terminals; that I was convinced

it could be converted into a money maker even by other

hands, but that so far as the Fords were concerned, they ran

no risk at all, since they already had traffic enough of their

own to make the road profitable.

"The Ford performance stands out all the more promi-

nently right now because he has been able to double and
treble the earnings by means of his own traffic at a time

when all other lines are suffering a great diminution-of traffic.

But imagine, if you please, other railroads of the country

enjoying such an increase in high class carload traffic! They
would immediately wax so fat that a great reduction in

freight rates would quickly ensue. The financial status of
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all roads would be revolutionized just as Ford has revolu-

tionized the status of the D., T. & I.

Federal Control Benefits

"There were some incidentals besides which helped set the

stage, as it were, for Ford's successful debut. Just previous

to his taking over the road, IS new engines and 300 new
box cars had been purchased from the Railroad Administra-

tion. Something over half a million dollars had been ex-

pended during federal control on such additions and better-

ments as heavy rail, a new engine house and machine shop

at Napoleon terminal, a coaling station at Jackson terminal,

a large number of new shop tools, cinder pits at all terminals

(previously there were none), a new 120-ton wrecking outfit,

additional yard and passing track, an American ditcher, a

Jordan spreader, a clamshell, snowplow, etc. These expendi-

tures are now bearing fruit.

"Then the D., T. & I. was weak and had never been

treated fairly by many of its connections in the matter oi

equitable division of through rates. Ford says: '( omi

across with more favorable divisions or no Ford traffic for

you,' and he secures the divisions.

"And so Henry Ford is making a profit out of the D.,

T. & I., and his possession of the traffic necessary to this

result enables him to put before the I. C. C. what, at first

glance to the unthinking, looks like a most plausible pre-

text for a reduction of freight rates. Obviously Ford has

many millions more to gain out of reduced freight rati- than

out of any possible profit on the D., T. & I. Fortunately

the Transporia lie in Am deals with railroads as a whole or

by groups, and it isn't at all likely that the I. C. ('. will

authorize a reduction at this time, because that body of ex-

pert's must realize that D., T. & I. profit is at the expense of

other roads from which the Ford Motor Company traffic

was withdrawn.

"It would be a spectacle for the gods to see Ford strug-

gling with the D., T. & I. if he had no traffic of his own
to route over it!

Scrapping the Older Employees

"It is self-evident that the same ownership control of

vast traffic, which has turned the road into a mone) maker.
also puts Ford in a position to name a wage scale which
other roads might find intolerable, and I wonder, there-

fore, if the Labor Hoard has taken cognizance of this, as

the board should do under terms of the Transportation Act.

Personally I think highly of the general policy of paying
a liberal rate per day and eliminating the arbitrary and un-
fair conditions which have grown up in the railroad world.

These conditions run into vast sums of money which might
better be added, in part or in whole, to the daily rate-. Most
of the controversies between railroad employer and employee
arise out of divergent constructions of the meaning of the

working conditions prescribed in wage schedules. But I

should hate to see railroads adopt the Ford policy of discard-
ing without pension employees who have grown old and who
have worn out their lives in faithful service merely because
it was possible to obtain younger and huskier men who could
do a bigger day's work. This may be efficiency, but Lord
save the industrial world from such efficiency!

Ford's Revolutionary Railroading

H. E. Hoagland in the New York Times

A look at the map indicates some of the possibilities of the
D., T. & I. in the hands of those who can develop them.
At the southern end it connects with the Chesapeake & Ohio
and through the Big Sandy division of the latter with the
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio. This gives a fairly direct
route from Detroit to the Southeast ami affords connections
with the coal fields of West Virginia and Kentucky,

The D., T. &: I. crosses every trunk line from St. Louis

and I hicago to the East. Ibis practically makes the Ford
railroad one vast terminal through which coal and the steel

products of the Pittsburgh district may move northward in

exchange for the profitable traffic in the products of Mi* la-

gan's and northern Ohio's factories, southward, eastward

and westward bound. In a measure, at least, what has here-

tofore been considered one of the road's greatest sources of

weakness—the absence of cities along its route—may, under

the Ford control, be a source of great strength. The To-
ledo "bottle neck," for example, has been one of the first

points of congested traffic whenever freight movements be-

came heavy. The D., T. & I. main line avoids this con-

gested area and makes connection with other roads at points

less susceptible to concentration of car-.

For less than $5,000,000 Mr. Ford and lit the

right to realize the possibilities of the above plan through
the acquisition of title to the skeleton road called the Detroit,

Toledo & [ronton. Already the needed rehabilitation is tak-

ing place. To this skeleton is being added the flesh of rail-

< nstruction in the form of more and better ball

substitution of 85 pound for 56 pound rails, the strengthen-

ing of bridge-, the improvements of terminals, the reduction

of grades, the improvements of shop facilities, and the con-

struction of new mileage to give the road additional strategic

i onnei

Eenrj 1 ord became president of the D., T. & I. in March.
1921. In the short time that has elapsed since he assumed
direct control, the changes effected have already become a
favorite topic of discussion and conjecture in railroad i

Increased Wages, Decreased Rates

\i a time when wage d< • n

throughout all industry, the I».. T. & I. has announced that

the minimum wage of $6 per day for eight hours—

w

mous in the plant- of the Ford Mi tot I i mpany—will be ad-
hered to for raibi l ral in-

crease for i f railroad 1

rhi D., I'. & 1. has tiled a new rate schedule, ei;

\ie> 10, 1921 ci liing for a flat decrease of 20
all rates local to its line-.

Meantime, the road is operating with an effectiveness un-
li Dted for this company and seldom approached I

tg ratio for June, 1°_!1—the latest

figures available was 53; that i-. for every dollar i

mm- ci llected the cost of peration and maintenance was only

53 edits. The corresponding ratio for June. 1920, was 117

and for June. 1919, it v.

How are the-, results being accomplisl

is really very simple.

One of Mr. Ford's first act- a- presidi nt of the D
was tiie dismissal of all but one of the officials and higher-

up employees of tin old regime. The dismissal w.

pered by a bi months' pay. Then 1

to turn ov( r the i
i men in tin

Motor ( 'enip.utN '-

men in the commonh accepted mei oil g of that term. And
yet, to Mr. ford, they are better than railroad men.

of them possi decided advantages over the man
who knows by long experience the routine work
operation. In the first place, they have i

to "unlearn" in their efforts to find new methods; ai.

ond. for years they have been studying the weakni

isting railroad organization, ["hey have been fortifying them-
tgainst the mi-take- of others and are profiting by this

preparation. These are the men. imbued with tin

spirit, who are revolutionizing railro

1. 8i 1 rhi ', • lutionizing has been used ad',

because nothing -' mplete upheaval in the operaN
ing plans oi a read such a- thi- could have produced in SO

short a time the results effected by its new organization.
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i in his relations to the employees that Mr. Ford has

made the most radical changes in his railroad operation.

He believes thai a woi I. day longer than eight hours is funda-

mentally wrong and that a form of industrial organization

which supports it has no right to exist. This doctrine is par-

ticularly heretical in the railroad industry, where maximum
days have been limited to sixteen hours only by the force

of law and where much longer work periods were formerly

common. In 1916 the railroad brotherhoods received an
eight-hour basis of pay in the passage of the Adamson act.

Mr. Ford believes that their actual working time should

be limited to eight hours a day. As rapidly as possible he

is reorganizing the operation of the D., T. & I. so that all

employees, even the operators of trains, will have an eight-

hour day. At present, where emergency work or difficulties

in adjusting the running time of trains necessitate for any
particular employee a day longer than eight hours, compen-
sating time off is granted as soon as possible. No employee

is permitted to work more than 208 hours a month.

Full Eight Hours of Work
However, Mr. Ford's day is very materially different from

the workday of considerable numbers of railroad employees.

When he thinks of eight hours' work he has in mind not

only the first two words of this phrase, but also the last. He
believes that if the D., T. & I. pays for eight hours of the

employee's time it is entitled to the application by the em-

ployee of the entire eight hours to the interests of the road.

Two things are being done to make this possible—first, the

operation of the road is being so organized that a man can

do his stint in eight hours and that normally it will take him
eight hours to do it; and, second, time-worn title distinctions

are being discarded. An employee of the D., T. & I. is

expected to work for the interests of the D., T. & I. If or-

dinarily he is a machinist, but the job at hand most pressing

is window washing, he is expected to wash windows.

A corollary to the eight-hour day is the regular rest period,

(.specially the American observance of Sunday. Mr. Ford

believes that in this respect railroad operation can be con-

ducted, for the most part, as factory operation. Already he

has eliminated all shop, maintenance and office work on

Sunday and has cut train operation to the bare necessity of

movement of live stock and perishables.

Since the eight-hour day and the observance of Sunday
as a rest period afford time for normal family life, Mr. Ford

believes that all employees should receive a wage which

will make possible the American conception of normal living.

He has, therefore, extended to the operation of the D., T. &
I. the $6 a day minimum wage made famous in its applica-

tion to the employees of the Ford Motor Company. This, of

course, is only a minimum, gradations above this varying

with duties and responsibilities.

Out of it all Mr. Ford has cut his force of railroad em-
ployees from 2,700 to 1,650 in the face of more traffic than

the road has ever handled before. Nor are the economies in

wages the only ones already effected. Damage claims have

been materially reduced because freight is being handled

more expeditiously and more carefully. This is shown
also by the fact that the usual charge of about $5,000 a

month for clearing wreckage was reduced to $2,200 in

June, 1921. Stationery and printing bills have been more
than cut in two. Fuel bills for yard locomotives show a

decrease of one-third and for transportation locomotives over

one-fifth from June, 1920, to June, 1921, in spite of the

very great increase in ton-miles hauled. Even allowing

for a decrease in unit costs of fuel, a satisfactory economy re-

mains to be accounted for by more effective use of fuel.

For June, 1921, freight revenues amounted to $686,355,

an increase of $319,079, or 87 per cent over June, 1920.

Expenses for June, 1921, amounted to $376,383, a decrease

of $102,543, or 21 per cent. In June, 1920, the deficit,

after paying taxes and rents amounted to $135,932; for

June, 1921, the corresponding figure was a net income of

$261,259. Meantime the cost of carrying one ton of freight

one mile has been reduced one-third.

Has Ford Discovered an

Ingenious Method of Rebating?

From W. J. Wollman & Co.'s Review

Practical railroad men have not been as ready as a credu-

lous public to believe that Henry Ford has worked another

miracle in the operation of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

which he acquired about a year ago. Whatever may be

conceded about Mr. Ford's success in the automobile busi-

ness, even in extricating himself from his financial difficul-

ties of last year, railroad experts insist that the stories of

his achievement with his new railroad, if taken at their face

value, read like the discover)' of perpetual motion, or a

device to make water run up hill.

For many years the Ford plants in and about Detroit

have been served by an important alliance which includes

the New York Central, Grand Trunk, Pere Marquette and
Wabash, besides the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton. The busi-

ness was distributed among these carriers with service satis-

factory to the shipper. The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

was receiving the least of this tonnage, as it reached no
important points. This latter road had been receiving cut

divisions of the through rates on business interchanged with

its connections, but this failed to yield sufficient revenue

to sustain it. The methods of shipping raw materials to,

and finished products from the Ford plant normally yield

perhaps upward of 500 cars of freight per day.

Mr. Ford bought the D., T. & I. through a purchase of

stock and adjustment mortgage bonds of that company.

The road had outstanding $7,628,000 of adjustment bonds,

$5,989,998 preferred and $6,500,000 common stock in ad-

dition to $2,254,000 of underlying bonds. Mr. Ford is

said to have paid $600 per $1,000 adjustment bond. $5

per share for preferred and $1 per share for common stock

If Mr. Ford had acquired all of the adjustment bonds and
stock, his investment would have been $7,637,000 or $17,300
per mile against an original capitalization of about $50,700

per mile for the 411 miles of railroad.

Meeting Ford's Demands

With the acquisition of the railroad, Mr. Ford concen-

trated the larger part of the tonnage movement on his new
property. He exacted from connecting carriers percentage-

of division which the other railroads recognized as an ex-

cessive burden, but which was yielded by certain lines

because the tonnage could be diverted elsewhere. The tariff

on this freight has been estimated at $22,000,000 a year.

Rates cannot be reduced by individual roads without

disturbing the entire rate structure served by them but the

increased carrier divisions which Mr. Ford has exacted

have left the rates nominally undisturbed. However, these

increased carrier divisions, which now aggregate over $500,-
iioo per month, are paid to a road which under normal

traffic conditions would not receive them. The result is

that the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton is receiving a revenue
of about 100 per cent above what it would obtain under
ordinary conditions for the service it performs, and out of

all proportion to that received by its connecting carriers for

similar service or similar hauling.

Railroad men see in Mr. Ford's apparent success in

iiansportation merely the result of his ability to obtain re-

turn tonnage on an exceptionally favorable basis from really

great railroads and make his small line show a profit. It

is even suggested that sooner or later this question will be

investigated with a view to determine whether or not Mr.
Ford has not discovered an ingenious method for evading
the transportation laws prohibiting rebates.



Regulating Brake Cylinder Piston Travel

A New Slack Adjuster for Freight and Passenger Cars Gives

Direct Control of Shoe Clearance

THE DKSiKAitii.n v of an automatic device which would

mechanically compensate for the variations in the

brake cylinder piston travel caused by the wear of the

brake shoes was realized even in the early stages of the de-

velopment of the air brake. Many devices have been de-

signed to meet the demands and a number of them have come
into more or less extended use. At the present time a con-

siderable portion of the passenger cars in the country are

equipped with automatic slack adjusters, but such devices

have never been applied to any great extent to freight equip-

10 15 20 ZS
Reduction In Pressure In Brake Pipe- Pounds PerSq.lnch.

Fig. 1—Effect of Piston Travel on Brake Cylinder Pressure

nunt, despite the evident safety and economy which would

result from a uniform and automatically adjusted brake shoe

clearance.

Brake Cylinder Piston Travel

In order to secure the desired flexibility of control in

service braking, the brake cylinder piston trawl should be

kept at as near 8 in- as possible. With hand adjustment,

however, the piston trawl is apl to be anywhere from 4 in.

to 10 in. and in case of neglect it may even increase to 1

in. and the brake rendered inoperative due to the

striking the cylinder head. Differences in brake cylinder

piston travel mean unequal pressures and consequently un-
equal force. This is one cause of shocks, damage to freight

and broken couplings. The effect of variations in brake
cylinder piston travel on the cylinder pressure is evident from
the curves shown in Fig. 1. which were plotted from data
obtained from tests made on the Swiss Federal Railways.
I or example, the curves show that a brake pipe reduction
which will give 60 lb. cylinder pressure when the piston
travel is 4 in. will give onl\ !3 ll>. in a cylinder having a

10 in. piston travel. While the results shown differ slightly
from those obtained in this country, the general character of
the curves does not differ greatly.

Piston travel may be divided into two portions: first, that

necessary to bring the shoes into contact with the wheels

econd, thai ifterwards. In taking up
the slack and bringing the shoe against the wheel a small

portion of the piston travel is required to care for the loose-

-; of it is due to th(

in. e bel hoes and the wheels, being a direct product

i ! tin total leverage. If the brake

oint above the truck springs, as

-
i ommon on passenger equipment, there will be a somewhat

greater shoe clearano on loaded than on empty cars, but as

tin- added weight in a loaded passenger coach is compara-
tively small in relation to the empty weight, the increase in

hoe clearance will be slight. On freight cars the shoes are

ordinarily hung directl) from the truck frame so that the

loading does not affei t the shi e <l por-

tii n hi tin piston travel is often referred to as "false piston

travel" and is due mainly to the Stretch in the rod.-, the

bending of levers, the deflection of brake beams and the

drawing down of the shoes under the wheels. This ;

of the travel i.- closely related to the difference which is ob-
tained in standing and in running tests. It i- of prime im-
portance that it should lie kept as low as possible. The
factors controlling its extent are all related to foundation
brake rigging design ami are therefore matter- to be handled
by the air brake engineer and the designer and cannot be
taken care of by any slack adjuster. In fact, they simply
greatly complicate matters relating to the operation of the

slack adjuster as ordinarily applied. The total

the hrake rigging is controlled by the maximum amount of

shoe clearance which is liable to occur in p v the

amount of false piston travel. An adjuster which will

lively maintain a minimum shoe clearance will so tix tb

important variable that a relatively large total leveragi
lie used

A New Principle in Slack Adjusters

A slack adjuster constructed along new lines has been de-
veloped recently by a Swedish inventor, A. R. Durson
adjuster, which is applicable to both freight and pas
equipment and ha- been in ser . ral years on rail-

N"i i Holl I, D iinark and Switzer-

Fig. 2—Slack Adjuster Applied to a Passenger Car

land is now being introduced in this country. Instead of

attempting to control the slack by limiting the brake cylinder

piston travel to a predetermined amount, this adjuster

signed to control directly the clearance between ti

the wheels and to keep it at a fixed amount regar

wear All adjustments are made during that portion of the

i ravel which takes place before the brake shoes are in

contact with the wheels and the hrake rigging is subject to

stresses, consequent!}
-;

i- operation is not affected by false

piston travel or by any difference between service and emer-

I This is rendered possible by the intro-

409
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duction of an auxiliary yielding device which prevents the

adjuster taking up any further slack from the moment tension

arises in the brake rigging.

Operation of Adjuster

A typical installation of the Durson slack adjuster as ap-

plied to a passenger car is shown in Fig. 2. Attached to the

While Fig. 2 shows the Durson slack adjuster introduced

jnto one of the top pull rods, it may be a part of the cylinder

lever rod or of the bottom rods of the truck as conditions

demand. It is designed for use either as a tension or as a

compression member.
The construction details of the slack adjuster are shown in

Fig. 3. A shaft 5 with a suitable collar 3 adapted for either

Fig. 3—Details of Durson Slack Adjuster Mechanism

piston rod is a roller which travels outward in a slotted

cam as the brake is applied. Distance plates on either side

of the cam transfer this motion to a second roller which is

located at the distance A from the point where the second

roller starts to change its direction. This distance A corre-

sponds to the piston travel required to bring the shoes into

contact with the wheels. It will vary with the total leverage

tension or compression revolves in the jaw J. To the oppo-

site end of the shaft, extended to its proper length by a sec-

tion of heavy pipe 4, is attached a threaded nut 8. Engaging

this nut is a length of shafting 9 which is threaded at one

end and which is attached to a jaw at the other end in order

to become an integral part of the brake rigging. Welded to

the shaft 5 is a collar 18. On either side of the collar 18

Pi ston Travel
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Fig. A—Diagram Showing Uniform Shoe Clearance and Piston Travel During Five Months' Test

of the brake rigging, but is, however, a constant for each

type of car. As the second roller changes its direction, this

motion is transmitted by suitable levers to the arm of the

slack adjuster. Should there be any additional clearance

due to brake shoe wear the adjuster extends itself to com-

pensate for this wear until taken up. When that point is

reached further motion in the arm of the adjuster is taken

up by a yielding friction mechanism.

are two friction discs 16 which revolve freely about the shaft

5. A circular ratchet 17 revolves about the collar 18 and

between the friction discs 16. Three bolts 19 are fitted in

holes drilled through the friction discs 16 and the collar 18

and transmit their motion to the latter. Three springs 20
are held in position by lock nuts and maintain a certain fric-

tion between the friction discs 16 and the circular ratchet IJ.

Motion of the ratchet 1J is therefore transmitted through the
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friction discs 16 to the collar 18 and shaft 5 and the revolu-

tion of the shaft 5 increases the total length of the slack ad-

juster. The bracket arm 14 is attached to the housing 73.

To this housing is also attached the pawl 21 held against the

circular ratchet 17 by the spring 23. Motion of the bracket

arm 14 in a clockwise direction is transferred through the

housing 7J, the pawl 21 to the circular rati hot 1J and thence

as noted to the shaft 5.

When the transverse motion of the roller, connected by
levers to the bracket arm 14 takes place the slack adjuster is

lengthened until tension arises in the brake rigging. At this

point the friction moment between the nut 8 and the shaft p
is greater than that between the friction discs 16 and the

circular ratchet and further movement is taken up by the

sliding of the circular ratchet between these friction discs.

When new brake shoes are applied, the slack adjuster can
be reset by releasing the pawl 21 by means of the ring-bolt

22 and revolving the nut 8 by the extended pin 8 in the

coupling-nut 7.

It should be noted that all threads are protected by grease-

filled housings which prevent any lack of functioning through

the action of snow, ice or mud. The tension between the fric-

tion discs and the ratchet is fixed at the time of the assembly

of the slack adjuster and need never be changed.

Results of European Tests

As has been stated, Durson slack adjusters have been in

service for some time in a number of European countries

where their performance is said to have been highly suc-

cessful, not only from the standpoint of regulation of the

brake shoe clearance, but also from the standpoint of main-
tenance. They have been extensively used on the northern-

most railroad in the world, the line carrying ore from Kiruna

to Narvik in northern Norway. This line is entirely within

the Arctic Circle and although conditions are unusually se-

vere, the adjusters have proven satisfactory in every respect.

In tests made on a number of railroads some valuable data

have been obtained. In this connection it will be interesting

to note the records on the Swiss Federal Railway as given in

Fig. 4. This diagram shows the brake shoe clearance and
piston travel during the test period from October 5, 1918, to

March 1, 1919. The only breaks in the curve occurred when
shoes were renewed and, as will be noted, the clearance was
quickly adjusted each time. The piston trawl was less than

that used in American practice, but the curves show the uni-

formity in adjustment during a period of five months.

Some of the advantages claimed for the Durson slack ad-

juster are the following:

Brake shoe clearance kept constant at all times. As a con-

sequence, the piston travel will be maintained within as close

limits as the design of the foundation brake rigging will

admit.

Hand adjustment eliminated, except when new shoes are

applied and inspection costs lowered.

Practically uniform and simultaneous braking power on
all cars and consequently a reduction in shocks with a sav-
ing in damage to equipment and lading.

No matter how the brakes are applied, the slat k cannot be
so taken up that the shoes will drag and increase the train

resistance.

As the shoe clearance is positive it can be fixed at an
amount less than would otherwise be possible. Consequently
the maximum total leverage can be employed consistent with
the design of the brake rigging and the amount of false
piston travel. A higher total leverage than would be prac-
tical if slack adjusters wire not applied can often be em-
ployed with safety.

A saving in air consumption with a resultant increase in
safety and a postponement of the time when recharging be-
comes necessary.

The Durson slack adjuster which is built for the European

market by Aktiebolaget Bromsregulator, Stockholm, Sweden,
is being introduced and will be handled in this country by
the firm of Hamilton & Hansel], Inc., Park Row Building,

New York.

Leavenworth & Topeka Patrons

Vote on Tax Levy

Ri dm \is of parts of two counties in Kansas are going

to the polls to determine whether passenger and freight

service is to continue on tin- Leavenworth & Topeka
Railroad. This is in accordance with the new Kansas state

law which permit- benefit districts to vote on tax levies at

special elections to make railroad service possi \dvance
returns, from the ballot, point to the continued operation of

the road.

I tie Leavenworth & Topeka has been operating 44.72

miles of line between Leavenworth and Meriden aci

counties of Leavenworth and Jefferson in id west

direction. The road serves the town of Oskaloosa, the

county seat of Jeffi therefore tin- von- for the

tax in this district has 1 1st favorable.

The history of the cot incorporation has

been fraught with financial difficulties. It was incorporated

in May, 1918, after tin- road had been purchased at a re-

ceiver's sale from the Leavenworth & Topeka Railway Com-
pany. The latter was the successor to the Leavenworth,
Topeka & Southwestern, width was incorporated in De-

ber, 1899, and was thrown into receivership in April,

1916, by an application of the Union Pacific in the U. S.

District Court at Topeka. Kan. At that time W. A. Austin
of Leavenworth, Kan., iver. In October,

1917, the road was sold to interest- headed by F. L. Wells

of Chicago, who was elected president, and A. I. Ishi

-I treasurer. An executive committee at that time

was formed to plan for the permanent operation of the road,

but under the term- of the -ale the new owners were not to

take over tin' operation of the road until Judge John C. Pol-

lock, of the federal Court, ended the receivership. In June,
1918, W. A. Austin, the r& 1 iver, filed his final report and
was discharged and Charles J. Conlon, Atchison, Kan., was

n.(l reeeiver to close up the affair- of the Leavenworth
& Topeka Railway Company. Under the terms of the sale

to the Well- interests, the purchasing company undertook to

operate and maintain the road continuously, furnishing

quate service, and upon its failure to do so the cou:

again to take action ami resell i
'. ing to the owners

of the Leavenworth & Topeka Railway the difference be-
smmimii which was the upset prio and the amount

which it had been -old for at that time as junk, which was
lined to be $160,000.

The officers of the road, in order that the operation I

sured, have now found it aei essary to go to the public. Citi-

zens of the territory' served by the road confronted with the

abandonment of the property, the possible difficulty of the

disposition and marketing of their products, the bringing in

of commodities n« ristence, h.w new
state law devised for just such emergencies. The advance
returns on the ballot now being taken show that the voters in

the benefit di
1 county hav

for a tax levy of J. 5 mills to help finance the road. The
entire levy will raise approximately $32,500 and, though the

road is of 1 aefit to the citizens in Leavenworth
county, confidence i- expressed that this amount will be
raised and the road will continue in -

Tiik nomination of Frederick I. Cox, of New Jersey, to be a

member of the Interstate Commerce Commit
by the Senate on August 23.
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Cover to Keep Out Snow
Complicates Turntable Replacement

A roundhouse located in regions subjected to i xtremely

heavy snow-falls such as are encountered in portions of

Canada and the Pacific Northwest presents an added

problem in the sheltering of the turntable and its pit from

complete burial under the heavy snow blanket. In other words

where snow conditions are unusually severe, it is found a

sary to roof over the turntable and the entire space between the

ind the inner wall of the roundhouse. Owing to tin fad

to supporting columns can be placed in the turntal

or between the pit and the roundhouse, the problem of d

ing the supporting frame for a roof of this kind is by no means

simple. By the same token a project to renew a turntable

with one of greater length introduces difficulties not experi-

enced where there is no roof to interfere.

A problem of this kind was imposed on the engineers of

the Canadian Pacific when it became necessary last year to

replace the 70-ft. turntable of the enginehouse at White

River, Ont., on the Lake Superior division, with a 90-ft.

turntable. This is u 13-stall roundhouse and, therefore,

Framing of the Shelter as Revised to Accommodate a 90-ft.

Table

occupies less than half the circle so that it was readily possi

ble to design the roof framework with a main or key rooi

truss 96 ft. long, standing directly over the center of the pit

with columns at each end that were well in the clear of the

turntable and of the tracks. This main truss served as the

support for radial roof trusses extending from alternati

posts of the roundhouse and also for I-beams spanning be

tween posts in the wall, closing in the side of the turntable

pit away from the roundhouse.

To replace the 70-ft. table by a 90-ft. table made it

necessary to move back the outer wall of the shelter a dis-

tance of 6 ft. 6 in. on the five sides of the half octogon enclos-

ing the outer side of the turntable pit. This, of course, in-

die moving of all of the interfering columns support-

ing the roof frame, including the two main columns under

the main truss. In other word- the roof frame had the

knocked out from under it." To provide a new main

supporting truss 13 ft. longer than the old one would have

been expensive in structural steel and entailed an expensive

and troublesome erection problem. Lengthening of the ex-

isting truss was not desirable because the 13 ft. additional

span length would have resulting in over-stressing the main

members of the truss. This problem was solved in an in-

genious manner. Two inclined struts or jib column

-

i
iv, ted on new concrete pedi stals set 6 ft. 6 in. from the loca-

yoorposts

Framing for the Turntable Roof as Originally Constructed

for the 70-ft. Table

tions of the old ones and rigidly connected to the old truss at

each end to form a stiff u-frame. Analysis of this construc-

tion indicated that it provided for the disposal of the trus>

reaction at points 6 ft. 6 in. beyond the ends of the truss

with no appreciable increase in the stresses. The sketches

show how this was accomplished with the minimum difficulty

since the arrangement was such that the old columns could

be left in place supporting the truss until the new jib columns

were erected and riveted connections made, after which the

old columns were cut out.

A minor problem was introduced in providing supports

for four of the old beams carrying the roof over the outer

side of the turntable pit. To avoid the purchase of new

beams of greater length and to avoid throwing any more load

on the main trusses as would be the case if the span of these

beams were increased to reach the new outer wall, an addi-

tional girder was introduced in the position of the old wall

to take the ends of these four beams. This girder was made

long enough so that supporting columns under each end were

well clear of the turntable.

We are indebted for the above information to J. M. R.

Fairbaim, chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific, Montreal,

Que.; P. B. Motley, engineer of bridges, was responsible for

design.

I i. mk. before breakfast, is the latest innovation in Bal-

timore X- Ohio dining cars, and, according to the assistant to

the senior vice-president, the novelty seems to fill a long-felt

need. The practice has been introduced on a few of the through

trains and it is the expectation that it will be extended to others.



Many Roads Considering the Use of Heavier Rail

Increased Traffic, Heavier Wheel Loads and Prevalence of

Failure Focus Attention on this Tendency

Although rails weighing 105 lb. per yard were tin

heaviest used to anj i ctenl in steam railway service

less than ten years ago, at least seven roads are now
laying rail weighing 130 lb. or more per yd., some of them

this season for the first time. While nearly all the others

limit their purchases to sections weighing not more than 100

lb. per yd., and several important western roads still adhere

to a maximum of 90 11>., a number of them are now con-

sidering the advisability of adopting heavier sections.

Opinions regarding the advantage which will accrue from the

use of heavier rails are as diversified as the practices, but,

considering the complexity of the conditions influencing the

service to be obtained from rail, this is not at all surprising.

Because of the seeming lack of uniformity in practice and
opinion, a questionnaire was sent to the chief engineers of a

number of the principal American railway.-, requesting them

to outline the practices on their roads with respect to rail

renewals and to point to any possible tendency toward the

use of heavier sections. The questionnaire was as follows:

Questionnaire on the Adoption of Heavier Rail Sections

1 )f rail hi now layingWhat weight and 1 1 tion

main line?

1. How lung have you been using this weight?

3. Are you contemplating the use of any heavier sections?

4. What effect or benefits have you observed or do you estimate

will follow a change to heavier rail on a given line?

(a) As to reduced cost of maintaining line and surface?
(b) As to possible increase in the life of tics or other

portions of the track structure?
(c) As to increased economy in rail maintenance or in

other words, an increase in the life of a rail sufficient

to pay for the extra cost clue to the use of the larger
sections?

id) As to reductions in rail failuri

(e) Any other benefits?

5. Based Oil such observations have you developed any rel

ship between traffic and weight oi rail which serves as a

guide in determining the weight of rail to use?

Replies were received from 24 railroads so distributed

geographically as to give a fair representation of the condi-

tions the country over, except that perhaps a larger propor-
tion of the eastern roads are represented.

Road
\ I & S. F.

1 1 ,\ I . I

B. & v
I '. & < >.

C.& N. W.

I B ft Q.

c. r. i. a p.

C. C. C. & St L.

I'. I & vv.

Kile
i. c.
I V,
1.. & N.
M. C.
N. Y. C. East
N. Y. N. II. & II

N. & VV.

N. P.

1'ran.i. System

P & L. E.
23 U. P,

i West ltd

i M IKS A ! TO Wl nil Rail

Cu i em Year Hi VI

introduced contemplated?
90-lb. 1909 dcred
100 lb, 1913 i. 1921 1

130-lb. RE 1 12,000 tons f

130 lli. PS 1917 No
ins lb. Dudley 1913 No
130-lb

' No
100-lb. NW 1909 No
90-lb. NW
100 Hi. ARA-A 1908
90 lb. ARA-A 191 I No

100-lb. AR \ \ 1911
90-lb, ARA-A l*i 1 ^ No

10511). Dudley 1920
formerly 90-lb. No
105-lb. I'M 1 No
100-lb. ARA-A 1909 v.
"ii Hi. \i; \ \ 1909 \ i

136 lb. l V 1015 No
90-lb. ARA B ,.,,

' dcrcd
His lb. Dudley 1916 No
los-lb. Dudlej 1913 Discu ssed
107 lb. 1915 Considered
l30-lb.PS 1918 ( 1 30-lb. all

100-lb \K \ B I'M 1 traffic (

90-lb. ARA-B !
' Yea -later

130 Hi. PS 1916 Studics made
Km lb. PS
100-lb. 1911 '

some 130 lb.

Yes

100-lb. AR \ B 1009 Yes
100-lb. RE 1917 No
''0 lb. ASCE 1905 No

The present practice of these 24 railroad.-, as regards the

set tions of rails now b< ing pur. hased or onsidered for future

use may be summarized as follows:

Five buy 90-lb. rail exclusivel) but are considering the use of

heavier sections.

Three buy both 90-lb. rail and 100-lb. and are not considering

heavier sections.

Three buy 100-lb. rail exclusively and one of tl idering

heavier sections.

Four buy 100 lb. rail and also son 115-lb.,

threi 130-lb.)

Five Inn 105-lb. rail and only n ring heavier -

i iin buys 107-lb. rail and is considering heavier sei

'

One buys 115-lb. rail in limited quantities.

Two buy 130 lb. rail exclusively.

Three buy 130-lb. rail and also some other weights.

One buys 136-lb. rail exclusively (one road not covered by the

questionnaire uses some rail weighing 135 I

This summary discloses a wide variety of practices. One
thing is tjuite clear, however, that all oi the roads now

90-lb. rail as the maximum, have under consideration the

use of some heavier sections, and of those using 100-lb. rail

.ii leasl 50 per cent are interested in still heavier sections,

while of those using 1 OS-lb. rail only one is considering a

heavier section. The use of rails weighing more than 100

or 105-lb. per yd. is limited to lines east of Chicago and

there seems to be a rather definite feeling that the use of

these'heavy sections can be justified only in tremely

heavy traffic.

Little Specific Data Available

The replies received demonstrate that the railroads as a

whole are in possession of little concrete information re-

garding the relation of the rail sections to the traffic or cost

of maintenance. The presence of other variables and the

disturbing influences of varying maintenance policies during

the past four or five years would have made it very difficult

to arrive at any tangible conclusions, even if attempts had

been made to obtain them. Ho ral roads h.

veloped criteria or formula' to

mining the weights of rail to be used. For instance it has

beer concluded on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific that

a traffic of 2,000,000 ton mile r mile of line, for

both passenger and freight traffic warrants the use of

rail and that a traffic of 4,500,000 ton miles per mile of line

justifies the use of 100-lb. rail. It i by the chief

engineer of another road thai the 100-lb. A R, A I

rai) is strong enough to i arrj I

that he funis that it is impossible to design a

bar that will take care of the joints propt rl

of the limited fishing depth to be obtained in the 100-lb.

rail. The same general thought is expressed bj E ! \

assistant to the president of the Union Pacific system, namely,

that the weight on drivers and speeds are more important

s than the density of traffic B si ' s that the prin-
i ipal arguments which led to the adoption of the 100-lb. rail

in place of the 90-lb. on that system were: "(1) G
girder strength of the rails to sustain wheel load-

minimize rail failures. (2) Giving better riding track.

to maintain in line and surface."

The relation to loads carried has also l*>en studied

Baltimore & Ohio officers. Previous to the adoption of the
i 10 lb A R. A. on that road a detailed investi

conducted covering the relations between engine wheel loads,

car wheel loads, weight of rail and greater srn

413
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rail covering a period of 50 years from 1870 to 1920. These ritorv where curvature is heavy and alinement generally un-

studies showed that: favorable the life of the 130-lb. rail is considerably more than

„ . ,
, ,

. . , BC. . - „_ ioro tn io?o the life of the 100-lb. rail under the same conditions. On

&^StSt^S^.\\\& IZ SS %Z \Z t°o S level straight track this would be somewhat reduced. On the

Weight of rail increased IS per cent from 1889 to 1920 average, however, the life of the 130-lb. rail should be at

h of rail increased 22 per cent from 1889 to 1920 i gast 50 per cent more than that of 100-lb. rail."

"With the adoption of the 130-lb. rail the increased weight and
Resu] ts on the Chesapeake & Ohio "show that the 130-lb.

strength of the rail wi 1 more closely approach the increase in .... '
. , «!„««. tu a l„r,,rtV. nf

wheel load as the increased weight of the rail will be 53 per cent section is giving approximately two times the length of

and the increased strength 82 per cent." service, under the same traffic in the same location, that the

Others ascribe the advantage of the heavier rail to its 100-lb. A. R. A -B section gave."
atatmm.

greater wearing qualities, i. e„ additional material available This is also the case on the Lehigh A alley, the statemer,

which may be 'worn away before the rail must be taken out of bemg that "The increased life of this section on curve s

track. Thus J. E. Crawford, chief engineer of the Norfolk very noticeable. Our records show more than double the e

& Western, states: "We have found with 85-lb. rail on the ° the 100-lb. section of rail On tangents the increased life

low side of a curve the rail goes to pieces very rapidly after of the heavy section is noticeable, but not to so great an

it has been in track a few yeL on our heavy traffic districts.
"tent but the general condition of the track is improved

The 100-lb. rail stands the traffic very well until it is worn with little or no labor because of the strength of the joint

considerably
" fastenings and rail section.

y '

Anticipations on the Norfolk & Western are stated as fol-

In Relation to Maintenance i ows: "We expect to receive twice the life from 130-lb. rail

There is a general agreement that increasing the weight that we are now getting from 100-lb. rail at locations where

of rails tends to decrease the expense of holding tracks to heavy rail wear occurs."

line and surface, but only two replies hazard an estimate as

to what this would actually amount to in dollars and cents.
RaU Failures Also an Item

It is estimated by officers of the Baltimore & Ohio that the Any discussion of rail failures is almost sure to raise the

use of 130-lb. instead of the 100-lb. rail results in a saving question of the effect of over-stress as a consequence of using

of 25 per cent in maintaining line and surface. A conclu- a rail of limited strength. It is therefore of special interest

sion based on opinions expressed by supervisors of the Bes- to note the opinions of railway officers on the relation of the

semer & Lake Erie, to whom this question was submitted, is increase in the weight, i. e., the girder strength of rails to the

that the maintenance of line and surface was cut from 10 to prevalence of failures. Judging from the replies received to

15 per cent with a change to 130-lb. rail. Another road the question relating to this subject in the questionnaire, it

reports a life of 130-lb. rail 2^2 times that of 100-lb. rail would seem that this point is one of special interest to rail-

on six degree curves. While not expressed in figures, some way men concerned with track maintenance. That opinions

of the statements are nevertheless specific. Thus G. L. are not all the same may be judged from some of the quota-

Moore, engineer maintenance of way of the Lehigh Valley, tions given below.

states "The labor cost for maintaining line and surface is G. J. Ray, who has been prominently identified with this

very materially reduced. We have track on 10-deg. curves subject as the chairman of the Committee on Rail of the

put up in first-class condition (with 136-lb. rail) in 1916 American Railway Engineering Association, expressed his

and 1917 which is now in perfect line and surface, no work opinion as follows:

having been done since the track was put up four or five "Regardless of the size of the section there would be little

years ago, except to transpose the rails or renew the high or no economy in using a greater depth of head than we now
side rails and transfer the high rail to the low side." have with our 105-lb. section. The width might be increased

, -_,„. , _. by %_ in. but not more with the present rolling stock. As the

weight of rail has been increased it has been found that

With respect to the relation of the weight of rail to the higher carbons must be used in order to secure a rail of equal
life of the ties, the general feeling is that regardless of the wearing qualities. On the other hand it has been contended
weight of the rail the ties should be adequately protected that' with the heavier section it is safe to go to a harder rail,

against wear and crushing by a proper distribution of the As a matter of fact an examination of the rail records cover-

load transmitted to them from the rails, through the use of ing the heavier sections as compared with the lighter sections,

tie plates of ample bearing area. It is not considered con- that is, sections of 120-lb. and over compared with the 100
sistent with economy to purchase larger rail on account of and 105-lb. sections, disclose the fact that we are having very
the better distribution of load to the tie that may be secured heavy breakage with the heavier rail. While this may be due
by reason of the greater width of rail base. At the same time to the fact that the carbons have been kept excessively high,
it is recognized that some benefits do accrue. The greater it is, nevertheless, a plain indication that we are not getting
stiffness of the heavier rail will effect a more uniform dis- away from rail breakage b the use of heavier rail sections."
tribution of wheel loads. This, together with possibly a Earl Stimson, chief engineer of maintenance of the Haiti-
wider base, has, of course, resulted in a lessened mechanical more & Ohio, also states: "Since the open hearth process of
depreciation of the ties. Track supervisors on the Bessemer manufacture has become almost universally used, railroads
& Lake Erie estimate this saving at 10 per cent, a corre- have been experiencing considerable trouble with the type of
sponding saving in the ballast of 20 per cent, and on other rail failure commonly called the transverse fissure. ' The
miscellaneous items of the track of 10 per cent. practical abandonment of the Bessemer process has elimi-
The reply of the Lehigh Valley in this regard is that "The nated very largely a number of web and base rail failures

136-lb. rail provides a greater distribution of the wheel loads and to a very large extent of slag inclusion head failure gen-
on the ties. The moment of inertia of this section is 86.57. erally known as the split head. ' These failures, which were
Under our heavy traffic the ends of the ties under the low generally recognized, were usually detected previous to total
rail on the heavy curves tend to crush or squeeze. With the failure of the rail. The transverse fissure failure is ex-
use of the 136-lb. rail a very noticeable improvement has been tremely difficult to detect as it is essentially an interior de-
observed in this respect." feet. This type has been the subject of considerable study by
The testimony of some of the roads using the heavy weights engineers generally within the past four or five vears in order

of rail in regard to increased life is as follows

:

to determine, if possible, the cause of such failure. A num-
The Baltimore & Ohio statement is "In heavy traffic ter- ber of theories were advanced, probably the most prominent
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of which is what is known as the overstressed rail. Quite a

large number of engineers are giving serious consideration to

this theory and some have accepted it as the cause of the

failure.

"If, then, the cause of the failure is overstressed metal,

such failure must he due largely to the excessive wheel load,

as compared to the strength of the rail. The adoption of the

130-lb. rail should then reduce the failures attributed to the

transverse fissures. If the heavier section rail will reduce to

any extent this indefinite, dangerous, type of failure, its

adoption is surely worthy of serious consideration."

Taken as a whole, the answers on this point are decidedly

variant. Of those who gave a definite reply to this question

11 anticipate or experience no reduction in rail failures as a

consequence of the use of increased sizes, while 7 are of the

opinion that an appreciable reduction in failure has been or

should be obtained. The answers from officers of roads that

have used the 130-lb. rail or a heavier section are of par-

ticular interest in this regard. The reply of the Chesapeake
& Ohio states: "No material difference noted in the num-
ber of rail failures." That of the Norfolk & Western is:

"We do not expect any reduction in rail failure from the

heavy rail." The Bessemer & Lake Erie and tin.' Lehigh
Valley on the other hand have experienced no little bi

Thus the statement of the Bessemer & Lake Erie is as follows:

"We have had no rail breakages with the 130-lb. section and
very few rail failures. In other words, as far as our present

nee goes, rail failures seem to be reduced with the

130 11'. rail sections."

G. L. Moore, engineer maintenance of way of the Lehigh

Valley, also testifies in redui tii n in failure? as the result of

the use of the 136-lb. rail, but points also to the defective

condition of certain rollings of these heavy rail. "We have

found that the number of rail failures in any section of rail

i distinct relation to the conditions at the mill when the

rolling was made. In most rollings where L^eneral conditions

were unsatisfactory, we have found the results reflected by

the rails under traffi n accordance and generally in

proportion to the di aeral unsatisfactory cond

existing during the rolling. Other rollings have proven gen-

erally very satisfactory. '1 his is true of 136-lb. sections, as

any other, and it has been noteworthy in our i

.ii, e that the rail failures under traffic bear no relation to the

average or range of the carbon content in the rollings. Gen-

erall) in the most satisfactory rollings in every respect the

mills have also found it possible to better satisfy our require-

ments for the range of carbon content sufficiently high to in-

sure a good wearing quality of steel for the section. While
the rails from some rollings have not given

those from others, the behavior of the 136-lb. rail, with the

ion of such few particular rollings, h

show us conclusively that we are better protected against dan-

gerous rail failures by the heavy section in proportion

to the general strength of that section over the lighter ones."

Saving the Railroads for Private Control

Officers Have Large Responsibility in Securing the Right

Kind of Co-operation from the Men

By Franklin Snow

THE WRITES has recently had the opportunity of chatting

with two employees of railroad operating departments,

employed on two different great railway systems. These

men were considerably above the average in intelligence.

Their ideas, however, were as different as could be imagined.

The one, a brakeman on the crack limited train of an eastern

line, was an officer of his brotherhood, and despite his ap-

parent opportunity of rising above his fellow-workers, his

feeling was that he preferred to remain in his present capacity

rather than to give up his union activities with the eventual

expectation of becoming trainmaster, with its greater responsi-

bilities and the consequent necessity of giving up his efforts

through brotherhood channels, of assisting his friends'

"cause." The other man, a yard conductor in a New York
terminal, regarded his brotherhood affiliation with pride, Ian

utilized his spare time to a study which he expected would
earn him a promotion. The former was far from being in

sympathy with his company's policies, while the latter boasted
of his friendship with the superintendent.

Lest the moral of the above be not obvious, let it be ex-

plained that the contrasted attitudes of these two men repre-
sents the basis of future railroad failure or success in this

country. The one places his loyalty to his union above that

to his company. The other has his entire thoughl devoted to

improving his employer's interests. What a pity that the
activities of the former in behalf of his brotherhood could
not have been utilized jointly with the company's interests.

Serious Lack of Understanding

It is this lack of ^lndcrstanding—of co-operation between
companies and unions and between officials and employees,

which is costing ev< man} thousands of doll.'

unnecessary waste annually. It is a question as to which is

the more to blame for this unfortunate state of affairs—the

men or their officers.

The writer, during his connection with the United 5

Railroad Administration, had an opportunity of learning the

ivalh true loyalty of the great mass of railroad workers.

True, their desire to make a success of government

was partially due to their belief that it would be to their own
greater financial advantage to have the roads remain under

I control. Nevertheless, the mass oi letters written by

trainmen, conductors, dispatchers, and others, pointing out

improper operating methods, rang with the true :

loyalty.

These unsolicited letters (all promising co-operation) cer-

tainly indicated a lack of the proper und< tween

these men and their immediate superiors, else they would not

have gone over their officers' head- with such matters. The
charges of near-sabotage against railroad officials, ifter the

war were familiar ones in Washington, and many inv

tions resulted. Unfortunately, and unwisely, these inv

tions were referred eventually to the actual superiors of the

men making the charges. It is needless to add that men
whose idea in writing was merely to save their country money
were discharged from service.

That their letters had a basis of fact was indicated by the

fad that from all sections of the country came the same cry.

"over-tonnagi '

1 - evident, and still is, that many train-

masters, in their desire to make a good showing, load the

to the last ton. with the result that the train creeps

over the division, doubling on hills, failing to make meeting-
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points, and evi ntually is tied up by the 16-hour law. There

is Little doubt but that an occasional conference between di-

vision officers and train and enginemen would obviate many

engine failures by pointing out the- difference in capacity be-

tween locomotives even of the same class and rating.

Get-Together Meetings

Some railroads, notably the Pennsylvania System, realizing

that many new ideas come from the men in the ranks, have

organized committees of officers and men to meet regularly

in an informal manner for the exchange of thoughts. Such a

system cannot fail to prove its merit, even though nothing

more tangible than the foundation of a cordial, co-operative

spirit between officers and men is produced. The relations

established by friendly meetings of this nature, even though

nothing more important is discussed than topics of the day,

is worth many times the hour spent in such conference.

But it is not only in the transportation and mechanical de-

partments that these joint committees can be developed.

Traffic, auditing and other departments can just as profitably,

and with less loss of time in assembling the members from

their places of duty, have get-together meetings.

The basic principle of the conference, namely, the creation

of a friendly atmosphere aimed toward wiping out the pres-

ent almost hostile attitude which some employees bear toward

their superiors who endeavor to establish too great a class

distinction—should never be lost sight of. That such dis-

tinctions are carried too far is evidenced by the practice of

certain officers who expect trainmen, passing through a busi-

ness car carrying only men, to remove their hats, and who
further expect rear flagmen to ride on the platform rather

than in the observation parlor, even in inclement weather.

The explanation of the remark made by Edward Hunger-
ford, in one of his recent interesting articles, that the rail-

roads are not operated by as loyal employees as formerly can

be seen by the foregoing. The loyalty is not brought out in

the right way by the exercise of personality by officials in a
position to win the affections of their men.
Few executives have the marvellous personality and the

hail-fellow-well-met manner which has made Charles M.
Schwab so justly famous, but, nevertheless, there is no ques-

tion but that a man will double his endeavors for a boss with

a cheery "Good-morning" and a smile for all. In this way
an official, even though he be not blessed with any great

amount of personal magnetism, can build up a loyal, in-

dustrious organization—one of which he can be proud and
which will be proud of him—with no loss to his dignity.

Biting the Hand That Feeds Them
The purpose of this article, however, is not to make martyrs

of railroad employees. Many there are who fall far short of

tin- proper enthusiasm for their work and their employers. A
discouraging incident recently came to the writer's attention.

A ticket-seller in the consolidated office of one of our large
Middle Western cities sold a ticket and lower berth to New
York to a traveller. In accepting the price of the tickets,

amounting to between $30 and $40, he made the remark that

this seemed to be "a mighty high rate for so short a trip,"

with some additional observations as to his belief that the

railroads wen' misrepresenting their necessities for high
charges, and that statements of revenues were being juggled.

Such remarks, to most business men. would In' too ridicu-

lous for comment, and in the particular instance the next man
in line nailed the true facts to the story by observing that

"You fellows behind the counters are getting most of it in too
high salaries." However, there is a certain subtleness in

such remarks, that if made several times a day l>v several

ticket-sellers, would send the less-informed people to their

trains with a bad thought (from a railroad point of view)
in their minds. It is matter for congratulation that the great
mass of railroad workers are not foolish enough to bite the

hand which feeds them by any such insidious propaganda,

\ er may be their personal opinions.

Right here again is where our little committee of co-opera-

iinn demonstrates its usefulness. Our man, above described,

might be one of those chosen to serve on a committee with

officers having jurisdiction over consolidated ticket office

matters. Gradually, through the interchange of ideas on

railroad and extraneous matters, the employee would get the

proper point of view, and come to a fuller realization of the

problem the companies are up against, with high operating

ratios predicated on high wages. Returning to his work, he

would educate his companions to a like appreciation of the

gravity of the fight which the railroads are making.

Encourage Initiative and Ideas

All too few officials appreciate the value of encouraging

their men to advance ideas and to criticise current methods

which they believe can be improved upon. The writer, at the

outset of his railroad career at the age of seventeen, was
offered a minor position in the auditing department of a cer-

tain New England line through acquaintanceship with a

high traffic officer of the line. Hearing discussions of the

errors of some agents in short-hauling their company, he

came to the conclusion from waybills passing through his

hands, that his particular company was being short-hauled on

a very considerable amount of traffic; gathering the neces-

sary data to confirm his opinions, he called on his official

friend, entirely unconscious at the time of the crime of going

over his superior's head. The officer visited, in a courteous

and kindly manner, pointed out the reason for the routing

assigned to this traffic, and explained that the company's

proportion of the rate would be the same no matter how this

particular freight was routed, the interview closing with the

thanks of this gentleman for the interest displayed.

A few days later the chief clerk heard of the matter, when
ensued a lively ten minutes, the writer being severely repri-

manded (properly, as he now sees) for going over his su-

perior's head, and being cautioned "never again to question

anything which did not appear right, leaving such affairs for

others to pass judgment on." Let it be said that this man's

name had not yet appeared in the "Pocket List," nor does

he deserve a title. The moral is obvious, that this man, in a

supervisory capacity, should have been broad enough to

realize that a young man sufficiently interested to report mat-

ters which he thought incorrect, to an official's attention,

should be encouraged in even,' way possible to continue such

loyalty toward his employer, and in the particular instance

mentioned, a mild rebuke for the entirely unwitting error in

going over his superior's head would have sufficed.

It is seldom, in the transportation field, that a man of

small capacity, or mind, becomes an official, but any officer

who reads these lines and realizes that he has. at any time,

been unreceptive to ideas, and has failed to encourage those

advancing such suggestions (even though valueless in them-
selves) for the good of the company—this man must take

stock of himself and realize that such failure is a direct act

of disloyalty to his company's best interests. In failing to

bring out the best in his men lie has neglected his duty.

The next year or two will tell the tale forever for our rail

roads. If they fail this time to make good, the government
will seize them for all time. They have every chance in their

favor. Never before have so few criticisms of railroad man-
agement been offered by the public. Scarcely a person today
but wants to see the perpetuation of private control. On
ever) officer, either in an executive position or in a minor
supervisory capacity, is now placed the responsibility of get-

ting the best out of his men, by enlisting their co-operation,

b) encouraging their initiative and ideas, and bv being
human and courteous in his dealings with them. In this way
only can our railroads survive their present near-crisis and
pass the turning point to prosperity.



Railroad Funding Bill Approved in Lower House
Measure Referred to Senate Which Has Taken a Four-Weeks'

Recess—McAdoo Opposed to Bill

Late in the evening of August 22 the House passed

the railroad funding bill by a vote of 214 to 120. Now
it awaits passage by the Senate after the recess, which

began on Wednesday, before the relief contemplated can be

extended to the railroads.

The bill was passed without material change. As it stand-.

the War Finance Corporation is authorized to purchase from

the. Railroad Administration securities accepted by the ad-

ministration from the railroads in settlement of claims of the

government against them. The corporaion is further author-

izi <1 to sell the securities in the open market, to use the funds

thus obtained to extend not exceeding $500,000,000 in credit

to the carriers.

An amendment offered by Representative Webster, Re-

publican, of Washington, was defeated. It proposed to strike

out the section of the bill providing that no claims arising

from so-called inefficiency of labor during the period of fed-

eral control of the railroads shall be paid out of the mone)
advanced under the terms of the bill, and also that when
claims are once paid the roads shall be barred forever from
making further claims. The vote was 145 to 17 against the

amendment.
Another amendment offered by Representative- Moore,

Democrat, of Virginia, which would require the War Finance

( orporation to pass upon all securities of the railroads ac-

cepted by the Railroad Administration, was defeated with-

out a record vote. Democrats in opposition to the bill

charged during the debate on the floor of the House that the

bill meant that the federal government was embarking upon
speculation in railroad securities.

"Under this bill," declared Representative Huddleston,

Democrat, of Alabama, "the government is proposing to spec-

ulate in Wall Street with the taxpayers' money."
Representative Webster bolted the Republican leadership

and attacked the bill. He declared that it meant nothing

more than federal loans to the railroads. Democrats charged

that the bill was written by President Harding ami his ad-

visors and that the Republicans in passing it were carrying

out instructions from the White House.

McAdoo Objects to Funding Bill

A letter written by W. G. McAdoo, formerly director gin

eral of railroads, opposing the funding bill, was read in the

Senate on August 24 by Senator Stanley, Democrat, of Ken-
tu< l.\

, one of the group who wanted Mr. McAd dli

fore the Interstate Commerce Committee when hearings were
being held and protested when the request was rejected

Senator LaFollette, representatives of labor and other in-

terests protested against the bill when it was before the com-
mittee and alleged that it was being "railroaded" through
without giving its opponents a chance to be heard. Senator
Stanley referred to these charges in presenting the McAdoo
letter, and averted that to earn' nut the provisions of the
bill would "lick up" the last dollar made available to the

War Finance Corporation in thirty days.
"I assert that the fabulous claim of nearb SSOO.000,000

now made by the carriers against the government," said Sena-
tor Stanley, "is composed principall) of claims for 'mainte-
nance of way,' and that from 70 to 7S per i nit of that claim
is based upon the so-called 'inefficiency of labor.' a claim
repudiated by the Interstate Commerce Commission and by
the director general of railroad- as so speculate
contingent in character a- to warrant no consideration
whatsoever.

"Tlie alleged in< ffii ii ni y of labor is denounced by labor as

gratuitous and unwarranted, and tin- representatives of labor

day after day clamored for an opportunity to be heard, but,

after hearing only those who conceived and created thi-

thing, the seal of silence was placed upon the lips of the ex-
dire* tor general and of all others who knew anything about
tin- complicated case oi k jugglery, and the doors were
shut in the face of labor."

Senator Stanley then presented Mr. McAdoo's letter,

which, he said, "threw a flood of light upon this subj

The government, Mr, McAdoo CO] i "under no
obligation whatever" to advance to the railroads money for

I apital expenditures.

"In fact," he said, "the Federal Control act, approved
March 21, 1918, expressl) required that in every agreement
between tin- United States and the railroads it shoul
stipulated that 'the United States may, by deductions from
the- just compensation (rental to be paid the railroad-), or bv
other proper means and
of any additions, repair-, renewal- and betterments t,

property (railroad property) not justly chargeable to the

United States.'
"

Mr, McAdoo cited the standard contract made with \

railroads providing for annual rentals to the carriers equal to

the average of the net earnings of the best three year- of their

history, from July 1. 1914, to June 30, 1
('17. and -aid con-

cerning them :

"In these contracts (Section 7) it was expressly agreed that

the United State- should have the right to deduct from such
rental- 'all amounts required to reimburse the United -

for the cost of additions and betterments made to the pn
of the company not justly chargeable to the United -

unless such matters are financed or otherwise taken care of
l'\ tin- company to the satisfaction of the director general.'
The director general agreed, however, not to deduct for addi-
tions anil betterment- in such a ,\ ., -, as to prevent the rail-

road- from paying the fixed charges 'they had theretofore
regularly paid.'

"

"While I was director general," Mr \b \ -and
Walker D. Hines was director general, the railroads were not

required to pay for 'addition- and betterments' out of the
rental due them at the expense of dft idends, nor to sell

i

I.-, as they had heretofore done, to reimburse th

eminent for these expenditures. The cost of such 'ad
'

and betterment-' wa- generouslj advanced bv the I

States, SO th t, n M ch 1. 1920, when the railroad-

returned to private control, they owed (and still owi
United State- the enormous sum of $1,144
'addition- and betterments' include 'motive power and

dent.'

"
I hi ures were not forced upon the ra i

•

The railroad- needed them and were glad to have th

eminent lend them ,!. which w
than the market rate. Congress had to appropriate th

144,000,000 out of taxes levied on the people, and the-

appropriation - to the railroads h

odly critics as a basis for the charge that Fi

trol was wasteful of government money, whereas the debt the
railroads owe the government on this account is a valuable
asset if those charged with the execution of the law insist upon
satisfactory security a- the law requii

"Of this vast debt the United ilready extended.
For a long period, the time for payment oi $381 .000.000. rep-
resenting new 'locomotives and car-' furnished to the rail-

417
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roads. This Leases now due for 'additions and betterments'

the -urn of approximately $763,000,000.

While it is true that the Transportation act seems to

upon the President discretion to determine, within cer-

tain limitations, how much of the debt the United States owes

the railroads may be set off against the debt the railroads owe

the United States, nevertheless, the act does not contemplate

thai none of the debt of the United States shall be set off,

but, on the contrary, assumes that it will be; because in ex-

press terms it provides for funding only 'the remaining in-

debtedness of the carriers to the United States.'

Says President Was Misled

"At any rate, it is indubitably clear that under the law and

the contract between the parties, the United States is not

'morally and legally bound to fund,' as stated by the Presi-

dent in his message, the $763,000,000 of debt the railroads

owe the Treasury for 'additions and betterments.' The

President must have been misled into making such a state-

ment. All that the United States is required to do, legally

and morally, is to fund for ten years 'any remaining in-

debtedness of the carriers to the United States' after a bal-

ancing of accounts."

"Stripped of confusing non-essentials, what is now pro-

posed is that the government shall wait ten years for $763,-

000,000 the railroads owe it for betterments and improve-

ments, and pay immediately $500,000,000 to the railroads on

account of claims for alleged undermaintenance, etc., taking

from the 180 or more railroads involved with their varying

degrees of financial responsibility such securities as they may
be able to provide—securities which in many instances may
not be adequate to protect the government against loss.

"This is not a question of 'legal and moral obligation' on

the part of the United States to lend the railroads $500,000,-

000 more for ten years. It is a question of policy and should

be considered from that standpoint only. For the adoption

of such a policy the Administration must, of course, take the

responsibility, but it should be candid about it. The public

mind should not be confused by juggling of figures, manipu-
lation of accounts or securities, or governmental agencies."

Railway Business Association Urges Action

Alba B. Johnson, president of the Railway Business Asso-

ciation, sent a telegram to President Harding on August 24

in which he said

:

"For immediate passage of the Railroad Refunding bill

the Railway Business Association, on behalf of industries

whose employees are idle by hundreds of thousands, aggre-

gating, with those in cognate or dependent industries and
trade and with railway employees, not less than 1,000,000,

as estimated by the managing director of the War Finance
Corporation, urges you to exert your potent influence to the

utmost.

"This measure was conceived independently in the public

interest alone by one government department, the War Fi-

nance Corporation, and advocated in the same spirit by an-
other, the Railroad Administration, without suggestion, aid

or argument from the railroads or banks. Various factors of

the economic situation tend to improvement in business. Re-
mittances and orders from the railroads made possible by this

bill, if passed, would furnish the strongest available rein-

forcement to that tendency.

"We do not address you as President. In that capacity vou
have already performed fully your constitutional function in

causing the state of the nation as affected by this problem to

be communicated to Congress through appropriate executives
of the government. We address you as leader of the party in

power which citizens can address through no other single
repository of responsibility to the country. While deeply ap-
preciative of what you have already done as President, and
sympathetic with the embarrassment under which you suffer

from confusion in some quarters of your official status as

party leader, we urge you to consider the re-employment of a

million men, many of whom, owing to seasonal limitations,

if not employed immediately will pass both the autumn and

winter without wages, as an object justifying your active par-

in ipation in party councils to assure enactment of this meas-

ure, not after recess, but now. Ability, willingness and

1- adership to grapple effectively and promptly with -o plain a

business obligation is, in our judgment, a test of capacity to

conduct government."

LaFollette Presents Minority Report

A voluminous minority report on the railroad refunding

bill, written by Senator LaFollette and signed by Senators

Stanley and Pittman, w-as presented to the Senate on August

24. This report gives seven "reasons" purporting to show

why the bill should not be passed. These reasons are as

follows

:

1. The bill was reported by arbitrary action, upon ex

parte hearings, after a refusal to permit testimony by critics

of the legislation.

2. The bill would put the government into the business

of dealing in railway securities. The War Finance Cor-

poration would control an amount of securities probably

larger than those of any private interest. The corporation

would therefore be a dominant influence on the stock ex-

changes through its power to withhold or throw millions of

dollars in securities on the market. This is not one of the

legitimate functions of government, nor should the credit of

the government be used for this purpose.

3. The government will lose hundreds of millions, almost

certainly, as a result of the purposed transactions. The
government accepts the securities on a 6 per cent basis,

whereas the best securities are now upon a seven per cent

basis, with inferior bonds yielding eight per cent or more.

The government will not be able to sell the bonds on a 6

per cent basis to private investors or the banks. It will be

obliged either to hold them until the market "by some
miracle" is again on a 6 per cent basis, or by some future

legislation authorize their sale at market prices. In the

latter case the government stands to lose from $10 to $20 on

every $100 worth of bonds sold. The government's losses

would be increased if the market declined.

4. These transactions are not required to secure a just

and speedy settlement of railroad claims. The argument is

then made that the government is not "legally or morally"

bound to fund the indebtedness of the railroads and a set-

off is called for.

5. Imposition of this great problem of disposing of rail-

road securities taken over will inevitably hamper the War
Finance Corporation in the more important function of

financing the marketing of agricultural products.

6. No emergency of a character to justify the proposed

transaction has been shown to exist. On the contrary, rail-

road earnings and railroad credits are steadily improving and
are likely to improve more rapidly with the increase in traffic

during the crop-moving season. The railroads need money,
but no more than any other class of individuals and
businesses.

7. During the past 18 months the government has paid
or loaned the railroads $1,376,403,024. The people are

overburdened with taxes. Xo reason is apparent why the

government "should embark upon this highly speculative

venture at this time."

A total of 45 new industries, representing an investment of

$4,430,100, were located along the line of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois during the past year, according to W. J. Jackson, receiver.

It is estimated that the new industries will furnish employment
for 2,10*5 persons and will give the railroad 11,000 cars of freight

yearly.



Labor Board Settles Overtime Controversy

Compromise Decision Contains Seven New Rules to

Govern Punitive Payments

Seven new rules, recognizing and continuing the prin-

ciple of punitive pay for overtime work in railroad shops,

have been promulgated by the Railroad Labor Hoard

as the solution of one of the stumbling blocks in the nego-

tiation of new agreements regarding rules and working con-

ditions between many railroads and their shop employees.

These new rules, which are effective as of August 16 and are

retroactive to July 1, also recognize and sanction the prin-

ciple of the eight-hour day, the policy of paying time and

one-half for work performed on Sundays and holidays except

that work which is absolutely essential to continuous opera-

tion and the practice of paying an allowance to an employee

called but tiol required to work. On the other hand, the pro-

visions of the seven new rules so change the overtime rules in

the Shop Crafts Agreement that several of the wasteful and
ridiculous effects brought to the attention of the Board

during the hearings on national agreements will not be

continued.

The new rules are to take the place of Rules 7, 9, 10, 12,

14 and 15 of the Shop Crafts National Agreement. The
changes which have been made are briefly outlined in the fol-

lowing paragraphs. In all other respects the rules have been

unchanged.

Rule 6

Instead of paying all shop employees time and one-half

for Sunday and holiday work as was necessary under Rule 6

of the Shop Crafts Agreement, the new rule prepared by the

Board provides that "employees necessary to the operation of

I

lower houses, mill-wright gangs, heat treating plants, train

yards, running repair and inspection forces, who are regu-

larly assigned b\ bulletin to work Sundays and holidays, will

be compensated on the same basis as on week days." The
new rule also contains the interesting phrase, "Sunday and
holiday work will be required onlj when absolutely essential

to the continuous operation of the railroad."

Rule 7

Rule 7 of the Shop Crafts Agreement has been changed so

that instead of receiving a guarantee of one hour's pay for 40
minutes or less continuous overtime service with the right to

go to meals after one hour's work, the shop employee will be
paid time and one-half on an actual minute basis with a
minimum of one hour, and he can be held for two hours
before going to meals. The time then taken for meals will

not terminate the employee's continuous service and must be
paiil for up to 30 minutes.

Again, instead of receiving five hours' pay for three hours
and 20 minutes service or less when called to return to work
the employee is to be paid a minimum of four hours for two
hours and 40 minutes or less work. This four hours' pa)
must also be paid to employees called but not used.
During the course of hearings on the national agreements

the railroads objected particularly to the provision of the old
rule which allowed the employee to collect 10 or 15 hours'
pay on the ground that, when he had completed the task for
which he was called, his assignment to other emergency work
constituted a second and sometimes a third call. To
this the new rule says: "Employees called * * * will
be required to do only such work as called for or other
emergency -cork which may have developed after they were
called and cannot he performed by the regular force In time

oid delays to train movement."
the new rule also makes provision for paying employees

time and one-half on an actual minute basis with a minimum
of one hour for work performed in advance of the regular

working period.

Rule 9

Rule 9 in the Shop Craft- Agreement gives the employee

who works through his lunch period one hour's pay and the

opportunity to procure his lunch later without loss of time.

The new rule gives him Knt straight time and the oppor-

tunity to procure his lunch later without loss of time up to

30 minutes.

Rule 10

The railroads protested the provisions of Rule 10 of the

Shop Crafts Agreement which enabled shop em;

out on the road for emergency service, to receive, undi

tain conditions, time and one-half for time spent in waiting

for trains or in traveling. The new ruli y the

Board eliminates these provisions, giving the emplo;

such work straight time for all time waiting or traveling.

The time of the employee sent out for such service was

merly reckoned from the time called until his return, but

under the new rule his time begins whi a hi - home
station.

Again, when such emergency service kept the emplo
the road for several days, including either Sundays or holi-

days, he was guaranteed eight hours pay for week days and
time, and one-half for Si

| id holidays. Under the

provisions of the new rule he is guaranteed but eight hours
pay for ea< h calendar day.

The new rule also provides that when an empl
quired to leave his home station during overtime hours he
will be allowed one hour's pay as preparatory time.

The following provision for wrecking service employees is

added tn the new rule:

"Wrecking service employees will be paid under this rule,

ij that all time working, waiting or traveling on Sundays
and holidays will be paid for at rate of time and one-half,

and all time working, waiting or traveling on we. k

after the recognized straight-time hours at home station,

will also be paid for at rate of time and one-half."

ki i F 12

Changes similar to those made in Rule 10 are made in

Rule 12, the provisions of which apply to employees sent out

to fill temporary vacancies at outlying points I
<

particularly objected to the last paragraph oi Rule 12 of the

Shop Crafts Agreement, which continued those rules more
favorable to the employee- in older agreements. The new
rule contains no provision for the continuation of thes
rules.

RULI 14

Those shop employees regul: ' ssigned to road work who
have been paid, under Rule 14 of the Shop Craft.-

'

ment, straight-time for their regular hours and time a'

hall" for all overtime hours whether working, waiting or

traveling will, under the revised rule, receive straight time
for all hours traveling, waiting or working during regular
hours and time and one half only for work performed during
overtime hours.

The new rule also contains the following paragraphs which
are not included in the old rule.

"Where meals and lodging are not provided by th

pany when away from home station, actual expenses will be
allowed.

419
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"Where employees are required to use I
ling i u

railroad will furnish sanitary cars and equip them for cook-

ing, heating and lodging; the present practice of furnishing

cooks and equipment, and maintaining and operating the

i ars, shall be i ontinued."

The starting time in both the old and revised rules is set at

from 6 a. m. to 8 a. m. However, the following exception is

in. [uded in the new rule:

"In case where the schedule of trains interferes with the

starting time an agreement may he entered into hy the super-

intend, m ol the department affected and the general chair-

man of the craft affected."

Rule IS

Rule IS of the Shop Crafts Agreement has been changed
to conform to the Board's decision relative to the payment of

time and one-half for work performed on Sundays and holi-

days inasmuch as this rule applies to employees regularly

assigned to road work and paid on a monthly basis.

Whereas formerly the monthly rate of these employees was
determined by dividing 3,156 hours, which includes 59 Sun-
days and holidays at time and one-half, by 12, their monthly
rate is now to be deducted by dividing 2,920 hours, or 365
eight-hour days, by 12.

The new rule also contains the following paragraphs which
will eliminate some of the features to which the carriers have
strenuously objected

:

"The regularly assigned road men under the provisions of
this rule may be used, when at home point, to perform shop
work in connection with the work of their regular assign-
ments.

"If it is found that this rule does not produce adequate
compensation for certain of these positions by reason of the
occupants thereof being required to work excessive hours, the
salary for these positions may be taken up for adjustment."

Board Outlines Its Opinions on

the Subject of Overtime

The Board in handing down these new rules said in part:

There was a wide diversity of rules among the numerous rail-
roads of this country prior to the standardization that took place
during federal control. It is therefore possible to cite precedents
for almost any rule that may be advocated. Such precedents, at
best, are persuasive, but not controlling. The fact that a given rule-

may once have existed by agreement on a road is not conclusive of
its reasonableness and justness, for it may have been imposed on
the employees by unavoidable necessity or on the carrier by eco-
nomic pressure. The Board has therefore felt constrained to con-
sider the principles of right and wrong involved in the proposals
and counter-proposals submitted to it, in the light of present con-
ditions and industrial history.
Throughout these rules, the soundness of the principle of puni-

tive pay for overtime work has been recognized, but not to the
extreme extent embodied in the National Agreement.
The eight-hour day has also been given full recognition. The

policy of paying time and one-half for work performed on Sun-
days and holidays is also approved in Rule 6, but an important
exception is provided. Certain kinds of work, which are unavoid-
ably and regularly performed on Sundays and holidays and which
are absolutely essential to the continuous operation of the railroad
to meet the requirements of the public, are not treated as overtime
work. The carrier has no choice as to the performance of this
work, and does not arbitrarily require it. It is not just to penalize
the carrier for that which it cannot escape. Manufacturing plants
can, as a rule, control or eliminate Sunday and holiday work,
therefore, a comparison of such plants with a railroad is unfair,
except in so far as the "back shop" is concerned, and the method
of paying for overtime in the back shop has not been disturbed
by these rules.

There are other classes of employment in which Sunday and
holiday work is regular and necessary, and those engaged in it are
not paid overtime; for example, engineers, firemen, conductors,
and trainmen, and, going outside of railroad service, police and lire
department employees, and street car conductors and motormen.
The practice of allowing five hours for a call is a relic of the

time when ten hours constituted a day's work, and it was thought
just and reasonable to allow one-half day, or five hours, for a call.
Now that the hours have been reduced to eight, bv the same prin-

ts just and r nakc the allowance one-half day

or four hours.

Employees usually commence work between 7 a. m. and 7.30

a. m., with a lunch period in the neighborhood of 12 o'clock noon,
and finish their regular eight-hour period at 4 p. m. Certainly,

there is no hardship in asking employees to continue on to 6 p. m.
(if their services are required) before they go to a meal, and in

many cases workmen would prefer to work the additional two
hours in order to complete their work and go home without having
to return.

If men are called after regular hours for some emergency
it is fair and reasonable to use these men only on other emergency
work which may have developed alter they were called without
being obliged to call them a,L:ain or to call other men.
When men are sent out on the road for emergency service, or

to fill temporary vacancies, it is certainly just and reasonable to pay
them straight time for all time traveling or waiting, and for all

time worked, straight time for straight-time hours, and overtime
for overtime-hours in accordance with the practice at the home-

station or at the point where they are temporarily employed.
It is just and reasonable that men assigned to road service on a

monthly basis should be paid eight hours per day, 365 days per

year, without any allowance for overtime.

It is a fact that on many Sundays and holidays these men are
not called upon to work, but no deduction is made in their pay.

These monthly positions must be desirable because they are usu-
ally occupied by the older men, and there is regularity as to the

monthly compensation.
The Board has felt impelled, however, to decline many of the

modifications of said rules advocated by the carriers, because they

appeared to go to an opposite extreme that is unjust and un-

reasonable. In this case, as so often happens in human experi-

ence, there is a point somewhere between the extreme positions

of opposing forces where justice and reason may be found.

The rules above set out will become effective August 16, 1921.

except that employees who have been paid under a less favorable

rate or condition for the period embracing July 1 to August 15.

1921, inclusive, shall be reimbursed under these rules.

Dissenting Opinion of A. O. Wharton

For the first time in the history of the Labor Board a dis-

senting opinion accompanied the decision. A. O. Wharton,

labor representative on the Board, in a lengthy argument

opposed the decision of the majority on the grounds that "it

does not appear either just or reasonable that conditions that

have been in effect from 10 to 20 years and even longer,

established as a result of negotiation and mutual agreement

between employers and employees, and not infrequently estab-

lished where no organization of employees existed, can now be

decided as unjust or unreasonable." In support of this con-

tention Mr. Wharton cited the overtime provisions for the

shop employees in effect on approximately 100 carriers prior

to December 31, 1917, adding, "No charge was made by the

carriers and no evidence submitted to the Board that would
justify any statement to the effect that any of the rules re-

sulting from negotiation between 1902 and December, 1917,

were the result of an undue exercise of the economic strength

of the employees' organizations."

Regarding the majority ruling as to straight time rates

for Sunday and holiday work for certain classes of employees
whose work is necessary to maintain continuous operation,

"Sir. Wharton said:

"As a matter of fact and recorded in the public hearings

conducted by the Board, with representatives of the carriers

present and not challenging the statement, overtime at the

rate of time and one-half for Sunday and holiday work, and
for work outside of the regular established day, has been in

effect for this class of employees for not less than 40 years;
it was voluntarily put into effect 20 years prior to the time
the shop crafts had organization sufficient to negotiate work-
ing conditions."

A fur making several comparisons regarding practices of
public utilities and municipalities regarding punitive pay-
ments for Sunday, holiday and overtime work, Mr. Wharton
cited a compilation prepared by representatives of the Fed-
erated Shop Crafts and showing the overtime practices pre-
vailing in 2,544 firms in practically all states of the union
during 1920. This compilation shows that 869 of these
firms paid double time for all overtime, that 2,270 paid time
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and one-half or butter for .ill time worked outside of regular

hours and that but 49 paid straight time for all overtime.

"The plea thai continuou ervice requirements should be

a controlling factor in deciding that employees should be

compelled to perform Sunday and holiday service for the

ame rati paid on week days." Mr. Wharton continued, "or

that men should be assigned to duty 365 days per year, with

millions of workers walking the streets in search of employ-

ment is a fallacy not sustained b) any recognized authority

qualified to pass . . . upon a question . . . asso-

ciated with the social and moral well being of the nation's

workers."

The Division of the Board on
General Atterbury's Requests

In closing his dissenting opinion, Mr. Wharton quoted the

minutes of the Hoard's executive session on February 9, at

which the request of General W. W. Atterbury for imme

diate abrogation of national agreements, return to the work-

ing conditions of Dei ember 31, 1917, and the right to pay

unskilled labor the prevailing rate in the locality in which

they are employed, was under consideration. These minutes,

which have heretofore been carefully guarded from public

perusal, show that the announcement of the Hoard on I eh

ruary 10 denying General Atterbury's requests was drawn

up by Henry T. Hunt, a member of the public group on tin-

Hoard at that time. The quotation from the minutes also

showed that W. L. Park, member of the railroad group,

sought to have the Board terminate national agreements at

that time, but was supported only by the other two repre-

sentatives of the railroads. Five members of the Board,

three labor and Iwo public, voted against Mr. Park's resolu-

tion. Judge Barton, chairman of the Hoard and a member
of the public group, did not vote. Mr. Hunt's announcement
was adopted by the vote of the three labor representatives,

Mr. Hunt and G. W. W. Hanger, public representatives, and

J. H. Elliott, railroad representative. Mr. Park, Horace
Haker and Judge Barton voted against the announcement.

Freight Car Loading
W I ». C,

A.\
[ncjreasi -a M.1M in the number <>! cars loaded

with revenue freight during the week which ended on

August 13, as compared with the previous week, was
shown by the reports of the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association. The total loadings for the

however, 162,304 cars

l.d during the corresponding week in 1920

ling week in

1919.

Increases in tie l 11 commodii- orted.

The principal gain was in the loading of coal, the total for

the week being 158,260 cars, which was an increase of 10,-

9,s7 cars oxer that for the preceding week. It v.

63,500 ded during the corresponding

week last year.

Tabulations also showed an increase of com-

pared with the week before in the number loaded with mer-

chandise and miscellaneous freight which includes manufac-

tured products, the total being 479 Loadings of

grain and grain products were 61,560 cars compared with

.38,708 cars during the ng week last year and

45,651 cars compared with the same week in 1919. An in-

crease of 225 cars in the number loaded with live stock was

also reported, the total being 26,835 cars, which was 261

more than were loaded during the corresponding week last

\ear.

Except for the Southwestern distri I
in the load-

ing of all commoditii -
1

1 mpari d with the week which ended
hi August (> were reported in all distrii ts, but in none did the

total loadings equal those for the same district for the cor-

responding week last yi

Due principally to the increased demand for transporta-

tion facilities, a further i reported in

the number of freight cars temporarily out of sen.

August 15 bo it u-iness conditions li. e. surplu

plus bad order ( ars m i f the total I.

compared with the total on August 8, according to reports

of the Car Service Division of the American Railw

sociation. This total on August 15 was 190.504, compared
with 513,040 the week fcn

Tabulations showed that of the total

able freight cars while the remaining 215,256 needed n

Surplu- box cars in L'ood order totaled 84,522 on '.

15, which was a decrease within a week of 4.071, while sur-

plus coal cars which could be placed immediately in

if freight conditions warranted numbered 145,072 01

less than were reported on August 8.

A reduction in th< car shortage, which has been reported

ertain points, was shown by the reports. On
1 5, tin- shorta 19 below what it

August 8.

Kl \ ENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND Rl ' EIVED FROM I

Sl'MMAIM \:i Oi 1 i'
1 1 1 .. '-'1

1 I.
I i

'i
1 ARS A.CO.

Districts: Year
Eastern 1921

1920
Allegheny

fur. Iio-tl.,

Central \v.

1921
1920
1521
1920
1921
1920
1«21
1"'H

192!
i

Scuthwestei a ,1921
19 'a

Total, .ill roads. .
l"-'l

1920
1919

1 ncrease compared 19 !0

Decrease compared 1920
Increase coju|>ared 1910
Decrease compared 1°iq

L.C.L. merchandise loading i

of 1920 Add mcreliaii.il

Oelail I'muies l"i I'M" t,.,

and grain
products

9,174
6,906
3,566
3,203
222
213

3,961
3,032

13.268
8,139
20,792
n.5 .;

7,639
4,128

37.144
4 5.651

Live
stock
2,630
2,747
2,934
3,263
155
212

1,805
2.052
7.126

9.020
8,499

26.204
23,595

'

"3,bii

Coal
39,290
53.840
42.604
59,987
16.506
.25,093
19,664
26,581
7,790

10.281
17,070
17,702

i..; i'i

147.2,-.!

ir4.57S

5"i',456

'

products
909

7,893
2.097
3,207
1,087
1,740

13,502
16.784
11,310
17,510
4.960
6.133

7,903

61,170
64,41 I

15

653
244

1.436
436

1,321
184
414

138

13. 370
8.567

Tota 1 revenue freight loaded K.

Ore
2,029
9,850
7,068

11,983
9

193
221

2,770
21,408
45.740

560
5,706
763
638

32,058
76,880
51.333

55.073
45.631
42,531

2.4 so

33.791

17.115

Spoil..:'

1920 1919 1«21

74.907 188.442 194,039 .

99.859 230.654 "219,150
.. 104.S35

194 196,334

I

4,74

33.855

25.224
17,334

108.512
41.000

158.995
40.039 122.564

29.609

49.311

47.836

0,152 17,710 60.958

Hires tor 1921 and 1920 are not comparable ts si

,

,
II ini is columns to cet a fair compai i

Michigan Central not given.

not abli

1921
. .

10 '1

.. 1921 '

1921

.'..II o

64.919
56,991
18.015

25.358
24.689
24,802
21.067

151.089
152.142
152.116
126.331

4.111
3.928
3,737
3,830

44.712
43,126
44,037
34,356

30,103
33.655
31,484
26,312

210.567
208.316

180.658 639.60S

'

484.300 681.684
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The nomination of Frederick I. Cox, of-New Jersey, to be a

member of the Interstate Commerce Commission, was con-

firmed by the Senate on Tuesday, August 23.

The Union Pacific shops at Nortli Platte, Neb., have been

reopened after being closed 7 months. Approximately 45 per

cent of the former employees have been rehired.

A new organization of railway maintenance supervisory

officers was formed in Chicago on August 17 under the name

,i the "Maintenance of Way Club of Chicago" with an

initial membership of 53. The purpose of this club is the

holding of meetings from time to time for the discussion

of maintenance of way problems. The membership will con-

sist of raliway officers and others interested in the mainte-

nance of railway tracks and structures. J. B. Martin, super-

visor of track, New York Central, Elkhart, Ind., was elected

president

Implement Manufacturers Urge Abrogation

of All Labor Agreements

W. H. Stackhouse, president of the National Implement and

Vehicle Association, has issued a statement setting forth the asso-

ciation's ideas regarding the railroad labor problem. Mr. Stack-

house urges as imperative that the "iniquitous Adamson law" be

repealed, and. in addition, that the Labor Board be directed "to

abrogate all labor agreements, including the unionization of our

great transportation system."

traffic is light, the operation of this car has proven to us the

value of this kind of equipment for short lines.

"The average cost per mile for operation being 13.5 cents

;

average mileage per gallon of gas 8.5 miles."

150 Cars, Eleven Miles an Hour

On August 7, the Ann Arbor Railroad ran what is said to

be the longest freight train ever operated in the State of Michi-

gan. It was from Owosso, Mich., southward to Toledo, Ohio,

104 miles. The train left Owosso at 6:15 a. m., with 53 loads and
97 empties, weighing 3,932 tons, and arrived at Toledo at 4:00

p. m., with 53 loads and 98 empties, weighing 3,951 tons. It

was hauled by one locomotive of the Santa Fe type with 70,000-lb.

tractive effort, equipped with duplex stokers, except that a

pusher was used for four miles out of Owosso.

"Fuel Economy Month"

September has been designated as Fuel Economy Month by

the Illinois Central and the campaign will apply to all de-

partments using coal. The goal for the month has been set at

20 per cent less than the September record in former years.

The best previous month's record in freight service was 133 lb.

per 1,000 gross ton miles in June, 1918; in passenger service

the best month's record was 1,637 lb. per 100 passenger car

miles for August, 1916; while in switching service the best

record was 117 lb. per switch engine mile in September, 1918.

Weekly progress reports will be made by the divisional fuel

committees.

High Average of On Time Trains on the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Railroad reports that in the Central Re-

gion on Tuesday, the 16th of August, 971 or 98.8 per cent of

the 983 passenger trains operated in that territory arrived at

their destinations on time and 982 trains or 99.9 per cent main-

tained schedule or better. The best previous daily record was

made on July 25, when 99.7 per cent of the trains maintained

schedule. In the month of July 98.9 per cent of the trains

made schedule, an improvement of 3 per cent over July, 1920.

Safety Section—A. R. A.

Safety Section, Operating Division of the American Railway

Association will hold its first annual meeting at the Hotel Copley-

Plaza, Copley Square, Boston, Mass., on Monday, September 26,

beginning at 8:00 a. m. Eastern standard time. It is expected

that progress reports will be submitted by the committee of di-

rection; the publicity and educational committee, and the

committee on prevention of grade crossing accidents. Hotel

reservations should be made direct with the Hotel Manage-
ment without delay.

Gasoline Motorbus in Railway Service

The Bennettsville & Cheraw Railroad Company, Bennettsville,

S. C, has just had completed by the Charlotte Wagon & Auto
Works of Charlotte, N. C, a combination trailer car to be operated

in connection with its motorbus passenger car which has been run

for some time. Concerning the motorbus car a letter from
Superintendent W. J. Pooser to the Manufacturers Record says

:

"This car was designed by our president, J. J. Heckart, using

an ordinary 3-ton Corbett truck chassis. The Corbett Motor Com-
pany, Henderson, N. C, built the body, it having a capacity of 31

passengers. This car, having no compartment for baggage and

mail, we had the trailer built after determining the power and
speed of the original car.

"Our experience has been very satisfactory; while our passenger

Claims Prevention Campaign on the Southern Pacific

The Southern Pacific, Pacific System, will conduct a

freight claim prevention campaign to last during the month
of September, to educate employees of the company in

methods of handling freight so as to cut down loss, damage
and errors. The campaign will be under the general super-

vision of R. G. Fagin, superintendent of freight protection,

under whose jurisdiction special committees have been ap-

pointed on each division to direct the campaign. The com-
pany plans at the same time to educate shippers to the

value of proper marking, packing and loading of their

consignments.

Photographs On Commutation Tickets

The New York Central, following its experimental introduction

of a rule requiring holders of season tickets to furnish their por-

traits to be pasted on the ticket (or its case) announces that

this requirement will be put in effect, on September 1, at a large

number of stations; all those embraced in zones which, roughly,

extend from points 30 miles from New York to those 75 miles

distant. The principal stations included in these zones, on the

different divisions, are : Hudson River division : Poughkeepsie

(73 miles), Beacon, Cold Spring, Garrison, Peekskill, Croton and

Ossining.

Putnam division: Brewster (54 miles), Carmel, Mahopac,

Yorktown Heights, Briarcliff Manor (27 miles).

Harlem division: Pawling (64 miles), Patterson, Brewster,

Croton Falls, Golden's Bridge, Lake Mahopac, Katonah, Mt.

Kisco and Pleasantville (31 miles).

West Shore: Highland (73 miles), Xewburgh, Cornwall, West
Point and Haverstraw (33 miles).

The railroad will furnish the case or pocket in which to carry

the ticket, and the buyer must provide a photograph 1}4 in.

square, the same picture to be used 12 months.

From Poughkeepsie to New York the one-way fare is $2.63,

while the cost of a ride on a monthly ticket is only 31 cents.

The announcement says that, at one station, under the experi-

422
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mental introduction of the picture requirement, the sales of com-

mutation tickets decreased 41 per cent the first month ;
indicating

a loss, at that one station, of $90,000 a year. The company ap-

peals to its commuters to aid in putting a stop to this injustice.

Magistrates Do Not Punish Tramps

Since the editorial note with above title was written, the

following press dispatch from Albany, N. Y., has appeared:

"Railroad officers have asked the State Constabulary to

aid them in their effort to drive hoboes off their property

and discourage the knights of the road in their efforts to

steal train rides and other things. Freight trains are infested

by non-paying passengers and some of these characters are

vicious. Freight conductors and brakemen have been robbed

by thugs. In two instances last week murder was com-
mitted. Seasoned railroad men say that never within their

recollection has there been such a raft of tramps jumping
trains as there are today. They say they are virtually taking

their lives in their hands when walking along to inspect the

cars of their trains at night. Detectives employed by the

railroads are doing their best to cope with the situation,

but do not seem to make much headway. It it not unusual for

a crew of railroad detectives to apprehend as many as twenty

tramps on a single freight train.

"In many instances railroad detectives have been com-
pelled to release their prisoners because they cannot get

them jugged. Peace officials of most of the smaller towns
situated along railroad lines refuse to jail these tramps, and

let them go under suspended sentence, the reason being these

towns cannot afford to keep the tramps in their lockups for

several days. It is said that one town, where an obliging

magistrate developed the habit of sending railroad tramps

to the cooler, is about $2,000 in debt through expenditures

incurred in caring for these prisoners."

Western Roads Refuse Brotherhoods' Demands

The demands of the "Big Four" railway brotherhoods, the

Switchmen's Union of North America, and the Order of Railroad

Telegraphers to wipe out the recent wage cut, withdraw all

further demands for wage decreases, and withdraw all demands
for elimination of time and one-half for overtime refused by the

railroads last week, as noted in the Railway Age of August 20,

page 383. The Western roads, in their statement, issued by A.

W. Trenholm (C, St. P., M. & O.), chairman, said:

"A proper regard for the public interest in the operation of

the railroads does not permit the officers of the railroads to give

assurance that such requests for further decreases as have been
made will be withdrawn. This committee has no knowledge as

to how many railroads havi made requests for further decreases,

luil there is a demand on the part of the public for reductions in

freight and passenger rates and such reductions cannot be made
under the present labor costs. There is no assurance that the

cost of living will not lie decreased within the next few months,
and for the railroads to take the position that there would be
no requests for decreases in wage, presented in lawful and orderly
manner to the board, there could be no justification. As to tin-

elimination of time and one-half for overtime in train and yard
service, the railroads, with a proper regard for the public interest

and their affairs, cannot give the assurance sought. This com-
mittee realizes that many railroads have certain rules in their
schedules which are not in keeping with the rulings and principles

laid down by the Railroad Labor Board and cannot hind them-
selves to refrain from asking relief from such burdensome and
expensive conditions where they exist "

The demands of the Brotherh Is Eoi the restoration of the
rates of pay in effect prior to the recent wage cut was ,|. .

with the following statement: "In their duty to the public as
imposed upon them bj the Transportation Act. the railroads must
perforce put into effect and maintain decreases in .

they recognize the authority of the hoard in
| to in-

creases .such as were granted by Decision No. 2, which increased
the pay of railroad employees approximately $600,000,000 per
annum."

Leaders of the train service brotherhoods met in Cleveland on
August 23 to prepare ballots, to be sent out to the whole mem-
bership, setting forth the general situation and calling for

ii

\ Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The l'en Marquette Ry. has asked the Commission for a

certificate of public convenience to abandon a line in Claire

county, Mich.

Intrastate rates charged by the carriers in Tennessee on
torn and gravel, c. 1., for use in the construction of public

highways and consigned to federal, state, or local authorities,

have been found by the Interstate Commerce ' to re-

sult in undue prejudice to shippers of v

prescribed by the commission to relieve such discrimination,

to becomi effective October 13. Rates on common brick

and sewer pipe, e. I, were found not unduly preferential.

The commission has amended the regulations governing the

transportation of dangerous articles to provide (beginning Sep-
tember 1) that arsenic, Paris Green, arsenate of lead, calcium
arsenate, and other strongly poisonous articles must not be of-

fered or accepted for shipment in bulk, but must be packed in

strong and tight containers which will prevent sifting or escape

of contents in transit, but sintered arsenical flue dust may be
shipped between plants in steel gondola cars equipped with suit-

able covers.

State Commissions

The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio has sent to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission a protest against the suspension of
the reduced freight rates recently announced by the Detroit, To-
ledo & I ronton. The Ohio commission declares such action un-
just and a usurpation of authority, and conducive to great hard-
ship' to the people of Ohio.

The Secretary of Agriculture, testifying before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in its investigation into grain rates,

said that he was assured that Argentine wheat could be laid

down in Europe or in the Eastern ports of this country cheaper
than wheat from Chicago. The re-establishment of the rates

which were in force prior to August 26 last year was urged
by nearly every witness for the grain shippers at the hearing,
which continued before the commission the greater part of last

week. Seen tan Wallace supported their plea, although he
did not claim that the difficulties (if the farmers were caused
entirely by the increase in freight

v.

American Car Materials Ready at Portland, Ore., for

Shipment to China
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Mexican Locomotive Situation Improves

Vccording to Assistant Trade Commissioner Cornell, 130

locomotives have been purchased in this country by thi

Mexican government. Of these, 85 were obtained on a rental

basis with the view of ultimate purchase and 45 by outright

purchase. On these cash payments of from 15 to 20 per cent

have already been made. These purchases presumably do

not include the recent purchase of 65 locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

American Participation in Electrification in Italy

London

The electrical technical mission of the Italian government

which visited the United States for the purpose of studying the

American railways has returned and an official statement was

issued from which it appears that a mission of American financiers

and representatives of American railway companies will shortly

go to Italy in order to arrange for American participation in

the electrification of the Italian State Railways.

South African Railway and Harbor Extensions

London.

According to the estimates of expenditures on capital and

betterment works for the year ending March 31, 1922, the

new program of expenditure on the South African Railways

and Harbors will involve a total amount of £2,778,082 (approxi-

mately $13,501,478 at the normal rate of exchange). Of this

it is estimated that additions to railway lines will involve

£627,992 (or $3,052,041) and rolling stock £972,000 ($4,724,920),

while £1,132,090 ($5,501,957) is estimated for expenditure on

harbors.

Proposed Denationalization of Swiss Railways

There is a strong movement for denationalizing the rail-

ways of Switzerland, according to the Railway Gazette (Lon-

don). It is well known, says the Gazette, that there has been

a good deal of dissatisfaction with the working of the Swiss

Railways for some time and this has culminated, after 25

years of nationalization, in the agitation for abolition of

state ownership and control. An initiated measure is now
going the rounds of the citizenry and if 50,000 voters sign it

the matter must go to the congress and be submitted to a

referendum.

The Extent of the Railways in Central America
London.

At the present time the railways of the Central American

states which propose to form a Federation, are as follows, accord-

ing to the Economic Trade Review (London) :

Area Number of Railway
sq. miles inhabitants miles

British Honduras 8,270 40,000 ...

Costa Rica 18,680 45,500 349

(iuit.mala
"'.'

' 43,600 1,842,000 614
,1

-..
|
.V-,* 44,000 600 000 357

Nf"SiE 45.400 800,000 1?1

S-lvtlr 13 ISO l,30C:00O X£4

Panama ".190 400,000 298

Panama Canal Zone 425 30,000

Austrian Railway Situation

! ONDON.

Before the war the Austrian State railways owned 1,180 miles

of track of which only 462 miles is left to it, according to

Engineering Progress (London). There remain only 300 pas-

senger cars and 3,200 freight cars. Repairs are badly in arrears.

Piece work, however, has been restored in the railway shops

with a resultant increase of 25 per cent in output, and by work-

ing ten hours overtime a week this has been improved by a

further 31 per cent. The cost of rolling stock has increased

over seven times what it was in December, 1919, and at the

ht cars cost 80 times as much as they did

the war. Definite results for trie year 1920 are not yet

at hand, but it is estimated that there will be a deficit of

DUO kronen ($150,000,000 at normal exchange, $800,000

at prevailing exchang.

Railway Tunnel Under Thames Proposed

The river Thames widens rapidly after leaving London on its

id course and no means is provided of crossing it east

of London. Because of this fact railways in the east of England

in moving traffic north and south have to move their trains

through London, greatly increasing the congestion at that point.

Certain capitalists now are seeking governmental sanction to

construct a tunnel under the river at Gravesend to provide a

railway connection between the north and south. The tunnel

proposed would be 2J<J miles in length and would cost in the

neighborhood of $25,000,000 (at par exchange). North of the

river a new line of railway would be built to connect with the

Midland, the Great Eastern, the Great Northern and the London
Northwestern. South of the river a connection would be pro-

vided with the channel ports over the rails of the Southeastern

& Chatham.

Southern Pacific Claims Against

the Mexican Government

According to authoritative information received from the City

of Mexico, the Mexican government may not accept the Southern

Pacific estimate of damage to its lines in that country. At least,

there is a difference of more than $5,000,000. United States

currency, in the figures fixed by the government engineer. Fed-
rico M. Torres, and the claim which the Southern Pacific has-

submitted for payment. Mr. Torres recently finished an investi-

gation of the damage to the Southern Pacific of Mexico, in-

curred during the revolutionary period, and he has just made a
report placing the amount at 14,000,000 pesos, equivalent to

$7,000,000 United States currency. Some time ago the Southern
Pacific put in a claim for more than $12,000,000. to cover the

damage to the property. It is reported that the government
plans to investigate all of the larger claims for banditry and
revolutionist damages that have been or may be submitted to it.

The Needs of the Rumanian Railways

London.

The Bulletin of Economic Intelligence for May issued by the

Banque Marmorosch, Blank et Cie., insists upon the importance
of transport as affecting the financial question in Rumania.

M. N. Mielescu, formerly Director-General of the Rumanian
railways, attributes all the difficulties of transport not to the

want of trucks but to a shortage of locomotives. Before the

war there were 1,000 locomotives in good condition for 1,864

miles of railroad, while now there are only 1,000 locomotives

in bad condition for 7,457 miles of railroad owned by Greater

Rumania. This state of affairs, he says, must be remedied at

all costs. The sidings are crowded with thousands of locomo-
tives which cannot be used because there are no means of re-

pairing them. New engines, therefore, must be bought; the old

locomotives must be repaired either abroad or within the country;

and the railway engineering works must be remodelled and new
works erected at various centers. According to published in-

formation 635 locomotives have been ordered abroad, 175 of

which are for delivery in 1922, and 460 in 1923. Contracts

have also been made with the Rumanian and foreign firms for

the overhauling and repair of all locomotives put out of service

since the war. By the beginning of the year 1923, the number
of locomotives running will be equal to the pre-war strength,

and after that all locomotives repaired abroad will go to swell

the traffic. The position, therefore, is not desperate, but, un-

fortunately, the present shortage prevents the country profiting

from the very high prices obtainable for commodities. There is

also another aspect, the government having been forced to nego-

tiate long-term loans abroad in order to obtain the necessary

funds to coyer the purchase of new rolling stock and the cost

of repairs. . |l
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Locomotives

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring for 10

Mikado typo locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Georgia Railway is making repairs to 125 box cars,

ii ii shops at Augusta.

The Pekin-Kalgan (China) is inquiring through the car

builders, for 200 gondola cars, of 40-tons capacity.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is inquiring fur 200 gon-

dola cars and is also asking for bids for the repair of 500

all-steel general service cars.

The Erie has entered into a contract with the Greenville

Steel Car Company, Greenville, Pa., for the repair of 500

coal cars, of 50 tons capacity.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age of August

6, as inquiring for prices on the repair of 900 miscellaneous

box and gondola cars, is now asking for figures on the repair

of 1,250 gondola cars.

Argf.ntine State Railways.—The Argentine Ministerio de

Obras Publicas, Buenos Aires, is asking for bids until September

2, for 70 broad gage freight cars, of 45 tons capacity, for use

on the Port Railways, according to a cablegram from I ommercial
\ttaehe Edward K. Eeely, at Buenos Aires,

Iron and Steel

Mitsui & Company, New York, are asking for bids until

August 27, for 4,000 tons of 60-lb. rail and 200 tons of splice

bars, for the Japanese Government Railways.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will receive bids until 12

o'clock noon September 2, for 5,250 miscellaneous steel plates

;

5,310 miscellaneous steel bars ; 330 miscellaneous tank steel plates

;

2,190 miscellaneous angle steel bars, and 400 channels.

Track Specialties

The Canadian National Railways will receive bids at

Toronto, Ont., until 12 o'clock, noon, September 17, 1921, for

1,000,000 railway tier.

Machinery and Tools

The South Manchuria Railway has ordered one 88 in.

lathe, through Erazer & Company. Mew York.

The Illinois Central has ordered from the Niles-Bement-

Pond Company one 90-in. heavy driving wheel lathe, also a car

axle lathe.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered from the Niles-

Bement-Pond Company a double-end wheel press and a car

wheel borer.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered from Manning, Maxwell
S Moore, Inc., New York, a 42 in. motor-driven drill press,

for its Sedalia, Mo., shops and a 231! (irecnlci I'.rothers mortiser
for its Dupo, 111., shops.

Signaling

lho new work on the Chesapi \m & Ohio, between Charlottes-
ville, \ a., and Staunton, 40 miles, is satisfactorily.

1 '"' bonding of the track and the erection of the pole line will

American Aul in Con-
ion, which i ::atic train stops on

ection, has given to the Union Switch & Signal Company a
t for the roadside apparatus, including color-light signals,

three-indication (44 signals), with relays ai iratus;

ggregate of material amounting to ah-

Miscellaneous

Ii.
i

.
Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon,

September 9, for its present requirements of lead covered cable.

switch points, slide plates and braces for repairs to switches, switch
levers, tongue switches, tongue slides for repairs to switches, and
crossing frogs; and for its shops requirements until October 31,

1921, of black galvanized and blue annealed sheets, drive

truck tires for freiuht switching and passenger service, seamless

Steel tubes for repairs to locomotives and stationary boilers, axles

for car and locomotive repairs, wire nails and staples, steel bars,

steel shapes and steel plates.

Trade Publications

Superheaters for Small Locomotives.—The advantaf
rived from the use of superheated steam are r<

generally by railroad moth.- power officers that it would seen
hardly necessary again to call attention to them. Gains equivalent
to those obtained from the application of superheaters to large
railroad locomotives are being realized on small industrial loco-

motives of 40 ton weight or under such as are used around in-

dustrial plants, in quarries, gravel pits, mines, logging operations,
construction work, etc., but as the owners of locomotives of these
types are usually not so familiar with of locomotive
design as are railroad motive power officers, superheaters have
not been so generally used ower. Bulletin No
9 of the Superheater Conn what has already been ac-
complished in the industrial held and will be of interest to anyone
who is responsible for the purchase or operation of small indus-
trial lo< "OH .:

:

Railway Construction

Atchison, Topeka 8 Santa Fe.—This company, which was
noted in the Railwa
closed bids for additions to its power house at Albuquerque,
N. M., to cost approximately $150,000, has awarded the contract
for this work to E. I

. Ware, El Paso, Tex.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company will con-
struct a new car repair shop at Trenton, Mo., with company forces.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company has awarded
a contract to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for the con-
struction of an 8-stall roundhouse at taiarillo, Tex. The build-

ing will have brick walls and a timber frame and roof, and is

estimated to cost about $35,000.

Chicago Union Station.—This company is accepting bids for

elei trical equipment for the substation to be installed in connection
with its new railwa} terminal building, Chicago.

Great Northern.—This company contemplates the construction

of new ore loading docks at Superior, Wis., to cost about
$1,500,000. replacing wooden structures which are no longer

adequate.

ILLINOIS Central. This company, which was noted in the

Railway Age of July 23 I page 184 I bids for the

construction of a frame enginehouse, with dimensions of 60 ft.

by 200 ft., at Herrin, 111, has awarded the contract for this

work to I
i

\ |

awarded a contract for bridge approaching its

ger platform at the Randolph street station. Chic-..

the A. I und i !i msti u< tit n

M -This company h

Joseph I the construct

repair sheds. These sheds will be of frame constructive
'•'

this work is estimated
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W. G. Ryan has been appointed special representative of

the railroad service department of the Addressograph Com-
pany, with offices at Chicago.

A. Clarke Morre has resigned as assistant to president of

the Globe Seamless Tube Company, witli which he has been
connected since November, 1919.

F. C. Severin, New York manager, with office at 50 Church
street, of the Betts Machine Company, Rochester, N. Y., has

resigned to go into other business.

L. M. Waite, formerly sales manager of the National Acme
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and later sales manager of the

Springfield Automatic Screw Machine Company, Fitchburg,

Mass., has been appointed sales manager of the Garvin Ma-
chine Company, New York, succeeding Frank A. Power,
resigned.

The Stowell Company, South Milwaukee, Wis., has effected

a merger with the Pelton Steel Company, Milwaukee. The
Pelton Steel Company name will be retained and the plant

will continue to be operated by the same organization, under

the direction of the officers and directors of the Stowell

Company.

Walter R. Pflasterer, railway sales engineer of the National

Carbon Company in the Chicago territory, has resigned,

effective September 1, to become sales manager of the newly

organized Direct Sales

Company, with head-

quarters in the Manhat-

tan building, Chicago.

This company will act

as a manufacturers'

representative, handling

railroad accounts in the

Chicago district. Mr.

Pflasterer was born at

California, Pa., on May
30, 1881. His first rail-

way work was on con-

struction in the signal

department of the

Union Pacific at Oma-
ha. Later he was trans-

ferred to the signal en-

gineer's office, where
he had charge of all

material for the large

construction program w
-
R

-
pflaslerer

in 1906 and 1907. Early

in 1907 he was appointed chief clerk to the signal engineer

and about a year later he entered the signal department of

the Southern Pacific in California. In 1908 Mr. Pflasterer

entered the service of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as

chief clerk to the signal engineer, which position he held

until August IS, 1913, when he resigned to enter the railroad

sales department of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Com-
pany at New York City. Mr. Pflasterer remained with this

company until December IS, 1914, when he resigned to be-

come sales engineer of the National Carbon Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, in the railroad sales department.

John C. Robinson has resigned as manager of New Eng-
land sales at Boston, Mass., for William Wharton, Jr., & Co.,

Inc., Easton, Pa., after 30 years of continuous service. Mr.

Robinson will in future devote his time to his interests in

the firm of Harrington, Robinson & Co., Boston. The Bos-
ton office of the Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company,
High Bridge, N. J., and William Wharton, Jr., & Co., Inc., is

now at 201 Devonshire street, in charge of Walter II. Allen.

Arkansas Harbor Terminal.—Asks Authority to Issue

Notes.—This company has asked authority from the Interstate

Commerce Commission to issue $50,000 of prior lien 5-year 6
per cent gold notes to be pledged with the Secretary of the

Treasury as collateral security for a loan of like amount from
the revolving fund.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ft—Authorized to Abandon
Branch Line.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

a certificate authorizing this company to abandon a branch line

in Kay County, Okla.

Central Vermont.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This
company has asked authority from the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue $147,000 of refunding mortgage 5 per cent gold
bonds dated May 1, 1920, for the purpose of reimbursing its

treasury for expenditures from income in payment of a similar

amount of certain equipment gold notes.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—Annual Report.—The income
account for the year ended December 31, 1920, is as follows:

Railway operating revenue (March 1 to December 311 $.?'..

Railway operating expenses (March 1 to December 31 t

Net revenue from railway operations (March 1 to December 31) 1

Railway tax accruals 1,120,400
Railway operating income

Net railway operating income
Miscellaneous income
Gross income 2,385,374

Total deductions
Balance of income 1.504.342

*Does not include the following income properly due the receiver:
Lease of road, January and February. 1920 $666,666
Lease of road (balance for year 1918) 1,053,999
Lease of road (balance for year 1919 1.053.999
Miscellaneous income (guaranty period, March to August, 1920) 2,000,000

Total 4,774,66:
Surplus 6,279.007

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Again Defers Dividend—The directors

on August 19 again deferred action on the usual 2 per cent semi-

annual common dividend. Action was deferred at the previous

meetings in May and Tune.

Duluth & Iron Range.—Annual Report.—The income account
for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the previous

year, as follows

:

1920 1919
Railway operating revenue (10 months) $10,781,732
Compensation accrued (January and February. 1920;

year 1919) 392.540 $2,355,242
Gross income 11,471,821

Railway operating expenses 5,695,087
Tax accruals 1,159,418 1S3.74S
Interest on funded debt outstanding 407,550 407,550
Total deductions 8,721,492 858,169

Nef income 2,750,329 1,720.484
Income applied to sinking and other reserve funds. . . 1.254,-47 ........

Balance transferred to profit and loss account. 1.495,S82 1,720,484

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919, as folio

Operating Revenues
1920 1919

Freight $9,927,608 $7, 114. "57

Passenger 302,067 271,884

Total operating revenues $11,075,952 $7,961,606

Operating Expenses

Maintenance of way and structures $1,460,264 $1,050,529
Maintenance of equipment 1,515,095 1.195,559

12.813 5,811

Transportation 3.118,080 2,141,178
General 2S0.063 175,893

Total operating expenses $6,394,559 $4,573,155

Passenger Traffic

Number of pa ; - ' 288,190 266.608
carried one mile 9,985,533 9,241.030

Average revenue received per passenger per mile

(cents) 3.024 2.942
Average distance traveled pel passenger (miles).... 34.65 34.66

Freight Traffic

Number of tons carried 11.467.755 8,459,559

freight carried one mile 802,360,944 556,110,990
Average revenue received per ton per mile (cents).. 1.237 1.279

Average distance hauled per ton (miles) 70 65.7

Average number of tons revenue freight carried per
train mile S15.S6 777.07 I
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Eastland, Wichita Falls & Gulf.—Asks Authority to Issue

Stock and Bonds.—This company has asked authority from the

Interstate Commerce Commission to issue to purchasers all stock

in the company subscribed and fully paid, not to exceed $1,000,000;

to issue its bonds to the amount of $551,000 for which the com-

pany already has received full payment; and to secure the bond

issue by a first mortgage and deed of trust on all property of

the carrier.

Great Northern.—Loan Approved.—The Interstate Commerce
Commission has approved a loan of $586,000 to this company to

enable it to provide itself with new equipment. The carrier is

required to finance $588,320.

The Commission has also approved a loan of $15,000,000 to

the Great Northern to enable that railway -to meet maturing

indebtedness. The loan must be repaid within six months from
September 1. It is secured by the pledge of $18,844,000 of the

applicant's general mortgage, series A, 7 per cent gold bonds, due
July 1, 1936, executed and delivered by the applicant to the

first National Bank of the City of New York, trustee.

Authorised to Sell Equipment Notes.—The Great Northern
has been granted authority by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to sell not more than $606,000 of equipment gold notes

in connection with the procurement of certain equipment under
an agreement to be dated August 1, 1921, with the General
American Car Company, the vendor, and the First National Bank
of New York City, trustee, at an aggregate cost of $1,145,000.

The sale of the notes to the trustee is proposed at a price 97J4
per cent of par.

Gulf, Mobili; & Northern.—Annual Report.-

income account for the year ended December 31,

with the previous year, as follows

:

Total operating revenue $3
Total operating expenses 4

Net operating revenue
Railway tax accruals
Operating income

Net operating income
Income from lease of road (January and February,

1920; year 1919)
riovernment guaranty accrued
Total non-operating income

Gross income
Total deductions from gross income

Net '

•The corporate

1920, compares

1920

597,143
,164,830
567,687
142,643
710,348
794,955

103,051
728,000
877.145
82,190
66,363
15,827

$504,550

35,649
496,171
90,662

405,509

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the princi-

pal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919, as follows:

Freight $3,181,066
Passenger 711,629

Total operating revenue $4,147,960

Otehating Expenses

Maintenance of way and structures $1,440,842
Maintenance of equipment 1,093,938
Traffic 133,984
Transportation 2,026,246
General 215,999

Total operating

1919
$2,112,677

567,466

$2,823,506

$637,502
686.546
71,060

1,298,091
166,515

$2,847,579

918,906
19,308,501

21.01
.02938

1.367,870
125,361,616

91.65
.01902

xpenses $4,909,102

Pass engei i

Number of passengers carried 1,102,084
Number of passengers carried one mile 23.380,047
Average miles carried— all passengers 21.21
Average revenue per passenger mile (cents) .03044

Freight Thai i it

of tons carried 1.746.126

J
umbel ol tons carried one mile 237,

miles hauled— all freight 135.S9
Average revenue per ton mile of freight (cents)... .01471

I ouisville & Nashville.—Application to Issue Capital Stock
Amended.- This company has amended its application to the [nter-

ommerci I ommission, which asked for authority to i^sue
$53,000,000 of capital stock lor distribution as a stock dividend pro
rata among it !,, its original application the ear-
ner also asked authoritj to execute and deliver its first and re-
funding mortgage in secure divers series of bonds, to issue series
x of these bonds aggregating $28,1 I 1,00 .11 S12.753.000
'" th,s jwnount outrjght to .1. P .i a

i
I he applicant

now asks authority from the commission to procure the authenti-
cation and delivery of it of the entire $28,615,000
to sell only $2,753,000 of them nov.

Louisiana & Pacific.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—
This company has asked the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a certificate of public convenience to abandon a line in Beaure-
gard Parish, La.

Pearl River Valley.—Authorized to Issue Notes.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has authorized this company
to issue from time to time unsecured promissory notes not at

any one time to exceed $27,000 in renewal of certain outstanding

notes.

Salt Lake & Utah.—Asks Authority to Issue Stock.—This
company has asked authority from the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue $500,000 of its 7 per cent cumulative first pre-
ferred stock and to pledge the same to secure a loan of $700,000
from the Treasury revolving fund.

St. Louis Southwestern.—Annual Report.—A review of this

company's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Valdosta, Moultrie & Western.—May Not Be Junked.—

A

company is being organized by W. J. Vereen, of Moultrie, Ga., to

purchase this road from C. L. Jones, its present owner, and
operate it as a going concern. The road was sold on April 9,

1921 to Mr. Jones for $87,000 with the right to dismantle the
line. Seven miles of it have been junked already.

Waterloo, Cedar Falls &• Northern.- Authorized to Pledge
Bonds and Sell Stock.—This company has been authorized by
the Interstate Commerce Commission to pledge to the I'nited
Slates $2,200,000 of general mortgage 7 per cent gold bonds, of
which $1,575,000 is for collateral security for a loan from the
revolving fund and $625,000 is collateral for a loan from the
Railroad Administration. The applicant has also been authorized
to sell at par $700,000 of common stock and to issue lease war-
rants aggregating $132,159 in connection with the procurement
of equipment.

Western Pacific.—Annual Report.—The corporate income ac-
count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the
previous year as follows

:

1920 1919
Total operating revenue (March 1-Dcc. 31) $13,595,790
Total operating expenses (March 1-Dec. 31) 10,311,410
Net revenue from railway operations 3,284,380
Total operating expenses 10,311,410

Net revenue from railway operations 3,284,380
Railway tax accruals 670.079 $148,31'
Total operating income .',613.487 Del
Income from leasi n .

.' "317,368 1.900,350
Total non-operating income 2.050,685 2.370,030

Gross income 4.664.171
Interest on funded debt 1,202.755
Total deductions from gross income 2,247,960 1,495.936

Net income 2,416,212

•Includes rental due from United States Railr. i.m for
Januarv and February, 1920, at $1,900,350 per annum. Final settlement
with the United States Railroad Administration fixing compens.
$3,200,000 per annum increased this item to $533,976 and for year :

$3,200,000.
The Western Pacific did not accept the government guaranty.

Partial Payments of Guaranty

The Interstate Commerce Commission has certified to the

Treasury partial payments of guaranty to the following roads:

Detroit, Bav City & Western $4,500
Mississippi Eastern 8,500

Final Settlements with Railroad Administration

The Railroad Administration reports the following final settle-

ments, and has paid out the following

amounts

:

: Line $5,500,000
I mpany

The p these claims in final settlement is largely

made up of balance of co ill other

disputed items as between the railroad companies and I

ministration during the 26 months i I :rol.

Dividends Declared
:

:
•

her 1 to holders ci re. 01



Annual Report

St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company—Thirtieth Annual Report

New York, June 15, 1921.

To the Stockholders of the
. ...

St Louis Southwestern Railway Company:

Herewith is submitted the Thirtieth annual report of your Company, tor
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and^efficp^serv.ces during

yeaT- EDWIN GOULD,
Chairman.

St. Louis, Mo., June 1, 1921.

Mr. Edwin Gould,
Chairman of the Board of Directors,

New York. N. Y.

fhe radroad of the United States' terminated February 29. 1920, and the

PropSty of the Company was accordingly returned to the Corporate officers

for operation and management, effective March 1, 1920.

Guaranty Period,

Mabch 1 to August 31, 1920, Inclusive.

Under *he terms of the Transportation Act, 1920, the 1;

So^her' &£?££*"&£ %Z%»fe
as due the carriers during Federal control , , .

a - a „+i..,-„ of Hie- eii-.'antv as provided in section -<>> or me rtci, ic
Acceptance

:

o the
:

c ., am
_,

as
i

i

Treasury of the United States, any

here wis immediate necessity for large maintenance expenditures, and

Se^hoTaccV-e SffiJ^W^^SM
A^t and to operate the property upon our own resources and responsi-

''"C^mpfrisrof'^eratinfand Income ^su.ts for period Ma h! to

August 31, 1920. on basis of acceptance and non-acceptance ot rederal

Guaranty, follows:
March 1 to August 31, 1920.

enacted by
; provided,

The decision of the United States Railroad Labor Board, increasing the

rate of pav of all classes of employees approximately .21%, was announced

lulv 19; however, the increases v. ere made retroactive to May 1. Ibis

resulted in an additional cost to be absorbed in operating expenses of the

ruaranty period of approximately $900,000. Notwithstanding these difficul-

ties the operations for 1
luced net railway operating income

of $2 255,766.63, compared with $1,749,012.88, the amount of income that

would have accrued to the Company under the terms of the guaranty, an

increase of $306,753.75. , ,

In addition, there was expended for maintenance of the property during

this period a total of $5,943,725.18, or $1,593,285.24 in excess of the esti-

mated amount the Company would have been permitted to spend under the

te
Th

S

e°IxecIs
g
rnc

r

ome 'produced, $306,753.75 plus the excess amount ex-

pended for maintenance, $1,593,285.24, produced a total of $1,900,038.99,

net railway operating income earned in excess of the amount the Company

would have been permitted to retain if the terms of the guaranty had been

accepted; all of which was used for the bencht of the property.

The increase in freight and passenger rates authorized bv the Interstate

Commerce Commission, did net become effective on interstate traffic unti

August 26 and 'he increased rates applying to intrastate traffic, both freight

and passenger, were resisted by the various State Commissions, some of

which were not put into effect until 1921, so the revenues for tins period

received practically no benefit from the increased rates, whereas the oper-

ating expenses include approximately $900,000, for increased rates of pay

to employees; therefore, the net operating income produced for this period,

is based almost entirely on the old rates for service to the public and the

higher wage rates to employees during fiur months of the period.

Following the termination of Federal control, occasioned by excellent

service rendered the public by and through the several departments, this

company obtained a large volume of freight traffic.

Ovvin" 'o the movement of this traffic our revenues did not reflect the

sreneral "decline in business until the latter part of the year and we, ac-

Tordinclv continued to make liberal appropriations from current income for

maintenance, in order to partially restore the physical condition of the

property.
y^ ^^ December 31, 1920.

During the year under review, the track mileage operated was 1775.98

miles as compared with 1754.50 miles for the previous year, the increase

in the mileage being due principally to the resumption of operation ot our

freight train! over the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad between Thebes,

Til and Olive Branch, 111., and the Illinois Central Railroad between Olive

Branch? Hi" and Cairo, 111., from March 1 to December 31, 1920, which

service was suspended during Federal control.
.

Immediately following will be found condensed statements showing Ue
financial results from operation for the combined Federal and Corporate

periods of the year 1920 compared with 1919.

Corporate and Federal

Financial Results from Operation—System

Income Statement for Calendar Year.

Year Ended
1- Increase.

ITEM £)ec. 31, 1920. Dec. 31, 1919. —Decrease.

Average Miles Operated 1,775.98 1.754.50 + 2L48

Operating Income:
Railway Operating Rev

Railway Operating
penses

$31,020,958.11

25,886,055.67

Accounts.
Operating Revenues . . .

Operating Expenses

On Basi
Non-Acceptance

of Federal
Guaranty.

.. $14,511,930.25

.. 12,077,251.16

On Basis of Reve
z Acceptance

of Federal Total
Guaranty.

$14,511,930.25 Railv.;

10,483,965.92*
Nonop]

Net Revenue from Railway Operations.. $2,434,679.09 $4,027,964.33

T
Revtnuef

15
.

a"d
"T??!'^ .

"" •- 525,281.54 525.281.54

Railway Operating Income ^^»
t ^llofosl

Nonoperating Income—Net 346,369.08
* 346,369.081

rw„ i„^m » $2,255,766.63 $3,849,051.87
Gross Income »" '

1 049 (in SS
Amount of Guaranty

— 1,949,012.88

Amount that would have reverted to Inter-

state Commerce Commission had the

Federal Guaranty been accepted

Excess Income over Amount of Guaranty
disregarding credit due account Main-

tenance Expenditures in excess of esti-

mated Federal Allowance
Excess Maintenance Expenditures

Total in Excess of Guaranty.

Net Revenue from Rail- „„„„.,
way Operations $5,134,902.44

Railway Tax Accruals.
Uncollectible R a i

'

. .. $1,249,454.74

Operating In-
$3,885,447.70

Nonoperating Income. . 1,848,391.25

Gross Income $5,733,83S.95

Deductions from Gross
Income 3,310,095.49

$20,661,162.63

18,497,241.15

$2,163,921.48

$853,1S2.36

4,182.07

$857,364.43

$1,306,557.05
1,659,684.46

$2,966,241.51

3,895,834.23

+$10,359,795.48

+ 7,388,814.52

$1,900,038.99

$306,753.75
1,593,285.24

$1,900,038.99

Net Income $2,423,743.46 Def.$929.592.72

Federal Net 'income. . Def.S36.093.34 Def.2.275.501.45

Corporate Net Income.. 52,959,836.80 $1,345,908. 73

Disposition of Corpo-
rate Nft Income:
Income appropriated for

Invest, in Phys. Prop-
er ty $2,959,836.80

—
Income Balance Trans-
ferred to Profit and
Loss . .

.

-t- $2,970,980.96

+ $394,495.00

2,404.69

+ $392,090.31

+ $2,578,890.65
— 188,706.79

+ $2,767,597.44

585,738.74

+
+

$3,353,336.18
1,739,408.11

+ $1,613,928.07

If the guaranty under the Transportation Act of 1920 had been ac-

cepted, the Company would have been restricted in its expenditures for

Slaintenance of Wav and Structures and Maintenance of Equipment to an

am"lint set up bv the United States Railroad Administration as sufficient.

n„ ihis imi, »i 191 ->S5 ''4 would have been eliminated from operating ex-

£
n
„s*'

S
I0
b
"the

$S 31, 1920. thereby increasing the

amount to be turned over to the United States Government.

fExcl Nonoperating Income account not contributing to

G
The

n
ooera,ing

C
res„l. , for the guaranty period demonstrated the wisdom

of the decision to not accept the. guaranty, as well as the ear n ng capacity

of the property. During this period a greater volume of traffic was handiea

than in any corresponding period in the history of. the Company notwith-

standing the handicap imposed by. the outlaw switchmen'. state, which

became effective April 8, and continued in full force and effect until the

latter part of Tune.

— $1,345,908.73

Corporate Profit and Loss Statement.

Vfar Ended

'Bee. 31, 1920. Dec. 31, 1919.Item.
Credits:

Credit Balance (at begin-

ning of fiscal period)... $10,238,914.50

Credit Balance Transferred

Unrcfundable Overcharges
Donations
Miscellaneous Credits:
Adjustment of Equii ment
Retired During Federal
Control
Miscellaneous

5,602.21
1,899.02

142.799.7S
84,632.57

$8,941,859.04

1,345,908.73

424.54

4- $2,959,836.80

— $1,345,908.73

-t-lncreasc.—Decrease.

+ $1,297,055.46

— 1,345.908.73

+ 5.602 21

+ 1,474.48

15,571.53 +
4. 142,799.78

69,061.04

Total $10,473, S48.08 $10,303,763.84' + $17O:0S4.24

428
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Debits:
Surplus Appropriated for

Invest, in Phys. Prop-

erty $1,899.02 $424.54 + $1,474.48
Loss on Retired Road and
Equipment—Road 17,911.89 Cr. S.344.69 -f- 26,256.58

Loss on Retired Road and
Equipment—Equipment. . Cr. 72,713.74 71,342.29 — 144,056.03
Miscellaneous Debits.
Miscellaneous 12,358.87 1,427.20 + 10,931.67

Balance, Cteilit, Carrier to

General Balance Sheet.. 10,514,392.04 10,238,914.50 + 275,477.54

Total .$10,473,848.08 $10,303,763.84 + $170,084.24

Notwithstanding the heavy maintenance charges to which reference has
previously been made, we closed the year with a net income of $2,959,836.80,
all of which was appropriated for investment in physical property.

Operating Revenues.

The total operating revenues for year 1920 amounted to $31,020,958.11
as compaied with $20,661,162.63 for previous year, an increase of
$10.359.795 48, or 50.14%. This most gratifying increase is attributable

in some measure to the increase in freight rates and passenger fares granted
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, effective August 26. 1920, as to

interstate traffic and subsequently extended to intrastate traffic, as more
fully explained her' in under the caption "Rate Situation," but is mainly
due to a marked increase in the voiumeof freight traffic handled.

Statement showing comparison of freight and passenger traffic handled
during the year 1920 and previous year will be found in the report. It will

be interesting to note the increase in number of tons of revenue freight

handled one mile, amounting to 675.316,142 ton-miles or 59.21%. Pas-
sengers carried one mile shows a small decrease.

Operating Expenses.

Total operating expenses for the year amounted to $25,886,055.67 com-
pared with $18,497,241.15 for the previous year, an increase of $7,388,814.52,
or 39.95%. While the percentage of increase in operating expenses is

large, it will be noted it is considerablv under the increase in operating
revenues. The increased volume of traffic will account for a large portion
of the increased operating expenses, but other unavoidable conditions occa-
sioned no small pari of same. In addition to the heavy maintenance
charges to which reference has heretofore been made, the operating expenses
for the yenr include approximately, SI, 900.000. 00. representing the increase
in the payrolls for months May to December, 1920, inclusive, growing out
of the increases paid, in compliance with order of the United States Rail-

road Labrr Board promulgated July 19. and were also unfavorably affected

during the Federal control period of January and February and for a
short period thereafter^ by the payment of large sums for overtime.

Following are some f 'he major items of maintenance and betterment
work accomplished during period of Corporate management, March 1 to
December 31, 1920, and cost of same:
Maintenance ol Way and Structures

—

Purchase and Application of 642,505 cross ties $1,138,993.29
Adding cross ties inserted during two months of Federal

control, makes a total of 777,612 tics applied during year,
an increase of 130.111 compared with 1919.
Application of 449,181 tic plates to soft wood ties in main

line tracks 158,138.14
At beginning of Federal control there were not in our

tracks, main lines, branches or side tracks, any other than
hardwood ties, white oak. red oak, etc. The United States
Railroad Administration, during their management, permitted
the hardwood tit practically to go out of use and inserted in

our tracks, main line and others, 679,035 pine ties, a con-

siderable number of which were untreated and some of which
were placed in track without tie plates. At termination of
Federal control practically all of the tics on hand were pine
ami it was, therefore, impossible to revert to exclusive use
it hardwood lies until the matter of production could be
worked out. which required several months. This made nei

essary application of tic plates on light traffic branches that
would not have been required if sufficient hardwood ties had
been available. The quantity of hardwood tics, which we
were able to secure, has rapidly increased ti the extent that

f,,r the year 1921 all ties inserted in main lines, including
main lines if branches, aie if hardwoo I

Application of i4;is cubic yards of ballast 139,888.00
Filling and abandoning 9,040 feet f trestle worl 143,236.90

. Application of drain toe, widening cuts and fills, and ditching 560,580.88
Reconstruction of telegraph lines 30,687.59
Laving cf 75.76 miles of new 85-pot:nd rail, replacing worn

75-pound rail 353,298.28

Total $2,524,823.08

Maintenance of Equipment

—

Rehabilitation of freight equipment $568,216.53
Restoration of 1,358.1 ?S miles in mileage capacity of loco-

motives, in excess of miles consumed in service 178,884.63

Total $747,101.16

Grand Total $3,271,924.24

Contract was also made with the Baldwin Locomotive Works for purchase
of twenty-one consolidation freight locomotives, ten of wdiich were received
Bud placed in service 'hiring year, thereby adding 496,400 pounds tractive
power. The total est of the ten locomotives was $518,928.48.

Car and Train Loading.
The average load in tons per loaded freight car mile and per loaded

freight train mile for the rast ten years was as follows:

Average load in tons per loaded car mile, including Company material:

Year Ended St. L. S-W, Rj C
June 30. St. L. S-W. Ry. Co. of Texas. System.

1912 18.02 16.44 17.54
1913 18.36 lo.-tJ 17.78
1914 18.22 16.19 17.62
1915 17.95 16.57 17.55

„ 1916 18.18 17.40 17.95
Year Ended
December 31.

1916 18.52 17.30 18.17
1°17 ' 20.89 19.34 20.46
1918 24 10 21.32 23.34
'919 22.46 19.97 21.78
1920 24.69 2241 24.10

Average load in tons per train mile, includii
|

Year Ended St. L. S-W. U
June 30. St. L. S-W. Ry. C

1912 447.25 211.19
1°U 461.11 214.50 349.49

455.14 199.32 337.65
1915 457.53 208.21 345.21
1916 489.88 252.71 386.40

Year Kn-ded
"

December 31.
1916 485.57 250.67 390.40
1917 616.62 286.10 474.06
1518 670.00 282.99 499.75
1919 680.37 299.48 516.91
1920 728.P7 344.92 576.0e

Rate Situation.
As previously stated, the operating revenues for the past calendar year

were favorably affected by increases prescribed in interstate freight rates
and passenger fares by the Interstate Commerce Commission's order in Ex
parte 74, effective August 26. 1920. The increases in the interstate freight
rates varied according to the geographical groups designated in the order.
The Western group in which our lines are included was granted increases
approximating 35 per cent. Interstate passenger fares were inct-
3.6 cents i er mile.

Negotiations were entered into with the State Commissions for
covering intrastate traffic resulting in increases in intrastate passes!
to 3.6 cents per mile and increases in freight rates in keeping with the inter-
state rates authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The ef-
fective dates of the increases authorized in the various states were as
follows:
Passenger Fares: Freight Rates:

Missouri, September 1, 1920. s, August 26, 1920
Arkansas, January 1. 1921. Missouri. September 1, 1920.
Texas. March 14. 1921. Arkansas, September 1. 1920.
Louisiana, April 6. 1921. Louisiana, October 1, 1920.

Agricultural and Industrial
Excellent crops generally were produced in the territory traversed by

our lines during the year 1920. although the prevailing high cost of labor
and materials created an excessive expense. On the other hand a material
reduction in prices had taken place by harvest time, resulting in much dis-
appointment to the farmers generally, and in heavy losses to many of them.

Cotton m duction ti line durine- 1920 was abovt
and, in addition thereto, there was a large quantity of cotton carried over
from previous year which had been withheld from market in an:
of higher prices. When the 1920 crop had matured the demand, both
domestic and foreign, had greatly diminished and prices had declined ac-
cordingly. This reduced demand and the unwillingness of producers to
accept the prevailing prices delayed the movement and thus, in seme
measure, unfavorably affected our revenues during latter parr of 1920,
and first half of 1921. We- hope, however, to receive our share of this
cotton when moved.
A systematic program of_ instructions to farmers as to the scientific eulti-

ratii n of crops, preservation of orchards, eradication and prevention of
animal and plant diseases was tarried on by this company through practical
demonstrations which no doubt contributed to the satisfactory results for
the past vear from the standpoint of quality as well as quantity of pro-
duction. <irO which should be conducive of permanent improvement in the
agricultural conditions adjacent to our line.

\ I V. i

Reference has been made in previous reports to the organization i i the
Valley Terminal Railway for the purpose of constructing a complete
freight terminal at Valley Junction, St. Clair County, Illinois, adjoining
East St. Louis. This terminal was completed and taken over for •

by the United States Railroad Administration as of August 1. I"18 At
termination of Federal control, it was leased from the Valley Terminal
Railway, and. since April 1. I' 1 '", has provided our terminal facilities at
East St. Louis, the joint terminal arrangement with the Missouri Pacific at
Diipo. Illinois, having been discontinued as of thai
By reason of haying our independent terminal facilities at East St.

Louis during the period of lb" outlaw switchmen's strike, which was
declared April 8. 1920. and continued in full force and effect until the
latter part of June, we were enabled to handle a large volume of traffic

through the St. Louis-East St. Louis gateway with practically no delay.
Had we been without our separate and exclusive terminal facilities during
the acute period of this strike, we would have been depuv.

on business handled through this terminal
this period I' "i.atcd that the revenue thus derived.
after deducting the cost of performing the service, was sufficient '

the entire amount invested in the facilities and leave a margin of profit.

Substantial ei nomy has also_ been effected in the operating cost com-
pared with the cost under the joint operating arrangement with the I

Pacific
Operation of Freight Terminal at Ili m M

Effective September '. 1920, the Missouri Pacific Rail

l

withdrew "rom partie : pation in the joint operation of the terminal at Illmo
and we have accordingly eoioved the exclusive use of these facilities since
that date
The combined traffic of both companies had outgrown the facilities and

their continued use by the Missouri Pacific would have required
erahle extension and enlargement in crder to serve both companies. Sub-
stantial economy has resulted through our exclusive operation.

is Freight Traffic

On March !. 1920, -he \li-s<>eri Pacific B »ed the
required twelve months' written notice cancelling its contract with this com-
pany covering the handling of freight traffic ; Kansas,

and Men is, 1 ' conferences were held with the of-

, that company to negotiate a new agreement upon a fair and
equitable a new
agreement that would permit this , ; etc for traffic

moving through the Memphis ned negotiations

with i lu Chicago, eh line between
Brinkley, ' rk, Arkansas, and wit!

for the' use of their freight terminal facilities

Both of these compan ferences

with their office •

use of theit facilities, the terms ,,f which will provide . sul

to this company, compared with the terms offered bv the Missouri I

We are also enabled ti own freight trail- into and
Memphis, and are nitrly established as a Mempbj

In addition to th< o nich the new- arrangement wall

bring about, .here are other benefits which will_ accrue to this comnanv
through association with ned companies.
participation in the handling of a considerable voluir- - traffic

which we have not heretofore enjoyed.

[ADVERTlstMLX r 1
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Railway Officers

Executive

J. C. Murray, whose appointment as receiver of the

Missouri & North Arkansas, with headquarters at Harrison,

Ark., was announced in the Railway Age of July 23 (page 185").

was born at Chicago, on August 21, 1885, and entered rail-

road service on February 26, 1902, with the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific. He served in various positions in

the traffic department of this company until July 20, 1907,

when he was employed in the auditing department of the

New York, Chicago & St. Louis. A year later he was em-

ployed in the traffic department of the New Orleans & North

Eastern, and in December, 1909, he took a similar position

on the Louisville & Nashville. Mr. Murray entered the serv-

ice of the Missouri & North Arkansas as a tariff compiler

in August, 1911, and served successively as chief clerk in

the freight department, general freight agent, general freight

and passenger agent, and freight traffic manager. He was

serving in the latter position at the time of his appointment

as receiver.

Operating

T. F. Allen has been appointed supervisor of transporta-

tion of the Northwestern Pacific, with headquarters at San

Francisco, effective August IS, with special assignment to

the staff of the general manager.

Traffic

H. H. Ellis has been appointed advertising manager of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, effective August 1, succeeding W. D. Braddock, who
has been granted an extended leave of absence.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. W. Williams, chief engineer of the Northwestern Pacific,

with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed

chief engineer of the Western Pacific, with the same head-

quarters, effective August 15, succeeding T. J. Wyche, who
has been appointed consulting engineer.

G. H. Hicks, principal assistant engineer of the North-

western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.,

has been appointed acting chief engineer, effective August 15.

succeeding J. W. Williams, resigned to become chief engineer

of the Western Pacific.

J. E. Fanning, has been appointed roadmaster of the Iowa

division of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Fort

Dodge, Iowa, succeeding E. I. Rodgers, who has resigned i>>

become chief engineer of the Peoria & Pekin Union, with

headquarters at Peoria, 111., effective August 17.

Mechanical

E. J. Brennan has been appointed superintendent of motivi

power of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at

Oelwein, Iowa, effective August 15, succeeding H. C. Eicli,

resigned.

T. Allison has been appointed road foreman of engines

of the Pasco division of the Northern Pacific, with head-

quarters at Pasco, Wash., effective August 17, succeeding

R. E. Wilkinson, who has been granted an extended leave

of absence.

G. C. Seidel, master mechanic of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis, with headquarters at Marshalltown, Iowa, has been

appointed mechanical engineer of the Chicago & Alton, with

headquarters at Bloomington, 111., effective August 13, suc-
ceeding J. H. Leyonmarck, deceased.

Purchasing and Stores

C. C. Kyle has been appointed acting general storekeeper of
the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
effective August 17, succeeding O. C. Wakefield, who has

Obituary
L. P. A. Weissenbruch, inspector general of the Belgian

State Railways and general secretary of the International
Railway Congress, died at Brussels on August 7, after an
extended illness.

Epes Randolph, president of the Southern Pacific of Mexico
and the Arizona Eastern, died at Tucson, Ariz., on August 22.

Mr. Randolph was born in Lunenberg County, Va. He entered

railroad service in 1876
in the engineering de-
partment of railways in

the eastern part of the
United States that were
controlled by Collis P.

Huntington, and he
early became one of Mr.
Huntington's most trust-

ed lieutenants. When"
the Chesapeake & Ohio

^B A '5u '' t 'nto Cincinnati, Mr.

^J^^ ^^L Randolph was in charge

^^^i , jMSf^^^ ot tne construction of it'

-ifH It, jG& bridge across the Ohio

4T ^h! river
'

In 1894 il 1,ecanie

SHfEk^H necessary for to

to Arizona on account
of his health. He was
out of railway service

for a year and then went
with Mr. Huntington on
the Southern Pacific.

After Mr. Harriman acquired control of the Southern Pacific,

Mr. Randolph maintained much the same relationship to him
that he had to Mr. Huntington. Among other things he was
made president of the California Development Company, a South-

ern Pacific enterprise which had much to do with the develop-

ment of the Imperial valley in California, and was president of

this company in 1906, when the entire valley was threatened witli

desolation by an overflow of the Colorado river. The work done
to save that section of the country was carried on under the

supervision of Mr. Randolph, whose engineering experience and
skill, coupled with his remarkable sagacity for quick action,

probably saved the region. Subsequently, when the Southern

Pacific decided to extend its lines into Mexico, Mr. Randolph was
chosen to handle that work.

Previous to March, 1891, Mr. Randolph was superintendent

and chief engineer of the Elizabethtown, Lexington & Big Sandy,

the Kentucky & South Atlantic and the Ohio & Big Sandy, all

now parts of the Chesapeake & Ohio. For two years from the

date mentioned he held the same titles on the Newport News &
Mississippi Valley and the Ohio Valley, and in January, 1893, his

jurisdiction was extended over the Chesapeake, Ohio & South-

western, all three of which roads are now parts of the Illinois

Central. He was appointed superintendent of the Yuma and

Tucson divisions of the Southern Pacific in May. 1895, and was
promoted to general manager of the Los Angeles Railway and

the Pacific Electric Railway in 1901. In February, 1902, he was

elected president of the Gila Valley, Globe & Northern, the

Maricopa & Phoenix, the Arizona & Colorado, the Cananea,

Yaqui River & Pacific and the Sonora Railway, and since June,

1909, when he was made vice-president of the Southern Pacific

Railway of Mexico, he has been general manager also of these

lines. In February, 1910, Mr. Randolph was also elected vice-

president and general manager of the Arizona Eastern, which

absorbed the Gila Valley, Globe & Northern, and in October of

the following year, he was elected president of 'the Southern

Pacific and the Arizona Eastern, which position he held at the

time of 'his death.

Epes Randolph
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Hydraulic

Spring Stripping Machine

; machine removes the bands
. spring leaves, without heat-

and without damage to the
I or loaves.

Combined Tapering Roll and

Swedgin g Machine

This machine is constructed so

that, after the spring leaves are

taper rolled, a swedging attachment
forces the metal back to the proper
width.

Ryerson-Riegel Un
Spring Formin g Machine

This machine forms elliptic spring
leaves of any size and curvature
used in ordinary practice, requir-
ing but one spring maker for its

operation.

This Road Saves Over $21,000

in Spring Repairs

Triple-Pressure Hydraulic

Banding- Press with As-

sembling- Table

This machine is of the triple-

pressure type, capable of exerting
a maximum pressure of 100 tons,

and with minimum and interme-
diate pressures of 33 and 67 tons.

Instead of shipping their

locomotive springs hun-

dreds of miles and back

some roads repair them

at home.

Using Ryerson Spring

Shop Equipment one

road saved $21,500 in

two and a half years

after returning the entire

cost of the equipment.

What do YOUR spring

repairs cost? We'll tell

you what they should

cost.

Send for Standardized

Spring Shop Layouts.

Combined Shearini

Hot Punching Ma hine

This machine is designed for

cold shearing spring stock
and for hot punching slots

for inside hangers as well

as notching for outside

hangers.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
Established 18-12 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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Some eminent historian and student of American government

has expressed the opinion that although the Senate is on the

whole composed of men of more mature
The judgment than is the House of Repre-

Senate sentatives and proposed measures re-

Recess ceive much more complete and learned

discussion in the higher body, it is

nevertheless true that the record of actual accomplishment

of the one body is not so much better than that of the other.

This is perhaps a weighty manner in which to refer to a

measure like the proposed railroad funding bill, but it does

nevertheless seem to apply rather aptly. The Senate recessed

on August 24 without having come to a vote on the Townsend
bill although the House had already voted favorably on its

companion Winslow bill. That the Senate should have failed

to pass this measure before its recess is—to say it as mildly

as possible—unfortunate. The reasons for its failure to se-

cure action arc many, but the most striking one is the fact

that discussion continued so long as to use up all the time

that was available. The strange part is that one of those

senators who did most to prevent action is supposed to be a

friend of labor. One of the chief arguments in favor of the

bill was that by releasing capital at present tied up, the rail-

roads and the companies which sell to them would be per-

mitted to "resume," in other words, to start the wheels turning,

thereby enabling men now laid off to return to work. Love
of discussion is doubtless a great thing, but it is rather dif-

ficult to see how a professed friend of labor and of the

people can justify discussion and expression of his love for

"the people as against the interests" while at the same time

his actions are hurtful to the very people for whom he essays

to speak.

On August IS when government control ended, the railways

of Great Britain embarked upon what promises to be the

most interesting period in the history
Britain s f transportation in that country. The
Railway railways have been returned to their

Experiment owners without government guaranties

in spite of decreased earning power
and a rate scale so high that general increases are not con-

templated. The managements have a difficult problem before

them which is complicated, but perhaps also made easier of

solution, by the setting up of a tribunal to fix rates sufficiently

high to secure fair returns to the companies and by the

mandatory consolidation of the roads into four systems, plans
lor which the carriers must submit by January 1, 1923, or
else have the consolidations effected by the government as it

sees fit. In the main the system of regulation of rates and
services which the government of Great Britain has assumed
•s nut without precedent elsewhere and embodies no features
which would be startling to one familiar with the minute
details of practice which are regulated by public bodies in
tins country. The method of settling labor disputes, too. is

""' a radical departure from precedent. The compulsory
consolidation of the railways is the remarkable feature of
the new legislation. The amalgamation is on a non-competi-
tive, territorial basis,—an entirely different theory from the

voluntary consolidation on the basis of competitive -

provided in our Transportation Ait. There are some who
expect great economies to be effected by these consolidal

Whether their expectation , d, time only will show.

At any rate, we in America can thank Great Britain for

making the experiment, hoping that reliable data may be

available from their experience in this direction before any
far-reaching steps toward consolidation are taken in this

country.

The average citizen of the United S yes that the

cost of the fuel for the locomotive together with the wages

of the train crew and ticket agent con-
Local stitutes the major part of the cost of

Railroad operating a railroad. Other expenses

Publicity f°r supplies, maintenance of way and
rolling stock are given small con

eration in their calculation. However, the expenses of the

store, signal, telegraph, engineering and police departments,

with whom the public has little or no contact, are only a

few of the necessary costs concerning which the public has
little, conception. Adverse public opinion was a controlling

factor in bringing about the present predicament of the rail-

roads and it would therefore seem to he the duty of every

railroad officer, employee and stockholder, to help enlighten

the general public on a few of the difficulties now being en-

countered by the railroads. A short instructive talk before

the Commercial Club on the function and expense of a cer-

tain department by the local representative will have a broad
influence in the community. Officers out on the line should
be prepared to speak before gatherings of farmers or business

men. The opportunity is not limited to rare occasions, for

the doctor, lawyer, farmer and the traveling public in general
are kecnb interested in the railroad and will listen with
interest to any conversation explaining some phase of railroad
operation. Such local publicity, properly dire, ted all along
the line, will exert an extensive influence on future railroad

regulation. The management of every railway should take
pains to put in the hands of .ill of their local officers informa-
tion which will enable them to discuss tin- railway situation

effectively with those with whom they constant!) come in

contact.

The delivery of ears b) the builders in Jul) was greater than

the production of the previous month and the Dumber of

cars on order and undelivered was re-

Car Orders duced, as shown by the Railv

and Manufacturers' Association's monthly

Deliveries statement published elsewhere in this

issue The production of freight

in July for domestii - reported by the 26 car build-
ing plants was 3,892 and the freight cars on order and
undelivered at the end of Jul) was 6,145 mpared
with a production 1 a total of 12.14'' on order
and undelivered at the end of the previous month. The
above figures show that there were 1,647 more cars delivered

for domestic service and that the number of cars on order

431
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was reduced 50 per cent during July as compared with the

previous month. The reduction of cars on older is due not

to increased output of the shops, but rather to a lack of

orders being placed for new equipment. The number of cars

to be repaired on order and undelivered increased during

July. The figures for deliveries of cars during August are

not yet available, but orders placed and inquiries for new
equipment and repairs in the equipment record of the Railway
Age show that orders were placed in August for repairs to

6,423 freight cars and inquiries for prices on repairs were

made for a total of 3,000 cars. There were only 101 new
freight cars ordered in August. Orders placed during August

for locomotives totaled 67 for export and only 2 for domestic

service. Equipment business at present continues to be

principally in orders for repairs rather than in order- for

new cars, but even orders for repairs are apparently being

delayed until definite action is taken on the funding bill

now in Congress.

The steps which are being taken by the Boston 8: Maine

to meet motor truck competition are noteworthy as being

among the few examples wherein a

Meeting railroad has made a determined effort

Motor Truck to hold its traffic against the rivalry of

Competition tne truck. The action taken by the

road is not particularly novel or orig-

inal. It is in the form of a reduction of some ii 1/^ to 50 per

cent in what are termed the rates on "express matter, mis-

cellaneous shipments of, contents unknown or not stated,"

applying to cities and towns within a distance of 50 miles

from Boston. These express rates are used by industrial

concerns and the local express companies, the manner in

which they are used by the latter being somewhat as follows

:

The local express companies pick up the traffic, let us say,

in Boston; the freight is loaded into a railroad car and after

its rail movement it is distributed by the express company
in the local community. The tariff contains a note saying

that the rates "will apply only when an individual car is

assigned exclusively to this service." The new tariff was
filed August 6 and effective September 10, except in the case

of some of the rates which have already gone into effect. One
of the typical rates is that applying to Lowell, 28 miles out

of Boston, wherein a charge is made of 9 cents per 100 lb.

with a $20 per car minimum; a few months ago this rate

was 20^ cents per 100 lb. with a $15 minimum. The
scheme of moving traffic under these miscellaneous express

rates is of long standing, but in recent years the motor truck

has cut sharply into the business, so that it is estimated
that to some of the cities in the local zone 50 per cent and
even 80 or 90 per cent has been handled on the highways,
the proportion depending in a large measure upon the dis-

tance. There seems to be an idea that the Boston & Maine
has cut its local less than car-load rates; in view of the man-
ner in which the reduced rates are to be applied this con-
struction of the road's action is hardly correct. It would be
a commonplace to say that the progress which nun
be made under the new rates will be watched
with considerable interest.

While it is true that many railroads now have a reserve of

serviceable locomotives, the large reduction in shop and en-

ginehouse forces of many other roads
Locomotive has made it difficult to do much more

Maintenance in than maintain running repairs, to say

Slack Times nothing of accumulating a surplus.

Approximately 60 per cent of railroad
earnings are spent in wages and when the first order came
a few months ago to reduce expenses the most natural step

was to reduce forces and cut labor costs. This policy was

logical and to be expected but it has had several serious

results. Any reduction of forces below that required for

normal shop operation is open to the objection that important

repair work must necessarily be put off. This can be classed

as deferred maintenance work which, if delayed until busi-

ness is good, will be extremely costly on account of holding

locomotives in repair shops when they should be on the road

earning revenue. Additional disadvantages of letting too

many men go are the loss of organization and morale and
the subsequent expense of hiring new men whose abilities

are unknown. As one mechanical officer says: "Too much
use is made of the easy way of reducing expenses by making
too drastic cuts in the labor force, which results in increased

expenses in other ways. For example, a man who was as-

signed to look after air leaks in a large shop was taken off

to save his wages, with the result that the increase in air

leaks caused a loss equal to many times his wages in addi-

tional coal consumed, wear on air compressors, and low air

pressure causing slowing up of the work." It is especially

costly when roundhouse forces are cut too much. A broken

or defective locomotive part should be replaced or repaired

immediately, otherwise it may cause the failure of a far more
important and expensive part. If enough men are not left

in the roundhouse organization to take the proverbial '"stitch

in time" the resultant cost due to inadequate maintenance
of running repairs will far more than offset possible labor

savings.

The stock market two or three weeks ago was apparently

trying to reconcile a feeling of pleasure that the June net of

the Class I railroads—$51,641,014

—

Strength represented a gain of some $14,000,000

in Railway over May with a trace of disappoint-

Securities ment that the June net should have

been some $47,000,000, or 47 per cent,

below the 6 per cent contemplated in Ex Parte 74. It is now
trying similarly to reconcile its pleasure concerning the re-

ports now appearing showing increases in net for July with

disappointment over the failure of the Senate to come to a

vote on the railroad funding bill and realization that much
of the increase in net for both June and July has been in

deferred maintenance. At any rate, the improvement that

has taken place—even if it has not been as great as was to

have been desired—has been something about which it is

worth while becoming interested and things to become inter-

ested in seem rather rare in stock market circles at present.

The gradual improvement in earnings and the progress made
on the funding bill have given the railway shares a strength

which industrial shares have not had; we speak with due
regard to the temporary decline in railway stock prices fol-

lowing the failure of the Senate to vote on the Townsend
bill. The prices of industrial stocks have been experiencing

a gradual decline which has now extended with brief inter-

ruptions since the fall of 1919. This decline has not affected

railway shares in like degree, with the result that the railway

and industrial stocks are now nearer together in price than

they were. The more present point of interest is that during

the past few weeks with the exception of the present week

the decline in industrials has been especially pronounced,

while on the contrary the railroad shares have advanced
several points. The sales of railwa) shares have not been
great enough to show that the rails have regained their old-

time popularity. The comparative strength in railway shares

as contrasted with the lack of it in industrials shows, how-
ever, that the stock market has an open mind "on the subject

at least insofar as concerns the progress which the railways

are making towards restoring their net income to normal
levels.
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Rates Higher—Railroad

Service Costs Public Less

i\- spue of higher railway rate-, both passenger and fi

1 the people of the United States paid almosl .s 2 1,000 ,000

less for railroad transportation in the first six months of

1921, under private operation, than they did in the first

six months of 1919, under government operation.

This was due partly to the fact that a smaller amount

of railroad service was rendered, but mainly to other causes.

The first half of I'M'), like the first half of 1921, v.

period of business depression. The depression was more

severe, however, in the first half of 1921, and the amount

of freight service rendered was 7
' .i

per cenl less than in the

corresponding part of 1919, and the amount of pas-

service rendered almost IS per cenl f But in spite oi

the smaller traffic handled the total earnings of the railways

in the first six months of 1021 wire almo-t $320,000,000

more than in the first six months of ]')]<). How, then, it

may be asked, can it he that tin- public paid less for its

railroad service than in the first six months of 1919?

The explanation is very simple. In I'M'), under govern

ment control, the public paid in taxes for part of the trans-

portation service it received becau i the railways were under

government control and incurred a large deficit. In thi

half of 1921 the public paid for its transportation entirely

in freight and passenger rates because the railways were

under private operation.

The total earnings of the railways in the first six months

of 1919 from their rates were $2,356,685,390, but the gov-

ernment in these six months, according to the estimate of

Director General Hines, incurred a deficit of $296,101,654,

which made the total amount paid by the public in both

rates and taxes $2,652,786,984. The various governments,

especially the state governments, got back I'mm this amount
in taxes paid to them by the railroads $91,663,514. This

made the net cost to the public of the railroad service rendered

to it $2,561,123,470.

In the first six months of 1921 the total earnings of the

railways were $2,676,497,252. The amount of taxes paid by

the railways to the national and state governments was

$136,120,810. Deducting this from the earnings makes the

total net cost to the public of the railroad service it received,

$2,540,376,442, or $20,747,028 less than the tut cost in the

first six months of 1 9 1 9.

The saving made to the public in the total amount paid

by it for railway transportation was made at the expense of

very heavy losses to the owners of the railways. Thi

operating income actually earned by the railways in the first

six months of ]<)_'! was' less than $142,000,000. This was
about one third of the net return tin

half of 1919 under government control, when their net re-

turn was guaranteed h\ the government. It was
000,000 less than the mere interest on their bonds, since six

months' interest on their bonds is about $
Although the public actually paid almost $21,000,000

more for its railroad service in the first six month- of 1919
than in thi' first six months of 1921, and although the n

Slty ot paying a given amount of taxes imposes as much of
a burden on business a- the necessity of payi

amount of rates, the high cost of transportation in thi

six months of 1919 did not prevent a great in, i.

era] business activity and of railwax traffic in the last half
peat

fhe present cost of railroad transportation undoubtedly
high, but il i- the railwax owners rather than the public

who have suffered most from it thus far thi- year
while the public actualh ha- paid less for railroad -

,,M " it did in I'll') Under government control, the
of the railways have received man) million- of dollai
of net return.

Fire Risks in Sleeping Cars

THE BUJ of a sleeping car, resulting in the death of

five passengers, near Walsenburg, Colo., on the Denver &
Rio Grande, on March 16, briefly reported in the Rai

Igi of .March 25, page 812, was an unusual disaster which

apparently must go into the train-accident record under the

i id oi explained. The officers of the road made an in-

tion, at which v, tives of the

Public Utilities Commission of the state, and a coroner also

held hearings; but no formal report has been issued by the

coroner or by the commission and. so far as appear.-, the

commission is not going to i->ue any. Thus, all that the

public knows about the tragedy is that it is an un-

m\ stery.*

\\ hi n a probli m th is enveloped in

i omplete darkness the on!

sources of danger. The worst fire
i trains

ly hard to cope with. One well known danger

in -In ping car- is the cigaretb I gers who smoke in

their I id to be seen quite commonly by
who are watchful, and this sad LCcident may well be taken

as the occasion tor repeating to employee-, and through them
to the publii ion to bear in mind that, in a

ing car, a fire, once started, has peculiar horrors; and
daily so in the car may be

a-leep. An officer of thi Pacific has lately come
out in a newspaper statement calling attention to this risk,

and appealing to traveler- to be more considerate of their

fellow passengers' safety—and of their own. He cites a case

where a passenger set fire to his bedding, and disastrous

consequences were only prevented by the vigilance of the

porter. An operating officer of that road informs us that the

company's inspectors find large numbers of window ledges

scorched by cigarette- which were placed on them by pas-

sengers while in the berths. Had the cigarette in any instance

fallen into a blanket and been fanned by a draft from an
open window, the possible results can be imagined.

Another dangerous practice is the use of liquid fuel lamps
and heaters by passengers. The Canadian Pacific has posted

in its sleeping cars and coaches the following notice:

DANGER BY FIRE
"In the public interest, tin : railway trains

of wood alcohol or fuel lamps. 'Theroz Fuel Cubes,' 'Stern
i other methods of heating food is prohibit)

ted on the cars bv means of the appli

companies."

thoughtless and selfish

igers, who use the Same heaters both in wash room:

in berths. These heater- rried in a handbag; and
with a locked wash room door, or drawing room door, the

passenger can defy the most vigilant porter or trainman.

tch i- are not very likely to realize how
the sudden - 'he train might upset the lam]

a dressing gown afire an i start a panic.

I hi Bri 5 at their last

convention said that thi f the tire losses in this

country in 1920 • and the increase in this

tire while the
tr.iin was moving al

burnt to death, T«
e been
There

.] who. looking

: flame and the
had difficult)

-

Pullman -mil the flagman in
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huge total year by year sometimes seems to indicate that the

universal American vice of carelessness is incurable. This

I tnadiarj P: poster, however, suggests a simple duty

which deserves the attention of all operating officers. To
officers this poster—as indeed do all posters, circulars and

other printed matter—will at once suggest what it cannot do;

or, in more natural language, will call to mind the lesson

of many experiences, that a printed admonition, aimed at

everybody in general and at no one in particular, is of value

chiefly as a starting point. The main dependence for en

results must be on vigilant, energetic employees.

Some Facts Bearing on Strike Talk

There is much talk at present by railway employees and

railway labor leaders regarding strikes. This talk is

chiefly due to the 12 per cent reduction in wages ordered b) the

Railroad Labor Board, effective July 1, and to the Board's

recent decision changing the shop crafts' rules regarding

overtime. Before any railway employees talk seriously about

striking there are certain facts they should carefully weigh.

First, the present situation of railway employees who
actually are at work is a very favorable one compared with

the situation in which the farmer and other working men
find themselves. The average wholesale prices of farm prod-

ucts is only 15 per cent higher than it was in 1913. The
average wage per hour of union labor in the United States

in the year 1920 was 99 per cent higher than in 1913. Since

then wages in almost all other industries, except in the coal

mining industry, have been reduced more than in the rail-

road industry. The average wage per hour of a railway

employee is now about 63 J/2 cents, or 125 per cent higher

than in 1913. According to the statistics of the Bureau of

Labor the average cost of living in the United States in May,
1921, was 80.4 per cent more than in 1913, while the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board reported that at that time

it was 65.7 per cent more than in July, 1914. It has been

declining since then, and the National Industrial Conference

Board reported it as being in August only 62 per cent higher

than in July, 1914. Therefore, whether we compare his

situation with that of the farmer or that of other union

working men, or measure it by the changes which have oc-

curred in the cost of living, we are bound to conclude that the

present situation of the average railway employee is ex-

tremely favorable.

Secondly, there are at present millions of men out of

employment in this country and general business continues

to be dull. The unemployed include many who have in the

past worked on the railways, and who arc capable of doing
work on the railways again. Seldom lias (here been a time
when it would have been as easy for the railways to have
replaced employees who struck as it would be now.

Public sentiment is an important factor in labor troubles.

When it is so easy to show that railway employees are very
favorably situated with respect to wages and working o
tions as it is now, it would be extremely difficult to arouse
much public sentiment in favor of railway employees who
went on strike. Furthermore, doubtless among the millions

who are now unemployed there are not a few who would
be glad to accepl employment on the railways a1 even lower
wages than those provided for in the Labor Hoard's recent

decision.

The leader'- anil members of railway labor organizations
have ai least the average intelligence of the American i

II)'-
i an IuiiMn l.e unfamiliar with facts such as have been

stated in the foregoing, despite all the efforts thai radical

propagandists have made, and air making, in mislead them.
Therefore it does not seem probable that any large elass ,,f

railway employees will deride that this is an opportun
to strike.

Chesapeake & Ohio

Tim IMPORTANCE of our new export trade in coal, the re-

sult mainly of the difficulties of the mine operators in

the British Isles, enabled the Chesapeake & Ohio in 1920
to do the largest business in its history, and thereby to in-

its net railway operating income over 1919 despite the

somewhat formidable increase in operating expenses. The
ilway operating income for the year—that is disregard-

ing the compensation for federal operations during January
and February', and the guaranty for the guaranty period-
was nevertheless not up to the figure reached in 1918, in

which year the road's net railway operating income exceeded

the standard return; nor was it equal to the standard return

itself. The net railway operating income in 1920, as re-

ported in the December monthly report to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, was 511,357,968; this compared with

a net in 1919 of $7,463,955; and a net in 1918 of $17,103,-

870. The standard return was $13,360,000.

In analyzing the operations of the Chesapeake & Ohio for

1920, one is confronted with the fact that although the road

for the larger part of the year was probably operated close

to its capacity, the directors in May deferred action on the

The Coal Fields on the Chesapeake & Ohio

semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent and at the meetings in

June and August still failed to take action. The reason

presumably lay not only in the uncertainties of the railway

situation, but also in the fact that the Chesapeake & Ohio's

traffic, predominately bituminous coal, fell off in rather dis-

astrous fashion in the early part of the year. Another com-

plication was that the Chesapeake &: Ohio's corporate income

n i ount was kept on a received and not on the accrued basis.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has since regained its coal traffic.

Comment has already been made in these columns concern-

ing the excellent showing made in June. The road's net

railway operating income in the first half of 1921 was

$5,041,319 as compared with $5,483,768 in the first six

months of 1920. In February, which was the low month.

there was a deficit of $556,636; in June, a net of $1,944,753.

It might appear, therefore, as if the directors would be justi-

fied in revising their former action in deferring the semi-

annual dividend.

The Chesapeake & Ohio in 1920 carried 40,S38,116

revenue ton'- of freight of which 28,625,616, tons, or 70
ui was bituminous coal. On this traffic the road

ge haul of 287 miles. The total ton-mileage

for the year was 11,720,030,88') as compared with a figure

for 1918, the best previous year, of 10,729,366,446. Much
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has ljeen said in these columns of late about the heavy train

loads which characterize the operations of the three roads—

the Norfolk. & Western, the Virginian and the Ch< sapeake &

Ohio—which deliver coal to tidewater at Hampton Roads.

In 1920, the Chesapeake & Ohio secured an average revenue

train load of l.l.il tons as compared with figures for pre-

vious years as follows: 1919, 1,091 ton.-; 1918, 1,099 tun-;

1917, 1,043 tons and 1913, 843 tons. A similarly progressive

increase is noted in car loading, the figures being: 1920,

39.1 tons; 1919, 37.7 tons; 1918, 38.2 tons, 1917, 35.6 tons,

and 1913, 29.8 tons.

In the sketch of William J. Harahan published in the

Railway Age of December 10, 1920, at the time of Mr. Una
han's election to the presidency of the Chesapeake & Ohio,

considerable was said concerning the characteristics of the

property and of the problems which lay before the urn presi

dent. The opinion was expressed that in the past few years,

the development of the Chesapeake & Ohio had been exten-

sive rather than intensive and that the road in the near

future would have to devote itself to a program of needed

I" r cenl ol th b tal of th ke & Ohio's coal traffic.

I O] ii in) years the ( & Ohio has had a very

open-minded policy in the matter of extending new lines

into the coal areas Th duced with this review

rved by the

Chesapeake & Ohio fi
i th

;
of .-bowing tl

development which has taken p] rs. A differ-

ent symbol is used for those lines which were in existence

prior to 1910 and those built since that time. The new con-
struction in the years since 1910 readily indicates why it is

that the Chesapeake & I I d such an expansion in

its coal traffic as to permit it to carry 17,809,931 tons of

coal in the fiscal 0, 1912, and 28,625,615
tons in 1920.

The Chesapeake & Ohio physically is a high grade road.

It cannot be said, however, that it is as yet on a par with
the Norfolk & Western which has to meet somewhat similar

conditions. The officers of the road would be the la-t to

deny that the property needs more extensive yards and
terminals and, in fact, the road now has in contemplation a

program which will enable it to overcome some operating

diffii ulties at some i « 'ints.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, because of its onnec-
tions, of which the most important is the Hocking Valley,

has a large westbound movement as well as a n
tidewater. It dumped at tidewater in 1920, some 8,000,000
tons of coal. Readers of the [ge are aware that

it has coal dumping at Newport News of the most
modern type. The Chesapeake & Ohio has not, however,

voted that attention to the use of heavy cars which its

neighbor roads, the Virgin h rfolk & Western, have
one. It for some time has been using 70-ton hopper

and, it might be said, was somewhat inconvenienced during

the period of federal control by the fact that because

cars could be dumped through their hoppers, they were

frequently run off the Chesapeake & Ohio lines. The road

The Chesapeake & Ohio

intensive development. The extensive development referred

to included not only the acquisition of the Hoiking Valley

and the constructions of the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern
and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, but also the manner
in which the Chesapeake & Ohio has extended its line- into

tlie coal regions.

The Chesapeake & Ohio receives its coal from four im-

portant fields, namely, the New River, the Kanawha, the

I-ogan and the Kentucky. The first supplies a low volatile

coal and coal from that region makes up about one-fourth
of the total tonnage. Its importance as a source of traffic

[or the Chesapeake & Ohio has lately been of decreasing
importance both actually and relatively to the other fields

Tlie Kanawha and Logan districts supply a high vol. a le

coal. Combined they furnish between 55 and 60 per cent
of the Chesapeake & Ohio's total coal tonnage. 1 lu \

growing importance and it is in these two districts that the
greatest expansion has 'taken place. The Kentucky field,

which also supplies a high volatile coal, makec ap about 10

has now adopted the 100-ton gondola car intended primarily

for use on the i ir dumping machines at tidewater and in

months has ring deliveries on an order for

1,000 of these cars.

The Chesapeake iS. Ohio is fortunate enough not to be

confronted by the heavy grades over the Alleghanies which
ire met with on the Virginian and Norfolk & Western. It

does not use power as heavy as the 2-8-8-2 and _-l

Mallet- whii h are in use on those roads. On Decenv -

1920, however, ii Mallet locomotives of a total

of 5 7 1 freight la motives had
an average tractivi ; <> lb. They made up
_'l pel cent of the Chesapeake & Ohio's total freight loco-

motives and 33 per tent of th

tive power. Thirteen such locomotives were added to the

equipment in service during the year. In 1920 tlie road

ordered twenty 2-0-0-2 Mallet locomotives of which, as

15 had been received up to the end of the year. It

also had on order five ten-wheel switching locomotives and
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the 1,000, LOO ton cars previously mentioned. The financing

of this equipment was assisted through a loan from the

ing fund of $3,759,000.

Referring to the corporate incomi a inl for 1920 in

which consideration is taken of the standard return for

January and February when the mad was still und

control, and the guaranty for the guaranty period, it will be

noted that the property had a gross income of $16,160,773.

This includes not the entire sum due on the guaranty but

only an advance of $2,700,000. The gross 1919

was $15,282,362. The net income for 1920, after the deduc-

tions of interest, etc., was $5,986,458 as against $5,774,169

in 1919. Dividends of 4 per cent on the common stock were

paid in both year.-, totaling $2,511,264. Enough has been

said above to make it appear that as far as the 1920 results

were concerned, the Chesapeake & Ohio would have been

justified in declaring its semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent

this year. It is apparent, however, that the voice of con-

servatism ruled, it being decided best to keep the finances of

the property well in hand until general conditions had taken

on better aspects than were then apparent.

Operating results in 1919 and 1920 were as follow-:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 2,519 2,506

Freight revenue $72,774,680 $53,073,002

Passenger revenue 11,776,038 14,158,153

Total operating revenue 90,524,185 71.475,016

Maintenance of way expenses 13, 233, 158 11,6118.515

Maintenance of equipment 25,504,674 18,114,492

Traffic expenses 728,632 471,582
Transportation expenses 38,075,751 28. ,"(.6. 158

General 1,899,480 1.542,271

Total operating expenses 79,859,097 60,878,522
Net from railway operations 10,665,088 10,596,494
Taxes 2.997.720 2,485.078
Railway operating income 7,664,736 8,105,846

The corporate income account is as follows:

1920 1919

Net income, including compensation for January
and February, 1920, and net operating income
of company from March to December, 1920,
inclusive 14,878,831 14.588,579

Interest from investments and accounts 1,759,489 1,067,568

(iross income, including other 16.160,7/3 15

Net income 5.986.158 s.774.1t."

Dividends, common 4 per cent !.. 2,511,264 2,511,264

Hocking Valley

The fact that nobody seems to want to buy coal any more,

partly because with the business depression it is not

needed for industrial purposes and partly because those who
want it for household purposes are apparently waiting until

next winter before they buy it, has made the going rather

hard of late for the Hocking Valley, 75 per cent of the

tonnage of which is bituminous coal. In the first four months
of this year the Hocking Valley carried from one-half to

two-thirds as much traffic as it carried in the same four

months of 1920, although since that time conditions have
considerably improved. From January 1 to June 30, 1921,

the road has had, according to the June monthly report to the

Interstate Commerce Commission, an operating deficit after

taxes and rentals of $480,365, as against a net railway oper-

ating income in the first six months of 1920 of $868,834.
The directors of the Hocking Valley some months ago de-

ferred action on the semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent.

Under the conditions existing at the time it is difficult to see

how any other procedure would have been advisable.

The Hocking Valley in 1920 was no exception to the gen-

eral rule of increases in gross, greater increases in ex]

and resulting decreases in net. Its revenue freight tonnage
in 1920 totaled 15,285,862 and its revenue ton-nn

1,974,051,120, increases of 21.5 and 31.4 per cent, respec-

tively, over 1919. The total revenues in 1920 totaled $17,-

101,493, an increase of 46.7 per cent over 1919. As against

this increase in revenues, there was an increase in expenses
of 63.2 per cent. The operating ratio in 1919 was 83.8 per

cent; in 1920, 93.2 per cent.

The Hocking Valley is controlled through majority stock

ship by the Chesapeake & Ohio. It does not connect

directly with the ('.&:<). but receives from it large quantities

of coal bound for the lake-, this traffic moving over the

peake & Ohio Northern to Waverly, Ohio, and thence

the Norfolk & Western to Valli I
i The Hock-

Valley itself originates a large tonnag on its

own lines from the mines readied in southern Ohio, but the

fact remains that it is the most important outlet to the lakes

and to the west for the mines in the Kanawha, Logan and
Kentucky districts on the Chesapeake & Ohio, outranking

by a considerable margin the importance of the Chesapeake
& Ohio of Indiana and other connections at the western end
of the Chesapeake & Ohio.

The Hocking Valley in 1920 handled 11,567,593 revenue

tons of coal, of which it originated 6,150,246 tons and re-

ceived 5,417,348 tons from connections. Of this tonnage

received from connections the larger part was received from

the Chesapeake & Ohio. The Hocking Valley has generally

been regarded as of value to the Chesapeake & Ohio more
particularly because of the dividends received (up to this

year) from the C. & O.'s holdings of Hocking Valley stock;

it is not so generally realized how important the Hocking
Valley is to the Chesapeake & Ohio because of its being in

reality an extension of the Chesapeake & Ohio's lines.

The operations of the Hocking Valley, due to the pre-

dominance of coal traffic, might naturally be expected to be

characterized by heavy train loading. The road, however,

has gone a bit further than that; it has so worked out its

problem that its net tons per train in 1920, including both

revenue and non-revenue freight, were the highest of any

road in the eastern district, with but two exceptions. The
road's net tons per train in 1920 averaged 1,474, being ex-

ceeded only by the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 1,531 tons, and
the Bessemer & Lake Erie, 1,764 tons. The Hocking Valley's

average exceeded the Chesapeake & Ohio's 1920 figures of

1,204; the Norfolk & Western's of 1,178 and the Clinch-

field's of 1,077, the latter three roads, of course, being in

other districts. The revenue train load of the Hocking Valley

in 1920 was 1,516 tons; this compared with a figure for 1919

of 1,465 tons. The average revenue tons per loaded car in

1920 were 46.4; in 1919, 43.2 tons.

The Hocking Valley of late has been undergoing consid-

erable in the way of development to increase its capacity and
make for more efficient operation. The most important fea-

ture of this development is the installation of double track

on the main line from Columbus to Toledo. During 1920,

nine miles of additional second track was placed in service

on the Toledo division between Meredith and Owens and

construction of 6.7 miles additional between Marion and
Morral is under way. During the year the road acquired

20 Mallet and 10 Santa Fe type locomotives and 500 coal

cars.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919 were

as follows:

1920 1919

Mileage operated 350 350

Freight revenue $14,616,677 $9,703,937
Passenger revenue 1,359,410 1,

..perating revenue 17,101,493 11,1

Maintenance of way expenses 2,028.221 1,329,868
Maintenance of equipment 6,627,605 3,935.248
Traffic expenses 11S.304 72,203
Transportation expenses 6.692.759 4,109.051
General expenses 476.925 322,538

Total operating expenses 15,941.435 9,766,372
Net revenue from operation.. 1,160.059 1.S88.145
Taxes 969,614 722,153
Operating income 188.799 1,161,828
Net railway operating income 1,577,963 1,258,416

The corporate income account is as follows:

Gross income $2,140,889 $2,702,194
Interest on debt 1,733.646 1,460,491
Total deductions from gross income 1,795,093 1,672.326

Net income 345,796 1.029,868
Dividends (4 per cent) 439,980 439,980
Balance to credit of profit and loss 9,689,154 9,940,259
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Letters to the Editor
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Henry Ford, The "Miracle Man"
New Vork, N. Y.

To the Editor:
Why not tell the truth about Henry Ford and his claim

of having "worked a miracle" in his six-months' operation

of the 400-mile Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad? Which
truth is: Mr. Ford has perpetrated a gigantic hoax upon the

American public; he has simply executed a very shrewd piece

of business buccaneering at great profit to himself of money
and self-advertising, but a confidence game that is dangerous

to general prosperity and exceedingly costly to other rail-

roads and damaging to the prospect of early rehabilitation

of the country's great transportation machine and restoration

of the pre-war railroad situation— i. e., for the public the

greatest quantity and the best quality of railroad service at

the lowest cost ever known anywhere.

In other words, Mr. Ford, by using a colossal international

manufacturing concern as a feeder and a club to fatten a

tiny 400-mile railroad, threatens serious damage to 250,000
miles of railroad serving the whole country because oi the

spectacular misrepresentation that, by reducing freight rates,

raising wages and shortening hours, together with a few more
grandstand plays, he has produced such "i E&i ii .

" as to

turn a decrepit and losing railroad into a prosperous and
popular one within six months. The danger lies in the fact

that he is "getting away with it."

The general public today actually believes that Ford ha

performed a "miracle" (how we love our illusions), despite

the explanations of the simple facts. This, because Ford's
spectacular affirmative claims "out-punch" the negativi

planations, which latter merely prove that there is nothing
at all to the story.

Mr. Ford's action in pouring his vast tonnage into his

own little line, and then extorting equal or greater tonnage
on return trips, from connections which are in compi
for this business, is not even new. Andrew Carnegie, a

greater business genius, did the same thing 40 yeat

when he bought a small railroad which crossed trunk lines

and used it as a club to extort differentials from other lines.

If Mr. Ford reduces freight rati- 20 per cent on his jerk
line, the reduction simply would be turned into the o
of his own Ford Motor Companx and hi- son's Fordson
Tractor Company; if such a reduction by his little lini

to precipitate' a reduction of even one per wait on all the
railroads of the nation, he would profit personally thl

reduced payments to other lines on his own business.

Approximate figures show that Mr. Ford pays something
like $20,000,000 annuall) for transportation. Vboul S5,000°
000 of this amount goes to the Detroit, Toledo & 1

and $15,000,000 goes to other cam. i i. 20 p( cent n
Hon in freight rates would mean a deep mi,000
in the earnings of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton road, but
this would nol be a loss to Mr. Ford a- ;' IVOuld
remain in his manufacturing business. On the other :

a 20 per cent redu. tion on tin whii b he p&i s

annually to other carriers would mean a gain of $3,00l
to Mr. Ford, as this amount would remain in his industrial
enterprises instead of going to the carrier companies which
now receive it.

1'hus, Henry stands serenel) al the receiver's end and
gets the monej both coming and going, while his publicity
propaganda works night and da) ,md the people throw up
their hats and marvel al the philanthropic "miracle man.'

Radical disturl.au, e ,-f the railroad situation a: this i ritical
penod of its earl) convalescence would be a i apital

against American prosperity. Still, Ford, in his passion for

notoriety, is making ju ives calculated to disrupt

and reta infusing the situation and misleading

the pu

What Ford's propagan ited to do—if successful

in deceiving the public to the fullest extent—is to wreck our
i Qtire transportation system, which would precipitate a

- calamity.

For this Ford is given a few slaps on the wrist in the

form of disputatious and explanatory editorials, while the

news headlines of our press carry proclamations of his suc-

cessive new .hums.
Ford once had the militant American public all excited

about In- "om man submarine" or "undersea flivver" by
which he claimed he would make impotent and worthless
the millions of dollars put into armor plate and the great

of tin super-dreadnaughts. This vehicle of publicity

he soon discarded in exchange for the more tangible "Peace
Ship," Oscar II, with which lie transported nut-"'

to "get the boys out of the trem I The
are still being built and larger than ever

before, while the boys stayed in the trenches, and would
have been still longer in them, and p.

to the Central Rowers' military machine, had it not been for

the food and munitions which they never e ould have
without tin- ready wai a railroad-,

built up by the American I

I ractcr

which Mr. Henry Ford now challenges and insults.

A Railroad Veteran.

Epes Randolph, An Appreciation
To 'l in Ian c ir

Epes Randolph, pn -id. q1 of thi Southern Pa< [fie Railroad
oi Mexico and oi the Arizona Eastern, a brilliant field mar-
shal of the Huntingtons and of Harriman, is dead.
unique career of this remarkable man is rich in

|
I

-t and in high-minded inspiration for younger men.
Frail of body, but big of brain and warm and stout of heart,
he for nearly thirty year- worked while fighting off tubercu-
losis which gripped him in the prime of life. It has been
w.ll -aid that if God Almighty had given him lungs equal
to hi- brains and heart, qo railroad men of his generation
would have gained wider fame.

Born
1

in Virginia, a descendant of Pocahontas
and John Rolfe, marked with the high cheek bones of the
Indian, his boyhood and youth fell in the trying period of
civil war and reconstruction. His early education
cal before it was professional. Hi- report

I

-real engineer, and America ii.

with the . ultivati .1. num. one so truly
an-!,..rati, that he was d.mo, rati. '

I OUTtly,
he was born b c lead well.

"'- earl) railwa) work was a- a locating and construction
engineer in the south and southwest. In the 1

when Colli- I'. Huntington was building the Souther
cine, Epes Randolph ran the 1. - \ntonio
while William Hood ran the from California.
They met at Devil's Ri\ , n afterward. Randolph
during months of hardship, sought for Huntington a f,

rail line from Texas throuj to the Gulf of
< California,

In the eighties and early nineties Randolph was the Hunt-
ingtons' engineering an ve j n K (

,n .

tg with the I k ntuckyv
Hey. When

Collis P. Huntington was
could not fmd a bridge entran innati, he rei
"I have a ni.:-

.j, buii, a
|

with a switch back appro
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ing bridge engineer and built numerous othei Bridges, in-

cluding the Louisville-Jeffersonville I. ridge over the Ohio.

When the Huntingtons and the Vanderbilts some thirty

years ago planned a transcontinental system, which never

eventuated, Epes Randolph, only turning forty, was selected

to head the merged lines. Collis P. Huntington once broke

in on a complaint of undue severity toward a subordinate

with, "1 understand, you mean that I object to these things

while I wink at my pet, Epes Randolph, playing poker.

Now, when you can do as big work as Epes Randolph you

may play poki i

Unsparing of himself Randolph's health was undermined

by hardships in the field and by the air being shut off from a

bridge caisson that he was inspecting. One Saturday night

the city council of Newport, Ky., passed an ordinance con-

templating some speedy track construction by the Louisville

& Nashville. Sunday morning at daylight the baffled

L. &: N. men found Randolph and his gangs on the ground

with several hours start. Rain and sleet froze Randolph to

his saddle but the track was built.

Taken to California in the early nineties, presumably to

die, Randolph lived to make the desert his own and his name

a household word in the Southwest and in Mexico. Camped

on the desert and nursed by his devoted wife—born Eleanor

Taylor of Winchester, Ky., who survives him—sufficient

strength returned to warrant acceptance as superintendent of

the Tucson division of the Southern Pacific. No executive

pronunciamento was needed to make him general manager of

his division. Whatever his title or wherever his work,

Randolph was ever the idol of the rank and file.

The vanishing frontier welcomed his sublime courage and

his peerless leadership. His was a charmed life. It was a

tenet of his railroad belief that speed never causes an acci-

dent, it merely exaggerates the consequences. If other ears

went down the bank, his held the rails. If bad men or In-

dians shot up a town or camp, the cool and smiling Randolph

was not hit. He bore one scar from a wound received while

a young militia officer repelling a mob in Alabama.

Six busy, happy years as superintendent rolled by and

H. E. Huntington, another great developer, took Randolph to

Los Angeles to build and operate the Pacific Electric whose

700 miles give the Southern Pacific the greatest trolley traffic

feeder in the world.

In two years the "bugs," as Randolph called his germs,

again got too busy and back to Tucson went- Randolph, this

time to handle the side lines, since become the Arizona East-

ern. Randolph headed off the Santa Fe from the Phoenix &
Eastern and kept the canon of the Gila River for a low grade

line for the Southern Pacific.

Randolph forestalled the acquisition by the Phelps-Dodge

interests of the thirty-five miles of railway from Naco on the

border to the big copper camp at Cananca, Sonora. With-

out authorization he bought the road one Saturday afternoon

and drew by wire on E. H. Harriman for one million dollars

for the initial payment. Harriman, who had su>

Huntington, found a lieutenant after his own heart and
quickly fell in with Randolph's monumental undertaking,

the Southern Pacific of Mexico, to be a part of a west coast

Pan-American line from Canada to Patagonia. Randolph
built nearly a thousand miles of line in Mexico and added
it to the old Sonora Railway. Revolutions have left an un-

constructed gap of a hundred miles south of Tepic. When
stabilization comes to Mexico this longest branch line in the

world will become a through route and in earning power a

second 'Atlantic Coast Line.

Great as are these monuments of engineering and i

tive achievement, Epes Randolph will be Li mbered
as the president of the California Development Company,
the creator and savior of the Imperial Valley, lie it was who
built the dam that by forty-eight hours saved the Imperial

Valley from the great flood of the Colorado river. Living in

his ear and suffering from occasional hemorrhages, his in-

domitable spirit drove the work. One day he found his men
struggling with a derailed car. "Throw it in, what better

tilling do you want?" he ordered. "We cannot stop this work
just for cars."' Years later during a freshet in the Colorado
he directed by wire from Tucson the felling of trees to form
mattresses which eddied the current away from weak spots in

tie banks, a remarkable example of long distance engineering.

Epes Randolph a executive had a profound and
n! ilk knowledge of traffic, finance, politics and statesman-

ship, as well as of operation and engineering. Bred in the

Huntington school of -political manipulation, he was the first

to see and to meet the changed order of things. He was the

first to invoke the referendum against full crew and train-

men's qualification laws. He had the highest trait of the

executive, the ability to delegate authority and to trust re-

sponsible subordinates.

Courage, brains, integrity, humor, cheerfulness, courtli-

ness and consideration are inherent attributes that can be

i ultivated and made an unusual and invincible combination.

Happy and inspiring was their ripe fruition in the knightly

Randolph. A Fi iRmer Staff Officer.

Are Barge Lines Profitable?
St. Louis, Mo.

Id hie Editor:
The following clipping from a St. Louis paper is a good

illustration of a half truth, so told as to completely misinform

lay readers, and in fact all readers who are not specially in-

terested in the subject matter and do not have more or less

complete definite information on the subject.

Washington, August 9.—The fact that the Mississippi barge line has
made $175,000 profit in the past four months aroused the enthusiasm today
of Representative Cleveland A. Newton of St. Louis, cne of the foremost
inland waterways advocates in Congress and a thorough student of this

form of transportation. "This has pn ved all our arguments," said

"The barge line is making money and the railroads are not, even though
the barge line is charging only half what the railroads charge. If the barge
line can make this showing, with the difficulty it has in adjusting new ma-
chinery, it certainly shows the public what benefit can be .gotten from this

kind cf transportation."

Unquestionably there have been periods and individual

trips when the receipts from the operation of the barge lines

upon inland rivers have exceeded the out-of-pocket cost ot

operation, but these figures beyond a question do not take into

account tire huge overhead expense, insurance of vessels

—

and possibly cargoes—repairs, depreciation, and all of the

other items which a true balance sheet must take into account

and show before the man managing the enterprise can deter-

mine whether or not it is remunerative. In other words, all

statements which I have seen made by the proponents of barge

line transportation are unfair to the government and to the

taxpayer for the reason that their statement of income and

outgo is not complete, accurate and trustworthy.

If the barge lines are profitable when a complete audit of

all just and reasonable charges against the business are made,

then the government has no business in that business, but it

should be turned over to private steamboat companies for

their development. If, however, it is unprofitable I am
wondering why we should be taxed to take care of the freight

which is being transported by certain shippers by barge line

to their manifest financial advantage.

It seems to me that the business of transportation should

be conducted along the most economical lines. If that can

be done by river transportation, then it should be done, al-

though it has seemed to me that river transportation if it is

Mr and advisable should be confined to bulky freight

which requires a larger amount of space and upon which the

time of deliver)- is not the important factor. . If that could
be arranged it would relieve railroads of the necessitv of

transporting those commodities which congest its line and
\ ield a small revenue, enabling them to handle with reason-
able expedition, high grade freight, merchandise, etc., which
carry the higher rates and in which the time of delivery is

most important. S. A.' E.



Electrification Progress on Italian Railways

A Number of Hydro-Electric Plants Are Under Construction, as

Fuel Is Expensive and Hard to Obtain

By Giovanni B. Santi

Engineer, Italian State Railways, Rome, Italy

Since furl on. is not produced in Italy, the railway

companies, particularly the state railways which operate

most of the mileage, and all of the lines where the traffic

is heavy, have been engaged for some years in substituting

electric traction for steam motive power. The electric power

Line from Lecco to Colico, Showing Wooden Poles Used in

1901 for Supporting the Contact Wires

used for this purpose is secured from a number of hydro-
electric power plants, and at the present time this number is

being increased.

The Development of Electric Operation

The first trial of electric traction in Italy was made in

1901 and in that year the Milan Varese line and the Val
telline line were electrified. The points between which elec-

peration was begun were La Lecco Colico Sondrio and
Colico-Chiavenna. The electrification of the Milan-Varese
line was carried out with a direct current, third-rail, using
650 volts. Ibis line has a double track and is 36.7 miles
long. It is still being worked with the same power plant
Which was installed in L901 and enlarged in 1912
With the increase of traffic. The direct current, third-rail
system, gave some trouble during the tirst month of it< oper-
ation, particularly on account of the overheating in the

generators. These difficulties, however, were soon overcome

to a large extent.

On the Valtelline line the 3-phase system was adopted

with a low frequency of 15 cycles and 3,000 volts. The first

installation was of an experimental nature and all the details

were constructed in a very economical way, particularly a>

regards the contact line apparatus. Owing to the favorable

results of the trial, some parts of the apparatus were strength-

ened later and at the present time, after a 20-year period of

operation, the whole plant is running smoothly. The power
is generated at 15 cycles in the power station at Morbegno
on the river Adda, close to the electrified line. The copper
contact wires are small, conductors having a cross-section

of 50 sq. mm. being used for each overhead phase, the third

The Monza-Lecco-Colico Line, Showing the New Contact

Wires Supported by Tubular Poles of the

Mannesman Type

phase being formed by the rails. The poles supporting the

try were made of wood with transversal suspension as

shown in one of the illustrations, except on small -

where two longitudinal types of suspension were tried which

proposed by the firms of Ganz and Westinghouse. The
: pole- were later removed and replaced by Mannes-

man tubular construction, also illustrated.

The transformer stations are of low power and ai

139
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ranged in grades along the line with an average distance of

about 6.2 miles between them. In 1901, the time at which

the Morbegno plant was fitted up, it fulfilled the conditions

of maximum economy on the total costs, consisting of interest

and depreciation of the plant and cost of maintenance and

operation. These conditions of maximum economy have now

Lines Electrified in 1901 from Lecco to Chiavenna and Sondrio

greatly changed, especially on account of the increase of

wages and the introduction of the eight-hour day.

The trial on the Valtelline line at once gave satisfactory

results. It revealed great advantages in the three-phase trac-

Recent Installations Applied to Lines

With Greatest Grades and Traffic

The new installations were made on lines where the traffic

was very heavy. Between the year 1910 and the year 1914

the two Giovi lines were electrified. These two lines, which

connect the port of Genoa to the inland country across the

Apennine mountains, encountering grades of 3.5 per cent,

have the largest amount of traffic of all of the Italian roads.

The Savona-Ceva line, connecting the port of Savona with

the inland country, also crosses the Apennines at 2.5 per

cent grade. The Bussoleno-Modane line crosses the Alps.

This line has a tunnel 8.45 miles long at an altitude of

4,134 ft. above sea level. It is the chief line of communica-
tion between Italy and France.

This group of electrified lines in the last few years has

carried four times the amount of the average traffic of all

the Italian railways. In the statistical year of 1917-1918,

for instance, the average amount of traffic per mile of line

on the whole of the State Railway system was about 2,060,-

000 ton-miles, while on the group of electrified lines men-
tioned above, the amount was about 8,800,000 ton-miles.

In 1916 the coast line between Savona and Genoa was
electrified. This line connects the mountain lines referred

above to, namely, from Savona to Ceva and the Giovi lines,

and allows better use to be made of the apparatus and rolling

stock on these lines.

Work in Progress

The electrification of the Pinerolo-Bricherasio-Torre

Pellice and Bricherasic-Barge lines, 18.6 miles, will also be

completed shortly. This is a continuation of the Torino-

Pinerolo line, already electrified. The Torino-Chieri line,

13.7 miles, of which eight miles is double track, has been

operating by electricity since March, 1921.

The power transmission lines and the electric transformer

stations of the Torino-Pinerolo line were designed to supply

either the Torino-Bussoleno line or the other lines which start

from Torino, and which are at present in process of being

electrified. The European war delayed the work of electrifi-

cation, although it was never stopped completely, and imme-
diately after the declaration of peace the electrification

program was actively renewed. It was possible, therefore,

to begin the electric service on the Torino-Bussoleno and
Bussoleno-Susa line. 33 miles, of which 2S are double track.

**SS&* I

^~ Electrified Lines oTronsformer Stations

E3 Hydro-Electric Central Station Transmission Lines

Electrified Line Put in Operation in 1919

tion system, particularly in regard to heavy traffic. This
system was adopted, therefore, in the future electrification of
the main lines of the State Railways, although alterations
were made in all the details in order to render the equipment
more technically perfect and more economical, particularly
with regard to tile, maintenance and operating costs.

towards the end of 1919. In this way the Frevus electrified

line (Bussoleno-Modane) and the Torino-Pinerolo were

linked up awaiting the time when the whole of the electrified

lines in Piedmont will 1 to those in Liguria, when
the electrification of the Torino-Ronco line is completed.

which -hould be at the end of 1°21.
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The electrification of the Voghera-Alessandria, Tortona-

Xova and Tortona-Arquata lines, which will give access to

the Giovi line, and the line from Milan to Chiasso and

Switzerland will he completed in the beginning of 1922 at

the latest. Nearly all of this work was agreed upon and

commenced before the war. It is expected, therefore, that at

the end of 1921 the electrified portion of the State Railways

(that is the state-owned main lines), will be about 435 miles.

As many of the lines have double track, the total length of

the electrified section, including junction lines, freight yards,

etc., will be about 808 miles. A summary of the more im-

portant features of the lines already electrified up to May,

1921, is given in the table.

To these state-owned lines must be added about 124 miles

of smaller electrified lines having standard gage track, which

are operated by private companies. About 310 miles of

narrow gage electrified lines are also operated by private

companies.

Plans for the Future

The new work for extending electric traction in Italy,

which was decided upon before the war by the State Rail-

ways in agreement with the government provides for the

electrification of about 2,800 miles of the State Railways.

These lines are shown on the full page map. They have

been chosen from those where the most coal is consumed on

account of the steep grades and very heavy traffic. The total

length of line operated by the State Railways is 8,700 miles

and the annual consumption of coal is about 2,500,000 tons.

in Central Italy. There are reservoirs in these hydraulic

stations to provide a reserve of water for other stations in

n„w<i»Hil* 5 10 15 ^0 ^5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

Profile of Electrified Line Between Torino, Italy, and

Madane, France

time of water shortage. The power which can be generated

in these hydraulic plants is as follows:

Station at Meleze*. 26,000.000 kw. hr. per annum
Station at Rochemollei, 40,000,000 kw. hr. per annum
Station at Sagittario 73,000,000 kw. hr. per annum
Station at Reno and Limentre 82,000,000 kw. hr. per annum

Total 221,000,000 kw. hr per annum

Table 1

—

Mileage and Characteristics of the li

Length of Electric Lines

'Outside Tunnels Inside Tunnels

Lines Electrified Single Double Single Double
Track Track Track Track

Lecco—Colin—Somlrio . . . . : 40. 9.25 1

Colico—Chiavenna 14.7 1.3 ....J

Lecco—Monza 18 6 4.3 .3

Milano—Varese—P. Ceresio 8.6 36.4 .25

Torino—Bussoleno-Modane 10.3 12.8 4.5 37.3

Torino—Finerolc- 18.3 -t.7

Savona—Ceva 22.6 .... 6. .05

Ronco—Bivio Rivarolo (via Busalla) 10.9 .... 2.9 1

Campasso—Bivio Rivarclo 14 I

Campassc—Bivio Succursale 1.7 . ... ....

Campasso Suo Scali Maritt • J

Genova I'.—S. Pierdarena 2.7 .... 1.9 ]

S. Pierdarena—Ronco (via Mignanego) 7.2 .... / .9 V

S. Pierdarena—Scali Maritt .... J

S. Pierdarena—Savona 19.6 .... 5.2

Torino— Chieri 13.4

Bussoleno—Susa 4.7

Total 170.

S

82.1 27.0 50.05

t Italian Electrified Railway Lines

Length Minimum Weight
of Maximum Radius i r Rail

Electrified Grades of (lb.

System Used

65.45 76.2
2.0 6JJ |£ J

72 and 55 3.400 3-phase 15 to 16

23.2 39.7 1.2 1,640 ft.

45.25 90.7 2.0 985 ft.

64.9 110. 3.0 !.14Sft.

23. 37.9 1.3 i.969 ft.

28.65 43.4 2.5 1,312 ft.

16.9 49.6 3.5 1,312 ft.

1,312 ft.

3,400 3-phase 15 to 16

650 D. C.

3.900 3-phase 16 to 17

3,700 3-phase 16 to 17

3.700 3-phase 16 to 17

3,700 3-phase 16 to 17

101 3,700 3-phase 16 to 17

24.8 31.8

13.4 19.4

4.7 5.2

329.95 561.4

S86 ft. 92.5 3,700 3-phasc 16 to 17

1,640 ft. 64 to 72 3.700 3-pbase 16 to 17

1,640 ft. 55 3.700 3-phase 16 to 17

The electrification of 2,800 miles, decided upon in the May.

1920, program, will permit of a saving of 1,300,000 tons of

coal, or nearly half of the total amount required for run-

ning the entire system. In its place, 600,000,000 kw^ hr.

per annum will be consumed and this means that power sta-

tions will have to be provided with a capacity of 150,000 kw.

Most of the Electric Power Will Be Purchased

The power as a rule will be bought from private power

distribution companies, but in order to speed up the work

the State Railways have already commenced to build large

hydro-electric installations, which will operate in parallel

with the power stations of the private companies. These

hydro-electric installations are those of Melezet and Roche-

molles in the upper Piedmont section near Bardoneche;

Suviana and Castrola on the river Reno and Limentre near

Bologna, and Anversa on the river Sagittario near Sulmona

It will be possible to generate in the stations at Reno and

Limentre, when all the water is used, 127,000,000 kw. hr.

more, making a total for all the stations now being built

of 221,000,000 plus 127,000,000, or 348,000.000 kw. hr.

These figures represent the limit of the annual power avail-

able from power stations. Of course, it will not be possible

in practice to use this power in full. It must be taken into

consideration, however, that the stations will be connected

with other industrial power stations, and it will be possible,

therefore, to transmit and use the power as it is required.

Almost all of these stations are provided with reservoirs of

water, and it will be possible to regulate the amount of power
taken from individual power stations connected in parallel,

so as to make the best use of the entire power system and get

a maximum of power with a minimum waste of water. It is

expected that the percentage of energy which is available

will be about 80 per cent of the total.



Labor Organizations Again Spread Strike Threats

Train Service Brotherhoods and Shop Crafts Announce

Preliminaries to a Walkout

Press reports of the activity of railroad labor organiza-

tions during the past week have given rise to the wide

circulation of strike rumors. What has actually hap-

pened may be summarized as follows:

I lie Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, the Brother-

hood of Railroad Trainmen, the Order of Railway Conductors

and the Switchmen's Union of North America asked the

carriers, through the Association of Railway Executive-, to

definitely state their position on three requests: (1) to re-

store the rate of pay in effect prior to the 12 per cent cut

of July 1; (2) to withdraw all requests for further wage

decreases, and (3) to withdraw all requests for the elimina-

tion of time and one-half for overtime. These demands were

all rejected by committees representing the carriers in west-

ern, eastern and southeastern territories.

Upon receipt of the answers, brotherhood leaders, in ac-

cordance with instructions received from their membership

following a meeting in Chicago on July 1, met at Cleveland,

Ohio, to draw up a ballot for submission to the men. After

several days' conference it developed that, although these five

organizations agreed that their policy in the future should

lie put squarely to the membership of the various organiza-

tions by ballot, they did not agree on the form in which the

presentation to the men should be made. The reports which
emanated from the ((inference room indicated that the

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen would not agree on the

conservative statements to accompany the ballot. As a result

four of the organizations prepared a joint ballot and the

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen prepared its own.

The joint ballot said if the membership rejected the wage
reduction "it is to be understood the men will be permitted

to withdraw from the service of their respective companies
unless satisfactory settlement can be reached under the laws
of the organization."

The statement accompanying the trainmen's ballot reads

in part:

"All members and others are hereby notified that if the

membership vote is in lawful necessary majority to leave the

service rather than continue service under the reduced wages
now in effect, they will on any or all lines where such vote
i> secured (with the sanction of the general grievance com-
mittee) be given necessary authority by the president of the

grand lodge. The president of the grand lodge will not (with
the information given above) undertake to prevent the
wishes of the men as expressed in their ballot from being
adhered to."

The ballots of these organizations will lie sent to the men
before September 1, and it has been estimated by union
officers that it will require a full month or more thereafter
to complete the referendum.

Federated Shop Crafts Issue Preparedness Bulletin

1 he Railway Employees' Department of the American
Federation of Labor, comprising the Federated Shop <

has already taken a referendum on the recent wage cuts, and
although no official announcement has been made of the result
ot this vote it has been freely intimated that the returns are
overwhelmingly in favor of a walk-out. On top of this vote
Came the order ,.f the Railroad Labor Board providing that
railway employees regularly assigned to necessary Sunday
and holiday work should not receive punitive overtime on
these days. This decision, together with a summarv of the

dissenting opinion which was handed down at the same time

b) A. ( ). Wharton, member ol : up on 'In B

was outlined in the Railway Age of August 27, page 419.

Officers of tin Federated Shop ( rafts rere particularly dis-

plea-ed with this decision and after a three-day conference

at Chicago issued a letter to tin membership of the six crafts

declaring "that these organizations < n never confronted

with a more critical situation." 11k letter sounds a warning
to the men not to "beco nvolved in an unauthorized stop-

page of work." and at the -aim t in n declares that an un-at-

isfactor) settlement may make it necessary to "use the full

power and strength of these organizations in collective ac-

tion," and the individual members are therefore requested

to "prepare for war" by conserving their personal resources.

The local, district and system lodges are directed to "i oil-

serve finances by carefully guarding expenditure-, and in-

creasing funds to the greatest possible i Mint."

Pointing to the history of tin nil- th lie-

fore the Board and on tin individual road-, the letti :

"Notwithstanding that management's request (to have the

negotiation of rules remanded to tin individual road-

granted, there are but three small railroad- on which a com-
plete agreement has been negotiated and signed. On the

other hand there are great numbers of disputes from prac-

tically every railroad, invlving some one or all of the rule-.

"There are only 136 larrier- named in the decision on

overtime, while then were 320 carriers specified in the deci-

-inii on rules and working conditions I' on 119). \-

to the remaining 1S4 carrier-, many are -till in conf
and these ((inferences must be completed, results known and
acted upon by tin Laboi l-

i Fori final ai ti

taken by the organization.''

Declare Overtime Decision Not Justified

I In rmnt "middle of the road" decision of the Board
recognizing the l>a-i. eight-hour day and the principle of

punitive pay for overtime with a few modifications from
former rule-, i- declared by the -Imp i rafts to be not justified

"By no conceivable line of reasoning (.in Decision .

justified, and this body decline- to accepl it." the report

"Decision 222 (on overtime) doe- not give the federated shop
crafts even a reasonable basis upon which to approximate
the results which will accrue from further decisions of the

Railroad Labor Board, as to those rules -till in dispute, and
which this decision does not dispose of, therefore it would
be most unwist a< this time to adopt a program lookit

ward final disposition of onl\ the rule- covered I'

222, and the federated -hop crafts must of necessity defer
final action until the Railroad Labor Board has rele.:-

dc c i-icii as to tin important rules in dispute.

"This body will take steps to urge the Railroad I

Board in one decision to finally dispose of all rules which
are to be general in their application, in order that the fed-
erated shop crafts may have before them at the earlw -

sible moment the final action of the Rail-

"This body will, therefore, he reconvened at the •

lime, and will at that time outline a program for the p
of securing at the earliest possible moment tin

railroad management on each of the rules decided by the
Board that are not acceptable to this body, and the placing of
tin facts before tin membership for vote and final action in
complianci with the laws of the organizations."

I hese development-, together with the direct and implied
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threats of labor leaders, have been taken by a large portion

of the press as indicating either a general strike or a series of

sporadic strikes in which the trainmen and shopmen would

be particularly involved.

Opinions as to Strike Probabilities Vary

Some students of labor conditions argue that there will

•be no strike in the near future because of (1) the unemploy-

ment throughout the country; (2) the weight of public opin-

ion against strikes, especially when a mediatory body is

functioning; (3) the present relatively high wages of rail-

way labor, and (4) the recognition of labor leaders of the

likelihood of failure in view of these conditions. The present

strike talk, they say, is but a repetition of strenuous efforts

to use the threat of strike to influence the Labor Board.

On the other hand, it is pointed out that the labor leaders

have worked themselves into a position where they must

either call a strike in accord with the power placed in their

hands by these referendums or repudiate their own statements

and position at the risk of disrupting their own organizations

and being discredited by their membership. Strike talk and

dissatisfaction as the result of the propaganda carried on by

the reconstructed "outlaw" organizations have gone too far,

those who hold the latter view, argue.

The position of those who believe that railroad labor

disturbances are impending is bolstered up by the action of

the trainmen's officers in preparing a separate ballot for

submission to the membership and by the fact that, despite

an "unwritten" agreement among members of the Labor
Board that no dissenting opinions would be made, Mr.
Wharton not only filed one. but quoted the actions and votes

in one of the Board's executive sessions. The action of the

trainmen's officers is taken as confirmation of estimates as to

the effect of the propaganda being carried on by the old

"outlaw" yardmen's association. To offset the dissatisfac-

tion of the trainmen with the manner in which their affairs

have been handled, officers of the trainmen's organization

are forced to take radical steps toward using their economic

power, it is pointed out. The action of Mr. Wharton is

taken as indicative of the length to which officers of the shop
crafts unions will go to retain the substance at least of their

national agreement.

A. Check on Rough Handling of Cars

Road service tests on a device designed to keep a record

of the rough handling of cars have been carried to the

point which is said to have definitely established the

practicability of the device. They have also shown that most
of the rough handling to which cars are subjected occurs in

yards during the makeup and breakup' of trains and not, as

has been claimed by some, in the handling of trains on the

road as a consequence of slack adjustments. The particular

value of this device arises from the possibility of effecting an
appreciable reduction in rough handling.

The device is shown in the illustration. It consists of a

spring motor or clock which winds a tape or registering

chart graduated to 15-min. periods and designed to give a

continuous record over a period of 10 days. This tape rec-

ords the movement of a pencil attached to a weight which
moves between suitable guides under the control of two
springs. Any sudden impulse or impact given to the device

gives the weight a vibratory motion and thus records marks
in a crosswise direction on the tape. The length of these

lines as indicating the distance that the weight has been
moved from the neutral position near the center of the tape

is a measure of the amount of impact sustained.

The first problem which it was necessary to settle before

a successful test could be inaugurated was that of determin-
.ing the limit of rough handling in terms of vibration on the

diart of the impact register. This was accomplished through

a series of tests conducted with a view of creating actual

>f rough handling and observing the resulting vibra-

tion "ii the chart of the impact register. Both loaded and

empty cars were used, with wood and steel underframes. These

were allowed to couple at speeds varying from 2 to 10 miles

an hour. Each case was considered from the standpoint of

possible damage to a car of merchandise and was accordingly

adjudged as being a case of rough handling or permissible

handling and the limit of rough handling was decided to be

The Impact Recorder

between two and three miles an hour speed at the time of

impact.

After the chart graduation test had been completed, a

number of machines were put into use in through merchan-

dise cars operated by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

between Chicago, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Madison, Minne-
apolis and Mason City. The machines were in cars operated

on a regular loading schedule and were handled at destina-

tion by the agent in charge. No traveling inspector accom-

panied the machines, but their records were removed by the

receiving agents and mailed to the general office for investi-

gation and tabulation. The movement of the machines was
not advertised and train crews did not know at any time

when they might be handling the register. Each case of

rough handling which resulted was taken up with the super-

intendent on whose division it occurred and the crew respon-

sible disciplined therefor.

Studies of records made with the increment recorder indi-

cate, as stated in the opening paragraph, that 97 per cent of

the rough handling cases actually occur in yards. The ques-

tion has been raised whether it is within the limits of reason

to expect that cars may be handled under the conditions

imposed on railway operation without a certain amount of

rough handling. In answer to this it is noted from the record

obtained in the tests that 27 out of 111 cars under observa-

tion moved from origin to destination over an aggregate dis-

tance of 10,000 car miles without a single case of rough
handling. There are also repeated instances where cars mov-
ing over exactly the same route received widely varying
treatment. It is, therefore, estimated that if 24 per cent of

the cars can be handled properly under present condi-
tions of transportation with no rigid disciplinary measures
in effect, the enforcing of proper discipline would enable the

handling of at least 70 per cent of the equipment in the
same manner. The impact recorders described above were
developed and are being manufactured by the Railway
Impact Register Company, Belleville, 111.



Job Analysis and Job Specification

Showing Advantages to Be Gained from Close Study of

Job and Uses to Which It Can Be Put

By J. C. Clark*

Assistant to General Manager, Oregon Short Line Railroad Company

THE effectiveness with which human labor is applied

to railroad operation determines to a large degree the

safety and efficiency of the service rendered the pub-

lic, the financial returns to the owners, and the loyalty and

contentment of management and employees. To be effective,

human labor must be applied systematically, which means

that management must decide what work is necessary to

properly operate the property and then divide this work in

such a manner that each individual unit of the human organi-

zation will have a definite task or job to perform. These

tasks or jobs must be so related that each job harmonizes

with the others to make a perfect whole.

It is obvious that the content of each job and the relation-

ship existing between the various jobs has a vital bearing on

the effectiveness with which human labor can be applied. Job
analysis is a systematic study and statement of all the duties

and requirements of the job, and the modifying factors which

surround it.

Purposes of Job Analysis

Railroads employ workmen of a large variety of trades,

and the forces are scattered over the entire property. This

condition may make the work of job analysis somewhat more

difficult but all the more necessary. In the mechanical de-

partment the work is largely repair work and each locomo-

tive and car may require different handling and different

material. In manufacturing concerns where job analysis has

been worked out to a considerable extent, the processes are,

as a rule, well defined and regular. This condition does not

obtain in railroad shops for the reasons stated.

In other departments where employees come in contact with

the public, the personality of the employee is a very important

item. In all jobs where the employees have to do with the

handling of trains, character and judgment necessary for

safety are of the utmost importance. The diversified nature

of railroad work as a whole, and the dependence of each de-

partment on other departments makes job analysis all the

more important, especially as to relationship or co-ordination

of jobs.

The purpose for which job analysis is needed will deter-

mine the extent of the study necessary. The employment
office will need sufficient information to draw up a specifica-

tion only, but this does not require the detailed study neces-

sary if it is intended to estimate a fair day's work. To be
complete, however, job analysis should aim at four principal

objects

:

First, determine a fair day's work. We have heard con-

siderable of late concerning "A fair day's work for a fair

day's pay." But who can say what a fair day's work is?

Most wage negotiations in the past have been conducted on
the basis of "How much can I get?" rather than upon the

basis of "How much am I worth?" Of course the cost and
standard of living will always enter into wage negotiation,
but the foundation of any wage agreement should be what the
work is worth, and what is a fair day's work. There is a
great deal that could be said as to the manner of arriving at

an equitable conclusion in these matters, but that cannot be

'For other articles hv Mr. Clark on ilie personnel problem see Rail-.rav
Att. December 31, 1920. page 1157; February 4. 1921, pane 379: and Marco
18, 1921, pace 719.

developed at this time. It is possible, however, to determine

a fair day's work and what it is worth from a strictly

scientific standpoint.

If the Labor Board in Chicago had before it a class

list of all the jobs on the railroad, properly indexed and
cataloged, showing all the details of the job and the condi-

tions surrounding it, and a si ientific estimate of a fair day's

work in each job, would it not be in a far better position to

determine an equitable wage? It may sound like a big under-
taking, and it is, but wage controversies will continue with

all of their disturbing outgrowths until wages are based on
facts concerning the job, instead of the present methods.

Second, secure accurate knowledge of the surrounding con-

ditions and the modifying factors. Under this heading would
come all the data relative to hours of work, average length of

employment, opportunities for promotion, sanitary conditions,

and any other matter which affects the job, but is not a part
of the job itself.

Third, keep in view the improvement of existing tools and
machinery and the devising of new methods or machinery
with the object of saving labor or increasing efficiency.

Fourth, determine the effect of employment on the v.. a

Railroading as a rule is a pretty healthy occupation. How-
ever, it would be worth while to study the effect of in
working hours on trainmen, enginemen and other irregular
workers. The hazards of railroad operation would also come
under this head, and it should be possible to make an accu-
rate estimate of the hazards of each job, at the same time
pointing out methods of reducing these hazards.

Value of Job Analysis

There are a great number of ways in which job analvsis
would benefit the management, the employees and the pub-
lic. Any study of this question should include the status of
railroad work in the community. A few of the chief values
of job analysis would be:

First, to standardize operation. From the standpoint of

management, job analysis is needed to determine the best

methods of carrying on a job under existing condition- It

will l>e found that on the same railroad, different methods of

performing an operation are used in different shops. This
may be due to an established practice of unknown origin or
to the preference of some shop superintendent or master
mechanic. No matter how the difference in methods origi-

nated, eaeli operation should be studied with a view to adopt-
ing the best method under existing conditions.

This may apply to other departments than the mechanical.
Operations incident to track work, the make-up of trains, the
handling of material in the store department, etc.. should all

be studied with a view to standardizing them

Closely allied to the subject of standardization is the studv

of how to improve an operation. By close questioning of

employees actually engaged on the job. it will no doubt be
found that many operations can be improved upon, either by
adopting different tools or machinery, or using different kinds
or classes of material.

S ond, job analysis will define the responsibilities of each
job. At the present time, there may be confusion as to re-

sponsibilities connected with a great many jobs and this

applies to industry, as well as to railroad operation. Thij
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ioth employer and employee and creates a tendency to

shift responsibility. If each and every job was accepted by

the employee with a definite knowledge of what the responsi-

bilities were, there would be no chance to shift and get out

from undi r il

Third, a statement of the sequence of operations for a job

will be provided. This would apply more particularly to

the mechanical department, but would affect to a certain

degree employees handling freight in freight houses and ma-

terial in store bouses. It is probable that almost any job is

benefited by a statement of this kind, because we all know
that it never pays to start a job wrong. There is always a

right way to ^tart and that should be plainly indicated, when
practical.

Fourth, data will be secured with which to draw up a job

specification. The job specification should include the physi-

cal qualifications necessary in the worker, such as age,

height, weight, sex, hearing, vision, etc.; mental qualifica-

tions such as education; experience; ability to speak, read or

write English, or other languages; also a brief statement as

to the type of mind required.

Next in order would come a complete description of the

job itself, which should start with the name of the job and a

complete description of the operation. Next would come all

of the conditions surrounding the job, then length of time to

learn, rapidity of advancement, and chances for promotion.

Next in order would come terms of employment, stating the

rate, average earnings per month or day, and any other con-

dition relating to terms of employment.

If the specification is to be used as a basis for wage nego-

tiation, there should lie included a statement or an estimate of

a fair day's work on the job and how it was arrived at. There

should also be a statement of methods used in measuring in-

dividual progress at the job. This subject was covered in an

article in the Railway Age of March 18, 1921. If this

method of individual progress reports were in use, it would
in effect be a statement of the qualifications necessary in the

worker.

Another value in job analysis would be to secure data on

the amount of output produced by workers of different de-

grees of skill or experience. This would involve a study of

actual performance of various classes of workers and should

provide valuable information to assist in the estimate of a

fair day's work.

Another important value would be the co-ordination of

jobs. The analysis should develop a logical succession at

jobs and solve problems dealing with co-operation between
departments, gaps in responsibilities, inadequate inspection,

etc.

How the Public Would Profit

There are three ways in which job analysis would be of

value to the public. The United States Public Health
Service, as well as like organizations in the various states and
communities, is constantly seeking data on conditions that

effect public health. Job analysis should provide definite

information on sanitary conditions which affect the occupa-
tions and will be of distinct value to the health authorities,

and will no doubt lie reflected in wise laws governing sani-

tation and health. This information would also be of value
to the various states in administering their employees' com-
pensation laws. Some of these laws are inequitable because
based on very meager information. Job analysis would help
this situation materially and should result in modification of
the compensation laws in some of the states.

The last important value to the public would be to provide
data on which to help settle disputes. In a number .n" cases
the public has been called upon to decide labor disputes, and
public opinion is always the deciding factor when il comes to
a strike or a lockout. Full and unbiased information pro-
vided by 3( ientific job analysis would be of immense value in

molding public opinion as to the merit- of any controversy

and would be of equal value to publii representatives on arbi-

tration boards.

How to Proceed

I In- next question is, "How can all this data be secured?"

hi- obvious that a very thorough and detailed study would

have to be made, which would include the point of view of

the employee, the supervising officer, and the general officers.

It might be necessary to get the testimony of representatives

of the public. It would seem, therefore, that a general com-

mittee should be organized to carry on the work, this com-
mittee to be composed of an officer of wide experience and
ability from each of the major departments, and an employee

from each of the major departments. This committee would
secure data by personal investigation on the ground, assisted

by officers and employees from each division, shop or de-

partment, as the case may be.

The committee, of course, would outline a definite pro-

gram of procedure which would be approved by the executive

officer of the railroad. This would be necessary to give the

committee proper standing. After the work of analyzint;

each job had been completed, it would be necessary to con-

tinue at least a part of the committee to keep the analysis

and. specification up to date. Another plan which might be

feasible, would be to charge the personnel department witli

the duty of keeping analysis and specifications up to date,

with a periodic survey by the general committee when deemed
advisable.

This work is another field in which a personnel depart-

ment would be of utmost value, and the head of the per-

sonnel department should work with the committee on job
analysis and job specification and to a certain extent direct

its labors. There is no doubt that the job directly affects

personnel, and any change in the job means a change in per-

sonnel to some extent. It is therefore important for the per-

sonnel manager to be in verv close touch with the work.

The Can\dian Brotherhood of Railway Employees has been
expelled from the Trades and Labor Congress of Canada by a

vote of 394 to 151. The action was a climax to a long standing

dispute over jurisdictional matters. The brotherhood has from
7,000 to 10,000 members scattered over the Dominion. A. R.

Mosher, president of the brotherhood, declared that the vote of

those favoring expulsion was largely due to abnormal influence

brought to bear by interests in the United States.

: Underwood & Underwood

Railway Station at San Juan, Porto Rico



Booster Tests on Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

Freight Tonnage Increased 20 Per Cent by Booster—Rapid

Acceleration of Passenger Trains

AN INTERESTING series of tests was recently made on

the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario of locomotive

boosters in freight and passenger service in order to

determine their value under the conditions existing on that

road. At the present time boosters are applied to one Mikado

type locomotive which has 25 in. by 30 in. cylinders, weight

on drivers 197,000 lb., and a tractive effort of 45,000 lb.

without booster, and to three Pacific type locomotives which

Fig. 1—Booster Test with Mikado Locomotive, Showing
Increase in Drawbar Pull

have 23 in. by 28 in. cylinders, weight on drivers 155,000
lb., and a tractive effort of 36,000 lb. without booster.

Dynamometer car 84, belonging to the Canadian National
Railways, was used during the tests for obtaining the data.

The trial run with the Mikado type locomotive number 150

;e for this grade, with this power, is ordinarily 1,200

adjusted tons, so that the excess loading was 301 adjusted

tons. The speed of the train when it reached the loot of the

0.75 per cent grade was 26 miles an hour. The full lines

in the left hand portion of the chart -how the variations in

speed and drawbar pull until the train finally stalled on

the 1.25 per cent grade. 528 ft. south of mile 11. The loco-

motive stalled without slipping, the drawbar pull showing as

45,000 lb. The train was then backed down the hill and on

the second test the speed was 9 miles an hour when the

booster was cut in 660 ft. south of mile 11. The drawbar

pull increased rapidly from 33,000 lb., at whii

was when the booster was cut in to 50,000 lb., but 52o ft

north of mile 11, after the speed had fallen to 3 miles an

hour and then picked up to 4 miles an hour, the locomotive

slipped and stalled. On backing down anil scttins off one

load, leaving a train of 1,424 adjusted tons—an excess of

224 tons over normal rating—the grade was got over without

difficult) -

The train then proceeded to the grade between miles IS

and 18, the result of the booster being cut in on the 1.25 per

cent portion of the grade being shown in the ri^ht hand

portion of Fig. 1. The speed of the train, when the

was cut in on the hard pull on a 6 deg. curve, was about

9 miles an hour and drawbar pull showed 38,000 lb. As the

speed decreased to 5 miles an hour, the drawbar pull went

up to 47,000 lb. When the train had gained the 1 per cent

portion of the grade and the speed had been picked up to

8 miles an hour, the booster was cut out. In order to get this

excess tonnage over these grades, aggregating three mile- in

length, it was necessary to operate the booster for less than

half a mile. The train was then taken through to Englehart.

138 miles north of North Bay, the booster bong used on the

Fig. 2—Booster Test with Mikado Locomotive, New Liskeard to Cobalt

was made north from North Bay. At the start the train con-

sisted of 21 loaded freight cars, the dynamometer car. two
official T. & N. O. cars, Temagami and Whitney, and a

caboose.

I he actual tonnage of tin- train was 1,401 tons, 756 con-
tents and o45 tare, tin adjusted tonnage with the T. & N. O.
allowance being 1.501. The left hand portion of Fig. 1. given

herewith, shows the performance of the locomotive with this

train between miles 9:2 and 11.1. It was decided to see firsl

what the locomotive could do with this train on the 1.25
per cent grade at mile 11 without the booster cut in. The

stiff pulls, with a degree of success equal to that displayed

in its performance in the test between miles IS and 18.

The next day the same locomotive was started from 1

hart south with a train of 32 loaded car.-. 4 empti

dynamometer car, 1 \ \ nagami, and

caboose. The actual tonnage

843 and the adjusted tonnage, 1'. & N

iws the results o( the tests with this train on die grades

from New l.iskeard. mile 112.8, to Cobalt, mile I

grades vary from ' per cent and the normal

rating for a locomotive of this I tons,
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so that the excess loading was 335 adjusted tons. The

i was first cut in 100 ft. south of mile 106, when the

speed was slightly under 10 miles an hour and the drawbar

pull was 36,000 lb. The drawbar pull quickly increased to

43,000 lb. and speed was maintained at about an average

of 8 miles an hour on the 0.8 per cent, 1 per cent and 0.75

per cent portions of the grade until the booster was cut out

0.42 mile south of mile 105. When the booster was cut out,

the drawbar pull dropped from 40,000 lb. to an average of

36,000; when the booster was again cut in, 0.42 mile south

of mile 104, on the 1 per cent portion of the grade, the

drawbar pull increased from 37,000 to 42,000 lb., speed

remaining constant for 0.6 mile at 10 miles an hour, but

dropping to 9 miles an hour on the 6 deg. 12 min. curve,

while drawbar pull increased to 43,000 lb. at this speed.

The train was thus handled into Cobalt without difficulty,

by making the booster operative twice for short intervals on

the hardest pulls.

Throughout the tests there was no difficulty in maintain-

ing a constant steam pressure of 180 lb. This was possible

because both the Mikado and Pacific types of locomotives

used are remarkably free steamers.

Southbound out of Cobalt another load was switched into

the train, making the actual tonnage 1,848 and adjusted

tonnage 2,048 tons. Fig. 3 shows the results with this train,

between miles 26 and 22. The booster was cut in 0.22 mile

south of mile 25 on the 1 per cent grade, when the speed

was 9 miles an hour and drawbar pull 39,000 lb. As the

speed gradually came down to 4 miles an hour while the

train approached the summit, the drawbar pull gradually

increased until it reached a maximum of 51,000 lb. The
booster was cut in again 0.32 mile south of mile 23, on a

1 per cent grade, but not until the speed had decreased to

7 miles an hour, the drawbar pull being 38,000 lb. As the

train topped the summit, the speed had decreased to 3 miles

Grade

PerCent

JX-.__--i.o-_ ^4-°^->-v^---'l.0--J4-SU*J

Fig. 3—Booster Test with Mikado Locomotive,

How Train Was Taken Over the Top
Showing

an hour and the drawbar pull increased to 52,000 lb. The
train then proceeded to North Bay.

The tests with Mikado locomotive 150 amply demonstrated

the correctness of the proposition that a largely increased

tonnage can be handled over a division without difficulty, if

it can be successfully got over the few hard pulls of the divi-

sion, and they demonstrated the ability of the booster in

aiding the locomotive to get it over the hard pulls. The
T. & N. O. has a profile marked by several short, steep

grades which have acted to limit the tonnage handled in the

past. By enabling a locomotive to take a tonnage, increased

by 20 per cent, over these grades, the value of the booster

applied to the freight hauling units of such a railway is at

once evident.

Fig. 4 shows the results obtained by tests of Pacific type

locomotive 157 in which the booster was used in starting and

accelerating a passenger train of 13 cars. The trains were

the Canadian National Railways' transcontinental express

No. 1 north from North Bay to Englehart, and No. 2 return-

ing. In both cases the train weighed 942.7 tons.

The left hand portion of the diagram was taken when
starting the train out of North Bay station over frogs and
switches on a 1 per cent up-grade and a 10 deg. curve,

uncompensated. Without booster, the tractive power of the

locomotive is 36,600 lb. As will be noted from the diagram,

the drawbar pull with the booster cut in was 45,000 lb. at

the start, 37,000 lb. in 60 sec. when a speed of 5 miles an
hour had been obtained; 28,000 lb. in 120 sec. at a speed of

Fig. A—Booster Test with Pacific Locomotive, Acceleration

Curves When Starting Heavy Trains

12 miles an hour, and 26,000 lb. in 170 sec, when the speed

was 15}/_ miles an hour. The manner in which the locomo-

tive handled the train under these conditions was highly

gratifying and showed the advantage of the booster as an
aid in getting trains to road speed quickly when leaving

terminals or after station stops.

The right hand portion of diagram, Fig. 4. ?ho\vs the

result of a test designed to determine the acceleration obtain-

able on level track. The same train of 942.7 tons was han-

dled north out of Tomiko, mile 27.3, from North Bay, the

drawbar pull when lifting the train registering as 38,000 lb.

This remained practically constant for 10 sec. as a speed
of i l/2 miles an hour was being attained; in 30 sec. it reg-

istered as 29,000 lb., the speed being 8.5 miles an hour. At
the end of one minute, the drawbar pull showed as 23,000
lb. and the speed had increased to 15.5 miles an hour.

Many of the stations and water stops on this road are on

grades so that the time saved over the division by the high

acceleration of passenger trains obtained by the use of the

booster in leaving stations, in addition to that saved on the

hills would be large. The T. & N. O. officers have expressed

complete satisfaction with the performance of the device and
the efficiency shown by it in doing the work for which it

was designed.

Three Rivers, Quebec, announces the arrival there of a vessel

bringing 2,000,000 ft. of British Columbia fir, shipped from Van-
couver via the Panama Canal. This is the first vessel, it is

understood, to make the trip from British Columbia to a Quebec
port via the Canal.

An Item from Savannah.—Not a day during the month of

June did No. 4 (the night express from Atlanta) fail to roll into

Savannah on time. No. 4, like No. 3, is manned by crews whose
consciousness of duty and knowledge of service have been out-

standing factors in the successful operation of these two popular

trains. The comfort of travelers in years gone by has been care-

fully looked after by Chesterfields of the bell cord, while their

safety through long, dark, and sometimes stormy nights, has been

well guarded by careful hands of men of nerve, who handled the

throttle of the giant engines.

—

Central of Georgia Railway

Magazine.



Hearings on Western Grain and Hay Rates

Grain-Carriers Show How Desired Reductions Would Impoverish

Roads; Small Benefit to Farmers

The testimony of the railroads in the inquiry which is

being conducted by the Interstate- Commerce Commis-
sion on the request of the farmers for reductions in

freight rates on grain and hay was heard last week, beginning

on Wednesday, with statements presented by L. E. Wettling,

manager of the Statistical Bureau of the Western Lines.

He said that even in the face of the wage cut made by the

Railroad Labor Board and effective on July 1 last such a

reduction in rates would cut the net operating income to a

point that would bring the annual return to below two per

cent on the roads' tentative valuation. Estimating on the

nine months ending May 31, 1921, the net operating income

of the railroads in the western district from freight traffic

would for 12 months be $143,887,000, or at the annual rate

of return on their tentative valuation of only 1.42 per cent.

During the nine months referred to, the earnings of the

western roads was at an annual rate of 2.78 per cent. If

the Interstate Commerce Commission grants this request, this

rate of return would be reduced to approximately 1.67 per

cent, of which 1.15 per cent would be from freight.

Mr. Wettling declared that the roads in the western district

were hit harder by the traffic slump during the first five

months of this year than those in any other part of the

country, there having been a decline compared with the same
period in 1920 of more than 27 per cent. Despite this, he

said their expenses increased 7.69 per cent during the nine

months which ended on June 1 compared with the corre-

sponding months one year ago. For transporting one ton of

grain and grain products one mile, the roads receive an aver-

age of 1.10 cents while for all other traffic they average 1.44

cents.

The fanners ought to seek first relief from other indus-

tries concerned with the marketing of grain, whose rate of

return is much higher than that of the railroads. According
to the findings of the Federal Trade Commission, owners of

country grain elevators in the western grain states in 1920
realized net returns ranging from 20 to 57 per cent on their

investment. The farmers paid the elevator owners an average
profit of eight cents a bushel. In some instances they are

paying these elevators more than is paid to the railroad.

Investigation by the Federal Trade Commission of 1,091

grain elevators showed that on the grain they handled the

net return on their investment amounted to 25.33 per cent.

One hundred elevators in North Dakota received an average
profit of 11.5 cents a bushel and a net return on their invest-

ment of 31.34 per cent, while 63 elevators in South Dakota
had a profit of 8.24 cents a bushel and a net return of 54.74
per cent on their investment. Investigation by the commis-
sion into the operations of eight elevators in Oklahoma
showed that they received a profit of 11.93 cents a bushel
and had a net return of 57.65 per rent on the amount invested.
From January 1 to July 23 this year, 3,251,455 cars less

were loaded with revenue freight than during the corre-
sponding peri.nl in 1920 but the Dumber loaded with grain
and urain products was 190,530 cars greater than during that

period last year, and 120,643 cars greater than in l
n i°.

The carriers are saving themselves from having operating
deficits by greatly reducing expenditures, particularly for
maintenance work: but all of this maintenance work must
eventually be done. There is little hope of the roads reduc-
ing their expenditures for coal before April 1, 1022. when
many of them renew their contracts. While, because of the
fact that the carriers are compelled to buy their supplies

Washington. D. C.

from 6 to 18 months hi it will be some time yet

before they can realize anything from the present drop in

the cost of materials and supplies.

Fred C. Maegly, assistant general freight agent of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, testified concerning rates on
grain, pointing out that the cost of transporting this com-
modity is more than for other commodities because of certain
services which the roads have to render.

On Friday, testimony was presented to show that even
should the low rates on grain and hay be rest&red, the saving
to the farmer would be small while it would result in the
loss of millions to the carriers. A. F. Clevela?.d, assistant
freight traffic manager of the Chicago & North Western,
showed that the individual fanner in South Dakota, Iowa,
Nebraska and Minnesota would lie benefited only from $9
to $51 on his annual grain crop; while to require the Chicago
& North Western to reduce its revenues on these commodities
by the amount advanced a year ago, would cost that road
$4,430,194, at a time when the road is not making operating
expenses. Should the request of the western states for a re-
duction be granted the amount saved would only be approxi-
mately 1.9 cents on each bushel of wheat; 2 1/- cents on corn
and 1.13 cents on oats. The fluctuation in the market price
of grains is far in excess of these amounts. Mr. Cleveland
declared that the rates on grain are not such as to interfere
with traffic and that that commodity is now being carried for
less than other classes of freight. Loss and damage claims
resulting from shipments of grain and grain products are
heavier than for any other commodity.

F. B. Houghton, freight traffic manager of the Atchison,
Topeka &: Santa Fe. said that in his opinion a reduction in

the freight rates on alfalfa would not stimulate traffic, de-
claring that feeders in the east would not buy alfalfa from
the west when they could get cheaper feed nearer home.
On Saturday, Mr. Cleveland and Frank B. Townsend,

vice-president of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, testified that
the proposed reduction would only in. r. ase the deli, its under
which many roads are now operating. A reduction of 25 per
cent would cause a loss of $1,414,611 annually to the Chi-
cago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, while the annual
revenues of the Chicago Great Western would be reduced
by SI, 233,951. During the first six months this year, the

Chicago, St. Paul, -Minneapolis & Omaha had a net operat-
ing income of only $288,737; and the Minn.
I amis had an operating deficit of $ :

L. T. Wilco Mt to the freight traffic man.,

the Union Pacific, testifying on M < lay, the 2°th. denied

the claims of grain men that reductions in freight r,.

grain and hay would stimulate movement. These assertions

have not been borne out by recent experiences of the Union
Pacific. Cuts in freight rates on lumber and hay resulted

in no increase in the movement of those commodities. Mr.
\\ il.ox presented data to show that grain and grain products
were moving freely over tile Union Pacific, but that the
movement of other commodities had decreased ;.. a consid-
erable extent. One member of the system, he said, H
making exp I .000 a year, adding that a reduction

per cent on grain rates would reduce the revel

the line by $4,781, In response to inquiries by mi
of ilu commission, Mr. Wilcox said he believed general

business conditions were responsible for the diminution of
traffic, but added that constant nimors of rate reductions
were in his opinion seriously retarding business. He be-

449
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laved if general business conditions improved, tonnage would

call) as freely under existing rates as it would

under reduced rates.

1'. J. McCarthy, assistant general freight agent of the

Missouri Pacific, said that the proposed reductions of about

25 per cent would cut the revenues of that road $2,500,000

On Tuesday, P. H. Burnham, general freight agent of the

Great Northern, testified. He estimated that a 25 per cent

reduction would reduce the revenues of the Great Northern

from the transportation of grain and hay by $4,167,846.

During the first seven months this year, loading of grain

on the Great Northern totaled 30,519 cars, 32.8 per cent

more than during the corresponding period in 1920. Grain

and grain products are moving freely on the lines of the

Great Northern under existing rates.

E. W. Soergel, assistant general freight agent of the Chi-

, ago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, testified that that road during

the first six months in 1921 had an operating deficit of

$2,815,000. If a 25 per cent reduction in rates is made, he

estimated that the St. Paul would lose $4,775,000 annually.

Henry Blakelv, freight traffic manager of the Northern

Pacific, estimated that the proposed reductions would have

reduced the revenues of that road approximately $3,000,000

during the first six months this year. The Northern Pacific

had an operating deficit of $1,835,000. During the first six

months this year 25,173 cars were loaded with grain on the

Northern Pacific compared with 23,039 cars in 1920; the

total of grain, grain products and hay during that six months
was 44.140 cars compared with 57,822 cars in 1920. Mr.
Blakelv testified that during the first six months this year

the Northern Pacific, because of the reduction of receipts

expended $714,500 less for maintenance of way and struc-

tures than was spent during the corresponding period last

year and $811,083 less for the maintenance of equipment.

Necessary Prices of Crops If

Farmers Paid Railroad Wages
Commissioner Potter has put into the record a statement

from M. O. Lorenz, statistician for the commission, prepared
in response to his question as to the effect upon the Minne-
sota farmer's costs of producing grain if he were allowed

the same earning per hour for labor as is paid to railroad

employees. Dr. Lorenz says in part:

"According to our latest statistics, the average earning per

hour of all classes of railroad employees in the first half of

this year was 69.9 cents. Deducting 12 per cent on account

of the recent reductions authorized by the Labor Board, the

present earning per hour may be taken at 61.5 cents.

"According to the exhibit presented by F. W. Peck, it took

one hour of man labor to produce a bushel of wheat. The
rate paid was 25 cents an hour. To have paid 61.5 cents

an hour would have increased the cost per bushel 36.5 cents.

The average freight rate paid by Minnesota farmers to the

primary markets is not available but it may be estimated

as follows:

"A study for April, 1920, indicated that 6,734 carloads

of wheat destined to Minnesota paid $3.30 per ton. Increas-

ing this 35 per cent, the present average freight charge is

$4,455 per ton or 22.27 cents per 100 lb., or 13.36 cents a
bushel. To enable the fanner to pay to his labor in produc-
ing wheat the average railroad worker's earning per hour
by a reduction in freight rates, would require a canceling

of the entire freight charge and in addition a bounty from
the railroad company to the farmer of 23.14 cents a bushel.

If time and a half for overtime were allowed to the farmer,

the bounty would have to be larger.

"In the case of corn, 26 hours are required to produce
40 bushels or .65 of an hour per bushel. To pay the average
railroad wage would thus require .65 or 36.5 additional or

23.72 cents per bushel. The average freight rate on corn

computed from the ^ame souro. as above is 18 22 cents per

or 10.93 cents per bushel. In this case the bounty

would be 12.79 cents per bushel."

On Wednesday, August 31, statements were presented by

('. E. Spens, vice-president of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy; S. H. Johnson, vice-president of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific; J G. Woolworth, vice-president of the

Northern Pacific; Edward Chambers, vice-president of the

Ati hison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and A. C. Johnson, vice-presi-

dent of the Chicago & North Western. Mr. Speers, answer-

ing a question of Commissioner Potter, called attention to the

fact that even though railroad operating expenses were re-

duced by wage cuts or otherwise, the carriers could not be

expa ted to "hand over" to the shippers the entire savings thus

effected so long as the carriers fail to earn the 6 per cent re-

turn contemplated by the Transportation Act. But, of course,

a large saving in expenses would in all probability be fol-

lowed by a reduction in freight rates. It would be "impolitic

and impossible" to increase other rates in order to make up
for deficiencies caused by a reduction on grain and hay; any

talk relative to such an increase was ''purely academic." Our
only hope is that the volume of business will increase. The
present low prices on grains are due to the large surplus or

excessive supply versus demand. If freight rates are reduced,

the movement of grain will be stimulated, resulting in in-

creasing the present available supply; then the prices would

naturally continue on a downward trend, and the producer

would reap little, if any, benefit, while the Transportation

Act would be nullified.

Austria Plans Extensive Electrification
London

Di-rixg 1920 Austria imported 4,800,000 tons of coal,

and if minimum requirements are to be met in 1921

about 7,000,000 tons will have to be imported, which

will cost about 24,000,000,000 Austrian kronen ($47,500,-

000 at the present rate of exchange). This coal comes prin-

cipally from Czecho-Slovakia and Upper Silesia. Austria

produces about 20 per cent of its requirements, but the coal

is of such a poor quality that but little of it can be used on
locomotives. On account of the high price of export coal

there is every incentive for railway electrification, particu-

larly so because of the large amount of water power available.

It is estimated that there is a potential of 2,500,000 hp. to

be developed by hydro-electric plants, of which only 205,000
hp. is now being used. By proper development of this source

of energy some 6,000,000 or 7,000,000 tons of coal could be

saved.

The present economic and financial conditions in Austria
permit of only gradual development. On account of the pre-

carious financial situation the government has reduced the
credit already granted for the electrification from 1,200,000,-

000 to 500,0'00,000 kronen. This and the prohibitive price
of certain materials which, because of lack of coal must be
purchased abroad, are hampering the progress of the work.
Those lines are to be electrified first which have heaw grades
and are located far from the coal supply. Facilities for the

production of electric current and traffic conditions are also

taken into consideration.

On July 23, 1920, a bill passed the Austrian National
Assembly which authorized the electrification within a period
of seven years of 405 miles out of the 2,780 miles of railway
lines administered by the Austrian government. The lines,

which are shown on the accompanying map bv a dotted line,

are:

Innshruck-German-Swiss bonier line 146 miles
Salzhurs-Schwsrzach-Worgl 119 miles
Schwarzach-Villach 7! miles
SteiiMch-Attnang 67 miles

Total 405 miles
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The bill provides for the expenditure of a sum not to

exceed 5,096,000,000 kronen (aboul $10,000,000) to be cov-

i red by an Austrian government bond i>sm- repayable within

irs from date of issue An effort will be made to enlist

foreign capital by mortgaging the railways themselves. So
far all expenses have been covered by the government with-

out the issue of a loan and without foreign capital, although

negotiations with foreign financial interests are in progress.

The bill further contemplates the electrification in a second

period of seven years of the following lines, which an- shown
on the map by heavy solid lines:

Vienna-Salzburg 1 95 miles
Amstettcn-Selzthal in miles
St Michael-Villach
St. Valentin-KI. Reiflimj 42 i

St. Vcit-Klngenfiirt 11 miles
Selzthal-Bischofslicfcn 61 miles
Linz-Sclztlial i,

5

miles
Hienau-Vordernberg 22 miles
Wels-Passiu 50 n

Worgl-Innsbruck ,i7 miles

Total 7(16 miles

If this is done, 1,111 miles or 40 per cent of the Austrian

State Railway will have been electrified. The remaining lines

by reason of the peculiar traffic will probably not be electri-

fied at all.

The electrified lines will operate on single phase current

at 16 2/3 cycles per second. Power will be transmitted at

Proposed Electrification in Austria. Dotted Lines Show
Work to Be Undertaken First, Heavy Lines

Indicate Projects for Future

50,000-110,000 volts and transformed to 15,000 volts for

the contact wire. It is to be noted that this is the same system
in use in Switzerland.

The total available energy is estimated for the electric

operation in question at 357,200,000 kw-hr. per year.

The power stations for the Innsbruck Swiss-German border
line are the Rutz River station near Innsbruck and the
Spuller Lake station near Danoefen. The sub-stations are
to be located at Zirl, Rappen, Flirsch and Danoefen. The
yearly capacity of the Rutz River power station amounts to

39,000,000 kw-hr.; that of the Spuller Lake power station
to 25,000,000 kw-hr. Taking the density of the traffic in

1913 as a basis, the total energy needed from both stations
amounts to only 43,000,000 kw-hr., whereby it can be seen
that there will be a big reserve for increase of traffic. The
Spuller Lake power station is a new plant while the Rutz
River station has only to be enlarged.
The Spuller Lake power station, where work was started

"i September. 1919, will contain 6 units of S.000 hp. each.
At the beginning only 3 units will be used. The hydraulic
work is very complicated.

I lie Rutz River station has at present a capacitv of 8,000
hp, and will be enlarged to 16,000 hp. The reconstruction
of the Rutz River station will be completed in the sprint; of
1Q2_\ lite Spuller Lake power station and the sub-stations

between that place and Innsbruck are to be completed in the

summer of ' overhead construction on

the line Innsbruck- Telfs i- expei ted for the fall of 1921, that

of tin- line Telfs-Landeck for the winter 1922, Landeck-
Bludenz the winter of 1923. B) using the energy of Rutz River

station electrii operation on the Innsbruck-Landeck line is

live at the beginning of 1923; the

operation of the Arlberg line between Landeck-
Bludenz will probabl) fore the beginning

of 1924.

For tin r< mainin 4 durine the first

period, two power stations have been planned, and work has

recently been started. These station liibach valley

power station with 40,000 hp. for supplying the Worgl-
Salzburg line, and tin Mallnii/ power station with 16.000
hp. for supplying the Schwa h line. The sub-
stations will be located al \\ i tendorf, Hochfilzen. Bruck
Fusch, Bischofshofen, Hallein, Hofgastein and Mallnite.
Work is expected to be completed . by the end
of 1926.

The electric energy for the operation of the Attnang-
Steinach line will be taken from the existing Steu' power
station near Hallstatt owned by the firm Stern & Hafferl.

The necessary work thee d to be completed at the

beginning of 1923, so that electric operations will then be
possible.

Of rolling equipment only locomotives are to be secured.

So far 27 locomotives—15 passenger and 12 freight—have
been ordered from Austrian fai n Boveri, A I

;
Union and Siemens-Schuckert). This is about one-eighth
of the locomotives needed for operation on all lines to be
electrified. The passenger locomotives will ' 6-6-2

type and the 2-6-2 type The 2-6-6-2 engine- will operate
at a' speed of .> 1 m.p.h. The capacity of these locomotives
is about 25 per cent greater than that of the five' driving axle
steam locomotives now used. They have a rated hor-
of 1,850 at 30 m.p.h. and an overload capacity of 3.000 hp.

The freight locomotives will be of tin- 0-10 type with a
rated capacity of 1,000 hp. at an average- -peed
m.p.h. and an overload capacity of 2,000 hp

I

be used in the trains operated by electric locomotives will

be the same as used for -team operation.

Freight Car Loading

A\
i\c R] a-i of 7.471 in the number of car- loaded with

revenue freight during the week ended August 30
compared with the previous week, was shown in the

reports of the Car Servici Division of the Ameri< an Railway
Association, ["he total for the week was 816,436 cars. This
was i decrease, however, of 151,667 cars compared with the

total for the corresponding week last year and
under that for the corresponding week in 1919.

The principal increase, compared with the week tx

was in the loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight

which include.- manufactured products, although then
substantial increase in shipments of livestock. 1

both coal and grain ami grain products, however, were under
those- of the previous week.

The total number of cars loaded with merchandise and
miscellaneous freight wa which was 12.173 more
than during the' week of August 13. It was. however, 43.000
less than were' loaded during the corresponding week one
year ago.

Loading of livestock amounted to 29,110 cars, or an in-

crease of 2,273 cars over the preceding week and 2,000 cars

over the total for the corresponding week in 1920 There
was al.-o an increase of ver the week before the
loading of coke, the total being 4.436.

Coal loadings, which during the week oi August 13
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go to 158,260, dropped back to 154,140, or a decrease of

4 120 This was 50,000 under the corresponding week Last

vear Grain and grain products totaled for the week :>9,875

cars' or L6S5 under the week before, but 18,2.57 cars in «
co

j the same week in 1920 and 7,900 more than were loaded

•during the corresponding week in 1919.

Loading of forest products totaled 44,583 cars, or a de-

crease of 750 cars compared with the previous week while

ore decreased 572 cars from the week before to a total of

32 370
Compared by districts, slight decreases under the week

before were reported in the Allegheny, Pocahontas and south-

ern regions while all the others reported increases. All,

however, were under the totals for the corresponding week

in 1928.

Car Surpluses and Shortages

Reports from the Car Service Division of the American

Railway Association show that on August 23—491,399

freight cars were idle on American railroads owing to busi-

ness conditions (surplus cars plus bad order cars over 7

per cent of the total), which was, however, a decrease of

3,195 cars compared with the total on August 15.

'Of that total 270,024 were serviceable freight cars while

the remaining 221,375 were in need of repairs. Tabulations

showed however, that the former was a decrease in approxi-

mately a week of 14,314 cars while the number of cars in

bad order was an increase of 6,119 over the last previous

figures received up to August 1.

Surplus box cars in good order on August 23 totaled 79,368

which was a reduction of 5,154 within a week while surplus

coal cars immediately available to meet current freight re-

quirements if necessarv, numbered 136,981, or a reduction

within the same period of 8,091. Surplus stock cars in good

order also totaled 10,714 or 1,317 cars less than were re-

ported on the middle of the month. Of the 2,300,929 freight

cars on line of American railroads, 382,440 or 16.6

per cent were reported in need of repairs compared with

376,417 or 16.3 per cent on August 1. In computing the

number of cars needing repairs but idle due to business con-

ditions an allowance of 7 per cent is made to represent the

number regarded as normally out of service.

The car shortage which has been reported in certain locali-

ties principally because of increased demand for grain cars is

gradually disappearing, the total on Angust 23 being 1,376

of which 1,275 were box cars compared with a total of 2,125

on August 15.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

Summary-All D.str.cts. Compar.son or Totals Th.s Yka». Last Ykak. Two Years A,-.
rday, August 13. 1921

Total revenue freight loadeJ Received from connections

Districts:

Eastern 1921tastern ^^
Allegheny 1921

Pocahontas
J921

Southern .. . . 1921

1021
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1910

Increase compared 1920

Decrease compared 1920

Increase compared 1919

Decrease compared 1919

Grain
_

and grain

Year products

Northwestern ...

Central Western.

Southwestern . .

Total, all roads.

.

9,607
7,187
3.608
2,815
174
213

3.973
3,161
16.743
9,028
20.898
12,191
6.557
4.113
61.560
38,708
45.651
22,852

"

15^909

Live
stock
2,599
2,672
2,897
3,560
228
182

1,959
1.875
6,594
6,667
9,503
9,340
3,055
2,278
26,835
26.574
28,597

261

Forest
Coke products
979 4,500

3,901 8.134
2,278 2,463

6,152 3,434
1,150
1,578728

260 14,335

1,374 19,523
431 11,805

1,153 18,248
136 4.943
489 6,446
17f 6.137
136 8,151

4.286 45.333

13,933 65,514
9,534 59,369

Coal
42,004
58,979
45,058
65,927
19,521
25,325
21,856
27.117
8,337

12,666
17,222
25,366
4,262
6,464

158.260
221.844
167,666

'63,584 9,647 20,181

Ore
2,337

10.580
7,119

12,986
72
185
184

2,678
21.968
45,814

570
4,737
692
611

32,942
77,591
20,961

Mer-
chandise
L.C.I .

56,879
46.224
43.301
36.067
2.646
2,937

35. '^43

34771
2S.745
30.218
30.000
32,007
15.532
17.635

213.046
200,459
136.340
12,587

'

76.706

'L762 "9.406 5.248 14,036

Miscel-
,a

77,923
100.147
51.637
67 837
4,575
6,055

31,227
40,487
31.66b
30 939
40.928
45,282
25.747
26.899

266,703
326 646
364.321

'

59.943

'97)618

This vear
1921

196,828

15S.361

28)391

109737

129)289

124,200

'62!l59

808.965

Corre-
sponding

vear
1920

237,'S24

199)378

'37i203

130.986

163.733

135,858

'

66,287

971,269

Cone- Corre- Corre-

sponding sponding sponding
year This year year year

1919 1921 1920 1919
197,496

214,302 271,952 228,120
107,524

195,959 144,240 132,516

12,908
25,061 20,041 13,703

62,124
120,136 71,847 61.117

49,238
98,489 60,211 46,530

55,342
1 :>4 773 69,384 61,471

45.918
49,939 44,674

530.550
687.614

53.719

832,439 588,131

LCI. merchandise loading figures for 1921 and 1920 are not

of 1920. Add merchandise and miscellaneous columns to get a tan-

August 6 1921

July 30 .. .1921

July 23

July 16 ...

•Detail Bgu
192

58.622
66,416
64,919
56,991

26.610
25.358
24,689
24.80'

147.273
151,089
152,142
152.116

4,111
3,928
3.737

for 1919 for Michigan Central not given

REVENUE FREIGHT

All Districts, Comparison of Totals Thi;

43.460
44,712
43,126
44.037

mparable :

mparison.

32,058
30.103
33,655
31,484

209,336
210.367
208,316
208,079

264.414
259,573
255. not.

23,474

• it able to separate

784,781 935.730
796,570 936,366
700.348 928,418
776,252 942,851

the

. . . 157.064 .

'.'.'. '

57)581
'.

L.CL. freight nd miscellaneous

•87^.073 522,247 686.317 596.917
*9?5 195 520.201 694.788 648,690

909,682 503,926 673,219 628.308

809,845 484,300 681,684 627.841

LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

Year L*st Year Two Years Ago. For Week Ended Saturday. August 20. 1921.

Total revenue freight loaded Received from connections

Districts: Year
Eastern 1921

1920

Allegheny 1921

Pocahontas 1921
1920

Southern 1921
1920

Northwestern .... 1921
1920

Central Western.. 1921
1920

Southwestern l
l>21

1920

Total all roads... 1921
1920
1919

Increase compared 1920

Decrease compared 1920

Increase compared 1919

Decrease compared 1919

Grain
and grain
products

8,200
7.426
3,664
2,813

192
191

3,855
3,234

IS, 123
11.612
19,724
12, !79

6.117
4,083
59,875
11,638
51,936
18,237

Live
stock
2,863
2,548
2,955
3,307
214
226

1,990
2,055
7,692
6,802

10,273
9.810

2,350
19,110
27,H"X
31,973
2,012

Coal
40,908
54.30 1

41.098
63,804
18,444
22,002
22.638
2 '.son

8,219
13,088
18,509
20,958
4,324
6,135

154,140
204.178
l'i,l, s.'l

Coke
1,049
3.531
.'. ."is

8,252
36

741
249

1,495
421

].'•'"

163
416
220
230

4,436
16,188
11,486

• Detail figures fo

1
1

' 1 in. rch&n'di

mo us of 1920. Add

August 13.

August 6..

July 30...

July 23...

7,939
2,863

Michigan Central foi

loading figures for

M-ellaiidise and nnse

1921 61.560 !6,835

1921 5S.622 26,610
1921 66,416 ' 158

1921 64.919 24,689

50,038 11,752

39,684 7,050

1919 not given.

1921 and 19 !0 an
11.menus columns

158.260 1,286

147,273 1.218

151,089 4.111

Forest
products

4,498
8,435
2,270
3,543
1,237

1,657
13,920
18,603
11.279
17,828
5,003
6,577
6,376
8,207

44,583
64,850
66,582

20,267

21,999

Ore
3,259

10,667
6,878

13,484
4

271
165

2,776
20,757
46.280

644
4.709
663
653

32,370
78,840
31,621

Me--
chandise
L.CL
58,608
47 174
43,707
38,976
2,659
2,997

35,968
35,170
29,354
30,183
30.631
31,405
15,825
17,183

216,752
203,0SS
135,413
13,664

'

81.339

Miscel-
laneous
7", I

101,845
55,320
70.162
5.226
6,223

30,768
41,263
35,577
40,783
41,180
45,112
27,109
26,835
275.170
12,223

390,,374

'

57,053

1 15,204

This vear
1921

199,375

158,190

'28,012

189,553

iii',422

126,127

'63,757

816,436

151.667

'

96.773

Corre-
sponding

vear
1920

236,017

204,341

'34,311

128,396

168,096

131,266

65.676

968.103

Corre-
sponding
year
1919

228,099

204,713

'36,862

126,997

123.939

131.320

'

6L279

913,269

Corre-
sponding

vear
1920

! not comparable as some roads are not able

to get a tair comparison.

45 333 32.042 213.040 !66,703 808,965

41460 32,058 209,336 263,204 784,781
,,'71 • 30 103 64,414 796 ; 70

43,126 33.655 108,316 259,573 790,348

112,133

'

i 3,098

60,613

'

50,483

'

55,092

'46,408

540,408

'.'.'. ....... 152,439

") )))))'.) '80,317 ))j)'.".'.

eparate their L.CL. freight and miscella-

267,908

147,556

19,611

74,177

'62.752

'

71,679

'49,164

692,847

Corre-
sp< nding

1919

237,680

142,890

'

i8,142

'69.578

'6L824

'72,76i

'47,670

620,725

0,-1.21,0 832,439
•872,073

936,366 '025.1Q5

928 US *909.682

530.550 687,614
522,247 6S6.317
520,201 694,788
503.926 673,219

588,131
596.917
648.60(1

628. 30S



A Large Capacity Locomotive Weighing Plant

Heavy Scale Is Housed in a Special Building with Equipment

for Determining Wheel Loads

By Carl C. Bailey

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

A locomotive weighing plant was recently completed

at the Eddystone plant of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, which unquestionably has yet to be surpassed

in size and novelty of construction. It is comprised of a plat-

form track scale, 24 individual wheel scales, concrete scale

foundations of massive construction, and a specially designed

building which covers and protects the scale and its mech-

anism. The large scale is composed of six sections, each of

which is designed to carry a theoretical concentrated load of

150 tons, making a total working capacity of 450 tons.

Locomotive builders and the railroads in general have

long felt the lack of some weighing equipment which would

as previouslj mentioned, of 4 5u tons, with a platfsrm of

sufficient width to permit the use of individual scales under

each wheel. A scale of this type would give accurate result*

and all weights would be determined with the engine in one

lo( ation.

In designing the scale the stresses as recommended
spa ideations of the American Railway Association, as well

as those of the United States Bureau of Standards, were taken

into consideration. However, the necessity for rigid limita-

tions on deflection in the longer extension levers, resulted

in designs which in many instances give unit stresses very

much bekrw specification limits. To conform to |

A Locomotive on the Scales with the Portable Wheel Scale

give them accurate weights and wheel loads, ami as a move
in this direction the New York Central installed a large

track scale at Albany, N. Y., in 1915-16. This track scale

has a wooden deck but no provision was made for obtaining

individual wheel load weights. The Baldwin Locomotive
Works heretofore determined the total weight of the locomo-
tive on a track scale, after which the individual wheel loads
were obtained by moving the locomotive to a specially con-

structed track having concrete foundations of sufficient width
to allow the placing of individual scales under each wheel;

^ ith this method of weighing, it was difficult to avoid and
Obtain any degree of accuracy when comparing the weight
on the platform with the total weights on the individual
scales.

After many investigations relative to the assumed loading
ot the largest locomotive which it would be practical to build.
it was decided to construct a scale having a working capacitj .

ons, the designers were confronted with the question of

producing a knife edge in the main levers of sufficient length

to give a unit loading not to exceed 7,000 lb. per lineal inch,

and also with the problem of supporting it in a substantial

manner to secure an even distribution of the load. These
knife edges are 22 in. long and are mad) ' alloy

steel which when hi rdened in oil. has an elastic limit of not

less ih. in loO.OOO lb., am strength "f not less than

00 lb. per sq. in. The entire surface of all pivots and
bearings throughout the scale is machined, hardened and
ground and sel in machined ways. All bearing steels for

fulcrum stands are set in removable blocks that may be lifted

off the Stands These knife edge- are so constructed

continuous contact with their bearings and there are

t counter-balancing

k-balancing the weigh beam.

There are
' weighing approximately

453
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1,075 11). each. The) rest upon fulcrum stands at one end

and an- suspended by a stirrup 2'4 in. in diameter at the

other. From these the massive east steel yokes that carry

the platform are suspended by two heavy machine steel

stirrups 3 ft. long and 2- !
j in. in diameter.

The connection between the middle extension lever and the

transverse extension is accomplished by means of two ma-
chine steel stirrups 1 'i in. in diameter" thai pass over bear-

ing blocks which engage the butt pivot of the transverse lever

and the end pivot of the middle extension lever. These

Stirrups are then connected by a 2-in. plate which permit-

vertical adjustment.

The connection between the middle extension lever and

the 3-ft. even lever ((insists of two machine steel stirrups of

1 in. diameter that pass over the bearing blocks which

;i the end pivot of the middle extension lever and end

pivot of the even lever. These stirrups are connected by

means of two lj^-in. plates and two draw bars 1 J/g in. in

diameter. At the fulcrums of both the even and the exten-

sion levers, there is an up-pull. These fulcrums are anchored

down to the sub-bases by means of two cast steel anchors in

the form of an inverted stirrup, one at each side of the lever.

Each stirrup is held down by two iyl-in. anchor bolts, mak-
ing four bolts to a lever.

The connection between the transverse extension lever and

the lever under the weigh beam is composed of stirrups.

plates, draw bars and bearing blocks, all so arranged that

one lever may be leveled independent of the other, that

proper swiveling can take place to match the different angles

at which the levers hang, and'to give vertical adjustment to

the levers in unison.

The weigh beam on the platform scale is graduated to

895,000-lb. capacity by 5,000 lb., with an auxiliary beam of

5,000-lb. capacity by 50 lb., giving a total capacity of

900,000 lb. This weigh beam is of "The Standard" type

rocker blocks are made of steel castings and distribute the

load uniformly over the entire knife edges.

Individual Wheel Scales

I In- individual wheel scales were designed and constructed

more substantially than the ones previously used in obtaining
individual wheel weights. The entire frame work, with the

- scception of the levers, knife edges, bearing blocks, and a
few minor parts, is of structural steel.

Each individual scale, although weighing 2 .o 1 lb., can

The Scale House Is Largely of Glass

I >e moved about easily on two rollers or wheels which can

be lowered or raised clear of the floor by means of a lever

and screw device. These wheels run on roller bearings and
enable the scales to be handled with remarkable rapidity.

Each individual scale is so placed that one knife edge is

directly under a wheel of the locomotive. It will be noticed

that over this knife edge there is a small bearing block which
is placed under the tread of the wheel by planing off one

View of the Scale Mechanism on the Lower Level

with a pin recording attachment. This weigh beam, as well

as those of the individual scales, is made of high grade cast

iron, fitted with steel inserts for the notches.

The main girders that form the weigh bridge for the plat-

form are constructed of 30-in. 200-lb. Bethlehem girder

beams with ^j-in. plates riveted on the top and bottom to

increase the section modulus. These girders carry 12-in.,

28.5-lb. I-beams placed transversely to form the platform.

(It is on this platform that the individual scales are placed

to obtain the wheel loads.) The deck is composed of a
!

in.

steel plate riveted to the I-beams.

The suspension pendulums that carry the weigh bridge

upon the lever system are adjustable. The bearing and

side of the rail head flush with the web. This bearing block

distributes the load over a knife edge of sufficient length to

bring the lineal pressure under lull load to 7,000 lb. per in.

The locomotive wdieel must be raised clear of the track

before the weight can be registered on die way beam. To
mplish this, jacks which are raised and lowered by

means of ratchets, have been placed on each side of the 8-in

I-beams which form the frame work for the scale. In order

that the individual scales may be in alignment at all times.

a small level has been placed on the shelf directly under the

weigh beam. The capacity of an individual scale is 49,000
lb., increased by an additional 1,000 lb. by 10 lb. on an
auxiliary beam, thus giving a total weighing capacity of
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50,000 lb. An idea of the accuracy of the wheel scales was

obtained in recent tests in which the sum of the wheel loads

obtained with the individual scales varied only one-half per

cent from the total weight recorded by the platform scales.

For greater convenience, as well as economical mainte-

nance, it was decided to house this equipment in a building

specially designed for the purpose and erected on a sloping

site which affords entrance from the outside on two levels.

Diagram of the Individual Wheel Scale

I 'he foundations are of concrete, with a concrete mat 110 ft.

long, 1 1 ft. wide and 3 ft. deep, reinforced with 100 lb. rail.

In this mat were placed 15-in. 42-lb. I-beams to which the

foundation bolts were anchored. The scale-house, as it may
be called, measures 122 ft. by 42 ft., and is of hollow tile

and steel construction, with steel sash fitted with % factory

ribbed glass.

Approaching this building there has been constructed a

standard gage track approximately 525 ft. long. The curves

A Close View of One of the Sections

on the track arc 16 and 15 deg. respectively, connected by a

40-ft. tangent, which allows the chei king up of the clearances

on the locomotive when rounding a short degree curve.

Designs for the scale and the complete installation of this

equipment were worked out and built under the direction of

W. X. Haines and D. L. Daly of the Standard Scale &
Supply Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and B. T. Converse and
the writer, of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

\ Mi oi ri, Kansas & Texas tram was robbed near Dei
["ex., on the i

' ; rwo bandits boarding the
mail car as the train was leaving Bells and immediately covering
the mail clerk. Thej rifled everal mail pouches and when near
Denison signaled the train to stop and then dropped off. They
scaped

Twenty Systems in

I. C. C. Consolidation Plan

Ni W yokk papers on Monday and Tuesday last gave

in their columns what purported to be an outline of the

tentative plan upon which consolidation of the coun-

try,'.- railroads may be carried out. as I in the report

made to the Interstate Commerce Commission by W. Z.

Ripley, professor of economics at Harvard University. The
Interstate Commerce Commission refused to comment in

any way through ol nels on the appearance of the

supposed plan, but it is understood that an informal inves-

tigation i> being mad- to determine the source of the leak.

The official report which the 1 ommerce Commis-
sion is directed to make by the Transportation Act—as

in Section 5 of thi [nterstati I \ t—will, it i-

be made public within a short time.

The plan a i itlines 20

tems, but in some cases—notably that numbered 7a—these

are alternative. I In V I
| road- apparent',

sented the mosl difficult problem of classification. Fur ex-

ample, the Nevt Haven i- shown as included in the Balti-

more & Ohio system and the Boston \ Mam- in :.

York ( 'eiitr.il sten * : m, including

all the roads in that region, except the Boston & Albany,
is shown; likewise a New I ngland Great Like- system which
includes the New England roads just mentioned and the

Lackawanna, the Delaware & Hudson and the Buffalo.

Rochester & Pittsburgh.

No real transcontinental system is made. Northern P
and Burlington go together, the Great Northern and the St.

Paul, the Union Pacifii and the Chi igo & North Western,
the Southern Pacific and the Rock fsland. I he outline of

the suggested plan of solidations was given in the Wall
Street Journal as follows

No. 1. New York Central system: New York Centra]
except Lake Erie & Western, Toledo & Ohio Central. Zar.
& Western, Kanawha & M

i ond i nstown & < lloversville, Lai
& Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Chari
gahela, Boston & Maine. Maine Central. Bai

Boston & Maim. Maine Central, and B
may he included in System No. 7 or in 7a.

jects trunk line treatment of the New Engl
commission presents it alternatively to bru -

No. 2. Pennsylvania system : Pennsylvania. Panh
Peoria & Western, Lorain, Ashland & Southern. Lake I

Pittsbui Indiana, Pittsburgh, Ch
gheny. \ 1

No. 3. Baltimore & Ohio system; Baltimore & Ohio, K
Central of Xew Jersey, Cincinnati, Indianapol
cago Indianapolis & Louisville, New Y,.rk. New Ha
ford. Central Xew England. Lehi
II Note B 8 0. Chicago Terminal

tion in connection with terminal situatii

No. 4. Ei ie Sj stem I ludson, D I

Lackawanna & \\ estem,
Buffalo & Susquehanna, Pit Shawmut, Pitb

Shawmut & Northern, Lorain. Ashland & Southern, V.

ouri River.

No .

; Nickel Plate Lehigh Valley system: Lehigh \

Xew York. Chicago & St Louis, Tol<

& Toledo Short lines,

.V Cake Erie, Pittsburgh & West Virginia, Bessemer >\

No 6. Pere Marquette system: Pere Marquetl
Mackinac. \nn \rhor. Detroit. Toledo & ll

Gaylord & Alpena

Alternative New England Plans

Xew England system :
Xew Havei

ton & Main
X Hudson River. I

No 7a, Xew England
with addition of Delawai . Lackawam
Delaware, Buffalo,

h, Shawmut & Northern.
No. 8. CI ! Ohio. Hock-

ing Valley, Yirginian.
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No. 9. Norfolk & Western system : Norfolk & Western, To-
ledo & Ohio Central, Kanawha & Michigan.

No. 10. Southern system : Southern Railway and affiliated

lines, New Orleans, Great Northern, Alabama & Vicksburg.

No. 11. Atlantic Coast Line-Louisville & Nashville system:

Those two roads and subsidiaries, Western Railway of Alabama,

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac, Norfolk Southern, Atlanta,

Birmingham & Atlantic, Winston-Salem Southbound, Roanoke

to Winston- Salem branch of the Norfolk. & Western, Florida

East Coast, Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, Georgia & Florida, Gulf,

Mobile & Northern, Mississippi Central.

No. 12. Illinois Central-Seaboard system: Illinois Central,

Seaboard Air Lino, branch of Norfolk & Western from Lynchburg,

Va., to Durham, N. C, Gulf & Ship Island, Tennessee Central,

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.

Big Western Groups

No. 13. Union Pacific North Western system: Union Pacific,

Chicago & North Western, Lake Superior & Isheming, Wabash

linese west of Missouri River.

No. 14. Burlington, Northern Pacific system : Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, Northern Pacific, Chicago Gt. Western, Min-

neapolis & St. Louis, Spokane, Portland & Seattle. (Colorado &
Southern may be included in system No. 16.)

No. IS. Milwaukee Great Northern system: Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, Great Northern, Duluth & Iron Range,

Duluth, Missabe & Northern, Green Bay & Western, Spokane,

Portland & Seattle, Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.

No. 16. Santa Fe system : Atchison, Colorado & Southern,

Denver & Rio Grande, Western Pacific, Utah Ry., Northwestern

Pacific, Nevada Northern.

No. 17. Southern Pacific, Rock Island system—Southern

Pacific, Nevada Northern, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Ari-

zona & New Mexico, El Paso & Southwestern, San Antonio &
Aransas Pass, Trinity & Brazos Valley, Midland Valley, Vicks-

burg, Shreveport & Pacific, Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

New Southwestern Alignment

No. 18. Frisco-Katy-Cotton Belt system: St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco, St. Louis Southwestern, Louisiana Ry. and Navigation

Co Chicago & Alton, Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Trinity & Brazos

Val'ley, San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf. (Note: M. K. & T. may be

included in No. 17.)

No. 19. Chicago-Missouri Pacific system : Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, Missouri Pacific, Kansas City Southern, Kansas City

Mexico & Orient. Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf, Texas & Pacific,

Ft. Smith & Western, Louisiana & Arkansas, Gulf Coast Lines,

International & Great Northern. (Gulf Coast Lines indicates the

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, and subsidiaries.)

It will be noted that a number of railroads, particularly minor

roads, are mentioned in more than one group, indicating that the

Commission believes the assignment of such properties might be

one way or another.

Subsidiaries of Canadian roads, such as the Soo line, are not

assigned, the Commission remarking that they are portions of

through transcontinental Canadian systems in active competition

with systems above set forth. Few Class II and Class III roads

are dealt with here but will be considered at the hearings. Water
carriers controlled by railroads are considered as tentatively in-

cluded with the controlling road.

Real Test of Scheme Is Its

Ability to Economize in Cost

"After lying dormant for several months," says the Journal

of Commerce, in commenting on the plan of consolidations

outlined, "the railway consolidation scheme provided for in

the Transportation Act of 1920 again reappears as a project

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. This time it is in

a more fully developed form as the result of work done by

an expert, who has been reviewing the whole situation at the

request of the commission. The Transportation Act directed

the commission to develop plans for the permissive grouping

or consolidation of the roads, results to be subjected to public

hearing before adoption in any form, and even then to go

into effect only as requested by the roads."

Continuing the Journal of Commerce says:

There is thus nothing final in what has been done thus far,

and an inspection of the early reports regarding the grouping or

rearrangement of the proposed systems of roads does not reveal

anything of a very revolutionary character so far as the main
outlines are concerned. The apparent consequence of the action

proposed or planned by the commission, if followed by the lines,

would be that of forcing the surrender of some securities by their

present holders and the acceptance of others. Such an interchange

might be called for as the result of the action of large owners
' ritics and might be inevitable from the standpoint of the

small bolder unless he were willing to lose his entire investment.
Undoubtedly the time has come for the rank and file of rail-

road securities holders to consider this merger policy with no little

care. The Transportation Act does no more than provide facili-
ties for initiating the new scheme, and considerably more legis-
lation may be needed if the project is eventually to bear fruit.

What this legislation should be—whether the community is really
ready to submit to the surrender of its ownership of individual
railroads and to accept instead ownership in a few systems sub-
ject to still closer public control—is a problem of the largest
scope. It is offered at a time when the roads are to some extent
emerging from the morass of government ownership into which
they were plunged during the war, and its immediate effect, should
it become practical, might be that of casting still more doubt
upon the status of the holdings of those who now own the
securities.

The real test of the scheme which is now offered for consid-
eration is its ability to economize in the cost of transportation.
If it will save expense it is desirable from the public stand-
point, and the effects of it will at least potentially be beneficial

to the holders of railroad securities. If there is nothing to be
expected on that score there is little use in dabbling further in

such experimental plans. Thus far no evidence has been ad-
duced in favor of the consolidation except the assertion, based
largely on opinion or conjecture, that savings are feasible. A
notable contribution to this phase of the matter is found in the

fact that whereas during the war there was close unity and
centralization in the operation of the roads, great waste occurred,
while since the restoration of the lines to private hands there
has been material reduction of expense. Mere consolidation into

large units is not likely to bring saving. The basic question, then
as now, will be found in quality of management.
From the governmental standpoint it is asserted that the over-

sight and control of a few large systems would be much easier

than the control of the multifarious roads of the present. This
is based on the assumption that a change in stock ownership
would result in the creation of a few corporate entities, which
would be better controllable than a great many independent

roads. Probably that is true from the standpoint of mere super-

vision, but it is not a very strong argument. There is no good
reason for remodeling the railroad system of the country merely
in order to secure greater ease or efficiency on the part of the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the performance of its regu-
lar duties.

The whole proposal to fuse the railroad systems has been under
discussion for many years, but objections to it have always been

so cogent as to defeat it. The scheme went through Congress
in a permissive form as a "rider" on the plan for the return of

the roads to their owners, but a real and final conclusion regard-

ing it has never been arrived at. Those who in good faith pro-

vided for the building of the roads out of their savings and to

whom appeal must be made for funds to extend them and keep
them up in the future should take the question seriously in hand
for decision.

The De Witt Clinton, the old New York Central locomotive,

with its train, together with engine No. 999, is being exhibited

at the Ohio State Fair, which opened on August 28.

The "Cornwall," London & North Western, 1858—102-Inch

Drivers



Ask Accountant's Help in Increasing Efficiency

Operating Officers Can Find Out Efficiency of Organization

by Enlisting Accountant's Aid

By John Collins Owers

More miles per dollar! That is the one aim and object

of every earnest railway man today. Whether he be

a maintenance of way man, an equipment man, or one

concerned directly with operating, all his thought is directed

toward the one end, of producing more transportation for

each dollar spent; and to reach this goal almost anything that

promises to reduce expense is being tried.

Old established passenger trains are discontinued, or their

schedules radically changed; business hours at stations are

shortened and small agencies have been abolished. Switch-

ing shifts are omitted; less track work is done; bridge, build-

ing and signal programs are reduced, and equipment main-

tenance has become in arrears. Urgently needed equipment is

not purchased; material stocks are allowed to run low:

,
and

many unsatisfactory conditions are permitted to exist; all

with the primary object of saving money.

There is no doubt that these efforts are accomplishing the

desired result. Expenses, especially payrolls, show tre-

mendous reductions. But who knows positively whether all

these cuts have produced 100 per cent economies? Or which
of them have not been profitable?

Wages and fuel may be saved when fast freight trains are

given slow tonnage ratings, but if, as a result, they run late,

lose connections or arrive at their destinations too late for

markets so that perishable shipments lie over and meats be-

come tainted, or fruit gets too ripe, or the market falls;

what is the net saving? Or if at freight houses, the number
of delivery clerks is reduced, and to avoid delay, teamsters

pick out their own freight and incidentally take packages be-

longing to someone else; or supposing that receiving clerks

have been dropped with the result that improperly marked
or packed shipments are accepted and become damaged or

lost in transit, have the wage savings been sufficient to offset

the claim agent's settlements?

Payrolls may have been reduced by changed train

schedules and restricted business hours, but how have the

changes affected revenues? Are people satisfied with the

new conditions? Is normal traffic being handled, or has
competition been stimulated 'i What is the net profit or loss?

Questions of this sort need the most careful study. In all

the history of railroading there has never been a time when
accuracy of judgment in matters of detail was so necessary
as at present. We need to get rock-bottom facts in all cases;

no one can afford to rely on guess work or rule-of-thumb.

Tell the Accountant

Even if you have never done so before, lake the accounting
men into your confidence. Let them bring their figure- into

relationship with your facts, so that you can sec in which
direction you are traveling and where you are likely to arrive

The shortest way to get results in this direction is for the

operating officers to begin to live in interrogations. Nevei
approve payrolls without demanding to know how much
transportation has been produced by the money they have
signed away, Refuse to pass statements of expenses without
requiring a corresponding statement of what the money has
produced, and what each unit of work cost, and how tin costs
compare witli other jobs and the records of other men.

Let them ask the same sort of questions about statements of
transportation produced. It is not enough merely to know-
that passenger mileage or ton mileage has increased, or that
the cars or tons handled per locomotive mile are greater than

they wen-; the officer should insist on knowing whether the

traffic has been moved at an economical or profitable figure;

and no one should congratulate himself on an apparent good

record until it has been put under the acid test of cost and
found to be genuine.

Intelligent accounting for expenses and returns will locate

specific wastes or uneconomical operations. It will show up
inefficient departments, or individuals, and at the same time

spur the honest and energetic to still greater effort. This
point was interestingly demonstrated recently on a road where
a tie installation report was started, on which the results were

reduced to the number of ties applied per laborer per day on
each section. Each week copies were sent to each foreman.

No formal contest was started, nor were "inspiration" circu-

lars used, but a vigorous rivalry immediately developed

among the gangs; the low men sought to reach higher places

on the list, and the high men to better their positions; so that

the tie program, which had been started late, picked up
speed and was pushed along at a fine rate, combined with a

reduction in cost. Thus a very simple bit of accounting pro-

duced returns of a higher order.

Speaking broadly, railroad operations need a generous

application of the "factory principle," that Mr. Ford speaks
about.' The proper measure of a day's work needs to be
determined in every department, and for every class of em-
ployees and unit of equipment; and where it is not feasible to

carry permanent cost systems, irregular "spot" checks should

be made, for the purpose of keeping in touch with the results

obtained.

Ask the Accountant

Set the accounting men at work! Show them what you
de-ire to find out: aid and direct their search for informa-

tion, and you will be surprised (and it may be not wholly
pleased) at what you learn. Ask them how much track should
be surfaced or lamped per labor day; how man]
a painter should cover and what various structure mainte-

nance jobs have cost: what ratio exi a travel time
and actual work hour-. A-k them at what cost per unit the

extra gangs are working- how many labor hours are

terminal delay or by train operation, and how nuuh f

amounts to. Then you will be able to tell the dispatcher, or

it may be your foreman, what he will have to do in the way
of improvement.

Ask how many labor hours are required to clean a locomo-
tive tire, and if one. two or more men can work to better

advantage; and what the ratio of tire cleaners
1

idle time to

active time in.iv be. Find out how manv cars the yard crews
should switch per hour, and under what conditions the num-
ber of riders should be increased, or an additional engine
i mployed, Ask what tonnage should be civen to your
trains to sei ure the I

Ascertain what proportion o\ revenue earnings may be

applied to and if the term;;

within that figure. Get the relationship between train oper-

1 revenues, and let them tell you
revenue should be obtained to warrant the op<

new train.

Go into proposals for the purchase of new car- and loco-
motives along the same line. There will be :" -

i liture

authorities withheld, if executive officers cat

the investment will realize actual savings. V - char-
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acter, however, must be thoroughly and carefully done. Every

element thai bears on tlit_- problem must be taken into con-

Lderation, and all the items of expense and production

properly related in-order that accurate judgment ma;

formed. Incomplete and inconclusive figures are almost

valueless.

Because by the use of heavier power, the wages cost of

operating per ton-mile is lower than when smaller engines

are used, it is not correct to assume that a subtraction of the

lower rate from the higher will give the net credit. Many
other elements enter the consideration, such as delays to

other service caused by the heavier trains, drawbar failures,

increased consumption of fuel, higher engine-terminal and

maintenance expenses and larger capital investment, all of

which add perciptibly to the cost, and therefore should be

debited to the operation.

The cost of yard switching, freight trucking and fuel

handling will be governed largely by the type and capacity

of the equipment used. If, for instance, at one station a

tractor-trailer system of trucking is in operation, while at

another the freight is moved with hand-operated platform

trucks, the cost of trucking at station number one should

include the value of the tractor equipment, per ton handled.

This can be determined by ascertaining the expenses of oper-

ating and maintenance of the tractors, including auxiliary

equipment or facilities, and adding thereto a proper amount

for depreciation and return on investment. Unless these ele-

ments are included, an accurate statement of cost cannot be

made, and the degree of economy of one system over the other

cannot be stated.

Educate the Shirkers

It will also be found necessary to exercise sufficient super-

vision to insure the accuracy of reports made by employees.

Few conductors are above the temptation to insert ditto

marks in the tonnage columns of wheel reports; and foremen

are notably hard to convince that it makes much difference

if they fail to state how much, or for what purpose, material

has been used. Careful review and analysis are necessary to

locate and remedy errors of this character. The men at fault

and also the clerks who compute and distribute the report

data need to be taught the inner value of accounting. They
need to learn that they are recording live facts, of importance

to the well being of their company, not merely piling one

figure on another for the sake of a day's pay. They should

understand the use to which their work is put and how the

figures are related and applied; then it will be found' that

the work is more accurate and proportionately more valuable.

But beyond and above everything else, get the costs. By
hook or by crook, by skill or by main force, know what each

job costs. This is one of the secrets of success; it is knowl-
edge that is indeed power, for whoever has accurate knowl-
edge of his operating costs, possesses a power to control

results that is well nigh absolute.

The Pennsylvania's Highway
Crossing Signals

The Pennsylvania Railroad has put up at a number
of road and street crossings in Pennsylvania, New Jer-

sey, Ohio and Virginia a new design of light signal

to warn travelers on the highway of the approach of trains,

the lights (electric) showing red, both night and day, when-
ever a train is approaching. The energizing and de-energiz-

ing of the light is controlled by the train, in the usual way,
through the instrumentality of the track circuit.

The photographic illustrations show two installation

where the lights are attached to the ordinary highway sign

board and the other where they are set on posts in the center

.of the street, the latter being a view in Haddonfield. N. 1.

I he lights (two) are fixed, one above the other, about 18 in.

apart, center to center, and the lower one is 6 ft. 8 in. above

the level of the highway. Mounted on an ordinary 5-in. pipe

post, the fixtures are adjustable so that the light may be

directed toward the highway no matter at what angle the

road crosses the railroad. To provide for situations where

it may be desirable to set the post on the left of the highway,

the retlector, shown in the front-elevation drawing, is adjust-

Highway Crossing Signal, Pennsylvania Railroad

able, and may be turned horizontally to either side. At

Haddonfield, where the lights are in the middle of the street

and are used as an auxiliary to gate protection, the reflector

is, of course, set in the center.

The circuits and batteries are usually arranged so that

each of the two lamps is operated independently, to guard

against both of them being out at the same time. A peephole

is provided in the doors so that the signal maintainer, riding

Crossing in Haddonfield, New Jersey

"ii a passing train, can tell whether or not the lamps are

lighted.

The lamp is rebased, so that the concentrated filament in

each lamp is in the same position, relative to the pins in the

base; ami as each receptacle is located exactly the same in

relation 'to the lens, the lamps are interchangeable in all

signals, without further adjustment.

A 12-volt lamp, consuming about S}4 watts, is sufficient

to give a good indication in bright daylight. Each complete
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signal consumes only 11 watts, or 22 watts at a crossing.

With the reflector properly adjusted, a driver approaching
on the highway can see the indication until he is almost
opposite the signal.

The standard lettered sign of the Pennsylvania, shown in

4831'

Light-Signal for Highway Crossing

the illustration, is of cast iron, with arms S ft. long, and is

mounted on a 3-in. pipe post. The middle of the sign is 11 ft.

above tin- ground.

Accident Investigations

—

April, May and June

TJ ii EIGHTS quarterly issue of the summary of train ac-

cident investigations, prepared by the Bureau of
Safety of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which

is for the months of April, May and June, 1921, was issued
on August 24. This report covers 18 accidents, as follows:

Derailment.. Cincin., N. Orleans & Tex. Pac. New River, Tom. April 6
Derailment. .New Orleans & Northeastern... Moselle, Miss April 16
Derailment. .Boston & Maine Woodsrille, N H April 25
Derailment.. Pennsylvania Hennington, Pa... April 27.
Derailment.. Columbus & Greenville West Point, Miss. April 30
collision Norfolk & Western Welch, \\ . Va...May 3.
Collision W.-ishiiiKlon. Pall. & Annapolis. Ferndale, Md May 5
Collision.... Now York Central Elkhart, In.l May 7.
Derailment. .Missouri Pacific Almont. Ark May 7
Derailment. .Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. Forrest City. Ark. May 12
Derailment.. Texas & Pacific Eatfc Flat, Tex. .May 13.
Collision.... Chicago & Alton Shirley, 111 Mav 15
Derailment. .Louisville & Nashville Solway, Tenn May 19
Derailment. .Charleston & Western Carolina. P.cech Island, S. C. May 20.
Collision.... Pennsylvania Burlington, .V I. May 29.
Collision.... Louisville & Nashville Theodore, Ala..*. .June 2.
Derailment. .Paltimore & Ohio Medora, Iml Tune 8.
Collision... .Detroit, Jackson S: Chicago W iw, Mich... June IS.

Following are abstracts of these reports:

The train derailed at New River, Tenn., on the 6th of
April, was the northbound Royal Palm Limited. Xo. 2.

Three ma. Ins were nearly overturned and 5 passengers were
killed. Over 70 passengers, one employee and three other
persons were injured. The train was moving at aboul 4(1

miles an hour on a curve of six degrees when the locomotive
was thrown off the track at a point where the outside rail

was not properly supported, the track being under repair at

the time. Three steel passenger cars were badly damaged b)
coming in contact with rocks projecting from the bluffs on
the outside of the curve. The inspector says thai the repair
men were putting in new ties and increasing the elevation of
the outer rail on the curve; and it appeared that the ties had
been properly tamped on the inside of the curve but not under
the ends of the ties at the outside. The section foreman was
a man of long experience and good record.
The train derailed near Moselle. Miss., on the loth of

April, was the southbound New Orleans Limited. No. 41.
Moving at about 15 miles an hour, the locomotive and three
cars ran off the track at a point where the roadbed had been
washed out by a sudden flood, and the engine and one car
were overturned. The train consisted of one I motive and
nme cars. Two coaches and four sleeping ears remaii
the track lor several minutes, hut the roadv, -lantlv
being washed away, and after a short time two of thesi

overturned, fell down aboul seven Eeel and were parth
submerged. One passenger was killed .md two passengers
and three trainmen were injured. The inspector find- that

this a<< iilent was due to a i loudburst; the evidence given at
the inquiry indicating that the rainfall, i ausing the rising of
a -mall stream, was tie- greatest ever known at that place.
I ram No. 55 had passed over the line a few minutes ahead
of No. 41. Two drains under the track proved in.-u:

to relieve the flood.

The train derailed at Woodsville, N. H.. on the 25th of
April, was a northbound freight. Moving through a cross-
over of about 15 deg. at low speed, one of the two engi
the train ran off the track, and the engineman was killed.
Three employees were injured. The inspector found that a

number of derailments had occurred at the same place, and
that the locomotive in question was of such design that it

ought not to he operated over , urves of more than 10 degrees.
There was no speed limit in force, and the condition of the
track was only fair.

The train derailed a1 Bi an n I' . two miles east of
Gallitzin, on the 27th of April, about 10 p. m., was eastbound
passenger No. 64. The locomotive was overturned but 9 cars

aed upright. I h,
. man was killed ami the i

man fatally injured. All other persons on the train i

-

with slight bodily injuria, all of the cars being of steel. The
derailment occurred on a curve of • rrjin. and the
inspector found it due to excessivi permissible
rale at this point is onl) 30 miles an hour, while the train
was running, probably, at 40 m.p.h
The train derailed near West Point. Miss., on the 30th of

April, consisted of two locomotive- moving backwai
eight cars. While running at about 25 mil
grade, one of the engine, was derailed and both locomotives
were partially overturned. Two enginemen, one trainman
and one ex-=employee (classed a- a tn killed
and two trainmen were injured. The inspector concluded
that the cause was excessive -peed on uneven track.
The train involved in the collision ,i \\ . 1,

; : \\ Ya.. on
the 2nd of May, was a local passenger, moving backward.
While running at about 15 miles an hour on a curve the train
ran over a misplaced switch and collided with a string of
coal cars standing on a side track. Two coaches were

id. Six passengers were killed and 41 passengers and
"">' employee were injured The switch was left wrong by
track repairers. The lookout was inefficient. The r. ;

the inspector on this collision was noticed in the Railway
f June 17, page 1418.

Lie butting collision on the Washington, Baltic
Annapolis electric road at Fernclale. Md., on the 5th
was between a passenger train and a work train. The motor-
man of the work train was killed and 10

]
:,d 15

employees were injured. The time-table had been changed a
tew days before, and the men in charge of the work train.
trusting to memory as to the frequency of passenger trains,
encroached on the time of passenger train Xo. 339 without
right. The passenger trains had been running even' half
hour, and some of them were taken off; these men neglected to
examine the time-1

1 Qe collision at Elkhart, Ind.. on M j l|ITl -d m the
course of switching in the freight vard about 4 a m two
employees being killed. The inspector found that h
the victims were riding on th, • [hc imfex w ,u .n
there was no necessity therefor: and that the conductor had
provided no lookout when a ear was being pus)
locomotive.

_
The train derailed at Almont. Ark., on the night of the

/th ot Mac. was the westbound Sunshine Special, Xo 1
01

Moving at a s ,m hour the train .1 at a
facing point switch, misplaced, and the locomotive was over-
turned. The fireman was killed and four persons were in-
jured. The switch ken and the switch light
covered. The inspector reports the endneman as saying that

•ranlv misjudged his location.

The train derailed on the I
. Mand & Pacific
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near Forrest City, Ark., on the 12th of May, was eastbound

passenger No. 626 of the St. Louis Southwestern, consisting

of a locomotive and six cars. Moving at full speed the loco-

motive was derailed at a misplaced switch and, with the first

two cars, was overturned. The engineman was killed and 1

2

passengers and two employees were injured. The switch, a

facing point, had been left open by track repairers. It had

been run through by a westbound passenger train. There

was a good view and the failure of the engineman to see the

target is unexplained. The inspector reported that possibly

the engineman of No. 626 had had his attention diverted by

an automobile which was racing with his train.

The train derailed near Eagle Flat, Tex., on the 13th of

May, was a westbound freight. Four trespassers were killed

and five were injured. The train was moving at about 30 to

40 miles an hour, on uneven track, when the 2 2d car was

derailed, with the consequence just noted. The inspector re-

ported the cause as excessive speed, the limit imposed by the

rule being 25 miles an hour.

The train involved in the accident at Shirley, 111., on the

night of the 15th of May, was westbound passenger No. 9.

Moving at about 40 miles an hour, it ran over a misplaced

switch and collided with freight cars standing on the side

track, badly damaging the locomotive and the two cars next

behind it. Six passengers and four trainmen were injured.

The switch had been maliciously misplaced, the switch lamp

having been changed to show all-clear.

The train derailed near Solway, Tenn., on the 19th of

May, was northbound passenger No. 32. Moving at about 40

miles an hour the locomotive was derailed and with the first

three cars was overturned. The engineman was killed, the

fireman fatally injured and two other trainmen less seriously

hurt. The derailment occurred at a point where track men
were resurfacing and was reported by the inspector as due to

the weakened condition of the track. A number of new ties

had not been spiked. The track foreman, a man of 17

years' experience, had had a flag out but had called it in,

evidently misjudging the strength of the track.

The train derailed on the Charleston & Western Carolina

near Beech Island, S. C, on the 20th of May, about 3 a, m.,

was eastbound express No. 38 of the Atlantic Coast Line.

Moving at about 20 miles an hour the locomotive was de-

railed and overturned, and with the first two cars fell down
a bank. The engineman was killed and two passengers and

three trainmen were injured. The train was deliberately

wrecked, one rail having been taken out.

The trains in collision at Burlington, N. J., on the 29th

of May, at about 8.28 p. m., were northbound local pas-

senger No. 2714, which was just starting from the station,

and a following extra excursion train, 11 cars, heavily loaded,

the excursion train running into the local at about 30 miles

an hour. The two rear cars of the local, both wooden
coaches, were telescoped into each other. Two passengers,

one of them a train dispatcher, and both employees of the

Pennsylvania, were killed and 31 passengers were slightly

injured. The railroad at this point lies in the street and
there was a great uproar, pedestrians, seeing that a collision

was impending, shouting wildly. The excursion train had
run past a manual block signal, set against it. This collision

occurred at a point where the two main tracks converge into

a single track. The leading train had been traveling on the

left-hand track, and had stopped at the station with a part of

the train fouling the switch at the end of the double track.

The line is straight for about two miles, and the engineman
of the extra said that he had been watching the markers on
the other train, which was a short distance ahead of him;
and he passed Edgewater Park, two miles back, and a slow
board, 1600 ft. back, without being aware of his location.

He was running at about 50 miles an hour and did not apply
brakes until he came close to the home signal, a short dis-

tance back from the point of collision. The light from the

opep fire-box door is the only reason given for missing the

signals at Edgewater Park; and the engineman said that as

he approached Burlington he was still thinking that he was

in the vicinity of Edgewater Park. The fireman was equally

oblivious to the landmarks. The report of the inspector says

that the fireman had made only one trip on this division

before this day, and that he had never been examined on

the rules; although he had been in the service more than a

year. The inspector gives no information about the engine-

man ; but he had been a runner for over three years.

The trains in collision at Theodore, Ala., on the 2d of

June, were northbound passenger No. 2 and a preceding

freight (No. 78), the passenger running into the rear of the

freight at full speed as it was entering a side track. The
engineman of the passenger train was killed and the fireman

and three other persons were injured. The caboose and three

cars of the freight train were wrecked. This collision oc-

curred about 12.20 a. m. The engineman of the passenger

train had a good view of the tail lights of the freight for

3,300 ft. and the inspector is unable to find any explanation

of how the engineman failed to apply brakes. The primary

responsibility is placed on the freight for not providing flag

protection and for starting out from the last preceding sta-

tion with insufficient time to reach Theodore in time to clear

the passenger train ten minutes, according to the rule. No
block signal system was in use. The flagman of the freight

had been in the service 37 years, but it was found that he

could neither read nor write, although he said that he could

tell the time of trains as shown in the time-table. The in-

spector found that the flagging and spacing rules were not

rigidly observed on that division of the road.

The train derailed at Medora, Ind., on the 8th of June,

about 2 a. m., was an eastbound freight, drawn by two

locomotives. Both locomotives and 17 cars were wrecked,

including seven cars of cattle. Three employees were killed

and two were injured. The train was moving at about 35
miles an hour. The derailment was caused by a switch which
had been run through in the wrong direction and was loose.

Five persons were killed and 24 injured in the rear

collision of westbound interurban cars on the Detroit United
Railway at Warsaw, Mich., on June 18. A wooden car was
telescoped by a steel car. The inspector found that the

motorman of the second train was negligent in controlling

speed on a descending grade. The leading train was stand-

ing on a side track and the other one, which was the second

section on the same schedule, approached at uncontrollable

speed. In his service of two years the motorman had a

record of numerous cases of disobedience of rules, including

one rear collision.

Photo by Underwood & Underwoi d

Fence Erected Along Mexican Border as an Impediment to

Liquor Smugglers



Who Pays the Man for Waiting on the Bench?
Many Railroads Could Effect Economies by Adopting a

System of Interviewing Supplymen

By Grant Gibson

Does the railroad executive show his. "bigness" or his

"sma'llness" by practicing procrastination in intervn vy-

ing salesmen? Who Davs the bill bv reason of the

salesman being put off by that much abused phrase "tied up
in conference"? What can and should be done to meet and
overcome this condition ? These are indeed pointed ques-

tions and should be given considerable thought by railroad

officers.

Sales Expenses

One railroad supply concern, doing about $400,000 busi-

ness annually, keeps a sales organization of eight men. These
men cover the central and eastern railroads and expend ap-

proximately $60,000 for traveling expenses and salaries.

Fifteen per cent of the total sales must therefore be given

over to the sales department. Who pays this? Why, the

railroad! This traveling expense is an overhead and in

order that the supply people may live the railroads must
pay. Sales expenses should not exceed 7 J/2 per cent, or, in

other words, the railroads purchasing from this small supply

concern must pay $30,000 extra each year to secure its goods.

The figure seems small until one stops to think of the thou-

sands of railway supply companies that sell to these same
railroads.

Without doubt millions are wasted annually from two

principal causes. First, money expended in entertainment.

Graft is a harsh word, but when one stops to think even a

cigar handed to a prospective customer is graft on a small

scale. (The cigar bill for the eight men previously mentioned

averaged $182.65 monthly during 1920.) It appears that

the successful salesman handling a line of railway supplies

is the man who always hands out the smokes and who says,

"How about going out to lunch with me," "Let's go to the

ball game this afternoon," or "Bring the madam downtown
to dinner and I'll get some tickets for a show." Don't forget

the railroad pays these bills.

Unnecessary Delays Are Costly

The second wasteful practice is making a bench warmer of

the salesman and constantly putting him off until tomorrow,

day after tomorrow or a week hence. When the official

passes out word that the salesman should drop in later there

is only one thing for him to do and that is come back at the

appointed time. He may be put off again and again, but he

dare not fail to show up for fear of incurring the displeasure

of the man to whom he wants to sell. The railroad sale-man

may never put over his proposition and still be in good stand-

ing with his concern provided he gets to see his man, but

woe to him if he fails to get bv the closed door. Therefore,

he is going to come back and, if he is a successful salesman,

he will keep coming back until he breaks down the barrier

that has been keeping him out. But the railroad settles the

bill'

Does the man in the private office fear that if he invites

the salesman in immediately upon the card being presented

that the salesman will assume he has an easy mark? If so,

the officer is mistaken. How much better it would be if word

were passed to the salesman that although the boss was

busy, he (the salesman) could have 10 or 15 minutes' time

and if that was not enough it would be well for him to come

in some other time. This would five the salesman a chance

and should he take advantage of his invitation to come in and

.-ta\ over his time limit then lie i:- not due any further cour-

tesy. (It is agreed that a great many salesmen are very

much in need of instructions in deportment.)

Another balm which would satisfy the salesman would be
for the officer to step out of his private office, shake hands,
politely inform the salesman of his inability to give him time

and make an engagement for a conference at a later date and
then mark this engagement on the calendar, and keep it if at

all possible. This gives the salesman an opportunity to

handle business in the interim and is a legitimate excuse to

his employers as to the necessity of his staying over a day or

two. Putting off the inevitable (the salesman) merely

wastes time. He is going to come back, and the railroad cer-

tainly pays for this.

A certain road department officer has become so imbued
with this put-off attitude towards salesmen that it has be-

come a habit with him and even when heads of other depart-

ments (lesser lights) are invited into conference at a certain

hour they have to join the bench warmers for an hour or two

before getting in. This officer was representing his company
in entering a contract with an outside engineering contractor

to take over certain railroad work. The outside man (one

of the biggest) was invited to attend a conference in the

officer's office at 9 a. m. on Monday. He travelled 17 hours

to keep the appointment and was on hand at the specified

time. The private secretary took in the card and came out

with the information that it was impossible to see Mr. Con-
tractor that day: make it 9 a. m. tomorrow. Again he showed

up and again was requested to come in later. After three

appointments he was received on Saturday morning and the

business was wound up in less than half an hour. This

not only unfair to the individual but to the railroad a- the

railroad will pay this bill.

Little Courtesies Count

One railroad officer does not believe in making In- i

tion room comfortable. Hard benches and dim lights are in

vogue. Why? He believes that by making the salesman

comfortable he will become a frequent caller. Another never

invites the salesman to have a seat when he calls: if

down he is liable to stav too long. Still another seldom in-

vites a salesman into his private office but comes out and

-lands up to the railing to talk business, even though several

other salesmen mav be in.

Some railway officers are of the opinion that courteous

treatment to the man who sells would result in not having

any time to conduct the business of the railroad. This con-

dition would actually exist unless the problem wen

matized the same as other problems are. System i- needed

above all. Lack of it is responsible for the statement that

the salesman is a necessary evil.

A Satisfactory Arrangement

One purchasing agent has a well planned system and it is

really surprising to note tin- simplicity with which it works

out. Immediately upon entering the reception room one is

greeted with a neat placard which read-: "The Purchasing

Agent will receive -ale-men between the hours of 9 and 12

a. m. (except on Saturdays), unless bv appointment." The

rule is inflexible. The salesmen come in and are received in

ler of arrival. If the calendar for the morning
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big it is suggested to them that they be as brief as possible.

The purchasing agent personally handles the major deal-

ings and several assistants the minor ones. But the salesman

on his first call is invited in to see the big boss. He is given

ample time to state his proposition and if the purchasing

agent is interested and the proposition is of minor import-

ance the salesman is courteously referred to one of the assist-

ants. Each and every salesman is g-iven his opportunity

Suffice to say, if he is handling an article of merit and his

price is right he can sell.

The principal advantages of this system are: First, the

purchasing agent is not constantly interrupted throughout the

day receiving visitors. Second, his superiors and subor-

dinates are aware of the hours devoted to salesmen and sel-

dom if ever interrupt him. Third, the uniform treatment of

all salesmen disarms criticism. It does not take long for the

news to travel through the selling fraternity that a certain

salesman can always get an audience with Mr. So-and-So.

Fourth, the cost of selling to this company is naturally re-

duced and if every railroad executive would adopt a similar

system there is absolutely no reason why prices would not be

reduced and the railroads would not have to pay excess

baggage.

A New Ticket Printing

and Recording Machine

Anew device has recently been perfected by J. W.
Hubbard, president of the United States Switch

Company, Eau Claire, Wis., for printing and re-

cording local and inter-line tickets as sold on steam and

electric railroads, which makes it unnecessary to carry a

stock of local ticket forms. Each ticket is produced on

safety ticket paper which is inserted in the machine in the

form of a roll, the paper being fed forward for the proper

space and then cut off automatically as each ticket is pro-

duced. The entire printing is done in the machine, the roll

being merely a blank strip of safety paper. The ticket turned

out in this machine shows on its face the number, date, desti-

nation, price, routing, name of the issuing line, the cus-

tomary statement showing the time within which the ticket

must be used, and the name of the general passenger agent

of the issuing line. A coupon, which is attached to every

ticket, is perforated so that it can be conveniently removed

when desired by the first conductor.

In addition to producing the tickets themselves, the ma-
chine makes a complete record of each sale. This statement,

which is automatically printed on a record sheet, gives data

for every ticket, including its number, the exact number of

miles from issuing point to destination, routing, rate,

war tax and the number of miles and the rate applying

to each state through which the passenger travels. The
ticket is produced and delivered on a small shelf near the

right hand end of the machine and the record is printed near
the top of the left hand end on a roll of paper which can be
removed at the end of the day's business. A glass door at

the upper left hand corner of the machine, through which
the record is withdrawn, has a bottom edge which serves as
a knife, and on being closed, cuts off the daily record from
the roll, which is left in place in the machine.

In making a ticket, the operator takes hold of a small
knob fitted into the right end of the machine and bv turning
in either direction, indexes the machine to the desired desti-

nation. When this operation has been performed, it is neces-
sary only to press an electric button in order to produce a
ticket with all the customary printing and at the same time
to make the complete record and ticket charge distribution.

When the machine is to be used in smaller stations where no
electric current is provided, the ticket and record are pro-

duced by making one complete turn of a crank fitted into the

right hand end of the machine. Tickets are numbered in

consecutive order automatically as they are produced and

each ticket is dated on its face instead of on the back. When
the ticket seller finds it necessary to sell a ticket some days

in advance, he can make use of a dating device on the ma-
chine which enables him to adjust an individual ticket for

any date desired. Trials have proved that tickets can be

produced, delivered to the patron, and change made as

rapidly by the Hubbard machine as under the old system of

ticket racks and windows.

Very few working parts are involved. At the same time

the completeness of the device is demonstrated by the fact

that when a change in rate is announced, the printing drums
can be removed by a simple operation and new drums carry-

The Hubbard Ticket Printing Machine

ing the correct rate can be inserted. The printing drums are

light in weight, being of aluminum construction, and are

easily handled. The United States Switch Company, which

will handle the distribution of the machines, will market

them in several different sizes. The smallest machine will

carry 50 stations, the next larger 150 stations, a third size

500 stations, and the largest size to be carried in stock will

print tickets for 600 destinations although it is possible to

secure a machine on special order which will carry any

number up to 1,200 stations.

The new device, it is said, will effect large savings for

ticket departments by doing away with all local ticket stocks.

Its use will also prevent the sale of tickets out of numerical

order and will make it impossible to dispense any tickets

without a complete record of the transaction, together with the

price received. The use of the machine makes such errors as

overcharges or undercharges in the price of tickets nearly
impossible, since the passenger sees for himself die price,

including the war tax, on the face of the ticket. The date is

also included on the face instead of on the back as at present,
so that the conductor can see at a glance the date when the
ticket was sold. The machine is also of advantage to audit-
ing and statistical departments, since the record it produces
can be accepted by these departments without checking, not
being liable to any errors which an agent might make.

The United States Department of Agriculture has sent west
n carlo.-ni of exhibits to be displayed at state fairs at S'edalia,

Mo.
; Milwaukee, Wis., and Topeka. Kan. : and at Wichita,

Kan., i" connection with the international wheat show.
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The Telegraph and Telephone Section of the American
Railway Association will meet in Cleveland, Ohio, at the Hotel

Cleveland on September 21, 22 and 23.

The Southern Pacific is installing telephone train dispatch-

ing circuits in Texas and Louisiana; 20 stations on the

Louisiana \\ estern, 30 on Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, be-

tween Echo, Tex., and New Orleans, La., and 27 stations

on the Houston, East and West Texas, between Houston
and Shreveport. All are to be equipped wit li Western Elec-

tric apparatus. Telephones are to be installed at a numbi I oi

blind sidings.

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association held a

meeting in ( hicago on August 25. Arrangements were made
in receive applications for membership and space for the

exhibit of this association to be held at the Hotel McAlpin
in New York City on October 18. 19 and 20, in connection

with the convention of the American Railway Bridge and

Building Association. A, J. Eilkins, 3340 S. Artesian avenue,

Chicago, is secretary.

The question of resuming hearings in the general railway

investigation before the Senate committee on interstate com-
merce has been postponed, to be decided at a meeting of the

committee following the Congressional recess. Then- is

some sentiment in the committee for discontinuing the hear-

ings, but strong pressure is being brought by others to hear

testimony from the labor and other interests not represented

at the hearings so far.

The American Association of Railroad Ticket Agents held

its annual convention at St. Paul, Minn., last week. A
resolution was adopted to the effect that the members be-

lieve the Government ought to accord them a higher classifi-

cation than that of "clerks." The president of the \ssocia-

tion for the ensuing year is F. J. Burton and the secretary,

W. G. Fcrshcl, both of Chicago. It is intended to bold the

next annual convention at Savannah, I fa

Chairman Clark Ends Career with Commission

Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce Commission
completed bis work with the commission on August 31 and
prepared to engage in bis new work in private practice on
commerce matters in Washington. His successor on the

commission, Frederick I. Cox, was expected to take the oath

of office on Thursday and enter upon bis duties.

Mr. Clark has given a statement that the speculative rumors
that friction between the President and the commission or be-

tween the President and himself bad anything to do with his

resignation have no foundation in fact. He said he was con-

trolled entirely by personal reasons and that the President not

only expressed regret that he wanted to retire but asked him
to withdraw bis resignation and even after he bad accepted it

gave him an opportunity to withdraw it. He also said the

President has not in any way indicated any desire or disposition

to dictate to or direct the commission or even to suggest how
the commission should act in any matter before it.

Railway Earnings for July

Preliminary compilations of railway returns for the month
of July, the first month since the wage reduction took effect,

show an improvement over previous months. The net oper-
ating income for 172 roads was $57,254,000. In June all the
Class I roads earned about $51,000,000. To earn at tin rate

of 6 per cent, all the Class 1 roads should earn about $90,-

000,000 for July. The total operating revenues of 172 l

show a decrease oi 13.1 per cent, while their operating ex-

penses show a decrease' of 29 per cent.

i in 10 months situ -• year
Class I roads havi net operating incoi

093,000, according to a compilation by ti if Rail-

way Econon nual rate of 2.S per cent
on the valuation tentatively fixed by the commission foi

making purposes. For the first six months of 1921 the

earned $141,000,000. or 1.8 per cent. For the 10-months
|

i rage under a per cent return was $516,977,000.

Franco-Canadian Exhibition Train

r.o advertise the lift and indu ti i France, a traveling

exhibition, occupying eight cars, is now being shown in the prin-

cipal cities of Canada. The train was at Montreal August 20.

Its itinerary includes Three Rivers and Quebec and thence to

Toronto. It will complete its journey at Montreal on November 4.

The eight exhibition coaches are assigned as follows: First

coach, "La Pensee Francaise" (The French Thought), which
will include some of the finest treasures of French art and
literature as well as relics of the wars of France. Second and
third coaches: Industrial exhibits, including travel, photography,
civil engineering, mines and mineral products, mechanics, etc.

Fourth coach: "La Mode," including dresses, silks, la. •

Fifth coach: leather industries, chemical products, drugs, per-

fumes, electrical appliances, brushes, toys. Sixth coach: Agri-
cultural, horticultural and alimentary products. Seventh coach:
Decorative art, bronzes, watches and clocks, jewelry and cutlery.

Too Much Regulation

"The fact is that under government regulation, of rail-

roads or of any other business, the power of control is

almost entirely into the hands of men who are ignorant of

the practical problems of the enterprise. Some of the regu-

lators have studied books on the subject—law boo! -

theoretical treatises—but few of them know anything about

the subjects from practical experience. This applies not
merely to the members of the commission, but also to the

vast army of advisers and assistants who do the real work
of the regulatory body. It would be foolish in the extreme
to expect anything like satisfactory results from that kind

of regulation; and yet. it is the only kind of regulation that

can be had under the power of government.
"To suggest that the Interstate Commerce Commi

be abolished would lay one open to the chargi

'reactionary'; yet it may In- doubted whether the shippers.

ii> government, tin- railroads, or consumers oi comr
would be any worse off if the whole business were wiped
oft tin statute 1 Us Thc\ certainly .couldn't he much
worse off ami in some particulars they might be better off.

"In any event, the net beneficial results intent

regulation of the railroads, when disadvantages are also

taken into consideration, ar< so slij I as to leave the country
not in a mood to sanction at n of the poli

government regulation to other lines of business. President

Harding struck a popular chord when be declared for more
business in government ai \ eminent in busim

Albany Evening Journal.

Meetings and Conventions
The following list gives names of secretaries, a'j

meetings and places of meetings

:

Air Bbakf Association.—F. M. Nellis. 163 Broadway. New York City.

Exhibit by Air Brake Appliance Association.

Air Brake Appliance Association.— Fred \V. Vei ''. chican
Ave.. Chicago. Meeting with Air Brake Association.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.— F. A. 1'

vistr of Demurrage and Storage. C ft N. W. Ky., Ckicago.
(Concluded en face
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads—Selected Items for the Month of June, 1921,

Ton-miles (thousands)

Region, io.nl and year

New England Region:
Boston & Albany 1921

1920

Boston & Maine 1921
1920

N. Y„ N. H. & II 1921
1920

Great Lake3 Region.
Delaware & Hudscn 1921

1920
Del., Lack. & Western 1921

1920
Erie (inc. Chic. & Erie)... 1921

1920
Lehigh Valley 1921

1920
Michigan Central 1921

1920

New York Central 1921
1920

N. Y., Chic. & St. L 1921
1920

Perc Marquette 1921
1920

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1921
1920

Wabash 1921
1920

Ohio-Indiana-Allegheny Region:
Baltimore & Ohio 1921

1920
Central of N. J 1921

1920
Chicago Si Eastern 111 1921

1920

C, C, C. S: St. L 1921
1920

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 1921
1920

Long Island 1921
1920

Pennsvlvania System 1921
1920

Phila. Si Reading 1921
1920

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921

1920
Norfolk & Western 1921

1920
Southern Regir.n:

Atlantic Coast Line 1921
1920

Central of Georgia 1921
1920

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.)...1921
1920

Louisville & Nashville. ... fl921
1920

Seaboard Air Line 1921
1920

Southern Ry 1921
1920

Northwestern Region:
C. & N. W 1921

1920
C, M. Si St. F 1921

1920
C. St. P., M. & 1921

1920
Great Northern 1921

1920
M„ St. P. & S. Ste. M....1921

1920
Northern Pacific 1921

1920
Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav...l921

1920
Central Western Region:

Atch., Top. & Santa Fe 1921
1920

Chicago & Alton 1921
1920

Chi., Burl. & Quincy 1921
1920

Chi., Rock Isl. & Pacific. 1921
1920

Denver 8: Rio Grande 1921
1920

Oregon Short Line 1921
1920

Southern Pacific 1921
1920

Union Pacific 1921
1920

Southwestern Region :

Gulf, Ci.lo. & Santa Fe 1921
. 1920

Missouri, Kans. & Tex 1021
1920

Mo., Kas. & Tex. of Tex. 1921
1920

Missouri Pacific 1921
1920

St. Louis-San Francisco. ... 1921
1920

Southern Pacific Lines 1921
(in Texas & Louisiana) 1

. 1920
Texas & Pacific 1921

19 !0

Average
miles of
road

operated

394
394

2,469
2,469
1,959
1,938

Freight Serv
Average number

of locomotives on line (

858
997
997

2,259
2,259
1,431
1,429
1,829
1,826
5,655
5,646
572
573

2,196
2,200
225
225

2,418
2,418

5,185
5,154
679
679

1,131
1,131
2,382
2,393
837
834
395
395

10,875
10,837

694
691

2,545
2,520
2.210
2,190

4,889
1,908
1,913
6,151
6,151
5,026
5,024
3.537
3.537
6.942
6,942

8,299
8,318
10,618
10.626
1,726
1,726
7.982
7,985
4,225
4,227
6.408
6.405
2,198
2,189

miles

243,687
325,431
507,466
772,216
•450,721
512,100

337,717
440,955
493,782
548,706
798,111

1,073,112
519,626
589,800
424.612
497,262

1,566,482
1,854,447
308,558
343.187
293,815
369,993
70,171
92,214

471,334
555,386

1,654,036
1,879,650
253,506
307,481
209,042
298,609
582,507
705,398
76,599

168,998
40.669
41,964

3,907,596
4,950,725
499.605
556,674

830,054
845,399
754.457
823,389

578,976
711,229
248,631
265,629

1,541,461
2,029,416
1,525,126
1.583.877
375,925
488,520

1,165,151
1,534.613

1,326,126
1,695,063
1.313,505
1,619,494
267,606
332,603
681,568
861,739
371.767
526,557
627,943
803,192
162.270
235,116

Un-
serv-
iceable

9,771 1,326,884
9,517 1,706,760
1,010
1,010
9,326
9.304
7,661
7.663
2.593
2,585
2.359
2,359
6,975
6,970
3,615
3,614

1,895
1,895
1.710
1.710
1.740
1.740
7,264
7,263
4.761
4,757
3,657
3,642
1.953
1.947

262,603
345,940
560,399
864,519
489,181
534,855

432.930
622,165
600,315
670.785
896,281

1,212,183
576,703
663,946
435,499
541,971

1,720,706
2,141.902
309,634
349,012
301,167
384,602
79,810
96,387

499,738
556,380

1,911,405
2,232,429
283,737
338,729
210,002
308,822
607,980
737,259
82,825

190,837
46.869
58,146

4,237,527
5,509,727
563,379
640,186

895.530
952,833
897,846

1,072,705

579,697
713,353
249,711
268,525

1,546,630
2,039.138
1,632,900
1,715,838
380,375
494,128

1,184,634
1,566,869

1,356,769
1,725,783
1,346,474
1.677,353
278,218
360,036
700,809
892.760
488,591
534,251
656.742
847.629
173.895
268,336

1,397,571
1,808,632
335,946
377,541

1,384,955
1,750,205
1.429.429
1.556,302
176.539
369.791
250.743
41M. 'i,

•

329,899
369,972

1,329,815
1,68 .'.SI

7

1,407.627
1,537.037
146.236
296,611
244. 80 5

393.603
1,168,887 1,353,693
1,306,220 1.408,031

254,136
218,418
225.840
362.041
210,462
259.473

1,026,983
1,159,215
688,897
948,055
488,481
612,431
237.S91
333,060

258,653

226,065
364,900
214, '174

264,854
1.033.792
1.166.488
696,724
950.49.1

480, ,,87

619,136
238,085
333.145

29,513
33,532
46,723
85,642
32,891
38,140

41,002
45,318

111,451
126,511
44,677
38,214
58,448
67,672
16,667
17,944

116,663
171,413

364
1.675
6,256
6,362
392

1,354
6,769
6,197

134.123
136,491
37,615
39,013
2,464
5,445
2,245
189

4,589
12,141
7,780

11,892
300,664
423,968
69,715
88,212

25,115
25,396
36.431
54,212

7,736
9,894
3,337
5,142

36,607
39,734
58,870
57,130
4.951
8,674

27,007
41,983

14,063
21,830
59,600
73,409
10,167
15,327
25,351
38,622
4.516
7,603

43.716
58,020
17,577
36,235

61,331
82,118
4.588
5,285

60.551
79.759
11.108
14,602
29,768
70,042
15,198
27,935

273,472
255.417
30,983
53,375

3.915
.5.85.1

7.329
10,152
2,947
10,568
27.005
31,364
11.177
16.054
3,245
3.142
2.802
5.086

4,366
5,899

10,703
15,575
10,549
11.114

8,222
12,026
14,851
16,855
25,844
37,265
14,733
17,110
12,563
17,707
52.824
73,398
9,506
10,960
6,954

3,642
13,764
17,148

39,828
49.374
5,599
6,831
4,742
7,514

15,272
20,490
2,273
5,391
447
475

101,183
133,616
12,139
13,480

24,215
25,481
21,281
25,256

13,161
15,266
4,919
5,373

39,205
52.053
26,069
28,625
7,988

10.934
24.463
35,301

27,327
37,515
31,798
41,652
4,918
6,573

18.746
26,778
8,471
12,099
17,881
23.675
3.986
5,803

34,107
45,679
6,754
8,256

33,564
47,799
30,629
33,922
2,690
6.333
5.279
9.191

32,764
36,673
22,414
31.231

6,164
4,914
5,806
9,030
3,908
4,524

22,969
28,180
11,697
17,046-
9,394

13,593
5,279
7,068

63.6
68.8
68.8

67.0
70.7
66.2
72.5
62.6
71.1
61.5
77.2
61.3
66.8
65.3
78.3
65.3
80.9
64.2
72.9
68.8
79.7

59.2
67.7
59.2
62.9
62.3
69.5
56.3
67.6
65.8
69.4
57.8
65.0
61.3
69.1
61.7
68.3

55.9
61.2
57.5
66.1

62.0
67
66.1
74.9
63.1
66.8
59.4
66.3
68.5
71.7
64.4
73.9

63.6
66.3
65.6
73.0
71.3
78.9
63.3
70.9
72.1
74.6
70.6
78.0
74.4
78.2

64.7
69.1
60.0
66.4
62.0
69.2
65.6
71.5
66.7
71.0
63.6
70.8
66.6
71.6
74.7
71.4

64.4
71.3
60.6
59.8
57.5
61.6
65.2
73.3
64.2
66.9
62.6
68.4
67.5
68.2

235,293
328.773
560,236
825,134
554,936
567,606

560,818
767.341
839,641
963,142

1,519,271
2,172,616
913.309

1,077,779
690,981
901,154

3,139,555
4,319,649
490,385
543,106
380,686
511,723
159,505
246.752
720,151
867,548

2.637,723
3.257,202
377,401
454.295
281.813
444.661
971,405

1,228,973
165,811
384,132
25.942
24,512

6,979,635
8.477,047
829.446
895,026

1,971,182
1.889.644
1,676,333
1,815.515

6S3.610
775,505
264,794
268.063

2,453,295
3.190.739
1.684,824
1,723,901
404.081
557.972

1.316,733
1,812,095

1,532,254
2,148.530
1,713,140
2,165,109
249,796
333,516

1,117,264
1,542.314
410,678
600,308
968,384

1,258,019
217,321
315,879

1,946.138
2,494,167
420,821
501,799

2,021,833
2.740,024
1,684.022
1,767,117
158,525
359.205
315.202
540,593

1.881,931
2,032,660
1.181,371,

1,684,494

360,503
260.612
335,341
514,202
241,218
259,675

1.348,072
1,563,411
677,279
971,390
560,613
767,284
282,396
389,114

91.918
153,512
231,969
365.976
234,691
257,338

273,600
409,559
390,098
485,373
687,324

1,090,152
428,826
586,762
262,360
430,009

1,323,307
2,073,028
183,133
260,450
171,777
269,842
93,159
151,132
301.129
422,792

1,312,635
1,767,770
183,385
236,731
146,791
235,230
399,845
600.019
86,793

208,799
9,701

10,075
3,451,230
4,509,973
429,439
503,196

1,072,786
1,039,845
911,164

1,011,994

251,673
314,144
111,635
123.021

1,057,489
1,480.647
784,349
837.740
162,208
241.381
532.590
824,798

636,619
911.271
747,753

1,049,421
106.167
158,382
531,595
824.707
183,991
293.049
454.391
644,684
104.746
165,721

728.909
1,066,850
177,624
228,286
933.966

1.353.080
678.724
775.031
77,746
184.082
140.803
277,551
749.258
911.301
513.251
759,695

163,621
116,499
136,468
201,197
98,165
105,805
608,264
768,104
290.400
441,463
242,842
356,140
112.871
162,322

343
366
303
280

295
268
302
286
547
585
420
394
331
344

1,005
(')

113
97

991
1,031
200
214
125
127
307
299

2,632
2,162
376

441
418
6O0
475

852
691
830
662
162
172
606
485
349
327

680
625
585
508
' >o

223
183
163
592
573
382
375

112
100
107
404
407
328
368
182
201

618

239
219
223
273

266
255
160
200

Per cent
unserv-
iceable

19.2
19.4
25.6

6.3
11.0

15.9
21.6
21.5
15.3
22.4
32.8
20.6
16.9
38.1

C
1
)

31.5
37.4
19.4
21.9
26.2
24.1
19.8
22.6

30.0
20.9
23.7
20.7
26.9
34.2
31.3
26.0
9.3

12.1
16.5
25.8
23.0
28.9
17.7

12.4
13.0
12.9
16.4
19.5
35.4
31.1
21.3

29.2
23.9
18.9
22.7
28.1
12.8
17.8
22.4
19.9

25.9
28.4

17.7

26.0
25.9
24.5
28.1
29.0
21.5
28..

24.9

'Includ. Galveston. Harrishurg & San Antonio. Houston & ShrevepTt, Houston & Texas Central. Houston. East S West Texas. Iberia
S: Northern, Louisiana Western, Morgan's La. & Tex. R. R. & S. S. Co... and Texas & New Orleans.

23.7 24
19.1 6
28.1 122
25.7 36

39.0
31.4 11
18.8 60
18.2 1

26.5 23
30.1
29.0 21
24.6
30.9 59
21.7
38.7 9
30,4
36.0 25
34.8 12

&- Vermilion,
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Compared with June, 1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000

Region, road and year Home
New England Region:

Boston & Albany 1921 3.575
1920 584

Boston & Maine 1921 18,278
1920 7,305

N. Y., N. H. & H 1921 24,810
1920 8,206

Great I^akea Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1921 11,044

1920 3,698
Del., Lack. & Western. . 1921 17,763

1920 4,784
Erie (inc. Chic. & Erie).. 1921 40,520

1920 8,521
Lehigh Valley 1921 32.225

1920 9.732
Michigan Central 1921 19,812

1920 4,083
New York Central 1921 90.018

1920 27,576
N. Y., Chic. & St. 1 1921 5.655

1920 1,086
Pere Marquette 1921 11,436

1920 3.823
Pitts. & Lake Eric 1921 17,736

1920 3,128
Wabash 1921 13,166

1920 4,632
Ohiolndiana-Allevhenv Region

:

Baltimore & Ohio 1921 72,087
1920 23,615

Central of N. J 1921 20,498
1920 5.003

Chicago & Eastern 111... 1921 17,137
1920 7,932

C, C„ C. & St. L 1921 18,098
1920 4.135

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.. 19>1 9,993
1920 7,852

Long Island 1921 2,309
1920 585

Pennsylvania System 1921 221.453
1920 98.222

Phila. & Reading 1921 28.377
1920 6,056

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921 41,652

1920 11.603
Norfolk & Western 1921 36.366

1920 11,344
Southern Region:

Atlantic Coast Line 1921 22,298
1920 6,223

Central of Georgia 1921 5,344
1920 1,546

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.). 1921 47.899
1920 12,481

Louisville & Nashville... 1921 39,620
1920 13,553

Seaboard Air Line 1921 11.794
1920 3.863

Southern Ry 1921 40.339
1920 14,978

Northwestern Region:
C. & N. W 1921 49,579

1920 25,077
C, M. & St. P 1921 44,912

1920 21,150
C, St. F. M- & ° 1921 4.426

1920 1,965
Great Northern 1921 46,866

1920 20.466
M., St. P. & S. Ste. M..1921 18.278

1920 6,651
Northern Pacific 1921 39,016

1920 15,403
Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav..1921 5.506

1920 2,777
Central Western Region:

Atch., Top. & Santa Fe.,1921 48,301
1920 25.666

Chicago & Alton 1921 10,189
1920 3.110

Chi., Rurl. & Quincv 1921 49.933
1920 20.913

Chi., Rock Isl. & Pacific. 1921 34,120
I i '." 'i

Denver & Rio Grande 1921 13.575
1920 8.0 II

Oregon Short Line 1921 7.313
1920 3,901

Southern Pacific 1921 23.44S
1920 12.63.!

Union Pacific 1921 20,494
. 1920 5,884
Southwestern Region:

Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe..l921 8.264
1920 2.796

Missouri. Kans. & Tex. . .1921 8,074
1920 4. Mo

Mo., Kas. & Tex. of Tex. 1921 373
1920 327

Missouri Pacific 1921 32 853
1920 11,325

St. Louis San Francisco/ .1921 21,340
1920 0.312

Southern Pacific Lines.. .1021 9,322
(in Texas & Louisiana)' . 1020 2,311

Texas & Pacific 1921 6,554
1920 3,015

•No passenger train service. Interstate

Average number of freight
cars on line daily Gross

*-
, tons

Percent per train, Net
un- excluding tons

service- locomotive per
Foreign Total able Stored and tender train

4,224 7,799 6.8 908 966 377
8,651 9,235 4.6 1,010 472

12,793 31,071 2O.0 3,091 1,104 457
29,954 37,259 8.4 1,069 474
14,532 39,342 20.8 1,900 1,231 521
36,219 44,425 6.3 1,108 503

4,783 15,827 12.0 1,532 1,661 810
14,790 18,488 5.7 1,740 929
6,416 24,179 9.3 774 1,700 790

19,780 24.564 5.1 1,755 885
14.775 55,295 18.9 13,070 1,904 861
53,637 62,158 7.1 2,025 1,016
8,786 41,011 18.3 3,957 1,758 825

26,553 36.285 7.2 1,827 995
12,4(14 32,216 17.1 2,092 1,642 618
34,915 38,998 6.8 1,812 865
46,086 136.104 14.7 31,673 2.O04 845

133,365 160.941 7.5 2,329 1,118
5,379 11.034 15.5 1,618 1.589 594
8,676 9,762 6.0 1,583 759
8,608 20,044 16.4 1,000 1,296 585

21.100 24.923 6.2 1,383 729
7,198 24,934 25.2 1,931 2,273 1,328

20,566 23.694 13.3 2,676 1,639
9,642 22,808 10.2 1,159 1,528 639

23,112 27,744 8.3 1,562 761

27,739 99,826 11.3 6,892 1,595 794
87,696 111,311 6.5 1,733 940
8,421 28,919 23.8 4,801 1,489 723

19,516 24,519 8.9 1,477 770
2,826 19,963 9.2 4,861 1,348 702

12,225 20,157 9.8 1,489 788
15,721 33.819 11.8 5,191 1.66R 686
32,893 37,028 7.6 1,742 851
3,368 13,361 7.3 3,387 2.165 1 133
6,090 13,942 7.0 2,273 1.236
3,435 5,744 2.5 1,237 638 239
4,734 5,319 3.0 584 240
67,999 289,452 11.9 62,515 1,786 883

236,381 334.603 5.4 1,712 911
10.444 38.821 9.7 7.874 1,660 . 860
30.751 36,807 3.9 1,608 904

12,000 53,652 8.8 2,114 2,375 1.292
24,929 36,532 11.4 2.235 1.230
5.800 42,166 8.6 2,603 2,222 1.208

21.888 33,232 8.6 2,205 1.229

7,076 29,374 19.6 1,181 435
23,526 29.749 13.5 1.090 44'
4,237 9.581 16.0 1,065 449
7,497 9,043 4.0 1,009 463
17,212 65,111 12.0 8,376 1,592 686
48,939 61,420 6.0 1,572 730
15,120 54,740 25.0 10E 1,105 514
28,066 41.619 10.3 88 1,088 "9
6.987 18,781 26.2 1,075 432

16.529 20.392 7.9 1.142 494
16.641 56,980 13.8 2,962 1,130 457
50.241 65.219 5.0 1,181 537

22,381 71,960 8.9 6.50O 1.155 480
55.323 80,400 7.7 1,268 538
17.889 62.801 18.2 3.40O 1.304 569
65.498 86.648 7.7 1,337 648
10.899 15,325 13.3 2,949 933 397
10.563 12,528 7.7 1,003 476
5.477 52.343 21.4 1.639 780

23,120 43.586 7.5 1,790 057
5,427 23.705 10.9 4,433 1,105 495

13.324 19,975 6.7 1.140 557
6,670 45,686 13.8 9,429 1,542 724

16,596 31,999 8.7 1,566 803
2,696 8.202 3.0 2,516 1.339 646
4,432 7,209 2.1 1.344 705

13.343 61,644 11.2 8,506 1.467 540
41.337 67.003 7.2 1,461
4,371 14.560 4.4 1.186 1,276 538
16.499 19,609 2.7 1,356 617
17.360 67.203 15.3 3,608 1.520 702
54,655 75.568 7.8 1.628 804
16.725 50,845 U.8 7.913 1,196 482
47.734 60.655 5 7 .... 1.150 504
2.388 15.963 7.6 1.542 1,084
5.729 13.-40 7.0 1,211 621
2.357 0,670 6.5 1.588 1,288
5.201 0.102 2.8 476 1.373 705

22,055 45.503 0.4 3.674 1.610 641
31,723 44,356 5.0 1,556 698
5,875 26,360 22.9 5.60 1.633 710

13.80,1 19,777 86 . ... i i544 696

2,653 10,017 4 4,0 1,410 644
8,726 11,522 8.1 45 1,193 533
4.574 12,648 7.5 1.485 604

11.587 15.823 8.0 1,420 556
12,627 13.000 45 1,824 1.140 466
11.703 12,030 3.8 1.001 408
18.007 50.860 ion 5,289 1.313 592
44,415 55,740 4.8 1.340 663
8.793 30.133 7.4

27.063 36,375 5 1,025 466
13.069 23.301 10.7 3264 1.148 407
21.302 23.613 5.7 1,253
4,523 11.077 21.0 1,187 474

11,453 14,468 10.0 ..... 1.168

Commerce Commission—Bureau of Statistics.

Pounds of
Net ton coal per

(iles 1,000 press Passenger service
Net Net ton-

• miles
Car-
miles

per
mile

' . "" M 133 * rfSSCIl gcr service

Ori.pi including
loaded per per of road locomotive Train- train

car car-day car-day per day and tender miles car-miles

21.1 393 29.3 7,778 203 3C7.691 2.083.809
26.0 554 31.0 12.990 187 318.564
21.7 249 16.7 147 867,147 4,733.413
23.5 327 19.3 4,941 868,739 4.931,967
22.2 199 13.5 3,993 155 1,054,382 6,897,899
23.2 193 11.5 4,426 187 1,170,506

33.3 576 29.2 10,359 176 195,069 1.050.073
34.1 738 31.1 15.904 180 195,295 1.023.998
26.3 538 30.6 13,046 165 490,175 3,641,819
28.8 659 32.4 16,232 481,243 3,377.762
26.6 414 23.5 10,143 132 668.169 5,066,239
29.3
29.1

585
349

27.6
19.1

]../..-

9,992
139
158

690,322
358,156 2,723.155

34.3 539 22.1 13,688 164 368,292 2.836.219
20.9 272 21.2 4,781 117 573,442 5.028.171
24.3 368 19.6 7,852 613,225 5.753.182
25.1 324 21.1 7,800 i i 2 2,312.784 19.246.684
28.2 429 22.8 12,238 2.490.3S9 20,156.889
19.3 553 44.0 10.670 98 86,802 555.190
23.8 889 47.8 15,163 82,717 506,682
24.7 286 17.7 2,608 iio 314.071 1.563.114
27.3 36] 16.4 4.088 152 312.263 1.601,688
40.7 125 4.8 13.824 96 107,096
41.5 213 7.0 22.434 81 112,495 575,681
21.9 440 29.2 4,152 154 516,314
24.7 508 25.9 5,829 158 532,259 2.787.141

Ji.O 438 22.5 8,439 17S 1.356.941 8.622.487
35.8 529 21.8 11.434 1,334,708 8.110.158
32.8 211 10.9 9.009 175 359,932
34.7 322 14.8 11,626 364.218
31.0 245 12 7 4.326 164 217.614 1,412,660
31.3 389 17.9 6.933 227,568
26.2 394 26.7 5.59.5 iii
29.3 540 27.3 8.357 764,397 4,598,670
38.2 217 8.6 3.458 i is (

r
)

38.7 499 18.6 8.344 ( : ) («$
21.7 56 4.5 820 382 216,940 1.2S5.828
21.2 63 4.6 85! 210.4:0 1.252.455
34.1 397 190 10.579 128 4.049.678
33.8 449 13.872 5,367,156 35.859.091
35.4 369 16.9 20.624 168 518.311 2.360.312
37.3 456 17.9 24,279 517.875 2.378.430

44.3 667 26.9 14.050 116 433.739 2,463.447
40.8 949 38.0 2.430.617
42.3 720 29.3 13.743 152 394.937 2.471.160
40.1 1.015 38.3 1 5.404 305.992

10.1 286 24.1 1.716 123 4.368.952
352 25.5 2.142 734.489 4.4O0.O48

22.7 388 1.050 141
22.9 453 26.J 3.144 304.015 1.550.653
27.0 541 31.8 5.730 127
28.4 804 42.3 8.023 1.380. 528 8. 206.083
30.1 478 26.7 159 5.462.024
29.3 671 34.6 5,558 881.37S 5.219,594
20.3 288 20.7 1.520 176 3.132.269
22.1 395 24.9 2.275 173 553.340 2.776.503
21.8 312 22.2 2,557 187 1.258.794
23.4 422 24.4 3,960 1.415.416

23.3 295 19.9 2.557 172 1.664.756 10.414.546
24.3 378 23.5 3.652
23.5 397 25.7 155
25.2 404 21.0 3.303 I.404 020
21.6 231 2,050 175
24.1 421 22.2 3.058 308.551
28.4 339 18.9 2.220 146

631 28.0 3.443
21.7 259 16.5 1.452
24.2 27.1 2.311 410,^4;
25.4 332 18.5 2.364
27.2 672 31.6 3.355 170
26.3 426 21.8 1.5SO 190
28.6 766 34.3 3.524

21.4 394 141
531 145

"

26.3 407 5.861 1"4

27.7 388 21.1 186 1.4-4.171
27.8 26.8 152

5'>7 30.5 4.8JS 155 I.400.404
22.2 445 30.6 2.053 150

3,371
28.9 8.4 coo
20.1 447 21.6
26.7 4S5 1.000

1.016 47.5
= 4'. 148

24 8 685 38.5 4.358 151 1.510.030
22.0 640 37.0 143
24.3

500 30.2 135 180,086
10.0

23.5 360 i.33

424 31.8 3.o;
1

25.1 153 360.o,.t '

23.4 203 20.4 284.908
26.5 399 144
27.3 450

321 20 1 i7i
405 107

22.4 2.314
503 28 1 3.750

21.4 340 23.6 143 •

23.0 374 149
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American Association of Dining Car Superintendents.—S. W. Derr,

Philadelphia & Reading, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Association of Engineers.—C. E. Drayer, 29 S. La Salle St.,

332 South Michigan Ave, Chicago.

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.—W. C. Hope,
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting,

November 21 and 22, Carolina Hotel, Pinehurst, N. C.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—J. Rothschild, Room
400, Uni<_n Station, St. Louis, Mo.

American Electric Railway Association.—E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,

New York. Next convention, October 3, Atlantic City. Exhibits

this year will be omitted.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.—C. Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Ave., Chicago, 111.

Next convention September 12-14, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

American Railway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75

Church St., New York, N. \. Next regular meeting, November 16,

1921.
Division I—Operating.
Freight Station Section (including former activities of American

Association of Freight Agents). R. O. Wells. Freight Agent, Illinois

Central Railroad, Chicago, 111,

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church Street,

New York.
Protective Section (including former activities of the American

Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association),

J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St., New York. N. Y.
Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A, Fair-

banks, 7$ Church St., New York, N. Y.

Saiety Section. J. C. Caviston. 75 Church St.. New York. First

annual meeting, Boston, Mass., September 26.

Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division III—Traffic, J. Gottschalk, 143 Liberty St., New York.
Division IV—Engineering, E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.

Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.

Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.
Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal

Association). H. S. Balliet, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master

Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association), V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn
St.. Chicago, 111. No meeting this vear.

Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the

Master Car and Locomotive Fainters' Association;, V. R. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of

the Railway Storekeepers' Association). J. P. Murphy, General
Storekeeper, New York Central, Collinwood, Ohio.

Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the

Freight Claim Association), Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Ry., 319 Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Next con-
vention, October 18-20, 1921, New York City. Exhibit by Bridge
and Building Supply Men's Association.

American Railway Development Association.—J. F. Jackson, Central of

Georgia, Savannah, Oe. Next meeting, November. 1921, Chicago.

American Railway Engineering Association.— (Works in co-operation
with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,

431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 14-16,

Chicago. Exhibit by National Railway Appliances Association, March
13-16.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.— (See American Rail-

way Association, Division 5.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of

the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsey, Union
Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman, 4600 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Next convention, September 19-24, Indian-
apolis, Ind.

American Society for Testing Materials.—C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—E. M. Chandler (acting secre-

tary). 33 W. 39th St.. New York. Regular meetings, 1st and 3d
Wednesdays in month, except July and August, 33 W, 39th St., New
York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, Northern Pa-
cific Ry., Spokane, Wash.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—George M. Hunt, Chemist,
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morns. Northern Pacific

R. R.. St. Paul, Minn. Next annual meeting, May 19
I

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.
& N W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Next convention,

October 18-21, Hotel La Salle, Chicago. Exhibit by Railway Elec-

trical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Association of Railway EXECUTIVES,—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chairman),
61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Association of Railway Supply Men.—A. W. Clokey, 165S McCormick
Bldg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-
men's Association.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—(See American
Railway Association, Division 1.)

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—(See
American Railu.-w .Vs. c:..i i-n, hivisinn 2.1

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—A.J. Filkins. Paul Dick-
inson Company, Chicago. Meeting with convention of American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

, Canadian Railway Club.—W. A. Booth, 131 Charron St.. Montreal, Que.
Car Foremen's Association of Ciucaco.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pine

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June.

July and August. New Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of St. Louis. Mo.—Thomas B. Koneke, St.

Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday in month at the American
Hotel Annex, St. Louis.

Central Railway Club.—Harrv D. Yought. 26 Cortlandt St.. New York.
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November and 2d Friday in Jan-
ary, March. May and September, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors* and Car Foremen's Association.—
W. P. Elliott, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, East St.

Louis, 111. Convention this year has been postponed.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's
Association.—D. B. Wright, 34th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago,
111. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-
men's Association.

Cincinnati Railway Club.—W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

Eastern Railroad Association.—E. N. Bessling, 614 F St., N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Freight Claim Association.— (See American Railway Association, Divi-

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.-—A. M. Hunter, 321
Grand Central Sta., Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday preced-
ing 3d Friday in month, Room 856. Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—W. J. Mayer,
Michigan Central R. R., Detroit, Mich. Exhibit by International
Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Supply Men's Association.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths* Supply Men's Assoclvtion.
—George P. White, 747 Railway Exchange. Chicago. Meeting with
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.

International Railway Fuel Association.—J. G. Crawford, 702 E. 51st
St., Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall, 1061
W. Wabasha Ave., Winona, Minn. Next convention, which was to

have been held September 12-15, Hotel Sherman, Chicago, has been
postponed.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association.—E. E. Martin,
Union Pacific R. R., Room No. 19, Union Pacific Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo. Next convention, which was to have been held October 4-6,

1921, at Buffalo. N. Y., has been canceled.
Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.—(See A. R. A., Di-

vision 5.)

Master Car Builders' Association.— (See A. R. A., Division 5.)

National Association of- Railway Tif. Producers.—Warren C. Nixon.
Western Tie & Timber Co.. 905 Syndicate Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

National Association or Railway and Utilities Commissioners.—James
B. Walker, 49 Lafayette St., New York. Next convention, October
11, Atlanta, Ga.

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New-
York.

National Railway Appliances Association.—C. W. Kellv. People's Gas
Bldg., Chicap-o. Annu.il exhibition. March 13-16, Chicago, at con-
vention of American Railway Engineering Associationvention ot American Kailwav Engineering Association.

New England Railroad Club.—W. E. Cade, Jr., Boston, Mass. Regular
meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excepting June, July, August and
September.

New York Railroad Club.—Harry D. Vought. 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Regular meeting, 3d Friday in month, except June, July and August,
at 29 W. 39th St., New York.

Pacific Railway Club.—W. S. Wollner. 64 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal.
Regular meeting, 2d Thursday in month, alternately in San Fran-
cisco and Oakland.

Railway Accounting Officers* Association.—E. R. Woodson, 1116 Wood-
ward Building, Washington, D. C.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Bldg.,
Broad and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Regular meetings. 4th Thursday in month, except June,
July and August, Americus Club House. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railway Development Association.— (See Am. Ry. Development Assn.)
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. Scribner.

General Electric Co., Chicago. Annual meeting with Association
of Railway Electrical Engineers.

Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association.—R. J. Himmelright.
17 East 42nd St., New York. Meeting with Traveling Engineers*
Association.

Railway Fire Protection Association.—R. R. Hackett, Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., Baltimore, Md. Annual meeting, October 18-20, Hotel Sher-
man, Chicago.

Railway Real Estate Association.—-R. H. Morrison, C. & O. Ry., Rich-
mond, Va.

Railway Signal Association.—(See A. R. A., Division 4, Signal Section.)
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—(See A. R. A., Division 6.)
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.—J. D. Conway, 1841 Oliver

Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Railway Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association.—G. A. Nel-

son, 30 Church St., New York.
ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF W'aY ASSOCIATION. P. T. McAndreW5.

C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111. Next annual convention, September
20-22,_ 1921, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago. Exhibit by Track Supply
Association.

St. Louis Railway Club.-—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis, Mo.
Regular meeting, 2d Friday in month, except June, Julv and August.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmunds, Sunbeam Electric Manu-
facturing Company, New York City. Meeting with American Rail-
way Association, Signal Section.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Trust
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Southern and Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, P. O. Box
1205, Atlanta, Ga. Regular meetings, 3d Thursday in January,
March, May, July, September and November, Piedmont hotel,
Atlanta.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, West-
ern Ry. of Ala., Atlanta, Ga.

SfPFLv Association of American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—
C. X. Timlin, 335 Peoples' Gas Bid*., Chicago. .

Track Supi-ly Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hilburn,
N. Y. Meets with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, 117 East 98th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Business meeting, September 6, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago. Exhibit this year by Railway Equipment Manufacturers'
Associaiion has been canceled.

Western Railway Club.—Bruce V. Crandall. 14 E. Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago. Meeting third Monday each month except Tune. July and

\
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Traffic News

Export Grain via Montreal

The movement of grain through Montreal to Europe this sea-
son has been very heavy and it is predicted that all previous
records will be exceeded Wheat, corn and oats have all been
moving in large volume. Now, however, there is a decided con-
gestion both at Montreal and at ports on Georgian Ray, and
some shippers at Chicago are fearing an embargo. It is said
that 17 vessels are now afloat for Georgian Bay ports, and the
elevators there are filled. These ports have facilities for un-
loading only three or four vessels a day. Winnipeg shippers are
reported as fearing that the present congestion will interfere
with free movement of Canadian wheat, which is expected to
begin to move in volume to the Eastern ports early in September.

To Regulate St. Paul Live Stock Shipments
At a conference recently held at St. Paul, Minn., railway

traffic officers met with the representatives of the bureaus of
markets of Minnesota, South Dakota and North Dakota, to
see if shipments of live stock into this territory could not be
distributed more uniformly throughout the week. The rail-
roads deliver 25 per cent of the weekly hog supply on Tues-
day, about 34 per cent on Wednesday and comparatively small
amounts on other days. The market being flooded, the
farmers estimate that they lose about five cents a hundred
pounds on all hogs arriving on Wednesday. Similar examples
may be found in the other classes of live stock. It is pro-
posed to give the zone system a trial. Under the zone
method (as in effect at Chicago), stock originating within
200 miles is accepted on Tuesday and Thursday, and from
other territory on Monday and Wednesday; and receipts
are thus regulated to the advantage of the farmers, the
packers and the railroads. A second conference will be
called soon to consider rearrangements of stock train
schedules.

Boston & Maine Competes With Motor Trucks
The Boston & Maine has announced radical reductions—in some

cases more than SO per cent— in its miscellaneous express rates
applying to various local points within a radius of SO miles from
Boston. Some of the changes go into effect September 10;
others are already in effect. These rates apply to "express mat-
ter, miscellaneous shipments of. contents unknown or not stated."
They are used by industries and by the local express companies
•operating to communities out of Boston. The rates apply "only
when an individual car is assigned exclusively to this service."
The method of handling the traffic under these rates is of many
years' standing.

To Amesbury, 43 miles, where the rate has been 36'.. cents
per lb., the new rate is 13 cents; but the minimum chat
<:ar has been advanced from $15 to $20. To Concord, N. II 73
miles, the rate is 30 cents, minimum $45 a car. Concord does
not appear in the previous tariff. Manchester, 56 miles, and
Nashua, -10 miles, are two other New Hampshire towns now ap-
pearing in this tariff for the first time. To Springfield, Mass.,
about 100 miles, the rate. 34':. cents per 100 lb., is not cl

To Lawrence the decrease is from 18 cents to 9 cents; to 1 owell,
26 miles, from 20'', cents to 9 cents. To Lynn, ten miles, 7' '•

cents, there is no change To Peabody, 18 miles, the re<

is from ten cut. to six cents; carload minimum adi tnced from
$15 to $20.

It is understood that a further reduction will be made in the
rate to Lynn to five c :nl pei 100 II.

. and that this rate will
apply each day. even if a full carload i- not shipped
Ever since tin congestion in railroad freight traffii whii i was

caused by vvat conditions, freight between Bo to and the cities
Wlll " n S0 miI« has Been carried largely by automobile trucks
until now it is ^.u,\ that pn bablj 80 or 90 per cent of the busi
ness between Boston and Lynn 'has of late been carried in that
way. To Salem, 16 miles, the percentage is believed to be
about the same.

Foreign Railway News
Htriiimriiimmmiim mmnmiiitnimiimiiiimitiiimimminii nnimmirMiiiiirHiimmiMiiiiniimn:

Disastrous Collision Near Rome
Thirty persons killed and over 100 injured is the report

following a collision near Magliano. Italy, ten miles north of
Rome, on the night of August 27. An excursion train, in which
were manj children, collided with a i>

Railways of Siam Ask Bids on Bridges
Tender forms, including general terms and specifications for

the supply of superstructures of eight steel bridges for the
Siamese State Railvi

. mc. Depart-
ment of Commerce, according to a cablegram from Consul
James P. Davis, at Bangkok. The total length of these bridges
will be about 1950 ft. The arrival and availability of the specifi-
cations will be announced later by the Department of Commerce.

A Short Lived Strike in Ireland

Enginemen on the Great Northern of Ireland went out on a
strike at midnight of August 29, but returned to work the fol-
lowing afternoon on the advice of J. H. Thomas, general secre-
tary of the National Union of Railwaymen, according to theNew York Times. Mr. Thomas advised the men to go back towork after the company agreed to participate in the Irish rail-way arbitration now in progress. The Irish railways were re-
turned to their owners on August IS at the same "time as the
British railways were returned, but legislation similar to that
provided for the roads of Great Britain has not been extended
to the Irish railways.

The Service of the Department of

Commerce to Foreign Trade
Commerce Reports, the daily publication of the Depart-ment of Commerce, which contains news sent to Washing-

ton by cable and by mail from representatives of the govern-
ment all over the world and which is an important source
of information for American concerns who are seeking oppor-
tunities to sell their goods abroad, is to be changed to aweekly publication. In this form, it is believed that the in-
formation published can be systematized and each item of
news shown more nearly in its proper perspective than in
the daily publication. "Comi lity experts" are being ap-
pointed to handle specific information interesting to various
industries such as textiles, fuel, chemicals, etc. and it is
expected that Commerce Reports in its new form will be of
considerably greater value to American business than it
formerly has been.

China Seeking to Free Itself from
Foreign Domination of Railways

The extent to which foreign-owned railwavs dominate the
territory they serve is a source of annovance to the Chinese
.government, according to a correspondent writing in the
Publu' : Philadelphia), and an attempt to inter-

ihze these carriers may be expected to feature the
disarmament conference to be held at Washington. British

and Russian interests would, it is said
h a move. The principal foreign

til Manchun
Shantung, the Yunnan and the Hong Kong-Canton.
A " «ampl of the methods emploved by some

ot these railways: "A lew years ago a British group con-
ceived the idea of building a railway in Yunnan. In order

petition, the French set up a
on railway materials which made it impossible to transport
them. The only way the British could have built the pro-
posed railway was to estabfo -'

:e i r own j n
the region oi the 1

•
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Proposed Subway and Tunnel for Havana, Cuba

Plans for the subway system and tunnel proposed for the city

of Havana have been exhibited to a representative of the Ameri-

can consulate general at Havana, Cuba, according to Commerce

Reports. Consul General Carlton Bailey Hurst's representative

was shown documents indicating that the necessary concessions

for the work had been approved by the Cuban Railroad Com-

mission, and that the Cuba North & South Railroad Co., organized

to promote this project, had been completed in accordance with

Cuban laws governing the organization of companies for railroad

construction. A representative of the firm of engineers in charge

(S'r. Serafin Sanchez Govin, No. 62 Villegas street, Havana),

holding a full power of attorney to act for the Cuba North &

South Railroad Co., declared his intention of going to New
York in October or November to arrange for the necessary capital

and expressed a desire to receive correspondence from persons in

the United States who may be interested in either the structural

or the investment possibilities of the project.

The New Railway Regime in Great Britain

The railways of Great Britain were returned to their owners

on August IS. Just prior to the return, the Ministry of Trans-

port's Railway Rill (Railway Age, May 27, page 1209) as

amended was passed by Parliament. The amendments to this

bill were not of a fundamental nature, with the exception of the

groupings for compulsory consolidation. In the original bill there

were six groups; in the bill as passed, four. The principal car-

riers constituting the groups are as follows

:

Southern Group.—London & South Western ; London,

Brighton & South Coast; South Eastern; London, Chatham &
Dover; South Eastern & Chatham.

Western Group.—Great Western ; Alexandra Docks & Rail-

way ; Barry ; Cambrian ; Cardiff ; Rhymney ; Taff Vale.

Northwestern Group.—London & North Western ; Midland

;

Lancashire & Yorkshire ; North Staffordshire ; Fumess ; Cale-

donian ; Glasgow & South Western ; Highland.

Eastern Group.—North Eastern ; Great Central ; Great East-

ern ; Great Northern; Hull & Barnsley; North British; Great

North of Scotland.

Exports of Track Materials in June

The June exports of steel rails totaled 20,308 tons, valued at

$1,083,344. Track spikes valued at $79,434 and miscellaneous

track materials valued at $568,134 were the other totals. Detailed

figures by counties, as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce, follow

:

Railroad spikes

Pounds

Rails of steel

Countiies
France
Gibraltar
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Rumania
Spain
Sweden
England .

Scotland
Ireland
Canada 321.080
Costa Rica 17.500
Guatemala 2,000
Honduras
Salvador 10,0(10

Mexico 602.316
Trinidad and Tobago... 3.000

Cuba 70,400
Haiti
Dominican Republic 29,468
Argentina 2,414

Biazil
Chile 374,782
Colombia 14.SO0

Peru 4,442

China
Kwantung, leased territory

Chosen 2,500
British India
Dutch East Indies

Japan 30.690
Siam
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands 80,658
Portuguese Africi

1,219 $79,635

Switches,
frogs,
splice

bars, etc.

$260
166

16,780
250

1.441
19

17,407
565
372

2,210

1,046
187

56,212
11,500

32,017
2,052

1,002

220

57,809

14,986

4,997
1,104

10,937
180

3 210

37
146

1,880
7,155

2,720 122,736

1,001
2,541
7.673
1,000

85,600
145,508
338.378
60,021

"4,/ 20
8.111

14.775

.-

Equipment and Supplies

umiiii mi imiimniiniiiiiinimi 1
iinmimiirniiii;!

Car Orders and Deliveries in July

The number of freight cars delivered for domestic service in

July totaled 3,892 and for foreign service 433. The passenger

cars delivered totaled 90, all for domestic service. On July 31,

the companies had on hand undelivered orders for 6,145 freight

and 218 passenger cars for domestic service and 2,088 freight and

46 passenger cars for export. Car repairs were made in July

on a total of 2,281 cars for domestic service and at _the end of

Tuly car repairs on order and undelivered totaled 16,765, all for

domestic service, as compared with 13,752 at the end of June.

The July summary as prepared by the Railway Car Manufac-

turers' Association from the report of 26 car building companies

follows

:

New Cms Delivered
Domestic Foreign

Freight 3,892
Passenger "0

On Order and Undelivered
Domestic Foreign

Freight °.145 2,088

Passenger 218

Car Retairs

Delivered—July 2.281

On order and undelivered. July 31 16./56

8,815
986

44,130
314,910
25,171
22,082
1,517
4,492
6,120

""137
1,423
5,886

20,143

"4!6i7
1,129
2,715
403

Freight Cars

Total 1,566,050 $79,434 20,308 $1,083,344 $568,134

The Mathieson Alkali Works, 25 West Forty-third street,

New York City is inquiring for 20, 30 ton cars for handling tanks.

The Bangor & Aroostook has renewed its inquiry for cars

and is now asking for 200 single sheathed box cars of 40 tons'

capacity.

The Pittsburgh Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is in-

quiring for from 15 to 25 all steel gondola cars, of 75 tons/

capacity.

The Fleischmann Transportation Company, Chicago, is in-

quiring for from 10 to 20 undernames for tank cars of 50 tons

capacity.

The Erie has entered into a contract with the Youngstown

Steel Car Company, Niles, Ohio, for the repair of 400 coal cars, of

50-ton capacity.

The Baltimore & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age of

June 17, as inquiring for 500 hopper car bodies, is now inquiring

for 1,000 box car bodies of 40 tons' capacity, and for 1,000

hopper car bodies of 50 tons' capacity.

The New York Central has given an order for the repair

of 250 steel cars to the Cleveland Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

and for 500 steel cars to the Ryan Car Company, Chicago. This

is in addition to the repairs reported in the Railway Age of July

30 and August 6 for a total of 6,500 cars.

The Illinois Central, reported in the Railway Age of Au-

gust 27, as asking for price on the repair of 1,250 cars, has

placed orders for repairs as follows : 254 ballast cars and 500

box cars with the Pullman Company; 360 gondola cars with the

Haskell-Barker Car Company; 500 box cars with the American.

Car & Foundry Company, and 400 box cars with the Ryan Car

Company.

Iron and Steel

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has placed

orders for 900 tons of steel, of which 200 tons will be used for

bridge renewals, and about 700 tons for track elevation work at

Indianapolis, Ind.

The Meiki Electric Railways, of Japan, is asking for bids

through Mitsui & Company, New York, for 25 miles of 60-lb.

A. S'. C. E. rail and accessories. This railway will buy rails later

for an additional 29 miles.
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Supply Trade News

The Interstate Car Company, Indianapolis, Ind., will build

an addition to its foundry in that city, 91 by 126 ft., at an
approximate cost of $25,000.

H. S. Durant has been appointed sales agent, and M. W.
Floto assistant sales agent, at the Detroit office of the Ameri-
can Steel & Wire Company, Chicago, to succeed M. Whaling
and T. J. Usher, Jr., resigned.

The Western Electric Company, New York, has re-zoned
its sales territory, and a new district, called the Atlantic dis-

trict, has been established witli R. W. Van Valkenburgh as

manager with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa. It includes

the area covered by the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh houses,

which formerly was part of the Western district.

Robert D. Black has been appointed manager of the Phila-

delphia branch office of the Black & Decker Manufacturing
Company with headquarters at 318 North Broad street. He
succeeds W. C. Allen who has been appointed special factory

representative, with headquarters at the Cleveland branch
office, 622S Carnegie avenue. Mr. Black was formerly assist-

ant sales manager of the company.

Horace G. Hides, who for the past 20 years represented
Wm. Jessop & Sons, Sheffield, England, has been appointed
general sales manager in the United States for Thos. Firth &
Sons, Ltd., Sheffield. This firm recently terminated its agency
arrangement for the sale of sheet steel with Whcelock Love-
joy & Co., of New York and Cambridge. Mr. Hides will

have his headquarters in Hartford, Conn., where a joint

office has been opened by Thomas Firth & Sons, Ltd., and
an associate company, the Firth-Sterling Steel Company,
New York; Henry I. Moore will represent the latter com-
pany at Hartford.

Obituary

Edward A. Craig, manager of the export department of
the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., died
on August 28. at his home in Edgewood, Pa. Mr. Craig was

born in January, 1873,

at Allegheny City, Pa.,

and was educated in the

public schools of that

city. He began work in

INNS with the Westing-
house Air Brake Com-
pany as a messenger.
He subsequently served
as secretary to the gen-
eral superintendent of

the works. He later

was appointed assistant

auditor and then served
as auditor and assistant

secretary. In 1906, the

company established the

Southeastern district,
with Mr. Craig as man-

i le remained in

E. A. Craig
t,,;lt Pos ' t '011 Until the
export department was
organized in January.

1920, and since that time be served ;i> manager of the export
•department.

Daniel Sellinger for <uer 20 years in charge of rail inspec-
tion tor Robert W. Hunt & Co., at the south works of the
Illinois Steel Company, Chicago, died on August 24. at the
•age of 63.

Railway Construction
: in i iiiiu<

Boston & Maine.—This company has awarded a contract to

the M '

i hall Company, Pittsburgh, for the construc-
tion of a bridge over the Winnipisseogee river, Tilton, N. H.
The bridge will have S deck plate girder spans averaging 35 ft. in

length and will cost approximately $17,000.

Canadian National—This company will receive bids until

noon September 7 for the construction of the sub-structure for
a single t'

1 ridge over the Coffee river, 41 miles from Doucet
on the St. Maurice division.

1 HI< i rGTON & Quincy.—This company is accepting
bids for structural steel to be used in building a new freight house
at Chicago.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company has awarded
a contract to Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the
construction of a concrete coaling station at Morris, III., and to
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, for a coaling station at Mc-
Farland, Kan.

Louisiana & Arkansas.—This company is contemplating the
erection of a one-story brick and reinforced concrete locomotive
shop at Stamps, Ark., to cost about $150,000.

New York Central.—This company has awarded a contract
for the construction of a 30-stall roundhouse and annex buildings
at Solvay. X. V.. to the W. M. Ballard Company, Syracuse, N. Y
Construction was resumed recently on this project. The same
company has been awarded a contract for the construction of a
1,000-ton coaling station exclusive of machinery at Solvay. The
Walsh Construction Company. Syracuse X Y., has been awarded
a contract for the construction of a 400-ton coaling station at
Waynesport. X. Y. The Link Belt Company has been awarded
a contract for the machinery of both of these coaling stations and
the Edward Joyce Company, Syracuse, X. Y., has been awarded
the contract for the electric lighting and power wiring of the
Solvay coaling station.

I'm IFIC Great Eastern.—On this railroad, owned and operated
by the Province of British Columbia and which is now in opera-
tion to Williams Lake, about 300 miles north of Vancouver, track
has been laid to Quesnel, about 50 miles beyond Williams Lake
and about half the distance then George, B. C, the
proposed northern terminus, which is on the Grand Trunk 1

The Minister of Finance of the Province has lately sold
to the amount of $1,000,000 to provide funds for continuing the
work of construction north of Quesnel. The bonds, run:-

years, and bearing interest at six i>er cent, are said to hav<
sold for 93.59.

Texas & Pacific—This company has revised its plans for
the construction of a new passenger station at Ranger, Tex.,
and has issued another call for bids to be closed on September 15.

Central Vermont.—This company has awarded a contract to
the Roberts & Schaefer I ompany, the construct
a gravity sanding plant and a 300 ton coaling plant equipped with a
30.000 ton drag scraper and a mechanical storage plant at St
Albans, Vt . I si $40,000.

OPAH & Goldfield.—This company has applied to the
Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to construct an

ion IN 1 miles lon{ From a point near Coaldale v

in Mineral county. Nevada, on its main line, to a point in Fish
Lake Valley, Esmeralda county. Nevada. The extension would
serve what is believed to be a "potential oil field," accord
the appli

Western Maryland.—This company opened bids on August
2? tor the constructi tions to its grain elevator and
facilities at Port Covington. Baltimore. Md., to cost approximately
$1,000,000. The additions will be of reinforced concrete con-
struction and will provide storage spa. • 00 bushels of
grain in addition to the present facilities.
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Railway Financial News
iilimiimi inn in" ' iiiiiiiiimimimiiiiiimiiwiiiiiiiii.

Boston- & Maine.- Loan Approved.—The Interstate Commerce

I ommission lias approved a loan to this- company of $3,049,000

for IS years from the revolving fund to assist it in meeting

maturing indebtedness,

Bullfrog Goldfield.—Authorised to Issue New First Mort-

gage Bonds—The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted

authority to this company to deliver to W. A. Clark not exceed-

ing $143 000 of new first mortgage 5 per cent bonds, in exchange

for par, for a like aggregate amount of first mortgage 6 per

cent bonds and second mortgage income bonds now outstanding;

and also to deliver not exceeding $5,000 of new first mortgage

5 per cent bonds, at par. in partial settlement of unpaid interest

accrued on outstanding first mortgage bonds.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Annual Report.—A review of this com-

pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Cowlitz, Chehalis & Cascade.—Application for Loan.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission

for a loan of $45,500 to meet matured obligations for equipment.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—A sks Authority to

Lease Road.—An application has been filed with the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority and approval of the lease

to this company of the property of the Sussex Railroad, of which

it owns a majority of the capita! stock.

Duluth South Shore & Atlantic—Ami ual Report—The

income account lor the year ended December 31, 1920, compares

with the preceding year as follows: M m9
Total operating revenue (Mar. 1 to Dec. 31)

*|*lif"lll
Total operating expenses (Mar. 1 to Dec. 31)

^f,
6A\?7

Net operating revenue ^n'ais
Railway tax accruals ?«!««

Net operating mcome ••• • • •„•. ^s^003

Income from lease of road (Jan. and Feb., 1920,

year 1919) '' Y
Estimated amount of government guaranty due

(Mar. 1 to Aug. 31)............. •-.• 281,174

Due from U. S. Gov't, for deficit incurred in opera-

tion of road during guaranty period (Mar. 1 to
n0]3

Aug. 31) •
782*023 596,706

Deduft-IntereTon -funded' debt! ! ! ! \ I 876,770 879 760

Total deductions from gross income 1.111.706 1.010 214

Net loss

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows:

Operating Revenues
1920 1919

_ . . , $3,576,909 $2,815,493

dinger"": '.:'•''•'''•" "•''•
'••••• '

'
369 '

903 '235 '685

Total operating revenue $5,949,891 $4,758,601

Operating Expenses

Maintenance of way and structures $
j'uo i's89

$
874'o79

Maintenance of equipment
6557' 65 518

Traffic •;.• :.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 3,076,865 2,368,'609
Transportation

151,078 168,433
General ' !__

Total operating expenses $5,598,701 $4.461,300

., ,, „„,.„.,. $351,189 i $297,301
Net operatic rexc.i-ie *356028 269,244
Tax accruals ' '__

Operating income Del. $5,275 $27,761

Passenger Traffic

Number of revenue passengers carried 908,478 894.880

Number of passcngei- carind one mile 46,64 206 43,840.356

Vveragi distance carried (miles) 51-34 «.»»

Average receipts per passenger pei mile i cents) i.vn t.oiy

Freight Traffic

Number of revenu. tons carried wHo^'i'M
Number of tons carried one mile )5a - 59 *-,

1^ -96, gh
5
?!

Averagi di ti of on< ton (miles) 4.6 8B.JJ

Average receipts per ton per mile (cents! 1.1-6

Erie.—Loan Approved.—The Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion has approved a loan of $1,733,750 from the revolving fund

to assist the company in financing additions and betterments, in-

cluding a considerable amount of work in reconstructing freight

cars.

& Banking Company.—Bonds Offered.—

Trask & Co., -New York, and William E. Bush & Co.,

d interest SI .500,000, 30-

ent refunding bonds. The bonds will mature Oc-

tober 1, 1951, and are non-callable.

The bonds are being offered subject to the approval of the stockholders,

lie Interstate Commerce Commission and the Railroad Commission of Georgia.

This issue, which ranks equally with the $1,000,000 4 per cent bonds < i

ide for the retirement i

bonds and si, -i>0,000

5 ,,er cent bonds, maturing January 1, 1921 of this

financing, the total funded defil I f the company will amount to S-.aOO.OOO.

The Georgia Railr, ad s Banking Company was incorporated in 1833 and

owns 315 miles of railroad, including the shortest link

ing the Louisville & Nashville and Atlantic Coast Line railroads operated

bv" either road. Al! the traffic between the two systems, except that to and

from Florida, must pass over this connecting line which extends from

Atlanta to Augusta, Ga. It is also interested in 24/ miles of adjacent

lines through security ownership and is practically the sole owner ot the

Georgia Railroad Bank. . . , ... ,

The railroad property is leased jointly to the Louisville & Nashville and

Atlantic Coast Cine for 99 years from April 1.. 1881, and together with the

railroad companies in which it is interested, is operated as the Georgia

Railroad" system, which system forms an integral part of both systems.

Gulf Ports Terminal.—Application to Extend Line Denied.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied the applica-

tion of this company for a certificate to construct an extension of

its line in Baldwin County, Ma., to Mobile, approximately 25

miles. The cost of the proposed extension was estimated by

the applicant at $650,000, including $350,000 for a trestle. 7 miles

in length. The commission, in its opinion, stated that the finan-

cial success cf the proposed loan would depend chiefly upon the

ability of the carrier to secure a considerable volume of traffic

moved between Pensacola and Mobile. The applicant's plans-

indicate a line of light construction, heavy grades and inadequate

terminals. Any through business which it might obtain obvi-

ously would constitute a diversion of traffic from existing trans-

portation facilities.

Hocking Valley.—Annual Retort—A review of this com-

pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

International & Great Northern.—Authorised to Deliver

Equipment Motes and Pledge Receiver's Certificates.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has authorized the receiver to de-

liver 24 notes for $8,601 each, aggregating $206,444 to the Baldwin

Locomotive Works in part payment for eight locomotives ;
and

to pledge receiver's certificates aggregating $194,300 with the

Secretary of the Treasury as security for a loan from the re-

volving fund.

Maine Central.—Loan Approved.—The Interstate Commerce

Commission has approved a loan of $400,000 to aid this company

in providing itself with equipment and other additions and

betterments. The loan will be used in connection with the pur-

chase of eight locomotives and miscellaneous equipment and the

rebuilding of 110 rack cars.

Mineral Range.—Annual Report.—The income account for

the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the preceding

vear, as follows

:

.ill

. ,:n 717,801
Total operating revenue (March 1 to Dee
Total operating expenses (March I to Di

Net operating expenses 'JI'SU
Railway tax accruals Js'SJS

Net operating deficit 19S.570

Income from lease of road I fanu ry and February,

1920; year 1919) 24,001

Estimated amount of government guaranty due (March
1 to Aug. 31) 72,003

Due from (J. S. Gov't for deficit incurred in operation

of road during guaranty period I March 1 to Aug. 31)
l
6-^

Gross income ^
,

.''/l
Deduct— Interest on funded debt Sr.uJ.

Total deductions from gross income

ISA 580
88,322

103,901
46,679Net income or loss Del". 39,253

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the princi-

pal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919, as follows:

Operating Reve

Freight
i

19JO
$327,984

1919
S3 16.069

4,490-

al operating revenues

Operati>

. v and structures.
lance of equipment

40S.914
15,646

$165,420
256.233

4.786
4116.358

13,515-

TYtal operating expenses. $846,315
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iterating revenue Dcf. 197,329 Dcf. 93,086
TaX accruals 62,147 48.060

Operating income Dcf. $259,498 Def. $141,147

Passenger I « iffk

Number of revenue passengers carried 11,298 13,414
Number of passengers carried one mile 1 147,915
Average distance carried (miles) 1142 11.03
Average receipts per passenger per mile I 3.052 3.035

Freight Traffh
Number of revenue tons carried 1,934,087 2,697,662
Number of tons carried one mile 22,858,722 31,492,496
average distance haul of one ton (miles) 11.82 11.67
Average receipts per ton per mile (cents) 2.790 2.300

Norfolk & Portsmouth I'.tu Line, Authority to Issut

Granted.—This company has been granted authority by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission to issue a 90-day, 6 per cent promis-

sory note for $35,000, payable to the order of the Merchants &
Farmers Bank of Portsmouth, Va , in renewal of a note for a
similar amount; and to issue from time to time notes in renewal

thereof for like amounts payable to that bank 90 days after date,

but not later than August 35, 1922, with interest at 6 per cent.

Pere Marquette.- Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This

company has made application to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for permission ixo discontinue service and take up its

tracks between Harrison. Mich., and Leota, a distance of ap-
proximately 10 miles. This northerly portion of the Harrison
branch was originally built to lake rare of the lumber business,

which is now practically exhausted.

Final Settlements with the Railroad Administration

The Railroad Administration announced on August 31 that it

had made final settlements with the following carriers foi the

amounts stated

:

Carolina St Northeastern $15,000
Joliet Union Dip. i Company 2,307
I^ackawanna \ Montrose 4.000
Manistique &• Lake Superior 50,000
Meridian Terminal Company 702
New York, Chicag,, & St. Louis 3,000,000
Sussex Railroad 26,000

The Ann Arbor has paid the Railroad Administration $600,000.

Partial Payments of Guaranty

The Interstate Commerce Commission certified to the Treasury
partial payments of guaranty to the following roads

:

Terminal R. R. Association of St. Louis $65,000
Trinity S; Brazos Valley 35,000

Treasury Payments

The Treasury has announced the payment of a loan of $65,000

from the revolving tnnd to the Central Vermont and partial

payments of guaranty to the following roads:

American Railway Express Company $425,000
Atlantic, Birmingliam & Atlantic 90.000
Bullfrog Coidficld 30.000
Chicago, Indianapolis S Louisville 250.000
Kansas, Oklahoma >* Gulf 131 ,i I

Lorama Railroad 5,700
Middle Tennessee 41,893
Mineral Point & Northern 6,500
Missouri Pacific 2.000,000
New York Hock Railway 50,000

The Treasury has also announced a partial payment of $114,-

'000 to the Atlantic Coast Line and Louisville & Nashville Rail-

roads, joint lessees of the Georgia Railroad.

Dividends Declared

Boston S Ubany.
| 00, quarterly, payabli September 30 to holders of

Vugust 31.
New York, Chicago .\ St. Look 2nd preferred, $5.00. payable September

16 to holders of record September 3.

Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago. Common and preferred, 1', per cent,
quarterly, pavable October 1 to holders of rei • 10.

The Veterans in the service of tin I hicago Milwaukee &
St. Paul will hold their annual reunion at Minneapolis on
September 15 and 16. at the Curtis Hotel.

1 '" Chicago Greai Western has awarded a contract for
the repair of its cars in its Kansas City and St. Paul shops
'" tiecker & Co., * leveland, Ohio, who will do the repairing

i'h ., work basis. This pl.m is somewhat similar to
thai ol the Erie, at Marion, Ohio, except that the Great
Western retains control over its plant, and only giving out
the work to contractors. '

.
. .. in. .;i

_.

Railway Officers

allllltiiiiiiiiiinini

Financial, Legal and Accounting

A. H. Orci has been appointed general counsel of the Na-
tional Railways of Mexico with headquarters at Mexico City.

I. J. Terroba has been appointed general auditor of the
National Railways of Mexico with headquarters at Mexico
City. J. R. Gamez has been appointed auditor of passenger
receipts with the same headquarters.

Operating

J. M. Carpio has been appointed assistant to the general
manager of the National Railways of Mexico with head-
quarters at Mexico City.

M. T. Vela has been appointed superintendent of car service
of the .National Railways of Mexico with headquarters at
Mexico City. C. M. Durazo has been appointed superin-
tendent of the sleeping car department and J. M. Del Campo
has been appointed superintendent of telegraph, both with
headquarters at Mexico City.

M. Acosta, superintendent of the Pacific division of the
National Railways of Mexico, has been transferred to a
similar position on the Guadalajara division with headquarters
at Guadalajara, succeeding P. S. Mvarez. J. Mejia, superin-
tendent of the ' laxaca division, succeeds Mr. Acosta and
P. W. Caballero succeeds Mr. Mejia.

C. W. Coe, general superintendent of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, with headquarters at Brewster, Ohio, has been appointed
assistant general manager in charge of operation and main-
tenance with headquarters at (lev eland, succeeding F. P.
Barr, who has been appointed general traffic manager. The
offici Of general superintendent has
fective August IS.

Traffic

A. G Roel has been appointed traffic manager of the
National Railways of Mexico with headquarters at Mexico
City.

S. M. Jackson has been appointed commercial agent of the
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, with headquart.
St. Louis, Mo.

E. L. Blandford has been appointed commercial agent of
the Louisville & Nashville with headquarters at New Y"rk.
effective September 1.

C. A. Swope has been appointed general Eastern freight
agent of the Louisville & Nashville with headquart
New York, effective September 1.

F. P. Barr, assistant general manager in charge of opera-
tion and maintenance of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with
headquarters at < leveland. Ohio, has been promoted t

eral traffic manager with the same headquarters, effective

August IS.

Obituary

John Sayer, formerlj secretary and treasurer of the I

cv Hudson River, died on August 2A. at Warwick, N. V.. at

the age of 76 years. Mr Saver retired in !

active service with the company.

Frederick U. Adams, a mechanical ind scientific

writer, who at one time conducted experiments for the Balti-

& Ohio on the effect of atmospheric resistance on the

of trains, died at his home at Larchmont, N". Y. on

August 28
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F. F. Gaines, formerly superintendent of motive power of

the Central of Georgia, died at Washington, D. C, on August
as born on March 28, 1871, at Hawley, Pa.

He entered railway
in as a

F. F.

service

freight and ticket clerk

Eor the Erie. Two years

later he resigned to en-

ter Cornell University.

at which institution he

studied for the follow-

ing four years. Upon
leaving the university

he served in the shops

of the Eric for a time

and in August, 1895, be-

came a draughtsman

for the Lehigh Valley

and the following year

was appointed engineer

of tests. In April, 1897,

he was promoted to

mechanical engineer
and in November, 1902,

he was appointed mas-

ter mechanic. Two
.

years later Mr. Gaines became mechanical engineer ot tne

Philadelphia & Reading and in 1906 he went to the Central

of Georgia as superintendent of motive power. In 191/ Mr.

Gaines resigned as superintendent of motive power on ac-

count of ill-health but continued in the service of the com-

pany In July, 1918, he was appointed a member of the

committee of standards of the Railroad Administration and

the following year was elected chairman of the Board ot

Wages and Working Conditions. He subsequently served as

a member of Railway Board of Adjustment No. 3. Mr. Gaines

was president of the American Railway Master Mechanics

Association in 1914 and 1915

Louis Pierre Alexandre Weissenbruch, General Secretary

of the Permanent Commission of the International Railway

Association, whose death at Brussels, Belgium, on August 7,

was noticed briefly in

the Railway Age of

August 27, had been

connected with the In-

ternational Railway
Congress since its first

session, in 1885, having

begun as a private sec-

retary. He was well

known to many rail-

road men in America,

having visited this

country in 1904 and

1905 in connection with

the seventh session of

the Congress, which

was held at Washing-

ton in the latter year.

He was a general in-

spector of the Belgian

State Railways, inter-

ested more particularly

in signaling; and his

writings have appeared occasionally m the Railway Age. the

list was in the issue of July 2, 1920, an abstract of an ex-

haustive article on cab signals in Europe. Since the great

war Mr. Weissenbruch had been engaged in the organiza-

tion of the International Railway Association (the old organ-

ization, the "Congress" having been declared defunct by the

Belgian Government) and the preparations for the Nintn

Congress, to be held at Rome, Italy, next April, had been

well advanced. T .

Mr Weissenbruch was 64 years old, and was born at Liege

Belgium. He was graduated from Brussels University and

from the military school of Brussels and was brevctted sub-

lieutenant of engineering in 1879. He served three years with

the artificers of engineering at Antwerp, and in July, 18S-,

Weissenbr

was appointed to a position with the ministry of railroads

at Brussels. In a short time he was appointed railroad engi-

neer and private secretary to the Minister, and thence was

successively promoted to be engineer; chief engineer in the

traction department; specialist in the department of com-

mercial administration; chief of section in the railroad de-

partment, and (1901) director of the safety appliances depart-

ment. Mr. Weissenbruch had been "reporter" for the Con-

gress on various technical subjects, having presented papers

to the Congresses of 1885, 1887, 1889, 1892 and later. He is

also the author of numerous technical articles in the Bulletin

of the Congress and in other publications. As editor of the

Bulletin (one of his duties as secretary) he has with marked

discretion enriched its pages with many valuable reprints

from technical periodicals of all countries. He was one of

the editors of the French edition of the History of Russian

Railroads down to 1892, which was published by the Russian

Government.
One of his friends in England, Mr. T. S. Lascelles, has

sent us an appreciation, from which we quote:

"Monsieur Weissenbruch passed out of the Military Col-

lege with first class rank in the special arms section. In the

maintenance of way department of the State Railways, he

specialized on signalling questions and was appointed assist-

ant signal engineer in 1898. This position he occupied until

1901 when he became chief signal engineer. In this capacity

he executed a complete reformation of the signal system

on the State Railways on principles elaborated by himself,

after an exhaustive study of the methods in use in every

other country. The result was a very sound and efficient

system extremely well suited to the conditions of working

obtaining in Belgium. A great admirer of English practice

he incorporated the best of it with the best German practice,

notably the Siemens alternating current lock-and-block ap-

paratus. He adopted the upper quadrant semaphore and the

yellow light for the caution indication and extensively em-

ployed power distant signals. Under his direction some ten

or eleven all-electric interlockings were put in, including

large ones at Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent and Louvain. These

were Siemens pattern and were specially designed to answer

to Belgian requirements, set forth in a specification due to

him. Fogs being rather prevalent in many parts of Belgium

he gave special attention to the fog-signalling problem and

directed numerous experiments with cab-signals. He inves-

tigated carefully almost every one that had reached a prac-

tical stage. Although no cab signal was adopted by the

State Railways he overcame the fog difficulty by installing

repeating light-signals on the crowded Brussels-Antwerp main

line; and it is interesting to note that the same thing has since

been adopted on the London electric lines, in a modified

form, with great advantage. Automatic stops also formed

the subject of many experiments which he was actively

prosecuting when the war broke out. He was one of the

founders of the International Railway Association. He under-

stood American methods, many of which he admired.

"When the great war came he and his family had to leave

Belgium and he resided at Bexhill, England, on the seacoast

about 30 miles east of Brighton, until the liberation of his

native country. While there, his time was occupied with

studying English signalling and other features of railway

operation, upon which he made a report to the Belgian Gov-

ernment. Returning to Belgium after the war he addressed

himself energetically to the rehabilitation of the railways and

was appointed general inspector. He introduced a special

system of absolute block working by telephone to safeguard

train operation until the lock-and-block system could be re-

instated, much of the apparatus having been destroyed by

the Germans. In the midst of these activities death overtook

him at the comparatively early age of 64.

"Mr Weissenbruch was president of the National Railway

Schools of Belgium, a member of the Order of Leopold, ot

the Order of the Crown, Chevalier of the Legion of Honour,

a member of some eight or nine foreign orders, honorary

member of the Signal Section, American Railway Associa-

tion and of the Institution of Railway Signal Engineers in

England. He was a man of wide knowledge, a profound

student and a capable linguist. His death removes one ot

the ablest figures in the field of railway signaling."
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Ryerson-Conradson lathes speed production

For Roundhouses—the Versatile Lathe

For want of a modern lathe in the roundhouse, light

repairs often delay and overload the main shop.

The great variety of work roundhouses are called upon

to handle emphasizes the advantage of the unusual

versatility of the Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Lathe.

The twelve speed changes and twenty-eight feed

changes, made with gears always in mesh, eliminate

any chance of gears stripping.

Where work comes in great variety this is an important

factor in speeding production.

Other radical improvements are described in

Bulletin 1301

JOSEPH T.Ryersdn& Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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Mr. Ford's "Railroad Miracle"

the credulousness of the American public regarding fair}'

*• tales about the railways is almost beyond belief. Re-

cently somebody who knew more about miracles than about

railroads began attributing to Henry Ford the working of a

miracle in the management of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

Railroad. Wide publicity was given to reports that he had

taken a property which was moribund physically and bank-

rupt financially, waved his magician's wand over it, and

within a few weeks, or a few months at the most, converted

it into a fine property physically and a highly prosperous

property financially. A large part of the public believed

these reports. It apparently drew from them the inference

not only that Mr. Ford was a genius, but that the managers

of most of the railways were incompetents. If they were not

incompetents, why did they not do with the other railways

what he had done with the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton?

The Railway Age had its doubts as to whether even Mr.

Ford could strike the stone of railroad operation and make

floods of profits immediately burst forth. He has demon-

strated in the manufacturing business that in certain ways

he is one of the greatest geniuses of the age. His success in

the automobile business has been such as to indicate that if

there is any man in any other line of business in this country

who could step into the railroad business and soon gain ex-

traordinary results, it is Henry Ford. We were somewhat

skeptical, however, as to whether it was possible within the

short time he had owned the D. T. & I. for even Mr. Ford to

work such a miracle as was attributed to him. Therefore, we
have made our own investigation of the facts. We sent two

of our editors to Detroit to call upon the men Mr. Ford has

placed in direct charge of the management of his railroad

and asked them what they have done and what results they

have obtained. Be it said to their credit that Mr. Ford's

representatives of the D. T. & I. were perfectly frank. I be}

answered as well as possible every question asked them.

The results of the investigation made upon the ground

ami of a study of the official figures regarding the operations

of the D. T. & I. are given in an article elsewhere in this is-

BUe. The facts show that under the Ford management the

financial results of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton have been
very greatly improved. They also show that no miracle has
been worked. The results obtained thus far have been due
almost entirely to the circumstance that the ownership of the

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton has been acquired by one of the

largest manufacturers in the country, and that Mr. Ford has
used his position as a very large shipper in the countrj to

do things on the D. T. & I. which neither he nor anybody
else could have done without being such a large shipper.

I be Detroit, Toledo & Ironton now has much the same
relationship to the lord Motor Car Company that the Du-
luth & Iron Range, the Duluth Missabe & Northern and the

Bessemer & Lake Erie have to the United States Steel Cor-

poration. Ih. -i steel corporation railways have been for

many years among the m ous railway- in America.

They have been very well managed, but their prosperity has

been largely due to the fact that they have been owned by an

industrial concern which controls a vast amount of freight.

The facts about the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton may l>e

summarized as follows: Mr. Ford bought it in August, 1920.

He assumed complete control of its operation through men of

his own choosing—most of them, men who were con]

with his motor car business— in March, 1921, when he him-

self was elected president. During the four mondis, Septem-
ber to December, 1920, inclusive, after the present railway

freight rates were fixed, the I). T. & I. handled an average

of 49,246,000 ton-miles of revenue freight per month and
had freight earning- averaging $493,800 a month. In the

months of April \l i and June. 1921, the road handled an

average freight business of 37,1 miles a month and

earned from it an average of $694,203 a month. In other

word-, ii- average freight business in these three months was

almost 2$ per cent lesi than in the last four months of l
l>20,

while its average monthly freight earnings were <>:; r )n per

ccni greater. Tin- large increase in freight earnings, in spite

of a big decline in the total freight handled, could have been

due to only one cause, .mil that was an increase in it- average

rate. And there was a very extraordinary increase in the

average rate per ton per mile a thing to which public atten-

tion never has been called before. In the last four months

of 1920 its average rate was one cent per ton per mile. The

average rate per ton per mile in April. May and June. 1 >_M.

was 1.88 cents, SS per cent greater than in September, Octo-

ber, N >vem ad December, 1920. The average rate of

all the railways in the country is only 1.23 cent-.

If no change whatever had occurred on the D. T. \ 1

except tlii- enormous increase in it.- average rate per ton per

mile it- financial results would have been revolutionized. To
what was this remarkable increase in the average rate per

ton pi r mile due: Chieflj to two things: First, to .

in the character of the traffic handled. Mr. Ford

began giving his railway practically all of his freight busi-

ne-s: and tin freight handled directly ami indirectly for his

motor works consists largely .if relatively high grade com-

modities which pay a rate much higher than the avei

Meantime, the amount of coal handled by the railroad greatly

decreased. Coal being a bulky and cheap commodity, i;

473
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a , ite much smaller than the average. This change in the

character of the traffic alone would have caused a large in-

crease in the railway's average rate.

Secondly, the D. T. & I. has been able to use the large

volume of traffic originated by the Ford interests to secure

larger divisions of the through rates on all traffic hauled

over its line and partly over other railways, and the

great bulk of the D. T. & I.'s business consists of this through

traffic. Both the change in the character of the traffic and

the larger divisions of the through rates obtained by the D. T.

& I. have tended to increase its average rate per ton per mile.

Furthermore, the management of the D. T. & I., in com-

mon with all the other railways, was able, partly because of

the smaller traffic handled by it and partly owing to other

causes, to make large reductions in its operating expenses.

A study of these reductions in expenses indicate that in pro-

portion to the reduction in traffic handled they were slightly

greater on the D. T. & I., but only slightly greater, than

those made on the railways in general.

The only really great change which had been made on the

D. T. & I. up to July 1 was in the conditions which de-

termined its average rate per ton per mile. But how about

the reduction of 20 per cent in its local rates and the advance

in the wages of its employees which have been so widely

advertised? Neither of these went into effect until July 1

or later, and therefore neither of them had anything what-

ever to do with the increases in the railway's net earnings

which have been so widely exploited. We shall have to get

later data than are now available before anybody can say

what is the effect of these changes in important policies.

It may be said, however, that Mr. Ford is so completely

convinced of the desirability of a general reduction in rates

that he has proposed that a reduction of 20 per cent be made

in the rates of all railroads. It is not our purpose to impugn

Mr. Ford's motives, but there are certain important facts

about this proposed reduction in rates which are pertinent.

The freight earnings of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton are now

running at the rate of approximately $8,000,000 a year.

Therefore, other things remaining equal, a reduction of 20

per cent in them would reduce the road's earnings by about

$1,600,000 a year. On the other hand, the freight bills paid

by the Ford industries to all the railways amount to from

at least $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year. Therefore, a

reduction of 20 per cent in freight rates by all the railways

would reduce the freight bills of the Ford Motor Company

by $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 a year. In other words, Mr.

Ford as a shipper would be sure to gain millions of dollars

more by a reduction in rates than he could possibly lose as a

. railroad owner. Most of the other railways of the country

are not intimately connected with large manufacturing con-

cerns which would save millions of dollars annually by a re-

duction of their freight bills.

The Railway Age is glad Mr. Ford has entered the rail-

road business. We are glad to see him try the policies in

which he believes on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton. We wish

he would buy a really large railroad system and try them

on it. The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton is now practically

nothing but a plant facility of the Ford Motor Works and

the results obtained by it are no measure of what results

would be obtained by the use of the same policies on a large

railroad system. The changes in wages and changes in work-

ing conditions Mr. Ford has made on the Detroit, Toledo

& Ironton have apparently completely broken the grip of the

railroad labor unions on his railroad. We should especially

like to see his policies tried on a large railroad system be-

cause we should like to see what results he would get in deal-

ing with the labor unions on a large system.

Meantime, no man who is capable of studying the facts

about the management and operation of a railroad and draw-

ing rational conclusions from them will say that Mr. Ford has

as yet worked a miracle on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.

Furthermore, his own representatives on the railroad do not

claim that he has. He has done little or nothing on it that

could not have been done if the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

had acquired the ownership of the Ford Motor works and

thereby acquired control of all the traffic of the motor works.

The fact that so many newspapers and people have accepted

without question stories to the effect that he has worked a

"railroad miracle" merely illustrates their willingness to be-

lieve any story reflecting upon the efficiency of management

of the railways in general which may be irresponsibly put

into circulation.

The desirability of using train order Form 19 wherever pos-

sible, instead of the time-consuming Form 31, is a question

that recurs frequently, and a letter on the subject, printed

on another page, reminds us that it is

Why Require an important one. This matter was
Signatures to quite fully set forth in the Railwa

Train Orders? Age, several years ago* but the dis-

cussion did not seem to settle anything.

What can be done? For one thing, the facts which go to

make up the arguments for and against taking signatures

ought to be more generally known; that is to say, ought to

be distinctly stated and so clearly set forth that any super-

intendent or dispatcher could put the whole question before

his own mind, easily and quickly; and could study and re-

view the subject as fully and at as much leisure as he might
deem desirable. Those dispatchers who have most strongly

advocated Form 19 have dealt more with opinion than with

facts; at least that is the impression that has been made.
Operating officers who realize the need of saving the time

of their trains but cannot induce their managements to

abolish signatures would do well to form themselves into an

investigating committee, a la Congress, and, having fully in-

formed themselves by visiting prominent roads which have
made the change, get out a convincing report for general

circulation. An investigating committee would have the

duty of reporting not only opinions, but all of the details

of present practice, so far as such details could be learned.

For example, a road that allows operators to sign con-

ductors' names to orders is pretending to use a safeguard

which in fact is not used. It is necessary to get rid of all

false issues if a fair comparison of methods is to be made
I in

i correspondent makes out a strong case. Who can show
tlu- best practice with clearance cards and middle orders?

•Discussions of Train-Order Form 19 in the Railway Agt, with names
of writers:

1912 March S Page 418 T. P. Final

March 15 466 H. W. For

March 22 675 An Officer

April 5 788 T. Fay

A. T. & S. F.

Western Pacific

X. V., X. H. & II.

Southern Pacific

rune 7

July 26

Sept. 6

1917 lurre 22

1918 Feb. 1

1235 Numerous dispatchers

150 Wm. Nichohi Southern "Pacific

419 T. P. Finan A., T. & S. F.

1425 j. F. Mackie Secretary, Disp'rs Ass'n

280 T. H. Meeks Southern Facific
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In July of this ytuf 30 steam locomotives built in this

country wen5 exported for use on foreign railways; in the

same month of last year 134 were ex-

0\ir ported. For the seven months ending

Dwindling July 31, our total exports of steam lo-

Exports comotives totaled 692, as compared

with 1,025 for the same period of 1920.

Similarly for freight cars: for the seven months ending tin-

last of July, 5,579 had been sent abroad as compared with

IS, 70S for the same period of 1920. These figures indicate

something more serious than a general business depn

because many foreign railways in spite of decreased tr; lie

are still inadequately equipped and are in the market for

equipment. The decrease in our exports reflects not only a

less active foreign market hut also the successful competition

of foreign manufacturers for business which during and im-

mediately following the war was diverted to this country.

Ill' exchange situation in most countries is against An
and enables foreign competitors in many instances to under-

bid our manufacturers. Fortunately for America, however.

we are in a better position to extend credit to foreign pur-

chasers than almost any other country. The fact of the mat-
ter is, nevertheless, that our position in this regard is not

taken full advantage of. With practically nothing having
been done in the way of extension of th<c world's railway fa-

cilities during the past few years there exists abroad a vast

potential market for railways supplies. Foreign manufac-
turers may underbid Americans in some cases where the pros-

pi > live customer can give cash or short term notes in. pay-
ment. Time, with the consequent rise in the value of foreign

money, is the only remedy for this situation. It America
fails, however, to compete successfully when long term credits,

or permanent investments are involved, it will be because

of lack of vision and skill in the machinery of finance rather

than because of inadequate financial rcsnufe es.

The reopening of several important railroad repair shops and

the gradual building up of shop forces to normal at other

points makes the present an opportune
Quality time to look into the future and impress

vs. Quantity upon shop organizations the importance

Shop Output of quality as against quantity output.

Under the stress of heavy demands for

power and ear equipment at various times in the past, there

is no question but that the quality of railroad repair -Imp

work has been sacrificed in favor of maximum output. But

a locomotive, for example, requires something more than

coat of paint in order to operate efficiently and safelj .
A de

Fective car sill or draft gear cannot be covered up forever.

It is a serious question if, even under the most pressing de

mands for locomotives and cars, it pays to slight repair work

in any important detail. It Costs almost as much to do an

inferior job which will subsequent!) give trouble as it would
to take a little more time and do the job right in the tir-t

place. In addition, there is serious danger of accidents re

suiting from inferior workmanship and the practical cer

tainly of locomotive failures and costly train delays. If. as

is often the case, a locomotive or car has to be returned to

the roundhouse or back shop and haw repair work done
over, the total cost is many times greater than the initial COS!

"I doing the work right. Too much emphasis cannot bi

placed on the need for painstaking, careful repair ami main
tee work in all shop departments. It is surprising how

fast the idea will propagate itself among shop men '

railroad wants output and does not , are SO much for quality.
'1 he higher mechanical department officers should make ex
trcmcly plain to their subordinates and through them to the
shop employees the false economy of turning out any but the
best work.

OB Ma} 21. as told elsewhere in this issue, hot coals from

a passing locomotive set fire to a timber trestle on a southern

railroad. Under the influence of a
Are Creosoted high wind the flames were spread over

Bridges Good the entire structure, and the fire burned

Fire Risks? fiercely for some time, then died out

practically of its own accord. Yet the

bridge, far from being destroy* need scarcely more

than a thorough scorching. This is an unusual incident when
it is recalled that timber trestles, once set fire, have seldom

escaped destruction. But more than this, it would seem

that the circumstance has about it a significance meriting the

close attention of tin en| in© r. It is a well-known fact that,

as mentioned in the article in question, much opposition is

manifested in some quarters to the use of creosoted timber

in railway trestles, largel) in the belief that creosoted timber

offer- wrv litth resistance to fire. But ha a case

of a timber troth- which survived a destructive fire for the

very reason tha'1 its timb r was saturated with creosote. This
conclusion may or may not meet with the agreement of those-

who look unfavorably upon the creosoted timber trestles, nor

will it necessarily alter the practice in bridge construction.

It has, however, operated at least to confirm the favorable-

opinion of creosoted trestles held by the road upon which the

tire-, the first in ten years, occurred; in any event it bears

evidence to the fact that the question—are creosoted bridges

good fire risks?—is anything but a dead issue.

Loss and Damage as a

Factor in Transportation Costs

poST-WAR Readjustment has required even- manufacturer
1 to place his house in order. Production costs have been

investigated with the- resull that unprofitable lines have been

dropped or manufacturing processes have been studied with

a view to eliminating waste. As manufacturers of transpor-

tation, the railways can well study their operations to make-

sure that all costs incidental to the handling of the various
classes of traffic are taken into account. Although the rail-

roads are not in the fortunate position of the manufacturer,
who e an cease operation with respect to an\ product that i-

found unprofitable, they can at least endeavor to obtain a

readjustment of rates with re-pee t to tin- particular
if traffic that are being handled at a se-rieii

As the money spent in satisfying claims for loss and
damage must justly be- considered a- a part of the cost of

transportation, it would be well to consider the relation be-
tween claim- arising from the handling of a particular class
of traffic to the revenue derived therefrom. As a ease in point.

,an 1. c. 1. shipment of silk that brought the- railn

revenue of $1.58 was destroyed in transport, giving -

a claim feir $21,000 \ simple operation in division d

-irate- that thi- railroad would have to handle 13,1 similar
shipment- without loss or damage in order to make up the

outlay for the damage claim in this without tak-
ing into consideration any of the other expenses which must
be- allocated to performed.

If this were a matter which concerned only the tr.-.

tation of silks and a few other exceptionally high
commodities, the situation would not it un-
fortunately it concerns the entire l.c.l. traffic. In 1920 the

incurred by tin- railroad- as a result of loss and d

to l.c.l. freight, including claims, eo>t of claims inves

d adjustment amounted to approximately $5
while the total revenue derived from l.c.l freight on the

at of the total freight revenue was about
This mean- that \2 per cent of the entire

revenue derived from l.c.l. traffic was expended in satisfying
claims for los- and damage to this class of traffic .;'

Ilii- is in shar;
i the situation wit!
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carload freight wherein the loss and damage amounted to

about $62,000,000 in comparison with a total freight revenue

880,000,000. In other words, the expenditure for

freight claims in the case of carload freight was only 1.6

per cent of the gross revenue.

The problem of loss and damage is not new, although the

record of 1919 and 1920 has imposed a problem on the

railroads by comparison with which all previous experiences

pale to insignificance. The comparison given above, which

demonstrates the relationship between freight claims and

freight revenues, is not made so much with the idea of sug-

gesting changes in rates which would compensate for the

losses as to call attention to the need of concentrating efforts

to reduce losses on those items for which they have been the

greatest. As another factor to be considered in this regard,

it is of special interest to note that practically 70 per cent

of total claims arising from l.c.l. traffic are chargeable to

shortages, i. e., a moral rather than a physical hazard. The
subject is one well worthy of further analysis and attention

and into which the question of adequate police surveillance

must enter quite largely. These conditions and others which

are being developed by the Freight Claim Division of the

American Railway Association will be fruitful in indicating

those measures that will be most effective in reducing loss

and damage.

T
Michigan Central

he Michigan Central's location in the busy automo-

bile manufacturing district of southern - Michigan en-

abled that carrier to prove a good money-maker for the

government during the period of federal control. The

standard return for the road was set originally at $8,052,127.

In 1918 it earned a net railway operating income of $13,-

606,480, approximately 50 per cent over the standard return.

In 1919 it earned $16,934,173, double the government rental.

In January and February, 1920, the last two months of fed-

eral control, it approximated the standard return. This rate

of earnings, however, was not continued for long during the

remainder of the year. Increased wages, a heavy increase in

the cost of fuel and similar increases in cost such as char-

acterized the year 1920, prevented the road from realizing on

a heavy traffic, considerably in excess of that carried in 1919.

The net railway operating income for 1920, as given in the

December, 1920, monthly report to the Interstate Commerce

Commission was only $4,668,280. It happened, however,

that this falling off in earnings was compensated for by the

guaranty for the months March to August. The net return to

the corporation was in excess of that for 1919, as we shall

see below.

The Michigan Central at the present time seems to have

succceeded to a considerable degree in restoring its earning

power—or, in other words, in overcoming the disadvantages

with which it was confronted during 1920. At present it is

carrying only about two-thirds or three-quarters as much
traffic as it was carrying at this time last year. Its net, how-

ever, is showing a progressive increase month by month. In

June, 1921, the net railway operating income was $1,459,699,

as compared with a deficit in June last year of $793,062.

For the first six months this year its net was $4,809,464, or

more than half the average annual earnings for the period

July 1, 1914, to June 30, 1917, on which the standard return

was based. The net for the first six months of 102(1 was
only $1,000,186. A showing of this kind evidenced in June
and the first six months of the present year—a period of com-
parative industrial inactivity—may be taken as a good indi-

cation of the Michigan Central's earning power and of what

may be expected when business is again revived.

The Michigan Central total freight revenues in 1920 were

$55,215,123, an increase of $3,501,213 over 1010. The

total operating revenues were $87,790,799, an increase over

1919 of $8,946,414. As against this increase in operating

revenues, there was an increase in operating expenses, 1920

over 1919, of $15,528,435. The total operating expenses

were $77,370,249. The net operating revenues of $10,420,-

551 compared with $21,002,572, a decrease of $10,582,021

from 1919. This decrease in net with an increase in gross is

hardly sufficiently exceptional from the experience of most

roads during 1920 to need extended comment.

The tons of revenue freight carried in 1920 were 30,203,-

776, as compared with 26,578,110 tons in 1919. The largest

single factor in this increased business was the increased ton-

nage of bituminous coal. In 1920 the road moved 181,331

carloads of that commodity and a tonnage of 8,174,625, an

increase of 3,712,675 tons over 1919. The Michigan Central

also carries a large tonnage of anthracite coal—in 1920,

1,352,354 tons—a large part of which it receives from the

anthracite roads reaching the Buffalo district. The total

revenue ton-miles of all freight carried in 1920 was 4,824,-

739,972, the average haul being 160 miles; in 1919, the

revenue ton-mileage was 4,718,763,911, the average haul, 178

miles. The Michigan Central has a comparatively high traf-

fic density, the tons of revenue freight carried one mile per

mile of road in 1920, being 2,637,363. Another of the dis-

tinguishing features of the road's operations is its heavy train

load. In 1920, the average revenue train load was 761 tons

as compared with 736 tons in 1919.

In the editorial review of the annual report of the New
York Central which appeared in these columns a few weeks

ago considerable attention was paid to the large amount of

new equipment which had been acquired by that road and by

the New York Central system as a whole in recent years.

The point was made that the New York Central being one

of the main arteries to the port of New York had been obliged

to expend large sums for new equipment and facilities to keep

up with the constantly expanding demands upon it for trans-

portation. The same has been true on a smaller scale of the

Michigan Central. That road received from the government

30 of the U. S. R. A. standard locomotives and 2,000 cars.

The company is also to receive, or already has received, from
the New York Central, 26 locomotives, 38 passenger train

cars and 1,950 freight cars, covered by the New York Cen-
tral's equipment trust of 1920. The estimated cost of this

equipment is $9,356,839. The Michigan Central receives it

under a sub-leasing arrangement and as sub-lessee is to as-

sume its pro-rata share of the equipment trust certificates,

principal and interest, etc., and at the fulfillment of the trust

is to become the owner. The amount of the trust was 75

per cent of the total cost, the other 25 per cent being ob-

tained from the New York Central as a loan, covered by fif-

teen 6 per cent notes maturing from 1921 to 193S.

The Michigan Central also secured from the New York
Central in a similar manner $613,000 for additions and bet-

terments to way and structures. The result of all this financ-

ing was an increase in the funded debt of the Michigan Cen-
tral from $57,793,931 on December 31, 1919, to $72,501,-

446 at the end of 1920. The interesting manner in which
the New York Central secured funds from the revolving fund
administered by the Interstate Commerce Commission and
then loaned in part to the various subsidiary companies—as

here briefly outlined in the case of the Michigan Central

—

is further detailed in the editorial review of the New York
( Yntral heretofore referred to.

Referring now to the corporate income account of the

Michigan Central, it will be noted that the total income from
railway operations in 1920 was $10,508,670, including com-
pensation for January and February of $1,342,021, addi-
tional compensation for completed additions -and betterments
of $91,063; guaranty for the guaranty period of $4,162,855
and 'net railway operating income for the last four months
of the year of $4,912,730. The total of $10,508,670 com-
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pared with the standard return for 1919 of $8,699,81.3, an

increase of $1 ,80S,857. The net corporate income for the

year 1920 was $3,805,785; for 1919, but $67,230. The regu-

lar four per cent dividends were paid leaving a surplus for

the year of $3,056,329. The surplus for 1919 was $67,230,

the dividends for that year being paid out of surplus.

The operating results for 1920, as compared with 1919

are as follows:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 1,866 1,862
Freight revenue $55,215,12.1 $51,653,910
Passenger revenue 23,557.853 20,070,337

Total operating revenue 87,790,799 78,844,386
Maintenance of way expenses 12,614,090 9,627,843
Maintenance of equipment 22.I5H.404 15,682,093
Traffic expenses 1,074,701 788,066
Transportation expenses 38,521,215 29,506.855
General expenses 1,737,874 1,459,291

Total operating expenses 77,370,249 57,978,857
Railway tax accruals 4,642,111 2,650,000

The corporate income account follows:
1920 1919

Compensation, January and February, 1920; full
year 1919 $1,342,021 $8,052,127

Additional compensation account, completed addi-
tions ami betterments 91,063 647,685

U. S. 'Government guaranty, March 1 to August 31 4,162,855
Net railway operating income, September 1 to
December 31 4,912,730

Total (compared with compensation accrued in

1919) 10,508,670 8,699,813
Total other income 1,129.833 858,187
Gross income 11,695,993 9,558,000
Total deductions from gross income 7,836.499 7,062,567
Vet corporate income 3,805,785 67,230
Dividends declared (I pel cent each year) 749,456
Surplus for the year 3,056,329 67,230

"Dividends in 1919, aggregating 4 per cent charged to accumulated sur-
plus.

Chicago & Alton

THE Chicago & Alton operates 1,050 miles of road in-

cluding a line double tracked for almost its entire length

between Chicago and St. Louis and a single track line from

a point north of St. Louis to Kansas City. The road is thus

able to offer direct sendee between Chicago and St. Louis

and Chicago and Kansas City. The route from St. Louis to

Kansas City is somewhat roundabout, but is shortened con-

siderably for passenger traffic by a joint service with thefis

/
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The Chicago & Alton

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy using the tracks of the latter

company from Mexico, Mo., to St. Louis.

The greater part of the Alton's main line mileage is laid

with 90-lb, rail. Of the remainder there is a considerable

mileage laid with 80-lb. rail and some 56 miles of 100-lb.

winch is being used for renewals. Rock ballast is used for

most of the main line roadbed. Of the total tonnage carried

in 1920, 53.19 per cent was made up of products of mines.

Bituminotis coal, received principally from mines in central
Illinois, made up 5,258,883 of a total revenue tonnage of
12,070.034.

The Alton is naturally well situated from a point of view

of passenger traffic and an efficient traffic department and
loyal service on the part of employees have done much to aid

it in maintaining its position in spite of adverse conditions,

the greatest of which doubtless is an inadequate supply of

modern all-steel equipment. The company provides good

service between Chicago and St. Louis and- also between

Kansas City and St. Louis jointly with the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy over the latter's cut-off from Mexico, Mo., to

St. Louis. Competition with other shorter and better equipped

lines has prevented the same development of the Chicago-

Kansas City business, although even on this line the traffic

is fairly heavy.

The Chicago & Alton has been rather adversely affected

by the recent tendencies in railway operations and earnings.

It had a standard return for operations during federal control

of $3,178,315. In 1918 it had a net railway operating income

of $1,776,749, or $1,400,000 less than the government rental.

In 1919, due to a sfmrp falling off in traffic and to the in-

creased costs of operation in that year, operations resulted

in a net deficit for the year of $299,224; in 1920 there was

a net deficit of $278,319.

The busiest year in the Alton's history was 1917. In that

vear it carried 12,262,489 tons of revenue freight. In 1918 it

carried 11,795,507 tons: in 1919, 10,312,152 tons and in

1920, 12,070,934 tons. The revenue ton-miles in 1920 were

2,252,431,641, and haul 187 miles. Considering

the percentage of coal carried, the Alton does not secure a

heavy train load, although it has been making considerable

progress along these lines in the past few years. The revenue

train load in 1920 was 539; this compared with ^2^ tons in

1919 and with 524 tons in 1916. In 1918, however, the

figure was 515 tons.

The Alton, because of the very nature of the conditions

with which it is confronted, has not been making marked

progress in getting on its feet financially. Its corporate in-

come account in 1920—that is, including the standard return

for January and February and the guaranty for the guaranty

period—showed a deficit for the year's operations of -

64' In 1919 the property had a deficit of $997,469; in

;1918, $1,429,319 The income account for 1918, however,

in. In. I. .I an item of $782,240, representing expenses prior to

January 1, 1918. The operating results in 1920 as compared

with 191° are as follows:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 1.051 1,051

enue $20,818,536 J17.330.784
. enue 6.950.981 6. 404. 081

Total operating revenue
Maintenance of way expenses . . . 4.582.276 4,287.871
Maintenance of equipment 8,655.184 7,359.875

Trafl
I , . :l.,l.. .n expenses 14.068,980 10.903.752

General exj^onscs 645.801
..crating expenses 23.617.902

nue from operation I.I 1,654,432
786.503 743.654

Operating income 000.483 9 *.1S4

Net railway operating income Def. 278,319 Def «

The corporate income account is as foil.

1919

Rental from U. S. Railr.

Total income from railroad prop, ics 4,41 74S 3.101.409
rties

Total income from all sources 3.475.116 2.936.181

Deduct—Interest on funded deht. etc 4.10 o.u.650
-

Roch Lanctot. a prominent French-Canadian up

Canadian Parliament, in a recent speech at St. Edouard de

. declared that the Government of I

"

would bo wise to rid it-

owned railways. "What an investment

that produces nothing hut would

prefer to sell the whole thing to the O: dollar.

vernment is not capable of running railways on a

Kims; there is too much temptation."
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A Substitute for the Derail
London, Eng.

To thi- Ed] cor:

In the Railway Age of July 16 appeared an article by

A. H. Rudd, chief signal engineer, of the Pennsylvania Sys-

tem on "The Elimination of Derails." Mr. Rudd i a r< cog

nized authority on signaling matters and no doubt anything

he may write will always be given serious attention; I feel

that he is absolutely right as to the derail. It is a source of

great danger and is directly responsible for great economical

loss in railway work, being a costly item to install and main-

tain, and, at best, it is a menace to safety. It is a relic of

bygone days when the only means of stopping a train passing

a signal at danger was to throw it from the track. Very true,

the train passing the signal at stop was penalized, but at what

a cost; not only in damage to the equipment, but also many

times to the passengers who were not in any way responsible.

The question that naturally arises after reading Mr.

Rudd's article is: What is the remedy? If we eliminate

the derail, what shall we substitute? The answer naturally

is automatic train control, to prevent a train running past a

stop signal. It is quite evident that before a train can stop

it must be slowed down, and considering this fact it is quite

obvious that the substitute for the derail is a scheme of auto-

matic train control that includes speed control; a system

that will impose speed restriction when approaching a stop

signal and a stop at a stop signal without a dangerous over-

run; a scheme that will control a train in accordance with

signal indications and act to prevent accidents, but function-

ing only when the engineman fails. When the railroads are

equipped with a train control of this character, there will be

no need for derails at interlocking plants and trains will stop

at stop signals without danger of destruction.

The only objection to Mr. Rudd's article is that evidently

one paragraph is missing. Perhaps it is the last one, and,

like the shortest verse in the Bible, it may be brief but most

eloquent: automatic train control. J. Beaumont.

Stop-and-Proceed Rule Defended
Boston, Mass.

To the Editor:
A. H. Rudd's article in the Railway Age of August 6, com-

mences with an excellent abstract defining the purposes which
a modern railway signaling system should be made to serve.

The main discussion, however, consists of an emphatic de-

nunciation of the stop and proceed rule.

Analysis of some of the points made by the author raises a

number of interesting issues which are not readily disposed
of, and in several instances it is quite difficult to trai i

the facts lead lo the conclusions reached. Let us consider
Mr. Rudd's contention with the ease which is at once simplesl
and most typical, viz., a double track line equipped with up-
per-quadrant three-position automatic block signals.

The author says: "Some of us believe . . . thi

and proceed signals should be eliminated; and stop signal
displayed only where slops are required." describing thi i mi
dition as follows: "i.e., when protection is needed against
opposing movements, and at grade crossings, junctions and
crossovers where side collisions might otherwise occur."
What is the proper point to stop a train which has entered

a block occupied by a preceding unit? Safety demands that
a sufficient interval be preserved at all times between trains,

and it is generally understood that signals are located with

due regard for the efficient performance of this function. It

indeed seems incredible that the author intended to exclude

the stop signal from the situation that I mention. Surely he

does not mean that the only stop signal should be those aux-

iliary or reserve instruments, torpedoes, flags, and the like.

"Let us tell the engineman to stop only where necessary

and when we say stop let us mean it. Less variations in stops

and all real stops. Stop-and-Stay ; this because it is tieces-

sary."

Now both the "real" stop and the stop-and-proceed indica-

tion have been barred from our case. Accordingly our three-

position signal must become a two-position indicator (proceed

slowly prepared to stop short of train or obstruction, or clear)

.

affording less information than it did formerly. And Mr.

Rudd has explicitly advocated supplying the engineman with

as much knowledge as possible concerning the track ahead

But suppose that only the stop and proceed rule is elim-

inated, and we substitute a "stop-and-stay" indication. What
is the result? Hold trains where they had paused. And
yet we are given to understand in definite terms that the stop

and proceed rule works against the expediting of traffic.

Continuing, the article points out that the reason for the

stop in the regulation criticized, is "because it is presupposed

that without it, the second requirement (proceed at slow speed

prepared to stop short of train or obstruction) may be disre-

garded." It is my belief, however, that there are other im-

portant factors effective. The stop and proceed rule is su-

perior to the proceed at slow speed indication, for:

1

.

It makes unmistakable the requirement that the en-

gineman bring his train under control. There is a funda-

mental difference between making a stop and reducing speed.

The first is a fact incapable of modification ; slackening of

speed to an estimated rate per hour is an act in which judg-

ment is an important element, and it is well known to what
extent judgment varies with individuals.

2. It compels the attention of the train crew to an irregu-

larity in the running of the train.

Furthermore a desirable feature of the stop-and-proceed

rule is that it automatically tends to space trains as nearlv

as is consistent with safety. It is to be questioned if the

time consumed by the stop could generally be advantageously
utilized. For without the stop the train would commonly
close up too quickly upon the preceding unit and would sum-
marily be required to halt.

We have now reduced the issue to the question of what is

ordinarily the more desirable place for the stop, at block

limits or anywhere within the block. The answer seem- un-

mistakable. «

Possibly shortening the length of blocks may sometimes
be a better means of accomplishing what Mr. Rudd and every
other progressive transportation man is seeking, than would
abolition of the stop and proceed rule. The advisability of
contracting blocks, however, is dependent upon a variety- of

factors, and often the presence of special operating condi-
tions is decisive. Moreover, expense of re-installation is not
always an incidental consideration.

To my mind the stop and proceed rule is at present the
method par excellence of keeping trains moving witli a max-,
imum of safety where dense traffic conditions prevail. The
three indications now in general use I believe satisfy all

the requirements which Mr. Rudd sets forth. In brief, the
45-degrce indication keeps a train moving when it is safe,
the 90-degree indication stops a train when a stop is neces-
sary. It is the stay that is useless. Perhaps I may suggest
that it would be interesting to know of a collision in which
tlie stop and proceed rule has been at fault. -

Given additional precautions, I will not denv that the
proceed at slow speed direction as Mr. Rudd would use it,

is worthy of experiment. For example, let the engineman
approaching a block which is occupied, reduce speed to a
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prescribed rate
1

; at the Same time whistling for the attention

of the conductor, or preferably a regularly appointed brake-

man, of his train: Responsibility might be divided between

the engineman and the brakeman for the conduct of the

train according to special regulations, from the time of pass-

ing the entrance of the occupied block until the passing of

the first clear signal. Trainmen would be enjoined to re-

spond to engineman's call, with notice to proceed into oc-

cupied block only when satisfied that necessary speed reduc-

tion had been effected. Also instructions might provide that

such brakemen remain upon car platform ready to communi-

cate at once with engineman if the required i aiition were not

being exercised. A further check would lie produced if

brakeman noted on a special form the time of passing entrance

and end of block, noting whether or not block was found

occupied.

Doubtless there are logical objections to such an innova-

tion. Particularly radical would be the responsibility accorded

the brakeman. Paramount in importance, however, is the

insistence that understanding of signals shall be complete.

Not only do those in the engine know what is taking place;

they know that the train crew in the rear is bound to watch

for any exception in the running of the train.

Assurance of proper signal indication observance increases

with the number of observers.

But admittedly this plan is rather clumsy. Nevertheless

I do think that these principles, of exchanging understand-

ings, and of giving a larger place to the interest of the i rew

in the operation of the train, offer profitable material for dis-

cussion.

In conclusion let us remark that the stop-then-proceed rule

has stood the test of years' experience. Let it stand—stop

and think (they go together) then proceed—a good rule

always. C. Radford Sands.

Signatures to Train Orders
Cleveland, Oliie..

To the Editor:

"Signals keep trains moving.'' This familiar maxim of

one of your advertisers is endorsed by everybody. But there

are many roads which have not as many signals as the)

would like, and so they continue to keep train- moving, as

best they can, by dispatchers' orders. The dispati

office, however, has many handicaps, which it is desirable to

do away with, and the problem how to accomplish that im
portant end continues to agitate progressive minds.

The stopping of trains, especially long and heavy freights

and heavy and fast passenger expresses, for the single pur
of receiving train orders is a serious element of cost in

the operation of a busy railroad; and the use of train order
Form No. SI, with which Stops are necessary because of the

requirement that the conductor shall sign the order before
i -hi be completed, is subject to increasing criticism. A
few roads have for a number of years made almost exclusive

use of Form 1
(

>, requiring no signature, and have thus greatl)

reduced the number of train stop-, promoting celerity and
regularity in the movement of train-, and thereby reducing
expenses; while at the same time, a satisfactory degree of
safer) has been maintained. The practice oi these few roads
has been commended and academical!) approved, and the

advantages of the exclusive use of Form 19 have been dis-

cussed in considerable detail; and yet general practice is

iH
I much changed. Conservative railroad officers stick to

Form 31—cither because they believe that signature- are

essential to safety or that the saving in delays is not of much
value—and so the advocates of the non-signature form con-
tinue to address their arguments to deaf ears. Cannot some-
thing be done?

1 he main points of the argument against Form SI are

pretty clear; but, a.-, already suggested, not a great many
dispatchers (or hig r) have got them well

fixed in their mind t needing to be emphasized

is that the d ted b) getting signatures are

growing worse, year by year, a- ver) long train- are becoming

more common. For a freight train of <S5 cars it is impos-

sible to take signatures and make delivery in less than 20

minutes, because the conductor, or someone, must walk the

length of the train, either from the caboose to the engine

or from the engine to the caboose.

'l'lf presence oi tie conductor in the telegraph office is to

be regarded a- it least a potential safeguard; and in giving

up such safeguard, however -mall it may seem, the care-

ful officer naturally seeks to assure himself that all other

possible safeguard- are kept in full force. There an

well-known safeguards which are not yet well enough ap-

preiiated: (1) the clearance card, to be given to the con-

ductor in ever) case, bearing the numbers of all of the or-

der.- which he i- required to receive at that point; and (2).

the "middle order"; the placing of meeting orders at the

Station at which the train- arc- ordered to meet each other.

If we rigidly enforce the rule requiring clearance cards,

every conductor will tx constantly trained in habits of care-

fulness; and by having the cards numbered by the dis-

patcher, in the same way that he numbers train orders, lazy

operator- cm lie- prevented from issuing cards carelessly and

then claiming, untruthfully, that the dispatcher's approval

had been given.

The middle order i< universally approved—"if practic-

able." \\'h\ can we not require- it invariably? If east-

bound train No. 2 and westbound train No. 1 are- to meet at

I\ the placing of the order at .1 for No. 2, at C for No. 1,

and at B with tie- operator, make- a combination of safet)

which many dispa ixd as almost absolute. This

assumes, of course, that the train-order signal at /'

located as to stop the superior train before its locomotive

reaches the switch where the inferior train enters the side

track.

The-.- two safeguards are well spoken of by all who have

used them; and the success of any propaganda for the more

general use oi Form 19 would seem to depend cm a

mis campaign for their adoption. I" .eelvo ate- the relaxation

of the signature rule- only on lines having automatic block

signals can hardly be expected to lead to any real advance-

in practice. To insist on the- complete abolition oi

natures is also a wa-te of time, for even- dispatcher ha-

cases occasionally where he must work at long range—as

when sending an order tee a train which is remote from the

station—and cannot do less than get

an acknowledgment in writing. This can be done, how-

ever, with Form 1". There i- no need of two forms.

Dispatcher.

Revive the M. M. and

M. C. B. Associations

1 ei mi bin roR:

In the Railway Age of August 20, we read that the Vss

of Kailw.i. - has decided that "in \

the imperative- need for the- exercise of all inomy,

annual or special meetings or conventions of all organ:

under the supervision of this body should be indefiniteh

poned or curtailed in every possible way." The off

the Mechanical Division of the A. R. A. evidently ei

that a convention would not save the roads what it cost and

therefore cancelled it. Now the question arises why not make
this decision permanent and abolish the conventions indeftn-

itely?

It has always l>een my understanding that the meetings
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of the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Associa-

;i ,| their so-called Sitecessotfs. Section III or Division

V. were held because the rtfen who" attended got enough ideas

and inspiration to make the meetings a good business propo-

sition for the roads. The Master Mechanics' and Master

Car Builders' conventions were certainly worth while, largely

because the members were free to act and were interested in

the ass. i. iations and were able to do 'big things by free and

concerted action. The present organization apparently has

become a mere rubber stamp for the higher executives and

the members have lost interest in it.

At the time Section III, Mechanical, was formed and af-

filiated with the American Railway Association it was hoped

that it would open a wider field of usefulness and enlarge

the work instead of curtailing it. It seems, however, that the

merger of the old mechanical associations was one of the

big mistakes of federal control. That being the case, why

should it be perpetuated ? The value of the old associations

was generally recognized. Their names meant a great deal

to the membership who were strongly opposed to having the

associations lose their identity. It is generally believed that

one man who had conceived an antipathy for one of the or-

ganizations used the Railroad Administration as a tool to kill

that association. It is generally understood that the Master

Car Builders' Association was forced into the merger and

never legally became a party to it because the unanimous vote

required for such action was not secured until two officers had

resigned.

The two grand old associations now have their identity

hidden behind a meaningless number. Interest is waning and

the work of the committees seems to lack almost entirely the

forward looking, constructive viewpoint that marked the

work a few years ago. It is pertinent to inquire whether the

present organization has justified its existence. I believe

those who have followed the earlier work of the mechanical

association will answer in the negative.

Fortunately, the spirit of the Master Mechanics' and Mas-
ter Car Builders' Associations is still alive. The only way
to get results seems to be to revive the old associations. There

is no reason why they could not make a working arrangement

with the American Railway Association just as the American

Railway Engineering Association now co-operates with that

body, yet still retains its identity. The old associations would

be assured of the loyal support of the former members and
with a generous influx of new blood, which the present asso-

ciation has not had since it was formed, they would be in a

position to get down to business and tackle the big problems

confronting the mechanical department that are so often re-

ferred to in your columns, but which Division V, Mechanical

has not yet waked up to. Let's show the railroad world

that the mechanical department is not made up of a lot of

dead ones. Let's have a regular convention on the pier next

year, with the electric sign flashing as it did in the old davs.

"Welcome M. M. and M. C. B."

Mechanical Engineer.

Value of College Men to Railroads
Boston, Mass.

To the Editor:

I have read the letter in the Railway Age of August 20,

1921, page 323, by Vice-President Ennes of the Wheeling &
Lake Erie, on "Is the College Graduate Properly Kquipped

for Railroad Work?" From the viewpoint of the college man
it appears that the article, while it in general shows more

generosity toward college men than they have come to expect

from the railroads, admits a lack of progressiveness, on the

part of the railroad, which has been shown on the part of

other industries and suggests a possible weakness in railroad

organization.

Whether or not the college can amend its curriculum in

such a way as to turn out a finished transportation product

is questionable. That it can teach the fundamental elements

of railroading, including transportation, the ultimate object

of all railroading, as medicine, law, engineering and the

other professions are taught, there is no reasonable doubt. It

is a long step from the college campus to the position of a

successful physician or surgeon, an eminent lawyer or a com-

petent practising engineer. Why then should the railroads

look to the college for a made-to-order transportation or

operating man? Moreover, if it is possible that such a ready-

made product could be provided by the college, would it not

necessarily be at the expense of curtailment of other funda-

mental knowledge, which, though not an absolute essential to

successful transportation as such, would make for well

rounded railroad organization and economic proficiency?

Should not the railroads, as other corporations have very

largely come to do, place some value on a fundamental

knowledge of the component parts of its plant; and by definite

policy mold the possessors of such knowledge to the ultimate

benefit of the entire plant rather than remain so rigidly de-

voted to departmental caste?

That, under the present railroad attitude, the young col-

lege man, after a total of eight years of school and sendee,

would not ordinarily be as well equipped for the service of

transportation as would the young man who, on finishing

high school, had entered railroad service as a fireman,

brakeman, yard clerk, telegraph operator or kindred occupa-

tion, is without doubt very true. But is not this condition to

the discredit as well as disadvantage of the railroads rather

than an indictment against the college man or the college

which trains him? It would seem reasonable to believe that

a man having intimate knowledge, both by education and ex-

perience, of the requirements and underlying technical and
business principles making possible the plant which produces
the transportation, would develop into as competent a trans-

portation man as would the one who has no fundamental
knowledge of the plant which he operates.

Net revenue is the ultimate object of all railroading.

Transportation is the product which produces revenue. To
furnish transportation in such a way as to produce net

revenue is the greatest problem at the present time. Could this

not be done more readily by the man, college or self-educated,

who is not merely a transportation man, but is a railroad man
whose right hand knows what his left hand is doing? That
the colleges would gladly do their part in furnishing the raw
material for such a railroad man, if the railroads would
adopt a definite policy for passing him through the school

of experience, and thereby create a demand, is a foregone
economic conclusion.

I am still of the opinion that the railroads want college

men and that when that desire is felt, with sufficient force,

by those officials who direct corporation policies to stir them
to co-operation with the colleges, and to recognition of the

worth of the college training supplemented by a definitely

outlined opportunity for practical training, there will be little

complaint "that the college man does not come up to ex-
pectations in most cases."

F. E. Hanson.

"Child Health Special" is the name of a train that is tour-
ing Canada. It is managed by the Child Welfare Association of

Montreal and has received the endorsement of the Provincial

Red Cross, McGill University and other organizations. It

consists of two coaches, equipped with a child welfare exhibit,

consisting of posters, panels and various displays. Parents with
babies, and children up to 14 years of age, are invited to attend

and to have their children examined, weighed and measured by
the professional staff aboard, consisting of physicians, nurses and
a social worker.



What Has Henry Ford Done With the D., T. & I.?

Freight Revenues Have Been Increased About 40 Per Cent, with

Less Revenue Traffic Movement

Henkv Ford's entrance into the field of steam railway

transportation, through his acquisition of the Detroit,

Toledo & Ironton, has aroused a more intense public

interest than any other single recent event in railroad history,

not excepting the advent of federal control at the beginning
of 1918. His success as a

manufacturer in a field in

which, through great ability

and highly standardized fac-

tory methods, he has built

up a vast business, has given

him an international reputa-

tion such that his opinions

on any industrial subject are

received with great respect

by the public.

Mr. Ford has purchased a

railroad which never before

had demonstrated that its ex-

istence as a common carrier

was economically justified.

He raised the wages of his

railway employees when
other roads were adopting

reduced wage scales. He has
made a 20 per cent reduction

in local freight rates and has
started a movement for a

general rate reduction.

In February, 1921, the

D. T. & I. produced an op-

erating deficit of $104,923.
Mr. Ford became president

on March 4. In April the

road produced a net operat-

ing revenue of $301,675,
which has increased steadily

for the succeeding three

months. Hence, when Mr.
Ford was asked, "What is

the first thing you would do
if you were given all the rail-

roads to run?", and he is

said to have replied, "Slash

rates, boost wages, let a lot

of men go," the connection

between cause and effect

seems to be established and
it is not unnatural that Mr.
Ford is credited with having
worked a miracle in the

transportation world.

But a chronological state-

ment of the facts does not

justify belief in so simple a

relationship between cause and effect. The most talked of

lord policies such as the new wage scale based mi a minimum
of $6 a day, the eight-hour day and six-day week in train

service and the abolition of off-line traffic agencies, did not
become effective until July 1, 1921, and the reduced freight
rates became effective still later. I In latest published re-
turns for revenues ami expenses are for the month of June.
1921. It is evident, therefore, that these policies have not

The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and Its Connections

i direct factor in the results on which public opinion
has been fori:

These policies and thi operating results have
been made public by the daily press at the same time, giving
the erroneous impressioi ind effect.

It is not the purpc

ulate on the

I likely to he produced
by tie 1 ime will

make available the facts

which their wisdom
be judged with assur-

ani e. With the- i.n t- already
available, however, it i- [-,-

sible to determine the princi-
pal causes for the spectacu-
lar improvement in operating
results whi. h has so closely
followed the assumption of
complete control of the rail-

Mr. Ford.

How Revenues Have
Been Increased

From September to De-
r, 1920, inclusive

Detroit. Toledo & (ronton
handled an average oJ

: ion mile- of rev-

Freight per month. Dur-
ing this period the freight

les averaged about
- 10 a month, giving an

average rev
, t

. Mt

per revenue ton-mile. Dur-
ing January and February
there wa- a marked falling

off in the volume of traffic;

the net ton-miles for the- lat-

ter im
| <A , eeded

ten million. In Mar. 1:

lowing Mr. Ford'.- ai , ession
to tin presidency of the road,

the traffic movement showed
a marked improvement in

the face of a pronoun, ed de-

011 on other roods.
I' li i s increase continued
through the month.- of April
and May with a slight fall-

ing off in June, which is the

latest month for which op-
erating statistics are avail-

able. The volume for Mav.
however, is 16.5 per cent be-

I'or the last four months of p
movement amounted to

the

low the averag

In April tli

revenue ton-miles and freight revenues were $67 •

May movement amounted to 41 .OOO.OOO revenue ton-miles
and the freight revenues for the month were $721,562. In
June revenue ton-miles dropp ti, ,, freight

1. for the month ,<i $686,355.
It is evident, therefore, that instead of the one rent per

4S1
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|
during the last four months of 1920, the controlled by Mr. Ford, over the rails of the D T & I.

n
i

«
i received ! 13 cents in April, 1 .,7.6 cents in May While the- I- ord interests acquired possession of the D. T.

and 1 78 cents in Time. For the three- months the receipts & I. in August, 1920, the present management did not as-

averae'ed 1 88 cents a t ton mile. Daring the same period sume complete control of the property until March 4, 1921.

nue per ton-mile for all Class I roads in- From that time until July 1, 1921, no marked mnovat.ons

lSed ,

„,. „-,„, i.i cents to 1.3 cenl were inaugurated, although considerable study was given to

1920 the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton handled the operating organization and progress made towards its

l6000 net' ton-miles for which it received $470,350. rearrangement and simplification according to general pnn-

Total operating revenue., amounted to $508,666 and operat- ciples which Mr. Ford believes apply equally as well to rail-

in- expenses to $686,736 or 134.4 per cent of the total reading as to the conduct of an industry. On July 1 the

operating revenues To demonstrate the effect of the in- first real operating innovations, already referred to, went into

, rease in revenue per ton mile on operating results, had these effect and on July 18 the road filed a freight schedule with

44 596 00(1 net ton-miles produced revenue at the same rate the public utilities commission of Ohio providing for a 20 per

as 'the Imsiiu-s handled in June, the freight revenue for the cent reduction in rates between all points on its own line,

month of December would have amounted to $790,250 and None of these changes has been in effect long enough to sup-

the total revenues to $828,550. Instead of U4.4, the operat- ply any data relative to their effect on revenues or expenses,

in" ratio would then have been 82.5, with no change in op- In taking over the active handling of the property Mr

eratina economy Ford's management has approached the problem with a full

• appreciation' that it has little knowledge of the details of
The Traffic Situation

the ra j]roacj business and any intention to "show up" other

'Ibis marked increase in the price received by the railroad railway managements is disclaimed by it. It is Mr. Ford's

for its commodity reflects two conditions. One is a marked belief, however, that through years of development many

increase in the volume of high grade traffic with a simul- practices and details of organization have been perpetuated

taneous decrease in the volume of low grade traffic; the other in the railroad business which a close analysis would show

is the strengthened position of the road with respect to to have little to justify them except precedent. Certain rec-

through rate divisions. ords, for instance, once established possible for a special

„ n -r s t r, ,«,«„» „v purpose, continue to be compiled long after that purpose
Revenue Tons of Freight Handled by the D. T. & I., Classified by £ r i t t>

j t
Commodities has been served and after their usefulness has ceased. In

Net tons loaded and received the matter of organization it is his belief that there has been

Awrage per a tendency towards the development of bureaucratic methods

oT'andfJov ^92i' 19'
i' wû an amount of red tape which tends to stifle the initiative

1920 of the man on the ground who is directlv responsible for
Products of agriculture 24,271 8,671 7,419

Products of animals 986 2,164 2,522 results.

Products of mines 3

?|'3S7
13

9'964
17

|'973 In view of this conception of the situation, a lack of what

Manufactures and miscellaneous ' (total)

.'
'.

'. ioo!662 157]9S8 232^584 j s commonly termed expert knowledge of the details of the

iron, pig and bloom "i5,965 '"9,323 '"8,524 railroad business is considered by Mr. Ford an asset rather

Bar 'and sheet ircn, structural iron and pipe 8,287 20,920 50,165 tnan liability on the part of tile new management, which
Castings machinery and boilers .>,149 15,024 18,554 J r

. ... .,
Chemicals and explosives 9,701 3,698 4,724 approaches the problems involved in operating the propert}-

M
U
er°chami

d
ise

U
and

tr

i

lck

c

S

.'i".
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

3,2i i 4jo2 s'.su with a firm conviction that as a business, railroading does
Other manufactures and miscellaneous— 5 9,781 39.Q30 68,7u6 not differ essentially from any other industrial venture. The

Total, all commodities 446,911 311,161 428,430 human element is believed to constitute the largest single

_ , ., . ,, . .. „ i- „t »._ r„u,,-„a tn tv, factor in the operation of a railroad, just as it does in the
One of the tables presents the salient tacts relative to the y » '

i • lL v. c xl. i. ce. ti,„ i„.™ „~i,™Q ^t conduct of an industry, and Mr. ford believes that the same
change in the character of the traffic. The large volume ot . . ''

i en j • »l. i * *l.„ „f i„<.(- „„•,,. v,^e principles and methods of dealing with men which have
coal traffic moving during the late months of last year has {,/..,, • , , • , .J5

. ,,
n . c .,

i j u • i ~ „c v.;„l, „„„jq o^m ;
led to satisfactory industrial relations in the plants of the

been replaced bv a growing volume of high grade semi- ' *" .

finished products and automobiles, largely but not entirely
Ford Motor Company will produce the same results in deal-

controlled by the Ford Motor Company.
'

At its Highland
lnS wlth ralhva >" employees.

Park plant alone this company controls a daily movement Tl^ porci Labor Policies
in and out, of about 300 car loads of freight. Of approxi-

mately 6,000 cars a month shipped out of Detroit by-all of The purpose of the labor policies established by the Ford

the Ford industries, more than 5,000 are now being routed Motor Company is the development of a stable force of satis-

via the D. T. & I. ned employees. The advantages of stability with a minimum

The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, with its poor location and turnover are generally well recognized. The stability and

the meager volume of through traffic originating on its line, efficiency of the force depends upon its loyalty; and loyalty,

had never been in a position to secure what it considered in the opinion of Mr. Ford, is only rightly to be expected

adequate pert entages of the through rates in which it partici- from employees who are satisfied with their wages and work-

pated. The road now has a large and growing volume of lng conditions.

high grade traffic at its disposal at a time when traffic is The policies adopted by the Ford Motor Company with re-

scarce. This complete reversal of conditions undoubtedly is spect to wages and working conditions are founded on the

alread) reflected to some extent in the increased ton-mile belief that it is better to pay a minimum number of employees

revenues, and its complete effect on rate divisions will be a a wage high enough to justify the individual in giving to

strong factor in maintaining a high average ton-mile revenue the management his unqualified support and the utmost ef-

when normal business conditions increase the movement of fort of which he is capable, rather than to spend the same

coal and other low grade products. or a larger amount of money to meet a payroll of larger

.
numbers of less satisfied men, who feel justified in giving

Attitude of the New Management considerably less than their best efforts. In this connection

Another factor having more or less effect on the traffic of it is pointed out that the purpose of the restrictive working

the D., T. & I. is the purchasing power of the Ford interests, conditions imposed by labor unions is primarily to increase

Instances are said to have occurred where Ford Motor Com- labor earnings—that they are not an end in themselves,

pany purchases, either actual or prospective, have been the Hence, if the men are satisfied with their wages, these waste-

controlling influence in routing business, other than that breeding restrictions can be abolished.
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These reasons have been considered sufficient to justify

the extension of the policies in force in the plants of the

Ford Motor Company to the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton. Ac-

cordingly, on July 1, instead of putting into effect the re-

duced wage rates established b) the United States Railroad

Labor Board, Mr. Ford established the $6 a day minimum
wage scale which had the effect of a general advance in

wages. The rates affecting some of the more important

classes of employees, compared with those established by tin-

Labor Board, are given in one of the tables. In paying these

wages the management has adopted the policy of refusing to

hire experienced railroad men who are employed b) othei

roads.

In addition to the increased wage scale, a bonus is to be

paid periodically, varying with length of service and rate of

pay from $50 to $150 a year for employees receiving $6 a

day, and from $170 to $27() a year for employees with a

rate of $10.80 a day. The
bonus also applies to salaried

employees whose salaries do
not exceed $250 a month.

The six-day week with no

train movement from 6 o'clock

Saturday night till 6 o'clock

Monday morning, except as re-

quired by live stock or perish-

able shipments, has been in-

augurated in order that as

nearly as possible all em-
ployees may have one day of

rest in seven, and have it on

the same day as men in other

lines of work. This has been

worked out so that as low as

40 men on the entire line are

required to work on Sunday.
These include about 10 bill

clerks who work a few hours

in the morning on shipments

received late Saturday, two
yard engine crews and the men
employed in the operation of

joint railroad crossings.

Employees arc- pail on the

basis of eight hours' work per

day, 26 days a month, or 208 hours a month. As far as pos-
sible, train service employees and others whose duties subject

them to call, are laid off at the completion of 208 hours'

service, if completed before the end of the month.

W.v.i Rates on i hi D . i S [.. Coi

During the four months, September

to December, 1920, inclusive, after the

present railway freight rates were

fixed, the D. T. & I. handled an aver-

age of 49,246,000 ton-miles of revenue

freight per month and had freight

earnings averaging $493,800 a month.

In the months of April, May and June,

1921, the road handled an average

freight business of 37,093,000 ton-miles

a month and earned from it an average

of $694,203 a month. In, other words,

its average freight business in these

three months was almost 25 per cent

less than in the last four months of

1920, while its average monthly freight

earnings were over 40 per cent greater.

npli yc

laborei

Clas
Clerks
Section foremen
Se.-lionu.ru
Other unskilled
Carpenters
Crossing flagmen and gatemen...
Signal maintainers
Foremen, mechanical departmi m
Machinists
Boilermakers
Blacksmiths
Carmen
Helpers
Passenger engim ers
Passenger firemen
Freight engineers
Freight firemen
Yard engineers
Yard firemen
Passenger ci ndm tors
Passenger brakemen
Freight eonducti rs

Freight brakemen
Yard conductors
Yard brakemen
Telegraph operators

With Labor Board Scale

1 lilj cites

n 147, r.
D.T.&] S. Lab".

I I $-1.77

4.34
6.00
I..I 3.05

5.03
., 00 2.65
6.80 5.74

220— 270* 6.37— 9.13
60 6.18

7.60 6.25

5.S4

: 6.00
4.50

7.05— 7.44
5.25— 5.38

- 51
'

5.03

4.40
375' 5.80— 6.32

4.88

'

6.40 1.82

In reorganizing the forces the central idea has been sim-

plification and the elimination of duplication of effort, closer

co-ordination of the different departments and the elimination

of as many of tie in the control of

the force- as possible. At the time Mr. Ford acquired con-

trol of the property in August, 1920, there were 2,723 em-

on the road. In March. 1921, the number had been

reilLiieil to 1,326. In the rearrangement of runs no
to provide for the eight-hour day and the six-day week in

train service, it v.
i

to increase the number of em-

pli ye s. There was also a seasonal increase in the mainte-

nanci partment. There were 1.822 employi

the roll for July.

Reduction in Maintenance Forces

A classified list of the employees on the road during these

three months is shown in one of the table-. It will be noted

that the l.i-

.

- were

in the maintenance depart-

-:. 1920, roll

is said to have been about 500
above a normal average, nearly

' f this oumbi
counted for in the maintenance
of w a y department, which
averaged about 1,000 em-
ployees during federal control.

The reduction in the number
of I mplo; it - in this depart-

' irgely

foreman and two men each, the

foreman being required to

work with the men. These
gangs, however, are in it ex-

pected to take i are of all of the

routine maintenance work on
their territories the year

I. while heavier work is

performed with floating i

of 15 or 20 men which an
moved from section to 5

as conditions require. Con-
siderable work is also

plished by utilizing the idle

time of such nun a- crossing watchmen and pump,
minor track maintenance, stub as cutting liring

road crossings, looking after joint bolts, spiki

Through the late summer to the end of last year

3,000 tons of 85 lb. rail was laid on the north end of the

Line \ considerable amount of 56 I'.. and 60-lb. rail fur-

ther south was replaced with relaying rail, about 20

Number ' on the D. T. & I. iv August, I

n July, 1921

General and aci

Maintenance of way...-.
Mechanical
Station forces
Trainmen

n

March.

Ill

171

Total

.

•Monthly Losii )'. n- hi !...„. .i., v and

ties were renewed and some ballast inserted. This work
was done with three extra gangs of 45 to 60 men
Since the mi [ay this year, four gangs of I

each have been renewing ties at the rate month
and putting from 12 to 15 fifty-ton car- of stone !.'

da) under the track.

During this same period last year, the Jackson, i

shops averaged a monthly output oi four locomotives with
heavy repairs. During the past few months with about 60
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per ceni ir's force, the output has averaged at the

rate of slightly more than four locomotives a month. In

comparing the total number of employees in the department

during the two periods, however, account must be taken of

the fact that an abnormal volume of car repair work was in

progress during the earlier period;

Reorganization of Accounting Department

The accounting department, organized on the divisional

formerly maintained three offices, one at Jackson,

Ohio, the location of the principal repair shops, one at

Springfield, Ohio, and one at Detroit, Mich. The work of

these three offices has been consolidated successively by mov-

ing the Jackson office to Springfield and finally moving the

Springfield office to Detroit, where all of the work of the de-

partment is now conducted. Centralizing the work of this

department has brought to

light a number of duplica-

tions, the elimination of which

has made possible a reduction

in the clerical forces from 66

to SO and the dropping of one

supervisor.

All original documents, such

as time slips and material

slips, are sent direct to the

auditor's office for distribu-

tion. Instead of making out

the usual payrolls, pay checks

are made out from the distribu-

tion sheets in case of time slips

and where time clock cards are

used, from them direct. This

has made it possible to pay on

the fifth of the month follow-

ing the close of the payroll

period, instead of the fifteenth

as was the former practice.

Also instead of maintaining a

rate clerk in the auditor's office

to check rates on interline way-

bills, this work is now done by

the rate clerk in the traffic de-

partment, to whom all ques-

tions of the correctness of rates

or divisions must be referred

for settlement in any case.

This has saved two rate clerks and a mail boy. In all, 73

monthly reports between the divisional and general offices or

between departments, have been found to be duplications and

have been eliminated.

The Station Agent's Opportunity

One of the simplifications of the organization which the

new management is developing is the utilization of local

station agents in the settlement of freight loss and damage

claims. It is believed that the best interests of the road

demand that the local agents be among the biggest men in

their communities ami that all matters affecting the rela-

tions of the railroad with the community should be handled

by the agent if he is to justify his title. Furthermore, plac-

ing this responsibility on the agent is expected to effect a

material saving in legal fees, which will be confined as far

as possible to cases requiring technical legal advice. It is

the belief of the present management that the legal depart-

ment is too frequently made a dumping ground by other de-

partments for many difficulties which, were they required

themselves to settle, they would be more careful to prevent.

Local agents are given complete jurisdiction over their

territory. If a small force of car repairers, or an inspector,

are employed at an interchange- point where conditions do

not provide enough work to keep them steadily engaged,

they are subject to the orders of the agent for warehouse

work, or clerical work if they prove adaptable for such duties

and as circumstances require.

No More Off-Line Traffic Agencies

The discontinuance of off-line agencies, effective July 1,

is based on the belief of officers of the Ford Motor Com-
pany from their own experience, that off-line traffic repre-

sentatives seldom represent their railroads effectively. Few
of such representatives, they believe, have an adequate knowl-

edge of the percentages of through rates accruing to their

railroads or of the kind of service their roads can render

economically. They are, therefore, neither in a position to

serve the best interests of their roads intelligently or to

guarantee the performance of the service they will promise

in order to secure the routing

of a few car loads of freight

over their lines.

Expressing the belief that

competition for traffic should

aim at the development of a

freight movement along nat-

ural channels and that solicita-

tion should be based purely on
the service which the road can
render, the present manage-
ment proposes to substitute for

the frequent calls of a local

representative, out of touch

with the actual conditions on

the property, the less frequent

calls of an officer thoroughly

conversant with the operation

of the road, the class of traffic

it is best adapted to handle

and the kind of business pro-

ducing the best revenue—an

officer who can represent the

company adequately and who
knows that the kind of service

promised can and will actually

be performed. In order to pro-

vide close co-operation between

the traffic and operating de-

partments, the head of the

traffic department has been
made an assistant to the chief operating officer, with duties

somewhat similar to those associated with the title of su-

perintendent of transportation.

The freight earnings of the D. T. &
I. are now running at the rate of ap-

proximately $8,000,000 a year. There-

fore, other things remaining equal, a

reduction of 20 per cent in them would

reduce the road's earnings by about

$1,600,000 a year. On the other hand,

the freight bills paid by the Ford in-

dustries to all the railways amount to

from at least $15,000,000 to $20,000,000

a year. Therefore, a reduction of 20

per cent in freight rates by all the rail-

ways would reduce the freight bills of

the Ford Motor Company by $3,000,-

000 to $4,000,000 a year. In other

words, Mr. Ford as a shipper would be

sure to gain millions of dollars more by

a reduction in rates than he could pos-

sibly lose as a railroad owner.

Operating Statistics

Reported by the D. T. & I. January to June. 1920, and 1921,
to December, 1920

and September

i 2« =

£H

S Hnn C= E~ tU 5™ £-
1920 t,

e
H. O k f-1 O

29,000 S6.000 80.102 57.0 42.0 1,422
February 26,000 54.000 81,542 60.0 40.0 1,510
March 29,000 53.000 75,864 57.7 39.2 1,419

28,000 48,000 71,172 5S.5 38.8 1.470

28,000 54,000 87,445 59.6 36.7 1,613
lime 28,000 49,000 78,112 58.4 38.0 1,632
S.ptrmber 30,000 57,000 92,874 58.3 42.1 1.630

30,000 60,000 94,196 59.7 45.5 1,570
ber 28,000 61,000 92,355 57.4 42.2 1.510

December 30,000 60,000 S2.164 53.4 38.9 1,370
• 1921

- 28,000 34,000 35.613 46.5 52.4 1,042
February 25,000 31,000 27.441 44.0 26.9 894
March 30,000 44,000 57,716 48.0 25.8 1,300
April 27.000 59,000 79,451 47.5 24.S 1,354'
May 28.000 67.000 98,537 50.2 27.4 1.463
June 27,000 68,000 95,361 4S.5 25.7 1,395

'Some bark pay. incidental to the wage award of July 20,
thii ath's

$237,055 $2.79
190,278 2.3H
172,276 2.10
159,461 2.10
183,901 2.24
200,736 2.60
247,070*
271,726*
254.540 2.86
224,183 2.49

159.226 2.58
126,741 2.26
170.196 2.30
183,832 2.14
189,236 1.99
188,517 1.98

1920, inc luded
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What Have the New Policies Accomplished?

There are two distinct possibilities for changes in the net

operating return under the new management. The marked
improvement in revenues is a matter of business relation-

ships which would not have been essentially different had
the D. T. & I. purchased the Ford Motor Company. The
effect of the policies of Mr. Ford's management on the cost

of operating the property is quite a different matter and
must be studied apart from consideration of the revenues.

A comprehensive judgment of the effect of the more distinct-

ive Ford policies must await the returns from several months'

operation. But the effect of the reductions in the number
of employees and changes of organization which have been

referred to above should already be relict ted in the operating

expenses for April, May and June.

Owing to the inability to allocate operating expenses to

freight and passenger service

and because of the fact that

maintenance expenditures over

a short period may have little

relation to the volume of

traffic, it is impossible to com-

pare total operating expenses

to determine with any degree

of accuracy what effect certain

policies may have had on

operating costs. A rough com-

parison of the train mile cost

of conducting transportation,

however, indicates that there

has l>een a well-defined ten-

dency toward improvement

since last October. By refer-

ring to the table of operating

statistics it will be seen that

since October there has been a

steady decline in the trans-

portation expense per train

mile (passenger and freight)

from $3.01 to $1.98 in June of

this year. This well-marked

decrease has been steadily

maintained, except for in-

creases in January and March,
through a period during which

there lias been both a sharp

decline and a sharp increase

in the volume of traffic, and a

decrease followed by an in-

crease in the gross tons per

train. It is evident that well-

defined improvements had
been made prior to the time when Mr. Ford assumed active

control of the property on March 4, 1921, but the reduction

of transportation expense per train mile to $1.98 in June,

as compared with $2.10 in March and April, 1920, under

lower wage scales, marks a distinct accomplishment.

Aside from the effect of the decreased payroll, one of the

factors entering into the decreased transportation expense is

the fact that a large part of the traffic during recent months
has moved over the Northern division, which extends from
Detroit to Springfield, Ohio, with a branch from Dundee,
Mich., to Toledo, Ohio. During a recent month the total cat

movement on this division amounted to about 12,000, while
that over the Southern division was about 12.400. The
greatest improvement in the track has been made on the

north end of the line. Furthermore, the nature of the traffic

permits the delivery to interchange points of a considerable
portion of the movement in train-load lots.

Another important, factor is a decrease in unit coal con-

sumption, amounting to about 20 per cent as compared with

The facts show that under the Ford

management the financial results of

the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton have

been very greatly improved. They

also show that no miracle has been

worked. The results obtained thus

far have been due almost entirely to

the circumstance that the ownership

of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton has

been acquired by one of the largest

manufacturers in the country, and that

Mr. Ford has used his position as a

very large shipper in the country to do

things on the D. T. & I. which neither

he nor anybody else could have done

without being such a large shipper.

* * * * Furthermore, the man-
agement of the D. T. & I., in common
with all the other railways, was able,

partly because of the smaller traffic

handled by it and partly owing to other

causes, to make large reductions in its

operating expenses.

tli' line months last year. This is large!) owing to a

marked improvement in quality; the freedom from confisca-

tion, generally practiced last year, has also tended to redub

the pi:

'I lie important question with respect to maintenan
not so much the relation of expenditure to volume of traffic-

as whether or not the property is being currently maintained.

An extensive program of track improvement was inaugurated

under the former management. J. A. Gordon, the former
president of the road, is quoted in the Wall Street Journal

to the effect that up to the fall of 1920 most of the 220 miles

between Detroit and Springfield, Ohio, was laid with 60-lb.

rail over 25 years old. Its rehabilitation to a standard justi-

fied by the present prospects of the pri

completed. It is not the policy of the present management
to carry out tin- rehabilitation faster than is justified by the

earnings of the property. The
railroad must pay it- own way.

During I'M'; the total main-
tenance of way expenditures

ran at the rate' of $2.4<;n per

mile of line. Last year with

a considerable amount of re-

habilitation work, they aver-

aged $4,170 per mile of line,

the greater part of which were
made after Mr. F.rd acquired

control. For the four Qths

since Mr. Ford has had active

charge of the property, they

have run at tile rate of $2.54(i

a mile per year. Tie renewals
and ballasting are being car-

ried on at a rate which, except
for that during the last half

of last year, is probably a

record for the property. Track
conditions are improving rather
than deteriorating.

Maintenance <•! equipment
expenditures have followed a

general course similar to those

in the maintenance of way de-

partment. A comparison of
the I Vtmit. Toledo X Ironton

with all (las- 1 roads shows
that the average expenditures
for locomotive maintenance
have i losel) approximati d tin-

average for all of the I

roads, indicating a fair average

condition. Hut the expendi-

tures per unit of freight and passenger «. ar equipment have

been decidedly less than the Cla.-s 1 average. Retirements

have been especiall) heavj during the past two years, for,

from an ownership of 3,006 freight cars in 1918, the numl>er

has now decreased to a total of only about 1,700 in revenue

service.

During the four months oi tin . urrcnt year sine) March 1.

the expenditures for maintenance of equipment were }

479; during the same pern*! tin amount was
$317,836. During the last four months of 1920 maintenance
of equipment expenditure- aggregated $646,314, Her.'

Mr. Ford has the benefit of an intensive maintenan,.

gram of several months' duration, particularl] with •

to cars, carried out by the former management, but the

amount of work being obtained for the present expenditures

is probably meeting current requirements

While these general conclusions can be drawn .; till

of the data available, no adequate comparison .•: thi

iveness oi maintenance expenditures can l>e drawn until the
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maintenance programs of the present management have

reached a current level, free from the disturbing influence

of much needed rehabilitation.

Traffic expenses during the four months of Mr. Ford's

management averaged $6,942 monthly, as compared with

$8,469 during the last four months of 1920. General ex-

pense decreased to an average of $16,997 a month from

$20,49,5 a month during the same perio.ds.

M Extent of Improvements in Operating Expenses

Again applying the conditions created by Mr. Ford's man-
agement to the operations of the month of December, 1920,

a rough idea may lie obtained as to the effects on the operat-

ing ratio of the operating economies effected by Mr. Ford.

An estimate of the effect of the improvement in operating

expenses is shown in one of the tables. No allowance has

been made for decreased maintenance expenditures, as the

present operation of the property is undoubtedly benefiting

from the comparatively heavy maintenance program in prog-

ress at the close of the year and it is impossible to estimate

with any degree of accuracy the extent to which productive

efficiency in the maintenance department has increased.

Transportation expense is estimated on the basis of June
conditions and the reductions in traffic and general expenses,

as reflected in the March to June average, are taken at their

face value.

Operating Expense Rates Under the Ford Management Applied to

December, 1920, Operations of the D. T. & I.

Actual Estimated
Maintenance of way and structures $185,354 $185,354
Maintenance of equipment 244.67b 244,676
Traffic expense 6,942*
Transportation expense 2_M,ls.s 178,200i'
General expense 20,706 16,997"

Total $683,827 $632,169
Revenues 508,666 508,666
Operating ratio 134 124

*Four months' average, March to June, 1921, inclusive.
190,000 passenger and freight train miles at (1.98 per mile.

On this basis credit may be given to the new management
for a decrease in the operating ratio from 134 per cent to

124 per cent, without any allowance for legitimate decreases
in maintenance expenses of uncertain amount.

The Public Service of the D. T. & I.

The D. T. & I. has been called a plant facility of the

Ford industries in and around Detroit, rather than a com-

mon carrier. It is this relationship in a large measure which

lias made possible the immediate financial success of Mr.

Ford's management. The D. T. & I. has always lacked

certain essential features of a common carrier. In the first

place, it has no terminals in the city of Detroit, the one

point on the line offering a large volume of traffic. The
service of such terminals cannot be dispensed with although

the investment required to provide them is a burden on the

remainder of the properties. Mr. Ford's ownership of the

D. T. & I. has not provided the city of Detroit with any addi-

tional terminal facilities; it has made possible the diversion

nl traffic to other channels of main line movement.

Again, many of the through routes in which the D. T. & I.

is now participating are not the most direct routes. In

each case, however, even where the haul exceeds the direct

route as much as 100 to 300 miles, a much quicker deliver)

is claimed. It has been stated this improvement has reduced

the average lime in transit for the Ford Motor Company from
three weeks to two weeks, thereby reducing inventories by
approximately $22,000,000. Typical of the measures by
which this has been accomplished is the demand of the D. T.
& I. on its connections that transfer tracks must be pulled

within 20 minutes of the time of the D. T. & I. delivery.

The delivery of traffic in many eases in train load lots is a
factor in securing favorable action from connections. It

must be remembered that this improved service is being
obtained at a time when no road is suffering from congestion.

The General Application of Ford's Methods

Mr. Ford has applied business methods to his owir com-

bined industrial and railroad problem with results mutually

advantageous to both businesses. But what is enriching the

D. T. & I. has formerly gone into the pockets of competing

roads. To the extent that he has been able to increase the

intensity with which the D. T. & I. property is utilized, other

roads have become idle. Mr. Ford has reduced local rates on
the D. T. & I. But a comparatively .-mall proportion of the

D. T. &: I. traffic originates and terminates on its own line.

It is estimated that 60 per cent of the present traffic of the

road is controlled by the Ford Motor Company, little of which
originates or terminates on its own rails.

Mr. Ford has started a movement for a general rate reduc-

tion of 20 per cent, contending that lower rates will do

much to stimulate business. The freight bills of the Ford
industries are estimated to aggregate from $15,000,000 to

$20,000,000 a year. At the rate maintained in April, May
and June the freight revenues of the D. T. & I. will aggre-

gate $8,000,000 a year. Although Mr. Ford is said to have

been unaware of the obvious effect of this fact until it was
called to his attention, it insures him against the conse-

quences of his act in case it should fail to effect the im-

provement in railroad conditions which he expects.

Consideration of these facts does not encourage the be-

lief that Mr. Ford has discovered a panacea for all railroad

ills. His operating policies, however, have so far been

marked with a degree of success sufficient to justify the rail-

road world in watching their continued progress with an
open mind. Time alone will demonstrate their wisdom, or

otherwise. If they are successful the entire railway industry

will profit therefrom ; if they fail, the loss will be Mr. Ford's.

But in measuring their results, the marked effect on revenues

of the business relationship between Mr. Ford the shipper

and Mr. Ford the railroad man must be kept clearly in mind.

Darling in the Charleston Xczus and Courier.

They Might Come Down at Least as Far as the Dog



Virginian Builds
Double Track to

Relieve Congestion

Steep Grades and Sharp Curves in

Mountainous Region Necessitate

Heavy Construction

The Virginian Rui.way now has under construction a

i ond track between Elmore, W. Va., and Algonquin

or Clark's Gap as it is more commonly called, to re-

lieve the congestion of this section of about 15.5 miles of

heavy grades and sharp curvature through the mountains Ly-

ing to the west of Princeton, W. Va., which section was

limiting the capacity of the road. This work has been car-

ried out in three stages, two of which have now been com-
puted, while the third and heaviest, started in 1918, is now
Hearing completion. The double-tracking of this last section,

which totals approximately five miles of line on a grade of

2.07 per cent compensated for curvature includes the widen-

ing of five tunnels, and the reconstruction of an equal num-
ber of high steel viaducts for an additional track. As this

work was carried on under many difficulties, construction

methods were developed which are more or less unusual,
chief among which is the manner in which a steel shield was
developed and utilized in the driving of the tunnel headings
for the second track.

The Virginian operates 442 miles of main line between

Rounding One of the Man the Way to Tidc-.oater

track line with its heavy grade has proved a serious hin-

drance to the expansion of the road's business. All eastbound
loaded car- from both the main line west of Klmore and the

Winding Gulf branch, as well as west-bound empties des-

tined for the coal mines, are received at Elmore yard where
they are made up into trains and dispatched. An average of
from six to seven heavy "drags" in addition to local and
merchandise freights and two passenger train- are dispatched

G*I0°00L-

EfflBL

v .
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Profile of a Typical Section of the Clark's Gap Work

Deepwater, W. Va., and tidewater at Sew alls Point near

Norfolk, Va., as well as a considerable mileage of branch
lines in the section of West Virginia between Deepwater and
Elmore. Its traffic consists almost entirely of coal originating
in this section.

As the main characteristic of the Virginian's method of

operation is its he,avy train loading, as described in the
Railway Age of May 27, page 1201, this section of single

eastward over Clark'.- Cap hill daily with approximately the

same number of trains moving
[Til rains contain fr. I

I hi ie are hauled up the mountain to the summil
Cap by one _' 6-6-0 Mallet at the head end an

:

2-10-10-2 Mallets, cut in as helpers, whi

immit and return to Elmore. ["he run up this hill

usually takes from 1
:

. to 2 I
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ing a iund movement out of the yard. The re-

turn of tin- helpers further complicates the operating prob-

lem, since it adds to the number of west bound movements.

It was in anticipation of the problems that would be im-

posed by such a traffic that the Virginian started to double

track this Elmore-Clark's Gap section several years ago. To
date a second track has been completed and is in operation

between the junction of the Winding Gulf branch with the

main line a short distance west of Elmore and a point about

Setting Up the Concrete Plant at the Micajah Tunnel

two miles east of Herndon, a distance of about 9 miles, as

well as between the east end of the Micajah tunnel and the

west end of Clark's Gap tunnel, a distance of 2 l/2 miles.

The work of widening the tunnels for second track on the

remaining section has been completed except for a short sec-

tion at one end of the Clark's Gap tunnel where the re-

moval of the bench has not been entirely finished. Track
has either been laid or is being laid on the remainder of the

work and it is expected that the entire section of double track

will be in operation within a short time. Automatic

i
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A Pair of the Tunnel Shield Arches Before Applying the

Lagging

block signals are being installed between Elmore and Algon-
quin as a further aid to the movement of traffic over this

section.

The work on the lower end, i. e., that part which has been
finished between Elmore and Herndon was comparatively
light and while it contained a few high trestles and heavy
cuts and fills it did not begin to approach in magnitude the

remainder of the work on Clark's Gap hill. On this upper
section there are five steel viaducts ranging in height from

125 ft. to 150 ft. and with an aggregate length of 2>853 ft.;

five tunnels with an aggregate length of 3,680 ft.; one rock

fill 110 ft. in height and an almost constant succession of

heavy cuts and fills varying in depth or height from 25 ft. to

60 ft. The curves are very sharp and have all been spiralled.

The effect of the topography of this country on the alinement

is well shown by the fact that in all cases but one the tunnels,

either in whole or in part, are on curves most of which are

10 deg. and 12 deg.

In two instances high viaducts lead directly to the portals

of the tunnels and this condition was the chief factor in the

decision to widen the existing tunnels rather than to drive

separate bores. The viaducts had been constructed for double

track originally, although only two lines of girders had been

placed to carry a single track. This imposed a limiting con-

dition upon the distance which the tracks could be spread

M?l 14-10

The Frame for the Steel Tunnel Shield

-+K>'A

without undue cost of building new viaducts to fit the aline-

ment necessary for separate tunnels. While studies were

made covering the construction of double track by using sepa-

rate tunnels it was finally decided to widen the original ones

and use the viaducts as they were.

The five tunnels to be widened vary in length from 347 ft.

to 1,252 ft. and are all through rock which is chiefly shale or

hard sandstone stratified and often underlaid or intermixed
with slate and coal seams. It was of course essential to

maintain uninterrupted traffic and as the rock required

blasting it then became necessary to provide some form of

shield to prevent rock, old lining or miscellaneous construc-

tion and other materials from falling down or working out
on the line. To meet this requirement a sectional shield was
developed which could be set up inside the old tunnel with-
out any changes in or disturbance to the old lining and
which could be moved ahead quickly as the work progressed.
Each section of the shield consisted of two arched ribs
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fastened four feet apart and supported by light steel posts.

Each arch rib was built up by riveting steel plates, cut to

shape, to steel angle bars bent to the desired radii as shown

in the drawing. The total inside width is 14 ft. 10 in. and

the maximum overhead clearance is about 18 ft. 2 in. from

top of rail. The lagging, consisting of 4-in. by 8-in. plank-

ing cut into 4 ft. lengths is bolted to the ribs, thus making

unit sections 4 ft. long and completely enclosed over the top

and sides.

The old tunnels, which were timber lined, had a clear

width inside of 18 ft. and an overhead clearance of 21 ft.

6 in. from top of rail, while the double track tunnel gives a

clear width on curves of 32 ft. and on tangents of 30 ft. 6

One of the Many Heavy Cuts Which Had to Be Widened

in. and an overhead clearance of about 24 ft. from the top

of rail. The design is that of a three-centered arch of rein-

forced concrete with a minimum thickness of 2 ft. 2 in.,

backed up with the usual timber lining consisting of 12-in.

by 12-in. posts supporting 12-in. by 12-in. ribs and com-

pletely enclosed by 3 -in. lagging on the sides and 4-in. over

the top. Thus in order to obtain the necessary clearance

from the center line of the existing track it was necessary to

excavate about 2 ft. of the side wall of the tunnel beyond the

limit of its old lining on one side while the remainder of the

necessary width for double track was secured by excavation

on the opposite side of the (inter line.

In carrying out the actual work of widening a tunnel, IS

of these steel sections were erected by the aid of a hand der-

rick mounted on a flat car, inside the regular lining of the

old bore. This gave a length of 60 ft. over which the work

could be carried on with complete protection to the operating

track beneath. With the protective shield in place, the lim-

ing of a heading of the necessary double track width was
started. On this work the heading was driven through for

the entire length of the tunnel before any work was started

on the removal of the bench. This plan was followed in

order that the excavated material could be bauled out in the

most economical way. The work of removing the 2 ft. sec-

tion on one side, the section over the top
4
of the old arch and

approximately 18 ft. on the second track side was carried on
simultaneously.

Air drills were used for this work, the lighter or hand-
type being employed in preference to the tripod type, From
four to six were in operation on each heading. As the rock
was very hard in most cases, the material was blasted out

after which it was loaded into narrow-gage dump cars which
were operated over a track laid along the bench as ex. avated.
A platform was constructed at the portal on which the cars
could be run and their contents were trapped into standard-
gage cars. On an average about 22'.- cu. yd. of material
was removed per lineal ft. of tunnel. Of this about 13 cu.

yd. was from the heading, including the small section on one

side and 9^ cu. yd. from the bench. Progress at tini

exceedingly slow, long stretches being excavated at a rate of

not over one lineal foot per day.

As the removal of the heading was accomplished, the new
timbering was erected and one or more sections of the shield

moved ahead, the face of the heading being kept ap
mately three sections behind the forward end of the shield.

With the heading driven through, the bench was broken or

shaken up by blasting where needed and the material re-

moved with a steam shovel which unloaded it into air dump
i ars operating on the main line between regular trains. The
i uts along the line were widened by blasting where n<

and the material removed with adard-
gage dump cars. All the matt rial excavated from the cuts

and tunnels, amounting to about 250.00(1 cu. yd., was
in widening tills for the double track.

The compressed air to operate the various tools as well as

the necessary current for the lighting equipment used in the

tunnel work and at the camps was furnished by two
rate compressor and electric lighting installations, one lo-

cated to handle' the work at the upper end including the

(lark's Gap tunnel and a shorter one nearl.\. and thl

to supply the equipment at the Micajah tunnel and two
others at the lower end of the work. Air was supplied
through a 4-in. main from each of these plant installations,

the maximum length of pipe being approximately 1,'i miles.

Three of the tunnels have been lined with concrete and
the portals finished while the work of pouring the remain-
ing two at ("lark's Gap and Micajah is now under wa\ 1

separate concrete plants have been set up to supply the ma-
terial for the work at Micajah and at Clark's Gap. I

of these plants has a one-yard mixer and is completely
equipped with derricks and i ranes to handle the raw ma-
terial and the mixed product. The concrete for pouring is

discharged by the mixer into clamshell buckets which are

The Way the Concrete for the Portals Was Handled

picked up and unloaded \ out two cubic

yards are carried into the tunnel at each trip of the S

car where it is placed in the form.- by hand shoveling after

which it is well rammed into the space between the ribs and

against the underside of the lagging. The concrete is rein-

forced with "sin. rods placed both vertically and horizon-

tally. Locomotive cranes are used for conveying and de-

positing the material in the forms for the portals, handling
the buckets direct from the mixer to the forms.

The work of adding the second track oi

volved no particular difficulties hut jn some ir^-
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for careful planning and fast work. Where the old line fol-

lowed one side of the trestle it was only necessary to place

two new lines of girders and lay the decking and rails. In

two instances wher£ the old track was located on the center

line of the viaduct new girders were placed on each side and

connected up. An entire new set of bridge timbers was then

cut, and framed complete for insertion after which the old

track was quickly torn out, the new timbers laid and the

track made ready for traffic. In working in this manner there

was little or no delay to trains. The new second track is

being laid chiefly with 130-lb. rail, a substantial increase

over the 100-lb. rail ordinarily used in this section.

I he work of double tracking Clark's Gap Hill has been

One of the Few Stretches of Tangent

planned by and the construction has been carried out under

the direction of the engineering department of the Virginian

Railway, H. Fernstrom, chief engineer; A. M. Traugott,

assistant chief engineer, and J. C. Guion, resident engineer

in direct charge of the work in the field. The contractors on

this work are J. V. Boxley & Co. and Boxley, Goodwin &

Bray, subsidiary companies of W. W. Boxley & Co.,

Roanoke, Va., to whom the original contract was let.

The Purchase, Inspection and

Distribution of Cross Ties*

Prior to the return of the railroads to their owners on

March 1, 1920, some of them had started toward nor-

malcy in the procurement of their cross-ties by making

tentative arrangements along the lines of their former

methods of purchase. In not a few instances the practice

established during federal control of dealing direct with an)

producers of ties" along a railroad was continued where it

had not been in vogue before I
1
' IS. All railroads which

adopted the sight-draft method of paying for ties during

1918-1919 continued the practice. Most railroads which

learned during the war that their local production could be

stimulated persisted in keeping in touch with the ;

along their line.-. Some railroads which got the habit oi

co-operation while the government insisted on it, found it

possible to acquire ties of the groups they did not desire and

to transfer them together with their surplus production, to

roads which used such ties, and which in return did not

compete with the local road for any ties produced along its

lines.

Cross-tie buying became normal soon after March 1, 1920,

and the strenuous competition which developed in certain

•Abstract of a report presented at tin mi i ting i i Ihe Purchases and Stores

Section, American Railway Association, at Chicago, June 9, 10 and 11.

1921.

fields during the summer resulted in exorbitant prices. It

is now seen, even by the producers who profited thereby, that

the prices paid were the result of ruinous competition, were

not justified, and were not good for the tie industry. A cen-

tral purchasing agency could prevent a repetition of this

vicious competition for ties among railroads, but the com-

mittee regards such an agency as impracticable. It believes

that the sentiment against unwise competition is developing

steadily and that 1920 saw less of it than might have been

expected from past performances under similar conditions of

supply and demand.

As practices of general application which have been tried

under conditions of control and of freedom, the committee-

recommends the adoption of the following:

That each railroad adopt all means compatible with its

conditions and organization to procure along its own lines

as large a portion of its tie requirements as possible.

That each railroad adopt a method of paying cash for its

ties, as a means for maintaining production at a maximum.
That each railroad along which ties in excess of its own

requirements are produced endeavor to make arrangements

with railroads needing such ties for their sale and shipment

under conditions which will be mutually satisfactory.

That all railroads purchase cross-ties under the uniform
requirements of the standard specification for cross-ties of

the American Railway Engineering Association.

The preservative treatment of wood to prevent decay yearly

becomes a more important factor in the economical main-

tenance of railroads. This is especially true in cross-ties.

During 1920 there was less than the usual variation in

the inspection of cross-ties by competing railroads. This
was undoubtedly the result of the marked change in the

manufacture of ties which resulted from nearly two years of

adherence to a uniform standard applied everywhere quite

consistently. The full benefits of a standard specification

are not to be had if the specification ceases to be a standard
through lack of uniformity in the application of its require-

ments by inspectors.

This committee is aware of a well-defined conviction in the

minds of some members that only by an American Railway
Association control of the inspection of forest products pur-
chased by railroads can the disadvantages to all concerned
of the present competitive system be avoided. Undoubtedly
a central supervision of inspection would result in greater

uniformity in practice, in lower costs through fuller use of

fewer inspectors, and in more prompt service for the ship-

pers, and the committee can advance no valid argument
against the creation of a Bureau of Forest Products in the

American Railway Association, charged with the supervision

nf inspection and the dissemination of information of value

to members in connection with the purchase and storage of

forest products, but the committee feels that it is unfair to

railroads generally to assume that practical uniformity in

lie procurement cannot be had prior to a trial under
the new conditions brought about through the existence of a

standard specification worked out and adopted by an inde-

pendent railroad association and agreed to and adopted in

all essential respects by the producers' association.

The report is signed by J. H. Waterman (chairman) Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy; John Foley, Pennsylvania Sys-

tem; G. H. Jenkins, Grand Trunk, and A. H. Young, Sea-

board Air Line.

A minority report, signed by M. J. Collins, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, stated in effect that while there was
much in the committee's report that would be of value to roads

Which had not already developed their own specifications

and methods, he did not believe that the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe would be benefited by changing from its present

specifications and that he could not, therefore, concur in the

report as a whole.



The Grain Rate Hearings Are Concluded

Final Argument Before I. C. C.—Relation of Rates and Wages
Receives Much Attention

Hearings before Commissioner Lewis of the Interstate

Commerce Commission on the application of the

Western state commissions for a general reduction in

the rates on grain, grain products and hay in Western ter-

ritory were concluded on September I and oral arguments
were made on September - and o. A number of the other

commissioners sat during the hearing of testimony and the

argument was held before the full commission. Arguments
for the complainants were made b) J. E. Benton, solicitor. for

the National Association of Railway and Utilities Commis
sioners; Clifford Thome, representing the American Farm
Bureau Federation, and C. M. Reed, chairman of the Kansas
Public Utilities Commission, while the railroads were repre-

sented by R. H,. Widdicombe of the Chicago & North West-
ern and J. N. Davis of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

J. E. Benton Speaks for Railway

and Utilities Commissioners

Mr. Benton argued that the rates on grain as made by

the railroads had always been disproportionate to the rates

on other commodities and that the relationship of grain

rates to other rates has not been greatly changed. This

disproportion has been greatly increased, he said, by the

increase in the rates on grain at the same time that tin

farmer's costs have been greatly increased and his prices

have fallen. The farmers receive only a small return for

their labor and no return on their land, while the railroads

ought to encourage the development of agriculture.

Mr. Benton also contended that the commission is free to

make reasonable rates in spite of Section 15-a of the Trans-

portation Act, which, he said, does not require a particular

percentage of return under all circumstances and at all

times because that is impossible. The law merely requires

the commission to aim at that percentage "as nearly as may
be within the bounds of reason." He thought the reduc-

tion in rates would operate as a conservation of revenues

rather than tend to reduce them, but in any event it is the

commission's duty to reduce them if unreasonable. The
railways have been allowed in the past to earn hundreds

of millions of surplus to tide them over such periods of

depression.

Two factors entering into the reasonableness of the rate-,

Mr. Benton said, have changed, The value of the producl

has been cut in two and consequently one element in the

cost to the carriers, the risk of loss and damage i [aims, has

also been reduced. Mr. Benton devoted some time to his

argument that the commission is not bound by the action

of the Railroad Labor Board, saying that it is its duty to

ti\ reasonable rates regardless of whether wage- nun be

unreasonably high. Neither board, lie said, can be bound

by the action of the other, although each musl give due
weight to the findings of the other.

Commissioners Porter and Daniel- asked n' the commis-
sion is not entitled to consider the expenses of operation

in fixing rates. Mr. Benton -aid the commission should
not be bound by anything that shock.- its sense of justice and
neither board should Consider the findings of the other as

necessarily final, although the findings of either board
would only be persuasive. If an order of the commission
should require the carriers to make a new request for wage
reduction, they would have an opportunity to make such
application in view of the new conditions, and if the com-
mission proceeds On the theory that the Labor Board can

Washington, D. C.

make proper orders it can decide rate cases properly. He
admitted that if both parties proceeded independent^ the
resull might be a miscarriage of justice, but said that

not to be presumed that they would act in that way. The
legal presumption is that a miscarriage of justice will not oc-
cur, but that the decision of the two board- will be con-
sistent. Thi must form its own judg-
ment as to whether the wage.- are proper in deciding what
are reasonable rates.

Mr. Benton said that shippers were barred from appear-
ing before the Labor Board, which must form its own con-
clusion as to the amount tin from
the shippers, whin a- the commission has to decide the
amount the shippers must pay tin- carrier- and should form
it- own judgment as to what wages are proper. Th
riers, he said, have been subjected by the law to this double
standard and the event must prove whether the machinery
i reated by law will work properly.

Commissioner Daniel.- asked whether the commission was
bound by the effect on wage- of the- Adamson law. Mr.
Benton replied in the affirmative on the ground that the
commission is bound by the a.t of Congress, but not by
that of a co-ordinate board. Commissioner Rotter asked if

the commission had a right to reduce rates on the basis of
its own conclusion that wages are too high, without hearing
the^side of labor. To this M r . Benton replied in the af-
firmative.

Clifford Thome Represents the Farmers

Clifford Thorne said that after each war there has been
a substantial decline in prices, which each industry natu-
rally resists. In the past year there has been an unusually
precipitous decline in prices, but the agricultural industry
was the weakest in resisting decline- and its prices have
been reduced to pre-war levels, while the railroads have been
the strongest in rc-i-tim; such declines and their freight
rates are higher than ever before. The result ha- been the
creation of a panic condition in the agricultural industry,
the bulk of which is on the verge- of bankruptcy. It is up
to the industry, he -aid. to gel .,) and he did not
claim that transportation was the only cost to be cons.

whi.h
'- properlj to be presented to the- commission.

Mr. Thome said that tin- railroads take the position that
n be made without a reduction in

wages and that the genei

to ice decided l>\ tin' commission, but the abilit) i

pers to pa) is not among the things named in the law which
the Labor I;, ard i ler in fixing wag - II

whether the resull that the government -

shield one industrj velopment which
manded of every either line oi bus.:

argued that the 5C- per cent provision of the law i- quali-
fied by a pro\ iso giving the commission latitude to pn

ble rates in particular

In corn lusion, M I home said he w - mit a

ition to labor and a question to the raili

that it might point to a solution. "V
with a dilemma," he said, "1 . ause thi

agricultural industry are intolerable- and yet tl

claim tl ny reduction in rates without
a reduction in wages. On the other hand. r.>. ill

is thorough!) opposed to any reduction in

491
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I. , thai railroad labor might probabh oppoSB any further

e m wages that would go to the railroad corpo-

I ,ut he would like to ask what would be its attitude

if assured thai the entire wage decrease would accrue to

the farmer, and he asked, whether if railroad labor should

con mi ti .i reduction in wages for the specific purpose

.,i reducing rales on grain, the railroads would consent to

the reduction. He pointed out that a 5 per cent reduction

in wages on the Western roads would amount approximately

to the estimated amount of a 25 per cent reduction in the

grain rates, or about $63,000,000.

In rrplv to questions by the commissioners, Mr. Thorne

said that for the purpose of this proceeding he believed

the. inquiry should be confined to grain in the Western

districts, but if it appears acceptable it could well be en-

larged to include livestock and cover the nation. A 7}^

per cent reduction in wages, he said, would permit a 25

per cent reduction in the rates on these basic food com-

modities.

Glenn E. Plumb, who was sitting in the audience, was

observed to smile slightly as Mr. Thorne asked his ques-

tion, but the railroad counsel made no reference to it in

their arguments, which followed those of Mr. Thorne. In

his closing argument Mr. Thome returned to the subject,

saying that the failure of the railroad counsel to reply to

his question laid the foundation for further argument on

his part. Asked whether labor had made any reply, Mr.

Thorne said he had submitted his proposition to a rep-

resentative of the labor organizations, who had promised

to submit it to his associates. He also said that during the

noon hour a vice-president of a prominent Western road

had said he would agree to it. Mr. Thorne then made the

point that the carriers refrained from answering his ques-

tion, although it would not affect their net earnings, and

added that labor has also refrained from answering it, but

that it has really had no opportunity to do so. Commis-
sioner McChord asked why Mr. Thorne criticized the car-

riers for not answering a mere suggestion on his part when
it was hardly to be expected that their counsel would be in a

position to answer it, and Commissioner Aitchison asked

if they were not there for the purpose of meeting the par-

ticular issues in the case.

The Railroad's Argument

R. H. Widdicombe, in the opening argument for the rail-

roads, said that the difficulty of the producers lies in the

fall in the price of grain. There was no complaint, he

said, of the grain rates while the farmer was getting what
he thought his wheat was worth. The evidence in this case,

he said, shows that a reduction in the rates will not increase

the movement of the traffic and that the effect on the acreage

to be planted next year is purely speculative. The acreage

in past years has fluctuated at times when rates were sta-

tionary, because it was governed by supply and demand.
The reason for the low price of wheat is the lessened demand
for it in Europe. Mr. Widdicombe said that what the fanner

needs most right now is to be let alone. If he is, he said,

he will come out all right. Commissioner Aitchison asked

who is bothering the farmer now. Mr. Widdicombe said he

meant that the papers the farmers read are overflowing with

statements that rates are too high and should be reduced,

and that the fanner has been led by such reasoning to be-

lieve that a reduction in freight rates would be a remedy
for his troubles.

To reduce freight rates on grain, grain products and hay
without a reduction in operating expenses would be "dis-

astrous" to the railroads of the United States in view of

their present financial condition and would throw '.'many

if not a majority of the western carriers into bankruptcy,"
while no substantial relief would be afforded the farmers,

J. N. Davis, assistant general solicitor of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, told the commission. Mr. Davis said

that if the question of rates is left to traffic officials the

problems confronting the farmer will shortly be solved.

Mr. Davis said in part:

"The evidence of the railroads shows that at the present

time the rate of return to western carriers on freight is but

2.54 per cent, and on passenger 3.43 per cent, or 2.78 per

cent total. This per cent is regardless of any question with

reference to deferred maintenance or consideration of any-

saving in operating expenses by the recent wage reduction

by the Labor Board. If consideration is given to deferred

maintenance and the reduction of operating costs by reason

of the Labor Board's decision, the percentage on investment

would be 1.15. If consideration is not given to deferred

maintenance and only consideration is given to the amount

that would be saved in operating expenses by reason of the

wage reduction, this percentage would be 3.5.

"Without consideration of deferred maintenanee, there

was a net for all roads operating in the western district

under consideration of 42 million, and if consideration was

given to the maintenance that had been deferred and not

performed, this 42 million would be wiped out completely.

"The operating ratio for the lines in the western district

for the year 1921 was 95.04, which shows conclusively an

unhealthy condition, financially speaking of the roads here

under consideration.

"These figures conclusively prove, we believe, that there

can be no general reduction in the rates. And we believe

that there is no one that will contend that under the present

conditions, under which the railroads operate, there could

be a general reduction in rates.

"There is no evidence to prove that the rates on these

commodities are unreasonable, but the carriers have shown
that the rates are not unreasonably high.

"Witnesses have also shown that the benefit to the farmer

would run from $8 to $56 per farmer per annum. Xo
one will contend that this is a substantial aid to the farmer

in his present condition, but a 25 per cent reduction in

those rates would mean an annual loss in revenues of over

$63,000,000 to the carriers in the western district alone and

would cut their annual net return to 1.42 per cent in their

tentative valuation as fixed by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Not only would this reduction be disastrous to the

roads as a whole, but it would operate to put many if not a

majority of the carriers in the western district into the hands
of receivers.

"It is contended that a bushel of grain today will not

purchase as much transportation as it did in former years,

especially prior to the war. This is obvious because of the

decline in the price of grain and the increase in freight

rates. But, what commodity is not in relatively the same
situation as is grain. If what the complainants contend

is a justification for a reduction in the rates on grain and
grain products, the same would hold equally true in most
any other commodity moving in volume.

"They evidently overlook the fact that the railroad dollar

does not go as far now as it did prior to the war. Also evi-

dently they overlook the fact that during practically the

entire war period their dollar went materially further than
did the railroad dollar.

"There are other seats of trouble confronting the farmer
than freight rates, that if properly adjusted in relation to

the farmers' condition at this time would give some relief.

"We feel that we are not called upon to point out that

there rests no power with this commission to reduce rates

to enhance the profits of shippers if such rates are not shown
to be unreasonable. This of course is the law. The Trans-
portation Act does not delegate such power to the commis-
sion, and we know of no case wherein the commission has
decided that it would so make rates. The carriers' revenues,
as is shown by the evidence in this case, are now inadequate,
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and what revenues the carriers receive should not now be di-

verted to assist an industry.

"The question has been propounded by opposing counsel

as to whether the railroads should not forego the 5 l/z per

cent contemplated by the Transportation Act, and give a

helping hand to the industry. It is quite obvious that the

railroads should not.

"The transportation system not only has its rates regu-

lated, but a major portion of its operating expenses regu-

lated, by governmental agencies, and in no case under the

present law can the transportation company earn for itself

a greater return than 5y2 per cent. Regardless of whether

it be a fat year or a lean year this S l/2 per cent applies.

"With the farmer no such regulations exist. He can often

recoup and offset that which he has lost in the lean year by

what he may make in the fat year.

"For this reason alone we believe that the transportation

system should not be asked to forego its just earnings to

lend aid and help to any industry, whether it be agriculture

or otherwise.

"The carriers are not unmindful of the conditions that

mm cvist in the agricultural industry and the traffic man-
ager is wide awake to the situation, and is not only capable

of dialing with the situation as it exists, but will see that

the interest of his company as well as -the interest of tho-.

patrons of his road are not neglected.

"Onr of the disturbing elements in this case is one that

is wholly beyond the railroad-' control. It is a fact that

cannot It disputed thai thi freight rate must necessarily

have a direct relation-hip with the operating expenses

unless the operating expenses can be curtailed or reduced

there is no way that we know of by which rates can be re-

duced. And when operating expenses are considered it at

once is shown that the major portion of the operatii

penses of any transportation company is w;

'This operating expense i- gated to the

Labor Board. At the same tin bas delegated the

regulation of the rates that the transportation companies
should receive for the service performed to the Inl

Commerce Commission. We thus have the rates that we are

to receive regulated by one governmental body, while the

major portion of the operating exp

regulated by another and differenl governmental body. And
it seems to be obvious that a reduction in the rates cannot

possibly be made without a reduction in the operating

expense."

Pennsylvania Officer Outlines New Labor Policy

Elisha Lee, Vice-President, Sketches the Gist of the Recent

Controversy with the Wage Board

THE Pennsyl\ wia's view of the authority of the Rail-

road Labor Hoard to rule as it has in the recent contro-

versy between that carrier and its shop and clerical

forces, was clearly outlined by Elisha Lee, vice-president of

the Pennsylvania, in a recent address before the Delaware

Bankers' Association at Rehoboth, Del.

Mr. Lee explained in detail the carrier's plan for the peace-

ful and friendly settlement of labor differences by conferences

between the management and elected representatives of the

employees. He predicted success for it if it were not blocked

by the interference of outside agencies, and said it had the

endorsement and support of a great majority of the company's

employees.

Mr. Lee criticized the Railroad Labor Board for interven-

ing and declaring void the recent elections held under the

plan. He dwelt particularly upon the feature of the board's

order directing the carrier to hold new elections and submit

to the employees the choice of labor organizations, instead of

co-workers only, to represent them in conferences with the

management.
In asserting the company's right to insist upon dealing di-

rectly with its own employees, Mr. Lee stated that the Perm
sylvania had been advised by counsel that the Labor Board
had altogether exceeded its authority in denying that right.

Discussing further the Pennsylvania's controversy with

the Labor Board, Mr. Lee said:

"The Labor Board's order, in all likelihood, would compel
us to conduct our conferences with strangers—with labor

union general officers who were not our employees and who
might not even be railroad men. It would defeat the very
fundamental purpose of employee representation which is

based upon the principle of face to tare discussion between
management and men.

"We do not think we i an su< i essfully settle the employment
questions of the Pennsylvania Railroad with strangers. We
do believe that we can adjust them with our own employees,
if we are permitted to go ahead, free from gratuitous and un-
warranted interference. We are perfectly willing to leave it

to public opinion whether our view or that of the

Board is right.

"Our differences with the Labor Board arise out of tl.

that while Congress plainly created it as a board of mediation

to act in disputes which railroad managers and railroad em-
ployees were Unable tO settle between t!lelli-el\>

has gone far beyond that scope and assumed very largely

the role of an administrative or managerial body with

to the labor affairs of the railroads. I ontend, under
the Transportation Act, it has no right to do, and that is the

gist of our differences with the

"We are not fighting the right of our emp] \ arize,

nor are we trying to destro) the existing union-, as has often

been falsely represented; neither i- the question of collective

bargaining in any way at -take. All we are insisting upon
is the right to meet with our own employees and talk over

our mutual troubles with them, and we do not think that

such a right can fairly be construed as an assault upon union-

ism or a denial of the right of collective bargaining. In fact,

it i- a direct affirmation of the right of collective bargaining,

as we -; -i our employees to get together and
elect their representatives to bargain collectively with us.

Collective Bargaining and Collective Coercion

"We do insist, however, that there is a very important dif-

ference between collective bargaining and collective coercion.

In this connection 1 wish to direct attention to the pi

by certain labor organizations, of three forms
which, we believe, public opinion will not support and will

ultimate]) compel those organizations to repudiate if th

to survive. I refer to: (1) restriction of output: {!) the

d shop; and. (3) the sympathetic strike.

"It is no sei ret that in the past the Pennsylvania Railroad,

while maintaining no unfriendly feeling toward the four train

service brotherhoods and certain other independent organiza-
of railroad workers, always re''

relations with organizations embraced in die American Fed-
eration of Labor Xor is it any secret that we r
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atesl disfavor those policies of the Railroad Adminis-

tration, during federal control, which resulted, for the first

time, in introducing those organizations among our em-

Our objection to the federation has been due simply

fact that it stands fur the three nienive practices to

I have alluded'and which we hold to be unjustifiable.

"The tight which we on the Pennsylvania Railroad are

ng on today is largely a fight against domination and

virtual management of our employee relationships by the

American Federation of Labor. It is not a fight against la-

bor unionism, but onl) against labor union autocrat y.

"We want to establish a truly democratii system of em-

ployee representation on the Pennsylvania Railroad, one in

which the power and authority of the representatives sent to

negotiate with us proceeds from the bottom up and is not im-

posed from the top down.

"We want to know that they really have been chosen by

the workers from their own number, that they have the author-

ity of the workers to speak and negotiate for them, and that

when they give us an answer on any question submitted for

their consideration, it is the answer and judgment of our own
employees and not the dictum of some international labor

union president who is not one of our employees, has no per-

sonal familiarity with our problems and may not even be a

railroad man at all.

"Our labor policies and purposes are an open book. We
have nothing to conceal. We welcome inquiry and scrutiny.

We think we are engaged in a constructive work promising

important results to the whole country, and we gladly sub-

mit to public judgment the sincerity and soundness of our

plans. In turn we ask public support in the effort to secure

for these plans a fair and adequate trial."

Committees Representing 120,000

Employees Established

In a recent circular the Pennsylvania announced that com-

mittees, consisting of equal representation of the employees

and of the management, have now been established for the

settlement of all controversial questions affecting approxi-

mately 120,000 employees.

The groups included in the new arrangement are: (1)

Train and engine service; (2) maintenance of way and struc-

tures; (3) signal department; (4) mechanics' helpers and ap-

prentices, maintenance of equipment and telegraph and tele-

phone, eastern region; (5) clerical forces, eastern region;

(6) miscellaneous station forces, eastern region.

In describing the manner in which these committees will

function, the circular said in part: "For each of the first

three groups a System Reviewing Committee, constituting a

court of review upon all questions that may arise between the

management and the employees affected, is now in effect. For

each of the three other groups a Regional Reviewing Com-

mittee has been established.

"The questions to be taken up by these committees include

grievances, rules and working conditions, and the administra-

tion of discipline. The votes of all members, whether repre-

sentatives of the management or of the employees, are of equal

power. Not less than two-thirds vote is necessary to reach a

decision upon any question presented.

"In all matters except individual discipline cases, the full

committee will vote and its decisions will constitute prece

dents which will be binding equally upon both sides with re-

spect to similar existing or future cases, In discipline cases,

which involve a personal element, the representatives of the

management and the representatives of the employee directly

interested in the case merely act as counsel for the presenta-

tion of their respective claims and do not vote on the case.

"A method of appeal to the division superintendent, general

superintendent and general manager is provided so that all

cases which cannot be settled on the division may receive

expeditious attention by the Reviewing Committee. Regular

meeting dates are fixed for the division superintendents, the

general superintendents and the general managers, to meet

representatives of the employees under their jurisdiction, and

appeals may be taken in this order, the employees participat-

ing in every step in decisions affecting their interest.

"The formation of these committees carries out the policy

announced on May 20, 1921, of giving all employees an op-

portunity to have a voice in the management in matter-

ing their welfare. Following this announcement elections

were held throughout the system to determine the employees'

choice of representation to formulate new rules and working

conditions to take the place of the National Agreeim-nt-.

"It was announced at that time that it was the hope of the

management that these employee representatives would form

the nucleus of committees which should frequently confer

with the management on all matters concerning the employees.

Accordingly, as soon as the new rules were agreed upon, the

employee representatives and the management held a series

of conferences which resulted in the formation of these com-

mittees.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

An increase of 13,273 in the number of cars loaded

with revenue freight during the week ended August 27,

compared with the previous week, is shown by reports

received by the Car Service Division of the American Rail-

way Association. The total for the week was 829,709 cars.

This is the largest week's loading since December 11, 1920.

but as compared with the corresponding week of 1920 it

shows a loss of 171,599 cars.

The principal increases as compared with the week before

were in the loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight

and in coal. The total number of cars loaded with mer-

chandise and miscellaneous freight was 499,421, an increase

of nearly 8,000 as compared with the week of August 20,

but 35,000 less than for the corresponding week of last year.

Loading of grain and grain products was 59,505, a de-

crease as compared with the week before of 370, but 13,000

cars more than for the same week in 1920. The loading of

live stock amounted to 28,070 cars or a decrease of 1,040

under the preceding week and slightly less than for the cor-

responding week of 1920.

Coal loading amounted to 161,612, an increase of 7.472

as compared with the week before, but 50,000 cars less than

for the corresponding week of 1920. The loading of forest

products was 46,460, an increase of 1,877 over the week
before, but about 1,000 cars less than the loading for the

corresponding week of 1920. The ore loading was 30,035,

a decrease as compared with the previous week of 2,355,

while the loading of coke was 4,606 cars, an increase of 170.

Compared by districts, there were increases as compared
with the week before in all except the Pocahontas and Xorth-

western districts, but in all districts the loading was below
that for the corresponding week of 1920.

The London & Birmingham Railway, now a part of the

London & North Western, was one of the pioneer railways of

tin- world and the story of its inception and construction

—

1830-38— is the subject of a sketch of absorbing interest in the

Scientific .American Monthly for August. It is by Herbert T.

Walker, whose historical articles are always accurate and en-

tertaining. One of the terminals, that at Kilsby, cost three

times what the engineers had estimated, and numerous other

construction problems were as baffling as this; but the fact

that the locomotive, in a few short years, increased the speed

of passenger travel by two or three hundred per cent sustained

the enthusiasts ; and the conservatives, who declared that rail-

roads would destrov societv, were silenced.



Mikado Type Lo otive Equipped with Booster

New Locomotives for the Missouri Pacific

Harter Circulating Plates Applied to Improve Boiler Capacity

—

Booster Increases Tonnage 13 Per Cent

The Missouri Pacific has recently added to its equip-

ment SO locomotives built by the American Locomotive

Company. These include IS six-wheel switchers

(0-6-0 type), 25 Mikado (2-8-2 type). 5 Pacific (4-6- ! type)

and 5 Mountain (4-8-2 type) locomotives, none oi which

types are new on this road. The six-wheel switchers are oi

the same design as those received about a year ago; the Pa-

cific type engines are practically duplicates of those previously

built, while the Mikado and Mountain types are of entirely

new design.

Mikado Type

The Mikado locomotives previously used were of the go\

ernment light, or U. S. R. A. 2-8-2-A type allocated to the

of application, convenience in maintenance ami reduction of

fire hazards.

The boilers of the Mikado type as '.'.'11 as the other loco-

motives are equipped with the Harter circulating plate which.

it i> estimated, has added l'i per cenl to their capacity. This
device consists essentiallj of a horizontal plate, slightly be-

low the .enter line, extending entirely across the boiler from
a point JUSl behind the feedwater inlet to within about six

inches of the back tube sheet. Outlets for steam are provided

by pipes placed at intervals on either >ide which had from

below the plate to the steam spa. e at the top of the boiler

barrel. On the Mikado locomotives the boiler horsepower

is 93.9 per cent of the cylinder horsepower without allowance
for the circulating plate and en the Mountain type thi

An Efficient Mountain Type Locomotive of Medium Weight

road during the war. These locomotives are of 54,600 lb.

tractive effort, have 26 in. by 30 in. cylinders, the total

weight being 290,800 lb., with 221,500 lb. on drivers and

63 in. wheels. The new locomotives have 10 per cent greater

tractive effort and an equivalent increase in weight and an

handling 10 per cent greater tonnage. Among the special fea-

tures are floating bushings for the middle connection bearings

which are giving much better satisfaction on locomotives of

this size than the stationary bushings previously used, alco

power reverse gear, Duplex type 1) stokers, Franklin grate

shakers and adjustable driving bos wedges, Chicago Bange
lubricators and Jemco unit spark arresters which are said to

be an improvement over the Master Mechanics' design in ease'

boiler power is even less. All of thi locomotives

ever, proved to be free steam
Delta trailing trucks, equalized with the drivers and

equipped with brakes, are used on all road engines. Of the

25 Mikado locomotives two are equipped with boosters and

provision is made for their future application to the other

engines. In .etual service it has been found that tie

.peel with 1 'rosters can handle I

. than tie ra without the '

boostei the tractive effort

3,500 Hi. more weight on the trailing truck. 4,500 lb. more

OH the drivers and 1,000 lb. less OD 'he front truck.

The ruling grade on the line where the

495
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is five miles long so that the demand on the boiler for steam

to supply the boosters as well as the locomotive cylinders is

severe and prolonged and any lack of capacity would be de-

veloped quickly. In actual tests the locomotives have handled

full tonnage over the ruling grade at a speed of approximati U

10 m.p.h. With the reverse lever in the corner, the booster

in operation, the throttle wide open and the injector on, full

boiler pressure was maintained.

Mountain Type

The Missouri Pacific has been using for some time a num-
ber of U. S. R. A. 4-8-2-A light Mountain type locomotives

locomotives wen- to be used necessitated limiting the weight

on the drivers to 226,000 lb.

The size of the driving wheels was increased to 73 in. to

fit them better for the speeds at which the passenger trains

are scheduled and Lateral motion driving boxes were applied

on the front pair of drivers to lessen the rigid wheel-base

and eliminate' the trouble with hot bearings. These modifica-

tions naturally necessitated a longer boiler, which would tend

to increase thi I he previous

locomotives had a rated boiler horsepower capacity of 97.5

per cent of the cylinder horsepower. In order to keep the

weight within the maximum allowable, it was decided to re-

Pacific Type Locomotive of 40,000 lb. Tractive Effort

which have a tractive effort of 53,900 lb., 27 in. by 30 in. cyl-

inders, a total weight of 327,000 lb., 224,500 lb. on drivers

and 69 in. wheels. The new locomotives were designed for

the same service and to correct some of the troubles which

have been experienced with the older ones. In attempting to

make pronounced changes in the design, an interesting prob-

lem was encountered owing to the fact that the condition of

bridges and structures on the section of the road where the

duce the boiler size so that it.- rated horsepower was only

85.3 per cent of the cylinder horsepower. This it was thought

could be done safely b) usiii II irter circulating pi

increase the boiler capacity.

The new Mountain type locomotives are being run in a

pool with the older locomotives and consequently both are

handling the same trains on the same division. Both de-

signs have the same size cylinders. Despite the smaller boiler,

DIMENSIONS AND RATIOS OF Till MISSOURI PACIFIC'S NEW LOCOMOTIVES
0-6-0 2-8-2

Switcher olo?

Tractive effort (85 per cent boiler pressure) 39,1001b. 59,800 lb.

Cylinders, diameter and strike 21 in. by 28 in. 27 in. by 32 in. 26 in '

Valves 10 in. piston 1-1 in. piston It in.

Weight in working order:
On drivers 163,000 1b. 2.13.0001b. 166.?"
On front truck 49,000 1b.

On trailing truck 56.500 lb. 52.000 lb.

Total engine Ii,3,0ii0 1h 320.000 1b.

Total engine and tender 187,81 510.0001b. 435.7001b.
Wheel base, driving II ft. 6 in. 16 ft. 6 in. 13 fl

Total engine 1 1 ft. 6 in. 3 in. 33 ft. 7 in.

Total engine and lendei 43 It. 10'A in. 71 ft. I 67 ft. H in.

Wheels and journals:
Driving, diameter over tires 51 in. 63 in. 73 in.

Driving journals, main 9</: in. bv 12 m. 12 in. by 13 in by 12 in

Driving journals others 9 in. by 12 in. 10 in. by 13 in. 10 in. by 12 in

Boiler, stvle Kxt. wagon top fill top
Diameter 64f,t in ss in.

Steam pressure 1<K) lb. 190 lb.

Firebox. length and width 78 in. by 7054 in. 114H in. by 84 \i in. lOi

Grate area 38 sq. fl 67 sq. ft a ft.

Tubes, number and diameter 158—2 in.

Flues, number and diameter 24 5 in, 32—

5

Tidies and lines, length 14 ft.

Heating surface, firebox 145 sq.ft. jq. ft
Heating surface, tubes and tins 1,629 sq ft, 3,464 sq. ft
Heating surface, total 1.774 sq. ft.

Superheater surface sq.ft. 1.051- 778 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface' 2,363 sq. ft. I sq. ft
Tender-

Water capacity 6.000 gal.

Coal capacity 16 tons
Ratios:

Weight on drivers ' tractive effort 4.3
Total weight — tractive effort 4.3 5.3

Tractive effort -5- equivalent heating surface ; 16.5
Tractive effort X diameter drivers equivalent hi ttiri surface 844
Equivalent heating surface 62.3
Weight on drivers : equivalenl heating surface 68.9
Total weight H- equivalent heatint urface 68."
Firebox heating surface equivalent beating surface

(
per cent 6.1 5.0

Volume of cylinders i uhic Eeet I!

Equivalent heating surface volume cylinders 211
Grate area -'- volume cylinders 3.4
Superheater surface evaporative surface, per cent

^Equivalent heating surfaci total ei porative heating surface -* 1.5 times the superhes 'Weights and ratios fer

• 'ain

00 lb.

27 in. by 30 in.

14 in

10 lb.

•(lib.

1 in.

41 ft. 4 in

77 ft

73 in.

12 in. b> 13 in.

10 in. by 13 in. and
10 in. h>

e nn.
. in.

300 sq. ft.

1 jq. ft.

5.560 *

60.3

il booster
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the new locomotives steam just as freely a- the older ones,

are running with J4 in. larger exhaust nozzle.-, arc making

better fuel records and take the same train 30 miles further

for water
l In locomotives are provided with Boating bushings in

the middle connections and the same attachments furnished

on the Mikado type. Boosters were not applied hut pro-

vision was made for their attachment in the future.

As has I Kin stated, the Pacifies and switch engines arc

practically the same as previous designs but are provided with

Harter circulating plates. The Pacific type locomotives are

operating with exhaust nozzles from J^ in. to V\ in. larger

than was previously possible and are showing an improved

fuel record and better performance in general.

A table showing the principal dimensions and ratios of the

four types of locomotives is given for comparison with other

designs.

Increasing Locomotive Mileage

By F. P. Roesch

THERE necessarily must be a locomotive terminus at

each end of a division, a place where power is turned

back. It may be at the end of the line, or it may be an

intermediate terminal, but in either case both terminals are

not main terminals. The intermediate or minor terminal

deserves more attention than is generally given to it, espe-

cially where winters are severe.

Standing locomotives earn no revenue. A locomotive re-

quiring terminal attention during the winter months must
be housed—repairs cannot be made outdoors; therefore any

delay in housing means that much time lost. From this it

follows that the track layout leading into the house, includ-

ing cinder pits, coaling, sanding and watering facilities

constitute the neck of the bottle, regardless of housing

capacity.

On many railroads facilities insofar as minor terminals

are concerned are woefully deficient. In the majority of

cases not only is there insufficient house room, but the out-

side facilities have not kept pace with the growth of power.

This means that when repairs are required the locomotive is

often held twice as long as would have been the case with

proper facilities.

Why make such strenuous efforts to save at one end only

to lose time at the other? Furthermore, due to the

conditions mentioned, many repairs, if made at all, are only

done in a perfunctory manner, "just good enough to take

the old mill home," thereby adding another burden to the

already overtaxed main terminal.

This is not an argument to bring the minor terminal fa< ili-

ties up to those of the main terminal. On the contrary, the

underlying thought is the abolition of the minor terminal

entirely or as far as practical, considering the needs of the

service.

Habit is a potent factor. When- enginemen report repairs,

necessary or fancied, habit prompts them to report some-
thing every time they reach a terminal. Were the division

twice as long, the locomotive would doubtless negotiate the

remaining miles just as satisfactorily as it did the preceding

distance, regardless of the real or fancied defect.

Longer Runs Possible With Modern Power

In the gradual evolution of the locomotive, the weaker
or troublesome parts have been almost wholly eliminated

so that the present day locomotive can be classed as a thor-

oughly reliable machine insofar as mechanical road failures

are concerned, and where physical conditions of the service

are similar, i. r , character of the water, coal, permanent way,

etc., there is no reason why the modern locomot've, either

passenger or freight, should not .successfully cover from 200
to 400 miles without attention other, than that given by the

enginemen, such as lubrication, etc.

A close study of the present practice of short runs indi-

cates the following a? the controlling factors:

1 he condition of the fire.

The condition of the water in the boiler.

The effect of long runs on journal temperature.

Assignment of power.

An analysis of the above indicates that where locomotive-

are hand-fired and especially where they are not equipped

with power grate shakers or power-operated fire doors, the

physical limitations of the fireman precludes the possibility

of maintaining a clean fire with the average locomotive coal

when the time on the road exceeds eight or ten hours. The
consequence is low steam pressure toward the end of the

runs with resultant loss of time, waste of fuel and frequently

firebox leakage. Oil-burning locomotives that normally are

worked to nearer their maximum capacity than coal-burning

locomotives are being successfully operated over two or more
divisions.

While there will always be more manual labor required

from the fireman on a coal-burning locomotive, the applica-

tion of stokers and power grate shakers so reduces this labor

that the fire can be maintained in a practically perfect con-

dition indefinitely without undue exertion on the part of

the fireman. This in turn results in a maintained maximum
steam pressure, a maintained speed and better boiler condi-

tion. From the above it is clear that the application of the

labor saving devices mentioned will practically put the coal-

burning locomotive in the oil-burning class.

Feed Water

On many railroads the character of the water on connecting

divisions is radically different. In other words, they cannot

safely be mixed. Where such conditions prevail there is,

of course, no other remedy except correct water treatment.

If the water on any division is bad, treatment is the logical

thing, and where it prevents the operation of a locomotive

over both divisions, water treatment becomes practically

imperative.

Frequently, however, a difference in feed-water is an asset

instead of a liability. Instances exist where the water on

one division contains a solvent for the scale deposited on an-

other division. In such cases, if the locomotives are oper-

ated over both divisions right from the beginning, i. e., after

receiving new tubes, etc., the life of the tubes and firebox is

extended, and failures due to leakage correspondingly re-

duced. It is clear that water conditions present no in-

surmountable difficulties.

Lubrication

In the past, when small drivers were in vogue, with their

attendant high peripheral journal speed and oil lubrication,

a locomotive capable of maintaining a fairly high speed for

a distance of from 100 to 150 miles, would become heated

at the end of this distance to such an extent as to make a

further mileage somewhat uncertain unless opportunity were

offered for cooling the journals. With modem grease lubri-

cation, floating rod bearings, and radial valve gear, hot bear-

ings can be almost wholly overcome, providing they receive

proper attention before the locomotive is dispatched. There-

fore, journal friction can also be cast aside as limiting con-

tinuous mileage possibilities

Assignment of Power

There remains, therefore, only one other factor, viz., as-

signed locomotives. The assignment of power, or what
is generally termed regular engines, has been a much mooted
question among mechanical men since pooling of power was
introduced Where locomotives are kept on one division,
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good arguments in favor of regular engines tan be advanced;
arguments that, backed by statistics, cannot be refuted. On
roads which already have power pooled, a further pooling

cannot prove objectionable and would appear logical by run-

ning the locomotives over two divisions at Least, 'banging
crews where necessary.

This would result in the following economic-: The prac-

tical elimination of a number of minor terminals which have
become much more expensive to operate since the re-classifi-

cation of labor; increased mileage per locomotive during a
given time, as the locomotives will be making mileage where
previously they were standing in the roundhouse; economy

in fuel owinj ed tire knocking and rebuildin
j

d maintenance expense, especially a.- regard., boiler
maintenance; reduction in capital investment as a smaller
number of locomotives will be required to move a given ton-
nage; last but not least, if train- are built up so that crews
i an l,e changed an tin main line without cutting the loco-
motive from the train, an accelerated traffic will re-ult with
a marked reduction in intermediate switching.

However, in order to realize the full economies to be ob-
tained by extending locomotive mileage, the locomotives must
be designed with thi- end in view and must be equipped
with the necessary labor saving devii

Present Freight Rates Do Not Restrain Commerce
Comparison of Transportation Charges with Commodity Prices

Shows Complaint Against Rates Unsound

By C. F. Balch

Assistant General Auditor, Chicago & North Western

Tiikke is CONSIDERABLE discussion at this time of the

effect of the present freight rates upon commerce in the

United States. There are many angles from which this

subject may be attacked, and much is to be said from the

standpoint of the shippers as well a- from the side of the

carriers. My purpose at this time, however, is to call atten-

tion to the ultimate relation, as I understand it, of transpor-

tation to the goods transported. This may not be the sole

governing factor, but it is certainly pertinent to a correct

Understanding of the subject.

To introduce my viewpoint let me quote from an address

by J. Kruttschnitt, chairman of the board of the Southern

Pacific, which be made in the autumn of 1919. Mr. Krutt-

schnitt at that time said in part:

The cumulative effect of all steam railroad freight cha

which in their remotest ramifications could affect the values of

commodities, for tin- year 1'HJ, which marked the opening oi ''"

war, has been weighed, and the same has been done Eor 1919.

\s we seek to establish the comparative effect of freight charges
on commodity prices in two years -i\ years apart, the commission's
methods used in computing tonnage and revenue statistii

ours in establishing nrii'cs licine, the same in both periods, will

not iffect the soundness of our conclusions.

v commodity value p*s ton of "freight orig-
in. i,.l" $11<>.00 $56.00

Freight charges per ton originated 2.00
Percentage of charges to value 3.6%
Increase in erst to consumer, 1919 over 1914 63.00 ....

Increase in freight chnrces. per ton .80 ....

Relation of freight increase to cost increase 1.3% ....

In other words, only 80 cents out of to dollat , I i
.

.'i every dollar of increase in values of commodities in 1919 was
caused by increased freight charges: the responsibility for the

remaining $62.20, .a- 98.7 cents oi ever} dollar, mu
elsewhere; it was not caused by freight ch

In order to present a different point of view from thai

given above, 1 will use the value of transportation as $56
and $119 as given by Mr. Kruttschnitt, and will take the

value of $10(1 as standard for I'M 7. and $84 a- a normal in

1921, giving the table shown in the next column.
The idea to be presented in this chart, taking the first

illustration, is this: In the year 1914, the average revenue
per ton per file in the United States was 0.733 cents. The
market value per ton of .mscella dous freight traffic is givt n

as $56. At a distance of 25 miles, the freight cha
0.73,i cents would aggregate is cents per ton. and if that

amount were paid for transportation and the produce sold
at $56, the shipper would net $55.82. At 250 miles, which
is the average haul', the shipper would pay $1.83 for trans-

portation and net $54.17 per ton. When the illustration is

tarried out to a distance of 7,000 miles, the transportation
.barge would be $31. .51, netting the shipper S4.69. Beyond
this, of course, the produce sold would not pay the transpor-
tation charges.

In the year 1917. the average revenue per ton per mile in

the United States was 0.715 cents. In the meantime, the

average price of goods had increased, and is here shown at

$100 per ton. The illustration shows that under these condi-
tions, the produce could be shipped a distance of 13,000

Typical Illustration Value ok Miscellaneous Freight Traffic at
Vasyin i D Point of 1'r. di

1914 1917 1919 December. 1920
\ ahte per ton $84 estimated

at market $56 -$100 $111 as 150'"
Rate per ton per Rate per ton per Rate per ton per Rate per ion per

Tilt mil/. 71 sen, -ni\~ 0??.—..* ™:l- 1 -v\n ._mile, 0.733 cent mile. 0.715 cent mile. 0.973 cent mile, 1.209 cents

Miles Price of Net t<i Trice of Net to Price of Net to Price of Net to'
transp'n shipper transp'n shipper shipper transp'n shipper

25 $0 24 $118.76 $83.70
.37 99.64 .49 118.51 .60

1 .73 55.27 .72 °9.28 .97 118.03 82.79
150 1 10 1.07 1.46 117.54 82.19
200 1.47 54.53 1.43 117.05 81.58

1.83 1.79 116 57 80.98
o 2.20 2.15 97.85

50(1 3.67 3.58 114.13 6.05
7.33 12.09 "1.91

• 14.65 41.34 1946 59.83
1

! 9 29.19
4.000 29.32 26.68 28.60 71.40 38.92 80.08 48.36 55.64
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miles, and after paying the transportation charge, would net
the shi Similar calculations are shown for the

year 1919, and fo prevailing i- I'

The value oi merchandise in Decern • taken
as 150 per cent of its pre-war value, assuming that this will

ird when economi - have
reached a new normal in 1921 mile is

that published by the Interstate Commerce Comir
From a study of this chart, it will be seen that when the

average of all prices has declined to a point where it is 150
per cent of the price prevailing in 1°14, transportation over
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li in, . SI 250 miles has very nearly the same

relation to the value of the goods as the transportation charge

had in 1914, and, therefore, according to my theory, the

freight rates and charges prevailing in December, 1920,

would not affect the commerce of the country to any more

appreciable extent than did the transportation charges in

1914. In the meantime, during the year 1917, the transpor-

tation charge was slightly decreased, giving the shipper a

large advantage as compared with 1914. In 1919, the freight

rate was advanced over 25 per cent, and yet the shipper en-

joyed a condition comparatively better than in 1914. In 1921,

the shipper does, and will enjoy an advantage until such

time as prices decline to a point where they will be 150 per

cent of the value of 1914. Since we have not reached as yet

the condition represented by the right hand column of the

chart, there is, theoretically, no cause for the shipper to

complain of high freight rates, or to declare that he is suffer-

ing from the transportation conditions which prevail.

Advantage on Side of Shipper

Discussing the results at the average point, we find that

in 1914, the shipper would realize $54.17 per ton at the

market. Assuming that the cost of production was $30 per

ton, he would then net $24.17 per ton. Assuming that in

December, 1920, the cost of production had increased to $45

per ton (150 per cent of 1914 costs), he would then net

ton in December, 1920, the commodity would net him $29.98

per ton as compared with $24.17 per ton in 1914. This

$35.98 per ton as compared with $24.17 in 1914. But if we

suppose that the cost of production had increased to $60 per

result, however, is not the result of the transportation charge,

but of the economic conditions connected with production.

In fact it is quite probable that much of the present difficulty

can be traced to conditions other than transportation. The

general public, however, finds that the easy way to seek relief

from all of these conditions is by appealing for a reduction

in transportation charges. There is, however, no justice in

undertaking to adjust through a reduction in transportation

charges, economic conditions resulting from causes other than

those of transportation.

During the years 1917 and 1919, the shipper enjoyed a

distinct advantage which, it is plain, he appropriated for

himself. He maintained his prices regardless of the low

transportation charges, and it is a natural inference after a

contemplation of this chart, that the governing authorities

might well have advanced the freight rates to a point where

the transportation facilities of the United States would have

been self-supporting by placing the burden upon the shipper,

who received the benefit, rather than upon the general public.

Inasmuch as the average of present prices is considerably

above 150 per cent of those prevailing in 1914, the shipper

is not now being adversely affected by what are termed the

present high freight rates.

There are, of course, many instances where prices have
changed in ways not represented by this chart, but for every

instance of prices lower than those quoted in December, 1920,

there is a corresponding circumstance where the prices are

higher, and a close investigation from this point of view will

disclose that some of the parties making the most noise are

really those who are least hurt.

Fraudulent Agents, professing to be employment agents of

road contractors, have been working among the unemployed in

Minneapolis, Minn., soliciting labor for railroad work and col-

lecting the railroad fare in advance from men whom they os-

tensibly employed. When the victims appeared at the railroad

station for their transportation, they found neither the transpor-
tation nor the employment agent. Solicitors pretending to be
obtaining advertising for railroad guide books have also been
active in this city, defrauding many small advertisers.

N. C. & St. L. Creosoted

Bridge Survives Fire

AN incident commanding widespread attention for its

significance occurred on the afternoon of May 27

when a 108-ft. nine-span creosoted timber ballasted

deck trestle on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis sur-

vived a fire which at the time was thought to have completely

destroyed it. Starting at one end of the trestle and fanned

by a high wind the fire spread over the structure rapidly and
bumed intensely for some time. Following the fire an ex-

amination revealed the fact that with the exception of the

charring which the timbers suffered and the burning of a few

braces to a degree which necessitated their renewal, the struc-

ture was little the worse for its experience.

The incident merits particular attention in view of the fact
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Location of the Bridge

that much opposition has been raised in recent years to the

use of creosoted timber in trestles and that largely in the

belief that creosoted structures are poor fire risks, it has be-

come the established practice on a number of roads to build in

reinforced concrete although the cost of this construction is

about double that of creosoted timber construction. As a

result of the fire it would appear that weaknesses attributed

to creosoted timber in its relation to fire have been somewhat
exaggerated. At any rate on the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, on which 35,845 ft. of creosoted trestle have been
built since 1910, the incident is interpreted as a confirmation
of the opinion to which the company has consistently held
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that such structures do not constitute extraordinary fire

hazards.

All indications pointed to the conclusion that the fire

started at the west end of the structure on the south side from

hot coals which had been dropped by a locomotive a short

time before and had lodged between the mud sill of the

abutment and a post of the right-of-way wing fence'. The
timber at that point once afire and a high northeast wind

blowing, together with the film of creosote oil on the surface

of the timber, soon had created a hot blaze.

That the fire burned intensely for a time was borne out

by the statement of those who witnessed it and by evidences

found after it had died out. Dense smoke formed by the

burning oil was seen by farmers 10 miles distant. Leaves on

trees about 60 ft. from the trestle on the south side were

scorched although the wind was blowing in the opposite

direction and the leaves on trees 100 ft. to the north of the

trestle were completely killed. Untreated cedar piles stand-

ing on the old alinement about 25 ft. to the north were set on

The Piles Suffered Little Loss of Strength

fire and a bucket gang fighting the fire could not approach

within 50 ft. until it had in large part died out.

The fire lasted about 2^2 hours. During this time prac-

tically all parts of the trestle caught fire and all burned por-

tions of the trestle were found charred to a depth of Y> to ;

\

in. with the exception of some of the cross-bracing which
suffered more severely.

It was plainly evident that the lire had smothered itself,

the explanation for this being that as the creosote oil burned
it left a residue which accumulated on the surface of the

timber to a point where the oxygen necessary to continue the

combustion could not reach the unburned wood. This was
substantiated by setting on fire a pile of the chips cut from
the face of the charred piles when fitting cross-sectional

bracing to {lie bents, a I'nv which also showed that a suffi-

cient quantity of oil still remained in the structure to pre-
serve it from decay. Repairs cost onl\ $7.5,

We arc indebted for the information concerning this trestle

to Hunter McDonald, chief engineer of the Nashville, Chat-
tanooga & St. Louis, and to the reports of Carter I.. Wilson,
assistant engineer in charge of bridges, ami J. II. Ryan
division engineer.

Ease of Operation Features

New Coach Seat

ONi <n i hi; special features of a coach -eat

;id by the Scarritt Car Seat & Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis, Mo., is freedom from jamming

and ease of operation. This is secured by carrying the

Fig. 1—View of Coach Seat Operating Mechanism

operating mechanism on four rollers, two on each side,

operating in channels in the side plates, as shown in fig. 1

I lie double automatic foot rest is designed to afford ample
clearance for luggage beneath the seat, and. although it is

Fig. 2—Scarritt Coach Seat with Parts Assembled

mechanically operated, become- inoperative when
and allow- the back to be reversed freel) without injury to

the seat mechanism or the obstructing ba

arm i- made of steel and can be enamel
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color ami fitteJ with a wooden arm rest to match the finish

of the car interior.

I In m;i( can be equipped with any type of back cushion

with or without a headroll. Fig. 2 shows the new type of

back cushion with the Scarritt invisible headroll designed to

afford maximum comfort to the passengers. The plush is

applied without stitching and therefore can be renewed at

a nominal labor cost, the elimination of all gimp and seams

making this a sanitary type of cushion. -The seat cushion is

of the full spring type with flexible edges and is designed to

meet the most severe service conditions. The hand-stitched

upper edge of the curled hair assures maximum life from the

plush or other covering material. This seat was designed for

first-class coaches and conforms to modern ideas of car

equipment.

New Type of Car Stop

ANEW type of car stop has recently been introduced

which relies upon sliding friction to prevent cars

from passing beyond the ends of stub tracks rather

than upon the impact characteristic of the rigid bumping

post. The device, called the Breyley bumper, consists of two

A Pair of Breyley Bumpers in Place

cast steel shoes, each of which has a long base capable of

sliding on the rail (to which it is held by lugs engaging the

rail head) and an upper surface shaped in such a manner

that when in place on the rail a wheel striking the shoe

mounts it and is prevented from overrunning it or rolling

back. With the forward wheels of the moving car thus car-

of the track varying from 10 ft. to .30 ft., depending upon

.ditions, a length of 30 ft. usually being sufficient for

all purposes. As an indication of the action that takes place

when moving cars strike the shoes it was found that when

two 50-ton hopper cars loaded with coal struck the shot- at

a speed of eight miles an hour the shoes were moved about

30 ft. while a third car of similar capacity striking these

two cars, at a speed of about four miles per hour, moved the

shoes an additional 6 ft., a'll of which was accomplished

without damage to cars or car stops.

In order to guarantee a certain stop under all conditions

the equipment also includes two stop blocks, which are at-

tached to the ends of each rail, and for cases where more than

30 ft. of rail length is desired for sliding distance, special

fish plates are provided for installation at the intervening

rail joint to permit of the passage of the lugs which hold

each shoe to the rail. Aside from affording a certain stop to

moving cars without damage, this type of car stop is said to

be of advantage in affording a warning to trainmen before

the cars are beyond control inasmuch as a car in mounting

the shoes experiences a decided although not injurious shock.

About 100 of this type of car stop has now been in service

experimentally for periods up to about two years on the

Nickel Plate, Baltimore & Ohio, and other roads. It is sold

by the Maintenance Equipment Company, Chicago.

A Flooring for General Railway Service

About four years ago a new type of flooring was intro--

duced which embodied the advantages of both the-

wood block and the tongue and groove plank floor.

This floor, which is known as Bloxonend, was described in

the Railway Age of October 20, 1916, page 707, and has

since had wide application on railroads under a variety of

conditions. This service, together with extended use in other

Breyley Bumper Shown Holding the Car and Abutting the

Stop Block

ried on the two shoes (or the entire forward truck, if the large

sized shoes are used) the shoes are simply carried along

bodily by the moving car until the energy in the movement is

absorbed by the friction created by the sliding of the shoes

on the rails under the weight imposed upon them.

The principle underlying the design of this type of car

stop is, of course, one of stopping cars without the damage
that might result if a dead stop should be effected. To per-

mit the sliding movement to take place when a moving car

engages the shoes they are placed a distance from the end

i HP
i > .si W3;

"is! >1
vi ' ill

-A. - - ^'"s

i
Bloxonend Floor in the Rutherford Shops of the Philadelphia

& Reading

industries, has tlemonstrated the characteristics and adapta-

bility of this construction to specific purposes.

The flooring consists of blocks of southern yellow pine 2]/^

in. by 3 J/2 in. by 2 in. deep, dovetailed to a 1-in. board to

form a unit 2J/ in. deep by 3J--2
in. face and from 7 to 8 ft.

long. Each side of the unit is grooved to receive a spline */&
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in. thick by 11/16 in. wide so that the units may be assembled
to make a floor the same way as any tongue and groove floor

is constructed. In general this flooring may be used any-
where that a plank flooring may be laid, that is, directly on
joists where the spacing is suitable for the loadings to be

encountered or on subplanking or on furring strips laid in

or on a suitable base such as concrete. These floors have been

laid with advantage on top of old floors. This flooring ma-
terial is available either in the natural state or after being
subjected to open tank preservative treatment with carbosota.
The advantages claimed for this flooring include a high

resistance to wear obtained by the end fibre exposure, ease of

placing either on new or old construction, greater security
against buckling or displacement of the blocks and a smooth
surface since the blocks are milled after they have been
assembled as a unit. It is said that the floor may also bi

readily taken up to be relaid elsewhere.

A recent improvement in this floor facilitates laving it as a
mat floor over a flat surface like concrete, where for any rea-

son the furring strips are not permissible. The floor is

assembled in this case by nails driven horizontally into one
groove and out through the opposite one so as to connect it

through the spline to the adjacent unit. Special nails with
flat shanks and chisel points are provided for this purpose,

an(1 h'
i to rain and snow without serious

effect;

Another interesting development has been carried out on
l! "' ' llh '-"' M;!

! & St. Paul in the use of the Bloxon-
1 " ,| '" '

I
i -press cars. I .1 have

been in service for three years without damage or repairs to
floors and it is now the intention to applv this floor
|" il cars as well. This flooring is handl Carter
Bloxoni nd 1 loorin I

, Chicago.

A " MI
that he can convert

any weak railroad into a strong at least to have the
N "" |r "' '"'

'

'"'-
I : all the way

from Arkan
Hi. Mi ouri & North Arka • .,„ numerous

have found beyond theii powers i: "committee,"
said to represent several towns, had to deal with .Mr
secretary, the "wizard" himself being absent.

United States Senator David I. Walsh, of Massachusetts,
has written a lettei to I arming Cox i

upon him to attack the New England ra
lem. Senator Walsh suggests that the Governor call a con-
ference of the New England '

.

As a Trucking Floor in the Sante Fe Freight House at Argentine, Kans.

the units being furnished with the nails already in place in

holes drilled partially through the strips so that the labor of
driving is greatly reduced.

^

This flooring has been used for a Variet) of services.

Typical railroad installations include the Lang machine shop
of the Detroit & Toledo Shore Line where the floor has been
in service for 4J^ years. A floor of this kind was also laid in

July, DCS, in the Philadelphia & Reading's shop at Ruther-
ford, Pa. Freight houses with installations include a Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul house at Davenport, la.; the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific house at Little Rock, Ark.;
the Illinois Central houses at Kankakee, 111. and Easl St.

Louis, a Santa Fc house at Argentine, Kan., one on the
Michigan Central at Detroit, Mich., and one at Dearborn,
and a Pennsylvania freight house at Chicago.
As an indication of the adaptability of this flooring to

outside use it is of interest to note that it is being used on the
car loading platforms, bridges and galleries of the Armour &
Co. plant at South St. Raul. Minn., where it is said that the
floors have passed through wide variations of temperature

means t<.r aiding the railroads and make recommem
t<> Washington for special legislation if necessary. Th
tor conn

"Some reports coming to me recently from off

ment sources indicate an impending crisis in our trans

tion system. Even in the face of extreme government
ance, the i

down. Reputable banking hot

further financial advances to at least on
New England roads, and -> ad apparentl]

ith reluctance and against the advice of the tr.

i'. expert has the Interstate I

'ized a loan. Holders ^i equipment tru-'

may compel the sale and liquidation of that part of the i

ment securing thes with greatly

increased rates the railroads in New England are not ..

hold their own and they have already drawn out

ernment revolving fund more than their proportiontae share.

It is doubtful if the government will advance the more im-
portant New England r ads any more money in loans.
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General News Department

The American Association cf Freight Traffic Officers will

hold its annual meeting on September 19. at the Drake Hotel,

Chicago.

Oliver H. Shoup, governor of Colorado, on August 30, in-

vited the governors of 16 western states to join Colorado

in efforts to reduce railroad rates.

The American Association of Traveling Passenger Agents

will hold its annual convention at Salt Lake City, Utah, on Sep-

tember 12, 13, 14 and 15. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

will furnish a special train leaving Chicago September 8.

Railroads entering the city of Des Moines, Iowa, have sig-

nified their willingness to co-operate with the Des Moines

Town-Planning Commission in consideration of plans for a

new union station. It is believed that no action will be taken

until financial conditions improve, although plans will be

carefully developed in the meantime.

Eastbound passenger train No. 34 of the Pennsylvania

System, was derailed two miles west of Coshocton, Ohio,

on the night of September 2, and 13 passengers were in-

jured. The train consisted of two locomotives and 13 cars.

The tender of the second locomotive was derailed and six

cars were derailed and overturned.

Edgar E. Clark, formerly chairman of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and Wilbur La Roe, Jr., have formed a

partnership under the firm name of Clark and La Roe for

the handling of matters before the agencies of the govern-

ment, including the committees of Congress. Their offices

will be in the American National Bank Building, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Westbound passenger train No. 3, second section, of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, was derailed on a curve

one mile cast of Apalachin, N. Y., on September 3, and the

locomotive fell down a bank. Two coaches were badly dam-

aged and two overturned. One passenger, standing in a

vestibule, was killed, and 13 were injured. The engineman

and fireman were injured.

Trains on time (passenger trains) on the Pennsylvania

Railroad in July numbered 94.2 per cent of the total passenger

trains operated; and 96.8 per cent made schedule time. This is

an improvement of 16.8 per cent and 9.0 per cent respectively

over the figures for March, 1920, the first month after the property

was returned to the Pennsylvania management. Engine failures

and car failures have been reduced.

Passengers riding free on the Central Pennsylvania Division

.if the Pennsylvania Railroad are liable, it they don't "watch
nut." to receive from the conductor, when the train is filled, a

small card bearing the following inscription and signed by the

division superintendent : "Pay Passengers Abe Standing. It,

therefore, seems appropriate to remind the holders of passes of

their duty to refrain from occupying seats when pay passengers

are standing."

C. L. Bardo, general manager of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, on September 5, sent out a notice to all

employees advising that not one employee hail been killed

during the month of August, and congratulating them on
their successful adherence to "safely first" in their work.
It appears that once before—in May, 1920—a similar t

u.is made. This road operates about 2,000 miles of lines

with a! out 1,200 locomotives.

The "Suwanee River Special" is advertis

nine on November 6 between Cincinnati, Ohi

•d to begin run-

'. and St Peters-

burg, Fla., over the Southern Railway and the Seaboard Air

Line ; the first through train to he operated between the Ohio
river and the West Coast of Florida. The route via Hampton,
Fla., is 552 miles long, approximately 50 miles shorter than

an\ other combination of existing routes. This will be a solid

train between Cincinnati and St. Petersburg, with through sleep-

ing cars to and from Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Louisville and
Cincinnati. Southbound it will leave Cincinnati at 8:10 p. m. It

runs via Chattanooga, Atlanta and Macon.

Welding Society Meeting

The Metropolitan Section of the American Welding Society

will hold its first fall meeting in the Engineering Societies'

building, 33 West Thirty-ninth street, New York, on Tuesday,
September 20. The subject of the evening will be "Practical

Applications of the Electric Arc Welding Process," with a
paper by E. Wanamaker, electrical engineer of the Chicago,
Ruck Island & Pacific. Mr. Wanamaker is one of the few
who can handle this subject so that it will be understandable

and interesting.

No Alternative Funding Plan Considered

The Railroad Administration and the White House have
denied newspaper reports that an alternative plan for financ-

ing the settlements with the railroads in place of that repre-

sented by the Winslow bill as passed by the House is under
consideration. It is proposed to proceed along the lines

originally planned and to pass the Townsend bill through the

Senate after Congress convenes after the recess. Meanwhile
the Railroad Administration continues to make settlements

with the railroads without funding, to the extent of its ability,

as it had been doing before the funding proposition was
formulated.

September Meeting—New York Railroad Club

A MIGHTY TIMELY SUBJECT!
•AYHAT FIXES THE LEVEL OF WAGES?"

A BIG SPEAKER
DR. CHARLES A. EATON

Why Was He Selected? Because there is no more important

subject before our railroads today. Because Dr. Eaton made a

remarkable record during the war in awakening the thousands

of men in the Emergency Fleet Corporation to the importance

of their work and their patriotic duty.

Who Is lie? He is one of the country's leading sociologists.

He was the head of the National Service Section of the U. S.

Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation. He is a man's

man with unusual executive ability and magnetic personality

—

and a forceful orator.

Where Is the Meeting mid Whenf I ngineering Societies'

building, New York City, Friday evening, 8 o'clock, September
16.

A.S.C.E. Discusses National Port Problems

The American Society of Civil Engineers held this week
a series of three meetings at the Engineering Societies Build-

in-, New York, to discuss national port problems. The first

conference was held on Wedhesda) evening, the speakers be-

F \\ . Cowie, chief engineer, Harbor Commissioners,
Montreal, Can.; Major General Lansing H. Beach, chief of

engineers; F. H. Fay, consulting engineer, Boston, Mass.;

and M. A. Long, Baltimore, Md. The speakers on Thurs-
day afternoon were: John Mci^s, consulting engineer, Phila-

delphia, Pa.; \\". W, Pagon, consulting engineer, Baltimore,

504
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Md. ;
E. J. Clapp, New York; and C. R. Thompson, assistant

director, Department of Wharves, Docks and Ferries, Phila-
delphia; while those for the evening session were: J. A. Ben-
sel, consulting engineer, New York; W. J. Wilgus, consult-
ing engineer, New York; B. F. Cresson, chief engineer, the
Port of New York Authorities, New York; and II. McL.
Harding, designing terminal engineer, New York.

The Chicago Safety Council

Ten (10) Chicago railroads are now reporting regularly to
the Chicago Safety Council notable cases of reckless conduct by
automobile drivers at railroad crossings in that city and district,

using a blank which is standard with the council. The report
is turned in promptly by the crossing attendant; and Secretary
H. J. Bell, acting only in the interest of general safety in the
Chicago district, at once communicates with the individual who
is shown by the report to be at fault. The railroads which have
joined in this movement are the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, the Belt Railway of
Chicago, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago, West Pullman
& Southern, the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, the Illinois Central
and the New York Central The Chicago Safety Council, act-
ing in co-operation with the Chicago Association of Com-
merce, is endorsed by numerous prominent manufacturers; and
it has committees actively at work on general questions con-
nected with safety on the highways and to expedite the move-
ment of congested traffic anywhere in the city. Secretary Bell
estimates that the total loss by accidents and fires in the Chi-
cago district in 1920 was twenty-live million dollars

Railway Earnings for July
The net railway operating income of the railroads for July

makes a more favorable showing than has been reported for
any month since last October. Returns from 202 Class I
roads, with only one Class I line missing, show a net operat-
ing income of $69,485,000, as compared with a deficit last July
of $11,878,000. The total operating revenues were $462,953,-
000, which is a decrease of 12^ per cent as compared with
July, 1920, while the operating expenses were $362,776,000 a
decrease of 29.4 per cent. Fifty-seven of the 202 roads had
deficits for the month. The preliminary report is as follows:

of increase
1921 1920 1921 over 1920

Total operating revenue?:

Eastern District $203,043,000 $241,399,000 d 13.8
Southern District 71,202,000 79,111,000 d 10.0
Western District 183,708,000 208,337,000 dllis
United Slates 462,953,000 528,847,000 d 12^5

Total operating expenses:

Eastern District 167,007,000 247,414.000 d32.5
Southern District 58,988,000 79.796,000 d 26 1

Western District 136,781,000 186.577,000 d 26.7
United States 362,776,000 513,787,000 d 29.4

Nel railway operating income:
Eastern District 27,336,000 Def 17,807,000
Southern District 8,368,000 !>cf 3.175,000
Western District 33,781,000 9,104,000 271.1
United States 69,485.CHW Def 1 1 .878,000

Railroad Administration Establishes

Short Line Section
The American Short Line Railroad Association has an-

nounced to its members whal it considers an important vie
lory in its negotiations with the Railroad Administl
Following the conference of officials of the association with
President Harding, after which a long memorandum -

forth their condition was laid before tin- President, a lettei
was received in reply from Director General Davis, saying
that the President had instructed him to rei

the claims of the short line roads for the first six months of
1918, and with that end in view a short line section hi
create,

1 in the Railroad Administration for the purpose ol

receiving and considering these claims. The Railroad Admin-
istration had taken the position that a large number of the
Short lines were never actually under federal control foi tlii-

period. Mr. Davis' letter said that as at present advised the
Administration does not expect to consider any claim for
compensation by any short line under federal control that did
not have a railroad operating income during the test period.
In addition, certain short line roads have entered into what
is known as the short line form of contract, waiving any
claims against the government. Unless the proper court shall
decide that there is a liability on the part of the administra-
tion notwithstanding this contract, the claims of roads which
have entered into contracts of this character will not be
1

1 ihaidered.

A Vermiform Appendix
Abolition of the Railroad Labor Board was urged by John M.

Glenn, secretary of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association, in a
recent address to students of the University of Chicago. Mr.
Glenn said

:

"The United States Railroad Labor Board is a vermiform
appendix that should be removed. It is costing railroads and
shippers of this country $2,000,000 a day for each working day
in the year. The railroads asked that the $700,000,000 wage grab
of July 20, 1920, be wiped out. The Board, dominated by th<-

brotherhoods, reluctantly and timorously reduced wages $400,-
000,000 a year, leaving $300,000000 excess war wages which the
railroads—and the public—have to pay. The railroads asked for
abrogation of the working conditions, which add another $300,,
000,000 in a year to railroad payrolls, most of it squandered for
work that is never performed. The Railroad Labor Board has
not abolished these burdensome working agreements. Neither
has it taken any steps to do away with the basic eight-hour day
which is joyously used by the railroad brotherhoods to exact
time and a half and double time wage grabs amounting to more
millions.

"This daily $2,000,000 toll for which the Railroad Labor Board
is directly responsible, is added to the cost of food, building
material and every other commodity for which the consumer has
to pay. It is one of the causes for high rents, high fuel, idle
factories and general stagnation of business. This useless Board
is a political parasite established as a sop to the blustering, bluff-
ing railroad brotherhoods. Its operation is contrary to economic
principles, * * *"

The "Port of New York Authority"

Major Elihu C. Church, transportation engineer of the Port
of New York Authority, in an address before the Community
Leadership Council of the University of Wisconsin at Madison,
recently, gave a succinct account of the constitution and purposes
of that bi-State establishment.

The Port of New York Authority has the biggest problem of
its kind in the world. London and Hamburg have nothing to
compare to it. The Island of Manhattan is not the Port of New
York. The metropolitan district, with which the Port Authority
is concerned, is roughly the area within twenty-five miles of the
Statue of Liberty, part in Xew Jersey, part in New York. The
two States have signed a treaty to work together. The district

embraces several cities. Its population is about 8,000,000. Within
this district are more industrial establishments than in Philadelphia.
Chicago, Cleveland and St. Louis combined. The freight cars
that enter ami have during uld till eight tracks across
the continent from New York to San Prancisc going
ship comes in and one goes out of the harbor about every twenty
minutes of daylight every day. The foreign commerce averages

-10,000.000 a day. The port has 800 miles of shore line.

The Port Authority will have the right to own and operate
property, and expect- to go into the public money market for
the funds necessarj to can The railroad
problem is the principal one. The situat

that the roads cannot solve it individually. It is

ity that can co-ordinate all their activities t

betterment can he secured. The solution involves joint

terminals and other facilities, construction of bell lines and mar-
ginal railroads .along the deepwater front.

at the
f development that

d it i- quite prol al '

:

'
it mi . •.. ' •

from the port may he constructed on a scale hitherto undi
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Traffic News

The Southern Pacific has shortened the time of the Sunset

Express, between San Francisco and Los Angeles, 1 hr. and 40

min.

The California State Railroad Commission on August 25 denied

the application for a reduction in rates on rice grown in the

Sacramento Valley in the case of the Pacific Rice Growers' As-

sociation against rail and river carriers.

The Baltimore & Ohio announces that it will continue to make

the Pennsylvania station at 7th avenue and 32nd street, New

York City, the eastern terminus for its passenger trains, having

concluded a new contract with the Pennsylvania.

The Central of Georgia reports that in the month of May its

passenger trains made a record of 99 per cent on time; that is

to say, 2,779 trains out of 2,814 arrived at their destination on time.

And in June the same percentage was accomplished.

The Public Service Commission of Alabama has ordered re-

ductions in freight charges on coal, coke, iron ore and limestone,

' carried to the furnaces of Birmingham, amounting to about 30

per cent, and to go into effect on or before October 1.

The Illinois Central has leased to the War Department an

incline and cradle at Cairo, 111., for a rental of $25 a year.

This incline will be used in the interchange of freight between

railroads and the river barges operated by the Government.

The Cincinnati. Indianapolis & Western has put on a new

fast freight from Decatur, 111., to points east. It is train No.

95 and leaves Decatur at 9 p. m., arriving at Indianapolis at

7 a. m. The time from Decatur is 21 hr. to Hamilton, Ohio, and

24 hr. to Cincinnati.

In a referendum conducted by the American Wholesale

Lumber Association on the proposed change in demurrage

rates whereby the present sliding rate will be superseded by

a flat charge of $3 a day, 47 out of 55 replies favored, and

eight opposed, the change.

A total of 45 new industries, representing an investment of

$4,430,100, were located along the line of the Chicago &

Eastern Illinois during the past year, according to W. J.

Jackson, receiver. It is estimated that the new industries

will furnish employment for 2,109 persons and will give the

railroad 11,000 cars of freight yearly.

The trans-continental railroad lines have agreed on the ad-

visability of making important reductions in freight rates on iron

and steel products from eastern points of manufacture to the

Pacific Coast, and efforts are being made to get the concurrence

of lines east of Chicago to the reductions so that they may be

put into operation on October 3, when the new westbound trans-

continental rates become effective.

The Southern Pacific has adopted uniform terms to designate

its freight line between Pacific Coast points and New York, via

New Orleans or via Galveston. Hitherto "Sunset Gulf Route,"

"Southern Pacific-Morgan Lines," "Sunset Gulf Atlantic Steam-

ship Lines," and many other terms have been used rather loosely.

Under the' new ruling "Sunset Route" will be the designation for

all through eastbound business and "Morgan Lines-Sunset Rout."

for all through westbound business.

In addition to tin- reductions in transcontinental rati i on

canned Roods, dried fruits and other California products, which

took effect August 22, there will he reductions on other products

from the Pacific Coast points to eastern destinations ranging as

high as 50 per cent on some articles. These reductions will take

effect October 1 and will affect cabbage, potash, wild cherry bark,

desiccated and frozen shelled eggs, with other eggs and dairy

products: vegetables, tallow, malt, oil-well supplies, children's

toys and storage batteries

Advances in Hudson River Ferry Fares

The Pennsylvania Railroad has advanced its passenger fares

between Manhattan (New York) and Jersey City from 3 to

4 cents. The ferry service showed a deficit of $438,273 for

1920. Children, under the new tariff, must pay 3 cents in-

stead of 2 cents, but adults may purchase 10-trip ferry tick.ts

for 30 cents, which is 5 cents above the present 10-trip rate.

Increases in rates for horse-drawn vehicles range from 5 to

24 cents; on four-passenger automobiles the rate is increased

from 40 cents to 56 cents; eight-passenger from 75 cents to $1.05.

and automobile trucks from 16 to 28 cents.

Department of Commerce Creates

Transportation Division

The Department of Commerce has announced the appoint-

ment of E. S. Gregg as chief of the transportation division

of the Bureau' of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, which

has been created by the department to assist American busi-

ness men in their overseas work insofar as it relates to the

movement of freight by land or water. Mr. Gregg, formerly

of Galveston, Tex., is a graduate of Austin College, Texas,

and also took the graduate course in transportation at the

University of Chicago. During the war he was connected

with the shipping section of the general staff of the \\ ar

Department. He has since been associated with the Ameri-

can International Corporation at New York as advisor on

shipping conditions. He is the author of numerous articles

on shipping subjects.

Grain Rates to Gulf Ports Reduced

Acting on the carriers applications, the commission on August

31 granted authority for a reduction of S s/i cents per 100 lb. on

five days' notice, on grain for export from Missouri river and

Mississippi river points; also certain territory between the two

rivers and in Illinois, to Gulf ports, Mobile to Galveston, in-

clusive. Authority was also granted to publish on five days'

notice reductions ranging from one cent to 5]/2 cents per 100 lb.

from the territory lying west of the Missouri river in Nebraska.

Kansas, Colorado and. Oklahoma to Gulf ports. Numerous pro-

tests were received against these reductions but after consider-

ing all of the facts and arguments the commission thought best

to grant the authority. The reduced rates are to apply only

during the remainder of the calendar year 1921. The present

action dees not constitute approval of the relative adjustment

of rates either as between the Gulf ports on the one hand and

Atlantic ports on the other or with respect to the relative rates

from interior western points as compared with Missouri river

points.

A National Perfect Package Campaign

A "perfect package campaign," endorsed by the National In-

dustrial Traffic League, will be inaugurated during the month

of November under the auspices of the railroad and express

companies and the American Railway Association. This cam-

paign is designed to bring about the co-operation of all con-

cerned for the better handling of freight packages. The plan

was carried out on a small scale in St. Paul, Minn., last June.

in what was known as "Perfect Package Week," when out of

22,248 express packages handled during that period, only 103

were found faulty; with the assumption that the remainder were

perfect packages, the proper packing record tor that week was

99.54 per cent.

The campaign is to be managed in co-operation with local

chambers of commerce. Each railroad agent will he given

printed forms which he is to fill out either daily or weekly

and present to the chamber of commerce in his locality. This

form contains a report, listing each defective package according

to three classes of errors, bill-of-lading, marking, and packing.

Railroad agents are to be particularly vigilant, and any im-

perfection in the railroad transportation service will be traced

to its source.

This .campaign, when first proposed by the National Industrial

Traffic League, was to be confined to the New Fngland states,

hut with its success in St. Paul, it was decided to .place such

an educational program on a national basis.
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Commission and Court News

|
Foreign Railway News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has reopened the Cleveland passenger terminal

case, in which it recently dismissed the application of thi

York Central, and has assigned it for rehearing before Com-
missioner Campbell and Attorney Examiner Clarke at Cleveland
on September 20.

The commission has suspended from September 3 until Janu-
ary 1, 1922, the operation of schedules published in a Northern
Pacific tariff proposing increases and reductions in rates on
cedar poles from certain points in Minnesota to destinations
on the Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk Pacific in Canada.

The commission has suspended from September S until January
3, 1922, the operation of schedules published in a' Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific tariff which provide that the rates on'
forest products, from points in Arkansas and Louisiana, tq
destinations in Central Freight Association territory and Canada
applying through Memphis, Term., and Louisville, Ky., wil I

be subject to transit privileges en route.

The commission has suspended from September 6 until January
3, 1922, schedules which propose reductions in the carload
commodity rates on cotton and cotton linters from transcon-
tinental territory on and west of the Mississippi river generally
to Pacific Coast ports for export to points in the Orient Or!
cotton and cotton linters to Pacific Coast ports it is proposed
if compressed after delivery to carrier, to reduce from $1.50 to

to $121*'
comPress«l before delivery to carrier from $1.36^

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a d<
cision upon reargumenl of the case involving rail and water
rates From Atlantic seaboard territory to Texas points The
commission finds unduly prejudicial class rates from sea-
board territory to Houston made by the use of differentials
over the rates to Galveston, which are lower than ih, diffei
entials applied in making rates from Galveston higher than
th°se fl'" ,n Houston i ints in Texas. Otherwise proposed
reductions in class and commodity rates from Atlanti, ea
board territory to Texas points, the commission find
not shown to I,,- unjustly discriminatory, unduly prejudicial
or otherwise unlawful.

State Comm.ssions
The Southern Pacific has tiled an application with the Pub-

lic Service Commission of Nevada, asking authority to
don its Metropolis branch, which extends from Tulasto to
Metropolis, in Elko county, a distance of eight miles.

The railroad commission of Georgia has called upon ill

the railroads of the state to appear on September 1.? and
show cause why intrastate freight rates should not be re
vised to eliminate discrimination, due to disregard of the
long and --hoit haul rule as described in the federal law.

The California State Commission has ordered the crude oil
rates on the Oil City-Parque Branch I ine reduced from 5'

,

cents to 3 cents per 100 lb., with a minimum i

a car. Thisjtfoe' runs from Oil City and \-.<

and is owned jointly by the Southern Pacific and the
re.

Personnel of Commissions
Frederick 1. Cox. the new member of the Interstate Com

merce Commission appointed to succeed Edgar E Clark tool
the oath of office on September 1 and made his first public
appearance as a member of the commission at tin- hearing inthe western grain rate case.

Simniiiiiiii iiiiiiiimiiMiiiiiiimii iiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiniiiimmiiiiiiri iiiimii iiiiimuini mi

New Zealand's Premier Favors British Manufacturers
\\

.
I-. Massey, prime minister of New Zealand, speaking

at Darlington, England, is quoted by the Times (Lot
1

'
"'' Supplement as saying that in his dominion British

goods are now given preference and that he hopes thai
can be done in that direction in the next few months
states further that New Zealand is coming to Britain soon
to place orders for 2,500 freight car-. 45 locomotives and a
quantity of rails.

Track Material Exports in July

The downward in railwaj equipment
and supplies continues in the July totals tor the exports of track
materials, when compared with similar totals for tunc In
July 928,272 II, oi track spikes, valued at $36,026 were ( q
as compared with 1,566,050 lb., . '434 in June. July
exports of steel rails totaled 20,070 tons, valued at $1,0

insi 20,308 tons, valued at $1,083,344 for the pro
month. Miscellaneous track materials slumped off from $i
in June to $146,464 in July h
compiled In the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
follow :

Countries
K.-iilr. a,l spikes Rail

Noi 9 ;iv

nd
Canada 15,615 739
' Wa Rica

ila

Honduras
'I-1

I

Panama
Salvador
Mexico
Jamaica
Cuba

Dominican Republic.

i ail.

ia

Dl

tela

China ,

Kwanl :

Pounds Dollars Tons Dollars

.in ,67

1

-'85,348

7.419

17,000

5,400

"913

Dm, h Ea

Siam
lia

New Zealand '....'. ..'.'."

1.856

1.764
4,713

1,960
4.273

37,284
1.368
1.113

36,026

1,369
975
683

160

8,096

Reorganization of the Hungarian State Railways

under their manag
4,382 miles of winch 1,863 miles are State owned. The
condition of the track is only adequate for the requirements of
the reduced traffic; and buildings and bridges arc in urgent

total amount needed for this p
that a sum ,

$5,300,000 will be required for repairing old locomotives and
ives. Of the 2.237 locomotiv by the

rians under the .stipulations of the Reparations Commis-
sion, only 1,717 have been received and the majority of these
are in a worn-out conditt . june
3°. ,! " '

'""<' only 2,348 cars available out of a
lop the

passenger traffic 1,000 cars will be needed. This coupled with
the need for repairs will call for a sum f

similar state of affa

1 which a sum of $5,550,000 will be required. It will
therefore be seen that in order to put the Hungarian railways

und basis an estima • be needed.
The reorganization of the Hungarian railways depends to a

ictent upon the agreements with lurual traffic
which are made with conti

;;1g f
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the frontier and terminal stations, upon which the building of

stations and so forth is based. Should the lately designated

boundaries be definitely decided upon, it would be necessary to

make considerable alterations to the various classes of stations

and buildings.
.

\ s |,i general traffic conditions, the great need of coal, lreignt

and- passenger cars, and locomotives is the ruling factor. The

coal question is especially difficult, so much so that the rail-

tre hardly able to handle their small inland traffic.

Railway Wages in Great Britain

The average weekly earnings of railway employees in Great

Britain prior to the war in 1914 was 25 shillings a week (about

$6 at par exchange). Many increases were granted as living

costs rose—at first by granting bonuses and later by making

these bonuses a part of the regular weekly wage. By April,

1919, the average weekly rate had been increased to 63 shillings

(approximately $15.75 at par exchange). At this time it was

agreed to add one shilling (approximately 25 cents) to the rate

for every increase of 5 points in the index of the cost of living

and a similar deduction for every decrease of 5 points. Perma-

nent standards or "stop" rates were fixed at a point approxi-

mately 100 per cent above pre-war wages. Beyond this "stop"

wages may not fall. The average "stop" is 53 shillings (ap-

proximately $13.25).
_ .

Under the sliding scale of wages, with increases of one shilling

for each increase of 5 points in the cost of living index, wages

were increased $2 a week above the 1919 rate. Since living costs

have dropped, wage rates under the sliding scale have been de-

creased $2.25 a week. Generally speaking, therefore, wages are

now about $15 a week, or 150 per cent above the pre-war level.

'

"Stop" rates for some occupations are given in the following

table. To arrive at the present rates

the "stop" rate.

Guards (Trainmen)
First year $12.50

Second year 12.50

Third year 13.75

Fourth year 13.75

Fifth year 15.00

Sixth year 15.00

Seventh year 15.00

Eighth year 16.25

mechanics. Different courses are provided the third year for

various crafts. Some of them are algebra, solid geometry,

engineering drawing, electricity, steam and design. Various

prizes are offered by the company for good school work and of

each third year class one student is chosen to study engineering.

This student devotes the next two years, full time, to this work

and receives $650 a year in lieu of wages besides his free tuition.

If he completes the course satisfactorily he is given the position

of engineering assistant at an entrance salary of $1,125 per

annum.

Bids on Equipment for China

Frank Rhea, trade commissioner at Peking, has prepared

an interesting analysis of the recent bids of equipment con-

cerns for cars and locomotives for China. The successful

bids were not accepted on a basis of price alone, but also on

strict adherence to the specifications. The bids were as

follows:
30 Prairie Type Locomotives

£2.50 should be added to

Note—Shillings to dollai .25.

Shunters (Switchmen)
Class 1 $16-25

Qass 2 15-00

Class 3 13.75

Qass 4 12-50

Station Foremen
Class 1 $16.25

Class 2 M.-50

Porters, Lampmen and Crossing

Watchmen from $10.00 to $12.00

Ticket Collectors,
from $13.50 to $15.00

Nationality

Belgian $35,610
Japanese 40,296
American 44,200*

Nationality

erman $49,215'
ritish 50,878

6 British Type Locomotives

Belgian 34,201
American 43,230

British 43,805
German 49.540'

3 Pacific Type Locomotives

American 50,880* British 53,348

Japanese 39,822 German 53,910

Belgian 40,525

2 Mikado Type Locomotives

American 52,000* British IbfSl,
Bclcian 43,170 German 57,000'

Japanese 47,408

100 OrEN Cars

Belgian 2,464 Tapanese 2.844
British 3,786

100 Covered Cars

2.674 American
2.509 British .

.

as dollars at .645.

The total wage bill of the British railways in 1920 amounted

to $798,106,000, as compared with $228,725,000 in 1913, or an

increase of 250 per cent. Fifty-two cents of every dollar spent

by the railroads in 1920 went for wages, as compared with 35

cents in 1913. The Railway Age is indebted to the Bureau of

Railway Economics for the data herewith presented.

Training of Apprentices on the Victorian Railways

The State Railways of Victoria, Australia, have in opera-

tion a comprehensive system of training apprentices, according

to the Engineer (London). To quote: "Under these regula-

tions it is possible to obtain a very good class of youths who,

after a training in technical and practical work, are well pre-

pared to become first class tradesmen, and eventually foremen.

In some cases, when the ability of an apprentice is outstanding,

he may become a member of the professional staff, and in

course of time may be appointed head of his branch,, as has

occurred quite recently, when one, who joined the service as

an apprentice 15 years ago, was appointed chief electrical engi-

neer of the Victoria railways."

Bulletins are posted in various places announcing vacancies

in the occupations and applicants apply in writing. When an

apprentice is employed he is placed on probation for six months

at the end of which time his fitness has been determined. The

period of apprenticeship is five years, during which time the

apprentice performs duties of the trade he is studying at one

of the shops of the system. At the same time he must attend

classes in designated trade schools where his tuition is paid.

Apprentices are, as a general rule, paid 75 cents a day for the

first year, 93 cents the second year, $1.31 the third year, $1.68

the fourth year and $2.25 the fifth year

The school work required of all first year apprentices is the

same, viz.: elementary science, arithmetic and geometry. In the

second year the courses are mathematics, drawing and applied

From the above tables it will be noticed that the Belgian

and Japanese bids are usually lowest and the British and

German the highest with the American bids intermediate.

The successful bidders in each case were as follows:

Orders Successful bidders

30 Prairie locomotives.. Societe Beige pour
l'Export. Ind.

6 British locomotives. . Scciete Beige pour
l'Export. Ind.

2 Mikado locomotives. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha.

rs

3 Pacific locomotives. . Mitsui

100 Open cars Fearo:

100 Covered cars Fcaro:

Bussan Kaisha.

i, Daniel & Co.

i, Daniel S; Co.

Manufact

Various Belgian manu-
facturers.

Various Belgian manu-
facturers.

American Locomotive
Company.

American Locomotive
Company.

Cie, General de Construc-
tion. Belgium.

Cie. General de Construc-
tion. Belgium.

It will be noted that the greater part of the business went

to Belgium, because these bids were in most cases the lowest

conforming strictly to specifications. The factor of exchange,

of course, enters largely into these bids. According to Mr.

Rhea, if the Belgian franc would increase from 8 cents to 10

cents in exchange value the Belgian bids would in most cases

cited above have been higher than the American bids.

Government Ownership Scathingly

Denounced in Australia

That the output of primary products in Ausvralijk, is decreasing

is the statement of A. W. Pearse, editor of the Pa'storalists' Re-

in an article in the Railway Gazette (London). Mr.

lays the blame lor this unhealthy condition at the door

of the state owned railways. Mr. Pearse say- :

"The fact is that when the Australian states determined on a

wned railway system they took the wrong turning, the one

urallj led to stagnation. It meant that the country could

i railways constructed through already populated dis-

md thru .mly by political intrigue. It meant centraliza-

tion at the termini of the one system of railways. It meant cut-

ting off from all country districts their rightful means of taxa-
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tion, which was needed by them for their local requirements,

and it meant that only a very few immigrants would be brought

in, and those mostly of poor quality. It further meant a railway

monopoly of the worst description, viz., a political one, with the

very worst accommodation. In fact, there being no competition,

it meant that the public had to put up with anything the govern-

ment could afford or intended to give them. Further than that

it meant that, when all the state's assets were pawned and no

more money could be borrowed, railway construction would cease.

And, after all these drawbacks, the one reason given, viz., that

the railways belonged to the people, is found to be a fallacy, be-

cause they are pawned over and over again to the bondholder,

and have to be run to produce his interest. There is not one

single redeeming feature in state ownership of railways."

Mr. Pearsc goes further to compare the Australian railways

with the Canadian Pacific. The value of that company to Can-

ada in building up industries and encouraging the immigration of

desirable foreigners is compared with the lack of interest of the

Australian railways in all such matters. Continuing he says

:

"There is another blot against our system. The railways are

not liable for robbery, damage, or bad treatment of livestock or

anything else. Employees, because they have votes, can almost

do as they like, and no one dare 'sack' them. On private railways

discipline must reign ; and here comes in the main reason why
politicians like to own the lines. Discipline and good conduct are

abhorrent to a large section, and the votes of that section have

to be pandered to."

Continuous Brakes in Germany

"It is well known," says the Railway Gazette (London), "that

Germany is one of the countries where prior to the war
the Westinghouse air-pressure brake was in general use.

During the war conditions suffered a change, inasmuch

as the Prussian authorities in their triumphant state of

mind decided to introduce something different in detail

from the Westinghouse air brake, in order to avoid

foreign influence in this line of business and with a view to

eliminating as far as possible foreign enterprise in the Ger-

man territories. To find possible opportunities for altera-

tions in the Westinghouse brake system the patents of this

company were carefully studied, with the result that the

fundamental idea in one of these patents—which happened

to have just expired—was selected and developed into a so-

called differential brake by introducing a very complicated

new kind of valve.

"Letting alone for the present its technical features, it must
be said that the innovation was effected by the Knorr Com-
pany in direct co-operation with the railway authorities

themselves and their high officials; in fact, the name of the

so-called new brake system includes the name of one of these

officials. The Prussian government then decided to replace

the Westinghouse brake by this newly-prepared system,

pushing ahead the introduction of the so-called Kunze-Knorr
brake with the greatest energy. Thus a fact was established

to compel their enemies (after Germany .merer, I
victorious

. from the war) to adopt the same kind of innovations that

they themselves were going to introduce. The government

went ahead so precipitately that as early as 1917 the means
necessary to fit up the entire rolling-stock of their goods
wagons (i. e. freight cars') with this new brake were afforded

by the Prussian Diet. The execution of the program was
taken up without delay. As a second step the Prussian gov-

ernment went on to eliminate Westinghouse, assigning to the

Knorr company practically the whole of the repairs on cars

equipped with the Westinghouse brake proper, the brake parts

being provided from the stores of the Knorr company as

"Knorr-Wcst brake parts." as they were called, and at prices

which are fixed in an official catalogue.

"Both England and America think that these peculiar ways
are neither in accordance with the aims of the International

Commission, which in itself has been shunned by the

sian authorities, nor with certain stipulations of the Peace
Treaty. It would be interesting if the German Government
would explain why, in spite of its heavy financial obligations,

it is spending such enormous sums for new equipment, which

expenditure could not be afforded even by the victorious

parties for similar purposes."

:.

Equipment and Supplies

uiiiiiiuiUiiuiiniiiitiniiiiMiiiitir.

Locomotives

The Argentine State Railways are inquiring through the

locomotive builders for prices on 6 locomoti

Toledo. St. Louis & Western has ordered 5 Consoli-

dated type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

I in I
Mi iate Railroad contemplates having repairs made

to 200, 50-ton steel coal cars.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is asking for prices

on 1,000 steel hopper cars of 50 tons' capacity.

Tin Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

is inquiring for prices on 2, 50-ton cast steel trucks.

The Pere Marquette has awarded a contract for the repair

of 350 wooden 1m • cars to the International Car ' ', ,mpany,

Chicago.

The Baltimore & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 3, as inquiring for prices on 1,000 box and 1,000 gondola

car bodies, is also asking for prices on 400 refrigerator cai

on the repair of 1.500 box cars, 500 steel gondola cars, 500 ioo-

per cars and 500 coke cars.

The Southern Pacific, on account of the return of bad order

cars to its lines, in larger numbers than could be expeditiously

handled by its own forces, is having repairs made to

these cars at the shops of the Southern Dry Dock & Shipbuilding

Company at Orange. Tex. Up to the present time 100 cars have
been repaired at these shops.

Passenger Cars

The Bolivar Railroad (Venezuela) is inquiring through the

car builders for 5 passenger cars.

The Columbian National (South America) is inquiring

through the car builders for cars for passenger train equipment.

I id Tientsin-Pukow, reported in the Railway Age of April

22, as inquiring through the car builders for from 30 to 50

ordered from the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany 10 first-class sleeping cars, 10 second-class sleeping cars,

and 10 third-class ' 5 dining cars, 5 drawing-room
cars, 5 baggagi ind 3 private cars.

Iron and Steel

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids at Roanoke, Ya..

until 12 o'clock, noon, September 21, 1921, I lb. soft

steel bars, 71,000 lb. welding steel, and •el shapes.

Miscellaneous

Tin Bi TON & \lii.\nv will receive bids, until 12 o'clock noon
Septembei 6, at Boston, Mass., for 1 trailer truck; 1 engine

truck; 1 foot plate; _' steam pipes; 4 steam pipe flanges; 1 pair

cylinders for locomotives, and 2 relief \

The Panama Railroad. 24 State Street. New York, will

bids until 12 o'clock noon. September 30, for its require-

ments for one year from October 1. of fuel oil for Meamship
service. The contract calls for between 40O,l\>0 and 500,000 bbls.

of oil.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon
September 14 at Roanoke. Ya.. for 1,000 double coil steel springs;
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;pecia1 welding steel; 640 rods of wire fencing, and 545

mmon wire nails, also for parts for electrical apparatus

i ii repairs to electrical apparatus.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids at Roanoke, Va.,

until 1 I o'clock, noon. September 14, 1921, for 1,000 double coil

prings, 50 bars special welding steel, 640 rods of wire

545 kegs common wire nails, repairs to electrical ap-

paratus and parts for electrical apparatus.

Tin Soutb Buffalo Railway will receive bids until 12

o'clock noon September 12, at Lackawanna", Erie county. New

for: 200 gross tons 80-lb. rail; 50 gross tons 90-lb. rail;

irs of angle bars for 80-lb. A. S. C. E. rail and 100 pairs

of angle bars for 90-lb. rail, also for 50 kegs of track bolts.

I mi Missouri, Kansas & Texas has concluded a contract

with the William Graver Tank Works, Chicago, for the supply-

i,
i 55,000-bbl. steel oil storage tanks, 114 ft. 6 in. in diameter

b3 (0 it 2*. in high, together with four 1,000-gal. steel elevated

tanks on 24-ft. steel substructures and four 20,000-gal. horizontal

tanks to be installed on a 20-ft. substructure. This equipment

will be used in connection with the storing and supplying of

oil for oil fuel-burning locomotives which the M.,^ K. & T. ex-

ecl lo pn! into operation on several divisions this fall.

Railway Construction

Canadian National.—This company will build a frame freight

and passenger station at Barrante, Quebec. The structure will

be 21 ft. by 65 ft. and will include a machinery platform 16 ft.

by 29 ft.

Central Vermont.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the erection of

an electric cinder conveyor at St. Albans, Vt.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company is contem-

plating the erection of an ice house at Manly, Iowa, to cost ap-

proximately $10,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—This company has awarded

a contract to the T. S. Leake Construction Company, Chicago,

for the erection of an addition to its roundhouse at Eldon, Mo.,

to cost about $40,000.

Chicago Union Station.—This company, which was noted

in the Railway Age of August 27 (page 425), as accepting bids

for electrical equipment for the sub-station to be installed in

connection with its new railway terminal building, Chicago, has

awarded the contract for this work to the Allis Chalmers Com-

pany, Milwaukee, Wis.

Chicago Union Station.—This company is accepting

bids for the sub-structure for a viaduct at Madison street,

( hicago.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.—This company has awarded

a contract to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for the

construction of a 300-ton steel coaling station at Charleston, 111.

Wichita Northwestern.—This company has applied to the

Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate of public con-

venience and necessity authorizing the construction of a line

from Vaughn to La Crosse, Kans., 14 miles.

^iiiiim immimiimi
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Supply Trade News
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Eighty-eight Alleged violations of the law forbidding rail-

roads to keep train crews on duty longer than sixteen consecutive

hours arc cited in suits filed against the Philadelphia & Reading

in the United States District Court at Philadelphia on August 17.

New York University announces that the class in Freight

Traffic Management will have its first session at the Wall Street

Division of the University on Friday, September 23. The class

is conducted by Asa Colton, lecturer on Trade and Transpor-

tation in the University. Men who are authorities on various

phases of traffic work will address the class. The New York

University Transportation Club holds monthly sessions with in-

teresting speakers or. various phases of domestic and foreign

traffic. The next meeting of the club will be held at the Wall

Street Division (90 Trinity Place) on Thursday evening Sep-

tember 15. Everybody invited.

The Conewanga Car Company, it is reported, will be organ-

ized to take over the plant and business of the Allegheny

Tank Car Company, Warren, Pa.

J. E. Slimp, formerly with the Ohio Brass Company, and

recently with the E. T. Chapin Company, Spokane, Wash.,

as sales manager with office at Chicago, has resigned.

Thomas H. Greenwood has been appointed factory man-

ager of the McDougall-Butler Co., Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., makers

of paint and varnish for railway uses. This company has

appointed the Ehrlich Paint Company, Cincinnati. < >hio, as

its representative in the Cincinnati district.

F. H. Sauter, formerly associate editor of the Locomotive

Dictionary, has accepted a position with Gibbs & Hill, con-

sulting engineers, Pennsylvania Station, New York City.

His work with this firm

will have to do with

the development of rail-

way electrification. Mr.

Sauter was born in

Schenectady, N. Y.,

February 1, 1877, and
was educated in the

public schools of
Schenectady. In 1894,

he entered the General

Electric Company's fac-

tory and completed a

mechanical engineering

course under private

instruction during the

factory employment
period. In January,

1900, he entered the

General Electric Com-
ment and in 1903. he
pany's drafting depart-

worked with the
Schenectady Railway Company as assistant master mechanic.
In the fall of 1904, he served with the Peckham Manufac-
turing Company, Princeton, N. Y., as electric truck designer.

In 1905, he entered the services of the American Locomotive
Company, Schenectady, N. Y., and while with this company,
he held positions as draftsman and designer of steam locomo-
tives, electric trucks, and electric locomotives, and as electric

locomotive and truck estimating engineer. In December.
1917, he entered the employ of the Simmons-Boardman Pub-
lishing Company as associate editor of the Locomotive Dic-

tionary. He went to the Crown, Cork & Seal Company,
Baltimore, in May, 1918, and in July of that year was made
supervisor of Trade Machinery and in April. 1920, assistant

manager of the machine erecting department. The duties of

this position included adjustment of machine complaints and
personal visitation of the trade in the entire territory cast

of the Mississippi and some of the Western states. On
June 1, 1921, he resigned to accept his present position.

The J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia. Pa., announces the

formation of a new company, the Canadian Brill Company,
Ltd., organized to build and sell electric and steam railway

rolling stock in the Dominion of Canada. The new company
has taken over the plant and equipment of the Preston Car
& Coach Company, Ltd., Preston, Ontario, and has a num-
ber of orders now in process of . construction. This plant is

a modern car shop, having 11 5^ acres of ground located on
the outskirts of the city. The executives of the new company
are: Samuel M. Curwen, president: H. K. Hauck, first vice-

president; Alfred Clare, second vice-president; H. D. Scully,

general manager and secretary; and E. P. Rawle, treasurer.

Fred A. Poor, Patrick H. Joyce, and Edward N. Roth,

have been elected members of the board of directors of

F. H. Sauter
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Mudgc & Company, Chicago. There has been no change

in the control of the company, its management being as

heretofore in charge of Burton Mudge, president, and Robert

Sinclair, vice president. The Other directors of the com-

pany are Burton Mudge, Robert Sinclair, Egbert H. Gold

and Edwin W. Sims.

Carl F. Dietz has resigned as vice-president and general

sales manager of the Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.,

effective October 1, to become president and gi m ral m

of the Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgeport, I onn Mr,

Dietz has been with the Norton < ompany for ten yeai

as plants engineer, then consecutively as assistant sales man-

ager, sales manager of the wheel division and for two years

general sales manager of the entire business. W. LaCoste

Neilson, vice-president, succeeds Mr. Dietz as general sales

manager, Mr. Neilson has been with the Norton C panj

for 14 years. He served for a few years as assistant sales

manager, then was in charge of all foreign business, includ-

ing sales and the managemenl ol the foreign plants at Wes-

seling, Germany, and at La Courneuve, I ranee, with office

in London, England. He was appointed a vice president two

years ago and will take charge of general sales at Worcester

on October 1. He will also continue to direct the company's

foreign affairs for the present.

IIIIIUIIIIIIMIIUU imiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiii'iii.

Obituary

Kenneth F. Rushton, vice-president in charge ol engineer-

ing of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, died on September 2

at his home at Wynnewood, Pa., at the age of 5.9.

Trade Publications

Chucks.—Prices and code words for the different styles of

chucks manufactured by the Cushman Chuck Company, Hartford,

Conn are listed in a 16-pagc illustrated booklet which the com-

pany has recently issued. The booklet is neatly arranged and has

an outside cover of transparent celluloid.

Electrn a Equipment.—All Benjamin electrical products are

listed and described in catalog No. 23, published by the Benjamin

Electrical Manufacturing Company, New York. The catalog is

a book with a stiff cover containing 252 pages, and special at-

tention has been given to the grouping of the products listed to

add to the convenience of the user.

Shallow Pits and Other Coaling Plants.—The Roberts &

Schaefer Company, Chicago, have issued bulletin No. 43 dated

August 21, 1921, containing 28 pages descriptive of the coaling

stations and coaling station equipment manufactured and erected

by that company with particular reference to the shallow pit type

of station. The bulletin consists primarily of photographs and

descriptive captious concerning ccaling .stations recently built by

that company, including the new Tulip street coaling station built

for the Philadelphia & Reading at Philadelphia.

The Tank Car. -An unusually important catalog which will

be of interest to owners and users of tank cars has just been

issued by the Pennsylvania Tank Line, Sharon, Pa. In addition

t,. illustrations and specifications of cars as made by the Pennsyl-

vania Tank Car Company, the catalog contains considerable yen

era! information, such as the A. R. V standards and specifica-

tions for tank cars, interchange rules, mileage, demurrage, car

accounting records, regulations for the transportation of inflam-

mable and other dangerous liquids, safet) appliance standard, and

gage tables fi.i contents of tank i ai -

Railway Cars for Expori \.nn Domi I \ very com

plete catalog of railway car- of both export and domesl

has just been issued by th« Mint export salt office ol ih. Mi'oi

Car Corporation of New York and the National Steel I

poration, Ltd., oi Hamilton, Ontario. Canada. The book is well

illustrated and metric equivalents of all dimensions are given,

A private cable code is also included foi thi convenience of cus-

tomers. It is planned to issue other editions later in Spanish,

Portuguese and French. This catalog contains 155 pages, 9 in.

by 13 in., and is well printed and bound.

Railway Financial News
i =
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Aransas Harbor Terminal.—Authorised to Issue Notes.—

This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce

Commission to issue $50,000 of prior lien five-year gold notes at

6 per cent, to be pledged with the Secretary of the Treasury as

for a loan.

Loud Approved.- The commission has also approved a loan of

$50,000 to this company to assist it in reconstructing 6}4 miles

of its main line that were destroyed by a hurricane.

ii i & M hi lisition by Maine Central

ate Commerce Commission has ap-

the acquisition by the Maine Central of control of this

i my under lease.

BenneTTSVTLLI & l in haw.—Authorized to Abandon Line.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate au-

thorizing this company to abandon the operation of a portion of

its railroad from Brownsville to Sellers, S. C, 10.44 miles.

Cambria & [ndiana. Authorised to Issue Note.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has granted authority to issue a one-

year 7 per cent promissory note for $500,000, the proceeds to be

applied toward the payment of $800,000 ol two (rear gold notes,

and the company has also been a pledge as collateral

Security therefor $750,000 of its 6 pei ral mortgage

bonds

Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & 9 tks Authority

to Issue Bonds. This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce I ommission for authority to issue $3,500,000 of re-

funding and improvemenl mortgagi 6 per cent Inn. Is to be

deposited with the director general oi railroads as security for

a note for a like amount for additions and betterments which

were made during the period of federal control which are te-

lle funded.

( rado <\ Southern. I ks Authority to Abandon Lint

Application has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for a certificate authorizing the abandonment of the line

from Buena Vista to Romley, Colo., 29.42 miles, which was built

to serve mines that are now closed and which no longer has con-

nection with other parts of the company's line.

Denver & Rio Grande Western. -New Director.—BuBaity
Wells, of Colorado, has been elected a director.

I i St. Louis Junction.—Authorized to Issue Promissory

Votes. The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted au-

thority to issue a demand note to the amount of $92,000, payable

to the Sc. Louis National Stock Yards with interest at 7 per cent.

Flint Belt.- Acquisition by Pere MarqueH Mar-
quette.

Georgia Railroad & Banking Company.- -Asks Authority to

Issue Bonds.- This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for authority to issue $1,500,000 of 6 per cent

debenture bond ctobei 1. 1921, the proceeds to be used
to retire $1,200,000 of S per cent bond- •' of 6 per cent

bonds. Arrangements have been made for the sale oi the

at 95 to Spencer, Trask & Co. and William E. Bush &

Grand Tri n Declared Worthless.—The common and
prefen ei re d< scribed

the majority of an arbitration board appointed to determine
what the Dominioi vernment should paj stockholdei

of its purchase of the system. The decisi

Sir Walter Cassels, chairman of the board, and :

White, representative of the government, was madi

on September 7. William II. Taft, the other member of the

board, who heard arguments in the matt. I coming
Chief Justice of the I'm'

by the company.
Mr. Tall in his minority decision fixed

stock, but said the shareholders were entitled to some con-
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(
M, said the great mistake of the shareholders

Z .,, the association of the old company with the construction

i,i the Grand Trunk Pacific.

id the policy dictated from London been as wise and

.,, as the management in Canada," he said, "the fate of

i ,, Hid Trunk would have been different."

„ i led that the Grand Trunk will exercise its right

| appeal to the Supreme Court or the Privy Council against

the award. . , .

Sir Thomas White announced the following as his con-

clusions:

",,, •',;.' -Miinpti"" thai any nrofits would, from the date

<ty
S

,

,

!

'""its ™ continuing heavy deficits, the necessity fo,

makin?provfsion for deferred and extraordinary mamtenance •»* *« «g
,,,' instruction, and its heavy liab.llt.es in respect of seeurrties of the

. ,.,„. Timik Pacific bearing its guarantee, the t.rand Irunk Railway, out

I;:,.",',', SnaScial support of the government since May, 1920, must have been

f0
Upon

in

thes
r

e

C

c

C
f'nclusions I find that the preference and common stock of

., K,„d Trunk Railway of Canada has no value. Any question as to

; I, p :

• ' ,.„ .'"onsiderition of the shareholders must be for the government

ind the Parliament of Canada to deal with and pot for this board.

Liberty White.—Authorized to Abandon Line.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing

the abandonment cf this company's line from Liberty to South

McComb in the counties of Pike and Amite, Miss. About 25

miles of the line was abandoned two years ago and the certificate

authorizes the abandonment of the remaining portion, on the

ground that the company has neither funds nor income with which

to pay operating expenses or to meet debts already incurred, and

the road has been declared by the Mississippi Railroad Commis-

sion unsafe for operation.

Maine Central.—Acquisition of Belfast & Moosehead Lake.—

See Belfast & Moosehead Lake.

Michigan Central.- Annual Report.—A review of this com-

pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & S'ault Ste. Marie.—Bond Sale.—

Dillon, Read & Co. have sold an issue of $10,000,000 ten-year

6 l/2 per cent collateral trust bonds at 99"/. The bonds are

offered subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission. They are secured by $12,500,000 25-year first refunding

mortgage 6 per cent bonds, series A, which series is limited to

$15,000,000.

Pennsylvania.—Official Statement Concerning Dividend.—Ac-

companying the one per cent quarterly dividend checks mailed to

the more than 140,000 stockholders is a note from President

Samuel Rea, which says:

A check is enclosed herewith for a dividend of 2 per cent (SO cents a

share) upon stock registered in your name. This dividend is at the same

quarterly rate as that paid three months ago. Prior to that date tor a num-

ber of years the quarterly rate was I'A per cent. The decrease in traffic

,„,] Hi, ,io',lll,,l , ondilion iif business generally emphasize th. policy ol

Jhe directors in making this reduction. They felt that, although the divi-

dend has not been earned in the present quarter nor in the portion of the

v ,a, thai lias elapsed, yet, having regard for the mamtenance of the com-

,,,m ,1,, .,nd therefore, for the best interests of its stockholders,
:.' i„„;,-,,t.l„ in Hci-lare a dividend of 1 per cent for the presentdesirable to decla
quarter.

The company also sent to each stockholder an abstract of the

answer made to the Railroad Labor Board, which was pub-

lished in the Railway Age of August 27, 1921, page 399.

1'ikk Marquette.—Authorised to Acquire Control of Flint

Belt.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the

acquisition by this company of control of the Flint Belt by pur-

chase of its capital stock.

Santa Fe, Raton & Des Moines.—To Be Sold.—Special Mas-

ter Robert Lawrence will offer this road for sale at Raton,

N. M., on October 18, to satisfy a mortgage held by the United

States Mortgage & Trust Company, as trustee, made March 1,

1906, to secure a bond issue of $1,000,000.

Southern.—Hearing on Guaranty for Subsidiaries.—Hearings

were held at Washington on September 1, 2 and 3 before Di-

rector Colston, of the Bureau of Finance of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, on the question of the eligibility of this com-

pany's subsidiaries to a guaranty for the six months following

the termination of federal control, in view of the fact that the

Southern Railway, the parent company, filed no application for

the guaranty, although the subsidiaries did file written acceptance

of the guaranty provisions. H. W. Miller, vice-president, gave

testimony to the effect that the subsidiary companies were op-

erated separately.

Texas & New Orleans.—Ask Authority to Lease State

Road.—This company has filed an application with the Inter-

i Commerce Commission for authority to lease for five years

the tracks, facilities and appurtenances of the Texas State Rail-

road, owned by the state of Texas, which extends from Rusk

to Palestine, Texas, 32.6 miles. The state authorities were

authorized by recent act of the legislature to sell or lease the

road. Under the lease proposed the Texas & New Orleans is

to pay the board of managers of the road 50 per cent of the

net operating income as rental.

Texas & Pacific.—Annual Report.—The corporate income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

preceding year, as follows

:

1920 191°
Operating revenues (March 1—Dec. 3D $35,112,377
Operating expenses (March 1—Dec. 31) 31,567,085

Net from railway operations 3,545,293
Railway tax accruals 1,113,059
Railway operating income 2,424,787
U. S. Government—standard return 677,748 $4,107,432
U. S. Government—estimated guaranty, six

months to Aug. 31, 1920 3.000,000
Gross income 6,879,103 4,681 ,749

Interest on funded debt 1.729.870 1,578,180
Total deductions from gross income 3,927,188 2,790.868

Net income 2.951,915 1,890,881
Appropriated for investment in physical property 2,989,564 2,823,250
Income balance Def. 37,649 Def. 932,369

The annual report of the Texas & Pacific will be reviewed

editorially in an early issue.

Western Maryland.—Asks authority to Issue Bonds.—Ap-
plication has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to issue $1,527,000 of first and refunding mortgage
5 per cent bonds as collateral for a loan of $1,000,000, for which
application has been made to the commission to enable the com-
pany to enlarge its elevator facilities at Port Covington, Balti-

more.

Treasury Payments
The Treasury has announced the payment of $15,000,000 to

the Great Northern and $500 to the Bonlee & Western as

partial payments on account of the six months' guaranty and
loans from the revolving fund to the following roads:

Charles City Western $140,000
Great Northern 586.000
Main Central 400 000
Seaboard Air Line 375,000

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Administration reports the fol-

lowing final settlements, and has paid out to the several roads

the following amounts:
Denver & Rio Grande $800,000.00
El Paso & Southwestern 400,000.00
Macon Terminal 71,3i

Fort Worth Union Passenger Station 4,529.13
Albany Passenger Terminal 5,679.12

The payment of these claims on final settlement is largely

made up of balance of compensation due. but includes all

other disputed items as between the railroad companies and
the administration during the 26 months of federal control.

Dividends Declared

Fonda. Johnstown & Gloversville.—Preferred \ t
j per cent quarterly, pay-

able September 15 to holders of record September 10.

VI tile & Ohio.—Stock trust certificates. 2 per cent, payable October 1.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—Preferred, 3H Per cent.
oiially; common, 2M per cent, semi-annually; both payable September

20 to holders of record September 12.

York Central.—-154 per cent, quarterly, payable October 1 to holders
of record September 30.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific.—Commrn. 1 per cent, quarterly:
preferred, 1 14 per cent, quarterly; both payable September 30 to holders of
n c ,,1 September 19.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Preferred, 1 % per cent,
quarterly, payable October 20 fo holders of record September 30.

Lehigh Valley.—Common, 1 $4 per cent, quarterly; preferred, 2$4 per
cent, quarterly; both payable October 1 to holders of record September 17.

St. Joseph. South Bend & Southern.—Common, 1 per cent, semiannually;
preferred, 2'4-pcr cent, semi-annually; both payable September 15 to hold-
ers of record September 10.
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SI MUAKY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME
Vear ended 'i ear ended
Dec. 31, "

Compensation accrued for the 1920 1919
n, use and control of

i] perty of this i on
as stated

n , ntract with the Director

General of Railroads—Jan-
uary 1 to February 29, in-

clusive $1,342,021.26
Additional , pensation accrued

account completed additions
- tterments—January 1

mi, ">, inclusive.... 91,062.93
Guaranteed net railway operal

line under seel ion 209
of Transportation Act oi 19 10

March 1 to August 31, in-

clusive $4,318,626.16
Less operating income items
.indited March 1 to August
31, inclusive, applicable to the

-
I prior to January 1,

1918 $155,770.78 4, 162,855. 3S
Net railway operating income

—

ill lunate account—September
1 to December 31, inclusive.. 4,912,730.18

Total (compared with com-
pensation at ci mil in 1919
under contract with Di-

rector General of Rail-

roads) $10,508,669.75 $8,699,812.56 $1,808,857.19

MISCELLANEOUS
• > 1 i K.VI ImN.s

Revenues $139,827.63 $139.S27.63
Expenses 82,338.15 82,338.15

Xei [NCOME $57,489.48 $57,489.48

OTHER INCOME
Income from lease of road $151.25 $3,380.34 —$3,229.09
Miscellaneous rent income 5,845.61 14,161.59 —8.315.98
Miscellaneous n o n - operal me

physical property 5,095.85 5,341.01 - 245.16
Dividend income 498,305.04 497,218.28 1,086.76

Income from funded securities. 54,064.68 54,937.86 - 873.18
Income from unfunded securi-

ties and accounts 563,495.98 279,355.10 284.140.88
Miscellaneous income 2,875.05 3,793.00 - 917.95

Total other income $1,129,833.46 $858,187.18 $271,646.28

Gross income $11,695,992.69 $9,557,999.74 $2,137,992.95

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
INCOME

Rent for leased roads $2,774,791.59 $2,783,598.46 —$8,806.87
Miscellaneous rents 4.119.35 8,113.86 —3,994.51
Miscellaneous tax accruals 6,734.49 7,421.76 - 687.27
Separately operated properties

—

loss 132,438.11 57,577.60 74.860.51
Interest on funded debt 3,059,383.17 2.389,972.30 669,410.87
Interest on unfunded debt 1,668,605.49 1,615.304.29 53,301.20
Amortization of discount on

funded debt 59,068.79 30,934.77 28,134.02
Maintenance of investment or-

ganization 1,317.50 2,344.54 — 1,027.04
War taxes 92.000.00 719.59 91,280.41
Miscellaneous income charges.. 8.971.22 19,880.39 — 10,909.17
Corporate general expenses.... 29.069.27 146,699.41 —117.630.14

Total deductions
from gross income $7,836,498.98 $7,062,566.97 $773,932.01

$3,859,493.71 $2,495,432.77 $1,364,060.94

I
Aijveri

Less revenues and expt -

•.I tlie period prior to

lanuary 1, 1918. sottUil foi

.•ion by
si-,tes Railroad

Administration 53,708.47 2.428,203.27—2,374,494.80

Net corporate income $3,805,785.24 $67,229.50 $3,738,555.74

DISPOSITION i IF NET
INCOME

Dividends declared (4 per cent

each year) $749,456.00 * $749,456.00

Surplus for the year car-
ried to profit and loss $3,056,329.24 $67,229.50 $2,989,099.74

•Dividends in 1919, aggregating 4 per cent, charged to accumulated
surplus.

Balance of credit of profit and loss (fbee surplus) on
December 31, 1919 $17,512,018.33

Additions :

Surplus fer the vear 1920 $3,056,329.24
Profit on road and equipment suld 234,114.37
Protit realized on sale of so-called Detroit
Lands 197,843.12

L'nrefundable overcharges 9,839.77
Ri ad property retired by United States

Government and not replaced, originally

charged to operating expenses 17,198.87 3,515,325.37

Deductions: $21,027,343.70
Depreciation prior to lulv 1, 1907, on
ment retired during 1920 $151,533.99

Road property abandoned 35,721.26
\ hi. us adjustments of accounts (net) 8,111.83 195,367.08

Balance to credit of profit and loss, December 31, 1920 $20,831,976.62

In . rder to preserve continuity of comparisons, operating revenues, opera,

-

ing expenses and other statistics have been separately shown in detail else-

where in this report for the full calendar year 1920 regardless of federal

control, guaranty period or corporate cperati, n.

The income to the corporation, arrived at by the addition of compensa-
tion received under federal control, the guaranteed net railway operating
income under Secticn 209 of the Transportati, n Act of 1920, and the net

railway operating income for the four months September to December, 1920,
inclusive, was more bv $1,8, IS, 857. 19 than that received as compensate n
from the United States Government during the federal control vear 1919.

During 1920 the results of operation of the stockyards at East Buffalo
were included in miscellaneous operations while in 1919 they were included
in the operating revenue and expense accounts. This is the cause of the
increase shown in miscellaneous operations.
The increase of $284,140.88 in the income from unfunded securities and

accounts is largely due to interest received from temporary investment, in

United States Treasury Certificates and other secu >ties. of cash from the
sale of equipment trust certificates of April 15, 192t until such time as the
funds were required to pay for new equipment.

Largely contributing to the increase of $74,860.51 in charges for loss in

connection with separately operated properties is this company's proporti, n
of an increased deficit from operation of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad.
The increase of $669,410.87 in interest on funded debt is due to the in-

crease of such debt as noted elsewhere in this report, while the increase of
$53,301.20 in interest on unfunded debt is mainly in connection with United
States Government accounts.
The increase of $91,280.41 in war taxes is due to the accrual of the com-

pany's proportion , f federal income tax on the taxable income of the com-
pany for the eight months of 1920 ending August 31. This tax for the last

four months of the year was included in railway tax accruals. The net
income of the company was not taxable in the year 1919.
The corporate general expenses shown for 1920 represent only these for

the months of January and February, during which the property was under
federal control, expenditures of this character for the remainder of the
vear beine included in operating expenses. This accounts for the decrease
of $117,630.14, as shown.

Appreciative acknowledgment is made to ?11 efficers and employees ,f

their loyal an 1 efficient cooperation and service.

For the Board of Directors,
Alfred II. Smith, Fresident.

Reproduced by courtesy of the Guaranty Trust Company

The Krupp Works, Essen, Germany
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Railway Officers

Executive

J. G. Torian, supervisor of wages of Morgan's Louisiana
& Texas, has been appointed assistant to the vice-president
and general manager with headquarters at Houston, Texas.
Mr. Torian will continue in the same duties as heretofore
and the position of supervisor of wages has been abolished.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

G. A. Godfrey, assistant auditor of revenues of the Grand
Trunk, Canadian lines, with headquarters at Montreal, has
been appointed acting auditor of revenues of the Grand
Trunk, Western lines, with headquarters al Detroit, Mich.

J. E. Murphy has been appointed auditor of equipment serv-
ice accounts of the New York, New Haven & Hartford with
headquarters at New Haven, Conn., with jurisdiction o
car accounting and M. C. B. matters, succeeding G. II Staehli .

ear accountant, deceased.

Operating

Harry T. Kinney, trainmaster of the Susquehanna and
Tioga divisions of the Erie, with office at Elmira, N. Y., has
been appointed superintendent of the Wyoming division and
ol the Wilkes-Barre & Eastern Railroad, with headquarters
at Dunmore, Pa., succeeding A. D. Parsons, resigned. Paul
W. Johnson succeeds Mr. Kinney as trainmaster of the Sus
quehanna and Tioga divisions.

C. W. Coe, whose appointment as assistant general man-
ager of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with headquarters at
Cleveland, Ohio, was announced in the Railway Age oi Sep
tember 3 (page 471). was born at Norwalk, Ohio, August 6,

1867. He entered railroad service in June, 1887, as a fireman
for the Wheeling & Lake Erie, lie was promoted to loco-
motive engineer in Vpril, 1891, which position he held until
February 1903, when he was advanced to road foreman of
engines. In September, 1904, he was promoted to trainmas-
ter, and one year later to assistant superintendent, serving in
that position until 1906, when lie was appointed superintend-
ent of the Toledo division, being transferred later to the
Toledo and the Cleveland divisions. In April, 1919, he was
promoted to general superintendent of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, which position he held until August 15. 1921, when his
recent promotion to assistant genera] manager became
effective.

Ernesto O. Y. Llano, whose promotion to general managi i

of the National Railways of Mexico, with headquarters at
Mexico City, was announced in the Railway Age of August 13
(page 316), was born at Ahualulco, Mexico, on ( Utobci -A.

1880. He entered railway service in June. 1898, with the
Mexican Central which company he served as operator and
station agent until 1900, when he entered the employment
of the Chihuahua t\- Pacific as an operator and station agenl
From 1902 to 1905 he held the positions <>i chief dispatcher,
and chief clerk to the superintendent of the Chihuahua &
Pacific. In November, 190S, he entered the service of the
Waco ari Railroad at Nacozari, Sonora, as chi
and in 1907 was promoted to train ma
rendent. He remained as acting superintendent until August,
1912, when he was promoted to general superintended in
which position he was serving at the time of his recent
jppointment.

Traffic

W. H. Cobb has been appointed conmierci.il agent of the
*"anti< l oast I.nie. with headquarters .u Fayetteville, \. C,
and H. H. Elliott has been appointed commercial agent with
headquarters at Wilmington, \. C.

W. J. Murray has been appointed commercial agent of the
Erie with headquarters at New Haven. Conn, effective

her 1.

C. A. Swope has been appointed general eastern freight
I lisville & Nashville, with headquarters at

New i ork, effi ptember 1.

R. D. McGrath has been appointed commercial agent of the
Louisiana & Arkansas, with headquarters at Kansa-
Mo., succeeding L. W. Gent, resigned.

B. Levy has been appointed • eral freight atrent
"' ,l "' Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquart
San hrancisco, Cal., effective Septen

G. B. Bush, formerly general traffic manager of the Raleigh
Coal & Coke Company, Cincinnati,
coal service agent of the Chesapeake & O!

T. S. Davant, Jr., ha- bi d soliciting freight agent
"' the U '" ' with headquarters at
Winston-Salem, X. < ., effective September 1.

S. H. Cummings, coal ervio promoted to
assistant coal freight agent, in chai

,Und coal and
coke traffic, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.

E. L. Blanford, travelii .,n c &
He, with headquarter, at Pittsburgh, h

moti d to ( -.mi,, r, ial agent of the sa dquar-
ters at New York. , it, • ,. r ]

O. E. Lowry has been appointed assistant general freight
agent oi the Chesapeake .\ Ohio, in charge of the tariff
bureau, with headquarters at Rich ,,d. Va. succeeding H. S.
Smith, who has been appointed coal freight agent in charge
of all coal and coke traffic, with headquarters ai Richn

C. D. Thomas has been appointed assistant general freight
agent ofthe Southern with headquarters al I incinnati
,11, .me September 1. F. E. Godfrey, assistant general freight
agent, will henceforth perform tin- dutil 5 hit
C. H. Pearson, assistant general freight agent, who has been
appointed a member of the Southern freight Rate Committee.

Frank P. Barr, wl ntment a- general traffic man-
ager ot the Wheeling >\- Lake |

,-,- was announced in the
Railway Age of September .i (page 471), was born on April
' IS"S

-
•'" 'anion. Ohio, and was educated in the public

schools of that city. He entered railroad service on Tuly 1,

- a clerk in the car record office of the Cleveland,
ton & Southern, which road was absorbed four years later
by the Wheel,

n

K .\- Lake Eric. Mr. Barr was appointed chief
clerk in the car record oi Wheeling & Lake Erie
in February, 1906. and was promoted to cai accountant in
May, 191)7. He was next promoted to superintendent
service in July. 1908, in which position he served for four
years, when on Maj 1. 1912. he was promoted to superin-
tendent ol transportation. In February. 1918, he u.,
pointed assistant to the general manager, and he servi
assistant to the federal manage) during fi di ral
March 1. 1920. he was appointed assistant general ma-
which position he held until the time of his recent promotion.

E. L. Hukill, tin
eral mai
traffic manager of the Cleveland. Southwestern 8
with headquarters at Cleveland. Ohio. Mr. Wul'
at Newark, I Mm,, on August 8, 1889, and enter t

in March. 1906. as a yard clerk on the
l 'hi,, at Sanduskj < Ihi i In August. 1907. he w is

''> th« I ,\ Michigan Southern in thi

and in Novi
year lie returned to Sanduskj a- a cl< rk h

- promoted to chief clerk to tl ti rn n
:'

master at Toledo, I Ihio in June. I'M.;

he was appointed soliciting freight

Central with the same he
to March. 1921. In

, tno c|
-

tne
general superintendent. (At the latter date he was appointed
traveling representative oi the assistant general manager and
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was serving in this position at the time of his recent

appointment.

Mechanical

S. T. Depue lias been appointed master mechanic of the

Kent division of the Erie, succeeding R. V. Blocker, resigned.

Mr. Depue has been succeeded as shop superintendent at

Galion, O., by H. W. Sasser.

B. A. Orland has been appointed master mechanic of the

Mobile & Ohio with headquarters at Murphysboro, 111.,

effective September 1. Mr. Orland's jurisdiction will extend

from East St. Louis, 111., to Tamms, 111.

J. C. Nolan, superintendent of the Texas division of the

Gulf Coast Lines with headquarters at Kingsville, Tex., has

been appointed mechanical superintendent with the same

headquarters, succeeding J. L. Lavallee, resigned. J. E. Cal-

lahan, superintendent of the Louisiana division with head-

quarters at De Quincy, La., has succeeded Mr. Nolan as su-

perintendent of the Texas division and G. C. Kennedy has

succeeded Mr. Callahan as superintendent of the Louisiana

division.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. C. Kelly, electrical foreman on the St. Louis division of

the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Centralia, 111., has

resigned to become assistant electrical engineer of the Cen-

tral of Georgia, with headquarters at Macon, Ga.

E. I. Rogers, whose appointment as chief engineer of the

Peoria & Pekin Union, with headquarters at Peoria, 111., was

announced in the Railway Age of August 20 (page 390), was

born at St. Joseph, Mo.,

on August 3, 1876, and

entered railway service

as a track apprentice on

the Illinois Central in

1897. From January,

1898, to June, 1903, he

served as an instru-

mentman on the Ten-

nessee division of the

Illinois Central, and on

the latter date was pro-

moted to assistant en-

gineer, with headquar-

ters at Memphis, Tenn.

He served in this posi-

tion until October, 1911,

when he was promoted
to roadmaster, with

headquarters at Vicks-

burg, Miss. A year

later, Mr. Rogers left

the service of the I Hi-

nois Central to become chief engineer of the Muskogee, Okla-

homa & Gulf, with headquarters at Muskogee, < >kla. and

later became associated with the Lorimer & Gallaher Con-

struction Company. From August, 1914, to February, 1916,

he served as chief engineer of the Texas City Transit Com-

pany, and in July of that year he returned to the Illinois

Central as an engineer in the valuation department. He was

appointed assistant roadmaster, with headquarters at Fort

Dodge, la., later in the same month, and in October, 1916,

he was promoted to roadmaster, with the same headquarters.

He was serving in this position at the time of his recent

appointment.

E. J. Bayer, whose appointment as engineer maintenance

of way of the Evansville, Indianapolis & Terre Haute, with

headquarters at Washington, Ind., was announced in the

Railway Age of August 13 (page 317), was born at Cincinnati.

Ohio, on April 1, 1888. He was educated at Purdue University

and entered railroad service on July 5, 1910, with the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Mt. Carmel, 111. His

entire railroad career has been spent in the service of this

company. From 1911 to 1914 he served as an assistant in

ngineering corps at Indianapolis, Ind., Mattoon, 111., and

i ,. I,,,,, < dno I le '.va- prcinm. .1 to a--i-tant engineer main-

tenance of way with headquarters at Indianapolis on October

15, 1914, and also served in that position at Wabash, Ind.,

- ialion, Ohio, until June 24, 1918. On the latter date he

was appointed acting engineer maintenance of way of the

Cairo division, with headquarters at Mt. Carmel, 111. He wa-

transferred to Galion as assistant engineer maintenance of

way of the Cleveland-Indianapolis division on August 1, 1919,

and was serving in that position at the time of his recent

appointment.

J. W. Williams, whose appointment as chief engineer of

the Western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco,

Cal., was announced in the Railway Age of August 27 (page

430), was born at Milan,

Ohio, in 1879. He en-

tered railroad service in

1897 as a stakeman on

an engineering corps of

the Albuquerque East-

ern, on location surveys

in New Mexico. He ^_
was employed by this

company on location

and construction work
until April, 1903, when
he entered the employ

of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe as a transit-

man on location sur-

veys. He was later

promoted to assistant

engineer in charge of

location surveys and

construction in North- w ^.^
ern California, where

he remained until 1906,

when he was appointed acting chief engineer of the San r-ran-

cisco & Northwestern, with headquarters at San Francisco,

Cal In 1907, when the Northwestern Pacific was formed,

Mr Williams was appointed assistant chief engineer, having

charge of field work on the construction of a line ^
r°^

the Eel river canyon, which position he held until July, 1914.

when he was promoted to chief engineer of construction ot

the Northwestern Pacific to succeed W. D. Edes. During the

war he served as major of the first battalion, Eighteenth En-

gineers and was in France for nearly two years, later being

commissioned lieutenant colonel. Upon discharge from mili-

tary service in July, 1919, he re-entered the service of the

Northwestern Pacific, as chief engineer in charge of construc-

tion and maintenance and held this position until August 15.

1921, when he was appointed chief engineer of the Western

Pacific.

Roger

Purchasing and Stores

J M Velasco, assistant general purchasing agent of the

National Railways of Mexico, with headquarters at New

York has been appointed purchasing agent with headquarters

at Mexico City. W. L. Wibel succeeds Mr. Velasco at

New York.

Obituary

George L. Connor, formerly passenger traffic manager of

the New York New Haven & Hartford, died at New Haven,

(Ann., on September 3. Mr. Connor was born on August 23,

1846 in Brooklyn, N. Y. He entered traffic work m 1868 as a

clerk in the treasurer's office of the Narragansett Steamship

Company and served in various positions in the traffic de-

partment of steamship companies until 1893, when he resigned

as general passenger agent of the Old Colony Steamboat

Company and the Old Colony Railroad (now a part of the

New Haven) to become passenger traffic manager of the

New York. New Haven & Hartford, in which position he

I until the time of his retirement in 1908.
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Selective Head Engine Lathe Multispeed Planer

Save Roundhouse Time

Machinist's time is more valuable in a roundhouse

than in the back shop, because usually the work is

wanted in a hurry.

Because of their ample capacity and wide range of

utility Ryerson-Conradson Railroad machine tools speed

up roundhouse work and shorten the time locomotives

are held for repairs.

Each tool is designed for railroad work, driven direct

by motor, with liberally designed parts and bearings to

take the gruelling jobs typical of railroad emergencies.

Know about these latest developments in machine

tool design. Ask us.

Twin Motor Driven Radial Drill No. 2 Universal Milling Machine

Joseph T.Ryerson& Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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When considering the approval of estimates for signal im-

provements, railroad officers should take into consideration

that the problem of an efficient signal
Power Supply for power supply is changing constantly.

Automatic Block The signal engineer must keep in-

Signals formed as to the fluctuating prices of

commercial power, primary battery re-

newals and storage batteries, together with the cost of labor

required with each of the three systems. Because of the

completion of a new transmission line, that offers an excellent

power supply for an alternating current system of signals,

it may be desirable to revise plans for a project that had
l>een previously developed as a straight direct current proposi-
tion. On a certain proposed installation the original estimate
called for alternating current apparatus, but during the past
season it was found that the local hydro-electric power com-
pany could not offer continuous service. As a result, a di-

rect current system is being considered as the most reliable.

Because the circumstances are changing from time to time it

would seem advisable that the signal engineer be allowed to

reconsider any estimate for a proposed signal installation that
has been held up for six months or longer.

A large part of the traffic moved by the railways consists

of loose bulk materials, such as sand, stone, coal, ore, grain,

etc. The importance of handling such
Portable Equip- materials into and out of cars in a min-
ment for Handling imum of time is fully recognized. As
Bulk Material a result suitable loading and unload-

ing devices are, as a rule, provided in
localities where such commodities are bandied in large quan-
tities. There are numerous other localities, however, where
the amounts of bulk materials handled are too small to war-
rant the installation of expensive special fixed equipment
As a consequence inefficient means are often employed inPic.
the loading and unloading of cars at these less important
points. Under such conditions portable loading and unload-
ing devices which may be easily moved from place to place
have proved advantageous in many instances. Such appara-
tus can be employed more or less constantly and in a number
of ways. Probably one of the most widely used of such ma-
chines is the locomotive crane'. It loads or unloads open-top
equipment with equal facility and when the occasion for such
service is temporarily past it rcadih can be utilized in other
ways. While' the locomotive crane is perhaps more easily
adapted to general service than certain other portable loader's

and unloaders, all such apparatus offers important ad-
vantages which should not be lost sight of in the choice of
equipment for such localities.

How many officers are there who, having had called to their

attention some incident or obligation in connecting with the

performance, operation or upkeep of

Does Water wau '

r softening plants which savors

Softening Pay?
^ore of expense than of economv or

*= * benefit, have' not asked themselves the

question—docs water softening pay?
The storekeeper encounters a multitude of requisitions call-
ing for expensive chemicals in car-load lots and, as has oc-

curred in noi I
, he notes the increased demand upon

a sto k which, following the introduction of water softening,

he bad supposed would be needed less—the boiler compound.
The superintendent has perhaps had called to his attention

the amount of labor involved in keeping the plant stocked
with supplies and the ex]

! repair. He
has perhaps encountered a vexing problem of sludge dis-

posal at some- points, or ', nfronted with the neces-
sity of removing accumulated om one or more of
his wayside tank-. ,, r perhaps even of removing the incrusta-
tion from an entire underground pipii Again local
officers of the- mechanical department unacquainted with pre-
softening days or irritated restrictions placed upon
their use of this or that water, continue to find cause for com-
plaint about water, and finally the hiirhe-r officer, hearing
all this cannot but a-k himself whether or not the- water
softening pays. It i~ a fair question which merits a fair

answer. What then of the report appearing e-lsewhere in this
issue- that in one year wate-r softening netted one railroad a

saving of 190 per cent on the investment, and another rail-

road 120 per cent on an investment of more than $200,000?
Manifestly this is a performance which if true, or even
partially true, supplies an eloquent
question—can water softening pay and thereby make- it .,

matter. seemingly largely dependent on the- railroad itself

whether or not the pre* i
— does pay.

A re. nit investigation of a concrete building failure dis-

closed the remarkable fact that it is apparently impossible to

produce a conen I iter strength
Securing

,]um , (l iiu n , |lt
.

r ;i| hl lt 2g days
Good Results with the materials Used

With Concrete u "' 1 ' variation in the results secured
with the- concrete materials available in

railroad work. Railway bridge engineers as a rule are in-

clined to be more conservative in their designs than are the-

engineers engaged in concrete building construction. Ibex
realize that good results in concrete w.irk demand definite
compliance with certain established requirements. I'ntil

within the last 10 or 15 years, failures or defects in con-
crete structures were commonlj ascribed to poor cement and
there- is no denying that the cement was sometimes responsi-
ble-. Hut it is now definitely established that nearly all ob-
jectionable conditions may be correctly explained by
in the workmanship or in the materials other than :'

ment. The- requisites for good results are now being estab-
lished rapidly. They concern the quality of the materials,
the proportions including the amount of water used, the-

thoroughness of the mixing and the protection afforded the
concrete after it has been placed in the forms. Nearly all of
these conditions are well under the control of the engineer
with the possible- exception <>f the selection of materials in
which the questions of cost, length of haul, location on com-
pany's line and traffic- considerations may sometimes enter
with varying degrees f influence. Engineers responsible for
concrete construction should impress their superiors with the
fact that concrete structures in most cases are justified only
through their high degree of permanence and that the
lem is not om- of obtaining permanence in on pe r cent
structures built, but in a proportion that is .is nearl
per cent as reasonable expenditures will make possible.
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Some roads have mack- a practice of obtaining a large pro

portion of their requirements for switch engines by rebuilding

old freight locomotives. Other roads

Converting have tried to kir|» locomotives in freight

Road Engines service until they are worn out and buy

*„ ^itrhprs whatever new switching power they
to Switchers ^ ^^ ^ ^ w[ , )t ,, m ,,

service will be a factor in determining which practia is id

visable the rebuilding of old power into switchers apparentl)

has numerous advantages. A six-wheel switch engine costs

about two-thirds as much as a Mikado locomotive. II a mad

instead of buying switchers, spends the same amount foi

Mikados, these locomotives should release from freight

service about as many locomotives as could have been bought

new had the money been spent for switching power. If the

locomotives to be converted were ready for retirement, the

real cost of the Mikados in effect, therefore, would be- only

the cost of conversion. It would therefore pay to spend a

considerable amount to make a thoroughly good switch en-

gine from the old power. Under certain conditions it may

be advisable to convert locomotives that are still good for a

number of years in road service. This provides an oppor-

tunity for getting rid of locomotives that are poor steamers or

have troublesome mechanical defects and, furthermore,

enables the road to acquire efficient locomotives for road

service more rapidly than would otherwise be possible.

Of the many failures in small business enterprises there is

no question but that a very large proportion are the result

of unbusinesslike methods—of deliv-

Straightforward, eries behind time, goods not up to

Businesslike sample, inaccurate rendering of bills

Methods und a reluctance to adjust differences

promptly. It is also clear that the

same conditions have been responsible for much of the un-

favorable attitude of the public towards the railroads and

other utility companies. In view of the efforts being made

by the railroads at the present time to gain the sympathy

and respect of the public, it is unfortunate, to say the hast.

if some railroads are guilty of unbusinesslike practices in

their relations to the shipper and traveler. One grievance in

this connection which has been brought to our notice arises

from frequent inaccuracies in freight bills and the difficulty

which the shipper encounters in securing adjustments of

overcharges. This condition has been sufficiently prevalent

to cause the formation of freight rate adjustment ageni ies

to handle such cases for the shipper, who is charged very

large commissions on all recoveries made. Surely this con-

dition is not conducive to good will. In the first place, the

billing by the railroad companies should be so accurate as

to give rise to very few complaints, and in the second place,

any proper claims should be speedily adjusted. When one

considers the wonderful success obtained by some of the

large department stores which have been operated on the

principle that "the customer is always right," it would seem

that the railroads should carefully review their present prai

tices in regard to billing and adjustments for inaccuracies.

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce is being

reorganized by Secretary Hoover on a commodity basis and

at the head of each division he is plai

Mr. Hoover ing an expert in the fields of commerce

and in that commodity. Thus far eleven

Railway Supplies such divisions have been formed. They

are prepared to extend expert aid to

American concerns interested in foreign commerce in iron

and steel, lumber, industrial machinery, electrical equip

ment and supplies, foodstuffs, automotive equipment, fuels,

textiles, shoes and leather products, agricultural implements

tnd vehii leg and rubber products. Each oi these divisions is

expected to keep in close touch witli trade associations m it-

branch of industry and to extend .-very legitimate aid to-

ward the development of our foreign commerce in that > oin-

rsodity. There can be no question of the soundness of such

plan.-." Mr. Hoover is to Ik- congratulated upon the manner

in which he has undertaken to make his department of real

service to the business community. It is to be hoped that

more and more of these commodity divisions will be opened

from time to time. To be more specific, when will a division

mi railwa) equipment and supplies be organized? Foreign

ale - of these commodities in 1920 ranked high in the list of

our most important exports. The decrease in our export- oi

these materials during the current year show- that there is a

genuine need for such assistance a- Mr. Hoover is in

tion to give. The trade associations in the industry would

doubtless give their hearty co-operation and could assist in

obtaining a well-equipped personnel for the new division.

There should be no unne.c— ar\ delay in extending this

service to the railway equipment industry.

The successful operation and low maintenance cost of the

third-rail contact system used on the Northwestern Pai

as described in an article in this issue.

Third-Rail j s useful information. Actual operating

Current experiences, including mistakes as well

Collection as successes, are told in a straightfor-

ward manner with no attempt at color-

ing the facts. Costs are given which are very low. In justice

to other contact systems, however, it should be stated that

the third-rail will probably be used to a very limited extent

on railroads in the United States that will adopt electric oper-

ation in the future. Its use will doubtless be limited to cer-

tain tunnel operations and to private right-of-way where

traffic conditions make 600-volt direct current power the most

desirable. Direct current at 3,000 volts or •alternating cur-

rent at 11,000 volts can meet the requirements of hauling

heavy trains long distances, but it is not a practicable possi-

bility to collect such power from a third rail. The French

Commission on Electric Traction has decided on 1,500-volt

direct current for the French State Railways, but it is suit-

able only for comparatively light traffic and a 1,500-volt

third-rail, discounting insulation difficulties, should not be

used even on a private right-of-way because of its danger to

life Furthermore, danger to life and danger of personal

njury are not due only to the high voltage. A big freight

yard full of third-rails in which switchmen get on and ott oi

moving cars is something to stagger the imagination.

\t the time steel cars were first introduced, the prediction

was made that they would have an indefinitely long life. Ex-

perience has shown that this is not the

Rust-Resisting case. The plates have failed after com-

Plates for paratively short sen-ice due to corro-

Cars sion, necessitating costly repairs and in

some cases complete rebuilding of tin-

ear body. Rapid deterioration clue to rust is not confined to

railroad equipment and engineers have given the subject at

tcntion for some time. An investigation which -bed- new

light on this matter has been conducted by a committee of

the American Societv for Testing Materials. This com-

mittee- started a series of te-t- of -b.-et- of various chemical

compositions in 1916. Plates ware exposed in three char-

acters of atmosphere: in the industrial air of I ittsburg fi.

p , the pure air of an inland district at Fort Sheridan, 111..

uid the salt air at Annapolis, Md. Practically all classes ol

iron' and steel were included in the tests, which have now

progressed to a point that enables definite conclusions to be

drawn. It has been found that the presence of copper in
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amounts us low as one-tenth of one per cent causes a marked

decrease in the rate of corrosion. These tests are sufficiently

conclusive to warrant the expectation of much longer life

from copper bearing sheets than from plain sheets used in

car construction. The increase in cosl is said to be com

paratively small. The work already done is valuable and

should go a Long way toward a correct solution "f the prob-

lem. However, the expenditures for equipment are so greal

that thorough investigation should Ik- carried on and every

promising method of reducing corrosion tried until the most

economical material is found.

With the grouping of all the railways of Great Britain into

four large systems, changes in organization will doubtless be

necessary. The present organization of

Reorganizing the companies is departmental, central-

the Railways ized in the general manager to whom

of Britain 'ne heads of the various departments—
operating, traffic, mechanical, engineer-

ing, etc.— report. There is no question but that this form of

organization has in the past proved highly successful and

probably no one would venture to suggest a change were it

not that with greatly enlarged systems the general managers

will not he able to give the same attention to detail as here

tofore. The eight principal railways which go to make up

the North Western group, for instance, aggregate 7,.>2o miles

of main line,— a good sized railway even from an American

point of view. The average length of the constituent rail

ways, however, is now only a little more than 900 miles. I >b

viously the enlarged systems cannot reasonably expect the

same accomplishment from a highly centralized management
that the smaller companies can. The Railway Gazette ( Lou

don) suggests as a possible solution the adoption, with cer-

tain modifications, of the form of organization in use in this

country. The plan proposed provides for a president and,

reporting to him, thru- vice presidents. The first of these

would be the "manufacturer of transport," and would be in

charge of the operating, mechanical and engineering depart

ments; the second, the "seller of transport," would he in

charge of freight and passenger traffic
; and the third, the

"financial controller," would direi t the affairs of the financial,

legal, accounting and real estate- departments. Some such

plan as the one proposed will probably he adopted eventually

and the Study of this problem is quite as important as main
others which the British railways must solve. American
experience in railway organization will doubtless |„. ,,f great

value to those who arc- undertaking this task.

Record Breaking Grain Traffic

Till RAILROADS have made a wonderful record during tin-

past few weeks in the handling of the grain movement,

which has exceeded in volume that for the corresponding

period of any previous year. For the eight weeks ending

August 27 the loading of grain and grain produi ts was 465,

839 cars, as compared with 302,623 in the- corresponding

period of 1920 and 381,736 in 1919, and from January 1 to

August 27 this year 1,486,954 cars were loaded with grain

and grain products, as compared with 1,195,485 in the corre-

sponding period of 1920 and 1, 424.41c. in I'M').

The but that this heavy early movement has been .handled

practically without complaint of car shortage is due not onb
to the lessened demand for box cars for other kinds of traffic

this year, but more particularl) to the careful plans nude to

avoid a car shortage which it was feared might develop be-

cause so large a percentage of the cars arc- in bad order, On
August 15 there were 16.6 per cent of all the freight cars in

bad order and 18.2 per ee-nt of tin- box cars. The plan of

campaign adopted was to exert unusual efforts to confine the

cars that were fit for grain in tile strain traffic and to keep

them from being diverted to nher traffic, which might i

-it it. n coo] ii, j. if nut mori extensive repair-, before they

could in- used again for grain. Officials and inspectors

both oi be Car J D !" the Amerie.ui Railway

\ ociation and of tin- Service Bureau of the Interstate

Commerce Commission have been stationed at the principal

centers of Ljrain traffic and by persistent efforts to bring

about an adherence to < .ir -e-rvi. e rules, have mun.i.

accomplish practically a shuttle- service between th(

fields and the elevators, - nabled the record-break-

ing traffic to l>e- moved with unusual expedition.

In addition to the fa. t that the crop in the southwest

ripened this year a little- earlier than usual, it is under-

stood that the grain producers have been hurrying their

shipments to market to realize tie

sible. Secretarj Hoover ol thi Department of Comm
quoted as saying that tin ui >rts of wheat

during August should react favorabl) on agricultural and

business conditions throughout the country, and should par-

ticularly ease the- i redit situation in the urain territory.

The movement so earl) of so larue- a portion of the yearns

crop should also relieve to a very considerable extent the

strain which is usually felt b) the railroads during the

fall months. On August 31 they still had a surpl

68,938 serviceable grain cars and in eight months of this

year tin- mails have moved 81 per .--it of the- amount of

erain the) moved in 12 montl

English Bridge Engineers

Consider American Practices

Tm uisii.s and construction of railway bridges in Amer-

ica and Europe have full..wed independent
i ui the loading requirements on the- two continents

and marked diversity in the relations between I

labor and mate-rial have- no doubt caused the American and

European bridge engineers to feel that they had little in com-

mon and that, therefore-, the) could gain nothing from the

study of each other's work outside the realm of pure mathe-

matics. Because of tin- Let. which i- well-known

American railway bridge engineers, the) will learn wit

elation that English engineers are now seriousl) considering

the adoption of one American design practice which differs

in a marked way from that which is now in common use in

their country. This refers to the method employed in making
allowance for the impact of rapidly moving loads.

While American engineers have now accomplished almost

a complete transition from the old Cooper method of sep-

arate dead load and live load I pn>-

portional increment in the live- load. English bridge designers

are governed b] certain long-established Board of Trade
rule's founded on arbitrary rather than scientific considera-

tions. Canadian pr.eti.e- has followed closely that of the

United states. In fact, except for minor differences in of-

ficial specifications the- practices may be said to be identical.

What is of even greater interest is the fact that the railways

of India have been using the Pencoyd impact formula

number of years and have- taken steps from time to time

to keep closel) in touch with the latest developments in

American bridge design prai I

No doubt, it was the advanced practice by the

which eventually influenced the engineers of the mother
country to review their own methods of allowing for impact

in the design oi railway bridges. English railway eng

are now studying the • 3ts made during t!

year on 20 English railwa) bridges with a vie

tablishment of an impact formula suitable- to English rail-

way conditions hut which will be applied along lines similar

to those prevailing in this country. In this connection, it is
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of special interest to note that the Railway Engineers' Asso-

ciatioi) (English) has definitely recommended the adoption

of the Pencoyd or Schneider formula, which was the estab-

lished standard oi the A. R. E. A. until it was abandoned

in 1917 in favor of the -new

300

300 -f
L2

100

Major A. Mount, inspecting officer of the Minister of

Transport, who prepared a report on the tests, pointed to the

exorbitant allowance for long span bridges under the Pen-

coyd formula, but opposes the adoption of the new A. R. E. A.

formula in favor of one of his own selection which gives

values of more than unity for spans less than 30 ft. long.

The justification for this is that tests made on the English

1 nidges gave very high values for certain floor members;

it is entirely possible that English bridge loading details are

such that the actual impact formula adopted cannot con-

sistently coincide with that now the standard in this country.

It is, however, a matter of no little satisfaction to American

bridge engineers that the methods which they were instru-

mental in effecting for use in this country are gradually

finding application eleswhere.

Improve the Quality of Repair Work
The importance of emphasizing quality vs. quantity shop

output was pointed out in an editorial in last week's

Railway Age. The question naturally arises: How is it

possible to obtain a better grade of railroad repair shop work

and raise maintenance standards to the desired point? Prob-

ably the most important step to this end would be in the

further development of able, conscientious inspection forces

for both repair shops and roundhouses. It is absolutely es-

sential that locomotives and cars be carefully and periodically

inspected to discover, which parts are subject to undue wear

and which show evidences of possible failure.

After inspection, the next step is to get reported defects cor-

rected promptly and properly. An adequate number of com-

petent repairmen must be available for this purpose and as

far as possible the work should be assigned, each man being

held individually responsible for the correct performance of

his particular assignment. It is only in this way that work
of the best quality can be assured and equipment released

from the shops in condition to make the stipulated mileage

before coming in again for heavy repairs. If, due to inferior

workmanship, the required mileage is not made there is a

serious reduction in revenue-earning hours.

Good inspectors are needed and capable shopmen, all of

whom should be made to feel that the managements expect a

reasonable amount of high quality work, with emphasis on

the quality. The idea which workmen have regarding ex-

ecutive officers is determined largely by personal contact with

the foremen, but the foremen themselves can never impart an

enthusiastic desire for good workmanship unless that de-

sire is in turn transmitted to them from the higher mechan-
ical department officers. The latter must start the ball

rolling.

There is nothing so conducive to interest as competition.

Why not start a competition between the various

shop foremen to determine which one turns out the best

work, or, at least, which one goes the longest with-

out a failure chargeable to his department? This would
provide a valuable incentive for careful work. Then again,

personal pride in good workmanship may be encouraged and
thus help raise the standard of locomotive and car main-
tenance. Very often, for example, a gang foreman becomes
noted for turning out "smart locomotives," meaning by thai

locomotives which get up speed quickly, have square valves

[ear-cut, even exhausts and show no evidence of the

"lazy" action sometimes found. Both gang foreman and re-

pairmen take pride in the care and workmanship which

make enginemen praise the locomotives they have repaired.

If other foremen in all departments could be imbued with the

ame spirit, it would be bard to estimate the number of

accidents prevented, the increase in revenue-earning hours of

equipment and the reduction in maintenance expense.

Robbing Peter to Pay Paul

We have referred editorially in recent issues* to the

direct interest of the railways in the extensive highway

construction program now underway and have urged them

to give more direct attention to the manner in which the

money they are paying in taxes is being spent for the con-

struction and maintenance of these roads. There are other

phases of this highway construction program which demand

equally serious attention. When the "good roads" movement

was in its infancy, the support of the railways was solicited

and given freely. The action of the railway executives in

pointing out the value of improved roads to the farmer as

an aid to him in bringing his products to the railway for

shipment to market, independent of the weather, did much

to create a favorable public sentiment.

Once this sentiment for improved roads was aroused, how-

ever, highway development has been carried on largely par-

allel to and in competition with the railways, rather than

supplemental to them. The result is that this new avenue

of transportation is of little aid to the farmer remote from

the railway and most in need of relief. Also in return for

their earlier co-operation and support the railways find the

effect of the highway construction program is, in large meas-

ure, detrimental rather than otherwise.

Unmindful of this, the highway construction advocates

were among the most active in their criticism of the railways

for their inability to furnish cars for the moving of the large

quantities of road-building materials last year. They have

likewise been active in agitating for the reduction of rates

on materials used in this work. Quoting from the Litchfield

County (Conn.) Leader, "It seems a bit like irony for the

convention of the American Road Builders' Association at

Chicago, to demand that the railroads lower the price of

transportation on all materials, cement, crushed stone, etc.,

used to build highways. The same highways, of course, are

designed to make more efficient and economical the use of

trucks which are fast taking away the business of the rail-

roads. Isn't it 'crowding the mourners?'
"

The direction which the highway construction program has

taken also raises another question regarding the extent to

which the railways should be required to contribute to the

building of these thoroughfares over which other agencies can

divert a large amount of the traffic now handled by the rail-

ways. This question has already been raised in the courts in

a number of instances. In a decision handed down by the

United States Supreme Court on June 6, 1921, on a petition

brought by the Kansas City Southern against a road improve-

ment district in Arkansas the court stated that "It is doubt-

ful whether any substantial appreciation in value of the rail-

way property within the district will result from the im-

provement." Obviously if no benefit is obtained, an assess-

ment against the railroad based on benefits to it in common
with other property owners within the district, can not be

sustained. In view of the changes in the form which the

highway construction program is now taking, it is to be ex-

pected that the relation of the railways to this program will

be modified greatly. This subject is wordiy of the most
serious attention of railway officers for it has many far-

reaching ramifications.

'August 13, page 278; August 20, page 321, and August 27, page 394.
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A Question

To l in Editok :

The rumors which are in the air at the present time aboul

the large railroad bridge to be built across the Hudson
brought back to me a short article in a French magazine
(title of article and magazine forgotten) which I bad read

some time ago. It came back much as a tune we heard >omi

where will come hack a few weeks or months later to haunt

us and set us wondering what it is and when and where we
heard it. Though I cannot truthfully say that the an

haunting me, yet it makes me dream once in a while and
just as the dreamer, when he wake-, feels the urge to tell his

dream to somebody else, so do I feel the need of unburd
myself. This is the dream:

There are now in existence certain alloys which compan
in strength with mild steel, such steel as is used for strui tural

work. These alloys weigh only about one third a- much li-

sted, volume for volume. Let us see how these two metals

compare when we make a bar of each of them and 1 lv them
on supports such a distance apart that the bar i- about lo

break by its own weight. Let the distance between supports

be / inches; let the bar be of square section with a sidi foi

the steel bar and a, for the alloy bar; let the weight of a cubic

inch of steel be w and of a cubic inch of alio) u
,

'

.; w.

This bar of steel will weigh Lrw, and as this is the load

which is evenly distributed over a length /, the bending
moment will be

M„ = '-sPa-w

If the fiber stress caused by this moment is .S, we find

J^IVw = J^Sa 3

I

a = -yi
— X w
S

Similarly we fmd

I I

a, = }i — X w, = ;

i

- X I jw '.;a

s s

We see, then, that the side ol the section of the alloy bar

will be '

.i of that of the steel bar, so that the area of tin

tion will be 1/9 of that of the steel bar and, as both bars

have the same length, its volume will be 1 9 of that of the

steel bar. Remembering that its specifii gravity is ' j that of

steel, we see that the weight of the alio) bar will be I

that of the steel bar.

If we were i ( m fronted with the problem of laying such a

bar across a long span (let us sa) the Hudson river), we
would investigate the prices of the two kinds of material and
we would come to the conclusion that the alloy is cheaper so

long as it costs less than 27 times as much per pound as steel.

If we had to provide the supports also we would naturally

consider that the} can be made much lighter and do not re-

quire such costly foundations if the alio) is used, am
would not forget that the trouble and expense of putting the

bar in place would be very much less; all which factors are

in favor of the alio) even if it should cost 27 times as much
per pound as steel.

As nobody has ever indicated a desire t" la) a bar of steel

across the Hudson river, it mighl well be asked what tin- i-

all about. The answer is this: that a long span I iridic is, in

many respects, a bar laid on two supports and loaded with its

own weight. Rut what about the live load: I he heaw trains

crossing the bridge? It has been remarked that the presence
of a train on a long span bridge may be compared to a fly

sitting on the washline. The fly does add to the load, but
not very much. There are. however, various other things

whn h do add materially to the load, such as the roadway, the

tracks, the brat ing for wind pressure, etc.

Granting that there are such disturbing factor

-

tion remain-: 1 Iocs not a long span bridge resemble a bar laid

on supports sufficient!) to make- it worth while invest:,

r there are not conditions under which the li

; higher prii eel, alio) - to advantage
this much remain- certain: 'That unless a very large

portion oi the load -
I

tin- structural material

itself the i heaper material is bound to win out. It might well

Ih\ however, that the proportii
i .'.eight

of the structural material i- so lar-e that lighter mat. -rial-

might In used lo advantage.

A. I. DeLi

The Mechanical Association

In mi. Editor:
1

i railroad officer who signs himself "Mechanical En-
gineer" and who wrote the letter entitled "Revive the M. M.
and M. C. B. \ published in your
September In issue, page 479, was a mighty poor diagnos-

J he trouble is not with the rganization of

Divi.-ion \ Mechanical, A. R. A. The fault lies much
than that and was just a- true when tin- M. M. and

\1 I B Associations ware in existence as it is '

Tin- fundamental trouble, in my opinion, is that the

of the 31 .us were lacking m vision when they laid

out the programs and assigned tin- committee work. With a

few exceptions, which stand out in bold relief, the reports

and. papi rs read tns have con-

cerned themselves with details of design ami construction, or
in the development of recommended for operation

and details of ma into

The-e arc important, so far a- th. ,re more or
h -- in line- also with tin- kind ol reports and papers which

-i year- have been our national engi-

neering and technical associations. Times have changed.
however, and even men in the strictly engineering prof

nine- to realize that after all. improved and mo-

tile prittc i:

management and understanding of how to deal with

men. The- mechanical department has in its control

niiinlii- of men working in various and widely differ

flera before the railroads tat of

n
I

how to handle them, and yet where ha

i --oeiations ever really shown a realizati

this, problem? Hie American Railway Engineer 2 Vss

i iation has a standing committee on the economi
Is it not even more important that our median
tions should at lea- tion?

Then there is the great field of operation 1- bani-
cal department entirely disinterested in indicating how

hi a locomotive or how to determine what
oi power should be orden I II -

understanding, and in helping other departments to under-

stand, ili' What have the mechani-
cal assi throw real light on tin

problems sue!

c ers. like the ostrich, got their heads buried in sand?
: article in it< issue of fui

entitled "Me. lia: -.en; Must
gram." and a similar one in tl ^ titled

"Will the Mechanical Department M
to show what were the really 1 :.

mechanical world today. Did you intend to throw int

the fact that the program of I
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cai hardly touches in even the remotest way upon the most

important of these problems? Nor have tin M. M. 'ir M C
li. Assoi iations ever shown any real interest in them.

No, the trouble is not. that the M. M. and M. C. B. Asso-

ciations have lost tlu-ir identity; the real trouble is thai these

associations and their successor, although they have done re-

markably fine work in certain directions, have never even

scratched the sm-face of some of the larger mechanical ile

partment problems. Is it not time that something was at

least started in this direction?

\\ i i: Ga.

Keeping Turntable Open in Winter
In in..] i

.
Mil i

To the Editor :

The article entitled "Cover to Keep Out Snow Complii ati -

I unliable Replacement," which appeared in your issue of

August 27, page 412, suggests the importance of a positive

and suitable method of eliminating heavy snowfalls from

turntable pits and roundhouse tracks. Railroading under

cover is expensive, although necessary, in such extreme cases

as that described at White River, Ontario.

A comparatively inexpensive expedient is an arrangement

for holding and heating a considerable depth of water in the

turntable pit for the purpose of melting the snow. There

are two locomotive terminals so equipped in Calumet, Michi-

gan, where the annual snow-fall frequently reaches 112 in.

and where winter winds and temperatures are especially

severe.

The turntable pit is of ample depth, the concave floor being

of concrete and draining into a 10 in. sewer through a ver-

tical flanged cast-iron pipe on which an extra length of pipe

is coupled for winter use. The top of this inlet extension is

plated at an elevation only slightly below the base of the

turntable center to protect it against overflow. At the begin-

ning of winter the extension pipe is put in use, the pit is

filled with water which is heated and kept continuously hot

through the use of exhaust steam from a line in the round-

house. Any snow which falls between the turntable and the

roundhouse melts readily when shovelled into the pit. This

arrangement has proved so economical and has given such un-

failing service under all emergency conditions that it would

seem applicable in all but the most extreme climates. The
chief points to be observed are the arrangements for a suitable

depth of water below the turntable center and the continuous

application of heat. Almost any existing turntable pit with

a concrete floor can be inexpensively fitted for winter opera-

tion as described.

E. R. Lewis.

Unnecessary Transferring

of Loaded Cars

To the Editor:
Transferring of loaded cars at interchange points is om

of the most abused and unnecessary practices imposed upon

common carriers by the American Railway Association rules.

Tin- railroads of this country pay out millions of dollars

each year for labor in unnecessarily transferring loads. This

delays traffic, causes damage claims and runs up the per

diem, because some narrow-minded car inspector or disinter-

ested car foreman or bureau of interchange inspector is too

technical in applying the A. R. A. rules.

Lading is transferred for slight defects to tin 1 cars that

could be repaired in fifteen or twenty man-hours or less,

or in many cases they could be run with perfect safety, I

have found that at points where interchange bureaus are

operated this practice is more pronounced than at point-

where the lines interchange with their own inspectors. Cars

will be carded for transfer and the receiving line pays the

in, the delivering line paying for the labor of trans-

ferring the lading; both participate in the claims arising

from such transfers and, incidentally, the shipment is de-

layed. I have found cars passing through the interchange

dm h were carded by the inspector to transfer the loads;

these transfers were made by the receiving line and thi

were returned empty to the delivering line; the empties were

then loaded without any repairs being made to the cars and
-mil cars have passed from three to four interchange points

in the next 30 days without any exceptions being noted.

There should be a rule that all cars that could be repaired

within 24 man-hours should either be run or repaired at the

receiving line's expense. Of course, if a car is not safe to

run it must be repaired and if it cannot be repaired within

less than 24 man-hours, the load should be transferred and
the delivering line billed as per A. R. A. rules 2 and 14.

There are more pernicious practices growing out of the

technical application of the A. R. A. rule applying to this

matter than to any other three rules in the code. This re-

sults in delayed equipment, increased per diem expense, la-

bor expense for making the transfer, claims arising from the

transfer, and delay to the commodities. Inspectors, transfer

contractors, contractor laborers, etc., are, in a great main-

instances, vitally interested in the transfer of cars. The
number of the cars transferred fluctuates with the car situa-

tion ; when cars are scarce the ratio of the number of trans-

fers to the number of cars handled decreases, but when
equipment is plentiful the inspection is more critical and a

more technical application of the A. R. A. rule is followed.

The flash-light is then brought into use at some points.

I am sure a reasonable remedy can be found without for-

feiting any of the precepts of safety.

R. R. Farmer,
ti ndent, M. K. & T.

Railroads as Manufacturers
New YoRk.

To the Editor:

When in railroad service I found greatest difficulty in do-

ing a bit of manufacturing because my plans went awn -

. Ma-
terial was ready but the men were not. The men were ready

and material was not. The cost was scandalous. I am not

proud of the real cost of the standard parts I ordered but I

w.i- never called to account, because the officers I reported to

wanted the road to make everything that it could make. It

seemed economical; but was it?

Even in these times railroads are asking manufacturer- for

drawings of locomotive parts the patents for which have ex-

pired. Even in these times they are making these themselves.

It i> and always will be a financial mistake for anybody

whose time is valuable in his particular line to deviate from

that line and try to play the part of some one else. An artist

on the harp seldom can be also an artist on the slide trombone.

The business of the railroad i- to transport. To manufac-
ture is foreign to its ideals and also to its possibilities. Every

railroad job—particularly as applied to the mechanical de-

partment — is an emergency. It is necessar) to get this engine

or that engine back into service as quickly and as cheaply as

possible. Engines cost money. Every moment they lose in

the shop or at the roundhouse increases tin cost of trans-

portation. To interfere with the repair program of locomo-
tives or ear equipment is a mistake anil a costly one.

Railroad labor is high in cost. It i- higher than railroad

history has ever known. Railroad labor i- not gifted in

manufacturing. It is accustomed to work on this job or that,

different work for every emergency that every day firings. It

is really too much to ask repair force.- or men allied with
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repair work to manufacture anything on a proper cost basis.

To be successful, manufacturers must get volume of work.

No railroad shop can have sufficient volume to keep men
steadily employed on specialties to make any money out of

them. When you build fifty locomotives all alike the cost per

engine is less than when you build two or three.

Manufacturers deal in volume. Naturally they can reduce

costs by fitting up to use automatic machinery, to study out

the cheapest methods of doing the work; and they can manu-

facture at less cost than anybody but specialists can reach.

Time is required to find blue prints, to get material, to set

up the machinery, to put the work in the machines. Time
and money are required to make gages, fixtures, jigs and

templates. All this goes into the "overhead" of the railroad

that attempts manufacturing; but unfortunately it is concealed

and the actual cost of railroad manufacturing is never known.

Manufacturers must know these elements of cost or they go

"broke."

Of all times this is the time for the roads to reduce the cost

of transportation. It can best be done by applying every

effort to reduce the cost of maintenance of equipment and by

leaving manufacturing to those who are equipped with ma-
chinery, who have experience and knowledge of every detail

of manufacturing. How would the railroads make good in

the manufacture of rail or of bridge material? How will they

make good in manufacturing anything else except trans-

portation, which is their real problem ?

This communication is called forth by your comments on

page 332 of your impression of August 20, 1921, under the

heading—"The Manufacture of Standard Repair Parts."

It is the subscriber's belief that no railroad can afford to

make any standard repair part that it can buy. Every time

railroads do any manufacturing of things they can better buy
they cost their stockholders money that those stockholders

cannot afford to lose, especially now.

G. M. Basford.

Railroad Opportunities as

Seen by a College Student
Progress, Pa.

To i he Editor:
As an undergraduate in the transportation engineering

option of civil engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, I have been very much interested by the current

discussion in your columns in regard to the railroads and
college men. So far as I know, the railroads are not getting

men from M. I. T. ; they are not trying to get them. Other
industries are getting our men; but they come alter them. To
me, that means railroads either do not want college-trained

men, or, at best, they are satisfied with an inferior grade. If

railroads do want college men, in order to get them they must
make an effort equal to that of other industries. Except, per-

il aps, in this rather unusual year, graduates from the coun-
try's besl technical schools are not out looking for a job, in

which, if there is any future at all, it is doubtful and re-

motely placed with respect to time. This is not because the

college man has an exaggerated estimation of his worth, but
because for a day's work he feels entitled to a day's pay,

M. I, T. is one of the institutions which do not over
specialize on the technical ends. In its course of railroad

transportation, including such subjects as economics, railroad

design, railroad operation, etc.. it would seem that the ideal

expressed by Vice-president Ertnes, of the Wheeling &
Lake Erie (Railway Age, August 20, 1921, page 323) were
rea. lied as nearly as possible. Yet railroads do not recruit

from M. I. T.

The reason railroads shun college men is apparently that
they prefer to stagger along with less highly trained, less ex-
pensive, yet often inefficient help, blinding themselves to the

progress of other industries employing college trained men in

responsible positions with the time-worn statement that rail-

roading is specialized work, and that it can be learned only

if you had no specialized training at the start and by years

of monotonous routine at some inconspicuous job. Person-

ally, I cannot believe that the transportation industry is so

much different from the hundreds of others, which wait out-

side the doors of our universities and technical institutions

each June to pick their future leaders.

The sooner the railroads get away from the old idea that

because they always have done so and so they always will,

and as the last big industry to turn the corner, find that the

trained and disciplined mind, a- represented by the best col-

lege graduate, can do for them what it has for the steel and
manufacturing industries and construction corporations, the

better it will be, both for them and for the country at large.

A recruiting system as outlined by Mr. Hanson in "How Sin-

cerely Do Railroads Want College Men" (Railway Age,

July 16, 1921, page 121), would be a big step in this direc-

tion.

A P, R. 1\. "Si \I \1I R-fll AI.WIAX."

Non-Interlocked Railroad Crossings
St. I'.ml. U

To the Editor:
On page 1165 of the Railway Age of May 20. 1921. ap-

pears an article entitled "Xon- Interlocking, No-Stop Rail-

road Crossing." I was of the opinion that this arrangement

was more or less common throughout the country but it seems

that there are many who think it is new and that it needs

to be tried out. It will therefore, no doubt, be interesting

to your readers to know that on the Northern Pacific there

are 21 junctions of branch lines and foreign main lines con-

necting to the main line, 6 of which are double-track junc-

tions, which are protected in a manner similar to that

outlined in the article above referred to.

With reference to automatic signal arrangements at cross-

ings in lieu of interlocking; while we do not have cros

of exactly this nature, we do have gauntlet tracks over three

different bridges which introduce practically the same con-

ditions as exist at crossings! The most important of these

is our gauntlet over the Yellowstone river bridge at Billings,

Mont., which is used by the main line trains of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy and the Northern Pacific. There are

also a great number of switching movements over this l>ridce.

The movement of trains over the gauntlet i> treated a- single

track operation. The normal position of the distant -

on both the eastward and westward tracks is "Caution."
The normal position of the home signals is "Stop." The
circuits are so arranged that the charing of one home signal

holds the other at block, but after the train using the cleared

route has passed out of the track circuits involved in the

gauntlet operation, a second home signal will clear if there

is a train on its preliminary sei

We have never had the slightest trouble or any near

dents with this signaling arrangement. There is no difticultv

in designing a circuit that will take care oi any railroad

crossing and that will work at all times. In fact, it i- no)

quite so difficult as a great many of the absolute-permissive-

block circuits for single track, and as far as safety is con-

cerned, I consider a railroad ir.i"in^ automatically si_

safer than a piece of -ingle track automatically sig]

On a single track automatically signaled, if two train-

should get away from stations at the same time, heading
towards each other, they would be stopped by intermediate
signals and one of them would have to back up to a siding
to let the other pass. At a railroad crossing, or a gauntlet
track, if two trains should strike the preliminary or clearing
section at the same time, the signals for one train onlv would
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clear and after that train had gone the other route would

clear and no flagging would be necessary.

It is my opinion that for automatic signaling at a crossing,

the signaling should he arranged so that a distant signal

would show "Stop" ff the home signal were at "Stop," and

be a permissive signal to permit trains to stop and then pro-

ceed with caution to the home signal. The train would then

proceed over the crossing when the home signal cleared or

would have to flag over if there was a 'signal failure. It will

be seen that under a good system of automatic crossing sig-

naling, trains could get out of each other's way much quicker

and with more safety than they can when they meet between

sidings on single track.

In 1899 the Rowell-Potter Signal Company installed an

automatic interlocking at a crossing of the Peoria, Decatur &
Evansville with the St. Louis, Peoria & Northern at Hawley,

111. This interlocking was in full operation for some time

and I believe was approved by the Railroad Commission of

Illinois.

In the earlier days of signal devices on railroads, when

the discipline among the trainmen was very poor, it was nec-

essary to install derails to enforce the observance of signals,

but today with good discipline on the majority of roads, there

is no more need of installing derails to enforce the observance

of home signals at interlocking plants than there would be

to install a derail back of every automatic block signal and

particularly on single track. C. A. Christofferson,
Signal Engineer, Northern Pacific.

The Protection of Highway Crossings
Baltimore, Md.

To the Editor:
Various means have been devised to educate the motorist

to exercise caution when approaching a railroad crossing.

At all highway crossings signs are displayed, and in many

cases a watchman or automatic signal is provided to give

warning. Although many crossings are protected by watch-

men, the highway crossing signal has been widely adopted

because of its comparatively low cost.

The most universal form of highway crossing signal is

the audible alarm, commonly known as the crossing bell, con-

sisting of an electric bell mounted on a post and connected

through a relay to a track circuit. Such a device has two

serious drawbacks. The first (not of much importance 25

years ago) is that it is sometimes impossible to hear the bell

when riding in a closed automobile or when driving a car

with a noisy engine. The second objection to the audible

signals in use is the fundamental principle upon which they

are operated, namely, that it takes energy for the signal to

display its restrictive indication; should the source of energy

fail, the signal would give no indication that it is out of

order. In other words, it would fail on the side of danger.

In view of the drawbacks to the audible signal, a number
of railroads are replacing this type of warning with a signal

that will give a visual indication. There are four principal

types of visual crossing signals: (1) the swinging disk, oper-

ating on an open circuit; (2) the three-aspect swinging disk
giving a failure indication; (3) the flashing light signal, and
(4) the strictly closed circuit position-signal, its restrictive

indication being displayed by a banner released by gravity

and a flashing light.

Due to the importance of the function which the crossing

signal must perform, it must be more than mechanically per-

fect. It must be psychologically perfect. That is, it must
be of such a design as to attract the attention of the most
careless motorist. The light signal, though on the open cir-

cuit principle, is, because of the absence of moving parts.

mechanically perfect. But is it psychologically perfect? Will
the motorist, driving at forty miles an hour, observe this red
light? How will he construe it, especially at night?

A moving or a flashing light attracts the eye, but a crossing

signal should do more than merely attract attention. It should

convey a definite meaning

—

stop. The flashing or moving

light is a bait to attract the motorist's attention. But it must

do more. It must awaken him to the seriousness of the occa-

sion; and this can be done only by utilizing the English

language; by displaying a banner lettered with the word
- ii ip."

A crossing signal of this nature, combining the effective-

ness of the flashing light and the definite warning as ex-

pressed by a banner displaying "stop" on the approach of a

train, is both mechanically and psychologically perfect. The
operation of an arrangement of this sort is very simple. The
flashing light, necessarily operating on an open circuit, is

connected to its electrical source through the back contact of

a track relay; while the banner mechanism, operating on a

closed circuit so as to display the warning by gravity, is con-

nected to the same electrical source through the front contact

of the track relay. An approaching train, de-energizing the

relay, will cause the stop banner to be displayed by cutting off

the current from the banner mechanism, and at the same time

displays the flashing light by making a connection from the

electrical source to the lamp by means of the back contact of

the relay. In this arrangement we have a device that lives

up to the three requisites of a crossing signal, namely: the

flashing light to attract attention, the definite warning,

"stop," and the closed-circuit banner mechanism which, in

the event of a failure of any part of the device, will cause the

display of the stop indication.

The railroads in installing highway crossing signals are

spending large sums of money solely for the benefit of the

public. And yet it is a known fact that many motorists wil-

fully disregard crossing signals. If an accident occurs the

railroads are usually blamed, when in reality it is the result

of carelessness on the part of the motorist. The public should

be made to realize what is being done for its protection by
the railroads. The motorist should be made to obey crossing

signals as he is made to obey police-operated traffic signals

in city streets. Let the various state legislatures take it upon
themselves to co-operate with the railroads. .It is their duty to

inspire the officers of the law with the energy, vigilance and
courage necessary to enforce the law requiring proper ob-
servance of highway crossing signals; do this and the number
of accidents at such crossings will be very greatly reduced.

Charles Adler, Jr..

Signal Engineer. Maryland & Pennsylvania R. R.

Are Derails Necessary?
London.

To the Editor:

In his article in the issue of the Railway Age for July

16, page 112, A. H. Rudd raises a question about the

utility of derails which is interesting to English readers,

since in this country we have, for a long time, been in the

position he suggests, that is, without derails on passenger
tracks, although they are used in certain circumstances on
freight tracks. We find it better so to arrange our signals

and block working that trains are kept back a safe distance

from fouling or crossing movements and to do without the

derail, which, as Mr. Rudd observes, may easily lead to

a worse accident than the one it is supposed to prevent;
or may actually cause one where none would have hap-
pened. There seems no reason to suppose that, with proper
attention to the subject, the same thing could not be car-
ried out in the United States. There are circumstances,
indeed, in which a derail is useful in a passenger track.

It should, however, not be a derail as it is ordinarlv under-
stood in America, but a proper catch siding with a reason-
able degree of over-run. T. S. Lascelles



Portable Concrete Mixing ami I'lai

Lining the Canadian Pacific's Five-Mile Tunnel

Highly Interesting Equipment and Method Furnish Effective

Treatment of Huge Undertaking

The CoNNAucii x tunnel of the Canadian Pacific is

located on the main line at Glacier, B. C, about 420

miles east of Vancouver, where it pierces the Selkirk

mountains and replaces the old high line over Rogers Pass.

The old line had curvature amounting to about seven com-

plete circles, long and heavy grades, a succession of snow-

Blaw Form Ready for Blowing. Completed Tunnel in Back-

ground

sheds aggregating about live mile- in length and an eleva-

tion at tlie summit of about 4,300 ft. The tunnel reduces

the summit elevation by about 50(1 ft., eliminates .ill of the

curvature and snow-sheds and reduces grades to one per cent

againsl westbound traffic. In a country where the annual

snowfall averages around 40 ft. in depth, the advan
irising from the existence of the tunnel are apparent without

much study.

The tunnel itself is a double track tangent live miles long.

It was opened for traffic in Deca r. 1916, after extraordi-

narily rapid construction made possibli largely by the

use of small pioneer tunnels, The later system consisted of

small tunnels driven parallel to and 50 ft. distant from the

line (if the main tunnel with I roSS tunnel- at intervals of

1,500 ft., from each of which headings were <lri\

.

on the main tunnel line. Materials for the various headings

and spoil from the main tunnel were handled effil I

through the pioneer tunnels, as described in the Rai

Age of December 1 1, 1914, page L0J

When the tunnel was put into operation the con-truction

had been larricd only to the point of lining a limited pi rt

particularly that near tin i ind of installing

erful crude oil driven ventil ti Stem at thi

portal, it being thi desire to realize the advan)

work with the least delay. Meanwhile consideratioi

given to lining the balance of the tunnel, about I i

order to effec t i uniplctc and p nd to

avoid any possible danger of falling rock. The south track

of the tunnel was set apart for lining operation- and

in this respect it was required that the lining work -

interfere in no waj with train movement.

I he iir.-t consideration thee

plant and equipment for installing a concrete lining i

ing over the entire side walls and tunnel arch and reinf

with steel, both longitudinally and at right angles

tunnel section, It was estimated that approximately three

cubic yards oi concrete would be required per tunnel

\t tin same time all equipment was I

vide an unobstructed passage for train-, minimize fin

other hazards, permit normal operation nd to

furnish enough light and power in the workin

rapid and eci nstruction.

Various combination- oi air and

considered, both along the lines of entir

contained plants, mounted on cars and of ;>lant

located outside of the tunnel. Tt was ultimately concluded

that condition^ would best be met by a • ntral

electric plant located outside the tunnel. !PPly

5 2 5
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power to a portable concrete mixing and placing apparatus
operating inside the tunnel.

Accordingly, a 300 kw. power house was located near the

west portal, in which are employed locomotive type coal burn-

ing boilers equipped with the necessary breeching, individual

stacks and blowers. Coal is delivered from standard coal

cars running on an overhead trestle. Storage for several

hundred tons of coal for use during the winter months is

provided. Feed water for the boilers is obtained from a

nearby mountain stream, the delivery being accomplished by

gravity or, in an emergency, by pumps.
Two direct-connected units of ISO kw. capacity each

deliver power through a simple switchboard from which

the power is conducted in two three-phase circuits of 2,300

volts over a wooden pole line up to the entrance of the

west pioneer tunnel. The power is then carried through the

pioneer tunnel for about 9,000 ft. on bare wire. As the

A phase of the lighting problem equally important to that of

providing adequate light in the presence of smoke was that

of arranging the system so that the intensity of the light

could be reduced as the smoke cleared away, thus avoiding
the blinding effect of excessive light on the workmen. The
lights have largely cut down the time which would otherwise

It.' lost in waiting for smoke to clear. With approximately

125 men working, this loss of time would te a very consid-

erable item.

The actual mixing and placing of concrete is accomplished

by two 7 5 -ton pit flat cars coupled together. On one car

there is a 1,290 ft. motor-driven compressor, while on the

other car is a motor-driven concrete mixer emptying into a

pneumatic placer from which successive charges of concrete

are shot by air under about 80 lb. pressure into the forms.

These cars also carry sand and gravel, water and about 450
bags of cement. All storage of materials on the cars is cal-

West Portal of Tunnel, Showing Fan House and Fans; Selkirks Mountains in the Background

pioneer tunnels are entirely separated from the main tunnel

they provide an ideal space for the stringing of these high

tension lines and have made it possible to effect material

savings over the cost of lead covered cables. From the last

or sixth crosscut between the pioneer and main tunnel, the

transmission line is carried in cable along the side of the

main tunnel for about 3,600 ft. to the first working zone.

Here the power is lowered by transformers set in niches in

the side wall to 110 volts for light and 550 volts for power.

This low tension distribution system is provided with out-

let- every 100 ft. to which the power and light apparatus

can be attached readily.

After numerous experiments had been conducted in con-

nection with the lighting of the working areas and particu-

larly with a view to overcoming the effect of the smoke fol-

lowing the passage of trains, flood lights of 500 watts

capacity each were installed. These lights are portable

and can \vt arranged singly or in batteries as may be desired.

culated on a basis of blowing one complete form or 21 ft.

6 in. of completed tunnel without going outside the tunnel

for recharging.

In operation, the cars are spotted under the form to be

blown, electrical connections made with the power line and
flexible hose projected into the form, after which the power
is turned on and mixing and blowing begun. A 200 hp.

motor is used to drive the compressor but no difficulty has

been encountered from vibration or rocking of the cars in

spite of the large capacities of the apparatus placed upon
them. A 27-ton gasoline locomotive is used to handle the

i ars in and out of the tunnel and to do a variety of switching

of material cars from the main line to the various storage

bins. This gas locomotive is supplemented at times by a

steam locomotive, particularly during the winter under snow
conditions.

The concrete is blown into collapsible steel forms, there

being six of these units, each giving 21 ft. 6 in. of completed
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tunnel at one setting. These units are set up, filled, collapsed

and rolled forward to their new position in rotation, the

schedule calling for one complete form to be blown every

day. These forms clear all traffic. Each form is preceded

by a so-called pioneer form, or movable platform, spanning

both tracks from which all advance work is done, including a

considerable amount of overhead work arising from roof scal-

ing, the completing of false forms where the tunnel section

is over-broken, the packing of the space behind these false

forms with lagging and finally the placing of reinforcing

preparatory to concreting.

Outside the tunnel a camp has been built, complete in all

details, as the work is in the heart of the mountains and has

to be entirely self-contained. Bungalows have been erected

Tentative Valuation of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific

View Showing Pioneer Form, also Mixing Apparatus Ready
for Placing Concrete

for sleeping quarters, subdivided into units of four men each.

Separate small houses have been built for the married nun
and there are also provided a community dining room, bath

house and laundry, kitchen and storehouses—in all about

55 buildings. All quarters are electrically lighted and pro-

vided with water, and the camp includes a drainage system

and a septic tank.

Near the power house there is a small motor-driven

machine shop and blacksmith shop in addition to sheds for

the storage of cement, reinforcing steel, lagging and lumber.

These are particularly necessary on account of the heav)

snowfall which buries everything deeply during the winter.

A 5,000 yd. gravel bunker handling its material by gravity

is also installed. Steam heat is provided to prevent the

gravel from freezing.

This work is being done under the direction of W. A.

James, assistant chief engineer; Frank Lee, engineer main-

tenance of way, and FI. Rindal, distrii I engineer "i the ("ana

dian Pacific, Mr. James having previously represented the

railway on the ground as engineer (if construction in i

of the driving of the tunnel. The Sydney E. Jenkins I

pany, Ltd., Winnipeg and Vancouver, i< doing tin con

Struction work. We are indebted to the latter company for

this article.

Dan Smith, colored station porter of the Southern Railway at

Wagener, S. (".. avred 35. recently established a record for fast

work by loading sixty 500-lb. barrels of rosin into a freight car

in forty minutes. Each barrel was rolled from the platform into

the car and placed ,on end

Tin. first tentative valuation report to be served by the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the case of one of

tin- larger railroad systems was made public on Sep-

tember 10, covering the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and
its subsidiary and affiliated lines. The used property de-

voted to common carrier purposes is given a "final value
7

' of

$322,277,596 as of the valuation date, June 30, 1915. This
represents a total main track mileage of 7,218 against which

the company had issued securities which were outstanding in

the hands of the public to the amount of $307,637,422. The
property which i- valued at .S.->22,277,596 does not, however,

include the affiliated Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, 455

miles, which is given a final value of $13,212,667. While
the fact that the commission has found a value greater than

the amount of the securities held by the public may coi

a surprise to those whi i idi as of the Rock Island capitaliza-

tion were based on the total of the securities issued by the

railway company and its two holding companies which con-

trolled the operating company, it is to U* noted that the

i apitalization of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway
was not affected by that of the Chicago. Rock Is]

Pacifi* Railroad Company of Iowa, which owned most of

the railway stock, nor of that of the Rock Island Company
of \rw Jersej thai held tic stock of the Iowa company. The
report of the commission i- as while the railway

company was in the receivership which preceded its

ganization and during which the holding companies were

wiped out.

'Fhe total outstanding capitalization of the Chicago, Rock
F-land cv Pacific Railway on June 30, 1915, is stated in the

report as $377,395,738, of which $69,758,315 was held by or

for the carrier and $307,637,422 was held by the public.

The commission, in it- tentative valuation reports

not show how its final v; lu

that "after careful consideration of all th< facts herein con-

tained, including the excess cost of the ..irricr lands, appre-

ciation, depreciation, going concern value, working capital,

including material and supplies, and all other matters which

appear to have a bearing upon the values here reported, the

values, as that term is used in the Interstate Commei
of tin- property of the carrier, owned and used, used but not

owned, and owned but not used, devoted to common
purposes, arc found to bo as follows:"

The final value includes $251,809,983 for the property
wholly owned and used, and $70,467,613 for tile property

used but not owned, leased from the Improvement Company,
the Iowa Company, the White & Black River Valley, the

Peoria & Bureau Valley, the Rock Island Memphis Terminal,
the Stuttgart cv Southern, the Ro. k Island & D n He, the

Si I'. ml & Kansas City Short Fine, the Rock Island, Arkan-
sas cv Louisiana, fhe Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, the Keokuk
Si hi- Moines, and from other railroads and private

j

There is also property to the amount - 7 owned but

leased to i thi o mpanies, so that the final value of tl

owned property, 5,355 miles, j s given

It is stated that there is included in the value

as wholly owned and used the sum ol -

of working capital, including material and supplies

total assets stated by the carrier on its general b
of valuation were $318,215,217, and the investment

in road and equipment, including land, v

arrier to be $235,867,019. I h I

number of readjustments in this account
possible to state one sum. in terms of cash, as representing the
carrier's investment in road and equipment.

As in most i
f the tentative valuations, t]

original cosl to dat< of , ,,, h pi
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cannot be ascertained, but that the recorded outlay for the pared with the corresponding week of 1920 it shows a loss

property as a whole appears to have been approximately of 1.-11,032 cars.

$?07 445 244 in recorded money outlay and an outlay in se- The total number of cars loaded with merchandise and

curiti'es of a par value of $26,486,003. These figures do not miscellaneous freight was 505,425, an increase of nearly

include certain expenditures made bv predecessor companies. (.,004 as compared with the week of August 27, but 30,000

The , om of reproduction new and' the cost of reproduction less than for the corresponding week of last year.

less depreciation of the common carrier property other than Loading of grain and grain products was 60,632, an in-

land are given as follows: ' us compared with the week before of 1,127, but 18,000
Les? .

n
cars more than for the same week of 1920. The loading of

Wholly owned and used, including carrier's

^ eprecia on
^.^ ^^ arnoun ted to 27,539 cars Or a decrease of 1,531

portion of jointly owned pn en .. $254,164,621 $
26o'255'o74 under the preceding week and slightly less than for the cor-

Totai 'owned' '.v.'.'.'.'.'.'.
'.':::.".:::::::::::: 254;2oo',i69 i99',992;235 responding week of 1920.

The present value of carrier lands owned is given as $37,- Coal loading amounted to 155,816, a decrease of 5,796 as

160 068 and the excess cost of acquisition as $29,927,514 compared with the week before, but 43,000 cars less than for

and of the carrier lands used, $43,656,245 and the excess the corresponding week of 1920. The loading of forest

cost of acquisition $35,068,446. The carrier also owned products was 45,419, a decrease of 1,059 over the week be-

non-carrier lands, which, with the improvements, are given a fore, but about 17,000 cars less than the loading for the cor-

value of $4,156,056, and securities of other companies of a responding week of 1920. The ore loading was 31,112, an

par value of $161,027,447 carried on the books at a value of increase as compared with the previous week of 1,077, while

$60 46 1 584 tne lading of coke was 4,658 cars, an increase of 48.

The value of materials and supplies on hand was shown The number of surplus serviceable freight cars for the week

by the carrier's records to have been $5,605,310. ending August 31 was 246,440, a decrease of 23,584 cars as
'

Separate figures are given for the various subsidiary com- compared with the week before. This included 68,938 sur-

panies whose property is used under lease, and whose values plus box cars, a reduction of over 10,000 within a week and

are included in that given for property used. 130,596 surplus coal cars, a reduction of 6,385. Shortages

The Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, which owns 456 miles were also reported from certain districts amounting, however,

of first main track, but uses only 455 miles, is not included to only 739, of which 641 were box cars,

under the figures for the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, al-

though its stocks and bonds are held by the latter or its sub- If Money Talks in America, it screams in Europe. And the

sidiaries. The outstanding capital liabilities of the Gulf secret of getting through a sojourn there at a moderate cost lies

company were $17,248,372. Its investment in road and in judicious tipping. In England, for instance, before the war a

equipment was stated in its books at $17,374,563. The cost railway porter was quite happy with a two-penny tip. But only

of reproduction new of the property used is given as $14,- "white money" goes in these days—nothing less than sixpence,

679,021 and the cost less depreciation -as $11,735,613. The and if a porter has to handle a trunk he will want more. The

present value of carrier lands is given as $370,669 and the prevailing custom among guests of English and Continental hotels

final value of the carrier property used as $13,212,667. is to do the tipping in one operation on the day of departure.

The carrier has 30 days in which to file a protest. In the event of a prolonged stay, the servants expect to be re-

membered once a week. At a first-class English hotel you should

count on at least a pound a week for regular tips, apportioned

Freight Ocir .Loading approximately as follows: porter, five shillings; chambermaid,

Washington, D. C. five shillings; floor waiter, five shillings; boots, half a crown;

AN INCREASE of 892 in the number of cars loaded with bellhop, half a crown. In France you should give three francs

revenue freight during the week ended September 3, at least where you would give two shillings in England. It must

compared with the previous week, is shown by reports be borne in mind that in Europe it is safe to offer a tip to any-

received by the Car Service Division of the American Railway body short of a cabinet minister. In England, if you yearn

Association The total for the week was 830,601 cars. This for a comfortable compartment on a train look up the conductor

is the largest week's loading since December 11, 1920, and and tell him so—say it with silver, and he will work wonders,

represents the fifth consecutive week of increase, but as com- -Gordon Stiles in Lethe's.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED

IARY—ALL DISTRICTS, COMPARISON OF TOTALS TiUS Year, L

Grain
and Krain Live Forest

Districts: Year products stock Coal Coke products

Eastern 1921 7.527 3.086 44.749 1,112 4,586

1920 7.905 2,714 57,147 3,540 8,059

Allceenhy 1921 3.522 3.047 44,645 2,268 2,630Aiicgenny )M ,, n , 666 66033 7827 3 869

Pocahontas 1921 173 198 16,911 33 1,237

1920 251 272 23,769 749 1,727

•Southern l'>21 3.526 1.747 22,265 283 14,180

1920 3.352 1,808 24,318 1,622 19,097

Northwestern ... 1«21 19,468 7,242 9.350 484 10,794

1020 13,657 7,179 12,291 1,701 17.711

Central Western. 1921 19,253 9.953 18.682 196 6 315

1920 13,209 10,506 21,996 361 7,839

Southwestern ... 1921 6.036 2,797 5,010 236 6,718

1920 4,496 2.318 6,212 121 8,278

Toal all roads... 1921 59,505 28,070 161.612 4,606 46.460

n>H 46,044 28,463 211,766 15,921 66,580
35.507 I'M.606 11,153 61,647

Increase compared 1920 13.461 .••;:; " '„„"
; ;;,

Decrease compared 1920 393 50.154 11,315 20.120

Increase compared 1919 6.806 ••••• •••••• •••,';;; 'Vcioi
Decrease compared 1019 7.497 32,994 6,547 15,187

August 20 1921 59.875 29.110 154,140 4,436 44.583

August 13 1921 6!, 560 26,835 158,260 4,286 45,333

Aulust 6 1921 58,622 26,610 147.273 4,218 43.460

July 30 1921 66.416 25.358 151,089 4.111 44.712

•Detail figures for 1919 for Michigan Central not given.

AND RECEIVED FROM
ist Year. Two Years Ac.o.

CONNECTIONS
For Week Evded Saturday, August 27, 1921

Total revenue freight loaded Received frcm connection

'
Corre- Corre-

'
Corre- Corre-

Mer- sponding sponding sponding sponding

This yeai year year This year year

I..C.L. 1921 1920 1919 1921

2,068 59.762 81.702 204.592 205,627

48.384 106,155 244,935 233,827 273,719

57,055 165,234

13,847 39,483
2,685

74.436
5.400 26,637

212.33S 206,804
13,077

153,278

228 3,186 6,140 36,322 36,697 20,820

36,231 31.723 110.138
35.266 41.162 129,425 120.145 75,410

19,012 28,440
30,360

35.162
41.415

129,952
i'70,486 '166.848 "63.093 '

65,300

31.195 42,134 128,553

4,936 32,756 47,52i 139,124 125,830 68,973

16,015 27,080 64,603

695 17,767 28,794 68,681 61.502 51,504

30,035 219,165 2S0.25(. 829,709

79,709 207,202 345.623 1,001.308
671, i 35

64,689 143.468
11,963

387,824 051.653

'

49,674 65,367 171,599 166.482

"34.654
75,697

216.752
107.568
275,170

121,944
816.436 968.103 913.207

130.820
540.408 692,847 620,725

213,046 808 965 971.269 832.439 530.550
ii... 16 263.204 7414.78] 935.730 •872,073 522.247 686,317

30.103 110,367 .'(.1 1! 1 796,570 936.366 •925.195 520.201 694,788



Post Office Seeks to Co-operate With Railroads

Evidences of Changed Attitude on the Part of the

Department Under New Administration

A \r.\\ policv in tin- Post Office Department governing

its relation with the railroads has been made evident

since the change in the office of postmaster general

which took place on March 4. Not only is the new postmaster

general, Will H. Hays, a man of a different type from his

predecessor, A. S. Burleson, but he announced at the outset

that he proposed to select an experienced railroad man for

the office cil -cc onil assistant (Kistinustcr general in charge of

the railway mail service. Col. E. H. Shaughnessy, of the

Chicago & North Western and later with the Transportation

Corps of the A. E. F., was appointed to succeed Otto Prae-

ger, who was formerly a newspaper man.
One of the first steps taken by Col. Shaughnessy was an

effort to create an atmosphere of harmony and co-operation

between the department and the railroads in the furnishing

of mail service to the public. For many years there had
been a series of controversies between the roads and the de-

partment. Not only was the latter constantly endeavoring to

reduce the compensation paid to the railroads, which they

had been contending was already too low, but there was a

constant succession of disputes as to the interpretation of the

postal laws and regulations regarding both service and com-
pensation, which are so voluminous and complex as to afford

a wide opportunity for controversy over technical points.

The big question of rates for the trans[x>rtation of mail-

by railroad had been settled by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in its decision in the mail pa> case in January.
1920, which resulted in a large increase in the rates, but tin-

decision still left open a considerable number of questions

of interpretation.

With a view to placing the relations between the depart

ment and the railroads on a new basis, Col. Shaughnessy on
April 13 wrote to Ralph Peters, chairman of the committee

on railway mail pay, inviting his committee to meet with

representatives of the department to discuss the question of

making the biennial test to determine the numlx?r of sacks of

mail and outside parcels that would lie considered as equiva-

lent to the three-foot unit of space, and such other questions

as they might care to bring before the department for con-

sideration. Representatives of tile American Short Line

Association and the American Electric Railway Association

were also invited and participated in the conference.

The first meeting was held on May 2 and the proposed
arrangement for making a test being quickly disposed of. the

railroad committee asked for a postponement of about 50

days to make the necessary preparation in connection with

questions they desired to submit. Another meeting was held

on June 6, at which the railroad committee through a sub-

committee presented a docket of 18 subjects which they de-

sired to discuss. The items were fully discussed in frequent

meetings following that date, the sub-committee calling in

various railroad representatives to assist.

Tentative understandings were arrived at and when the

docket had been completely covered Col. Shaughnessy re-

quested that the ideas set forth by the sub-committee be re-

duced to definite written requests to which replies could be

made, thus properly laying the foundation upon which to

build for future reference and guidance. After tin- time

necessary for consideration the replies of the department were
given in written form as an agreement of principles in the

outlining of policy, the necessary administrative order- to

follow in due course. In a large number of the case- agree-

ments were readily, reached on a compromise basis and in

Washington, I

others it was agreed to present joint petitions to the Interstate
Commerce Commission for decision.

Following these conferences with the officers designated
by the railroad- to handle railway mail matters, Col. Shaugh-
nessy sent a r.port of the conferences and of the questions
and replies to the railroad executives, saying he thought the
matter was important enough t< t> given -nous considera-
tion by the railroad organizations. He -aid in the letter that
while the subjects treated tvi re perhaps in themselves not of
great consequence, be thought the idea of getting t i

and arriving at mutually sati -, espe-
cially to the extent of presenting joint |x-titions to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, was of gre-at importance to

every one concerned, marking the- first step in a really con-
structive program. II. -aid that a seriou- effort wa-
made in the department to avoid controversial technicalities

and that he would like to like attitude on the part
of the railroads, feeling that the department and the railroads
are dependent upon ca. h other and niu-t work harmoniou-ly
if they are to provide the right sort of mail service to the

public. It was also suggested that it might 1* well for the

roads to go over the mail situation with their operating or-

ganizations.

Col. Shaughnessy ha- received letters from the railroad

executives expressing a hearty appreciation of the attitude

taken by the department and expressing a willingness to

meet.it half-way. The idea of holding joint conferences for

the purpose of settling questions in dispute as promptly as

possible was especially appreciated and many of the

commended the businesslike attitude of the' department in

this respa I.

Col. Shaughnessy has just issued a decision in one of the

important i ases which was discussed at the conferences, which
had been a source of controversy since September 1.

This involved the question as to whether the department or

the railroads should bear the expense of handling mail be-

tween the Union Station in St. Louis and the St. I.ouis city

post office, which i oss th. street from the railroad

station, but is connected with it by a subway built under the

street by the government, which is under the direction and
control of the Post Office Department. For several years the

railroads have delivered the mail at the entrane-e to the sul>-

way and the messenger, who true ked it through the subway
into the post office building, was paid by the Post ' >ffii 1

'

partment $42,000 a year.

The Interstate Commerce Commission held that the rail-

roads were required to perform this kind of messenger service

free only when the post office was "i

Second Assistant Postmaster General Praeger issued a ruling

that in this case thi contiguous and that after

September 1 the expense of trucking the mail- through the

Subway should be borne by the railroad-. The railroads

protested on the ground that by delivering the mail from

trains to the entrance to the subway they were delivering them

to the post office property. there- was a large sign at the

entrance to the subway "For Posl Office Employees Only."

However, th imount of the messenger expense was there-

after deducted each month from the pay of the 16 railroads

involved and the railroad- protested each month against the

deduction

Col. Shaughnessy suggested that any legal steps be post-

poned until he had an opportunity to examine the case. and.

after a very careful consideration of the facts he has now

529
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decided that the Post Office Department should take over

the mail messenger service between the sub-basement of

the post office and the Union Station via the subway, re-

verting to the practice in effect prior to September 1, 1920,

and that refund should be made to the railroad companies

of all deductions made since that date for the service.

One of the subjects discussed at the joint conferences was

the standardization of mail cars. President Aishton, of the

American Railway Association, has appointed a committee

of motive power officers, consisting of J. T. Wallis, H. L.

Ingersoll, C. E. Chambers and G. H. Emerson, to confer

with representatives of the department regarding the stand-

ardization of R. P. O. and apartment cars to conform to the

latest plans of the department.

One of the questions discussed has arisen from the decision

of the commission stating space rates of pay for "separately

operated" railroads. The commission has given a definition

of the term "separately operated" which has been construed

by the comptroller of the Treasury in a manner which the

railroads consider out of harmony with the intent pf the com-

mission. It appears to be the view of the comptroller of the

Treasurv that if the officers of a controlling and a subsidiary

line are the same, such a situation prevents the subsidiary line

from being a separately operated road, while the railroads

consider that a road which publishes separate tariffs in its

own name and files separate reports with the commission is

a separately operated road, although the officers may be the

same as the officers of the controlling company. The depart-

ment agreed to re-submit this question to the comptroller of

the Treasury for a review.

Another question arose as to changes in authorizations by

the Post Office Department en route at points where it is not

practicable for the railroads to make a change in cars.

In many instances the railroad committee said the points had

been selected by the department on technical rather than

practical grounds. The reply was that the department would

accept railway passenger and freight division points to be

established division terminals.

Announcement has been made by the postmaster general

that after October 1 the former practice of shipping period-

ical mail in mail cars instead of by freight will be restored.

The change will expedite the delivery of this kind of mail.

The practice of sending such mail by freight was adopted by

the former post office administration in order to reduce ex-

pense at a time when the railroads were compensated for the

transportation of mails on a weight basis. The basis of com-

pensation now is the amount of space authorized to be used in

cars and where the authorization exceeds the usual volume

of mail it will be possible to carry magazines that formerly

went by freight without additional expense.

Railroad Administration Begins

Sale of Equipment Trusts
Washington, D. C.

The director general of railroads announced on Sep-

tember 12 that he had, with the approval of the Pres-

ident, confirmed the sale, at par plus accrued interest,

of $7,500,000 par value of the railroad equipment trust cer-

tificates now held by the government. The purchasers are

Messrs. Kuhn, Loeb & Co. The offer for the purchase of

these securities was received from Messrs. Kuhn, Loeb & Co.

by Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing director of the War Finance

Corporation, and transmitted by him to the director general

of railroads.

The equipment trust certificates bear interest at 6 per cent

and mature serially from 1928 to 1935, inclusive. The
securities sold are of the following railroad companies:

Atchison, Tcpeka & Santa Fe $1,500,000

Central Railrrad of New Jersey 1,500,000

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy 1,500,000

Norfolk & Western Railroad 1.500,000

Southern Pacific 1,500,000

The Railroad Administration holds about $381,000,000

of these certificates given by the railroads in payment for the

cars and locomotives ordered by the Railroad Administration

in 1918 and allocated to the various railroad companies.

Under the plan proposed by the President for settling the

accounts between the railroads and the government, it was

proposed to authorize the War Finance Corporation to pur-

chase these certificates as well as additional securities which

would be given by the railroads to the Railroad Administra-

tion in connection with the funding of additions and better-

ments other than equipment made by the Railroad Adminis-

tration during the period of federal control. It was the ex-

pectation that the War Finance Corporation could place cash

with which to settle with the railroads at the disposal of the

Railroad Administration by selling its own obligations pend-

ing the time when it would be possible for it to sell the rail-

road securities in the open market.

The bill authorizing the War Finance Corporation to itself

acquire these securities has been passed by the House of

Representatives, but is still pending in the Senate. Mean-
while the sale of some of the certificates is understood to

represent a test of the market and a sort of public demonstra-

tion that the railroad securities held by the government will

lie salable as the market improves. Under the law the Rail-

road Administration cannot sell the certificates for less than

par and accrued interest and it is understood that it does not

consider that the certificates issued by some of the roads can

be sold on that basis at the present time, but it is hoped to

lie able to sell possibly $200,000,000 worth. These which
were sold were issued by some of the railroads whose credit

is of the highest and it is expected to be able gradually to

market an additional amount of these securities. It has been
officially stated that the government has received several

offers for the car trust certificates, but it was not stated at

what prices or for what amounts the offers had been made.
The funds received by the Railroad Administration will in-

crease the amount it will have available to make settlements.

The railroad situation was the subject of a conference on
September 8 between President Harding and Alfred P.

Thorn, general counsel for the Association of Railway Ex-
ecutives, who said he had called upon the President to em-
phasize the necessity for early financial assistance to the

carriers.

The Provincial Government of Manitoba has been asked to
Photo by International finance the construction of a railroad to extend from The Pas

Spanish Troops Leaving Melilla, Spain, for the War in to the mining district in the northern part of that province in

Morroco order that the natural resources of that section may be developed.



Northwestern Pacific's ExperienceWith Third-Rail

Five Men Maintain 37 Miles of Contact System at an

Annual Cost of From $87 to $145 Per Mile

Our entire operation is over a private right-of-way, and

therefore we will not enter into any lengthy discus-

sion as to why the third-rail system was chosen in-

stead of the overhead trolley. Those of us who today (after

18 years of service) have the responsibility for the up-keep

of this system go to bed nights, yes stormy, windy nights,

too, and sleep just as soundly as those men did who first in-

stalled it. Could you say the same for a man on a trolley

system? I am afraid not.

The present system consists of six miles of single-track and

15^4 miles of double-track, or a total of 37 miles of electrified

P A C I F I C

OCEAN

SAN FRANCIS
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Map of Southern Part of Northwestern Pacific, Showing
Electrified Sections

track. All stations carry 600 volts at the switchboard and

that statement establishes our layout as a 600-volt system.

The over-running contact rail as used on the Northwestern

Pacific is all regular common "T" rail and nearly all of it is

either oO-lb. steel or 50-lb. iron. As an electrical conductor

these two kinds of rail are considered equal, and for practical

calculations are equal in conductivity of 600,000 circular mil

copper, nearly three times the ordinary trolley.

In the first installation tile rail was supported mainly on
a large block of wood spiked to the tie and the contact rail

was spiked to the block. These were continually breaking
off and did not last very long. Then some patent granite

blocks were tried. These were put in at the Sausalito

terminal and through the Corte Madera tunnel. The leak-

age over them was excessive and the aura at night was at

times brilliant. It was decided that the object to be obtained
was a support for the contact rail and not a means of illumi-

nation. The granite blocks therefore found their way out.

' Abstract of a paper read .it tlic Pacific Railway Hub's fifth annual elec-
trical night by (". E. Hatch, electrical engineer at San Francisco, August 11.

Ai that time the present style of support block was de-

signed and put into service and our troubles were nearly over.

This type block has proven very satisfactory so far as the

Northwest! rn Pa ific lines are concerned. Every sixth tie in

(lie track is one foot longer than the standard tie. On this

extra length the support tor the contact rail is placed. This

support consists of a redwood block 5 in. square and 6yi in.

or 7 in. long. The length depi i size of rail in track.

This block is treated with two coat:- of insulating paint by
dipping. There is a ^ in. through bolt at the base holding

to small angle iron.- which in turn are lagged to the tie. On
top of the block i- plai i d i i t-t-iron cap upon which the rail

rests. The cap is so constructed as to form an apron over the

block and give a space of nearly 2 in. on the block that is al-

ways dry even in the worst rain -torms. This cast-iron cap
has a channel in which the rail rests, the channel running

parallel with the track, the rail is not clamped or fastened

to the block in any way, but is free to move with the expan-
sion and contraction.

One of the questions that probably comes to the minds of

some is that this is not adequate and the contact rail should
be held down. I am free to admit that we have had the con-

tact rail try to crawl all over the right-of-way at times, but it

generally landed on the running rail and the result wa- tire-

works and a shut-down. When tin- buckling has occurred

Soldering Bonds on the Running Rail. Third Rail Is Shown
in Foreground

it i> simply a case of breaking a joint, allowing the rail to

straighten out and dropping the overlapped ends to allow

safe travel of the collecting shoe on car>. This has always
ued during the warm hours of the day and by morning

the men could go out and place the rails back on the bloi k-

and bolt them together. In overcome this trouble, abou:

a year men go over the line and hammer the joints and pour
oil around the angle bar- and over a large proportion of the

-u]i|>ort block caps. When this ha- been properly done, the

buckling feature has been eliminated. As an illustration of

how successful this is. we have several sections of 3,000 ft.

and one section of over 4,000 ft. of continuous run of power
rail.

At road crossings and intervals in front of stations, the rail
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is opened and the ends protected by approach blocks. These

blocks are pieces of rail equal in cross-section to the contact

rail, but with one end heated and hammered, thus allowing

the contact shoes on the cars to ride up onto the rail easily.

At these openings there is constructed an underground box

with at hast one 1,000,000 circular mil cable in it, the ends

of which are soldered to the ends of the contact rail, thereby

making the continuous circuit.

These undergrounds, as we call them, are constructed of

one inch redwood and are made four inches square inside.

The cable is supported in the box, clear of the wood by porce-

lain cleats every two feet. The box is then filled with an

asphaltum insulating pitch. The pitch is heated and is

poured slowly to avoid blow holes and the cover of the box

is nailed on while the pitch is still hot. Properly installed

this type of box has proved very satisfactory and has the

most excellent moisture resisting qualities. Many of these

boxes after years of service have had the cables disconnected

and careful tests showed not the slightest leak.

In the original installation there was used a feeder placed

in the web of the rail from Sausalito to San Anselmo with

the exception of the section through the Corte Madera tunnel.

This feeder was a lfys in. aluminum rod in 30 ft. lengths,

but it proved unsatisfactory. We now have good connections

to the rail and a good joint in our feeder every 1,000 ft.

where before we had a poor joint every 30 ft.

One great advantage in the third-rail construction, both

mechanically and financially, is our method of carrying

feeders. From Sausalito to Alto power house, a distance of

A l/2 miles, we have two one million circular mil cables on

each rail, or four cables in all and the only additional expense

for feeder support is the small iron clamp used to hold the

cable in the web of the rail. There are at advantageous points

switches so that the system can be sectionalized if necessary

and in case of trouble one section be eliminated entirely. We
also carry an overhead jumper on pole line over Corte Madera
tunnel, and have switches installed so that the tunnel section

alone can be cut out without interference with any other sec-

tion.

At the stations in the double-track territory, there used to

be a platform over both power rails. These center platforms

have now all been discarded and platforms constructed on the

outside. As a protection in lieu of the center platform there

is placed a wooden guard over the power rail and a fence be-

tween them. This wooden guard is a piece of 2 in. X 8 in.

pine fastened to and supported by the power rail itself. This
guard rail is used also in yards and other places where em-
ployees and others are liable to stumble over the power rail.

The use of a third rail system, of course, can only be justi-

fied where, like the Northwestern Pacific, the operations are

entirely over private right-of-way. There have been several

cases where people struck by train have been thrown against

the power rail and burned. There is but one case of human
life lost that I can find, directly traceable to contact with the

third rail.

There can be naturally not much argument as to main-
tenance between the overhead trolley and the third rail sys-

tem. It will probably sound rather fishy to some trolley men
to hear that for the past ten years our regular third rail

maintenance crew lias not exceeded at any time five men.
And these five men also find time to do part of the construc-

tion work of what extensions have been made during that

time.

Our maintenance costs after 13 years of service show the

following averages:

For 1916 $87.00 per mile
1917 95.00 per mile
1918 145.00 per mile

The differences in these costs do not reflect any change in

the condition of the rails, but rather a decided change in labor
and material cost. At present we are maintaining the entire

I with a crew of five men, three of whom only devote

one half day to power rail work. This crew also does all

track bonding.

The costs previously given take care of all track bonding.

All joints on the running rail are bonded with a 300,000

circular mil soldered bond with a "T" head, soldered di-

rectly to the rail. We admit that we are without doubt cranks

on solder. All joints of whatever nature, bonds, feeder cable,

cross cables, are soldered direct to the rail, using half and
half solder. Our results from this operation are entirely satis-

factory and we make in our cable connections but one joint,

where, on the other hand, with the lug method there are two
joints, one where the cable is soldered into the lug and an-

other where the lug is bolted to the rail. This method, more-

over, gives a much better electrical connection between rail

and copper cable.

The gage of our rail is 26y2 in. out from the gage line of

track and top of power rail 6 in. above top of running rail.

For total clearance we ask 12 in. above top of running rail,

22 in. out or more.

One of the main difficulties is in the winter from high

water. Several times at certain points the water was up
over the power rail, but it was fresh water and we were able

to keep power on the rail and keep trains moving. When
the extreme high tides come in the winter along the shores of

Richardson bay with a good southwester behind them and
the salt water begins to get up around the power rail, why,
then we quit. This was particularly bad during one storm

in the winter 1918-1919, and our traffic out of Sausalito was
stopped for about three hours.

Short Line Association

to Hold Regional Meetings
Washington. D. C.

Officers of the American Short Line Railroad Asso-

ciation are planning to leave Washington shortly for a

trip of nearly a month to cover the country generally

for a series of regional meetings with the officers of short

line roads in various parts of the country for discussion of

the present railroad situation as it affects both the short lines

and the trunk lines, in an effort to bring about a more gen-

eral understanding of the situation and to formulate plans

for meeting it. The list of subjects to be discussed includes

rates as they affect the movement of traffic and the short

lines; divisions of interline rates, whether they are generally

just and reasonable as between strong and weak roads; labor;

valuations and consolidation; settlements with the govern-

ment; the consolidated purchasing agency for short line rail-

roads; the issuance of securities; Section 10 of the Clayton

act; effect of automobile transportation on the railroads;

authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission over new
construction and abandonment of existing roads, and new
legislation.

The officers of the association, who will make the trip in

an official car so that they may take with them many of their

office files, will include Bird M. Robinson, president; Ben
B. Cain, vice-president and general counsel; T. F. Whittel-

sey, secretary-treasurer ; F. C. Reilly, traffic manager, West-
ern classification territory; J. W. Cain, manager of pur-

chases; I. T. Hanson, manager tariff bureau, and in addi-

tion, members of the executive board will join the meetings

at various points. The itinerary covers the following meet-
ing dates: Chicago, October 4; St. Louis, October 5; Kansas
City, October 6; Denver, October 8; Salt Lake City, Octo-
ber 10; Portland, Oregon, October 12; Seattle, October 13;
San Francisco, October 17; Los Angeles, October 18;
Houston, Texas, October 24; New Orleans, October 25;
Atlanta, Georgia, October 27.



Informal Meeting of Traveling Engineers

Hiring of Firemen, Conservation of Supplies and Operation of

Locomotive Devices Discussed

Tim Traveling Engineers' Association held an in-

formal meeting on September 7 and 8, 1921, at the

Hotel Sherman, Chicago. At this meeting, which took

the place of the regular annual convention of the association,

postponed on- account of prevailing business conditions, the

reports of a numlxr of the committees which were to have

been presented before the regular convention were read and

dis< ussed ami officers were elected for the ensuing year.

In calling the meeting to order the president, W. E. Pres-

ton, Southern Railway, spoke in part a- follow

President Preston's Address

Have you watched the sea in a great storm and noted the

waves, mountain high, as tluy dash against the shore? And
have you noted that for hours after tin- storm has passed and
the sky is dear and the wind has ceased to blow, the waves
still roll quite as high? The storm has passed, but the

effects of the storm still remain.

For four years 40,000,000 men quit peaceful occupations

anil undertook to destroy each other, together with all the

property they could reach. For those who did not go to war
was assigned the great task of feeding and clothing those who
fought and supplying the implements of warfare. No one

has yet even guessed the cost of the conflict. We know thai

millions of lives were lost, and that the accumulated sa>

of centuries of industry were wiped away. The conflict is

past, but we are left with waves of unrest, with our social

and industrial life impaired, with tin- wreckage of a great

storm to clear away.

Civilization is expensive. It <<>-t- effort and economy to

create the wealth that will support modem life. The world

problem is to replace that which was destroyed, that the com-
fort and security of civilization may be passed mi to future

generations There is but one way to meet this cost. That
which was destroyed was the product of labor of hands and

brains, and was saved through centuries of e ty. It is

our ta^k to work and -ave. simple virtue-, but real wealth i-

only created when men work and save.

The contribution oi tin members of the Traveling En
gineers' Association is to supply at minimum cost an article

which the modern world stands in great need of transporta

tion. The world i- far short of it- demands. Ocean trans-

portation was nearly -wept from the seas bj the great war
Transportation by highways is growing by leaps and bound-.

but will never replace the service that wa< rendered b\ the

railroads. During the pa-t tin years our population has in-

creased more than 15 per cent, but from the day the world

was plunged into war the railroads have been unable to in

crease terminals, to better their road beds or to improve roll-

ing stock. Members of our organization occuja kc-
tions in supplying this sorely needed commodity
tion. We are always on the firing line, in the front line
trenches, lint back of us is a great army of loyal enf
and firemen, trained for their jobs, strong, ready, ca]

The great world need i- that men in all walks of lib

work harder and save more of what they product IP-

world need- that every locomotive shall work to its

capacity the maximum number of hours each year, at the
minimum cost of operation. Not alone for this year, but for

years to come, must we contribute our big .-hare to replace
what has been destroyed.

Now is the time to stick i lose to the rigid rules of common
honesty, to remember the tm commandments and keep them.
I In In in -i man will not accept a day's pay until he lias done
a day's work. There must In i in dealing
with the coqioration as with the individual. The world
needs the spirit of Christianity permeating thi

actions of men. The measure of a man must be not how-
how much wealth ha- In tali i

1 int., In- ,,wn safety vaults,

but how much has he done in his generation to qu
unrest, to put right the wrong, to house and feed and give

comfort to a world whose civilization has been strained near
the breaking point.

The world looks to us in America to safeguard the sacred
right of man to own pro|H-ri\. secure against all interference

except by due process of law. It is the law that make- u-

frefe. Can you picture a railroad whose train- ran at ran-

dom, at the mere whim of tin . ngineer, who might i laii

because this is a free country he had tin- liberty to run his

train how, when and win i it is be ause he and
all engineers obey the law that he becomes a trie man. He
has the freedom of the road when all obey the law.

New Officers Elected

The report of the secretary -bowed a membership of

representing a gain of 87 members during the year. The
following ofl'n ers wen- el.

i ted : lll>-
York Central: tir-t vice-president, Frederick Kerbv. I;. &0.;

[ vice-pi i ni. I 1 I h v li v
. Frie: third vi. i

dent. \\ I I., (,: n I Trunk: fourth vice-president, J. N
Clark. South n Pacific; fifth vici president J. B II

Wabash; secretary, W. Thompson, New York Central,

and treasurer, David Meadows, Michigan Central. N
change was made in the membership of th< executivi

tnittei 'it the addition of W. E, Presti

retiring president.

Abstracts of two of tin reports and d follow.

( )thers will appeal in lal

Conservation of Supplies and in Operation of Locomotive Appurtenances

The subject of the conservation of supplies is logically

divided into two parts; First, the conservation at the terminal,

and second, conservation on tlu road.

A suitable building located at the point where all engines

arrive and depart, materially affects the conservation of sup-

plies at the terminal. This is where all equipment is kept

to supply engines lor -. i \ i. I c i
,
>nw

the engine crews prior to their departure, and checked in

again upon their arrival. This facilitates the keeping of a

complete record at all times and enable- the part\ in .bun

of equipment to account for it if any should be lost or de-

stroyed. If the engine crews know they will be held n

sible for tin use of supplies upon their arrival at terminals,

it will act as an incentive for them to take Utter care of the

equipment
Where the engines are in |tx)l sendee, the engineer going

out should have an opportunity of seeing the work reported

by the incoming engineer. This will give the outgoing man
the information that i- essential for the proper care of any
work that has been done lb will also have a knowledge
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of defects that have been reported, which the shop forces

were unable to attend to and he will thus lie able to protect

himself and the company from injury.

The adequate supply of lubricant for the trip should be

considered highly essential to the conservation of machinery

and appurtenances on the engine. Worn cylinders and valve

bushings can often be charged to improper lubrication.

However, this is seldom due to the fact that an insufficient

amount of oil has been furnished. It Is more often caused

by defects that have not been reported or defects that have

been reported and repairs not made. Also, instructions are

not always carefully followed as to the right method of lubri-

cating the machine, or perhaps the man in charge is indif-

ferent..

In order to conserve supplies on the road it is imperative

that engines be equipped with proper receptacles so that the

different articles, such as oil, waste, lanterns, flags, water

glasses, fuses and torpedoes, will not be wasted and dam-

aged if not used. If all concerned were advised as to the

cost of supplies or the enormous amount of money involved,

it would be an incentive to all concerned for their judicious

use and care. The co-operation of the employees is para-

mount. Carry no equipment on the engine that is not re-

quired. All surplus equipment should be promptly reported

and removed at the home terminal.

Overloaded tenders are dangerous and extravagant, and

overflowing tanks at water plugs are wasteful and expensive,

for in freezing weather the water often overflows the tracks,

which is very dangerous indeed, as well as expensive to clear

away.

Enginemen should make intelligent reports as to locomo-

tive conditions; that is, reports by means of which the en-

ginehouse organization is capable of locating the precise de-

fect.-. Reporting defects in a general way should not be

tolerated, and enginemen should be encouraged to make
pro)ier re[x>rts by having the work done promptly or if the

work cannot be done on this trip the engineman should be

so advised and the work followed up and done for the next

trip. This will encourage enginemen not to grow lax in

making detailed reports.

Power Reverse Gears

We wish to note particularly the air losses of the power

reverse gear. In many instances adequate forces have not

been furnished to maintain this appliance and there are

heavy air losses as a result of improper care. With the nec-

es.-ary care this device would result in a saving of fuel and

water, as the engineer can adjust the cut-off with so much

less exertion. However, with heavy' air losses around the

rotary and by the cylinder packing, it is next to impossible

to regulate the cut-off at short valve travel, which results in

the engine being worked at a longer cut-off, with a cor-

responding excess of consumption of fuel.

Once the steam has been used instead of the air for operat-

ing the gear it is of no more use until the piston is repacked

1'iston packing rings improperly cut, and failing to lap

properly cause creeping. Also, if they are too tight and har-

dened, the rubber having lost its resiliency they will not keep

tight contact with the cylinder wall.

Hardened packing in the piston gland, scored rod or worn

parts—any blow here will cause creeping.

Leaky drain cocks or cylinder oil cups will cause creeping.

On some gears there are cone-shaped valves for the dis-

tribution of air to the power reverse and these valves cause

considerable trouble because of leaks, which will cause creep-

ing when the reverse lever is hooked up. Leaky rotary valve

will also cause this trouble; however, this seldom gives any

trouble. Cases have been found where the stop pin is broken

off and wedged between the rotary faces, damaging them;

but under ordinary wear the rotary stands up well.

When the reverse gear valve assembly is changed, it is ab-

solutely necessarj to check the length of the long connection

rod to the cylinder lapping lever. In some cases it had to be

« hanged in length as much as l'/2 in. Failing to do this the

links will touch bottom at one end and have too short maxi-
mum cut-off in the other end.

Lost motion in pins and connecting rods of the reverse

should not be tolerated.

( hving to the fact that the gear receives most of its wear
in hooked-up position, in time the cylinder increases in di-

ami ter at that part of the stroke and the piston rod decreases

in diameter at the corresponding place. A gear that is worn
this way will be a constant source of trouble from creeping

and jumping.

Rotary, cylinder and connecting rod pins should be well

oiled. Make sure that the steam shut-off valve is not leak-

ing condensation into the reverse.

Cases have been found where the long connecting rod had
several bends in it. This rod should be of sufficient size to

avoid bending.

Locomotive Headlight Equipment «.
.

Any engineer operating locomotives equipped with electric

headlights should make this a part of his study, in connec-
tion with his other duties. He should see before leaving the

terminal that the dynamo has been well oiled and cared for

and that his headlight is equipped with incandescent globes,

also that he has sufficient lights placed in proper position in

the cab, in order to furnish light to all the equipment he has

to handle. He should bear in mind that the dynamo is the

most vital part of the equipment and that he should pay par-

ticular attention to the condition of this machine at all time-,

keeping constantly in mind that all the bearings should be

kept oiled. The governor will get out of order once in a

while and will not control the speed of the machine as it

should. When this condition develops, if the engineer does

not take notice, it will result in the cab lights being burned

out, especially if the headlight is cut out from the switch in

the cab. In order to handle this situation, the engineer

should throttle the machine down by the throttle in the cab.

The engineer should bear in mind that if his hours are long

in making the run over the division, at night, the machine

should be lubricated between terminals. He should also see

that his headlight is properly focused. There is no one who
has a better opportunity of keeping the headlight properly

focused than the engineer. After completing the trip, if

there are any conditions about this equipment causing it not

to function properly, he should make an intelligent report

and have conditions properly cared for at the terminal before

the engine is allowed to go out again.

The Superheater

Enginemen should be taught the disastrous effects of car-

rying high water with this device. It not only converts the

appliance into a steam dryer, but is very apt to cause the

unit joints to leak and also to form a coat of lime or sedi-

ment on the inside of the tube, which substantially affects

the degree of superheat obtained. It has been discovered

that in extreme cases of carrying water too high in the boiler

the superheat units have become completely clogged. More-

over, superheater headers have been broken, due to an ex-

cessive amount of water or filling the boiler too full while

the engine was laying up at terminals.

Enginemen should receive instructions to closely observe

the operation of the damper, for if the damper does not close

when the throttle is closed, the superheater units will become

overheated and will not only cause the unit joints to leak,

but will have a tendency to crack the return bends and thus

cause a complete engine failure.

The committee deems it best to place an independent lub-

ricator on the locomotive for the purpose of lubricating the
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stoker engine or motor, placing it convenient to the fireman.

We do not wish to relieve the engineer of the responsibility

of caring for this machine when on the line of road, but the

fireman should \>e held responsible by the engineer for the

proper care of this machine. It will in a measure fit him
for greater responsibilities in the future. The fireman

should see that all parts are Lubricated while on the line of

road, and where the coal is not prepared he should watch
closely for any foreign matter which would be liable to cause

a stoker failure. The engine crew should see that the con-

veyer hopper is empty on arrival at the terminal and all

slides closed. This will prevent the conveyor being over-

loaded or clogged when the engine is coaled.

The report is signed by |. P. Russell (chairman), South-

ern; J. A. Mitchell, N. Y., N. H. & H.; W. J. Fee, Grand
Trunk; H. E. Reynolds, C. R. I. & I'., and E. Von Bergen,

Illinois Central.

Discussion

The discussion of this report was confined almost entirely

to the methods of handling locomotive supplies ;i nc 1 tool

equipment. E. Von Bergen (Illinois Central) described a

monthly report which is being made up to show the amount

of supplies issued to various engine crews, from which any
cases of excessive issues may readily be determined and in

vestigation made to learn the cause and apply corrective

measures. The discussion disclosed a lack of uniformity in

the methods of (lucking supplies on and off locomotiv
some cases they are checked both at the outgoing and the

incoming terminal. In other cases they are checked out and
in at the home terminal only. The use of individual tool

of convenient size which can be handled by the engine-
men has met with considerable success in conserving the
small tools required on Locomotives, thi engine crews
ing considerable interest in taking care of this equipment.
In any case the greatest troul

after the tools while the engines are in the terminal. This
is particularly true where the tools are assigned to the loco-

motive and are taken off after the crew leaves the engine by
the supply room attendant.

< >ne advantage which has developed from providing pri-

vate tool boxes for the enginemen is the incentive which this

pre >. i<l< > each i agirn m at o umulati a fev. tools

own with which he will make repairs on the road that other-
v, ise would not be made.

The greatest difficulty is experienced in conserving the
issues of torpedoes and fuses, one reason being that it is

difficult to determine closely the number of occasion-
which actually require their use as intended.

Self-Adjusting Wedge, Feed Water Heater and Booster

The present standard wedge is of the manually adjusted

style. It is designed to take- up the wear between the driving

boxes and the shoes and wedges brought about by the up and
down movement between the frame and the boxes. This

wear, if not taken up, results in undue freedom of the box

between the shoe and wedge. This lost motion is the causi

of the so-called "Ixxx pound'' due to the movemenl of the

box backward and forward between the shoe and the wedge'.

This brings about a side weai of the crown brasses and a

tendency to break these bearings. The hammer-like blows
struck against the shoe and wedge by this backward and for-

ward movement of a loose box may result in broken shoes

and wedges, and these blows become a prolific cause of

broken frames. This lost motion of the boxes, which usually

affects the different wheel- unequally, tends to cause a varia-

tion from the' distance intended in the locomotive design in

the distance between the centers of the rod bearings. The
main driving boxes, due to the greater thrust brought to beai

upon them, as a rule, develop the mosi wear. This wear of

the main driving boxes throws undue -train on the side- rod

bearings, tending to cause rod pounds, broken side rod bush
ings and brasses, and possibly bent and broken side rods

Lost motion in connection with main wheel driving boxes

tends to increase the steam piston troke and shorten the

steam cylinder clearance space at the end of stroke, and
when allowed to become extreme may bring about cylinder

knocks due to the steam piston striking the cylinder heads
with a tendency to knock them out Lost motion of the main
driving Ixixes is taken up by the -team piston at (he begin-

ning of its stroke and Live -team is thereby permitted at am
given valve cut-off to follow the pi-ton further than in-

tended, thus causing a loss in expansion value of tin- -nam.
and a loss of fin 1.

The taking up of losl motion existing in main driving

parts through steam piston pressure moves the main driving

wheels bodil) back and forward to the extent of such lost

motion, thus setting up a tendency for the wheels to slip

during this movement, This is claimed to be a most com
mon cause of wheel .-lipping and ni trouble- in that cot

tion in moving heavy trains, especially where the rails are

bad or conditions adverse.

That these results of failure to prevent undue lost motion

of the driving boxes in the frame are frequently the cause of
locomotive failure- and always a source of increased main-
tenance cost i- too well known to require further comment.
The engine-man has always been held responsible I

lowjng any such undue lost motion, and until within the
pa-t few year- usuall) attended personally to the setting up
of the adjusting wedge-. The most that is expected of him
toda) is that he -hall report ani Li

the driving box parts, the actual work of setting up the
wedges, devolving on the roundhouse forces. I hi- condition
has not brought about a change for the •

\\ hen the
i Qgini man rk, if

was his practice to so spot the Locomotive that tl„ driving
boxes were forced up against the shoes, thus giving all pos«
sible free play between the driving boxe- and the
and permitting the wedges to b forced up to thi

all Lost motion: thi - then
-lightly pulled down to provide the required
movement ol the b '.vent it- sticking. It is

ractice in roundhi
signed to do this work upon report of the engines
undertake to adjust the wedges without moving the locomo-
tive at all, thus frequentl) not fully accomplishing the object
desired and thereby permitting the locomotive to return to

ion detrimental to itself and tin railroad.
The value of a self-adjusting wedge, simple ii I

and non-erratic in it- action, will readily appeal to all who
rith either the handling of ilic locomotive or its

maintenance. To the cnginenian it would mean a more effi-

cient and satisfying machine, to the mechanical department
11 ini ilcul "tit in the - Bfected in maintenance

cost through tin ti nt the many troubles
herein mentioned a- arising through failure to properlv keep
up the wedges and through the reduction of locomoti\

ure< due- t.. th iuses a- well a- a very con-id. -

in tin' cost oi roundhouse labor now required to d I

justing of wedges, and doing it none too efficientlv. In
which direction the savings would lay. would, of

pend largely upon the previously existing conditions.

At first glance, the designing of such a -. ;uite

simple and easily brought alxiut through the pi

suitably arranged spring underneath the adjusting wedge
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and operating on it in such manner as to gradually force up
the wedge as lost motion develops in the driving box parts.

It is understood that this method, without any change in the

adjusting wedge other than adding to it of such a spring

and the small parts necessary to give the required spring

tension, has been tried out on at least one large railroad.

In giving this method a second thought, however, we are

likely to look, for what we understand actually occurs, that

of the wedge being gradually tightened until it grips the

box, causing a hard riding locomotive and possible rough

usage of the rail as a consequence. This, of course, means

the curing of one evil at the expense of acquiring another

one practically as bad.

A method of preventing this gripping of the box has been

brought forward in a self-adjusting wedge now being used

to an increasing extent on many of our railroads. In this

device the adjusting wedge is made in two parts which might

appropriately be referred to as an adjustable wedge and a

floating wedge. The adjustable wedge is tapered on one

side to suit the taper of the frame jaw with a reverse taper

on its opposite face. The floating member is also tapered,

its thickest part being at its upper end, and it fits between

the adjusting wedge and the driving box. A wedge bolt,

attached to the adjusting wedge as usual, passes down
through the pedestal binder and has attached to it below the

binder the adjusting spring and the parts necessary to give

this spring the required tension. The floating wedge is

made of such length that when fitted into the driving box

jaw, there is not less than 3/16 in. nor more than 5/16 in.

clearance or play for it to move up and down between the

pedestal binder and the frame. With this arrangement, if

the driving box should move up in the frame jaw, there

would be a tendency for it to carry the floating wedge with

it in case there was any clearance between the top of the

floating wedge and the top of the frame jaw. On account

•of the tapers of the two wedge parts this would tend to bring

about a loosening of the driving box between the shoe and

wedge. Before this could be effected, however, the small

clearance given the floating wedge between the pedestal

binder and the top of the frame jaw would bring the top

of the floating wedge up against the top of the jaw, checking

any further tendency to cause undue freedom of the box as

the floating wedge would then he held stationary even if the

box continued to rise in the frame jaw. If the driving box

should move down in the frame jaw the tendency would be

to carry the floating wedge with it and at the same time

there would be a tendency to force down the adjusting wedge

against the spring tension. This would bring about a loosen-

ing of the driving box between the shoe and wedge. The
limited clearance space of the floating wedge in the frame

jaw, however, would cause the lower end of the floating

wedge to strike the binder and prevent further tendency to

cause undue freedom of the box, as the floating wedge would

thru be held stationary even if the box continued its down-

ward movement.

Reports from several of our members located on road-;

having this device in use and who have had actual experi-

ence with it, as well as from several mechanical superin-

tendents on roads having it in use, state that it gives excel-

lent results.

While any type of self-adjusting wedge i^ supposedly au-

tomatic in its action, it must be remembered that none are

automatic in maintenance. Like all mechanical devices they

require a certain amount of attention, the labor required,

fur such attention being, of course, considerably less than is

necessary for looking after manually adjusted wedges. The

principal attention to self-adjusting wedges should lie for

regular lubrication, absolutely necessary with any type of

wedge, and the adjustment of the adjusting spring.

It is impossible to give accurate figures on the savings in

cost of upkeep of the frame, box parts and runnings gears

as between engines having manually adjusted wedges and
ones with self-adjusting wedges for the reason that many
troubles with these parts which could be caused by poorly

maintained driving box parts might also be due to other

causes. However, a table prepared by an eastern railroad

shows in a general way results obtained from locomotives

of same type with self-adjusted wedges of the type just re-

ferred to.

[The table gave in detail the amount of rod work required

on 20 locomotives of the 2-10-2 type equipped with the self-

adjusting wedges, from July 18, 1920, to January 31, 1921,

during which period the engines aggregated 408,447 miles,

or slightly more than 20,000 miles each. Four engines, ag-

gregating 83,800 miles, received no rod work whatever.

Eight engines, aggregating 161,865 miles, received complete

rod work. On the remaining eight locomotives 12 No. 3

brasses, 8 No. 2 brasses, and one set of main bushings were

renewed. No crown bearing or wedge material was used.—Editor.]

Feed Water Heaters

From 55 per cent to 58 per cent of all heat generated in

the firebox is lost in exhaust steam. This great loss of heat

is due to the necessity of exhausting steam from the steam

cylinders while still in its gaseous form and to the fact that

it requires about 970 heat units simply to hold water in the

form of steam, all of which, together with such additional

heat units as may be in the exhaust steam, is allowed to

pass out of the locomotive stack without doing any additional

work other than acting as a draft on the fire.

Considerable success has been achieved in heating feed

water for boiler use by means of exhaust steam. It is our

understanding that this practice has long been successfully

made use of in connection with stationary boilers; also, that

it is used to a considerable extent in European countries on

locomotives. Germany alone is said to have 10,000 loco-

motives equipped and to be adding this equipment at the

rate of 2,000 feed water heaters per year. That this method
has not received more consideration in this country in the

past has probably been due to cheap fuel and lack of an

efficiently developed device for the object in view.

Generally speaking, feed water heaters making use of ex-

haust steam are of two kinds known as the closed type and
the open type. In the open type the exhaust steam either

goes directly into the feed water, and in condensing gives up
its heat to the water or goes through tubes surrounded by

the feed water, heating this water while being itself con-

densed in the tubes. When it goes directly into the water

it is found advisable to pass the exhaust steam through an

oil separator enroute to the feed water heater to prevent

lubricating oil contained in exhaust steam from entering the

locomotive boiler. In this type the heater is open to at-

mospheric pressure and the pump is placed between the

heater and the boiler check. In the closed type the water is

forced through tubes in an enclosed heater, these tubes being

surrounded with exhaust steam which heats the water as it

passes through the tubes. In this type the heater is between

the pump and the boiler check and is subject to boiler

pressure.

In the open type on account of the heater being open to

atmospheric pressure the feed water can be heated only to

the normal boiler temperature of 212 deg. F. In the closed

type it is possible to heat the water to within 10 to 15 deg.

of the temperature of the exhaust steam, which may run as

high as 250 dcg. F.

About one-sixth or 15 per cent of the exhaust steam which

would ordinarily go out through the locomotive stack is di-

verted to the use of the feed water heater.

One type of heater which has been applied to probably

one-half of the American locomotives so far equipped has

an arrangement whereby after the exhaust steam going to
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the heater has been condensed, this water can be filtered,

freeing it of any lubricating oils that it may contain, and
be returned either to the locomotive tender or into the suc-

tion pipe of the pump carrying the feed water to the heater.

By this means it is claimed that the tender water capacity

is in effect increased 10 per cent to IS per cent.

That a large fuel saving and actual increase in boiler

efficiency will result from such installation seems to be gen-

erally believed. The economical result- obtained are due

not only to the fact that a large amount of the heat from

the exhaust steam is reclaimed, but also because the rate at

which the fuel is burned on the grate is reduced.

Our information is that some eighteen of our American

railroads are today using or experimenting with feed water

heaters, although not to exceed seventy-five locomotives all

told are equipped, and that five different types of feed water

heaters are being tried out. Owing to the limited number

in use and the time used, reliable figures as to the average

cost of maintenance of such devices are not available, but

it is believed it will be well within the bounds of reason as

compared to the savings which it is believed can be brought

about by their use.

A summary of a number of runs made with a freight loco-

motive on the New York division of the Erie Railroad

equipped with a feed water heater of the closed type heater,

as compared with the same number of runs using the in-

jector, is shown in one of the tables. A summary of nine

runs with feed water heater and nine with the injector, in

passenger service with a locomotive on the D. T.. & W.,

equipped with the same type of feed water heater, is also

shown.

Summary of Erie Railroad Feed Water Heater I

I I.-.-it<-i hip ' i"i N. id i Inln lur

Direction of runs West West East East

Length of runs—miles 88.3 88.59 89.22 89.44

Actual running time—dec. hours 475 5.436 5.658 5.699

Number of cars, including dvnam. meter car 70 74 .HI) 8/
\, tu.il i. ,, including engine and tender. . 1.957 1,988 5,029 4,943

« red |.ei I live mile 211 245 Ifl
'• 241

Average steam pressure 1"-' 172.0 173.1 172.7

leal 579 597 571 600

Maximum superheal 606 641 604 640
Water evai'ur.iUil pet pound coal as fired,

running time 7.917 6.867 7.697 6.529

Watei evaporated, pei th drj coal, R. T.. 7.96S 6.909 7.735 6.609

Equiv. evap. per lb. dry coal. R. T 9.270 8.070 9.007 7.772

Total coal fired, running time 18,6.15 21,705 18,151 21,574

B. t. u. per lb. coal i fired 13,279 13.702 1.1.357 13.225

Boiler efficiency, based on dry coal, per cent 67.34 57.0 65.1 56.3

Coal fired, running time, to operate feed
water pump 231 .... 225 ....

W.iirr cv.i| iT.iiion per lb. coal as tired, run-

ning time, based iqual B, i. u.'s (13,225) 7.885 6,628 7.621 6.529

Pei cenl saving in '".tl as tired, running
time, in favor oi feed water heater 18.96 .... 16.72 ....

Per cent total cual fired to operati feed

water pump . 1.24 1.24

Per cent net saving in coal as fired, R. T.
in favor of feed water 1 1772 ... 15.48 ....

Average feed watei temperature 71 G /l 60

Average temperature of teed water leav-

ing heater 209 .... 193
temperature of feed water leaving

inject,., 178
Maximum temperature of feed water leav-

ing heatei 231 239
Maximum temperature of feed water leav-

ing injector 199 .... 190

Average Results of Nine Tests With and Nine I

Water Heater—D. L. & W. Locomotive 11 No. 6

Heater Injector Pel ce for heater
Tonnage 527 535.. 1.5 percent less
Running time.... 193 l- en! more running time
Total coal, lb 9,7oO 12.460. .21.6 per cen
Total water, lb... 97,919* 95,493.. 2. 27 per cent more water per run
Lb. water per lb.

coa| 9.97" 779. .28.0 per ct

Coal per ton train 18.4 23.3. .21.0 per cenl less coal per ton
Water per ton train ISO. ISO.. 1.67 per cent more water, ton train

The Locomotive Booster

The locomotive booster is designed to assist in starting

such standing trains'as the locomotive is capable of hauling

on a level track when once in motion without the aid of

such device, but which it would otherwise be unable to start

without assistance of some kind and for helping it to haul

such trains over ordinary grades encountered between ter-

minals; to assist in starting trains out of places where stops

are necessary, as at stal -, water plugs, switches,

etc., or where made necessary by locomotive or train troubles,

and which, on a< - ounl of curvature or grade, are bad places

to start from and ordinarily would require the taking of the

train slack, perhaps backing up to a place from which a

start could be made, setting off of cars, doubling of grade,

or obtaining the assistance of another locomotive.

While the addition of a booster increases the tract.,

fort of the locomotive and thereby makes possible the start-

ing of additional cars and to that extent serves to u

the tonnage which can be hauled under normal con

or serves to assist in getting heavy trains over the road with-

out delay-- or gradi and at bad starting places, it is in no

sense intended as an aid in permitting the overloading of

the locomotive to a point beyond what its normal capacity

would Ik- when in motion on a level track without this de-

vice, as this would make additional aid again necessary in

starting from terminals, bad starting places enroute and on

ascending grade-.

The method of operation is simple. The engineman de-

cides that he needs the booster, he raises the booster latch,

which makes contact with the control valve, and the lxxwter

is automatically engaged. The l-ooster cuts out auto-

matically when the reverse lever is moved back from the

corner, which is at a -peed of approximately 12 to 15 miles

an hour, or it may be cut out instantly by the engineman

knocking the booster latch down, which is similar to knock-

ing out an electric switch.

I Lie i laims made for the booster are that it puts any loco-

motive with trailing wheels into the next class above in start-

ing effort, because the trailing wheels act as an additional

pair of drivers: that on freight train- this means more tons

handled annually bet an-. I Starting effort and ac-

celeration, and avoid- d ery and equipment

because of a smooth, steady start; th iger trains it

means - th starting and quick acceleration to road speed,

protects the equipment from damage and renders -chedules

more easily maintained b) avoiding delays in starting: that

it reduces by one-half the time required to get trains to road

-peeil and that it pays its own fixed and maintenance I

several times in doing this through reduced wear and tear on

rods, pins, cross head keys, tires and other part- of the ma-
chinery of the locomotive that would ordinarily be caused by

slipping in the effort to start, and that when the train is up
to road speed it has no more effect on the locomotive's op-

eration than SO mu. It coal on the tender.

The following record of a run made on the West Shore

line will give a good general idea of the benefits claimed for

the booster as shown in actual performance. Engine 3149
It It Ix.ivena with a crew that had no previous experience with

the booster and the intention was to determine whether or

not the full tonnage of 2,582 to 2,600 could be taken through

to Weehawken without the usual reduction to 2,100 I

Newburgh. Hie booster was used on all starts as well as on

grades at speed.

The first test was at Catskill where water was taken, the

water plug being located at the bottom of two

ascending one being .39 per cent. The usual pra

leave the train at the top of the west grade, cut off and run

for water, then come back, hook up and make a run for the

other gi sregarded and the train

was hauled down to the water plug. After taking wal

booster was cut in and the train carried over th

With the booster cut in. 5 miles |ht hour

was quickl) gained with the draw-bar pull showing :
'

id for a distance of 580 ft. the speed in.

-

S to &yi miles per hour The booster was then

and the locomotive required to take the load entirely ai

draw-bar pull dropped to 33,497 lb., or a difference of
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7,570 lb. in favor of the booster. This represented 22 per

( nit increase in draw-bar pull. The throttle and reverse lever

were not touched.

The train continuedon to Kingston and at each stop the

booster was cut in for starting and showed rapid acceleration.

The ruling grade is at Haverstraw, six miles long and an

average of .47 per cent. A stop was made for water and the

train started with the booster. When the grade was reached

the speed was 33 miles an hour. On the grade the first mile

showed a speed of 2& 1/- miles an hour; the second mile a

speed of 19 miles an hour, the third mile a speed of 12 miles

.m hour, the fourth mile a speed of 8 miles an hour, and the

fifth mile a speed of 7 J/J miles an hour.

Speed was falling very rapidly and at the end of the fifth

mile the draw-bar pull registered 36,441 lb. The booster

was then engaged where the grade was .52 per cent and in

43 2 ft. the speed was 8 miles an hour and the draw-bar pull

42,900 lb., a difference of 6,459 lb. or 17 per cent increase

with the booster. The speed then gradually rose and reached

10 miles an hour in the next M mile and with tonnage of

22.6 per cent over the previous capacity of the locomotive.

One and five-eighths miles of grade yet remained and when

the train passed over the top the draw-bar pull showed 45,-

080 lb. The booster was then cut out and the train arrived

at Weehawken with the original tonnage of 22.6 per cent more

than this class engine had ever before taken through. A day

or so later the regular crew caught engine 3,149 and, not to

lie outdone by the test just related, brought through 2,618

tons, representing an increase of 24.6 per cent over the ruling

tonnage.

The report is signed bv T. F. Howley (chairman), Erie;

Frederick Kerby, B. & O.'; J. P. Stewart, A. T. & S. F.; John

Draney, D. L. & W., and" J. A. Tarty, Franklin Railway

Supply Company.

Discussion

The discussion of the self-adjusting wedge indicated that

there had been little experience with locomotives having com-

plete installations of the device among the members present.

In most cases mentioned the wedges were applied on the main

drivers only. The opinion was expressed, however, that to

get the full benefit of the device it must be applied on all

boxes and this general application seems now to be the

tendency. In caring for self-adjusting wedges the most im-

portant point, according to the experience on the New York

Central, was stated by J. H. De Salis to be the proper atten-

tion to the adjustment of the springs. If these are too loose

the piston force at full stroke is sufficient to force the wedge

down against the spring. If the spring is too tight a stuck

wedge results. These difficulties are avoided by keeping the

spring adjusted to a height of 1J4 in. from the jam nut to

the binder. The experience of those taking part in the dis-

cussion indicates a material increase in the mileage obtained

from driving boxes and better rod conditions than have been

obtained with the manually adjusted wedges.

In discussing the feed water heater, J. N. Clark (Southern

Pacific) stated that this company has two open type and two

closed type heaters in service, one each in a bad water district

and one each in a good water district. The results obtained

from these installations are, however, not yet available.

In the discussion of the locomotive booster, a number of

installations of this device were mentioned, all of which have

demonstrated their ability to effect considerable improvement

in the handling of heavy trains. W. H. Corbett stated that

the Michigan Central has three boosters in service on pas-

senger locomotives, which have eliminated jerking and the

necessity for taking slack in starting heavy passenger trains

and have materially increased the rate of acceleration in start-

ing these trains. The booster is used up to about eight miles

an hour.

A trial on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois was referred to

in which a 4,383 ton train was taken over a grade, over

which, without the booster with the same locomotive it was

required to reduce the tonnage to 3,976. With the booster

the heavier train was pulled up the grade in 19 minutes,

while the light train without the booster required 23 minutes

to move over the same distance.

New Design of Position-Light Signal

The Pennsylvania Railroad now has in service nearly

two thousand signals of the position-light type—925

high signals and 1,038 dwarfs; and with recent im-

provements and simplifications the cost of installation and
maintenance of the signals has been so reduced that further

and stronger claims are made for economy of operation as

compared with semaphore signals. These signals, the inven-

tion of A. H. Rudd, chief signal engineer of the road, and
Dr. William Churchill, of the Corning Glass Works, give

their indications by uneolored electric lights, both night and

day; and they have now been in use over six years. Their

_i_ ,rt h,

Construction of the New Position-Light Signal

development has been recorded in the Railway Age in nu-

merous articles, particularly those of January 8, 1915; July

21, 1916, and July 26, 1918 (page 177).

The latest improvement is a simplified and symmetrical

frame and background; and with this arrangement a row

(or rows) of not more than three lights in a row, now serves

to give any and all indications. From a statement prepared

by Mr. Rudd we take the following descriptive matter:

The position-iight signal was originally designed for the

purpose of signaling a portion of the four-track main line,

electrified for local passenger service, while retaining the steam

trains for freight and through passenger service. The ex-

perimental signals carried five lights in a row—those first

installed had two rows of four lights each; the bottom row

normally horizontal, so that, if the top lights were extin-

guished, the bottom row would indicate stop. Eight lights

were, therefore, displayed at all times. The large background

was no detriment on bridge signals, but on account of the
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surface exposed to wind pressure ground masts had to be 7 in.

or 8 in. in diameter.

The New Design

The illustrations show a new design which has been de-

veloped and the aspects which may be displayed. The line

drawing shows the details of construction and the half-tone

photographic perspective the appearance of an automatic

block signal. It will be noted that in the latter the platforms

are smaller than in the drawing, this change having been
adopted since the drawing was made.
The indications of the aspects are in accordance with the

Standard Code, as follows:

1—Stop.

2—Stop, then proceed. (Rule 509, Standard Code.)
3—Proceed at slow speed prepared to stop.
4—Proceed with caution prepared to stop short of train or

obstruction.

S—Proceed at slow speed prepared to stop short o f train or
obstruction.

6—Proceed at restricted speed
7—Approach next signal prepared to stop.
8—Approach next signal at restricted

1

speed.
9—Proceed.
11—Approach home signal with caution.

Number 4 is the manual permissive block signal. No. 5

is to be used as the up-grade signal which may In- accepted by
tonnage freight trains without stopping, while other trains

Aspects

1 z 4 4 S h 7 6 s //

...
' ' ' '- ... . . . •' ,'

•

Position-Light Signal Aspects, Pennsylvania Railroad

stop before proceeding. No. 11 is the distant switch signal.

It will be noted it is similar to No. 4, which, under the rules,

may not be accepted by a passenger train without stopping.
The addition of the bottom light permits passenger trains to

Position-Light Signal with Circular Background

accept it. If. .it some future time, the stop requirement in

Rule 509 should be eliminated, aspects Nos. 3 and 5 would
be eliminated, and No. _' substituted foi aspect No. 5.

Dwarf signals may lie four-position :

(a) Horizontal for indication No 1

(b) 45 deg. upper right hand quadrant for indication No. 3.

(c) 45 deg. lower right hand quadrant tor indication No. 5.

(dj Vertical for indication No. 10, proceed at slow speed.
Aspect b being displayed in terminals, with track clear but next

signal at stop.

Aspect c with track occupied, and,
Aspect d with track clear and next signal clear and a and b,

and rarely c, being used out on the road.

It will be noted that a background is provided for the
lower row vertical only, tin- being a restricted speed signal
(restricted speed is one-half the authorized speed) but not
for the diagonal rows or the single light, as these are slow-

speed signals and long range is unnecessary. The reduced
size of the background and wind pressure area eliminates the

necessity for the large masts. Signals can be installed on
existing masts, and they need less clearance than a sema-
phore.

Experience shows that these signals, lighted six hour- a

day, cost no more to operate and maintain than semaphores.
Assuming the cost of current from primary batteries at $5
per k.w.h.. the signals could be lighted 24 hour- and still

compete if their power could be obtained for $1.25 per k.w.h.

It is claimed that it can be furnished by farm lighting out-
lit- for 5 .rut-, but even if it i -..vine would
be $1.15 per k.w.h.

The lamps used in the high signal- are 12-volt, 6 watt,

burned under voltage, so that the total energy required for

the three lights is 15 watts, and for the three lights and
marker (aspect No. 2)15 watt- when the signal is at caution

or i lear and 20 watts when at -top I he dwarl signal requires

two 12 watt lamps burned under voltage, with an actual

watt consumption of 16 for the two light-

Given then, even the same cost for installation as for sema-
phores, but less cost of operation and maintenance in all

eases, it seems that the logical procedure is to install these

signals everywhere instead of n i n economic
proposition.

Advantages of the Position-Light Signal

I bo advantages of any light signal, displaying the same
day and night and without moving parts and their

tital failures, are so' obvious and haw :

quently set forth that comparison with the semaphore in this

unnecessary. \ color-blind ma:
read a position-light signal at curately. I

'

penetrate fog- better thai: colored lights. Two light- must
fail before the signal ceases to be displayed ef-

fectively, lour positions without combination arc available

ami used, as against three positions of the semaphore and
three color- which may be seen distinctively at a distance;

and this additional position gives I flexibility.

If two lights are extinguished on the bottom row. either

diagonal or vertical, with the top row horizontal, the aspect

"Stop and Proceed" is displayed; if all light- are extinguished

on these rows, the indication is "Stop." In general, the more
lights extinguished, the more re-tri. tier tin indication. False

clear indicatii tults in these signals have been elim-

inate!, and the day of experimental

1
I i Great Western passenger trail was derailed near

September 9. and the t

tnd later were destroyed by fit

person- were injured, none serii

Raii w \y Pi Italian joi i

itimating that it" the 200.000 railway \\ i

country were each employed in driving 10-ton trucl

many ton miles would be
' a< by the Italian r i The number of employees

repairing truck- and f<

freight an not mentioned.
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Two Roads Secure Excellent

Results from Water Treatment

Reports which have been prepared by the Missouri Pa-

cific and Illinois Central on the operation of their re-

spective systems of water softening for 1920 indicate

that water treatment on both of these roads- is being attended

with highly profitable results. As will be noted in the tabula-

tion for each road, the Missouri Pacific reports a saving for

the year of $481,129 through the use of treated water, a

figure representing a return of 197 per cent on the total

amount invested in treating facilities, while the Illinois Cen-

tral reports a saving for the year of $292,456, or about 120

per cent on the total investment.

Condensed Report of Results of Water Treating for 1920

Amount Quantity Scaling

Invested of Water Solids

Number in Treated Removed Gross Cost of Net
of Treating in in Annual Treating Annual

Plants Facilities Gallons Pound Saving Process Saving
Missouri Pacific

67 $244,201 1,617,360,000 4,517,883 $624,708 $143,579 $481,129
Illinois Central

20 247,801 1,149,370,000 2,547,609 3X2.684 69,684 292,456

Although the savings as reported constitute attractive

figures in themselves it is worthy of note that in both cases

they are intended to represent only the value of the reductions

effected in the amount of fuel required by the locomotives,

the flue renewals, the amount of flue calking and other run-

ning boiler repairs and the time lost by locomotives while

undergoing boiler and firebox repairs, less the cost of treat-

ment, no consideration having been given to such items as

the improvement of train schedules, the reduction in the

number of engine failures, increased power, etc., as are fre-

quently mentioned in connection with water treatment.

In each case the gross saving from water treatment was
arrived at by taking 15 cents as the aggregate saving in the

above items effected for each pound of scaling matter re-

moved by the treating process and prevented from entering

the boiler, from which the net saving was obtained by sub-

tracting the interest and depreciation of the treating plant,

the cost of chemicals, and the cost of operation, maintenance
and superintendence. The value of 15 cents was taken as the

equivalent for the year 1920 of the value of 7 cents derived

in 1911 and incorporated in the report of the Water Service

Committee of the A. R. E. A. for 1914.

The Missouri Pacific water treating system includes 67
plants, 20 of which are new, 13 having been built in 1920
and the remaining 7 completed early in 1921. As a result

of the operation of these plants 28.8 per cent of the 5,616,-

565,000 gal. of water used for steaming purposes was treated.

Tlie total consumption of water on the system during 1920
was 6,526,826,000 gal. and the average cost of treatment in

1920, including operation, 10 per cent on the investment in

treating facilities and the cost of supervision was 8.87 cents

per thousand gallons. This is compared to 8.72 cents in

1919, 6.57 cents in 1918, and 4.71 cents in 1917, the increase
in cost being attributed to the increased cost of chemicals and
la 1 mi-. On the Illinois Central there are 20 treating plants
which during the year treated 1,149,370,000 gal. of water
at a cost of approximately 8 cents per thousand gallons.

As an additional item of interest in connection with the
water softening on the Missouri Pacific the following is

quoted from the report:

"It is estimated that a saving of at least 60,000 Inns of
coal was effected due to the removal of the scale-forming
material which would otherwise have been deposited in the
boilers. The 4,517,883 pounds of scale removed, averaged
into the 750 engines using this water, and assuming only 25
per cent adhered to the tubes and sheets, would amount to
1,505 lb. per engine, which quantity would form an insulat-
ing coating about 3/16 in. thick. Experiments have shown

that fuel wasted to heat through this thickness of scale insu-

lation varies from 20 per cent to 30 per cent. It is safe to

assume that the 1,123,000 tons of coal necessary to evaporate

the 1,617,360,000 gal. of water would have been increased at

least five per cent by using untreated water. At a number

of stations where the supply is secured from creeks or rivers,

a very large quantity of mud and silt was also removed from

the water, the saving from which is not included in the above

figures. There is also the large saving in boiler repairs

and loss of engine time which would have been caused by

this large scale accumulation."

"For Politics Only"

Following is a portion of a letter written to Con-

gressman Carl Hayden at Washington, D. C, by Epes

Randolph, late president of the Arizona Eastern and the

Southern Pacific of Mexico on August 18, 1921, four days

before his death and printed in the Los Angeles Times of

August 23. It is probably his last written expression on im-

portant public questions and is of such direct interest to rail-

way men that it is reprinted herewith.

"There is an insect in certain parts of Mexico called the

alacran. The female of this species gives birth once in her

lifetime to a dozen or more infant alacrans who immediately

climb upon the body of the mother and subsist upon her until

she is no more. When Socialism first blossomed in this

country the railroads belonged, for the most part, to a few

men. The demagogue politician thought it a fine scheme to

imitate the baby alacrans, jump on the Huntingtons and
Hills and suck the life blood out of the railroads because

these wicked fellows had dared amass fortunes. The work
was quickly done, but the doers forgot to stop when railroads

no longer represented individual fortunes.

"The late E. H. Harriman induced the investment of sev-

eral hundred million dollars in the Southern Pacific and
other western roads, and thus gave to the people of this

country the best transportation system the world has ever

seen, and at the lowest rates for service. Mr. Harriman's
ownership in the Southern Pacific, as shown by the company
books, was 1,100 shares of stock, par value $100. His ef-

forts caused the country to prosper as it had never prospered

before, and incidentally earned modest dividends for the

34,000 owners of the company's securities, many of whom
were widows and orphans. Mr. McAdoo, in one year only,

put this great transportation system, which it required 35
years of brain and energy to create, 'on the bum,' and your
very constituents are today crying out for relief. Why did
McAdoo do this? The answer is, 'For politics only,' and he
didn't get the job at that.

"The rancher today gets all the labor he wants for 15 cents

an hour and others stand by begging to work at the same
rate. The railway company is forced by law to pay the same
type of labor, engaged just across the fence from the farmer,
34 cents an hour. Why is this? 'For politics only.'

"When will you lawmakers give your constituents proper
relief? My guess is you will do so when the reason shall be-
come 'for politics only' and not before. In other words, when
the great mass of voters wake up and learn that railroad
headquarters are located in the Capitol at Washington and
not in San Francisco, Tucson or elsewhere as they now be-
lieve to be the case. A governmental agency today fixes
freight rates; another governmental agency fixes railroad
wage rates, but no governmental agency guarantees that the
holder of a railroad security shall have one dollar's interest
on his investment, yet a governmental agency does provide
that he shall not have more than 5 per cent.

"Union labor today, to a very large extent, dominates the
politics of this country. For eight years the White House
doors swung open to one Samuel Gom'pers, a foreign-born in-
dividual of great skill in the art of creating industrial unrest.
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This same creature has, on occasions, stood on the public

rostrum, side by side with the President of the United States,

and poured insidious poison into the ears of an unthinking

audience. A foreign-bom individual with a union-labor card

in his pocket this day holds a Cabinet portfolio. Can there

be any reason for these things except 'for politics only'?

''I once spent a night on the desert and was kept awake
by coyote howls uttered from a mesquite thicket. It sounded
like there were a million of them. At daylight next morning
I took my shotgun, went nut to the thicket and was disgusted

to find there only an old female coyote with two pups. No
doubt you have had like experience. Labor-union leaders

are in the thicket and their howl is intimidating the American
statesman. If he would inspect the thicket he would find

I here more howl than votes.

"The people, who, by the sweal of their brows, created this

country, own it and it is to be hoped that the time is not far

distant when they will control it. The people who count are

beginning to wake up. Two years ago in your very town of

Phoenix, a brick mason received $10 a day and was allowed
by grace of the 'walking delegate' to lay 700 brick only. To-
day he still receives his $10, but he lays 2,500 brick with no
more effort than he put forth to lay the 700. Then Phoenix
was a 'closed shop' town; today Phoenix is an 'open-shop'
town.

"Transportation is the most important industrial institution

of this country. When will the government loosen its strangle
hold and let the railroads become 'open shop'? The answer
to that question is very much more important than the ques-
tion of whether we shall have a Democratic administration
or a Republican administration.

"for forty-five year- I have labored. The laboring man,
whoever he may be and however he may labor, with head or
hands, has my sincerest sympathy and utmost good will. The
labor leader who organizes his subjects and rules them with
a despotism comparable only to that of the erstwhile Kaiser
Hill, that he may wax fat on the proceeds of their labor
(which he does) should find no lodgment in this republic.
He should be sent along to join his brother. Bill Haywood,
in Russia, and will be. Sam Gompers, backed by his full

eight years of prestige ami power, was not able to -addle upon
this country as its President the man who bore the -tamp of
Woodrow Wilson's approval. The brush Was beaten, all

right, and to a finish, but the coyotes were not there and the
howl didn't register in ballots."

Labor Board Hears
New York Central Dispute

HEARINGS BEFORI the Railroad Labor Hoard on a small
but significant dispute between the New York Central
and the Railwaj Employees' Department of the

American Federation of Labor were opened on September IS.
The dispute in this ease arose from the action of the V •/,

York Central in transferring skilled ami unskilled emp
engaged in the construction and maintenance of telegraph
lines alone the New York Central right of-way from its pay-
roll to the payroll of the Western Union Telegraph Company.

I his change was made on April 15 and the employees,
through the Railway Employees' Department, protested to the
Board, asserting that the move was a ''mere subterfuge" to
avoid payment of wages fixed by the Railroad Labor Hoard.
In the employees' Submission to the Hoard the) stated that
the rates of pay and working conditions of the telegraph com-
pany (supposed to be [ess favorable to the employees) were
applied to the men so transferred and cited as a precedent
the Hoard's Decision No. 120, issued as ., result of the con-
troversy between the St. Louis-Southwestern and certain of
us maintenance of-way employees regarding the substitution
-of certain employees by employees of an outside contracting

organization. This decision was described in the Railway
Age of April 22, page 990.

The railroad, in its submission to the Board, explained

that a contract or agreement between the Western Cnion
Telegraph Company and the New York Central and its sub-

sidiaries was made in I contract provided that,

in return for the acquisition by the telegraph company of

the telegraph facilities owned by the carrier and for the- use
of the earner'- right-of-way for the telegraph company's lines.

the Western Cnion would furnish the railroad telegraph

service up to 40 per cent of its total wire mileage. The tele-

graph company was to provide for the skilled labor and the

carrier for the unskilled labor used in the erection and repair

of ;dl telegraph wires, B) the terms of a supplemental
agreement made in 1910 the New York Central agreed to

carry both the skilled and unskilled labor employed in this

work on its own payrolls, billing the Western Cnion for 100
per cent of the amount paid to station linemen and 50 per
cent of the amount paid for unskilled gang labor v. 1

construction work.

During federal control, the railroad explained, the \\ si

ern Cnion took exception to the in- na-rs in wages granted
by the director general and refused to honor the bills pre-»

sented to it by the carrier. By the end of federal control

the director general held unpaid bills of the New Yorl
tral against the Western Union totaling SI .1 7 1 .074. This
attitude of the telegraph compan] continued after federal

control and as a result an additional claim totaling over

$200,000 was run up by the mpany against the
Western Cnion. Ui.i d upon by the di

"• tieraJ to settle these i unts the New York Central n

an agreement with tin Western Cnion whereby the latter paid
no per, cent of the bill for labor under this agreement dur-
ing federal control, and between 75 and Ml per cent of the
amount which has accrued sinci the end of federal control.

Henry T. Hunt Represents A. F. of L
Henry T. Hunt, formerly a representative of the public on

the Labor Hoard, appeared before that body for the first time
as a legal representative of tin Railway Employe D
ment of the American Federatii f Labor. Mr. Hunt's
argument against the action of tin- c ompanv was
largely on legal citations showing that the employer

i rily the- party which pays the employee, but that party
which directs the employee's work and has the power to hire,

discharge and make- substitutions. Employees in this

Mr Hunt ci ntended, are joint emp]
directed by the joint superintendent, an employee of both
the New York Central and the Western Cnion, even though
they are paid by the telegraph -ompanv. He then dc\
the argument that joint employees of this character pr
come under the labor pi

| irtation Act
Carrying out this thought, Mr. Hunt said that should the
position of the carrier be upheld it would only
tor the railroads t,> get someone else to pa\ their emp]
to evade all of the

I the rransportatioi \

Jacob Anm presented the earn \fter calling
attention to the fa< t that the contract with th \\

fourteen years prior to the passage of the
rransportation \ .ted that if the Hoard ru
the railroad in this i tse it would have to conclude t'

railroad had enough foresight fourteen years ago to mat
I the provisii

portation Act now. Lh. the New 1
as outlined bj Mr. Aronson, -.. irgely on t'.

that the action taken by that carrier in transferring
I

from its payroll to the Western Cnion :

taken in accordance with the provisions of the supplemental
agreement of 1910, and that by ruling railroad in
any manner in this case the Hoard would be taking from the
carrier the right o\ contract. Mr. Aronson called attention
to the fact that this agreement is nothing more or less
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the lease of the small amount of wire mileage owned by the

New York Central and of the right to use the carrier's right-

of-way for the lines of the Western Union. In return for

this the Western Union paid the carrier in service instead of

in money, he added. The whole matter, Mr. Aronson said in

closing, is therefore entirely outside the Board's jurisdiction.

The hearings were closed on the same day, the Labor

Board taking the case under advisement.

During the past week the Labor Board has been busy in

hearing a large number of smaller disputes through the

agency of its three bureaus composed of three members each,

the New York Central case being the first case which has

been heard by the full Board for some time.

A Heavy Duty Trailer

The movement of heavy concentrated loads such • as

large castings, etc., constitutes an important handling

problem in railway freight stations, warehouses and

transfer stations. In such work, cranes, trucks, tractors and

trailers and various other material handling devices are be-

ing increasingly used. For such work the Sharon Pressed

Steel Company, Sharon, Pa., has developed a trailer specially

designed for heavy duty service with tractors.

The trailer frame consists of four %-in. channel sections

which are pressed from J^-in. hot rolled open-hearth steel

and riveted into one-piece channel section corner pieces

pressed to a 6-in. radius. By varying the length of the side

and the end rails, the trailer can be made in any length up

to 72 in. and in any width up to SO in. Two additional

members, of 3-in. pressed steel channel, run lengthwise be-

Flexible Metallic Packing

AN unusual and interesting rod packing, said to com-

bine the adjustment features of non -metallic packing

with the wear-resisting qualities of metallic ring

packing, is "V" Pilot Packing, made by the Pilot Packing

Company, Inc., Chicago. The packing takes its name from

the patented contour of the metal which is shaped like a

"V" to insure an entirelv metallic surface on the rod at the

Under Platform View Showing Construction Details

neath the floor and are riveted to the end rails and braced,

laterally, to the frame with front and rear pressed steel "V"

braces which take the pull of the -\s-in. steel forged coupler.

Either one or two couplers can be used.

The rear wheel and front caster supports are 3-in. pressed

steel channels riveted to the side rails and the longitudinal

members of the frame. The rear wheel brackets are pressed

from 34-hi- steel with two stiffening ribs on each side. The
rear wheels are of malleable iron with six double-web spokes

and 3y2 -in. face and are equipped with 3-in. Hyatt roller

bearings on a hardened and ground 1-in. shaft.

The front casters are of heavy-duty type, ball and roller

bearing equipped, bolted to a j4-in. steel plate which is

riveted to the frame. The floor of the trailer is \%-'m. oak

recessed flush in the side and end rails. All frame members
are flush on the bottom, thus affording an even support when
the trailer is used in connection with a lift truck.

The trailer was recently given a severe test with a load of

8,000 lb., indicating its adaptability to exacting service.

Fig. 1—Cross Section of a Set of "V" Pilot Packing

slightest pressure of the gland. The face of the metal, as

shown in Fig. 1, is slotted, the slots being staggered to pre-

vent the escape of steam down the rod. The slots serve

another useful purpose by retaining oil for the lubrication

of the rod.

A hasty glance at Fig. 1 may give the impression that

there are two pieces of metal instead of one, but on closer

examination the Y-shape of the solid, white metal bar is

apparent.

"V" Pilot Packing has a resilient, pliable back, fitting it

for many uses for which purely metallic packing is not

Fig. 2—View Showing Flexibility of New Packing

adapted. Its extreme flexibility, as shown in Fig. 2, permits

its use on small rods and provides easy and quick adjust-

ment. This packing has successfully passed the experimental

stage and demonstrated its value by extended tests under

actual working conditions, having shown unusually long life

and resultant economy. It has a wide range of application

and is used by railroads for air pumps, boiler feed pumps
(steam and water ends), valve stems, throttle stems, power

reverse gear rods, stationary air compressors, steam engines,

hot and cold water pumps, ammonia pumps, roundhouse

washout pumps, power plant feed water pumps, pumping
station (steam or water glands), steam hammers and many
other purposes.

"V" Pilot Packing is supplied boxed and ready for imme-
diate service and is applied in the same manner as ordinary

fibrous packing.
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The Canadian Ticket Agents' Association will hold it

thirty-fifth annual meeting at Ottawa, Ontario, on October 11,

instead of September 20, as had been planned.

A fire in tin- roundhouse and local shops of the Erie Rail-

road at Jersey City, N. J., on September 11, destroyed one

building, partly destroyed another one and damaged 18 loco-

motives; estimated total loss $100,000.

The Executive Board of the Master Boiler Makers' \s S o

ciation, will meet at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, 111. on

the morning of September 24, to decide on a place for the

next annual convention to be held in May, 1922.

"A Shipper's View of the Evolution of Transportation, ami
Its Effect on Steam Railways" will be the subject of a paper

b) George C. Conn, director of traffic of the Buick Motor
Company, at the next meeting of the Western Railway Club,

on September 19, at the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago.

Four masked men held up passenger train No. 2 on the

Kansas City Southern between Bloomburg, Tex., and Tex-
arkana on the night of September 6 and robbed the mail

car. The bandits (who had concealed themselves on the

train), entered the cab of the engine and ordered the mail

car uncoupled; they forced the engineer then to run to the

outskirts of Texarkana where the actual robbery occurred.

The Joint Committee on Automatic Train Control of the

I. C. C. and the A. R. A. will hold a meeting at the office of

the American Railway Association, Manhattan building, Chi-

cago, on September 27, to consider the reports of the I. C. C.

and A. R. A. inspectors covering performance records of the

train control systems which have been inspected on the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific. At present the inspectors are on the Chesapeake &
< Ihio installation.

The Los Angeles Limited, train No 7, of the Oregon Short

Line, was held up by two masked and armed robbers on

August 31, near Clearfield, Utah, 9 miles outh ol Ogden
The train was stopped by an automatic block signal and tin-

two robbers, entering the observation car, proceeded to hold

up the men only. While one gathered loot iii the observa

tion car the other proceeded to the other cars. They then

made the conductor start the train and in the outskirts of

Salt Lake City, thej dropped off.

Railway Electrical Engineers Will Not Meet

The 1921 annual convention of the Association of Railway Elec-

trical Engineers has been postponed indefinitely This action was
taken by its board of directors as a result of a suggestion made
recently by the Association of Railway Executives that the various

sections of the American Railway Association postpone indefinitely

all conventions or curtail them as much as possible. The Asso-
ciation of Railway Electrical Engineers is not officially connected
with the American Railway Association, but has applied Eoi

membership.

Chief Engineers' Night

'The Western Society of Engineers plans a chief engineers'
night cm September 20, at which prominent engineers on
several of the larger railways at Chicago will speak briefly

on some of their earlier experiences which they now look
back on as turning points in their professional careers. This

is the first of a series of inspirational programs designed
particularly for the encouragement of the younger men of

the society. The speakers will include C. A. Morse, chief

engineer, C. R. I. &• P.: A. S. Baldwin, vice-president and formerly
cln.i engineer, Illinois Central; H. R. Saflford, assistant to

Hid formerly chief engineer
Grand [Trunk; I F. Loweth, chief engineer, C. M. & St. P.,

and E. H. Lee, vice-president and chief engineer of the
Chicago & Western Indiana.

No More Mail on Freight Trains

The former practice of shipping monthly, semi-monthly and
weekly periodicals by mail, instead of by freight, will be re-

established October 1. The change, it is expected, will save the

government approximate!; mually in labor, rent and
cartage. Nearly 1,000 publications will be afl

At the time the freight-shipment plan was adopted in 1911,

mails were transported by rail entirely on the weight basis, and
the difference in the cost of transportation by freight and pas-

senger trains was material. Since the adoption of payment by
space, and the general increase in freight rates, conditions are
the reverse of what they were; there is little difference in the
cost of transportation between freight trains and mail trains.

Some Unit Costs Show Reduction

The Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly bulletin

ui freight and passenger train service unit costs for the month
of June shows a further reduction in some of the unit costs
of railroad operation. The cost per freight train mile for

selected accounts used by the commission was $1,753 for

tin mi. nth as compared with $1.89 last year and the averagi
lust per passenger train mile, selected accounts, was 98.4

cents as compared with $1.03 last year. For the first six

months of 1921, however, the average cost per freight train

mile was $1.95 as compared with $1.85 last year and per pas

senger train mile was $1 03 s compared with $1.01 las)

Annual Meeting of the Telegraph

and Telephone Section

The annual meeting of the ["elegraph and Telephon
tion of the operating division of the American Railway

ciation will he held at I
' io, on September 21, 22

and 23. \ number oi important r.ports relative to telegraph

and telephone development and operation, including

relating to the handling of message traffic, the applii

of radio telegraphy and telephony to railwaj work and
proper systems of education of employees, will be presented

for discussion and action. The March meeting of this

tion was cancelled and the annual meeting is the first and
only- one to be held this year.

Protests Against Valuations

Mam ainst the tentative valuations which have re-

cently been served by the Interstate Commerce Commission are

being received by the coram ting on the ground that the

commission has nth not given sufficient considera-

tion to various elements of value. Most of the protests also ob-
ject because the commission has not analyzed the methods by
which it has made up its figure for final value. A brief filed this

week bj the I
i Angeles 8 Salt lake says that the method

adopted hy the Bureau of Valuation is wrong in principle and
results in naming an inadequate figure for the value It says the

bureau has recognized that the figure it has reported dies not

represent the real value of the property "but a mere rate '

term which it uses interchangeably with valuation for rate-making
purposes'." It is also stated that the bureau method ignores factors

of controlling import nice. Whereas the commission places a final

i. line of $45,871,1 :
oi Ihi I, R- S. Lovett, chairman of the

board, had testil ed that the property was worth SS2.000.000 after

'fOOO bad been added since the valuation date
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Mail Car Robberies Reduced

Postmaster-General Hays is quoted as saying that the wave of

post office and mail train robberies had been broken by the order

issued last April that all post office clerks engaged in the trans-

portation of mail arm themselves. There has been a slump in

the losses since the clerks began carrying pistols and shotguns in

mail cars, wagons and post offices. In 1920, the Post Office De-

partment lost $6,300,000 because of robberies, but in the five

months from April 7, when arming was ordered, until September

7, only $88,580 was stolen.

The Equipment Quarterly

A list of traffic representatives of large shippers is a promi-

nent feature of the August issue of the "Railway Equipment

Quarterly," the 185-page supplement to the Railway Equip-

ment Register. This list fills 34 pages, and information is

given from 44 states, together with a few items from Canada.

The list has been compiled primarily to show names of ship-

pers and receivers of carload freight in large quantities. An
idea of the detail included may be gained from the state-

ment that New York fills nearly five pages. This includes,

however, under New York City, the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Association, in which there are over 500

members, and the names and addresses of all these members
are given. The Fisk Rubber Company, of Chicopee Falls.

Mass., has branches in over 100 cities, all of which are named.

The classification of freight cars, which is a main feature

of the Quarterly, has been greatly enlarged and now con-

tains an enormous mass of details. A new section has been

added, Part IV, Private Cars, filling seven pages. This gives

the names of manufacturers, merchants and other shippers

who own cars, with the figures distributed in 20 columns to

show the kinds of cars. This list shows a total of 190,422

cars; which indicates that the total number of such cars

in the country must be well above 200,000; for some promi-

nent owners, like the American Refrigerator Transit Com-
pany, Morris & Company and Swift & Company, have given

no information as to the number of cars owned by them.

The total number of tank cars recorded in this list is

124,479; refrigerators 36,306 and hopper (coal) cars 18,039.

National Safety Council at Boston

The National Safety Council, headquarters 168 North Michi-

gan avenue, Chicago, announces the tenth annual congress of the

Council, to be held at Boston, Mass., in the State House, be-

ginning Monday, September 26, and continuing five days. The
general business meeting will be held on Monday morning, C. P.

Colman, president of the National Safety Council, presiding. The
section meetings will be held on the following days, the more
important ones in the forenoon.

The steam railroad section, T. H. Carrow (Penn.), chairman,

will hold its first session on Tuesday morning, in room 436. The
speakers named in the program are Tohn F. Moore (Y. M. C. A.),

Rev. Walt Holcomb, C. W. Galloway (B. & O.), and E. L. Bair,

Benefit Association of Railway Employees, Chicago.

The second session, Wednesday morning, will discuss bulletin

No. 78 of the Interstate Commerce Commission, containing sta-

tistics of railroad accidents of the last quarter of 1920. Train

accidents will be discussed by F. R. Mitchell (N. Y„ N. H. &
H.), S. G. Watkins (B. & M.), and T. R. McCampbell (C. C. C.

& St. L.) ; train service accidents by C. L. La Fountaine (G. N.),

W. J. Orr (T. H. & B.), D. E. Satterfield (C. & O.), and F. M.
Harris (N. Y., N. H. & H.) ; non-train accidents by W. H.
Ganzert (C. & O.), E. S. Chapin (Penn.), II. E. Astley (N. Y.,

N. H. & H.), and J. T. Pratt (P. & R.).

The third session will be a joint meeting with the Electric

Railway Section, on Thursday morning, with John T. Broderick
(B & O.) in the chair. The discussion will be on highway grade
crossing accidents, and the following are the speakers: J. E. T.onu

(D. & H.), F. M. Metcalfe (N. P.), T. P. Brcnnan (L. I.), F.

Whittemore (N. C & St. L.), Arthur Ridgeway (D. & R. G \,

D. L. Cease ("The Railroad Trainman"), and L. F. Shedd (C.

R. 1. & P.).

On Friday morning there will be an address by F. M. Metcalfe
(N. P.) on the substitution of superintendents' staff meetings for

the customary safety committee meetings. Other speakers on

Friday will be D. G. Phillips (Wabash), Harry A. Adams (U.

P.), F. H. Babcock (P. & L. E.), and E. R. Cott (H. V.).

Disastrous Floods in Texas

Heavy rains in southern Texas on September 9 and 10, fea-

tured by a cloudburst near San Antonio, caused serious loss of

life and extensive damage to property in the city of San Antonio

and vicinity. There also was considerable damage to railroad

property. Bridge approaches have been washed out at many
points. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas lost approximately 500

ft. of bridge approaches between Temple and Taylor, and the

line between Austin and Ranger was closed many days. Between
Ranger and Georgetown this road lost approaches to 14 or 15

bridges, while at three or four points as many as 10 to 20 panels

were washed away. In the immediate vicinity of San Antonio

the damage to the railroads was not so great. The Southern

Pacific had a few washouts. Several small washouts occurred

on that road between Austin and Elgin. Other damage is re-

ported on the Llano & Austin branch, and some damage to trestle

bridges and the San Gabriel river bridge on the Llano branch.

Heavy rains have occurred on the watershed of the Little river

which joins the Brazos north of Heme, and in that vicinity

water was over the track in numerous places. Heavy rains fell

farther south, and the Texas-Mexican, between Corpus Christi and

Laredo, suffered heavy damage. The waters receded rapidly and

it is expected that all train service will be restored by the end

of this week. Until that time it will be necessary for the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas to run trains to San Antonio by way of

Houston.

Railway Returns for July

The net railway operating income for July of the 202 class I

railroads of the United States amounted to $69,485,000, which
is a larger sum than they have earned in any month since last

October, according to the reports filed with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. It also represents an increase of $17,000,000

as compared with June.

The earnings for July, on the basis of the tentative valuation

fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission for rate-making

purposes under the transportation act, would be at the annual

rate of return of 4J/2 per cent. This is $23,782,000 for the month
less than the roads should have earned as the normal July pro-

portion of a 6 per cent return, which would be $93,267,000. Fifty-

seven of the roads failed to earn their operating expenses and
taxes for the month. In June, 72 of the roads failed to earn

expenses and taxes.

The total operating revenues for July amounted to $462,553,000,

which was a decrease of $66,000,000, or 12}^ per cent, as com-
pared with July, 1920, although the rates are now on a higher

basis. Operating expenses were $362,776,000, a reduction of

$151,000,000, or 29.4 per cent. The net operating income com-
pares with a deficit of $11,878,000 for July, 1920.

The large reduction in expenses is attributable to several

factors. It reflects the effect of the reduction in wages ordered

by the Railroad Labor Board, effective on July 1, but it also

represents the effect of the drastic curtailment of maintenance

expenditures, and it is to be borne in mind that the figures for

last July, with which comparison is made, included some back

wage payments.

For the 11 months since September 1, 1920, when the guaranty
period expired, the net operating income of the class I roads
has been $438,000,000, which on the basis of the tentative valua-
tion would be at the annual rate of return of 2.6 per cent, or

$570,000,000 less than a 6 per cent return.

For the roads of the Eastern district for July the operating
revenues were $208,043,000. a decrease of 13.8 per cent, while
the expenses were $167,007,000, a decrease of 32.5 per cent. The
net operating income of the Eastern roads was $27,336,000, as

compared with a deficit last year.

The Southern roads had operating revenues amounting to V T1.-

202,000, a decrease of 10 per cent; their expenses were $58,988,000,

a decrease of 26.1 per cent, and their net operating income was
$8,368,000, as compared with a deficit last year. -

For the Western district the operating revenues were $183,-

708,000, 'a decrease of 11.8 per cent; the operating expenses were
$136,781,000. a decrease of 26.7 per cent, and the net operating
income was $33,781,000, as compared with $9,104,000 in July. 1920.
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Nearly 7,000,000 more bushels of grain passed down the Lachine

(.'anal in August than during the same month last year, according

to figures issued by the Lachine Canal office. Wheat totalled

5,361,846 bushels gain; 6,662,592 bushels in August, 1921, against

1,300,747 bushels in August, 1920. Corn showed 2,918,266 bushels

coming down last month, against 116,946 bushels last year. Oats,

rye and flaxseed also record increases.

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces that beginning Sep-

tember 15, the extra fare of $7.78 (including war tax) between
Washington and Chicago on the Broadway Limited will be

discontinued. Beginning September 25 a through sleeping

car from Chicago to Washington will be run on train No.

136, leaving Chicago at 11:30 p. m., and one from Washington
to Chicago on the train leaving Washington at 10:30 p. m.

These changes are to meet the competition of the Baltimore

& Ohio, which has put on a new train between Washington
and Chicago, competing with the Broadway Limited in time,

liul charging no extra fare.

Rates on Building Materials Reduced

The Interstate Commerce Commission on September 10 ap-

proved heavy reductions, on five days' notice, in interstate freight

rates on sand, gravel and crushed stone between practically all

points in trunk line territory, including Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Delaware, Maryland and portions of West Virginia and Virginia.

The new rates will go into effect on October 1 and will be approxi-

mately 15 per cent higher than the rates in effect prior to the

general increase of August. 1920, thus substituting a 15 per cent

increase for a 40 per cent increase, Builders of roads, buildings,

etc., will have the benefit of an annual reduction in transportation

charges much in excess of a million dollars.

Western Livestock Rates To Be Reduced

The Interstate Commerce Commission on September 13 granted

the western carriers authority to waive the usual tariff rules

requiring publication of specific rates in order to permit reduced

rates on livestock in the west to become effective September 20.

In its opinion the commission recommended that c. 1. rates on
cattle, hogs and sheep, west of the Mississippi river and Chicago,

now higher than 50 cents per 100 lb., he reduced by 20 per cent,

except that no rates need he reduced below 50 cents. Prac-

tically all rates from points west of the Missouri river tn Chi-

cago and from west of the Rocky Mountains to the Missouri

river will be reduced in amounts ranging from 1 to 25 cent pei

ll)(i Hi In many cases the entire increase made in August. 1920,

will be eliminated. The amount of reduction in the carriei

annual revenue which will result is not definitely known, hut has

been estimated to be upwards ol $10,(X)ll,()0!1, the commission's

announcement said.

Anthracite Shipments, August, 1921

Shipments of anthracite for August, as reported to the

Anthracite Bureau of Information, in Philadelphia, amounted
to 5,575,115 gross tons, as compared with 5,462,760 tons in

the preceding month, and with 6,207,653 tons in August, 1920.

The decrease from August, 1920, was due chiefly to continued

light demand for all sizes except stove, and to a continuance

i<\ scattered colliery suspensions caused by market conditions

.and petty strikes.

Shipments by originating carriers were
August, 1921 July, 1921

P. & R. R. \V 1.11&.S44 1,039,078
L. V. R. R 'U4.649 946,38r
C. K. K. ,,i N. 1 544,007

D., L. & W. R. '< 953,014 926.850
D. & H. Co .' 756,98

'

691,1

Penna. R. R 160,817
Eric R. R 628,280 619,365
N. Y., O. & W. R. W 98,355 110,605
L. & N. E. R. R 192,167

5,575,115 5,462,760

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has announced the reopening of the Kansas

intrastate rate case for further hearing with reference to specific

intrastate rates in Kansas that may be higher than interstate

rates to and from Kansas points.

The commissi,, ii has suspended mber 15 until Janu-
ary 13, 1922, the operation of schedules which propose increased

commodity rates on fresh fruits, melons and vegetables, in car-

loads, from points in Arkansas. Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma
and Texas to destinations in Central Freight Association and
Trunk Line Territories.

The commission has further suspended until October 29, the

operation of certain schedules which propose to increase rates on
lumber and other commodities between El Paso, Tex., and
points in Oregon, Washington, Utah and Idaho, the operation
of which was suspended until September 29 by an order pre-
viously entered.

The commission has suspended until January 11. 1922. the opera-
tion of certain schedules published by the Lehigh Valley, which
propose the cancellation of the existing commodit)
cents per 100 lb. on lumber from North Tonawanda, N
Canandaigua, leaving applicable instead the existing sixth-class

rate of \4'/2 cents.

The commission has suspended until January 24, 1722, the
operation of certain schedules published by the Southern Pacific

which propose the cancellation of certain exceptions to the Western
Classification applicable on fresh fruit and vegetables on inter-

state 'iii m points in Arizona, New Mexico and Texas,
resulting in the application of in

I tnd third class rates

on apples, first class on bananas, melons, oranges, and third class

on potatoes, 1. c. 1., fifth class on apples, third class on bananas
and oranges, and ("lass C rates on melons and potatoes, c. 1., in

lieu of the existing ratings of fourth class. 1. c. I., and Class C
on carloads.

["he commission has suspended from September 10 until January
8, 1922, the operation of certain schedules published in

R. II Countiss' trans-continental east hound tariff which propose
the cancellation ot routing on lumber and other forest products
from points on the South Bend i \\

.

ranch of the
1 hicago, Milwaukee & St Paul, M reng W: I destina-
tions on the Union Pacifi< System in Southern Idaho. Utah and
Wi tern Wyoming, resulting in the application of combination of
locals, for example, the present through rate from Doty, Wash.,
lo X.unp.i, Idaho, i-

; _' cents, while the combination tate pro-

i
I to appl;

The commission has suspended from September 15 until

January Li, 1922, the operation "i certain schedules published
by R. H. Countiss. agent. The suspended schedules in Supple-
ment No. 1 to the tariff propose to restrict the routing on
lumber and articles taking same rates destined to

points so as not to apply via any junction in connection with

the Atchison, Ti ipi

nr Pan-Handle & Santa I tits in California. Mi

and Utah in the Hawley and Truckee groups, leaving ap-

plicable instead combination rates, and Supplement N
the tariff proposes to substitute for the combinations pro-

I lo apply, the coast group rates from points in the

Haw 1.
J
ami I I U< I

State Commissions

The Baltimore & Ohio has filed an application with the Illinois

State Commission for permission to close four stations in that

state, tin stations being Lakewood, Moccasin, Bluff Springs and

Berry.
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Simplon Tunnel Widening Completed

The excavation work dm the second Simplon tunnel in Switzer-

land, parallel to the first, was completed on September 13, ac-

cording to cable dispatches from Geneva. The masonry work

on the new tunnel is said to he well advanced and it is ex-

pected that it will he open for traffic by the first of the year.

Locomotives

Tut; Chilean State Railways, reported in the Railway Age
i i \pril 29, as inquiring for 30 Mikado type locomotives, has

ordered 10 Mikado type locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Work-,, and 20 Mikado type locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company.

Disastrous Accident on French Railway

Twenty-live persons are reported to have been killed and 60

injured when an express train bound from Lyons to Strass-

bourg was derailed 9 miles from Lyons, on September 10. Four

cars carrying third class passengers were overturned. Passengers

in these cars were for the most part soldiers returning for duty

to Alsace.

Electrification of the Argentine Transandine

The directors of the Argentine Transandine Railway have

asked authority to increase the capital of the company from

2.500,000 to 4,000,000 gold pesos, according to Commerce Re-

ports, the additional funds to be used in covering the ex-

pense of electrifying the line. Plans are said to be under

way providing for the joint operation of the Chilean Trans-

andine with the Argentine Transandine.

Belgians Underbid Americans in China

Bids by Belgian concerns on steel rails for the Peking-Mukden

Railway are equivalent to $41 a ton, according to Commerce
Reports. These bids are from $7 to $32 lower than bids by

American concerns. The Belgian bids were the lowest and two

French concerns came second and third. The Yellow River

Bridge Commission has recommended the awarding of the busi-

ness to the Belgians.

Purchasing Department Changes on

Japanese Government Railways

The financial and purchasing department of the Japanese Gov-

ernment Railways has organized a new section for the purpose

of making extensive purchases of modern labor-saving machinery

for the mechanical and engineering departments. This section,

which will be under the direction of Shinji Sogo, will also

arrange for the purchase and installation of modern equipment

for the railway's offices.

South African Railway Electrification

May Be Postponed

The latest reports regarding the proposals for the electrification

of certain sections of the government railways of the Union of

South Africa are to the effect that no bids have as yet been

accepted, and that it is possible that the program may not be

carried through at this time to the full extent planned, for, ac-

cording to Commerce Reports. It is reported that uncertain busi-

ness conditions may influence tin government to defer this work.

Improved Railway Service for Rumania

Representatives from the ministry of railways of Rumania re-

cently met in Prague to discuss the means of establishing rapid train

service between Czechoslovakia. Rumania, ami other southeastern
European countries, says a report from Consul C. S. Winans,
Prague, Czechoslovakia. A general conference on this question

is to be held at Prague in October. The negotiations recently

held at Budapest between Czechoslovakia and Hungary re-

garding the rates to be charged on merchandise sent to Rumania
by way of Hungary are said to have reached a favorable con-
clusion.

Freight Cars

The Bingham & Garfield is asking for prices on 25 to 75

ore cars of 60 tons' capacity.

The Atlantic Fruit Company. New York, has ordered 4 flat

cars of 20-ton capacity from the Magor Car Corporation.

The Denver & Rio Grande Western is inquiring for 1.000,

50-ton flat bottom gondola cars, also for 1.000, 70-ton flat bottom

gondola cars.

The Wabash has given an order to the Western Steel Car
& Foundry Company, for making repairs to 200 to 250 all steel

hopper cars, of 40-ton capacity.

The Virginian contemplates having repairs made on from
1,000 to 4,000 freight cars. 100 freight cars are now being re-

paired at the shops of the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Com-
pany.

The Bangor & Aroostook, reported in the Railway Age of

September 3, as inquiring for 200 single sheathed box cars of

40-ton capacity, has ordered these cars from the Standard Steel

Car Company.

The Chicago, Rcck Island & Pacific, reported in the Railway

A.ec of August 27, as inquiring for 200 gondola cars and also

asking for bids for the repair of 500 all steel general service

cars, has ordered 200 composite gondola cars of 50-tons capacity

from the General American Car Company and is having repairs

made to 125 general service gondola cars of 50-ton capacity at

the shops of the Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.

Iron and Steel

The Canadian- Pacific has ordered 25.000 tons of rail, from
the Algoma Steel Corporation.

The Evansville, Indianapolis & Terre H.u-te has ordered
from the Mt. Vernon Bridge Company. Mt. Vernon, 111., 200

ti 'is ,if steel for its Eel river bridge in Indiana.

I
in iliiivi Railway, Osaka. Japan, i- inquiring through

Mitsui & Company, New York, for 1,900 tons of 60-lb. rail;

Mitsui & Co. are also inquiring for about 1,000 tons additional

and dli-ll'. rail for export to Japan.

Miscellaneous

in Missoi i;i Kansas & Texas has awarded a contract to

the National Boiler Washing Company, Chicago, for unloading
and delivery facilities, pumps, oil columns, pipe lines, etc., for

use with oil tanks the orders for which were noted in the

, Age of September 10 (page 510).

Tin New York Centra] will receive bids until 12 o'clock,

- ptember -">, for its present requirements on rolled steel

fence wire, track holts, volt cable and parts for installing

same bottom plates for crossing frogs, manganese frogs; its re-

quirements of fuel oil for locomotive service during whatever
period oi time during the month of October. 1921, it is required
lo hum .same and its requirements until October 31, 1921, on
steel billets and steel wheels for locomotive, passenger car and
tender repairs.
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Supply Trade News

R. I. Baird, who wa
the sales department o

pany, Philadelphia, I 'a .

R. I. Baird

from 1909 to 1917 connected with

the Electric Storage Battery Com-
as returned to the service of that

. ompany and is now in

i
hai ge iii the w estern

district of sales of

Kxide batteries for

railway car lighting,

industrial trucks, i ti

r\1r. liaird's headquar-

ters will be at the

Chicago office of the

company, in the Mar-
quette building. The
railway signal work is

in charge of H. B.

Crantford, who former-

ly was in the

of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul.

Mr. Baird was educated
at the Armour Institute

of Technology, Chi-

cago, and has been
connected with the Au-
tomatic Electric Com-

pany and the Bryant Zinc Company, lie was also in railroad

work, having served in the signal department of the Illinois

Central. Since 1917. he has represented the Delco Light

Company, in Montana.

Charles B. Seger, president of the United States Rubber
Company, New York, has been elected also chairman of the

board, succeeding as chairman (HI. Samuel I'. Colt, decea ed

Mr. Seger was born on
August 29, 1867, at New
i >i leans, La., and was
for many years in rail-

h .i ) service, having be-

gun work as an office

boy with Morgan's
Louisiana & Texas
Railroad & Steamship
I ompany, now a part

if the Southern Pacifii

I le subsequently sen ed
as a clerk until 1887,

» hen he was appointed
steamship auditor, lie

was then auditor and
latei clerk to the chief

auditor until 1893, « h< n

he was appointed audi

tor and secreta

the Galveston, Harris
burg iS: San Antonio,
the rexas & New

Orleans and the Direct Navigation Companj In January.
1900, he was appointed also auditor and secretarj of the
Galveston, Houston & Northern. On November 1. 1904,
he was appointed auditor of the Southern Pacific—Pacific
system, with office at San Francisco, Cal., and six yea
later became general auditor ol the Southern Pacific-Union
Pacific systems, later serving as deputy controller until the
separation by the courts of the Southern and Union Pacific
Systems in 1913, when Mr. Seger became vice-president anil

controller of the Union Pacific and from March to December,
1918, served as acting chairman of the executive commit tee

and as president. Since January 1, 1919, he has been presi
dent of the United States Rubber Company and now b(

comes also chairman of the board as above noted.

C. B.

The Pennsylvania Car Company has

I Delaware, with a capital of -

engage in the building of railroad cars. The incorporators are:

J. II. Van Moss, James II. Durbin, L. B. Coppinger, and the
iration Trust ("ompany of Delaware. Plants equipped

with latest improved machinery will be constructed at

Sharon, Pa., at Argentine station, Kansas City, Kan., and at

Houston, Texas This company is affiliated with the inter-

hat control the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company and
the Pennsylvania Tank Line. Sharon. Pa., and the present
plan call for the development of one of thi . aniza-
tions of its kind in the i

The Railroad Accessories Corporation, manufacturer of and
dealer in general railway supplies, particularly those used by
the signal departments, with ofl •. New
York, and factorj al Boonton, N. J., has succeeded to the
rights and property • rn Signal & Supply Company,
50 Church street, Xew York, the Railroad
poration, the Duplex Channel-Pin Company, and the Lenorr
Concrete Products Company, all of 30 Church street. New
York. The the Railroad Ace.- ration

are F. C. Lavarack, president; E. M. Deems, vice-president

and treasurer; J. M. Mercer, secretary, and W. W. Lavarack,
manager. F. C. Lavarack has been connected with the rail-

road and supply field for the past 2]

with the supply field for the past 24 years. J. A. Mercer for

the past 13 years, and \V. \Y. Lavarack with the railroad and
supply field for the past 40 years

Obituary

Fred A. Dexter, president of the Leavitt Machine Com-
ii.im ( 'range, Mass., died on August 26.

Silas C. Linbarger, ceramic engineer for the Carborundum
Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.. died at bis home in that

city'i.n September 10.

Trade Publications

Coaling Station.— i nstruction I ompai

line, 111., recently issued a pamphlet illustrating by diagram and

photograph the small locomotive coaling station of the balance

bucket t\i" which tips company has recentlj for rail-

» 13 service. The installations illustrated in the pamphlet include

those for the Great Northern at Bellingham ind R ckport

and for the Chicago, Memphis & Gulf. The pamphlet al

votes som< spao to illu i il its larger type coaling plant

to th( listing of thi vol b\ the companj in

e hoto fi.

Canadian National Transcontinental Train

Edmonton, Alberta

Arriving at
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Railway Financial News
iiiiimimin

Asherton & Gulf.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $436,000 of first mortgage, 30-year gold bonds.

Centraii New England.—Authorised to Abandon Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the abandonment of a line of 1.87 miles in Hampden
County. Mass.

Central Vermont.—Asks Loan from Revolving Fund.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a loan o'f $128,000 for five years.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—.Isks Authority to Lease Road.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to lease the property of the Chesapeake & Ohio of

Indiana.

Chicago Junction.—Acquisition- by New York Central.—See

New York Central.

The corporate in-

31, 1920, compares
Colorado & Southern.—Annual Report —

come account for the year ended December
with the previous year, as follows

:

Standard return (January and February, 1920;
year 1919)

Total railway operating revenues
Total railway operating expenses

Net from railway operations
Railway tax accruals
Railway operating income and standard return..
Estimated amount due for guaranty period (March

1 to August 31)
Total non-operating income

Interest on funded debt
Total deductions from gross income

Net income
Dividends
Income balance transferred to profit and loss...

The annual report of the Colorado & Southern will be re-

viewed editorially in an early issue.

Denver & Rio Grande.—Appeal Allowed.—Judge Lewis of the

Federal Court at Denver, Col., has allowed the stockholders an

appeal from the order confirming the sale of the Denver & Rio

Grande to the Western Pacific interests.

Fort Worth & Denver City.—Annual Report.—The corporate

income for the year ended December 31 compares with the

previous year, as follows

:

1920 1919
Standard return (Tanuary and February, 1920;

year 1919) ' $315,231 $1,891,381.
Total railway operating revenues 1 1,196,885
Total railway operating expenses 10,383.618

$413,535 $2,481,212
13,816,741
11,342,899 50,252
2,887,377 2,430,960
784.225

2,099,993 2,430,960

959,688
2,998,552 1.775.727
5,098,544 4,206,687
2,140,438 2,105,095
2,492,478 2,422,740
2.606,066 1,783,946
680.000 680,000

1,926,066 1.103,946

operations.Net
Railway tax accruals
Railway operating income and standard return. .

Estimated amount due for guarantv period (March
1-August 31)

Total non-operating income
Gross income

Interest on funded debt
Total deductions from gross income

Net income
Dividends

1,128,498
333,161
792,275

1,113,733
1.527. 335
2.319,610
544.511
843.560

1.1,0,0
O.to.152

836.S9S

128,752
2,002,018
534,716
686,540

1.315,477
639,152

Income balance transferred to profit and lo<

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the princi-

pal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919, as follows:

Operating Revenues
1920 1919

Freight $8,434,056

dlway operating rev

i Ipei ating Expens
1920

Maintenance of way and structures $2,033,334
Maintenance of equipment 2,985,747
Traffic 101,087
Transportation 5,972.814
General 440,692

Total railway operating expenses 1 1,605,75°
Net revenue from railway operations 1.646.1SS
Railway tax accruals 376,961

Railway operating income 1,265,743
Net railway operating income 923,319

$7,112.8X0
3,615,777

11,16 !,30

1919

,100,557
!, 188,479

54,669
1,068,432
310.052

',767,354
i,394,948
257.541

1,135,900

1,826,466

Passenger Traffic

Number of revenue passengers carried 1,328,753 1,210,992

Number of passengers carried cne mile 143,932,860 129,426,288

Average distance carried (miles) 108.32 106.88

Average revenue per passenger mile 2.839 2.794

Freight Traffic

Xumbcr of revenue tons carried 3.441,773 3,180,448
Number of tons carried on- miie 598,260,765 563,068,970
Average miles hauled—revenue freight 173.82 177.04

;e revenue per ton mile of freight (cents) . . 1.409 1.263

Middle Tennessee.—Sold.—John II. Carpenter, of Nashville,

Term., purchased this road, September 10, on a bid of $300,000.

The Middle Tennessee extended from Franklin, Tenn., to Mt.

Pleasant, 45 miles. It has not been operated for some time.

Minneapolis, St Pali. & S'ault Ste. Marie.—Asks Authority

to Issue Notes.—This company has applied to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for authority to issue $10,000,000 of ten-year,

6V2 per cent collateral trust gold notes, the proceeds to be used

to discharge indebtedness for current liabilities, and also to issue

$15,000,000 of first mortgage refunding 6 per cent bonds, of which

it is proposed that $12,500,000 shall be pledged as security for the

note issue. The notes have been sold subject to the commission's

approval to Dillon, Read & Co., at 97%.

Mi-sissippi Central.—Authorised to Abandon Line.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authoriz-

ing the abandonment of a branch line extending 11.74 miles from
Hattiesburg, Miss. The commission has also authorized the com-
pany to acquire by lease the control of a branch line of the Gulf,

Mobile & Northern from Beaumont to Hattiesburg, Miss., 26

miles.

New York Central.—Commission's Examiner Recommends
. luthority to Take Over Chicago Junction.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has made public a tentative report proposed by
Attorney-Examiner Clarke recommending that the commission

issue a certificate authorizing the New York Central to pur-

chase the entire capital stock of the Chicago River & Indiana

at not exceeding $750,000 and that the Chicago River & Indiana

lease from the Chicago Junction all of its properties at an annual

rental of $2,000,000, provided that the right to prescribe the terms,

methods and character of securities which may be employed to

effectuate the purpose be reserved to the commission, and that, as

an express condition, the consummation of the transactions shall

be taken as conclusive evidence of the acceptance by the carriers

of an agreement to abide by 17 conditions enumerated in the re-

port, which are intended to preserve the rights of shippers and of

the competing lines which protested against the authority being

granted. The recommendation of the examiner is made on the

assumption that the commission has jurisdiction to grant the

certificate under paragraphs 18 to 22, Section 1, of the interstate

commerce act, although the commission has promulgated a con-

ference ruling holding that these provisions apply only to applica-

tions for authority to construct or put in operation new lines of

railroad. If the commission should be of the opinion that no
modification of the conference ruling of April 8 can be made, it is

recommended that the entire application be dismissed because it is

stated that denial of all jurisdiction must result in eliminating any
practical method of attaching such conditions as will prove effective

in safeguarding the public interest.

New York Central.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—Ap-
plication has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion asking authority to issue $19,500,000 of refunding and im-

provement mortgage bonds at 6 per cent, to be pledged with the

director general of railroads as security for a demand promis-
sory note dated August 21, given to the director general in

payment of the company's indebtedness to him for additions anU
betterments for the period of federal control.

New York. Chicago & St. Louis.— To Pay 1918-19 Dividends.

— President J. J. Bernet, in a letter dated September 8 to the

stockholders, says

:

Your Hoard of Directors has approved a settlement with the United States
Railroad Administration, whereby the company accepted a cash payment of
$3,000,000 in settlement of all claims and accounts theretofore existing be-
tween the company and the Railroad Administration. The making of this
settlement has enabled your directors this day to declare the following divi-
dends, payable on September 30, 1921, to stockholders of record September
19, 1921, out of the earnings of the years 191S and 1919:

Year Class of Stock Per Cent Amount
1918.First preferred 5 $249,895

Second preferred 5 549,990
1919 Second preferred 2'/'. 274,995

Common 5 699,480
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The accounting for the proceeds of the settlement will he had during the
year 1921, in accordance with the rulings of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. The company's income allocated to the federal control period on
the oasis of the settlement made is as follov

]>]-

Total operating income (after
railway taxes), deficit $236,618

Total non-operating income (in-

cludes compensation) 4.282,015

Cross income $4,045,397 $4,386,997 $682,203 $9,116,597
Total deductions trom gross in-

come (includes interest and
miscellaneous ineome charges) 3,030.507 2,376,834 296,955 5,704,296

Ian. and
1919 Feh , 1920 Total

$169,920 $30,732 $437,270

4,558,917 712,935 9,553,867

Net increasi $1,014,890 $2,012,163 $385,248 $3,412,301
dividends previously paid

—

First Preferred, 5 per cent
Second Preferred, 2J4 per cent 524,890 524,890

Remainder available for divi-

dends $1,014,890 $1,487,273 $385,248 $2,887,411
i\ i'l' ml now declared
First Preferred, 5 per cent
Second Preferred, 1918, 5

per cent 799,885 974,475 1.774,360
Second Preferred, 1919, 2'/,

per cent ...
Common, 1919, 5%

Surplu $215,005

ml because

$512,798 $385,248 $1,113,051

deral control period was par-
made at irregular intervals

agreement had not been reached with the government regarding
of "just compensation" to which the company was entitled,

matters in disputi growing out of the federal con-
1 out of tin earnings "f given years and the

it assumed control of the com-

The payment of dividends during
ially interrupted, and such payment

the amount

tincc the presetn
are as folio

trol. The
dates paid
pany's affai

Out of
earn-
ings Class of stock

of year
(First Preferred I

First Preferred [

Set I I'teferred I

Second Preferred (

Total $799,995

f First Preferred) 5 $124,947.50 Tan. 2,1918
I First Preferred

J 124,947.50 July 1,1918
1917 1 Second Preferred | 5 274,995 Jan. 2,1918

I Second Preferred J 274,995 July 22, 1919

Total $799,885
I First Preferred 1 5 $249,895

1918 I Second Preferred J 5 549,990
I'ii' d payable Sept. 30, 1921
Declared payable Sept. 30. 1921

Total $799,885

Total $1,499,365
First Preferred... 5 $249,895
Second Preferred 5

Common 5 699,480

I
First Preferred... 5 $249,895 Tan. 23. 1920
Second Preferred ) 5 274,995 May 1, 1920
Second Preferred I 274,995 Declared payable Sept. 30, 1921
Common

. . 5 699,480 Declared payable Sept. 30, 1921

I uly 12. 1920
6, 1920

Jan. 15, 1921

Total $1,499,365
(First Preferred... 5 $249,895 July 2, 1921

1921 I Second Preferred. 5 549,990 Sep. 16, 1921

The. management proposes t.. maintain thi present first Is physical
condition of the company's property. The management also desit
intends, so long as the present favorable earnings continue and financial
conditions justify, to declare and pay dividend. n .,11 ,,| ill, .lasses of
stock of ihc company at regular intervals.

Southern.—Dh'Ulend Action Again I >cferred.—The directors
at their meetitiR mi September S failed to take action on the
regular semi-annual dividend of 2'/. per cent on the preferred
stock, ordinarily paid June 30. Action on this dividend was
also deferred at the May meetini

President Fairfax Harrison issued the following statement in

regard to the situation in the South:
\s io the situation in the Smith, there is own indication that the corner

has been turned. The advanci in cotton was the breath of wind for which
,lu Southi n ive beet waiting. It has l>cen true in the past that
good cotton prices affect all industries and increase the buying
V In. li in, .in ii. M M ,ved I.'. '... I :. ,,,,], win mean

linings for the roads, Improvement will ... idual but
< is gained when s. ritimi nl 1 1. n . .

S "
,

'" roads showed better revenue in August than in anv month
since December,. 1920. Our power is all in excellent cond course,

yet to any extent n Om
nctuded and will bi

not take
I « i'Ii lli.' govei liiuelit lias li,

an nexl annu '

St. Louts-San Fran v., luthority to Issue Ronds.—
This company has applied in tin- Interstate I ommerce Conn
for authority to issue $4,578,000 of prior lien mortgage 6 per cent
gold bonds and to pi art of them a security for short
term notes from time to time.

Isks Authority to Purchase Belt Line, application lias been
filed with the fnterstatt Cdmmerci Commi sion for authority to
purchase tin- property 61 the Miami Mineral Belt, 14 miles,

'

Western Maryland.—Loon Appro: ed.—The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has approved a loan of $1,000,000 to this com-
pany to aid it in enlarging its elevator facilities at Port Covington,
near Baltimore.

Wichita Valley.—Annual Report.—The corporate income ac-
count lor tin year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the
previous year, as follows :

Standard return (January and February, 1920: 1920 1919
year 1919)

„ operating expenses....
Net from railway operations

Railway lax accrual?
Estimated amount due for guaranty period (March

1—August 31)
Total non-opera

1,372.328
2I2,S , 3

57.120

270.738
249.824
4 -4. Vs.',

38,450
261,596
143,386

11,762
362,126
38,450

243,718
118,407

Interest on funded debt
Total deductions from gross income
Income balance transferred to profit and lose

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal
traliie statistics for 1920 compare with 1919, as follows:

Operating Revenues

^^er-:::::::::::::;::::::::::;;;;;:;;;;;; «.||»
1919

jrsi.osrj

384,824

$1,227,501 .

Total operating revenues $1,858 543

Operating !•:.,

Maintenance of way and structures $363 760Maintenance of equipment 185.'816

1,537

24,921

Total operating expenses $1,458,296 $912,423

Net revenue from railway operations $400 247Railway tax accruals

Traffic
Transportation
General ....

1919
$186,089
116,108

3.950
S56.929
49,706

Railway operating income. $332,399

Net railway operating income $142,849

Passenger Traffic
Average number of revenue passengers carried . 357 973Number of passengers mile I83!'''l74Average distance carried (mil. 51*23
Average revenue ner ii:iss,-nv,-r „..r ,.,;!.. 1... o'orierage revenue per passenger per mile (1

Freight Traffic

f revenue tons carried 472 020
f tons carried one mile 41 61870';

AveraRc miles hauled revenue freight ' 92'41
. 1. 'Venue p, , ,,,„ n nle of freight I.

Numbe:
nber ,1 tons

2.962

277,076

356,005
31,031,897

2.520

Wyoming.—Asks Loon from Revolving r.W.-This company

r «™«d '° the Interstate Commerce Commission for a loan
of $209,579 for IS years from the revolving fund to enable it
to improve its propem and pay omt tandini

Guaranty Payments
The Treasury Department has announced the following pay-

ments to railroads on account of the six months' guaranty
for 1920: Bartlett Western. $7,500:: Louisiana Raih
Navigation Co., $100,000:: Mississippi Eastern, $8,500.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Vdministration has announced
that it has made settlements covering the period of Federal
control and has paid to the various carriers I he following
amounts: Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, $8,000,000; Virgin-
ian, $2,100,000: Alabama Great Southern. $1,530,000; V
& Ohio. $700,000; ( hicago, New York & Boston Refrif
Company, $375,000; Marsh Refrigerator Service Company.
$21,000: Goldsboro Union St. Dur-
ham Union Station Company, $2,190.57. The I'nion 1

Railroad paid the Railroad Administi tl

Dividends Declared

<?rc.ii %
. cent, quarterly,

to holders of recoril Si
iphis.—Frcfcrred. 1 per cent quarter!

1

1 from 1919 income); all payable September 30 to hold
ber 19.

Pittsburgh, Bessemer & [alee Erie.—Comm. •

' !ers of record Sepleiu'
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Railway Officers

Operating

E. W. Cameron has been appointed assistant superintendent

..I the Canadian National, Western Lines, with headquarters

at Neepawa, Man., succeeding J. H. McDiarmid, who has

been transferred, effective September 9.

R. G. Murchison has been appointed trainmaster oi tin-

Atlantic Coast Line with headquarters at Pinners Point, Ya.,

and C. L. Porter has been appointed to a similar position at

Tarboro, N. C. C. G. Sibley has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Fayetteville district with headquarters at Rocky

Mount, N. C, and W. H. Newell, Jr., to a similar position on

the Wilmington district with headquarters at Wilmington,

N. C. E. H. Powell has been appointed terminal trainmaster

with headquarters at Rocky Mount, N. C, and J. A. Archer,

trainmaster with headquarters at Lakeland, Fla. L. P. Broad-

field, trainmaster of the Jacksonville district, having resigned,

F. B. Langley, also trainmaster of that district, has had his

jurisdiction extended to cover the entire district. Thesi

appointments were effective September 1.

H. T. Kinney, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Erie with headquarters at Dunmore, Pa., was announced in the

Raitway Age of September 10, (page 515), was born at Mans-

field, Pa., on July 1, 1887. He was educated at the Mansfield

State Xormal School and Pennsylvania State College, at

which institution he studied civil engineering. Mr. Kinney's

first railroad work was from June, 1910, to March. 1911, when

he was engaged in engineering work on the Key West exten-

sion of the Florida East Coast. He then returned to college

where he remained until he had completed his course in July,

1913, when he went with the J. G. White Engineering Cor-

poration, assisting in the appraisal of the Atlantic Coast Line.

In June of the following year he became an assistant engineer

for the Erie at Rochester, N. Y. On February 1, 1916, he

was appointed supervisor of the Greenwood Lake and Newark-

branches and in October of the same year he was promoted

to division engineer of the Allegheny and Bradford divisions

with headquarters at Salamanca, N. Y. In May of the follow-

ing year he became assistant division engineer of the Buffalo.

Allegheny and Bradford divisions and in August, 1918, was

appointed trainmaster of the Buffalo division. In April, 1920.

he was transferred in a similar capacity to the Susquehanna

division with headquarters at Elmira, N. Y., which position

he was holding at the time of his recent appointment.

Mechanical

J. A. Carney, superintendent of shops of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, at Aurora, 111., lias been appointed

supervisor of fuel economy, with headquarters at Chicago.

effective September 1. H. Modaff, master mechanic of the

Ottumwa division, with headquarters at Ottumwa, Iowa, will

succeed Mr. Carney as superintendent of shops at Aurora.

H. C. Turner will succeed Mr. Modaff as master mechanic

of tin- < tttumwa division.

Traffic

H. I. Norris has been appointed export and import agent

of the Erie with headquarters at X™ York, effective Sep-

tember 15.

E. M. Snell has been appointed general agent ol thi I ri<

with headquarters at Toronto, Ontario, effective Sep-

tember 15.

S. H. Cummings has hem appointed assistant coal Freight

agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, O. Through a typographical error the railroad with

which Mr. Cummings is connected was omitted from an an-

n. ut ..I In- appointment in the Railway Age >>i Sep-

tember 10 (page 515).

H. R. White has been appointed general a^ent. traffic de-

partment, of the Maine Central with headquarters at East-

port, Me., effective August 22.

B. H. Taylor, general agent of the Gulf Coast Lines, with

headquarters at Houston, Tex., has been promoted to assist-

ant general freight agent, with the same headquarters, ef-

fective September 5. T. H. Mercer will succeed Mr. Taylor

as general agent, effective September 10.

L. F. Daspit, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent, of the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas, with

headquarters at Houston, was announced in the Railway

of August 13 (page

316), was born at New
Orleans, La., on Aug-
ust 10, 1885, and was
educated in the public

schools of that city.

He entered railroad

service in 1901 as mes-
senger boy in the

freight claim depart-

ment of the Morgan's
Louisiana & Texas and
served in various posi-

tions including that of

chief overcharge claim

clerk and statistician.

Mr. Daspit resigned in

1907 to enter commer-
cial work. He re-

entered the service of

L F Das it
the M

'

L
'

& T
'
'" ^uly '

1909. and was promoted
to compiler and chief

wage clerk, holding that position for about five years when he
again resigned on January 1, 1917, to become assistant traffic

manager of the Shreveport Chamber of Commerce. On July
15, 1918, he was appointed traffic manager of the Shreveport
Chamber of Commerce, which position he held until his recent
appointment as assistant general freight agent of the South-
ern Pacific Lines in Texas.

E. W. Clapp, general freight agent of the Southern Pacific,

with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., and H. A. Hinshaw,
general freight agent, with headquarters at Portland. Ore..

have been promoted to assistant freight traffic managers, with

headquarters at San Francisco, succeeding T. A. Graham
who has resigned to become general manager of the Pacific

Mail Steamship Company. J. Saunders, assistant general

freight agent, with headquarters at San Francisco, has been

promoted to general freight agent with headquarters at Los
Angeles, Cal. J. H. Mulchay, assistant general freight agent.

with headquarters at San Francisco, has been promoted to

general freight agent, with headquarters at Portland. < 're.

M. A. Cummings, assistant general freight agent, with head-

quarters at San Francisco, will assume the duties formerly

performed by Mr. Mulchay, with the same headquarter-..

H. C. Hallmark, general freight agent, with headquarter.-, at

1. 1.- Angeles, has been transferred to San Francisco. G. J.

Blech, assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at

Los Angeles, lias been transferred to San Francisco. L. C.

Zimmerman, division freight agent, with headquarters at San

Francisco, has been promoted to assistant general freight

agent, with headquarters at Los Angeles. H. W. Klein,

ii freight agent, with headquarters at San Francisco,

has been promoted to assistant general freight agent, with

the -.me headquarters. The changes were effective Septem-

ber 1.

Purchasing and Stores

J. D. McCarthy has been appointed purchasing agent of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Minneapolis.

Minn., succeeding W. F. Manchester, resigned, effective Sep-

tember 1.
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Ryerson-Conradson

Railroad Machine Tools

are abreast of the big

powerful locomo-

tive. Their use means

more locomotive rev-

enue hours.

More Power at the Tool

The direct motor drive of the Ryerson-Conradson Rail-

road Radial delivers more power at the tool with a lower

horsepower consumption.

One motor is used solely for elevating.

The second motor drives the spindle and feed mechan-

ism. This provides straight line drive, avoids the use

of bevel gears, eliminates half the gears of the usual

radial and reduces power consumption 40%.

Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Radials are good for

heavier work than similar sized machines usually take.

You could use this capacity.

Bulletin 4,001 gives the details

Joseph I Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The question of .standards for electric traction equipment is

one that will demand attention in this country in the not far

distant future. At present there are

Electric few things in a sufficiently advanced

Traction state of development to warrant stand-

Standards ardization, but it may now be possible

to define certain limits to which stand-

ardization may properly be carried. In an article in this

issue George Gibbs, chief engineer of electric traction for the

Long Island, points out many of the factors which govern

and limit standardization and offers a number of sugges-

tions. The letter is written to the Electrification of Railways

Advisory Committee in England, and speaks specifically of

British railways, but the statements as set forth apply equally

well to railroads in the United States. An earnest and in-

telligent effort to outline standards for this equipment may
not immediately produce tangible results, but it will aid ma-

terially in crystalizing the information at hand and will give

the railroad operator a more definite idea of the possibilities

and limitations of electric traction

The passage of the railroad funding bill, which is expected

when the Senate convenes after its recess, has been regarded

in many quarters as the stimulus which,
The Conference added to the already hopeful business

on outlook, would bring eventually a re-

Unemployment lurn '" normal economic conditions. If

the "thawing" of the railways' and
the equipment companies' "frozen credits" is likely to be of

any such general benefit as this, then it would seem that

the carriers and supply concerns should play an important

part in the President's conference on unemployment to be

held in Washington on Monday. From the preliminary list

of delegates, the very opposite is apparently to be the case.

One delegate has been announced to represent the railroads

but none to represent the supply interests. The prominence
and ability of the delegates chosen so far cannot be ques-
tioned. They are men and women who are leaders in main
fields of activity all over the United States. Still, in view
of the admitted importance of the railroads and the equip-
ment concerns in the industrial fabric of the country, it

would seem that special attention to means of promoting
their activity would be one of the most potentially fruitful

subjects to which the President's conference could devote its

attention.

'Che activities of the Railway Accounting Officers' Associa-
tion have in recent months been the subject of considerable

favorable comment in the columns of
A Digest the Railway Age. The reason has been
of Labor that the R. A. O. A. is showing itself

Decisions to be at present one of the livi

ganizations—some would say the livest

organization—in the railway field, Because of the calibre
of the association's membership and the ability of its oi

staff, the association h,as been able to realize in rather praise

worthy fashion on the increasing importance of the railway
accounting officer. Another evidence of its enterprise is in

the booklet, a review of which appears on another page of
this issue, published this week by the association and entitled,

"Index-Digest of Decisions of United States Labor Board."
The booklet of 88 pages is the Labor Hoard
decisions to September 1, 1921, namely Nos. 1 to 222. The
digest has been compiled by the Bureau of Information of
the Southeastern Railways. It is given circulation by the
Railway Accounting Officers' Association, for the use of

iting officers, but there will be very few railway officers

in all departments who will not be assisted measurably by the

service which has been rendered by the publication of the
digest.

I lain \\ . I orman, writing in response to our editorial of

September 10, presents what political orators would
ringing argument for the general u-c of

Why Require tlalll ,,,,i,. r Form 19 To those who do
Signatures to not know Mr. Forman, it is pro;

Train Orders? say that his 40 years' experience in

train dispatching is somewhat different

from ordinary experience in that he has constantly had to

justify bis utterances. Both bis findings of fact and his

opinions concerning probabiln fully accepted as
having survived all possible criticism. If he has ever mis-
interpreted the facts of experience or has ever proposed any-
thing for the future without keeping his feet firmly

the ground, he has been through whatever fires were uei

to expose his error. In our editorial, we suggested that

operating officers who wish to promote the more general u-e of

Form 19 would do well carefully to gather up the exp
of roads all over the United States. The present letti t

gests that this process might well begin at the far end of the
country! That would give, as it were, a flying start. The
heading on Mr. Forman's letter was put on by the editor, and
the use of "universal" may perhaps be criticized by some.
But are not the necessary exceptions to the use of 1 ,>rm 19
really very rare? A dispatcher who counts the orders that
he has issued bj the hundreds of thousands should be
listened to with care.

lb- Roadmasters' convention held in Chicago this week was
in every way a success and serves as a fitting milestone for

the steady progress which this organi-se /at ion has made during the last d(

Roadmasters' The attendance has increased, the

Convention membership has grown and the char-

acter of the program and calibre of
papers and reports presented bear emphatic evidence that
the destinj of this association has been in skilled has

urious fact that the train of extraordinary times which
have been visited upon the railroads of this country durim;
tlie past five years have in no case interrupted or s (

-

interfered with the work of the th:

1 inventions of the Ameri-
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can Railway Engineering Association, the Roadmasters' and

Maintenance of Way Association and the American Railway

Bridge and Building Association have taken place without

break during this period and with practically no modifica-

tion from established customs. Perhaps this may be ascribed

largely to the businesslike procedure which has characterized

the conventions of these three associations—two and one-half

to three solid days of technical discussion followed perhaps

by a half day's inspection trip to work of specific interest

to the men in question. Entertainment and recreation have

played but little part in these meetings. It is also possible

that the unbroken success of the conventions may be ex-

plained by the happy faculty of those in charge to suit the

program each year to the particular need of the times, a fact

that was appreciated in no small measure by the United

States Railroad Administration, which availed itself, particu-

larly in the case of the Roadmasters', of the opportunity to

bring home a message of conservation and economy so im-

perative at that time. Of still greater importance is the

attitude which has been generally taken by the railway

managements who on the whole have encouraged attendance

at the meetings on the part of their officers. Nor is it out of

place to refer to the work done by the railway supply asso-

ciations which have not only served as a guiding hand in

directing the efforts of the supply manufacturers along

legitimate channels, but have, moreover, exerted no small

degree of influence in the administration of the association

affairs.

For the first time in a year the railroads now report a reduc-

tion in the number of bad order freight cars. This is shown

by the semi-monthly report compiled
Reduction by the Car Service Division of the

in American Railway Association for the

Bad Order Cars period ending September 1, when the

number of cars needing repairs was

374,087, or 16.2 per cent of the total, as compared with

16.6 per cent, or 382,440, on August 15. Of the box cars

the percentage needing repairs on September 1 was 17.8 per

cent, as compared with 18.2 per cent on August IS. There
was also a reduction in the number of bad order coal cars.

The recent increases in the volume of traffic handled, par-

ticularly grain, has made it necessary to put more cars in

service while giving the carriers some increase in revenue

with which to do so, and the reduction in wages which went

into effect on July 1 has also increased the ability of the

roads to increase their repair forces. The bad order car

situation is not one to brag about particularly, for the de-

crease in cars needing repairs in two weeks was less than
the decrease in serviceable surplus cars in one week, but the

fact that an improvement is being shown at last is a source

of satisfaction. For the week ending September 8 there were
237,972 surplus cars in serviceable condition. For the first

seven months of 1921 for which the Interstate Commerce
Commission has reported the railroad earnings and expenses,

the railroads expended $737,000,000 for maintenance of

equipment, which was $111,000,000 less than they had ex-

pended on this account in the corresponding period of 1920.

For the same period there was a reduction of $113,000,000
in expenditures for maintenance of way. Part of the reduc-

tion in expenses represents, as would naturally be expected,

real economy in maintenance and a part of it, too. represents

the lessened volume of business, but the extent to which the

railroads have been obliged to curtail and even defer main-
tenance work is indicated by the fact that the reductions

made in these accounts amount to more than the $213,000,-
000 net operating income which the railroads of the country
had to show for their operations during the first seven months
of the current year.

T

Pressing Problems of Management
he railways are approaching normal in respect to net

operating income. Their net operating income of $69,-

485,000 in July is the largest they have made under the

present rates except in September, 1920, when they earned

$75,310,000, and in October, 1920, when they earned $86,-

500,000. It represents a return at the annual rate of 4.50

per cent, which has been exceeded under the present rates

only in October, when the return was on an annual basis of

4.6 per cent.

While the results of operation in July are encouraging, the

greatest mistake which could be made in interpreting them

would be to infer they mean that the railroad problem is any-

where near solved. The net operating income obtained was

chiefly the result of a reduction in operating expenses, as

compared with July, 1920, of 29.50 per cent. This bespeaks

a marked increase in operating efficiency, but it also bespeaks

a very large amount of deferred maintenance. Before the

railroad problem can be solved the existing physical proper-

ties must be rehabilitated by largely increased expenditures

for maintenance. This will involve a large increase in operat-

ing expenses, and these increased expenditures for mainte-

nance ought to be made as rapidly as the financial condition

of the individual carriers makes practicable. To postpone

increased expenditures for maintenance longer than is neces-

sary would be artificially to increase the net operating income

and give to those who are demanding general reductions of

rates a strong but fallacious argument.

In addition to taking up deferred maintenance as rapidly

as practicable, planning should be begun for expanding the

capacity of the properties. The revival of general business

may be slow, but conditions indicate that it is not only sure

to come, but already has begun. General business began

sharply to decline in the early spring of 1920 and continued

rapidly downward until May, 1921. It was then practically

stationary for about two months, and recently it has been in-

creasing. With allowance for the ordinary seasonal changes,

the increase in general business activity, if we may judge by

past experience, will continue at an accelerating rate. One
of the effects will be a corresponding increase in railway

traffic. Other things being equal, the railways make the

largest profits when they are able to handle all the business

offered without congestions and delays. The managements
should spare no reasonable effort to get their organizations

and properties in shape satisfactorily to handle a large

traffic when it comes.

No less important than the problems of administration and
operation which must be solved to get the railways ready to

handle a larger business are those presented by their public

relations. They are confronted with nation-wide demands
for reductions of rates. The charge so often heard that the

present rates are stifling business and preventing increase in

railway traffic and earnings are refuted by the facts regarding

the current movement of traffic. It is beyond question, how-
ever, that there are at present many bad adjustments of rates

and many rates that are excessive. Readjustments to remedy
these conditions should be made with the greatest practicable

facility as a matter of railroad policy and of public policy.

They are needed both to increase the gross and net earnings
of the railroads, and to improve public opinion by meeting
reasonable public demands.
There is a real and manifest danger, however, that public

opinion and public authorities will insist upon reductions of

rates being made faster than would be fair to the railways or

beneficial to the public. The prime necessity of the situation

is the restoration of railroad earning capacity and railroad

credit. This can be done only by bringing about and main-
taining a relationship between railway expenses and earnings
which will enable the carriers to earn an adequate net return.

It is the function and duty of the managements to make the
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utmost efforts to get and keep the operating expenses on a

reasonable basis. But this will not restore earning capacit)

and credit unless rates and total earnings ran he made to

provide a reasonable margin hetween expenses and earnings.

There is but one way to insure that the total earnings ol

the railways will not be unreasonably reduced, and that is

to educate public opinion regarding the railroad situation.

There is but one way to educate publii opinion, and that is

to present the facts about the railroad situation to the public

throughout the country so energetically, skillfully and per-

sistently that the public cannot evade or misunderstand them.

We greatly fear many high railway officers are today as

far from understanding the public sentimenl of the country

in regard to the railroads as the public is from understanding

the railroad situation. The cold truth is that a large pari,

if not a majority, of the more intelligent people of the

country believe the following about the railroad situation:

(1) That present railway rates, both passenger and

freight, are excessive and that extensive reductions ought to

be made in the near future.

(2) That many of the managers of the railways have

lost their "punch" and the roads are not being as eftic Li nth

and economically operated as they .should be; that the man-
agers have begun to run to Congress, the Interstate ( !om-

merce Commission and other government bodies for relief

which they could get themselves if they would show the

same initiative and energy as earlier generations of railway

managers.

(3) That the railways have some kind of "guarantee"

from the government and have not been participating in the

losses suffered during the present depression by other classes

of business concerns.

(4) That, while the railway managers admit that many
maladjustments of rates now exist and that many rates are

excessive, they arc- not making efforts rapidly to change the

rate' structure to make it meet present business needs.

These are but a few things a large part of the public be-

lieves in regard to the present railroad situation, which show
a widespread spirit of mistrust. Eighteen months ago, when
the railways were returned to private operation, public senti-

ment toward them was favorable. Today it is not favorable

This is a fact which it is not pleasant to contemplate, but

which the railway managers should frankly recognize and
act accordingly. Why does this public sentiment exist? First,

because, whether reasonably or otherwise, the public believes

the present railway rates are too high and in a spirit of resent-

ment has become willing to believe almost anything unfavor-
able it is told about the managements. Secondly, because the

railways never have done, and are not now doing, what
they should have done and should be doing to educate public
opinion. They have done a great deal of effective public

relations' work through the Association of Railway Ex© u

tives. The main thing which always has been needed, how-
ever, is skillful and effective work by the managements of
the individual railways in dealing with public opinion in

their own territories.

So long as the public regulates the railways the results

of railway management will be largely determined by the'

wa\ the railways are regulated. The public will determine 1

how 1 they will be regulated. Therefore it is just as essential

a part of railway management to educate public opinion
regarding the railroad situation as it is to run trains. Un-
fortunately, there are not more than a dozen of the large
railways whose managements have recognized this fact and
established and maintained departments especiall) to handle
their public relations. It is as much a part of the dutj ol

the railway managers to defend the railways as it is to

operate them, and the railway problem will never be solved
until this duty is more fully and adequately

rhe railways are entering a new period in their bis

The successful management of the properties will require in

future as mu irative ability and energy as in the

past, and more statesmanship and diplomacy in dealing with

public opinion than ever have been shown. The future of

the railways is in the hands of their present managers. If

they cannot be successfully operated and developed under
the present system of regulation, then it is the duty of their

managers to so deal with public opinion and public authori-

ties that the present system of regulation will be changed.

Why Are Railway
Employees Thus Lied To?

A statemeni appearing in "Labor" for September 17

*» with regard to the tentative valuation of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific contains such gross misstatements that

they cannot go unchallenged. This is not a matter of error

in the interpretation of complex analyses but an absolute

disregard of facts which may be' verified by anyone who has
access to the valuation statement made by the Interstate

< 'ommerce Commission and the annual report of the Rock
Island for 1920. The statement in "Labor" is as follows:

"Interstate Commerce Commission engineers have com-
pleted their evaluation of the Rock Island Railroad and find,

even under the preposterous methods employed by the com-
mission to determine value, that there is no property back of

$216,492,826 of the road's outstanding obligations.

"I'o replace the- Rock Island new. at inflated after-the-wai
prices, would cost, according to a report just published, a cost

of $322,277,596.

"There is outstanding capital stock with a face value of
$397,6.5 7,422, in addition to which the road holds $68,-

758,315 not yet in the hands of the public. The funded debt
in the hands of the public amounts to 5231 ,633,000. The
road owes the Federal government $17,429,000 for various
loans which arc secured by a portion of its unauthorized
stock.

"The valuation figure placed by the- Interstate Commerce
Commission is to be used for rate-making purposes. It

covers all stock outstanding, which means that the public
will be required to pay a return on the quarter of a billion

dollars of water ploughed into the carrier."

The process of logic pursued in the first and last para-
graphs is both novel and ingenious. The first paragraph
states that the outstanding securities of the Rock Island are

$216,000,000 in excesi of the valuation. In the last para-
graph we find that "the valuation covers all stock outstand-
ing." How can the valuation both exclude anel include the

alleged water? The- second paragraph, however, must be
eive-n the palm for plain and fancy prevarication. It charac-
terizes tin- commission's "final value" as the cost "to replace

. . . new at inflated, after-the-war prices." In the
in.-i place the commission has Q0| M ., n flt w throw an)
light on the process by which the- "final value" was
tained other than to saj that it was obtained "after careful
.on-ideration of all the- facts herein contained, including the
excess cost ,,f the carrier lands, appreciation, depreciation,
idling concern value-, working capital, including material and
supplies, and all other matters which appear to have a !>earine

upon the values here reported."

In view of this no one has a right to say that the "final
value" as given i~ "cosl to replace." Furthermore, in

of the fact the data at the disposal of the commission in-
cluded "cost !> ss d ition," it is a wide guess to presume
that tin- final value was the value of a "new" pro[>ertv. But
the prize lie i~ the "after-the-war prices," in the face of die
commissi, .n's st tement that the valuation is "as of valuation

I ' 915." The prices used were 1«14 :

third paragraph attempts a statement of the outs-

hut Lads the author into such deep water that
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he had to beat a retreat without getting very far. What are

the facts? How does the valuation compare with the out-

standing securities of the road at the present time?

The final value of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, plus

that of the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf, and a minor sub-

sidiary, total $335,639,01.?. Adding to this the expenditure

for additions and betterments from the valuation date to De-

cember 31, 1920, or $34,715,482, we get a grand total of

$370,354,595 as the total valuation to date. This is to be

compared with the capital liabilities as of December 31,

1920, which total $359,329,782. This statement will be

made more clear by a study of the summary below.

FINAL TENTATIVE VALUATION
Final Value C. R. 1. & I' $322,277,596

Final Value C. R. I. & 13.312.667

Morris Terminal 48,750

Total I. C. C. Valuation as of June 30, 1915 $335,639,013

Additions and Betterments June 30, 1915, to December
31, 1920 34,715,482

Valuation for Rate Making Purposes December 31, 1920. $370,354,595

CAPITA!. LIABILITIES ON DECEMBER 31, 1920

Capital stock oustanding HiS'SiHiH?
Funded debt 229

'?^'^a no
Debt to affiliated companies 313,564.09

Total capital liabilities December 31, 1920 $359,329,872.10

Comparing the final valuation for rate making purposes

with the total capital liabilities, we find a difference of $11,-

024,723 in favor of the valuation. This sum is subject to

more or less adjustment as a consequence of pending settle-

ments with the United States government, but there is every

reason to believe that the ultimate difference would be small.

The important fact to remember is that the valuation which

the commission has given to the Rock Island exceeds its

present capital liabilities.

The big question which arises in the minds of the readers

concerns the motive back of the gross misrepresentation of

the Rock Island's valuation which "Labor" disseminates

among railway employees. The answer is that it comprises

but a single detail of a deep-seated plot to discredit the rail-

roads in the eyes of their employees. More specifically in

this case, the object is to enlist the employees in a campaign

for lower rates. But lower rates means decreased earnings for

the railroads which in turn mean smaller expenditures for

operation and that spells lower wages or fewer employees or

both. If there is anything that will militate against the

interests of all the employees it is lower rates. But

this is no concern of the wrecking crew responsible for

the propaganda dispensed in the pages of "Labor," for they

would not only sacrifice the railway employees, but the rail-

way stockholders, the shippers, in fact the very business life

of the country, on the altar which they have erected to the

Plumb Plan.

Colorado & Southern

The Colorado & Southern, like various of its sister

roads in the southwest, experienced in 1920 a rather

satisfactory year. Further than that, it fared rather better

than the other Hill roads. The company's corporate income

account, in which consideration is given to the standard

return for federal operation in January and February and
to the amount accrued for the guaranty period, March 1 to

August 31, showed for 1920 a net income available for divi-

dends of $2,606,066 as compared with $1,783,946 in 1919
or $1,376,371 in 1918. Dividends paid in each of these years

totaled $680,000, this including payments of 4 per cent on
the first and second preferred stocks. No dividends are paid
on the common stock. In 1920, the balance after the pay-
ment of the dividends on the preferred stock was $1,926,066.

The net railway operating income of the Colorado &
Southern in 1920 showed an increase over the previous year
similar to that shown by the corporate net income. The figure

for the year was $2,771,383. This compared with $1,588,473

earned for the government in 1919. The standard return for

the property while it was under federal control was $2,481,-

212. In 1918, the first year of government operation, the

net which the Colorado & Southern earned for the Railroad

Administration was some $300,000 in excess of the govern-

ment rental.

The Colorado & Southern, thus far in 1921, to bring the

figures up to date, has been carrying slightly less traffic than

it was carrying in the early part of last year. In June this

year, the falling off in business was especially noticeable.

The net railway operating income for the first seven months
of 1921, however, totaled, despite a poor showing for June
and only a fair showing in July, $832,741, which is an
improvement when compared with $838,191 in the first seven

months of 1920.

The Colorado & Southern is tied into the Hill svstem
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The Colorado & Southern Lines

through its control by the Burlington, which owns some

$1,130,000 of its $8,500,000 first preferred, $6,078,700 of

its $8,500,000 second preferred and $23,667,500 of the $31,-

000,000 common stock. The Colorado & Southern system

totals 1,809 miles of line, of which 1,099 are operated by

the Colorado & Southern itself; 454 by the Fort Worth &
Denver City, and 256 by the Wichita Valley. The figures

which have been given above are those for the Colorado &
Southern itself. The lines operated by this group of car-

riers extend from a connection with the Burlington at Orin

Junction, Wyo., southward across Colorado through Denver,

Pueblo, Trinidad, etc., with branches to Leadville, Greeley,

etc., thence across the Texas panhandle and to Fort Worth.
Operation over the Trinity & Brazos Valley gives the system

access to the increasingly important jobbing center and port

of Houston, Tex.
The system's traffic is predominantly products of mines.

In 1920 of the total of 6,789,747 tons of revenue freight

carried on the Colorado & Southern, 4,689,543 tons or 69.06
per cent were products of mines, of which 3,768,487 tons,

or 55.50 per cent of the road's total tonnage, was bituminous
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coal. Products of agriculture made up but 11.35 per cent;

refined petroleum and its products but 2.51 per cent. The
Fort Worth & Denver City carried in 1920 a total of 3,441,-

773 tons of revenue freight, of which 21.78 per cent was
bituminous coal or 35.41 per cent products of mines. The
Fort Worth & Denver City had also a large proportion of

products of agriculture—25.17 per cent—and refined petro-

leum and its products made up 13.40 per cent. The Wichita
Valley's freight traffic totaled 472,020 tons, of which
tonnage 23.09 per cent was products of mines, 36.40 per

cent products of agriculture and 14.39 per cent petroleum
and its products.

The total tonnage of revenue freight carried by the Colo-
rado & Southern in 1920, as above noted, 6,789,747 tons,

compared with 5,697,261 tons in 1919. The revenue ton-

mileage in 1920 was 882,016,336 as against 805,616,645 in

1919. The average haul in 1920 was 129.90 miles; in 1919,
141.40 miles. The freight revenues in 1920 totaled $11,986,-

502; the total operating revenues to $16,271,658. The latter

figure represented an increase of $3,295,014 over 1919. The
Colorado & Southern was unusual in that its operating rev-

enues increased in greater amount in 1920 as compared with

1919 than its operating expenses. The operating expenses
in 1920 were $12,773,845, an increase of $2,062,328. The
net operating revenue of $3,497,813 was an increase of
$1,232,686 over 1919.

The operating ratio in 1920 was 78.50; in 1919, 82.54
per cent.

I'he Colorado & Southern lias been making a special ef-

fort to encourage agriculture in its territory. In 1920 its

agricultural department operated two demonstration cars
and a better-farming exhibit car. It has also issued bulletins
on various agricultural subjects, has arranged to have ad-
dresses at various farmers' meetings, has assisted farmers in

ordering feed, seed and stock, and has helped to organize
farmers' co-operative shipping and marketing associations.
The effect of these various efforts are shown by a rapid in-
crease, particularly in dairy production. In 1917, the system
handled 1,932,526 tons of agricultural, live stock, forest and
farm implement products; in 1919, 2,512,505 tons, an in-
crease of 30 per cent. The number of carloads of live stock
handled into the Denver Union Stock Yards by the Colo-
rado & Southern in 1910 was 3,953 cars; in 1920, 10,046
cars, an increase of 154 per cent.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919 are
as follows:

1920 1919
Mileage operated

1 099 1 i 00
Freight revenue $11,986,502 $9,70U857

Passenger revenue 3.028,085 2,510,935
Total operating revenue 16.271,658 12,976,644

Maintenance of way expenses 2,626,425 2,092,587
Maintenance of equipment 3,477.596 3!l08|389
Traffic expenses 146,120 'l0-l[oi9
Transportation expenses 5.789,036 4,855,575
General expenses 609,555

Total operating expenses 12.773.845 10,711,517
Net operating revenue 3,497,813 2,265|l27
Railwaj tax accruals 886.205 's67]62S
Railway operating income 2.607,492 1,692,906
Net railway operating income 2,771,382 1 ,'s8s!473

The corporate income account is as follows

;

Standard return (January and February, I!

full year 1919) 413,535 2,481,212
Estimated amount due for guaranty period, March

1 to August 31 ... 959 ggo

Railway operating income and standard return... 2.0<!0,093 2,430,960
Dividends and miscellaneous interest 1,352,530 1,4

Total non-operating income 2 998 552 1

Gross income 5,098,544 4

Interest on funded lebl 2.140.438 2,105,093
Total deductions from gross income 2,492,478

Net income 2,606,066 1.

Dividends 680,000
Income balance

! 1,926.066 1,103.946

New Books

Index-Digest of Decision of United States Railroad Labor
Board. Compiled by Bureau of Information of the South-
eastern Railways. Published by Railway Accounting Officers

Association, 1116 Woodward Building, Washington. 88
pages; 6 in. by 9 in.; bound in paper.

This book, as its title indicates, is a digest of the decisions
of the United States Railroad Labor Board. It includes the
decisions up to September 1, 1921—Nos. 1 to 222. The
subject matter is arranged in alphabetical or indexed order,
whence the name index-digest is derived. The publication
gives all that anyone would need to know—for practical pur-
poses—regarding any decision made by the Labor Board. In

is made to the decision in which the find-
mi,' was given, so that the additional details may be easily ob-
tained where necessary. The use of the index-digest, how-
ever, eliminates the time and labor of reading through the full
text of the decision. The book does not give rates of wages
but the complete references will assist measurably in the
finding of the rates relating to the several classes of employ-
ment in the decisions themselves. The value of the book is

considerably enhanced by elaborate cross indexing.
The publication has been issued by the Railway Account-

ing Officers Association primarily because of the desirability
of placing information of this sort in convenient form in the

of the accounting officers who must be able to obtain
expeditiously and accurately such information in connection
\Mili auditing payrolls, etc. It is self-evident that the pub-

ii should be of equally great value to executives, oper-
ating officers, shop accountants, time keepers, etc., and in
general to officers in all departments of railway work. The
value of the compilation will further be emphasized when it

i- realized how much ground h .v, red in the many
decisions of the Labor Hoard, and when attention is drawn
to the fact that the Labor Board's own digest covers only
the decisions up to January 1. W21. namely decisions 1

to 41.

The R. A. O. A. contemplates the issuance of future edi-
tions at such intervals as may be necessary to provide a rea-
sonably up-to-date index-digest.

The Railway Accounting Officers Association has per-
formed a real service to the entire railway field in rating it

upon itself to issue a publication of this kind. The fact that
the book issued this week includes the decisions up to as re-
cent a date as September 1 is also notewortl

Material Handling Cyclopedia. Edited by Roy V. Wright and
John G. Little. Bound in cloth and leather; 850 pages. 1500
illustrations, 11 J J in. by 8<A in. Published by the Simmons-
Boardman Publishing Company, Wooiworth Building, New
York City. Price, cloth $10.00, leather, $15.00.

This is the latest addition to the library of transportation
literature published by the Simmons-Boardman Publishing
Company. The volume is a companion book to th
Builders' Dictionary and Cyclopedia, the Locomotive
tionar\ and Cyclopedia, the Shipbuilding Cvclopedia and
the Maintenance of Way Cyclopedia.
The purpose of this cvclopedia has been to bring together

in a single volume complete, practical working information
about the many types of material handling devices used in
industry. The purpose has been to make the contents of
interest and value alike to the executive interested in reduc-

]

n " hand and to the operating man who is seeking
information as to the types of material handling machines
best suited for his needs, how they operate and where they
may be obtained.

rhe Definition Section in addition to its purpose
dictionary of material handling terms, methods and d
serves as an index to other sections of the book. Following
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the definition of each device receiving further treatment m
the book is a reference to the page in the Text Section or

Catalog Section on which the additional information ap-

pears. Thus, from the definition the reader is referred not

only to the detail description, method of operation, and

illustration of the device given in the Text Section, but as

well to the page in the Catalog Section where the device which

he has selected as best suited for his -needs i- desi ribed

authoritatively by the manufacturers.

The Illustrated Text Section, which directly follows the

Definition Section, has been sub-divided into divisions cor-

responding to the general classification of machines. J hus

the text contains separate sections devoted to Hoisting Ma-
chinery; Conveyors; Elevators; Industrial and Motor

Trucks, Tractors and Trailers; Industrial Rail Transporta-

tion Track, Cars and Locomotives, and Handling Systems.

Each section of the editorial portion of the book has been

prepared by a specialist particularly fitted for the work

undertaken. In this way the experience of eleven specialists

in material handling methods and appliances is made avail-

able under one cover. Each section is fully illustrated, the

illustrations showing typical applications of the various

machines as well as their general characteristics and

appearances.

A Catalog Section of ISO pages supplements the informa-

tion shown elsewhere in the book. In it the manufacturers

of machines present detail descriptions and illustrations of

particular devices referred to in the other sections of the

book.

A General Subject Index covering the entire contents of

the book is an additional help in making the information

readily available.

Saward's Annual Statistical Review of tiie Coal Trade. 254 pages,

including advertising, 6 in. by 8 in. Published by Frederick

W. Saward, IS Park Row, New York.

To men who are connected with the purchase or use of coal,

a compilation of data regarding the operation of previous

years is of value. This book provides information not other-

wise readily available, giving in very complete form statistics

of production and shipment with considerable information

pertaining to the consumption of fuel. Sufficient comment

on conditions in the industry are given to aid in interpreting

the figures presented. The situation existing in 1920 is re-

viewed for the country as a whole and also for the principal

producing districts and market centers. Production of both

anthracite and bituminous is given for many of the principal

companies, as well as for the various fields and for all the

states. A large amount of data regarding prices is given,

including quotations as early as 1834. The wage rates and

the texts of the wage awards for both bituminous and anthra-

cite are quoted. The tonnage shipped over various railroads

is given, as well as the amount carried by water, the receipt

at the lakes and the amount exported. In addition to the

data regarding coal, figures are given for the production and

consumption of petroleum.

£11111111 IIIHIIIIIIII minimi I HI.

Letters to the Editor
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Passengers Traveling by Airplane arc not so numerous as

they were, according to a press despatch from Paris. Agenl oi

the lines report a decrease of 50 per cent. The change is at-

tributed to the ZR-2 disaster, several minor accidents in Europe

and the smash-up of a Strasbourg-Paris passenger plane recently

when all on board were killed. Several planes have been taki n

off the channel service' and only two are now flying between

Paris and London. This is said to be the first time that acci-

dents have frightened the public. The airplane concerns are ap-

prehensive and have announced that they will enforce the maxi-

mum degree of safety, and they think the lull will only be of

brief duration.

Experience Justifies the Universal

Use of Non-Signature Train-Orders

San Francisco, Calif.

To the Editor:

Your editorial of September 10, with the letter attached,

serves to call to mind the fact that the railroad world is not

yet educated up to that condition of mind which would adopt

a general agreement on the total abolition of the 31 train-

order form. Large bodies move slowly; and, what is more

to the point, just here, large numbers of men scattered through

48 States often do not move in unison at all—without much
skillful pushing and steering. Form 31 will not stir from

its intrenched position. But it does seem as if a somewhat

less radical change might be brought about at this time if

persistent missionary work and hammering could be kept up
by those most vitally interested—the dispatchers and division

officers.

Experience during the past 40 years with the 19 form of

order on a number of large roads has fully convinced me that

while, under certain combinations of circumstances, signa-

tures must be obtained, any operating officer who desires to

do so may permit his trains to be handled as outlined below,

without fear as to the results:

1. There must be clearance cards delivered with all train-

orders, showing the individual number of each order, and
these numbers must be checked by the men concerned. Be-

fore clearing a train in this manner, the operator must obtain

permission from the dispatcher, indicating to the dispatcher

by the several order numbers, previously endorsed on the

clearance card, on what orders the train is being cleared. The
dispatcher must not give O. K. to such clearance until he has

checked his own record. If wires fail, the operator may
clear trains without the O. K. from the dispatcher, provided

all orders affecting the trains to be cleared have been com-
pleted by the dispatcher.

2. Three copies of all orders should be delivered to

freight trains; one for the engineman, one for the fireman

and one for the conductor. Four copies should be delivered

to passenger trains; for engineman, for fireman, for conduc-

tor and for the flagman. It is unreasonable to assume that

firemen and flagmen can always remember the contents of

long train orders handed them to read, when the order must
be immediately returned to the engineman or conductor.

Anyone doubting this statement is invited to try to keep in

mind the several "run-late'' or 10 or 15 "wait" times to be
found in many orders.

3. The 19 order may be used for any movement when the

trains affected are moving in the same direction.

4. It may be used to meet trains, provided a copy of the

order is sent to the operator at the place of meeting and
niliies are sent to all trains concerned before their arrival at

the meeting point, with this exception: this cannot be re-

garded as safe practice if (a) the superior train is directed to

take siding, or (b) if it must pass the switch where the in-

ferior train takes siding before it reaches the telegraph office

where the "middle order" is to be delivered.

I have made several hundred thousand such meets and
have yet to hear of a collision or any accident thereunder
which could be charged to the use of the 19 order in thus
fixing meeting points.

5. In time doubtless it will be universally conceded that
the unsigned form of order may be safely depended on except
in such cases as taking away from a crew an order which
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the dispatcher must know is surrendered; or securing signa-

tures at blind sidings; or when the order-signal will not hold

a train at an open office.

Only one form of train order is needed; when necessary

to secure signatures, they may be endorsed on this form. A
code signal may be used to indicate when signatures must

be obtained.

When only one order is awaiting a train at a station, and

it is known that the order-signal is displayed at stop for such

order, it is an up-hill argument to contend that a 31 would be

safer than a 19, as in either case a collision might result if

there should be a failure in delivery and the operator is as

likely to overlook the 31 as the 19. The 31 in no way adds

to the safety of such handling.

I have known more accidents under the use of 31 orders

than would have occurred had the 19 form been used. The
explanation is quite simple: The 19 is hung up where the

operator can see it; the 31 is left lying on his table (pos-

sibly covered by other orders or a paper) until it is signed

by die conductor.

When signatures must be obtained, why cannot the engine-

man first sign the order and obtain complete, and then move
his train forward until the caboose is near the office so that

the conductor may also sign? This would save the delay

incident to the conductor having to walk 85 car lengths.

The most ridiculous feature of the present practice is the

almost universal custom of delivering to a train one or more

31 orders affecting its rights at a point some 50 or 75 miles

distant, without using the middle order at such point. Or,

perhaps, it may be a non-telegraph station; or an office which
i- i losed. Doing this while hugging to ourselves the delusion

that this is safe train dispatching, because we have the

signature of the conductor of the restricted train, is an ex-

ample of narrow minded short sightedness well worthy of

study. Some do this with a virtuous attitude of conservatism

and yet forbid, or frown upon, the use of the 19 form ad-

dressed to the operator at the place of meeting and to all trains

affected within a reasonable distance from sucli meeting

point. So many things occur to distract conductors and en-

ginemen ; and so frequent are serious delays which cause the

lapse of from four to six hours from the time the order is de-

livered until it must be called to mind and executed, that it is

surprising that more collisions do not occur when trains are

dispatched in this manner. H. W. Form w.

Ford and the Mechanical Department
\\c.Ei.r.s, Calif.

To the Editor:
I hold no brief for Henry Ford, but in his efforts to re-

vamp the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton into a successful railroad,

he has the sympathy of the public at large. However much
we may criticise his six dollar minimum wage day, his

wholesale reduction in freight rates, and his Sunday day of

rest, those of us who are technical people arc watching with

keen interest every move he makes in mechanical matters.

It is said that Mr. Ford observed a freight train delayed

with a hot car journal. Personal investigation disclosed the

c rew going through the usual performance of carrying water

and robbing crank pin grease from the locomotive. And it is

said Mr. Ford made some remark about axles being as "big

around as your head." Truly the waste-packed journal box
is an heirloom that has promoted more train delays than. 1

dare say, all other causes combined, There is no reason why
a journal could not be designed to run several years without

attention of any kind, or at least until wheel tread or

demand attention. European experiments haw demonstrated

that roller bearings are not impracticable. But for the high
journal pressures employed in America, a long slender bear-

ing with loose lubricating ring*, such as is common on

dynamos, might be equally effective. With a substantial and

tight housing, a journal might be depended upon to run

years without repair.

No one is satisfied that car construction is perfect. With
massive complex steel castings and electric welding developed

as they are, there is no reason why the sills, bolsters, frames

and purlines could not be fabricated into one piece. This

piece could be standardized. Instead of the thousands of

different designs scattered over the land, there might be three

or four accepted designs, each interchangeable with its own
kind. Further increase in car capacity is improbable. The
average merchant finds 50 tons is an economical unit to

purchase and transport. Larger capacity cars would involve

more I.c.l. shipping and increased difficulty in stowage. It

is reasonable, then, to suppose that the modern car is ade-

quate in size and capacity for many years to come. The
problem is to design the lightest and most efficient structure-

that will handle the standard load. If Mr. Ford's engineer-

ing department devotes as much energy to devising a feather-

weight freight car, as to creating his little automobile

the most cautious among us will venture that the m
will revolutionize railroading.

The steam locomotive has been in a constant stage of de-

velopment, but the final limiting weight appears to be 200
or 250 tons. Mr. Ford proposes to build a 75-ton locomotive

equally powerful. With the coefficient of adhesion bet

drivers and rails approximately 4 T <, the only way the pro-

posed locomotive could develop adequate tractive power is

by employing the adhesive weight of engine truck and trailer

wheels, and, perhaps, the temporary use of magnetic pull on

rail to hold the wheels down when starting. With the train

under way the problem is simply to develop the existing

machine into one having sustaining power to handle a

capacity-train long distances.

Mr. Ford's experience with pulverized fuel in his manu-
facturing plant mac recommend a similar system for loco-

motives. The boiler would be redesigned to suit the fuel, and
in place of the standard small firebox, there- might be a

larger one with unusually long combustion chamber, or cor-

rugated or water tube arrangement. 5 isures of 300
lb. or 400 lb. condenser and forced draft would not be

scoffed at. The general use of heat-treated steel and "I"

sections instead of rectangular shapes would reduce the

dynamic augment, and permit doubling the static wheel load

on the rail. Grease lubrication, with its tremendous internal

friction, might give place to automatic oil lubrication for all

driving journals. Instead of crown brasses, there might tx

main bearings completely surrounding the main axle so as

to withstand the thrust of the rods.

Considering the present development of worm drive-,

which survive most exacting service in automobile trucks, a

similar system might be incorporated in the new locomotive.

I he d< vi lopment and perfection of a 75-ton locomotive that

will equal the 250-ton machine is a feat worthy of th

engineering talent the country affoids. In our loi omotive
work- and railroad offices much detail design is entrust

poorly paid draftsmen, and the botches they perpetrate sur-

vive for generation- I no matter how trivial.

should receive the best technical attention. Mr. Ford has

drawn into his automobile organization engineering talent

rder. With these men turned I indard

locomotive, no one doubts the I

D re we hope that Mr. Ford will undertake
the entire mechanical situation? The present equipment is

fundamentally the same as it was ;

o, and
ng the thi( I

parts, and hanging on appurtenances

gears, feed water heaters, and 'here has been no
greal outstanding radical improvement. In other i

there has been a glaring lack of originality. D
the most part have resembled weathi r
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head across the wind. What is needed is a vigorous and

prompt return to the fundamental problem, namely, to design

the most powerful and efficient machine consistent with ex-

isting track and clearances.

Let the designer assume that no previous equipment is in

existence whence to borrow ideas. Let him build from the

ground up utilizing what we know today regarding kine-

matics and thermo-dynamics. Radicalism should be encour-

aged. Considering the present state of science, is steam the

best available working medium? And is the reciprocating

engine the best agency for utilizing it? One of the painful

things about the proceedings of many of our engineering

I. ; ins is the caution with which each new idea is advanced,

and the criticism and storm of protest or skepticism mani-

fest from all sides. Many nebulous ideas have been con-

signed to the waste basket for fear of scorn. There has been

too much standing aside waiting for illumination from the

few acknowledged leaders of the profession. Meanwhile the

efficiency of conversion of heat content of fuel into useful

work remains seven per cent. Perhaps Mr. Ford will raise it.

Stockholder.

The Official Goats
SoMEWHERE-ON-THE-RoAD.

To the Editor:

In all the eddying whirlpool of railroad labor trouble,

there remains but one quiet spot—the secretaries. All other

employees have been recognized as having a place under the

sun; even the chief clerks are gaining some much deserved

recognition. But not so the secretary. He still remains the

official goat. He is kicked at so much that he is sick of

kicking and does not kick.

Nine years ago, as a plain stenographer, I looked with

envious eyes at the secretary, thinking only of the pleasures

of riding around in the official car, seeing the sights and

having a good time generally, but I failed to notice the wor-

ried, harassed look that seems characteristic of all secretaries.

Yes, the job seemed attractive enough to me nine years ago,

but looking back now in the light of those nine years' experi-

ence as a secretary, I find that the glamor has faded. Nine

years of acting as a buffer between the boss and the world!

Nine years of taking the blame for everything that happened

on the railroad!

Sometimes I wonder how I have retained even those shreds

of self-respect that are left to me, after acting as a safety

valve for the temper and sullenness of the three officers I

have worked for in that period. And yet these three officers

were not martinets. All of them were pretty good fellows,

but there wasn't one of them who didn't jump on the secre-

tary whenever anything went wrong. Of course, it is only

human to vent one's rage on the object closest at hand, but

I want to say, after nine years of taking it, that it is mighty

unfair to the secretary.

It may seem far-fetched, but it has been my observation

that there are very, very few railroad officials in this coun-

try who treat their secretaries as white men. I can hear the

angry protests of every railroad official in the country, but

ask the secretaries and you will find that they are unanimous

in agreeing that they are needlessly bullied and blamed for

all sorts of things over which they have not the slightest

control nor any connection whatever. After all, the secre-

tary is human, even if it is the fashion for his boss to con-

sider him as a soulless target to hurl cuss words at.

Any secretary who reads this will readily recognize the

following as a typical day's bawling out. The boss gets

up and comes to the breakfast table. He is feeling rotten.

He has eaten too much the day before or he has not eaten

enough, or just naturally feels mean. His eyes roam about

restlessly; the secretary recognizes the look and sighs, for

he knows what that means. The boss is looking for some-

thing to fuss about. Presently the boss almost smiles, for

he has found something about which he can ride the secre-

tary and feels better.

'Where's my morning reports?"

Now, everybody on the railroad knows the G.M wants his

morning reports the first thing in the morning and they all

try to get them to him. The secretary rolls out first thing in

the morning, rushes madly to the telegraph office to get them,

but they are not there. Sometimes somebody does slip up,

and the wires are down or the operators are asleep on the job.

but does the GM blame the telegraph department or whoever

else may be at fault? Not a bit of it. By the time he sees

the superintendent of telegraph he will have forgotten about

it; but he is mad now, the secretary is right at hand so the

goat sits at the breakfast table and listens to a long harangue.

Having thus started the day right, the GM, or any of the

other officials for that matter, continues throughout the day,

about as follows:

"Don't see why you don't have the cook get better ham.

This is like shoe leather. What's the matter with the coffee

this morning? Why does it always rain in this town? Did

you tell Smith to meet me widi his auto at nine? What's

the matter with the mail ? Maybe if you would look for it

instead of sitting there like a bump on a log, you would find

it. Why didn't you have the car put in a quieter place?

Why is that guy switching us around just when we are

eating? Wish you wouldn't throw ashes all over the ilooi

Why don't you eat cabbage? Have you got those letters

ready yet? Takes you all day to do anything. Why did

this fool write me this letter? What's he talking about any_

how? Have you got the file on the car? I told you J

wanted that file. No, you can't go uptown tonight. 1 want

to write some mail. Wait up for me."

All this monologue was liberally interlarded with cuss

words, of course. It is an exact verbatim transcription of

what the GM said, for I took it down for that special pur-

pose. To read it over one would think that I was the worst

secretary in the business, yet I have been with the GM nearly

four years. But it isn't that I am not giving satisfaction.

At least, I get by all right, but it's always open season for

swearing at secretaries. It's so nice to have somebody around

to relieve one's rage upon, but I can say from bitter experi-

ence that it's not so nice for the "relievee."

The injustice of it is that those very secretaries who are

treated in this fashion are usually bright, ambitious young

chaps or they wouldn't be picked to go on the road. To them

is intrusted every sort of responsibility, personal and private.

For pitifully small wage, these boys work day and night (fo;

the secretary knows no hours). They keep the bosses' cor-

respondence secret and inviolate. They leave home on a

moment's notice ready for a long trip. They deal with

everybody on the railroad, act as grand vizier for the boss,

alternating as his adviser, valet, physician and target for

his abuse. They take the bosses' unjust criticisms philo-

sophically.

And why do they put up with all this? Because they are

loyal. They belong to no union; the eight-hour day is a

myth so far as they are concerned, but they stick to their

guns amid volleys of needless abuse and lack of apprecia-

tion because they love the rolling road; the roar of the Moun-

tain type through the canons and the softer purr of the

Pacific type across the plains is music to their ears. The

railroad is in their blood.

They make no demands; they ask for nothing. Shoner

hours and more pay are agreeable words, but they are

merely empty words for the secretary for he knows thai his

loyalty will be rewarded by a total lack of consideration on

the part of' the management. He knows that when increases

are being passed out he will be the last one considered, if he

is considered at all, and he knows that when cuts are in
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order his name will head the list, but he takes it all without

resentment, much as one overlooks the faults of an unjust

parent whom one loves nevertheless; but he would like to be

treated as a human being.

All he asks is that you officials who have seen I

realize that the average secretary has sensibilities and that

his intelligence is sufficient to perceive lack of appreciation

for work well done. In short, stop venting your own gen-

eral cantankerousness on the secretary.

Above all, keep this thought in mind—your secretary is

human, he is faithful and loyal and merits decent treat-

ment. Did you ever try being human to your secretar) r

Try it some time and see how he brightens and expands un-

der such treatment. If you do, you will be in the class with

some of the brightest officials in the country (unfortunately

few) who do not consider their secretaries as the "Official

Goats." One of Them.

Reducing Road Freight Overtime
OWO! 0, Mi' i

To the Editor:

I believe that it is now important to consider the question

of road freight overtime for train and engine crews. With this

thought in mind I will describe the method of dealing with

this on the Ann Arbor railroad and the results obtained. I

also feel that the time is proper to show what is being done
towards economical operation in view of recenl statements

made before the Labor Board at Chicago pertaining to the

waste and particularly that waste which can In- found by

examining the train sheets of the different railroads. When
overtime is reduced to a minimum the greatest waste that can

possibly be found from checking train sheets has been elimi-

nated.

Overtime on the Ann Arbor railroad is watched probably

more closely than any other individual item of expense. This

intensified supervision in itself increases the miles per hour

of all locomotives, increases the miles per day of all cars,

decreases the per diem expense, adds more locomotives with-

out increasing the units, avoids yard congestion, improves

the handling of the freight over the railroad as a whole, and
means a corresponding saving in coal, oil and other supplies,

based on the percentage of reduction. In reducing the over-

time there has been no sacrifice in the line of service or low-

ering of tonnage rating in order to accomplish the result.

Whatever reduction has been made has been made through

the education or the solicitation of the co-operation of each
employee connected with the handling of trains, from the call

boy to the train dispatcher. The result has been that there

are any number of these men on the Ann Arbor railroad, who
feel just as bad about making overtime on a trip as do the

officers.

The plan of education has been along the lines of a daily
i In i k of the performance of each train operated. This check
is made from both the delay report furnished by the con-

ductor and the train sheet. Any delay, which on the face of

it appears excessive or unnecessary, is taken up. If it

appears that an engineer has made an unnecessary water
-top. was too long taking coal and water, consumed too much
time in dumping ashpan at different points where this is con-
sidered necessary, failed to make the average run between
given points taking into consideration the tonnage on tin'

train, weather conditions, etc.. such delays are referred to the

road foreman of engines to handle with the engineer, with a

view of reducing all necessary delays to a minimum and
entirely eliminating all unnecessary delays.

Where conductors put in too much time picking up or

doing other work, fail to properly inspect train which later

results in a delay, etc., these matters are taken up with them
by the trainmasters., Delays which seem excessive, clue to the

train dispatchers, are handled with them through the chief
dispatcher. Delays caused by any mechanical defect are
referred to the mechanical department. Delays caused by the

y department employees, such as section men taking
out rails without getting a line-up on trains, etc., are referred
to the head of thi roadway department. The manner in
wln'i h the men as a whole have co-operated is surprising and

aeral chairmen of the four brotherhoods of train service

employees have rendered every possible aid in bringing about
the results for which we have been striving.

On the part of the management, sufficient supervisory

force has been furnished so that the trainmasters, road fore-

man of engines and traveling fireman can spend the greater

portion of their time on the road, riding freight trains and
keeping in close personal touch with all the employees, for

without keeping in close personal touch with your employees,

you cannot hope to obtain results. Another feature which
has brought about a great saving in overtime is the use of

the 19 order for restricting the superiority of trains, which
has been in successful operation for upwards of a year; and
all of the train service en '1 as the other em-
ih ees cm the road, endorse its use.

Due consideration is given to the starting of trains to avoid

congestion, meeting points at short sidings, and trains are

never run so close together that the trains in the sami

tion interfere with the movement of one another. In other

words, trains are never run in fleets, which can be di

a small road as well as a larger road because then

always conditions which necessarily cause one to have several

engines at one terminal.

As a result of the above mentioned effort-, the low record

for the amount of total overtime on the Ann Arbor railroad

was made on March 10. This road i- 292 mile- long. There
were operated on this date 15 freight crews, handling a total

of 403 loads and 155 empties. These 15 crews made a total

overtime of 1 hr. and 46 min. Over 166 miles of the rail-

road, where the majority of the freight trains are operated,

there are four first-class train- in each direction every 24

hours; on 62 miles there are three first-class trains in each

direction, and on the remaining 64 miles there is one fir<t-

c lass train in each direction. The percentage of overtime

and 192 empties per day, with an average of 13.2 crews

to total time for these 15 crews March 10 was 1.4; this per-

centage having been cut down from 25 per cent. For the

first 15 days in March we have handled an average of 441

per day and a perci ntage of overtime to total time of 8.3.

v. r\pvTN.
Division Superintendent.

Permanent Remedy for

Railway Labor Troubles

To the Editor :

I lie foregoing i- one of the optimistic subheads in the

very ingenious and suggestive article on the great country-

wide railroad problem, from the pen of I . J. Lisman, which

was published in your paper on July 9, And Mr. Lisman
hits the bullseye with unerring aim: the labor leaders will

object to his plan most strenuously, but a majority of their

constituents would favor it. freely, if they could h

to vote on it. Nobody can tell how soon the world

: to -ee the genius who can convert these labor chiefs

into broad-minded public-spirited leaders, or when the rank

and file of railroad employees will rouse themselves to the

extent of becoming free and courageous citizens: strong men
with the courage to vote as their own mature judgment dic-

tates: but it will be useful right now, regardless of how long

our hopes may be deferred, to think oxer sonic

man's proposals. I wish to suggest one point. It is in con-
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nection with his proposed article Number 1, under which the

government would lay down rules for the election of officers

of the labor unions.

This is a vital feature. The selfishness and short-sighted-

ness of the leaders is the real cause of most of the labor

unions' mistakes and misfortunes. After 40 years, the rail-

road employees of the country are still without any satis-

factory means of picking out their wisest men for leaders.

Here, as in municipal politics, self-seeking busy-bodies get

into office while conservative and honorable men carelessly

remain asleep. It will be a great thing if the government can

lay down election rules which shall tend to repress the selfish

and encourage the right-minded.

And for the substance of a rule for selection of leaders we

have instructive examples all around us. How is a suitable

judge found for one of our high courts? By seeking a lawyer

of good character and experience. Those two words mean

that the man has been well known to his fellow citizens for

a number of years. Usually they mean, also, that he is favor-

ably known. Why should any conservative engineman, con-

ductor or mechanic vote for any man for leader without first

having such a guarantee of his honesty and efficiency? Never

vote for a man for chairman of your local committee unless

you know that, for a period of years, he has been trustworthy,

Droad-minded and human. Is there anything unreasonable

or impracticable in such a requirement? By putting their

best men, best-known men, long-tried men, in places of lead-

ership, the employees' brotherhoods would only be following

the example of all associations of wise and level-headed men
everywhere. Today, as Mr. Lisman observes, the best men
in these brotherhoods allow themselves to be led around by

the nose on the order of a few young hot-heads.

And it would do no harm if there were a property require-

ment; if a candidate for leader should be required to have

some financial interest. Such a requirement might not mean

a great deal at first, but the principle would be educative.

A citizen cannot go into court and take up the time of the

judge and the court officers with a doubtful lawsuit without

giving bonds to cover the costs; but railroad grievance com-

mittees can keep up costly conferences for weeks at a time

with no limit on the expense except the railroads' easygoing

generosity. Something ought to be done to make such com-

mittees realize their responsibility. Much has been said

about capital's unfairness to labor; but one of the outstand-

ing examples of unfairness in the railroad world is the lib-

erality of the officers in allowing committees to grieve by the

mon'h at the company's expense. Such practice is unfair to

the stockholders and to the great mass of employees who are

not constantly grieving. B. R. B.

Some Fundamentals of

Labor Unionism
New Yokk.

To the Editor:
Many railroad officers in this country are Christian gentle-

men; but there is one prominent Christian principle which

the)- seem with fatal persistence to neglect. It is found in

the Bible—the book of Christian principles—Epistle of St.

Paul to the Christians at Rome, 12th Chapter, last verse;

"Overcome evil with good."

Why do we not apply this to our ever present labor-union

problem? The way to kill off a pernicious union is to form
a rival union which shall be so much of an improvement that

men of reasonable motives and purposes will change their

allegiance. This principle is recognized by wise men in

other walks of life. To kill weeds and then neglect to plant

good seed in the ground to take their place is the height of

fatuity. What politician would be so foolish as to denounce

tin opposite party and yet make no effort to put up, and to

praise, a strong candidate on his own side!

The most heartening thing that has occurred in the rail-

road labor field for many years is the action of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in encouraging large numbers of its employees

to organize themselves for collective bargaining independ-

ent]} of the "national" and "international" brotherhoods.

This can be said without any reflection on the principles of

the large brotherhoods, and even without any reflection on

their present leaders, for there are two fundamental prin-

ciples which constantly tend to weaken these large brother-

hoods : ( 1
) National leaders cannot deal adequately with

local problems. All they can do is to fight forever- for uni-

formity, which means that all railroads must give the highest

pay and the easiest conditions that cunning "grand chiefs"

(always aiming at one objective) can extort from the easiest

mark among the railroad presidents; and (2) these national

leaders, even though they were angels from heaven, are under

the constant temptation to magnify their own offices; to act

from the narrowest selfish and personal motives. They are

human, like the rest of us. To really serve the best interests

of their constituents they must often take their official lives

in their hands; and who has the courage to do that?

Why should not every large road follow the Pennsylvania's

example? It is a difficult proposition, I know; but what can

be more difficult and discouraging than the present situation?

It will be said that the employer cannot with safety do

what the Pennsylvania is doing; that he, like the labor

leader, will consider, not the employee's interest, but his own.

But it is this, or nothing! The great majority of the men
classed as "labor" lack wisdom; they must be led by wiser

men; men of big brains and consciences. It is the employer's

duty—aye, his interest—to provide the needed brains and
conscience.

An employer can advise and aid his employees unselfishly;

the only question is, are there enough of us actually to do it,

and do it with sufficient force and enthusiasm to "start some-
thing" all along the line? Small employers have done this;

shall we say that the railroads are so big that they are power-
less to do it ? It would even pay to hire some outside indi-

viduals—priests, lawyers, or female welfare workers—to be-

gin some plan for breaking the ice, if there are not enough
big Christian men in the railroad world to assume the task.

I have said that "reasonable" employees would be amen-
able to right teaching or leading. How many of vour em-
ployees are in that class? This, of course, is the crux of the

question. How shall weak-minded or short-sighted men be

made thoughtful and far-sighted? Educating men to be

reasonable—that is, intelligent, well-informed, considerate of

others and truly public spirited—is, however, a highly useful

work, whether you ever show any tangible results or not!

It is well worth while for "capital" to thus do good work
for "labor" whether the reward comes in this life or the next.

Complete publicity is the one essential pre-requisite to any
tangible accomplishment in the line that I have suggested.

Mistakes will be made, and wrong motives will creep in;

much tedious traversing of old ground will be necessary be-

fore any progress will be visible; but complete frankness
and honesty would be the antidote for all sorts of troubles.

Publicity compels honesty! H. G. W.

While in Coblexz I asked one of our American boys sta-

tioned there if he was not anxious to get back home. His answer
was "No! 1 don't want to leave here as long as my $30 a month
produces over 2,000 marks on which I can live like a prince."

But this exchange question is a double-edged sword which cuts

lutli «,iu. While we are busy building our tariff wall higher

and higher this premium on our dollar tends to keep- our goods

out of foreign markets far more effectively than any protective

tariff which the other nations might enforce against us.—Journal

of the American Bankers' Association.
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Chesapeake & Ohio Gondola Coal Car of 100 Tons Capacity

100 -Ton Coal Cars for the Chesapeake & Ohio

High Capacity Cars Adopted for Handling Export Coal—Drop

Doors Provided for Emergency Unloading

Tin Chesapeake & Ohio handles a very large amount
of export coal from the West Virginia and eastern

Kentucky fields. The total tonnage which this road
dumped at Newport News in 1

()20 was 7,264,000 tons, which
was exceeded only by the Norfolk & Western. The pier is

Lewis Truck with Clasp Brake

equipped with a pair of stationary turn-over car dumpers,
each of which is capable of handling all sizes of cars up to

those of LOO tons capacity at a rate of 30 car.- an hour. The
coal is dumped from the road cars into special transfer
hopper cars which arc lifted by an elevator, run along the
pier and dumped into pockets. A large part of the i

coal has been handled hitherto in hopper bottom cars of 70
tons capacity, but there has been considerable difficulty in

preventing these cars from being loaded for interchange

points.

To facilitate the handling of tidewater traffic, the Chesa-

peake & Ohio last year ordered 1,000 cars of 100 tons ca-

pacity, of which 500 were built by the Press

Company and 500 by the Standard Steel Car Company.
These cars are of the flat-bottom, high-side, gondola type

and ordinarily will be unloaded by car dumpers. They are

provided, however, with four drop doors which permit them
to be unloaded in case of emergency at points where dumpers
are not installed.

Of the three large roads which deliver coal to points on

Hampton Roads, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk

& Western recently have adopted cars of I parity,

while the Virginian is using ear.- of 120 tons capacity. Both

of these designs have been described in previo

the Railway Age.

Construction of the New Cars

The inside dimensions of the new 100 ton capacity cars

are 43 ft. 3 in. long, 10 ft. 1 ' .• in. wide and 7 ft. 5'.. in.

deep. I In- gives 1,212 cu. ft when level

full, or 3,703 CU. ft. when heaped at an angl<

Using a factor of 54 lb. per cu. ft., the heaped load would
weigh 200,000 lb. The ears, however, .ire stenciled as of

182,000 lb. capacity to provide for a lit per cent ovei

I he length over striking castings is 44 ft. 7' _• in.: the maxi-
mum outside width is I in., and the height from
top of rail to top of sidi -i-ll ft. The distance from center

ter of the trucks is in. and the trucks, which
are of the Lewis six-wheel type, have a wheelbase of o ft.

I lu light weight o\ tli. 00 lb. and the weight on

each axle with the car loaded is 44.7'

I he center sills are made up of two 12-in.. 35-lb. channels

with flanges facing out and reinforced at the botl

in. by sin. angles, extending between the draft

gears, and at the top by the '
i -in. floor plates. There is

567
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also a reinforcement in the i inter of the car on top of the

floor plates consisting of a ).| in. plate 20 in. wide and
extending slightly beyond tin- dour openings.

The body bolsters are of cast steel. They are in oni piece,

30 in. deep, located inside of the car body and reaching
from side to side of the car on top of the floor. I he bod;
.enter plates are ui casl -tee], 16 in. in diameter, and have

seven pressed steel braces, a- will b, aoted from the illustra-
tion showing the •

: the car. The side she
it the ends in bring tie inside of the outer

fai - of ile iidi
i

i and are flanged over tie

Reinforcing plates are provided :r

1 ther by two cross
one at each interim

. They are constructed

w«. - --4'6'°-

Clasp Brake for Lewis Six-Wheel Truck

machined bearing surfaces. The body bolster eeiitei

ire of cast steel machined and the center brace brat la I in

also of cast steel. The body side bearings are open-hearth
steel bars, 4 in. by 5

S j„. | )V lo in., spaced 22 in. from the
center of the car to the center of the side bearings, ami with
a clearance of '

j
in. between bod) and truck side bearings.

The side sheets, placed outside the side stakes as in the

"I
,

in. pressed plates, are of box shape and are shown
i learl) in the illustration of the inside of thi

braces were not used on the Norfolk & Western or on the
Virginian ears, but should add materially to the stiffi

the sides.

The ends are of
\

j

in

t>3 i t 111 bj \y2 in. by \s in. bulb angle and by two

<iits A

~jT~^

'
1

—

-->k— -. zo$—

Draft Gear Arrangement

Virginian 120-ton cars to give the maximum width inside

°dyi are of
| ,

in. steel pressed in toward the top. and
reinforced by a 4 in. by 4 in. by 7 lo in. angle and at the
bottom by a 4 in. by iy2 in. by M in. angle. Each side is

als,, reinforced by nine '
\ in. pressed steel gusset side

located inside of the car. The Sides are further stiffened
on the outside at the top by four List steel braces a

ital stiffeners

S in. deep at the center.

I lien- are three cross bearers, one at the center of ;

and the others intermediate between the .enter and
bolsters consis • a ^t.d diapl
>s >"• b] .- in. bottom tie plates, four cro^nY.—

next to the center cross-bearers and I
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9.3 lb. bulb angles on top of the floor next to the body bol-

sters—and a diagonal brace to each corner of l
/^ in. pressed

steel riveted to the top of the floor. The floor is made of }4

in. open-hearth steel .sheets.

The large capacity coal cars used on the Norfolk & West-

ern and on the Virginian are not provided with bottom doors,

it being assumed that they would always be emptied by car

dumpers. The Chesapeake & Ohio cars have flush bottoms

but are equipped with emergency drop doors which can be

used when necessary to unload the car at a point where car

dumpers are not available. The four drop doors, each with

an opening of 2 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft., are located as shown on

the drawings. They are operated in two sets. Part of the

cars are equipped with door operating mechanism designed

by the Pressed Steel Car Company and part from the design

of the Standard Steel Car Company.
The trucks are of the Lewis, six-wheel type with cast steel

side frames and bolsters designed and furnished by the

American Steel Foundries. The wheelbase is 9 ft. and the

journals are 5}4 in. by 10 in., M.C.B. standard dimensions.

The wheels are of wrought steel, part of them furnished by

the Carnegie Steel Company and part by the Forged Steel

Wheel Company. The side bearings consist of pockets cast

integral with the truck bolster with cast steel filler blocks

and three 3/16 in. shims in each pocket for adjusting the

side bearing clearance to the nominal amount of }4 m - The
journal boxes are of pressed steel, Kensington type, manu-

cheek has 27 %-in. rivets; the front ones have IS rivets.

The draft sill tie is 8 in. by J4 in. The couplers are A.R.A.
type D with 6 in. by 8 in. shanks, connected by keys to cast

steel yokes. The striking irons are of cast steel, the coupler

carrier iron being cast integral with the striking casting.

In addition to the usual safety devices, the cars are pro-

vided with an inside ladder at each end.

The accompanying table gives the principal dimensions
and other data of these cars and in addition similar infor-

mation in regard to the large capacity coal cars used on the

Norfolk & Western and on the Virginian.

Chesapeake & Xorf. Ik &
Railroad Ohio Western Virginian

Capacity, stencilled.. 182,000 lb. .'00,000 lb. 218,000 lb.

Capacity, heaped 30

degrees 200,000 lb. 200,000 lb. 240.000 lb.

Cubic capacity level.. 3,212 cu. ft. 3,122.5 cu. ft. 3,850 cu. ft.

Cubic capacity,

heaped 30 degrees. 3,703 cu. ft, 3,636 cu. ft. 4,450 cu. ft.

Estimated density I
t

load, 54 lb. per cu. ft. 55 lb. per cu. ft. 54 lb. per cu. ft.

Length over striking

plates 44 ft. 7 J£ in. 43 ft. 9 in. 50 ft. 8H in.

Coupled length 47 ft. 1 in. 46 ft. 2 in. 53 ft. 3</2 in.

Truck centers 30 ft. 7'A in. 31 ft. 8 in. 36 ft. 10M in.

Truck wheelbase.... 9 ft. in. 6 in. 8 ft. 8 in.

Height, rail to top

of car side 11 ft. in. 11 ft. in. 11 ft. in.

Length, inside 43 ft. 3 in. 42 ft. 7 in. 49 ft. 6 in.

Width, inside 10 ft. l'A in. 9 ft. 6 in. 10 ft. 2H in.

Depth, inside, center. 7 ft. 5'A in. 8 ft. 6U in. 8 ft. 5Ji in.

Depth inside, ends.. 7 ft. S'A in. 7 ft. 5*4 in. 7 ft. 4^ in.

Width outside. ex-

treme 10 ft. 3^ in. 10 ft. VA in. 10 ft. 3'A in.

Weight of car body. 41,100 lb. 29,020 lb. 43,200 lb.

Weight of two trucks 27,200 lb. 24,480 lb. 35,700 lb.

Weight of empty car. 68,300 lb. 53,500 lb. 78,900 lb.

Weight loaded 268,300 1b. 253,500 1b. 318,900 1b.

Per cent revenue load

of total weight... 74.6 per cent 78.9 per cent 75.3 per cent

Kail load per axle,

leaded car 44,717 lb. 42.250 1b. 53,100 1b.

Weight loaded per

foot coupled length 5.695 lb. 5,490 lb. 5,985 lb.

"One Hundred Persons Killed" is the heading of a press

despatch of September 15 reporting the derailment of a heavily

convoyed grain train at Fastov, near Kieff, Ukrainia. The wreck

was caused by the removal of rails at a point where the train,

made up of 61 cars, was running down grade. The grain was.

being carried to the Donetz basin to be distributed to miners.

Interior of Car Body, Showing Bolster, Gusset Side Stakes

and Crossbraces

factured by the Union Spring & Manufacturing Company.
The cars are equipped with Westinghouse empty and load

brakes, schedule KDE-4-10-16, having a 4-in. take-up cyl-

inder, a 10-in. cylinder for use when the car is empty and
an additional 16-in. cylinder for use when the car is loaded.

The brakes are of the same type as those used on the Vir-

ginian as described in the Railway Age of June 17, 1921.

Retaining valves are of the 10-20 lb. spring type.

The brake rigging is designed to give a braking effort of

40 per cent on the empty car and also 40 per cent on the

loaded car. The trucks are equipped with clasp brakes hav-
ing vertical levers. The brake beams are of 4-in., lO^-lb.
I-beams with two sets of open-hearth forged steel brake beam
fulcrums spaced on 3 ft. 10 in. centers and substantial

malleable iron brake heads. The hand brake is of the geared

and multiplying type. The wheel load is 5,692 lb. on the

empty car and 22,358 lb. on the loaded car. The nominal
brake shoe pressures are 2,277 lb. on the empty car and
8,943 lb. on the loaded car.

The draft gear is of the Miner A-18-S friction type with

2^4 in. clearance between the coupler horn and the striking

castings. The cheek castings are of cast steel; each rear

Troops Leaving Camp Dix, N. J., for West Virginia Coat
Fields



Roadmasters Hold Annual Meeting at Chicago

Thirty-ninth Convention of the Association Characterized by

Good Reports, Active Discussion and Interest in Exhibits

Tin i ii ii; i v -mm n convention of the Roadmastei

Maintenance of Wa) Association and the tenth annual

exhibit of the Track Supply Assi ation were held at the

Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on September 20-22, ini

with an attendance of 500. The program and character of

the reports and papers presented, in line with those of recent

years, mark a steady advancement in the work of thi

ciation. The proceedings this year included the presentation

and discussion of the reports of five committees and three

individual papers, abstracts of which follow:

P, F-. McManus, general superintendent of the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern, Joliet, 111., addressed the convention at its

opening, outlining many of the advantages which could be

had by Close attention to the papers and also b) active par-

ticipation in the discussion. In the course of his remarks

he offered as the ideal toward which all railroad men should

strive, the furnishing nf adequate transportation to the public

at a reasonable cost. In the attainment of this ideal he em-
phasized the importance of the position which the R-oad-

masters' and Maintenance of Way Association now holds.

He pointed out the many possibilities for economy which
could be secured by a loyal endeavor on the part of the

roadmasters and supervisors to develop their present methods
in the handling of labor and materials. He also >poke of

the exhibit of maintenance of way appliances and urged that

every advantage be taken of such an opportunity to study

the design and application of modern equipment

The President's Address

In his address, President Wiltsee made mention of the

fact that the association i- not only one of the oldest asso

• iations of railroad men, but it is the oldest organization

from the point of view of never having had a break in its

activities. During this period there have been main' changes

in the track structure and in the methods of carrying out

the work. The railroads are now passing through a severe

and trying time of readjustment and for that reason there

is all the greater need for economical maintenance, especially

in the handling of labor and the conserving of materials.

In outlining the advantages of participating at the meetings
of the association, lie stated that it was a poor man who
could not derive some good from .1 convention where topics

in which he is vitally interested are discussed thoroughly.

Active participation in committee work was urged strongly
>\ President Wiltsee as one of the best means to advance the

Standing of the association through making its papers and
work an authority on maintenance of wax- matters, lie dwelt
particularly upon the benefits which would accrue to the

members themselves since, by taking an active interest in

committee work, the general knowledge of the men them-
selves was broadened greatly ami their circle of acquain-
tances was increased, all of which contributes much towards
• 1 successful life.

Address by L. W. Baldwin

1.. W. Baldwin, vice president .if the Illinois Central, Chi-
cago, addressed the convention on the opportunities for 1

onomies in maintenance of way work. In his opinion
there was a need for two prime aids in the conduct of the
work, the establishment of an effective measure of the results
"blamed ami the general application of niech.inii.il di

to increase production. The unit of measure is particularly
lain as an incentive for increased production bj the

fore - [| is his experience that few men do 31 work
utile- it is noticed by those above them in rank. !

satisi i> ii,,n in working unless one knows what he is accom-
plishing. I his subject now ha- a new -_
of the relatively higher wages being paid by the railroads,
affording them an opportunity for selecting more intelligent,
reliable ut men. This cai

tively only through some means of measuring their output.
Records of work done also servi is stimulus for rivalry
among the I.

Mr. Baldwin presented 1 long lisl ces which have
demonstrated their valu - in mainte-
nance of way work. lb- also po of im-
provement in many of these equipments and t.. thi opportu-
nities for further development. In closing he pointed t<> the

1

1
improvement in the genera] railway situation. calling

attention to the fact that whereas tl

defil it during January and February, tli -or the
other four months of the half year were enough
appreciable return. The present danger, he said, la) in the
assumption of a viewpoint that was I iptimisl
suit of which there is agitation foi !

nection he -bowed that the railway men 1 an plaj an im-
portant p.u-t. saying "Railway met 1 ill gradi - need to
realize this and to exert their influence in

the public will be led into .1 1 orn 1 t attil

'ihe Budget System as

Applied to Track Work
By C. A. Morse

Chief Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacifu t hicago

Ihe question before the railroads toda) is how to reduce
their ,0.1 01 operation, and at the same time keep the
propertj from deteriorating. About 20 per cent
"1 operation of a railroad is for the maintenance of way and
-trui tun-, and about two thirds of that 2l -'-pent
on roadbed and track. If. therefore, you can. b) better
maintenance method-, reduce the cost of vour work' 10 per
cent, you will be reducing the cost ..;" transportation on vour
road 1

'

, per 1 . nt

Where to Economize

Let US See how we should prexced to enable us to make a
saving in maintenance of. wa) a- a whole, tWO-thil
which would be in the track department. Maintenai
wa) work is composed of a great variet)

scattered over the entire railroad. Some of it mi
to keep the railroad -ai\ for tin operation of trains, other
portions of the work are done in replacing part- ii.

worn out. or so nearly worn out that they will no; continue
to serve their purpose, while still other expenditures
made to retard deterioration or to avoid large
the near future on the principle that "a Stitch in tin*
nine."

In addition to the da.- of expenditures named, thei

tat are made to prevent damage claims, among which
are the upkeep of right of wax fences \

I -that
which makes for neatness in the general .

property and tend- ge the empl< good
work and to take a pride in the property. This
referred ition, which simply moan? that the

571
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work is performed in the .same way on all portions of the

railroad and not in a "hit or miss" manner.
in addition to these classes of work there is the work

chargeable to maintenance of way in connection with addi-

tions and betterments -to the property. On the average well

maintained railroad the expenditures tor additions and bet-

terments nn roadway and structures will amount to about "h

fourth of the total maintenance of way expenses, and in

carrying out this addition and betterment work, there will be

maintenance charges about equal to the addition and better-

ment charges; so that about one-fourth of the maintenance
of way charges are in connection with addition and better-

ment authorities. Of the remaining three-fourths of the

maintenance of way expenses about one-half are required for

ordinary upkeep, the other half, or three-eighths of the

whole, are expended on the class of work that I have referred

lo as desirable and in many cases necessary, but which, if

deferred, will not interfere with the safety of train service.

It is this three-eighths or 37. S per cent of the total main-
tenance of way expenses that is deferred in times of busi-

ness depression and done in greater quantity when earnings

permit of the expenditures. It is this 37.5 per cent which

covers the deferred maintenance, if there is any, on the rail-

road but it is also where there is the greatest opportunity

for careful supervision and good judgment to see that it is

expended on the parts of the railroad where it will earn a

proper return, and not where it is of no real benefit to the

property as a whole.

There is no real difference between this money and that

required for "A. & B." work—it is only a matter of account-

ing. Revisions of the accounting methods have in recent

years caused much that was formerly charged to maintenance
of way to now be charged to additions and betterments.

Need for a Budget

We are all loud in our praise of the decision of Congress

to put a budget system into effect in connection with our

national expenses, and feel that it will help to keep down
expenses and reduce our taxes. The same thing applies,

only on a smaller scale, to the expenditures on the railroads,

not only on the comparatively small amount charged to addi-

tions and betterments, but to the much larger part charged to

operating expenses. If the budget is made in the detail that

it should be, it can be either authorized as a whole or

"A. F. E.'s" made to cover the separate items.

There will lie many cases where other items will be sub-

mitted with a request that they be substituted for some item

in the budget, in which cases an "A. F. E." should be re-

quired in order that the necessity or desirability of the sub-

stitution can be investigated carefully and decided by the

head of the department.

The total amount of money covered by the budget should

be apportioned over the different months to insure a fairly

uniform rate of expenditure during the year. Thi> need

have no reference to the items that go to make up the monthly
expenditure—the local officers are best qualified to decide

what work the) will do at any particular time and should

nut be interfered with in carrying out their own plans for

loing the work.

To facilitate the working out of a budget for maintenance
•. work the different portions of the railroad should be

classified, and certain classes of work should only be per-

mitted on tin- more important portions of the road—others

only on certain parts. In this way the matter of considering

expenditures would be simplified, as it would be known that

certain standards or certain classes of work would not be

permitted on unimportant branch lines. Main economies
could be worked out with a careful classification of the rail-

road as to maintenance of way work.

Now, with our budget system worked out and in force we
come to the economies that may lie secured in carrying out

the work. The authority for tin expenditure of money on a

piece of work should carry with it the authority to order the

mati nil direct from the store department, and the authority

to put on the necessary men to carry out the work in accord-

ith the* judgment of the local officer in charge of the

work. It should not be necessary to have any signature but

In- own on a requisition, but the requisition should show
the item on the budget, or tin- "A. F. F." number where
"A. F. E.'s" are issued, for which material is being ordered.

I lie same should apply to any additional help that is re-

quired to perform the work. A sheet accompanying the pay
roll should show that any new names appearing on that roll

are employed on work authorized by "A. F. E. (Xo. ;,'"

or "item (No. )" of the approved budget, it being un-
derstood that when their services are no longer needed on
that work that they will be dropped or transferred to some
other authorized work.

The cost of doing work is increased immensely by tin

"red tape" on many roads, connected with ordering of

material and getting authority for the help, which in the

judgment of the man in charge is necessar) to handle the

work in an economical way.

Many officers seem to fear to give their subordinates i

free hand in the performance of authorized work, but with

a proper system of checking up completion reports and with

proper cost statistics compiled on the railroad, there will be

a check on the performance of each man who has charge of

work, and the man will take pride in making a good show-

ing if he is furnished, as he should be, with statistics that

show what others are performing similar work for. Such

data are also necessary in order to estimate work properly

that is being planned.

Cost Data Sadly Lacking

It is a peculiar thing, but a fact, that practically all of

the cost data that are kept in the maintenance of way depart-

ment are the result of individual effort, and made up by the

individual, because he finds that he must have some such data

to enable him to estimate work. There are very elaborate and

detailed statistics of cost of everything in the transportation

department, but the only thing that is furnished in regard

to maintenance of way is the cost of maintenance of way
per mile of road, and the cost per 1,000 gross ton miles; and
these are of no value in comparing one division with another,

as the variation in class of railroad and in density of traffic

changes the results to such an extent as to nullify any ap-

parent comparison.

Maintenance of way and maintenance of equipment make
up about 45 per cent of the total operating expenses of a

railroad and transportation makes up about 50 per cent. As

stated above, elaborate and detailed statistics are kept and
published, showing various items that go to make up this

50 per cent of the total operating expenses, and absolutely

nothing of any value is kept or published as to items that go

to make up 45 per cent of the operating costs on the majority

of the railroads of this country.

From the viewpoint of the transportation officer,

track, good power and rolling stock are essential to reduced

transportation expenses and good service, and are cheap at

any cost. This is true, but there is no reason why the same

can ml study should not be given to furnishing these essen-

tials at a minimum cost, as there has been given to conduct-

ing transportation at a minimum cost.

If we are going to do this we must have cost data Statis-

tics covering maintenance of way and maintenance of equip-

ment: we must have these kept in a uniform way on all rail-

roads, and we must have them published so that each road

and each division cut a road may know what it is costing to

in these items on the other road, or on the other divi-

sion. Also in the case of maintenance of way they should
be kept on each roadmasters' territory so that the superinten-
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'li Hi may be able to see what each roadmaster is doing in the
..i. oi keeping down costs on his division.

A large or a small improvement program on a division

makes a decided difference in the figures. A roadmastei and
a section foreman are judged by the track they have, regard-

less of tin- amount of money they spend in getting it. Any-
one can do maintenance of way work if he has money
enough, but what is there to it nothing to awaken any
competition, nothing to make a man plan how he can do his

work the i heapest.

In the majority of eases force is allowed on the basis of

so much to the mile of main line, regardless oJ sidings, and
turnouts. Some roads have a method of track equation by
which track is equalized as to differenl things that take

extra labor. All mad- should do this in order in distribute

fon es equally.

Need Standard Basis

Possibly one of the reasons why nothing has been done in

the way of keeping maintenance of wa) statistics is that there

must he some concerted action in defining the units, so that

the data will he comparable. One of the first things m
sary is to agree on a classification of tin- differenl portions

of a railroad. The cost of laying rail on a track having 20
trains over it in working hours will be mui li in excess of the

cost on a piece of road having hut Id trains over it during
working hours. The cost of inserting ties will vary with

the class of ballast, and between ties put in without raising

the track and those put in while lifting the track out of

face for a new lift of ballast. Track work in large yards

should he shown separately, also track work on passing and
side tracks, (lasses of ballast should be made so that work
on unballasted track could be compared with similar work
and work on lines ballasted with similar classes of ballast

could be compared.

The Roadmasters' Association is well fitted to study this

matter, and I would like to see the association appoint a

committee to repent next year, to classify the different types

of track and recommend certain cost data forms for col-

lecting and reporting the cost of doing certain units of

work on each e lass of track.

money available, and as long as railroad corporations must
adjust their variations in the
amount of rail pun hasi d From
expected.

' "i account of variations in the supply of used rail de-
- ading i d bich have but little influ
demand, it is not possible to match the supply and d(

of second hand rail, and this inability to match supply and
demand makes necessary a flexibility in

measure that may he fixed for assigning used rail to

titular sen-ice. The result of these changes in relationship
of supply and demand i- to n u ^.,\

rail of varying quality or standard to similar services during
differenl pi rml-

In addition to this variation between the supply and
demand of used rail, th.re are also other variables which
must be considered. The relationship between branch line

requirements and main line requirements varies from time
to time. The relationshi] ength of main line

service and the length of branch line service which will

result in greatest rail return varies from time to time. I here
is a variation in the cost of making rail renewals on main
tracks and in branch tracks which influences the- manner in

which rail should be utilized, the high cost of main lit

newals, together with the difficulty with which the work is

accomplished under certain eir. um-;,: almost equal
in importance to the m-t of the rail itself.

In order to secure the maximum utilization of all rail in

track and having in mind the principles and details involved,
the following classification oi second-hand rail has

prepared:

( i cvss No. l. M u\ i.im ki i w\ r kui

Class No. 1.—Main line- relayer rail shall include rail

removed from trai k which, either in the- condition as taken

out of track or after receiving preparatory work i- suitable

for use in main line running trac ks. Rail for this pui

shall meet the following conditions:

First— Rail for use in tangents shall be rail which was pre
only on tangent track. If uniformly curved, rail which
used in curves may again be used in i than the
one where it was previously used.

Classification and Distribution of Second Hand Rail „*£*£?%£*t&Z?X "l^l^^J? of &
The term second hand rail includes all rail which has

been used in actual Service and which has been removed from

track for any reason whatever. The only practical reason

for having a. classification of second hind rail is to hiv. i

basis for utilizing such rail in track that will tend to increase

the- service without unduly increasing the- expense of items of

work which are necessary to maintain track properly, and in

this manner contribute to more economical track mainte-

nance.

The practical result of applying a classification of used

rail to actual maintenance work should le: l lo reduo to

a minimum the amount of new rail purchased from year to

year. 2. To secure a minimum annual expense lor labor

and material consumed in connection with rail renewals

without unduly increasing other items of expense nm-Mn
lo maintain track properly. .>. By securing minimum expense

for the purchase of new rail and also minimum expense for

labor and material use-el in connection with rail renewals, at

the same time avoiding increased expense for other items e I

work necessary to maintain track properly, a second hand
rail classification is an effective me.ms toward securing more
"on. mica! track maintenani e

I lie supply of see, mil hand rail during ari) year ele-pends

em the amount of new rail which the management of a rail

road may decide to buy for renewal purposes fhe amount
oi rail purchased is not necessaril) determined on the basis

eii the quantity needed in order te' secure tin- most economical
track maintenance, but primarily depends en ile amounl of

iirve in which they arc to he used.
Thirel—No elri\ cr-kinkcel, t . rted rail shall be includnl in

this class.

Fourth—No broken or defective rail removed from track shall
e luded en this class.

Fifth— Kail shall not tx less than 24 ft. in length.

Ci \ss No. 2 Secondare Main I k- \c k wo Hi\\\

Traffic Branch I.im i

! Ram

Class No. 2—Secondary main track and heav) traffic

branch line- track relayer rail -hall include rail removed

from track which, either in tin condition as taken out of

track or after receiving preparatorj work, is suitable for

use in secondary mam ami heavy traffic branch line running

tracks. Rail for this purpose -hall meet the following ee.ndi-

tions:

First Kail 1- i use i" la! -

tangent track I

! aJin-. eie' great* i thai

Secon.i

Class No Lighi ["rafi t< Bk \\> m Lini R

Rad

\ • 3 Light traffic branch line relayer rail -hall

include rail removed from tr.uk which, either in tin

elition n- !il,.n out of track or after receiving prep

work, is suitable for use in running tr.uk- of lighl

Kr.cn. b Inn - Rail -hall meet thi

cc nditii
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which has previously been used in curve? may again be used in curves -f

not less degree th.'m where originally used.
Second—Rails diall be straight in line and surface, except that rails

for use in curves may be uniformly curved to not less radius than that of

the curve in which they are to be used. They shall lie free from driver

kinks which cannot be removed without cracking or otherwise damaging the

rail. They shall also be free from twist or distortions which prevent an
even bedding of the rail throughout its length.

Same as fourth requirement Class No. 1.

) rurth—Same ps fifth requirement Class No. 1.

Class No. 4

—

Side Track Rail

(lass No. 4—Side track rail shall include rail removed

from track which, either in the condition as taken out

of track or after receiving preparatory work, is suitable for

use in side tracks over which traffic passes at slow speed.

Rail for this purpose shall be any rail removed from track

which cannot be made to comply with the requirements of

Class 1, 2 or 3, except as to length, but which is suitable

for use in slow speed tracks, and shall meet the following

conditions:

First—No rail -emoved from track on account of a defect shall be

included in this class.

Second—Parts of broken rails removed from track, which are othi

satisfactory, shall be included in this class, provided the break did not

result from a defect.

Third—Rail shall not be less than 15 ft. in length.

Class No. 5

—

Frog and Switch Repair Rail

( lass No. 5—Frog and switch repair rail shall include

rail removed from track which, either in the condition as

taken out of track or after receiving preparatory work, is

suitable for use in frog and switch work. Rail for this pur-

pose shall meet the following conditions:

First—It shall be suitable, in all respects except as to length, for use as

Class 1, 2 or 3 second band rail.

Second—It may be of any length less than 24 ft.

Rail classed as frog and switch repair rail shall be subdivided int.. I lass

1, Class 2 or Class 3, according to what its classification would be if it

were 24 ft. or more in length.

Class No. 6

—

Scrap

Class No. 6—Scrap shall include all rail removed from

track, which, because of defects, lack of strength, length,

crooks, or for any other reason, cannot be classified in any

of the above classes.

The Maintenance and Construction

of Railroad Crossings

The committee recommended the use of manganese con-

struction for crossings in main lines carrying heavy traffic

and high speed trains. On double tracks it was recommended

that one rail only be used between joints, doing away with

center joints between crossings. The placing of timbers

under the rails of the track carrying the heaviest traffic

was favored at a square crossing instead of placing the ties

diagonally, as it was believed that a better opportunity is

afforded to tamp the timbers and to give them a more

equal bearing than with ties. The use of ties was under

diagonal crossings.

The committee recommend the use of a plate extending the

full length of the crossing under those sides carrying the

heaviest traffic, in place of corner plates. Experience has

shown that in tamping under the timbers or ties under the

corners of crossings where comer plates are used it is diffi-

cult to secure a solid foundation, as the plates are ordinarily

too wide.

On all high speed main line crossings, where there is no
likelihood of track changes, the committee recommended
that a reinforced concrete slab be placed under the crossing

at a sufficient depth below the rail to enable 8 to 10 in. of

ballast to be inserted above the slab with cross ties to carry

the rails. The use of rail anchors in all tracks about cross-

ings as far back as the derail in each line was favored be-

cause a crossing should be placed in position and then

aniliored to hold it there. By anchoring each track as far

back as the derail this result will be accomplished.

D. O'Hern, chairman, roadmaster, E. J. & E., Joliet, 111.

Methods of Stimulating Friendly

Rivalry Among Track Forces

Rivalry is created among track forces by the application

of one or more of the following methods, practices or sys-

tems

:

< )ne method that is in common use on several railroads

requires an inspection in the spring and in the fall. In

the spring the roadmaster or other maintenance officers

go over the division with the purpose of making a pro-

gram of the season's work and at the same time taking

notes of the conditions on each section. In the fall an
inspection is made and each section foreman is provided
with a copy of each section record, in order to give him an
idea cf the progress that the other foremen have made in the

season's work. Cash prizes, medals, sign posts, and also

division prizes, are awarded to the best sections, and also to

the division showing the most efficient work done during the

year. In connection with the premium system the committee
recommended that a foreman who receives this prize for two
consecutive years be offered an inducement to keep his

section in advance of the others by allowing him a higher

rate of pay.

The following practice is in effect on several railroads

and is conducive to higher efficiency and to the stimulation

of friendly rivalry among the track forces: After informa-
tion for the entire division has been obtained and a program
decided upon and each foreman is given a chart showing
the program as it applies to all sections on the division or

subdivision. This is followed each month with a percentage

chart, by sections, showing the percentage of work done, in

ties, line, surface, etc., and an analysis of the figures show-
ing who is making the best record with the allotted number
of men, so that each foreman is familiar with what the other

foremen are doing.

One of the best ways to develop rivalry among the fore-

men and also among the men is to assemble them at meet-

ings for the discussion of their common problems. These
meetings not only broaden the views and interest of the men.

but tend to create enthusiasm and a desire to excel. If pos-

sible, the higher officers should attend, and addres~ the

meetings.

A supervisor should establish a continuous personal con-

tact with his foremen and make an effort to instill a live

interest among them in their work at all times throughout the

year. There is no better way to accomplish this than for

the supervisor to visit the men and talk over their work and

conditions with them on the ground, for this gives a fore-

man confidence and an exact idea of what is wanted. A
verbal comparison of his work with that of the foreman on

each side of him will start a "friendly rivalry" that will

spread over the entire division.

Committee: George Koontz, chairman, roadmaster. D. & H.,

Carbondale, Pa.

The Track Supply Association

The exhibit of the Track Supply Association included

individual displays by 58 manufacturers of materials and

supplies relating to track maintenance, this being one of the

largest exhibits ever held by the association. The location

of the exhibit in a room adjacent to the meeting hall added

greatlv to its value to those attending the convention. A list

.f the firms exhibiting, the materials and devices exhibited

and the names of the representatives in attendance, is given

belowr
.

Address, graph Company, Chicago: addressographs and graphotype ma-
chines-; W. G, R>.m. 1. E. Miles and E. F. Stcffen.

Air Reduction Sales Company. New York; welding and cutting torches,

acetvlene, oxygen, samples of welded switch points and welded rail ends;

H H. Melvilie. A. W. Brown. Edward L. Fiddyment and A. B. Brown.
American Chain Company (Reading Specialties Division), New York;

rail clamps, derailers, rail benders: A. H. Weston and J. J. O'Connell.
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American Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn. ;
photographs

of ditchers; W. B. Maurer and Miss II. Haller.

American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago; fence posts and woven wire

fencing; I.. P. Shanahan, M. E. Evan I >. K. Waterman and John Collins.

American Valve & Meter Company, The, Cincinnati, Ohio; switch

stands and track appliances; T. T. IfcGarry, F. C. Anderson and Dan J.

Higgins.
Kalkwill Manganese Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio ; model man-

ganese crossing; S. Kalkwill.

liethlehcm Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa.; switch stands; Neil E.

Salsich, K. W. Gillispie, E, II. Gambart, R. E. Belknap and J. F.

Hennessy.
Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee, Wis.

;
moving pictures of spreader

plow and other excavating machinery; E. G. Lewis, II. M. Swigart, H.
L. Palmer, G. A. Morrison, M. J. Woodhull and Morgan Bogart.

Carbic Manufacturing Company, Duluth, Minn. ; acetylene lights, weld-

ing generator, welding and cutting equipment and motor car light; A. D.
Guthrie, D. C. Dun. an and C B Bolind.

Chicago Malleabli ' ti Company, Chicago; rail anchor tie plate, tie

plate with key and rail clips; Warren Osborn, J. S. Llewellyn, A. R. An-
derson and W. L. Beaudway.

Chicago Manufacturing & Distributing Company, Chicago; ratchet track

bolt wrench, ratchet screw spike wrench ami other ratchet wrenches; J. A.

Slater, B. W. Conlin, J. 1). lliatt. If. I. Ili.itt and k. J. McKee.
Creepcheck Company, The, Iloboken, N. J.; rail anchors; P. E.

Browne and John T. Reagan.
Crerar, Adams, & Company, Chicago; bonding drill, track drill, rail

saw, die starters, jacks, snow brooms, shovels, etc. ; Russell Wallace,

G. D. Bassett, E. C. Poehler, W. I. Clock, J. A. Martin md I W,
Gregory, E. Mahlke.

Duff Manufacturing Company, The, Pittsburgh, Pa.; jacks; C. N.
Thulin and E. E. Thulin.

Elliot, Frog & Switch Company, East St. Louis, 111.; guard rail clamps,
switch stands and switch rods; II. J. Elliot ami W. I. Fairback.

Emulsified Asphalt Company, Indianapolis, Ind. ; C. E. Jefferson.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago; spike puller, track wrench; A. A.

Taylor, B. S. Spaulding, L. H. Matthews, E. C. Golladay, F. J. Lee,

F. M. Condit, G. W. Lewis, II. L. Hilleary and P. H. Gilleland.

Fairmont Gas Engine & Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont,
Minn.; gas engine i"i motor cars; 11. I- . Wade, W. 1'*. Kasper, W. D.
lirnoks.

Frictionless Rail Company, Boston, Mass.
; models and photographs of

frictionless rail; S. W. Simons, John W. McManama.
Hauck Manufacturing Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; thawing outfits,

kerosene torches, circular flame burners, blue flame oil burners and
syphon type furnace burners; Willis C. Squire and G. A. Nelson.

Ilaycs Track Appliance Company. Richmond, Ind.; model derail; H.

J. Mayer, S. W. Hayes, O. M. Kendall, H. H. Jenkins and R. H.
i luasepohl.

Ileadley Good Roads Company, Philadelphia, Pa. ; bituminous railroad

- Missing; F. X. Kern.
Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York ; tie tamper and air tools for track

work; W. II. Armstrong, J. N. Thorp and J. P. Gillies.

Kalamazoo Railway Supply t ompany, Kalamazoo, Mich.; light inspec-

tion motor car; J. McKinnon, F. E. McAllister, W. E. Winters and 11

R. Miller.

Kilbourne & Jacobs Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio; photo-

graphs of automatic air dump cars with apron attachment ; Jay X. Markel.

Lundie Engineering Corporation, The, New York; tie plates; W. S.

1'oyce and W. Brooke Moore.
Maintenance Equipment Company, Chicago; Friction cat itop, fence

posts, derail; rail layer, power ballast screen and switch; II. C. Ilolloway,

J. A. Roche and Raj I lownej

McVicker Safety Tic Plate Company, Milwaukee, Wis.; E. M. Mc-
Yickcr and A. W. Tabert.

Mudge & Company, Chicago; railway motor car; Kail .1. Kklun.l, Clyde
I'. Benning, John M. Mulholand, Burton Mudge.

National Lock Washer Company, The, Newark, X. T. ; nut lock; J.

Howard Horn, R. L. Cairncross arid A. T. Thompson,
National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, wrecking hook,

iron washers, rail braces and tie plates; T. A. SI. iter. t;. R. Rasmusson,
('. II. Krakau and I.. S. Wright.
North Western Mrrtor Company. Eau Claire. Wis. ; railway motor car

.m.l model engine; F. W. Anderson, R. R. Rosholt and A. H. Nelson.
Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The, Chicago; welding and cutting

appliances; W. H. Kofmehl, L. C. Ryan ami ('. M M
P. & M. Company, The, Chicago; rail anchors and "if creepers; S. M.

Clancey, G. E. Jehnson, P. V. Samuelson. D. T. Hallbcrg, J. J. Gallaghei
and J. E. Mahoncy.

Pocket List of Railroad Officials, The, New York ; Charles L. Dinsmore.
Positive Rail Anchor Company. Marion, Ind. ; guard rail, rail anchors.

. nl braces, guard nil plates and braces and ti. plates \ II. Told and
I.. C. Ferguson.

Q & C Company. The, New York ; rolled steel compromise joint, rail

joint, electric snow smeller for switches, guard rail clamp, rail bender,
derail and steel fence posts; R. J. McComb, J. I.. Terry, I.. Thomas and
F. G. Pet.rs.nl

Kail Joint Company, The, New York: insulated joints, compromise. and
-1" liul joints; Alex. Chap. nan. G. II. Larson. G. T. Willard. C. B. Grif-
fin. Charles Jenkinson, R. W. Payne and Thomas Ryan.

Railroad Supply Company, The, Chicago; tie plates >"<l derails; A. II.

Smith. !'.. p. Gowing, <'.. W. Nil.he arid M
I

Foj
Railway Review, Chicago; copies of paper; Harold A. Smith, W. M.

Camp, Arthur E. Hoove, and C. L. Bates.
Ramipo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. ; switch stand, double shoulder

switch plates, manganese switch point: W. ( Kidd, R. J. Davidson, Jr.,
1 B, Snow. T. 1!. Stiong and T. E. Alters
Reads Manufacturing Company, fersej City, N I

:
pi graphs of

chemical weed killing machines; R. II Bogle ""I V\ 1 GeggUS.
Reliance Manufacturing Company, The, Uassillon, Ohio, nut locks;

H. C. Mull and 11. J. McGinn

Safety Guard Rail Lock Company, Orlando, Fla. ; model safety guard
rail lock; W. L. Daugherty.

Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago; tic plates; G. M. Hogan,
T. D. Crowley and R. A. Van llouten.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York; copies of papers

and cyclopedias; L. I!. Sherman. E. T. Howson, F. H. Thompson, B. J.
Wilson, F. C. Koch, W. S. Lachcr, D. A. Steel and J. M. Rutherford,
Milburn Moore, R. II. Smith, James Curric.
Supen pany, Chicago; John B. Seymour, C. A. Gieles, J.

H. Erby and W. R. Sosthcim.
Templeton, Kenly & Co., Ltd., Chicago; track jacks, car jacks, pole

jacks and emergency jacks; W. D. Templeton, L. E. Allen, S. A. Nelson
and A. C. Lewis.
Track Specialties Company, New Vork; spikes, insulated bolts, guard rail

clamps, rail brace, compromise joint, rail joint, anchor plate, insulated
joint, tie plate, derail, car stop, car replacer, etc.; John A. Bodkin.

.' Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.; insulated rail joint;

J. J. Cozzens and George Marloff.
Verona Tool Works. Pittsburgh, Pa.; track tools, nut locks, and rail

joint springs; E. Woodings, W. W. Glosser, P. L. Laughlin, A. T. Rich-
ardson, F. B. Nimmo and J. S. Wincrantz.
Warren Tool & Forge Company, The, Warren, Ohio; track tools; H.

C. Mull and George Konold.
Werner Machine Company, Inc.. West Allis, Wis.; spike shaper; E. J.

Wind and F. A. Gardner.
William Pharton, Jr.. & Co., In. . Easton. Pa.; manganese steel one

piece guard rail. • liermott,
S. G. Llewellyn I ,m.,n. .1. II. Hock and F. H.
Lehccka.
Woolcry Machine Company, Minneapolis, Minn.; gas engine for motor

car; II. E. Woolery.
Wyoming Shovel Works, The. Wyoming. Pa. ; track shovels, spades,

scuffle hoes and picks; II. I
I . II. Smith. G. E. Ceer and

E. L. Ruhy.
Wood Shovel & Tool I Ohio; shovels, spades and

scoop-; C. I- ButtS arid M. II. Lytic.

Other Features of the Program

J. H. Waterman, superintendent of timber preservation,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, gave an illustrated lecture on
the results obtained from the use of treated tits. This con-

sisted largely of an .>l>je, t lesson based i n the i.
-

which have been maintained by the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy for the last 12 years or more. By means of photo-
graphs and tables he demonstrated how much greater the life

of treated tie- is as compared with even tl

wood used untreated, lie was particularly emphatic in point-

ing out that white oak untreated tii

service as treated tie- of w li.it art me <>1 tin- "inferior

woods" when properly protected against mechanical wear.

Other features of the program included a paper by 11 I

Pierce, supervisor, Pennsylvania s on, Pa., on
"The String Lining of Curves,'

-

comprising a detailed ex-

position of several methods by which curves may be lined

without the use of surveying instruments. The committee
report presented by E. P. Hawkins, division engineei

souri Pacific, Wichita, Kan., covering "The Most Econom-
ical Method of Renewing Cross and Switch Ties," contained

explicit instructions on the methods of determining the al-

lotment of ties, methods of handling and the program for

carrying on tie renewals in the most expeditious manni i \

committee on Records an.! Accounts presented a number of

forms for use by the foreman and supervisor and a .1;

the practice on several >

L. F. Loree Speaks at Annual Dinner

The annual dinner was held in the Auditorium Hotel on

Wednesday evening, I.. E. Loree, president of the Delaware
&: Hudson, was the speaker of the evening. He said in part:

"I think it may be taken as ... general proposition that tin-

foundation of good railroading is good track and that the

foundation of good track is good drainage. It is in thi-

latter respect that .mr practice fill- far short of European
standards. In other respects, our maintenance practice i-

fullv as good and in mai ouch better.

"What the transportation officer has a right to look for is

track in proper surface, alinpmi ,] curve compensa-
tion, resting upon a minimum of 10 in. of ballast that will

readily dispose of storm water and melting snow, u]

roadbed properly drained, free from soft spots, of sufficient

width to support the track, and witli suitable runways ahead
of the switch points to enable their safe and convenient
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handling. No effort should be spared to see that these

requisites receive adequate attention.

"Hut howevi i inti resting it mighl be to take up these matters

and, in detail, the means of handling them, they are not the

mosl important things that press for attention at the moment.

What we have to do is" to rescue these properties, from which

close to ten millions of people get their living, from the de-

plorable state of demoralization in both the personnel and the

upkeep to which they were reduced by the administration of

the director general.
"

I here are three ways to improve the character of the per-

sonnel: (1) employ a better class of men; (2) educate those

kept; and (3) discharge the inefficient and incompetent,

'"I he greatest difficulty in securing competent help, and in

honest, capable workers securing positions of trust, exists in

the very limited number who may be known intimately by

anyone employing others in positions of responsibility. Many
are in need of faithful and efficient help. Many deserving

workers need employment. The ordinary employment agency

but illy stops a portion of the gap. We ought all to address

ourselves to the building up of better means of handling this

important question. If the employee is selected carefully

and, on physical examination, is found to be free from the

common defects and is reasonably intelligent, no effort should

be spared to explain to him both the reasons and the methods

governing the work in which he is engaged and to bring him
as rapidly as possible into a position not only to perform the

work but to do it with a full appreciation of the results to be

attained and the underlying reasons therefor.

"Control of the men can only be maintained by supervision

and by discipline. Such is the constitution of man that there

is always a small but turbulent minority against whom we
hold our properties, our lives and our religion itself at the

price of the jail, the penitentiary and the gallows. Like bad
order cars, bad order men should be kept down to about 4

per cent of the total. If they were allowed to run up to 12

per cent they would ruin us. Railroad employment is to a

marked degree regarded as a protected service. Once a man's

name gets on the payroll, he is hedged about by constant and
numerous artificial restraints as a permanent fixture. In

gardening it is not sufficient that the soil be good and well

sustained by fertilizers and the seed the best. The resulting

crop depends largely upon cultivation and weeding out, and,

similarly, in the railroad business carefully selected men,
education and training will not suffice. To them must be
added systematic and unwearied weeding. You must know
your men and those that, from whatever cause, are palpable
misfits you should eliminate at once.

"When you have brought the track to its proper condition

and the men to the old relation of loyalty to the company
and fidelity to the work with which they are entrusted, you
will doubtless remain disturbed by the problems confronting

us involving the economic conditions of the immediate future.

I am sorry to say that I do not come to you with an)' mes-
sage of optimism. On the contrary, I believe we are faced
with conditions of such a trying character that they can only
be surmounted, let alone shortened, by strenuous effort and
self-denying frugality.

"Employment of the men annually added to the ranks of

labor is conditioned upon additional capita] investment, and
the failure not only to maintain but to increase our savings
for investment, while embarrassing to all, will work its great-

est hardship upon labor. These capital investments are very
large. For every man on the railroad payrolls, then' i- a

capital investment of $10,000. Where are you under present
conditions to look for the savings that alone make pos
additions to the ranks of labor?

"While we as a people exalt knowledge, its value is apt to

be exaggerated. It is, after all, a kind of raw material, col-

lected from various sources and retained largely through feats
of memory. The significant thing is intelligence; the poten-

tiality of the human machine, the ability to learn, to think

quickly and accurately, to analyze a situation, to maintain a

state of mental alertness and to comprehend and follow in-

structions. It is not because you men have education but be-

cause you have intelligence that you occupy administrative

positions of authority, and it is to the extent that you exer-

cise this intelligence in the conduct of the affairs entrusted

to you that we count with hope on overcoming the difficulties

with which we are beset. What we look to find in you is a
great fund of common sense, a power of knowing or hitting

the mark as to things and ideas, the impression of the real,

cautious, critical, shrewd and well-balanced, a sort of curb
and correction of the errors that education and history so
hi ten produce."

Following the adjournment of the convention on Thurs-
day the members and others visiting the convention made a
detailed inspection of the Santa Fe's reclamation plant lo-

cated in the Chicago terminal district, for which a special

train was provided. This excursion included a stop at the

Clearing yard of the Belt Railway of Chicago.

Train Order Deliverer

Eliminates Unnecessary Stops

As a further step in eliminating unnecessary stops

and expediting traffic, the Northern Pacific has U1 .

stalled for test a train order deliverer device over the

entire second subdivision of its Idaho division between
Spokane, Wash., and Kootenai, Idaho, a distance of 78 miles.

The device was designed to eliminate unnecessary stops,

slowdowns and accidents, which arise out of the use of hoops

in delivering "19" orders. Ten machines were erected and
first placed in service on April 26, 1921, and all passenger

and freight engines and train crews on the Second sub-

division are equipped with the catcher. This subdivision

consists of a single track line equipped with automatic sig-

nals over which an average of 1 2 scheduled trains and 4

extras each way operate daily and on which an average of

37 orders are issued every 24 hours.

How the Machine Operates

The deliverer at present in use consists of a square post

13 ft. 6 in. high and having 6 in. sides and is set 6 ft. 6 in.

from gage. Four angle irons are used on which a sheet

metal covering is placed. A movable carrier 6 ft. long and
to which the arms are attached between which the train

orders are fastened, moving in a grooved guide, is raised

and lowered by means of a ratchet and chain contained

inside the post. The carrier is equipped with three sets of

arms spaced 24 in. center to center, thus providing means

for delivering three copies of an order to a train when this

is necessary in connection with double-heading. The carrier

when in position for delivering orders places the center line

of the top rope 12 ft. 2 in. above top of rail; the middle

rope 10 ft. 2 in. and the lower rope 8 ft. 2 in. above top

of rail. This height can be made to meet conditions on any

road. The arms consist of }/2 in. by T *j in. square steel,

the top pair being 27 in. long; the intermediate set 28 in.

and the bottom ones 20 in. This variation in length is to

prevent interference after the rope containing the train order

has been caught and the arms have returned to their normal

position, the top arm of each pair being raised to a vertical

position by means of a spring attached inside the post,

while the bottom arm of a pair drops down by gravity. The
movable carrier, when not in use. is lowered to the bottom

of the post which brings the arms low enough for the oper-

ator to reach for loading, after which it is raised to the

proper height for deliver}- of orders to trains. The operator

can then remove the handle to prevent tampering and pro-
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ceed aboul his other work. The illustration will show the

prini iples of its operation.

The cord to which the train order is attached consists of

a 2-ft. piece of sash cord to the ends of which are attached

spring clips for fastening over the hooks of the carrier arm-.

At one end of the rope carriei i attached a waterproof

canvas bag 2 in. by 3 in. in size, somewhat similar to a

tobacco pouch, in which the order is placed.

IIm i ah her which is earried on the engines and as part

of the way car or flagman's equipment consists oi a in.

by -/n in. cold rolled steel liar 38 in. long, having a handle

and guide stop on one end. At the other end for a distance

of 1 4 in. is attai lied by mean- oi rivet tl pi catching

ipparatus, which consists of a flal pieo oi medium hard

steel 3/32 in. by -}x in. formed in the >hape of a number
of inverted Ys, the points projecting outward. < )ver these

points is fastened a Y-shaped spring which acts as a guard

to prevent the rope from dropping out after once having

Results SO far obtained would indicate that from an
economic standpoint the use of this machine to replace the
hoop system of train order deliver.' will result in consid-
erable savings, lor example, from a check made
train sheets over a 90 day period, it was found that on
the Idaho division

I

under the hoop -\ -tern. With this

'
i imately 1,800 ur

sary stops under tl n the

Northern Pacific system. These stops work a hardship on
motive power and efficiency of train operation. If thi

ginemen fail to gel the order the train is stopped and
up, or. as it often happens, the conductor us

emergency air valve, whii h i auses severe -In* k- to the equip-
ment and not infrequently a break in two, with consequent
serious di

Better running tune is made because it is .

for a train to slow clown in picking up the orders and be-

of the schedule, dispatchers often would not put out

an order ("19" orders only are used
i ith ) to certain trains because of th train

(Tew might miss it. Since the installation of the tram order

deliverer device on the Second subdivision, the dispatchers

The Deliverer Empty, Being Loaded, in Position, Order Caught by Engine and Train Crew

passed into the space provided for it between the adjacent

teeth.

Operating Results

The catcher device is light enough not to be cumber-
some or unwieldy and at the same time strong enough to

operate properly. The guide casting used on the engines
is attached to a square piece of Steel Of about '

_• in. by

yi in. section, mounted vertically but a few inches from the

front end of the side window of the cab. This can be moved
up to a point for catching the order on the top carrier arm
(in case of double-heading), or it can be left in the lower
position just above the window sill, which corresponds to

the position of the middle set of carrier arms, this guide

Casting can be fastened in position b) a Set Screw and i<

arranged with a slot on top into which the catcher device
is placed which, when being pushed out to the proper oper-

ative position, has a stop which fit- in a -lot on the back
side of the guide easting. The design of this easting is

such that it takes but an instant to drop the catcher d

in place or to remove it. In double heading, should a small
engine' be used, it would pick up the order at the 10 ft.

2 in. level, while a large engine would use the' 12 ft. 2 in.

level and the train crew would catch the order at the 8 ft

2 in. level.

arc putting out order- at point- where they had previously

refused to do so with tin- assurance that the order will be

picked up, thus saving from 50 mm. to an hour and a half

on the running time.

Another item of economy is in connection with the saving

on hoops and the assurance that an order or important mes-

sage ma) not go under the train instead of being caught.

The Northern Pacific uses 20,000 hoops a year, and from

the te-t to dan- it would appear that one rope carrier will

outlast about 200 hoops, or the equivalent of 10

against sit

It i- expected that tin- device will eliminate many of the

minor and fatal injuries due to the use of the hoop sy-tcm.

In cold climate- the footing on station platforms ai

engine and car steps is often insecure b ' and
-now. Ii removes the danger of an operatoi :. k by
falling coal or b) -lake- or tin

I

men striking their hand- against the hoops in catching

The train order deliverer de-vice was develi

by James A. Blair, dispatcher in :

ton, office' of the Northern Pa

the Blair Train < >rde-r 1 Vli\ I

Washington.
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Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

OBSERVANCE of the. Labor Day holiday resulted in a

reduction in the number of ears loaded with revenue

Ereighl during the week ended on September 10, as

compared with the previous week, according to the report-

of the Car Service Division of the American Railway Asso-

ciation. The total for the week was 748,118 < ars or 82,483

less than the preceding week and 135,297 cars under the

corresponding week last year. It also was 198,852 cars less

than were loaded during the corresponding week in 1919.

Had it not been for the observance of Labor Day, loadings

during the week would have shown an increase over the

week before, the average number of cars loaded daily during

the week of September 10 having been approximately 143,870

as compared with 138,433 during the preceding week.

Decreases compared with the week before were reported

in the loading of all commodities. Loading of grain and
grain products amounted to 54,457 cars as compared with

60,632 during the previous week. A total of 25,108 cars

were loaded with livestock, which was 2,431 less than dur-

ing the previous week, while coal loadings totaled 142,049

or 13,767 less than during the week of September 3. Coke

loadings fell off 59 cars to a total of 4,599 and forest prod-

ucts dropped 3,274 cars which brought the total for the

week to 42,145.

Except for grain and grain products, loadings of all com-

modities were less during the week than during the corre-

sponding week in 1920. Reductions compared with the

previous week were reported in all districts except the Poca-
where there was an increase of approximately 3,000

in the number of freight cars loaded.

The summary is given in the table below:

A further decrease of 8,768 in the number of surplus

serviceable freight cars is shown by the report of the Car
Service Division for the period September 1 to 8. The total

surplus was 237,972, including 65,858 box cars.

The number of bad order freight cars showed a reduction

for the first time in a year in the report for September 1.

On that date the number of bad order cars was 374,087, or

16.2 per cent, as compared with 382,440, or 16.6 per cent

on August 15. Of the box cars 17.8 per cent were in bad

order as compared with 18.2 per cent on August 15.

The summary for the week of September 3 is given in the

table at the bottom of the page.

The Association of Railway Executives will adopt the meth-

ods of the American Railway Association as to the voting power

of the member roads. This allows to each road one vote for each

1.000 miles of line. Hitherto each road has been entitled to one

vote regardless of its size. Henceforth assessments will be based

on the gross revenues of each road from September 1, 1920, when
the Federal guaranty ended, to August 31, 1921. The basis of

assessments has hitherto been on the "standard return."

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

Summary—All Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Year, Two Years Aco. For Week Ended Saturday, September 3, 1921

Total revenue freight loaded Received frcm connections

Districts:

Eastern ....

Allegheny

Pocahontas

Southern

Northwestern ...

Central Western.

Southwestern . .

.

Total all roads.

Increase compared
Decrease compared
Increase compared
Decrease compared
August 27
August 20
August 13

August 6

Year
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
19 1

1921
1920
I92l
l°20
1921
1920
1921
1920
1V21
1920
1919
1920
1920
1919
1919
1921
1921
1921
1921

and grain
products

7.784
7,143
3,295
2,897
149
166

3,627
3.713

19,909
12.950
19,654
11,537
6.124
4.167
60.632
42,573
47,182
18.059

"13,450
.

Live
stock

2,809
3.075
3.038
3,660
269
240

1.747
2.075
6.5S6
7.019

10.314
10.641
2,776
2,338
27,539
29,048
33,300

Coal

43,291
51,932
43,768
57,638
14,676
23,792
21.540
24,485
8,854

12,503
18,981
23.155
4.706
5,495

155,816
199.000
178,551

Coke

1,181
3.510
2,194
6,775

35
711
417

1,607
459

1,493
152
473
220
105

4.658
14.674
9,856

Forest
products

4,399
7,829
2,510
3,444
1.118
1,653

14.457
18.949
10.567
14.943
5.837
7,262
6,531
8,149
45.419
62.229
60,878

2.792
10.892
5.971

14,894
3

199
220

3.019
20.614
43,453

745
4,496
767
851

31,113
77.804
69,404

1,509 43,184 10,016 16.810 46,692

59 505
59.875
61.560
58,622

5.761
28.070
29,110
26,835
26,610

22,735
161,612
154,140
158.260
147,273

5.198
4.606
4.436
4,286
4,218

15.459
46,460
44.583
45.333
43.460

•Detail figr

Siimm \nv -A

Districts

Eastern ....

for Michigan Central for 1919 not given.

Districts, Comparison of Totals This Year, Last Yi

Allegheny . . .

.

Pocahontas . .

.

Southern

Northwestern .

Central Wester

Southwestern .

Total all roads

Increase compared
Decrease compared
Increase compared
Decrease compared

Year
1921
1920
1921
l'l '0

1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1919
in 'ii

1920
1919
1910

Grain
and grain
products

7,245
5.911
3,131
2,851
247
169

3,566
2.868

18,262
12,351
17,252
10,590
4.754
4.257

54.457
38.997
48,929
15,460

Live
stock Coal

2,455 37,691
2.602 40.109
2,695 39.096
3,018 53,201
296 16,581
205 22,529

1,835 19,859
2,086 28,641
6.495 8,284
7.179 9,876
8.643 16,413
9,726 19,606
2,689 4,125
2,469 5,784

25.108 142,049
27.285 179,746
34,223 193,564

5,528
2,177

9,115

37,697

51.515

Coke
1,263
3,699
2,100
8,044

146
1,031
320

1,451
497

1,598
149

4,599
16,327
10.390

Yl',728

'

5,79

i

Forest
products

3,943
6,870
2,223
3,296
979

1.846
13,778
18,064
10,043
13.740
5,423
6.787
5,756
7,545

42,145
58,148
62,702

Mer-
chandise
L.C.L.

58,989
49,310
45,594
39,535
2,722
3.026

36.965
35,256
29016
29,666
31,348
31,956
16.260
17,090

220,894
205,839
134.111
15,055

38,292
30.035
32.370
32.942
32,058

86,783

219.165
216.752
213,046
209,336

Miscel-
laneous

C0.679
104,770
58,430
72.779
5,140
6 134

32,828
39.324
33.959
39.140
45,848
44,130
27.647
24,189

284.531
330,466
371,111

'45i935

'86 580
2S0.256
275, l'O
266.703
263,204

Corre-
sponding

'his year year
1921 1920

Corre-
sponding
year
1919

1 Ins vear
1921

207,621
238.461 203,815

.164,800 111,732
201,622 198,474

24,112 12,858
35.921 34,466

111,801 60,575
128,428 120,238

130.054 50,073
161,167 160,406

132,879 53,537
133,650 127,622

65,071 46.593
62.3S4 59,372

830,601
961,633

904,393

542,989

131.032 168.825

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

276,866

i'5V.365

21442

74^473

'63,782

7273i

'51,455

71L814

Corre-
sponding

1919

244,667

i'39,45i

26.126

7M81

o5,'834

'68!265

73,792
829,709 1,001,308
816.436 968.103
808,965 971,269
784,781 935,730

951.653
913.207
832,439
'872,073

116,790
540.315 706,797
540.408 692.847
530.550 687,614
522,247 686,317

659,779

671,135
620,725
588,131
596,917

R, Two Years Aco. For Week Ended Saturday, September 10. 1921

Total revenue freight loaded Received from connections

16,003

20,557

Ore
2.289

10,921
5,179

13,405
78

215
230

2,810
18.298
44,099

692
3,261
866
733

27,632
75,444
67,790

47,812

40,is8

52.811
42.469
40,794
35,609
4,867
5,016
33,599

!, 167

25,002
27-,592
.'S.SS2

14,1.17

17.243
198,516
1 86.488
138,736
12,028

'59.780

Miscel-
laneous

72,827
90.667
50.122
66.388
3.916
4,957

30,858
36,191
31,080
40.293
40.650
38,246
24,159
24,238

253.612
300,980
3'>l'.r,3r,

47,368

137,024

Corre-
sponding

This year year
1921 1920

180,524

145,340

27,110

104,645

i'i 7.1,75

116,814

56,610

748,118

135,297

198,852

203,248

185'.sfi

35,968

124,378

154,138

117,498

62,373

883,415

Corre-
sponding
vear This vear
1919 1921

187.792

97,744

'12,2s i

59,626

'44,410

48,776

4l',5i9

491,512

231,363

207,663

37',655

122,388

168>58

123,079

64,124

946',970

166,942

186;825

spondin
year
1920

256]231

147,351'

19!6o6

Vi'.ioi

57J736

63,962

48,66s

658,454

Corre-
sponding
year
1919

250,374

150,114

19,840

Yd,427

62,455

68,672

50,455

672,337



Labor Board Defines Its Power and Legal Status

Attitude of Various Carriers Causes Tribunal to Defend Its

Rulings and Present Position

The Railroad Labor Board, faced with the necessity of

justifying its recent orders regarding rules and work-

ing conditions and outlining its interpretation of the

labor provisions of the Transportation Act, has handed down
two decisions which describe at length the views of the Board

on the intent of the Act, the authority and jurisdiction dele-

gated to the Board, and the reasons for rendi ring those deci-

sions which have met with opposition on the part of some

carriers, and particularly the Pennsylvania.

The most important of these two dei isions grants the

petition of the Pennsylvania for further oral hearings in its

recent controversy with tin- Railway Employees' Department
of the American Federation of Labor and the Brotherhood

of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Kxpress

and Station Employees. The progress of this controversy has

been described in the Railway Age of July 16 (page 115),

August 6 (page 257), August 13 (page 2''7), August 20

(page 352), August 27 (page 399) anil September 10

(pa^e 493). Subsequently the Pennsylvania filed a petition

with the Labor Board which, according hi tin analysis in

this decision, attack.- the action of the Board in extending

indefinitely the national agreements and asks the Board to

set aside its decision of Jul\ 26, described in the Railway
Age of August (page 257), and to bold further oral hear-

ings in this controversy. In granting the Pennsylvania's re-

quest for further hearings the Board specifically confines the

carrier's additional testimon) to

1—The question as to what employees, ii any, not in the a.anal
and active service of the earner, such a-, men laid off, Eurloughed,
or absent upon leave, -Hall be permitted t" vote in the election of
representatives to negotiate agreements on rule- and working con-
ditions.

2—The question of how the representative capacity of the
spokesmen of unorganized employees shall be ascertained.

3—The carrier will be permitted to offer such evidence as it

may see fit of the adoption or ratification of it s shop craft rules by
the representatives of said crafts fairly selected by a majority of
the employees of that class.

Testimony on other points raised by the Pennsylvania will

not be heard by the Board, according to this decision. The
hearings are set for 10 a. m. September 26.

Board Interprets Transportation Act

The Board in this decision recognizes that a >lear and
detailed statement of its position and interpretation of the

labor provisions of the Transportation Act have become nec-

essary and accordingly the decision says in part:

The obvious and declared purpose of Congress in adopting the
labor section and title of the Transportation Vt was to preserve,
protect and promote uninterrupted traffic and transportation, and
to avoid any interruption to the operation of any carrier growing
out of disputes between the carrier and its employees and subordi-
nate officials. It faced and knew the history of the country: knew
such interruptions had repeatedly occurred growing out of such
disputes; and it knew that even m. Me general and disastrous in-

terruptions then threatened. It undertook to establish a tribunal
or tribunals to settle such disputes, to indicate means and methods
of settlement, and. if possible, to prohibit and prevent such intei

ruptions. It created the Labor Hoard and directed the methods
by which such disputes should he settled, and how and when the)
might be brought before the Board.

After quoting Sections 301 and 307 of the Act, the decision

continues:

It is plain that Congress intended to demand and require that
if possible there should be no interruption of traffic by reason of.
these disputes between carriers and their employees; that it should
he the positive duty of the parties intei* ted t< confer through

their representatives and settle such disputes if possible, but it did
not stop there. It directed that if they could not be or uere not
thus settled, then the parties should refer them to the proper board
for decision. If not thus settled, either because a conference was
held and they did not agree or because one of the parties refused
to enter such a conference, then either party could bring it before
the Labor Board, and it was made the positive duty of this Board
to receive for hearings and to decide any such dispute which had
not been so decided or settled.

How National Agreements Came Before the Board

I he question of national agreements properly comes be-
fore the Board, according to this decision, because the re-

quests of the organizations for conferences on rules and
working conditions were refused by the carriers on the

grounds "that the matter had already been referred to the
Labor Board for de< ision." The organizations subsequently
brought this controversy before the Board in accordance with
the Board's interpretation ol Sections 301 and 307 outlined

tbovi n tinuance of national agreements by the terms
of Decision No. 2 was purely a "modus vivendi" and. the
decision continues:

This decision was accepted, acquiesced in, and acted under, .(•

far as we are informed, by practically all the parties Del
Board. The dispute as to the adoption and continuance of the
national agreements was before the Board on the applications filed

by the representatives of the employees for an adoption or con-
tinuation ,,i" the national agreemi ard could not -

its final decision for the reasons Mated at the time Decision Xo. 2
Was rendered, and. as they were the rules and working condi-
tions then in force, obviousl) thi lie well terminated
without a decision or bringin industrial war whicl
gress had sought to prohibit,

The plea of Genera] W. W. Atterbury, vhe-president of
the Pennsylvania, for immediate abrogation of national agree-
ments and return to the rules and working conditions of
December 31, 1917, made during subsequent bearings on
national agreements, was interpreted by the Board as follows:

Here was a clear recognition if any were needed—that the
Board had jurisdiction ami was dealing with the subject of rules
and working conditions, and the Hoard was requested by the repre-
sentatives ol the carriers, including the PenU I m. to
put in force rules existing prior to December 31, 1917, as a hasis
lor negotiation, from which it appears that the carriers als
ized there must be some authorized set of rule- in existence and
in force to govern the parties until new rules could he adopted,
either by agreement or a decisio ird.

After outlining the provision- of Division Xo 119 which
ordered national agreements terminated on July 1. 1021, the

decision i ontinues:

I hi Board was then assuming that all the parties ;eould
faith endeavor to meet and confer a- tin Board had directed, and
as the Transportation Vet enacted b) l .red. It as-
sumed that this would he done promptly, and the matters
ference submitted to the Board. The Hoard retained jurisdiction
oi the whole matter and proceeded with the hearings, and further
evidence and arguments were submitted bj all the partic- |

dispute,

Board Defends Rulings on Rules

and Working Conditions

Defending the later order continuing national agreements
until negotiations between the individual railroads and their

own employees were completed and approved by the Board.
the decision

It was the judgment of the Roard that this was proper and
• v, especially in view of the fact that in many instances.

on account of disagreement of the parties as to how a:

whom such conferences should be held
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itute required and as the Board had directed.
It was though! necessary in the interesl of industrial peace that

the Board should make this exten ion ind givi thi pai tii add
tional ch to comply with the orders of the Board and

ions "i the statute

Similarly "Principle IS" regarding the right of the ma-
jority of any craft or (lass of employees to determine what

organization shall represent the members of such craft or

class (one of the "16 principles" contained in Decision No.
119 and which were to be incorporated into the new agree-

ments regarding rules and working conditions) is defended
in the decision as necessary and reasonable.

Pennsylvania Charged With Misrepresentation

The decision then recites the history of the Pennsylvania
i ontroversy and in commenting on the request of that -

for a 15 day extension of time in which to carry out the

Hoard's orders, said:

It appears, however, that the time so granted had not been used
for the purpose intended, that the conference directed had nut been
held, and that no steps had been taken to enable the employees
to select their representatives as required by the law and ordered
by the Board. On the contrary, the entire 30 days has been con-
sumed by the carrier in the active promulgation of propaganda,
at an enormous expense to its stockholders, in which the issues
involved in this controversy have been misstated and the action
and position of the Labor Board grossly misrepresented.

In the application to the Board to vacate and set aside Decision
No. 218, the carrier says, in effect, and in its outside propaganda
in express words, that it will not abide by the decision of the
Board in this matter, unless said decision sets the seal of its

approval on the carrier's conduct.
The open attacks of the carrier on the Labor Board and on

the law which created it, shall, in no wise, affect the Board in its

effort to give calm and just consideration to the carrier's petition,

because matters of great moment to the public and to the carriers

are involved.

It may be as well to state in this connection, once for all, that

the Labor Board cannot be swerved from what it considers a just

and legal course by the hostile printed propaganda of dissatisfied

carriers or by the continued threats of labor strikes that are made
before it.

In closing this portion of the decision the' Board said in

part:

The Transportation Act is regarded by thoughtful men as the

greatest forward step that has ever been taken in any country
to preserve industrial peace. The plain, primary purpose of Con-
gress was to protect the public from the financial disaster, physical

suffering and general demoralization that would result from the

interruption of railroad traffic and transportation. Secondarily,

the Act was intended to save both labor and capital from such

calamities.

That the time has come when the complex industrial and social

system of this great and populous country must be guaranteed all

the immunity possible from traffic and transportation disturbances,

is beyond all question. If the Transportation Act does not provide
such a guaranty, the public will find means, legal and constitu-

tional, that will.

The Labor Board has been gratified by the cooperation it has

received, as a rule, from both carriers and employees in its difficult

task of aiding the transition of the country's great transportation

systems from a war basis to one of peace, with the least possible

con tlict.

The Hoard, however, recognizes the right of any party to a

ontroversy before it to take such legal measures as it may deem
d< ill ible to protect itself from any injustice that might be- im-

posed by the action of the Hoard.

Board Discusses Questions Raised by the Pennsylvania

In discussing the points raised by the Pennsylvania in

the last bearings m this case several important principle

dealt with by the Hoard. The following quotations give in

substance the Hoard's views cm the questions indicated.

/ he right of the Hoard to adopt the principles sot out in

Decision No, 119 and in other decisions,, for the guidance of car-

riers oinl employees, is questioned.

It is a settled principle of law that under a remedial act, as

this is. even where not expresslj given, sufficient powers are im-

plied to enable the purposes oi the acl to he accomplished. Hut

in this instance the power is expressly given in the language of
ilu- statute namely, "The Laboi Board maj make regulations

) the efficient execution of the fui ted in it

bj this title."

In the- adoption of tin rules promulgated in these several deci-
B nd was making "regulations necessary for the efficient

on of the functions vested in it"—regulations to accomplish
irposes cif the Let, to promote and make practicable, if pos-
the proper conferences provided for .in the Act. and to
li regulations and conditions that would lead to a settle-

oi disputes and prevent the interruption of traffic.

.In attack of criticism is male on the statement in the decision
that "there is no question of the closed or open shop invoh
this dispute and no other real matter of principle. The qu

d is merely one of procedure."
The petitioner loses sight of the fact that the Transportation

Act provides that any and all disputes between the carrier and its

employees shall be brought before his Board for settlement, unless
otherwise adjusted. Questions of procedure are not excluded.

It certainly was a very acute dispute, and the position of the
carrier practically was that it had the sole right to proceed in its

own way in the selection of the delegates who were to represent
the employees ; that it, and it alone, had the right to prescribe
the plans and conduct the proceedings and be the sole judge of
the results; and that any judgment, opinion, direction or regula-
tion by the Board was an uncalled for and unauthorized inter-

ference with the prerogatives of the carrier. The mere statement
of its position would seem to carry its own answer. It must be
evident to every one that if this practice should prevail, there
would be no real conferences, no liberty of action left to the em-
ployees, and that there could be no real negotiation and settlement
of matters in dispute.

Tiie carrier asserts the right to limit the representatives to be .

selected by the employees to persons who are in the actual employ-
ment of the carrier.

The Transportation Act does not prescribe any such limitation.

We know of no law in this country which prevents or limits a

man in selecting his own representative, and this Board has cer-
tainly no power to prescribe a limitation which the law does not.

and has no disposition to do so.

The organizations are repeatedly and expressly recognized in

the act and shown to have the right to represent the employees
in these matters.
Of the hundreds of disputes brought before this Board prob-

ably less than five have been brought by and for unorganized em-
ployees. It seems useless and even stupid to argue and discuss
this phase. But we want to make it plain that Congress contem-
plated that the organizations would largely represent the em-
ployees, and made it the imperative duty of the Board to hear
them.

This presents the real crux of the controversy in this case.

Here was an organization to which many, if not a majority, of

the employees in the shop craft class of this company belonged.
It is strongly insisted that a majority of this class on this road
desired and had authorized this organization to represent them in

the conferences and negotiations to be held. For reasons and mo-
tives that are immaterial to this Board, it is evident that the man-
agement was not willing, if it could be avoided, that this organiza-
tion, its officials, agents and committees should represent these

men, and it evidently formed its plans to prevent this if it could.

Anyway, it was unwilling to agree, or did not agree, with this

organization on a plan to fairly ascertain the wishes of this class

of employees on the road. Both of the contending parties adopted
and carried out their own separate plans, both of which were held

by this Board to be faulty and unfair. The Board endeavored to

prescribe a plan and method that wrould fairly obtain and accu-

rately express the wishes of the majority of the employees of this

class. This decision the carrier rejects and refuses to abide by,

and arrogates to itself the sole function and power to decide these

matters. If a majority of this class of employees on this road

has an absolute right under the law to select their own representa-

tives—and this is the clearly expressed will of Congress—this

Board in its proceedings and decisions must obey the mandate of
i in- rcss. If the carrier refuses, it is an attack not so much on
this Hoard as on Congress. It is nothing more or less than a

denial and repudiation of the sovereign will of the United States

as expressed by Congress.

If the members of any class wish to join a union they have
that right. If they desire to remain out or leave such a union

at any time, they have that right. If they or a majority of any

class want a union or its officers to represent them, they have

that right. If they, whether union men or not, want other in-

dividuals to represent them, thev have that ripht. Xeither this

board nor the management of the Pennsylvania System has the

right by any kind of plan or movement to dictate as to who
shall be- their representatives. Any attempt to do so -is an un-

authorized assumption of power.

The carrier suggests that the employees who or,- not parties

to the alleged contracts and who do not leant to he bound by

them may invoke the aid of the board.
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The carrier in this suggestion ignores the statutory right of

the employees in the first instance to a voice in the making of

said agreements.
i in the question as to the legal right of the carrier to establish

rules and working conditions, thi board refei to its discussion

oi this subject as contained in Decision No. 224 (an abstract of

which follows). VVc think that opinion demonstrates that it is

the duty of the board to prescribe what ari fair, just and reason-

aide rules and working conditions for the parties without regard

to their Strict legal rights, and that if each parts is allowed to in

sist upon its strict legal right . a <l- re r| |,\ the decisions of the

Supreme Court of the United States prior to the enactment oi

the Transportation Act, it would be impossible for them to

reach agreements, except the agreement to disagree and separate

and tints, in effect, demoralize the transportation system of the

country.

The purpose of the Transportation Act was to enable the par-

ties to meet in conference, and when unabli to compose their

differences, for the Labor Hoard to prescribe conditions under

which they should act. It is pointed ou1 in the decision above
referred to that then are two possible views as to the present

state of the law on this subject: One is that the decisions of (his

hoard are merely persuasive with only a moral obligation resting

upon the parties. The other is that Congress in the exercise

of paramount police power necessary for the preservation, safety,

and progress of the country, has, as to these common carriers

anil their employees, for the benefit of the public, limited the

exercise of their hitherto unquestioned legal rights in such mat-
ins lint, as stated in that decision, whatever view may be taken,

the duty of the Labor Board remains the same; that is, to de-

cide what is just, fair and reasonable as between the parties and

the public.

Constitutional Rights of Railroads Analyzed by Board

A second decision rendered in an unimportant case be-

comes significant because of the discussion of the principles

which accompany it. This decision orders the reinstatement

of two section foremen discharged by the Butler County Rail-

road mainly because they belonged to the same union as the

men who worked under their direction. The decision also

gives the men full pay for all time lost less the amount earned

since the date of their dismissal. The company contended

that it was within its legal right to discharge these men.

The Board, in this decision said in part:

The principle invoked of the legal rights of the manage-
ments in their dealing with employees has cast some con-
fusion and shadow over every action and decision of the
board. The board understands that it is its duty to follow
the law, and its membership has been sworn to support and
maintain the principles of the Constitution of the United
States, which obligation the members will faithfully observe.
Congress, when the Transportation Act was passed, was fully

informed of the constitutional and legal rights of all the parties

and interests to be affected. It must be assumed to have bad these
rights in mind and legislated accordingly. Among the conditions

confronting Congress were these: ill The great transportation
systems of the country being conducted and maintained by many
carriers all under private ownership and control; (2) the em-
ployment by these carriers of \ast numbers oi employees more or
less especially experienced and trained and fitted for this business.

who had generally made this service a life occupation and who
were largely dependent on it for their continued existence and
welfare. These transportation systems more vitally affected all

classes of people and every line of business and endeavor thi

illni agency of our civilization and life. In fact, the general

progress and. indeed, thi' well being and almost the existence of

most of our people are vitalh dependent on the continued and
proper functioning of these transportation systems Anything
seriously interrupting or interfering with thi i trans-

portation .and traffic could only and would necessarily result in

tremendous financial loss and untold human suffering. Capital,
labor, civilization, are dependent on them. The employees in the

service of these corporations who. as we -,iv. were largcb de-

pendent on them For continuous employment and welfare had. to

a great extent, in the protection ami upbuilding of their inti

as they had a right to do, joined various unions or organizations,

just as the holders and managers ol largi combinatio
bad done.

These organizations ami managerial groups were called upon
to de.al with each other. From the vet v nature of things there

were conflicts of interests and differin to the
matters of their several interests and rights. Frequent conflicts

had in the past arisen, and at the time of the passagt of the

Transportation Act more serious and general conflicts win threat
cuing, growing to some extent out of post war conditions It was

apparent thai us and
lamentable results would follow.

It was and is intolerable from a publii

or lockouts of an) serious chara
nature with far-reaching and
Without regard as to which part) is primarily I

the same .and tin- helple and innocent public

principal sufferer. I nation interests from their very

nature and from governmental grant- acquire great and

privileges and arc affected with a public use and owe a public

duty. This duty is imposed both on the management and the

employees. The public pays the bill and on the public hoi

are dependent for their existence. Moved b) I ns and
considerations, Congress passed the Transportation Act.

the United States Railroad Labor Board, and prescribed in

eral way its functions; the deal i

• an im-

partial tribunal, which, looking to justness, equity and fair I

ployees and tin greater and dom-
inating iniiiests of the public, would be able to settle all conflicts

and di puti am pn any interruption of traffic

The duty is imposed on tin- Board of deciding disputes as to

or working condit shing such as

are in the opnn : in. '. d reasonable—not aco

to the strict legal rights in all insta either party. I

party might have a legal right to prescribe a wage for which the

other party would have a legal right to vork; or. the

carrier might have a legal right to impose a rule or workii -

dition under which tie em mid have a legal right to

decline to serve.

Here tlie decision outlines in detail the van
I

to the intent of Congress in framing tins part ol the Iran.—

portation Ait which are briefly mentioned in the closing

paragraphs of the Pennsylvania ruling. Regardless of these

views, the duty of the Board remains the same, the decision

holds, namely to decide disputes to the best interests <>f the

parties directly interested and of the public. Continuing,

the decision says in part:

It must be evident to all and beyond doubt or controversy, from

tin- very nature of things and the character of tb<

cause the friction between carriers and their employees which lead

to interruption of traffic, that Congress did not intend or

to limit the Labor Board to deciding these disputes according to

the strict legal rights of the parties, because if it did, and both

parties relied strictly and fully on their legal rights, the di

never could be solved. If the carrier has, as contended, unlimited

freedom in establishing rules anil working conditions and
to do so regardless of this Board's opinion and di

what is just and reasonable, there can be no practicable use or

sensible reason for the Board hearing the dispute and exp-

an opinion or rendering a decision. Likewise, if the em
are going to ignore the Board's opinion and decision and •

their legal rights to determine for themselves the rales under
which the) will work, as some of them have been indicating they

will do, it is equally useless for the Board to hear and decide the
matter. It was doubtless because of a 1 - ol this conflict

in strictly legal rights that Congress, in the int t public

and to prevent interruption of traffic and the operation
carriers, created this Board and directed it to decide what, in

view of all the facts, was and is just and reasonable in each

The Board in its previous decisions has endeavon
erred b) these principles. I; has constantly in view the public

interest and the rights of the public to demand prompt, efficient,

and economical transportation I;

ciplinc and control by management, and it fa terfere
by its decision with the management's freedom and discretion in

these matters. It has required a clear show::..

or a plain viol ntract of en

relict, as its numerous decisions in discipline

But it must and do,

must be gneu consideration if disturbance i-

loyal, cheerful, and efficient serv

individual importance ^i this particul •

the principle involved is moment
in the public inter* I should be made

ml reasons s, •
, ml

for this in the very emphatic position takci

in this ease, indicating a pur]

with unlimited freedom, pi

of the Hoard, and 1 1 1 enl hapi

It is to lie hoped that the effect of this

I or misundi

published and circulated which
.; the purpose and •
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to the effect thai the tendency, if not the purpose of its decisions,

is to establish a unionized closed shop. Such statements have no
foundation in fact. No such proposition has been submitted and

no action taken by this Board tending to establish such conditions.

If Congress should enact a law prohibiting recognition <>i labor

organizations of railway employees, or authorizing carriers to

establish rules in the interest of the public prohibiting railroad

employees from belonging to such unions, this Board would obi

the law. But on the contrary, Congress has recognized as lawful

and directed this Board to recognize them in the railway service,

and this Hoard in this decision is only obeying -the obvious direc-

tion of Congress. Its decisions on this subject do not tend to a

closed shop and have no bearing whatever on the very bitterly

debated question of the open ami closed shops in other industries.

•\ny representations or statements to the contrary are not only

misleading, but can only work public harm.

This Board can only to the best of its ability decide the dis-

putes brought before it according to the provisions, purposes and

spirit of the Transportation Act, seeking to do all it reasonably

can to secure industrial peace along these lines and to prevent

an interruption of traffic- so disastrous to public interests.
_

If

either party to such disputes sees proper to disregard its decisions

and thus contribute to or cause the public misfortune which

Congress sought to prevent, the responsibility is with those guilty

•of such action.
, ,

While the Board regrets such action, not so much because it is

an attack more or less direct on the power and effectiveness of

the Board, but because it, in the opinion of the Board, is in

effect a deliberate attempt to ignore the power and defeat the will

and purpose of Congress plainly expressed, and Congress in these

matters represents the dignity, power and sovereignty of the

United States. The remedy lies with the public, or possibly with

Congress or the courts.

Some Remarkable Labor
Turn-Over Statistics

By William S. Wollner

On April 1, 1920, a western railroad inaugurated a plan

for collecting statistics reflecting the maintenance of

way labor turn-over, and the information thus obtained

during the nine months ending December 31, 1920, is of

remarkable interest as indicating the extremely short duration

of average employment during a period of labor shortage.

These statistics cover only men employed through the em-

ployment bureau of this road, no data having been collected

concerning the men picked up by foremen in the localities

in which they were working. As the period which these fig-

ures cover was one of extreme labor shortage in the territory

this road serves, the number of men employed in this way

was very small, it being doubtful if as much as one per cent

of the total number of men hired during this period was

secured through other means than the employment bureau.

Maintenance forces have been divided, for the purpose of

this report, into extra gang laborers, section gang laborers,

carpenters and carpenter helpers, and a summary of these

statistics as applied to extra gang laborers and section gang

laborers is given below.

Labor Tubn-Over Statistics, Apbil 1, 1920, to Decembeb 31, 1920

Extba Gang Laborebs

Total number employed during period. . . 890

Did not report for work or did not work after reporting J/y

Total number employed during period who gave service 311

Total number of man-days service given 7.1S7

Average number of man-Jays service based on number of men em-

Average number of man .'.ays service based on number of men who

actually gave service -3.10

Duration of Stay by Periods

Did not work ••• •• 579

1 to 10 days 108

11 to 20 days >8

21 to 31 days 48

1 to 2 months °U

2 to 3 mi nibs

Over 3 months °

Total 3U

Of the men in the above statement, the following were still in the ser-

vice December 31, 1920:

Less than 1 month service
1 to 2 months' service 7

2 lo 3 months' service 2

3 lo 4 months' service 2

4 to 5 months' service 4

Total 18

Section Gang Laborers

Total number employed during period 401
Did not report for work or did not work after reporting 247

Total number employed during period who gave service 154

Total number of man-days service given 4,172
Average number of man-days service based on number of men em-
ployed 10.40

Average number of man-days service based on number of men who
actually gave service 27.09

Duration of Stay by Periods

1 to 10 days 62
11 to 20 days 33
21 to 30 davs 22

1 to 2 months 21
2 to 3 months 8
3 to 4 months S

Over 4 months 4

Total 154

Of the men in the above statement, the following were still in service
December 31, 1920:

Less than 1 month 3

1 to 2 months 3

2 to 3 months 5
3 to 4 months 4
Over 4 months 3

Total 18

One of the primary purposes of this labor turn-over survey

was to determine the principal causes for men leaving the

railroad's service so that, if practicable, the conditions re-

sponsible for the heavy turn-over could be corrected or

modified. Of the 1,513 men hired by the employment bureau
during the nine months' period which figures cover, 937

gave no service. Of these 937, 744 did not report on the

job and foreman failed to give reasons why 306 of the others

quit. It is possible, therefore, to show reasons for only 463

men leaving the service. These reasons as given by the

foreman for the classes of employees covered by these statistics

(extra gang laborers, section gang laborers, carpenters, car-

penter helpers) are tabulated as follows:

Reasons for Leaving

Did not report on job 744
(
'.ave no reason 306
Wanted to move on 182
Discharged 73
Weather conditions 31
Reduction of forces 30
Had another job 26
Quarters 23
Rate of pay 20
Could not mix in gang 17
Dissatisfied with food 11
Work was too hard 8
Sickness 7
Had no blankets 7
Reduction to working hours 6
.Had no rainclothes 5
Insufficient earnings 3
Hours 2
Charge for board 2
Claimed there was not enough to eat 1

Insane 1

Poiscn oak 1

Not feeling well 1

No mattress 1

Sirkness in family 1

Did not like railroad work 1

Had no i;mds for board at hotel 1

Epileptic fits 1

Dissatisfied with job 1

Total 1513

The period which these figures cover was one of acute

railroad labor shortage, whereas, the period immediately

following has been one in which labor conditions

have made available many more men than could be used in

railroad maintenance service. Additional statistics will,

therefore, be compiled at a later date so that comparison of

data for the two periods may be used to reflect turn-over

conditions during time of shortage and oversupply, and a

consolidation of the data used to reflect average conditions.

Of the Total Railway Mileage in the United States rather

over 1 per cent is operated electrically as against about 4 per

cent in Britain.

—

South African Railways & Harbors Magazine.



Standards for Railroad
Electrification

Power Should Be Developed at 25 Cycles and

Use of Both Alternating and Direct

Current on Trolley Continued

In
an effort to establish standards for electric traction

equipment, the Electrification of Railways Advisory Com-
mittee in England appealed to George Gibbs, chief engi-

neer of electric traction, Long Island, for an expression of

opinion. The recommendations by the committee that power

should be developed as three-phase alternating-current at the

frequency which is in general use in the district and that

1,500 volts direct-current be used as a standard trolley volt-

age have given rise to much comment. Mr. Gibbs' letter was

subsequently published in the Engineer, London, substan-

tially as follows:

The Question of System

I am not of opinion that at the present time one system of

traction at a suitable pressure should be applied as a standard

to meet all requirements of railway traffic. Admitting the

advantages of standardization in general, yet I believe the

establishment of any one system of electrification as standard

for British railways would be a mistake at the present time,

because

:

(1 ) It is too early in the state of the art to determine and

fix the features of any system to the extent required for the

purposes of complete standardization, and yel Dot restrict the

future and desirable development of the system selected,

(2) There does not exist suffii tent and comparable oper-

ating data from which to conclude as to the relative advan-

tages and disadvantages for the future of the two radically

different systems most prominently before the railways today,

/. c., the "direct current" and the "alternating-current/' Both

Systems are workable and in use; each lias its advoc ate in im-

portant manufacturing interests, and able professional men
differ as to which system should prevail. This competition

of diverse minds in the development of these different sys-

tems is an important factor in ensuring the future determina-

tion of the best system; it should not be discouraged by the

premature exclusion of either system from tiial in the present

development period.

(3) Neither system, as now developed and applied to a

typical general case, differs greatly in first operating and up-
keep costs; therefore, railways "ill uol be greatly penalized,

except by hampering interchange tg allowed to work
out for the time being the- lull possibilities of the different

systems.

Per contra, I am in favor of certain exclusions and the fix-

ing of' certain general requiremi permitted traction

system; thus

—

(1) I recommend standardizing the location and -

ances of third rail and overhead working conductors. Stand-
ards for these have been established for American railways
by the American Railwaj Association The figures will, of
course, differ for British railways. Standardization of this

kind will permit the continued development of both the alter-

nating-current and direct-current sj stems of traction and will

ensure interchange-ability of running requirements between
roads using the same character of traction system.

(2) Standardization suitable and safe limits for voltages
in each of the two types of working condui toi I

i should
be as follows:

For third rail 600 volts (nominal) direct-current is recom-
mended. A higher voltage than the above is. in my opinion.

inadvisable for general railway usage, because empli

others who have access to the right-of-way cannot be effec-

tively safeguarded from accidental contact with it. Contact
with voltages of 1,200 to 1,500 i- generally fatal.

The recommended voltage for overhead conductors is 11,-

000 for the alternating-current system and .-i.000 for the

direct-current.

In the case of tin- alternating-current system the maximum
is determined by the practical limit in maintaining insula-

tion; 11,000 volts (nominal) is below this point, but expert

i n« e indicates it is high enough for the heaviest kind of trac-

tion and is suitable for an cl A collector system carry-
ing it can be installed and maintained properly and eco-

nomically within close permanent way and rolling equipment
clearances. It should be noted, however, that in ,cii overhead
wo-, system such as the three-phase, which requires two con-
tact wires, insulated from each other and from earth, and two
current collectors of different polarity, the practical voltage
limit is considerably lower than 11,000.

In ease of a direct-current system maximum vol;

limited l,\ othei considerations than that of insulation

working conductor. The demands of economy in distribu-

lem of successful collection of current for

trains suggest the highest possible voltage; on the

other hand, the limitation- in respect of its utilization in the

train control and motors point to the desirability of low
working voltage. For the geni

I pinion
that 3,000 volts i- the minimum requirement from tin •

poinl of economy and successful current collection, and is tin

ni maximum allowable for the other considerations.

Frequency

Current frequency should be standardized for traction sys-

tems in with the- requirements of such purpose
and not b\ a compromise with the conflicting requirements of
another service. A frequency i I

- cond is the

best for both systems of traction recommended for trial, and
should, therefore, be made the standard for traction generat-
ing plants.

Power Generation

High pressure three-phase generation is suitable for both
alternating-current and direct-current traction systems, and
may be made standard.

The voltage at the generating plant may depend upon the

ituation; it is quite immaterial for standardization pur-
poses what this actually is. as the voltage is transformed for

secondary distribution, and various prim.;: lay be
utilized in the traction installation of one railway.

\ onsideration of "frequency" is highly important and no
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standard should be proposed which will exclude, materiall)

complicate, or hamper the development of either of the two

systems suggested.

< (ne of the features making for simplification in the single-

phase alternating-current system is that current from the

generating plant is used in the working conductors withoul

change, except, if desirable, by altering the voltage in a

transformer. It is essential, however, that the "frequency"

employed in the working conductors shall not exceed 25 cycles

per second. If a higher generating frequency than the above

is standardized it would complicate the alternating-current

system; thus to utilize 50 cycles it would he necessary either

to employ "frequency changers" or to install in the central

station separate 25-cycle generators for railway purposes.

The latter plan is employed to some extent in America, and it

is found practicable for electric supply companies to install in

the same station high-frequency generators for commercial

purposes and 25-cycle generators for railway work and pro-

vide one or two large motor units for interchange of power

between the two parts of the station.

With the direct-current system which employs alternating-

current generation and transformation and conversion in sub-

stations any desired frequency from 25 to 50 (or more)

cycles may be used. Twenty-five cycles is, however, not only

a suitable standard for the direct current, but is from some
considerations better than a higher frequency. Therefore:

(1) Three-phase, 25-cycle generation at any desired volt-

age or voltages should be specified as a requirement to allow

the flexible development of electric traction systems.

(2) Commercial power plants, which employ other fre-

quencies, may be utilized for railway power purposes either

directly in case of direct-current traction or by the installa-

tion of separate generators and motor generator tie-in sets, or

frequency changers for alternating-current traction.

Costs

The investigation of the Chicago Association of Commerce
is probably the best source of information which has ap-

peared to date regarding the details of first and operating

costs of electric systems. This report was completed in 1915.

It covers a minute investigation of a great railway problem
within a compact area of 428 square miles in and around a

very large city. Within this area thirty-nine different rail-

way companies operate dense passenger, freight and switching

services over a network of tracks comprising an aggregate

mileage of 4,500. The net first cost of the equipment required

to operate this entire system electrically was estimated and
analyzed with great care for three different systems and gave
the following results: Direct current, 600 volts, third rail,

$188,132,314; direct current, 2,400 volts, overhead, $181,-

891,122; single-phase alternating current, 11,000 volts, over-

head, $178,127,230. In other words, the first cost was sub-
stantially the same for all three systems. This conclusion is,

of course, for short-haul conditions; for long-distance haulage
the showing for the high-tension system, as compared with the

third rail, would he better. For average conditions estimates
I have made on important projects indicate a first cost dif-

ference of 15 to 20 per cent in favor of the high-tension over-
head alternating-current or direct-current trolley systems as

compared with the direct -current third rail, and of the two
high-tension systems the alternating current appears in every
case to tost less than direct current.

As to operating costs, the Chicago report showed for items
affected, a substantial saving per train mile as compared with
steam. The saving was least in case of the 600-volt third-
rail system and greatest for the 11,000-volt alternating-cur-
rent system, but there was not a very great difference between
the latter and the 2,400-volt "overhead" system. The condi
tions, however, in the Chicago district are somewhat peculiar;
for the average railway condition, estimates indicate 1 differ-

ences of 10 to 16 per cent in favor of the high-tension trolley

systems as compared with the ^00-volt direct-current third

rail and tin- high-tension alternating current appears to be

more economical than the high-tension direct current.

Factors Affecting the Selection of a System

I he important considerations governing the selection of a

- -ti in are:

(1) Adaptability to all physical conditions of the

railways.

(2) Economy in first and operating costs.

(3) Flexibility as regards conducting varying kinds and
volumes of traffic.

(4) Suitability for extension.

(5) Possibilities as regards future advance in the art and
improvements in details.

I would work, as far as consistent with the above, towards

the elimination of systems which are applicable to special

i ases only. This, as before indicated, would narrow the se-

lection to the adoption of one of the high-tension overhead

conductor systems. The 600-volt third-rail direct-current

system would only be considered for extensions to existing

installations or for very special cases.

The 1,500-volt direct-current system could only be
adopted with an overhead conductor and for light traffic re-

quirements; 1,500-volt third rail cannot be used generally

because of its danger to life. The 1,500-volt system is an
interim development only. Higher voltage direct-current

systems, such as the 3,000-volt system, have promise for the

future and their development should be allowed to continue

unhampered. The 11,000-volt alternating-current system
likewise has a broad field of usefulness and promises well for

future development.

The selection, therefore, of a proper system for general

use appears to lie between the 3,000-volt direct current and
the 11,000-volt alternating current. I have referred to the

existing difference of opinion as to these two systems, and
since I am not recommending the elimination of either from
adoption at present, it is unnecessary for me to indicate my
preference. I should approach any concrete problem upon
its merits along the lines laid down, having regard to the
latest experience and facts as to the state of the art when
decision is to be made.

Report of French Commission Not Well Founded
I have looked through the voluminous report of the French

Commission on Electric Traction, and, frankly, its conclu-
sions do not seem to be well founded on the data presented.
Perhaps the commission has arrived at a correct conclusion,
having regard to the particular conditions in France, but the
reasons given for condemning the single-phase system seem
inadequate and largely the results of a "scare" as regards the
inductive interference question. The commission seems to

have been dominated by telephone and telegraph experts. It

also seems to have been greatly influenced by reports of the
high cost of maintenance of the alternating current, which,
they state, is at least double that of direct current, a con-
clusion which is absurd. No effort seems to have been made
to equate operating conditions in comparing systems, and I

doubt if the commission really had any accurate figures of
cost of maintenance of the alternating current. It does not
seem to have attached much importance to the future trend of
development and possibilities in connection with both alter-

nating-current and direct-current traction.

I was interested, and disappointed, in reading the Interim
Report of the Advisory Committee on Electrification of Rail-
ways. It would lie valuable to know what reasons led the
committee to the adoption of the 1,500-volt direct current as
standard. I think a mistake has been made, even if it

should prove to be the eventual system, because the adop-
tion of any standard now is going to put the development of
electric traction- in a straight jacket. The development of
both the alternating-current and the direct-current svstems
should continue in order to get the best results.



TelegraphandTelephone SectionHoldAnnual Meeting

Radio and Wired Wireless in Railroad Work, Message Traffic

and Technical Training Discussed

The adaptability and the application of radio and

wired wireless to railroad work, the reasons why em-

ployees of the telegraph and telephone department

should be technically trained and the use of automatic tele-

phone systems for intercommunication between the various

offices of a railroad were among the important Subjects con-

sidered at the- annual meeting of the Telegraph and Tele-

phone Section, Division I—Operating, American Railway

Association, which was held at tin Hotel < leveland, Cleve-

land, Ohio, on September 21, 22 and 23. Chairman H.

Hulatt (Grand Trunk), presided. There was a total at-

tendance of about 275. This meeting is the first held

since the annual meeting at Winnipeg, Man., last September,

as the March meeting which was scheduled for Atlanta, Ga.,

was cancelled, in line with the wishes of the A. R. A., be-

cause of business conditions existing at that time.

Of the 13 regular committees, 11 submitted reports. In

addition a paper was read on "Some Phases of Railroad

Telegraph and Telephone Engineering" by Stanley Rhoads,
telegraph and telephone engineer, New York Central Lines,

which was discussed by A. W. Douglas (C. R. I. & P.), I. C.

Forshee (P. R. R.) and J. L. Niesse (C. C. C. & St. L.).

At the opening session on Wednesday, September 21, Dr.

Dayton C. Miller, professor of physics, Case School of Ap-
plied Science, delivered an address on "Electric Wave Mo-
tions and Applied Scientific Phenomena" in which he dis-

( ussed many scientific principles affecting the development
of the telegraph and telephone.

After the opening of the first session on Wednesday morn-
ing the members were welcomed on behalf of the citv by
Mr. Metcaffe, director of finances. A letter was then read

from R. N. Aishton, president of the American Railway
Association, in which he called attention to the many ad-
vances made in the methods of communication during the

last few years, while Mr. Hulatt, in his opening address,

emphasized the important educational advantages to he de-

rived from taking part in the activities of the association.

At the opening of the afternoon session on Wednesday, J.

Marshall, special representative of the Freight Claim Divi-

sion of the A. R. A., talked on freight claim prevention.

Thomas A. Edison personally sent a message of greeting

over a special wire from his laboratory in Orange, X. J.,

to the members of the section during the informal banquet
held on Thursday evening in which he said. "It is with

great pleasure and some pride that I am still able to 5end

readable Morse, that I extend my kindest felicitation- and

congratulate you upon the able manner in which you are

carrying on the work begun by the railway telegraph super-

intendents in 1882. This oci rings back to me
pleasant recollections of the old days when I was a regular

and probably a better operator. 1 hope some of m\ com-

rades are there to-night. To all I extend my '73'." The
message was answered by Charles \ Seldon, general in-

spector of transportation Baltimore & Ohio.

Radio and Wired Wireless

J. D. Jones ( P. R. R.), chairman of Committee No, 12

—

Radio and Wired Wireless, in presenting the rcpirt. ex-

plained that the committee had been asked to keep in touch

with various manufacturers of wireless apparatus with a

view to considering the adaptability to railroad use of any
new developments in the field of wireless telegraphy, wire-

less telephony and wired wireless and to negotiate with one

or more manufacturers of wireless equipment to arrange for

ili. development ami practical demonstration of radio

graph and telephone) and wired wireless equipment I

various railn ons. In connection with this work,
data were obtained from the various railroads as to what
has linn dom regarding the application of radio and the

possibilities ol it- use in railroad work. In this connection
('. A. Worst, superintendent b

that the following points !»• considered in the application of

radio in any form for practical use in railroad service.

i .- i Neo ssity and advai tag

<
"'

i regular mean- of o mmunt. tl

of I

i I i Number of stations t be in H
i < i t 'osl per station foi

E. C. Keenan, general superinti jraph, New
York Central Lines, in speaking of wired wireless stated

that "apparently there i- no question that this method of

obtaining multiple communication will be available within

a -hurt time, and will give additional trunk line connections

between switchboards ami adjacent cities, so that almost un-

limited communication can be given to the railroad

and subordinates, which will do awaj with some of the

restrictions now imposed. If these carrier circuits can be
obtained at reasonable expense, it would seem to be our

aim to establish sufficient long distance communie an
applying them to our present lines so that prompt connection

can.be given upon any legitimate request for servile." Mr.
Keenan also thought that there was a need for wireless an

the Great Lakes for railroads which maintain their own boat

lines and that wireless telephony could be used to advantage
if satisfactory communication could be maintained continu-

ously between some central stations and various tug boat-

operated by the railroads.

It was the feeling of H- A. Shepard, superintendent of

telegraph, X. Y.. X. H. & H.. that the radio telephone

could undoubtedly be used to advantage between the engine

and caboose in freight service provided that a suitable signal-

ing system is devised to enable on.- station to signal the

other when desiring to talk.

J. A. Jones, superintendent of telegraph. Southern Rail-

way. Lines East, is of the opinion that there i- a good held

for radio in railroad service and he- i- looking forward to

the- day when every train will lie an open office. This would

be i<( particular advantage when the hi^l a rail-

way, when en route on the' line, could t it communication

directly with their subordinate'-.

Regarding the application of small portable wireless

for the use of maintenance of waj forces or wr

in communicating with the division headquarters, th<

mittee stated that thi- bad bun carefull) considered and.

after a conference with engineer- of radio companies, it was
learned that portable sets were available- but that thi

equipment so far constructed its weight.

would require several men to handle. It was the feeling

that small outfits capable of being handled by one man would

not be- available for some time, but that portal!

constructed could be placed on ban
and would enable- the working parties to kee-p in communica-

tion with headquarters.

In connection with this entire- subject (

presented (1) Information as to in. [ the terms.

"Radio and Wired Win plied to railroad

lion; (2) Suggestions as to what particular conditions in
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railroad operation would justify consideration of the appli

cation (jf radio and wired wireless; (3) Information on the

application of wireless telephone for short haul transmission.

as for example—between important division points; and

(4) Information on the application of wireless telephone for

operation in conjunction with physical lines, to take <

transmission by wireless through certain sections, to he con-

tinued over physical lines to regular telephone Stations.

Report on Message Traffic

This committee of which G. D. Hood, superintendent of

telegraph, C. R. I. & P., is chairman, recommended the

use of an automatic telephone system for intercommunication

between various departments of a railroad, leaving the ordi-

nary switchboard free to handle public requirements, when-

ever and wherever the business on the ordinary switchboard

reached the point where release is necessary. Such an auto-

matic system should have the greatest possible flexibility and

should be practically unlimited as to growth and length of

circuits. For intercommunication between offices located in

the main building where such stations will not be subject to

any material changes of location, if it can be foreseen that the

ultimate requirements will not exceed 20 stations, an inter-

communicating telephone system of the push button or cam-

key type should be considered.

In considering the desirability of tie lines between the

switchboards of the different railroads in cities where there

are headquarters of several railroads, it was felt that their

use would eliminate the necessity of communication going

through the different telephone exchanges and would expe-

dite service. In cities having a number of railroad private

telephone exchanges it was recommended that circuits con-

necting such private exchanges are desirable whenever and

wherever a traffic study justifies their installation, as the

use of such circuits will facilitate communication between

railroads by expediting telephone service and improving

transmission.

In addition to the subjects above mentioned this commit-

tee presented information on the use of rotary repeaters;

standardization of operators' employment records; necessity

for transmitting initials of railroads after signatures; use of

printer telegraph apparatus; use of carrier system for dis-

tribution of messages; uniform rules governing employees;

recommendations in connection with the organization of a

proper method of educating wire chiefs, repeater attend-

ants and operators and the desirability of a standard code

covering the routine matters exchanged on a railroad and

more particularly in connection with such matters exchanged

between different railroads transmitted over commercial

wires, such as reservation messages.

Report of Committee on Technical Training

This committee, of which I. C. Forshee, electrical engi-

neer, telegraph department, Pennsylvania System, is chair-

man, stated in its report that it was the consensus of opinion

of this committee that the courses of instruction to be recom-

mended or developed by the committee should be available

for all employees under the superintendent of telegraph from

the messengers, groundmen, linemen or laborers who first

enter the employ of the company to the highest employee in

the department. The methods of instruction which are ap

plicable to the work of this department are: In a class

room, under a competent instructor; by an instructor or

foreman who can assemble the employees on the job; l.\ I

tures; and by correspondence.

For each road to attempt properly to equip school or class

rooms for the instruction of employees would result in a

needless duplication of facilities and expense in a large num-
ber of important railroad centers. In such cities better and

more complete facilities and more comix-tent instructors

could be obtained by pooling the interests. With this ar-

rangement the employees of each road and each class of

employees could be given regular class room assignments;

instructors who are specialists in each particular class of

work could be employed; more complete and adequate equip-

ment and material could be furnished, and all at a smaller

expense to each road than to attempt to equip and man
even the most elementary layout by each company. The
expense of equipping and running such a school could be

pro-rated upon some equitable basis.

In order to ascertain to what extent the different rail-

roads have developed educational work for the telegraph

and telephone department, a questionnaire was prepared by
this committee and sent out to the superintendents of tele-

graph of all railroads holding full membership in the

A. R. A. Sixteen companies with a mileage of 41,802 at

present have courses of instruction, while 78 roads are in

favor of a course in technical training and four are not in

favor of such a course. Sixty-three favored an apprentice-

ship course, while 11 roads w-ere opposed to this practice.

Construction and Maintenance—Outside Plant

Committee No. 1—G. A. Cellar, general superintendent of

telegraph, Pennsylvania system, chairman, has perfected its

rules for the construction of pole lines, the tables indicatinu

classes and spaces of poles, and specified its methods of cal-

culations, assumed stresses to which the line shall be opposed
and the strength recommended to approve these stresses. The
appendices submitted with its report covered: (1) method of

calculating the class and number of wood poles required for

railroad telegraph and telephone pole lines; (2) tables of

minimum dimensions and classes of poles; (3) modulus of

rupture of various species of wood used for telegraph and
telephone poles; (4) method of calculating strength of side

guys and (5) method of calculating the replacement tables.

It also presented specifications for telegraph, telephone and
other signal wires, and cables, crossing the tracks of steam

and electrified railroads. It has given attention to crossing

legislation and commission orders passed or issued in various

states w-here progress is being made in the establishment of

proposed standards covering this class of work. The com-
mittee resubmitted practically the same specifications for

transpositions as were given at the last meeting at Winnipeg
to which very slight additions have since been made.

Construction and Maintenance—Inside Plants

R. F. Finley, superintendent of telegraph, New York
Central, Lines West, chairman of this committee, stated mat
the specifications for the installation of telegraph and tele-

phone equipment in railroad offices, as recommended by the

committee at the Winnipeg meeting in 1920 for submission

to letter ballot for inclusion in the manual, covered quite

generally fundamental principles only and that the work of

the committee from now on will be devoted largely to the

preparation of separate specifications for the manufacture,

installation and operation, etc., of telegraph and telephone

inside plants.

A specification for lead sheath insulated and enameled,

non-quoded office cable for No. 18 A. W. G. conductors

and a specification for braid sheath rubber insulated non-

quoded office cable for No. 16 A. W. G. conductors were

presented. A report was also made on the preparation of

typical floor and wall plans showing the space necessary

for and the most desirable arrangement of telegraph and

telephone equipment in railroad station towers, booths and

office buildings. These plans include sizes and locations of

operating tables at smaller offices where only single Morse

and train order telephone instruments are used, together

with layouts of instruments and signal apparatus. in such

-iini- Drawings for all circuits required in railroad tele-

graph and telephone inside plant and specifications for the

installation and maintenance of gravity batteries; of caustic
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soda batteries and for cross connection record- were also

presented.

Other Committee Reports

Committee No. 3—Protection Against Electrolysis, B. J.

Schwendt, superintendent of telegraph and signals, Toledo

& Ohio Central, chairman, reported on the extent to which

it has been found that ordinary maintenance forces are able

to detect and record electrolytic action intelligently. The
committee also submitted a brief outline of the work done by

other bodies on the subject of protection against electrolysis.

Committee No. 4—Protection against Lightning for Elec-

tric Light and Power Circuits, J. F. Caskey, superintendent

of telegraph, Lehigh Valley, chairman, presented reports on

the comments and suggestions received from representatives

of members; carried to a conclusion manufacturing specifj

cations previously submitted; submitted specifications for

telegraph and telephone protector mounting, and for tele-

graph and telephone protectors assembled and also instruc-

tions for the installation and maintenance' of telegraph and
telephone protectors.

The officers of the section chosen for the en-uine. u-.u an-

as follows: Chairman, W. H. Hall (M. K. & T.); first

vice-chairman, R. F. Finley (N. Y. C); second vice-chair

man, I. C. Forshee (P. R. R.).

Increasing the Efficiency of Employees
By Paul H. Pearson

Since the return of the railroads to private manage-

ment, ever)- possible effort has been directed toward in

creasing their capacity through rehabilitation of equip-

ment, increasing loads per car and miles per car per day,

and last but not least, increasing the efficiency of the em-

ployees. Of these several methods, the increased effii ieni
j

of labor has been developed to the smallest degree, notwith-

standing the fact that it possesses the- greati -t of possibilities

with the smallest expenditure of capital of any of the factors

mentioned; and this at a time when capital is hard to get,

expensive because of the high rate of interest, and in some
instances actually impossible to obtain at all,

It must be admitted that in the now quite distant past,

capital had die- upper hand, and used it without a great

deal of regard for the rights of labor; in the last few years

the tables have been turned and labor now has the balance

of power; it, too, has used it in many cases without regard

to either the rights of the carriers or the public. It is aol

my intention to enter into a discussion of the merits or

demerits of either capital or labor's use- i pective

advantages, bul it is unthinkable- that this condition should

ever again be allowed to exist. < >n the other hand, both

labor and capital should get clown to a busini

and work together for the best interests of each other.

My position is nol sufficiently official to remove me from

the confidences of those employees with whom I have -um
mered and wintered been cold and wet, as well as dry

and warm and with whom 1 have often shared food an I

"smokes" while we were all growing up together in the

business of transportation. At the same time my relation

to my superiors has come to be suffii ientlj i lose to give me
an insight into the problems and perplexities surrounding

those responsible for the efficient operation of the transpor

tation machine of which 1 am a part.

Owing to the very nature- of their work, the' various classes

of train service employees must of necessity constitute the

chief problem, because no method of supervision ha

been devised which gives more- than a superficial en-

tile work performed by these linn. 1 lu \ are out at all hours

of the day and night many miles from the nearest superior

Officer, with problems arising at a moment's notice the SUC-

cessful solving of which is dependent upon their own
individual experience, judgment and faithfulness, as well as

tie degree of co-operation existing between the individuals.

From tin- constant dail) contact with the various train

service classes, 1 am firmly convinced that fully SO per cent

of the normal number of such employees possess both the

will and tin- ability, intelligently directed, to give the very

best work they have in them; that the effort- of executive

officers responsible for ; operation of the trans-

portation machine should In- directed toward a better under-
standing of the problems confronting both the officers and
the- men. Instead of a very unwi-e attempt to bre-ak clown
labor organization- iave come to stay, every effort

should be mad.- to have da- better cl of mi n, mm
as before stated, about .SO per cent, become the predominat-
ing influenc e in su< h organiz il

\- a first step towards tin- end. I believe that much in-

formation now in the possession of

heretofore considered a- confidential, could be disseminated
among the men with good results. It would give them an
insight into tin- reasi ns underlying certain policies of the

management, and contribute toward tin- more intelligent per-

formance of their duties.

As a second step, some method should be followed of
keeping an accurate record of the mam good performances
recorded weekly or monthly, and suitable publicity given
them by tin- publishing and di-tril ution of a bulletin or

new- letter at stated periods. This bulletin should cover

onl) such territory as may come under the jurisdiction of
one- -up.rintc udc nt in order to keep up the local in:

the men who are- working -id,- b\ — i « It- daily. It would, of

course l-e advisable also to record the pnon-r performances,

being careful to omit the names of the offenders.

A great deal of unre-st and dissatisfaction is often

by employers being acquainted with facts pertaining to the

operation of their own division, without knowing the under-
lying reasons therefor. Much of this could be corrected by
the- inclusion m the bulletin of such of these fact- .

be disseminated without injury to the management.
What is true of the- train service- men i- al-o true of all

the othe-r brain lies of the service, a- ail have a greal I

in the operation of the road, and only need to have this

interest stimulated to begin to show good result.-. I know-

that a great man}' executive officer- will doubtless discount

this statement by about 50 pi r cent; if so it will lee I

the fact- are- hidden under the ma-- :

the other 2n pe-r cent of the employees, thus leaving little

time for attention to thosi faithful employees who by the

lr*erj nature of their good work go unnoticed.

There can be- no question, in the mind of any thinking

but that the national agreemi " ineffi-

ciency ami unnecessarj expense. Each road should deal

directly with its own employees, whose problems t

i- with, and the conditions ,-urrounding which are so

i ni tin- other hand, there

i- -nil present in the- mind- of even the more

of the labor men siderable eloubt as to the real

intention- ,.f the officers of the different carriers, and it is

the big job of such .it'll- stablish their own
of justice and integrity, that they will have the a

confidence of such empL ne without
-. me me-ans of bringing both -ides together into a kno
of the problem- of each and how it i-

them; or. in other words, bringing each other's
'

into the- sunlight: this can

ne such publication as I have suggested.

I lally, it is my opinion that the only

be obtained by much careful thought and hard work on the

part of the best brains our railro.i.l "duce.

There will be main discouragements

faith that the problem is possible of
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The Railroad Administration will settle immediately the

claims for damages sustained bj 278 residents of Cloquet,

Minn., in the forest fire of October 12, 1918, .it SO cents on

the dollar.

A new organization known as the Rock Island Ampere
( lull lias been organized recently, the membership including

managers, wire- chiefs, operators and linemen at all of the

relay telegraph offices.

A lone masked bandit, who held up a Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy train at Parkville, Mo., about IS miles from Kansas
I ily, Mo., on the night of September 10. was overpowered

and captured by passengers and members of the train crew

while in the smoking car.

A party of officers of the St. Louis-San Francisco, including

T. A. Hamilton, vice-president, and F. G. Jonah, chief engi-

neer, last week went over the line of the Missouri & North

Arkansas, which has discontinued operation. The Frisco

crosses the abandoned line at Seligman, Mo.

The official opening of the Cairo, 111., floating dock con-

nection of the Mississippi River barge service with the Illinois

Central took place on September 16, when a special train

carrying members of the Chicago Association of Commerce
arrived. The canal fleet now consists of 40 steel barges and
four towboats, each with a carrying capacity of 2,000 tons.

Torpedoes which appeal to three senses, hearing, seeing

and smelling, are now in use on all of the lines of the Canadian

Pacific. The new torpedo, according to an announcement
by the company, has spring steel or .brass clips by which

it is fastened to the head of the rail. Each detonation is

accompanied by a brilliant flash and a pungent smell. This

torpedo is called the "Meteor Track Signal," Wanklyn patent.

It is made by the Dominion Cartridge Company.

A Statistical Analyst, at a salary of $3,600 to $5,000, is

wanted by the Interstate Commerce Commission, according

to the last announcement of the United States Civil Service

Commission. Applications may be filed up to November 1.

Appointees will be required to assist in the analysis of rail-

road reports and must be capable of conducting independent

research and analysis of statistical data pertaining to the

economics of transportation and of making reliable and

readable reports thereof. Other requisites can be learned

by applying for Form 2118, giving the title of the examina-

tion desired.

Veteran Employes' Associations are being organized on all

divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which have not

already organized, and campaigns are going on to increase the

membership of those associations already in existence. As
soon as the divisional organizations are perfected it is planned

to hold a Pennsylvania System convention. Approximately 38,778

employees are eligible for membership in these associations bj

virtue of 20 years of service; thai is, one employee in five. Many
of the 6,185 former employees now on the pension roll are mem-
bers of the division veterans' associations. These associations

were first started in 1897, and they have been among the active

factors in perpetuating those traditions and ideals of public service

and mutual co-operation between officers and men which have
been banded down through 75 years ol Pennsylvania Railroad

history.

Traveling Passenger Agents

The American Association of Traveling Passenger Agents
held its annual convention at Salt Fake City, I tali, on Sep-
tember 15. F. R. Perry, general agent of the passenger de-

partment of the Canadian Pacific, New York City, was elected

president.

Signal Section

F. B. Wiegand, chairman, and II. S. Balliet, secretary,

announce that the meeting of the Signal Section of the
' mi man Railway Association, which was to have been held

in Xew York City on November 3 and 4, has been cancelled.

fin majority of the committees have not progressed to the

point where they can report conclusively on the subjects

assigned to them.

Inconvenience of Eight Hour Day-

Claiming that inconvenience and hardships are caused to patrons

of the railroads in Louisiana, under a strict application of the

Public Service Commission's rule prescribing an eight-hour day

at stations, the railroads in that state have asked the commission

to amend the rule in order to permit a split of the time a ticket

agent works. Under the rule at present the agent works eight

hours straight regardless of the time of the arrival of trains.

Under the ruling asked for, the railroad may arrange for a

ticket agent to divide his time so as to be on duty at the time of

all passenger trains.

Transmission of Electric Power at 1,000,000 Volts

Experiments in the transmission of electrical energy at a po-

tential of 1,000,000 volts were made recently in a laboratory of

the General Electric Company at Pittsfield, Mass. The result of

the tests indicated that a line in which the conductors are 4 in.

in diameter, or larger, would be necessary for the transmission

of 1,000.000 volts, but also confirmed the belief of the engineers

that it will be commercially feasible to employ higher voltages

than any now in use. A power line is now under construction

on the Pacific Coast, over which energy will be transmitted at

220,000 volts.

Reduction in Employees and Their Compensation

A further reduction in the number of employees and the total

payroll of the railroads for the second quarter of 1921, as com-
pared with the first quarter, is shown in the Interstate Commerce
Commission's quarterly summary of statistics on employees'

service and compensation for Class I roads for the three months
ending June 30. The average number of employees for the quarter

was 1,568,143 as compared with 1,691,471 in the first quarter of

1921. In the third quarter of 1920, when the number of em-
ployees was at the maximum, the total was 2,157,989. The num-
ber in service at the middle of the month was 1.542,716 for April,

but increased to 1,575,599 for May and 1,568,143 for June. The
number in service in April was 655,108 less than it was last August.
The total compensation for the second quarter of 1921 was

$699,684,795 as compared with $757,325,356 in the first quarter of

1921 and $1,052,109,451 in the third quarter of 1920. The total

payroll for the 12 months ending June 30. 1921, was $3,491,000.000.

Steel Treaters Convene at Indianapolis

The third annual convention of the American Society for

Steel Treating was held in the Manufacturers' and Women's
Buildings, State Fair Grounds, Indianapolis, Ind., September
19 to 24 inclusive. Prominent metallurgists and steel experts,

both of this country and Europe were present. Eighty-seven
papers' relating to steel treating in its various phases were
read and presented by title, simultaneous sessions being held

on several afternoons to allow time for reading and discuss-

ing the large number of papers. The exhibition was of

exceptional size, interest and value, approximately 80 manu-
facturers exhibiting products ranging from immense electric

and gas furnaces to small scleroscopes and high-speed drills.

The entertainment program was featured by a 100-mile match

588
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race- Wednesday morning on the Motor Speedway 1"'

Duesenberg and Frontenac motor cars. Other interesting

Eeatun wen a imoker and vaudeville entertainment Tuesday
night and the annual banquet Thursday night at thi I i

hotel.

C. M. & St. P. Officers to Test Election Laws
Test <>! the law whieh requires that employees he allowed

two hours with pay in which to cast their votes at primaries

and election, in ( hicago will be made bj thi officers of the
1 hicago, Milwaukee ,\ St. Paul, for whom warrants charging

violation of election laws wen issued on September 19. These
warrants were issued on complaint of an assistant state-

attorney and named H. E. Byram, president of the St. Paul.

Burton Hanson, general counsel, I.. K. Silcox, general

intendent of motive power, and George T. Martin, assistant

to Mr. Silcox. It is charged that at the time of the judicial

election last June a machinist employed by the St. Paul

for two hours oil m which to vote. I lis request was not

answered. Nevertheless he was absent for two hours and
found the following day that two hours' pay had be*

ducted from his wages. The warrants were issued as a result

and attorneys for tin- railroad announced that they intended

to test the constitutionality oi the law, carrying the case to

tlte highest court if necessary.

Mr. Byram, in statements made to tlu press, takes the

stand that under the eight-hour day, the men have oppor-
tunity to vote outside of working hours and the carrier

should not he forced to pay for two hour- laj off every

election day.

Large Loss from Claims on Household Goods

The Freight Claim division of the American Railway Asso-
ciation has found that the railroads pay $1,500,000 yearly on

household goods, of which amount 83 per cent is for damages
and 17 per cent for shortages. Recent statistic- show that

the railroads pay about 85 cents in claims for every ton of

household goods shipped, while claims do not exceed 5 cents

a ton on all other classei ol freight.

The Freight Claim division has issued a circular to division

superintendents requesting them to bring the matter before

their district freight claim prevention meetings for discussion.

Among the suggestions proposed are those that freight

agents be required to see that all household goods are

properly marked, securely packed and Mowed to ride safely:

that the shipper declares the valuation in a signed statement;

that the shipper number each piece consecutively and place

a slip of identification in each box. Agent- should weigh
damaged pieces in order to help the claim department deter-

mine the value under the tariff. ( )ne railroad has issued a

pamphlet for the benefit of storage companies, individual

shippers and others, stating it- requirements when accepting

responsibility for shipments.

Federated Shop Crafts Announce Strike Vote

Railroad shop employees, members of the Federated Shop
Crafts, have decided. In a "constitutional majority," to strike

in protest against the recent wage reduction authorized by
the Railroad Labor Board, according to the announcement
made by B, M. Jewell, president ol the Railway Employees'
Department of the \ineriean Federation ol Labor, at a mass
meeting of shop employees at I hit igo on September 18.

Mr. Jewell stated that no strike had been called because the

organization leader- believed that thru- cause will be con-

siderably strengthened if the contemplated strike is called in

protest against changes both in the wage scale and in the

rules and working conditions,

General charges thai the railroads were opposing the de-

mands of the organizations a- part o menl which
Mr. Jewell said was backed bj "nine hi 1 lion doll.!

were made. The object, he said, was "to crush ore

lai.oi " In support oi tins charge he cited the "unfaii action

of the railroads in offering working rules on

each road and then failing to agree."

N. P. i

tion No. - a had

eventually involve all tl . all of the
speakers at the meeting i

and its di

attempting to use the bi of the
present industrial situation.

Iowa Increases Railroad Taxes
Railroad companies operatii

i according I

basis set dov, n foi othei properties ["hi i ds have, there-
broughl injut against the St eutive

Council and 99 county auditors to restrain tlte spread
ation as laid down. T!

m the federal court of thi -t.,t.' i n September 12 with
II. I.. Adam-, counsel lor the I hicago & North Western, J. L.

Parish, for ile I Burlington & Quincy, and J. I

1
! land & Pacific, presenting the

railroad -id. ol thi case. I luring 1

hearing the railroads charged that they
for taxation in Iowa at l'> to S4 per cent of their actual value.
while Iowa farm- are only taxed upon the bas
cent

The assessed tax valuation of tin railroad- operating in

the -tate tor 1921 ha- le.n materially inct er that
for 1920 I cago, Burlington i\: Quincy, which was
taxed on an assessed valuation of $11,607,617, 01 '

mile of road, iii 1920, ha- been given an assessed valuation
o; 510,500 per mile, ..." $14,333,160, for 1921. The Burl

claims that it- assessed valuation should he $3,220 per mile
and at thai oad's taxes for tin- Near would be
$777,0(10 less. The i hicago & North West
miles of tracks in the Mate and was assessed in 1920 at

per mile, which figure has been increased ill 1921 t. -

per mile, or a total of $16,964,955.

The Chicago, Rock Island -V Pacific, with 2,202.35 miles of
track in the -tate. wa- assessed at $7,750 per mile in 193

$8,000 per mile in 1921. or a total of $17,618/580 tor U
year.

Unemployment Conference at Washington
Secretary Hoover, of the Department of Commen

announced the names of those united by the Presid
attend a conference at Washington, beginning on September
26, called by the President to inquire into the volume and
distribution of unemployment, and to consider measures that
would tend to recover} ••: business. Men of experience ill

those industries where there i* the hire. if un-
employment have been called upon in larger proportion than
from trades where there i- less difficulty. It was imp
to include representation of the whole o I trade
groups in the conference and hold its size within workable
limits.

An Economic ^dvisorj Committee has been appointed in

advance of tlu conference bj enlarging the economic ad
committee of the Department of Commerce. This con
will prepare the conference. Mr. 11

ha- been appointed chairman of the conferenci

expected that it will at once dissolve int.. special comt
which will. it from furtl

tatn e- oi labi n ,
. mployers, ami en

Labor D made a renew,,! --n, \ . unempl,
in preparation for the conference.

The members invited include:

C. II. Markham. pre-:

president of the Brot emen
and Enginen

in 1902; formerlj chairman ft

-i.,n
: and Chai

Statistic,-: umpire Vntht

stern Railv
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads — Selected Items for the Month of July, 1921,

Freiuht Service

Locomotive Car
Ton-miles (thousands)

\ Cross. Net.
Excluding Revenue
locomotive and non-

Locomotives on line daily

Per centmiles of Principal Loaded Per Excluding Revenue Serv-
road Train- and (thou- cent locomotive and non- ice- serv- unserv-

Regi< n, ror.d and year operated miles helper Light sands! haded and tender revenue able iceable iceable Stored
New England Region:

Boston & Albany 1921 394 238,548 257,204 28,825 4,268 63.4 227.907 88.303 120 29 19.2
1920 394 340,373 365,183 38,561 6,046 66.7 353,440 168,984 134 31 18.7

Boston & Maine 1921 2,469 501,041 554.038 47,562 10,413 67.7 543,685 221,613 343 115 25.1 63
1920 -'.409 783.167 874,650 94,110 15,589 71.4 84?,521 383.559 367 101 21.6 1

N. V., N. II. & H 1921 1,959 455,987 495,440 32,299 10,340 65.3 546.425 225,718 301 80 21 38
1920 1,938 543,143 567,832 36,546 11,577 711 614,180 282,889 308 108 26.0

threat Lakes Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1921 880 338,651 441,012 31.292 8,198 60.9 546,714 267,406 269 44 14.1 114

1920 858 456,517 650,645 44.735 11,757 66.0 792,322 422,526 266 34 11.3 11
Del., Lack. & Western 1921 997 485,022 587.595 110.734 14,683 67.5 822.777 383,357 307 53 14.7 47

1920 997 576,126 703,718 132,474 17.386 69.6 1.019,268 520,898 307 73 19.3 1

Erie (inc. Chic. & Erie). .1921 2,259 873,116 981,640 46,710 28,202 66.0 1.687.295 771,155 522 177 25.3 96
1920 2,259 1,140,806 1,279,814 38,691 37,936 68.1 i.315,723 1,145,517 562 124 18.1 3

Lehigh Valley 1921 1,431 527,360 583,615 58,303 14,918 62.3 915,825 421,736 416 127 23.4 131
1920 1.429 669,055 745,433 68,049 20,086 70.3 1,252.860 670,220 426 169 28.4 95

Michigan Central 1921 1,829 424,997 435,511 16,762 12,712 62.4 702,150 263,680 331 81 19.7 115
1920 1,826 563,608 608.544 18,637 18.969 72.0 1,007,829 481.671 339 75 18.1

New York Central 1921 5,655 1,542,563 1,706,487 118,905 52,688 62.5 3,061,207 1,290.314 1,001 641 39.0 279
1920 5.646 2.079.143 2,379,522 184,197 79,703 65.5 4,887,140 2.407.894 (') (') (') (>)

N. Y.. Chic. & St L 192! 972 304,905 305,683 597 9,240 64.1 4S7.552 181,890 115 48 29.5 46
1920 573 373,677 378,260 705 12,027 76.2 613,846 289,141 106 61 36.4 14

rere Marquette 1921 2,196 308,281 315,658 6,615 7.297 65.6 413,440. 180.964 171 3S 18.2 20
1920 2,200 363,575 372,490 5,793 9.369 78.6 495 536 259,544 152 47 23.7

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1921 225 63,824 7.5,384 601 2,105 62.6 150,967 83,215 61 24 28.2 21
1920 225 115,465 121.207 1,486 4.4S5 71.5 327,529 197,885 57 21 26.9 6

Wabash 1921 2,418 534,146 560,938 6.954 15,153 70.O 802.000 343,814 270 78 22.4 49
1920 2,418 610,228 621,794 6,618 18,093 76.2 950,786 455,048 264 76 22.4 6

Ohio-Indiana-Alleghcny Region

:

Baltimore & Ohio 1921 5,185 1,636,926 1,881,304 138,232 39,357 60.7 2.572.741 1,267.476 991 411 29.3 154
1920 5,154 2,065,454 2,440,656 145,107 56,242 66.4 3,722.353 1,998,339 1,075 246 18.6 24

Central of N. T 1921 679 258,539 286,873 36,510 5,604 60.1 382.069 174.647 203 59 22.4 9
1920 679 347,632 380,570 39,617 7,480 63.9 493,253 259,093 218 52 19.4

Chicago & Eastern 111 1921 1,131 229,412 230.394 3,664 5,118 58.5 314.734 146,182 130 49 27.2 55
1920 1,131 315,756 325,307 4,917 7,736 65 476.927 246.109 128 56 30.5 2

C, C, C. & St. L 1921 2,382 569,995 593,297 2,884 15.322 59.8 939.316 400,001 290 148 33.8 27
1^20 2,393 742,299 775,540 438 20,680 65.0 1.254.363 594,843 293 98 25.1

Elgin, Jcliet & Eastern 1921 837 77.587 83,817 3.900 2.318 67.0 167,340 89.639 97 11 9.9 41
1920 834 163,943 187,513 11.951 5.32-t 72.6 365,307 205,908 95 13 12.3 1

Long Island 1921 395 41,338 46,194 7,501 446 56.4 26.710 10,075 34 S 19.6 2
1920 395 43,672 60,848 13,403 512 63.8 25,742 10.200 38 11 22.0

Pennsylvania Svstem 1921 10,739 3,929.293 4,252,074 308,810 100.808 62.3 6.860. 930 3,388,981 2,649 834 24.0 868
1920 10,838 5,256,249 5,830,822 439,198 139,570 67.6 8,918.044 4.796,266 2,145 876 29.0 8

Phila. & Reading 1921 1,119 480,507 540,438 65,992 11.469 61.3 783.70! 405.987 367 84 18.7 169
1920 1,119 589,497 680,303 96,947 15,133 70.4 1,017.808 590,084 299 80 21.2 11

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake S: Ohio 1921 2,548 733,183 791,516 22,964 21,003 55.3 1.696,036 917,372 431 129 23.0 57

1920 2,520 882,895 980,099 25.054 26.174 60.6 1,997.579 1,095.622 418 116 21.7 1

Norfolk & Western 1921 2,221 68S.146 819,340 33,548 18,469 57.3 1.452.452 790.132 606 89 12 8 207
1920 2,190 861,355 1,096,774 50,105 25.899 62.8 1.958,900 1,686,858 479 203 29.8 40

Southern Region:
Atlantic Coast Line 1921 4,887 518,249 519,302 7,342 11,163 63.3 560,102 220,973 294 113 27.8 54

1920 4.889 654,933 658,302 9,292 14,078 67.3 716.179 294,663 278 139 33 3 1
Central of Georgia 1921 1,908 267.556 273,381 3,410 5.343 66.2 289.506 120.822 112 23 17.0

1920 1,913 288,386 292,993 6,459 5,860 71.1 206.S6S 124.618 110 20 15.4
I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.) .1921 6,151 1,482,989 1,489,040 33,517 38,321 62.9 2,427.182 1,078.466 703 98 12.2 19

1920 6,151 1,992.664 2,001,949 41,408 51,087 64.2 3.210,881 1,469.003 705 100 12.4 20
Louisville & Nashville 1921 5,026 1,495,866 1,604,636 58,585 26.513 61.4 1,667,336 778,532 551 102 15.6 24

1920 5,024 1,629,394 1,784,700 62,840 29,537 65.5 !,770,013 847,005 536 116 17.8
Seaboard Air Line 1921 3,537 3

r
'2,810 398,574 6,648 8.084 66.8 415.454 165.263 166 92 35 6

1920 3.537 451,655 458.248 7,759 10,141 72.7 529.345 238,849 176 95 35.0
Southern Ry 1921 6,942 1,248.422 1.274,243 27.214 26.352 64.6 1.395.942 554.415 898 221 19.7 52

1920 6,942 1,598,901 1,632,549 39,768 35,250 72.0 1,819,894 807,930 887 218 19.7 5
Northwestern Region:

C. & N. W 1921 8,334 1,409,544 1,455.190 18,178 27.994 59.2 1,674.822 627,808 838 245 22.6 106
1920 8,323 1,760,085 1,791,857 28.408 39,459 66.3 2.266^87 1.078.864 676 238 26.1

C. M. & St. P' 1921 10,992 1,370,466 1,403,957 61,197 33.087 65.8 1.802,674 798.912 876 213 19 6 160
1920 10,626 1,730.855 1,789,180 71,298 53,307 66 2,363.816 1,090,854 664 259 28.0 9

C, St. P., M. & 1921 1,726 284,665 301,346 11,330 5.292 69.8 277.285 120.122 156 57 26.7 52
1920 1,726 355.424 374,186 14,637 6,643 71.3 351.866 157,557 166 42 20.2 26

Great Northern 1921 7,978 675,191 692,217 23,438 17,747 64.6 1,041651 483,345 604 175 22.4 268
1920 7,985 934,509 963,993 34,077 27,171 65.6 1,634,695 835,598 478 200 29.5 51

M., St. P. & S. Ste. M 1921 4,225 414,724 444,343 5,64! 8.579 66.° 430.928 181,936 344 56 13.9 41
1920 4,227 530.206 537,576 11,063 12.357 72.3 614.104 290.038 330 75 18.5 34

Northern Pacific 1921 6,408 650,735 681.792 43.S47 18.733 68.8 1,023.521 462,866 626 150 22.2 116
1920 6,405 852,605 898,774 64,169 24,225 69.8 1.358.778 654,520 492 142 22.4 39

Ore.-Wasli. R. R. S Nav 1921 2,198 164.190 178,681 21,417 3.952 74.2 214,633 102,177 '15 39 25.3 8

, „, '-920 2,146 258,677 294.940 41,252 6,192 74 l 345.563 176,650 113 42 27.3
Central Western R-eion:

Atch., Top. & Santa Fe 1921 9,771 1,478,477 1,566,423 70,602 39,005 65.8 2,213.962 846.339 785 181 18.7 158
'920 9,708 1,830,148 1,935,554 91,955 49.044 68.2 2,695.343 1,120.212 675 230 25.4 14

Chicago S Alton 192! 1.010 338.835 344.418 4.584 7,116 61.0 4^7.480 196,814 111 46 29.5 16
1920 1,010 356,906 362,669 5,395 7.839 66." 47Q-010 212.685 107 43 28.9 2

Chic, Burl. & Quincy 1921 9,326 1,404.258 1,466,710 69,382 36.526 64.6 2,207,330 '.061.983 687 264 27.8 110
_. „ , , „ .„ 1920 9.303 1.685,854 1,755,767 82,017 46.322 65.9 2.736.551 1,327,848 606 273 31.0
Chic, Rock Isl. & Pacific. ..1921 7,661 1,512.753 1,537.187 16.U97 31.608 65.7 1.801,650 778,733 586 158 21.3 31
- „ „ 192C 7.663 1.516.036 1,537.559 11,322 32.717 71.7 1.728,873 782,779 492 219 30.8 13
Denver & Rio Grande 1921 2,593 192.432 237.788 46,882 4.230 67.2 247,330 119.750 223 79 26 1 50

«... -. 1920 2
.
61 '4 295.044 366,602 70,776 6,389 71.5 368.133 190.943 214 83 27.9 8

Oregon Short Line 1921 2,359 261,436 267.409 15. 303 5.827 64.3 349.074 156.S25 '79 44 19.8 5"
_ , „ .,.

10 -'° 2.359 412.641 43d,424 29.535 9.702 68! 573,764 287.139 158 56 26.2 6
Southern Pacific 1921 6.975 1,20(1.301 1,376.609 255.274 31.825 617 1.931.975 738.621 564 190 25.3 13

TT . _.. lf>20 6.970 1.370.935 1,572.153 271.003 36.744 69.4 2.116.377 918,123 591 127 17.6 6
Union Pacific 1921 3,615 828,256 839,584 32,462 25.161 63 2 1,466.003 562,369 383 149 28.0 104

c . „ . 1921 3.614 1,194,388 1.211.623 53,965 34,278 67.6 1,910,009 SIS. 505 ' 379 129 25.4 31
Southwestern Region:

Gulf, Glo. ix Santa Fe... 1921 1,895 322,425 334,737 7,499 7,723 63 5 471,084 !24 067 121 35 22.4 14
. _ . „ 1920 1.895 227.241 231,169 5,292 5,59! 71.3 300,863 147.248 97 39 28.7 4

Missouri. Kans. & Tex 1921 1,709 269.126 269.457 8,554 6.838 59 8 307 000 158.070 149 32 17.7 56
„ „ „_ „„, '920 1,710 369.857 372,218 10,159 9.333 60.1 534.637 211.800 114 33 22.6Mo, Kans. & Tex. of Tex. .1921 1,740 276.407 281,467 2. 712 5.277 58 9 327.599 140. 561 107 40 27 4 20

. „ .„ 1920 1,740 275.841 282.095 4,685 4.901 63.9 279.831 120.012 104 40 27.8
Missouri Pacific 1021 7,264 1.104.990 1.114,816 30.7)4 25.272 68.4 1,461.245 <.65,5S0 402 176 30.4 15

„ T . r „ .
1920 7.263 1.167.450 1,174.329 36.059 28,514 73.5 1,564.187 762.421 403 138 25.4

St. Lotus-San Francisco 1921 4,761 800.828 S12.S32 10,887 13,742 63.6 806 007 354.247 336 143 29 9 41
_ , _ .. ,. 1920 4.757 932,754 941,111 13.769 16.237 63.9 944 066 429,007 373 102 21.4
Southern Pacific lines 1921 3,657 522,493 524,943 4.147 10,422 64.8 619.573 274.014 176 124 41.4 4

(in Texas & Louisiana) 3 .. 1920 3,642 611.973 615.220 3 077 14.066 73.1 760,560 367,724 193 93 32.5
Texas & Pacific 1921 1.053 256,070 256.070 1.573 5.709 65.7 316 284 126,048 120 69 36.5 24

1920 1.947 352,290 352,341 3,408 7,571 69.6 414,504 177,243 133 69 34.3 16

includes Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern for July, 1921, only. ^Includes Galveston. Harrisburg & San Antonio. Houston & Shreveport,
Houston & Texas Central Houston East S: West Texas Iberia & Vermilion, Lake Charles & Northern, Louisiana Western, Morgan's La. & Tex. R. R. &
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Compared with July, 1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000

Cars on daily li

Region n ad aod year
New England Region:

Boston & Albany. .

.

1921

19 !U

Boston S Maine. .. 1921
'920

N. Y., N. H. & II 1921
1920

Great Lakes Ri ion

Delaware X Hudson 1921
19

Del., Lack 8 Western. .1921
1920

Erie (ir.c. Chic & Eric 11921
1920

Lehigh Valley 1921
1920

Michigan Central 1921
1920

New York Central 1921
1920

N. Y., Chic, & St. 1 1921
1920

Pi i. Mai [uetti 1921
19 'ii

I'll' . Laki Erie 1921
19 -,,

Wabash 3921
19 '<i

'Mm, Indiana \llegheny Region:
Baltimore & Ohio.. [921

1920
Ccnir.il of N. J 19 I

1920
Chicago & Eastern [11 1921

1

C, C. C. & St. L 1921

Elgin, I. In- & Eastern. .1921
19 10

Long Island 1921

P< nnsj Ivania System .... 1921
ri 'i

Pbila ii Reading 1921
1920

Pocahontas Region:
Chi i ike & Ohio 1921

19

Norfolk & Western 1921
1920

Southern Region:
Atlantic Coast Line 1921

102)
Central of Georgia.. ..1921

1920
I. C. (inc. Y. X M. V.) '

,020
Louisville X Nasbvill

1920
Seaboard Air Line 1"21

1920
Southern Ry 1121

1920
Xoithw i tsterrj R< gion

-

C. X N. W.. 1921
19 ;rj

C, M. & St. Pi 19 I

19 10

C. St. I'., M. & 1921

Ureal X, rtln ,i I >L> |

1920
M., St. P. X S. Ste. M. .1"21

1020
Northern Pacific. .. . .1921

•o'n

Ore.-Wash. R. R. S \ n 19 11

1920
Central We rtern Region

Atch.. Tl p. X Santa Fe. 1921
I" 'i

Chicago X Alt. >n 1921
19 ifj

Chic, Purl. & Ouim
1920

Chic, Rock Is!. & Pacific 19 l

1920
Denver X Rio Grande. . .1921

1 021)

Oregon Short Lite 1021
io:n

Southern Pacific. .

Union Pacific 1921
"

Smithweste n Region:
Gulf, Colo. X Santa Fe. .1921

1920
Missouri. Kans. X Tex 19 M

|9 [0

Mo.. Kans. X T \ of Tex.J921

Missouri Pacific' 1021
1920

St. Louis-San Francivco. 1921
1920

Southern Pacific Lines. 1021
tin Texas \ I 1 MiivMiial-. 1O20
lexis X Pacific 1921

Home Foreign

3,866
623

18,523
7,558

27,037
8,349

11,194
4,098
17,898
4,413

40,922
8,530

32,578
9.625
19.964
4,319
91.726
27,694
5,810
1.084

11,527
3,7.10

19,080
3,038

13,295
4,919

72.904
22.630
20.739
4,907
16,466
8.427

19,322
1,708
9,735

591
120.718
94.768
28,817
6,393

41.885
12.246
37.444
13.552

20.840

1.47(1

48,512

11 |20

11,525
:, ;.,t

39. .17')

14,649

51,174

50,042
19,789
4,451
2.257

-17.2 18

21,564

7,346
19 ' !.'

17,550
6,192
2,873

46.686
24.473
10,148
2.424

20.065
31.070
11.340

3,736
24.179
12.723
19.490

5,997

8.578

7,972
4,553

10,975

8,951

3,936

12,281
28,484

34,805

5,036
15,416
/.074

20.764
14,868
53.743
8.581

27,075
12,014
33.777
43,619

3.777

8,745
19.770

20.656
in.

1 'l

23,869

27,674
84.825

19,946

14.826
31.425
3.539
8.564
3,268
5.385

63,610
245.104

32,857

10.850
25,19!
5,4 1

4

22.967

6,153
21,487
3,787
6,678
16.648
45.466
15,435
27,983

15,485
49,08

'

22,692
57,193
20,457
50,904
10.3.14

11,165
5.370

22,651
7.140

12,677
6,532

4,454

14.227
37.983
4.569

14,896
19.435
40,920
18,192
43,820

5,507
2,544
4.967

17.429
34,230

13,953

3,5.:.;

8.10.'

11,515
1 1,357
11.99 5

19.065

13.145
10.897

9,159

I otal

7,802
9,100

30,804
36.042
41,064
43,154

16,230
19,514
24,972
25,177
55.790
62,273
41.159
36,700
31.978
38.096
135,345
157,059

9,587
10,843
20,272
23,509
26.823

28,788

100,578
107,455
28,243
24,853
19.555
23.84S
34,148

16.669
5,718
5.976

284.328
339,872
38.086
39,250

52,735
37,437
42,858
36.519

26.993
26.849
8.648
8,148

58.056
55,664
42.303
18.264
19,290
54.864
63,731

73.866

70.-1OO

70,693
14.785
13.432

44,215
26.194
20.023
45.680
33.781
8,505
7.327

60,913
62.456
14.717
17.320
"0,099
69.994
49.271
55.160
16,248
13,835
9.733

41.608
4o, 95.;

37.070

12,111
10,464

16 068

11,303
51.189

11.145
11,611

Freight
Gross

*, tons
Per cent per train,

en- excluding
locomotive

ible

miles
per

Net ton
miles Pounds Passengi
per of coal , '

»

mile
_
per 1.000

gr,.ss Train- train
Stored and tender train per car car-day car-day per day ton-miles miles car miles

7.3 1,131 955
4.3 1,038

21.1 2,921 1,085
8.9 1,083

21.9 833 1.198
7.5 1,131

13.6 1.339 1,614
5.6 1,736

13.7 495 1,696
5.6 1.769

21.7 11,028 1,932
7.4 2,030

15.1 3,886 1.739
7.3 1,873

19.7 1,197 1.652
7.9 1788

16.3 27.255 1.984
7.8 2,351

18.7 1.464 1.599
6.6 1,643

17.9 1,000 1.341

6.6 1,363

33.9 2,145 2,365
14.2 2,837
10.6 1,055 1.502

8.2 1,558

10.0 6,030 1,572
7.1 1,802

23.2 4.560 1,478
9.8 1,419
10.6 4.100 1.372
8.3

12.8 2,642 1,648
8.0 1,690
9.9 2.363 3.157

7.3

2.6 1,120 646
3.7

13.4 58,483 1.746
5.5 1,697

8.6 7,309 1.631

3.4 1,727

9.2 4,298 2,313
9.9 2,263
9.0 4,152 2,111
5.9 2,274

22.9 ....... 1,081
13.0 1,094
15.4 1.082
4.4 1,029
12.6 6.946 1.657

5.1 1.611
26.1 94 1.115

9.2 83 1.086
29.5 1,058
8.7 1,172
10.0 1,957 1.H8
3.7 1,138

10.1 8,900 1,188
7.0 1.288

20.9 1,845 1.315
8.9 1,366

17.8 2,628 974
8.9 990

20.0 1.543
8.5 1,749

14.5 4,974 l.O.io

8.5 128 1.158
14.6 7,056 1.575
9.2 1.594
3.5 2,508 1,307
1.9 1.336

12.3 5,124 1.497
8.3 1.473
4.4 248 1,321
3.C 1.342
13.8 398 1.572
7.7 1.623

13.7 4.191 1.191
8.0 1.140

10.5 2.08b
6.7 1,248
5.8 2.02^ 1,335
3.5 555
8.9 1.071 1.610
4.8 1.544

19.0 4.37S 1.7-0

7.1 1.599

5.2 Mi 1,461
7.6 1.564
7.5 2,243 1,475
7.2 1,446
4 430 1.185
5.4 1.014
9.4 4.365 1.333
5.1 1.340
6.7 1,006
5.8 1.012

20.7 1,539 1.186
6.2

23.6
12.4 1.177

370
497
442
490
495
521

790
926
790
904
883

1,0d4

800
1002

855
836

1,158
597
774
587
714

1,304
1.714
644
762

774
968
676
745
637
779
702
801

1.155
1.256
244
234
862
912
845

1,001

1,251

1 241
1,143
1.262

432
727
737
519
520
4^1

529
444
505

445
613
583
630
422
443
716
894
439
547
711
768
632
l-Sl

572
612
581
596
756

515
516

1.47

015
670
679
683

695

= xr

573
508
455
602
653
442
460
524
601
4<i3

503

24.6
21.

S

24.4

32.6
35.9
26.1

28.3
33.4
20.7
25.4
24.5
30.2
197
24.0
24.8
27.7

39.5
44.1
2 '.7

25.7

32.2
35.5
31.2
34.6
28.6
31.8

3s.

7

19.9

33.6
34.4
35.4
39.0

43.7
41.9
42.8
42.0

19.8
20.9
22.6
21.3
28.1
28.8
29.3
28.7
20.4
23.6
21.0
22.9

22.4
27.3
24.1

252
22.7
23.7
27.2
30.8

2.;.=

25.0

28.5

21.7

29.0

34 5

26.7

26.3
26.1

365
599
232
343
177
212

531
698
495
667
446
593
331
589
266
408
308
495
612
860
288
356
100

333
378
531
218
398

384
45S
344
485

561
944
593
960

493
534
816

646
292
399
326
409

274
414
366
498
262
379
296
610
224
41,7

388
778

448
570
431
396

510

1.319

454

410
400

536

27.8
32.1
16.1

19.5
12.4

12.2

26.8
29.5
28.1
32.0
24.7
28.9
18.8
25.1
20.6
22.3

20.1
25.0
48.5
47.0
17.7

4.0
8.5

29.8
26.6

20.8
25.4
10.7
15.2
14.4

16.1

18.4

15.8
17.7

23.2
37.2
24.2
36.4

21.1

25.1

30.1

23.3
24.0
24.8

20.6
22.8
23.0
29.9
16.5
22.4

16.9

15.8

19.2

51.5

12.5

30.1

36.4

82.0

7.231 197 313.597 2,053,683
13,b38 191 332,704 2,128.012
2,896 146 945.638 5,319,161
5,012 906.261 5.883.392
3.716 156 1.117.459 7.353.973
4,708 180 1,261,495 8,133,721

9,798 176 2.-5.541 1,287.739
15,878 182 238.914 1.327,899
12,406 162 511,678 3.8,1,434
16,858 520,823 3.926,142
11.013 129 684.884 S. 361,532
16,360 13J 731.756 5.430.762
9,510 155 370,802 2.956,049
15,130 159 391.745 3.134.883
4,650 111 624,246 5,480,919
8511 669.725 6.282,192

!33 20.663.826
13,757
10,255 96 89.410 596,255
16.790
2,658 121 336,485 1.828,840
3.805 162,243

11.950 88 111.914 623,110
28.426 58 635,273
4,587 141 529.312 2.946,668
6,205 151 565,001 3.018,794

7.886 174 1,398,686 9,035.055
12,508 "i9,481
8.303 168 391,142 1,975,085
12.314 4H5.376 1,964.998
4.169 151 222.173 1.478.081
7.020 235.039 J.493.435

131 708.568 4.423.814
8,018 77'..153 4 -

3.456 117
7.960
824 346 229.546 1.402.524
834 233.707 1,444.911

S08 36.201,969
14 276 5.64'.

I

11.705 173 536.967 2,456,785
17.007 541.853 2.508,139

11.613 117 447.842 2.571,572
14.025 449.412 2.

:
'

11.476 155
414,:

1.459 136 719.321 4 ;

155 }2J !

2.102 317.4
5.655 127
7.703 1.404.!
4.984 160
5.43" 024.!
1.507 175
2.178 171 575,41
2.576 101
5,754 1,4

2.430 163 '

20.761
4.182 1 '20,457
2.344 148 1,533.010 o .

3.312 . 124,435
117 1.912.111

• 76.060

209 261.013 1,8!

2.794 14H

4.604 1S2 1.554.11

1.490 19; 253.492 1
•

3.416 145
4.340 150

3.906

3.956 142

2.0,10

i'> Data not available. f1) No passenger-train service.
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A Regional Adjustment Board

Two roads, the Baltimore & Ohio and the New Yorl (

with their train service employees on what i

nil board, for arbitrating disputes growing out of per-

;rievances or from the interpretation of the applies

existini ledules. It is named the "Train Service Board

ol Vdjustment." This hoard will consist of eight members, four

to represent the two railroads and four chosen by thi chii Ei ei

tive offici is oi the four train sen i< e org iginemen, fire

men, conductors and hrakemen. A tentative course of action has

been outlined. The agreement provides that when disputes arise

ill-' settlement of which by the usual method of direct emu

has failed, they shall he passed upon by the new regional board

whose decisions will he final and binding on both the railroads'

mem and the train service employees. It will not come

within the provii f this board, however, to hear any disputes

arising from proposed changes in rules, working conditions or

of pay; such matters will go before the Railroad Labor

Board.

University of Illinois

Edward Charles Schmidt has been appointed professor of

railway engineering at the University of Illinois, and head

of that department. Professor Schmidt was associate pro-

fessor and professor of railway engineering at the University

for 11 years up to November, 1917, when he resigned to

enter military service as Major of Ordnance. He was gradu-

ated from Stevens Institute of Technology in 1895 with the

degree of mechanical engineer. He was connected with

the Kalbfleisch Chemical Company, New York and Buffalo;

with the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn,

N. Y., and with the American Stoker Company. He first

went to Urbana in 1898 as instructor of machine design.

After five years there he went into the employ of the Ameri-

can Hoist & Derrick Company of St. Paul, and in 1904-06

he was engineer of tests with the Kerr Turbine Company.
After a comparatively short time in the Ordnance Corps,

Professor Schmidt was requisitioned by the Fuel Adminis-

tration, and later was transferred to the Railway Administra-

tion in charge of the campaign for fuel economy in locomo-

tive service. From August, 1919. until the present time, he

has been mechanical engineer for the North American

Company.

Vandalism on the A. B. & A.

B. L. Bugg, receiver in charge of the Atlanta, Birmingham
& Atlantic, has called upon the state authorities to protect

the road, its trains, employees and passengers, from train

wreckers, wdio use dynamite; and has offered a reward of

$5,000 for the conviction of the guilty person or persons of

murder, a locomotive engineman having been killed when
a freight train was derailed by dynamite on the night of

September 7. This wreck was near Cascade, eight miles from
Atlanta; and a similar outrage had been committed several

days before this at a place near Cordele. Colonel Bugg
gave to the governor of the state a statement of 33 wrecks
or attempts at wrecks which had been committed on the

lines of the road since the beginning of the strike, on March
5, which led to the employment of non-union men to run

the company's trains. The governor, following a conference

with the receiver, offered a reward of $500 for the detection

of the miscreants.

At Fitzgerald, Ga., on September 5th, 19 men, including

tlo mayor of Fitzgerald, were indicted by a special grand
jury on a charge of interfering with the employees of the

road. (| f the 19 men, two were classed as enginemen, two
trainmen, ten shopmen, two conductors and one clerk, all,

evidently, men who had been among the strikers.

The Governor of Georgia has appointed a special commis-
sion to investigate the wrecks on this road, consisting oi

('. M. Candler, chairman of the State Railroad Commission;
William P. Turner, master mechanic of the Georgia Railroad

and Woods Hudson, general superintendent df the Georgia
( ar & Locomotive ( ompanj The Bureau of Safety of the

Interstate Commerce Commission is also making an

investigation. The governor was requested to appoint

[mission in a letter from three machinists

—

a "com-
who complained that organized labor had been un-

justly accused in connection with the wrecks.

Welding Equipment Investment Nets 300 Per Cent

Practical application of the electric arc welding !>•

was the subject of a paper read by E. Wanamaker, electrical

i oi the Rock Island, at a meeting of the Metropolitan
Mction of the American Welding Society, on September JO,

at the Engineering Societies' Building, New York, N. Y.

The paper dealt principally with the equipment, materials

and skill required for successful welding. Mr. Wanamaker
spoke particularly of the manner in which results are obtained
on the Rock Island. A book of loose-leaf specifications is

sent to welders and welding foremen, which explains what

can be w-elded, how the work can best be done, how to test

the quality of a weld, etc., giving the welder sufficient in-

formation to work intelligently, provided he understands the

fundamental principles, and keeping him up to date on all

new practices. New sheets, superseding those in the book,

are sent out as new methods are developed. Cleanliness and
impressing the welder with his responsibility, said Mr. Wana-
maker, are big factors in getting and maintaining good
results.

It has been shown that an investment of $150,000 in welding

equipment on the Rock Island has in a few years saved

three times its cost.

After the practice of welding locomotive tires was estab-

lished, no new tires were purchased for a period of three

years, and the number now bought is only about one-third

of the former average.

Railway Returns for July

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of

revenues and expenses for July for 201 Class I roads is as

follows:

g July Seven Months

Item ' 1921 1920 * 1921 1920

1 Average number of
miles operated. 235, 169.2S 235,095.12 235,219.54 234,519.74

Revenues:
2 Freight $314,611,353 $356,091,063 $2,184,159,000 $2,213,997,964
3 Passenser -108.865,325 123.218,449 3683,846,505 689.267,311
4 Mail 7,307,354 7.741,624 56.401,740 109.885,860
5 Express 8,140,074 14,389,175 49,784,819 88,961,717
6 All other trans-

portation ... 13,718.860 13.466,067 91,715,454 81,500.611
7 Incidental 9,766,642 13,829,879 69,586,356 83,060,474
8 Toint facility

—

Cr 610,047 623,076 4,512,007 4,184,480
9 Toint facility

—

Dr 170,209 209,579 1.225.276 1,343.337
10 Railway operat-

ing revenues. 462,849,446 529,149,754 3,138,780.605 3,269,515,080
Expenses:

11 Maintenance of
way and struc-
tures 65,161,318 100,857,228 435.897,125 549,206,480

12 Maintenance of
equipment ... 95,097,865 138,580,346 737,351,678 848.885,296

13 Traffic 6,877.955 6,601.766 49,903,994 38,124,146
14 Transportation 178,618,999 247,690,003 1.377.721.187 1,525 -

15 Miscellaneous it-
erations 4.285.056 5.7S1.346 29,409,396 34.283,708

16 General 13,225, 299 15.200.764 100,837,074 93.627,594
17 Transportation for

investment—Cr. 425.309 457.564 3,408.785 2,115,065
18 Railway operat-

ing expenses.. 362.841.1S3 514,254,089 J. 727. 7 1 1.669 3,087,816,986
1

9

Net revenue from
railway opera-
tions 100,008,263 14,895,665 411.06S.936 181.698,094

Railway tax ac-
cruals 23.585,057 23,708.993 157.580,940 155,946,582

l Uncollectible rail-

way revenues 104,899 59,09 671,295 613,580
22 Railway operating

income 76.317.4H7 B,8 1,816,701 25.157,052
[uipment rents
Dr. .balance... 5,249,298 1.755.437 29,388,691 16.491,618

t facility rent
Dr., balance.. 1,769,588 1.445.453 9,875,761 10.654,312

23 and 24 69,298,521 12,053,290 215.552,249 2,007,998

to rev i i

cent) .' S6.90 "4.44

-'

liK-luiii s $2,823,714, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
'Includes sis.754.55u. sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
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Traffic News

The Public Service < ommission oi ' iregon has ordered exten-

sive reductions in freight rates on sand, gravel and crushed stone.

The passenger trains of the Atlantii Coast Line, in the month

of Augu it, 'ii. id. .i record oi 97.1

ules, In Jul\, 96.9 i"! cenl oi the trains maintained their

schedules

Sunday excursion trains on the Pennsylvania Railroad

in three months, May, June and July, carried 291,669 pas i

In July, including Monday, July 4. thi numl i such trains run

was 209. in the total number of passengers above noted, aboul

85 I'M ''Mi (248,566 passengers occupying II
:

' cars)

inn ted b) tin Eastern Region,

Proposals to reduce transportation :

the House committee, have been modified bj the Senati com
mitiee. This committee has decided to restore all transportation

taxes (which the House committee would repeal as of January li

so thai those on freight and passenger and Pullman accommoda-
tions would continue throughout 1922, but at only half the present

rates.

The Railway Commissioners of • anada, b) a vot< oi threi to

five, have agreed to make no reduction in freight rates at the

present time. Commissioners Corvell and Mantel were in favor

of a general reduction of ten per cent, with certain exi •

|

The majority held that no action could reasonably he taken until

the special investigation oi railroad wages, now going on, has

been concluded.

Portrait Tickets on the New York Central

I he use of photographs on commutation tickets has proved
so successful on the New York Central since September 1.

when the requirement was extended to a large numl" i "

stations, that announcement i- made that, beginning October
1, the portraits will he required on these tickets at all sta-

tions in tin- New York City suburban territory. Sales of

monthly tickets have fallen off about 25 per cent, indicating

that the railroad has been losing $5(K).0( )( I yearh by the use

"I these tickets by passengers who ought to have paid the

full single-trip fare. For tickets to be used, beginning with

October 1, passengers may have photographs taken and the

purchase may be made at any time after September 21. I he)

may have their photographs taken at the Grand Central

Terminal, New York, for 35 cent-, each

Rates on Western Vegetables to Be Reduced

\lter ,i conference between reprc-.cnl.iln i - oi tin trans

continental carriers, western vegetable shippers an. I the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, a decision has been reached

to make reductions desired by shippers in the rati s oil

tables from California and other Pacifii I oast territo

the territory east of the Rocky Mountains a- far as ( hicagO
and the Mississippi river.

The basis to be employed i-- i" substitute for the im

of 33 1/.) per cent made on \'.i.biM Jo, 1920, .in in. i
i

15 per cent over the rates in effeel August 25, 1920, thus

removing more than half of the increase made at tliat time.

A large volume "f movement lake- place annually under
the rates to be reduced and it i- hoped that the reduction-

will materially assist growers and shippers of wi

\ egetables.

Freight Rate Revisions in Canada

The Canadian Railwaj Association, since January 1. last, has
reduced 1,450 rati voluntarily, to meel varying traffii and com-
mercial conditions. This work has been supplementary to the

blanket reduction "t five pet ... ordered bj the Government,
which went into effect in January. I h

1 nmodities. Among these are those on lumber from British

Columbi; Canada; livestock between all Canadian points

duction of about 25 per cent; on grain and grain products

for export from Hay port- and Fort William via Montreal and
from nine to 26 per cent.

Transcontinental rates on 48 different staple comn
reduction of from six to 32 per cent; and 78 commode
United States consuming points show reductions varying from
four

i

Freight Traffic Officers Meet at Chicago

l he American A

annual meeting at thi Drake 1

and i's annual dinner ..i The
il peakei

I
1 . T. ' l'< "i r of North I

who was the candi 'nor of that state on an inde-

ticket a year ago, and Henr) A. Palmer,
Traffic World. Mi I I'l upon the business man in

mi nt affair- and ike a more lively

nt of the gi of the

work of the non-partisan league in bis home state. Mr. Palmer
opened his remarks with a I the fundamental railroad

problem and then called to the needed co-operation and
understanding between carrier and shipper if the problem

carrier and shipper sounds stale, We all believe in it—or say
we d" Bui we do nol all pra tici it." Mr. Palmer then re-

ferred to what lino hi 1" called tin proper business attitl

the part of the railroads. lb- -aid a lack of it exhibit..

in sc,ei,d ways. "There are for in-' ntinued. "the
railroad rate committees. Their purpose is good and the car-
riers an entitled i" and hav< ,.t credit for their

actions but the plan has been permit into a

time killing scheme that is 1» bane of shipper-.

There is perhaps no one thin:; in which the traffic departs
the railroad- could better help themselves to a higher place in

tin esteem oi theil customers than by revising this rat'

mittee plan so that it will work with something like I

method. If it cannol I then it had better

her. It not only annoys the shipper but it is suppressive
of initiative in the carrier." Speaking of the fundamental rail-

problem and the matter of railroad initiative and enter-

prise in tin- broader aspect. Mr. Palmer said, "we havi

plexing phase of the railroad problem before us. Hut
see railroad initiative, railroad leadership in an attempt ti

it? The attitude of the railroad- seems 1" be that the law i-

whal it is and time- arc what the) ither i- their

fault, The) are victims and their hands are tied. It is true
that the) are shackled b) over-regulation, but it is ah
that they have the benefit of a degree of protection not afl

to "I'll bu ine< But even if the hardships outweigh tl

his there is .still opportunity for the i talent in an
attempt to make the scale turn the other way." In referring

to the present rate situation, h< said that it had been •

hown that high rate- have not throttled or even hampered
business generally in the sense that they have pre.

from i ing. After referring to thi •

llil) in the valuation ol all tin • ...1 by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. Mr Palmer said that while 4

cent was not enough it n My more than most busi-
wer< now earning. Is there not here then, he

in opportunil on the part at the rail-

roads that will not onl) aid

worse condition than the railroad-, and thus contribute to the
return to normal conditions, but that will

m winning for the carriers a place in public
which rightly or wrongly they are 1.

I' iclusion, Mr. Palmer said that ther

transportation mind- in thi

nite policy. Thai Id aim imflli

at a reductio

Labor Board and by all

men! of rati

any p. that ma) '

establishment

in the d

to the
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I Commission and Court News |
Foreign Railway News

Interstate Commerce Commission
111. commission lias siiM)end<<l until January 18, 1922, the op-

eration of an item in a Kansas City Southern 'tariff which pro-

poses the cancellation of the commodity rates on live poultry and

eggs from stations on the Kansas City Southern in Missouri,

Arkansas and Oklahoma to New Orleans, La.

State Commissions
The State Railroad Commission of California has protested to

the Interstate Commerce Commission against the application of

the Santa Fe to acquire control of the California Southern, an

intrastate line serving the cotton growers between Rice Junction

and Ripley. The State Commission bases its protest on a claim

of complete jurisdiction over an intrastate carrier.

The Railroad Commission of Texas has denied permission to

James A. Baker, receiver of the International & Great Northern,

to incur a debt of $193,400, which he had recently applied for

to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Texas state law

prohibits receivers of railroads from issuing securities exceeding

$100,000 in value, without permission from the state railroad com-

mission.

The State of Alabama has asked the United States District

Court for an order enjoining the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission from placing a surcharge of 50 per cent on Pullman

and parlor car transportation within the boundaries of Ala-

bama. The point is stressed that the federal rate-making

body has no right to interfere with the Alabama Public Serv-

ice Commission in prescribing rates for intra-state traffic.

Twice the railroads doing business in Alabama requested the

Alabama Public Service Commission to authorize the imposi-

tion of the 50 per cent Pullman and parlor car surcharge and

twice this request was denied by the state commission. An
appeal was then taken by the railroads to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, which authorized the collection of the

surcharge on intrastate passenger transportation, and later

declined to modify this order.

The Public Utilities Commission of Rhode Island has re-

fused to suspend a tariff filed by the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, making advances in passenger fares on the line

between Providence and Bristol. This line is operated partly

by electric trains and commutation rates are very low.

Remonstrances against the advances have been filed also

with the Interstate Commerce Commission and with the

Massachusetts Commission. The Rhode Island Commission
in its decision says that this section of the New Haven rail-

road was operated during the first six months of this year

at a loss of $106,525; that the monthly tickets are left at the

old rate and that if there is any discrimination as between

passengers on different sections of the New Haven road it

is in favor of this section. To suspend the rates would con-

tinue a burden of loss upon the company, whose existence

appears to be very seriously endangered by the condition of

its finances.

Personnel of Commissions
Charles R. Vanneman, heretofore at the head of the Steam

Railroad division and connected with the New York State

Public Service Commission in various capacities for the past

11 years, lias been appointed chief engineer of the new com-
mission at a salary of $8,000 a year. Under the reorganized

commission, which, unlike the former commission For the

second district, has authority throughout the whole state,

the chief engineer will be in charge of engineering and inspec-

tion work in connection with all steam railroads, street rail-

roads, including grade crossing elimination ; and also all electric

light, gas, telephone and telegraph companies.

Belgium Gets Contract for Big Chinese Bridge

I'h'' Peking-Hankow Railway has, according to press dis-

patches, awarded a contract to a Belgian firm for the con-

struction of a bridge over the Yellow river. This firm's bid

was stated at $10,500,000. It was reported that four American
concerns entered bids for the structure, which will be in excess

..i 1
' miles in length.

Ohio Man Appointed American

Purchasing Agent for Chinese Government

Charles H. Kettenring, president of the Defiance Machine
Works, Defiance, Ohio, has been appointed purchasing agent in

America for the republic of China. Mr. Kettenring will have

charge of purchases in this country of practically all classes

of equipment and supplies of a mechanical or engineering nature.

Australian Railway Officers to Visit America

The railway commissioners of Victoria and New South
Wales, Australia, recently announced their decisions to send
delegations of railway officers to the United States to study
railway operations, according to a report from Trade Com-
missioner A. W. Ferrin, announced in Commerce Reports.

The delegations from each state consist of four members,
who, remaining in America for three or four months, will

concentrate their attention on an intensive study of the most
modern and efficient railway facilities of the country.

Passport Visas Cost More Than Railway Fares

While a welcome beginning has been made in the removal

of passport difficulties, the prices charged for visas by several

countries remain exorbitant, says the Railway Gazette (London).

The price of a first class railway ticket from Paris to Constanti-

nople by the shortest route is $215 (at par exchange) and of a

second class ticket about $100. The passenger passes through

six countries, and the total price of the six different passport

visas required amounts to $106 or about $6 more than the cost

of a second-class ticket. The French visa costs 28 cents, the Swiss

30 cents, the Italian $27, the Czecho-Slovakian $27.20, the Greek

$26, and the Serbian $25.

Electrification of Japanese Railways

The official plan for the electrification of the railways of

Japan has recently been revised and a new electric bureau

established, according to information published in Commerce
Reports. According to the plan now being worked out by
the Department of Railways, the first steps will be to electrify

the entire Tokaido line, the traffic of which has been increas-

ing enormously each year, from Tokyo to Kobe, and a part

of the Central line between Iidamachi station in Tokyo and
Kofu, in the rear of Mount Fuji, where many tunnels make
transportation slow. Electric trains will be used exclusively

for passengers, freight trains being operated by steam as at

present.

Relative Value of Railway Supply Exports

According to a pamphlet recently issued by the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, railway cars and locomo-
tives ranked respectively twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth in

value of all of our exports for the first six months of the

current year. Steel rails ranked thirty-fifth. If, however.

the value of these exports had been added together, viz. cars

and parts, $21,205,000; locomotives $20,745,000; and steel rails.

$14,806,000—the result $56,756,000, representing exports of

railway supplies, would have been the eighth in the list.

The order would have been as follows: wheat, raw cotton,

tobacco, coal and coke, flour, lard, illuminating oil and rail-

way supplies.
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July Exports of Locomotives

Exports of locomotives in July fell t<> 30, valued at $876,840,

compared with 136, valued at $4,254,474, during the previous

anonth. The July total is the lu\\< -I of any month during the

current year. Detailed figures b) countries, as compiled by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, are as follows:

i ountries Numl i

Canada 2 20,900
Mexico 10

Other British West Indies 1 2,250
Colombia - 274,1
Peru 1 12,000
Japan 1

\n n. i ha I 12,55-1

Philippine Islands 6 286,940

T. tal .in

Germans Seek to Develop Italian Lignite Fields
WON.

German capitalists have offered to the Italian government their

co-operatinn Eoi the exploitation of the mines of lignite in Italy

to be used as fuel for the railways, in exchange for the facilitii

the Italian government would grant to Germany in connection

with their confiscated properties in Italy, According to reporl

published by the Italian papers, Germany estimates that there

are in Italy about 300,000,000 tons of lignite, of which only

3,000,000 tons are produced yearly. They propose to form a

German-Italian company which should undertake the exploitation

of the whole lignite wealth of Italy and to build special plants

in which the lignite should be distilled, and, through a process

discovered hy them during the war, obtain oil to be used as

fuel. It is estimated that the ligniti produced and the oil ob-
tained would cover the whole demand for fuel of Italy including

the railways.

July Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

Exports of car wheels and axles totaled only $78,237 in July,

as compared with $23<>,71 {) during the previous month. Detailed

figures by countries, as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, are as follows:

Countries

i Ither British West In '.

I), minican Republic ... 332
\. . ntina ........ .

.

2.975
Hrazil 665
Chile 1,329
. ,.i

1 16

itish India 1,995
Japan

: ' I '" C .

I

Portuguese Ai rica

Total

Tampico-Mexico City Short Line to Be Completed

Information has been received from the City of Mexico to Hi.

effect that the National Railways of Mexico have awarded the

contract for the completion of the short line of that system to

extend from Tamos, on the Taiupi. <> San Luis I'otosi division,

to a connection with the Hidalgo and Northwestern division, near
Honey It is stated that the work of building the new line will

be resumed by October 1. The construction of this Tampico-
City of Mexico short line, as it is called, was started about 12

years ago and about SO miles of grade and track were finished

before the revolutionarj period caused a cessation of the work.
From a traffic standpoint it is regarded as one of the most im-
portant railroad projects ever undertaken in Mexico. It will

mean the reducing of the distance between the port of Tampico
and the capital by about two hundred miles and the line will
traverse a region that is very rich in agricultural and mineral
resources. It also will penetrate a coastal territory that is be-
lieved to contain vast oil potentialities With the resumpt
construction of this line the rumor has been revived that the
contract will he let soon for building the long pi

that is to run between [ampico and Matamoros, near the mouth
of the Rio Grande. I!, 1". Yo.iknm. of New York, while .it the

head of the Frisco system, obtained a concession from the Diaz
government for the construction of a railroad down the Gulf
coast of Mexico from Matamoros, but difficulties arose that

prevented him from undertaking the actual building of the line

at that time

Portuguese Railway Results

'I he Portuguese mpany, which owns and works
the principal lines running out of Lisbon and Oporto and the

Spanish frontier, has just held its annual general meeting, ac-
cording to the Railway I receipts for

1920 i $29,889,561, or $15,053,098 more than in 1919, this

dm- to the general increase in rates.

Notwithstanding this, the com| off, operating

ontinued to rise in even greater rati... with
nit that the year's operation hows a deficit i

irly ami radical reduction in the cost of fuel it is

the company's future: rates have already
been raised 200 per cent, and further relief ran therefore hardly

ii I ed for on the receipts side.

July Exports of Cars

Freight ears totaling 464, valued at $705,281, were exported in

July, compared with 536, i during the previous
month. Expi i • i. com-
pared with $887,241 in lir. I lire, passenegr ears, valued at

$20,036, '"
- cported as against 21. valued at $96,100 during

the previous month. Detailed figures by countries, as compiled
by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, follow:

"ger in and Other
•

' —
.

*
v of cars

Come Number Dollars \'nml«r Dollars Dollar*
France 1,647
Enel.ind 1,050
Canada 2 H.536 B 9,700 16,351
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua 215
Panama

100
Mexico 10 44,200

1
' " '

I uba I7S 4-11.5X4
Dutch West [ndies. .

Domini' 66,000
Argentina 10,740
I! "zil 86,803
Chile
Colombia

£n.'1\ v •
• 467,698

British India . 19.471
Dutch East Indies....
-'.'l' 1 ", 43.635
French Oceania 1 7,500

18.250 20,3 i i
Hntish ....
British South Africa

36.444

Extent and Importance of Australian Railways

rhe mileage of all the railways open for traffic throughout
Australia aggi ages, accord-
ing to Weekly Bulletin of the Canadian Department of Trade
and Commerce. Their recapitulation is as follows:

Miles
Net S its v. . iovemment Rail* .

-

Victoria Government Railways 4,189
5,469

ivernment Railways. . . .

oi Australia Governs .'.538

601

3.009

The New South Wales Mate Railways are practically all of

irly all of the 5 ft. 3 in. -age. The Queensland State

Railways are of the 3 It. 6 in. .

Railways comprise
I

- 5 ft. 3 in. and 1,1

.' ft. 6 in. cage The \\ tte Railways' entire

track of 3,353 miles is of 5 ft The Tasman:
Railways are of 3 ft 6 in. gage. The Commonwealth '

inent Railways (chiefly in the states of South Australia and
comprise 1.051 miles of 4 ft. 6 b

miles of 3 ft. 6 in. and in the Northern Territory 200 r

3 ft 6 in gage Tin- private companj ise 1.609 miles
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of 3 ft. 6 in. gage and 1,070 miles of 2 ft. 6 in. gage. The

unaccounted gages are of comparatively unimportant feeder lines

varying from 1 ft. 8 in. to 3 ft.

"It is obvious that these government railways require consider-

able quantities of imported materials of a most comprehensive

variety," the Weekly Bulletin comments in conclusion.

French Railways Before the War and Now

Operating expense: oi thi French railway-, mounted some 440

per cent during the period 1913-1920, according to information

compiled bj the Hankers Trust Company, New York. [n 1920

the operating expenses of the railways were approximately

$1,380,600,000 (par exchange) as compared with $225,000,000 in

1913. The enormous increase was due to higher cost of fuel and

supplies, increased force: due to shorter hours and to h

wages.

The following table shows the numbet ol railroad employees on

the different roads in 1913 and 1920. and the amounts paid in

'. agi
Number Employees Wages (millions oi dollars)

^ViM 1920 ' 1913 1920

Northern 76,632 105.0

Eastern ;

.

'

" 22 - 8 94-°

p U 8100 118.577 41.8 160.0

Midi' 17,489 40,586 8.6 47.8

,i,i,, 50,338 72,179 19.0 98.0

Stat
' 78,805 106,586 32.6 120.2

[• tal s 3-14, 944 489,886 159.0 625.0

Under the term "wages" are included indemnities growing out

of the war which were in 1920 incorporated in the sums paid as

wages. There was an increase in wages in 1919 and again in 1920.

Tin cost of fuel on all roads increased from $35,000,000 in 1913

to $398,200,000 in 1920. Total cost of operation of individual roads

compares as follows (millions of dollars):

1913 1920

State 55.4

\, rthern 41.2 232.0

Eastern 37.8 174.0

p L M 6".

S

366.0

Orleans ' 36.2 238.0

Midi :
16.6 9 I

T, tals 255.0 1,380.6

Car Exports in June

June exports of freight cars totaled 536, valued at $1,096,256,

as compared with 465, valued, at $639,454, during the previous

month. A total of 21 passenger cars, valued at $96,100, were

also exported, and also parts of cars valued at $887,241. The

detailed figures by countries, as compiled by the Bureau of For-

eign and Domestic Commerce, follow:

Equipment and Supplies

iimjiiiimmiii iimiiiiir

V assenger Freight imil Othei Parts

t i. untiles Numb er Dollars

17,51)0

.'.!,, HI

56.666

Number

'

6

106

101

103

'

"s

160

:,,

Dollars

1, (88

159,902

222,055

3,875

444.167

1), liars

1,631

8,184
940
120

6,268
2S.252
16,705

402
1,854
254
854

20,397
Newf idland and Lab
rador 281

171

1 i iiii,i.,,l .in,! Tobago.
i Ithi . Brit, W. Indies . .

Cuba
Virgin Islands of U S
Hn. ill \\, ,i Indies

in iii.ii, Republii
Bolivia
Brazil

50
.1

10.6S7
250
971

. 146

7,508
219,092
?0, 18!

Chin
244

Km ml inn-. !, ased terri-

British [ndia

691
6.069

108

66,766
56

Australia

Philippine Islands
British South Africa. . . .

Portugues. Africa

777
12,511
20.378
1.665

Total 21 1,096,256 887,241

Freight Cars

I in Paulista Railway (Brazil) is inquiring through the car

builders for 180 freight cars.

Passenger Cars

I in New York, New Haven & Hartford has bought from the

International .Motor Company three gasoline motor cars, sup-

ported by special trucks, with seating capacity of 35, also com-

partment for baggage. Delivery of these cars is expected early

in December and they will be used in short haul passenger service

mi branch lines.

Railway Construction

American Railway Express.—This company contemplates the

erection of a building at Sweetwater, Tex., to cost about $10,000.

Atlantic Coast Line.—This company has awarded a contract

to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the construc-

tion of a 250-ton, automatic electric coaling plant to be erected

at Dothan, Ala.

Caddo River Lumber Company.—This company, located at

Rosboro, Arkansas, will begin the construction on October 1 of

a short line railroad connecting with the Missouri Pacific at

Womble, Arkansas, and extending northward towards Oden, a

distance of 16 miles. The work will cost approximately $10,000

per mile.

Chicago & Alton.—This company has awarded a contract for

the construction of a second track, between Wann, 111., and

Brighton, about 12 miles, to Mulvill Bros., Alton, 111.

Chicago & North Western.—This company is accepting bids

for the rebuilding of a 1.900 ft. viaduct across its yards at Pro-

viso, 111.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company has awarded

a contract to the Railway Water & Coal Handling Company,

Chicago, for the installation of a pipe line in connection with a

reservoir being built by company forces at Yalier, 111.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company will con-

struct a 30- ft. by 50-ft. brick machine shop at Herrin Junction,

Til., with company forces.

Chicago Great Western.—This company contemplates the

construction of a passenger station at Afton Junction, Iowa.

Florida East Coast.— -This company will open bids about No-
vember 1 for the construction of a general office building at

St. Augustine, Fla., to cost approximately $175,000. The pro-

posed structure will be 50 ft. by 105 ft. and 4 stories in height

and will be of terra cotta, marble and brick construction on a

concrete frame.

Great Northern.—This company has awarded a contract to

the I'. W. Miller Heating Company, Chicago, for the installation

of a boiler washout and refill system at Superior. Wis. The same

company has awarded a contract to the National Boiler Washing
Company, Chicago, for the installation of a boiler washout and
i' 'I system at Great Falls, Mont., and one at Hillyard, Wash.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract to

ill \ l.nnd Construction Company, Chicago, for the enlarging

of the waiting room at the Randolph street suburban station. Chi-

cago, to cost about $20,000.

''ii •
i

!•• .—This company has awarded a contract to the

Brook I allawaj Company, Atlanta, Ga., for the construction of

three tunnels on its Guest river extension. These tunnels will

be, respectively, mm ft., 550 ft. and 350 ft. in length through

hard sandstone, slate and shale. >t is anticipated that two of the

tunnels will require lining, to be .lone with concrete.
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Supply Trade News
1 1 Ill IIIMIIIIIIII mm IHIIIIII IMIIIII Illlllllr

Henry S. Lebarge, formerl) i hicago repri entative of .the

Handlan Buck Manufacturing ' ompany, has been appi

manager of the railroad departmi nl ol the H. Channon Com-
pany for (. hicago territory, effectivi October 1.

Theodore RogatchofT has been elected president o£ the

Rogatchoff Company, Baltimore, Md., succeeding

Davis. The company has moved its offices in Baltimon
from 205 Water streel to 1M2 Latrobe ten

R. H. Blackall ha bi i n appoint' 'I railway sales representa-

tive for the New York territorj of The Lowe Brothers Com-
pany, Dayton, Ohio, with offio a< Easl Korty-second

street, New York City and Farmers Bank building, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

T. N. Gilmore, who for the past n has beer

issociated with Westinghouse, Church, I en and Company,
engineers and contractors, has opened nsulting

engineer at 136 l.il" rt\

street Jev 5 ork. Mr.

Gilmore was in charge
railroad shop and

engine terminal work
i ii

i Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr and
1 ompanj and was for

-.e\ era I years a direc-

ti ii and i !' e pi e tident

and
i In i ompany in charge
of all engineering and
construction. Mr. Gil-

mon received his

i
i

'

i . training in steam
railroad work Prior

to the World's Fair at

St. Louis in 1904, he

it with the St I
i mis

Terminal where !

in i harge of thi

i hanical and ear d. pari
nieiiis and in addition planned the power houses, locomotive
simps and engine terminal facilities constructed to handle the
traffic for the fair. Mr. Gilmore is' a membei ol the W
Societj ni ' 'nil Enginei i s, thi \i n [i chani-
cal Engineers and the Structural Engim i

1 llinois.

J. H. McMullen lias been appointed railroad representative
in the Boston, Mass., territory, Foi the Western Electric
Company, succeeding E. R. Mot I E. B. Denison,
formerly in charge of tile Mum tpi

been appointed Detroit. Mich., ra.ln.ad n
ceeding R. S. Cowan.

I In English Electric Company of Canada, Ltd., a newly-
formed companj associated with thi English Electric Com-
pany of Great Britain, has acquired ontt il ol the Canadian
Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ltd. R. A. Stinson, vice-presi-
dent ami general manager ol the latter company, has
elected president and general manage! ol the new company.

I he Conewango Car Company, incorporated in Delaware.
has Ii a< id the site at Warren Pa ormerlj occupied

'

enj rani t at I ompany, which plain was partly de-
stroj nl io in, on \p. d 6 last I ompany will
specialize in repairs to tank ears. In ad.liti.ui to three build-
ings on the site w hich weri .in fire, the new
conip.nn has built a cat shop, a machine shop and a sand-
blast shop. Shop and yard space is provided Foi repai
cars at a time, as is storage spaci Eoi 50 idditional cars. The
plant is now being equipped with modern machiner) and is

expected to be ready for operation by October 1. N. C.
Stiteler is pi

J. C. Sullivan sident and general mat

Obituary

Kenneth Rushton. ident in charj
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works. .

Phila-

_^ delphia, Pa., at d

^fcs educated in the city

^^P schools and Epis

^H
an apprentices!

^^^Hjfe g» under

the employ of the Bald-
win I Works

Mk April. 1881. Mr.

^^^ ^^V with the Baldwin

^^ -^r ^^^^.
^& JRl 1 A^Bv» I
B^Ta, iW and

then r, chief

the mechanical en-

president. I

'he in an} appliam i
- used in the i onstruction

of locomoti md . with S. M
clain in the di 1

1
lopmi nt of thi nd that

h one of ill. latter. While Mr. Rushton di

.travel i :teti ivelj in thi of his busii
resented Baldwin's abroad in somi important missions. In
1913, he was sent to Chil ailroad

went to France, it tilway
transport for artillery.

K. Rushton

"\\
i

v
iii j

lull in trade between the two continents," said W. 1

port ma
is return fr mi a five mouths' trip to B

Argentina. " \s long as We n
agricultural products which form their main

will they : i

Atlantic Type Compound on the Northern Railway (France)
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Railway Financial News
i nmimlililllr.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Asks Authority to Acquire Stock.—Ap-

plication has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission

for authority to acquire the entire capital stock of the Indian

Creek &• Northern from the New England Fuel & Transportation

Company at an estimated cost of $850,000.

Colorado & Southern.—Annual Report.—A review of tins

,,„„,. account for th< year ended December .51, 1920, compares

this issue.

Georgia Railroad & Banking Company. Authorised

l| n . company lias been authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to issue and -ell at not less than 95

per cent of par and accrued interest si, 5()i 1.0(10 of debenture

bonds, the proceeds to be used in connection with other funds

l,, pay off and retire a like amount (if plain debentures now

outstanding.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.—Bonds Sold.—Dillon,

Read & Co. and other bankers have sold $25,000,000. 15-year, 6

per cent sinking fund gold debenture bonds at 95!4 and interest

to yield about 6.50 per cent. The issue is dated September 1,

1921, and the Dominion of Canada guarantees principal and in-

terest by endorsement. A sinking fund of $500,000 annually,

accruing from September 1, 1921, is to be available in equal semi-

annual amounts for the purchase of the bonds in the market at

not exceeding par and interest. If the bonds are not so ob-

tainable any unexpended balance reverts to the railway company.

These bonds are the direct obligation of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way Company of Canada, which is controlled by the Govern-

ment of the Dominion of Canada and forms part of the Canadian

National Railways System.

International & Great Northern. Annual Report.—The cor-

porate income account for the year ended December 31, 1920.

compares with the previous year, as follows

:

1920 1919

Net revenue fretr. operations (September 1 to

December 31)
.

'
$2,129,697

Federal rental and Transportation Act guaranty 1,416,854 $1,394,946

lln, of equipment-credit (September 1 to

December 31) 349,916
i hi,,, corporate income 200,801 Def. 51,380

Gross corporate income $4,097,268 $1,343,566

Corporate operating expenses (January and
February) * 1 5'„, <

;

Tax Accruals (September 1 to December 31) 119,831

Hire of equipment-debit (September 1 to

December 31) 7
l%'l%-

( Ither corporate deductions 80,73/

$60,05

108,234

Total deductions $I6.S.2 1>J

Net corporate income $3,107,379 $1.175,2,4

Interest on funded debt $902,043 $S18,,93

Interest on unfunded debt 874,149 695,905

Total $1,776,192 $1,514,69S

Surplus, carried to profit and loss $1,331,187 Def. $33". 424

Indian Creek & Northern.—B. & 0. Asks Authority to

Acquire Stock.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Authorized to

Issue Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has author-

ized the sale at not less than 97' t and accrued interest of $10.-

000,000, 10-year, 6j4 per cent collateral trust gold bonds. The

company has also been authorized to issue and pledge as col-

lateral security for these bonds $12,500,000 of first refunding

mortgage bonds and to procure the authentication and delivery to

its treasury of $2,500,000 of first refunding mortgage bonds to be

held in the treasury until the further order of the commission.

Northern Pacific.—Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission

for a certificate authorizing the abandonment of the Washburn
Branch extending from Iron River to Washburn, Wis., 33.78

miles.

Texas & New Orleans.—A hearing was held before an ex-

aminer of tbe Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington

tember 21 on this company's application for approval of

a lea t the Texas State Railroad.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Annual Report.—The corporate in-

ccounl for tin year ended December 31, 1920. compares,

with the previous year, as follows

:

1920 1919

Railway operating revenues (Mar. 1 to Dec.

3lJ $15,747,525
Ming expenses (Mar. 1 to Dec.

13,900,828
\- t revenue from railway operations !

rid uncollectible railway revenue 797.125
ome 1,049,572

ei - income 7,457

ime 1,0S7,029 $1,687,327
i kpensation (Ian. and Feb.. 1920; year

1919) 264,340 1,592,037

'Guaranty (Mar. 1 to Aug. 31) 1,438,622
Interest on funded debt 1,217,161 979,224
Total deductions from gross income 2,703.265 1,380,691

Net income 56,725 306,636
T..tal appropriations 117,187 146,276

Surplus transferred to profit and loss... Def. 60,462 160,360

"Tentative, pending decision j» to •just compensation" and other mat-
out of federal control and guaranty period opera-

tions.

The report of tbe Wheeling & Lake Erie will be reviewed

i ditorially in an early issui

More Car Trust Certificates Sold

Additional funds have been put at the disposal of the Railroad

Administration for use in making settlements with tbe railroads

by the sale of S20.204.000 of equipment trust certificates, in addi-

tion to the $7,500,000. the sale of which was announced last week.

The sale was made by the War Finance Corporation acting as

the agent of the Railroad Administration. The certificates were
those issued by the Atlantic Coast Line; Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe; Central of New Jersey; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

;

Great Northern ; Louisville & Nashville ; Norfolk & Western

;

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and Southern Pacific. Of these, $13,-

778,000 were sold to White Weld & Co.; Brown Brothers & Co.,

and Lee, Higginson & Co., and $6,426,000 to the Prudential In-

surance Company. The price was par and accrued interest. The
legislation which would authorize the War Finance Corporation

to purchase these securities itself is expected to be taken up in

the Senate very shortly.

On September 20 announcement was made of an additional

-alt of $5,479,500 of these certificates, making a total of $33,283,500.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The Railroad Administration has made final settlements

for tbe period of federal control and has paid to the follow-

ing carriers tbe amounts named: Chicago & North Western.

$6,500,000; Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, $1,200.-

000; Old Dominion Steamship Company, $900,000; Wrights-
ville & Tennille, $22,500; Louisville & Wadley. $3,175.

Guaranty Payments

The Treasury Department has announced the following pay-

ments to railroads on account of the six months guaranty for

1920: St. Louis-San Francisco. $200,000; Chicago Junction.

$50,000; Gulf. Texas & Western, $20,000; Cooperstown & Char-
lotte Valley, $15,000; White Sulphur & Huntersville, $14,000;

Sandy River & Rangelev Lakes, $10,000; Mohassuck Valley,

SIO.OOO; Delaware & Hudson, $7,500: Greenwich & Johnsonville,

$6,000: Frankfort & Cincinnati, $5,600.

Dividends Declared

Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Common, 3'/J per cent, semi-
annually; preferred 3 T

j per cent, semi-annually; both payable October 15
to holders of record September 30.

Northern Pacific.—\$ per cent, quarterlv. payable November 1 to holders
'

i cord October 3.

Reading Company.—Common, 2 per cent, quarterly, payable November 10
to holders of record October IS; second preferred, 1 per cent, quarterly,

13 to holders of record Septecl

iky Saved—Constitution Vindicated.—"Oklahoma City,

\n order forbidding alleged discrimination bj the Fred
Harvey Corporation and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fa Rail-

way wai i ind today by the State Corporation Commission. It

nplainl made by Campbell Russell, chairman of this

ion, who bad been denied the privilege of eating in a
Harvej dining room at Purcell, Okla.. without wearing bis coat."



Annual Report

Colorado & Southern Railway Company— Twenty-Second Annual Report

Chicago, January 1, 1921.

To the Stockholders of The Colorado Southern Railway Company:
Herewith is submitted the Twenty-second Annual Report of your Board

of Directors for the year ended December 31, 1920, setting forth com-
parative statements for the fiscal period of The Colorado & Southern Rail-

way Company, Fort Worth & Denver City Railway Company and The
Wichita Valley Railway Company.

THE COLORADO & SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
Comparative Statement of Corporate Income. Years Ended December 31.

1920 1919

$413,535.30t Standard Return $2,481,211.88

RAILWAY OPERATING
$10,212,960.99 Freight
2,656,946.46 Passengei

136,820.29 Mail
235,162.17 Express
119,228.16 All other tran ....

111.58 Incidental
27,51 1.^2 Joint facility

$13,816,740.87 ....Total railway operating revenues.

$2,376,876.44
3,168,450.1

1

125,689
5,0. '0,565. 67
113,642.20
541,574.34

3,899.65

$11,342,898.95

$2,887,377.22

$784,224.89
3,1 19 I

ii

RAILWAY OP1 ' [] I
-.1 ENSES

.Maintenance of way and structures..
Maintenai t i quipi I

Traffic
Transportation

Miscellaneous operations
General

r.
. Transp rtation

.Total railway

Nci

143,933.80

Railway ta

.Uncollectible railway rove

$2,099,992.73 Railway operating in ind

NON-OPKR VTINl I 'ME
Equipment rents (net)

Dr Joint facility rents li.cli

Miscellaneous rents
..Dividends and miscellaneous

Miscellaneous income
(Estimated arm nut due undei

Transportation Vet, 19 Q)

$150,978.36
33,268.51
59,462.00

1,352, 530.1S
509,161.76*
959,687.98

$2,998,551.74

$5,098,544.47

$112,398.06
2,140,438.47

1,988.88
13,573.93

$59,476.23
1.430,820.99
•285,429.38

.Total non hi i i ii:

GROS.s INCOME

DEDUCTIONS FROM CROSS
Miscellaneous rents

Interest en funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt

Amortization of discount on funded debt
Miscellaneous income chart

$2,492,478.17

$680,000.00

$680,000.00

$1,926,066.30

.Total deductions from v.''

Net Income.

tnci >me

$4,206,686.69

$111,959.97
2,105,095.45

1,750.24
13,539.28

•190,395.38

$2,4 12,740.32

DISPOSITION in •.!
I

i COM1
Dividends

Total appropriations of income..

Income balance transferred I

tjanuary and February, 1920. JCorporati
"Includes "Lap-over" items credited in! Federal Adminis-

•ation.

FORT WORTH & DENVER Cm RAILW \\ COMPANY
Comparative Statement of Corporate l-

Years Ended December 31

.Standard Return.
1919

$1,891,386.40

K AU.W.W ill'] RATING REV] '

Freight ....

Passi in i

Mail
Express

All other transportation
Im id. ital

Joint facility

$1,863,733.33
2,667,990 i

90,5 11.6

5,310.

82,048.82
38S.483.06

$10,383,617.51

. .
. .Total railway i nues. . .

.

RAILWAY nn R VTING I PI NS1 -

M.im'i u n
i I way ami stl U.

Maintenani i pnl

Traffic
Tran

. Miscellanepu -

era!
Cr.. .Transportation t... in> stn

....Total railway operating expi

tax accruals
revenues.

$792,275.29 Railwaj

11,708.49

OPERA! IN'

Dr Equipment rents (net)
Dr Joint facilii et)

Miscellaneous rents . .

. .Dividends and miscellaneous
Miscellani

(Estimated amount dvie under I

Transportation Act, 1920)....

755.58

.Total non-operating income.

Gross income

IONS FROM I

Miscellaneous rents
Interest on funded debt

Interest on unfunded debt
Amortizari

258,445.53* . . me charges

; 82 . .Total ded om gross

1,476,050.12 Net income

ISITION OF NET INCOME
Dividends

I income.

Income balance transferred to profit and

$18,342.1

ary and Februai
.arged by Fed.

(ration.

INI WICHITA VALLEY RAILWAY COMI'
iparative Statement of Corporate Income

Ended December 31

Standard Return.

.I . 6.6

4.445.97
11,851.43

$1,526,432.46

RAH WAY OPERATING R]

Freight
Passenger

Mail
Express

Ml other transportation
Incidental

..Total rath, operating

RAH w \\ OPERA I

.i mce . f way and structures. .

Ml luipment
Traffic

Transportation
General

..Transportation for investment.—Cr.

.

SI, 372,327.64 ..Total railwa'

$1,103,946.37

operating expenses...

Railw ... -... at 1 1 uals
liiway revenue.

$169,755.42

J..!S0.4X

132,673.03

Railway operating income and standard
return. . . .

\.)\ OP1 R VTING I

Dr Equipment rents tnet)
Joint facility rents (net

l.tneous rcnt>
..Dividends and miscellaneous interest...
• Miscellaneous inc
(Estimated amount due under I

Transportation V

'

Interest on unfunded d.

i led debt
*.. ..Miscel

i

i

• Include! d charged by Federal

599
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Railway Officers

H. B. Titco.1

Executive

H. B. Titcomb, vice-presidenl of the Pacific Flectric, with

headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., has been elected presi-

dent of the Southern Pacific of Mexico and the Arizona

Eastern, to sin i

Epes Randolph. de-

ceased. Mr. Titcomb
was born at Indianap-

olis, Ind., in December,
1871. He graduated
from the Cogswell
Poly-technical ( allege in

1891, and in July of the

same year entered the

service of the Southern
Pacific as a draftsman.

He was promoted to

assistant engineer in

the construction divi-

sion in 1898; was ap-

pointed roadmaster on

the Western division in

1899, and was succes-

sively roadmaster on
the Shasta and Sacra-

mento divisions from
1900 to 1904. He was '

assistant resident engineer from 1904 to 1905, resident engi-

neer at San Joaquin, Cal., from 1905 to 1906, and at Los An-

geles from 1906 to 1909. He was district engineer, with head-

quarters at Los Angeles, from 1909 to 1914, and maintenance

of way assistant to the assistant chief engineer, with head-

quarters at San Francisco from 1914 to 1917. In October,

1917, he was promoted to superintendent of the Stockton

division, with headquarters at Stockton, Cal.. which position

he held until September, 1918, when he resigned to become
vice-president of the Pacific Electric.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. E. Fitzgerald has been appointed auditor of the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass, with headquarters at San Antonio,

Texas, succeeding J. W. Terry, deceased.

G. E. Bramon, auditor of freight accounts of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago, has been
appointed auditor of expenditures, succeeding S. L. Porter,

who will assume the duties formerly performed by Mr.
Bramon, effective September 1.

Traffic

W. M. Long has been appointed commercial agent of the
Illinois Terminal, with headquarters at Wood River, 111.

F. F. Seymour, Jr., has been appointed general agent of

i lie I ansas < ity Southern, with headquarters at Kansas ' ity,

1 " i i i I \ Dudley, d ecea ed

,

A. S. Edmonds, traffic manager of the Los 'ingeli s & Salt

Lake, ha been ippointed traffii managei of the ' Megon-
Washington Railroad & Navigation, effective September 1.

Operating

Eugene H. Daniel, assistant to tin general superintendent
of the Central ol Georgia, has been appointed superintendent
of transportation w iih headquarters at Savannah, Ga , i fi

September 1. and the position oi assistant to the general

superintendent has been abolished.

Eugene H. Daniel, assistant to the general superintendent
of the Central of Georgia, has been appointed superintendent

i transportation with headquarters at Savannah, Ga., effective

September 1, and the position of assistant to the general
superintendent has been abolished.

E. J. Devans, general superintendent of the Buffalo, Roches-
ter & Pittsburgh with headquarters at Du Bois, Pa., ha
appointed superintendent with jurisdiction over the entire

system. The positions of general superintendent, division
superintendent and superintendent of stations and trai

have been abolished. M. G. Mclnerney, superintendent with
headquarters at Rochester, X. Y.. has been appointed assistant
superintendent with the same headquarters, succeeding T. C.
McCarthy, who has been appointed chief dispatcher of the
Buffalo division. A. B. White, superintendent with head-
quarters at Du Bois, Pa., has been appointed assistant super-

intendent with headquarters at Punxsutawney, Pa., succeed-
ing A. H. Stokes, who has been appointed acting assistant

superintendent during the illness of R. L. Moore, assistant

superintendent. H. E. Patterson, assistant superintendent
with headquarters at Rochester, X. Y.. has been transferred

to a similar position with headquarters at East Salamanca,
N. Y. These changes were effective on September 1.

W. H. Newell, Jr., whose appointment as superintendent
of the Atlantic Coast Line with headquarters at Wilmington.
V i .. was announced in the Railway Age of September 17

(page 556), was born at

Wilmington on Febru-

ary 27, 1884, and was
educated in the gram-
mar schools of that

city and Portsmouth,
Va., and the Ports-

mouth Academy. He
entered railroad service

on September 1, 1898,

as a messenger and
operator in the super-

intendent's office of the

Atlantic Coast Line.

From September, 1899.

to January, 1903. he
served in the office of

the general agent at

Norfolk and Pinners
Point, Va., consecu-
tively as receiving

clerk. billing clerk,

loading clerk, baggage
agent, ticket agent and assistant cashier. In January, 1903,

he became a flagman on the Norfolk & Carolina (a branch

of the Atlantic Coast Line). In April of the same year he

was transferred to the Wilmington district and served con-

secutively as flagman, baggageman, freight and pass

conductor and station. master of Wilmington Union Station,

until May 1, 1918, when he was appointed trainmaster of the

Norfolk district with headquarters at Tarboro, X. C. In

September of the same year he was transferred in the same
capacity to Pinners Point. Va.. in charge of the Southern

and Atlantic Coast Line terminals which were under unifica-

tion. In April, 1919, he was transferred as trainmaster of the

Atlantic Coast Line and Seaboard Air Line terminals

under unification) at Wilmington (X. C), which position

he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. H. Moore, signal supervisor of the Rochester division

of the Buffalo, Rochestei >V Pittsburgh, has had his jurisdic-

tion extended to include the Buffalo division with headquar-
ters at East Salamanca, X. Y., succeeding V .1. Harrow, who

assigned to other duties, effective September 1.

w. H.

Obituary
S. B. Howard, general agent of the homeseekers bureau

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, died at Omaha, Xeb.,
on September 17. He was 64 years of age and had been with
the Burlington since 1907.
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With Ryerson Standardized Flue Shop Machinery, erecting shop work never waits for flues.

Do the Flue Job Right
Flue work is sometimes consid-

ered as a necessary evil. It really

is conservation and offers means
for saving that is continuous.

In one flue shop four men re-

placed seven men when Ryerson
Standardized Flue Shop Equip-

ment put the flue job on a produc-

tion basis.

The saving in wages alone will

pay for the equipment in less than

two years.

We would like to make a

layout for your shop without
Bundle of Tubes at Submerged Cleaner obligation. Write US to-day.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 18M

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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In a letter appearing elsewhere in this issue, A. C. Irwin dis-

cusses the two motives which are responsible for the use of

low unit stresses in designing concrete

Placing the railway structures. One of "these re-

Burden on the lates to the variation in the strength

Bridge Engineer obtained in concretes and the writer

very properly points to the need of

refinement in practices so that a much more effective control

of results will he secured. The other condition concerns

the provision of sufficient allowance for further increases

in train loading so that a structure designed and built to be

permanent may be expected to function adequately many
years hence. In the absence of authority to use higher

design loadings, lower unit stresses are often resorted to with

the idea that when the greater loadings arc applied the stresses

will remain within conservative limits. A more consistent

practice would be to use maximum conceivable loads with

maximum allowable working stresses. This has been done
in the cases of a few large steel bridges and would seem to

have c(|ual applicability to concrete structures.

With labor leaders and labor lobbyists by the score working

night and day to defeat the passage of Senate Bill 2337,

which, in the words of the director

Good Sense general of railroads, provides that "the

From a government refrain from collecting cer-

Labor Leader t;'in amounts that the roads owe and
do the same for the transportation sys-

tem of the United States that the government is doing for

France, England, Italy and Germany in extending obliga-

tions growing out of the war," it is refreshing to see that

at least one man who has been prominent in railway labor
organization work has recognized the fallacy of this opposi-
tion. The letter to the editor published elsewhere in this

issue and headed "The War Finance Corporation Bill,"

sets forth very clearly certain facts which might well be seri-

ously studied by railway labor organization leaders. It is

unquestionably true that the prosperity of the railway em-
ployee is solely dependent upon the prosperity of the rail-

roads. It is probable that labor leaders will not recognize
this fundamental fact so long as the moves which they advo-
cate or oppose are steps toward eventual government owner-
ship and operation. Nevertheless, it is indeed unfortunate
that the rank and file, who are after all, most vitally affected,
cannot have the full benefit of the saner logic which is

expressed in this letter to the editor.

A part of England's contribution to the International Rail-
wax Association, the next meeting of which is scheduled to

be held at Rome, Italy, in 1922, will
Contrast in De ., p ;,per n the maintenance and

Maintenance supervision of railway track. A short

Problems review of this, appearing in the Rail-
way Gazette of London, England, is

particularly interesting because of the conclusion- arrived
at in the summary, through a study of data furnished by
44 roads located in Great Britain and Ireland. India. \w-
tralia and South 'Africa. While the report is intended to

cover only the conditions existing on the mads of the coun-
tries named, the statements made are to some extent ap-
plicable to railway maintenance work the world over. In
effect, the summary states that present organization
methods on the ro.,.1- in question have (hanged but little
since 1900; that they are adapted onlv to conditions where
labor is plentiful and cheap; that the present System doe-
not lend itself readily to the adoption of labor-saving ap-
pliance-; that a reduction of wages alone does not appear
likely to reduce the cost to a reasonable figure; and that a
profitable mean- for effecting economies lies in the re-
organization of the present system to utilize labor-saving
devices to advantage. These statements arc Worthy of con-
sideration li\ railway officers on this continent. In all fair-
ness, it must be said that the organizations of a large num-
ber oi American railway.- lend themselves readily to the
adoption of labor-saving devices, as some of our mon
gressiye road- have already demonstrated. In contrast to the
situation in Great Britain, there is nothing inherent in
American railway organization.-, which in itself retards tin-
adoption of labor-saving equipment: but it is safe to saj
that the officers of practically every American road could
spend some time profitably in studying the progress actually
nuide in development of modern maintenance equipment and
the extent to which other road- have put it to practical use

I he unemployment conference convened at Washington this
week at the call of the President should find some interesting

p ., ,
material for consideration in the

Kailways quarterl) report just issued by the
Contribution Interstate Commerce Commission on

to Unemployment statistics of railway employees' servia
and compensation for the three month-

ending June 30, 1921. This report shows that the
average number of railway employees in
during the quarter was 1,568,143, or 436,617 less than
during the corresponding quarter of 1920, and 123,3
than during the first quarter of 1921. An even more strik-
ing reduction in railroad employment is shown by the com-
parison between August, 1920, when the railroads were
-arrying a record-breaking traffic, and April. 1921. The re-
duction for this period was 655,108, or nearly 30 per cent.
In Vagus., 1920, the number of employes in serv-
ice on the railroads of the United State- was 2,197,824.
In April this had been reduced to 1,542,716. For the first

quarter of 1921 the average was 1,691,471 and for March it

bad t alien to 1,593,068. In April the situation w,
worse, but there was a slight increase in Ma\ to
and in June to 1,586,143? Later reports will undoubtedly
show further increases for the ensuing months, for which
the reports are not yet available, as traffic has in. I

and the railroads have been aide gradually to increase their
maintenance forces, particularly since the slight reduction
in wage- allowed by the Railroad Labor Board on lulv 1.

I 'in even- one know- that the improvement spring
has been relativelj very slight An analysis of the report
indicates that while the decrease in the amount of fl

offered to the carriers has naturally led to a reduction in
tin- number of train crew-, even heavier reductions were made

601
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in the track and car repair forces and heavy reductions were

also made in the clerical forces. The total com-

pensation paid to the employees of Class I roads

for the second quarter 'of 1921 was $699,684,795 as

compared with $757,325,356 for the first quarter of 1921

and $1,052,109,451 in the third quarter of 1920. Since in

all these three quarters the employees were on the same basis

of wages, the reduction in the payroll was entirely due to

reduction in the number of employees. While the

commission's statistics indicate the extent of the un-

employment in the railway industry which has re-

sulted from the general business depression of the past

year and the necessity for the railroads to curtail their ex-

penditures in every way possible, it does not show the very

large amount of unemployment in industries which are de-

pendent upon the prosperity of the railways. Directly and

indirectly the drastic retrenchments the railways have had to

make undoubtedly have caused the unemployment of more

than a million men.

The railway facilities of India are notoriously inadequate.

In October of last year a committee, of which Sir W. M.

Acworth is chairman, was appointed by
Plans for the government to examine the situa-

India's tion and recommend changes which

Railway would ameliorate conditions. The In-

dian railways are now for the most

part owned by the government, but are leased for operation

to private English companies. The committee was unani-

mous in recommending that this system of management be

done away with at the termination of existing contracts. On
the solution of the problem, however, the committee divided.

Five members, including the chairman, recommend out-and-

out government operation. The other five members favor

operation by private companies, as at present, but they insist

that these companies should be domiciled in India and not in

Britain. Some action must be taken at once to bring about

the additions to railway plant and equipment which India

sorely needs. Capital must be secured and it would seem

that the recommendation of the committee members advo-

cating operation by Indian companies would give the neces-

sary incentive to efficient operation and would be of assist-

ance in interesting Indian capitalists in investing in the

railways of the country. With the rather conspicuous fail-

ure of government operation in Great Britain and many of

its dominions it seems strange that so large a number of

the committee members are favoring such a plan for India.

R
The Coal Situation

ailway officers and coal mine operators will watch de-

velopments in the production and transportation of coal

with much interest during the weeks immediately ahead of

us. The production and transportation of bituminous coal

thus far in the year 1921 are believed to have set a new low

record for the last quarter century in proportion to the popu-

lation and consuming capacity of the country. Up to Sep-

tember 17 the total production in 1921 had been only 279,-

881,000 tons. This was 111,185,000 tons less than in the

corresponding part of 1°17, 140,663 ,000 tons less than in

1918, 47,000,000 tons less than in 1919 and 97,000,000 ton-

less than in 1920. The Geological Survey estimates that at

the rate of production since January 1 the total for the year

would be only 393,000,000 tons. Never since 1909 has' the

total production fallen below 400,000,000 tons, and in the

record year 1918 it was 530,000,000 tons.

There will soon be a seasonal increase in the demand for

coal for domestic consumption. If general business activity

revives in any substantial measure there will also be an in-

crease in the demand- on this account. How large will this

increase in demand be? Will it be so large that it will be

difficult for the railways to meet it? For many months now
the railways have been setting many thousands more cars at

the' mines than the operators have been loading and there has

been continuously a very large surplus of coal cars. On
August 31 the number of surplus coal cars which were in

serviceable condition was 130,596. There was in addition a

large number of coal cars which were in bad order but could

soon be put in serviceable condition if they were needed.

It is hard to believe that one year ago the country was
filled with outcries about the danger of a great coal shortage,

that the railways were making the utmost efforts to move
enough coal to supply the demands, and that they were being

widely criticised for alleged inefficiency in not moving more

coal. For many months they have had hundreds of thou-

sands of coal cars standing on side tracks and rusting their

wheels off because there was no demand. After all these

months of huge car surpluses, will the public arise and smite

the railways hip and thigh as soon as they are again unable

to transport all the coal the mines can produce and the public

consume when they are producing and consuming to capiacity?

Coal shipments are beginning to show an upward trend.

They amounted to 7,606,000 tons in the week ended Septem-

ber 3; 7,069,000 tons in the week ended September 10, and
8,139,000 tons in the week ended September 17. This was

the first week since early in June when they passed the 8.-

000,000 mark. While, howevijrvtotal shipments in these three

weeks were 22,814,000 tons, they were in the same weeks of

the year 1920, 33,506,000 totfg; or about 50 per cent more.

We now rejoice when the sto&jmrients exceed 8,000.000 tons a

week. Perhaps in a few ir^gphs we shall hear the railroads

again being denounced bec^Be they do not transport more
than 13,000,000 tons a weejgc£ Nobody thinks of denouncing
the coal operators, the coal -driers and the consuming public

when they don't furnish the railways coal with which to load

their coal cars, but the coal operators, the coal dealers and
the dear public all join in one wild howl when the railways

cannot furnish cars in which to load all the coal. It's a great

little world and many of the people in it are sp fair and
i onsistent—not!

The "Government Guarantee"
to the Railways

These is NO feature of the railway situation regarding

which there is more misunderstanding' on the part of

the public than regarding the so-called "government guar-

antee of 6 per cent." Selfish and industrious misrepresenta-

tion by persons who desire to destroy the rate-making pro-

visions of the Transportation Act, or even private ownership

of railways, has caused literally millions of people to believe

that the Transportation Act actually guarantees to the rail-

ways a net return of 6 per cent. Many people, and even

many newspapers, believe and say that the railways are

guaranteed 6 per cent, while other industries of the country

are making little or no net return, or actually are losing

money. Whether the railways under present conditions should

be guaranteed or enabled to earn an average return of 6 per

ci n1 may be a debatable question, but one fact which is be-

yond all reasonable question is that they never have been

guaranteed 6 per cent, that they are not guaranteed 6 per

cent now, and that they have not been and are not earning or

getting 6 per cent.

Since there is such general misrepresentation and mis-

understanding regarding the facts bearing upon -this matter,

it is desirable that they should be stated clearly and in detail.

Nowhere does the Transportation Act in any form, directly

or indirectly, temporarily or permanently, guarantee to the

railways an annual net return of 6 per cent or any other
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amount. The law first requires the Interstate Commerce

Commission to fix rates which will "under honest, efficient

and economical management and reasonable expenditures for

maintenance of way, structures and equipment, earn an ag-

gregate annual net railway operating income equal, as nearly

as may be, to a fair return upon the aggregate value of the

railway property of such carriers held for and used in the

service of transportation."

It will be noted that this provision, which is here quoted

in the exact language of the law, requires the rates to be so

fixed as to yield a "fair return" only if the railways are

efficiently and economically manured. The law then con-

tinues: "The Commission shall from time to time determine

and make public what percentage of such aggregate property-

value constitutes a fair return thereon, and such percentage

shall be uniform for all rate groups or territories which may
l.e designated by the Commission." Are these provisions a

guarantee of 6 per cent? They require the Commission to

let the railways earn a "fair return," but they do not say

that this return must be <> per cent.

Hut this is not all. The law adds: "Provided, that during

the two years beginning March 1. 1920, the < ommission shall

take as such fair return a sum equal to 5] per O Hi of such

aggregate value, but may, in its di idd thereto a

sum not exceeding one half of one per < .lit of such aggregate

value to make provision in whole or in pari tor improve-

ments, betterments or equipment, which according to the

accounting system prescribed b) the C li ion

able to capital iii count."

Now, what does all the foregoing mean? It means, first,

th;ii ('on^ress has directed the [nterstati Commerce Com-
mission to so fix rates that for 'i period of two years begin-

ning March 1, 1920, the railways shall be allowed to earn

not less than S]/> or more than o per cent, and, second, that

after March 1, 1922, the I ommission itself shall determine

what is 'i "fair return" for the railways to he allowed to

corn, and, having so determined, -hull .dlow them to earn

this return. The provision that not less than S'/j nor more
than 6 per cent shall be token by the ('ommission as the

measure of a fair return covers only the period from March
1, 1920, to March 1, 1''22, and then expires by limitation.

Alter that the Transportation Act will place no limitation

whatever on the exercise b) the Interstate Commerce Com
mission of its best judgment in determining what is a "fair

return" for the railways to be allowed In earn.

Mow has this particular provision covering the two years

from March 1, 1920, to March 1, 1922, beiii carried out thus

Eat? The Commission, in the rate advance case of last year,
l ided that the "fair value" of the railways as a whole was
SIS. 0(1(1,(1(10, (Mill, and that under the conditions then existing

6 per cent would be a "fair return" for them to earn upon
this valuation. On a 6 per cent basis the net operating in-

come of the ("lass I railways- that is, of the railways earning
more than $1,000,000 gross each annually—should have
been, in the eleven months ending with July. 1921, $

340,000. Did they earn this much? The net operating
income actuall) earned by them was onlj $437,600
Instead of the net earned bj them being ,1 "fail return' of
<> per cent, it was onl) 2.7 per cent. The difference between
what they should have earned to get 6 per cent, and what
they did earn, wa> $541,000,000. he. oenl had
"guaranteed" them o per cent ii would have to pay them this

$541,000,000. Hut the government is not obligated under
the law to pay this, and it won't pay it. or any part of it.

I he railways simply earned a net return of 2.7 pel
Md this being all they earned this is ,,11 they will . \

for that particular period. A "guarantee of (. per cent" that
produces only 2.7 percent i- about as valuable as the p
paper currencies ^i some European countries.

\ lot of people are advocating repeal of these so-called
"guarantee" provisions upon the ground that they tend to
make railway rates' higher. But never m any year since roll-

way statistics were k>-/>t havt tin- railways of the United
States earned as small a prrei ntage of return on the book
cost of tfwir road and equipment as they earned in the first

twelve months that th, . undir these so-called

"guarantee" provisions were in effect. In the twelve months
ended September 1, 1921, they earned less than 3 per cent

on the book cost of their road and equipment. The smallest

percentage of return ever earned by them in any previous

year of which there is a record was 3.2 per cent in 1894.

Furthermore, since the provision specifying a minimum re-

turn of not less than $y2 or more than 6 per cent will auto-

matically go out of existence in five months, why repeal it?

It would take that long to get a bill to re[x-al it through
( longress.

Those who have been active in carrying on propaganda
regarding the so-called "guarantee" to the railways know-
all the facts regarding this so-called "guarantee" which have
"in stated m tin- editorial rhej have carried on their

• md.
i

sole!) io mi i ransportation Act
and the railroads to the public a- a part of their un-i rupulotlS

campaign to discredit and destroy private ownership and
management, and ere. t the Plumb Plan or some other social-

istic oi Bol hevi tern of railroad owner.-hip and man-
til in it- pla... It i- astounding how the press will

lend n-elf to the dissemination of the gross -t misrepn -

regarding railway matters, and how easily the public
is misled by them. It is no wonder that we have a very
serious railroad problem when the railways are subjei

drastic and comprehensive regulation the wisdom or unwis-
dom of the administration of which depends on public opin-
ion, and when a large part of the press and the public will

almost anj misrepresentation or canard regarding
railway matter- that any interested prevaricator may put
inio circulation.

Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis

"Tin m i railwaj operating income of the Big lour in
* 1920 was not as great as in I'M 1

' but, be. au.-e of the

n inner in which the earnings held up during the latter part
of the year when the property was being operated on

i

account, tin- net accruing rporation showed a

siderable increase over l
I orporate income account

ier 1920 showed i m railro.nl operati

$11,829,376, including thi government compensation for

January and February, the amount accrued under the guar-
anty provisions of Section 209 for March to August and the
mt railway operating income for the remaining four months
oi the year. This compared with the government compen-
sation for 1919 totaling $10 127,351, the increase over 1919

si. 4(12.025.

1 In in t corporate income for 1920 •

compared with $577,786 in 1919, but the 1919 figui

after the deduction of $3,580,184, representing revenu
•lying to the period prior to January 1. 1918,

settled for the ace. unt of the corporation by the R.

Administration. The dividends declared by tl

; $409,925— 5 per cent on the preferred
surplus carried to profit and loss in

1919 but $35
I in Big four's standard return for ,

id \dmini-tr.iti< i

•

llthough ii

for instance, the accrued compensation

rhe Big I

r< iit.il during the- period of i,->\, r.il i

i.i lw.i\ operating income was
$12,146, 171 and in January - com-
pared with a rental for the twi

there was a net railway operating in-
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Thin level of earnings, however, was not maintained during

the guaranty period.

At the present time the road is carrying about 80 per cent

of the business it was carrying at this time last year. Its net

railway operating income "for the first seven months of 1921

was $3,453,217 as compared with $4,014,445 in the same

period of last year.

The total revenue tonnage moved by the Big Four in 1920

was 38,513,685 tons, of which slightly over one-half was

bituminous coal. This tonnage was an increase of 5,249,352

over 1919, the increase being made up principally by in-

creases in the tonnage of coal. The revenue ton mileage in

1920 was 6,874,262,476, as compared with 6,042,170,957 in

1919. The average haul in 1920 was 179; in 1919, 182

miles. The total freight revenue in 1920 was $60,825,455,

as compared with $50,700,076 in 1919. The total operating

revenues of $88,862,078 compared with $73,856,456 in 1919,

an increase of $15,005,622. The operating expenses were

$76,326,466, as compared with $57,427,452 in 1919, an in-

crease of $18,899,014 over 1919. Because of the greater

increase in expenses than in revenues the net operating rev-

enue of $12,535,612 in 1920 represented a decrease of $3,-

893,393 from the 1919 figure. The Big Four secured in

1920 an average revenue train load of 799 tons, an increase

of 31 tons over 1919. The average load per loaded car was

30.9 tons, as compared with 27.3 tons in 1919. Miles per

car per day was 28.3 and the net ton-miles per car per day

were 540, as compared with 530 in 1919. It is only fair to

say that at present, with the falling off of traffic, none of

these figures are being maintained at their 1920 average.

One of the distinguishing features of the operations of

the New York Central Lines in the past few years has been

the broad policy the lines of the system have followed in the

matter of acquiring new equipment and of making expendi-

tures for additions and betterments to the property. The
Big Four has been no exception. That road received from

the Railroad Administration 2,000 of the standard freight

cars and 35 of the standard locomotives. The total cost

of this equipment was $6,842,500, 75 per cent of which is

covered by equipment trust certificates given to the director

general of railroads and amounting to $5,130,000. The
company has also acquired or will acquire 75 locomotives,

55 passenger train cars and 3,100 freight cars under sub-

lease from the New York Central. The estimated cost of

this equipment is $15,227,995.

Under the arrangement with the parent company the Big

Four will assume its pro-rata share of the equipment trust

certificates covering 75 per cent of the total cost, or $11,-

416,671. The remaining 25 per cent was secured in the form

of a loan from the New York Central covered by fifteen 6

per cent notes maturing December 23, 1921 to 1935. This

loan totaled $3,944,000, including $3,415,000 for the new
equipment and also $529,000 for additions and betterments

to existing equipment. In the same manner $4,560,000 was

borrowed from the New York Central for additions and
betterments to way and structures, this loan being covered

by a 10-year promissory note dated December 23, 1920. The
Big Four also borrowed from the New York Central $113,-

000, giving therefor its 10-year, 6 per cent note secured by

the pledge of a like note given by the Cincinnati Northern

to provide the latter company with money for additions

and betterments.

The manner in which the New York Central was assist d

in making loans such as these to its subsidiary companies
through the medium of the revolving fund administered by
the Interstate Commerce Commission has already been de-

tailed in these columns. The equipment trusts and promis-

sory notes issued by the Big Four in 1020, as above de-

tailed, totaled $25,163,671. During the year the company
retired $722,000 in bonds and equipment trusts totaling

$1,447,940. This means that the 1921 income account will

show a considerably increased charge for interest on funded
debt. This is the kind of charge which in the last analysis

must be paid by a railroad desiring to keep up with the

march of progress in its territory.

The total expenditures made for additions and betterments

by the Big Four in 1920 totaled $10,777,210, including $7,-

778,293 for equipment (less equipment retired or trans-

ferred). Projects which the company had or now has under
way include second track and grade revision work on the

Indianapolis division, grade separation work at Indianapolis

now under way for several years, relocation of line in the

Miami Conservancy District, etc. An important step taken
during the year was the assumption of operation of the

Evansville, Indianapolis & Terre Haute for the benefit of

the owning company for a period of three years with the

option of purchase. In 1921 this last step was taken

through the purchase of the entire capital stock. The line,

134 miles in length, will prove of value to the Big Four pri-

marily because of its access to important coal deposits.

The operating results in 1920 as compared with 1919
were as follows:

1920 1919
Mileage operated 2.421 2.409

Freight revenue $60,825,455 $50.7111,076
Passenger revenue 19,650,114 17,267.397

Total operating revenue 88.862.078 73,856,456
Maintenance of way expenses 12.003.633 9,235.773
Maintenance of equipment 20.666.894 14,685,269
Traffic expenses 1.279,461 921,481
Transportation expenses 39,861,700 30,735,156

General expenses 1,859.961 1.474,546
Total operating expenses 76.326,466 57,617,418
Net railway operating revenue 12,535,612 16.239,038

The corporate income account is as follows:
Compensation (January and Fe\ruary) $1,705,535nsation (January and Fe\ru,

nty, March 1 to August 3V
ailway operating income, S\eptembc

Gi
Net
Decembe

Total (compared with compensation accrued
1919)

Total other
Gross incom

debt
n gross inc< me
expenses applicable prior toLess revenue

to January 1, 1918, settled by U. S
Net corporate income
Dividends; preferred, 5 per cent....
Surplus for the year

5,064,107

11,829.376
1,621.425
13.454.039
5,957,003
7,464,654

$10,427,351
757,762

11,190,574
4,919,060
7,032,604

100.606 3,580,184
5,888,779 577,786
499.925 499,925

5,323,339 35,005

Great Northern

The recent declaration by the directors of the Great

Northern of the regular 1J4 per cent quarterly dividend

will serve to call attention to the fact that owing to adverse

business conditions in the extended territory which it serves,

the property has been able thus far to make but small prog-

ress towards recovery from the unfortunate circumstances

which have characterized railway operation since the advent

of federal control. The continuance of the regular dividend

has been made possible by performances in former years; it

is in spite of a very adverse earning record to date this year.

The Great Northern in the first seven months of the present

year carried but 3,167,524,000 net ton-miles of freight. The
contrast with the figures for the first seven months of 1920

—namely, 5,255,637,000—shows only too well why it is that

the road has been unable, even with drastic economies in all

directions, to show sufficiently improved results.

In the first seven months of 1921 the gross earnings of

the property were $50,046,749 as compared with $65,747,635

in the same period last year. The drastic economies and the

reductions naturally contingent upon reduced traffic have

produced total operating expenses of S45.o54.4S3 as against

$60,025,245 last year. The net from railway operations this

year to July 31 was $4,302,266; in the same period of last

year the figure was $5,722,390. The operations for the seven

months showed, after the deduction of taxes, equipment ren-

tal-, etc. a net railway operating deficit of $538,012. In the

first seven months of 1920 there was a net railway operating

income of $1,791,728.
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To refer to the figures by months, it will be noted that for

the first lour months of 1921 the Great Northern suffered

deficits. In May it hroke a little bit better than even. The
in i railway operating income of over a million dollars for

June and July respectivel) ha nof been sufficient to over-
come the deficits made earlier in the year. The operating
ratio for the road—which in the old days used to range be-
tween 55 and 60 per cent—was in the first seven months of

1921, 91.20, and in July, 79.20. The Gnat Northern is

ed the typical experience that practically all the roads
oi the country have gone through in the last three years except
perhaps thai in tin Great Northern's case the factors stand
oul in somewhat greater relief. There is no indication that
when busim

i , in the road's territory improvement
vill ik4 be of marked degree.

In
1 a Northern carried 32,948,292 revenue

led in but one pr
1914, in which year, however, the revenue ton i

i.,

i

n veni
1912 $44.81
1913 58, i 16,

'

1914 55.025,016
1915 47,147,314
1916 60,177,249

,.| d

Deci raber 31

1916 61.053,293
1917 64,300,666
1918 76,937,445
[919 77.351,472
1920 89,760.845

["oral

in

$66,19) .

67,162,858
81,262,478

83,181,7 9
88.598,735

122,616,776

GREAT NORTHERN OPEB 19121920
"g Net operat-

$37,662,548
45,859,255
46.547,956
36,828,275
43,914,076

48.569,202

84,429,245

113,999,659

$28,535,271 56.8-)

32.833,512 58.27
28,925,913 61.68
30.334,583 54.83
37,348,402 53.79

34,612,527
29,316,579
16.269,275
19,413,742
8.617,117

58.39
66.91
83.84
81.78
92.97

Revenue

27,543,172
33,626,638
30,857,598
23,453,059
28,927,130

3U.3S0.3S6

30,948,659
27,390,432
32,948 292

Revenue

6,930,295,709

7,809,816,834

8.018,210,184
8,399,349,197

7,973,568,958
8,518,840,991

Average Revenue
haul train load
226
227
225
246
270

635
663
650
663

660264

286 683
291 663
259 684

Revenue

23.71
25.88

gradually improving as the months go by, but the point to

be made is that this improvement has not been sufficient to

be satisfactory.

The Great Northern suffered adverser) from federal con-
trol. It was far from proving a good monej maker for the
Railroad Administration. The standard return for operation
by the government was $28,686,973. In 1918, the firsl

"i federal control, despite the fact that the revenue ton-miles
carried were the greatest in the company's history, the net
railway operating income was $11,978,791; in 1919, it was

less than in 1920. The revenue ton-miles in 1920 I

8,518,840,991, which figure was exceeded in 1918. The
average haul in 1920 was 259 miles; in 1919, 291, and in

1918, 286. Of the Great Northern's total tonnage about -12

per cent consists of iron ore. The ore earned in 1920 in-

d approximately 3,570,000 tons over that carried ;n
1919, but the 1919 tonnage was reduced because of labor
trouble. The grain earned in 1920 was not up to ordinarv
amounts. Some 97,000,000 bushels were carried in 1920 as
against 112,400,000 bushels in 1919. This reduction was

The Great Northern

$12,459,618. In 1920, including operation for two months
by the government and for six months under the guaranty,
the net railway operating income was but $6,283,494,

The Great Northern did a large business during federal
control and continued this business into 1920. [t was un-
able, nevertheless, even with this heavy traffic to o\ ,

the influences of higher wage scales, increased fuel costs, di

ed efficiency of labor, etc., to which the transportation
lines have been subjected As far as 1921 is concerned the
road is gradually overcoming these several handicaps to
satisfactory earnings, but the sharp falling off in business
and in gross earnings has prevented the results from showing
in net earnings. The Greal Northern has always
nized as one of the country's mosl efficiently operated roads.
the figures that have been given merel) -how that it ba-

the result of the farmers holding their grain in the hope of
better price-.

The total freight revenues in 1
•-

J45, ait
increase of 1 -,t over 1919. The gn -

revenues of $122,616,776 represented an
1 or 15.07 per cent over the previous year. Tl

were $113,999,659, an men
851,255 or 30.81 cent The result oi this greater in-
crease in expenses than in revenues was a deer.

14, or 55.oi per cent, in net operating revenues
operating ratio in '

\ tten-
tion has already been drawn to the I Jeral

tween 55 and nt; in fact, in 1915
per cent. With :

j n operatir
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penses in 1
('19, it is worth noting that the Ore. it Northern

estimates that the wage order in the Labor Board's Decision

No. 2, issued July 20 and retroactive to May 1, 1920, in-

creased operating expenses, during the last eight months of

the year to the amount of $7,600,000. There was also an

increase in taxes of $2,070,386 or 25 per cent.

The Great Northern during 1920 placed orders for and

received 50 Mikado locomotives, 1,000 75-ton ore cars and

16.3 other cars. It spent for new equipment and for addi-

tions and betterments to equipment, $17,440,968, of which,

however, $7,080,922 was paid to the Great Northern Equip-

ment Company for expenditures in prior years. Because of

increased cost of oil, 70 locomotives were converted for coal.

Expenditures for additions and betterments for other than

equipment totaled $5,204,841. The road made use of the

revolving fund administered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to the extent of $17,910,000; including $2,010,-

000 to assist in the purchase of cars and locomotives, $100,-

000 for strengthening existing equipment, $800,000 to assist

in paying for additions and betterments to way and struc-

tures and $1 5.000,000 to aid in meeting maturing obliga-

tions.

The corporate income account of the Great Northern in

1920 showed a net corporate income of $19,304,097 of which

$17,462,916 was applied to the payment of the 7 per cent

dividends. The balance for the year after the payment of

these dividends and $25,685 applied to sinking and other

reserve funds was $1,815,497. In 1919, the net corporate

income was $22,139,586. Of this $17,462,890 was applied

to dividends, and $76,230 to sinking and other reserve funds

and $2,500,000 was appropriated for investment in physical

propertv, leaving a balance for the year 1919 of $2,100,466.

The operating results in 1020 as compared with 1919 were

as follows:

1920 1919

Mileaee operated 8,175 8,230

Freicht levenne $89,760,845 $77,351,472

Passenger revenue 20.551.025 19.623.859

Total operating revenue 122.616.776 105

Maintenance of way expenses 25,739,672 18,176.655

Maintenance of equipment 26,742.469 20,200,065

Traffic expenses 1.232,215 678.088

Transportation expenses 55,712.338 44,482,867

General 2,938,478 2.208.981

Total operating expenses 113,999,659 87,148,403

Net operating revenue 8,617,117 IS, 413. 743

The corporate income account is as follows:

1920 1919

Standard Terurn (January and February, 1920;
year 1910) .... $4,781,162 $28,686,973

Miscellaneous income 14,498.381 513,943

Gross corporate income 27.S01.719 32.082.267

Interest on funded debt 7.375,984 7.431,387

Total deductions from gn -ss corporate income.. 8,497.622 9,942.682

Net corporate income. 19.3114.097 2 '. i

Dividends (7 per cent)
_

17,462,916 17,462,890

Income appropriated for investment in physi-

cal propertv 2,500.000

Balance transferred to profit and loss 1,815,497 2,100,466

±rni imiiiiiimmimiimi milium uiiimiiimn i

In America for many years the passenger cars have been made

, ours are for the most part still of wood—no doubt that

they may burn faster. In America they have automatic couplers.

which prevent accidents and save time ; in France there are still

unhappy human beings who have to lock the cars together one

after the other by band. In America there is not a coach which

does not have its two wash rooms, one for women, the other for

men; in France a third of the cars have no wash rooms and in

those that have them they are kepi by ineradicable tradition filthy.

In America, in the Pullman cars, which correspond to OU1

class, each passenger has at his shoulder a small electric light

which enables him to read, and a tiny table on which he can

work ; in France, even in the de luxe ears, it is impossible most
of the time to see clearly after dark. Tn America each coach is

furnished with a reservoir of cold water and with paper cups

from which to drink ; in France, in point of water, there is only

that which drops en your head when you go to the wash room.—Stephane Lausanne in Le Matin (Pa<i.<^

Letters to the Editor

niiniiiiiiiiiniMiiitMiMiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiioiiiiiMiwuiiutiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiinniiiiniuiiiiuiniiiniiiiniiiuiiiitiiiuiiiniHiHiiniia

The Stop-and-Proceed Rule
Chicago, 111.

To i iii-. Editor :

Mr. Rudd has some interesting views on the question of

automatic signals on grades (Railway Age, August 6, 1921,

I 'age 247), and the importance of avoiding unnecessary

stops; and I am in full sympathy with his suggestion for

doing everything possible in the way of accomplishing this

desired economy; but if this rule to proceed without stopping

should be made general I think that we should not find

the extensive improvements which he hopes for.

Take the case of two freight trains, both moving east-

ward, one of which we will call Train A and the other Train

B. The leading train is B. When Train A is stopped by an

automatic block signal it is because it is closing in on Train

B. If it makes a full stop and then proceeds it has lost

enough time to give Train B a chance to get ahead of it far

enough to permit the next signal to clear for Train A. If

it does not stop the chances are multiplied that it will over-

take Train B in the block; and if Train B is stopped Train
A will have to stop also; and if Train B is barely moving
then Train A will have to slacken speed to the same slow-

rate.

Block signals should always be located in the best starting

ground that can be found. Neglect of this requirement has

been the cause of much waste of power. On steep grades it

is assumed that all of the starting ground is poor; but when
we come to make this non-stop rule universal then we shall

find that in a good many cases the omission to stop at the

signal would result simply in forcing upon the train the

necessity of stopping, between signals, at some point less

favorable for starting.

Those who advocate the usual stop and proceed practice

and who would relax this rule only in extreme cases do not

always state their reasons as clearly as they might. A Chi-
cago railroad officer put the idea aptly the other day; he said

that the stopping was necessary "in order that the engine-

man's mind may emphatically he impressed with the thought

that in moving through the section governed by the signal

he is doing so without the protection afforded by the auto-

matic block signal system."

Where is Mr. Anthonv these davs? What would he say

to these 1921 novelties?
'

B. < ). R.

One Swallow Does Not Make a Summer
Chicago.

To the Editor:
In an editorial appearing in the issue of September 17,

1 Q 21, under the title ''Securing Good Results with Concrete"

the following statement occurs: "A recent investigation of

rite building failure disclosed the remarkable fact that

it is apparently impossible to produce a concrete of a greater

strength than 1,000 lb. per sq. in. at 28 days, with the mate-
rials used because of wide variation in the results secured

with the concrete materials available in railroad work."
After reading this several times. I am led to believe that

you did not mean what you say. You have properly referred

to the low strength of the concrete in this particular building
as a remarkable and hence unusual fact. The conclusion,

therefore, that this remarkable and unusual fact may be
taken to represent a general truth is obviously poor logic. I

assume, therefore, that something slipped between the writer
and the printer. The failure referred to in this editorial
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refers to one building which failed out of thousands which

have not failed. The only conclusion, therefore, that can

be drawn from this failure is thai in this particular case all

specifications and rules formulated to secure a satisfactory

building bad been violated or else the specifications and

rules themselves were grievously at fault. In no other way

would such low strength concrete be produced

The obvious intent of the editorial is to show the necessity

of securing proper materials, controlling the amount of water

used, proper proportioning, thoroughness of mixing and pro-

tection of the concrete after it has been placed in the forms.

All these are important and when they arc- secured the con-

crete will have a strength at least double thai to which you

refer a- being the practical limit of 28 days.

Railway bridge engineers know about these things. Their

apparent conservatism in the unit stresses used in the design

oi railway structure's is due both to difficulty in securing the

observance of best construction methods and in the sort of

live loads which the structure must carry, rather than in any

inability to accept economical design.

Only when designers realize full) the paramount in

tarn e of the quantity of mixing water, the design of i one rete

mixtures, and the effei t ol
i

iroj ei curing ditiorj

when the methods of construction are reduced to positive as-

surance that all these factor- will bi controlled, can we hope

to obtain the maximum Strength and economy in the

reinforced com rete. li is equally possible

of a predetermined strength within limits of in or IS per

i
eiii as to obtain strui tural b [ualitj It is

time that designers and buil rid that

then' is a limit to which concrete i
1 ami it is a

I

r argumenl For sue h abuse thai fie

o d 1
1 1 rolled as to prevent it. \. < !. Ii.w i\.

r, Structural Bureau, ciation.

(Mr. Irwin's conclusion is correct. I he editorial in ques-

tion was improperl) punctuated as published. The tir-t two

sentences should have read as follows: "ke. fni investi

of a i one rete building failure disclosed the remarkable Eacl

that it is apparently impossible to produce a concrete having

a greater strength than 1,000 lb. per sq. in. at 28 elavs with

the materials used. Because of wide variation in the results

Secured with the' com rete material available in railroad work
the railroad bridge engineers are inclined to be conservative
* * * ."—Editor.)

The War Finance Corporation Bill

Smithsbubg, Ml.
To the Editor:
On August 22 the House of Representatives passed II. R.

8331, a bill to amend the Transportation Act by authorizing

the President, through the War Finance Corporation, to

purchase from the Railroad Administration securities mew
held by it, or to be acquired b\ it. to an aggregate purchase
price not exceeding $500,000,000, of which amount about
159,000,000 were in the hands of the director general ol

railroads on August 1 of this year. They were acquired
under authority granted by Se. Inn 107 of the Iran-porta

tion Act.

On July 21 President Harding made the following

nient: "With this end in view you are asked to extend the

authority of the' War Finance Corporation so that it may
purchase these' railwa) funding securities accepted by the

director general of railroads. No added expense, no added
investment is required on the part of the government; there-

is no addeel liability, no added tax burden. It is merely the

grant of authority necessary to enable- a most useful ami
efficient government agency to use its available funds to

purchase securities for which Congress already has author-

ized the issue and turn them into the channel- of finance
reaelv to float them."

This is clear and understandable. It i- advice given for

the benefit of the nation in a period of stress and uncer-

tainty, when the whole nation is struggling in its efforts to

return to that prosperous normal condition which obtained
before the war.

I his week in Washington there will be a labor conference
i ailed by lb' Pn nl and made up of representatives of

I .mil labor to consider ways and means to combat
unemployment throughout the country. The 600,000 rail-

re. nl employees who were laid off between August 20, 1920,
and March 21, L921, are among the number who will be
an .til by the findings, lie ,ul«l take no more
important action than the adoption of a resolution urging

the earl) pa nate Hill _>.-o7, which i- -in

the bill already passed b) the H.-u-< of Representath
the railroad brotherhoods would take- similar action and de-

VOte their energy to assist in passing this ini|>ortant bill, they

would be- doing their members the greatest possible -

I his measure is not giving the railroads cine dollar. It

mean; only that the government guarantees a loan

period of in year-, supplemented b) securities furnished to

the director general of railroads and the War Finance Cor-

poration b) thi railroad I other words moral

guarantc e not a bankin ei . si mi nl I : d

i

I that is

the resull of the war. and what the governmenl

that the roads owe. and do tl ' uion

system of the I'm loing

ie ir 1
i i id, Ital) ami * rermany in exti

a- growing out of the war."

,
i

i ngressman Layton abb. -aid: "If th I help,

ami in-tant help, which is admitl hand, they

-In obi have it. no matter wh
ii the m ami the governmenl ra suit of

i during the war."

The- railroads musl function; not to function is .

ceivable. Unless they function there is immediate and uni-

versal disaster; they musl function even if the government

assumes entire financial liability. Tin- farmer- arc- asking

tin am ial aid in order thai thi ii i rops may be moved. What
good i- it to finance- them for -uch a purpose if the railroads

cannot function?

The condition of railroad e redit is "being impaired more

and more until loans are almost impossible to obtain from

private sources except when a railroad can pi

issue which will take precedence over its regular stoi k. To
do this they must tir-t obtain the consent of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. The commission might be reluctant

to consent for the reason that if this were continued it means

that the common stock of the railroads would soon become

absolutely worthless.

The general public believes that under the Transportation

Act the railroads have been turned back to their owners in

the same condition the) were in prior to January 1, 1°1S.

lbi- i- a great mistake. Under the provisions of the I

portation Ait the railroads ire unavoidably running into

debt every month. This i- due primarily to tin- fact that

all the:: , en away from them,

have no authority; no iniwer to borrow |

pendent power to spend it when borrowed

they have to sell freight and fixed

government body. The wages of their en

determined by the Rail,

have- already receive

siiim. ,000 annually. Unless thi- bill " the

United State- Senate and the inan-

cial assistance-, another cut will be Qi 'inly in the

number oi men employed but in thi
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in service. I lii> condition would be deplorable in the face

of approaching winter with several million men already out

of work.
'1 his I, ill is the greatest piece of legislation thai could be

enacted at this time to restore a full degree of employment
to labor. Increased railroad purchases of supplies and

equipment would mean increased employment in main-

tenance and repair work. It would also increase produc-

tion, and incidentally employment, in iron and steel indus-

tries and in the moving of lumber, coal and other raw ma-

terials.

The welfare of the whole nation is at stake. If the ar-

teries of transportation are disrupted, there will be a mal-

nutrition that will eventually cause economic starvation. The
entire business world demands a practical adjustment of the

railroad situation; a reduction of freight and passenger rates

with adequate service and equipment and avoidance of car

shortage.

Some are trying to make the exigencies of war force the

railroads into bankruptcy and thereby bring on government

ownership. This is not only unjust but absolutely dishonest.

Summing up—the compelling question at this time is the

importance of financing the transportation system, whose

continued function is vitally necessary to the welfare of the

nation. The passage of this bill will restore confidence, in-

crease stability of railroad management and be one more

move toward that national condition of certainty and pros-

perity which existed before the war. Earl H. Morton.

Non-Spectacular Safety First

St. Joseph, Mo.

To the Editor:
The Marshall County News, published at Marysville,

Kan., the headquarters of the Central division of the Union
Pacific, printed in a recent issue a notice of the triennial

re-examination of employees on train rules which had been

conducted on that division during the past few weeks, and
eommenting on this work, says that it is "safety-first." This

is a point which railroad men would do well to bear in

mind.

To educate men to perfect themselves on the train rules is

real safety-first; more so than most of the activities that go

by that name. This for the reason that the prevention of

collisions and derailments is more important than to keep

men from falling off ladders or from burning their fingers in

the fire; for the same reason that the preservation of 100

lives, on a fast-moving train, is paramount to saving a

single life.

In this work on the Union Pacific, Superintendent ('. E.

Hedrix, and examiner O. W. Brandt held numerous rallies,

conducting question-meetings at different centers where the

men could be gathered, attracting 40 to 75 men on each oc-

casion. These meetings were held on three evenings a

week at Marysville and on successive Sundays at other

places. Meetings of this kind are safety-first rallies of the

right sort. The local newspaper is published for the general

public and, of course, it cannot be expected to be well ac-

quainted with the details of railroad management, but that

editor certainly guessed right when he adopted this hack-

neyed title. It surely is an interesting and important truth

suitable to be laid before the general public, that Superin-

tendent Hedrix is awake to his duty of keeping his engine

men, conductors, station agents and operators keyed up to a

high standard of efficiency.

By all means let us keep up our safety rallies, at shops and

elsewhere, and get as many men enthused over them as pos-

sible; but at the same time bear in mind that the safety of

fast-moving trains is the title of the first chapter of the

railroad gospel.

I 'ere is nothing spectacular about train-rule education;

success depends, not on big meetings, but on securing patient

fidelity in the locomotive cab, and in jobs at other places

which are comparatively lovely. The work of examining
men, such as Mr. Brandt is conducting, is sometimes a tedious

and exhausting work; but it is work that count-.

i Observer.

Freight Rate Allowances
to Plant Facilities

Warren, Ark.
To the Editor:

In the very interesting review of Mr. Ford's doings on
the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, which you print in your
issue of September 10, you say, very truly, that that road
is now practically nothing but a plant facility of the Ford
Motor Works. This is an important point to be kept in

mind. It places this Ohio railroad in exactly the same posi-

tion as the "tap lines" of the southwest, whose freight rate

dealings with their trunk line connections were such a prom-
inent subject of discussion in freight circles some 10 years

ago.

It will be recalled that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission conducted an elaborate investigation, covering three

or four years. [The principal Tap Line decision was re-

ported in the Railway Age Gazette of May 3, 1912.] The
Commission instituted proceedings against a large number
of lines in the lumber-producing territory and orders were

issued to trunk lines restricting the amounts of divisions

which could rightfully be allowed to the industrial lines

(called tap lines). In many instances this reduced the earn-

ings of some short railroads so that they could not pay

expenses. The same principles were later applied to indus-

trial railroads in the north and east. The southern lines

most affected were, of course, short, few exceeding 40 miles

in length. At the same time many of them were actually

needed more by the public as common carriers than is the

D. T. & I.

The D. T. & I. is in reality more of an industrial road

than many lines so-called, even though it be 400 miles long.

If the principle is right as applied to short lines : if justice

is to be done, then the same should also be applied to any

line where conditions are similar, regardless of mileage.

With the application of the principles laid down by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and with Mr. Ford's

road treated as were the tap and industrial lines, his excess

earnings are liable to go glimmering.

W. S. Hobbs,
General Manager Warren &• Ouachita Valley.

TPrior to the lecision above referred to, the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, in its annual report for 1911. page 12. expressed itself on this

subject as follows: "The evils most difficult to detect and to prove today

are those arising out of the community of interest of certain carriers and

industrial corporations. The ownership of industrial corporations by car-

riers and of carrier corporations by industrials is frequently taken ad-

vantage of to defeat that equality between shippers which the Act contem-

plates. This is accomplished by unreasonable divisions of joint rates,

forced upon carrier by powerful shippers who control industrial railroads.

Such arrangements may be legal in form, although certainly illegal in

effect. We find that a certain numher of large industrial concerns control

tracks and terminal facilities nominally owned by small railroad corpora-

tions which do not rise to the dignity of common carriers, but which are

treated as such by the connecting carriers. As a result, the connecting car

riers make a switching allowance or a division of the joint rate to such

terminal lines, which practice unquestionably results in discrimination and

places the industrial at an advantage in the market. Another form if

ination is found in the leasing of property by carriers, to shippers

for a nominal consideration with a further agreement that all shipments

made by the -lessee shall be routed over the lines of the lessor. It be-

comes increasingly evident that entire freedom from discrimination can be

secured only by a complete separation of the business of transportation

from every form of commercial or industrial enterprise."-

—

Editor.]



Commission Presents Tentative Consolidation Plan

Preliminary Report Proposes Nineteen Competing Systems

—

Based on Report of Prof. W. Z. Ripley with Alternatives

An i \ii\i plan for the consolidation of the railway

properties of the continental United States into 19

systems with one alternative plan for the New Eng-

land lines, was made public by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission on Wednesday, September 28, and served upon the

railroads and state authorities as the basis for a plan to be

ultimately adopted by the commission, in accordance with the

provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5 of Section 5 of the inter-

state commerce act, after public hearings, the dates for which

have not yet been announced. Under the commission's direc-

tion, Professor William Z. Ripley of Harvard University has

prepared a report which is printed as the appendix to the

commission's report. In some respects the commission's ten-

tative plan does not follow his recommendations, which

propose 21 systems, but presents alternatives thereto for like

consideration, the main differences being indicated. The
commission says it has sought to minimize dismemberment

of existing lines or systems and that this tentative plan is

put forward in order to elicit a full record upon which the

plan to be ultimately adopted can rest, and without a pre-

judgment of any matters which ma\ bi presented upon that

record. Whenever a property is referred to in the tentative

plan, the properties controlled thereby under lease, stock

ownership or otherwise should be understood as included

unless otherwise indicated.

Proposed Systems

The commission finds for the purposes of this tentative

plan that the railway properties of the continental United

States may be consolidated under the statute into the follow-

ing systems:

SYSTEM NO. 1. -NEW STORE CENTRAL

New York Central.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Rutland.

Michigan Central.

Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw.
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis.

Cincinnati Northern.

Western Maryland.
Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville.

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.

Central Indiana.

Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny.
Monongahela.
Boston & Maine.
Maine Central.

Bangor & Aroostook.

And all railway properties controlled by the above carriers

through lease, stock ownership, or otherwise, except:
Lake Erie & Western and Toledo & Ohio Central.

Both now controlled by New York Central.

Zanesville & Western ami Kanawha & Michigan. Both
now controlled by Toledo & Ohio Central.

Indiana Harbor Belt, now controlled bv New York
Central, JO per cent; Michigan Central, ,?0 per cent;
Chicago & North Western, 20 per cent. Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul, 20 per cent.

Note.— Prof. Ripley recommends the inclusion of the W
Maryland in system No. 5, Nickel Plate-Lehigh Valley.

Prof. Ripley makes no specific assignment of the Fonda Johns-
town & Gloversville.

The Lake Erie' & Pittsburgh; Central Indiana; Pittsburgh,

Washington,

Chartiers & Youghiogheny; and Monongahela may be incor-

porated in either system No. 1 or No. 2. Prof. Ripley makes no
assignment of these four roads, which are controlled

jointly in the interest of the Xew York Central and the Penn-
sylvania.

The Boston & Maine, Maine Central, and Bangor & Aroostook
may be included in system No, 7. New England, or system No.
7a, Xew England-Great Lakes. Prof. Ripley rejects the trunk
line treatment of the New England roads, but we present this

itive with a view to developing the situation upon hearing.
The Lake Erie & Western may be included in system No. 5,

Nickel Plate-Lehigh \ alii

The Toledo & Ohio Central. Zanesville & Western, and
Kanawha & Michigan may be included in system No. 9, Norfolk
& U estern.

The Indiana Harbor Belt is reserved for consideration in con-
ne< tion n ith tei tninal situations.

n U ." :i NNSYLVANIA.

Pennsylvania.

West Jersey & Seashore.

Long Island.

Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic.

Cumberland Valley.

Maryland, Delaware & Virginia.

New' York, Philadelphia & Norfolk.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Waynesburg & Washington.
Grand Rapids & Indiana.

Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern.
Ohio River & Western
Louisville Bridge & Terminal.
Wheeling Terminal.

Toledo, Peoria & Western.
Lorain. Ashland & Southern.

Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.

Central Indiana.

Pittsburgh, Chartiers & Youghiogheny.
Monongahela.
And all other railway properties controlled by anv of the

above carriers under lease, stock ownership, or otherwise,
except the Norfolk & Western and railway properties con-
trolled by it, which may be included in system No. 9,
Norfolk & Western.

Notes.—The Lorain, Ashland & Southern may be included
in system No, 4, Erie, which owns one-half the stock, the Penn-
sylvania owning the other half.

The Lake Eric & Pittsburgh; Central Indiana: Pittsburgh,
Chartiers & Youghiogheny; and Monongahela may be included
in system No. 1, New York Central, which controls one-half
the stock, the Pennsylvania controlling the other half

SYSTEM NO. 3.—BALTIMORE \ OHIO.

Baltimore & Ohio.

Sandy Valley & Elkhorn.

States Island Rapid Transit.

Reading system, comprising the Philadelphia & Reading,
Central Railroad of New Jersey, and various others.

Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western.
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.
New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Central New England.
Lehigh & New England
Lehigh & Hudson.

5.—The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal is reserved
for consideration in connection with terminal site.

The New York. New Haven & Hartford; Central New

609
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England; Lehigh & New England; and Lehigh & Hudson may
be included in system No. 7, New England, or system No. 7a,

New England-Great Lakes.

SYSTEM NO. 4.—ERIE.

Erie.

Chicago & Erie.

New Jersey & New York.

New York, Susquehanna & Western.

Delaware & Hudson.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

Ulster & Delaware.

Bessemei & Lake Erie.

Buffalo & Susquehanna.

Pittsburg & Shawmut.
Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern.

Lorain, Ashland & Southern.

\\.ili;i>h lines east of the Missouri River.

Notes.—Prof. Ripley recommends iro
:

I ehigh Valley

in this system; but in this tentative plan that carrier is proposed

as a main stem for system No. 5, Nicl high Valley.

The Delaware & Hudson, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
Ulster & Delaware, Pittsburg & Shawmut, and Pittsburg, Shaw-
mut & Northern may be included in system

England-Great Lakes.

rh< Bessemer & Lake Erie led in system No. 5,

Nil I.H ['late I .ehigh Valley.

The Lorain. Ashland & Southern tn ided in system
No. 2, Pennsylvania.

SYSTEM NO. 5, \n i.i i PLAT) LEHIGH VALLEY.

Lehigh Valley.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.

Detroit & Toledo Shore Line

Lake Eric & Western.

\\ heeling & Lake Erie.

Pittsburgh & West Virginia,

Bessemer & Lake Erie.

Notes.—Prof. Ripley recommends the Lackawanna as main
stem in this system. In this tentative plan it is replaced for

that purpose by the Lehigh Valley, ind I<
<• lilable for either

system No. 7a, New England-Great Lakes, or system No. 4, Erie,

He also includes the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh and Whirl-

ing & Lake Erie in this system.

The Bessemer & Lake Eric may be included in system No. 4,

Erie.

SYSTEM NO. 6.—PERE MARQUETTE.

Pere Marquette.

Detroit & Mackinac.
Ann Arbor.

Detroit, Toledo &: Ironton.

Boyne City, Gaylord & Alp< aa

Note.—The last-named road is a class-Il road not specifically

covered by Prof. Ripley's report

SYSTEM NO. 7. NEW ENGLAND.

New York, New Haven &: Hartford.

New York, Ontario & Western.

Central New England.
Boston & Maine.
Maine Central.

Bangor & Aroostook.

Lehigh & Hudson River.

Lehigh & New England.

Notes.—Prof. Ripley recommends inclusion of the New York,
Ontario & Western in system No l.

I

The Lehigh & Hudson Rivei is not included in any system
under Prof. Ripley's report, but is left as a "bridg"

SYSTl M NO. 7A. XI w l NG1 wn e.KKAT LAKES.

Same as system No. 7 with addition of the following, which
otherwise with, the exception of the Buffalo. Rochester &

Pittsburgh may be included in system No. 4, Erie. That
carrier may be included in system No. 5, Nickel Plate-

Lehigh Valley.

Delaware & Hudson.
Ulster & Delaware.

Delaware, Lackawanna &: Western.
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

Pittsburg & Shawmut.
Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern.

Note.—The • been recommended
by Prof. Rip

SYSTEM NO. 8.—CHESAPEAKE & OHIO

Chesapeake & Ohio.

Hi* king Valley.

Virginian.

Note.- Prof. Ripli the Virginian
with the orfoll Ohio Central, and
Kanawha & Michigan, in order to afford a western out

coal originating on the Virginian. This apparently would in-

volve upgrade eastbound haul of westbound coal to the

of Roanoki . unli - there be new construction near Gauley
The Virginian's present outlet to the west i

iter. W, Va., and the Chesapeake & Ohio.

SYSTEM Nu. 9. i : k.V

Norfolk & Western.
I oleil.i & < >hio i entral.

Zanesville & Western.

Kanawha & Mi. higan.

Kanawha & West Virginia.

Note. I rom the Norfolk & Western is excepted the branch
from Ri Salem, which may be included in sys-
tem No 11, Atlantic i oast Line-Louisville & Nashville and the
branch from Lynchburg to Durham which may be included in

12, Illinois Central-Seabi

' M NO. 10.—SOUTHERN.
Southern.

Alabama Great Southern.

Georgia. Southern & Florida.

Mobile & < Hun

Southern Railway in Mississippi.

Northern Alabama.
Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific.

New Orleans Great Northern.

Alabama cv Vicksburg.

Non Prof. Ripley recommends inclusion of the Georgia
Southern & Florida branch from Valdosta, Ga., to Palatka, Fla.,

in the Seaboard system.

SYSTEM NO. 11.—ATLANTIC COAST LINE-LOUISVILLE &
N LSHVTXLB.

Atlantic Coast Line.

Atlanta & Wesl Point.

Charleston & Western Carolina.

l.nui-\ ille & Nashville.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.

Louisville, Henderson & Si Louis.

Western Railway of Alabama.
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potom
Norfolk Southern.

Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic.

Winsto 5 -'iithbound.

Roanoke to Win-ton Salem branch of Norfolk cv Western.
Florida i

Lichfield & Ohio.
Georgia & Florida.

Gulf, Mobile cv Northern.

ppi Central.

Notes.- Prof. Ripley recommends
Frederickshm tneir

status without inclusion ii
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The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio may be included in system

No. 12, Illinois Central-Seabord. Prof. Ripley recommends in-

clusion in system No. 10, Southern.

The Gulf, Mobile & Northern and Mississippi Central are not

specifically included in any system under Prof. Ripley's report.

SYSTEM NO. 12—ILLINOIS CENTRAL-SEABOARD.

Illinois Central.

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

Central of Georgia.

Seaboard Air Line.

Lynchburg, Va., to Durham, N. C, branch of Norfolk &

Western.

Gulf & Ship Island.

Tennessee Central.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.

Notes.—Prof. Ripley recommends that a separate system be

built around the Seaboard Air Line.

The Gulf & Ship Island is not included in any system by Prof.

Ripley.

The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio may be included in system

No. 11, Atlantic Coast Line-Louisville & Nashville.

SYSTEM NO. 13.—UNION PACIFIC-NORTH WESTERN

Union Pacific.

St. Joseph & Grand Island.

Oregon Short Line.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company.

Los Angeles & Salt Lake.

Chicago & North Western.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.

Lake Superior & Ishpeming.

Wabash lines west of the Missouri River.

Notes.—Prof. Ripley recommends inclusion of the Central

Pacific in this system.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming is not specifically included in

any system by Prof. Ripley.

SYSTEM NO. 14.—BURLINGTON-NORTHERN PACIFIC.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

Northern Pacific.

Chicago Great Western.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.

Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

Notes.—From the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy are expected

the Colorado & Southern and Fort Worth & Denver City, which

may be included in system No. 16, Santa Fe. Prof. Ripley

recommends that they be included in system No. 19, Chicago-

Missouri Pacific.

Prof. Ripley recommends extension of this system to the Pacific

coast by including the Denver & Rio Grande and the Western

Pacific. He also recommends redistribution of portions of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis and Chicago Great Western.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle may be included in system

No. IS, Milwaukee-Great Northern.

SYSTEM NO. 15. MILWAUKEE-GREAT NORTHERN

' Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Great Northern.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.

Duluth & Iron Range.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern.

Green Bay & Western.

Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific.

Notes.—The Green Bay & Western and Butte, Anaconda &
Pacific are not included in any system under Prof. Ripley's

report.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle may be included in system

No. 14, Burlington-Northern Pacific.

Prof. Ripley recommends that the eastern half of the Chicago

& Eastern Illinois be included in this system.

SYSTEM NO. 16. SANTA FE.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe.

Colorado & Southern.

Fort Worth & Denver City.

Denver & Rio Grande.

Western Pacific.

Utah Railway.

Northwestern Pacific.

Nevada Northern.

Notes.—Prof. Ripley < "lends ^elusion of the Colorado &
Southern and the Fcrt >.

' "~. r,'tv in the Missouri

Pacific system. He also rccomii. '

-. of a part of the

Gulf Coast Lines in the above system.

Prof. Ripley recommends that the Northwestern Pacific retain

its present status.

The Nevada Northern is not specifically included in any system

by Prof. Ripley. It may be included in system No. 17, Southern

Pacific-Rock Island.

SYSTEM NO. 17.—SOUTHERN PACIFIC-ROCK ISLAND

Southern Pacific Company.
Nevada Northern.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf.

Arizona & New Mexico.

El Paso & Southwestern.

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.

Trinity & Brazos Valley.

Midland Valley.

Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

Notes.—The Nevada Northern may be included in system

No. 16, Santa Fe.

The Arizona & New Mexico and Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis

are not specifically included in any system by Prof. Ripley.

The Trinity & Brazos Valley may be included in system No.

18, Frisco-Katy-Cotton Belt. So recommended by Prof. Ripley.

Prof. Ripley recommends redistribution of portions of the car-

riers included in this system.

SYSTEM NO. 18. FRISCO-KATY-COTTON BELT.

St. Louis-San Francisco.

St. Louis Southwestern.

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company.
Chicago & Alton.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

Trinity & Brazos Valley.

San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.

Notes.—The Trinity & Brazos Valley may be included in

system No. 17, Southern Pacific-Rock Island.

Prof. Ripley recommends inclusion of the San Antonio, Uvalde

& Gulf in either system No. 17, Southern Pacific-Rock Island,

or in a Southwestern-Gulf system.

Prof. Ripley recommends redistribution of portions of the car-

riers included in this system

SYSTEM NO. 19.-—CHICAGO-MISSOURI PACIFIC.

Chicago &: Eastern Illinois.

Missouri Pacific.

Kansas City Southern.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.

Texas & Pacific.

Fort Smith & Western.

Louisiana & Arkansas.

Gulf Coast Lines.

International & Great Northern.

Note.— Prof. Ripley recommends redistribution of portions of

the carriers included in this system.

Certain lines such as the Minneapolis, St. Paul S: Sault

Ste. Marie and the Central Vermont, which are controlled by
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Canadian carriers, have not been specifically included in

this tentative plan because these lines form parts of through

transcontinental Canadian systems in active competition with

systems above set forth.

The carriers included in this tentative plan comprise

most of the class-I steam railroads but very few of those in

class II and class III. Those not so included, whether in-

dustrial common carriers, terminal carriers, interurban

electric railways operated as a part of general steam railroad

systems of transportation or engaged in the general trans-

portation of freight, "short lines," or others, will be con-

sidered at the hearings to be hereafter assigned so that in

the plan to be ultimately adopted provision ran be made for

their inclusion in the systems.

The report does not specifically mention water carriers.

Where these carriers are now controlled by carriers by rail

they will be considered as being tentatively in the systems in

which the controlling rail carrier has been im luded.

Paragraphs 4 and 5 of Section 5 of the Interstate Com-
merce Act, under which this plan is prepared, read as follows:

(4) The commission shall as poon as practicable prepari and adopt .i

plan f< r the cons lidation of the railway properties "f the continental

States into a limited number of systems. In the division of such railways
ch systems under such plan, competition shall bi preservi

i possible, and wherever practicable the exi and channels of
trade and commerce shall he maintained. Subject to the i< redoing require-
ments, the several systems shall be so arranged that the cost of transpcrta-
tion as between competitive related to the values of the

properties through which the service is rendered shall be the same, so far
as practicable, so that these systems can employ uniform rates in the move-
ment of competitive traffic and under efficient management earn substantially
the same rate of return upon the value of their respective railway properties.

(5) When the commission has agreed upon a tentative plan, it shall give
me due publicity and upon reasonable notice, including notice to the

governor of each state, shall hear all persons who may file or present objec-
thereto. The commission is authorized to prescribe a procedure for

such hearings and to fix a time for bringing them to a close. After the
hearings are at an end, the commission shall adopt a plan for such consoli-

nd publish the same; but it may at any time thereafter, upon its own
motion or upon application, reopen thi ich changes or modifi-
cations as in its judgment will promote the public interest. The consolida-
tion herein provided for shall be in harmony with such plan.

The commission's tentative plan is not discussed in detail.

The balance of the report as served by the commission is

made up of Prof. Ripley's report, which covers 192 printed

pages and contains some 30 maps and charts. Prof. Ripley

proposes 21 systems, 5 within tin- trunk lint- region, 2 lake

to tide soft coal systems in tin < hesapeake Bay region, in

the southeast I systems, 5 transcontinental systems west of

tin Mississippi, and 2 running southwest toward the Gulf
ports, and .•> outlying regional groups, in New England, in

the Southern Michigan peninsula, and down the east coast

of Florida toward Cuba. His report contains chapters giving

a detailed discussion of trunk line territory, the New England
region, the Chesapeake region, the Southeastern region, the

Western transcontinental region, and the Southwestern Gulf
region. An abstract of some of the more general portions of

his report, contained in the introduction and the recapitula-

tion, follows:

Abstract of Professor Ripley's Report

It is the theory of this legislation that the railways must be

considered as a whole, group by group, fixing by means of the

new statutory rule of rate making, a general level of return

adequate to maintain them all at a proper pitch of efficiency. To
this end, the Senate hill sought to reduce the carrier corporations

to a common denominator of earning powei in terms of valuation

by compulsory consolidation. I'.ni the measure ultnnah l\ emerged
from conference committee with the procedure as above described,

in place of compulsion. It was evidently expected that the new
statutory rule of rate making would afford an incentive sufficiently

powerful to induce the strong companies to merge with weaker
ones, rather than to he compelled to pay over their surplus earn-

ings above the rate of return fixed as reasonable, into a revolving

fund for the general bem it ol their respective groups. An in-

centive to tin vi ikei roads might al o . obtain. The
aid extended In the act from the surplus earnings of the strong

roads consists merely of advances or loans, except in so far as

a better balanced opportunity yields larger earnings. Or else

possibly a fairer administration of the division of through rates

may help. But the weaker road-, aie encouraged to seek shelter

through affiliation. They arc not taken care of bj in;

guaranty of earnings. But the motive im consolidation, it was
held, should not be permitted to bring about indiscriminate

mergers, regardless of natural relationships of the carriers either

to one another, or to the needs of then t( rritories. It

was in order that there might be consonance between such mergers

as took place and the public welfare, rather than that mere imme-
diate profit to those concerned might result, that the formal pro-

cedure a? above described was enacted into law. And it is be-

cause of this causal relationship that the act furthei prescribes

th, it no mergers which are not in accordance with this plan, as

thus adopted, may lawfully take place.

General Purpose of Consolidations

The leading paragraph of the statute, dealing with consolida-

tion, contains three requirements. The first is that competition,

presumably in service, shall he pn lerved; the second is that

existing routes and channel- oi commerce shall not lie disturbed;
and the third, subject it will he noted, to the foregoing require-

ments, is that the financial aspects of such mergers shall be kept

in view. Without having regard to tin' fundamental principle

involved, it might appear that these Several requirements were
stated in the order of their importance; in other words, th

element of financial strength was less significant than the preserva-
tion of competition and of the existing traffic routes. Rut having

due regard to the matter in its larger practical aspects, it is

evident that any plan adopted will not only be a mere paper plan.

Hi' ffi tual ami futile, but that it wdll fail to conform to the spirit

of tin' act, unless the financial requirements be given equal weight
with those of operation and traffic. For the plan will never be
put into effect unless a financial motive for consolidation be af-

forded ; and unless it is put into effect, a positive bar to the
attainment of uniform reasonable rates, under which all the
carriers alike may thrive, will continue to exist, if the underlying
principle of the legislation is in reality sound.

One might, presumably, first ascertain the relative financial

standing of the corporations; and thereafter check up the alliances

thus indicated, by applying the test of operating efficiency and
satisfaction of the traffic needs of the territories concerned. Or,
contrariwise, one might first seek the natural alignment of these

properties as operating and traffic units, before inquiry as to

whether such alignment contained an effective invitation to

merger, based upon considerations of earning power and inancial

stability. ["he former method appeals particular^ to financial

students of the subject. The latter calls for a somewhat wider

if in format i: . th the

operating and traffic characteristics of the carrier companies, hut

also looking to the broader <.<<•<• the traffic r

the- entire communities served. For. unless the location of its

railway |uirements of the country,

there can he no permanent prosperity for either.

\^ to procedure, been represented stoutly that this

plan si, itself strict', outlines; and even.

in
> lit a statement of principles. It is

tended that useless complications and pr

I as a dangerous effect upon market valui

result from descent into detail. Fully conceding the force of

-:. experience demonstrates that general principles

and broad outlines may only be tested, as to their feastbil

Iner points.

Certain statistical data have been compiled in o;

by territories and The
calendar year 1917 has been chosen for the

crave tin results for that period roximate the

standard requirement established by the statute of an op

er cent of the investment in road and

equipment. For 1917. the actual rate of return was in f..

per cent. It should he noted that the net operating i

ever, is not that of the calendar year 1917, but is based up

standard return—the average annual net railway operating
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for the three years ended June 30, 1917. This standard return

for some roads is considerably less than the actual income of

the calendar year 1917. But for other roads the standard return

will be found to exceed the 1917 income. The net result is that

for class-I roads as a whole, the 1917 income exceeds the standard

return by about 7.5 per cent. Thus it appears that for a few

roads, perhaps undergoing rapid development, the standard return

understates thi case; but for all of the rest, the three-year aver-

age affords a than the results of any single year.

The foregoing data as segregated by systems set up under this

plan, afford a rough indication ol tin competitive strength, geo-

graphi nd inherent financial stability of the relation-

ships proposed. Statistics, as well as maps, under these given

circumstances must be regarded and treated as imperfect criteria.

] h, realignmenl oi properties, with the consequent disturbance

ol all traffic, is bound to be instantly reflected in earning power.

The putting together or dismemberment of individual properties

may bring about results which are quite unpredictable by the

arbitrary means of statistical investigation. Elaborate calcula-

tions by experts concerning the development of business under

the new conditions are really necessary in order to afford a

reliable forecast.

Plan Includes Only Class I Roads

This consolidation plan, it should be noted, has thus far been

concerned inly with class-I roads. There remains the not in-

considerable aggregate of 39,000 miles of line, consisting of the

so-called short hues, the remaining class-I roads, and those within

classes II and III. A comprehensive plan of railroad consolida-

tion would include their allocation in due course; but the data

are not at present available.

As for the troublesome problem of allocation or abandonment

of certain properties not serviceable to their respective com-
munities, the matter is discussed in chapter VI. For it is in the

southwestern states that the question presents itself in the most

acute form,

It has been urged with some cogency that this plan does not

call for wide-spread disturbance of existing relationships except

to take care of the properties that are either well above par or

substantially below it. In other words, it has been urged on behalf

of several properties of moderate size that they are already

doing fairly well under the statute, conforming to the require-

ments and enjoying the reasonable return fixed by the commission

without further alliance with other companies. Deciding roughly,

as one must under existing conditions, it is held to be more
important to create self-sustaining systems as to earnings derived

from as large a proportion as possible of the area of the several

great subdivisions of the country, rather than to attempt to put

these properties together in such an exact way that they shall all

have approximately equal mileage or equal gross or net earnings

within each group. Neither mileage nor volume of business is

the real test of ability to exist under the statute. In brief, as

illustrated by trunk line territory, it is held that a Baltimore &
Ohio system adequate to satisfy the requirements of the statute

may be created by giving it a mileage or a gross volume of traffic

by no means commensurate with either the New York Central

or the Pennsylvania. Its ability to serve may perhaps be depend-
ent upon quite other considerations than those of size.

The purpose being to promote a more evenly balanced com-
petition, especially by means of equalization of opportunity in

originating traffic as well as in its interchange and delivery,

it is conceivable that congestion may be in a measure relieved by
this plan. The growth of business in future years must accrue

to the existing stems. Sound public policy demands that

this growth should be so distributed as to avoid blockades and
embargoes on the strong roads, while the weak ones are coinci-

dentl) drifting toward starvation. To insure a larger proportion

ol thi increment to the weaker roads, by rendering them more
oi efficient service, is the idea. The purpose of the

i to guarantee an income but to afford an
equality of opportunitj to earn it. was intended to be promoted
b\ this means.

Size and Scope of Proposed Mergers

Fundamental differences between various plans proposed for

consolidation i and scope of the mergers.
Shall tin \ b( continental in range, or shall they conform to terri-

torial division- of the country? Considerations of operating

. and of conformity to the traffic needs of the country,

as well as preservation of competition and of the established

channels of trade and commerce, are not sufficient. It is essential

also that administrative organization both within the company and
in its relations to the government should be likewise compre-
hended. Particularly is it important that correspondence be main-
tained between the scope of these railroad systems and the long-

standing rate-making areas and statistical divisions which have
nded themselves upon the basis of long experience to the

parties concerned. All of these considerations join in commend-
ing a division of the country for purposes of consolidation pri-

marily into the great sub-divisions of trunk line territory, south-

eastern territory and western territory. Furthermore, local pecu-

liarities and the marked individuality of certain areas seem to

make it desirable to set off certain subdistricts within these great

primary divisions. Such a general division of the territory of

the United States conforms practically to the widest range thus

far covered by any existing railroads or systems. Ambitious

plans, notably that of the Gould system after 1901, and of the

Farquhar syndicate, somewhat later, have sought in vain to con-

stitute tenuous systems covering a wider territory than these

historic areas. Any substantial system must have breadth as well

as length, an amplitude of feeders as well as main stems ; and

there seems withal to be a pretty clearly defined upper limit of

the aggregate mileage which may be efficiently operated. The
experience of the federal Railroad Administration in dividing up

the area of the country seems to confirm this view, that for

operating and traffic purposes each system should be compre-

hended within the certain great territories above named.

Territorial Divisions Condensed

The new statutory rule of rate making and the first decision

rendered thereunder by the Interstate Commerce Commission

—

Ex Parte 7-1—also render it imperative in planning for compre-

hensive consolidation not to transgress the boundaries of these

traditional territorial subdivisions. The purpose of the law being

to fix reasonable rates, not for individual railroads but for entire

groups, renders it essential that the grouping adopted for this

purpose conform to that which is adopted in effecting the con-

solidations.

The preparation of a comprehensive consolidation plan neces-

sarily upon occasion involves a disruption as well as a putting

together of relationships for other purposes also than the one

above mentioned. Obviously, such dismemberment should be

rigidly minimized ; and no proposal for so doing is made unless

the evidence in its favor is most convincing. Were the plan

in effect a final one involving large financial considerations, one
might hesitate even under these circumstances. But having in

mind that these proposals are purely tentative, that they are the

preparation of a sketch or an ideal layout, the plan assumes the

right to tear apart as well as to consolidate; in other words, to

effect where necessary a comprehensive readjustment.

This tentative plan for consolidation proceeds upon the assump-
tion that the distinction between so-called weak and strong roads,

financially, is at present highly uncertain; and that it will require

a period of experience under the new rates and under the new
division of through rates as well as under the slowly readjusted

commercial and industrial conditions after the war, in order to

establish the relative earning power and credit of each. Yet in

the meanwhile, tentative plans must be set up, in preparation

for the application of the final test of relative financial strength

as soon as the available data make this possible. Not infrequently

it will be found that in these plans it has been necessary to put

together what appears to be a disproportionate number of weak
roads, or at all events, of roads which have yet to establish their

claim to entire stability. Particularly has this been the case in

the so-called Gulf region, where practically all of the properties

-rem to be below par. No strong roads exist with which these

consolidated, without extension of the scope of consolida-

tion far beyond the bounds which are apparently laid down by

and operating experience. The same condition would

obtain under the so-called New England plan for that particular

territi ry, as well as for the peninsula of Michigan. Necessarily

the first step must be to provide for proper grouping in order

to promote the best operating and traffic results. The responsi-

bility for' the subsequent financial success of the undertakings

must then rest upon the exercise of the new rate-making powers,

conferred upon the Interstate Commerce Commission by the act.
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A peculiar difficulty in effecting consolidation of strong with

weak roads and oi reconciling such mergei with existing o

ing and traffic relatii , the tendency of the weak
roads t" link up in series and to form thereby through routes

tending sometimes cleai aero - the country, Under such con-

ditions, the mandate oi the a

and wherever practicable" ucli
i

one of

itj toward consolidation of a n bi 1 of equally substandard

I

"."I i onfoi mil \ v. nil il dab i ute by

to allj strong and weak properties to a like

threatens to overset the traffic relationships which have become

i u itomai ilj e stablished bj vi rj oJ in um tani i It is

because of the clash between thi

ments, that the emergent result i

eral as umption . al in to I • oing nade in

the following ]ilan. The first is thai foi a number of roads a sub-

stantial readjustment of capitalization must occur as a prerequisite

Foi consolidation. It is clear that this must be so by virtue of the

authority vested in the commission under section 5, paragraph 6b.

The purpose, obviously, is to bring about the re-establishment of

a due relationship between the total volume of securities out-

standing and the valuation assignable to the propertj foi rate

making purposes, as well as the assurance of a sound relation

ship between indebtedness and capital stock. The experienci

of a number of recently reorganized properties is significant as

indicating the recuperative effect of a drastic reorganization of

capitalization.

It is likewise presupposed throughout this report that all of the

new powers conferred upon the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion by the transportation act, 19211, will be upheld constitution-

ally. Sporadic control by the courts, as evidenced in the pending

dissolution proceedings, it is assumed, now yield place to a

continuing supervision and control by the Interstate I ommerce
Commission, acting as a branch of the executive authority. Such

a complete reversal of public policj must lead to protracted

litigation; but regardless of the final outcome no course in con-

nection with this report is possible save to hold that the will of

Congress as expressed in the transportation act is governing and

supreme.

Terminals

Another Ear reaching assumption is vital to thi success of this

plan. I his ha to do « ith thi i mi

centers. Some loads aie peculiai j Fori rminals, while

possessing weak lines from an indpoinl aero

open counti] For othei the reversi is true But whatever the

cause Eoi tin i si-tin: situation, a pi ai tii allj unii

of shippers is thai th i
i their routing

rights bj the provision pen terminals, both at the point of

shipment and at destination. To I'll' together railway lines on
the map wiiliont ha iring

fiee delivery 0! re< ip1 at either end would indeed be futile.

i onceivably, joint ownership and operation, as at St, I ouis, may
succeed in that environment, while reciprocal switching may
satisfactorily answei the pu | But, whatever
the means adopted to tins end, il

justmenl of the various terminal situations, al

dui i impensation, is an important adjui . imprehensive

consolidation plan. Consolidation can m ><
i be effectively brought

about without the adoption of a com as to

terminal ownership, operation, oi both. It is herein assumed
free access will be somehow provided, either under the p

ncy powers as contained in section 1, paragraph 15c, or by
the adoption under a consolidation plan of permanent ai

ments in all of the important centers.

Another general principle con I in mind in conne<
lion with consolidation and having nbstantial effect upon it is

the encouragement of alternate i ways, in order to

relieve present or prospective congestion at the great railway mni
nig points. \ tcndciio lias been strikingly manifest for many
years for all the gn to expend funds unstinting
upon their main stems, and all of these main stems tend to run
together at certain nodal points, notablj New York, St. Louis,

and Chicago Such concentration upon great cities is i natural

response to the commercial forces which tend with increasing

power to attract traffic, even although it may not be destine
that place but may be passing through en route to points b<

The shippers' routing often dictates such shipments in ordl

take advantage of a change in market conditions. The result has

left paralyze*
amerce of the country. There is always a certain propor-

tion of hii-i! r, which by careful attention

might be consolidated and shipped by an alterna;

which should avoid the great center. An attempt has been
made such direct relationships

nent of
and commi il

Recapitulation of Ripley Plan

The o ht in the foregoing plan ai

sound

ach unit to it e con-
sideration beii traffic administrative

ability, that is to say, a size under each particular set of

circumstances, commensurate with human capacity in manage-
ment: at : between rival roads, in order to

insure the continuaunce of an alert and acceli to the
public, assuming that tin nts have
already provided economical carriage bj each competitor; and such
an equalization oi earning capacity between tl

to pi rpi in iti such rivalry in service on an even-handed and whole-

some basis. All of these requisites for a sound consolidation plan,

it should be understood, must of necessity be combined with the

least possible disturbance of existing corporate integrity. The
formation of a better sort of competitive system than we now
enjoy, must in the nature of things probably be voluntary. The
existing physical instrumentalities have been closely coordinated

with the present corporate structure. Both of these circumstances

therefore commend, as the most feasible governmental policy, a

duced although necessarily voluntary trading between
the existing railroad companies through interchange of their

corporate securities.

Should the policy of voluntary consolidation not prevail, after

due encouragement bj governmental authority, it seems clear that

an added incentivi to irnmctit ownership will be afforded. In
otjar words, a failure to seek earnestly the economies of large-

scale and systematic operation must necessarily strengthen the

aims oi those who are cotitenditii; for the entire supersession of

ownership thi .eminent taking. The issue of

Mental \ i rsus private owm
elf upon the attentii ngress

and the people. The principal argument in that it

conduces to economy and efficiency bee.. ration.

All the waste e management, it is alleged, may thus

Nor can it be denied that in c

such economies wen out in the United States during

the period of federal control. But it is equally incontrovertible

that the cessation of competition undi of complete
1 monoply such, for exam aplated

under the pending British

incentives to i y the

i on mounted so phenomenally dui The
instrumentality present; but the vigor and initiative

winch an h rivalry are bound to be

d One of the larger aspects, then, of this pro;

dation plan is that it offers a third choice, in place either of com-
plete^ . nal ownership and operation with its lack of

the economic wastes which are

incident to helter-skelter competition between a

es of more or less imperfectly developed pi

r. One alternative threatens stagnation; the other has

driven our ra 11 of bankruptcy. May not a well-

ordered consolidation program oiler a way out, with

to the ultimate expedient of government ownership from which,
i, there can be no withdrawal?

Outline of 21 Systems

\ total 21 stems has resulted from the : posafe,
i tally in detail. Th.

the trunk line region: two lake I in the
rj region : in the soul :rans-

continenl a ningr

southwest toward the Gulf ports. In addition to these, and coro-
the list, there are three outlying regional groups; in .Vevr

in the southern Michigan peninsula and down the east
Florida toward Cuba, respectively. For these 21 systems

the main stems are portrayed on map 27. The map throw
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the foreground certain primary bases, borne of these, like New
York, Jacksonville, New Orleans, Galveston, San Francisco, and
Si-attic, are located along the seacoast at nodal points, generally

at the corners of the great territorial divisions, trunk line, south-

eastern, western, etc. In the heart of the country there are

actually only two primary strategic bases, Chicago and St. Louis,

although for the southern territory the Ohio River gateways are
in a sense secondary bases. And Toledo, Ohio, and Norfolk, Va.,

are secondary bases for the group of Chesapeake Bay coal roads.
But in the main everything is based, centrally, upon Chicago and
St. Louis as far as the main stems are concerned. Wherever pos-
sible the systems are brought in through their main stems to these
points. But it is proposed also to create detours or alternative belt

lines by which congestion may be avoided at these great centers.

The general practice of basing on Chicago and St. Louis, in

the heart of the country, is exemplified in detail within each great
region upon the map. The five trunk lines from the Atlantic sea-

board split somewhere in their westerly courses, with branches
to each great central base. Similarly the five transcontinental stems
which spread out on the Pacific coast, from north to south, are
drawn togethei to the same dual base on Chicago and St. Louis;
and from the southwest, likewise, the two systems, only second-
arily based on Kansas City and St. Louis, each run also into

Chicago. And of course there is always, at the junction points

where these main stems from every direction cross one another,
the opportunity of free interchange, avoiding the congested
centers entirely. Only from the southeast, for the reasons fully

set forth in the chapter thereon, has it been deemed wise to stop

the systems at the Ohio River and to have them carried into

Chicago and St. Louis over trunk line connections.

The objective of conformity to the statute as respects competi-
tion is sought wherever possible by having each considerable city

all over the United States tapped by at least two railways ; and
all of the great competitive routes, hither and thither, are so

arranged that there is a matching for competitive purposes every-

where. Thus it will be noted that the Santa Fe and the Southern
Pacific-Rock Island each split in western Texas, with one branch
running to the Gulf and another to the dual base on Chicago and
St. Louis. For two of the remaining three western transcon-

tinental lines the same thing happens in an inverse direction.

Both the Union Pacific and the Burlington-Northern Pacific start

out from Chicago (and St. Louis) and split in order to send arms

to Seattle and San Francisco, respectively. The St. Paul-Great

Northern system is the only transcontinental one which is local-

ized in the north. And the possibility of its future entrance into

San Francisco is clearly foreshadowed. But each and every line

lias another road of approximately equal competing strength set

up to match it. Take the southeast as another illustration. Start-

ing from Richmond one notes, going southwest, parallel to the

seacoast, that each of the three systems splits somewhere in

the < arolinas, with a southerly arm to Savannah and a northerly

one to Atlanta. Or, from the Ohio River gateways, three roads

enter from the north, the Southern Railway at Cincinnati, the

Louisville & Nashville at Evansville, and the Illinois Central at

Cairo. All three alike split into two arms, one of which goes

to New Oreans and the other easterly to Savannah or Jackson-

ville, via either Atlanta or Birmingham. Or, turning to the

Southwestern-Gulf region, one finds two systems which really

spring from Kansas City and St. Louis as bases matched against

each other. They each, to be sure, run up to Lake Michigan.

but their Chicago operating divisions are mere bridges. The real

originating stems lie southwest of the Missouri River gateways',

and each of the two systems reaches San Antonio, Galveston, and

New Orleans, albeit by routes which for each particular city are

more or less indirect.

The foregoing description of competitive routes, matched in

pairs, does not, of course, preclude the possibility of competition

between a larger number of roads than two. At most nodal

points. Eoi example, it will be found that from three to five are

as likely to compete as two. Thus at Seattle, San Francisco,

Savannah, Atlanta, or the twin cities, one discovers three

in competition. \t Galveston Eour systems enter. New Orleans

has three systems from the southeast and four from west of the

Mississippi." Kansas City will be touched by at least four of the

transcontinental lines, with the two Southwestern-Gulf systems

in addition. In short, as a city rises in the scale from third to

second or first place, as a strategic outer, the number of systems

which independently seek to provide competition increases.

The principle that earning capacity in terms of valuation con-

stituted the ultimate test of the feasibility of any proposed group-

ing of railroads, in contradistinction to any attempt to bring

about an absolute equalization in size among these projective

competitive units, was avowedly adopted at the outset. Yet the

relative magnitude of the different systems proposed is not

entirely immaterial. An attempt has been made in the grand

summary (exhibit 8) to bring out the facts in this regard. Size,

relatively, is shown in two respects. One measures the volume

of business by the revenue ton-miles. The other finds expression

in the mileage operated. In other words, the revenue ton-miles

exhibit the density of traffic rather than the extent of the systems

on the map. Each of these two tests of magnitude is significant

for its own particular purpose. The range of mileage is con-

siderable. Excluding the Florida East Coast, which of course

is not a system, the smallest of the proposed groups is the

Chesapeake & Ohio, with a mileage of 2,761. This is not much

exceeded by either the Norfolk & Western-Virginian, the Michi-

gan peninsula system, or the Seaboard Air Line. These four

constitute a group apart in size from the rest. For all of the

others run above 5,000 miles of operating length ; and nine of

them exceed 10,000 miles of line. The contrast between the west-

ern transcontinental systems in this respect and most of the others

is notable. Four at least of these western roads are approxi-

mately 20,000 or more miles long, as operated. The only ap-

proach to this geographical scope is found in the Atlantic Coast

Line-Louisville & Nashville system with 14,170 miles of lines, and

in the two Southwestern-Cult systems with 12,000 and 13,000

miles, respectively.

Earning Capacity the Basis

Turning now to the second index of size, namely, revenue ton-

miles, the same wide variation appears as in the matter of miles

oi line. But here, with the emergence of the density factor, the

differences regionally contrast sharply in another way. Thus the

proposed Pennsylvania system with 47,871,000 revenue ton-miles

is nearly twice as large as either the proposed Burlington or

Union Pacific systems, judging by the returns for 1917. The

Lackawanna-Nickel Plate is as much smaller than its great neigh-

bors, measured by revenue ton-miles, as the Santa Fe system is

smaller than the other western transcontinental roads. Likewise.

in the southeastern region the volume of business, in view of the

mileage operated, is surprisingly light. It is clear that the pro-

posed systems are as diverse in this respect of revenue ton-miles

as they have appeared to be in miles of line operated.

The really significant feature of the exhibits respecting size,

however, and one which has been kept in mind throughout the

evolution of this plan, is the fact that the load thrown upon any

single system for administrative purposes is kept well below the

existing standards. The attainment of the Pennsylvania in 1917

to 47,871,000 revenue ton-miles, followed next in order by the

New York Central standing at 38.477,000 revenue ton-miles, is

not elsewhere approached by any of the other proposed systems.

And these two great groups, above named, represent in this plan

not additions to the existing corporate business handled, but at

least in the case of the New York Central, a substantial subtrac-

tion therefrom. The only proposed systems which approach within

hailing distance of either the New York Central or the Pennsyl-

vania in volume of business are the Baltimore & Ohio-Reading,

the Erie-Lehigh Valley-Wabash, the Burlington, and the Union

Pacific systems. In fine, if it lie within the bounds of human

capacity to operate the Pennsylvania and the New York Central

systems as at present constituted, there is no reason to suppose that

these newly suggested systems are too big to be properly managed.

This consideration is indeed a very vital one.

Another reason for limitation upon the size and scope of these

proposed systems operates in the interest of the local stations

along the line. It is submitted that more and more do the little

local communities along the lines of these primary railroads need

encouragement and support in face of the commercial and in-

dustrial rivalry of the great centers of population. The cities

of the intermediate class, Des Moines, Iowa, for example, can not

expect all of the rivalry which would arise between carriers at a

primary center like Kansas City or St. Louis. But the chances

for development attendant upon first-class main-line service will

be considerably increased if there are, for example, three or four

competing trunk lines of large systems across the state of Iowa,

rather than a smaller number. It is also true that each main

{Continued on Page 633)



Missouri Pacific; Rebuilds Station in Record Time

r^J^JJ**' Passenger Terminal at Little Rock, Ark., Completed
Within Short Period After Being Burned

By E. A. Hadley
Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific

iiiiigmu !2, in

Mill (Hi
|

ON the night of April 6, 1920, the passenger station of
the Missouri Pacific at Little Rock, Ark., was almost
totally destroyed by tire. The building which was

burned was constructed in 1908 and 1909 and placed in

operation in the latter year. It was a brick structure erected

on substantial concrete foundations and concrete piers which
were carried to a depth of some 20 ft. below the level of the
tracks to rock and consequently were not seriously damaged
by the fire. The waiting room and office floors of the build-
ing, which was a two-story structure with an attic, were car-
ried on cast-iron columns with a frame-work of steel I-beams
with timber floor joists and wooden floor construction on top
of which, for the waiting room floor, was laid a tile surface.

The lire, which started in the closed attic, apparently had
been smoldering for some time before it was discovered and
as soon as outside air was admitted to this attic b) the open-
ing of a door, the hot air mixture ( aus d an I \plosion which
blew out the windows in the attii and i reated a draft which
caused the lire to spread rapidly throughout the wooden roof
frame-work supporting the clay tile roofing. It was impos-
sible for the fire department, upon its arrival, to get water
onto the flames effectively with the result that practically the
entire superstructure of the building was consumed or col-

lapsed into the basement in a tangled mass of twisted I

beams, bricks, plaster and other incombustible materials,
leaving only a small part of the exterior walls, including tin

tower, standing after the tire was under control.
Little Rock is one of the most important point- on the Mis-

souri Pacific system and a large passenger, express and mail
business is handled through this point. It i- also the location
of the district offices of the Southern disti

so that it was imperative that immediate steps I..- til

establish facilities for the continuous handling of Kn-
it so happened that, at the tun, th( liiv broke out, the presi-
dent, accompanied by the vice president in chargi
tion, the general manager, the chief
cers were on an inspection trip of the Southern district within
90 miles of Little Rock, and their train was run special
to Little Rock, arriving there while the lire was at it- height.

Sufficient authority was avail ground to author
ize temporary as well as permanent facilities to replace those
being destroyed. While the tire was still burning, extra labor
gangs and bridge .gangs from four operating divisions were

being brought into Little Rock by special trains and material
was being hauled from the company's store yards across the
Arkansas river at North Little Rock. Plans were perfected
immediately for temporary arrangements tor sheltering bag-
gage, express and mail and for taking care of passengers on
the, "midway'' over the tracks, which was not burned; with

nstruction of a ticket office and temporal)
facilities were in use continuous!) without change or addi-
tion, trom the day following the tire until the various parts
of the new passenger station were made ready to accommodate
portions of the business. Temporary quarters in adjacent
hotel buildings and secured for various offices and
on the morning after the tire all of the passengers were
cared for by temporary arrangements without a single acci-
dent or lo.-s or damage to the property of any passenger and
with no train delayed more than live minutes.
The growth oi express and mail business at Little Rock

had reached a point where the facilities in the station which
was burned were inadequate and consideration was
given to the construi : additional building to

outh of the passenger station tor the handling of this

- and which would havi a Second-Story for additional
office space required for handling the railroad com:
business. It was therefore decided immediately that in re-

constructing the building it should be extended
cient length to accommodate the increasing busini
would be constructed three stories in height, eliminating the
attic and having the third floor available for additional
-pace; also to extend the waiting room portion of the
ill- to provide larger waiting rooms and a more comm
dining room and kit! hen to accommodate the increasin

b a flic.

With the-e objects in view and before the ruins had
and the debris was cleared away, which work v.

company forces, arrangements were made with
Link & Trueblood, architects. St I :

- Mo., who had de-
the Structure which was burned and had in their pos-
plans showing the spacing of foundations for col-

umns,
i

tin' design for a reinfora frame-work to be erected
inside of the original walls of the building and also to pre-

exterior design for the building, retaining such por-
tion- ^i the existing walls as were in s.r> , mdiu' m and «uch

617
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portions of the tower as remained in place. This tower had

become a landmark in the city. Other than the design of the

interior reinforced concrete frame-work and the design for

terior of the building, all other features in connection

with the architectural work of the designing and construc-

tion of the building have been handled in the engineering

department of the railroad under the direct supervision of

E. M. Tucker, an hitect.

On April 12, 1920, or within five days after the fire, con-

tract was awarded to James Stewart &; Co., Inc., on a cosl

plus basis for the erection of the new building which is of

fire-proof construction, finished with the same kind of light-

faced brick and Bedford stone which was used in the old

building for the purpose of harmonizing with those parts of

uary 1 of this year, it has seemed advisable to complete the

interior work before turning the waiting rooms over to the

public, which was done on August 1, at which time the dining

room facilities were also placed in operation.

In making the rapid progress which has characterized this

work under adverse market conditions, advantage had to be

taken of every opportunity for securing material and labor

and to co-ordinate the operations of the several departments

of the railroad and the contractor's organization. This was
all the more necessary because complete plans and specifica-

tions for the work could not be prepared in advance of start-

ing construction but were, of necessity, prepared as the work
progressed, and kept just ahead of the contractors' construc-

tion. The final plans were completed just ahead of the com-

Truckfnq Platform

Express Room

Edge ofplatform.

i; ;;«

—

a—*—
yr-Reto/ning i/Vall.

The Waiting Room and Track Level Floor Plans of Station as Rebuilt

the structure which remained standing. On March 1, 1921,
eleven months after the date of the fire, the mail room in

the new station was turned over to the post office depart-

ment and on March 15, the entire express room was turned

over to tlu i spri ss company for its use. On April 1, one of

the offices in the third-story of the new structure was occu-
pied by the land commissioner as the lease on his former
quarters in an uptown office building expired on that date.

All of the district and division officers located at Little Rock
occupied their permanent offices on the second floor on June 1.

The temporary quarters in which passengers were handled
subsequent to the fire proved so satisfactory that while it was
possible to have occupied the new waiting room on Jan-

pletion of the entire structure. The cost of the construction,

including additions to the building and all equipment was
about $f,000,000.

1 he work of construction has been in charge of J. A.

l.uhmcr, principal assistant engineer, reporting direct to the

office of the chief engineer.

A Special Train carrying 250 men en route to the oil fields in

California, where a strike has been in progress, was surrounded

near Pendleton Junction, Cal., by several thousand men, who
caused the train crew to return to Bakersfield, Cal., where the

train was re-routed by way of San Francisco.



Pennsylvania Declines to Appear Before Labor Board
Carrier's Refusal to Attend Hearings Result of Restrictions on

Evidence to Be Presented

The Pennsylvania Railroad notified the Railroad

Labor Board on September 26 of its refusal to par-

ticipate in further oral hearings which the Board had

granted in compliance with thai carrier's request. The
carrier's refusal was based on the Hoard's action in restrict-

ing the testimony which the carrier might present "to mat

ters over which the company maintain- the Board h

jurisdiction." Instead, a statement of the carrier's position

signed by Samuel Rea, president, was submitted to the Board
on that date. This statement contends:

(1) That the Hoard has refused to grant a hearing at

which which the company proposed to give concrete evi-

dence of the fact that the great majority of its employees

are satisfied with the manner of selecting employee repre-

sentatives and with the rules and working conditions now
in effect.

(2) That the Board, on the contrary, has restricted to-

morrow's hearing to matters over which the company main-
tains the Board has no jurisdiction and has declined to hear

any other evidence.

(3) That the real issue in this case is the fundamental

right of employer and employees to deal directly with each

other.

(4) That the company docs not question the jurisdiction

of the Board to hear and decide- such disputes as fall within

the purview of the Transportation Act. It does, however.

deny the right of the Hoard to invade tin domain of man-
agement.

The progress of the c out

i

ovei-\ between the Pennsylvania

and the Railway Employees' Department of the Ami
Federation of Labor, and the Brotherh ! oi Steamship
Clerks, freight Handlers and Station I mployees, ha

described in the lidihciiv .lev of |ulv 1<> (page LIS), August
(i (page 257), August 13 (page 297 I, August 20 (pagi

August 27 (page- 399), September 10 (pagi 193), and Sep

tember 24 (page 579).

After quoting Section- 5 and 6 of the l ia's ap
plication (described in full in the Railway Age of August

27, page 399) to sel aside the Board's first ruling in this

controversy; sections in which arc outlined the number of

employees with whom new agreements have been negotiated

and the satisfaction with which these agreements and the

method of negotiation have been hailed by th<' employees
involved, the carrier says in part:

"In its application (to set aside the- de< ision of the Hoard

)

it was the earnest hope of the carrier that the Hoard would
take cognizance of the new and changed conditions set forth

in the application, and by its co operation, counsel and advice
would assist the carrier in its announced policy of endeavor-
ing to re-establish with its employees a contented and har-
monious relation-hip, ha.-ed upon honest, I ent and
economical railroad operation, which can be -cured only In-

close and unrestricted co-operation bj and between the man
agement and its own employees."

Mr. Rea's statement then calls attention to that portion of
the Board's order which restricts the testimony which the
Pennsylvania could present to:

(1) The question as to what employees, if any, ool in

the actual and active service' of the carrier, such as men laid

off, furloughed or absent upon leave, shall be permitted to

vote in the election of representatives to negotiate agreements
on rules and working conditions

(2) The question of how the representative capacity of

unorganizei

(3) The carrii ermitted to offer such evidence,
as it may si i adoption or ratification of its shop
i rafl rules b) the repn

lected by a majority of the employees of that class.

The statement, which is couched in legal phraseology,
continues in substance:

"It is clear that Paragraph- 1 and 2 pre-suppose that
the election prescribed bj the Hoard in Decision N'o. 218,
with all of its objectionable form- and conditions, will l>e

held. The carrier in Section 4 of its application to vacate
this decision denied the power of the Hoard to pi

an election, or any other method, by which the- carrier may
desire to ascertain who .are the authorized representat
it.- employees; and the carrier hereby reaffirm- it.- denial of
any such power or authority in the Board. Therefore, it can
not acknowledge the jurisdiction of the Board by thi

mission Of any testimony relative to the- Subject matter of
Paragraphs 1 and 2."

As to Paragraph 3, the carrier call- the attention of the
Board to Section 5 of its application to vacate Dei ision No.
118, and particularly to the averment that contracts respect-
ing working rules and condition- have been

i nti

tween the carrier and the representatives of approximately
150,000 of its employees. The carrier again denies the right
or the- pow.r of the Board to set aside these contracts without
.i hearing upon the justne s and reasonableness thei

It i- apparent that in this paragraph also the- Hoard has in

mind the- eli ctioi
I by it with a ballot I

d thereon the appellation- "System Federation V
Railway Employees' Department of the A. 1 of L." and
" Vnn ii. an 1 ed< ration of Railroad Workers
avowedl) in with the established method oi I

ballot among the railway labor organi/a;

Therefore, the carrier does not desire to otter an) evii

on the -uiijce t matte i-aph 3, which re]

procedure and whii h is do! within the jurisdii

The- carrier reminds the Hoard that in its application it

a-keel the Hoard to find, in pursuance of the Tl
Act, (.ii that the carrier has the lawful right to establish
rule- and working condition- in the I . either with
or without t'ir-t holding i with its employees; and
(b) that the contract respecting rules and working
tions heretofore entered into by the carrier and its

employees are now in full force and effect without any
further action on the part of the carrier and its empli
The Hoard ha- refused to granl a hearing and to mak
a finding, anil has j u ,,]

| to near t!,.

rier upi of law and fact presented in i:

plication. It follows, therefore, that there is nothing
the carrier to present in the way of oral evidence.

["he carrier notes that it is referred by the B
n 224 in which the Hoard an If the right

to ignore the decisions of the Supreme Court of the I

Stat.- determining the respective rights of employers
employees, ami decides that •hitherto unquest
riudit-" must give way to the Hoard's views of what
fair and reasonable a- between the parties and the public.

1 lie . airier cannot accept thi -

and even startling though they may be. and if

their logical conclusion revolutionary in effect. It does not
believe that the Transportation Act has deprived, or
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intended by Congress to deprive, either employers or em-

ployees of their constitutional and legal rights as established

by the Supreme Court and other courts of the United States.

The carrier states finally that it has not denied and is now
not denying the jurisdiction of the Labor Board to hear and

decide such disputes as fall within the purview of the Trans-

portation Act, but it denies the right of the Board to invade

the domain of management and to assert jurisdiction over

grievances of whatsoever kind and character in connection

with the employment, the discipline and the discharge of its

employees.

The carrier also asserts and will exercise its right to deal

with its own employees without the intervention of individuals

or organizations whose manifest object is the denial of the

fundamental right of employer and employees to deal in the

first instance directly with each other respecting wages and
working conditions in which they alone are directly interested.

General Atterbury Suggests Further Wage Reductions

Another development of significance during the past week
was indicated in remarks of General W. W. Atterbury, vice-

president in charge of operation of the Pennsylvania, who,

in addressing the Mutual Benefit Association of the road at

Philadelphia, predicted a reduction in wages for the com-

pany's employees, with the alternative of either government

centrol or a receivership.

"Railroad rates must come down, but wages also must be

cut in order to do this," Mr. Atterbury said.

He declared earnings of the Pennsylvania today do not

meet expenses. "There faces us either a reduction in wages
or a receivership or government ownership," he said. "It is

not possible that you want to put yourselves on a par with

letter carriers, clerks and other government employees, or

army men, all of whom are notoriously underpaid, judged by
your standards.

"There is only one solution to present problems in the

United States and that is liquidation. The farmers and
industries say they have liquidated. The outstanding fea-

tures, coal and transportation, have not been materially

touched. But both, curiously enough, have been touched with

the damning effect of government control.

"The farmers are united and the industries are united.

They say to us: 'Rates must come down, and if you don't

bring them down we'll bring them down for you.' One of the

ideas in their minds is group control in Congress.

"What does reduction in rates mean to us? What we are

earning today is insufficient to meet fixed expenses, and im-
provements are made at the sacrifice of property.

'It is true there is not much left but a further reduction

in wages, and it isn't pleasant to hear or to contemplate; but
there faces us either the reduction or government ownership
or receivership."

Brotherhoods Count Strike Ballots

General chairmen and offices of the Brotherhood of Rail-
way Trainmen are assembled in Chicago to count that

organization's strike ballots. The first of these ballots

opened were in favor of a strike. That the final result will

show the trainmen solidly supporting a walkout is the opinion
of the union leaders.

General chairmen representing the members of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Order of Railway
Conductors, Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and En-
ginemen and the Switchmen's Union of North America are
scheduled to meet in Chicago on October .->. Counting of the
strike votes of these organizations will start at that time.

WHEN One Travels in America and follows with a voyage in

France he lias somewhat the impression that after tasting the
refinements of civilization he has returned to life among the
Kaffirs.

—

Stephane Lausanne in I.,' Matin (Paris).

Committee of Security Owners'
Association Discusses Consolidations

The committee on Public Relations of the National

Association of Owners of Railroad Securities has ad-

dressed to the members of the association the following

letter regarding the Interstate Commerce Commission's ten-

tative plan for railroad consolidations:

"A plan for the consolidation of the railroads of the coun-

try into 20 large railroad systems, prepared at the instance

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has recently been

made public. The commission has not as yet endorsed this

or any particular plan, but has announced that public hear-

ings will be held thereon.

"The Transportation Act of 1920 ( Esch-Cummins Act)

directs the commission to formulate a plan for the consoli-

dation of the railroads of the country into no less than 20

or more than 35 large systems. While the plan finally

adopted by the commission cannot, under present laws, be-

come effective without the assent of the security owners of

the railroads, nevertheless all future consolidations of any

railroads by whomsover suggested or desired are required

by the act to conform to whatever countrywide plan the

commission now decides upon. It will be seen how vitally

important it is that the basis for consolidations established

by the commission shall be fundamentally sound, from the

physical, traffic, operating and financial standpoints. The
commission is directed to hold public hearings in respect to

the plans proposed.

"One of the requirements of the act is that all consolida-

tions shall be based on the valuation of the properties of

the respective carriers, as determined by the commission, in

that the amount of the securities to be issued by each new
consolidated company shall not be greater than the aggre-

gate ascertained value of the properties of the constituent

railroads.

"This association, in recognition of the importance—both

as to the valuation to be placed on the properties and the

conditions under which consolidations coming within the

meaning of the act are to be attempted—appointed a board

of economics and engineering, of which you have been pre-

viously advised, to make an exhaustive study of this among
other problems.

"The proposed large consolidations will have far-reaching

effect upon all railroad securities, as well as on the ability

of the carriers when consolidated to render an adequate and
efficient public service. If there is a time when those who
own the securities of railroads should prepare to meet the

questions now presented, it is when their assent is essential

to effect so complete a change as is contemplated in the re-

lation of their securities to the properties that issued them,

and which may adversely affect their value.

"It is self-evident that an impartial analysis of any plan

of consolidation or of the questions to be considered in

reaching conclusions in respect to consolidations, under the

terms of the act, can best be attained through an agency

representing, in its broadest aspect, all classes of securities

issued by all carriers rather than by any particular railroad.

Such an agency is presented in the board of economics and
engineering appointed by this association. To further ex-

tend the effectiveness of its work the board has been clothed

with full power of independent action. Its members, in

addition to their recognized qualifications for this work,

were impressed with the fact that the first consideration

should be the public interest, as no plan of consolidation

can be effective that is not founded principally .on an effi-

cient transportation public service economically adminis-

tered.

"The board is engaged in an exhaustive study of the sub-

ject, with a view to analyzing the plan of consolidation now
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before the commission, above referred to; such other plans

as may be proposed either to or by the commission, and to

endeavor to work out or see if there can be worked out, in

the public interest, a plan from which may be obtained the

results expected to be secured under the requirements of the

Transportation Act.

"This association, before the committees of Congress and
elsewhere, has given expression to the many difficulties, prac-

tical and legal, surrounding the questions involved in these

consolidations. During the progress of the legislation lead-

ing to the Transportation Act, the association contended that

consolidations should be made permissive and not compul-

sory. The act does not attempt to enforce them.

"In pursuance of this work by the board, the cooperation

of the executives of the railroads of the country has been

asked, both in the supplying of data accessary to a compre-

hensive study of the subject and in the way of any su

tions in respect thereto. It has been made plain that such

study and suggestions as the board may make will »

able to any railroad they affect, and that before ai I

taken by the board, its conclusions or suggestions will first

be submitted to the railroads concerned.

"It is not proposed to unduly hasten so important a work.

Public hearings before the commission on plans of consoli-

dations that arc not based on the intensive study that is es-

sential to insure their practicability and effectiveness will

prove disturbing in an already disturbed railroad situation.

The undersigned committee therefore hopes that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission before acting in the premises

will afford full opportunity for the careful and extensive

investigation which the board of economies and engineering

has undertaken."

Additional Sales of

Equipment Trust Certificates
Washington, D. C.

Tin DIRECTOU GENERAL of railroads announced on Sep-

tember 22 that he had, with th of the Presi-

dent, confirmed additional sales of railroad equipment
trust certificates in the aggregate amount of $30,298,500.

These sales, as well as those previously announced, were

made through Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing director of the

War Finance Corporation. Total sabs of railroad equip-

ment securities announced by the director general to that

date aggregated $6.1,482,600, but additional sales have since

been made without announcement.

As in previous sales, these securities, which bear interest

at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, were sold at par and
accrued interest. Subject to minor adjustment, the detail of

the sales is as follows :

To Messrs. White, Weld & Co.. and Blair & Co., the last

eight maturities of the following issues and in the following

amounts:

Ail. mil.- i onsl l int and Loui c illc 8
GeorRia Railroad $631,200

\rv \ rk I
. mini :.

Mi. in. mm c
. ntral

.i ?.

Delaware 8 Hud or
lllinnis Central 5,

Cincinnati, New Orleans & TYx.is Pacific 510, -100

Total $.'3,783,200

To Hornblower cS; Weeks the last eight maturities of the

following issue:

Richmond, Fredericksburg 8 Potomac

To I.. F. Rothschild & Co., the last eight maturities of the

following issue:

Buffalo, Rochestei 8 Pitl burgh $534,400

To Freeman & Co.. the last eight maturities of the follow

ing issues and in the following amounts:

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh $534,400
Kansas City Terminal 100,000
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis 182,400

Total $816,800

To White, Weld & Co., the 1928 and 1929 maturities of

the following:

Pittsburgh & Lake Krie $77,600

To White, Weld & Co., the last eight maturities of the fol-

low ing issue:

.S: St. Louis $692,000

To Salomon Brothers & Hutzler, the first six maturities
lie.

i is, January IS, 1922, to January 15, 1927, both in-

clusive, of the following issues:

$1
. tnta Ft

:.

Total $3,869,700

The sale oi b mber 20, includ-

ing issues of Atchison, Topeka & Santa F . \\ •

1

[i Bui lington >v Q
and Pittsburgh & Lake 1 represents parts of the fu

maturities that is, January 15. 1922, to January 15, 1927,

both inclusive -and to White, Weld & Co.
Including these sales and the one to Salomon Brol

Hutzler announced above, the director general has sold the

entire amounts held by him of the equipment trust issues of

the Central of New Jersey, Atchison, C ta Fe,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and Pittsburgh & Laki

In addition a banking syndicate has offered publicly - '

154,000 of Pennsylvania equipment trusts, the sale of which
was not announced in Wa.-hington.

The unexpected degi experienced by the W -

Finance Corporation in disposing of equipment tru-t certifi-

cates held by the Railroad Administration, of which over

$94,000,000 have now been sold, is not influencing the ad-
ministration to relax its efforts to put through Congn
so-called railroad "funding" bill, which would authorize the

War Finance Corporation to purchase itself railroad

ties held by or to be acquired by the Railroad Administra-
tion. The bill has already be I by the- (

sional recess since its passage by the House

on reconvening last week, showed a disposition to give its

attention first to the taxation bill and the treaties before
i onsidering the railroad bill.

The President, hi made it known that he in-

tends to urge speedy action on the- bill, and while ther

considerable element of opposition to the bill in the S

the influence of the adm is counted on to insure

its passage. The opposition is not confined to Demi
senators, but includes some Republicans, who are inclined

to be afraid of the bill either because they consider it in the

nature of some kind of charity to the rail; use of

fear that it will be so regarded by a large proportion of the

public- that does not understand it.

Chairman Cummins of the Senate Committee on I

-i..te ('Miiimer..- has announced his intention of pressing the

bill as soon as the Senate has disposed of the pendil

bill and treaties. The Senator objects very strenuous

pular characterization of the bill a- " bill,

saying that the funding of th.- rail-

Railroad Administration was provided for in the !

portation Act and that the funding question is no ].

issue. The sole purpose of the bill

ment to i sh on the railroad securities which have
been and are to be given as evidence of the raili

edness so that the funds with which to pay the admitted

indebtedness of the government to the railroads may be placed

at the disposal of the Railroad Administration without an ap-

propriation. The Senator believes that a ere at deal

try prejudice against the legislation
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l,v tin a b mi whii h e m to bring the funding ques-

tion in ie al this time.

If the War l in: I orporation wen authorized, as the

hill propc i to purchase these securities from the Railroad

Administration at par, it would provide the Railroad Ad-

a with i ash al oni e and it would merely carry the

ecuritii itself until it could market them in the way it is

in,?, marketing the equipment trust certificates as the agent

of the Railroad Administration. Senator Cummin

the opinion thai if the War Finance Corporation continues

to be successful in its sale of the equipment securities it

probably would not be necessary for it to use the full author-

ity proposed to be conferred by the bill, which would allow

it to purchase not exceeding $500,000,000 of the railroad

securities. If the entire $300,000,000 of equipment trusts

should be sold only approximately $100,000,000 might be

needed by the Railroad Administration, which still has some

funds on hand.

Following Senator Cummins' return, conferences were

held among the Republican senators for the purpose of mak-

ing plans for the consideration of the railroad bill and there

was some discussion as to the advisability of reducing the

amount of the authorization to the War Finance Corpora-

tion in view of the sale of the certificates. Senator Cum-

mins planned to confer with Director General Davis of the

Railroad Administration for the purpose of getting the latest

figures of the situation.

Unemployment Conference
Washington, D. C.

The unemployment conference called by President

Harding to inquire into the volume and distribution

of unemployment and to consider measures that would

tend to recovery of business convened at Washington on

September 26. After listening to addresses by the President

and by Secretary Hoover of the Department "of Commerce,

the conference organized by appointing nine sub-committees

on various phases of the subject: Unemployment statistics;

employment agencies and registration; emergency state and

municipal measures and public works; emergency measures

by manufacturers; emergency measures in transportation;

emergency measures in construction; emergency measures in

mining; emergency measures in shipping, and public hear-

ings. Following the appointment of the committees, the

conference itself adjourned to October 5, by which time the

specialized committees are expected to report.

the committee on emergency measures in transportation

consists of W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen; Edgar E. Clark, for-

merly chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission;

C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central; Charles

P. Neill, manager of the Bureau of Information of the

Southeastern Railways; Julius H. Parmelee, director of the

Bureau of Railway Economics; Raymond A. Pearson, presi-

dent, Iowa State College of Agriculture; D. R. Dewey, pro-

fessor of economies at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, and Clyde L. King, professor of political science at

the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Neill was appointed

executive secretary and Mr. Clark was elected chairman oi

the committee.

The conference consists of 51 members, principally men
of experience in the industries where there is the largest

degree of unemployment. In addition to the list as made
public last week, some additional names of those whose ac-

ceptances were received later have been added, including

A. L. Humphrey, president of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company. Other industries which are involved in the rail-

road problem because the railroads are ordinarily large pur-

chasers of their products are represented by several execu-

tives of steel, lumber and coal companies. Mr. Humphrey

was appointed a member of the committee on emergency

measures by manufacturers, which also includes James A.

Campbell, president of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Com-

pany, and Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the Bethlehem

Steel Company. C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois

Central, was also appointed a member of the committee on

unemployment statistics.

The various committees at once went into executive ses-

sions and were also expected to take part later in a series

of public hearings. The initial efforts of the conference are

being directed to meeting the emergency needs of the unem-

ployment situation. Simultaneously with this an exhaustive

study will be made to bring out the exact facts concerning

unemployment. Estimates of the number of unemployed vary

from 3,000,000 to 5,500,000 and it is felt that reliable data

as to the extent of the agricultural distribution and industrial

distribution is imperative before relief measures can be put

into effect. Each committee is particularly equipped to

handle the subject assigned to it and is small enough to

operate with speed. Each of the committees will originate,

study and recommend practical measures for meeting the

emergency. After the emergency measures and the collection

of statistics are completed, the conference will be re-grouped

into committees whose function will be to recommend per-

manent measures by which unemployment can be held at a

minimum.
Public hearings were to be held every day for the first

week, while the work of the specialized committees is pro-

gressing. The first public hearing was held on Tuesday
morning on the statistics of unemployment. This was to be

followed by hearings on Wednesday on public employment
service, on Thursday on public works, and on Friday on

civic relief agencies. The hearing on transportation was ex-

pected to be held early next week. Secretary Hoover of the

Department of Commerce and Secretary Davis of the De-
partment of Labor are ex-efficio members of all the com-

mittees.

In his address to the conference, President Harding called

attention to the fact that the conference was called to con-

sider a condition which is in no wise peculiar to the United

States and that the industrial depression is a war inheritance

throughout the world. He said he would have little enthu-

siasm for any proposed relief which seeks either palliation

or tonic from the public treasury; that the excess of stimula-

tion from that source is to be reckoned a source of trouble

rather than a source of cure.

Secretary Hoover, in his opening address, said there can

be no question that we are on the upgrade, but economic

progress cannot under any expectation come with sufficient

rapidity to prevent much unemployment during the forth-

coming winter. It is the duty of the conference to find def-

inite and organized remedy for this emergency and he hoped
also that it might be able to outline for public consideration

such plans as will in the long view tend to mitigate its recur-

rence. The remedies for these matters, he said, must in the

largest degree lie outside of the range of legislation and the

administration has felt that a large degree of solution could

be expected through the mobilization of the co-operative ac-

tion of manufacturers and employees of public bodies and
local authorities.

While none of the committees has reported as yet, it is

understood that the transportation committee, among other

things, has given consideration to the improvement that

might result from the expedition of the settlement of the

accounts between the railroads and the Railroad Adminis-
tration, which would give the railroads additional credit

and funds with which to prosecute maintenance work and
that the same subject was also discussed by the committee of

manufacturers. This committee also has discussed the ques-

tion of reductions of railroad rates and wages.



Expressing Railway Grading Costs by Trend Curves

Texas and Louisiana Engineers Favor Practice Similar to

That of New England Roads

By Leslie A. von Rosenberg

Fort Worth, Tex.

In
the Railway Age of ajnuary 14, then- appeared an arti-

cle under the title "Analysis of Railroad < trading Develops

Trend Curves," describing the method developed by the

New England carriers for fixing the cost of grading when
establishing a basis for government valuation. 1 bis article

showed eight railroads to have adopted a system of weighed

West Texas.

h/e/g/?fet//fi'er<3ge Pr/'ces.

Chart of Trend Curves for Western Texas

averages and graphical analyses of unit costs as the solution

of a somewhat intricate problem. This system of valuation

was also employed by the Texas, also Oklahoma and Arkan-

sas and Louisiana engineers, and in the belief that the de-

scription of such a system may well be supplemented by an

account of its application in a different type of country, the

following information is furnished regarding the work in

Texas.

In analyzing the Texas situation studies were made of the

grading done from a date as early as 1872 to 1918. In this

period, as might be expected, many separate jobs, well dis-

tributed over the state, were undertaken. The sketch map,
showing as it does the exact la ation of each project included

in the computations, gives an idea of the extent of this work
and its distribution, both for the entire period and for any

one year, each job shown on the map being numbered to

correspond with the number- in the table and having its

extent represented by a line,

A table was made in which the several jobs entering into

the work were grouped according to the year in which they

were undertaken. In this table, a portion of which
tutes one of the illustrations, were recorded among other

things, the name of the road, the location of the work and

the index number of each individual job. In preparing the

data for the various trend curves, the total amount of earth.

loose rock and solid rock work was determined for each job

and, for the purposes of uniformity, the coots of these items

11 reduced to the 'One-Way'' basis of pay (that is

one prii e from cut to till) and a free haul of 500 ft. With
tdjustment consisted of determining

the pri a haul for each job and if greater or

less than thi 500 ft., to increasi or decrease the

total cost as the case might be by such an amount as would

give the probable cost of the work if it had been done with

500 ft. prescribed as the limit of free haul.

I he method of arriving at these costs was as follows: It

was primarily assumed th it all material in the work was

distributed uniformly within the limits of haul prescribed in

the contract. If then the limit of haul for a certain job

was 1,000 ft, it was assumed that the material hauled

id the established 500 ft. limit would constitute one-

half the total yardage in the job. Furthermore, being equally

distributed over a distance of 500 ft., the average distance

over which all the material in this sectiai • is hauled beyond

East Texas.

Weighted Avenge Wees
Dy/ears.

lyJ-TearPeriods

Chart of Trend Curves for Eastern Texas

the standard S00 it. would be 250 ft. This 250 ft. i<

sidered as overhaul and by referring to the following table,

it is found that the contract price of the work dot

haul basis of 1,000 ft. should be reduced by T :
cents per

yard to give the
|

5l of the work on the b

500 ft. The table is that used by the Western Valuation

Group Cost Data committee.

add to base

If free haul limit of contract pr:. e

II ag adjusted all the costs to a uniform
:

average unit prii e fi

623
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A typical calculation will show how this work is done. Re-
ferring to the larger table shown it will be seen that three

jobs are listed for the year 1905, the work in all three cases

being earth excavation. . The weighed average of the unit

price on this work is determined as follows:

Quantity
Job Cu. Yd. Price Amount
33 45,647 $0.18(1 $8,160.56
34 66,069 0.201 13,729.87

125 1,115,969 0.140- 156,235.66

1,227,685 $178,126.09

Dividing $178,126.09 by 1,227,685 gives $0,145 which is

the weighed average price for the year 1905. The relation of

this average price to the several unit prices may be seen

readily by comparing it with the recorded prices for each

job. In the example in question, it will be seen that the

weighed average price for 1905 is but slightly different than

the contract price for job No. 125, owing to the fact that

this work was much larger than the other two undertaken

that year. For the same reason, the value is much different

than the average contract price for the year, the latter value

being $0.1736.

These weighed average values for the several years when
plotted in a graph form give curves represented by the light

dotted lines in the charts in which the black dots represent

the years in which a weighed average value could be deter-

mined. Owing to the fact that prices for grading in west

Texas were somewhat lower than for east Texas (probably

due to the price of labor), a separate analysis was made for

ejch part, hence the two sets of charts.

The second broken line on the graphs shows weighed aver-

age prices determined for a five-year period. These values

were obtained by finding the weighed average price for each

successive five years in a manner similar to that of deter-

mining the weighed average price for any one year, the

price found being recorded as the price for the third year of

the five years in question. For example, the five-year period

price for 1905 is obtained bv finding the weighted average

price of the work done in 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906 and 1907,

as follows:
Quantity

Year Cu. Yd. Price Amrant
1903 560,210 $0,181 $101,657.01
1904 2,447,697 O.150 367,154.55
1905 1,227,685 0.145 177.676.09
1906 50.597 0.185 9.382.99
1907 218.941 0.181 40,249.38

4,505,130 $696,120.02

Dividing $696,120.02 by 4,505,130 gives $0.1545 or

$0,155 as the average price per cubic yard for these years.

The next five-year period obviously will be 1904, 1905, 1906,

1907 and 1908, and by the same method the average price

Map of Texas Showing Jobs Represented in Trend Curves

is obtained and recorded for the year 1906. Plotting these

prices in graph form gives a curve which shows a more
gradual trend of prices than that of weighted average prices

determined for each year. Obviously, this is due to the fact

that large jobs have less effect in influencing the final

WEIGHED AVERAGE OF CONTRACT GRADING COSTS IN TEXAS
One-way

Classification Cu. Yd.
Embankment 6,343,304 1,018,814.55 0.160613
Common excavation 12,461,028 3,381,059.54 0.271331
Common earth—cut and fill combined 14,179,431 2,193,833.29 0.154719
Loose rock 1.38S.847 578.764.62 0.4167:.;
Solid rock 1,557,384 1,130,587.16 0.725953
Hard pan 93,272 58,712.28 0.629474

nay

Weighted Av
Total Cost Unit Cost
2,976,838.79
1,357,706.21
1,443,527.50
336,635.62
556,132.20
297,181.96

Cu. Yd.
20,882,881
7,141,089
10,122,238

S79.414
675,436

1,184,466

0.142550
0.190023
0.142611
O.3S2802
0.823357
0.250891

TABULATED DATA ON CONTRACT GRADING WORK DONE IN EAST TEXAS 1903-1912.

BASIS OF PAY AND FREE HAUL OF 500 FT.

ALL PRICES REDUCED TO ONE-WAY

Job No. Year
3 1903

163 1903
164 1903
124 1904
33 1905
34 1905
125 1905
22 1906
30 1'JiK,

31 1906
131 1907
165 1907
165a
166 1909

1 1909
126 1909
127 1910
45 1911
89 1911
19 1912
88 1912

Railrcad Location
& N. O Mahl-Angelina R
L. & S. W Saltillo Reservoir
L. & S. W Monterey Extension.

S. L. B. & M.

Cu. Yds.
•159,651

14,383
86,176

Robstown-Bay City 2,447,697
45.647
66.069

.. 1,115,969
20,797
18,963
10,837

200,648
17,795

. . 498
6.338

407,395
175,515
101.095
223,205
89,443
86.588
67,010
185,727
206,965

& S. W Naples Cut-off.
L. & S. W Texarkana-Mt. Pleasant
L. B. & M Bay City-Algoa
C. T. Co Texas City-Texas Terminal..
L. & S. W Mt. Pleasant
L. & S. W
R. I & G .

Irving Carollton
L. & S. W Mt. Yernon-Sulphur Springs.
L. & S. \V Mt. Vernon-Sulphur
L. & S. W Hubbard
& N. O Gallatin-Rusk
L. B. & M Bloomington-Pt. O'Conner...
L. B. & M Buckeye-College Port
T. Co Dallas Waxahachie

. K. & T Iicnis n
. & T. C Caldwell
. K. & T Yaco-Hewitt
L. B. & M Ileyser-Austwell
I B. & M Bloomingtun-Victoria

Amount
85,495.09
2,804.64
13.357.2S

367,154.55
8,160.56

13,729.87
156,235.66

3,119.55
3,792.60
2.470.84
35,715.34 15,240
3,434.44

99.60
1.077.46

79,441.03
28,082.40
16,175.20
33,577.92
28,621.76
41,562.24
23,453.50
21,573.59
35.184.05
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results. With these two graphs or curves plotted on the same

graph a line may then be drawn to represent the general

trend of prices over the several years. The unbroken line-

on each chart represents this curve.

This work forms the basis of study of present interest to

valuation engineers. From the curves themselves one could

study and reason out why they develop a trend as they do

and how such factors as labor, war, introduction of machin-

ery, topography, geology, etc., affect grading prices. Further-

more, the system provides a basis for letting all contract

work. In the latter respect, the accompanying table on the

weighed average prices for contract grading in Texas may
be of interest, this table being based upon grading work all

over the state and giving the weighed averages for both the

one and two-way bases of pay for the several kinds of

material. This table, together with the other data presented,

was compiled from information prepared by the valuation
engineers of Texas and Louisiana, the Cost Data Committee
of the Western Valuation section and the Texas & Pacific

railway.

European Railroad Problems Similar to Ours

Samuel M. Felton Tells of Transportation Conditions Abroad and

the Remedies Being Tried

Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great

Western, who recently returned from a two-months' trip

through Europe, states that "the railway situation abroad

is very much the same as in this country and the same rem-

edies in a way are being applied for the relief of the roads."

Some interesting observations are made by Mr. Felton in

the following statement regarding conditions in the various

European countries which he visited:

In Great Britain the lines have just been returned to their

owners, under an act of Parliament which provides that the

railways shall be divided into four groups for the purpose of

securing more efficient operation and greater economy. In

this connection, Parliament has provided the sum of 60,000,-

000 pounds to be paid the railways in full satisfaction of all

the claims which arise out of their operation during the war
by the government. Of this amount, 25,000,000 pounds are

to be distributed generally in proportion to the net receipts

of the companies during the year 1913 and 25,000,000
pounds are to be distributed among the companies who, on
December 31, 1920, were behind in their maintenance. This
amount is to be ascertained according to an agreement to be
made between (lie government :mil the carriers. The remain-
ing 10,000,000 pounds are to be distributed to those roads

which suffered abnormally from government operation.

A tribunal consisting of three members, a railroad man, a

business man and a lawyer, is provided for handling rates.

Their duties are somewhat simibir to the duties of our Inter-

state Commerce Commission. It is interesting to note that

Great.Britain is giving its 23,691 miles of railway 60,000,000
pounds, which, at the normal rate of exchange is the equiva-
lent of $291,000,000 or at the rate of $12,283 per mile.

With our 239,009 miles of railways we are struggling hard
to collect claims during federal control and so far 50,500
miles have been allowed but $1,350 per mile. The only help
we may get from the government is a loan, now proposed, of

$500,000,000 on account of the additions and betterments
put on the properties during the war by the government, very
largely to take care of war conditions-work that certainly
would never have been undertaken by the railroads unless
they were well able to finance it, which <>f course was n<

case during the war and has not been since.

French Railroads Try New Plan

In France a contract has been entered into between the
minister of public works and the railroads, wherein it is

agreed that the operation of each of the lines will be subject
to a common organization destined to insure the co-ordina-
tion of operation of the various railroads in accordance with
the general interests of the nation. This organization is to
consist of a high commissioner of railways and a board of

directors. Aside from this, each line maintain- it- interior

organization and its own methods of operation. The board
is obliged to assume questions of interest representing each
line in matters relating to technique, commerce, administra-
tion and financing; also such other questions of importance
as may come up. It passes on questions concerning work-
ing rules, rates of pay and pension-; it is -apposed to
stabilize the financial condition of the railroads. A provision
is made in the contract for payment of premiums to the car-
riers which show improved results both in traffic and opera-
tion. England's plan seems to be the best and the most liberal.

That of the French is very complicated but they ha
same object in view.

Taking the countries separately. The French railways ap-
parently are in about the condition they were at the end of
the war, excepting the lines that were damaged and had to
be reconstructed. In that case the work of reconstruction
has been very thoroughly done and in a most permanent
manner and to that extent those roads in the north are in

better condition. The equipment evidently requir
repairs but with the present business depression then
to be sufficient equipment and facilities to take car.

business offered,

It was quite interesting to find that the locomotives and
nit by the United States for the American Expedition-

ary Force and sent to France are giving excellenl
and are being used freely; also that the largest railroad in

ha- denied to adopt the American system of train
dispafo liing.

German Railroads In Good Condition

As to the railways in Germany. They are in better condi-
tion than those of France or Belgium and apparently
good condition as the - of England. Their rolling stock has
been thoroughly overhauled and their tracks have been put
in good condition. The wear and tear of the war bas
taken care of and the roads are in shape to handle any amount
of traffic that may be offered. Their freight bus
ported to be onl) 15 per cent less than in pre-war times an d

- but 35 per cent less. The deficit of the
in the- last tis, al war was approximately

15,000,000.000 paper marks but 1 1 i 'DO.000.000 of this
amount covered expenditures for deferred maintenance
which of course is the result of war conditions, so that the
actual deficit, based on normal conditions, would be

'100.000 paper marks.
The railroads of France, England and Belgium are all

suffering under very high wagi very high costs of
material, especially coal. In Germany the wages, while high
in marks, are low in their equivalent in dollars, the result
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being that as far as their wage scale contributes to the out-

put of their industries they have a very decided advantage

over France, England and the United States.

Motor Transport Presents Problem In England

In England the railroads are in excellent condition but

like all other roads on the Continent are suffering from a

lack of business and in addition, they have a permanent

ference with their traffic that will be hard to regulate.

I refer to the motor truck and motor bus business. As an illus-

tration, I understand that the cotton which formerly moved

from Liverpool to the mills at Manchester by rail is now all

going by motor trucks and the finished product is being

handled back in the same manner. I saw a great deal of

motor truck transportation on the highways and even in Lon-

don, where steam motors move over the most crowded streets

with two and three trailers behind them, hauling freight

through the city. The diversion of short-haul traffic from the

railways to the highways is much more serious to them than

it would be in this country, where our profitable traffic is

long-haul business.

Rate Problem Common to All Countries

One hardly picks up a paper in this country without find-

ing a reference to the high freight rates. Everybody is clamor-

ing for a reduction in freight rates when the railroads are

not earning anything like the amount they are entitled to

earn under the provisions of the Transportation Act. People

think that a reduction in freight rates will stimulate business

very much but do not seem to realize that we are confronting

a condition that is world-wide; that we cannot hope for any

permanent revival until the European situation is adjusted.

Freight rates, in some cases, are out of line, owing to the

horizontal advances during the war and since and these

inequalities, where they affect the movement of traffic, are

being adjusted but beyond that the railroads in this country

cannot go without bankruptcy.

Before the war freight rates in Europe were very much

higher than in this country. The present freight rates in

England show an advance of 112 per cent over those of the

pre-war period; in France 140 per cent; in Germany 600

per cent; in Belgium 100 per cent; in Switzerland 111 per

cent; in Norway 186 per cent and in Sweden 170 per cent

while, with all the advances made in this country by the Rail-

road Administration and the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, since the Transportation Act was passed, our rates have

only increased from 80 per cent to 85 per cent. France, Eng-

land, Germany, Belgium and all the other European coun-

tries are struggling with the same problem and are unable

to make any substantial reduction in their rates on account

of their very high wage scales and material costs.

If we could get our costs of labor and material down to

pre-war times there would be no trouble about reducing

rates but first the cost of living must come down so that the

employees will be able to live as well as they do now on a

lower wage scale. This means a readjustment of everything

to pre-war times and that is not possible of accomplishment
in this country until the foreign situation is cleared up and
world conditions are restored, so that it is fair to presume
no immediate genera] reduction in rates will be practicable

or possible without bankrupting a large number of our

railroads.

Tin. I gnobance of thr l'.ritish public with regard to

the Latin American republics is astonishing. In spite of the

amount of British investments there—well over one thousand
million sterling- and the attention given to these countries during
the past three years by almost the entire press of this country,

one hears daily of facts proving a general want of knowledge of

what the Latin American countries really are.—British and Latin

American Trade Ga

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

Di RING the week ended September 17, 853,762 cars

were loaded with revenue freight on the railroads of

the United States, according to the reports received

from the carriers by the Car Service Division of the Ameri-

can Railway Association. This is the largest number loaded

during any one week since the week of December 4, 1920.

The total for the week was 105,644 cars greater than that for

the previous week when, however, the observance of Labor

Day resulted in a falling off in traffic. It was, however,

137,404 cars less than were loaded during the corresponding

period last year and 141,229 less than during the correspond-

ing period in 1919.

Increases in the loading of all commodities over the week

before were reported but in making comparisons, considera-

tion must be given to the fact that the week of September 17

contained six full working days while there was a holiday

during the preceding week. Grain and grain products was
the only commodity which showed an increase over the cor-

responding week last year.

Loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which

includes manufactured products, amounted to 522,434 cars,

while there was an increase, compared with the previous short

week, of 24,009 cars for coal, bringing the total for that com-

modity to 166,05S cars. This was, however, 30,045 cars

below the total for the corresponding week last year and

37,400 under that for the corresponding week in 1919.

A total of 30,399 cars were loaded with live stock during

the week, an increase of 5,291 over the five-day week before;

and forest products totaled 46.472 cars, or an increase of

4,3 2 7 cars over the preceding week. Grain and grain products

amounted to 55,331 cars, an increase of 874 cars compared
with the week of -September 10 but an increase of 9,051 cars

over the corresponding week in 1920 and 5,861 cars more
than were loaded during the same week in 1919.

Coke loadings increased 254 cars to a total of 4,853 cars

while an increase of 583 cars or a total of 28,215 was re-

ported for ore.

Compared by districts, increases compared with the week
before were reported in all regions but decreases, compared
with the corresponding week in 1920.

The reports to the Car Service Division also show a de-

crease, compared with the week before, in the number of

idle freight cars. The total on September 15 was 433.536
or 17,267 cars less than were reported the week before. Of
the total, 213,545 were freight cars idle because of the need
of repairs while the remaining 219,991 were surplus freight

cars which could be placed in immediate service if transpor-

tation demands warranted.

There was a decrease in approximately a week of 17.9M in

the number of freight cars in good order but an increase in

15 days of 714 in the number of unserviceable cars.

Surplus box cars in good repair on September 15 totaled
o2..->72 or 3.486 less than were reported the week before,

while surplus coal cars totaled 118,514, or a decrease within
a week of 11,317 cars. There was also a decrease within the
same period of 822 in the number of idle stock cars.

Of the 2,298,383 freight cars on line reports received by
the Car Service Division showed 374,431 or 16.3 per cent in
need of repairs on September 15, compared with 374,087 or
16.2 per cent at the beginning of the month. In computing
the number of cars needing repairs but idle due to business
conditions an allowance of 7 per cent is made to represent
the number regarded as normally out of service because of
their condition.

The Hotels of the Canadian Pacific have reduced the prices

on their bills of fare 16 per cent, and on some items as much
as 20 per cent, according to the statement of an officer of
the niad. at Vancouver, last week.



The Field for Gasoline Railway Motor Cars

Lessons to Be Learned from Earlier Cars—Practical

Limitations for Successful Designs

By L. C. Josephs, Jr.

International .Motor Company, Allentown, Pa.

Willi rHE GENERAL POLIC5 "I ivtniel nt in all rail-

road managements, the branch line and short line

have been receiving latel) a Large amount of atten-

tion. These lines usually show a deficit at the end of the

year's operation and it has even been recommended that in

many cases the tracks be torn up and improved motor truck

highways provided in their pla.ee.*

The branch lines of many railroads, however, while

ing a deficit for actual operation, have considerable value

to the parent system as business collectoi as and

other facilities now in existence might be made to show a

profit if a cheaper means could be furnished to handle the

traffic, which is of small density. A 60 or 70-ft. passenger

coach or a standard box car are too large units to handle

the available traffic on mam oi In man}
also, the branch line service, because i( did not pay, has

been allowed to run down and for I In ii
. on lli> on lor bus

and motor truck have been abli to d take away
almOSl tile entire l.ll-ilu

A motor bus or a motor true! n rails

is in :i prei I posil ompared to similar vehii les

operating on the highway, from the point of vie n

friction and therefore a greatei laul with thi

horsepower as well as fri int of view of red

maintenance because of the smoother ridin] I
rails.

I he question of self propelled motor cars for bram h

service is by no means new. Many types of cars have been

tried such as steam, o mpressed air, storage battery, gasoline

and oil engine, driven both with mechanical and electrical

transmission. The earliest cai developed was a steam car

in 1847 in England. Compressed air cars were tried in 1879

and storage battery cars in 1891, The idea of a gasoline

engine driven car came simultaneously with the earliest de-

velopment of the automobile. In developing the gasoline

railroad car there lias been a large amount of work done

hoth in the United States and in Europe. European develop

ment has been generally successful, while the development
in the United States has led to many failures.

Causes of Past Failures

It is proposed to go over some of the causes of past fail-

ures of self-propelled motor cars in this country so that we
may not fall into the same mistakes in considering the possi-

bilities of these cars today. Briefly, steam motor cars have

never .succeeded iii the past because they had nothing to offer

in the way of advantages, over an ordinary steam locomotive.

Two men were required for the head end and there were all

the objectionable features, preparation time, round house

care, etc., which makes the branch line operation SO expen
sive. Compressed air and storage battery cars both failed

on railroads for identical reasons, namely, limited radio- of

operation and inefficient transmission of power.

The gasoline car- produced in this country were of two
types, mechanical drive and electrical drive and their failure

to come into general use was due to two reasons: first—

a

failure on the part of manufacturers to size up the economics
of the situation correctly; and second inherent weaknesses
in design.

The failure to take account of the economics of the situa-

•C. A. Morse. Chief Engineer, C. R. 1. & P., A. S. M. E. Annual Meet-
ine, 1920.

tion were responsible for the rejection of most of tie

produced between 1910 and 191 i when a number of manu-
facture : field.

At this time it i
- 70 cents a train mile to operate

the ordinary steam two-car branch line train, which now costs

from $1.50 to $2.50 a train mile. Many of these branch
lines on! - car train because it is necessary to

provide baggage and mail space a- -enger space

and the locomotive is able to handle two cars as easily as

one, and by law a full crew had to be provided anyway. The
business offered however, in many cases could be packed
away in one hall of one car. Some of the motor car manu-
facturers, however, did not see the true situatii

to put out a unit win. h i ould handle as mui I mdard
two-car train. This was the first economii mistake,

enough business to Ml i
-t.nnl.ioi :

•. a train,

tion can be made to pa nd 1 1 onomic
iin-i .1 . vi- in misjudging th prime
mover. Tb ngine has been distinctly the

prime
:
breaking into the Gel I

the important con-
sideration Mi, 01

loan 100 horsepowi
i

and private vac hi i ost of
operation is not a prime consideration. Four of the manu-
factui i

car- in this country in the period n

to started out with engines of around 200 horsepower I

'.'in,- "i iiH-
,

, ensive, very 'maw and ran into

many problems in operation and maintenance that do not

occur in gasoline engine- of small size. Moreover, i

1

of these engines made the transmissii er a difficult

problem which, if handled mechanically, was a continuous

source of trouble, or, if handled electrically, added tremen-

dously to the c o-t and weight of the outfit, thus producing
a vicious circle of weight, [lower and

Manufacturers of motor c..r- at this period were not alone

responsible for these mistakes, as the railroad officers them-
selves urged them to build motor cars of tin- >

I he idea

of furnishing Pullman service on a branch line was very
alluring and was the chief cause of specifications calling for

cars which would be 60 or 70 ft. long, weighing SO or 60
tons, of all steel construction and capable of making 60
miles an hour, as well as having every modern convenience
in the car body.

1 here were at this time many manufacturers of smaller

motor cars who had probably the right idea as to the eco-

nomics of the situation but who through faulty design or

l.i' I. of capital failed to get started. Every now and then

in traveling around the country one comes
-mall cars. In fast, last fall one of them figured in the

newspaper dispatches in connection with Pi

Harding's isolation at Point I-,

Limitations of a Successful Motor Car

The proposition today i- to go ahead with the- sil

o\ taking the motor truck and motor bus "

11) operating on the highway . nd
bodily to the railroad tracks and securing the economies at-

tendant to such a transfer. Of course in makini

627
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fer it is necessary to make certain changes in design but

these should be kept down to absolute essentials and the

equipment should not be loaded up with features which may

be required in standard' railroad operation, but which have

nothing to do with the operation of the motor car equipment.

In making a successful transfer of the motor truck from

the' highway to the railroad, the first essential is that the

truck must have been a successful performer when used on

the highway. Highway service as a rule is more severe than

railroad service so far as shocks to parts and general wear

and tear on the chassis, but the differences are not great be-

tween the two services and for this reason the truck which

has not been successful on the highway is pretty certain to

be unsuccessful as a railroad vehicle. The second essential

to be considered in making the change is the matter of weight.

A motor truck or a bus operating on the highway has a

rolling friction of from SO to 75 lb. per ton. It is known

from tests that the friction of small vehicles on rails may
run from 20 to 30 lb. per ton. This reduction in car fric-

tion means that the load can be somewhat increased over the

load carried on the highway, but this amount of increase can-

not be great. The steam locomotive because of storage of

energy in its boiler is able to produce a short-time output

much greater than its continuous rating. The same is true

of the electric motor on a trolley car with the powerhouse

back of it. This means that in these two cases the entire

power can be drawn upon for a short time in acceleration or

in climbing grades and that, therefore, the continuous rating

is no measure of the tonnage that can be handled. The gaso-

line motor, however, is a strictly limited power proposition

and if more tons are loaded on the equipment the speed will

be correspondingly reduced.

The writer went into this matter in some detail in a paper

before the Association of Railway Electrical Engineers in

1913, at which time it was brought out that in self-propelled

cars about 2.3 h.p. should be provided for each ton of weight

on the basis of ordinary gas engine rating, or if the gas

engine were rated on its maximum output about 3.3 h.p.

should be provided for each ton to be handled.

Consider for a moment what this means in a particular in-

stance. The Mack Model AC motor truck engine, which is

the largest truck engine on the market, rates at 40 h.p.

(N. A. C. C. rating) and has shown from SO to 60 h.p. on

brake test. From the figures in the foregoing paragraph a

motor of this size is capable of handling from 15 to 17 tons

load.

A rail car of 15 tons weight equipped with such an engine

and running in service which requires a stop every l/2 mile

of 20 seconds' duration would make a schedule speed of 21

miks an hour. Without changing any other conditions if

the weight were increased to 45 tons the schedule speed would
be reduced to 8 miles an hour. If, on the other hand, the

15-ton car were operated on a 2 per cent grade its schedule

speed would be 1 1 miles an hour and if increased to 45 tons

the speed would be 3 miles an hour.

The foregoing illustrates clearly the limitations of the rail-

way motor car. In the first place no economical gasoline

engine has been built in quantities in sizes larger than 100
h.p. In the second place it would not be advisable to develop

a railway motor car of larger power than the largest com-
mercial highway truck, for the reason that the design of the

successful commercial highway truck incorporated years of

experience, which is the reason for its success. This mueh
would be lacking if a specially built railway vehicle were
developed. If, therefore, the railway motor car is to be a
success it should be limited to the 15 or 20 tons that can be

handled with the existing truck motors and transmissions.
The question that the railway man will then ask is "What
can be done with 15 tons total weight of vehicle in meeting
branch line conditions?"

It has been found possible in motor construction by the

i the best practice, design and materials to make a

freight carrying vehicle in which the weight of the chassis

and body is about equal to the load carried. This would

mean a railway motor car for freight service could probably

be built that would carry a total load of 15,000 to 20,000

II). For passenger carrying vehicles the weight of chassis

and body would not be quite so low and it would probably

be necessary to figure on somewhere in the neighborhood of

200 lb. per seat, or say a vehicle carrying a total of 85

passengers.

It is hoped that the foregoing thoughts on this subject,

which is very much alive at the present time, will prevent

some of us from falling into the same mistakes which have

been made in the past in expecting to do too much with the

gasoline engine, when applied to railway motor cars.

Railroad Inquiry to Be Resumed
Washington, D. C.

Chairman Cummins of the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce returned to Washington from Iowa this

week and announced his intention of resuming hearings

at an early date in the general railroad inquiry, which was

suspended early in July because of the Senator's ill-health,

the hot weather and because a number of the witnesses ex-

pected were not ready to proceed. There have been some

rumors that the hearings would not be resumed, but they

have probably emanated from some of those whose attitude

toward the entire proceeding has been critical and who have

liked to have it appear that the committee would drop the

subject after hearing only the representatives of the railroads

and the railroad security-holders. This class of critics pre-

fers to couple the railroad executives and the Warfield or-

ganization as if they represented identical interests, over-

looking the fact that Mr. Warfield's presentation before the

committee was exceedingly critical of the executives.

The witnesses to be heard when the hearings are resumed
will include the railroad labor leaders, who had asked that

their hearing be postponed because they were engaged in

conferences and in hearings before the Labor Board in Chi-

cago, and also representatives of the shippers.

Senator Cummins expressed the opinion that the railroad

situation had considerably improved as compared with the

condition which existed when the hearings were adjourned

but said that there is a tremendous demand throughout the

country for a reduction in freight rates. He said he realized

that the roads had already made many reductions in rates

and also that they cannot live without adequate revenues,

but he thought there should be a more general reduction.

He said he had advised both the railroad officers and the

Interstate Commerce Commission that a general reduction in

rates would have an important psychological effect and that

it ought to be tried for the purpose of finding out what the

effect on revenues would be. He doubted whether further

reductions in wages could be relied upon to assist the roads
in reducing rates until there has been a more manifest reduc-
tion in the cost of living.

Discussing the suggestions that have been made both in

and out of Congress that the Railroad Labor Board ought
to be abolished Senator Cummins said that the creation of
the board had been an experiment and that if the experiment
does not result successfully it may be necessary to repeal that
part of the law, but that possibly the object can be accom-
plished by providing some means for enforcing the board's
decisions. He added, however, that the opinion is strongly
held in some quarters that there is a way to -enforce the
board's orders by the injunction process. If both the rail-

roads and the labor organizations refuse to abide by the
decisions of the board, he said, either the board will be
abolished or some means will be found to strengthen it. He
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expressed no opinion as to the merits of the controversies

before the board bu1 said he thought it exceedingly unfortu-
nate that the Pennsylvania management should have decided
not to obey it and he recalled that in the Senate railroad bill

the provisions intended to prevent strikes carried penalties
that might be imposed against either side.

Senator Cummins said thai thi I ransportation Act had
two main purpose.-, one to improve the credit of the rail-

roads and the other to prevent interruption of transportation
service resulting from labor controversies. While the first

part of the act had not worked out entirely as expected, he
said, no law could have accomplished the purpose during
such times as we have experienced recently, ami without the
law many railroads would have been thrown into bank-
ruptcy.

In view <if tin- special consideration given the rail-
roads, he said, they could hardly expect to have the same
freedom to manage their own affairs in their relations with
labor that is enjoyed by other industries.

Safety Section of A. R A.

Holds First Meeting
By William S. Wollner

AS heretofore announced, the American Railway As-
sociation now has a Safet) Section in the Operating
Division, with a temporary Committee of Direction.

The temporary officers were: Chairman, E. M. Switzer
(C, B. & Q.); first vice-chairman,

J. T. Brodcrick
(B. & O.); second vice-chairman, Isaiah Hale (A., T. &
S. F.); secretary, J. C. Caviston, 30 Vesey street, New York.
The section held its first meeting on Monday of this week,
at the Hotel Copley-Plaza, Boston. Ninety-five representa-
tives of MS roads registered attendance. Chairman Switzer
explained the reason for the organization of the Section and
the plans for its future. President R. II. Aishton of the
American Railway Association also addressed the meeting.
it is not intended to make the recommendations of the Sec-
tion mandatory upon the members of the association but
rather to provide a means for exchanging information. The
Safety Section is to co-operate with the Interstate Commerce
Commission's Bureau of Safety in the compilation of acci-
dent statistics so as to afford a better basis for comparing
the records of different roads than is possible at present!
Reduction of accidents at grade crossings and to trespassers
through correlation of the educational effort- of individual
roads, and a national campaign with this end in view are
proposed. Mr. Aishton urged co-operation with the National
Safety Council, local councils, and all organizations working
toward greater safety to the public and those engaged in

industry.

Professor W. J. Cunningham, of Harvard University, ad-
dressed the meeting, calling attention to the danger of
placing too much stress on emotional appeals. These do not
convert men. Gradual and continuous efforts for the correc-
tion of specific faults offer the greatest promise of success.
Satisfactory results can only be secured when "safety" has
become a state of mind.

In many cases there is too great an effort upon the part
of safety officers to exalt organization and to lose sight of
the fact that individual CO operation is the real test of suc-
cess; that as in all scientifically directed effort ideas should
be promulgated by indirection rather than as orders or in-
structions. The importance of safety devices should not be
over emphasized. An appliance which eliminate- one half
the risk may eliminate all of the care.

The report of the temporary Committee of Direction, in
addition to presenting tentative regulations for the conduct

of business, suggested the following matters for considera-
tion :

1. The question of providing for more or less -ummary
di-c ipline for violation of rule- which prohibit the adjust-
ment of draw-bars, couplers, steam or air hose, while cars
are moving or coming togc

2. A recommendation, as standard practice, of proper end
L'uards (rail and metal netting) on front of track moti

3. A recommendation, as standard practice, of the use of
auxiliary glass guards as adjuncts to metal housing of emerv
wheels.

4. A proposed rule making compulsory the wearing of
goggles by shopmen doing work involving clanger to the

5. Proposed use of whistles by track foremen for warning
their men to clear all tracks when trains are appro
tlu- question whether the adoption of such a rule wouli

i tendency to increase the danger where the foreman is tem-
porarily absent.

Subject 1 was discussed at length, many strong points be-
ing made both for and assessment of discipline
for infraction- of safety orders. It was decided to di

the SUbjecl further at a future meeting.

On subject 2 the committee's view was approved, and was
ed to the a^.-oc iation'- ex© utive . one adop-

tion of glass guards for emery wheels was referred back to

the Committee of Direction.

On subject 4 a roll call was taken, resulting in S4 for,

and 122 against the promulgation of a rule making wearing
of goggles compulsory. It was the opinion of all who dis-

CUSSed the matter that while the wearing of goggles should
certainly be insisted upon, that the means of accomplishing
this'should be left to individual roads. No action was .aken
on subject 5.

The report of the Committee on Publicity and Education
was read by its chairman, Isaiah Hale ( A I

The committee proposes to establish a Library of safet] films.

to compile publicity matter, and to prepare a standard form
for the uniform reporting of accidents. It has in view the

publication of bulletins, and of a plan for calling attention
of school pupils to practical safety matti

The report of the committee on prevention >{ grade
ing accidents of which J. T. Broderi. k (B. & O.) - .hair-
man, tcxik the form of a paper on "A National Stop. Look
and Listen Campaign," by M. A. Dow (X. Y. C. ). who is

a member of the committee. Mr. Dow called attention to
the difficulties encountered in endeavoring to reach the |ht-
sons who ultimately become involved in automobile acci-
dent- at grade crossings. He sketched a plan showing how
many of these difficulties might he overcome through co-
operation of the A. R. A. Safety Section with automobile
clubs, chambers of commerce, etc., together with the di-tribu-
tion of educational literature and the displaying of

;

by all roads.

In the discussion Chairman Broderick proposed a national
campaign such as had been outlined; and it was the unani-
mous opinion of those who spoke that not only could such
a campaign he successfully conducted, hut that it- conduct
should by all means he undertaken. The discussion of the
subject was dosed by the Section instructing the 1

1

Crossing Accident Committee to perfect its plans for a cam-
paign and to place them in the hands of the 1.

rection for execution. The temporary officer- and t ommittee
of Direction were continued in office until the annual elec-

tion in June, 1922, and G. G. Watkins, ^i th

Maine, was elected an additional member of the Commit-
tee of Direction. C. L. T.a Fountaine (G. N'.l. R
(A. C. I..1. F. W. Mitchell (N. Y. X II g

Shedd (C, R. I. & P.), and L. G. Bentle) were
elected as the 1922 Nominating Committee.
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National Safety Council at Boston

By William S. Wollner

THE National Safety Council held its tenth annual con

gress at Boston, Mass., this week, beginning on Mon-

day. The general business meeting was held on Mon-

day morning, C. P. Colman, president of the National Safety

Council, presiding.
.

The steam railroad section, T. H. Carrow (Penn), chair-

man, held its first session on Tuesday morning, with over

100 officers and safety committee members in attendance

from about 50 roads. Mr. ('arrow in his annual report as

chairman of the steam railroad section told of the difficulties

that had to he overcome in managing the section's affairs

during the past year, due to the economic situation from

which all railroad activities have suffered. He complimented

the officers of the section and the committee chairmen on the

effii lent discharge of their duties in the face of these

difficulties.

Addresses were made by John F. Moore, associate general

secretary of the Railroad Y. M. C. A., on "Safety First from

a Moral Viewpoint," and by the Rev. Walt Holcomb, an

evangelist, of Cartersville, Ga., on "The Safety of Man."

The principal paper of the morning session was by C. W.
Galloway, vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio, on "The

Importance of Safety in Railroad Operation." Following a

general discussion of the history and ethics of various safety

activities, Mr. Galloway gave interesting data from the rec-

ords of what has been done on his own road. In 1920 the

casualties among employees on that road, 6,941, were 28 per

,iiii less than in 1915, while the train mileage increased 13

per cent. Special tests for 60 days, last spring, at a number

of terminals and shops, resulted in reductions of casualties

among employees ranging from 79 to S3 per cent, as com-

pared with the same period the preceding year. [These

"drives" were noted in the Railway Age.] Foremen and

other supervising officers were held responsible for any avoid-

able accidents occurring among their men during that time.

During the past year expenditures have been severely limited

on the B. & O. as on all other roads, but the safety work
was not allowed to suffer; its importance was recognized by

all of the officers.

The four million warning cards sent out by the Baltimore

& Ohio to automobile drivers who had been found careless

at highway grade crossings are believed to have done much
good. Some of the recipients wrote back expressing thanks
for the admonition given them. Observations at crossings

to make up a record of careless conduct have, after two years,

resulted in some apparent reduction in recklessness. Review-
ing six months of this year it is found that of 248,988 ob-

servations, only 3 z/i per cent showed failures to observe due
care. Recklessness is still plentiful, however; on one divi-

sion of the road 89 per cent of the persons observed were
checked as negligent.

In connection with the circulation of the warning leaflets,

10,000 large posters, printed in colors were put up at garages,
gasoline stations and other places. Many newspapers took
editorial notice of the warnings sent out by the railroad.

Mr. Galloway exhorted the safety men to do their best to
inaugurate a vigorous educational campaign, believing that
genuine co-operation ought to reduce very greatly the num-
ber of automobile accidents at crossings. Automobile trucks
are now becoming very common, and week-days are as bad
as Sundavs for crossing accidents; perhaps worse. A
check showed that accidents happened mostly in clear weather
and where there was a good view, indicating that undiluted
recklessness is a main can-, of these distressing tragedies.
The speaker urged greater care in granting drivers' Hi

to motorists, stating that at present any person over sixteen
can secure one although most automobile- are capable of

equalling the .-peed of an average passenger train. Investi-

gation of the records of 50 locomotive engineers had dis-

losed that they had not been permitted to run a passenger

train until they had averaged 17 years' experience in road

service.

In closing Mr. Galloway expressed the opinion that rail-

road officers and employees now have the safety idea "pretty

nearly right," and that the principal work of the safety

officer in the future must be with the public, as the reduction

of grade crossing accidents is one of the gravest problems

now confronting the carriers for solution.

On Tuesday afternoon F. M. Metcalfe, assistant to gen-

eral manager of the Northern Pacific, read a paper on "The
Substitution of Superintendents' Staff Meetings for the Cus-

tomary Safety Committee Meetings as a Medium for Pro-

moting Accident Prevention." This paper was formally

discussed by D. G. Phillips (Wabash) and informally by
practically every other safety officer and safety committee-

man in attendance; and although Mr. Metcalfe had em-

phatically stated that he believed that the Northern Pacific's

substitution of staff meetings for safety committee meetings

had met with success, the idea of such substitution was
emphatically opposed by most of the speakers.

A paper by Ham- A. Adams, assistant to general manager
of the Union Pacific, on "The Position, Authority and Re-
sponsibility of the Safety Officer" was spiritedly discussed

and brought out the practically unanimous opinion that the

safety officer's title and the amount of authority with which

he is clothed have very little to do with the effectiveness of

his efforts.

E. L. Blair, vice-president of the Benefit Association of

Railway Employees, spoke on the interest of the railway

brotherhoods in safety. When a man indulges in a dangerous
practice and jeopardizes his own life or that of a fellow

employee or a passenger he violates his pledge to his brother-

hood. Safety should Lie taught and practiced by even- brother-

hood man. Mr. Blair also called attention to the financial

burden that is placed upon the men's organizations when
an employee is maimed. Although the man may receive

$5,000 or $10,000 in compensation for his injury, his lack

of business judgment nearly always results in his losing this

money, and he then becomes a charge upon his organization.

A Clerk of the Pennsylvania Railroad at New York City

has been arrested on a charge of changing the consignee and des-

tination of a carload of rubber, valued at $8,000 and. with a con-

federate, securing possession of the rubber and selling it for

$4,200.

Photo by Keystone

Six Hundred Tons of Export Rails Going Through the New
York State Barge Canal



The Railroad Shop vs.

the Contract Shop

Obscure Elements of Cost of Freight Car

Repairs Developed by Analysis

of Railway Accounts

By J. W. Roberts

President, The Roberts-Pettijohn-Wood Corporation, Chicago

Tin relative cost of making heavj repairs to railroad

equipment in railroad shops and in outside contract

shops has long hern a matter of speculation, because,

since the methods of accounting are radii ally different, a fair

comparison cannot readily be made. A comparison is pos-

sible only after railroad accounts have been reconstructed,

segregating shop operating costs and bringing them together

from the widely divergent sources through which they are

disposed of in the ordinary process of railroad accounting.

Some elements of actual cost must be developed, since lack

of thoroughness in accounting causes them to be ignored as

current factors of operating expense.

An effort to restate railroad accounts tnd obtain a refine-

ment beyond their original purpose encounters many difficul-

ties. Finding a reasonably accurate and complete railroad

shop cost is practically impossible, for reasons which are

apparent when the situation is understood.

Railroad Accounting Methods

The Interstate Commerce Commission's system of account-

ing as prescribed for the use of steam railroads, has char-

acteristics peculiar to itself. It has no analogy with cost

accounting as practiced by industrials, or for thai matter

by other public utilities whose product is marketed under

strictly competitive conditions which nei knowl-

edge of departmental and unit costs. The first cost found in

railroading is the ultimate cosl and the system being designed

accordingly, it is to be expected that accounting record would
not be kept of many details essential to a redistribution of

expenses to departments and thence to a job, or unit cost.

Railroad operating cost has many ramifications. The pre-

ponderant element of equipment repair cost is represented by

expense whieh is common with some other phase of opera-

tions, or with some other productive unit. The proper divi-

sion of common expense is difficult under all circumstances,

hut particularly so when the necessity for distribution is not

recognized or anticipated when record is made of the experi-

ence which should furnish the factors for making the division.

Railroad accounts are designed to -how, to the extent to

which it is currently accounted for, the cost of furnishing
transportation. Primary aeeounts relating to classes of ex-

pense which are constant and of significant importance when
compared with the total, are grouped to form general accounts.

These general accounts represent the main -ub divisions of

Operating outgo, i. e., Maintenance of Way and Structures;

Maintenance of Equipment; rraffic; rransportation-Rail
Line; Transportation Water Line; Miscellaneous Operations;

General; and transportation for fnvestmenl Credit.

the line of demarcation between the maintenance of way
and structures and maintenance "i equipment accounts, how-
ever, is in many places indistinct; likewise between these two
general accounts and the transportation-rail line account.
Considering that the maintenance of the roadwav and its

appurtenances, the maintenance of rolling stock, and the con-
duct of transportation through the use of the roadway and
equipment, constitute department- of expense, the traffic and

general a. cum- represent administrative and selling

common to all—then there i- no completeness in the

charges against either department. For inst

incident to hauling material- over the carrier's own rails for

use in maintaining the roadway and Structures and
pairing and rebuilding equipment, etc., unless performed as

special servio etween departments and
the bulk of the expensi rransportation-Rail
Line account; the maintenance of -hops and engine I

the former being used almost if not exclusively in the main-
ti n.un e oi equipment, is i harged against the Maintenai
War and Structures account; the expense of maintaining
pile-drivers, steam -hovel-, ami similar devices used exclu-
-ivelv in roadwav maintenance i- classified a- Main:.

i Equipment. I lie expense entailed in hauling the fuel

ii- d to furnish power for a shop plant, as well as the mate-
rials used by it, is a very considerable item in shop operating
l
•pi n-e when the haul is a long one. but it is not ch

againsl the -hop. Deprei iation i- not

erty, although it exists as a demonstrable I I

'he i harai ter referred to i- not inter-departmentally accounted
for; it lodges where it fall- and but little is known
extent.

The overhead burden of g< neral expense i- amnion to all

of the activities of the railroad. Certain departments of the
business are doubtless responsible for a greater proportion of
it than are other department-. If the truth were known, the
maintenance of equipment, being not only important in itself

but likewise having effect upon the maintenance of way and
' lh lucl of transportation, would doubtless provi
the beneficiary or the responsible . au-c for a greater

;

tion of this expense than is common!) acknowledged
proportion of general expense is of course attributable to the
maintenance and operation of general -hops and should be
considered in reckoning the cost of the production u
shops

The investment in railroad shops ami shop equipment, in

plant service and in storehouses and sen
an appreciable one. and frequently subject
tion because of the expansion of thi

biting : lerating expediency. The am.

1 improvement-, and tic tax< s inv
of cost chargeable against railroad shop output
majorit) of

i as - most diffii in-

direct money outlay made in estal lis!

ties i- seldom known and tin's fact alone is significant
unobtrusive elements of railroad shot
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great. Many of them are considered intangible so far as cur-

rent accounting is concerned, but are found to be most

substantia] when maturitj forces their recognition. The

consideration of such elements of expense as of casual im-

portance may easily lead to deception having most serious

consequences.

From the foregoing it may appear that in the case of a

railroad, the settlement for the expense incurred in repairing

cars in owned shops, other than the direct charges for pro-

ductive labor and applied materials, may be confused with

other issues, or so long delayed as to be disassociated with

the cause of the expense. The repair of equipment being a

mere incident, as it were, in operating a vast railroad system,

there is opportunity for other activities to carry and absorb,

perhaps without noticeable distortion, expenses pertaining

thereto which would be prohibitive to the commercial success

of the equipment repair department if it were an entity

engaged in competitive business.

Thoroughness in Commercial Accounting a Necessity

A commercial car plant must recover through the charges

made for its product or for services performed by it not only

the direct outlay upon its undertakings, such as productive

labor, applied materials and the expenses incurred by the

activities enclosed by the shop-yard fence, but likewise every

other expense, however indirectly or even remotely it may be

involved. It must also recover something to provide against

contingencies, such as sub-normal production and casualty

expenses. If the business is to be a firmly established and

prosperous one, the outlay must be wholly recovered, which

includes not only expenses which have matured, but likewise

expense which is in the process of accrual but is not yet

matured. There must also be included in its charges a mar-

gin above the outlay sufficient to pay taxes, and to provide a

reasonable return upon the investment in fixed assets and

working capital which makes activity possible. Unlike a

railroad, such an enterprise has but one general source of

revenue and a single outlet for expense; it is capable of

self-service to a limited extent only, being obliged to pay

profits upon its raw materials and their delivery which must

be absorbed in the selling price. The necessity for careful

management and economical performance is manifest, and

their effectiveness may be measured by the prices charged

for service.

In attempting the comparison of the cost to a railroad of

doing general repair work in its own shops with the costs of

having such work done in outside shops, we have one factor

—the outside shop cost—established, after adding to it the

expense to the carrier which may be incident to having its

work done in a contract shop. The amount paid the con-

tractor by the railroad may be safely assumed, under normal

conditions at any rate, to comprehend every element of the

contractor's cost, including the use of property and working

capital and a margin for contingencies, which is commonly
called profit.

It only remains then to assemble the cost fac-

tors experienced by the railroad shop and apply them to the

same volume of identical work.

A Case for Comparison of Railroad

and Contract Shop Costs

An effort was recently made to ascertain the facts in the

matter by selecting a typical case and making a thorough

examination of it. It was desired that conditions in the test

i ase should lie normal with respect to the circumstances under

which the cost of the outside work was fixed, and as to the

character of the railroad shop in which the comparable work
was done. It was, of course, important that a case be found
where work done in a railroad shop was entirely similar,

and susceptible to measurement as to volume with the work
done under contract, without necessitating arbitrary adjust-

ments of various kinds which would in any manner jeopard-

ize the integrity of the comparison. The normality of the

railroad shop's production during the test period and the

facility with which the railroad accounts would lend them-

selves to analysis and redistribution were also matters of

prime importance.

An instance was eventually found which met these re-

quirements as satisfactorily as could be expected, although

because of conditions inherent to the situation, the full facts

of railroad shop costs could not be assembled. To the extent

that omissions exist, because of inaccessibility of information

or the prohibitive expense of developing it, and likewise be-

cause of the newness and superiority in style of construction

of the railroad shops as compared with the average railroad

shop in this respect, the comparison is somewhat unfair to

the outside work.

In the early summer of 1920 the carrier let a contract to

a prominent car company, whose plant was situated on the

carrier's line some 300 miles distant from its own general

shops, to repair a large number of 60,000-lb. capacity box
cars. The body and underframe of these cars were wood,

and they were equipped with the old style couplers and
double spring draft gear. The cars were to be repaired to

the extent of practically rebuilding them. They received

from three to six new sills, one or both new side plates and
end plates, practically all new siding, decking, lining and
roof sheathing; new door, corner, and end posts; Z-bar or

Economy ends; "XLA" or Murphy roofs; Economy draft

arms; two new side doors equipped with National door fix-

tures; Cardwell friction draft gear; heavier oak subsills,

heavier needle beams and heavier end lining; U. S. Standard

safety appliances, and two coats of good paint. The trucks

were overhauled, wheels, springs and truck castings being

renewed as found necessary; braces were placed on the arch

bars to strengthen the truck in general, and all brake attach-

ments were repaired or renewed as required, ^'hen turned

out of the shop the rebuilt cars were in first class condition

and to all intents and purposes as good as new cars of the

same construction.

For several months prior to letting this contract, the carrier

had been repairing the same class and series of cars in sub-

stantially the same manner in its own general car repair

shops. This work was continued even after the outside con-

tract was let, cars of the type in question being sandwiched

in with other classes of cars which were receiving general

overhauling. It was, therefore, possible to select for test a

number of cars repaired by the carrier in the same fashion

and to the same extent as by the outside contractor, during

a period current to the time when the outside contract was let.

The cars rebuilt by the carrier did not receive, generally

speaking, quite such thorough renewal as those repaired in

the outside shops. The work done by the contractor was
thorough, providing for the restoration of all deterioration

or damage which had accrued in the car, so that insofar as

utility and life expectancy was concerned, it was in perfect

condition when released. In the carrier's shops, however, the

officials exercised their judgment, and observed a certain

latitude as to the extent to "which renewal and replacements

would be made, with the result that the work done in the

carrier's shops on some cars was less in volume than the

work done on any of the cars repaired under contract. For
this reason, there was selected from among the cars repaired

by the carrier a number sufficient to stabilize an average cost,

which had received as nearly as possible the identical treat-

ment given the cars rebuilt in the outside shop. A selection

of SO such cars was made by the carrier's officials and the

investigator jointly. The repairs on these 50 cars and a very

large number of other cars were completed during June, July,

August and September, 1920. A greater number of cars

might have been selected for the test by extending the period

of time, which would have necessitated analvzing the accounts-
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of other months. This would have greatly increased the

work without adding any value to it. For the purpose of

were chosen at random from the list of cars for which final

comparison, another SO cars repaired in the outside shop

bills had been rendered.

A minute comparison was made of the volume of work

performed on the test cars in each shop. It was found not

to be exactly the same. As measured by the quantity of

materials applied, the work done in the carrier's shop was

1.1 per cent less than that done in the outside shop. This

being sufficiently close for practical imposes, the difference

is ignored in the comparison of the costs which follows.

Character of the Railroad Shop

The railroad plant in question is superior, with respect to

physical condition and equipment, to the average railroad

plant. The facilities are all comparatively new, the plant

having been established only about five years ago. The
buildings and appurtenances are of substantial construction;

the service tracks are new and well built; the equipment is

modern and highly efficient, and none of the facilities have

reached the age where maintenance expense is normal. But

very little repair expense was traceable to the plant. The
records for several months of the preceding year, which was

taken as the basis for maintenance experience, were missing

and whether or not they contained additional charges for

upkeep is not known. The charges found appear to be sub-

normal. This may be accounted for by the scarcity of labor

and materials which existed during the preceding twelve

months, which would tend to minimize expenditures for

maintenance. An attempt to compare the structure and track

maintenance costs as found with system averages for previous

years proved to be impracticable.

The carrier shop in question is devoted exclusively to heavy

repairs. Light and running repairs are made at other shops,

and therefore offer no interference with the orderly pro-

cedure of shop operations on heavy repair work.

During the period when the test costs were ascertained,

the shop was operated at something more than normal ca-

pacity. The monthly man-hours worked from May, 1918,

to October, 1920, inclusive, averaged 24,171; during the

period of the test, the monthly average was 2°, 727, or 123

per cent. To the extent, therefore, that abnormal production

operates to reduce productive costs, the situation favors the

railroad's case.

Basis of the Contract for Outside Repairs

Under the terms of the contract, the work clone in the out-

side shop was to be charged for on the following basis:

(a) Direct labor to be based on the carrier's piece work sched-
ules which were in effect July 1, 1917. plus 10 per cent, plus 30
per cent (the equivalent of 43 per cent) to equate such rates to
the basis of the current wage schedule.

(b) For handling materials, a charge of $6 per car.

(c) For milling lumber, a charge of $8 per thousand lioard feet.

(d) For blacksmith work, agreed prici per operation,
(e) The aggregate of the foregoing items to be Mtrcharged 100

per cent for overhead expense.
(f) Materials to he furnished in part by the carrier and to that

extent exempted from the surcharge foi pari to be fur-
nished at reciprocal prices (i. v., furnished by the carrier and
billed at agreed prices and rebilled by the contractor at the ^, inn-

prices) and subject to the surcharge foi profit, and in part to be
furnished by the contractor at agreed pnc(
charge for profit.

(g) To the sum of the foregoing items to which appl
profit to be added mi a graduated scale, regula ed by the amount
of charge per car, the average rati- of profit sure'

between 10 per cent and 11 per cent.

The amounts billed the carrier under the terms of the

contract do not, of course, reptf ole cost to it of the
work done by the contractor. Among the possible incidental
expenses may be mentioned

:

(a) The cost to it of free materials furnished the contractor,
and not included in his bill.

The cost of delivering such materials, and attendant store

expenses, etc.

(c) Moving the cars to be repaired to the contract shop, and
returning them, to the extent that such movement represent other-

i less haulage.
(d) Concentrating recovered scrap.

tion of work, and reviewing accounts at the contract
shop

1
i i Unoccupied space in its own shops and attendant expense,

idle investment, etc.

(g) Administrative, purchasing, and accounting expense.

I in -e. and oilier kindred items have received careful at-

tention, and to the extent that such expenses were experi-

enced, have been added to the amounts billed by the

contractor in arriving at the I if the outside shop
work.

Development of the Total Cost

of Work in Carrier's Shop

To avoid encumbering this article with voluminous detail,

it will doubtless suffice to review in the particu-

lars of the carrier's costs as found, to comment upon their

reliability or the deficiencies known to exist in them, and to

explain the bases used for their apportionment where it was
necessary to resort to apportionments.

[The author next discusses in detail the various elements
of cost assignable to the repairs of the 50 cars selected from
those going through the carrier's own shop. This will be
taken up in next week's issue.—Editor.]

Commission Presents Tentative

Consideration Plan

(Continued from page 616)

stem of a system may discover such an advantage due to its

location or connections as will encourage it to specialize in certain

classes of business. Upon such foundations are reputations as a

reward of merit based. And such a specialization of function

Invest- Percentage
nu-n' in rcla

Average road and tien; tut
mileage equip- operating

Revenue of ment income
ton- per mile to in-

Systems milt? operated of line vestment
Trunk line region:

1. Pennsylvania 47.871,000.000 11.276 $169,465 4.50
2. New York Central 38, 477,000,1100 11.414 I3f
3. Baltimore & Ohio-Rrading. 29.118,000.000 8.252 133,215 5 14
4. K.rie I-ehigh Valley-Wabash. 27.770,000,000 7.612 162.995 4.28
5. Lackawanna-Nickel Plate.. 16.986,000.000 4,879 143.118 4.39

Chesapeake Rav
i

6. Chesapeake & Ohio 12,228,000.000 2,761 121.101 5.46
folk & Western-Vir-

ginian 17,223,000,000 3.382 128.831 6.18
8. New England regional.... 8,204.000,000 6,71

M peninsula 3.171,000.000 3,680 49.626
5i >utheasl en
10. Southern Railway 1 1,916.000.000 10.489 75,392 4.31
11. Atlantic Coast Line-Louis-

villr ,\ Nashville 13,! 5.34
12. Illinois Central 14,637,000.000 -9.389 58,005 4.83
13. Seaboard Air I. :ne 2.1I7,<
14. Flori 414,000.000 764

Western transcontinental region:
15. Union Pacit

crn
16. Burlington-Northern Pacini
17 si Paul Great Northern... 24,103,000,000 20,768

Island-Soul):.
cine 1

tnta Fe 5.64

Southwestern-Gulf res

21. Missouri Pacific 14,93 •

cted.

surely promotes that high grade of ti i hich it is the

aim «i this legislation to pn
te irrespective

lity of the 21 systems herein pi

subjoined table. Thi

bringing out the net operating in

Further details concerning this relationship are. of course.
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found in the grand summary (exhibit 8), from which these par-

ticular figures are compiled. This table merely assembles the

data dealing with the various regions one after another; and the

relativity within each region, that is to say, the earning capacity

of each system as compared with its immediate neighbors, has been

already discussed. In the background there is always retained the

theoretical standard for the country as a whole of a 5 per cent

return on valuation.

The last step in financial analysis is theoretically necessary and

in a measure practicable. The systems herein proposed are in-

tended to be matched one against another to the end that the

net operating income in percentage of investment shall be the

same for all. For each region this test has been applied by taking

the net operating income for the year 1917 as a percentage of the

property account. But this so-called investment account is purely

a book statement as to capital. The supreme test must be applied

by checking everything in terms of financial valuation.

Valuation

Returns as yet available from the valuation division are of

course mainly working papers. The returns may be regarded

rather as straws showing the direction of the wind ; that is to say,

affording an indication as to whether the investment account is

understated, normal, or inflated. The following table comprises

the returns as of the dates indicated, for all those roads for

which the engineering report, the land valuation, and the account-

by the last column of this exhibit, is very uneven for the New
England group. It varies from 125 per cent—a heavy excess of
valuation over capital account—for the New Haven, to 108 per
cut for the Boston & Maine, falling to practical equivalence for

Maine Central and the Central Vermont, and to a deficit of
18 per cent for the Bangor & Aroostook. But the valuation
dates, it should be noted, cover a range of three years, character-
ized by fast mounting prices. The only trunk lines cited are the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with present value at 78 per cent of
recorded investment ; the Big Four, at 85 per cent ; the New-
York, Ontario & Western, at 43 per cent ; and the Pere Mar-
quette, at 64 per cent. For the Virginian Railway the corre-
sponding figure is only 54 per cent. None of these roads is in

the most thickly settled and highly developed region, and several

of them are distinctly subnormal financially. The somewhat dis-

quieting returns for these roads, therefore, need not necessarily

shake one's confidence in a full valuation or even an excess for

the first-class roads like the Pennsylvania and the New York
Central. The returns for trunk line territory, however, are on
the whole not as reassuring as the testimony in Ex Parte 74

makes it appear.

For the southeastern region, wherein, according to Ex Parte 74,

the capital account stands strongly reinforced by valuation data,

the same variability is apparent. There is nothing especially to

shake the testimony of Mr. Hulme, yet it is quite apparent that

the conditions are most uneven as between one property and an-

COMPARISON OB VALUATION DATA WITH RECORDED INVESTMENT OF SELECTED CARRIERS FOR STATED DATES

Date
(June

Name of carrier 30)

1) (2)

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic 1914

Bangor & Aroostook Railroad system 1916

Boston & Maine Railroad system 1914

Centra! of Georgia Railway system 1915

Central Vermont Railway system 1917

Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad system 1915

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Railway system 1915

Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis Railway system 1915

Florida East Coast Railway system 1916

Georgia Southern & Florida Railway system 1915

Kansas City Southern Railwav svstem 1914

Maine Central Railroad svstem 1916

Mobile & Ohio Railroad svstem 1915

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad system 1915
New York, Ontario & Western Railway system 1916

Pere Marquette Railroad system 1915

St. Louis Southwestern Railwav system 1915

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake 1914

Virginian Railway svstem 1916

Western Pacific Railway 1914

Reprodu cticn cost for
road an d equipment Present Total

present
valueCost Ccst less of land

as new deprecation owned 41 plus (5)
(3) (41 '5) (6)

$26,041,491 $21,228,752 $1,407,725 $22,636,477
29,508,992 22,924.261 738.997 23.663.258

-'.11,747,893 178,323,640 47.623.631 225.947,271
74,559,698 57,989.344 15.358.037 73,347,381
25,137,058 19,549.355 2.J03.976 21.553,331
72,331,056 54.770.93S 7.107,765 61,878.703

345,485,880 272,285,598 49.62S.714 321,914,312
167,406,494 132,773,913 22,598,686 154,772,599
43,515,318 38,569.822 5,053.815 43.623,637
10.297.657 7,690,371 1,329,003 9.019.374
46.732,105 38,316,800 4.6S0.528 42.997,328
66,063.181 51,848,465 4.040,633 55,889,098
47,595,933 35,932,491 4,985,751 40,918,242

345.271,883 271.543,976 90,676,404 1

47,679,333 37,429,966 2.652.270 40.082,236
66,212,550 50,074.537 5,783,112 55,857,649
60,845,317 45,685,266 6,804,168 52.489,434
43,127,960 35.701,567 4.013.749 39.745.316
52,846.225 46,111,047 3,221.853 49,332,900
60,817,087 55.108.542 6,062,872 61.171,414

Recorded
investment

(7)
$51,531,064
28.791,426

208,231,433
69.060,724
21,653,562
78,990,279

323.908,166
182,267,924
48.207,859
12,273,374

111.563,890
54.983.162
46.978,830

289.019,595
92,695,207
87,100.297
99.892,373
75.171,509
91,180,245
156,318,136

Ratio of
present

value (6) to
recorded in-

vestment (7)
(8.)

43.90
82.19

108.51
106.21
99.54
78.34
99.38
84.91
90.49
73.49
38.54

101.65
87.10
125.33
43.24
64.13
52.55
52.80
54.10
39.13

ing report have been rendered. At the same time the recorded

investment in road and equipment for the corresponding date is

afforded.

The accompanying table, then, exhibits the results thus far

available concerning physical valuation. No reports as yet from
the accounting division are available.

But total present value, as the recorded data show in periods

like the last five years characterized by rapidly mounting prices,

may be quite misleading. Certainly a total present value as of

1914 for the lioston & Maine is quite incomparable with a corre-

sponding figure for the Central Vermont taken three years later.

A superficial examination of the phenomenal price changes dur-

ing that period suffices to discredit all such comparisons.

Turning now from means and methods of valuation to results,

the carriers may best be treated in the great regional groups

utilized for consolidation purposes. Considerable testimony

along the same line was adduced in Ex Parte 74 by Mr. T. W.
Hulme. Most of his statistical data concerned the same properties

as are comprehended in this exhibit. His conclusion was
valuation was substantially more than capital ace. .tint for New

nil. and for the eastern and southern regions as a whole.

i Inlj for the roads west of the Mississippi did he acknowletl

reproduction cost of road and equipment showed a slight de-

ficiency under the capital account; and even for these we tern

roads he excluded the so-called standard properties, such as the

Burlington, the North Western, the Rock Island, etc. lie con-

tended, furthermore, that appreciation would probably more than

counterbalance the depreciation during the years intervening since

the date of examination.

The ratio of present value to recorded investment, as shown

other. Some will be grossly overvalued and others perhaps under-

capitalized. The Rock Island is surprisingly sound with a prac-

tical correspondence of present value and recorded investment.

At the other extreme stands the Western Pacific, now undergoing

reorganization, with present value constituting only 39 per cent

of investment account. Probably, and this confirms the general

impression, conditions will be found more uniform in the South-

western-Gulf region than almost anywhere else in the country.

This valuation table includes the two most prosperous properties

in that territory. For the St. Louis Southwestern the present

value is only 52 per cent of recorded investment ; for the Kansas

City Southern it is only 38 per cent. In view of the long record

of bankruptcies and reorganization for most of the roads here-

abouts, the conclusion is inescapable that an excessive property

valuation will have to be dealt with. Applying this conclusion to

the matter in hand, namely, the percentages of return figurable

under this plan for the proposed Frisco and Missouri Pacific sys-

tems of less than 3.5 per cent, it is evident that the actual rate

of return is substantially higher than this figure. Whether it is

enough higher, in the light of due correction of the investment

account, to bring the results for these properties to a parity with

those for the trunk lines, the southeastern states and the trans-

nental roads, must be only a matter of surmise. But incon-

trovertibly the effect of any and all corrections must be in the

di ivction of a regional uniformity for the country as a whole.

Advantages of Consolidation

Examination of transportation conditions in the preparation of

this report has disclosed a number of substantial advantages which
might be attained through the larger-scale operation which such
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consolidation permits. One or two of these may be mentioned in

passing as indicative of the trend of events. One in particular is

the greater proportion of solid train movement from points of

origin through to destination, especially with the creation of ship-

ping days between the less important places, which thus permits

of >olid train movement from the primary yard at least to the
neighborhood of destination. The improvements recently put into
effect .in the Pennsylvania Railroad for coal and coke trafl

also in the carriage of steel, illustrate the point.

It is somewhat difficult to predict accurately the effect of a
larger-scale operation under consolidation upon the several in-

dividual properties. Tin- earning powei ol omi of them which
have already attained some of the foregoing through
a high degree of specialization of function will perhaj

Another operating economy, conducive it is believed to efl

through a better utilization of thi

able elaboration of the device of trackage. The prim iple, embodied
foi the first lime in the transportation

I that it is eco-
nomically sound and socially expedient to a' I useli dupl

' - ilities, is < learly illustrated in tin
i

. oni
i Ireai

foi many years trackage has been taken ,| either
because a carrier was too weak financial!) to duplicate a line
already in operation, or because the road in question was not tor
most purposes a competitor and th< i o Ida
the lesser carrier There is a surprising Fn qu

I
ivnright

gaps in the very heart of some of the great systems,
divisions, even on Hie mam line, will be found not on ,,,1, •

being had upon long-time traffic agreements The Rock Maud.
for example, is honeycombed with s lK:h trackagi

the contracts being very much more favorable as to maintenance
than could have been expected under downright ownership.
where, where trackage may be had, even as between dire
petitors, the device lias beei to freely. When the traffic

point where the single line is outgrown, it may then
be don

, r ;i new i;^ jH . r ,,n , trl;i
•

I hi defects and shortcomings of tin- me are
manifold and in la evident. The outcome is av.
almost everywhere a compromise, a choice between evils

"' ;ii ' v
'

: ng am its; all of the hopes, as-

have come hi in the
of 'ts preparal ctraordinarj

i friendli-

red. But, as is inherent
itural under the circumstances, much of this assistance has

the particular il I

pants; and a governmental plan, in contradistind
one proji

It must of ni

ll and the int. -

his requirement of universality which so often compels the
halfwaj expedient, the compromise, the solution which I

far short of the ideal. Administratis

the bankers would have some matter.
-'•'

'

:

ol the employees entertain quite
;

nid all of the ship]

nay more, the downright necessity for the furtherance
dation on a lai . ,. the existing situ..'

almost inn irei ded.

A Shipper's Views of Railway Needs
Relation of Motor Transport to S.team Railways; Central

Ownership of Freight Cars Advocated

By Geo. C. Conn
Director of Traffic, Buick Motor Company, Flint, Mich.

Passenger and ikiic.m service bj motor is now rapidly
encroaching on both steam and electric lines—not only
for .short distances, but For general service up to 100 or

more miles, and in some cases regular freight service is oper-
ated over longer distances. A recenl advertisement of the
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) contained the statement
Unit during the past year more than >i\ million head of
cattle, sheep and hogs were moved by motor tru. ks directl)
to stockyard markets, and that farmers had found this
method of transportation dependable, economical and
profitable.

There seems to be the same attitude on the part of some
steam railway officials toward the motor truck as they took
toward the electric lines, and the same tide of progress will
undoubtedly swamp those whose vision is so limited as to
fail to work with the motor instead of againsl it. There are
of course, some who see the signs of the times. One railway
in the northwest is promoting rural tru. kin- routes in eon
neetioii with its own service, and with beneficial results \\
G. Besler, president of the Central Railroad of New Jersey
says railways have nothing to fear from automobiles in d'

Should recognize them as an ally, augmenting and extending
the service rendered by the railways,

Each .lass or method has its legitimate field, and that
when the traffic is separated to nun what each has to offer
the greatest efficiency will be reached. I here can be no ques-
tion but what the electric line and motor truck are tide to
do some things more quickly than steam railways, and. so

)-.." ',';'','
'

'"'" " "' befo™ ""-' Wes,ern R««w«y Club. Ch,.
I

long as they can give superior service they will attract busi-
ness; and with railways in their present physical condition.
every known means of transportation will be requh
move the commerce of the countrv when the tide of b I

turns.

It cannot be overlooked that the steam railways have un-
intentionally done much to encourage electric and truck serv-
ice by their attitude toward less than carload traffic. The)
have educated everyone to the idea that there was no mane)
for the railways in less than carload business, and b) I

ing to accept such freight exo pt on certain -. the)
have forced shippers to find and use other methods of
portation. It" steam railwa) executives do not want the short-
haul merchandise train, there now seems an opportunity to
get away from it—possibly with profit to all concerned.

Railway Efficiency Improving

For reasons which it is useless to review here, and which
arc generally understood, government supervision and inter-
vention have surrounded our steam railways until the officials
in charge are no longer free agents, ami as one prominent
railroad president recentl) said: "Il is a very gr
whether regulation has not been overdone, encroach
the field of management, dividing responsibilit]
ing initiative." On.- of the prominent p..:

state, in referring to government regulation
"It would be foolish i n the extreme I

satisfactor) results from this kind of legislation
Hires the suggestion that the country at large \ mid
well off if all present restrictions of the govemmenl
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removed. The present system of having one commission fix

the rates and another the expenses is certainly ridiculous.

If the railways are to have governmental supervision, there

should be but one commission in control.

It is common practice to criticize the efficiency of our rail-

ways. What we really criticize is the efficiency of the em-

ployees either individually or collectively. If the spirit of

a railway organization is gone, or is at a low ebb, it is imme-

diately reflected in the individual acts of the employees.

Representing a large shipping concern and coming in close

touch with local men, I can see a marked change for the

better in the attitude of many railroad men since the roads

"came back home," but it must be remembered that efficiency

in an organization extending over hundreds of miles and

embracing many departments widely divergent in their ac-

tivities is a very different proposition from efficiency in a

manufacturing plant employing an equal number of men

but all within a mile of each other. There is no business

where good-will and individual responsibility are greater

assets than in the steam railway as it stands today. It is a

great industry making but one product, and that is service.

Service More Desirable Than Low Rates

While freight rates should be adjusted to protect shippers

and consignees against unfair competition, and while in some

instances a very slight variation may make a lot of trouble,

I venture the opinion that prompt and ample transportation

is the thing most needed and most desired by the great ship-

ping public. I do not believe there is any good reason for

constantly asking for reduced rates. Much of this demand
originates with semi-professionals who feel that they must

"start something" against the railroads. It must, however,

be remembered that the present high basis of rates is more

or less of a war tax imposed to meet war expenses. The
various increases were accepted by rich and poor, large and
small, without protest, and the readjustments, as they are

made, should benefit all classes of business alike.

It should be the duty of executive and traffic officers to

foster their industries, know what they need, and endeavor

to keep them on a relatively proper rate basis. Uncertainty

as to freight rates is the most serious thing with which a

shipper has to contend.

Nothing does more to keep a railroad in good standing

with the communities it serves than regularity of local serv-

ice. A railway which fails to give such service not only fails

in its duty, but creates adverse public sentiment which later

on shows itself in state legislatures and city councils. The
time has passed when railways can ignore the towns and
cities along the line and take their chances in the state senate

with adverse legislation.

The joint use of terminal facilities should be seriously

considered, and where they can be brought under one control,

a large saving can be effected. If this subject is not given
early and serious voluntary consideration, railroad people
will invite merited criticism and government interference.

Railway Corporation Directors

While it may be true that directors of any corporation

should dictate its policy only and keep away from details,

I think there is a great opportunity on our railways to select

directors who will familiarize themselves with their proper-
ties and get away from boards of directors who merely attend
the board meetings, and who many times do not see their

roads for months at a time, and then only for a superficial
inspection.

I know of one railroad controlled by a banking house
which could, if it chose to do so, select eight of the eleven
directors. Instead of doing this it selects three and allows
the president to select eight who live on the property and
represent the business interests of the community. These
men are not dummy directors. It is a rare thing when they

fail to attend the monthly board meetings, which usually last

several hours, and at which they give the president reports

from their cities and their own viewpoint of current affairs.

One of these men was chosen because he had previously been

quite antagonistic, and he is now thoroughly converted and
a great help. This railroad is on the right way to success

through the upbuilding of public sentiment along with its

traffic. Other roads would do well to study this plan.

Kind of Cars a Shipper Wants

In the evolution of transportation one of the problems is

that of equipment. Speaking specifically of freight equip-

ment, there has been developed on many railways types of

cars which theoretically served that particular road to greatest

advantage, but which in reality were nothing more or less

than the personal idea of some executive.

Recently one of the largest railway systems in the country

has put in use box cars with an inside length of 40 ft. 7 in.,

when all the rates and classifications are based on 40 ft.

6 in. Not long ago one of the transcontinental lines built

some box cars with an inside length of 41 ft. when the rat-

ings were based on 40 ft. 6 in. A glance at the cars in any
freight yard will prove the assertion that there is no uni-

formity in equipment.

From my education as a traffic man I am, of course,

thinking of that phase of the car question. What seems de-

sirable is a large standard car. There are so many factors

which cost no more on a large car than on a smaller one
that it looks wrong to build the smaller type, and I cannot

figure out why the smaller and obsolete types of cars are

allowed to exist. It must be true that the repair bills on
these old cars are very much above the average. I do not

believe there is any great demand for a car longer than 40 ft.

6 in. inside and 10 ft. high, and I think that attention

should be directed to a standard of this size, and that the

freight rates and classifications should be adjusted to fit the

standard equipment.

The end-door box car is not in great demand. If side

doors are wide enough, 90 per cent of the demand for end
doors will cease. There are very few shipments which can-

not now be loaded through wide side doors, and these few
can go on gondolas or flat cars.

Central Ownership of Freight Cars

If cars are to be standardized, why should they not be

controlled by a central ownership, made common route cars,

and leased to the using roads on a fair basis? Xo ordinary

railroad can afford to own enough refrigerator or other spe-

cial cars to care for its seasonable and perishable freight,

and I am much inclined to the belief that the same principle

will apply to standard box cars.

Is it not time that someone should analyze this equipment

problem carefully both as to its ownership and character?

The subject is very far-reaching both as to the cost of the

equipment itself and as to operating expenses in the way of

repairs, empty haulage, and per diem rentals. If you will

go back to the years 1902 or 1903, when freight cars were

interchanged on a mileage basis, you will recall the misuses

of and the dissatisfaction with the system. It was about .

this time that the per diem system became operative, and no

one seems satisfied with that because it is being constantly

changed. The well-to-do roads complain that they are buy-

ing cars for the poorer roads, and the poorer lines are

struggling under the heavy car rental in their operating ex-

penses. Increasing the rental or per diem will not deter the

smaller lines from using the cars. They will take what they

need or can get for the movement of traffie and pay the

penalty.

For the past five years I have taken every possible oppor-

tunity to advocate a central ownership of freight cars—

a

holding company which would build and maintain cars and
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rent them to railroads for general use, on a fair basis, such

cars to be known as general or open route cars to run any-

where on any railroad.

Such a company could build and maintain cars cheaper

than individual lines and move them from one section to

another as crops or other conditions require, thus getting the

maximum of loaded miles and minimum of empty miles.

This would do away with the moving of cars empty merely

to send them back home, especially when the home road has

no use for them.

With central ownership and a few standard types of cars,

selected so as to give greatest utility, the original cost of

construction could be kept very low. Naturally such central

ownership would establish its own repair shops at strategic

points, and this would greatly reduce, if not eliminate, indi-

vidual railway car shops.

The overhead in most shops is very high and hard to deter-

mine. Much of the machinery in railway shops is old and

not economical. Most of these shops operate to capacity but

a very small part of the year. Very few roads today are well

equipped to repair steel cars; and if all roads are to be so

equipped, it will mean a tremendous expenditure for ma-
chinery and facilities, and the wisdom of such an expendi-

ture is questionable. The centralized control can avert this

duplication of equipment.

Under central control a better opportunity would be af-

forded for records of the actual performance of each car—

a

thing practically out of the question under present conditions.

There were on December 31, 1920, 2,382,212 cars in ex-

istence, and the Railway Age gives $626,746,636 as the

amount expended in 1
(J 2 for maintenance, or about $265

per car per year. This looks like a great field for economy,
both in the cost of repairs and in the quicker return of the

car to service.

In constructing cars the weight capacity is not the only
factor to consider. It may be nee to Uiild heavy ca-

pacity box cars, but in doing so a tremendous increase in

veight or non-revenue weight is added to every train.

A few years ago I checked up the loaded movement of several

Pennsylvania System cars of 100,000 lb. capacity. The
heaviest load in any of them was about 80,000 lb., and most
of them carried less than 30,000 lb.

Consideration should be given to the increasing number of
light and bulky articles ami the necessity for a large car.

During the year 1920 there were driven awaj from fac-

tories 470,867 automobiles, equal to about 110,000 i

simply because of car shortage, and the railways lost earnimgs
on this high-class traffic simpl] equipment was not
available. Our own company and our agents own over 500
Bat cars used for automobile shipments, purchased solely to
protect ourselves. We also made an investment of ?1 18,000
for steel decking to deck these cars and make them move a
double load.

We have met every kind of objections from railway men to
our advocacy of large cars with u ide doors, but they are com-
ing to it and are discovering that whal some roads an
others will sooner or later be obliged to do. It is not for the
shippers to tell the railroads how to build cars, but it is their
privilege to tell what they need, and the railroads should find
the method of meeting the situation I believe this lies in a
central ownership and control of equipment.

Organize a Department of Public Relations

Every railway should have an executive official reporting
'" t1 "' chief executive whose fii

I dut; nould be to keep in
touch with the public along the line and
more harmonious relations between the railway and its pa-
trons. The present organization of most railwaj
not provide for such an official. lust what duties
''""Med by others should come under his supervision might
L

." ad on the size of the railroad, but regardless of the size

of the road, this official should report to the president or

chief executive officer and have a title plainly indicating his

position.

Railroad Labor

Regardless of the present political labor situation, the

underlying principles surrounding railroad labor are not

very different from those in other lines except that the men
are better organized; and because of this fact and the prac-

tice recently created, under government control, of increasing

the freight and passenger rates to meet the increase in ex-

penses, there may have developed, in some quarters, a lack

of resistance by the supervisory' forces.

While it is often stated that railway employees were gen-
erally underpaid, it is a fact that many of the men have been
in service a long time and of their own accord, and this must
speak for itself as to the desirability of their employment.
Most men are willing to do an honest day's work if they are

properly directed and treated fairly as to conditions as well

as pay. The conditions surrounding railroad labor have been
anything but good. I refer to offices, rest rooms, hours of
labor, sleeping accommodations, and other things with which
yard and train men are obliged to contend. These conditions

would not be tolerated in an industrial plant.

Possibly one reason railways fail to control the efficiency

of their employees is because the supervisory or inspection

forces are too closely allied to those whom they supervise.

Possibly the system or method of measuring a day's work is

wrong in that the only mi the hours of service and
not the number of units of work done. In this I do not refer

particularly to shop work. The laws of nature and traits of
individuals do not differ much, regardless of occupation, and
the principles cannot be very different in any line of com-
mercial activity.

Very reliable figures of labor conditions in Akron, Ohio,
are available, and I summarize the situation merely to illus-

trate the point. One concern in Akron with a capacitv of
about 1,000 tires per day had this experia 1920,
it- pay roll totaled $108,000, and the daily average produc-
tion of tires was 978. In May. 1921, the pay roll amounted

000 and the daily production averaged 1,018 tires. In
ioyed 950 men, and in 1»_M the larger output was

done by 387 men.
In a paper published by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com-

pany called the "Wingfoot (dan." they say that in their tube
department in 1920 the average number of tubes per man per
day was 20, while in 1921 the production per man is 60
tubes. Ilie hours of labor have increased from eight to ten,
and the rates of pay per hour have gr Taken
as a whole, and as an average in the various Akron
the efficiency per man measured by the output has increased
about 75 per cent. If this increase in efficiency can take
place in Akron, Ohio, it can also take pla< e in ra

if properly din

Shippers are entitled to the most efiicient operation pos-
sible. Men in railway service should be r ly and
in line with what is paid for similar work elsewhere. The
conditions surrounding the work should '

s pos-
sible The results are what really fix th. ration,
and the better the results, the lower the cost. If I

reduced, the rates will also be reduced, and business will be
quickened to the advantage oi all

Discussion

N I

1 Ballantine, superintendent transportation, Union
agreed with the author of the paper thai

ownership of freight cars won: mil^
than would result under a scheme of

Under private ownership the cost of repairu •

much cheaper at home than on foreign lin -

taken into consideration in decid:
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advisability of sending foreign cars home when in need of

extensive repairs. In explaining this situation Mr. Ballan-

i llH caiied attention to the fact that it would cost $75, for

inst! to move an empty Pennsylvania car home from

( )gdi n I uli In view of the fact that the balance of traffic

on Pacific is east-bound, to send this car home

would require the empty movement of another car west for

loading which would place a total burden of $150 on the

transaction and might make it advisable to repair the car

away from home.

G. E. Patterson, general superintendent, Illinois Central,

i ^pressed a doubt as to whether there would be any advan-

i Lge in building cars of light capacity since so many bulky

commodities must be moved under modern industrial condi-

tions. To go to cars of lighter capacity would increase the

number of cars moved, which would add to the burden on

railroad facilities, particularly in terminals and transporta-

tion yards.

In answer to a question as to why a car with an inside

length of 40 ft. 7 in. was any less desirable than one measur-

ing 4(1 ft. o in., Mr. Conn explained that the carload mini-

mum classifications are based on a length of 40 ft. 6 in. and

42 ft., and for a car that exceeds 40 ft. 6 in. the road should

apply the 42 ft. minimum if traffic regulations are observed.

This works an injustice on the shipper; as it costs him as

much to use a 40 ft. 7 in. car as to use a 42 ft. car.

In answer to a question as to the width of side doors which

would make possible the elimination of end doors for auto-

mobile loading, Mr. Conn suggested that the doors be 10 ft.

wide and staggered so that about 6 ft. of the width of the

two doors would be directly in line across the car. He called

attention to the fact that the fastenings on the inside of the

end doors form a projection which has been the source of a

large part of the damage in transit to automobiles shipped

from the Buick plant.

Freight Traffic Statistics

Washington, D. C.

THE number of tons of revenue freight carried by the

Class I railroads of the United States in the first six

months of 1921 was 800,067,738, as compared with

1,031,969,587 in the first six months of 1920, a reduction

of 22 per cent. The tonnage of revenue freight originated

for the six months period of 1921 was 440,543,243, as com-

pared with 575,670,571 in 1920, a reduction of 23 per cent.

These figures are indicated by the quarterly summary of

freight commodity statistics just issued by the Interstate

Commerce Commission for the second quarter of 1921, taken

in connection with the reports for previous quarters.

For the quarter ending June 30, 1921, decreases as com-

pared with the corresponding quarter of 1920. are shown

in the totals for animals and products, products of mines,

products of forests, manufactures and miscellaneous, and

1. c. 1. merchandise traffic, both freight originating and total

revenue freight carried, but the tonnage of products of

agriculture carried shows an increase from 43,445,220 in

1920 to 44,639,283 in 1921. The tonnage of wheat carried

was 9,632,585 for the quarter, as compared with 6,088,429

in the corresponding quarter of 1920; corn, 5,935,075. as

compared with 4,834,640; citrus fruits, 2,061,791, as com-'

pared with 1,766,587; other fresh fruits, 2,119,730, as com
pared with 1,807,186; potatoes 2,221,396 as compared with

2,068,278. Other items under the head of products of agri-

culture show decreases.

The total tonnage carried of animals and products was
10,146,292, as compared with 10,743,059, but there were in-

creases in hogs, fresh meats, other packing house products,

poultry, eggs, butter and cheese, and wool. Of products

of mines the tonnage was 208,779,616, as compared with

272,179,656. Anthracite coal shows an increase from 31,-

129,687 to 32,924,400, but bituminous coal decreased from

144,470,058 to 121,374,695 and all other items in this class

show a decrease.

Of forest products the tonnage was 36,858,931, as com-
(i ivil with 49,631,766. Ties show an increase from 1,876,-

993 to 2,124,505.

Total manufactures and miscellaneous freight carried

amounted to 81,054,733, as compared with 121,664,689, in-

creases being shown only in vegetable oils, cement and ice.

L. c. 1. merchandise decreased from 22,605,696 to 1<>

520. The grand total of carload and 1. c. 1. traffic for the

quarter was 398,249,375, as compared with 520,270,086.

Dual Control of Railroads Criticized

Washington, D. C.

Dual control of our transportation systems by two sep-

arate and distinct governmental agencies, the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and the United States

Labor Board, is declared to be the outstanding obstacle in

the path of efficient and economical operation of the railroads

in a statement to the press by Representative Sydney Ander-

son, chairman of the Congressional Joint Commission of

Agricultural Inquiry.

"The Interstate Commerce Commission regulates the prices

of transportation and the United States Labor Board regu-

lates its costs," Mr. Anderson said. "This division of

authority and responsibility violates the fundamentals of

efficient business management. While the railroads are semi-

public corporations and exercise a semi-governmental func-

tion, there is no fundamental difference between the economic

laws which apply to the operation of railroads and those

which apply to the operation of any other business. There

are certain well-defined restrictions which can properly sur-

round railroad operations and which are necessarily public

requirements, but when these regulations or restrictions result

in divided authority and responsibility for operation, and

attempt to substitute arbitrary and fixed rules for economic

laws, they result in imposing burdens upon the railroads

which must eventually become burdens upon the public in

general.

"Centralized authority and responsibility are just as es-

sential to the management of railroads as to the management

of any other business, and the existing dual control of rail-

road, which divides responsibility and authority, is a com-

promise on the fundamentals of sound business organization

and efficient management, which results in excessive burdens

upon the shipping public.

"Prices for transportation and costs of transportation are

mutually inter-related and interdependent factors and super-

visory control over them should be exercised under a single

authority. The policies involved in the determination of the

expenses to be assumed by the railroads are essentially poli-

cies of management rather than of supervisory governmental

control, and a careful analysis of functions of management

and regulation should be made, with a view to so modifying

existing laws that the functions of private management and

responsibility for their exercise may be left with the manage-

ini nt of the railroads, and the control of the government lim-

ited to supervisory, regulatory functions, if private manage-

ment of railroads'is to continue. Any other relation will in-

evitably result in imposing excessive burdens upon the

public.

"While the commission has come to no conclusion with

respect to the recommendations which it will make with

regard to railroad operations and regulations, it is under-

taking an analysis of the functions of the railroads with a

view to making definite recommendations for improvements,

both in regulation and operation."
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London to Birmingham in two hours is the time advertised

for the best trains in the latest time-tables of both the London &
North Western and the Great Western Railways. This is the

first restoration of these fast schedules, which were discontinued

during the war. The di tance between the two cities, by the

North Western, is 113 miles, and by the Great Western, 110 miles.

Two bandits were shot and killed on the night of Septem
ber 14, by federal agents and railroad detectives, when they

attempted to hold up Texas & Pacific passenger train No. 11,

i miles west of Ft. Worth, Tex. The train had been

heavily guarded following information received by federal

agents that bandits had planned to rob the mail car.

The production of Portland cement in 1920 was 100,023,245

barrels, exceeding that in 1917, the next highest year in pro-

duction, by 7,209,043 barrels. This amount was an increase

of 24 per cent over the production in 1919. which was 80,-

777,935 barrels. The stocks at the mills increased from

5,256,900 barrels at the end of 1919 to 8,941,046 barrels at

the end of 1920.

The executive and advisory committee of the American
Association of Railroad Superintendents, at a meeting held in

Chicago on September 10, decided to hold the next convention

in Kansas City, Mo., on August 23 to 25, 1922, inclusive.

Kansas City was selected as the location of the convention

in view of the fact that it had been originally planned to

hold the 1921 meeting at that city, which meeting was canceled.

The engineman of passenger train No. 327 on the Pennsyl-

vania, en-route from Louisville, Ky.. to Indianapolis, Ind.,

was killed and four persons were Severely injured and several

less seriously injured, when the train went through a bridge

into the Blue river, one mile ii irth o( Edinburg, Ind., on
September 17. The train was derailed on the approach to

the bridge and struck an end post, knocking part of the

bridge into the river. The engine and baggage car plunged
into the stream while a day coach and three Pullman cars

remained on the track.

Chief engineers' night was the name given to a meeting held

by the Western Society of Engineers at Chicago on Monday
evening, September 26. Brief addresses were given by C. A.
Morse, chief engineer, Chicago, Rock [stand iV Pacific; H. R.
Safford, assistant to the president, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;
C, F. l.oweth, chief engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
and E, II. l.ec, vice-president and general manager, Chicago &
Western Indiana. The addresses were directed primarily at the
young engineers and concerned the elements necessai] for suc-
cess, the speakers drawing largely on their own experiences.

C. M. Candler, chairman of the special commission ap-
pointed by the governor of Georgia to investigate the causes
of a freight train derailment on the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic on September 7, has madi gned by him-
seh and W. II. Hudson, holding lh.it tlie wreck was caused
by an explosive placed on the track with criminal intent.

William T. Turner, president of the Georgia Car & Locomo-
tive Works, who is the third member of the commi
handed in a minority report holding that thi derailment was
due to a hu.se wheel of the front truck of the locomotive.

Pennsylvania Pensions

During the firs! six months of 1921 the Pennsylvania Railroad
paid out $1,354,692 in pension allowances to retired employees;
and 696 new names were placed on the pension list in that time.
During the same period, 2S7 retired employees died. The total
number now receiving pensions is 6,406 h i i timated thai the

average term of service of these men is 40 years. The average
age of all employees on the roll is 73 years and 1 month.

All officers and employees who attain the age of 70 years are
automatically retired, and those from 65 to 69, inclusive, who
after thirty or more years in the service become disqualified for

active duty, are also eligible for pensions.

Coal Production Increasing

Production of soft coal showed a decided improvement
during the week ended September 17. according to the weekly
bulletin of the Geological Survey, ami tor the first time since
early in June passed 8,000,000 tons. The total output is

estimated at 8,139,000 net tons. Production of soft coal
during the first 219 working days of the year has amounted
to 279,881,000 tons, which is 99.000,000 tons behind the an-r-

age of the previous four years. The cumulative movement
to the lakes for the season, however, stands at 17.669,670

net tons, nearly three and three quarter million tons ahead
of 1920 and 186,580 tons ahead of 1''

Chicago River Straightening

Four of the railroads owning tracts of land on the South
branch of the Chicago river have appointed oftic

negotiate with the city of Chicago on tin- proposed straight-
ening of the river, as follows: E. T. Glennon, assistant vice-

president, New York Central; 1.. ('. Fritch. vice-president,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; W. J. Towne, chief engineer,
Chicago & North Western, and G. P. Palmer, engineer of
maintenance and construction, Baltimore & Ohio Terminal.
These officers will serve on a joint committee of city and
railroad officers to be headed by E. T. Noonan, chief engineer
of the city's Railroad Terminal Commission.

Telegraph and Telephone Appliance Association

Officers for the Railway Telegraph & Telephone Appliance
Association, which met in conjunction with the Telegraph and
Telephone Section of the American Railway Association at

Cleveland, Ohio, last wed., weri r the ensuinf
as follows: Chairman, J. Warren Young, Kerite Insulated
Wire & Cable Co., New York ; vice-chairman, 1". W. Bayles,
New York Teli mpany, New York; secretary and treas-

urer, G. A. Nelson, Waterbury Batter) Company, New York.
The members elected, to the executive committee are: B. A.
Kaiser. American Telegraph and Telephone Company, Xi w
York; W 1. Kyi mpany, New York

;

J. W. Hackett, Okonite Company, Ww York ; Wall
1 ook, Reliabli Electrii Coi iany, Chicago; E. V. Adams,
Westei I ompany, New York, and D. II. Morris. Ohio
Bell Telephone Company, Columbus, O.

The French Exhibit in Canada

chibit ^i tin ! ranee
i heretofore noticed in the Railway Age) which is now travel-
ing; through Canada has drawn larg<

car devoted to literatui as the

SWOrd presented by the peopll
'

. Rodin's ' \ I »ai

at 75.11(10 fram -, loaned by the Louvn
Smile," loaned bj i x-Pn sid< nt 1

hi and Puvis de Chavannes. I ar .

to setting forth thi . -ound,
contains illuminated viev
maps, and models "i trains and

jewelry; diamond pendants.

unique rings; also tine cutler) The
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French government has invited the Canadian government to

send an exhibit of Canadian wares to France next year, and

offers free transportation of Canadian sample goods both

ways across the ocean, free housing of goods, free railway

transportation and many other privileges.

Roadmasters Elect Officers

At the closing session of the convention of the Roadmasters

and Maintenance of Way Association at' Chicago on Septem-

ber 22, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, L. M, Denney, supervisor Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis, Indianapolis, Ind. ; first vice-president, J. P.

Corcoran, roadmaster, Chicago & Alton, Bloomington, 111.; sec-

ond vice-president, J. B. Martin, supervisor New York Central,

Elkhart, Ind.; secretary, P. J. McAndrews, roadmaster Chicago

& North Western, Sterling, 111.; treasurer, T. F. Donahoe,

general supervisor Baltimore & Ohio, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; road-

master W. F. Muff, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Newton, Kan.,

was elected to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Martin as a mem-
ber of the executive committee. George W. Koontz, supervisor

Delaware & Hudson. Carbcndale, Pa., and C. A. Joyce, super-

visor Erie, Paterson, X. J ,
were elected as four year members

of the executive committee. Cleveland was chosen as the place

for the next convention.

At the annual meeting of the Track Supply Association, held

on Wednesday morning, September 21, the following officers were
elected : President, Herbert Potter, Wyoming Shovel Works.
Wyoming, Pa. ; vice-president, F. M. Condit, Fairbanks, Morse &
Co., Chicago; secretary-treasurer, W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron

Works, Hillburn, N. Y. ; directors, J. J. Cozzens, Union Switch

& Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. ; K. J. Eklund, Mudge & Co.,

Chicago ; Alex. Chapman, Rail Joint Company, Chicago, and

A. H. Told, Positive Rail Anchor Company, Marion, Ind.

Constitutionality of Election Laws to

Be Tested by C. M. & St. P. Officers

H. E. Byram, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, Burton Hanson, general counsel, L. K. Silcox, general

superintendent of motive power, and George T. Martin,

assistant to Mr. Silcox, were placed under arrest on Sep-
tember 26 before Judge F. S. Righeimer of the Cook County
Court, Chicago, on warrants charging violation of the elec-

tion laws by refusing to pay employees for two hours during
which they were absent from their work to cast ballots on
election days. Mr. Byram and the other officers appeared
before the court voluntarily with the object of making this

a test case. The officers furnished bonds of $1,000 each and
their case was set for hearing on October 17.

A brief notice of the earlier developments of this case was
included in the Railway Age of September 24 (page 589).

Subsequently attorneys representing the four officers of the

St. Paul filed a brief containing 17 reasons why that section

of the election law giving employees two hours with pay in

which to vote is unconstitutional. Among other points, the

attorneys contend that the act is invalid because "it is con-
trary to the policy of law that any person should be paid

for performing that duty of citizenship which consists in

attending the polls and voting at elections." Another con-
tention is that the act "seeks to take the property of one citi-

zen for the private use of another citizen."

Meetings and Conventions
The follo-.ving list gives names of secretaries, dates <{ next or regular

meetings and traces of meetings:

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 163 Broadway. New York City.
Exhibit by Air Brake Appliance Association.

Air Brake Appliance Association.—Fred W. Venton, 836 So. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, Meeting with Air Brake Association.

American Association or Demurrage Officers.—F. A. Pontious, Super-
visor of Demurrage and Storage, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.

American Association of Dipjing Car Superintendents.—S. W. Derr,
Philadelphia & Reading, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Association of Engineers.—C E. Draycr, 29 S. La Salle St.,
332 South Michigan Ave., Chicago.

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.—W. C. Hope,
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting,
November 21 and 22, Carolina Hotel, Pinehurst, N. C.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.— T. Rothschild, Room
400, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.

AuEBICah Electric Railway Association.—E. B. Burritt, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York. Next convention, October 36, Atlantic City. Exhibitl
this year will be omitted.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.—C. Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Avenue, Chicago, III.

American Railway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75
Church St., New York, N. V. Next regular meeting, November 16.
1921.

Division I—Operating*.

Section (including former activities of American
ition of Freight Agents). R. O. Wells, Freight Agent, Illinois

Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association).
J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St., Now York, N. Y.

Telegraph and Telephone Section 'including former activities of the
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks, 75 Church St., New York. N. Y.

Safety Section. J. C. Caviston. 75 Church St., New York. First
annual meeting, Boston, Mass., September 26.

Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the
Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division HI—Traffic, J. Gottschalk, 143 Liberty St., New York.
Division IV—Engineering, E. H. Fritch. 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.

Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.
Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.

Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal
Association). H. S. Balliet, 75 Church St.. New York, N. Y.

Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master
Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association). V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association). Y. R. Haw-
thorne. 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association). J. P. Murphy, General
Storekeeper, New York Central, Collinwood," Ohio.

Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the
Freight Claim Association), Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. VV. Ry.. 319 Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Next con-
vention, October 18-20, 1921, Hotel McAlpin. New York City. Ex-
hibit by Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.

American Railway Development Association.—J. F. Jackson, Central of
Georgia, Savannah, Ga. Next meeting, November, 1921, Chicago.

American Railway Engineering Association.—(Works in co-operation
with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 14-16,
Chicaeo. Exhibit by National Railway Appliances Association, March
13-16.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—(See American Rail-

way Association, Division 5.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of
the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsey, Union
Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman, 4600 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

American Society for Tfsting Materials.—C. L. Warwick, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— E. M. Chandler (acting secre-

tary). 33 W. 39th St., New York. Regular meetings 1st and 3d
Wednesdays in month, except July and August, 33 W. 39th St., New
York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, Northern Pa-
cific Ry., Spokane, Wash.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—George M. Hunt, Chemist,
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison. Wis.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. M ms. Northern Pacific

R. R., St. Paul, Minn. Next annual meeting. May 19, 1922, Montreal.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andrcucetti, C.

& N. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta.. Chicago. Convention this year
has been postponed indefinitely. Exhibit by Railway Electrical Sup-
ply Manufacturers' Association.

mion of Railway Executives.—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chairman).
61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Association of Railway Supply Men.—A. W. Clokey. 1558 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-

men's Association.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—(See American
Railway Association, Division 1.)

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—(See
rican Railway Association, Division 2.)

Bridce and Building Supply Men's Association.—A. J. Filkins, 3346
S. Artesian Ave., Chicago. Meeting with convention of American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Clur.—W. A. Booth, 131 Charron St.. Montreal, Que.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline. 626 North Pine
A\c., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,

July and August, New Morrison Hotel, Chicago.

Car Foremen's Association of St. Louis, Mo.—Thomas B. Koneke, St,

Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday in month at the American Hotel
Annex, St. Louis.

Centr.m Railway Club.—Harry D. Vought. 26 Cortlandt St., New York,
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November and 2d Friday in Jan-
uary, March, May and September, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Annual .linner. Thursday evening. November 10.
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Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association^-

W P. Klliott, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, East St.

Louis, 111.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Ml
Association.— 1). 1!. Wright, 34th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago,

111. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-

men's Associatif-n.

Cincinnati Railway Club.—W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bldg., Cin-

cinnati, l Ihi...

Eastern Railroad Association.— E. N. Bessling, 614 F St., N. W., Wash-
ingl in, D. C.

I laim \ I' (See American Railway Association, Divi-

sion 7.)

General Superintendents' Associath. of Chicago A. M. Hunter, 321

Grand Central Station, Chicago. Regular meetings, Wednesday pre-

I Id Friday in month, Room 856. Insurance Exchange Bldg.,

Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.- W, I I .

M I in Central l< R. Detroit, Mich. Exhibit by International

Railroad Mastei Blacksmiths' Supplj Wen1
i.uion.

International Railroad Master BLACKSMITHS' Supply Men's Assoi
George P. White, 747 Railway Excl i

i

! eting with
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths \ sociation.

International Railway Fuel Association.— I. G, i rawford, 702 E. 51st

St., Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall, 10ol

W. Wabasha \vi . W im na, Mum.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Associai I I

Martin,
Pacific R. R., Room No. 19, ITnioi Kansas

City, Mo, Nexl convention, which was to havi

1921, at Buffalo, N i ,, has bi i tl i am i li d

Master Boiler Makers' Association.— Harry D. \ .night, 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York. Next convention, May, I

Master Car and Locomotive Painti OCIATION.—(See A. R. A., Hi-

vision 5.)

Master Car Builders' Association.—(Sec A. R. A., Division 5.)

National Association of Railway i
i C. Nixon,

Western Ti< 8 Timber Co 90 . St. Louis, Mo.

National Association or Railway ind 1 -Tames
li. Walker, 19 Lafayetti St., Ne« York. n, Octohcr
11, Atlanta, Ga,

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 H re, New
York

National Railway ApPLIANi i

Bldg., Chicago. Annual exhibition, M ' o, at con-

vention of American Railway iation.

New England Railroad Cluh.—W. E. Cade, Jr., B I
Regular

meetings, 2d Tuesday in month, excep
I

i.igust and
Si pti niher.

Nnv York Railroad Club.—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortland! St., New York.
Regulai tings Id Friday in m b, i J nly and August,

, |9 W. 391

Pacific Railway Cl Ut W S V\ olll

Regulai meetii I
i

in mi nth, ;

cisco and ( lakland,

Railway Account I

ward Buildini D. C.

Railway Busii I Libert) Bldg.,
B .. Pa.

Railway Ci Pittsburi I. D. Cci ,., Pitts-
b i

' P r.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Railwh i 'i (Sec Am. Ry. Development Assn.)

Railway Elei I. Scribner,
Co., I Annua] met I

Railwaj E.1 i Eng
Railway Equipment Manufacturers' Association. R. I. Ilium.

i, East i nd St., Ni York Mei lini rith Traveling E o

Association,

Railway Fire P» tion Associataon. R. R. Hackett, Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., Baltimore, M.l. Annual meeting, Octoher 18-20, Hotel Shei
man, i !hi< a [o

Railway Real Estatt Vsso R H I , I i K y ., Rich-

Railwai Signai \ ation.— tScv A R. \. Division I, Signal Si

Railway- Siorekf.epers' Association.— t See A. R. A., Division 6.)

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association I u Oliver
Bldg . Pittsburgh, Pa. Mei ting with \ R \ . I

Railwai r iaph >« Telephonl -iciation.—G.A.Nel-
son, 30 Church St., New York.

Roadmastess' i-i. Maintenance oi vl [i Vndrrws,
C. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111. I

|

St. Louis Railway Clui B w Frauen n St. Louis, Mo.
Regular meeting, Id I i idaj in moi

Signal Appi i im
i Vi soi i « ion. F. \\

I I

facturii I fork, City. Mi i ting with Amen
way Association, Signal Section.

Society of Railway Financiai Officers.—L. W. Cox, Commercial Tru-i
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Southern ami Southwestern Railwai Clui i Merrill I

1 W5, Vtlanl i, I !a Ri ilai mi tin s, 3d Thursday in January,
March, May, My, September and November, Piedmont Hotel. Ai-
lanl.T.

Southern Association of Car Service On . \ Sandwich West-
ern Ry, oi Ala . Atlanta. Ga.

Sl "to \ •

i oi Ami rii vn Ra - « iy I » ition.—C N. fin ill, i. 93 i ft ph - !

Track Supply Association. W. C, Kidd, I Hilburn,
_ N. l . Mei Imastcrs' and M.nnn n i v.

TRAVELING ENI M . i

I ,,„, 117 F.ns , ..

Cleveland, Ohio. Exhibit hy Railway Equipment Manufacturers
Association.

Western Railway Clui,. Bruce \ Crandall, 14
Chicago. Meeting thit.l Monda: i ich month except Tune. Tulv and
August ' '
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Traffic News
^illinium

Apples, in carloads arc now moving in large quantities

from the Annapolis Valley, Nova Scotia, to Pittsburgh,

cinnati, Indianapolis. Dayton, Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland,

Toledo and Philadelphia.

The Detroit, Toledo & [ronton failed to appear before the

examiners of the h
I Commission at Columbus,

Ohio, on Sept' n cause why it should be permitted

to reduce interstate freight rates.

More than 19,00 rain from the

three prairie provinces of Canada, the bulk of it

Fort William, have- been moved by the Canadian Pacific, ac-

cording to 'i i it company. Of this amount 17,132,372

bushels was wheat.

Fifty-eight hours from Seattle to St. Paul is the til

tin Im ii ported run of a trainload of silk over the Northern
Pacific. The train consisted of eight cars and the sill

brought from Yokohama to Seattle by the steamship "Ixion"

in 13 days. The distance from Seattle to St. Paul

Northern Pacific is 1,904 miles, which makes the r

speed 32.8 miles an hour.

Ferry boat fares across the Hudson rh Xew
York and New Jersey, have been adi

iwanna cc Western, and the W
lowing similar action recently by the Pennsylvania. The
rati on the West 5hoi irtlandt stn

awken is ad\ n five cents to six cents

the Lackawanna advance, singli t
.

• 'tit.

The "Neosho plai iperative sab

is to be introduced at a number of prominent

tral of Go Lowe and the industrial

departmi railway company, The nmunity

Development plan, by which the merchants of a town stimulate

their business with the farmers in the country tributary,

scribed before the Railway Development Association at it

ing in New York ' ity last May, which was noticed in the Rail-

v of May 20, page 1172.

The Illinois Central in its latest newspaper adverti-

sets forth the reasons why freight and passenger rates can not

be reduced at the present time. Labor, material, locon

refrigerator and other cars, and passenger coaches have all in-

creased considerably in price over 100 per cent since 1°14. Interest

on borrowed capital has advanced from five per cent to

per cent and taxes have grown 183 per cent. It Stat

of the transportation tax misfit benefit the public.

The ad •nctive criticism and sue

The' rinl.nl' Iphia & ht of as an
nt trunk-line grain-carrier; but it is one to be taken

into account. In thi inning on Mi
it moved a single shipment of 321 cars, loaded at Buffalo, N. Y.,

and destined to Baltimore, Md 1
; total

500,000 bushels. It

for export an . midnight on
Thursday, the 15th. It started moving from Buffalo 01

day and continued through four day- trains. The
was over the N"e\\ York Centi

berry Junction, Pa., over the Reading from tfewberrj ]

'. Pa., and over thl '

> viand from
burg to Port Covington Elevators, Baltimore.

Frank II. Alfred, president of the

article in '
]|

S ervice, predicts a countr
retrenchment of local passenger train service bee I

line competition. Between Howell, Mich., and
miles, there is a bus line operating daily, although the Pere

Marquette has live trains

The ticket agent at Howell
i Iy should so from Howell to Lansing by the Pere
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Marquette but is now handled by the bus line, amounts to

$15 a day, from this one point alone. The patrons of the

bus line put up with the greater discomfort because of the

slight saving in fare. On the entire Pere Marquette system the

losses of this character amount to a large sum.

The fast passenger service between New York City and Havana,

Cuba, over the Pennsylvania, the Richmond, Fredericksburg &
Potomac, the Atlantic Coast Line, the Florida East Coast, and

ili. Peninsula & Occidental Steamship Line, which was in vogue

prior to the war, has been restored. The Atlantic ( oast line an-

iii mures that southbound train No. 85, leaving New York at 9:15

a. m., will arrive in Jacksonville at 2:40 p. m. the next day, Key

West the third day at 9:10 a. m., and Havana at 5 p. m., or 55

hrs. 45 min. from New York to Havana. This is 14 hours less

than the time of the best train over this route in the last pre-

ceding time table. The northbound train will be run three hrs.

and 25 min. quicker than heretofore. The condensed schedule

appears in the Official Guide for September, page 487.

Traffic officers of the eastern and southern railroads held

a conference at Washington on September 27 with Com-
missioner Cox, director of Traffic Hardie and Chief Examiner

Quirk of the Interstate Commerce Commission, for the pur-

pose of discussing the possibility of an agreement to make
reductions in the rates on southern hardwood lumber from

the southeast as requested by the Southern Hardwood
Lumber Association in a formal complaint now pending

before the commission. The conference came to no result,

however, because of the unwillingness of the eastern and

northern lines to shrink their revenues for the purpose of

stimulating the movement over the southern lines and it is

understood that the case will proceed to a conclusion in the

usual way on formal complaint. A hearing in the case had

been set for October 4, but was postponed.

The Southwestern Industrial Traffic League, Dallas, Tex.,

has sent out copies of recommendations adopted by the asso-

ciation, urging drastic changes in the Transportation Act of

1920. Congress is asked to repeal section 15A, which pro-

vides for standardization of returns and pooling of excess

earnings. It is proposed that the act be amended so as to

give the Interstate Commerce Commission as much authority

as it had under the act prior to the amendment as construed

by the Supreme Court in the Shreveport case, and no more.

The Railroad Labor Board is declared to have a tendency

toward nationalization of railroads, and the League is opposed

to such nationalization. Congress is also asked to amend
section 11 so that members of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission shall be required to have at least five years' experience

in traffic and transportation matters before being eligible to

appointment. The Winslow railroad refunding bill was
endorsed.

Reduction in Rates on Grain in Eastern Territory

The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized
eastern trunk line and Xew England roads (including the

states of Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, New York and the New England states) to reduce,

on ten days' notice, freight rates on grain and grain products
(domestic) from, to and between points in the states in

question. It is understood that the reduced rates will range
_' to 4 cents per 100 lb., or about \2]/2 per cent.

N. I. T. League Committee Denounces Labor Board

The executive committee of the National Industrial Traffic

League, at Chicago on September 23, adopted resolutions calling

upon the railroads for an immediate readjustment of wages and

Freight rates, based upon wages and working conditions more
nearly on a parity with those paid in other industrial lines. The
resolutions adopted read in part as follows: "Manifestly there

can be no return to normal business conditions until the price

of transportation bears a proper relation to commodity value.

The business of this country has been developed, and the wide

distribution of commodities encouraged under freight rates that

bear a proper relation to the price of each commodity, and
until rates are readjusted so as to approximate such a level, it

is obvious that business confidence cannot be restored.

The failure of the railroads to reduce their operating costs is

one of the principal factors in the present economic situation.

The carriers are hampered by the policy and slowness of the

United States Railroad Labor Board. Any condition which
prevents the employer and employee from dealing directly with

each other is bad and is a fertile field for dissensions.

It is not fair to the carriers and to the public that the railroad

employees should be given preference over other employees per-

forming work of a similar nature in private industry and until

the railway employees are placed upon a corresponding basis

with those of private industries it cannot be said that the rail-

roads are efficiently or economically operated."

Twenty Thousand Dollars, according to report, is the sum
which the Philadelphia & Reading has had to spend for printing

time-tables in connection with the changes necessitated by the use

of Summer Time in important cities on its lines, since last June.

The New England roads could tell a similar story.

The London & Northwestern and the Great Western have,

according to the Railway Gazette (London), restored their pre-

war two-hour schedules for express passenger trains from London
to Birmingham. The distance covered is 113 miles by the former

road and HO'/S by the latter, which will necessitate an average

speed of 56^ and 55'4 miles per hour, respectively.

Traffic Club of Chicago

The Traffic Club of Chicago passed the following resolu-

tion at a special meeting on September 16: Whereas, Presi-

dent Harding, by the first day of January next, will have
appointed not less than seven members—a majority—of the

Interstate Commerce Commission; and Whereas, it would
seem that the appointing power does not always appreciate

the functions that his appointees to this body must discharge,

therefore, the training and knowledge they must have along

special lines, Therefore, be it resolved: by the Traffic Club
oi ( hicago, composed of over one thousand members, repre-

senting both the transportation lines and the shippers who
use them, and, from tin very nature of their employment,
being especially competent to pass on the question here in-

volved, That the President of the United Slates be petitioned,

not in the interest of this or that individual or locality, but

to the end that he give consideration, in making future ap-

pointments to the Interstate Commerce Commission, to the

importance of a place on this body, which, to a large extent,

holds in its hands the destinies of our railroads, and the pros-

perity of the country, in order that men. not only of good
character and ability, but of special knowledge and training

that adapt them for this particular work, be chosen to serve

Photo by, I nderwood & Underwood

Passenger Train from Mexico Entering the United States—

the First Since 1913
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Commission and Court News

cisions of the Supreme Court, it was held that a duly pub-
lished freight rate is conclusive upon the courts, in the absence
of any finding by the Interstate Commerce Commission that

it is unreasonable. Missouri Pacific v. Rea-Patterson Milling

518.

Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission lias issued a decision

finding the proposed increased express rates on interstate traffic

from, to and between points in the slate of Maine on the Bangor
& Aroostook not justified. The suspended schedules were ordered

cancelled and the proceeding discontinued.

The commission has suspended until January 24, the oper-

ation of a Boston & Maine tariff, in so far as it indicates

an advance on existing commodity rates on iron and i< el

articles from Boston, Chelsea, Davenport, Gloucester, Cam-
bridge, Clinton, Fitchburg and Worcester, Mass., to destina-

tions on the Maine Central.

The commission has further suspended until November 27,

the operation of an item in a Southern Pacific tariff which

proposes to increase the rates on fresh vegetables, c. 1.

from Hoover and other points in Oregon to El Paso, Tex.,

the operation of which was suspended until October 28,

by an order previously entered.

The commission has further suspended until November 28,

the operation of certain schedules published in a supplement

to Agent J. E. Fairbanks' tariff which provide for the

elimination of heater service for the protection ol perishable

traffic originating outside of the present cold weather zone

when destined to points to Utah. Wyoming, Colorado,

Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa and Illinois, or on traffic

originating outside of the present cold weather zone routed

through these states when destined to points beyond, the

operation of which was suspended until <>ii..lur 29, by an

order previously entered.

Conference on Rates on Fish

The commission has called a conference relative to charges
for the transportation of fish and sea foods by freight and
express throughout the United States, to lie held at Wash-
ington, on October 10. It has been reported to the com-
mission that the present rates on fish ami other sea foods
have resulted in curtailment of production. The proceeding
will be of an informal character.

State Commissions
The Georgia State Railroad Commission has adjourned

until September 26, its hearing on the general question of
revising discriminatory freight rates throughout the state.

Court News
Intermediate Rate Taken in Computing Through Rate

In an action by the Missouri Pacific for a difference in

freight charges on a shipment of flour, frotl . Kan..
to Smithland, Tex., the parties agreed that, there being no
through rate, the proper charge was to be made up by a

combination of the lowest intermediate rates applicable to
the shipment, but they disputed .is t,. what rates should
form the combination. The flour went to destination over
the Missouri Pacific, the Kansas i itj Southern, and the
Black Bayou railroads. The Kansas City Southern publishes
a rate of eight cents from Texarkana to Smithland for ship-
ments originating in Texarkana. and one of 18 cents for
those coining from other points, including Coffeyville. The
Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that the
k8 cent rate must be taken for shipments such as this. The
Question of the reasonableness of the IS cent rate was not
considered by the Court; basing its opinion on certain de-

Caretakers' Duty Under 28-Hour Live Stock Law
The Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that under

section 2 oi thi 28-hour law, where the railroad furnishes free

transportation to caretakers, it is the duty of these caretakers to

assist in unloading, feeding, watering, resting and reloading ani-

mals at rest stations; and their refusal to do so is a matter of de-

fense to an action for loss alleged to have been due to improper
handling by the railroad's employees; the bills of lading also

ly providing that the carrier should not be liable for any
loss due to the act or default of the shipper or his agents.

—

Atchison. T. & S. I-
.

v Merchants' lie Stock Co., 273 Fed., 130.

Sufficient Bridge With Curve, Grade and Railing

In an action for personal injurii ' when the plaintiff's

automobile skidded and wit through the rail on the approach
to a highway bridge over a railroad, the Circuit Court of Appeals,
Eighth Circuit, holds that the fact that such a bridge was con-
structed with a curve approximately a 60-ft. arc of a circle, with
a circumference of 290 ft., and having a grade downward from
•I"' ''liter of about 3 per cent, does not authorize the inference

that the bridge was negligently constructed. As to the railing

on the approach, the romt was or opinion that the law did not
require that the railroad .instruct and maintain a railing that
would resist and hold back the pressit d force of an
automobile.—Medeina v. 1 lines, 273 bed., 52.

Railroad Not Liable for Negligence

of Hospital Association

'I he' employees of a railroad company having formed a bene-
ficial association, each employee, on entering the company's serv-
ice, agreed to become a member and that a small percentage of
his salary should be turned over each month by the company to
the association to build and equip hospitals ; and surgeons were
employed by the association. The railroad contributes $50,000
yearly toward the hospitals, but does not control their manage-
ment and makes no profit out of them The Circuit Court of
Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that the association is not the agent
of the railroad company in furnishing medical treatment to the
members, and the company was not] liable to an employee for

negligence in such treatment—Carr v. X. P. 273 Pac, 511.

Dunnage of Automobiles

Chargeable at Automobile Rates

The Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that a
railroad was entitled to charge at the automobile rate and not
at the, lumber rate for dunnage on shipments of autom '

closed cars, consisting of the wooden braces and Mocking used to
keep the automobiles steady in the cars, the weight of which was

in the bill of lading, both the official and
western classification (covi • ritory in which the ship-
ments moved) containing a general provision that unless other-
wise provided "charges shall be compute, 1 oi ightS."—
Butler Motor Co. v. Atchison, T, >\ S

Value of Goods at Place of Delivery

Approved as Measure of Damages
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court holds that, under

the nrst and second Cummins Amendments, a provision in a bill

of lading that loss or damage shall I I

the value at the place and time of shipment does not apply where
the value at the place and time at which th(

been delivered is less than the value at th time of
shipment. The court says; "Evidently the effect • : I

amendment is to limit the maximum recovery to the valui

in the bill of lading and does :

less than the value stated in the bill of lading."—

I

Woolfolk v. llines | Mass 1. 131 \ y
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Nitrate Railways' Concession Held Up

The Nitrate Railways, a British company serving the nitrate

oficinas in northern Chile, was on June 30 granted a con-

50 more years of operation together with a 35 per

cent increase in rates, according to Commerce Reports. This

concession, which was granted by ministerial decrees, has

been suspended pending the determination of its legality.

New Trunk Line in Norway

A new trunk line railway from Christiania north to

Trondhjem was recently completed, according to the Times

(London). This line was commenced in 1909 and is built

almost entirely through mountainous country. A number of

tunnels and some 41.000 yards of snow sheds were involved

in the work. The highest point reached by the new line is

3,160 ft., which is 900 ft. lower than the highest point on the

narrow gage line which the new road displaces.

Direct Current Recommended for

Electrification in Netherlands

The commission appointed in January, 1920, to study the de-

sirability of electrification of all railways in Holland has prepared

a report which, it is understood, not only favors such a scheme

but recommends the use of 1,500 volts direct current, according

to the Electrical World. It is also recommended that the elec-

trification be made in connection with the proposed unification of

electric light and power service throughout the country. There

is no indication, however, that this work will be undertaken in

the near future.

Electrification of Railroads in Madagascar

The governor general of Madagascar has decided to elec-

trify the railroads of that colony from Tananarive to Tama-

tave, according to Commerce Reports. A hydro-electric

power station will be built on the Vohitra river to furnish a

maximum power of 30,000 horsepower. The length of the

line is 93 miles and the total cost of the installations will

reach $4,620,000. Assistant Trade Commissioner F. G. Singer,

who furnished this information, states that the governor

general is also considering the electrification of the future

railroad from Diego-Saurez to Joffre Ville, a road about 22

miles in length.

High Cost of Motor Transportation in Africa

"Motor roads we have in plenty," says the governor of Britain's

Gold Coast Colony in the African World. "In fact we have in

the whole of the Gold Coast about 3,000 miles of motorable

roads open to traffic. That is to say, 700 miles are open all

the year round, but the remainder are necessarily closed for a

couple of months during the height of the rains. The motor

roads, although they have served very well in the past, form

an up-to-date system of transport for nothing but short dis-

tances. The cost of construction and maintenance is vei
j

the cost of running lorries (motor trucks) on them is also

high.

"As an example, the following are the comparative costs of

conveying one ton (2,240 lb.) one mile on the Gold Coast:

By Carriers —3s. 6d. (approximately 87 cents) a Ton Mile.

By Ford Lorry Carrying 15 cwt. (1,680 lb.)—3s. (approximately 75

cents) a Ton Mile.

By Ford Lorry Carrying 15 cwt. and Pulling a Trailer Carrying 10"

cwt. (25 cwt. equals 2.S00 lb.)—2s. (approximately 50 cents) a

Ton Mile.
By Mfjjium Lokry Carrying Altogether About -' Tons (4,480 lb.)

—

Is. od. (approximately 37 cents) a Ton Mile.

By Railway—3Jiid. (approximately 9.5 cents) a Tin Will

"A study of the above figures will convince anyone that the

railways are the only means of transportation. Railways in

the Gold Coast cost about £17,000 (somewhat under $85,000) a

mile to build and equip with the present cost of materials ; a

motor road strong enough to take 2-ton lorries will cost £3,000

(approximately $15,000) a mile to build and between £400 and

£500 (i. e. $2,000 and $2,500) for upkeep. With railways direct

revenue comes in ; with roads expenditure goes out.

"The routes of all the new railways which the Gold Coast

requires have been approximately laid out with a view to tapping

those districts which are most in need of transportation, and the

topographical survey of the country to determine the best routes

is in hand."

Americans to Build Railway in Bolivia

The American International Corporation, together with a group
consisting of Stone and Webster, Marshall Field, Glore, Ward and
Company and the Ulen Contracting forporation, have entered into

a contract with the Bolivian government for the construction of

a railway 128 miles in length, connecting the railways of Bolivia

with those of Argentina, according to the Wall Street Journal.

As has been noted in these columns, the Ulen Contracting Cor-
poration already had the contract for this construction, but details

of finance had not been worked out. With the entrance of the

other American companies into the agreement, this part of the

work is taken care of. The new line will extend from Atocha,
Bolivia, to Villazon, on the Argentine frontier, and will provide,

with existing railways, a transcontinental route from the Pacific

to Buenos Aires. The American companies will purchase
$7,000,000 of Bolivian 8 per cent bonds, the proceeds of which
will be used to cover construction costs. These bonds will be
payable as to principal and interest in the United States and are

secured by a first lien on export duties on rubber and minerals

and an absolute mortgage on the railway.

Brazilian Market for Railway Equipment

Commercial Attache W. L. Schurz, at Rio de Janeiro, calls

attention in Commerce Reports to the difficulties being ex-

perienced in connection with the railways of Brazil. Since

1914 new construction has been limited and only restricted

quantities of rolling stock purchased, with the result that the

present mileage and somewhat deteriorated equipment are

entirely inadequate for the growing needs of the country.

A crisis has developed in the Rio Grande railway system
where the farms of the interior have produced more than

the carrying capacity of the railways. Similar troubles are

experienced in other districts. More or less additional equip-

ment is needed for all the lines, of which there is a total of

17,477 miles—a little less than was in the United States in

1855, and also slightly more than is now in Texas.

Both the government and private railways are unable to

purchase the rolling stock or make the extensions so urgently

needed, although some new purchases are under considera-

tion and a small amount of new construction in progress.

This inability is due to the following conditions: (1) Re-

duced receipts, resulting from reduced foreign trade, and the

fact that public sentiment opposes any increase in the rates;

(2) reduced value of the currency as compared with the

pound or dollar, the currencies of the countries that would

probably supply the materials required.

Although the present market for rolling stock is obviously

far below the actual needs of the country, it is still important.

Approximately 50 steam and electric locomotives have re-

cently been shipped from factories in the United States or

are in course of construction here. Further electrification

and more business are expected.

The market for rolling stock is at present largely limited

to the Rio Grande system (government owned
1

)
:
the three

lines of the state of Sao Paulo, viz., the Paulista. the Mogyana,

and the Sorocabana; the Central of Brazil (government

owned); and the Inspectoria Federal das Obras Contra as

Seccas. The last-mentioned is the administrative bureau in

charge of the reclamation projects being carried out in Ceare

and the adjoining states. The Noroeste, the Oeste de Minas.

the Viacao Bahiana, and the Ferrocarril de Goyaz have all

had certain sums placed at their disposal from the Federal

budget for the purchase of limited quantities of materials.

Other business would develop rapidly if the financial and legal

obstacles could be overcome.
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Railway Project to Connect Brazil and Paraguay

The long-standing project for a railway to connect Para-

guay and Brazil has lately been revived and is being actively

prosecuted in both countries, according to information from
Commercial Attache W. L. Schurz, published in Commerce
Reports. The projected line would give Paraguay an alter-

native outlet to the Atlantic, thereby freeing it from its

present dependence on Argentina and generally improving its

international position. On the other hand, the railway would
open the Paraguayan market to the Paulista manufacturing
interests and create a stronger current of trade between
Brazil and the northeastern provinces of Argentina.

Recently the project took concrete form in the Brazilian

Congress in a bill granting to the state government of cither

Sao Paulo or Parana a concession to build a line from Santa

Cruz do Rio Pardo, the terminus of one of the lines of the

Sorocobana railway system, to some point on the Rio Parana
between the Guayra Falls and the mouth of the Iguassu,

and also to build another connection from Guai ipuva to some
point on the main line to be constructed, thus offering an-

other outlet by way of Curytiba to the \ t tan tic at Paran
This concession would carry with it a subsidy of $44,000 a

mile. In case neither state should show a disposition to

utilize the proposed concession within three months from
the date of the passage of the law, the concession would be

offered to the highest bidder. Should no offers be made
by private interests, the government would construct the line.

It is claimed that as a connection between Sao Paulo and
Corrientes the proposed route would offer an economy of

684 miles over the present roundabout route by Buenos Aires,

and would soon correct the unfavorable trade balance suf-

fered by Brazil in its commerce with Argentina. There are

several different schemes being advanced by the various pro-

moters, however, so that it is possible that the bill will be

altered before it is finally enacted.

Equipment and Supplies
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Freight Cars

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has awarded a con-
tract for the repair of 125 steel gondola cars to the Bettendorf
Company, Bettendorf, la.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has awarded a contract for

the rep lit cars to the Standard Steel Car
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has awarded a con-
tract for the repair of 300, 50-ton composite gondola cars to

the Bettendorf Company, Bettendorf, la

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has awarded a con-
tract for the repair of 100 composite gondola cars to the
Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, Chicago.

Iron and Steel

The Western MARYLAND Terminal has awarded a contract

for 274 tons of steel for an elevator at Baltimore. Md., to the

Pittsburgh Bridge & Iron Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon October 12, for its present requirements of frogs, new metal
hopper beams for hoppers nits, steel re-

quired for repairs to tin- Hudson River freight bridge and mis-
cellaneous materials for repairs to turntables.

Westinghouse Reported to Have
Received Large Chilean Contract

The Westinghouse Electric IiittTnatioii.il I ompany has

announced that it has received final confirmation of the con-

tract to supply the equipment for electrifying the Chilean

State Railway between Valparaiso and Santiago and to Los
Andes, according to the Wall Street Journal.

The contract received from the Chilean government through
the company's Chilean agents, Errazuriz, Simpson & Co.,

associated with Spruillc Braden, of New York, continues the

Wall Street Journal, covers the most important railway elec-

trification since the beginning of the war and the largest ever

undertaken by an American firm outside of the United States.

The main line, which is 116 miles long ami is now under steam
operation, is the most important in Chile. It connects the

leading seaport, Valparaiso, with the capital, while the line

to Los Andes is 28 miles long and forms the Chilean end of

the transcontinental route to Buenos S

The contract, which has a total value of $7,000,000, was
secured in spite of keen competition from German and other
European concerns. The award was given to the American
firm because of its more complete ami accurate engineering
analysis of the proposition as well as its lower price.

The equipment to be furnished consists of 11 pas^.

locomotives, IS road freight locomotives and 7 switching
locomotives, together with five sub-stations of 4.000 k. w.

each. The 3,000-volt direct current system will be used and
all standards will be strictly American in characti i i apacit}
of this equipment will be 50 per cent greater than the present
traffic demands, and the plans have been so drawn that an
increase of traffic capacity to three times the present amount
can be readily obtained. Owing to the abundance of water
power in Chile and the high price of fuel, practically all of the
Chilean railways will probably eventually be electrified and
the present project is the first step in this process.

Other American concerns that will participate in additional
awards for the requirements of the Chilean railways, accord-
ing to the Wall Street Journal, are the American Locomotive
Company, the Pressed Steel Car Company and the Anaconda
Copper Mining Coriipany.

Miscellaneous

The New York Central, Lines East of Buffalo, will receive

bids up to 12 noon, October 7, for its requirements up to Janu-
ary 1, 1922, of the following: Fuel oil. ken Miming
semaphore oil, turpentine substitute, each candles, mineral seal

oil, common black oil, West Virginia black oil and gas oil.

The U. S. Light & Heat Corporation. Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

recently received several orders from the railroads including the
following: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 50 2 kw. car light-

ing devices and 50 batteries ; Car Brothers, New York, agent for
the Mexican Railway six, 4 kw. devices with 6 batteries, and the

Norfolk & Southern, five, I'; kw. devices.

Railway Construction

Atlantic Coast Line.— This company has awarded a con-

tract to R. N. McEachern, Moultrie, Ga., for the construction

of a one-story brick freight warehouse. 36 it. by 188 ft, and a
cotton shed, 36 ft. by 378 ft., at Bishopville, S C.

ion Station.—This company, which
i September 10 (paf accepting bids

for the substructure for a viaduct at Madis

has awarded a contract for this work to the Undergroun
struction Company, i

I he companj I

contract to George P. Cullen, construction

for the structural work in widening Canal street, between Jack-

son Boulevard and Van Buren street,

GRAND Trunk.—This company has undertaken the construc-

a subway with concrete abutments and steel span at

itario, am! has awarded a corn-

the Hamilton Bridge Works. Hamilton. Ontario, for the steel

superstructure, erection of which will be handled by company
forces.

Illinois Central.—This company will receive bids until Octo-

ber 3 for the construction of a pipe line, well, and pumping

at Flossmore, III.
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Illinois Central.—This company contemplates the erection of

enl cai repaii tieds H McComb, Miss., to replace those

destroyed by fire.

Jackso nil [ir.n.M i OM PANY.—This company has award-

ed a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, for

the erection of an electric cinder conveyor at Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—This company in conjunc-

tion with the National Railways of Mexico, contemplates the

construction of an international bridge spanning the Rio Gi

between Del Rio, Tex., and Las Varas, Mex.

Los Ancei.es & Salt Lake.—This company has applied to the

Interstati ' ommerce Commission for certificates authorizing an

extension of it^ Santa Ana branch in California for a distance

of fourteen miles, and also for a new line extending from its

branch from La Habra east and south to Tustin, Orange County,

21.8 miles.

Missouri PACIFIC.—This company has awarded a contract to

Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, for five pumping stations

and water treating plants to be erected at Alexandria, La.,

Annapolis, Mo., Hoxie, Ark., McGehee, Ark., and Van Buren,

Ark., to cost approximately $135,000.

Oklahoma & Arkansas.—The Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion lias issued a certificate authorizing this company to con-

struct a line from an intersection with the Kansas, Oklahoma

& Gulf near S'alina, Okla., in a generally easterly direction for

approximately 20 miles.

Oklahom \ & Arkansas.—This company has awarded a con-

tract for the construction of a 40-mile line from S'alina, Okla.,

to Kansas, Okla., to J. W. Hoffman, Kansas City, Mo. The

right-of-way is now being acquired and construction work will

begin about October 1.

Pittsburgh & West Virginia.—This company has awarded

a contract for a 150-ton, two-track, concrete coaling station with

sand storage drying, elevating and delivery equipment at Avella,

Pa., to the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago.

Quebec Extension.—This company, of which A. R. Gould,

Presque Isle, Me., is president, is contemplating the construction

of a line from Washburn, Me., to Frontier Lake, Quebec. This

company has 12 miles of road in operation at the present time

and will probably begin active work on the new line next season.

The work will involve the construction of two steel bridges, 500

ft. and 600 ft. in length, and a number of trestles.

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.—This company contemplates

the construction of a hollow tile passenger depot at Taft, Tex.,

to cost about $11,000, and a hollow tile combination freight and
passenger depot at Poth, Tex., to cost about $8,300.

Sewell Valley.—This company is contemplating the erection

of a shop building at Rainelle, W. Va., to have an erecting aisle

approximately 60 ft. by 120 ft., and a machinery aisle 30 ft. by
120 ft., to be equipped with an electric crane of 25 or 30 tons'

capacity covering the entire main erecting aisle.

Southern Pacific—This company has started the construc-

tion of a 420-ft. extension to the grain elevator gallery of its

Sunset elevator on Pier "A" at Galveston, Tex., equipping this

gallery with a 36-in. belt. The work will be done by company
forces, and the entire cost of the work is estimated at $41,000.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company will receive bids un-
til October 1, for the erection of a machine shop at St. Louis, Mo.

Ti • & Pacifii ["his company, which was noted in the Rail-
way -'; (.1 Septeniliei .1 (page 4(>'M, as receiving bids for the

construction of a new passenger station at Ranger, Tex . In-

awarded the contract for this work to Henger & Chambers Com-
pany, Dallas, Tex.

iniitiiiiiiitiiuimNlu:

Supply Trade News

William C. Wolfe has been appointed manager of sales of

the Highland Iron & Steel Company, Terre Haute, Ind., a

subsidiary of the American Chain Company. Mr. Wolfe's
headquarters will be at 208 South La Salle street, Chicago.

G. H. Redding has been elected secretary of the Massey
Concrete Products Corporation, succeeding F. C. Shannon,
formerly vice president and secretary, and the position of vice-

pri ident will remain unfilled for the time being. David A.

Hultgren, lias been appointed resident manager at Chicago,

for the company.

Henry J. Kimman who, since 1902, has been manager of

the Cleveland plant of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
died in Cleveland, Ohio, on September 7. Mr. Kimman was
born in Harlem, Holland, in 1863 and came to America with

his parents in 1870, settling in Chicago. He served an appren-

ticeship with the Adams & Westlake Company and other manu-
facturing concerns in Chicago and in the far west. In collabora-

tion with his brother, T. P. Kimman, he developed and
manufactured the first practical portable piston air drill. He
became associated with E. N. Hurley in 1898, in the forma-

tion of the Standard Pneumatic Tool Company, and with the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company in the consolidation of

pneumatic tool interests in 1901, at which time he became
manager of the Cleveland plant of the Chicago company.

He remained in active charge of the plant until his death.

Obituary

Henry Eliot, Jr., president of the Eliot Frog & Switch

Company, East St. Louis, 111., died at his home at St. Louis,

Mo., on September 9, from the effects of a cerebral

hemorrhage.

Trade Publications

Lighting Data.—The Lighting Service Department of the

Edison Lamp Works of the General Electric Company has issued

a new series of bulletins on the general subject of electric light-

ing with titles as follows : Reflectors for Incandescent Lamps,

The Lighting of Printing Plants, Lighting for Outdoor Sports,

Sliip Lighting, Railway System Lighting, Buildings and Yards

and Lighting for Indoor Recreations. The numbers of these bul-

letins are respectively, LD123, LD125, LD126, LD127, LD128 and

LD129. They are profusely illustrated, contain from 16 to 34

pages each and the information given on each subject is quite

complete.

A New Mi-. Deo
,

now being built by the Government at

Esquimalt, British Columbia, will be able to accommodate the

largest vessels afloat. It will have a total length of 1,150 ft., a
width of 120 ft. on sill and of 135 ft. on the coping level. The
depth of the sill will be 40 ft. The dock will be built of concrete
and granite.

Photo by Ezt. :in$ Calloway

Port of Laurenco Marques, Southern Africa
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Railway Financial News
BlliiiiiiiiiiliiiiiittiiillHillliiiilMiiiiliillllliliHiiniiiilllllltlllillilllillilllllllllMiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiliillllltiliiiiHiiniijijir:

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Annual Report.

—A review of this company's annual report for l
lJ20 appears on

another page of this issue.

Authorized to Pledge Bonds.—This company has been author-

ized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to issue $811,000

series A, and $2,689,000 series B, 6 per cent refunding and im-

provement mortgage bonds to be pledged as collateral security for

a 6 per cent promissory demand note for $3,500,000 issued to the

director general of railroads in payment of indebtedness to the

United States for additions and betterments made during thi

period of federal control.

Cuba Railroad.—Annual Report.—The income statement

for the year ended June 30, 1921, compares with the previous

year as follows

:

1921 1920
Gross earnings $15,853,959 $14,149,108
( Iperatinc expenses 14,210,562 10,601,476

Net earnings 1,643,397 3,547,632
Other income 145,272 157,240

Grcss income 1,788,669 3,704,872
Interest on funded debt 1,475,711 1,264,705

Net income 312,958 2,440,167

Gainesville & Northwestern.—Asks Loan From Revolving

Fund.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a loan of $75,000 for five years from the re-

volving fund to enable it to retire outstanding indebtedness.

Great Northern.—Annual Report.—A review of this com-
pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Grand Trunk.—Shareholders to Appeal.—The shareholders of

this company have decided to appeal to the Privy Council against

the recent finding of the board of arbitration declaring the com-
mon and preferred stocks of the railway valueless. ( See Railway
Age of September 10, 1921, page 511.)

MlLLEDGEVlLL] luthori o Issue Stuck. This company has
been authori ed bj the Interstate Commerce Commission to issue

$30,000 of common stock and to exchange it for a like amount
oi the company's outstanding firs) mortgi

New York Central.- Operating Contract Approved.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has issued an order approving and
authorizing the execution of a new contract whereby the Boston
& Albany, through its lessee, the New York Central, operates the
line of the Providence. Webster & Springfield

Southkrn.—Aslcs Authority to !ssu< Bonds. l\n- company
ha-, applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority
to issue and sell $5,655,000 of first consolidated mortage 5 per
cent gold bonds payable July 1. 1994, for the purpose of provid-
ing funds for the retirement of a like amount of first mortgage
6 per cent gold bonds of the Georgia Pacific maturing January
1 1922. The application states that negotiations for the sale of
the bonds have been postponed until action ha I taken by
the commission, but that it is proposed to sell the bonds at not
less than >y l and accrued interest.

Southern Pacific—Subsidiary Leases Texas State Railroad.—
(See Texas & New Orleans.)

Sugar Pine.—Authorised to Abandon Line. -The [nterstati
Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing
Company to abandon its line from Ralph to Lyons Dam, Calii
distance of 14.15 miles.

Texas & New t li i . , Texas State
Railroad- The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized
this company to leas,- the Texas Stair Railroad. (See Railway

September 10, 1921, page 512.)
The Texas & New Orleans agrees that in determining operating

there shall be credited to the Stan no division lowei than thi
I'as'S ol divisicn to the Texas Stati Railroad, and.on traffic not n n

• bj division sheets, that may hereafter arise, the relative propor-
tion of divisions shall tint lie lower than the divisions which now
ine company is not to charge any portion of overhead or general expenses
°i any officers above the grade of division superintendent; such I

as are charged shall be pro-rated on train mileage basis. Suitable reserve
may be created currently by the T. S: N. O., and set up in the accounts to

cover liabilities of operation. At the termination of this contract any
reserve funds so accumulated will, after settlement of all liabilities for
which the reserve was created, be divided equally between the State and the
company.

Texas State Railroad.—Leased to Texas & New Orleans.—
(See Texas & New Orleans.)

Western Maryland.—Authorised to Pledge Bonds.—This
company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to procure the authentication and delivery to its treasurer

of $1,500,000 of first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent gold

bonds and to pledge $1,527,000 of such bonds with the Secretary
of the Treasury as security tor a loan from the United States.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Asks Authority to Pledge Bonds.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue and pledge $125,000 of 6 per cent

refunding mortgage bonds to be pledged as collateral for a loan
from the United Sti md also for authority to

repledge $924,000 of refunding mortgage 5 per cent bonds as

collateral for the renewal of short term

Wyoming & Missouri River.—Sold.—This road, which oper-

ates between Aladdin, Wyo., and Belle Fourche, S. Dak., 18 miles,

has been sold to Mahlon S. Kemmerer of Mauch Chunk, Pa.,

for $51,200. The sale was ordered to satisfy a federal court judg-
ment of $348,000 held by Mr. Kemmerer.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The U. S. Railroad Administration reports the following

final settlements and has paid out to the several companies the

following amounts: Merchant- & Miners' Transportation Com-
pany, $600,000; X.w York, Ontario & Western. $500,000;
Sharpsville, $14,403; New Mexico I entral, $31,394 Gulf, Florida

& Alabama, $29,100.

Offering of Equipment Trusts

The equipment trust cerl Id bj the Railroad Ad-
ministration to various bankers are being ottered to the public

at prices to \io]d 5.75 to 5.80. The sale of these certificates was
noted in the Railway Age, issues of September 17 and 24. 1921.

pages 530 and 598 respectivelj n article on
page of this jss,R. entitled "Additional Sales of Equipment Trust
Certificates."

Treasury Payments to Railroads

Since last announ tod September 19, 1921, pay-
ments under Sections 204, 209, 210 and 212 of the Transporta-
tion \ct. 1920, as amended, have been made by the Treasury
as follows:
Uabama S Mississippi

1 40,000
' ull 6,000

Norfolk Southern

Total -56.295

Total payments to September 24, 1921, follow:

for reimbursement of deficits during
control

i

( 1 ) To carriers to which anal payment of the guaranty
been made under paragraph

previous advances under paragi ;. 690,115
Ivancea under paragraphs <hi and ii) to

ment has not been received !> ihe Treasury from
the ! 50.874

(c) Under Section 21J:
ill For partial payments the guaranty

(2) For partial payments in respect to the reiml
ment for dcticils during the period of federal
control provided in Section 204

m the revolving fund
000,000 therein pi 246,411,467

Total $679,976,412

Dividends Declared

rred. 1 per cent, qu.i
! 5 ti held
New York. mmon, 2 per cent. p.i\-able October 17

cnt, quartcrlv, payable
ber 31.

r cent, quarter';
to holders



Annual Report

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company—Thirty-Second Annual Report

To the Stockholders of

Th , CLEVEl 1ND, CINCINNATI, CHICAGO AND St. I-OUIS RAILWAY COMPANY:

The Board of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended

December 31, 1920, with statements showing the income account for the year

and the financial condition of the company.
,;„„„,]

The operation and maintenance of the company's road were continued

under federal control until 12.01 o'clock a. m. of the first day oi

1920. at which time the company resumed the operation of its rai roaa

oronerty The Board of Directors- at its meeting of March 10 1920,

iuthorzed the acceptance on behalf of the company of the giraranty pro-

-i^ons " Ac <- approved lehruary 28,

d sn.li acceptance was Bled with the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, before March 15, 1920, as provided by the Act. The ettect ot

3kT£. that fo, the six' month's to Sep « «r~
euarantced a i

"
:

' income not less than one-half tie amount

,Sn. it contract v/ith the Government as annual compensation.

The Interstate Coi ion by its order of July .29, 19ZU,

.ranted an Increase, effective August 26, 1920, in freight rates in eastern

l.nl, tcr ritorv of 40 per cent and of 33V3 per cent between points in

a mop territory and othe. territories. It also ganted an increase m
^sse^geftXs of 20 per cent, -.ha surcharge on Pullman ta«
™r cent accru ng to the carriers. lhe!>e increases were not um itu„>

Sowed by sever2 of the States as to intrastate rates, so that the full effect

«f the advance was not measured by the percentages for inters ate traffic

although! in most instances they were subsequently allowed under further

the
h
full

O,
yel

,

r

SS1

l?20, .he freight and passenger revenues showed

™EIIa advances ovei the previous year. The return, however, was not

S great as it would have been under normal business conditions, due to

She fact that the greater part of the tonnage increase was carried at

i
,

l , ™ rates The principal source of additional tonnage was in

*vi^,t
y
, of coal and ores and other products of mines, these constituting

Sn
P
in" ease o ™ ,500"So 'tons out of a 'total increase of 5,249,000 tons

The number of passengers carried during the year increased 1,007,609,
the iijmuer or

'
ab
; ^ „ in local and commutation passengers

This U rePlcted"! he decrease of 3.6 miles in the average distance each

fencer was carried. The advance in passenger rates however, under

SrST?if the Interstate Commerce Commission, increased the average re-

SSS rir , asse ger per mile from 2.705 cents to 2.870 cents.
.

Cw =n<fustrie ? located on the line of this company in 1920 will, it is

estimated"increase its traffic by over 100,000 carloads, y.elding several

m
i

,

„
iO,

,be
0l

ma
r

ue'r

n oT™nt for transportation of mail, which bad been
In tie maner oi »» Commission for some time, an order was

™^d v e f—™ 1 nSiy 1920, establishing increased rates

•Ir^m November 1
1™

6, whah/ under the same order were increased 25

S?"e£Ton January I, ^-^ZAl^lr t l^^DeSer
Tl

31^r aW7o
m
x^r ly

O
$26

O
5,00ti

e

, "whde" 1177^0*6 Administration re-

HiJl as its
P
share fo/the period of federal conltrol

f992
000

7-b,. -iubstantial increases in pay and the changes in working conmtions

Murine and since federal control have created a situation, which is giving

fte company grave concern. Besides the actual increases in wages granted

^Tv the Director General or ordered by the Labor Board, there have bee.,

-eclassificatintii; of emplovees and special allowances which entail additional

^'ST without compensating return in labor performed.

£„^eeme^^^
S^SsS™ l^f^^pany^atsTbetn &Sf3
""Tile condition oTthe'company's equipment at the end of federal control

Lias caused an unusual outlay for repairs which are still under way.

There was a substantial increase in the cost of fuel.

Final settlement of accounts with the Railroad Administration for the

,,,, 1 of federal control has not been effected, but the company is

actively engagel in the preparation of the data necessary for use in connec-

tion with the making of such a settlement.

The settlement with the United States Government for the guaranty period

s£ months March to August, 1920—in connection with the guaranty pro-

vision of the' Transportation Act, is progressing.

The following is a comparative table of the mileage operated:
^"^ 'o" Increase

1920 1919 or
decrease

Miles Miles Miles

Main line and branches owned 1,693.03 1 .«?j»-„'

^t\a
ines

line
.. ::::::::::::::::::::::

™™ lolil

Lines operated under contract..... 326.68 201.37

ILin.-s operated under trackage rights

Total road operated. 2,421.45 2,408.53

—125.31

125.31
12.25

1 ! 9 !

York Central Railroad Company, under sublease, 70 locomotives, 55 pas-
senger-train cars and 3.100 freight-train cars, covered by that company's

i:i trust of April 15, 1920. The sub-lease to this company provides
that the sub-lessee shall assume its pro rata share of the equipment trust

ifs, principal and interest, and expenses of the trust, and shall

pay that part of the cost of the sub-let equipment which is not financed
through the trust, and that it shall, upon the fulfillment of the trust,

.he owner of the equipment sublet to it. The estimated cost of
this equipment is $15,227,995.43 and this company's share of the certi-

-sued to cover approximately 75 per cent of the cost is $11,416,671.

Of the remainder of the cost, $3,415,000 was obtained from the New York
Railroad Company as a loan. For this and for $529,000 obtained

from the same source for additions and betterments to equipment, the

companv gave its fifteen 6 per cent notes maturing in equal installments
December 23, 1921-35, aggregating $3,944,000.

is ten-year promissory note dated December 23, 1920, given to the
New York Central Railroad Company, this company borrowed for addi-
tions and betterments to way and structures $4,560,000.
The company also borrowed from the New York Central Railroad Com-

pany $113,000, giving therefor its ten-year 6 per cent note secured by the
pledge of a like note given to this company by the Cincinnati Northern
Railroad Company to provide it with money for additions and better-

ments.
1 luring the year the company's notes of a maturity of more than two

years and equipment trust obligations were increased as follows:

Equipment Trust No. 44 of January 15, 1920
notes $5,130,000.00

C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co. oroportion of N.
V. C. R. R. Co. Equipment Trust of April
15. 1920, certificates 11,416,671.00

Fifteen promissory notes of the C. C. C. &
St. L. Ry. Co., dated December 23, 1920,
given given to the N. Y. C. R. R. Co.. due
serially at intervals of one year 3.944,000.00

Ten-year promissory notes of the C. C. C. &
St. L. Ry. Co., dated December 23, 1920,
given to the N. Y. C. R. R. Co 4,673,000.00

In view of the status of foreign exchange, the Board of Directors au-

rised the purchase in France of this company's 4 per cent European

l.vu, Bonds due in 1930. of which 50,000,000 francs par value were sold

ta 1910 the company realizing net proceeds of $8,583,286

1920 there wi ',346,000 francs par value of these bonds,

equivalent at the normal exchange rate (5.1S13 francs to the dollar) to

$6,242,834.81. at a total cost of $3,149,353. „„-,-, . j ,c
Provision was made for financing the cost of 2,000 freight cars and 35

locomotives allotted to the company, .luring federal control, by the Director

lehvered, throogh an equipment

trust (known Crust No. 44) established by an equipment

frus , .,
i iry 15. 1920, providing for the payment of

75 per cent of the cost of the equipment in the company s (> i

equipment notes, dated January 15, 1920, maturing in equal annual in

stalliiicnis over a period of 15 years, the balance, pursuant to an

_^,lt dated ranuary II 1920, between the Director General and the

company, to be deducted from the equipment depreciation and retirement

credits arising in the company's favor under the standard contract with

*he Director General. The total cost of the equipment will amount to

approxiiii.ii.-lv $0,842,500. The amount of the notes issued is $5,130,000.

In ail. [in.. n i.. Hi. equipment allocated to it by and acquired from the

pi r(. ct ,

,

Railroads, the company is to receive from the New

The following bonds were retired during the vear:
C. I., St. L. & C. Ry. Co. general first mort-
gage bonds retired $81,000.00

C. I., St. L. & C. Ry. Co., first consolidated
mortgage bonds retired 562,000.00

C. C. C. & St. L. Ry. Co. (St. Louis Division)
first collateral trust mortgage bonds pur-
chased for sinking fund 53.000.00

Central Grain Elevator Co. bonds retired 26,000.00

Payments falling due during the year and
on January 1, 1921, were made on the com-
pany's liability for certificates issued under
equipment trust agreements as follows:

N. Y. C. Lines Trust of 1907, installment
due November, 1920

N. Y. C. Lines Trust of 1910, installment
due January, 1921

N. Y. C. Lines Trust of 1912, installment
due January, 1921

N. Y. C. Lines Trust of 1913, installment
due Januarv, 1921

Big Four Railway Trust of 1914, installment
due June, 1920

Die Four Railway Trust of 1915, installment

due July, 1920.

$25,163,671.00

$246,689.81

199,625.82

Big Four RauVav Trust of 1917,
due June, 1920

stallment
237,000.00

1,447.939.54

There were nominally issued during the year and pledged as collateral

r the ten-year note for $4,560,000 given to the New York Central Rail-

ad Company, $4,560,000 of this company's refunding and improvement
per cent mortgage bonds, series B.
In addition to the notes mentioned above, the following notes of a ma-
rity of two years or less appear on the balance sheet:

he New York Central Railroad Company $4,000,000.00

anks and trust companies 3.425,000.00

Total $7,425,000.0.1

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INI

Vear ended
Dec. 31,

1920
Compensation accrued for the

possession, use and control
of the property of this com-
pany and its leased Lines,

as stated in contract with
the Director General of

ids— lanuarv 1 to

February 29, inclusive $1,656,432.88
Additional compensation ac-

crued account completed ad-
ditions and betterments

—

fanuary 1 to February 29,

Vear ended
Dec. 31,

1919

Inc; .1-

inclusive 49,122.10

Guaranteed net railway operat-
ing income under section
209 of Transportation Act
of 1920—March 1 to Au-

31, inclusive
.pi rating income items

audited March 1 to August
31, inclusive, applicable to

the period prior to January 1,

$5,153,038.52

5.059,713.12

648
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Net railway operating income
—corporate account — Sep-
tember 1 to December 31,

nimiimiiniiimmmiuimmuiL

5.064,107.44
Total (compared with com-

pensation accrued in 1919
under contract with Director

General of Railroads)

Miscellaneous non-operating

$11,829,375.54

$27,480.19
.'4,241. .14

$10,427,350.68

$25,913.01
20,451.30

$5,461.71

,241.48

70,705.92

304,768.87

1,545.89
4,662.51

$757,761.97

$11,190,574.36

$516,740.45
150,586.37
185,678.78
10,123.45

1.7117,22

4,"1"

961,709.43

49,569.01

514.47

204.108.42

$7,032,604.40

.'69.96

$1,402,024.86

$1,567.18
Expenses and taxes 3,7911.04

$3,238.85

$25;.

157,995.48

1.479.8S

$1,621,424.86

$13,4 i 1,039, !S

Ml.

$235,267.08
146,613.00
164, '"ii. mi

25,580.00

56,566.93
5.957,003.16

680,1 5, !

128,693.67

254.01

36.359.88

—$2,222.86

Other Income

—

Miscellaneous rent inci me
Miscellaneous n on operating

$33,302.97

58,420.83

Income from funded sei until -

Income from unfunded securi-
246,229.89

505,512.20

—66.04
263.06

Release of premiums i n

funded debit

$863,662.89

$2,263,464.89

—$281,473.37
— 3,973.37

—21,478.78
15,456.55

54,859.71

Deductions from Gri

Miscellaneous tax accruals..
Separately operated propertii

Interest on funded debt. .

Interest on unfunded debt..
Amortization of discount on

—280,871.21

Maintenance of invest! '

—260.40
Miscellaneous in< oim < li.u yt

Corporate genera! expenses.

.

471.31
—167,748.54

Total di dut ti- ns from
$7,464,654.03

S5,989,385.22

$432,049.63

H.831,415 !6

Less revenues and expenses
applicable to the period
prior to January 1, 1918,
settled for account of the
corporation by the United
States Railroad Adminis-
tration 3,580,183.52 —3,479,577.45

Net corporate incut".

Disposition of Net I"

Dividends declared ( 5 per
cent each year on pre-
i, 1 1 , ,i capital

Sinking funds
Investment in pi

$577,786.44 $5,310,992.71

$499,925.00
35,174.00 $2,038.34

20,621.03

Surplus for the year $5,32 i" $5,288,333.34

Profit and Loss Account
Balance to credit of profit and loss, December 31, I!

A ' 1 1
1 ' I i

.
ii

Surplus fpi ill" year 1920 $5,32

J

From United States Government in adjust-
ment of mail pay for years 1916-1917

Accumulated unretunding overchargi
Reacquirement of securitn

i
below par.... 33.7su.20

Sales of land 8,844.32
Unclaimed wages and pensions, l"U

Deductii ns.

Unaccrued depreciation i r " luly l.

1907, on equipmi nl retin .1 dui iti

Road property abandoned
Adjustments of sundry accounts I nel

34,547.33
9,084.26

$16,432,"

Pursuant to an agi i ment, dati I
I

. .

pany and lie I:, ndholders' Committ. c ol &
Railroad Company, formerly owning the rail in length, ex-
tending i"'"i l.iie Haute, Indiana, 10 Straight Line Function, 3

north of Kvansvillc, Indiana, ilns company at midn
assumed operation "i the railroad, which ed in the
interest "f the Bondholders' Committei

I iville, In-
dianapolis x i,t t, M iute R ii ". i ;

ganized Inn- i
. 1920. The agreement provided tii.it the company should

operate the In." , nl it il.. risl

owning 1
1
mpaii) fot < pi rn .1 of tl irs, with an opti i

pany to acquire the entir< capital stock oi such owner, at any timi
the three nc.ii pi riod, foi 81.

Q

Appreciative u kn i» l. d rmi nl i m di to ill o ;nd Ii

loyal .ut.l efficiei eration and service.
r the Board of Din

\l I 1-1 D II SMITH, President.

[advertisement]

then

Railway Officers

Executive

H. L. Traber has been elected president of the ( 'klahoma
& Arkansas with headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., and E. H.
Foster has i vice-president

John T. Torian, whose appointment as assistant to the vice-

neral manager of Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., was announced
in the Railway Age of September 10 (page 515), was born
on June 21, 1866, at Lafayette. La. He began railroad w..rk
in November, 1898. with Morgan's Louisiana & Texas, with
which road he has served successively as call boy, car checker,
roadmastcr's clerk, rk in a

local freight office and in an assistant superintendent's office,

brakeman. switchman, train and engineman's timekeeper, chief

clerk to assistant superintendent, and head clerk in the office

of the superintendent of the timekeeping bureau, chief clerk

to the superintendent, assistant yardmaster, yardmaster and
transportation inspector and train rule examiner. < >n April

19, 1916, was appointed trainmaster of the Gulf & Ship Island,

and on June 14 of the same year was promoted to superin-

tendent, continuing in this position until March 1, 1917, when
he returned to the Morgan's Louisiana & Texas. On No-
vember 1. 1917, he was appointed supervisor of wagi
inspector of transportation, which position he held until the

time of his recent promotion.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. H. Whitehead has been appointed auditor of the Lehigh
& New England with headquarters at Bethlehem, Pa., suc-

!'.. M Kuntz, resigned, effective Septembi

D. N. Fink has been appointed treasurer of the Oklahoma
& Arkansas, L. W. Randolph has bei n appointed secretary
and E. R. Jones

f
11 with headquarl

Muskogee, Okla.

George H. Parker lias resigned as comptroller of the Phila-

delphia & Reading to become commerce counsel of the

American Short Line Railroad Association with office at

Washington, D. C. Mr. Parker was formerly financial

ant to the director general of railroads and later comptroller
of the United Stales Railroad Administration. In addition to
lus work for the short line association, Mr. Parker will also

be engaged in private practice on general railroad accounting

PI I 'Ml'tlls

Operating

D. W. Steeper has hern appointed acting superinten
the Edson division of the Canadian National, with head-

Uberta, succeeding A. D. Carey, effective

ber 15.

G. H. Linney ha linted acting assistant superin-
tendent of the Can Lines, with head-
quarters at Humbolt, Sask., succeeding I-'.. V

effective September 16,

Eugene H. Daniel, whose appointment as superintendent
of transportation oi th< Centi .meed
in the Railway Age of September 24

on March 13, 1874, ..i Talbotton, Ga. He was educ I

LeVert ( ollege, ralbotton Ga., and entered railway -

in 1892 .is a telegraph operator for the Central of C
has served consecutively as train dis-

patcher, chief dispatcher, trainmaster, transportation :

tor, division superintendent and ..-

superintendent, which position he n.i- holding at the time
of his recent promotion.
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Traffic

J. P. Baker has been appointed general agent of the Kansas
City Southern, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., effective

September 16, succeeding G. M. Riley, deceased.

J. F. Fox, live stock agent of the Chicago, Rock Island &
1'acilic, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., has been pro-

moted to general live stock agent, with the same headquarters.

O. J. English has been appointed' commercial agent of the

Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.,

effective September 26, succeeding W. W. Johnston, resigned.

Joseph D. Saunders, whose appointment as general freight

agent of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Los
Angeles, Cal., was noted in the Railway Age of September 17

(page SS6), was born on May 25, 1885. He entered railroad

service as a stenographer to the chief clerk in the passenger

department of the Southern Pacific at Los Angeles in 1903,

since which time he has been contracting freight agent, cor-

respondence clerk to the assistant general freight and passen-

ger agent, chief clerk in the general freight office, and indus-

trial agent. He was appointed assistant general freight agent,

with headquarters at San Francisco, on June 1, 1916, which

position he held at the time of his recent promotion.

Herman W. Klein, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal., was noted in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 17 (page 556),

was born at Lathrop,

Cal., on September 4,

1888. He began rail-

road work in the traffic

department of the St.

Louis-San Francisco in

June, 1906, leaving that

road in 1910 to enter

the traffic department
of the Southern Pacific.

On September 1, 1916,

he was appointed chief

tariff clerk, which posi-

tion he held until

August 1, 1917, when
he was promoted to

chief clerk in the gen-

eral freight department.
One year later, he be-

came acting assistant

general freight agent at

San Francisco, and on
March 1, 1920, he was appointed foreign freight agent, which
position he held until the time of his recent promotion.

B. Levy, whose appointment as assistant general freight

agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters
at San Francisco, Cal., was noted in the Railway Age of

September 10 (page 515), was born at Los Angeles, Cal.,

on October 29. 1885. He began railroad work in the auditor's

office of the Santa Fe on June 24, 1902. and after holding
various minor positions, was promoted to chief clerk in tin

interline department. On January 1, 1910, he was appointed
tariff clerk in the traffic department at Los Angeles, and on
August 1 of the same year, he was promoted to chief tariff

clerk. In July, 1913, he became chief local rate clerk at

San Francisco, which position he held until December, 1916,
when he was appointed chief rate clerk with the same head-
quarters. During government control, Mr. Levy was asso-
ciated with the San Francisco district freight traffic commit-
tee. Upon the return of the railroads to private ownership,
he became chief clerk to the assistant freight traffic manager
of the Simla Fe, with headquarters at San Francisco, which
position he held until the time of his recent promotion.

Special

Dr. Wayland Morrison lias been appointed chief surgeon
of the Santa Fe Coast Lines Hospital Association, succeed-
ing Dr. N. H. Morrison, deceased.

F. P. Cruice has been appointed manager of the agri-
cultural and industrial development department of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, with jurisdiction over the lines east of
Albuquerque, N. M., with headquarters at Topeka, Kans.

Mechanical

A. W. Kirkland has been appointed acting superintendent
of motive power of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with
headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., during the temporary absence
of J. F. Sheahan, effective September 25.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

Walt Dennis, division engineer of the Wabash, with head-
quarters at Moberly, Mo., has been appointed superintendent
of the New Jersey, Indiana & Illinois, with headquarters at

South Bend, Ind.

F. A. Benz, division engineer of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh with headquarters at East Salamanca, N. Y., has
been transferred in a similar capacity to Du Bois, Pa., suc-
ceeding J. B. Oatman, who has been appointed roadmaster
with the same headquarters, and the position of division

engineer at East Salamanca has been abolished. The posi-

tion of engineer of construction has been abolished and D. S.

Watkins, who held that position, has been assigned to other
duties. These changes were effective September 1.

H. O. Kelly, engineer of deferred maintenance of the
Wabash, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been ap-
pointed division engineer, with headquarters at Moberly, Mo.,
succeeding Walt Dennis, resigned, to accept service with
another company. J. T. Vitt, assistant engineer, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, has been promoted to division engineer

of the St. Louis Terminal division, succeeding H. N. Hunts-
man, who has been appointed assistant engineer of the

Detroit division, with headquarters at Montpelier, Ohio, suc-

ceeding S. N. Crowe.

Obituary

W. B. Lindsay, who for the past 16 years has been eastern

passenger agent of the Lehigh Valley with headquarters at

New York, died on September 17 at New York.

James E. Crosland. chairman of the Southern Classification

Committee, died at his home at Atlanta, Ga., on September
17. after an illness of several weeks. Prior to going with this

committee Mr. Crosland was assistant general freight agent

of the Louisville & Nashville.

David H. Wilson, Jr., consulting engineer of the Erie, died in

New York on September 15. Mr. Wilson was born at Paterson,

N. J., in 1879, and was educated in the grade schools of Paterson,

at the Bliss Electrical School. Washington, D. C, whence he was

graduated in 1899, and Purdue University, from which institution

he was graduated in 1902. Following his graduation, he was in

charge of transmission line and electric railway construction in

Porto Rico and subsequently was engaged in a similar connection

in Canada. He went with the Erie in 1906 as electrical engineer,

which position he held until 1911, when at his own request he

was granted a leave of absence to work out a storage battery and

an electric welding machine. When the Wilson Welder and

Metals Company was organized he was elected vice-president.

He re-entered the service of the Erie on June 1, 1921, as con-

sulting engineer, which position he held at the time of his death.

Perhaps the one most immediately effective measure, how-
ever, which the government could take to ameliorate the

i unemployment) situation would be the funding of the exist-

ing indebtedness of the railroad companies on account of

capital expenditures while the roads were under its control.

That would place at the disposal of the road's $500,000,000

and would materially improve their ^nancial position and
hasten the time when they could mal + needed expendi-

tures for maintenance, improvemt "\sion.

—

The Guaranty Survey.
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Our foreign trade in railway equipment and supplies, inso-

far as the government is interested in it, has been entrusted

to the Industrial Machinery Division

Government f the Bureau of Foreign and Domes-

Service tic Commerce. American consuls and

to Trade representatives of the Department of

Commerce are scattered the world over.

Ii is their business to assist our foreign trade in every legiti-

mate way. Information regarding opportunities for the sal

of American goods, reports on business conditions in the

various countries, peculiar local customs and laws which

may influence busim :ss relal ions—all this and much more is

transmitted by these representatives to the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce at Washington, where the data are

distributed among the several divisions specializing in vari-

ous industries. Il is the division's dutj to assemble the

information and interpret it to its industry. The chief of

the Industrial Machinery Division announces the earnest

desire "to co-operate in every possible way with manufac-

turers and exporters of railway equipment and supplies in

the markets of the entire world." The value of such a service

as this is obvious, but by close co-operation with the division

ii can be extended and increased. At a time when our exports

are dwindling, a service such as this, which is designed to

promote foreign trade, should be utilized to the utmost

.

\ year ago the Committee on Heavy Electric Traction of

the American Electric Railway Association pointed out the

fact that the work of the heavy electric

Committee traction committees of several associa-

on tions overlapped, and much of their

Electrification work was duplicated. Railroads have
been called upon to answer question-

naires sent out by a number of assa iations, all asking
for information on a single subject. A clearing house
was suggested to remedy this situation. This year, ap-
parently in an effort to correct the situation, the same
A. E. R. A. committee included in its report a state-

ment of the activities of each of the other associations

which had committees at work on this subject. This is with-
out question a step in the right direction, but in the same
report the committee presents a considerable amount of data
and information which is largely a duplication of what has
been presented previously by the Association of Railway
Elei trical Engineers. The electric locomotive data table pub-
lished in this year's report, except for some additions, is

largely a duplication of part of a table prepared last year by
the A. R. E. E. committee. Data are also presented on mul-
tiple-unit equipment in this report, and the same report states
that the A. R. E. E. committee is working on tlais subject.
The bulk of the report consists of a bibliography, based
largely on data issued two years ago by the A. R. E. E. com-
mittee, enlarged, reclassified and brought up to date. This
rearrangement is spoken of as co-operation, but it undoubtedly
involves a duplication of effort as .1 new -roup of men have
rehandled and Tinted the bibliography. An invita-
tion will pi. 11 senl out by the American El
Railway Assoc ,1 to the executive bodies of the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering Association, the American Rail-

way Association. Mechanical Division, the National Elec-

tric Light Association, the .American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, the Association of Railway Electrical Engi-

neers, and such other organizations as the executive com-
mittee of the A. E. R. A. may deem expedient, asking each

association to two representatives to serve on an

American committei trification. This will probably
meet with some oppi the steam railroads are those

most vitally interested, and it would seem logical that their

representation should he in proportion to the magnitude of

their int. rest I in
: osition is probably justifiable, and it

may not be entirely feasible for one committee to handle all

matters pertaining to electrification. The fact remains, how-
ever, that all of tin ned should confer on the

subject, and either form an American committee on electrifica-

tion, or a steering committee which could assign appropriate
parts of the work to each of the int iations and
thus unite and direct their effort-; and do away with much
unnecessary duplication and lost motion

I he financial condition of th railroads during the past four

or five years has been such that the appropriations for ma-
1
hine tool-, signaling, passing tracks.

Revise the yards and similar improvements have
Old of necessity been held in abeyance in

Estimates sP'te °f the taft that the savings that

these expenditures would have pro-

duced would represent a high rate of return on the proposed
investment. In order to stimulate the investigations and
calculations that are now required to revise these old esti-

mates it would seem advisable to consider the increasingly

favorable conditions that will undoubtedly influence the

expenditures for improvements during the coming year. In

brief, the steady increase in the net income of the roads
should point to the probability that the railroads will soon
lie in a position to finance a considerable part of the exten-
sive maintenance and improvement program that has been

delayed so long. Considering - it would appear
-elf evident that the officers in charge of the various depart-
ments should now investigate with added zeal the details of

the equipment and material- listed on their proposed budget
estimates in order to ascertain whether they are still in tircord-

ance with the best practice.

The New York Central on October 1, in a letter addressed

>idi tr \ H. Smith to the company's 75.000 employees,

announced the adoption of a plan in-

Helping tended to assist them in the purchase

Employees on the installment plan of stock in the

Buy Stock company. The accession of this im-

portant system to the ranks of those
who believe in the value of this idea is a matter of eo-

lation. The !<::' - advocated the en
of investment by employees in the stock of the company by
which they are employed. On the one hand the em-

I to take a greater interest in their nd on
the other lb. given the employees to lay aside their
funds is always praiseworthy. Tl the idea is

651
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further pointed out by the success that has accompanied the

plan on the Lehigh Valley which was the first large railroad

to adopt it or by the favor with which similar plans are re-

garded and utilized by the official personnel and employees

of such industrial companies as the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, the United States Steel Corporation,

etc. While it is true that the stocks of certain railroads, such

as the Pennsylvania, Lackawanna, etc., are held in sizable

proportion by officers and employees, it is unfortunate that

the railways have been as slow as they have been in adopting

and pushing the idea. With three important roads—the Le-

high Valley, the Union Pacific and the New York Central

—

now favoring assisting their employees to purchase stock,

considerably better progress may be expected in the future.

The Safely Section of the American Railway Association has

made a successful start. The preparations for the Boston

convention were made on rather short

The Safety Section notice and it was not intended to do

of the much talking at this first meeting; but

A R. A. tne talking that was done was very

much to the point. Not the least sig-

nificant feature of the meeting was the careful attention paid

to the brief address by Professor W. J. Cunningham, which

was a logical appeal to avoid the error (which has been quite

common) of trying to make circulars, pictures, meetings and

emotional speeches accomplish the good which can be accom-

plished successfully only by long-continued and intimate

intercourse with individual employees. The important action

of the meeting was the resolution to start a national campaign

to educate automobilists not to kill themselves (and other

people) at grade crossings. The reader who thinks that this

subject is already too hackneyed should examine with care

Mr. Dow's outline of what ought to be done. The conven-

tion has practically decided that this is what shall be done.

This means that the hopeful results already realized on a

few roads are to be aimed at on every road throughout the

country. The field for possible enlightenment of the public

is unlimited. Last year the people killed at grade crossings

numbered seventeen times as many as the passengers killed

in train accidents.

The Talk of a Railroad Strike

The effects of government control and the Plumb plan

propaganda carried on by labor leaders on the relations

between the railways and the public, on the one side, and

railway employees, on the other, have seldom been more
strikingly illustrated than by the widespread talk recently of

a general railway strike.

On July 1 a reduction averaging 12J/2 per cent was made
in railway wages. Some changes also recently were made by

the Railroad Labor Board in the rules regarding compensa-
tion for overtime work. On the whole, however, railway

employees who have not been laid off are better off relatively

than almost any other class of people in this country. Even
since the recent reduction of wages the average hourly railway

wage is about 134 per cent more than in 1914. In August,

according to the statistics of the National Industrial Con-

ference Board, the average cost of living in all parts of the

United States was only about 65 per cent more than in 1914.

Therefore, in spite of the recent reduction in wages, the aver-

age railway employee can buy with an hour's wage 42 per

cent more of the necessaries and comforts of life that he

could before the war.

The average hourly wage of union labor employed in all

industries increased between 1
(M4 and 1920 only a little over

one-half as much as that of railway labor, and within the

Last year has been reduced much more in proportion. The
average prices of farm products are now only about 15 per
(cut more than in 1914, while the prices of the things the

farmer has to buy are still relatively much higher. The
result is that he cannot buy with a given amount of his

produ ts nearly as much of other things as he could in 1914.
While, however, railway employees as a class, in spite of

the recent reduction in their wage--, are relatively so much
better off than the farmers and most other working men, the

leaders of the railway lalxir unions are busily engaged in

taking and counting strike votes. Of course, the votes are

announced as practically unanimous for a strike. They al-

ways are. The percentage of members of a railway labor

union usually announced as voting for a strike is 98. Some-
times it is only 97, and sometimes it is 99. The skill the

leaders have acquired in always getting practically the same
percentage of their members to vote for a strike is quite

remarkable. If they should submit to the unions the ques-

tion whether they should strike because the science of as-

tronomy denies to them control over the movements of the

planetary system the vote in favor of striking would be
announced as just about 98 per cent. The question of a
railway strike is one of great public importance. Some day
the public may insist on having the ballots prepared and
counted by some governmental agency. We suspect the offi-

cial count would then show a vote for a strike surprisingly

different from the 98 per cent now usually announced.
There is one important feature of the strike votes now-

being taken which makes them different from any ever taken
before. The Transportation Act empowers and directs the

Railroad Labor Board to fix reasonable wages and working
conditions for railway employees. If the Labor Board per-

forms its duty in accordance with the provisions of the Act,

a strike by railway employees in violation of its decision

would be a plain violation of a federal law. Therefore, the

strike votes now being taken are votes to determine whether

railway employees shall commit wholesale violations of a

federal law. The labor leaders have loudly denounced cer-

tain railway companies on the ground that they have violated

this same law. Nobody ever has charged, however, and there

never has been any ground for charging, that the railway

companies as a whole ever have violated, or considered

violating, the law. It is a remarkable spectacle, the sig-

nificance of which the American public can hardly overlook,

when the labor leaders submit to a vote of all their members
the question whether they shall deliberately and openlv

violate a federal law, and this in spite of the fact that the

changes in wages and working conditions to which they ob-

ject are so small as to leave railway employees as a class

better off than almost any other large class of people in the

country.

The managements of the railways certainly do not want
a general strike. They can now, however, listen to the talk

of it with less disturbance and apprehension than they usu-
ally have felt on the numerous occasions when there has
been such talk within recent years. It has cost the railway

companies and the public a vast amount of money to comply
with the orders regarding wages and national agreements

the Railroad Labor Board has made within the last

year and a half. A strike would put railway employees

belonging to labor unions entirely outside the law and leave

the managements legally free to deal as they thought proper

with wages and working conditions without themselves

violating the law.

The traffic being handled by the railways is the smallest

For some years. Therefore it would lie easier for the railways

to handle it, in spite of a strike, than it would have been

at any tunc 'within recent years. Besides, it is estimated that

there are now about 4,000,000 men out of employment in

this country. About 600,000 of these are men who were
employees of the railways a year ago. The difficulty of'
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getting men to replace the strikers would therefore be much

less than it would have been at any time within at least six

years.

The facts that have been mentioned are not unknown to

the labor leaders and most members of the unions. There-

fore, unless there are special considerations of labor union

politics which are influencing the leaders, all the current talk

about a railway strike will end in talk. For some years,

however, there has been strong reason for believing that

sooner or later there would be a general railway strike. The
propaganda persistently carried on by labor leaders and the

Plumb Plan League have produced sentiments and feelings

among railway employees, especially the element that are

disposed to be radical, which have greatly increased the

possibility of a general strike at some time or other. The
innumerable concessions, beginning with the passage of the

Adamson Act, which the unions have obtained by constant

threats of strikes, and l>\ not infrequent sporadic actual

strikes, apparently have encouraged them to believe that

whatever they cannot get by reason they i an get by force.

If a strike there must be, the present would be, from the

standpoint of the railways and the public, as good a time

as any to have it. If the railway labor leaders must be
taught sooner or later that they cannot dictate their own
terms to the railways and the publi< bj constant threats of

force, the sooner they are taught it the better it will be for

all concerned.

Train Speeds Affect Maintenance Costs

ABE HIGH TRAIN SPEEDS a necessity or a luxury? Under
*»• the obligation imposed on the railroads to operate their

properties with prudence and economy, this question is of

sufficient importance to demand careful scrutiny. The rela-

tions of speed to fuel consumption and engine rating are

generally recognized, but the effect of speed on the cost of

track maintenance has received minor consideration. With
increases in speed as with added wheel loading, the mainte-
nance Of way department is not usually consulted but must
strive to meet the larger burden as it is imposed. This ques-
tion has received Mime study in connection with analyses of
the relative costs of passenger and freight service, but it lias

been given little consideration as a factor in the determina-
tion of the justification for increased spied, particularly of
passenger trains.

Whatever the facts may be with regard to what may be
termed legitimate or regularly imposed Speeds, the real waste
as concerns the maintenance of way department ari-es in the

lack of regulation or control of train velocit) as a conse-
quence of which trains occasionally run at much higher
speeds than those specifically authorized. In

wheel loading the problem of the maintenance of wa]
is to insure adequacy for- a definite and regularly applied
burden. With speed it is one of insuring safety for an
occasional velocity far in excess of that required for the
needs of the traffic.

Taken as a whole the average passenger train speed- have
not increased materially in the last quarter century. I, is

also certain that the lengthening of train schedules to permit
of lower average Speeds WOUld meet willi severe public objec-
tion. The answer, therefore, is not to decn ise He .,,

velocity but to exercise that degree of control which will
eliminate the unnecessary, exces ive speed speed to com
pensate for needless delays at station, time killing, etc In
short, the need is tor regulation that will prevent speeds m
excess of those reasonably required for the movemi
trains according to properh prepared schedules, proper
measures being instituted to expedite the handling of trains
;it stations, terminals, etc.

Such regulation of locomotive operation is entirely within

reason and has the jus i if precedent. With the

maximum velocity of tra shed and properly super-

vised, standards of track maintenance on lines of varying

cter may be established with a far greater degree of

accuracy than is now general]}' possible and in consequence

economies ma) be introduced with no sacrifice of the earning
power of the lines in question.

A New Form of "Jitney" Competition

ALTHOl ii many railway officers have taken a keen inter-

est in the extensive highway construction programs now
under way, railway man i whole have not taken

this development as seriously as its possibilities warrant.

Co-operating in the promotion of good roads in the early

of the propag use of the aid which such high-

i/ould render to the farmer in bringing his products
to their track-, the railways now find that this movement
has developed primaril) i if trunk line con-

struction Inning as one of its objects the connection of

important cities. These highways, which have been built at

public ' ire being used largely and in many cases

primarily by motor trucks which have sprung up, mushroom-
like, to engage in the- transport; th passengers and
Fri i 'lit in competition with the railways. Where these trucks
open routes not existing previously the_\' are rendering an
added service to the publii but in the vast majority of cases
their routes parallel existing steam lines and the service

offered duplicates that aln I he public is there-

fore receiving little or no additional service and the only-

re -nil is to divide the- traffic between the two agencies to the
detriment of the railways.

I he -e motor trucks are, in general, not subject to regu-
lation of rates, character or regularity of service or any of
the other restrictions imposed on the steam roads for the
protection of the' public. The] to abandon service,

temporarily or permanently, at any time that it becomes
unremunerative, while the steam roads must be prepared to
serve the pubb, at all times, i n good weather or bad. The
trucks are thus free to pick the cream of the business, leaving
the less remunerative traffic to the steam :

The trucks are able to make- inroads on the traffic of the

steam roads primarily because of tin fact that the highways
are open to them without expense whereas the railways are

required to build and maintain their tracks, structures and
other fixed properties over which they operate. If the rail-

ways wen able to their corresponding
expenses the} could likewise- reduce their costs greatly. When
the public wakes up to the fact that the highways which it

has provided at tremendous public expense, are being de-
stroyed by these motor trucks .mil will soon require extensive
maintenance, towards which the tru intuiting al-

most nothing, it will demand that the owners of the

teir proportion of the .elded in\ - tent in the highways
and in the maintenance expenses which have been incurred
largely on their account. When the owners of the trucks are

thus required to contribute their full share to the cost of

their roadways, their operations will be restricted primarily
to the transportation of short haul less-than-car-load freight.

a traffic' which the railways can wall afford tec let them have.

Until that time conies the railways will continue to suffer

sporadic inroads upon their traffic at on,- point after another.
which inroads are

This unregulated musl which the rail-

ways are now meeting is similar to that which the

railways have encountered with the jitneys in many cities

in recent years. It is
| that the public will see

the natural results of ; npetition in suffi-

cient ti nt a repetition of the experiences of Des
Moines. I.e. ll.i\ City, Mi nd other cities where the
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stn-ci railways have been forced to suspend service with the

result that the jitneys have then been unable to cope with

the traffic and the public has suffered greatly. Railway

managements can do much to educate the public to the un-

fairness of the competition to which they are now subjected

and stem the "Ship by Truck" and other propaganda of the

motor interests. By presenting these facts they will not only

be protecting their own future, but will be rendering

distinct service to the public.

The Illinois Central's

Public Relations Work

Every RAILWAY executive is painfully aware that gov-

ernment regulation has become such that it exerts a

dominant influence in determining whether the railways as

a whole and individual railways can be developed and oper-

ated successfully from the standpoint of either the public or

their owners. The governments represent the public, and in

the long run public sentiment determines how the various

governments, municipal, state and federal, regulate the rail-

roads. It necessarily follows that if the railways are to be

successfully developed and operated public sentiment must

be made and kept so intelligent and fair regarding railway

matters that it will cause regulation to be intelligent and fair.

On whom devolves the plain duty of causing presentation

to the public of the information and arguments which will

cause it to understand railway matters and to favor fair and

constructive regulation ? It devolves upon the railway execu-

tives themselves. It is under present conditions as much
their duty constantly to present the facts about the railroad

business to the public so as to bring about intelligent and
fair regulation as it is to present facts to their officers and

employees which will bring about intelligent and energetic

operation of the properties. There are many thousands of

people in this country who find, or believe they find, it is

to their selfish interest to attack and misrepresent the rail-

ways. If these attacks and misrepresentations are not con-

stantly met with presentations of the facts and of counter

arguments public opinion will be constantly misled and
regulation of railways will be unfair and harmful.

Of course we do not mean the executives of the railwavs

should personally be constantly engaged in presenting to the

public facts and arguments regarding the railway situation.

There is no more reason why they should personally do all

of this kind of work than why they should personally per-

form the duties of the superintendent of motive power, the

general manager, or the general counsel. But they should
see that the relations of the railway with the public are

properly handled just as they should see that the equipment
is properly maintained, that freight and passenger service

are properly rendered and that the legal interests of the
company are properly protected.

It is a remarkable fact that although public sentiment,
acting through government regulation, has become within
recent years such an important, and even dominant, influence
in the development and management of the railways, only
a comparatively small number of railway executives have
created and maintain on their railways special departments
adequately equipped to present constantly and effectively to
the public the facts about the railroad situation and to make
replies to the innumerable misrepresentations of the railwavs
which constantly are being given dissemination. The worst
troubles of the railways for 15 years have been mainlv due
to unfair regulation, and unfair regulation undoubtedlv has
been mainly due to failure of the railways persistently and
adequately to present the facts about their business to the
public.

The education of public opinion concerning the railroad

situation demands not onl) organized action by the railways

as a whole regarding problems of national scope, but also

persistent and intelligent public relations work by each indi-

vidual railway in its own territory. This is a vast country

with a population of over 100,000,000. The railways ramify
into every part of it, and they must carry on their public

relations work in every part of it if they are to make the

public understand their problems and through fair and
reasonable regulation help to solve them.

Among the comparatively small number of large railways
on which the problem of educating the public regarding the

railway situation recently has been boldly, persistently and
skilfully attacked is the Illinois Central. President Mark-
ham is an ardent believer, first, that the public will deal

fairly with the railways if it is given an opportunity to

understand the conditions under which they are operated

:iiid the problems their managements have to solve; and, sec-

ondly., that a railway management can and should so present

I he facts and principles of railway economics and adminis-

tration to the public as to create a friendly and intelligent

public sentiment regarding the railways. Therefore, within

the last year he has carried on a very unusual campaign to

improve the relations of the Illinois Central with its public.

An account of what has been done under his direction and

of some of the results that have been obtained is given else-

where in this issue.

Some minor details of the work Mr. Markham has done

and of the way it has been done may be open to criticism,

and, indeed, have been criticised. One thing, however, is

certain. This is that the work which has been done has had,

from a railway standpoint, a very favorable effect upon the

attitude of the press and of the public in the territory that

the Illinois Central serves. The facts regarding the railway

situation which have been presented in the Illinois Central's

advertising and the public statements made by its president

and other officers have caused the press and public in its

territory to understand the railway situation far better than

they otherwise would have understood it. Under present

conditions a better understanding by the press and public of

the railway situation is bound to redound to the advantage of

the railways. Therefore, the work Mr. Markham has done

and caused to be done has been beneficial not only to the

Illinois Central but to the railways of the country as a whole.

It may or may not be significant in this connection that dur-

ing the last year the Illinois Central has shown as good oper-

ating and financial results relatively as any other railway

in the country.

There are certain important things about railway public

relations work which many railway officers seem surprisingly

slow to learn. One of these is that this is work which always

will have to be done as long as the railways are privately

owned or they will never be intelligently and fairly regulated.

Another is that it is important work. The most able and

energetic management of the railways in other respects will

never make and keep them prosperous unless their public

relations work is so done as to secure intelligent and fair

regulation. Another fact often overlooked is that effective

public relations work requires the employment of able men
with special qualifications and the giving to them of oppor-

tunity to devote their whole time to it. Recognition of these

facts must cam- with it recognition of tin' further important

fact that effective public relations work cannot be done with-

out the expenditure of substantial amounts of money in

perfectly legitimate ways.

Mr. Markham has recognized and accepted all these facts

and acted accordingly. His example, his methods and the

results obtained merit just as serious and careful considera-

tion by other executives as a plan that his or some other

railroad might adopt and carry out to increase train loads

or promote safety in operation; for the intelligent and ade-

quate handling of public relations has become just as impor-
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tant and integral a part of railroad administration as the

adoption of methods of increasing economy of operation or

of reducing accidents.

Central Ownership of Freight Cars

r'HE central ownekship of freight cars and central

control of their disposition has frequently been sug-

gested as a way out of a situation which is far from ideal

either from the viewpoint of the shipper or of the rail-

road. The most recent advocacy of this plan was voiced

by George C. Conn, traffic director of the Buick Motor Com-

pany, in a paper before the Western Railway Club, an

abstract of which appeared on page 635 of last week's issue.

The advantages claimed for this plan may be summed up

as follows: First, a more flexible car supply to meet seasonal

demands, with a smaller investment; second, a reduction of

empty mileage; third, the development of cars of standard

detail design, and of standardized sizes most suitable for

the shippers' requirements; fourth, the placing of rentals

and repairs on a business basis, including the establishment

of centrally owned heavy repair shops.

The question immediately arises, why can these advantages

not be obtained with the railroads owning their own rolling

stock? It may be accepted as true that the ownership of

freight cars is generally regarded by railroad managements
as incidental to the more direct problems oi getting and

moving traffic. The history of the development of inter-

change regulations both as to maintenance and rentals gives

ample justification for this statement. Apparently the theory

is held that a scale of nominal charges for repairs made in

interchange and for per diem rentals is all that need be

made in settling accounts between the railroads, as these

settlements are merely clearing house operations with ap-

proximately equal debits and credits in each case. But the

debits and credits are not equal and then 1 is no reason to

expect them to be equal.

As long as the nominal charges do not exceed the actual

cost of the service rendered there is no incentive, for in-

stance, for a weak road to tax its credit to provide itself

with an adequate supply of equipment reasonably to care
for its own needs. If the nominal charge is less than the cost

of the service there is a good business reason why such roads
should own the least possible amount of equipment that

traffic conditions will permit. An analogous situation holds
with respect to the maintenance of cars in interchange. As
a result, neither the owning nor the using line has a real

business incentive to meet its full responsibility for main-
taining an adequate supply of highly serviceable equipment.
These conditions are fundamentally unsound and are at the
root of the generally unsatisfactory equipment situation.

Improvement has been made both in per diem rates and in

';ir repair billing prices during the pasl few years. Hut it

is significant that these improvement- came -lowly and pain-
fully only through agreement among the railroads.

The question of standardization has received attention for
many years and progress has slowl) been made toward a

degree of standardization of details which, when completely
carried into effect, will go far toward reducing the need for
empty mileage in connection with freighl car maintenance.

I he standardization of car sizes to satisfy completer; the
varying requirements of the shippers and the railroads'
pocketbook is even more difficult of Settlement than the

ixdization of details. Here again the difficulty lies in
tiding common ground for agreement among the railroads
Central ownership is suggested as a solution of these diffi-

culties. But before a plan of central owner-hip can be put
into effect the railroads must agree on it among themselves.
"lev must agree to accept a rental charge which will be
fixed on a business 'basis, since a central owning corporation

will be required to charge a rental high enough, while the

cars are in service, to carry its capita] investment, unim-
paired through depreciation, during the time the equipment
is idle as well as during the time it is in service, to pay for

the cost of maintenance and to provide a profit large enough
to justify the owning corporation continuing in the business.

When the railroads become sufficiently alive to the busi-
ness side of car ownership to agree to such a plan will not
the greatest need for the plan have ceased to exist? It will

be no more diffii ult to sei ure agreement to adequate per diem
rate- and a businessli ke schedule of billing prices for labor
and material used in inten hange repairs than it will be to

agree to these -ami.' requirements of a scheme of central

ownership. Similarly, when tin- -tat.- of agreement has
reached, the same harmony of action could be secured in

the adoption of a standard <ar or cars to be owned by the

railroads individually. And the wa_\ new lie- open to the

railroad- to break awa\ from uneconomical -Imp conditions
through the contrai i repair -1- igh the
establishment of shops under the ownership and operation
of a central equipmi ition

There might be -nme saving in car capacity through a

scheme of central owner-hip which would be able to control
freight car distribution tci met the requirement- of varying
seasonable demands. The L'r.at seasonal variation in car
loadings, however, is largel) coincident throughout the
country, amounting to from 200,000 '

week. If the equipment is provided to meet the maximum
demand- .if the country through the late summer and fall

month-, there mu-t be a lar^e surplus to be Carried during
the winter and spring month- even under central ownership.
Furthermore, it is doubtful whether a central ownii
poration could exercise the function of distribution in times
of maximum demand : < Letter advantage than it i- now
exercised by the Car Service- Division of the American Rail-
wax- Association and it would -till remain under the regula-
tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission, just a- at

present.

The conclusion, therefore-, seems justified that a state e,f

mind which would make possible a general agreement among
the roads to tin- central owner-hip of freighl ear-, with all it

entails in adequate charge- for services now rendered at

nominal price-, and tin- sacrifice of individual opinie
to the best type of equipment for local needs, would auto
matically accomplish much the- same ends with no change
in equipment ownership. Whether or not this in tin- end
should prove to be tin- case, the- sooner a general knowledge
of the business fundamentals essentia] to the success of such
a scheme i> acquired by all tin- railroad-, the sooner a situa-
tion unsatisfactory alike te> the railroad- and tin- shipping
puUi< i- likely to be c-ff,-, tivcb improved

Philadelphia & Reading
T-iii I'liii.Mn lphla v\ Ri vi'iM.'s history is. in the main, a
* story of the manner in which that system engaged m the

anthracite coal business the purchase of coal land- and the

mining and sale of coal to tin- end that by owning its

mines the carrier would be guaranteed a stead} and growing
business in the transportation of anthracite- coal

int; tor many years has been the largest carrier of ant;

coal. It is not generally known, however, that its busil
carrying bituminous coal is also large. I in- tonn
bituminous moved in recent years has
one-half times tin- tonnage of anthracite. It will no doubt
surprise main t.c learn that the Reading- known
country's largest carrier of anthracite— in 19

carried twice as much bituminous as the Hocking \

three times as much as the Virginian.

Interest in tin- Reading is especially a. . time
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because of the pending decision of the United States Supreme

Court as to the relative rights of the preferred and common
share holders of the parent Reading Company to share in

the segregation of the -railroad properties from the coal prop-

erties. It is espe< ially interesting, therefore, to see what kind

of a railway system the Philadelphia & Reading is and

what it does.

The Reading system has a total mileage of 2,223, of which

880 is double track. This includes: Miles owned by the

Philadelphia & Reading, 387; miles leased by the P. & R.,

702; miles owned and leased by other companies in which

the Reading Company owns the controlling interest, 1,130;

the Allentown Terminal Company leased jointly by the P.

& R. and Jersey Central, 3. All of the stock of the Phila-

delphia & Reading is owned by the parent Reading Com-
pany, which also owns the equipment and leases it to the

P. & R. The owned and leased lines of the Philadelphia

& Reading total 1,127, including trackage rights.

The P. & R. also operates, but reports figures separately

for, the other lines in the system such as the Perkiomen, the

Catasauqua & Foglesville, the Catawissa, etc., but excepting

the Central of New Jersey. The latter company is controlled

by the parent Reading Company through majority stock

ownership. As noted, it is operated separately, but traffic

and operating arrangements are in force to facilitate co-

operation of the two lines to the best advantage. It is well-

known that the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Com-

pany—owner of the Reading coal mines—supplies a large

proportion of the railroad's total anthracite tonnage.

The Reading secures its anthracite from a large area lying

generally north and west of Pottsville and Tamaqua and

also from the Lykens district to the southwest. The area

served is known technically as the southern or Schuylkill

field and the western middle or Mahanoy and Shamokin

field. Some of the coal moves west via Newberry Junction

or Williamsport and the New York Central. The predom-

inant movement is eastbound to Philadelphia and the Read-

From Professor Ripley's Report en Railroad Consolidations

P. & R. Car Interchange Chart

ing's territory generally, to New York via Port Reading and
to New England. From Port Reading the movement to New
York is on lighters. To Newr England the movement is all-

rail via Allentown over the Jersey Central to Phillipsburg,

thence over the Lehigh & Hudson, the Poughkeepsie bridge
route and the New Haven, or by rail and water in the form
of a barge movement from Port Richmond or Port Reading.
The coal is assembled, speaking rather generally, at vari-

ous points in the coal district, moved over the mountains in

Mime cases on planes with a barney and cable and brought
to points such as St. Clair (just north of Pottsville),

Tamaqua, etc. At St. Clair there is a gravity yard with a
capacity of some 4,400 cars; at Tamaqua, a yard with a
capacity of 2,100. The St. Clair yard is in reality the main
assembling yard for the anthracite coal district. Trains move

from there east with loads frequently as high as 5,000 or

5,500 tons gross handled with an Ml or Mikado locomotive,

the grade being about 0.5 per cent descending.

Tonnage oi Freight Carried bv thi Pbiladelphi ,\ Reading—
Tons of 2,000

Year Anthracite Bituminous M.lse Total
1917 16.J39.859 22.S49.8S2 32,548.033 71,337,745
1918 16.277.781 24.078,596 30,918,224 71.274,602
1919 13,815,371 23.320,574 26,074.519 63,210,464
1920 15,121,124 24,875,761 29,716,679 69,713.564

Professor Ripley in his report on railroad consolidations

—

reproduced in part in last week's issue of the Railway Age—
has considerable to say concerning the manner in which the

Reading serves as a connecting link and terminal facility

for various other roads, notably the Baltimore & Ohio. In

his plan he proposes the inclusion of the Reading and its

associated lines with the Baltimore & Ohio system, his reasons

being the larger traffic interest in the Reading of the Balti-

/'Scronten

The Philadelphia & Reading and Its Controlled Lines

more & Ohio as compared with the New York Central or

Pennsylvania and the desirability of furnishing the Balti-

more & Ohio with better arrangements of access to its various

New York terminals. The Baltimore & Ohio in effect

reaches the Reading at Philadelphia and at Shippensburg

and it is through these two gateways that the Reading

receives the larger portion of its bituminous coal business.

Some coal is received at Williamsport from the New York
Central, largely coal originating on the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh. Such coal, as well as the merchandise freight.

which is received from the Baltimore & Ohio at Philadelphia

moves north over the Reading and Jersey Central in through

freight runs from Willsmere, near Wilmington. The coal

handled in this way leaves the Jersey Central at Cranford

Junction, where connection is made with the B. & O.'s

Staten Island lines. The merchandise freight for New York
is moved to Jersey City.

The coal from the Baltimore & Ohio which is received

at Shippensburg is the most important part of the bituminous

coal movement. The B. & O. does not connect directly with

the Reading at Shippensburg. The coal movement is over

the Western Maryland from Cherry Run and over the Cum-
berland Valley from Martinsburg. This coal may move over

the Reading's lines in various ways. A typical 'movement is

through Harrisburg—or Rutherford yard which has a ca-

pacity of 4,900 cars—thence to Allentown, where the coal

is turned over to the Jersey Central for movement to points

on that road and to New England as in the case of anthra-
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cite coal. Other coal moves to Port Reading for delivery to

points adjacent to New York City or to New England.
^
The

more important movement, however, is to the Reading's in-

dustrial territory and to Port Richmond, in the latter case

for New England delivery by water or for export. This

export movement is sizeable; the scheme of a tidewater coal

exchange and pools is in use as at the coal piers at Baltimore

and Hampton Roads.

The Reading's terminal at Port Richmond has a capacity

of some 8,600 cars. There is also a grain elevator with a

capacity of 1,000,000 bushels. The capacity of the yards at

Port Reading approximates 4,500 cars. The coal movement

over the Reading rails is its most important business. The

Reading, however, also handles a merchandise business of

large proportions. It stands high with shippers for the serv-

ice it renders with its symbol or manifest trains and for its

favorable connections.

The Reading's passenger business is noted for its high

speeds. During the war this service was considerably upset.

No less than 21 of the "Every hour on the hour" New York-

Philadelphia trains were withdrawn. The schedule has not

yet been restored and the Reading's passenger business has

suffered accordingly. The Camden-Atlantic City business

has done better. The road went through August, 1921, with

a record of 95 per cent of its Jersey seashore trains on

time. The Atlantic City schedule calls for 56 miles in 55

minutes.

Because of the conditions contingent upon federal control,

in the way of increased expenses and changes in traffic

arragements, the Reading did not show favorable operating

results while it was being operated 1>\ the government and

it is only in recent months that it has been able to begin

to show improvement. The standard return was about $16,-

000,000. In 1918, the net railway operating income was but

$8,847,390; in 1919, only $3,083,280. In 1920 there was a

net railway operating deficit of $655,107. In the first seven

months of 1921 the net has been $3,901,337 as against a

deficit of $1,139,868 in the same period of last year. The

improvement in recent months is indicated by a net of about

$800,000 in April, May and Tune respectively, and of

$1,200,000 in July.

The Reading is not at present doing anywhere near as

much business as it was doing at this time last year, its net

ton miles in the first six months of 1921 being 2,664,786,000
as compared with 3,386,271,000 in the same period of last

year. The road, however, is in rather good shape from the

standpoint of maintenance. Its bad order cars on September
15, to take one factor, wen' but 5.3 per cent as against an
average for the country of 16.3 per cent. The impression

one would derive, therefore, is that the Reading is showing
Steady recovery and should be in good shape to handle the

increasing traffic that will accompany any revival in business

conditions.

The Reading's corporate income account for 1920 showed
a net of $9,010,790 as compared with $8,460,763 in I'M')

The dividends paid in 1920 totaled $6,372,255, all accruing
to the Reading Company, which owns all of the Philadelphia
& Reading Railway Company stock.

The operating results for 1920 as compared with 1010
are as follows:

1919
Mileage operated 1,127 1.127

Freight revenue $78,043,029 $57.850. 1 83
Passenger revenue 11,532,277 10. KM,210

Total operating revenue 94,819.755 72

Maintenance of wa> expenses 10.746.542 7.490.427

Maintenance of equipment 26,994,997 1".

Traffic expense; 70 ' 482.18)

Transportation ex; 48,578.612 :5.476,S81

General expenses 2,162,870 1.6-16.549

Total operating expenses 89,486,240 64,608.174

Net revenue from railway operations 5.333,515 8.263.649

Railway tax accruals 2.512,846 1.659.029

Railway operating income 2.796.664 6,602.723

Net railway operating ircomt ivf 3.083,280

The corporate income account is as follow;:

1920 1919

Compensation (January and February, 1920;

year 1919) $2,656,513 S16.009.826

Guaranty, March 1 to August 31 7,969,539

Gross income 15,514.922 16,351,892

Interest on funded debt 1,956,195
l'
96

!'?!?
Total deductions from gross income 6.504.132 7,891,129

Net income 9,010,790 *-*™™
Appropriated for Investment in ohyril ,.i38,571 4,500,100

Dividend. .. >72.2SS 4*248.170

T

Central of New Jersey

in CENTRA! of New Jersey is controlled by the Reading

Compam through majority stock ownership. The Cen-

tral owns 169,788 shares of the total of 184,200 outstanding

shares of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company. By

the order of the court in tile Reading dissolution case, the

Central has be a ordered to divesl itself of its shares in the

coal company. The government attorney- also wanted thi

court decree to order the sale by the Reading of its Jersey

Central shares. Upon protest by the Reading Company that

such an order would be unfair at this time, the COUlt re-

quired the Jersey Central shares to be transferred to tn

appointed by the court and held until action had been taken

l.\ the Interstate Commerce Commission looking to the formu-

lation of a [dan of railroad consolidation as required by the

Transportation Act. The commission has now made public

the tentative plan of railroad grouping.

Hearing in mind that this tentative plan is meant merely

tarting point for discussion of the proposed consolida-

tions, it is nevertheless patent that Professor Ripley suggests.

which suggestion the commission follows, that the Central

of New Jersey should be included with the Philadelphia &
Reading in System No 3 built around the Baltimon & Ohio

as a nucleus. A study of the n etween the Read-

ing and its controlled line would make it difficult to see

any other solution than to include them together in the same

system, whichever it might be.

The Central of New Jersey operate- 686 miles of line.

including lines owned, lines controlled and mileage perated

under trackage rights. It is the only railway controlled by

the Reading Company which i- operated separately from the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway I In Central of New Jer-

-( \ in 1920 carried 9,6.>4,411 tons of anthracite coal. In the

same year it carried 9,550,006 tons of bituminous; in other

words, the tonnage of hard and soft coal is bow approximately

equal. The anthracite coal is derived from mines in its own
territory or is received from the Reading. It moves to Jersev

Central territory, to New England via Phillipsburg, tht

Lehigh & Hudson to Maybrook and thence over tl

Haven Delivery in the case of the large movement to tide-

Crnttai. of Npw Teisky— N%t Tons Handled

Bitum Anthracite
coal

1916 6.616.604 9.628.951

1917 7.542,625 11,040

1918 7,791.545 11.078.182

1919 8,( 9.496.781

1920 9.550,006 9.634.411

water is made at Jersey City, Elizabethport and in periods of

heavy business at Port John- i n:ral oper-

ates no barge lines, but the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal

n has such lines.

The bituminous coal tonnage handled by the Jersey Cen-

tral is secured from the Philadelphia & I I three

ints: Allentown. Pa.: !

and Pound Brook, N. J. The movement through Haucks is

largely B. R. & P. coal, received from the New York I

at William-port. Inasmuch as this bituminous coal move-
ment i- described in the review of the Phi' Read-
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ing which appears also in this issue, it is hardly neces

to repeat it here.

The Jersey Central -has an interesting problem in connec-

tion with the operation of the route constituted in the B. & O..

Reading and Jersey Central lines between Wilmington, Del.,

and Jersey City. Freight is moved over this line on an engine-

huur basis—there being one freight district from Philadel-

phia to Jersey City on Reading business, and from Wills-

mere near Wilmington on the B. & O. to Cranford Junction,

N. J., or Jersey City.

The Central of New Jersey is like the Reading in many

particulars. It is built to high standards and well main-

tained. Its suburban service out of New York, handling

some 15,000,000 passengers annually, is characterized by

the use of a large proportion of vestibuled steel equipment

moved in heavy trains at high speed.

The Jersey Central is not in a position to secure as heavy-

freight train loading as the Reading. In 1920, its average

revenue train-load was 710. This was an increase of 39

tons over 1919, hut it compared with the Reading's 1920

figure of 900. The Reading was characterized as a terminal

road; the Central of New Jersey is even more of a terminal

than the parent company. The effect of the methods of

operation necessitated has prevented a high daily car mileage.

The miles per car per day in 1920 were but 13.9. The tons

per loaded car were 34.2 and the net ton-miles per car per

day were only 299. The average distance each ton was carried

in 1920 was but 71 miles.

The Jersey Central, like the Reading, did not do well

during federal control. Its standard return was $9,352,301.

In 1918 it earned a net railway operating income of $6,268,-

096. In 1919 its net earned for the government was but

$1,384,554. In 1920 the property was operated at a deficit

of $5,852,417. The road is now carrying a fairly heavy

traffic, presumably on account of the heavier anthracite coal

movement. In the first six months of 1921, the net ton-

mileage, revenue and non-revenue, was 1,099,943,000 as

compared with a figure for the first six months of 1920 of

1,193,021,000. With increased rates and substantial reduc-

tions in expenses, the result has been a considerable im-

provement in net earnings. The net railway operating income

for the first seven months of 1921 was $4,171,917 as com-

pared with a deficit for the first seven months of 1920 of

$1,411,910. The net railway operating income in Julv was

$1,098,407.

The road- has made substantial additions to its equipment

during the last year or two. It was allocated by the Railroad

Administration 21 heavy Mikado and 10 switching locomo-

tives and 500, 50-ton box and 1,000, 55-ton coal cars. In

1919 there were also received 500 box and 500 coal cars.

In 1920 there were purchased and received 11 Mikado loco-

motives and 950 coal cars. Equipment trusts issued in 1920
increased the total funded indebtedness of the company at

the end of 1920 by $5,895,000 over the amount at the

end of 1919.

The coqiorate income account for 1920 showed a deficit

of $2,528,481. Dividends were paid of 10 per cent and
amounted to $2,743,680, making a net deficit of $5,272,161.
In 1919 the corporation earned a net income of $5,095,625.
Dividends in 1919 totaled 12 per cent, or $3,292,416, and
the surplus for the year was $1,803,200. The result of the

deficit for 1020 was a reduction in the surplus account from
$8,942,34S at the end of 1919 to but $3,327,070 :ll the end
of 1920. This, however, is not quite as serious as it looks
on its face to be. The corporate income account for 1020
includes under non-operating income, an item of $5, 140,411
representing receipts from the government on account of the
guaranty period. This amount is equivalent only to slightly
over half the standard return; it does not include the deficit

in operation for the six months of the guaranty period which
was of sizable proportions. It is very likely that were this

amount to be included that the year's deficit might be

eliminated.

Referring to the dividends mentioned above, it is note-

worthy that of the 10 per cent dividends paid in 1920,

$548,736, or at the rate of 2 per cent, were paid out of divi-

dends received on stock of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal

Company and in 1919, $1,097,472, or at the rate of 4 per

cent. The income account for 1920 was not credited with

an amount of $551,811 representing the coal company divi-

dend due December 27, 1920, because of a ruling of the

district court. The court later assented to the payment of

the dividend and it was paid by the coal company and
included in the income account in February, 1921. This
explains the 10 per cent dividends in 1920 as against the

usual rate of 12.

The operating results for 1920 compared with 1919 are

as follows:
1920 1919

Mileage operated 686 686
Operating revenues:

Merchandise S2l.324.604 $19,063,439
Bituminous coal 4,999.826 3,255,700
Anthracite 11.874.513 10,389,975
Passenger 9,399,107 8,164.830

Total ouerating revenues 51,681,799 44,837,302
Maintenance of way expenses 7. 064.220 5.510,957
Maintenance cf equipment 20.279,617 11,869.423
Traffic 449,982 322. 1 1

2

Transportation—rail line 27,845,048 21.226,447
General 1,315.451 1,014.676

Total operating expenses 57,493.096 40,273,951
Xet operating revenues Def. 5.811.297 4.563.352
Railway tax accruals . 2,933,251 3,096,466
Operating income Def. 8.744,769 1.466,706

The corporate income account is as follows:

Standard return (January ancl February, 1920:
year 1915) 1,675.019 9,352,301

Net operating deficit (March to December 31).. 2,029.763
Receipts from U. S. Government account guar-
anty period (Marcli 1 to August 31> 5.146.411

Taxes 2.997,392 453,646
Rent for leased roads 1.962.685 2,326.645
Interest on funded debt 2.460.050 2,445,550
Net income Def. 2,528,481 5,095,625
Dividends (10 per cent in 192C. 12 per cent

in 1919) 2,743,680 3,292.416
Balance of income account i.r year Def. 5,272,160 1.803.209

New Books

Economies of Bridge Work by Dr. J. G. I,. Waddell. 6 in. by 9

in. 512 pages, illustrated. Bound in cloth. Published by

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.

The purpose of the author has been to cover the entire realm

of bridge engineering from the mixing of concrete and the

driving of rivets to the designing of the world's greatest

bridges. There is reason to believe that the author's treat-

ment of the more profound projects will meet with disagree-

ment from some of the odier leading authorities in bridge

engineering and that they also will question the propriety

of earning comparative economic analyses to as definite con-

clusions as the author proposes, without recourse to the local

conditions obtaining at the particular structure. However,

this text contains a great fund of information of value to

the engineer concerned with the design, construction or main-

tenance of bridges. In general the treatment is one of logic

rather than mathematics. In few books does the author inject

his own personality into the text as is done in the case of

this work, so much so in fact that it gives the reader an

impression of perhaps an undue reliance on the author's

personal opinion. By the same token the prominence given

to some of the more unusual problems encountered in the

author's personal practice seems greater than is warranted

by the frequency with which the problem would be en-

countered by the ordinary reader.

Following a general introduction of the subject, various

chapters take up the promotion of bridge projects, market
prices and alloy steels. Then follow separate chapters tak-

ing up the various types of construction used in bridge engi-

neering, in some cases using direct comparisons between, two
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such types. Of these the chapter on the economics of canti-

lever and suspension bridges is written in a controversial

tone which seems ill-suited to a text book. This chapter and

the <nie mi the economics of steel arch bridges were originally

presented before technical societies, while the chapter on the

economics of movable bridges appeared in an abstract in the

Railway Age of June 17, page 1391.

Chapters on the economics of designing and other office

routine and. in the latter portion of the book, on contract

letting, inspection, shop work, erection, etc., may be said

to comprise a detailed statement of the principles of good

practice or sound management which of course in a sense

implies economics. Chapter 41 covers maintenance and re-

pair and includes an outline of the practice on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul with respect to the "classification"

of old structures. Waterproofing is also treated in a separate

chapter as is the economics of military bridging by Major-

General L. H. Beach and Colonel P. F. Bond. In general,

the text is matter that comes well within the ken of the

engineer who is not a bridge specialist.

Book i'j Standards American Society for Testing Materials, 1921

edition, 890 panes, illustrated, 6 in. X 9 m. Hound in cloth.

Published by American Society jar Testing Materials. 1315

Spruce street, Philadelphia, I'a.

Ill view of the large number of standards which are con-

sidered by this society at its annual meetings and the heavy

expense involved in the printing of them each year, it was

decided three years ago to publish these standards biennially.

The present edition is the second issued under this plan and

contains 160 standards. Among those of principal interest

to railway officers are the specifications for steel rails, splice

bars, track holts and spikes; structural steel for bridges, for

locomotives and for cars; carbon-steel liar- for railway

springs; hillet-steel and rail-steel concrete reinforcement

bars; axles, shafts and other forgings for locomotives and

cars; wrought solid carbon-steel wheel-; lap welded and
seamless steel boiler tubes for locomotives and boilers and

firebox steel for locomotives.

Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association.

Bound in cloth or paper. 6 in by 9 in. 1092 pages, illustrated.

Published by the American Railway Engineering Association,

Manhattan Building, Chicago.

This is the twenty-second volume to be published by this

organization. This year's edition is somewhat -mailer than

those of previous years with the exception of 1919, and
whether or not this is the result of a policy towards greater

condensation or refinement of the material, the more compact
form will unquestionably be welcome by most of those who
have reason to consult this valuable engineering work. This
volume contains the reports of 2.

1

! regular committees, which
collectively covers practical!) even conceivable branch of

maintenance of way. Two of the newer committees, namely,
those on shops and locomotive terminals and economics of

railway operation, present extended reports in tin- issui i'

the first time. The contents of tin- volume, covering the

work of the 23 committees, i- unusually diversified and .mi

tains a great fund of information .m many different subjects

The reports of the committees mi water service and traek

probably contain more varied subject- than tin ether-. lb.

volume includes two monographs, one on rail inclination

and the standardization of track appliances cm railways in

France by W. C. Cushing, and one en rail hexing win
motive crane- en the Lehigh Valley by \Y. G. Barrett.

uminimiuii I' uniii

\ i Winn l'i \i\-. \. N en employees oi the New York
1 entral, with certain outsiders, have been arrested on chart

stealing merchandise from freight cars. \ night yardmaster is

-nil t,. have been the leader of the re.Mui-

Letters to the Editor

| " 7 he R \m.w •' r and

\lly those containing constructive

ments in the railway field. Short let!. —are
niy appreciated."]

No Disgrace to Be Poor

I o i iii Editor:
I have- read the- article entitled "Will the Mechanical De-

partment Make Good?" m your issue of August .'(I. 1921.

I resent tin- title of the article-, from which the public, may
infer that the mechanical department of the railroads in the

past has not made- good.

Of course the mechanical department i- going to make-

good, just the same a- it has in the past. The mechanical

department- of many road- arc handicapped by the limited

mean- available- for making improvements that they know
should lie- made-. It must not be- inferred, however, that the

mechanical departments are in any peculiar manner lacking

in ability to make- good. It only resolves itself down to the

old saying that while it i- "No cli-graee to be poor, it is very

inconvenient at time--." \ SUBSCRIBER.

Stop the Leaks

I
.

. im I'.tu roR:

In a noteworthy article- in the New York Evening Pi

August Id W. J. Cunningham, J. J. Hill Professor of

transportation at Harvard University, lift- a corner of the

blanket which cover- the operations of the average railroad
in respect to the handling of it- material and supplies and
gives us a peep at some of the eciiie.ali.l losses which are

being incurred mi nine-tenth- of the railroad- of

this country.

Prof. Cunningham'- life long practical experieno
intelligent study of the problems of railroad economic- and
operation constitute him an authority en such subject

while h.- teii.be- on some of the less obvious of these con-

cealed losses he does not. b) any meai - all of
them. There can be- no question but what the railroad- Col-

lectively are losing between one' hundred and one hundred
and fifty millions of dollars ever) year through their neglect
of this branch of the- service and their failure to L;ra.-p the

underlying causes of these concealed losses and n t them.
There is today no -ingle phase of the railreud business
where such large- economies are- possible as in the Sen
Supply, and none- to which -o little- intelligent attention and
Stud) i- dir. . ted

Prof. Cunningham point- out clearl) some of the losses in-

cident to an accumulation of surplus, .r unnecess rj mate-
rials in the- -tuck. whi< h he estimates at about S :

annum on a typical railroad of 3,300 miles. He includes in

his figure- intere-t on the- investment at 6 per cent and the

losses dm- to depreciation and obsolesence, which 1

mate- at in per cent He says nothing, however, about the

original cost of the- surplus material which, being ui

sary. represents an unnecessary expenditui for the
time being \ he mention tl idling and
accounting for this unnecessary material, which would not
have been incurred if it had not been bought, c -

transporting it ovct the line to the- • -.t-. nor the
value of tit ace unnecess.crib -r the
facilities used in handling it. which .rofit-
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ablv employed in some other direction, nor of the added Supply and intelligently manage this large investment in

taxes and insurance charges due to its presence. material, which swallows up 36 per cent of the gross eara-

His estimate of losses due to depreciation and obsolesence ings, in a manner calculated to stop some of these leaks

is very conservative. It is probably safe to say that one- which are apparent to every one except the average railroad

half of the unnecessary material is kept on hand for an executive.

unusual length of time—often for several years—and being The only sure remedy is a properly organized Service of

handled over more or less frequently and left lying around Supply in the hands of a competent and adequately paid

in out-of-the-way places, becomes bent, broken, rusty, par- staff, entirely independent of the jurisdiction of the users of

tially decayed or otherwise damaged by exposure, or is lost, the material.

misappropriated or wasted by being finally adapted to uses A few railroads have done this! Why not all ?

for which it was not intended, to the extent of IS per cent of George G. Yeoman.

its original value. Applied to the whole quantity of sur-

plus material this is equivalent to a loss of 7*4 per cent,

on account of damage and depreciation. College Men Not Wanted
Obsolesence introduces a different element of loss. Alter

standing around and occupying valuable storage space for ^ Editor-
years, being repeatedly handled to get it out of the way of

y ^ ^ .^^ discussion
the necessary material and at inventory periods perhapsJ5 * ^ j am &

per cent of this surplus material becomes useles through ? £
changes in standards and the adoption of more modern de- 5

vices. It is finally consigned to the scrap pile and disposed u •

of for 40 per cent, or less, of its origma cost Th s is J Y
railways'- are prejudiced

eouivalent to a loss of 9 per cent on the original value ot the
. i „ J. • , ,. • , i j TU„C4uiv<uciii luo

i r>
against college men, their ways and their knowledge. The

?,? , xl_. , 4 i i „ „ Ko i„r,^i ^ nnrl , r personnel all come from the "bottom." They were "call
All of this surplus material has to be handled and ac- f

y
. .

, , . " -r („ „„„i„„ i,,j kpph boys. When the college graduate is out of school he is

counted for in the same manner as if its purchase had been / » e
„ , .... ™si-™,j ,-,,, t^nrllp mature and cannot earn his salt as a call bov. But the

necessary. Under present conditions no railroad can handle,
. . -

. .,
}

,
F

, r . • , f„ i„„ tt,„„ a „or exponent of the inefficient system of do-as-vou ve-alwavs-
distnbute and account for its material tor less than 4 per *~ .,.,.,. . , ,

-
, ,, , - ,; ... ,

, . " ., ',
, • i A „„ a 4o „ ^o^r done thinks that is where he should begin. He thinks even

cent of its cost if the work is properly done. As a matter
.

p> .

. . : , , ,,. S ^ ,4.„.:„i ;„ ,i„„„= ,w<. the college man cannot grasp a conception of the specialized
of fact the cost of handling surplus material is always above e s r

m
v

b t knowledge except by long experience.
t le averag .

„„_«_, „„ for ;.,i „,,„_ tu„ Railways have persistently spurned the advice of college
The cost of transporting unnecessary material over the J r J f

,
e

,. . x,

r
., „ . • „* „_,,_,.- „ „o,;.>Mp men. Thev have repeatedly refused to make a place in their

line is the same as any other and is, ot course, a variable J r J f

quantity depending on 'the distance it is moved to the storage r^ks for the graduate As a result, the railways hnd them-

points and the value of the material itself. Like the hand- selves several years behind the pace set by most other pro-

f. . .,. i vi „i +~ i „ o„i,^„^ ri k,- ti-,o m ra,p gressive enterprises. It gives me no pleasure to contrast the
ling cost this charge is likely to be enhanced b> the move- »

.

r e r
* r ., -if™ „;„> t„ „„;„t ;„ ti„. „ff,,rt t„ find n wheezing locomotives, out-of-date methods of handling ma-

ment of the material from point to point in the ettort to nnd a e > , . .
s

i v v u „j Tt ™;,,v,t K. fo,'r tr> oct,"m-itp fhio tenal, miles of belting in the shops, inefficient rows of line-
place where it can be used. It might be tair to estimate tnis ;

& r > .
1

j / . shafting, cast-on locomotive boilers doing dutv as heating
C

°Taxe(
2

insure, the value of storage space occupied and ^ie™ w
)

th uncovered pipes, etc., with a modern plant with

facilities employed, additional labor at storage points in a motor at each machine plenty Of light, plenty of heat and

consequence of shifting the material repeatedly out of the systems of conveying material without waste of time or space.

way, all involve expense which it is impossible to allocate Jhe railways have made no place for the college graduate,

accurately, but it seems reasonable to place an estimate of 1
and the university has no place in its curriculum for the rail-

per cent on the combined costs arising from these sources.
™ad man. Until both have made concessions I see no hope

We have then, as direct losses due to an accumulation of
for a colleSe graduate in the railway service. I do not blame

surplus material in the stocks:
th

,

e col
!

ege man for ent
f'

n§ more invltln 8" fields of enterprise

Percent where lie is better cared for.

1. Interest on tlie investment 6.0 A. R. A. Cl.ERK
2. Damaw and depreciation 7.5

3. Obsolescence 9.0

4. Handlinc and accounting 4.0

5. Transportation -5

6. Taxes, insurance, etc i^ Unnecessary Transferring
Total 28.0

To be conservative the cost of carrying surplus material
0I -L/OaaeCl L/arS

in stock at present may be stated as 25 per cent per annum. North Pleasanton. Texas

Durin« the year 1919, while the railroads were under fed- To the Editor:

eral control, it was definitely shown, by a comparison of the It is truly refreshing to read the letter of R. R. Farmer

performance of the different lines, that the surplus stocks of 'n your issue of September 17 on the unnecessary transfer-

miscellaneous materials, exclusive of fuel, rail and ties, ring of loaded cars. At least one superintendent is awaken-

amounted in the aggregate to $135,000,000, which was over mg to the uncalled-for expense for switching, per diem and

28 per cent of the total investment in that class of material, labor, caused frequently by an ignorant or a vindictive car

The annual carrying charge on this unnecessary material, inspector, to say nothing of the loss and damage due to

therefore, amounted to $33,750,000, to say nothing of the transfer and the delay and inconvenience to the consignee,

money needlessly expended in procuring it. Consider our loss and damage freight claim payments—over

One hundred and sixty-eight million dollars would buy a $100,000,000 a year. What does it cost to switch a car

good many new locomotives, improve a great many defec- from the interchange track to the yard, from the yard to

tive engine terminals or pay dividends on a good many some convenient point for the transfer of the lading (an-

shares of stock. It might even occur to some one to use a other car switched opposite to, or by it), thence to the rip-

small part of this wasted money, as Prof. Cunningham sug- track and back again ? And how about empty cars set back

gests, in offering some inducement to men of the requisite for some technical application of a rule?

ability and experience to organize an efficient Service of My experience with the Interstate Commerce Commission
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"nd their inspectors is that they are broad-minded and in-

telligent, exerting themselves to keep business moving and

to eliminate unnecessary expenses, but impressing upon us

"safety first." I am afraid the real trouble is that the man-
agers of the roads are so occupied themselves that they do

not realize what is actually transpiring along these lines in

their large terminals, and the mechanical departments for

some unknown reason feel they must Stand behind their in-

spectors.

This evil can be corrected if vigorous steps are taken, and

I would suggest a check at some large terminal of thi

ceding three months to ascertain the ratio of setbacks and

transfers as compared with the total number of cars handled.

A disinterested commission should then he appointed to pass

on every car set back or ordered trail ferred for a month.

Probably the commission would have but little to do, but I

feel sure there would be a considerable reduction in the ratio.

In view of the many features and i icpen es involved it would

be worth while to ascertain what the actual conditions are.

F. L. Lewis,
General Superintendent San Antonio. Uvalde & Gulf Railroad.

Give the Chief Clerk Free Rein
To the Editor:

I see by the paper we're at it again!

Officer vs. Chief Clerk!

Unfortunately instead of mutual admiration and recog

nition of each other's ability we find a feeling of antagonism.

The boss and his chief clerk co-operate; if they did not one

would get discharged and it's an easy answer as to who
it would be. It is an ambiguous situation; cooperation with

mutual antagonism.

The chief clerk could write reams of criticism about the

boss, and vice versa. But the question of "why" still re-

mains and an analysis of the situation on the part of both

would probably do a great deal of good.

One can readily recognize the fact thai the writer of the

original "Chief Clerk" letter was a man in thi operating de-

partment. That i^, transportation, mechanical or main-

tenance of way. These arc the fellow- who plod along in

railroad service for years, finally reach the apex of then

particular line, the position of chief clerk, and whal do the)

find? They are up against a stone wall that is insurmount-

able: a blind alley from which there is no avenue of escajn-

unless they resign.

Why? Simply l>ecause the chief clerk to the superintend-

ent of motive power has not passed through one of the

mechanical trades; the thief clerk to the i bief engineer of the

maintenance of way has never had actual road service; the

chief clerk to the general manager has never been a con

ductor or train master, etc.

It took fifteen years for the writer to reach Ids apex in

railroad clerical work, two and one-half years to wake up
to his "blind alley" situation and six months to secure a

position away from railroad work. Eighteen years given to

railroad work and absolutely at a stand still Couldn't pos-

sibly become a superintendent of motive power'

Again, Why?
Perhaps the railroad official who answered the "Chief

Clerk's" letter can answer. Perhaps he can say what a chief

clerk can do to better his situation. It would be interesting

(0 read his comments.
However, let's get back to the "mutual admiration society

of officials and chief clerks." Each, without the other, would
be hopeless. The chief cli rk needs the guiding hand of

the official and the official needs the detail of the chief clerk.

Of what avail would it be to a superintendent of motive

power to make a killing on his "cost per mile for main-

tenance," if the chiei i lerk were not able to compile this

statistical information and pass it on to the general man-
ager? How could the superintendent of motive power handle
the big things in his department if he were burdened with
working out the infinitesimal details that his chief clerk
handles? Who would handle the -respondence
that daih ionic- in and goes out? K the official would

• the thou trifling dut f clerk

performs and add to thai the hundreds of important duties
the i bief clerk mu
would have a solid foundation to begin with.

I believe the antipathy (and there is no doubt but what
ists) has its origin in the shops or on the road. On

the one hand we find the apprentice machinist who must
work niiu or ten hour- a day, inside and outside, rain or
shine, usually encased in oily clothes and generally mussed
up in appearance. He is probably down in a greasy pit,

sweating (not perspiring) and along comes a sleek-looking

timekeeper with his white collar, clean hands and face. The
clerk, afraid of getting -oiled, is the very essence of "snub-
ery." The apprentic feels like the underdog and the clerk

does nothing to disillusion him.

Again we have the traik laborer toiling in all kind- of

weatber, and the chief clerk who appraches him.

The feeling engendered in that apprentice and that tr.n k
laborer is with him subconsciously when he reaches the po-
sition where he has a chief 'lerk and it is this feel i

:

is responsible for the existing difficulties between thi

ating official and his <hrk If the official would recognize
his chief clerk as instead of a necessarv evil

the first step would therefore be accomplished.

In m\ category of railroad officials (based on actual con-

tact) I bave three i la

1

.

I he "iron man."
2. The "don't give a d—n."

3. [he "Big Boss" with the firsl and second eliminated

I he "iron man
partment down to the last man. A man of vigorous mental

and physical power. ..n absolute wonder. But— he had one
iveaknei tnd that was the fear that an officer higher than

himself would propound a question pertaining b

Kin thai had bet n handled in his department and with which
In- was I he result was that he was "snowed
under" all thi time and while he was familiar with

detail under his management, nevertheless he was continu-

all) criticised for his dela) in handling important n

The "don't give a d-—n" man didn't last long. Golf,

plus the desire to be out on the line the majority of the

time, resulted in his chief . lerk having to assume almost the

total responsibility for bis division. This man
crastinator and the le: -t said of this type the better.

The third man wis the "Big Ho—" in every Sense of the

word. He did not rule with an iron fist, and still every one

in the department knew who was boss Be would tcm-

[ht his criticism with advice and frequently would bring

from his personal library data that would chief

clerk in understanding certain problems, He I

everything and everyone \\ se he hand!
work systematically. His chief clerk was no figun

he was an official in the department the s une .

ants The morning mail would come in. &] there-

to, and the chief clerk would carofulh go over it

hour each morning the chief clerk t<vk all i'

papers with the clerk and instruct him ho

tain letters, would I
n and

in that way di ' the mail.

His ability was readily recognized and today th

is bigger; he is in charge of the mechanical d>

;

one of the largest railroads in
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get, his several chief < lerks while he was climbing the ladder

of success helped him along.

Who in ;u r the Official higher up when a phone call

conies in while the boss IS away? Who looks after the com-

fort of the boss during his working hours? Who reminds

the boss of his engagements and important Ui-iiiess matters

that must he attended to? Who gets' rid of "callers" the

boss has no! time to see? Who assists the most in keep-

ing the boss posted as to general conditions on tin- railroad

and in his department?

And who is held responsible for the handling of the de-

partment in the absence of the boss?

The chief clerk does all this and much more. I am speak-

ing of a type which is in every sense of the word a chief

clerk. It is agreed that many incumbents in that position

are incapable, but it is the dyed-in-the-wool chief clerk that

I refer to. The man who can do great things in the depart-

ment, if given sufficient latitude. Possibly "Operating

Official" has been unfortunate (?) in his men.

Were I an operating official my greatest concern upon

being promoted would have to do with my chief clerk. I

would study my man and if necessary make changes until

I found the right one. Then, instead of restricting him,

I would give him the greatest latitude as I know my inter-

ests would be his and his attitude towards me (engendered

by my apparent faith in his ability) would be of such a

calibre that he would seldom go wrong.

Through this co-operative plan, I would be giving him
his birthright; the opportunity of using his initiative.

Try it, "Operating Official!" Grant Gibson.

Forman and Ford
San Francisco, Cat.

To the Editor:

What I wrote in your issue of September 24 relating to

the 19 order was predicated upon just how far the average

officer would be likely to go in the light of present knowl-

edge or customs. No officer, I take it, would care to deviate

from the Standard Code to such extent that his road could be

held up as a horrible example should a collision result from
some experiment which had not at the very beginning been

fully worked out.

As surely as the next decade is going to see a searching in-

vestigation as to the components of concrete, with the view

of overcoming its present unstable qualities, just so surely

will there be made known the imperfections of our present

cumbersome train dispatching system and more simple

methods adopted. This may possibly result in the abolition

of all written train orders. Delaying freight trains twenty

minutes and passenger trains five minutes to secure signa-

tures to train orders is so clearly wrong in principle as well

as expensive and burdensome in results that relief therefrom

is imperative and must eventually come about in some way.
If I were a Henry Ford and owned a railroad I should

reason about as follows and would handle the train dis-

patching accordingly:

With the protection that the clearance card affords, made
out as outlined in my letter of September 24, there should
be no risk in using the unsigned order for any movement,
provided it be further safeguarded by having the train

order signal against the ruling train. Therefore the propo-
sition is reduced to three general principles:

(a) There must be an order-signal which will stop tin-

train to get the instructions.

(b) There must be a clearance card to insure that all

orders issued by the dispatcher are delivered to the train.

(c) The instructions must be so clearly worded that they

cannot possibly be misunderstood; and if firemen and flag-

men are to be in any way held responsible for the proper

observance of train orders they must be given copies of

them to retain.

When the order-signal, or it- equivalent, cannot be de-

pended upon, then, of course, acknowledgment from the con-

ductor and cngineman of the superior train must be ob-

tained before authorizing the inferior train to move against it.

Provisions for the "X response" should not be eliminated

from the new form, for the reason that it is needed at times.

Neither should we omit the line on which to show when an

order is "Repeated."

In religious circles one sometimes hears the expression,

"If it is in the Bible, it is so." In railroad circles it is

equally common to hear, "If it is in the Standard Code, it

goes." Unlike the Bible, however, the Standard Code is not

a finished book. A comparison of the original and present

Standard Code rules will show that there have been changes

—changes of a progressive nature. Devotees of this much-
respected and feared document should bear in mind that

even the Standard Code does not place any restrictions

upon the use of the 19 form of order. And it makes no
provision for the safeguard of a clearance card, to be given

with all orders.

Just why every restrictive feature of the Standard Code
makes such a strong appeal to everybody, while at the same
time they do not endorse some of its more liberal provi-

sions, is a problem too deep for the ordinary- mind to solve.

For absolute safety the middle order is the greatest single

safeguard so far devised, for the following two important

reasons: (a) There are two order-signals against opposing

trains, (b) It is a reminder at the most important place of

all—the point where the trains are to meet. Use of the

middle order is attended with unqualified success when dis-

patchers are permitted to instruct operators (holding such

orders) to change the order-signal from "stop" to "proceed"

to permit disinterested trains to pass the station without

slowing them to secure a clearance card. The principal ob-

jection to the middle order, so far as I know, has been that

having so many order-signals at "stop" causes delay to trains

not concerned. I have made it a practice to instruct opera-

tors to change the signal as described and I know of no col-

lision chargeable to this method of handling. It is to be

frankly admitted, however, that to do so is, to say the least.

a strained interpretation of Standard Code Rule 221 B.

When practicable to use it the middle order is the all-

important thing; when its use is impracticable orders should

be placed as near the point where they must be executed as

is possible. Again, when practicable, dispatchers should

refrain from issuing orders six or eight hours before operators

are required to make delivery.

Telephonic dispatching is a great help which is not yet

sufficientlv appreciated. A telephone should be installed at

every siding, without regard to the number of order offices

open. Another improvement often unappreciated is to short-

en the territory of train dispatchers, especially on heavy

single track lines, so that they may have ample time to

think and to do what is required of them without undue
haste.

But where, after the adoption of the foregoing recommenda-
tions, dispatchers are permitted to become careless in the

duty of underscoring each word and figure of a train order

the instant it is being repeated by each operator; or habitually

to read newspapers or books when on duty, there need be no
hope of any such thing as safe handling of trains by the use

of I rain orders. H. W. Forman.

Pennsylvania Trains departing from the Union Station.

Chicago, will be held whenever the Adams street or Monroe
street bridges leading to the station are open. If these bridges

open within five minutes before the departure of any train, the

train wili be held in the station until five minutes after street

traffic again begins to move over the bridge.



Frisco Secures Maximum Benefit for Modest Outlay

Series of Minor Projects for Second Track and Locomotive

Facilities Expedite Operation

Tin i ipital expenditures made by the St. Louis-San

Francisco during 1920 and the earl) part of the pres-

ent year for additional main track-, grade revision and

locomotive facilities, comprise a striking illustration of a

minimum outlay for the maximum benefit. They a

hi object lesson in the character ol improvements which

may he undertaken during period- of restricted finani ing.

In the case of second track this problem was approached by

selecting those portions of the line where the greatest relief

would be afforded by the construction "I -hurt sections of

and Kan lively. The main trunk traverses a rough
country and was built with maximum grades of 1.25

rent in both directions. The preponderance of tral

eastbound
i sting of oil and products of agriculture,

while the westbound traffic comprises manufactured goods
together with an empty return movement of bos and tank
cars to compensate for thi -mini traffic The
general program for the improvement of this line contem-
plates continuou doi li track from St Louis to M
with a revision grade whereby the ruling grade will

Z'xIO'Joists 24'cfrs.

-Composition roof

Stall Sections Through Two Types of Roundhouse Construction Used by the Frisco

second track which would conform to a general plan for

the ultimate second tracking ol certain operating divisions.

In the case of the locomotive facilities, the success of the

program undertaken must be ascribed t" the fact that tin-

existing terminals provided ample opportunity for additions

and extensions.

Second Track Work in Four Units

Three of the sections of double tr.uk work prosecuted
'luring the past 18 months are oil the main stem of the St.

Louis-San Francisco, extending from St. Louis Southwest
erly to Monett, Mo.,' near which point it divides into three

important lines extending into eastern Arkan-a-. Oklahoma.

nt in both direct!' i !

completion of thi- work has been drawn along

line- with the idea of providing initially only a.- m .

the second track as will he designed u< reliev

lien- of the line subject to the great. Si

ation is also taken of the revision of grades '

with the second track work which will

immediate benefit.

The first step in double tracking tin :

line comprises that portii n of the line betM

Pacific, a distance of ; 4 miles This embraces the

tory over which the Frisco maintains

to St Louis and also i omprisi

663
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points between inbound and outbound passenger trains

during the curly morning and evening hours. Previous to

1920 second track in tbis section had been completed as far

as Windsor Springs, a distance of 13 miles. Last year an

additional section of 7 miles was undertaken between Eureka

and Pacific, this portion being selected because it involved

light work. Its completion leaves a gap of 14 miles still

to be completed ami the next section to be undertaken will

be i In- five miles from Windsor Springs to Valley Park

which will eliminate tin Meramei tunnel for eastbound up-

traffic. No work is, however, being done on this sec-

tion al present.

The next section of double track line is at the center of

the engine district between Newburg, Mo., and Springfield

and covers a distance of seven miles between Sleeper and

Lebanon. There were two reasons for selecting this stretch

of line for the first second track work in the district. Its

location at the midpoint of the district is a natural meeting

point for trains, a condition which is further complicated by

the character of the railroad right-of-way through the town

of Lebanon which is built up close to the tracks. The other

feature was the fact that five miles east of Lebanon there

was a 1.5 per cent grade \]/2 miles long opposing eastbound

movements, the elimination of which would afford a ruling

grade of 0.8 per cent for eastbound trains over the entire

engine district. Surveys demonstrated that the new east-

bound line could be obtained on a location about one mile

south of the operated line with grades not to exceed this

maximum and not over one per cent against westbound

movement.

The third section authorized extends four miles eastward

from Monett to Globe. This stretch of line includes a 1.1

per cent grade against eastbound traffic, beginning at the

east end of the Monett yard and has been operated as a
helper grade in starting eastbound tonnage trains out of the

yard. Here it was found advisable to revise the grade on

the old line to 0.8 per cent by cutting down the summit of

the hill at Globe and to construct a new line for westbound

movement alongside on the same grade.

The fourth section of second track work is on the Kansas

25, 1921. The plans of the St. Louis-San Francisco con-
template the completion of second track into Paola within
the next few years.

Grading Work of a Varied Nature

The second track work east of Pacific, Mo., was carried

on under contract by the List & Gifford Construction Com-
pany of Kansas City, Mo., the contractor doing all work,
including track laying and ballasting. The grading con-

sisted principally of side earth borrow handled with teams
rapers ami one sandstone cut thai was taken out with

Map of a Part of the St. Louis-San Francisco

a revolving shovel, the material being hauled into the em-
bankment in narrow-gage, four-yard dump cars, without in-

terference with traffic.

The second track between Sleeper, Mo., and Lebanon,
as shown in the map, consists very largely of a new inde-

pendent single-track line. This was handled by contract

with Scott & White of St. Louis, Mo., who did all work in-

cluding track laying and ballasting. The excavation con-

sisted of about 20 per cent of solid limestone rock excava-

/—Equation

'i^-„

New Line*.

-&.3% 0A°l*-L* £jtetjsel&

v\m -Present Line.
Max.l.08%-

!!~0

Map and Profile of the New Line, Second-Track Work Between Lebanon, Mo., and Sleeper

City line extending southward in eastern Kansas for the dis-

tance of 42 miles between Kansas City and Paola. Kan.,

where the St. Louis-San Francisco track is also used by the

Kansas City trains of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Dur-

ing times of heavy business the combined traffic of the two

roads is more than can be handled satisfactorily and econom-

ically on a single track. Because of this, double-tracking

of this line has been in progress for some time. In 1920, it

had been completed as far as Olathe, about 20 miles. 'Dur-

ing the past year another section of 10 miles from Olathe to

Spring Hill was constructed and put into service on April

tion, about 50 per cent of loose rock and cemented gravel,

and about 30 per cent of earth. The excavation practically

balanced the material needed for embankment, and the

larger portion of the work was handled with steam shovels.

The new track is now practically complete.

Between Globe, Mo., and Monett the large summit cut

was handled by the railroad company's steam -shovels, the

material, being taken care of in 16-yd. dump cars and un-

loaded for widening embankments as it was not needed for

second-track fills. Some of the lighter grading and the

masonry, bridge and culvert work was contracted to All-
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hands & Davis of Rogers, Ark. The grading consisted of

about SO per cent Log i rock and SO per cent earth.

On the 10 miles of second-truck work between Olathe,

Kan., and Spring Hill about 1.6 miles comprised the ab-

sorption of existing passing tra< ks. In addition to building

second track the existing track was subject to a revision of

grade involving the lowering of the summit cut a maximum
of 12 ft., thereby changing thi n m 0.7 per cent to

0.5 per cent. The excavation principally of earth

I, in a shallow ledgi of solid taken out in the

gi id reduction. All the work on this project was con-

tracted for to the \\ alsh ( Daven-

port, towa I I"- grade reductii [led by

shovels with standard gagi 1 2-yd. dum]
unloaded from the main trai I.

died with an i scavator ind teams. The bridge work on all

of ilu double trai k projects was oi

Engine Terminal Work Undertaken

After Federal Control Period

Although a large amount of engine terminal and shop

facility improvements and additioi rried out b)

the United States Railroad Administration, particularly on

roads in the eastern portion of the country, very little work
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Cross-Section Through a Typical Engine Pit

of this character was done in the southwest and this was

notabl) the case with the St. Louis San Francisco. As a

consequence the end of federal control found this propert)

in need of considerable additions to it- loo cilities.

Fortunately the existing terminals were in such condition

that the required additional housing space COUld be added
readily to the plants already in use and onl) in one or two

cases was the construction oi addition hampered b) cramped
quarters. Only four new terminal tructed and

these at relatively unimportant point ["he wide distribu-

tion of the engine terminal and Shop improvements will be

appreciated from an examination of the map.

Taken in the aggregate, the new facilities includ

stalls in four new roundhouses, 44 additional stalls

isting roundhouses and the extension of 18 stalls in two
roundhouses. Of the .no stalls buill or extended, 6 were

made 120 ft. long for usi bj Mallet Locomotives, and 22

were 92 ft. or less in length, while the other 58 were made
110 ft. long, which is the present standard of the road for

the housing of Santa Fe type ami heavy Mikado locomotives
I In--.- standard stalls are generalh equipped with engine
pits 80 ft. long.

A total of eleven 80 ft engine pits were constructed on
radial track- out-i,de of the roundh.Hl-e- At three of the

roundhouses 75-ft. turntable- were replaced bj 100 ft tables

while at two of the small new hou
and 70-ft. length:

to the shop facilities were of a minor nature, consisting of

four or five shop strui long,

bop building 60 ft. by 200 ft. at.l

The additions to rout - i.uilt,

were entirely of frame construction accord neral

character illustrat

These were of two general types, fiat-roof type and a moni-

tor type. As far the roundh. place

built. I be - large

The sectioi Qustrates ii

in which the rail- w.

pit walls through

embedded tra VI of the in

tnent work on thi I

under the gi ion of F. G. Jonah, ch

(St. I., in Mo i I- "ii i
are indebted for the informa-

tion presented above.

Report on A., B. & A. Derailment

THE InTERSTATI COMMEECI COMMISSION ha- -

reporl dated September 28 on the derailment of an

eastbound freight tram on thi Birmingham &
Atlantic, ten miles east of Atlanta, Ga (at < ascade ( ro

on September 7. when the engineman was killed and three

employees were injured. This is the derailment concerning

which the governor of Georgia appointed a special u

gating committee, at the requ -t of former employees, who
had left the road on -trike several months ago. It will 1*

recalled that this special committee, rejecting the claims

made by the strikers, reported that the derailment was due

to an explosion. The present reporl confirms this.

The derailment ocelli- (Op m Ii Was at the

foot of a descending grade and in a cut I la- brack was

found in general fairly well maintained. I'lie train was
moving at about IS OT !0 miles an hour, having had -

instructions from the train dispatcher to run cautious]

I
in-

i
I expo ted trouble.

The locomotive ran onl) 223 ft after it jumped the

track. It was overturned and the pilot was torn off. The
left front truck wheel was missing, and was found

top of the embankment about 120 ft easl of the point of

derailment. 1 he Lcm - m ll m

> mark- to indil ite the cause "\ derailment

track was badly torn up, the rail- displaced and the tics

scattered. There was a bowl-shaped .rater in the

beneath the left rail, about 4 ft. in diameter and 18 in

The rail immediately over this boh- was slightl)

ft long had been broken out of the

base.

I
:-. weight on the front tru. k wheel- was about

lb. The running gear and the underside

no marks which would indicate the Imcnt.

Part- of broken pilot slats were found a

The axle and the right-hand wheel remain in the

'ruck fr imi M living withil

point of ao idem heard the sound oi

of the derailment; and the surviving trainn

\ hemist, arriving on the

the day following, found a

thing-, and e\ id. Ql

-ether, form a hig

eluded that this sul

detonator. The left wh
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loose and had been the cause of the derailment, was taken

t thi hop and was forced back on to the axle and then

forced off again; md thje opposite wheel was also forced off;

and from these md other experiments it was shown that the

wheel, which had fun only about 1,400 miles, could not have

been loose on the axle.

The conclusion of the report say- that the evidence IS

Strong that an explosive was placed between the head and

the base of the left-hand rail; that this lifted the left for

ward engine truck wheel and forced it outward and upward.

The chiller marks on the wheel made an impression on the

head of the rail. The axle from which the wheel was Mown

off was slightly bent.

lames E. Howard, engineer-physicist of the commission,

made an investigation and a report supplementing the fore-

going. He calls attention to the fact that 40,000 lb. per

square inch is not an unusually high pressure to be exerted

by a high explosive. A pressure of 200 lb. per square inch

on the inner base of the wheel would have been adequate to

remove it from the axle.

Proposed National Stop-

Look-and-Listen Campaign 1

By Marcus A. Dow
General Safety Agent of the New York Central Lines

Undoubtedly, grade crossing accident prevention pre-

sents one of the most difficult problems in railroad

safety work. The public cannot be reached effectively

by any individual railroad. The avenues of approach are

difficult. The people who might be reached today are sup-

planted by others who cross your tracks tomorrow. These

people do not confine their traveling to a limited area and

they are not familiar with your crossings. The growing

record of deaths and injuries; the steadily increasing expense

to railroads and the lamentable loss to the nation each year

of hundreds of its highest type of citizens should awaken both

the railroads and the public to the need of a concentrated

effort to curb the carelessness that is largely responsible. If

a campaign is to be made effective at all, it would seem to be

absolutely necessary for even- railroad in the country to join.

1. Such a campaign should officially cover a period of

say three months and Ice conducted at the time of the year

when extensive touring is done.

2. Notify the general public through the press and ask

their co-operation. An article for the press should be pre-

pared by a special committee and distributed to all railroads

to be sent to the local papers on each road; to be submitted

to the papers in person by the local agent in the smaller

cities and towns and b\ the most influential officer in the

larger cities. Follow up articles could be used.

.i. In a similar manner advise automobile clubs, rotary

lubs, chambers of commerce, etc.

4. The secretary of the Safety Section should obtain a

monthly report from each railroad, at the end of cadi month,

of the number of persons killed and injured in crossing acci-

dents; such information to lie used in advising the public

through the press, automobile- chilis and otherwise of just

what the monthly toll of human life amounts to because the

rule of Stop, Look and Listen is disregarded.

5. Inexpensive but effective posters should be designed b}

a special committee and posted in ever) passenger and freight

station on every railroad in the country. Also posters to be

distributed for posting to automobile clubs, etc. Local agents

should personally handle such distribution.

6. Distribution to automobile drivers of a warning notice,

*A paper read before the Safety Section "i the American Railway Ass •

elation at BctSton, September 2"; abridged.

—

The lloston meeting was
reported in the Railwa: Ig tobei I, pa i

printed on a -mall -lip of paper . . . This warning slip

should !"• personally handed to the automobile driver by a

railroad representative. Crossing flagmen, station agents,

freight agents, safety committee member- and others should

be- furnished with a supply, a record kept of the number

furnished the employee and report made to some officer or

to the safety committee on the division of the use each em-

ployee made of his supply. Hundreds of thousands of auto-

mobilists could be personally reached in this manner.

7. (a) Pasters to be used on stationery, (b) Stickers to

paste on windshields.

8. (a) Endeavor to get the International News or similar

agency to include in one or more of its illustrated news

posters, appropriate photographs and descriptive matter,

(b) Make an effort to interest the motion picture news

weeklies. Smash up an old automobile in a fake crossing

accident; photograph such a scene and run it in the theatre.-.

9. Seek the co-operation of the secretary of state or state

automobile license bureau, or similar public office, in the

distribution of a special warning notice printed on a card

to accompany the license plate when delivered. This should

be attended to in time to have the distribution made with

the next license plate. I have tried this and believe consid-

erable attention is paid to it. I have found the secretaries of

state in the states on our lines are glad to co-operate.

10. The co-operation of churches and schools should be

solicited. A special form of letter should be prepared to be

sent to proper officers of schools and churches.

1 1

.

For publicity purposes, early in the campaign, on a

certain day to be specified, every railroad should assign ob-

servers at one or more grade crossings for a period of five

or six hours. The information thus gathered when used in

connection with a nation-wide campaign would be most en-

lightening, and would be given wide publicity. It should

be sent by wire to the general headquarters of the A. R. A.

for prompt distribution to the press of the country.

1 2. The B. & O. plan of checking automobilists is worth

considering in connection with a national campaign.

So much for the traveler-on-the-highway; but railroad

officers and employees have responsibilities no less important

and the campaign should include a careful check of all those

employees and departments of the railroad who can in any

way contribute to the success of the campaign, (a) Loco-

motive engineman should receive a personal letter from the

superintendent, (b) Station agents should receive special

instructions to co-operate, (c) Crossing flagmen must be

personally interviewed and instructed by the official to whom
the\' report; make them feel a personal responsibility so that

each one will resolve not to have an accident on his crossing

during the campaign, (d) All trainmen and conductor- to

be notified of the campaign and lie instructed to protect

crossings while switching over them, (e) Maintenance em-
ployees to correct defective planking, or other conditions that

might stall an automobile, (f) An inspection of crossings by
proper officers to observe obstructions to view, such as tree-,

that should be trimmed or removed.
The foregoing suggestions for a national campaign do not

on oho any great expense. The printing of circulars, posters,

etc., would be nominal for each road. The main thing is to

have the full backing and enthusiastic support of the officers

of each road and I believe the safety men of the roads could
put such a campaign over. We, who are in the railroad

safety work have found that continuous and systematic ef-

forts have reduced the number of deaths and injuries to

railroad employees. Our most effective weapon has been an
appeal to the human heart. Surely human beings' are alike

everywhere and if, by a great united effort, we railroad men
of the country can inject some of the spirit of safetv into

the hearts and minds of the motorist we shall render a great

service to the railroads we represent, to the citizens of our
communities and to the country we love to call our own.



Can Railroads Compete With Contract Shops?
Costs of Repairing 50 Cars in a Railway Shop for Comparison with

Contract Cost of Similar Work

By J. W. Roberts

President, Roberts-Pettijohn-Wood Corporation, Chicagi

\hi a preceding article the author outlined thi bases un-

dei ..hull the cost of repairing 50 box cart in a contract

shop was cowpared with the cost oj similar repairs to SO
can of the sartu series carried out in the shops of the owning
railroad. The present articU a n detail the elements

of cost of the work done in the railroad shop. Editor.]

The carrier does not accumulate in it> records tl

pertaining to individual repair jobs, and it was there-

fore necessary to examine die details and liuild up the

costs from the beginning. The carrier's local officers and

employees who were intimately familiar with the particular

work the cost of which was sought, a- well as the records

relating thereto, rendered enthusiastic co-operation through-

out, to the end that the findings might be consistent with

the facts.

Shop Labor—Direct

Direct labor on the SO test cars, bj crafts, was found as

follows:

Carpenters $11,636.00

Steel workers 426.00

Blacksmiths 365.50

Air brake nun 280.00

Painters 240.00
l),,c,r makers 140.00

Total $13,US7 5n

Carpenter labor Was taken dirccth from the dally service-

cards turned in by the workmen, which fortunately had been

continued in use as a relic of the former piece work system,

which showed the individual cars worked each day and the

time devoted to each operation on each car. Total time re-

ported was checked against the payrolls. Service cards were

not required of the other (raftsmen, however, and it was
nee-essary to use an average' cost per car for these respective

classes of labor. All cars re-paired at the shop during the

period when the test cars were under way received substan-

tially the same kind of repairs. The test cars, however.

were among those receiving the most extensive repairs. The
total hours worked during the period l>v each class of direct

labor other than carpenter labor, was divided by the total

number of ears repaired, and an average COSt per ear found.

This average cost in each instance was multiplied by 50 and

the result assumed to be- the cost of labor. This i- con

servalive, and undoubtedly understates the actual cos) since

tlu- box cars required the maximum amount of labor. 0|H-n

top cars required less painting, main cars dill not have draft

arms applied, some> cars did no! requin two new side-doors

as did the test car-, and some car- w.n not Completely n

piped lor air as were tlu box car- I be labor thus arhi-

trarily determined is only 11 per Cenl of tlu- total

direct labor.

In addition to the foregoing, certain work was done in

Other department- which did not revord the time d

to wit: steel men riveting couple: 1 men
rectifying bod) bolsters, reclamation shop recovering 16

journal box and -4 column bolts, llic . . -t of each of these

operations was determined From a performance time

and the application of the standard rate of pa\ . result'ng in

a total charge of $3.71 per car, or f< i
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Shop Labor— Indirect

Indirect labor in eat b depai b month has
apportioned on tin iasis ol the- departmental

I QStance, mill foremen and mill men h. ;

-.

tributed on tlu- basis of carpenter labor; rip tr.uk foremen,
rs, material and supply men. drill press and bolt

threaders, and box pai k.-r-. en th.- ba-i- of repair tra, ,

exclusive of carpenters; and assistant clerks
and the total labor to which such
1 i innion.

rhe total indirect labor charge- assigned to the. 50 ears
amounts to $ t. 195.31.

Shop Expense
1 ne tot; l shop i rged against th.- shop for the

four month- during which work was under w.,\ ecu |

ear- was a- follow.-:

1 aboi

rating matenab and supplii -

Fuel

msumed
ha-

$ioi,r

1 1"-' i hargi - include- nothing for haulage of the fuel used
over the rails of the compan) rhe tonnage of fuel used
was ascertained, likewise the distance hauled ever tl

rier's line- fi mal source of supply, and 1

c o-t was i omputt d at thi n mills per net ten mile,

resulting in a surcharge of $4,099.53 a- thi cost oi trans-
portation. 1 1,,, increased the -hop expense for the |>criod
to $105,834.17. The .o-t of transporting material- and
supplies i- necessarily omitted because of inaccessi ility of
the- data a- to weight and point of origin.

Shop expense was apportioned to the (est car- and other
work on the- basis of assigned -hop labor - being
assigned to the te--t < ar-

Insurance Expense
I be premium paid on comine-r. ia] policies for fire insur-

ance and the accruals to the* carrier's own insurance fund
to protect the margin between the insurance c arrietl and
the amount of hazard on the insured facilities comprising the
-hop layout, was rechic e-d to a moiithb basis and distributed
on the- basis of assigned -hop labor I he apportionment
to the test e ars amounted to Si

Maintenance of Shop, Power House. Machinery, etc.

I total e xpe-n-e for four months charged t" accounts,

02 Shop Machinery; 304—Power House Machinery; ami
ilu-r expenses, representing the actual expenditures

during tlu- test pi-ried at the shop in qu< 51

boned on thi issigned shop labor, resulting in

SI. SI 7. i>7 being assigned against the-
I
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comprising the shop facilities was taken as the basis for

ascertaining cost of maintenance of these facilities. The

total charges were reduced to a four months' average and

this amount apportioned on the basis of assigned shop labor,

which assigned $235.89 against the test cars.

.In the charges thus distributed nothing was included for

transporting the materials used over the carrier's rails, which

could not be ((imputed for hick of detail as to material

quantities. The records were not always kept in such de-

tail as to show the facilities to which repairs were made,

and repair expense not described may have applied to the

facilities in question. Cognizance is taken only of the

charges identified to the facilities involved.

Maintenance Expenses Common to all Local Shops

Other shops than the one in which the test cars were

repaired are located at the same point, and during the year

1920 account 235—Shops and Enginehouses, received

charges common to all such shops. The charge for the period

was reduced to a four months' average, and then distributed

on the basis of assigned shop labor (less superintendence) in

all shops, resulting in a charge of $57.91 against the test

cars.

Divisional Overhead—Maintenance

of Way and Structures Expense

During the calendar year 1920 the divisional overhead

charges applicable to maintenance of way and structures ex-

pense (exclusive of accounts not benefitted thereby, as for

instance, Account 275—Insurance) were as follows:

Account 269—Roadway machines $17,346.48

Account 271—Small tools and supplies 26,413.11

Account 274—Injuries to persons (Cr.) 253.97

Account 276—Stationery and printing 1,916.20

Account 277—Other expenses 157.25

Total .$45,579.07

This annual overhead expense was apportioned on the

basis of its relation to the total maintenance of way and

structures expense supervised and $6.27 assigned to the cost

pertaining to the test cars.

Entire Line Overhead

—

Maintenance of Equipment Expense

Superintendence and other overhead expense applicable

to maintenance of equipment during the calendar year 1920

was as follows:

Account 301—Superintendence $458,267.75

Account 332—Injuries to persons 55,206.26

Account 334—Stationery and printing 41,392.11

Total $554,866.12

A relationship between total overhead expense and the

total expense supervised was found and on the basis of this

relationship the supervised expense assigned against the

test cars was applied, resulting in a charge of $1,720.22

against the test cars.

It should be mentioned that divisional overhead expense

relating to maintenance of equipment is consolidated with

system charges by the carrier and could not be segregated

and separately accounted for without a prohibitive amount

of work. The consolidation of the expense before appor-

tionment reduces the proportion which would otherwise be

assignable to the work in question.

Entire Line Overhead—Maintenance

of Way and Structure Expense

The charge against the test cars for system overhead ap-

plicable to all maintenance of way and structures accounts,

as represented by the charges to Account 201—Superintend-

ence, was predicated upon the equitable distribution of the

total charges to this account on the basis of the total ex-

penses supervised, using the experience of the calendar year

1920. The relation of superintendence to total expense

supervised was 4.838 per cent and the amount assigned to

the test cars was $14.79.

Entire Line Overhead—Repairs of General

Office Buildings and General Storehouse

The identifiable expenditures for repairs to system gen-

eral office and general storehouse buildings and appur-
tenances during the year 1920 were collected, and their

relation to total operating expenses (less common to system

repairs) and expenditures for additions and betterments

was found, and on the basis of this relationship the costs

assigned to the test cars were surcharged pro rata, the

amount assigned for expense of this character being $2.36,

Entire Line Overhead—System General Expense

System general expenses for the year 1920, comprising the

items included in the various primary accounts under the

sub-division "General," above referred to, were found to be

equivalent to 3.4733 per cent of the total expenditures for

other operating expenses plus the expenditures for additions

and betterments to road and equipment, excluding the ad-

justing credits for property retired and the amount of lia-

bility for certain equipment allocated by a governmental

order which involved no general expense during this period

on the part of the carrier's organization.

The charges assigned to the test ears were burdened with

this per cent for system general expense, amounting to

$2,436.20.

Mounting Car Wheels

In connection with the work in question thirty-one sets of

33-in. car wheels were mounted on axles. This work was

done in a department which merely allocated the time

worked upon different operations to each operation. During
the four months' period in which the test work was done

the average cost of mounting car wheels was found to be

$2.61 per set, which for 31 pairs amounted to $80.91, which

has been included.

Depreciation on Fixed Properties

The carrier does not exercise the option of accruing cur-

rently depreciation on its fixed properties. In view of the

demonstrable fact that the maintenance policy of the com-

pany does not perpetuate the life of such property, but that

deterioration not offset by current repairs does accrue, and
that obsolescence and inadequacy cause a gradual consump-
tion of the value of the assets, depreciation, as commonly
regarded for accounting purposes, is considered to be an ele-

ment of actual cost. It is believed to be fair to include an

allowance for it in this case particularly, because of the

apparent subnormality in the amount of repairs made to the

property, due to its comparative newness and the influence

which tended to retard maintenance expenditure during the

test period.

Depreciation was therefore computed upon buildings (not

tracks) and depreciable machinery (excluding all items

usually replaced at the expense of repairs) used in the

repair of cars. The base used for computing depreciation

on each item of property was the original cost, computed

by the carrier's valuation engineers if not of record. A rate

was used in each case which took cognizance of the char

acter of each item of property, and was based on experience

as to the life expectancy of such property. The rates used

were taken from a table promulgated by the United States

Railroad Administration for use of car builders in com-
puting cost of work performed under cost-plus contracts

and which were subsequently adopted for use by many
builders.

While the rates of depreciation used are considered fair

and equitable for the car-building industry, they are prob-
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ably too conservative for railroad use, inasmuch as they

do not recognize to the full extent the effects of obsolescence

and inadequacy upon the railroad properties, which is more

marked than in outside plants. The need for relocating

railroad shops to correct defects in original location, to make
room for the expansion of other facilities and to meet the

shifting requirements of operating conditions is wholly ig-

nored in measuring life expectancy as represented by the

percentages used.

The depreciation accrued for the four month period, for

the freight car shop and machinery, the storehouse and ap-

purtenances, and the powerhouse, machinery and appurte-

nances, respectively, was distributed on the basis of the as-

signed labor to which applicable, resulting in a total charge

of $332.33 being assigned to the cost of the test cars.

Applied Materials

The quantity of applied materials was carefully developed

in minute detail with respect to each of the test cars. The
piece work record form on which carpenters' time was

reported also noted the quantity and kind of material

used by them on each car; a record was also kept of the

character of repairs made to each car. The material re-

ported as used was checked againsl the work record show-

ing operations, and from the latter record a list of minor
items not reported, which of necessity were used in the re-

pairs as made, was compiled in conjunction with the local

officers and car foremen of the carrier. The different items

of material were totaled and priced out from the storekeep-

er's and purchasing department's records at prices f. o. b.

the carrier's rails at points of delivery. The net weight of

each item was computed, the distance hauled over carrier's

line from point of delivery thereto to the shop where ap-

plied was ascertained and net ton miles figured, and the

cost of haulage calculated at the rate of 7 mills per net

ton mile.

The prime cost of the materials applied was found to be

$45,158.96; the cost of haulage by the carrier $1,481.43,

tlie aggregate sum of $46,640.39 being used as the cost of ap-

plied materials delivered for application.

It will be observed that any losses resulting from materials

spoiled in fabrication have Keen omitted; likewise losses

due to shortages in shipments, breakages in handling and
like causes. Neither has anything been included for in-

ventor)- adjustments, which are usually disposed of on die

basis of material issues during the period between inven-

tories.

Proportion of Fixed Charges

It was not possible to ascertain the taxable value of or

the actual investment in the units of property devoted to

shop purposes. It was likewise impossible, as maj be ex-

pected, to secure the same information with respect to units

of property used incidentall) in connection therewith. With-

out such facts, moreover, it was impracti able to make direct

application for the fixed dh lated to the -bop proper-

ties and the properties u ed in furnishing incidental -

thereto.

During the year 1920, f ach dollar disbursed as oper-

ating expen i ;nated by the Interstate Commerce
Commission's classification, the carrier had a further outgo

of 20.0809 cents foi ing of taxes, inter-

est on capital obligation-, operating losses (uncollectable

revenues) and rentals paid for the use of property owned
bj others (which is tantamount to interest on investment).

This is a part of overhead expensi 1 bi outside contractor

recovers his outlay on account of these items through charg-

ing a profit. In the railroad's case it must be providei

out of earnings and must therefore be reckoned with the

more primary costs of services This overhead burden being

inherent to railroad operation, it must be considered at all

times as a part of the cost of every operation performed in-

volving the- use of property and inter-deparunental .-< I

For lack of a more equitable basis for disposing of this ele-

ment of cost of doing business, it has been assigned to the

test cars on a pro rata basis, with the belief that, notwith-

standing the rough-and-ready method employed, it never-

theless does substantial justice to the situation in arriving

at a comparable cost.

It is well to recall, in this connection, the previous state-

ment that the productivity of the carrier's shops was not

ted within tin- period fixed by thi real or

apparent, of sending work to an outside shop in order to

have its equipment repaired and in usable condition, ln-

nt in its own fai ilities was not therefore made non-
productive- to it, nor were operating or administra-
tive overhead expenses made unduly burdensome to activi-

ties to which they were incident.

The fixed charges include taxes, uncollectible revenues,

which are operating losses, the net debits for hire of equip
ment and for joint facility rents, interest on fixed •

obligations and interest on certain cumulative adju
bonds. There is not included in the sum dealt with the

rentals on properties other than joint facilities, the -inking

and other funds which pertain to disposition of surplus
rather than accruals of contingent or unmatured expenses,

losses on separately operated properties or interest on in-

come bonds.

Application of the factor of 20.0809 to the accumu-
lated cost oi re]

I test cars results in a surcharge

of $14,640.82 for fixed charges.

Salvage Credit for Materials and Scrap Recovered

The recoverable material salvaged from the repaired cars

was carefull) accounted for, it- weight ascertained, credit

calculated at 75 per cent of the current cost new of usable

material and at current prices for scrap, and the account
credited with $4,399.50 for the 50 cars. The cost of handling
is not deducted in this connection, as the expense was in-

cluded in overhead accounts and was distributed as such.

Total Costs In Carrier's Shop

The total costs assigned to the 50 cars repaired in the

carrier shops are briefly recapitulated here, but are later

given comparatively and in more detail.

Total rebuilding costs $72,009.19

Proportion of fixed charges, as assigned.. 14,640.82

1 ess salvage credit —4,399.50

Total $83,150.51*

Average cost per car $1 ,663 01

|
The next and concluding article will set forth the- items

of cost to the railroad of the n n the

- I
-In p. and will o mpare them with the

i\ork i|e in in i vn shop. —Editor !
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One Senator's View of Strike Threats

Th\i NOTHING SO retards industrial revival in this

countr) today as the attitude of organized labor in re-

fusing to come down to reasonable wages and a reason-

able basis of employment, was the opinion expressed b) Sena-

tor Nelson of Minnesota in debate in the Senate, October 1.

\ll ve] the United States we are suffering because of that

situation," he said. "In the case of transportation, the rail-

roads are unable to reduce the rates because of the high cost

of ..[..ration arising from excessive wages which their opera-

tive demand, and which they were accustomed to receive

during the war under the administration of Mr. McAdoo as

director general of the railroads. Until there is a reduction

in that high scale of wages and a change in the demand as to

limited hours and other peculiar conditions, including the

bonuses which were provided in the days of the war, the out-

look for the people of this country securing cheaper trans-

portation rates and better facilities is hopeless, and without

cheaper transportation rates there will not only be a failure of

industry to revive as it ought to revive, but, more than that,

the farmers of this country will labor under a severe handicap.

"Aside from the railroads, I cannot conceive of any indus-

try where there is a greater opportunity for revival, for an

increase of activity in all directions, than in the building

trades. We all admit that there is a scarcity of buildings

throughout the country, but the high cost of labor and the

high cost of material—and labor is a factor in that high

cost, in fact, labor is what makes building material high

—

deters building operations.

"We are now threatened with a railroad strike. The men

have taken a vote, and they are posing as ready to take the

whole country by the throat again, as they were at the time

the Adamson law was passed. Let me tell you a little

incident.

"You all know that I was born in the little mountain

country of Norway. It is a poor country, and practically all

the railroads in the country are owned and operated by the

government. Last winter the men who work on the railroads

concluded to have a strike there. They laid their heads to-

gether, and undertook to tie up all the railroads in that

country. What happened?

"The business men in the cities and the high officials of

the railroads managed to operate enough trains in the country

to carry the mails and bring supplies and provisions to the

cities, so that there was no suffering, and then they let the

strike go on. The strikers were all the time desiring to nego-

tiate with the government. The government said, 'We will

not negotiate with you until you quit striking;' and at the end

of 14 days they were glad to lay down their arms and glad to

come back to work and glad to resume their duties, as they

did. I venture to say that that experience of 14 days was

such a lesson to them that they will never again call a strike.

"I am getting tired of these strike threats. With that matter

in view that came under my observation, I do not know but

that it would be a good thing for the country if these rail-

road men should start on a strike. Let the people of this

country once for all understand what these men mean by their

striking. Let the people realize that they will be deprived

of their food supply, their fuel, and everything else. If these

men ever embark on a strike that leads to such results, I

venture the prediction that the American people will rise in

their might and wipe them from the face of the earth.

"We cannot tolerate in this country a government or a rule

stronger than the people of the United States. We .ann.it

tolerate a government within a government. We cannot afford

to have any people take our country by the throat an. I say,

'"S mi must do as we want or we will destroy everything in

this country. We will hold up the entire transportation svs-

tem of the country and deprive the cities and the towns of

their fuel, their food supply, and everything else, unless you

do as we want.' It is time that we taught these men the

lesson that they are not bigger than the government of the

United States."

Brotherhood Leaders

Count Strike Ballots

Leaders of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen have

undergone a decided change of heart as to their threat-

ened strike during the past week if the interviews which

have been published in the press properly express their view.-.

But a few days ago, during the first days of the official

count of the strike vote of that organization at Chicago, offi-

cers of the union openly declared that if the result of the

vote indicated that a constitutional majority of the men
signified a desire to strike the walkout would be called

immediately. Later statements indicated that the officers of

the trainmen's organization lost their belligerency and despite

the fact that the announced result of the vote showed that

about 90 per cent of the men had signified their willingness

to strike in protest against wage cuts, it was quietly an-

nounced that the actual calling of a strike would be left to

the grievance committees of the various railroads.

On September 12 Mr. Lee sent a circular letter to the men,

who were then in the midst of the balloting, in which he

pointed out five reasons why he thought a strike would be

unwise and why the men might expect to accept some wage
reduction.

"The executive of the labor organization that fears to tell

the truth or point out dangerous places ahead to the member-
ship of his organization is not worthy of the title of leader."

Mr. Lee said. He then asked the men to consider the fact

that wages and working conditions of all classes established

since 1918 were "the result of a world war such as never

before known"; that 5,000,000 men are now unemployed:
that "nearly all classes of labor have been forced by media-

tion, arbitration, strikes or lockouts to accept reduced rates

of pay during the past year; that the increased wages granted

railroad men last year were based on increased cost of living

and that government reports indicate a 16 per cent cut in

living costs since July 1, 1920."

Mr. Lee's letter, however, apparently has failed to influ-

ence the voting, approximately 90 per cent of the men voting

to walk out.

Several days later Mr. Lee announced that if the strike

vote cast by the members is upheld by the grievance com-
mittees, a tentative strike order would be issued, effective

only when and only if the other organizations should walk
out at the same time. Thus Mr. Lee has shifted the respon-

sibility for whatever might happen first to the members of

his organization, then to the grievance committees and lastly

to the other train sendee organizations.

On October 3 the other three train service brotherhoods

and the Switchmen's Union of North America began the

count of their ballots at Chicago. The result of these counts,

according to union officers, indicate that a large vote in

favor of a strike will be registered. However, in the case of

these organizations the actual calling of a strike is in the

hands of the executive officers.

The 400,000 members of the federated shop crafts voted
for a strike several weeks ago, but their officers, apparently
awaiting a move on the part of the brotherhoods, have taken
no action.

\ I iri' in the car shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at

Wichita Falls. Texas, on September 20, damaged the woodwork
mill, several freight cars, a crude oil tank and the entire machine
shop equipment—estimated loss. $75.0(X); cause, unknown.



The Division of Interline Passenger Fares

Explaining the Uniform and Simplified Basis Proposed

by the R. A. O. A. Passenger Committee

By L. C. Esschen

Auditor Passenger Receipts, Illinois I entral

Dusing the period of federal control there was in effect

;i simplified plan for apportioning inter-road passenger

revenue that was devised b) comn
accounting officers and observed b) all carriers under federal

control from June 1, 1918 to November 10 L919 Under
this plan the total monthly interline ticket al< oi each car-

rier were apportioned on a basis oi the passengers carried

urn mill auming to the initial ami .ill utliri interested car-

riers and yielded the same average revenue per passenger

per mile to all the carriers concerned in -in li sales. With

method that was ical departure from
iLjer committee of tin- Railway Accounting

I 'in i believe that it might b

I' \ ise 5omi other simplified plan that wi ,

to earn lout the country and get away from :

trieate bases that are now in voj ui ["he commit! accord-
ingly turned it- efforts in tin- direction and after verj

ful consideration of various methods that might be employed,
finally reached the conclusion that the best for uni>

adoptioi thi /i in Rati Prorate Plan, whicl

.">''.-

Map Showing the Zones Used in the Proposed Simplified Basis for Dividing Interline Passenger Fares

this simplification it was possible to perform the major por-

tion of the interline work witli inexperienced clerks and the

plan unquestionably proved advantageous in many ways dur-

ing this time when the division tones of practically all the

carriers were depleted and the inter road traffic, including a

volume of military transportation orders, was exceedingly

heavy. It would have been Utterly impossible fur carriers

to have rendered their reports of interline passenger traffic

in anything like the prescribed time if they had been obliged

tO Continue to make their divisions by the application of

former liases during tin- period of tin war,

While the simplified basis that was in effect during fed-

eral control produced equitable results and accomplish

purpose intended, the plan was abolished bj the railroad ad-

ministration shortlj In fore the roads were turned back as

part of the program to reston conditions to their pre-war
status. There is some qui ti whether thi

been consistent!) continued under private control. However,
the experience that was gained b) the employment of a

Submitted at the annual meeting of that association hi hi it

Atlantic City, June 8 to in, 1921.

The SUCCeSS of this undertaking will depend a great deal

on the interest and activity that is displayed by the carriers

at large, a- it naturally follows that it is only through tin

combined efforts of the carriers that the adoption of a uni-

form plan can he brought ahout

The Plan Proposed

To the layman anil in fact even to l

who is not -i' will versed in the interline division wo
plan might seem somewhat in\ riefly summ
the situation it simpl) means this:

The plan proposes a uniform :

ing interim, fares -'.;>
'

. ountry, exc( pt tl

/one prorating gat

is ignored except wh. -

ways, and from points , f inl
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made via the route traveled instead of observing the so-called

ihort-line principle of division.

If measured by existing methods and practices and the

..inclusion.-, are to be reached by a comparison of proportions

n i eived on individual items, the foundation of the zone plan

rs necessarily weakened, as it must be dealt with in its en-

tirety and receive broad and liberal consideration. Unless

the carriers are willing so to consider the proposition it is

rather doubtful whether any progress can be made towards

simplification that would help them get away from the ex-

isting intricate and technical methods.

Test figures as published in the 37th report of the Railway

Accounting Officers' Association were prepared to show that

the results produced under the proposed plan compare favor-

ilih with results produced under the so-called pre-war bases,

now in effect, which in themselves are not accepted by all

carriers as being entirely consistent in many of their phases,

and the committee suggested that the members of the asso-

i iation, before passing judgment on the merits of the pro-

posed plan, make a further test by comparing the amount of

revenue accruing in the aggregate on a considerable volume

of their traffic under the existing bases of division with the

amount that would be produced under the proposed zone rate

prorate plan.

Experience has proven that inter-road passenger traffic,

when dealt with collectively yields an average revenue per

passenger per mile somewhat lower than what is derived from

local traffic, due very largely to the fact that the longer route

carriers participate in more short line interline fares than

short line local fares. There are other contributing fac-

tors, but the ultimate result is substantially the same re-

gardless of the basis of division employed just so long as

this is consistent, even to the extent of applying the pas-

sengers-carried-one-mile basis which was in effect during fed-

eral control. This fact should lead the carriers to weigh the

matter very carefully as to whether there is need for the high-

class refinement that now takes place in the division of inter-

line passenger revenue, requiring the services of highly

trained experts who sometimes consume as much as two hours

in figuring a single division, only to have one of the inter-

ested carriers, whose division man no doubt consumed as

much or more time in the refiguring, come back with a claim

on account of erroneous proportion, necessitating a further

refiguring by the initial carrier and in all probability result-

ing in long drawn-out correspondence as to who is correct.

Questions of this kind arise with more or less frequency but

they usually concern isolated movements of traffic, the

amounts of revenue involved are of no great consequence,

and are exceeded many times by the cost of the labor.

After the plan was drafted the passenger committee of the

Accounting Officers' Association met in conference with a

sub-committee of the American Association of Passenger

Traffic Officer^ and that committee expressed itself as being

heartily in accord with the idea of devising a plan which
would have the effect of simplifying the bases of division of

oger fares throughout the United States and Canada.

It is also expected that the individual passenger accountants

will do their utmost in securing the co-operation of their re-

spective traffic departments on whom so much depends in

bringing about the desired simplification. When conclusions

ire reached the members of the Accounting Officers' Associa-

tion are requested to file their concurrence with the secretary

or advise him of tlnir views and any communications offer-

ing suggestions or criticisms will be handled to a conclusion

by the accounting committee.

Present Bases Nothing More Than Tradition

To make it clearer to those who are not so well informed

as to the needs for all of this it might be pointed out that

the division of interline fares is acknowledged to be the most

intricate part of passenger accounting work. The general

principles, bases applicable in different parts of the country,

agreements, arbitrary requirements, etc., are nevertheless

nothing more or less than tradition today. In New England,

Trunk Line, Central, and Southeastern Passenger Association

territories a mileage prorate basis of division prevails; in

Western, Southwestern, and Trans-Continental Passenger

Association territories a rate prorate basis is in effect. On
trans-continental traffic the fares are divided by applying a

rate prorate over the Missouri river with a re-division west

on published percentages, derived from the rates or arbi-

trarily established, and the basis to be employed in the re-

division east depends on the territory in which the point of

origin or destination is located. In addition to this there is

the re-division that is always necessary incident to the ob-

servance of the short line principle, and the analysis of the

rates for the purpose of picking out small pieces of local

contributed, all of which consume a great deal of time. It

requires years of experience to make a competent division

clerk, so there appears to be every good reason why a simpli-

fied basis of division should be adopted if it is possible to

devise a plan which will be acceptable to all carriers.

It is not claimed that the proposed plan is perfect in all

of its details, but it is felt that the general principles of the

simplified basis as submitted will produce an equitable divi-

sion of revenue for all carriers, overcome practically all of

the division controversies that were heretofore met with, per-

mit of educating clerks in this branch of the work to a

high degree of proficiency in considerable less time than re-

quired under present methods, and eventually accomplish a

saving of 25 per cent in clerk hire for this work.

An outline of the plan was given in the 1921 R. A. O. A.

Agenda. It follows in part:

SUGGESTED UNIFORM METHOD OF DIVISION TO BE EM-
PLOYED IN APPORTIONMENT OF REVENUE DERIVED FROM
THE SALE OF INTERLINE TICKETS AND EXCESS BAGGAGE
COLLECTIONS ON PASSENGER TRAFFIC INTERCHANGED BE-
TWEEN ALL CARRIERS IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA AND
MEXICO, EFFECTIVE WITH THE ACCOUNTS FOR THE MONTH
OF 19

Zones
The territory in the United States, Canada and Mexico will be divided

into zones to be designated Atlantic, Eastern, Central, Western, Pacific,

Canada and Mexico.

Boundaries of Zones

ATLANTIC ZONE. Territory east of a line drawn from Buffalo. N. Y .

to Mobile, Ala., via Pennsylvania Railroad. Buffalo, N. Y„ to Pittsburgh,

Pa., Ohio River to Cincinnati, O., C. N. O. & T. P., to Chattanooga, Tenn ,

A. G. S. to Birmingham, L. & N. to Mobile, Ala.

EASTERN ZONE. Territory west of the Atlantic zone to a line drawn
from Chicago, to St. Louis, Mo., via C. & E. I., thence via the Mississippi
river to the Gulf of Mexico.
CENTRAL ZONE. Territory west of the Eastern zone to a line drawn

from Duluth, Minn., to Houston, Texas, via Great Northern; Duluth,
Minn., to St. Paul, Minn., C. St. P. M. & O. to Sioux City. la.. U
River to Kansas Citv, Mo.. M. K. & T., M. K. & T. of Texas to Ft. Worth.
Texas, thence II. & T. C. to Houston, Texas.
WESTERN ZONE.' Territory west of the Central zone to a line drawn

from the Canadian boundary line to El Paso, Texas, via Great Northern
from Sweet Grass, Mont., to Hillings, Mont.. Nor. Fac. to Butte, M
Union Pacific System to Ogden. Utah. D. & R. G. to Colorado- Utah state

line, Colorado-Utah st.itc line and A. T. & S. F. to El Paso, Texas, through
Albuquerque, N. Mex., thence Rio Grande river to Gulf of Mexico.
PACIFIC ZONE. All territory west of the Western Zone.

CANADA ZONE. All territory in Canada.
MEXICO ZONE. All territory- in Mexico.

Prorating Zon-f Gati

BETWEEN ATLANTIC AND EASTERN ZONES. Buffalo, X V:
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Cincinnati. Ohio; Chattanooga. Tenn.; Birmingham, Ala.;

ornery, Ala., and Mobile, Ala.

BETWEEN EASTERN AND CENTRAL ZONES. Chicago. 111.; St.

Mo.; Memphis, Tenn.: Vicksburg, Miss., and New Orleans. La.

BETWEEN CENTRAL AND WESTERN ZONES. Duluth. Minn.; St.

Paul, Minn.; Sioux City, la.; Omaha, Neb.: Kansas City. Mo.; Ft. Worth,
I
Houston. Tex.

BETWEEN WESTERN AND PACIFIC ZONES. Billings, Mont.;
Ogden, Utah; Salt I,akc Citv, Utah; Albuquerque, N. Mex., and El Paso,
Tex.
BETWEEN ALL 'UNITED STATES ZONES AND CANADA ZONES.

All points of interchange.
BETWEEN ALL UNITED STATES ZONES AND MEXICO ZONE.

All points of interchange.

Section 1. General Principles to be Observed
A > Rate prorate.

<B) Locals or joint fares contributed to or from points that are not zone
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prorating gateways or interchange poiri n red except as specifi-

cally provided for in Section 3, Paragraph .V

The fact that more than selling fare may accrue to or from a zoni

rating gateway or point of interchange in the division shall also be ignored.
i

< Arbitrarii n account of bridge tolls, water transfers, also omnibus
and baggage transfers when incurred, shall be allowed interested carriers.

(Sec S n 6, I'aiagraph A.)

Section 2. Recognition of Zone Gateways
\i On intei gone traffii moving via two <<r more zone gateways within

the same zone the first zene gateway en route shall be the initial prorating

gateway.

(B) On intcr-zonc traffic moving through three zones without passing

through initial authorized zone prorating gateway, the first prorate shall be

made on zone prorating gateway through and ri

made as though traffic had originated tt s.ich gateway.

(C) On inter-zone traffic moving thro passing

through Duluth, Minn.; St. Paul, Mum.; I On ha, Neb.;
Kansas City, Mo.; Ft. Worth, ' the initial .pro-

lating gateway shall be in Chicago, 111.; St. Louis, Mo.; Memphis, Tenn.;
Vicksburg, Miss., or New Orleans. La., aci iscd and
rcdivision made as though traffic originati to these

gateways. In the event traffic docs n he above
named zone gateways the initial prolate shall

en route and redivision made as though tr; i

to such gateway.

Section 3. Allowance of Amounts Contriruted to Through Fares

tA) Fare made by use of cut

actual point ot interchange via route of traffic, or to or from zone prorating
-. such current selling or basing fares shall bl or lines

contributing and the remainder divided on basis applicable from or to such

p t or points proper.

(B) When current selling or basing fares are tleducted it is understood
that the remainder shall be prorated regardless of whether or not it is ap-

plicable as a selling or basing fare via route traveled.

Section 4. Df.finition of Term ''Prorate via Route Traveled"

The term "Prorate via Route Traveled" mean a prorate using current

one-way selling or basing fares for each line used via route of traffic.

Section 5. Fakes Used Probating Factors

tA) ONE WAY—Where the through short line fare applies via route of
ticket the short line current selling I as pi-
rating factors throughout. When tin . ted by use of

fares higher than via direct route, prorating facters shall be the fares

applicable via route of traffic.

(B) ROUND TRIP—Round trip fares made by use of double current

the current one-way fares shall be used

Round trip fares that are made in part less than double Locals to

points of interchange shall be divided by usini

prorating factors to or from prorating gateways as were used in construction

,1 thl through fare P. li. d

Note: Intrastate fares should be used in the division of Intrastate sales

ind interstate fares on interstate sales.

Section 6. Ariutrares

(A) Ilridge tolls, watei transfers and omnibus and baggage transfers

heretofore considered in the division of interline fares and when incurred

via route of ticket shall be allowed interested carriers and deducted as

follows:

1. Intra-zone—From through fare.

2. Inter-zone— From joint proportions accruing to zone or zones in

which arbitrary is incurred.

Amounts contributed on account of the same arbitiaries in construction of

the fares that are used as prorating factors shall be deducted from such

prorating fadtors in establishing proportions accruing to interested

carriers.

(B) Side trips and stage lines' fares—Extra charges collected for side

trips and stage lines shall be allowed carriei rforming the service or

settling with the stage line.

Section 7. Basis for Determining Proportions Accruing to Boat Lines

The amounts accruing to boat lines will In determined on a prorate per

i tie basis using fares of like class over the port through which rOUl

tli. remainder rcdivided between rail lines, observing zone gati

Section 7-A. Special Car and Trmn Movements

Lump sum collections shall be divided using proportions accruing in

division of one-way fares between poil lent.

Section 8. Interline Baggage (

"

ipplying to the

ticket proportions the pel cent thai tl s to the
1 by the excess

weight of the shipment.

Section 9. Govern mi

rhrough fares made on point of intei tde via route of
traffic shall be divided as m

(B) i '.,r traffic moving via other than net iare making
route shall be divided o lined herein, using commercial fares

as factors

(C) No line or bios to receive more than net local or joint net fare re-

ceived for same haul on local or joint business.

(D) In case a line or lines ate restricted to net local or joint fate as
provided in preceding paragraph, tin remaindei to be apportioned on same

iv used in the division of same class of commercial fares, elim-
inating factors of the line or lines receiving net locals or joint fares.

Section 10. Establishing Proportions for System Lines
Where separate proportions are required for system lines same will be

established under the rate prorate basis of division as herein provided. If

prefer, arrangement have the combined pro-
portions for the system lines reported to the initial carrier and the matter of
subdividing the revenue left to the carriers directly interested.

Round Trip Fares
Round trip fares to be divided as constructed as between going and return

trip, recognizing such amounts as are added to the through fares for side
trips, diverse or circuitous loutes, etc., each part to be rcdivided rate
prorate, using same basis as applicable for one-way sales via the direction
traveled, recognizing I . j Ph B.
Report amounts bag the service and for
diverse or circuitous routes to the line or lines involved.

Section 12. I r. i k s 7.,-. t (Traffic Local to Zones)
I arcs made on all gai. which traffic i-

of current selling or basing [ares ..ill divide as made.
(B) Fares not made on anj ugh which traffic is touted by

use of current selling traveled.
(C) I'n

actual point of interchange, deduct such current selling or ba-sing fares
and prorate remaindei

CD) W ;„ r i, i,

1 that the remaindei of whether or
He traveled.

i|| In the event originating point and destination are within the same
: zone.

igh traffic moved entirely within one zone.
NOTE: Sections I ecific and detail

illustrations as to how the rati be applied in the obscivance
Fays, re-division -.-. itl i ; letwecn

Section 2S. i I'oint of Origin and Destination in the
id States cut Passing Through Canada

Traffic with point of origin and destination within same United Slates
zone Dut passing through Canada, prorate via route traveled. (See Sec-
tion 12, Par E.)

Traffic originating in one United States zone and destined to a point in
another United Stales /one but passing through Canada.

(a) If via any United States zone gatcv ..gnizing same
zone gateways and basis as out bind Delusive,
for traffic passing through such gateways, the total amount to and fiom
the United Slates zone prorating gateways which involves a joint haul be-
tween United States anil Canadian lines shall be prorated via route traveled,
amounts accruing within zones to be rcdivided via route traveled.

(b) If no United States zone gateway is involved prorate via route
traveled.

Section 29. Traffic With Point of Oricin and Destination in
Canada sot P States

Traffic with point ol origin and destination within Canada but passing
through only one I'm- via route traveled.

If traffic passes through moic than ..ne United States zone, prorate
and United Stale- /..ne gateways passed through

as f,.r traffic originating in Canada and destined t< United
md via such gateways, the total amount to and from the first and

last United States zone prorating gateway shall be prorated * la route

If no United States zone gatcw-ay is involved prorate via route liavcled,
amounts accruing within zones to be rcdivided via route traveled

BETWEEN UNITED SI \ I I- s \\n Ml
Section 30. Via Authorized Points oi Imtirchai

T li sough any United States Zone Gati
Prorate over point of interchange with Mexican line and amounts acciuing

within I .ne traveled.

Via Authorized Points of Interchange and Passinc Through United
Stai w -

Prorate recognizing same United - and bans as
outlined herein in Seen. elusive for traffic passing through such
gateways, the total amount • to or from the first or last

United Stati - prorating
I
through, which

involves a joint haul I i hall be

illows:

(To be in-

Mir
The accompanying ^ zone

I

It is I nii i

abroad the heavy trunk-lii

States have

re tern a! :s _ and
that in sevt ra! u stant - - ._• been
adopted practically compli i gov-
ernments on steam railway

experience oi American manufacturers in developing reliable

heavy railroad equipment in this country will be of cor -idcrable

help in negotiating a foreign contract —
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Unemployment Conference

Makes Emergency Report
Waskincton, D. C.

Tin i nemploymeni conference begun at Washington

on September 26, on September 2<> adopted a series of

reco nidations, formulated by the organization com-

mittee and based on the reports of sub-committees, constitut-

ing an emergency program tor immediate adoption and

prosecution. The', .inference then adjourned until October 10

I,, allow an opportunity for further work by its sub-com-

mittees; the views of tlie conference in amplification of the

emergency recommendations and as to permanent measures

which would contribute to the restoration of industry wdl he

given following the receipt of further report- by the

committees.

The only debate at the session of the full conference was

mi the question of the wording of a report by the committee

on unemployment statistics, which had reported that the

number of unemployed in the country is approximately 4,-

000,000. Secretary of Labor Davis objected to this because

it ignored the estimate of 5,700,000 made by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, and Secretary Hoover suggested that to avoid

controversy the report confine itself to stating that there were

many millions of unemployed. After a discussion as to

whether the wording should be "many millions," "several

millions," or merely "millions," the report was adopted tem-

porarilv in a form stating that the conference finds that there

are variously estimated from i]/2 to Sy2 millions unemployed

and referred the report to the committee for further study.

The report as adopted stated that there has been an im-

provement, but pending general trade revival this crisis in

unemployment cannot be met without definite and positive

organization of the country. There was no reference in the

report of emergency recommendations adopted to the railroad

situation, although it had teen given serious consideration

both by the committee on emergency measures in transporta-

tion and the committee on emergency measures by manufac-

turers. It is understood that the former had prepared a re-

port urging the importance of the passage by Congress of the

bill to authorize the War Finance Corporation to purchase

railroad securities held by or to be acquired by the Railroad

Administration to provide cash for an early settlement with

the railroads of their accounts for the period of federal con-

trol, but it was announced at the conference that the trans-

ion committee desired further time for the preparation

oi its report. Possibly the subject was omitted from the

emergency program to avoid controversial subjects. The

transportation committee, with several other-, will report at

lb. session of the conference on October 10.

The emergency recommendations adopted stated that the

problem of meeting the emergency of unemployment is pri-

marily a community program and recommendations were

made for the organization oi community emergency com-

mittees to carry through a community plan for meeting the

unemployment emergency. Other recommendations include

public construction by way of the expansion of municipal,

state and federal building programs, and Congressional ac-

tion to expedite roadbuilding work.

The report states that the greatest area for the immediate

relief for unemployment is in the construction industry,

which has been artificially restricted during and since the

war. It was estimated that more than two million people

might be employed if construction were resumed. It was

recommended that the governors of the various states summon
representative committees, with the co-operation of the

mayors or otherwise, to determine facts, to organize com-

munity action and secure adjustments in cost, including re-

moval of freight discriminations, and clean out campaigns

against combinations, restrictions of effort, and unsound prac-

tices where they exist, that building may be fully resumed.

Another recommendation stated that the manufacturer- can

contribute to relieve the present acute unemployment situation

by part time work, manufacturing for stock, taking advantage

of the opportunity to do plant construction, repairs, etc. One
of the important obstacles to a resumption of normal busi-

ness activity will be removed, the report said, as prices reach

replacement values, and all manufacturers and wholesalers

who may not yet have adopted this policy were urged to do so.

It was declared essential to the success of these measures that

retail prices shall promptly and fairly reflect the price ad-

justment of the producer, manufacturer and the wholesaler.

An appeal to governors and mayors to co-operate in carry-

ing out the recommendations made by the conference was
sent out by President Harding on October 3. The Presi-

dent's statement said that in order that there may be unity

of action by all of the forces which may be brought to bear,

the unemployment conference is establishing an agency in

Washington through which appropriate co-ordination can be

promoted and through which reports on progress and sugges-

tions may be given general circulation and co-operation.

Experimental Train on the Baltimore & Ohio in 1900 Designed to Reduce Atmosph ;ric Resistance



Manufacturers Discuss the Railroad Problem
National Conference at Chicago Favors Repeal of Adamson Law

and Abolition of Labor Board

Tin. railroad problem and the close relation between

freight rates and the high cost oi labor, fuel and taxes

comprised the most important subject 61 discussion at

the National Conference of State Manufacturers' A
tions which was held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on

September 29-30. William Butterworth (Deere »V I o

Molina, 111.), president, presided at the sessions.

R. M. Barton, chairman of the Railroad Labor Board,

Chicago, discussed the work of the Labor Hoard and the

problems with which it is confronted. Clarence E. Bement,

president of the Novo Engine Company, Lansing, Mich.,

presented a paper, "The Railroad I'rolilem," which laid

particular stress on the problems confronting the manufac-
turers of railway supplies because of the present freight rates.

\V. L. Allen, Laclede Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo., .-poke

on the relation of the public to the Railroad Labor Board.

Samuel <). Dunn, editor of the Railway Age, addressed the

Friday afternoon session on the problem, "How Can tin-

Railroads Reduce Freight Rates?" Three papers, those of

Samuel M. Fellon, president, Chicago Cieat Western, Chi-

cago; E. B. Leigh, president, Chicago Railwa) Equipment
Company, Chicago, and A. C. Davis, Curnev Hall Hearing

Company, Jamestown, X. Y., are summarized below. Mr.

Davis' paper in particular was received with great en-

thusiasm.

The following resolution was offered b) the Transporta-

tion Committee at the close of the session on Friday and

adopted by the Conference:

"Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the

industrial, commercial and agricultural interests of this

country require a decided reduction in freight rate- a- a

neressan step towards the revival of business, and He also

recognize that it is necessary in order to bring aUiut these

reductions in freight rates that the railroad- he relieved of

the ncci--itv of paying a higher wage rale than prevail

erally in the communities through which the) pa-- and are

paid by private corporations doing similar work. We also go

on record as favoring the repeal of the Ad imson law and thi

modification of the Transportation Act oi 1920, to do away
with the United State- Railroad Labor Board and the power
of the government to fix wage- and labor conditions, such

as the so-called national agreements, in connection with thi

railroads of the United States."

The Principles Underlying the

Present Railway Situation

By A. C. Davis

Gurney Hall Bearing Company, Jamestown, X. Y.

1 am going to discuss the railway situation a- an observer

from two point- of view, first, from experience a- an engineer

in railwa) service which began a- apprentice in the machine

-hop; second, from the experience in following years a- a

manager of an independent industrial organization such as

comprises the center of most of our smaller cities in this

country.

The most serious menace to American business and in-

dustry is the concerted action of -mall ln.it powerful gri ip-

of nun who, without regard for natural economic law-.

throw public welfare into the discard ami proceed to exploit

the people of this country for their own selfish group benefit,

It would lie idle to -av that thi- has occurred in the' trail -

portation industn alone or that thi- advantage ha- never

before been seized by any other than thi- labor group. The
-tud'nt of railwa) history cannot forget the financial group-

ration of the investing public, nor the attempt of cer-

tain shippers to -title competition by fori

and preferential rate- from the transportation companies,

o nti.il> to the best public inien -t. These were the problems
of the last decadi placed under regulation

by the Sherman Act and the Interstate Commero
mission.

The greatesl economii problem before this country toda\

is the regulation of the activities of the labor unions—how
to control them effectivel) in the best interests of the nation.

There can be no question in the mind of any fair-minded

student that the brotherhoods have been of great usefulness

not otd\ p

in assisting the families of their own members in

cases of distress and the securing of new positions for their

members if discharged for responsibility in accidents, but

they also have m thousands of cases secured substantial

justice for their nun in the administration of discipline and
have called attention of the railway officer- to Conditions

jeopardizing the safety of travelers and welfare of the men.

Labor Leaders Become Active

The labor leader-, quid: to perceivi the trend of publii

opinion and the sentiment of legislators, have found

listeners, among the younger element of railway emp
and from an organization originally intended for mutual

benefit insurance and for fraternal assistance in -

and accident, the railwa) brotherhoods became dominated

by grievano committees. I he right of appeal from de-

cisions of the division officers was established and mi

arranged with the higher executives. In main cases the mat-

ters taken up m appeal were SO insignificant a- to he re-

garded a- unimportant by the general officer- and frequent

compromises were made and the decisions and ruliiiL'-

local division officer were reversed Ihi- rule of expedienq

was sometimes adopted only after threat of strike or strike

vi te -. Ian regardless of the reason why. the fact remains that

these compromises weakened the authority of the local fore-

men and mIIi,,:- over their men, who now looked to their

union representative to get them what they wanted

Id understand certain fundamentals <<\ the v.

inn' nni.-i know ti ilways been in tin

development and growth of thi- country to pay higher

in the west ih. oi tin:-, paid to eastern lal r ti ind i

move out to the "wild and woolly west.'' For this

the Central West gave higher rate< than the N
-tate-, tin Rock) mountain- higher than the- M -

valley, and the 1'

rate- w.ii offset b) the increased cost of living or the hard-

ships of the new h>. alities.

Now collie- forward the grievance committee of the

railway groups saying that their work in runn i

ing engine-, for example in Boston, i- just a- hard

and ree|iiires just a- much skill as a similar crew in v

or San I and after much contention ai

and taking ike ballots they su

the rate- of pa) in the ea-t "equalized up'" to the fai

ill

Within a short lime, the western l>re>the :

on the difference in economii

common labor, demanded an increase based upon thi

en. e- in tli. COSt of livil '
I

up the "equalization game-" again. 1'

(.75
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"equalization upward" is characteristic of the period 1897

to 1914, and constitutes one of the reasons for the distortion

of wage rates existing. before the war, as between the railway

brotherhood members and other railway employees.

advance upon wag : in this manner.

In the face of these rapidly increasing expenses and un-

balanced conditions, the mana :< confronted by the

dilatory polity of the Interstate I ' ommission.

which with an ear to the ground for public opinion, heard

rate case after rate case and granted appeals for delay and

stays in execution of advan ed

up of interested shippers. Into this remarkable

Mate of inaction and slow strangulation we all

main arteries of transportation to drift, even afti i

of the World War were upon us.

Not content with the fact that they were already better

paid than any class of railway workers and in some cases

better than the staff officers themselves, the brotherhoods had

effected a substantial alliance with the American Federation

of Labor and seized upon the threatened war with Germany

and the critical international situation of 1916 as their op-

portunity to force further wage advances. They forced the

Adamson bill through an abject Congress at the behest of

a political leader anxious to secure organized labor's pledge

of support in the presidential campaign.

Labor in the Saddle

After the declaration of war in April, 1917, the railway

presidents formed an operating board to co-ordinate the han-

dling of traffic over the trunk lines, but the hampering effects

of previous legislation both state and national prevented

their being given a free hand, so that the administration

deemed it necessary to take over the transportation systems

as a war emergency measure in December, 1917. It be-

comes evident what was the real power behind this move

when we see these very A. F. of L. leaders immediately

placed in the seat of the administration's national adjust-

ment boards clothed with the full authority of the govern-

ment over all transportation systems of the country in regard

to appeal from discipline, wage classifications, and rules of

working. Their absurd decisions stand as a record of how
not to do the job.

Having at last forced federal control and having their

hands in the national treasury, the A. F. of L and the

brotherhoods proceeded to have Director-General McAdoo
issue general order No. 27, establishing still further increases

in wages retroactive to January 1, 1918. This was followed

by Supplement No. 4, which added to it again with retroac-

tive wage increases, making about 80 per cent increase over

1916, besides abolishing piecework in the shops and starting

a "leveling downward" of shop craft efficiency. These were

followed by the so-called "national agreements" in Septem-

ber, 1919, in which our representative, the director-general,

had no hand at all, except the hand which held the pen to

sign on the dotted line. They never were agreements a*

all-—they were American Federation of Labor ultimatums

—

the price they demanded in times of our nation"- emi

for continuing their plain duty or tie us up in a strike.

A further wage increase was made in 191Q which brought

the total to 100 per cent increase over 1916. And
parting gift from the new director-general in July, 1920, a

still further increase retroactive to Ma\ i was allowed I'-

the Railwa) Labor Board, just following the so called

law strike," which finally brought the figures to 150 per cent

hi ea se over 1916.

It is a tempting bait to the workers— this getting a wag<

increase at the public expense by threat of strike. Tin

leaders know that if they are to hold their jobs they must
continue to get results. These jobs are getting into the

desirable class of recent years. A recent press notice stated

that one of the leader-; was actually voted a salan of

i00 per year. The total wage bill of the railways in

1916 was $1,468,000,000—in 1920 it was $3,698,000,000,

an increase in four years of about $2,230,000,000, and we
must acknowledge that $100,000 would be small commission

for such results!

A Real Agreement

Flatly refusing to consider the Plum Plan Government
Ownership bill, Congress enacted the Esch-Cummins bill

now- known as the "Transportation Act," which returned the

railways to their owners on March 1, 1920, under terms in-

tended to insure substantial justice to shippers, owners and
- mployees alike. One most important provision is the estab-

lishment of local adjustment boards and of a railway labor

of nine members, representing equally the public, the

managers and the employees, clothed with authority to decide

'any dispute in regard to grievances rules, or working con-

ditions, which cannot be agreed upon in direct conference

between any carrier and its employees, if the dispute is likelv

to interrupt commerce."

The rulings of this labor board are the important news

of today. Yet it is questionable whether many of the gen-

tlemen present can tell who are your three representatives on

the board, much less have they heard with personal emphasis

and explanation your views and experiences. How can you

then expect them to represent you?
The program and ambitions of the A. F. of L. and the

brotherhoods are pretty well understood by this time, but

the failure of the Plumb Plan propaganda has not caused

them to give up their plan to get hold of the transportation

systems of this country in some effective way, if possible,

through the rulings of the Labor Board. If they can per-

petuate the union-made agreements and thus indirectly attain

their end, then they believe they can force all railway em-
ployees to deal with the managers through the committees

dominated by the union, and this being accomplished, why
should the union leaders trouble about who owns the rail-

ways, so long as they can make the working rules and wage
schedules to suit themselves. That is all they ever wanted

government ownershin for!

This is the crux of the question brought up by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad's working agreement negotiated with its

own employees under Section 301 of the Transportation Act.

The railway managers demand the right to deal directlv

with their own men regardless of membership or non-member-
ship in any union. They insist that the men who do not

desire to pay tribute in union dues be permitted to have a

voice in the working agreements with their own employers

as the Transportation Act contemplates they should do.

Some Things Are Worse Than a Strike

The railway managers have taken the firm stand that Con-

did not delegate authority or jurisdiction to the Labor
Hoard in cases of this kind in which a mutual satisfactory

agreement has been reached between employer and employees

and win re no dispute has arisen and there is no threatened

disruption of traffic.

Perhaps we are being treated to an "educational" strike

ballot a^ain. We expect it to be the usual 98 per cent an-

nounced through the press in favor of a strike. It is time

for our public representatives to call this "strike bluff" and

show down. There are some things worse than a

one of them is a continuation of compromising with

wrong when we know what principles are right—when we
For expediency's sake in continuing an unjust

system.

Wi an- not among those who would criticise the Labor
Board or .the provisions of the Transportation Act until it

has been fairly tried out, but we cannot believe that Con-
In the Transportation Act intended that the Labor
should assume the functions of railway managers.
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The transportation companies mid their employees must be

subject to federal supervision, but there should be closed co-

ordination between the Labor Board and the Interstate

I lommerce Commission.

A plan of working rules and wage rates must necessarily

vary to meet local conditions and must be readjusted from

time to time to inert the changes of economic conditions. If

the Labor Board will adopt the rule so fundamental in the

government of our states "the maximum of power to local

authority, the minimum of federal supervision"—then we
j '

i
- ii

i h i
i

<if making the Transportation Act a work-

ing success. In conclusion we can [i ubtli mree on some
important principles: (1) That the ordinar) economic laws

which govern all business should appl) without artificial re-

strainl of law to the conducl of the railway's business. (2)

That the operation of the railways should be in the hands
-I thi trained body of responsible managers to whom shall

he delegated sufficient authority to maintain discipline and
efficiency of operation. (3) That direct working and wage
agreements be established between the railw;i\ managers and
their own employees, free from outside dictation. And
finally, that we will never tolerate the seizure of our trans-

portation systems for the benefit of any <jroup of men, bi

they shippers, financiers or employees.

Railway Operating Costs and Railway Rates

By Samuel M. Felton

President, the Chicago, Great Western

At almost every meeting of bodies of business men now-
adays the railway situation is a subject of discussion. One
feature of the railway situation which is discussed on almost

every such occasion is that of freight rates. There is pretty

general agreement that man) of the present freight rates

should be adjusted downward.
The Interstate Commerce Commission had the support and

approval of most of the business interests of the country in

fixing the present rates. Without most people realizing it,

however, there had begun shortly before these rates were

fixed a genera] decline of business and of prices, which con-

tinued with accelerating rapidity for some months. The
result is that the rate- do not hear anything like the same
relationship to the prices of mosl commodities that they did

when they were fixed.

The declines in price- which have occurred in most in-

dustries have been accompanied b) reductions of most costs

of production and operation. There is a natural sentiment

thai all the costs of production and operation of our various

industries should be correspondingly reduced. Freight rate-

enter more or less into the costs of all industries. There
have been numerous readjustments of freight rates, most of

them downward, since the present rati- were fixed, hut tin ri

has been no general reduction. It is hut natural that hu-i

nes- men and fanner- should believe that some substantial

reduction- in rates should undei existing conditions be made,
and should ask why they have not been madi
One of the subjects to be considered at your conference

is that of railwa\ operating costs and rates. The present

rates were fixed solel) because of enormous increases in rail -

wa\ operating costs. The onl) wa) conditions can lie pro-

duced which will make it practicable to substantially reduce

the present rate- in fairness to nil o he reducing
the present operating c osts

The managements of the railways have made enormous
retrenchments within the last year. For example, in July,

1 ^ 20. the operating expenses of the ("lass T road- were

$514,254,000, while in July, 1921, they were only 5

800,000, a reduction of 2 (
> per cent. A very lar^e part of

this reduction in expenses wa- made both possible and ne
essarv by the heavy decline in the amount of traffic that bad
to be handled, and another large part consisted of deferred

maintenance. The total expenditures of the railways for

the mi i their properties in July, 1920, were al-

most $240,000,000, while in July. 1921, they were only
$160,000,000, a reduction of 33 per cent. This la:

duction in maintenance was made at the cost of the physical
properties. On August 1.5 the railways had 382,440 freight
cars in bad order. This is but one of the effects of the
drastic but necessary policy of retrenchment which h -

follow

In spite of all the retrenchments made the railways in the
first 12 month- the pre- nt rati were in effect earned a net

. lering
them as this was but little more than the amount
required to pay the interest on their bonds. The rij

retrem :

companies from general bankruptcy could not i

tinued without an in

properl under them unfit to give anything
approaching satisfactorj service to tin- public. 'I he only
real remedy for tin pn [ their
unit costs which will enable the railways to make reductions
in their operating expenses which will he real and permanent.
and which will help them to rehabilitate their properties in-
stead of causing them further to deteriorate.

The prim ipal unit costs of the railways are of three kinds—cost of materials and supplies, cost of fuel, and o
labor. There already have been considerable reduct..

the costs of materials and supplies, but the costs of fuel and
labor constitute about 80 per cent of operating expenses, and
there have as yet been no substantial reductions of these
items.

In the year 1916 the total fuel hill of the railways
$250,000,000, and the average' price they paid for coal was
$1.76 per ton. In 1920 their total fuel hill was $673,000,-
000, and the average prio d for coal was 54.20 per
ton. In the first six month- of the present vear the average
cost of coal to the railways wa- $4.43, and while it has
coming down, in June- the last month for which we have
official statistics— it was still 54.07 a ton. The railway
normally consume about 150,000,000 ton- of coal in .,

At the average prio- they were paying at the time of the last

reports this much coal would cost them about $350,000,000
more than at the average price of 1916
The largest item of railwaj expenses is the- cost

The total wages paid in 1916 were $1,470,000,000. In
1920, after the wage advance granted by the La oi I

and while the railway- were -till handling a !
I

the wage- paid were running it the

year, or about $2,400,01 mi re th.m in I

in wages was du
rules and working conditions made under government
trol, which necessitated the employment
creased : men

; and, secondly, •

in ha-ic w.i

The railways m
the national agreements through which the revoluti

changes in the rules and working conditions of emp]
were made.

I

abrogation of the national agreements and r. i

making of new ruli - and working condil

between the individual railways and their employ
negotiations in mi ved futile labor

unions insist tance by the individual i

exactly the same- rule- and working conditions which
rated in the national agreements. The Labor Board

then res order for the abrogation of the national

agreements, and they are still in i for certain

chances in the rules recardine; overtime. The labor unions
thus far have not accepted oven the overtime rules ac!

l>v the Tabor Board.

use of the heaw decline in traffic and the drastic
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retrenchment polic} adopted by the railways there has been

a large reduction in the number of employees. As long,

however, as the present rules and working conditions remain

in effect the reduction in employees must be regarded as, in

the main, only temporary. Sooner or later the railways will

again he called upon to handle a large traffic and to do a

normal amount of maintenance work.' Unless reasonable

changes can be secured in the rules and working conditions

they will again necessitate the employment of an excessivi

number of men, as was the case last year, and a correspond

ing increase in expenditures for labor.

The railways also asked the Railroad Labor Board to

wipe out the advance in wages granted by it on July 20,

1920, which averaged 22 per cent. The board granted a

reduction of wages which it estimated averaged only about

12J/> per cent. About 90 per cent of railway employees are

paid by the hour, and this award by the Labor Board leaves

the average wage per hour of railway employees about 124

per cent higher than it was in 1916. If the railways were

now employing as many men as last year, the wages being

paid would be about $2,000,000,000 a year more than in

1916.

Another large increase in outgo to which-the railways have

been subjected is in taxes. Their taxes in 1916 were $157,-

000,000. They are now running at the rate of almost

$300,000,000 a year, or almost twice as much as five years

ago.

The following is then, in brief, the situation with which

the railways now find themselves confronted. Their average

passenger rate is about S3 per cent more than in 1916, and

their average freight rate about 74 per cent more. On the

other hand, the prices of materials and supplies average

about 65 per cent more than in 1916, the average hourly

wage of labor is 124 per cent more, the average price of

coal over 130 per cent more, and taxes almost 100 per cent

more. Thus far this year, with a somewhat smaller traffic

than in 1916, their total earnings have been about 60 per

cent more than in the same months of 1916, and their op-

erating expenses, in spite of all the retrenchments that have

been made, have been about 110 per cent more. These fig-

ures afford a full explanation of the fact that in 1916 they

earned a net operating income of 6 per cent, while thus far

this year they have earned at the rate of only about J
'

,

per cent.

It is undoubtedly true that the rates of our railways must

be readjusted, and in many cases reduced, if they are to

be made fair to the business interests of the country and

such as to contribute to a revival of prosperity, but we must

not forget that the high rates of the railways are not holding

back a revival of business generally. There is no doubt,

however, that the present operating costs of our railroads

i. high that we cannot make a substantial reduction in

rates until we get those costs down where they will not un-

duly reduce net earnings and imperil the railways, finan-

cially, and render them unable to provide the facilities and

service that the welfare of the country requires.

How, then, are reasonable reductions in the operating i

to lie secured? The railway managers are doing, and will

do, all they can to increase the efficiency and economy ol

operation. The solution of the problem of reasonably and

permanentl) reducing railway operating costs is however,

mainly in the hands of tin public and of'public authorities.

The main cause of the present high prii es of coal arc the

wage-- for miners fixed b) a government commission, and

the prices the railways must pay for coal will remain exces

sive until these wages have been reduced. The taxes tin

railways must pay are entirely in the hands of government

authorities. The present rules and working conditions and

wages of railway employees are entirely due to the action

of government authorities. They were made entirely by the

Railroad Administration and the Railroad Labor Board.

One-third of the members of the Labor Board are appointed
to represent the public. They hold the balance of power
on the board, and therefore whether reasonable rules and
working conditions and reasonable wages shall be made, and
the payroll correspondingly reduced, depends upon the atti

tude of these public members. To them, therefore, the public

may, and in fairness, must look, for most of the reductions

in railway expenses which are prerequisite to any reasonable

reduction of rates.

The railways are in a situation unlike that of almost any
other large industry in the country. The farmer and the

manufacturer enjoy a degree of freedom in the conduct of

their businesses that the railway manager does not possess.

You manage your business without much government inter-

ference. On the other hand, while the railways are privately

owned and managed, they are subjected to various kinds of

government regulation, and their situation as a whole is

determined by the way in which they are regulated. The
railway managers will do their part in improving the railway

situation with respect to operation and rates, but they cannot

effect the improvements which ought to be made unless the

public does its part by regulating the railways intelligently,

wisely and fairly. Those attending this meeting are a part

of the general public. Therefore my suggestion to you and
all other business men is that while you do demand, and
should demand, that the managers of the railways spare no
effort to improve the present situation, you should on your

own part spare no effort to bring about regulation of the

railways which will make it possible for the managers to

operate the properties with the efficiency and economy, and
provide the service and make rates, that the business in-

terests and, indeed, all the people of the country so greatly

need.

What Will Effectively Restore Business?

By E. B. Leigh

President Chicago Railway Equipment Company

In lieu of an address I ask leave to present a letter mailed

to Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, in his capacity

as chairman of the Unemployment Conference now in ses-

sion at Washington:
Restoration of national prosperity can be started on its

way by just one factor—purchasing power. All substitutes

are bootstraps or phantoms.

Among the sources of purchasing power the largest and
most definitely available is the power of the railroads to buy
material and labor for maintenance, additions and better-

ments. In normal years the railways directly or indirectly

have consumed from 40 to 50 per cent of the iron and steel

production, admittedly the "barometer of business."' It is

tlie history- of depressions that recovery is always accom-

panied by resumption of large railroad buying, and never

comes without it—the only exception being the war period.

The business so initiated flushes the channels of all industry

and trade, including agriculture, and favorably affects every

inhabitant of every community.
At present the railroads lack the money and the credit to

finance proper maintenance, not to say additions and im-

provements. Their net income is neither sufficient nor cer-

tain. It is insufficient because railway labor is too high.

It is uncertain because special groups of shippers are exert-

ing pressure upon the roads and upon the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for privileged concessions which, if made
general without wage reduction, would dissipate all hope of

net income either adequate or stable.

In my judgment the Unemployment Conference could de-

vise no remedy for current depression more effective than to

persuade every shipper who favors lower freight rates to:

1. Participate in an organized effort to convince the Rail-
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road Labor Board that railway labor cost must I"- Imme-

diately and substantially reduced.

2. Refrain from enlistment of executive and legislative

officers of the government for exertion of pressure upon the

railroads or upon the commission in connection with rates;

and to employ exclusively in the discussion of proposed rati

revisions negotiation with the carrier- or, failing agreement

with them, orderly procedure by testimony and argument

before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Purposely the so-called railroad refunding bill is m I

bracketed with the factors next above specified. The l

for so treating it is that its great importance would be in

direct relief to the railway supply industry, and in what 1

shall say I am discussing not the spe< ial needs of that in-

dustry but the needs of the whole nation. Somewhere near

$500,000,000 may be made available for settlement of bal-

ances clue the railroads by the government on current ac-

count if the sum due the government by the railroads on

capital account can be funded. Somewhere between $200,-

000,000 and $300,000,000 may be due supply concerns from

the railroads-—remittances awaiting settlement of govern-

ment balances. Therefore probably not mui h in excess of

$.300,000,000 would remain for new orders, which at best

would be temporary and not large compared with amount

permanently involved in the rate and wage problem. Not
even the whole of this sum will be paid over immediately.

Settlements are the result of negotiation, and take time. The
director general has predicted that the hist will be completed

by the end of 1922.

In discussing this topic I have exchanged idea- with

many persons, and among those who have given it sustained

thought there seem to be two classes. The first class are

persuaded thai in the upward climb from a depression the

first stage is resumption of merchandise movement in such

neo ssary for all concerned to harmonize exactly their

as to the -tage of recovery, if any, which business

iit to be unanimous in this—that if mer-
chandise buying is now on the upward trend, large railroad

buying will help mightily to give it permanence. Thi

aspect in the present situation is this -that whereas during

about veries have found the railways

to come into the market with some vigor, though steadily

-ring instance, the present occasion find-

them almost utterly without tin meat purchasing.

Never in the history of our railways ha- their
i

dition been at a lower ebb, or their need of rehabil

greater It is respectfullj suggested that the Unemployment
Conference picture railroad buying and the requisites for its

resumption to the- public in -tub color- a- will evoke an

irresistible movement for railroad wage reduction and, that

accomplished, and railway operating < o-t brought dowi

re onsideration of railway rate- by the Interst,*:

Commission in orderly procedure a- befits a quasi-judicial

arm of the government 'barged by Congress with the r

sibility of sanctioning tariff- under which the traffic can

move ;md tin- railn p ow.

Freight Car Loading
Washi

FREIGH1 CAP LOADING -bowed another considerable in-

creasi during the week ended on September 24. Ac-

cording to the weekly report of the Car Service Division

of the American Railway Association, the number of cars

loaded with revenue freight was 873,305, an increase of

19,543 over the previous week, and the largest loading for

any week since November 20. 1020. This was. )„
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commodities as textiles, boot- and shoes, and other oe
saries of the individual consumer, and that the consequent

improvement in railroad earnings i- relleeteel in railroad

purchases, which broaden and accelerate commercial and in-

dustrial resurrection. The other class, to which I belong,

hold that as a matter of history il 1- railroad buying which
itself initiates the whole movement, and that any recover)

in general business before the roads come into the market is

negligible. There is no present occasion for arguing which
of the two classes is correct on the point where they differ,

because the important point is that en which they agree;

namely, that however it starts, a resumption of general busi

ness is strengthened and hastened by railroad Inning and
cannot be pe-nnanent without it.

Applying this doctrine to the present juncture, it is un-

134,804 ear- below the total for the corresponding week of

1920 when the loading was 1,008,109. For thi

ing week of CM') it was 995,901

Increases as compared with the previous week wei

ported in the' loading of all

grain and grain products and the total for those -ho.'-

creases a- compared with the corresponding w.

and I'M'). The largest gain over the previous week -

merchandise' and miscellaneous freight, which I

irs, or 10,635 more than for the previous week

loading amounted to 171,474 ear-, an inci

in a week. Livestock loading was

2 . 5 .> 4 . and t\>rcst products totaled 4s

more than the week before The loading of grain an.'

products amounted to 51'
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before A decline is to be expected, in view of the fact that

this year's crop has largely been moved. The loading of ore

was 30,333 cars, an increase of 2,118. Increases as com-

pared with the week before were reported in all districts, but

all were below the figures for the corresponding week last

year except the Southwestern.

A further reduction in the number of surplus freight cars

is also shown by the report for the period ending September

23. The average was 201,153, of which 55,849 were box

cars and 110,376 were coal cars. This was a reduction of

6,253 in the number of surplus box cars and of 8.138 in the

number of surplus coal cars.

Heavier loading of refrigerator cars in order to prevent a

car shortage and enable the railroads to move during the next

three months the big increase in perishable freight was urged

in a statement issued by the Car Service Division ol the

American Railway Association.

For the 12 months ended on June 30, 1921, the railroads

moved 848,425 cars of citrus and other fresh fruits and

vegetables, packing house products, eggs, butter and cheese.

Each car carried an average load of 14.4 tons while the aver-

age maximum load was 15.7 tons per car. The average ca-

pacity of refrigerator cars is 32.1 tons. Had the cars been

loaded to the average maximum amount, 15.7 tons, 74,300

refrigerator cars would have been made available for the

transportation of other freight during the year or 336 cars

daily. In view of the increased amount of perishable freight

now' anticipated to be shipped this fall it is estimated thai ap

proximately 44,450 refrigerator cars can be made available

for other uses if shippers will load their cars to the average

maximum amount. This means that if this heavier loading

is obtained to the extent specified—an average of 15.7 tons

per car—it will be possible for the railroads to provide trans-

portation for 700,000 tons of perishable freight during the

next three months that probabl) cannot otherwise be moved

by the railways.

Annual Convention of the

National Safety Council

By William S. Wollner

The tenth annual convention of the National Safety

Council, held at Boston, on September 27, 28 and 29,

was reported in part in last week's issue. The second

day of the convention was devoted to discussion of the causes

of train accidents in 1920, based on the totals shown in the

Interstate Commerce Commission's accident bulletin No.

74; and the nomination and election of officers.

A paper on "Negligence of Employees" was read by F. W.
Mitchell (N. Y., N. H. & H), and was spiritedly discussed.

There was an increase of 10,717 train accidents during 1920

as compared with 1919, with an increase of over $11,000,000

in expense of operation due to this cause. The number of

casualties to persons did not, however, increase proportion-

ately with the number of accidents. "Failure to control or

secure hand brakes" was the most prolific single cause of

train accidents, having totaled 1,122, or 15.7 per cent. Mr.

Mitchell said that in his opinion "Safety First" must be

more than a slogan if the number of train accidents is to be

reduced. Safety must be a controlling instinct, that will

mingle in proper proportion the impulses from which

action springs.

S. G. Watkins (B. & M.), spoke on "Train Accidents Due
to Defects or Failure of Equipment" and T. Q. McCampbell

(C. C. C. & St. L.), spoke on those resulting from improper

maintenance of way and structures.

As a result of the annual election, Isaiah Hale of the Santa

Fe was elected chairman anil Arthur Ridgeway (D. & R. G.

YV. ). vice-chairman; and A. W. Rohweder (D. M. & N.),

was re-elected secretary; all without opposition.

A joint meeting of the Steam and the Electric Railway

sei t ions was held on the morning of the third day, the topic

of discussion being "Highway Grade Crossing Accidents,"

John T. Broderick (B. & O.) presiding. The topic was
discussed from many angles and members brought out much
data to be used in the national campaign to be conducted

by the Safety Section of the A. R. A.

I. C. C. Bulletin No. 74 was further discussed at this

session and during the afternoon, train service and non-

train accidents being given particular attention.

At the afternoon session, D. L. Cease, editor of the Rail-

way Trainman, spoke on "What Is On My Mind," and was
responded to by L. F. Shedd of the Rock Island. Mr. Cease

had circularized men on various important roads and had
found that many were suspicious of Safety-First campaigns.

Most of them believed that the roads were only willing to

carry out this principle when the cost was not great. A
majority of those who responded to Mr. Cease's circular

agreed that the men were in part to blame for the apparent

failure of the safety department to properly function, as they

had failed to show the proper interest in its activities.

A unanimity in agreeing that "safety work has suffered

since the end of federal control" gave Mr. Cease the im-

pression that the writers of the letters were trying to draw a

contrast between organized safety effort under the govern-

ment and what has been done since. Mr. Cease's paper

gave interesting data from his experience in dealing with life

and accident insurance of trainmen. Railroad employees

have for years been incredulous when told that the railroad

companies had no selfish or wrong motives in establishing

safety-first committees. He thinks that the men found justi-

fication in their critical attitude, in the publications of the

railroads telling the employees and the public of the benev-

olent motives behind their safety-first operations, while at

the same time yardmasters and foremen were allowed to

hurry the men in their work so that they did not feel war-
ranted in taking precautions when, to do so, would use up
time. Moreover, the ambitious and energetic trainman or

yardman, however desirous lie may be of following safety

rules, finds his ambition to make a good record the stronger

motive; in other words, he takes risks because he thinks it

necessary to do so in order to maintain his standing with his

fellow employees. Many men still stick to the old opinion

that the only way to "railroad" is to continue the old habit

of taking risks when to do so will save them a little time.

It is the task of the safety department to root out this manner
of feeling.

Need of Standardizing Highway Crossing Signs

This was the main topic of an interesting paper scheduled

for one of the meetings of the Electric Railway Section. It

was by R. S. Messenger, claim agent of the Rochester &
Syracuse (electric) Railroad. He called attention to the

fact that the usual warning sign (a disk 24 in. in diameter).

set 300 ft. or more back from the railroad, is too small; a

larger one would be more effective. Other signs, confusing

to motorists, ought to be forbidden. Mr. Messenger would

have a sign at least 4 ft. square and the color would be

orange, which has been found to be more conspicuous than

red or white. He would prohibit all other signs on the

highway within 1,500 ft. of grade crossings. On his road

there has been considerable difficulty in improving the view

at crossings (both from the cars and from the highway)

because niany landowners object to having trees and shrub-

bery trimmed. Their primary motive is to have a hedge

to cut off the view of the railroad from their dwellings.

Drivers of automobiles should always go over railroad cross-

ings in intermediate gear so as to guard against failure' of

their engines while on the crossing.
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Charles C. McChord

COMMISSIONEK CHARLES CALDWELL McChORD
unanimously elected chairman of tin Interstate Com-
merce Commission on October 3, succeeding Edgar E.

Clark, who recently resigned as a member of the commission

to engage in private practice. He has been serving as

chairman. The commission's announcement said thi

tion was pursuant to the polk) adopted January 13, L911,

for rotating the office of chairman annually in the order of

seniority of the members of the commission. His term was

made to run until December 31, 1922, to make the term of

chairman coterminous with the calendar year. For

war- it was tin practice of the commission to elect its chair-

man in March each year. Co i ioner McChord «

pointed a member of the commission by Presidenl Taft in

December, 1910, at the same time that B. H. Meyer was ap-

pointed. He served as chairman for the year beginning in

March, 1915, whereas Com-
missioner Meyer was chair

man for the year 1916.

Chairman Clark was elected

in March, 1920, for the year

ending June 30, 1921, but

when that term expired he

was re-elected, upon the mo-
tion of Commissioner Mc-
Chord.

The plan of electing the

chairman each year in rota-

tion was adopted by the com-

mission after the resignation

of Martin A. Knapp, who
had served as chairman for

several years, bad raised a

question as to whether any of

tin' i I mniissioners should be

made permanent chairman.
At thai time Presidenl I in

suggested the selection of Mr.
Clark, but < 'ommissioner

< llements was elected as the

senior member and the rota-

tion rule has since been fol-

lowed Lasl \rar Commis-
sioners Woolley and l.i
man were elected successive!}

and dei lined to accept the ©Hak

office. Formerly the chair

manship of the commission Hon. C. C
involved comparatively little

responsibility not shared by
other members of the commission. I In chairman presided

over the commission'.- conferences and at hearings and icted

as spokesman for the commission in a public way. A thi

commission's organization has increased and as it- ad

ministrative functions have been developed the office of chair

man has become of greater importance and has assumed more
of an executive character, although in arriving at decision?

the chairman's vote count- for no more than that of an-

missioner.

Under the plan of reorgani ition ol thi commission autho-
rized by the law of April 9, 1917, under which main I F its

functions are assigned to divisions, Commissioner McChord
has been a member of Division 1, which i- charged with the

conduct of the bureau of valuation, and generally with the

conduct and determination of matters arising under the

valuation act, also matters arising under the safety app]
acts, the accident report ait. the hour- of service act. the ash

pan act, the block-signal resolution and the section of the

act which has to do with the requirement for the installation

of automatic train stops and train control or other safety

devii es.

Mr. McChord had had experience in railroad regulaticn as

a member of the Kentuck) Railroad Commission for several

becoming a member of the Interstate Commerce
Commi i ted himself in railroad regula-

tion matter- while a member of the Kentucky legislature, but,

although a lawyer, while a number of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission lar work has to a large extent

been identified with matti ing to railroad operation.

lb h td -tig ation of car service matter;

made I \ the commission in 1916 In his long experience on

the commission I" - naturally had an active part

in it- work of all kind- and has written many of its important

decisions II
! frequent dissenter and often

while agreeing with a majority decision in the main, writes a

separate opinion to express his individual views wherein they

diff.r from thosi of the majority. He was one of thi

commissioners who were in

the minority in the 1014

eastern rate advance case as

originally decided by the

commission, when he and
Commissioner Daniels ex-

pressed the opinion that the

j^L railroads should have been

granted the increase in rates

asked for. The majority of

the commission finally came
around to this view upon a

rehearing of the case. When
the commission decided the

general rate case in 19

I'arte 74, Ci

Chord wrote a separate

opinion as a reply to the ob-

jections made in separate

opin - by Commis
Woolley and Eastman. He
took the position that the

commission had attempted to

deal with this case undi r the

law in a broad, comprehen
-ive. common sense w a y.

realizing that the primary

responsibility for the future

of the railroad- rested upon
it- -boulder-. Had the de-

. i-ion been left to his indi-

vidual judgment, he said, hi

would have arrived at thi

same general conclusion but

perhaps l>> a somewhat different route, because there v.

difference of opinion as to the necessity for increased revenues

for the carriers He also wrote a strong opinion in tin

Illinois intrastate passenger fare case lasl November, >

ing the attitude of the commission, that the commission's

power to remedy state discrimination against interstat

had been broadened b) the transportation act. He
ilso wrote the commission's opinion in the long contested

railw.u mail sued in 1920, in which the commis-

sion ordered large increases in the rate- for the transportation

of the mails and provided foi retroactive payments

carrier- 1>\ the Post Offici Department for the period during

which the ca.-e had been pending.

Mr. Mi Ch< rd 159, at Spri:

K\ He wa- edui at Danvill

After leaving college he became a mi ml i r of the bar c

tuckv and engaged in the general practice of law. H
prosecuting attorney at Springfield from 1-

was appointed a member of the Kentucky Railr.

McChord
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-urn in May, 1892, and elected chairman. He resigned in

1895 and was elected a membei of the Kentucky state senate,

serving four years. During this time he was the author of

the bill which became popularly known as the McChord

railroad law, empowering the railroad commission to pre-, ribe

! lit and passenger rates for railroads in Kentucky. He

was again elected a member of the railroad commission in

1899 and was again made chairman. He was re-elected

commissioner and chairman in 1903 and in December, 1910,

was appointed member of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion. He was reappointed by President Wilson for tin term

expiring at the end of 1922.

The Train Service Board of Adjustment

The Train Service Board of Adjustment, the board

which will adjudicate points of difference between

train and engine service employees and the manage-

ments of the New York Central and the Baltimore & Ohio

{Railwav Age, September 24, page 592) will be composed

of eight' members, four to be selected by the railroads and

one by the chief executive officer of each of the four unions

signatory to the agreement. These organizations are the

Order of Railway Conductors, the Brotherhood of Locomo-

tive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and

Enginemen and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.

The agreement provides that when disputes arise from

personal grievances or from the interpretation of schedules,

the settlement of which by the usual method of direct con-

ference has failed, they shall be passed upon by the Train

Service Board. The decisions of this board will be final and

binding on both the management of the roads and the train

service employees. It will not come within the province of

the board, however, to hear any disputes arising from pro-

posed changes in rules, working conditions or rates of pay,

since such matters are to be left to the Railroad Labor Board.

Disputes arising prior to the termination of federal control

likewise may not be considered by the board.

As soon as all the members of the board have been ap-

pointed, they will meet in New York and select from their

number a chairman and a vice-chairman, who will not

thereby lose their vote on questions before the board. There-

after die board will meet regularly at stated times each month

and will continue in session until all matters before it are

considered. The meeting place will be New York unless

otherwise agreed upon, but the board will have authority to

empower two or more of its members to conduct hearings and

pass upon disputes at any place the board may designate.

Such a sub-division, however, may not make a final decision

—the board as a whole alone has that right.

When a disagreement arises between a train or engine

service employee and the management, it will be handled in

the usual manner as at present, by the general committee of

employees and the various officers of the roads. If, however,
after the matter has been taken to the chief operating officer

of the road (or some one designated by him) and no agree-

ment has been reached, then the employees may refer the

matter to the chief executive of their organization and if he
approves the contention of the committee, he and the chief

operating officer of the road will refer the matter with all

supporting papers to the Train Service Board. If either the

chief executive of the employees' organization or the chief

operating officer of the railroad declines to join with the
other in submitting a dispute, then either may refer the
matter to the board under such regulations as it may make
to govern such a contingency.

One hundred or more unorganized employees (who are
engineers, conductors, firemen or trainmen) who are directly
interested in a dispute may place it before the board by a

petition. Xo interpretation of an existing rule, agreement

or practice which has been agreed to or accepted by the

management of the railroads and the authorized employ©

committees can be considered by the board as a dispute.

The board is authorized to act only in matters duly sub-

mitted to it ^as described above. In hearings before the

board the railroads and employees will designate their own
spokesmen.

The railroads and the employees will pay the compensa-

tion of their representatives on the board and the general

expenses of the board will be borne one-half by the carriers

and one-half by the employees' organizations. The board

may require evidence in addition to that submitted when a

dispute is referred to it. A majority vote of the full member-
ship is required for a decision, which will be binding. If a

majority cannot be obtained, the board will, on the request

of either party to the dispute, submit the matter to the

Railroad Labor Board.

Complete copies of all matters submitted and decisions

made will be kept by the board and copies of decisions will

be furnished to the representative of the railroads involved

in the dispute, to the representative of each class of employees

covered in the agreement and to the Bureau of Information

of Eastern Railways.

The board will have no jurisdiction over discipline ad-

ministered in the case of personal grievances. Its province

in such cases will be solely the determination of innocence

or guilt.

The agreement affecting the organization of the board will

be effective for one year from the date of the organization

of the board and thereafter for periods of one year. Any
party may withdraw at the end of any year upon a 90-day
notice.

An Amendment to the pending tax revision hill in the

Senate has been offered by Senator McNary to repeal on

January 1 all taxes on the transportation of freight, passen-

gers and express.

the Birmingham Age-Herald

If There Is a Walkout It Will Be an Accident



Public Relations Work on Illinois Central

Unusual Campaign Carried on by President Markham to Enlighten

Public Regarding Railway Matters and Some of Its Results

One of the traditions which has i (inic down from the

early history of the railway service is the idea that

railway executives should hold themselves aloof from

the public, responding, to be sure, to demands from the public

for information about the transportation industry, but mak-
ing no initial effort to give such information or to build up

a public understanding of railway affairs. Railway execu-

tives should not have all the- blame, if the policy is to be

criticised. When the railroads were growing out of their

swaddling clothes a worshipful public invested with an air

of mystery the men whose genius conceived and built and

operated them, and the barrier thus erected from the outside

came to represent a more or less well defined policy. The
executive who violated it was not approved by his fellows

for so doing. But, regardless of where the idea originated,

it is true that only within recent years has there been any

real attempt to find a policy to substitute for it.

Railway transportation has undergone a radical trans-

formation in the course of the last generation. Private opera

tion of the railroads has given way to a system whereby the

real rulers of the agencies of transportation are not the titular

heads of the industry, but the mass of the people, whose
wishes are reflected in the proceedings of legislatures and
governmental regulating bodies. New problems have made
new policies necessary.

A method of dealing with the publil on the Illinois Central

system during the last year may be expected to play a part

in the development of transportation policies in the future.

rhe Illinois Central's attitude is summed up in a statement

recently made by President Charles 11. Markham:
"We are the trustees of a vast investment. We realize that

railway property will be dealt with accordingly as public

sentiment develops and crystallizes, We feel, therefore, that

we must present our case before the court of public opinion,

and we are glad to do that, having an abiding faith in the

fairness and justice of the people when they have the facts

before them."

For more than a year the Illinois Central has been en-
deavoring to strengthen the spirit of confidence and support
on the part of its patrons for the management by laving its

problems before the public and inviting Constructive criticism

and suggestions. Public statements discussing current phases
of railway problems in non-technical language have been
published in a uniform style as advertisements in about 500
newspapers in the cities and towns on the Illinois Central
lines, and this has formed the basis of the public relations
effort.

The program began September 1, L920. A few davs prior
to that the management made publil .1 statement to the
patrons of the system acknowledging that the road had not

been able to serve them as satisfactory a- was desired, but
asking that the) realize the problem- which it faced and be
patient until such time as equipmenl and facilities could be
built up to the point where adequate service would be pos
Slble. Patrons were urged to take up directly with the man
agement any constructive criticism of the service which they
had in mind and to make suggestions for the improvement
ot service. They were also asked to let the management
know of anj phase of service which was being rendered to
their complete satisfaction.

It was something new for a railway p resident to make a
public statement to the effect that the system of which he
was the head had failed to give adequate service Patrons

liked the frank tone and they did not hesitate to express

their approval. The double invitation which was given in

the letter brought forth thousands of replies, somi critical,

hut the majority commendatory.

Advertisements Bring Public Response

The public -tat. in. lit- forming the- basis of the public

relations work have appeared in the' newspapers the tir-t of

each month. They have departed from the u-ual style of

advertising designed to sell good- or service, and have been
more in the nature of editorial.- discussing railway affair-.

Each statement has been published over President Mark-
ham's name.

"It didn't take us long to discover that these statements

were being watched for eagerly, not only by the people who
would ordinarily read what a railwa) executive -ays. but

by every class of men and women," Mr. Markham -aid.

"Each statement was concluded with an invitation to patron-
to submit constructive- critic i-m and suggestions, and this

invitation has led to a correspondence which ha- brought the

personality of the Illinois Central into the home- ,,n.l busi-

ness places of many thousands of people who depend upon
the railway system for freight and passenger set

Every suggestion brought forth by the publii n I

work addressed to Mr. Markham ha.- been given careful

attention by him and promptl) replied to, and he
the value of the personal toui h leni e cannot
be over-estimated.

That a busy railway president feels the- important
considering the wishes of the lea-t of hi- patrons cannot fail

to make an impression. The correspondence also opened up
a channel through which he might obtain, in a way otherwise
impossible, a bird's-eye view of the reaction of patrons to

the service rendered by employe

"This also deeply impressed our oftie e-r- and empli •

Mr. Markham continued. "It meant that complaints about
unsatisfactory service could no longer be prevented from
reaching the highest authorit) on the railroad. It meant that
I as president would be brought closer in touch with the
patrons than ever before. The officers and employees imme-
diately began vying with each other to render a sen
satisfaction—a service' that would not result in complaints
reaching me. Perhaps no innovation ever accomplished more
for a railway system in stimulating the personnel and also
in pleasing patrons than the invitation which we repeat even-
month for constructive critiei-m and suggestions in regard
t" 'I" conduct of the Illinois Central System."
The placing of advertising in the newspapers also has

Served to emphasize, c-picialh to the people of the -mailer
communities, that the Illinois Central system i- a vital

of their community.
The plan which the Illinois Central system ha- followed

in dealing with the newspapers i- one- to which Mr. Mark-
ham attaches great importance. The advertising has been
placed directly from the office- of the Illinois Centi
Chicago, and the

1 ice with the newspapers which
tin- hi- entailed has >er\e,l to bring the new-paper men into
touch with the Illinois I lentr il's < ki cutivi

Editorial- and article- appearing in the Hew-
ing upon railwa) questions have been carefully watched. In
the few instances where articles or editorial- bai
lished giving mi-information e>r false corn
ham has written the editors, correcting their mis

683
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or giving such comment upon the problems which they dis-

. ussed as might help them to form correct judgment.

The newspapers received the innovation warmly at its

inception, but as the work has progressed and as they have

had opportunities to observe that the road is not trying to

"put something over," but on the other hand is devoting its

space in the newspapers to telling simple stories based upon

truth in regard to the railroads, the newspapers have become

even more friendly to the plan.

The public relations movement has by no means been

confined to Mr. Markham. When the program was begun,

local or division officers were given an outline of the plan

to be followed and were instructed to call in person or have

members of their staff call upon the newspaper men in their

territory and keep in touch with them.

"This served to form still another valuable point of con-

tact between the railway organization and its patrons," Mr.

Markham said. "The officers and principal employees of

the system have been advised from time to time as to the

progress of the public relations work and have displayed

great interest in keeping up their part of it."

Material for Officers on "What to Talk About"

One phase in particular of the plan for making the divi-

sion officers and principal employees a part of the public

relations campaign should be of special interest. The tradi-

tional reticence which has come down from the early days

of railroading left its mark upon the under-officials, as well

as the heads of the railway systems. Well-informed officers

and employees have been reluctant to discuss railway prob-

lems, and it has developed that some of the comment upon

railway affairs which has reached the public as coming from

railway men has come from those who have not been well

informed upon the subjects they chose to discuss. The Illinois

Central has attempted to correct this by urging officials of

all grades and employees to talk about railway questions

with the public; not only that, but it has furnished them

with the material upon which to base those discussions. A
monthly bulletin entitled "Things to Talk About" is pub-

lished under the direction of Mr. Markham and sent to all

officers and the principal employees of the system. They

are instructed to take this material and use it as the basis

of talks at public gatherings, newspaper interviews and the

like.

In order to give the officers and employees a working

knowledge of the Illinois Central system's history, a pamphlet

entitled "What Every Employee Ought to Know About the

Illinois Central System" was prepared by the management
and placed in their hands.

Another feature of the public relations program has been

the cultivation of the farmers. One of the counties in each

agricultural state served by the Illinois Central was selected,

and a representative of President Markham was sent to

interview a number of the leading farmers of the county
about the railway problems with which the fanners have
to deal.

The plan of the Illinois Central in seeking constructive

criticism and suggestions was explained to the farmers and
the comments which they made upon the service they had
received were reported in the Illinois Central Magazine for

the information of the officers and employees of the system.

Such feasible suggestions as were brought out were put into

practice. News stories about the interviews were released in

advance to the newspapers in the Illinois Central's territory.

These were printed and freely commented upon.

Conferences Between Farmers and Railways

One of the tangible results of the interview- with farmers

was the formation of a railway committee by the Champaign
County (111.) Farm Bureau. The railway committee holds

meetings with railway men from time to time, the first meet-

ing being called shortly after the interviewer's visit, when
an Illinois Central superintendent was invited to meet with

the farmers. •

The idea of giving patrons of the railway system a voice

in the direction of the affairs of the system has made a par-

ticular appeal to the men who publish the newspapers in

the cities and towns on the lines of the Illinois Central

system. Scores of editorials have been written commending
the management for its policy, and the newspaper editors

have commented freely from time to time upon the problems

which have been discussed in the public statements. It has

not been unusual for literally hundreds of favorable news-

paper clippings to be received by the Illinois Central during

the course of a month.

The way in which the newspaper men look upon the

Illinois Central's plan is expressed in a letter which an

Illinois Central officer received recently from a Mississippi

newspaper man. He said

:

"We feel that the class of advertising which you have

been using during the past year has been educational and
has done a great deal toward a clearer understanding of the

railroad company's point of view by the general public. It

has certainly clarified some subjects in reference to the rail-

road's relation to the public for this writer."

An Illinois newspaper man had the following to say of

the Illinois Central's policy when he was discussing another

subject

:

"For many months the Illinois Central has been conducting

a campaign for 'service.' The idea that 'service' is the first

essential in the conduct of its business is being drilled into

the mind of every employee of that railroad. Recently the

writer had occasion to ride over the Illinois Central and a

number of other railroads, and the work that has been
accomplished by this campaign of 'service' was clearlv

noticeable."

Comments of the Newspapers

A Mississippi newspaper man told editorially of President

Markham's action in correcting a misstatement made by the

correspondent of another paper, and said in his editorial:

"The incident is cited as an illustration of President

Markham's free, open and straightforward method of deal-

ing with the patrons of the Illinois Central

"The head of the Illinois Central believes in publicity.

He has no secrets from the general public. He is ready and
willing at all times to show- his hand, to give patient and
courteous hearing to any complaint or criticism that may be

offered, and do everything that is reasonable and within his

power to satisfy the critic or complainant.

"Mr. Markham goes even further than this. For the past

several months he has had a well-trained newspaper inter-

viewer touring the various lines of the system for the pur-

pose of actuallv soliciting complaints and grievances from

patrons. This interviewer also solicits suggestions as to ways

and means of bettering the service, and President Markham
frankly acknowledges that some first-class ideas have been

obtained through this method, and will be put into practical

operation."

The following view was said in an editorial which ap-

peared in a Chicago newspaper when the Illinois Central

announced that the public relations work would be continued

another year:

"Transportation is as vital to trade and prosperity as

sound money and honesty. It is to business what blood is

to human life and health. The Illinois Central system's

policy has quieted many animosities as a constructive and

harmonizing influence in business education. People are

realizing that railroads are prodigious assets which add
enormously to their prosperity and comfort, and not a

menace or a liability or a civic burden."

A Xew Orleans newspaper made the following comment
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the same day from the other end of the Illinois Central

system

:

"Co-operation brought about by mutual understanding

works steadily and surely to mutual advantage. In the matter

of preventable loss and damage, millions may be saved by
that sort of teamwork, which is no less profitable, directly

or indirectly, in other lines. Mr. Markham's experiment

interested all students of railway problems. Its success under
twelve months' test constitutes fresh evidence that the rail-

way managements who give attention to the cultivation of

their 'public relations' in sound and proper ways are render-

ing constructive and practically helpful service."

An Indianapolis newspaper, commenting editorially on
President Markham's published statement relative to the

direct taxes paid by the railroads in 1020, and the transpor-

tation tax on freight and passenger traffic collected by the

railroads for the government during 1920, totaling $511,-

678,631, says:

"It all came out of the railway receipts from the public.

The railways merely acted as the agency through which more
than $500,000,000 was turned into the public treasuries, and
there was no way in which the war tax on freight and pas-

liich would relieve the public of paying
aboul 5250,000,000, could affect the finances of the railways.

They still would fa i| more taxes than
they did back in pre-war da; I money must
from freight and passenger revenues. 1 he thought or hope
of getting back to anything approximating the prii i

formerly paid for transportation is out of the question while
taxes and other expenses remain at post-war levels. The
raises in rate granted to thi railways haw to iowr much
more than increases in wages, and there i- -mall prospect
for material reduction in some of those item-, including that

of direct taxes."

The new-papers in the territory of the Illinois Central
system are full of such constructive comment as has been
quoted, all of which results from President Markham
in llii- field of railway public relatii

Report of A. E. R. A. on Heavy Electric Traction

Effort Made to Coordinate with Other Organizations—Locomotives

and Multiple-Unit Cars Compared

Tin report of the Committei mi Heavj Electrii fraction

of the American Electrii Railwaj Association was
presented at the annual convention, held this week at

Atlantic City, N. J. The committee outlined the work in

progress by the A. E. R. A. ami otlu-r societies in America

interested in heavy electrii traction, and suggested that much
of the present duplication mi' work should be done away
with. The term heavy electric traction wa- defined a- it

applies to locomotives and multiple-unil equipment, a prog-

ress report mi electric switching Locomotives was made, com-
parative advantages of locomotive- and multiple-unit cars

were outlined and much data presented in the form of

charts, tables, and ,i bibliography. \n abstract of the re-

port follow-:

It is evident that considerable valuable work i- being ac-

complished by other technical organizations which would be

of interest to the members of tin' American Electric Railway
Association; and it is possible that tin work <>f thi- a-

tion would be of interest to the member-hip of other org ini

nations. It is recommended, therefore, that an effort be

made to coordinate the activities of various organizations

with the view of eliminating so far as possible overlapping

and duplication and of making mure valuable to thi

fession the work of the technical committee-, much of which

represents considerable sacrifice of time and energy on the

part of the members of the several committee-.

Electric Switching

The use of electric switchers in hi id operation

has been relatively slight as compared with that of >

road engines. Two railroad- Only, the Xew York. New
Haven & Hartford, and the Chicago, Milw tukei & Si Paul

have developed electric locomotive- in connection with their

operation especially for switching service. The Xew York
Central, the Norfolk & Western, the Butte, Anaconda &
Pacific, and the Pennsylvania at New York Citj di

siderable -witching with their electrii road locomotive- bul

naturally these are not especially adapted to switching re-

quirements. Inasmuch as satisfactory record- are not avail-

able in regard to electric switching it is impossible at the

present time to present data either as to relative cast- or ,i-

to the iiiiini., mpared with
steam locomotives under same conditions.

The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific has developed a tractor
truck' in connection with it- tie. trie -witching at Butte,
rhese trai toi consist fa truck, •

I tons,
with motor-, which mi;, be coupled to a road locomotive
unit. The current collection and other functions are taken
care of by the locomotive, the auxiliary equipmenl
connected by jumper-. The use of the auxiliary tractor is

said to give 50 per com more tractive effort, at about two-
thirds the normal speed, when connected in series with a

single locomotive. The devii e als nplisl

able saving in wear and tear on the resistance grids.
A verj large number of light electric locomotives weighing

from 2() to 60 tons are in operation at the present time
which are doing valuable work in industrial swil

interurban freight service, etc. This I

practically standardized just as street railway and
urban equipment has becomi standardized. The locon

ti usually at eitlnr 600 volts

current.

Light storage battery locomotives have been empli
some extent for switching \ ge battery unit for

switching is proposed and designs are under way. Certain
advantages might be obtained by the US(

tery 1 [y j n territorv wh i

passage over any individual track is infrequent

Locomotives or Multiple-Unit Trains?

In suburban electrification ><( railroad- the .<-.

multiple-unit equipment provide- a solution for mat
I' m-- Thi- ba-

the cas
I

nnsvlvania at Philadelphia, and ;'

York Central, New York. New Haven & II

Island and Xew York. W
oi Xew York. Where both local and through
operated electrically, however, the problem as to the

-

amount of traffic to be handled by electri

by multiple-unit equipment is somewhat
i

In general the advantages of mult pli unit equipm i
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compared to electric locomotives may be summarized as fol-

lows:

The long heavy multiple-unit train accelerates more

quickly than a train of the same weight hauled by a loco-

motive. Where stops are frequent a material increase in

scheduled speed is thus possible.

In a multiple-unit train the motor equipment is varied to

correspond to length of the train, and thus is often more

efficiently used than is the case with the electric locomotive.

which being of a fixed and definite size cannot be so easil)

adapted to varying requirements.

The reliability of operation of multiple-unit equipment

(several motive power units being employed in a train) is

somewhat greater than that of electric locomotive equipment.

In tiie event of a failure on the road, one of the motor cars

may often be cut out of service electrically and the train

thus enabled to reach the terminal with little or no delav by

means of the remaining motors.

The multiple-unit cars, being heated electrically in

winter, are free from all difficulty connected with oil-burn-

ing steam boilers, and although the cost of power thus used

in heating may be considerable, this convenience of opera-

tion is valuable. One of the chief sources of expense in

maintenance of electric locomotives is the steam heating

twiler.

Perhaps the most important advantage of multiple-unit

equipment as compared with electric locomotives is in

switching, especially in crowded stub-end terminals. Loco-

motive-drawn trains, after arrival at the terminal, must be

backed out to free the locomotive. This extra double move
is often necessary when the terminal tracks are most con-

gested. The multiple-unit train, on the other hand, prac-

tically as soon as it has reached the terminal is ready for the

return trip.

There are some limitations, however, to multiple-unit

operation as compared with electric locomotives. Multiple-

unit cars in general can be operated economically only over

tracks equipped with an energized third rail or trolley (al-

though occasionally this type of equipment is hauled outside

the electric zone by steam locomotives for short distances).

The result is that the cars are not available for duty outside

the electrified territory in the event of a local heavy traffic

demand elsewhere.

The mileage of multiple-unit motor equipment is often

less than that of an equivalent electric locomotive, on ac-

count of traffic limitations. The multiple-unit motive power

cannot be interchanged between local and through trains.

This means that owing to the limitations of traffic, especially

in the case of the so-called "fleet movement" of commuter's

trains (heavy traffic in the morning and evening with little

mid-day travel) much of the multiple-unit equipment can

make but one round trip a day. The electric locomotive, on

the other hand, which is available for hauling either local

or through trains may be more intensively and thus more

economically operated in this respect.

The maintenance, reduced to a seat-mile basis, is usually

higher witli multiple-unit equipment than in the case of

electric locomotives and standard trailer (caches.

The decision l>etween multiple-unit and locomotive equip-

ment in each individual case i< governed by local considera-

tions. The excess cost of multiple-unit ear maintenance is

often offset by the saving made possible in terminal tracks,

on account of elimination of switching requirements. In
general, it may In' said that each type of equipment has it-

definite place in the heavy traction field.

In designing multiple-unit equipment there is some ques-

tion as to the relative advantages of trains made up of all

motor cars as compared with motor cars and trailer-. This

question involves careful study and equipment as well as

terminal characteristics. One railroad which started electric

operation with mixed motor car and trailer trains has since

equipped all cars with motors, while another railroad which
started operations with all motor cars has revised the initial

policy by acquiring trailers.

Charts, Tables and Bibliography

The chart showing the growth of steam railroad mileage

electrified and electric locomotive tonnage in heavy traction

service in the United States and Canada indicated that track

mileage and locomotive tonnage has increased at approx-
imately a constant rate from 1905 to the present time, and
that now there is something more than 2,600 miles of track

electrified and over 52,000 tons of locomotives in service in

the United States and Canada.

Discussion

The greater- part of the discussion was offered in the form
of a short paper, presented by H. H. Norris, managing
editor. Electric Railway Journal, suggesting how an Amer-
ican committee on electrification might be formed, and ex-

pressing the need of such a body as follows:

"In opening the report this year with a synopsis of the

electrification activities of the committees of the several na-

tional societies concerned with heavy traction, the committee

has taken one step towards the formation of an American
Committee on Electrification. The compilation shows that

there is much duplication of effort among the committees,

which could be avoided through the functioning of such a

joint committee. Such a national committee could act as a

clearing house for all information on this subject. On one

hand it could suggest topics appropriate for consideration

by the several special committees, and on the other hand
could collect on its own account the data which would be

of general interest. The value of a central, co-operative and
unbiased agency of this kind would be very great.

"As an example of the kind of thing such a co-operative

committee could do nothing would serve ltetter than the

elaborate bibliography which the committee has been able to

present this year in collaboration with the Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers. Here is illustrated co-opera-

tion on a limited scale. A joint committee could maintain

such a bibliography continuously. This bibliography fur-

nishes an excellent start. It will stand some editing and

condensation. Having printed this year the complete list,

the association might later provide a condensed list of the

most important articles, including a brief summary of the

salient features of each. This could be made to include ar-

ticles published up to the date of the completion of the list.

The danger of unconscious padding in a list of this sort lies

in the fact that an important electrification is reported by

the leading domestic and foreign papers in all degrees of

completeness and balance. The best one or two of these

would suffice, although mention could be made in small type

of a few other articles on the same subject for the benefit of

those who might not have access to the papers mentioned

first.

"It is to be hoped that this bibliography will be used in

such a way as to justify the considerable expense and effort

involved in compiling and publishing it. It might be well

to reprint it in pamphlet form for miscellaneous distribu-

tion. A nominal price could be put upon the pamphlet and

the association could advertise it along with other reprints.

so that its existence would not be forgotten.

"The compilation of the locomotive and multiple-unit car

data, which the committee was able to get up with the co-

operation of the two large manufacturers of heavy traction

equipment, is one of the outstanding features of the com-
mittee's report and of the year's work. Particularly note-

worthy is the table of multiple-unit car data. The admix-

ture therein of data regarding heavy multiple-unit car prac-
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rice on steam roads, interurban lines and rapid trim-it urban

lines, together with the genera] similarity of these data, in-

dicates the substantia] similarity of short-haul, high-speed

|iassenger service under these different auspices. This is,

we hope, a prophecy of the time when there will be a greater

community of interest between the -team and electric roads

in relation to suburban passenger traffic.

"It is unfortunate that the (hart presented by the com-

mittee shows a zero rate of increase in electrification in

1920, after a steady, although small, rate from 1905 on.

This slump merely reflects the financial condition of the

-team roads. It will cease when condition'- improve. Then
an- electrification projects now developing which will at

least restore the normal rate of increase; for example, the

Lackawanna Railroad has been making definite plans for a

considerable undertaking. The Illinois ( < ntral is. of course,

on the eve of an important terminal electrification at Chi-

cago. One of the most heartening a tuncements was re-

cently made of a $7,000,000 contract for railroad electrifi-

cation in Chile.

"Then- has been some question as to the appropriateness

of the electrification activity on the part of the American

Electric Railway Engineering Association. The basis of

this criticism is that the matter is properl) one For the ti im

railroads to consider and push, It is true that no electrifi-

cation project is possible unless the railroads are convinced

of the savings that can thus lie effected. At the same time

we can well look at this matter from the other side. Electrh

traction, having demonstrated it- suco under -team road

conditions, is looking for new field- to develop It i- to I"

expected, therefore, that initiative will be exerted bj the

electrical manufacturing and operating interests who arc 1

looking for new worlds to conquer. The -team railroad-

will necessaril) be somewhat conservative in regard to this

matter, partly from financial consideration, partly I"

they hive so much monej and talent tied up with their

equipment. The electrical interests have a 'selling proposi

lion' of enormous magnitude."

I If. Davis, electrical engineer. Baltimore & Ohio, i tiled

attention to the fact that the diagram accompanying the re

|x»rt indicates that the first electrification work in the United

States was stalled in 1903, while actually it was done' in

1 895

W. B. Potter, General Electric Company, spoke of the

activities in railway electrifications in Foreign countries and
-aid that many steam railroads in tlii- country were v

onrj for more favorable circumstance? ' omparative operat-

ing expenses of steam and electric traction, he -aid. have

been fairly well established, and he 1 closed his remark- by

prophesying that with better financial conditions and tli>

development of super-power /one-, electrification will pro-

iMv-s rapidly.

A Novel Cinder Disposal Plant

A i I in I \ol\i iikminm oi the Akron. Canton &

Youngstown at Brittain, Ohio, i- an ash handling -\-

tem which presents a number of interesting feature's in

ash disposal at cinder pit-. Essentially, the system at this

point consists of a depressed pit below a track where the

engines may be "spotted" and dum entering the

roundhouse, and a -team di-e barging arrangement by means
of which the ashes ma\ be' removed from the pit and dis

c barged into a cinder car. Ilie cinder pit. which is

-true ted of concrete, extends \2 ft. (inside dimension) along
the track and about 10 ft. to one side and is divided into

two compartments b) a concrete wall which extends entirely

across the pit paraljel to the' trai k c

bug of 2 ' .. ft. at the center; tin 'ii in the drawing
is- taken through this opening.

["he o : rtment thus tome d whit h is 'rack,

30 Constructed that the three- out-iele- wall- of the pit slope

from their to] nom of the opening in the cro.-- par-

tition, whilt tl mpartment ha- ;. level bottom which
make- it possible for a man to rake the ashes from below
the track, through tin opening in the partition and over the

trap of tin ash-handling arrangement; tin latter i- -imilar

tej the equipi power plants, efc

ashes and cinders an removed thi Force of steam injected

Crsss-Section Through the Cinder Pit

into that end oi tin- pipe line below tie floor I

operating thi- system i- obtained from the engines on the

cinder track, each locomotive being equipped with a quick-

a< nng -. n\\ . oiim c tion .:. tio

This plant was put in operation in January, 1921, and is

reported to be giving satisfactory service Originally, it

was intended that the- cinders should U discharged from

A View of the Cinder Plant at Brittain

the pit immediately upon being dumped, but •

that the pit afforded a Sufficient

dumping of about thic

pi* was required. Witi ;e in-

stallation, it was found that the complete cycle of dumping
ashes and removing the i
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20 min., distributed as follows: 10 minutes for "pulling

tne fin or blowing the cinders and fron

,,, three minutes for" • onnei ting and disconnei ting thi

tion to Hi' engine. The operation of blowing the

, ind, i
oul of the pit and into a cinder car, requin =

ibk steam, but the amount of steam remaining in the

locomotivi ha alwavs been sufficient to move the engine

into the roundhouse. In operating the system it has been

found best nol to ivel down the cinders while in the pit, the

established practice being to spra) the water into the pipe

veyor near the upper end, thus killing any fire remain-

ing in the ashes and i oals.

The ash conveyor system is a product of the Conveyors

( orporation of America, Chicago, 111. We are indebted for

the information and illustrations of this equipment to S. S.

Senter chief engineer of the Akron. Canton & Youngstown.

Safety First Must Be a State of Mind

By Prof. William J.
Cunningham

Dring the vear 1920 the aggregate of the payments

made i.v the railroads of the United States on account

of personal injur)' to employees, passengers, and others

was over $53,000,000; and a large proportion of the acci-

dent- resulted also in damage to property. Every injur) to

an employee had the effect of disturbing the organization

when his work was temporarily assigned to another with less

experience. Every case of personal injury to a passenger

had a harmful effect on morale and upon public good will.

These factor- cannot be measured in dollars and cents,

hut including all factors the railroad expenditures on accounl

of accidents which caused persona] injury in 1
(>20 were cer-

tainly far in excess of $100,000,000.

Some 12 years ago R. C. Richards, of the Chicago &

North Western, launched the first organized drive against

carelessness in this held. It was he who conceived and

12 i rated the first systematic and comprehensive plan for

stopping railroad accidents at the source. The North Western

quickl) began to -how gratifying improvement- in it- ai i i

dent record, and the idea was widely copied. Many exten-

sions have Keen made to Mr. Richards' original plan and

main innovations introduced. * * * Interest and co-operation

•Abstract c

Railwaj \- i

,
.a hefon 1 1"

part of the worker- i- absolutely essential to success.

i illful spa ialists have emerged and the technique of

safety- first practice covers a wide range of activity. * * * Hut

ii ma) not be amiss to offer three suggestions, which in a

small measure imply criticism of current method-. There is

an inclination on the part of the specialist- to overdo in

administering stimulants. At times the propaganda has

bordered upon the sensational and the appeals have been

too i .notional. Safety first, to he really effective, must become

a state of mind—not an element in organization. That state

of mind cannot be attained by sporadic or sensational appeal.

It must be developed gradually, naturally, continuously.

I dike the problem of floating an issue of Liberty bonds

we are selling an ideal. When we sell the ideal of safet)

first the transaction has just begun. The real task is to keep

it sold. There are no return privileges with the sale of the

bond. With safety-first the purchaser may backslide if his

interest is allowed to wane. The spectacular methods adopted

by the Liberty loan committee during the war period cannot

In equally effective in promoting the general adoption and

continuance of safety first principles. A flaring placard in

which a skull and crossbones are the most prominent feature

in giving point to an admonition against carelessness ma\

compel attention, but the mental reaction in man}' cases is

that of amusement or ridicule.

The second suggestion is that in some quarters there

tendency to exalt the organization. An organization should,

as far as practicable, be held in the background. The appeal

must lie to the individual. The most successful leader i- on.

who by indirection rather than by fiat can induce his nun

to adopt his ideas as their own.

When a mechanic is told that he must wear goggles to pro-

tect his eyes against flying particles of metal and is reminded

that no one but a fool would work without them, the natural

reaction is one of resentment against interference with per-

sonal liberty. But if by indirect suggestion the mechanic-

ian be made by his own process of reasoning to come to the

conclusion that the use of goggles i- desirable the chances

are that he will demand that goggles shall he furnished.

The third suggestion is that the importance of safety ap-

pliances should not be overemphasized. Paradoxically, it

often happens that the most dangerous operation is the

safest. Its very danger begets respect and inspires care. An
appliance which eliminates one-half of the risk may eliminate

all of the care. The chief field for cultivation i> the- state

of mind and the habits of the individual worker.

Photo from
A Railway at Khartoum, Egypt
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Short Lines Begin Series

of Regional Meetings

Tin must of a series of regional meetings of th< American
Short Line- Railroad Association was held at Chirago
mi ( >ctober 4, approximati l> 50 representatives i

bers of the association partii ipating in the dis< ussion of vari-

ous phases of the present railroad situation and it- relations

to the short lines. The objei t of the meetings being primarily

to disseminate information, no &xed program was arranged.

Instead a list of subjects of interest to all -hurt lines was

issued with the call to the meeting and the discussion closely

followed this topical oul line.

The effect of the present freight and passenger rate- on the

ii hi of traffic and upon the revenues of the short Lines;

the present divisions on interline roads and the work that is

being done to obtain more equitable divisions; the work oi the

Railroad Labor Hoard and it- effecl upon the short lines;

settlements with the government; the requirements of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission; federal valuation; consoli-

dations; the railway mail pay question; motor truck competi-

tion; tin' consolidation of purchases for the -hurt lines and

the prospect for new railroad legislation in both Congress and

the states were topics taken up at the meeting.

Two resolutions were adopted at the meeting, one of whii h

urges the -liort lines to defend the transportation acl under

the terms of which these carriers have been greatly benefited.

This resolution declares the transportation act to be tno-t

constructive piece of railroad legislation ever passed, and

that if it is given a fair trial it will ultimately save the rail-

roads, whereas if it i- not given a fair trial, government own

ership will be unavoidable. The second resolution recom-

in. nd- thr continuance of the consolidated purchasing ageni
j

which was recently established by the association, and which

has, according to the resolution, alread) demonstrated its

Success in obtaining materials and supplies for the short line-

al ila same ran- quoti d to large trunk lini

A great deal of time was given to the discussion of rail

n id legislation both that which has alread) become law and

that which is contemplated. Several of the officers of tin

A--oi iation stated that the short line- have gained much by

the terms of the Transportation \< t and other recenl legis

Iation and that it wa- essential thai ever) means he taken tc

insun that tin- legislation is not so changed a- to take awa)
the advantages which the short line- have gained.

I la call io die meeting, discussing the need for informa-

n garding presenl condition aid

Lie Iran -porta lion companies of the COUntn are now sur

rounded by more and greater adverse conditions than ever

and thi- i- especiall) trtii- of short lines. These
presenl bad conditions are apparentl) gro e, and
thej not onl) justif) Uit demand thai every owner and
officei of -mil lines carefull) and deepl) study the situation.

which is now SO complex that nothing less than full in

formation will enabli them to protect their properties; and
after having obtained necessan information, to .nd in the

work of re establishing the railroad- in a healthy and
-< r\ a eabli condition."

In all of the discussion, the offii ers of tl on en

deavored to impart tin- tic. e--.il -\ in

similar meetings were held at Si Louis, M on Oi

and .ii Kansas < it) .
M- er 6 Additional

meetings have been arranged as follows Denver, i

October 8; Sail Lak< Li ,l, I d tob i 10; Portland, i

•

i '. tobc i I
': Seattle, \\ ash Octob -

I

< ii tolier 17: Los Angeles Octobei 18; 1 louston, I

1

1 ;
New i h Ii in-

I a., ( >< tober 25, and Atlanta,

6a., October 27. Meetings have also been arranged for

New York and Hsvrrisburg, Pa., but the date- have not been
'- vet.

Cutting Down the Labor Cost

APRACTK Al. Ill a STRA1 ION of what may 1„

through the use of material handling equipment ii

illustrated b) the following ccount of the u
locomotive crane in the handling of ties at the treating plant
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Albuquerque, N M

I he i rane was a 1
; ton Standard crane manufactured by the

Industrial Work-. Bay City, Mich. The information was
-upplied by W. I. Jackson, superintendent of the treating
plant.

rhe dail) tpacity of the plant, with the zinc chloride
treatment, is six charges or 96 tram I 7 in. by 8
in., .s ft. -awed pine ties. The tram- average 43 ties, making
the daily output 4,1 28 ties,

A single load ol ed I ghs approximate!)
7,

( )55 lb.

Thirty tram- at a time are drawn bv the locomotive crane

Piling Ties 20 ft. High

from the cylinder to the unloading piles, a distai

than half a mile. I bain sling •

mplete load of 4 i up at oni

and placed on the pile, the < rane working
when piling on the outside tii r

ing tie- i- the ease with which tl

by the crane.

[f manual employed to handle tl

hand, il wi uld cost

work i- act omplished by the crani it I

the same num
the tie and these m

shoulder high, while th

height "t 20 ft
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By a fire on an old pier of the Erie Railroad at Twelfth

street, Jersey City, N. J., on October 1, eight carloads of

hides, with a part of the pier, and other property, were

destroyed; estimated loss $100,000.

Railway agricultural department representatives will hold

a convention in connection with the National Dairy Show-

to be held at the Minnesota State fair grounds at St. Paul.

Minn., beginning on October 8.

A fire in the car shops of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at

Wichita Falls, Tex., on September 20, damaged the woodwork
mill, several freight cars, a crude oil tank and the entire

machine shop equipment. Estimated loss, $75,000; cause,

unknown.

The Pajaro Valley Consolidated Railroad Company, oper-

ating between Salinas and Spreckels, California, a distance

of 41 miles, having been authorized by the state railroad

commission, will discontinue certain trains and run auto

mobile stages in place of them. The stage line will parallel

the railway and will carry passengers, baggage and express

at the same rates as arc charged on the trains.

Damages amounting to $180,000 were paid to the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad by the city of Chicago on September 28, the

payment closing a legal contest which had started in 1894.

Tlie railroad had obtained in 1905 a verdict of $105,000

against the city for damages caused by the trainmen's strike

of 1894 and the accompanying riots. The case was appealed

and lost again by the city, and the interest on the original

judgment continued to mount until $18(1.Odd was required

to settle the case.

Employees of the Lehigh Valley in the last 14 months have

bought stock of the road to the extent of 6,482 shares. An
officer of the company says that 1,348 employees have become
stockholders. The per capita subscription in October, 1920,

was 4.36 shares; in October, this year, it was 4.80 shares. The
company buys the stock for the employee in the open market,

and it is paid for at a rate of $5 a month a share. Interest is

allowed on the part payments at the dividend rate carried by

the common stock, which is 1 per cent annually.

The Southern Railway Company has filed a suit in a

i. iti court in North Carolina asking an injunction to sus

pend the collection of taxes assessed against the company
in that state, protesting against changes in valuation which
have disturbed the relation hetween the taxes on railroad

property and those on other property. A few days latei

the Atlantic (oast Line entered a similar suit in the Federal
1 ourt. According to an account in the Raleigh News and
i ibserver, the Atlantic Coast Line, in taking action in the

Federal Court, has violated an agreement by which it .

to regard itself as a North Carolina corporation, as n

its property in that state.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, since May 15, has taken on
about 14,dd(l nun, the total number of employees now being

199,000, as compared with 184,625 on May 15. President

Samuel Rea, in giving out these figures, said: "It is the pur

pose of the Pennsylvania to co-operati

President Harding's efforts to reduce unemployment. It is

our hope that still more men will be needed. We inti

Utilize the additional men chiefly in putting our idle cars in

order prior to the coming of winter. \\ i have at present on

the Pennsylvania system 82,149 idle cars, of which 46,691

have been stored without being repaired. None of the latter

are required for current use, or, as far as can be fori

are likely to be needed this fall. In all probability it might
be perfectly safe to deter (heir repair until next spring, but

. ! that if we put them in order we shall not only be

prepared for a revival in business but shall also be assisting

in President Harding's endeavor to improve the general

emplo) ment situation."

New England Railroad Club

I he regular meeting at the New American House, rloston, on
Tuesday evening, October 11, will be "Canadian Night," with an

address by F. L. Wanklyn, general executive assistant of the

Canadian Pacific, on the Organization, Mobilization and Activities

of the Canadian Overseas Railway Construction Corps He will

show a number of lantern slides. There will also be ar address

by Grant Hall, vice-president of the Canadian Pacific.

New York Signal Engineers

Fred W. Bender, chairman of the New York sectional commit-
tee of the Signal Section of the American Railway Association.

announces that a meeting of the committee will be held at Hotel

McAlpin, 34th street, New York City, on Thursday evening,

October 20. Progress of Railroad Signaling in America will

he the subject of an illustrated address by H. S. Balliet. secre-

tary of the Signal Section; and W. H. Arkenburgh, of the

Mational Carbon Company, will speak on dry batteries and carbon

brushes. All men interested in signaling are invited to attend.

American Engineering Council's New President

Mortimer Elwyn Cooley, dean of the College of Engine e

-

ing and Architecture of the University of Michigan, was
elected president of the American Engineering Council of

the Federated American Engineering Societies at a meeting
of the executive board of the council held at the Cosmo'
Club in Washington, D. C, on September 30. Dean Cooley
assumes office at once and will carry out an extensive program
in the interest of the public and the profession of engine

Rains Cause Heavy Damage in Northern Mexico

Railroad property in northern Mexico has een greatly-

damaged by heavy rains during the past three months and

operation of the lines has been correspondingly hampered.
The present rainy season in the northwestern section of the

state of Chihuahua has been the heaviest since 1907, the only-

rainy season approaching the severity of the present year

being that of 1914. The rains have caused a considerable

number of washouts and slides, sections of track have been

washed away and many bridges, small buildings and struc-

tures have been moved from their foundations.

Cause of the C. & N. W. Elevator Explosion

A report on the cause of the grain explosion in the Cine .

e\ Xorth Western elevator at Chicago, which resulted in the

death o six persons and the loss of $5,000,000 in property.

id lute.re the Western Society of Engineers on

r 3, by David J. Price, engineer in charge of develop-

ment work, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington.

Mr. Price attributed the cause of this explosion, which

occurred on March 19, to the ignition of dust clouds from

an incipient fire in the driers. According to the speaker, the

, i such explosions can only be prevented by the

elimination of dust, which is an exceedingly difficult problem,

owing to the grain handling rules and statutes prohibiting the

removal of the dust before the grain is taken into th< i Ii

for weighing.

690
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Accounting Rules Amended to

Provide for Stock of No Par Value

The Interstate Commerce Commission has amended thi

text of its uniform system of accounts for steam railroads

to provide for accounting and reporting in connection with
capital stock having no par value, which the commission has
recently authorized in the case oi ids. The amendi cl

rules provide thai when certificates or receipts issued to

represent permanent interests in the a< counting company,
and such certificates or receipts have no par value, thej shall

be included in the accounts at the amount correspondii
the cash received ot the cash equivalent if the considi

is other than cash.

Hearing on Short-Lines' Claims

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced thai

argument will be heard before the commission at Washing-

ton on November 4, on the question o) the proper con

tion of the word "deficit" as used in paragraph a "i sei tion

204 of the transportation act, which provides foi the n

imbursement of deficits of short line railroads for thai pot

tion of the period of federal control during which tin

ated their own lines. The \nierican Short I ine Railroad

Association has taken the position that this guaranty pro-

vision provides for the reimbursement oi losses during that

period and the commission has thus fat In Id that ca

are not entitled to the guarantj mil- thi ( actually sust

a deficit. Notice of the hearing was served upon officei

the Short Line Railroad Association.

Railroad Hearings to be Resumed

The Senate Committee on [nterstati I ommerci has d<

cided to resume hearings in its general invi tigation ol if'

railroad situation at Washington on October 13, the Firsl

witnesses to be representatives of the railroad brotherhoods.

Frank J. Warne, their statistician, is to be one of the wit

nesses. The committee has called a meeting for Friday of

this week to considei "tlur matter-, pertaining to railroad

legislation, including the valuation fill, on which some hen
ings have been held, to strike out the requirement that the

Interstate Commerce Commission report if' excess cost

of acquisition of land, also the bill t" authorize the Wat
I'm, nice Corporation to purchase railri m the

Railroad Administration, and possibly some of the bills d<

signed to restore the power of the stati railroad commis
sions to reduce rates.

The Railroad Service as a Career

I in Illinois Central, in its latest newspaper advertisement, says:

"Right now, when optimism in nil branches "i industry is

tnon if, in evet before, we begin to note an unorganized hut none
the less effective effort to make railway work appear unattractive

to our young nun \ on railway men have expressed discouraging

views and even some railway officei have lent their opinions to

this unprogressive effort for the most part, fortunately, these

views are merely opinions without a statistic in support. .

"We of the Illinois Central do not sul simistic

opinions in any single particular. We believe indeed, we know--
that the present day complexity of raih ition demands
men better trained and more resourceful th ire, and
that opportunities tor advancement to tin ri| is good
as they ever wire."

\iter discussing the attractive^ oading as a business
from the young man's viewpoint; and the threi oppor-
tunity, compensation and adventure, the article presents a brief
statement of the ages of the men occup; ing
the Illinois Central, tlm- : 85 of these p held bj men
less than 30 years of age, 122 are held bj men between 30 and 35
years ol age, and 213 are held by men between .'5 and 40 y<

•

"This," the article concludes, "proves that opportunities still

exist in the railway ibusiness. rhi or! wins in i

Work as in other lines anil the final reward compares favorably
with those in most competing industries."

New York Central Employees
May Become Stockholders

The New York Central announces that, by a vote of the board
of directors, the company will buy shares of its capital stock for
employees and allow them to make payment in monthly instal-

ments. The announcement says that stocks may be paid for in

24 instalment [ucted from the employee's pay in the
first half ol \ n individual may buy from one to
IS shares, t >

n| to him by the company, interest will

be char ,, stock

ist he made in the open market.
company explicitly states that whether or not an employee

i stockholdi r, his

d in any manner. I made in the plan for
ii the event of the resignation, permanent dis-

ability or death of air. emplo) i ti ick.

Employees an to i stock. Employing
'Hid up o thoroughly familiarize themselv.

the plan. SO as to he prepared to explain fully any of its features

to employees interested; and to be careful not to approve an
application except when reasi of the ability of the
employee to carry out his contract without unduly taxing his
resources. In special case .'.l.n in' ;, circumstances lnav
arise which would make it impossible for the employee to meet

National Association of Railway and

Utilities Commissioners

The thirty-third annual convention of this association will be
held at Georgian Terrace Hotel, Atlanta, Ca., beginning on

. October 11, and continuing probably four days. The
call for the meeting sets forth I hts of the Stat

the regulation of rai ill challenged by the great rail-

road corporations and that it is the duty of this association to

inded assumptions and claims. The officers of the

tion appeal ti I as many representatives

as possible.

\ partial program -hows u,, following speakers On Tuesday
after n, Ho

I I licitor of the

ciation. On Wednesday afternoon, Hon i tstman,
member of the Int On Friday,
Hon M. II. Wleswnrth. of the National Electric Light \

tion.

Reports of committees will >
t day,

Wednesday, in the forenoon, and presentation of reports will be
continn. nlation

bj tin Wednesday, at 12 o'clock, the
annual .lectio,, oi officers will take pi

I in Wednesday afternoon there will he a round tabli

Hon.
I I lewis, member of the fnterstal Commission,
and on Thursday after I

m on automobi Mation,
omnibuses and jitneys, led by II .n George McAni
York City.

'flu president of the association is lam.s \ Perry, of Georgia,
and the seer, i II. Walker. 4!

York City

Conference on Public Ownership

The Public Ownership League of America, the Nation,,'

I artisan 1 eague, the Plumb Plan League and other radical labor,
tanner, civic and commercial organizations have issued a call
io a public ownership conference which is t,. he held in Chicago
on November 19-21. The invitation states that the purp
the meeting is "to -her the representatives of all

progressive ^.ui|.- in America—organized laboi

farmers, civic, educational, business and n .

individuals of all classes who are interested in and eai

I more effici ••, and
tic control oi

counsel the leading advocates ind represent.' cipal

and public ownership in the United £ r the
consideration and study of tin problems • .t the
ideas of the most careful and
America" to hear the methods and pi
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made a success of public ownership; and to consider ways and

means for advancing the public ownership, efficient operation

and democratic control' of public utilities and natural resources
!"

Among the men who have been invited to speak before this

conference are William G. McAdoo, former director-general of

railways, on "Will Public Ownership Solve the Railroad Prob-

lem?"; Senator Robert M. LaFollctte, on "The Repeal of the

Esch-Cummins Bill as the First Step Toward Public Owner-

ship of Railroads"; Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers ; Timothy Shea, vice-president of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Enginemen and Firemen ; Frank

Hodges, secretary of the Miners' Federation of Great Britain

;

John Lewis, president of the Illinois State Federation of Labor;

Alexander Howatt, president of District 14, United Mine Workers

of America, and Glenn E, Plumb.

Improved "Ferry-Car" Service on the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Railroad, in its central region, by get-

ting shippers who load freight at their stores and factories

into "ferry" or "trap" cars to load in geographical order,

has made a marked improvement in that branch of the serv-

ice and has received commendatory letters from numerous
patrons.

Shippers have been furnished with loading guides, which

show in a simplified manner the correct loading to be fol-

lowed; and after six months' trial the majority of shippers

have permanently adopted them. Efforts are now being

made to secure the co-operation of all others using the ferry

car service. Both railroad men and shippers feel assured

of a great improvement in expeditious handling of 1. c. 1.

freight. Heretofore this freight was loaded indiscriminately,

that destined to Eastern points being loaded in the same
car with miscellaneous shipments destined to Western or

Southern points; and every car had to be moved to adjacent

freight stations or transfers, where the shipments were

sorted and reloaded. With the new loading guide the shippers

are able to assemble their shipments and so regulate their

loading that the car can be forwarded to the proper transfer,

the same as would be done with a car loaded at the freight

house. Moreover, shippers find that it is advantageous to

them to hold their shipments several days, and thus assemble

a load for a proper transfer; and as compared with the old

plan of indiscriminate loading the shipments reach destina-

tion more promptly. The plan is so flexible that the indi-

vidual shipper can set up a ferry car program to meet his

own peculiar needs. Important economies are made possible

because of reduced handling of freight at intermediate trans-

fers, the car supply is improved, and congestion is relieved

at many local stations.

A report for the first six months shows that approximately

16,500 "ferry" cars were loaded in accordance with the load-

ing guide and forwarded from industrial plants without the

intermediate handling that formerly was necessary.

Roads Earned 5 Per Cent in August

A preliminary compilation of the reports of revenues and ex-

penses of 200 Class 1 railroads to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for the month of August shows a net railway

operating income for the month of $90,221,000, which is the largest

that has been reported for any month since the increased rates

became effective last year. Reports of only two Class I roads,

the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic and the Duluth, Winnipeg &
Pacific, are missing from this compilation. To earn a 6 per

cent return on the valuation tentatively adopted by the Interstate

Commerce Commission for rate-making purposes, the Class I

roads should have earned $108,000,000 in August, but a net of

$90,000,000 is at the rate of 5 per cent for a year and represents

a closer approximation to a 6 per cent return than has been

reported since the transportation act became effective.

The total operating revenues for the month were $504,957,000,

a decrease of 8.9 per cent as compared with August, 1920, while

the total operating expenses were $381,787,000, a decrease of 44
per cent. The net operating income compares with a deficit for

August, 1920, of $158,000,000, but in this connection it should be
recalled that the operating expenses for last August included

approximately $79,000,000 of retroactive wage payments under

the order of the Railroad Labor Board. The actual reduction

in operating expenses is, therefore, less than that indicated.

August completes a full year under the increased rates. On
the basis of the preliminary returns the net operating income
for the year was approximately $530,000,000, or $586,000,000 less

than a 6 per cent return, which for the Class I roads would be

$1,116,000,000 for the year. The actual return, therefore, for

the year was about 2.8 per cent.

The summary for 200 roads is as follows

:

Per cent

of increase

District 1921 1920 1921 over 1920

Total operating revenues:

East-rn Di^rict $222,449,000 $252,024,000 d 1 1.7

Southern District 71,699,000 ,000 d 14.1

Western District 210,8'I9,000 218.965.000 d 3.7

United States 504,957,000 554,434.000 d 8.9

Total operating "xpenses:

Eastern District 176,484.000 315.824,000 d44.1

Southern District 60,673,000 1,000 d 35.6

Western District 144,630.000 271.165.000 d 46.7

United States 381,787,000 681.205.000 144-
Net railway operating income:

Eastern District 32,244,000 Def. 78,398,000

Southern District 7,461,000 Def. 13,175.000

Western District 50,516,000 Def. 66,945.000

United States 90,221,000 Def. 158,518,000

Pennsylvania Athletic Meet

More than 1,000 contestants (winners in a series of elimination

games in which 25,000 employees participated ) took part in the

second annual Pennsylvania System athletic championship meet
held at Dennison, Ohio, on Saturday, September 24. Seven
thousand employees and their families went to Dennison in 17

special trains from Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cleveland,

Chicago and St. Louis, and with townspeople of Dennison and
Urichsville, the crowd in Panhandle Athletic park was swelled

to about 25,000 people.

The athletes from the Eastern Region won the meet with a

total score of 102 points. Next came the Central Region with

45, the General Office in Philadelphia with 33, the Northwestern

Region with 26, the Southwestern Region with 13 and Altoona
Works with 3. The special features of the program this year

were tennis and a 50-yard dash for women employees, and also

dashes for the sons of employees. The program began at 9

a. m. with tennis and trap shooting followed by swimming events

and trials in track and field events. The finals in all events

were run off after lunch.

In the first of a three-game series for possession of the Atter-

bury Cup awarded annually to the championship baseball team
on the Pennsylvania System, the Columbus Division defeated the

Philadelphia Terminal Division by a score of 8 to 4.

Vice-president James A. McCrea presented medals to the in-

dividual and team winners of first, second and third place in

each event.

Among the honorary referees who were present on the field

were Benjamin McKeen, vice-president in charge of the South-

western Region ; Elisha Lee, vice-president in charge of the East-

ern Region ; J. G. Rodgers, vice-president in charge of the North-

western Region ; R. E. McCarty, general manager of the Central

Region ; I. W. Geer, general manager of the Southwestern Re-
gion; T. B. Hamilton, general manager of the Northwestern

Region, C. S. Krick, general manager of the Eastern Region,

and P. F. Smith, Jr., manager of the Altoona Works.
Otto Schroll, P. P. Neff and H. B. Chaffin acted as referees.

The local committee in charge of all arrangements included

F. A. Kerner, chairman; H. B. Chaffin, J. S. Albright, J. H.

Baker, H. L. White, C. P. Davidson and C. M. Speed. For the

Pennsylvania System the commmittee consisted of John T. Cole-

man, chairman ; C. E. Clay, M. Y. Shuster, V. C. Ernest, E. F.

Ewing and C. S. Mclntyre.

The Chamber of Commerce in Dennison and LT richsville. the

local post of the American Legion, the local churches and other

organizations united to make excellent arrangements for feeding

the large crowd. Playgrounds were provided for the small

children, a field hospital tent was set up near the entrance to the

park, and convenient information booths were located about the

grounds. The visitors came away with the highest impression of

on and Urichsville hospitality.
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\ reduction of 20 per cent on all rates over 50 cents per 100

lb., on live stock shipments from the prairie provinces of Canada
to St. Paul and Chicago, has been made bj the I anadian Pacific.

C E. Carson, general agent at Chicago for thi I ort Dodge,
Des Moines & Southern, has been appointed manager of the

Traffic Club of Chicago, effective September IS.

Coal Production Increases

Continued improvement marked the production of bitu-

minous coal in the week ended September 24, according

to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey, and the

resulting increase carried the output to the highest mark
attained since the last week in January. The output is esti-

mated at 8,506,000 net tons, an increase over the pri

week of 3.8 per cent and preliminary reports indicate that

loadings on Monday and Tuesday of the following week
will show a further increase of over 1500 cars a day.

Panama Canal Tolls

The bill to provide free tolls for American coastwise vessels

through the Panama Canal, S. 665, was briefly considered

in the Senate on October 4. A unanimous consent agree-

ment had previously been made for a vote on the bill not

later than Monday, October 10. There has been very little

discussion of the bill because the pending treaties and the

revenue bill are absorbing the attention of tin Senate and
there is a report that President Harding is opposed to Con-
gress acting at this time on the bill, for diplomatic reasons,

although he has previously expressed his approval of the

policy. Senator Fletcher of Florida made a long speech

opposing the bill and estimated that to waive the tolls would
mean a gratuity to the shipowners of at least $1,500,000 a

year, which would have to be made up by taxation.

Preparation Urged for Heavy Refrigerator Car Traffic

Because of an expected big increase, estimated at nearly

40 percent over last year, in the amount of perishable freight

to be moved during the next three months, the Car Service

Division of the American Railway Association is calling for

expedited movement. In a circular letter all carriers are

urged to encourage the prompt loading and unloading of

refrigerator cat-., prompt handling in transit and preference

in repairing. The circular says, in part:

"There must be very energetic action on the part of

ne, * * *.

"Do not load refrigerators with other than perishable

traffic.

"Do not furnish refrigerators for potatoes while they can
he safely transported in Other cars.

"Do not hold refrigerators for other prospective loading
which can he provided for without refrigerators

being made empty daih on your lines.

"Speed up unloading, do not u

"Give the same prompt handling to the en

loaded cars. * * *."

The situation is so serious and important tltat where it

lias not been done, it is suggested that n your
principal transportation office be assigned the special task of

checking the refrigerator situation in detail day \<\ daj
The task of moving this year's crop is a stupi

'nit, says the circular, "we believe it can
with reasonable success b\ the united support of the rail-

foads, the shippers and their associations, with all

led."

\ cheek of 38 ol the largest terminals last week showed
3851 refrigerator car- awaiting unloading of which 1203 had
been delayed three day- or more.

Interstate Commerce Commission
The conference relative to rates for the transportation of fish

which was to be held in Washington on October 10, has been
postponed to November 1.

The commission has announced that oral arguments will

be heard at Washington on X. a ember 1, 2 and 3 in the

valuation cases of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake and the

Kansas City Southern.

The commission has suspended from November 15 until

Man h 15, 1922, the operation of proposed increased rates on
marble, jasper, onyx and slate, building and monumental,
from eastern shipping points located in Groups D to J to

California terminal and intermediate points.

The commission ha- suspended until January 31, the pro-

posed cancellation of the existing through commodity rates

on cast iron pipe from \ttalla. Birmingham and other points

in Alabama and Chattanooga, Tenn., to destinations in Mon-
tana, indicating the application of combination rate- in lieu

thei eof.

The commission ha- suspended until January 31, tin

ation of an item of Trail ' ental West Bound Joint

Tariff, which propose increased rati - on marble, jasper, onyx
and slate, building and monumental, From eastern shipping

.points located in Groups D to J to California terminal and
intermediate points.

The commission has suspended until January 29, the operation

of certain schedules published in a supplement to Agent E. B.

Boyd's tariff proposing to eliminate from the list of articles

taking corn rates, the commodities alfalfa feed, cane seed, cot-

tonseed cake, cottonseed meal, copra cake, and other kindred
article-, and place the same in the list of article- taking wheat
rates.

The commission has suspended until January 28, the operation

of certain schedules published in a I ck Island &
Pacific tariff which proposes to eliminate the existing pr
for the absorption ol ''•., and
East St. Louis, 111., on non-competitive traffic resulting in in-

creases in charges to the extent of the existing harges

on such traffic.

The commission ha- suspended until January 31. the

ation of Schedules which provide for the non-appli
of Group I rate- from and to points OH tin- Denver ,'.

Grande Western east and south of < irand Junction,
leaving appli tes, which I

in increases to the extent <<i the local rate< to the boundary
of the i itorj .

Hearings on Transcontinental Rates
The commission has at

Attorney Examiner W. A. Disque in various western
on the application tiled by R. 11. '"omit r the
transcontinental road-, for authority t.i ch ir the

transpoi
I c. 1. from I inals

and other western point to Chicago which are lower than
the rates contemporaneously in effi I i and other
intermediate point-.

Hearings will also he held on other similar
filed bj tltiss, on ground coffee from N
and Galveston to Pacific Coast terminal-: on sisal and
from New I Irleans and Wc-tv.
other Texas ports and Mexican gateway,- t.. 1

terminal ilt. beans, canned j

from P

Gulf route through
from eastern defined territories to Pacifii inals

which are lower than the rates contcm| main-
tained on like traffic to and from intermediate points
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Siam Seeks American Bridge Materials

The commissioner general of the Siamese State Railways

is advertising in this country for superstructures for steel

railway bridges. Bids will be received up to December 31 at

Bangkok, Siam. Specifications and drawings are obtainable

from C. P. Sandberg, 143 Liberty street, New York.

Thirty-Three Passengers Killed in Paris

In a rear collision of outgoing suburban passenger trams in a

tunnel in Paris, France, on the evening of October 5, thirty-three

passengers were killed and a large number injured, many being

injured or killed by flames.

The trains had just left the St. Lazare station, about four

minutes apart; and according to reports the leading train had

hern stopped by the rupture of an air brake pipe. Firemen

could not get within 500 ft. of the burning cars ;
and at the

time of going to press, complete reports had not been received.

A train for Marly-le-Roi ran into one destined for Versailles.

The precise cause of the tire is not known, but the flames

were intensified by the explosion of a gas tank.

Motor Trucks More Careful of Shipments

Than Railways, Says English Shipper

An English architect who handles large amounts of building

materials and household furniture has written to the Times (Lon-

don) praising the motor trucks for careful handling of ship-

ments and decrying the carelessness of the railways of his coun-

try, in this respect, saying that since the war he has noticed a

decided tendency on the part of contractors to ship by truck

rather than by rail. It would seem from his statement that in-

creasing carelessness on the part of railway employees is largely

to blame for the damage which involves the railway companies

in heavy claims and diverts the traffic to the highways.

"Quite lately," he continues, "I ordered 35 kitchen ranges from

Falkirk, of which 11 arrived broken. The loss falls on the rail-

way shareholders, the inconvenience on my contractor. I have

seen a truck of large and expensive baths unloaded by tipping

them over the edge of the truck on the platform; several were

broken, amidst the laughter of the men. The loss to the com-

panies by these methods must be very great. Surely some

method of supervision of loading and unloading could be found

that would prevent wilful damage, and even penalize carelessness.

When I wish to make sure of a thing that I particularly want

to arrive whole I do not send it by rail."

The Railways of Spain

Commerce Reports presents the folowing statistics oi the

Spanish railways:

Fom n :-:'.,, i
i

i 15 ni, t. i i gage raihvaj

Singh ir.iok mile!

Double track miles
Locomotives 2,122

;er cars 4,803
Freicht cars 40,304

Five ft. 6 in. (1.674 meter) gage railway:

Singli track miles .11"

Double track miles 16
Locomotives
Passenger cars 1.250
Freight cars 10.230

Meter (39.37 inch gage railway:
trad miles 8.8S6

miles 260
Locomotives 2,748

ei cars
Freight cars- 50,574

Spain is still dependent on foreign manufacture for its

locomotives. When the Spanish government asked for bids

on 300 locomotives and 10,000 cars in 1920, Germany offeri d

to supply 150 ni the locomotives and 5,000 of the cars within

one year at prices which almost excluded competition. When
tin- Spanish Government gave contracts early in 1921 for 11"

locomotives German) got them all.

At present nearly all the locomotives in Spain are of Ger-

man, Belgian, French, Italian and English make. The Ameri-

can type of engine has not yet gained popularity in Spain,

and American bids, being so far above those of European

competitors, are not, as a rule, seriously considered. Of the

Madrid, Caceres & Portugal Railway's 88 locomotives, 57

were built by the Chemnitz Works and 10 by the Cockerill.

( )f the Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante Railway's 872 locomo-

tives, 4S5 were built by five firms

—

Henschel, Maffie. Creussot,

Chemnitz and Hannover.
The commonest type of locomotive in use in Spain is the

English, equipped with English vacuum brakes. The dimen-

sions and weight are governed by the gage and curve of

track. The minimum curve radius for the broad gage is 250

to 300 meters (1 meter= 39.37 in.); for the narrow gage, 80

to 100 meters. Wide-gage rails are 30 to 35 kilos (1 kilo = 2.2

lb.) per meter on old roads and 40 to 45 kilos on modern

lines; narrow-gage rails, 20 to 22 kilos per meter on the old

roads and 30 kilos on the new. Each company adopts the

locomotive which is judged to be best suited for its lines and

work. In recent years several compound engines have been

built, but they are not popular, and at present those fitted

with steam superheaters predominate, mostly of the Schmit

system.

Private Operation Being Considered in Switzerland

After 25 years' experience with railway nationalization, the

Swiss public is now debating a return to private operation, ac-

cording to the Bureau of Railway Economics. Shortly after

1847, when the first Swiss railway was constructed and operated

by private means, the feeling was so strong against nationaliza-

tion that the Swiss Confederation voted that the railways should

be built by private enterprise and vested sole authority in the

cantons to grant concessions to the companies.

Some of the concessions expired between 1880 and 1890. but

the government did not exercise its right to purchase of any

of the lines until 1897. The general desire at the time was not

so much to secure an increase in government revenue as to free

the railways from the control of foreign interests, and to operate

them on behalf of the public as a whole. The last large road

(the St. Gothard) was purchased in 1909. and today the rail-

way mileage owned and operated by the government amounts to

1,769 miles, representing 54 per cent of the total railway mileage

of the country.

According to the Railway Gazette (London), the present move-

ment for denationalization is not the w ork of any particular

party or faction, but has adherents among persons of all shades

of political opinion. Before the war the government lines were

operated fairly well ; during the war, however, the roads were

militarized. Naturally military requirements came first and

civilian needs second. Public annoyance over this fact led to

inquiries into railway management generally, with the following

results

:

It was found that in 1913 the net operating revenue of the

government lines provided a margin of profit (after deducting

interest and amortization charges), of nearly $4,500,000. Since

1914 the net revenue in no year has been sufficient to meet the

fixed charges, and there was a steadily increasing deficit down
to 1918, when it was nearly twice as large as the deficit for

1914. Some improvement was shown in 1919, although the deficit

for that year was $5,952,904. The total operating deficit on the

government lines during the six years ending December 31. 1919,

was $66,604,583, equivalent to a deficit per mile of line of $21,789.

The chief cause of these deficit- is the great increase in wages

and the cost of fuel. In 1919 nearly 71 per cent of the operating

expenses was absorbed by compensation to employees, while the

cost of coal and other material made up an additional 24 per

cent. The operating expenses in 1920 increased at a greater

rate than the receipts, so that the operating ratio was even

greater than that shown for 1919.

The Swiss public seem to have concluded that railway nationali-

zation does not pay. A petition for denationalization of the rail-

i being circulated, and if it is sgned by 50,000 duly

qualified Swiss voters, the matter is to come before Parliament

and be submitted to referendum. It is expected that this move-

ment for denationalization will obtain the necessary 50.000 signa-

lures, since the supporters of the movement include representative

of all political parties.
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Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Bahia Railways of Brazil have ordered 17 locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The Monongahela Connecting is inquiring for SO gondola

cars, of 100-ton capacity.

inquiring for 2,500The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
composite gondola cars of 50-ton capacity.

The Alabama, Tennessee & Northern is inquiring for 140

flat cars and 75 composite gondola cars, all of 50-ton capacity.

The Katanga Railway (Africa), is inquiring through the car

builders for 25 general service cars, of 35 metric tons capacity.

The Lake Champlain & Moriah is inquiring for 12 ore car

bodies, of 50-ton capacity and for 10 hopper ore cars, of 60-ton

capacity.

The Associated Oil Company, San Cal., has or-

dered 8, three-compartment tank cars of 8,050 gallons capacity,

from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The Michigan Central has awarded a contract for the repair

of 500, 40-ton underframe box cars and 250, 50-ton steel twin

hopper cars to the Illinois Car & Equipment Company, Hammond,
Ind.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis has

awarded a contract for the repair of 500, 50-ton all-steel box
cars to the American Car & Foundry Company, the work to be

done at the Madison, 111.; plant.

lin Dei -a ire, Lackawanna 8 Western reported in the

of September H>. as inquiring lor 1,000 steel hopper

cars oi 10 apacitj ha: ordered 500 from the Cambria Steel

i ompanj . 100 from the American Car & Foundry Company and
S0C from the Standard Steel Cai < ompany.

The Baltimore & Ohio, reported in the Railway Age of Sep-
tember 1(1, as inquiring for 2,000 new car bodies, has ordered

500 steel hopper car bodies from the Cambria Steel Company,
500 box car bodies from the American Car & Foundry Company,
500 box .vh\ 500 steel hopper car bodies from the Standard Steel

ompary. The company is also asking for prices on 1,000

70-ton steel coke car bodies and 1,000 50-ton steel hopper car

bodic*.

The New York Central has awarded contracts for the repair

of 500, 40-ton steel underframe box cars to the Strceter Car
Company, Kankakee, 111., to the Standard Steel Car Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and to the Ryan Car Company, Chicago. It has
also awarded contracts for the repair of 500, 50-ton steel hopper
cars to the Buffalo Steel Car Company, Buffalo, N. Y., to the
Detroit, Mich., plant of the American Car & Foundry Company,

the Ryan Car Company; and for 250 cars of this type to
the Steel Car Company. Euclid, Ohio ; also for 500 box cars to
the Koppel Industrial Car & Equipment Company, Koppel, Pa.

Passenger Cars

i Great Northern is inquiring for 30 complete steel under-
irames for first-class dining cars.

Iron and Steel

Th e Colorado & Southern has ordered 312 tons of steel from
'he Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, for two oil storage tanks
••» Wichita Falls. Tex.

Machinery and Tools

The Sewell Valley is in the market for shop machinery as

follows :
1— 1,200 lb. steam hammer; 1—36 in. by 36 in. by 10 ft. or

36 in. by 40 in. by 10 ft. planer, 3 heads, power feed, reversing

motor drive; 1 No. 2 or No. 3 universal milling machine, belt

drive, geared; 1—24 in. high speed, upright drilling machine,
back geared belt drive with speed box; I— 5S in. or 68 in. 250-ton

wheel press, inclined type, belt driven; 1—60 in. driving wheel
lathe to turn straight connected and shay type drivers, variable

speed motor driven. The company ordered recently 1 Greaves-
Klusman 18 in. geared head engine lathe.

Miscellaneous

I in i YT.VANIA Engineering Works, Pittsburgh, Pa., are
inquiring for 30, 4-wheel trucks.

The Long Island will receive bids until 12 o'clock noon, Octo-
ber 10, for frogs, switches, guard rails, intermediate guard rail,

and twin tie plates, track bolts and spikes.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids at Roanoke, Va.,

until 12 o'clock, n, Octobei 19, for 2,500 pr. angle bars; 400
steel spring plates; parts for electrical apparatus; approximately

100,000 lb. welding I; approximately 4,300 lb.

spring steel; 5,000 copper signal rail bonds and 500 lb. flux rods.

Signaling

The Grand Trunk has ordered from the Genera] Railway
Signal Company 22 signals, and other apparatus, to be installed

on its line between Oxford, Me., and Danville Junction.

The Western Pacific has ordered from the General Railway
Signal Company a mechanical interlocking, to be installed by the

signal company, at the crossing of the Southern Pacific at Fourth
street, San Jose, Calif. The machine will have 17 working levers.

The home signals on the Southern Pacific will be electric motor,
M.Kiel 2A.

Railway Construction

< in VPEAKE & Ohio.—This company has under construction
I an. W. Va., a new brick and concrete freight station

33-ft. by 200-ft. with an adjoining 220-ft. transfer platform

which work has just been started. It is also planning a
new station layout at the same place to include a 35-ft. by
100-ft. passenger station and a 35-ft. by 100-ft. baggage and ex-

i of brick and concrete construction. These
will be served by an extensive system of covered con-

platforms. It is also contemplating the extension of the

Peach (reek. W, Va., to include five

additional stalls, the installation of a new 100-ft. turntable and
ision of the supporting yard to include 10 additional tracks,

five of which are now under construction, new machine, forge
and pipe shops, a coaling station, ii cinder con-
veyors and other miscellaneous facilr

S Quincy.—This company contemplates
the erection of a 9-staIl roundhouse at Centralia, III.

Chicago &• Northwestern.- This company has awarded a con-
tract to John Marsch, Chicago, for the construction of a spur
track 1C miles in length at Consol, Iowa.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company contemplates
the erection of a storehouse and oil

!

^arillo. Tex..

bout S10.000.

Chippew \ [ron Mining Company.—This company has awarded
a contract to C. M Magnuson for the grading le spur
track extending from the McComber mine, Vermillion Range, to

the Armstrong Bay mine. The work is estimated to cost ap-

proximately $40,000.

Illinois Central — This company has applied to the war de-

partment for permission to double-track its bridge across the

Ohio river at Cairo, III. The cost of this work is estimated at

$8,500,000
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Supply Trade News

The Canadian Austin Machinery, Ltd., Woodstock, Ont.,

has been incorporated to manufacture and distribute in Can-
ada the equipment of the Austin Machinery Corporation.

E. E. Aldous has been appointed representative of the

American Steel & Wire Company, in the St. Paul. Minneapolis
and Duluth territory, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.
Mr. Aldous has been connected with the company for

20 years.

The Central Steel Company, the National Pressed Steel

Company and the Massillon Rolling Mill Company, all of

Massillon, Ohio, have been brought together in a merger just

completed. The new corporation takes the name of the Cen-
tral Steel Company and the following officers have been
elected: R. E. Bebb, chairman of the board of directors and
president; F. J. Griffiths, first vice-president; C. C. Chase,
second vice-president; H. M. Naugle, third vice-president;

C. E. Stuart, secretary and treasurer. The reorganized com-
pany has complete modern equipment and facilities for pro-
ducing all kinds of commercial alloy steels, hot and cold
rolled sheets, hot rolled strip steel and light structural steel

sections.

Sidney G. Down has been appointed to the newly created
office of general sales manager of the Westinghouse Air
Brake Company, with headquarters at Wilmerding, Pa. lie

was formerly Pacific

District Manager of

the Westinghouse Air

Brake interests and
president of the West-
inghouse Pacific Coast

Brake Company. Mr.

Down served as general

air brake inspector and
instructor on the Michi-

gan Central until 1901,

and then joined the

Westinghouse Air

Brake organization. He
was for several years

instructor on the com-
pany's instruction car

and later was appointed
mechanical expert with

headquarters in Chi-

cago. In 1910 he was
appointed district engi-

Down

neer and transferred to

San Francisco and shortly afterward he was appointed Pacific

district manager. He was largely responsible for the organ-
ization of the Westinghouse Pacific Coast Brake Company
in California, and when it was formed, became vice-president

and later president of that company. Two years ago he
made an extensive tour of the Far East and established va-
rious commercial activities which have resulted in an increased
business for the Air Brake Company from the Orient.

The firm of Stovel & Brinkerhoff, engineers and construc-
tors, with offices at 136 Liberty street, New York City, was
organized recently by R. W. Stovel and H. A. Brinkerhoff.
Mr. Stovel was graduated as an electrical engineer from
McGill University in 1897 and three years later was given
the degree of master of science by the same university. From
1898 to 1903 he was with the Pittsburgh & Lake Eric, where
he served on the design and construction of terminals and
shops. He was then to 1914 with Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co., serving in various positions, including those of
mechanical engineer and managing engineer, directing a large
variety of work involving reports, designs and construction.
From 1914 to 1917 he was with Gibbs & Hill in charge of

construction on the Pennsylvania electrification and also the
Elkhorn grade of the Norfolk & Western. lie was with the
American Expeditionary Forces as lieutenant-colonel in

charge of the mechanical and electrical equipment at ports
used by the American army in France from 1917 to 1919, and
in tin- latter year he re-entered the employ of Westinghouse,
Church. Kerr & Co.. as consulting engineer in mechanical
and electrical work and since the merger of that firm with
Dwight P. Robinson & Co., has been engaged on reports
and power problems with the latter firm. Mr. Brinkerhoff
served with the C. & C. Electrical Company as mechanical
draftsman from 1893 to 1897, and then to 1920, was consecu-
tively draftsman, chief draftsman, superintendent, general
superintendent, engineer-in-charge and managing engineer,

with Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. He was general
' superintendent of construction in charge of the installation

of all mechanical and electrical equipment in the Pennsyl-
vania Station, New York, and also in charge of many other

large engineering and construction projects including manu-
facturing plants and power plants for railroad and industrial

use. Since 1920 he has served as industrial engineer in charge

of the Industrial Engineering division with Dwight P. Robin-
son & Co., Inc.

Pullman Company
The Pullman Company earned a net income of $6,120,984

or 5.10 per cent on its capital stock in the fiscal year ending

July 31, 1921, which compares with $12,913,509 or 10.76

per cent in the previous 12 months. In order to maintain

its dividend rate the company drew on surplus with the result

there was a deficit in the fiscal year of $3,478,836 as against

a surplus of $3,313,709 in the preceding year. The income
account with comparison, follows:

1921 1920

Federal Compensation $979,166 $11,750,000
Earnings of cars 60,315.717
Manufacturing profit, etc 5,947,181 2,769,777
Total income 67.242,066 14,519,777
Operating expenses, taxes, etc 54,853,523 1,606,268
Depreciation on cars in general 6,267,558
Net income 6,120,984 12,913,509
Dividends 9,599,820 9,599,800
Deficit for year 3,478,836 *3,313,709

The balance sheet compares as follows:

Assets
July 31, 1921 July 31, 1920

Plants, etc $20,136,408 $20,136,408
Cars and equipment 84,157,041 76,666,128
Repair shops 4,169,360 4,121,187
Pullman building, less depreciation 997,279 1,010,312
Other real estate 6,650 6,651
U. S. Government accounts 35,519,098
Operation supplies, linens, etc 10,673,342 7. CT9,678
Securities 8,373,190 8.530,528
Cash 20,086.452 25,596,562
Car leases 4.700.218 5,606,566
Bills and accounts receivable 9,849,221 10,019,629
Unexpired insurance 99,825 123,220

Total current assets $53,782,250 $57,856,183

Total assets $163,248,989 $195,311,967

Liabilities

Capital stock $120,000,000 $120,000,000
Inc. and ether res 2,433,296 2.370,969
U. S. Government 29,711,792
Profit and loss surplus 20.199.255 23,678.091
Accounts payable 18.216,477 17,151.165
Accrued dividends 2,399,960 2.399,950

Total current liabilities $20,616,437 $19,551,115

Total liabilities $163,248,989 $195,311,967

"Surplus.

Obituary

H. E. Billau, a field representative of the Sherwin-Williams
' ompany for the past 35 years, died at Fremont, Ohio, on
September 19, 1921.

Andrew G. Young, traffic manager of the American Sheet &
Tin Plate Company, died at Cleveland, Ohio, on September
29. Prior to his appointment, 20 years ago, to the position

which lie held at the time of his death, Mr. Young was serv-

ing .is general freight agenl on tin Lake Erie & Western.
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Railway Financial News
liiiiiiiillfimiiiiiiilliimilr:

Ahukini Terminal & Railway.—Asks Authority to Issue

Stock.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce

Commission for authority to issue $620,000 of capital stock, the

proceeds to be used for the construction of a railway from

Kapaa to Ahukini, Hawaiian Islands, 16 miles.

Cambria & Indiana.—Asks Authority to Issue Stock.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue $500,000 additional capital stock to represent

an amount transferred from surplus to capital account, which it

is proposed to distribute as a stock dividend.

Central of New Jersey.—Sale of Stock of the Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre ( oal Company.—At a meeting of the board of

directors on September 29, 1921, Robert W. de Forest, Daniel

Willard and Edward T. Stoteshury were appointed a committee

to receive and consider any proposals that may be presented to

it by persons wishing to purchase 169,788 shares of the capital

stock of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company, which the

railroad company is directed to sell under order of court in the

so-called Reading trust suit, and to report to the board any such

proposals previous to October 27, 1921.

The total issued capital >lock of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre

Coal Company is 184,200 shares.

Annual Report. \ review hi this company's annual report

for 1920 appears on another page o) this issue.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—Declares Quarterly

Dividend of 3 Pet I eni 11,. direct 1 on September 29 de-

clared a quarterly dividend of 3 per cent, payable October 20,

to stockholders of record October 8. This is the first dividend

action taken by the company since the 100 per cent stock dividend

distribution made last July, increasing the total slock outstanding

to $97,277,000. The par value of the -tock is $50 a share, so that

the road has now been placed on a 12 per cent annual dividend

basis. Under the old capitalization this would amount to 24 per

cent, as compared with the 20 per cent which the road paid from
1'MO to 1920, including extra dividends of 10 per cent each year.

rTRiCK 81 Northern Claim for Guaranty Denied.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has denied the claim of this com-
pany for $15,816 on account of the guaranty for the six months
period following March 1, 1920, on the ground that the carrier's

property was not operated prioi to [anuarj 20, 1919, and there-

fore had no contract for compensation from the government.
Undei these circumstances, the comn finds there is under
tlie law i!. 1 basis for any guaranty t.> the carrier.

Franklin X' Pittsylvania \sks Authority 1,1 .1

line. This companj has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission lor a certificate authorizing thi abandonment of its

line from Rocky Mount to Pittsville, Va., 29.9 miles, which, the

application states, cannot be operated except at a heavy loss.

Great Northern.—Asks Authority to Abandon Road.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a certificate authorizing the abandonment of its line From Port
land to Portland Junction. N. Dak, .V . miles.

Knoxville, Sevierville & F\ ra Be Sold.—This road
will be sold at auction at Knoxville. Tenn., on November 10.

Samuel E. Oleage was appointed receivei on January 27, 1921.

The road operate, between Knoxville and Sevierville, Tenn.. 30
miles.

Norfolk & Western.—New Director.— F. S. Royster, of
Norfolk, Va.. has been elected a director to succeed Victor
Morawetz, of New York, who has resigned,

I'imi \nn 111 1 \ & Rj VDING. ./(hum/ Report. A review of this

company's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of tlii-

issue.

Union Pacific—Asks Permission to Be Director of Three
Roads- W. Averell Harriman is the first railroad director to

apply to the Inter tate Commerce Commission in accordance with

paragraph 12, Section 20-a, of the interstate commerce act for

authority ta hold the position of director or officer of more than

one railroad. The law provides that after December 31, 1921,

it shall be unlawful for any person to hold the position of officer

or director of more than one railroad unless such holding shall

have been authorized by order of the commission upon due show-

ing, in form and manner prescribed by the commission, that

neither public nor private interests will be adversely affected

thereby. Mr. Harriman asked authority to hold the position of

director of the Baltimore & Ohio, the Illinois Central and their

subsidiaries, while being at the same time a director or officer of

nion Pacific System. An application dated

Vugust 10 for authority for directors and officers in common
among all or any carriers comprising the ( 'nion Pacific System

has been heretof re filed.

Railroad Administration Settlements

Announcement was made at the White House on October 4,

following a coin". 1-1:.. betweei the President and Director Gen-

eral Davis, that up to October 1, an aggregate of $856,033,589 in

claims had been tiled by carri. 1 ettlement with the

United States Railroad Administration. The total mileage rec-

d as under federal control was 24 1 .< M >0 miles. Claims filed

represent a total mileage of 189,394 m " ; per cent of

the total mileage ui maining per-

centage of mil 1 the same ba already

filed, the total claims that will be filed against th< Railroad Admin-
tratio .•

1" '.'..476.

The amount of claims on final settlement adjusted up to Octo-

bei 1, aggregates $387,017,099. The mileage for which claims

havi been settled is ''0,944 miles, or 47.907 per cent of the mileage
of all roads that have filed claims, and 37.705 per cent of the

total mileage of all roads under federal control. The amount paid]

in settlement of these claims is $117,715,840, or 30.416 pi

of the amount claimed.

This indicates that the Railroad Administration has up to this

time settled nearly 50 per cent of the claims which have been,

filed. Substantially all of I lave been mad
the first of January

Treasury Payments to Railroads

The Treasury Department has annot Mowing pay-
ments on account of loans under Section 10 of the Transportation
Act: Aransas Harbor Terminal, $50,000; Boston & Maine,
$3,049,000; Erie, $1,733,750; and also payment on account of
the six months guaranty to the New York Lock Railway of
$64,000. The Treasury has now paid a total of $430,000,000 on
account of the guaranty for the six months' period following
th( termination of federal control, and $251,000,000 on account
of loans from the $300,000,000 revolving fund.

Dividends Declared
' .-tern. -3 p,.r «„,_ quarterly, payable October

rd October g.

wanna Railroad of Nei Feraey.—1
' per cent, quarterly, payable

roc. r.l September 8.

,

v
,

,: ',","' R»ilroa«l (N !!. per cent, quarterly, payable October
1 to huts
Pittsburgh & Weal Virginia.—Preferred, \'i per cent.

able November 30 to holders ol record November 11.

The Philadelphia & Reading announces that, beginning with
ngers paying fare 'M\ trains, when they have

had suitable opportunity to buy a ticket, will be charged five
cents more 'ban the regular fare. Thi- imilar to that
taken about si\ months agi bj the Pennsylvania. The Reading
circular says "Conductors ind trainmen, by long practice, can
lift, examine -u,<\ caned a ticket, all iii oi ,

trainload of ticket passengers can be quickly
i particularly in the suburban district, where the train
averages about three minute, between statii

ranted with
destination, ascertain fare and war tax. punch cast
collect fare, and usually make hrge

and finally tear off and hand rt before
ling, all of which r unwarranted consumption

^i time
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

G. H. Parker, formerly controller of tlic Railroad Admin-
istration, has been appointed commerce counsel for the

American Short Line Association.

C. M. Sheafe, Jr. has been appointed general solicitor of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford with headquarters
at New Haven, Conn., succeeding J. C. Sweeney, resigned to

enter private practice effective October 1.

Operating

M. H. Gold has been appointed trainmaster of the Florida

division of the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at

Tampa, Fla., effective October 1.

Walter Dennis, whose appointment as superintendent of

the New Jersey, Indiana & Illinois, with headquarters at South
Rend, Ind., was announced in the Railway Ige of ( >ctober 1

(page 650), was born at

Alliance, Ohio, in 1879.

He graduated from the

State University of

Kansas in 1900, and en-

tered railroad service in

the same, year as an

axeman in the mainte-

nance of way depart-

ment of the Kansas
City Southern. During
1902 Ite was in the em-

ploy of Waddell &
Hedrick, Kansas City,

Mo., as a bridge drafts-

man, and in 1903 he was
employed by the Kan-
sas City, Mexico &
Orient on location and
construction work. In

1904 he was appointed

chief delineator on

double track and new
construction work of the Union Pacific, which position he

held until 1906, when he became associated with Horace G.

Burt, consulting engineer on special reports in connection

with grade reduction and economics. In 1907 he returned to

the Kansas City Southern as office engineer. He left this

road in 1912 to enter the engineering department of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, where he served successively

as construction engineer, special engineer and assistant engi-

neer on special investigations. In 1917 he left the Rocl

(sland to become principal assistant engineer of the Wabash,

with headquarters at St. Louis. During the war he si

as major in the construction division of the American army.

1 1 returned to the service of the Wabash in November, 1918,

and was appointed division engineer of that road with head-

quarters tit Moberly, Mo., which position he was holding at

the lime of his recent appointment.

B. W. Wilson has been appointed general agent in the

passengei department of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding C. I. Twy-
man, who has been transferred, effective October 1.

A. B. Raine, assistant general manager of the Tennessee,

Alabama & Georgia, has hern granted leave of absence on

account id' illness, and H. F. Bohr, traffic manager, has been

appointed assistant general manager in the interim, effective

September 1.

Traffic

W. T. Lyman has been appointed general agent of the

Wabash with headquarters at Boston, Mass.

W. Denni:

P. M. Browning has been appointed commercial agent of

the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at Cordele, Ga.

E. F. Austin, formerly division freight agent of the Penn-
sylvania, has been appointed a member of the auxiliary com-
mittee of the Central Freight Association, succeeding W. C.

Laughlin, deceased.

J. F. Dyas, traveling passenger agent of the New York
Central, with headquarters at Memphis. Tenn., has been
promoted to general agent in the passenger traffic depart-

ment with headquarters at Omaha, Neb. C. A. Brawner,
traveling passenger agent with headquarter- at St. Louis,

Mo., has been promoted to general agent in the passenger
traffic department, with headquarters at Dallas. Tex. R. J.

Ross, traveling freight agent, with headquarters at Niagara
Falls, New York, has been promoted to general agent in

the freight traffic department, with headquarters at Omaha,
Neb. A. C. Huggins has been appointed general agent in

the freight traffic department with headquarters at New
Orleans, La., and M. A. Greeding lias been appointed gen-
eral agent in the freight traffic department with headquarter^

at Dallas, Tex. These changes are effective < (ctober 1.

Purchasing and Stores

A. Singleton has been appointed purchasing agent and gen-

eral storekeeper of the Hocking Valley with headquarters at

Columbus, Ohio, succeeding J. R. Mueller, purchasing agent,

and Leon Stiers, general storekeeper, assigned to other duties.

Obituary
Lewis E. Foster, claim accountant of the American Rail-

way Express, with headquarters at Chicago, died in Chicago
on September 16.

J. D. Hawks, formerly president and general manager of

the Detroit & Mackinac, died on September 20 at Gloucester,

Mass. Mr. Hawks was born at Buffalo, N. Y., on October
13, 1847. He was grad-

uated from Buffalo

High School and the

University of Michigan

and entered railway

service in 1870 as an
assistant engineer on
the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern. In

1875 he went to the

Erie division of the

same road as assistant

engineer and in 1878

to the Lake Shore di-

vision. In 1881 he be-

came superintendent of

construction of the

New York, West Shore
& Buffalo (now a part
ot the New York Cen-
tral I and, in 1883, en-

gineer of maintenance
s

In 1884 he was
appointed chief engineer of the Michigan Central and left

that position in 1892 to become general manager
Detroit Citizens' Street Railway. 1' In- foil..wing year he

was appointed manager of the Detroit Bay City & Alpena

the Detroit & Mackinac). In 1895 he was elected

vice-president and general manager of the Detroit & Mack-
inac and assumed the presidency of the same road in 1890.

He served continuously in that position until his retirement

in May, 1920.

J. D. Brennan, superintendent of the Sacramento division

of the Southern Pacific, died at his home in Sacramento.

Cal., on September 20, after a long illness. Mr. Brennan
was born in 1864 and entered railroad service in 1881. Me

in various positions on different roads until 1909

when hi nt. red the employ of the Southern Pacific, where
he was successively superintendent of the Stockton, West-
ern and Sacramento divisions of that road.
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Combination Hot Saw Ju,pe"B"SuperhMterTul

natic flue Welding and Tube Expander ./

FLUE SHOP

Passage to

Center Bay
of Boiler

1 Underground Pit]

Type

!

Flue Cleaner |

Ryerson Standardized Flue Shop Layout for a large Railroad

Two Flues Every Minute
On their way through the Ryerson

Standardized Flue Shop, from the time they
leave the Rattler till they reach the engine, the

flues never touch the ground.

They are cut off—safe ended—swedged
—cut to length—expanded in continuous op-
erations at the rate of two flues every minute
or faster.

Ryerson Standardized Flue Shops in-

crease engine repair output by turning out flue

work on schedule with the erecting work.

All installations have shown great sav-

ings—one railway has cut its labor costs in

half.

Bulletin No. 19,400 describes

this cost reducing flue shop

machinery in detail.

Joseph! Ryerson & Son
Established U*l Incorporated IBM

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The Labor Hoard conducted a hearing last week on a contro-

versy between the big four train service brotherhoods and

the Order of Railroad Telegraphers
Train Crews u ,,i, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts

Handling burgh, which while apparently of little

Train Orders importance, will have far reaching ef-

fect on train operation if decided in

favor of the brotherhoods. A strike has been threatened unless

a rule is incorporated in the working conditions to the effect

that the trainmen will not have to receive train orders b>

telephone direct from the dispatcher (without the inti

Hon of a station operator). This will mean that on
of the important advantages of the telephone for the opera-

tion of train.- will be nullified and trail! dispatching

in many places will again be dependenl on the Morse code.

Also, additional employees will be require ! tin blind

sidings and other location- to transmit instructions or the

orders of the dispatcher to tin train crews lii dandling

orders and getting instructions at such locations the train

crew is not taking over work which belong <>rs any

more than the operators .irv taking over work of the train

.reus when thej line up -witches for them in order to keep

trains moving. This hearing raises a question in whii

public is vitally interested lor this rule, if placed in force,

will make train operation more expi '.ill require

additional employees for work which has been handle
isfactorily in the past, trains will bi get over the

mad as rapidly and poorer service will result, the cost of

all of which will hav< to bi passed on to the public. The
present is no time to add to operating cost; in any branch

Of the railroad gen ice.

I he unsatisfactor) performa on car

trucks, especially on 50-ton cars, has givi
i rouble fo

tiim \- .. result
I

I >
:

Alloy Steel Car [rucks ol th< Mechanical Division

for Cars of the American Railway Association

and Locomotives nas recommended an alternate d

of springs mad. denum
steel instead of high carbon steel. I ontem
plati the substitution of these springs fi r the present stand
n"d if the anticipated advantages of the new material are
liorne out in practice. Hie individual railroads hav
-low in adopting alloy stei the principal objections
raised being the difficult} of properly treating the material.
rhe committee's action in advi d tion of
alloy steel in herefon sig-

nificant. It seems to ind the commitfc
"insider the handling of tin- in it.

Furthermore, the simple heat treatment recommended in the
ecifieatii

i these spring- in their own shops. 1; is inu
engineers again turn to allo\ steel as

difficult problem. A few several roads tried vari
BUS alloys in an em -factory
counterbalancing condition caused b_\ heavy reciprocatin
revolving pai I oi locomotives. I

I

o this use was found difficult. Son* of the roads
nol secure the steed promptly during the war and the expert
ment was given up I' so]u

tioi 1 1 ivill Lh solved when ti id- attack it with

and courage and with a determination not to be turned aside

by the discouragements that are inevitable in the develop-

ment of new methods.

I he economii plight in which this country would find itself

if each state became a separate nation can be only vaguely

imagined If. however, we could pic-
Transportation ture such a situation and should add to

and it an intense nationalistic feeling on the

Central Europe l'
art °* cacn °f -he new nations, we

should have with us just such a

prevails in Central Europe today. The old A
Hungarian empire has been dismembered into several inde-

pendent states, all intensely jealous of each other. 1

traveler wants to go from one country to another, he must
havi . passport and subn istorns examination
ilarly. freight lias to be examined by the customs authorities

and because of the impediments to free passage, some impor-
tant railway lines have been abandoned altogether for through

'If such conditions should prevail in this country
it would naturally follow that littli business would be don<

.

i the greater pari of our - interstate

America would quit producing and the whoh world would
suffer. Such an inexcusable harrier to the free movement of

freighl and passengers, together with a railway system sorely

in need of physical rehabilitation, is the ke\ to the chaotii

condition- in Central Europe. Central Europe, moreover, is

the chief 1. 111-! of economic troubles in Europe generally and
indeed, in the entire world. Colonel W. B. Causey, American

ti al Adviser to Austria, in an article appearin
where in this issue, gives a first band analysis of transpor-

. lions will be
of interest to those who realize the importance to this countrv
of world-wid< economic revival as well as to those who are
seeking conclusive proof of the value to i

nation of sn
efficient system of railv

I
i utput and grade of work empli

almost exactly what they are willing to take." This remark

recently was mad railroad
Mechanical officer in discussing the import

Devices and intelligent supervision in all branches-

Supervision '"' railway work. In tin

railroading the abilir

n< of the chief requisites to be i

in men employed in a supervis of the

driver, however, is past tend undi i

successful supervisor is the one who finds means, other than
by word of mouth, of influencing his men towards in. i

activities ["his can .

: 'hen the men are thor-

oughly convinced thai the boss is doing ill in his rx*

make it easy for them to get the desired results. Com
tively inexpensive opportunities for the higher
co-operate, such as providing improvi

a more convenient rearrangement of materials or tools

so on. often present the) re of labor to be
relieved of useless drudgerj suggests the important relation

- vine devices bear to the .
i
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vision, whether the problem under consideration concerns
the mechanical department, the engineering department
or the handling of package goods at freight stations or trans-

fers. Under the present state of development of material

handling devices, machines for carrying on almost all classes

of laborious railway work are available and their possibilities

in securing higher efficiency from the labor arc worthy of
careful consideration.

Equipment Repairs in Contract Shops

yy/nAT constitutes the actual cost of operations performed
** in railroad shops is a question which has seldom been

given the attention it deserves. In most cases, after obtain-
ing the direct labor and material charges, a percentage is

added to cover shop expense and the result is considered
to be the complete cost of the operation. In the series of
articles by J. W. Roberts, comparing the cost of repairing
50 box cars in a railroad shop with the cost to the railroad of
50 cars of the same series repaired in a contract shop, con-
cluded in this issue, a painstaking effort has been made to

include every item of operating expense which logically

should be charged against the work done in the railroad
shop. While a lack of adequate information in the railroad
accounts has compelled the selection of bases of apportion-
ment of some of the items of overhead expense and affixed

charges which may be open to question, there can be no
doubt of the logic of including some part of each of these

items.

When questions as to such items arise the familiar answer
is that these expenses would be incurred whether the particu-
lar operation in question were to be performed or not. No
doubt in many specific instances this argument is correct,

but if used often enough such operations will accumulate in

sufficient volume so that in the aggregate there can be no
question but that they are responsible for a portion of every
item of expense which a strict analysis such as that made
by the author of these articles would charge against them
This applies particularly to the various manufacturing oper-
ations carried on more or less extensively in all railroad
shops.

But there is a broader phase of this matter in its bearing
on the primary operations of equipment maintenance. The
volume of maintenance is subject to more or less fluctuation,

the railroads never having succeeded in accumulating suffi-

cient reserves to discontinue a hand-to-mouth policy largely

dependent on the volume of revenues. The periods during
which shop facilities are crowded beyond the limit of effi-

cient operation are followed in cycles by periods during
which considerable portions of these facilities are idle.

The past year has presented a most marked example of

this condition. A year ago not only were railway shops
working to capacity, but a large volume of equipment repairs

» ' " i a red for in contract shops. Since the decline in

traffic last fall all maintenance work has been subjected to a

mosl drastic curtailment and railroad shops have been oper-
ating far below normal capacity.

If such cycles are to continue, and there is little reason
to doubt that they will, it becomes a serious question whether,

ral policy, the railroads can afford ti

vide the capital and the organization necessary effectively to
care for these congested periods, whether they should
vide for average conditions or whether they should pn
only for a volume of maintenance which may reasi

be expected to continue during periods of depression. The
correct formulation of policy in this matter must rest on a
Complel( and accurate determination of the elements of rail-

way shop costs. This, of course, applies onl] to heavy re-

pairs, since light and running repairs are probably loo close-

ly related to the actual operation of the railroad to permit

them to be separated readily from the control of its own
organization.

Admitting the correctness in detail of each item of oper-
ating expense charged against the railroad shop repairs by
Mr. Roberts it would be unsafe to draw general conclusions
on the basis of the results obtained in this specific case, and
the author has made no such attempt. It is worthy of note.

however, that in this case the assignment of equipment re-

pairs to the contract shops did not result in idleness of the

facilities provided by the railroad to do the same work. Had
such idleness resulted, thus making a portion of the rail-

road's fixed charges a legitimate item in the determination
of the complete cost of the contract work, the margin of sav-

ing favorable to the contract shop would be narrowed. It

would then become a serious question whether the investment

of capital in contract shops should be encouraged to an extent

which could only be justified on the assumption that the

railroads were materially to curtail operations in their exist-

ing shop facilities.

When the question becomes one of expanding existing

shop facilities, however, the possibilities are much more
favorable for the contract shop. It is true that a change
from the present unsatisfactory and inefficient labor condi-

tions with which the railroads are confronted might mate-

rially decrease the attractiveness of contract repairs. But
one of the most effective ways to control this condition is to

prevent the establishment of a railway labor monopoly in the

maintenance of equipment field. This consideration alone

is sufficient to justify careful consideration of whether con-

tract shops should not be used more in future than they have

been in the past.

Net Return of the Railways

Smallest in Twenty Years

The present freight and passenger rates of the railways

had been in effect twelve months at the end of August,

1921. A perfect hurricane of agitation for their reduction

is raging. Many people seem to believe that on these rates

the railways have earned a large net return, while others

believe that they are guaranteed 6 per cent by the government.

How astoundingly different from these widespread popular

impressions are the cruel facts. The facts are that the total

net operating income earned by the railways in the first

twelve months the present rates were in effect was smaller

than they had earned in any fiscal year for twenty years,

except when, as a result of government control, their returns

were guaranteed. We have to go back to 1°02 to find a full

fiscal year when they were operating without guarantees;

when their operating income was as little as S555.666.000.

Their gross earnings in that year were only $1,726,400,000,

so that they were able to keep for themselves almost one-third

of what they earned. In the twelve months ended with

August, 1921, the total net operating income of the Che-- I

roads was only $530,000,000. This figure is not strictly coiri-

parable with that already given for 1902, but it is nearly

enough comparable to show that the net operating income
in the first twelve months the present rates were in effect was,

as already stated, the least in any year For twenty years.

except when the net returns were guaranteed. The gross

earnings in these twelve months were over $6,000,000,000.
In other words, while twenty years ago almost one-third of

the gross earnings of the railways were net returns which
the}- could keep, since the present rates have been in effect

only one-twelfth of what the public has paid them has been
net return which they could keep.

But this is not the worst of the story. Twenty years ago
the investment in their properties was only a little more than
half what it is now, and the net return- earned then amounted
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to over 5 per cent on their property investment. On the

valuation of the Class I roads made by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, which is somewhat less than their prop-

erty investment as shown by their books, the net operating

income of the Class I roads in the twelve months ending with

August yielded a return of only 2.9 per cent. In its annual

report for 1916 the Commission gave figures showing the

percentages of return earned in every year beginning with

1892. The smallest percentage of return then shown by its

figures was for 1894, the year after the great panic of 1893,

and was .i.2 per cent. Therefore tin pen vintage of return

earned in the first twelve months the present rates were in

effect was the smallest ever shown in any year for which

statistics are available, except, as stated, when the net returns

were guaranteed.

• As a result of the recent relatively small reduction of

wages, and of the most drastic economies evei made by the

managements of the railways, the net operating income re-

cently has been increasing. It was $70,000,000 in July, whi< h

was at the annual rate of about 4.50 per cenl on the valua-

tion. It was over $90,000,000 in August, which was at the

annual rate of about 5 per cent on the valuation. It was

assumed, however, when the present rates were fixed that on

them the railways would earn an annual net return of 6 per

cent, which, for the Class I roads, would have been $1,101,-

998,000 in a year. The net return actually earned in twelve

months under the present rates was $571,911,000 less than

the amount required to yield a 6 per cent return.

The railways are just convalescing from the most serious

financial illness from which they have ever suffered. It

would require not only months, but even years, of substantial

net earnings to enable them to recover from the effects of

what they have recently gone through. On the whole, the

present rates are too high. Clearly, however, no steps should

betaken toward reducing them which are not accompanied by

measures to reduce present railway labor and other costs.

The railways have no right to ask for any better treatment

than other industries, but as one of the basic industries of

the country they should be treated as well as other industries,

not only in fairness to themselves, but also in the interest

of the public welfare.

Railroad Consolidations

For thirty mars the people and government of the United

States sought to prevent any consolidation or agreement

by railways which would interfere with unrestricted com-
petition in construction, service or rate-making. A remark-

able change in sentiment occurred about th nment
operation was adopted which resulted in the consolidation

provisions of the Transportation Act. This act directed the

Interstate Commerce Commission to formulate a plan for

the consolidation of all the railways into a limited Dumber
of systems. The Commission del. -Mini to Professor Willi. mi

Z. Ripley of Harvard University the t.i-k of formulating the

first plan, and his report to the Commission which recently

was made public shows that he did his work with remarkable

thoroughness, intelligence and skill, lb recommended the

creation of 21 systems. I lie Commission, in making its ten-

tative plan, adopted that of Professor Ripley in tin- main,

but so changed the combinations as to reduce the number of

proposed systems to 19.

All discussions of the plans made by Professor Riple) and
the Interstate Commerce Commission should be pic.:

on recognition of the fact that the) worked under certain

definite directions given by the- transportation Act. The
act requires that "competition shall be preserved as fully as

possible, and wherever practicable the existing routes and
channels of trade and commerce shall be- maintained." "The
several systems," says the law, "shall be so arranged that

the cost of transportation as between competitive systems and

as related to tin- value of the properties through which the

service is rendered -hall be the same as far as practicable

so that these systems can employ uniform rates in the move-

ment of competitive traffic, and under efficient management
earn substantially the same rate of return upon the value of

their respective- railway properties."

Probably the most important difference between Professor

Ripley's plan and that tentatively adopted ley the- Commis-
sion is that under the former the principal distinctive!

England railways would be con ito a single system,

while under the Commission's plan they might be consol-

idated into a single system or different ones of them be

united with railwa I nk Pine territory. < tin.- of the

Commission'.- suggestions is that the Boston & Maine-. Maine
Central and Bangor & Aroostook might go with th

York Central, while- tin New York, Xew Haven & Hartford

might go with the Baltic Professor Riple

gested that tin- Florida East Coast Railway should be left

independent, while- the Commission favors putting it into the

Atlantic Coast Pine-Pouisville & Nashville system.

Either plan apparently would carry out tie- provisions of

tin- act as will as any that .ould be made, before, however,

any scheme of consolidation can finally lie adopted by the

Commission public hearings must be held, and these hearings

are pretty sure to disclose a wi of opinion among
public men, business men. farmers and railway offii

garding the desirability of such whe

are contemplated ami regarding each of tin particular con-

solidations that have been suggested. It should be clearly

understood that SO long as the railways are privately owned,

whether all or any of the- consolidations proposed shall be

made will depend on the voluntary decision and action of

the railways themselves. Tile government could buy the rail-

ways, and having bought them put them together in any way
it pleased, but it has no constitutional power to compel two

or more privately-owned railways to unite if they do not

want to. While it cannot compel any two railways to con-

solidate, it can. of course, prohibit am combination it may
regard as contrary to the public' int<

There is one provision of tin I
I ins] i \ I that is

likely to prove a far more -cram- obstacle to effecting its

purposes than its authors anticipated. This is the provision

whi.h. in substance, requires any two or more railways which
ma) desire to consolidate but whose outstanding securities

I their valuations to reduce their capitalizations so that

they will not exceed their valuations. It has been found in

the past comparatively easy for railways to consolidate by

buying one another's stock, or by having a holding company
buy their stock, because this did n 'ate retiring

securities actually outstanding. On the other hand, it always

i
n found pra. ticall) im] mounts

tritii ei eivership.

There can be no doubt that many consolidations, including

many or most of those pi ley and the

Commission, would be I the railways and to the

! made in the past would -till

be in existence and many more- would h.;>.

the government under the anti-trust law had not broken up
or prevented them. The consolidations now proposed would
pre -c-rve a large- amount of competition and en

carried on in mos( parts of the country on much mon
term-: and they would thu- simplify tin

regulation arising from the existence in every territory of

some so-called "strong" lines anil

lines.

It i- doubtless pardonable' to be somewl
the extent to which th. y pro-
pose d will be carried out. It should, how.', r open-
minded, fair and thorough consideration an '

There is no question that the prolonged efforts of thi govern-

ment to prevent reasonable consolidations or - ments
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did more harm than good. The pbliq enunciated b) the

Transportation Acl rs incomparably more sane and sound

than that enurii iated b) and followed under the Sherman

anti trust law. I Ju Railway Age believes and always has

lelieved, that legislation should simpl) authorize the rail-

ways to effect voluntarily such consolidations or make such

agreements as the Interstate Commerce Commission might

hold would not be prejudicial to the publii interest. I "

Transportation Act goes farther than this, but possibl) when

.in actual trial of them is made it- provisions may be found

more workable than some of them now appear to lie.

Are American Locomotives

Harder on Bridges?

o i( VSIONALLV technical problems that primarily concern

the engineer become of vital importance to the business

man. This is the case with the questions raised by Dr. P. H.

Chen in a paper before the Association of Chinese and Ameri-

! ngineers at Peking, China. The seeming inconsistent

between American and European bridge designing practice,

to which he draws attention, would seem, at first thought,

to be of interest only to the bridge designer, but, as pointed

out by Dr. J. A. L. Wadded in a letter to the editor, the

inquiry implies an indictment of the American locomotive.

Dr. Chen shows that American bridge designers use lower

unit stresses, make greater provision for the effect of impact

and also brace their bridges against lateral motion or vibra-

tion to a much fuller extent than do the designers of Euro-

pean bridges. The inference is that the American locomotives

impose a much greater burden on bridges (for the same

weight) than do European engines. American bridge de-

signers are thoroughly conversant with the merits of this

controversy, but Dr. Chen's paper, with the comments of an

American bridge engineer now in China which appears else-

where in this issue, presents the subject in a new light.

American railroad bridges carry much heavier loads than

do those of Europe and in consequence, our bridges appear

heavier even to the layman, but Dr. Chen states specifically

that the inconsistency to which he refers arises in a com-
parison of structures intended to carry the same loads. This

difference may be explained in part by a conservatism on the

part of American bridge engineers born of their experience

with earlier structures designed without sufficient regard for

future increases in loading and which, in consequence, be-

i ame obsolete long before they had suffered any appreciable

depreciation. Therefore, American bridges now designed for

E50 or E60 loading arc expected to be safe for loads at

least 25 per cent heavier.

Experience with obsolescent structures is also largely re

sponsible for the heav) details referred to by Dr. Chen.
Every engineer who has ever investigated any number of old

bridges knows that weak details rather than inadequate main
sections have bun primarily responsible for the inadequacy
of the old structures. Moreover, the vibration that commonly
attends the passing of the train aero-- an overloaded bridge
has had no little influence in creating a demand for heavier
sway and lateral bracing I he commercial factor mu»t also

be considered. American railroad bridge- are contracted for
"H .i pound price' basis on general drawings prepared
purchasei ;oid arc fabricated according to detail plan-
by the bridge company, an arrangement which obvioush
lends toward heavy rather than light detailing.

most important point made by Dr. Chen concerns the
allowance for impact, but a- broughl out n, the dlSCU
of his paper, there is no opportunity for an accurati
parison owing to the fait that there is no extended equivalent
in Europe of the elaborate impact tests made upon American
railway bridges carrying American rolling stock. One ex-

ception to this is a series of tests carried out on English

bridges to which reference was made- recently in thes-

umn-. These tests, while not sufficiently comprehensive to

ulusive. give ever)' indication that the impact effee t-

of English locomotives are fully a- high as those encountered

in American practice and English bridge engineers are now
considering the adoption of an impact factor fully as large

as that now employed in this country.

There is no denying that the dynamic augment has a

marked effect and that there may be pronounced difference-

in the extent to which this has been ameliorated in different

designs of locomotives. American engineers are keenly alive

to this and are endeavoring to decrease the effect of the over-

balance to the greatest possible extent. It should be clear,

however, to anyone who is familiar with bridge designing

practice that the' difference in the- riding qualities of Euro-

pean and American locomotive- is not to be measured by
the difference between Amerii an and Furopean bridge desien-

ing prat ti. e.

Speed and Fuel Consumption

Ix considering the freight locomotive as a machine for the

production of ton-miles its internal characteristics are of

ics- interest than the character relationship between the fuel

placed in the firebox and the ton-miles produced by the

work done at the drawbar. Much of the data concerning

locomotive performance developed by engineering tests do
not convey a clear impression of these over-all characteristics.

since the purpose of such tests is largely to determine correct

proportions and relationships within the locomotive itself.

Hence, such data as that developed by the fuel conservation

i ommittee of the Southern Pacific, referred to on the floor

of the recent meeting of the Traveling Engineers' Association.

are of special interest and value.

The test was made with a 2-10-2 type oil-burning locomo-

tive with a 1,000-ton train. The fuel consumption for 1,000

gross ton-miles was measured at speeds varying by incre-

ments of five miles an hour from five miles an hour to 50
miles an hour, other conditions remaining constant. The unit

fuel consumption varied from .3 gallons at the lower speed

to 28 gallons at the higher speed, and throughout the ranee

the rate of fuel consumption varied remarkably closely as

the square of the speed. Such an increase was to be expected

through the higher ranges of speed but it is especially worthy
of note that in this test the same law held for the lower speeds.

This rate of increase in unit fuel consumption is the result

of several factors, such as the increase in train resistance

with the increase in speed and the internal characteristics of

the locomotive itself, both thermal and mechanical. While
tlie law of variation apparently established in these tests

may not hold strictly for all locomotive- or for trains of all

weights, the results illustrate in a striking manner that fuel

consumption is likely to increase much more rapidly than
•eed is increased. Since with present average freight

train speeds the cost of fuel under average conditions is

approximately equal to the wages of engine and train crews,
the prospect of economy from increasing the running speeds
"t freight trains does not look promising.

I here is a real opportunity, however, for fuel economy
as well as for decreasing the unit cost of crew wages, by the
elimination of delays at terminals and on the road. Data
obtained in these same tests indicate that for every hour of
delay tin n i- a fuel stand-by consumption to keep the loco-
motive hot and maintain brake pipe pressure on the train
great enough to produce 10.000 gross ton-miles at 20 miles
in hour under the conditions obtaining in the previously
mentioned speed tests. It must be remembered that the same
relationship would not hold where the fuel is coal, but even
though the stand-by losses in the case of coal might be less
the fact" remains that whatever their extent they are com-

lossi - -o far as the production of ton-miles is concede,!
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Letters to the Editor
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\"The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters abqut 250

words—are particularly appreciated."]

Eliminating the "31" Train Order

I m i in-. Km ink

I have read with nun li interesl in the Railway Age of

September 10 the letter to the editor on signatures to train

orders with reference to extending the use of the 19 train

order; also your editorial. 1 have been advocating tin-

abolishment of the 31 train order for a good many years, for

I believe it has passed into antiquity.

The Missouri, Kansas &; Texas is now making a stud) oi

the subject and we hope within the near future to formulati

a plan whereby we can, with safety, eliminate entirel) the

use of the .31 train order. I see no reason why train operation

cannot be safely conducted through the use of the middle

order and the clearance card, and I feel positive, insofar as

our road is concerned, that we shall have something tangible

and effective to put forward in the near future.

\\ \ I . \\ 1 1 1 1 1 . \ 1 1
, \

.

A Good Stepping Stone

lo i iii-. Kiun ik

I have read with interest the letter from "One of ["hem,"

entitled "The Official Goats," which alludes to the p>

of secretary to a railroad official, and which appeared in your

• if September 24.

\ iter almost five years experieno as a secretary, and dur-

ing a period which lias been trying for all railroad official:

I must say that m\ exp been both pleasant and

profitable. I may have been blessed with exceptionally plea-

anl bosses, bul I havi come in contact with a great main
railroad officials and their secretaries during that period

and have found that the- majorit) are congenial and COnsid

Men, to be reall) big and to successfully operati their

properties, must command the confidence and respect of the
.• ii numbers of employees who come under their jurisdic-

ind in this advanced a • - innol tx doni by '•raw-

hiding." In this majority, whose respeel and conl

an official must command, is included his secretary, in whom
he must confide, and who is i loser to him than any other em-
ployee, not excluding his chief clerk,

To my mind tlurc is no betfc i avi qui in the

transportation department railroad than through a

division and general office, and through this avenue a mi re

tarv has a decided ad\ i luse of the official.* with

whom he conns in contact .o\d to whom he becomes known.
This does not imply that a man must have pull, but it must
bi admitted that to he known is an advanti

It is generall) considered that office men hav< a verv

limited opportunity for advancement in railroad business,

hut that is a fault of tin office men in that the majority oi

the in prefer to remain in a swivel chair instead of evciitualK

Retting out on the road and taking the- hard knocks which
are part of the read experience and which help to make them

rj skinned.

Read the biography of almosl any railroad official who has

come up through the rank- without office experience and it

will he found that most of them were just a little above the

men with whom they were associated with the result that

nod out. It is equally necessary for an office man to

push himself ahead and stand out to secure recognition.

\\ i all sympathize with "One of Them" tor beii

•'goat," hut tin- fact that In \ etary for nine years

indicates that perhaps he ha- not taken advantage of bis

opportunity, and it i- only natural that he should be sore at

officials i William YYimt

Are American Locomotives
"Rough Riders "?

in
i in Editor

The Journal of the Association of Chinese and Amei

Engineers for May, 1921, contains a paper comparing

American and European bridge standards* and a report of

the discussion which followed. The matter at issue is an

important one f< r the United State--, because a claim is being

made here by Chinese engineers to the effect that the impact

from American locomotives is far greater than that from

European ones, if this notion is not driven out of their

heads, the) will continue to buy Belgian and French loco

motives. They have been buying both European and Ameri
.in - of late years, and 1 should hate to see the bus

ay from tin United St

I lie question is one for our locomotive manufactun rs

engineers to solve-. I i annot deny the claim of a larue dim r-

ence in impact from the two different ryp* I have

never experimented with European locomotives, bul I -

that I am of opinion that the- difference—if any—is small.

I have In to reply to a claim made in

writing by an Austrian engineer to tin- Railway department

concerning the- greater expense of American bridges as com-
pared with European ones mi account of this matter of im-

I'ln \ seem to doubt fh< correctness of our impact

experiments. . I \ K. Waddeli .

The Railroads and the College Man

r i M
i

A- a college bred man and a railroad employee, I ha\

with much interest the current discussion in your column-

with reference to tin employment of college men by the

a and operating di ir railroads

I he problem of employment is toda) a complicated on,

require- nii.i, onsideration and more- mature

than ever before. The- herculean effort which i> hei: -.

forth b] develop an

which will effect -the highest d( - omy in the manu-
facture of transportation, and which will render the equiva-

lent service in the public, must he supported by tin- vei

human intelli had.

I do not believe thai it i- a question as to whether the rail-

road- want college mite Rather it is whether the o

man wants to work for the railroad-, and whether tin

roads need tin college man. The ..- ge man does

not want tu work for tin- railroad.-, for t

si employment in lh< rank- of railn

presented attractively ,>r thoroughly to the

te. Second, tin remuneration for tl

ne-r is not sufficieil illy in the f

k of knowledge of the hands

the man who worl - liligently.

The engineering, mechanical, elei ;
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partments of our railroads require college graduates and want

them, and offer reasonably good wages for the initiate. It

is a question whether the college or university can provide a

course on transportation and operation which will be com-

plete enough to develop a man to such an extent as to war-

rant the railroads employing him for service which will com-

mand a substantial remuneration and place him alongside of

the man of years of practical experience in transportation and

operation. If the) can, so much the latter. But from my
personal experience the actual daily association with the

many problems practical is necessary to effect the required

grounding. However, merely to instruct the college student

in the fundamentals would be an invaluable aid, and serve

to direct him towards the railroad field.

To influence the railroads to offer financial inducements

to the college man is an up-hill grind, especially in the face

of the present mandatory methods of establishing the daily

wage set by the Labor Board. This cannot be overcome at

present, and we must leave that issue to time and education.

Does a college man want to work for a railroad ? Sup-

pose he does. Is he willing to put in the hardest kind of

mental study and physical application to the duties demanded
of him? Is he willing to plod along day after day, apparent-

ly unnoticed, disregarding the advancement of men he may
believe to be less worthy than he, ever keeping his eyes on the

goal ahead? Is he determined to hang on? If he is all this

and has natural ability he will be rewarded.

I know of no field that offers a wider scope or a more fas-

cinating study than the railroad field, and I see no reason

why any young man who leans towards railroading should

not follow the path. We cannot all be rich in material ef-

fects, but we all have it in us to earn a moderate success and

attain a position of trust and confidence.

Do the railroads need college bred men? I believe they

do, and furthermore I believe the railroads want them. By
virtue of his four years' application to concentrated study,

the college man has sharpened his intellect, and is more

capable of getting down to bed rock, of seeing a situation

quicker. His ability to study prepares him to assimilate facts

easier, and apply what he learns. The potential ability to

analyze and grasp a situation, the ability to think accurately,

and the ability to stick to facts and to follow instructions,

all these attributes arc ingrained in the college bred man,

and are necessary factors in producing a constructive, well-

rounded and responsible executive. It is intelligence any

business house or railroad wants, and I believe the college

man offers a quality of intelligence which the railroads can

well afford to take advantage of.

Some constructive means must be established by the rail-

road and the college to induce the college man to look favor

ably on the railroad field. When once employed the railroad

must give him the opportunity and the necessary encourage-

ment so that he will enjoy his work and stick to it.

John Devi \k.

Vssistanl Car Accountant, C. M. & St, P R

Questions About Unsigned Train Orders
P, RTl IND I I]

To 'mi' I'm 1 1 is

1 have read, with interest, your editorial of September 10,

on "Why Require Signatures to Train Orders?'' The un-

restricted use <ii the 19 form of train order means thai the

train dispatcher ma) issue all his orders, both restrictive and
those that confer right, on the 19 form and issue as ma
may be necessary for a train to receive at one point, and
then dismiss them from his mind. If one of the orders is

lost in making delivery, or the operator misplaces or over-

looks one or more of them, the dispatcher may be immune
from responsibility. That fact, no doubt, enters to quite an
extent into the desire on the part of the average train dis-

r to use the form without restriction. This should be

taken into account by each management when its train dis-

patchers so strongly advocate the practice.

When a dispatcher sends a number of orders to a certain

train at one point, using Form 31, and the operator fails to

transmit the signatures to all of them, then it is clearly his

duty to require the operator to obtain and transmit the signa-

tures to those that have been overlooked before he completes

any of them. This is the one great protective feature of

the 31. Form 31 cannot with reason be entirely abandoned;

but we can increase the use of the 19 form to probably 95

per cent of all orders issued.

With clearance cards indicating the number of train

orders and checked by the dispatcher, and the rules and

practice properly stiffened up, we may provide for a large

percentage of cases; but before changing any rules let us

carefully enumerate the typical situations in which signatures

must be required. Consider Rule 217. For an order sent

through third parties to a conductor at a non-telegraph sta-

tion, the dispatcher must get signatures. Why? Because

the dispatcher must know that the order has been received

by the superior train.

Take Rule 219, covering the case where the engine has

passed a train order signal. Unless you require the signa-

ture, the train may pull out while the operator is trying to

deliver the order. This has happened a good many times.

If you have a work extra between B and D, and you desire

that it shall protect against an extra after a specified time,

what assurance has the dispatcher that the work extra has

received its order which places it under flag, if he does not

obtain the signatures? If the dispatcher desires to annul the

right of a work extra before its time limit expires, how may
he positively know the annulling order is in the hands of the

work extra without obtaining signatures?

Should the dispatcher desire to reduce a time order, how
may he know all who are using the time have received the

annulment of it before permitting the train to run a less

amount late if he does not obtain signatures?

If a dispatcher desires to give an extra right over all trains,

A to Z, the order must be placed ahead of all trains on the

section of road so restricted and the signatures obtained be-

fore the extra can be authorized to run. Why? Because he

must know that each restricted train has reached the point

where the order has been placed for it and has actually re-

ceived it. Otherwise, it is a lap order and the extra so created

and given right beyond the point where the order is placed

could collide with the train against which it holds right, if

Mich restricted train had not the order in its possession.

Other conditions arise occasionally where the dispatcher

must know positively that the restricting order is in the pos-

session of the restricted train before he can authorize the use

of the order by the train upon which it confers right.

The 19 form should never be used to restrict a train at a

meeting point, for the reason that the operator may become
confused, especially where he has many duties to perform,

and hand the restricting order to the engineman without stop-

ping him. When an operator standing in front of his office

holds up a 19 order to an engineer, nearly all engineers assume

that the order does not affect them at that station; and so, in

many cases, they run at such a high rate of speed that it

would be impossible for them to stop before they side-wiped

an opposing train, entering the siding beyond the office.

The middle order and block signals should not be con-

sidered in this problem. If considered, then we admit our

system is faulty and that we are distrustful of it:

Mr. General Manager, when your over-zealous train dis-

cs' come to you with a proposition to use the 19 Form
without restriction, ask them what they would do under the

ions as herein outlined. I will guarantee that they will

immediately begin to hedge or attempt to cloud the issue. •

Wm. Nichols.



Railway Revival Central Europe's Greatest Need
Railway Chaos and Endless Custom-House Formalities an

Effectual Barrier to Any Progress

By Colonel W. B. Causey

Technical Adviser to Austria

WHEN mi' unsettled economii conditions prevailing

in Central Europe, which are the subject of the de-

liberations of various councils and high-councils,

commissions and high commissions, are brought to a

final analysis they resolve themselves into one problem

—

transportation.

The nations of Central Europe will nevei become self sup

Hollenburger Bridge, Karawanken Railway

porting unless reasonable international trade relations and
reasonable co-ordination of lines of transportation are «
established and apparently without some strong hand this co-

ordination will not take place. When the treaty makers dis-

membered the old Austro-Hungarian empire they took i

count of existing railway systems, although they undertook to

rivi consideration to every other phase of human life from

ethnology to military contingencies.

Some slight conception of the unnatural barriers which are

placed in the way of transportation under the present absence

of co-ordination may be gleaned from the following. Before

the war a traveler could take a train at Trieste (see map)
and go through Vienna, Cracow. Lemberg and to the eastern

extremitj of Galicia without a passport or other custom-

bouse formalities. Now in making the same journey the pas-

senger must submit to passport and customs examinations at

live international boundaries, viz., Italy-Jugoslavia. Jugo-
slavia-Austria. Austria. Czechoslovakia, Czechoslavakia-Po-

land, Poland Koumania- in a total distance of only 968
miles or practically the same as that from New York to

Chicago.

The inconvenience and discomfort to passengers, aggravat-

ing as it is, is a mere incident compared with the hindrance

which such customs formalities place in the way of the free

movement of freight, .It is now three years since the dissolu-

tion of the old Austro Hungarian monarchy and commercial
treaties between the new states are still in the making. Travel

between the countries is almost as difficult as ever and many
railroad lines, some of which before the war carried a heavy
traffic, have not even been re-opened to international com-

The refill of this separation of states can only be

appreciated by a stud) of the map. The Austrian State Rail-

w.i - ..re. of course, less extensive than before the war.

Furthermore, some of the succession states, notable Czecho-
slovakia, have their rail lines radiating from Vienna, a

foreign city. In order for Czechoslovakia to have adequate
transportation service, free movement of freigl

sengers over the Austrian border line is essential

in America, all of the principal east and vest rail routes

passed through the province of Ontario. C. 1

- such
conditions artificial and unnecessarily strinj - regu-

705
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lations would greatly impede commerce even between two

points in the United Status.

Before the war, with the exception of the Southern Rail-

way, 1,385 miles in length (333 miles of which were in Hun-
gary); the Bustiehrader Railway, 262 miles; the Aussig-Tep-

litz Railway, 157 miles; and some-other private railways of

importance, the railways of Austria were owned and
operated by the government and constituted the Austrian

State Railways. Similarly the principal railways of Hungary
were owned and operated by the government as the Hungarian

State Railways. The Austrian State Railways and the Hun-
garian State Railways were as entirely independent of each

other as any two systems in the United States, but these two
systems had interchange agreements with each other and with

the other railways of Central Europe' very similar to such

agreements between the railways of the United Static

It will be remembered that the Austro-Hungarian empire

before the war included, besides Austria and Hungary, what
are now Jugoslavia and Czechoslovakia and portions of Italy

and Poland. The former through route from the English

channel to Constantinople followed the valley of the Rhine,

crossed Germany to the Austrian border, followed the valley

of the Danube to Vienna, Budapest and Belgrade, and led

thence to Sofia and Constantinople. From Budapest there

was another main line of travel to Bucharest and the Black

Sea. Vienna and Budapest are connected by a double-track

line north of the Danube and a single-track line south of the

Danube. The double-track road was formerly the main line

of travel. It runs through what is now Czechoslovakia and
because of the friction between the Czechs and the Hun-
garians there has been no through traffic on this double-track

line since the revolution in November, 1918. Therefore, all

of the traffic from Vienna to Budapest and other parts of

Hungary has since the revolution been moved over the di

rect single-track line on the south side of the river and over

a roundabout line of the Southern Railway.

The Southern Railway is double-tracked between Trieste

and Vienna and on account of this, as well as of its more
favorable grades, it is the principal line of travel from Vienna

to the Adriatic and to the East. From 1'ragerhof, about half-

way between Trieste and Vienna, a single-track line run^ to

Budapest, thus placing Budapest in direct connection with

Trieste. This single-track line runs through a flat country

Doessenbach Bridge, Tauern Railway

and was built for heavy traffic, but for nearly two years there

has been no movement on this line across the Jugoslav-Hun-
garian border at the Mur river—with the exception of three

trains of American foodstuffs which were forced through by

Principal Railways of the Former Austro-Hungarian Empire
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tlie Allied Railway Mission in the fall of 1919. In spiti ol

all the pressure brought u> bear on the Jugoslavs they have

steadily refused to open thi lini to traffic, alleging political

and military objections. This attitude of the Jugoslavs

forced the movement of 50,000 tons of American i
1

Budapest in the summer of 1920 over the long and moun-
tainous route via Graz, Fehring and Steinamanger.

Recently a partial resumption of through si hedules from

Budapest to Belgradi has been secured. Passenger tfains

from Paris to Constantinople are now running through the

Simplon tunnel, Milan, Venice, Trieste, Laibach, Steinbruck

and Zagreb, thence to Belgrade, Sofia and Constantinople

—

instead of Paris, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade, which is the

direct line and which, as b< fi was the pre-war
route.

As .i result of the new frontiers the Southern Railway, al

though a private corporation, insti ad i I under

administration, is cut up into practically fi

Italian, Jugoslav, Austrian and Hungarian. However, the

Austrian and Hungarian lines work very closely together and

the Hungarian lines recognize the authority of the central ad-

ministration of the Southern Railway Company in Vienna.

To a certain extent the Jugoslavs also recognize this central

administration. The Italians do not recognize it.

Instead of a system of 10,893 miles the Austrian State

Railways now total only 2,581 miles, and instead of one cen-

tral administration in Vienna the lines in Bukovina are oper-

ated, when the}- work at all, from Bucharest; the lines in

Galicia from Warsaw; the lines in Czechoslovakia from

Prague; the lines in Jugoslavia from Belgrade; and the line?

in the South Tyrol and in Goerz, now Italian territory, from

Rome. Apparently n<> consideration was given to the

economic and transportation consequences entailed by the fix-

ing of new frontiers, as in fixing these frontiers no effort

-quipment
• practice at all these borders.

In another case on the northern border of new Austria the

boundary line was manipulated so as to leave an important

junction, railway station and repair shop in Czechoslovakia,

while the town which the state is left on the Aus-

y> 1
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Typical Country Through Which Austrian Railways Pass

Whatever was made to maintain the integrity of certain trails

portation routes, although no strategh oi political advantages
"ere involved. For instance, the Southern Railway lin

Marburg in Jugoslavia to Innsbruck in Austria runs for a

short distance through Jugoslavia, thence through Austria to

Qmichen, theme through Italian territory to the Brenner
Pass, then again into Austria. Changes of engines and

On the Mittenwald Railway in the Tyrol

trian side of the boundary, thereby nuking it necessary for

the people to go through passport formalities in order to

reach the railway station. This railwaj station

terminus of two narrow-gage lines running into Austria and
passengers have been compelled to leave the trains at highway

< rossings before reaching the station unless properly supplied

with passports. Anyone who is

familiar with present conditions in

the succession states can testify as

to the difficulties surround

passport problem.

The double track lnu from

Vienna to Lemberg and to th<

Galician oil fields south o

berg is one of the most important

transportation routes in Central

F.urope. Before the war the heavy

traffic in grain and oil from East-

ern Galicia and coal from Upper
Silesia and the district around

Teschen (see map) made this one

of the busiest and the most profit-

able lines in Central Europe.

There was also a heavy traffic in

manufactured articles from West

Galicia, Moravia and Vienna, as

well as from the great manufactur-

ing district- in the coal fields. In

addition to the traffic mentioned

there was a heavy passenger traffic

over this line from Vienna to Ger-

many and Russian Poland and to

Galicia and other Austrian
territory.

Now, instead of being oper-

ated under one administration

tin- line is divided up into Austrian. I k and
Polish sections, and for weeks at a time during the past

twelve month- there has been an absolute interruption of

through traffic due to the political differences of the new
states. Although both the Czechs and the Pol,

peoples there has been much more friction between them and
the difficulties of railroad operation have been much greater
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than between the Czechs and the Austrian*. These little

pleasantries of life arc things that can only l.e fully appre-

ciated by residents in this part of the world. Chauvinism

and ultra nationalism are two great obstacles to the resump-

tion of normal life in the territory comprising the succession

states.

Railroad Executives Confer

on Rate Reductions
Washington, D. C.

Important questions of policy with particular reference

to rate and wage reductions are to be considered at a meet-

ing of the member roads of the Association of Railway

Executives at Chicago on Friday of this week, following a

report of the executive committee of the association which

has spent three days in Washington going over the entire

railroad situation with the President and other governmental

authorities. As a result of the conferences the railroad execu-

tives found brought to bear upon them a tremendous pressure

for more definite action on the part of the railroads them-

selves in the direction of rate reductions, on the basis of

which the committee has prepared recommendations for ac-

tion by the member roads.

The executives met in Washington on Friday, Saturday

and Sunday. They conferred with Chairman McChord of the

Interstate Commerce Commission and Secretary Hoover of

the Department of Commerce on Friday. On Saturday morn-

ing they called on President Harding and later they talked

with Chairman Cummins of the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce, Chairman Winslow of the House Committee

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and Chairman Ander-

son of the Congressional Joint Commission of Agricultural

Inquiry. Among other subjects discussed with the President

and particularly Secretary Hoover was the topic of unem-

ployment. It is understood that the railroad men told that

the roads were now increasing their forces to some extent

as the volume of traffic and their earnings have increased,

and a statement issued by the Department of Commerce re-

ferred to conferences held by Mr. Hoover with the heads of

great national industries, including railways, "from which

have resulted definite steps undertaking to meet the emer-

gency in many practical directions." In this connection the

early passage of the War Finance Corporation bill now be-

fore the Senate was urged as an important means of enabling

the railroads to take steps to increase their forces and their

expenditures.

The railroad bill was also discussed with others with whom
the railroad executives conferred; and while it appears that

the bill will be passed, as soon as the Senate disposes of

other measures which have been allowed to take precedence,

it was pointed out to the railroad executives that the so-called

"agricultural bloc" in the Senate, consisting largely of west-

ern senators and some of the radicals, is preparing a most
vigorous fight against this bill, and in favor of Senator

Capper's bill to repeal Section 15-a, unless something can

be done to insure a reduction in freight rates. If the rail-

roads could see their way clear to do something in the direc-

tion of silencing some of the clamor from the west the pros-

pects for early action on the bill might be improved. While
the railroad executives were in Washington there was a meet-
ing of the "agricultural bloc-" senators at the home of Senator
Capper, where plans for a strong effort to reduce rates were
discussed but deferred for another meeting to be held this

week.

It is understood that the railroad executives went away
from Washington strongly impressed with the view that some
sacrifice on the part of the railroads in response to the gen-
eral demand is practically forced upon them by the situation

if they are to escape the consequences of public resentment

and a loss of sympathy in high circles in Washington. A
number of predictions that the conference would result in

rate reductions, to be followed by further efforts toward wage

reductions, have appeared in the Washington newspaper cor-

respondence, evidently inspired by some of those with whom
the railroad presidents talked. Senator Cummins was quoted

as saying he believed the executives would vote at the Chicago

conference to reduce freight rates and that the carriers would

then probably ask the Labor Board for a further reduction

in wages or appeal to Congress for legislation to meet the

situation.

Chairman McChord of the commission had been carrying

on an interchange of views with the railroad executives pre-

vious to the conference last Friday, in which he has urged

that they would improve their standing with the public by

taking earnest steps toward a more general downward revi-

sion of rates and the suggestion was made to the railroads

in several quarters that they would receive public support in

an effort to bring about further wage reductions if they would

first take action themselves to reduce rates. While the execu-

tives pointed out that to reduce rates before there is a further

reduction in expenses would mean that many roads would

have to give up_their entire net income under present condi-

tions, while some would merely have their deficits increased;

and while they did not talk for publication, it is believed

that the recommendation of the committee is in the direction

of some reduction now in the rates as to which there has

been the most complaint and the promise of further reductions

to come at a later date and to the amount of any further

wage cut.

The members of the Interstate Commerce Commission
called on President Harding in a body on October 6. It was
officially stated that the call was merely for the purpose of

paying respects to the President, who had not met all of the

commissioners, somewhat in the manner that the Supreme
Court justices call on the President at the opening of the

fall term each year, but there is a belief in many quarters

that the present administration is seeking to make the com-
mission a more responsive part of its organization than it

has been heretofore and the conference gave rise to rumors
that something more than official courtesy was involved.

However, the commissioners were with the President but 15

minutes.

The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce held a

meeting on October 7 to discuss the railroad securities bill

and adjourned to hold another meeting on Wednesday of

this week. The committee has already reported favorably
the Townsend bill, which differs somewhat from the Winslow
bill to the same purpose, which was passed in the House.
The House bill as passed contained an amendment providing
that no claims on account of the so-called inefficiency of

labor during the period of federal control should be paid
from any of the funds provided for in the bill and this was
worded in such a way that a railroad which failed to settle

with the Railroad Administration might be barred from
obtaining a court decision on this point. The Senate com-
mittee considered a possible modification of this amendment
providing that except for the payment of a final judgment.
order, or decree of a court no money in the Treasury shall

1 >e used to make, in connection with the claim of any carrier,

any payment or allowance on account of the so-called ineffi-

of labor, and also that a final settlement with such
carrier shall forever bar the carrier from prosecuting any
further claim against the United States arising out of or
iin ident to federal control. It is distinctly understood that
the railroads will secure no allowance for inefficiency of
labor in any settlement which is effected with the Railroad
Administration, but it is believed that some roads will desire

ike a further test of their claims on this account in the
courts.



The Railroads' Appeal to the Intelligent Public"

Pressing Need for a Sound Transportation Policy—Statesmen

Standing Helpless—Clear the Decks for Action!

By Samuel Rea

President of the Pennsylvania Railroad

A SEVERE business depression exists, and notwithstand-

ing the high wages, shorter hours and easier working
conditions that have existed for several years, a pro-

gram of discontent is being disseminated. However, I take

it that we are prepared to take our share of the burden to

preserve law and order and regular employment, The rail-

roads have much to lose by a policy of pessimism, delay or

silence. Dividends have been reduced and loss of traffic has
brought many of the eastern railroads down to the figures of

1912, and which combined with heavy wages and taxes

shows a return of about 3 per cent, per annum earned in the

last 12 months. The mandate of the Transportation Act

entitled the railroads to rates that would produce a return

of up to 6 per cent, on their property investment taken in

groups, but the mandate failed of its purpose; it was not a

guarantee in any sense of the word ; and attempts to enforce

it would cause a more serious restriction in business.

The President of the United States called a conference

on unemployment. That conference is to deal solely with

the practical proposition of securing steady employment, but

the first proposition for its consideration that appeared in

the newspapers was the reduction in railroad rates and the

reduction of railroad wages. There is always a feeling that

nothing should stand in the way of reducing railroad rates

no matter how low they are, but unprofitable rates prevent

railroad expansion and improvement and in the end the

shipper reaches his limit of profit because of lack of cars

or facilities, or bad service. Our splendid new highways,

many of them paralleling the railroads, with the heayy cost

for their repairs and the corresponding increase in taxation

will in very large part fall upon the railroads. In the State

of Pennsylvania, however, the Public Service Commission

has made an equitable attempt to deal with situations of this

character by declining to authorize common carrier motor

service where the railroads or the trolleys were already giving

a reasonable public service, and the public could not support

both; but this foresight is by no means a common experience.

The taxation that has been placed on the backs of the

railroads is now so heavy that it is a serious menace to their

ability to pay their fixed charges. Further, the railroads

need relief through the Government Labor Board from the

National Agreements on wages and working conditions. It

is a gratification to say that our sensible employees on the

Pennsylvania have materially improved their working

ciency and shown the greatest interest and loyalty in restor

ing prosperity to the railroads; and if encouraged and not

terrorized they will do nun li more

Measures to Improve Conditions

Now this brief summary of conditions which place an

embargo on prosperity need not frighten us \o real

can be provided for the railroad situation until tin- steel, coal

and building industries revive at prices thai will encourage

the public to buy. The fifst positive -tip that could be taken

is tlie passagt of the funding bill b\ Congress. This of itself

would do little to help the railroad-, but it will enable the

Railroad Administration to use its holdings of railroad -i

'Address before the Pennsylvania Sin- Chamber of Commerce at

burR, Pa.. Octobei I" Abridged.

curities to obtain cash and pay over to the railroads amounts
dm them. With this four or five hundred million dollars
the railroads could pay off their current obligation- and re-

sume the upkeep of their equipment, roadway and stations

and so give additional employment. After this funding will

come the maintenance claims which are still undisposed of
by the Government. And settlement- have not vet been
effected for the guaranty period by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. If our estimate of the amounts due is correct,

fully $1,000,000,000 actually held by the Government might
enable railroads to carry on a fair volume of maintenance
and replacement work. This is not a fanciful sketch nor a
bid for generosity to the railroads. The President of the

United States is anxious for a final settlement, but <

has not yet shared the same convictions—although the House
passed the funding bill and many able minds in the Senate
see its great benefits. It will require speeding up by tin-

Railroad Administration, the Congress and the Interstate

Commerce Commission if the funds are to be available to

help out in the present depression, Meanwhile the railroads

are grateful for what the President has done and are anxious

to help him in reducing unemployment.

Freight Rates

A further help to business would unquestionably l.e lower
rates, but would we ask any manufacturer today to buy raw-

material and manufacture and s,.)] new goods, with the

knowledge that they will not realize their actual production

cost? That is what the railroads are requested to do. They
have had glowing promises of increased business if lower
rates were made effective, but most of these glowing proi

have not materialized; the public is not displaying any pur-

chasing power and waits for lower commodity prices.

Wages
The law of supply and demand should ultimately settle

railroad wages and working conditions, but meanwhile a

realization of the condition- by the Federal Labor Board
and the labor leaders would lo much to promptly adjust

that situation. Railroad managements do not d. -ire to

have underpaid or discontented working men. We have
no quarrel with the Labor Board or with labor unions, and
desire none. On the contrary, I have long waited for tin-

time when tin labor leaders, and the labor journals, instead

of believing that their position was more 5e< nrc by hostility

to railroad managements and railroad owner-, would realizi

that eo operation was much bitter for both and was the onlv

wax to induce the pub! i I their railroad service

an amount which would mean fair wages to the enrol

retum to the owner- and a constantly improving and
reliable service to the public. The 1 \

should be amended so that subordinate railroad

not thrown under the same regulation- - and
working conditions as the men. This is breaking down dis-

cipline and encouraging laxity. It can all with-

out lo-s or suffering if tin- labor leaders will do their duty.

The) are in -

: for fair wages and working conditi

-irikes which would settle nothing and continue a
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policy which leaves railroads no alternative but to maintain

high rate foi trarj portation service so as to continue war

time pay and working privileges I tie labor leaders must,

Hi refon in ivei the public demand as to what the} an

willing to do to help decrease unemployment and pi

prosperity throughout the country. So far they have conceded

nothing.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is reported to be in con-

flict with the labor unions, and especially with the Labor

Board. Thai is not true. * * * None of u

infallible. The Labor Board made some slips and also

rectified some. We shall never question the Board's actions

and powers so long as they enable us to establish and keep

harmonious relations with our employees, maintain the credit

of the Company and continue an efficient and economical

transportation service. Congress intended by the Trans-

portation Act to encourage direct negotiations with em-

ployees, for the act makes it the duty of a carrier and its

employees to exert every reasonable effort, through confer-

ences, to bring about settlement of disputes. But Congress

did not undertake to regulate the manner in which these

conferences should be carried on or the method of selection

of representatives. The Pennsylvania inaugurated, with the

co-operation of the employees, a method of employee repre-

sentation which adhered to that vitally important principle,

"employee representation," and which has deservedly earned

commendation of both employers and employees. The Labor

Board has, in effect, directed us to annul and disregard these

agreements. Compliance with this order would necessarily

involve an abandonment of the method of conducting nego-

tiations with its own employees which has been approved by

a large majority thereof. The Company is desirous of avoid-

ing conflict with the Labor Board, but when compliance with

the order involves disregard of public duties and the prin-

ciples of sound management, and such order in its opinion

deals with a subject matter over which the Board has not

been given jurisdiction by Congress, the Company believes

that non-compliance is a duty.

Lower Taxes

The Governments, Federal, State and Municipal, could

do much to help railroad conditions and the industries by

relieving the heavy burden of taxation. In addition the

Government might relieve the public by the abolition of the

Federal tax of 8 per cent on passenger fares and 3 per cent

on freight shipments. A suggestion has been made to cut

these in half, and that is a step in the right direction. Tax-

ation, however, cannot be finally reduced without wiping

out a great number of unnecessary Governmental expendi-

tures, Federal, State and Municipal, together with the nu-

merous bureaus for so-called regulation and investigation,

which are the result of unnecessary restrictive laws no longer

beneficial to the public.

Freedom From Excessive Regulation

The Federal Transportation Act and the legislation of all

the states and municipalities should now be revised and an

attempt made to give the railroads the greatest freedom from

Government interference and regulation, with the ability to

carry on their own business with their employees and the

public in 1 way that will restore initiative. Under present

conditions Federal and State expenditures for railroad regU

lation and taxation are particularly costly, and their advan-

tage to the public, aside from avoiding discrimination in rates,

which is a very great advantage, has become questionable.

1 refer to amending or wiping out laws such as the Adam-
son act, the full crew law-, various provisions of the Hep-
burn act and some provisions of the Clayton act. The)

would relieve and correspondingly strengthen the Interstate

Commerce Commission and the state commissions in the

discharge of their widespread duties.

A Sound Transportation Policy Needed

I he whole transportation question must be faced in a

--like way. The country must decide whether it

wants strong or weak railroads. A cabinet officer like a

n oi Transportation would be helpful to enforce a

continued constructive policy and prevent waste or duplica-

tion of government appropriations for transportation pur-

[f we do not want strong railroads, and do not want

them operated under commercial conditions, let the country

so decide. I In- whole tendency of the time is that from

lack of requisite courage to enforce a real policy affecting

ilroads, we have tied their hands by unnecessary re-

striction and regulation and increased their expenses so that

we arc getting close to a condition where cither the Govern-

ment, with the consent of the citizens, must purchase the

railroads and assume through taxation the costs that are not

covered by rates, or else give a fixed guaranteed return suffi-

cient for that purpose and put it all on the backs of the

citizens in the shape of taxes. I need not tell you how
greatly I deplore what appears to be a world-wide idea that

in s< me miraculous way these great public enterprises, which

are owned by our citizens and provide the cheapest trans-

portation service in the world and the most efficient service.

shall not l>e given the freedom to work out their own problem

and be made self-sustaining out of their own revenues, but

that in some way if we can only put them on the backs of the

Government, Federal, State and Municipal, and hide their

cost and expense, and subject them to a changing policv

every few years, we shall have cheaper and more efficient

transportation. Further, that we can take the so-called

strong and weak railroads and irrespective of cost or neces-

-itv so route the traffic and put them into some kind of sys-

tem omelets that will prove les* costly than the present

systems.

Government Competition in Transportation

Motor trucks on the highway- are much more expensive

and less reliable than rail transportation, although in some
places they are a great convenience in developing the coun-

try. I do not condemn them, for I regard good modern high-

ways as a necessity. I only ask that they pay a fair share

of the cost and taxation.

There is not a large railroad system today that has not

been supporting and operating for public use hundreds of

miles of unproductive railroads. We have in the Pennsyi

cania System a couple of roads on the Maryland, Delaware

and Virginia peninsula, and these lines also operate steamers

as feeders, that connect them with Baltimore and develop

a part of the country where transportation facilities are

scarce. No money has been made out of these railroads,

but on the contrary several millions of dollars have been

spent for their construction and to pay their operating losses

and fixed charges, and keep them operating for public

use. Since the roads were built much of the business

which formerly went to Baltimore now has a North and
South movement, or a direct motor movement. This is due

to changed commercial conditions resulting from the use of

storage w-arehouses, and the method of competitive purchasing

of crops on the ground by the commission houses in various

cities, and to the use of motors on the adjacent state and local

rete highways. In addition to the new highways the

State of Maryland has subsidized ferries across the Chesa-
peake, which are and will be competitive with the boat lines

of these weak companies, but it seems unwilling.to subsidize

the boats of the companies that have been endeavoring to

provide facilities across Chesapeake Bay for so many years

in connection with these rail lines. I am not criticising the

State for what it conceives to be its best highway policy for

the benefit of its own citizens, but I am pointing out that

when these new highways and subsidized ferries are provided
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by the States these railroads and steamer lines will have lost

the traffic, and the cost of these competing routes is laid

largely on these railroads as taxpayers. These lines, with

such a loss of business, with high taxes and wages cannot,

therefore, be much longer maintained. We can also a-k

what is the encouragement for railroad expansion and im-
provement under such conditions. The public p
of having no definite policy to adopt.

We are gradually, by extreme regulation, putting the rail-

roads deeper into politics, and the deeper they get the less

satisfactory they ull be to thi people and thi

they will !• and fair-minded repn
tives in the State and National legislatures who reali,

situatii i oed in the transportation
ice of the country as a whole, stand almost helpless. While,
therefore. I am convinced that prosperity will return and the
country will its ability to exceed all past n
for productivity and business, yet to clear thi

om of thi kkd in an i

way: and the sooner it is done the sooner shall we as a
upon the high road to national contentment and

prosperity.

Unemployment Conference Urges Rate Revision

Other Steps Agreed Upon by President's Conference-

in Passing Financial Legislation

-Urge Speed

"|~") eadjustment of railway rates to a fairer basis of the

r^ relative value of commoditJes, with special considers

tion of the rates upon primary commodities, at the

same time safeguarding the financial stability of the rail-

ways," was the first of a series of recommendations for

measures for the permanent recovery of employment and busi-

ness generally adopted by tin- President's Conference on

Unemployment at its meeting on Tuesday, October 11. The
conference also recommended "settlement of the financial

relationships between the government and the railways, hav-

ing in mind the immediate necessity for increased mainte-

nance and betterments, making effective increased railway

employment and stimulation of general employment, in order

that the railways may be prepared for enlarged business as it

comes."

The recommendation.- were reported to the conference by
the organization committee on the basis of such parts of re

ports submitted by the various subcommittees of the confer-

ence as to which there was complete agreement among the

committee members. Recommendations proposed within the

committees which involve controversial point- wire reserved

for further discussion .it .i session of thi conference on

Thursday, the purpose being to present to the country a pro-

gram on which the whole conference could unite and thus to

avoid many points on which sharp conflicts between the rep-

resentatives of business and of labor have developed in con-
ference. For example, the reference to the financial relation-

ships between the railways and the government was the result

oi recommendations Favored by a majority of the members
ot the committees on transportation and on manufactures
urging the passage of the railroad lull Q01 in the

Senate designed to provide the fund- for a settlement. W. S.

Carter, president of the Brotherhood of I ocomi > Firemen
and Enginemen, had, however, Insisted upon a qualification
ot the recommendation to provide that the funds received by
the railroads should be used exclusively for the purpo
employing additional forces and should not be used for work
performed in outside contract shops. The labor element in

the manufactures committee, which included Samuel Gom-
[>ers, also took the same position with reference to a similar
recommendation made by a sub-committee of the manufac-
tures committee. The latter had prepared a report which also
proposed wage reductions, the reduction of freight rate-, the
repeal of the Adamson law and the transfer of the functions
of the Railroad Labor Board to tin Interstate Commerce
Commission. This was approved 1>\ a majority of 11 to .;

in the committee. The transportatio mmittee report had
also expressed the opinion that business would be improved
if people stopped waiting for price and rate reductions.

I he recommendations in tin form presented by the organi-
zation committee were adopted by the conference practicallv
without discussion. When the reference to the financial
settlement was adopted Matthew Woll, vice-president of the
American federation of Labor, stated that no objection was
mad. on the ground that it was merely a declaration of prin-
ciple and that -om,- special considerations with reference to
it would be presented by the labor representatives on
Thursday.

In addition to the two recommendations referred to the
report as adopted included the following:

"Recovery of our industry and employment must nece-
-arily be a process of gradual healing of the great economi.
wounds of the world war. Thi- healing i- making distinct
progress. Without attempting the impossible task ot'

ing the relative weight of different forces, the confi

presents the following summary of the more important mat
ter- that require constructive and immediate settlement il

iv in business and permanent employment are to be
more expeditiously accomplished:

ompletion of the tax bill with its content]
reduction of taxes, in order that business now held back pend-
ing definite determination may proceed.

"Definite settlement of tariff legislation in order that busi
ness may determine its future conduct and poll.

"Limitation of world armament and consequent increase of

tse I f the tax burden not onK
of the United State- but of other countrir-

"Steps looking to the minimizing of fluctuations il

change, because recover) from the great -lump in export=
(dui io the economii situation in Europe) cannot mat
stantial progress so hum as extravagant daily fluctuations
continue in foreign exchange, for no merchant can determine
the delivery cost of any international shipment.

"Definite program- of .i. tion that will lead to elimination
ot waste and more regular employment in seasonal and in-
termittent industries, notably in the coal industry, ii

that the drain upon capital max be I

| th( annual
income of workers m.n be in, t.

"In the field of all the different industries and occupations
the rapiditj of recovery will depend greatly upon the speed

iportionate adjustment oi the inequalities in defl

is attached hereto, drawn from vai -flow-
ing the percentage of present level- above the levels of the
same commodities and service- of the pre-war peril
will be observed that agriculture has reached an unduly low
plane, while transportation, coal and some branches
construction industries are of the highest It will al

observed that there i- an entire disproportion betwe
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price ol thi primarj commodities and the ultimate retail price.

disproportio] ncn ases in the progressive stages of

distribution are due to increased costs of transportation, en-

axes, labor and other charges.

"If the buying power of the different elements of the com-
munity is to be restored, then these levels must reach nearer a

relative plane. For example, the farmer cannot resume his

full consuming power and thus give increased employment to

the other industries until either his prices increase or until

more of the other products and services come into fair balance

with his commodities, and therefore the reach of his income."

Conference Opened by Hoover

In opening the conference Secretary Hoover said that tin-

major purpose of the conference had been to provide sug-

gestions and means for emergency organization to meet the

situation of the coming winter, and that this object had to a

large extent been accomplished by the adoption of the

emergency program which had met an extraordinary response

from many communities. The second purpose was to suggest

permanent measures for the recuperation of industry and em-
ployment and as to these the organization committee had pre-

pared the recommendations previously quoted based on the

committee reports.

He pointed out that the conference is not a legislative body
whose decisions are binding, apparently for the purpose of
suggesting that one of the primary objects to be accomplished
is the enlistment of public interest in the problem, and he
said that the most important object is to afford some relief

locally for the 10 to 20 per cent of the unemployed that

will be in an actually destitute condition.

At the meeting of the conference on October 12 the com-
mittee on construction industries presented a report urging a

reduction in freight rates, as follows:

"This group, recognizing that transportation problems are

not within its peculiar province desires, nevertheless, to ex-

press the conviction that every reasonable step should be
taken, necessary to enable the railroads to resume their

customary activities, and to reestablish efficiency, economy,
and regularity in transportation service.

"Readjustments of, and reductions in, freight rates on
construction materials are essential to a sustained revival of

building activity. Increases in rates on construction ma-
terials imposed during the war left the construction industry

under a relatively heavier handicap of increased transporta-

tion costs than had been imposed on most other commodities.

"To this war-time increase in freight rates has since been

added an increase of 25 to 40 per cent, thus perpetuating

and even magnifying the effect of the war-time policy of

restricting general construction activity.

"The construction industry can not effectively function

under a freight rate fabric artificially distorted by the con-

tinuation of restrictive war measures. A great economic
waste would be incurred if, because of failure to reduce and
readjust freight rates existing plants for the production of

construction materials iiad to be abandoned and a new align-

ment of producing facilities established in accordance Willi

the present rates, a fabric originally designed, in the
:

interest, to discourage the very thing which, in the publii

interest, the government now desires to encourage; that i~,

the normal operation of industry. The financial burdi

such a readjustment of plants would have to rest ultimately

upon the publii ; ami its necessary effeel would be to curtail

existing competition and to limit the radius of distribution

of many of 'he construction materials.

"In addition to such readjustment of freight rates on ion

Struction materials as will permit construction activity, freed

from unnecessary artificial restriction; it is urged that such

inequalities as may after such general readjustment, exist in

the rates on various construction materials be investigated

and removed 1>\ the Interstate Commerce Commission. We

i ili. consideration of the practicability of encouraging
> winter months the transportation of materials used in
ud other construction work, thus utilizing transporta-

quipment which might perhaps otherwise remain idle,

meet the present unemployment emergency and to

make renewed activities in the construction field possible

does not require special concessions to the industry. But it

does require a complete and prompt removal of unnecessary
handicaps, restrictions and limitations, both direct and in-

direct, these including credit, freight rates, priorities, undue
cost- in relation to labor and materials, wasteful building
codes, and the like."

It was recommended that Secretary Hoover appoint a

committee selected from the various elements interested in

construction, such as financiers, labor, engineers, architects,

contractors, material manufacturers, and others to be known
as the Committee on Construction Development, to be charged
with the responsibility of preparing and making effective

plans for co-operation with the governors and mayors in the

several states in carrying on community conferences on con-

struction.

Critical of the I. C. C.

The report also contained a paragraph saying that "the

Interstate Commerce Commission did declare without full

hearing from all the parties interested an emergency which
took away from the construction industry the use of open
top cars." "In the interest of an equal opportunity to all

industry," the report said, "the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission should provide full hearings to all interested in

matters of this kind in the future." E. E. Clark, former
chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission, said he

felt he must call the attention of the conference to the para-

graph on priorities as he did not think the committee wants
to add to the great volume of misunderstanding throughout

the country on that subject. He said that Congress had
delegated to the commission emergency powers over car

service in the interest of the public and the commission had
required for a considerable period the use of open top equip-

ment in the transportation of coal in preference to other

commodities in response to the most urgent public demand
that coal be transported. The commission had no thought

or idea of preferring one industry over another and this

action was obviously necessary and the only thing to prevent

people from suffering from want of coal. It would be

absolutely impracticable, he said, to exercise such a power if

it could not lie done until after hearing all who insisted

that their interests are paramount above all others, because

the emergency would have passed. C. P. Neill, of the

Bureau of Information of the Southeastern Railways, also

protested against the attempt of the committee to make the

conference go on record as criticising the Interstate Com
merce Commission when the conference itself was not fully

acquainted with the facts. At the suggestion of Mr. Hoover

the committee agreed to delete the paragraph and bring in

a separate report on this subject. With this and one other

slight amendment, the report of the committee was adopted.

The conference also adopted reports of the committee on

employment agencies, foreign trade and shipping. At the

on Wednesday, Mr. Hoover announced that the con-

ference had received information of from 20,000 to 25,000

additional mm recently taken into employment by railroads.

The El Paso Post of the Travelers' Protective Association.

El Pas... Tex., adopted resolutions on October 1. urging

legislation providing for the reestablishment by the rail-

i the mil, aye book system and approving the Watson

r< I ..nsfress. Telegrams were sent to'senators

and representatives of the states of Texas, New Mexico and

Arizona, asking for their support of the bill.



M. K. & T. Improves Its Facilities at Oklahoma City

Engine Terminals and Yards Have Been Reconstructed to Take

Care of Increased Business

To obtain an improved terminal operating arrangement

and provide more adequate facilities for the handling
of its locomotives, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas has

completed a new engine terminal at Oklahoma City, Okla.,

together with a relocation of one of its entrances to the city,

which improvements have the effeel of expediting its yard
operations greatly. These improvements form part of a gen-

crease the car capacity from 520 cars to 982 cars and three-

quarters of a mile of main track was relocated. However, the

principal improvements made at Oklahoma City

and these have been carried out with the purchase of suffi-

cient right-of-way to permit of ready future enlargement to

several times the present capai ity.

The junction of the Oklahi *-ha\vnee divisions

occurs only about 2,000 ft. east of the throat of the Oklahoma
< '! |iasscnger station yards (see map) and just south of a

crossing with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific which lies

parallel to tin Shawnee line. Because of this it had been
necessary in the past to locate the entire freight yard and
engine terminal east of the junction of the two lines with the

result that freigltf trains on the Oklahoma division could
enter and leave the terminal only with a reverse movement
that fouled the approach to the passenger station and also

interfered with the service to various industry tracks in the

business center of the city. It also resulted in frequent block-

ing of two important streets which crossed the railway at

grade. The presence of the Rock Island tracks and the

acute angle of the junction between the two ML K. & T. lines.

as well as the industrial development in the neighborhood,
precluded any local change in the Oklahoma division track

The Roundhouse as Seen from the Power House Side

eral plan for the rehabilitation and intensive development of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas lines which has been in

progress since 1916 and are made necessary by the increasing

importance of Oklahoma City as the terminal or junction

of a line extending northeastward to Parsons, Kan., with one
to the southeast through Shawnee to Atoka on the main line

of the Katy system.

Being the center of the oil fields of the same name and

General Layout of the M. K. & T. Terminals at Oklahoma City

serving also as a receiving point for pipe line oil from the

Wichita Falls field, Oklahoma City has been the source of

increasing traffic for the Katy, thereby increasing the im-
portance of the Parsons Oklahoma City line. As a conse-

quence, it has also been necessar) to effect appreciable
improvements in the physical condition of this line, includ-
ing the relaying of rail with 85 lb, steel, reballasting, bank
widening, etc. Improvements have also been made at I I

Okla., the intermediate terminal between Oklahoma City and
Parsons. Here the yard tracks have been extended to in-

which would overcome this difficulty. The situation as to the

engine terminal was also objectionable. The layout was such

that it was impossible to increase the numUr of stalls or to

lengthen the existing stalls to accommodate larger locomotives.

ut, the turntable was only 65 ft. long,

situation was obviously one requiring drastic treat-

ment ami was accomplished as shown on the small map. A
cut-off was constructed from a point about three miles out

on the Oklahoma division to a connection with the Shawnee
division about 9,000 ft east of the junction. This enables

713
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trains from both lines to enter and li

,

ght yard over

hawnee tracks and therefore I >\ a direct movement. It

also releases from main line si irtion of the Okla-

homa division track which passes through a built up section

of the city, involving a gi kew grade crossings witli

itj streets. This old line will now nly for

emergenc) or local industrial track servici The cut-off

juni tiot the existing

yard to permit of the future construction of a train yard be-

tween the existing terminal and the junction and right-of-

way for this purpose lias been acquired by the railroad.

The old engine terminal has a new plant

anil to the south of the freight vard on a site that will allow

of a nearly full-circle development of the roundhouse when
ever this is required, together with corresponding enlargement

ol the other facilities I
'<<• yard tracks and leads were modi-

fied onl\ suft'a iently to fit into the changes in the engine

.! and main track. One detail was to con.-;.

[ling tail track at the east end of the yard. Owing to

the fact that the engine terminal site interfered with an exist

tag wye trackj a new wye was built just east of the passenger-

station so that it cotfttHUe t*ed as well for the turning of the

passenger trains, so that all trains, whether outbound or in-

bound, may be backed into rhe passenger -tation.

A three-track car repair yard and a four-track coach yard

were also provided just south of the freight yard. The coach

vard is served wftli steam, water and compressed air.

The locomotive facilities in the new terminal embrace a

In stall roundhouse with 5 additional radial tracks in the

open, served by a 100-ft. turntable, with a machine shop.

boiler house and engine room in a wing at one corner. The
auxiliary facilities include a 300-ton reinforced concrete coal-

ing station built by the Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chi-

cago, a water softening plant with a 100,000 gal. capacity

steel water tank for softened water built by the Graver Cor-

poration, Chicago, a storehouse, a car repair shed and a fore-

Flood lights are provided at four points between each pair of

Stalls so that the interior of the house is truly "flooded" with

light. White washing of the walls, timbers and ceiling adds-

greatly to the effect of the illumination in either the natural

or the artificial light. This is brought out emphatically in

tlu photograph showing the house illuminated by the flood

lights. Considerable of the illumination is obtained through.

-
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Typical Section Through an Engine Pit

the monitor lights which are pivoted so that they can 1j«-

washed from the roof and therefore require no washing scaf-

fold on the inside. Improved ventilation is insured by the

use of Johns-Manville asbestos smoke jacks of large area

with stacks 36-in. in diameter extending through the roof.

Tin floor is paved with brick on a cinder base. One fea-

Typical Section Through a Roundhouse Stall

man's office (lx>th moved from the old site and rebuilt), two

Robertson cinder conveyors, a lavatory and locker building

and a National boiler washing system.

The roundhouse follows the general lines of the more
common type of roundhouse construction with a timber frame

and roof and brick walls, but with the modern tendency to-

wards large window areas in steel frames carried out to the

fullest extent. In this connection the proportion of glass in

the track doors is unusually large, as may be noted in one
of the photographs.

Artificial lighting has also been given particular attention.

ture of die engine pit that is of interest is the provision of the

rounded coping as a protection for the radiators which are

mounted on the wide walls. The rails rest on steel plates

placed directly on the concrete walls to which they .are bolted.

The power plant, machine shop and engine room wing is of

construction similar to the roundhouse with the roof carried

on wooden roof trusses. The boiler house contains two 250-

hp. Heine boilers with furnaces designed for burning coal

but modified to permit the use of oil as a fuel. The power
plant is designed mainly for a supply of steam heat, hot water
for the boiler washing, compressed air. etc., as the electric
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light and power is purchased from a local public

['lie tloors in the wing arc of three types, Mastic floors are

used in the engine room and a portion of the machine shop

which also is provided in part with a cinder floor, while the

boiler room has a concrete floor.

The 100-ft. turntable is operated by a Nichols tractor ind

is equipped with an essentially original type of end

his lime is occupi in the work at the treating

plant. A matter of incidental interest is presented in the

fact that a test of the treated water by the state health authori-

ulted in tin- water being approved a? satisfactory for

drinking purposes, whereas thi vater had been '1'

elared unfit for drinking.

Combined Storehouse and Oil Building

The storeho uilding 103 ft. by
m area with a platform .it one end 55 ft. 10 in. long

which al-o extends along one ••ntire side of the building.

An Example of Modern Roundhouse Illumination

comprising the use of four M.< .B. car springs to act as shock

absorbers when the locomotive runs onto the tabl( I hi de

sign of these eml trucks was worked out by the engineering

department of the railway in co-operation witli tin- Am
Bridge Company, the contractor for the table.

I'lie water softening plant was provided to treat water from
ie cit) supply, this being water from the Canadian river.

The Track Doors Contain Unusually Large Glass Areas

This storehouse also houses th [tupped

with pumps supplied b) tin- St. Louis Pump and Equipment

any. The portion of the building used for this purposi

lias a basement containing oil tank- ranging from 120 gal. to

liOOO gal. cap

The site chosen for the new engine terminal is in tin

of the Canadian river of an

abandoned channel of that stream and was available for

terminal purposes only after 175,000 cu. yd. of filling had

been pi lined from borrow

pits nearby and from the excavation for i creek channel with

the use of a dragline exi ivator Howei •

Jld locomotive fa:

-

< —

The Yard and Engine Terminal Reconstruction

which ontains about 24 gra ncrusting solid

gallon. The plant has a capacity of 20,000 gal. of

water per hour, and reduces the hardness to less than 3.5

grains per gallon. In addition to the use of soda ash and
hydrated lime, the plant provides for the use of ferrou> sul

phate as a coagulant to tlu extenl of one grain per

during times when the river water is turbulent. 1 he an
tnent of the plar\t is such as b . mica] op< I

lion, one man dividing his time between the treating plant,

boiler washing plant, coaling sh pit and t!

boil tti( powerhousi < >nly about one hi

the material was obtained w it.

ut west of the yard on the site of the future train yard.

The preseni e of a > reek extending through the site of th

lly entailed •
I channel

i the i instruction o\ 200 ft. ol

Ivert under -< ven of the yard tr

The low land at th.- -
I dded to the

the building foui

ah to solid mated
rial in the foundation ,

Hiding wall found
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part according to the beam and pedestal design with natural

1 footings. A different plan was followed for the engine

pits which were built with the two walls extending down to a

footing slab with the engine pit floor suspended between the

walls at a suitable elevation. In order to save material, the

continuity of the side walls of the pit was broken at intervals

by openings 6 ft. 8 in. long between the footing slabs and
the floor slabs. The foundation conditions were such that

natural foundations were permissible for all of the structures

except the turntable and the coaling station which required

pile foundations. The turntable center was heavily rein-

forced with a grillage of old rails and the entire turntable pit

was paved with a concrete floor.

The building of the cut-off, which has a length of about

10,000 ft., involved the construction of two grade separation

structures, an overhead highway viaduct to carry Twenty-
third street, Oklahoma City, over the tracks, and a three-

span subway to carry the cut-off over Alice avenue. Both of

these are reinforced concrete structures which were built in

place complete before traffic was turned over the line.

The entire project has been developed under the direction

of F. Ringer, chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
assisted by J. M. Metcalf, principal assistant engineer, and
A. L. Sparks, architect. D. I. Stevens, assistant engineer,
was in direct charge of the construction. The roundhouse
and other buildings were built under contract by H. D.
McCoy of Cleburne, Texas. The List and Gifford Con-
struction Company, Kansas City, had the contract for the
grading.

Freight Car Loading

Washington, D. C.

The volume of freight being handled by the railroads

continues to show large increases from week to week,
as indicated by the weekly car loading reports of the

American Railway Association, Car Service Division. While
the increase is, of course, seasonal, the car loading figures

are now showing a closer approach to the record figures for

last year than they have at any previous time during the year.

For the week ending on October 1 the total car loading was
901,078 cars, an increase of 27,773 cars as compared with
the week before. It was, however, 91,205 cars less than were
loaded during the corresponding week of 1919.

Except for livestock, which showed a slight decrease, and
ore, gains were reported in the loading of all classes of com-
modities as compared with the previous week, while, for the
first time this year, loading of merchandise and miscellaneous
freight, which includes manufactured products, eclipsed the

total for the corresponding week of last year. Grain and
grain products also exceeded both the corresponding weeks
of the past two years but other commodities fell below last

year.

Compared with the week before, the largest gain was made
in the loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight,

which totaled 551,656 cars or a gain of 18.5.S7 cars. This
was also a gain of 1,619 cars over the total for the corre-

sponding week in L920. I. nailing of coal amounted to

178,005 cars which was an increase over tin previous week
of 6,531 cars. Grain and grain products totaled 57,075
ears, a gain of 5,227 cars in a week and 13,443 cars more
than were loaded during the corresponding week last year.

This also was 13,286 cars in excess of the total for the same
week in 1919.

Forest products increased 7(>4 ears to a total of 49,466 com-
pared with 48,702 the week before while coke loading-; were

5,615 cars, an increase of 669 cars compared with the previ-

ous week. Livestock loading fell off 65 cars, compared with

the preceding week, the total being 32,868 cars, while ore

dropped to 26,393 cars, a decrease of 3,940 cars within a

week.

Increases as compared with the week before were shown
in the loading of all commodities by districts but the central

n and southwestern were the only districts to show
increases over the corresponding week in 1920.

The following table prepared by the Car Service Division

compares the car loading with the peak weeks of 1920 and
1919, showing that the loading for the week of October 1

was within 10 per cent of the highest loading during the last

two years, while the grain loading was considerably higher.

During the first six months of 1921 railroad freight traffic

was about 23 per cent less than during the corresponding

period of 1920.

As compared with
Octa- , *

,

ber October September
1, 1921. 23, 1920. 25, 1919.
peak. October 1, Per The peak. Per The peak, Per
1921 1920 cent 1920 cent 1919 cent

Grain and grain
products 57,075 43,632 130.8 30.886 184.8 45,140 126.4

Live stock 32,868 33.383 98.5 34.971 94.0 35,555 92.4
Coal 178.005 209,89il 84.8 229.043 77.7 218.746 81.4
Coke 5,615 14,790 38.0 16.898 33.2 9,628 58.3
Forest products. . 49.466 62,085 7-9.7 58,820 84.1 65,360 75.7
Ore 26,393 78,458 33.6 73,182 36.1 69,853 37.8
Merchandise.
L.C.I.. and mis-
cellaneous 551,656 550,037 100.3 559.161 98.7 551,619 100.0

Tetal 901,078 992,283 90.8 1,010,961 89.1 995,901 90.5

A large further decrease in the number of surplus freight

cars and in the number of cars in bad order was also re-

ported by the Car Service Division. For the period from
September 23 to October 1 the number of surplus cars was
172,420, a decrease of 28,733 in approximately a week. This
included 42,093 surplus box cars, a reduction of 13,756 and
98,040 surplus coal cars, a reduction of 12,328. The num-
ber of freight cars in need of repairs on October 1 was 364,-

372, or 15.8 per cent, as compared with 16.3 per cent on

September 15.

"Perfect Package Month"

This is the name of the country-wide campaign to pro-

mote good packing of freight which is to be conducted

during November jointly by the American Railway

Association, through its committee, and the American Rail-

way Express Company; and elaborate preparations are being

made.

In previous campaigns, the railroads have succeeded in

getting large shippers to give better attention to their shipping

methods, and the losses formerly entailed in the transporta-

tion business, due, in part, to poor packing, have been much
reduced. By the "Perfect Package" drive, the carriers hope

to reach the smaller shippers. This is the first campaign in

which all of the carriers of the country have taken part. It

will reach practically every shipper in the United States. At

the larger places committees of employes of the transporta-

tion companies will handle the campaign and keep in touch

with local shippers' associations.

Throughout the month of November, all shipments.

freight and express, will be more carefully examined than

usual, and suitable notations will be made on special "Ex-

n Reports." These forms are issued separately for

- and freight, the latter being on white paper and the

- on pink.

The "exception reports" are made up so that the most com-

rors in packing or marking can be quickly checked up.

with a minimum of handwriting. If, for example, the ship-

per's name is missing or old and confusing marks are found.

hi "exception" will lie made and an "exception report" tilled

out by the employee making the examination.
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These exception reports will be used only in connection

with the outbound business from each point; incoming ship-

ments will not undergo this spei ial examination. The issu-

ance of these reports will not delay the shi] m
The exception reports will be sent daily b) each of the

carriers, to shippers of the packages on which exceptions are

made, and they can thus immediately take steps to correct

the errors. At regular intervals the carriers will inform the

local Chamber of Commerce or other traffic bodies, who act

for shippers in tin- movement, regarding the number of cx-

ceptions made or the outbound business of that city, giving

the names of the shippers. Exception reports will be re-

garded as confidential information, only for the shippei

affected.

In each city the agents of the railroads and of the express

company have been requested to get together ami form a

local Joint Perfect Package Campaign Committee. These
will distribute printed matter, give notii es to local newspapers

and present the matter to the leading shippers' organization.

The carriers do not intend to throw any unnei essary burden

on these local organizations or to ask them to make an)

expenditures, unless they wish to do so on their own volition.

The shippers' associatioi asked to put up notices

on their bulletin boards, publish articles about the campaign,
and make announcements of a at their meetings. At the

conclusion of the campaign, the i arriers will notify the asso-

ciation- what the total number of outbound shipments by all

carriers was durin>_; November. By comparing the total num-
ptions" with the total outbound business during

that month, tin- shipping "score" of local industries may be
di b rmined. I he

]
publicly an-

nounced and information sent to the central joint can

committee of tin- railroad- ami express companies. That
committee will prepare a list that will show, for the whole
country, the cities which make the best records. This list

will be made public after the campaign is ov< r and the cities

heading the list will achieve such reputation a-. they deserve.

The "Perfect Package Month" activities are t>.

by a Joint Campaign Committei o can Railway
Association and the American Railway Express Company;
and the representatives are: Lewis Pilcher, Secretary, Com-
mittee on Freight Claim Prevention, A. R. A., Chicago, and

J. H. Butler, Manager, Loss and Damage Department.
American Railway Express, New York.

Strike Talk Dies As Labor Leaders Count Ballots

Pennsylvania Cited for Failure to Obey Board's Order—New
Adjustment Board for Western Roads

THE THREATS of a general railroad strike which were SO

indiscriminately thrown about several weeks ago have

been abandoned by leaders of the railroad labor organ-

izations who have been in Chicago for the past week, the

consensus of opinion now being that tlie onl) diffi ultj which

is even possible might be between the Pennsylvania shopmen,

and members of the Federated Shop Crafts, employed by

that road. One well known labor leader was recently quoted

in the press as saying: "If a walkout should be ordered,

half the workers affected would become 'scab-' and the other

half would become tramps, There will be no strike because

both the men and their leaders know it would be a foolhardy

move. II' the men vote to quit work it is merely to strengthen

the hands of their officers in seeking con om the

carriers. They trust their officers not to lead them into this

winter's bread line." The name of the union leader quoted

was withheld at his request. This leader was also quoted a-

stating that the strike votes already polled 1>\ tin- brother-

hoods mean nothing and that, since \\ G Lee, president

of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, has announced
thai his organization will not strike unless the other brother-

hoods join the movement, there will be no general walkout
because the officers of these other I

'>- have the

power to veto a strike vote.

L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Railway Con
ductors, later made the statement that there will b

sive tie-up of the country's tin- pi facilities.

"1 made this promise to President Harding," Mr Shep
paial was quoted as saying, "and 1 know i eason why
I should not give the same assurances to the public. If we
have to break with the railroad officials we will do it with
just as slight inconvenience to the p ossible."

Labor Board Favors Pennsylvania in Five Decisions

Five re. ent de< isions of the Labor board, although rendered
in minor disputes involving in each case the claim of an
individual employee, are significant in thai the decision in

each case is in favor of the Pennsylvania, Coming, as these
decisions do, immediately after the publication of a greal

deai of information regarding the Pennsylvania's attitude

toward the Labor Hoard and the Labor Board's attitude

toward the Pennsylvania, the rulings may, according to the

views of members of the Board, serve to establish the fact

that, despite tin' discussion which has taken place in the

last month, tin Labor Hoard will continue to decide disputes

win. h are properly certified to it free from prejudice because

of developments in other controversies. It was pointed out

at tin s aI iie time that the Pennsylvania has likewise signified

its approval of the Board's jurisdiction over and judgnvent

in. controversies in which there is no question of juris,

or authority by recently certifying to the Board a case in-

volving a wage reduction for dining car stewards in the

eastern region of l'emis\ lvaliia.

A hearing to determine whether the Pennsylvania has

violated the [ran \ t by its refusal to accept the

de. l-l, ill I ij lb, I..

representatives will be held within the next ten days,

ut announcement of the Hoard. The Board will

1 iiiid.i Section 313 of the Transportation \ I

B. R. & P. Dispute Before Board

Threat of the train service brotherhoods and the Order of

Railroad Telegraphers to call a strike on the Buffalo, I

ester & Pittsburgh unless that road
i in its work-

ing conditions a rule against trainmen havii train

orders by telephon of a rather signifj

heard by the Loud on i li tober 7.

Ili , unwilling that

"employees other than those covered b) the telegraphers'

agreement shall not be required to "or permitted to handle
train orders or mi the movement of

trains except in cases of wrecks, washouts sides.

njury."

T. F. Brennan, vice-president of th

that adoption of the rule would "nullify tile advan-

tage of the telephone over the tel( - the stand-

point of conveniei npt mover
trains." He declares it would seriously interfere with train
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operation, < reate misunderstandings and enforce the employ-

ment of operators where they are not needed now and never

have been employed.
I'hi- unions claim that train service men have been re-

quired to receive and write out train orders while regular

telegraphers were laid off, at the same time placing upon the

train service men more responsibility without additional com-
n on and introducing another element of danger. They

dei lare the operation of the rule would not prevent trainmen

"getting block" or reporting "in clear" at points where oper-

itors are not maintained regularly for this particular purpose
and where no other telegraph service is necessarj oi required.

Arrangements for New Board of

Adjustment Completed

I he new Board of Adjustment, created recently to handle
disputes between certain western carriers and the train service

brotherhoods and their members, is now fullv organized and
is making preparations to take up and dispose of the large

number of grievances which have arisen since the end of

federal control.

W. E. Morse, formerly assistant general manager of the

Chicago & North Western and more recently vice-president

of the Denver & Salt Lake, was named a permanent member
and chairman of the new body, which is composed of four

representatives of the railroads and four representatives of

the train service brotherhoods.

Other members of the board are: J. T. Gillick. general

manager of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, (Lines
East) ; F. G. Pettibone, vice-president and general manager
of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe; Frank Bell, general man-
ager of the Great Northern (Lines East) ; Harry Dougherty,
vice-president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers ;

E. P. Curtis, vice-president of the Order of Railway Con-
ductors; C. F. McLaughlin, vice-president of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen. and A. F.

Whitney, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen.

As soon as suitable office space can be found a permanent
office will be opened in Chicago and the new board will go
into continuous session until the accumulation of grievances

of the "big four
1

' against the member roads since Federal
control has been disposed of. After that, meetings will be
held at stated intervals.

The railroads which signed the agreement for one year
are the Union Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Colorado & Southern,
the Northern Pacific, the Illinois Central, the Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Saull Ste.

Marie.

The board will confine its jurisdiction to the adjustment of

"disputes growing out of personal grievances or out of the

interpretation or application of the schedules, agreements or

practices now or hereafter established on the railroads signa-

tory hereto which cannot be adjusted by direct conference

between the representatives of the individual railroad and its

:i live employees."

I'he agreement continues:

All disputes arising out of proposed changes in rules, working
conditions or rates of pay are specifically excluded from the
jurisdiction of the board.
The board shall not assi ent or change the discipline

administered. In the determination of disputes involvini
sonal grievances the decision of the board shall be limited to the
guilt or innocence of employees as charged.

All decisions of the board shall he approved by a majority voti
of the full membership of the hoard and shall be final and binding
upon the parties to the dispute.

If a dispute had been considered by the hoard, but a majority
vote cannot be obtained, then upon the request of either party
to the dispute, the board shall certify such dispute to the United
States Railroad Labor Roard for final decision, accompanied b>

all supporting p

On October 1 1 the Railroad Labor Board cited the Penn-
sylvania for failure to obey its order directing a new election

of employees' representatives and ordered that further hear-

ings lie held beginning October 20.

Lehigh Valley Files Segregation Plan

The Lehigh Valley on October 6 filed with the United

States District Court of New York a plan to segregate

its coal properties in accordance with the decree of the

United States Supreme Court, noted in the Railway Age of

December 10, 1920, page 1030. The plan calls for no assess-

ment from the stockholders and results in no sacrifice of their

equity in the coal company investment. The government

filed objections to the plan.

E. E. Loomis, president of the Lehigh Valley, outlined the

segregation plan in the following statement

:

"The stockholders of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
are the owners not only of the railroad company itself but

also, through the railroad company, of the entire capital stock

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Company and of Coxe Brothers &
Co., Inc.

"The Supreme Court of the United States, however, on

December 6, 1920, declared that the railroad company must

sever its control of the Lehigh Valley Coal Company and

Coxe Bros. & Co., Inc., and the management of the company
has devoted its best thoughts to finding a way to do this, and
at the same time insuring full protection to the rights of all

having an interest in the matter.

"On January 10, 1921, the boards of directors and officers

of the railway company and the two coal mining companies

were changed, eliminating all interlocking directors and offi-

cers. Each company now has a separate and distinct set of

officers and board of directors, in accordance with the re-

quirements of the decision of the Supreme Court.

"In considering its stockholders, the management recog

nizes a particular responsibility because of the fact that they

are 19,122 in number, representing an average holding of 6>

shares. Of its stockholders, also, 7,028 are women, and 615

are corporations of one character or another—banks, insui

ance companies, fiduciary concerns, charitable institutions,

etc., with the funds or interests of thousands of persons par-

tially invested in its stock. Also, 1,350 employees of the

Lehigh Valley have placed their savings in the shares of tin-

company, and are looking to the management to protect them.

"The management, in seeking a solution of this problem,

has kept constantly in mind the necessity of complying fully

with the letter and spirit of the decision of the Supreme Court

and at the same time protecting the interests of its many small

stockholders as well as those of the owners of bonds issued

under the general consolidated mortgage. In other words,

the management conceives it as its duty to see that the stock-

holders of the company shall receive full consideration and
that the bondholders and their trustee are assured that the

values subject to the mortgage lien are not impaired.

"To accomplish these results the management has offered

the following plan

:

"First: The Lehigh Valley Coal Company will issue $30.-

000,000 non-cumulative preferred stock (with no voting

rights) of $100 par value per share, yielding dividends at

the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, which will l>e turned over

to the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company in the form of a

stock dividend declared out of surplus. The $2,100,000
annual income from this preferred stock will be payable to

the railroad company.
"Then, in order that the railroad company may completely

dissociate itself from control of the coal company, in accord-

ance with the court's order, it will convey all of its interests

in the, common stock to a trustee, which will then issue, at the
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direction of the railroad, to the holders of the railroad com-

pany stock, 242,432 certificates of interest in the common
stock of the coal company in the ratio of one certificate for

every five shares of common or preferred railroad stock.

"These certificates of interest will he dividend-bearing,

based on the dividends earned by the coal company on its

common stock, and in addition will give their holders the

same voting rights as if they actually held the coal company
stock. The trustee, under the general consolidated mortgage,

will give the new trustee a proxy, such as it has given the

railroad in the past, enabling the new trustee to vote the

stock as directed or authorized by the holders of the certifi-

cates of interest.

"These certificates of interest are evidences that, upon the

maturity of the general consolidated mortgage and the release

of the coal company stock pledged thereunder, tin- holders

will be entitled to a pro rata distribution (if the shares of the

coal company stock.

"So far as the trustee under the general i onsolidated mort-

gage is concerned, the segregation makes no change in the

value of the properly subject to the mortgage lien

"Second: The stock of Coxe Bros. & ( o ini . will remain

as at present until the maturity, in less than fivi

(Fehruary 1, 1926) of the collateral tru>t agreement under

which it is pledged, except that the voting power in the mean-
while will be assigned to a trustee i<> be appointed by the

United Stales District Court. After thai time the stock i- to

in M>ld, the proceeds to go into tli< treasury of the Lehigh
\ ill y Railroad Company.
"Third: The stock of the Delawart Su-'|uchanna &

Schuylkill Railroad Company, owning a small branch line

in the coal regions, which is also pledged under tin collateral

trust agreement, to be held until February 1, 1926, the ma-
turity date of the agreement, and in the I nplica-

tion to be made to the Interstate Commero Commission for

authority to consolidate this line with the Lehigh Valley

Railroad Company under the provision of the Interstate

Commerce Act which permit- the . ommission to allow con-

solidation of railroads notwithstanding the ami I
.

In the meanwhile, the voting power of this stock will
I

•

assigned in a trust Bros & '

"This plan Leaves the Lehigh Valle) Coal Sales Company
in position to negotiate i new contract with the minim;
companies."

The government filed objection to the plan on the ground
ihat the segregation plai usition

.if the stoi k of the coal company, or tin- railroad companv-
equity therein, to persons not connected with or interested in

the railroad company. The doctrine laid down in tin

of the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific segregation, to thi

effect ili.it in dissolving combinations in violation of the

Anti-Trust V t tin parts into which the combination i-

divided -hall be placed under independent ownership
agement and control, has been followed in subsequent

Bad Order Car Situation Presents Serious Problem

Essential That Railway Equipment Should Be Sufficient to Take

Care of Maximum Traffic

By M. J. Gormley
t hairman Car Service Division, American Railway Association

Tonu iiiiKi is no actual shortage of transportation with

the possible exception of perishable traffic, and no com-

plaint about the movement of traffic of any kind. I hat

this is the condition in the face of the fact that there were

loaded on the railroads during the week ending September 24.

1921, 873,305 cars, which is 86.6 per cent of the cars loaded

during the corresponding period of lasl year, is the very best

indication that there has been a wry remarkable improvement
in the efficiency of the transportation machine. The maximum
business of last year was during the week ending October 23,

when l,()l(i,ool cars were loaded, and this exceeded any
previous records of the railroads. The record of September
24 this year i> only 13.6 per cent less than the peal

of last year when considered onl) from standpoint of i.ir-

loaded and not tonnage. During tin- week there was a heav\

increase in the movement of grain and gi icts over
the same week of the previous year, but this unfortunateh
Was offset by a greater decrease in coal, forest products, cok
and ore. 1

1' we stop with the presentation of these facts it

would appear that the freight service doc- not need a general
building up, but tin- is only part of the story. We must
fan- the following facts. There are in the country today
374,431 cars in bad order, divided into 183,486 box, 1

coal ami 37,670 miscellaneous types. Then 01,153
surplus cars; that is cars for which there is no demand. This
means that there is a total oi 575,584 cars out of commission
today, classed a- -urplus and bad order, or 24.0 per I

the lotal ownership. In considering this, however, we must

•Address hofore the Traffic Ornip. National Retail IV
lion. Washington, P. i

id order situation I- al

but to a less extent than it is at the present time i

from the standpoint of a liberal allowance, under pi

conditions there should not be an excess of 7 per cent of

the freight cars of the country in bad order. There should

ly about 160,8c i I
bad order, which means if

that were the condition, the number of cars now report

Surplus, or available in EXCeSS of the demand. WOul

H4.698
The problem now before the railroads is to repair or re-

build the bad order i a r~ that can be so treated, and to replace

with ii' -e that cannot be economically repaired or

rebuilt and make other n ! litions to the equi]

rhese facts, with the further fad that there were in ex

- less cars under dati of July 1. 1921, than on July 1.

1920, gives you what might properly be termed

view" of the car situation today.

hcavih decreased earnings, with the extreme!'

operating cost-, have made ii necessary for the railr. .

lurtail their maintenance expenditures to the lo

limit that would enable them to furnish gi

an immediate pro Lisiness increase, thi i

out i.f the proposed plan for funding of the in.!

the railroads to the government for

have the effect of providing funds for the rebuilding p-
of the railroads which ilahle from
source.

With this accomplished we believe tile railroads COU
in condition all cars that are awaiting repairs in exc

make available sufficient eqtr:
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to handle up to at least the past records of performance; but

whal concerns the railroads and the shippers today is the

providing of facilities that will not only take care of business

up to the maximum of the past but the possible maximum

of the future, and unless the revenues of the railroads are

sufficient to attract capital to that channel it follows to a

certainty that commercial expansion of the country will be

impossible.

I do not want to tire you with post mortems as I believe

that now is the time to look forward and not backward, but

post mortems are often performed to find out what caused

the death of the patient in order that the knowledge gained

thereby may be used in finding a cure for future cases. Our

memories are very short in this country, but if you will

recall, the railroad officers were for several years pointing

to the people that unless there was an increase in their rev-

enues they would be unable to expand to meet the growing

transportation needs of the country. It is regrettable that

they were able to convince only themselves of this fact. This

is the real reason why a building up program of the railroads

is now necessary and in progress.

By not obtaining sufficient net earnings the railroads will

be unable to enlarge their facilities to provide for the move-

ment of the possible maximum traffic of the future with a

service equal to that rendered today. We maintain that the

people of this country are always entitled to as good service

as they are getting today and, if they will keep this in mind

and not let the mistakes of the past be their guide post in

the future, and insist on a constructive program for com-

mercial expansion, we believe this service can be furnished

and maintained. This brings to our minds the wholesale

demand today for a decrease in the freight rates. A great

many people apparently can only see this situation from the

standpoint of rate reductions and they have the mistaken

idea that the only way traffic can be stimulated is by reduc-

tion in the freight rates. I do not qualify as competent to

discuss the freight rates but I do not think that any one

needs to be an expert in that direction today to realize if he
takes the time and the trouble to study the situation from
every angle that the rate situation has but a very small

bearing on the question of the traffic movement today. With-
out a doubt there are rates that are out of line but a great

many modifications have been made in these rates and are

being made daily. A glance at the freight loadings today I

think will convince anyone who has an open mind that these

are the facts. It lias been shown that a decrease in the selling

prices of commodities very many times in excess of any pos-
sible reduction in the freight rates has failed to move the
traffic. In my opinion, and I would like it understood that
this is my opinion only, the fact that there has been so great
a clamor for freight rate reduction has had more to do with
holding back the movement of traffic than any excessive
freight rates.

I know there are some very well defined opinions that the
railroads are unnecessarily losing short haul traffic to trucks,
barges, etc., by reason of these high freight rates, but 1 main-
tain that if transportation can be provide, 1 by trucks or
barges for short haul traffic more economically than can In-

provided by tlie steam lines then most certainly it should
go to the cheaper lines of transportation provided they, like
the railroads, are required to pay their proper pan i

country's taxation expenses; and right at this point I call
your attention to what I doubt if many of you know, ami
that is that the taxes paid by the transportation companies
of this country amounted in the year 1920 to $278,868,668
an increa.se of $180,241,820 oyer 101] r 183 per cent.

I think you all agree that the only time there is a general
public clamor for a reduction in freight rates is at a time
when busmess is moving in small volume and tin- service
on the railroads the best. Without a doubt every one here
will recall that at some time in the past three years you have

said that what we need is service; the most expensive thing

for us is low rates and poor service. This country has gone

through in the past four years periods when the service was

anything but satisfactory, due of course in a large measure

to the war conditions but to other causes too numerous to

mention today, but I would ask of any of you to answer your

own question as to whether you would prefer seeing that the

railroads obtain sufficient net earnings to provide the same

service you are getting today, or would you prefer a lowering

of the freight rates and what would consequently follow a

blocking of the expansion of the transportation machine of

this country?

I have been fortunate enough to have spent nearly all of

the last two years on the industrial side and I know there

were times during that period when the answer to that ques-

tion would have been—-"The cheapest thing for the industry

is that the railroads be maintained at a level that would

attract capital to railroad investment and thereby expand

the transportation machine so that it would be able at all

times to move the maximum business with entire satisfaction."

We should never lose sight of the fact that to provide first

class service at times of peak movement of traffic means that

for certain seasons of the year there must be maintained a

very great surplus capacity. Right at the present moment
the energies of the railroads are being directed to moving
the largest perishable traffic in their history, estimated to be

40 per cent in excess of last year, when it was considered

that there was a very heavy movement; this must be made
with no more refrigerator cars in service and, in fact I think

a detailed check would show less cars in service than in

previous years. In looking over these estimated figures I

could not help recalling that the refrigerators now being used

for that movement have been standing on the side tracks of

the railroads of this country awaiting business for as long

as five or six months. This surplus capacity can only be

maintained at a very considerable expense.

I wonder how many of us today really realize that trans-

portation is the right hand of industry. The lack of trans-

portation today has more to do with famine in China and
Russia than anything else. I assume you all know that in

this country there are about 270,000 miles of main line

tracks and if we include all of the sidings this mileage would
reach 400,000. Transportation is the biggest industry in the

United States and for a great many years the railroad devel-

opment was very much ahead of the industrial development.
The foresight of the railroad officers that made that possible

in the past is just as great today as it was then and they

will meet the situation and again bring railroad development
to the point where it leads the industrial development if they

are given a reasonably free hand where their incentive and
initiative can be used to its fullest extent. Take away the

initiative of an organization and you have undermined its

foundation.

If your organization and other similar organizations and
individual shippers will study this and view it from the

standpoint of your own future interests, I am sure you will

see that the transportation industry is given an opportunity
to again resume its proper place in the commercial develop-
ment of this country.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincv has presented to con-

ductor William II. McGee, of the St. Joseph division, a gold
watch and chain, in recognition of his capture of a robber
"ii the night of September 10. Conductor McGee was in

charge of southbound passenger train No. 16, near Parkville.

Mo., 12 miles north of Kansas City, when the robber forced

him down and bound him. McGee later cut the bonds from
his hands and feet, secured a revolver from the mail car,

disarmed the robber and finally turned him over to the

proper authorities.



Two Baldmn-Wcstingh use Blectrii Freight Locomotives for the Pa'ilista Raiiwa}

Electric Motive Power for Paulista Railway
Two Freight and Two Passenger Locomotives Built for Brazilian

Road by Westingho'use Company

A total of 1(> electric locomotives, six for passenger and
ten for freight service, were purchased in the United
States for the Paulista Railway, Brazil. Two passen-

ger and two freight locomotives were supplied by the Wesl
inghouse Electric International Company and are described

in this article. The remainder of the locomotives, consisting

of two types manufactured by the General Electric Company,

Electric Passenger Locomotive

were described in the Rail • of July ''. 19

together with an outline of genera] conditions on the railroad

and a description of other electrical apparatus.

Freight and Passenger Motor Parts Interchangeable*

The freight locomotives arc of the six axle type, with

two six-wheel articulated trucks. rheri axle-

mounted motors rating 280 h.p. each at the one-hour rating.

The motor- arc wound for 1,500 volts for operation two in

series on 3,000 volts and air arranged for field control. Each
motor drive- its a\.le by a single flexible gear.

The passenger locomotives included in this order have a

•Abstract ot .in article on t!><- Paulista Railway electrification by - 1;

Cooper, general engineering departmen Wi itinghonse Electric and Manu-
facturing ' ompnt

2-4-0 -\- 0-4-2 wheel arrangement and each driving axle-

is equipped with a 580 h.p., It twin motor and
i|uill drive.

The passenger and freight train weight- and schedule

-peed- are such as to require locomotive horsepower ratings

in almost exact ratio of four to three, so that by using

armatures on the passenger locomotive and -i\ on the freight

locomotive, it was possible to use the same identical motors

in both services, except for the externa] frame-, li.

senger motors are in twin frames, while the freight motors
arc m axle ami nose suspension frame.-, but tl

identical electricallj and all replacement part-, coils, com-

plete armatures, field poles, l>ru-ln^, armature b

are interchangeable throughout This i-. of iour-r. a tre-

mendous operating advantage and is obtained without the

-acni'n e of firm --
i I t) pe of each engine fi i 1 he

iting at speeds up to 40 m.p.h. with

ratively light axle loads, have the mechanical sim-

plicity mounted motor- and dil

drive, while the pi

m.p.h. have the advantages of hig] gravity ami
large proportion of spring-borne weight given by the quill

drive.

Mechanical Construction

I he frami - Irilled

and burned i The brake rigg ulizer

part- are fitted with i iseh i-il. aed p as and bush in

out, minimizing wear and facilitating replacement

ml the journal '
i

ranged for grease lubrication of the hub lii

The control equipment has been worked out to give the

greatest possible d<

gineering and the proper degree of opera! i

switches required to break heavy current are of the m I

mounted in two rows just below thi main •

circuit- for motoring and i

are set up by cam switch croup- an.'. -
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riectioni for regeneration are made by smaller unit switches

without blowout coils.

Continental type couplers with take-up screws are used on

passenger cars, but only open links on freight equipment.

For this reason it is particularly desirable to have a high

degree of flexibility and smoothness in the control. This is

accomplished by having three motor combinations of six,

three and two armatures in a series on the freight locomo-

tives, giving, with field control notches, six running speeds.

The main handle on the master controller has 18 positions,

giving a total of 54 notches. On the passenger locomotives,

the armatures are connected eight, four and two in series,

giving six running speeds and 54 notches.

Regeneration Provided For

Regeneration is provided for in all three combinations,

with 13 notches in each combination, giving a particularly

wide range of regenerating speeds, a most desirable feature

with the various classes of trains and varying grade con-

ditions existing on the Paulista.

The brake equipment consists of a combination of air and

vacuum brakes. The space requirements for the cylinders

made it impossible to use vacuum brakes on the locomotives.

so they are equipped with air brakes. The control of the

brakes is so arranged that air on the locomotive and vacuum
brakes on the train is handled from a single valve with uni-

form rates of application and release. An independent

straight air valve is provided for the separate control of the

locomotive brakes as desired, thus making it possible to shut

down the exhauster during light engine or switching move-

ments.

Provision For Future Conditions

The auxiliary equipment is simply arranged; a single high

voltage auxiliary motor-generator set furnishes power for

control, lights, motor excitation during regeneration, and for

the blowers, compressor and vacuum exhauster. The motors

driving the exhauster and blowers are practically identical.

The control and auxiliary equipment throughout is the same
on the freight and passenger locomotive-, excepting for such

detailed differences as are required for the control of six and
eight armatures respectively.

The traffic on the Paulista svstern i- growing at a very

healthy rate and even with double track it will not be man;
years before track capacity becomes a serious consideration.

It sterns probable that by that time both the Sao Paulo Rail-

way and the Paulista Company will change over to M. < B.

type couplers and therefore be able to handle much larger-

trains. With this end in view, these locomotives have been

equipped for multiple operation so that they can be double-

headed with a single crew and handle 1,400-ton trains in-

stead of 700. The bumper castings have been so designed

tha'. M. C. B. couplers can be very easily applied to replao

the < 'ontinental type.

Genef* I and Rating?

Freight Passenger

Wr el arrangemenl '1-6-0 2-4-0+0-4-2

Ripid vvheclbasc 8 ft. 4 in.

I".. .1 wheelbase 37 it Oi 41 ft. 2 in.

length over buffers 50 ft. 52 ft. 11 in.

I cal height over cab roof 12 ft. 7 it. 12 ft. 7 in.

I ital height with trolley down.. 4 ft. 10 i, 14 ft. 10 in.

Diameter driving wheels 40 in. 63 in.

Tntal weight . 234,000 II 282,000 lb.

Weight on driver- 234.000 11 206,000 1b.

Vumber of motors 6 4

Gear ratio 16:63 28:86

Ono hour rating, per motor. . . .

,

560 h.p.

Locomotive ratings—short field:

Horse power (one hour) 1.680 2,240

Tractive effort 9,400 It 19,400 lb.

Speed, m. p. h 21.4 43.2

Morse power (continuous)... l.SOt'

Tractive effort .'1.600 14,300

Speed, m. p. h 23.4 47.2

Tractive effort at 25% adhesion, lb .
. 51,000

Maximum safe speed, in. p. h 40 65

The more important ratings and dimensions are shown in

the table. Ratings are on the basis of the A. I. E. E. rules

throughout, the continuous rating being based on 85 deg. <

rise by thermometer, or 105 deg. C. rise by resistance, thus

giving conservative total temperatures with the high air tem-

peratures encountered at certain seasons in Brazil.

The freight locomotives are now in Brazil ready for serv-

ice, and the passenger locomotives have been completed

and shipped from the works of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company at Fast Pittsburgh, Pennsvl-

A Train on the Mt. Tamalpais & Muir Woods, California



Debate Federal versus State Regulatory Powers

State Utility Commissioners Question Extent of I. C. C. Authority

Under Transportation Act

It
nih National Association of Railway and Utilities Com

missioners was accustomed to formulate a theme for it-

annual meetings, it would probably have chosen for the

convention held this week at the Georgian Terrace Hotel

Vtlanta, something like the following: "The Attn

Construe the Transportation Act to Mean the Transfer of

State Jurisdiction Over Railroads to the Federal Govern-

ment." This was tin' keynote of the meeting. One of the

most important reports was thai i the Committee on Litiga

tion formed in September, 1920, to take action in tin- various

cases before the Interstate Commerce Comn tive to

the increase in intrastate to agrei ith intei stati

The convention, which began oi

1 1 . was imas \V. Hardwi. k

ernor of G Idition to tl

a of the committei d round-table

m 'After t, Regulation"
r on the subject of "Automobile Transportation

Omni i- tnd Jitney.'" The convention .-. iressed

I)) Jami ry of the Georgia Railroad Comn
president of the association, b) John E. Burton, general

solicit! r i ted a report on th<

work of In ,\ Joseph l
J
>. Eastman, men

ion. The meeting
a ith Presidenl Ten;, in the (hair with 7 2 commiss

ntine 31 -t
I

President's Address

Opposition in the strongest terms to a centralization in

Washington, in the [nterstab Commission, of

control over all railroad rates, thereb) destroying the power
of the states to regulate their domestic commerce, was a

distinguishing feature in the address of James A. Perry, of

the Georgia Raiho.nl Commission, President of the i

lion.

The Transportation Act is being construed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in such a manner as practically

to destroy the right of the states to regulate railroad rates and
fares within their own border-, declared Mr. Perry, and a

continuance of this interpretation of the act will amount to

nothing less than complete abrogation of the fundamental

principle of the sovereignty ol the states as embodied in tin-

federal constitution.

The Interstate Commerce Cdmmission
;

Mi. Perry, con

tended, has construed the Transportation Act too much in

the light of a revenue producing measure foi th< railroads,

instead of in the light of an acl to furthei regulate i ommeri e

He called attention to the fact that thi National Association

of Railway and Utilities Commissioners some months ago

appointed a committee to confer with the I. C. C. in an

effort to work out a policy of harmonious co-operation,

whereby the right of the state ti prescribe intrastate rates

would be pre erved, but thi

"amounted to nothing, and accomplished

dong this line so long as the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion holds its present views."

the issue of states' rights, he pointed out, is now

the United States Supreme Courl in th< W se and
other cases, but he did nol be! ev sati tl solu

tion of the issue could bi i thai direction. Only
by legislative action, in the form of amendment- to the

transportation \<t so as to ish clearly and indis-

putably the right oi the state- can the issue be settled in

his opinion, as expressed at the meeting. "If the present

views of the Interstate Commerce Commission remain the

law of the land." said Mr. Perrv, "then we have suffi

most serious Mow at our dual system of government.'

rnment, he declared, is essential to the sin

e-s of our politii al institutions in this i ountry.

bod) leal intelligent!) or satisfactorily with local

conditions, he continued, and remarked that "the people had
a taste undei Secretarj McAdoo of the nationalization of

the railroads, ind quickly grew si, k of it."

•He pointed out that the Interstate Commerce Commiss
ruie of procedure, where advances in rates are sought by the

carriers, is to allow the carriers to file schedules of the pro-

nd if the same are not objected to within

ii. e effective; whereas, the practice of a

majority of th s to require the carriers,

when applying fe>r rate advances, to justify them Ix-fore the\

are authorized " to require the carrier- to go to Washington
and justify ever) advance, whether interstate or intrastate,"

-aid Mr. Perry, "would speedily bankrupt the weak railroad

lines, would stifle complete!) the expression of protest bj

d communities, and would mean that community
lief from unreasonably high rates would spend great

sums of mone) md months of traveling back and forth to

Washington."
Mr. Terry further contended that the "utter futilit

he .ailed it of federal regulation •'• demonstrated

74. The I C. C ; in th I lid, "applied

onl 11 roads alii or, bankrupt.

-hurt and long all were given the same increase-. And not-

withstanding that increase, giving the roads the highest

in 35 years, tiny have lost money at a shi They
are back befi - at tin- time, appealing for financial

help. Ever) known principle of rate-making was

Ex Parte 74. Without knowle Ige or inquiry as to whether

the traffic would stand these undreamed of increases, th.

Commission granted them. I I when

the movement mmodities to a large

d. Millions o| dollars worth of perishable faro

in the fields irriers

ind I
:

ke."

Commissioner Eastman's Address

Commissioner Joseph B. Eastman oi the Interstate Com
meree Commission in an address before the convention on

Wednesda) discussed the relations between the federal gov-

ernment and the state commissioners in the matter of inter

-lite and intrastate rates.

1 feel confident," he said, "that vou will all agree that

1 national policy calls for harmony between state and

interstate rates.

"We know from experience, and would know even without

experience, that th if such harmony can onl)

source of complaint and confusion
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hi some parts oi the country the state and the interstate rates

are now on a reasonably consistent basis; in other parts they
differ. In my judgment harmony will eventually be established
all over the country. I am also convinced that if it is not at-

tained with the aid of the states, it will in due time be brought
about by the exercise of national authority. This may seem
to you a rash prophecy and 1 hope there may never be occasion
for proving its truth. I make it merely because harmony in rates

is so clearly a matter of vital national interest that 1 believe its

attainment sooner or later to be inevitable. I am just as thor-

oughly persuaded, however, that it will be most unfortunate if

it cannot be accomplished with your assistance and co-operation.
Whether or not co-operation is possible does not depend upon

the law, it seems to me, for the law already authorizes and
definite!) contemplates such a getting together. It really de-

pends, like many other things in life, upon the good will and
good sense of the individuals who are called upon to do the

co-operating. If we in Washington are arbitrary or inconsider-

ate, for example, or if you are sensitive or short-sighted in your
views of what you deem to be local interests, the difficulty will be
very great. Now I assume that you will discuss our own errors
and infirmities in this respect and keep us informed as to how we
may mend our ways to advantage.

I realize that you may think this idle talk in view of our
decisions during the past year in the various state cases. But the

court has not spoken in those cases as yet, and they dealt with
an issue which is not at all the same as the issue which I am
now discussing. There it was a question of accomplishing
uniformity of increase rather than harmony in rates and the two,
as you know, may be very different things.

Coming back to the suggestions : First of all I suggest that it

would be well to keep in mind continually the fact that you are
dealing with a national railroad system whose operations are

affected with a national interest, and that national policies, so

far as important matters are concerned, are bound in the long
run to prevail. This means mutual concessions and a spirit of

give and take. No state can fairly expect to mould the national
policy in complete accordance with its views, or to win 100 per
cent of its contentions.

I suggest that you be long-suffering and patient in your deal-

ings with us, because the inconsistency of state and interstate

rates is only one of our troubles. Nor ought you to entertain

the fear, which I understand exists in some quarters, that where
inconsistency is present we always reach the conclusion that it is

the state rate which is wrong. To use one of the favorite phrases
in our reports, such fear is not justified by the record.

I suggest that it is well not to allow your energies to he
wasted by exasperation with the carriers, and I make this sug-
gestion because their attitude toward the state commissions in

recent months has in some cases furnished cause for irritation.

I suggest that it may be possible for you to adjust differences
among yourselves and take the initiative in bringing about har-
mon\ in state and interstate rates instead of waiting until the
issue is thrust upon you. In this way you will gain the advantage
of being positive rather than negative factors in the controversy.
I realize that there may be many obstacles to such procedure
of which I am not aware, but let me illustrate what I mean by
the situation right here in the south. Probably there is no
part of the country where there is more lack of consistency
between the state and the interstate rates, and it seems to be
very generally agreed that sooner or later this situation must
be adjusted—at least, that is my impression of the general senti-

ment. Broadly speaking, the desirable thing is that the adjust-
ment should be made with as little change as possible in the
average level of rates, and such an adjustment is not easy of
accomplishment. It occurs to me that if the state commissions
of the south could get together and become the active proponents
of a plan for hrin .iiej; about harmony in rates within their terri-

tory they would stand on stronger ground than if the issue is

brought to tie fr< nt upon complaint of the carriers or upon our
own initiative in Washington. And why should agreement be-
tween the stales be impracticable? Surely no state wishes
advantages at tin- expense of another. I feel confident, also, that
the shippers of the south are not opposed to harmony in rates.

but are only concerned that it shall not be made the excuse for a
further increase in the general rate level.

The opportunities for co-operation between the federal com-
mission and the state commissions are wellnigh unlimited. Many
of the matters over which we now have jurisdiction often ap-
pear to have more of local than of national interest. It may
be that we shall not always retain jurisdiction in all these cases,
but so long as we do we need your help. Consider, for example,
the jurisdiction over the construction of new lines and the
abandonment of old lines. * * *

The field of regulation is so huge, in short, that whether
our jurisdiction is enlarged, curtailed, or remains as it is, I can-
not conceive of the time arriving when there will not be plentv
of opportunity in railroad affairs for usefulness on the part of
state commissions responsible to local authority and thoroughly
in touch with local conditions. It is impossible, as I see it, to
administer all these matters from Washington with any degree of
satisfaction. But I caution you again to bear in mind that you
are dealing with a national transportation system which must be
guided in many respects by a national policy. And I further
suggest that our duties are so numerous and our jurisdiction so

wide that we may neglect at times the initiative in co-operation
which you may think we ought to take, and that the burden
of this initiative may appropriately be borne by you as well as
by us. * * *

I think I can foresee tremendous possibilities in the develop-
ment of our national transportation system. For example, there
are the possibilities in the reconstruction and joint use of the
terminal facilities of our great cities, a matter to which far too
little constructive thought has been devoted ; the possibilities in

electrification and the economical production and use of power ;

the possibilities in the development of waterways and motor
transport and their relation to and co-ordination with the rail

systems ; and the possibilities which go with the phrase economy
and efficiency in management and concentration upon the details

of operation which have so much importance in the mass. And
aside from these possibilities, the country is continually growing
and if the experts are to be believed, our national transportation
system has not for some years kept pace with this growth and
now falls far short of its proper capacity.

Now it is not difficult to list the essentials, if growth is to be
normal and if the country is to reap the full measure of the pos-
sibilities which I have described. Clearly there must, first of
all, be adequate inducement for the investment of capital. Bil-

lions of dollars will be needed. There must be harmony and
co-operation between the managements of the great railroad

companies. Manifestly, it will deadlock any well-rounded de-

velopment of our national transportation system if each has

thought only for its selfish advantage, however such a course

may profit a few industries or a few localities. There must be

opportunity for the executives, particularly the operating execu-
tives, to manage their properties without the strain of continual

financial worry or of too frequent public attack and investigation.

Initiative does not show to advantage in fetters. Finally, and
above all, there must be co-operation between the managements
and the employees, for no railroad can operate efficiently with

labor which is disloyal or disheartened. But to list these essen-

tials and to say how they shall be attained are different matters.

It occurs to me that railroad discussion in recent years has

been on a painfully low level. I am not thinking of the ignorance

and demagoguery which always enter into any public contro-

versy, but of discussion from sources which are presumptively

intelligent. Rather than being an earnest and constructive effort

to seek the truth, it has too often, if my impression be correct,

been largely an endeavor to shift the blame, in other words to

find a "goat," an endeavor productive of nothing but rancor and

bad blood. For a long time, in the minds of railroad operators

and investors, the Interstate Commerce Commission was ap-

parently the sole obstacle to progress and increases in railroad

rates the sole panacea. We have heard less of this since Ex
Parte 74. but no doubt our turn will come again and so will

yours. More recently the vials of wrath have been emptied upon

the Railroad Administration, upon labor, and more recently still

upon the Railroad Labor Board. * * *

Safety of Railroad Operation

Following are abstracts of some of the committee reports

presented at the meeting. Other reports and additional de

tails concerning the other business of the convention will be
given in next week's issue of the Railway Age.

The report of this committee, of which C. C. McChord of

the Interstate Commerce Commission is chairman, dealt pri-

marily with safety on interurban lines. The report said that

"while much has been accomplished in the direction of safety,

there has been a tendency to focus attention upon the larger

steam lines, with a result that improvenu-nt on the smaller

roads, particularly the interurban lines, has not kept pace

with the larger steam systems."

"In nearly all instances," the report continued, "the in-

terurban electric lines originated in street railways, doing an

ordinary city street railway business. With the growth ,of

cities and the rapid development of the surrounding country
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they have gradually branched out and extended their lines

into suburban territory, forming connecting links between

towns and cities, until they have become important factors of

the transportation system of the country and carry no small

part of the nation's commerce. In their inception the inter-

urlian electric systems were comparatively small, their traffic

was light, operating conditions were simple, and few, if any,

operating rules were required. But with the development and

extension of these systems there has been introduced more
complex operating conditions and requirements, until they

have approximated, if not equalled, those on the average

steam railroad. In the meantime, however, there has not been

adequate advancement or improvement in operating methods
or practices. The result is that many such systems, practi-

cally trunk lines railroads, arc todaj operating under primi-

tive street railway rules and regulations, which constitute a

serious menace to life and property."

The report instanced one road, a singL trai I. line, approxi-
mately SO miles in length, over which there were operated

during a daily period of 20 hours, 56 trains, but on which
road none of the employees were furnished with time-tables.

Train crews were required to secure such information as they
might need from a time-table made with pen and ink and
posted on the walls of the terminal station. Complaint was
made of other roads that failed iper train dispatch-

ing. Some roads, it was maintained, lack adequate and safe

operating rule- and arrangements, while still others which
may have elaborate codes art constantl) menacing thi I

their patrons through failure to require the enforcement of

such rules. Laxity of time regulations and the absence on
many interurlian lines of sign and other

- also came in for severe condemnation, as did the lack
of care in the selection, training, etc., of train -

em] iloyees.

Tin
i aed by C. < McChord, I. C. ( chair-

man; ( g ,... (. \\ .\

Duin a (Vt), Geo. R. H. t

h. I . fohnsi ii i Ariz.).

Grade Crossings and Trespassing on Railroads

The committee in its report said in part

:

Of all careless travelers the automobilists are the worst offend-
ers. The reckless things they will do arc almost unbelievable.
Their favorite pastime seems to be to race with a train in order to

pass over the crossing just ahead of it. Alter frightening the

engineer half out of his wits, causing him to blow the whistle

and put on the emergency brakes, the automobilist, with a grin
and wave of his hand, disappears in a cloud of dust. Of course,
these cases arc unusual but not so exceptional as they should be.

Reckless and Careless Automobilist Worst Offender

I hit Inside the daredevil reckless driver we have the careless

driver, who is either too lazy or indifferent to danger to slow
down, and, not having his car under proper control, he stalls

his engine upon the tracks of the railroad, or discovers the ap-
proaching train too late to stop before the train hits him. If

it were not for the automobilist it might lx' said that grade
crossings under the modern methods of protection are reasonably
safe. Notice the word safe is qualified. It is recognized that no
grade crossing is or can be made absolutely safe.

Hut to return to the automobilist, some means must be devised
to make him slow down, or, still better, stop his car before
passing over the railroad tracks. If this can he brought about
the greatest danger at grade crossings will be eliminated. Various
states have endeavored to do this by passing a law requiring all

motorists when approaching a railroad crossing and at a certain

distance therefrom to reduce the speed of his car to 5 or 10
miles an hour. The difficulty with this law is that it is difficult

to enforce and is not observed. In a few states the operator is

required to bring his car to a full stop before proceeding over
the crossing. In other states a hummock or other defect is made
in the roadway near the crossing so that at for the
comfort of the occupants and safety of its springs must slow
down. This last method would seem objectionable in that it

is creating a defect in the highway to the annoyance and in-

Ci nvenienct of everyone. It has not been adopted generally.

Severe Punishment Needed to Stop Reckless Driving

The law preset speed of vehicles over railroad en SS-

ings and the precautions to be exercised by travelers should be

enforced as far as possible in order to make them effective. A
few stiff lines, short imprisonments and loss ,,f licenses to operate
a motor car will go a long waj tow aids putting a stop to reckless

automobile driving over railroad crossings.
While doubtless the last word has not been spoken u|*>n

protection at grade crossings, apparentlj tin mean- and devices

now m u-e if judiciously employed by installing at each crossing
the type best adapted to protect that particular crossing seems
to he about all that can tie desired for the puriM.se for which
they are intended.

But it has been demonstrated that, regardless of the kind or
degree of protection, accidents will happen at grade cro

This is well known and needs no argument to prove it. Some
one may say that no one is under an obligal I a man
from death or injur> dui to his wn careli

however, is s,i precious that it is desirable to protect a man from
death due to his own negligence and vastly more desirable to

protect the lives of those who would be killed by his ncgh.

State and Federal Legislation

The Committee on State and Federal Legislation reported

that there had been no material change in the situation since

the last meeting of the association. 1 he report continued:

The last convention bj resolution end rsed the hills then

pending in both hi uses of Congress, to amend the Valuation Vet,

so as to relieve the Interstate ( i mission of the obli-

gation in its valuation of railroad properties the estimated "pres-

ent cost of condemnation and dama f lands
in excess of original cost or present v ilui

" Strenuous I

were made to serine this amendment I
ill without results.

At this session new bills have been introduced in the House
bj i ongressman Sweet, and in the Sei ttoi Cummins,
and a favorable report has been made by the sub-committee of
the Senate to the full committee.
At least a dozen state legislatures hoc passed resolutions

demanding that ci mgi i ;s amend the I i
I

1

' umm -

to preserve to the states (he regulation ot theii internal affairs.

The American harm Bureau Federation togethei with a number
of other farm organizations and do
have passed resolutions of the same nature. There is a popular
feeling that this be done Quickly in order to eliminate all liti

and prevent misunderstandings between the state and federal

commissions.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has held that its juris-

dlCtion extends to every rate charged by an interstate carrier.

which after hearing it may find adversely affects interstat

merce, using the term "commerce" in a sense which covers "the

entire held of transportation, the traffic itself and all the instru-

mentalities and means of carrying it on."

If these decisions are valid, then the Esch-Cummins Act

trarj to the declared intent of its authors, has extended
control ot intrastate rates to the point of destruction o

power of regulation, and has placed such control exclusively in

the hands of a singli overworked bureau in Washington, Ul-

nar from slu:

'.i only at such expense of time and n tically

to place it beyond tin reach ol compla
Bills have been n the Housi

Sweet, of Iowa. H R. 6861, and in the -

^i Kansas, S. 1150, which will clarify the situation.

We have had several meet -id have done
everything possibli this amendment The pi

live conine- ' with the provisions as

secure

any further I

1 since the enactment of I
that it

was not the intei tion of

oi their prero ^withstanding all th :
s, we are l

to establish our rights by the >;

f the state tl

: i preserw I
- the right of state rec
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n hould immediately pass an amendment that will rectif}

ondition and will read so plainly that there will be no neces-

itj foi continued litigation and misunderstanding between -tat'

ederai authorities

The repuri is signed by Chas. Webster, (Iowa;, Cliainnan;
J. W. Raish, (S. D.) ; T. A. Browne, (Neb.) ; Alexander For-
,\ \Ku. (Va.); Ernest D. Lewis, (W. Va.) ; Fred YV. Putnam,
Minn.) ; Oliver C. Sfmple. (N. Y. P. S. C).

Litigation

l tie report (it tin i Committee un Litigation included a de-

tailed analysis of the several intrastate rate cases. It gave

an outline of the efforts the committee and the association's

general solicitor, John E. Burton, had made and were mak-

ing in opposition to the Interstate Commerce Commission's

decisions bringing "intrastate rates up to the level of the inter

state raii->. "The year has been prolific," the report said, "of

litigation begun to set aside intrastate rates. . . . To the

extent that they have acted in such cases, the lower federal

courts have without exception sustained the federal commis-

sion's orders. In most states the carriers have procured from

such courts temporary injunctions restraining the state com-

missions and other state officials from taking any action to

interfere with the putting into effect of advanced rates

ordered by the federal commission. In ever) state the rates

so ordered have taken effect. In no state, however, so far as

we have knowledge, has a final order of a court sustaining

the federal commission been entered.'

The report follows in part:

The Committee on 1 .itigation was created by a vote passed at

.i special meeting of commissioners held in Chicago on Septem-
ber 11, 1920, to consider what collective action the state com-
missions would take in the proceedings which had just before
been instituted under the Transportation Act before the Inter-
state Commerce Commission to procure orders, advancing intra-

state rates in New York, Illinois, Wisconsin, and other states.

The committee was authorized, by the vote creating it, to follow
all litigation in which carriers might attempt to secure an inter-

pretation of the Transportation Act diminishing ffie powers of
the states to control intrastate rates. and regulation of carriers^

and to represent state commissions, granting authority therefor.

in such proceedings.
The convention continued the existence of the committee bj a

vote as follows

:

"That the president of this association he directed to appoint
a committee of seven, to be known as the Committee on Litiga-
tion, said committee to act in all matters for the association

wherein are involved the powers and rights of the several states

to control the rates and regulations applicable to intrastate com-
merce; this committee to work with our general solicitor in rep-
resenting the states in all such cases arising in thi courts or
before the Interstate Commerce Commission."

Effect of Federal Commission's Orders

The effect of the decisions of the Interstate Commero n

mission in the several intrastate rate cases, may be summarily
stated as follows:

"The prohibition against 'undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimination
foreign commerce' is net limited

or localities, but to such discrimination against inti

foreign commerce in their broad definitions. (Illii

59 1. C. C, 363. i

ii. ers the entire fiei j

{mentalities and means of carr
i ertainly bn ad enough I ret evert !

out of the relation between intra tal

"sly affects the latter." (Illinois Pi engi Fare I

s(.l.)

"If, without
i

i i within a state are lowi r tha
authorized and established f, r interstate applicat
iritin will not contribute its just share to thi

ers, and the carriers may net earn the statutory return withcut fur-
ther increases in the transport traffic, includm

commerce, thus unjustly discriminating against
the Matter of Intrastate Kates within the State of Illinois. 59 I C. C
Whenever a carriei believes that an intrastate rate is ti

revenue standpoint, it maj apply in the first instanci
'i for an order advancing the sum. disregarding am -tat,

[laving jurisdiction ovei thi rati undet stati laws. (Arl
i9 1. t.'. C, 173: Nevada Rates, Fares .mil Charges, 60 I t

637; Arizona Kates, Feres ami Charges, dl I. C. C, 5 7 .s . i

It is no defense in such a proceeding that the intrastate
fair return on the value of propertj devoted to intrastate trans]
The law dees not contemplate any segi gaticn of such propert; and cat
siderathn ot earnings therein. (In the Matter of Intrastate Kates within
the State of Illinois, 59 I. C C.„ 364.1

It is no defense that the interstate ami intrastate business taken
I

in the stae involved ield V aggregati return contemplated b h

portation
, thin such State.

a. in i's provision tor group rates and agpt.t contem-
plates the disregard of state lines. (Nebraska Kates. Fares am 1 Charges,
60 I. C. C, 312; and in the Matter of Intrastate Kates Within the State

i is, 60 I. C. C, 426.)
In order that the commission may act quickly, when it d<

need of increased revenue urgent, it may in

ites lo straight percentage increases, without examinaion of particular

aggrieved to secure medificatien of the commission's
order after it has become effective. dn the Matter of Kates. Tares and
Charges if tin- New York Central Railroad Company and other Railroad
I ompanies in th< Stat< of New York, 59 lit'. 294.)

In order that the Federal cemi < rci^e jurisdiction to advance
intrastate rates on any commodity, as discriminatory against interstate com-
merce, it is not necessary that there be any interstate commerce in such
commodity. In such case the Federal jurisdiction rests upon the loss

m revenue suffered by the interstate carriei Loi isiana decision >n
ane rates. 60 I. C. C, 476.)

Ih. question whether a rate or prat , he changed is "un
justly discriminatory against interstate commerce dees, not de|iend upon
ilo mi nut of revenue involved," ami the commission may accordingly
advance intrastate rates prescribed by state authority, even when it is

found that the advance will have "no very substantial effect up- n th«

revenues of any < ne carrier," as in the case of the increase of minimum
passenger fares in South Carolina. (60 I. C. C, 298.)

' Furthermore, the ' o minission lias jurisdiction to impose charges vvitn

respect to intrastate traffic, in contravention of state law, which charges
are not designed for direct- revenui purposes, such as the conductor's cash
-penalty charge imposed in Si, nth Carolina..- (60 I. C. C, 298.)

Paragraph (4) of section Li of the Interstate Commerce Act,
as amended by the Transportation Act, provides that any rate or
practice ordered by the commission "shall be observed while in

effect by the carriers parties to such proceedings affected thereby,
the law of any state or the order of any state authority to the

contrary notwithstanding." All orders of the commission thus
far made, prescribing 'State rates, have provided that the same
Shall "remain in force until the further order of the commission."

Proceedings Have Related to Large Bodies of Rates

From the first the commission has proceeded under the Trans-
portation .Act, not upon investigation of particular rates, but with
respect to large" bodies of rates. In several instancc-

the commission has advanced all of the freight rates within a

state, -and in other instances all of the passenger fares (with in-

conspicuous exceptions, such as commutation rates, too unim-
portant to mention) and that in some instances all rates within a

state, both passenger and freight, have been advanced. This it

has done, without examination of the rates increased, by the

application of the same -percentages of increase which 'were
tpplied to interstate rates under the authority of the coinnii-

-ion's decision in Ex. Parte 74. The result has been that mam
situations were created where intrastate rates were so glaringly

in excess of interstate rates that the carriers themselves desired

to make adjustments. This they could not do without first secur-
ing a modification of the applicable order of the federal com-
mission.

To remedy these situations, the federal commission designed
a provision which, by amendment, or by original inclusion, has
been a part of each order uf the commission advancing intra-

state rates, the same being as follows:

"It is further ordered that nothing in this order shall be

construed as requiring any common carrier to establish, put in

force or maintain any rate, fare or charge for the transportation
of passengers or property in intrastate commerce which is greatei

than its corresponding rate, fare or charge applicable to the trans

portation of passengers or property in interstate commerce from',

to or at the same points in effect on (the date of the order) or

greater than its corresponding rate, fare or charge contem
poraneously in effect and applicable to the transportation of pas

scngers or property in interstate commerce."
Whatever may be the meaning of the peculiar language

"from, to or at the same points in effect * * * or greater
than its corresponding rate, fare or charge contemporaneously in

it, cl ami applicable to tin transportation of passengers or prop-
erty in interstate commerce," it is treated as permitting carriers

to reduce the percentage of their intrastate advances, when they

desire to do so, to avoid or remove maladjustments which would
otherwise result from an order.

Reference has been made to this device as a necessary pre-

liminary to a statement of the extrem, length to which the

federal commission has gone in its orders aimed to exempt car-

riers from the obligation to conform m -tat, rates prescribed "by

state" laws.
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The Kansas Case

In the Kansas case it was shown affirmatively, upon the hear-

ing before the federal commission, that without increases the

Kansas freight rates were already, in large part, as high as inter-

state rates. Nevertheless, the Ex Parte 74 percentage advance

was ordered, with the proviso in the order just quoted, under
which it was said "difficulties of the kind referred to can be

avoided." (Kansas Rates, Fares and Charges, 62 I. C. C, 448,

450.)

The effect of this order is that the federal commission, as to

the entire body of Kansas intrastate freight rates, said to the

carrier : "We find that these rates are in part lower than cor-

responding interstate rates. You may accordingly determine
what rates are in fact lower than corresponding interstate rates,

and may advance those rates such percentage as you may deter-

mine to be necessary to bring them to a parity with correspond-
ing interstate rates, not, however, exceeding the percentage

advanced prized as to interstate rates in Ex Parte 74."

In other' words, the commission in effect authorized the

Kansas carrier's to determine what intrastate rates in Kansas were
discriminatory, and to advance the same by such a percentage as

such carriers determined to be necessary to remove the dis-

crimination.

It is difficult to conceive of the more complete destruction of

state power of regulation than is represented by these several

orders of the commission to which we have referred, if those

orders are valid.

It should be noted that from these orders (with the exception

of the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee case) Commissioner
Eastman has dissented. In the Kansas case the newly appointed

commissioners, Campbell and Lewis, also dissented, the first upon
the ground that the federal commission has no jurisdiction under
the Transportation Act to review the reasonableness of State
rates, and the latter upon the ground that the fact of discrimina-

tion must l>e found by the commission itself before it can properly

make an order advancing an intrastate rate.

Appearances Before Federal Commission

Acting under the authority of the vote of the last convention,

heretofore set out in this report, this committee directed the

appearance of the general solicitor in cases pending before

the federal commission "involving the power and rights of the

several states to control the rates and regulations applicable to

intrastate commerce." He accordingly appeared in the several

cases mentioned, and from time to time made arguments, as new-

questions, not before passed upon by the commission, were pre-
sented in any case.

The validity of the several orders mentioned is being con-
tested in most if not in all of the States affected. In New York,
Ohio, Nebraska, Michigan, Montana and Utah attempts were
made in the State courts to enjoin the carriers from putting into

effect rates in excess of those authorized by State laws, but the

State courts appealed to refused to exercise jurisdiction. In

some cases temporary injunctions were obtained, but these were
without exception later dissolved. Tlu States were accordingly
left to protect their rights in the federal courts,

The State of North Dakota instituted an original action in

the United States Supreme Court. Tlu \\ iseonsin, Xew York,
Minnesota and Illinois cases have already reached that court.
Ml other cases are still pending in the lower federal courts.

Appearances in Court

It obviously was impracticable for your committee to attempt
to provide intervention on behalf of tin- state commissions in

these several suits in the lower federal courts. In the first and
only case thus far argued in the United States Supreme Court
the committee did instruct the general solicitor to appear on
behalf of all state commissions desiring appearance to be made
in their behalf. A brief was filed, which has been distributed
to all the commissions.
This brief was a revision and l of the brief which

was filed before the Interstate Commerce Commission in the
New York and Illinois cases, involving the same questions as are
involved in the Wisconsin case, pas made
by this committee at the last convention,

In the brief in the Wisconsin case in the United States
Supreme Court the general solicitor joined 42 state com-
missions. In filing the same he was also joined by the atl

general, or rate counsel, of all the states but one affected by the
advanced rate orders of the federal commission made prior to
tlu- date of the filing oi said brief. In all 43 states were thus
represented on the brief.

The states that thus, appeared necessarily did so ainici curiae.
Under an established practice of the United States Supreme
Court, amici curiae are not permitted to be beard in oral argu-
ment. In only a very few instances in the history of the court
bas the rule been relaxed. Upon a motion tiled by the general

solicitor, however, setting forth the interest of the forty-three
states represented, leave was granted for the appearance of a
single counsel to represent said States upon the argument. Two
hours' time was allowed for the purpose. The argument was made
by the general solicitor.

This case was argued on March 11, resumed on the 14th and
concluded on the 15th, and is yet undecided.
A very important and interesting case now pending in the

United States Supreme Court is that of the State of Texas against
the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Labor Board,
which is an original action brought to test the validity of various
provisions of the Transportation Act, The New York. Illinois

and Minnesota cases, as has been stated, are also pending in the

same court, and it is probable that several other cases of like

nature will reach that court and be argued during the coming
year.

It is not to be expected that the decision in the Wisconsin
case will determine all questions involving the rights of states as

to regulation of intrastate commerce under the Transportation
Act. While it will not be practicable, and probably will not be
desirable, that appearance be made on behalf of state commis-
sions generally in all such cases, it doubtless will be desirable to

have such appearance made in some of them. New cases involv-

ing state power of regulation will also undoubtedly arise before
the federal commission, in which the state commissions should
be represented.

Conclusion

It is accordingly the recommendation of this committee that

the same be continued for another year, the membership to be
appointed by the president, with the same responsibility and
authority as was provided in the vote passed at the last conven-
tion.

The principal assistance given to our general solicitor has been
through commerce counsels of the various commissions and at-

torney generals of the various states. The real work of this

committee has been carried on by our general solicitor. The
committee believes that this work should be continued and that

a committee should be appointed by the president for the ensuing
year to give such assistance to our general solicitor as is pos-

sible.

The report is signed by Fred W. Putnam, (Minn.) chairman;
Dwight N. Lewis, (Iowa): W. D. B. Ainev, (Pa); Allison
Mayiiixd, (Tex.); John F. O'Ryan, (N. Y.)

; Jno. A. Kurty,
(Mo.); R. Hudson- Burr, (Fla.).

rhfi following officers were elected by the association for

the ensuing year: President. Carl D. Jackson, of the Wis-
consin; first vice-president, Dwight N. Lewis, of Iowa:

second vice-president, Alexander Forward, of Virginia; sec-

retary, Leroy S. Boyd, of New York

Why Are American Bridges

Heavier Than European ?*

By Dr. P. H. Chen

Engineer of Construction, Tientsin-Pukow Line, Chinese

Government Railways, Tientsin. China

I

1 1.we been greatly interested in studying the specifica-

tions and standards of different countries. The more I

study the worse becomes the puzzle. The principal points

of perplexity are those which affect the strength and rigidit}

of railroad struct UJ

The allowable unit stress in continental Europe seems to

be high. Many people think that Europeans do no)

unpad K-ration while others believe that impact
is already covered by the allowable unit -' ,e live

load, dead load and impact into consideration in ana
the European allowable unit stresses and find t

in short spans about 40 per cent to 60 per cent I igher than

in American practice. The low unit Si :>eans.

therefore, is not enough to cover American impact formula?.

especially in short spans.

Some people think Europeans use steels of better quality

•Abstract of i'.-it cr and subsequent discussion presented before the annual
meeting of the \«-ix-iation of Chinese and American Engineers. Pekinf.
China, April 6, 1921.
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They specify higher.minimum ultimate stress lor structural

steel. It appears to me that it largely depends upon the value

of impact. If the American impact formula is right, naturally

softer steel is preferable. Otherwise, high carbon steel may

be used to advantage. Americans also use high carbon steel

for long span bridges where impact is small.

I am greatly surprised at the difference in top chord

bracings. For comparison I have chosen two bridges, actually

in service, with the same span length and designed for al-

most the same live loads. The European bridge seems to be

weak and to lack rigidity. It is braced on top with only one

3-in. by 3-in. by jMi-in. angle without cross struts., while the

American bridge is braced with two heavy struts, web system

and corner brackets. The American bridge has greater truss

depth, and both on top and at the bottom there are rigid

connections. The European bridge seems weak and slender

while the American bridge looks stiff and rigid. Undoubt-

edly Americans use a great deal more metal for bridges of

the same span length with identical live loads.

The reasons for such a wide difference in standards and

specifications should be thoroughly investigated. The Ameri-

can impact formula is certainly correct, as it is obtained by

stress measurements and the result has been carefully checked

by a great number of well known engineers. The allowable

unit stresses in European practice must also be correct, be-

cause Europeans also have measured the actual stresses in

bridge members. I wish to bring out three questions for

discussion

:

(1) If American practice is correct, how can European

bridges stand long service without signs of failure?

(2) If European practice is correct, why should Ameri-

cans waste so much money in building heavy structures?

(3) If different conditions require different standards and

specifications, what should ours be in order to secure econom-

ical and reliable structures?

Comments by Dr. J. A. L. Waddell

Whether "the allowable unit stress in Continental Europe"

is high or low, it is impossible to cover the effects of impact

"by the said allowable unit stress." Impact is a real stress,

varying mainly with the span-length but also somewhat with

other conditions, such as character of superstructure, type of

substructure, kind of rolling stock, and velocity of train;

and its greatest probable amounts must be provided for in

scientific bridge designing. This cannot be done by changing

the intensities of the working stresses for various span-

lengths and different bridge-members, but the matter must

be treated by considering impact stresses as increments to the

live-load stresses, as is now the custom in America.

Dr. Chen has shown that, when impact is duly considered,

the intensities of working stresses employed in Europe are

higher than those used in America. In the old days, "the

boot was on the other leg," American bridges being much

lighter than those designed by European (especially English)

engineers. While the science of bridge design has been de-

veloping in America, the bridges there have been increasing

in weight even more rapidly than the moving loads have

augmented; for it has required a liberal use of metal to cor-

rect the old faulty details and to provide adequate rigidity

for the checking of all unnecessary and avoidable vibration.

Dr. Chen may well be surprised at "the difference in top-

chord bracings," for the European bracing he describes is

almost unbelievable in its crudeness and inefficiency. The
function of such bracing is to hold the top chords to place

and line and to permit the legitimate assumption of the

panel length as I in the ratio of I over r in strut formulae.

The lateral bracing serves an exceedingly important function

in bridge designing; and any attempt to reduce its effective-

ness by cutting down its weight is reprehensible.

Dr. Chen admits that the American impact formula is

correct—it certainlv is; for some of the best brains in the

engineering profession have been devoted to its establish-

ment, and the methods employed thereon have been practical

—not theoretical. Dr. Chen says "The allowable unit stresses

in European practice must also be correct, because Europeans

also have measured the actual stresses in bridge members."

Id this I cannot agree, for when results differ so materially,

one side only can be right—and it is acknowledged that the

European impact—experiments have been quite meagre as

compared with those made in America.

Dr. Chen asks three pertinent questions; and I shall ans-

wer them to the best of my ability.

(1) "If American practice is correct, how can European
bridges stand long service without signs of failure?" Do
they so stand it? Take, for instance, the bridges of Euro-

pean design on the Chinese railroads, built not so very long

ago. I am told that they are nearly all so fundamentally

weak that their immediate removal and replacement are a

necessity. It is true that, the world over, bridges of inferior

design can often be used without disaster for long periods.

This is because of the so-called "factor of safety" employed

in their designing; but that is no reason for building any

more structures like them. There have been many badly

designed bridges built and operated in America, but they are

rapidly being removed, and either discarded in toto or em-
ployed on branch lines where the rolling stock is light.

(2) "If European practice is correct, why should Ameri-

cans waste so much money in building heavy structures?"

Without stating whether European practice is right or wrong.

I beg to maintain most positively that American bridge de-

signers rarely waste money by making their structures unnec-

essarily heavy. Experience has taught them what the traffic

truly requires; and they provide enough metal to meet the

demand—but no more.

(3) "If different conditions require different standards

and different specifications, what should ours be in order to

secure economical and reliable structures?" I would suggest

that the true science of bridge design has been developed

mainly in America; that there the old practice of building

light, flimsy, and vibratory structures has slowly and grad-

ually been changed to constructing stiffer and still stiffer

ones; and that the modern American bridge if properly cared

for, will last for centuries, unless excessively overloaded.

Such being the case, what better can Chinese engineers do
than to study American bridge practice, adopt standard

American bridge specifications, and employ live loads so large

that, in all probability, they will not be exceeded for at least

a quarter of a century?

Vniemooi & Vndermod, N V.

Unloading American Supplies at Riga, Russia



The Cost of Contract vs. Railway Shop Repairs

Total Cost to the Railroad Was 28 Per Cent Greater in Its Own
Shop Than in a Contract Shop

By J. W. Roberts

President, Robi rts Pettijohn-Wood Corporation, Chicago

[Following the computation of the total cost of repairing

50 box cars in a railroad shop arrived at in the preceding

article, the author in this, the concluding article, develops the

cost to the roads of similar repairs made in a contract shop,

and compares the cost under tin- two sets of conditio

Editor.
J

The total cost of the work performed in the outside

shop is in four subdivisions:

1—Direct costs as billed by the contractor, covering mate-
rials supplied by him, or purchased from the railroad at agreed
prices and rebilled at the same prices, including labor] overhead,
and profit, in accordance with the term [tract

2—So-called "free" materials, supplied bj the railroad at its

own expense, and not covered by the contractor's bill.

3—Expenses incident to having the work done in an outside
shop, which were borne by the carrier.

A—The credit for the salvage valui materials and
scrap recovered from the cars repaired contl u tor, inclusive
of the expense incident to concentrating thi same tor reclamation,
or disposal, according to the practice with regard to the scrap
recovered in the carrier's own shop

These items are considered in the order named.

Direct Costs as Billed by the Contractor

The contractor was required to render a detailed bill of

charges for each car repaired. ["he gross amount of the

bills rendered on the 6ft) cars selected .it random, which
were audited and paid by the carrier, was $47,885.69
As a matter of interest, and not because it lias any direct

bearing on the matter of cost to the carrier of outside work
as herein developed, it might be said that the carrier oper-
ates a line of railway which i- so situated as to compete,
and doubtless with marked success, for tonnage moving
from raw material markets to the contractor's plant. To
the extent, therefore, that materials furnished 1>\ the con-
tractor and billed against the carrier may have moved over

its own rails, there was presumably an element of profit in

the rates charged for transporting such materi;

Free Materials Supplied by the Carrier

Under the terms of the contract certain materials to be
used by the > britra< tor in the car repairs were to be fur
without charge by the carrier, delivered at the contractor's
works. This material consisted of car roofs, draft arms,
door fixtures, draft gear and steel ear ends. The
such materials applied to the 50 cars, delivered to the car-
rier's own rail-, was ascertained from the purchase record-
as $18,017.00. The cost of hauling it over the carrier
line to delivery at the car plant, computed at 7 mills per
net ton mile, amounted to $383.00, making th(

to the carrier for "free" material-- $1

Except for isolated cases where car-load lots of these
materials were moved via the general StOrehouSi

rabdate the immediate needs of the carrier shops, and of
other contractors repairing the same class of can
where, the free material moved direct in car-load lots

was not subject to storehouse handling. The cost of pur-
chasing and accounting for it is included in genera] ex-
pense apportioned to the contract cars tl - com-
pany repaired < .ir-

Incidental Expenses Borne by the Carrier

The charges absorbed by the carrier for switching
to and from the plant of the contractor amount to $7
or a total of $350.00.

The cars repaired at tin contractor'- plant

cated at an intermediate point on tin carrier's System of
railroad, were not apparently given any ment
to make them available for repairs it the
ears were selected from those m iving through or made empty
at the terminal at which the repair plant is located, and the

tpen.se involved was the switching tr< and fron
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plant. The cars "repaired in the carrier's shops were made

available in the same way and no extra haulage to bring

the cars to the shop seems to have been incurred in either

instance. In both cases, also, the points at which the cars

were repaired are tonnage-producing stations, and it is

claimed that when the cars were repaired and released they

were simply contributed to the local supply of cars ready

for loading and that special movements to loading points

were unnecessary.

In this connection it is proper to remark that the con-

tract costs have apparently been burdened with all the

switching expense incident thereto. The railroad shop costs

have been burdened with switching expense only to the

extent that switching was performed by the shop yard en-

gine. In addition to this, however, it appears that shop

fuel was switched to the railroad shop by regular yard en-

gines, as were also the materials used in repairs, which

were drawn from the general storehouse stock. It was not

practicable to identify such expense, of course, and rather

than estimate it, it has been omitted.

The carrier stationed car inspectors and accountants at

the contract shops to pass on the quality of work and to

verify the charges of the contractor. This expense reached

its peak during the inception of the work, when the plan of

procedure had to be worked out and the preparatory work

done. It tapered off as the work progressed. The work

under the contract not having been wholly finished when

this examination was made it was necessary to estimate the

additional amount necessary to be spent in connection with

the cars unfinished. The average cost per car of inspection

and accounting at the contract plant was thus found to be

$16.00 per car, or equivalent to $800.00 for the fifty test

cars. This sum of $800.00 is not properly to be considered

as an addition to the other costs enumerated, however, be-

cause the expense was charged to overhead accounts, which

have of necessity been apportioned in total, and the test cars

are elsewhere assigned with their pro rata share of the total

expense. Because similar expenses of which no record was

available had been coincidently incurred in connection with

other repair contracts, and the overhead accounts carried

still other elements of indirect expense which could not be

specially assigned, it was necessary as a matter of equity

to treat with the total of such accounts in an arbitrary way.

To have assigned the $16.00 per car to the contract cars,

deducting the sum from the overhead expense and apportion-

ing the remainder would have charged the test cars with

one hundred per cent of their own expenses and a part of

expense attributable to other enterprises, which would have

been unfair and misleading.

To the same extent as though the expense had been in-

curred in the carrier's own shop, it is considered that rail-

road general expenses representing administrative and super-

visory expense, purchasing, accounting and similar items

of a general character are applicable to the costs attaching

to the outside contract. To the accumulated direct and in-

cidental costs there has been applied, therefore, the same

percentage (3.4 73 per cent) applied to the carrier's shop

costs, resulting in the sum of $2,314.60.

Salvage Credit for Materials and Scrap Recovered

The contract covered the bases on which scrap and usable

materials recovered were to be accounted for. Averaged to

a per car basis for the 50 test cars, the current price new of

recovered material was $108.40 per car; taken at 75 per cent.

of the cost new this equals $81.30. There was recovered an

average of 892 lbs. of miscellaneous scrap per car, at $15.00

per ton, or $6.69. From the total salvage per car of $87.99

is deductal.le the cost of handling as charged under the

contract, plus 10 per cent, for profit, or $2.20 per car, leav-

ing the net salvage credit as $85.79 per car. The net weight

oAhe usable material and scrap was used as the basis for

computing the cost of hauling by the carrier at 7 mills per

net ton mile fruni the contract plant to the usual point of

scrap concentration, in the sum of $128.70. On this basis

the net credit for salvage amounts to $4,160.80 for the 50

cars.

The cost of unloading the concentrated scrap and usable

materials is included in the carrier's storehouse expense, in

which the materials handled for both jobs have been caused

to participate on an equitable basis.

Relation of Carrier's Own Fixed

Charges to Outside Work

It has been previously shown that the ratio of fixed

charges to the carrier's expenditures for operating expenses

and additions and betterments for the year 1920 was slightly

over 20 cents per dollar of expenditure. It has been shown,

also, that insofar as it could be traced no idle investment

resulted and no non-productive time was spent by reason

of letting certain work to outside shops. A fair proportion

of general expense has already been apportioned to the out-

side work, and that expense is foreign to this topic. It is

not clear to what extent, if any, the costs attendant upon

contract work should be increased because of interest, taxes,

operating losses, etc., which are pertinent to the carrier's

operations. The ratio of such outgo to operating expenses

does not exclude, because of lack of information, the total

sums paid for work done in outside shops. But the aggre-

gate of such expense, if known, would doubtless be of such

small moment as compared with the total expenditure as

not to affect the percentage.

It seems best to leave this question to the judgment of the

reader, with the statement that by using' the same factor

of 20.0809 per cent the amount of fixed charges assessable

against the accumulated costs of the contract work would

be $13,846.64. While it might not be wholly fair to say

that no portion of this amount should be reckoned as a part

of the costs in question, it is quite obvious that under the

circumstances it would be unfair to say that the entire

amount should be considered as a part of such costs. If this

were done the comparison would be on the basis, substantial-

ly, that the railroad shops were in disuse.

Summary and Conclusions

While it is most difficult to obtain a true comparison in

an instance of this kind, it is felt that the one hereinafter

made is eminently fair to the railroad costs. A greater

refinement in distribution and a recognition of elements

which could not be computed would doubtless have increased

them appreciably.

A comparison of total cost follows:
Ratio of

Con- Rail- railroad to

tract road contract costs,

costs costs Per cent

Applied materials, etc $41,462.58 W2.24n.89 102
Direct labor 7,786.19 13,353.91 171

Contract overhead and profit 13,230.12 1 98

Railroad overhead } 12.914.89 < ..

Railroad general expense on contracts 2,314.60

J

I »>

Total $64,793.49 $68.S09.69 106

Interest, taxes and other fixed charges 14.640.82

Total $64,793.49 $83,150.51 128

•Railroad overhead is 83 per cent of the total of contract overhead and

profit plus railroad general expense on contract.

The 28 per cent increase of railroad costs over the contract

costs in this particular case, which is found as the result

of comparing totals, partakes of none of the uncertainties

which obtain when an attempt is made to compare overhead

ratios to direct labor, etc., which introduces the dissimilari-

ties found in the bases of direct labor, and of overhead, in

the different cases. It has not been possible to analyze the

contractor's costs and harmonize these factors in order to

afford a true comparison with respect to them. Statements

of the elemental costs in the two cases, however, are shown

in the two accompanying tables, based on the findings in the

railroad's case and classifying accordingly the information
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shown upon the bills in the case of the contract. The ratio

of different classes of expense to direct labor is given in each

case, but in considering them comparatively it must be rec-

ognized that if the bases are different a comparison of the

ratios is of no avail.

Analysis of the Cost of the Contract Work
Relation to

direct labor
Per cent

Applied materials

:

Applied materials as billed $27,219.38

"Free" materials, at cost to carrier 18,017.00

Haulage over carrier's rails 387.00

Less net value of salvagt recovered. .. .Cr. 4,160.80

$41,462.58

Direct labor

:

Piece work labor, on equated base $6,590.34

Blacksmith labor 428.21

Milling lumber 767.64

$7,786.19

Overhead expense and contractor's protit

:

Labor delivering materials as billed* $300.00

Overhead surcharge as billed $8,08(>.l"

Contractor's profit as billed $4,493.93

Cost of switching, borne by carrier 350.00

Total $13,230.12 169.91

Add proportion of carrier's general expense 2,314.60 29.73

Total overhead expense $15,544.72 199.64

Total cost to carrier, exclusive of any
proportion pf its fixed charges $0-1,793.49

Apportionment of fixed charges on same
basis applied to carrier's costs of

work done in its own shops 13,846.64 177.84

Analysis of the Cum oi Work in Carrier's Own Shops

I Relation to

v.- direct labor

Per cent
Applied materials:

All applied materials, prime cost $45,158.96

Haulage over the carrier's rails 1,481.43

Less net value of salvage recovered. . . .Cr. 4,399.50

$42,240.89
Direct labor

:

All classes of direct labor $13,353.91

Overhead expenses

:

Indirect labor, current $4,395.31
Shop expense, current 2,383.31
Insurance on buildings and machinery 1323
Maintenance of machinery and tools, direct

charges 1,317.07
Maintenance of buildings and tracks, direct

charges 235.89
Proportion of maintenance of buildings

common to this and other shops 57.91
Proportion of divisional overhead expense

on maintenance of way and structure. . 6.27
Proportion of "entire line" overhead ex-

pense on maintenance oi way and
structures * 14.79

Proportion of maintenance of equipment
overhead expense 1 ,7 21 i 22

Proportion of cost of maintenance of gen-
eral office and storehouse buildings... 2.36

Proportion of "system" general expense. 2.436.20
Accrued depreciation on shop buildings and

depreciable machinery and tools 332.33

Total operating overhead $12,914.89 96.71

Proportion of fixed charges for interest,

taxes, etc 14,640.82 109.64

Total of all overhead expense $27,555.71 20635

I otal cost to the carrier $83,150.51

•This item ha I en included in tin overhead charge* in < rder thai the
total -nay be comparable with thi lot charged against
the tvirrk .lone in the raitread -'i"i

The average cost per car repaired in the carrier's shops is

$1,663.01 ; the aggregate cost in the outside shop is $1,295.87,
including do part of the carrier's fixed charges, and >1,572.80
if fixed charges I"- included in tin same proportion as in the

case pf the carrier's work. The carrier's work, therefore,

cost, in the first instance. $367.14 per car. and in the Litter

instance $90.21 per car, more than the work done in the

contract shop.

In conclusion, attention should be drawn to the fact that

of the costs pertaining to the work done by the carrier's

shop, only direct labor, shop expense and applied material
costs to the extent of $64,873^.31 were identified in connection
with the work in tlie carrier's accounts. The remainder,

$18,277.20; was charged fi> other accounts, or not accounted
for at all. In other words, of the total . osts to the carrier

as herein developed, 78 per cent could he identified and rec-

ognized if the accounts were analyzed, while 22 per cent was
either omitted from the accounts entireh or SO disguised
as to appear unrelated to tin expense of repairing

Photo b.v Kiystont

A Mixed Train Pulling into Jerusalem
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Repeal of all transportation taxes at the end of the present

calendar year lias been agreed upon by Senate leaders as

part of a compromise plan for tax legislation.

A fire which swept the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

shops at Pratt, Kan., on October 7, destroyed the repair

tracks, car sheds, carpenter shops and 25 box cars; estimated

damage $200,000.

The freight traffic department of the Atlantic Coast Line

has in its service 72 men who have been with the road an

aggregate of 1,440 years. This was brought out at a recent

conference of the freight representatives at Savannah. The

72 men each stated the length of his service, and the average

was 20 years.

The disastrous collision at Paris, France, reported last

week, resulted in about 40 deaths, not ail of the bodies being

recovered. Edouard Lozahic, the signalman at the outgoing

end of the tunnel, was formally charged with homicide

through imprudence. It was testified that he telephoned

that the track was clear, although the leading train was still

in the tunnel.

S. M. Williams, chairman of the Federal Highway Council

has recently resigned that office because of the press of his

own personal affairs. The Washington office of the Federal

Highway Council has as a result been closed and the work

suspended for the present, except perhaps that which the

various committees of the association have found means for

continuing.

The monthly meeting of the St. Louis Railway Club will

held at the Hotel Statler, St. Louis, Mo., on October 14, and

the principal address of the evening will be delivered by

Edwin J. White, vice-president and general solicitor of the

Missouri Pacific. Mr, White's subject will be "Something

of the History of the Raihroads of Missouri and Some Side-

lights on the 1920 Transportation Act."

Albert Stone, who- was—86 years old on October 8, has

worked for the New York Central and its predecessor, the

N.ew York & Harlem, scvcuty-otie years, and is still at it. lit-

is a clerk in the office of the. auditor of passenger accounts,

in New York City. When the New York Central began its

pension system in 1910, Mr. Stone, being 75 years old, was

pensioned and retired. He played around a little while

and took a trip lure and there, but soon wanted his

job back. lie got it and has been working ever since.

On his birthday he found his desk laden with gifts.

He recalls the day, in 1864, when Commodore Vanderbilt

became active in the affairs of the road. He was then

a clerk in the office and is the sole survivor of a group of

clerks who worked for Commodore Vanderbilt. Mr. Stone

was born and reared on Manhattan Island. When he was

12 he was run over by one of the horse cars operated by th

old Harlem Railroad. The accident, which caused the loss

of his left leg, led to his employment by the railroad com-
pany. Robert Schuyler, then president of the road, arranged

thai he go to school two years, after which he went to worl

for the road.

A Conference on Railroad Cross Ties

In accordance with requests received by the Americ
gineering Standards Committee, a conference has been call

to discuss the subject of railroad cross ties and switch tie.s

The meeting will be held on Tuesday, October 25, 1921 in

Rqom 206 of the Atlantic Building, Washington, D. C. The
purpose of the conference is to decide: (1) Whether the uni-

fication of specifications for railroad cross ties and switch

ties shall be undertaken; (2) If so, what the scope of the

work shall be; and (3) How the work shall be organized.

Passenger Traffic Officers

The American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers will

hold its 65th annua! convention at French Lick Springs, Indiana,

on November 14 and 15, instead of Pinehurst, N. C, November
21 and 22 as previously announced.

Telegraph and Telephone Section

The committee of Direction of the Telegraph and Telephone
section of the American Railway Association, has decided that

the March meeting of this section shall be held at Richmond.
Va., on March 21, 22 and 23. It was also decided to hold

the next annual meeting at Colorado Springs, Colo., on

September 20, 21 and 22, 1922.

Settle Railroad Tax Dispute

Attorneys for the Southern Railway, the Atlantic Coast Line

and the Atlantic & Yadkin, the three railroad companies
resisting the assessment levied by the North Carolina State

Tax Commission on their property, and attorneys represent-

ing the state have reported an agreement to the three district

judges hearing the case. The railroad companies will pay-

taxes on the valuation that they admit, while the question of

additional taxes on the state's assessment will be litigated

in the courts.

Operating Statistics for July and Seven Months

The Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly report

of operating statistics of Class I roads for July and the first

seven months of 1921 shows a reduction in the number of

freight cars owned from 2,371,599 to 2,343,090. The average

miles per car per day in 1921 was 21.5 as compared with

23.5 in 1920. The net ton miles per car day averaged 375

as compared with 473, and the tons per car 27.9 as compared

with 28.6. The average train load was 643 as compared

with 700, but the train speed in 1921 was 11.5 miles per car

as compared with 10.4 in 1920. The traffic density, net ton

miles per mile of road per day, for 1921 averaged 3,883 as

compared with 5,072. The average locomotive miles per

day was 48.6 as compared with 61.1. For the month of

July the average train load was 660 tons as compared with

745 last year. The average train speed was 11.9 miles per

ear as compared with 10.5.

Checking Careless Drivers

At a crossing near Fort Loudon, Pa., on the South Penn

Branch of the Cumberland \ alley Division of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, where the view for drivers of automobiles is

obstructed until they are almost on the tracks, a Safety First

ibserver of the railroad company recently checked motor

vehicles which approached the crossing at excessive speed.

tout two hours (between 12:50 and 3:10 p. m.), 34 out of

99 cars were carelessly driven The average speed of the

.34 cars was 25 miles an hour and three were traveling at 30

The driver of a motorcycle, when within 25 feet of the

observed to turn his head to converse with the

tiger riding in the side-car. Post-cards have been mailed

through the State Highway Commissioner's office to those

owners of the 34 vehicles who live in Pennslyvania. A
supply of "Safety hirst" cards has been distributed to divi-

sion superintendents for use bj crossing observers.

732
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Extension of Time on Interchange Rule Three

The mechanical division of the American Railway Association,

in circular No. V-216, announces the extension of the effective

date of section f of Rule 3 of the interchange rules, to January

1, 1922. As it now stands this section of the rule requires that

after Ocloher 1, 1921, no cars carrying products which require

the use of salt with ice, and equipped with brine tanks, shall

be accepted in interchange unless provided with a suitable device

for retaining the brine between icing stations. The extension of

time has been made in accordance with the recommendation of

the Committee on Car Construction, in view of the fact that

not all refrigerator cars with brine tanks have yet been equip-

ped to meet the requirements of the rule.

Union Pacific Offers University Scholarships

The Union Pacific has inaugurated the plan of awarding
scholarships in the University of Nebraska to the boy ranking

highest in the farm clubs in each of 39 counties in that state.

This plan offers to the boy between 16 and 21 years of age rank-

ing highest in the boys' and girls' club work for 1922, in corn,

potatoes or wheat projects, a $75 scholarship in the college of

agriculture, or the short winter course of the school of agricul-

ture in the University. In addition to the scholarship, the Union
Pacific will reimburse the student for the expense of railroad

transportation from his home to the school and return. The
winners will be chosen by a committee of three, consisting of

the county superintendent, one person appointed by the director

of extension in the University, and the third person to be chosen

by these two members.
The railroad company has offered the same prizes for 1921 as

outlined above for 1922, except that the competition is to be on
activities now in effect, such as calf clubs, pig clubs, potato and
corn clubs, etc.

Wire Banding of Packages for Protection

The freight claim division of the American Railway Association

recently carried on an investigation among shippers in an effort

to learn what progress was being made towards the elimination

of "package troubles." It was found that firms using steel and
wire banding for the securing of their packages have greatly

reduced the shortages which had formerly occurred. One large

Chicago firm reported that its package troubles were reduced
85 per cent by banding its packages; and another firm reported
that the use of steel banding straps has reduced their losses 75
per cent.

The steel tape banding with the company's name or trade mark
printed along the tape, and the ends sealed, has proved the most
satisfactory. In this case, if the seals are broken, or if any
part of the banding straps is missing or cut, and a piece of
banding tape is substituted, it is a certainty that the package
has been pilfered en route, and the shipper may file his claim
accordingly. Many firms have found that banding packages in

this manner has tended to keep dishonest employees in railroad
service from looting the contents of their shipm

Railway Fire Protection Association

I'hc Railway Fire Protection Association will hold its

eighth annual meeting at the Sherman Hotel. Chicago, .mi

October 18, 19 and 20, with two sessions scheduled foi
Tuesday, two for Wednesday and one on Thursday.
The principal committee reports, svith names <>f the chair-

men, are as follows: Statistics, George R. Ilurd; Protection
of shop plants, J. R. Peters; Handbook on merchandi
transit, W. S. Topping; Coaling plants, \V. E, Cath
Locomotive hazards, E. N. Floyd; Gasoline and electric mo-
tor trucks in freight depots and terminals, E. \V Reilly.
On Wednesday morning there will be a paper on fire

protection on foreign railroads In Loring F. Wilco
one on fire prevention in tunnels, l>> Harry Pollard
Wednesday afternoon there will be a paper on standai
tion of fire hose coupling, bj E. R. Townsend, ani
tion box will be opened bj J. L. Walsh.
The president of the Association is W. S. Hickey t\. V..

N. H. & H.1, and the secretary is R, R. Hackett (B. 8
Raltimore, Md. The chairman of the committee of arrange-
ments at Chicago is G. R. Hurd (I. C).

Imprisonment for Falsification of Car-Repair Bills

Theodore W. Krein, general manager of the Muscatine, Burling-
ton & Southern, pleaded guilty to an indictment charging him
with falsification of car repair records and accounts in viola-

tion of the Interstate Commerce Act, in the United States Dis-

trict Court at Davenport, Iowa, on October 6 and was sentenced

to one year and a day in the federal penitentiary, and fined $3,000.

The railroad company and Krein were charged with falsifying

the company's records to show that the railroad had made re-

pairs to cars of other railroads when no such repairs were
actually made. Fraudulent bills based upon these records were
rendered against other railroads and in this manner approximately

$30,000 was collected from other carriers during the year 1919 for

car repairs which were not made. Xearly all of this amount
was collected from railroads operating under federal control

and therefore was a fraud upon the government ; the Muscatine,

Burlington & Southern was not under federal control during that

period. The prosecution followed an investigation by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission.
This road is 54 miles long, extending from Muscatine, la.,

south to Burlington. It has six locomotives and 22 freight

and passenger cars.

C. S. Gaskill Joins Russian Mission

of American Relief Administration

Charles S. Gaskill, formerly master mechanic of the Pennsyl-
vania at Baltimore, sailed on October 4 to join the staff of
Colonel W N. Haskell, director of the American Relief Ad-

ministration's Mission to

Russia. Mr. Gaskill will

have charge of the trans-

portation of the <food-

-UifTs with which the

Administration proposes
to supply the Russians.

Mr. Gaskill was born at

M ' lint Holly, \ j. (
on

October 11, 1877. He
».is graduated from
Princeton in 1898 and
entered the employ of

the mechanical depart-

ment of the Pennsylvania
at its Altoona shops. In

1917 he left his position

a- master mechanic at

Baltimore to join the

- Railway engineers of the

_ ' A. E, F. He was com-C > Gaskill , .
,mi-Moned major and,

later, lieutenant colonel.

Following hi- discharge from the army. Mr. Gaskill became
technical adviser to the Polish Ministry of Railways and held
that position until quite recently when, having returned I

country to take up railway work again, he received his appoint-
ment to serve under Colonel Haskell

The Pennsylvania's Committees on Loss and Damage
For the prevention of loss and damage to freight on the

Northwestern Region of the Pennsylvania a complete reorganiza-
tion of this work has been devised by which special dii

committees, each of which will have the assistance

committees, will supervise the handling | in their re-
spective territories The divisional commit!
the superintendent, supervising agent, traimi

i engi-
neer, master mechanic, .!: f cn-
gines, ami captain

whatever corrective methods are nc
d

the Chicago Termi
Rapids, and Mackinaw <i .... jh {*

cheek ai

which tall within their own particular <. Thus the
sixth sub-committee, of '-vhich the captain of p. lice is chairman,
will look after the sealing of cars that are found unseal
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improperly sealed and the protection of freight in transit and at

stations and transfers. In addition to the detailed work assigned

to each of these committees, all employees are being urged to

keep a constant watch for conditions needing correction and to

report them promptly to the division safety agents who will be

responsible for forwarding them to the proper committee for

action.

Freight Loss and Damage Fifty-five Millions

The total of freight loss and damage expenditures for six

months ending June 30, 1921, as totaled from the reports of

227 carriers, representing 90.4 per cent of the railroad mileage

in this country, was $55,707,753. Of this sum, $33,054,508

was chargeable to full carload shipments. Clothing (dry

goods), fruit, vegetables and grain, furnished. 28.8 per cent

of the total amount of claims.

The freight claim division of the American Railway Asso-

ciation has recently issued a circular to division superin-

tendents giving a statistical summary of the five main causes

responsible for the loss and damage claims, which has been

prepared from the May statements. "Unlocated damage"

heads the list of principal causes with 14.8 per cent of the

total. "Rough handling" follows with 13.7 per cent of the

total claims. "Loss of entire packages" also amounted to

13.7 per cent of the total claims. "Defective equipment,"

such as leaky car roofs, loose floorings, etc., caused 10.9

per cent of the claims, with 93 per cent of this amount due

to full carload shipments. "Delay" was the cause of 10.5 per

cent of all claims, and 89.1 per cent of the delay claims were

on full carload shipments.

Loss and Damage Agitation

The Pennsylvania Railroad has been having a campaign to

prevent loss and damage to freight in transit, aiming to awaken

employees to the seriousness of the situation and to impress the

urgent necessity for their wholehearted co-operation in uncover-

ing and correcting wasteful practices. In 1920 payments on ac-

count of loss or damage to freight cost the railroads of the coun-

try more than $100,000,000, largely because of the general back-

sliding and loss of morale following upon the war period. F. W.
B. Humes, superintendent of stations and transfers and chair-

man of the Eastern regional committee, has congratulated the

employees on the enthusiasm displayed in the drive. He com-

mends the intensive supervision of operations at stations and

transfers, in yards and on the road by division officers; the fre-

quent meetings with employees of various classes and the daily

bulletins; also the publicity through local newspapers. The
marked success of this campaign has convinced the committee

that another drive on similar lines is desirable in the near future.

From January, 1920, to June, 1920, the number of claims pre-

sented decreased 15 per cent, while from January, 1921, to June,

1921, the decrease was 38.9 per cent. June, 1921, compared with

June, 1920, shows a decrease of 48.6 per cent. The decrease in

number of claims filed is greater than the decrease in traffic.

There is, however, urgent necessity for further improvement.

Amounts paid for theft continue to stand out prominently. Actual

results of the campaign show that in the Eastern Region in one

month the number of irregularities in handling 1. c. 1. freight

was 51.8 per cent less than the same month last year.

Eye Accidents and Faulty Vision

Cause Waste in Industries

Eye accidents are revealed as an important source of avoid-

able national waste in a special report of the Committee on

Elimination of Waste in Industry of American Engineering Coun-

cil, just made public. The report embodies the results of an

investigation conducted in many states in connection with the

assay of waste in basic industries started by Herbert Hoover.

The total number of industrial blind in the United States is

given as 15,000, or 13.5 per cent of the total blind population,

this type of injury being the leading causative factor of blindness,

according to the report which was prepared by Earle B. Fowler.

The eye, it was found, is involved in 10.6 per cent of all per-

manently disabling accidents.

Present protective methods as applied in large plants have ef-

fected a great reduction in injuries. The use of goggles is one

of the chief protective devices. In the plants of the American Car

& Foundry Company there has been a reduction of more than 75

per cent through the use of goggles and the percentage of reduc-

tion would be much higher if the men would wear goggles more
conscientiously, according to the management. Not a single case

of injury to the eyes from broken glass has been recorded since

goggles were introduced into the shops of the New York Cen-

tral. All employees of the Union Pacific are now required to

wear goggles on eye-dangerous work. Striking reductions in eye

accidents are also shown by the American Locomotive Company
and the American Steel Foundries, eye accidents in the plant of

the latter company having been reduced 85 per cent.

The report also states that industrial waste is chargeable to

sub-normal vision and faulty lighting. The correction of sub-

standard vision produces an increase in return that will pay for

its cost in the opinion of the management in plants where several

years of trial has provided a basis for judgment. The report

states that it has been shown improved lighting systems increase

output 2 per cent in steel plants and as much as 10 per cent in

shoe factories where work is more exacting. The cost of pro-

viding adequate illumination for the entire industry of the country

would amount to y2 per cent to 1 per cent of wages. One estimate

placed the loss due to faulty conditions in this country as above

the entire cost of illumination. Of the 466 plants investigated,

only 8.7 per cent were found to have lighting conditions that could

be rated as excellent.

J. H. Young Discusses the Railroad Situation

Speaking at a meeting of the Denver Rotary club, on Sep-

tember 29, Joseph H. Young, president of the Denver & Rio

Grande Western, expressed his opinion on several issues pertain-

ing to the railroads which are of paramount interest to the

public at large. Of the railroad rate situation, President Young
said in part

:

"Railroad rates are out of kilter and some of the rates are

too high, there is no doubt. Present-day rates, and, in par-

ticular, present-day freight rates, are the result of years and

years of work and study by experts up to the time the war
started, and of a horizontal rise of first 5 per cent, then 30 per

cent, and then 25 to 40 per cent. They were thus thrown out

of adjustment. Rates must not be reduced horizontally, but must

be worked out on a common-sense basis. There are many ways

this can be done."

Wages, President Young declared, are not entirely out of

proportion, except as they affect common laborers, such as car

oilers, who, he said, are classed as skilled labor, whereas, he

asserted, "any man with common sense can be taught the work
in one operation." Speaking of the proposed grouping of the

railroads as advocated by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

President Young declared the belief that the government is with-

out the power to force the stockholders of the stronger lines to

accept stock in the weaker ones at a figure that would be satis-

factory to those who own them.

"Grouping of the railroads as proposed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is part of a plan to take care of the weaker
railroads," President Young said. "Development of the stronger

lines has tended to weaken the less powerful, which are, in

themselves, a menace to the country's finance and detrimental

to the country in which they operate.

"Strong lines that work together at their terminals with other

lines may, by turning their freight business over to one par-

ticular line, force other lines that compete with that line into

a tight place and strangle them. We should have an arrange-

ment whereby there would be a just distribution of freight be-

tween competing lines at terminal points, general time of hauling

and method of handling being practically the same. A shipper

has no right to determine the routing of the material he ships,

beyond naming the receiving road and the delivering road. It

is really of little consequence to the shipper who handles the

goods as long as the service is as quick and as good.

"Service of an acceptable standard can only be accomplished

by allowing the weaker lines to earn money for their mainte-

nance; to earn interest on their bonded indebtedness, and to

earn enough to meet the requirements of additions and expan-

sion."
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Traffic News

but if favorable action is not secured in conference it

intention to bring the matter to the attention of the commis-
sion, with a view to a prompt submission of the issues

involved.

The executive committee of the National Industrial Traffic

League has decided to hold the annual meeting of the league at

the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on November 9 and 10, with the

annual dinner coming on the evening of the ninth.

Railroads operating in Ohio have been ordered by the Pub-

lic Utilities Commission of that state to reduce freight rates on

sand, gravel and crushed stone, approximately 28.5 per cent

On paving brick, in addition to the percentage reduction, a re-

duction of 10 cents a ton is ordered.

I barings will soon be held by the department of justice on

the request of western fruit growers for the modification of the

"packers' consent decree" by which it is hoped that it will be

possible for the fruit growers to ship their products in the meat
men's refrigerator cars. The attorney-general has asked

the Department of Commerce and the Department of Agriculture

to send representatives to the hearings. No definite date for the

hearings has as yet been announced, and the whole question will

be held in abeyance.

Hearings on five new transcontinental applications and one
old application asking to disregard the long and short haul

statute on traffic moving up and down the Pacific coast and
a like request on traffic moving east and west will begin in

Chicago on November 7, with Attorney-Examiner W. A.

Disquc conducting the hearing on the latter petition and
Special Examiner Pitt on the first named. After concluding
at Chicago, hearings will be held at: Denver, Colo., Novem-
ber 21; Helena, Mont., November 23; Salt Lake City, Utah,
November 25; Boise, Idaho, November 28; Spokane, Wash.,
December 1; Portland, Ore., December 5; San Francisco, Cal.,

December 8; Phoenix, Ariz., December 17; Atlanta, Ga., Jan-
uary 9; and New Orleans, La., January 11.

Coal Production

Kor four weeks in succession the production of soft coal has

advanced steadily upward. The total output during the week of

October 1, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geological

Survey, is estimated at 8,876,000 net tons. The week's production

was the largest since last January and represents an increase

over the preceding week of 4 per cent

Little Progress in New England Divisions

The Boston & Maine on October 6 reported to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission that little progress had been

made in the direction of readjustment of Freight rate divisions

between the New England lines and the lines west of the

Hudson river within the 90 days which the commission in

its recent decision in the New England case had allowed for

a report. In conformity with the commission's recommcu
dation, representatives wen appointed to confer with the

lines west of the Hudson and the first meeting was held in

New York on August 18. The trunk lines and Central Freight

Association roads had no suggestions to offer and said that

they would expect the New England carriers to submit pro-

posals. The Boston & Maine says that it began promptly
to study its divisions for the purpose of permanently revis-

ing them, but it became evident that nothing definite could

lie formulated within the 90 day period.

At a second meeting, on September 21, the New England
carriers called attention to their serious financial condition

and the impossibility of making a revision within 90 days
and each proposed to trunk line representatives that pending
such a revision the carriers west of the Hudson should shrink

their divisions by 15 per cent on all traffic except coal, this

amount to be added to the divisions accruing to the New
England lines. No reply has been received to this proposal.

As soon as substantial progress has been made in develop-

ing a basis for a revision of its divisions the Boston & Maine
will submit the results to the committees of the defendants,

Toll's Exemption Bill Passed

The bill introduced by Senator Borah to exempt Ameri-
can coastwise vessels from the payment of tolls for passage

through the Panama Canal was passed by the Senate on

October 10 I
I 47 to 37, after five hours of

debate devoted mainly to the international aspects of the

question, in view of the treaty with Great Britain, rather

than to the domestic economic phases of the canal tolls

controversy. Although President Harding had previously on

several occasions declared himself in favor of the passage of

such a bill, he has not n n urging it and the vote

on the bill was intei
,

a defeat for the administration.

Thirty-five Republicans and 12 Democrats voted for the bill

and 20 Democrats and 17 Republicans against it. Senator

Lodge, the Republican floor 1 ed the bill, while

Senator Underwood, the Democratic leader, supported it

Without a roll call, the Senate voted down amendments pro-

posed by Senator King to authorize the President to

arbitration of the tolls question with Great Britain and to

appropriate $2,000,000 as a subsidy for American vessels

using the canal. Some of the Senators who voted foi

tolls in 1914 on this occasion voted against the bill, while

others who had formerly been for the bill reversed them-

selves. The bill now goes to the House, and it is predicted

that it is likely to remain there in committee for some time,

possibly until after the disarmament conference has been

held, because the differences with Great Britain with regard

to the interpretation of the canal treaties are regarded as

embarrassing to the administration at thi^ time.

Hearing on Lumber Rates

Hearings on the complaint of the Southern Hardwood Trattn

Association, asking for a reduction in the rates on hardwood to

those prevailing before August 26, 1920, were begun before Com-

missioner Cox and Chief Examiner Quirk of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission at Washington on October 4 and were so

expedited that they were concluded on October 10, oral argu-

ment being held immediately following the taking of the testi-

mony. Representatives of the complainants asked that the case

be treated as an emergency matter on the ground that the con-

dition of the hardwood lumber industry i- now as critical

as was that of the railroads "ben Ex Parte 74 was argued It

was declared that because of the disruption of rate relationships

created by the percentage advance the southern hardwood shippers

are now doing very little business and no logging operations

are being carried on. This has great!} decreased the tonnage

of the Southern roads although it appeared that some of the

northern and eastern lines have profited by that fact to some

extent by the increase in shipments of lumber from other

sections.

Reductions in the rate- were opposed by railroad witnesses

representing the southern roads, as well ,i> those north of the

Ohio river, on the ground that the railroad- could not afford

the reduction in their revenues and that the shippers had exag-

gerated the effect that would result to them from the pi

reduction in the rates. E. P. Hate-, freight traffic manager of

the Pennsylvania, presented exhibits in contradiction of con-

tentions of the shippers that existing rates have caused a reduc-

tion in shipments of lumber. Other witnesses who opposed the

reduction represented the Southern. Louisville & Nashville, Nash-

ville. Chatanooga 8 S: 1 ouis, Illinois Central. Missouri Pacific

and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. L. E. Wettling, manager

of the statistical bureau of the western lines, presented general

exhibits regarding the financial condition of the railroads to show-

that they were in no condition to stand any considerable reduc-

tions in rates. Among other things, he testified that what show-

ing the railroads have made has been largely at the expense of

maintenance, saying that during the first six months of 1921 the

railroads expended for maintenance purposes S290.000.000 less

than in the corresponding period of 1920, which, if it had been

spent, would have more than absorbed all of the net opo

income
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended, until February 7, the opera-

tion of proposed increased rates on brick, clay and clay articles

from Central Freight Association Territory to Sault Ste. Marie,

Ont.

The commission has suspended, until February 7, the operation

of schedules contained in a Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie tariff which proposes reductions in proportional rates on

grain from Minneapolis, St. Paul and Minnesota Transfer, Minn.,

to Gladstone, Mich., when to go east by lake.

The commission has suspended from October 17 unitl

February 14, 1922, the operation of schedules published in

Agent F. A. Leland's tariff, which propose increased com-

modity rates on domestic fruits, melons and vegetables from

Texas producing points to interstate points.

The commission has suspended until February 7, the opera-

tion of schedules published in a New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico tariff proposing reductions in the rates on salt frovn

Jefferson Island, La., to Chicago, St. Louis, and points on

the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley directly

intermediate thereto, north of the Mississippi-Louisiana

state line.

The commission has suspended from October 5 until Feb-

ruary 2, 1922, the operation of an item in a Chicago Great

Western tariff proposing the cancellation of through rates

on corn, oats, rye and barley from stations in Iowa, Minne-

sota and Missouri on the Chicago Great Western Railroad

to Texarkana, Ark.-Tex., leaving applicable instead combina-

tion rates based on either Des Moines, Iowa, or Kansas

City, Mo.

The commission has announced a series of hearings before

Examiner Barclay at New York, in the rooms of the Mer-

chants' Association, 233 Broadway, on the charges made
by the Machinists' union as to the alleged excessive cost

of car and locomotive repairs at outside shops. The case

of the Philadelphia & Reading will be heard on October 24,

the Erie on October 26 and Central of New Jersey on
October 28.

The commission has suspended from November 15 until

March 15, 1922, the operation of an exception to transconti-

nental west bound joint tariffs which provide for the non-

application of Group J rates from and to points on the

D. & R. G. W. east and south of Grand Junction, Colo.,

leaving applicable instead combination rates, which results

in increases to the extent of the local rates to the boundary
of the restricted territory.

State Commissions

The Wisconsin Railroad Commission, on October 6, denied the

application of the Chicago & North Western for authority to

reduce train service on its line between Madison, Wis., and
Montfort.

The federal court has ruled that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has power to order the discontinuance of service on the

Eastern Railway of Texas, 30 miles long, between Lufkin and
Crockett. The Railroad Commission of the State has refused

permission for the scrapping of the line. The State has now
appealed the case to the United States Supreme Court.

The Public Service Commission of Louisiana, in order

No. 10, has denied the application of Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas Railroad & Steamship Company for authority to ad-

vance the freight rates on sugar cane. The commissioners
think that the period of depression is passing; that the sugar

business is depressed as well as the railroad business and
that if the railroads make an advance in rates and thus

burden the sugar planters, they will cause a general de-

pression in business from which the carriers also will suffer.

The Railroad Commission of the State of California on Sep-

tember 23 gave permission to the California Southern to lease its

road to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Application for the

lease of the California Southern was originally made to the

Interstate Commerce Commission, but consideration of it by that

body was protested by the California Commission as the Cali-

fornia Southern lies wholly within the State. Now that the

matter has been passed upon in California the state commission's
objection to the Interstate Commerce Commission giving its ap-

proval to the transaction has been withdrawn.

Court News
Mechanism in Constant Use Without Injury Held Safe

The New York Court of Appeals holds that, when it comes
to a question of proper condition and safety under the Boiler

Inspection Act, mechanism which has been in constant use

for years without causing injury must be considered proper

and safe until some notice or occasion indicates its danger
and insufficiency.—Ford v. McAdoo (N. Y.) 131 N. E. 874.

Provision in Transportation Act as to Limitation

of Actions Not Applicable to Employers' Liability

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals holds that

the federal act of February 28, 1920, enacting that the

period of federal control shall not be computed as a part

of the periods of limitation in actions against carriers, is

inapplicable to actions under the Federal Employer's Liability

Act.—Jones v. Delaware, L. & W. (N. J.) 114 Atl. 331.

Amount of Damages for Injuries to

Automobiles in Transit

The South Carolina Supreme Court holds that where an
automobile company shipped cars to itself, the title not
passing to the purchasers until the shipment arrived and
the draft was paid, the purchaser's rights as to injuries in

transit were no greater than those of the automobile com-
pany, and it could recover no more than the automobile
company could have recovered if it had sued, namely, the

price the purchaser had agreed to pay, less the value of trie

injured cars.—M. C. Johnson Motor Co. v. Payne (S. Car.)

107 S. E. 252.

Trainmen May Assume Automobilist Will See

and Avoid Train on Crossing at Night

In an action for damages resulting from a collision between
the plaintiff's automobile and a freight car standing on the

tracks of the Philadelphia & Reading at a street intersec-

tion in Chester, the Delaware Supreme Court holds that the

men in charge of a train lawfully obstructing a crossing at

night have a right to assume that a reasonably careful auto-

mobilist would adopt such lights and rate of speed that he

could stop his car within the distance that he could see the

train and avoid running into it, and were not negligent in

failing to warn by lights or otherwise of the presence oi

the train on the highway.—P. & R. v. Dillon (Del.) 114

Atl. 62.

United States Supreme Court

The United States Supreme Court on Monday refused to grant

an application of the state of North Dakota for an interlocutory

injunction to restrain the collection by the railroads of intrastate

rates increased by the Interstate Commerce Commission by the

amount of the interstate rate increases made last year. The
broad question of the right of the commission to advance state

rates under the new law is pending before the court in the

Wisconsin case.
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Foreign Railway News

Westinghouse Receives Additional Order From Chile

The Chilean State Railways have ordered six express passenger

electric locomotives from the Westinghouse Electric International

Company. This equipment is in addition to the 33 electric loco-

motives and other electrical material the contract for which the

Westinghouse Company received several weeks ago {Railway

Age, October 1, page 645). This equipment will be used in

electrifying the Chilean State Railways from Valparaiso to

Santiago and Los Andes, a total line mileage of 144 miles.

Denies Russian Railways Are in Bad Way
Statements to the effect that the railways of Russia are

utterly disorganized are untrue, according to a press dispatch from
Paris, quoting C. R. Crane, former American minister

to China. "As regards the trans-Siberian Railway, the longest

line in the world, I found not only that everything is in a

state of complete repair, but that the Soviets have success-

fully electrified portions of the line, something which had

never been attempted under the Czarist regime. I traveled

the entire length in a private ear. I never suffered at any
time from hunger, and the personnel is apparently well fed."

August Exports of Car Wheels and Axles

Exports of car wheels and axles in August were valued

at $255,752—a total greater than that of any month since

April. Detailed figures by countries, as compiled by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, are as follows

Dollars ( lounti

Entrant! .

Canada
(iautemala
Mexico

Col
.I'll r

Other British West Indies.
Cuba
Dominican • Repuhlic
Argentina

1,07!
29,967
2,44? Peru

55,063 Venezuela
524 t>ntch East Indies
222 Japan

3,378 Australia
450 Philippine Islands.'

12,764 British South Africa
19,029

749 Total 255

,176
,734
$76
225

752

Exports of Locomotives in August

Exports of steam locomotives in August rose to 66, valued
at $2,334,737, showing an increase of 33 over the July figure

of 30, valued at $876,840. Detailed figures by countries, as
compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
follow:

Countries Number Dollars

Canada 1 2,400
B< mltiras 4 40,400
Mexico 21 780.200
Brazil 7 238.500
Pent 1 5.138
China 25 1,105,409
Japan 7 162,690

Total 66 2,334,737

the National Wages Board, with the whole of their original

proposals. There could be no strike until one month after

the National Wages Board has issued its award.
The meeting passed a resolution, expressing the opinion

that the proposals were entirely unacceptable, and recording
dissatisfaction at the financial statement made by the com-
panies as the reason for proposed changes. The meeting
asked for information regarding the allocation of the $25,-

000,000 set aside by the government for the relief of com-
panies having a deficit because of the conditions of the na-

tional settlement, and urged on the union executive the desir-

ability of preserving the principle of national negotiation^.

New Railway in South West Africa

The administrator of Britain's South-West Africa Pro-
tectorate, G. R. Hofmeyr, has approved the construction by
the South African Railways and Harbors Board of a new
railway to run from Windhuk, the capital, in an easterly direc-

tion to Cobabis, a distance of about 132 miles according to

the Times (London). It is to be built on the standard South
African gage (3 ft. 6 in.), and the cost is estimated at $3,-

600,000. Gobabis is one of the chief settlements in the east-

ern portion of the Protectorate, and, having numerous fresh

water springs in its vicinity, it is the centre of one of the few
districts where agriculture is feasible. Maize is the principal

crop.

Argentina Buys Freight Cars

According to Commerce Reports, "word has been received from
Commercial Attache Edward F. Fedy, of Buenos Aires, report-

ing that the lowest bids offered by each of the following nationali-

ties, ag. covering railway carsy under tender at Buenos Aires,

were as follows
i

Gold peats per car*
Lowest German bid. 3,484
i-owest 'American bid: 4,580
Lowest Belgian bid 5,000
I-owest British bid 5,900

•Geld pesc = $.96 at par.

Further' won] has been received which indicates that the

authorities of Buenos Aires have decided, to increase the number
of ears ultith they intend lo purchase at this time. The original

bids covered 70 of the above cars, but at the time of placing

the order it was , decided do increase the quantity to 100 cars,

and the business has been awarded to a firm in Breslau, Germany,
under the name of Linke lineman, the price being 3,290 Argen-
tine gold pesos each.

This transaction is peculiarly interesting as showing the position

of American manufa ipared with Belgian and British

makers who are obviously not in a favorable position with re-

gard to such equipment, although the design of the cars used
on the railways of Argentina resembles European practice more
closely than the American de

This incident also raises the question as to whether the Ger-
man manufacturers will be able to make prompt delivery of
materials of satisfactory quality. Recent experience in other

foreign markets suggests thai serious difficulty in this connection
m.!\ result.

Proposed Wage Cut on Scottish Railways

C. T. Cramp* industrial secretary of the National Union
of Railwaymen, addressing railway employees at Edinburgh,
said that the Scottish railways have proposed the abi
of the increases in wages granted by the National \\.

Board in June (averaging $1.25 pei week), and of the special
payment for night duty; also that minors shall not receive
the pay of adults until they reach the age of 21, according
to the Times (London). There are also proposals to abolish
the eight-hour day, aud substitute 10 hours in many cl

with a "spread" in some grades of 12 hours.
The companies have agreed, he continued, on condition

that the employees give up the National Board's award on
wages, that they will withdraw- their other proposals, and 'n
the event of this oiler beipg rejected, they will go, first to
the Central, and afterwards, in the evenl of disagreement; t.

The Spanish Railway Problem

The railway problem in Spain is somewhat similar •

in this and other countries, according to Commerce R
Operating costs have risen to the point where freight and
passenger rates must be increased or some corresponding
form of relief discovered if the roads are to continue to

operate and escape bankruptcy. The public is not in favor of

an increase in rates.

Nor are the railways giving satisfactory service. They are

built on three different gages, approximately 5 ft. 6 in., 4 ft.

S'_. in., and .i ft. 4 in., respectively, and as they all radiate

from Madrid, they do not always meet the economic
of the country.

Among other efforts the government is making t'

the present situation, they have decided to cr.couragi :he

construction of locomotives and cars in Spain, and have ar-
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ranged that when bid.-, arc called, the business shall be

awarded to manufacturers in Spain, provided their price does

not exceed foreign offers by more than 10 per cent. In addi-

tion to this preference they have increased the duty on im-

ported locomotives and cars, and Commercial Attache Cun-

ningham, of Madrid, reports that further increases are to be

expected. Moreover, Spanish industrial plants, on comply-

ing with certain formalities, are allowed a reduction in the

import duties charged on foreign manufactured materials

needed in the construction of locomotives and railway cars.

As a result of the government's activities, the production

in Spain of railway equipment of the class mentioned has

been stimulated, and Commercial Attache Cunningham re-

ports that in the first six months of this year orders have

been placed for the construction of 5,000 European pattern

railway, freight, passenger, and baggage cars with 16 different

Spanish plants in different parts of the country.

Correspondingly, the Maquinista Terrestre y Maritima has

received an order for SO locomotives, of which five have been

delivered, and as these are larger and more powerful than

other engines previously in operation, the better service

resulting is adding to the prestige of these builders and to

the disadvantage of the German, Belgian, French, Italian

and British manufacturers who have previously supplied

most of the locomotives operated in Spain.

Other companies plan to build locomotives in Spain, and,

in addition to the inducement mentioned, there are other

ways to show them preference. The Sociedad Espanola de

Construcciones Babcock and Wilcox has been extended an

exemption from the payment of imports and stamp taxes

covering an issue of 39,200 shares of 500 pesetas (1 peseta =
$.193 at par) each, and also a 60 per cent reduction during

live years from the amounts that would ordinarily be due

under the utilities tax. These special benefits are understood to

have been accorded to assist this company in the production

of locomotives and parts and similar products. Recently the

Spanish government established an industrial bank with a

capital of 150,000,000 pesetas, which is reserved for loans to

purely Spanish enterprises.

Exports of Track Materials in August

Exports of track spikes and steel rails fell sharply in Au
gust from the July totals. August exports of steel rails wer«-

valued at $274,864 as against $1,018,859 in July. Detailed

figures by countries, as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, are as follows:

Countr
Railroad
spikes.

Belgium
France
Netherlands
Norway
Portupal
Scotland
British Honduras.
Canada
Costa Rica
Gautemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
Mexico
Newfoundland and Labradoi
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Dutch Guiana
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
Chi.

400
.14,970

12.60*
24,434
55,140
10,000

ii'.ssi

273
70,000
14,400

Kails
of steel.

Tons

1.323
15

l'«3

Switches, Structural
frogs, splices, iron

liars, etc. and steel

Dollars Tons
1,405
550 2

23
340
152

5,475

(,600

British India
Duti li East Indies
Japan 33,026
Australia
New Zealand
French Oceania
Philippine Islands 2,000
British South Africa
l'nrtuguese Africa
Egypt

10,634

103,334

6,749

"268

2,737
73,119

1,608
90 218

423 2,950 1,687
36 10,239

4.689
190

, 9. .

295 4

3,980

15ll

4,782 9,667
274,864 294.311 726,825

Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Delaware & Hudson is inquiring for from 1 to 10 Mikado
type locomotives.

The Central of Peru is inquiring through the locomotive

builders for some Mikado type locomotives.

The Mississippi Central has ordered 1 Mikado type locomo-

tive from the American Locomotive Company.

The J. J. Newman Lumber Company, Hattiesburg, Miss.,

has ordered 1 Mikado type locomotive from the American Loco-
motive Company.

The East Brazil Federal Railways have ordered 3 Pacific

type and 4 Consolidation type locomotives, from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, reported in the Rail-

way Age of August 27, as inquiring for 10 Mikado type loco-

motives has ordered 14 Mikado type locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company.

The Hutchinson Lumber Company, Huntingdon, W. Va.,

has ordered 1 Shay type locomotive from the Lima Locomotive
Works, Inc. This locomotive will have a weight of 80 tons in

working order and will be equipped with superheater.

The Peking-Suiyuan (China), reported in the Railway Age
of June 24 as contemplating asking for bids through the Uni-
versal Steel Export Corporation, 26 Cortlandt street, New York
City, for 7 Mallet type, 25 Mikado type and 5 Pacific type

locomotives is now asking for bids on this equipment.

Freight Cars

The Atlantic Coast Line is inquiring for 30 steel underframes
for caboose cars

The Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is inquiring for

three 50-ton gondola cars.

The Union Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, is ask-

ing for prices on 25 30-ton refrigerator cars.

The United Fruit Company, New York, is inquiring for a

number of cane cars of 60,000 lb. capacity.

The National Railways of Mexico are inquiring through

the car builders for prices on 2,000 box cars.

J. B. Fletcher & Company, Fort Worth, Texas, are inquiring

for 100 tank cars, of from 10,000 to 12.000 gal. capacity.

The Waterbury Gas Light Company, Waterbury, Conn., has

ordered one 50-ton coal car from the General American Car

Company.

The Stauffer Chemical Company, Chauncey, N. Y., has

ordered 1 tank car of 8,000 gal. capacity from the General

\merican Tank Car Corporation.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, reported in the Raikvay Age of

June 17, as asking for prices for rebuilding about 2,500 cars, is

now asking for prices on the repair of 500 to 1,000 composite

Kondola cars and 1,500 to 2,000 steel coal cars.

The Toledo & Ohio Central is asking for prices on the repair

of from 200 to 250 steel underframe box cars', and prices are

also wanted for the repair of from 350 to 400 open top steel

ars, for this road and the Kanawha & Michigan.

The Central of Brazil is asking for prices on 250 20-ton

box cars, standard gage, also for 150 20-ton box cars, meter

gage, 25 20-ton cattle cars, standard gage and 20 20-ton cattle

cars of meter gage, all to be of wood construction. Information
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may be obtained from Mr. Snowden, representing Bordeaux &
Company, Rio de Janeiro, at the office of Monsen & Company,
2 Rector street, New York City.

The Peking-Suiyuan (China), reported in the Railway Age
of June 24, as contemplating asking for bids through the Uni-
versal Steel Export Corporation, 26 Cortlandt street, New York
City, on 400 high side steel freight cars, is now asking for prices

on this equipment.

Passenger Cars

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 2 dining cars from the

Pullman Company.

The New York Central is inquiring for prices on from 25
to 50 motor trucks.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 2 com-
bination baggage and mail cars, from the American Car & Foun-
dry Company.

Iron and Steel

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 1,354 tons
of steel for reinforcing underframes of coal cars from A. M.
Castle & Company, Chicago.

Machinery and Tools
The New York Central has ordered 1—6 ft. radial drill and

a 400-ton car wheel press from the Niles-Bement-Pond Company,
New York. The railroad has ordered also a 48 in. planer and
roundhouse equipment including sonic small lathes, grinders and
bolt cutters.

Railway Construction
Vhiiim,n, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company will con-

struct a warehouse and the necessary trackage leading to it, on
its water-front property at Stockton, Cal., the work to cost $99,-
000. The same company will install a 55,000 gal. oil tank with
necessary facilities for fueling oil burning locomotives at Clovis,
N. M., to cost about $40,000. Trackage will be constructed by
the Santa Fe at a cost of $32,000, to a large coal mine at Rad-
ley, Kan.

( wadian Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract
to Angus and Taylor, North Bay, Ontario, for the construction
of a 68-mile extension from Kipawa, Quebec, to Desquinze, and
eight miles into Villa Marie on Lake Temiskaining, the work
to cost about $3,500,000.

*•'•. Burlington & Quincy.- -This company has awarded
a contract to the Link Belt Company, Chicago, for a 400-ton
coaling station to be erected at Centralia, III

Chicago Union Station.—A contract has been awarded to
A. S. Schulman, Chicago, by the Chicago Union Station Com-
pany which includes the installation of all of the wiring and
switchboard equipment for a substation which will supply power
to the new Railway Mail Terminal building, Chicago.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—Authorised to Issue
Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted the
joint application of this company and the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern, authorizing the latter to sell $1,905,000 of
consolidated first mortgage bonds at par and accrued interest to
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and also authorizing the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to procure authentication and
delivery to its treasurer of a like amount of first and refunding
mortgage bonds to be pledged from time to time as collateral for
short term notes.

Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—This company plans extensions
to its lines from Whittier to Santa Ana, a distance of 14 miles,
and from Whittier to Tustin, a distance of 22 miles, both in
Orange County. Cal. The work, as estimated, will cost between
SI.500.000 and $2.000.000.

"
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The Superior Supply Company, Chicago, has been ap-

pointed the exclusive railway distributor of the Rex concrete
mixers, manufactured by the Chain Belt Company. Milwau-
kee, Wis.

C. A. Dunn has resigned as general superintendent of tin

Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, Detroit, Mich., to

take a position in the sales department of the Prime Manu-
facturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

The Toronto, Ontario, office of the Independent Pneumatic
Tool Company, Chicago, has been removed from 32 Front
street West, to larger quarters at 163 Dufferin streel

This office will remain in charge of William McCrae.

C. J. Burkholder, who has been serving the Franklin Rail-

way Supply Company, New York, as special engineer in the

western territory, is now supervising service for the same
company on all railroads. A sketch of Mr. Burkholder's

career was published in the / of July 2, 1921. on
page 41.

George L. Sawyer, formerly sales manager of material

handling machinery for the Barber-Greene Company, Aurora.

111., has been appointed sales representative for The Universal
Crane Company, of Elyria, Ohio, in charge of the New York
territory, with headquarters a1 tin Allied Machinery Center,

New York City, N. Y.

W. E. Kelly, western representative of the Central Rail-

way Signal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed
also representative of the Handlan-Buck Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis, Mo., for Chicago and adjacent territory,

with headquarters at room 624 McCormick building, 332
South Michigan avenue. Chicago

H. O. Davidson has been appointed to take entire charge
of the Prudential Sectional Building Department of the Blaw-
Knox Company, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., where
he will also serve as general manager of the C. D. Pruden
plant, of the Blaw-Knox Company At the time of his ap-
pointment Mr. Davidson was general manager of the Hy-
draulic Steelcraft Company.

O. B. Frink, assistant principal engineer of the Mall Switch
& Signal Company, Garwood, N. J . has been appointed rep-
resentative of the Waterbury Batter) Company, Waterbury,
Conn., with office at 30 ( hurch street, New York City, and
S. J. Hough, field service engineer at New York, of the
Waterbury Battery Company, has been appointed western
representative with office, at 1361 Peoples Gas building.
Chicago; III.

J. H. Redhead, assistant manager ot sales ot the National
Malleable Castings Company, has resigned to become man-
ager of the Reliance Company, Cleveland. Ohio, which firm
has recently been organized by the Reliance Trust Com-
pany in conjunction with its affiliated companies, the
Reliance Savings and Loan Company and the Reliance Se-
curities Company. These companies are engaged in various
banking and investment activities Mr. Redhead was born
in Cleveland in 1880 and was graduated from Central High
School of that city in 1S99. He began his career as ati office
boy with the Nationa, Malleable Castings Company and
worked through various branches of the accounting depart-
ment until 15 years ago when he entered the sales depart-
ment. He was lately appointed assistant manager of that
department. For several years Mr. Redhead has been ir
charge of the advertising carried on by the Am
Malleable Castings Association.

The Pennsylvania reports the movement of fruits and vege-
tables out of Chicago on its tines as 30 per cent greater than last
season. The largest increase is in apples.
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Railway Financial News

Ann Arbor.—Annttul Report.—The corporate income account

for the year ended December -31, '1920, compares with the pre-

vious vear as follows

;

19 ifl

Standard return (January and February, 1920;
year 1'H "i $85,580 $528,000

Guaranty, March 1 to August 31 254.343
operating revenues 4,718.662

Railway opera ng expenses 4,121,212

Net from railway operations 9i7,i7i
Railway tax accruals 186,100
I'. nl-.. i, i,).. iting income 751.265
Total non-operaling income

Gros-. in
i
urn 774,632

Interest on funded debt 358,080
Total deductions from gross income 701.123

inc. me 73,508
Estimated amount in addition to standard return
due from the government account guaranty
period— deficit 232,742

Balance of income 306.251 51,154

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows:

Operating Revenues

534,907

I.S.i,754

51,154

Total operating revenue $5,38S,992

Op ing Expenses
1920

Maintenance of way and structures $848,041
Maintenance of equipment 1,0S'V,672

Maintenance of equipment—depreciation 99,714

Traffic 92.876
Transportation 2,644,236
General 178.731

Total operating expenses $4,953,662
Net operating revenue
Railway tax accruals
Railway operating inccrre
Gross income
Total deductions frcm gross income.

Net incon

432,330
250 027
181,966
245,923
772,417

.Def, $526,494

Passenger Traffic

Number -.-f revenue passengers carried
Number of passengers carried one mile
Average distance each passenger carried (miles)
Average revenue per passenger per mile

. Freight Traffic

Number of revenue tons carried 3

Number of tons carried one mile 427
Average distance haul of one ton—miles
Average receipts per ton per mile

729,014
651.334

33.81
$.02915

,046,913
427,877
140.28

$.00893

1919
$619,181
743.511
72,824
57,626

2,103,759
152,459

$3,749,977
784,038
193,200
590.338
653,483
483,865

$169,168

777,714
25,782,729

33.15
$.02788

2.788.068
383,524,581

137.56
$.00812

Lehigh Valley.—Segregation Plan Filed.—See article on
another page of this issue.

National Railways of Mexico.—New Directors.—Carlos R.

Felix and Gumaro Villalobos have been elected directors on the

New York local board.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—Annual Report.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

previous year as follows:
1920 1919

i pensation (January and
t

February) $1,496,703
Additional compensation account completed addi-

tion and betterments 25.060
U. S. Government guaranty, March 1 to August 31 4,537,398
Net railway operating income, September 1 to
December 31 3.668,456

Total (compared with compensation accrued in

1919) 9,727,618 $9,218,313
Total other income

Gross income 10,664,697 10,171.600
Interest on funded debt 403, ".'I. 327,514
Income transferred to other companies 1,024,337 1,143,041

Total deductions from gross income 3,355,945 4,298,915
Add revi Hi, s and expenses applicable prior to
January 1, 1918. settled by U. S. R. A 933.175 175,984

Net corporate ineome 8,241,927 6,048,669
Dividends declared (10 per cent each year) 3.S98.560

Surplus f.r year : 4,643,367 2,450,109

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows:

Operating Revenues

Operating Expenses

Maintenance of way and structures 6.593.910
nice of equipment U,

Traffic 2b5.704
Transportation 1 3 ,704, 1 I 7

787.820

freight .

Passenger

1920
..$29,345,511
. . 3.343,099

1919
$23,158,642

4,669,148

4,290,032
8,830,756
180.686

10,078,328
663.024

Total operating expenses $34,086,017 '$24,057,266

.nut from railway operation $1,654,934 $3,976,922
lax accruals 2,524,988 825,326

'Adjusted for purposes of comparison.

Passenger Traffic

Number of revenue passengers carried 6,782,863
Number of revenue passengers carried one mile. . 141,31 1,21

1

Average distance each passenger carried (miles).. 20.83
Average revenue per passenger per mile (cents) . 2.366

Freight Traffic

Number of revenue tons carried 41.431.699
Tons of revenue freight carried one mile 2,435,656,891
Average distance haul of one ton of freight

(miles) 63.26
Average revenue per ton per mile (cents) 1.205

Rutland.—Annual Report.—The income account

ended December 31, 1920, compared with 1919 as

1920
Compensation (January and February) $167,522
Additional compensation account completed addi-

6,029,053
121,384.998

20.13
2.199

38,702,145
2,187,691,000

for the year

follows

:

id bei

U. S. Government guaranty, March 1 to August 31 510,139
Net railway operating income, September 1 to De-
cember 31 207,160

Total (compared with compensation accrued in

1919) $899,978
Total other income 98.236

Gross income 998.213
Interest on funded debt 450,573
Total deductions from gross income 600,622
Less revenues and expenses applicable prior to
January 1, 1918, settled by U. S. R. A 15,180

Surplus for the year 382,411

The operating statistics for 1920 and 1919 are

:

Operating Revenues
1920

Freight $3,30.-,4'J0

Passenger 1 ,642,466

$1,051,350
91,743

1.143 093
452,173

• 578,359

27.095
537,639

1919
$2,610,670
1,395,875

$4,838,534

Total operating revenues'?,.,, „ . .« . .« . .1; ,,$35,740,951 $88,034,188-

Total operating revenues $5,979,621

Operating Expenses
Maintenance of way and structures $1,133,784
Maintenance of equipment 1,634,022
Traffic 77.815
Transportation 3,113,299
General 183.052

Total operating expenses $6,165,583

Net revenue from railway operations Def. $185,962

•Adjusted for purposes of comparison.

Passenger Traffic
Number of revenue passengers carried 1.458.525
Number of revenue passengers carried one mile. . 50,476.4*6
Average distance each passenger carried (miles).. 34.61
Average revenue per passenger per mile (cents).. 3.25

Freight Traffic

Number of revenue tons carried 2,585,735
Tens of revenue freight carried one mile 264,148,202
Average distance haul of one ton of freight lil.16
Average revenue per ton per mile (cents) 1.253

Railroad Administration
The Railroad Administration reports the following final settle

ments, and has paid out to the roads the following amounts
Unicn Pacific am
St. Joseph & Gra
St. Louis-San Francisco and subsidiaries
Susquehanna & New Y. rk
Arkansas S Memphis Railway Bridce & Terminal.
St. Paul Bridge Sc Terminal
Ontonagcn

Shrrt Line Railroads:
l.ufkin. Hemnhill & Gulf 8.700.00
Deering Southwestern 9,000.00
Bullfrog Goldficld 12,000.00

The payment of these claims on final settlement is largely-

made up of balance of compensation due, but includes all other

disputed items as between the railroad companies and the ad-

ministration during the 26 months of federal control.

Dividends Declared
Bangor S. Ahh stook.—Common, 2 per cent: preferred 3\4 per cent, serai-

both pavable Oct .her 1 to holders of record September 29.
Belt RVircad and Stock- Yards (Indianapclis).—Common. 2 per cent,

quarterly; preferred, l'j per cent, quarterly; both payable October 1.

Gecrgia Railrrad & Banking Company.—3 per cent, quarterly, payable
October 15 to hollers of record October 2.

Meadville. *Jonneaut ' akc & Linesville.—2 per cent, payable October 1

to holders of record September 15.

Norwich £ 'Worcester.— Preferred, 2 per cent, quarterly, payable October
1 t> holders of. record September -14.

Tore Marrin-tte.—'Prior preferred, 1 '/, percent, quarterly, payable .Novem-
ber 1 to holders of record Octobet 15.

$812,377
1,179,712

75.996
2,263.692
153,199

$341,476

1.405,420
47,824 133

34.03
2.92

2,319,934
216,622,169

93.37
1.205

550,000.00
42,000.00
90.OO0.ro
,!4 000.00
11.936.S4
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Southern Railway Company-Twenty-Seventh Annual Report
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stock and ot increasing fruit and truck production in localities where

there is promise ot success in those directions. Especial attention is

being given to dairy development, not through establishments devoted

exclusively or principally to dairying so much as encouraging the keeping

of a few good dairy cows on each farm and securing the establishment

of creameries so located that the farmer may have a market for sour

cream, retaining the skimmed milk on the farm to be fed to hogs or

poultry In addition to furnishing a constant source of revenue directly

to the railway, 'his method, through the periodical distribution of cream

checks amon K the farmers, contributes substantially to the general pros-

perity of farming communities. An illustration of this is afforded by a

creamery at Selmn, Alabama, started on a small scale several years ago,

which is now a source of substantial revenue to the railway, as well as to

the fanners for milk and cream purchased from them. When this

creamery was started there were few dairy cows in the community. The

number has been so increased that a second creamer)' has been established

at Selma, and the elder concern has gone into the making of cheese as

well as butter, affording the farmers a market for whole milk as well as

cream.
. a»_vi

Southern sweet potatoes are coming to the front as a large scale profitable

crop. Curing them in specially constructed storage houses has made

possible their marketing during the entire year. We are encouraging

the building of there storage houses and co-operating with growers to

secure broader markets throughout the United States.

The area of land devoted to strawberries was increased somewhat

during the past year, especially in east Tennessee, and there are indications

of a further substantial growth in that territory as well as in Alabama

and other States. The growing of dewberries for market has been started

en the line between Mnccn and Brunswick. A small quantity of such

berries was marketed this year at profitable prices. There will be some

increase in the acreage of Satsuma oranges in the southern part of Alabama.

Encouragement is being given to the cultivation of blueberries in southern

Georgia and northern Florida. Vinifera grapes are being introduced at

points in the southern part of the territory.

Industrial.

The slackening national demand for commodities of all kinds was

severely felt in the South, and there was a consequent let up in the

provision of additional manufacturing capacity. There was not, however,

a total cessation of construction of new industrial plants. Far-sighted

men. making readv for the return of improved business, have been pre-

paring accordingly! in some cases by building entirely new plants and in

others bv maKing additions to existing plants.

There is reason to believe that within the next few months there will

be under construction at points served by Southern Railway System at

least two new large cement plants, an important porcelain industry, a

glue plant, and a paint and pigment industry.
, . ,

In at least one important industry the South has suffered relatively

less than other parts of the country during the painful pilgrimage to

"normalcy." The figures of the United States Census Bureau for the

twelve months ended Julv 31. 1921, shew that the consumption of cotton

by mills in the cotton growing States amounted to 2,997,675 bales,

compared with 3,582.919 bales in the preceding twelve months, a decrease

of 585,244 bales or 16.3%. In the same period mills in all other States

consumed 1,890,218 bales, compared with 2,836.815 bales in the preceding

twelve months, a decrease of 946,597 hales or 33.4 per cent.

RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYEES
The thanks of the Board of Directors are tendered to the officers and

employees for the faithful performance of their duties. Especially, the

management records with pleasure its sense of appreciation of the loyal

and self-sacrificing co-operation of those employees who, through their

able representatives, have joined with the officers in harmonious confer-

ence in the effort to accomplish the disagreeable but necessary task of

readjustment of wage and working conditions.

Respectfully submitted bv order of the Board.
Fairfax Harrison. President.

Table I.—INCOME STATEMENT.
1920 1919

OPERATING REVENUES— in Months.
March-December, 1920:

Freight $83,330,291.61
Passenger 32,070,594.85 „
Miscellaneous Passenger-Thain 1,008,348.56 .2

Mail 2,587,224.88 3
Express 2,663,469.27 H
Other Transportation 1,216,280.62 -|

Incidental 2,658,676.72

Joint Facility 804,332.05 B

Total Operating Revenues $126,339,238.56

OPERATING EXPENSES— 10 Months,
March-December, 1920: =
Maintenance of Way and Structures.. . $17,995,948.14 3
Maintenance of Equipment 25,028,276.45
Traffic 1,818,388.15
Transportation 58,430,342.81 . <j

Miscellaneous Operations 1,224,222.82 in

General 3,470,328.40 v
Transportation for Investment—Credit. 1,696.46

Total Operating Expenses $107,965,810.31 5
>,

Net Revenue from Operations—10 Months,
March-December, 1920 $18,373,428.25

Taxes $3,853,447.80
Uncollected Revenues 39,789.02
Hire of Equipment 1,407,352.08

Joint Facility Rents 726,887.25

Total Other Expenses— 10 Months, §•

March-December, 1920 $6,027,476.15

Operating Income— 10 Months, March-De-
cember, 1920 $12,345,952.10

Certified Standard Return Under Federal
Control Act, January-February, 1920 3,108,982.18

Operating Income, 10 Months, Standard
Return 2 Months, 1920 $15,454,934.28

Standard Return- 12 Months, 1919 $18,653,893.15

\<>N -OPERATING INCOME: 1920 1919

Income from Lease of Road $32,405.98 $59,676.90
Miscellaneous Rent Income 248,308.57 233.091.68

Income from Rail Leased 82,629.78 53,787.87

Dividend Income 1,268,692.48 1,035,492.67

Income from Funded Securities 904,361.02 684,548.35
Income from Unfunded Securities and
Accounts 286,597.66 158,840.44

Miscellaneous Income 27,542.79 4,688.91

Total Non-Operating Income $2,850,538.28 $2,230,126.82

Total Gross Income $18,305,472.56 $20,884,019.97

DEDUCTIONS FROM TOTAL GROSS INCOME:
Rent for Leased Roads $2,827,172.41 $2,400,254.73

Miscellaneous Rents 45,058.29 38,414.73

Separately Operated Properties 548,734.18 6,980.24

Interest on Unfunded Debt 492,405.61 668,985.12

Corporate Expenses 66,860.93 381,351.37

War Taxes 68,000.00 426,343.91

Miscellaneous Income Charges 1J3.387.99 94,249.47

Total Deductions of This Class.... $4,171,619.41 $4,016,S79.57

Total Available Income $14,133,853.15 $16,867,440.40

Interest on Funded Debt $11,144,830.00 $10,901,408.88

Interest on Equipment Obligations 1,046,866.26 598,456.24

Dividend on Southern Railway—Mobile
and Ohio Stock Trust Certificates 226,008.00 226,008.00

Total Deductions of This Class $12,417,704.26 $11,725,873.1:

Balance of Income Over Charges $1,716,148.89 $5,141,567.28

Dividend of 2'/3 % on Preferred Stock
Paid December 31, 1920, Charged Against
Income for the Year 1920 (the Dividend
of 2'/2 % Paid June 30, 1920, Having
been Reserved Out of Income for the

Year 1919) $1,500,000.00 $3,000,000.00

Additions and Betterments Charged to In-

come 88,094.20 4,307.63

Miscellaneous Appropriations of Income.. 14,340.81

BALANCE CARRIED TO CREDIT OF
PROFIT AND LOSS $113,713.88 $2,137,259.65

Table 2—PROFIT AND LOSS.

Credit Balance December 31, 1919 $45,888,377.46

Add:
Credit Balance of Income for the year $113,713.88
Net Profit from Sale of Securities 131.069.59

Net Miscellaneous Credits 924,782.45
1,169,565.92

Deduct:
Adjustment of Revenues and Expenses Prior to January 1,

1918

Credit Balance December 31, 1920

Table 3.—GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Assets.

December 31,
1920

Investments:
Investment in Road $340,683,046.27
Investment in Equipment 86,960,333.51

Total Investment in Road and Equip-
ment $427,643,379.78

Cash Deposited in Lieu of Mortgaged
Property Sold $9,822.50

Miscellaneous Physical Property— Rails

and Fixtures leased to others 918,982.98
Investments in Affiliated Companies:

Stocks 35,329,105.90

Bonds 28,307.968.38

Notes 4,936,368.04

Advances 4,222,017.69

Miscellaneous (Matured interest cou-

pons)

Total Investments in Affiliated Com
panies $72,795,460.01

Other Investments:
Stocks $94,007.00
Bonds 5,158,913.45
Notes 418,680.17
Advances for Purchase of Additional

Equipment

Total Other Investments $5,671,600.62

Total Investments $507,039,245.89

Current Assets:
Cash $7,969,141.67

Time Deposit • • • • • • •

Special Deposits 3,062,487.10

Loans and Bills Receivable 532,810.19

Traffic and Car Service Balances Re-

ceivable 2,522,554.16

balances, due from Agents and Conduct

Miscellaneous Accounts' Receivable 11,023,190.39

Material and Supplies (Table 2) 17,635,896.18

Interest and Dividends Receivable 768,220.39

Other Current Assets 1,788,645.36

T, tal Current Assets $46,553,737.45

$47,057,943.38

83,569.14

$46,974,374.24

$417,410,611.63

$5,000.00

708,385.28

33,971,354.90
28,300,459.04
1,989,00-1.59

2.503,518.32

$66,783,161.85

$298,222.00
5,273,913.45
499,380.11

$493,163,150.36

$7,445,217.0S
1,530,789.15
2,951,472.95
1,515,665.99

3,250,905.69

1,220,422.07
7,192,708.45

10,250,687.63
597,145.46

2,499,421.41

$38,454,435.86
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1919
$146,590.65
195.900.00

1,022,891.45

$1,663,855.84

$133, 234. HO

182,434.60

3,314,306.45

$3,629,975.85

Deferred Assets: 1920
Working Fund Advances $40,547.06
Liberty Bonds—Subscribed for Employes
Cash and Securities in Insurance Fund. 1.252,975.32
Cash and Securities Deposited under
North Carolina Railroad Lease 175,000.00

Other Deferred Assets 442,910.46

Total Deferred Assets $1,911,432.84

Unadjusted Debits:
Insurance Premiums and Rents paid in

Advance $67, 189.23
1

Tnextinguisbed Discount on Funded
Debt

Additions and Betterments Expendi-
tures, Freight Claims: Foreign Mileage
and Sundry Items in Suspense 4,755,661.91

Total Unadjusted Debits $4,822,851.14

Claim Against United States Government. $35,142,487.60
Expenditure by United States Government
—Unadjusted 13.957.615.61
Securities of the Company held by it:

1920 1917
Unpledged $7,452,200.00 $5,095,200.00
Pledged 58,495,000.00 44,250,000.00

Totals.. $65,947,200.00 $49,345,200.00

Grand Totals $609,42?. 370. 53 $536,911,417.91

1917'
December 31,

$120,000,000.00
60,000.000.00

"By reason of the Federal operating period,
latest truly comparable date.

Liabilities
1920

Capital Stock: December 31,
Common $120,000,000.00
Preferred 60,000,000.00

Total Southern Railway Company
Stock $180,000,000.00

Southern Ry.-Mobile & Ohio Stock Trust
Certificates 5,650,200.00

Total Stock $185,650,200.00

Long Term Debt:
Funded Debt (Table 4) $234,212,500.00
Equipment Trust Obligations (Table 5). 18,721,000.00

Total Long Term Debt $252,933,500.00

Total Capital Liabilities $438,583,700.00

i rovernmental (Grants:
Grants since Julv 1, 1914, in aid of

Construction $84,078.58

Current Liabilities:
Loans and Bills Pavable $7,880,270.00

Traffic and Car Service Bal P« li 3,963,909.37
Audited Accounts and Wages Payable. II,

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 2,975,592.00
Interest Matured, including interest due
January lei

Dividends Matured Unpaid 2,000.00
Funded Debt Matured Unpaid
Unmatured Dividends Accrued 56,502.00
Unmatured Interest Accrued 1.930,730.60
Unmatured Rents Accrued
Expenses Accrued not vouchered I

Othei Current Liabilities 1,854,530.99

Total Current Liabilities $44,627,113.79

Defi rred Liabilities:
Deferred Paymi ots Account Reconstruc

Rogeraville Branch; Contractors'
Pei Cents Retained and Sundry Items $1,624,081.29

Unadjusted Credits:
Taxes $675,180.43
Insurance Reserve 1,252,975.32
Operating Reserves 2,762,394.84
Depreciation accrued on:

Rail leased to Other Companies... 139,899.47
Equipment Owned 22, 508,413.47
Equipment Leased from Other Com
Panics

Sundry Items

Total Unadjusted Credits $31,887,412.14

oi it.- Surplus:
Vdditions to Property, since June 30.
1907. through Income and Surplus... $1,661,187.48

Reserve for 2J4% Dividend on Preferred
Stock

Miscellaneous
1 |,3 10.81

Total Appropriated Surplus $1,675,528.29

Profit and Loss—Balance Jn

Unadjusted Items (Net) Subject to Set-
tlement oi Claim with United States
Government $43,971,082.20

Grand Totals i $609,427,370.53

*By reason of the Federal operating period. December
latesl truly comparable date.

[Advertisement]

(180,000,000 »"

5.650,200.00

$185,650,200.00

$235,429,500.00
17,846,000.00

$253,275,500.00

$438,925,700.00

$455,000.00
1,982,

1,734,504.14

2,932.649.15

10,673.80

1,669,852.96
289.322.57
993,665.56

2,460,196.04

$25,113,758.13

$976,848.40
1.022.891.45

95.114.::
16,941,357.5.

$24,944,551.68

$2,807,41

$536,911,417.91

31, 1917, is the

Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. H. Whitehead lias been appointed auditor of the
Lehigh & New England with headquarters at Bethlehem.
Pa., succeeding E. M. K'unt/. resigned.

Operating

V. S. Burnham, trainmaster on tin Los Angeles division
of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Indio, Cal..

has been transferred to Los Angeles, in a similar capacity
succeeding C. M. Murphy, promoted. H. R. Hughes will

succeed Mr. Burnham as trainmaster on the Los Angeles
division, with headquarters at Indio.

J. S. de Echagaray has been appointed superintendent of

the Monterrey and Gulf division of the National Railways
• ii Mexico with headquarters at Monterrey, succeeding J. C
Garcia, transferred. R. P. Micatri has been appointed super-

intendent of the Guadalajara division with headquarters at

Guadalajara, succeeding M. Acosta, transferred. V. E.

Palacios, superintendent of the Isthmian division with head-
quarters at Tierra Blanca, has been transferred to a similar

position on the Aguas Calientes division with headquarters at

Aguas Calientes. succeeding P. R. Rivera, transferred. A.
Fuhrken, superintendent of the Durango division with head-
quarters at Durango, has been transferred in a similar

capacity to the Hidalgo division with headquarters at (tfexici

City, succeeding O. M. Palma, transferred

C. M. Murphy has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Los Angeles division of the Southern Pacific

headquarters at Los Vngeli -. Cal., succeeding C. J. Donnatin.
who li.is been promoti d ti uperintendent of the San
Joaquin division, with headquarters at Rakersficld. Cal. Mi
Donnatin succeeds F. M. Worthington, who has been trans-

ferred to the Coast division, with headquarters at San Fran-
cisco, Cal., succeeding T. Ahern, who has been transferred

to the Sacramento division, with headquarters at Sacrament".
Cal., succeeding J. O. Brennan, deceased. A. J. Hancock has
been appointed supervisor of transportation, with headquar-
ters at San Francisco, Cal., sui i L R. Smith, who has

i
I ed i mtendent of the Stockton divi-

sion, with headquarters at Stockton, Cal. Mr. Smith succeeds
W. M. Stillman, who has been transferred to the Sacramento
division, with headquarters at Sacrament. ceding
W. L. Hack, who has been promoted to superintendent of
the Salt Lake division, with headquarters at Ogden, Utah
Mr. Hack succeeds E. L. King, who has been transferred to

the Portland division, with headquarters at Portland, Ore.,

succeeding A. T. Mercier, who has resigned to accept service

with another company.

Traffic

A. S. Gimble, general agent of the Gulf Coast Lin< -

headquarters at Monterrey, Mex., has been transferred to

Brownsville, Tex.

T. L. Southwell has been appointed commercial ac
the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at Orlando, Fla

effective October 1.

G. L. Oliver, general freight and passenger agent
Fort Smith & Western, with headquarters at Fort Smith.

\rk., has been promoted to traffic manager with the same
headquarters.

J. E. Sneed has been appointed traffic agent in charge of

the newly established Cleveland-Detroit freight and passen-

ger offices of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with head-
quarters at Detroit. Mich.
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W. Clapp

J. J. Morton has been appointed foreign freight agent

of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at New York,

succeeding F. G. Frieser, resigned.

L. J. Anderson, traveling passenger and freight agent of

the Denver & Rio Grande Western, has been promoted to

general agent, with headquarters at Fort Worth, Tex.

A. R. Mulkins, has been appointed commercial agent of the

Atlantic Coast Line with headquarters at Philadelphia, and

C. J. Carty lias been appointed commercial agent with head-

quarters at New York, effective October 1.

E. W. Clapp, whose appointment as assistant freight traffic

manager of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San

Francisco, Cal., was announced in the Railway Age of Sep-

tember 17 (page 556),

was born at Memphis,
Tenn., on February 25,

1874, and was educated

in both public and pri-

vate schools in Mem-
phis and Bell Buckle,

Tcnn. He entered rail-

road service on Octo-
ber 4, 1893, and served

as a stenographer, and
as a clerk, in the super-

intendent's office of the

Southern Pacific at

Tucson, Ariz., until

1895. From Novem-
ber, 1895, to July, 1896,

he was employed in

train service. He be-

came ticket clerk at

Lordsburg, New Mexi-
co, in July, 1896, and re-

mained at that position

until January, 1897, when he was appointed chief clerk and
cashier. From July, 1897, to November, 1905, he served as

an agent and assistant trainmaster. In November, 1905, he

was appointed traveling freight and passenger agent, with

headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., which position he held

until August, 1906, when he was promoted to district freight

and passenger agent, with headquarters at Reno, Nev. In

November, 1909, he was transferred to Fresno, Cal. From
August to November, 1910, he was chief clerk in the general

freight office at San Francisco. In November, 1910, he left

the railroad to become general agent for the Atlantic Steam-
ship Lines. In January, 1911, he was appointed assistant gen-

eral freight and passenger agent, with headquarters at Tucson,
Ariz., also serving at the same time as general freight and
passenger agent for the Arizona Eastern, a subsidiary of the

Southern Pacific, with the same headquarters. In April, 1915,

he was appointed general freight agent of the Southern Pa-

cific, with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., where he re-

mained until March, 1919, when he was transferred to San
Francisco, which position he was holding at the time of his

recent appointment.

L. C. Zimmerman, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

Los Angeles, Cal., was announced in the Railway Age of

September 17 (page 556), was born at Williamsport, Pa. He
entered railroad service about 26 years ago in a local freight

office of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Some time later

he left this road to become chief rate clerk in the general

freight office of the Colorado & Southern, with headquarters

at Denver, Colo., on which road he was later promoted to

contracting agent and then commercial agent. He entered

the service of the Southern Pacific as general agent, with

headquarters at Denver, Colo., which position he held until

federal control, when the off-line offices were closed. During
government control he was with the Southern Pacific in

Texas, later being transferred to San Francisco. He left

San Francisco to become industrial agent, with headquarters

at Los A.ngeles, and was promoted to district freight agent,

with the same headquarters which position he held at the

time of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

J. E. Carr has been appointed assistant general road fore-

man of engines of the United Railways of Havana with head-
quarters at Cruces, Cuba.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

C. P. Richardson, assistant engineer of the Dakota division

of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, has been transferred

to the general offices in Chicago, where he will be in charge

of special work in the engineering department.

E. F. Kultchar has been appointed district engineer, main-
tenance of way, of the Illinois district of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, with headquarters at Galesburg, 111.

A. Craine has been appointed district engineer, maintenance
of way, of the Missouri district, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo., and D. Cameron has been appointed district

engineer, maintenance of way, of the Iowa district, with

headquarters at Burlington, Iowa.

Purchasing and Stores

A. J, Mello has been appointed superintendent of commis-
sary stores of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at

San Francisco, Cal.

J. D. McCarthy, whose appointment as purchasing agent

of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Minne-

apolis, Minn., was announced in the Railway Age of September
17 (page 556), was
born at Chicago, 111.,

on August 26, 1881.

He entered railroad

service in 1889 with

the Chicago Great

Western, and served

successively until 1904.

as roadmaster's clerk,

chief clerk to the divi-

sion engineer and divi-

sion storekeeper. From
1904 to 1906 he served

in the accounting de-

partment of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island &
Pacific. In 1906 Mr.

McCarthy entered the

service of the Chicago
& North Western and
through various promo-
tions became assistant

purchasing agent of

that company. He was serving in this capacity at the time

of his recent appointment.

Obituary

M. Burke, formerly roadmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., and president of

the Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association in 1917,

died suddenly while at work in the Western Avenue Yard of

that road on October 11.

F. F. Busteed, formerly general superintendent of the

Canadian Pacific, died suddenly from heart disease at his

home in Vancouver, B. C, on October 2. Mr. Busteed was

born at Battery Point, Que., in 1858. He entered the service

of the Canadian Pacific in 1879, and through various promo-

tions became assistant chief engineer in June, 1904. In 1907

he was promoted to general superintendent of the British

Columbia division and, in 1911, was transferred to the Mani-

toba division. He re-entered the engineering department the

same year in charge of double tracking and grade revision

from Calgary to the coast, which included the construction

of the Connaught tunnel through the Selkirk mountains.

Mr. Busteed retired in 1918.

McCarthy
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Particularly a job like flue repairs

that goes on day after day.

But that is exactly what Ryerson

Standardized flue repair machinery

is doing for one railroad.

Would you like to know the name

of the road and something more

about this remarkable perform-

ance? We shall be pleased to give

you all the facts.
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Another Crisis on the Railroads

'"piiE history of the railways of the United States for some

years has been largely a series of important crises, some

clue to labor conditions, some to operating conditions, and

some to financial conditions.

Within the last week there has developed a crisis which

probably is as important as, and may prove to be more

serious than, any which the railways have passed through

in the last ten years.

The executives of the railways met in Chicago on October

14 and decided to ask the Railroad Labor Board for a fur-

ther reduction of wages, announcing that the benefit of any

further reduction in wages would immediately be given to

the public through reductions of rates. Almost at exactly

the same time the heads of the five train service brotherhoods

issued an order for general strikes against tin- reduction in

wages put into effect by the railway.- last July. The heads

of the other railway labor organizations are considering

whether they shall issue orders lor strikes by their members.

There has been much talk by railway labor leaders about

-trikes for some months. This was not taken seriously until

the meeting of the railway executives last week, because

apparently the labor leaders were not threatening strikes

with an) nil expectation of getting the wage reduction of

last July re-, miled, but in the hope of preventing steps for

any further wage reduction being taken.

Pressure to Which Railways Have Been Subjected

For some months the railways have been subjected to

powerful pressure from two opposite directions, the continu-

ance of which was bound to result in the very kind of I risis

which has come. They Have been subjected to a practically

universal and daily intensifying demand for reductions of

freight rates. This demand was first given expression by

the agricultural and some of the industrial interests. It was

taken up by members of Congres-. espec i ally the new but

very potent "agricultural bloc," and a little later by Presi-

dent Harding, his cabinet, and members of the fnti

Commerce Commission. The railways have been told repeat-

edly by those who voiced this demand, including officials of

\rn high position in Washington, that the) musl find a way

to reduce their rates, and have even been threatened with

the passage by Congress of a bill for a general reduction in

rates unless it was brought about by some other means.

The railway executives, since' the recenl great declines of

prices, especially those of agricultural products, have never

contended that the present rates should be maintained b(

the time when the operating expenses of the railways made

their continuance necessary. Tn order to rescue the railways

from threatened general bankruptcy, and also prepare' the

way for reductions of rates, they have struggled for months

t<> secure -nb-tanti.il reduction,- of their operatu

- pa iilly of their labor costs.

In spite, however, of all the efforts the railway- have

made to secure tin n ,,f the costly National

ments made by the Railroad Administration, most of the

rule- in them, owing to the action or inaction of the Rail-

road Labor Board, are -till in effect. In spite e,f all the

eltorts that have been made to secure substantial reductions

of wage-, tin- wag.- -till being paid are only 12 pa
lower, as a result of the de< i-ion of the Railroad Labor Board
in the last wage case, th.m the highest wages ever fixed.

Ever) attempt of the railways to secure a reasonable li<|ui<l.i

tion of their labor costs has been met with the most unyield-

ing resistance and constant threats of strikes b) thi

unions.

The last general advance in passenger and freight

went, into effect on August 26, 1920. '11 nd the

wages awarded by the Railroad Labor Board on July 20,

1920, were together in effect during the ten months ended
on June 10, 1921. Even when the railways a year ago were

handling a heav) business tin- rates were found insufficient,

with the operating costs then prevailing, to enable them to

earn tin- o per cent return which hail been expected. Owing
to these high operating expenses and the heavy decline in

traffic the net return earned by the railways during the ten

months when the advanced rate- and the wages awarded by

tin Railroad Labor Board on Jul) 20, 1920, were both in

effect was onl) 2 per cent I hi- was not sufficient for the

railways as a whole to pay tile interest on their bonds, and

many railways did not even earn their operating e\;

When the railways appealed to the Railroad Labor I

la-t spring for a reduction of wages they emphasized the

fact that it wa- needed to save a larcje pan of the companies

from insolvency. Sin,,- the wage reduction on July 1 there

ha- been .i substantia] increase in the net return earned.

But the largest monthly net returns earned have no-

equal in any month to tin' net return which it v

the railways would earn ever) month under the present

It became' evident, however, that the railways mast heed

the constantly increasing public demand for a general reduc-

tion of rates. Therefore they decided upon the plan an-

d on Friday, namely, of a-kin^: tor a furti

of wages, and of giving a definil

any reduction of wages obtained would be given to the :

in reduction- of r

Strike Would Be Defiance of Labor Board

Ibis did not afford the labor unions any _ -ier-

ing a strike. In fact, the strike \ ot 'otherhoods

already had been taken and the strike or.hr prepared be-

745
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cause of the reduction of wages awarded by the Railroad

Labor Board and put into effect by the railways on July 1.

The strike now ordered, if it comes, will be a strike against

the decision of the Labor Board acting under the provisions

of the Transportation Act and the action of the railways in

accepting the award made in that decision.

The labor provisions of the Transportation Act were

passed and the Labor Board was created to establish a per-

manent means and a permanent tribunal for settling railway

labor controversies that might cause an interruption of trans-

portation. The proposed strike would be in direct disregard

of these provisions of law and in direct defiance of the Rail-

road Labor Board and of its decision. The action of the

railway executives at their meeting on October 14 merely

contemplates a strict compliance with the provisions of the

Transportation Act in the form of an appeal to the Labor

Board for authorization for a further reduction in wages.

It gave no ground for any apprehension that the railways

would make any reduction in wages not authorized by the

Labor Board and therefore, as already indicated, afforded

the labor brotherhoods no ground whatever for calling a

strike.

However, it is doubtless true that it is the announcement

of the railway executives that they will ask for a further

reduction of wages which has made the issuance of the order

for a strike a matter of serious moment. It would be worse

than foolish for the railways, public officials or public to

act on the assumption that there is not now any serious danger

of a strike. Neither the labor leaders nor the railroads are

"bluffing," whatever may have been the case a short time

ago, and if a strike is averted this will be due to the media-

tion or pressure of others besides the railways and the labor

unions.

Remarkable Suggestion of Public Members

of Labor Board

The crisis already has caused some suggestions to be made

regarding means which should be adopted to relieve it. One

of these has come from the three public members of the

Labor Board. This suggestion is that the railways shall at

once make a reduction of rates equal to the reduction of

wages made on July 1, that they shall postpone applying

for a further reduction of wages, and that the labor brother-

hoods shall withdraw their order for a strike.

This suggestion, coming from the source that it does, is

greatly to be regretted. It discloses an -attitude and a want

of understanding of the present railroad situation on the part

of the public members of the Labor Board which are difficult

to comprehend. Nobody who is familiar with the facts re-

garding the earnings and expenses of the railways prior to

July 1 can doubt that a very large part of them were then

headed for ruin. The adoption of the suggestion of the public

members of the Labor Board would put the railways back

financially almost where they were then.

The railways during the first twelve months the present

rates were in effect earned only one-half as much net return

as they earned five years ago and less than one-half of the

net return they are entitled to earn in a year under the pro-

visions of the Transportation Act. They have been suffering

along with the farmers and other business concerns from the

terrific liquidation and business depression of the last year.

On the other hand, the wages of railway employees are still

more than twice as high as they were five years ago. Upon

what rational ground can it be suggested that the railways

should make a reduction in rates which would cause them

to continue to earn only one-half as much net return as they

earned five years ago, and as the Transportation Act says

they should earn, in order that they may continue to pay

their employees wages more than twice as high as they paid

them prior to government control?

The result of adoption of the suggestion of the public

members of the Railroad Labor Board would be that the

railways would be rendered unable to rehabilitate their prop-

erties, much less to prepare to render the increased service

which later will be demanded of them, in order that they

might continue to pay their employees an average wage per

hour at least 135 per cent higher than that of 1914, when

the average cost of living, according to the reports of the

Industrial Conference Board, is only 65 per cent greater

than it was in 1914.

Would Ruin of Railways Help Business?

The whole argument for early reductions in railway rates

is based on the proposition that it is needed to relieve indus-

try of a heavy burden and help promote a revival of general

business. The railways, however, are one of the most impor-

tant industries in the country. A general reduction of rates

without a corresponding reduction of wages would postpone

indefinitely the time when they could begin to rehabilitate

their properties and increase their purchases from other in-

dustries. If the reduction in rates were substantial it would

financially ruin many railway companies. Would the indef-

inite postponement of an increase in purchases by the rail-

ways, and the financial ruin of many companies, promote a

revival of business? On the contrary, nothing could be better

adapted to protracting the business depression.

Congress has under consideration the passage of legisla-

tion which would cause the railways to be paid at an early

date about a half billion dollars which the government owes

them. Many believe that the passage of this legislation would

restore the purchasing power of the railways. If, however,

the passage of this legislation were accompanied by a general

reduction of rates, without a corresponding reduction of

labor costs, the effect of the legislation would be much more

than offset by the effect of the reduction of rates, the rail-

ways would in consequence be disabled from increasing their

purchases and the whole purpose of the proposed legislation

by Congress would be defeated.

The railways are sure to be severely criticised in many

quarters for refusing voluntarily to reduce their rates with-

out a corresponding reduction of wages. Their position is,

however, entirely defensible, not only from the standpoint

of the rights of their owners, but also from the standpoint

of the welfare of the public. There are intimations given

that unless, regardless of whether there is a further reduction

of wages they soon make a voluntary reduction of rates,

measures will be adapted to force them to reduce their rates.

This means that the railways are invited to commit suicide,

and told that if they do not do so they will be murdered.

The presentation of such an alternative leaves the railways

but one choice, and that is to refuse to commit suicide and

find out whether, because of their refusal, they really will
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be murdered. If they must be ruined, it is not the function

of their managers to ruin them. Their managers should let

others do it, and then let those who do it assume the respon-

sibility for the consequences.

A Singular Hallucination Regarding Railways

For years there has been prevalent in the country a very

singular hallucination. This is that the railways should be

subjected by the government and the public to a kind of

treatment which no other large industry is given, and that

then the managers of the railways, and not the government

and the public, should find and apply the remedy for the

results of this treatment. The public, through Congress, the

Railroad Administration, the Railroad Labor Board and

other bodies, has created most of the conditions which have

made, and are still making, the operating costs of the rail-

ways so excessive. Having < reated these conditions, some

government officers and a large part of the public come to

the railways and say that, regardless of the consequences

to the railways themselves and regardless of the effect which

would be produced on the service they could render the

public, they should reduce their rates relatively as much as

the prices of commodities have declined, and make them

even lower compared with pre-war standards than are the

prices of many commodities even at the present time.

These demands are utterly unreasonable and unjust. It is

the duty of the government and the public, which arc- chiefly

responsible for the present high operating costs of the rail-

ways, to remove the causes of these high costs before they

ask the railways to make general reductions of the rates

which these high costs make necessary. When the go

ment and the public have removed the conditions which

necessitate the present rates, then, and only then, should

general reductions of the rates be mad.

This, in substance, is the position the railways have taken

and thev should not retreat from it. Tt may be said that if

they maintain it they will arouse a very hostile public senti-

ment. We hop.- this will not be the case. If. however, the

railways cannot secure the support of the government and
the public by taking and maintaining a position which is

fair and defensible on the basis of actual facts and reason,

tlnn all hope for the solution of the railroad problem under

the policy of private ownership and public regulation is

futile.

Our present system of •_< .vernment regulation is now

subjected to the severest test to which it has ever been put.

We -hall soon know how it will stand the test. If it does

nd it, the owners of the railways undoubtedly will

suffer it. in the long run, the public will suffer

most.

The Railroad Bill as a

Relief for Unemployment

""Tin VALUE of the series of constructive recommendations
* for the relief of unemployment and the recuperation of

business generally which were made by the President's Con-
ference on Unemployment will depend' on the activity which
is displayed by those to whom thi ndations appeal in

putting them into practii To comply with some of

them involves the solution of problems almost as complicated
as the broad subject of unemployment itself. Others are com-
paratively simple.

Two of the subjects which received the most attention

among members of the conference pertain to the railroad

situation, involving oand for a rcducn

freight rates and nearly as general a demand for the ;

of something like the railroad bill now pending in the Senate

to authorize the War Finance Corporation to purchase rail-

road securities from the Railroad Administration in order to

provide it with possibly S5iMi.nno.000 with whicl

indebtedness to the railroad- for the period of federal control.

The rate question represents one of the most difficult of

problem-. The railroad officers themselves have recognized

A LABOR MESSAGE FROM EUROPE
From Robert E. Thayer, European

London. October 18.

American business men in Europe view with

alarm the threatened railway strike as reported

by press cables. It seems inconceivable that

American labor is so utterly ignorant of the

world's economic conditions as to even think of

fighting the present wage reduction to say

nothing of striking. Can it be that labor reads

the world's news and cannot see the handwriting

on the wall?

Does labor not realize the great life and death

struggle for economic existence going on all over

the world? It is a bitter struggle and not with-

out famine and death. The nation that is the

quickest to adjust itself to existing conditions is

the nation to win. The nation's success is the

workman's success and today the difference be-

tween success and failure is food and famine. Has
labor not profited by the experience of others?

Editor of the Railway Age
(By Radio.)

Did labor ever hear of the English coal strike

which not only failed but resulted in untold

unemployment and was all but a death blow to

Britain's trade? English labor learned a bitter

lesson and the railwaymen are judiciously accept-

ing their wage reductions.

Have our men at home grown to believe them-

selves so omnipotent that they still can demand

cream—which is but to fatten them for the

slaughter? Let them watch their step! They

are no longer citizens of Pennsylvania, Illinois or

California; they are citizens of the world. Their

problems are no longer home problems, but

world problems.

They are not bucking the railways: they are

bucking the world, the economic condition of

which they seem to know but little about.
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the necessity for action and are working to make it possible,

and the President and the Interstate Commerce Commission

are also working on it. The passage of the so-called railroad

"funding" bill, while the subject is surrounded with an un-

usual amount of misunderstanding, misinformation and mis-

representation, represents a comparatively easy problem, al-

though the opposition to it has been sufficient to result in

much delay in its consideration.

Its importance as a means of relieving unemployment is

emphasized by the fact that it was advocated in one form or

another in the general program of recommendations adopted

by the conference itself and in the reports of the committees

on transportation, manufactures and mining, as well as in

the advance suggestions made by the Economic Advisory

Committee. The conference itself did not specifically recom-

mend the passage of the Senate bill, but in accordance with

its policy of adopting only general principles on which there

was complete agreement it urged "settlement of the financial

relationships between the government and the railways hav-

ing in mind the immediate necessity for increased mainte-

nance and betterments, making effective increased railway

employment and stimulation of general employment, in order

that the railways may be prepared for enlarged business

when it comes." The Senate bill proposes the only plan for

a settlement of the financial relationships between the gov-

ernment and the railways which is now actually under

consideration.

A majority of the committee on manufactures recom-

mended the "prompt passage of the measure funding the

obligation of the railroads," while the committee on mining,

without referring to the bill, went to the heart of the question

by recommending that the conference "memorialize Congress

to the effect that the railroads be paid all monies now owing

them by the federal government."

The only objection to the bill that was in any way ex-

pressed at the conference was that of the labor members that

it now contains no provision to insure that the money to be

received by the roads will be actually expended in directions

that will relieve unemployment among railroad men. The

transportation committee recognized this point in recom-

mending the immediate passage of "a bill such as Senate Bill

2337 as a very obvious and direct means for the reduction of

unemployment in railroad service," by suggesting that it

would not be inconsistent to make such funding conditional,

in proper cases, upon the expenditure of the funds in such

channels as will increase employment.

"Such a condition had also been suggested by the Economic

Advisory Committee, but it was not sufficient for W. S.

Carter, president of the firemen's brotherhood—which has

just shown its desire to relieve unemployment by taking a

strike vote—nor for the other labor members. Mr. Carter

not only insisted that practically the entire sum be devoted

to "the purchase of labor and material for maintenance," (if

Mr. Gompers should object to the language used as treating

labor as a commodity, we must remind him that the quotation

is from Mr. Carter) . but that the maintenance of equipment

be performed in railroad shops. He apparently was not con-

cerned with the unemployment problem in other shops.

The bill lias been strongly advocated not only by the Presi-

dent but by Secretary Hoover, Managing Director Meyer of

the War Finance Corporation, and Director General Davis,

on the speefce ground that it would result in the employment

of thousands of men, not only on the railroads, but in the

industries from which the roads buy. Yet some of the

strongest opposition to the plan, which has helped to delay it

since it was urged upon Congress by the President nearly four

months ago, has come from the side of labor, and the mis-

information that has been circulated by their publications on

the subject has been so flagrant that it is difficult to see any

purpose behind it other than a determination to do every-

thing possible to embarrass the railroads in a hope that in

some way the Plumb plan or some form of government
ownership may result.

Mr. Carter's argument, presented to the conference in sup-

port of his amendment to the transportation report, while con-

taining some undeniable facts, on the whole represents one of

the worst examples of perverted logic and garbled facts that

has ever come to our attention. One of his principal argu-

ments was that the money involved covers only additions and
betterments chargeable to capital account and that the roads,

therefore, will not use it for current expenditures.

If Mr. Carter had ever read S. 2337 instead of getting his

information from Mr. Plumb's paper which persists in re-

ferring to a $500,000,000 gift to the railroads, he would know
that all of the money that it covers would go first to the Rail-

road Administration and that while the Railroad Adminis-
tration would then take the railroads' ten-year notes for their

indebtedness to it on capital account instead of demanding
cash, the money which the Railroad Administration would
turn over to the roads in settlement would be largely that

which under their contracts was payable quarterly during

1918 and 1919, plus some allowance for the money which

should have been spent for maintenance during those years

and other items, including in some instances cash taken over

by Mr. McAdoo in 1918. Therefore it represents current

funds instead of capital and would give the roads the money
for current purposes instead of requiring them to use needed

current funds for permanent capital purposes.

It is undoubtedly true that some roads have used and
others might use money received from the Railroad Adminis-

tration to pay deferred dividends. That is one of the pur-

poses for which the roads were allowed a guaranty. But in

most instances the most pressing need of the railroads is for

cash with which to pay some $250,000,000 to $300,000,000

of unpaid bills, for coal and other supplies, and the payment

of which would give them new credit or release other cash for

the purchase of more coal and supplies and more labor.

It is true, as Mr. Carter says, and as the transportation

committee says in its report, that the payment of the money
owed to the railroads by the government will not result di-

rectly in increased work for the classes of employees whose

number depends on the volume of business being done by the

railroads, such as trainmen. Possibly the only effect on this

kind of employment would be the indirect stimulus to busi-

ness generally resulting from increased expenditures by the

railroads. However, as the committee pointed out, there is

also a very large amount of deferred maintenance work which

"is actually there and waiting to be done," some of which

ought to have been done long ago and would have been done

if the roads had had the money, and some of which, as in

the case of coal car repairs, is so urgent that any further delay

in it may be the cause of serious difficulty this winter. Mr.

Plumb is already boasting in his paper that the railroads will

not have sufficient cars in repair to haul enough coal this

winter to keep the people from freezing, although he glee-

fully arrives at this conclusion by figuring on the basis of

last year's demand for coal.

Without an understanding of some of the difficulties which

the unemployment conference faced in its efforts to avoid an

out-and-out break between capital and labor, it might be

hard to see why the settlement between the railroads and the

government should have been included among the permanent

measures suggested instead of in the emergency program.

The payment to the railroads of any part of $500,000,000 in

cash would doubtless be useful to them at any time in the

near future, but for the purpose of relieving unemployment

every day of delay detracts from the value of the plan.

The bill was originally proposed as a measure to assist the

railroads in putting their equipment in shape for the crop-

moving season. By staving off most of the demands for re-

ductions in rates the roads were able to fix up enough cars to

handle an unprecedented grain crop without a car shortage,
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and recently, as traffic has been increasing, they have been

able to provide funds with which to make some reduction in

the number of bad-order coal cars. If business continues to

improve rapidly enough to relieve the unemployment problem

the railroads will be blamed because they have not kept their

cars in shape to handle the business and the lack of funds

which the bill would provide will be the responsible cause. If

business continues to be so dull that the car repairs and other

work are not needed until next year the importance of en-

abling the roads to pay to have the work begun now instead

of postponing it longer will have been increased.

Freight Traffic Increasing

A REMARKABLE increase in the volume of railroad freight

traffic during recent weeks is shown by the weekly car

loading reports issued by the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association. A gradual increase during the

summer and fall months is of course seasonal and is of no

particular significance, but the fact that the loading for the

week ending October 1—a total of 901,078 car-, a- compared

with 992,28.3 in the corresponding week of 1920 and 957,596

in 1919—was 90.8 per cent of the loading during the peak

week of the record year 1920 is highly gratifying when it is

recalled that during the first six months of 1021 freight

traffic was 23 per cent less than it was in the first half of

1920. The peak week of 1920 was that ending October 23,

when the total car loading was 1,010,961 cars. Moreover,

the loading during the week of October 1 was 90.5 per cent

of the total for the peak week of 1919, that ending Septemljer

25, and it was a still greater percentage of the loading during

the week of 1920 corresponding to that of October 1, 1921.

The percentage of difference between this year and last

might be slightly larger if measured in tons instead of in

cars, because the average load per car this year has been less

than it was last year, but the tonnage statistics will not be

available for some time and when it is considered that a

large percentage of the traffic recently has been grain, which
loads heavily, the difference can hardly be very great.

The movement of grain and grain products has been espe-

cially remarkable during the past two or three months. For
the week of October 1 it was 130.8 per cent of that during

the peak week of 1920 and 126.4 per cent of that for the

peak week of 1919. It is said that the fanners in August
and September marketed an unusual percentage of the year's

crops and that they have been letting go of their grain much
earlier than usual in order to realizi somi i ish as quickly

as possible incidentally, it is pointed out, one of the reasons

why the prices they are receiving are so low as thev are

—

but the increases in the total tar loading are not attributable

solely to the yrain movement. Of special significance i- tin-

fact that the loading of l.c.l. merchandise and miscellaneous
freight, which includes the manufactured products, for the

week was 551,656 cars, which exceeds the loading of these
classes of freight for the peak week- of either the years 1920
or 1919.

The coke and ore loading figures have been especially low

as compared with previous years, but the coal loading, which
lias been low all year, has recently begun to pick up and for

the week of October 1 was 84.8 per cent of that for the week
of 1920 referred to and 81.4 per cent of that for 1919 1 li<

grain traffic is already falling off as compared with earlier

weeks, but as the coal is coming to take' its place it is reason-
able to expect that the total car loading figures may reach
still higher figures, although there was a reduction during the
week of October S to 805,740. The number of serviceable
surplus freight cars continues to shrink rapidly and for the
week of October 1 was onlv 172,420, while for the following
week it was 142.070.
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[The Kaii.w a, Act welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the rail/way field. Short Utters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated,

j

In Defence of Railway Executives

"Sc UEWBm nN Till

To the Editor :

In fairness to a great majority of our railroad executives I

think some answer should be made to the article in your

issue <>f September 24 by one of "The Official Goats." While
it is true that the position of a sec n-tary often requires long

and uncertain hours, and the work is of an exacting nature,

it lias been my experience a- a secretary to various railroad

officials for the past 12 years that they arc- as fine a set of

men as any other employers. While- some offii ials become
impatient at times, and often with good reason, I have never

found one that was not agreeable if In bad a man who tried

to anticipate- his wants and was really on the job.

The official for whom I work is not only reasonable at all

times, but really goes beyond what a man of his position

should in order to make my work agreeable, and I have man)
pleasant recollection- of the kindness he has shown in my
work with him. With his broad knowledge- of railroading

and many other subjects, his courteous manner, and with the

opportunity offered to get a practical education in the rail-

road field, I consider it a privilege to work for him, and I

feel that, generally speaking, my experience is Dot much
different from a host of other men. A Secretary.

A Locomotive Engineer

On the Wage Question

Chicago.
I'o THE Editor:
Pages in your publication seem to be- overburdened recently

with propaganda favoring most everything but death for rail-

way employees anil I am wondering if you have room for

the opinion of a locomotive engineer. The A'..-'

pears cadi week at nearly all R.R.Y.M C \ '-. and usually
ii!>] a man in train or engine se-rvi be throws it

across the room and starts a flow of cuss-words that would
do

< redit to any deep-sea captain. However. I'll -peak for

myself only and tell you how I feel about the :

situation.

Right now we have the- spectacle of a group of employers
and employees each calling the other a lot of robbe-rs, thieves

and crook-. Could anything possibly do more to destroy the

teamwork and co-operation which is so necessary to -

in any operation? The president of the road I work for re-

cently appeared before a gathering of business men to make
i!i. stereotyped plea for their support in cutting our pay. In

l IK t. it was a- though he- -aid to me, "I'm compelled I

that bird a whole lot more- than he is worth, and if I could I

would cut his pay at once." And he would not he- I

moment to do it either, if it was not for the protection of the

much maligned brotherhoods.

The division I am on is slightly under 100 miles in length.

At present, 1 am holding a regular
"

nd working

ever] clay. Our tonnage is 5,300—average train from 75 to

95 load-. I cover tin division on an average in seven hours

—

have not made- an hour of overtime in 17 days For hauling
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this train I get $7.20. I am sitting on $60,000 worth of

machinery and pulling the value of more than that. If I

stay on the alert and everything goes all right I deliver the

train O. K. If I have a little hard luck, or overlook a bet,

I've lost a job that it took me 18 years to get. Considering

the responsibility, am I overpaid? I-certainly am not.

This railroad has shown a nice report of net earnings the

past few months and the stock cry that it was done at the

expense of maintenance cannot be made, for I can never re-

member a time when they had on as many section men put-

ting in new ties or relaying steel. Also, the locomotive shop

is going at a good rate. One might say, given a heavy ton-

nage to move, they could make all kinds of money, but there

is the rub. They want to reduce our pay before heavy ton-

nage movement commences again, for they know they cannot

get us over the road then without heaps of overtime. Last

fall and winter I made 14 to 16 hours each trip and was

heartily sick of such hours and hope I will never have to

repeat them. We have heard a heap about the inefficiency of

labor, but darn little about the inefficiency of management

until the organizations mentioned it, for our American mana-

gers, both railroad and industrial, are a great little tribe of

"buck-passers." I have always, as long as I have been rail-

roading, had an obsession to "get over the road"—to com-

plete my trip in the least possible time—but I could not make

any headway last fall. If called for a certain time I would

leave the dock on time with the engine and upon arrival at

the yard find the train not yet made up. Was my inefficiency

to blame for that? After a wait of anywhere from a half hour

to four hours, I would finally get out of town. Then I would

do everything possible, use every trick of the trade I know,

take chances, " 'n everything," but before long I would drive

up behind some local train and there I would lay and lay and

lay, repeating this several times before I got in.

I have gone over the division times without number when
we had absolutely no work to do, "not a pin to pull," not

overloaded, engine in good shape and steaming well, but still

we had to be relieved for the 16-hour law before we got in,

simply because we were blockaded all the way. And there

were hundreds of times when the poorest brakeman on the

road could have cleared up the situation better and have
gotten trains moving better than the dispatchers did. But of

course, I was pulling the train, and as it was 16 hours getting

over the division, thus having a heavy penalty cost in over-

time, my "inefficiency" was to blame.

I could cite cases of this kind until I was blue in the face,

but what is the use. I have no great kick to make over the

recent cut we were given by the Labor Board, and have al-

ways been a quiet, reasoning, conservative man, but another

cut puts me on the warpath, and I guess the present hysterical

propaganda of chambers of commerce, railroad presidents

and bankers will bring it, so I may as well be putting in my
spare time getting the war paint ready. I never used to put
much stock in the socialistic tales of how capital was organ-
ized to beat the workingman, but they appear to be mighty
finely organized in this desire to reduce my pay; or at least

they have temporarily buried the hatchet, believing they must
all hang together or the terrible brotherhoods will hang them
singly.

So what is the use of me trying to be a good loyal work-
man? My superior officers go around telling the country
that I am inefficient, overpaid and generally a menace to the
nation. Have they any real right to expect loyalty and co-
operation from me when they give me that kind of a public
reputation? There is one old saying: "having the name, I
may as well have the game." This continual agitation against
me simply because I know that I am worth all that I am
being paid and decline to have my wages cut, is getting me
and thousands of others to where we are disgusted with our
bosses. It is darn poor business to go around shouting that
your employees are no good, for after a while they will be-

lieve it themselves, and those that are some good will join

the sabotage gang. And, oh boy, once a bunch of railroad

men start sabotage, they can "gyp" a railroad "more ways

than a farmer can come to town" and never get caught at it.

Chickens come home to roost and railway companies are

now sowing something which is going to be hard to reap.

Locomotive Engineer.

Are the Railways Most Guilty of All?

Indianapolis.

To the Editor:

The editorial in your issue of October 1 entitled "The
Coal Situation" was intensely interesting to me. We do not

know whether it was intended to be facetious with a view to

stirring up railway officials to correct their own deficiencies

or not. The pitiful picture you have painted as to the short-

comings of the poor public in general certainly arouses the

sympathy of the most hard-hearted.

We agree perfectly that the public should store a portion

of its winter's coal in the summer for reasons innumerable.

All consumers, large and small, should get readv for winter

in order to relieve the strain on the mines and the railroads,

principally the railroads.

If this is true of the general public, how much more is it

true of the railroads themselves as coal consumers. Here we
have the spectacle of an industry limited in capacity in times

of stress; first by the capacity of the carriers. This same
limiting factor happens to be far and away the largest con-

sumer of coal. The railway's entire success in handling and
transporting the coal supply of the United States depends

upon spreading the shipments more or less equally over the

entire year—in other words storing in summer for use in

winter. Do you not think the very first and elementary rule

of consistency would demand that they themselves set a good
example to the smaller consumers by storing their own coal?

They will immediately alibi by saying they have or had
no money to store coal. That need not worn- them. They
were not paying for current supplies for months after it was
due, so why worry about a large overdue account for storage

coal?

We think you will find the householders, the public utility

plants and many manufacturing plants, if not all of them,

have been infinitely more forehanded in preparing for winter

than the railroads themselves. Many large systems of rail-

roads have no storage coal whatever, in fact, have not even

contracted for their coal for the winter, but are buying from
day to day at the lowest price they can possibly extract from
the urgent necessities of the operator.

While the "coal operators, the coal dealers and the dear

public all join in one wild howl when the railways cannot

supply cars in which to load all the coal" this winter the

railway executives themselves "will join in one wild howl"
to the Interstate Commerce Commission asking for their pet

hobby "the assigned car" and painting the most doleful

pictures of the terrible plight of the railways due to the greedy

operators and the terrible strain on the railway machine
brought about by the failure of the dear public to buy its

coal in the summer time.

"People in glass houses should not throw stones" and there

is some place else a saying to the effect that before starting

out to clean up the neighborhood one's own back yard should

be clean.

Inasmuch as the railways are the biggest consumers of

coal and the worst offenders of all in delayed purchases one

cannot find very much room to sympathize with them when
they finally reap the whirlwind of their own short-sighted-

ness. "It's a great little world and many of the people in

it are so fair and consistent—not." H. A. Glover,
Sales Manager. W. H. Howe Coal Company.



A View of One of the Three Lift Bridges

New Haven Freight Transfer Facilities at Cedar Hill

Tractors and Trailers Constitute the Basis of Operation in This

Modern Station

Two important transfer stations, having a combined

capacity for handling approximately 25,000 tons of

merchandise freight monthly, have been closed per-

manently by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and

freight houses at eight originating points on its western lines

have been relieved, in a large degree, of the necessity of

carrying on transfer work as a result of opening for business

new freight transfer facilities at Cedar Hill, New Haven,

Conn.

In addition to the important economies effected in

the entire freight transfer business on the west end of the

of merchandise freight a month. Because of the diversity

of destinations, and the lack of sufficient tonnage to warrant

direct cars to destination, a large amount of freight handled

there received a secondary transfer, east. The gang and

hand truck system was also followed at Maybrook. Less

freight was received at that point than at Westchester and

it was not practical to make up the direct-to-destination cars

which good service demands.

By centralizing the cars received through both g.o

at Cedar Hill, a direct-to-destination classification was made
possible for approximately 75 per cent of the freight handled
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Layout of Cedar Hill Transfer

New Haven, through the concentration of eastbound mer-

chandise cars at one point, made possible by the new facil-

ities at Cedar Hill, the new transfer is of particular interest

because of the modern practices followed in its operation.

Concentration of Cars Made Possible

Before the opening of the Cedar Hill transfer eastbound

merchandise cars received by the New Haven via the Harlem
river gatewaj were handled at the Westchester, N. V., trans-

fer as far as the limited facilities .it that point would permit.

Cars received in excess of that plant's capacity wi e sent

further east, either to the Bridgeport, Conn., or the New
Haven transfer. Similarly eastbound cars received via the

Maybrook, N. Y.. gateway were handled at Maybrook
transfer.

Westchester transfer was operated under the gang and
hand truck system and handled from 15.0(10 to lO.O

there, thus insuring I >etter service from the standpoint of

time, and reducing the number of cars required for ;

:

well as the loss and damage resulting from a transfer

of freight en route.

in ai

perated transfi i plants at Bridgeport, Conn., at

Haven 1 ipproximati ;

ears each. Smaller transfers were operated at 1 >anbury,

Waterbury, Hartford and Putman, Conn.: Sprit

Mass., and P< ughl eepsie, N. "S B 11 ton-

nage handled at these points only a limited nun 1
'

made and. in many
d transfer was requ i

ation or to a connecting line.

All of tiu

Maybrook, were in cities originatinf

i and th local and the trans
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bined. As a result, delays to either the local freight or

freight in transit were frequent.

Cedar Hill transfer was opened in July, 1920. One hun-

dred and thirty-one distinct classifications are made daily

and as many as 305 cars have been worked in one day, a

nbrmal daily performance being between. 260 and 285 cars,

fhe ability of the transfer to work this number of cars,

with tractors and trailers, has resulted in the closing of the

transfers at Westchester and Maybrook permanently. Fur-
thermore, approximately 80 per cent of the transfers at Bridge-

port and Hartford and 50 per cent of the transfers at Water-
bury, Danbury and Poughkeepsie, have' been eliminated

through the concentration of the transfer business on the west

erid of the line. In addition, the Cedar Hill plant handles

business diverted from all of the other transfers mentioned.

Platforms and Supporting Tracks

( Vdar Hill transfer and its supporting tracks are located

approximately in the center of the Cedar Hill yard, between
tl)e humps serving the westbound and the north and east-

bound classification yards, in a location convenient for the

receipt of cars from the various New Haven lines converging

at Cedar Hill and for the delivery of northbound cars to the

various points from which trains depart. The transfer facil-

ities are a part of the Cedar Hill yard proper which was
described in the Railway Age, May 10, 1918, page 1166.

The layout includes 1 1 tracks and 3 platforms. Beginning
at the east, platform No. 1, which is 20 ft. wide, separates

the four outside tracks, which are numbered consecutively,

A, B, 1 and 2, from tracks 3 and 4. Platform No. 2 is also

20 ft. wide and is located between tracks 3 and 4 and tracks

5, 6 and 7. Platform No. 3 is 30 ft. wide and separates

tracks 8 and 9 from tracks 5, 6 and 7.

Each platform is 1,200 ft. long. Platform No. 1 is of

wood construction and is covered with an umbrella shed

Motor-Generator Sets, Compensators and Control Switch-
board for Charging Tractor Batteries

roof with the posts located in the center of the platform.
Platform No. 2 is also of wood construction and is covered
with a hip roof with the posts placed on the edges of the
platform. Platform No. 3 is of concrete and steel construc-
tion.

Three lift bridges, 20 ft. wide, are provided between the
platforms; the first bridge is located 200 ft. from the north
end of the platform, the second 600 ft. from the north end
and the third 200 ft. from the south end. The bridges serve
as the main line route between platforms for loaded trailers

and trucks while the door-to-door method of spotting cars

provides for disposing of trailers after they are made empty
without interference with oncoming loads.

An extension of 40 ft., on the platform level, at the north

end of platform No. 3 provides space for a charging station

and a repair shop for the tractors as well as for toilets and
washrooms for the laborers. Individual lockers, benches and
tables for the laborers are in the basement of the extension.

This space is also used for a rest-room during lunch hour.

With the exception of the outside tracks 8 and 9, where
space is available for 29 cars, each track accommodates 27

A General View of the Transfer

cars. Taken together, the supporting tracks provide capacity

for the total of 300 cars which constitutes the daily set-up.

The Car Set-Up

Empty cars are placed on tracks 3, 4, 5 and 6 and all

other tracks are used for loaded cars. By referring to the

plan showing the transfer layout it will be seen that, by this

arrangement, the center platform becomes what might be

termed a loading platform with two tracks for empty cars

on each side. This permits the freight to be trucked from

the loaded cars over the lift bridges and the center platform

to the proper destination car and allows a quick return of

the empty trailers to the working platforms Nos. 1 and 2

;

the trailers, after the unloading is done, are pushed out of

the cars onto the outside platforms by the stevedores.

Six of the tracks, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 as well as 17 cars

on track 2, are devoted to standard classification daily. The
set-up on these tracks is arranged in station and train order

so far as the length of the tracks permit. As previously

mentioned, tracks 2, 7 and 8 are set-up daily with loaded

merchandise cars. Therefore it is evident that 17 cars on

track 2 and all the cars on tracks 7 and S must be made
empty and reloaded daily in following the standard classi-

fication. In addition to the cars of the standard set-up,

direct-to-destination cars and overflow cars are loaded on the

working tracks A, B, 1 and 9 as conditions require; or, in

other words, in taking care, each day, of merchandise from

the cars which are released.

The standard classification provides for merchandise cars

to be made daily for 131 different points. In several in-

stances, however, more than one car for a destination is re-

quired. These are, of course, loaded in series on the same
track, preserving the station and train order so that at the

close of each day's work they can be moved forward without

delay. For instance, the daily tonnage for Boston and for

Providence' is sufficient to warrant a regular assignment of

10 cars for each of these cities. More than 131 cars are,

therefore, required daily to fulfill the car requirements of the

standard classification. Actually, the number of cars rer

quired for. this purpose is usually in excess of 200 cars.
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Including the overflow cars and the direct-to-destination cars,

the total number of merchandise cars forwarded daily is ap-

proximately 225.

Rapid Handling and Low Costs

The platform equipment used at the transfer includes 13

Elwell-Parker electric storage battery tractors and one Mer-
cury tractor; 485 four-wheel trailers of various types, a ma-
jority of which are equipped with Hyatt roller bearings or

ball bearings; 132 two-wheel hand trucks and 6 dolly or

machinery trucks. With the exception of short haul ship-

ments, liquids in barrels and single package shipments too

A General View of the 30-ft. Concrete Platform

heavy to be loaded economically on flat trucks, all trans-

ferring is done with tractors and trailers. To secure the full

value of the tractors, three-wheel "tip-up" trailer trucks have

been ordered. When they are received the heavy packages

and liquids in barrels will also be moved by the tractors and
trailers.

During the month of August, 1921, based on an 8-hr.

day, the transfer was operated with 306 employees per day
as follows: 1 general foreman; 3 foremen; 10 office men;
3 inspectors; 43 tallymen; 93 loaders and stevedores; 14<>

truckmen; 1 cooper; 1 car cleaner; 1 car sealer; 1 watchman;
2 battery chargers, and 1 messenger; a total of 306 men.
Twenty-eight of the truckmen work on the tractors, either as

operators or helpers.

Including all money paid to all the employees listed, and
excluding the "no credit" tonnage which is not considered
in arriving at the cost of handling, the average cost per ton

of freight handled during the month was $0,669.

With this force a total of 5,745 merchandise cars were for-

warded out of the transfer during August, a daily average
of 221 cars. During the same month 6,408 loaded cars were
received and unloaded, an average of 246 cars per day. The
average daily tonnage handled was 1,849 tons; in addition.

1,334 tons of "no credit" tonnage moved out of the terminal
in the original cars during the month.

Operation and Organization

The merchandise cars destined for the transfer arrive at

both the east and westbound hump yards continuously
throughout a 24-hr. period. On arrival, the cars are switched
to classification tracks where they are arranged according to

the route to be followed when forwarded from the transfer,

and are so placed on the transfer tracks.

The "block" numbering system for cars at the house is

simple and easil) understood by the men. The last figure
in the number indicates the number of the track and the

preceding figures the relative position of the cars on a track.
For example, the northerly car on track No. 1 receives tin-

number 1 1 ; the corresponding car on track No. 2 receives

the number 12. The second car from the north end of track

No. 1 receives the block number 21 and so on up to block

No. 261 indicating car 26 on track 1, numbered from the

north. Block numbers are posted conspicuously on each plat-

form.

The house organization is headed by a general foreman
who reports to the agent and consists of a day and night

force. The night force is limited to office help only.

Mi-senger service is maintained between the two hump
offices and the transfer office for carrying waybill pouches.

A book record of each pouch, arranged according to the last

two figures of the car numbers, is kept. It includes the date

of receipt of bills and the point of origin. The record is

completed later with the addition of the location or block

number of the cars as placed at the platform and the date

of handling. This is done so that tracing work, when neces-

sary, may be expedited.

One of the illustrations shows the suspense rack in which
waybills are placed after the stamp of the transfer, showing
the date of receipt, is added. The boxes in the rack are

numbered to cone-pond with the book record in order that

the pulling of pouches, as cars are received on the tr

tracks, may be expedited.

The daily layout sheet of the transfer is made up bj the

night force as the tracks are filled. The block numbers show-
ing the location of cars to which the merchandise is to be

transferred is noted on the waybills, b) tin route clerks.

This number serves as a guide to the tallymen and check
clerks when the actual handling of the merchandise is begun
These men are also expected to check the waybills and

any errors made by the route clerks.

Waybill pouches are assigned to tallymen by the foreman
in charge of the platform where the cars covered by the bills

are located. The tallymen are required to check the original

waybill as the freight is handled and to note, on the original.

any exceptions as to condition or shortage. The tallymen

Tractors with Trains and One Running Light

also make a combined memorandum astra) waybill ami
check-over slip for any freight in the car not covered by a

revenue waj bill.

With each direct to-car truck or trailer load, the tallymen

furnish a veri-check showing the block number to which
the truck is to be run, the destination of the load, and the

number of packages it contains, and the nunilx.T : \ which
the tallyman is known. In addition thereto, on trade'

the tallyman places with blue chalk, in a Conspicui .

on the load, the block number to which the trailer is d -

The contents of cars are loaded on trailer truck-, the trail-

ers being held until the entire lading oi a car has been han-
dled. When tin unloading of a car has been completed the
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trailers art- made up into trains of six to eight placed in

location order—with the longest haul next to the tractor

—

and hauled to destination. Trailers are dropped from the

train on the platform opposite the proper car and are taken

into the car and unloaded by stevedores. The stevedores

then push the empty trailer? out of the cars, to the platforms,

where they are picked up by the tractors. The stevedores

are assigned to the same car each day and become familiar

with the destinations of freight that belongs in their cars.

They are required to examine marking as to destination and

report for correction any freight trucked to them in error.

As an additional check on destination three qualified tally-

men act as inspectors. These men make the rounds of the

cars and inspect veri-checks to determine if the freight is

properly loaded. This can be done readily from the distina-

tion marking appearing on the veri-check.

Explosives, inflammables and acid shipments are handled

specially, one man being assigned to this work. He is held

responsible for the proper placarding of the cars.

As the cars are worked pouches, containing the waybills,

are picked up by messengers and returned to the office where

the tonnage by gangs is computed. At the end of the day

the tonnage is totaled, the totals showing the tonnage actually

transferred, tonnage traveling without revenue billing, ton-

nage left in cars, and the amount checking short according

to waybills. The latter two items are called "no-credit" ton-

nage and are not considered in arriving at the cost of

handling.

The bills then pass on to exception clerks and any excep-

tions made by the tallymen are recorded. The bills are then

racked, by the pouching clerks, and at the close of business

are examined by the rack clerks before being pouched. Each

All Truck Repair Facilities Are Located in One Corner of

the Charging Room

rack clerk is required to note the block numbers of cars he
verifies thus making it easy to place the responsibility for

improper pouching.

At the close of business switching requests are made on a
standard form showing the track number, date, the initials

and numbers of the cars as they stand on the tracks, the des-
tinations, route, etc. Platform foremen are required to check
the switching requests against their records and the rack men
are required to check the pouches against the copy of the

switching request which is retained in the office. The forms,

after these checks are made, are passed on to the yard de-

partment.

The results of the tractor and trailer system of operation

have been gratifying, Much more tonnage per man is han-

dled at Cedar Hill than at the transfers operated under the

gang and hand-truck system which it has largely superseded.

The increase in tonnage handled per man has resulted in a

decrease in the cost of handling.

Comparative figures between the operation of Westchester

transfer—a two-wheel hand-power truck-operated transfer

entirely—for the last month of its operation, June, 1920,

and Cedar Hill for the month of May, 1921, disclose the

fact that 7.542 tons per man per 8-hr. day were moved at

Cedar Hill as compared with 4.454 tons at Westchester, an
increase of 69 per cent.

Auxiliary Facilities

Tractor maintenance, including the charging of the trac-

tor batteries, is a comparatively simple matter, requiring the

The Waybill Rack

services of only two men and one room about 30 ft. wide and
20 ft. long at one end of the 30-foot platform. About one-

third of this room is occupied by two small motor-generator

sets and the necessary switching apparatus, and the remain-

der is used for tractors and repair facilities.

One of the maintainers goes on duty at four o'clock in the

afternoon, just after work on the platforms has stopped.

Eight of the tractors are run into the charging and repair

room and placed on charge. Each truck is equipped with a

battery consisting of 30 Edison cells and they are charged at

the 8-hr. rate which insures their being fully charged before

midnight. Charging is discontinued when the no-load volt-

age reading is 52 volts. The second maintainer relieves the

first at midnight and has the remaining six tractor batteries

charged before work is again started in the morning.

Two motor-generator sets supply all of the charging cur-

rent. The two are identical and each set consists of a 75-

volt, 240-ampere direct current generator driven by a three-

phase, 440-volt, 30-hp. induction motor running at 1,800

r.p.m. There are two charging panels in the switchboard

and each one is equipped with a circuit breaker having an
overload trip and no-voltage release, a grid charging re-

sistance, an ammeter switch and a voltmeter button. With
this equipment the operator can control the rate of charge

on each tractor separately and can determine the current and
load or no-load voltage of any batten- with one ammeter and
one voltmeter. Occasionally some of the batteries are given

a boosting charge at noon, but this is not often necessary.

The transfer is located on the New Haven division, E. E.

Regan, superintendent, and is operated under the direct

charge of J. B. O'Brien, agent, and under the general super-

vision of George Mark, assistant to the general manager.



Labor Leaders Call Strike for October 30

While Unions and Roads Prepare for Finish Fight, President

Considers Plans to Avert Walkout

The past'week has brought many unexpected and critical

developments in the railroad labor problem. Interest

has been centered in Chicago where the leaders of the

railroad labor organizations were gathered to formulate plans

for future policies in light of the developments which have

already been described in previous issues of the Railway

Age and where executives of all of the larger roads were

gathered to discuss the present problem of wages and rates.

As a result of these two meetings plans for a nation-wide

strike of railroad employees to begin at 6 a. m. on October

30 have been definitely announced by the employees and a

definitely announced proposal to reduce rates commensurate

with whatever reductions in wages will be allowed by the

Railroad Labor Board has been made by the carriers.

For some time the officers and general chairmen of the

various train service brotherhoods and the Railway Em-
ployees' Department of the American Federation of Labor

have been in Chicago counting the ballots of their respective

membership on acceptance or rejection of the recent wage
cut of approximately 12 per cent and discussing strike

measures and future policies. An overwhelming majority

of the men voted in favor of a strike according to the an-

nouncements of responsible officers, but at the same time it

has been freely admitted by many of the labor leaders that

the heavy strike vote was returned by the men merely to

place more power in the hands of their officers to fight any

further wage reductions. In other words, the vote was not

in protest against those wage cuts which have already been

made but against those which might be requested as part of

the carriers' efforts to bring operating costs down to a point

where rates could be reduced. It is evident now, however,

that extensive plans for a general walkout were being ar-

ranged; plans to be utilized only in case of absolute necessity.

Executives Propose Wage and Rate Reductions

This was the situation when the Association of Railway
Executives met in Chicago on October 14. The action taken

by the executives at this meeting is summarized in the fol-

lowing statement issued after the meeting by T. DeWitt
Cuvler, chairman of the association.

At the meeting it was determined to seek to bring about a re-

duction in rates, and as a means to that end seek a reduction in

present railway wages which have compelled maintenance of the
present rates.

An application will be made immediately to the Railroad Labor
Board for a reduction in wages "i train service, employees suffi-

cient to remove the remainder of the increase made by the Labor
Board's decision of July 20, 1920, (which would involve a further
reduction of approximately 10 pel cent) and for a reduction in

the wages of all other classes of railroad labor to the going
rate for such labor in the several territories where the carriers
operate.

Proposed Reduction in Wages to Be
Followed by Reduction in Rates

The foregoing- action is upon the understanding that concur-
rently with such reduction in wages, the benefit of the reduction
thus obtained shall, with the concurrcnc of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, be passed on to tin- public in the reduction
of existing railroad rates, except insofar as such reductions shall
have been made in the meantime.
The railroads have decided upon this course in view of their

realization of the fact that the wheels of industrial activity have
been slowed down to a point which ; ession and dis-
tress to the entire public and that something must be done to
start them again in operation.
The situation which confronts tin' railroads is cxtremelv

critical. The railn ad in 1920 realized a net railway operating
incomi of about $62,000,000 upon a property investment of. over
$19,000,000,000 and evi "J.OOO included back
mail pay foi pi received from the government of ap-
proximately $64,000,000, thus showing when the operations of
that year alone are considered an actual deficit before making
any allowance for either interest or dividend.

The year ended in a serious depression in all branches of
industry, and in marked reduction of the market demand for

and the prices of basic commodities, resulting in a very serious

falling off in the volume of traffic.

In this situation, a policy of the most rigid economy and of

postponing and cutting to the hone the upkeep of the properties

was adopted b> the- railroads.

This was at the price "i neglecting and for the time deferring

work which must hereafter and in the near future be done and
1 1

pi for. This is illustrated by the fact that, as of September
15, 1921, over 16 per cent, or 374,431 in number of the freight

cars of the carriers were in bad order and needing repairs, as

against a normal of had order cars of not more than 160,000

and is further illustrated by the deferred and inadequate main-
tenance of other equipment and of roadway and structures.

Eight Months Earnings Only 2.6 Per Cent

Even under those conditions and with this large bill charged
up against the future—which must soon be provided for and
paid if the carriers are to perform successfully their transpor-

tation duties— the result of operations for the first eight months
of this year, the latest available figures, has been at a rate of

net railway operating income before providing for interest or

dividends, amounting t.i ontj 2.6 per cent per anum, on the

valuation of the carrier properties made by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in the recent rate cast an amount not sufficient

to pay the interest on their outstanding bonds.

It is manifest, from this showing, that the rate of return of

5 l/z or 6 per cent for the first two years after March 1, 1920,

fixed by the Transportation Act as a minimum reasonable return

upon railroad investment, has not been even approximated

—

much less reached ; and that the present high rates accordingly

are not due to any statutory guarantee of earnings, for there

is no such guarantee.
In analyzing the expenses which have largely brought about

this situation it becomes evident that by far the largest contribut-

ing cause is the labor cost.

Labor Receives 60 Cents of Railroad Dollar

Today the railroads pay out to 1
" cents

of the ib ill. ir thej receive for transportation sen-ice, whereas in

1916, 40 cents of the dollar went to labor.

On the 1st day of January. 191". when the government took

through the Adamson Act. the labor i

tin- railroads had not exceeded the sum of about S1.46S.000.000

annually. In 1920, when governmental authority made the last

increase, the labor costs of the railroads were ah.

000 annually, or if continued 'In ughout the year instead of for

the eight months during which the wage increases were in effect,

the labor CO I
nnual basis, would have been largely in

excess of $3,900,000,000 ai as< >incc the government took

of railroad wages in the Adamson Act of approximately

$2,450,000,000 anually. In the light of I it is manifest

that the ret i

Board, estimated from 10 to 12 per cent, in no sense meets or

the problem of lab in no way makes

Sible for the railroads to afford a redui - revenues.

4.000 to 5.000 Individual Rate Reductions in Year

Indeed, during the past year there have been between four

and five thousand individual reductions m frei

railroads the reduction in rates have amounted to more than

the reduction in wages so far made and on many other railroads

n in wages allowed no net return on o

merel) further accumulation ei

The point i- often made that agriculture and other industries

are also suffering the same immediate diffict
'

Why, therefore, do not the railroads taki ine like

anybody else? The answer lie- in several facts

1. The rail '••strics

755
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to make charges during the years of prosperity making possible

the accumulation of a surplus to tide them over the present

extreme adversity. According to the reports of the I. C. C, the

rate of return mi property investment of the railroads of the

United States for the past several years has been as follows:

Kate of Return Earnbd hy Railroads <>i the United States on Their

Property Inves ria i

i Vr cent
1912 4.84

1913 5.15

1914 4.17
1915 4.20
1916 fiscal year 5.90

Per cent
1916 calendar ve:ir 6.16
1917 calenclar year 5.26

1918 3.51

1919 2.46

1920 0.32

Railroads Not Allowed to Accumulate

Surplus in Boom Years

It will thus be noted that during the years when other indus-

tries were making very large profits, when the prices of farm
products and the wages of labor were soaring to unheard of

heights, the earnings upon railroad investments of the United

States were held with very narrow limits, and that they have
during the past four years progressively declined.

2. The railroads are responsible to the public for providing

adequate transportation. Their charges are limited by public

authority and they are in very large respects (notably for labor)

compelled to spend money on a basis fixed by public authority.

The margin within which they are permitted to earn a return

upon their investments, or to offer inducements to attract new
capital for extensions and betterments is extremely limited. How-
ever much the railroads might desire, therefore, to reduce their

charges in times of depression, it will be perceived that the

limitations surrounding their actions do not permit them to give

effect to broad and elastic policies which might very properly

govern other minds of business not thus restricted.

It has been urged upon the railroads that a reduction in rates

will stimulate traffic, and that increased traffic will protect the

carriers from the loss incident to a reduction in rates. The
railroad managements cannot disguise from themselves the fact

that this suggestion is merely conjectural and that an adverse

result of the experiment would be disastrous, not only to the

railroads but to the public
.
whose supreme need is adequate

transportation. Consequently the railroad managements cannot
feel justified in placing these instrumentalities so essential to the

public welfare at the hazard of such an experiment based solely

upon such a conjecture.

Rates Disproportionate to Some Commodity Prices

It is evident, however, that existing transportation charges
bear in many cases a disproportionate relationship to the prices

at which some commodities can be sold in the market, and that
existing labor and other costs of transportation impose upon in-

dustry and agriculture generally a burden greater than they
should bear. This is especially true of agriculture which is

suffering to a greater extent than any other industry in the
reduced prices of its products, and for which some relief must
be found to escape an entire readjustment and a serious re-

location of agricultural production.

The railroad managements are keenly sensitive to and sympa-
thetic with this distressing situation and desire to do everything
to assist in relieving it that is compatible with their duty to

furnish the transportation which the public must have.

At the moment, railroads in many cases are paying 40 cents
an hour for unskilled labor when similar labor is working along-
side the railroads and can easily be obtained by them at 20 cents an
hour. The railroads of the country paid in 1920 a total of con-
siderably over $1,300,000,000 to unskilled labor alone. However
desirable it may be to pay this or that schedule of wages it is

obvious that it cannot be paid out of railroad earnings unless
the industries which use the railroads are capable of meeting
such charges.

General Reduction of Rates

Promised With Wage Reductions

The railroads, and through them the people generally, are also
hampered in their efforts to economize by a schedule of working
itilcs and conditions now in force as a heritage from the period
of federal control and upheld by the Railroad Labor Board.
These conditions are expense, uneconomic and unnecessary from
the point of view of railroad operation and extremely burden-
some upon the public which pays the bill. This schedule of
wages and working conditions prevents the railroads from deal-
ing equitable with labor costs in accordance with rapidlv chang-
ing conditions and the great variety of local considerations which
ought to control wages in different parts of the countrv. The
railroads are seeking to have those rules and working conditions
abrogated.

The railroads will seek the reduction in wages now proposed
by first requesting the sanction of the Railroad Labor Board.
The railroads will proceed with all possible dispatch and as soon
as the Railroad Labor Board shall have given its assent to the

reduction of wages the general reduction of rates will be put

into effect.

Representatives of Brotherhoods and Carriers Confer

During the progress of the Association's meeting a dele-

gation representing the train service organizations requested

and was granted a conference with a committee representing

the carriers and composed of W. W. Atterbury, vice-presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania; J. E. Gorman, president of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Carl R. Gray, presi-

dent of the Union Pacific; C. H. Markham, president of

the Illinois Central, and Ralph Budd, president of the Great

Northern.

The employees were represented by Warren S. Stone, chief

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; W. S. Carter,

president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Enginemen and
Firemen; L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Rail-

way Conductors ; W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood

of Railroad Trainmen, and T. C. Cashen, president of the

Switchmen's Union of North America.

The union men asked the same assurances that were form-

ally denied them in July by the railway executives—that

the wage reduction of July 1 be cancelled, that no further

wage decreases be asked, and that no effort be made *o change

time and one-half pay for overtime work.

The carriers' committee again denied these assurances re-

quested and outlined, as representing their position at the

present time, the resolutions which had just been adopted by
the Association and which are outlined in Chairman Cuyler 's

statement.

Train Service Organizations Announce Strike

Brotherhood leaders accepted this move on the part of

the railroads as a direct challenge and immediately an-

nounced their plans for a general railroad strike to begin at

6 a. m. on October 30 and extend throughout the country

by November 5. W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, expressed the consensus of opinion

of the labor leaders as expressed in interviews by saying,

"We're going out on the greatest railroad strike the country

has ever known; nothing in the world can now avert it."

The Strike Call

The call for the strike of train service men said in part:

1. No man in road service involved in the strike will perform
any service after hour set to strike, unless he has already begun
a trip and has actually left the terminal. If the train has left

the terminal, he will complete the trip and deliver the train at

the end of run. or tieup point if tied up under the law, after

which he will perform no further service until the close of the
strike. Men in other than road service will leave the service at

the appointed time.

So far as your legal right to strike is concerned, there is no
difference between a mail train and freight train. You have
identically the same right to refuse to perform service on a mail
train as you have to refuse to perform service on a freight train.

2. All men on strike will keep away from the company's
property, except such men as are designated certain duties to be
performed by authority of the organizations.

3. Every man should understand that the laws of the organiza-
tions involved must be obeyed. Acts of violence of any nature
will not be tolerated by the organizations.

4. The local representatives will arrange for a hall for meet-
ing purposes at all terminals, using one of their own lodge rooms
if available. Immediately after the strike becomes effective all

men will assemble at the hall secured for the meeting purposes.

When thus assembled, an organization will be perfected by the

election of a chairman, vice chairman, and secretary.

No person will be permitted to be present in the meeting halls

other than those who are on strike, except by permission of the

assemblage.
5. The secretary will arrange a roll call (alphabeticallyV with

each organization on a separate sheet. Roll will be called twice

daily, morning and afternoon. The names of the non-members
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will be kept separate on the roll from the names of those who
are members of the organizations. All strikers will be required

to answer the roll call and also to be in the halls, where halls

arc provided, during the day at all times, unless excused by com-
mittee action or by chairman of the meeting.

The secretary will also keep a record of the proceedings from
day to day.

6. In the conduct of every strike there are numerous irrespon-

sible persons, not members qf the organizations, who take occa-

sion to engage in acts of violence and disorderly conduct, and

such actions arc usually attributed to members of the organiza-

tions, and great care should be taken bj every member of the

organizations to avoid associating with such persons and such
conduct should be discouraged so as nol to cast reproach upon
the cause.

7. Some railroad officials may endeavor to coerce or mislead

the men by asserting that men at other points have not quit, or

that they have returned to work. Such information should be

discounted and all strikers should apply to their officers and com-
mitteemen for information, and be governed accordingly, and no
member or nonunion man will return to work until the strike is

officially declared off, when all will return at the same time, with-

out prejudice and with all former rights.

8. The local chairmen of each organization on each division of

railroad will jointly supervise the prosecuti f the strike on the

territory over which they have jurisdiction.

9. Local chairmen are expected to kei p in closi touch with the

situation and will report daily, preferably by nighl telegram Utter.

to their representative general chairmen as to the condition of
affairs.

Roads Grouped for Four Successive Walkouts

The arrangements for the strike provide for walkouts cm

successive days by groups of roads. The groups are four in

number, the employees in the first group are to quit at 6

a. m. on October 30, and those in the other groups at inter-

vals of 48 hours. The names of the roads in the four groups

were made public at Cleveland Monda) night b) Warren
S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive-

Engineers.

The four groups are as follows:

the strike leave the servjee of those lines at the designated

time.

Break Appears in Ranks of Labor Organizations

It was noticeable during the progress of these di

ments that representatives of the labor organizations other

than the train service brotherhoods have- had little to saj

The reason for this was explained on October 17. when a

prominent union officer charged that the leaders of the train

service organizations had "double-crossed" the other rail-

road organizations. The break between the five train servii i

brotherhoods and the other eleven organizations is based on

the assertion that the brotherhood leaders have refused to

enter into an agreement with the other organizations to cam
on this strike as a concreted movement, the leaders of the

brotherhoods maintaining that their strike, if called, would

last no longer than necessary to gain the concessions thi

brotherhoods want from the railroads. This indicate- the

disintegration of the so-called "associated standard recog

aized railroad labor organizations," of which B. M. Jewell.

president of the Railway Employees Department of tin

American Federation of Labor, has been spokesman. It is

recalled in this connection that only in crises have these

two factions worked in entin- harmony, and therefore the

break is not unexpected or unusual.

"If we go on a strike, we haven't a chance to win," said

the president of one of the eleven union- il ted will

to join tin train service men in a recent interview. "1

am going to spend this week driving the truth home to our

men. Once they realize we have been 'double-crossed' there

won'l be an) danger of dragging them into this stam

The union leader quoted recited events in the history of

tin- association between the brotherhoods and other organiza

tions.

GROUP i

n., Oct. 30.

Southern.

,ei ,\ Great \.

Southern Pacific System.
S.en Diego & Arizona.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul (except Chi

cago, Terre Haute & Southeastern).

Northern Pacific.

Southern Railway.
Seaboard Air Line.

Virginian Railroad.
Chicago Great Western.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

GROUP 2.

Strike 6 a. m.. Nov. 1.

\. w Vork, New Haven & Hartford.

> \ Baste! 11 Illinois.

thern, Texas & St. Louis & San Francisco (entire system).
I ouisvilli & Nashville.

Nil kel Plate.

I
i ie System.
Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (entire sys

tern).

Atlantic Coast 1

Buffalo, Roi hestei & Pittsburgh.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Lehigh Valley.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.

GRO
Strike 6 a. m.. Nov. 3.

Minneapolis .\ Si Louis.

Burlington System.

New Vorlt Central lil

on & Albany.
Baltimore & Ohio.

Pacific.

Denver 8 Rio Grande.
8 Alton.

Illinois Central.

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

Soo Line.

8 Western.
id, Cincinnati. Chicago X- St. Louis

Group 4, on which the men will walk out at 6 a. m., Nov.

5, comprises all other railroads of the country, and includes

specifically the entire Pennsylvania Railroad System. tin-

Boston & Maine and its subsidiaries and the Rutland Rail-

road.

The wording of the circular covering railroads in Group
4 is as follows:

The membership on all other roads to which Decision

No. 147 applied, and upon which railroads two or more
of the organizations have received the necessar) majority for

a strike vote; the organizations which did not receive the

necessary vote are not included herein.

Explanation was made that some organizations on lines

included in Group 4 did not register a majority in favor of

the strike, consequently members of those organi

voting against the strike are not in< luded in the- strike au-

thorization. However', the organization chiefs expect that

there will be practically a general walkout of those organiza-

tions when the other organizations which voted in favor of

"There never has bent a real tie binding us." be said.

"The brotherhood leaders are relying upon the belief they

have worked our men to such a pitch that we can't keep
them from joining in the movement.

"'We're going by your stations so fast it will sweep you
off the platform,

1

they told u> in shop talk.

"Maybe they will 1 don't believe they will. 1 believe

the 320,000 train service men will find themselves all alone

[f the oilier 1,680,000 nun arc told what the 'game' is the\

will stick to their jobs. Winter is ju-t coming on; the\

haven't forgotten that.

"If there was a general strike, the transportation bi

would be out ii one issue and we on another All they
want is assurance that the working agreements the) bai

wiih the railroads shall remain in force one' more y< ur Thev
won't whimper about the 12 per cent wage reducl

July 1, and the} aiII submit to the additional cut of
'

cent the railwa) executives have said thej

"But, with the possible exception of -. the
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other unions would be holding against another pay cut. And
they would be fighting alone. The shop crafts object to the

working rules prescribed by the labor board. These cut

their overtime pay and affect working conditions. But the

shop crafts would not declare a strike on this, or any other

issue, if they had not been led into it on false assurance of

support."

This development however does not materially change the

aspect of the approaching crisis for the leaders of the eleven

organizations freely admit that they cannot influence their

men to change their position in the short time remaining

before October 30.

These charges were met with counter charges by the

brotherhoods that the shop crafts were committed to a policy

equally independent.

The shop crafts leaders have made it known that, while

they will go out with the brotherhoods they are not pledged

to stay out after their own grievances have been satisfactorily

adjusted.

Leaders of the "Big Four" brotherhoods and of the switch-

men's organization returned to Cleveland on October 16.

Their arrival there was followed by reports of secession

among the eleven associated unions, leaders of some of whom,
it was said, were unwilling to order their men out under
existing circumstances.

Whether the opposition of these leaders will result in an
open break between the two groups will not be fully settled

until a meeting of the general chairman of the eleven unions
at Chicago when issuance of a formal strike call will be voted

on formally. Several railroad labor leaders said, however,
that they believed the majority would rule, and that it would
be a case of "majority strike, all strike." They professed to

see little chance of a break.

Following the announcement of the break between the

brotherhoods and the other organizations, leaders of the

brotherhoods repaired to Cleveland, where conferences were
held to complete plans for the walkout or for meeting gov-
ernmental or railroad peace moves. At the same time leaders

of the other organizations gathered in Chicago to formulate
their plans in view of the dissension in the ranks of the

"association standard recognized railroad labor organiza-

tions." The extent of the threatened strike will be deter-

mined at the latter conference. Leaders of eleven groups of
railway employees not affiliated with the train service brother-

hoods point out that they have as yet issued no definite strike

orders, although all have voted to strike.

One of the 11 groups, the blacksmiths, has announced its

intention of going with the five brotherhoods.

Chiefs and some general chairmen of each of the remain-
ing 10 unions which have taken no strike action began meet-
ing at Chicago on October 19. They probably will attend
a joint conference October 23.

From Cleveland Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, issued a statement on
October 17 stating that either the government or railway
officials can avert the threatened transportation struggle.

"The government," he asserted, "can prevent a strike by
taking over the railroads, which it will do some day, and
the railroads can prevent by withdrawing requests for further
wage reductions and elimination of working rules favorable
to us."

Other than reiterations r>f the brotherhood's position in this

controversy, nothing of great importance has so far come
from the Cleveland conference.

Western Presidents Issue Statement

After a meeting on October 17, the presidents of the rail-

ways entering Chicago issued a statemenl through Samuel
M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western, outlin-
ing their views of the situation. This statement said in part:

It is most important that the public should clearly understand

the reason for. and the significance of, the order for strikes on
the railroads which has been issued by the railway labor broth-
erhoods. The thing it is proposed to strike against is the deci-
sion of the Railroad Labor Board authorizing the reduction of
12 per cent in wages which the railways put into effect on July
1, 1921. There is at present no other possible ground for a
strike by the railway labor brotherhoods.
The wage reduction put in effect on July 1 was authorized by

the Railroad Labor Board under the provisions of the Trans-
portation Act. Therefore, the strike which has been ordered
will be, if it occurs, a strike against decision made by a govern-
ment body acting in accordance with a federal law.
The situation presented is, in important respects, more serious

than that created by the issuance of a strike order by the same
labor organizations in 1916, which precipitated the passage of
the Adamson Act. At that time, while the railways had asked
for arbitration, there had not been any arbitration because the
labor unions had refused it. Therefore, the labor unions were
then within the law. The present case is entirely different.

There is now a law which requires the railways and their em-
ployes to submit to the Railroad Labor Board disputes which
may interrupt transportation.

While the railways complied with the decision in 1920 for an
advance in wages, the labor brotherhoods propose now to defy
the law, and strike, rather than accept a much smaller reduction
in wages. The course of the labor unions in ordering a strike

in violation of the decision of the Railroad Labor Board, and
in disregard of plain provisions of law, is clearly adapted to

nullify these provisions of the law.

"The railway executives at the meeting on October 14 decided
to ask the Labor Board for a further reduction in wages and
to give the public in the form of reductions in rates all the

benefit of any further reductions in wages that were granted.
This, however, afforded the labor brotherhoods no reason for

ordering a strike. As a matter of fact, the strike vote was taken
on the question of accepting the wage reduction authorized by
the Labor Board last July and the strike order had been pre-

pared before the meeting of the railway executives in Chicago
was held. The railway executives at their meeting did not make
any reduction in wages, but merely decided, in accordance with
the provisions of the Transportation Act, to ask the Labor Board
to authorize them to make a further reduction in wages. The
further reduction in wages contemplated by them would not
be made until after full hearings before, and a decision by, the

Labor Board.
In asking for a further reduction in wages in order that they

may be able to grant the public reductions in rates, the railways

are acting only in accordance with the law and in obedience to

an insistent public demand that they shall create conditions which
will enable them to reduce their rates. The suggestion has been
made in a statement issued by the public members of the Labor
Board that the railways to prevent a strike shall make a reduc-

tion in rates equal to the reduction in wages made on July 1

and shall postpone asking for a further reduction in wages. A
general reduction of rates without a further reduction in wages
would be ruinous to many railways. Thus far in the year 1921,

the railways have earned a net return of only 2.6 per cent, and,

although the net earnings have increased recently, owing largely

to the recent reduction of wages, a general reduction of rates

without a further reduction in wages would put the railways back
in a very precarious position financially.

Labor Board Summons Brotherhood Officers

An attempt to avert the threatened strike of the train

service employees was launched on October 18 by the public

members of the Railroad Labor Board who had been in

Washington. This attempt was announced by telegrams to

the leaders of the "big four" brotherhoods and the Switch-

men's Union of North America who were assembled at Cleve-

land, Ohio, summoning them to a conference with the Board
on October 20. The executives of the train service organiza-

tions were the only ones summoned.

"We are on the job and prepared for any eventuality."

This was how one New York railroad officer sized up the

situation. The railroads in New York territory are adver-

tising for men in the daily newspapers. The- general man-
agers' committee at New York, of which E. M. Rine, vice-

president and general manager of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, is chairman, decided on Thursday to take a poll

of their employees requesting them to signify whether they

intend to strike or remain in their positions if the strike

order is put into effect.



I. C.C. and Public Group of Labor Board Meet
President Summons Messrs. Barton, Hanger and Hooper to

Discuss Wage and Rate Reductions

Tjii; news from Chicago of the developments in the

strike threat situation did not deter President Harding

from proceeding with his plans for trying to bring

about reductions in both railroad wages and freight rates,

in which he has been interesting himself ever since his mes-

sage to Congress last April when he said that railway rates

and the cost of railway operation must come down as part

of his program for a "return to normalcy." In the face of

the news dispatches predicting a strike order, the President

summoned the members of the public group of the Railroad

Labor Board to Washington. After a conference with them
on Saturday morning at the White House lie went personally

with them to the offices of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for a continuation and expansion of the conference,

the purpose of which, according to a statement issued from

the White House, was "a broad consideration of the possi-

bility of an early adjustment of railroad wages and rates,

in the expectation that it would contribute to the industrial

revival."

The President's plans had been somewhat crystallized,

it is understood, as a result of his conference with the execu-

tive committee of the Association of Railway Executives on

October 8, at which the possibility of further rate and wage
reductions was discussed, although the railroad executives

at the Chicago meeting did not go so far as to accept the

proposals made to them by government authorities and the

executive committee that the roads make a voluntary reduc-

tion in rates first.

Labor Board Members Not Called

To Discuss Strike Order

The President's invitation to Messrs. R. M. Barton, G.

W. W. Hanger and Ben W. Hooper to come to Washington
was extended after a conference with Chairman McChord
at the White House on Wednesday. They had left Chicago

before either the conclusion of the railroad executives' meet-

ing in Chicago on Friday or the definite announcement of

the issuance of the strike order on Saturday. The fact that

they arrived at the White House at about the time of the

receipt of the definite announcement of the strike plans led

to the writing of many hasty newspaper stories to the effect

that the President had called the members of the Labor Board
and the Interstate Commerce Commission together to dis-

cuss the strike situation. The White House statement, how-
ever, did not mention the strike, but referred entirely to the

adjustment of rates and wages and the desirability of getting

together "these two highly potential bodies" that are charged
with responsibility for rates and wages and reaching some-
thing like a definite understanding between them. The state-

ment was somewhat obscured in many of the newspapers by
the volume of "copy" regarding the strike order, but it was
taken in Washington as indicating that the strike threat

had not caused the President to waver from his purpose.

The statement follows:

Statement from White House

By invitation of the President, \l srs R. M. Barton, Chair-
man, G. Wallace \Y. Hanger and Hen YV. Hooper, eon tituting

the public group of the United Slates Railroad Labor Board,
came to the White House today for a conference with thi

ident. Later, the President went personally with them to the
offices of the Interstate Commerce Commission, tor a continua-
tion and expansion 'of the conference.

The purpose of the meeting was a broad consideration of the

possibility of an early adjustment of railroad rates and wages,

Washington, U. C.

in the expectation that it would contribute to the industrial
revival.

The Railway Labor Board, created by the Cummins-Esch Act,
comprises nine members in three groups of three each. The
public group are named by the President; the labor group are
named from a list nominated by the railway labor organizations;
and the managing group, from a named by the
railway executives. The board is authorized generally to deal
with the labor, wage and working conditions that concern the
employes of the railways, and is given, in some directions, rather

owers.
In asking the members of the public group to meet him the

President was moved by the desire to accomplish what h<

may be important results as early as possible. Recognizing that
the labor group and also the managing group are in the nature
of things partisans of the respective elements which they repre-
sent, the President felt that it was unnecessary to invite these
two groups because their attitudes would necessarily be partisan
in any consideration of wage questions. The labor group could
be expected to advocate maintenance of the highest possible
wages, while the managing group could equally be expected to
insist that wages ought to be reduced. It was, therefore, the

President's opinion that the most prompt and effective results

might be secured by simply calling in the public group, which is

concerned equally with the interest of labor, of management, of

shippers, and of the general community.
The President has been impressed that a somewhat anomalous

situation surrounds the relations of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Railroad Labor Board. The Interstate

Commerce Commission has very large powers, through its con-
trol of rates, to determine what the revenue of the railways shall

be; 'while the Railroad Labor Board, through its authority in

the matter of wage determinations, has a very large power in

determining the largest item of railway expenditures. The
President was. therefore, impressed with the desirability of get-

ting these two highly potential bodies together and reaching

something like a definite understanding between them. It is a

fact not entiriK without interest, that these two bodies have

never officially met together.

For a long time the President has been giving much attention

to the problem of the railroads in its broadest relations. He has

been persistently assured on one side that business could not make
a general and lasting improvement until railroad rates should

come down; and on the other side, he has been told that it was
impossible for rates to come down unless the wage charge should

be lowered. He, therefore, determine,! 'her the two

public bodies which have to deal with wages and rates, and

give them every possible encouragement to take a strong lead

in the effort at an adjustment.

The President remained with the Labor Board members

and the commission for only a few minuti I
mmis-

sioners had been hearing argument in the Memphis-South-

western rate rase but they remained in conference for an

hour or so after the President left. After luncheon the joint

conference was resumed with Commissioners McChord,

Esch, Eastman, Lewis and Potter present, while the other

commissioners returned to the rate hearing. Nothing was

given out as to the deliberations and the joinl conference

was resumed on Monday.

Statement by Public Group of Labor Board

On Sunday the public group of the Labor Board made
public a statemenl urging that the railroads immediately

reduce rates to the extent of the wagi cut that was made
effective on July 1. The Interstate Commerce Commission

refrained from giving out in the same way its views of the

wage questions under the jurisdiction of the Labor I

The Labor Board statement, which had been shown to the

President but was given out with no expression as to whether

lie approved it, follows:

Up until Friday there was but little, if any, danger of a -

strike. This fact is well known to every man in clc=-

with the real situation. The railway workers would have '

,Kwn upon their heads universal condemnat-
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force a wage cut su manifestly just and reasonable as that made
in July. It may likewise be said that it remains to be seen

whether the issuance of a strike order merely because a petition

for a wage reduction is about to be filed will be sustained by
public opinion.

The Railroad Labor Board has functioned for more than 18

months, settling hundreds of controversies between carriers and
their employees, and its decisions, with but few exceptions, have
been respected by both sides. There would have been a strike

long ago if the two parties had undertaken to settle without in-

tervention or supervision the manifold disputes they inherited

from the war period. There is absolutely nothing in existing con-

ditions that justifies the carriers and their employees in inflicting

(he ruinous results of a strike on themselves and on the public.

There is no amount of propaganda that can convince the people

that either side is entirely blameless.

On the first day of July the Railroad Labor Board made effec-

tive a decision which reduced the wages of railway employees 12

per cent, aggregating about $400,000,000 per annum, basing the

estimate on the normal number of employees. Since then, by a

revision of only a part of the working rules of only one class

of employees, the carriers have received further benefits, amount-
ing to many millions of dollars.

Friday the carriers notified the employees they would ask the

Labor Board for a further wage cut of 10 per cent, at the same
time assuring the public that the shippers and the people should
have the benefit of this wage reduction in the form of reduced
freight rates.

To this proposition the employees reply that no general reduc-
tion of freight rates followed the $400,000,000 wage reduction of

July 1, that the cost of living has not been sufficiently lowered
since July 1 to justify another wage reduction, and that they
will strike without even awaiting a decision of the Labor Board
as to whether another wage reduction is just and reasonable.

This is the stage which the controversy has now reached.

General Atterbury's Plan

There is at least one feasible plan by which it can be settled
and a strike averted. That plan is predicated upon an excellent
suggestion made by Gen. Atterbury, of the Pennsylvania railroad,
in his speech before the convention of vehicle and implement
manufacturers at Chicago last Friday. His suggestion is quoted
as follows

:

"Nevertheless it is a fact that the carriers, though they are
not earning what they should earn to entitle them to be called
prosperous, nor what the law intends they should earn, can not
rest under such protection, while other business struggles for its

life. It would be a wise policy for the carriers publicly to avow
that view, and voluntarily reduce rates where they now work
hardship, even though such rates may be reasonable in a trans-
portation sense, and even though to reduce them means a loss
of revenue to the carriers. The carriers can do this of their own
volition, where it would be improper for the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to do so. The result would be a temporary
check in the rising fortunes of the carriers, and that they can
ill afford, but it would be a step in the restoration of sound
business conditions, and the public should give to the carriers a
real appreciation of their act."

If the railroads will immediately, in good faith, adopt this sug-
gestion of Gen. Atterbury, the situation can be cleared up, freight
rates reduced to shippers, the cost of living reduced to the con-
sumers, and a stimulating effect exerted upon all business.
We would suggest that the wage cut of July 1 be translated

at once into a reduction of freight rates. This would be much
more tangible and satisfactory to the public than to promise that
future wage reductions will be passed on to the people in the
form of reduced freight rates. The public undoubtedly expected
this result when the July wage reduction was made, and its con-
summation now, though somewhat delayed, would be highly
gratifying. That direct benefits would promptly follow and that
the psychological effect would be instantly beneficial can not be
doubted.

Such reduction in the cost of living as might result from this
and other causes would inure to the benefit of the railway
employees and would constitute one of the statutory grounds for
a further reduction in wages. At the same time, it would have
a tendency to reduce the cost of material supplies to the carriers,
and it would not then be necessary for the carriers to rely solely
upon wage cuts for a reduction of their operating exv

Deflation should be general and, as far as possible, uniform.
Up to this time the farmer is the only man that has deflated.
and he came to the earth with a thud This was because he did
not possess the parachute of organization to break his fall

Another catastrophe of that s,, r t shi aid be avoided if possible.
Wages and freight rates should come to a just and reasonable
level uniformly or by alternating stages.

Of course, nothing in these observations should be construed
to indicate what the action of the Labor Board will be on any
wage dispute that may be brought before it. Such disputes will

continue to be adjusted by the board in accordance with the evi-

dence submitted and the requirements of the transportation act.

When reductions are justifiable they will be given.

it must be understood that there is no intention to indicate, in

any sense, the duty of the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the premises.

Wages and Rates Should Come Down
Uniformly or Alternately

In this connection it may be informative to the public to know
what factors the Transportation Act requires the Labor Board
to consider in fixing wages. They are as follows

:

(1) The scale of wages paid for similar kinds of work in

other industries
; (2) the relation between wages and the cost of

living; (3) the hazards of the employment; (4) the training
and skill required; (5) the degree of responsibility; (6) the
character and regularity of employment; (7) inequalities of in-

creases in wages or of treatment, the result of previous wage
orders or adjustments. "Other relevant circumstances" are also

to be considered.

It is obvious that the first two factors above-named are subject

to frequent change, and that, during a post-war period of read-
justment, the changes may be rapid and radical, necessitating a

more frequent revision of wage schedules than would ordinarily

be necessary.

Condensing the foregoing suggestion into definite propositions,

they stand as follows

:

Some Definite Suggestions

1. Let the carriers immediately give a general rate reduction
measured by the July wage reduction and the benefits derived
from the new rules, and devised under the supervision of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission, to afford the greatest degree of

relief to the public.

2. Let the request for further wage reductions be withdrawn,
until the rate reductions have been completed.

3. At such time as the carriers deem advisable, let them pre-

sent to the Railroad Labor Board their petition for a further re-

duction in wages, based upon conditions then existing.

4. Pending the working out of the rate reduction and the

action of the Labor Board on such petition for a further wage
reduction as the carriers may subsequently submit, let the strike

order be withdrawn.
This method of procedure has the merit of affording "cooling

time" to everybody concerned, and requires of the carrier only
one thing, namely, that they give to the public, in reduced freight

rates the benefit of the July wage cut, just as they are propos-
ing to do in case of further wage reductions. It also involves

the withdrawal or suspension of the strike order upon the part

of the employees.
The course suggested does not involve any sacrifice of pride or

prestige, either to the carriers or to the employees.
The view of the enormous destruction of property values, the

deadly blow to slowly reviving business and the appalling human
privation, suffering and death that will follow in the wake of a

tie-up of the country's transportation system, the people should

bring to bear upon both parties the pressure of an impartial

public sentiment.

The. joint conference was concluded late Monday after-

noon and Chairmen McChord and Barton at once went to

the White House to report. They were with the President

nearly an hour, but no statement of the results was given out.

Mr. McChord said that the members of the two bodies had
had an opportunity to get better acquainted with each other,

had fully discussed the situation in all its phases, and be-

lieved the conference had been most helpful. The members
of the Labor Board then returned to Chicago. It was later

intimated to newspaper men that there might be some news
worth watching for in a few days on the subject of rate re-

ductions, but it is believed this refers to decisions of the

Commission in the «rain and other formal cases.

I Hi COMMISSION has suspended until February 12 the opera-

tion of schedules published in Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

and St. Louis-San Francisco tariffs which propose to cancel rules

providing for the absorption of switching charges assessed by
the Kansas City Street Railways.

Jewels valued at $40,000. supposed to have been stolen from
a passenger on the Missouri Pacific, near St. Louis, Mo., on
October 1, were recovered the same day in a thicket near the
track.
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Strike Directed Against Labor
Board Say Eastern Executives

^ jf the employees of the carriers leave the service of their

I respective lines in response to a strike order, it seems
* to me," says Daniel Willard, president of the Balti-

more & Ohio, "that it will be in violation of the decision of

the Labor Board which has acted in accordance with pro-

visions of the Transportation Act."

"The reduction in wages on which the strike vote was
taken, was ordered by the Railroad Board," Mr. Willard,

in a statement issued Monday, continued: "A full hearing

was given and both the railroads and the employees affected

by the reduction were given every opportunity to be heard

After this hearing the Labor Board ordered a reduction of

12J/2 per cent, effective as of July 1 last. In putting the

reduction into effect the Baltimore & Ohio, as well as other

carriers, was merely doing what it was ordered to do by a

body created by an Act of Congress and acting in due process

of law.

"I understand that the unions have endeavored in some
way to link up the questions of time and half for overtime

and other possible reductions in wages. I do not say that

the Baltimore & Ohio may not at some time in the future

consider such questions, as no doubt other mads will, but I

want to make plain that any such step in this decision will

be taken in accordance with the Transportation Act, that is

to say, the matter will be submitted to the Labor Hoard and
the decision of that body will determine just what is to be

done. If the Railroad Labor Board rules that no further re-

duction in wages are justified, personally these reductions

will not be made.

"I have always contended that the reduction of waj

railroad employees should follow a reduction in the cost of

living. The wages of such employees were the last to be

advanced and are among the last to come down. In my
opinion the reduction, as ordered by the Labor Hoard, was
justified by existing conditions at that time, and it ma) be

that present conditions warrant a still further reduction. But
this is for the Labor Board to determine."

Statement by F. D. Underwood

"The present strike is different from any other strike,"

maintains F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie, "in that

it is not directed against railways but against the verdict of

a body constituted by Congress who, after a hearing, fixed

wages, not at the instance of the interested parties, but

founded on conditions developed by evidem

"The situation is that of striking on the 'umpire'—the

United States Railroad Labor Board," Mr. Underwood said.

"The real purpose is not appreciated b) some of us. It is

to bring about government control—the desire of all labor

bodies, some part of the public. Mime members of Congress.

Employees Want Government Control

"Railroad labor has the idea that under government con-

trol they are better off; naturally they are for it. A leader

of the railway conductors, when asked why his men favored

Federal control, said, 'Because the conditions are better and
the discipline not sharp.'

"This is an interesting thing for the public—the users <'<

the railroads, whose money pays the railroad employee.

Their safety depends largely on the discipline, which is not

a thing to be trilled with. We are bac k at the old junction.

Are a minority to starve and inconvenience their paymaster.-,

the public, for the reason that a board of umpires, on which
they (the men) were represented, failed to suit their views

"It is really a government affair, inasmuch as both rates

and conditions were inaugurated by a tribunal entirely apart

and distinct from railroad-
"

Strike Aimed Directly at People

William G. Besler, president of the Central & New Jersey,

expressed the opinion that "it could not be too strongly em-
phasized that this threatened strike is aimed directly at the

people of this country, that it is in defiance of the law of

the land, and that the people, as evidenced through the col-

umns of the papers, are thoroughly aroused and that, if the

leaders attempt to c arry through their alleged program, there

can be but one end to the strike.

"All of the machinery," he continued, "all of the direction

in connection with the so-called strike- vote.' all of the in-

struction and advice and direction, even to the counting of

the ballots and instruction in minute detail for the conduct
of the strike, has emanated from the top. Of course, as is

the ea-e in everj organization or society, there are a few
radical members who -anction and, to the extent that the\

are able, instigate trouble, but in this instance it i-

beyond peradventure that the great mass of employees do not

desire to strike and will not, unless coerced, leave their

places.

I believe thai generall] tin people of the country are fullv

aware of the situation and that this action on the part of

the organization leader- places upon them individual!) the

responsibility for what i- threatened I believe that it was
Roosevelt who -aid that 'guilt is personal."

"

Railroad Officers Preparing to

Meet Threatened Conditions

President E. E. Loomis of the Lehigh Valley in a

ment issued also on Monday said:

"First—The train service employees have been given in-

creases of approximately 95 per cenl since the Adam-
became effective January 1, 1917. A- of July 1. 1921
full hearing, the United States Railroad Labor Board 01

a reduction in wage- averaging 12 per cent. Acceptance of

this reduction, ordered by a government tribunal, is the real

issue on which the labor leaders have taken a -trike v.
•

propose to paralyze' the transportation industry of this

country.

"Second—Although the railroads have, since lulv 1. given

shippers the benefit of practically all of the 12 per cent watte

reduction through the big reductions in freighl rate- already
made on grain, flour, iron and steel, iron ore and manv other

commodities, continued pressure for further reduced rates

led the railroad executive- at their Chicago meeting to agro
to ask the United States Railroad Labor Board to order
another wage reduction of approximate!) 1" per cent, to be
followed by a corresponding freight rate- reduction. This
was the inly way to meet the shippers' demand-. Any at-

tempt to make further rate- reductions without an additional

wage cut could only re-sult in placing the railroad-; in a more
precarious condition than the shippers, so dependent upon
them for eft'le le-nt -i

"Third -As to employees other than those in train -.

such a- mechanics, unskilled labor, etc.. the same das
labor are employed by other industries. The fact that rail-

road employees have been getting a higher wage than those

working for other- has caused itre at dissatisfaction to mam
lar^e employers, who are al-o shippers, because they have
had to pay the big freight rates this differential made -

-an Certainly there is no hardship in placing such em-
ployees on a basis similar to that of men of their own

I

working for others in the- same locality, and at the CI

meeting it was decided al-o to ask the United -

road Labor Board to do this, the shippers -n the

benefit oi the re-ehi.
I

"Fourth- So far as the strike- situatioi

prefer to make no prophesi - The public is entitled to the

and protection, and railroad officials are prep.-:

meet threatened a nditions."
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Railroads Have Already Made
Extensive Decreases in Rates

Since the general increase in rates put into effect under

authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

September 1, 1920, there have been, in fact, extensive

reductions, most of them voluntary, in railroad rates, bring-

ing about a large diminution of the earnings of the railroads.

The reduction of wages made on July 1 was put into effect

only after many freight reductions had previously been

made. Since the reduction in wages of July 1, a large addi-

tional number of reductions in rates have been made.

These points were brought out in a statement issued in

New York on Monday by T. DeWitt Cuyler, chairman of

the Association of Railway Executives. The statement, be-

sides giving these details, also purported to be an answer to

the suggestion made by the public group members of the

Labor Board.

Mr. Cuyler's statement follows in part:

Mr. Cuyler's Statement

"The proposition of the public members of the United

States Labor Board, as published in the papers of today, has

not been brought formally to the attention of the Association

of Railway Executives. Its only information concerning

it has been derived from the newspapers, and the executives

have held no meeting at which the matter could have been

discussed.

"The proposition, as stated in the newspapers, is that the

railroads should withdraw their plan to seek a concurrent

reduction in present railroad rates and wages. The intima-

tion of the public members of the Railroad Labor Board is

that the public has had no benefit from the 12 per cent re-

duction in wages authorized in July, and it is suggested that

the railroads make further reductions in rates without further

reductions in wages.

"In order that the public may be able to judge the merits

of this proposition the following is submitted

:

"Since the reduction in wages of July 1 a large additional

number of reductions in rates have been made. For example,

there was a reduction on cargo coal from points in Ohio,

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia to Lake Erie ports,

affecting, from August 1 to October 7, some 14,700,000 tons,

on which the actual loss in revenue to the railroads amounted
to $4,116,000.

Successive Reductions in Grain Rates

"Successive reductions have been made on grain and grain

products, beginning during the summer and continuing until

now, ranging from $1.40 to $2.10 per ton, and the export

rates from Chicago to the Atlantic seaboard are actually

lower than when the Interstate Commerce Commission ap-

proved the increases in August, 1920.

Road-Making Materials

"Reductions have been made in rates on road-making ma-
terials—i.e., crushed stone, sand, gravel—in New England,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana, Mary-
land and Delaware. The rates on these commodities were
not raised in New York State. This involves reduced reve-

nues on many millions of tons, the benefit of which goes
directly to the taxpayer.

"There was a reduction in rates on export iron and steel

articles, effective September 6, 1921. In 1920 the tonnage
of this business amounted to 4,701,169 tons. The reduction
in rates on this traffic averaged $1.66 per ton.

"A reduction of 58.8 cents per ton on imported iron ore is

just becoming effective. In 1920 this business amounted to

1,231,094 tons. The average railroad rate from port to

furnace was $2.10.

"Rates on ex lake ore are being reduced a representative

reduction amounting to 36.5 cents a ton. Last year 33,992,292

tons of ore were shipped by rail from lake ports to eastern

iron furnaces.

3,871,286 Rate Reductions on

Pennsylvania, East of Pittsburgh

"A compilation by the Pennsylvania Railroad shows that

on that system east of Pittsburgh there have been since Sep-

tember, 1920, a total of 3,871,286 rate reductions. These re-

ductions were in part due to exempting certain articles from

the higher class rates and making for them a lower rate.

The exceptions on these articles apply from 1,225 stations

on the Pennsylvania and 1,763 stations on lateral lines, mak-
ing a total number of points of origin of 2,988. The num-
ber of destination stations to which such rates were effective

was 34,561.

"By tariffs filed by the Central Freight Association Agency,

freight rates have been reduced on about 662 commodities,

covering approximately 4,500 origin points and 10,000 des-

tinations.

"Similar figures could be given for the railroads throughout

the country. There has been a constant tendency toward re-

adjustment and reduction of rates ever since the general rate

advance of August, 1920, was authorized.

"On some railroads the reductions in rates have amounted

to more than the reductions in wages so far made, and on

many other railroads the reductions in wages allowed no net

return on operations, but merely provided against the further

accumulation of a deficit."

Public Prepares for Strike

Throughout the country, industries, industrial or-

ganizations and bodies representative of the public are

taking steps to provide for the transportation of food-

stuffs, coal and other necessities by truck and boat should a

nation-wide strike materialize. Press reports from the larger

cities indicate that no great fear is being shown over the pros-

pect of a general cessation of work on the part of the railway

employees. This calmness is engendered by the repeated

statements of railway officers in close touch with the present

developments, practically all of whom maintain that the

threatened strike will probably not materialize and even if it

does that a number of employees sufficient to man the car-

riers for skeleton service will remain loyal to the roads.

Officers of the National Conference of State Manufactur-
ers' Associations are urging industrial centers of 11 states to

form temporary organizations for service in the threatened

railway strike. A telegram urging the 11 associations be-

longing to the National Conference to create temporary or-

ganizations to furnish supplies and to use their influence to

see that public officials enforce the laws was sent out on
October 17.

The telegram was signed by William Butterworth, presi-

dent, and John M. Glenn, secretary, of the National Con-
ference of State Manufacturers' Association, and read as

follows:

"It is unfair to ask manufacturers to operate their plants

on a scale of wages lower than is paid for similar service in

railroad shops. Manufacturers cannot afford to pay these

high wages and hope to get a manufacturing cost that will

st irt buying. It therefore behooves the members of even- in-

dustrial organization to sustain the railroads in their pro-

posed reduction of wages. In order to do this manufacturers'
associations should see to it that industrial centers are pre-

pared to meet the emergency of a general strike on the part
of railroad employees by creating temporary organizations to

furnish supplies and should use their influence to urge public
officials to see that laws are enforced. Please advise Presi-

dent Harding as to effect present high railroad wages are
having on industry in vour state."



Administration Takes Strike Threat Calmly
Attitude of Skepticism Evident—Inference that Washington

Regards Board Decisions as Binding

A marked spirit of skepticism regarding the possibility

of a general railroad strike appears to pervade the

government authorities. There were no indications

of either panic or hysteria among the officials at Washington

and no evidence was manifested of any desire to rush in and

try to effect a compromise.

For one reason, the opinion is held in many official quar-

ters that the chief purpose of the labor leaders is to do any-

thing possible to embarrass the railroads in a way to make
government intervention necessary, and also that they are do-

ing more or less bluffing in the hope of inducing the President

to step in and save them from probable consequences of ex-

treme action. As a first step the administration intends to

ascertain definitely whether the creation of the Railroad

Labor Board represented the establishment of a futile agency

whose function is to express its opinions on various disputes,

to be accepted or not at the pleasure of the parties involved,

or whether its decisions are to be respected b) both -ides. The
inference to be drawn from unofficial and confidential state-

ments made to the press representatives in Washington is that

the administration regards the decisions of the board as bind-

ing, and that it will proceed on that understanding until or

unless it is clearly demonstrated that legislation to strengthen

the power of the board or to create some tribunal whose de-

i isions must be respected is necessary, In other words the

action of the labor organizations in taking strike votes in

protest against the order of the board reducing wages on

July 1 and in ordering a strike in advance of even the formal

presentation of new requests lor further wage cuts to the

board is regarded as placing them in an illegal and anomalous

position of defiance of the government which cannot be

tolerated. It is clearly recognized that the strike situation

grows out of the efforts of the railroads to meet the public

demand for rate reductions and that the strike has been in-

spired by the labor leaders on the ground of the railroads'

announcement of their intention to ask further wage cuts, al-

though as yet the requests have not been tiled and of course

it cannot be known what the decision of the board would be.

Labor Board Represents Uncle Sam

The (ailing of the brotherhood leaders to Chicago by the

labor board was not for the purpose of offering Mr. Stone

"peace with honor" unless the labor leaders indicate a will-

ingness to abide by the decisions of the tribunal set up by
law to decide just the kind of questions that the brotherhoods

are proposing to settle for themselves, nor is it intended to

develop the "miracle" that W. G. Lee has said alone can
prevent a strike. As indicated in Washington the pu

was rather to determine whether formal citations shall be

made by the board and to disclose to the labor leaders in-

formally the fact that the Labor Board represents Uncle Sam.
No conference between the President and the brotherhood

chiefs was said to be in immediate prospect

The labor provisions of the transportation act were formu-

lated and adopted with the idea of creating an impartial

tribunal which should be able to substitute a finding based on

justice and the merits of the case for the method of settling

labor disputes by a trial of strength, The board was given

no power to enforce its orders on the theory that its findings

would be supported by public opinion ami because of their

appeal to a sense of justice among the contending parties [(

was believed to be futile, or at least unnt cessary, to endow the

board with powers that would enable it to enforce a di

that could not be so accepted. Therefore any thought oi

Wa-miscton. D. C.

amending the law
] ;is premature until there has

definite demonstration as to whether the present plan
cannot be made to work as intended. While there were re-

ports of numerous conferences among the heads of various
government departments, particularly the Department of
Justice, the Post Office Department and the War Department,
to discuss ways and means for meeting any situation that
might arise, the only suggestion for a settlement, other than
that proposed by the public members of the Railroad Labor
Board, was a statement from Secretary of Labor Davis that
he had several ways of settling it to offer if he were called
upon. There was little activity at thi White Hot on the
subject, and the p, ( .,,]< , lt left Washington Tuesdaj evening
to be away for two days

Confident of Ability

Hie regular Cabinet mi held on Tuesday, but it

was stated at the White House on the highest authority that
neither the strike nor any other phase of the railroad situa-
tion was disi ussed and the view was expressed that the strike
had already been "over-discussed'' in a speculative way in

the newspapers.

President Harding held his usual conference with the press
correspondents, who went away impressed with the idea that
he felt confident of ability to deal with the situation and that
he had as yet seen no reason to alter the plan of campaign on
which he has been working for several months. N
nouncement was made of thi ter of the report made to
the President Monday evening by Chairman McChord of the
Interstate Commerce Commission and Chairman barton of
the Railroad Laboi B bul one of the i ie con-
ferences held between the President and the members of the
public group of the board and members of the commission
was seen in the aniioun, einent that the

I

summoned the brotherhood ,

•

to a conference at

Chicago on Thursday. It was learned that the President
heartily approved of this action as a n the ground
that the board should promptly call to account any one who
has ignored the order-

i 1. In this connection it

was recalled that the board had already cited the Pennsyl-
vania for declining to obej one of its ord

Lack of Co-ordination Between I.C.C. and Board

The most important development sin,, the issuance of the
strike order is to result from th(

I

• action
in bringing together the public members of the Labor Board
and the Interstate Commerce Commission. There has been
the most widespread dissatisfaction the lack of

co-ordination between the two bodies and it is believed that
both may have felt les- free to a. t becaus* of uncertainty as to

what action in the premises might be taken by the other. For
example, when thi

I rd last spring was considering
the requests • 5 for wage reductions it had no assur-
ance as to the extent to which payroll reductions would be

translated into rati - and the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which is believed to haw been rather anxious of
late to bring about further - iti n

'

of knowing whether the I
1 Bo rd would do anything to

make a le rate reduction safe for the roads The
joint conference undoubtedly gave the two ppor-
tunity to reach a common understanding Lor , sample, the

members of the commission might have informed the board
members that the railroads have already made rate red 1

which would up a large proportion of the amount of the

763
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12 per cent wage cut made on July 1, as well as the fad that

several important rate Teduction cases are now before it for

decision. Technically the public group could hardly speak

for the entire board, but it holds the balance of power and if

convinced by the Interstate Commerce Commission that a

wage reduction either is or is not necessary as a condition

precedent to a rate reduction that would be sufficient to

satisfy the persistent demand of the public, it could very

readily bring about the result desired by uniting with either

the railroad or the labor group.

President Harding's desire for rates to come down is well

known but he has never gone so far as to insist that the rates

should be revised downward any more precipitately than the

financial condition of the carriers would permit, and if the

joint conference is to result in early rate reductions, as is

strongly intimated, the inference is that a wage cut is to ac-

company it or follow it shortly. In the recent conferences

between the President, Mr. McChord, Mr. Hoover and the

railroad executives reductions in the rates on primary com-

modities, particularly agricultural products, have been dis-

cussed rather than a flat general reduction, on the ground

that the prices of agricultural products have already been

deflated more than others. It is believed that an early de-

cision by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the grain,

hay and lumber cases, based on formal complaints asking

rate reductions, is contemplated, and that, after having dem-
onstrated to the public that all of the wage reductions thus

far made have been used to reduce rates, further steps will be

taken toward another wage cut.

"The Mails Will Be Moved"

Post office officials held conferences for the purpose of pre-

paring plans for moving the mails and for preventing any

interference, and Postmaster General Hays issued a brief

statement saying: "I am sure the parties to the controversy

will not permit developments which will interfere with the

government service. This is no time for statements from this

department. A time may come for action. I sincerely trust

that it will not. If it does there will be action. The mails

will be moved."
The Attorney General's office was also said to be devoting

some attention to the legal aspects and precedents but Mr.
Daugherty said there would probably be no statement from
the department unless there were further developments.

The War Department had already prepared detailed plans

for such use of troops as might become necessary in an
emergency.

The strike was not discussed in the open sessions of Con-
gress on Monday or Tuesday, except that Representative

Blanton of Texas asked unanimous consent on Monday to

speak for five minutes on "the recent declaration of war
against the people of the United States which is to begin on
October 30." An objection was made but he made his speech

on Tuesday and Representative Burke answered him.

Senate Hearings Temporarily Suspended

The hearing before the Senate committee on interstate

commerce in its general railroad inquiry, at which representa-

tives of the brotherhoods were to testify, was suspended tem-
porarily and a meeting of the committee called for Tuesday
to consider the railroad bill was not held. One reason given
was that the committee did not desire to open a debate on
the strike question. At the White House it was said that the

strike situation would not change the policy of the adminis-
ration on the funding bill. It had previously been stated

that the President intended, after the pending tax bill is

disposed of in the Senile, to reiterate his desire and the

necessity for the passage of the funding bill by the Senate.

The members of the Railroad Labor Board called on Sen-
ator Cummins on Monday to discuss the situation. They
also went to the Department of Justice, but it was stated this

was for the purpose of looking up something in connection

with the suit brought by the state of Texas in the Supreme
Court which attacks the jurisdiction of the board.

The President has received a telegram from Alfred Reeve.-,

general manager of the National Automobile Chamber of

Commerce, saying that the 9,200,000 automobiles and tiuik-

in the country can protect the country in the event of a rail

strike and offering the services of the automotive industry

in the mobilization of motor transportation if needed. Mr.

Reeves said that 990,000 trucks in 1920 hauled 1,200,000

tons of freight.

Shipping Board officials said they were in a position to

put 250 small steel ships into use in the coastwise trade and

on inland waterways in the event of a strike.

Sydney Anderson, chairman of the joint commission on

agricultural inquiry, issued a statement saying that "One of

the greatest problems before the American people toda\ i-

the establishment of a more economic system of distribution,

and one of the greatest factors in the cost of distribution i>

transportation, and it appears that the greatest factor in trail--

portation costs is represented in wages.

"We are now passing through a period of readjustment of

prices of commodities and wage levels incident to the ac-

tivities of production and distribution, he said. "The un-

willingness of any group which is an element in costs of

production or distribution to do their full share toward effect-

ing a proper readjustment of costs and wages, necessarily

retards a return to normal. The interests of all groups and

classes of people in this readjustment are so interwoven that

no group or class can properly avoid the concessions neee-

sary to a re-establishment of normal activities.

"Freight rates are today at their peak. It is recognized

by every one that the transportation charges incident to the

movement of essential commodities must be placed upon the

level which will permit of the free movement of these essen-

tials to consumers at a cost that can be supported on the basis

of normal prices."

Wage Differential Important

Factor, Says Cunningham

Differentials in rates between train service employee;-

and shop employees are one important factor in the

present critical railroad situation that is seldom dis-

cussed, according to Professor W. J. Cunningham of Har-
vard University, writing in the New York Evening Post of

Tuesday. He points out that the average earnings of car

repairmen, for example, were, in 1920, 145 per cent greater

than in 1916, while the earnings of freight enginemen and
conductors advanced but 85 per cent and of passenger en-

ginemen and conductors but 57 per cent during the same
period. The present critical railroad situation presents a

three-sided problem, says Professor Cunningham; on the one

side, he says, are the railway executives, on the second side

the shippers and on the third the unions.

On the subject of the differential in wages, Professor Cun-
ningham says

:

"One important factor in the present situation is seldom

discussed; that is, the differentials between wage rates for

different classes of workers. An outstanding feature of the

wage advances during federal control was the success of the

shop crafts and office clerks in securing increases which rela-

tively were much greater than those secured .by the 'Big

Four' brotherhoods. As a consequence the spread between

the train service employees and the shopmen, car inspectors

and clerks was noticeably narrowed. Comparing average

earnings in 1°20 with those of 1916, car repairmen enjoyed

an increase of 145 per cent and the increase for car inspec-

tors was 138 per cent. These may be contrasted with an in-
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crease of 85 per cent for freight enginemen and conductors,

and 57 per cent for passenger enginemen and conductors.

These are the official figures for all railroads.

Train Service Men vs. Shopmen

"On one railroad the figures indicate that while in 1916

the average earnings of all train service men were 85 per

cent greater than the average for all shopmen, this excess

earned by the train service men in 1920 had dwindled to

15 per cent. The train service brotherhoods have publicly

said little about this change in the relation of their wages

to those of the other more fortunate organizations, but they

have been greatly disturbed by the narrowing of the differ-

ential. Among themselves they are much dissatisfied be-

cause the shop crafts have been able to get away with the

larger share of the increases. They also feel keenly the ad-

verse public comment on the national agreements.

"The train service men are not in any way affected by

these national agreements with the shop crafts and clerks,

yet the unfavorable reaction of the general public, caused in

greater part by the unreasonableness of certain rules and

wage rates applying only to shopmen, clerks and others in-

cluded in the agreements, applies to railroad labor as a whole,

including the train service men. As a matter of fact, there

is substantial basis for the argument of the engineers, con-

ductors, firemen and brakemcn that, considering the degree

of skill and the experience required for their work, they are

not overpaid on the present wage scale. They are charged

with a degree of responsibility not required of shopmen.

While on the road they work with but little supervision, and
in many ways the train service requires a higher order of

skill and more dependable men than are needed in the shops.

An evaluation of these differences conies (loser to the former

differential of 85 per cent than it does to the present 1

5

per cent.

Roads Forced Hands of Unions

"Up to last Friday, when the railroad executives an-

nounced their determination to seek a further horizontal wage
cut, applying to all employees alike, the taking of the strike

vote and all of the talk of striking against the acceptance of

the July 1 wage reduction may be regarded as pure bluff.

The tactics of the train service organizations were probably

intended to restrain the railroads from seeking further de-

creases, at least in train service. Now that the machinery
for the additional wage cuts has been set in motion the bluff

has been called and the union leaders have acted. Appar-
ently they are serious in their strike orders, and the men
will respond unless the strike call is withdrawn as a result

of compromise of governmental action looking toward media-
tion in a form acceptable to the labor leaders.

Unions Working Together

"The opportunity has probably passed for discrimination

as between classes of employees. The entire sixteen organ-
ization are now working together as a unit to a common end.

It is to be regretted, however, in the interests of all three

interests in the controversy, that the proposed procedure did

not contemplate differentiation between those classes of labor

which were given the greatest increases and those which re-

ceived the least, so that the dislocation of long established

differentials might have been corrected in part. A program
of that nature would have been less objectionable to the train

service brotherhoods and might have kept them neutral in a

controversy between the railroads ami other classes of em-
ployees. Without the active support of the train service men
the shopmen would have hesitated before striking.

Life of Unions May Be at Stake

"One additional factor has had the effect of solidifying

resistance without regard to class of employee. On a few

roads the men believe with more or less reason, that the man
agement has Set out deliberately to 'smash the unions.' On
the very great majority of the roads there is absolutely no
ground whatever for that belief, but there is just enough real

basis on the very few roads to give the union leaders the

opportunity to put the thought in the minds of the men, so

that they will regard this a s life or death struggle for the

continued existence of unions. Regardless of inter-union

jealousies, no one organization desires to see the destruction

of another organization I bey reason that if one is destroyed

the destruction of the other- will follow. The fear, even

though groundli ss, that the real issue is not wage reductions

but union disintegration gives the leaders a lever which they

will without doubt use effectively in stiffening the resistance

of the men to anything short of a favorable compromise which

the leader- are prepared to accept."

President of U. S. Chamber
of Commerce Criticises Strike Call

Joseph H. Defrees, president of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the L'nited States, declared that commercial

Organizations throughout the country will, in the event of

a railroad strike, take the lead m their communities in main-

taining the national life. Mr. Defrees was replying to a

ineiit by Warren S. Stone, who. in reply to an earlier state-

ment by Mr. Defrees, declared that the national chamber is

taking an unfair position in the situation. Mr. Defrees'

statement follow-:

Warren S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, one oi the organizations threatening to tie up the rail

transportation system of the country, in a signed statement appear-

ing in the press Wednesday morning attempts to befog the issue. Mr
Stone substitutes vituperation and slander for fact and logic.

The propriety of such a course I leave, without comment. I

judgment of all citizens. Mr. Stone mentions the valor of the

railway workers in the late war. It is not questioned. Right
conduct at one time is not a sufficient basis lor wrong conduct

at another. No amount of valor can confer license for law!'

upon a later occasion. No war record can justify any individual.

group, or class ol Vmerican citizens in taking the country by the

throat and coercing it. That is lawlessness and brutality, and will

be so characterized bj every thoughtful and patriotic American.
including the rank and tile of Mr. Stone's own organization.

No justification can be found by Mr. Stone in conduct of rail-

roads toward the Railroad Labor Board. No railroad has
threatened wilfully to cease operation, and when the board ad-

iii i I wages of railway workers and the Interstate Commerce
Commission increased rates accordingly, the public paid and did

rtol boycott railroad transpi nation. If the railroads or anyone
else take any action to the action of the leaders oi the

railroad workers in calling their strike, they will
I

as unmistakably is tl responsible for the present threat

of national calamity.

It should be clearly understood mat I am not voicing an in-

dividual opinion. I am expressing in effect the position which has
been taken repeatedly by hundreds of organizations in the member-
ship of this chamber. Against such a threat as has been made,
and against any such strike a- it contemplates, these
can be depended upon to assume leadership in tlicir communities
in maintaining the national life.

As I said in my previous statement, the merits oi the
versj between the railways and the railway wor'r.

paratively of no consequence. The real issue is whether this

government can sustain its institutions if one section of the com-
munity can by force impose its will upon the public and precipitate
conduct which, if persisted in. will inevitably lead to public
disaster.

The quicker every element of the community, whether worker
or employer, comes to know and bases its action upon the proposi-
tion that if a protect is not for the common good, the genera!
public interest— it is not good for the clement proposing it the
quicker will we return to the type of democracy contemplated by
our forefathers when they founded this government—the quicker
will we return to that vigor and volume of business and industry
which will give work, comfort, peace and prosperity for all.
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Implement Men Vote
to Abolish Labor Board

Abolition of the United States Railroad Labor Board

and all other existing national labor adjustment

boards was urged in resolutions adopted by the 28th

annual convention of the National Implement and Vehicle

Association at the Congress Hotel, Chicago.

The resolution recommended:

That the national government facilitate settlements with

the railroads of the amount due as rentals during government

operation.

Passage of the present bill pending in Congress, permitting

the railroads to fund their indebtedness to the federal gov-

ernment.

Early repeal of the Adamson act.

An immediate reduction in freight rates and to accomplish

this in full measure the amendment of the Esch-Cummins

law and the passage of such other legislation as is necessary

to abolish the Railroad Labor Board and all other existing

national labor adjustment boards, leaving the railroads free

to negotiate wage and employment agreements direct with

their own employees, unhampered by legislative regulations,

to the end that the expense of railroad operation, particularly

that involved in the labor cost of transportation can be re-

duced to a proper relative basis with that of other industry.

Elimination of such state legislative enactments as the full-

crew bill, which have continuously added to the expense of

railroading and influenced higher freight rates.

That the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National

Grange and other farmers' organizations be appealed to to

join in the effort to secure these legislative reforms so neces-

sary to the re-establishment of the normal purchasing power

of the American farmer's dollar.

General Atterbury Addresses Implement Men

Railroad wages and freight rates must come down, Gen-

eral W. W. Atterbury, vice-president of the Pennsylvania,

said in a recent address before the closing session of the Na-
tional Implement and Vehicle Association's convention at

Chicago.

General Atterbury said:

My judgment is that.

First: That the railroads of this country, in order to show their

good faith, should make an adjustment in rates. This adjustment

should go to the agricultural interests, inasmuch as they are by
far the largest and most important element of our population,

and have already themselves borne the brunt of the greatest

deflation.

Second: That there should be an immediate application on the

part of the railroads to the U. S. Railroad Labor Board for a
reduction in wages commensurate with the change in wages in

other industries.

Third: That the public should enter heartily into, and assist

the carriers in the request for a reduction in railroad wages.
Fourth: That the railroads should immediately pass on to the

public in reduced rates, whatever saving may hereafter be ac-
complished through reduced wages, except insofar as rate reduc-
tions already shall have been made.

Fifth: That the public should stand solidly behind the railroads
in a program of laws and regulations which, while sound eco-
nomically, shall yet not impair the initiative of railroad manage-
ment.
By the reduction in rates, the reduction in wages, and the release

from regulation, by co-operation between the public and the
public's railroads, the railroads will have been brought into har-
mony with the readjustment so essential to the return of pros-
perity."

Traffic Club of Chicago Urges Abolition

The Traffic Club of Chicago recently passed the following
resolution urging abolition of the United States Railroad La-
bor Board by a vote of 340 to 3

:

.
After careful deliberation, it is the judgment of the Traffic Club of

( nicaga that the return to business normalcy and prosperity is being

ally ited by the failure of transportation lines to make such
„.eir costs of operation as would be possible if the United

States Railroad Labor Board, which exercises jurisdiction oyer railroad

wages and working agreements, had not failed to act expeditiously an

with due realization of the necessity for readjustn

and working conditions to the end that they may
those existing in private industries; therefore.

Be it resolved, That the Traffic Club of Chicago deplores the situation

and recommends the repeal of that part of the transportation act provid-

ing for the United States Railroad Labor Beard.

ents of rates ot pay
be comparable with

Farm Bureau Federation

Enters Controversy

The American Farm Bureau Federation entered the

strike controversy, Tuesday, with a statement by

J. R. Howard, president. The statement reviews the

activities of the Federation in regard to the requests for rate

reductions as outlined by the stand taken by President

Howard at the conference of representatives of the railroad,

manufacturing, shipping and agricultural interests in New
York, September 21. "After long discussion," Mr. Howard
said, "in which the railroad executives strenuously contended

that under present conditions any rate reduction would mean
bankruptcy and conference appeared to be futile, a small com-

mittee was appointed to proceed further.'
-

Mr. Howard and

the manufacturing representatives on this committee argued

that "the least the railroads could do would be to announce

an immediate reduction in rates on basic commodities which

would include agricultural products, building material, coal

and ores and that all subsequent economies in operating ex-

penses should be reflected in decreased freight rates on these

commodities until the 40 per cent advance of August, 1920,

is eliminated."

"The railroad executives," Mr. Howard continued, "finally

agreed to submit a proposition to the executive committee of

the railroad executives with a recommendation for approval.

The proposals made at New York were presented to the

executive committee of the railroad executives October 9 and
approved by them with a 10 per cent reduction to become
effective immediately. At the meeting October 14 of all the

executives, however, an immediate reduction was not ap-

proved, but a very strong resolution passed which stated that

all decreases in operating costs from whatever source were to

be given at once to the public in the form of rate reductions.

"The refusal to make immediate reductions was very dis-

appointing to the representatives of the American Farm
Bureau Federation, and it is only fair to say that many of

the outstanding railroad executives regret deeply the ma-
jority action of the executives."

Directly discussing the strike, Mr. Howard said, "This
strike is a problem as between employer and employee and
is not an issue in which the American Farm Bureau Federa-
tion functions except as part of the American public. We are

selfishly interested in labor having a wage schedule which
will enable it to maintain a good standard of living. We
believe that that wage schedule is best which will stimulate

that degree of employment of labor which will result in the

payment of the largest aggregate wage for the largest con-

sistent production. The wage system which maintains so

high a standard as to force general unemployment is not to

the advantage of labor or to the general public. Such work-
ing rules as the National Agreements tend to set up standards
which in the long run materially decrease production and
hence should be done away with. Mr. Howard then outlined

the objections of the Federation to the rate making provisions
of the Transportation Act; to the lack of co-ordination be-
tween the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Labor
Board and suggested either the repeal of the Transportation
Act or its amendment to "correct these serious defects." Mr.
Howard also stated that the Federation favored the repeal. of

the Adamson Law as being "economically unsound."



Heavy Pacific Type Handles 12 Passenger Car More Over the Rocky Mountain

New Locomotives for the Northern Pacific

Pacific Type for Heavy Fast Service—Mikados, Mallets and

Switchers Follow Lines of Earlier Designs

THE Northern Pacific placed one of the largest orders

for locomotives given in 1920. This consisted of 20

eight-wheel switchers (0-8-0 type), 20 Pacific (4-6-2

type), 25 Mikado (2-8-2 type) and 6 Mallets (2-8-8-2 type),

all of which were built by the American Locomotive Com-
pany at the Brooks plant.

Pacific Type

The Pacific type locomotives, railroad Class Q-5, arc of a

new design developed to meet the need for a heavier fast pas-

senger engine to haul the overload trains. They have been

assigned to all divisions between Dilworth, Minn., and Mis

soula, Mont. The profile on these divisions varies from

comparatively level to grades of 2.3 per cent, which occur in

the Rocky Mountains, with curves up to 1<> deg. The average

train consists of 12 cars, although in the summer season the

number occasionally reaches as high as 17. The majority of

these locomotives operate over two divisions or sub-divisions

of about 110 miles each, crews being changed at the end of

each sub-division. In other cases the locomotives are assigned

to the heaviest runs in such a way that they double the sub-

division each day, there being in such cases either two crew-

assigned to each engine or three crews to two engines.

These Pacific type locomotives have a rated tractive effort

of 41,900 lb. with 26 in. by 28 in. cylinders, and 73 in. driv-

ing wheels and weigh 314,000 lb., of which 181,000 ll>. is on

the drivers. They have boilers of the conical connection type

with wide firebox, combustion chamber SO in. long, tubes IS

ft. long, brick arch and superheater. The tenders are

equipped with coal pushers.

Mikado Type
The Mikado type locomotives, railroad Class W-3, are

similar in design to previous locomotives which have been

found to be well suited to general traffic conditions on the

Northern Pacific. The) are used in main line freight -

on several divisions having profiles of different characteristics.

On the Pasco division they run 153 miles, 90 miles of which

is a (i.4 per cent continuous grade, and handle trains of 3,200

tons. The Yellowstone dnision profile between Mandan,
N. I)., and Glendive, Mont., i- a series of ascending and
descending grades, with ruling grades of 1.2 per cent both

eastward and westward. The rating on this division is 1,775

tons in both directions. On the Seattle division between

Auburn and Lester, Wash., a fairly uniform 1.0 per cent

grade occurs, and the tonnage rating for this portion of the

division is 1,600 tons. From Lester to the summit helpers

are used and they are al.-o employed on several other divisions

in the mountainous scitions.

These Mikado type locomotives have a rated tractive effort

of 57,100 lb.; 28 in. by 30 in. cylinders and 63 in. driving

wheels, and weigh 337,000 Lb., of which :47.000 lb. is on

the drivers. The boilers are of the conical connection type,

provided with brick arches, combustion chambers 36 in. long,

tubes 18 ft. long and superheaters.

Mallet Type

The Mallet type locomotive-, railroad I 1 SS Z-3, are simi-

lar to previoi locomotives used on the Northern

Pacific. Tluy are employed as helpers in freight sen

the Rock) Mountain and Montana divisions where grades are

^, _ m
—Ml^^fik .- -^Bggt , -r-

BSMfsr 'i'^- fcS^^-i

Mallet Type Locomotives Used Either as Road Engine or Helper

7<-
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heavy. On the Seattle division they are used as road engines,

handling 2,400 tons between Auburn and Lester, the grade

being uniformly 1.0 per cent. Helpers are used from Lester

to tlie summit of the Cascade Mountains.

These locomotives have a rated tractive effort of 105,100

lb. operated simple and 87,600 lb. operated compound. They

in. by 96^4 in., with combustion chamber 56 in. long, tubes

24 ft. long, brick arches and superheaters.

Eight-Wheel Switchers

These locomotives are of a new design and resemble closely

those ordered by the U. S. R. A. Both designs are of the

i"-A i<— --

tofOn

58,000 Lb.

-Jp&B. -lOV
64,600 Lb.

-4< 84"-

-I4'0"-ofGravity EngineJ..J

and Tender Loaded L.
'_

3S'7-

s. S0'7%"-

«,000Lb.

-H

H

.__„/W£ U-J * J^Jfe^

51,500 56,900 SUQ0 51.500 35.500
J^8.000Lb. 50.400 56,000 5I.Z0O 50.500

L-35^----76!----4<---6Oi-^--6O---4<--60---+~^---=H-
|<__. IS'O"- ->\ («--- —IfQH— —

-

H

|<—_ 40'0» _*j

j*. 55-2»

L< W/4-

Side Elevations of Pacific, Mikado and Mallet Types for the Northern Pacific

have a total weight of 483,000 lb. exclusive of the tender, of

which 419,500 lb. is on the drivers. The high pressure

cylinders are 26 in. by 30 in., the low pressure cylinders 40
in. by 30 in., and the driving wheels are 57 in. in diameter.

The boilers are of the conical connection type, firebox 126^

same rated tractive effort, have the same size cylinders, driv-

ing wheels and wheel base and the boilers are similar. They
have 25 in. by 28 in. cylinders, 51 in. wheels, weigh 217,000

lb., a wheel base of 15 ft. and are designed to operate on 19

deer, curves.
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Details and Specialties

Longitudinal boiler seams are welded for a length of 18 in.

at front and back except the seams over the combustion

chamber which are welded at the front end only on the Pa-
cific and Mikado locomotives and are not welded on the

Mallets. The top seam in the smoke box is also welded. The
fireboxes of all types have the crown and side sheets made of a
single piece. The combustion chamber is also made in one

piece, butt welded on the bottom center line and butt welded
to the firebox crown. Two 2 in. combustion tubes are used

in each side of all fireboxes. Injectors are of the Hancock
non-lifting type and feed water enters the boiler through
vertical check valves. All boilers are equipped with Butter-

fly firedoors and brick arches. Duplex type D stokers are

used on the Mikado and Mallet locomotives, and coal pushers
on the tenders of the switcher and Pacific locomotives.

Driving axles are of hammered open-hearth steel, oil heat

treated. Front truck, trailing truck and tender axles are of

open-hearth carbon steel, oil heat treated, as are also the

crank pins. On the Mallet engines the main crank pins are

hollow bored. Bushings in cylinders and steam chests and
also packing rings for main and valve pistons arc of Hunt-
Spillcr iron. Extended piston rods are used on the Mikado
locomotives and on the low pressure cylinders of the Mallets.
Walschaert valve gear is used on all types. Ragonnet power
reverse gear is applied to the switch engines, while the loco-

motives of the other types have Mellin reverse gears with oil

pistons. Other specialties used are Pyle National electric

head and back-up lights, Franklin grate shakers, pneumatic
cylinder cocks and Chicago flange lubricators.

The important dimension?, weights and factors of the four
types of locomotives are given in tabular form herewith.

Changes in Railway Mail Service

Waihiwctoic, D. C.

The Post Office Department, through the efforts of E.
H. Shaughnessy, second assistant postmaster general,
has recently made a number of changes in its regula-

tions, w-hich are of interest to the railroads, some of which
are included in three circular letters addressed to the super-
intendents of the railway mail sen-ice. One of the most
important of these is the doing away with the system of
assessing small fines against the railroad companies for

delinquencies in mail handling, which for a number of vears
has been a source of great contention. The fines have been
small, generally from SI to $25, and assessed in a perfunctory
way so that they have not acted as a corrective. The entire

matter is now being placed in the hands of the railway mail
service division superintendents, with the idea of eliminating
the mass of perfunctory handling and taking action only
where deliberate negligence or failure properly to co-operate
is found, in which event the superintendent is to report the

Dimensions, Weights and Ritios of New Northern Pacii i

Switch

Tractive effort, 85 per cent. m. e. p

Speed :it estimated maximum horsepower
Cylinders, diameter and stroke

Valves, kind and size

Greatest travel

I-ap

ExhaaBt clearance

Lead in full pear
Wcip/bts in working order

—

On drivers
On fron< truck
On trailing truck
Total engine
Tender
Total enpine and tender

Wheel 1m

Driving

Total engine
Total engine and tender

Wheels and journals

—

Driving wheels, diameter i ver tires

Driving journals, diameter and length-
Main
Others

Front, truck wheels
Trailing (ruck wheels
Tender wheels

Boiler, tvpe
Steam pressure
Fuel
Diameter, first ring, inside
Firebox, length and width
Combustion chamber, length
Arch tubes, number and diameter
Tubes, number and diameter
Flues, number and diameter
Tubes and flues, lencth
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, arch tubes
Heating surCice, tubes
Heating surface, flues

Heating surface, total

Superheater surface
Equivalent heating surface
Crate area

Tender-
Water capacity
Fuel capacity

Ratios-
Weight on drivers -=- tracr.vc effort

Tractive effort X diameter drivers -r equivalent
heating surface

Equivalent heating surface grate area..
Firebox heating surface equivalent heating

surface, per cent
Total weight -s- equivalent heating surface

Pacific
i 6

41,9j00 11,.

h in

S17.OO0 H.

217.1*10 lb.

lo.i.non lb.

380,000 lb.

F. A in.

isi.ono ib.

69.000 lb.

'os /on ib.

512.600 lb.

It ft O in.

15 ,. - „.

bv 12 in.

by 12 in

33 in.

Straieth top
175 lb.

102 in 1

36— 5 V, in.

15 ft.

1.785 sq. ft.

2.760 sq. ft.

3.738 sq. ft.

47 sq. ft.

696

79.5

1 'onn.
iw lb.

Sub. Hit. Coal
SO. in

(J< in. bv
,'.o in

ion- -2'i in.

IS ft

,'nn «q. ft

ft.

ft

ft,

3.410 .,. it

ft

4.R1 1 sq, ft

ft.

10.000 gal.

14 tons

4.32

636

68.4

6.98

•

Mallei

57.100 105.100 simple
*> compound

11R m. p h. 10.6 m. r. h.
28 in. bv 30 in. 111 1

.
• in by .in in.

! P h
16 in. 11 P., piston, 14 in

• lide

7 in. II P.,

L.P.. 6 in.

1A in. H P Ji in

>l in.

-, in

11 P
I . I\. A in

10 lb. 410.5IX) lb.

3n,5nn lb. 35.500 lb.

?00 Ih.

.ur.onn lb. •

DO lb.

6O6.OO0 Ib

16 ft. 6 in. 15 ft in., and

35 ft. 3 in.

70 ft. 11 'J in. S.l ft

63 in.

14 in.

in bv 14 in. 10 in bv 1

in.
'

in.

' <^'nn. Conir^'

Sub. Bit. Coal Sub. Hit. Coal

36 in

is ft

sq. ft.

sq. ft.

1.0.5O

4. SOS .

sq. ft -;. ft

10.000 gal

16 tons

4 32

735

69.7

6.59
68.7
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incident and reepmmend what should be done. In the past

the field forces have simply reported and action has been

handled in the department.

Circular Letter No. 1499, addressed to the superintendents

of the railway mail service, gives the following instructions

to be observed hereafter in handling failures and delinquen-

cies against railroad companies:

1. Where at any station there is a failure to dispatch a

small quantity of mail which is the result of oversight or

mishandling on the part of the railroad employee, and such

failure is of infrequent occurrence (say not more often than

once in a quarter) the papers should be filed; if it occurs at

the same station more often a cautionary letter should be

addressed to the company, but if it is of frequent occurrence

the matter should be reported to this office with a full state-

ment of the facts with proper recommendation for disci-

plinary action. Care should be taken to present the company's

side of the case.

2. Where, as a result of investigation, there is doubt as to

responsibility of the employee, the papers should be filed

without action, but should be available for action in case

same condition should arise again.

3. Where there is failure to handle a considerable quantity

of mail (such as to promptly unload, to transfer to train of

the same or another company, etc.) immediate investigation

should be made by the chief clerk and such instructions

given by the railroad company as will prevent a recurrence;

if the circumstances indicate willful neglect of mail, the par-

ticular attention of proper officials of the company should

be directed to that feature of the case, and if prompt steps

are taken to remedy the conditions papers may be placed in

files for the time being; but if corrective measures are not at

once adopted and the same failure occurs again soon, the

department should be placed in possession of all the facts,

with a recommendation for disciplinary action.

4. Where an outgoing train is not held for the loading

of mail that should be dispatched therein, the matter should

be handled to a conclusion with the proper company officials.

If prompt orders are given by the railroad company to pre-

vent the recurrence and the same does not occur again soon,

the papers may be placed in the files for the time being. If,

however, the same failure occurs again soon, the papers

should be included with succeeding cases and forwarded to

the department with recommendations for proper disciplinary

action. Care should be taken in cases of this kind that the

company actually responsible is dealt with. If in doubt, the

chief clerk, if possible, should make a personal investigation.

5. In all cases where mail or equipment is damaged while

in the possession of the company, the papers should be for-

warded to the department after the matter has been investi-

gated, with report of all the facts and proper recommendation

as to whether disciplinary action should be taken. This is

in order that the department may be protected in case claim

is made by senders or addresses for any loss sustained to

insured or registered mails.

6. Where there is a failure to catch a pouch from a crane,

where the clerk has made proper effort, the irregularity

should be taken up with the company in the usual manner,
and if there does not appear to have been any negligence

on the part of the company, papers may be filed. If such

failure occurs at the same point frequently the company
shall Ik requested to see that the crane is in good order and
proper alignment. Cases of this kind need not be reported

to this office unless the company manifests indifference in

the matter of placing the crane in proper condition.

7. In cases where report is made that the engineer failed

to sound signal, resulting in failure to catch, papers should
be filed in the office of the chief clerk after the company's
attention has been called to the matter.

In circular letter No. IS notice is given that the depart-

ment has decided to change its form of lease of terminal

railway post offices, most of which are located on railroad

property and generally part of a passenger station building,

by eliminating the provision that a lease may be terminated

upon the discretion of the postmaster general and substituting

that only where the growth of the service makes it necessary

to secure more commodious quarters, the lease may be ter-

minated and cancelled upon three months' notice. This as-

sures the railroads that there will be no arbitrary action

taken; and a benefit is expected to accrue to the post office

department in securing lower rentals than it could obtain

with the former cancellation clause.

Faulty Side Service

Circular Letter No. 1523 provides that hereafter no deduc-

tions will be made from pay of railroad companies for

failures to perform side service unless the failures are due

to some delinquency on the part of the company. Deductions

will not be made for failures due to snow blockades, wash-

outs and similar causes. Those failures due to causes over

which the company has not control may be omitted from the

quarterly certificates. For those failures which are reported

on the certificates superintendents are directed to show the

cause in their indorsement. They are to continue to specify

the offices involved when there is a complete failure for a

24-hour period.

Col. Shaughnessy held a meeting with the Railway Mail

Pay Committee at Washington on October 7, at which the

question of the consolidation of routes was given further

consideration. The Interstate Commerce Commission had
refused to grant the petition of the railroads to re-state the

routes as they had been prior to the installation of the space

system, deciding that this was an administrative matter for

the postmaster general to handle. Since the consolidation

of routes, the department has been considering practically

an entire railroad system as one route. The commission's

order provides that the minimum payment on any route over

any part of which mail is transported on less than six days

a week shall be $50 per mile per annum and this has since

been increased to $62.50 per annum.
Col. Shaughnessy told the committee that the department

would be glad to review any claims presented to it wherein

the carrier can show that under the former stating of routes

they are entitled to this minimum pay and that it would

adjust their claims accordingly, although no action would be

made retroactive so as to require back payment. The com-

mittee agreed to advise the railroads to submit claims on this

basis. There was also a discussion of the recent tests made
at the request of the railroads as to the number of sacks

found to be the average in a three-foot space.

The railroad committee was not entirely satisfied with the

first test and it suggested another, but this was not agreed

to by the department, for the test was made at the request of

the committee and in accordance with conditions which the

committee had proposed.

The Commission has suspended until February 12 the operation

of schedules published in a Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf tariff

which propose the cancellation of the application of an emergency

penalty charge of $10 per car for detention to cars loaded with

lumber at points on the Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf, the Chicago

& Alton, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and other roads.

The Illinois Central reports an increase of 338 stockholders

during a period of four months, from April to August, of tins

year. The number of stockholders on April 6, was 14,225

and on August 5, 14.563, an increased of 2.37 per cent. The

rate of increase for the preceding seven years, from August

10, 1914, to April 6, 1921, was 30.84 per cent, when the number

of stockholders increased from 10,872 to 14,225. More than

98 per cent of the stockholders of this road are said to be

American citizens, residing in this country.



President's Conference on Unemployment
Reports of Committees Received, but Not Acted Upon Unless

Unanimous—Rate Reductions Urged

The President's Conference on Unemployment, after

creating a standing committee with authority to con-

vene the full conference at any time and to continue

its work through sub-committees during the continuance of

the emergency, concluded its sessions at Washington on Octo-

ber 13. The conference adopted a general program of emer-

gency measures outlining means of affording temporary relief

during the coming winter and more fundamental methods

for reviving business and preventing seasonal unemployment

and depression in the future, as well as a number of com-

mittee reports in amplification of the general principles

expressed.

These two programs, which were published in the Railway

Age of October 1 and 8, respectively, wire, however, prac-

tically the only expressions of the conference itself and repre-

sented the general principles which had been unanimously

recommended by various subcommittee^ of the i onference and

then accepted without dissent in open session of the confer-

ence. Recommendations which were not concurred in by all

of the members of the committees in which they originated

were presented to the conference but in most cases were not

read. They were received as information, laid upon the

table and given out to the press and the public for the weight

that may attach to the opinions of those who signed them,

but with the understanding that they wen- not to be con-

sidered as in any sense representing the findings of the

conference.

Controversial Points Avoided

By the plan of avoiding controversial points in its own
recommendations, the ((inference was able to preserve com-

plete harmony in its open >e>sions and to present an unani-

mous program of proposed measures or principles. The nu-

merous controversies which arose, as to details or other

principles were confined within the committees, to be made
public merely as the expression of the divergent views of a

gathering of men of many minds and varying interests. As
a result the conference, which had at times appeared likely

to be disrupted by the irreconcilable differences between the

representatives of capital and labor, adjourned with promises

of co-operation by the representatives of both groups.

The outcome was largely the result of the unusual tact

and leadership displayed by Secretarj Hoover, the presiding

officer, who, with tin- co-operation of the organization com-
mittee, was able to find a common point of contact on which
an agreement in principle at least could be reached, as to

some of the most vigorously disputed topics that were dis-

cussed. The handling of questions pertaining to transpor-

tation, which were among the raosl important in the dis-

cussions of several of the committee-, represent an excell( m
illustration of the method pursued b) the confereno
in its own program of recommendations and in several of

the committee reports that were adopted, the conference went
on record in favor of a reduction or readjustment of freight

rates, but in such language that no objection was
from any source.

On the other hand, recommendati m [i
'.

of the transportation committee, the committee on mat
turcs and the committee on mining, advocating in one form
or another the passage of the so called railroad "funding"
bill, failed to obtain unanimous approval within the com-
mittees because of the opposition of the labor members, but
they assented to the conference declaration in favor of "s

WASHINGTON, D. C

ment of the financial relationships between the government
and the railways."

Neither the railroad bill nor the rate question was debated
on the floor of the conference. Similarly the question of wage
reductions which for a time threatened to disrupt the con-
ference was kept in the background. Secretary Hoover, who
was the guiding spirit of the entire proceedings, expressed
complete satisfaction with the accomplishment of the con-
ference, in view of the fad that it was not a legislative body
and it; influence is to be measured only by the extent of the

I acceptance of its recommendations. President Hard-
ing also declared himself well pleased with the results

Report of Committee on Emergency
Measures in Transportation

The transportation committee reported as follows:

As to the facts of unemployment in railroad transportation
service, the committee has had before it certain figures fur-

nished to the committee on statistics by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and further figures prepared by the Bureau
of Railway Economics and certain other figures filed with
the committee by representatives of the employees and pre-

pared by the statistical bureau of the United States Railroad
Labor Board. The Interstate Commerce Commission figures

show, taking the average number of employees of Class I

steam roads for the calendar years from 1916 to 1920, inclu-

sive, that there was a steady increase in the number of

ees during each of these years over the year preceding.
Using only thousands and beginning with 1916. then

1,647,000 employees; in 1917 the number increased 86,000;
in 1918 there was an increase of 105.000: in 1919 an increase

of 70,000; and in 1920 another increase of 105,000; making
the total number of employees for the year 1020, 2.012,000.
DuriiiL! the first six months of 1920 there was unusual steadi-
ness in employment, there being in January 2.000.105 em-
ployees and in June, 2,056,381.

During tin- six months the fluctuations above and
the average for the year did not exceed 50,000 on eith

I

or a variation of only about 2'
{ per cent above or below the

average for the year. The number of employees increased
materially during July, August, September and October,
as during these months transportation was steadily on

the increase, as shown by weekly freight car loadings. In
November business began to fall off and the d

marked in December. During November and December rail-

road employment b line. In January, 1021, there
were 125,000 les< men on the payroll than in January, 1920,
and 250,000 less men than in June. 1920. The reduction of
employees continued through February and March. 1921,
and reached its peak in April, 1921, there being

'

men on the payroll in February. 1021. than in January of
that vear: in March 83,000 less than in February; and in

April 50,000 less than in March. In 1921 there were 41O.000

less men or the payroll than in April. 1920. There
slight increase in the number of men on the payroll u

and June. 1021. as compared with April. 1 wing
an increase of 33.00(1 over April, and June showing an in-

crease of 11.000 • it even with these slight in-

over April. 1021. Jum ien on
the payroll than June. 1°20.

The figures of the Ii imerce Com- •

the number of men in totals but not d • le the

figures from tin statistical bureau of the Railroad Board

771
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showed the number out of employment by classes. The fig-

ures submitted by the Labor Board, however, compare March,

1921, with August, 1920. In considering comparison between

these- two dates it must be borne in mind that employment

in the largest numerical group of railroad employees—that

is, maintenance of way and unskilled labor forces—is prob-

ably very near the minimum in the month of March and near

the maximum in the month of August.

Using these dates, the Railroad Labor Board figures show

a little over 600,000 more men on the payrolls of the Class I

roads in August, 1920, than in March, 1921. As the result

of the months chosen, however, of the total number of men

out of employment over one-half are embraced in the single

group designated as maintenance of way and unskilled labor

forces, there being a little over 307,000 less in March, 1921,

than in August, 1920.

In group 4, shop employees, there were over 135,000 more

men on the payrolls in August, 1920, than in March, 1921.

These two groups alone, therefore, represent over 70 per cent

of the total amount of unemployment in railroad service, if

March, 1921, and August, 1920, be taken as a basis of com-

parison. The figures as between these two months further

subdivided show that of section men alone there were over

191,000 less employed in March, 1921, than in August, 1920.

As these two months would, under normal conditions, show
nearly the maximum in the annual seasonal fluctuations of

section forces, 600,000 less men on the payrolls on March,

1921, as compared with August, 1920, reflects cumulative

effects of unemployment due to the inevitable annual seasonal

fluctuation in the number of section men and other unskilled

labor forces, together with the further reduction in forces due
to the present acute depression. Comparing, however, the

same month in 1921 with 1920, the latest figures available,

those for the month of June showed very nearly 500,000
men off the payrolls in railroad service, this being nearly

25 per cent of the total number employed in June, 1920.

The figures above discussed are payroll figures and show,

as stated, the number of men actually off the payrolls on

the date on which the figures were gathered. This, of course,

is not the full measure of unemployment. It rather reflects

total unemployment with a consequent wiping out of the

entire income from wages of those who have been dropped.

We have to recognize frankly that there is a further degree

of unemployment in railroad service as in other service,

due to the fact that many employees are working only part
time with a consequent diminution in income. In the rail-

road service this partial unemployment in the shop crafts is

brought about by the entire closing down of the shop for

short periods or for certain days in the week while working
the full day at other times. In the direct work of transpor-
tation carried on by engine and trainmen, this partial unem-
ployment is reflected in a different way, for while the reduc-
tion in the volume of traffic would lay off a certain number
of these employees, it also spreads the opportunity for em-
ployment for those who remain more thinly among them so
that all of those who remain in what is known as "pool
service," which embraces a large majority of those in direct
transportation service, suffer diminished earnings through
diminished opportunities for actual employment.

Causes of Unemployment

Two very different elements enter into the causes of this

present unemployment in railroad service. On the one hand,
tens of thousands of engine, train, and yard men, and clerical

and station forces are without employment and off the pay-
rolls because the railroads have no work to offer them. By
reason of the general stagnation of business, the work is not
there to be done; and even if the railroads were fortunate
enough to have on hand available funds, this would not
create employment for the class of employees just referred
to. But in the case of many classes of employees in the

maintenance of way and maintenance of equipment depart-

ments, the situation is markedly different; the work is

actually there and waiting to be done; and the reason that

many of the employees who are now idle and earning nothing

are not at work on the jobs that are there, is because of the

financial inability of the railroads generally to undertake

the work that is waiting.

A very considerable amount of renewal and repair work

in both the maintenance of way and the maintenance of

equipment departments, that would under normal circum-

stances have been done currently, has been steadily deferred

because of lack of available funds to purchase supplies and

to meet the payrolls for such work; and this deferring of

work with its direct consequence of unemployment is still

going on. The extent of it is indicated by figures prepared

by the Bureau of Railway Economics. In June, 1920, the

total number of "bad order cars"—that is, cars out of service

and awaiting repair or reconstruction—was 170,493. Their

number remained practically stationary until the end of 1920.

it having risen only to 182,000 in December of that year.

As already slated business had fallen off sharply from Octo-

ber to January. In January repair and construction work
accordingly began to be deferred, and the number of bad
order cars mounted steadily, until in June, 1921, it stood

at the enormous number of 341,337. This postponement of

repair work has continued until in September the number
of bad order cars had mounted up to 374,087, which is

nearly three times the proportion normally in bad order.

Advocate Passage of Senate Bill 2337

It is, therefore, perfectly obvious that there is a large

amount of work in railroad service actually ready and wait-

ing to be started; and could be started as a practical and
effective unemployment measure the moment funds become
available to purchase supplies and re-employ the men now
waiting idle and anxious at the gate. This committee, there-

fore, recommends that this conference urge upon Congress

the immediate passage of a bill such as Senate Bill 2337, as

a very obvious and direct means for the immediate reduction

of unemployment in railroad service. The discretion now
vested by law in the President should not be restricted, but

inasmuch as the funding provided for in the plan proposed
in that bill is here recommended as insuring relief to unem-
ployment, it is suggested that it would not be inconsistent

to make such funding conditioned, in proper cases, upon the

expenditure of the funds in such channels as will increase

employment.

As the committee understands the bill referred to it is not

a provision for a gift by the government to the carriers, as

appears to be believed by many who are misinformed. Very
few railway companies have been able to pay out of current

earnings for additions and betterments chargeable to capital

account. The compensation that the government agreed to

pay for the use of the carriers' properties was measured by

their respective net railway operating incomes for the test

period. It was, therefore, essentially current earnings. If

the expenditures made by the government for additions and
betterments chargeable to capital account are deducted from
the compensation due to the carriers, the effect is to force

payment for such items from current earnings. That neces-

sarily depletes in important measure the funds that should
be available for maintenance, and caused deductions in work-
ing forces and undesirable deferring of needed maintenance
work. This is reflected in the statistics of the bad order cars.

If the government now funds the sums of money expended
during the federal control for additions and betterments
chargeable to capital account under proper security, it will

simply do for the carriers in connection with these expendi-
tures made by the government while it had full possession
and control of the properties, that which is ordinarily done
bv the banker and the investor.
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For that part of the unemployment amongst railroad em-

ployees due to the general business depression, a very differ-

ent type of remedy must be sought. The degree of employ-

ment or unemployment in railroad service is peculiarly

sensitive to general business conditions. Depression in any

particular line of production or commerce immediately reflects

itself in the volume of transportation derived from that

source; and when a condition such as the present exists, with

depression in most if not all lines of business, the resulting

railroad unemployment bears a direct relation to the extent of

the general depression. It is obvious, therefore, that any

reduction of the unemployment in the railroad service that is

due entirely to the lack of demand for transportation can

only be brought about to such extent and with such prompt-

ness as there is a revival in business cither in certain lines

or in all lines.

Increases in activity in road building and other forms of

public construction work by the nation, states, and muni-

cipalities will increase the demand for railroad transporta-

tion and to that extent decrease unemployment in railroad

service, and we assume that the ways and means to bring

about the stimulation of this public construction work will

be discussed in the reports of the special committees (baling

with these topics. This committee, however, recommends that

the conference also urge that all railroads that are in a con-

dition to do so should at once increase their maintenance,

repair, construction, and other kinds of work to the very

fullest extent possible in order thai the railroads themselves

may contribute just as far as the) can to increasing the

opportunity of employment.

Buyers' Strike Must Be Broken

This committee, however, fully appreciates thai even if all

forms of public work should be pushed to the limit, it would
still only partially remedy the presenl unemployment in rail-

road service. Nothing short of a general revival of business

can stimulate the demand for transportation to an extent that

would furnish re employment to the various classes of rail-

road employees who are now off the payroll and are waiting

for the pick-up in transportation to furnish them again the

opportunity to earn a livelihood. It seems, therefore, logical

,ind proper for this committee to offer certain suggestions to

the conference dialing with the reviving of industry in gen-

eral. There can be no general resumption of business so long
as the "buyers' strike" continues unabated.

So long as the public restricts its purchasing to the mini-
mum in the belief that later it can purchase at lower prices.

or because of a vague fear that the future i- uncertain and
that it must husband its purchasing power against unforeseen

developments, just so long will the present distressing de-

pression not only continue but probably grow in volume and
intensity. There can be no marked resumption of business
and no appreciable start toward a restored prosperity unless
.mil until we all face the future with courage and confidence
and deliberately and conscious!) throw aside our presenl
policy of postponing all except essential purchasing and
begin to buy freely and generously. It i- inevitable' that our
domestic conditions will feel the effect of that aftermath of

the war which lee- prostrated Europe and destroyed the
market which we had always had there, bul the n itur.il doubt
and timidity as to the future which these conditions have
created in the United States, has broughl about a condition
of acute distress in our domestic affair- which is now begin-
ning clearly to show itself, with the certainty that it will

rapidly spread unless we resolve that by Conscious effort we
will bring about such resumption of prosperity as we can.

In the face of the presenl depressed conditions every indi-
vidual should be willing to make some sacrifices tor the gen-
eral good in the same patriotic spirit as mOSl of our citizens
made them under the stimulus of w.ir necessities. A patriotic
and civic spirit in each individual is just a- necessary for

the common good in time of peace as in time of war; and it

should not be cast aside with the cessation of hostilities

We should, further, frankly recognize and assimilate the

changed ideals, conditions, and attitudes of mind that were

born of the war and that will persist. Our ideals of democ-
ind of liberty are the object of attack and assault in

times of peace from enemies that are as dangerous and more
insidious than an armed foe. We must meet such attacks

with the same patriotic devotion and sacrifice that we would
contribute to the support of our naval and military forces in

time of war. It should be further frankly recognized that

any long continuance of tin- present situation is playing di-

rectly and very effectively into the hands of these forces of

demoralization.

Although, even at the best we (an expect, our dome-tic

business conditions will inevitably reflect in some degree the

general world prostration, and while- we cannot hope by and
of ourselves to restore the fullest measure of pre-war pros-

perity, we could, if each of us individually would regard it

as hi- duty and would determine without delay to "buy till

it hurts," create a condition of business which compared with

the present would represent a marked degree of prosperity.

The preliminary recommendations of the advisory com-
mittee point out that manufacturing for .-tock and rotation

of employees would each tend to alleviate the growing evil of

unemployment. Producing for stock, wherever at all possible,

would certainly tend to lessen unemployment, but it

with it hazards and possibilities of loss to the individual

producer. Rotation of labor ford- would relieve those more
a> ute eases of distress due to entire unemployment, but it

merely distributes the- burden of t!i nation more
widely amongst wage- earner-, nun. i-e- partial unemploy-
ment,' and doc.- not appreciably decrease the sum total of

unemployment. It is unfair and would, therefore, probably
be' futile for the- conference to appeal to the- employing and
wage working groups of the public to assume voluntarily the

ri-ks or make the sacrifices involved iii the remedial measures
above' referred to. if each of those- in the other group

stituting the consuming i

i for his own
selfish interests and dele tpones, as far as he can.

purchases he i- in position to make, in the- belief, if not in

the hope-, that by such action he can bring on a period of

"bargain days" during which he can ".-tock up" much to his

own advantage.

I he committee, therefore, recommends to the general body
of the conference that it urge- upon tin- public the policy of

immediate general buying a- a patriotic duty; that it formu-

late a program to direct such buying, as far as it may be

practicable,- into the lines where unemployment
en- and thai il also i rmulate, or suggest, a program under
which individual communities may create organizations to

guard against the possibility of sellers taking advanl

the new activity of purchasers to push up prices or to make
undue- profit- oul of I movement involving much of indi-

vidual sacrifice and growing out of

Farm: rs Need Rej d i

In discussing the revival of bush trans-

portation servii e, we i inriot lose sight of the ft t that farmers

He- 40 per cent of the total population: that be-

cause of the reduction in price- of what farmers
as compared with what they have to buy, tl

lion of them who arc- financially pn -

purchasing power is reduced almost ishing point.

The farmer has borne an undue share of tl

deflation; and until this large and important element of the

public finds itself in better fit hie to

Come into the market as buyers, there a full

resumption of 1 usiness or of : ;portation acth
l e committee, therefore, recommi

if it- recommendation for the resumption of buying be adopted
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by the conference and a plan devised to direct such buying,

special effort be made to direct such buying in a way that

will bring relief to the fullest extent possible to the farming

interests.

The report was signed by E. E. Clark, former chairman

of the Interstate Commerce Commission; Charles H. Mark-
ham, president of the Illinois Central; Raymond A. Pearson,

president, Iowa State College of Agriculture; Charles P.

Neill, manager of the Bureau of Information of the South-

eastern Railways.

W. S. Carter on Senate Bill 2337

W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen and Enginemen, concurred in the report with the

inclusion of the following:

"Inasmuch as this conference has been called by the Presi-

dent for the sole purpose of relieving unemployment, we
also recommend that in the disbursement of the funds ad-

vanced to the railroads, as provided in Senate Bill 2337,

the railroads should be required to devote practically the

entire sum so appropriated to the purchase of labor and
material for maintenance of way and structures and for

maintenance of equipment, and that the maintenance of

equipment be performed in the shops of the railroads to

their capacity, thus insuring the expenditure of the money
so appropriated in the re-employment of railroad labor."

A copy of an argument and brief presented by W. S.

Carter in support of his amendment to the report was also

made public. Mr. Carter said he found it to be the belief

of every other member of the committee that if $500,000,000

could be immediately, advanced to the railroads they would
immediately expend it in undertakings that would promptly

restore to their former positions a great number of railroad

employees now out of employment, but he took the position

that the Senate bill "covers only additions and betterments

chargeable to capital account," from which he argued that

as "it has never been the general policy of railroads to use

any money affecting their capital to repair cars and loco-

motives," they would use very little of it to employ labor

but "probably would follow the past practice in the disburse-

ment of money properly chargeable to capital account and
would pay deferred interest, deferred dividends and other

deferred obligations."

He said that the railroads would not employ additional

men except as traffic increases require it and increased earn-

ings warrant increased expenditures for maintenance and,

therefore, he doubted whether the passage of the Senate bill

would relieve to any noticeable extent the present unemploy-
ment unless it was required as a condition. He quoted from
a letter from the president of a railroad that had received

$3,000,000 in settlement of its accounts with the Railroad

Administration to his stockholders announcing that it had
enabled the directors to declare dividends out of the earnings

of the years 1918 and 1919 and, Mr. Carter said, $1,774,360
of the amount was so used. He also quoted from a summary
of advance suggestions made by the Economic Advisory
Committee to the conference, which said that "a condition

should be attached that would make such funds immediately

available in greater part only for new construction, repairs

and outlays that would increase the demand of the railroads

for labor and materials and thus augment general employ-
ment and revive industry."

Mr. Carter also insisted that the use of the money should
be restricted to give relief to railroad workers, and not ex-

pended for work in outside shops. He assumed that if no
conditions were attached a large proportion of any expenses
incurred by the railroads in renewal of and repairs to track
would be devoted to the purchase of rails, spikes and
ties and that the proportion that would probably go to

the employment of track labor would in most instances be
delayed.

Report of Manufactures Committee

Seven members of the committee on permanent measures

in manufactures presented a report declaring that "whereas

transportation is a great factor affecting every community,
every condition of life, and every occupation, therefore we
respectfully urge immediate consideration and action respect-

ing conditions existing in the operation of the American
transportation systems which obstruct the improvement of

general business conditions." The committee, therefore,

strongly advocated that the conference recommend, as a

means of permanently bettering the existing situation

:

1. (a) The prompt passage of the measure funding the

obligations of the railroads for advances of money by the

government for additions and betterments made by it during

the period of its operation of the roads. These expenditures

were capital charges and would not have been undertaken

by the roads without previous provision for the supply of

funds, a provision now impossible for them to make in the

present market.

(b) The facilitation and expedition of payment of un-
settled government obligations to the railroads, grown out

of its rental obligations. This rental was a substitute for

the income of the railroads and is the source from which
they meet their current obligations. These measures are

demanded by ordinary business fairness. They would
strengthen the credit of the roads and place them in funds;

making possible the payment of their supply bills, and their

physical rehabilitation; give additional employment to labor

and greatly benefit the public.

2. That the functions now performed by the Railroad

Labor Board be transferred to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in order that the dual control which establishes rates

through one body and requires another to regulate the terms

of the largest item of expenditure shall end, and opportunity

be given for the reduction of operating expense to be imme-
diately reflected in decreased cost of transportation for the

public good.

3. That the Adamson act, enacted under circumstances

disapproved by the American public, be repealed as an initial

step in the reduction of artificial and uneconomic costs im-

posed upon the shipping public by law.

4. That while we recognize no business can permanently

operate at a loss, we believe every employer should join with

every employee in the endeavor to eliminate every discover-

able waste and inefficiency from production, transportation,

and distribution which is practically removable, and every

element in our citizenship should frankly set its face against

any group, whether in agriculture, business, labor or trans-

portation that selfishly undertakes to resist necessary economic

adjustment in any narrow endeavor to protect its personal

interests at the expense of the permanent betterment of our

national life.

This report was signed by J. A. Campbell, Wm. M. Butler,

John E. Edgerton, A. L. Humphrey, W. H. Stackhouse,

J. A. Penton, and T. P. Hinman.

Minority Report of Manufactures Committee

A minority of the members of the committee on permanent

measures by manufacturers dissented from the conclusions

and decisions reached by the majority, and submitted for

consideration a brief statement of the reasons.

On the recommendation for the repeal of the Adamson
law, the report said that wholly apart from, independent of

and prior to the decisions of the Supreme Court declaring

the Adamson law constitutional and before its provisions

were put into operation by railroad managements, a voluntary

agreement had been reached between the presidents of the

railroad companies and the chief executive officers of the

railroad brotherhoods by which the eight-hour day was estab-

lished in the railroad service, and that the recommendation

for the repeal of the Adamson law can only be interpreted
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as an effort to break down the principle of the eight-hour

workday.

The report continued in part:

The proposal of the committee majority for the abolition

of the Railway Labor Board established under the Esch-

Cummins law upon which labor has or is supposed to have

representation of persons of their own choosing, would re-

move the only responsible governmental agency to which the

workers may present for consideration and action their claims

relating to wages and conditions of employment.

While we agree with the declaration that waste in industry

and transportation (more than SO per cent of which has, by

competent engineers, been allocated to capital and manage-
ment) should be eliminated and that co-operation of workers

and management is necessary to accomplish this purpose, the

attempt of the majority of the committee to place the wage
earners of our country, human beings, in the same categorical

position as "business" and "transportation'' is based upon

the assumption that men and women, human beings, are in

the same category as commodities or articles of commerce to

be weighed, measured, bought and sold in the same manner

as commodities or articles of commerce.

The statement by the author of the resolution was that

this conference and the citizenship of the country should

condemn and denounce any resistance on the part of railroad

employees—the men engaged in the railroad service—should

they resist wage reductions. From this we most emphatically

dissent.

The statement of the committee majority that "every ele-

ment in our citizenship should frankly set its face against

any group whether in agriculture, business, labor, or trans-

portation that selfishly undertakes to resist necessary eco-

nomic adjustment in any narrow endeavor to protect its

personal interests at the expense of the permanent betterment

of our national life" is vague and indefinite but evidently

is intended to imply that the worker-; (mistakenly called

"labor") are seeking selfishly to promote their interests by

narrow endeavor.

We dissent from this point.

Kvery thinking person, freed from purely selfish gain,

understands that reduction of the earning power of the work-
ing people is most injurious to the whole people, e< onomically,

industrially, commercially and socially.

On sections a and b of recommendation No. 1 relating to

the settlement of the financial relationship between the gov-

ernment and tin' railroads, we sustain the declaration of the

general conference adopted on this subject at its meeting

October 11, with the distinct understanding and conditional

upon the adoption of the minority report of the transportation

committee signed by W. S. Carter.

We further recommend the following addition to the mi-
nority report of Mr. Carter: "That any railroad company
which fails or refuses to abide by the decisions and regula-

tions of the Railroad Labor Hoard and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission shall not participate in the funds provided

for in Senate Bill 2337."

This was signed by Samuel Gompers, Sara A. Conboy and
Roy Dickinson.

The manufactures committee also recommended a sub-
stantial reduction in the operating expenses of the federal

government, the prompt enactment by Congress of a law free

from ambiguity providing for a substantial downward re-

vision of taxes, and the earl} passage of a satisfactory and
adequate revenue and tariff bill.

Other Reports

The committee on agriculture presented a report which
was adopted, stating that 50 per cent of the earnings of the

railroads are derived from agriculture and declaring that

"railroad freight rates oh commodities to and from the farms
must be substantially reduced without delay." The report

also declared that all prices and wages should be so adjusted
that normal relations may be re-established and the purchas-
ing power of the farmers may be restored.

Car Supply and Fuel

The Committee on Emergency Measures in Mining pre-

sented the following recommendations pertaining to car

supply:

1. As our bituminous coal deposits are ample and the

developed mine capacity is far in excess of the country's

bituminous coal requirements, therefore safeguarding the

public's coal supply is mainly a question of car supply and
transportation.

2. As the preferential car supply was permitted to exercise

its evil influence in 1920 with most disastrous results to our
people, your committee respectfully recommends that the

Esch Cummins act be hereafter rigidly enforced to the end
that there shall be no preferential use or assignment of rail-

road cars in the coal industry. This practice has been con-

demned as an evil by the Fuel Administration in 191f
the Presidential Coal Commission in 1920, and is prohibited
by the Esch-Cummins law, all recognizing that it results in

reducing coal costs to user< of the preferential fuel car-

anfl thereby unduly ini re i si - the cost of coal to the remainder
of the coal consuming public who do not enjoy the use of the

preferential car. It ha- the further baleful effect of i:

ing both unemployment and irregularity of employment at

tie niincs not enjoying thi lie preferential fui

all n -nlting in the uniiei essary pyramiding of coal costs upon
all coal consumers.

i. As an aid to present unemployment, as a substitute for

the assigned car and to avert the peak load at bituminous
coal mines, your committee therefore further recommends
that this conference memorialize the committee of railroad
1 ecutives and ask that they gradually accumulate and main-
tain along their lines of railway throughout this countrv a

quantity of bituminous coal sufficient to take care of their

requirements for a period of at least the months, as that

quantity should provide for their requirements over any
reasonable emergency that may arise, and permit the remain-
ing fuel consumers to fully employ our transportation

facilities.

4. Your committee further recommends that thi- confer-

ence memorialize Congress to t ; the railro

paid all monies now owing them h\
I

' irovernment.

5. Your committee further recommends that the per diem
charge made by railroad- lor . r- used off their lines be ma-
terially increased and enough so - to insure their prompt
return to the owning railroad, thereby materially ini t

transportation facilities.

This was a unanimous report of the committee but was
not acted upon by the conference, it was stated, because of

a dissent within the organization committee on the statement

regarding assigned cars This committee did not recommend
reductions in the freight rates on coal.

I'm \iri o\ mi \i Statistics

The Committee on Unemployment Statistics recommended
among other things:

That the present prad ;reau of Labor Statistics

of collecting from manufacturing concern- a- of the fifteenth

of each month data concerning the number of emploj

payrolls and the amount oi their earnings and of publishing

monthly indie changes therein be extended to

transportation, trade and mining and quarrying. That in

getting the data concerning the state of emplovment in min-
ing and quarrying the Bureau
with the (J. S. Geological Survey I'h.u in getting data con-

cerning the state of employment in railr^ ation,

the Bureau ol I S tistics collal i rati with the In:

Commerce Commission.
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The committee also recommended that an inter-depart-

mental committee be constituted to consider means of extend-

ing and improving employment and unemployment statistics

and of co-ordinating the informational service of local, state

and federal agencies.

The report was adopted by the conference.

Unemployment and Business Cycles

The committee on public works submitted a report includ-

ing a general discussion of unemployment and business

•cycles, stating that the work of the unemployment conference

is not complete until it has provided for a thorough study

of the problem as to whether we are helpless to prevent the

periodical recurrence of periods of business depression, or

at least to reduce their intensity and duration. This report

pointed out that the business cycle is marked by peak periods

of boom between valleys of depression and unemployment

and that the most helpful way to check the losses and misery

of depression is to check the feverish extremes of "prosperity."

If all branches of our public works and the construction

work of our public utilities, including the railways, would

systematically put aside financial reserves to be provided in

times of prosperity for the deliberate purpose of improvement

and expansion in times of depression, the report said, it

would not only greatly decrease the depth of depressions,

but would at the same time diminish the height of booms.

A reserve of but 10 per cent of the average annual construc-

tion for this purpose would almost iron out the fluctuations

in employment. The committee also reported that the leader-

ship of the federal government in expanding its public works

during periods of depression and contracting execution in

periods of active industry would accomplish a great deal to

stabilize conditions and would require no great change from

existing procedure.

The chief remaining step, the report said, is to choose a

period of intensive execution to synchronize with major pe-

riods of industrial depression. Certain works of the federal

government, such as reclamation, flood prevention, river and

harbor work, and roads and public buildings were declared

to be peculiarly constituted for consideration as large under-

takings covering a long period and capable of elasticity of

execution to synchronize with cycles of business depression.

The committee on public roads urged upon Congress the

importance of at once making a liberal appropriation for

road building and the states to carry on their share of the

work.

An Appeal to Employers

A statement by employer members of the conference was
read, appealing to employers throughout the country to sup-

port the immediate program adopted by the conference as a

means of practically ameliorating the existing s'tuation. The
statement said in part:

We do not think our fellow citizens sufficiently appreciate

the value of the insistence of the President and the Secretary

of Commerce that neither government relief nOr public doles

shall be considered as a means of meeting unemployment.

The plans upon which the conference have agreed are

practical forward steps. Put as employers, conscious of a

high social responsibility, impelled alike by considerations

of intelligent self interest and public obligation to restore the

employing power of productive enterprise, we do not believe

our situation can be permanently improved until some of its

chief causes are frankly recognized and squarely faced. Our
prime difficult) is a high and unbalanced cost of production

which is keeping goods and services beyond the buying power
of consumers. That condition cannot be bettered until each

of us recognizes it as a fact and does his part, individually

and collectively, to restore a free exchange of commodities

and services upon such terms that we may reciprocally absorb

each others products.

Wages rose more slowly than prices during the war. Since

then wholesale prices have declined more rapidly than wages,

and in the great field of foodstuff production farm products

have declined more rapidly than the things for which they

are exchanged, while fuel, transportation, and some construc-

tion costs are still predicated upon wartime costs. Costs in

these fields of human activity are more greatly out of line

than in any other and the effect is plainly felt in all our

inter-dependent social transactions. The drastic economic

adjustment through which we must pass in establishing new
prices and values for goods and services knows no favorites.

Employers and employees, manufacturers, merchants, dis-

tributors, transporters, all must meet them. For neither com-
modity prices nor wage rates can be maintained above the

natural economic level.

Following this President Gompers of the American Fed-
eration of Labor addressed the conference, saying that he

had been gratified at the spirit manifested in the conference,

although he regretted that the same spirit was not present in

the committee of which he was a member. He said he was
sure the work of the conference would be helpful in promot-

ing an early emergence from the acute unemployment situ-

ation and that labor is willing to co-operate in carrying its

program.

A Successful Consummation

Mr. Hoover made a brief concluding speech, saying the

primary purpose had been to get a plan which "without call-

ing on the public purse would carry the country through the

next winter and into seas less rough" and expressing grati-

fication that the plan had been so willingly accepted by a

large part of the country, as indicated by the many com-
munications already received. The problem, he said, is

mainly one for voluntary organization and success depends
on the co-operation of industry and civic bodies. He referred

to the successful consummation of the conference as "mark-
ing a milestone in social progress" and pointed out that it

was the first one held in Washington since the war in which
extremes in social thought had been brought together and
parted in good will after agreeing on every major issue.

The announcement of the members of the standing com-
mittee was made on Monday. It includes C. H. Markham.
president of the Illinois Central, and E. E. Clark, former

chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is

to appoint sub-committees for further report including such

committees of service to the present emergency as may be

required, a committee on construction development and a

committee on investigation of remedial measures for reducing

intermittent and seasonal employment.

Photo by Euntig Galloway

A. Relic of Old Days on the Pennsylvania—the John Bull



Public Vlility Commissi,

Meeting of Public Utility Commissioners at Atlanta

Will Ask Congress to Define and Limit Power of I. C. C. in

Regulation of Intrastate Rates

Tiii' National Association of Railway and Ctilities

Commissioners completed its annual meeting at At-

lanta, Ga., Friday, October 14, after having passed

resolutions putting the meeting on record as favoring imme-
diate legislation by Congress to define and limit the power of

the Interstate Commerce Commission as to intrastate rates.

The resolutions further expressed the commissioners' opinion

that the group plan of making rates as prescribed in Section

ISa of the Interstate Commerce Act was "uneconomic and
unsound."

These resolutions were passed after a livel) dlSCUSSion, in

Which the Opinions Oi those present, as expressed in the ri'Mi

lutions, were brought out in rather unmistakable terms

Resolution Asks Congress to Define and

Limit I.C.C. Rate Making Powers

The report of the meeting appeared in part in last week's

Railway Age in the article on page 7_\> and following pages,

entitled, "Debate Federal Versus State Regulatory Powers."

The resolutions were formulated l>\ the committee on state

and federal legislation, the report of which was given last

week. The resolutions were in part as follows:

Whereas the Interstate Commerce Commission, under authori-
ty clairrfed to havi red upon it by the Transportation
Act of 1920, has made orders advancing railroad rates applicable
to intrastate' transportation in 24 states, in disregard of state laws
and orders of state commissions, and has instituted investigations,

upon the petition of carriers, which are now in progress, I

towards the advancing of railroad rates and express rates in

several other stales, and
Whir, Si ii m 15-a of the Interstate Commerce Ait. as

amended I insportation Vet, provides that the cornn
under the group plan of rate-making, contained in said

shall fix an aggregati iralui ol all lines within each rate Krotip.

ami shall make rates that will yield an aggregate fixed return on
such aggregate value, and

Whereas, under such group plan, the worthless roads of the
country, ill couriered ventures, duplicated lines, speculative etiter-

and roads that have served their useful purpose and cut-

lived the industries which mice justified their construction, are
valued with the good, and the g 1 roads are given the right to

< •
1 1 11 upon their own value and also upon the value attri ill

rthless roads, which cannot earn because they perform no
Sufficiently useful service in the actual movement of traffic to

them to earn, and
Whereas the group plan, if carried out. will necessarily enable

some carriers, in the exact wools of said Section 15-a. "I

ceive a net railwa) operating income substantially and am
ably in excess ol a fair return upon the value of their railwav

property," and

777
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II kereas the Interstate Commerce Commission has attempted to

make rates according to said group plan, and has asserted the

power, under said plan, to raise rates within one state to meet

deficits in earnings incurred in other states, and

Whereas unjust and unreasonable rates have thereby been im-

posed upon the public, and
U'liriiii: the people of l lie several states, under the Interstate

Commerce Act, as amended, as interpreted and administered by

the Interstate Commerce Commission, have been deprived of

their accu tomed powers of self-government.
> i fore, be it resolved: That we urge upon Congress imme-

diate legislation, at the present session, which shall so amend the

Interstate Commerce Act as clearly to define and limit the power

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, so that no intrastate

rate may be changed or set aside without proof by competent

evidence, and upon findings of fact made, that the same is non-

compensatory and injures a person or persons, or a locality or

localities, engaged in interstate commerce to such an extent as

seriously to diminish the business of such person or persons, or

seriously to retard the growth and development of such locality

or localities, and _.

Resolved further: That it is the sense of this Association that

the group plan of making rates, prescribed by said Section 15-a,

is uneconomic and unsound, and that the attempt, under its pro-

visions, to produce returns upon roads that are unable to earn re-

turns themselves, has placed an unjust burden upon the business of

the nation, from which it should be relieved by the immediate

repeal of said Section 15-a, and
Resolved further: That, as an aid in the construction of the

Interstate Commerce Act by the commission and the courts,

Congress is requested to incorporate in such amendments amenda-
tory legislation, a declaration of the purpose of Congress to

recognize the right of the several states to exercise full and final

jurisdiction over all rates for intrastate transportation which do
not injure persons or localities engaged in interstate commerce,
in the manner aforesaid.

Resolution Relating to Amendment of Valuation Act

Whereas there are now pending in the House and Senate of the

National Congress bills introduced by Congressman Sweet and
Senator Cummins respectively, each to amend Section 19-a of the

Interstate Commerce Act (which section is commonly referred

to as the Valuation Act) so that the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission shall not be required to include in its valuations of rail-

road properties any estimates of hypothetical damages for present

cost of condemnation and damage in excess of present value, or
original cost, of railroad lands, . . .

Therefore, be it resolved: That this Association urges the

prompt passage of the proposed amendment as an act of plain

justice to the public.

Resolution Relating to Car Service

Whereas it is impracticable for the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to attempt to supervise the distribution of cars as between
individual shippers throughout the United States, and
Whereas there should be some governmental authority within

reasonable reach to which appeal can be made to require equitable
distribution of cars without regard to whether the same are to be
used for shipments interstate or intrastate,

Therefore, be it resolved: That Congress be respectfully urged
to amend the Interstate Commerce Act in such way that the
regulatory authorities of the states may make reasonable orders
and regulations, not in conflict with federal law, or with lawful
orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission, requiring cars
within the respective borders of such states to be equitably dis-

tributed to shippers desiring same, without regard to whether
they are desired for use in shipments that are interstate, or intra-

state.

Resolution Relating to Certificates of

Convenience and Necessity
Whereas by the Transportation Act of 1920, the Interstate

Commerce Commission was, in terms, given exclusive authority
to gran;

. of convenience and necessity for construction
and abandonment, not only of railroad lines which are interstate
in character, but of railroad lines lying, or to be constructed,
wholly w itliin one state, and
Whereas the Federal Government ought not to undertake to

authun < state railroads engaged in intrastate transportation,
which have often been constructed, in part, by public aid from
the State or sub-divisions thereof, to abandon intrastate operation
without authority from the State.

Therefore, be it resolved: That Congress be respectfully urged
to amend the existing law so that certificates of convenience and
necessity granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission shall

not purport to relieve the carriers obtaining the same from con-
forming to the laws of the states with respect to construction and
operation within the states for intrastate transportation, or with
respect to the abandonment of such transportation.

Committee Reports

Some of the committee reports presented at the meeting

were given in abstract form in last week's Railway Age.

Other reports of interest to Railway Age readers were those

of the committees on railway rates, on valuation and on car

service.

Report of Committee on Railway Rates

The report of the committee on railway rates reviewed

briefly the hearings in the Western Grain Rates case, deci-

sion of the I. C. C. in which is expected shortly, and the

decision in the Live Stock case. Continuing, it referred to

the lack of power of the state commissioners over intrastate

rates as follows:

The main subject of interest in rate making the last year has
been the boundaries of the jurisdiction over intrastate rates as

between the Interstate Commerce Commission proceeding under
the Transportation Act and the various state commissions. The
Interstate Commerce Commission has assumed jurisdiction over
so many intrastate rate tariffs that not much authority has been
left to the state commissions. As long as this condition continues
there is not much room for functioning through the state com-
missions. That the result is highly unsatisfactory to the state

commissions and the shippers, and presumably to the I. C. C.

is recognized. Only the carriers seem to be pleased because their

campaign of many years to cripple the state commissions and
concentrate the authority over all rates, state and interstate, in

the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission where the ma-
chinery would be so clogged that readjustment would be prac-
tically impossible, appears to have met with some success.

Most of the state commissions are marking time. They are so

fettered with orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
injunctions of the federal courts that until the law is defined by
the Supreme Court or Congress acts, their ability to serve the

states in the matter of intrastate rates is very limited.

Need for Uniformity in Intrastate Rates

The committee also discussed the need for uniformity of

intrastate rates in states similarly situated:

One of the principal things that the states, particularly the

western and southern states, ought to consider is the need for

greater adjustment in the intrastate rate schedules of those states

whose business is performed under substantially similar condi-

tions. One of the most telling criticisms made against state

regulation, and the hardest criticism to answer, is the disparity
in many instances in the rate levels in states where transportation
conditions are somewhat similar. It could be pointed out that

similar disparity exists in interstate rates but as it is state regula-

tion that is under fire your chairman calls your attention to this

subject with his earnest suggestion that it be given most careful

thought by the members of this association.

It is realized that in many states statutory rates affect the

power of the commissions to adjust inconsistencies but neverthe-
less it is our judgment that the state commissions will take the

longest step toward strengthening themselves if they will work
together in an attempt to harmonize conflicting state levels where
the transportation conditions are substantially similar. I think
that this association could render no greater service than to use
its best efforts in this direction and that this convention should
give this phase of the subject its most careful consideration.

Motor Truck Transportation.

One of the recent developments that must be given earnest con-
sideration by the state commissions is the competition with rail-

roads on 1. c. 1. short hauls by motor trucks. As the highways of

the country improve and the motor truck becomes more and
more a permanent part of our economic machinery the tendency
is to move merchandise, household goods and other forms of

traffic by truck instead of by rail. There will be much work for

the state commissions to do in the future along this li 'e. If the

movement by traffic by truck is an economic advantage it has
doubtless come to stay and will be extended in the future. If,

on tbe other hand, this movement has been induced bv freight

rates higher than they should be, and particularly uider those
scales of rates where the short haul rates are abonrmally high,

then there is an opportunity for the state commissions to function
through a readjustment of such rates. There has been a tendency
in recent years to apply very high rates to short haul traffic.

Tbe application of such scales together with the percentage in-

creases in rates has resulted in bringing about the situation dis-

cussed.

The 'report is signed by C. M. Reed, Kansas Public Utilities

Commission, Chairman.
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Report of Valuation Committee

The committee on valuation began its report with a tribute

to Charles A. Prouty, late director of Valuation of the I. C. C.

With reference to the present progress of the valuation work

the report quoted a letter from C. F. Staples, acting director

of the Bureau of Valuation. This letter said in part:

Engineering Section: Tin field v. oil. in ill branches lias been com-
pleted (or some time, except in the Eastern district, where we concluded

field work during the month of June. This narrows the engineering work
down to that of the office, where oui energii now concentrated upon
the application of prices and the writing of reports. On June 30<h, last,

the engineers had submitted to this office reports covering 111,682 miles

of main line, representing the properties of some J 25 carriers. While
many of these are small properties, quite a number of the larger lines are

represented. At present we are making special efforts to cover all roads

of five hundred miles or more, and will continue to do so until reports

are received on all the larger carriers. The work of compiling reports is

well organized and good results are expected

Land Section: The field work of this section is practically complete
except for terminals, in all except the Eastern district. In that district,

owing to the extreme density of the larger lines, the work will continue

for some time. Our field forces on July 1 were reduced to 25 per cent of

the former personnel. This section is slightly behind the engineers in the

submission of land reports, but the work is in the main well abreast of

the other.

Accounting Sections: The accounting field work will be concluded by
December 31, 1921, and the field forces disbanded. The only work then

remaining to he done will be the compilation of accounting reports.

Tentative Valuation Reports: The work of preparing these reports is

proceeding rapidly and many additional tentative valuations have bo
out during the past 60 days. These reports include a final value as well

as figures showing the excess coat ol acquisition of lands.

In case of the fifty-six tentative valuation reports issued prior to the

decision of the Supreme Court in the Kansas City Southern case, the

Commission has issued supplemental tentative valuation reports covering

a final value and the excess cost figures. Tentative valuation reports have
been prepared and served upon 190 of the 1,966 corporations, which in-

cludes 151 independent carriers and 39 subsidiaries. The main line mileage
for these carriers is 26,553.

The corps of analysts is preparing additional tentative valuation reports

as rapidly as conditions permit.

The report of the committee followed with various refer-

ences and opinions of the Valuation Committee relative to

the procedure adopted by the commission in such matters as

present cost of condemnation, original cost, appreciation and
depreciation, etc. Reference was also made to the efforts of

the utility commissioners' association to procure an amend-
ment of the valuation act to relieve the I. C. C. from the

obligation to include in its valuations its estimate of the

"present cost of condemnation and damages in excess of

original cost or present value" of lands.

Committee on Car Service

C. B. Aitchison, of the Interstate Commerce Committee,

and chairman of the Committee on Car Service and Demur-
rage, did not attend the Atlanta meeting. He, however, sent

a letter in which, among others, the following points were
brought out:

The enforcement of equitable rules for the distribution of in-

adequate supplies of equipment lias become "i increasing im-
portance as periods of car shortage have succeeded each other.
The margin between the volume of traffic which causes a com-
plete surplus of equipment or an acute car shortage is always
relatively small. Seasonal and periodic depressions or expansions
of business activity, it is to be expected, will make recurring con-
ditions of car surpluses and car shortages for a considerable time
tti come. The problems in times of car shortage are to mitigate
the effects of the deficiency in equipment, ami in insure equal op-
portunity to all users.

But by what test is equality in opportunity to he measured!
The two principal proposals are: (11 past performance and
potential productive capacity, and (J) inmtnh.ii> abilitj ;

Other tests have been proposed, such as distribution primarily to
growers or those who have purchased from growers, but the
principal liases suggested are those indicated. Shall distribution
be on the basis of the past and Future, 01 on the basis of the
present, disregarding the past and future? These questioi
pressing toward a determination. In the formulation of such
rules, the general good of the service, in the broadest sense of
the term, is to be given great weight. This is but another way
of expressing the desire for equality oi treatment, ami recognizes
that besides the immediate! claimants for cars, other shippers have
rights which can be preserved onl) by the adoption of rules which
will result in obtaining the greatest possible amount of movement
m the aggregate. The shippers who are affected, aside from the

immediate claiments, maj be, and often are, located at far distant
points, and even upon other lines.

Car distribution rules, like other rules laid down by law, are
often stretched and violated. As an incident to the formulation of
any code of distribution rules, it is desirable that the test

posed shall be such that the basic facts can be readily examined
and cases of discrimination and preference may be ascertained and
punished with a fan nty. The basi
should not be one which is solely or peculiarly within the knowl-
edge or possession of the shipper, impossible of verification by
the carriers, commissions or courts. Any system of
which is dependent upon reports of facts solely within the knowl-
edge and control of the shippers affords the* opportunity to ob-
tain inflated ratings, and puts the honest shipper at a serious
disadvantage in comparison with his di

Another minor consideration of some importance, is that the
rating system proposed shall bi mal operating
tions and traffic, rather than the maximum of achievement or
'h ni, mil When il is considered that the bituminous coa;
ratings have at tin*

tons capacity per week, which is taken as 100 per cent in measur
ing car supply, while the maximum amount ever produced slightly

led 13,000,000 i it is apparent that the manner ol

nient of relative ratings may give a wholly misleading idea as to
the character of the service in fact affoi

Mr. Aitchison here referred to the bad order car situation,

to the needs of the railroads in general for new equipment,
new facilities, etc. Continuing, he said:

An undulj large increase in permanent improvements will mean
unnecessarily high co o in the interest of conservation, a
proper balance must be maintained in order that large sums of
capital expenditure will not remain idle longer than sound policy
requires. Such effective co-operation between carriers as will in-

sure the maximum service from the available equipment is. there-
fore, emphatically necessary to economical management, ami ver\
properly be demanded.

Other Business

The association voted to meet next year at Detroit, Mich..
on September 26. With reference to the list of officers elected
for the ensuing year, there was an error in the names as-

given in last week's Railway Age. The secretary's name
should have been given as James I;. Walker, who is

tary also of the Xew York Transit Commission. Leroy S.
Boyd of Washington, D. C, was elected assistant secretan

From the Indwmipolu Wtw

Some Fellow Can Always Use Something in Discard
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Freight Car Loading

THESE was a reduction of over 5,000 cars in the freight

car loading during the week ending October 8 as com-

pared with the previous week, which set a new high

record for the year. The total was 895,740, as compared

with 1,011,666 in the corresponding week of 1
('20 and

982,171 in 1919. The decreases were in grain and grain

products, of which the loading was S3.964 cars; in forest

products, 49,459; ore, 25,702, and merchandise and miscel-

laneous freight, while there were increases in live stuck,

34,073 ; coal, 180,339, and coke, 6,054. The loading of grain

and livestock was, however, greater than for the correspond-

ing week of 1920.

Except for the Allegheny and Southern districts, de-

from October 1 to October 8 averaged 142,970, a decrease of

29,450. Of the total 31,020 were box cars and 82,525
were coal cars. There were also scattering shortages amount-
ing to 5,237.

The Car Service Division of the American Railway Asso-
ciation reports that the loading of fruits and vegetables in

September in California, Colorado and the No-thwesterD
states was 60 per cent in excess of last year. Including Michi-
gan and New York, the total was 45,324 cars, an increase

of 10,500 cars over last year. This has necessitated special

attention to the handling of refrigerator cars and ventilated

box cars. The loading in the West for the first week of Octo-
ber averaged 150 per cent in excess of last year and the

month's loading will exceed September by a wide margin.
All of this must be accomplished with less cars than a year

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

Summary -All Districts. Comp; ,f Totals, Thi: Last Year, Two Years Ago, for Week Ended Saturday, October 1, 1921

Total revenue freight leaded Received from connections

Grain Corre- Corre-
'

Corre- Corre-
and Live Forest Mdse. Miscel- This sponding sponding This sponding

Districts Year grain
products

stock Coal Coke products Ore L.C.L. laneous Year
1921

Year
1920

Year
1919

Year
1921

Year
1920

Year
1919

1921 8..154 3.107 46,340 1,610 4,608 1,651 63,895 85.487 215,052 220,411
1920 6,240 2.632 54,987 3.714 7.331 11,444 4S.C41 107.530 242,719 233.214 265.234 257.547

Allegheny 1921 3,128 3.468 49,016 2.587 2.850 5,380 47,328 58,662 172,315 114.733
1920 2,533 3.199 61,788 6,696 3.267 14,593 39,003 72,021 203,10(1 202,924 150,775 145,556

Pocahontas 1921 283 312 22,567 184 1.200 97 5,726 4, ISO 34,549 14,306
1920 147 286 24,129 927 1,826 239 5,563 4.779 37,896 38,526 19,424 19,989

4.115 22,454 69,002
1920 3,374 2.545 24.7S8 1.249 19.572 2,980 32,084 43,085 129,677 130,859 73.520 73,450

Northwestern 1921 19,252 8,403 9,934 502 12.005 17.363 29,029 41,921 138,409 54,115
1930 15.101 9.541 12.113 1,606 15.092 45,023 28,419 40,753 167,648 1S1.S32 60,038 90.521

Central Western . . 1921 17.150 12,596 22,250 211 6,775 719 32,693 52.64J 145.038 58,840
1920 11,834 12,820 36,005 451 7.126 3,452 32,142 49 61f 143,446 136,059 67,895 70,520

Southwestern 1921 4,793 3,000 5.444 130 6,540 887 16.237 32.160 69,191 49,845
1920 4,403 2,360 6,088 147 7,871 727 17,454 28.747 67,797 64.182 50.512 53,610

Total all roads. . . . 1921 57,075 32,868 178,005 5.615 49.466 26,393 234.227 317,429 901,078 581.252
1920 43,632 33,383 209.898 14,790 62.085 78.458 203 506 346.531 992,2S3 687.398
1919 43,789 36,043 214,511 13,438 63.1S6 46,233 148. 2S7 392,109 957,596 711,193

Increase compared

.

1920 13,443 30,721
Decrease compared

,

1920 515 31,893 9,175 12,619 52.065 29.102 91,205 106,146
Increase compared. . 1919 13,286 85,940
Decrease compared 1919 3.175 36,506 7.823 13.720 19,840 74,680 56.518 129,941
September 24 1921 51,848 32,933 171,474 4,946 48.702 30,333 232,312 300.757 873.305 1,008,109 995,901 569,626 693,881 684.366
September 17 1921 55,331 30,399 166,058 4,853 46,472 28.215 235.063 287.371 853.762 991,166 994.991 543.585 678.200 692.757
September 10 1921 54,457 25,108 142.049 4.599 42.145 27,632 198,516 253.612 748. '18 8,(3,415 946.970 491.512 65S.454 672,337

1921 60,632 27,539 155,816 4,658 45,419 31,112 220,894 284,531 830.601 961,633 904.393 5-12,989 711.814 659,779

creases were reported compared with the previous week in

the loading of all commodities by districts, while compared
with the corresponding week last year, all reported decreases

except the Central Western which showed an increase.

The summary for the week of October 1 is given in the

table above.

The car surplus continued to decline and for the period

ago. The report says it is essential that every available car

be used, that bad order cars be repaired, that the move-
ment of empties as well as loaded be expedited, that re-

frigerators be not used for dead freight and that all terminal

delays be reduced to the minimum.
The distribution of cars will be as directed by the refrig-

erator section.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
I 8 IS 11 29 5 12 19 26 S 12 19 26 2 9 16 25 30 7 14 II 16 4 II 18 IS t 9 16 25 30 6 13 20 27 i 10 17 24 I 8 IS 22 29 5 12 19 2* J 10 17

Revenue Car Loading This Year as Compared with Preceding Years



Bridge and Building Men Meet in New York
Thirty-First Annual Convention Characterized by Large

Attendance and Active Interest

Tin American Railway Bridge and Building Associa

tion met in its thirty-first animal convention at the

McAlpin Hotel, New York, on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of this week. The meeting was one of the most

largely attended in the history of the association, the total

attendance of members exceeding 250. W. F. Strouse, chief

engineer, Maryland Public Service Commission, Baltimore,

Md., and president of the association presided.

The convention was called to order promptly at It) o'i la I

Tuesday morning. W. <i. Besler, pri idenl ol the Central

Railroad of New Jersey, welcomed the association to New
York. After referring to his early experiences as a division

officer in charge of operation and maintenance, lie dwelt on

the crisis the railways are now facing. After expressing the

opinion that there would lie no strike, lie stated that rail-

way officers would he blind if they failed to take the action

necessary to meet the issue and they were taking this course.

He pointed to the fact that while the labor organizations

>all their members out the) a U them hack. He
urged the members of the a- ir iniluence

for conservative action.

In his opening address \\ . I Strou it, also

referred to tin- threatened strike. After tracing the develop-
ment- assage of the A.: d that

"to the railroad lahor unions must he attributed part of the

responsibility for the present high freight rates and until

then- is a reduction in wages and bonuses, tin- peopli cannot
hope i i cheaper transportation. What the railwa
and are entitled to 1- ,i dollar's worth of work for every dollar

expended and they must have i> before normal conditions
will return." He closed with an appeal for the mem
support their com illy.

The report of C. A. Lichty (C. & X W.), secretary-

treasurer, showed over 75 applications for membership with
i total of over 900 members ami a balance of $1,600 in the

treason of the aSSOl i.ition.

Report on the Construction and Maintenance of Cinder Pits

Cinder pits may he divided into the following types: (A)
Depressed track pits where ashes are loaded into cars by

hand. (B) Dry pits where ashes arc received in cast iron

buckets and loaded into cars h\ means of an overhead crane.

((') Water pits, both shallow and deep, where ashes are re-

moved hv clamshells operated hv a locomotive or overhead

/tf-0"

,1

WmWfr
ijjj

Fig. 1—Standard Cinder Pit of the D. M. & N.

i lane and loaded into cars. (I)) Miscellaneous pits, where
ashes are removed by various mechanical means.

figure 1 shows a standard pit used by the Duluth, Missabe
& Northern at Proctor, Minn., which is typical of the hand-
loading pits installed by main of the railroad- in this coun-
try. The pit is constructed with one rail resting on the hack
wall of concrete, and the other on two 10-in. channels hack to

hack with cover plate top and bottom, the channels being
supported by cast iron pedestals on 7-ft. centers. I hi- pit

has failed in one respect: the action of the ho1 cinders and
water on the top and face of the back wall have caused
crumble and produce an unsafe hearing for the rail. No
trouble lias been experienced with the ..i-t iron pedestals, and
with a reasonable amount of .leaning of the hot cinders away
irom the >teel beams, they ilo not buckle. The beams require
cleaning and painting

1

every spring .md fall. The hack wall
can he protected with old plates ' [-in. thick hung over tin-

edge of the back wall on the inside of the pit and down tin-

pit about 3 ft., having an air space between tin cinders and
the concrete. This will prolong the life of the back wall.

Figure 2 shows the pit deepened and both rails supported
mi cast iron pedestals with a pre-cast slab between the rail

and hack wall: this design keeps the rail off the concrete wall

and leaves the beams and pedestals i \ posed where they can
be replaced in a few minutes if a failure should occur.

Figure 3 shows a dry pit used by the Bangor & Aroostook,
and is similar in construction t<> Fig. 1. the difference being
tiiat the bottom of the pit slopes from the back wall to the

.enter of the pit; the beam earning the tr.u k is made . >f two
7(l-lb. rails placed upside down to support the track; the

pedestals are spaced 6 ft. ^-in. between centers and are built

Fig. 2—A Second Design of Type A Pit

.if two 70-lb. raiK back to back on end and encas
trite, the concrete being protected by .. plate;

vertical rails are supported b) two 71 :aning

lengthwise in the found;

I q. Buffalo Ri i hi ; &

of rype B at Lincoln Park, N \ .
-

seem- to be a favorite d dry pit in cold din

7S1
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This pit can be built with one track and a loading track, or

if the length of the .pit is fixed, several tracks can be built

side by side. This style of pit is constructed of a series of

cast steel buckets placed in shallow pits to receive ashes direct

from locomotives. There is enough depth provided under the

buckets to allow for drainage. The buckets are handled by"

means of an overhead crane from the pit directly to the ash

cars. The pits are of an unusual shape with sloping sides

in the upper part and a narrow rectangular lower portion,

old rails being imbedded in the sloping surfaces with their

bases projecting J^-in. from the surface of the concrete; each

parapet wall is capped with a 12-in. channel to which the

track rail is bolted. The buckets have a capacity of 2 cu. yd.

each, each seated on the projecting rails of the pit walls.

When the buckets are filled the traveling crane carries them
to the cinder cars where they are dumped automatically. The
buckets open at the bottom like a clam shell, the two halves

being carried by a pair of scissor levers at the middle.

The Lehigh Valley has two modern water ash pits of Type
C, both being built within the last three years. The one at

Coxton, Pa., Fig. 5, is a double-track arrangement, 400 ft.

long with a water pit between the two tracks. The water pit

is 12 ft. wide in the clear by 14 ft. 3 in. deep, the ash tracks

having 29-ft. centers. The water in the pit is generally

within 1 in. of the bottom of the carrying rails, so that it is

impossible to overheat or burn any part of the supporting

structure. The outside rail of each ashing track is carried

[--—ro "
•

i

•

—
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Fig. 3—A Dry Pit Built by the Bangor & Aroostook

on the outside concrete wall of the pit, bearing on a ^2-in.

iron plate. The inside rail of the ashing track is carried

by three rail girders supported by heavy cast iron posts with
large bases imbedded in the concrete. These carrying girders

consist of two 136-lb. rails, side by side, with spacing blocks

so designed that the base of the track rail, also of 136-lb.

section, rest on and are gripped between these spacing blocks
and the heads of the two lower carrying rails, forming, when
tightly bolted together, a rigid 3-rail carrying girder.

The walks around the ashing tracks of this pit consist, on
the outside, of the natural surface of a cinder fill, while on
the inside the walk consists of 80-lb. rail brackets fastened to

the cast iron columns. The rail brackets carry the floor of

the walk, consisting of old boiler flues laid side by side and
spaced by means of iron straps, so that the finer ashes fall

through. A suitable railing, also of old flues, amply protects

anyone from falling into the water pit.

Crushed slay; was used in the concrete for the pit as a
precaution against hot cinders coming in contact with the

concrete while the pit is without water.

The Pere Marquette installed a mechanically-operated pit

in January, 1012, which seems to be a favorite for small
terminals and shows a low cost of operation. From recent
reports the pit and conveyor are in good shape with very little

maintenance, There are two good points in favor of tin

mechanically-operated pit. It requires less room, due to

cinders being loaded continually into cars; and it requires

but one man to operate it, which makes for a low operating

cost. The structural steel in these pits should be inspected,

cleaned and painted frequently.

The report was signed by G. K. Nuss (D. M. & N.),
chairman; C. L. Beeler (N. Y., N. H. & H.), Wm. Card-
well (Wash. Term.), H. A. Gerst (G. N.), W. L. Rohbock
(W. & L. E.), F. E. Schall (L. V.), E. R. Wenner (L.

V), J. P. Wood (P. M.), A. E. Kemp (L. V.).

Discussion

The discussion hinged largely on the efficient use of the

ash pits in connection with the equipment and the disposal of

4—Type B, Pit Built by the Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh at Lincoln Park, N. Y.

the cinders. It was emphasized by Arthur Ridgeway (D. &
R. G. W.) that no car had as yet been developed that would
handle hot cinders without resulting in the destruction of the

car body by burning or warping. Quenching was necessary

though it gave considerable trouble in the winter with the

handling of the cinders. It was stated by J. S. Robinson

(C. & N. W.) that at the Chicago terminal the cinders are

Fig. 5—Type C, Water Pit Built by the Lehigh Valley at

Coxton, Pa.

loaded into out-bound empty coal cars, moved to West Chi-

cago, and there unloaded by locomotive cranes and stored.

Later they are loaded as needed, and distributed to branch
lines for ballast and to other places where they can be used
to advantage. Other members stated that their roads make
a practice of storing cinders in the winter to obviate the diffi-

culty of handling them when frozen, and that others store

them both in the winter and summer. L. D. Hadwin (C. M.
&: St. P.) stated that one difficulty arose from the fact that

the use of locomotive cranes to handle cinders has the disad-

vantage in that it may be taken away and used out on the

line with the result that the cinders pile up in quantity, and
in the winter time freeze into an unmanageable mass. •
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Report on Lining Tunnels Under Traffic

The reasons for lining a tunnel depend largely on the con-

ditions surrounding it. A timber-lined tunnel, no matter

how short, located on a busy trunk line at a point where de-

touring is prohibitive or badly restrii ted, presents a hazard

which may result in enormous cost, for while the earth forma-

tion may be such as to give no trouble from compressed sides

or upheavals, there is the ever-present danger from fires, de-

railments and loads fouling the timbers, any one of which

might delay traffic enough to cut into the revenue of the road

seriously. Wet tunnels have been another source of annoy-

ance on many lines. This excessive moisture not only causes

track trouble but oftentimes creates side pressure and up-

heavals which endanger the stability of the tunnel and inter-

fere with traffic.

The kind of lining selected differs somewhat on the various

roads. Some roads deem it advisable to line with concrete

only while others use concrete back walls and brick facing

such as are found in many tunnels on the Baltimore & Ohio.

The concrete lining has proven the most economical to install,

especially with the present day methods—the pneumatic

process being the latest development in this line. By this

process the work may be carried on successfully with little

interruption to traffic and to the work. There are various

designs of machines for this work and the methods are di-

vided as to the application of the lining. There is now a

machine by which a grout of sand and cemenl is applied to

the rock walls of the tunnel, cither with or without reinforce-

ment as the conditions warrant, to the desired thickness. This

has proved to be a satisfactory method of lining rock-faced

tunnels where there is considerable seepage or where de-

composition is setting in, but ha- not lum used to any great

extent in railroad tunnels otherwise,

Lining Tunnels by Hand

Lining tunnels by the so-called band method has been ac-

complished under traffic very economically under favorable

circumstances. This is done in long tunnels by tin- use of the

jumbo car with the staging high enough to permit of the con-

crete being shoveled into the form from this elevated plat-

form. The difficulties encountered in this method are gen-

erally caused by the interference with the work by traffic,

making the work spasmodic and creating an economical loss,

which can be overcome only by the strictest supervision and
the employment of a small crew of men. Where short tunnels

are to be lined the hand method is probably the most
practical.

On the Southern Pacifh in some instances a 4 ft. by S-ft.

drift has been opened over the top of the tunnel timbers,

where the earth formation was favorable, a track laid on the

tunnel timbers and the concrete carried into the form in dump
cars. In this case the form can be poured to the top with

little shoveling. Several short pieces of lining were done by
this method, the drift over the top being u-ed only where it

could be easily opened, but the work was found to cost more
than with the pneumatic method.

Lining Tunnels by the Pneumatic Method

The Southern Pacific has now pra( ti< all) adopted the pneu-
matic method for the lining of its tunnels under traffic. The
first piece of work of this nature consisted of enlarging to

standard size and lining with concrete the tunnels on the

Tehachapi Pass and the San Fernando tunnel, all of which
are located on the single track main line', between San Fran-
cisco and l.os Angeles. (If the IS tunnels on the Tehachapi
section, 11 were lined throughout by the pneumatic process.

From one to five tunnel gangs were kept constantly at work
repairing and retimbering these tunnel- and the maintenance
expense mounted to'from $2,000 to $5.00(1 per month. It

was therefore finally decided to enlarge anil line the tunnels

to a standard size with a minimum overhead clearance of 22
ft. and a minimum width of 16 ft. on tangent track and 17
ft. on curves of over 2 deg.

The machine used for placing the concrete lining is simple
and long-lived. It consists of a cone-shaped hopper with a
trap door at the top and a cast iron elbow at the bottom or

apex of the cone. A 6-in. discharge pipe is used for the

54 -yd. batch.

These mat him - have come into general use on many roads
for lining tunnels under traffic and have proved to be very

satisfactory, both as regards the quality of concrete produced
and the economy of applying the lining, although the economy
in this process is governed largely by tile extent of the work
to be done, for the reason that the initial cost of the plant
would be prohibitive if only a small number of short tunnels
were to be [ini d,

The concri ti these methods was found to be well

mixed and of a good quality when crushed rock of 1 in. to

1
! 2 in. si/.e was used with good, dean sand, but round rock

and pebbl s did not do they had a tendency to

roll into pockets, which sometimes caused considerable
trouble.

I E these tunnel- varied somewhat owing to con-
ditions on the ground, the fluctuation in wages and the un-

v of material, during the 5 7 months that

the work was in progress. Costly delays -ienced

through labot ind lack of material delivery. The
i o-t on a typii il tunnel 684 ft. long lined by the pneumatic
method was $31 per lineal foot - lineal

foot for material.

Lining Two Tunnels on the Lehigh Valley

Two novel method the Lehigh Valley in re-

lining short sections of two of its tunnels. One. a double
track tunnel, was partly lined with brick when constructed,

time went on the brick disintegrated and bulged to

-in h an i ome danger
reduced. In 1890 a shaft was dug from the top of the ground
above the tunnel down to the top of the brick arch and a
second arch and side walls were built around the whole of
tlie original tunnel, and then the brick arch was removed
and the inner surface of the new
produce I lear and neat SU1

The other tunnel was an lied completely with brick when
constructed about I out 115 lineal feet

of the arch showed some signs of sagging and bulging. The
defective section of the tunnel was lined with cast iron

segmental an h lolted together at the ends and along
the sides through flanges \i the springing line, and for a

short distance upward, pari '<i the brick arch was cut away
to make room for the cast iron lining. This lining was
shaped so as to form a complete but flatter arch under the

brick arch, and the space between the cast iron arch and the

brick was grouted with a cement gun; this was done for each

rately as it was comph I 'I the

cast iron lining wa- in position, steel-crete met
'

wrapped about tin the cast ribs and the whole in-

-ide surface I including the bolt-), covered with a thin layer

of gunite, placed with a cement gun. to prevent destruction

of the metal by the gases from
;
..--ini: lo OH

[The report also included detailed accounts of the methods
used in lining the S.m Fernando tunnel on the Southern

ught tunned on the Canadian P
the St. Paul Pass tunnel on the '

a.]

The report was - Will
chairman. M. M I

i; w k S. P.), A.

B. River- (C M & St, P.).
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Discussion

In the discussion of. the report, reference was madi to an

article entitled Virginian Builds Double Track to Relieve

Congestion, which appeared on page 4.s7 of the September

!ii issue of the Railway Age. G. W. Andrews (B. & O.)

also incorporated an article appearing in the August issue of

the Railway Maintenance Engineer in his discussion, this

article describing the form of tunnel organization which the

Baltimore &; Ohio had developed to handle the maintenance

of its tunnels under traffic.

Report on the Construction and Maintenance of Passenger Platforms

When a new platform is to be built or an old one replaced

the first problem is to determine the kind of platform to he

used. There are many kinds to choose from, including con-

, rete, brii k, asphalt or mastic, asphalt blocks, wood, crushed

stone] gravel, i inders, chats, etc. The selection for a particu-

lar location depends upon the kind and volume of traffic,

climatii conditions, availabilit) and cost of materials, im-

portance of the station for passenger traffic, permanence,

probability of future change of grade and whether under

cover or exposed to the elements.

Filled Platforms

For convenience the committee uses the term "filled plat-

forms" to designate those that are made with a top surface of

cinders, gravel, stone screenings, shells, chats or other suit-

able material which is merely compacted by tamping or roll-

ing. These are built both with and without curb. There are

some locations, especially at wayside stations, where there is

no trucking, at which a filled platform without curb can be

used. Something will depend upon the ground surface and

the drainage, but usually a platform of this kind, if carefully

built to begin with, will give very satisfactory service with

very little maintenance expense for many years. Bad spots

will develop from time to time, especially in wet weather, but

they are easily repaired. As a rule platforms of cinders or

stone screenings are objectionable when much trucking is

done, especially in the spring of the year when the frost comes

out, when they are also objectionable because of the dirt that

is tracked into stations and coaches by passengers.

The usual method of constructing these platforms is to ex-

cavate to a level grade about a foot below the base of rail,

put in a six-inch layer of broken stone or cinders and on this

six or eight inches of screenings, shell, chats or other finish-

ing material. This is thoroughly rolled or tamped, making a

hard, smooth surface.

Curbs

Most platforms of this kind are built with a curb of wood,

stone or concrete. Sometimes this curl) is placed only on the

side opposite the track, at other times on the track side, and

again on all sides. The curbs used vary considerably in de-

sign but in the main are much like those used in connection

with brick and concrete platforms.

Wooden Platforms

The usual types of wooden platforms are three in number.

The first consists of plank laid on sleepers resting on the

ground and is usually employed in dry localities or for tem-

porary installations. The life of such a platform is rather

-hurt, varying from 3 to 5 years, and is usually only war-

ranted to take care of a temporary need. The second type

includes plank laid on joists that rest on sleepers embedded
in the ground. This platform gives somewhat better servic<

because there is an air space under the floor for ventilation,

which keeps the floor and joists comparatively dry. The
sleepers in this style of platform rot quickly and it might be

worth while to make them of treated timber. The third type

contemplates the flooring and joists resting on stringers

which in turn an 5up < blocking or posts. This form

of wood platform gives the best service, lasting from eight to

ten years. Instead of .' more permanent supports

of brick or stone can be used.

The floor of wood platforms soon shows the wear of trucks

and traffic, and it is not long before it becomes uneven. It is

rather difficult to keep a wood platform in good appearance.

Broken or worn plank replaced by new look bad and are apt

to form stumbling blocks for passengers. This is one of the

main objections to this type of platform.

Concrete Platforms

It was rather surprising to the committee that concrete is

not used more generally for station platforms. In some cases

it is not long before the edges and corners begin to chip and
crack and small imperfections start in large surfaces. In

colder climates they are liable to injury by frost. Then too

platforms adjoin railroad tracks and are subject to marked
vibrations from passing trains. There are many instances of

concrete platform installations that are giving excellent

service, although as a general rule they are more successful

in warmer climates. One trouble with the concrete platform

is the difficulty of making repairs. For this reason it is apt

to be allowed to stay in an unsightly condition for a long

time before it is considered bad enough to require renewal.

In case of a change of grade a concrete platform cannot be

raised or lowered, but must be broken up and a new one put

down.
The C. & E. I. finds concrete to be the most satisfactory

material for passenger platforms in large terminals and in

larger cities where the traffic is heavy. From the standpoint

of construction and maintenance this road has found plat-

forms built to the following specifications the most economical.

"Excavate to a depth of 10 or 12 in. and put in a layer of

6 to 8 in. of cinders thoroughly tamped. (Care should be

taken to see that the subgrade has proper drainage). On the

cinders lay the usual two course sidewalk, the first course of

1:3:6 and the top or finish course of 1:2 concrete. Provide

expansion joints of J-2-in. every SO feet using an elastic satu-

rated asphaltic felt. Platforms constructed according to the

above specifications have been in service from 2 to 20 years

without any maintenance expense. All concrete platforms

are provided with expansion joints at the curb."

Brick Platforms

Communications from many members of the association

indicate that the brick platform is finding much favor and
has many points to commend it. If a brick platform develops

bad spots, part of the bricks are easily taken up, the founda-

tion repaired and the brick replaced. If the grade is changed

the brick can also be taken up and relaid with no loss cf

material. If bricks become broken they are easily taken out

and replaced with new materials.

Asphalt Blocks

Asphalt blocks are usually laid in or rather on a stiff half-

inch mortar bed which has been struck to a smooth surface

oyer the concrete base. The blocks are very uniform and

lay up tight and smooth without buckling, no matter what

the temperature may be. The blocks are made for heavy

service and the wear is very slight. The blocks produce a

Kan, comfortable non-slip surface that is dustless and prac-

tically noiseless. Thev are acid, alkali and water proof and

the normal dripping of oil incidental to daily usage is bene-

ficial to the asphalt blocks and readily assimilated without

making a spotty looking platform.
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Asphalt or Mastic Platforms

Passenger platforms of asphalt i>r mastic are largely inn-

fined to the larger cities and terminals. The asphalt coating

is about two inches in thickness and is placed on a concrete

foundation. Much experience is necessary in building such

a platform to make sure that this top coat will not become too

snfi in hot weather. As the asphalt coating is hard and

smooth it is apt to In-come slippery in freezing weather. Most

asphalt or mastic platforms are built under shelter as for

instance in large train sheds which protect them from

sive heat.

Repairs to this form of platform are not made easily. Bad

spots develop and gradually increase in size, making it nei es

sary to tear up a portion of the top coating and put in a patch.

The best patches are made with heated material- and it IS

usually necessary to call in the contractor who built the plat-

form to make the repairs. Then- is also a cold patch process

but it does not usually result in as satisfactory a job as the

hot process.

The report was signed by F. E. Weise (C. M. & St. P.),

chairman; E, K. Barrett (F. !•'.. ('.). vice-chairman; E E.

Allard (M. P.), R. W. Beeson (C. & S.), A. 0. Cunningham
(Wabash), Geo. Dickson (S. P.), F. A. Eskridge (C. &
E. I.), J. H. Markley (T. P. & W.), H. Silcox (Penna),

F. I. Welch (( VI. & St. P.), I. I. Wishart (N. \

N. H. & H.).

Discussion

["he discussion dealt chiefly with the comparative advan-

nd disadvantages of concrete and vitrified bri<k plat

torms. Some members reported installations of brick thai

had bei n vi tnd their statements ind

that the tendency on many roads was toward the adopt,

this type. The chief obje tion i ited consisted of settlement

and the insecure, or even dangerous, footing it presented in

winter, which can be remedied by giving proper considera

tion to the construction of the base and to thorough cleaning

in the winter. Objection was mad. • a the basis

that it chipped and -battered from the vibration of p
trains and the unloading of local freight I. B. I urnbull

(Ann Arbor) stated that this road had been us

platforms for about IS years, and that it had experienced

considerable difficulty from shattering. He stated that the)

had alleviated the trouble by pouring the platform mono-
lith.,. J. J. Wishart (N. Y., N II & B hat the

South Station, Boston. Mass., had had good success with

mastic platforms, which had been in service about 29

and only during the lasl 18 month- had it sarj to

make any repair-.

Report en the Recruiting of Bridge and Building Employees

When men are invited to enter the service of the railroad

they should be made to feel that it is the intention to treat

them fairly, that their grievances, if they have any, will be

given careful consideration, and that if it is found that their

complaints are justified, remedial action will be taken

promptly. The foreman should show a disposition to be

fair and impartial, be read) to grant minor privileges con-

sistent with the rules of the railroad company and should not

take unfair advantage of technicalities or be guilty of what

may be termed "sharp practice." Men in supervisory posi-

tions should at all times make the men under them feel that

they have an interest in their personal welfare, be kind and
considerate, yet fair and firm in their demands, protect the

interests of the loyal men and at the same time act with equal

fairness and firmness in disciplining the disloyal. The men
must be made to realize that they also have obligations and

that they are expected to respond to their superior officers in

the same spirit of interest and fairness. The most satisfac-

tory workmen are those who live on the division or section on

which they are working and of these the most desirable are

those who are married and who visit their families weekly. A
married man with a family is less likeh to lie attracted b)

the seasonal and occasional occupations at higher wage-, be

Cause he plans for the future and he knows by experience that

he cannot afford many periods of idleness.

Replies to inquiries indicate that the shipment of men from
large cities by labor agencies is seldom satisfactory for bridge

and building service. The men so obtained are "floaters,"

and do not remain long enough to receive proper training or

to become trustworthy and efficient. Fortunately it is not

often necessary to hire men in ver\ luge number- for bridge

and building work and the supervisor and foreman ma\ do

many things that will keep them in touch with available men.
In going over his district a supervisor can make inquiry at

the various cities and towns regarding probable re mil-. II

can ask station agent- to be OH the lookout for desirable men
and urge hi- foremen to make inquiry at the- towns where
they live. In this way he will at all time's have a list of avail-

able and desirable men. It will also be found that section

gangs frequently contain bright young men who will develop
oito good bridge and building men. I'lieir experience- and
training in section gangs makes them familiar with railroad

conditions, a training verj desirable for bridge- gangs. Some

supervisors have bad very good ,-uceess by following this

method.

Having let it become known that you are in need of addi-

tional men and that applications are desired, make it a point

to acknowledge cae h application properly, letting the man
know that it i- receiving consideration, and also make a

proper record. One ma) receive more applications than can

be used on a particular occasion but a week or two later he-

may be in the market again. Every applicant should be in-

vestigated carefully, not only as to his qualifii

workman but as to his habits and temperament. Is he cleanly

and companionable? Can he bunk with other men without

causing disturbance or friction? (hie grumbler in a cam]
can do a lot of harm. I- he hones! ami trustworthy? M-

in camp have clothe- and valuables that they must leave in

camp while at work and they must feel that they are reason-

ably safe-, e-spc-c ially a- far as their fellow workmen are

concerned.

Some supervisors make a practice "i getting acquainted

with applicant-, even though they do not need their services

at the time-. I.y writing to them or looking them up when in

their town. I'lii- h.i- been done with ginnl results. The\
then know just where to go when the need for more men
comes.

Occasion may arise when it is n all upon a

labor agency in a large city to Supply men for bridge and
building work. I hi- condition must be- faced by placing

orders with tin- mo-t reliable labor agency available and it is

better to send a man from one's own forces to interview and
select the men. I he selection of men in this wa)
at best a matter of personal judgment and it will

after a few da\ -' -c " \ ;.
,

. to weed out the less desirable men
When nun e-nte'r a railway company's service- there should

be a definite understanding oi what is required of them and
what the) will receive in return. The qui si

occupation are settled in advance, but just as import

these are the new man's relation to his fellow workmen, his

assignment of duties, his place- at the tabic

car. There should be- definite rule

-

retiring and rising, for smoking and tal

car-, a definite time after which c\er\!h

saidtary arrangements and n .
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are printed and posted in the cars or camp, but this is not

always necessary. The important thing is that the men

understand what the rules are and that they will be enforced.

It will be found much easier to maintain discipline if the

newcomer understands these matters in advance.

The report was signed by F. W. Hillman (C. & N. W.),

chairman, S. C. Tanner (B. & O.), J. E. Buckley (B. & M.),

J. K. Davidson (Penna.), Frank Lee (C. P. R.), E. G.

Storck (P. & R.).

Discussion

Mir discussion hinged largely on the necessity of giving

the foreman more instruction in the handling of his men.

Several speakers urged that the responsibility for the hiring

of men be placed on the foremen in whose gangs they work,

subject to general supervision by division officers. Some
supervisors refer all applications for employment to the fore-

men working in the territory in which the applicant lives.

Some roads, notably the New York Central and the Chicago

& Northwestern, have found it practical and profitable to

take men from the section forces for use in bridge and

building and water service gangs. Another point discussed

was the question of physical examination of each applicant.

In respect to this R. H. Reid (N. Y. C.) and G. W. Andrews
(B. & O.) stated that their respective roads require that all

applicants undergo a rigid physical examination.

Report on the Detection and Repair of Leaks in Water Mains

The several causes of leaks in underground water mains

may be classified in the order of their importance, as

follows: (1) Jars and shocks due to vibration, etc.; (2)

Joints poorly made; (3) Water hammer; (4) Unequal settle-

ment of pipe; (5) Deterioration through oxidation and elec-

trolysis, and (6) Expansion and contraction of pipe.

The detection of leaks in water mains laid underground is

sometimes a very serious problem as such leaks do not always

show on the surface, particularly where the mains are laid in

a porous formation such as sand, cinders, loose rock, etc., or

in proximity to sewers and drains. Leaks in mains laid

under these conditions may assume enormous proportions

and continue for years before they are discoveied. It is

needless to say that the losses through such leaks will justify

considerable effort and expense to overcome them.

As an example of the losses that may occur in underground

water mains from leaks that do not appear on the surface, a

survey made at Washington, D. C, showed 93 concealed leaks

on underground water mains which were wasting 1,034,000

gal. of water per day. The presence of such leaks is often

made apparent only through a greatly increased consumption

of water. Even then they are sometimes exceedingly difficult

to locate. It is obvious that the problem, so far as determin-

ing the presence of leaks is concerned, lies with those that do

not show on the surface. With a straight line of pipe or a

system of piping where the location of each line as well as

the outlets are definitely known the procedure is compara-
tively simple as it consists merely of closing the various out-

lets, maintaining a pressure on the line and checking the

losses through the decrease in pressure or by the speed of the

pump. If the line is metered the meter reading will, of

course, show the exact loss and if it is possible to isolate each

line the survey may be confined to any particular part of the

system.

On extensive and complicated systems of pipe lines such as

at shops, yards and terminals the location of lines and out-

lets is not always known and the valves controlling the

various connections ma}' leak, with the result that it is almost

impossible to make a pressure test of the pipe lines. A check
of the quantity of water pumped against the actual require-

ments will often indicate a leakage but as a general rule only
a leak of considerable proportion may be found through this

method. An examination of the -ewers and drains will show
whether any al rmal waste exists. Other methods may sug-
gest themselves in eai h case.

After it has been determined definitely that a leak exists,

the matter of locating it is a still more difficult problem and
no rule may he suggested that will prove infallible. The
methods generally followed are the use of an aquaphone or
what is generally known as a "leak finder." This instrument
is similar to a common telephone transmitter connected to a
small rod instead of a wire. The rod is applied to the pipe
and under favorable conditions the sound of the leak will be

• transmitted to the ear; i'\ following the pipe the location of

the leak may often be determined. The use of the aquaphone
on underground pipe lines may, however, entail almost as

much excavation as would be necessary to uncover the line.

The use of this instrument also requires considerable prac-

tice and experience to locate leaks quickly. Another method
is to make a comparison of the pressure on the line at various

points as a pressure drop will occur on the pipe line beyond

the leak in the direction of flow due to the decreased friction.

An instrument known as the pitometer has been used exten-

sively in the larger cities to determine the presence of leaks.

The pitometer is a device by means of which the velocity of

flow in the main may be determined While there are, of

course, points where the pitometer could be used to advan-

tage in railway water service, its use, as a general thing, is

limited.

Repairing Leaks

No set rules may be laid down for the repair of leaks as

the method of repair will depend upon the nature of the break

and the materials available for repairs. This is particularly

true of emergency cases. The method to be followed in mak-
ing repairs will depend upon the nature of the leak. The
majority of leaks will, of course, result from bad joints in

bell and spigot pipe on account of the preponderance of this

type of joints.

The majority of underground leaks will occur in lead

joints. The advantage of a joint of this kind is that it can

usually be repaired by recaulking. Lead wool can frequently

be used to advantage for making repairs, especially in wet

trenches or on submerged mains where it would be difficult to

use hot lead.

The most persistent leaks are those occurring in pipe lines

laid under tracks and caused by the vibration and shock of

passing trains. This trouble may be corrected by supporting

the track so that the weight does not come on the pipe. The
method to be followed will depend upon local conditions and
may consist of placing the service pipe within a larger pipe,

or a concrete box. In extremely soft, marshy ground it may
We necessary to provide a trestle similar to a standard ballast

deck trestle.

The report was signed by C. R. Knowles (I. C), chair-

man, J. H. Grover (A. T. & S. F.). J Mellgren (C. & N. W.),
committee.

Discussion

The question of making good joints in pipe lines and the

methods to be employed in pouring and calking such joints

formed the major part of the discussion. It was stated that

where joints have been poured hastily or an insufficiently

high gate had been used that the gate should not be cut off

with a cold chisel but should be worked with a calking

ti ol to close up any blow holes or other results from shrink-

age, in recognition of the fact that leaks occurred at the'top

of tin. 1 joint in nearly all cases. F. A. Demars (O. S. I..)
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and C. R. Knowles (I. C.) stated that any discussion should

hinge on the development of leak.-, in properly made joints

and that not all leaks by any mean-, resulted from blow

holes on top. It was emphasized that the movement of

trains where pipe is laid in the vicinity of tracks, causes
a vibration that results in pounding the lead calking so thin

that it fails and causes Leaks. .Several members stated that

they had very poor success with cement joints.

Other Papers, Reports and Closing Business

L. F. Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson, spoke

at the opening of the session on Wednesday morning. After

tracing the development of the steam engine from its infancy

to its present high efficiency, and its influence on our civiliza-

tion, he referred to the retarding influence of trade unionism

today. He advocated the secret ballot and an honest count

as the relief from the present high-handed control of labor

agitators, closing with an appeal for the local supervisory

officers' support, as they are in direct contact with the rank

and tilr.

The Committee on Tool Equipment for Pile Drivers pre-

sented complete lists of equipment for track and floating pile

drivers. An appendix by R. C. Young (L. S. S: I.) presented

additional information regarding the jetting of piles. In the

discussion of this report, G. W. Andrews (B. & O.) traced

the development of pile driving equipment during the last

SO years, and emphasized the value of modern tools, stating

that 10 blows can now be delivered in the time required for

one, a half century ago. Arthur Ridgeway (D. & R. G. W.)
and others described the advantages of equipping pile drivers

with electric lights, particularly in times of emergency when
night work is necessary.

C. iM. Taylor (C. of N. J.) gave an illustrated talk Tues-

day evening on the use of treated timber by bridge and build-

ing forces. He stated that if the best work is to be secured,

the timbers must be completely framed in advance, then

treated and shipped to the location. Where this is been done,

a satisfactory and lasting construction can be secured. 1 he

advantages to lie derived are numerous, and include such im-

portant factors as the lessened chances for decay, the more
thorough treatment of the wood, and the general speeding up
of the erection, Emphasis was placed on the fact that treated

timber must be handled carefully at all times, abstaining

from the use of pike poles or other devices which penetrate

the treated surface. In answer to a number of questions, it

was brought out by Mr. Taylor that the ordering of timber,

and particularly piles, was often delayed so lung that it was

very difficult to secure the best treatment and still make the

required delivery. He urged that more consideration be

given to this point.

( tther features of the convention included the annual din-

ner held tli is year at Coney Island on Wednesday evening.

with approximately 400 attending, and the tour of inspec-

tion of the Pennsylvania Terminal, the New York Connect-
ing Railway and Hell Gate arch bridge, the electrified line

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford to Stamford,
Conn., anil the Grand Central Terminal by special train,

following the conclusion of the convention on Thursday
a fternoon.

Closing Business

I b follow in ' subjei ts were selei ted for consideration dur-
ing the next year: (1) Pile driving records; (2) labor-sav-

ing devices in routine bridge and building works; (.1) build-

ing inspection and records; (4) the relative merits of wooden,
steel and concrete tanks; (5) the painting of structural steel:

(6) the framing of bridge timbers before treatment; (7)
handling and driving concrete piles; (8) the construction and
maintenance of sewers and drains.

At the closing session on Thursday morning, the following

officers were elected: President, C. R. Knowles, superin-

tendent of water service, Illinois Central, Chicago; fir.-i

president, Arthur Ridgeway, assistant chief engineer, Denver
& Rio Grande Western, Denver, Colo.; second vice-president.

J. S. Robinson, division engineer, < bicago & North Western,
Chicago; third vice-president, J. P. Wood, supervisor of

bridges, Pere Marquette, Saginaw, Mich.; fourth vice-presi-

dent. ('. W. Wright, master carpenter. Tung Island Railroad.

Jamaica. X. Y.; secretary-treasurer, C. A. Lichty, general

bicago & North Western. Chicago; directors for

two years, F. < B lluss, engineer 1. ridge- and buildings, Du-
luth, Missabe & Northern, Duluth. Minn; Maro Johnson,
assistant engineer, Illinois Central, Chicago; and O. F. Dal-
•ti'in, bridge engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago.

Cincinnati, Ohio, was selected as the location of the next

convention.

At the close of the session on Thursday morning the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted:

Resolved: That the American Railway Rridge and
Building Assot iation in convention assembled deplores the

is agitation for a strike of railroad workers, and the

individual members hereof reaffirm an unbroken record of
loyalty to their respective railroads and pledge anew their

support to the management in their efforts to provide unin-
terrupted, efrkienl ind momical transportation for the

American public.

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association

The exhibit of the Bridge ami Building Suppl) Men's
Association in connection with the meeting was the equal

of that presented in 1920 a1 Atlanta, Ga., which was the

largest as to the number oi exhibitors in the history of th<

organization. 'The exhibits of the a onsisted in a

large measure of literature, photographs and samples al-

though a considerable number showed their device- ami
equipment either in models or in lull size.

'The officers of the association tor the past year were:

President, C. E. Ward. 1
T

. S. Wind Engine &: Pump Com-
pany, Batavia, 111.: vice-president, Merle I. Trees. Chicago
Bridge &: Iron Work-. Chicago; treasurer, C. R. Mc\
Barrett Company. Chicago; secretary V I. Filkins, Paul
Dickinson Company,' Chicago; honorary director. Tom
Tehon, the l.ehon Company, Chicago: members executive

committee W. (>. Washburn, American Hoist & IVrrick Co..

St. Paul, Minn.: ( . W. Kelly, the Kelly I
1

Chicago; 1). J. Higgins, American Valve & Miter Company,
go; F. M. Condit, Fairbanks. Mi rs & I

I. W. Snow, The r. W. Snow Construction Company
cago, and W. 11. Lawrence. The IT W Johns-Manville
Company, New York City.

At the annual business meeting on Thursday mornii
following officers w, re el -.dun. M. I I r

I !l idgi Si I • -J i Work-, i

McVa
I

tt Compai
Tilkins, Paul Dickinson Company, l -etar%. 1>

J.

. American Valve & Cincinnati, Ohio;
try director, C E W U S. Wind Engine & Pump
Batavia, 111.: men

Condit & Co, CI go; W. 1

Manville Company, New York; T W. :- T. W.
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Snow Construction Company, Chicago; J. E. Nelson,

[oseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago; William Volkhart, Wil-

liam Volkhart, Inc., New York, and B. J. Wilson, Railway

Age, Chicago.

The companies exhibiting, with the. nature of their dis-

plays and the names of their representatives, were as follows:

American Tar Products Company. Chicago; S. H. Fields and P. L.

Griffiths.

American Valve & Meter Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; model of drop spout;

J. T. McCarry and B. J. Higgins.

American Hoist & Derrick Company. St. Paul, Minn; literature; K.

J. Johnson and H. W. Davis.

American Radiator Company, Chicago; literature; G. J. Meyer.

Barrett Company, New York; samples of paint, roofing, shingles and

literature; < R. McVay. W. S. Babcock, G. H. Hilderbrandt and W. S.

Wallace.

Carter Hloxonend Flooring Company, Chicago; photographs and
samples o( flooring; R. G. Stowell.

' hicago Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago; photographs and literature;

Merle .1. Trees. II. C. Brown and Sedrick B. Smith.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company. Cleveland, Ohio ; II. S. Covey and
Guy Cregory.

Detroit Steel Products Company. Detroit, Mich. ; window sash and
literature; R. S. Bishop and W. H. Maxwell.

Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich. ; samples of paint and litera-

ture; L. D. Mitchell and J. R. C. Hintz.

Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; jacks; C. A. Methfessel.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago ; literature ; A. A. Taylor, F.

M. Condit, B. S. Spaulding, J. L. Jones, H. E. Vogel and E. J. Coverdale.
Ferrolineum Manufacturing Company, Jersey City, N. J. ; samples of

paint pigments ; O. C. Wakefield.
Hastings Pavement Company, New York ; literature and samples of

block flooring and pavement; J. B. Weed and P. L. Thompson.
Highgrade Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio; literature and

samples of roofing cement ; S. A. Baber and A. C. Copper.
Johns-Manville Company, Inc., New York; samples of roofing, pipe and

boiler installations, packing, flooring and shingles; J. E. Mink, E. L.
Colopy, B. J. Jordan, G. A. Nichols and W. H. Lawrence.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.; literature; A. A.

Neally and W. W. Chase.
Kelly-Derby Company, Chicago.
I.ebon Company, The. Chicago ; samples of roofing and shingles ; Tom

Lehon and John E. Eipper.

Luitweiler Pumping Engine Company, Rochester, N. Y. ; model of
deep-well water pump ; E. E. Alexander.
Minwax Company, The, New York; model of bridge deck drain and

literature; A. S. Harrison, R. W. Harrison and J. E. Marble.
Massey Concrete Products Corporation, Chicago.
National Lead Company, New York; literature; G. M. Hartley, Jr.,

and A. H. Sabin.

Norton, A. O., Inc., Boston, Mass.; jacks and jack cover; G. R. Law
and Wm. R. Kelly.

Nelson, Jos. E., & Sons, Chicago; literature; J. E. Nelson and W. K.
Nelson.

Nichols, Geo. P. & Bro., Chicago; literature.
Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New York; copies of paper ; K A.

Brown and J. A. Brown.
Patterson, W. W., & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; tackle blocks; W. W. Patter-

Patterson & Sargent Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chicago; model of cast-iron camp car jack and

ventilators; A. J. Filkins.

Railway Review, Chicago; copies of paper; G. L. Bates, J. E. Gougeon
and W. M. Camp.

Robertson Company, H. H., Pittsburgh, Pa.; literature and samples of
asbestos protected metal, skylights, ventilators and roofing; Willis F.
Hackedorn.
Robertson & Company, Wm., Chicago; model of culvert; R. F. Repasz

and T. F. Landergan.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York; copies of papers

and cyclopedias; E. T. Howson, Milburn Moore, W. S. Lacher F C
Koch, B. J. Wilson and If. L. D. Jackson.
Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, Ohio; F. A. Elm, mist and John

?
n°w Construction c<>n'Pany, F. W„ Chicago; literature; T. W, Sn, -

and I.. S. Snow.
U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, III.; literature; I I

Ward.
Volkhardl Company, Inc., The, New York; model of hydrants tnd

torches; Wm. Volkhardt.

'
km mission has suspended until February 12 die oper-

ation ol schedules naming increased .ales ,,„ cotton seed prod
" ll " '

' Points in Mis ouri, in Si I ouis, and East Si Louis
published in Agent ! \. | eland's tariff

v Resoli j introduced in I ongress on October 7 by Repre-
sentativi Dowell would order th. Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to reduce freight rates on agricultural products by 25
per criii. The resolution also provides that the rates thus re-
duced Should not later be advanced Without the consent of
( Congress,

Labor Board Lifts Piece Work Ban

The present labor crisis has been complicated by a de-

cision of the Labor Board handed down on October 13

and containing drafts of 17 rules considered by the

Board as just and reasonable rules for inclusion in all agree-

ments between individual roads and their shop employees.

One of these rules removes the present ban on piece work,

and of the total of 17 rules, 10 have been so worded as to

eliminate inefficient and uneconomical results caused by the

application of the counterparts of these rules in the Shop
Crafts' National Agreement. Seven rules of the National

Agreements, Rules 8, 31, 61, 66, 67, 68 and 78, dealing

respectively with Sunday work, seniority in departments,

requirements for machinists, definition of "dead work," as-

signment of "dead work" forces to running repair work.

machinists and helpers on w-reck trains, and requirements

for boilermakers, have been judged as just and reasonable

by the Board and are made effective on October 16.

The new rules promulgated by the Board are as follows,

the rule number corresponding with the similar rule in the

National Agreements and the italic portion indicating the

changes made by the Board:

Rule No. 1

Eight hours shall constitute a day's work. All employees com-
ing under the provisions of this agreement, except as otlierwise

provided in this schedule of rules, or as may hereafter be legally

established between the carrier and the employees, shall be paid
on the hourly basis.

This rule is intended to remove the inhibition against piece

zvork contained in rule 1 of the shop crafts' national agreement
and to permit the question to be taken up for negotiation on any
individual railroad in the manner prescribed by the Transportation
Act.

Rule No. 2

(Rule adopted as substitute for Rules 2, 3, 4, 5, of the national

agreement.)
There may be one, two, or three shifts employed. The starting

time of any shift shall be arranged by mutual understanding be-

tween the local officers and the employees' committee based on
actual service requirements.

The time and length of the lunch period shall be subject to

mutual agreement.

Rule No. 18

When new jobs are created or vacancies occur in the respective
crafts, the oldest employees in point of service shall, if sufficient

ability is shown by trial, be given preference in filling such new
jobs or any vacancies that may be desirable to them. All vacancies
or new jobs created will be bulletined. Bulletins must be posted
five (S) days before vacancies are filled permanently. Employees
desiring to avail themselves of this rule will make application to
the official in charge and a copy of the application will be given
to the local chairman.
An employee exercising his seniority rights under this rule will

do so without expense to the carrier: he will lose his right to the

job he left; and if after a fair trial he fails to qualify for the

new position, he will have to take whatever position may be open
in his craft.

Rule No. 46

Applicants for employment may be required to take physical
rumination at the expense of the carrier to determine tlu- fitness

<>l the applicant lo reasonably perform the service required in his
croft or class. They will also be required to make a statement
showing address of relatives, necessary four years' experiem e,

and name ami local address of last employer.

Rule No. 48

Employees injured while at work will not be required to make
accident reports before they are given medical attention, but will
make them as soon as practicable thereafter. Proper medical at-
tention will be given at the earliest possible moment and, when
able, employees shall be permitted to return to work without
Signing a release pending final settlement of the case.

At tlie option of the injured party, personal injury settlements
may be bandied by the duly authorised representatives of the em-
ployee with the duly authorised representatives of the carrier.
Where_ death or permanent disability results from iniury. the law-
ful heirs of the deceased nun have the case handled as 'herein
pi '\ ided
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Rule No. 50

Existing conditions in regard to shop trains will be continued
unless changed by mutual agreement, or unless, after <//

nicnt between the carrier and employees, the dispute is properly
brought before the Labor Board and the Board Anils the con-
tinuance of existing conditions unjust and unreasonable, and
orders same discontinued or modified.

The company will endeavor to keep shop trains on schedule
time, properly heated and lighted, and in a safe, clean, and sanitary

condition. This not to apply to temporary service provided in

case of emergency.

Rule No. 55

Work of scrapping engines, boilers, tanks, and ears or other
machinery will be done by crews under the direction of a me-
chanic.

Rule No. 60

.•/( the close of each week one minute foi each hour actually

..orL-eil during the week will be allowed employees for checking
in and out and making out service cards on their own time.

Rule No. 65

Machinists assigned to running repairs shall not be required to

work on dead work at points where dead-work forces are main-
tained except "when there is not sufficient running repairs to keep
them busy.

Rule No. 77

.It plants where there are ordinarily 15 or more engines tested

and inspected each month, and machinists are required to swear
to federal reports covering such inspection, a machinist will be

assigned to handle this work in connection with other machinist's

work and will be allowed five cents per hour above the ma-
chinist's minimum rate at the point employed.
At points or on shifts where no inspector is assigned and ma-

chinists are required to inspect engines and rwear to federal re

ports, they will be paid free cents per hour above the machinist's
minimum rate at the point employed for the days on which such
inspections are made.

Vutogenous welders shall receive five cents per hour abo
minimum rate paid mechanics at the point employed

In each case the italic portion of the new rule is intended

to eliminate the objectionable features of the old rule, espe-

cially those to which the railroads objected during the

hearings on National Agreements.

Senate Committee Railroad

Hearings Resumed
\\ .

i IOT0 l I

H bakings befor] the Senate Committee 'ti [nterstate

Commerce in connection with its general inquiry into

the railroad situation, which were suspended carl\ in

July, were resumed at Washington on October 13 but were

shortly adjourned on at count of the death of Senator Kno\
and after a session on Saturday, October 15, tin hearing was

again adjourned.

The few members of the committee who were present were

treated to a statistical medley by Frank I Warne, statistician

for the Big Four brotherhoods, the burden of whose argu-

ment was that the committee had been completely misled by

the witnesses for the railroads in their presentation of sta-

tistics of railway revenues, expenses and income for the war
period and inferentially by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission that had published the same statistics minus the

emendations and commendations of them which Mr. Warne
had made in a series of complicated charts. He said the

commission should not have based its decision in the F.\ Parte

74 rate case on the abnormal results of the war period, hut on

the more permanent tendencies as shown by the results prior
to that time, during which, he said, the commission had re

peatedly held that railway revenues were adequate. To
prove it he quoted from several of its rate decisions without
reading from the later reports in which the commission after

further consideration found occasion to alter its conclusion-

He also said that rates should not have been raised during

tin- period of federal control while the railroads were being
guaranteed and he attempted to prove that the advances in
rates during that period were made at the instance of the
railroads by referring to their unsuccessful efforts later, in

1919, to persuade Director General Mines ,,, ,,,p.. t ,

before the roads were returned.

Mr. \\ ante's principal charges about the railroad witi

who had previously testified during the hearing were based
on the fact that in showing the abnormal relation between
earnings and expenses that had come out of the federal con-
trol period they had constantly referred to the net railway
operating income actually earned for 1918, 1919, and 1920
instead of using the- corporate income of the road- including
the guaranteed rental, which he placed at $906 :

though a large part of it has not yet been paid.

The omission of the guarantee. Mr Warne said, had con-
cealed the fact that the roads had earned the largest net
operating income in their history. He had some combination
of figures to make it appear that $906,000,000 exceeded the
tut operating income of 1016 and I'M 7. althpugh th(

figures are larger. In explaining his point, however. Mr.
Warne read from tin testimony a colloquy between I.. K.

Wettling and Senator Cummins which showed that it was
understood that the figures under discussion were the net
operating income which resulted under the earnings and
expenses as they were, and that they did nj way
represent the effect of the promised guaranty. He also ob-
jected because the' railroads had used the' net operating
income and not the guaranty in calculating .. percent
return on the "inflated" property investment a. count.

After having presented one scries of charts using the
guarantj a- net operating income Mr. Warm- produced an-
other set in whidi he added the guaranty which the roads
wore- supposed to have received, and some of which i- -till

held up until the Congress passes some kind of a bill to
provide tin- Railroad Administration with funds with which
i" pa} it. to the total operating revenues, in order as h

A the proper margin between earnings and expenses.
By subtracting tin he thus arrived at

a nel operating income which included the guaranty. Mr.
Warne said that the- fact that the railroad witnesses wc-r.

able to hid,- behind accounting technicalil xcuse
for their not telling the truth, which gave- Senator 1',-rnald
an opportunity to bring up his theory that tax,-- and bond
interest should be added to operating i

-,,• nsi - in this
however, Mr. Warne pref< rr,-,l to relj on the commis
system of accounting.

Another bit of information which he furnished for the
enlightenment of the- four senators who represented the com-
mittee was that while the railroads in most of the eight months
ot l''2(i during which they were under guaranty showed
operating deficits, during the last four months of the v<-ar.

whili the) were- not guaranteed they had a net of
|

000,000 It was left. to the- knowledge or tin- imagination
of the se-nator- to recall thai this was during the four months
m which a rate advance- of about 33 per cent was in

WvsuiNOT.iN ro New \oKk. in 7» minute
nnb - an hour, is the- s|,ee,| reported for an airplane trip
on Oct, -her 10, with one pi I u-ut Howard K. R
piloting a De Haviland armj airplane. The flight was m
an average height

Tm IMITTKK on interstate and foreipn commerce
held a meeting this week an. I decided not t.> cake up :'•

side-ration at this -' SSlon of Congl -- a- f tl

bills which have been referred to it unless some new
levelops. The committee has before it a numl

bills intended t amend various parts of the transportation

act, particular!) with reference to the rate-making provisions.
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The National Association of Railroad Tie Producers will

li old its fourth annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chi-

cago, on January 26 and 27. This meeting will follow imme-
diately after that of the American Wood Preservers' Associa-

tion which will be held at the same hotel on January 24, 25

and 26.

Locomotives and Cars, by William Elmer, Pennsylvania
Railroad; Avoiding Waste in Car Operation—The Container
Car, by W. C. Sanders, New York Central. The meeting
will be held in the Engineering Societies' building, 29 West
Thirty-ninth street, New York, on the morning of De-
cember 9.

"Organized Business and the Railways"

"Organized Business and the Railways" is the title of a leaflet

issued to members of the Railway Business Association by
President Alba B. Johnson. Its text is a letter to President

Joseph H. Defrees of the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States. It Was authorized by the association's general executive

Committee at Chicago, Thursday evening, October 6, following a

noon luncheon at which the situation was described to members
and guests of the association by Frank W. Noxon, secretary, and

S. O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age.

Sixty-Seven Trespassers Apprehended

One hundred and twenty hoboes boarded a Southern Pacific

freight train bound for Los Angeles, Cal., from the north,

at Mojave, Cal., on September 29, and refused to get off the

train when ordered to do so by the train men. The train

was met in the outskirts of Los Angeles by Los Angeles
police officers and 67 of the trespassers were arrested. On
the following day 51 of the men pleaded guilty and were
given the alternative of paying a $20 fine or going to jail for

20 days. Five were given suspended sentences and 11 were
released.

Fraudulent Pay Checks

Three men arrested at Pittsburgh, Pa., and brought into court

on October 7, on charges of conspiracy to defraud the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad, were found to have cashed a large number of

counterfeit pay checks ; and to identify themselves, when mak-
ing purchases, they used counterfeit railroad passes, written on
blanks which they bad printed. All three pleaded guilty. One
was an employee and another a former employee ; and two other

men, including a printer, are yet to be caught. In passing checks

amounting to $1,412, the thieves had received more than $1,000
in change.

Railway Fire Prevention Association

The eighth annual convention of the Railway Fire Prevention

Association opened at Chicago, on October 18. The meeting was
opened by President W. F. Hickey in the presence of about 150

members and guests and was addressed by Alfred H. Erickson,

assistant corporation counsel of the city of Chicago, who repre-

sented the mayor of the city in welcoming the convention. The
meeting was also addressed by J. E. McDonald, chief of fire pre-

vention of the city of Chicago, who gave a short account of the

history of fire prevention in Chicago and congratulated the rail-

road association in having taken so prominent an interest in fire

prevention.

Railroad Division of A.S.M.E. to

Discuss Elimination of Waste
The Railroad Division of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers will discuss the elimination of waste on
railroads in connection with the general consideration of

that topic at the annual meeting of the society. Three papers
will be presented as follows: Avoidable Waste in Locomo-
tives as Affected by Design, by Janus Partington, American
Locomotive Company; Avoidable Waste in Operation of

Specifications for Cast Iron Car Wheels

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has issued a new
specification for cast iron wheels (No. 261, dated September 1,

1921). It is very complete, somewhat more rigid than the

A. R. A. specification, and is particularly notable in that it con-

tains a specification for the chemical composition which is

similar to, but does not allow as wide a range as the chemical

specification tentatively adopted at the last convention of the

American Society for Testing Materials. The composition

specified is as follows

:

Minimum Maximum
Total carbon 3.00 3.65
Combined carbon—not over .85
Manganese 50 .85
rhosphorws—net over .32

Sulplrtr—not over .16

Silicon 45 .75

Protests Against Valuation

A large number of protests against the tentative valuation re-

port of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific have been filed with the commission this

week.

The Rock Island declared in its protest that the tentative

valuation did not represent the value of the property owned and

used by it ; that the valuation, because of "the erroneous methods,

rules and principles applied therein." did not comply with the

valuation act, and that "the cost of reproduction now reported

in the tentative valuation was determined by the application in

some instances of erroneous principles and methods, by the ex-

clusion of costs which should have been included, by the failure

to list in the inventory all the owned or used property, by the

use of inadequate unit prices, by improper classification, and by

other errors of commission and omission, as the result of which

the cost of reproduction now of the said properties as reported

is much less in amount than should have been allowed."

The road's complaint made no general estimate of the total

valuation it would claim, but asked the commission to withdraw
its tentative valuation and to give the carrier opportunity for

hearings upon it and the presentation of evidence.

In addition protests were filed by the various roads, a part of

whose property is jointly used by the Rock Island and also

by the Iowa, Nebraska and other state commissions, who ob-

jected to the inclusion of certain items.

The Oldest Illinois Central Locomotive

The Mississippi, the first engine ever used on the Illinois Cen-

tral system, has been exhibited during the past month at the

Indiana State Fair, Indianapolis, Ind. ; the Kentucky State Fair,

Louisville, Ky., and the Interstate Fair at Sioux City, Iowa. It

will also be shown at the National Implement & Vehicle Show
at Peoria, 111., until October 8.

This engine was built at Natchez, Miss., in 1834, the parts

having been imported from England to be assembled there. Its

cylinders are 9yi in. by 16 in., and it weighs 14,000 pounds. It is

said that the entire cost of the engine was less than $2,000. The
newest locomotive bought by the Illinois Central this year weighs

382,000 pounds, has cylinders 30 in. by 32 in., and its cost was
$88,819.

The Mississippi was first used on a line between Natchez and
Foster, Miss, (later acquired by the Illinois Central), in 1836,

790
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1837 and 1838. There are no records between 1838 and 1873, but

in '873 and 1874 the Mississippi was in service on a line between

Warrcnton, Miss., and Vicksburg. In 1874, an engineer, John
Rogers, put the Mississippi on a side track to rest for the night,

but forgot to close the throttle, with the result that the engine

ran into a deep mud bank, where it lay until 1880. From 1880 to

1890, it was used as a switching engine in a gravel pit at Brook-
haven, Miss. The engine was given a general overhauling in

1892 and was exhibited in the Transportation Building of the

World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893. It traveled

from McComb, Miss., to Chicago under its own power. It was
also on exhibition at the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904.

Railway Returns for August

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of the rail-

way income account for August is as follows:

tati that the roads in which he asks to retain his director-
ship are not competitive with the Union Pacific except that
there i on to some extent between the Illinois Cen-
tral and the Chicago & Alton for business between Chicago
and St. Louis.

Think of the Train Baggageman
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, in a circular entitled

"The Human iJesirc to Serve," counsels with its patrons as
follows:

The railroads and the American Railway Express Company
are so closely allied that the problems of one are largely
the problems of the other. The aims of this railroad com-
pany and the express company are identical, to sell trans-
portation, and to promote harmony, efficiency and reduce loss
and damage claims. Transportation is and must be a failure

Item r-
No. Item 1921

1 Avcraqe number of miles operated 235.398.39
Revenues:

2 Freight $353,307,01!
3 T.-wscngcr -109. 174.998
4 Mail 7.449.068
5 Express 10.313.774
6 All .tlier trans|KTtation 14,465.961
7 Incidental 10,073 997
8 J.int facility.—Cr 608.803
9 Joint facility—Pr 114.662
10 Railway '.pcrating revenues 505,508,274

Expenses:
11 Maintenance of way and structures 71,940,562
12 Maintenance of equipment 105.482 549
13 Traffic 6.82S.585
14 Transportation 180,901.570
15 Miscellaneous opera'uns 4,161.647
16 General 13,488.538
17 Transportation for investment—Cr 521,381
18 Kr.ilway operating expenses. 382.279.070
19 Net revenue Irom railway operations 123.229,2(14

20 Railway tax accruals 26,151,760
21 Uncollectible railway revenues 138.352
22 Railway rperatins incrme 96,939.092
23 Equipment lents—Dr. balance 5.675,073
24 Joint i'aci'itv rent— Dr balance 1.022.916
25 Net of Hems 22, 23. and 'J 90,241,103
26 Ratio of expenses to revenues (per cent) 75.62

'Includes $2,919.3(3. sleeping and parlor car surcli

Includes $21,7 51,193. sleeping and parlor c:ir surcharge.

$360 580.250
132.903,613

7 823.168
15.165.514
14,580,954
14.81 1.1 '.0

84P.098
185 318

555. 522. 389

181 3f0.71.i

8.066 234
323.815.483

6.454 881
19.060.460

986.185
682.315.188

26,263.402
141 876

153.19s 077
3 R4(. 496
1,537.997

158.582 570
122.82

Eight Months

1921 1920
235.260.10 234.625.18

$2,537,466,013 $2,583,585,913
793021 501 822.170.839
63.850.810 H7./09.02S
60.098.598
106.181.410 96,081 152
79.660 354 97.8"4.797
5.1.-0.S11 5,028 679
1,110,614 1

3,644,288,883 3.82S.048.200

507.837,688 693,788,085
842,834.226 1,030
56,729.579 46.193.4i2

1,558 622.754 1.849 695.539
J3 571.042
114.325.615

3 930.164 1

3,109.990.740 3.770.449.38S
534.29S.143
183,205 302 182.407.235

809 f48
350. 253. 193 128.563.952
35<v-
10,903.677 •

304.320.753 161,125.556
85.34 98.57

Common Officers or Directors

The Interstate Commerce ( ommission lias issued a set of

regulations to govern the applications to be filed with the

commission under that provision of the transportation act

which makes it unlawful after December 31, 1921, for any per-

son to hold the position of officer or director of more than
one carrier unless such holding shall have been authorized
by the commission. The commission interprets the law as

covering "any person authorized by a earrier to perform,
temporarily or otherwise, the duties or any of the duties ordi-

narily performed by a director, president, vice-president,

secretary, treasurer, general counsel, general solicitor, general
attorney, comptroller, general auditor, general mat
freight traffic manager, passenger traffic manager, chief en-

gineer, general superintendent, general land and tax agent,
or chief purchasing agent." The order prescribes in detail

the form of application to be filed with the commission.

The Union Pacific and its subsidiaries, and the St. Louis-
San Francisco and its subsidiaries have filed with the com-
mission blanket applications For authority for their respective
officers and directors to hold similar positions with the var
ous subsidiary companies. The Union Pacific applii

says that its reason for such application is the identity of

ownership throughout the system and the fact that all road-
of the system are operated as a unified transportation system.
Individual applications have also been filed l>> K. S. Lovett
for authority to be a director of the New York Central and
its subsidiaries, the Illinois Central and the Chicago iV Vlton
because of the large investment of the Union Pacific in those
companies, and by E. N; Brown to retain his offices and direc-
torships in the St, Louis-San Francisco, the Kansas City,
Fort Scott & Memphis, the Kansas City, Memphis & Birm-
ingham and the 1'ere Marquette. Judge 1 ovett's application

closely coupled with the human de- The
men in the baggage cars arc jointly employed by the rail-

road and the express company. As a body they have given
an average, per man, of over 20

of our men combined have served the public for two and a
quarter centuries One man now working every day has been
continuously on the job for over -41 years. When your bag-
gage or express shipment is intrusted to such men as these
you ar. \ sure that it will arrive at its destination
promptly and in good condition. * * *.

The I he Right Way Plan" has made a wonder-
fid saving for the shipper and the express company bj lessons
in packing, handling and marking. I es are
looking for other jobs and insecurely packed or wrapped
shipments are refused until they are properly prepari
shipment. One district in the East showed a decrease in

claims for loss ind damage of 7'' per cent in July and -

ci "t in Vugusl Bj ti 11 hing the public to pack properly and
insisting on their men handling carefully the express com-
pany and its patrons have saved much d tnnoy-
ance. * * *

A claim paid for dam mpense the buyer
for his delay and inconvenience, bin .ro hu-
man, accidents will happen and baggage will .

i lost I nless stolen it will . :. Mr
<»wner. if you will permanently place on the ins

your full name and permanent add- trunks and
suit cases still bear old express labi

traveling as e check becomes torn off; I

in the baggage car cannot remember whether that particular
piece was

| find-

ing an express label he uses I :is the
article to address shown on label. R
express labels on baggage.
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Traffic News

J'.
A. MacDonald, of Valleyfield, Que., has been chosen presi-

dent of the Canadian Ticket Agents' Association.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis will withdraw from

the consolidated ticket office at Cleveland, Ohio, on October

.51. and will re-open a separate city ticket office at 2010 East

Ninth street in the Schofield building.

During the month of September, 1,928 cars of grapes moved in

solid trains over the Southern Pacific from Lodi, Cal., to Rose-

ville, where the cars are placed in the fruit block and sent out

quickly to the East. The schedule for grape and green fruit

trains from Roseville to Chicago has been reduced to 154 hours.

The movement of bituminous coal over the Philadelphia &
Reading in August, amounted to 1,290,104 tons, a reduction

of 665,461 tons from the quantity carried during the same
month last year. The bituminous tonnage for August of this

year, however, is the largest since last March, when the total

was 1,308,947 tons.

On recommendation of its traffic committee the Alton

(111.) Chamber of Commerce has adopted a resolution in

support of that by the National Industrial Traffic League
calling for "immediate action toward a reduction in operating

costs (of the railways) and a corresponding horizontal re-

duction in transportation costs to the public."

Shipments of grain over the Canadian Pacific from points

in the Calgary district are now averaging 500,000 bushels a

day. The indications are that the present crop will be sent

to the head of the lakes in record time. Samples of wheat
arriving at the office of the Dominion grain inspector con-
tinue to be up to the excellent average set by those of last

year.

The executive committee of the Yellow Pine Wholesalers'
Association held a meeting at Cincinnati, Ohio, on October 5,

and adopted a resolution approving the action taken a week
previously by the executive committee of the National Industrial

Traffic League in urging the abrogation of the labor agreements,

and the reduction of the wages of railway employees, together
with the reduction of freight rates.

The Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic announces that its night

passenger trains, taken off during the strike of last spring, and
kept out of service (after daylight service had been resumed)
because of malicious tampering with the tracks, are again running.
Sleeping cars now leave Atlanta for Waycross at 9 :25 p. m.

;

Waycross for Atlanta at 8:40 p. m. ; Atlanta for Thomasville
9:25 p. m. ; Thomasville for Atlanta 8:15 p. m.

The Senate committee on interstate commerce has decided to

begin hearings on October 24 on the bill introduced by Senator
Capper to amend the transportation act to restore some of the
powers of state commissions to change intrastate rates which
have been interfered with by the construction put on the new
law by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The bill also in-

volves an amendment to the general rate-making rule in Section
15-2.

The dates for the Interstate Commerce Commission's hearings
on proposed reductions in transcontinental rates which carriers

eking for 'he purpose of meeting competition with the
Panama Canal route, have been changed liv the Commission. The

' the Southwestern railroads to reduce rates via
Galveston, Tex., between Pacific coast terminals and New York
will lie heard al San Fran.

i
I I on December S, at Pb

Ariz., on December 17, and at New Orleans, La., on January 11

1922.

A bulletin giving the names of the coal mines, operating com-
panies locations and production figures of the coal properties on
its lines has been issued by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois to

6,000 retail coal dealers and industrial consumers in the territory

it serves. The circular anticipates the possible shortage of coal

during the winter because of the depression in the present coal

market and the failure of consumers to lay in winter supplies

and presents subject matter outlining the probable coal situation

should this condition continue.

.
i guments for freight rate reductions applying to specific com-

modities have been advanced; but these indicate that even in

the minds of the interested shippers, the results of such reduc-

tions are purely speculative, not only as to increased volume of

traffic, but also as to the time when an increased volume might

be expected. The carriers are in no position to enter the field

of uncertain experimentation involving their revenues; disappoint-

ment in the experiment would result in serious consequences to

the public

—

B. R. & P. Circular.

A bill to amend the interstate commerce law to permit rail-

roads to put into effect reduced rates on hay, grain, potatoes,

livestock, fruits, vegetables, eggs, milk, cream and other perish-

able food products, coal and building materials, immediately upon
the filing of tariffs, has been introduced in the House by Repre-

sentative Jefferies of Nebraska. The bill also provides that the

rates so promulgated shall not be increased during a specified

period of time and that the Interstate Commerce Commission
shall have no jurisdiction to fix a minimum rate on the com-
modities mentioned.

Heavy shipments of grapes to the eastern market and the failure

of consignees to return refrigerator cars promptly, have led to

a critical situation which is causing a shortage of refrigerator

cars to move a record crop of grapes from Calri'ornia. In the

27 days previous to October 6, 10,486 cars of grapes were re-

ported shipped out of California as against 7,248 for the corre-

sponding period of last season. Commissioner H. Stanley Bene-

dict, who is handling the situation for the California State Rail-

road Commission, while expressing the view that most of the

trouble is at the eastern end, urged, on October 6, that shippers

and carriers co-operate in loading and moving cars as promptly

as possible.

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces that it is to apply to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for permission to place in

effect a temporary reduction of 28 per cent, in the freight rates

on iron ore from both the Great Lakes and the Seaboard to the

furnaces in the Pittsburgh and Yonngstown districts, the Schuyl-

kill Valley and other districts. The reduction would remain in

effect only until Dec. 31, 1921. The purpose of the reduction

will be to assist the iron and steel producers in accumulating a

supply of ore before winter closes navigation on the Great Lakes
or compels the shutdown of the Northern mines ; also to try

out experimentally whether a materially lower level of rates

will stimulate the iron and steel markets.

Coal Production Increasing

Tin: production of soft coal continued to improve during
the first week of October, according to the weekly bulletin

..I the Geological Survey, and for the first time since January
passed the 9,000,000 ton mark. The output for the week
is estimated at 9,105,000 net tons, an increase of 2^ per cent

when compared with the week preceding. Production is still,

however, far below the normal for this season of the year.

With industry active and a normal export business, produc-
tion in October ordinarily runs at least 11,000,000 tons

Open Saginaw Million Dollar Terminal

re Marquette officials and members of the Sagina>v

Board of Commerce formally opened the new million dollar

terminal at Saginaw, Mich., on October 11. The dedication

oi the new buildings, followed by congratulatory speeches by
members of the Saginaw Chamber of Commerce, marked the

opening. The new work consists of a thirty-stall engine

house, a machine shop, a power house Inning a 1,000-horse-

capacity, a 100-ft. turntable, a 500-ton coal dock, a.

cindei conveyor with electrically-operated ash handling equip-
ment, two water tanks, a storehouse, and a general service

building.
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To Prevent Ticket Scalping at Legion Convention

Railroads are taking every precaution to prevent ticket

scalping at the national convention of the American Legion,

which will be held in Kansas City the latter part of this

month. The exceedingly low rates which will be offered to

the members of the legion usually attract a large number • '

railroad ticket scalpers, especially where so large a conven-

tion attendance is expected. The Railroad Ticket Protective

Bureau, representing all the passenger-carrying railroads in

the United States, will be in charge of this work, and has

been promised the full co-operation of the convention execu-

tive committee in its effort to eliminate any ticket manipula-

tion. Tickets will be issued in signature form, making them
worthless if transferred. The same plan for the protection of

tickets was carried on successfully at the Grand Army of the

Republic convention, in Tndianapolis, the first of this month, and

it was reported that scalping was entirely checked in that city.

Salt Rates Discussed at Chicago

The entire salt rate structure of the country was discussed at

a hearing at Chicago on October 12 and 13. when the applications

of railroads serving the Louisiana salt mines for reductions in

the rates on salt to Chicago from 26j/< cents to 21 cents, and to

St. Louis. Mo., from 23 to 21 cents came up for hearing before

an examiner for the Interstate Commerce Commission. Shippers
and carriers from the New York state salt district, the Kansas
district and the Detroit (Mich.) district were grouped against

those from the south, and opposed the reduction. The packing

interests of Chicago sided with the roads which had proposed
the lower Louisiana rates. Morris & Company, which owns the

Kansas Rock Salt Company, protested, however, and pointed to

the fact that it would benefit by the lower Louisiana rates be-

cause in spite of the ownership of the Kansas mines, it bought
much salt in Louisiana. The Central Freight Association and
Trunk Lines opposed the reductions which they alleged would
be a case of capturing the salt tonnage were the proposed tariffs

allowed to go into effect.

Anthracite Shipments in September

Shipments of anthracite for September as reported to the

Anthracite Bureau of Information, amounted to 5,519,412 gross

tons, against 5.575,115 tons in August. The loss in production

due to the shutting down of some mines in the Scranton dis-

trict that cannot be operated under the provisions of the Kohler
act, was something over 200,000 tons, about three-fourths of

which loss was made up by increased shipments from other

districts. The total shipments for the coal April

1, have amounted to 34,350,584 tons, as compared with 33,479,753
tons for' the corresponding period in 1920, a gain of 870,831 tons.

Shipments by the initial carriers were as follows:

mbei

.

Axipiist.

IS 'I

P. & R 1,0 1,111

L. V 966,600

C. of N. J 576,( 544,007

D. L. & W 736.571

D. & II 711,1

I'.mi.i 360817
Brie

N. Y. O. & W
I.. & N. E 165,11 I

5,519,412 5,575,115

That the railroads collectively paid this staggering amount
interests us only indirectly, but we must be interested individually

and directly. Claims of this nature cost the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh $112,955 Our station, yard and road men make
it a point of pride to give freight prompt handling, to work
their classification yard with dispatch, and to get over the road.

Which is fine and to be commended ; but don't overlook the fact

that "rapid handling" may become "careless handling." It is

not how far anything drops, or how fast it moves, but how
quickly it stops, that causes damage.
Apply this law when handling individual packages and in mov-

ing cars ; so that through your care they start and stop easily.

In the pride of rapid handling do not forget that in unnecessary

haste you are creating damage and spending somebody's money.
"Who Pays?"
At home you carelessly drop a glass and it is broken. You

resolve to be more careful in the future. You know the cause

and pay for the damage. In the station, yard or run you
seldom see the damage done and never pay the bill, at least

not directly; but, who pays? This is a loss that comes home to

every one of us.

Federal Traffic Board

General Charles G. Dawes, director of the budget bureau,
has announced the appointment of a Federal Traffic Board
consisting of representatives of the various government de-

partments and bureaus for the purpose of co-ordinating and
systematizing the handling of the government's freight ship-

ments. It was announced that R. C. Caplcs, who has been
making a study of the situation for the budget bureau, has

ted that the government transportation bill annually is

$200,000,000, and that many economics could be effected.

Alter the board is formed a committee of railroad men is to

lie invited to confer with the government's representatives

regarding the changes to be made.
The Federal Traffic Board is to make a complete study of

the traffic problems confronting the various departments and
iiuli pendent establishments of the government, and in co-

operation with representatives of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the carriers, to establish uniform classifica-

tions for all commodities shipped by the government. The
board will draw up plans for improving and standardizing

methods of making shipments, and for the settlement of ac-

counts. These plans will be .submitted to the chief co-

ordinator, general supply, who will take the necessary action

in each case.

"The classification of commodities and the instructions gov-

erning shipments and methods of settling transportation ac-

counts that are adopted by tin- board and approved by the

co ordinator for traffic shall, as tar as applicable and in con-

formity, with law, be binding upon and govern all depart-

ments, bureaus, agencies ami offices of the government in all

shipments made by them.

"All questions pertaining to the classification of materials

or termitt tl, switching or freight rates, etc.. which require the

application of remedial measures will be submitted to the co-

ordinator for traffic, either for adjustment with the classifi-

cation committi < S representing the carrier or for the
i I

tation of a complaint with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

"In the event reement . . . the case will be sub-

mitted to the chief coordinator .

mander (."best.; G. Mayo, of the Supply Corps of the

U. S. Navy, has been appointed chief coordinator for traffic

in tin' budget bn;

Who Pays?

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh in a recent bull.:

pealed to shippers to aid in reducing claims tor loss 1,\ better

packing; and called attention to the enormous total of the ,u

paid out in 1920 by class 1 railroad 930). In its

latest bulletin it appeals' to its own employ wing are

extracts ;

"Who Pays'" Why, you do and I il>, for such expense is an
economic waste on the country at large, and we all share alike

in it.

, 1 lAUGHERTY has

that the gov et nment considi i
•

Read-

under decree entered in the anti-trust suit until

the appeal taken to the Supreme Court has been decided. Mr.

says that th< red by the stockholders

of the Readin : Company d » - n f pro-

s. but further steps by the depa" ' later

embarrassment or delay if the plans should be

rially modifie 1 by the Suprem< I
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Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended from October 25 and later

dates until February 11, 1922, the operation of certain sched-

ules which propose a reduction of 2& l/2 cents per ton on bitumi-

nous coal, lump and slack, from mines on the Chicago &
\ It. hi, Kansas City Southern, Missouri, Kansas & Texas and

St. Louis-San Francisco in Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas and

Oklahoma, and on slack, only, from Springfield, 111., to Kan-

sas City, Kan., Kansas City. Mo., and contiguous points.

State Commissions
The State Railroad Commission of California, upon applica-

tion of the Southern Pacific, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe..

the Los Angeles & Salt Lake, and the Pacific Electric, has granted

a rehearing in the Los Angeles terminal cases. On April 26, of

this year, the commission rendered a decision providing for an

extensive system of grade crossing elimination and the unification

of terminal facilities of all the railroads entering Los Angeles.

Street Car or "Jitney"

The motor car on the highway is declared to be chiefly re-

sponsible for the low earnings of the Pacific Electric Railway,

a subsidiary of the Southern Pacific, in a report just completed

by the engineering division of the State Railroad Commission
of California. This report, consisting of two large volumes, has

been introduced as evidence at a hearing on the application of

the Pacific Electric for authority to ' increase transportation

rates which opened at Los Angeles before the commission on
October 11. As showing the effect of automobile competition,

the report calls attention to the fact that while the traction

territory has doubled its population and, according to an ac-

cepted estimate, travel has quadrupled, the electric lines carried

fewer passengers in 1920 than in 1914. The report states that

the choice whether the railway or the jitney shall go rests ulti-

mately with the people. Another cause of the company's plight

is given as abnormal operating costs traceable to the war.
Operating costs increased from 80 to 100 per cent, while in-

creases in rates have averaged less than 40 per cent.

Court News
Shipper Cannot Recover Under Sherman

Act Without Showing Damage
Under section 7 of the Sherman anti-trust law those who may

sue for threefold damages by virtue of its terms are limited to

those "who shall be injured in his business or property," and if

a recovery is permitted it must be limited to the damages "by him
sustained." The mere fact that a railroad might have been sub-
ject to prosecution by the government is otherwise of no avail
to a litigant. Therefore a shipper cannot, the Circuit Court of
Appeals. Seventh Circuit, holds, recover treble damages from
railroads when the only damage alleged was the payment of a

higher rate than would have been exacted but for a combination.
The rate paid had been held reasonable by the Interstate Com
merce Commission, so that in law the railroads were required to
collect it and the shipper to paj it -Keogh v. C. & N. W., 271
Fed., 444.

United States Supreme Court
The United States Supreme Court on October 19 and 20

heard arguments in the New York instrastate passenger fare
case, in which the state authorities are trying to overturn
the decision oi th< [i tati I ommerce Commission order-
ing increases in New York intra b Fan to correspond to
those applied to interstate traffic.

"Industrial India"

The Tata Publicity Corporation, Ltd., of London and Bom-
bay, has begun the publication of a monthly magazine known
as "Industrial India." The purpose of the new journal will

be, according to its publishers, "to support and record any
movement which seeks to encourage the development of

India's resources and industries." Various subjects covered

in one of the first numbers include the cotton industry, in-

dustrial accidents, manufacturing, coal washing, the manu-
facture of railway cars, the Indian railway problem, material

handling and kindred subjects.

Argentina Railways Disagree

With Government on Rates

Rate increases which were put into effect on the British-

owned railways of Argentina have been declared null and
void in a decree of President Yrigoyen. These rates, accord-
ing to press reports, were increased without the sanction of

the government. The roads, however, contended that they

had the right to raise rates and the government assessed

heavy fines against the carriers. Under the president's decree

these fines are to be remitted if the rates are lowered to the

former level.

Concessions Granted for Construction
of New Railroads in Spain

During the first half of 1921 the following concessions were
made for standard gage track in Spain, according to Commerce
Reports

:

Miles
Norte 2,300
M.-idrid-Zaragoza-Alicantc .... 2.272
A-.hiluccs anil South of Soain 1,000
Madrid-Caceres and Portugal. 480
Central of Aragon 184
Medina-Zamoxa-Orense-Vigo. .. 182
Salamanca to the Portuguese

frontier 1-5
/ifr.i in Huelva Ill
Creat Southern 104
So

Medina to Salamanca
West Galicia
Alcantarilla to I-orca

Sevilla-Alcala and Carmcna.

.

L. cal Railways of Andalucia.
Valencia to Arason
Argamasilla to fomelloso
Uilhao to Portugaletc
Railways and Tramways
Provincial Deputation of Viz-

. .i\

.

British Railway Wage Boards

Under the British Railways Bill which has now become a

law, the Central Wages Board, which has jurisdiction over

wage disputes will have 16 members, eight of whom will repre-

sent the carriers, four the National Union of Railwaymen, two
the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
and two the Railway Clerks' Association. The National Wages
Board (which has final jurisdiction'! has been increased to in-

e'ude six representatives of the railway companies, two repre-

sentatives of the National Union of Railwaymen, two representa-

tives of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Fire-

men, two representatives of the Railway Clerks' Association and
four representatives of the users of railways, with an independent

chairman nominated by the Minister of Labor.

Signals for Air Brake Inspectors

Luminous fixed signals

—

letters showing on the front of a

box—for use of air brake inspectors, at night, in signaling be-

tween the front end and the rear end of a train standing at a

tation, arc in use at Magdeburg, Germany, according to a note
in the September number of the Bulletin of the. International

Railway Association, the data ha\ ing been taken from a German
paper, .The letters, composed of dots formed by small electric

lights, are energized through a circuit with push buttons (for

closing the circuit and illuminating the signal) distributed along
the platform in positions convenient for use with trains of different

The letters are only three; F for applying brakes
-en); L for releasing ( Losen ) : E for finished (Erledigtl.

The arrangement is similar to that used at theatres and other
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public places for calling carriages by displaying numbers, dif-

ferent combinations of lights being shown to form different

letters.

Activity of the Krupp Works

According to press dispatches, W. T. Daugherty, trad.

missioner at Berlin, lias made the following report concerning

the activity of the Krupp Works:
"In June, 1921, the combined Krupp plants had about 99,000

employees, working eight hours a day, while the production had

passed from the pre war mass manufacturing stage to refining

production. Today, instead of manufacturing parts for locomo-

tives, for instance, Krupp is manufacturing the locomotive entire.

"It is pertinent to note, in this connection, that among other

finished goods of varied description, Krupp's Essen plant is now

turning out a locomotive and a train oi

cars for each working day of the

"Production is organized vertically. Krupp prod

finished refined, from the crude raw materials, while all inter-

mediate stages between the raw material and finish d production

are combined in this enterprise, \ in. -ii exists

in addition."

South Manchuria Railway Prospering

According to press reports, the South Manchuria Railway,

which is owned in Japan, enjoyed a thriving business during the

fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, Net profits were $13,500,000

and dividends of 10 per cent were authorized, This company
operates from Changchun, Manchuria, where it connects with

the Chinese Eastern (the eastern end of the Trans-Siberian),

southward to Mukden, where the line In am lie,, one branch
going southward to Darien and the other southeastward to

Eusan, in Korea. The company also operates steamers hetween

Darien, Shanghai, and Tsingtao.

The company has recentlj published several booklets in

English describing the country and cities -ci\cd bj its lines,

the character of the inhabitants the places of interest, hotel

accommodations, industrial opportunities and the equipment and

service offered by the carrier. These booklets arc well illus-

trated and provide interesting ami instructive reading for the

prospective tourist or business man

Electrification of Japanese Railways
i

The Journal of the Yokohama Chamber of Commerce states

that the Japanese railways are to be electrified according to a

plan now being worked out by the Department of Railways.

First the entire Tokaido line and then a part of the Central line

will be fitted up for electrification, the work extending in due
course to all other lines. \s soon as the department's plan is

completed it will be presented through the cabinet to the Diet

at its next session.

Traffic on the Tokaido line is increasing greatly each year
and adequate accommodation is lacking for the transportation

of passengers and freight. To expedite tin- service, automatic

signals have been installed, but it is anticipated, however, that

in a short time the traffic capacity ol the railways will be found

inadequate to meet the needs of the increase

The fust lines to be electrified will be the entire Tokaido line

from Tokio to Kobe and a part of the Central line between
lidamachi station in Tokio and Kofu where mail}- tunnels make
transportation slow.

Railway Education in Britain

I'be I ondon School of Economics, in co operation with
the railways radiating from London, offers an intei

array of lecture courses on railway subjects for tbe '

of railway employees, according to in published in

the Railway Gazette (London). Each course embrai
series of from 10 to 30 lectures which arc held in the evi

Some of the subjects covered b\ tbe lecture- ai ,

mercial Railway Economics, Railway i Operating Economics,
General Economics with Special Reference to Transport,
Railway Statistics. Principal Factors in [Vain. Opei ition, the

Railway in Relation to the Stan. Railway Law and
nomics of Transport.

\t tin ' ml oi . h oui ' of lectures examinations are held

to which only tli who have attended regularly

ho havt don. adequate outside study are admitted.
i

nations successfully and various medals and prizes arc

xceptional performance.

Powers of British Rates Tribunal

The British Railways Bill as finall

the Railway Kates Tribunal authority to de-

termine any question brouj in regard to the following:

I
,

or the classification of any article not at the time classified, or
any qu in which any article

I
. variation or calcellation of •

1 nuance, modification, or can-
cellation of existing .

1

1

I

;

- variation •>>' any t.-Il payable
> rhi any terminal - -.formed

at tation, oi foi accoi
with a private siding nol pi . that siding.

railway
company lor any services or accommodation for which no author-

ize.

1

<g) Tlu- reasonableness or otherwise of at . king ol

1 ! ifjgage.
(i) The constitution of local nd their functi-

- lies ,,t which they are t..
:

\s regard- the basis upon which the rates are to be levied,

the mi i Ian as originally defined in the bill has been

retained. There is, however, some alteration respecting excep-

ticnal (i. e. below the usual) charges. At the time the new-

schedule of standard charges are put into effect all exceptional

i att - hall .... i to operate with the exci | I

which are not less than 5 per cent below the standard rates

promulgated and which have been continued by agreement be-

tween .the railway company and the shipper concerned, or until

the Rates Tribunal rules otherwise. Permission is given to

grant new exceptional rates under the approval of the minister

provided that they shall not be U ss than 5 per cent or more than
-40 per cent below tin standard rat< chargeable.

English Railway Bill Becomes a Law
_

\ftcr a discussion extending over some three months, the

English Railway Bill was passed by both bouses of Parliament
and became a law. A resume of this bill was published in the

Railway Age of May 17. on paf I number of changes
were made, however, in the bill before its final adoption.

It will be remembered thai six distinct •-roups were proposed
in the original dratt of tin bill which included two distinct

groups for the Scottish railways. The Scottish railways did not

at all agree with thi- plan of tbe Minister of Transport, pri-

marily on account of thi

general conditions (wages ami rales i to Scottish railv.

were applied to English railways ..n account of the fact that

the nature antl extent fi business m Scotland was in no way
comparable with tbe business anil conditions as they .^

land. It was tl group tbe Scottish rail-

wax s on a north and south basis with the English railways.

Thus the Northwestern <lroup was enlarged to include the

Wesl Scottish ! railways in tins particular

the London & Northwestern, the Midland, the Lancashire &
Yorkshire, tbe North Staffordshire, the Furm Ionian.

8 S'i ul \\ and the Highland. Likewise the

Northeastern Group wa include the
I

this group now being made up of the North 1

tbe (iteat Central, -tern, the Great Northern, the

Hull & Barnsley tbe North British and t rth of

The tin.il bill extended the time for voluntary amalgamation
on tbe part of the constituent up till

January 1. 1923, after which time tl tribunal

will act if sui niation has i

Likewise the time at which cvei

be put into effi I has h, - such

earlier oi I the amalgamation tribunal may -

The requiremi n( that four members of the board

should le imi i t.tnt shippers in the amah
territory whicl was demanded in the bill

eliminated in the final hill.
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Equipment and Supplies

a contract, subject to the approval of President Yrigoyen, with

the Middletown Car Company for the delivery of 2,000 freight

cars. Payment for the equipment is to be made in Argentine

6 per cent treasury notes maturing in five years.

alum iiiimmnumiii

Locomotives

The W. T. Smith Lumber Company, Chapman, Ala., is in-

quiring for 1, 60-ton geared locomotive.

The Dayton, Goose Creek has ordered 1 Mogul type locomo-

tive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Tennessee Stave & Lumber Company, Oneida, Tenn.,

is inquiring for 1, 17 to 35-ton geared locomotive.

The Yeuh Han Railway (China), expects to order in the

near future, through Mitsui & Co., New York, 2 Mogul type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The LaCrosse & Southeastern has ordered 1, 10-wheel type

locomotive from the American Locomotive Company. This loco-

motive will have a total weight of 67-tons in working order.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—The Elvin Mechanical

Stoker Company, New York, has been given an order by the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western for 49 Elvin mechanical

stokers for installation on its Mikado type locomotives.

The Argentine State Railways have ordered SO Mountain

type and 25 Pacific type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works. These locomotives will all be of meter gage and

will be equipped to use either wood or oil for fuel. The Moun-

tain type locomotives are to be used for mixed service and

will have 19 by 24 in. cylinders, 50 in. driving wheels and a

total weight in working order of 170,000 lb. The Pacific type

will be used for passenger service and will have 20 by 28 in.

cylinder, 57 in. driving wheels and a total weight in working

order of 173,000 lb. A sample Mountain type locomotive was

built by the Baldwin Works about two months ago for the same

roads.

Passenger Cars

The Canadian Pacific is inquiring for prices on 15 steel

postal cars.

The Central Railway of Brazil is inquiring through the

car builders for 10 first class and 10 second-class passenger

coaches.

Freight Cars

The Mobile & Ohio is inquiring for prices on the repair of

1,000 box cars.

The Maine Central is having repairs made to about 800

box cars at the shops of the Laconia Car Company, Laconia,

N. H

The Erie has entered into a contract with the Greenville

Steel Car Company, Greenville, Pa., for the repair of 1,000 steel

coal cars of 50-ton capacity. This is in addition to the repairs

on 1,000 cars previously let to the same company.

The Chilean State Railways reported in the Railway Age
of April 29, as inquiring for 620 cars, have ordered 100 general

service gondola cars of 50-ton capacity, from the Pressed Steel

Car Company ; 200 box cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company, and 100 fiat cars from Belgian builders.

The Seaboard Air Line is inquiring for prices on 1,000

ventilated box cars, 700 flat cars and 300 phosphate cars. The
company also is inquiring for alternate bids on 500 ventilated

box cars, 30 and 40 ton capacity ; 500 plain box cars, 40-ton ca-

pacity, and 1,000 low side gondola cars, 40-ton capacity.

The Argentine State Railways, according to a press dis-

patch From Buenos Aires, dated October 18, have entered into

Iron and Steel

The Wabash is inquiring for 325 tons of steel for a bridge

at Attica, Ind.

The St. Louis Southwestern is inquiring for 10,000 tons of

rails for 1922 delivery.

The Great Northern has awarded a contract for 500 tons of

steel for bridges to the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company.

Mitsui & Co., New York, is inquiring for about 1,700 tons of

75-lb. rail and accessories and is also inquiring for an alterna-

tive of 1,400 tons of 60-lb. rail, for the Tokio Electric Railway
of Japan.

Machinery and Tools

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is inquiring for shop tools

to cost about $100,000.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has compiled a

list of about 40 machine tools to be purchased as required for

its shops ; the tools include 2 vertical punch and shears, double

end, 18-in. throat; 1, 20-in. vertical drilling machine; 1, 30-in.

vertical drilling machine; 2, 500-ton double-end car wheel presses;

1, 48-in. vertical car wheel boring machine; 1, 54-in., 1, 30-in., 1,

26-in., 2, 20-in. and 5, 18-in. engine lathes ; 2, 36-in. and 1, 30-in.

Morton new type heavy duty draw cut shaper; 1, 24-in. Dill

slotter; 1 Gould & Eberhardt heavy duty 32-in. shaper; 1,

60-in. heavy duty radial drill ; 1 Sellers vertical special driving

box boring machine ; 1 horizontal boring and drilling machine,

4j/2-iri- spindle; 2 Bullard 42-in. vertical turret lathes; 1 universal

grinder, 12-in. swing; 1 plain horizontal heavy duty milling

machine ; 2 Bullard 54-in. vertical turret lathes ; 1 Morton 60-in.

combination cylinder planing and boring machine ; 1 McCabe
pneumatic cold flanging machine ; 2 centering machines, 4-in.

capacity, Whiton preferred ; 1 power hack saw, motor driven

;

1 reverse motor drive for Sellers planer, 48 in. by 48 in.; 2

reverse motor drives for Niles-Bement-Pond planers, 42 in. by
42 in. ; 1 reverse motor drive for Sellers planers, 36 in. by 36 in.

;

1 gap engine lathe, 25 to 29 in. swing; a No. 1 J. A. Fay &
Egan improved variety saw, and electrical equipment for operat-

ing the machines, many of which will be motor driven.

Miscellaneous

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, November 4, for its present requirements of manganese
frogs; electric arc welding set; and for its requirements until

December 31, of black, galvanized and blue annealed sheets;

driving and truck tires for freight, switching and passenger

service; seamless steel tubes for repairs to locomotive and sta-

tionery boilers; axles for car and locomotive repairs; wire nails

and staples ; steel bars, shapes and plates ; steel billets and steel

wheels for locomotive, passenger car and tender repairs.

Signaling

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

the General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, N. Y., for one

12-lever Saxby & Farmer interlocking machine to be installed at

Harviell, Mo.

Trade Publications

Cutting the Unreckoned Costs.—A ten-page illustrated

booklet- has been recently issued by R. D. Skinner & Co.,

Inc., New York, descriptive of the belting manufactured by
that company. The text discusses the various features of

the belt such as the special weave, the internal lubrication

and the results which have been attained in numerous competi-

tivi tesis with other types of belting.
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Supply Trade News

The Lakewood Engineering Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has

moved its Philadelphia, Pa., office, from the Widener building to

the Franklin Trust building.

George A. Barden has been appointed railway sales repre-

sentative with headquarters at 4631 York road, Philadelphia.

Pa., of the Lowe Brothers Company, Dayton, Ohio.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., will establish a branch in charge of

V. D. Clark, at 316 Thirteenth street, Huntington, W. Va.

The Superior Supply Company, ( hicago, has Itch ap-

pointed the direct factory representative of the Novo Engine
Company, Lansing, Mich., and will handle the sale of the

Novo line of portable power driven outfits, including pumps,
hoists, compressors, saw rigs, etc.

G. R. Watson, formerly electrical supervisor for the Pull-

man Company at Chicago and later representative of the

Crousc-Hines Company at Cincinnati, ( (hio, has been ap-

pointed general sales manager of the Wadsworth Electric

Manufacturing Company, Inc., with headquarters at Co
ton, Ky.

A. Clarke Moore, formerly assistant to tin- president of the

Globe Seamless Tube Company, has been appointed vice-

president of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company,
fective October 1, suc-

ceeding the late < ',.

I I aims Williams, de

ceased. Mr. Moore lias

been actively engaged
in the railway supply

business for the past

22 years. In July, 1890,

he entered the service

of the Safety Car 1
1 eal

ing & Lighting ( om
pany, which company
lie served until Novem
ber, 1919, with the ex-

ception of a year and
one-half in 1906 and
1907, when he was wit h

the Western Steel Car
& Foundry Company
and McCord & Com-
pany. During this time . - wf r „ ,

A. C. Moore
he Idled various posi

tions, serving for the

last six years as vice-president, and for the two years prior

to that time as general manager. During the war. Mr. Moore
was commissioned a major in the \ir Service department,
with headquarters at New York, having charge of the pro-

duction of air craft in the eastern territory. In November,
1919, he became associated with the Globe S< .miles.

Tube Company ol I Iiicilio as assistant to the president,

which position lie resigned in August, 1921. As vice-presi-

dent of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company. Mr
Moore will ha\e general supervision of the manufacturing
and selling departments.

George L. Sawyer, formerly sales manager of m
handling machinery for the Barb Vurora,

111,, lias been appointed representative of the Universal -

Co., Elyria, Ohio, for the sale of it- Universal cranes in tl

New York field, with office at the Mlied Machinery I

141 tenter street. \c\\ York ( itv.

James A. Slater, manager oi sales of the National Malleable
Castings Company at Chicago, has been appointed assistant

sales manager with headquarters at the i general

offices in Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding J. II. Redhead, whose

appointment as manager of the Reliance Company at I

land was noted in the Railway Age of October IS (pae

T. E. Cocker has been appointed district manager of the
Chain Belt Company, in the Buffalo territory, with head-
quarters at Buffalo, X. Y. Mr. Cocker is a graduate of the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, class of 1907, civil engineer-

ing. From 1907 to 1917 he served in the engineering depart-
ment of the New York Central at Buffalo, holding thi

tion of assistant engineer at the time he left the service of
that railroad. For the past five years he has been handling

ing and conveying equipment.

W. H. Rastall has been appointed chief of the Industrial

Machinery Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Doi
Commerce and in this position will have charge of the gov-
ernment's activities in furthering American foreign trade in

railway equipment and supplies. Mr. Rastall was born in

1879. He was educated in the public schools of Chicago, the
ii Academy

| University of Maine and
nell University, from which institution he was graduated in

1904. Before completing his education, Mr. Rastall sei

a draftsman for the Latrobe Steel & Coupler Company. Mel-
rose Park, 111., and for several shipbuilding companies. From
1904 to 1911 he was i, sidi nt engineer of the American Trad-
ing Company at Kobe, Japan. This company was the Japa-

k'ent for various important American concerns ei

in the manufacture of machinery. From 1913 to 1917 hi

ill engil the Worthington Pump & Machine?.
poration. In the latter year he entered the service of the

Bureau of Aircraft Production as an aeronautical mechanical
er. In October, 1918, he left this position to il

merican industrial machinery in the

Far Fast in behalf of the Department of Commer
occupied on this mission, which included a visit to almost

port in Asia, until the summer of this year, when he
returned to this country to take up his new de-

Trade Publications

Metai Sprai -The Metal ompany of '

ica, Philadelphia, Pa., has issued a 16 page, illustrated b

ptivi ol met i device manufacture
that company. The process of coating various materials

with metals in order to secure n

explained in detail as as the mechanical construction

of tin In addition, another type of apparatus for

plication of a coating at a higher rate for large tlat sur-

bj the Use of metal dust is also described. The illus-

trations show the different classes of work which can '

formed and the construction of the apparatus.

Barrett (ompany. New
City has recentl} illustrated

scriptive of the various uses for which that timber
preservatives are adaptable. The text discusses the many
classes of timbers which can be- treated advantaf
structures or parts of structures which should b

timber and the method ><i application of the preservative,

such as the open tank, the surface, the brush and
The illustrations cover a wide range

From tl moisture on untn
and the decay resulting therefrom, up to a plan for an open-

tank pn

Industrial Tractors.—The Baker R x i Cleve-

land, Ohio, hi several bullerii

its line oi electric illy operated industrial tractors and trucks.

• illustrating and describ-

ees of

the four and three wheel tractors, its locomotive tractor and the

several types of general utility platform trucks. The elcscription

of these several eh . nplete and detailed

cations with respect to d i

An interesting lies in the m
lifferent types of these tractors and

and the variety of the material-handlii .
- which they

arc adapted. Bulletins No 12. 13, 14 and IS, an
a description of special types of the Baker trucks and to the

electrical equipment for direct and alternating current.
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Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company contemplates

thi .m.ii f a hospital at Albuquerque X. \L, to cost approxi-

mately $3(il),000.

\i in, Topeka X Santa Fe.—This company will con

struct additional van! tracks at Chillicothe, 111., the work to

iii.i about $51,000. The fame company will also construct an

interchange track in connection with the Sand Springs Railway,

at Tulsa, Okla.

ATCHISON, Tofeka & Santa Fe.—This company will construct

. ,,i, il extensions to its machine shops at San Bernardino, Cal.,

at an estimated cost of $224,000. It will also install a boiler

washing plant in connection with its shops at this place. The
same company will construct an industry track at Dallas, Tex.,

to cost about $21,000; a blow-off line in the roundhouse at

i l.lniin, Tex., and a similar one in its roundhouse at Temple.

Tex., to cost about $11,000 each; a dike for protection against

floods will be constructed in the rear of its engine house at La

Junta, Colo.; estimated to cost about $17,000; and a similar

protection against floods will be constructed at Canadian, Tex.,

to cost about $25,000.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This company is asking for bids for

the construction of a passenger station at Logan, W. V a. This

building will be 30 ft. by 100 ft. of red brick construction, trimmed

with terra cotta and with a slate roof. The platforms will be

covered. The company will at the same time construct a 30 ft.

by 100 ft. frame baggage and express building at Logan. The

estimated cost of this work is $80,000.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—This company has awarded a con-

tract to J. J. Craig, Covington, Ky., for the construction of a

passenger station, 135 ft. by 38 ft., at Covington. The build-

ing will be of red pressed brick with terra cotta trim and
tile roof. Platforms with butterfly sheds at both eastbound

and westbound main tracks will be erected.

The Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy.—This company has

awarded a contract for the construction of a ten-stall brick

roundhouse and a 100-ft. turntable at Centralia, 111., to Jos. E.

Nelson & Sons, Chicago.

Chicago & North Western.—This company has awarded a

contract to White & Duffy, Milwaukee, Wis., for the construc-

tion of a subway at Fourth street, Clinton, Iowa, to cost about

$100,000.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company will replace

the storage house at Pratt, Kansas, which was destroyed by fire

on October 6 with a total property loss estimated at $20,000.

Illinois Central.—This company will re-construct its depot
;ii \larissa. 111 , which was recently destroyed by lire. Tin-

work will cost about $10,000.

Illinois Central.—This company has awarded a contract for

the construction of a section foreman's house and three section

labor housing buildings at Clinton, 111., to Joseph E. Nelson &
Sons, Chicago, to cost approximately $12,000.

Kansas & Oklahoma.—This company has applied to the [n

terstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing the

completion of the construction of a line of 65 miles from Caney,
Kan., to Vinita, Okla.. of which the lirst 37 miles was built some
time ago.

company contemplates the

Arkansas river belov Ft.

Kansas City SOUTHERN. -This

construction of a bridge across tin

Smith, Arkansas.

McCi.fi LANsvii.LE & SANTEE, IF- company has applied to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for certificate authorizing

the construction of a line from famestown and McClellansville,

S. C, 20 miles.

Missouri Pacific- This companj contemplates the construc-

tion of about 25 miles of second main track on its line between

St, Louis, Mo., and Jefferson City, at an estimated cost of

$2,000,000. Bids will be requested for either the whole, or part

of this work when surveys have been completed. This same

company will soon request bids for the construction of two car

repair sheds, 46 ft. by 500 it., at St. Louis, at an estimated

cosl of $80,000; one car repair shed at Kansas City, Mo., 120
"00 ft., to cost $82,000; and a 70 ft. by 200 ft. addition to

us present sheds at Sedalia, Mo., which will cost about $31,500.

New York Central.—This company has awarded a contract

to the Roberts and Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the installa-

tion of an electric cinder conveyor at Wayneport.

Northern Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract

to H. C. Struchen, St. Paul, Minn., for the construction of a

steel bridge over Trout creek, about 30 miles west of Missoula,

Mont. This bridge is a single track structure, 238 ft. long and
45 ft. high, consisting of a 145-ft. deck pin connected truss with

approach spans 40 and 50 ft. long at the ends.

( Iregon-Washington.—This company, in conjunction with

the city of Seattle, Wash., and other railroads entering that city,

contemplates the construction of a permanent bridge across the

Seattle freight yards.

Philadelphia & Reading.—This company has awarded a

contract to F. W. Van Loon, Philadelphia, for the construction

of a freight house and office building at Coatesville, Pa. The
office building will be 22 ft. by 40 ft. and will include an ex-
tension 30 ft by 98 ft. to be built for office use over the freight

house. The work will be of brick supported on steel and con-

crete foundations. The freight house will be 196 ft. long with a

platform 10 ft. wide on the track side and an open platform 31

ft. by 38 ft. The freight house will be of steel frame construc-

tion and the open platform will have a w-ooden floor supported

on concrete masonry walls and piers. New concrete driveways
nid approaches will be added later

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company will receive bids

until October 17 for the construction of a one story station, 24
ft. by 106 ft., at St. Clair, Mo.

St. Louts-San Francisco.—This company will receive bids

until October 27, for the construction of a coaling station at New-
burg, Mo.

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.—This company will soon

commence work on a 70-mile extension, northward from Cochrane
to Smoky Falls. The estimated cost of the extension is $3,500,000.

Uintah.—This company has been given permission by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission to construct extensions to its

lines totaling 25 miles

Photo from International

A Propaganda Train of the Russian Soviet Government
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Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.- luthori Cali-

fornia Southei n. I In- tnterstati ion has

;
its authority for the acqui iti I control of the Cali-

fornia Southern by lease for Id years.

i m.ifornia Southern.—A ctjut tchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Authorised to Issue

Bonds.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted the

joint application of this company and the Burlington, Cedar

Kapids & Northern, authorizing the latter to sell $1,905,000 of

consolidated first mortgage bonds at par and accrued interest to

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and also authorizing the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific to procure authentication and

delivery to its treasurer of a like amount of first and refunding

mortgage bonds to be pledged from time to time as collateral for

short term notes.

Authorized to Assume Obligation as Guarantor.—This company
has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to

assume obligation or liability as guarantor by endorsement in

respect of the payment of the principal and interest of $619,000

of first mortgage gold bonds of the St. Paul & Kansas City

Short Line, and the latter was authorized to issue the 1 ds

and deliver them to the Rock Island in reimbursement of ad-

vances for additions and betterments.

Knoxvtlle, Sivikrville & Eastkrn.—Sold.—This 30-mile road

was sold at auction on October 5 to \V. B. Townsend, for $30,000.

Mr. Townsend is president i>i the Little River Railroad with

office at Townsend, Tenn. lie said he was representing a

syndicate that would put the road in good operating condition,

if the sale was confirmed.

Lake Erie & Western.—Annual Report.—The income account

for the year ended December .'I, 1 20, compares with the previ-

ous year as follows:

Compensation (January and February)
Additional . i minus:, m

. tint i pleted,

additions and betterments
U S. G vcrnment guaranty, March I to Au-

gust .U
Net railway opci ii i.e m lrll September 1 to

December 31
Total (compared with compensation accrued

in 1919)
i nt.tl ither income

lot

1919

787,287

23,904

1,205,745

$1,597,045

1,689,918
639,594
977,967

153,488
389,729 507,378

est on fun. led debt
Total deductions from gross income..

\dil: revenues and expenses applicable i<>

January 1, 1918, settled by U. S. B \

Surplus for the year

•Debit balance.

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows

:

i Ipi rating Revenues

Freight .

Passenger

Total operatic

I >pi I aline I

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance < f equipment
Traffic
Transportation
i ieneral

Total railway operating expense
Net revenue from railwa) operation

Number of revenue pat I . . .

Number of revenue passeo'.:, t s i mini oni
mile

Average distant t

t led (miles)
revenue pet pas i pei mile

$1,577,545

i

.Ml. .'So

805.534

$1,738,553

147,403

512. 165

Freight

Number of revenue tons carried
Tons of revenue freight carried one mile..
Average distance haul < one '"" of revenue
freight (miles)

Vvenge revenue per ton per mile (mills)

Toledo & Ohio Central.—Annual Report.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

as follows

:

$1,274,238

1.131.478

ry anil February).... ;":

pleted
additions and betterments 30,397

.eminent guaranty, March 1 I

602,179
Net railway - perating income, September 1

31 1,379,657
atii n accrued

2.193,342
ime

inccme
;

ii 1.

Add: n 1
. prior

10 I a
.

I

!•. A. 4.145
1.

D

The 01 nd expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows:

1920
< 11,046,963 $7

Passenger 817,155

Ti tal rcnues $13,548,570 % .

$1,878,565 \

2,826.399

3,957,136
290,030 219,65''

12,109,239
1.439,331 415.468

960.497 873.901

31.134.513 29.623.258

32.42 33.90

2.833 2.75S

11.541.069 8.838,466
,643,693,530 1.240,327, S8I

142.42 140.33

: iting Kxpcnses

Maintenance of way and structures
M nice of equipment
Traffic

Total operating expenses
: "in railway operation

Passenger Traffic

Number of revenue passengers carried
Number

mile .

Average distance each revenue passenger
d
revenue per passenger per mile

i

Freight Traffic

t enu< tens, i in ied

ht carried one mile.. 1,

hi

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—Authorised /<> Pledge Bonds.—This
compai

|

the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to repl 1,000 of refunding mortgage bonds as col-

lateral security for short term notes and to issue $125,000 of re-

funding bond ed with the Secretary of the Treasury
as partial security for a loan.

Western Pacific.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority t" issue •s3.000.(XX) of first mortgage 6 per cent bonds

maturing July 1. 19-16, and redeemable at any interest date at

to be used For the payment of outstanding

equipment trust notes

Western Maryland.—Loan from R,iolz-ing Fund.—The
Treasury Department has announced the payment of $150,000 to

this company i the Interstate Commerce Com-
missi, m .f, :t loan from the revolving fund.

Railroad Administration Settlement

'flie United States Railroad in reports the fol-

lowing final settlements, and has paid out to the everal

the follow ing amounts :

j

Savannah WJ 1.00
Wilmington Railway Bridge I N,i cash puTment

Short Line Railroads

: Valley & Indian Territoi J », 600.00
20.000.00

The payment of thi Ij made
up of balance of compensation due. but includes all other dis-

items as between the railr. : and the adn-

tinn during tin 26 months

Dividends Declared

emberCentf il

I'u!*

lively. N
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Railway Officers

Executive

T. A. Hynes was on October 12 elected president of the

New Jersey, Indiana & Illinois. Mr. Hynes was born at

Damascus, Wayne County, Pa., on September 17, 1879, and

was graduated from the Union Academy, Damascus, in June,

1899. He entered railroad service with the Erie in 1900 as a

telegraph operator and served in various positions with that

company until 1913, when he entered the service of the New
Jersey, Indiana & Illinois. Prior to his election as president

of this company he served consecutively as general freight

agent, traffic manager, treasurer and vice-president.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

R. P. Crutchfield, chief clerk to the auditor of the Union
Railway, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., has been

elected treasurer with the same headquarters, succeeding

S. S. Billings.

Operating

A. W. Thompson has been appointed car accountant of

the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville,

Ky., succeeding E. L. Hill, deceased.

F. M. Donegan, superintendent of the Algoma Eastern,

with headquarters at Sudbury, Ont, has been appointed chief

dispatcher, with the same headquarters.

R. W. Brown, superintendent of the Ohio division of the

Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters at Chillicothe, Ohio, has
been transferred in a similar capacity to the Connellsville

division, succeeding W. J. Brady, resigned.

J. Gallaghan has been appointed acting deputy minister of

railways and telephones for Alberta, and general manager of

the Alberta & Great Waterways, with headquarters at Ed-
monton, Alta., succeeding H. A. Warner, resigned.

Traffic

Gordon L. Oliver, whose appointment as traffic manager
of the Fort Smith & Western, with headquarters at Fort
Smith, Ark., was announcd in the Railzvay Age of October 15

(page 743), was born

at Roxburghshire, Scot-

land, on May 4, 1886,

and was educated at

St. Mary's Preparatory

School, Melrose, Scot-

land, and at Loretto

College, Edinburgh. He
came to America in

March, 1905, and en-

tered railroad service at

once as an office boy in

the traffic department
of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific. After

five years of service

with this road, he left

to accept a position in

the Star Wall Paper
Mills, Joliet, 111. He
remained with that

company for about one
year, and in the spring

of 1912, re-entered railroad service in the traffic deartment of

the St. Louis-San Francisco, where he remained until the

spring of 1913, when he was appointed chief clerk to the gen-

eral freight agent of the Fort Smith & Western, with head-

quarters at Fort Smith. He was promoted to assistant gen-

Oliver

cral freight agent in 1915, and t© general freight agent on
September 15, 1917, with the same headquarters, which posi-

tion he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

H. A. Hinshaw, whose appointment as assistant freight traf-

fic manager of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal., was announced in the Railway Age of Sep-
tember 17 (page 556),

was born at Winches-
ter, Ind., in 1871. He
entered railroad service

in 1890 as an agent of

the Southern Pacific.

He was promoted to

traveling freight agent

in 1906, which position

he held until 1911, when
he left to become as-

sistant general mana-
ger of the Salem, Falls

City & Western. He
returned to the service

of the Southern Pacific

in 1912 as general freight

agent, with headquarters

at Portland, Oregon,
which position he was
holding at the time of h. a. Hinshaw
his recent appointment.

Mechanical

F. S. Wilcoxen has been appointed fuel supervisor of the
Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago.

J. Gibson, master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific, with
headquarters at Moose Jaw, Sask., has been appointed gen-
eral foreman, with headquarters at Revelstock, B. C. W. G.
McPherson, master mechanic, with headquarters at Regina.
Sask., succeeds Mr. Gibson at Moose Jaw.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

E. F. Kultchar, whose appointment as district engineer,

maintenance of way, of the Illinois district of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Galesburg, 111.,

was announced in the Railway Age of October 15 (page 774),

was born at Chicago in 1885. He entered railroad service in

June, 1903, as a rodman on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

alternating for three years between summer work on the

Burlington and attendance at the University of Illinois. He
permanently entered the service of the Burlington in 1906.

The greater part of his service from 1903 to 1916 was in the

engineering department and consisted of location and con-

struction work, maintenance inspection and drafting. In

March, 1916, he was promoted to roadmaster, and in June.

1917, he was promoted to trainmaster, with headquarters at

St. Joseph, Mo., which position he held at the time of his

recent promotion.

Obituary-

Harry C. Meloy, supervisor of electrical appliances, New
York Central, lines west of Buffalo, died suddenly on Thurs-

day, October 13, while on business in Chicago.

J. W. Terry, auditor of the San Antonio & Aransas Pass,

with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., died recently at his

home in that city. Mr. Terry began his railroad career in

October, 1881, as a clerk in the auditor's office of the Louis-

ville & Nashville, which position he held until July, 1885,

when he was promoted to bookkeeper. In August, 1886, he

left to become assistant auditor of the Ohio Valley. He was

appointed assistant auditor of the Newport News & Missis-

sippi Valley in May, 1891, and remained with that company
until December, 1892, when he left to become assistant audi-

tor of the San Antonio & Aransas Pass. He was prornoted

to auditor in 1892, which position he was holding at the time

of his death.
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Facts About the Threatened Strike

Tin resTiMONY of the heads oi the railwaj labor brother- could be averted. The brother] I chiefs all u

hoods before the Railroad Labor Board on Wednesday questions to the effecl that the strike could nol

did not settle the question whether there will be a strike. It unless a settlement was reached which was satisfactory to

did, however, seem to make clear certain points. One of these them and their executive committees. In response to the

is that the Railroad Labor Board cannot prevent a -trike and Board's inquiries as to whether a strike could be averted by a

that nothing can prevent it except intervention by some other finding of the Board that it was unfair and unjustifiable and

federal government official or authority. Another thing made an order b) the Hoard that the -trike should not occur, the

(dear is that if the members of the brotherhoods -trike the brotherhood chief.- made answers which either evaded the

only tangible ground for their action will be the reduction of direct issue raised or explicitly indicated that no such finding

wages authorized by the Railroad Labor Hoard and put into and order by the Board would have any effect One Stated

effect by the railways on July 1. that the order would be fruitless; another that the men would

The questioning of the heads of the labor organizations not obey the order and two positively stated that such

was done mainly by lien W. Hooper, one of the public mem- ing and order by the Board would have no effect. Nothing

bers of the Board. Mr, Hooper has been much criticised for they indicated, could prevent a strike except a settlement

the plan for a prevention of the strike which was issued by which was satisfactory, not to the Board, but to the head- of

him in Washington. Whatever may be said about the sug- the brotherhood- and their executive commit!

gestions he has offered for preventing the strike, it cannot be Some other facts were established by the evidence which

gainsaid that his conduct of the hearing on Wednesday was have a verj important bearing on the question of whether if

a masterly piece of work. It showed that whatever mistakes the strike conic- it will be successful. It was shown that on

he may make, the Board has in this new puNi. member a a number of railways the members of the Brotherhood of

skillful lawyer and an able man. W. G. Lee, president of Railroad Trainmen had voted against a -trike- and that on a

the' Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, in his testimony still larger number of roads the conductors had voted against

stated unequivocally that the member- of hi- brotherhood it. The number of road- on which the men failed to vote

were proposing to strike solely because of the wage reduction for a strike varied from three or four for the firemen to about

of July 1. He also left the impression, although he did not 23 for th. conductors and the railways on which the con-

say so, that he did not think there was sufficient ground for dm tor- voted against a -trike include several of the largest

the strike and was really opposed to it. The heads of the systems in the country.

other brotherhoods made statements indicating that the strike The man who at the time this editorial i- written can

had been authorized not only because of the wage reduction predicl with an} confidence whether a strike will actualh

July 1, but because of other things the railways had done or come ha- an extraordinar) confidence in his own prescience.

proposed to do, such as making a further reduction of wages, It is plain, however, that if it doc- come it will be ineffective

but under Mr. Hooper's skillful questioning the) were forced on a substantial number of railways. It i- also plain that it

to make plain that while other matter- had been mentioned will be a -trike- against a decision of the Railroad I

in communications sent by them to their members and had Hoard and a -tnke which the Hoard ha- clearly indicated

influenced the resull of the strike vote, the brotherhood- had

no tangible' ground whatever for striking except the wage

reduction authorized b\ the Labor Board

The Board having made it plain by the answers it gpt to

will be unfair and unjustifiable. While the railways will

have to bear the brunt ^i the struggle, and it wil]

against tin- public and against a federal tribun.i

by a federal law, it will manifestly lie the duty of tl.

its questions that the only question directly involved, or ways to -pare no effort to win it. But in the circur

which could by any possibility be settled by a strike, is the however, it will be even more plainly the dutv of the public

wage reduction made effective on July 1. a-ked the brother- and of the United Stat,- govemmi

hood leaders another series of questions a- to how the strike measures which will make its failure certain.

807
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How Railroad Wages Should Be Readjusted

W/hii ini'.K \ sikiki comes or not, tin- railways should in a

** short time be before the Railroad Labor Board seeking

extensive i hanges in the wages now paid by them. The policy

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as indicated in its

decision ordering general reductions in grain rates, makes this

even more necessary than it was before this decision was

rendered.

The railways should not, however, ask merely for reduc-

tions of wanes. They should present to the Railroad Labor

Board a definite plan for so readjusting present wage scales

that justice will he done a- between the different employees,

as well as between the railways and the employees. The pres-

ent payroll is too large. It is not, however, too large because

all employees are being overpaid. The real trouble is that

mam employees are being greatly overpaid, while some are

not being much overpaid and some are not being overpaid at

all. The managements for months have criticised the mal-

adjustments in wages which have resulted from the advances

granted by the Railroad Administration and the Railroad

Labor Board. The managements should show their con-

sistency, their fairness and their wisdom by proposing a

definite plan for correcting the bad adjustments of which they

have complained.

Among, the points which ought to be considered in making

up -uch a plan as is needed are the following:

First, for years many supervisory officers have not been

paid as much in proportion as a great majority of employees,

and as a class they have not received as large advances in

proportion as most employees. The railways need loyal and

able men in these supervisor) positions, and they should show •

much more willingness than most of them have in the past to

pay such men what they are reasonably worth.

Second, the railways should attack with all the force they

can the standardization of the wages of each class of em-

ployees throughout the country which now prevails. The

cost of living in large cities was much higher than in small

cities and towns when the wages were standardized. There-

fore, it was entirely wrong at that time to fix the same wages

for every employee of each class throughout the country. The
dec line in the cost of living which has occurred within the last

year has taken place very irregularly and has been much

greater in the small cities and towns than in the large cities.

This has greatly increased the inequity of paying a clerk who
lives in Chicago, for example, no more than is paid to a

clerk doing similar work and living at Topeka, Kan. Why
should a man employed in the shops in Macon, Ga., for ex

ample, be paid as much per hour as a mechanic working in

shops located in Chicago? Why should a conductor whose

run requires him to live at Pittsburgh be paid no more than

one whose run requires him to live at Herington, Kan?
The resolution recently adopted by the Association of

Railwaj Executives contemplates a reduction of about 10 per

cent in the wages of train service employees and authorization

of the payment to other employee s of wages corresponding to

those paid in other industries in the various communities.

Before the Labor Board could literally carry out this plan it

would be necessary to investigate the wages paid in other in-

dustries in every community in the United States, which is

impracticable. If wages are to continue to be fixed by the

Labor Board, and at the same time the present system of

standardization is to be broken down, there must lie worked

out some plan for establishing differentials between the wages

of employees doing the same class of work in different com-

munities, these differentials to be based mainly on the dif-

ferem es between the living conditions in large centers of pop-

ulation and smaller places.

Third, full consideration should be given to the fact that

the»advances in wages which have been received by the em-

ployees in train service have been relatively less than the ad-

vances which have been given to many other classes of em-

ployees. The differences between the wages of train service

employees and of many unorganized employees prior to gov-

ernment control were too great, and there should be no attempt

to restore most of the old differentials. On the other hand.

the fact should be recognized that men directly concerned with

the operation of trains, including train dispatchers, are al-

most the only employees who are distinctively railroad men.

If a mechanic does not like the conditions of his work on a

railroad he can leave and go into a factory. Oil the other

hand, a conductor or locomotive engineer requires special

knowledge and training to fit him for railway service which

do not fit him for anything else. The railways need a high

grade of men for train service, and since they can hardly get

such men from any other industry there must always be paid

in train service wages high enough to insure that the railways

will get a sufficient number of good men.

Fourth, the changes in wages which have exxurred in recent

years, and especially those made under government control,

have resulted in many cases in unskilled, or practically un-

skilled, workmen receiving such disproportionately large in-

creases in their pay that they are receiving almost as much as

skilled workmen. This is especially true among the shop

.rafts employees. It is unjust to the men and impairs effi-

ciency. Unless men are paid substantially more for work

requiring skill and experience than is paid to the unskilled.

the incentive to become really skilled workmen is destroyed.

One of the principal reasons for the continuance of such

unsatisfactory labor conditions on the railways has been that

the railways have not worked out and advocated any definite,

understandable and clearly defensible program for improving

the conditions. The result is they have helped the labor

leaders in their efforts to convince the employees that all the

railways want is to drive down wages regardless of the rights

or interests of the employees. While a majority of the rail-

way executives have believed it was desirable for all labor

negotiations to be carried on between the individual manage-

ments and their own employees, this has not been and is not

now any good reason why the railways should not have a

definite general program which could be presented to the em-

plovees and the public and the reasonableness and fairness

of which would appeal to them.

The railways some months ago adopted a program under

which each railway was to treat with its own employees re-

ganling wages lis well as working conditions. The result Was

I
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almost no concert of action between the railways in presenting

their case for reductions in wages to the Labor Board and

the presentation of their cases in different ways and upon

different grounds. The experience of recent months has

shown that there is such a thing as individual action by the

railways in dealing with labor problems developing into some-

thing closely resembling anarchy. It is to be hoped that when

the railways appear before the Labor Hoard again for reduc-

tions in wages they will be better prepared than they were in

the last wage hearings to tell the Labor Board, their em-

ployees and the publii exactly what they want and why they

want it.

The action of the Senate on October 4 in adopting an amend-

ment to the pending tax bill providing for a repeal oi the

transportation taxes effective on Janu-
Transportation arv i_ which corresponds to a provision

Taxes to Be in the bill alread) passed by the House,

Repealed practically assures the shippers and

passengers of the country a reduction

in the cost of transportation for next year of approximate!)

$250,000,000. While the amount of the tax, 3 per cent, is

comparatively small on freight transportation when compared

with the increases in freight rates themselves that have re-

sulted from the effects of the war, it is no inconsiderable item

to a large shipper and adds to the grievance felt on account

of the rate increases. The taxes on passenger and Pullman

accommodation tickets, 8 and 10 per cent, not only represent

an appreciable addition to the expense of travel, but as they

are added separately to the rates received by the railroads

they have constituted a source of much irritation. It is some-

what interesting to railroad men to observe that, although

many high officials of the government and particularly mem-
bers of Congress have long been insisting upon reductions in

railroad rales, the government itself has been somewhat slow

in acting to sacrifice its revenue for the purpose of reducing

transportation costs.

It is true that the labor problem overshadows all othei

at the present time and yet railroad men are giving con-

siderable attention to -bop equip-
Buying ment needs as evidenced b) the n

Machine increase in machine tool purchases.

Tools Several rather large orders have been

placed by eastern railroads and other

orders are about to be closed. It is reported thai in some
cases orders are being held for further price reductions and
in this connection, a word of caution max well be uttered.

While no manufacturer should be allowed to charge exorbi

t.mt prices, it is certainly possible to carry the policy of

beating down prices to too great an extreme. In the lir-t

place, if a machine is needed in a raidroad shop for certain

Work, every day that the -bop is compelled to forego the

use of this machine costs the railroad jusl so much money,
which ill the end max more than equal the Saving du( to

price reduction, rhen again, if manufacturers are fori

sell machinery below price- affording a reasonable profit, the

inevitable result will be the productii iper, less re-

liable machines to meet those reduced price-. Inefficient,

Worn out machinery in railroad shop- should be replaced
as fast as possible. \ case has come to our attention in

which a modern production machine was in-tailed recentl)
in a large lcx"omotive repair shop and readily handled the
work formerly performed on four machines. It i- evident

that the resulting large reduction in labor cost and gi

speed of producing locomotive part- made the inv<

in tin- machim i most profitable one. Progressive railroads

are following the example cited and have adopted the sound
policy of installing modern labor-saving machinery in -hop-
and enginehouses as fast as the necessary fund- .an be ob-
tained. It is only in this way that the

]
of effi-

m shop operation can be realized and m
in helpi between railroad revenui

expenses.

I lieii- are many factors in the present business situation

that point to better tune- ahead. Railroad men who follow

the figuri idings and earn-
The ings know that the position of the rail-

Business roads is improving. There remains

Situation yet, of course, a labor problem and a

rate problem to be solved before the

carriers can feel that their difficulties are behind them. Other
line- of business, where the managers are untrammeled in

the conduct of their enterprises along legitimate lines, are

looking forward to an early re-unii
I

activity. Capital i- available for their undertaking- at

favorable rates and tluy are finding it easier to interest the

bank- in financing their activitii I buying public is

oine more m the market for commodities which it refused
to purchase at higher price level-. Many basii industries
nile, t the prevailing optimism in their increased produ
All the signs point to better time- a.- the present year

to a close and when the
|

i ms of the railways
are solved the railn d, with the co-operation of the

public, be in a position to join with other business and other

industries in normal activity, normal return- on investment
and normal programs for needed addition- and betterments.

The subject of organized labor with its rami ['nation- i- the

momentary sovereign of railway thought. I

: self-evi-

dent. However preemptorily ushered
Backing

; n and however little it- presence is to

up the desired, the fa, t remain.- that :!

R. F. P. A. stitutes an immediate concern in office

and -hop. originating conjecture, ani-

ig discussion, demanding and getting aud
its nature and it- significance it is well that I

precipitated itself upon thought, that thought should I

i entrated up n it but with all that then

railroad- which, though
being subordinated momentarily to the predominating con-

cern, should wed to -offer from neglect or even

exclusion and the subject of fire prevention is amom
Last week 150 men from 7 7 roads devoted three d

serious consideration of mean- for protecting rail

from lire. Hlis week the) are back within their -

pledged to the work of reducing tl

n fire which rail-

i icperience annually. Ii

appeal for the co operation ^i the railway managements
operating of need that support on the

;

those who are in actual charge of the man gement of the

railroad- in earning out this important work.

thermore, they must have it and while man;
ficers find themselves almost submerged by th

E more immedia:

that they will not neglect to contril Uti

movement and work potential <>i such salu

prevention.
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The Important Grain Rate Decision

""The decision rendered by the Interstate Commerce Com
* mission lasl week holding that the rates of the m

railroads on hay, grain and grain products should be

substantially reduced is epoch making in some important

respei ts. While it is probably justifiable in the circumstances

existing, it is based on novel principles and is inconsistent

with opinions previously rendered by the commission in im-

portant rate cases.

Throughout the history of rate regulation there has been

contention between those who have believed that rates should

be based mainly on the value to the shipper of the service

rendered to him by the carrier, and those who have believed

thai they should be based mainly on the cost incurred b)

the railway in rendering thai servii e. The chief measure of

the value of the service to the shipper always must be the

difference between the cost of his commodity to him and the

price he can get for it at the place to which it is shipped.

If the freight rate on grain from a point in Iowa to Chicago

exceeds the difference between the cost of producing the grain

in Iowa and the price that can be got for it in Chicago, then

the freight rate exceeds the value to the farmer of the service

rendered in transporting the grain to Chicago.

For many years the rates charged by the railways were

so much less than the value of the services rendered by them

that shippers as a class, and their attorneys for them, at-

tacked and resisted every effort of the railways to base

schedules of rates upon the value of the sendee. The com-

mission in its recent opinion shows that the price of wheat

increased from 78.4 cents per bushel in 1913 to $2 in 1917,

or over 105 per cent. The value of the service rendered by

the railways in transporting the wheat necessarily increased

in much the same proportion, and therefore on this principle

it would have been justifiable for the railways to have made

large advances in their rates on wheat. Meantime, as the

commission points out, railway rates on wheat stood prac-

tically still. Similarly the value of most other commodities

advanced unprecedentedly while the railway rates on them

stood still. Everybody knows that the railways more than

once tried to advance their rates during this period. They

were prevented because the commission, in conformity with

the arguments and insistence of shippers and their attorneys,

rigidly applied in the regulation of rates the "cost of service"

principle.

On the cost of the service principle as then advocated and

applied, railways are entitled to rates which will enable them

to earn enough to pay their operating expenses and taxes

and a reasonable return on the value of their property. It

was argued that while they should not be restricted to any

less than this they should not be allowed to have anything

more. The result was that while because of great increases

in their prices the farmers and other producers in the United

Stales made unprecedentedly large profits the averag

return earned by the railways in the three years ended witli

1917 was only 5.2 per cent. In the next three years—1918,

10 19 and 1920—during most of which time they were under

government control, the railways were guaranteed only the

same net return as they had earned in the three years bi

while the prices and profits in other industries mounted to

even greater heights.

Toward the end of 1920 the guarantees to the railways

were withdrawn and they were thrown on their own financial

responsibility under new legislation which was based almost

entirely on the cost of service principle of rate-making. It

was naturally assumed that thereafter the value of the service

would receive little recognition in the making of entire

schedules of rates -that the rates as a whole would be based

on the cost incurred by the railways, including a fair return.

Experience speedil) showed thai economic laws are more
powerful than any act of legislation or order of a commis-

sion. An unprecedented slump in traffic rendered it impos-
sible throughout the first year the new rates were in effect

for the railways, in spite of the most drastic retrenchments,

to earn one-half of the net return authorized by law. The
average advance in rates from before the war up to 1920
was hardly one-half as great as the average advance which
had taken place in wholesale prices. But within a few-

months prices in general declined so much that many of

them became relatively lower, and some of them much lower,

especially those of farm products, than railway rates.

The result was a widespread demand, which was pressed

with the utmost force by the farmers and their representa-

tives, for reductions of rates. This demand was based almost

entirely on the ground that the rates were higher than the

shippers could afford to pa)'—in other words, exceeded the

value of the service rendered to them.

It was extremely difficult to see how. in view of its pre-

vious decisions, the provisions of law under which it was
acting and the railroad conditions existing, the commission
could find a way to hold that the rates on large and impor-
tant classes of commodities should be reduced. It has, how-
ever, ordered hay, grain and grain products rates reduced

upon two grounds.

The first, and plainly the controlling, consideration, i-

that the rates are excessive in proportion to the value of the

service rendered to the shipper—in other words, that the

prices the farmer gets for his products have declined so much
that he cannot afford to pay the rates. This finding is

justified by the facts. It must, however, be recalled that in

previous cases when the railways introduced or sought to

introduce evidence regarding advances in prices which had
occurred and large profits which were being made in other

industries to show that these other industries could afford

to pay higher rates, the commission practically dismissed

such considerations upon the ground that the rates whicli

other industries could afford to pay had little or nothing to

do with the question of what rates the railways should be

allowed to charge. It is unreasonable to hold in one case

that the fact that the profits being made in an industry-

are large should be given no weight in considering whether

the rates charged it should be increased, and to hold in

another case that the fact that an industry is making little

or no profit is a reason why the rates charged it should be

reduced.

The second ground upon which the commission holds the

rates should be reduced is that the operating costs of the

railways are going to be lower in future. It concedes that

there cannot be found in the present operating costs or net

return any justification for a reduction of rates. The com-

mission derives its powers from a law which requires that

until March 1, 1922, it shall allow the railways to charge

rates which under efficient and economical management will

enable them to earn a return averaging at least 5 T/
j per cent

per annum. In the first eight months of this year the rail-

ways earned at the rate of only 2.6 per cent, and if not a

single rate were reduced the net return earned during the

entire year 1921, in spite of the improved showing now -

made, would hardly exceed 3 per cent. How could

the commission conclude from the facts and the law that it

should order a large reduction of rates.'

It reached this conclusion by expressly disregarding both

tin' past and the present and looking only to the future.

Referring to the rate-making provisions of the Transporta-

tion Act, it says "the duty cast upon us by Section 15a is a

continuing duty and looks to the future. It" does not con-

stitute a guarantee to the carriers, nor is the obligation

cumulative. We are not restricted by past or present statistics

of operation and earnings. They are serviceable only as they

illuminate the future. What is contemplated by the law is

that in this exercise of our rate-making power the results

shall 'reflect our best judgment as to the basis which may
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reasonably be expected for the future to yield a pre&

return." The provision of the Transportation Act specifying

that the railways should be allowed to earn a return of 5^4

per cent runs only to March 1, 1922, and it i- evident the

entire two years which it covers will expire without it ever

having been given any real effect.

Furthermore, there is no certainty that the operating costs

of the railways will be in future what the commission antici-

pates, and this for a reason which is made quite plain by

Commissioner Potter in his concurring opinion. The majority

opinion, which was written by Commissioner Aitchison, while

it is predicated largely upon future developments, has very

little to say concerning the changes which are essential to

causing these future developments. Commissioner Potter goes

boldly to the root of the matter, lb agrees with his colleagues

that the rates are too high and should be reduced. He
makes clear, however, not onl) that the present operating

costs of the railroads do not justify an) reductions in rates,

but that their future operating costs will not justify any
substantial reductions of rates unless and until there have

been further reductions of wages. He then states a principle

which must be recognized ami acted upon by the Railroad

Labor Board if our present system of government regulation

(if rates and wages by two different I'll, i nut completely

to break down. He says: "In considering what railway

employees should receive, regard should he had for what

shippers can afford to pay. The record in this case shows
the Lalior Hoard has declined to give consideration to this

broad basic question." Commissioner Potter draws the logical

conclusion from his proposition, adding, "If the broad eco-

nomic question as to how much shippers tan afford to pay
is a question to be determined by us (tin Interstate Com-
merce Commission) when we fix fair and reasonable rati-.

it will follow that tin- Labor Hoard in considering wages
would regard our finding as one of the relevant in umstances

to be taken into consideration in fixing rates."

The commission holds that tin presenl grain rates are

excessive anil that the present high operating costs of the

railways are no ground for maintaining them in view of the

future reductions in operating costs which it expects to occur.

This is dearly equivalent to finding that a continuance of

the present high operating costs would he unreasonable—

a

conclusion which is implicit in the opinion of the majority

ol tin commission ami is explicitly stated in Commissioner
I'otter's concurring opinion. Hut suppose the Labor Hoard
does not permit the reductions in the payroll which are

prerequisite to the reductions in operating costs which the

commission recognizes as necessary to justify the reductions

in rates it litis ordered? Obviously, if the commission is to

order rates reduced on the ground that they are too high
for the shippers to pay, and the Labor Hoard is to refuse

to reduce wages on the ground that they are no higher than
labor ought to receive, the railways are not going to earn
the net return which the law makes it the dutj of the com-
mission, assuming economical and efficienl managemet
enable the railways to earn. Hut the law makes it iu-t as

much the commission's duty to see that the railways are

given a reasonable opportunity to earn a fair return as to

protect the shippers from excessive rates.

It seems probable that if the railways should appeal to

the courts from this decision they would hold that it disre-

gards both the Transportation Act and the constitutional
prohibition of confiscation. Nevertheless, it is difficult seri-

ously to criticise the commission either for its findings oi

fact or lor the decision reached b) it. It deserves commenda-
tion for the weight it has now given to the principle of the
value of the' service, although it is rather remarkable that
it should have given it such full recognition in this case and
so little recognition in previous cases when it would have
operated to the advantage of the railways. There can be no
just criticism of tin commission for having ordered rates

reduced in anticipation of lartre future reductions in operat-

ing costs, ii thai anticipation i? reasonable. Since, however,

the law puts upon it the duty, not only of reducing

which are exci ssive, but also of seeing that the railw..

economically operated and are given opportunity to

fair return, does it not now Income its plain duty actively to

help the railways secure the reductions in operating

without which they cannot earn a fair return under the

reduced rates?

Impact Effects of American
and Foreign Locomotives

1-\ 1 111 Lin rORIAL "Arc- Am. rn a; I I

Bridges," which appeared in the issui ; r 15, a

brief rel made to the effect of the dynamic aug-
ment due- tu tin- counterbalance on bridge stresses. In.i-

much as European engineer- have- repeatedl) made tin- state-

ment that American locomotives produce greater impact
stresses than tin- European engines, it may be well ti

further atti I of tin- subject.

The counterbalance i- applied to locomotive- driving
wheels primarily for two reasons; fir-;, to balance the ro-

tating weight.-, such a- the crank pin and side rod. and.

second, to counteracl to some extent the- longitudinal in-

ertia forces caused by the reciprocating part- at th

of the -trnkc. The revolving parts can be balanced per-

fectly for all speeds and for every position of the wheels

| he counterbalancing of the- reciprocating part-, however, .-

always a compromise between two conflicting requirements.
In order to maki tive ride smoothly, it

sirable to counterbalance tin- entire reciprocating weight at

the end of the -troke; on the other hand, if the dynamic
augment or impacl stresses set up by the- la

to i. minimized, the- reciprocating weight- should not i*.-

balanced at all. Assuming that the design ha- been m
light as possible, considering tin- material and the si

involved, the percentage of tin- weight of the reciprocating
parts to be balanced i- a matter of judgment in deciding
between the permissible vibration- of the

'

ad tin

dynamic augment that can safely be borne by the track.

Engineers in this country have- investigated the effi

practice now generally observed l- a- follows The weigh:
of the rei

i
---ne side of tin- ;

various methods of counterbalancing ami a- a result the
limited to ] 160 of the- total weight of the- engine in Work
ing order and fron per cent of tin- reciprocating
weight i- balanced. The- e-\ee--- pressure due to the- counter-
balance is not permitted to e\

wheel load when the -peed in mile- per hour i- eq
the diameter of the driver- in in.i

The practice followed in counterbalancing
in England is similar to that in this country. I

European countries, however, the practice is quite difi

In Frame- it i- customary to specify the maximun
for a given speed and weights only sufficient to pi
this result are added to the counterbalance, irre-s) ective of
the effect on the engine. In German) .> government rul-
ing requires that the blow on the rail'at the- hi

-hall not exceed 15 per cent of the wheel load
portion of reciprocating weights balancec

ile varies from 15 to on per
Any method which balances less thai

the reciprocating masses for two-cylinder
inevitably result in a rough riding engine, produ
and vibration- especially when much losl mol
the bearings of the main axle. General]
can and English practice favor the locomotive and pre-

se fairly good bridges and track while the French
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and German practices favor the track. If American loco-

motives require somewhat heavier and more costly bridges,

the fixed charges on the additional investment are no doubt

offset by the decrease in maintenance cost of the locomotive

itself resulting from the superior balancing of the recipro-

cating parts.

It is evident from the foregoing that the only reason why

lei ootives built in this country should produce greater

impact than European locomotives is the difference in the

method of counterbalancing. There is no question but what

the American practice is good for the locomotive though

it is not as favorable to light bridges and light track as

some of the European rules. If American builders desire

to sacrifice riding qualities in order to reduce the stress

on track, they can construct locomotives that will produce

no more impact than the foreign locomotive.

Railway Stock More Widely
Distributed Than Formerly

T Interstate Commerce Commission has again

billed attention to the wide distribution of the ownership

of railroad securities by including in its preliminary abstract

of statistics of common carriers for the calendar year 1920 a

statement giving the number of stockholders of Class I roads

as 709,795, of which 324,514 held stock in railways of the

Eastern district, 67,495 in railways of the Southern district,

and 3 1 7,786 in railways of the Western district. The average

holding was 10,269. 'A special report on the distribution of

railroad security holdings issued by the commission in 1919

gave the number of stockholders of Class I roads and their

non-operating subsidiaries as of December 31, 1917, as

627,930. There has, therefore, been an increase in three

years of more than the 81,865 difference between the two

figures.

While the report contains no comment or analysis, it con-

firms the indication made by the large increases which have

been shown each year recently in the number of stockholders

of some of the larger roads that, like the Pennsylvania, regu-

larly publish the number of their stockholders, and under the

circumstances it is particularly significant. It is apparent

that many of the larger holders of railroad stocks have been

selling some of their holdings and that they have been pur-

chased, in smaller average lots, by a larger number of buyers.

It is well known that many large investors have transferred

their holdings from taxable securities to tax-exempt securities

for the purpose of avoiding the heavy sur-tax rates of the in-

come tax law, but it is also very probable that many holders

of railroad stocks have preferred to get out of a business in

which the possible returns hardly warrant the risks required

and that what they have sold has been taken over by smaller

investors who have thus distributed the risk over a larger

number of persons.

A prominenl member of a Congressional committee that

has held many hearings during the last five years on various
1 of the railroad problem was in the habit of remark-

ing frequently that in view of the conditions depicted by

the railroad witnesses he could not see why the owners of the

railroads did not sell out. Of course, if they did, there would

be a new set of owners to be considered and the statistics

indicate that that is just what has happened. Many of the

owners of the railroads have been selling their stock—at a

loss—but the lower prices of stocks have attracted more to

take their places. These figures, of course, take no account

of the holdings of railroad bonds and other securities which

are much more widelv distributed than stocks.

Southern Railway

The Southern Railway's income statement for 1920,

given in the annual report issued recently, showed a

balance of income over charges of $1,716,149, as compared
with $5,141,567 in 1919. There were charged against the

1920 net, dividends of iy2 per cent, or $1,500,000, on the

preferred stock. The balance carried to the credit of profit

and loss was but $113,714. In 1919, the dividends charged

against income totaled $3,000,000, or 5 per cent on the pre-

ferred, and the balance carried to profit and loss was $2,-

137,260.

The Southern Railway in 1920 did the largest business

in its history. Increased costs of operation, however, pre-

vented it from realizing on the gross income resulting from
the business handled. The road, it will be remembered, de-

cided not to accept the guaranty for operations from March 1

to August 31, 1920. The operating results for the six months
justified this decision. While it is true that the Southern

Railway itself fell $700,000 short of earning as much as its

guaranty would have been, the system as a whole, including

the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, the Alabama
Great Southern and the New Orleans & Northwestern, had
a net railway operating income about $600,000 in excess of

what the guaranty would have amounted to. The difficulty

with the Southern was its small net return in the latter part

of the year; during the last four months of 1920 the road

had operating ratios of from 88 to 94 per cent. The Southern

report gives some interesting comparisons of the costs of

operation in 1920 as compared with 1917. A selection of the

figures shown gives the following details:

1920 compared with 1917
,

*
(

Per i enl Per cent
increase decrease

Gross revenue 6S.46
Expenses and taxes 111.44
Operating income 3d. 09
Tons of revenue freight hai-.led 15.82
Average receipts per ton per mile 35.79
Average wages paid 85.76
Wages per dollar of revenue 23.75
Average cost of fuel coal per ton 94. IS
Average cost of Toss ties 137.29

"So long as traffic continued at high tide." the report says,

"as it did during the first six months after the end of federal

control, these costs could be endured, but they were econom-

ically unsound, nevertheless, as was evident the moment the

stimulus of traffic was withdrawn. Management, regulated

in its every act except that of meeting the payroll, was then

Southern Railway Operating Results, 1912-1920

Year

Jun. 30
1912 $64,1
1913 69
1914 70.750,997

62
1916 69.997.67S
191 81,388,325

Y.-.ir ended

1917'. 90,716,569
1918 . 1 -'6.574.297

.1919 129,787,812
1920 152,817,410

$47,151,064
51.821,005
54,440.039

57,056,872

64.286.607

117,861,214
135,927,394

* (pel ating
inc. in

$17,506,519

13.400.055
21,004.005
24.331,453

26,429,962
30,976.625

16,890,016

Ratio i i

expenses
and laxcs

72.92
74.37
76.95
78.46
69.99
70.10

70.87
75.53
90.81
8895

Operating
revenues
per mile
of road
$9,122
9,903
10,060
8.846

11.655

12,991

21,915

per mile
, f road
$2,470
2,538

' 2,319
1,906
2.991
3,484

Revenue
*ons

27,214.751
29,449,589
29.650.456
25 f',')(..412

30,272.132
34,741,523

3,785 37,063,095
4,4 36 40.074.691
1.708 36,520,244
2.422 42.928,381

Revenue
ton mile-

4.206.785.057
4,557,486,801
4,584,338,858

6,016,582,254

I, i

1

250
260
275
305
354
373

6,516,208,527 388
7.234,628,988 399
6.304.441,042 '446

8,236,072,484 46]

Average
receipts
per ton
per mile
(cenis)
0.987
0.982

0.962
0,930
0.912

0.897
1.053
1.298
1.218
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deprived of the power to apply the remedies which alone can

save a business in such conditions.''

The Southern experienced the decline in traffic beginning

in November. The recovery in traffic so far in 1921 has been

slow; in July the net ton-miles of freight were only 554,-

415,000 as compared with 807,930,000 in July last year.

Since July, however, conditions have gradually begun to show
improvement. Because of the drastic economies, the net rail-

way operating income has gradually increased month by

month thus far in 1921. Whereas in January and February,

1921, there were deficits, in August the net was $1,282,276.

The net railway operating income lor the first eight months
of 1921 was $4,989,231. As an assistance in comparison, it

may l>e stated that the standard return For the property as

based on the earnings for the three years ending June 30,

1917, was $18,653,893. This would seem to make evident

the reason for the action of the Southern directors in passing

the preferred dividends.

"The Southern Serves the South." Anyone who has trav-

eled over the Southern Railway lines in recent months will

appreciate that this motto is more than a phrase for use in

m .', -..

.

falotho

The Southern Railway System

advertising. The service rendered is contained not only in

the transportation service, but also in the efforts the Southern

has been making over a term of years to educate the South to

higher standards of agriculture, more particularly with refer-

ence to diversification of crops, the acquirement of live-stock,

etc. In traveling through the South, one is impressed also by
the interest the employees of the road seem to take in these

things. The Southern Railway morale seems to be of ex-

tremely high standard. This is indicated in many ways; one

of them is the manner in Which the efforts of the traffic dl

partment are ably seconded by the operating department

officers and men in the solicitation of freight.

Cotton, undoubtedly, is the most important single com-
modity carried over the Southern's rails. The tonnage of

cotton carried in 1920 was 598,428 tons or L.-39 per cent of

the road's total tonnage. The importance of cotton to the rail-

road consists not'of the earnings received for moving tin- cot-

ton, but the buying power which the cotton crop represents

to the southern territory. In 1°20. influenced by the high

prices resulting from the abnormal demand and small crop

of I';]'*, the southern farmers produced a crop of 13,270,970

ball i o I >nly about one-half this crop, however, was
sold, the other half being held because of the declining

and the hope thai the high price would be restored. The
result of this condition of affairs and it- effect on the buying

power of the South can easily be imagined.

The 1921 crop of cotto: d to Ik; about 6,000,000

bal The hold-over of the 1920 crop, however has grad-

ual Keen brought to market in recent months. < on^idering

the change in condition-, it is not surprising that business in

the South is rather more optimistic than be in

most other parts of the country. Mr Harrison further points

out in his annual report that, "While estimates of the cost of

producing!] ton crop o lave ranged from 27 cents

cents a pound, the crop of 1921 is been made
.it the lowesl per pound <ost in years, notwithstanding the

.-mall crop. Little fertilizer has d md labor has been

plentiful and nditions which afford reasonable as-

surance of a fair pin

I be railroad- in the South have been making intensive

efforts over a term of years to ith away from its

dependen While it

i- true that the attention paid to

cotton in 1920 and the low prices

for agricultural products in gen-

eral in 1921 have acted a- a

h mdii ap, the progress that has

been made, nevertheless, is con-

siderable. I la- ravagi - of the

boll weevil have proved a most

serious factor in southern agri-

culture. The gradual northward

march of the weevil, however, has

not been without a certain com-
pensating measure of ad

in that it has pointedly brought

to the- farmer the unde-irability

of relying on cotton a- bis

id has indui ed him to try

his h.md also at other things.

I he South rn Railway now
double tr.h k l:i

Washingtl to Atlanta of fairly

easy grade-, good alinelllelit. etc.

The Southern, except ins

- this line, is in a -tate

of tr ansi t i o n. It has many
branch line.-: it -till lack- \ard-

a n d terminal-. T h e ini;

ment in the Southern lines in re-

i cut yeai has been

great The progressive increase in the average- revenue train

load from 250 ton- 161 tons in 1920, as shown in

the table, is noteworthy. Over the liin- between Atlant

Washington, the road is operating Santa Fe and Mountain

type locomotives. A feature of the operation of this line is

the manner in which freight traffic is concentrated on I' I

y"ard. The train ratings out of Atlanta northbound are

tons for ordinary freight and 2._5u for carded or manifest

freight. These are filled out at I OS I •) . again at Green-

ville. N ' .
ci. I he- Southern i- giving a high grade freight

service anil is well regarded in shipping e ir. le-

best trains is No. 52 or the Fotomac Special. This train

operates from New (trie.m- to Potomac Yard and has a run-

ning time of about 72 hour-. "Carded" train-,

are allowed 36 hours from New Orleans to Atlanta u

hours from Atlanta b P Yard.

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Seven hvxdred men returned to work after a long lay-off

when tlu- Chicago Great Western si

wore opened on October 16.
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[The Railway Agi welcomes Inters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated.]

Unnecessary Transferring

of Loaded Cars
New York.

To the Editor:
Referring to the articles in the September 17 and October

8 issues of the Railway Age on "Unnecessary Transferring of

Loaded Cars." This question has been discussed for years

and no real action taken to stop the large number of cars

from being transferred. The remedy I would suggest is one

that would cut down at least 50 per cent of the so-called

transfers, if it could be put into effect.

It is not the fault of the car inspector who cuts out a loaded

car for transfer that in his judgment is unsafe to run. Fur-

thermore, I do not think any railroad today would stand for

a vindictive car inspector cutting out cars unnecessarily.

Our operating officials were greatly alarmed over the large

number of cars that were being cut out for this purpose and

wanted me personally to inspect cars at different points to see

if the inspectors were justified in cutting them out. In almost

all the cases I found the condition of the cars was such that

the inspectors were justified in doing so. My greatest sur-

prise was in many cases that the cars ever reached our ter-

minals in such bad condition, being not only unsafe to run

but unsafe for the lading.

I could go into considerable detail but will simply give the

following figures taken recently from our records for a period

of 30 days: Cars cut out numbered 803; of these 750 were

foreign cars. Of these cars 157 were all-steel or steel under-

frame with defective underframes and sills. Of the re-

mainder, 502 cars had wooden sills, broken draft timbers,

hurst ends, etc., and the balance of the defects were broken

hoppers, bulged ends and defective trucks. A large per-

centage of the cars were of light construction and must have

been in bad order when they were loaded.

The remedy is that no car should be loaded at a terminal

that is not first inspected by a competent car inspector as to

its fitness for the lading intended to be carried in it; it should

also be inspected for the condition of the running parts.

Some few years ago the MCB Association proposed that

all cars should be inspected and carded for the kind of lading

they were intended to carry, but no final action was taken as

it required the co-operation of the transportation department.
If the railroads would take some action to this end it would
soon bring out the fact that there are many thousands of cars
not fit to carry ordinary freight unless they are repaired be-
fore loading.

It is true, as stated in the article in your September 17 issue
that cars have been known to be transferred and sent back to

the receiving line; that no repairs were made and the cars
were again loaded with freight and sent forward by a different

road. Many cases have been brought to our attention where
we have been offered the same car on which no repairs had
been made; these we have rejected and cut out the second
time. Then again in some cast's on the first transfer of the
car it was loaded with grain and in such a condition that it

could not be repaired; it was transferred and sent back to the
receiving line, where it could be loaded with lumber or bricks
and be safe for that class of lading.

The A. R. A. rule- have defined what class of repairs

should be made to cars under load so as to save the expense

of liability of damage to freight in transfer, but it is utterly

impossible in many cases to carry out A. R. A. rules and make
repairs to cars under load, and consequently transfers must

be made to save delay.

Another point that should not be overlooked is that during

federal control where cars were home on any railroad, we had

a great many light capacity cars running over the system that

never should have been allowed away from their home road.

Until such time as the railroads can get their cars in first

class condition and take more care in inspection before load-

ing, we will continue to have numerous cases of transferring

of loads. As suggested above, however, proper inspection of

equipment before it is loaded will stop 50 per cent of the

transfers. F. W. Brazier.

Derails and the

Stop-and-Proceed Rule

Auborh, Cat.

To the Editor:
The Railway Age lately has published many arguments

pro and con (mostly con) about the main track derail and

the stop required at the stop-and-proceed automatic signal.

But first let us look to the possible criticism that the signal

men are doing all the talking.

With reference to the stop at automatic signals, at least

one man who claims ample experience in the operating de-

partment has spoken in no uncertain terms. A. M. Burt,

now assistant to the vice-president, operating department,

Northern Pacific, in the issue of December 28, 1917, page

1158, wrote on this subject. Everyone interested should turn

back and read his letter. In this connection after giving a

number of reasons for abolishing the stop and proceed rule

he said: "The stop and proceed indication should be put in

the scrap heap, and in its place there should be a permissive

indication. Under such a plan the three aspects of a per-

missive signal would be 'clear,' 'caution' and 'extreme cau-

tion.' No changes in present signals would be necessary.

"The efforts that have been made to pull the teeth of the

'stop and proceed' signal by using 'grade' or 'tonnage' per-

missive signals does not go far enough. The 'stop and pro-

ceed' signal should be done away with altogether, except

possibly in some very unusual locations."

The two subjects pertaining to derails and stops at auto-

matic signals may very well be discussed together because
the main point in both cases is the observance of signal

indications. Although the statistics called for by Mr. Rudd's
series of unanswered questions in the issue of July 16,

page 112, do not seem to be available, two things, I believe,

are absolutely known: (1) That the derail sometimes derails

a train which would have caused no damage if it had passed
the stop signal—consequently there is a derailment when
otherwise it would have been a case for discipline; (2) a

derailment does not t Iways prevent fouling of the "protected"
track and a collision, if another train arrives at that time.

The last point will recall the collision at Porter, lad., last

February, where the derail was only 311 ft. from the cross-

ing. It must be admitted, however, that with the present
customary distance of 500 ft. there is no certainty whatever
that fouling of the "protected" track will never occur. Even
without statistics, therefore, we seem fully justified in saying
that the derail is an extremely crude and undependable
device as a physical protection.

There remains, then, the "moral" effect—the old standby
in defense of the derail. The belief (or it may have Keen
a known fact) that the mere presence of derails had an im-
portant effect in enforcing observance of stop signals, dates
back to the time when signal observance was possibly even
more crude and undependable than is the physical protection
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afforded by the derail. It is the writer's belief that this has

all been changed by the general use of efficiency tests and

the better understanding of signals in relation to safety which

has grown up. If it were found that interlocking signals

on a well conducted railroad, were better observed than block

signals, there would still be a question as to how much credit

should be given the derails for this condition. However, it

appears that the general good observance of signals at the

present time has made the "moral" effect of the derail so

slight as to be far outweighed by its uncertain and unsatis-

factory effect as a physical protection when a signal is

disregarded.

The stop at an automatic signal has practically the same

purpose as the derail. It is supposed to provide a certain

physical protection in that, under ordinary conditions, a

train is not likely to get as far above a safe speed in the

block as it might if it entered without stopping. The stop

also is supposed to have some influence as to the train pro-

ceeding through the block with caution, The stop itself is

an observance of the signal and must be enforced by still

other means; but the act of making a stop may be supposed

to put the enginema.i in a frame of mind favorable to careful

running in accordance with the rule, after the signal is passed.

As in the case of the derail, however, it is believed that

present day signal observance is so good that any additional

efficiency or protection due to the stop is too small to be

considered. And, as in the case of the derail, the protection

secured is crude and uncertain, depending as it does upon the

weight of train, grade, etc., while the "moral" effect is prob-

ably even less certain than that of the derail. Indeed, it

may well be that an engineman sometimes runs faster and
less carefully after stopping than he would otherwise, be-

cause of his irritation at having to make what seems to be

an unnecessary stop, his trouble in getting started again,

and the resulting loss of time. The stop is, of course, a

somewhat more definite thing, more easily checked than a

prescribed limit of speed. There may be a tendency to take

the easy course, make efficiency tests on the stop at auto-

matic signals, and let it go at that. The important thing is

the proper handling of the train in an obstructed block; and

this is a matter for supervision quite as much as is observance

of signals in other respects.

If the line of reasoning followed out above is correct, main
track derails and the Mops at automatic signals are unnec-

essary, and the derails are a possible cause of damage and
death Unnecessary things that impede operation or may
cause, "accidents" should be eliminated. It may be said,

however, that there is at least one glaring weakness in this

reaming; that observance of signals is not so good and
efficiency tests and other supervision are not so well carried

out on some roads as on others. The answer is that the

authorities now prescribing derails or. as in the case of the

rules of the American Railway Association, throwing great

weight on the stop at automatic signals, could do nothing

better in the interest of safety than to prescribe the measures
necessary to bring about the besl attainable observance of

signals. C. C. Anthony.

A Chemist in a Freight Car
Scran

i

To the Editor:

Of the enormous total bill for loss and damage of freight

on the railroads of the country over 100 millions of dollars

yearly—an appreciable percentage is due to large lossi

merchandise which is damaged by coming in contact with

chemicals and acids.1 Manx carloads of sugar, Sour, coffee

and other similar commodities have been seriously damaged
by being loaded into cars in which the floors were COD

taminated by various kind- of acids In some cases not onlv

were the lower layers of bags eaten or damaged, but also those

on the side of the i ar were eaten and the contents of the bags

spilled over the floor.

Strong alkalies of which the drums have been broken open

or leaked have produced similar results.

Machinery with parts nickel plated or galvanized ha/e

been badly corroded by the fumes of muriatic a id which had
penetrated the floors. Rugs, carpets,

etc., have been in many i l or 2 inches, thereby

practically ruining the entire roll.

Cars which minated with acid can be verj i

detected. An acid car will in practically every case have the

appearance- of being oil soaked or wet. Tars which are

thoroughlj 'I : ree of acid

in nearly all cases. Blue litmus paper when placed in con-

tact with acid will at once turn red: place a few drops of

water upon the floor and lay the blue paper on the damp or

wet place. In case thi paper should not assume a reddish

appearance red litmus paper should then be placed upon the

floor. If the ' ar i- soaked with alkali the red paper will turn

blue. Cars of this kind should be placarded "bad order,"

"acid car" or \i k\i i car" and should in no case be used

for loading any commodities which could be injuried or

damaged by at id.

If there i- ao reaction to either the blue or the red paper

the car is probably contaminated with oil, and should not be

used for sugar, coffee, flour, dr
Cars which are badly contaminated by acid need a new

floor or a new lining. Where only slightly damaged the acid

can be removed by washing well with a hose and sprinkling

with baking soda.

On' the Lackawanna, careful inspection for acids and
alkalies has elimin ited ms of this I I

Vegetables, such have

been found to i" 1 badly damaged on the- lower layers when
loaded in cars contaminated with salt. (Ire. it care should be

exercised in the -election of ear- for food stuffs and no cars

should be loaded with these products which are contaminated

with acids, alkalies or salt.

Covering the Boor of tin- car with paper or sawdust will

have little effect when the car is badly contaminated with

ai ids or alkal i

- H. J. Force,
re, Lackawanna & Western.

Bad Order Car Situation

To i in Eon
In your October IS issue, under the caption of "Bad Order

tuat I' sents Serious Problem," M I Gormley,

chairman of the Car Service Division of the American R.til-

way Association, stated thai on S r IS, 1921, there

were in the country 374,431 freight cars in bad order. This

was divided, 183,486 box, 153,275 coal and 37,670 mis-

cellaneous i' p< -. or 1" per cent of the total ownership. This

should, based on liberal allowance, be not over about 1

cars or 7 per cent. In other words, we now have over 2!

freight cars in bad order which, under proper conditions of

maintenance, should be in good order.

Mr. Gormley further said that the problem now before the

railroads is to repair these tars, replace with new cars those

ill ii , onomically repaired or rebuilt, and make
other necessary additions to the equipment to I

business up to the maximum of the past.

During the past two years I have had opportunity per-

sonally to examine many freight ears at \

minal and heavy tonnage movement points in the territory

lying east of Kansas City. Never in my .'0 years of r

experii I freight cars generally in a more

dilapidated condition, due to lack of proper upkeep. This
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situation is the result of several years of improper distri-

bution, handling and use of cars, coupled with the making

of costly repeated light repairs to keep them moving, whether

loaded or empty, instead of making the ultimately less ex-

pensive substantial repairs renewals and improvements at

the timi needed, in order to keep them in sound, safe and

economical working order.

The downward trend of the freight car situation com-

menced when the U. S. R. A. Circular No. 7, issued June 8,

1918, promulgated modified Rule No. 2 of the A. R. A. Code

of Rules Governing the Condition of and Repairs to Freight

Cars for the Interchange of Traffic. This changed the in-

structions in effect as follows: "Empty cars offered in inter-

change, if in safe and serviceable condition, must be ac-

cepted," was substituted for "Empty cars offered in inter-

i hange must be accepted if in safe and serviceable condition,

the receiving road to be the judge." Also "Loaded cars offered

in interchange (except those having defective safety appli-

ances) must be accepted by the receiving line, which may

either run, repair or transfer lading from car," was substi-

tuted for "Loaded cars offered in interchange must be ac-

cepted, with the following exceptions, (a) to (e) inclusive."

Following this modification the U. S. R. A. also sus-

pended the use of M. C. B. defect cards for the period Octo-

ber 1, 1918, to May 14, 1919, thereby waiving any and all

responsibility for defects for which the owners were not

responsible during that period.

In addition, U. S. R. A. Circular No. 20 issued September

25, 1918 and revised November 25, 1918, established a limit

of cost for making repairs to all wooden freight cars in need

of general repairs. This stopped the making of repairs in

kind, whenever the established limit cost was exceeded, re-

gardless as to the variation of labor and material unit prices,

and resulted in a large amount of deferred maintenance, or

otherwise in the retirement of equipment which it would

have been more economical to repair and continue in service.

The pooling of freight equipment, which was introduced

during federal control, was partially abandoned about three

months before the return of the roads to their owners, due to

the fact that the cars had become badly scattered, from the

standpoint of both the needs of traffic and of ownership, and

the inadequacy of maintenance of the pooled equipment hav-

ing become quite manifest during 1918. For example, when

the roads were taken over on January 1, 1918, 44 per cent

of the cars were on their home lines; when the roads were

returned on March 1, 1920, only 21.9 per cent were on home

lines. At the same time coal cars for loading on ownership

lines in the Fast were held empty on foreign lines in the

West; and box cars needed on ownership lines for loading

in the West, were held empty on foreign lines in the East.

Since then home cars have been gradually gotten back to the

owner's lines and during the past six months' period—April

1 to September 30, 1921-r-the situation has averaged from

70 to 74 per cent ownership cars on home lines each month.

Until the cars reached their owners their general condition

was not of much consequence, the principal idea being to

keep them moving with the least delay and cost for upkeep.

However, with the elimination of pooling and their return

to home lines it has not required nun li of an inventory of

their condition to determine their deferred maintenance

condition.

A review of the foregoing will readily show why the rail-

roads today have on their hands the 375,000 bad order freight

cars referred to by Mr. Gormley,

My observations have led me to believe tli.it tin' freight car

situation offers one of the mosl costly propositions that the

railroads are up against, both from a capital and operating

expense standpoint, and that the cause for this is the lack

of proper upkeep and the misuse of equipment during the

federal control period; the neglect of preservation and result-

ing deterioration of metal in the car bodies and underframes

due to corrosion, and the damage to underframes and super-

structures because of deficient and defective draft gear and
attachments. This latter item is something that is giving

all of the railroads a great deal of concern, as when, for

i cample in all-steel equipment, the strength of the under-

frames is reduced through corrosion of the floor and other

plates. If the cars are permitted to run without any cushion-

ing resistance for the buffing and pulling shocks, it does not

require much rough yard handling or heavy train service to

destroy the center sill and underframe structure, more par-

ticularly between the body bolsters and end sills. The fact

that Cars have been permitted to run without proper draft

gear renewals and maintenance during the federal control

period, and which practice is being continued at the present

time, is due largely to the re-establishment by the U. S. R. A.,

and by various representative railroads, of the long since

discarded transverse key type of coupler and coupler yoke

connection, which couples the coupler with the center sills

and enables the running of cars in road service without draft

gear.

It can be readily understood what shocks the underframes

of cars are subjected to, both buffing and pulling, when they

are operated in this condition. Until the A. R. A. eliminates

the use of such a device and restores the use of an arrange-

ment which couples the coupler to the draft gear only, and
requires the maintenance of the latter, the existing conditions

will not only continue but become more aggravated. The
use of the coupler center sill key attachment is also resulting

in extraordinary damage to couplers. Even the latest A. R. A.

heavy "D" type couplers have been found with not only

various parts cracked and broken, but also with the shanks

between the coupler head and the butt stoved up as much
as from y§ in. to 1 in., due to extraordinary buffing shocks

in combination with being run without draft gear in proper

condition. Furthermore, the neglect to maintain draft gear

and attachments, in combination with the many useless so-

called "friction" types of draft gears that have been applied

during the past 20 years, is responsible for much extraordi-

nary center and end sill, draft arm and lug, body bolster,

coupler and coupler yoke damage that otherwise would not

have occurred.

The modern freight car with its increasing ton-miles per

day's work, in longer and heavier trains, requires actual

maintenance to keep it in serviceable condition and the is-

suance of instructions to reduce the number of cars in bad
order condition so that they will not exceed 4 per cent of

the total; the establishment of a freight car depreciation

account in the maintenance of equipment expenses to provide

money for an equipment reserve fund, which money should

properly be put into applied labor and material for the

upkeep of existing equipment; the application to cars of

defect cards to cover repairs needed for which the owners

are not responsible will never take the place of needed actual

repair and renewal work on existing equipment.

The Interstate Commerce Commission—Account 315

—

Freight Train Cars—Depreciation figures for the Class I

roads under federal control in 1918 show an amount of

$61,722,302 as compared with a total expense of $384,507,-

575 for Account 314—Freight Train Cars Repairs. The
expenditure of the amount charged to depreciation in these

maintenance of equipment expenses for actual labor and
material for upkeep, would have done much to overcome the

present freight car condition. John E. Muhlfeld.

Huebner, landscape gardener of the Philadelphia & Read-

tliis month completed 31 years of service with the road.

He has in charge 200 flower beds at 110 different points on the

system. Along the right of way he has 5.000 evergreens and

many miles of hedge. About 150,000 plants are used each year in

the beds.
-



I 'isitors at Auto

Automatic Train Control Demonstrated on B., R. & P.

Test of System in Which No Physical Contact Is Made Between

Engine Apparatus and Roadway

A demonstration .UK 1 test of .in automatii tram con

trol device, which has been developed b} th

General Railway Signal Company, was made on

October 24 on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, near

Rochester, N. Y., before a party of railroad men and others

interested in safety developments. A locomotive equipped

G. R. S. Automatic Train Control—Track Member

with the control instruments and one car was used in the

experiment which was conducted between Rochester and

Scottsville, 12 miles south, the track elements being placed

.11 certain automatic signal locations between these stal

Caution, stop and clear signal indications were given and
the train was operated at various speeds in Ixith directions,

the apparatus acting to stop the nam when a caution or stop

indication was received, The engineman and fireman, acting

in conjunction, can prevent the application of tlu- brakes by
devices installed on the engine for this purpose.

The train control apparatus as developed by tliis. company

is of the intermittent contact type, using an inert or non-

acting roadside element and is so designed as to caus

auti man. application oi the moving train in

ease the right action is not taken by the engineman in pass-

ing a caution signal. The device is developed to work in

conjunction with the automatic block signal system and i>

supplement tlie visual signal indications. The apparatus,

which is the result of development work extending i

number of wars. i- of a simple and rugged type ai

be easily and quickly in-tailed.

A> lure installed the devii in with

the caution indication as well as the stop indication; l>ut if

the engineman is alert he can prevent the operation of the

stop and the control of the train is thus left in his hands
without automatic interfei

The Track Equipment

The traek equipment consists oi a laminated iron struc-

ture about S in. high and 2 ft. across made in the form

of a wide, -hallow letter U, with large r

on the top of each leg o) the U. Hie top sun'.!

pole pieces are level with the top of the rail.

;s is a coil of insulated wire, the coils beii

together and in turn connected through a contact

signal relays. If the block ahead is occupied and th

relay open, the circuit to the tr.uk elemet ; and
this puts it in a position to stop a train. When the

is unoccupied and this circuit is closed, the apparatus

to allow a train to ] il

Kn^ine Equipment

The traek equipment is protected from things

and all mechanical injury by a housing or shell

somewhat in appearance the hack of a turtle. One of

roadsid.e element- is located .it each visual signal. Il
I

moving part- and the construction is such that even if

! in water or covered with snow, ice. earth, or a;

per performance is not affected. 1: -

SI 7
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the rail . avoiding the clearance problems connected with

structures outside the rails.

The locomotive equipment consists of a storage battery;

iving element; an audion amplifier; an electro-maj

tai ting ! vi. e or engine relay; and an electro-pneumatic

a piston and cylinder arrangement for operating the

engineman's brake valve and certain auxiliary devices known

as the engineman's hold-by device, the firemen's hold-by

device and the- reset button. The audion amplifier, the

engine relay and the electro-pneumatic valve constitute the

translating apparatus that convert- an electric: impulse into

a powerful mechanical force.

The receiving element on the engine consists of a U-

shaped laminated iron structure, similar to the one fixed on

the track, except that it is inverted. The lower surface

of the pole pieces move directly over, and pass from three

to four inches above the tops of the pole pieces on the track.

Each of the vertical legs of the engine equipment carries a

coil of insulated wire. One of these coils is supplied with

energy from a storage battery placed in a box located con-

will ait as choke coils, not allowing the magnetic flux 10

pass down and pass up through the engine receiving coil;

thus there is no actuation of the brake control on the engine

and the train proceeds without restriction.

The audion amplifier, familiar to those interested in wire-

less telegraphy, is a simple device for magnifying an electrical

impulse. With this device it is not necessary to use an

unduly sensitive engine relay. This system makes use of

the regular air brake equipment, simply moving the engine-

man's brake handle in exactly the same way that an en-

gineman would move it in stopping the train. A strong

pressure is maintained on the brake lever until the reset

button, on the outside of the locomotive, is operated; this

relieves pressure and restores the brake apparatus to normal

condition.

In the development of this device the General Railway
Signal Company has not interfered with the requirement

that the engineman observe all signals, nor has it encouraged

him to relax vigilance. Anything which might tend to make
him careless in this respect would be a step backward. A
device is, therefore, provided for the engineman in the cab

which, if operated in due season as each caution signal is

passed, will prevent automatic application of the brakes.

If the engineman does not act, the train will be caused to

make an unnecessary stop; and either the engineman or the

fireman must then get out of the cab and operate the reset

button to release the brake handle so that the train may
again proceed. This naturally will prove to be a strong in-

centive to the engineman to watch the caution signal, so

that he may avoid the discredit of having the train stop

improperly and of having to get out to reset the apparatus

It is optional with the road to require both the engineman
and the fireman to operate the reset apparatus simultaneously.

With this arrangement the responsibility for taking appro-

priate action in passing a caution signal is put upon two
men instead of one. This is in line with the present rule on

most roads that the fireman shall call the signals to the en-

gineman.

This type of train control does not require other energy

than that already in existence in connection with automatic

block signals. The roadside element requires no battery

or other source of electrical energy for its operation, hence

the name "inert track element." The only source of energy

used is in connection with the engine apparatus, namely, the

storage battery carried on the engine.

G. R. S. Automatic Train Control—Brake Valve Attachment

veniently on the engine, thereby producing a strong mag-
netic field. The other coil is connected with the battery

and to the translating apparatus in such a way as to keep

air pressure on the brake-operating cylinder, which in turn

leaves the brake handle free to be put in any position by

the engineman.

Whenever the engine equipment passes over a track ele

manl while a stop condition exists, the magnetic field,

which is produced as previously described, will pass down
to, across and up from the track equipment, producing a

magnetic llux through the other leg of the engine equipment,
thereby producing an electrical impulse in its receiving coil.

This impulse in the receiving coil is then converted by the

translating apparatus to a power that will cause the operating

cylinder to actuate the brake lever, pushing it over to the

same position that the engineman would have pushed it if

he had intended to stop the train.

In case, however, the circuit to the track equipment is

closed, as the train passes, the coils on the track element
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Labor Board Opens Inquiry Into Threatened Strike

Brotherhood Leaders and Executives Before Board—Employees

on Several Roads Against Strike

Tin-;
Railroad Labor Board's attempt to avert the

threatened strike of train service employees set for

October 30, readied its climax, when, in n sponse to a

call issued by the Board, the general chairmen representing

the train service employees and telegraphers on all ol th

larger carriers, executives of the train service brotherhoods

and the telegraphers organization, and executives or repre-

sentatives of the various (lass I carriers came before the

Board on October 26. Because of the large number of in-

terested parties present at the hearing it was necessary to ob-

tain the use of the Coliseum Annex for the meeting and even

this large meeting room was crowded.

After considerable time had been taken up with the roll

call which showed that whereas representatives uf almost

every railroad were present but few of the general chairmen

called by the Board put in their appearan e, tin meeting was

opened with the reading of a statement by R. M. Barton,

chairman of the Board, which outlined tin- nature of the

hearing, the testimony which tin- Hoard would deem relevant,

and the reasons for the calling of the meeting.

Mr. Barton said in part:

Chairman Barton Opens Meeting

This proceeding is nut a case brought to tin Hoard by either

employee or carrier, hut one initiated bj the Board on its own
motion, it being principally moved thereto by the threatened in-

terruption to commerce. It is an official governmental inquiry

ordered and to lie conducted bj the Board It is based on two
provisions of the Transportation Act. One, Section 313, which
provides that when the Board has reason to believe that any
decision by the Hoard lias been violated by any carrier 01 em
ployec or subordinate official or organization thereof, it may, on
its own motion, after due notice and hearing to all persons directly

interested in such, violation, determine whether in its opinion

such violation has occurred and make public its decisions in such
manner as it may determine. The other is the provision in Sec-
tion 307, the emergency provision, which authorized the Hoard to

act when a dispute is likcK to substantially interrupt commerce.
The Board wishes all parties to bear these things clearly in

mind and thoroughly understand the limits of this inquiry and
conform thereto. The inquiry will I" conducted wholly under
the directions of the Board, as it is not a suit or application of
either of the parties.

Defines Scope of Hearing

On the first point, whether there is i threatened withdrawal
from service of the several carriers in opposition to and in

violation of Decision No. 147 and whether the parties have
violated or arc violating this decision and the law; the inquiry
will be limited strictly to this question,

The merits of thai decision or any other decision of the Board
are not at this time in question and no discussion in regard thereto
will he in order. 'The question is simply: Has there been a viola
tion or is one threatened?
On the second subject of inquiry as to what other causes exist

that are causing or liable to calls,- an interruption of traffic, the
inquiry will be whal cither side has done or is doing or thi

ing to do that may lead to a stoppage of work, ami, particularly,
the nature of the exchange of proposals that occured between
the railway executives and the execute organiza-
tions at their conference at (In.. I 14, 1921

; wnat dis
putes resulted therefrom, and to what extent said disputi
the occasion of the threatened interruption. The Board will
further inquire as to what, if any. wage red
made or are in contemplation by the carriers without first s,

the approval of this Board in ,i legal way.
The inquiry op behalf of the Board will be conducted by the

chairman of the judiciary committee, Hen \Y. Hooper, but ques-
tions will be permitted bj othei members of the Board ami either
party or their representatives or anj of the represent.it
any of the parties directly interested may he allowed to .isk

questions and make Statements that ni.o hi mil; out the real facts
on the issues above indicated.

W. G. Lee Questioned

After this outline. B. \V. Hooper, a member of the public

group of tii. i n a quiz of W. G. i . president of

the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, by a series of ques-

tions regarding identity, etc., and culminating in a n

for a definite statement of the developments which led to the

Strike vote and orders and concerning the position

organization- ding the threatened .strike. In reply

Mr. I.ee outlined In.- view of the manner in which the
i ontroversy developed ited by M

have in general been described in previous issues of the Rail-

way Age I oming to. the actual preparation of the strike

rice with the resolutions adopted by those

uting the men, Mr. lae described in detail the reasons

for his refusal to join with the other four train sen
ganizations in a joint ballot because of the fact that the

ballot they proposed contained a reference to "questions" h •

did not believe were involved,

"For once," he said, "I da ided I was going to tell the men
the truth. I didn't intend to cam I Let criti-

cism fall where it may."

. Leading questions from Mr. Hooper brought out the fai

:

that the difference between the trainmen's ballot and I

the other organizations was m the statement of grievances
over which the strike vote was taken. Mr. I.ee fr.mklv ad-

mitted that in his opinion the only grievance over which the

men could strike at this time was the wage reduction

ordered by the Labor Board in Decision No. 147. Then fol

lowed a detailed description of how the trainmen's organiza-

tion prepared the ballots. to<ik the strike voh and counted the

returns. The result. Mr. I.ee said -bowed that 88 per

lii- organization preferred to strike rather than to work un-
der tlic rate- of pa nl. In presenting these

figures Mr. I.ee admitted that the two third- maj
strike votes had not been recorded for some carriers. \-

such carriers, he named the Belt Railway of i

Chicago & Western Indiana, the Chicago Junction, the

Chicago River & Indiana, the Toledo, Peoria & Western, the

I

'':
.

t 8i Eastern, the Indianapolis Union, the Louis-

ville & Jeffersonville Bridge, the Pennsylvani i

the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, tl i - Connecting,
the Lake Erie & La-tern, the Wiggins Ferry Company and
the Central Indiana.

L. E. Shepard listed the following road- on which the

tuctors failed to ratify the pro

posed strike: Ban i. -;. r Si Maine; Central
of New Jersey; Cincinnati Northern; Detn I & iVfackinac;

Evansville, Indianapolis & rerre Haute: New York. S

& Western; l'eoria & I'ekin Union
Western; ZanesviUe \ W m; Dayton & Union; Pennsyl
vania, I ines Easl and West; Pittsburgh & Laki Erie; Duluth
& tron Rangi Duluth, Missabe & Northern; Philadelphia
& Reading; Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic; Si

minal Association; Peoria Railway Terminal;
land; Trinity & Brazos Valley; and ' M-
Carter listed the Pittsburgh .i Lake Erie, the Dulutl .

Range and the Indiana Central as the lines on which the

firemi .ke.

To show the manner in which the trainmen hi

I with the facts prior to and after the vi

read portions o( circulars sent to the met

warning to the men concerning the I

time was but thinly veiled. Reverti: .. ie difference

S19
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between the trainmen's ballot and the joint ballot of the other

organizations, Mr. Lee said in reply to his questioners:

"I believe that we should incorporate in the ballot a state-

ment showing the different conditions existing today. In the

old days, we reported the result of a ballot to the officers of

the mads and negotiations were begun anew. I believe that

we should i all attention to the difference now that the federal

law was in effect and that we did not go back to the officers,

saying that we were voting on the question of accepting or

n jecting the wage cut of tlie Board. Time-and-one-half for

overtime and future wage reductions were not considered."

Afternoon Session

The afternoon session opened with Mr. Hooper still inter-

rogating Mr. Lee and attempting to establish that the in-

i hi -ion of references to future wage cuts and overtime changes

in the statement accompanying the trainmen's ballot was for

the purpose of influencing the men to vote for a strike. Mr.

Lee's reply was vague, frequent references being made to

other sections of the statement which he said "murdered"

these references. The quiz of Mr. Lee closed with a discussion

of his power to call off the strike on the International & Great

Northern. After giving a history of his part in this walkout,

Lee denied that he has the power to call off the strike or

could have prevented it.

The examination of Mr. Lee developed the fact that (1)

the strike of the trainmen is in the hands of the men because

of the manner in which the developments have been handled

by him, in other words he has passed the buck to the men
after giving them the best advice possible under the circum-

stances; (2) the trainmen's strike is solely a protest against

the wage cut of last July and (3) only "satisfactory settle-

ment" can bring about a recall of the strike orders.

L. E. Sheppard on Stand

L. E. Sheppard, president of the Order of Railway Conduc-

tors followed on the stand, opening his testimony with an out-

line of the laws of his organization regarding the strike. The
vote polled by the conductors, Mr. Sheppard said, showed

that 68 per cent of the men in eastern territory voted to re-

ject the wage cut, 88 in southern territory and 87 in western

territory. In support of his argument that there are other

questions over which the men might strike, Mr. Sheppard

charged that 1') carriers had filed applications with the

Board for general revisions of schedules with the conductors,

54 for partial revision of the schedules, including the aboli-

tion of time-and-one-half for overtime, 12 for elimination

of punitive overtime and 25 for material changes in the

schedules. As with Mr. Lee, Mr. Hooper by skillful ques-

tions tried to bring out the fact that statements regarding

overtime and future wage mts were included in the strike

ballots to influence tlie men. At one point, Mr. Hooper
asked Mr. Sheppard if he thought it was fair to ask the

carriers to make a promise to ask for no further wage cuts

when relevant factor- cited in the Transportation Act are

changing so rapidly. To this question Mr. Sheppard replied

that they were merely following precedent in SO doing.

Changes in wages oi working conditions usually stand for ,ii

leasl one year he said. Mr. Hooper asked Mr. Sheppard
if it was not unfair to "pla< e an 'inflammatory' statement" in

the statement accompanying the ballot. Mr. Sheppard took

exception to the terms used and said. "Some of tlie men
probably did not read the statement with the ballot."

W. S. Stone Has Argument

W. S. Stone, chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers followed on the stand but at the start of his testi-

mony, he was interrupted by Judge Barton on the grounds
that his remarks were not relevant to the case. Mr. Stone

wanted to submit a list of roads that he alleged had violated

or.dcrs of the Labor Board but upon being stopped by Judge
barton said, "I will bow to your decision. If we cannot find

redress in this Board I want to know where SO.000 engineers

can find relief. If I am prohibited from explaining the feel-

ings of our men, then I do not see that there is anything

more for me to say." Mr. Stone then refused to give the

Board a list of the roads whose engineers had failed to poll

a two-thirds strike majority, but upon the specific request of

W. L. McMenimen a member of the labor group on the

Board, promised to file the list later.

T. C. Cashen president of the Switchmen's Union of North
America then told the Board that 85 per cent of his members
had voted to strike and that a constitutional majority was
polled on every carrier party to the dispute.

W. S. Carter Questioned

W. S. Carter, head of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

men and Enginemen, the next witness examined, told the

Board that if the strike was to be called off, it would be

necessary in his organization to take another referendum.

Questions by Mr. Hooper w-ere similar to those asked the

other labor leaders and to a large extent the answers were

similar. Employees on three roads, Mr. Carter said had
voted to accept the low-er wage scales.

Real Climax of Hearing

The real climax of the hearing came at the close of the

afternoon session when Chairman Barton asked each of

the five leaders to answer four vital questions. They were

in substance : ( 1 ) What organization or individual can call

off a strike? (2) Suppose you as the executive of a labor

organization or your executive committee issued an order or

a statement that the strike would not occur what would the

men do? (3) If this board issued an order stating that the

strike is not justified, would the men obey the order? and (4)

If the Board declared a strike unjustified will you use all

your power and efforts to see that it is obeyed ?

The answer of the labor leaders spelled failure of the ef-

fort of Board if they accurately represent the feeling of the

men. To the first question all answered that power lies

either in their hands or in the executive committee or both.

The second question brought forth the reply that if an order

is so issued it would have little or no effect on the strike.

The third question brought either an evasion or a statement

that such an order would not be obeyed by the men. The
fourth question likewise was either evaded or the statement

was frankly made that the leaders wTould not co-operate un-

less a "satisfactory settlement was reached."

Executives Quizzed at Evening Session

The evening session was devoted to a quiz of the execu-

tives. It was opened by Thomas De Witt Cuyler, chairman
of the Association of Railway Executives, who presented a

statement reviewing the development of the present contro-

versy and the action taken by the executives. In reply to a

question asked by Mr. Hooper, Mr. Cuyler stated that it was
not the purpose of any carrier to make reductions in wage-

without first holding conferences with the men and sub-

mitting the case to the Board for ruling. Mr. Hooper then

brought out by a series of questions, directed at the executives

in general, the actual position of the roads at the present time

and their willingness to abide by rulings of the board.

Mr. Stone was finally allowed to read a list of 33 roads which
he charged had violated the Board's orders in reducing wages
without sanction, but the roads proved to be all short lines,

many of which were not parties to the case. Answers were
made on behalf of three of these roads. In each, case the

statement showed the willingness of the carrier to obey the

Board's orders.

The case was finally brought to a sudden close with the

announcement by the chairman of a probable decision within

the next few days.

Board Confers Previous to Meeting
Previous to the opening of the meeting, members of tlie

Board conferred with representatives of the employees and
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of the carriers as to the procedure to be followed. Sub

sequently two statements were issued, one by the Board and

the other by T. De Witt Cuyler, chairman of the Association

nf Railway Executives. The Board's announcement prac-

tically set forth its views as to the present situation and

the disclosure of the compromise plan which it believed might

meet the irreducible demands of the brotherhood chiefs.

Attributed to Mr. Hooper, tin- statement says in part:

1. Friction has arisen between practically all the Class I car-

i hi , ,,f the United States and their train and engine employees
and telegraphers represented by the following organizations:

Brotherhood of Locomotm I ngineei . Brotherhood nf Loco-
motive Firemen and Enginemen, Brother! d of Railroad Train-

. Herald

Cold Iron

men, Order nf Railway Conductors, Switchmen I ni I North
America, Order of Railway Telegraphers.

2, ( >ne of the principal causes of this trouble lies in thi

that said carriers have notified certain .'t the executives of said

Organizations that it is the
|
m i

i

> .,i of the carriers to appl\ 1"

the l.ahor Hoard fm a I u i tin i reduction in wages additional

to that ordered Julj 1, 1921.

3. The proper consideration of the conditions surrounding the
matters now pending before the Laboi Board should remo
immediate occasion for strike between the carriers and aii

ganizations of employees growing out oi a possible reduction in

wages by the l.ahor Hoard. The conditions referred to are as
follows

:

Since the organization of the Board a little more than IS

months ago more than 2,000 cases involving disputes between
carriers and employees have 1" en tiled with tin- Board More
than 700 of these disputes have lieen disposed of and many others
have been heard ami not decided The Board has been d

with cases involving minor grievances which would no: have
been senl here to congest its dockets had thi id their

employees co-operated in the establishment oi adjustment boards
as provided in the Transportation \ct.

Three questions of paramount import
Board, the wage increase of 1920, the wage reduction of 1921,
and the adoption of new rules and working conditions. Each
Of these matters has necessarily con it amount of
time. Each of them involved all the Class I carriers an
individual of every class of their employees in the United St iti

The two wage controversies have hem disposed of, hut during
the entire pendency of both, the revision of rules and working
conditions have been pending and is now only well begun, The
Ho,nd has been justly urged by the carriers to complete l1

sidcration of the rules and hand down its decision. The Board's
unavoidable delay in disposing of this question has subjected it

to criticism by the puhlic and restive complaint upon the part
of the carriers.

Defines Board's Position

The Board has In
i

mis embracing shop
craft rules. The remainder of the shop craft rules are still

ing and the disputed rules ,,{ other classes of employees have not

'a touched.
Xo more difficult and complex question can ever arise before

this Board than that of the revision of the rules governing the

working conditions of any class of railway employees. It re-

quires an immense amount of time and painstaking work. It is

the judgment of the Board that, as a matter oi procedure it

would he unwise, and as a matter of policy, unjust, to discontinue
ion of rules anil working conditions at

nged hearing of an application to reduce wages at this

time.

It is not within the province of the Labor Board to shut the

carrier or employee desiring to submit
,i disputi to thi Board, or to dictate the time when such dispute

shall he fixed. It is. however, within the discretion of the Board
to fix the order in which it will take up and consider the numer-
ous matters submitted to it.

In this aspect of the matter, it should be of material help to the

carriers and their employees to understand that the stal

ive s,t ut and its plans with regard

It will thus become apparent that the employees, who are pro-
igainst a further wage cut. are crossing brid

fore the\ i. in possiblj gel tn in iii and that carriers cannot hasten
i reduction by applying for it at this time.

The attitudi d in this matter must nol he misunder-
5l I

It is not affected bj the threat of a strike. It had adopted

aw, tighten op Your belt-—
EVER/YBoPYr LAUOHin' AX You!',

;

ptal

The "Vaudevillians!"

several weeks ago the policy of making everything else secondary
of the contn

conditions, hut. with the ordinary number of unavoidable
nd even with the greatest diligence, it will require COI

able time to complete the decision oi rules.

Another factor that demands the hif

fact recognized by both carriers and employees that the qu
oi wages and working rules are

Many of the rules and wortdnj rning the em-
have a money vale

factor> consideration to thi • until the rules and
.: conditions to which the wages would apply are d<

fixed and known.
In view of the fi i purpose of
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the Labor Board that the submissions of carriers and employees

on rules and working conditions shall be completely disposed of

as to any particular class of employees before a hearing is had

on any question of wages affecting said class of employees on any

carrier covered bj Decision No. 147.

I he rules governing any class of employees- will be deemed to

have been completely disposed of when the Board has passed

upon all the MilniiissH.il- affecting said class either by a decision

of disputed rules or by referring them back to a conference of

tin' carrier and employees.

Dispute Is With Board

The statement of Mr. Cuyler, issued immediately after,

said in pari

The railroad executives are not aware of any present dispute

between them and their employees. The strike vote and order

is solely against a decision of the Railroad Labor Board re-

ducing wages by 12 per cent as of last July 1.

The railroads have in fact determined to seek to reduce rates,

and as a means to that end, to further reduce wages. But the

carriers have expressly decided to proceed in accordance with

the law requiring conferences with employees prior to taking

such action, and to put no such reduction in wages into effect

until it has been passed on by the Railroad Labor Board.

Any proposal to strike, therefore, is purely concerning a past

decision of the Labor Board or against what the Railroad Labor

Board might do.

The railroads wish it to be clearly understood that they would

deprecate a strike, but that their first obligation is to the pubhc

to render adequate service at reasonable rates. Present rates

are in many cases high and steps must be taken to reduce them.

That reduction can only be effected by reducing costs, and of the

costs by far the largest element is the wages of labor.

The issue is very clear. If present wages are to be continued,

rates cannot be reduced. If rates are to be reduced, the present

wages cannot be paid. The railroads are powerless to take any-

other position.

Labor Board's First Effort at Mediation Fails

The events preceding this meeting and following the close

of the report in last week's Railway Age are many and sig-

nificant and may be summarized as follows:

The conference between members of the Railroad Labor

Board and leaders of the five train service organizations

which have issued strike orders, the call for which was re-

ported in the Railway Age of October 22 (page 758), proved

a complete failure. Representatives of the brotherhood, on

leaving the conference, stated that the Labor Board had

offered them no definite plan for the settlement of the con-

troversy, and that consequently they were unable to take any

action toward calling off the scheduled walkout. Members

of the Board likewise stated that little had been achieved

at the meeting except a "frank interchange of views."

Following the conference the brotherhood leaders again

returned to Cleveland, where they divided their time be-

tween working on strike plans and issuing statements justi-

fying their position in so far as it can be justified with noth-

ing but a comparatively small cut in basic wages against

which to strike.

"With regard to the position of the employees at this

time," Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers, said in one of these statements,

"I can only say that their representatives are patiently wait-

ing for any development that would appear to offer a solu-

tion.

"We are not now nor have we been desirous of being

a party to precipitating a strike, but when it is quite ap-

parent that the railroads propose not only to reduce wages,

but to take from the employees practically all the conditions

.of service that have been obtained for many years, and the

Railroad Labor Board is unable or fails to give us any

.assurance that the interests of the employees will lie protected

from such onslaught of the interests that control the trans-

portation lines of our country, nothing is left for our em-
ployees but to stand upon their constitutional rights and re-

tire from the service of these carri. :i

' Concerning these charges, R. M. Barton, chairman of the

Board and representative of the public group, said that he

is "willing to let the public decide who is to blame if there

is a strike."

"But," he added, "you may say this for me, as emphati-

cally as you wish: Whether the Labor Board is to be blamed
for anything or not, these men cannot justify their action on

that ground. They can't thus excuse their throwing the

country into such a terrific industrial crisis as a general

railroad strike will bring about."

Ten Organizations Decide to Withhold Strike Orders

The following days witnessed the withdrawal one by one

of ten of the units in the "associated standard recognized

railroad labor organizations." The latest reports indicate

that the various railroad unions have aligned as follows:

The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen and Enginemen, the Order of Railway Conductors,

the Switchmen's Union of North America and the Order of

Railroad Telegraphers have announced their intention co

strike or have issued strike orders.

The six organizations comprising the Federated Shop
Crafts, the United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way
Employees and Railroad Shop Laborers, the Brotherhood of

Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express
and Station Employees, the Brotherhood of Railroad Signal-

men of America, the Brotherhood of Stationary Firemen and
Oilers have indicated their intention to await further action

by the Labor Board before actually calling their member-
ships out.

In this connection an announcement by the Federated Shop
Crafts said in part

:

"It develops that the four transportation organizations

would not be bound to strike after they had received a settle-

ment acceptable to them, even though those who had assisted

them in making their strike successful had received no set-

tlement and were still on strike.

"It must therefore be clearly evident to all the the mem-
bership of any of the four transportation organizations on
any railroad, cannot and will not co-operate with any other

class of employees. The above are indisputable facts, and
the membership of the Federated Shops Crafts are entitled

to know these facts.

"There is no hope for co-operation with the four trans-

portation organizations. Therefore the Shops Crafts must
outline and adhere to their own plan of action in so far as

those organizations are concerned. It is recommended that

the Shops Crafts await rulings by the Labor Board on gen-

eral working rules, decision on which has been withheld."

Telegraphers to Walk Out

The most unexpected development wis the announcement
by E. J. Manion, president of the Order of Railroad Tel-

egraphers, that his organization would walk out in conjunc-

tion with the brotherhoods, following the same program
as to the roads designated in the various groups. Up to

that time it had been expected that the eleven "standard"
unions, which recently split with the "big five" brother-

hoods, would act in unison in whatever course was decided

upon.

"Our general chairmen have concluded their delibera-

tions," Mr. Manion said, "and are returning to their re-

spective headquarters to complete Uieir preparations for mak-
ing the strike effective on the same railroads and dates named
in the strike order of the other transportation organizations."

Labor Board's Call to October 26 Conference

Closely following these developments came the order of

the Labor Board for the conference which began on Octo;
ber 26. The Board's order said in part:

Whereas, it has come to the knowledge of the United States
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Railroad Labor Board that a dispute exists between carriers and
organizations of tliiir employees; and,

Whereas, information lias come to this board that a conference
was held in Chicago on the fourteenth day of October, 1921, be

tween certain of the executives of said carriers, and certain execu-
tives of said organizations of said employees, relative to the matters

in dispute, at which conference no agreement was reached; and,

Whereas, immediately following said conference it was an-
nounced through the publii press thai the executives of said or-

ganizations of railway employees hail issued and sent out to the

members thereof orders or written authorities to strike, and that

a strike vote- had been taken on the lines of the said carriers;

and,

Whereas, the board's information is In the effect that said strike

is threatened on two grounds: First, in opposition to the wage
award in decision No. 147 of the board, and, second, on a

of an unsettled dispute both as to wages and working conditions

;

be it therefore,

Resolved, by the United States Railroad Labor Board

1. That, in so far this threatened strike is in opposition in

and in violation of decision No. 1-17 of this board, the said laboi

organizations on each of said carriers be ami are herebj cited

to appear before this board for hearing as to the question whe hei

or not they have violated, or are violating, decision No. 147, and,

2. That in so far as said threatened strike is the result of a

dispute between said carriers and their organizations "i employee
concerning wages and rules and working conditions, tins board
hereby assumes jurisdiction I'f said dispute '>n the statutory ground
that it "is likely substantial^ to interrupt commerce," and said

carriers and said organizations of employees are hereby cited to

appear before this hoard at i hicago, Hi. Eot thi hearing ol said

dispute.

Be it further resolved thai both parties to said dispute are
hereby directed to maintain the si.itu-. qt u the properties of
the said carriers until said hearing and decision.

Brotherhood Leaders Meet

Interest shifted from the Labor Hoard to a meeting of the

Brotherhood chiefs and their respective chairmen on October
21. The situation on October 27 was substantially a- fol

lows: the inquiry conducted b\ the Labor Hoard on < >< to

ber 26, developed that with the exception of the trainmen, a

strike has been voted for and ordered as a protest against

the July wage reduction, against the announcement of the

carriers that further wage decreases are to be sought and

against the proposed efforts of the railroads to bring about

the abolition of punitive overtime. The trainmen's -trike is

based wholly on the July wage reduction.

A statement of the Hoard made on October 25, stated defi-

nitely that no further reductions for any group of any em-
ployees would ! ;i inn I:, rd until rules and
working conditions for that group were disposed of.

Overtime pay, the Board pointed out that in cases of the

shop crafts rules already promulgated, overtime pr<.\

wen- retained to nt, Furthermore, Mr. Cuyler
bail informed the Board that none of the carriers had any
intention of making furthi vorking con-

dition, without submitting controversies to the- Board
facts are pointed ot tuting what might be taken as

a "satisfactory settlement" by the leaders of the labor organ-

ization-.

International & Great Northern

Tiainmen Strike

TRAINMEN on the International \ Great Northern, mem-
ber.- of the Brotherhood of Railway I- a, went

on strike on October 22 as the widely heralded "opening
gun" of the threatened national walkout. '1 he strike was put
into effect despiti instructions from the Labor Hoard order-

ing the men to remain at their post.- until after the meeting
between the union leader- and railroad chief- in Chicago on
October 26. The walkout of the men was quiet and without

any demonstration. Union nun who were on train- when the

strike became effective bad received instructions to finish their

runs before walking

Referring to the strike W. G. 1 resident of the

Hrotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, said:

"The nun and committee i f the brotherhood on that rail-

road have voted to withdraw from the service, and authority,

as vested in our constitution has been given them. The mat-
ter i- entirely out of mv hands."

J'iom the ( [, ,i.. , Xt-its Preparing for the Big Railroad Strike Melodrama
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With reference to the progress of the strike on the Inter-

national & Great Northern, Thornwell Fay, executive i

for the receiver has advised the Railway Age in response to

a telegram as follows:

Strike trainmen took place noon Saturday 22. Every pas-

senger train on road has been operating on schedule since

strike. Did not attempt to operate freights until Monday
when we operated freights on every division and increased

number on Tuesday and further increase today (Wednesday).
\l .i doing considerable switching. Every point conditions

improving daily. Trainmen demanded that we restore wages
in effect June 30, 1920, hence strike is against Labor Board,
which should have publicly denounced this strike as being

against its orders and against the law, but am not advised
ih. 1 1 they took any action whatever about this particular

strike.

Mr. Lee Asked About I. & G. N. Walkout

Action by the Labor Board was taken at the Chicago meet-

ing on Thursday, when Mr. Lee, president of the Brother-

hood of Railway Trainmen was asked about the strike on this

road in connection with his other testimony. Mr. Lee read

telegrams explaining that the Texas men voted to quit work
in advance and by so doing forfeited their right to general

strike benefits. Mr. Lee was asked by Mr. Hooper: "What
action was taken to hold the men in service in accordance

with the Board's order to preserve the status quo?" "None
whatever," was Mr. Lee's reply. Mr. Hooper continued,

"You understood there was to be no strike on any road until

after this hearing?" In reply to this question, Mr. Lee said,

"I understood that was the intention of this Board, and of

course, we had our own ideas as to just how far this Board's

intention was binding on us."

Pennsylvania Again Before Labor Board

In
response to a call issued by the Railroad Labor Board

the Pennsylvania Railroad appeared before the Board

on October 20 and again outlined its views of the Board's

jurisdiction and explained its action in carrying on its own
negotiations with its employees regardless of the Board's

instructions as to the procedure to be followed. Representa-

tives of the carrier told the Board in part that:

1. The carrier has informed the Board in its several pleadings
filed in this case that it could not accept as a lawful decision the

declaration of the Board that the election under which its em-
ployee representatives were chosen was illegal and that the rules

and working conditions agreed upon by such employee representa-

tives and the management were void and of no effect. This
position was taken and is sustained by the carrier because it was
and is of the opinion that the Board had no jurisdiction over tin

matter which was the subject of the decision.

The Board has said that "the question involved is merely one
of procedure," and the carrier is advised that questions of proce-
dure and the method and manner of selecting employee representa-
tives are matters within the control of its management and its

employees and wholly without tin jurisdiction of the Board.
2. Disputes which are cognizable by the Board are, in the

opinion of the carrier, those which threaten "an interruption to

the operation oi any carrier" and which involves or grow out ol

real grievances in connection with wages or working rules and
ons.

Working rules and conditions have been made the subject of
agreements by and between the carrier and its shop craft em-
I
loyi es, and those rules and conditions are subject to the iurisdi.'-

ton .if '.he Board and its decision thereon under the provisions
and in accordance with the procedure of the Transportation \, t

3. The carrier states that it lie m. I "violated" any decision of
the Labor Board in the sense that it has set at naught and refused
lo comply with a lawful pronouncement of the Board; neither has
it violated any provision of the Transportation Vet, nor "de ed"
the Labor Board or the Congress which created it. To the con
trary, the carrier has conceded tlie jurisdiction of the Labor
Board to bear and decide such disputes as fall within the purview
Of lb-' Transportation Act, and it is a willing part) 1.. several
submissions no« pending before the Board in the matter of
wages and working rules and condit on

4. The carrier further states that it is its opinion the Board, in

its said Decision No. 21N, has without warrant of law exercised
the functions of an administrative or regulatory body, and as
such has assumed to invade the domain of management and to

assert jurisdiction over matters solely referable to the functions

of railway management.
5. The carrier represents to the Board that in denying its

jurisdiction over the subject matter of Decision No. 218 it does
so with all due courtesy and with no Lack of respect for the

Board's decisions on matters within its mediatory jurisdiction of
real disputes affecting the wages and the working conditions of
its employees.

6. The carrier is convinced that the power sought to be exer-
cised by the Board in this proceeding has not been conferred upon
it by Congress, and consequently the order or decision which
it has made is entirely beyond the scope and authority of the

Board.
The carrier strongly deprecates any controversy with the Board

with respect to the extent of the powers or jurisdiction conferred
upon it by the Transportation Act, and, if compliance with the

decision ha<l involved no serious consequences, the carrier in

order to avoid any controversy on the subject would have sub-
mitted to the decision notwithstanding its belief that the Board
had assumed a jurisdiction not conferred upon it by Congress.
But the carrier, in the consideration of the question as to whether
the directions of the decision should be observed, was obliged to

determine whether the system of employee representation which
it had inaugurated was to be impaired and its usefulness and
value largely destroyed, or whether in order to avoid non-com-
pliance with the decision it should, in considering and determining
what rules governing working conditions should be established,

consult with an organization which, the carrier believes, advocates
(a) the closed shop, (b) the sympathetic strike and (c) limita-

tion of output, and which had been largely instrumental in fram-
ing rules governing the operation of the shops during the period

of Federal control. The carrier asserts that these rules had re-

duced the efficiency cf shop labor on its lines to the extent of

at least 35 per cent.

Following the presentation of this statement B. W. Hooper,

public member of the Board, started the cross examination of

the legal representatives of the Pennsylvania who were pres-

ent. However, the latter rested their replies largely upon the

statement which they had just presented and the cross exami-

nation did not bring out any points in this controversy other

than those which have been apparent for some time.

.. \, rati

Somebody Will Give Us a Lift



Railroads Prepare Against Strike Possibility

Loyalty Poll, Volunteers and Schools, Features; Loss of

Seniority, Pensions, etc., Threatened

ALTHOUGH the general impression seemed to prevail that

the general conference called bj the Railroad Labor

Board on Thursday as well as other factors in the

situation would be likely to result in the withdrawal of the

strike order of the train service brotherhoods, the railroad-

in all parts of the country have spent the last two
in bending every effort toward- meeting the strike if it should

occur.

The railroads around New York have co-ordinated thi ir

work through the general managei committee, of which
E. M. Rine, vice-president and general manager of the Dela-

ware, Lackawana & Western is chairman. Each of these

roads has asked its employees to consider carefully any de-

cision to leave the sen-ice The employees have been warned

that if they leave the service, they will lose not only their

jobs but their seniority rights and pension privileges. Ralph
Peters, president of the Long Island, in his letter to em-
ployees of that road, further asks the question, "Can you

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company

Central New England Railway Company

BALLOT

OTE YES OR NO

u

Loyalty Poll Ballot

secure another position where your experience will count and

where steady work can be secured at equally remunerative

wages?"
A feature of the steps taken by the roads represented in

the general managers' committei has been the taking of a SO-

called loyalty poll, in which each employee has been asked

pointedly whether he will sta_\ on the job or walk out. \.i

DOUncement was made after a meeting of the committee on

Tuesday that a majority of the men questioned by super-

visory officers had signified their intention of remaining loyal

in case of a strike.

The roads have announced their intention of taking cat

Of the employees who stay with them during the emergency.
Various of them, including the Delaware, Lackawana &
Western, the- New Haven, the Long Island, etc., have advised

their intention of taking care of the insurance of any em-
ployees who may lose their insurance in the brotherhood

organizations by remaining loyal to the road.

When the strike call was first announced, several of the

roads inserted advertisements in the daily papers asking for

men to take the place oi those who maj walk out in response

to the strike order. The response' to such advertisements was
in a number of cases so great that the advertising was dis

continued within a few days. Volunteers have also come
forward. The colleges in particular have' taken the lead

in this resect. To train the new employees and volunteers.

schools have been established at various points by the dif-

ferent road*.

Appeal to Employees' Loyalty

A letter typical of those which have been address
the- train service employees is that signed by William H

I ent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Wi •

era. Mr, True-dale'- letter w tober 2d and read

as follows:

To al! I engine, train ami van] service:

Although Hi, Dela an I ckawanna X- Western has
ceived notice from it employees in engine, train and yard service

!i intention, tin- newspapers contain apparently authentic
in format i. in to that a strike of such i

ordered to take place on November 1, 1921.

It i- stated the strike lias been ordered as a protest against
a redu d by the United State-- Railroad

rive July 1, 1921.

Therefore, the proposed strike is directed, not against this

company, but tgainsl the i nited Stati Railroad Labor Board
created by an Act of the I \mcr-
ica, and is in defiance of an overwhelming public sentiment

Misleading informs ted as to the inten-

tion o the railroads to arbitrarily Further reduce wages. Under
the law this can only be- accomplished through agreement with
employees < by order of the: United State- Railroad
Board.

. a- J
"i do. at this time a very important crisis in your

and one that will in it- outcome cause you and your fami-
manent loss, tin management of the- company

feels thai ins, in making I

appeal I ;ive careful though) anil consideration to the

to leave the

of the company on November 1.

Man mpany's emploj for years,

during which you h; your way up to the

priority Id an I which arc of much value- I

should not, in justice to yourselves, voluntarily sacrifice

rights without being sure II value in return.

You, fair enough to recognize
that this company, smce the L'nil I

- tilroad Labi i

ally with every order issued by

employi
We earnestly urge ea b one of you. before taking a step which

you canni and one w hich may in i

families in |oS3 and possible Suffering lor many years to come,

of obeying the ord. m i>\ work on the date

Company Will Take Over Insurance

Will you not answer to your own
questions

:

\m I
' rights

for whi

that will con for the pen-
sion bene its which 1 will

Am I -live .<i gc

friends, associates and surroundings for myself and family, any-
time.; that will justify tile ri-ks I am !..'

. up my
:

The company realizes that i- it this
' time many of you may -

ii now have for your families through the -

with which you are conni sired that you shall

suffer loss in thin way, and in event therefore. ..f your being

forced to give up these insurant iir loy-

ally continuing at work, or if, for anj ' desire

to withdraw from the orj his in-

surance for you. the company will take over same and 5ti.irar.tee.

on equal terms as to premiums, etc.. with those you now :

Carry it for you. In doing this it will irnnge with

actuaries of leading life i isurai

SJ-
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tial a plan of insurance that will fully and fairly protect you and
your families

We earnestly hope maj decide upon your course cautiously

and wisely.

The New Haven, which addressed a similar letter to its

employees, enclosed a reprint of editorials, from a number

of leading newspapers, intended to show how public "pinion

was expressing itself in connection with the strike call.

Training Schools Established

Among the roads that have announced the establishment

of training schools for volunteers is the Long Island. "The
Long Island Railroad has no quarrel with its men," says a

circular addressed by that road "To the people of Long
Island and the patrons of the Long Island." The circular

says in part:

The management and the men have complied with all the

orders and regulations of the Labor Board, a body duly author-

ized to handle all such matters under the Transportation Act of

1920. If the threatened strike takes place and a majority of the

men on the Long Island Railroad obey the order of their leaders

it will seriously affect train service and cause great inconvenience

to the public. To prepare against this eventuality the manage-
ment asks the co-operation of its patrons, and calls for volun-

teers who, with such men as remain in the service, may operate

the trains necessary to meet the daily requirements.

We will need men who can be trained to perform duty as engi-

neers, firemen, motormen, conductors, trainmen, yardmen, switch-

men, etc.

Schools of instruction will be opened at once at Jamaica and
Morris Park Shops, where an organization for training men for

this service has been provided. All volunteers and applicants for

employment to fill the places of such men who may leave the

service are requested to present themselves to the assistant gen-

eral superintendent at his office at Jamaica, room 210, where they

will be classified and instructed between the hours of 8.00 a. m.
an 10.00 p. in. daily until their services are required.

The intention is not to employ professional strikebreakers, and
the railroad company guarantees that those who enter its employ
will not be discriminated against as to the permanence of their

employment.

Volunteers

Volunteers to man trains are presenting themselves in

many quarters. In the suburban zone around New York,

many communities have formulated plans for manning the

suburban trains. Mayor Charles H. Martens of East

Orange, N. J., who played an important part in the outlaw

strike of April, 1920, is perfecting an organization to assist

the Lackawanna and Erie. Among other things, he has sent

out a questionnaire to the persons who have volunteered

asking each whether he can qualify as a locomotive engine-

man, fireman, trainman, clerk or motor truck driver.

Dean George E. Hodges of Williams College, Williams-

town, Mass., has announced that his institution has decided

to place the student body at the service of the Boston S:

Maine. Some 700 students have volunteered at Harvard
and a school has been established near the college grounds
to instruct men. The work is in the hands of an under-
graduate committee, the college not having taken any of-

ficial action. News concerning the volunteering of college

men is also received in connection with Stevens Institute.

Hoboken, N. J.; Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa.;

Trinity College, etc.

State Officials Take Action

Several of the states have taken official action relative

to the calling of the strike. Each of the governors of the

New England States has established a general emergency
committee to provide food and fuel for the people. These
committees are co-operating with each other and each lias

made or is making a survey of the food and fuel .situation

throughout its state. In so far as possible, they are arrang-
ing for transportation by motor truck, water and air in case
of a railroad tie-up.

, Probably the most decisive step, however, has been made

in Kansas. Governor Henry J. Allen has advised the New
York Times in response to a telegram that Kansas will act

in the situation as follows:

The Industrial Court act of Kansas prohibits any men en-

gaged in transportation from conspiring to deprive the public of

this essential utility. It prohibits the railroad managers from
closing down their transportation lines or from entering into

any conspiracy to deprive the public of this utility. It prohibits

the employees from entering into a conspiracy to deprive the

public of transportation. The Kansas law provides that all con-
troversies between the railroads and their employees relating to

wages or working conditions shall be adjudicated in the Court
of Industrial Relations. In the meantime the lines shall con-

tinue to function.

This law will be enforced in Kansas, just as it was during

the outlaw switchmen's strike, when the few who violated it were
arrested and prosecuted for the violation. The executive office

is now receiving and listing the names of volunteers who are

capable of working in railroad industries. The law gives the

state the power to take over the railroads and to operate them
in behalf of the public. In case of the failure of the railroads

to operate their lines, the state will take over those which are

necessary to the public welfare. It is possible that the strike will

not be made applicable to Kansas. When the general strike was
ordered something over a year ago by the International Brother-

hood of Stationary Firemen and Oilers, the executive committee
specifically exempted Kansas from the provisions of the strike on
the ground that a railway strike in Kansas is a strike against the

law of the state.

Lee Endeavors to Explain Strike Cause

Causes for the strike of the train service men were ex-

plained by W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of

Railroad Trainmen, in a statement given to the Asso-

ciated Press October 22. The statement was issued, Mr. Lee
explained, because "the public is rather confused" as to its

causes.

Three causes were ascribed by Mr. Lee:

(1) The wage reduction of July 1.

(2) Proposed further reductions.

(3) Proposed elimination of rules, which would mean
still further reductions.

Mr. Lee's statement as to the causes of the strike said in

part:

The public is rather confused as to the causes for the railway
strike. There is a belief on the part of some that the strike is

for higher wages, and is not understood to be a demonstration
against a wage reduction, to which have been added propositions
further to reduce wages and eliminate rules which would mean
still further reductions.

Railroad transportation employees, even when peak wages
were paid, did not receive advanced wages in keeping with the
increased living costs. The daily rate paid transportation men
was fixed for all classes in the United States in 1913 and, re-

gardless of the increased costs of living, there were no increased
wages for these employees until January 1, 1918, and only then
after a most searching investigation had been made by the Lane
Commission to determine what should be the reasonableness of
wages paid transportation employees. This commission reported
lhat wages were inadequate and, contrary to public opinion, did
nut measure up with wages paid in other classes of service.

The rate of a freight brakeman between Chicago and New
York was $2.67 a day, which was referred to by the railways
in their publicity campaigns as a princely wage, and the public
naturally supposing that a business representing so much as the

1 'ii vim ^s would tell the truth, accepted the railway state-

ment without question. It does not take long to determine how
much could be earned in a month of thirty days at a rate of $2.67

ay, Until January 1, 1918, $80.10 was the princely wage some
t '"M thousand railroad men received in what is known as the

Eastern territory. Other wages were in proportion to the wages
oi the freight brakemen.

\\ ith the 'reduction in wages of July 1, 1921, the present wage
of tin; employee is $134.40 for thirty days in the month, and he
is fortunate indeed if he is able to make every day in the month.
The iia7ards of the service, exposure to the weather and very
manj other reasons all contribute their share towards making him
an intermittent, as well as a piece worker. Transportation em-
ployees are not paid by the month, but by the day, or trip.



Administration Strike Policy More Conciliatory

President Leaves Labor Situation in Hands of the Labor Board

and Departs on Four-Day Trip

By Harold F. Lane

Washingi

The suggestion of the Railroad Labor Hoard that proposed

requests for further reductions in wages be deferred for

several months came as somewhat of a surprise in

view of the uncompromising attitude heretofore displayed by

the administration and in view of the well-known desire of

the President to meet the public demand for rate reductions.

The President and his advisers had failed to display any

fear of a strike and had let it appear that they were relying

mainly on the manifest fact that public opinion would not

lend any support for a strike against the orders of the Labor
Hoard, while proceeding rather calmly and deliberately to

prepare for an emergency if it came. It had been assumed

since the statement issued by the public group of the Labor
Hoard in Washington on October 16, that the actual presenta-

tion to the board of the new requests for wage reductions

might lie temporarily delayed until after the Interstate Com-
merce Commission should have rendered its decision reduc-

ing grain rates and possibly in other cases, in order that an

opportunity might be afforded to demonstrate that the pro-

posed wage reductions are intended not for the benefit of the

railroads but to make rate reductions possible and in order

to allow a "cooling-off period. It was also understood that

in the ordinary course of procedure the Labor Hoard would

hardly be able to reach a decision in a new wage reduction

case without allowing some time to elapse, but it was not ex-

pected that the wage case would be postponed indefinitely or

be expected to wait until next July for a decision, particu-

larly as the Interstate Commerce Commission has discounted

further reductions in expenses in order to find a ground for

reducing the grain rates. It can hardly be doubted that the

action of the Labor Board was taken with the knowledge of

the President, since he has so plainly been trying to co-ordi-

nate both the Labor Board and the commission with an

administrative policy, but it has been suggested that the

Labor Hoard may have stretched to unexpected lengths the

period of time implied in the suggestion that tin wage re-

quests be deferred temporarily.

Possibility of Postponing Issue

The idea of postponing the issue until next July seems to

suggest that the opposition of the government to a compro-

mise applied particularly to a compromise of the wage P

turn already made which is the technical basis for the strike

threat, but if the new wage case is to be long postponed the

brotherhoods would have attained what is understood to have

been all along their real purpose, that is. to head off further

encroachments upon the advantages they had gained during
the war period. A settlement upon thai basis also would
apparently limit For some time the fulfilment of the gc

desire for rate reductions to those which may still be made
out of the 12 per cent wage reduction, although the de
in the grain rate case has apparently been a signal to many
other shippers to demand rate reductions [Tie American
Wholesale Coal Association has already got its complaint in

and others are to Follow.

The administration continue if it were not in

the least afraid of a railroad strike. The policy of Presi-

dent Harding was crevealed to some extent in Chicago on
October 21 when the Railroad Labor Board, following an
informal conference with the labor leaders the day before,

issued its Formal order calling upon both the labor organ i-

lilroads to maintain the status quo pend-
ing an appearance before the board on Wednesday of this

week. Another phase of the policy was manifested in the

report of the Interstate Commerce Commission red

Western grain rates. The order issued by the board on
Friday indicated that the meeting was in line with the

purpose as announced at the White House last we
"definitely ascertaining whether we have created a futile

agency" in the Labor Board and of using the hoard as the

legally constituted authority to inform the organizations that

have threatened a strike in protest against it- former

reduction order that such a strike would place them squarely

in violation of an order of the board, if not of the ''tooth-

less" law, and that under such c ircumstances those i

sible for sui b a -tip could only he regarded a- enemies of the

society that has set up the board as an impartial tribunal to

decide just such controversies. The suggestion that a new
wage issue n.iw be postponed appeared a plan to make it

easy for the brotherhoods to aqu

President Directs Policy

1 he President's determination to deal with the situation.

through tin- properl) constituted authoriti

ment instead of handling it directly himself is in accord-

ance with the policy he has previously announced on
several occasions not to ''go over any one's heads." After

he had declared in his message to Congress last April

that rates and the cost of transportation must come
down, an impression was created in many quarters that

he was about to order the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the Labor Board to take the necessary steps.

It was stated at the White House, however, that the Presi-

dent clearl) recognized that rate-making and wage-fixing
were the fuii' turn- of the two bodies and that he had neither

the authority nor the intention to assume either of those func-

tions. That did not mean, however, that he should ii"'

with members of the commission and of the hoard and let his

desires he known, while receiving from them information and
advice as to the practical and technical questions involved.

The President conferred shortly after his

w itfa the chairmen of the Int.

mission and of thi I I ird and later with rail v..

ecutives and rep the shipper-, the

security owners and other interests involved. He illed on

the interstate Commerce commissioners personall}

he has had several conferences with the chairman of

the Inl mission as well as his recent

meeting with the public group of the Lab* B ad the

me of tlie ideas the Pr

d with have

fereni Bfen the attitude of

both organizations by letting them know that

certain kind would be regarded as fulfilling poli<aes of the

administration and would, therefore, have its support.

At any rate, after the President had made it clc u

the handling of the strike threat situation was the job of

the Labor Hoard, which has heretofore- had some doubt as

to whether it had any powers except th ted by
its influence on public opinion, it issued an order which
indicated all the confidence of any public autboritv which

the mandate of Uncle Sam. and on the following dav
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the Interstate Commerce Commission, which was recently

so doubtful of its authority to reduce rates under present con-

ditions that it recommended instead of ordered a reduction in

live 5tod rates, came out with a decision reducing western

grain rates and also indicating its view of the necessity of

effecting further reductions in railroad operating costs. Both

actions were those of the respective bodies themselves and

within the province of each, yet they had been made a part

of a specific policy of the Executive after consultation with

him.

Grain Decision Expedited

The commission's rate decision, although it had been made

in a formal proceeding entirely independent of the recent

developments in the labor situation, was undoubtedly ex-

pedited and made public at the time it was for the purpose

of fitting in with the policy formulated for dealing with the

present situation. It serves to call the attention of the public

and of the railroad employees themselves to the fact that wage

reductions have been made and are proposed not merely for

the benefit of the railroad companies but for the purpose of

making rate reductions possible. When the grain rate de-

cision is considered in connection with the reductions that

have already been made by the railroads voluntarily in

recent months and the reduction in live stock rates they made
on the recommendation of the commission, it will be seen that

a very large proportion of the wage reduction ordered by the

Board effective July 1 has already been passed on to the

public and other decisions of the commission in formal cases

are in prospect.

An explanatory statement from either the White House or

the Interstate Commerce Commission to the public to this

effect would easily demonstrate, if Commissioner Potter's

opinion in the grain rate decision has not already done so,

that any extensive further reductions in rates can hardly be

expected without a further reduction in wages.

The President has thus far shown no indication of follow-

ing the suggestion that he summon the brotherhood chiefs

or the railroad executives to Washington for the purpose of

mediation. He is leaving the strike matter in the hands of the

Labor Board until it is clearly demonstrated that the law

which governs its actions is not strong enough to accomplish

the purpose. If that should turn out to be the case it would

be incumbent upon him to act, by calling upon Congress for

more drastic legislation or in other ways.

The fact that the date set for the appearance of the

brotherhood leaders and the railroad representatives before

the Labor Board is so close to that set for the strike gave

an impression of confidence on the part of the administration

that a plain statement of its position through the medium
of the board would be sufficient to persuade the brotherhood

leaders, as the leaders of most of the other railroad unions

have already been persuaded, that the times are not propi-

tious for a strike in defiance of the government.

War-Time Power to Take Over
Roads Not Relied Upon

Meanwhile the President has made another move in letting

it be known authoritatively that no consideration is being

given to the various proposals, most frequently suggested from
the side of the union leaders, that the war time powers of the

federal government be invoked to handle the situation. The
fact thai the United States is still technically at war and will

retain that status legally until formal exchange of the ratifi-

cations of the peace treaties is not to be relied upon and the

announcemenl of this fact is likely to have considerable
weight in the councils of the labor leaders if the theory is

correct, as there are many grounds for believing that one of

their chief motives was to induce the government to take over
the railroads.

Under the law the President is authorized in time of war

to take over the railroads, as President Wilson did in 1917.

As soon as the peace treaties are ratified he would not have

su< h power and there are other powers in the national defense

act that would likewise expire. The announcement that

he is not considering taking advantage of a technical possi-

bility, therefore, means that he sees no necessity for and has

no intention of trying to avert the threatened strike by taking

over the roads. He has plenty of authority for the use of

troops to protect the mails and can declare martial law if

necessary to deal with violence.

If one of the purposes of organized labor was to try to

throw the railroad payroll again onto the backs of the tax-

payers rather than the rate-payers in the hope of repeating

the era of frenzied wage increasing that marked the McAdoo-
Hines administration of the roads, they have now been given

ample warning that there is "nothing doing" in that direction.

It is somewhat difficult to imagine why they should desire a

repetition of that performance, for which the present admini-

stration is still struggling to pay the bills, in view of the

fact that railroad wages are now higher than they were when
the government relinquished the roads.

President Wilson in 1917 commandeered the roads on

the theory that it was necessary to the prosecution of the war,

although it was generally recognized that one of the reasons

was the fear of the consequences of a labor controversy then

developing. He also not only retained the war time control

of the roads for nearly a year and four months after the

armistice but the technical state of war was taken advantage

of after that date to commandeer rails and coal for which

the owners asked higher prices than the government desired

to pay.

President Harding, however, has gone so far as to indicate

that as soon as the treaty ratifications have been made he
will issue a formal proclamation of peace, in order to make
it certain that war time laws are not to be used three years

after the war was ended.

Preparations for Emergency

Among the preparations being made are those of the post

office department for handling the mails, and those of the

war department for preserving peace if necessary and also

for manning trains with such of the men in service as have
had railroad training. Secretary Hoover has also announced
that the plans of his department for the mobilization of food

supplies, coal and other necessities in case of a walk-out on
the railroads had been completed.

The governors of all states have been communicated with

by the department, which will act as a clearing house of in-

formation and advice. Food and fuel are being concentrated

at strategic points to make possible quick distribution. Prep-
arations have been made for the massing, if necessary, of

Beets of motor trucks and automobiles to move commodities.

One estimate puts the number of machines quickly available

at 1,000,000. Transportation service by water carriers and
airplanes also will be expanded to supplement the motor
vehicles and such trains as can be operated.

Some industries, it is said, have been preparing for weeks
to face a strike emergency. Under the plans devised the

governors would direct the emergency work, with the De-
partment of Commerce helping to co-ordinate effort. In

disputes concerning the distribution of foodstuffs or fuel the

department would be prepared to act as arbiter. The de-

partment is well equipped to direct and co-ordinate such work
because of the conferences with representatives, of various

industries which Secretary Hoover has held since taking

office. Plans have included a survey of motor transporta-

tion facilities to make possible the rapid requisition of motor
trucks and automobiles.

The Department of Justice is also making preparations for

any activities that may fall to its share if the brotherhoods
do actuallv so so far as to make it necessarv. Attorney
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General Daugherty, after conference with the President,

summoned to Washington for a conference on Monday the

United States district attorneys from five cities, New York,

Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo and Indianapolis, to arrange

for "coin cried action and harmony of effort." Following

their conference instructions were also sent to other district

attorneys. Mr. Daugherty gave a statement to the press

indicating that if necessary the department is prepared to act

with vigor. He said :

District Attorneys Confer

I asked the district attorneys to come here in order to have a

conference and understanding in anj event and am, emei
I 'till doubt that there will be any strike, but it is the duty of

the Department of Justice to be prepan iergem y, and
it is in res iai j that there be uniformitj

deten id in any event So I called these gentlen

have discussed with them fully the various plans of thi d

iiient, if there should be a strike. The) will be here torn

and we will have anothei conference.

Wo did nut discuss the merits <>r the matters in dispute I

the railroads and the employees who have threatened to

With the merits of that controvei j the Departmenl of lu tici

takes die position that it has nothing to do, and the merits prob
ably will not be entered into at anj time-.

We probably would concede that the men have the right to

strike—that means quitting their employment. They may strike

in groups. I don't say they can strike in groups si

Cast over the country without violating law when it

comes to antagonizing the government of the United States.

1 would say that, peacefully doing so in a lawful manner men
may quit their employment and stop. But 1 do say that when it

comes to the government's interest, they cannot strike at that,

When it comes to these facilities the government has the power,
right and duty to see that the owners of the railroads give the
American people the service they are entitled to. Many, many
more American people are interested in these facilities, in seeing

that they serve the public, than in the controversy between the
railroad operators and employees, regardless of who is right or
who is wrong.
The conference has been held for the purpose of bringing con-

eeiled action and harmony of effort, to the end that the railroads

may continue to give this service with the least interruption pos-
sible, and as soon as possible without interruption, so that the

public may he served ["hi n is involved the accommodation of
people who travel, and the providing of the people with
as winter approaches, and food, which cannot be distributed with-
out these facilities.

The government has the power and ample authority, and it

will be as jusi and reasonable as it can be, but these arteries of
commerce must continue to serve the people, property must be
preserved, life protected, l.i w enforced and order maintained. The
government is big enough and strong enough I this is

accomplished,

The district attorneys a1 the conference were selected from
railroad centres, Mr. Daughter} said, and because thi

quarters of many of the railroad Labor unions wire i.

in their districts. It was inferred that if legal

taken it would probably be started in one or all of these

distrii ts.

President Harding himself apparentlj feels so little ap-

prehension or at least has his plans SO well in hand that he

absented himself from Washington for nearly four days this

week, from Tuesday to Friday, on a trip to the South, and
there was no cabinet meeting on Tuesday,

Department of Justice Busy

The Department of Justice, through its representatives

located throughout the United Slates, has been gathering
from the most authoritative sources information as to the prob
aide effect upon the various sections of the countrj

threatened railroad strike.

"This information is being gathered primarily to enable
the public agencies which will be called upon to 00 ordinate

and govern the transportation and distribution of necessaries

in the event of B strike to function in the light of accurate

knowledge of conditions. Copies of all reports are now being
furnished to Secretary Hoover, who has undertaken work of
this character, Enough information has already been obtained

to make it clear that even if the strike should take pli

threatened, thi is no danger that any part of the country
will .-uffer any 51 rious hardship from lack of food or fuel for

a peril d ral tie-up.

"All parts of the country report an abundance of food sup-

plies with the exception of fresh meat.-, for which most of the

large communitii - depend upon frequent shipments from the

rs in the Middle West. Grain supplies, canned goods
and other provisions are pit ntiful, and there appears I

danger th ti will starve.

"However, a note of warning is sounded by many public

officials and 1 hers interview,,! by department operatives

1 the hoarding of foodstuffs and fut 1. I heir optimistii

statements are based upi n 1 ption that the American
people will 1 and will not buy

short

age, with its attendant ills, would be tor the American hous
wives to begin

I buying and hoarding.

Public Organized

"One item to which the department i- giving special atten-

I the milk supph - id the large

cities oi thi West expect but little inconvenience in this re-

gard, since their milk supplies are largely brought in by
or motor truck. In the large Eastern cities, however,

this presents a serious problem, hut active steps are being
taken b) municipal and civil organizations to meet it.

"The fuel supply appears to be normal for this time of

year except to the Northwest. There the scarcity appear-
to U- due main!) to faulty distribution, since ample supplies
are reported to be m Storage at lake ports, Lighting plants

and other public utilities generally report that their fuel sup-

plies will last from two to -i\ week- without rep

"An especially reassuring feature disclosed by the in

gatioo is the extent to which the pu inized for its

tion. Under the leadership of the Mayor or other pub-
lic official, practically even 1 ity has formed an organization

to cope with the Situation which would result from a general

railroad strike. Inventories are being made of the available

supplies of necessaries, and -tops are being taken to insure

an efficient distribution, Also a count is being made of all

available wagons, motor trucks and other tran-portation facili-

ind plans are being made to use them to the best

adva nt.ige.

"In the course of its investigation the department has sought

to obtain from railroad officials in various parts of the coun-
try i'M" - to the extent to which their

ild be aide to opera!.- in the event that a

strike
i l he estimates thus gath-

ered vary widely, and, of course, cannot be given out in

detail. I lie officials interviewed are unanimous in saying

that there will be some men. particularly those havin

ority and pension rights, who will remain loyal, and that the.

will he able to call in pensioners and other-, thus

nucleus of trained men. With these and anj

men who may volunteer the off I that they will be

able to maintain at least a partial service, which will in

in efficiency and volume as the strike continues."

The President, Mr Daugherty said, would no
what he had to say when the time came." and the people
throughout the country would know what the government's

polii ' nsilile for the situation would
• ike the consequences, the attorney general

While maintaining his disbelief that a general strike would
materialize, Mr. Daugherty declared the Justice I

was pri ict "judiciously within the law"
a tie-up of the country's transportation facilities H
not dis, uss specifically the department plans, explain'-

the government might use one method in one section,

another course of action in another, and use all

weapons in a third locality.
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State Versus Interstate Rate Regulation

Washincton. D. C.

WHILE THE HEARINGS before the- Senate committee on

interstate commerce in the general railroad inquiry

have been temporarily suspended (it is said for the

purpose of heading off a general debate on the strike situ-

ation), the committee on Monday, October 24, began hear-

ings on the bill introduced by Senator Capper of Kansas and

supported by the agricultural "bloc," or "block" as it is now

sometimes called, to restore the power of the states to reduce

railroad rates without too much regard for the effect on

interstate commerce. Incidentally the bill proposes to repeal

Section 15a of the act to regulate commerce as amended by

the transportation act, because the fact that the unwilling-

ness of some states to allow rates which would contribute

sufficiently to the provision of a 6 per cent return for the

roads was taken by the federal commission as one ground

for ordering intrastate rates advanced.

The agricultural bloc also held a caucus at the Capitol

last week and adopted a program on the railroad situation

which calls for the repeal of Section 15a on the ground that

it constitutes a guaranty to the carriers, this reasoning being

based apparently on the fact that although the rates estab-

lished by the commission under its authority actually pro-

duced a return of less than 3 per cent for a year, the rates

which the farmers and other shippers have been paying dur-

ing the year were intended to produce a 6 per cent return.

They are, therefore, just as objectionable to many shippers

as if they were high enough to make 6 percent. The caucus

also declared for a reduction in the rates on agricultural

products. Whether the action of the commission in reducing

grain rates in spite of the law will lead to any change in

the program has not yet been stated. Senator Cummins is

not yet recognized as a member of the agricultural bloc, but

he is understood to have swung around to their way of think-

ing to some extent as to state rates.

Supreme Court Orders Rehearing

in Wisconsin Rate Case

The question of the constitutionality of the provisions of

the transportation act relating to jurisdiction over state dis-

criminations against interstate commerce, or the legality of

the Interstate Commerce Commission's interpretation of the

law in its various orders increasing state rates is destined to

remain unsettled by the highest court for several months

yet. Presumably because ex-President Taft has succeeded

the late Chief Justice White, the court on October 24 ordered

a reargument on December 5 of the Wisconsin rate case, the

first of the cases growing out of the commission's orders

under the new law to reach the court. Many people had

looked for a decision this fall. The court also set for argu-

ment on January 3 the petition of the state of North Dakota
to file an original bill attacking the commission's order

advancing the state rates in that state.

Contends I. C. C. Has Misinterpreted Act

John E. Benton, solicitor of the National Association of

Railway and Utilities Commissioners, was the first witness

before the Senate committee on the Capper bill. He did not

exactly support the provisions of that bill but presented

resolutions adopted at the recent Atlanta convention of the

association. Setting forth its objections to the "centralization

of authority in Washington" Mr. Benton argued that the

commission has misinterpreted the law and that "chaos" in

regulation had resulted.

Roads Wrecked by Government Control

Solicitor General Beck, in presenting the argument in the

Supreme Court in support of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission's order in the New York intrastate passenger rate

case, in which the state rates were ordered increased by the

amount of the interstate increase, declared that the govern-

ment, having "wrecked the railroads to win the war" now
i:- attempting to rehabilitate the carriers under the provisions

of the Transportation Act. He said that the wreck of the

roads by government control was exceeded in its disastrous

effects only by the government's merchant marine venture,

where, he stated, the result has been a great deal worse. The
object of the government would be destroyed, he contended,

if the various states should be allowed to refuse to advance

rates sufficient to allow the railroads a fair return.

Railroad Securities Bill Reported

by Senate Committee
Washincton-. D. C.

The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce at a

meeting on October 22 ordered a favorable report on
the bill to authorize the War Finance Corporation to

purchase railroad securities from the Railroad Administra-

tion for the purpose of providing funds with which to settle

the accounts of the railroads against the government. Instead

of reporting the Towmsend bill, which as introduced in the

Senate differed somewhat from the Winslow bill as passed

by the House, the committee reported the bill as passed by
the House with a number of amendments, the principal of

which provides that in making settlements with the carriers

under the Transportation Act no payments or allowances

shall be made to any carrier on account of so-called ineffi-

ciency of labor during the period of federal control and no
final settlements between the United States and any carrier

shall be made which does not forever bar such carrier from
setting up any further claim, right or demand of any kind

or character against the United States growing out of or con-

nected with the possession, use or operation of such carrier's

property by the United States during federal control, except

certain claims specified.

The language of the House bill as passed has been inter-

preted as barring any railroad against seeking a settlement

in court after failing to settle with the Railroad Adminis-
tration. Another amendment authorizes the President to sell

any bonds, notes or other securities acquired by him under
the provisions of the transportation and federal control acts

without the use of the War Finance Corporation as an agency

and the proceeds shall be a fund to be used by the President

in settling the accounts, any balances to be paid into the

Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts. Any
such sales must be at a price w7hich will save the United
States from loss in the transaction. To the provision au-

thorizing the War Finance Corporation to purchase railroad

securities and to carry them pending final disposition is added
a provision that no purchase shall be made by the corporation

under this section which will interfere with the corporation

in granting the fullest aid for financing the handling and
exporting of agricultural products. It is the intention that

this section shall be so construed and administered as to

give the preference to such financing and exporting of

agricultural products.

At a time when every effort should be made to build up our

foreign trade, the United States Senate has struck one of its

hardest Mows to injure it. This was done last week when, by

a vote- of 36 to 30, in which 11 Republicans joined 25 Democrats,

the section of the tax bill defining traders and foreign trade cor-

ms was stricken out. . . . This country's policy evidently

is to tax its foreign trade out of existence. To escape the heavy

taxation now- facing it under the revenue bill, it will follow the

line of least resistance and incorporate under foreign laws.

—

N. Y. Commercial.



Grade Separation Report Takes a Broad Stand

Plans for the Beaumont, Tex., Problem Propose Minimum
Interference with the Present Layout

" r 'iiiri. is \ certain relation between the city and tin-

railroads that is to tin- mutual advantage of both to

maintain ami this relation should In- carefully con-

sidered before a plan is adopted that is so radical

destroy facilities that have been < tablished and in use for

many years." The foregoing statement may he said to con-

stitute the basic principle underlying tin- recommendations

Bi lumont is a city of 45,000 people and as outlined in

the rep wn in the map, it presents conditions nut

unlike those encountered in many other cities of this coun-

try. The area is relatively large for the population; the

industrial territories bordering the railroads which pass

through the central part of the town serve to di\

di Mt! il district into sevi I tail district is

The Railway Occupancy in the Heart of Beaumont, Texas

made to the city of Beaumont, Tex., by Louis R. Ash of

Harrington, Howard & Ash, consulting engineers of Kan-
sas City, Mo., who were retained b) the municipality to

report on plans for the elimination oi grade crossings of

streets and railroads. On the basis of this conclusion tin-

report of the engineers favors elevation for the tracks of tin-

Southern Pacific in their present location, together with the

construction of two overhead street viaducts crossing the

tracks of the Kansas Citj Southern, the facilities of th<

roads in each case to remain substantially in their present

form. No changes are proposed for the tracks of the Santa
Fe or tin- (lull ( oasl Lines.

restricted to a few streets on which the traffic is interrupted

frequently by trains on intersecting railway track-.

menting further on the relation of the industrial area to the

welfare of the city, the report state-: "Ibis industri

i- -,> will established that if its present relation to the rail-

roads uric destroyed it would cause a wn serious

only to the industries themselves but to allied inter

•thing of the complete demoralization of real

lity to freight terminals and passenger sta-

tions is a conditio] - red, and th<

facilities to a considerable distance from the retail an
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ness centers imposes a perpetual tax u|>on the handling of

commodities which ma) hamper the business and industrial

development of the city, and the ultimate growth and pros-

perity of a community is intimately associated with the devel-

opmenl of its retail, jobbing and manufacturing industries."

On the other hand, the report points definitely to the desir-

abilitj of a cit) plan which can be set up as a guide for

future development of the city, its industries and the rail-

roads. With the aid of such a plan, the report states that

tin- i itv, "will have avoided many disturbing conditions when
it shall have doubled its present population."

Tunnel and Detour Plans Impractical

Two plans are outlined in the report as alternative to the

one recommended. One of these proposes a tunnel under the

Neches river as a necessary feature of the depression of the

tracks of the Southern Pacific below the grades of the

street, but this is considered out of the question because of

the prohibitive cost, $1(1,000,000, and the hazards of flooding

the tunnel and other obstacles. Another plan involves the

detouring of the tracks of the Southern Pacific and the Kan-
sas City Southern so as to avoid the passage of trains across

the main streets in the heart of the city. This plan, how-

ever, would add five miles to the distance of trains on the

Southern Pacific to enter the present passenger station and a

distance of four miles for the movement of freight trains

through the city. However, the plan was rejected primarily

as a violation of the general principles outlined in the fore-

going.

Proposed Track Elevation of the Southern Pacific

In proposing track elevation as the most feasible plan for

grade separation of the Southern Pacific tracks, the report

points to the difficulty arising from the grade crossings now
obtaining. An abstract of the plan follows: ''If neither

the tunnel plan nor the detour plan is adopted there remains

nothing except to separate grades at principal thoroughfares

by means of either viaducts or underhead crossings. In

studying this plan for the Southern Pacific one method is to

secure the necessary headroom, in part by elevating the tracks

and in part by depression of street grades. According to

this plan, the Southern Pacific will start on an upgrade about

3,000 ft. east of the Neches river bridge, continuing to an

apex at Pearl street, thence on a downgrade to a point 3,000

ft. west of Pearl street. This grade has been taken at 0.411

per cent, being the same grade now in use on the approach to

the Neches river bridge. This results in raising the tracks

about 7 ft. above their present elevation at the bridge and
about 1 1 ft. above their present elevation at Pearl street.

Orleans, Main, Pearl, Travis and Cypress streets will be

depressed on an average of about 3 ft. below the general

street level, or approximately 6 ft. below present track levels,

thus providing a clear headroom of 13.5 ft. at Orleans and
Pearl streets, 12 ft. at Mam street, 11 ft. at Travis street

and 10 ft. at Cypress street. These tracks are to be carried

on a reinforced concrete viaduct from the river to a point

near the Southern Pacifii depot where the construction will

be changed to retaining wall and fill.

Provision for Switch Tracks

''Provision is made for maintaining switch tracks at street

grade reaching all the industries that are now served by the

Southern Pacific. In this way an uninterrupted roadway is

secured at Orleans, Pearl, Main and Travis streets except

for the very infrequent switching to industries and no doubt

this switching can be done at hours that will but slightly

interfere with street traffic.

"In connection with this scheme, it is proposed to con-

struct a viaduct over the Southern Pacific \ard< starting at

Magnolia and Liberty streets and landing at Crockett and
Neches streets. This viaduct probably would not be needed

at this time but it is shown as illustrating a means for tak-

ing care of future traffic requirements. The plans also in-

clude a viaduct over the tracks at Mariposa from South street

to Cedar street.

"A second method of elevating the tracks is to put them
high enough to obviate the necessity for depressing streets

below the general level. In this plan the only interference

with present street grades will be to remove the 2 ft. or 3 ft.

elevation that is found at present at the railway crossings,

This plan involves the extension of the raised portion of the

main railway track about 800 ft. further in either direction

than that mentioned in the first plan. Service tracks and other

connections can be cared for with this additional elevation

in practically the same manner as described above. This ad-

ditional elevation will cost about $100,000 more than where

the streets are depressed to secure a part of the height. This
additional cost will be reduced, however, at least in part, by

the decrease of possible damages to property resulting from
depressing the streets. By either plan of elevation, condi-

tions at the passenger station remain unchanged except that

the track platforms will be elevated and broad stairways or

ramps will lead from the waiting rooms to the platforms. The
new elevation of tracks at the passenger station above that

at present will be about 7.5 ft. if the tracks are partially

elevated, or about 11 ft. if they are sufficiently elevated to

permit street grades to remain as they are. This plan for

the Southern Pacific involves fewer changes in present con-

ditions and, therefore, interferes less with the operations of

the railway than any other plan that can be devised. It is

also possible, by the construction of viaducts, further to

increase traffic facilities over the Southern Pacific properties,

as they may become necessary in the future. All switching

service now rendered by the Southern Pacific will remain

undisturbed and the use of valuable railroad properties may
be continued."

Track Elevation Not Practicable for K. C. S.

In dealing with the Kansas City Southern, because of the

shorter distance from the river to the passenger station and

to connection with yards, it is not possible to elevate the

tracks as has been suggested for the Southern Pacific and

get down to ground without interfering with yard layouts.

Therefore, the plan suggested for the Kansas City Southern

is to build viaducts over the tracks on those streets where

conditions demand an improvement in traffic facilities. The
drawing shows a viaduct at Pearl street and one at Park
street. These structures start at Wall street on the north

and land at Franklin street on the south, and it is suggested

that they be made the full width of the street so that abutting

property can be developed in such way as to treat the via-

duct surface the same as an ordinary street surface. This

is frequently done and the result has been very satisfactory,

in fact, after the viaduct reaches a certain height from the

ground property abutting on either side has the advantage of

two street levels.

The cost of elevating the Southern Pacific tracks without

depressing the streets is estimated at $1,360,000 while the

plan involving partial depression costs about $100,000 less.

Loth of these estimates assume that no new superstructure

will be necessarj for the Neches river bridge. The cost of

two viaducts over the tracks of the Kansas City Southern, is

estimated at $700,000.

A Lone .Masked Bandit held up the express messenger on a

train of the Canadian Pacific between Swift Current, Sask., and

Moose Jaw recently and robbed the safe of about $5,000 in cur-

rency. The robber entered the car, tied and gagged the messenger,

went through the open safe and then dropped off the train unob-

served. The messenger was found and released when the train

reached Moose Jaw.



Commission Reduces Western Grain Rates

Looks to Future as to Effect on Railroad Revenues—Present Rates

Declared Obstacle to Returning Prosperity

Red ss in the rates on whi al and ha} b :tv een p at

in the Western and mountain Pai ifii groups of roads

to the extent of one-half of the im reasi - authorized last

year in Ex Parte 74 and in the rates on i oarse grains to P> per

cent less than the wheat rates, wire directed by the Inter-late

Commerce Commission in a report made public on October

22, in the case initiated by petitions filed b) the western

state commissioners and various shippers' organizations.

The increases last year were 35 per cent in the western group,

25 per cent in the mountain Pacini group and ; i
'

-; per

cent interterritorial. Rates on grain products are to he rc-

duced to the extent that they exceed rates that would be

made by continuing the relationships that now exist, except

that differentials subjected to the pi rci nl igi ini rea es are to

be reduced proportionately with the

The commission did not issue a formal order, but it did not

confine itself to recommendation- as ii did in the western

livestock case. It declared the present rates unjusl and un-

reasonable for the future to the extent shown and stated that

an order will be entered in accordance with the findings if

that becomes necessary and that it will expect the reductions

to be made as soon as practicable and not later than Novem-
ber 20. It is also stated that the reductions required may
make desirable some reductions in rale- east of the wi

district, particularly interstate in Illinois, and it is expected

that certain readjustments to equalize the through rates to

competitive markets in accordance with the usual practice

will be made.

The report, by Commissioner Ait' hison, attempts t" conform
with the requirements of Section 15 a, the new rate-making

rule of the Transportation Act. by stating that the commis-
-iun is "not restricted by past or present statistics of opei

lion and earnings" and that il- COnclll inns "look to the

future." While it is shown that the carriers have not yet

earned the statutory rate of return under the new rates, the

opinion says that neither the diminished cost of labor nor the

diminished prices of materials and supplies have yet been re-

flected as completely in operating expenditures as must oc-

cur and that lower future costs are reasonably to be ex-

pected. Also traffic seems t.. be lie reasing. There is no
specific prediction that the rale reductions will so stimulate

traffic as to increase revenues but the report i- based on the

idea that rate reductions will help toward the return of

normal traffic and that as to tin commodities involved they

are vitally necessary to the agricultural industry.

Western Farmers Suffering

Although the decision is based on a proceeding of investi

gation ordered by the commission earl) in the summer and
submitted to the commission on hearings and arguments on

September 3, it was expedited ami made publii at a time to

make it part of the administration's policy in meeting the

strike threat situation. It was discussed at the recent joint

conferences of the public group of the Railroad 1 aboi I

and the Interstate Commerce Commission, during which the

public group recommended an immediate general rate reduc
tion to the extent of the wage reductions made in July, and
the fact that it was forthcoming had been intimated unoffi-

cially at the White House. It is understood also that it was
discussed in conferences between Chairman MfcChord and
the President. The printed report says it was decided Oc-
tober 'o, and it was given out on the morning of October 22,

much sooner than most commission decisions emerge from
the government printing office.

In discussing the evidi commission says

that the western farmers are suffering from severe readjust-

ments and, generally speaking, are operating at a loss or

without profit. Among the causes for this condition, the

various ir readjustment are referred
Ii i- stated there is evidence of reduction in demand for

grains and hay, although the wheat movement in

July and August, I'd. ha- been almost unprecedented.

Prices of some grains have fallen from war to pre-war and
in some instances to lower than pre-war levels. There was
testimony strongly tending to show that if present conditions

are continued the less fertile farms will not be cultivated

next year or the
i I] rtailed and

reorganization of fanning must follow along lines less favor-

able to societj and to the railroads.

It is said that the large movement to market this year

does not show that the farmer can continue t" operate un-

der present production and distribution costs,

re-nil of forced marketing regardless of prices ,, r freight

ill' - The weight of the evidence, the commission savs. in-

thai a . ontinuance of the existing burdens must result

in diminishing production. Price- and other conditions af-

fecting the condition <-i the agricultural industry an
CUSSed at length and the report says that s,, far as im i

nd damage claims oi movement of these

commod tute a parti

1918 and 1920, that basis no longer exists to the same :

The report refers to the contention of petitioners thai

duction in the freight rates would give the producers an in-

' rea -ed pun basing power which would favorably n
the railroads through increased inbound freight, although it

is pointed nut that the railroads denied that such a I

tion would stimulate demand, oti the ground that it would
probably not reduce prices to the consumer.

While the railroai i any reduction in

the rates on hay and grain, they took the position that the

relief soughl was wholly insufficient in amount to yield any
real relief to the average individual. It was calculated that

the annual savings per farm resulting from a 25 per cent

ton in the rates would range in round figures from 510
io $50 and that such a change would be less per bushel than

frequent daily fluctuations in market prices. The
says, however, that the facts disclosed make it appear that

and grain pi
: hay on the whole' are bearing

a share of transportation charges which is disproportionate.
I financial circumstances of the carriers were al-

i

c u-sc-d and reference is made to the evidence of the rai

that equating to a full year the re-ults for the nine months
commencing September 1. 1920, the net railway operating in-

come of the western, (las- i roads yielded a return of only
2.7S per cent. It was also claimed that the actual results

vext less favorable because of undermaintenani
mated at the rate of 51 88 r annum.

General Conclusions

The general conclusions of the report are as foil

Simc cur decision in Ex Pari \

R Iroad 1 .dor board, and many i|ucsti. it

have been determined by that there

became effective red

cent in wages, and certain char rules and w i

conditions have also been oraplished which 1

I or the entire country and upon the

833
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normal number of employees it is estimated that these reduc-

tions in wages and changes in conditions now in effect will

produce a savin- of aboul $425,000,000 per year, and that

oi this amount about $160,000,000 will accrue in the western

and mountain-Pacific groups.

The cost of important commodities which enter largely

into the operating expense accounts of the carriers has also

decreased. With some important commodities, as, for in-

tance, coal, the change is not yet marked as to some carriers

—others have for several months shown noticeably decreased

fuel costs. Many other commodities have receded to price

levels approaching those of pre-war times.

Neither the diminished cost of labor nor the diminished

prices of materials and supplies have yet been reflected as

completely in operating expenditures as must occur. Certain

of the readjustments of labor rules and working conditions

which have been made possible by orders of the Railroad

Labor Board have not yet become fully effective. Term con-

tracts for supplies, entered into at high price levels, still are

holding the operating expenses of various carriers to levels

which must be accepted as abnormal. With the expiration

of these contracts, lower future costs are reasonably to be

expected.

There is also every indication that the volume of traffic

is on an increasing curve. This is evidenced by the steady

increase in the number of carloads of revenue freight and

the reduction in the number of surplus cars.

We are to administer, and, so far as possible, give force

and life to all the provisions of the interstate commerce act.

Section 1 requires that no more than just and reasonable

rates for transportation be exacted, and in determining what

is just and reasonable it has always been recognized that,

among other factors, not only the cost of the service, but its

value to the user, must be considered. In the exercise of

our power to prescribe such rates, however, we are now re-

quired by section 15a to initiate, modify, establish, or adjust

rates (as that term is defined in the section) so that carriers

as a whole or in designated rate groups will, under proper

standards of operation, earn an aggregate annual net railway

operating income equal, as nearly as may be, to a fair return

upon the aggregate value of the railway property of such

carriers held for and used in the service of trans-

portation.

Summarizing the situation before us, petitioners speak for

a basic industry which the evidence shows is in a state of

financial prostration, receiving for its products prices which

approach and in some cases have fallen below pre-war levels,

but paying transportation costs many of which are still at

the war-time peak. On the other hand, the evidence shows

with equal clarity that respondents are likewise suffering

from financial depression and that their net earnings have
Keen far below the standard which has been fixed by the

law, although the tendency is now upward. It becomes nec-

essary to consider whether rate reductions may be made on

grain, grain products, and hay in western and mountain-
Pacific territory which will be fair and lawful so far as the

carriers are concerned.

The purpose of section 15a was undoubtedly to better

stabilize the credit of railroads, reassure investors, and at-

tract capita] to the railroad industry. It is plainly our duty
to do everything in our power to carry out this purpose.

The experience of the past 12 months, however, has shown
the limitations which surround in actual practice the opera-

tion of this provision of the law. The increases of 1920
were intended to give the carriers the specified return, and
no doubt they would have done so if the volume of traffic-

had remained normal. Instead, it fell off sharply, and net

earnings failed by a considerable- margin to reach the desired

mark. Nevertheless, when it became apparent that this would
be the case, carriers and shippers alike agreed that it was
not our duty, under section 15a, to raise rate< to still higher

levels. To have done this would clearly have been a vain

thing, harmful alike to the country and to the carriers. The
rate adjustment cannot with advantage be made dependent

upon fluctuations in traffic.

It is also to be noted that the duty cast upon us by section

15a is a continuing duty and looks to the future. It does

not constitute a guaranty to the carriers, nor is the obligation

cumulative. We are not restricted by past or present statistics

of operation and earnings. These are serviceable only as

they illuminate the future. What is contemplated by the

law is that in this exercise of our rate-making power the

result shall reflect our best judgment as to the basis which

may reasonably be expected for the future to yield the

prescribed return.

The conditions with which we are called upon to deal are

extraordinary and unique, since they are the aftermath of a

world catastrophe. The sufferings of the western farmers

may be ascribed to that fact. The prostration of agriculture

in this country is the product of world-wide forces. The
high level of freight rates has been an obvious and tangible

circumstance which has quite naturally been a target of dis-

satisfaction, but we are not persuaded that it has been more
than a minor factor in bringing about distress.

The important thing at present, however, is not the source

of the disease but the means of recovery. Whatever part

freight rates may have played at the outset, many qualified

to form an opinion entertain the view that the present level

of these rates is one of the obstacles in the way of returning

prosperity and likewise one of the obstacles to substantial

reduction in the cost of living. The facts that many railroad

charges are still levied at the war-time peak and the cost of

living in some respects has not fallen far below it are alike

the cause of discouragement to the producer who has been

unable to maintain his own prices and to the employee who
has experienced a reduction of wages.

The really vital concern of the carriers, in this situation,

is to promote the return of what may be deemed normal

traffic, and anything which will help toward this end is

greatly to their benefit. So far as a tendency downward in

their rates can be induced, and so far as the reductions in

wages and prices which have already been made effective

can be converted into rate reductions, we are assured that

the full return of prosperity will be hastened for both in-

dustry and labor. The carriers have, we feel, themselves

manifested a realization of this fact in the substantial reduc-

tions in rates which, from time to time in recent months
they have voluntarily made.
The case before us relates only to certain basic commodi

ties. Necessarily our findings and orders will be so confined.

In reaching our conclusions we have taken into considera-

tion, among other things, the facts of record in regard to

the present status of these commodities and of their produc-

tion and marketing, the vital importance of the industry

which they represent to the country as a whole, the reductions

in operating expense which respondents have experienced

since our decision in Ex Parte No. 74, and the present trend

of traffic. They are, in brief, conclusions which look to the

future, in accordance with the intent of section 15a, and
which are based upon our best judgment as to what will

produce the best results for all concerned, including the

carriers.

Commissioner Potter's Opinion

Commissioner Potter, in a concurring opinion, strongly

emphasized the necessity for further wage reductions. He
said in part:

I concur in the majority report although in my opinion

there is uncertainty as to whether we are doing the right

thing. The report does not recite all of the considerations

which influence my vote. This fact, coupled with the fact

that we are dealing with fundamentals which go far beyond
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this particular case, prompts me to file a separate expression

of my views.

At a time when our railways are charging lower rates and
paying higher wages than carriers of other countries, it takes

a lot to explain an order requiring a rate reduction when
the earnings of the carriers are much less than the minimum
iair return which the law prescribes.

I have the keenest appreciation that we must be watchful

.Hid alert to see whether our action is beneficial or harmful.

Our action will be wrong and will need prompt correction,

if the results of recent and further needed readjustments

respecting operating costs do not strengthen the carriers. So
far for the current year net earnings have been insufficient

to compensate the carriers for their services, in the amount
which the law has lived as a fair return upon the value of

their properties used in the public service of transportation.

If future operating results are no better than those of the

past nine months, the carriers will be unable to maintain

their efficiency and render the service which is vital to the

public welfare—ignoring entirely the element of common
justice to the owners in the way of a fair return upon their

investments. In the public interest, as well as in fairness to

the carriers, there must lie done without dela\ whatever is

necessary to so improve their operating showing as to protect

their credit, restore confidence, and attrad new money to

make betterments for which there is urgent need. To require

a rate reduction under such circumstances is for us to assume

a grave responsibility. Notwithstanding the ri ~k involved,

we must be guided by our best judgment, and I am convinced

that a reduction should be made.
It is not clear to me that the savings mule in the matter

of wages and other costs since we decided Ex Parte 74 have
Keen sufficient to justify the present reduction in its entirety,

but those savings, with further prospective savings do, in my
opinion, justify our findings. The prospective future reduc-

tion of wages and other operating costs are. perhaps, more
essential to justify the rate dei reases than the reductions

that already have ! urn realized. T am led to concur in the

report by a firm conviction that the transportation burden
mi the industry and commerce of the country is too heavy

and must he reduced, and that, as a part of a needed general

readjustment, it can he reduced with increase nf net earnings.

I believe increase in traffic and a reduction of operating costs

may be expected, and that increased net earnings to the

carriers may be looked for.

Practically everyone admits that rate- are too high. Rates

too high are unjust and unreasonable and under the law-

must be reduced. Those who justify present rates regard

them as a necessary evil—something thai must he tolerated

because high costs of operation prevent their reduction. That
is no justification. If operating costs are holding rates at a
level too high, the thing to do is to reduce the costs.

Reduction of Production Costs Necessary

Almost everything lias been too high. The fundamental

trouble with the industrial and commercial affairs of the

country is that there is insufficient production and costs are

too high. The latter i- the cause of the
I irmer. Production

in this country at the present time is far below normal needs.

If normal conditions could he brought about, the industries

of the country could operate normally for a long period to

take care of the markets of this country, to say nothing of

the markets in other countries. Normal operation <ti the

country's industries would furnish employment lo labor gen-

erally, revive markets, and increase the general buying power
which the country needs. A reduction of production COStS is

essential to this result.

Freight rates are an 'important element of manufacturing
and production COStS. In a large country like our-, with its

long hauls and wide distribution of producing industries, it

i- obvious that the freight burden in its relation to other

cost factors must be -table. Until within the last few years
the tendency of the factor of transportation cost in relation

to other factors has been downward. Recently it has been
upward, and it i- now out of proper relation toother fa

Rate- must be gol proper relation to other
things. They must come down, and whatever i- necessary
to bring them down must be clone.

Many of the cost ; railway operation which forced
higher rate- have intially reduced within tl

year. The most importanl i ost is labor. The carriers
tell us that they are now paying extravagantly high wages
If we may rely upon their statement in this regard, they are
not operating their pn : omically and efficientl)

and. therefore, operating costs may further lie reduced W(
have no jurisdiction over wage controversies, but we may
take note of the admission of the i arriers and require them
to find out whether their wage scales are too high. 'and to

lower them if they can.

If upon the presentation of the facts as the law requires,
the Labor Hoard decides that wages are not too high
using transportation will have to pay the bill of the organ-
ized railway employees. The shippers of the country and
labor generally are entitled to their day in court, and the

carriers are the on,- to present their case, for carriers, ship-
per-, and laborers employed in all of the country's industries
which use tin earners are interested in this issue. It is true-

that the wage burden ha- increased enormously during the
la-l feu years I or the calendar year 1916 it wa-. for < 1 -- 1

railroad.-, $1,468,576,394, which was the largest amount paid
for any year in the history of the railroads to that date,

hollowing the year 1916, increases, all of which were made
through government agencies, beginning with the Ad
act, followed by orders of the Railroad Administration dur-
ing 1918, 1919^ and the first two month- of 1920, and finally

the decision in July, 1920, by the Railroad Labor I

resulted in bringing up the total compensation bill ol

railroads for the year 1920, based on the last eight months
of the year, to an amount exceeding $3,900,000, I. They
have been reduced by the wage board as of Jul) 1. last, by
10 or 12 per cent.

The significance of these wage increases was brought out
upon the hearing in tin- . a-e where it was testified that if

the wage burden, as it rests after tl of approxi-
mate^ $400,01 I

i fuly 1. were i

an additii m.il $1,000,000,000, it would be possible for the

carrier- to reduci freight rates approximately 18 per cent

and -till earn the return upon the investment in their

erty which the transportation act contemplates Such
duction, of i ourse, would be reestablish railway i n dit,

carrier- lo secure the moneys urgently needed to maintain

adequate service, and n disappointed
multitudes of uriti • It was further

testified that after such a reduction the organized railway
employee- would Still enjoy an increase which con

favorably with the increase which organized labor in other

industries hs se, far in excess of in-

creases enjoyed by labor generally. It was further testified

that such an im rease would be in harmony with the it

of the cost of living which has taken place.

Carriers Should Reduce Costs

The right and power to reduce wages rests initially with
the carriers. They have no excuse for maintaining the

levels which they say are too high. If they believe them to be
too high, they should take step< to reduce them. Until they
make the effort they are not entitled to refer :

The Labor Hoard was created to deter-

mine such questions and shippers have the right to require

carriers lo re-ort to that tribunal. Until they have the pro-

tection of an award made under existing conditions by the

Labor Hoard, they cannot justify the present rates. On the
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face of things, there is nothing in the wage situation to justify

a rate- level entirely abnormal and which is menacing the

country's welfare. The carriers should bring the general

economic situation to the attention of the Labor Board.

Some urge that we must lake wage conditions as we find

them, and not contemplate further wage reductions in deal-

ing with rates. On the argument it was pointed out to us

by the representatives of the petitioners that such is not the

law. They urged upon us that it was the duty of the com-

mission to consider the broad economic question as to what

rates the industry of the country could stand, and that our

finding in this regard should be taken into consideration in

the fixing of wages. I am inclined to the view that the opin-

ion thus urged upon us by counsel for the petitioners is

sound, although it was new to me. It seems to me there is

warrant for their view in action which the Labor Board has

heretofore taken.

The transportation machine of the country is being used

for the benefit of the shippers and railway employees, and

the owners of the machine are receiving much less for its

use than the law says they are entitled to. In considering

what railway employees should receive, regard should be had
for what the shippers can afford to pay. The record in this

case shows that the Labor Board has declined to give con-

sideration to this broad basic question, and has refused to

hear shippers while considering wage controversies. The
question as to what rates are fair and reasonable is with us.

If the broad economic question as to how much shippers can

afford to pay is a question to be determined by us when we
fix fair and reasonable rates, it will follow that the Labor
Board, in considering wages, would regard our finding as

one of the relevant circumstances to be taken into considera-

tion in fixing wages. In this aspect of the case there appar-

ently is necessity for a determination by us as to the proper

rate level, and we are authorized to order a rate reduction

without waiting for wages to be reduced, to a point where
the carriers can prosper under the rate level which we
prescribe.

Brooklyn-Richmond Freight

and Passenger Tunnel

The Board of Estimate and Apportionment of the

City of New York has recently submitted its prelimi-

nary report on the construction of a tunnel or tunnels 'o

connect Staten Island with Brooklyn. The general plan which
has been submitted includes in addition a system of belt

lines, industrial tracks and other facilities necessary to create

a greater unification of the present steam railroad and electric

traction lines leading in and out of New York City.

It i.- proposed to construct an outer belt line, somewhat
similar to the outer belt line suggested in the report of the

\Y\v York-New Jersey Commission, intersecting all the New-
Jersey roads and running from Haworth, N. J., on the north.

via Paterson, N. ]., the Passaic river, Short Hills-Summit,
Scotch I'lams and Metuehen to Perth Amboy on the south.

Crossing Arthur Kill cm a high level viaduct,' the line bisects

Staten Island from south to north for its entire length and
ci mint- with the proposed tunnel under the Narrows. Two
locations have been submitted for the freight tunnels across
the Narrows as well as for two classification yards and tracks
in the north half of Staten Island. These are shown in the
illustration. The plan includes connections on the Island
with the existing Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway for

access to the new Stapleton piers, and for purposes of pas-
senger business.

Passing under the Narrows the line descends on one and
two per cent grades with the latter as a maximum, passes
under the channel and rises on a two per cent grade into Bay

Ridge, Brooklyn, and to connections with the Long Island

Railroad, over which access can be had to the Jamaica Bay
development, to points in Long Island, the Bronx and New
England, and to a proposed industrial railway along the

Brooklyn waterfront.

The operation of the plan includes the idea of having the

New Jersey roads make suitable classifications at divisional

yard-, dispatching freight destined for Long Island in solid

trains. Any further classification can be handled at the yard
on Staten Island. Steam power will be used in the west,

but east of the Staten Island yard, or Richmond yard as it is

called, the line will be electrified. To complete the unifica-

Map of Staten Island, Showing the Alternate Locations of

the Proposed Line, Tunnels and Connections

tion of the railroad facilities it is proposed to connect the

New York Central and the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford by a double track tunnel about 3.7 miles long running

from a point approximately opposite West 168th street in

Manhattan, under the Harlem river to about Longwood
avenue in the Bronx, where the tracks would be arranged so

as to permit of a head-on connection with the New York
Connecting Railroad over the Hell Gate bridge, or to the

New Haven's yards at Oak Point. A connection on the east

side of the Harlem river will provide direct rail service to

the proposed municipal terminal market and permit of the

development of a marginal belt line railroad in the Bronx,

upon which jointly operated stations could be located at

points convenient to the existing bridges, thereby serving both

Manhattan and the Bronx.

The decision as to the location of the tunnel across the

Narrows hinges on the question of the relative costs and

practicability of the trench method and the shield method of

tunnel construction, one site being favorable only to the

shield method while the other is as yet doubtful, though the

belief is that the trench method can be used. To meet the

local traffic needs of Staten Island, it is expected to start

shortly with the construction of a passenger tunnel to connect

into the Fourth Avenue subway in Brooklyn, with terminals

in Staten Island and connections with that Island's transit

facilities.

The total cost of the project has been estimated at $141,-

000,000', subdivided as follows: Cost of the belt line and
classification yard, $42,000,000; freight and passenger tun-

nels and connections, $51,000,000; elevated industrial rail-

road along Brooklyn water front, $25,000,000; and the tun-

nel or connecting link between the New York Central and the

New Haven, with all connections, $23,000,000.
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Fire Protection Association Meets in Chicago

Annual Meeting Included Numerous Papers and Lively Discussion

of Means of Reducing Losses

Tin-. Railway Fire Prevention Association opened it-

eighth annual convention at Chicago on the morning of

October IS. Meetings were held at tin- lintel Sherman
and continued for three days with W. F. Hickey (N. \ '., X. II.

& H.) presiding ami about L50 members ami visitors present.

The gathering was addressed at the opening session b) J
I

McDonald, chief of the Chicago Fire I'revention Bureau,

the association thereafter applying itself diligently to the

consideration and discussion of the aumerous report- ami

papers presented.

President Speaks on Problems of the Association

In his opening message Mr. Hickey, president, discussed

the progress of the organization ami the problems confronting

it during the past year, calling attention particular!) to the

importance of co operation on the part of the managements
and of enthusiastic intcre.-t on tin part of the members in

the work of lire prevention.

"The past fiscal year," he began, "has been a very suc-

cessful one for the Railwa) fire Protection Association, not-

withstanding the critical period through which railroads

generally have been passing. \\r have kept our member-
ship intact although some of the smaller lines have felt it

necessary to withdraw temporarily on account of curtailment

of expenses, hut the resignations have been offset to a large

extent by new members and now that railroad executives an

ippreciating more and more what the Railway Fin

tection Association is accomplishing and the necessity for an

organization of this kind, it is confidently expected that

the next year will show a still larger membership roll."

Speaking of the problems confronting the organization ami
the railroads at the present time ami the most effective n

of meeting them. Mr. Hickej said "Railroad owners will

not he satisfied unless the present waste is reduced and. . I

course, the) have a duty in providing fire n -

tore- and fire fighting appliances, Ian until the general finan-

cial condition- improve ami those things can he provided

wherever needed, we must exert every effort to make the best

of existing facilities and conditio ns. However." he went on

to saw "we should not defer an improvement where th

dition is acute and main- features of improvement can he

taken care of as ordinary maintenance item-. In any event

we should endeavor to have our managements provide im-

proved facilities gradually and it is suggested that if not

already being done, each railroad prepare a budget of fire

protection item.- each year, stressing the most urgent and

important and work toward the accomplishment of the

budget. I he i.m t tli.it the number of fires is duced but

the amount of loss showed an increase in 1920 as compared

with I'll 1

' ma) indicate that better facilities and more effi-

cient means of fire extinguishing would have reduced the

loss. It is our work to endeavor to improve our construc-

tion, have adequate water lines, piping, fire pumps, sprinkler

systems, and other features of protection provided, and at

the same time bring maintenance and hou eondi-

np to the highest standards so as to eliminate the

... a .

"This work," -aid Mr. llicke\, "can be done <!!er and

with more facility than by the individual

member- working on their own line-, but it nice

among the n the Railway

I ne Protection Associ I
•> <• I o that end," hi

atinue to give our tion, meet

more frequently during the year take an enthusiastic inter-

est in the work of the association and enli-t as many new

member- as possible."

Resolutions Adopted

Following ddress and the report "f the

secretary ami thai cutive committee (when
i that the ..--. . iatioli now ha -

ids) three -

by the organization. < inc. pi

C I I. after directing attention to the fact that

siderable pan of the 80 ]ht cent <•( fire loss in the country

the direct result oi the

ing habit, recommended that it be recognized

with their product fire hazard warnil

\
:

resolution, presented by G. L. Ball 5

after reciting the hazard from oil on water in barber-, recom-

mended that railroad- support the

eliminate it, while the third, presented

dwelling upon t' :~:re on

railroads, the imp -

pensability of co-operati

837
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of railroad executive's in 10 expressions, one of which re-

quests that "executives make manifest and proclaim their

interest in fire prevention and protection, give active support

and direction to enforcement and acceptance of individual

responsibilities as a matter of daily duty and encourage the

inauguration of a system of education to develop compre-

hensive interest in fire prevention;" and a second of which

recommended "that all fire prevention activities on each rail-

road be co-ordinated through a central administrative officer

for the promulgation of rules and regulations for the pro-

tection of property and guidance of officers and employees."

The resolution concerning the oil hazard in harbors gave

rise to a lively controversy as to the actual danger presented

from this source. W. F. Steffens (N. Y. C.) opened the

discussion by making a detailed recitation of his experience

and study with the oil scum found on water in New York

harbor and contending that such oil was more of a fire

retardant than a fire hazard. J. B. Lalor (Lalor Fuel Oil

System, Baltimore), however, contended that the experience

which Mr. Steffens had with piling in salt water was any-

thing but a criterion of what might happen in fresh water and

stated very emphatically that the sample of oil which Mr.

Stiffens exhibited would burn as readily as gasoline, once

the temperature had reached 600 deg. William McGrath

(D. L. & W.) stated that timbers in the very condition

di < ribed by Mr. Steffens had burned at the recent pier fire

at Hoboken. On the other hand J. R. Richards (S. P.)

spoke of finding conditions on the Southern Pacific com-

parable to those described by Mr. Steffens but distinguished

between new oil and old oil. Owing to the evident diversity

of oninion among the members, therefore, together with the

importance of the subject, it was decided to make the in-

vestigation of the subject the work of a special committee.

Reduction in Number of Railway Fires

G. R. Hurd (I. C.) presented the statistical report. This

consisted of the presentation of an elaborate collection of

fisrures and information on railway fires obtained from 75

roads, together with the classification of fires and a sugges-

tion as to the method of prevention in each case. According

to this report, 7,975 fires, representing a loss of $10,563,914,

occurred during 1920 as compared with 9,- -4 fires and the

attendant loss' of $8,516,473 during the year 1919. "A
total of 442 of these fires reported for 1920," the report went

on to say, "were caused by the spreading of fire from adjacent

property." This figure and the loss of $594,706 which it

represents is compared with 457 fires and $1,158,860 loss

in 1919. Electric wiring was reported as having caused 108

fires in 1920 with an aggregate l>ss of $253,895 as compared

with 81 fires and a loss of $159,709 in 1919. Forest fires

gave rise to 32 Railroad fires in 1920 as compared with 27 in

1<>1<>, a comparison of the losses showing an increase of

$66,292 during 1920 over 1919.

Friction, hot boxes, brake shoes, etc., were reported as

having caused 113 fires in 1920 with a loss of $135,815 as

compared with 84 fires and a loss of $206,324 in 1919.

Heating appliances and Hues were reported as having caused

854 fires with a loss of $547,097 in 1920 as compared with

840 fires and a loss of $811,378 in 1919; and a total of

114 fires representing a loss of $288,915 were reported as

having resulted in 1920 from incendiary cau ( a- compared
with 92 fires and a loss of $145,951 in 1919. Lightning was
reported to have caused 55 fires in 1920 as compared with

64 in 1910; sparks from locomotives caused 1,821 fire- to

railroad property in 1920 with an attendant loss of $1,085,-

758 as compared with 3,0S0 fins in 1 1 0, while hot coals

from locomotives caused 390 fires with an attendant loss of

$299,253.

Smoking resulted in 223 fires with a propertv loss of

$128,301 for 1920 as compared with 233 fires in 1919 and
spontaneous combustion was reported as having caused 218
fires with a loss of $1,927,856 as compared with 178 fires

and an attendant loss of $162,352 in iyi9. As to the other

causes of fire, torches were reported to have caused 135 fires

in 1920, tramps 172, and wrecks 100, while 1,538 fires were

reported to have resulted from unknown causes. Referring to

the report in his address, President Hickey placed emphasis

upon the fact that the number of fires was reduced from

9,194 in 1919 to 7,975 in 1920, rather than upon the fact

that the total losses increased from $8,500,000 in 1919 to

$10,500,000 in 1920, his contention being that the number
of fires is a fairer test of accomplishment in prevention work

than the actual fire losses inasmuch as all fires have small

beginnings.

Extensive Report on Shop Protection

The most elaborate report presented at the convention was

that of the Shop Committee, of which J. R. Peters (Pennsyl-

vania) is chairman. This treated of all phases of shop fire

prevention and the protection of shop units and was pre-

pared with a view to its incorporation in a handbook con-

templated by the association. The fir-t part of the report

dealing with locomotives was presented last year, so that the

convention directed its attention this year only to that portion

dealing with freight and passenger car shops, paint shops,

woodworking buildings, upholstering -hops, bumping and

lacquering shops, battery-recharging buildings, tanks, re-

clamation plants, chemical laboratories and outside fire pro-

tection.

Standardizing Hose Couplings

The question of standardizing hose couplings was dis-

cussed somewhat during the consideration of the report of

the Shop Committee, following the contention raised by E.

W. Osborne (N. P.) that a conflict existed between a previous

year's report, which advocated the National Standard coup-

ling for all railroad fire connections, and the statement in the

report under consideration which advocated the interchange-

ability of hose couplings with local fire department stand-

ards. The subject assumed a position of particular promi-

nence when later on in the convention a paper on Recent

Progress in the Standardization of Hose Couplings was pre-

sented by E. R. Townsend of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters.

In his talk Mr. Townsend endeavored to impress upon the

railroads the importance of standardization in fire connec-

tions and pointed out the influential position they occupy in

many sections of the country and urged them to lend their

support to this movement. He stated that there are in use

throughout the country 30 or more different size couplings as

a result of which conflagrations occur regularly where the

equipment of one city or industry is useless to the other.

F. H. Elmore (Hutchinson, Rivinus & Co., Philadelphia)

called attention to the fact that while the Association had
approved the National Standard, many of the roads \\<rc

hesitating about standardizing both because of their de-

pendence in many places upon towns using other standards

and the objections to using adapters. This position of some
of the railroads was given added emphasis when S. B. Pol-

lard (S. P.), stated that all Pacific coast cities used a

Coast Standard of coupling, and when W. F. Steffens (N.
Y. C.) showed the futility of adopting the National Stand-

ard in New York City until that city had also adopted

it. It developed, however, that many railroads do use the

National Standard and a keen interest was taken in tools ex-

hibited by Mr. Townsend whereby a large proportion of ex-

isting hose couplings may be adapted inexpensively and
speedily to take the National Standard thread.

Handbook on Handling Explosives Prepared

One .of the most valuable contributions presented at the

convention was the report made on the handling of explosives

and other dangerous articles. This report, prepared in hand-
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book form by W. F. Topping, of the Bureau of Explosives,

presented concise and authoritative instructions covering the

packing, storing, shipping, inspecting and otherwise handling

of explosives and all other dangerous material, together with

a description and an enumeration of the characteristics of

Such materials and the proper method- of meeting situations

precipitated hy wrecks, fires, etc.

Fire Prevention and Protection at Coaling Stations

W. E. Cathcart (Pennsylvania) read the report of thi

< mittee on Fire Prevention and Protection at Coaling

Stations. It was in the nature of a revision of the \')\S

specifications in view of their incorporation in the Associa

tion handbook. The report addressed itself decidedly in

favor of electricity for power purposes, reinforced concrete

construction, the thorough cleaning of coal bins at least

a month; and also the installation of automatic dry pipe

sprinklers, as against open head sprinklers or perforated pipe

systems. The report also provided a form of inspection

record which it recommended to be made out weekly to cover

the condition of the sprinkling s) 3ti m
Considerable discussion ensued upon tin- reading of this

report, the greater portion of which referred to sprinkling

Systems in these structures and upon which a lively contro-

versy developed. Taking objection to the stand of the com-

mittee in that open head sprinklers or perforated pipe systems

are not to be recommended, E. W. Reilly (Erie) contended

that open head sprinklers are entirely satisfactory for fires

below tlie roof, while another member supported the system

of perforated pipe and A. Murph) (M. R. & li. T.) approved
of manually controlled systems .it isolated points. In sup-

port of the committee, of which he is a member, W. H. Klin-

sick (C. B. &. Q.) and also J. R. Peters (Pennsylvania) em-
phatically condemned the open head and perforated sprinklers

as presenting a severe drain on water supplies and reducing

the effectiveness of streams when they are needed, W. I

Hickey (N. Y., N. H. & H.) called attention to the fact that

the Underwriters do not approve of open systems. Mr.
Hickey said that the difference in cost between an automatic

and an open sprinkling system was negligible.

Fire Prevention on Foreign Roads

In a paper on the practices of foreign roads 1.. E. Wilcox
(John Page & Co.) pointed out the relatively small losses

suffered from fire in foreign countries and attributed this

largely to the little wood work and combustible material

used, the abundance of rainfall and tin greater vigilance cus-

tomary by individuals, A detailed description of thi

scribed system of fire protection and prevention on one of

the typical English railroads indicated that although the

equipment and methods dm, i .in, what from those in this

country and might even be con idered antiquated in some
respects, the instruction in fire prevention is comprehensive
.nul exact and responsibility is fixed to ,i high degree.

Protecting Tunnels From Fire

S. B. Howatt's (S. P.) paper on the fire protection and
prevention in tunnels was especially instructive and int

ing. "Tunnel protection and prevention," he said, "i- in

a I lass by itself. We have not the room to combat the flames.

I'liey cm only be approached from the two ends and usually
one end. and sometimes both are -n hot that it is a ver\

cult task to work near them." Mr. Howatt then went on to

state the difficulties in the way of putting out fires in tunnels
owing to the chimney-like form of construction and the

facility of air to gain access to the tunnel through crevices

and cracks in sufficient amount to maintain a hot fire, even
when the ends have been blocked. lie also pointed out the
practical impossibility of putting out a fire- in a tunnel after

it bad once reached the tons of loose material and timber
that are often placed behind the lagging in timber tunnel-
to fill the pockets occurring at the time of the construction.

and emphasized his statement i fin -

which had occurred on his road.

Mr. Howatt condemned the practici of placing an) re-

liance in such instrumentalities as sprinkling

fire-proof paint, however adaptable they are to other k

fire prevention. '1 he- problem, lie said in effect, is rather

oi preventing fire from entering the- tunnel from an
outsidi preventing wrecks from occurring in the

tunnel, and of eliminating man carelessn Singular

though it is, Mr. Howatt stated that no tunnel fires, in hi-

knowledge, had arisen on the Southern Pacific fron

motives. Clearing away all brush for a distance 100 ft.

back of the entrance, whitewashing wood portal- and
or more of the barrel, establishing an adequate water supph
and piping it into the- tunnel when possible, excluding all

open light- from the tunnel wherever elee tricity l- available

and insisting upon the- i lose inspection of tunnels by all

pa rtic- having occasion to work inside of them.

the suggestions which Mr. Howatt made to prevent fires

While such pre
1

1

old afford a r.-a-otiai 1

n against tunnel tin Mr Howatt emphasized the d<

sirability of replacing timber with concrete as the only sure

protei tion. ( )n the Southern I'
i iles of tunnel. Mr

Howatt stated, have In in .nil. ret,, 1 in tb, la.-t 15 years, til,

plan being to concrete the portal and the first 50 ft. of the
barrel of the most hazardous tunnel-, al-o to apply
in iln- bad spots inside tin- barrel. I tion inside the

tunnels, Mr. Howatl pointed out. serve a valuable purpose
from a tire- protection standpoint inasmuch as they
m. > a lis. During the discussion tin- report was commended
as an unusual contribution to both fire prevention and con-
struction engineers

Motor Truck and Locomotive Hazards
'

vention included o

a i o -

, on the Storage and Handling of Gasolin
Idee trie Motor Trucks in Freight Depots and Terminals and
one from the committee on Locomotive- Hazards. E. J. Keilb
(Erie) presented the report on electrii ami gasoline truck-.

It favored the use of electric truck- for all interioi

owing to the- tendency of gasoline equipment to drop oil and
to backfire. In discussing this report J. I'. C\
in reply to an inquiry a- to whether tires have ever

from the use of trucks, told of two fires started in cotton b\

trueks, the wiring of which had become abraded
sufficiently to short circuit. In discussing the ad-
visability of permitting gasoline tm ride of

buildings, W. I-', H.,ke\ i X. Y. H. & H ). anion- -

emphasized the fact that where such trucks are permit!

buildings, operators should not be allowed to -top the-

engine-, tli li - reducing oil dripping and back-firing
minimum.

E. N. Floyd
-

(I I I & St. L.) read the rejx.rt on
fire- hazards. It comprised a compreheni
the mechanical featur, -

i

to the with the fires attributed to locomotn
I particular attention to the consideration of front end

screen-, ash pans, tire doors and combustion tubes
l-o discussed comprehensively tin- hre- 1:

fuel oil burning locomotives.

The report elicited considerable .

ing screens or wire- mesh in the place- of p tes in

front end-. I". A. Ryder (B. & MA stated thai

on the Boston & Maine had proved the- perforated pi

be much superior to wire mesh from a standpoil
'

as well a- draft and it is COnsidl
-

fire pn indpoint Referring
committee and tin- - '

\. Murph) (M R. & R. TA
that the perforated plate presented altogether too la^

-

opening to sparks. ¥.. W. Reilly t Erie) stated that in Canada,
where railroads are required to secure permits before

perforated netting, the netting adopted by the '
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passed upon favorably. On the other hand, J. D. Lodge

(Railroad Insurance Association) directed the attention of

the supporti rs of perforated plate to the fact that the Master

Mechanics' standard Iron! end arrangement calls for wire

netting in the place oi perforated plates and H. B. Pollard

(S. P.) emphasized the importance of being on the conserva-

tive side, owing to the importance of reducing the number

of tires attributed to locomotive sparks.

Discussion of Several Subjects

Pursuant to the plan of the organization to institute a

general disc ussion of special subjects at each convention, a

portion of Wednesday was set apart for this purpose and

papers were read on the following subjects: Organization

of employee fire brigades; fire fighting equipment recom-

mended at outlying points; methods and difficulties of en-

forcing Bureau of Explosive regulation on safe handling of

inflammables; locomotive sparks as fire hazards; methods of

securing co-operation of foremen and employees in fire pre-

vention, and what an inspector should look for in sprinkler

installations. This session was presided over by Z. B.

Claypool (St. L.-S. F.) in the absence of the chairman, J. L.

Walsh (M. K. &T.).
Of the several discussions instituted, that on the organiza-

tion of fire brigades stood out prominently as the most

spirited discussion of the convention. Initiating this dis-

cussion W. F. Barnard (Wabash) stated that the three largest

shop units of the Wabash were provided with fire brigades,

the members of which were paid extra compensation in the

way of an extra day's time each week. The Erie, E. W.
Reilly pointed out, had a very extensive and effective organi-

zation until two years ago. This organization was instituted

15 years ago, and the interest was maintained by the hold-

ing of annual athletic tournaments and issuing annual passes

over the road to the members of the brigades. It is expected

that the holding of tournaments on the Erie will be resumed

next year.

On the Rock Island L. F. Shedd stated that no difficulty

was encountered in keeping up an efficient fire fighting or-

ganization at the shops. This road also compensates the

men for their membership in the organization by issuing

annual passes and allowing and extra hour's time a week,

except at Silvis where a department is maintained exclusively

for fire protection service. C. A. Hayes stated that the suc-

cess of the U. S. Steel Corporation in maintaining efficient

lire brigades was to lie attributed largely to the fact that

each member was given a badge to identify his connection

with the department, to which Mr. Reilly responded with the

statement that the Erie also furnished badges. During the

discussion, it was brought out that regardless of the efficiency

of the local shop lire brigade, it should only be considered in

the light of a first aid remedy—not to the exclusion of the

municipal tin- department.

R. R. Ilackett (B. & O.) started the discussion on tire

lighting equipment and its care at points where no organized

employee lire brigade is maintained. Mr. Hackett called

attention principally to the importance of devoting special

study to each condition, owing to the variety of conditions

ml "ii railroads and to the importance of efficient inspection

by competent inspectors of all lire lighting equipment and
property subject to lire hazards. The discussion developed

the fact that the barrel and bucket still furnish the most
effective fire lighting equipment at many outlying points, al-

though in somi localities it has been necessary to use tire

extinguishers in place of water barrels for sanitary reasons.

James Scott (M. K. & T.) initiated the discussion on

methods and difficulties in enforcing Bureau of Explosive

regulations for the safe handling of gasoline and other in-

flammable materials. Mr. Scott stated that the various re-

fineries and loading racks along the M. K. &. T. always in-

vited inspection of their property, but that about 10 per cent

of them are somewhat lax in carrying out regulations. As
a result of the negligence found on the part of casinghead
plants in some places and of other conditions, Mr. Scott

cautioned against permitting any suite bung by train crews at

night, owing to the possibility of fires from sparks and open
flame lanterns.

Locomotives Only Partially to

Blame for Right-of-Way Fires

< )n the subject of locomotive spark fire hazards and their

relation to right-of-way fires, wooden trestle fires, etc., a
particularly interesting discussion developed, of which J. R.
Richards' (S. P.) paper was the most prominent feature.

Referring to conditions on the Southern Pacific, Mr. Rich-
ards endeavored to show, among other things, that the popu-
lar conception that locomotives are to blame for 90 per cent

of the fires along the right-of-way is not well founded and
to this end he told of his experiences with cigarettes, greasy-

sacks, the carelessness of trespassers, the carelessness of

trainmen in handling fires in cabooses, the burning of old ties

and the disposition of waste from journal boxes, also the

relation to these fires of motor cars and incendiary practices.

One of the most interesting developments of this discus-

sion was reference to the survival of a creosoted bridge on
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, as described in the

Rail-way Age of September 10. W. F. Hickey (New Haven)
stated that he was given to understand by Dr. Von Schrenk
that there was an increase in the inflammability of creosoted

timber over untreated timber during the first six months,

after which the inflammability decreased. S. B. Howatt (S.

P.) supported this statement but recalled instances where

creosoted bridges had burned to the ground and F. H. Elmore,

skeptical of the value of creosote, stated that during a cer-

tain test made of fire-proof paint, neither the fire-proof

painted specimen nor the creosoted specimen showed them-

selves immune from the test fire. W. F. Steffens referred

to the incident as an important one in the light of its bear-

ing on bridge construction and stated that the New York
Central laboratory is now making a study of creosoted timber

from this standpoint.

On the subject of the method of securing co-operation of

foremen and employees in maintaining clean premises and

removing fire hazards, A. Murphy (M. R. & B. T.) stated

that the co-operation of the officers was of primary import-

ance, after which was to be remembered the necessity of

thoroughness of inspection, of fair play with the men in

charge of the properties inspected, the constant remembrance

that the fire inspector's position is one of advising rather than

one of criticising; also the importance of cultivating a pleas-

ing personality and the importance of dressing for the

oi i asion.

J. H. Wilde (Railroad Insurance Association) presented a

paper on what an inspector should look for in automatic

sprinkler installations. He referred to the necessity of proper

installation of the equipment, the importance of an ample

volume of water under reliable pressure and the constant

tion of the system against the effects of time and of the

of the workmen in buildings.

The Election of Officers

At tin annual election on Thursdav afternoon the follow-

ing" were lected: G. L. Ball (St. L.-S. F.), president; E. A.

Ryder (P.. & M.), vice-president; and R. R. Hackett (B. &
11

I, ecretary and treasurer. B. F. Mace (B. &-O.I was

elected an honorary member and such vacancies were filled as

to make membership of the Executive Committee consist of

lowing: R. H. Xewbern (Pennsvlvania) G. R. Hurd
(I. C), Robert Scott (A. C. L.), E. B. Bern- (Sou.), W. F.

Hickej i \ Y.. X. H. & H.), W. S. Wollner (X. W. P.),

and W. S. Topping (Bureau of Explosives).



One of Three Bowen Motor Can Recent'. Deli tred I ffci I .
. .

Bowen Gasoline Motor Driven Passenger Car

Arrangement of Power Transmission System and Rear Truck Are

Features of Design

A gasoline MOTOS driven passenger car particularly

adapted for use on branch or short line steam rail-

ways, which involves a unique combination of stand-

ard automobile practice with the essential features of railway

rolling stock design, has recently bun developed by the

Bowen Motor Railways Corporation, St, Louis, Mo. The
car shown in the illustration is one of three for the Pitts-

by*..means of a longitudinal shaft to the main transmission,

which provides for four speeds. Thi <ed at

the driven and driving ends of this transmission vary from

4.99 to 1 for the first speed to 1 to 1 for the fourth or high

speed. From this transmission power is again transmitted

through a longitudinal shaft to an auxiliary reversing trans-

mission, which provides a speed ratio of 1 to 1 in forward

j

Elevation and Floor Plan of Motor Car and Trailer

burg S: Shawmut, the construction of which was reo

completed by the Barney & Smith Car Company. The fea-

tures of construction of particular interest in this ear are

the arrangement of the power transmission system .md the

design of the rear truck, through which the power is trans-

mitted to the rail.

The power plant is a four-cylinder automobile motor with

4'.'-in. b) 6 in. cylinders, capable of developing 0^! brake

horsepower at 1,600 revolutions per minute, which is attai hi '1

directly to the underframe. From the motor clutch, which
follows the lines of automobile practice, power is transmitted

motion and of 1.085 to 1 in reverse. From this transmission

to the rear axle gear ease power is again transmitted by a

longitudinal shaft.

i .ist steel gear housing of the rear axle is built in

two sections to permit easy inspection and repair of all

and pinions, this construction makes it unnecessary to

disassemble the truck in case any gi moved.

I ... rrangement of the combination bevel and

is such that the gear ratio of the drive and. therefore, the

car speed can be changed at any time by replacing the bevel

gear set by another of a different ratio. From the motor to

S41
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the rear axle gear case the transmission devices and shaft

connections throughout follow standard automobile practice,

the details conforming to the standards of the Society of

Automotive Engineers.

Compressed air to operate the brakes is provided by an

air compressor mechanically driven by a longitudinal shaft

from a power take-off located at the main transmission.

The two-wheel driving truck under the rear end of the

car is of unique construction, combining the requirements of

a fixed angular relationship between the center line of the

axle and the center line of the car with a complete unity

of construction which permits the rear axle with the brake

rigging and gear case to be removed from the car intact.

This truck is built up of cast steel side frames which are

joined at the ends with cast steel cross pieces of I-section.

The side frames are provided with pedestals for standard

M. C. B. journal boxes. The gear case which surrounds

the center of the axle is rigidly supported by two longitudinal

members of rolled channel section, bolted to the underside

of the truck frame end pieces. Lugs on the truck frame pro-

vide for the support of two brake beams, one in front and

one at the rear of the driving wheels, which are fitted with

M. C. B. standard brake heads and brake shoes. These are

Interior View of Passenger Compartment

connected with simple clasp brake rigging, operated by

Westinghouse semi automatic air brake equipment.

The alinement of the truck with respect to the car body
is maintained by four column castings bolted to the under-

side of the car underframe. These castings are provided with

vertical wearing shoes on their inside transverse faces and
outside longitudinal fates which bear against corresponding

wearing shoes secured to the end pieces of the truck frame
and to projections from the side frames. Lateral alinement

is thus maintained at four points on the truck frame and
the driving thrust in either direction is transmitted to the

car body at two points through these shoes, which are free

to move vertically with respect to each other.

The weight of the car body is transmitted to this truck

frame through four semi-elliptic springs the center bands oi

which rest in suitable pockets in the truck frame and the

ends of which bear against small flanged wearing shoes

riveted to the underside of the car body underframe. The
longitudinal distance between the front and back truck spring

pockets is 4 ft. 7 J/2
in., which is great enough to provide

considerable transverse torsional stability to the gear case

without sacrificing the complete freedom of the truck from

attachment to the car body.

The engine is located under a hood at the front end of

the car with the radiator let into the end wall just under the

Details of Rear Axle and Truck

front window. The hood is asbestos lined in order to permit

the space over the engine to be filled with small baggage

or express packages, thus conserving baggage room floor

space.

With a 10-ft. 4^-in. baggage compartment and 36-in.

Details oi Operation <>f the Bowes- Motor Car

Month March April May
Days operated 31 30 31

tctal miles 3,987 3.960 4.092

ers carried 4. .Mi) 3,721 2,780
Gross revenue $1,215.82 $1,146.44 $844.40
Gallons of gas 677 599 620
Cost of Gas $169.25 $144.76 $168.00
Cost of oil, grease and «al 11.16 18.53 15.00

Operating labor 260.00 207.80 183.68

Maintenance labor and parts 16.35 7.30 13.20

rotal expense $461.71 $378.39 $379.88
Net cash earnings S754.ll $768.05 $464.52

Summary
Gross earnings per mile .305 .289 06

i
; in. n per mile .115 .095 .092

Net earnings per mile .190 .194 .114

The population on the line of above road is 175 per mile.

door openings at the sides of the passenger compartment, the

car has a seating capacity of 36 persons. Other arrange-

ments can be used seating as many as 43 passengers. The
power plant is considered large enough to handle a trailer

on grades not exceeding three per cent and a design has

been developed for such a car 27 ft. 4 in. long over the

channel undersills, which may be provided either with re-

versible seats or longitudinal drop seats. In the former case

a seating capacity of 32 may be provided while in the latter

case the seating capacity is 24. With the exception of. the

Interior 'finish, the entire construction is of steel, the under-

frame or chassis, the longitudinal members of which are 6
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ft. I-beams, being completely standardized. Changes in the

body construction and arrangement may be made to suit local

requirements. The car illustrated weighs 28,000 lb. complete.

The first car built by the Bowen Motor Railways Cor-

poration was placed in service about three years ago. It has

now operated over 175,000 miles and is still in service. Its

performance was carefully analyzed and while no funda-

mental defects developed, it was considered advisable to

change the later design by making changes in the size and
design of the car body.

Records of the operation of these cars indicate that they

can be run at a cost of about 18 cents per train mile where

the railroad train service wage scale is in effect, or 12 cents

per mile under non-union conditions. Further details of the

cost of operation of a Bowen motor car on the Westfield

Railroad are given in a tabulation herewith.

While this car is designed particularly for handling pas-

mail and baggage on short and branch line

steam railwa ed for use on suburban
electric lines where the cost of power is excessive. In new-

construction, the gasoline motor cars have important ad-
, - over electric cars, eliminating the necessity for

overhead wiring and th
I for the installation and

maintenam e of powi

Freight Car Loading Highest Since Last November
Greatest Gain in Coal Loading—Car Service Division

Issues Bulletin of Current Statistics

REPORTS received by the Car Servce Division of the

American Railway Association show that 906,034 cars

were loaded with revenue freight during the week
ended oa October 15, an increase of 10,294 cars over the

week before. This was the largest number of cars loaded
(hiring any one week since November 13, 1920, but was
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112.505 cars less than were loaded during the corresponding

week last year and 66,044 ears below the total for the corre-

sponding week in I'M 9.

The biggest gain was in the loading of coal, which totaled

191.506 cars during the week or an increase of 11,167 cars

over the week before. This was 35,165 cars under the total

Washington, D. C.

number Loaded during the corresponding week in 192

25,910 cars less than during the corresponding week in 1919.

Loading ol merchandi cellaneous freight, which

includes manufactured products, increased 4,659 cars

the previous week, the total being 550,808. Dunns; the sann

week last year, the total was 563,483 cars, Shipments ol

forest products amounted t" ~ i,017 i irs or a gain over the

week before of 3,558 ear- while livestock totaled

an increase of 2,137 cars compared with the week of < I

8. ( oke loadings i s to a total ol

but ore fell off 5,913 within a week to a total of 19,78 I

Reports also showed a decline in the loading of grain and
grain products compared with the week before, the total being

48,372 cars or 5,592 cars less than the total for the wi

October 8. Comparisons show, however, that shipni,

grain and grain products continue to run ahead of those of

last year and also 1919, the total For the week of O
15, being 7,562 cars in excess of the corresponding wi

1920 and 5,355 cars greater than during the corresponding

week in I'M 'i.

Except for livestock, which -bowed a gain of 1,154

and grain and Ljrain products, loading of all commodities

was below that for the corresponding week in 1920. '

pared b) districts, increases over the previous week in the

• of all classes of freight were reported from all

KKVINl I
I

lADED AND RECE] ED FROM CONNECTIONS

11, son, rs, COMPAl I
I m. Yl Mi I *-T Y> IS I

ided Received from connecti, n«

District! Year

Eastern 1921

Allegheny 1921
[9 jo

Pocahonta 1921
[9 |Q

Southern 1921
1920

Northwestern ... 192:
19 'ii

i entral Western.. 1921
1920

Southwestern .... l'2i
19

Total all reads. . . 19.21

1920
1010

Increase compared 192(1
i ', i rease • ompared 1920
Increase compared 1910
Decrease - ompai i d 1919

I '. tot* 'I 1" 'i

September 24
September 17 1921
September 10 1921

(".rain

l
1'" i

I

8,191
5,869
3,241

!6

3,870
2,954

15,333
IO.S.11

•I.5S"

41,375

lUor.

55 ."l
4.1^

I ive

.1.171,

3,348

328

2.147

9 033
S.S'M

i ,6

12,184
.5.4 1<

I

1.47"

I .,.,1

5S.I7.1

51,081

21,437

1

io.mo

22.212

Coke

7,136
17S

1.04,1

1.447
619

121
! S--4

16,347
8.655

4.57.1

1.266
1.724

16,054

7,446
40.4 59

Ore
2.420

10,761

93

376

3,394

63 i

Met
chandise

63,951

.10,411

sponding

lane- us

4.0S4

spondine

1919

116.'i0S

138,311

1920

Corre
sponding
year
1919

5,634

25,108

44.27S

171.474

166,058
14 2.040

2.601

4. 59"

12.20'J

40,46h
!

42.145

26,393

2.1 5,063
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the northwestern. The "central western was the only one to

show an increase over the corresponding week last year.

The summary for the week of October 8 is given in the

table od the preceding page.

The Car Service Division has compiled an information

bulletin dealing with car statistics which makes the follow-

ing comments on the showing up to October 8.

Comparing with the previous week the number of car.^

loaded fell below for all commodities enumerated except live-

stock and coal. The loading during corresponding week in

October, 1920,— 1,011,666 cars,—was the heaviest weekly

loading of which there is record. While for the week grain

and grain products loading fell off about 3,000 cars the total

loadings of grain and grain products, June 1 to October 8,

ini lusive, were 1,002,085 cars, which is an increase of 275,-

118 cars over the corresponding period of 1920.

Lumber loading appears to be about on the level with the

previous week and does not yet reflect the increase antici-

pated by reason of increased demands for equipment on the

part of the lumber loading roads. Forest products loading is

now about 15 per cent below that of last year. There is

brisk demand for cars for increased loading of cotton, to-

bacco and general merchandise.

Coke and ore loading are at an extremely low ebb due to

the continued inactivity of the steel mills.

The heavy demand for refrigerators is general. Loading

is particularly heavy in California, Washington, Oregon,
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BA0ORDER-OON0OLA 1921

Idaho and Colorado with large increase in loading over previ-

ous records. For fruit and vegetables there was recorded

a loading for the season up to October 1 of 261,210 cars,

which is an increase of 28,843 cars over previous year for

the same period. Recent weekly records of loading indicate

a higher percentage of increase with prospects of 30 to 40

per cent increase during the next few weeks over the corre-

sponding period of a year ago. To meet this situation rep-

resentatives of the railroads have been called together in

two groups—one at Washington and one at Chicago, repre-

senting the Eastern, Southeastern and Southwestern rail-

roads. These conferences have resulted in an immediate

movement of 5,500 railroad refrigerator cars into the territory

of greatest demand.
There is a most unusual movement of potatoes coming out

of the Northwest this season which up to the present is

being handled in box cars. It will soon be necessary to

provide protection against frost for this movement, which.
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BAD ORDER -BOX CARS 1921

with the beginning of the citrus movement from California

and Florida in the immediate future will make demands for

refrigerator cars continuous.

The load per car for refrigerators is less than for any

previous season. For the three months ended June 30 the

average load per refrigerator car was 13.5 tons. This com-

pares with 14.5 for the corresponding period in 1920 and
with 15.7 tons per car when compared with what has been

done heretofore, taking refrigerator loading as a whole. In

the citrus movement the loading from Southern territory is

considerably lower than that from the West. During the

Fall months of 1920 the loading from the Florida section

averaged 15.1 tons per car while the western loading of the

same commodity was 17.8 tons per car. If the transporta-

tion requirements are to be met satisfactorily this factor of

heavier loading of cars available must have attention on the

part of shippers and receivers and their co-operation given

to the best possible use of equipment.

Records recently compiled of loading of flour and mill

stuffs at one of the largest milling centers indicate that the

loading of flour for the month of August, 1921, averaged 29

tons per car, whereas during the same month in 1920 the

loading was 35.7 tons per car. Mill stuffs loaded at the

same terminal for the same period showed 23.9 tons per car

as against 30.6 tons per car last year. This means that on

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED AXD RECEIVED FROM CONNEI dO
Week Ended October 15, 1921

Total revenue freight loaded Received from connections

Districts: Year

I isti "i 1921
1920

Allegheny 1921
1920

Pocahontas
1920

Southern . .. 1921

Northwestern I

, ntral Wi tern. . 1921
1920

Southwestern
1920

otal ads. . 1921

increase
Decreasi
Increase ci mpared 1919

[92]

October 1

Septemrx i 14

.

September I? 1931

' "Grain and total figun

Grain
and grain
products

8,932
6,406
2,948
2,649
212
82

3,547
2,953

15,575
14,013
12,960
10,636
4,198
4,071

48,372
40,810
(3,017
7,562

'

s'iss

53,964
57.890
•53,046
•S6.019

slock

3,332
3,156
3,550
3,530
474
469

2,289
2,522
9,035
9,525
14.102
13,027
3,428
2,827

36,210
35,056
42,820
1.154

Coal

48,327
60,830
53,436
67,128
25,137
23,604
26,415
29,059
11,108
11,620
21,956
27,516
5,127
6,914

191,506
226.671
117,416

6,610
34.073

30,399

25,910

178,005
171,474
166,058

Coke
1,923
3,931
2,674
6,866
172

1,058
456

1,566
741

1,734
218
473
148
150

6,332
15,778
8,435

Fi re's)

products

4,437
8,024
2,951
3,492
1,242
1,680

16,986
IS. 579
12,722
14,216
7,200
7,069
7,479
7,252

53,017
60,312
61,061

2,103
6,054
5.615
4,946
4,853

8,044
49,459
49.466
48,702
46,472

Ore

1,166
10,238
2,945

13,989
11

336
489

3,350
13,655
44.394

724
3.3S5
799
737

19,789
76,429
53,334

35,165 9,446 7,295 56,640

Mer-
chandise
I.C.I..

61,715
48,991
47,427
40,358
5,527
5,327

40.087

29,184
29,115
.32,101

31,487
16.500
17,895

232,541
209.692
14S.279

33,545
25,702
26.393
30,333
28,215

84,262

233.465

235,063

Corre-
sponding

This vear vear
1921 1920

214,319

174,760

36,835

:3i',537

134,700

i 46. i S3

'67,700

Miscel-
laneous

84,487
105,390
58.829
76,593
4,060
5,138

41,268
40,790
42,680
43,322
5t>.«22

51,920

30,638

91

35.524 112,505

146,966

214,605

'

37,694

1 35,338

167,939

145.513

'

70,484

1,018,539

Corre-
sponding

vear This year
1919 1021

229,025

ii 9,927

i-t.V'iJ

'73/ ; 32

'57,048

63,167

'51,546

233,721

26*1,531

36,i84

132,953

1M.7J5

142,440

63,524

972.078

Corre-
sponding

1920

259,i66

'

i 9,674

'61,337

'

66,758

'

50,738

687,694

Corre-
sponding
year
1919

255,866

147,404

'io.'iio

'

76,912

'

79,449

'

50,683

79,449

317,429
300,757
2*7.371

66,044
895,740 1,011,666
•901,893 992.283
"S74.503 1.008,109
X54,450 991,166

OS 2.171
957.596
995,901
994.991

701,083
687,398
693. 881
678.200

:

711.103
684,366-
692,757

ised due to correction on D. L. & W. reports.
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the basis of current loading of flour for every six car.s dis-

patched there was one more car used than was necessary-.

Reports for July, 1921, show an average loading per car

for all commodities of 27.5 tons. The corresponding figure

for the same month in 1920 was 29.5 tons per car. Assuming
that there was a total of 3,363,000 cars loaded during the

month of July, 1921, had the same tonnage per car been

loaded this year as was loaded last year, there would have
been 228,000 less cars loaded during the month,—one of the

cures for car shortages.

Since Labor Day there has been a marked upward tendency
in total coal loading. In the anthracite fields the production

is remaining fairly constant with supply of equipment equal

to the demands.
Advance figures indicate a continued reduction of surplus

so that by <>r prior to November 1 the surplus of equipment
of gondola and hopper cars will be exhausted. There are

indications of sectional shortage, the total shortages as of

October 1 being approximately 3,300 cars.

The total number box cars in bad order, October 1, was
175,551, of which 144,078 were awaiting heavy repairs. It

will be noted that the turn in this condition came during the

early part of August, since which there has been a reduction

of total box cars awaiting repairs of approximately 15,000
and a reduction in the heavy repair cars of approximately
5,000. It may be assumed that 7 per cent of the total box
i ars owned would represent the number normally in bad order

under present conditions. This equals approximately 73,000
ems. Excess over normal is therefore 102,500 cars

There bus been little change in the total number of had
order open top ears comparing August 15 and October 1.

I he increase has apparently been stopped and advance indi-

cations are there will be a downward tendency dating from
October 1. The number of open top cars awaiting repair

August 15, were 153,406 while on October 1 this figure stood

at 152,768. Figures of bad order open top ear- as divided

between hoppers and gondolas are not available. It may be
assumed that 7 per cent of the open cars owned would repre-

sent the number normally in bad order under present condi-
tions This equals approximately 68,500 cars. Excess over

normal is therefore 84,000.

The freight car surplus showed a further reduction during
the week ending October 15 to 121,944, of which 36,882
were box cars and 69,558 were COa] ears. There were
shortages amounting to 3,683 cars, of which 1,098 were
refrigerator cars.

High Surtaxes Kill Sale

of Equipment Trusts

Washington, D. C.

AN EXP] VNATION of why the sales of the railroad equip-

ment trust Certificates taken by the Railroad Adminis-
tration in payment for the standard equipment allo-

cated to the railroads were suddenly stopped recentrj

the War Finance Corporation had disposed of some $94 000
000 of them in two or three weeks, is aff rded bj a letter writ

ten by Eugene Meyer, |r,. managing din dor of the corpora-

tion, to Chairman Fordney of the House ways and means
committee.

The proceeds of the sales mi rea i rj the funds of the Rail-

road Administration available to make its settlements with
the roads. Mr. Meyer says that upon the discussion in the

te of an increase in the maximum surtaxes in the revenue
hill from 32 per cent as provided in the House bill, to 50
per cent, which was forced upon the s

< nat< leaders by the
"agricultural bloc" all sales of these securities immediately
ceased. They hear interest, at the rate of 6 per cent and (he
higher the rate of surtax of the income tax law. the greater

is the inducement for large investors to put their funds into

lower rated tax-exempt securities.

The letter recalled Mr. Meyi r's testimony before Congres-
sional committees in connection with the railroad funding
bill, in which he stated the opinion that the funds used by the

corporation in carrying out the provisions of the bill would
overed through the sale of securities before June 30,

1922.

"I based that estimate on the ability to sell gradually the

securities which we would probably take from the director

general of railroads," Mr. Meyer said. "I based my confi-

dent expression of opinion, however, upon certain facts and
conditions, as you will remember. The facts were:

"1. Improving gross and net earnings of the railr

due to the improvement in business, and especially the im-
provement in the general business of the country that I ex-
pected would follow the passage of the bill itself, through
the increased purchasing power of the railroads in connec-
tion with maintenance and repair work.

"2. The increasing ease in the money market and the
prospect of an improved investment demand.

"Both of these conditions have been emphasized since I

appeared before your committee.

"There was one other condition upon which my expo tation
with reference to the sale of securitii sed, and that
was the enactment into law of the recommendations of the
Sei retary of the Treasury with regard to tin reduction of the
upper brackets of the income taxes. This latter i i

•

also made dear in my testimony on the railroad funding bill

before the interstate and foreign commerce comim
Senate and the House.

"Following the adoption by the House of Representatives
of the reduction of the maximum surtax to .^2 p. i

able, a. tin- inform. ill\ by authority of the President and the
doe, tor general of railroads, to arrange the sale in September
"t ,1, .ut $ 100,000,000, par value, of the railroad equipment
trust certificates held by the govemm • to the
United States government with accrued int,

"Immediately upon the assembling of the Congress and the
discussion of an increase in the surtax t.. a maximum of SO
percent, all sales of these securities immediatel]
is fair to assume that the discussion of the increas
was intimateh related to the termination of the mar',
railroad equipments. The sales did not cease because of the

-lion of the supple f ,|, ..;,;,., of the gQod
roads, a- the government now holds $54,000,000 par
of the equipment trust

, , rtifi< ates of the same roads of win, h
a considerable part already ha- been actuall) disposed of.
"The tax situation is intimately related to the marketing of

id and industrial s re U rities on a reasonable bas -

in view of my previous statement. I am writing you this
letter beca 1 am not willing to be responsible for any
plans based upon the expectation of marketing railroad se-
curities on a o per cent basis, if the surtaxes are to be raised
above the House s, hedule."

The Interstate Commerce Commission- is receiving many ap-
plications from railroads and individual officers and directors for
authority to retain the position of officer anil direct
than one company after December 31. Am •

cations received are the following: From M. I.. IV" I

thority to retain the

counsel of the Chicago, Keek Island & Pacific, whili

vith various subsidiary companies and the V
St. Louis: from the Chicago >\- Western Indiana for a;:

for its office, -
'ic Belt Railv

For authoritj to retain thi

oi director of the Illinois Central, the Union r.ae :

& Hudson, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pittsburgh. For: Wayne
& Chicago and various subsidiaries
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Morrison's Flashlight Signal

for Highway Crossings

Tin New York, New Haven & Hartford has recently

put up at a number of highway grade crossings in

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut a new

style of light signal (with no bell) to give indications both

day and night The new signal is attached to the post of the

ordinary crossing sign and the light is controlled electrically

by approaching trains, by means of track circuits actuated by

the moving trains, as in the ordinary audible crossing signal.

The light is a standard Edison, incandescent. The red

roundel, eight inches in diameter, is surrounded by an illu-

minated disk which, to the wayfarer, says "when red, stop."

The letters (white) stand out prominently, especially at night.

The light is of the same general design as that used in the

automatic block signals on the New York division of the

road, which were described in the Railway Age of April 27,

1917. The reflector is 24 in. in diameter and the drum carry-

ing the lens is 8 in. in diameter. The Edison socket of the

lamp is held in place by an adjusting device so arranged that,

within certain limits, it can be centered at any point in both

Red Light Crossing Signals at Andover, Connecticut

the horizontal and the vertical planes. The parabolic re-

flector is of mirrored glass, and it is permanently fastened to

the lantern.

The electric light bulb is a G-18>4, 40-watt, 8-volt. It is

a 1000-hour lamp designed especially for the signals of the

New Haven road. The filament is a horizontal spiral with a

focal distance of 15/16 in. with an allowance for variation of

not more than 3/32 in. The lamp has a standard Edison
medium screw base. The filament is of such shape that it

gives a spread of 12 deg. of high intensity light, that is, six

degrees on either side of the axis of the beam. The lamp is

rated at 1,000 hour at normal voltage, but is operated at about
IS per cent below normal, thus increasing the life of the lamp

100 to 200 per cent. It is calculated that, thus operated, the

bulbs will last at least a year; and by renewing the bulbs at

regular periods, well within the time limit, a high factor of

safety will be obtained.

Photometer readings indicate that when the lamp is

properly focused in the reflector, the projected beam through

the red roundel is about 6,000 c. p. at one degree from the

axis of the beam.

The bracket, B, by which the lamp is fixed to the post, is

fitted with set screws by which the lamp may be adjusted in

both the horizontal and the vertical planes. A double slow-

releasing relay, so designed that one member reacts upon the

Morrison's Red Light Day and Night Signal for Highway
Crossings

other, automatically opens and closes the contacts for flashing

the light. This relay is so adjusted that the time between the

pick-up and release of one pair of magnets is different from

that of the other; this provides the proper time element for

the energizing and de-energizing of the lamp filament. The
apparatus is adjusted to give 30 flashes a minute, which is

believed to be the most suitable arrangement. The relay is so

adjusted that in each cycle the lamp is alive 75 per cent of the

time and 25 per cent of the time it is dark.

The circuit arrangement is such that practically all ab-

normal conditions will produce a constant red light, except

failure of the track circuit, in which case a flashing red light

will be displayed.

Energy is provided from an eight-volt storage battery hav-
ing a capacity of 56 ampere hours, under intermittent service.

The storage battery is slowdy charged by floating across a

primary battery. It is proposed to use the storage battery

for all installations; but at certain points where commercial

( urrent is available the accumulator is charged direct from
the commercial source rather than by the primary battery.

As shown in the perspective illustration, a light signal is

provided on each side of the railroad.

These signals have proved so satisfactory that the railroad

has been allowed to install them, in some cases, in place of

watchmen, resulting in a substantial saving in operating

expenses.

These signals are in service at Titicut, Mass.; Norton,
Mass.; Cranston, R. I.; Andover, Conn.; New Britain,

Conn.; Hamden, Connecticut, and Derby, Connecticut. Three
of them are now being put up at crossings in New York
State.
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Mechanical Convention at Atlantic City

The Executive Committee of the Railway Supply Manu-
facturers' Association met at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New
York City, October 26, 1921. The situation was thoroughly

discussed regarding the meeting and exhibits of the Asso-

ciation for 1922. The letter ballot as to the preference of

all members indicated a three-to-one vote in favor of the

meeting and exhibits. The letter ballot and reports from the

various members of the committee, representing all parts of

the United States, showed also that the members were de-

cidedly in favor of going to Atlantic City for the meeting and

exhibits. A formal vote was taken and it was unanimously
decided to hold the 1922 meeting and exhibits in Atlantic

City.

The General Committee of Division 5 Mechanical,

American Railway Association, held a meeting in New Vorl

City on the afternoon of October 6, and de< ided unanimously

to hold its annual convention at Atlantic City, June 1 ! to 21,

1 ''22. Division 3, American Railway Association (Purchase -

and Stores) will be invited to hold its annual meeting at the

same time and place.

The American Railway Chief Surgeons' Association held

it-, semi-annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on

October 17. The principal topic- undei discussion was the

proposed vaccination of all cmplovec - .rcon I Miiallpox and

typhoid fiver.

A sleeping car line 785 miles in length is now in operation
in Great Britain. It extends From Vberdeen, Scotland, to

Penzance, in the southwest part of England, not far from
Land's End. The route is over the Caledonian, the Xorth
British, the North Eastern, and the Great icntr.il to Ban-
bury, and thence by the Great Western

Meals at One Dollar on the Pennsylvania

Meals at one dollar, a luncheon or a dinner, can now !

had on the dining cars of the Pennsylvania Railroad, special

combination lunches and dinners being served at this price.

on all cars throughout the System. This convenience is in

addition to the usual a la carte features. During a brief

experimental period about thirty different combinations have
been tried. Others are being added, and changes are to be

made frequently, in order to afford varietj well

as to determine those which are most popular. Each special

combination consists ol either meat or fish, two vegetables,

rolls and coffee, tea or milk.

Conference on Railroad Tie Specifications

A conference on the proposed unification of specifications

for railroad cross ties and switch ties, called b) the \i"

Engineering Standards Committee, was held at Washington
on October 25 at the office of the United States Iciest Set

ice. The conference decided unanimously that such unmet
tion should he undertaken, but as to the question as to the

scope of the- work it was thought best to i work
to unifying the existing specifications as to i e and quality
and not to consider the matter of treating ties. The I

Service and the American Railway Engineering Association
were appointed as sponsors for the organization oi the work
and committees will be formed including representat \

I

the lumber industry and other interests John Foley, foi

of the Pennsylvania, represented the American Railway En

nee. The National
ciation of Railroad Tie Producers was represented by W. C.

Nixon. Rept nt of the National
Hardwood I Limb r Association, the National Lumber Manu-
facturei ition, tin West ' oast Forest Products

I, the American Sociel ting Materials, the
American Electric Railway ' .rest Service
and the Bureau of Standards.

Machine Tool Builders' Convention

The twentieth annual - of the National Machine
Tool Builders' Association was held Oct' :id 20
at the Hotel tor, New York. A considerable proportion
of the membership was in attendance at the opening si

when II. Tuechter, president of the association, read his

opening address. He discussed the possibilities in the
standardization of tools, improved standard methods of cost
accounting and the value of the statistical service being de-
veloped by E. F. Du Brul, general manager of the a-

tion It was proposed to make this statistical service a

barometer to guide the members of the association.
I he president's address was followed in the' afternoon by
addresses by Charli hill, Congressman from Massa-
chusetts, on "How Present Political Policies Affect Bush
Prof oi Ionian, of New York University, on "Bu

and C. L. Cameron and E. F. Du Rrul, on "What
Things Should Machine Tool Builders Do and What Should
They Avoid at Various Stages of the Cycle?" The second
day of the convention was di tings,

and the third to addresses of genera] interest followed by an
ssion. Officers of the association for thi

1921 were re-eli

election of Howard W. Dunbar, Norton Company, Won
Mass., as secretary.

Valuation Bureau Reorganization

The Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission is undergoing an extensive reorganization

cunting and land sections, which
involves some reduction of the force, as the field work has
bei n practically completed, and the principal remaining weirk

consists of compilation ami the preparation of tentati

ports. The weirk is now being centralized in Was'
and the district offices are to be closed and the engii

board abolished. In place of the board, II. M
engineer at Chattanoof n appointed

supervising engineer at Washington and will have .

similar to the staffs maintained by the district engineers
The Chicago office is tec be maintained until N
but the Kan sa - I it} and San Frani

on October 26 and the Chattai > has alrcad]
closed. Approximately 300 en the district

will be moved to Washington, hut many of them, particular!-.

from the mote distant offices, diel not care to movi and in

instances this will mean that others will be taken on
at Washing! - to till their places. .\ considerable number
of men will remain in tl sing up their work until

the end of the year. C C. Witt, district engineer at

City, has been appointed assistant supervising engineer at

Washington R. A. Thompson and Edwin F. Wendt. district

engineers at San Francisco and Washington, h.e

r 30, and tl n of W. D. I

engineer at < Inc.. November
30 Similarly the land si tralized at

ington and the service of the to be
terminated on November IS.

847
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads— Selected Items for the Month of August, 1921,

roadandyeai
New England R<

Boston & Albany 1921

Bosti n & Maine 1921
1920

N. Y., N. II. & II 1921
1920

ireal I al es Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1921

1920

Del., Lack. & Western 1921
1920

Krie (inc. Chic. & Erie). .1921
1920

Lehigh Valley 1921
1920

Michigan Central 1921
1920

New York Centra! 1921
1920

N. Y.. Chic, it St. L 1921
1920

Pere Marquette 1921
1920

Titts. & Lake Krie 1921
1920

Wabash l q 21
1920

nhio-Indiana-AlIegheny Region:

Baltimore & Ohio 1921
1920

Central of N. J
1921

Chicago & Eastern 111 1921
1920

C, C, C. & St. 1 1921
1920

Elgin, Toliet & Eastern 1921
1920

Long Island 1921
1920

Pennsylvania Sysl-m 1921
1920

Phila. cV Reading 1921
1920

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921

1920

Norfolk & Western 1921
1920

Southern Region:
Atlantic Coast Line 1921

1920

Central of Georgia 1921
1920

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.I... 1921
1920

Louisville & Nashville 1921
1920

Seaboard Air Line 1921
1920

Southern Ry '-921

1920
Northwestern Region:

C. & N. W 192!
1920

C. M. & St. P 1921
1920

C, St. P.. M. & 1921
1920

Great Northern '.921

1920

M„ St. P. & S. Ste. M. ...1921

Northern Pacific 1921
1920

Ore.-Wash. R. R. & N
1920

Central Western R
Atch., '1'op. & Santa Fe...!921

19 v
Chicago & Alton 1921

Chi., Burl. & Quincy 192:
19211

Chic, Rock Isl. & Pacific. .1921

Denver & Rio Gr'de West'n. 1921
1920

Oregon Short Line. 1921

Southern Pacific .... 1921

Union Pacific l"'l

Southwestern R<

Glllf, Colo. \ Simla Ke....l921
r> 10

Missouri, '

. . ..1921
1920

Mo., Kans. & Tex. of Tex. .1921

Missouri Pacific 1921
1920

St. Louis-San Francisco. .. 1921
1920

Southern Pacif'C Lines 1921
(in Texas and Louisiana) .1920

Texas & Pacific 1921
1920

Car-rr iles Ton -miles Aver age nu ober I toco
> (thou sands) in :ves or line dailv

Locomoti
vc-ragc _! east- Gr.ss. Net.

" '

Per
niles of 'Principal Loaded Empty Per bound Excludin r Revenue Serv- Un- cent

< 1 Train- and ( thou- (thou- cent .f locomotiv and non- ice- serv- rnserv-
perated ' miles helper Light sands 1 sands) loaded total and tende revenue able ceable ceable Stored

294 237,289 256,462 29,707 4,479 2.329 65.8 50.0 232,576 90,975 123 29 19.1

394 342,870 365,715 36,775 6,124 2,771 68.8 50.0 347,394 164,768 135 30 18.2

2,469 509,399 564,573 46.61(1 11,094 4.627 70 6 50.5 561,444 230,743 325 132 28.9 62
2,469 748,603 837,170 86,090 15,442 6.014 72.0 50.8 348,382 390,619 371 96 20.5 1

1.960 452,517 4X7,134 30,355 10,498 5.192 66.9 49.2 537,300 222,152 309 79 20.3 45
1,938 549.25S 577,632 38,069 11.970 4,278 73.7 49.1 624,611 295,436 318 80 20.1

880 339,246 445,083 33,260 8,556 5,196 62.2 50.4 561,387 276.773 276 35 11.3 114
881 474,557 677,898 45,849 12,388 6.257 66.4 49.1 860.783 456,243 263 37 12.4 8

997 511,787 625,962 115,829 15,943 6,873 69.9 50.2 875,637 416,323 303 56 15.5 46
997 602.361 731,373 134.938 18,523 7,763 70.5 50.5 1.079,114 547,967 306 24 19.5

2.259 951,327 1,066,507 48,796 31,682 15,20? 67.6 50.5 1,867,603 859.152 550 177 24.3 '53

2.259 1.145,156 1,303,498 50,243 38,707 16,718 69.8 50.8 2,296,856 1.1 16, 10 1 578 109 15.9 5

1.431 559,876 614,036 59,717 15,883 9,365 62.9 52.9 964,033 431,766 439 107 19.6 129
1,429 692.753 780.257 75.312 21,447 9,127 70.1 4S.7 1,32S,081 705.534 410 184 31.0 80
1,829 440.153 457,183 18,260 13,836 7.042 66.3 46.3 742.532 298,867 328 84 20.4 107

1.S26 612.979 639,760 21,475 20,506 7.644 72 8 48.3 1,096,847 522. 360 339 75 18.1

5,655 1,677,716 1,856,719 133,471 59,097 35.692 62 3 47.6 3,435,800 1.455,922 977 622 38.9 248
5,646 2,154.718 2,509.751 196,247 84.032 42.437 66.4 49.9 5.053.436 2,498,332 1', I

1
) (») CI

572 320,416 320,989 909 9,969 4,630 *8.3 51.3 508,026 200,011 119 49 28.9 5

573 442,159 449.434 938 13,564 3.S94 77.7 56.5 694,440 335.864 115 49 29.8 1

2,196 345,847 351,558 6.SS1 8,689 4.066 68.1 48.6 475.349 206,794 163 45 21.5 18
2,208 373,969 387,523 5,931 10,089 2,681 79.0 51.6 524,692 274,784 158 39 19.7

225 67,273 70,156 599 2,374 1,344 63.9 48.4 166,136 93.149 59 27 31.5 '22

225 155,041 158.575 1.391 6,132 2.275 72.9 48.9 426,678 262.143 65 13 17.0 1

2,418 595,359 627,690 9,632 16,308 7,490 68.5 48.2 S74.616 372,818 276 71 211.5 y<

2,418 653,517 669,184 8,762 19,849 5,513 78.3 49.0 1,024,809 502,607 265 69 20.7 14

5,185 1,671,430 1,772,764 137,693 40,623 25,729 61.2 48.6 2,690.838 1,322.018 1,002 393 28.2 192
5,154 2,194,745 2,450,990 137.081 59,741 31.902 65.2 49.4 4.039,162 2.153,618 1.082 227 17.3 9

679 264,944 297,263 40,173 6,237 3.733 62.6 49.3 390,283 192.294 206 56 21.3 14

679 360,193 391,220 38,226 8,039 4.276 65.3 51.9 515,978 268.996 219 50 18.6

1,131 246,902 248,431 3.895 5,818 3.527 62.2 51.6 355,485 177.339 127 49 27.7 '46

1,131 316,805 329,124 5.574 8,008 3.791 67.9 53.2 483,110 137 52 27.5 2

2,382 627,199 653,303 2,912 17,213 11.295 60.4 48.6 1,067,098 468.446 299 143 32.4 32

2,393 755,389 786,263 738 21,999 10.758 67.2 52.9 1,332,925 304 75 19.8

836 87,348 94,207 4.710 2,714 1,301 67.6 52.1 197,442 106,104 97 11 10.0 'i.i

835 162,230 184,219 13,030 5,343 1.961 73.2 53.9 361,512 199.617 94 13 12.5

395 46,290 53,044 8,585 588 401 59.5 49.9 32,861 12.833 35 10 22.6
'

i

395 43,413 56,416 12.638 520 289 64.3 51.2 27,025 11.319 39 11 22.3

10,877 3,954.882 4,278,363 300.264 100,933 57,353 63.8 48.8 6.776.305 3,376,523 2,615 854 24.6 843
10.838 5,349,632 5,930.715 440,219 135.669 75.213 64.3 47.9 9,157.378 4,928.190 2,166 849 28.2 5

l.lio 503,999 568,105 70,229 12.390 7,130 63.5 50.3 835.302 432.357 367 85 18.9 168

1.119 678,152 794,177 114,371 17,872 7,942 69.2 51.6 1,200.244 693.052 299 81 21.3 1

2,548 641,697 694.937 20,147 18,473 13 211 58.3 48.6 1,395,262 749,688 456 102 IS.

3

126
2,520 909,620 1,004.891 28.179 28,167 17.731 61.4 50.9 2.146.624 l.ioi. 590 416 112 21.1 4

2,221 665.948 800.708 29,845 18,164 12,041 60.1 49.6 1,373,981 744,037 614 88 12.5 216
2,190 866,697 1,111,145 51.C08 26,493 14,674 64.4 49.0 1,959,756 1,104,221 505 174 25.6 62

4.887 474.410 478,123 6,809 9,953 5,295 65.3 52.6 508.139 197,762 295 113 27.6 68
4.890 601.053 604,338 8.667 13.200 5.989 68.8 49.5 694.675 308.977 289 149 54 D 1

1,908 227,007 229,216 2.022 4,427 2,242 66.4 49.0 229.958 98.910 110 25 18.8 17
1.913 259,948 262,639 5,231 5,312 1.896 73.7 48.4 274.367 129,280 112 IS 13.7

•6,151 1.549,470 1.555,055 30.251 40.852 24,141 62.9 50.5 2,579,683 1.1 4 2. 793 712 95 11.8 it.

6.151 2,010,413 2,019.941 41.853 52,902 22,954 697 49.9 3.253.576 1,606.406 690 103 13.0 12
5,020 1.461,786 1,556.544 55,523 25,033 16.956 59.6 49.5 766.006 551 103 15.8 37

5,024 1,673,333 1,836.710 65,758 30.528 14.S73 67.2 49.6 1.871.885 946.519 540 112 17.2

3,537 351,147 360,355 6.708 7,156 2,888 71.2 52.7 355,145 144.844 166 90 35.2
'

6
3.537 442,766 451.037 10,022 10,087 3.651 7 3.4 50.7 525.507 242,154 175 97 35.6 1

6.942 1.181.316 1,202.071 24.863 24.955 12,734 66.2 48.7 1,332,754 553,821 879 239 21.4 65

6,942 1.507,552 1.540.7S7 37.S02 33,426 11,674 74.1 50.4 1,739.792 S0O.546 896 205 18.6 2

8.371 1,631,875 1,680,576 22,430 34.517 21.536 016 48.9 2,034,514 787.534 813 262 24.4 62
8.323 1,799,323 1.841.725 25.544 40.4 56 21,247 65.6 4S.5 2.327,448 1,072,757 685 230 2=1 4

10.992 1,590,480 1,631.684 64.02S 38.S62 19,533 66.6 50.4 2,175.658 •992.748 880 208 19.1 137
10,626 1,816,265 1,879.207 74,843 47.270 24,728 €5.7 46.1 2,600.077 1,174,690 664 274 29.2

1.726 345,988 366,270 15,005 6,481 2,918 69.0 51.2 '54.545 155,929 156 S7 26.6 25

1,726 368,007 389,439 16,587 7,215 2.S01 72.0 47.8 384,667 172.916 166 47 22.0 2C

7,978 832,665 853,050 26.049 23.038 12.731 64.4 47.9 1,386.607 664,005 592 ISO 24.2 215
7.185 1,055.179 1.091,564 30.039 20.18S 59.8 43.6 1,853,036 883,112 510 186 26.8 59
4,359 468,897 498,523 7,404 10,428 3,975 72.4 48.8 518.444 237,380 542 61 15.1 28

4.227 558,945 564.517 7,693 12,850 5,478 70.1 46.4 653,340 302.480 355 70 17.2 28
, 108 783.139 819.334 51,365 22,465 11,181 66 8 48.8 565,385 7J2 157 2 ' 4 114
6,405 1,101.466 1,172,226 si,: 2i 28,783 17,662 62.0 42.5 1.716.028 769.756 520 152 20.4 17

2.198 220,651 245,655 33.6R9 5.529 2,221 71 1 48.6 320.825 ; 6,8 !' 119 40 1

2.146 !63,804 303,284 6.541 1,995 76.6 51.9 359,455 184.199 122 37 22 5

9.771 1.604.796 1,712.694 85,362 43,665 22.261 66.2 53.1 2.158.010 ') 15,99 1 777 200 20.5 119
9,708 1,940.137 2.052.557 104.665 54.211 25.700 67.8 47.

7

2,962,385 1.198.706 701 225 24.5 10

1,010 358,625 366.672 42M1 7,680 4,969 Ml , 50.3 463.129 182,461 113 40 26.3 17

1,010 354,990 362.534 6,601 8,063 3,668 68.7 48.7 io5, Mn 207,531 98 50 33.9 1

9,326 1.591,780 1,663.687 79,741 41.345 23,387 63.9 50.8 2.485.1 7S 1. 183. 770 681 264 27.0 92
9,504 1,783,857 1.864,443 94.565 49,884 23.337 68.1 •18.7 2 "2 ' "4 1 1.450.5S1 638 251 28.3

7.661 1,514,331 1,539.709 15,718 31,597 15.178 <7 o 49.8 1.791.243 825. 3S4 590 165 21.8 '25

7.663 1.471.191 1,500.097 18.262 31.539 10,679 74.7 46.1 1,651.831 780,196 489 20S 29.9 12

2,593 249,515 307,351 61.699 5.230 3,290 61.4 46.8 324.S-! 144.585 229 75 24.8 48
2.604 306,757 2X0. ..'Ill 77,758 11,-122 2,824 69.6 47.3 379,890 190,549 225 81 20 12

2.359 376,705 3S6.733 21.744 8.819 5,229 62.8 46.8 547,876 236.514 180 42 18.8 47
468,102 401.444 31.609 11.186 6,089 64.8 47.9 677.490 321.029 160 70

1.16S.190 1,327.784 250.481 - 31.435 15,470 67.0 49.8 751. S76 5 70 198 25.

S

15

6.970 1,411,287 1.612.299 279,171 38.739 14.036 73.4 51.1 2.168.504 9 1."
,; MO 122 16.7 2

1.174.894 1,189,324 63.S75 18,193 65.6 50.9 12 '.lot 749.609 5«S 156 25.4 51

3,614 1.479.550 1,503.398 69.603 45.515 19,747 68.S 4 s' 5 2,368,446 998.437 395 124 7

1

- 34-1,417 355,674 5,716 7.704 6.098 55.8 52 50",OS 5 224.079 12S 40 22 S 10

1,895 258,868 265,890 4,856 2,411 72.1 47.0 353.008 170,174 100
'

27.5 3

1,709 4.847 7.386 '42)31 60.0 48.7 lo-, Ion 146 32 18.2 51

1,710 161,462 365.487 10,749 5 4 54 o2.0 46.2 530.604 224.742 lis 45 26.6
1,740 248,840 253.723 2.7ns 4,681 3,013 611.8 49.4 2S1.423 119.613 101 41 28. 17

1.740 289.395 295,170 4,004 5,056 '

1 so 65.4 44.9 295,514 17 1,876 106 40
7.264 1,196.344 1,205,323 34.0S4 26.962 16 441 ' 1 47.4 1.629.599 407 158 23.0

7,263 1.: 12,1 15 1,218,428 37.749 29.621 9.750 75.2 47.3 1,635 88
' 809.791 405 147 26.5

1,761 789.443 800.301 122 71 14.175 66.1 50.1 798.969 352/357 321 128 28.6 "i'\

4,757 956,262 966,0(19 19,993 17,'50O •7.956 68.7 49.8 985.438 453.845 380 101 2C.9

3,657 533,931 536,075 3,424 1 1.006 5.766 65.6 50.1 63; ,078 2-7.7--J 168 124 42.5

025.367 631,323 4,550 14.427 5.124 73.8 50.7 806.644 3'i4.5S5 191 98 34.0

1.953 251,270 251,270 1.437 5,662 2.733 67.4 50.0 306,854 127,157 118 70 37.1 26

1,947 353,307 355.335 4,760 7,616 3,013 71.7 48.6 412.995 184.483 133 69 34.1 16

Compiled by the Bu of Statistics, Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Compared with August, 1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues Above $25 000 000
Average number of freight ,. .

' '

cars on line daily Gl \.., ,...,
,'

'.['

Net
tons

Region, road and year Home
New England Region:

Boston & Albany 1921 3,475
1920 634

Boston & Maine 1-921 18,246
1920 7,725

N. Y.( N. II. & II [921 25,719
1920 8,590

(reat Lakes Regi< n

Delaware & Hudson 1921 11,007
19.»0 4,961

Del., Lack. J4 Western ... 1921 17,921
1920 4,358

Erie (inc. Chic. & Ere) .. 1921 39,032
1920 7,47

I.ehigh \'al!cy 1921 31,731
1920 8,532

Michigan Central 1921 19,373
1920 4.586

New York Central 1921 88,935
1920 30,265

N'. Y., Chic. & St. 1 1921 4,997
1920 1,443

Pere Marquette I'M 11.394
1920 1,089

Pitts. & Lake Eric 1921 19.995
1920 .! . 3 S 4

Wabash 1921 11992
1920 5] 176

(Miio Indiana-.MIeghenv Region:
Baltimore & Ohii 1921 69,973

1920 24,524
Central of N. I 1931 19,993

19:0 5,259
Chicago & Eastern III.. .192] 14.330

1920 5,180
C, C, C. & St. L 1921 17,651

1920 4,011
Elgin, Mi'i & Eastern. .1921 9,726

1920 8,481
Long Island 1921 2,150

1"'"
i

Pennsylvania Svsi.-m 19 I 219,759
1920

I'hila. & Reading 192]
1920

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohii [921 40.496

1 1,225
Norfolk & Western 1921 36,635
,

1920 i

Southern Region:
Atlantic Coast Line 1921 21.222

1920 5.995
Central oi G orgia 19 II 4,677

1 1,284
I. C (inc. Y, & M V.).. 1" 'I 14,346

1920 13,366
Louisville & Nashvill. 192] 39,85°

1920 15,7117

Seaboard Air Line 1921 11,6 IE

r <i 3,941
Southern Ry 1921 39 746

1920 15,203
northwestern Region:

C & N W l»:i 49,102
1920

C, M. & St. P 192] 49,742
1920 19,928

(".. St. P., M. & O.. 192! 1,378
1920 2,304

Great Northern 1921 46,796
1920

M., St. P. S B Ste M i" 'i 10, -

1920 7,91.'
Northern Pacific ....... I') .'I 38,416

~ ...
v ''"

Orc.-Wash. R. R. & Nai 1921 0.755
1920 .'.775

Central Western R<

Atch., Top. S Santa Ee. . 102

1

45.100
1920 24,944

Chicago >\- Alton 1921 10.870
I J. 771

Chic, Burl. S- Ouiiu-v. . . . I'i'l 47,589
19 'o

Chic, Rock Isl & Pai -

1«20 10,038
Denv, S Rio Gr'deWcsfn.1921 12 756

10 •„

Oregon Short Line. - 1921 7,039

b . ,.
1920

s lent Pai il i [9 !1 24,758

,, .

'"-'"

1 mon Pacific 1021 16.563
- , ,

1"-'" 6,285
southwestern Re 'ion :

Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe [921 8.806
1920 2,358

Missouri, Kan- & Tex... 1921 7,765

,, ,. 1920 4.769
Mo., k.ms & Tex. of Tex. 192] 272

1920 337
Missouri Pactfii 1921 31.257

c , • „ „ ''''" l "-"-!
'

Sl I oms San I rat 1921 20,790

B . r, --
'"'" '"'

Southern Pacific Lines.. .1921 8 470
(fa Texas and I , ;ii,u ,i ..

i
,i

le\.,s & Pacific 1921 5.580
1920 1,959

Net ton
miles

P r

Car-
miles
per

mile

Foreign Total ' aide Stored and tender .r' ^ car% csu%y gf" *%»*

1.000 gross Passenger service
ton-miles. r
including

3,672
8,000
12,046

13,059
34,130

4,907
16,409
7,788

21,018
15,265
54,703
7,887

29.306
13,448
33,762
46,016
131.169
3,978
10,844
11,075
18,878
7,312

26,664
11,261
24,456

89,940
8,345

20,104
3,230

11,638
15,034
32,719
3,988
7,285

5,337
64,071

10,

9,764
27.775
5.272

5,792
19,239
3,313
6,489
19.336
44,731
1 1. 77.1

6,16 !

14,834
17,846
42,330

Jo. .Ml

54,874
26,724

11,504

6.939

1,628

locomotive Train-
miles

7,147
8.634

30,292
34,877
38,778
42,720

15,914
21,370
25,709
25.376
54,297
62,175
39,618
37,838 8.3

32.821 21.7
38,348 7.6

l-'4. 951 18.5
i 7.3

8,975 21.3

12,282 7.1

! 169

27,307
30.018

19,632

7.9

3.9

21 7

9.0

25.8
8.7

21.9
6.8

6.8
36.2
12.6

99,395
1 1 1. 16 i

25,363
17.560
16,818
32,685
36,730
13,714
15,769
5,075
5.937

|l

50,260
41,

41,907
35,757

27.014
. 14

7.77.1

63,68 !

58,097

17.7'XI

18,775

57.533

10.6 3,926
6.5

20.4 4.896
10.7

13.3 846

4.0 193
4.0

14.3 57,670

-'4.-'

ii :

14.4

980
1,013
1,102
1,133
1,187
1,137

1.655
1,814
1.711

1,791
1,963

2,006
1,722
1.917
1,653
1,789

2,345
1.586
1,571
I. .174

1,403
•

2.752
1.469
1,568

610
1.840
1,473
1.433

1,440
1,525
1,701
1,765
2.260
2,228
710
623.

1,713
1,712

1,657
1.77(1

2, 1 74
2.360
2,063

1,071

1.013
1.0S5
1,665
1,618
1,112
1,119
1,01 I

Lis;
1,128
1,154

5,343 10.0 6.07') 1,247
82,243
76,466

12.89.1

48.68Q

45.355
41.544

8.1

8.9
14.2

3.0

5.0.14

71.1

14.552
36.769
6,172
14.727

34.557
4,915
6,198
3.9.11

o.7o.l

21,074

9.S23

4.559

8,83 !

6,091
9.956

12,174

42.141

13,819
19,004

4,436
11,306

59.652
61,713
17,114.'

17.1.71

1 1,418

10,970
10.619
45,832

23,466

1.1.305

1 |,8S6
14,725
1.1.504

12.511
55.949

22,298
22,151

10,016

11.5 3,280
S.4

3.3 200

1.294

1.368

1,432

1,045

1,665
1,756
1,106

1,623
i

1,454

1,291

1,306

1,639

1,238

1.454
1,447
1,546
1.537
1,670
1,601

I.47S

1,364
1.4 70

1,468
1,131
1 ,02

1

1,362

1,012
1,031
1.193
1 .200

1.221
1,169

4X1

5 J 2

813
910
903
983

26 9

36.8

852
868

624
7oo
598
735

1.385
1,691

626
769

791
981

747
718
796
747
S47

277

854
921

1,168
1,310
1,117
1.274

417
514

799
524
566
41a
547

5.11

596
624
047
451
479
797
837
506
541

699
711
698

577

509

744
813

651

481
450

4JS
475

26.

29.6
27.1

29.1
27.2
32.9
21 6
-'5.5

.4.6

14

27.2
39.2
42.8
22.9
25.3

32.5
36.0
30.S
33 .5

30.5
31.5

27.2
29.1
19.1

.17.4

21.8
33.5
36.3
14

38.8

40.6
42.3
41.0
41.7

19.9
23.4

28.1
.10.4

30.6

25.5

24 1

2.1.5

25 -'

26.7

25 7

>5.«

25.9

616
246
361

689
522
697
510
584
352
601
294
439
348
499
719
882
297
386

342
326
483
462
562
250
408

481
938
57.1

996

2.16

395
399
537
581
892
452
629
263
416
310
449

337
421
419

317
433
404
585

468

34 5

515

541
491

492

54.1

4iin

495

404

574

449

7.450

3.015
5.104
3.657
4,917

19.141
16.713
13.474
17.734
12.27(1

16.081
9.736

15.925

14.273

21.5
25.8
II .1

15.7

17.2

22.6
28.1

28.8
9.4
14,9

6.3

4.4
18.0

22.0

27.9
28.1

28.6
33.4
27.9
28.8
20.6
26.1

20.5
25.7

25.3 .

52.5 11,277
45.8 18.923

17.9 4,014
4.4 13,377
9.0 37,657

33.'. 4.974
27.6 6,706

8.225
13.480
9.142
12.7X5

5,058
7,190

4.094

925
10.013

12.459
19.975

9,490
15.253
10,807
16,266

1,305
2,038

6,019

1.321

.'.035

4.158
2.913
3,566

3,231

2.769

3.057

5.029

1.798

24.5
26.9

32.9
42.1

30.1

23.6

24.0

19.1

33.3
17.5

.15.7

41.8

15.6

41.3

190

24.1

.'4 .1

-

I

204
145

i59
183

18C
171

162

ii-i

145
159
169
119

306.350
325,584
962,179
989,493

1.116,929
1,237,385

226,428
236.603
516.284
518,098
686.855
735.099
390.892
389,625
623.114
668.402

Passenger
train

car-miles

2,050,105
2.081,214
5.419.381
5.941.952
7.191,421
7.968,337

1.306,458
1.313,201
3.888.592
3.920.386

5.528.098
3,104,050

5.773.7X6
6.090.290

20.349.123
2,702.385 21.624.541

88.893 601.248

124

75
68
148

87,483
343.326
338,127
110.661
115.933
532.903
574.597

1.386.301
403.970
399.458
223.873
240.300
734,266
786,163

(»)

227,514
226,878

5.671.451 38.318,962
542.724 2.492.139
538,658 2.547.534

575.026
1.827.982
1.915.753
616.351
621.974

2.985.568
3.131.901

9.171.496

2.050.825
1.798.429
1.442.963
1.515.375
4.355.661
4.911,921

(•)

(*)

1,378,696
1.414.109

35.886.764

159

145

126
126

19"

453.512
447,519

419,300

320.502
311,905

1,411.864
943.548

572.976

2.551.089
2.577.594
2.717.032

-

4.536,970

•

8.479. .144

3.166.312
3.003.947

1.675.159
1.729,251 11,301.929
.545.94 1

1.008.463

862.652

237.643

1.989.564
6.331,177
6.880,981

2.768.314
6.308.196
I

136
143
174

1.594,122 12.014.946
1 -'.938.853

-

304.937

194.380

3.326.009
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International Commerce Body to Meet at Rome
The second annual meeting of the International Chamber

will be held in Rome, Italy, beginning September 18, 1922.

\t the first annual meeting held last June in London mure
than 200 American business men, representing virtually every

industry in the United States, attended. Among the

subjects which arc to be studied by international com-
mittees are: Export credits, foreign exchange, reciprocal

treatment of foreign banks, bills of exchange, economy of

fuel, international bureau of statistics, international com-
mercial arbitration, international protection of industrial

prosperity, unification of tariff nomenclature, reciprocal treat-

ment of commercial travelers, reform of the calendar, through
freight trains on great international traffic routes, uniformity

of ships' tonnage measurement, combined rail and ship bill

of lading, uniform ocean bills of lading, uniform interpreta-

tion of meaning of trade terms, and uniform passport regu-

lations.

American Railway Association

The regular meeting of the American Railway Association will

be held at The Waldorf-Astoria, New York City, on Wednesday,
November 16. Reports of divisions of the association are ex-

pected to be presented as follows

:

Diznsion I.—Operating ; Freight Station Section ; Medical and
Surgical Section; Protective Section; Safety Section; Telegraph
and Telephone Section.

Division II.—Transportation.

Division III.— Traffic.

Division IV.—Engineering; Construction and Maintenance Sec-

tion ; Electrical Section ; Signal Section.

Division V.—Mechanical ; Equipment Painting Section.

Division VI.—Purchases and Stores.

Diznsion VII.—Freight Claims; Car Service Division; Joint

Committee on Fuel Conservation; Joint Committee on Automatic
Train Control; Conference Committee on Grain.

Copies of the reports will be forwarded to members in advance
of the meeting.

Traffic News

Copyright 192.1, by tht ( hi

On the Road to Normalcy

The New England Traffic League, at a meeting in Boston last

week voted approval of the action of the Boston & Maine in

reducing freight rates to meet auto truck competition.

J. L. Neely, for the past eight years assistant traffic man-
ager of the American Sheet & Tin Plate Company, has been
promoted to traffic manager succeeding the late Andrew G.
Young. Mr. Neely has been in the traffic department of

the company for the past 20 years.

The Chicago Shippers' Conference Association will hold
its annual meeting at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on No-
vember 1. Numerous traffic problems will be brought up,

and the annual election of officers will be held. The chair-

man of the convention committee is R. J. Wallace, traffic

manager of the Jaques Manufacturing Company.

The Pennsylvania has announced the restoration of its winter

Florida passenger train, the "Southland," between Chicago and
Jacksonville, Fla. It will make its first trip from Chicago at

8:30 p. m. on November 14. This train will be operated daily

over the Pennsylvania to Cincinnati, Ohio; from there to Atlanta,

Ga., over the Louisville & Nashville, from Atlanta to Albany, Ga.,

over the Central of Georgia, and from Albany to Jacksonville,

on the Atlantic Coast Line.

Grain for export, shipped east from Buffalo, N. Y., by rail

amounted, in one day last week, to 2,000,000 bushels, the largest

total yet recorded this year and about double a normal day's

movement. It is estimated that about 60 per cent of this grain

goes to Philadelphia. The chief reason for this heavy movement
is believed to be the threat of a strike by the brotherhoods. It

is estimated that there are approximately 15,000,000 bushels of

grain now in elevators at Buffalo.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued sixth

section permission orders authorizing the railroads to put

into effect on one day's notice special tariffs which will give

practically free transportation for Marshal Foch and other

representatives of foreign governments for their trips by

special train to Kansas City for the convention of the Ameri-

can Legion. The rate provided for was $1 for the train for

each stage of the journey between New York and Washing-
ton, and between Washington or New York and Chicago

and between Chicago and Kansas City.

Coal Production

The production of soft coal increased slightly during the week

ended October IS, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geo-

logical Survey. The total output is estimated at 9,696,000 tons, an

increase of 573 tons over the week preceding.

Coal Association Asks Rate Reduction

The American Wholesale Coal Association has filed a

petition with the Interstate Commerce Commission request-

ing it to institute an investigation into the reasonableness

and propriety of the general level of interstate rates on coil

and coke throughout the United States, and also into the

ibleness and propriety of the charges for reconsign-

iiinii, diversion and detention of coal cars. The petition -ays

that transportation costs cannot continue to be unaffected

i>\ conditions which affect every other item of cost and that

railroads which depend upon the nation's industries for their

revenues cannot continue to exact charges on a basis which

us or tends to prevent industries from returning to

normal conditions. A reduction in the rates on coal, it sa><.

would reduce costs in nearly every line of industry ami

would stimulate and encourage industry to a larger extent

than would a reduction in rates on any other commodity.

The petitioner does not desire investigation of individual

rates or relationships, but expresses the conviction that the
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commission should work toward a restoration of the rates

and relationships which existed in 1917. Reference is made
to the investigations already instituted by the commission
into the rates on livestock, grain and lumber. It is asked

that the coal investigation be assigned for hearing at an early

date and that it be expedited. The petition was filed by
Wilbur La Roe, Jr., who has recently formed a partnership

with former Chairman Clark of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
George H. Cushing, representing the Coal Association, has

also filed a formal complaint with the commission asking it

to suspend on one day's notice all charges with respect to

the detention, diversion, reconsignment or other charges or

penalties affecting the transportation and delivery of coal

and coke in carload lots except the ordinary transportation

charge, in order to encourage the shipment of coal to meet a

possible railroad strike situation. The complaint says that

if the shippers should ship to market in anticipation of needs

that will become most urgent in the case of a strike, in excess

of current demands, they would be charged with demurrage
and reconsignment and other charges which would more than

absorb their entire gross margin.

Traffic Statistics for July

Revenue traffic statistics compiled by the Interstate Commerce
Commission for July, and for seven months of 1921, covering 167

Class I roads, show only 24,990,(X)O,(M)0 ton miles of revenue

freight for the month as compared with 37,075,OOO.UOO for July last

year. The freight revenue for the month was $313,441,273 as com-
pared with $356,072,338. The total of passenger miles was 3,637,-

499,000, as compared with 4,801,015,000, and the passenger

revenue was $108,652,164, as compared with $122,969,456. For
the seven months' period the ton miles were 170,806,000,000, as

compared with 227,772,000,000, and the freight revenues wen
$2,177,314,692 as compared with $2,210,199,657. The average

revenue per ton mile was 1.275 cents. The number of passengers

carried one mile for the seven months were 22,019,876,000 as

compared with 26,580,007,000 in 1920, and the passenger revenue

$683,341,005 as compared with $688,900,560. The average journey

was slightly less than last year and the average number of

revenue passengers per ear was 16.67 as compared with 19.84.

The commission has added to its report on revenue traffic

statistics certain data regarding commutation traffic for July,

1921, which shows the following:

Mil-s i .i IM-. Revenue per
Commutation traffic senger per road passeuger-i

District and region

c *
Si"?

1 27.56
1, 115, SOI. 17. -10 t>''.74

i lents

0.999
0.997

I

3.287

304

1.614 16.01.1 2l)4,6i.S 10.53 52.23 1.204 3.430

18. l\ 1.186 3.379
13. 3..? 13

41. in.; 11 'M (..(.OS 1 513 3.394
183,549 16. 51.74 1.020

Eastern District:
New Klip:. Region 4,559 72.425
Great Lakes Region 6,432
Ohio-Indi;in;i-A1li-

gheny Region. . 11,893 202,16')

Pocahontas Region.

Southern District (ex
, in liveoj Pocal on
tas Region)

\\ estt rn I tistricl

Northwest. Region 2. is;

Cen. West Regii n 1,812

Southwest. Region 21

1

United States 29,72"

The Executive Committei "i the Railwaj Supply Manufac
hirers' Association met at the Waldorf- Vstoria Hotel, New
City, October 26, 1921. The situation was thoroughlj di

regarding tin- meeting ami exhibits of the Association foi

The letter ballot as to the preference of all members indicated

a three-to one vote in favor of the meeting and exhibits. The
letter ballot and reports from the various members of the com-
mittee, representing all parts of the United States, showed also

that the members were decidedly in favor of going to Atlantic

Cit) for the meeting and exhibits. A formal vote was taken and
'i was unanimously decided to hold the 1922 meeting and exhibits
i" Atlantic City. New Jersey.

iiniiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiimiiiiiinmiiii nimimmiiiniiii

Commission and Court News !

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended until February 22, the opera-

tion of certain schedules published by the Atlantic Coast Line
which propose increased commodity rates on lumber from various
points in the Carolinas to Newport Xews, Va.

I i
i members of the Interstate Commerce Commission on

October 22 presented their former chairman, Edgar E. Clark,
with a silver tea service. Mr. Clark was called to the hear-
ing room of the commission on son nd Chairman
McChord made the presentation speech.

Personnel of Commissions
R. A. Thompson, in charge of the Pacific district of the

Bureau "I Valuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, has
resigned, the district offices having nearly clo.-ed up their

business. Mr. Thompson is going to Wichita Falls, Tex.,
where he will be chin" engineer in charge of the construction
of dams for the Wichita County Water Improvement District.

Court News
Hours of Service Act—Telegraph Operators

The Circuit Court of Appeals. First Circuit, holds that a

iph operator, who was paid for about 12 hours' service
out of 24-hour periods, hut was in actual service only 5 or 6
hours, being released from time to time for periods of 1 to 2
hours by the train dispatcher, was not on duty for a longer
period than 9 hours in violation of Section 2 of the Hours
of Service Act—United States, v. New York, N. H. & 11.,

274 Fed. 321.

Concealed Damage Discovered After Three Months
The consignee of a shipment of plate glass accepted it as

in good order and kept it crated for three months. When
it was then uncrated it was found broken. In an action
against the railroad the South Carolina Supreme Court
holds that recovery could not be based on the presumptioi
that the glass was broken when delivered and the further

imption that the terminal carrier caused the breakage,
lis would be to mount a presumption upon a presump-
1'he plaintiff must lirst show that the glass, when

delivered to him, was in a dai Ittion — N'immer \

Northwestern (S, Car.), 107 S

Violation of New York Fencing Law
Not Negligence as to Child

New York Court y^i Appeals holds that where a child

1 on a railroad track and was killed by a train, the

fact that the railroad had not fenced the road according to

New York Railroad Law, §52. requiring feni

out live stock, was no basis for any claim ol

il the company, the absence of a fence being no breach
of a statutory duty owing to the deceased. The
that tli r decision in Xew Vor-
on tin -where under somewhat similar si

the results conflict In Massachusetts. Maine. Xew Hamp-
shire. Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa, it is said t'

object i<\ the Legislature is solely to prevent the stl

of cattle. The contrary, at least so far as children arc con-
cerned, is the rule in Wisconsin. Missouri, Minnesota. Xe-

and Michigan. The Supreme Court of the United
States does not seem to have had a similar statute before

if for construction.—Di Caprio v. Xew York Centra
> i 131 X. E. 746.
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Railroads' Right to Abandon Road Operated at a Loss

The Minnesota Supreme Court holds that, unless a rail-

road company has contracted to keep its road in operation,

it has the constitutional right to abandon it if the line can

no longer be operated except at a loss; but apparently the

Railroad and Warehouse Commission has no power to

authorize an abandonment on this ground, since the statute

limits its power to allow abandonment if it "will not result

in substantial injury to the public."— In re Duluth & X. M.
i Minn.), 184 X. W. 186.

Driver of Truck Held Negligent at

Crossing Though Motor Fails

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that where the

driver of a motor truck, without stopping, looking, or listen-

ing, drove on a crossing and was killed by a train, he was
guilty of contributory negligence as a matter of law, even

though the accident would not have happened had the engine

of the motor truck not stopped, the tendency of such an
engine to stall if driven at low speed being well known to

all drivers. In undertaking to calculate his chances on cross-

ing the track ahead of the train the deceased was held bound
to foresee and take into consideration this additional danger.

—Fendale v. Hines (Pa.) 114 Atl. 497.

Insufficient Evidence of Flooding by Filling in Trestle

In an action against a railroad for damages to growing
crops caused by obstructing the flood waters of a stream by
filling in a trestle, the testimony showed that there was an

excessive rainfall and several extraordinary overflows, which
flooded the entire valley of the stream, both above and below
the railroad embankment. The Mississippi Supreme Court
reversed a judgment for the plaintiff because there was no
testimony to enable the jury to separate the damages attribut-

able to the wrongful act of the railroad company from that

caused by the excessive ruins on the crops and the conse-

quent flooding of the land independent of the trestle.—Davis

v. Hambrick (Miss.) Co. 88, 511.

Not Liable for Derailment

Caused by Transverse Fissure

In an action for personal injuries resulting from the derail-

ment of a passenger train between Rahway and Elizabeth, X. J.,

the undisputed evidence showed that it was due to the breaking

of a rail, caused by an internal transverse fissure not discoverable

by the naked eye, and that no other test than the actual breaking

of the rail would have revealed the defect. The rail was made
by a reputable manufacturer, and had been in use about five years,

about one-third of the normal life of such a rail; and the track

was inspected daily. The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit holds that the railroad was not liable, and judgment for

ili< defendant was affirmed.—Holland v. Director General, 273

Fed., 928.

Railroad Not Liable for Shortage in

Weight of Package Freight

The District I ourt for the Northern District of Georgia
holds that under Section 20 of the Bills of Lading Act of

here a railro cl gi freight (cotton in bales i

it is required only to state the number of packages and such

marks or description as will identify them. A further state-

ment, in an order bill for baled cotton, of the weight of

the shipment is voluntary and gratuitous, and where it is

qualified by the words "subject to correction" does not
render the railroad the ladder of the bill, under
Section 22, for a shortage in weights, and the qualification

is not forbidden by law. The court adds: "It is appreciated

that since cotton is not bought and sold by the package, but

by the pound, this conclusion militates greatly against the

attainment of one oi the •'•>\<- o\ the Bills of Lading Act;

'but the liability cannot be extended beyond the plain words
of the act."—Leigh Ellis & Co. v. Payne, 274 Fed. 443.

imiiiHimmitniiuimjiiimn;, ,.:.

Foreign Railway News

South Manchuria to Buy Supplies Here
The South Manchuria Railway plans to spend approxi-

mately $20,000,000 annually in the United States, during the

next few years for railway equipment and supplies, according
to the Xew York Evening Post, which ascribes the statement
to Yozo Tamura, an officer of the company, who recently

arrived from Japan.

Spain Finances Harbor and Railway Improvement

Important construction projects reported recently by the

American embassy in Spain include the issue of government
bonds to the value of $1,100,000 to finance improvements at the

port of Ceuta ; also extension of credits to the Northern Rail-

way and to the Madrid, Zaragoza & Alicante Railway for the

purchase of railway material provided for in the royal decree

of October IS, 1920.

Extent of Depression in Great Britain

The business depression in Great Britain, as shown by
traffic statistics of the railways, is severe. In July of this

year passenger traffic, as shown by total passengers carried

(exclusive of season ticket holders), had fallen 32.8 per cent

from the figure for July, 1920, to a total of 101,450,975.

Freight traffic declined 36.5 per cent to 1,088,443,125 ton-

miles. Average receipts per ton-mile were 2.074 pence (about

4 cents). The average car load was 5.12 long tons and the

average train load 123.52 long tons, as compared with 5.45

and 133 for the same period in 1920.

Important Railway for State of Matto Grosso, Brazil

A third railway in the Brazilian state of Matto Grosso, which

will undoubtedly have the greatest influence on the future de-

velopment of this rich section of Brazil, has been initiated, ac-

cording to Commerce Reports. The first railway connects the

two navigable stretches of the Madeira river, while the other,

a more extensive line, crosses the southern part of the state,

connecting the Parana and Paraguay rivers. While both lines

have been important in the development of Matto Grosso, the

present line, if carried to a successful completion, will be much
more important. The proposed line is to commence at the Agua
Clai i station on the Northwest of Brazil Railway and, with an

extension of approximately 620 miles, will reach Cuyaba, after

having passed by Bahu, Santa Rita do Araguaia, and the thriv-

ing village of Rondonopolis. The commission of engineers is

now making the last definite studies of the proposed railway line.

According to the plans, this railway should form the trunk

line of a system of future railways along the margins of the

Madeira river and other large tributaries of the Amazon.

Argentine Railway Dividends

Compared with last year's distribution the dividends recom-

I by three leading Argentine railways are disappointing,

though they are in accordance with expectations in view of

present conditions, according tc the Railway Gazette (London).

I'or the fiscal year 1920-1921 the Buenos Aires Great Southern,

the Buenos Aires Western and the Central Argentine are each

paying 4 per cent, whereas for the previous year the Great

Si i"1i> in and the Western each paid 7 per cent and the Central

Argentine 6 per cent. The position of these three companies

was strengthened last year by the transference to reserve of

exceptional profits accruing from the high exchange value of

the Argentine dollar.

For the financial year just ended, however, the Gazette con-

tinues, in- such windfall can be expected and the traffic returns

have beep discouraging. In the 52 weeks the gross income of

the Great Southern had fallen by $4,125,000 and the net returns

by as much as $8,575,000. Similarly, the Western gross returns
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were lower by $5,750,000 and the net figures by $6,350,000. The

Central Argentine does not publish net returns, but its gross

figures for the 52 weeks showed an increase of only $75,000.

To pay this year's reduced dividend the Great Southern will

admittedly have to take $2,750,000 and th< Western $2,500,000

from reserve.

Railroad Fosters "Good Roads"

Campaign in Argentina

The Buenos Aires & Pacific has begun an acl

to arouse interest among farmers and landowners in the im-

provement of roads leading to the railway, according to Com-
merce Reports. Motion pictures have been prepared showing

the present state of the roads together with pictures of good
roads in the United States and methods of road building. These

pictures have been well received in the country districts. The
railroad company announces thai it will a: i

i in the organization

of local committees, the loan of road-building machinery, and

offers the services of its surveyors.

Australian Railway Gage Conversion

A uniform railway gage for Australia, which has been under

discussion for many years, is now brought a step nearer realiza-

tion by the recent report of the commission appointed by the

federal government in December, 1920, to investigate the subject,

according to the Railway Gazette (London). As had been antici-

pated, the commission recommends the adoption of the 4 ft. 8'A

in. gage, which has been in use from the first cm the New
South Wales Government Railways, and was deliberately adopted

for the Trans-continental railway of the federal government from

Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta, which was opened in 1917. The

estimated cost in 1913 of the general conversion of the Australian

railways to the 4 ft. S'/2 in. gage was $115,000,000, but at the

conference last December of the chief civil engineers of the dif-

ferent state railways, the estimate for the conversion of the

whole of the existing railways was put at $468,000,000.

In view of this very heavy cost it is proposed, as a first step,

that the gage be made uniform between the five state capitals.

This, at present prices, has been estimated to cost $132,500,000.

The main difficulty now is the question of finance, which has to

be arranged with the premiers of the different states. Mr.
Hughes, the federal prime minister, who has always been a strong

advocate of gage uniformity from the point of view of national

defense, is understood to be ready to discuss with the con-

ference of state premiers the practicability of taking action to

begin a gradual conversion.

French Railways and the State

The paramount problem awaiting solution in France is, ac

cording to a special dispatch to the New, York Tribune, the

reorganization of tin railroads. Before the war the railroads

averaged enough to pay fixed charges, the dispatch continues.

Stocks and bonds of the railroads are guaranteed by the govern-
ment through an agreement by which the railroads will gradually
pass under state ownership in 1980. Public opinion is strongly

opposed to an extension of state activity now and it would not

be surprising if public monopolies are abandoned as unprofitable.

During the war the railroads were greatly overworked and in

the zone of German occupation were systematically destroyed.

Now the pre-war status has been restored. Of the 600 bridges

destroyed, 565 have been rebuilt, while locomotives number more
than l.(XX) above the pre-war total. Recently an American signal-

ing system has been installed at great expense. Hans for electrifi-

cation are being rapidly pushed and it is estimated that within

six years 5,000 miles will have been completed.
To cover these productive expenditures the Chamber of Deputies

is now preparing to ratify a bill already passed by the

for a large increase in rates, amounts of which are left to the
discretion of the railroads. These may reach 180 per cent for

freight and baggage and 100 per cent tor passengers. They
continue until' 192o. The railroad deficit last year of

$600,000,000 was said to be due to adoption of the eight-hour
day and to reconstruction improvements, Now conditions are
rapidly improving as a result of lower coal prices and the ter-

mination of reconstruction.

Railway Conditions in Soviet Russia

The following observations on railway conditions in Siberia

and European Russia are from a source which the Bureau of

i and Domestic Commerce considers reliable and are of

experience

:

"On the main line of the Trans-Siberian Railway the roadbed
seemed to be in good condition all the way. Section hands and
trackmen employed under the old regime have remained at their

posts, despite arrear- in their pay, and have made the necessary

repairs in track ballast. Telegraph lines are also in good con-

dition, and fully half the poles have been renewed during the

last two years, according to the date marks on them. A
number of stops were made en route on account of delays in

transportation

"The rolling stock of the railways is in a very unsatisfactory

condition, chiefly due to lack of spare parts for repairs. This

is especially true of locomotives. The yards in practically every

1 with locomotives that had been junked.

There seems to be a large supply of box and gondola cars,

although many of them ha uisitioned on sidetracks to

house soldiers and in some ases refugees. There is great short-

age of passenger cars, and all of them are in bad condition.

Hot boxes wen wry frequent all along the lines on account of

worn-out bearings and inferior oil.

"Trains are running regularly three times a week from Irkutsk

to Omsk, taking four days for the journey, and to both Petro-

grad and Moscow, requiring from four to five days each. A
large number of the passengers on these trains are soviet officials,

as it is exceedingly difficult for civilians to secure permission

from the authorities to travel. A large number of civilians, how-
ever, were traveling with their possessions in freight cars in

both directions.

"The north route to Perm and the routes from Moscow to

Petr'ograd, Reval, and Riga are in fair condition, but the southern

routes to the Urals and many of the others in central and southern

Russia have been partially or completely abandoned.

"A German commission is in Moscow negotiating for the

operation of some of the railway lines.''

Well, the Signal Wasn't Working
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Equipment and Supplies

Mitsui & Company is inquiring for 2,050 tons of 60-lb. rail

for export to Japan; also for 100 tons of galvanized steel wire.

Bids are also wanted on 7,000 tons of steel tower material for

the Formosa Electric Power Company.

Freight Cars

The Illinois Central is inquiring for 1,000 40-ton refriger-

ator cars.

The Virginian Railway is inquiring from the car builders, for

prices on the repair of 4,000 freight cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is inquiring for

500 steel underframe box cars of 40-ton capacity.

The Central of New Jersey has ordered 125, 50-ton coal

cars and 85, 40-ton box cars from the Standard Steel Car
Company.

The Grand Trunk is inquiring for 200 refrigerator cars for

the Chicago, New York & Boston Refrigerator Company, which

is contolled by the Grand Trunk.

The Canadian National Railways this week let contracts

to the Canadian Car & Foundry Company and the Eastern Car
Company for the repair of 3,000 box cars with wood underframes.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, reported in the Railway
Age of October 8 as inquiring for 2,500 composite gondola

cars of 50-ton capacity, is now inquiring for 1,000 general service

cars and 2,000 gondola cars.

The Toledo & Ohio Central, reported in the Railway Age of

October 22, as asking for prices on the repair of a number of

freight cars, has entered into a contract with the Ralston Steel

Car Company for the repair of about 360 cars, for this road and

the Kanawha & Michigan. A contract has also been given by

the Toledo & Ohio Central to the Hamilton Car Company, New-
ark, Ohio, for the repair of 200 box cars.

Iron and Steel

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is inquiring for bids on
1,500 tons of plates for car repairs.

The Philadelphia & Reading recently received bids on 28,000

tons of fabricated steel for use on nine bridges.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has awarded a contract

for three 55-ft. girder spans, 100 tons, to the McClintic-Marshall
Company, Chicago.

The Chicago & Alton has awarded a contract for 201 tons of

steel for approaches to a freight house at Chicago to the Ameri-
can Bridge Company, Chicago.

The Imperial Japanese Government Railways are receiv-

ing bids at Tokio, November 4, through Mitsui & Company, New
York, for 1,800 tons of 60-lb. rail and 4,700 tons of 7'5-lb. rail.

The United States Steel Corporation announces a reduction
in the price of open hearth steel rails, from $47 to $40 a ton.

Orders have already been placed for 100,000 tons of rail at the
new price.

The Imperial Japanese Government Railways, through
Suzuki & Company, New York, have ordered 200 tons of 100-lb.

rail and 5,000 tons of 75-lb. rail, from the U. S'. Steel Products
Company.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 32,000 tons of rail from
the Algoma Steel Corporation. This is in addition to the 25,000
tons ordered from the same company, as reported in the Railway
Age of September 17.

The Great Northern has let a contract for 485 tons of steel

for a drawbridge at Delta, Wash., to the Milwaukee Bridge Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., and not the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron
Company as incorrectly reported in the Railway A°e of October
22 (p. 802).

Miscellaneous

Nicholson thermic syphons have been ordered from the Lo-
comotive Fire Box Company, Chicago, for the 14 Mikado loco-
motives ordered from the American Locomotive Company by the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has awarded a contract
for one 55,000 bbl. steel tank, 115 ft. in diameter and 30 ft. high,

and one 152,000 gal. tank, 24 ft. in diameter by 40 ft. high, to the

Graver Corporation, Chicago, to be erected at Clovis, New Mex-
ico. Both tanks are for the storage of fuel oil for oil-burning
locomotives.

The Great Northern is asking for prices on 1 heavy-duty,
all-steel, No. 3, industrial pile-driver, capable of handling con-
crete piles weighing 8,000 lb., driving radius not less than 20 ft.,

and equipped with locomotive type boiler, with steam hammer
and 4,000-lb. drop hammer, Pyle electric headlight and air brake

and to be self-propelling.

The Norfolk & Western will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, November 2, 1921, at Roanoke, Va., for electrical material

:

300 rods wire fencing; 2,500 steel ties; 10 steel ship building

channels ; 200 bars reinforcing steel ; 90,000 lb. welding and
threading steel ; its requirements of locomotive driving wheel and
truck tires, for the months October to December, 1921, and 7.500

steel switch plates.

Railway Construction

Chicago & Alton.—This company has awarded a contract to

I. D. Lain & Company, Bloomington, 111., for extensive grade

separation work at Division street, Bloomington. The same
company will also build a second track from Godfrey, 111., to

Brighton Park, a distance of 6 miles, at an estimated cost of

$256,000, and from Roodhouse, 111., to Manchester, a distance

of 5 miles, at an estimated cost of $96,000.

Great Northern.—This company, in conjunction with the

Northern Pacific, is negotiating with the city of Minneapolis,

Minn., for extensive grade separation work.

Illinois Central.—This company, which was noted in the

Railway Age of October 22 (page 804) as accepting bids for

the reconstruction of a depot at Marissa, 111., which was recently

destroyed by fire, has awarded a contract for this work to the

Ellington-Miller Construction Company, Chicago.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company is planning the

construction of a freight house at Oklahoma City, Okla.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company will soon accept bids

for the construction of a station at Francis, Okla.

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.—This company has filed an

application with the Louisiana Public Service Commission for

permission to erect a new passenger station at Baton Rouge, La.

The second annual meeting of the International Chamber
will be held in Rome, Italy, beginning September 18, 1922. At
the first annual meeting held last June in London more than 200

American business men, representing virtually every industry in

the United States, attended. Among the numerous subjects

which are to be studied by international committees are: Export
credits, foreign exchange, reciprocal treatment of foreign banks,

bills of exchange, economy of fuel, international bureau of sta-

tistics, international commercial arbitration, international protec-

tion of industrial prosperity, unification of tariff nomenclature,

reciprocal treatment of commercial travelers, reform of the cal-

endar, through freight trains on great international traffic routes.

uniformity of ships' tonnage measurement, combined rail and' ship

bill of lading, uniform ocean bills of lading, uniform interpreta-

tion of meaning of trade terms, and uniform passport regulations
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The H. K. Ferguson Company, ( leveland, Ohio, has taken
over the exclusive sales rights for the Shoemaker gap crane
and other products of the Morgan Engineering Company,
Alliance, Ohio, in the railway field.

W. H. Snedaker, formerly in the Tacoma, Wash., office

of the Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago, has been appointed
manager of sales at the office established by the company
in the Rialto building, San Francisco, Cal.

The Reilly-Peabody Fuel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., an-

nounces a change in name to Peabody Fuel Company with

the following officers: F. E. Peabody, president; R. E. Pea-
body, vice-president; W. Russel Carr, vice-president; C. M.
Rhoads, secretary and treasurer, and T. J. Atchison, gi n< ral

sales manager. All these also are officers of the American
Coke Corporation, with the same titles. F. E. Peabody has

resigned as treasurer of the Eastern Fuel Company and S< i
-

ered all his connection with that company and its subsidiary,

the Georges Creek Coal Mining Company.

Press G. Kennett, formerly representative of the Flint

Varnish & Color Works, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., in charge of sales in the south and southwest, has

been appointed man-
ager of the railway

sales of tin- Chicago
Varnish Works, with

headquarters at Chi-

cago. Mr. Kennetl
has been with the Flint

Varnish & Color Works
for the past 12 years,

and when the Du Pont
interests took over the

company he was ap-
pointed representative

at St. Louis. Prior to

going with the Flint

concern, he was con-
nected with the pur-
chasing and supply
departments of several
railroads in the south
and southwest, serving
as general storekeeper
for Illinois Southern

for the Southern Indiana

P. G. Kennetl

in 1905 and in the same capacity
in 1906 and 1907.

Inland Steel Company Enters Rail Market
The Inland steel ('.unp.uu is making arrangements to manu-

facture steel rails at its Indiana Harbor works and will lie in

a position to offer standard section rails for delivery beginning
in March, 1922. The decision of the company to engage in rail

production is based on the fact that the demand for rails is

anticipated to be one of the most important branches of the
steel industry in 1922, and that anothei producer in the west is

needed. Work has been started on a new building, 100
800 ft., at the Indiana Harbor works of the company, in which
the rail finishing equipment will be housed. The entire plan)
will have a capacity of 2,000 tons of finished rails daily and
consists of a 28-in, mill, 3 high and 3 stands of rolls, served by
a 32- in. roughing mill, which in itself is served by a 40-in.
blooming mill, all electrically driven and the most recent installa-
tion of its kind. Four large heating furnaces are necessary as
it is the intention o'f the company to re-heat the blooms before
rolling the rails. The 28-in. mill referred to has heretofore been
used chiefly in the manufacture of heavy structural material,
the demand for which in the Chicago territory is not engaging
the full capacity of the mill under present conditions.

Rumored Pullman and
Haskell & Barker Will Combine

There is persistent rumor at Chicago that the Pullman
Company is about to absorb the Haskell & Barker Car Com-
pany, this rumor going so far as to name the head of the
consolidated company. The plan, it is said, calls for a meet-
ing of the directors of the two companies in the next week
or ten days 'iscussed. It is reported
that the officers of the two companies involved have already
discussed the plan informally and that John S. Runnels,
president of the Pullman Company, is to become chairman
of the board of directors of the new company and Edward
F. Carry, president of Haskell & Barker, is to become presi-
dent. The merger would bring together the Pullman Com-
pany, with a capitalization of $173,000,000, and with plants
at Pullman, III., St. Louis, Mo., Wilmington, Del., Buffalo,
N. Y., and Richmond, Cal., and, with a capitalization of $36,-
000,000, the Haskell & Barker Car Company, with a plant
at Michigan City, Ind., with an annual capacity of 22,500
freight cars.

Obituary

George R. Henderson, formerly consulting engineer of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, died on October 19, at

Media, Pa. He was born on January 14, 1861, at Philadelphia,
Pa., and graduated from Lauderback Academy, Philadelphia,
in 1876. Two years later he began railway work, serving
consecutively to 1887, as apprentice, draftsman and assistant
chief draftsman of the Pennsylvania Railroad. He was
then to March, 1899, with the Norfolk sV Western as assistant
superintendent of the Roanoke shop and mechanical engineer.
From March to July, 1899, he was with the Schenectady
Locomotive Works, and from July of that year to June, 1901,
served as assistant superintendent of motive power and
machinery of the Chicago & North Western. He was then
assistant superintendent of machinery and superintendent of
motive power of the Atchison, Top nta Fe until

August, 1903. The following year he became a consulting
mechanical engineer at New York and in 1910 went to Brazil,

serving for two years on the railways of Brazil. He then
returned to the United States to become consulting engineer
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works. During the war Mr.
Henderson was consulting engineer to the Federal Fuel
Administration in the Philadelphia district. He was the
author of several books on engineering, also of a number of
articles published in tin Railway Age.

Trade Publications

MaII i 5l -TIMS. Tile

p.my. Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a 16-page booklet—bulletin No.
100— in which ten pages are devoted to belt conveyors, two pages
to traveling bucket hoists, and one page each to wall winches and
cat in. mis. The 1 1.1. t is amply illustrated with photographs
and line drawings and includes engineering data of value cover-

of belt conveyors.

.—Gillis 8 Geoghegan, New York, have is-

sued a new 20-page, two-color catalog descriptive of its telescopic

hoists and the various uses to which they may be put. The
booklet is illustrate, 1 with photographs of actual installations for

handling ash cans, barrels, trays and other loads. It contains two
forms of specification for each model, one of which describes the

various parts of a complete telescopic hoist install:.:

Mm s at ONE D01 t ar. a luncheon or a dinner, can now be had
on the dining cars of the Pennsylvania Railroad, special combi-

luncheon and dinners being served at this price on all cars

throughout the System, This convenience is in addition to the

usual a la carte features. During a brief experimental period

ah, 'lit thirty different combinations have been tried. Others are

being added, and changes are to be made frequently, in order to

afford variety of choice as well as to determine those which are

most popular. Each special combination consists of either meat
or fish, two vegetables, rolls and coffee, tea or milk.
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Alabama & Mississippi.—Authorized to Abandon Line—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authoriz-

ing the receiver of the Alabama & Mississippi railroad com-

panies of Alabama and Mississippi to abandon their lines of

railroad extending from Vinegar Point, Ala., to Fascagoula,

Miss., 67 miles.

Alabama Great Southern.—Annual Report—The income ac-

Eoi thi k 'i ended December 31, 19.20, compares with the

previous year as follows :

nd February, 1920,

evenui M irch 1 to I lei 31).

expi ises (March I to 1 *e< . 31)

,

Nel revenui from i perations

I i

•

Operating i me (March 1 to Dec. 31).

Standard return (January —
full vcar 1919)

Total non-operating income
Gross income

Interest on funded debt

Total deductions from gross income.
Balance of income over charges
Dividends:

7 per cent on preferred stock....

7 per cent on ordinary stock

Balance carried to profit and loss....

1920
$9,805,561
7,661,510
2,144,051
283,053

2,057,518

283,863
236,193

2,577,574
465,239
918,406

1,659,168

236,625
548,100
873,350

$1,703,180
180,973

1,884,153
461,917
637,972

1,246,180

236,625
548,100
461,456

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the prin-

cipal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with the previous year as

follows

:

1920 1919
Operating Revenues

Freight $8,345,701 $7,470,847

Passenger' 2,507,382 2,476,753

Total operating revenues $11,703,433 $10,529,739

Maintenance of
Maintenance of
Traffic

Transportation .

General

Opera
and structtl

uipment

ing Expenses

Total operating expens

Net revenue from operations.

Taxes
< Iperating income

Passenger Traffic

Number of passengers carried
Number of passengers carried cne mile
Average distance hauled per passenger (miles)..

Average receipts per passenger per mile (cents)..

Frf.ight Traffic

$1,325,738
2,675,990
252,359

4,655,846
305,706

$9,313,423

J. .0111,1110

331,740
2,056,964

1,173,303
81,387,423

69.37

$1,513,344
2,587,465
160,372

3,906,049
223,988

Number of revenue tons carried
Number of revenue Ions carried
Average distance hauled per ton
Average receipts per ion per mil

5,702,772
one mile 928,543,723
(miles) 162.82
(cents) 0.90

$8,463,777

2,065,963
285,014

1,779,530

1,235,036
93,468,232

75.68
2.68

5,463,638
838,745,409

153.51
0.S9

Ahukini Terminal & Railway.—Authorized to Issue Stock.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized this com-

pany to issue for cash at not less than par $620,000 of capital

stock, the proceeds to be used in constructing and equipping its

proposed line on the Island of Kauai, Territory of Hawaii.

California Southern.—Bond Issue.—This road, which was
taken over recently by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe., was
authorized by the Railroad Commission of the State of California,

on October 3, to sell at not less than face value $35,000 of first

mortgage bonds to pay for rails used in extending the line. The
order provides that none of the bonds shall be delivered until

,i n. iic for a like amount and for which the bonds have been
pledged shall have been paid.

Canadian National Railways.—Resignation of Director.—
E. C Cantley has resigned as director having accepted a nomina-
tion for the Canadian House of Commons.

Denver & Salt Lake.—Petition Court to Close Road.—The
Bankers Trust Company of New York, trustee for the bond-
holders, tiled a petition in the United States District Court at

Brighton, Colo,, on October 26, asking that the court either

order the railroad closed or issue an order that wages or
operating costs be reduced so that the road can operate at a
profit. The court set November 3 next for hearing on the

petition. The Denver & Salt Lake operates between Denver, Colo.,

and Craig, 255 miles. It has been in the hands of receivers since

August 16. 1917.

Fort Worth & Denver City.—This company has applied to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority for the ex-

tension of $8,176,000 of its 6 per cent first mortgage bonds for

40 years from December 1 at 5J^ per cent.

Georgia, Southern & Florida.—Annual Report.—The income
account tor the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

previous year as follows

:

1920 1919
Operating revenues (March 1 to December 31).... $4,281,953
Operating expenses (March 1 lo Decembei 3!).... 4.457,031

Net revenue from operations Def. 175.078
Taxes 1 58.423
Operating income (March 1 to December 31 ) Def. 360.377
Standard return (Januarv and February. 1920; full

year 1919) 85.243 $511,457
*From U. S. Government account guaranty, March

1 to August 31
Total non-operating income

Gross income Def
Interest on funded debt
Total deductions from gross income
Balance of income over charges Def. 370,725
1 lividends of 5 per cent on preferred stock
Balance carried to profit and less Def. 370,725

130,000
216,912
58,222

280.000
312,502

13,246
524,703
280,000
353,619
171,084
88.400
82,684

•Includes only the $130,000 actually received from the United States Gov.
ernment on account of the amount due the company under the six months'
guaranty prevision of the Transportation Act. and does not include the
balance of $530,336 claimed by the company on said account.

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the prin-

cipal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows

:

Operating Revenues
Freight $3,304,355 $2,783,070
Passenger 1.539,896 1,226,272

Total operating venues $5,433,079

Operating Expenses

lintenance of way and structures.
.intenai.ee of equipment

$4,374,501

1919
$740,901
1.051,681

72.889
2,099,221
129.814

$4,121,924
252.577
188,553
63,054

802,414
44,816,041

55.85
2.736

1,508,743
240,934.568

159.69
1.155

1920
$930. 't27

1,299,502
97,921

Transportation 2.876.782
General 1 54.323

Total operating expenses $5,391,095
Net revenue from operations 41 ,985

Taxes 193.423
Operating income Def. 154,166

Passenger Traffic

Number of passengers carried 806,073
Number cf passengers carried one mile 49,496,593
Average distance hauled per passenger (miles).... 61.40
Average receipts per passenger per mile (cents).. 3.111

Freight Traffic

Number of revenue tons carried 1,749,464
Number of revenue tons carried one mile 282,410,416
Average distance hauled per ton (miles) 161.43
Average receipts per ton per mile (cents') 1.170

Kanawha & Michigan.—Annual Report.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

previous year as follows

:

1920
Compensation (January and February) $215,8
Additional compensation account completed addition?

and betterments ?3.3'

U. S. Government guaranty, March 1 to August 31 680,2!

Net railway operating income, September 1 to De-
cember 31

:

Total (compared with compensation accrued in 1919)
total other income 93.621 78,820

income 1.547.281 1.458,471
Interest on funded debt 364.608 299.81S

Total deductions from gross income 542,677 530,291
Less revenues and expenses applicable prior to Janu-
arv 1, 1918, settled bv U. S. R. A S4.1S9 *76,290

Net corporate income »20.414 1.004,470

Dividends declared (five per cent) 450,000 450.000
Surplus for the year 470.414 554.470

| n !u in 1919.

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the prin-

cipal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows:

Operating Revenues
1920

i f-
6!

1919

1919

600,741

Total operating revenues $5,404,656

Operating Expenses

I nee' i way and structures ;:

[>'

Maintenance of equipment *' .J-™
I

45,528

Transportation 2.12S/72

General 1-4.41)0

Total
Net revenue fri m rail

Railway tax accruals

:

,.-es $5,413,858
operation Def. 9,202

$661,721
1,619,694

31.010
1,594,379
168,114

$4,074,931
249,824
254,138
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Number of revenue passengers carried 1,288.863 1,344,291
Number of revenue passengers carried one mile... 24,213,327 25,137,836
Average distance each revenue passenger carried

(miles) 18.79 18.70
Average revenue per passenger per mile (cents) . . 2.85 2.63

Freight Traffic

Number of revenue tons carried 5.270,432 4,412,546
T"n« of levenue freight carried one mile 565,136.973 484,820.916
Average distance haul of one ton of revenue freight 107.23 109.87
Average revenue per ton per mile (mills) 7.96 7.26

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf.—Loan from Revolving Fund
Asked.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a loan of $800,000 for 15 years from the revolv-

ing fund for the purchase of 500 steel underframe coal cars.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Asks Authority
to Abandon Line.—This company has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for authority to abandon 3.9 miles of line

between Ironhnb and Decrwood, Minn.

Mobile & Ohio.—Annual Report.—The income account for

the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the previous

year as follows

:

1920
Operating revenues (March 1 to December 31).. . 15.660,779
Operating expenses (March 1 to December 31)... 16,881,459

Net revenue from operatii ns Dcf. 1,220,680
Taxes 531.150
Operating income (March 1 to December 3D. ...Dcf. 1,151,113
Standard return (January and February, 1920;

full year 1919)
*From U. S. Government account guaranty March.

1 to August 31 1.325.00O
Total non operating income 1.414,749 87,823

Gross income 745.618 2,685,301
Interest on fund-d debt 1.359.090 1.365,090
Total deductions from gross income 1,872,744 1,672,294
Balance on income over charges Def. 1,127,127 1,013,007
Dividend of 4 per cent on common stock t 240,672
Balance carried to profit and loss Dcf. 1,127,127 ""-'.335

•Includes only the $1,325,000 actually received from the United States
Government on account of the amount due the company under the six
mouths' guaranty provision of the Transportation Act, and 'lies not include
the balance of $1,583,182 claimed by the company on said account.

tDividend of $240,572 for 1920 charged to profit and

The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the prin-

cipal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows

:

i"i. i

481,982 2,597,478

I In RATING 1*1

Freight
Passenger

Total operating

Mainte

$15,088,362
2,404.393

enuea $18,796,153

Or-ERAmi
$3,673,004

422,868

61 J. US

Total operating expenses $19,8
Net operating revenues Del.
Taxes 654,150
Operating income Def. 1.731.135

ncc of way and struct-!

M.unt.'ri.inrr ..I (
!

i t i
]
.in- m .

Traffic
Transportation
General

Pass! ngi r I

Number of passengers carried
N mill ri of passengers carried one mile.
Average distance hauled per passengi I I

...
. pel mil.-

Fki.ii.iu T

34.30

$12,527,835

$2,815,764
5,041,699
295,419

507,413

$16,043,045
Dcf.406,331

Def. 995,911

7S.5T7.I"S
35.05
2.883

Number of revenue tuns carried
Number of revenue tuns carried .in- 'nil.

Average distance hauled per ton (mil

Average receipts pel ton per mill

7,199,292
1,774.969,989

6,150,826

0.839

New York, \i« Haven & Hartford.—Authorised to Sell

Equipment Notes.—This company having heretofore

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to

^2,000,000 of it-, equipment trust notes .is collateral security tor

li .ms evidenced by promissory notes, has >n>« been authorized

by the commission to sell the equipment trust notes to the

amount of $1,602,000 on a basis .'i 7] Til" cent.

Perf. Marquette. Authorised to Abaiuion Branch Line.—
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate

authorizing the abandonment of the branch line from Harrison

to Leota, Mich., 9.88 miles.

Savannah ,\ Atlanta Foreclosure Action Allowed \n
order allowing the filing of forecl ceedings against this

company has been signed by Indue Evans, .hi the application of
the Farmers Loan and I'm-i Company, of New York, tru

the bondholders. The Savannah & Atlanta has been in the hands
of receivers since March 4, 1921.

Southern.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—This company has
been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission to sell

$5,655,000 of first consolidated mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds
to provide funds for the retirement of an equal amount of the

first mortgage bonds of the Georgia-Pacific which mature Jan-
uary 1.

. Innnal Report.—A review of this company's annual report for

1920 appears on another page of this issue.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—Authorised to Issue Bonds.—This
company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue $4,578,000 of prior li. bonds, to be

pledged and re pledged from time to time as collateral security

for short term

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Administration reports the fol-

lowing final settlements, and has paid out to the several com-
panies the following amounts

:

Pullman Company $7,250,000
Danville & Western 260.000
Hartwell
Carolina & Tennessee Southern 5,000
Ashevillc St Craggy Mountain 5,500
Dcnison ft Pacific Suhnrhan 13,000
Weatherford, Mineral Wells S Northwestern 36,000
Birminsham & Northwestern 10,000

ADS

Middle Tet ei 5,000

The payment of these claims on final settlement is largely

made up of balance of compensation due, but includes all other
disputed items as between the railroad companies and the ad-
ministration during the 2<> months of federal control.

Dividends Declared
Delaware X Hudson.—214 per cent, quarterly, payable December 20 to

holders of record Novcml
Illinois Central.— 1 J4 per cent, quarterly, payable December 1 to holders

of record November 4.

Norfolk- & Western.—Common, $1.7S. quarterly, payable December 19 to
holders of record November 30.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—1 per cent, quarterly, payable November 30 to
holders of record November I.

Go Ahead Engineer—Damn the Signals
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

M. B. McBride has been appointed auditor of the Cowlitz,

Chehalis & Cascade with headquarters at Seattle, Wash.,

effective September 1.

R. P. Crutchfield, whose appointment as treasurer of the

Union Railway with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., was

announced in the Railway Age of October 22 (page 806), was

born at Paris, Tenn., on July 24, 1893, and was educated in

the public schools. He entered railroad service on July 5.

1911, as utility clerk in the master mechanic's office of the

Louisville & Nashville, and was promoted to timekeeper in

May of the following year. He left that road in February,

1915, to become accountant in the auditor's office of the

Union Railway, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., and

was promoted to chief clerk to the auditor on June 1, 1915,

which position he was holding at the time of his recent pro-

motion.

Operating

O. F. Ohlson, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific, with

headquarters at East Grand Forks, Minn., has been trans-

ferred to Mandan, N. D., succeeding C. T. Sponsel, who has

been granted a three months' leave of absence. F. W. Lyons
will succeed Mr. Ohlson as trainmaster at East Grand Forks.

Traffic

G. G. Early, general agent of the Wabash, with headquar-

ters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been promoted to assistant

general freight agent, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
R. A. Walton will succeed Mr. Early at Philadelphia.

A. Brostedt has been appointed general traffic agent of the

Canadian National with headquarters at Shanghai, China.

Mr. Brostedt will have supervision of the company's freight

and passenger traffic interests in China, Japan, the Straits

Settlements and the Philippines.

J. W. Williams, general agent of the freight department
of the Gulf Coast Lines, with headquarters at Beaumont,
Tex., has been promoted to general agent, with headquarters

at Birmingham, Ala., succeeding W. W. Stine, deceased.

F. W. Nason will succeed Mr. Williams as general agent of

the freight department at Beaumont.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. S. Lemond, chief engineer maintenance of way and
structures of the Southern, Lines East, with headquarters at

Charlotte, N. C, will retire from active service on Novem-
ber 1 at the age of 70 after having served the Southern for

39 years. He will continue in service in an advisory capacity

as assistant chief engineer maintenance of way and struc-

tures, and J. B. Akers, engineer maintenance of way with
headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn., will succeed him as chief

engineer maintenance of way and structures. J. A. Killian

will succeed Mr. Akers.

H. S. Clarke, division engineer of the Delaware & Hudson
with headquarters at Carbondale, Pa., has been promoted to

engineer, maintenance of way, with headquarters at Albany,
N. Y., succeeding W. B. Leonard, assigned to other duties.

H. S. Rogers, division engineer with headquarters at Oneonta,
N. Y., has been transferred to Carbondale, succeeding Mr.
Clarke. C. D. Hughey, division engineer at Plattsburg, N. Y.,

has been transferred to Oneonta, succeeding Mr. Rogers, and
F. P. Gutelius, Jr., assistant engineer with headquarters at
Albany, has been promoted to division engineer with head-
quarters at Plattsburg, succeeding Mr. Hughey.

Purchasing and Stores

B. T. Jellison, general purchasing agent of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, has been appointed special agent, handling special

matters assigned, and the position of general purchasing agent

has been abolished, effective November 1.

C. W. Dearworth has been appointed division storekeeper

of the Erie with headquarters at Huntington, Ind., and R. H.
Pauling has been appointed to a similar position with head-

quarters at Marion, O., effective October 1.

C. K. Reasor has been appointed assistant manager of

stores of the Erie with headquarters at New York. F. J.

Talbot has been appointed superintendent of stores of the

New York and Hornell regions with headquarters at Hornell,

N. Y., and J. H. Sweeney has been appointed to a similar

position for the Ohio and Chicago regions, with headquar-

ters at Meadville, Pa.

Obituary

J. S. Browne, assistant engineer maintenance of way of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, died October 22.

Edward L. Hill, car accountant of the Louisville & Nash-

ville with headquarters at Louisville, Ky., died October 17

at the age of 68 at Louisville. Mr. Hill had been in the

service of the Louisville & Nashville for 45 years.

Harry C. Meloy, supervisor of electrical appliances, New
York Central lines west of Buffalo, whose death was noted

in last week's issue of the Railway Age, was born on February

16, 1865, in Bedford,

Pa. After completing

a high school education

in Bedford, Mr. Meloy
entered the railway

shops of the Pennsyl-

vania at Altoona, Pa.,

and served an appren-
ticeship course there.

After completing the

apprenticeship course

he was employed for a

short time at the Swiss-

vale plant of the Union
Switch & Signal Com-
pany, after which he

accepted a position as

chief electrician of the

Norfolk & Western at

Roanoke, Va., which
position he held for

ten years. In April,

1902, he left the serv-

ices of the Norfolk & Western to accept a position on the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern as chief electrician in

charge of car lighting. In 1910 he was promoted to super-

visor of electrical appliances and in 1914 the Lake Shore
was consolidated with the New York Central. After the

consolidation Mr. Meloy continued to hold the title of super-

visor of electrical appliances on lines west of Buffalo, which
position he held until the time of his death. Mr. Meloy
was a charter member of the Association of Railway Elec-

trical Engineers. He was president of the association in

190S and from the time of its organization.

Albert Sartiaux, formerly and for many years general man-
ager and chief engineer of the Northern Railway of France,

died recently at his home in Paris, at the age of 72. Mr.

Sartiaux was one of the best known railroad officers of

Europe. He was a life-long advocate of a tunnel beneath
tin Channel to England.

T. S. Walton, freight claim agent of the Missouri Pacific,

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., died suddenly at his

home in that city, on October 20. Mr. Walton had been in

the service of the Missouri Pacific for several years and was
a member of the general committee of the Freight Claim

division of the American Railway Association.

H. Meloy
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Piston rods turned on Ryerson-Conradson Lathes have the

accuracy and smoo hness essential to successful operation.

Piston Rods
Piston rods must be accurate in size and smooth. A rough

or untrue piston rod is destructive to packing and returns a

locomotive to the shop before its time.

Ryerson-Conradson Lathes are good tools to have in the

shop when idle locomotives are waiting for accurate, smooth

piston rods, and other parts that are turned on lathes.

Write for Bulletin 1 ,301

Joseph T. Ryersdn & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1SS8

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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In the operating statistics of large .-team roads for August

—those having annual operating revenues above §25,000,-
000—shown in last week's Railway

More Business Age, only three roads handl.. I mon
Than net ton-mile- of freight than in August

Last Year last year. These roads are the Chicago,

km k [sland cV Pacific, the Long Island

and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa It. I In Rock Island in

August this year handled 833,384,000 net ton-miles of

freight, revenue and non-revenue, as compared with 789,-

196,000 in August, 1920. Naturally witli this increased

business, there has been a pronounced betterment in earn-

ings. The road in August, 1921, had a net railway operat-

ing income of $2,365,961. For the first eight months of

1921 the net railway operating income was $8,690,907, as

compared with a deficit in the first eight months of 1920 of

$2,390,599. For purposes of comparison, it may be noted

that the standard return, based on the three years ending

June 30, 1917, was $14,912,379. The increased traffii has

enabled the road to make some interesting improvements in

its operating statistics. The net tons per train in August.

1921, were 550 as compared with 536 in August, 1920, or

505 for the full year 1920. The car load of 26.4 tons in

August this year compared with 25 in August of last year

and 24.5 for all of 1920. The mile- per car per day were
29.4 as compared with 30.5 in August. 19120, and 26.6 for

the entire year. We are informed that the Rock Island

has been favored with a considerably improved morale in

recent months. It is apparent, on the whole, that the show-
ing it is making is another of the many reasons for feeling

optimistic about what future months are going to bring

forth.

One important recommendation made b) the I ransporta

tion Committee of the Unemployment Conference recentlj

held in Washington was that the con-
The ference "urge upon the public the

Railroads policy of immediate general buying as

Can Help :i patriotic duty," the idea being that

as long as there is a buyers' strike,

from whatever cause, there can be no general resumption of

business and alleviation of unemployment. The railroads

themselves, being one of the largest buyers of equipment and
supplies in the country, an convinced of the wisdom of this

policy and are buying materials as fast as finances will

permit. Orders for steel, machinery, building material, etc.,

are being placed and, other opinions to the contrary notwith-

standing, the fact remains that the railroads are going out of

their way to place orders and thus help improve general

business conditions. For example, on October 4 the Dela-

ware, Lackawana <.V Western issued a request for bids on

approximately $200,000 worth of machine tools and .

panied this request with the following note: "We desire to

state that we are not in immediate need of these machines,
but if sufficiently attractive prices are quoted, we are read)

to place orders and pay for same upon terms agreed upon
in the hope that it will help the general business and labor

situation at this time." There is no evidence that the c\

pression "sufficiently attractive prices" means anything more
than the absence of war time inflation and in fact the manu-

facturers win- helped in ever) possible, practical way to

requirements and submit bids. I-

not this an example of the kind of intelligent co-operation
and readiness to help which, if followed by all railroads and
all industries, will soon build up business, reduce unem-
bloj in. hi and bring the i ountrj on< e more to a 1 1 adit

normal prosperity?

In England several of the larger railway lines make a prac-
tice of building their locomotives in their own -hops. It has

been argued that these roads should
Foreign ,,],,. r t ),j s practice so that a part of

Trade their requirement- at least would be

a Stabilizer supplied bj private builders. These
dome-tii order- are needed by the

private builder.-, it is said, to provide a nucleus which will

assure a continuity of operation for them when foreign busi-
ness is -lack. The converse mighl In said to be true in this

country, where the domestic market for railway equipment
and supplies i- the more important—that is to say, a foreign
market should be maintained so that, even when domestic
business is light, enough foreign order- are received to insure
at least the continuity of operation so essential to the efficient

conduct of a business. At a time, then, when the domestic
market leave- much to be desired, it is an encouraging si<m

to see an American concern, the Baldwin Locomotive Works
secure an order for 85 locomotives from the Argentini Si

Railways. This is doubtless one of the largest single orders.
domestic or foreign, which have been placed this year. Bald-
win has studied the foreign field and know- how to meet its

requirements. Aggressive adivity in foreign markets and
careful attention to order- when received, even when domestic
business is booming, offer- a very definite reward to manu-
facturers of railway equipment and supplies and the subject
merit- their careful attention.

Somewhat over a decade ago then- occurred a remarkable de-
velopment of electric interurban lines: Many of the routes

paralleled existing branches of steam
Developing road- and railroad managers, scanning
Branch Line the receipt- from local trains running

Traffic between the same points, predicted that

the traffic would not be sufficient to

make the operation of the electric ro.nl- profitable. But the
interurban demonstrated that b) establishing a regular
schedule, with trains at frequent intervals, tl

traffii could be increased greatly over that which the

railroad secured with its few daily trains At the present
similar situation exists, but the o mpetitor now

motor bus, It i- time for railroad officers to analyze the
situation and decide whether they will passively allow an
outside agencj to step in and develop the potential traffic
along their lines, or whether they will inaugurate rail motor
i ar servii e and se ore the business th< ms h - The railroad
has several import.. rating even
on improved roads. The grades and curvi
are usually les- severe than on the highways and die ri

i- notabh smoother Forth, n

85! i
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vehicles running on rails is lower and heavier loads can be

hauled with the same power. It seems that the only condi-

tion under which busses on the highways have a decided ad-

vantage is where the railroads are located some distance from

the centers of population along the route.
'

In the attempt to interest shippers and employees in the

importance of secure packing of goods and careful handling

in transit, the New York Central has
Packing had prepared two reels of motion pic-

and Handling ture films which show in an interesting

in Movies manner the lesson it is endeavoring

to teach. The two reels make up a
connected narrative and the audience is taken to various

points on the New York Central lines where the results

of improper packing and handling are shown, together with

instances of unavoidable conditions, such as sudden stops,

which make careful packing and stowing necessary. This
picture should prove a decided success, because it brings

home its lesson in such an interesting way and without

seeming to preach. The average railroad man or shipper

can look at it with considerably more unforced interest than

he does at some of the motion pictures which he pays to see.

When the New York Central has shown the good results

obtainable by this sort of venture, it is to be hoped that

the idea will spread to other carriers, for there is ample op-

portunity for vast improvement in the matters touched upon
in the picture.

Discussion of the action of the feedwater heater is usually

based on the effect of the device on the boiler alone. While

this is the primary effect, the heater
"n also influences to some extent the ac-

Incidental tion of the cylinders. When the heater

Saving i s m use about 12 per cent of the ex-

haust steam is diverted to it, thereby

lessening the amount discharged from the exhaust nozzle

and reducing the back pressure. This improves the effi-

ciency of the cylinders. On the other hand, the reduction

in the rate of combustion for a given rate of steam genera-

tion results in lower flue gas temperatures and lower super-

heat, which tends to decrease the cylinder efficiency. To
ascertain the effect of each of these modifications on the

action of the engine, tests were recently conducted with the

injector and with the feedwater heater under identical con-

ditions of speed and cut-off. The indicator cards taken on

these tests showed that the reduction of back pressure due
to the heater increased the power of the cylinders from three

to six per cent, depending on the speed. This increase in

power was accompanied by a decrease of about 22 deg. in

the superheat which would increase the steam consumption
per horsepower two per cent. The net effect, therefore,

is to increase the power obtained from a given weight of

steam about four per cent. This gain in the overall effi-

ciency of the cylinders is in addition to the direct effect of

the heater on the boiler.

One interesting commentary on the recent reduction in the

price of rails is to be found in the Fad that Judge Gary's
statement mentions but a single Figure

The Passing as t h e selling price for "standard rails."

of In other words. Bessemer rail has be-

Bessemer Rail come such a small factor in the rail

market that it is not worth while to

state a separate figure for it and the term "standard rail"

as used by Judge Gary is to be understood to designate only
open-hearth rail. While most of the manufacturers are in

a position to roll the Bessemer product if it is desired, only
a few of them have rolled it recently. Of the 2,604,116
tons of rail rolled in 1920, only 142,899 tons, or 5.5 per

cent, was Bessemer rail as compared with practically 100
per cent in 1899. When it is considered that in 1920 nearly

500,000 tons of rails were rolled in sections weighing less

than 45 lb., it is safe to assume that a very large proportion
of the 1920 Bessemer tonnage was utilized for industrial

purposes and very little of it was applied to standard rail-

way requirements. Thus, the tendency of the times clearly

indicates that the Bessemer rail will soon be as rare as

iron and will, therefore, concern the railway officer only in

connection with relayers and scrap. This is the answer to

those who, during stress of war conditions, sought to force

the railroads to return to the use of Bessemer steel.

No better illustration of the wholesome effect of price

readjustment is to be had than that noted with the recent

cut in the price of standard rails from
New Rail 547 to $40 . This reduction in prices

Price Brings was announced by Judge E. H. Gary

Out Orders on October 25 with the statement that

it applied alike on new orders and all

tonnages due on unfilled orders, and had the immediate
effect of releasing requisitions for 100,000 tons of rail.

This statement is not made without a due regard for the

fact that a number of inquiries for rail were made before

the price cut was announced, nor does it overlook the in-

creased interest in the market for track spikes, bolts and
other fastenings observed in recent weeks. However, the

announcement of the cut served to bring out a number of

definite orders and others are expected shortly. This renewed

interest in this country, coming simultaneously with orders

by the Canadian roads for 87,000 tons of rail, has given the

rail industry a genuine impetus. Another development which

points to a restored demand for this important requisite to

good railway track is the recent announcement of the Inland

Steel Company of its decision to enter the field of rail

manufacture in March, 1922. Aside from the increased

capacity thus afforded, the potential competition involved

should have a wholesome effect.

Prof William Starr Myers of Princeton is reported in the

newspapers to have made the statement that a railroad strike,

sooner or later, is inevitable because
Wanted—Better union heads want the government to

Labor take over the lines. In his opinion,

Leaders however, the threatened strike would

have failed in two or three days because

"no strike was ever won when the public was opposed to it.

The strike," he said, "would have brought about die emanci-

pation of American labor itself, for labor would then choose

new and responsible leaders." There are many who believe

that with the failure of great railroad strikes in Great Britain

and France and with the calling off of the proposed strike

in this country, the day of extensive railroad strikes has

passed. After all, the public is the principal sufferer from

such strikes. Recent years have brought it to a full reali-

zation of this and it will not tolerate tying up of the traffic

in the future. It is undoubtedly true that some of the labor

leader- have deliberately used every means within their

power to discredit the railroads and weaken the'm to a point

where government ownership would be imperative. It ought

not to require a strike, however, to bring about a change of

attitude on the part of these leaders. Undoubtedly they

have already seen the handwriting on the wall. The great

mass of railroad workers in this country are far too intelli-

gent and sensible to stand much longer for this sort of
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leadership. Moreover, if the railroad executives will further
exert themselves to bring about the right sort of understand-
ings with the men this question of false leadership will be
settled in a hurry. "Whom the gods would destroy, they
first make mad." The action of some of the labor leaders
at the recent conferences in Chicago would indicate that they
are in a fair way to destruction.

During the first decade of the last century an eminent
American statesman predicted that not until 300 years had

„ .. elapsed would this entire country be
Kailroads

settled. Yet, after little more than a
and National century, a growth has taken place in

Progress population and economic power which
puts to shame many of the countries of

Europe. The obvious cause for a great part of this im-

provement is the enthusiasm shown by the people up to the

last decade in the development and expansion of the rail-

roads. Something more definite, however, regarding the in-

fluence of the railroads on our economic development is

given by Dr. J. M. Goldstein in an article appearing else-

where in this issue. There it is shown in what striking

fashion population and production have followed railroad

expansion and how such improvement has been the most
pronounced where and when railroad construction was great-

est. Dr. Goldstein is a Russian who has served as an
economic adviser to various branches of his government. He
was attached to Kcrcnsky's railway mission to this country.

Coming as he does from a country where the policy toward
railway expansion has been the antithesis of ours and where

failure to recognize the importance of modern methods of

transportation caused the defeat at arm-, the triumph of the

Bolsheviki and economic disaster, Dr. Goldstein is in a

position to appreciate wherein lies the economic strength of

the United States. Consequently his conclusion—that the

practical cessation of railroad extension in this country dur-

ing recent years is a matter worthy of considerable concern

—

is, to say the least, thought provoking.

A Fundamental Weakness
of the Transportation Act

The way IN which the strike of the train service em-
ployees was prevented forcibly calls attention to a vital

weakness of the Transportation Act. It was plain the labor

leaders were desperately afraid of the outcome of a strike.

They wanted some assurance or concession from the Labor
Board or the railways which they could tell their members
afforded the basis of "a satisfactory settlement." The rail-

ways gave public assurance that they would not make any
further reductions of wages except under an award from
the Labor Board. This is being mentioned as one of the

bases of a settlement, but it doesn't mean anything. Every-

body directly concerned knew the railways intended to make
no further reductions of wages not authorized by the board.

The thing that really afforded the labor leaders a sub-

stantial basis for announcing "a satisfactory settlement"

was a statement made by the Labor Board to both the rail-

way executives and the labor leader-. Apparently this state

ment subsequently was interpreted ami amplified by l'>en W.
Hooper, one of the public members, in a conference with the

labor leaders. This statement was, in effect, that the board

had pending before it many eases involving rules and work-

ing conditions; that it intended to hear and dispose of these

eases as to each class of employees before it heard any ease

involving their wages; and that, therefore, it would
sarily be a long time before an award in any new case in-

volving wages could be made. The board did not speci-

fically mention any length of time that it thought would
elapse before any new case involving wages would be settled.

Newspaper reports credited .Mr. Hooper with having men-
tioned nine or ten months, and even as much as a year, in

his conference with the labor leaders. The board is best

qualified to say what its statement meant. In view of the

fact that it was largely because of it the labor leaders can-
celed the strike order there can be no doubt as to the inter-

pretation they gave to it.

Acting, both of them, under provisions of the Transporta-
tion Act, the Interstate ' ommerce Commission regulates

railway rates and the Labor Board railway wages. It is

an open secret, or rather no secret at all, that the Commis-
sion has been subjected to heavy pressure by high officials

in Washington to bring about reductions in rates. For the

Commission to order substantial reductions of rates while
railway labor and other costs continue as high as at present

seems in direct disregard of the rate-making provisions of

the Transportation Act and of the Constitutional prohibition

of confiscation. The Commission in the recent grain rate

case based its order for reductions of rates on the assump-
tion that the operating expenses of the railways were to l>e

substantially reduced. The largest part of their ex]

is within the control of the Railroad Labor Board. The
interpretation naturally placed by most people on thi

ment issued by the board in the strike negotiations is that

it intends deliberately to block a further substantial reduc-
tion of wages for a long time.

If the administration and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission are going to persist in their efforts to redu< i

and the Railroad Labor Board is going to carry out a policy
of long delaying reductions of wages, the railways will be
presented with two very unpleasant alternatives. One will

be to resist all future efforts to red even to the

extent of carrying the matter to the highest courts. The
other will be to yield in the matter of rati--, go on earning
entirely inadequate net returns, and continue to postpone all

rehabilitation and expansion of their properties. Acceptance
of the latter alternative will ruin some railways, prevent an
increase in purchases by all of them, and thereby help to

protract the industrial depression. It will prevent the rail-

ways from getting ready to handle a large traffic when busi-

rtess revives and pave the way for cong traffic

and i which will cause the public heavy losses

and exasperate public opinion.

The vital defect in the Transportation V t which this

situation discloses is the utter want of relationship between
the body that regulates the rates and the body that regulates
the wages. No industry can function properly under a sys-

tem of regulation which results in one body fori in ^ its prices
or rates down on the theory that its operating costs will be

I and another body preventing reductions of its operat-

ts. The Transportation Act must be changed. The
olicy that could be adopted would be to vest the regu-

lation of rat - oid the regulation of wages and working
conditions of the employees in the same body—prefi I

the Interstate Commerce Commission. If this is not to be
regulation of wages and working conditions should

be given to some body subordinate to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. It is manifestly absurd to have two
government regulating bodies working at cros- purpOE

amission and the Labor Board are now. If they
persist in workim: at cross purposes as they are now. the

results produced will be transferred from the domain of

the absurd to that of the outrageous and d

Meantime there is only one course for the railw

follow. First, they must put to the test at the earliest pos-

sible time the question of how long the Labor Board r

intends to postpone anv further reduction of wages. Sec-

ondly, they should resist all efforts to bring about reductions

in the rates which would continue to make them unreasonably
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low in proportion to their present operating costs. The
Interstate Commerce Commission and the Railroad Labor

Board are both government bodies which represent the public.

1 In public lias no right, moral or legal, to insist through one

government body that the railways shall maintain the present

wages and through another that they shall make reductions

in rates, which if present wages are to be maintained, will

be disastrous to the railways financially and render them

incapable of putting their properties in shape to handle the

larger traffic that is bound to come.

Doubtless if the railways resist to the limit all general

reductions of rates while present wages are maintained they

will arouse a hostile public sentiment. That will be unfortu-

nate. If, however, by yielding now to utterly unreasonable

demands from the government and the public, they tem-

porarily placate public sentiment, they will be doing the

very thing which is best adapted to raise against them later

an overwhelming public sentiment. In other words, they

will be doing the thing best adapted to render them unable

to handle the commerce of the country when business re-

vives, and all the most serious outbursts of public sentiment

against railways in the past have been caused by acute traffic

congestions and huge car shortages.

Ever since the present rates were fixed reductions in them

have been made to correct unfair discriminations or to re-

move rates which really were so excessive that they inter-

fered with the movement of traffic. Such changes should

and will be continued. On the other hand there should be

no yielding to the outcry for general reductions in rates unless

there are to be made simultaneously corresponding reduc

tions in labor costs.

The Superpower Survey

A brief abstract of that part of the so-called super-
^^ power survey report which deals with electrification of

heavy-traction railroads is published elsewhere in this issue.

The purpose of the survey is unquestionably a good one.

By consolidating the power supply in the large districts in

question, power could be produced and delivered at a lower

cost than is now possible, a much better load factor could

be obtained, less coal would have to be moved and a number
of other savings could be made. It is unfortunate that

those who prepared the report should in their enthusiasm

show a spirit of partisanship.

For example, it is assumed in the report that 7.5 lb. of

coal are required by a steam locomotive to do work at the

rim of the drivers equal to one kilowatt hour. A value of

7.56 lb. was obtained by tests made on the C. M. & St. P.

in 1910 on locomotives not equipped with fuel saving de-

vices. Even if the value of 7.5 lb. is correct for the average

steam locomotive now operating in the zone in question, it

will not be true of steam locomotives in operation in 1925
or 1930, at which time it is proposed to have the superpower

system in operation.

The report states: "The inherent wastefulness of the

steam locomotive is proved by its own advocates in their

claim that 40 per cent of the coal can be saved by the care-

ful use of these auxiliary devices. Then why be skeptical

of a saving of 60 per cent by a modem power station, which
has all the devices in greater completeness and, in addition,

has brains to use them?" Perhaps, as suggested, a saving

of 60 per cent can be effected by a power plant, but why
call it 60 per cent if steam locomotives can be improved in

such a fashion as to save 40 per cent? The only really im-
portant economy device applied to power plants that lias not

been applied to locomotives is the condenser, and power line

transmission losses have no bearing on the steam locomo-
tives.

i be report also states that no more skill is required to

operate an electric locomotive than is demanded of an ordin-

ary chauffeur. The railroad man who has taken a long

freight train over a grade will be afforded a smile when
In- reads this.

A steam locomotive equipped with economy devices is

spoken of in the report as a "full-jeweled movement." It

is true that many enginemen speak of the devices applied

to steam locomotives as jewelry, but to use the expression

"full-jewelled movement" in a report of this character savors

of partisanship.

Unfortunately, because of such statements, the data pre-

sented must be accepted with reservations. The use of

electric traction is practically certain to develop rapidly

during the next decade in the district in question. Much
of the data presented in the report will be valuable to those

roads considering electrification; but in using the report as

a guide it would appear that it must be done with discretion.

Have Railway Managers
Become Mere "Lobbyists?"

The columns of a railway paper should be open to crit-

icisms of railway management if they evidently are in-

tended to improve the transportation situation and are made
by persons who really know something about the railroad

business. It is for this reason that we publish elsewhere an

article by George N. Brown in which he makes severe and
rather sweeping criticisms of the attitude and conduct of

railway officers within recent years. Mr. Brown was for some
time chief examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In that capacity he dealt with many railway officers in Wash-
ington, and also came in contact with them while conducting

hearings in important rate cases throughout the country.

Mr. Brown criticises the higher railway officers because,

as he charges, they spend too much time in Washington
trying to get favors from Congress and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, when they ought to be at home administer-

ing the properties in their charge. He says that "the man-
aging heads have lost their initiative"; that "they are not

and have not been engaged in railroad business" but "have

become expert lobbyists and put in their time seeking con-

cessions from constituted authorities."

To a large part of Mr. Brown's indictment the managing
heads of the railways must plead guilty. They are even more
painfully conscious than he is that for years they have been

spending more and more of their time in conferences and
hearings relative to regulation and less and less of it in

struggling with the problems of actual railroad development

and operation. They must also plead guilty to the charge

that they are exercising much less initiative regarding rail-

road management in all its phases than they or their pre-

decessors formerly did. They must agree that all this is

very bad for the railways and worse for the public.

While the railway managers cannot, however, evade a

substantial part of the responsibility for these conditions,

they cannot in fairness be held mainly responsible for them
or their results. For years railway heads have opposed in-

creases in government regulations on the very grounds, among
others, that they would transfer from the managers to public

authorities a large part of the authority which should reside

in and be exercised by the managers of every business, and
that if. this were done the managers, instead of being able

freel] to exercise their initiative, would perforce become
largely lobbyists and expert witnesses.

Almost every extension of government regulation which the

railway managers have opposed has been made. Regulating

bodies 'today fix the rates they may charge and the wages
and working conditions of their employees; are empowered to
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dictate in periods of emergency the operation of their ter-

minals, locomotives and cars; tell them how man)- men they

must have in a train crew, and so on ad infinitum.

The unavoidable result has been that the functions of the

railway managers have been changed. Prior to about eleven

years ago railway managers could and did stay at home, as

Mr. Brown suggests, and direct the development and opera-

tion of the properties, the making of their rates and the work
of their employees, as the managers of any other business

can. The most important result of the increase in govern-

ment regulation has been that no matter how well a railway

manager may perform those functions which he has been
left free to exercise, his railway may be entirely deprived

of all the fruits of his efforts by the regulation to which it

is subjected. Consequently it has become imperative that

the heads of the railways, either personally or through other

appropriate officers, shall devote a very large part of their

time and energy to conferences with each other and to what
Mr. Brown calls "lobbying" with public authorities regard-

ing the great and vital problems of regulation.

Mr. Brown is right in saying the situation is most un-

fortunate. It is impossible, however, to agree with him as to

the cause or the remedy The main cause is unfair and ex-

cessive regulation, and the only remedy is to remove the

cause. He says "continued waiting about Washington for

government favors can lead to but one thing, and that is

government ownership and control." This, he believes,

"would end in disaster and would be destructive of all ad-

vancement in our transportation facilities." He is un-

doubtedly right in this. But the danger of government

ownership is not due to railway managers hanging around
Washington. It is due to a system of regulation which

makes it necessary for them to hang around Washington.

Railway managers have no more desire than other business

men to hang around Washington. There is no atmosphere

on earth that is so distasteful to most of them as that of

Washington and no place they would so gladly stay away
from.

We all know what the government has done to the rail-

ways within the last ten years in spite of the fact that their

high officers spend so much time in Washington as to call

forth Mr. Brown's protest. God only knows what the gov-

ernment would have done to them if the railway manager?

had gone to Washington less!

The Mechanical Convention

IT is good news to learn that Division V, Mechanical,

American Railway Association, has decided, as announced

in last week's Railway Age, to hold its convention next

June with exhibits. Never were the problems confronting

the mechanical departments of our railroads so serious and

so complicated. It is a matter of vital necessity for the

officers and other subordinates to get together and counsel

about these problems at as early a date as practicable.

If the Mechanical Division is to stand on its own feet

and merit approval of the American Railway Association

and the higher executive officers, it must assert itself and
do something more than drift at a time when every effort

should be made to improve the efficiency of operation. It

will be necessary to make some radical additions to the com-
mittee assignments. Time will not permit going into this

in detail, but the Railway Age has already made extensive

and detailed suggestions in special articles on this question

in its issues of June 10, 1921, and August 20, 1921.

This much we may say, however, in the way of emphasis.

President Smith of the New York Central made the state

ment at a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Committee
of the Senate that "95 per cent of railroading is human."
The mechanical department, more than any other department,

is an employer of labor and yet, strange to say, this has
hardly been recognized in its proceedings; nor have impor-
tant question.- of operation, in the i of which the

mechanical department officers ought to participate. Why,
for instance, is it not of just as much or of more importance
that the mechanical department consider the economics of
labor and the economics of operation as it is for the engi-

neering officers to consider these questions? More than this,

our great industries employing men of the same degree of

skill as those employed in the mechanical department but
with their entire forces concentrated in -ingle plants find it

necessary to give much thought and consideration to prob-
lems involving the human element in the operation of their

plants. Is it not more important that the mechanical depart-
ment, with large forces concentrated at some plants and
smaller forces scattered over much territory should give even
more thought and attention

I
:il'-

v Truly the

Mi ( lianical Division has a big problem on its hands and
now is the time, if ever, that these matters should be tackled
intensively. The convention next year should be the largest

and the most important in the history of the organization.

It is important that the meeting- should be made as busi-

nesslike as possible and that nothing should be allowed to

interfere with them. It is also advisable that they be attended
by large numbers of the subordinate officers, i"<>r part of the

time at least, in order that the} maj get some of the

inspiration of the meeting- and al the same time have an
opportunity of visiting the exhibits. The wonderful educa-
tional effect of these exhibits is not generally understood.
The latest improvements in mechanical equipment are shown
and, generally speaking, the exhibits are in the hands of

experts who can thoroughly explain the advantages and work-
ings of the devices and at the same time answer questions
or furnish information to those who may have used the de-
vices and who may not have secured the best results because
of misunderstandings as to the application or workings of
the apparatus.

New Books
Wage Statistics Inquiries, November, 1921, Edition., 3S

6 in. by 9 in. in si:,-. Bound in paper. Published by the

Railway Accounting Officers' Association, 1116 Woodward
Building, Washington, D. C. Price 10 cents.

This pamphlet has been compiled by the Railway Account-
ing Officers' Association in collaboration with the Bureau of

Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is in-

tended as an assistance in the uniform interpretation and
filling of the Commission's order for the compilation of wage
statistics and embodies the principles of all interpretations

or instructions issued in this connection by the Bureau of

Statistics.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has prescribed the

form of wage statistics that shall be reported to the Commis-
sion, these same statistics being also furnished to the Rail-

road Labor Board. The compilation of statistics of such a

highly technical nature naturally involves questions of one
sort or another. These question- are submitted to the Bureau
of Statistics and the latter gives the carrier submitting the in-

quiry an interpretation on the specific point involved. This
pamphlet is a compilation oi these interpretations as given

to the various carriers. In the pamphlet duplicate inquir-

ies are eliminated as are also those portions of the inquiry
or answer which are not essential to an understand::

the interpretation given. A complete indi

ably to the hook's value. The pamphlet is indispensable for

a comprehensive understanding of the basis underlvir
wage statistics. It will presumaMv have a large circulation

among those interested in or concerned in the compil
interpretation or application of such statistics.
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| The Railway Are welcomes letters from its readers and

tally those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated.
\

Watch for the Good
Brewster, Ohio.

To the Editor:

With the confidence born of the performance in the past,

we have waited patiently for the Railway Age to analyze the

operation of the D., T. & I. under the Ford regime, which

was admirably done in the issue of September 10. Nearly

all of the comments written, particularly by men of railroad

experience, have carried an air of criticism and ridicule. In

fact, some have gone so far as to be personally abusive. There

is a lesson to be drawn from every calamity, famine or

miracle, and it may be that a review of the occurrences on

the D., T. & I. for the past six months will show some prin-

ciples of practice that would be beneficial to all of the

railroads.

The public should know what has actually transpired on

Mr. Ford's railroad. Surely it has had sufficient publicity,

and as has been correctly stated, no miracle has been per-

formed. What has happened is that by shrewd business fore-

sight Ford acquired the D., T. & I. as an adjunct to his

manufacturing business, and has, by virtue of this combina-

tion, put the property on a paying basis, so that in place of

the property being a notorious failure it is now a success.

That should be one factor in his favor.

Why not review the situation with the thought of getting

what good there is out of it? Ford, as a manufacturer and

business man, is a success. His principle of standardization

of practice has rewarded his efforts well, financially. Ap-
parently, he has started the policy on the D., T. & I. of

"More business in railroading, and less railroading in busi-

ness," which, if applied systematically, should result in

economy.

Standardization of materials used in railroad maintenance,

both mechanical and way, is one of the fields where strides

for economy are possible, but it is only by the approval and
support of the executives that results can be obtained. The
re-organization of the accounting system on the D., T. & I.

as outlined in the Railway Age, is well worth studying, in

particular on railroads where the distance to headquarters is

not great. Duplication of accounting is not infrequent, and
possibly the so-called "shop organization" may fit into rail-

road service to the benefit of all concerned.

The making of the station agent a "general manager" of

his territory is a novel idea, and a good one. Review the

conditions on many of the railroads and see if it is not true

that many locations can be recalled where such a plan would
labor and money. Of course, there are many who will

say the agents are not qualified. This condition, however,
can be overcome.

By far the most important feature of the Ford organization
at the present moment seems to be his "labor policies." Say
what you will, the satisfied employee is an asset. Theorize as
you may, the best employee is one satisfied with his wages
and working conditions, and it is this condition that Ford has
developed on the D., T. & I. Pay men well, so well in fact,

that they cannot afford to lose their jobs, and we may feel

assured of the results.

So, therefore, granting all that has been written as true
' about Ford and the D., T. & I., would it not be well to

study the good points of his organization and standardization,

and apply them, if by so doing we can bring about economies

so necessary at this time? Give the man a chance, and if he

wins we should all profit by his experience. If he does not,

then only Ford loses. John Sesser.

Elimination of Rough Handling

Greenville, Texas.

To the Editor:

The Interstate Commerce Commission defines rough han-

dling as improper handling of cars in a train, or in switching.

The figures given for damage to freight by the American

Railway Association, Freight Claim Division, run into many
millions of dollars each year, not taking into consideration

damage to equipment, delays to freight and the additional

per diem on cars.

Recently there has been a campaign started to reduce

rough handling. The question is how badly do we want to

reduce it. Plans and suggestions have been proposed that

will not entirely eliminate rough handling but will materially

decrease it. The idea has been advanced that we should

reduce the speed of cars at point of impact while switching

to two-and-one-half or three miles per hour. A great many
practical trainmen and yardmen will agree at once that such

a speed is impractical and that it is not possible to switch

cars at a speed of two-and-one-half to three miles an hour

without materially slowing down the switch movement. They
invariably overlook the point that the handling speed and
the speed at instant of impact are not the same. In some
yards or leads it requires a switching speed of six or seven

miles an hour to get a car home or at point of impact at two-

and-one-half or three miles an hour. At other leads it only

requires a speed of three miles an hour. In some gravity

yards or humps only the slack is necessary to get the pin.

This question of switching speed should be worked out for

each individual yard or lead. The only way that rough

handling in yards—where 95 per cent of the rough handling

occurs—-can be eliminated will be by the conscientious and
painstaking efforts of those handling equipment and constant

and intelligent supervision.

There is nothing revolutionary in this but it will require

courage, perseverance and continued efforts. It will to some
extent, but not to any serious extent, slow up yard work,

especially in flat yards; it will increase to some extent the

cost of car handling, and will reduce the number of cars

handled per engine hour. This will depend upon the physical

characteristics of the yard and lead, and the personnel of

the yard forces.

At a small yard where we handled from 30,000 to 35,000
cars a month, a campaign to educate the men was started

in June. On a lead at one end of a flat yard which is prac-

tically level, and a classification track of approximately 3.47

of one per cent ascending grade, to get cars home at a dis-

tance of 420 ft. (ten car lengths or 15.25 rail lengths) at

an impact of no greater speed than two miles per hour,

required that they be turned loose on the lead at a speed

of eight miles an hour, or one rail length in 2.75 seconds.

The curvature in the turn-out and the ascending grade re-

duced the speed for each rail length the car rolled; as the

distance increased the car slowed up to a speed of one rail

length in nine seconds. This brought the speed down to

approximately two-and-one-half miles per hour, at point of

impact.

I will not go into the details of making these tests, as the

average engine foreman or switchman or engineer should be
able to distinguish the speed at which he is handling cars
after a thorough training by the proper supervising official.

These instructions should cover a period of at least 15 davs.
It is not the cannon that makes the loudest report that is
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the most effective—the same applies to our yard operation.

We may be able to handle an average of 20 to 25 cars per

engine hour, probably reducing our operating expense one

engine day; this will amount to about $60 per day, or $1,800

in 30 days. It will require switching the cars from five to

IS miles per hour and letting them strike at point of impact

from five to ten miles per hour, thus damaging equipment

and lading, which will require the cars to be transferred and

placed on the rip track with consequent delay to traffic. By
doing this we have saved $1,800 in operation, but have
spent from $3,000 to $5,000 in claims and to repairs to

cars on the rip track, to say nothing of the loss of business

due to inability to move the cars on schedule time.

During the period that we were making this test in our

yard we were able to handle from IS to 22 cars per engine

hour without any damage to equipment or lading. We entirely

eliminated excessive speed at the point of impact.

B. J. Blair,
Yardmaster, M., K. & T.

Universities Need Co-operation

From Railways

•mis, Ohio.

To the Editor:
The discussion now going on as to the worth of college

graduates in the field of transportation would seem to indi-

cate that the universities are not taking any active part in

meeting the needs of the situation. The truth is that those

universities which have a College of Commerce offer work

in transportation as a matter of course. Such universities are

Chicago, Yale, Leland Stanford, Illinois, Wisconsin, Har-
vard, and a host of others. The university which I attend

is an example of the sort of thing which is being done. After

two years of preliminary college work the student may taki

up the study of transportation and continue in that group

for two more years, making a four-year course.

I am not taking tin- transportation group but I am this

year electing a railway subject, railroad economics. Perhaps

the eyes of some of the oldtime railroad men would open if

they were to see the kind of work done in this course. No
attempt is made in it to represent the railroads as an enemy
of the public. The university library contains no end of

literature upon the railway question, including bound copies

of all the speeches of railway executives which have been

given in the last 20 years. The next lew paragraphs are

taken from the university catalogue.

"The courses in Transportation and subjects closely re-

lated thereto which air offered in tins group will be of value
to those who will sometime occupy administrative posts in

the railway business and who will be responsible both to

railway investors and to the public. The work offered in

1'uldic Utilities is intended for those who will occupj
tions with utility companies or serve in some capacity in the

government regulation of utilities.

"The extreme specialization of a modern railway system
makes it difficult for a young man entering this field to

i

the sap between mere routine work ons of respon-
sibility. There is an increasing number of positions in the
traffic, finance and statistical departments of railway and
steamship companies, hut without previous knowledge of the
system as a whole, om- entering such work is unable to see
much beyond bis own department and to appreciate the
organic relations between it and the othei departments.
"Many difficult problems affecting rate making, the railway

security market, and railway administration await solution.
The extent to which these problems ate solved will in a

great incisure depend upon the special training and breadth
of mind of those who administer the railroads."

The required courses in this group, while concerned in the

main with railroad matters, are expected to give an insight

into businesses closely allied to the railway. A student may
elect additional courses in subjects in which he is particularly

interested. The required courses are as follows: Transpor-
tation Economics, Business Law, Corporation Economics,
Principles of Accounting, Public Utilities, Traffic Manage-
ment, Geography and Commerce of the United States, Public
Utility Accounts and Statistics, Railway Accounts and Statis-

tics, Marketing, Labor Legislation, Railway Organization
and Finance, and Industrial Relations.

The universities need more co-operation from the railways

The young man does not want to be hampered by an ancient

system of seniority. I have a chum who may be chief clerk

in a small office in about 30 years. With such examples,

coupled with those of family favoritism— I live in a small

shop town where this is carried out—the young man is

scarcely liable to seek railroad work.

Ohio State University Stt d

In the Interest of

Better Convention Programs

To the Editor:

In your review of the convention of the Roadmasters
ciation, held at Chicago on September 20, 21 and 22, you

commend the executive committee for suiting the program
each year to "the particular need of the times" and you ac-

cord warm praise for the things that were done and said.

This is all right, I guess; every editor must be an optimist,

and it may be that I am unreasonably impatient; but how
often it was necessary in the course of the roadmasters' dis-

cussion to note that the things left out were the matters of

most importance! Are our technical associations like

in level countries, which wear their channels to a level and
cease thereafter to manifest any powi is it is trans-

mitted to them by the perfunctory flowing of the tides?

Everybody was talking of the same old problems which
have l>een, or ought to have been, put out of the way years

ago; problems which are no nearer settlement than they were
when they were discussed by the now New England
No. hi masters' Association and tin- American Society of Rail-

road Superintendents when it was steered bv Waterman
S'onc and Charles A. Hammond.

It seems to be difficult for the members to grasp the idea

that "old times have changed, old m ": that what
<led today is maintenance of track by contract and

work done by pov ! tool-: that the only rivalry

among track forces is the rivalry among themselves fur paid
places in the union, and that a new rivalry in knowledge
must l>e substituted, or we mus sh.

As the meeting pi ' lotted down these it's (I crave

the forgiveness of Kipling) which arc. as it appeared I

just what was not intended to be brought out.

ink, think, and keep thinking, on a prob-
lem, and n.t rush into it regardless

'' y°i I," with good
to be the question':

It you an
can handle an emergency without I

n the bottom faJJa

t :te to a subordinate in ill ele-

vate him, rather than cause him t

i one of that class of talking "live I

have learned the difference between cheapness and
econi n

Thru you're , ra ;|.

toad—a roadn

M OSl railroads today are running wild on labor, while
doing nothing in the way of backing it up by materials.

Where labor absorbs more than its percent of the cost of

maintenance, it is certain that the track work is not being
eftic ieittl\ done. Mr. Editor, it" you have a roadmaster on

-\.\i\. let him show up some oi the facts bearing on
this feature. W. L. DERR.
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Locomotive Runners'
Working Conditions

Trenton, N. J.

In i m; Editor:

Your editorial of October 29, setting forth, in detail, what

to do to revise railroad employees' wages, opens up a good

many avenues of possible progress. Not the least in im-

portance of the questions now before us is that raised by

Professor Cunningham, namely, how to restore the normal

difference between the pay of an experienced locomotive

runner and that of a comparatively unskilled track laborer

or shopwork helper. Our paternalistic government advanced

wages in war time on the basis of an arbitrary standard of

living; a man who was getting $45 a month was advanced

to a level with others who had been receiving $75; this on

the theory that both ought to be enabled to live on the same

scale of expenditure. This is beautiful, as socialism; but

in real life the sober fact is that the track laborer, because

of lesser abilities, must live in a poorer house and wear

cheaper clothes than does the engineman. And the econo-

mist must recognize this fact. We can wish that it were

otherwise; but there is no use in fighting immutable laws.

The law of supply and demand will, sooner or later, reduce

the trackman or advance the engineman; but it is the duty

of the employer, howsoever benevolent he may be, to recognize

this law frankly every day rather than waiting to be driven

by it.

But in readjusting the engineman's wages, it is important

to get rid of all false conditions. If he deserves ten dollars

a day because of his skill and experience, well and good;

but do not pay him two dollars a day more than he is worth

just because he, or the company, is wasting that much

money.

An engineman of a large Eastern road, writing recently

to a local paper in justification of the present rates of pay,

said that some enginemen have to move their home with

every change of time-table. There, so far as the statement

is true, is a serious waste; but the engineman is not respon-

sible for it (except as his brotherhood committee bulldozes

the superintendent into making all sorts of petty rules about

seniority). In the same letter this engineman says that one-

third of the enginemen are on the extra list. In that situa-

tion, of course, they earn irregular pay, except when business

is rushing. The query arises whether the earnings of these

part time men are fairly stated when included in published

exhibits of average personal incomes. A man on the extra

list ought to have work on a farm, or somewhere, to fill in

the time when he is not running. This again is a cold

fact which the socialist and the philanthropist do not like

to acknowledge; but the honest economist must acknowledge

it.

Another waste, for which the railroads and the enginemen

(and trainmen) are both to blame, is the great amount of

deadheading. Those runners who are required to move their

headquarters when their runs are changed by the absurd

seniority rules, evade the issue by riding in passenger cars

50 to 100 miles before and after each trip. This was brought

out in the investigation of a collision at Stamford, Conn., a

few years ago, where a passenger engineman rode 40 miles

to and from his work. It is a duty to the public, in the

interest of safety, incumbent on both the roads and the

brotherhoods, to put a stop to such useless expenditure of

energy. The Ivanhoe and the South Byron collisions, two

years ago, exposed discreditable conditions somewhat similar

to this.

Now is the time, if enginemen's wages or working condi-

tions are to be readjusted, to start a general movement to make

our safety arguments and our wage arguments consistent,

'one with the other. New Jersey

Do Railroads Want College Men?
Mobile, Alabama.

To the Editor:

The railroads want, and need, college men, but what the

college man wants, and needs, before he should consider

himself qualified to handle the position for which he has

taken four years training, is a first-hand knowledge in han-

dling the most intricate element in the transportation machine

—that is, the human element.

It will be a bold graduate from any of the engineering

schools who will expect to fill an executive, or semi-executive

position—if I may use the term—in the maintenance,

mechanical or transportation department the day after he

graduates.

A. R. A. Clerk says in the Railway Age of October 8,

1921, page 661: "When a college graduate is out of school

he is mature, and can't earn his salt as a call boy." True

he could not and keep up the appearance that the monthly

allowance "Dad" has given him for four years has permitted,

but he could "pioneer" in the sense that our forefathers did

in settling this country, always keeping a lookout for the

job ahead, no matter what it is. If he kept his eyes and

ears open he would begin to get a first-hand knowledge of

the "human element" when he went to call an engineman or

a conductor for "Second thirty-two, leaving at 6-10 a. m.,"

and the man called had been out to a dance most of the

night, or had been up with a sick child, or had not made a

trip for a week.

The common carriers of the country, with very few excep-

tions—with special reference to the mechanical department

—

are the least progressive of any of our larger manufacturing

concerns, and there is a good and valid reason for it. Their

revenues are limited by a government body, and about 60

per cent of their expenses are fixed by organizations, which

at times seemed as strong, if not stronger, than the govern-

ment. Many of the carriers have frequently been compelled,

much against the best judgment of those in charge, to

"Do as you've always done," to again quote from the

A. R. A. Clerk.

The engineering department has always preferred college

men, but we could not make division engineers nor supervisors

out of them the day after they were graduated. They must

first go to school again and learn to read—read human

nature.

A college man has an advantage over his less fortunate

fellow. In his four years of college work, his analytical and

technical training have been such that it is not necessary

for him to "spend a lifetime" in mastering his assigned du-

ties, before he is ready for advancement. But he must under-

stand that advancement is no more rapid—and no more slow

—in the railroad business than in any other line of endeavor.

Much, as may well be expected, depends upon the man and

his personality.

The railroads want and need college men, but the seniority

rule which applies with so much force in the mechanical and

transportation departments will not permit of their being em-

ployed immediately after graduation in either of these, except

as an apprentice or in some very humble capacity which they

feel they cannot take.

The most open road to positions of trust and responsibility

in the railroad business is through the engineering or mainte-

nance of way department, and that road is necessarily a

narrow- one. _
-

There is no business which so much needs scientific treat-

ment as the manufacture of transportation, and I will ven-

ture the assertion—the truth of it may never be proven—that

if the carriers had the same freedom of action as other manu-

facturing concerns, the college men for the railroad business

would be at a premium. H. S. Jones,
Chief Engineer, Gulf. Mobile & Northern.



Proposed Modification of Stop -and -Proceed Rule

Details of Practice on Fourteen Roads Using "Tonnage" Signals,

Relaxing the Stop-and-Proceed Rule

The paper by A. H. Rudd, on the Stop-and-Proceed

rule, criticising its use as usually employed in auto-

matic block signal practice, which was printed in the

Railway Age of August 6, page 247, was promptly responded

to by F. P. Patenall, signal engineer of the Baltimore &'

Ohio, whose signal for permitting a train to pass a stop

signal without stopping is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since then

we have received information from 14 other roads (besides

some from roads which have not considered this question)

and we give below some notes concerning practice in this

detail on these roads.

Mr. Rudd's position is that it is unnecessary to stop a

Fig. I. Baltimore & Ohio Automatic Block Signal with

Auxiliary Arm

train when the enginem.m can see a > lear road a considerable

distance ahead, and that the non-stop rule, as practiced quite

extensively on steep ascending grades (where oftentimes the

starting of a train is slow and difficult) ought to be made
universal, regardless of grades. Those who have expressed
opinions agreeing in substance with him are F. P. Patenall

(B. & O.) ; T. F. Brennan (B. R. & P.) ; C. A. Christofferson

(Nor. Pac); and W. J. Eck (Southern). Most of the roads
replying to our inquiries have, however, given us no definite

expression of opinion on this point. Four have expressed
definitely adverse opinions, namely: Central of New Jersey;
Chicago & North Western; Great Northern; Louisville &
Nashville.

Fourteen road- using these special signals are listed in our
table.

j
The Baltimore & Ohio has in use 78 block signals ar-

ranged for this use, an auxiliary arm being used to con-
vex to trains the indication that when the principal arm
is horizontal (indicating that the block ahead is occupied)

they need not stop, provided the way is seen to be clear.

Rule 501 AA, requiring that a train encountering a stop

signal shall stop, and then proceed under control, is sus-

pended, and instead the train is to be governed by Rule
501 G: "Proceed at slow speed, prepared to stop short of

train or obstruction."

I hi- rule applies to both passenger and freight trains.

The main arm and the auxiliary each have an independent
operating mechanism. No colored light indications are given

with the lower arm; the blade is made visible at night by
the rays of the light (uncolored) of the lamp fixed on a
bracket near it.

These signals will be found on five different divisions of

the Baltimore & Ohio, as follows: Baltimore 21, Cumber-
land 23, Conncllsville 21, Pittsburgh 12, Toledo 1. The
locations are largely on ascending grades where, of course,

the avoidance of unnecessary stops is particularly desirable.

Many of these signals have been in service eight years and
their use is reported as highly satisfactory. F. P. Patenall,

signal engineer, sees no objection to making Rule 501 G
universal with automatic signals; which is to say, the aux-
iliary arm is unnecessary.

Supplementing the information given in the table and in

the illustrations, we quote from letters from other roads,

as follows:

Chicago & North Western.—Those who believe that the
relaxation of the stop-and-proceed rule is unwise base their

argument on the likelihood of failure of discipline; and this

is most concisely expressed by the Chii • \ North Western's
reply, which says: "Operating officers find it difficult to

administer discipline when mere i- any question about the

Fig. 2—Lehigh Valley.—Arms colored red: lights, red or

green as indicated.

action of the engineman; and in disciplining him for dis-

obedience of automatic signals, there is very often a question,

as between the observer and the man who is to be disciplined,

as to what happened. Actual stoppage of the train eliminates

any possibility of question of speed."

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Signals are distinguished

by having blades painted yellow and the addition of a purple
light fixed to post below blade.

( 'hesapeake & Ohio,—Uses a yellow fixed light. Between
Charlottesville and Staunton, 40 miles, where light signals,

three-indication, are now being installed, the regulations will

permit all trains to proceed at low speed in an occupied

867
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block; but in connection with the automatic train-control

apparatus being installed on that section of the road, it is

planned to limit the speed, in all such cases, to 12 miles

an hour.

Central of New Jersey.—This road has considered the

matter carefully, but has decided to use none of these sig-

nals. On the Central of New Jersey lines, where grades are

steep, the road is in a mountainous country, with many curves.

In a few cases, the block sections have been shortened to

overcome the trouble from too frequent stops.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—On this road

the double-track lines are, in many cases, signaled so that

trains can be run in either direction on either track; and the

special permissive signals, when introduced, will have to be

arranged as on a single-track line; the connections being

arranged so that the shorter arm cannot be displayed in the

proceed position when a train is coming in that section from

the opposite direction.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—The signals on this

road are lower quadrant, home and distant. Both blades are

painted yellow. The night indication for the top arm is

given by a yellow light, the same as for the lower arm. These

signals will be found on three different divisions, as follows:

Morris & Essex, 4; Scranton 44; Buffalo 18. The signals

on the Scranton division have been in service 16 years;

service highly satisfactory.

Delaware & Hudson.—Same style of signal as on the

Lackawanna.
Erie—The auxiliary arm is attached to the post 6 ft. 6 in.

below the principal arm. The letter "G" denotes "grade."

The fixed position of the lower arm is 45 deg. upward.

Lehigh Valley.—Of the signals on this road, 25 are on

the New Jersey division, 23 miles; 27 on the Wyoming divi-

sion, 33 miles; eight on the Seneca division, 12 miles; and

ten on the Buffalo division, 22 miles. On double-track the

small arms are mechanically operated by a connection from

the upper arm; but on single-track they are operated by

motor and are so controlled as to stand at stop when a train

is moving in that block from the opposite direction. In the

position shown at A Fig. 2 the short arm is illuminated as on

the Baltimore & Ohio. Signals in use 16 years with very

satisfactory results.

Louisville & Nashville.—Signals similar to those of the

Baltimore & Ohio.

New York Central.—On the Eastern lines the signal ar-

Fig. 3A—B. R. & P.—Arms colored red; lights, red and

yellow, as indicated.

Fig. 3B—D. L. & W.—Both arms and both lights yellow.

Fig. 3C—Erie.—Arms yellow; lights, red and yellow, as indi-

cated (lower arm fixed).

TIhsc signals are to be found on two divisions; the Kent

division between Kent and Marion, 11 eastbound and 16

westbound, and the Delaware division, 10 eastbound and 8

westbound.

Great Northern.—This company planned to introduce

some of these signals in Minnesota several years ago, but the

State Railroad Commission would not consent to their use.

Illinois Central.—On this road the rule permits all trains

to take advantage of the signal to omit the stop, but pas-

senger trains are not so heavily loaded as to make it neces-

sary, and in practice the rule is applicable only to freight

trains. These signals are located on five divisions, as fol-

lows: Illinois, 13; St. Louis, 6; Wisconsin, 3; Tennessee, S;

Louisiana, 1. The auxiliary indicator is a yellow disk. The
letter "T" on the disk (meaning tonnage) is illuminated at

night by a lamp fixed behind it. These indicators have been

in use about four years, with satisfactory results.

Fig. 4—Illinois Central.—On the left a lower quadrant signal;

on the right, an upper quadrant.

rangement is similar to that of the Baltimore & Ohio, ex-

cept that the lower arm, which is of standard size, has a

standard lamp. This light, staggered, in relation to the

USE OF AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS
WITH SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO OBVIATE STOPPING HEAVV TRAINS WHEN

ROAD IS CLEAR FOR SOME DISTANCE AHEAD

Road Number of Signals in use, how used, etc.

Alch., T. & Santa Fe...On 60 miles of road; on all grades of IK Per
cent or over; all trains.

Baltimore & Ohio 7S; mostly on grades; all trains; some on single^

track.

Buff.. R. & Pitts 10: on grades; same as B. & O., but with yellow
(or green) light at night. All trains.

Ches. & Ohio 6; others in contemplation; used on grades for
heavy freights.

Chi. & N. W 5; at entrance to large freight yards.

Chi., B. &. Q 10: on grades; for heavy freights only. In use
seven years.

C. C. C. & St. L Will install 'two.

Del., L. & W 66; all trains; on grades of busy freight and
suburban passenger lines.

Del. & Hudson 12: on grades; all freight trains.

Erie 27; on grades; heavy freights. The arm is fixed.

Great Northern Proposed to use in Minnesota, but was forbidden.

111. Central 31; en grades; heavy freights.

Lehigh Valley 70; en grades; all trains.

Louisville & W 19; mostly on grades; all trains.

N. Y. Central (East)... 55; on grades; all trains.

N. Y. Central (West) ... 152; on grades, fur heavy freights.

Nor. Pac None.

Southern 5; en grades: yellow disk 15 in. diameter, for

heavy freights only.

main light, shows yellow when the other shows red. The
instructions contain an illustration of a three-position up^

per-quadrant signal with blades (pointed) painted' red.

On the Western lines automatic block signals are arranged

for this function by the addition of a yellow disk, as on the-
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Illinois Central; but instead of T for tonnage, the disk

•shows G, for grade.

Northern Pacific.—Four of these were installed in 1915,

but, as in the case of the Great Northern, the State Railroad

•Commission of Minnesota refused to permit the special

signals to be used.

Southern.—The signal used by this company is similar to

that of the Illinois Central, shown in the engraving, except

that the letter is "G" for grade, instead of "T" for tonnage.

The letter is illuminated by an electric light when the signal

arm goes to the stop position. These signals have been in

use on the Southern for about seven years. The disk is 1 5 in.

in diameter and painted yellow. The notes in the second

column of the table are intended to show whether the signals

with auxiliary arms are provided for the benefit of (a) all

trains; or (b) heavy trains or (c) only heavy freight trains.

In all cases, the signals referred to in the table are on double-

track lines, unless otherwise noted.

Freight Rate Reductions Made Since Ex Parte 74
Traffic Bureau of Commission Prepares Memorandum

of Principal Readjustments

A memorandum prepared by the Traffic Bureau of the

Interstate Commerce Commission showing the prin-

cipal reductions and readjustments in freight rates

made since the increase of August 2o, 1921, mainly by vol-

untary action of the carriers, has been printed as a public

document by order of the House of Representatives at the

request of Representative E. E. Sanders of Indiana. The
compilation was furnished to Congressman Sanders by Com-
missioner Lewis with the following letter:

Letter of Explanation

In accordance with your request 1 am sending you herewith
a list of the rate reductions which have been made since August
26, 1920, by the carriers with the approval of the commission.
The first seven pages are intended to show the more general

reductions, while those following, consisting of over 100 type-

written pages, show reductions of varying extent on specific

commodities. The attached list does not by any means cover
the total number of reductions which have been made. During
the year ended June 30, 1920, there were filed with the commis-
sion 135,426 tariff schedules containing changes in freight, ex-
press, and pipe-line rates and passenger fares, of which more
than three-fourths covered freight. All of these schedules con-
tained a number of changes in rates, some of them carrying as

many as 3,000, and it would be safe to say that during the year
which has passed since the general increase following Ex parte

74 at least a million changes in individual rates have been filed

with the commission, Many of those changes, which because
of lack of time it lias been impossible to include, are minor in

character, consisting of the establishment of commodity rates in

lieu of class rates, correction of errors, opening of new stations,

and numerous changes of a more or less routine character. A
mere enumeration of a number of these rate changes that con-
sisted of reductions and the number that consisted of advances
would afford very little basis lor determination of the extent to

which transportation charges in the aggregate have been ad-
vanced or reduced. Some of the individual reductions mean a
loss of many millions in revenue to the carriers. The reduction
in western grain, grain products, and hay rates alone, it is esti-

mated, amounts to' $35,000,000 to $40,000,000.

The list : s necessarily incomplete, because the time in which
it was prepared—one week—was insufficient to admit of a com-
plete check of the tiles of the commission in an attempt to gather
data on all of the reductions. The compilation of a stati

showing all the reductions made would require several months.

The more general reductions mentioned are as follows:

1. Reduction of 7 cents per 100 pounds in rates on lumber
and other forest products from California and the Northwest
(Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana) to Chicago, the

Missouri River, and territory east thereof, to and including Pitts-

burgh and Buffalo. A very large movement is affected by this

reduction.
2. Rates on grain from Buffalo and 1 ake Erie ports, both ex-

port and domestic, to points in the Atlantic seaboard States, ap-
plicable on grain moved from the West by lake.

3. Withdrawal of the entire increase of 1920 as to n
range cattle and other live stock from points in the Southwest
(Texas, New Mexico, etc) to feeding grounds in the Middle
West ami Northwest, to and including Montana. Ordinarily
there is a heavy movement during the summer months of

D. C.

cattle betwen the points affected ; therefore the reduced rates
would, under ordinary circumstances, cover a very heavy move-
ment of traffic. So far as is known, however, the movement
this year has been lighter than usual and there is little ground
to believe that the reduction in rates stimulated the movement
to any material extent beyond that which would have taken
place without the reduction.

4. Reductions in rates on hay (prairie and alfalfa) from
Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah to the Missouri River and points
beyond. This reduction amount) d to nearly 40 per cent, but
there was only a small movement under the reduced rates.

20 Per Cent on Raw Sugar

5. Reduction of about ." ir from
the Atlantic seaboard to sugar refineries in the Middle V

6. General reductions amounting to 15 to 25 per cent in rates

on hay from Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, western
Texas, and western Oklahoma to the Missouri River, Chicago,
Mississippi River points, and the territory beyond. Ordinarily
there is a very heavy movement of hay on these rates.

7. General reductions in rates on sand, gravel, crushed rock,
and other road-building materials in New England.

8. Reductions amounting to 25 to 35 per cent in the rates on
blackstrap molasses Erom Gulf ports and other southern produc-
ing i til to points in the Mississippi Valley, the Southeast,
Missouri River points, and the Northern States generally. Black-
strap molassi large volume from and to the points
affected for use in the manufacture of stock feeds.

9. Reductions in the rates on grain and grain products from
on th( Mississippi River and west to the Ro ky Moun-

tains, including the Northwest, to Atlantic ports for export.
Chi redu erj heavy movement of traffic and
Erom 3 to 4 cents per 100 pounds, the principal put
being to readjust the rates to the Atlantic ports as compared
with Gulf ports.

28 Cents on Coal for Lake Movement
10. Reduction ^i 2S cents per ton on coal from Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, and other eastern producing
points to ports on Lake Erie when destined for movement by

and the Northwest
tlly. Annually there is a heavy movement of this coal

and the reduction as made will probably affect 10,0
irposes of this reduction were to avoid coal shortage in

rthwest during the coming winter and to readjust the
i eastern coal as compared with Illinois and Indiana coal

in the northwestern terr
I

11. Reduction of 3 cents per 100 pounds in the rates on
grain products from Buffalo and other New York mills to Al-

ports for ex|s->rt, applicable in connection with grain trans-

ported from the West by lake.

12. Reduction of 25 per cent in the rates on molasses, the

rado. Idaho and Ul
western and southeastern points. This comm ' in the

manufacture of >ca\ for live stock and the reduction is for the

-istim; in the sale not only bf the commodi
but of the products of alfalfa produced in the Middle West to

the farmers anil stock raider- of the Middle West and the

13. General reductions in the Ifa meal and other

alfalfa from Colorado and New Mex
destinations. The purpose of this reduction was the same as
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that made upon molasses from the West, viz., to assist in market-

ing the prod alfalfa raised in western territory.

14. Reduction of 5 cents per 100 pounds in the rates on corn.

wheat, and rye and 3 cents per 100 pounds on oats and barley

ex-lake from Buffalo and other lake ports to seaboard for export.

15. Reductions varying from 4 cents "to 10 cents per 100

pounds in rates on potatoes from points in eastern Oregon, Idaho,

and Montana to points east of the Rocky Mountains and west of

Mi issippi River, but including Chicago, Peoria, and other Illi-

1 its, as well as St. Paul and Minneapolis.

Reductions on California Cantaloupes

16. Reductions varying from & l/2 cents to 33 l/2 cents per UK)

pounds in rates on vegetables and cantaloupes from California

producing points to points east of Chicago.

17. Reduction of 3 cents per 100 pounds in rates on grain

from Illinois points to Atlantic seaboard with corresponding re-

ductions in rates from the same territory to Gulf ports.

18. Reductions of 16J/2 cents per 100 pounds in rates on fresh

apples from points in the Pacific Northwest to points east of

the Rocky Mountains.
19. Reductions varying from \S l/2 cents to 55 cents per 100

pounds in rates on canned goods, dried fruits, and beans from
Pacific coast to points east of Rocky Mountains.

20. Reductions varying from 14J4 cents to 2\ l/2 cents per

100 pounds in rates on canned salmon from North Pacific coast

points to points east of the Rocky Mountains.

21. Reductions varying from 8 cents to 15}4 cents per 100

pounds on condensed or evaporated milk and buttermilk from
North Pacific coast points to points east of the Rockies.

22. Reductions in rates varying from & l/2 cents to 25^4 cents

per 100 pounds on rice from North Pacific coast points to east-

ern seaboard points.

23. Reductions varying from $1.98^ to $7.25H per ton in

rates on smelter products (copper, lead, etc.) from Colorado,

Wyoming, Utah, and New Mexico to points in Central Freight

Association territory east of Chicago, eastern trunk-line points,

including a few points in eastern Canada.
24. Reduction of 28 cents per ton on coal from Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, Ohio, and other eastern producing points, which
was limited to ports on Lake Erie when destined for move-
ment by lake to Wisconsin, Montana, the Dakotas, and North-
west generally, was extended to apply on lake cargo coal to

ports on Lake Erie when destined to ports on Lakes Michigan
or Huron, regardless of whether the coal was for local con-

sumption at those ports or destined to points beyond. This affects

an additional movement of about 3,000,000 tons of coal.

25. Reduction of 7^4 cents per 100 pounds on grain and grain

products from Chicago, Mississippi River crossings, and points

in Illinois, Indiana, and other Eastern States to Atlantic ports

for export.

26. Reduction of 5 cents per 100 pounds in export rates on
flour from Buffalo to Atlantic ports when manufactured from
grain brought into Buffalo by lake.

27. Reduction of Z]/2 cents per 100 pounds on grain and grain

products for export from the Missouri River and Mississippi

River points, also territory between the two rivers and in Il-

linois to Gulf ports, Mobile to Galveston, inclusive. Also re-

ductions ranging from 1 cent to SYz cents per 100 pounds from
the territory lying west of the Mississippi River in Nebraska,
Kansas, Colorado, and Oklahoma to Gulf ports.

28.—Reduction of A l/2 cents per 100 lbs. on domestic grain,

grain products and by-products from Mississippi River, Chicago,
etc., to eastern points with relative adjustment from other points
in Central Freight Association territory to same destinations.

29. Reduction of 20 per cent in long-haul rates on cattle, hogs
and sheep in the territory on and west of the Mississippi River
and Chicago. The amount of reduction in carriers' annual rev-
enue which will result is not definitely known, but has been esti-

mated to be upward of $10,000,000.
"

30. Reduction in rates on sand and gravel and crushed stone
between practically all points in trunk-line territory, including
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and portions of

West Virginia and Virginia. The basis employed in construct-
ing the reduced rates is 15 per cent higher than the rates in

effeel prior to the general increase of August, 1920, thus sub
stituting a 15 per cent increase for a 40 per cent increase. It is

expected that the annual reduction in transportation charges on
the commodities affected will be much in excess of $1,000,000.

31. Reduction of 25 per cent in rates on export iron and steel

from Chicago and Central Freight Association points to eastern
seaboard, with relative adjustments to South Atlantic coast ports.

32. Reduction of about 50 per cent in rates on munition lint

from points in the Southwest to points east of the Rockies.
33. Reductions in rates amounting to from $5 to $10 per car

on stock cattle from points in Tcnnessei to points in Virginia.
34. Reduction of 7 cents per 1(H) pounds on rates on barrels

and kegs. Gull ports to Ohii Rivet aid Central Freight
Association points.

35. Reduction of about 63 cents per 100 pounds in rates on
orchard heaters from eastern territory to Pacific coast territory.

36. Reduction of about \2y2 per cent in rates on domestic
grain and grain products between points in eastern trunk-line

territory and New England.
37. Reductions in all rates on iron ore throughout the so-

called eastern territory, including generally points east of the

Mississippi and north of the Potomac and Ohio Rivers, includ-

ing, of course, ex-Lake ore moving from Lake Erie ports. These
reductions will eliminate all increases effected under Ex parte 74.

and it is conservatively estimated the amount will reach in round
figures $5,000,000 per year.

Various Other Readjustments
A number of other reductions and readjustments involving a

considerable number of points of origin and destination and a
considerable traffic, but in most cases not quite as important in

extent as the ones above outlined, are as follows

:

Pig iron.—From southern producing points to Pacific coast territory.

Iron pipe.—From southern producing points to Pacific coast territory.

Iron and steel articles—From central freight territory, including Chicago,

to transcontinental territory.

Smelter products.—From Utah and other smelters to Pacific coast.

ir.—From Pacific coast to Missouri River, Mississippi River cross

ings, Chicago, and points between.

Ore.—A large number of reductions have been made from producing
points to numerous smelter points in western territory.

Salt.—From Utah producing territory to Pacific coast.

Sugar.—Pacific coast to Chicago, Mississippi River, and west thereof.

Road-building material.—A general readjustment in several States.

Ground limestone from Michigan.—To all Xew York destinations.

Sulphur.—From all Texas producing points to destinations in all States

east of Colorado territory and to and including Atlantic seaboard and south-

eastern territory.

Grain minimums.—General readjustment of minimum carload weights, re

suiting in reductions (entire United States).

Copper products.—From upper Michigan producing points to Atlantic

ports, iron and steel articles, bars, and rods from Alabama, Tennessee, and
Kentucky producing points to Gulf ports on traffic destined to Pacific coast

via Panama Canal.

Commodities of all descriptions.—-From interior Atlantic seaboard terri-

tory to Mobile, Ala., and points beyond. Restoration of the rail and lake
differential under the all-rail between eastern trunk line territory and west
ern points, also restoration of the rail and water differential via coastwise
steamers between trunk-line territory, Missouri River, Colorado, and Utah
common points, including points west of the Mississippi River.

Brick rates.—There has been considerable readjustment of brick rates in

tlie various parts of the country.

Cotton export.—From eastern producing points to Pacific coast ports.

Commodities for export.—Practically all commodities for export from
points west of the Indiana-Illinois State line and south of the Ohio River
to Pacific coast ports, including agricultural implements, canned goods,
cooperage, dry goods, glassware, iron and steel machinery, pig lead, oil

(lubricating), petroleum and its products, paints, paper and articles thereof,

roofing material, rope, soap, heating apparatus, tires, tobacco and articles

manufactured therefrom, vehicles of all kinds, wood pulp and wood-pulp
board.

Ice.—Emergency ice rates applying generally throughout western trunk
line territory.

Apples.—From Texas producing points to St. Louis, Kansas City, Chicago.
Milwaukee, Fox River, Memphis, Louisville, Cincinnati, Omaha, Davenport,
and Little Rock-Fort Smith territories.

Coal.—From Illinois mines to Michigan points. From Canon City district,

Colorado, to Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska destinations. From Montana
to approximately 150 destinations in Montana.
Copper wire and cable.—From Montana points to transcontinental terri

tory.

Sugar for export.—From Sugarland, Tex., to Gulf ports.

Vut coal.—From points in New Mexico to points in Colorado.
Fruits and vegetables.—From El Paso and Iteming, N. Mex., to Arizona

and New Mexico points.

Copper and lead bullion and smelter products.—From Pacific coast points

and Montana smelters to points in New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania, Minnesota, Michigan, and other States.

If halt.—From Gulf ports to points in various States in the South and
to Ohio and Mississippi River crossings and points basing thereon.

er.—From Virginia to eastern cities, Canadian points, trunk-line and
V \ England territories.

Commodities, imported via Pacific coast.—The following list of article-

imported from the Orient via ports on the Pacific coast destined to all

in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains: Antimony ware
and ether antimony products, bamboo, rattan, fiber; brooms, brushes, bris

ties; bulbs, plants, and stems; buttons, agale or porcelain; camphor, crude.

and camphor oil; chinaware, glassware, earthenware, porcelain; coconut,
concentrated or desiccated; coffee, green, in bags; copra, copra cake, and
copra meal; eggs, dried, shelled, and albumen; fiber, flax, jute, or straw.

hemp, sisal, rice straw, flax, tow, and waste; glassware, glasses, jars; gums,
all kinds; hides, cattle, sheep, goat; peanuts; oils, vegetable; palm kernels;

rubber, crude; sago, sago flour, tapioca, tapioca flour, cassava flour, and
potato flour; silk, waste; vegetable tallow; skins and hides; rugs and mats;
te.i, tea dust, siftings, sweepings, and waste; tin, bar, block, pig, or slab;

toys, nil kinds.

Item 38.—Reduction on manganese and chrome ore throughout eastern
territory, 28 per cent.

Item 39.—Sand and gravel and crushed stone and other highway con-
struction materials in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and parts of Illinois, 15 per
cent reduction.

Item -tO.—Reduction of half of the ex parte 74 increases on grain, grain
products, and hay west of the Mississippi, amounting to at least $35,000,000.



"Satisfactory Settlement" Ends Threatened Strike

Labor Board's Efforts to Avert Walkout Successful— Brotherhoods'

Threats Again Win Concessions

WITHIN a M'.u HOURS after the last issue of the Rail-

way Age was on the press, leaders of the five train

service brotherhoods, assembled at Chicago, voted to

recall their orders for a strike which was to have started on

October 30. This action was taken as the result of a com-

bination of circumstances, the most important of which were:

(1) the attitude of the Labor Hoard as indicated in the

memorandum handed down by the Board and reproduced in

part in the Railway Age of October 29, page S21: (2) the

"peace" efforts of B. W. Hooper, member of the public group

on the Board; (3) the preparations which had been made
by the government to combat the strike; (4) the attitude of

W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-

men, who opposed the calling of the strike at this time;

(5) the plans formulated by the carriers for preventing any

serious interruption of traffic, and lastly the general dis-

approval of the public.

In a reference in last week's Railway Age, page 823, to

the statement of the Board on October 25 (the statement in

question appeared on page 821) it was pointed out that this

statement said definitely that no further reductions for any
group of any employees would be considered by the Board
until rules and working conditions for that group were dis-

posed of. It was also noted that as to overtime pay, in the

cases of the shop crafts rules already promulgated, overtime

provisions were retained to a large extent. Mr. Cuyler, it

was further pointed out, had informed the Board that none

of the carriers had any intention of making further changes

in wages or working conditions without submitting contro-

versies to the Board. The reference to the Board's statement

continued, "These facts are pointed mil as constituting what
might be taken as a Satisfactory settlement' by the leaders

of the labor organizations." It developed that the Board's

memorandum of October 25, together with the statements of

representatives of the carriers at the hearings on October 26,

did actually constitute a "satisfactory settlement" to the

brotherhood leaders

It was evident at Wednesday's inquirj as Mr. Hooper
questioned the heads of the five train service brotherhoods

regarding their reasons for calling this strike' that, with the

exception of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, the

strike vote was taken ostensibly in protest to the wage reduc-

tion of last July but in reality to place a club in the hands
of the labor leaders with which they might ward off further

reductions in wages or changes in working conditions, espe-

cially the punitive overtime provisions in the brotherhood's

schedules. The strike vote of the Brotherhood of Railroad

Trainmen was taken soleh on the wage CUl of last fulv

and it was noticeable in this connection that Mr. Lee never

openly favored a walkout. When it was pointed out to the

executives of the organizations that the Board's previous
memorandum contained an assurance that the Labor Board
would not "enter into a prolonged hearing on an application
to reduce wages at this time," the memorandum was accepted
by the labor leaders as a satisfactory settlement of one of

the three major excuses for the strike call It was probably
recognized at the same time that the comparatively small
wage reduction of last July did not. in itself, constitute a

reasonable excuse for attempting to tie up the railroads of
the country. Furthermore, the labor leaders were cognizant
of the fact that the Labor Board has already ruled, in the

case of the shop crafts, in favor of the principle of time
and one-half for overtime except for Sunday and holiday
work and has by other means indicated a disposition to con

sider punitive overtime favorably where it does not constitute
an undue hardship upon the carrier. The application of this
attitude to the third excuse of the brotherhood leaders for
ordering the walk-out, i. e., proposed changes in working

ions, would undoubtedly constitute a "satisfactory
si ttlement" of that point. The net result then was practically
a victon' for the bn involved, ina-much as all of

rganization chiefs had stated bluntly that they could
only call the strike off unless a 'satisfactory settlement" had
been reached, then 24 hours later announcing that "satis-
factory settlement" by the recall order.

B. W. Hooper Addresses Brotherhood Chiefs

The vote ending the strike came at midnight after an all-
day session on October 27. Earlier in the day the genera]
chairman of each of the five organizations conferred sep-
arately. In the afternoon a joint session was held which
was addressed by Mr. Hooper. The hitter's appearance be-
fore the Board is said by the brotherhood chiefs to have
marked the turning point in their discussions.

Mr. Hooper presented to the brotherhood leaders the
memorandum of October 25, which through some m
had not been officially given to them befori iained
and emphasized the points contained therein which could
be accepted by the brotherhood leaders as constituting a
"satisfactory settlement." He also emphasized the announce-
ment of representatives of the carriers at the Wednesday
inquiry, that no changes in either wages or working condi-
tions will be sought except as provided by the law through
the Labor Board.

Mr. Hooper Explains Visit to Labor Representatives

Upon returning to his offices, Mr. Hooper issued a state-
ment in which he said in part:

The Labor Board did not send me before the brotherhood and
only two or three members knew I was going. I went to talk t

the representative-; of tin as a man. a citizen and
a member of the board, with the hope that I might make mvsclf
useful in averting the strike. Perhaps I went by invitatioi
tamly by agreement, and the broth • \f r . Whitney,' vice-
president oi the trainmen, to accompany me.
The immediate occasion of my appearance before the leaders

of the employees was this:
Dav >' rday ' submitted to the Labor Board a mem-

n, bearing indirectly upon the strike situation, which was
! By an awkward oversight this memorandum did not

reach the chief executives of the brotherhoods until last night
and had nol

) : been presented to the committeemen and chair-
men present in the

This memorandum was laid bi . f the car-
riers on the day it was adopted. I read this memorandum to
the several hundred officers of the brotherhoods this morning and.
in addition, addressed them along general lines, urging every con-
-iderat

i

tgainst the strike.

Naturally it was not within propriety for me to commit the
Board or even myself to any given action mi any question that

rafter come before the Hoard further than the course
are set out in the memorandum referred to.

This memorandum, brief); the purpose of the
Board to complete i's consideration of the rules and working
conditions of each class o\ .king up considera-
tion ot any application ate f that particular class,
and give amide reasons for that coursi rhese reasons it i

haps, unnecessary to recapitulate.

In my judgment that memorandum constitllt
eal basis for an honorable adjustment of the pr - ^uble
and works no injury to anybody. It is well within the disa

r of the Board to fix the order in which to dispose of
matters before it.

If this memorandum has the effect of removing the principal

871
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cause of friction from immediate operation, it has an additional

\ irtue.

Resolution Calling Off Strike

Explains Brotherhood's Position

The text of the resolution calling off the strike adopted

!by the brotherhoods opened with a history of the recent

events in the controversy. It called attention to the resolution

•of the Board ordering the inquiry on October 26 and said

in discussing the testimony given at that time:

Whereas, at said hearing the Board was given full information

as to the contentions and purposes of the organizations and the

carriers in connection with the wage reduction provided by De-

cision 147 as to the intention of the carriers in reference to further

reductions in the pay of employees, as to reductions in wages
made by a number of carriers without authority of the Board
and as to applications of carriers for the elimination of time and
one-half for overtime and changes in agreements relating to work-
ing conditions of the employees ; and

Whereas, the contention of the representatives of the employees
before the Labor Board was that the proposed strike was voted

for in opposition to Decision 147 of the Board and was justified

upon the ground that no employee may be required to continue

in the service of the employers on a scale of wages considered

by said employee to be unsatisfactory; and
Whereas, the Board propounded numerous questions for the

purpose of developing information as to what effect the statement

contained in the ballot relating to the proposed further reduction

in wages and changes in working rules had upon the employees in

casting their ballots for or against a strike, in response to which
the representatives of the employees expressed the opinion that

the matters, referred to in the statement, were of vital concern to

the employees, but that the ballot expressly stated that it was cast

in opposition to or in favor of the acceptance of the decrease in

wages, as provided in Decision 147; and,

Whereas, The represenatives of the employees seriously objected

to the criticism of the Board to the effect that in its opinion they

were in violation of the law in declaring a strike upon matters

not yet decided by the Board, and took occasion to call the Board's
attention to the injustice of this criticism in view of the fact

that 35 or 40 carriers, which were listed and made a part of

the record, had violated Section 301 of the Transportation act,

as well as the decision of the Board, by arbitrarily putting into

effect reductions in wages and by making changes in working
conditions without complying with the provisions of the act; and,

Whereas, After interrogating the representatives of the em-
ployees the Board interrogated the representatives of the carriers

;

and,

Whereas, In a reply to questions propounded to him, T. DeWitt
Cuyler, chairman of the Association of Railway Executives, rep-
resenting 95 per cent of the carriers cited to appear, stated that
nunc of the carriers represented by his association would revise

wages or change working conditions unless by agreement with
their employees or by decision of the Labor Board, nor would they
violate the Transportation Act in any particular in respect to

any dispute between the carriers and the employees; and
Whereas, In reply to the questions propounded by the Board to

the representative of one of the carriers a number of the Asso'
i of Railway Executives,- who had reduced wages and

changed working conditions without authority of the Board, he
iteted dial such reduction in wages and changes in working con-
ditions would be restored and that no further changes would be
made except upon decision of the Board or by agreetnent with
the empli >\ ei -

; and
Whereas, We interpret this question and answer to mean that

all carriers who 'nave reduced wages or changed working condi-
tions without authority of the Board will voluntarily cancel such
reduction in wages or changes in working conditions or be called
to appear before the Lab >r Board and show cause why they should
not do so; and

Whereas, In reply to questions propounded to representatives
of short line railways such representatives stated that they would
comply with ms of the Transportation Act and that
no reduction in wages or changes in working conditions would
be made in violation ,,i il, ! ., ,-,

, and
Whereas, In view of the questions propounded by the Board

to the carriers that reduced wages or changed working conditions
are in violation of the law. there is every reason to expect early
decisions requiring the cancellation of such reduction in wages
and changes in working condition-.

Board's Memorandum an Acceptable Basis

The Board's memorandum of October 25 is then quoted
and the following comment made:

Whereas, we interpret the foregoing memorandum to mean a
number of important things to the membership of our organiza-
tions. Among these things we mention:

First, it is evident that the Board has adopted a policy under
which H will not be in a position to give consideration to any
application, affecting the wages of transportation employees, for

iderable period of time.

ml, that it does not propose to take any action on wage
applications, affecting any class of employees, until it is derinitely

known what working conditions apply.

Third, that the train and engine service employees will be given
full consideration in view of the hazard, responsibility and other
conditions peculiar to their employment; and,

Whereas, in paragraph 3 of the Board's memorandum and
during the progress of the hearing the Board announced that
owing to the failure of the carriers and their employees to agree
upon the organization of voluntary adjustment boards, provided
for by law, the docket of the Labor Board has become so seri-

ously congested as to make it impossible to give proper and full

consideration without extended delay to important questions
submitted for its decision; and
Whereas, we construe this paragraph and announcement to

mean that the Labor Board will lend its support to the organiza-
tions in their efforts to induce the carriers in different regions
to speedily organize such adjustment boards in order that the

Labor Board may comply with the provisions of the law, that it

shall receive for hearing and as soon as practicable and with
due diligence decide disputes, involving grievances, rules and work-
ing conditions, which are not decided as provided in Secton 301
and for which such adjustment boards would be required to re-

ceive for hearing and decision under the provisions of Section

303; and
Whereas, in addition to the foregoing it has become apparent

to your representatives that the powers in control of railways have
so arranged conditions as to shift the burden and expense of a
strike to the shoulders of the people ; and,

Whereas, with this information before us, we feel that a solemn
obligation rests upon us to forego the full satisfaction of our
demands rather than to cause loss and suffering to the people

by carrying on a strike, the expense and hardships of which would
fall upon the public instead of upon the railroads; and,

Whereas, as a result of the activities of these organizations

since July the public is assured a reduction in freight and pas-

senger rates, which would not otherwise have been made, and
which should be reflected in a substantial reduction in the cost

of living that will in a measure compensate the employees for the

reduction in wages imposed upon them ; and.

Whereas, w-e are not unmindful of the public concern in the

issues involved in the strike, but point out that the public is not

correctly informed upon these issues. The representatives of the

employees have found it impossible, in view of the attitude of

the press, to get their case properly presented to the American
people ; therefore, the people have formed conclusions upon the

matter from information wholly inaccurate and misleading as pub-
lished from day to day in the newspapers ; we believe that if

the public knew the facts we could with entire confidence rely

upon its decision ; and,
// hereas, the employers of labor, except in the railway service,

consider it a reasonable and fair policy to make term agreements
with their employees, and every adjustment of wages is made
for a period of one, two or three years : and.

Whereas, it was one of the aims of the employees in this dis-

pute to secure a settlement of the railroad wage controversy for at

least a period of one year, in order that the business interests of
the country might not be disturbed at frequent intervals by serious

disputes between the railroads and their employees, too often

reaching the point of a threatened cessation of work by the em-
ployees, and that the employees would not be obliged to assume
the enormous expense incident to conducting repeated hearings

before the Labor Board involving their wages and working con-
ditions, and because the employers as well as the public are en-

titled to settled conditions in respect to these important matters ;

and
Whereas, we here take occasion to inform the public that as

a result of the World War railway employees were the last to

receive increases in wages and among the first to have a reduction

of wages imposed upon them: therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the Executive Committees and General
Chairmen representing the organizations named herein, are sin-

cerely of the opinion that the memorandum announcing the policy

of the Board, and the pledges of the railway executives, made
to the Board, constitute an acceptable basis of settlement, justify-

ing the calling off of the strikes, which were authorized by a
vote of members of our organizations.

And we hereby call off such strikes, having confidence that good
results will follow the adoption ot the memorandum by the Labor
Board and the pledges of the railway executives made to the

Board at public hearing on October 26: and. further, to afford
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an opportunity for reduction of freight and passenger rates to

correspond with existing reductions in wages, to determine what
effect such reductions in freight and passenger rates will have

upon the cost of living.

Labor Board Renders Decision on Strike

The Labor Board's decision filially disposing of the prin-

cipal questions involved in the strike situation was handed

down by the Board on October 29. According to the terms

of this decision, railroad unions calling strikes in the future

in violation of the Board's decisions will be outlawed, and

furthermore, will lose all benefits and rights to protection

and appeal to the Board under the Transportation Act. At
the same time, the Board definitely ruled that no changes

in working conditions or wages ma) In- made until duly

authorized by the Board. The decision says in part:

The subject and impelling cause of the inquiry was the threat-

ened general strike of the employees comprising the membership
of the above named labor organizations on practically all the first

class railroad lines in the United States, which, if it had culmi-

nated, would have resulted in a national calamity of incalculable

magnitude. It was the purpose of the Hoard to develop the causes
and true facts and conditions to the end ill possible measures
might be taken to avert the disaster. It was shown that a vote
bad been taken and a strike called on all the roads, and as to the

I'.iotberliood of Railroad Trainmen, had gone into effect on one,

the Internationa! and Great Northern, on account of dissatisfac-

tion with Decision No. 147 of the Board making a reduction in

wages. Since the hearing and as a result thereof the strikes have
all been called off 'by the officials of the organizations and the

danger of an interruption of traffic removed.
The representatives of the carriers and the representatives of

the employees have announced their intention and purpose to con-
form to the law, and abide by the orders of the Hoard. These
facts render it unnecessary for the Board to make any further
orders on or about this matter, and move it to congratulate the

parties directly interested and the public most vitally and pro-
foundly interested on this return to industrial peace, triumph of

the reign of law and the escape from this national disaster.

But at this time, and while the matter is so intensely before the
minds of all, the Hoard deems it expedient and proper to make its

rulings and position on some of the points involved so clear that

no ground for any misunderstanding can hereafter exist.

First, when any change of wages, contracts or rules previously
in effect are contemplated or proposed by either party, conference
must be had as directed by the Transportation Act, and by rules
or decisions of procedure promulgated by the Board, and where
agreements are not reached the dispute must be brought before
this Hoard, and no action taken or change made until authorized
by the Board,

Second, the ordering or authorizing of the strike by the organi-
zations of employees parties hereto was violation of Decision 147

of this Board, but said strike order having been withdrawn, it is

not now necessary for the Board to take any further steps in the
matter.
The Board desires to now point out that such overt acts by

either party tending to and threatening an interruption of the
transportation lines, the peaceful and uninterrupted operation of
which are so absolutely necessary to the peace, prosperity and
safety of the entire people, arc in themselves, even when thej do
not culminate in a stoppage of traffic, a cause and source of great
injury and damage.
The Board further points out for the consideration of employees

interested that when such action does result in a strike, the or-
ganization so acting has forfeited its rights and the rights of its

members in and to the provisions and benefits of .ill contracts
theretofore existing, and the emploj ing have voluntarily
removed themselves from the classes entitled to appeal to this

Board for relief and protection.

Strike "Settlement" Represents Truce

Now it is possible to appraise the developments of the

past few weeks correctly and it is generally agreed that,

although a serious crisis has been averted, the "settlement"
is but temporary and that the issues which 1<«1 to the polling
of a strike vote have not been settled definitely and will

again become of major importance at a time when a threat-

ened walk-out may lie fraught with much more danger than
at the present time. 'It is plain, for instance, that the so-

called "settlement" of the strike does not obligate the carriers
in any way except perhaps not to arbitrarily reduce wages
or change working conditions until all of the term- of the

Transportation Act have been complied with. In this con-
nection, Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great
Western, said recently: "Our program for the immediate
future, as announced on October 14, remains unchanged.
This program includes plans to ask the Labor Board for

permission to make further reductions in wages and to pass
the savings made in this manner to the public in the form
of reduced rates."

The position of the labor organizations as to this progTam
indicates that they are depending upon the assurances con-
tained in the Board's memorandum of October 25 and the
statements of Mr. Hooper. This is indicated by the remark
of Mr. Lee, who, upon being told of Mr. Felton s announce-
ment, said, "Of course, they will continue to ask for the 10
per cent reduction. The Board's do* I led, however.
Mr. Hooper told us, and there is no chance of immediate
,1' lion."

I. & G. N. Strike Called Off

The other remaining issue in the -trike -ituation is the
situation on the International & Great Northern, where the
trainmen walked out on October 22. The progress of this
strike up to October 26 was described in the Railway Age
of October 29 (page 823).

Conflicting reports have been circulated regardit

strike situation on the International & Great Northern and
as a result Thornwell Fay, executive officer for the receiver,

was asked to make a statement as to developments from
October 25 to date. In reply Mr. Fay said:

Report splendid progress from October 25. All embargoes
raised on October 27, and since then we have been in

position to handle promptly all traffic offered. I understand
Labor Board states strike called off, and I am informed
President W. G. Lee of the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-
men concurs. General chairman on International & Great
Northern did not so advise his men, and vice-president of
trainmen's organization now here in an endeavor to have
strikers restored. To this end he has taken subject up with
United States court at Houston. Texas, and matter heard

ber 2.

Emergency Organization

for Meeting Strike Situation

Washington, D. C.

Pi \\> wiin it had been made by the Department of

Commerce tor mobilizing the nation's food, fuel and
other supplies in the event of a strike and an outline of

a federal emergency organization which had been formed were
made public by Secretary Hoover on October 27 following

tiling off of the strike. The emergency organization

included Secretary Hoover as chairman, with an assistant

and an executive secretary, and divisions, consisting of a

chairman and assistant, on railway transportation, motor
transport, breadstuffs, meat, livestock, dairy products, canned

and milk: fruits and \ coal and oil. C.

I'.. Spen-. vice-president of the Chicago, Burlington S:

Quincy, was named a- chairman of the rail transportation

division, and F. S. Gregg, head of the transportation division

of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commen
ant. The organization also included liaison officers of the

War Department anil I. W. Powell, president oi the
|

gency Fleet Corporation, as liaison officer of the Shipping

In order to facilitate contact, the country was divid-

ed into regions under regional representatives centering at

Boston, New York. Chicago. Houston, San Francisco, Wash-
ington or Pittsburgh. Aberdeen or Pierre, Seattle. Atlanta

and Kansas City.

The organization set up in Washington was to hi

; the handling of interstate and inter-
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regional problems, all other questions being left to local

initiative of governors' organizations.

The plan of operation and a statement of the general situ-

ation was outlined as follows:

I. Determination of Fact

1. To determine the primary, secondary and tertiary stocks

of food, fuel and feed throughout the country

—

Primary stocks

being those available within state radius ; Secondary being

those within interstate water and motor radius ; Tertiary

being those within interstate rail and water radius.

>. To determine the areas dependent upon interstate move-

ment for supplemental supplies.

i To determine the character of movement, whether by
water, rail or truck, required or available.

II. Administrative

1. To assist the governors and their state organizations in

securing interstate movement of the supplemental neces-

sities that they require.

L To set up relations with food and fuel industries to assist

in interstate or inter-regional movements of supplies.

3. To secure co-ordination of railway and water movement
in delivery of these necessities to points in need.

III. State Activities

The whole supply problem is largely primary for the first

30 days and secondary for the next 60 days.

In addition to the federal survey, each locality will make
its own survey of commodities and the transportation prob-

lem comprising:
1. Commodities: a. breadstuffs, b. sugar, c. meats, d. milk,

e. groceries, f. potatoes, g. other perishables, h. feed, i. coal,

j. gasoline.

2. Transportation: a. trucks, b. water, c. amount of rail-

way movement that develops.

3. Local Resources: a. town stocks, b. immediate sur-

roundings, c. secondary reserves.

In making these surveys, two alternatives will be apparent:

1. That the railways cease operation and that reliance must
be placed solely upon trucks and water. 2. That limited

operation of railways is maintained.

The Present Situation as to Supplies

The food situation is generally good. Stocks are well dis-

tributed and the movement to secondary reserves already

brought about by federal action should prevent any hard-

ships for four to six weeks in any section, even though all

rail transportation should stop—providing motor and water

transportation is fully utilized.

Assuming that Railway Operations Entirely Cease

In case of complete stoppage of the railways, there are

available in all towns and cities, supplies for about 30 days

or more.
All towns and cities outside of the "dense area" can supply

themselves by motor or water for at least 60 days without

any consequential interstate movement.
In the "dense area" (New England, New York, New Jer-

sey, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illi-

nois) certain commodities exist or can be supplied by water
and motor movement alone for 60 days. There are few ex-

ceptions, which will be provided for.

The supplies of coal throughout the country are generally

satisfactory.
All public utilities are supplied with coal for approximately

- 75 days.
Owing to the almost universal pipe line supply or refineries

of their location at points available to water transport, there
will be no difficulty in maintaining the crude oil supply, and
consequently wide distribution of gasoline. Steps have been
taken in anticipation of any difficulties to provide supplies
where necessary.

If Railways Are Operated 20 Per Cent.

I he public can lie supplied with all essentials indefinitely
by a scries of priorities.

Preparedness

I he public should be informed that it can be of assistance
in the emergency by confining purchases to daily require-
ments Hoarding of any commodity is to be carefully avoided
—so as to prevent undui nee? and profiteering.
The department will supply graphic maps to state commit-

tees showing primary reserves of each commodity available
without movement: secondary reserves available by water
and motor without rail movement; tertiary reserves available
with 20 per cent railway operation; lines" of railways to be

operated in first instance; priorities to be established between
commodities; shipping and barge arrangements; truck trans-
port available; truck mobilization for long and local hauls.

Organization is complete for reports of volume and char-
acter of traffic moving by rail and water and for co-ordination
of such traffic.

Complete information will be sent out to governors' com-
mittees the first day of the strike.

It is not expected that interstate movement will be under-
taken before the fifth day, by which time the amount of rail-

way movement available will be evident.
Two primary changes in the situation from pre-war con-

ditions are to be noted:
1. By war experience the country understands the whole

process of civilian and industrial organization to meet
emergencies.

2. The motor truck has given every town an extended
radius of food supplies by some 50 miles and thereby
protects such vital matters as milk and perishables
against the first shock.

One phase of the government's plans for dealing with a

strike if it came was revealed by the instructions sent to

the district attorney in Texas, which the attorney general

said would be a model for similar orders to other district

attorneys. As an initial step the local federal courts were to

be called upon to issue a proclamation setting forth the

inherent power of the government to intercede to prevent the

disastrous effect upon the community of interference with

interstate commerce. It was also understood that plans had
been made for obtaining injunctions against the leaders if a

strike had been called.

Train Service Board of Adjustment
For Southeastern Territory

IN
compliance with an agreement entered into some time

ago between 16 railroads in southeastern territory and the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, Order of Railway

Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, a

board to be known as the Train Service Board of Adjust-

ment for the Southeastern Region, has recently been organ-

ized at Washington, D. C, with the following personnel:

Representing the railroads, Col. Albert B. Bayless, Louis-

ville & Nashville, chairman; W. T. Caldwell, formerly gen-

eral superintendent, Southwestern District, Southern Rail-

way; W. A. Durham, formerly member Railroad Adjust-

ment Board No. 1, and E. W. Grice, assistant to president,

Chesapeake & Ohio: representing the organizations, F. A.

Burgess, B. of L. E., vice chairman; W. N. Doak, B. of

R. T.; C. J. Goff, B. of L. F. & E.. and W. C. Turner,

O. R. C. The office of the Board is at 1319 F Street,

X. \\
'., Washington, D. C, and John L. Mindling has been

appointed secretary.

The jurisdiction of the board is confined to the ad-

justment of disputes growing out of personal griev-

ances or out of the interpretation or application of the

schedules, agreements or practices now or hereafter estab-

lished on the railroads named which cannot be adjusted by

direct conference between representatives of the individual

railroads and their respective employes. All decisions ol

the new board shall be final and binding upon both sides if

approved by a majority of the full membership. The board

will have no jurisdiction over disputes involving rates of

r in rules covering working conditions, jurisdiction

over such matters being vested in the Labor Board. The
roads involved are:

I oast Tine
West Point and the West-

ern Railway of Alabama
1

' Georgia
Charleston & Western Carolina
Chesapeake & Ohio

ast < 'east
.

S lip Island

Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis
I ouisville & Nashville
Nashville. Chattanoo Ba & St Louis
Norf. Ik Southern
Norfolk \ Western
Richmond, Fredericksburg \ t' >to

mac
Seaboard Air Line
Winston-Salem Southbound



America's Wealth Due Largely to RailwayExpansion
Increased Population, Production and Wealth Have Followed

Closely Railroad Expansion

By Dr. J. M. Goldstein,

Professor of Economics, Institute of Industry and I rade and Universit) of Moscow

Traveling in 1913 over the United States and Canada
the writer was struck by the truly phenomenal influ-

ence produced upon the economic growth of these

countries by railroads only recently built. Endless prairies

or deserts, containing a few years before only rare settlements

with a few scores of inhabitants, had within five or ten years

'hanged into endless pastures and smiling fields, with numer-
ous herds of cattle and prosperous farms. And what used to

Railroad mileage of the states Railroad mileage of the same
which had no railroads in I860. states plusColifomia. Arkansas and Texas
Population in these states. Population in these states.

Fig. 1

'< only straggling little settlements of a few houses had
(hanged within some ten years into prosperous towns with

tens of thousands of inhabitants with Immense grain eleva-

1900 1910

Tacoma, Wash 37,700
Portland, Ore wn.400
Houston. Tex 14,600 78,800
San Antonio, Tex 53,300
Oakland. Cat 67.001)
Dallas, Tex 46,300
Seattle, Wash 86,100 237,200
Fort Worth, Tex 26,700
San Diego. Co! 17,70(1

El l\iso. Tex 15,900
l-os Angeles, Cat 104,300
Oklahoma City, Okla 10.000
I'nls.i. Okla 1,400

601.400 1,499,600

1920 increase

97.000 158
186

• 2 2 .«

.'43

315.000 266

322
388

• 453
813

72,100 S.O50

2,344,500

tors and stockyards, splendid stores and numerous huge
factories and mills.

As an illustration, it will be sufficient to call attention to

the development of agricultural areas and cities in the states

of Washington, Oregon, Texas, Oklahoma, California and
the western provinces of Canada Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Vlberta and British Columbia.

How rapidly some of the cities were increasing their popu-
lation under the influence of newly built railroad- in the

above mentioned sections of the United States ma}
from the figures of the last three censuses in the preceding

table covering the 20-year period from 1900 to 1920.

In this connection it is highly interesting to note die fact

that in spite of the tremendous development of economic life

in the United States under the influence of the war, and the

ensuing progress of agriculture and industry after the con-

clusion of peace, the increase in the population of the cities

enumerated above was, during the period from 1910 to 1920,
not only in its relative but in its absolute volume as well,

considerably slower than during the period from 1900 to

1910, as shown by the following comparison:

Increase of populatii n

1900)910
898.200

Comparing these figures with the increase in the railroad

* Railroadmileoge in 1917

Railroad mileogr of North C«ntrot Divivonof • -;od milooot in BSTT

tha Unitod Statos. ^—Roilnwdmitaogt of tho Weftwm Oiwion of tM U.S-

Production of coroat, in North ConVol Dryrwan. Production of coroalo inffoif^m OK^fcon

Fig.2 F.g}

Figs. 2 and 3

mileage of the states in which these cities are situated, the

following results are obtained:

Increase of railroad mileage

The total railroad mileage in these five states in 190o was
22,426 miles, in 1910 it was 35,194 miles and in 1918,

39,791 miles.

Population Increase Parallels Increased Construction

A rapid increase in the population is. therefoi

not during the last decade, but during that of 1°00 to 1910,
wh.n .in enormous amount of railroad ion<truction was going

on in these sections. At what an accelerated rate it was pro-

ceeding at that period in thes be seen from the

fact that during the same period of 1900 to 1910 the increase

875
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in the railroad mileage of the other 43 states was nearly 3

times slower, being only 20%.
It is understood, of course, that an important share is due

to the wealth of the natural resources of these states, such,

for instance, as oil and mineral deposits; to the proximity of

convenient ocean routes, etc. Nevertheless it should not be

forgotten that all these factors existed already before the con-

struction of the railroads, but that they could never have been

effectively utilized without the latter.

Especially characteristic instances, showing the effect of

railroads upon the economic growth of the country, are given

in the accompanying diagrams which show the increase of

the railroad mileage, the population and crops in those

regions of the United States and Canada in which railroad

construction began to develop comparatively late.

The first diagram (Fig. 1), which consists of two parts,

shows the growth of railroad mileage and the increase of

population in the states which had no railroads at all or al-

most none in 1860. The first part of the diagram shows the

development of the railroads and the increase of the popula-

50.000,000

-40,000,000 ">

ao.ooo.ooo 5

10,000.000
CO o o — c\j w) *t ir>*£>t--GOcr>^ O o — — — — — — — — —

02 cy> en o o ci o~> cj n n o) a) o)

Railroad mileage in Canada
Acreage under field crops

Fig. 4

tion in a group of states that had no railroads at all in 1860.
To this group belong Colorado, Idaho, Arizona, Kansas,
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North
and South Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Utah, Washington
and Wyoming.
The second part of the same diagram shows the develop-

ment of the railroad net and the growth of the population in
the above mentioned states, together with those states in which
more important railroad Tines had at that time only com-
menced to make their appearance. So, for instance, Cali-
fornia had in 1860 only 23 miles of railroad, Arkansas 38
miles, and the immense state of I exas, with a territory Sy2
times larger than that of the state of New York, had only 307
miles. Studying this diagram we will find the increase in
the population to be nearl) parallel with the increase of
railroad mileage Quite naturally, the increase in the popu-
lation, which was caused by increased railroad facilities,

created in turn a new incentive for further railroad
construction.

Increased Railroad Mileage

Brings Greater Grain Production

Figs. 2 and 3 show the relation between the increase in the

length of the railroads and production of grains in the North
Central part of the country and in the Western states from
1850 till 1910.

The figures of the last census for all the states of this group
were not yet published at the time this diagram was prepared.

/
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/
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- r- CO
O CO 00 s p

Railroad mileage of the United States in percentage

of the average for the above mentioned years.

Production of cereals in percentage of the average

production (in bushels 1 for the same years.

Fig. 5

The group of the North Central section is composed of the

following states: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,

Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North and South Dakota,

Ohio and Wisconsin. The Western group embraces Mon-
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Figs. 6 and 7

tana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,

Utah, Nevada, Washington, Oregon and California.

In both the North Central and Western sections of the

country the development of the cultivation of grains followed

almost parallel the increase in railroad mileage. This could

be seen even more clearly from a diagram showing the rail-

road mileage in the United States for the same years in

percentage of the average for the above mentioned years in
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relation to cultivation of grains in percentage of the average

for the same years. This diagram as the others showing

these percentages have been omitted for future publication.

1

i

j

1 /

1

1

i n in is 7
Participation in national wealth of

various groups of States in 1850

-Their participation in 1870

Their participation in 1890

Theirparticipation in 1912

Ficj.8

Railroad Mileage in the United States

Railroad Mileage in Russia

Railroad Mileage inCanada. Australia

and Argentina
Fi$ 10

Figs. 8 and 10

A similar close interdependence between the increase in

railroad mileage and the growth of agriculture is shown by

Fig. 4, giving the figures for railroad mileage and the in-

crease in the area under field crops for the whole of Canada
since 1900, i.e., from the time railroad building in Canada
had begun to expand rapidly, traversing many immense
territories which had had no railroads previously. It was
only owing to the enormous increase in railroad mileage dur-

ing the last decade that Canada was enabled to utilize the

splendid opportunities in the world market for agricultural

products after 1915. From 1900 to 1919 the railroad mile-

age of Canada increased more than 21,000 miles, having

grown from 17,660 miles in 1900 to nearly 39,000 miles

in 1919.

Passing by a multitude of important facts disclosed by
the detailed study of f] ment of one or another

i of economic life in the several sections of the United

States and Canada following railroad development, I shall

give here only three diagrams which tend to show the in-

fluence of the railroads upon the development of the economic
life of the United States as a whole
The first of these diagrams, Fiu'. S, shows the relation be-

tween the growth of railroad mileage and the increase in

grain crops in the United States. Looking over this diagram
we will see that the grain crops, calculated in percentages of

the average for the years mentioned in the diagram, had
been fluctuating almost parallel with the increase of railroad

mileage.

Our Importance as Exporter of Food-stuffs Increases

The same holds true for Fig. 6, showing the value of

exports of agricultural products from the United States. The
only seeming exception arc the years following the outbreak

of the World War. I say "seeming" because actually the

increase in the value of exports for the period 1915-1919

was caused by inflated war prices. Taking in consideration

that the average inflation for the five year period 1915-1919
amounted to approximately 50 or 60 per cent, it will be

seen that even during the period from 1910 to 1919 the

growth of exports actually followed the increase in railroad

mileage for the last decade. Not to mention the fact that if
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the United States had "not had a highly developed system of

ads, this country could, of course, never have played

such a tremendous part, hoth in the prosecution of the war

as well as in the adjustment of the world's economic life

after the war.

Other Industries Also Benefit

No less marked has been the influence of the railroads

upon the growth of the United States manufacturing indus-

tries, as will be noted from Fig. 7. In studying this diagram

we will see that the value of the products of American manu-

facturing industries also kept pace with the increase of rail-

road mileage.

Wealth Increases Most in States

Where Railroads Increase Greatest

Considering this powerful influence of the railroads upon

the development of agriculture, industry and trade, it is not

to be wondered at if the national wealth of the country in-

creased most rapidly in those states which had the most

railroads and other means of communication. This is per-

fectly obvious from Fig. 8, which shows the increase in the

national wealth from 1850 to 1912, in accordance with the

investments made by each particular group of states in rail-

roads, as these investments are shown by the railroad mileage

per hundred square miles operated in 1912 in each state.

The states are ranked in accordance with the railroad

mileage per hundred square miles of their territory in 1912.

The first group embraces the following states: Wyoming,

Arizona, Nevada, Utah, New Mexico and Oregon. The

second group is composed of Montana, Idaho, California,

South Dakota and Colorado. The third group embraces

Texas, North Dakota, Maine, Washington, Nebraska, Flor-

ida and Oklahoma. The fourth group consists of Kentucky,

Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama, North Carolina,

Minnesota, Kansas, Virginia, South Carolina, Vermont and

Missouri. The fifth group embraces Georgia, Louisiana, Wis-

consin, New Hampshire, Maryland, Michigan, West Vir-

ginia, Delaware, Iowa, New York, Rhode Island, Indiana,

Connecticut, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts,

New Jersey and District of Columbia. These groups were

formed so as to allow each as far as possible an equal area.

In dividing the states by groups, in accordance with the

absolute investments in railroads, street car lines, shipping,

telegraphs, telephones, etc., as well as in grouping them in

accordance with the investments for these purposes per 100

square miles, or in accordance with the mileage of railroads

per 100 square miles in each state, as shown in diagram 8,

we obtain the same picture, although the rank of the various

states will be somewhat changed. In these calculations the

figures given are those for the taxable wealth of the nation.

Studying this diagram we will observe that in the first

group of states, where the investments in railroads up to

1912 have been lowest, both the absolute amount of the

national wealth and its increase from 1850 to 1912 have

been comparatively insignificant. And, on the contrary, in

each of the epochs shown, the national wealth was mainly

concentrated in the fourth, and especially the fifth group,

containing the states which had made the largest investments

in railroad development and in the advance of other means
of communication, particularly ports for foreign trade; and,

moreover, most of the railroads in those states, having been

operated for many decades, their influence was consequently

more pronounced.

Still clearer can the close relation between the increase in

the railroad net and the development of the economic life of

the United States be seen from Fig. 9, drawn in such a way
as to bring forward for each deca.de the states showing an
increase in their railroad mileage, both above and below the

average increase throughout the country during the given
' decade.

I bis diagram shows that in each decade that group of

states which showed an increase of railroad mileage above

the average increase for the entire country, had a consid-

erably larger increase in population, number of farms, value

of farms, primary horse power used in industry, capital

invested in manufacturing industries and national wealth.

No matter how severely we may condemn the mistakes,

abuses, corruption and even criminal acts committed by one
or the other promoter or financial group standing at the

head of various American railroads, we should still never
overlook the undeniable fact that in spite of all such mistakes-

and abuses the railroads have created both the economi<
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wealth and political power of the United States, having made
this country for many years to come the arbiter of the world's

economic destinies.

A Comparison With Russia

As a Russian whose country has both during and after the

war suffered so severely from the inefficient policy of the old

regime in developing transportation facilities, I can only

envy the achievements of the United States in this domain.

For within a period of about five years the United States

constructed a larger amount of railroad mileage than did

Russia throughout more than 75 years of her railroad con-

struction. This can be seen from the following data: • A
maximum increase of operated railroads was noted in the

United States during the following vears: 1871, 7,379 miles:
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1886, 8,018 miles; 1881, 9,846 miles; 1882, 11,569 miles

and 1887, 12,876 miles. The total increase in these five

years was 49,688 miles. The total railroad mileage of Russia,

however, equalled in 1016 only 48,955 miles.

A Note of Warning

Figs. 10 and 11 will, however, demonstrate that even the

United States should not regard this problem as finally

solved. These diagrams show quite clearly that agricultural

production as well as that of all kinds of raw materials,

both in the United States as well as in Russia, which were

before the war the main sources of supply for such products

in the world market, are in great danger from the competition

of Canada, Australia and Argentina, where the railroad

mileage during recent years, particularly when expressed in

percentage of the total length of railways in the world, has

been growing much more rapidly than the railroads of the

United States.

To illustrate this fact, it will suffice here to point out

that in the beginning of the forties of the nineteenth century

the railroad mileage of the United States exceeded 56 per

cent of that of the whole world, while the railroads of

Canada, Argentina and Australia, wen' then almost equal to

zero. In 1918, on the contrary, the railroad mileage of Can-
ada, Argentina and Australia, growing rapidly had already

reached 12 per cent of the world's total mileage and almost

one-third of that of the United States, whereas the United
States ratio, gradually decreasing, had fallen to 36 per cent

of the world's total.

If that old famous saying "Procrastination is death" has
any meaning at all, then it is undoubtedly true in the domain

of transportation, since at this epoch of sharp competition

for the world markets no rapid progress is possible unless

extensive and continuous improvements in transportation are

made.
How slowly the railroads of the United States have been

growing in recent years may be seen from the fact that from
1914 to 1918 the railroad mileage of the country increased

only 686 miles, i. e., on an average of 172 miles, or 0.06

per cent annually, whereas the average annual incn

the operated railroad mileage for the period from 1900 to

1914 amounted to 4.613 miles or 2.3 per cent. From 1916
to 1918 the operated railroad mileage, as a result of discon-

tinuance of the operation of some lines, even decreased con-

siderably (from 266,381 miles in 1916 to 264,233 miles in

1918), so that the total mileage about the middle of 1921

was probably smaller than that of 1916.

The United States, therefore, if it wants to retain th<

economic and political supremacy it has won in recent years

will again have to devote a great deal of attention to the

development of means of communication which have suffered

severely both from the results of not always successful inter-

nal legislation as well as from the w;ir and the terrible

complications it has caused throughout the world.

As far as Russia is concerned, I hope that after a strong

and really democratic government will have replaced thi

Soviet rule, the long and splendid experience of America in

railroad construction and American skill and capital will

assist my country, not only in restoring its old and now badly
deteriorated railroad sytcm but also in the building up a

large new mileage—thus giving a powerful impulse to the

development of Russia's tremendous natural resources.

Railroad Securities Bill Reported to Senate

Committee Passes Favorably on Winslow Bill, Which Has Been
Approved by House

CHAIRMAN Cummins of the Senate committee on inter-

state commerce on October 27 presented to the

Senate the favorable report of the committee

on the bill to provide for the sale of the rail-

road securities held and to be acquired by the Rail-

road Administration (the so-called funding bill) with

amendments made by the committee to the bill as passed
by the House. With the report was a statement by Direc-

tor General Davis estimating the amounts to be paid to tin

carriers as of October 1, if all the remaining settlements

could have been made as of that date, as $779,851,593.55,
of which $279,851,593.55 represents the amount that would
be paid in final settlement if $500,00(1,1 mi I of the indebted-

ness of the roads to the government for additions and better-

ments were offset against the amount-- owed by the govern-

ment to the roads. Up to October a total of $17,715,840
had been paid to the roads in settlemi Qts and $60,925,000
of additions and betterments had been funded, exclusive of
the $381,000,000 equipment trust.

On July 27 Senator lownsend introduced a bill (S. 2337)
substantially similar to the bill H. R. 8331. That bill was
considered by the committee on interstate commerce, and on
August 19 it was reported favorably with amendments,
Since the report of the Senate bill, tiie House passed the

bill (H. R. 8331) covering the same subject It seemed
wise to the committee that the Senate should act upon the

House bill for the reason that there was no other practicable

way in which the two houses could act upon the same bill.

The committee therefore took up the House bill, and the

report explains its action thereon.

Washington, D. C.

The measure has been misnamed and misapprehended both
in tlie incidental discussil ns which have taken place upon the floor

of the Senate and in the newspapers,

It is generally referred to as the funding bill or refunding
bill, and it has been treated both in debate and in the public
press as a bill which proposed a plan for funding or refund-
ing certain of the indebtedness which, during the period of federal
operation of railroads, was created from the railroads to the
government Nothing could he more erroneous than this idea.
The bill has nothing whatever to do with thi -

> fund
indebtedness of any kind or character. It neither enlarges nor
diminishes the authority of the President in that regard. The

of funding n :. covered in the Transportation
Act. 1

This i- the existing law upon the subject of funding indebted-
due from the carriers to the United States, and neither the

Senate bill now upon the calendar nor the bill which we are now
ng makes any change whatever in the present law upon the

of this bill and its only possible effect
onfer upon the President the authority to .-ell the securities

which have come, or may hereafter come, into his hands in his
- with the railroads, in order that he may be able to pay

to the railroads whatever sums may be found to be due to them
upon the final accounting which, under the Transportation Act.
1920. it is his duty to reach as speedily as possible. It is obvious
that the extent to which he has funded, or may hereafter fund,

indebtedness due from the railroads to the government for ex-
penditures made for additions and betterments during federal

operation and properly chargeable to capita! ' affect

the amount due and immediately payable t. the railroads, but
with respect to his discretion in funding or declining to fund
within the limits of the law any such indebtedness this bill has
no application.

The two questions which this bill presents are: First, shall the

President be authorized to sell some or all of the securities which
he has taken from the railroads, without loss to the government
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and without recourse, in-order to pay admitted indebtedness to

the railroads; and, second, whether tlie War Finance Corporation

shall be authorized to buy from the President a limited amount

of these securities.

It is difficult to conceive any reasonable objection to these pro-

posals, t ongress has already provided for the system of account-

ing and the methods through whicb the amounts, if any, due from

the government to the railroads shall be ascertained. When the

thus ascertained it may be assumed they ought to

be paid. If they are paid, the money must come either from the

Treasury or from money derived from the disposition of the

securities in the hands of the I 'resident. With these alternatives,

one of which we must adopt, the propriety of raising the money

by sale of the securities without loss to the government and with-

out recourse does not admit fair difference of opinion. Before

i this subject it may be well to remark that the President

already has the authority to sell the securities referred to in

paragraph (c) of section 207, Transportation Act, 1920, known

as car-trust certificates, this authority having been given to him

in an act approved November 19, 1919, and further to suggest

that under this authority the President has already disposed of

such securities to the amount of about $100,01X1,000.

Amendment Recommended

With these general observations we proceed to the amendments

whit h the committee recommends to the House bill (H. R. 8331).

The first amendment is as follows

:

The President is hereby authorized to sell any bonds, notes, or other

securities acquired by him either before or after this section takes effect,

under authority of the Federal control act, the Transportation Act, 1920,

or the act entitled "An act to provide for the reimbursement of the United

States for motive power, cars, and other equipment ordered for railroads

and systems of transportation, and for other purposes," approved November
19, 1919 ; and the proceeds of all bonds, notes, or other securities sold by

the President shall be a fund to be used by the President for the purposes

described in section 202 of the transportation act, 1920. Any balance not

so required shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States as mis-

cellaneous receipts. Any such sale or sales must be made at a price which
will save the United States from loss in the transaction and without

This amendment is intended to give to the President the au-

thority to sell the securities to any person or corporation and re-

lieve him from the restriction of selling only to the War Finance

Corporation. There can be no possible good accomplished in

limiting him in making such sales to a single organization, and
that is especially true when we consider that the War Finance
Corporation is purely a governmental body. He has already sold

$100,000,000 of the car trust certificates under the power here-

tofore mentioned in the absence of any authority on the part of

. the War Finance Corporation to buy, and it may very well be

that he will find it desirable to sell other securities in a like man-
ner. It will be noted that this amendment specifically provides

that the sales must be made at a price which will save the United
States from a loss in the transaction and without recourse.

Second Amendment
The second amendment is as follows

:

In making settlements with the carriers under the Transportation Act,

1920, no payment or allowance shall be made to any carrier on account
of the so-called inefficiency of labor during the period of Federal control

;

and no final settlement between the United States and any carrier shall be
made which docs not forever bar such carrier from setting up any further

claim, right, or demand of any kind or character against the United States

growing OUl of or connected with the possession, use, or operation of such
carriers' property by the United States during Federal control, except a

claim specified in clauses (1), (2). or (3) of paragraph iM of sect '

This amendment does two things. The important differences

eer the Hou e text and the amendment are that the House
bill, deals with the use of any fund or moneys available under
any act, and at no payments or allowances shall be
made from any fund or moneys on account of the so-called in-

efficiency oi laboi during the period of federal control. The
puts this prohibition immediately upon the President

and ili-
i md declares that in making settlement

with thi o allowance shall he made on account of the
so<alled inefficiencj oi labor. It can not be the intention oi

to deny to any carrier its constitutional right

of resorting to the courts Eoi such relief as the laws of the coun-
try may afford them. We can impose such restrictions a

thought best upon the President and the director general in making
settlements, hut we ought to go no further. It is thought, also,
that the effect of the I he: 1 |)c to forbid the director
general from making partial payments to i railroad when
the final settlement is delayed, and it is plain, from the govern-
ment standpoint that something is due to it.

Second, the House text provides that no settlement shall be
made between the

, United States and any carrier which does not forever bar such carrier from
setting up any further claim, rights, or demands of any kind or character

against the United States growing out of or connected with the possession,
use, or operation of such carrier's property by the United States during
the period of Federal control.

The amendment makes an exception in the following words

:

"except a claim specified in clauses (1), (2), or (3) paragraph
(b) of section 2 hereof." It is believed that the failure on the
part of the House to make these exceptions was due to an over-
sight. It will be remembered that the House bill provides as
follows

:

(b) Every claim of a carrier against the United States arising out of or
incident to Federal control shall, if not filed within one year after this
subdivision takes effect, be thereafter barred, and the carrier shall be con-
sidered as having waived the claim.

There are certain claims which the carriers may have against
the government which can not be presented within a year, and
these claims have, according to the uniform practice of the di-

rector general, been excepted from all the final settlements which
he has hitherto made with the railroads, and there have been many
of them. These claims may be in a general way described as

claims arising in favor of third persons, some of which may
finally result in liens upon the railroad property.
The third amendment is of a similar character, and excepts the

claims which have been already described from the operation of
paragraph (b) of section 2, which bars all claims not presented
within one year.

The fourth amendment strikes from section 3 of the bill, page
3, line 2, the words : "and the President may sell to the corpora-
tion." The first amendment, already mentioned, gives to the Presi-

dent the authority to sell securities to any person or corporation,

and therefore when we come to deal with the War Finance Cor-
poration act it is unnecessary to provide that the President may
sell to that particular corporation.

Appendix to Report

Appended to the report is the following:

Statement Furnished by Director General of Railroads Shotting Definitive

Securities Taken and Held

Definitive securities on hand Aug. 1, 1921, shown on page
86, Committee on Interstate Commerce, S. 2337, part 2. $438,577,238.08

Additional securities taken up to and including Oct. 1,

1921:

Equipment trust certificates $11,590,800

Other securities 3,550,000
15,140,800.00

Total $453,718,038.08

Less securities sold up to and including Oct. 1, 1921 :

Equipment trust certificates 99,662.000.00

Definitive securities on hand Oct. 1, 1921 $354,056,038.08

Claims Settled to October 1. 1921

Total claims of carriers settled $387,017,099.12

Amount paid in settlements 117,715,840.43

Percentage paid in settlements 30.4

1

6

Mileage of roads settled 90.944

Additions and Betterments

Gross advances for additions and betterments $1,144,681,5S2. 39

Less equipment trust (engines and cars) 381,649,957.12

Net additions and betterments, advances not includ-

ing equipment trust $763,031,625.27

Less additions and betterments funded 60,925,000.00

Balance $702,106,625.27

Amount to be funded not to exceed 500,000,000.00

Estimated Amounts to be Paid Carriers October 1. 1921

Final settlements, exclusive of funding $279,851,593.55

Amount to be paid by funding not to exceed 500,000,000.00

Total $779,851,593.55

Amount of Money Needed

In a letter to Senator Cummins, Director General Davis

said that it is somewhat difficult to estimate the amounts to

be paid carriers in final settlement. In testifying before the

committee on August 9, 10, and 11, he had stated that the

Railroad Administration then had cash available aggregating

$149,000,000, and that it would require $200,000,000 in

addition to complete the settlements, excluding any general

fundinc; of additions and betterments. Since that date it

had paid out in final settlements, up to October 1, about

$70,000,000, so that his estimate is that it will require to

complete the payment of the obligations of the Railroad

Administration something in excess of $279,000,000,, to

which must be added whatever amount of the additions and

betterments debt is funded.



Plan for Electrifying Sections of 11 Railroads

Superpower Report Provides for Consolidation of Power Supply

in Region Between Boston and Washington

A report called the Superpower Survey will be trans-

mitted to the President today (November 5) by Secre-

tary ill the Interior Fall. It is the result of an inves-

tigation of the possible economy of fuel, labor and material

resulting from the use of a comprehensive system for gen-

erating and distributing electricity to transportation lines

and industries. The investigation was made by a staff of

engineers working under the direction of \Y. S. Murray,

consulting engineer, New York; in preparing the report

they have endeavored to show how the economies of a power

system on so large a scale will affect not onl\ i oal, but capi-

watts. This limit has been determined by considering on
the one hand the ability to transmit energy away from the

plant and on the other the hazard incident to the possibility

of destruction through unusual catastrophe. A steam pres-

sure of 300 lb. would be used at the turbine throttle with a

Proposed coal delivery routes are

shown in one of the illustrations and six months' storage

capacity fur each plant i- n i /mmended.
II dro-elei trii plants will be limited in size by steam flow

and storage capacity. The principal developments are lo-

cated on nine rivers, but as proposed the estimates for 1925

Shippensbu

Fig. 1. Map Showing Class 1 Railroads Within the Super-

power Zone for Which Electrification Is Recommended

tal expenditures as well, and especiall) the output of human
energy.

The plan provides for the intercom large num-
ber of existing plants in the area shown in several of the il-

lustrations by high voltage transmission lines. These line-

would include and be extended to other point- at which large

power plants could be located advantageousl) at the mouths
of mines, at tidewater, or along rivers suitable for I

electric developments. It would be necessary to derive more
than Sll per cent of the power from coal. The maximum
size of steam-electric stations has been fixed at 360,000 kilo-

and 1930 cai justified only if they are included in an in-

terconnected otherwise their output cannot
nomicalh absorbed by the power market.

For interconnection, 960 miles of 220,000-volt trans-

mission lines are needed, together with five times that mile-

be. - \\ i tli these major lines, the 1.200

miles of lines now operated at 13,000 volt- oi :

.-imply distribution line- for the local public utilities. This

transmission network and its substations would require

$104, [0 ind the total investment eo-t of the

system the same year i- given bj the engineers a- $1,109,-

new m. mi
J

more than $4 I worth oi existing -team-electric and
hydro electric plants

Electrification of Heavy Traction Railroads

The section of the report devoted to the electrification of

the heavy-traction railroads was compiled under the

tion of ( "an 1 Hutchinson and N. I V it pre-

sents results i I even more general interest than the detailed

analysis of the industrial use oi electric power I

tion oi railroad electrification mu-t

density of traffic; on this basis of the 36,1 I main

line, yards, and sidings in this superpower

uld be profitably electrified. This <' would

trly half a billion dollars, but it is estimated that it

would save from 11 to 19 per cent on the investment

average of 14 per cent
;

i I he following

881
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contain an outline of the salient points brought out in this

part of the report:

A consolidation of the roads within the district in question

is first suggested which would make it possible to reroute

much of the traffic as now handled. Unified operation by

electricity would give much better conditions than any thai

[d possibly be attained under unified operation by steam.

I hi re would be a new motive power, in which all units or

parts designed for similar service would be identical and

interchangeable. There would be a pooling of all power,

with great reduction of reserves. Repair shops would be

consolidated, and maintenance would become a standardized

manufacturing job. Track capacity would be greatly in-

creased, and certain tracks would be allocated to freight or

passenger service exclusively. All freight trains would be

run on schedule; the average speed would be more nearly the

same and would be increased to at least 12.5 miles an hour

needed to avoid the present punitive overtime payments.

Enginehouse facilities would be much simplified by consoli-

dation.

The great expense of any large increase in trackage

pull up to the maximum now in use can be obtained, with

at leasl double the present speed.

For passenger service a similar arrangement would be

used; that is, two articulated two-axle trucks, with one

motor geared to each axle. The motors may be practically

Fig. 2. Isolated Industrial Plants in the Superpower Zone

should of itself force electrification; the total cost 20 years

hence will be less if electrification is begun now than the

cost of the added track and terminal facilities necessarj

under steam operation to provide for the inevitable 100

per cent increase in traffic within that time.

Motive Power
The entire freight service in the superpower zone can be

handled by electric freight locomotives having two articu-

lated two-axle trucks, each carrying two motors geared to

the axle, the mounting being essentially the same as that in

a number of locomotives now in use and similar to the usual

street-car mounting. There would be two classes of loco-

motives of this type—a light one carrying SO tons on drivers

and having a continuous drawbar pull of 22,000 lb. at 25

miles an hour, and a heavy one carrying 110 tons on drivers

and having a continuous drawbar pull of 30,000 lb. at the

same speed. These unit.- can be combined in any reason-

able number; the total load on drivers can be made equal to

80,110,160,190,220 tons, or as much more as may be de-

sired, being limited only by the strength of the draft rigging.

< A train can, of course, be double-headed, and a total tractive
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the same as those in the freight locomotives, the only differ-

ence being a change in gear ratio. The passenger locomo-

tive, however, would have leading and trailing trucks, with

either two or four wheels, and the total weight would be
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Zone

redistributed. This passenger locomotive would be of two

weights, the light one having 60 tons on drivers, and the

heavy one 90 tons. These also may be combined, like the

freight locomotives.
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For the switching locomotivi i ae si/.c will be adequate,

with 70 to 75 tons on drivers, of the same type as the freight

locomotive. Substantially the safne frame and running gear

can be used, with motors of less capacity.

All three types of locomotives will have the usual overload

• !W-!oad5team-EI«1ricP!ont

Railway Coal-delivery Route

Boot Coal-delivery Route

. District

tion within the superpower /.one are the 3,000-volt direct-

current system and the 11,000-volt (or higher) alternating-

current system, both with overhead distribution circuits and

rail return. Both of tin n- in successful use, and

n no doubt be designed and constructed to give satis-

fai tor) servit e in the zi

Systems of Electrification

In order to avoid some uncertain elements in the estimates

of the cost of the alternating-! urrent system it was decided

to base all estimates, both of operation and of construction,

on the 3,000-volt direct-current overhead system. Substan-

tially the same result- in money could, however, be obtained

with the alternating-cun certain gains being off-

set by certain losses.

It was evident at the outset that it would not be adequate

to study the roads as units, but that a study should be made

Class 1 Railroads Within the Superzonz

Boston & Maine
Boston 8
New Yoi

•

i ntxa]

'"Ison

Ulster 8 Delaware
Ic, Ontario & West

Lehigh & New England
Lehigh & Hudson Riv< r

Erie
-

Valtev
Jersey

S Reading
'and

Baltimi re & Ohio

Fig. S. Location of Principal Coal-Delivery Routes from
Bituminous Regions to Base Load Steam-

Electric Plants in 1930

capacity, and all will be able to operate in starting and ac-

celerating at 25 to 30 per cent adhesion. These suggested

sizes and types of locomotives can e, be varied power /one. of which

of the operating divisions of the railroads. A study of a

railroad system as a whole, even if it lay entirely within the

/one. would yield only average results, which might make a

poor showing, whi of the divis

arately might make a good showing. It was. therefore, de-

nied to ask each of the Class 1 railroad- within the super-

i list is given In low, to answer

questions asking for certain funda-

mental data a> to roadbed, equip-

ment and traffic. This informa-

tion, as with all other informa-

OUght, was to cover the vear

1919.

In addition to the data from the

railroad-, two largi -. the

General Electric and the Westing-

house, were asked to prepare esti-

mates of cost of substation equfp-

locomotives, of

catenary construction, and of other

facilities—all as of the Mar K'lo.

Similar data were also asked of the

my and one or
• companies.

1.5 2.0 2.5 3 3 5
BILLIONS OF KILOWATT-HOURS

Fig. 6. Saving Effected by Electrification of Heavy-Traction Railroads in Percentage

of Construction Costs, Not Including Saving in Wages

greatly without sacrificing the advantage of unified electrit

operation, but identity of types for the same service through-
out the superpower /one is essential.

The only two systems that are applicable to general trac-

Electrical Energy Required

The electric energy required for

the railroads i- determined from
the records of lines already elevtri-

tied. with proper allowance for

variations in the conditions of

operation, and from calculations

I on the profile and the aline-

ment of the r. '.id- considered and
the i motive
and distribution -' -

In fixing the units of energy for

the different operating divi

much weight the

results oi the N I

by profile and alinement .
modified as required

examination.

Other records of electric energ;

trains, both freight and -n the
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go, Milwaukee & St. Paul, New York Central and the

Pennsylvania. Tables published in the report show the

amount of power used on these roads for freight, passenger

and switching service.

Electrical Energy Required

The second method of determining electric energy required

consists in calculating, from profile and alinement, the work

due to normal train resistance and

adding to this the net work done

. plus the work due

to curvature, plus the work due to

acceleration.

The quantity of coal burned by

a steam locomotive necessary to do

one kilowatt-hour of work at the

rim of the drivers is estimated at

7.5 lb. Equivalent coal for elec-

tric locomotives is uniformly taken

at 2 lb. per kilowatt-hour for en-

ergy delivered at the substation.

All losses of energy in transmission

and conversion from the power sta-

tion to the substation are included

in this figure. To make the costs

justly comparable throughout, a

unit price was adopted for rail-

road coal in each section: the cost

per ton as thus fixed for the sev-

eral sections of the zone is $5,

$5.50 and $6 for the south, central,

and northern sections, respectively.

These costs include the prorated

cost of fuel and water stations.

It is assumed that the railroads

will purchase electrical energy de-

livered at high pressure at substa-

tions on or near the railroad right-

of-way at the flat rate of one cent

per kilowatt-hour.

Maintenance of the electric dis-

tribution systems, is taken at $600
per mile for main track and $400
per mile for yard track. The cost

of operation and maintenance of

substations is based on $1.50 per
kilowatt per year of capacity, giving 0.7 mill per kilowatt-

hour for a capacity factory of 25 per cent.

TABLE NO. 1

Cost of Catenary System and Electric Equipment

(1) Catenary system :

It is assumed that there will be an increase in ton-miles

per electric locomotive-hour of 33 per cent and a consequent

reduction in crew wages per ton-mile of 25 per cent. For
passenger service no data are at hand; a general considera-

tion of the subject does not indicate a material saving in

wages necessary on account of train crews and therefore

none is assumed.

It is estimated that the electric switchers will do 50 per
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(2) Total
< '.ii acitj

(3) Substatic^ns kilowatts S2.100

i ight . .

(b) Pasi
(c) Switcher

$2,013,000
1,700,000
291,000

1,625,000
1.658.000

$3,440,000
4.576,000
2,657,000

Cost

(5. Total

<"<>> Sum of specified items
(7

1 Allowance for unspecified items,
10 per cent of (6)

(8) Over] ea I, (6)

Total gi oss cost

(10) Credit for released sti are lc i

in 30,300

(111 Net

' l'n sent value
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BILLIONS OF KILOWATT-HOURS

Fig. 7. Saving Effected by Electrification of Railroads, in Percentage of Construction

Cost, Including Saving in Wages

cent more work per hour than the steam switchers, and that

consequently the wage account for the same service will be

reduced by 33 per cent.

In table No. 1 are listed the costs of electric equipment

necessary to make the savings possible with electric opera-

tion.

Following the procedure outlined in the preceding para-

graphs, a study was made for all the Class 1 railroad sys-

tem- within the superpower zone except the Ulster & Dela-

ware, the New York, Ontario & Western, and the Western

Maryland. The first two were omitted after a preliminary

examination because their traffic was too light to warrant

electrification. The Western Man-land was omitted because

only a small part of its traffic is within the zone; the pre-

liminary examination, however, indicates that the Western

Maryland traffic would justify electrification. This left a

remainder of 13 railroads in the zone that were studied.

The Boston & Albany was included with the -New York
Central and the Long Island with the Pennsylvania. It

was ncit possible in this study to adhere strictly to the limits

of every operating division reported by the railroads, and
some divisions were therefore consolidated into routes. The
number of divisions or routes range from one on the Boston

& Maine -to nine on the Pennsylvania and aggregated 40 for

the 13 roads.

?-. 287,000

926,000

1,673,000

'886.OO0

1,288,600
,377,200
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The results of the study are given in Figs. 6 and 7 which

show for each of the 40 divisions the annual saving, in per-

centage of the net cost of electrification, plotted against the

energy required, in kilowatt-hours per year, together with

the accumulated average percentage of saving for the divi-

sions as grouped. Fig. 6 shows the saving exclusive of the

saving in crew wages, and the divisions are arranged in

the order of percentages. With these results a» a criterion

of economical electrification the "selected divisions" are as-

sumed to be all that show a saving of nine per cent or more.

The group of divisions thus selected shows an average sav-

ing of 11.4 per cent. It includes 30 of the 40 divisions

examined, comprised in 11 of the 13 systems. The saving,

including the wage saving, for the 40 divisions, is shown in

Fig. 7. For the "selected divisions'' these savings range

from 10.6 to 19 per cent and average 14.2 per cent. The
total energy required annually for these 30 divisions would
be 4,400 million kilowatt-hours, and the maximum demand
approximately 850,000 kilowatts.

The low percentage of saving shown by the divisions not
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Fig. 8. Growth of Steam Railroads in the Superpower Zone.

1900 to 1919

included in the selected group, except those of the New York
Central, is due to light traffic. On the New York Central

the train cost of transportation, the cosl of maintaining steam

locomotives and the cost of coal per mile are lower than on

any other system, owing in part to the fad that this is a

water-level road with a large amount of through t

these are favorable conditions for economical steam opera-

tion and, therefore, afford less opportunity for saving bj

electrification.

The amount of electrification recommended includes 48
per cent of the mute miles, S3 pei i

mam track

miles, 64 per cent of the yard track and I of all

track owned h\ the 11 selected roads in the district. The
net cost of electrification of all the -elected divisions would

be $570,000,000, and the net annual saving in op.

including the saving in wages, SSI.000,000 equal to an

average of 14.-
1 per rent of the entire group, ranging from

10.6 per cenl for the New York, Susquehanna & \\

division of the Erie to 19 per cent for the New Haven-Boston
route of the New Haven.

Tables are included in the report which itemize values

under headings as follows: Track mileage of selected

divisions, data of -team operation on selected divisions,

data of electric operation on selected divisions, coal

saved by electric operation on selected divisions, energy re-

quired for electric operation on selected divisions, cost of

electric track facilities and equipmi ted divisions

and comparative cost of steam anil electric operation on se-

lected divisions. Another table is included which gives the

comparative data for steam and electric operation for all the

selected divisions within the zone, aggregated into one op-

erating system. The growth of traffic, both freight and
passenger, of track, and of tractive power for the Class 1

railroads in the superpower zone from 1900 to 1919 is shown
in I ig, 8. 1 he annual rate of growth ha.- been 5.3 per cent

in
I

a 4.5 pier cent in ton-mil' ent in

all track, and 6.6 per cent in tractive power of locomotives.

The amount of money required for electrification i- {

000,000. This figure is based on costs prevailing in 1919,

but at costs as of June, 1921, it would be reduced by 18

per i ent, to approximat< ly $ to 7,000,000, and before this con-

struction can be undertaken then would be further n I

reductions Probably five years from now the entire work
outlined could be done for not more than $400,000,000.

Good railroad authorities have stated repeatedly that more
that $ 1,000,000,000 a year is needed by the railroads of the

United State- for extensions and betterment-. The
this in ted to the sup - deter-

mined by the number of locomotives, would be $150,000,000.

The amount required for normal extensions and betterments

for tin' re, be sufficient to electrify the

cted divisions of the railroad- in this territory, with

an annual saving of more than 14 per cent The most val-

uable feature of the ch .mount

-avecl. hut th m maximum cap.;'

ing trackage- and general advantages of i

These figures indicate that with a return of normal finan-

- should be ele< trified

further great expenditure- have been incurred to

a mim u ity of the existing tracks and yards.

Steam i actorily meet the conditii

tin- crowded terminals herein

/one-; c-K-c trie operation can easilj d

American Relief Train Entering Soviet Russia at the Latvian

Frontier
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Amendments to Transportation Act
Likely to be Considered in Congress

Tim i 1 1 \ i n i\ , reated by the threat of a railroad strike

lias now been added to the demand for rate reductions,

the campaign of the state railroad commissioners for a

restoration of their powers to reduce rates and the railroad

"funding" hill as reasons which are likely to stir up Congress

to consider amendments to the Transportation Act. In Ea< I

the insistence of the agricultural bloc had already made it

certain that the Senate would be called upon to vote on

amendments to the rate-making sections and the opening of

iihject on any point is likely to be the entering wedge

for the consideration of several other points. The House,

which has no element corresponding to the Senate bloc, at

least as far as its power is concerned, is less likely to act,

and the committee on interstate and foreign commerce had

decided not to take up railroad legislation at this session,

but events are shaping themselves in such a way that the

House will probably be brought into the discussion by the

nexl session.

The Senate committee on interstate commerce, or a few

members of it, has been holding daily hearings on the

Capper bill since October 24 and one state commissioner

after another has appeared to complain that the orders of

the Interstate Commerce Commission requiring advances in

the state rates to correspond to the interstate advances of

Ex Parte 74 have practically deprived the states of power

to regulate their own local rates and have also required

unreasonable advance when applied to rates which for one

reason or another were already higher than the ordinary

level. They have objected especially to what they termed

undue centralization of authority at Washington but they

have also protested a good deal against the plan of directing

the commission to fix rates to produce a fixed percentage

return by groups.

The various state commissioners have reviewed before

the committee the history of the advanced rate case proceed-

ings affecting their states that have arisen since Ex Parte

74, and John E. Benton, solicitor for the National Associa-

tion of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, has given more

general testimony, laying particular stress upon the "gen-

erosity" to the railroads displayed by many of the states.

The burden of the complaint was that the railroads had
ignored the state authority and had shown undue haste to

get the cases before the federal commission or courts and that

the Interstate Commerce Commission had stretched its au-

thority virtually to the point of extinction of state authority.

Among those who testified were Carl D. Jackson of Wiscon-

sin; I.. P. Hale of New York; R. Hudson Burr of Florida.

and
J, F. Shaughnessy of Nevada.

Senator Cummins agreed in general with the contention of

the State representatives that Congress had not intended to

broaden the Interstate Commerce Commission's authority over

state rates beyond the principle of the Shreveport decision

and that the railroads and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission had misconstrued the law in holding that the federal

commission was authorized to act to correct discrimination

against the entire body of interstate commerce. He took issue

with several of the witnesses, however, on some of their

statements regarding Section 15-A. He denied that this rep-

resented a guaranty, showed that it had never been opera-

tive, since the roads have never earned SJ^ or 6 per cent

under it, and also pointed out that the percentage named
in the law expires on March 1. The 6 per cent rule, there-

fore, he said, has become "wholly immaterial" so far as its

use is concerned because any further changes in rates prob-

ably will lie reductions. When it was pointed out that the

commission is authorized to fix the percentage of a fair return

after .March 1, he said the commission had always been

required to allow the roads a fair return. The railroad

officers had attached considerable importance to the setting

up of a specific percentage standard which should represent

a legal fair return. Mr. Jackson declared that the percentage

rule was unworkable, whereupon Senator Cummins said that

a consolidation of the roads would represent a solution for

part of the difficulty.

In reply to Mr. Shaughnessy, Senator Cummins said: "I

do not agree with you that Section 15-A increased rates.

They would have been increased just as much without the

law and in spite of it the railroads this year probably will

not earn more than enough to pay their bond interest, if they

earn that much."
He said that Congress had not intended to make any

change except as to procedure in the Shreveport principle,

but he added: "Somebody has got to see that the railroads

have enough revenues to keep running." He also said it is

impossible to give the states the authority to remove dis-

criminations against interstate commerce.

Mr. Shaughnessy said that there is a feeling in his state

that "things are pretty well frozen up" because the Inter-

state Commerce Commission order has prevented the state

commission from exercising its function of regulating local

rates and the federal commission is slow to act. He said

the commission's order had added the usual percentage in-

crease to rates which were already high; for example,

passenger fares of 4 and 5 cents on main lines had been in-

creased to 4.8 and 6 cents and branch line fares of 5 and 6

cents had been increased to 6 and 7.2 cents. He said that

at the recent Atlanta convention of the state commissioners'

association there were many in favor of memorializing Con-

gress to go so far as to abandon the Shreveport doctrine,

but it had been finally agreed to ask only for a greater limi-

tation of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

Mr. Benton submitted to the committee a draft of amend-
ments to the law which the state commissioners ask. This

would eliminate the provision under which railroads may file

complaints with the Interstate Commerce Commission asking

the removal of a discrimination caused by a state rate and
it would also limit the Interstate Commerce Commission to

the removal of discriminations in particular rates after an

investigation of the reasonableness of both the state and in-

trastate rates.

Copyright by Ewiitg Galloway, N. V.

German-Built Station at Tsinanfu, Shantung, China



Strike Settlement Leaves Many Issues Confused

Necessity Seen for Improving Machinery for Dealing with

Recurrence of Similar Situation

By Harold F. Lane

Wiiii i iin, news thai tin- strike had been called off

was received with universal satisfaction in Wash-
ington, there wen- divergent opinions as to the

method by which it was averted and as to how long it would

Stay settled. Gratification that a disturbance of transpor-

tation had been prevented was tempered t<> some extent by the

question as to the el't'ei t of a postponement of the wagi

upon the campaign for further rate reductions. The policy

of the administration had succeeded in preventing a

and it had accomplished that object without having played

all of its cards, although the fact thai it held some high

ones up its sleeve had been allowed to become apparent.

However, the fact that the Labor Board had fedt it necessary

to speak more softly than is the ordinary habit of one who
carries a big stick, was regarded as of sufficient importance

to suggest the desirability of further legislation upon a sub-

je< t with which Congress has been struggling without com-
plete success for many years; and it was recognized that the

settlement left many things unsettled to bob up again in

the future.

While plans have not yet become crystallized and while

some of the opinions expressed within the last few days may
lose some of their strength now that the crisis has been

postponed, it i> certain that Congress will be called upon to

consider some means of defining more -pec ificalh the powers

which the Supreme Court has held it possesses with a view

to removing for the future some of the doubts that existed

as to the efficacy of the means at its command on this oc-

casion. It is proposed to provide some penalty for violation

of orders of the labor Hoard; talk of anti-strike laws is

being renewed; there is much discussion in vague terms of

some way to co-ordinate more closely the functions of the

Board that fixes wages and the Commission that determines

rates, and if nothing more is done the Labor Hoard is likely

to be removed from Chicago, its present statutory head-
quarters, to Washington, where it will be in closer touch

with the Interstate Commerce Commission and other govern-

ment agencies, including the President.

President Declines to Comment

President Harding, who was not apprised of the calling

off of the strike until Friday morning, as his train neareil

Washington, expressed his gratification that the matter had
been settled but declined to comment further. As he shook
hands with the members of the train crews, he said: "I'm
glad the Strike is off and so are you, aren't you?" Th.

smilingly nodded assent. Later it was stated at the White
House that the President was naturally pleased that there

was to be no tie-up of transportation and that he had not

yet received a report which was on its way to him from the

Labor Hoard. The Hoard does not regularly report to the

President but it had done so on this occasion because he

had consulted with the members of the public group and
had charged the Hoard with the responsibility for dealing

with the situation. No effort has been made at the White-

House to attribute the credit for the settlement to the Presi-

dent. It was said that the responsibility was that of the

Hoard.

The President would not indicate whether he considered
that he had received an answer to the question as to whether
the Labor Board was "a perfectly futile agency" and he

did not express his opinion as to the lessons that have been
learned as a result of the experience through which the

passed, but it was learned that he regards the

subject of a modification of the present law as "a live-

question" and that he expects some recommendations for the

future will grow out of the situation.

Mistake to Locate Labor Board in Chicago?

It is also known that members of the Labor Board, in

addition to believing the Board ought to be given some
"teeth," feel that the) ought to be located in Washington
and that the President himself thinks it was a mistake to

locate them in Chicago out of touch with the other branches

of the government. The selection of Chii head-

quarters of thi Board was madi b) ta time when
its members had been besieged for weeks with a labor lobby
of unusual proportions which had tried to prevent the return

of the roads to private- management and when there-

feeling that labor had been unduly influential in the govern-

ment. In addition to the fact that ( i. ntrally

Ideated one purpose was to get them out of Washington.
Chairman Cummins of tie - immittee on inter-

state commerce -aid he was glad there was to be no strike

but said he did nol oment on the method of settle-

ment or on tin functioning of the Labor 1. . board
of mediation and i

A prominent member of the cabinet expressed the opinion
that the whole question would come up again about next
spring, because, he- said, the situation logically calls for a
reduction of railroad wages. He- said the rate- cjuestion had

onfused and that it now probably would lie n<

.

to await the reports of railroad earnings for a couple more
months to find out more definitely their financial condition

under an increased volume of business.

Labor Board Has Recovered Prestige

The Labor Hoard has recovered --me of the prestige which
it had been gradually losing (partly because it had so far

been unable- to a--, CtlVel) ill 1 1

1

l.ltionS

of it- orders by certain railroads and partly because it had
not done more to help get rates redui ed i but while the Board
and particularly its vice-chairman. Mr Hooper, achieved a

reputation as a mediator, more e. redit for the result that has
been a I is given to the President than to the

Hoard. I he President declined to dignify the strike leaders

by inviting them to tin- White- Sous sulfation over

disability of defying the orders of a branch of the

government and hi let h be known that he felt confident

that public opinion was back of him in making every prep-
aration for dealing firmly with a strike if it should occur.

However, while his siipi>ort gave force to the insistence of

th.- Board that there should be no strike, it is recognized

that the virtual promise of the Board not to reduce

for several months was undoubtedly more effective than any
moral influence possessed by the Board. In other words its

strength on this occasion was derived from its weak-

Unfavorable Criticism for Board's Statement

The Labor Hoard statement which told the labor leaders

that there was no occasion for a Strike

1 new reduction in w.i. it could not reach

ssr
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a decision for some time, when coupled with the suggestion

that no action could be looked for until next July, aroused

ii deal of unfavorable criticism. It was compared to

i n-ndcr of President Wilson and Congress in 1916

when the Adamson law was passed "at the point of a gun"

and it was particularly surprising in view of

the uncompromising attitude that had been displayed and

of the business-like activity of the Department of Commerce,

the War Department and Attorney General Daugherty and

his district attorneys. The statement of the Board came as

a she* k to many of those who have been active in seeking a

way to reduce freight rates but have found the wage question

a senous obstacle. This includes certain members of the

Interstate Commerce Commission who recognize the need for

rati- reductions but also have some regard for the need of

the carriers for revenue. More deliberate consideration

softened the criticism, however, in view of the manifest fact

that the Labor Board docket is still overloaded with ques-

tions pertaining to rules and working conditions, which in-

volve almost as much money as a 10 per cent wage cut, and

that the Board, even without any stipulation on its part,

could hardly be expected to dispose of a new question ahead

of the other cases on its docket, without dealing in a purely

emergency way with a subject which has already been seri-

ously complicated by the necessity for handling it as an
emergency proposition so many times before.

Brotherhoods Win Temporarily

The fact that the Board had told the brotherhood leaders,

as an inducement to call off . the strike, that it would not

consider a request for wage reductions in the case of any

class of employees until it had first disposed of the rules

and working conditions for that class appeared somewhat
more reasonable than the suggestion that the railroads agree

to withhold their requests for wage reductions. It sounded

more like a statement of a condition than a compromise. It

also made it unnecessary for the railroads to make a con-

cession, which they undoubtedly would have been most
reluctant to make in the face of the suggestion that has fre-

quently been made, even by a former railroad president now
a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission, that the

railroads cannot excuse high rates by high wages unless they

make every effort to get wages reduced.

No Complete Victory for Anybody

A truce has been made without a complete victory for any
party to the controversy. The railroads are so far unscathed,

because the grain rate decision would undoubtedly have come
anyway, but they have not been given any additional as-

sistance in their efforts to meet the public demand for lower
rates. The government has won a point by the yielding of

the labor organizations to its insistence that there should
be no strike. The brotherhoods have lost the point on which
their strike vote was technically based, the demand that the

12 per cent reduction be rescinded, but they have won for

the time being the object for which it is well understood
they were actually striving, that is to stave off another wage
reduction and the modification of some of their rules and
have declared that the plan constitutes "an acceptable basis
of settlement." In view of the statement made by W. S.

Carter that he doubted whether 20 per cent of the men had
read the statement on the strike ballot and his further state-

ment thai tit.- labor organizations were "playing a game of
poker without cards" and always asked for more than they

would appear that the kind of bluff repre-
sented by a strike threal is still about as potent as the
influence of an order of the United States Railroad Labor
Board.

Further Freight Rate Cuts

One difficulty about the situation from the viewpoint of
the railroads is that the Labor Board and the Interstate

( Commerce Commission are not so closely co-ordinated that

the promise of the former that wages will not be reduced

for at least several months may be taken to mean that the

Interstate Commerce Commission will postpone consideration

of its docket of petitions for rate reductions for a similar

l>eriod. It is believed that the Commission will undoubtedly

feel it necessary to go slow in ordering further rate cuts,

bei ause it realizes that it is charged with a degree of respon-

sibility for the adequacy of railway revenues and no one

credits it with a desire to injure the roads, but it is under

a tremendous pressure and it has on several occasions prior

to its recent decision in the grain rate case displayed a will-

ingness to discount an optimistic view of the future in

reaching its decisions.

The earnings of the railroads have been making a com-

paratively good showing for August, September and October,

the three best months of the year, and while they will un-

doubtedly begin the usual seasonal decline about the first

of November, the earnings figures for the better months will

be the only ones available to the public until about the first

of the year, when the November reports come out. This will

afford an excuse for continued agitation for rate reductions

based on the kind of reasoning that was used in 1919 when
some of the advocates of government control proclaimed that

the Railroad Administration was earning at the annual rate

of four times the earnings of the three best months of the

year, although most of the months had shown deficits.

Anti-Strike Legislation Considered

Many members of Congress who are getting tired of having

the country stirred up by strike threats every year or two

are becoming strong for anti-strike legislation, such as has

been passed by the Senate on two recent occasions, but which

the House has been unwilling to accept. Others more con-

servative feel that no law absolutely prohibiting strikes could

actually be made effective in case the employees involved

really felt so dissatisfied with the wages or working condi-

tions fixed for them that they were unwilling to work under
them longer. It is argued, for example, that if the decision

of an impartial board really appeared to the men so intol-

erable that they would be willing to risk the chances of a

strike there would not be jails enough to hold them, or they

could bring about the practical effect of a strike by simply

quitting their jobs without a tangible conspiracy to do so.

*On the other hand, it is contended that an anti-strike

law might not meet such a condition but that it would
eliminate the potency of the strike bluff which has usually

been so effective in the past. It is recognized that men can-

not be forced by law, in time of peace, to work for a given

wage against their will, and that if a large majority of the

railroad men of the United States are actually determined

to strike rather than accept the terms of employment offered

them, the shippers and passengers of the country will have
to pay rates sufficient to hold them, whether the roads are

run by private companies or by the government. However,
a law penalizing a conspiracy to strike, would tend to reduce

strike threats to the irreducible minimum. Some of the

patrons of the railroads recently have displayed some signs

of a willingness to strike themselves rather than be bluffed

into paying wages higher than they think are necessary.

The outcome of the conferences at Chicago has also sug-

gested the possibility of enacting something like the Canadian
Lemieux law, which prohibits a strike until after a tribunal

has passed on the controversy and stated its view of the

merits to the public. In the present case the strike threat

collapsed 'after a public discussion of the issues had shown
that the principal grievance of the brotherhoods was in an-

ticipation of something which had not occurred, because the

railroads had not filed their requests for wage reductions,

tin Board could not pass upon them promptly if they were
filed and no one knew what its decision would be anvway.
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I he discussion of the case had also shown the brotherhoods

that their bluff was being called and the Inuring before

the Labor Board gave them an opportunity to withdraw with

some appearance of honor, from a position from which stub-

bornness might easily have made il diffii u It to retreat.

Greater Co-Ordination With I. C. C.

Much is heard of the suggestion that there ought to be

greater co-ordination between the Laboi Board and the

Interstate Commerce Commission, but thi re has thus far been

no explanation as to how this could bi i mplished

by giving the functions of the Board to the Commission and

making the board itself a bureau of the Commission. It

is more frequently suggested that tin- board be abolished and

its functions conferred upon tin- Commission. At thi

of the eight-hour basic day demand in 1916 tin' railroads

Strongly urged that the question In- arbitrated by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the bod) that has the last

word as to rates. This suggestion was inspired in part by

the experience of the railroads in ad ;i - or having

them advanced by arbitration bi ml-, and then finding it

somewhat difficult to convince the commission without long

delay that rates would have to be advanced correspond ingly.

In one decision written by Commissioner Prouty it was sug-

gested that the commission would not feel called upon to

recognize as reasonable rates that might be made ne
by unreasonable demands of a "labor trust" or of any "trust"

that supplied materials and equipment to the roads.

I. C. C. Does Not Want Jurisdiction Over Wages

At the time the transportation act was in the process of

making, it was often suggested that if wages were to be fixed

by the government they ought to be fixed by the same body
that fixes the rates. The commission strongly opposed this,

however, on the ground that it would be difficult to deter

mine either one unless the other were somewhat fixed. I hah
man Clark, in discussing the vie\\> of the Commission before

the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
said he knew of no reason why the Commission should be

considered better qualified to exercise the functions of media-

tion, conciliation and arbitration than other officers of the

government to whom those duties might be committed.

"But above all that," he said, "we think it would be an

unsound public policy to place in one body the duty of

regulating activities of the carriers and their rates and
charges, from which their revenues are derived, and also

the fixing of the largest item in the operating expenses of

the railroads, to wit, the wages of the employees
"

Mr. Clark said he believed it would be developed in a

few year- that this would be destructive of the influence and

standing and opportunity for good of the entire plan u

the body that administers it. Applicants For increased wages

would sa) that the Commission could give the wagi

increase the rate- if necessary [f thai were done the tri-

bunal would be accused of playing to p pularity among labor

forces and disregarding the interests of the public. If it

were refused, and a strike occurred they would say. on the

other hand, thai the Commission was so niggardly abi

creasing rate- thai it had precipitated all the trouble He
did not question the advisability or the propriety of the go*

eminent doing all it possibly can to adjust disputes affecting,

or even regulating, the question of the wage- of the employees
of the carriers, but he urged that whatever i- done in that

line be placed in the hands of a tribunal that has tli it Ques-

tion to ileal with and. In- said, "our Commission will deal

with the questions i ommitted u-> it in the light of what i- done
in a legal way by another tribunal that considers matters

Without having always to bear in mind that if we do this we
must do that."

It lias now come about, however, thai the I abor Hoard is

unable to readjust wages rapidly enough to meet
|

for lower rates and the Commission, impatient to perform its

duty to give the shippers what it considers reasonable rates,

is encountered by the obstacle of high wages, which it is

powerless to omission ha- not indicated in

any way what it thinks of the present wages. It generally

refer- to them only by including them in

and when it ordered the- grain rates reduced it did

discounting further reductions in such costs without

whether or not it expected further red.

Commissioner I 'otter was more explicit in his opinion in the

grain case, when he -aid that if the question a- to what the

is can afford to pay is to he determined by the com-
I ibor Board mu-t take its finding

into coi on in fixing wag i Hoard fail-

to do nbling

the situation that might exist within tin if it

had both functions to p. ept that the Com;
could reach a decision by a majority vote and having deter-

mined that wages should on level would naturally

find it necessary to try at least to make rate- that would sup-

port them, or having fixed rate- would try to find what

could be paid out of them.

Western Roads Seek Modification

of Grain Rate Reduction

The annoui the Labor Hoard that wage reduc-

tions cannot be . onsidered for a long time has apparently put

a crimp in the efforts of many intere-ts to induce the rail-

roads to make voluntary rate rcdui t
i

!

of the Western road- have been in Washington this week

conferring among themsi Ives and for the purpose of seeking

a conference with the Interstate Commerce Commission with

a view to asking a modification of its decision in the Western

grain rate case, in which the road- were told to

rates on grain, hay and grain products b) Nbvi iber 20, but

in which the commission has not yet issued a formal order.

A conference with the commission was planned for Wednes-
day but was postponed until Friday. It i- understood that

one propo-al which was to be made to the commission was
that a general I 11 per cent reduction in the rates on agricul-

tural products be substituted for the larger reduction- which

omission proposed on fjrain. This i- on the uround

that there is now no prospect for an early wage reduction,

although there was one at the time the commission reached

its decision, and that a reduction in the grain rate- would
"lib inviti demands for similar reductions in many other

rates.

An informal conference between representatives of the rail-

road- and the shippers on the rate- on fish and sea foods

wa- held under thi f the commission on T
and a similar conference with representatives of the iron

I ida; Monday.

Tuf Rescinding of the strike order was an impressive excm-

II ^>i the great power of enlightened public opinion, which

in thi- instance so unmistakably demonstrated that the majority

people throughout the country believed the threatened

strike H -mess and absolutely unjustified.

—Guaranty Survey.

Thk \rd of Tennessee has made the

ing reductions in I Southern R
one lot in Mempl 5. assessed $50
Nashville Union Termin 00,000. redu

$500,000 k mphis Bridgi

• $1,250,000; Harrison City and Memphis "

T. P.

Railr. X) per mile.

Stituted the only chances in the a--. -

the hoard by the public utilities commission.



The Requirements for a Modern Car Repair Shop

Type of Building, Character of Tools and General Plan for

Both Steel and Wood Equipment

By H. H. Dickinson and Paul Schioler

The Arnold Company, Chicago

The inadequacy of facilities for the repair and main-

tenance of cars creates one of the most important prob-

lems which now confronts the executives of American

railways. The enormous amount of capital tied up unprofit-

ably in bad order cars is already a serious matter in railway

economics and is growing worse through the increased unit

costs of rolling stock. Furthermore, during repeated periods

in more recent years, every railroad has been seriously

hampered in its operations because the facilities for car re-

pairs have not kept pace with the increase in equipment.

In planning a modern car repair shop the main points of

consideration are the location, the site, the type, size and
number of buildings, and the equipment, i. e., cranes, ma-
chinery, power, etc. Location and site are matters of local

determination but in the selection and grouping of buildings

1—planer and matcher, motor driven.
1—24-in. rip saw table, motor driven.
1— 16-in. rip saw table, motor driven.
1—36-in. swing cut-off saw, motor driven.
1—24-in. cut-off saw table, motor driven.
1—vertical boring and mortising machine, motor driven.
1—car gainer, motor driven.
1— 12-in. mitre saw table, motor driven.
1—24-in. jointer, motor driven.
1—48-in. band saw table, motor driven.
1—saw gumming machine, belt driven.
1—vertical car tenoner, motor driven.
1—wood lathe, belt or motor.
1—three-spindle vertical and radial car borer, motor driven.
1—flexible single spindle post borer, belt driven.

It is recommended that this machinery be housed in a

separate building, or at least segregated in a room at one

25-Bays@ ZO'-O "•500'-0"

A Steel Car Repair Shop with a Longitudinal Arrangement in Two 44-ft. Aisles

and their equipment with apparatus, labor saving devices
and machinery, certain specific recommendations and sug-
gestions may be made.
The work of repairing railway cars falls naturally in two

main divisions; wooden cars and steel cars, with the in-

termediate one of cars with steel underframes and wooden
to] is. For wood car repairs frame buildings will usually
answer the purpose in a satisfactory manner. It is true
that they are not fireproof, but this does not add to the fire

hazard from within, as the contents of such a shop are in-

flammable anyway, and the custom of supporting the roof
in mill buildings on intermediate columns will, in fact, make
them more desirable in this respect than steel truss buildings,
as steel trusses collapse promptly under an inside fire. If it

is desired to protect against fire danger from adjacent lum-
ber yards, storehouses, etc., a fireproof roof covering may
readily be provided.

The saw and planing mill operations involved in the
preparation of material for wood car repairs are in reality a

separate industry from car repairing. The following list

of machinery is recommended for the average requirements:

1—four-cylinder sill and timber dresser, motor driven.
' 1—double-cylinder surfacer, motor driven.

end of the car repair shop. The necessary system of shaft-

ing and pulleys, individual motor installations, ducts for the

removal of sawdust and chips, and the whole organization

of the milhvork, are best handled in this manner. The effi-

cient transportation and handling of material from car to

pile and through the mill, and thence to the cars undergoing

repair, is quite as important as is material handling in any

industry, and it is best accomplished by properly arranged

industrial tracks and yard cranes. Overhead crane service

cannot be very well arranged in a mill constructed building,

but for wood work only it may be dispensed with in most
cases.

Work on steel cars and on cars with steel underframes as a

rule compels the selection of steel frame structures, for the

double reason that these are easily made fireproof through-

out and they allow the proper installation of overhead crane

service as well as the attachment of jib cranes fn the most
efficient manner. Moreover, steel trusses and steel sash, be-

ing of smaller dimensions than wood, allow a better diffu-

sion of exterior light. Wherever climatic conditions permit,

the sawtooth form of roof should be carefully considered,

as it gives excellent light between cars standing on repair

tracks. At any rate, the monitor sash or roof lighting should

890
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be placed crosswise over the tracks. Monitor sash should be

arranged for ventilation and the side wall sash should also

be provided with ventilated sections. Factrolite glass is

recommended U-iau r ',l n •iiprimr diffusion oi light and

the elimination of shadows. Artificial lighting is best ob-

tained by using tungsten lamps with enameled steel reflec-

tors; the distribution of lamps must provide for full illumina-

tion of tin- spaces between cars on tracks.

The best artificial heating system is a combination of di

rect radiation and indirect or fan blast heating, the direct

radiation to be distributed along the building walls in

proper quantity to compensate for the glass ana exposure,

and the fan blast outlets to provide heat for the center area

of the shop and to take care oi the requisite air circulation.

If because of the character of the ground or for other rea-

sons, underground ducts are undesirable, individual motor-

driven fan heating units may be used to advantage.

Either Longitudinal or Transverse

No universal choice can be made between the longitudinal

and the transverse type of shop. If the former is decided

upon, a unit span of about 84 ft. between crane rails per-

mits of a good crane arrangement and allows for four

through tracks, 20 ft. center to (inter, and a 12-ft. space be-

tween each outside track and the wall, brum 60 to 65 ft.

the shop is the relative adequacy of the general stores, and it

will be well to make ample provision for all materials and
supplies required in overhauling all the types of cars for

which the shop is intended.

To permit lull u for the spotting of cars under
repairs and to have the receiving and unloading of material

interfere as little as possible with the car repair work in the

shop proper, it is recommended that, where possible, material

be received on a track outside of the wall-. In such a lay-

out a six or eight-ton crane, supported partly by yard columns
and partl\' by the building columns and spanning the mate-
rial track, is a profitable investment and should be installed.

Repairs and overhauling of cars result in the accumula-
tion of a large amount of sheets, plates, bars, rods, etc., all

partly damaged but having considerable reclamation value.

It is good economy to provide, in the machinery equipment,
suitable tools, such as straighteners (plate and bar), fur-

bulldozers, bolt threading mac tunes and nut tapping

machines, in order thai Lterial may be reclaimed

on the spot and either used immediately in the shop or

i tin- stores department.

The widest possible application of crane service is advo-
cated as tin most fruitful way of securing an intensive

Utilization of tin- plant as a whole. The maximum load to

be bandied by crane- i- usually between 25 and 35 tons,

Plan for a Steel Freight Car Repair Shop with a Transverse Layout, Two 60-ft. Aisles

of track should be allotted to cadi car spot and the length

and number of building units determined accordingly. Ma
chine tools should be- installed c u- side- of the shop, leav-

ing out a portion of the through tr.uk at this point. In a

transverse type of shop the cranes will have a span of about

65 ft. and the machine tools will be placed at one end of a

shop unit. The height of the crane runways should be 25 ft.

and the clear height under trusses 32 or 33 ft. The build-

ing should be piped for air and acetylene, a double air out-

let to be provided for everj cat pol and an acetylene outlet

for every two car spots. The building should also be wired

and have a contact at each car -pot for the attachment of

modern electrical tools.

The best flooring for car repair shops i- c reosotecl wooden
blocks on a concrete base. This i^ usually preferred by me
chanics where nothing in the industry militates against it-

adoption, and in work of this nature there are no obje turn-

to this floor. It is durable, sanitary, Don conducting as to

heat and cold and affords a Satisfactory foothold.

Adjoining the machine tool area rack- for the Storage of a

reasonable quantity of large shed- and plates should be pro

vided as well as storage facilities for bars and shapes Sti I

ing this material inside the building not only permits un-

loading and Storage by crane and provides crane conveyance

to machines without extra handling, but it also eliminates

deterioration from rust and other defects occasioned by con

tiuued exposure. An important factor in the efficiency of

but the average load is much lighter. Two cranes of 15-

ton capacity each may readily be operated together to handle
muni load when occasion demand-, and for general

purposes they serve the .-hop better than it is possible to do
when the crane ca oncentrated in one machine of,

say. .-•< I ton- -i/e.

It ha- already been stated that tlUSS spans giving ap-
proximately M ft. between c ram- rail- are desirable in longi-

tudinal shop-. For flexibility of crane sendee it is

substitute for tin- two bays of 44 ft. each. The use of

center columns should enable the designer to lighten the

steel work in the roof trusses and provide good support for

jib cranes. It will be less expensive to install two 42-ft.

cranes and equip each one with a 15-ton hoist and an aux-

iliary rapid hoist of smaller capacity, than it would be to

[Hit in one crane v\ 84 ft. span, and they will serve the shop
more' efficiently. It is recommended that the lengthwise

travel of cranes be limited to 300 ft., preferably about 250

ft, -o that a -hop unit from 5 ong should

: least two crane-, or -e t- of cranes Jib cranes of

the portable type, or attached to ~ttt.-l column- are an ex-

cellent means of handling work at

of the machine tools. They release the overhead cranes for

genera] transportation and material handling through the

whole shop. The jibs should have about nging

a: m and should be of at lea-:

painting in a modern car repair shop should be done
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by pneumatic sprays. This applies to wood and steel work

alike. It ma) be desirable to have the plant equipped with

a sand blast outfit, so that when steel cars or underframes

require thorough cleaning the work may be disposed of in

the most efficient manner. However, only- a fraction of the

cars passing through the plant will need this treatment, and

of the plant calls for at least 20 cars per

day, a sand blasl equipment can hardly be installed ad-

vantageously.

The wheel and axle work must be handled by a wheel

lathe, an axle lathe, a wheel press and a wheel boring ma-
lum-, and if the shop is about 84 ft. by 600 ft., or its

equivalent, these tools are best placed among the other ma-
chine tools and the work organized to co-ordinate with the

other shop operations. If, however, the layout provides

for two or more shop units, then the work on wheels and

axles is best done in a separate department located adja-

ni to the -hops and operated in conjunction with them,

leaving the shops proper to handle repairs to car bodies

ing laid out to handle principally the repairs of one type of

steel i ars, some of the tools mentioned may well be omitted

and several others added; indeed these notes do not repre-

sent an attempt to design in detail any one particular car

repair shop.

A number of railroads have experienced considerable an-

noyance and suffered a large aggregate loss as a result of

too frequent loss of identity of freight cars undergoing re-

pairs. A timely reform in the operation of car repair shops

would be the adoption of uniform methods of checking the

number on a car brought into the shops, preserving it upon

the car while it is under repairs and checking it out again,

but such a reform, to have the desired effect, would have to

be universal in the shops of all railroads.

When a modern car repair plant is contemplated it is al-

most invariably the intention to provide steady employment

for a number of workmen. Therefore it is advisable to pro-

vide a service building, located as conveniently as possible

to the plant entrance. This building need not be elaborate,

A Steel Freight Car Repair Shop with a Longitudinal Arrangement in an 84-ft. Aisle

and underframes exclusively. One wheel and axle depart-

ment will, of course, serve a steel car and a wood car shop.

Tools for Steel Car Work
The following machine tool equipment is recommended

for a car repair shop which is to handle the variety of types

of steel cars used on the majority of railways:

One single end punch (24 in. throat), motor driven.

One double punch and shear (30 in. throat), motor driven.
I 'tie double horizontal punch and bending machine, motor driven
l Ine 8-£t. gate shear (cap. -'4 in. plate), motor driven.

( Ine 6-in. by 6-in. by 1-in. angle shears, motor driven.
Ine alligator bar shear, motor driven.

I 'in plate straightening press, pneumatic.
ine 9-ft, by 14-ft. plate heating furnace, oil and gas burning.

One 12 it. Hanging clamp, pneumatic.
1 Ine 7-ft. by 10- ft . plate beating furnace, oil or gas.
I ine heavy duty bulldozer motor driven.
i ine i ft, by 8-ft furnace, oil or gas.

bolt heading, upsetting and forging machine, motor

orging furnace, oil or gas.

double head bolt cutter, motor driven.

One 300 lb power hammer, motor driven.

One 30-in. by 3- ft. furnace, oil or gas.

One l.ooo lb, steam hammer, steam.
1 Ine 3 it. I>\ I

1

. It furnace, oil 01

One o- ft. radial drill, motor driven.
I spindle drill press, belt driven.

i Ine 1 ft. drill press, belt driven.

One 26-in. drill press, belt driven.
Two heavj ernei ) wheel I

""1
. motoi driven.

'I In- list i- in addition to any tools for reclaiming mate
rials and docs not contain the wheel and axle tools referred

to in a preceding paragraph. The list is necessarily

empirical and musl and compared with the

individual requirements oi at lei considera-

tion. It is manifest that when. I'm in a -hop is lie-

but it should contain a requisite number of steel lockers,

lavatories and toilets and also some shower baths of approved

sanitary design. There should also be a room where the men
can eat their lunch during cold weather.

These suggestions and recommendations, although

specific and based on examination of actual conditions on

the roads and in existing shops, will only be found of value

when carefully considered with all the local conditions and
circumstances bearing upon the individual project of any

railroad.

Thus, the question of location and site, as regards labor

conditions, topography of the prospective site, climatic con-

ditions, fire protection facilities and proximity to railway

terminals from which empty cars would be received must be

gone into and decided upon in every instance, and the fore-

going notes must be considered with the questions of the

volume and class of work, frequency and season of maxi-

mum demand, average daily requirements and desirability of

provisions for future extensions.

The three typical layouts shown embody some of the gen-

eral desirable features mentioned. They are, of course, not

intended to serve even as finished sketches of any one spe-

cific project, hut they may form a basis for study and dis-

i! and a nucleus around which layouts may be de-

veloped for particular conditions affecting car repair shops

with the contiguous building for mill, wheel shop, store

house and other accessory departments.

State laws alreadv passed which deal with car repair

shops and- sheds give ample proof that the development of

such buildings i- anticipated by interests outside the railway

executive offices. Such legislation is largely fostered by

labor organizations and the efforts have been to provide the

best working conditions and physical protection for the men
employed. However, to obtain the best results the planning
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should be on a broader basis than this and the matter of

proper protection for workmen should be viewed simul-

taneously with consideration of efficiency and economy in

the operation of railroads.

In conclusion, attention is drawn to the fact that in com-

parison with the- investment in modern power repair facili-

ties the sums expended to date in car repair shops are but

small—probably less than 20 per cent of the former—and

yet the annual expenditures for maintenance of rollinc; stock

usually greatly exceed the cost of maintaining locomotives.

It has been demonstrated that it bas not been possible to

realize the ultimate efficiency of the modern locomotive

equipped with superheater and mechanical stol

repair shops have not kept pace with improvements in the

locomotives. It is logical to conclude that the enormous in-

made more profitable by providing

the means for keeping them in shape. By planning car

repair shops with -nine consideration for the observations

made above, the results will certainly make for increased

efficiency of the mechanics, whose work will, in f;

changed from an open air occupation, with all the elements

of uncertainty peculiar to such work, to modern shop em-
ployment of the highest and most satisfactory type. The

'.ill profit through better workmanship, less frequent

delays; improved scheduling o i lower costs

of maintenance.

Freight Car Loading Continues to Increase

Strike Talk Partly Responsible for Increase—Principal Increases

in Coal and Merchandise

The loading of revenue freight during the week ended

on October 22 totaled 962,292 cars, or 56,258 cars

more than during the previous week, according to re-

ports received by the Car Service Division of the American

Railway Association. This was within 46,526 cars or 96

Jan. Feb. Mar Apr May Ji

TONS PER LOADED CAR

per cent of the number loaded during the corresponding week
in 1920 and only 14,759 cars less than were loaded during

the corresponding week in 1919 fhe loading for the week

.
I c.

was the largest since October 30, 1920, and presumably in-

cludes some increased shipments made in anticipatioi

strike.

I he gain over the week before was due principally to the

increased movement of coal and also merchandise and mis-

cellaneous freight, which includes manufactured products,

although im reases were reported in the loading of all com-
modities.

Loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight

amounted to 575,625 cars or 24,817 cars more than during

the previous week and 15,787 cars more than were loaded

during the corresponding week in 1920. Coal loading to-

taled .'1 !,219 '.ii- or 20,71 cars more than were loaded

during the preceding week It was, however. 13,731

under the total for the o -ear.

There was an increase, compared with the week before,

of 3,978 cars in the loading of live stink, the total being

40,188 cars, which was 5,000 more than the total for the

corresponding week in 1920 bul 1,388 in-low that for the

corresponding week in 1919. Loading of grain and
products was 51.001 cars, an increase of 2,629 over the week
before and 11,521 cars greater than the total for the same
week last year. It also was 6,980 cars in excess of

"

for the same week in 1919. Ore loadii

REVENU1 Ikllon;
|

\i< RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS
Kor Week ! bsr 22, 1921

Total revenue freight loaded K '. connections

Districts: v, .

Eastern .. 1921

Allegheny 1921

I'... ahi ntai 19
i o

I!

Northwesti rn .1921

Central Westei

Southwest. ...

I" v
Total .ill n ads

1919

1

si i ompai cd 1920
tnci

lei rea i

Octi bci 15

1 i"

Septembei 24

"Grain and total figure

Grain
and Brain

11,212

3,584

4,539
1,09 I

14,021

157

41.576

23,517

3,644

601
1,361

1,862

4 93

171

11, .144

Forest
products

1.71U

18,851

59,754

Ore

5,775
14,216

451

1.1. 7.11

41 139

(Vrre-
spi ndint* -

Corre-
sponding
vear
1919

80.665

; 69,626
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3,397 cars over the previous week, the total being 23,186,

while loading of forest products amounted to 53,426 cars or

an increase within a week of 409 cars. A total of 6,647

cars were loaded with coke, an increase, compared with the

week before, of 315 cars.

Compared by districts, increases were reported in the load-

ing of all commodities in all except the Northwestern district

while the Pocahontas, Southern, Central Western and South-

western districts reported increases compared with the corre-

sponding week last year.

The summary is given in the preceding table.

The weekly information bulletin published by the Car
Service Division includes the following information:

Bituminous coal moving beyond the lakes via Lake Erie

•docks aggregated for the season to and including October 15

the total of 20,282,948 tons. This is substantially the same
as the record of 1919, a season of similar conditions, and
about 1,800,000 tons in excess of the same period in 1920.

The indications are that the total for the season will run
Jibout up to the record of the past two years.

The bituminous movement via ocean to New England—

a

Teal problem if the bulk of the movement is deferred to the
winter months—was 5,461,163 tons for the nine months end-

PER CENT OF AVERAGE TONNAGE CAPACITY OF FREIGHT CARS
UTILIZED, FOR SECOND QUARTER ENDED JUNE JO™

So I i d ™«I92I Shaded tzzzz 1920

Per Cent
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 52 56 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 86 92 96 100 104 108 172 116

6 20 24 28 32 16 40 44 4* i> 56 40 64 68 72 76 80 84 86 92 96 100 104 108 112 116

Per Cent
! Number of Cors possible +o conserve with 1921 loading equal to that of 1920

AVERAGE CAR CAPACITY
Box J6.9 Stock 35.5 Tank 41.2
Coal 48.9 Refn 32.1 All 41.9

ing September 30, 1921, as against 7,124,314 tons in the

same period last year. The rail movement to October 15,

1921, was 122,517 cars as against 172,432 in the same period
in 1 920. It seems reasonable to assume that the much heavier
movement a year ago contributed to excessive stocks on hand
at'the first of the year and this, with the industrial depression

which has existed for much of the time since would seem to

indicate that the 1921 movement is probably ample. The
anthracite movement to New England is substantially normal

on the basis of past years' records.

There is continued heavy demand for refrigerator cars in

the West and Northwest where new records in quantity load-

ing and movement are being made. The following compari-

sons of loading of perishable commodities by districts for

the first nine months this year, compared with the same
period last year and with the total for 1920, will be of much
interest

:

Jan. 1, 1921, .Tan. 1, 1920

District

California
Washington & Oregon
Colorado. Utah ami Idaho.

to

Oct. 1, 1921

. 136,083
32,987

. 20,916

Total

to

Oct. 1, 1920

104,638
19,946
13,306

137,890

Year
1920

138,477
43,666
19,679

201.822

Box car supply is equal to current demands in all sections,

although in the last two weeks there has been a further

Jan.. Feb. Mar. Apr. Moy Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec

* 35

;\
i

I9E0W \/ \

\

/ \ \

/ \ \

/
-

\

/ \ ' 1919 \

/ 1 / \
/ > /

\ 1 \ 1

(

1

<

I
7

\ if

^ l/ I9?.l

^ /
"**~»*

^ /
/ /

V

36 r
35 c
54^2
33 c
32°
31 =
S0<O
29

28
27
26

25
24
23

TON MILES

marked reduction in the number of serviceable cars reported

as surplus. Local shortages that have occurred in sections of

the West and Southwest have been reduced by the distribu-

tion of cars from other sections.

There have been some shortages of equipment for coal

loading caused by the increasing demands of the past few

weeks and cars recently loaded not having had sufficient time

as yet to be returned to the mines for further loading. Spe-

cial attention is being directed to the loading, unloading and

movement of open top cars, in view of the demand for coal

which is in part seasonal and possibly affected to some ex-

tent by the threatened interruption of transportation.

The number of bad order freight cars on October 15 was
354,996 or 15.5 per cent, as compared with 15.8 per cent on
October 1 . The percentage of gondola cars in bad order was

15.6, the same as it was two weeks before. Of all freight

184,149, or 12.4 per cent, required heavy repairs and
70,847, or 3.1 per cent, light repairs.

The freight car surplus for the week ending October 23

was 99,971, of which 49,908 were coal cars and 26,624 were

box cars.

Four Men Were Killed and two were injured when a Canadian-

Pacific freight train was caught by falling rock in a tunnel a

mile east of Palliser, B. C, on the night of October 20. Heavy
rains had caused a movement on the mountain above the tunnel,

resulting in extreme pressure on the roof and sides of the

tunnel and this is said to have caused the cave-in. The escape

of oil from the tender of one of the damaged engines was

followed by a fire which destroyed four freight cars. The ac-

cident made necessary the construction of a temporary line to

detour trains around the tunnel.



Oldham Sponsor for New Rail Consolidation Plan

Boston Banker Presents Details to Investment Bankers' Meeting

at New Orleans

John E. Oldham, of the Boston banking firm of Merrill,

Oldham & Co., is sponsor for a new plan of railroad

consolidation. Mr. Oldham's plan was presented at the

convention of the Investment Bankers' Association of America
at New Orleans, La., on November 1. It has also been pub-
lished by that organization in a booklet of 04 pages illus-

trated with 13 insert maps in colors.

The plan differs greatly from that presented in Professor

W. Z. Ripley's report on consolidations to the Interstate

Commerce Commission which report was abstracted in the

Railway Age of October 1, page 609. It likewise differs

to a considerable extent from the original plan presented by

Mr. Oldham which was published in the Nation's Business

of February, 1920 and later reproduced in pamphlet form

by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Mr. Oldham suggests, in his new plan, the formation of

13 systems. A distinguishing feature oj his proposals is

the formation of a New England system owned by tl

trunk line systems which it is purposed to establish.

"Consolidations," Mr. Oldham says, "are necessary in

order to establish the finances of the railroads as a whole

upon a sound basis. The primary purpose of making the

railroads financially sound is to enable them to obtain capital

readily and economically. To accomplish this fully other

requirements must be nut."

"It will be of no avail," Mr. Oldham continues, "to con-

solidate the railroads in such a way that each road here-

after existing will be enabled to receive, under a uniform

rate, its fair return in a competitive field, unless each road

is assured of a credit position clear!) recognized by the in

vesting public."

Mr. Oldham further says:

Regulation Necessary to Credit

The requisites of credit are not only financial soundness but

a reputation based 11)1011 conservative financial policies and man-
agement. This reputation at present is possessed only by the

strong roads. It will not be secured readily by the weak roads
merely by their financial reorganization, although, logically, tins

is all that is needed to insure the invi of their

securities.

Furthermore, if capital is to be obtained upon the most advan-
tageous terms by these roads, their securities must be made avail-

able for investment on the part oi nsurance com-
panies, and otber semi-public institutions. Their security ai

cordingly, must conform to the requirements governing thi

bility of such investments, and these requirements quite ui

ally include, as an essential factor, dividend payments at given
rates extending over a considerable period of time. The insti-

tutional markets will not be available foi thi

which have found it necessary to readjust their capitalization

in order to meet sound standards of credit until the-.

established for themselves the necessary record for dividend pay-
ments; nor will they be available 11 any time for the securities

of the smaller systems, for these institutions, either because of

legislative restrictions or of investment policies, for the most
part confine their investments to securities of the larger sj

To establish the necessary credit position and to give

to the most favorable security markets the strong roads must
be used as the backbones of the new s\ stems.

Consolidation Would Not Destroy

Credit of Strong Roads

Much of the opposition to consolidations has been and will

continue to be based on the theory that their purpose is to

strengthen the weak by weakening the strong roads, and that

the credit of the strong roads will thereby be impaired. If this

result is to follow, it goes without saying that voluntary con-
solidation in a large way will never take place.

This eon eption oi thi problem, however, proceeds largely on
the assumption that the weak roads generally are less favorably
ituated. It floes not take into account the fact that approxi-

of the country's traffic is handled by systems
winch are weak only in their capitalization, but are similar to
the stn : oth in operating conditions and in favorable-

location, and, if similarly capitalized, would have similar
financial

Sound Financial Structure a Prerequisite

The contention that thi the so-called strong roads
ill be impair, tl by merging with the weak roads, insofar as it

I to. can be upheld
onlj that the amount of existing capitalization
rather than propertj value, is to he the controlling factor in de-
termining the basis of consolidations, and that adjustment of cap-
italization 1. con to not to be made at
the ,!1 r befoi take place. Such readjustments,
however an ion of the Transportation
Act which stipulati bonds at par of a corporation
which is to owner of the consolidated properties,

' wiih il utstanding capital stock at par of such cor-
1 shall not - alue of the consolidated proper-

nission." Thus in the process of
consolidation over-capitalization will be eliminated wherever it is
I. .liii.l.

The problem of consolidation has to do largely
with the Merging of roads whose main difference is a matter of
capitalization, inasmuch as the remaining roads—the less favor-
ably situated -handle not over 15 per cent of the country's traffic.

need not prove a burden,
ed proper rec u-n to the property values and

relative earning capacity of the several companies invoh

Difficulties Overestimated

While the complexity of the problem of harmonizing the many
is fully appreciated, it is sufficient here to

iquircs that such
be in. el lues of making them on h will
fully recognize the rights of all parties |,e n0
greater than those which have been met successfully many times

I
industrial coi

The Thirteen Systems Proposed

Mr. Oldham proposes the formation of 13 -

follows:

1—NEW YORK CENTRAL SYSTEM

r.iminRS Per Mitt

18.009
.1

91.S4S
Toledo & Ohio Central j.;o . ,,s6 13,078
( inctnnati \ hi

Kanawha U

£""•?' '

New \..rk. Onl
I lster & Delaware. 1:7

: 'r,8.39.),S66 $26.93:

N ineLi.rr hv 1 s, srEMS

NEW STEM
to be jointly controlled by four of the trunk line rj

Rutland -•

Maim
>faine Central ]..

Bangor & At,.

-•v Hartford I.

Central New England

6,903 $15

'Also in Systems 2, 3. I.

"Also in System 3.

895
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2—BUFFALO SYSTEM

Name Mtileagi

1,988

Chicago & Eric 269
New York. Susque. & Western 139

Wabash*" 2,519
Wheeling & Lake Eric 512

Pere Marquette 2,272

New York. Chicago & St. Louis 570
Hudson 883

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 956
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 586
Bessemer & L.ike Erie 205
Pittsburgh & West Virginia 63

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 789
Buffalo & Susquehanna 253

12,004

Lines at Present Co

•Lehigh X Hudson

TROLLED BY Two

Gross Gross
Earnings Per Mile

$62,401,580 $31,392
7.455,155 27,657
3,340,399 24.075

. 34,270,522 13,606
8,179,049 15,971

20,843,657 9,176
13,947,626 24,479
25,411,263 28,764
48,923,528 51,161
11,667,747 19,89-1

10,362,886 50,642
1,080,449 17,066

12,192,426 15,457
1,604,078 6,351

$261,680,365 $20,966

More Systems

$2,053,781 $21,261

NEW ENGLAND SYSTEM AS ABOVE
jintly controlled by four of the trunk line systems

Gr. Northern St. Paul System.

3—PENNSYLVANIA SYSTEM
Gross Gross

Name Mileage Earnings Per Mile

Pennsylvania Railroad 4,559 $215,428,766 $47,249
( Pennsylvania Co 1,757 67,119,283 38,206

1 Pittsburgh, Cin. Chi. & St. Louis 2,398 59,450,509 24,792
Phila., Bait. & Washington 717 24,001,572 33,460

Grand Rapids & Indiana 573 5,716,575 9,971

Long Island 397 14,284,869 35,962

New York. Phila. & Norfolk 124 4,626,775 37,246
West Jersey & Seashore 359 7,355,513 20,485
Cumberland Valley 164 3.528.025 21,555
Bait. Chesapeake & Atlantic 88 1,200,911 13,707

Toledo, Peoria & Western 248 1,220,565 4,927

11,384 $403,933,363 $35,4S1

Lines at Present Controlled by Two or More Systems

•Lehigh & Hudson 97 $2,053,781 $21,261
"Monongahela 92 1,690.183 1S.290

tRichmond, Fred. & Potomac 88 3,475,207 39,635

UWashington Southern 36 1,647,852 46,327

NEW ENGLAND SYSTEM AS ABOVE
to be jointly controlled by four of the trunk line systems

"Also in Systems 1, 2, 4.

••Also in System 1.

tAlso in Systems 4, 5, 6, 7.

ttAlso in Systems 4, 5, 6, 7.

4—BALTIMORE—READING SYSTEM
Gross Gross

Name Mileage Earnings Per Mile

Baltimore & Ohio 4,540 $108,665,110 $23,935
Staten Island Rapid Transit 24 1,551.246 65.898

Philadelphia & Reading 1,105 55.803,929 49,614
Port Reading 21 1,818,575 85,944
Atlantic City 170 2,566,796 15,083

Coal & Coke 197 1,100,109 5,576
Ann Arbor 296 2,661,519 9,001
Cincin. Indianapolis & Weslern 322 2,477,850 7,703
Western Maryland 694 10,791,912 15,539
Toledo, St. Louis * Western 454 5,560,324 12,260
Lehigh Valley 1,443 47,023,053 32,576

9,266 $240,020,423 $25,904

Lines at Present Controlled by Two or More Systems

Lehigh & Hudson 97 $2,053,781 $21,261
•Washington Southern 36 1,647,852 46,327

d Fred. S Potomac 88 3,475,207 39,635

NEW ENGLAND SYSTEM AS ABOVE
to be j"inlly controlled by four of the trunk line systems

•Also in Systems 1, 2, 3.

"•Also in Systems 3, 5, 6. 7.

tAlso in Systems 3, 5, 6, 7.

5—NORFOLK & WESTERN—CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
Gross Gross

Name Mileage Earnings Per Mill

Chesapeake & Ohio 2,375 $46,322,284 $19,504
351

Norfolk S; Western 2,062 53,800,498 26,090
Virginian 14,945
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio 271 10,517

5,566 $118,180,293 $21,233

at Present Controlled dy Two on Moke

tRichmond. Fn d. 1

;
. 4, 6, 7.

6—ATLANTIC COAST LINE—LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE
SYSTEM

Gross Gross
Name Mileage Earnings Per Mile

Atlantic Coast Line 4,718 $35,464,175 $7,517
Louisville & Nashville 5.052 60.597,491 11,994
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis 1,233 12,613.336 10.232
Charleston & West Carolina 342 1,925,040 5,631
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis 200 1,655,678 8,287
Georgia 330 3,251,141 7,853
Atlanta & West Point 93 1,373.126 14.746
•Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville... 327 3,836,962 11,734

12,295 $120,716,949 $9,819

Lines at Present Controlled by Two or More Systems

••Washington Southern 36 $1,647,852 $46,327
tRichmond, Fred. & Potomac 88 3,475.207 39,635

ttWestcrn Railway of Alabama 133 1,341,130 10,061

••Also in Systems 3, 4, 5, 7.

tAlso in Systems 3, 4. 5, 7.

ttAlso in System 13.

•This 'oad will be jointly controlled by the Atlantic Cost Line-Louisville
& Nashville System and the Southern System, one-half of the mileage and
figures being used in each system.

7—SOUTHERN SYSTEM
Gross Gross

Name Mileage Earnings Per Mile
Southern 7.018 $71,974,418 $10,256
Mobile & Ohit 1,135 11,903,351 10,487
Alabama Great Southern 310 5,585,318 17,986
Southern Railway in Mississippi 280 1,100,457 3,933
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific 337 10,983.183 32,565
New O'.leans & Northeastern 204 3,859,772 18,946
•Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville 327 3,836,962 11,734

Alabama & Vicksburg 143 1,701,714 11,924
Virksbtirg. Shreveport & Pacific 171 1,667,937 9,729
Florida East Coast 741 7.206,392 1.725
Seaboard 3,446 24,926,111 7,234
Georgia Southern & Florida 400 2,486,248 6.218

14,512 $147,231,863 $10,145

Lines at Present Controlled by Two or More Systems
** Washington Southern
tRichmond, Fred, & Potomac. 88

$1,647,852
3,475.207

Gross
Earnings

Gross
Per Mile

$78,54S,635
2,569,401

103,164,598

S9.704
9,264

10,093

10,552.080
6,043,443

47.113,030
1,165.568
8,318,512

27.052
21.697
9,917
4,869
15.317

••Also in Svstems 3, 4, 5, 6.

tAlso in Systems 3, 4, 5, 6.

•This read will be jointly controlled by the Southern System and the
Atlantic Coast Line-Louisville & Nashville System, one-half of the mileage
and figures beine; used in each system.

8—GREAT NORTHERN—ST. PAUL SYSTEM

Name Mileage

Great Northern 8,094
Spokane, Portland & Seattle 277

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul 10,222
Wabash
Diiluth, Missabe & Northern 390
Duluth & Iron Range 279
St. Louis-San Francisco 4,751

St. Louis. San Francisco & Texas 239
••Chicago & Alton 526

24.778 $257,475,267 S10.391

•This road will be jointly controlled by the Great Northern-St. Paul
System and the Northern Pacific-Burlington System, one-half of the mileage
and figures beine used in each system.

••This read will be jointly controlled by the Gt. Northern-St. Paul System
and the Union Pacific-North Western System, one-half of the mileage and
figures being used in each system.

tLines of this system west of St. Louis. Lines east of St. Louis and total
figures are shown in the Buffalo System.

9—NORTHERN PACIFIC—BURLINGTON SYSTEM
Gross Gross

Earnings Per Mile

$74,857,779 $11,513
2,569,401 9.264
8.810,988 8,012
5,797.831 12,767

103,814.782 11,091
1,615.559 4,875
1,002,119
1,001,872 3.903

15.15T.101 10,383
24.763,649 9.621
7.458,061 7,894

11.023,296 13.1S5

Name Mileage
Northern Pacific 6.502

i.
. Portland & Seattle 277

Colorado & Southern 1,100
Fori Worth & Denver City 454

Burlington & Quincy 9,360
I

i lorado Midland 338
Trinity & Brazos Valley 351
Wichita Valley 257

Chicago Great Western 1,460
Rio Grande 2,574

Western Pacific -.. 945
Kansas ( i ) -,,

Texarl an i .\ Ft, Smith (
* Jb

24,454 $257.87

•This road will be jointly controlled by the Great Northern
the Northern Pacinc-Burlington System, one-half of t

figures being used in each system.

St. Paul Sys-
e mileage and

10—UNION PACIFIC—NORTH WESTERN SYSTEM

Name Mileage

'Union Pncific 3,619
' ine 2,235

"
>

'

:. hi .V Navigation 2,032
'

! Salt Lake 1,158

Gross
Earnings

$61,986,599
24,780,729
17,939,712
ii,07« 45

'

Gross
Per Mile

$17,126
11,087
8.829
9,566

1
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St. Joseph & Grand Island 260 1,908,985 7,340
"Central Pacific

Chicago & North Western.., ... 8,108 9\,hl2M24 11291
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha 1,753 11,129

"Chicago & Alton 526 .512 15,817
Missouri. Kansas & Texas "1

Mo., Kans. & Tex. of Texas ' 3,865 35,340,021 9,144
Wichita Falls & Northwestern

23,556 $272,398,836 .;

•The Central Pacific has been |

System, but the figures of the Central Pacifi are included with th
the Southern Pacific System.
"This road will be jointly controlled by the Union Pacifii North Western

System and the Great Northern-Si. Paul System, one half of the mileage
and liguri 5 being used in each -

11—ATCHISON SYSTEM
Gro

Name \l I, age Earnings Pi

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fc 8,627 $1 14.ulo.74r $13,217
Northwestern Pacific 1169 8,889
Panhandle & Santa Fe ; ..162 7,59*
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fc 1,937 16,296,441 I

'Chicago & Eastern Illinois 567 620 14 415
Texas & Pacific 1.943 19,834.671 10.19P
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico 244 574 6,167

St. Louis, Brownsville .x Mexico 548 1,309 5,876
International & Great Northern 1,160 10.107,915 8,718
Missouri Pacific \ , ... a*/\-av>a o n«i

St. L. Iron Mt & Southern f

/ '348 66.0/6,724 8,992

23,537 $248,820,539 $10,562

"This road will be jointly controlled by the Atchison System and the
Southern Pacific System, one-half of the mileage and figures being used
in each system.

12—SOUTHERN PACIFIC SYSTEM
G

Nam* Mileage Earnings Pet Vtib

•Southern Pacific 6,991 $115,870,17C $16,575
Arizona Eastern 374 1.083 8,835
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antoni 1,356 14,167.759 10,450
Houston & Texas Central so.! ,, 858 7. no.!

Texas & New Orleans 468 9.998
Houston East & West Texas 191 1,532,556
Louisiana Western
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas 1

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient "38 !,892 3,420
San Antonio & Aransas Pass 728 4.1X13.622 5.500
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific 7,821 74.724,444 9,554

Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf 477 ill 6,846
El Paso & Southwestern 1,02
St. Louis Southwestern 0,314 9,011

St. Louis Southwestern of Tex 810 1 5.441
••Chicago & Eastern Illinois 567 ,620 14.415

23.996 $270,644,686 $11,278

"The Central Pacific has been placed with the Union Pacific-North Western
System, but the figures of the Central Pacific arc included with tin se of
the Southern Pacific System
"This toad will be iointly controlled by the Atchi and the

Southern Pacific System, one-half of the mileage and figures being used in
each system.

13—ILLINOIS CENTRAL—SOO SYSTEM
Gross

Name \l ill 1 Earl irt| I Per Mile

[llil is Central 4,76 70 >,781 $14,807
Yazoo & Mississippi 1,381 14,059,523
Central of Geo) [la 1,92 1

Minneapolis £ St, ' uis 1,647 10.590,733 6,437
Mm apolis, Si P ipl 8 S lull Sti Mtarii 1 05,80
Dulutli South Shore & Atlantic 1 5,744
Mineral Range 0,995 8,591

14,656 $145,252,684 $9 911

Line at Present Controlled by Two or More Systems

•Western Railway of Alabama 133 $1,341,131

•Also in System I.

Joint Control of New England System

One of the important features of the grouping of thi

eastern mails in Mr. Oldham's plan is the provision for

the joint control of the New England railroads bj the four

principal eastern systems, all of which reach the New
land gateways. On this point, Mr. Oldham

The division oi th< \ < w England the \ arious
trunk lines (foi example, assignii tl i Boston & Maine to
tin- proposed New Sfork C ral System or tlu- B
torn; or tin- New VTork, New Haven & Hartford to the
Pennsylvania System or the Baltimore-Reading System)
would greatly restricl if not entirely eliminati on and
creatt .1 monopoly,in the respective parts oi New England.
[0 preserve and to promote competition to the fullest extent
among the roads in the Ea tern west of the Hudson
River, with which traffic is interchanged, .1- well as t" main-
tain tin existing routes and channels of trade and commerce,

which these roads offer, a common use of all railroad facilities

within Xew England must be preserved for all these systems
without discrimination. While the joint ownership or control

New England lines is not essential in order to maintain
the common use of these facilities, so far as competition is

concerned, it is essential, nevertheless, to assure facilities ade-
quate to meet the transportation requirements of the district
of which they are a part, for sound credit is necessary to

tin adequate facilities, and sufficiency and stability of
ary to maintain sound ci

I In number of roads involved, th(

nes in the length of haul, and
less other factors make a satisfactory determination of the
fair division of the compensation received from this traffic a

:omplex as to be impossible. To what extent
the in. England roads falls
amount sufficient to provide a fair return on their | 1

se of unsatisfactory division of joint rat'
to what extent this sin

impossible to say; nor would it be a matter of consequence
if there were a common ownership of these properties by all

naming roads in the same rate-making district, for by
the pi. 1 sential
that all parts of each system, if commonly owned, should be
equally self-sustaining, for rates are designed to meet the
combined requirements of all systems in the district
ercd as a whole.

Control of New England Roads
No Burden to Controlling Systems

The ownership and control of the New England roads by
ystems—each participating in the ownership in propor-

tion as it benefits by including the New England roads in the
district for rate making purposes—would prove no burden to
these systems, for the dividends on the additional stock, which
it would be necessary to issue to acquire control, would be
provided by the increased income received through
which an h oi the inclusion of the factors of

' md property values of the New England roads in the
in. in. .n ol tl the whole.

Such a solution of the problem would be the most effective
of promoting competition; of main-

taining the existin merce; of providing the
credit necessary to assure such facilities as would enable the
New I ngland roads to perform the service required of them,
not only for New England but for the country at large.

Practicability of Plan

This is not the pi - a detailed plan for the trans-
fer oi of Xew England roads to th
V brief statement will, however, show its practicability. First
oi all, it would be 1 litable inter-

New England roads in a unified Xew Eng-
readjustments of capitalization

as are necessarj to establish substantial uniformity in the
financial structures of each of the Xew England roads. The
next step would be to form a holding

.1 tn acquire the stocks of the N
roads. Thesi ould in turn be exchanged by the hold-
ing company for stocks of the four systems which
participate in the joint ownership, the extent of participation

system being determined largely by the benefit which
'1 would receive by including the New England roads in the

Vs owm -

four systems, the holding company would r« with
which to pay dividends to its own st

oi the Xew England railn
meeting thi m has

been referred to as remote, inasmucl nrhich

is no
lidations will

I similar plai
ship coi operative by dealing with the nine trunk-

all which business is inl

revenues oi these nine systems are
luding the N

hontas -, the princip
in the bene-

the higher rates which are m
•cuts ol th

-. ith these roads on the basis outlined won'
than 20 per cent of the si

the treasury ol the holding companj unexel
could be held until such time as the
district wen absorbed by the various

d on a similar ba
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Railway Statistics for Year

Ending August 31, 1921
- Washington, D. C.

Statistics for the 12 months ending August 31, 1921,

compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics from the

returns of the (lass I railways to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, afford some interesting comparisons of

the experience of the first full year under the increased rates

put into effect by the Interstate Commerce Commission on

August 26, 1920, and also the first year during which the

roads operated on their own financial resources after their

return by the government, with the previous 12 months,

during which the roads were operated by the Railroad Ad-
ministration for six months and were guaranteed at the same

rate for another six months. These statistics show that

while, because of the slump in traffic, the full benefits of the

rate increase were not realized, the roads still earned more

than they did before under the lower rates, and that while

they were unable to reduce expenses in proportion to the re-

duction in traffic, partly because of the wage increase, the

expenses were less than they were the year before.

Public Pays Less

They also show that while the operating results were more

favorable than during the preceding year (taking the figures

as they stand and without considering the amount of de-

ferred maintenance) and although freight rates were ap-

proximately S3 per cent and passenger rates 20 per cent

higher, so that the earnings of the roads were greater, the

public actually paid about $558,000,000 less to the railways

during the year ended August 31, 1921, than during the

year before. During the previous year in addition to the

rates for freight and passenger service the public was pay-

ing, largely out of the proceeds of taxation, a guaranty of

some $906,000,000 a year in addition to the $5,725,000,000

represented by the total operating revenues of the carriers.

The freight and passenger service rendered by the roads

was, however, less than for the year before.

For the year ending August 31, 1921, during which there

was no guaranty, the total operating revenues of the Class

I roads were $6,045,338,100 as compared with $5,724,912,-

265 for the year before, an increase of $320,425,835 or 5.6

per cent. Freight revenues were $4,279,028,733, an increase

of 9.6 per cent, and passenger revenues were $1,258,394,-

376, an increase of 2.8 per cent. The railways actually

earned greater revenues during the first full year in which

the advanced rates were in effect than they did the year

before, in spite of the decrease in traffic, although when the

months of 1921 alone are taken into consideration, omitting

the heavy traffic months of August, September, October,

November and December, 1920, the revenues were some-

what less than during the corresponding months of 1920.

Operating Expenses Reduced

Total operating expenses for the year were $5,161,760,-

829, a reduction of $218,876,981 as compared with the

preceding year, or 4.1 per cent. Expenditures for mainte-

nance of way and structures decreased 12.3 per cent and for

maintenance of equipment 7.1 per cent, while transporta-

tion expenses were reduced only 1.1 per cent and traffic ex-

penses increased 33.8 per cent and general expenses increased

12.8 per cent. The net operating revenue, $883,577,271,

showed an increase of $539,302,816, or 156 per cent, but

Revenuia, Exr-ENSES AND Net Railway Operating Income

Total Total Net railway Rate earned
Month operating operating operating (annual basis)

expenses income per cent
Sept., 1920... . $616,200,796 $511,482,960 $75,310,311 4.1
Oct., 1920. .. 642,135,312 S26,57S,888 86,455,487 4.6
Nov., 1920... 592,130,728 510,501,352 54.343,793 3.3

Dec, 1920... 550,582,381 5O3,206,8S9 10,225,583 0.7
)an., 1921... 470,148,124 443,700,662 Def. 958,399 Def.
Feb., 1921... 405,784,85.' 385,479,607 Def. 7,378,307 Def.
Mar., 1921. .. 459,262,510 400,429.30S 30,695,192 2.2
April.

,
1921... 433,357,199 375,698,986 29,248,874 2.1

Slay, 1921... 444,875,089 380,041,234 37,080,654 2.3
Tune, 1921... 461,562,317 380,927,429 51,641,014 3.0
lulv, 1921... 462,849,446 362,841,183 69,298,521 4.5
Aug., 1921... 505.508,274

$6,045,338,100

382,279,070 90,241,103

$530,655,927

5.0

$5,161,760,829 2.9

taxes took $283,331,368, an increase of 10.4 per cent, and
the net railway operating income was $530,655,927 as com-
pared with only $28,548,077 in the previous year. The
operating ratio for the year was 85.38 as compared with

93.99 the year before.

Although the net railway operating income represented

less than half of the 6 per cent return contemplated by the

law, the results show that the relation between expenses and
earnings was far better than it was in the previous year,

during half of which time the roads were being operated

by the government and the other half they were under the

six months' guaranty provided by the Transportation Act.

The difference between the $28,000,000 which was ac-

tually earned in the year ending August 31, 1920, and the

approximately $906,000,000 which was guaranteed by the

government, or $878,000,000, therefore has to be made up
by taxation and may be added to the $5,725,000,000 which

was paid to the roads for service to ascertain what rail-

road service actually cost the public for that year.

Net Return 2.9 Per Cent

The net return earned by the roads for the year ending

August 31, 1921, was 2.9 per cent on the investment, as

INCOME ACCOUNT CLASS I RAILWAYS AND LARGE SWITCHING AND TERMINAL COMPANIES
Twelve months' period ended August 31, 1921, compared with correspnding period of preceding year:

For twelve months ended August 31
Account t

A %

1921 1920 Increase, amount
Total opi . $6,045,338,100 $5,724,912,265 $320,425,S35

Freight 4,279,028,733 3,905, 994,27S 373,034,455
Passenger 1,258,394,376 1,223,979,098 34,415,278
Mail 97,243,960 o 140,515,278 d 43,271,318
Exoress 99,638,415 161,384,82] d 61,746,406
All" other 311,032,616 293,038,790 17,993,826

Total operating expenses 5, 161,760,S29 5,3SO,637,810 d 218,876,981
Maintenance of way and structure 846 960.204 965,207,008 dll8.246,S04

nance oi equipmenl 1,394,333,217 1,501,371,407 d 107,038,190
Traffic 84,244,516 62,949,723 21,294,793
Transportation 2,611,643.541 2,641,408,037 d 29,764,496

ll 175,930,003 155,898,834 20,031,169 -

All other 48,649.348 53,802,801 d 5,153,453
Net operating revenue 883,577,271 344,274,455 539,302,816

Taxes 282,331,368 256,538,433 26,792,935
Uncollectible 1,315,144 1,180,018 135,126

Operating income 598,930,759 86,556.004 512,374,755
Equipment rents Dr. 50,132,744 Dr. 39,446,370 d 10,686,374
Joint facility rents Dr. IS, 142,088 Dr. 18.561.557 419,469

Net railway operating income 530,655,927 28,548,077 502,107,SSO
Operating ratio— per cent 85.38 93.99
Average mileage represented 235.407.49 234,563.14 844.35

a Mail revenue affected in 1920 period of approximately $60,000,000, representing back railway mail pay. d Decrease. *More than or
per cent.

33.8
d 1.1

12. S

d 9.6
156.6
10.4
11.5

592.0
d 27.1

2.3
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compared with only a fraction of 1 per cent the year before.

This was $571,342,073 less than the amount needed to pro-

duce a 6 per cent return. For September, 1920, the first

month under the new rates, the net railway operating income

was on an annual basis of 4.1 per cent. For October it

was 4.6 per cent but it then decreased until for January
there was a deficit and in February there was a larger deficit.

Since then the rate of return has been gradually increasing

and for the month of August it was on a 5 per cent

basis. For no month since the rates were increased has the

rate of return reached a 6 per cent basis, although the

volume of traffic for the last four months of 1920 was greater

than it had ever been for the same period of the year.

Maintenance Expenditures Held Down
The net operating income for the year was, however,

greater, than it was during either 1918 or 1919 while the

roads were under federal control, although during those

years the companies were guaranteed. The reduction in

operating expenses of $218,876,981 was made in spite of the

fact that the increased wages awarded by the Railroad

Labor Board in 1920 were in effect until July 1, 1921, when
there was a reduction of approximately 12 per cent effective

for two months of the 12 here being considered.

The lesser volume of traffic naturally tended to reduce

expenses somewhat, although the figures show that there was
very little saving in transportation expenses as the percen-

tage of increase in wages was greater than the percentage

of decrease in traffic. The reduction in maintenance alone

was $225,000,000 and if this had not been made the net

return would have been nearly cut in two.

Traffic and operating for the year ending Au-
gust 31, 1921, are not yet completely available. The train

miles showed a decrease of 9.6 per cent and the total car

miles a decrease of 6.4 per cent. The loaded car miles

decreased 14.8 per cent mpty car mile- increased

14.8 per cent. The net ton-miles of freight. 377,873,635,-

000, show a reduction of 14 per cent. The average number
of cars per train was 36.8 as compared with 35.6 the year

before but the average train load was only 67] as compared
with 70S, although the net ton- per loaded car showed an

increase from 28.4 to 28.8. The percentage of loaded to

total cars was 63.2 as compared with 70 the year before.

The car miles per car day also were less than the year before,

23.5 as compared with 24.3. The passenger and pas

mile figures have not yet been compiled but the pas

train miles decreased 2.2 per cent and the pa

miles increased 5 per cent. For the first seven mot I

1921 the pass ried one mile decreased 172 per cent

as compared with 1920.

Designing Locomotives for Economical Operation

Avoiding Waste by Reducing Fuel Consumption and Repair Costs
* and Eliminating Unnecessary Weight

By James Partington

Estimating Engineer, American Locomotive Company

II
SEEMS advisable to consider this subject from the con-

structive standpoint of indicating what constitutes good
design as demonstrated by locomotives in actual service,

rather than to attempt to point out the defects in locomotives

which do not show maximum efficiency. If any power plant

or engine is not properly proportioned for the work it has to

do, the most expert skill in operation caii reduce only in

part the waste resulting from having such equipment in

service.

First, considering the design of steam locomotives from
the standpoint of new equipment, when a railroad company
is in the market for new locomotive- it- requirements may

•A papi t i.i '., pn si at< el n I mi of the K
American Societj "i Mechanical btagineei il \. .. Ifork I Di
9, 1921.

be met sometimes by duplicating locomotives in sen-ice on
their ro.ul, Uit adding newly developed attachments which
make for in. ri nomy. More frequently,

however, it will be found that increased traffic, chang

wooden to steel cars, improvement in track, roadbed and
1. ridge-, etc., will justify and make advisable die adoption

of locomotive- of a larger and more powerful type.

Then careful consideration must i service re-

quirement- maximum loads to be hauled, capacity " :

approximate proportion of loaded to empty cars per train,

curves, running time over divisions, maximum al-

lowable load per axle, location of coal chutes and water tanks,

clearances, conditions under which trains must be started.

and any other special requirements of the service.

Having determined the drawl.ar pull necessary, it remains

Experimental Pacific Type No. 50.000, Which Established New Records for Power per Unit of Weight
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il'ii a locomotive that will have the following efficiency

requirements

:

1 A drawbar horse power for the minimum amount of

fuel.

2 A drawbar horsepower for the minimum amount of

weight of locomotive and tender.

3 A drawbar horsepower for the minimum cost of repairs.

Fuel Economy

As standard practice in modern locomotives, a sectional

brick arch in the firebox and a fire-tube superheater should

be applied as a means of saving fuel in any class of service.

A sectional brick arch is low in first cost, easily applied and

easily renewed. It usually accomplishes a fuel saving of

from 10 to 12 per cent in coal-burning engines, and about 5

per cent in oil-burning engines.

The very general use of superheaters has gradually brought

about improved conditions of cylinder lubrication which now
make it possible and desirable for the greatest economy to

use a high degree of superheat, 250 to 300 deg. F. now being

considered the best practice. A saving of 25 to 30 per cent

can be obtained.

The use of feedwater heaters will further conserve fuel,

and these are now in general use in continental Europe and

are gradually being applied to locomotives in the United

States. The saving that can be realized is as much as 12

per cent. The initial cost is considerable, but the effect of

The arrangement of deflector plates and netting in the

smoke-box should be carefully adapted to the fuel and com-

bustion conditions, to provide minimum fuel waste and mini-

mum back pressure in the cylinder-exhaust passages with

proper provision against fire hazards which might obtain by

the throwing of sparks.

The- boiler being designed to produce steam at a minimum
cost, it is now necessary to design the engine to use this steam

with maximum economy.

The cylinder proportions and diameter of the drivers

should be such as will develop maximum horsepower at the

ruling speeds for train movements. The greatest horsepower

of locomotive cylinders will usually be developed within a

piston speed ranging from 700 to 1000 ft. per min. There-

fore, if other traffic conditions will permit, the operation of

trains within these limits should show the greatest economy.

Minimum Weight of Motive-Power Equipment

The weight on the locomotive drivers gives an engine

friction, independent of other factors, of 22 lb. per ton. The
desirability of avoiding excess weight on the drivers from
this standpoint alone is therefore readily apparent. When
the type of engine will permit, this weight should not ex-

ceed what is necessary to give a satisfactory factor of ad-

hesion; this is usually 4J4 times the maximum tractive power.

All weight in excess of this and all other excess weight and
excess tender weight should be eliminated, as far as this can

Virginian 2-10-10-2 Type, the Most Powerful Locomotive in the World

the feedwater heater in operation, aside from fuel economy,
will be to help reduce other boiler-maintenance charges.

The general proportions of the boiler should also receive

careful consideration. For the best results with bituminous
coal, the length of the boiler tubes should he approximately
within the following limits:

Size of tube, in. Distance over tube sheet

2 18 ft. in. to 19 ft. 6 in.

2% 22 ft. 6 in. to 24 ft. 6 in.

l x
/2 28 ft. in. to 30 ft. in.

For many designs of locomotives, a combustion chamber can
be provided, and this will help further in the economical
production of .steam. A generous steam space should be
provided, and the throttle designed and located to secure dry
steam. I'hc evaporative capacity of the boiler should be as
nearly I

mi per cent of the maximum steam requirements of
tin cylinders as tin- type of locomotive will permit. Based
on 100 per (cm boiler, the grate area should lie sufficient to
prevent the maximum coal consumption per sq. ft. of grate
per hour from exceeding, for bituminous coal, 120 lb., and
for anthracite coal, 55 to 70 lb., depending on size.

When the total coal consumption exceeds 6000 lb. per hr.,

it is generall) necessar) to applj an automatic stoker. These
have nou been so adapted to locomotive requirements that
a properly designed -inker will sho

i irny over hand
firing, aside from the necessity of its |ise on account of the
coal consumption being greater than the physical capacity of
one fireman if the boiler were hand-fired.

be done without detriment to the design of engine and tender.

This applies with particular force to the machinery parts of

the engine, especially those parts which affect the counter-

balance. All saving in weight in these parts usually produces

a similar saving in counterbalance weights and a reduction in

the dynamic augment, which is very desirable from the

standpoint of track and roadbed maintenance.

The use of special materials to keep down weight is often

amply justified if repair parts can be obtained promptly
when required. This, in the past, has often been the cause

of delay, but it can be guarded against by carrying a few

spare parts in stock ready for renewals. High-tensile alloy

steel can frequently be used to advantage for driving axles,

crank pins, main and side rods, piston rods, etc.

Occasional steep grades or hard starting conditions at sta-

tions may cut down the hauling capacity of locomotives over

a division to a serious extent. In such cases, the utilization

of the weight on trailer trucks for additional tractive power
in starting and at slow speeds may increase the capacity of the

lo otive from 10 to 25 per cent, depending on the number
of driving wheels and working pressure. It has been demon-
strated that a separate steam engine or booster geared to the

trailing axle will give this additional traction, and that it can
he cut in or cut out very satisfactorily as occasion may require.

This is an item in economical operation worthy of consider-

ation when.' hauling capacity is restricted by such limitations,

and the use of an independent booster may often permit the

satisfactory operation of considerably lighter locomotives for

service ^i this character.
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Within the limits of this paper, only the major features

of design can be outlined briefly, and only such devices as

have been carefully tried out and are in successful operation

are cited. The writer believes the savings mentioned are well

within what may be obtained in practice.

Many other improvements promising Eurther economy in

the generation and use of power in the steam locomoti

contemplated and in the experimental stage, but these do not

properly come under the scope of our subject as here treated.

Cost of Repairs

It has been pointed out that locomotives and tenders should

be designed to produce the required drawbar horsepower with

as little excess weight as possible. In this connection, how

ever, due consideration must be given to the question of

repairs.

The design of boilers from the standpoint of weight is

practically fixed by existing boiler regulations, which provide

that locomotive boilers must be operated with a factor of

safety of not less than four. Practicall) all I.oilers at the

condition- of individual railroads is i '-cure equip-

eds of each.

Old Motive-Power Equipment

Mil' 1 1
,'. i avoided by

making a careful iresent motive-power equipment
which i- not givii i or efficient service as

could be obtained if th re modernized. This ap-

plies particularly to locomotives where the servii

demand more power than the present equipment can eco-

nomical!) produce. All the suggest -
r ard to

the design of new equipment are ap • a greater or

less degree to old equi] the old equipment

is not meeting th -tand-

point, or i- not furnishing this momically.

In making a survey of this character care should be taken

to deti i ately whether the old equipment will war-

rant the additional cost oi changes ind betterments necessary

to convert it into up-to-date power. This can be decided by

taking the number of year- the engines will be retained in

—-^ -A \ " '

Hfl J^w5_\_

- ~(j ^* ~ ^ - __

Pennsylvania Decapod with Short Maximum Cut-off, Which Shows Remarkable Economy Over a Wide Range

present time are designed with a factor of safety of 4^2,

which leaves a comfortable margin between this and the mini-

mum allowable operating factor.

The maximum stresses in other parts of the locomotive

must also be carefully considered, and the part- must be de-

signed to keep these stresses within limits which will elimi-

nate costly failures in service.

Aside from the consideration of stresses, much repair cost

can be avoided by adopting designs which reduce the number
of parts, as far as reasonably ma) be, especially where these

parts must have bolted connections. Here, however, care

must be taken to avoid construction which cannot readily be

removed for repairs or renewals or repaired in place with

reasonable facility.

Many roads today arc giving a great deal of thought to

locomotive design along these lines, having especially in mind
the desirability of making the engine parts accessible for oil-

ing and inspection; easily removable with pro].

cilities; of the minimum number of pieces and inter.'

able with equipment now in service

The repair-shop facilities must, of course, be kepi abreast

of the requirements; i. e., as new and I trger locomotivi

put in service, turntables, cranes, machim tools, etc., must
be of sufficient capacit) to handle the larger equipment
economically.

The repairs of locomotives can often he facilitated and the

necessar) shop equipment kept down to the minimum
curing from the locomotive builder many parts which lie i-

able to turn out mote accurately and more economically than
the average railroad -hop would be equipped to do Such
parts include: Banged sheets for boi flexible and
ordinan staybohs; finished bolts and nuts: drop forgings;

packing rings for piston- and piston valves and special equip-
ment which requires special tool- tot- it- production.

Without attempting to pursue further the design of new
Locomotives it may be remarked that a stud) ><i the -

service and the increased net return or saving for this period

as against the cost involved for < hanges, interest on tin- addi-

tional investment, increased maintenance, etc.

\ comparison touJ J be made with the result- that

could be realized by the purchase of new equipment

adapted i

• gainst the cost of contemplated
i hanges in the old equipment.

If these comparisi saving in favor of moderniz-

ing the old equipment or thi if new equipment.

every month that the engines are kept in service without doing

this will result in a loss that is not recoverable A few con-

reti . imples of what h omplished in serv

locomotives designed to yield maximum efficiency may be of

idvantage. Nbtabli designs, for which data is available, are

as follows

Pacifii type passenger locomotive No. 50000 built by the

American I ompany; decapod type freight loco-

motive. Class H-. built by the Pennsylvania Railroad and
Ma rvice locomotive built for the Vir-

ginian by the American Locomotive Company.

American Locomotive Company Engine No. 50000

Locomotive 50000 was built by the American Locomotive
Company in 1910. It was designed and constructed at the

builder's I xpense to demonstrate the maximum tr

with adequati boiler capacity that could l«e obtained while

keeping the adhesive weight >iving

axle.

Untrammeled by any outsidi

of conforming to any railroad's

builders had a free hand to embod) in thi- design th

Qgineering practio npli-h the purpose

of the design—the maximum capacity per pound of WT

the largest boiler capacity within the pr

loads was the essential feature.

This end was obtained by eliminating even- pou
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weight in all the parts that was not necessary to strength and

durability, utilizing the weight thus saved to provide a larger

boiler and by increasing the capacity of the boiler thus se-

cured by combining in one design the most approved fuel

saving devices to obtain the utmost economy in boiler and

cylinder performance.
_ .... -

,

Many of the large Pacific type locomotives with drivers 75

in. in diameter and over in operation today greatly exceed

locomotive 50000 in total weight.
_

An average of all of the important engines of this type

including locomotive 50000 shows approximately 1,000 lb.

less tractive power with an increase of 17,400 lb. in weight

with the very slight advantage of only \]/2 per cent in boiler

capacity. (See Table appended.)

Locomotive 50000 delivers one cylinder horse power lor

every 110.8 lb. of weight and one boiler horse power for every

120.3 lb. of weight.

In actual tests it developed:

An average rate of 2.21 lb. of coal per i.h.p. hour.

A low rate on one test of 2.12 lb. of coal per i.h.p. hour.

An average rate of 16.85 lb. of steam per i.h.p. hour.

A low rate on one test of 16.5 lb. of steam per i.h.p. hour.

A maximum indicated horse power of 2,216 or one horse

power for every 121.4 lb. of weight.

The thought occurred that possibly 50000 was built too

light and that later on, in order to keep the engine in service,

many of the parts might require strengthening.

Locomotive 50000 was purchased by the Erie Railroad and

numbered 2509. Wm. Schlafge, mechanical manager of

the Erie, states that since the locomotive was received it has

been necessary to make very few changes. The guide yoke

was reinforced on account of working. Guide yoke blocks

were also made solid on the guide yokes. The trailer spring

sliding block was changed to the same type as used on the

railroad's K-4 Pacific type locomotives. No other changes

or alterations have been made. Yet from the time this loco-

motive was placed in service on the Erie up to March 1,

1920, it had made a total mileage of 351,800.

Ten years of service coupled with 350,000 miles of run-

ning demonstrate the strength of the design and the figures

given indicate remarkable performance.

Pennsylvania Railroad Class I Is

While the design of engine 50000 represents the best prac-

tice of the present day as measured by the economical opera-

tion of passenger locomotives, the development of heavy

freight power involves the consideration of other factors that

materially affect the design. In 1915 the Pennsylvania

Railroad found that for the economical operation of their

line a tractive power about 25 per cent in excess of the

Mikados then in use was desirable. In working on the de-

sign for such an engine, an attempt was made to obtain

better economy in performance by a radical departure in

cylinder proportions. The accepted practice in proportioning

cylinders is to arrange for a cut off of nearly 90 per cent

of the stroke, so that the starting torque may be as uniform as

possible.

As the adhesive weight limits the cylinder diameter if ex-

cessive slipping is to be avoided, it is obvious that on long

grades, where the maximum tractive effort is required, the

long cut offs use steam in a most uneconomical manner. As
the Pennsylvania has several such long grades on its line,

the new design adopted involved a limitation of the cut off

to about 50 per cent in place of 90 per cent and an increase

in the cylinder diameter to give sufficient torque at this cut

off to fully utilize the adhesive weight. The expected in-

crease in economy of coal and water due to the shorter cut off

has been fully realized. Not only has the engine shown
remarkable efficiency, but the economy under wide ranges of

load is especially remarkable.

We are fortunate in having available a very complete test
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of this engine, made on the testing plant at Altoona. (Bul-

letin 31, P. R. R. Testing Plant 1919, copyrighted.) This

test shows a water rate of 15.4 lb. per i.h.p. hour with a

total i.h.p. of 3,080 at 40 per cent cut off and a coal con-

sumption of 2.9 lb. The lowest coal consumption recorded is

2.00 lb. per i.h.p. hour, obtained at an output of 1,777 i.h.p.

and a cut off of 30 per cent.

The thermal efficiency of the locomotive is also high and

well sustained over a large range, a maximum of 8.1 per cent

being attained at an output of 1,777 i.h.p., and the range

being from 6.1 per cent at 776 i.h.p. to S.3 per cent at 3,486

i.h.p. with an average of over 7 per cent for the usual

operating conditions.

The highest drawbar pull recorded in these tests is 76,211

lb. at a speed of 7.4 m.p.h., but in road service a pull of

80,640 lb. has been recorded at 7.2 m.p.h. The indicated

tractive effort plotted from a card taken at 7.4 miles per hour

at 55 per cent cut off is slightly over 90,000 lb.

This design gives a calculated figure of 88.9 lb. per cylin-

der horse power, the lowest on record. During the tests an

indicated horse power of 3,486 was developed, giving a

weight of 106.2 lb. per horse power. The weight per boiler

horse power does not compare as favorably, however, as it is

145.4 lb. The Belpaire firebox contributes materially to this

excess.

Virginian 2-10-10-2 Type Locomotives

The large 2-10-10-2 Mallet engines for the Virginian were

designed to meet their unique conditions. This road was
built as an outlet to certain bituminous coal fields of West
Virginia. Practically the entire revenue business is confined

to hauling coal to the shipping docks at Sewall's Point, the

west-bound revenue freight being negligible in amount, as

only one town of any importance, Roanoke, is located on the

line. As the development of the coal fields proceeded the

tonnage to be handled increased rapidly, rising from 2,141,-

009 in 1911 to 7,621,555 in 1920, and 'in order to handle the

business at a profit the maximum attainable capacity in mo-
tive power was demanded. Having fixed on 100 cars as the

maximum number that could safely be handled in a single

train, the car capacity increased to 120 tons, it was estimated

thai a locomotive of 147,000 11). tractive power would be

needed to haul the train from Princeton to tidewater, a helper

being used for a grade of .0 per cent ten miles long over the

Alleghenies. The 2-10-10-2 Mallets were designed to meet
these conditions and their operation ha- Keen very successful.

They have handled trains of 16,000 tons on a .2 per cent

grade with the lowest consumption of coal per ton mil
recorded. Unfortunately, accurate tests of coal and water per

dynamometer horse power are not available owing to the fact

that there is no dynamometer of adequate capacity to be had
at present.

However, on May 25, a train of 15.725 tons behind
the tender was hauled from Princeton to Roanoke at a rate

of 26.9 lb. of coal per 1,000 ton-miles, and on M
a 75 ear train of 1 .'.070 tons showed the -ame figure I'" COal

per thousand ton mile-

One of these engines has hauled a train of 1 10 ears weigh-

ing 17,250 tons from Victoria to Sewall's Point, which is

believed to be the heaviest train ever handled by one engine.

The ruling adverse grade was .2 per cent.

The principal dimensions of the three locomotives cited

and a comparison of the horse power characteristics—cal-

culated by the American Locomotive Company's method

—

are embodied in the following table:

M < Maximum Epi

No. 50000
Road Erie Virginian Pennsylvania
Type ' 4 6-2 1-10-3 2-10-0
Fuel Bituminous coal Bituminous coal Bituminoi
Boiler, type Conical connection Extended wagon Concalcoi

top
Boiler, diameter To'j in. -87 in. 105'. 11."; in. 87-90M in
Weight on drivers, lb. 172,500 617.000 342 0^0
Weight on truck, lb.. 49.000 29.750 32,000

I Bitnmii
I onical connection

i .n trailer, lb. -i:

i. total, lb 269,000
D ing wheel diam.

.

79 in.

: in. by 28 in.

Boiler pressure, lb.

per s<|. in

Tractive power, lb... 40,600
Factor of adhesion . .

.

1 2.427
(irate, length and

w.dth 114 in. by 7S'A in.

Grate area, sq. ft. . .

.

Tubes, number 207
Tubes, length 22 ft. in.

spacing
i: W. G.

Tubes, diameter 2% in.

n imber
Flues, diameter
Flues, thickni 59 .... 3/16 in.

Combustion chamber
—length Ni ne

Brick arch Security
Heating surface— firc-

box, sq. ft 248
surface tubes

tide, sq. ft. 2,672
Heating surface flues

—water side, sq. ft. 1.136
Heating surface total,

sq. ft 4,056
I!, iter horse power... 2,250
Steam rate, lb. per hp.
hour 20.8

Coal rate, lb. per hp.
hour 3.25

Superheater, number
of units 36

Superheater, diameter 1 ;
.. in.

Superheater, heating
surface 879

Tender weight in run-
ning order, lb 161,500

Tender capy. coal, ton 14
' 8,000

Weigbt of locomotive
it? lb. per cylinder
h P 110.6

Weight of locomotive
in lb. per boiler hp. 119.6

Steam rate—lb. per
hp. hour. 16.5

1 loal rate—lb. r" hp.

oiari

10-2

Bitumin
Kxtendcd wagon

Pennsylvania

Bituminous ccaJ
Conical connection

684,000
56 in.

30 in. and 48 in.

by 3

62 in.

3054 in. by 32 in.

215
147.200
4.08
5,040

250
90,000
3.80
4,182

144 in. 1.

381
25 ft. 0. in.

No.ll B
2'A in.

S'A in.

126 in. by 80 in.

70.01
244

19 ft. 1 in

H in.

2H in.

48
S'A in.

.18

Gaines
42 in.

Security

532 290

5,592 2,731

2,511 1,313

8.635 4,334
2.553

19.7 20.8

3.1 3.25

70 42
Hi in.

2,120 1,418

214,300
12

13,000

182,000
17'A
9,000

135.7 88.9

142.5 145.4

2.0

From the KowigJtoffN Vmdt

Can't Expect Much Rhythm of the Dancers Until the

Orchestras Get Together



How to Better Bad Railroad Conditions

Do Railway Officers Spend Too Much Time Lobbying in Washington

and Not Enough in Managing the Properties?

By George N. Brown

Formerly Chief Examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission

Habit, or state of mind, is responsible for many things

in the conduct of the daily lives of men. So with the

railroads of the country. Their managers have ac-

quired the habit of going to the government for everything

they desire. In carrying out that state of mind railroad man-

agers, during the past decade have stood about the street

corners in the region of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion or the Capitol in Washington with hats in hand asking

for more.

The trouble with the railroad transportation systems of

the country is that the managing heads have lost their

initiative. They refuse to do anything, or even to propose

to do anything, to relieve a particular situation that may
exist on their lines without first consulting some administra-

tive authority. No one has ever computed the time and

money that the railroads of the country have expended in

the last ten years in attempts to get their Uncle Samuel to

dole out to them some law which would yield them more

money.
At one time, a few years ago, I counted over 100 railroad

officials, from presidents down, sitting about the hearing

room of the Interstate Commerce Commission for a period

of 10 days listening to experts explain figures as to past

and prospective railroad earnings. There is no other busi-

ness in this country that would think of allowing so many
of its directing officials to remain absent from business for

so long a period of time. It has become the settled habit

of many railroad officials to spend most of their time in

Washington, or in riding to and from Washington. This

habit has grown in spite of the fact that the Interstate

Commerce Commission has all along insisted, and the courts

of the country have repeatedly held, that the management
of the railroads has not been committed by the Congress to

any administrative body.

Some time ago an employee of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, in a responsible position, told me that he had
become, as a practical matter, traffic manager of at least

three of the more important railroad systems of the country;

and that the habit of many railroad officials was to come
to him in person, or write him at length, with regard to

substantially every tariff or transportation problem that con-

fronted them.

It in.i \ be ni interest to investigate how the habit that now
controls the railroad-; originated. Previous to the year 1910
the Interstate Commerce Commission had very limited powers
respecting the control of rate initiation by the carriers of
the country. It is true that beginning July 1. 1°07, the

commission was given the right to employ examiners who
could heal- and take evidence in formal complaints, and that

orders by the commission with respect to the justness and
reasonablenes of rates and rules were to lie observed under
heavy penalties. About that time complaints by shippers
began to im rease rapidly ami the commission was i ontinually
engaged in adjusting rates and rules, and rate relationships.

It became the hal.it of railroad managers to advise com
plaining shippers that they were powerless to remedy alleged

injustice because the Interstate Commerce Commission would
not permit them to do so. Thus tin- "Kiel; was passed" from
railroad managers to the commission. When informal com

,
plaint was made to the commission, and there were untold
thousands of them immediately after the passage of the
amendments of 1006 to the Act. the shippers were advised.

in most instances, that the subject matter was one over which

the commission had no control in the first instance. A few

carriers of the country accepted the law of 1906 in its true

intent and spirit, but many of them were antagonistic, and
set deliberately to work to make it unpopular with shippers.

They placed the blame for their own shortcomings with the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and in every way possible

delayed righting manifest wrong in rules, regulations, and
rate adjustments.

The same attitude was assumed with respect to tariff pub-
lications. Rules issued by the commission were either mis-

construed by many carriers, or their rate and tariff experts

spent much time and energy in endeavors to convince the

commission that rules should be modified or abrogated. It

became the habit of traffic managers and rate experts of the

carriers to journey to Washington to dispute a ruling or insist

that a particular construction should be put upon it.

Executives Haunt Washington

When the law of 1910 was passed, which gave the com-
mission power to suspend a rate or schedule of rates for a

maximum period to ten months the railroad managers be-

came much concerned. The fact that they brought the law

upon themselves made no difference in their consternation

at its passage. The fact was that just before the Congress

adjourned in the year 1910 railroad managers announced
publicly that they proposed to make a general increase of

freight rates throughout the country. Thereupon Congre-s

passed the law giving the commission suspension power.

When that law was passed railroad managers at once sur-

rendered all their independence of action, and the habit of

coming to Washington on every imaginable pretext that had
been growing all these years became a fixed and unchanging
state of mind.

"But, what else is there for us to do?" exclaimed a freight

traffic manager of a western railroad when an Interstate

Commerce Commissioner told him the matter he had come
2,000 miles to talk about could have been settled without

any action of the commission. This commissioner replied:

"I say to you that wherever your rules and regulations, or

your rates, are unjust and unfair you have the undoubted
right to change the same. Make the proper change and
advise the commission why you did it. The commission is

entitled to the presumption that it has some sense of what
is right and proper."

Impetus was given to the habit of haunting Washington
by railroad managers when state railroad commissions be-

came numerous and active. It was assumed by railroad

managers that the Interstate Commerce Commission was
constituted as their special, guardian against what they

termed was unjust treatment by state commissions. The
tune changed a bit but the song was the same. That is to

say, the managers were in no way to blame for any situation.

because they were bound, as they asserted, hand and foot

l>v the laws of the states and the nation. They ceased to

function as railroad managers. They became special pleaders

before the Washington authorities. Instead of honestly mak-
ing efforts to right real wrongs, or straighten out complain-
ants who had fancied grievances, they shifted the entire

burden to Washington. It presented an easy way out for

them. The habit once formed has grown until it has come
to govern the railroad managerial conduct. The effort has
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not been to insure adequate and efficient service, but to con-

vince some people that the Congress which passed regulatory

laws was really ignorant of the true situation, and that the

Interstate Commerce Commission was a parsimonious and

arbitrary administrative body. One-half the time and effort

spent in this mode of procedure, if expended in honest effort

to conduct a good railroad, with a view to render patrons

adequate and efficient service, would have brought great

results. Such a thing never seems to have occurred to the

railroad managers who had acquired the habit of laying all

their troubles before Washington authorities.

No consistent or persistent effort seems to have been made
to meet state commissions in any spirit of co-operation.

Where certain railroads did not openly treat such commis-

sions with contempt, they resorted to court proceedings be-

fore the Interstate Commerce Commission to block all orders

made by them. Is it any wonder that state commissions

have grown to be antagonistic in their attitude toward rep-

resentations made to them by the railroads?

Executives Have Become Expert Lobbyists

The trouble with the railroads of the country today is that

the managing heads are not and have not been engaged in

railroad business. They have become expert lobbyists, and

put in their time seeking concessions from constituted au-

thorities.

What is the remedy? Has the habit become so fixed

that it is now impossible for our railroad managers to con-

duct their railroad business independently of governmental

suggestion? I do not think so. Railroad managers should

get back to their jobs and stay there. Continued waiting

about Washington for governmental favors can lead to but

one thing, and that government ownership and control. In

my opinion that would end in disaster, ami would be de-

structive of all advancement in our transportation facilities.

It rests with railroad managers whether that shall be

the result of present tendencies and methods. It is true

that railroad managers can not under existing law continue

old methods. No sensible railroad man believes that there

will ever be a return to unbridled, cut-throat competition,

and midnight tariffs; and none of them desire a return to

such days. The broad minded and far-seeing managers,

and there are a few of them, admit that many of the regu-

latory provisions of the law have resulted in good. It was
only when the managers began to supinely abdicate their

functions as directors of the policies of the different carrier

systems that there arose a manner of doing business that

has resulted in inefficiency. There must come a complete

change in the state of mind of the railroad managers of

this country. Their first thought should be satisfaction of

patrons. As a class the shippers of the country are just and
reasonable men. They know that they must depend on

transportation to insure that their products shall reach

markets. They stand ready to render assistance to all

earnest, honest efforts of railroad managers to give them
adequate facilities and service.

It is a law that pervades our entire social fabric that

honest effort will be encouraged and rewarded. The man
who fails in business, but who take- off his coal and
honestly to work to retrieve his fallen fortunes will find

helping hands extended to him in ever} direction. On the

Other hand, if an individual meets adversity with down
east countenanci . and gives up all effort, he will be shunned
by his fellow- and burned to the poo'

Whal evidence in the pa I dei ide have our railroad man-
agers given to the publii thai they were really engaged in

trying in good faith to conduct efficient railroad transporta-

tion? Haunting the halls oi Congress and those of the

Interstate Commerce Commission is not the business of
railroad managers Many of the railroads do not reach
Washington by more than a thousand miles of intervening

territory. Has ,'t ever occurred to these men that tin- millions
ot monej |hey have spent in propaganda, and in the em-

ployment of attorneys to represent them in Washington
might have been spent on the railroad systems to better

advantage? As a matter of fact the energies and much of

railroad money has been expended in recent years in forcing

the camel's head further into the publii tent. 11 .:'.

taste of the food stored in the tent they divested themselves

of their managerial functions, and ceased to run their

railroads.

The Alternative

The alternative is to take the public into their confidence.

nee the people of America that honest efforts are being

made to serve the public and there can be no shadow of

doubt of the result. The average citizen is fair-minded and
just. He only needs to be shown. A fraction of the time

and money that has been expended in Washington, if used

to show the people the true situation, would be an effective

means of changing conditions for the better. The business

men, the industrial managers, the farmers, and all others

who use transportation, are not railroad haters at heart. A
few men prominent in political life have made considerable

noise in recent years, and like the lone coyote on a hill

have scared some people. They do not, and they have not

represented the calm current of public opinion.

I doubt if there are many men in this countrj who know
illy so many railroad officials, from presidents down,

as I do. I count them all my friends. In saying what I

have said I am only administering a jolt that I hope may
to throw railroad machinery into gear aizain. That it

i- sadl} ini v no posted man will deny. The
to which tin Ins- of initiative and the failure of

railroad man rform their function is

for tin grind in railroad machinery but the

remedy is at hand. The proper spirit and the honest effort is

bound to make conditions better.

I have not discussed the question whether the laws that

have been passed provide too much regulation by

I
lower, and leave too little freedom to railroad ma;
I

'

; d to do that. The laws are on the statute

I and must be obeyed. The only hope of their modifi-

cation is in a chai ntiment that gave them
birth. Publii sentiment i in onl] b perly directed when
ii is apparent that our railroad managers are really at work
trying ith to give adequate and efficient sen-ice.

Neither have I mentioned the saturnalia of railroad regula-

ib.it took place during the war. It was all oi it un-
ary, and much of it disastrous to the morale of rail-

road organization. Rut that state of chaos has passed into

history leaving behind a long train of evil effects. Supine-

ness on the part of those who now have our railroads in

i barge will not avail anything, and will inevitably lead to

worse i onditions to

aanagers everywhere must get back on the job.

Serve the people who live along the rails the best that can

be done with what facilities are at hand. Keep in close

touch with the public and evince a sympathetic interest with

their troubles connected with transportation. In a very

short time support will come where there i~ now indifference

i. tual antagonism. Managing a railroad i~ a man's sized

•
1 11 performed in whole or

from \\ uld be made to correct condi-
t the foundation. Work from the top down is in-

effective, and the results disappointing. Railro.nl mat
everywhere will find enough to do if they will stick

I

job of managing. Washington affair? can well be left for

the adjustment that i> bound to come from an enli.-htened

public
• \ I nd to the railroads as man.:: -

treat the patrons as fcllowmen of a ci mmi I untry should
ted. and for well directed, earnest eff irl the railroads

und to experience an indulgent puhb which
in due course will even-

return which they can rightfully demand.
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The Senate on October 27 adopted an amendment to the

tax bill providing for a flat 15 per cent tax on the net ini om<

of corporations as a substitute for the excess profits tax on

net incomes above 8 per cent on their capital.

A bill to require 12 months' notice before a line of railroad

can be abandoned has been introduced in the Senate by Sena-

tor Harris of Georgia, who said that several hundred miles of

short lines in his state were being abandoned or were in

danger of being junked.

The directors of the National Railway Appliances Asso-

ciation will meet in the office of the secretary, C. W. Kelly,

Peoples' Gas building, Chicago, on Tuesday next, Novem-
ber 8, to assign exhibit space for the eleventh annual exhibit,

which will be held in the Coliseum, Chicago, on March 13-16,

1922, at the time of the convention of the American Railway

Engineering Association.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has started preparations

for the celebration of its seventieth anniversary which occurs

on October 10, 1922. Inquiries have recently been sent to the

various employees associations and officers of the company asking

that suggestions and plans be submitted for a fitting commemo-
ration of the occasion. It has already been suggested that the

first Rock Island train, which made its initial run between

Chicago and Joliet, 111., in 1852, be re-constructed.

J. E. Fairbanks, general secretary, has sent out a blank

for the letter ballot under which members of the American
Railway Association are to vote for members of the board

of directors; and in connection therewith, by circular No.
2200, the directors recommend, for the better geographical

representation of members on the board, that the number
of directors be increased from 18 to 21. This involves

changes in article 7 of the constitution and sections 3, 5

and 19 of the by-laws.

The Elmira Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad reports

that for a period of 56 days, August 13 to October 7, there

was not a single minute's detention to a passenger train on
the division due to engine failures. For a period of 39 days,

August 28 to October 6 inclusive, there were no delays from
car failures. In making this record 752 trains were operated

a total distance of 69,154 miles. Ninety-seven per cent of

the trains maintained schedule time. This division is 143 J^

miles long, and contains many sharp curves. There are two
long and steep grades of two per cent each, in both directions.

An attempt to wreck passenger train No. 5 on the Grand Trunk
on October 29 near Lapeer, Mich., nearly succeeded when a sec-

tion of rail was removed and but for the alertness of the engineer

in slowing down a serious wreck would have occurred. All cars

except the Pullmans were thrown from the track and one man
was seriously injured. A car at the head of the train containing

horses went over the embankment, as did two baggage cars fol-

lowing, the first day coach stopping on the edge of the embank-
ment. It is believed the track was torn up shortly before the

train arrived and a crazed individual taken in custody near the

wreck admit'- attempting to ditch the train.

Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western,
on November 1, issued a signed bulletin to farmers in the district

served by the Great Western, stating that the farmers have a
real grievance under present conditions of railroad transportation
and at the same time are placed in a position much the same as
that of the railroads. In the bulletin Mr. Felton said : "The
farmer has a real grievance because the prices he receives for

his products have declined more than have the prices he must
pay for almost everything he buys. Some blame their troubles
•largely on the railroads. Freight rates, they say, are the cause
of low prices for grain and live stock. The real cause lies much

deeper. The decline in the prices of farm products began before

freight rates were advanced and would have occurred if rates

never had been advanced. It is due to world-wide changes re-

sulting from the transition from war to peace." Continuing, he

says : "The railways have the same grievance as the farmers.

The rates the railways are getting, although they have been ad-

vanced, are much lower in proportion than the cost of almost

everything the railways must buy." In closing Mr. Felton said

:

"The managements of the railroads are making every effort to

reduce expenses so that rates can be reduced later. Some reduc-

tions of rates already are being made. There is no other way
than by reductions in expenses to secure general reductions in

rates that will not be ruinous to the railways and make them
unable to render to the farmers the transportation service they

need. Those who obstruct reduction of expenses not only hurt

the railroads but the farmers as well."

Central Railway Club's Annual Dinner

The Central Railway Club will hold its thirty-first annual

dinner at 7 o'clock Thursday evening, November 10, at the Hotel

Iroquois, Buffalo, N. Y.

Atlantic City for 1922 A. S. T. M. Meeting

A questionnaire recently sent out by the executive committee
of the American Society for Testing Materials to ascertain the

wishes of the members regarding the 1922 meeting, resulted in

the selection of Atlantic City, N. J., for the place of the annual
meeting, to be held sometime in the latter part of June provided

suitable arrangements could be made for that time.

September Earnings

The net railway operating income of the Class I roads for

September apparently will be less than that for August, when
the roads earned $90,000,000. Returns thus far available for 1S3

roads show a net of $79,484,869, an increase as compared with

September, 1920, of 13.5 per cent. The total operating revenues

were $462,213,000, a decrease of 19.5 per cent, and the operating
expenses were $351,977,000, a decrease of 26.2 per cent.

American Society of Civil Engineers' Nominees

The nominating committee of the American Society of Civil

Engineers has presented the following nominations for officers

to be elected at the annual meeting : President, J. R. Free-
man, Providence, R. I.; vice-presidents, C. E. Grunsky, San
Francisco, Cal., and Robert Ridgway. New York City; treasurer.

O. E. Hovey, New York City; and directors, C. M. Holland.
New York City; J. J. Yates, bridge engineer, Central of New
Jersey, Jersey City, N. J. ; F. E. Winsor, Providence

; J. N.
Chester, Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. J. Dyer, Nashville, Tenn., and
W. L. Huber, San Francisco.

Kansas City Southern Holds

Freight Claim Prevention Conference

Approximately 125 officers and employees of the Kansas City

Southern attended the fifth annual freight claim prevention con-

ference at Sulphur Springs, Ark., on October 15, every depart-
ment of the railroad being represented. Papers were presented
on a wide variety of topics having to do with the reduction of

claims, these papers being discussed at length. Among the topics

considered were : The operation of warehouses and the proper
storing of freight in cars; the detection and prevention of rob-
beries

; the co-ordination of activities of connecting line roads

;

defective equipment; elimination of rough handling and dealing

with the public.
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Reclamation Savings on the Rock Island

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has effected a saving of

$1,301,970 through its general reclamation plant at Silvis, 111.,

during the three years ending with 1920. From each ton ol

the Company was able in 1918 to reclaim $6.75 worth of useful

material, the entire saving for that year amounting t<> $467,947;

in 1919, $8.10 in value was reclaimed from i u h ton ol u rap, ami

the year's saving was $473,623; in 1920, $6.07 represented the

value gained from each t"ii and $360,398, the total

during that year. The amount and value of the materi

claimed at the general reclamation plant is steadil

according to C. II. Rost, general st<

work of committees "n each division
;

tarnation work is now done locally. While the savings have thus

been increased, no definiti compiled to show the

total secured in this manner.

of 10 per cent in the assessed valuation in force during the

previous year. The reduction in the assessed valuation

d by tin in excess of $14,000,000 or

equivalent to more than $55,000,000 on the actual valuation

as fixed by the executive council. The court ruled that "in-

nal, deliberat of different classes of

propertj at different percentages of actual valuation i

it." The roads' contention that land

1 with railroad assessments, are too

low, was upheld. The roads which won their contentions

and the maximum amounts per mile which can be assessed,

are: the Chicago «: North Western, $8,730; the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, $7,650; the Chicago, Milwaukee &
tul, $7,335; the Chicago, Rock Island 8

the Minneapolis & St. Louis, $4,140; and the Ft. Dodge, Des

Moines & Southern, $3,330.

A. S. M. E. to Publish Life of George Westinghouse

The American Society ol Mechanical I ngineers lias announced
that the biography of George Wi tinghou e, published under the

auspices of the society, will be completed before th I of the

year. The story of Mr. Westinghouse' rise from a modest
early environment to the leadership of many great industrial

enterprises and the position of acknowledged pn eminence among
American engineers is told by Colonel Henry (1. Front, a former
business associate who was well acquainted with him for nearly

30 years and was an intimate friend during the last 12 years of

his life. A limited number of copies of the special subscription

edition will be issued early in December, Following it, the pub-
lishers will issue a popular edition that will be out about Feb
ruary, 1922.

Operating Statistics for August

The Interstate Commerce Commission's monthly bulletin of

operating statistics for 165 Class I roads for the month of

August shows a total of 30,387,000,000 net ton miles of freight

handled, as compared with 42,734,000,000 in August, 1920. The
average miles per car per day was 22.7 as compared with 27.5,

the net tons per loaded car averaged 27.4 as compared with 29.8

and the net ton miles per car day 400 as compared with 558.

The net tons per train averaged 670 as compared with 762.

The train speed was 11 o miles per car as compared with 10.3.

The traffic density was 4,310 net ton miles per mile of road per

day as compared with 5,917 in August, 1920. For the eight

months ended with August the traffic density was 3,922 as com-
pared with 5,179.

Gompers Criticizes Strike Settlement

Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of

Labor, attacked bitterly the settlement of the railroad strike,

declaring that "the cards had been stacked against the workers."

IK- especially attacked Attorney General Daugherty tor state-

ments indicating that recourse would he taken to the courts if

the strike order became effective. Mr. Gompers said "the strike-

will not take place—now." Mr. Gompers declared that the

statement of the Labor Board that there are 1,300 cases still

pending before it is one of the worst indictments that could

be brought against the Ksch-Cummins law and he contended

that there should he a revival of the old system where employer
and employee got together to adjust grievances without inter-

ference by a government tribunal. "Introduction of government
machinery," he said, "means introduction of the element of force

and compulsion, which is half the difficulty at present."

Railroads Protest Increased Tax Rate

Seven of the nine railroad companies protesting

increased tax assessments in the state of Iowa, as noted in

the Railway Age of September -•> (page 589), were upheld
in every contention made before the Federal Court, at Des
Moines, on Octoben28. Adjustment injunctions were denied

in two cases, those of the Wabash and the Atchison. I

& Santa l'V. The court in the seven successful complaints
ruled out the entire increases in taxes ordered by the state

executive council in 1921, and ordered a further reduction

Norfolk & Western Safety Record

The Norfolk & Western reports the total number of persons

killed on that road in 1920 as 84; a figure which marks a

remarkable om 1912, when the total was 229;

while at lime there has been a steady increase in

il lume i are shown in the

below, taken from a graphic diagram issued by the

Safety Commission of the road:

Milli< n- of Persons
Year t. n n killc.l

9.021

1 77

1916 !

1917 : 112
1918 1 144
1919 : 99
1920 11.660

C. II. Blakemore, chairman of the Safety Commission, in

addressing this circular to employee-, says; "Had the number of

persons killed increased in exact proportion to the increase in

the volume of business, the year 1920 alone would have seen

296 persons killed

—

instead of 84. Docs the safety movement
deserve your personal suppo

C. H. Blakemore, chairman of the Safety Commission, in

addressing this circular to employee-. saw "Had the number
on- killed increased in exact proportion to the il

in the volume of business, the year 1920 alone would have
seen 296 pei'-on- killed instead of Sj. Does the safety

mint deserve your personal support?"

Railway Development Association

Semi-Annual Meeting

J, F, Jackson, £ I the American
Railway Development Association, announces the semi-annual

• rman,
Chicago, on Thursday and Friday. November 111 and 11. As
in the case of former meetings, the industi ind the

agricultural section will meet separately for some of the -

and roundtable discussions will till up a large part of the pro-
gram. The principal speakers on Thursday morning are S. R.

Guard, J. F. Jarrell and J. D. McCartney. On Thursday after-

noon the industrial section will have roundtable discussions on
shippers' guides; bow should they be made and what is their

value ; and on industrial surveys, what they ought to include

and whether the information should be published. The immi-
i and colonization specialists will listen to the "Wis

plan" of colonization, described by B. G. Packer, and to other

on immigration and land settlement.

On Friday morning, Hon. C. S. (Jcker will speak on ;

ment land reclamation, and the industrial section will

community development, with special reference to the N
plan, and the Hub Club plan.

The agricultural roundtable on Friday morning will be pre-

sided over by J, M Friday afternoon the industrial

roundtable will listen to a report on conferences with the

American Railway F.ngineering Association as to sidetrack leases,

etc.; and tl ire will be I marketing roundtable presided i

L. D. Fuller. H. B. Rogers will describe the produce market
of Xew York Citv. with illustrations by motion pi
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Floods Damage Canadian Roads

Canadian railroads in the vicinity of Vancouver, B. C, follow-

ing heavy rains during the week of October 23 in the Cascade

Mountains, have iuffered heavy flood damages. The most serious

damage to the Canadian Tactic was at Coquitlan, B. C, 17 miles

east of Vancouver, where two 80-ft. spans across the Coquitlan

river were carried out. The Coquitlan terminal, which is the

freight terminal for Vancouver, was entirely under water, making

it impossible to use yard or engine house facilities, while slides

and washouts in the Fraser river canyon held up transportation

through the canyon. Other damage occurred at Yale creek,

where one pier of a bridge crossing that stream was carried out,

while 17 miles east of North Bend a small lake in the mountain

overflowed and sent a stream down across the tracks, carrying

out the fill for a distance of 200 ft. to a maximum depth of 110

ft. It was necessary to detour traffic over the Great Northern,

to Huntington, B. C. With the exception of the crossing of the

Coquitlan river the line should be in operation by November 2.

On the Kettle Valley line washouts and slides in Coquihalla Pass

held up transportation from October 28 until the night of No-
vember 2. Slides and washouts in the Fraser Valley held up

operation on the Canadian National on October 29, the most

serious damage being done at Lytton, B. C. Operation on this

road is expected to be resumed by November 3. It is reported

that serious damage to the Pacific Great Eastern between Clinton,

B. C, and Squamish, will make that line impassable for from
one to two weeks.

Walker D. Hines Returns From Europe

Walker D. Hines, formerly director general of railroads,

recently returned to this country after having spent over

16 months in Europe as the arbitrator to decide upon the

distribution, ownership and valuation of shipping on the

principal rivers which were covered by provisions of the

peace treaty. Mr. Hines has rendered decisions on the

shipping on the Danube, Rhine and Elbe rivers and they have
been received with satisfaction by the different countries

and interests involved. Most of the work has now been
completed, except for some final details, and excepting the

questions relative to the Oder river, on which a decision is

delayed because of questions involved in the Upper Silesian

controversy. Mr. Hines has opened an office in New York
for the general practice of law and has left his executive
assistant, Brice Clagett, in charge of the remaining work
abroad, but he retains his position as arbitrator and expects
to return to Europe to make the final decisions. Mr. Hines
has been in Washington this week and has been familiarizing

himself with the railroad situation as it has developed in his

absence; but he declined to discuss the subject for publica-

tion at this time. He went to Washington to represent
the Western Union Telegraph Company in the valuation
case of the Kansas City Southern, but the case was postponed.
Mr. Hines said that railroad transportation conditions had

been improved much more in France than in eastern Europe,
where there has been much confusion resulting from the

delays in allocating the rolling stock that was seized and
otherwise cattered during the war. This has led to' much
tram shipment at the frontiers and has resulted in stimulat-

ing tin river traffic.

Meetings and Conventions
The foUewin ames of secretaries, dates of next or regular

Am Bi Broadway, New York City.
ice Association.

Vis i;i Appliance Association.—Fred W. Venton. 836 So. Michigan
v-' '

'

: "' ciation.

ciation of Demurrage Officers.—F. A. Pontious, Super-
viser oi D md Storage, C. & N. W. Ry., t h

Vmeru D i i n kintendents.—L. A. Stone.
* S E. E, Ry„ Chi

American A sneers.—C. E. Drayer, 63 K. Adams St,
Chicago.

n of General Baggage Agents.—E. L. Dun...
So. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Next meeting, November 16-18 San
Antonio,

'American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.—W C Hope
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York. Annual meeting,

lN Association of Railroad Superintendents.—J. Rothschild, Room
i inon Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August 23-25,

1922, Kansas City, Mo.
American Electric Railway Association—J. W. Welsh, 8 W. 40th St.,

New York.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.—C Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Avenue, Chicago, 111.

American Railway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks, General Secretary, 75
Church St., New York, N. \. Next regular meeting, November 16.
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.

Division I—Operating.
Freight Station Section (including former activities of American

Association of Freight Agents;. R. O. Wells, Freight Agent, Illinois
Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church Street,
New York.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association),

J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y. Next meeting. March 21-23,
Richmond, Va. Annual meeting, September 20-22, 1922, Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Safety Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St., New York.
Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division III—Traffic, J. Gottschalk, 143 Liberty St., New York.
Division IV—Engineering, E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III. Next convention, March 14-16, Chicago. Exhibit or
National Railway Appliances Association, March 13-16.

Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.
Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.
Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal

Association). II. S. Ballict, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master

Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association). V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111. Annual convention, June 14-21, 1922, Atlantic City,
N. J. Exhibit by Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.
Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association). V. R. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association). J. P. Murphy, General
Storekeeper, New York Central, Collinwood, Ohio.
Division VII—Freight Claims (including former activities of the

Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

American Railway Bridce and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Ry., 319 Waller Ave., Austin Station, Chicago. Exhibit by
Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.

American Railway Development Association.—J. F. Jackson, Central of
Georgia. Savannah, Ga. Next meeting. November 10 and 11. 1921.
Hotel Sherman. Chicago. Annual meeting, May 10-12, 1921, Denver,
Colo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—(Works in co-operation
with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,
431 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Next convention, March 1-4 16,

Chicago. Exhibit bv National Railway Appliances Association, March
13-16.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—(See American Rail-
way Association, Division 5.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher, 1145
East Marquette Road, Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of
the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsev, Union
Trust Bldg., Washingtcn, D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. H. Eiseman, 4600 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

American Society for Testing Materials.—C. L. Warwick. University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—E. M. Chandler (acting secre-

tary), 33 W. 39lh St., New York. Regular meetings 1st and 3d
Wednesdays in month, except July and August, 33 W. 39th St., New
York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

Railroad Division, Tames Partington. American Locomotive Co.,

30 Church St., New York. Next meeting, December 9, 1921, 29 W.
39th St., N. w York.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, Northern Pa-
cific Ry., Spokane, Wash.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—George M. Hunt, Chemist,
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. Next meeting, January
24-26, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—H. D. Morris, Northern Pacific

K. R., St. Paul, Minn. Next meeting, May 17-19, 1922, Montreal.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C.

X \. W., Room 411, C. & N. W. Sta., Chicago. Exhibit by Railway
Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Association of Railway Executives.'—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chairman),
61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Railway Supply Men.— A. W. Clokev, 1658 McCormick
Meeting with Internati< nal Railway General Pore-

men's Association.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—(See American

Railway Association, Division I.)

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.— (See
American Railway Association, Division II.)

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—A. T. Filkins, 3346
S. Artesian Ave., Chicago. Meeting with convention of American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—\V. A. Booth, S3 Rushbrooki real, Que.
Car Foremkn's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pine

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,
July and August, New M rrison Hotel, Chicago.

Car Foreman's Association of St. Louis. Mo.—Thomas B. Koeneke, 604
Federal Reserve Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday
in month at the American Hotel Annex, St. Louis.
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Central Railway Club.—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt
Regular meetings, 2d Thursday in November and 2d Friday in Jan-
uary, March, May and September, Hotel Sutler, Buffalo, N. Y.
Annual dinner, Thursday evenii 7:30 p. m

Chief I .<
i

! [nspectos i
' omen's Association.—

W. 1'. Elliott, Terminal Railway Association of St. Louis, East St.

I oui .
111.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's
\ 0> vi ion.— \). II. Wright, 34th St. and Artesian Ave. I

111. Meeting with Chief Interchange Cur Inspectors' and Car Fore-
men's Association.

Cincinnati Railway Club.—W. C. Coodcr, Union Central Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Next meeting, November 8, II ' incinnati,

Ohi
Eastern Railroad Association.— E. N. Bessling, 611 F St.. N.W

li. C. Annual meeting May 11, 1922, New York Railroad
•

Freighi Claim Association.—(See American Railway Association, Divi-

on VI I.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—A. M. Hunter 321

Grand I entral station, Chicago. Regular meetings,
lurance Exchange Bldg.,

Chicago.
M i iik Blacksmiths' Association.—W. J. Mayer,

Central R. R., Detroit, Mil' Exhibit by International
I' ih oad Master Blacksmiths'

L Railroad M . Men's Association.
—George I'. White, 7-17 Railway I

i

International Railroail Ma ri

nternational Railway Fuel Association.— T. G. Crawford, 702 E

St., Chicago. Nfexl animal meeting, May, 1922, Chicago. Exhibit
by International Railwa) Suppi; Men'a ation.

nternational Railway Gi erai I mens Association.—Win. Hall, 1061
W. Wabasha Ave., Winona, -Mom

nternational Railway Suppi l ' VV. Sullivan. Gar-
loclc Packing Co . 326 W. Madi ion St., I

I
i tig with In

ternational Railway Fuel Association,
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association.—E. E. Martin,

Union Pacific R. R. Room No. 19, Union Pacific Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo. Annual convention, 1922, Buffalo, N. V.

Master Boiler Makers' ASSOCIATION, llaii' i' ,26 Cortlandt St.,

New York. Next Convention, May 23-26, 1922, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.

\l i iik Car and Locomotive Painter -(Sec A. R. A., Di-
visii n V.)

Master Car Builders' Association.— (S,e A. R. A.. Division V.)
National Association of Railway Tie Producers.—Warren C. Nixon,

Western Tie & Timber Co., i St. Louis,
Mo. Annual meeting, January 26 and 27, Hotel c hicago.

National Association of Railway and Utilitii Comm I ts. —James
B. Walker, 19 I i ork

National Foreign Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
York.

National Railway Appi \ oiation.—C. W. Kelly, People' Gas
Bldg,., Chicago. Inn M ;o, at con-
vention oi American Rail 1

New England Railroad Club. W. I . Cade, Jr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston,
Mass. Regulai meetii Tui nig June.
Tulv, August and S.

;

New York Railroad Club Harrj D Vought, 6 Cortland! it., New York.
Regular no, no ' Inlv and August,
at 29 W 19th St fork,

Pacific Railway Club. W. S. Wollner, 64 Pine St., Sat
Reguli ngs. d Thursday in m ' in San Fran
cise,, and ( ' .il.lan.l.

Railway Accounting t El \ ,
i o I

I son, UlCWcod-
ward Buildini , V D. C.

Railway Hush., Fran W on, 600 I.ibertv Bldg..
Bro i.l and Chi Btnul Sts . Philadel]

R \i
i w n Club oi Pin bi rgh

I
1 1 I P

burgh, Pa, Regulai meetings, lib I i
• nth, except Tunc.

July and Vugust, \ ricua Club H I Pa.
RailWAI I

i
- i pmi \ ,i\tion.— (Sec Am. Ry, \ssn.)

IOCIATION*—J. S
General Electrit I Chi Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Elei trical Engine,

Railway Equipment Manufa R. J. Bimmelright.
17 East 42nd St.. N, Yorl Meeting with Traveling I

V i i.t lion.

Railway I ml Pi \ R r 1
1 B

R. R., Halt. in,, i, \1

Railway Real Estate Association.- R, II. Morrison, C. & O. Ry., Rich-
mond. \'a.

Railwai Signai \ ociation.— (See A. R \., Division IV, Signal Section.)
Railway StOREkEEP its V ,,, iatioN, (Set V R. \

R in « ,v Suppi y Manufacturers' A
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa, Meetini with \

Railway Telbgrapb \m
i

i

i . \ G. A. Nel
s n. .in Chun h St

Roadmasters' am, Maintenance ' i Vi P I. McAndrews,
i'. & N. W. Ry., Sterling, 111. Annual convention Septemb,
Cleveland, I ihio Exhibit

St. Louis Railway Club B W. Fi

Regular meeting Id E i idaj id August.
Signal Apk inci Association.— F. W. Edmunds, Sunbeam Electri,

i a, tut in
I ing with American Rail-

way Associaf 'on, signal Section
i Railway i

i cess.- 1 W. Cox, Commercial Trust
Bldg.. Philadelphia i

tlllilll mi, hi

Traffic News

Sot i oi >. \\n Sot i oi. i u i, I: , i M, ,,,!]. p ii Box
I 105, Atlanta, G ilai meetings, .',1 Thursday in January,
March, May, .Inly, September and \ I.

lanta.

Southern I ,,, Cab Servici Officei ; W, Sandwich, West
ern Ry, oi Via . \timt i, I

Suppi y Asso, ... v rl0 N.—
II. S, White .

" \, i.

Track s,,,,., \ ...,,.,. \y. ( Ridd, Ramapo Iron Works, llillburn,
N. \. Mcet> with Roadmasters' and Maintenance oi Wav Associa-
tion.

,

Traveling Engineers' Association-.—W. O. Thompson, 117 Fast 'iSth St..
Cleveland, Ohio. Exhibit by B ent Manufacti

tatit n.

W i i in Hunui (',, olcvard
Chicago. Regular meet onday each month exct
July and August.

=ri (1 nun illMimilnmilliii iii.'.nir.

Coal Production

Apprehension of consumers over the effects of a possible rail-

road strike is named by the Geological Survey in its weekly bul-

no doubt the chief cause of sharp increase in coal pro-

in the week ended October 22. The total output of

bituminous is estimated at 10,993,000 net tons, an increase of

1,302,000 tons in a single week. A further sharp increase was
indicated by telegraphic reports of loadings on October 24 and 25.

National Industrial Traffic League's Annual Meeting

The
|

inpleted for the annual meeting

of the National Industrial Traffic League which will be held at

the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on November 9 and 10. Among
the reports to be presented will

Committee, on the proposed consolidation of the carriers; the

railroad funding hill ; the liability clause in railroad leases and
sidetra,

!

i and the policy of the United States Railroad

Administration respecting payment of reparation award-
the Car Demurrage and Storage Committee, on proposed changes
in demurrage rules and uniform storage rules; (3) the Classification

Commit i Lading Committee, cover!
ilu proposed uniform bill of lading and the proposed through

bill of lading; (S) the Express Committee, discussing the

showing of the valuation on packages, receipts for charges col-

lected fl month and the period for

iaims for loss and damage; (6) the Kate Construction and
lime, on the simplification of tariffs, delay

tariffs from the carriers and the publication of :

net ton vs. gross ton basis; (7) the Inland Water Ways Com-
(8) the Freight Claim Committee, on the six months'

provision in the bill of lading for filing loss and damage claims,

uniformity in handling concealed loss and damage claims, perfect

package month and (9) the Legislative Com::

\ number ol regulai ai mmittees will also present

reports, in addition to which F. E. Winburn, special representa-

tive, Bureau of Claims Prevention, American Railway Associa-
tion, will discuss claims prevention.

New England Roads Request

Re-Argument of Division Case

Counsel i, i the New England roads have tiled a petition with
the lii' lission requesting an opportunity

< 'King their appli-
, ation for an order requii tigland
to increase the divisions of through t il . to the New

,1 lines. The petition says that it was never anticipated
that the commission would deny the relief asked on such an in-

terpretation of the transportation act. because it runs contrary
« which the commission has always taken

is have arisen in general rate advanci
If the commission ha- the power t" nuke general i

although some of the individual rates may thus be made un-
• ended that the commission has the power to

oral readjustment of divisions. It is also declared
that Coi

idjusting tin

"The commission, through the increase of rates in the eastern
rate group," the petition declares, "has taxed the public for the
support of an efficient transportation system, and the pul
paying the tax; hut the majority of the cot:

helpless to make the second part of the act work; and while it

maintain an efficient transporta-
tion system in the eastern rate group, it deel .Me to

so apply this fund as to accomplish the only result v

raising it."

The petition says that the trunk lines will not voluntarily give
up anything, and if divisions can be readjusted only one by one,
then the act is unworkable ; and the New England roads have
failed to find the relief that Congress intended for them.
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I Commission and Court News Foreign Railway News

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended until March 1, the operation

,,i a supplement to a New Y.'ork, New Haven & Hartford

tariff, which provides for the cancellation of joint through

class rates between points m Connecticut, Massachusetts,

New York, and Rhodi Island, and points on the Long Island

Railroad, within the borough of Brooklyn, N. Y., leaving

combination rates applicable instead, and resulting in in-

creasing certain rates.

The commission has further suspended until December 19,

the operation of certain schedules which propose to eliminate

the application of the present rates on coal from Western Mary-

land mines to points on the Baltimore & Ohio and its connections

over the route through Cherry Run, \V. Va., and Westport,

Md., making applicable instead combination of locals via these

routes, and establish instead, in connection with the present

through rates, specific routing via Cumberland and Bellington,

W. Va.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a deeision

approving a revision of class and commodity rates in the terri-

tory west of the Cascade mountains, extending from Portland,

Ore., on the south to Vancouver, B. C, on the north, except

as to the proposed cancellation of carload commodity rates and

certain relationships previously approved by the commission as

to classes c. d, and e. The proposed rates were filed by the

railroads to become effective May 27 and were suspended. Of

the 7.152 class rates named in the schedules, 50.1 per cent rep-

resented increases, 34.3 per cent remained unchanged and 15.6

per cent represented reductions. Most of the class rates are for

intrastate application between points in Washington. An order

will be entered requiring the cancellation of the suspended

schedules and discontinuing the proceeding without prejudice to

the establishment on five days' notice of rates in conformity

with the findings of the commission.

Missouri Rates Increased

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its decision

in the Missouri intrastate rate case, in which the Missouri com-

mission, while authorizing increases in the state rates to corre-

spond to the general advance made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission last August, excepted the rates on coal, coke, brick

and articles basing thereon, sand, gravel, stone, crushed rock,

chats, cinders, lime, cement plater and articles basing thereon,

and petroleum nil and its products. The Missouri commission

limited the increases to 70 per cent over the rates in effect on

fune 24, 1918. The federal commission finds this a discrimina-

tion
1

against interstate commerce and orders the railroads to

make increases to correspond with the increases in interstate

rates.

Personnel of Commissions

Theodore F. Laist, architect in the Bureau of Valuation,

Central District, Interstate Commerce Commission, has re-

signed, and lias taken a position as Chicago representative
it the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, No. Ill

West Monroe street, Chicago.

A. C. Hasbrouck, head of the division of accounts and
statistics of the New York State Public Service Commission,
at Albany, for many year.-, lias resi| tied, to take a position

with H. C. Hopsou, accountant, 61 Broadway, New York
City. Mr. Hasbrouck has been on important committees of

the National Association of Railway and Utilities Commis-
sioners, and was chairman of the committee which prepared
the uniform system of accounts for electrical and gas com-
panies last year.

Increase in Value of Exports of Electric Locomotives

During the first nine months of 1920, electric locomotives

..lined at $844,130 were exported from this country, according

to Commerce Reports. In 1921 for the same period the value

of electric locomotives exported was $1,506,877.

Batignolles Tunnel at Paris to Go
The Batignolles tunnel in Paris, which is the approach to St.

Lazare station, will be opened into a deep cut which will necessi-

tate the building of walls over 50 ft. in height and ranging from
10 ft. to 14 ft. in thickness, according to The Engineer (London).

Australian Railway Officers in America

Alfred D. J. Forster, assistant chief mechanical engineer

of the New South Wales Government Railways, and William
H. Armstrong, assistant to the locomotive superintendent of

the same line, are in this country for the purpose, it is said,

of arranging for the purchase of American railway supplies.

German Rolling Stock Allocated to Danzig Territory

The following German rolling stock has recently been
definitely allocated to the Danzig territory by the Interallied

Commission sitting in Berlin, according to a report from
Consul William Dawson: locomotives, 116; passenger cars,

172; baggage cars, 35; freight cars, 1,950; and electric loco-

motives, 2.

England's Minister of Transport to Resign
London.

Sir Eric Geddcs, Minister of Transport of Great Britain,

resigned from his position on October 15. Sir Eric is still

to work as chairman of the committee charged to reduce govern-
ment expenditure in all departments, which task is a heavy one
under present conditions.

A Correction

In the Raikvay Age of October 18 (page 694) some statistics

of railway mileage in Spain were given, as appearing in Com-
merce Reports. These figures were in error, according to

A. G. Goldsmith, chief of the Western European Division

of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The
mileage, according to Mr. Goldsmith's corrected figures are:

Five ft. 6 in. gage, single track 6,773 miles

double track 243 miles

Meter (39.37 in.) gage, single track J, 119 miles

double track 16 miles

Jamaica Railway Extension Offers Opportunity

For Sales of American Supplies

The government of Jamaica has, according to the American
consul at Kingston, authorized the government railway to

extend its line a distance of nine miles from Chapelton,
i xclusive of sidings. The director of the railway, it is said,

will be glad to receive bids from American concerns for

construction materials. Some materials needed include a

steam shovel, shovels, picks, track jacks and various track

tools. The Jamaica Government Railway is, it is pointed

out, a standard gage line built by an American firm and
much of the equipment is of American manufacture. The
consul urges that a representative of any American concern
interested in the contract be sent to Jamaica, as the island

is relatively close to the United States. Further information
can be secured by addressing Major Lewis Thomas, DirectoT

of the Jamaica Government Railway, Kingston, Jamaica.
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Equipment and Supplies

!

Railway Construction
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Freight Cars

The Illinois Central is inquiring for 2,000 composite gon-

dola cars.

'I in I'm i i i\ Railway (Brazil) is inquiring for 180 under-

frames for freight cars of 30 metric ton capacity and 1.60 meter

gage.

The Pennsylvania Tank Line, Sharon, Pa., has ordered 200

tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity from the Pennsylvania Tank
Car Company.

The Denver & Rio Grande, reported in the Railway Age of

eptember 17 as inquiring for 1,000 70-ton gondola cars, has

ordered 700 of these cars, with ai 300 additional, from

the Pressed Steel Car Company

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Si P reported in the Rail-

way Age of October 8, as inquiring for 2,500 gondola cars of

50-ton capacity, has ordered 1,000 ol tl roill the Bcttcn-

dorf Company and 1,500 from the Haskell & Barker Car Com-
pany.

THK SlAMESl Si Mi RAILWAY will receivi lull-, until 2 p. in.,

January 16, 1922, at the city of Bangkok, Siam, for 20 flat cars

of 28 metric tons capacity. Bids are also wanted until 2 p. m.,

February 1, 1922, for 500 pairs of wheels and axles. Sp<

tions and drawings may be obtained from C. P. Sandberg, 143

Liberty street, New York.

Passenger Cars

I in New York Central is asking Eoi pri i the repair of

100 passenger ears

Tin \'t-w YORK, Ontario & WESTERN is inquiring for from

20 to 25 steel passengei coaches, 3 baggagi cai and 3 combina-

tion baggagi ai d mail i ai

Iron and Steel

The Soi imm;\ I'm n re has ordered 44,600 tons of open hearth

rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, most
of which i- to be 90 lb. rail.

Machinery and Tools

The Niles-Bement-Pond Company, New York, has recei d

an order for machine shop tools to cost about $70,000, from the

Centra] Railway of Braail.

Miscellaneous

Tin New York, New Haven & Hartford is having 15 Moun-
tain type and 15 Santa l-'e type lo ped with closed

type feed wain heaters made by the Superheater Company, New
York.

The Jamah \ GOVERNMENT Railways will shortly require a

steam shovel of 1 Or I

1 picks; track

jacks; rail tongs and other track tools and construction materials
for a line extensi in invoh ing an i icpi nditui e ol iom< -

For further details see item undei Foreign Railway News on
another page of this issue

The Empress oi Japan, one of the Canadian Pacific steamers,
last week began her' 155th voyage across the Pari i She has

covered 2,500,000 miles in the Canadian Pacific Service, equal
to nearly one hundred times around the earth. This does not
include her four years' war service.

American Railway Express—This company will construct
an addition to its stable at Tulsa, Okla., and remodel its present
structure, at an estimated cost of 516,000.

Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company will accept
bids until November 13, for the construction of an addition to its

Alvarado Hotel at it $300,000.

Boston & Maine.—This company has awarded a contract to

the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, for coal handling
machinery to be used in connection with a coaling station which
will soon be erected at Concord, N. H., by company forces.

Galveston, Harri This company con-
templates the enlargement of it s shops at xas, in

connection with the installation of new equipment in these shops.

1 ii -This company has been petitioned by the
ition, representing four counties in

Southern South Dakota, known as the Rosebud Area, to extend
its line from Huron, S. 1 ).. about 150 miles in a southwesterly

n, across the Missouri river, into this area.

Illinois Central.—This company has applied to the city

council oi West Frankfort, 111., for permission to construct a
freight depot and remodel its present passenger station at that

cit Mn- work is estimated to cost about 560,000.

Missouri, ] 1 company has awarded a
Cleburne, Tex., for the re-construction

of its freighl station ai I la., which was re-

cently destroyed by tire.

iny has awarded a

I to T. I Johnson, S'edalia, Mo., for the reconstruction
of its reclamation plant at Parson, Kan., which was destroyed
by lire on September 17. at an estimati (85,000.

Nacoi mpany contemplates
extending its |me 28 mill Texas,
to a junction with the Atchisoi

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company has
ted with the American I

• mpany. New York,
for the treatn timber. The plant
will be provided by the latter company adjacent to the Cedar
Hill terminal of the Yew Haven at New Haven. Conn., and
will haw a capacity of about 1,500,000

!JSYLVANIA.—The Eastern Coal Dock Company, Cleveland,
is building a coal thawing plant for this company at South

Amboy, X. J.

Porti mpany, a subsidiary
of tin i merican Luml nland, Ore.,

I of which has been acquired recently by the Central

constructing,
through its parent company, a railroad line 32.5 miles long.

extending from \\ large timbe:

owned by the above company. Work ' to be com-
i arlv next year. It is estimated that the entire a

eluding equipment, will lie approxii -iVOOO. The
Portlai (.-J under the
laws ol Delaware, with a capital ol $2,500,000.

Southern Pacific of Mexico.—This company contemplates
line from T

a dista \\X) miles. I a con-
nection with the National Railways of Mexi

St. Lot is-S'an I mpany which was noted in

ing bids for

stnicrJon of a one-story machine shop. 103 ft by 40 ft.,

at St 1 ouis, Mo., lias awarded a contract ft :.ire to

the Globe Construction Company, St. !

I'k\ \s v\ Pacific.—This com] ith the

ri Pacific and the icrn, has prepared
tentative plans for a union station at Texarkana. Ark.
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Supply Trade News
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R. A. Ogle, president of the Ogle Construction Company,

Chicago, died on November 2, at his home in Chicago from

ration.

Ben L. Whitney, formerly with the Byers Co., has opened

ice at 528 Detroit Savings Bank building, Detroit, Mich.,

and will represent the Orten & Steinbrenner Company in that

territory.

Walter C. Carroll, assistant general sales manager of the

American Sheet & Tin Plate Company at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has been appointed vice-president of the Inland Steel Com-
pany. Chicago, effective November 10.

C. H. Hobbs has been appointed assistant general manager

of sales of the Detroit Seamless Steel Tube Company of De-

troit, Michigan. Mr. Hobbs was in the service of the Lacka-

wanna Steel Company for over 14 years and for the last

five years was district representative in charge of its Detroit

office.

Morris B. Brewster has formed a corporation under the

name of Morris B. Brewster, Inc., with headquarters at 332

South Michigan boulevard, Chicago, to handle metallic pack-

ing, mechanical devices, such as Edson diaphragm pumps

and similar articles. Associated with Mr. Brewster in the

new company are W. B. Leach, J. G. Piatt and F. M. Wey-
mouth, of Boston.

The Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee, Wis., announces

the removal of its New York City office to suite 728, 30

Church street, with E. G. Lewis in charge as eastern sales

manager, effective December 1. M. J. Woodhull has been

appointed Central sales manager to succeed Mr. Lewis in

charge of the Chicago office, 622 McCormick building, and

E. R. Weber has been appointed northern sales manager, at

Minneapolis, 1224 McKnight building, to succeed J. N. Gaw-
throp, who will become associated with Mr. Lewis in New
York.

F. L. Kellogg, manager of the New York branch at 25 West
Forty-third street, New York City, of the Electric Storage

Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed district

manager of the North Atlantic district, with headquarters at

25 West Forty-third street, New York. F. F. Sampson,
manager of the Exide depots and garages, succeeds Mr.

Kellogg as manager of the New York branch, with D. P.

Orcutt as assistant manager. The entire sales organization

in New York City was recently consolidated and Mr. Samp-
son was appointed manager and Mr. Orcutt assistant

manager.

Obituary

James B. Rider, \ ice-president and general manager of the

Pressed Steel Car Company, died on November 3, at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., iftei an illness of four months.

Charles A. Lindstrom, assistant to the president of the

Pressed Steel < ar Company, died at his home in Pittsburgh,

Pa., on September 2. Mr. Lindstrom was born in Sweden
il and engineering education.

He came to this country in 1 876, and shortly thereafter en-

tered the employ of the Pennsylvania as draftsman and sul>-

sequentlj became chief draftsman. About 1900 he left

Altoona to go to tin Chicago & Uton as mechanical en-

gineer. In May, 1902, he was appointed chief engineer of

the Pressed Steel Car Company, and in May, 1913, was made
assistant to the president of that company, which position

he held at the time of his death. Mr. Lindstrom served in

1917, as a member of the sub-committee on Military Equip-

, ment Standard of the Special Committee on National Di

of the American Railway Association,

Railway Financial News
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I w Jersey.—Extends Time for Bids on L. &
. Coal Stock.—The directors have extended until Novem-

ber 15 the time within which bids will be received for the pur-

chase of the road's holdings of $8,849,000 Lehigh & Wilkes-

Barre Coal Company stock. The following statement was given

out after the meeting of the directors on Wednesday

:

The time within which proposals for the Central Railroad Company of
New Jersey holdings in the stock of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Com-
pany will be received and considered was by action of the board of
directors of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, extended to November
15, 1921. and in order that all proposals may be on a comparable basis and
clearly within the provisions of the court decree, the committee, com-
prised of Messrs. Stotesbury, Willard and de Forest, have given notice
that the proposals must be upon the basis of not less than 20 per cent
payment in cash, the remainder in cash payable (in whole or in instalments i

within a period of 11 months from the date of acceptance of any proposal.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Authorized to Acquire Chesapeake &
Ohio Northern.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has is-

sued an order approving and authorizing the proposed acquisition

by the Chesapeake & Ohio of the railroad and property of the

Chesapeake & Ohio Northern and also authorizing the Chesa-
peake & Ohio to assume the obligation of the Northern company
to pay the principal of $1,000,000 of its first mortgage 5 per cent

30-year gold bonds and interest thereon.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.—Court Decision on Issuance of
Receivers' Certificates.—The appellate court for the Third dis-

trict of Illinois on October 25 handed down a decision disap-

proving a receivers' certificate order made in an inferior state

court on the ground that Interstate Commerce Commission ap-

proval was not made a necessary prerequisite of the issuance

and sale of receivers' certificates. The receivers had been granted

authority in the lower court to issue 335,000 receivers' additional

certificates of indebtedness, due in one year with interest at 7

per cent. The appeal was brought by trustees of the first and
second mortgage bonds who protested against the mortgage
liens being made subordinate to the receivers' certificates.

The appellate court said in its decision

:

lh' order appealed from was an unconditional grant of authority to the
receivers to issue and sell the certificates and did not require them to

first obtain the approval and consent of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and, in so doing, was erroneous.
The rules of the commission, however, require that there shall be filed

with the application for authority to issue securities an opinion of counsel
that the issue or assumption in respect to which authority is applied for under
said section 20-a, is or will be legally authorized and valid if approved by
the commission.

This opinion of counsel must have some existing basis in fact, and the
only valid basis for such an opinion in case like the present would be an
order of the court authorizing the issuance and sale of the certificates pro-

vided such issuance and sale shall thereafter be authorized by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in accordance with the provisions of said Sectii n 20 a.

The order is, therefore, reversed and remanded with directions to the
circuit court to medify said eider in conformity with the views expressed
in this opinion.

Delta Southern.—Authorized to Abandon Lines.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has issued a certificate authorizing

this company to abandon three branch lines, in Mississippi, from

Percy to Riehcy. 10.45 miles ; from Elizabeth to Kergs Junction,

and Angosta, 14.47 miles, and from Itta Bena to Belzoni, 27.19

miles.

1 1 \\\ kixsvii.i.e & Florida Southern.—Authorized to Abandon
I. inr.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a cer-

tificate authorizing the receiver to abandon the line of this com-

pany extending from Hawkinsville, Ga., to Worth, Ga., 42.32

and from Ashburn to Camilla, Ga., 50.67 miles. The

Georgia Railroad Commission has asked that the application be

denied. The federal commission expressed the opinion that the

receiver should first offer for sale the entire railroad as a going

concern and if no satisfactory bid is received he should offer

the road for sale in sections for continued operation. If no

satisfactory bid is received then he should offer any unsold

as scrap or junk. At competitive points opportunity

should be afforded shippers and connecting carriers to purchase

the spur tracks and other terminal facilities.

Tenni i Alabama ex Georgia.—Application to Scrap.—
Executors of the Russell Sage Estate, owners of this road, filed

an application in the Federal Court at Chattanooga, Tenn., on
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i Ictober 28, for permission to scrap the line. The road has been

,c lining venture since its organization and has never paid interest

on its bonds since their creation in 1911. It owns 88 miles of

track, all in Alabama. The date of sale of the road was post-

poned three times, the next date being fixed as Novomber 15.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.—Bond Suit Settled.—J. S.

Bache, chairman of the Stockholders' Protective Committee, an-

nounced on October 31 that the litigation involving the legality

of the company's A and B bonds had been settled. A report of

the committee was mailed to the depositors under the protective

agreement.

Mr. Bache's statement outlining the settlement was as follows :

The litigation involving the Toledo, St. Louis S Western Railroad Com-
pany, commonly called the "Clover Leaf," has been pending for seven years

in the United States District Court at I

The controversy in the litigation was with reference to the legality of

$11,527,000 par value of what are known .. thi A and I! bonds i-

the Cover Leaf in payment for the controlling stock of the Chit

Alton Company acquired by the Clover Leal .. ..r 1907.

The bonds were contested by the stockholders' protective committee on
the grounds, first, that the bonds were given for the purchase of the con-

trolling stock of a competing road, and, second, that fraud was practiced

by the parties concerned in the transaction, so that all of the bonds were
tainted. A very large amount of testimony was taken and this testimony
was filed in the court in August last.

A settlement has been effected which results in the surrender and can-

cellation of the entire issue of A and B bonds with all of the interest

coupons.

The A and B bondholders take back all of the Chicago & Alton stock

and the Clover Leaf pays in cash $1,130,000 to the bondhol.

and the stockholders turn over to the bondholders' committee 10 per cent

of the common and preferred stock of the Clover Leaf. The total stock

of the Clover Leaf outstanding is $10,000,000 of common and $10,000,000

i preferred.

The result of the transaction is that the property is restored to the

Clover Leaf stockholders free of A and B bonds which at tins time with

interest amount to practically $16,000,000. The only fundi

against the Clover Leaf is $10,000,000 of prior lien i lA ,

and $6,500,000 4 per cent bonds, making a total mortgage indebtedness of

$16,500,000. This funded debt is the only debt of the Clover Leaf ex-

cepting equipment trust obligations which arc being paid out of the current

earnings, and receivers' indebtedness of approximately $!.000,000 which
it is expected will be paid from the sale of sonic tn "r from
the operations of the property.

The settlement leaves the company in substantially the same financial

Lition that it was prior to its unfortunate purchase of the Chicago &
Alton stock and the physical condition of the pr "perry has been greatly

unproved during the receivership,

Utah Railway.—Asks Authority to Acquire Utah Terminal

Railway. This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to acquire by lease the property of the

Utah Terminal Railway.

Treasury Payments to Railroads

The United States Treasury Department announces the pay-
ment of a loan of $50,000 to the Norfolk Southern from the re-

volving fund on a certificate of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. A total of $21,105,033 loaned to 12 railroads from the

revolving fund has been repaid by the companies.

Dividends Declared

Cleveland & Pittsburgh.—Guaranteed, $.87J4, quarterly; ipecial guaran-
ti 1 .1, I .ii, both payable I lecembi i I r 10.

Hmii.i >\ Willianisport.—Common, 2.26 per tent, payabli November 1

to holders oi record October .'0.

X.l hua & 1 ON ell I i-i , rut. |.a\ able NoVI of
October 15.
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Upon the Completion of a timber treating plant at New
Haven, Conn., the New York, New Haven \ Hartford will take
up extensively the use of treated cro - ties, switch ties, lumber
and piling. The plant which is to In-

i the American
Crcosoting Company, New York, will to the

north end of the Cedar Hill freight terminal, will form a part

of it and have a capacity of 1,500,000 tie- annually, i.

requirements of the New Haven in the past have averaged aboul
2,000,000 annually but with tin disappearance of chestnut and
other desirable woods, the animal needs were tending to in-

crease to about 3,000.000. Heretofore, il has bei

to ship tie- and timber which wen produced locally and which it

was desired to treat, to,distant point- \,<v that treatment. With the
inauguration oi a treating plant at New Haven it will :

possible to utili e many of the cheaper grades of timber now
easily available locally with the result
he necessary to ship in any ties from OUtsidi

B. Hull

Railway Officers

Executive

J. M. Herbert, president of the St. Louis-Southwest. an.
has also been elected president of the Dallas Terminal Rail-

way & Union Depot Company, with headquarters at Dallas,

Tex.

H. B. Hull, general claim agent of the Illinois Central,

with headquarters at Chicago, has been promoted to assistant

to the president with thi Iquarters. Mr. Hull was
born on March 11. 1870,

hamois, Mo. lit

i ntered railroad service

in 1895 in the passenger
traffic department oi

the Chicago, Burling'on
& Quincy, with head-
quarters at St. Lout?,.

Mo On November 1.

1898, he left that road
to become claim ayta
of the Louisiana di-

n of the Illinois

tral, with headquar-
ter- at McComb, Miss.,

and lour years later he
was transferred to the
Springfield division,
with headquarters at

Springfield, Illinois. I in

August 1. 1904, he was
promoted to district

claim agent, with load
quarters at Memphis renn., which position he held until
May 1. 1909 n he was promoted to assistant chut claim
agent of lines South ,,i the Ohio River and thi
Mississippi Valley, with tin same headquarters. On July 1.

1911. he was transferred to Chicago and placed in i

of claims on tin- Northern lines. On March 13, 1913, he
was made chief claim agent of the entire system, whi. h
tion he was holding at the time of his recent prot:

Financial, Legal and Accounting

W. E. Fitzgerald, whose appointment as auditor of the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass, with headquarters at San Antonio,
Tex., was announced in the Railway Age of Septem
(page 600), was born at New Orleans, La., on June 11. 1870.
He entered railroad service with the Galveston. Harrisborg
& San Antonio on June 1. 1885 and remained with that com-
pany until October 1 of the same year, when he left •

come a clerk in the Southern Pacific's office at New Orl
On October 1, 1890, he entered the service of the San Ant. mo
& Aransas Pass as a clerk in the general n \i.

tonio. He was appointed chief clerk in d ursc-
ments of the Houston 8
and held this position until June, 1909, when he v. .

auditor of the Railroad Commission oi Texas. In Juni
he was appointed assistant auditor of thi

Aransas Pass, which position he was holding at the •;

his recent promotion.

Traffic

W. I. Chudleigh has "been appointed import :

of the Canadian Pacific; the Duluth, South Shor<
and the Minneapolis, St. Paul 8

licago.

J. T. Wray. division freight agent of the Pel
with headquarters at Erie. Pa., lias been ti u

ville, K ling F. G. Maus. who has
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to the Central region, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

G. Berg will succeed Mr. Wray at Erie.

'F L Hanna has been appointed assistant general freight

and passenger agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

with headquarters at Phoenix, An/.., succeeding F. P. ^mce,

assigned to other duties. N. H. Asp has succeeded Mr.

Hanna as division freight and passenger agent with head-

quarters at Fresno. Cal. W. J. Shattuck has been appointed

divi ion freight agent with headquarters at Oakland, cal.,

succeeding Mr. \sp. These changes were effective Novem-

ber l.

A S. Edmonds, whose appointment as traffic manager of

the"' Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company,

with headquarters at Portland, Ore., was announced in the

Railway Age of September 24 (page 600), was born at Louis-

ville. Ky., on July 7, 1881. He entered railroad service in

fuly 1899, as a messenger boy on the Southern at Louis-

ville and until 1903 served successively as correspondence

clerk assistant rate clerk, rate clerk, and assistant chief rate

clerk' He left the Southern in September, 1903, to become

traveling freight agent of the Mallory Steamship Company,

with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga. He re-entered railroad

service in June, 1908, as general agent of the Missouri Pacific,

with headquarters at Birmingham, Ala. In February, 1911,

he was transferred to Philadelphia, Pa., where he remained

until May, 1915, when he left the Missouri Pacific to become

traffic manager of the Chesapeake Steamship Company, with

headquarters at Baltimore, Md. He returned to the Missouri

Pacific in July, 1917, as assistant freight traffic manager, with

headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., which position he held until

August, 1918, when he was appointed assistant chief of the

inland traffic service of the war department at Atlanta, Ga.

From January, 1919, to March, 1920, he was an assistant in

the division of traffic of the Railroad Administration, with

headquarters at Washington, D. C. On March 1, 1920, he

was appointed general traffic manager of the Los Angeles &

Salt Lake, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment.

C. E. Brooks, traveling engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, with headquarters at Miles City. Mont., has been

promoted to master mechanic of the Bellingham division,

with headquarters at Bellingham, Wash., succeeding C. E.

Cessford, assigned to other duties on account of ill health.

W. M. Anderson has been appointed master mechanic of the

Northern Montana division, with headquarters at Lewistown,

Mont., succeeding O. A. Coltrin, who has been assigned to

other duties.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

Z. A. Green has been appointed division engineer of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe with headquarters at Galveston,

lex., succeeding W. W. Wilson, who has been transferred

to the Southern division with headquarters at Temple, Texas.

K. F. Wakeman, assistant supervisor of the Toledo signal

district of the New York Central, Western Lines, with head-

quarters at Toledo, Ohio, has been promoted to signal super-

visor of the Franklin signal district, with headquarters at

Ashtabula, Ohio.

A. Craine, whose appointment as district engineer, main-

tenance of way, of Missouri district of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, was announced in the Raihvay Age of October IS

(page 774), was born in England in 1883. He entered rail-

road service in 1905, as a rodman on the Missouri Pacific.

In 1908, he left to become a rodman on the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy and, through various promotions, he be-

came division engineer, with headquarters at St. Joseph, Mo.,

which position he was holding at the time of his recent

appointment.

Purchasing and Stores

A. Ross has been appointed division storekeeper of the

Erie with headquarters at Jersey City, N. J., and M. H. Keyes

has been appointed to a similar position with headquarters at

Buffalo, N. Y., effective October 1.

Operating

j. O. Jones has been appointed supervising agent of the

Bessemer & Lake Erie. He will exercise supervision over

all" employees in station and transfer service.

Mechanical

A. H. Powell has been appointed superintendent of the

Jeffery Shops of the Western Pacific, with headquarters at

Sacramento, California, effective November 1.

C. M. Hatch has been appointed mechanical engincer

<»f fhe Missouri, Kansas & Texas with headquarters at Par-

:ons'i Kansas, succeeding W. H. Maddocks, retired, effective

I letoher 1.

F. M. Mozley, roundhouse foreman of the Gulf, Colorado

& Santa Fe at Gainesville, Tex., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Southern division w^ith headquarters at

Temple, Tex.

M. B. McPartland has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Western Pacific with headquarters at

ornia, and the position of general master

mechanic has been abolished. These changes were effective

November 1.

L. E. Fletcher lias been appointed acting master mechanic

of the New Mexico division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe with \
T

M., succeeding T. T. Ryan,

who has been grai oi .licence on account of

illness.

J. McKenzie lias been appointed shop superintendent of the

Pere Marquette at Ionia, Mich., succeeding J. Speckin,

assigned to other . t . i ies. W. F. Crowder has succeeded Mr.

McKenzie as general car inspector. These changes were

effe< in e November 1.

Obituary

L. F. Timmerman, secretary and treasurer of the Western

Maryland, died on October 31 at Paris, France.

D. J. McCoy, formerly resident engineer of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe at Willard, N. M., died recently at Los

Angeles, Cal.

A. Jackson, agricultural agent of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, with headquarters at Chicago, died at his home
in that city on October 30.

Charles E. Oakes, shop superintendent of the Kansas City

Southern, with headquarters at Pittsburg, Kansas, died on

October 13, as a result of injuries received in an automobile

accident on October 8.

Frank T. Dolan, formerly general superintendent of the

Southwestern district of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific,

with headquarters at Topeka, Kansas, died at his home in

that city on October 25. Mr. Dolan was born in Illinois in

1867 and entered railroad service in 1882 as an agent with

the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. In 1884, he entered the

employ of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as a dispatcher,

which position he held for six years. From 1890 to 1892 he

was chief dispatcher of the Union Pacific, and from 1892 to

1897, chief dispatcher and train master of the Atchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe. From the later date until 1903, he was

superintendent of different divisions of that road, and from

Vugost 1. 1903, to August 1, 1905, he was general superin-

nt of the Colorado & Southern and the Fort Worth &
Denver City, resigning to become general superintendent of

the Southwestern district of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific. He was granted an indefinite leave of absence, due

to ill health, on Sept. 10, 1906, and since that time he has

been inactive in railroad work.
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The discontinuance of the pit tem of payment by

the Railroad Administration was brought about principal!)

through the opposition of the unions.
Unions Consider-

| ],,. direcl result was a serious reduc-

ing Acceptance tion in the output of many shops and

of Piecework an increase in the cost of repairs. Per-

haps ill
1 adi rs of the organizations

convinced the workers that this action would be beneficial

for the employees. If so, they were soon undeceived. Many
roads found the tost of work in tlieir own shops was higher

than if performed under contract and consequently sent the

work elsewhere. The unions offered bitter opposition to even

proposal to restore piecework, but the Labor Hoard lias now
changed the working rules to permit it. Apparently the

unions are learning that they cannot work contrary to

economic laws and are ready to conform to the spirit of tin-

order issued by the hoard. On at least one road represents

tives of the shop traits organizations have approached thi

management to learn what proposal the road had to offer for

the re-establishment of piecework. Now that negotiations

have been opened, it is to be hoped that they ran be brought

to a successful conclusion, for an equitable system for pay-

ment according to the output of the individual would benefit

both the railroads and the employees.

The promotion of business ventures b) labor organizations

is neither novel nor unusual. The path of unionism is lined

with the wreckage of one such project
When the after another. Most recent is the fiasco

Employee Be- of the maintenance of waj brother

comes Employer hood which sunk large sums in the pur

chase of knitting mills a couple years

ago to make garments for its members "at cost." In spite

of all these experiences of thi past, new pr< jects continue to

present themselves. The latest development of this kind is a

coal mining project promoted by officers of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers, A letter addressed "to all rail-

road men" under date of September 15, 1921, and over the

signature of Warren S. Stone, "chairman, Board of Diret

tors" urges railroad men to buy stock in this new venture,

(maximum subscription $5,000). I In affiliation of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers is shown further by

Mr. Stone's statement that the) "will be glad to have the

Board of Directors authorize the Brotherhood of La
live Engineers' Co-operative National Hank to ad as d<

pository for all subscriptions for stock and also the funds

of the corporation." An a< ipanying tatemen I expn
the "hope for a giant corporation with a big sold full of

human interest, for the benefit of our stockholders, and wel

fare of our employees." A further appeal For popular sup

port of the brotherhood members is made in the statement.

"No financial pirates, no pi. ds

—

All

common stuck and mm assessable." Thus, Mr. Stone ap
pears in a dual capa< ity, as a representative of the employees,

charged with the responsibility of protecting their interests,

as opposed to tho'sc of their employers on the one hand, and

a representative employer in Ins duty to his stockholders

on the other hand. It remains to he seen whether he can

lead his followers in railwa\ service into the broader held

ol financial speculation and promotion; and if so whether
they will In- different from other employers in their new role.

The experience workingmen will get a- capitalists and em-
ployers is bound to make more tolerant their attitude toward
capitalists and employers.

'• is frequentl) possibli to i in-. | i
, , mies through the appli-

cation of automatically-controlled, electrically-driven ma-
. . ' In liutes.
isolated Plants )JUm ,,m ,, ...,,„

Electrically thai have long aggravated the problem
Operated of reducing the expenses and forces of

the railroads. A- an example of what
can l.e accomplished, one road recently replaced a 51

driven air compressor plant with modem electric equipment
which made it possible to dispense with th< services of three
licensed stationary engineers and two firemen. I he
the electric pow. r used I- al.out one-half as much as I

of the coal formerly required. It is conservative!) estimated
that the saving produced will pa) for the new installation in

three years. Another road has investigated the
i osl of

|

and lahor used in the operation of its water pumping plants

.
s a result of which it has determined that whenever power is

available at or In-low a certain figure, automatic electrical

machiner) is to be installed. At one pumping station alone
the services of two men were eliminated recently. Since auto-
matic control will reduce the It p for the operation
of isolated plants, it would appear advisable for the railroads
to investigate thoroughly the possibilities of the application
of such equipment to outlying stations where the large part
of tin- operating expense i- for the wages of tin- attendant.

Why has the impression neral that railroad
and enginehouses are dirty, dangerous and undesirable places

in which to work? I lue to

Keep the Shops tin- fa. t that everything about 1

and Premises tives. and to

Clean more " r less covered with grease, dirt

and dust and unless exceptional -

taken the repair shops and engineh.

tion for which "dirty" is too mild a term? Fortunately not

all shops an- in this condition, because someone in authority

shop cleanliness and sees to it that both

the shops and premises are kept properly cleaned. It is un-

dly true, however, that the visitor at far t.«i many
shops receives a distinct!) unfavorable im

dirt\ locomotive ami car parts are everywhere in evi

the floors have acquired several thickness win-

re smok) ; l dings strive in

re licet light. Corners arc filled with debris and
|

are blocked with all sorts of material. It is

bench, machine or article of any kind will

dirt\-. and darkness and congestion m
shop dangerous. Is it any wonder that m
work in such a place and, when compelled throt

circumstances to labor there, find little ii

fulness and efficiency? It may he that thi

"15
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;m extreme case but, in varying degrees, it is all too common.

The remedy lor tin- situation has already been worked out in

certain modern shops. The first essential is to clean locomo-

tivi .mil ( ar parts thoroughly in lye vats or by washing before

going into the shop. Shop floors and premises are kept clean

by an adequate force "f sweepers under the direction of

someone who >ees to it that the work is properly done. Pas-

sageways between departments, also track safety zones, are

indicated l>\ lines painted on the floor within which no ma-
terial may he placed. Windows are washed periodically:

walls and ceilings are white-washed and machinery is kept

scrupulously clean. And what is the result? Men employed
in a shop of this kind no longer need work in overalls which

will stand alone; there is ample light to see the work, increase

production and avoid danger; and there is quite an appre-

ciable improvement in morale due to the natural pride

which men take in working in a clean, up-to-date prcducticn

shop.

Hale Holden, president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
announced on Monday that the directors of his company had

authorized the expenditure of $15,000,-
Better oqo for new equipment. The under-

Equipment standing was given that immediate

Business arrangement was to be made for the

purchase of 7,300 freight cars, 55 loco-

motives and 127 passenger cars. This announcement is the

most encouraging thing that has been evident in the railway

supply field for a long series of months. It follows closely

enough upon the Baltimore & Ohio's recent order for 2,000

freight car bodies and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul's

recent order for 2,500 cars to indicate that there is very much
of a changed feeling insofar as the purchase of cars and
locomotives is concerned. The equipment companies, even

with the large amount of repair work which they have been

called upon to do, have found 1921 a rather meagre year.

This will be borne out by the following table which shows the

orders for new cars and locomotives as they have been re-

ported in the Equipment and Supplies column of the Railway
Age. It will be seen that in the first 10 months of 1920 only

143 locomotives were reported as ordered for domestic service

and only 62 passenger cars. The freight car orders in the

first 10 months totaled 9,320. The change which has come
over the equipment market is apparent from the fact that of

the 9,320 in the 10 months, 3,720 are credited to October.
In addition, November is credited with 3.400 cars—those re-

ported in last week's issue. Besides the new feeling which
has made itself apparent, attention should be paid to the

orders for export locomotives. The total is 388, of which
95 were reported as ordered in October. The orders—do-
mestic and export alike—are not yet large, hut it is quite

plainly evident that a marked change has been made for the

better.

Orders for Cass and Locomotives

lives Freight cars Passenger ears

January ....

February

March
\|ml

May
June

July

August

September

October

Total ten m .ntbi

November first

j only

'"i.-ii. Foreign Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign

1,320 52

10

800 to

125 950

101

•100 1

3,720 2,300

9,320 3,907

The Public Utility Commissioners

Tin appearance of John E. Benton, general solicitor of

the National Association of Railway and Utilities Com-
missioners, before the Senate Committee on Interstate Com-
merce recently, follows closely upon the successful annual
meeting of the important organization which he repre-

sents, held at Atlanta, beginning October 11. Mr. Benton
expressed his objection to the centialization of regulatory

authority in Washington. He contended that the Interstate

Commerce Commission had misinterpreted the Transporta-

tion Act and that "chaos" in regulation had resulted. He
further read the resolutions which were adopted after a lively

discussion at the state commissioners' convention. These
resolutions were reproduced in the Railway Age of October

22, page 777. They urged the immediate enactment of

legislation amending the Transportation Act so as to define

and limit the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion over intrastate rates. They also condemned the rate

making provisions of section 15-a of the Interstate Com-
merce Act and urged the repeal of the provisions whereby the

Interstate Commerce Commission is required to establish

rates which will yield S]/2 per cent on the aggregate value of

the property of the carriers used in the sendee of trans-

portation.

It is not necessary to repeat Mr. Benton's argument as

it will be found in the reports of the hearings which have

appeared in recent issues of the Railway Age. Several of the

state commissioners have also appeared before the com-
mittee. They have presented similar points of view. Refer-

ence to their testimony will be found in the Railway Age of

November 5, page 886.

The state railway and utility commissioners are in the

somewhat unhappy position in arguing in favor of state-

rights. This is an issue which has existed since our federal

idea of government was formulated in our constitution. It

is an issue which, in many ways, is a losing one, for the

reason that the tendency towards which our form of govern-

ment has always worked is centralization of power in the fed-

eral government. The state commissioners are further con-

fronted with the argument that regulation of commerce by
some 49 or 50 commissions has hardly justified itself. The
unfairness and severity of such divided regulation and re-

sponsibility was recognized before the Transportation Act

was passed. The recognition of it was one of the causes

for the passage of the Transportation Act in the form in

which it was passed.

One can, however, readily appreciate what must be in

the nvnds of the state regulatory commissioners. The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has so construed the Trans-
portation Act as to mean that state rates which are lower

than interstate rates are a discrimination against interstate

rates, which construction of the act we believe to be the

proper one. The state commissioners, however, have fought

the Interstate Commission's decisions raising intrastate rates

to interstate levels and have thus far come out very much
second best, particularly in view of the restraining court

injunctions. The matter is now in the courts but in view

of the Supreme Court's recent decision, that there should be

a rehearing in the Wisconsin case, final decision is still in

tin- future.

It is natural for any man and equally natural for any
organization not to desire to give up power and prestige

which it already has. The feeling of the state commissioners

against giving up their jurisdiction over railroad' regulation

to the federal commission is exactly a case in point. We
feel that in this case the state commissioners are being gov-

erned too much by their pride and too little by a real desire

to see justice done to the railway carriers. Yet one cannot
but feel that the commissioners tire very much influenced

by a desire to treat the utilities thev resmlate fairly. The
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unpopularity which the) h ve secured for themselves in

raising street car fares, gas and electric light rates, etc.,

should be an indication of that.

The point might also well be made that the state regulatory

commissions have a large task before them. The regulation

of the electric liulil companies, the- gas companies, the -treet

railway companies, etc., of a state would seem to Ik- a suf-

ficiently large task for an) body of nun. The competition

of the jitney, the new task of regulating motor truck trans-

portation and similar like developments do not seem to rep

resent a group of duties that may be regarded lightly.

Hut, it is also true that even if the regulation of railroad

rates is taken away from the state commissioners and put in

the hands of the Interstate- ' 'ommerc i- i omini v-ioii, the- duties

of the state commissions in the- matter of railroad regulation

will not cease. The state commissions must still 1"- called

upon to assist the federal commission in matters relating

to their individual states. They should, it would seem, oe

prepared to watch out tor their state interests in hearings

before the federal body. At any rate, it would appear that

the duties which would remain to the state commissioners
should be great enough in volume and complexity so that

the state regulator)- bodies would be required to play a busy
part and one of great importance in the general scheme
of railway regulation.

The present attitude of the state commissioners, it ma)
be said in conclusion, is a natural attitude for men or

organizations in their position to take-. One cannot help

but feel, however, that they are presenting themselves in a

wrong light. Besides failing to realize that they should be

able to play a real part in the present scheme of things,

they are acting the part of reactionaries and opposing

progress that it has taken main years to bring about.

"When Doctors Disagree"

Tin rad ways are sick. Their sickness is infectious. It

has spread disease through general business. Continu-

ance- of it will do more harm to general business in the future

that it has in the past.

The railways are being treated by two doctors. They did

not choose them. The doctors were- assigned to them by the

federal government. These doctors are the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and the Railroad Labor Board. If the

doctors long disagree-, and one gives the patient one kinel of

treatment and the cither an exactly opposite kind of treatment,

the patient is sure to get sicker and sicker.

Certain statements made- b) ben W. Hooper, a public

member of the Labor board, in an address before the- Traffic

Club of Chicago, on November 3, when contrasted with

statements which have been made b) members of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, show thai the two doctors do

wholly disagree as to how the patient should be treated. In

his address Mr. Hooper said: "It ma) be and doubtless is

true to some extent that the fixing of freight rates is partially

controlled by the carriers' operating expenses, but the con-

verse of this proposition is b) no means correct. The fixing

of wages cannot be made to depend upon freight rates.

. . . The wages of the employees must be JUSI and rea-

sonable based upon the elements set out in the statute. When
these matters have been properl) considered by the Labor

Board, and the wages fixed, then the Interstate Commerce
c 'ommission will know as well what the railways ore paying

in wages as if they established the w<

The purport of this seems dear. Mr. Hooper's position

apparently is that the Labor Board should determine what
are reasonable wades, and that the Interstate Commerce Com
mission must accept the wages fixed by the Labor Board as a

basis in regulating rates.

We now quote the following from the concurring opinion of

Commissioner Potter of the Interstate Commerce Commission

in the recent decision in the grain rate case: "Some urge
that we mu-t take- wage- conditions as we find them, and not

contemplate further wage reductions in dealing with

On the argument it was pointed out to us by thi •

sentatives of the petitioners thai such is not the l<r^. They
urged upon us that it was the duty of the Commission to

consider the broad economic question as to what rat

industry of the country could stand, and that our finding in

thi- regard should be taken into consideration in the fixing

of wages. ... I am inclined to the view that the

opinion thus urged upon us by counsel for the- petitioi

sound. In considering what rail/way em;

should receive, regard should be had for what the shippers

can afford to pay. If the broad economic question

OS to how mu< li dappers can afford to p<iy is a question to be

determined by us when we fix fair and reasonable rites, it

will follow that the Labor Hoard, in considering

u-oulil regard our finding as one of the relevant circumstances

to be taken into consideration in fixing wages."

The pur|>ort of this also is quite clear. It means, unless

we entirely misinterpret it. that Commissioner Potter believes

it is the duty of the Commission to fix rates which will be

reasonable for the shippers to pay, and that the Labor Board
must accept the finding of the- Commission as one- of the

"relevant circumstances which the Transportation .V t re-

quires the Labor board to consider in fixing wages,

In other words, Mr. Hooper -ays that the Commission

should accept the finding- of the Labor Board regarding

wages as reasonable, and make rates accordingly, while- Com-
missioner Potter says that the Labor Board should accept the

findings of the- Commission regarding rates as reasonable,

and make- wages accordingly.

Now, suppose that the Interstate- Commerce Commission

refuses to accept as reasonable the- wages fixed by the- Labor
Hoard, and the Labor Board refuses to accept as reasonable

the- rates fixeel b) the- Commissi, >n. The Commission puts the

rates down to where it thinks they will be reasonable for the

shipper, the- Labor Hoard keeps the wages up to where it

thinks they will be- reasonable- for the employees, and. in

consequence, the railways are deprived of opportunity to earn

a "fair return." Hut the law under which both bod

says that the- railways must be- given opportunity to earn a

"fair return." The result of each body so interpreting the

law as to make it paramount in its own field i- disregard

and defeat of plain provisions of the very law from which

both derive their authority.

Ibis is not men It is what is actually oc-

curring, and has been for months. The- railways never have

earned the- net return the Transportation Act says they should

be allowed to earn until March 1. 19^2, and yet we now have

ic le of the Commission ordering reductions

of rates m anticipation of reduction of wages, ami a mem-
ber of the Labor Board plainly indicating that the I

Hoard will give little or no wei fixed by the Com-
mission in fixing w

Mr. Hooper, in his d that advocac) of the

policy of uniting the regulation of rates ami the regulal

wages in the same body "involved a glaring fallacy " II

could not, however, have used language which would have

learer than that he did use, the "glaring fallaq

danger of the- present plan of regulation. Whether any other

changes ought to be made in the Transportation Act or not. it

certainl) has become plain that it ought I

as specifically to provide either that the La n fix-

ing wages, shall accept as binding upon it all findil -

Interstate Commerce Commission regarding rite-, or that

Commission, in fixing rates, shall

wages paid in accordance with orders

Doctors thai sagree should not be allowed to

patient two kinds of treatment -,, different that, wl

might be thi ither alone, the two are sure to kill

him sooner or later.
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Too Much Regulation of Railway Labor

Ane or the worst mistakes made in framing the Trans-^ portation Act was that of subjecting to government

regulation the wages and working conditions of railway em-

ployees who are not directly concerned with the operation of

trains.

The Newlands mediation and arbitration act, which was

in effect prior to government control, applied only to con-

troversies between the railways and employees directly con-

cerned with the operation of trains. There was sound reason

for the distinction thus drawn between employees directly

concerned with the operation of trains and all other classes of

employees. This reason was that employees directly con-

cerned with the operation of trains, and they alone, could,

by a strike, immediately and seriously interrupt trans-

portation.

There is still, and always will be, adequate ground for

subjecting the wages and working conditions of employees

directly concerned with train operation to government regula-

tion, and even for absolutely prohibiting strikes by them.

The public should not be subjected to the suffering and loss

of an actual interruption of transportation. To prevent this

special means should be provided by the government for

settling controversies arising between railways and em-

ployees directly concerned with train operation. The right to

strike should be entirely taken away from such employees,

and there should be maintained some government tribunal to

which all controversies arising between them and the rail-

ways should be carried.

As to other classes of railway employees, there is no more

reason why their wages and working conditions should be

subject to regulation by the Railroad Labor Board, or any

other government body, than why the wages and working

conditions of mechanics in factories, or clerks in stores, or

laborers on farms should be subjected to such regulation.

The only ground upon which special regulation of the wages

and working conditions of any class of railway employees

can be defended is that a strike by them would seriously in-

terrupt transportation; and such effect would not be produced

by a strike of any class or classes of employees except those

directly concerned with the operation of trains. A strike of

employees in the shops would be embarrassing and expen-

sive; but it would not cause an immediate interruption of

transportation, and would not seriously interfere with trans-

portation unless quite protracted. It would not bring about

an actual interruption of transportation as soon as a general

strike of the coal miners, who are not railway employees at

all, and whose wages and working conditions are not regu-

lated by the government. No conceivable strike of other

classes of employees, such as those employed in maintenance

of tracks, would cause an interruption of transportation.

The application of government regulation to the wages

ami working conditions of employees not directly concerned

with the operation of trains has been harmful, and will be-

come more harmful if it is continued. It is practically mi-

le fur a single body, such as the Railroad Labor Board,

to fix the wages and working conditions of all classes of rail-

wax employees throughout the country without standardizing

their wages and working conditions on all the important rail-

roads throughout the country. This is inequitable to the em-
ployees anil imposes undue burdens on the railways and the

public. Employees doing similar work, but living in differ-

ent parts of the country mnl, i different conditions, should

not lie pa ill the same wages.

Standardization of the wages and working conditions of

each class of employees throughout the country renders it im-

possible to make their wages conform to those of men doing

similar work in other industries, although this is one of the

requirements of the Transportation Act. We believe the

railways in each community should pay for any given class

of labor as high wages, if not higher, as are paid by any

other industry in the same community. But why should the

railways be subjected to a system, as they are now, under
which in some communities they cannot get the best labor of

certain kinds because the wages paid by them are not as

high as the wages paid by other industries for the same kinds

of labor, while in other communities they are required to pay
twice as much for certain kinds of labor as are being paid

by other industries?

It may be contended that the wages and working condi-

tions of all railway employees should be regulated for broad

social reasons. But if the wages and working conditions of

all railway employees should be regulated, not for reasons

peculiar to the transportation industry, but for broad social

reasons, then so should the wages and working conditions

of men employed in all other kinds of industries. If the

wages and working conditions of mechanics employed by
railways should be regulated for broad social reasons, then

for the same reasons the wages and working conditions of

mechanics in all manufactories should be regulated. If the

wages and working conditions of common laborers on rail-

ways should be regulated for broad social reasons, then so

should the wages and working conditions of all common
laborers employed by other industries. There is no pecu-

liarity, either legal or economic, of the railroad business

which justifies special regulation of the wages and working

conditions of any of its employees except those directly con-

cerned with the operation of trains.

All employees of railways except these should have the

same right to make demands upon their employers, and even

to strike, that employees of other industries have. Likewise,

the raihvays should have the same right to deal, without

government interference, with all their employees except

those directly concerned with the operation of trains that any

other employers have.

The labor organizations unanimously opposed the adoption

of the present labor provisions of the Transportation Act,

and therefore it seems reasonable to assume that they would
gladly see these provisions so amended that they would cease

to apply to most classes of railway employees. The employees

directly concerned with the operation of trains are only about

25 per cent of all railway employees, and the entire prob-

lem of useful government regulation and efficient manage-
ment of railways would be greatly simplified by withdrawing

all regulation from the wages and working conditions of the

other 75 per cent of the employees.

Boiler Compounds and Treating Plants

Elsewhere in this issue will be found an article entitled

"Interior Treatment of Boiler Waters" to which the

attention of railway officers, having occasion to interest them-

selves in the subject of locomotive water supplies, may well

be directed. Specifically, this article concerns itself with

boiler compounds and points out the possibilities of this

much applauded and berated and withal too little understood

method of improving locomotive performance in bad water

areas.

Because of the decided views that obtain among railway

men on the subject of boiler compounds, it is but reasonable

to suppose that the author's ideas will not meet with universal

approval, and it is possible even that criticisms will be voiced

which will not be entirely wanting in justification. But it is

not this feature of the article as much as the fact that it has

been written by an advocate of exterior treatment that con-

stitutes the primary point of interest in it, for it is an indi-

cation of the growing tendency of advocates of treating plants

on the one hand to see merit in boiler compounds and of ad-

vocates of boiler compounds on the other hand to see justifi-

cation in treating plants.

This change of attitude places the boiler water problem
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where it should always have been, on a purely scientitk

basis, and the effects of this are bound to be salutary. It

will do much to dispel that skepticism regarding water treat-

ment in general which many executive officers have enter-

tained as a natural result of the controversial attitude which

one school of thought has manifested towards the other and

will prepare the way for programs of water treatment more
nearly in keeping with the possibilities for savings that lie in

them for many roads. It will also cause water service engi-

neers to give more thought to finding the best solution of the

problem instead of limiting their efforts to the promotion and

maintenance of one method of treatment.

The problem of improving boiler waters, in short, is no
longer one of arbitrarily installing a treating plant or of

prescribing a preparation for locomotive boiler or tender

treatment, but rather that of choosing that method which is

best adapted to solve a particular problem, whether it be a

particular kind of interior treatment alone, a special kind of

exterior treatment alone, or a combination of the two.

While a roadside installation designed and operated to

meet the conditions of a particular water should afford the

best accurate treatment possible, as pointed out in the article

referred to, there are many places when- the water is not

sufficiently bad or the consumption great enough to warrant

the investment necessary for such a plant. There are many
other points where the quality and consumption of the water

are such as to warrant the expenditure for a treating plant,

but the funds are not available. It is in such places that Mr.

Knowles advocates the use of boiler compounds rather than

continuing without relief until a treating plant may be >

cured. This policy rather than being prejudicial to the in-

terest of the one school or the other i- beneficial to both.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

IN AN ARTICLE on another page of this issue entitled, "De-
livering Train Orders Without Getting Signatures,"

Harry W. Forman devotes several paragraphs to the

Nashville, Chattanooga S: St. Louis. He refers to the

efficient manner in which train operation is conducted on

that road with the use of No. 1
(
> train orders. Among other

things, he says: "The many fast freight trains which are

run daily between St. Louis and Atlanta, as well as numer-
ous pineapple and peach specials between Atlanta and
Nashville have always made remarkable records for expedi-

tious movement. This is so well known thai the fact is

generally commented upon by dispatchers throughout the

country."

In the perishable fruit season of 1921, the Nashville,

Chattanooga 8: St. Louis moved north from Atlanta some
10,000 ears of fruits and vegetables. This total included

about 4,800 cars of watermelons, 1,000 >ars of pineapples,

1,400 cars of fresh vegetables, 25 car.-- of cantaloupes and

about 1,800 cars of citrus fruits. The manner in which the

pineapples were mined over the load approaches thi

tacular. There were run ol solid trains of pineapples, a

total of 1,756 cars being handled on these trains, the

trains averaged 29 cars each, of which an average of 16

cars were delivered to the Illinois Central at Martin, Tenn.
These trains averaged 23 hours and one minute from Atlanta

to Martin, a distance of 430 miles and passed through three

terminals. The average time the cars were on the X ( \
St. I., rails was but 25 hours ami In minutes. In the dis

tance of 430 miles, there are but about 40 miles of double
track. The trains however, were moved over the road at a

speed which would do credit to a double track road.

One of the busiest sections of the X. ('. S: St. 1.. is the

district between Atlanta and Chattanooga. This line. 137

miles in length. i< known as the Western & Atlantic. It is

owned, incidentally, by the state- of Georgia and leased to

the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. Between Junta,
Ga., and Atlanta, 48 miles, the rails are used also by the

Louisville & X'ashville. This section is understood to be
probably the busiest stretch of single track in the Southeast
In rush periods some 10 passenger trains are handled each

way daily and a total of about 60 passenger and freight

trains in all in both directions. Operation between Atlanta

and Junta is controlled by manual block signalling

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis is controlled by
tin Louisville 8c Nashville, through majority stock owner-

ship. The road, for the past several years, has lx.rn paying

?>
l
/2 per cent dividend- semi-annually on its common stock.

Its total mileage is 1,247, of which 856 is owned and 391

is leased. There i- ;i total of 59 miles of double track, of

which the most important part is the 38 miles from Chatta-

nooga north to Stevenson. The road's traffic is rather di-

versified. In 1920 products of agriculture made up 22

per cent of the total tonnage; products of animals, 3.4 per

cent; products of mine-, 31.8 per cent; products of forests,

13.1 per cent, and manufactures, 21.7 per cent. Bitumin-

ous coal in 1920 made up 1,293,557 tons or 17.8 per cent

of the total. Of tin-. 925,809 originated on the X. C. & St

KENTUCKY

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

L's own lines in the Tennessee fields. The total tonnage of

all freight handled in 1920 was 7.254.047. which compared

with a total for 1919 of vM).S,714 tons, or for 1918, of

7,050,961 ton-.

I he Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis' standard re-

turn for operation by tin- government was $3,163,576 I

1918 the road had a net railway operating income of slightly

over $4,000,000. In 1019 it earned about 51.000.000 and
in 1920 the net railway operating income was but 520,000,

tlnre being in that year several months in which the road

operated at a deficit. The year 1921 has been characterized

by the -mall amount of business handled as compared with

last year. In the lir-t -even months of 1921, the latest

figures at present available, there were handled <>U<\2QS,000

net ton-miles <<( freight, in. hiding revenue and non-revenue,

as compared with ' ton-miles in the first

seven month- ><( 1920 In March. April and May. 1021.

operations resulted in a deficit, but there' ha- -inee'

progressive improvement. In August the net railway operat-

ing was $372,397. The net railway operating income for

the first eight month- o\ 1921 was $441,685. In the fir-t

eight months of L920 operation showed a deficit of 51 ;

this being the result of p.-xir earnings in July and Auszu-t

of that

The road's average revenue train load in 1020 was

pared with 345 in I'M') and 344 in 1918. T'

age- revenue ton- per loaded car in 1020 were 21.45. The
mile< per car per day were l^.d and the net !•

day were 456. What must be a -

Hire to the officer- oi the road at present is

bad order cars, which was 30.9 ><\\ O to' er 15.
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The k.Mi.u w Ai.i welcomes letters from its readers and

especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—are particularly appreciated.
\

From a Conservative Fireman
Delaware, Ohio.

To the Editor:
A reading of the letters which have been published from

railroad trainmen in connection with the strike agitation

prompts me to give my experience. During the war, though

several years over age, I was employed as fireman on one of

our railroads having a heavy coal traffic together with mixed
freight.

Where train crews are made up by call in turn and a fire-

man seldom runs twice a month with the same engineer, one

soon learns the varied dispositions and habits of the men. I

found that the worst howlers and complainers were also the

roughest handlers of their trains. The safe and steady engi-

neer, who made trip after trip without damaging a drawbar,

no matter how heavy the train, invariably was the man who
had the best disposition towards the management and towards

the people at large. A fireman was sure to find these men
congenial cab mates, not constantly primed to jump on him
for trifles. The impetuous engineer who was always damag-
ing drawbars was the same who quarreled with his fireman

and kicked at the management or the public.

G. P. Williams.

Train Dispatcher Takes Exception

To Locomotive Engineer
Texas.

To the Editor:

Your October 22 number has an article signed "A Locomo-
tive Engineer" that reeks with vituperation against all rail-

roads and employees, especially train dispatchers. No doubt

he is a good engineer and deserves all the money he earns,

but the way lie expresses himself reminds me of a story about

a boy and a dug. The little boy was sitting by the side of

the road when an engineer came by, stopped and asked the

dog's name. The boy replied, "Engineer." When asked why
lie gave the dug such a name, he replied, "Well, he is just

like an engineer, just sits around and growls all the time."

As a train dispatcher of 12 years' experience on single-

track lines with divisions of from 100 miles to 180 miles in

length, I wish to take exception to the statement that "the
poorest brakeman on the division could have handled the

situation better than the dispatchers did."
There must have been several contributing causes for the

excessive delays over which no one man had control, such as
congested terminals, which we had in Texas about two years
ago during the oil boom that came unexpectedly upon the
Texas roads when their terminal facilities were inadequate
to handle the momum- business that was dumped upon them
at a time when they were not prepared to care for it.

Every man on our division made every effort to get trains
over the road but there were times when we had to hold them
out of terminals or set them out. 1 have seen four and five

trains set out in passing tracks because of having to get power
into terminals and get a train out before we could take the
trains in; we had redball or important trains held out and
'would have sent relief new- out to get them rather than set

them out, owing to the fact that they were high-class trains.

There is no man on the division who like- to see trains get

over the road any better than a train dispatcher, but delays
frequently occur which are beyond his control. Successful
operation of a division requires hearty co-operation and team-
work on the part of all concerned.

A Train Dispatcher.

A Comptroller on the Wage Question

Out-West.

To the Editor:
I have noted with interest the letter in your issue of Octo-

ber 22 by "Locomotive Engineer."' It contains many points

of value but is chiefly noticeable for the half truths, or what it

leaves unsaid.

It is not my purpose to launch an attack against labor

organizations, as they could, if they would get the right per-

spective, become valuable allies to the management and by
proper co-operation materially reduce the operating expenses

without reducing the rates of pay. The accounting officer is

rather in the position of an umpire analyzing the results by

the cold facts at hand rather than argumentative premises.

Consider "Locomotive Engineers'' remarks relative to

propaganda. The writer follows both sides of the question,

reading the various labor organization journals, and it is

hard to find more insidious propaganda than is contained

therein. Much of it is written by men of such apparent in-

telligence that we can only conclude that the statements made
are deliberately misleading, such as many of the comments
made during the time that the "Plumb plan" was to the fore-

front, or figures given out as facts relative to the cost of over-

hauling equipment in outside shops, etc.

The most glaring example of misleading information given

the public is the rates of pay for men in train service. The
statement is often made, quoting from the schedules, that the

rate of pay for a freight brakeman is only $4.68 for a day"s

run, or for a locomotive engineer is $7.20, and so on. As a

matter of fact the published rate of pay has very little to do

with the amount of remuneration received. The so-called

"working conditions" are not working conditions at all for

the most part, but are pay additions that add about 100 per

cent to the rate of pay. There is no possible condition in

actual practice under which an engineer could draw only the

day's rate of pay; if he made a run in four hours he would
get the rate for eight hours and in addition would get 45

minutes preparatory time before starting the run and quite

likely 30 minutes' detention at the end of the run. although

the entire time on duty was less than six hours. This is only

one instance of perhaps 25 different situations that daily

arise that add to the rate of pay. On the road with which the

writer is connected the schedule rates of pay for passenger

engineers vary from $5.56 to $6.29, or theoretically some-

thing less than 60 cents per hour; the amount actually paid

was $1.33 per hour for the year 1920. It is possible under

many conditions for an engineer to draw two days' pay for

-ix hours work under existing schedules.

Why not in a straightforward manner make the "rates cf

pay" state the compensation actually and entirely paid for

given services rendered so that no one would be misinformed;

why not have the "working conditions" deal with working

conditions only, such as the various provisions now in effect

that engineers shall be furnished places to sleep at distant

terminals with ample blankets, bedding, etc., and' the various

other conveniences that the railways are glad to provide but

which travelling employees in other lines of work do not get

the benefit of.

Another point brought out by "Locomotive Engineer" with

reference to delavs and getting over the road was good as 'far

as he went, but the question as to the cause and prevention of
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these delays should have heen <_'one into further. He charges

that the delays per se to the mana'_'emi-iit, hut In us follow

one of these freight trains through a typical run. It arrives

at a station about noon mid -tup- for M\ minutes to unload

way freight; it goes on a feu miK-s ami the engine crew-

stops 40 minutes to cat at a Station where there; i- no work
to do. This time is absolutel) lost whereas with a little co-

operation between the < ondui t'>r and engineer the sngini

could have eaten while the way freight was being worked a

few miles hack. The conductor with running rights between

two stations is for the time being practically general mana
i;er of this territory and by handling the situation in co-

operation with his engine crew, a- if it was his own business

in which he was vitally and financially interested, about all

of this delay could he avoided. There are many time- when
a conductor can anticipate closely how much time will he

required for several station- ahead and likewise an engineer

can reasonably figure ahead where he will require water,

eoal, meals, etc. If the dispatcher is advised well in advanci
he ran arrange movement- without delay, hut if he expects a

train to make usual running time, and it i- suddenly held up
somewhere M) minutes there may lie Several train- following

it and superior class trains meeting it. and there i- hound to

he sometime lost on single track mileage.

If "Locomotive Engineer" could just reverse tin- sentiment

expressed in the next to the last paragraph of his letter and

instead of saying that a bunch of railroad men can "gyp" a

railroad more ways than a farmer can come to town, state

and follow up the statement by example, that a hunch of rail-

road men by hearty eo operation cm eliminate half tin de

lays to trains, so that it would not be iie<e---ar\ |,, redu'o

wages to make both ends meel Comptroli er,

Mr. Ford's Methods of

Operating a Railroad

Bi 1
1 ao, x. y.

In the Editor:

The numerous contributions which have recently appeared

in the Railway Age commenting on Henry lord'- operation

of the Detroit, Toledo & [ronton are interesting, hut as Gold-

berg would say, "The} don't mean anything." It is un-

fortunate for purposes of analysis of Ford's railway methods

that as a shipper he has been able to so greatly increase the

i/ross volume of business done l>\ hi- railroad tl was a well-

known fact that it never had been worked anywhere in. ir

capacity and the increased husim-ss has totally obscured any

net results which his rather radical departure from the usual

methods of running a railroad may have produced. A- the

Railway Ice suggests, it would he fortunate if his methods

could he tried nut on a larger and more typical railroad

tern, and one on which his ability as a shipper to divert

traffic would not Ik- a controlling factor.

It must be admitted that the railroad- are a fertile field for

trying out some of the methods of operation, handling and

developing personnel, etc., which have proved so successful

in his automobile factory, a- well as in many other progres

sive industrial concerns. On the other hand, granted that a

new broom sweeps dean, it seems a little far fetched that he

should claim that factory executives with absolute!] no prai

thai knowledge of railroading would he preferable for his

purposes on the D . T. & 1. Surely, in an industr] - I

-

as transportation, there must he a few trained railroad offi

eers thoroughly grounded in the fundamental- of their call

ing who are not so perfectl) satisfied with themselves, or so

-teepeil in tradition, as not to he willing to m new in,

which give premise of greater operating efficiency,

There is, of course, nothing new in lord's methods of di

verting traffic, securing a larger percentage oi the through

rate, etc. Industries have operated railroads as a part of
their plant facilities for many years, hut just why it -

for an industry to control a railroad, hut illegal for a rail-
road to own a ioal mine, is om garies of the law.
When we turn to lord'- operating policies, we find much

to commend. His insistance on the prompt movement of
traffii from inter, hangi - prompt movemei
his own road, and a full day's work from each emplo
a day's pay, are all feature- in which many railroad- could
follow him to advantage. His side tracking the ridiculous
train service agreements and putting that -

straight hourly basis i- a health) development, and while the
monthly rate- he established for men in train service appear
on the surfact unduly high, it i- my opinion that they will be
found on invi stigati oi far out of line with the earn-

-

service rendered.

hut probabl) Mr. lord- greatest contribution to the
of railroading to date i- a demonstration of tl

thai 't i- possible to operate a railroad without having anv
of the employee- work an excessive number of hours
era! years ago, while in charge of a construction gaj .

writer made an interesting disci • I he gang had
working every day for three month- when the policy w.i- in-

augurated of not working -
It was discovered, how-

ever, that the nun continued to do practically as much work
in -i\ day- a- the' loing in seven, die- ,,, -

that they were in Letter condition from having proper re-
laxation ami rest. In other Word-. 50 far a- the railroad
company wa- concerned, the pa) for Sunday work had been
simpl) money thrown away.

I In the other hand, there seem- to he considerable L'rand-
stand play about Ford's operation of the D., T. & ] \

minimum wage of So a day for all classes of railroad L
certainly unjustified and unfair to railroad worker- h
the Lircater responsibilities. I have particular refers
inexperienced junior clerks and section and -hop la

Jusl bow lord e\pc,t- to mdu.e a hkch section hand to
assume the responsibility of ., foreman for 50 cent- i

day is one of the things not explained.
I'n the other hand, it i- evident that Mr. Ford into

give attention to tl,, building up of personnel and that no
slackers will be tolerated. It must he said in criticism of
some oi the old hue railroad managements that they number
man) men in their employ that no up-to-date industri
ionization would tolerate It seems sometimes that if a man
hasn'1 brains oi 1

1 mmoi si i se enough to gel a }
~ .>it i.

,-

where, he has no trouble in attaching himself to the pa\r..ll
oi a railroad, where his tenure of employment seems to be in

inverse ratio to his ability and the interest he take- in h -

\- a former railroad supply representatn r'.iil-

fficers in all parts of thi- country, the \\i
I

-top at time- to wonder just where we were headi
ittitude which seemed to be held in common from some
highest executives clown to tlu- mosl lowly emp

that the railroad- were run for theil

than to make mone) for their Stockholders and -e rve the
>' Mi Ford can secure the good will and whole-

hearted D of hi- employees on the l> . 1 \ I

-how US the wa) out of the pre* . ,n—
somewhere between army regulations and .

tice—into which our railroads have- fallen

considered enough of a public bene!

inflicting us with his infernal flivver.

I' 1 th nly right to give credil
it is due. The Erie Railroad ha- a.

markabl; irganization under tlu

operation it adopted some month- ago, t the
regional managers are personal]) known : tl

refreshing to note with what marki-,i

al le to secure the interest of their subordinates in the
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fare of the railroad. The remarkable spirit of co-operation

existing on this particular railroad between officers and em-

ployees of every grade, and between the various departments

of the railroad is in sharp contrast to conditions existing on

that particular railroad a decade ago, or for that matter on

many other railroad.- today, where they seem to be entirely

lai king in a knowledge- of the fact that successful railroad-

ing requires first of all a well developed spirit of team work.

Charles C. Henkel.

Do the Railroads Really

Want College Men?
Greenville, Pa.

I" 1 1 1 k Editor :

I have been following with considerable interest the dis-

cussion created by my letter in the Railway Age of June 17,

1921, on the subject "Do the Railroads Want College Men."
The subsequent articles and letters showed more interest in

the subject than I had expected or hoped for. The article by

Mr. Hanson, Railway Age, September 10, 1921, and the one

by Mr. Ennes, Railway Age, August 20, 1921, brought out a

number of points that should be considered by both the rail-

roads and the colleges. I have also received several personal

letters that bring up points that were not discussed in any

of the letters or articles published in the Railway Age. It is

evident that both the railroads and the colleges are anxious to

do something. The question in my mind now is, how are the

two interested parties going to get together, and who is going

to do it ?

If no action is taken by someone in authority, all the dis-

cussion on the subject will avail us nothing. It appears to

me, after all the interest that has been shown, that it is the

business of the American Railway Association to see that

some step is taken towards the proper solution of the prob-

lem. In my previous letter I proposed some possible solu-

tions. Perhaps they are not feasible. Before any college

can introduce such a course as proposed by Mr. Ennes, for

example, it is essential that the railroads and the college

have a thorough understanding of each other's requirements

and also the problems involved in the successful mainte-

nance of such a course. Is not now the proper time for the

American Railway Association to make the settlement of this

important question a part of its program?
Marion B. Richardson.

What Makes a Good Chief Clerk?
Ih.i '.s, Texas.

To nil' Editor :

After nearly 15 years' service, 10 of which have been in

transportation work and with the same road (M. K. & T.),
I wanl w> express an opinion as to what makes a good chief

clerk, based on i i chief clerk in division and
general offices.

I 1h essentia] prerequisites of a LOO per cent chief clerk

are inan\, and among them I consider experience, rela-

tionship and appearance paramount.
Experience means having a thorough working knowledge

of office details, both in the immediate office and in the

offices under bis jurisdiction; this necessarily is gained
by "working up."

Relationship comprises several qualities—the ability to

keep in personal contact with subordinates and at the same
time maintain proper discipline, in be mi a cordial footing

with other offices, to do business in such a way as to

leave no question of doubt in the minds of those concerned
of one's good intentions, creating thereby a feeling of reliance.

The relationship between a chief clerk and his "boss" must

be close and there must exist a mutual friendly feeling if

the chief i lerk is to perform his duties and look after the

interests of his boss 100 per cent.

Appearance, in my opinion, comprises the ability to meet
the public and transact business in a manner that will leave

a kindly feeling for the road and the man he is working
for, regardless of the action involved, be it favorable or

unfavorable.

These qualities are essential and must be supported by the

ability to profit by criticism from superior officers.

K. Williamson,
Chief Clerk i, General Manager, ^f. K & T. Ry. ot Te: •

A Plea for the Senior Clerks

To the Editor:
Your editorial in the Railway Age for October 29, entitled,

"How Railroad Wages Should Be Readjusted," has struck a

responsive chord in the hearts of many employees. It states

in general terms facts that are so unfair and so harmful, not

only to the affected employees themselves but to the railroads

as well, that wide publicity, embodying actual cases and
figures for comparison, is fully justified.

One does not have to go to the conductors and engineers

only to find a class of men who fared poorly at the hands of

the Railroad Administration and the Labor Board. There
are to be found even more flagrant cases among the experi-

enced salaried clerks. Many of them have served longer

periods of training to qualify for the positions they now hold

than did these roadmen and, like the roadmen, would be in

many cases unsuited for any other vocation in life. Yet these

experienced clerks in general received but two increases dur-

ing government control, and these were the same, and in some

cases even less, than those granted the newest and most inex-

perienced clerks in the service.

From the present payrolls, as compared to those of De-
cember, 1917, one would believe that these senior clerks were

intentionally singled out for neglect. To make this unfortu-

nate condition even worse the first meager increase given to

the clerks was made so that the major portion of it took effect

eight months after the vast majority had received theirs.

These employees were, prior to government control, paid in

proportion to the responsibility of their work, their salaries

comparing very favorably with the recognized supervisory

classes. For example, they were being paid approximately

$100 to $120 per month and, with the addition of the last

award by the Labor Board, were boosted to approximately

$150 and $170 per month, or an average of 47 per cent. To
readily see how glaring this comparison of increases is with

other classes of shop employees, study the following table:

Percentage or Increases Granted January I, 1918, ro Mas 1. 1920

Shop craftsme-i 96 per cent
Shop laborers 94 per cent

I nior clerks 88 pet cent
i i foremen 83 per cent

' Jang foremen 75 per cent
Foremen 7 -' per cent

Si nil v clerks 47 per cent

As will be seen, the experienced clerk received less than ball

the percentage the craftsmen received, and a goodly portion of

that, as stated, eight months after the said craftsman had his!

The human power of expression is utterly inadequate to give

anything but a vague idea of the depth of feeling which per-

meates the hearts of these particular clerks because of this

unfair treatment. The blame for this cannot be placed on

any man or any set of men but against a huge, top-heavy and

unwieldy system, totally incapable of dealing in general rules

with such complex conditions.

How now are these inequalities to be smoothed out? How
can not only this experienced clerk, but in some cases the

minor chief clerk, the roadman, the telephone operator and
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many other classes who have fallen behind in momentary
recognition, have this recognition restored? Hon are thej to

be recompensed for the money lost because of this lack of

recognition? As you state, "some are overpaid, some not

much overpaid and some ver) much underpaid." Those in

the first (lass profited, those in the second kept even and

those in the third lost.

The period of deflation i (i hand and underway. This is

necessary if our country and the world want- to resume busi-

ness so thai all persons can work and earn a living. In this

deflation in wages and salarii i1 could hardl) In- called fail

to deflate all alike—"those who were overpaid, those who
were QOl much overpaid anil those who were underpaid."

Surel) the wisdom of the railroad managements will assert

itself and speedily remedy tin- grave injury done to a (lass of

employees than whom there is none more loyal, more faithful

nor more efficient A. ('. Mvkks.

Objects to Being Classed

As an "Official Goat"
I
-

. i
i S . A

,

To i n k Editor:
I have read with interest die indictment against executive

officers 'if our railroad- in your issue "i September 2-t, en-

titled "The Official Coat-" and written bj one presumabl) a

secretary to a general manager.

I have been a secretary for the past nine years, part of it

in railroad work. During my railroad experience 1 have yet

to be "bawled out" by the CM or any other official, at the

breakfast table or any other place, either for my own failure -

(and there have lieen a few, I admit) 01 lor the failure of any

of my fellow employees to "deliver the goods." It is true that

sometimes things do not go just right (and this applies to

other lines of endeavor than the railroads) and the hoss gets

sore at things in general, and 1 imagine, myself included. I

have never, however, been unfortunate enough to meet or

work with one who took it out on his secretary, or heard of

in, i.n this railroad (and 1 believe we have officials who
might he termed "hard guys" at that they have to lie). As
a matter of fact, had 1 been the recipient of some of the re

marks attributed to the crank in question, I would probabl)

have felt much less chagrin and embarrassment than I did
(and do) at the silence which greets a mistake or failure

which 1 may happen to make.

A successful secretary to any high railroad official must be
enough of a student of human nature to know and under-
stand the mood of the man he is working with and for, and
cater to him as much as d<n> the chef on the car who likes

and wants to make a success in hi- liin of work. If a secre-

tary is unfortunate enough to he continually in the position

which our friend describes, I Maine the secretary a- much,
or more, than I condemn the man who puts it over on him;
if the secretary had not, at some time or other, and probably
frequently pi. iced himself in position to merit the remarks in

question, he would not have received them a- a part of his

daily menu. It is up to th. ti see that there is

good ham and coffee and to see that n is o rrectly served; to

see that the mail is there; to see that the car is placed in a

quiet place at night, for a sec r,
I i Just a- much

as does the CM ; and. if possible to do so- subjei t. of course,
to the (,>> ilities and wurk t,i In doni see that the car
switched at inopportune times.

You wouldn't throw ashes on the lloor in your own home.
why do it on the car it'- wmr heme when you are on the
rOad. I have beep mi the road mam- limes when the "n
ing reports" failed to arrive; in some instances, when
Sible to do so. I have planted myself at the elhow i

operator and have seen to it that the report was received.

Another thing which our friend taker- exception to is not

having the mail ready. Why not have it ready and not let

the boss have to ask for it. True, sometimes files are not at

hand when wanted; if there is time, wire for them, and if

not. take the- I.lame for the failure if you were told before-

hand to have the- files with you. I have always found it to

okI rule not to leave the vicinity of the car until I see

the CM have; then I feel free- to go uptown or an

else ro.) fanq max dictate without having to ask him and
risk a refusal in the terms que

This letter is net - the railroad ofti-

eial. Inn as ' di fense for the secretaries who are classed in-

voluntarily a- "Th deat-." There are- none of us
on this railroad, and wi onsiderably more than a

I'n put up witli this abuse.

It is true that prese i lilroading offers little future
for the -i, retire. i|. must !«• a little above the aver
hi i uld not hold the position

I nerally, this

ahove the average does not mean in railroad knowledge, prac-
tical or theoretical, but in the

]
jraphy. To

the ra.i utive who lias worked hi.- way from the

rank-, a man who understands only stenography does not
mean much a- a possible future railway executive. It i- dis-

couraging to is retar to spend, as our friend recites, years
|
n 'In in. id. in tin- office, up at all and any hour- .if the day

or night, and who must understand all phases of railroading
From maintenance- to operation and accounting, to see when
there i- an opening which he mie^ht. b) reason e,f !.

ce and knowledge till to entire satisfaction, a man ap-
pointed who i- probabl} not and never ha- Keen an en:

of the road in question. However, then- i> such a thing as
going out and getting the place you want, and if I d
think that being a -ce relary would enable me to r

higher step in railroad life much qui. ker. 1 am frank I

I would not spend nine years l"i n.Ji nu' it Out.

\ Si i Kt 1 \KV.

Convention Reforms Suggested

r i Ei k

On page 355 of of August 20 you quote a reso-
lution oi the Association .if Railway Executives a- follows:

"Whereas, in view of the imperative need for the -

of all possible economy, it is

"Resolved, that annual or special nveting- ,.r conventions
of all organization- under the supervision of ;

indefinitel} postponed >>r curtailed in every poss
It is logical to deduce from this, for example, that the

meetings of the American Railway Master Mechanics
ciation and thi Master Car Builders' Association and their

t profitable to the railwa Such
far from the fact. In my opinion, hov.

number of changes .ire needed in the attitude of the rail-
roads and of association members toward th.

-

rhese are:

a hroaeler representation by mo-! •

Second, see that representatives
freely all information at their command and to enter into
the discussions with vigor. Representative- should be in-
structed to attend each session, whether think
they will be interested in a particular part [

Third, all entertainment should he paid I

the representatives, not by the

should he in charge of a committee
I- of cours

Atlan:, iltimately ar

the purchase price of materials and wl
amount to much to an individual r.ud. the principle is bad.

Oni with i



New Coal Cars for the Ausir

Central Europe's Roads Need Fuel and Equipment

Political Considerations the Greatest Obstacle, but Rolling Stock

and Fuel Are Inadequate

By W. B. Causey

Technical Advisor to Austria

The railway lines of what was formerly the Austro-

Hungarian empire are all intact and are in the main

in excellent physical condition, but, as was emphasized

in a previous article (Railway Age, October 15, page 70S)

normal traffic will never be resumed until the new states

which were formed out of the former Austro-Hungarian em-

pire are willing to co-ordinate their resources and facilities.

Naturally there is a shortage of rolling stock, both motive

power and cars, but, for the present, it would not be neces-

sary to build a single new locomotive or a single new car if

the bad order locomotives and cars which have been standing

around for three years were repaired and put in service. It

is not necessary to state that these bad order locomotives and
cars could be available for service at a fraction of the cost of

purchasing new equipment.

In 1919 and the first half of 1920 shortage of coal was a
bad handicap to railroad operation in all the succession

states. During the past six months there has been a con-
siderable increase in coal production, or at least in the allo-

cation of coal for transportation purposes, and now the prin-
cipal trouble is shortage of locomotives and cars.

Since the dissolution of the old monarchy the rolling stock
"I the Austrian State Railways has been known as "common"
or "pool" stock. The pea. « treaties provide that this common
stock shall be divided among the new Mates by a commission
composed of representatives of each of the new states, pre-
sided over by an Allied official. This commission was duly
organized late in 1919 and has been presided over by an
English railroad manager, a man well known to the railroad
world in the United States, Sir Francis Dent, but up to the
present time repartition of rolling stock has been only par-
tially made. The failure to repair and put in service more
of the bad order locomotives and cars has been largely due
to Jhe deferred action of the Repartition Commission, as the

various states did not want to repair rolling stock until its

ownership had been settled. Sir Francis Dent probably has

had one of the most trying assignments made by the Peace

Conference.

What Co-ordination Can Do
What centralization of authority and co-ordination of re-

sources and facilities can accomplish in the movement of

Bridge and Tunnel on the Tauern Railway

traffic was shown in the early spring of 1919 when the first

foodstuffs were sent from America for the relief of Czecho-
slovakia and the other states. The ships were discharged at

Trieste and, owing to the lack of co-operation of the Italians,

'

Jugoslavs, Austrians and Czechs, only 250 tons of flour were

924
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being moved daily out of Trieste until the Allied Railway

Mission was brought into existence by the Supreme War
Council in Paris and a mandate given the president of the

mission to disregard political boundaries, to use the railroad

personnel of one country in another country if necessary, to

mark locomotives and cars for relief work only and to give

the relief traffic priority over all other except that for military

operations.

The Allied Railway Mission was organized about March
20 and within 10 days 1,000 tons of Hour were being moved

daily out of Trieste and at the end of 30 days this movement
had increased to .1,000 tons daily. During the 10 months'

life of the Allied Railway Mission -oniething like 500, 0011

tons of relief traffic was moved. This illustrates what can be

done by co-operation and properly exercised authority.

There is no lack of technical skill or intelligent personnel

on these railways. Dr. Burger, minister of railways in

Czechoslovakia; Dr. Pesta, minister of railways in Austria

and his general manager, Bruna v<>n Enderes, and President

Kelcty of the Hungarian State Railways were the technical

directors of the old Imperial Austrian State Railway- and
Hungarian State Railways and they are experienced, practi-

cal railroad men. The State Railway of the Kingdom of

the Serbs, Creates and Slovenses— Serb.-ki, Hrvatski, Slo-

venski or S. H. S. as it is usually (.ailed—also have thor-

oughly competent technical directors. These Jugoslav rail-

road men have a most difficult task in CO ordinating and re-

arranging the railroad lines of the territory constituting the

new kingdom. The closing of Fiume to all traffic during the

past 18 months has been a serious handicap to Jugoslav com-
merce and has greatly retarded the work of the railway

administration.

Rumania Needs Assistance

In Rumania railroad administration seems to have broken

down entirely, and it is verv evident that the Rumanians

proved a liability because they clog their side-tracks and
yards and interfere with even the partial operation of some
of their main lini

The locomotives and about To per cent of the cars were

owned i>\ the Hungarian State Railways and about .50 per
(cm were owned by the Austrian State Railways, and,

LT

3P
m

In the Semmering Alps

must secure foreign talent to re -organize their transportation

system, and especially to organize and operate their repair

shops. Because of the entire breakdown of the Rumanian
railroad organization, the 1,000 locomotives and the 50,000
cars which the Rumanians ttxik out of Hungary in 1°1°
have not only been of no service to them, but have actually

In Upper Austria

therefore, all of tin- equipment was the common and un-
divided property of the succession states. Notwithstanding
this common ownership, the Rumanians have paid no atten-

tion to the demand- of the Paris conference or of the other
succession states for the return of this equipment and for its

proper division and. notwithstanding the vast number of loco-

motive- and cars in Rumania,
practically all of this equipment
has become unserviceable by rea-

son of Rumanian inefficient I hi

Rumanians are buying new loco-

motives instead of reorganizing
their shop- anil repairing the

equipment already in tin

-C--MI1

In Poland it was necessary to

organize the railroad administra-
tion. The Poles have worked
under great difficulties but they

are gradually bringing their rail-

road system into efficient working
I ondition.

A definite settlement between
1

1 mans and the Ali

immediately go a long way towards
stabilizing not only political but

economic conditions in Central

Europe, and until the German
question i- settled but little im-

provement in the Central European
situation can be expected. More
over, unless the issues n

many and with Central 1

are settled soon there v.

danger of much greater soda! dis-

order than has yel been seen in Euro|K\ If this state

fairs should come about, it is hard to see h could
hope to escape contamination.

The lack of coal has been one of the most serious ol -

to the proper functioning of the railroads in practically all

the territory of the old empire since the revolution. The
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principal supply of railroad coal was obtained from the mines

in Upper Silesia and from the mines in the Ostrau-Karwin

i I. si hen) District. The new state of Austria produces only

about 10 per cent of its fuel requirements and this in the form

of lignite of low calorific value. Austria has been, therefore,

entirely dependent on importation of transportation coal.

Programs for distribution of the Upper Silesian and Teschen

coal have been under consideration by the Paris conference

for more than a year and a half and still no solution has

been reached. This has resulted not only in making it im-

possible to run enough trains to take care of the needs of the

country, but it has more than once been necessary to suspend

all passenger traffic for more than 10 days at a time and to

suspend all freight traffic except coal and the necessities of

life.

Increasing Traffic

Hungary produces a much larger quantity of fuel but

practically all of it is also a poor grade of lignite. Neither

senger tonnage during the past 12 months and this increase

would have been much greater had more coal, more locomo-

tives and more cars been available. In a general way the

freight traffic is about 60 per cent and the passenger traffic

about 40 per cent of that of pre-war days. Business condi-

tions have improved slowly and are continuing to improve,

and as these conditions improve there is a great demand for

more and better transportation facilities and until it is pos-

sible to meet these demands there cannot be a return to nor-

mal trade conditions. In some of the states, especially in

S. H. S., considerable new construction is necessary and has

been planned. In most of the states, however, very little new
construction will be needed.

The Future of Vienna

There has been some talk of Vienna losing its commercial

and transportation prominence as well as its political su-

premacy. But, notwithstanding the dismemberment of the

Austro-Hungarian Empire, Vienna will always retain its im-
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Principal Railways of Central Europe Before the War, Showing Importance of Vienna as Railway Center

\u tria nor Hungary produces gas coal or coking coal. In

Hungary the operation of the lignite mines has been badly

handicapped at times by the inability of the Hungarians to

provide themselves with props and oilier mine timbers. When
the new frontier of Hungarj was established the timberlands
were given

I
i vakia and Rumania. There must be

a definite and equitable distribution of coal by authority of

the Allied governments in order that the railroads may
properly function and this control must continue until return

of normal interchange of business makes il possible for the

new states to enter into agreements with the coal producing
districts for the direct purchase of coal in the open market.

' There has been a large increase in both freight and pas-

portance as a transportation and commercial center. Rail-

roads as a rule, follow the lines of least resistance. Conse-

quently, because of its geographical location as well a

cause of its importance as a great capital and a great finan-

cial and industrial administrative center. Vienna is the axis

to which railroads from all directions converge, and from

which they radiate.

Even though Vienna has lost its political supremacy, it

will probably continue to be the gateway to the East. It is

not even among the probabilities that the traffic of the Chan-
nel ports anil the Baltic en route to the Black Sea and

Southeastern Europe will ever be diverted from Vienna 'by

the building of new railroad lines across country, which.
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speaking from an engineering point of view, is almost im-

possible. Nor is it likely that new railroad lines will be

built to handle the traffit from the Galician oil fields and
from the immense coal fields of Upper Silesia and the

Ostrau-Karwin district in Czei hoslovakia, which traffic now
moves over the double-track railway system from those great

producing centres to and through Vienna. Neither is it

probable that another line of railroad will be built to com-
pete with the double-track Southern Railway from Vienna to

Trieste, with its well constructed branch lim to Jugoslavia,
to Hungary and to Italy.

The topography of the country is such that the great rail-

road lines from west to easl must pass through Vienna, Buda-
pest, Belgrade, Sofia and ( onstantinople to the southeast, and
Vienna and Budapest to the easl and northeast. It does not

require an expert engineer to verify these statement-. A
glance at a topographical map would al once convince even
an unpracticed eye of the impracticability of building
railroads to divert traffii from Vienna.

Besides having these well-lniilt lines of travel, Mem
ill the commercial and physical facilities for handling the

A Scene in Vienna

traffic and the trained official and clerical personnel for its

administration and manipulation. It is not likely that sane

business men would throw awa) such assets to build new
routes of travel, simply for the purpose of avoiding Vienna.

The interested reader is invited to make a careful inspec-

tion of the railroad map of Central Europe and compare the

statements herein contained with the railroad lines now in

existence which connect the great commercial centers Vn

intelligent inspection of the map will corroborate the

statement-.

In addition to its important e as a railroad i enter \ ienna is

also an important river port. The trans shipment from rail

to river and vice versa in 1912 was 1,460,000 metrii tons.

The port is excellently equipped with both I motiv

stationary cranes for transferring freight from cars to barges

and steamers, and the most important inland navigation com
pan) in Central Europe has its headquarters in Vienna I

•

extensive port facilities attract traffic from the interior for

the territory served P\ the I ower Danube and the most excel

lent railroad facilities bring to Vienna return traffic from the

agrieulmr.il country between Budapest and the mouth of the

river. The trans shipment traffic at the port of Yicnn
increasing at the rale of aboul I' 1 per cent per year when
the war came. British business nun have purchased a large

interest in Danube river shipping and the return of normal
conditions in this part of the world will give a great impetus
to river traffic and will thus add to Vienna's importance as a

transportation center.

Automobile Freight Carriers

In New England

GERsn Fort, vice-president of the Boston &: Maine, in

an address before the Associated Industries ol Mass-

achusetts in Boston, October 21. reviewed the whole

question of automobile truck competition ng the

railroads, and told his hearers that the recent action of his

in reducing freight rate- to meet automobile competi-

tion had thus far proved encouraging. He said, in part:

Local express companies operating in freight servio

! cen working on the lie-ton & Maine for more than 30 years

ml their service has come to be regarded as a u-eful public

facility. They furnish door-to-door parable with

that provided by the motor trucks, and the railroad is re-

lived of all station expense. Our commodity rate- appli-

c il.le to this local freight have hc-en increased from time to

; inn in thi ire as all othi r rate--, and as

sequence a substantial part of the traffic the) formerly han-

dled has been diverted to the motor trucks. Believing that

if we removed a part of the more recent increas

of tin- traffic which had gone to the highways,
we reduced rate- about sixty days ago.

About the same time we reduced our ferry car minimum
from 12,000 lb. to 8,000 lb. The business d

well as meter truck competition, had made it very difficult

to load ferr) cars to thi 12,000 lb. minimum. We found
that shippers who ware unable to furnish 12,000 lb.

time put their shipment and instead of taking

them to the- freight hi use, moved them through to -hotl-haul

<!c sanations, saving the li ading and unli

the freight terminals. We discussed the matter frankly with

the represent ;anized industry, and. before reduc-

ing the minimum, secured an understanding, so far as it

iossibl( to .nil', . .: landing in advance, that

if and when d to -in h an extent as t" re-ult

in ,i shortage of car-, the- fern car mininum would be in-

creased without thi organizations. The
results under this plan have hc-en entirely satisfac I

We also established ran- on -and. gravel and crushed
-tone tn meet buck competition, and thereby materially in-

ge in these - ommod I Great quantities

of wood were moving over the highways from Boston to the

mills in outlying manufacturing towns, and in the hi

reclaiming a part of this traffic we restored the rate- which
in effect prior to the 40 per cent in - Vugust,

1920. This arrangement has been in effect but a brief time
and we cannot saj whether it will accomplish the hoped for

re-ult. We have made-, and will continue to make, other

rate reductions on specific traffic- where it appears that we
e an successfully compete with the truck- and
new dollar for an.ole

Today terminal expense constitutes the most important
item in the cost of handling traffic on the B \ Maine,
and tlh doubt whether the burden of trail

-

tion charges i- equitably distributed between carload freight.

If the truck can furnish better transportation than that

\ -de d l>y the railroad at the same
cost, it is bound to get tin- business. Servi

fairly equal, 1 think the shipper ought to prefer, and I

lieve will prefer, the railroad, for tin- sphere of tin tr

after all, limited, while the railroads will continue t-

vital necessity, and in order to function must ;

The astonishing development of the use of me

rapid that it- history i- hard :

I

demand for raw material and finished pr

during the war on a constantly ascending
followed the line and tin- use of motor
trucks was stimulated to a remarkable degree; and was
accelerated by the increases in freight rate-. In M
chusetts in 1915 were 12,05.3 truck- and in 192
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plants are of the pressure cylinder type. Only one railroad

plant was reported idle during the year.

With reference to the amount of preservatives used by the

plants during the year, the report shows a consumption of

68,757,508 gal. of creosote, 1,084,911 gal. of paving oil,

1,772,084 gal. of miscellaneous preservatives and 49,717,-

920 lb. of zinc chloride. The quantity of creosote used

represents an increase of 3,201,261 gal. over the quantity

used during 1919, but is still much less than that con-

sumed in 191 j when the consumption exceeded 108,000,000

gal.

As of the total amount used during 1920, 9,575,680

gal. was imported, a considerable increase having taken

place in the importation of oils with the resumption of

ocean transportation.

In contrast with creosote the zinc chloride figure not only

shows an increase of 6,234,795 lb. over the figure for 1919,

but represents the largest amount of this preservative thus

far used by the industry.

The report is particularly interesting with respect to cross

tie preservation. Of the number of cross ties treated during

the year 33,300,339 were hewed and 11,687,193 sawed and
the total number treated for the steam railroads was 42,-

676,739. Yellow pine ties again rank first, the number
treated being 16,621,773, while oak ties and Douglas fir

rank second and third, the number of these ties which were

treated being 14,531,848 and 3,861,514 respectively. Of
the total number of ties treated for the railroads 1,579,552

were reported as having been adzed before treatment, 295,-

577 bored, 8,249,591 both adzed and bored and 32,552,-

019 neither adzed nor bored. The number of cross ties

treated with zinc chloride in 1920 was 29,132,720 while

less than half as many or 13,371,517 were treated with

creosote. The number of cross ties now being treated exceeds

the number of any previous year.

Consumption of Wood Preservatives rv the Treating Plants of the
United States. 1909 to 1919

new factor.
Other Pre-

Active Creosote (a), Zinc chloride, servatives (h).

Year plants gallons pounds gallons

~,, .... it- T-k a.' 1909 64 51,431.212 16,215.107 (c)

Statistics on the Preservation mo 7 i 63,266.271 16,802,532 2,333,70?

f T" K ( IO OH 19U 8" 73.027,335 16.359.797 1,000,000

oi iimDer tor iyzu 19 i2 84 83,666.490 20,751.711 3.072.46'

1913 93 108.373,359 26.466.803 3.885,738

DURING 1920 so decided an advance was made in the 19" 94 79.334,606 27.212,259
f*.«».«$}

H

amount of timber preservation carried on in the ms m so.s59.442 33. 269.604 ,3,205,563d

United States as to more than wipe out the lead which ' 1,693,544

had been maintained by the pre-war record, according to
1916 117 90,404.749 26,746.577 I 5^;^

statistics prepared by the United States Forest Products 1917 115 75.541.737 26,444.689 <,:.-

Service in co-operation with the American Wood Preservers' )
13/.361

a .- j iti. j • .i ! j- r 1918 107 52.776.386 31.101.111 f 4.057.862d
Association and published in the annual proceedings of

I js.on

the latter organization. As shown by the report, a total of 1919 10s 65.556.247 43.4s4.134 f3,4i2,592d

173 ,30'), 505 cu. ft. of wood was subjected to preservative
1920 ,,, 68757508 49717929 (i848ond

mi' nt. This figure is larger than that reported for 1919 \ i!772|o84

by 27,248,511 cu. ft., or 18 per cent, and 13,726,866 cu. ft.

larger than the figure for the banner Year of 1914. Consistent la) Include* coal tar creosote and water-gas tar.

with the record of previous years, cross ties again constituted []'[ ^™ ^ta^biT
"'"' *" "M ' WA "'- '""' " rbolinel,m oi ' 5 -

the bulk of all the wood treated, the number reported for ((i) pav
'

ing oil

1920 being 14,987,53 !. This is 7,419,605 more than were
treated in 1919 and represents 80 per cent of all the wood
treated in 1920. The remaining 20 per cent treated includes
11,965,912 lin. ft. of piling, which is a decrease of 1,591,607 Correction
ft. over the quantity in 1919; 585,781 poles, which is an
increase of !07,300 over the number for 1919; and 2,568,- In the article on "Railway Statistics for Year Ending
156 sq. yd. of wood blocks, which is an increase of 772,469 I August 31, 1921," published in last week's issue, page
yd. over the number in 1919. x

898, it was erroneously stated that the net operating in-
This preservative work was done by 112 treating plants come of the railroads for that year, $530,000,000, was greater

as compared with 108 for 1919. The number of treating than it was during either 1918 or 1919, while the roads were
plants in the country is now 124 of which 27 are railway under federal control. The statement was true as to 1919,
owned, 80 commercially owned, and 17 privately owned, when the -net operating income was $5,600,000, but not for
The majority of all of these plants and all of the railroad 1918, when it was $690,000,000.

52,968. In little kiiode Island the number of truck registra-

tions increased from 1,629 in 1916 to 9,768 in 1920. The
other New England states have had a corresponding increase

in registrations.

Today there are plenty of idle trucks in New England

and plenty of idle men to man them. Many of the opera-

tors regard as profitable any earnings which will pay the

cost of gasoline and labor, and little attention is given to

depreciation or interest on the investment. Most truck op-

erators are making their rates strictly on their conception of

what the traffic will bear, and are changing them at will to

meet situations as they find them. Contrast, for a moment,

the different situation of the railroads; in a recent case in

Massachusetts, where we proposed to reduce our local express

rates on short notice, the Commission declined to give the

necessary authority, and we had to wait 30 days before

making the reduction effective. In this rigidity of railroad

rates lies one of the most important reasons why the rail-

roads cannot at this time successfully meet motor truck

competition. Let me compare the registration fees which the

trucks pay and the taxes which the owners of homes are

required to pay. In seven selected towns in the suburban

district of Boston the tax rate on real estate averages $27

per $1,000. The man who owns a modest home, assessed at

$5,000, is subject to an annual tax of $135. A 3^-ton

truck, delivered in Boston, would cost approximately $5,000,

and the present annual registration fee for such a vehicle

would be $40.

The state generously maintains excellent highways, prac-

tically free to the use of trucks. It cannot be said that this

is fair to the taxpayers, including the railroad which bears

its fair share, and a large one, of the burden of taxation

However, suitable laws will, no doubt, soon be enacted by

the various states.

The truck has come to stay. There is no use fighting

it. What railroad men should study is the best way to co-

ordinate their own facilities with those afforded by this



Labor Board Hands Down Significant Decision

Carriers "Ability to Pay" Recognized as "Secondary"

Factor in Fixing Wage Scales

A significant decision accompanied by two highly

significant dissenting opinions was handed down bj

the Railroad Labor Board recentl) in a dispute be-

tween the New Orleans Great Northern and its train and

engine service and maintenance of equipment employees,

station agents, assistant station agents and telegraph o]

tors. The majority decision of the B I recognizes for the

first time that "the ability of the carrier to pay" is even a

"secondary consideration" in determining wage scales. The
two accompanying dissenting opinions are significant in that

they are both filed by members of the labor group on the

board. A. <). Wharton, formerly connected with the- Railway

Employees' Department of the American Federation of

Labor, filed a long dissenting opinion having particular refer-

ence to "the manifestly unjust and unreasonable treatment

accorded shop employees in this da ision and the indefensibly

low rate established for labor." \Y. L. Me Menimin, for

merly connected with the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-

men, stated briefly that he could not accord with the majority

decision and would not concur in the dissenting opinion of

Mr. Wharton because "it contains many misleading and

greatly exaggerated statements." Referring to this brief

statement of Mr. McMenimen, Mr. Wharton said: "A mere

declaration without supporting data or facts represents noth-

ing and needs no other reply."

The statements contained in this decision and the dissent-

ing opinions indicate, first, that the Board, despite its pre-

vious stand that the "ability of the carrier to pay" is not a

factor in determining just and reasonable wage scales, is

now of tin' opinion that this condition is at least a factor of

"secondary consideration," and furthermore that testimony

regarding the ability of tin- carrier to pay cannot be con-

sidered henceforth as irrelevant testimony; second, that there

has been a definite break in the ranks of the labor repre-

sentatives on the Board similar to the break between tin-

train service and other organizations formerly included

within the "associated standard recognized railroad labor

organizations."

History of the Controversy

The New ()rlcan~ Great Northern was not a party to De
cision 147, which ordered decreases in rates of pay last July,

and upon the request of this carrier hearings were held be-

fore the Board on September 15 at which it presented data

and arguments in support of its requests for wage decreases

and revisions of rules and working conditions. This do ision

deals only with wages and reserves the question of rule- and

working conditions for further hearings.

The carrier testified at the September hearings to an o

ating deficit of $500,000 for the year 1920, a further operat-

ing deficit oi $95,000 for the first half of 1921, together with

deferred maintenance totaling $400,000 accumulated sine*

lln
i ml of federal control. the testimony presented by both

sides in this controversy is summarized bj the Hoard in part

as follows:

The can iei's presentation showed in detail the effect of the
various wage increases upon lln- situation since December,
1917. and also a comparison of existing rates ol wages with
lower raies paid similai positions m outside industries.

'l'lie exhibits filed by the carrier show that generally speak-
ing the earner is without through traffic and its local traffic

is at a low ebb due to commercial inactivity in the territory
it serves: that the train service provided is only that neces-
sary lo meet actual needs and the requirements of the \arieuis

state public service- commissions exercising jurisdiction: that

tin- propertj i- being economically administered as far as
may possibly be done: under existing conditions; and that the

ities, i e., groceries, meats, dry goods,
and wearing apparel, March, 1921. as compared with Jul.

shows an average dee xease of 35 per cent. It is a matter of com-
mon knowledge that in the territory served by this carrier the

question of rent does not hear thi relation to the

living bud i videnced in I; i thy of
note that none of the- employees here involved are required t<> live

in large centers.

Notwithstanding that the-n- at the heari
this application local representatives of soi - aniza-
tions involved, who sonably have been expected to
bi thoroughly familiar with the- existing local questions pre-
sented, ion was made by them taking issue with
the- statements madi bj thi i ai rii i itive.

The Board is sympathetic with the principle that "the abil-
ity of the- earner to pay ntrolling factor in fixing

but recognizes that it is entitled to secondary
tion with a certain type of carrier dependent a

entirely em local business, or whose principal function in the-

rmal analysis is the development and upbuilding of a new
or comparatively new country.

Labor Board Reduces Wages
The Board then ruled that, effective November 1. 1921, the

following rates are authorized on this carrier:

(1) Agents and telegraphers— from SI 15 to $120 per
month, depending ui*>n duties, station- and usual
differentials.

(2) Train and Kngine. Service Employee the rates in ef-

fect 12:01 a. m. March 1, 1920.
(.->) Shop Crafts and Roundhouse Labor—here the Labor

Board says:

"Special consideration has been given to th.

paid for similar service in other industries in the

centers where the carrier's nun are- employed and
the following rates are authorized which, though
substantially higher than those paid in outside in-

dustries, are felt, under all surrounding condition-.

to be fair, just and reasonable.''

- in. -nth

.. .
«:-•

90.00

Roundhouse foreman
Nighl watchman

per h-eir
Machinist SO.60

heljH-r

Boilermaker foreman .65
Boi rn aker .60
noitermnticr helper
Boilerwashcr ... -

ith foreman .

Blacksmith

Heavy fire blacksmith helnei...
I

Pipefitter helper

'c

1

I reman
I'.llllli-:

Car inspector
Car repairer .

Car repairer he-1

Fetr.-ni.ln e-a' department..
-

M dim tei

Engine \vi|*r

laborer . .

M prentices:

months .

.

months...
Fourth six months.

.

Fifth sex months...
months. . . .

Seventh six m mtba
Eighth six months. .

..16

"-*'
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Boilermaker apprenl

l'"irst six months .26

d six months
Third six months -31

-ix months
a months Jo

Sixth six months 3Ryi
.41

Eighth six months

Mr. McMenimen's dissenting opinion said in full: "1

am not in accord with the majority decision and cannot coni ur

in the dissenting opinion as it contains many misleading and

rated statements."

Dissenting Opinion of A. O. Wharton

The dissenting opinion of Mr. Wharton, longer than the

Hoard's decision, says in part:

"It is to be noted that the majority decision states that 'the

inability of the carrier to pay is not a controlling factor in

fixing wages but recognizes that it is most persuasive, etc'

(After this dissenting opinion was filed, the majority decided

to strike out the words 'most persuasive' referred to above,

inserting in lieu thereof the words, 'entitled to secondary con-

sideration.' In the opinion of the undersigned the change

in language represents no change in the principle involved,

neither did it affect the decision as promulgated by the

majority.)"

Mr. Wharton then launches into an argument on the

validity of the "carrier's ability to pay" as a factor in de-

termining wage scales, citing the statement of the Board in

denying the petition of the Association of Railway Execu-

tives on January 31, in which the request was made for an

immediate reduction in the wages of common labor. The
Board at that time said: "All questions involving the ex-

pense of operation on necessities of railroads and the amount
of money necessary to secure the successful operation thereof

are under the jurisdiction not of this Board but of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission." Mr. Wharton also said that

"numerous opinions of courts and boards of arbitration

specifically excluding 'financial ability' of the carrier from
consideration as a 'relevant circumstance' in wage fixing are

filed with this board."

Mr. Wharton then attacked the data presented by the car-

rier relative to the rates of pay in outside industries along its

lines as compared with those which the carrier is compelled

to pay. Regarding these data, he said: "The rates paid em-
ployees in the service of the lumber company (the Great

Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., whose rates of

pay were cited by the carrier) are not rates established by
organized employees in negotiation with the employer.

. . No unbiased mind would consider or use the wages
and working conditions of unorganized workers as the basis

for fixing wages and working conditions of organized
workers, who by organized efforts established the right of

collective bargaining and who by years of constant effort and
the expenditure of substantial portions of their earnings

reached a level approximating decent wages and working
conditions."

Mr. Wharton Attacks Cost of Living Data

Regarding the cost of living data submitted by the car-

rier, Mr. Wharton said: "The cost of living data submitted
by the carrier is verj similar to the mass of data filed with
the Board preceding ii wagi reduction Decision 147, and
under no circumstances is it entitled to greater considera-
tion." He then pointed out that "the most authentic and
uniformly accepted authority on living costs, i.e., the Bureau
Of Labor Statistics, United 51 of Labor,"
states that living costs have decreased 18.1 per cent during
the period from June. I< .,!.,.,- \<>2], and but 1.7

per cent from Ma\
. 1921, to September, 1921

"It is worthy of note." Mr. Wharton adds, "that there has
been but 1.7 per cent reduction in the cost of living from
May to September. 1921, the period during which the Board

had under consideration the general request fur wage reduc-

tions, and its findings are set out in Decision 147."

I he exact effect of this decision upon the pay of the em-
ployees involved was pointed cut by Mr. Wharton with a

scries of tables and analyses which show in general that the

minimum daily wages under this decision of machinists,

machinist inspectors, boilermakers, boilermaker inspectors,

blacksmiths, hammersmiths, electrician- and oxy-acetylene

welders and carmen will be from S2.nn to $2.80 less per day
than they were under the rates in effect under Decision No. 2.

Likewise, he shows the minimum daily wages of helpers and
apprentices will be decreased from SI. 28 to $2.16 below

Decision No. 2 levels.

"It is generally known and recognized that the wages of

these skilled workers," Mr. Wharton continues, "practically

all of whom are required to serve an apprenticeship of four

year's prior to receiving the rate of a journeyman, were, prior

to January 1, 1918, unjustifiably low. This proposed de-

cision establishes a daily rate tor journeymen mechanics

that is only 18.5 per cent above the daily wage effective as of

December, 1917.

"The majority of the Board, on the same evidence and af-

fecting employees living in the same town, have decided that

the employees who receive the highest compensation and who
have received the largest money increase, shall be paid the

wage rates that were in effect immediately prior to the effec-

tive date of Decision No. 2; in other words, one class of em-
ployees is to retain all of the increases accruing to them dur-

ing the entire period of federal control, while another class,

admittedly underpaid prior to federal control, are expected to

accept a decision that takes from them practically all the in-

creases received during that period. Is it just or reasonable

that a journeyman mechanic who is required to serve a four

year apprenticeship before receiving the journeyman rate.

shall have his earnings for a full month's service (25J4
eight-hour days) cut from $173.40 to $122.40 or just $19.12

per month more than he would have earned at his December,

1917, rate, while certain other classes of employees, some of

whom are unquestionably less skilled, retain all of the in-

creases granted them during the period of federal control,

and which in some cases represent a monthly wage in< n as

approximating 50 per cent greater than that granted

journeymen mechanics by this Board's decision?"

Mr. Wharton's next table shows that in the case of train

service employees in passenger service, the reductions in the

daily rates of pay range between $.80 and $1.00.

Other conditions established by this decision and termed

"unwarrantable" by Mr. Wharton are, in his words:

1. Hammersmiths, heavy-fire blacksmiths and other black-
smiths are placed on the same rate. There is not an em-
ployer of blacksmiths in this country who has not always
recognized and paid higher rates for hammersmiths and
heavy fire blacksmiths than that paid other blacksmiths.

2. Practically every railroad in this country has estab-

lished a rate higher than the minimum boilermakers' rate to
men assigned as boiler inspectors or dangers and layers-out.

.^. Differentials have been established for mechanics in the
car department that are not justified: for instance

—

(a) The Board says it is just and reasonable that a car
inspector formerly paid the same rate as the passenger-car
nun is now not entitled to the higher rate; his rate is cm
from 85 cents to 50 cents per hour, or 10 cents per hour !< ss

than the rate established for the carpenter. No man can be
a competent inspector unless he first learns the trade and
becomes competent to determine whether or not a car is in a

safe and suitable condition to make a trip.

(b) A millman who has heretofore generally received
the sinn rate as that of the passenger-car inch and car in-

spectors now finds himself defined as not being quite so valu-
able as that portion of his fellow craftsmen designated as car-

penters, and yet by the same authority he is considered more
valuable than the car inspector: and the car inspector who.
if he is anything, must be competent to judge whether the
work ..I his fellow craftsmen is properly and safely .con-
structed, is decided to be less important than either of his
aSSOt cites.
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4. This Board now establishes a rate of pay for these
mi hanics which in some instances is less than the rate it has

established for mechanics' helpers of these crafts in this same
territory,

5. By this decision the Board, charged with the solemn
duty of establishing just and n wages and working
conditions, has decreed thai a laborer who has heretofore

generally received a rate higher than that paid section labor,

shall now be paid a rate of 20 cents per hour. On an eight-

hour basis, these men, practically all of whom are able-bodied
adults, many of them men of family, are now awarded a

rate that will net them, barring accidents, lay-offs, sii

etc., a wage of $9.30 per full-time week- a wage that is below
the minimum established by various agencies and tribunals

as being sufficient to support one worker.

In closing, Mr. Wharton said: "In answer to the refer-

ence made to the dissenting opinion by Hoard Member M<
Mi-nimcii, it is sufficient to sa\ that a mere declaration with-

out supporting data or facts represents nothing and nerds no
other reply."

Board Disposes of Several Cases

Comparative quiet in the railroad labor situation has

been the order of the past week. Since the settlement

of the recent strike issue the Railroad Labor Hoard has

been continuously either in executive session or occupied in

hearing testimony in several cases involving individual roads

and particular (lasses of their employees. As evidence of

the work which is now being done by the Hoard, it was an

nounced recently that consideration of the shop crafts' rules

would be completed in three weeks. This means that the

Hoard will promulgate such additional genera] rules as it

may deem just and reasonable to be included in all of the

individual agreements between the carriers and their own
>hop crafts' employees, and that the disputes which have been

certified to the board as a result of the recent negotiation of

new agreements will be decided. In this connection, it was

announced that IS disputed rules have been disposed of by

the Hoard since October 30, the date of the strike crisis. On
November 4 the Hoard disposed of SO grievance cases in two
sessions. The majority of these cases, however, were (lis

posed of by the simple- expedient of citing that the Heard

bad no jurisdiction over the subject matter or by referring the

dispute Hack to the interested parties with recommendations.

Three members of the board, G. W, W. Hanger of the

publil group, J. II. Elliott of the railroad group and W. L.

McMenimen of the labor group, began hearings on No
\amber 7 at Nashville, Tcnn., in a dispute between the

Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks and the Nash
ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway Clerks' Association,

both organizations claiming the right to represent the i lerks

on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis in negotiating

wages, rules and working conditions with the company.
After the Nashville hearings the Hoard members will go to

Chattanooga, Tcnn.; Atlanta, Ca.: Dalton, Memphis, Tcnn.:

Paducah, Ky , and possibT) to St, Louis. Mo., to conduct

further hearings.

Brotherhoods Revive Strike Talk

From Cleveland comes the statemenl that the train -.

brotherhoods will revive the strike vote and use it if n. i

if the "promises" of the Labor Hoard which led to the recenl

recall of strike orders are not carried out. The tin

contained in a memorandum mailed to the general and local

chairmen and members of the five organizations involved.

The threatened strike was called off, the memorandum
asserts, when it became known that unless that action was
taken, not only the executive officers of the brotherhoods but

the general chairmen and local chairmen would be arrested

on charges of conspir.u
J

.

"Due to the memorandum of the Labor Hoard (abstracted

in the Railway Age of October !9, page 821) and the fur-

ther fact of the imminent arrest of the leaders, it was deemed
best that the strike be called off." savs the circular.

"We think you tan readily understand what the effect

would be if a strike were put on and all the executive ol

general chairmen and local chairmen were arrested and no

one left to direct the movements of the men nor to advise

them.

"It may be < laimed b) some that the promises made by the

Labor Board will not be carried out," the circular continues.

"due to coercive influence ind, in case this should come to

pass, we would be in exactl) th -ition that we were

in after the enactment of the Adamson law in 1916, and the

strike vote which i- called off at the present time will be

revived and used if necessary."

Members of the Board, commenting on the press reports of

this circular, pointed out that the Hoard had made no

"promises officially to the train service employees. No
notice would be taken of this latest threat, it was added.

One member of the Hoard, in discussing the brotherhoods'

latest move, deplored the continuance of strike talk •

grounds, not only of its effect upon the transportation in-

dustry, but upon business conditions in the country generally.

In discussing this point, he emphasized the uncertainty and

hesitancy of general business conditions today, attributing

this condition largel) to such statements as those of the labor

leaders in this case.

Speaking more specifically of the Hoard's memorandum,

this member said that every railway executive with whom he

bad talked since it "'lit had heartily agreed in the

principle outlined therein, namely, that the disputes over

rules and working conditions should bi dispos

the- hearings on a further wage decrease are held. In this

connection he pointed out that the carriers had variously esti-

mated the savings which might be- derived from the abroga-

i of tin- National Agreements at from $300,000,1

$500,000,000, and it was furthermore- pointed out that the

Lai or Hoard's statistician recentl) estimated that the saving-

to the carriers from the application id' nine- of the new rules

promulgated b) the board would result in a saving

leasl $25, I, per year. These estimate-- indicate the im-

disposing of controversies over rules and working

i onditions, hi

I. & G. N. Trainmen to Return

The United States Distrii t Court, at H - •. in

an . rder issued by Judge J. C. Hutcheson, Jr.. on November

2, has authorized J. A. Baker, receiver of the International

& Great Northern, to take back the trainmen who recently

struck, provided he needs them, up t>> November 25. Alter

that date all of them, excepl the Four members of the General
( 'ommittev who • ailed the strike, "shall be permitted to return

to the service of the receiver on probation for a period

days." Full reinstatement, with former seniority and con-

ights, will be dependent on satisfactory behavior dur-

ing the probationary period.

fudgi M n finds that the strike was called oi

ber 22, eighl days before the intended general railroad strike,

when the 1 & G N general committee knew that the larger

strike had bei md that they (the committee) ought

to have changed the date of their local strike. For misman-

agement in this connection the court excepts the four com-

mitteemen from this general order of amnesty; the r

may '\o with them as he pleases; but if they are takei

the) should not again be allowed to represent the trainmen,

d'he judge thinks that the rank and file of the mem
the brotherhood did not realize the illegality of their action:

but they have applied for reinstatement, comini

court in an attitude of supplication, and they promise -

New employees who hav< been taken on -

be kept until November 25, at least. If any disputes or dis-

agreements arise- in the reinstatement of the strikers, each in-

dividual m.n have the privilege of appealing directly to the

nd individuals m -hood.
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Ben W. Hooper Talks On
Relation of Wages to Freight Rates

r-p-dn fixing oi WAGES cannot lie made to depend upon

freight rates and the proposal to transfer the functions

*
of the Railroad Labor Board to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission involves "a glaring fallacy" according to

Ben W. Hooper, member of the public group on the Labor

Board. In the course of a recent address before the Traffic

Club of Chicago, Mr. Hooper said:

"Occasionally it is suggested that the functions of the Rail-

road Labor Board should be transferred to the Interstate

Commerce Commission. The advocacy of such an idea in-

volves a most glaring fallacy. The line of argument brought

to bear is that the adjustment of freight rates and the adjust-

ment of wages are mutually dependent upon each other, and

that the jurisdiction over both matters should be vested in

the same body.

"The unsoundness of this position is easily discernible.
_

It

may be and doubtless is true to some extent, that the fixing

of freight rates is partially controlled by the carriers' operat-

ing expenses, but the converse of this proposition is by no

means correct. The fixing of wages cannot be made to de-

pend upon freight rates. Because there has been a reduction

in wages, it necessarily follows that the carrier is thereby

enabled to stand a reduction in rates. It does not necessarily

follow that a reduction in rates justifies a reduction in wages.

It may or it may not.

"It must be remembered that the carrier gets the direct

benefit of every cent of a wage reduction. But the carrier's

employees do not get the direct benefit of a rate reduction.

This is not given to them. It is given to the public. The

only benefit the employees get from a rate reduction is the

indirect benefit derivable from such decreases in the cost of

living as may result from the rate reduction.

"The wages of the employees must be just and reasonable,

based upon the elements set out in the statute. When these

matters have been properly considered by the Labor Board,

and the wages fixed, then the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion will know as well what the railroads are paying in

wages as if they established the wages. If the Interstate

Commerce Commission were empowered to fix wages, it

would have to do it on the same basis upon which it is now

done by the Labor Board, and not upon the basis of freight

rates."

Touching on the recent strike threats, Mr. Hooper said:

"Upon the theory that the railways are public utilities, en-

joying under their franchises a practical monopoly, the right

of eminent domain and other great powers, the government

has assumed the right to regulate the carriers in numerous

particulars. It seems to me that this theory is just as ap-

plicable to the employee of the railway as it is to the railway

itself. Does he not share with the railway executive the

great responsibility of public service?

"While the government has granted to the carrier immense

powers and privileges, it has also in the Transportation Act,

bestowed upon the employees the highest dignity and power

ever conferred upon labor in any land. The old common
law doctrine of master and servant has been wiped out by

the Transportation V t in so far as railway employees are

concerned. That statute places the carrier ami its employees
in a contrai tual r< Lationship. The representatives of the em-
ployer now sit down at a table and neg tiati with their em-
ployees their wages and working conditions, with the right

of an appeal to an impartial governmental tribunal.

"It is this recognition of the rights of railroad labor,

coupled with a guaranty of judicial protection against arbi-

trary anil unfair treatment, which, in my judgment, makes it

as morally obligatory upon the empl >yees to give the public

efficient and uninterrupted service as it is upon the railway

management."

Ford's Railroad Must Report

Statistics of Employees
Washington. D. C.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has declined

to allow the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton to simplify the

work of its accounting department by omitting monthly

reports to the commission showing the number of employees,

the hours or days worked and their compensation. In his

recent interview Henry Ford said 'hat "the bookkeeping of

railroads is complicated far beyond all necessity" and that

"the amount of unnecessary work you can find in the ac-

counting system of even a little railroad is almost beyond
belief." W. C. Cowling, of the executive department of the

D., T. & I., wrote to the commission suggesting a way to

reduce some of the ''unnecessary work" which elicited a

reply from M. O. Lorenz, director of the Commission's Bu-
reau of Statistics, as follows:

Your letter of October 24 requesting that you be relieved from
furnishing the monthly report of employees' service and compen-
sation has been considered by the Commission. I am directed to

say that there does not appear to be good grounds for relieving

the Detroit. Toledo & Ironton Railroad Company from the re-

quirements applicable to Class 1 roads generally. The very fact

that you adopted a method of payment different from that prevail-

ing on other roads makes the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton report all

the more instructive. It is important that your statistics be com-
parable with those of other roads. Under the Transportation Act.

1920, public opinion is relied upon to enforce the findings of the

United States Railroad Labor Board. A full and unquestioned
statement of facts regarding wages and hours of service should
assist in forming an enligntened public opinion.

I may add that a plan has been under consideration for reduc-
ing the cost of compiling these statistics for possible adoption be-
ginning with 1922, although it has not yet been determined whether
this can be done without impairing the usefulness of the report.
I should be pleased to have you indicate what part of the report
you consider most troublesome. I assume that you would in any
case keep some record of the number of employees by classes and
the compensation paid each class. The Interstate Commerce Act
specifies that such information shall be contained in annual reports
to the Commission.

Mr. Cowling has also written other letters to the commis-
sion, which have not yet been answered, asking to be relieved

from filing other information which the commission requires

of the Class I railroads. For instance, it is understood that

he has suggested that a number of items might be omitted

from the monthly report of revenues and expenses. Reports

for the six months during which the Ford management had
had charge of the road up to August showed a constanth

decreasing net operating income each month after the la rue

I

I

u rease shown in April.

Car in Which the Armistice Was Signed Being Placed in the

Invalides Museum at Paris



Delivering Train Orders Without Getting Signatures

Personal Experiences of a Veteran Dispatcher in the South,

the Middle States and the Far West

By Harry W. Forman
Assistant to General Manager, Western Pacific

In
two preceding articles I have made suggestions as to

the use of the 19 order, with some explanation of how to

go about installing a somewhat more liberal train dispatch-

ing system without risk of collision or i riticism. Responding
to the further requests of the editor, I will give a few of my
personal experiences with tin- unsigned order, dating from

1875, when I began dispatching trains in a small way.

At that time, on the Anhisoii & Nebraska Railroad, now a

part of the Burlington System, an order was Inst given to hold

the ruling train, No. 4, for example, for orders then at the

meeting point the operator was ordered to display a red Bag

Sample of N. C. & St. L. 19 Order, Reduced One-Half in

Width and Height

for Nop. 3 and 4 to meet at his station, After this, instruc-

tions were sent to Nfos. 3 and I to meet. All of these orders

were signed bj the conductor, the numeral "12" being used to

inquire' how the conductor and the engineman understood. In

signing such orders the' conductor endorsed the symbol
"13," meaning "I (or we) understand;" then, this having
been sent to the dispatcher, ( >. K. was given.

In 1882 T entered the- service of the Burlington as dis-

patcher at Ottumwa, Iowa. This was on a single track line

having many heavj grades; and as the engines were largely oi
the "quill-wheel" type, a greal manj freight trains were run.
the average being about sixty a day, although a maximum of
75 was not exceptional; nor was it unheard of to run 90.

There were operators at every siding, and the middle order
was invariably used. The train dispatching art had bj that
time so far advanced that the middle order was worded.

"Hold No*. 3 and 4 for each either." This was followed by
"Repeated" order- to Nos. .5 and 4 (such order- being so

designated because signatures were not required). I his

method of handling the orders was continued in effect until

lcSM9, when the Standard Code was adopted: then the 19 form
tuthorized. from that time on. meeting point? were

fixed by addressing a 19 to the operator at the place of meet-
ing and to the trains concerned so that they would set it be-
i" 11 arrival al such point. In repeating the order the opera-
tor al the meeting point would first repeat, next the o

who held the order for the ruling train, after which "Com-
plete" was given to these two simultaneously; then the opera-
tor holding the order for the inferior train repeated, and he
was given complete last. I hen were no accidents chargeable
to this method of handling.

iboul 1894 i faster mail service was inaugurated, trains

No, 7 and No. 8 being used. I hi- service was everything
that the name implies, the trains beii

60 miles an hour. In order to keep on time they often ran.

on favorable stretches, at a much higher rate, as there were
grades where- a speed of even 40 mile-- an hour w - •

much for the engines. These train- were made- superior to

everything, including first-class train-, except thai No 1

was inferior to No. 8. Therefore, every train order de-
livered to them had to be of a restrictive nature. \

No. 7 did not do very well, and it was aecessarj |

numerous train orders to it. It never occurred to me •

3] order to this train, as this would haw delayed it

oo seriously; and it was handled for five or mon
between Chariton and Pacific Junction, with only the 19
form of order. So fast and important were these trains
that the} were allowed only two minute- to chang
gines; and al some stops a -witch engine w -

for No. 7. to push until it could n

The iking Mayham Special, whii
nearly 60 miles an hour from Chicago to Denver, 1 0.4 miles,
was moved entirely under 19 orders on tl: iere I

was working at the time. There was an engine failure whick
required changing their orders; this

the 1" form.

Lively Work on the Burlington

Mam ^i the incident- of that period cannot 1 -

hut three somewhat exceptional cas
should convince anyone that to und
handling of heavy husiness under a system which would re-
e|uire stopping all su|x-rior trains I

933
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orders, would be altogether impracticable. On one occasion

because of unusual detentions the operator at Afton within

40 minutes reported 12 westward freight trains passing his

station, each of which was handed a 19 order as it passed.

At another time, for a similar cause, there were 14 freight

trains to be moved ahead of passenger train No. 4, from

Afton to Osceola, a distance of 24 miles, with no place to

get out of the way because all sidings were full of opposing

trains; and to meet these the 14 freights were given orders in

19 form. No. 4 was delayed 20 minutes.

On another occasion when I "sat in" there were wrecks and

water failures which blocked things so that every siding was

full of trains between Creston and Chariton, a distance of

on miles; and there were others on the main track. The

moment the track was cleared, Form 19 was let loose and

many of these trains got under way immediately. What

chance would a dispatcher have had of raising this blockade

and moving trains that night had he been compelled to get

signatures for his orders?

On the Burlington, on one occasion, a check was made
which showed 50 orders of Form 19 had been issued before

finding it necessary to use a Form .SI.

During these years the destinies of the Burlington were in

the hands of such able and farsighted men as T. J. Potter,

C. M. Levey, W. F. Merrill, W. C. Brown and F. C. Rice,

who were always on the lookout for more efficient means
whereby traffic could be handled with greater celerity with-

out any sacrifice of safety. It has never been my practice to

use other than the 19 form at dispatcher's headquarters when

orders were delivered in person by the dispatcher on duty.

In 1901 I entered the service of the Union Pacific, and

assisted in preparing a book of rules which provided for the

"middle order." At that time there was some doubt in the

minds of a few of the officers of that company as to the

feasibility and safety of this method of handling; but with

the help of such broad-minded men as W. L. Park and R.

W. Baxter, a fairly liberal use of the 19 form was secured.

However, no one was entirely satisfied with the immediate

results. In time this form of order became more popular

and was extensively used. I feel warranted in saying that

in the light of past experience the present officers of that

company would not think of curtailing its present field of

usefulness.

My next undertaking was to install a book of rules on
the Colorado & Southern, which book provided for the liberal

use of the 19 order. Incidentally, this was the first book of

rules ever printed in this country, so far as I know, which

recognized the present Code principle that unless work trains

were directed not to protect against extra trains they must
do so at all times.

Later, tun years 1

experience as a dispatcher on the Denver
e\ kio Grande only strengthened my faith in the 19 order.
It was while I was working for this road that "Rights of

Trains on Single Track" was written. While the book con-
tains several regrettable errors, the chapter recommending
the use of tin- 19 order has never been challenged.

With J. W. Thomas, Jr.

In 190S 1 entered the service of the Nashville. Chatta-
i ga & St. Louis for the purpose of installing the Standard
Code. This, at the time, was a single track road with a main
line 4oti miles long, from Hickman, Ky., to Atlanta, Ga.
lien i.ne nut with every possible obstacle in the matter of

grades, heavy traffic and limited knowledge of code prin-
ciple-, as up to that time the trains wire being handled on
the greater part of the main line .under a so-called single-
order system, dating back a quarter of a century. It mav
have been intended at the beginning to secure signatures
but when 1 went there it was found that most of the divisions
had been successfully handled for many years by the exclu-
sive use of unsigned orders.

If, as was true, this method of handling could be made
successful on that road, no other road need have a fear of

the 19 order, as the N. C. & St. L. was an extremely busy

single track line. In addition to its own heavy freight and

passenger traffic, it handled the trains of the Southern, the

Louisville & Nashville and the Alabama Great Southern on

two districts. It was not uncommon to start from five to

ten extras in one bunch from Atlanta or Chattanooga. The
coal trains from the L. & N., particularly on Monday morn-
ing, were delivered in groups of from 10 to IS. (In Georgia

non-perishable freight could not be moved on Sunday.) Not-

withstanding these handicaps the 19 order was and is now
used there much the same as on the Burlington, and with a

high degree of success.

It would be interesting to see anyone attempt to handle

trains on this road under these conditions, by a system mak-
ing it necessary to stop a majority of them to secure signatures

to orders. The many fast freight trains which are run daily

between St. Louis and Atlanta, as well as numerous pine-

apple and peach specials between Atlanta and Nashville,

have always made remarkable records for expeditious move-

ment. This is so well known that the fact is generally

commented upon by dispatchers throughout the country. No
one would claim that the record made by these trains could

have been accomplished had they been hampered by train

orders requiring signatures. On certain parts of the main
line there were thirty regular trains, the freight schedules

being represented by several sections, this in addition to a

great number of extra trains which were run daily.

Six sets of main line dispatchers were required between

Nashville and Atlanta, a distance of 280 miles.

No one claims to accomplish the impossible by the use of

train orders or by any other system. While the records of

the N. C. & St. L. here referred to are made under the best

available train dispatching plan, it must be remembered that

written orders are not the last word in train operation. On
the first district north of Chattanooga, from 80 to 100 trains

were run daily under the "Thomas semi-manual block sys-

tem." It would not have been possible to keep these trains

moving on single track under written train orders, and there-

fore the orders were dispensed with and the trains were moved
under the supervision of a train dispatcher who instructed

operators to "hold for," "head in," or "clear" trains. There
was a bell in each tower by which to give warning in case

the operator attempted to clear a train without proper au-
thority. In the dispatcher's office an instrument made a

Morse record of all instructions issued. So successful was
this method of handling trains that there was only one col-

lision during a period of twenty years; and in this the damage
(to the engine pilot) amounted to $6.25.

I have often wondered what the ultra-conservative element

among railroad officers, who so strenuously object to a reason-

able use of the 19 form of order, would have said had they

been uiven an opportunity to note the manner in which trains

were moved on this section of single track.

A Constructive Suggestion

One would seem to be warranted in contending that any

system as relatively imperfect as this and which was found

to be so successful on six miles of unbonded track, might,

with the later modernizations, be made use of profitably on

a much more extensive scale. J. W. Thomas. Jr., who was

the chief operating officer of this road until 1914, was both

fearless and progressive. When convinced that a proposition

had merit and was safe, some of the so-called safety theories

of long standing were often ignored by him; and latter dis-

coveries were given painstaking tryouts.

Since 1916 it has been a part of my duty to look after

the dispatching on the Western Pacific. This company has
adopted a number of short cuts, principally in wording of

orders, and everything is running as smoothly here as on
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other lines where the 19 order is sensibl) but liberally used.

The Western Pacific has had some peculiar problems.

Up to the time that dispatching by telephone was installed,

there was an atmospheric condition ai ross the Great Salt

Lake and on the 30-mile salt bed west of there, which would

at times cause all wires to stop working. No one, so far as

I know, has ever discovered the ai tual cause of these failures.

Had we been forced there to always use 31 orders, many
trains would have been seriously delayed at times. Winn
necessary to so handle, the trains were kept moving by the

use of 19 orders. A period of six years has passed without

a collision which could be charged to the 1
'> order. I have

been allowed to handle matters of this kind somewhat more
liberally on this mad than on -nine others and naturally

have not forgotten my old friend the 19 order: neither has

it risen up to mock me.

In summing up I Use the 19 order in a reason-

able, sensible manner. The main points have been outlined

in the several articles which have appeared in the Railway

Age. This will facilitate the movement of traffic. In other

words, why stop or delay a train unnecessarily on your road

through fear, or out of respect for a long standing custom,

when it has been demonstrated to you that others have not

found this to be necessary, and their immunity from collision

[early proved that they have not erred.

On a road where there is enough traffic to justify having
24-hour offices at all siding- at which trains must mi

pass, why should their n 1 by written

train order- at all? Why not look beyond this and
|

tem which would amply safeguard operation by the

exclusive use of home distant, and "take siding" signals,

plai ed ai each tation
~

J

The Interior Treatment of Boiler Waters
Proper Supervision in Use of Compounds Results in Large

Economies in Locomotive Operation

By C. R. Knowles

Superintendent Water Service, Illinois Central, Chicago

It
is nut -nil' imi'.nt of this article to advocate any specific

remedy for boiler troubles caused by objectionable waters,

or any particular method of treatment to tin- exclusion of

others. The object is rather to point out the possibilities of

boiler water treatment through treating the water as it enters

the boiler by what may be termed interior treatment as dis-

tinguished from exterior treatment.

Interior treatment involves the introduction of substances

into the boiler for the purpose of preventing scale, corrosion,

foaming or other ill effects of bad water This method is

probably as old as boilers themselves and has included main
different substances, some of which were designed to work
mechanically and others chemically.

Exterior treatment involves the treatment of the- water be-

fore it enters the boiler. This treatment, as applied to loco-

motive boiler waters, usually consists oi adding lime and
soda ash to the water, which is then allowed to -land until

chemical reaction has taken place and the substances acted

upon by the lime and soda ash have been precipitated.

Some of the advocate- of exterior treatment have shown
little tolerance for the interior method of treating boiler

waters, insisting that proper results only by
complete treatment of the water before H enters the boiler.

The expressions eonimonh used in offerin to m
terior Ireatnient .ire: "A boiler is designed to produce steam.

not to produce chemical reactions," and "The only thing that

should be put into a boiler is pure water." While these state

ments are true, thee can rarely be followed in practice as it

is almost impossible to obtain a pure water for boiler pur-
poses, in the fullest sense of the word "pure." since, even
with the best treated water, -onii ch 00 is bound
to take place within tile boiler.

Well designed treating plants using lime and soda ash
for the thorough treatment of water, followed by sedimenta-
tion and filtration, arc highl) desirable and many such plants
are giving satisfactory results \n in, reased tend, m
Cause foaming is characteristic Of all water treated with soda
ash. and nearly every "railroad using the tin

i treat

nient finds it also ne. e--.ir\ to apply interior treatment to

the softened water to prevent foaming. It follows therefore
that certain waters cannot be used tier exterior

treatment without interior treatment to prevent foaming.

Man) have accepted the erroneous view that all interior

treatment is a hit-and-mi-s proposition, this impression evi-

dently having been gained from experience with some of the

many so-called "boiler compounds" that do not take into

consideration the character of water to be treated but consist

of one standard compound designed to lit any and all water

conditions. As stated before, a great many different sub-

stances have been used as compounds in boilers, a few of

which have shown good results but the majority of which
have been ridiculous and some of which have been actually

dangerous remedies. It is characteristic of interior treatment

that the in. ru-t ints are not actually removed from the water
before it enters the boiler. Chemical reaction takes place in

ler between the ingredients in the interior water treat-

ment and the salts carried in the raw water. These ~.ilts are

precipitated, forming a sludge which is blown cut with the

jllelie ion- use of the blow-off ,

I'lie same objection applies to exterior treatment to

t.iin extent, for while- e\:u t treatment to remove tl

will leave- no dissolved residue treatment for sulphates, ni-

trates an ,i chlorides leaves sodium sulphate- and other sodium
salts. Consequently "if the raw water contains a large amount
of sulphate hardness with or without considerable quantities

kaline salts, it can be used after treatment only by
Mow oil: off tlu boiler frequently or by additional interior

treatment to prevent foaming. I .
-- -. lids .

'

introduced into the boiler if the water is properly treated

outsid. : of the removal of the i

but it is apparent that the same methods must be followed
ultimately in the u-c of water treated by either •<

namely, tin- removal of these solids by blowing down the

boilers I eel application of either form
tial to its success. There i- no dou

much of the existing prejudice to interior treatment has
arisen because of neglect to apply it properly rather
tc> the failure of the treatment itself.

If the same supervision were- given interie->r tn

ited to exterior treatment there is no doubt *'

results obtained would prove i|uitc xterior

treatment within the limits of the field of each treatment.
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The following examples arc quoted as typical of results that

it is possible to obtain when the interior treatment is applied

strictly in accordance with instructions.

. In one i ase an increase of 428 miles per boiler washout

was secured, effecting a saving of 450 lb. of fuel, 8 locomo-

tive hours and $6.86 in labor for boiler washing, the cost

for treatment being $2.50. The record of another engine

showed .s7 2 miles increase between washouts with 1,770 lb.

of fuel, 12 locomotive hours and $9.80 in boiler washing

expense saved, all accomplished at a cost of $2 for treatment.

On one railway, in a bad foaming district, before using

anti-foaming treatment it was necessary to do so much blow-

ing out to keep the concentration below the foaming point,

that it amounted to changing the water in the boiler several

times over the division. The use of the anti-foaming treat-

ment entirely overcame the foaming, and the blowing out

was reduced to a point where the quantity of water used in

this way was negligible.

On a freight division 10,} miles long on another railway,

it was necessary to wash out the engines at each end of the

division to handle a tonnage train over the road. Through
the use of the anti-foaming treatment five round trips were

possible without a washout, and the blowing off was reduced

to three times over the division, the blow-off cocks being open

only five to ten seconds each time.

As another illustration of what anti-foaming treatment will

do in lessening the amount of blowing off, a test was made
on a district where treated water caused excessive foaming
trouble. An engine was run for 24 days, making 3,960 miles

without washout or water change, and no blowing out was
done on the road, and only three to six inches at terminals.

The compound cost 80 cents per round trip, whereas washing
the boiler each round trip would have cost $3.10.

The excessive blowing out of boilers necessary when using

soda ash alone, leads to a great waste of fuel. With proper

treatment, this excessive blowing out can be eliminated and
a consequent saving in fuel effected. On one road where the

proper interior treatment superseded soda ash, records were
kept at two roundhouses, each blowing out about 100 engines

every hour. With the interior treatment it was necessary to

blow off a much smaller quantity of water to relieve the

mud and sludge, so that there was a saving over the use of

soda ash of from 8 to 10 in. of water on each engine blown
out, while the coal saved amounted to approximately 150 lb.

for each operation. At these two roundhouses alone this

equaled a saving of 5,500 tons of coal per year. The saving
in water was also a considerable item, the supply being ob-

tained from the city. When using soda ash trouble was also

experienced with foaming while after changing the treatment

foaming trouble was almost entirely eliminated.

In another test as against the use of soda ash alone for

scale removal, the advantage- in fuel saving amounted to

$12.18 per 1,000 locomotive miles. On a road averaging
6,00(1,000 locomotive miles, this item alone would amount to

over $70,000. The saving in roundhouse repairs also showed
a large percentage in favor of the interior treatment. There
was a 65 per cent decrease in the item of valve stem packing,
73 per cent in the number of checks ground, 50 per cent in

packing necessary to be done to steam rams and cocks, 46
per tent in the grinding of cocks, and 84 per cent in cylinder
packing. There was a decrease of 26 per cent in the number
of Hues leaking and caulked. There was also a benefit in
that there was less trouble from foaming. At another terminal
approximately the same benefits were shown. In the handling
of 1,487 switch engines and 719 road engines the coal saving
amounted to over 242 tons per month.

As an example of tin- results obtained from the interior
treatment of water in stationary plants the life of the flues
in a tubular boiler used for heating a large passenger station
and coach yard was increased from two years to six years

, while the fuel saving amounted to about 15 per cent.

In another instance an accumulation of scale averaging

3/16 in. in thickness was removed from the flues of a battery

of two 100 hp. boilers in a pumping station, resulting in a

saving of 20 per cent in fuel and greatly increased life of

flues. The treatment of water within the boiler is not a hit-

and-miss proposition by any means if carried out intelli-

gently, but is based upon scientific principles and takes into

account the objectionable matter carried by the water as de-

termined by an analysis of each water so treated.

It is not the purpose of this article to in any way oppose

the treatment of water outside the boiler in properly designed

treating plants or to discourage the construction of additional

plants as the success of such treatment is too well established

to permit of any argument against it.

It has been estimated that 50 per cent of the boiler water

used on American railroads is of such quality that treatment

would show economy in locomotive operation and that of

this amount only 6 per cent is being treated by exterior

method. There would appear to be no reason why the other

94 per cent should not be treated by the interior method, as

even with the most intensive construction of treating plants

for the purpose of treating the water before it enters the

boiler, it would be years before sufficient plants could be

constructed to treat all water requiring treatment.

With the present financial condition of the railroads the

construction of water softening plants is going to be slow

and more attention should be given to the interior method of

treatment as no initial investment is necessary other than the

cost of the treatment. Probably many of the waters are of

such a nature that the interior treatment will prove more
economical and at the same time just as satisfactory as

exterior treatment, as, for example, waters of too high purity-

containing but very small quantities of solids. Such waters

often induce corrosion and in many cases the trouble may
be corrected more economicallv bv interior treatment.

Darling, in the Chicago Post

The Owner of the Car Pauses to Remark-



Mikado I ipi I on notive foi National Railac I I M

New Motive Power for Railways of Mexico

Large Order for Pacific, Mikado and Consolidation Locomotives

—

Interchangeable Parts to Facilitate Maintenance

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently com-

pleted a group of locomotives of various types for the

railways of Mexico, which arc of interest not only from

an engineering standpoint but also because their construction

represents an important item in the plans now being carried

out for the rehabilitation of these lines. Che locomotives

referred to include .S.-i for the National Railways of Mexico
and 11 forthe Mexican Railway, besides a number oi others

built for industrial companies.

The locomotives for the National Railways are of three

types: 20 Pacific (4-0-2) for passenger service, 23 Mikados

per Miit. Ten of the Pacific type locomotives and 15 of the

Mikados arc equipped with tin Young valve gear, and the

remaining 10 Pacifies and 8 Mikados with the Baker valve

gear.!' Ragonnet power reverse mechanism i- used on ...

In. omoti\ e-.

With the exception of such changes as are necessitated by

the differences in wheel arrangement, the Pacifii and Mikado
types are practically duplicates. The following are among
the parts that interchange: The boilers, with principal in-

ternal and external fittings, including oil burning equipment
and firepans. Machinery details, including cylinders, piston

Pacific Type Locomotive for National Railways of Mexico

(2-8-2) for heavy freight service and In Consolidations

i

.' 8 0) for lighter freight service Hiese locomotives all use

a heavy grade of Mexican oil for fuel, and arc of standard

gage with the exception of 20 of the Consolidations, which
arc of .i ft. gage.

Pacific and Mikado Types

The Pacific and Mik.ulo type locomotives are of special in-

terest because of their weight and capacity, and also be<

they have been designed with an exceptionally large number
of interchangeable detail part-. The passenger locomotives

are operating on curves of 16 deg. (10 deg. metric) and
grades of 2.2 per cent; and the freight locomotives on curves

of approximately 2.> deg. (14..^ deg. metric), and grade- of ;

valves, valve rods and valve-rod crossheads, pistons and
piston rods, crossheads, main rod -trap*, keys and
and valve gear details, excepting the lengths of certain mem-
bers. Running gear ami frame details, including driving

axles, boxes, shoes and wedges, driving and engine truck

wheel huh liner-, front engine truck boxes, wheel- and
trailer truck- complete, frame pedestal hinder- and . I

frame filling pieces for brake hanger-, hack foot

ing beams, front bumpers and pilots

and spring saddles. Other parts, including cabs, HI

hoard- and brackets, air reservoir- and -.

and supports, handrails and columns
cah fittings, furniture and tenders com|

The boilers arc of the extended wag

937
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outside diameter of 76"in. at the front end and 86 in. at the

dome ring. The firebox is of the radial stay type, with

flexible bolts in the breaking zones and three rows of Baldwin

expansion stays supporting the front end of the crown. All

the tulies are welded into the hack tube sheet, and the crown-

bolts are flush on the inside of the firebox, in view of the use

of oil for fuel.

The tractive effort of the Pacific type is 40,000 lb. and of

the Mikado type 53,000 lb., the ratio of adhesion being prac-

tically 4 in each case; the average load per pair of driving

wheels is nearly the same in the two designs. The trailing

trucks are of the Hodges type, with cast steel boxes, the

The light Consolidation type locomotives are 3 ft. gage
and develop a tractive effort of 26,600 lb., with a ratio of

adhesion of very nearly four. They operate on grades as

steep as 4. S3 per cent and curves of approximately 21 deg.

(13 deg. 40 min. metric).

These locomotives are so designed that they can. if desired,

be subsequently rebuilt for standard gage track; with this

end in view, and also to provide sufficient stability in a nar-

row gage locomotive of this size, the frames are placed out-

side the wheels. Each main frame is cast in one piece with a

slabbed rear section, and has double front rails bolted to it.

The equalization is arranged in the usual manner, the front

Standard Gage Consolidation Locomotive for National Railways of Mexico

wheels having cast steel centers, fitted with bronze hub liners.

The front truck wheels are of rolled steel. The similarity of

these two types shows the extent to which interchangeable

details can be used in certain types carrying approximately

equal wheel loads.

Standard and Narrow-Gage Consolidations

The standard gage Consolidation locomotives develop a

tractive effort of 34,300 lb. and earn- an average weight of

39,500 lb. per pair of driving wheels, the ratio of adhesion
being 4.6. These locomotives are specified for operation on

pair of drivers being equalized with the leading truck, while

the remaining pairs are equalized together on each side of the

locomotive. The frames are braced transversely between ad-

jacent pairs of drivers.

The boiler has a straight top and a wide firebox, which is

placed back of the drivers and over the slab frames. This
construction necessarily involves a considerable overhang,

which, however, is kept within a reasonable length by placing

the cab forward over the firebox. The latter is supported on

each side by a sliding bearing of ample length.

Saturated steam is used, and the steam distribution is con-

Narrow Gage Consolidation Locomotive for National Railways of Mexico

the same grades and curve- a- the Mikado type. The) have
straight top, wide firebox boilers and are equipped with
superheaters. 'The firebox is -taxed with flexible bolts in the
breakage /ones, and the tubes are welded in the back tube
sheet. 'The steam distribution is controlled by 11 -in. piston
valves, and the valve motion is of the baker tvpe. controlled
l>\ Ragonnet power reverse mechanism. Tin- tenders, as far
as trucks and frames are concerned, are practically duplicates
of those used with the Pacific and Mikado type locomotives,
although the tank capacity is less.

trolled by balanced slide valves operated by WaJschaert mo-
tion. The links are placed outside the second pair of driv-

ing wheels and are supported on longitudinal bearers of cast

-teel, which also serve to strengthen the frame bracing. Each
driving crank has a counterbalance weight cast in one piece

with it.

Should it lie necessar) at any time to rebuild these loco-

motives for standard gage, the wheels will be mounted on

longer axles, thus bringing them outside the frames, which

are Si Spaced transversely as to make this, possible. A- now
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ljuilt, the locomotives have a maximum width of 9 ft. 11 in.,

and .i height over-all of 12 ft. 9 J/ in. In view of the severe

grades on which they operate, th'ey arc fitted with thi Li

Chatelier cylinder water brake in addition to air-brake

equipment.

Consolidations for Mexican Railway

The Consolidation locomotives for the Mexican Railway

are of standard gage and of special interest because ol thi

character of the line on which I d ["hi mainline
of this railway extends from Vera Cruz, on the toast, to

Mexico < in, a distance of 264 miles, and abounds in curves

and grades. One of the most difficult sections occurs in a

tunnel, where there is a curve oi i
(
- dius ( 128 ft.

or 17' j deg.) in combination with a grade of 3 pei

uncompensated; the maximum grades on which the locomo-

tives are used are A l/2 per cent. To facilitate tree curving,

the two middle pairs of driving wheels have plain tires. The
Le Chatelier water brake is applied to supplement the air

brakes when operating on steep grades.

'these locomotives develop a tractive effort of 43,000 lb..

the Western Maryland which were built early in 1921 by the

Baldwin Locomotive Work-.
I hi i urgently needed and were built in

a remarkably short space of time, as the order was received

on May 23, 1921, and the la>t of the 11 engines was shipped

on July 1.

I hi tabic at thi botfc m of thi- page contain- further par-

ticulars of the locomotives described above.

If Ford Ran the Railroads

n. c.

HOW Hi \r\ Ford would operate a laru'e railroad system
-ihli ,i~ the Pennsylvania or the New York Central i-

outlined in an authorized interview with the flivver

magnate and new-fledged president of the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton published in the current number of The Nation's

Business. If he were the president of a large railroad in

Stead of onlj a little one. Mr. Ford say- that he would
immediately set about mplishing four things, although

Standard Gage Consolidation Locomotive for Mexican Railway

with a ratio of adhesion of very nearly four. They have only in the most general \va\ does lie illustrate his points

straight top, wide firebox boilers and arc equipped with b) examples from his eight month-' experience with the

superheaters. The pi-ton valves arc 14 in. in diameter, and I). T. & 1. lie would "reorganize to get rid of the unpro-
are operated by Walschaert motion. The cab lutings include ductive stockholder" whom be also refers to as a "parasite,'

a "breather pipe" which is connected with the .or brake sys and get the ownership into "the proper hands." After re

tcm and has several outlet- foi the purpose of supplying air moving this "dividend drain" his second step would be t"

to tin' crew when passing through tunnel-. A similar device redesign the rolling -lock, "the great physical burden of

was applied to the heav\ Con-olid. itiou type locomotives for the railroad-" Then he would "expedite the delivery of

COMPARlSOl* 01 i
in NEW LOCOMOTIVES FOK I ill MEXK \\ RAILWAYS

Roa I x ...!. ii i At xico

Type 4-6-2
gag" -t ft. S', in. 4 ft. 8 -i ft.

-
.! ft. " in.

tractive efforl (85 pel cent) jc.cicici II,. 00 1b,
1 /tinders, diaihetei and stroke ,„ by 28 in 25 in. by 30 in

Xflvea let ni. piston 14 in 11 in. | Bal. slide 14 in
\\ i ighl in WO! I. n^' eler :

On driven 159, 158.1 i 103.01
I In from truck 4c ii lb.
On trailing truck 41 »0,0I

Total engine 50.8701b. OOlb 115.: •

Total engine and tendei .ki lb. ,xi lb'
Wheel base, driving u ft in. 15ft.

Total engine 13 {I 33 ft. 7 in. :i in. ft 4 in

'

I'ni.il engine and t< nd< i 66 it v in 66 tt

Driving wheels, diameter over tires t,r in. 57 In 41 in
Boiler style Ext. W. T. Ext. W Straight

Diameter, outsidt firsl ring 7<< •:».

Steam pressure isu lb. 190 1b.

Firebox, length and width 1 1 o s in.l.v S4'., in. n.
firate area 66.6 -

.

rubes, number and diametei 231 2 in. 231- 156—

i

Flues, number and diameter 36- 36—5
Tubes and flues, length 19 ft. 3 in. I« fi 14 fl 15 ft. in.
Heating aurface, firebox 228 sq. ft. 144-
Heating suii...,'. tubes ,,,,| flui 3.289 sq. it.

Heating surface, lotal evaporative 3,517
s "i ei I,, iting sut I ice 828

I t-nili'i

Watet cap n ity, I S gallt ns 6,000
nil capai ity, 1 S gallons
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freight" by keeping the men, cars and locomotives moving.

He does nol explain in detail just how, but on the D. T.

& I., he says, no idle men, idle cars or idle engines are tol-

erated and by speeding up the freight on the preliminary

part of its journey he Maims to have shortened the time of

ii delivery by periods ranging from 7 to 14 days, making

iible for the Ford Motor Company to carry on its books

• 10,000,000 less undelivered product. He would also dis-

charge the surplus and inefficient employees, paying par-

ticular attention to the legal and accounting forces. To illus-

trate this point he says: "When we acquired the D. T. & I.

there were Z,600 people on its payroll. We found almost

immediately that by cutting out the lost motion we could

reduce that number to 1,500." The reports show that in

September, 1920, when the road handled 48,000,000 ton-

miles of freight, the number of employees was 2,599 and

that in February, when the traffic had fallen off to 9,789,000

ton-miles, the number of employees was 1,328. Mr. Ford

was the owner of the road during this time but he was elected

president and put his new organization in charge in March,

1921. By June the ton-mileage had again increased to 38,-

589,000 and the number of employees to 1,649 and in July

it was 1,822.

Mr. Ford in the interview does not make this comparison

between tonnage and the number of employees but when

asked his answer to the argument that his success was due

to his ability to divert Ford traffic to his railroad, he is

quoted as saying: "How can that be true when the road

handled more tonnage the year we took it over than it has

hauled since we have had it? The figures are all at Wash-
ington, why doesn't someone look them up?" The Nation's

Business also publishes an article by a railroad president

quoting the figures which had been looked up in Washington
to show how coal and other low grade traffic had been re-

placed with automobiles, trucks and other manufactures that

take a much higher rate per ton-mile, thus increasing the

revenues of the road, while the expenses had been reduced

in proportion to the decrease in tonnage.

Why the Stockholder?

"The real purpose of a railroad," Ford says, "is to serve

the public. There is no reason why it should be diverted

from that service and set to doing an entirely different thing

—putting money into the pockets of stockholders who make
no contribution to the road's actual operation. Paying divi-

dends to these people is a burden which should be lifted

from the railroads. The greater the overcapitalization, the

heavier the overcapitalization, the heavier the burden. It

bears them clown and prevents them from serving their pur-

pose. In the end the public pays these dividends. They are

a tax 01) the whole people.

"There is a possible and practicable system of financing

railroads by which those contributing the money will be in

position to aid directly to the success of the undertaking.
1

1 the brakeman on a railroad owns stock in it, he has an

additional inducement to competent service. Better service

is a valuable by-product which will come from his owner-
ship of stock. If the railroad is a success, it is due to him
and his fellow-workmen, and they are entitled to the profit.

"Railroads should not have to go to banks for money.
They can be otherwise financed. In fact, finance is the wrong
term to use. We talk too much about finance. The first thing

is to make a railroad work. Make it possible for people to

use it as much as they want to. Then there will be no
trouble about finances. The trouble is that we start with
finance and expect finance to make the road go. Finance
can't do that. Finance is a failure.

"Of course, if such a course were attempted, we could
expect a great outcry for the protection of invested capital.

It would be said that people had bought these stocks for the
financial protection of their families, their children. Pro-

tection from what? From the necessity of earning their liv-

ing.

"Proper financing would, of course, be easier on new
roads. On the old ones, however, it should be possible to

retire the parasite, the non-contributing stockholder and get

the ownership into the proper hand-.

Lighter Cars and Locomotives

"Overweight of rolling stock is the prime mistake on the

mechanical side of railroading. Engines and cars are four

or five times as heavy as they should be. A freight train i-

several times the weight of the load it carries, and a passenger

train is 20 times as heavy. This dead weight must be moved
whether a train is loaded or empty. The cost of pulling

empty trains is needlessly large. Contrast this with the effi-

ciency of the bicycle which weighs 20 lb. and will carry

a man who weighs 200 lb.

"On the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton we are using up the

old types of engine and car, but they will be displaced by
better types. We will patent our new designs where they

are patentable, but we will do this only to prevent someone
else from doing so. We will never proceed against anybody

for infringement of our patents.

"If a car takes more time than it should to deliver its

load at its destination it is not, of course, earning as much
as it should for the road. It is just as much waste as it

would be for a man to take two days on a one-day job. It is

more so, because that car is likely to hold another car back.

But here is another point. It is lengthening the time of the

turnover of the shipper—and that, too, is a waste of money
and everything else.

"Our experience illustrates this excellently. The road we
have acquired runs north and south and crosses most of the

transcontinental lines. By speeding up our freight on this

preliminary part of its journev cur prcluct izets *o *h

'

people to whom we sell it from 7 to 14 days quicker than it

used to.

"Most railroads have enough lawyers working for them

to operate them if they were engaged in useful work. One
of the first things is to dispense with the legal staff. We
did just this on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton. The lawyers

are mostly in the claims department, which is one of the

most wasteful branches of railroad operation.

Simplify Accounting

"The bookkeeping of railroads is complicated far beyond

all necessity. I don't want to go into detail, but the amount
of unnecessary work you can find in the accounting system

of even a little railroad, the amount of duplication and red

tape, is almost beyond belief. We have simplified this de-

partment, reduced its cost, and have transformed it into an

actual help to the railroad instead of a vexation and a bur-

den. How did we do it? By viewing the whole proposition

as a service to the users of railroads and making even thing

fit into that, instead of having the fear of stockholders and
dividends before our eyes.

"We don't claim to have done anything new in railroad-

ing—yet. We have only taken the old system of operation

and cut off its obvious absurdities. Even the old system of

railroading, brought up to efficiency, would be an immense
i hange for this country. We have simply cut out the loafing

of men. the loafing of engines and the loafing of cars. The
result seems to have surprised many people. But there is

no mystery or magic about it. Anyone can do it-

"I don't like to appear as criticizing any railroad man-
ager, for 1 have never done so. With their stockholders on

their 1 lacks and their banker bosses who don't know any-

thing; about railroading, what can they do? They must be

liberated from the present system. And you can't do th.at

by giving, them $500,000,000 to perpetuate the present bad
system, either."



Illinois Central Steel Suburban Coaches

Designed for Future Electrification—Doors Electrically Controlled

—Total Weight 92,100 Pounds

The Illinois Central ha- recentl) received from the

Pullman Company 20 new steel suburban coaches

which have been placed in service in Chicago, the

design of which has been influenced in numerous detail- by

the prospective electrification of this road within the Chicago
terminal district. The cars are complete!) equipped for

Interior View, Showing Open-End Seats

-team train service, in which they are now operating, and
have been designed primarily for trailer service after elec-

trification has been completed, although the ear bodies are

of sufficient strength to be equipped with motor trucks, and
other electrical apparatus should this later -rem desirable.

I he weight of the cars equipped foi steam i peration is about

92,000 lb.

At present the Cars are equipped with -team heat and with

«i't5 7i»
—

-a* a- wro*rHr,h

axle generator and battery equipment for electrii lighting;

this equipment in both eases follow- tie standard of the

road for passenger coaches in main line service, The con-

version for electric service will consist of the substitution of

electric heaters for the present Steam heat equipment and the

removal of the axle generator equipment, the current for

lighting then being obtained from the power Source. The
vestibules have been arranged to facilitate the installation of

multiple unit control apparatus, brake valve, gages, etc, and
with this in view the hand brake. Staff and handle have
been placed on the left side in-trad of the right side of the

vestibule platform.

1 he ear- have a coupled length overall of 72 ft. 2 in. and
are 60 ft. ') '. in. long over the body and sills A -eating

capacity of 84 is provided for by 17 transverse seats on
either side of the car and four longitudinal seat- 4 ft. 9 in.

long, one on either side at each end of the i a'r. Sliding doors
arc- used throughout. Those at the end- of the seating com-
partment c lo-e from cither side toward the center, while the

end and side vestibule doors are each -ingle units, the former

opening toward the left while the latter slide back into the

side walls of the car bod) rhe end doors of the car and
stibule side doors provide a clear opening of 4 ft. in

each case, while the vestibule trap door- are .> ft. 4 in. in

width. The tloor plan -how- the proposed arrange!]

the control apparatus for electric- operation and the way in

which the right side of the vestibule wall be cl

form the motorman's compartment.
In working out tin- -eating arrangement, particular atten-

given to provide ample room between th<

and ample height of back for the com: :.Ltcr-.

No ends arc- provided on the -eats, in order that the
|

gers in.. \ enter quickly and leave them quickly and
veniently. The width of the aisle at the -eat end i-

31 in., increasing to 36 in. at tin- edges of tin -cat

The interior finish i- steel throughout, with th

Floor Plan, Showing Provision for Motorman's Compartment

041
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of the single sash, which are of mahogany. Above the side

lights the finish is in white, including the fixtures. The

sides and the seat ends arc finished in mahogany color.

With iln exception of the longitudinal .-ills and a few

details of the vestibule ceiling construction, the frame mem-

bers are practical!) all ol pressed steel" The cars are car-

ried on four wheel trucks with cast steel frames and the

usual type of equalizing arrangement, fitted with 33-in. rolled

iteel wheels mounted on axles with 5-in. by 9-in. journals.

Door Operating Mechanism

All doors on these cars are of steel construction. The

double doors at the ends of the car body are geared so that

they operate together. They are arranged to lock both in

the open and closed position.

The vestibule side doors are operated by air engines, one

for each door, taking air from a reservoir under the car

maintained at main reservoir pressure by direct connection

with the locomotive. Each end of the car is fitted with one

of these reservoirs, which has sufficient storage capacity to

Air-Operated Sliding Doors Are a Feature of the Vestibule

Design

permit the operation of the door- 10 or 12 times after the

locomotive has been cut off. These reservoirs are directly

Minim ted to the main reservoir of the locomotive by a J^-in.

train line. No signal air line is used in suburban service.

The door operating engines arc located under the longitu-

dinal seats at the ends of the car. The operation of the air

valves of this mechanism is electrically controlled by double
lever switches which are mounted iii east iron boxes, secured

to the outer faces of the vestibule door posts at both ends of

the i if. There are two levers, both arranged to lock in the

neutral position, one tor opening and closing the door and
one neutral. As a further safety feature there is a collapsible

arm on the engine shaft SO that the door can be opened about
o in. from it- closed position. Each -witch box controls both
of the doors on one side of the coach, an arrangement which
permits one guard to operate all of the doors on two cars.

In event of an electrical failure the air valve may be op-
erated by hand. In case a door is closed on an obstruction

which prevents further movement it automatically opens about

36 in. then reverses and moves toward the closed position

again. This movement is kept up automatically until the

obstruction is removed.

A feature of considerable interest in connection with -team

operation is an electric starting signal operated automatically

by the closing of the doors. A green light mounted in the

tab of the locomotive is connected to a series circuit carried

back through the train by electrical connectors between the

cars. This circuit is broken by the opening of any vestibule

-ide door in the train and is closed only when all of the

doors are closed. Closing the doors thus causes the lighting

of the green lamp in the locomotive cab, which serves as a

starting signal following station stops. This circuit receives

its energy from the headlight generator of the locomotive.

Telephone Train Dispatching in Canada

Ox THE railways of Canada the telephone is used for

the transmission of train orders on 15,956 miles of

road, or about 45 per cent of the whole mileage.

This includes the following: Canadian Pacific, 7,522 mile-;

Grand Trunk, 1,447 miles; Canadian National, 6,365 miles;

Michigan Central, 298 miles; Temiskaming & Northern On-
tario, 324 miles. These and other interesting facts concern-

ing the telegraph and telephone were given by W. J. Camp,
assistant manager of telegraphs of the Canadian Pacific, in

a paper read before the Canadian Railway Club at Montreal,

in September. Mr. Hulatt, of the Grand Trunk, in the dis-

cussion of the paper, gave additional data; and these

speakers, with others, agreed that the telephone is 50 per cent

faster than the telegraph for the work of the train dispatcher.

The telephone was at first introduced, in most cases, because

of the increased facility of securing operators, as compared
with the Morse telegraph; for with the latter it is essential to

have operators of long experience; but substantially all rail-

roads now use the telephone because of better speed and effi-

ciency, regardless of the labor question.

Mr. Camp gave a brief historical sketch of the telegraph

from 1815, when Ronalds was able to send a message some
distance by using 24 wires, one wire for each letter of the

alphabet. One wire of the Canadian Pacific, betwee'n Hali-

fax, N. S., and Bamfield, B. C, 4,404 miles, on which the

automatic printing telegraph is now in use, is believed to be

the longest commercial telegraph circuit in the world. This

circuit is leased to the British Pacific Cable Board. In the

through traffic between Australia and Great Britain mes-

sages are repeated without being written out; the receiving

tape at the relay station is gummed on blanks and the sending

operator at that station punches another transmitting tape by

reading from the one received. On this 4,400-mile land line

the average speed is 125 letters a minute; good work has been

«h aie at 300 letters a minute.

The Canadian Pacific has printer apparatus in use in all

parts of Canada on long circuits and also on many short cir-

cuits. All of these are worked duplex.

The first regular telephone train dispatching circuit of im-

portance was that of the New York Central (October, 1907),

between Albany and Fonda, 44 miles. The Burlington road

installed a circuit of 106 miles, single track, a few month-

later; the Canadian Pacific opened a circuit in June, 1908.

Marconi's wireless telegraph was used between a Grand
Trunk train and a station in October, 1902; and the wire-

less telegraph stations of the Delaware, Lackawanna & 'West-

ern were established in 1913. Mr. Hulatt expects great

thing- from the wireless carrier system of General Squier.

Telephones for messages, as distinguished from train

orders, are now in use over long distances by the most enter-

prising railroads; the printing telegraph is also used on 'the

large railroads both in the United States and Canada.



C. P. R. Turntable Departs From Usual Practice

Design Is Lighter and Shallow Pit Lessens Danger of

Running Engines Into It

Tin. railway turntable is probably subject to more
variations in practice and differences of opinion than

any other phase of the bridge engineer's work. Some
authorities favor the deck turntable ; others the through table.

Those who prefer roller bearing centers are just as positive

in their views as those who believe that a disc center gives

the best results. For this reason the 90-ft. Canadian

st rated that a shelf angle properly supported on stiffeners

forms an effective bearing for the ties and gives no trouble

in maintenance. The girders are 7 ft. 6^2 in. deep, back

to back of angles at the center, this depth being reduced at

the ends to 5 ft. 8^4 in - The backs of the upper flange

angles are 2 ft. 6 ^4 in. above the base of rail.

The turntable is well braced by a double system of later-

91-6"Diameter ofpit.

Section of a Typical Turntable Pit

Pacific turntable, which embodies a number of variations als, one in the plane of the shelf angles and another in the

from current practice, will be found worthy of study. plane 6f the bottom flanges. Cross frames are provided at

This turntable is of the half-deck type with 8-in. by 16-in. alternate stiffeners and by arranging to have them come up
ties supported on 5-in. by 3^-in. by Js-in. shelf angles at between the ties they have been made almost five feet deep.

about the mid-height of two girders, spaced 13 ft. center to To stiffen the ends of the table and provide for the applica-

(I-I8',$cav. pi. full length l-lS'.$'ou pi. 44-0'long-,

r-ir--i

'l-7l. l(.fsplL
rcfnS.8

LS'.lfl'

shrrt.3f.3f.

I

£#,8'. I ft 6

nn
ps'.d'.l'rtLs

t-B'.jfcwplM-O'long-)
j i./8'.f^plWOhfy

Z% all . + 2& altspacing.

hl8'.fcl» pi M-O'hng

inrsD

) ,'W
2'olt SpOC'r^ —

83Sfalaoq

3% pit. spacing -—- - Z{ali. spacing—-\~- 3£elt spacing-!*—3g altspacing.^-— 3'all spacing-

e*f— —j.— — /z-ef—

Structural Plan of the Turntable

enter. Preference for this design is based on two con-

siderations. It is lighter than the through type with a beam
and stringer floor ami it permits of a shallower pit and

affords much less opportunity for running a locomotive

into the pit in case of derailment thin doc-- a deck table.

T.ong experience with this form of construction has demon-

don i>( the load to the end wheels, end loading gird

provided, these being protected from derailed wheel-

deck plate 4 it. wide riveted to their top flai

The loading arrangement at the center consists ^i two

cross girders spaced 6 ft. ° in. center to center.

longitudinal loading beams between them, spaced one foot
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each side of the center line of the table. These loading

beams are equipped on their lower flanges with cast steel

bearings. The center used is of the conical roller type.

. These turntables are commonly turned by a tractor oper-

ated by compressed air. The air is supplied in a pipe line sus-

pended from a steel cable to a point directly over the center

of the table and thence through an overhead U-frame to an

air drum supported outside one of the girders. From this

a pipe line runs to the tractor.

The turntable pit also presents some details of interest.

The center pedestal and circle wall are made entirely of

concrete with an eight-inch coping of oak or Douglas fir on

top of the circle wall. The timbers in this coping are made
in segments, in two layers with joints lapped. Wrought
iron cramps for dogs are used to hold the timbers in place,

supplemented by anchor bolts one inch in diameter and 60 d

wire nails. The circle rail rests directly on the concrete and

is held in place by anchor bolts imbedded in the concrete

and fitted with bolts and eccentric washers that permit of a

variation of ^4 m. in the width of the rail base.

Special attention is given to drainage of the turntable pit.

In all cases where the ground requires drainage, the pit is

paved with 4 in. of concrete or brick laid in mortar on

broken stone, cinders or porous material and this paving is

sloped to a catch basin at the end of a line of drain pipe.

We are indebted for the above information to J. M. R.

Fairbairn, chief engineer, Canadian Pacific, Montreal, Que.

P. B. Motley, engineer of bridges, was responsible for the

design.

Railroad Bill Taken Up in Senate

Washington, D. C.

The railroad bill to provide for the disposition by the

government of the securities accepted from the rail-

roads for indebtedness to the government for additions

and betterments made during the period of federal control

was made the unfinished business of the Senate on November

8 on motion of Senator Cummins, and on November 9

Senator Cummins made a speech explaining the bill, after

which its consideration was postponed until Monday, No-
vember 14.

Senator Cummins said that his experience had led him to

the conclusion that the Senate was able to deal adequately

with any subject on which senators would take the trouble

to familiarize themselves, but that unfortunately many were

not willing to devote the time and labor to informing them-

selves on many of the subjects they were called to vote upon

and that he knew of no question on which there had been

more misunderstanding both in the press and in the Senate

than on this bill. He began by pointing out what the bill

does not contain, saying it does not extend the President's

power to fund the railroad indebtedness as provided' by the

transportation act; it does not involve any appropriation or

any future demand upon the treasury; rather it is intended

to make such an appropriation unnecessary; it does not affect

the settlements made by the Railroad Administration except

to provide money with which to make them by selling rail-

road securities held or to be acquired by the government; it

does not represeni gratuity or loan to the railroads

and it does not in any way affect rates. The only authority

given to the President by this bill, he said, is to sell the rail-

road securities. Senator King asked if it does not provide

for paving the government indebtedness to the railroads in

cash while allowing the roads credit for their indebtedness.

Senator Cummins said that is provided for in the transporta-

tion act. He also said in reply to Senator King that it in

no way provides for a guarantee of the railroad securities by

the government. He said he could not conceive why anyone

'who understood the bill and its purpose could possibly object

to it, because if it is desired to withdraw from the President
the power to fund the railroad indebtedness it would be
necessary to repeal parts of the former act rather than oppose
the bill. Senator Cummins then entered upon a detailed

explanation of the accounts between the Railroad Adminis-
tration and the railroads, during which he was frequently

interrupted by questions irom senators who had difficulty in

following the figures.

A large amount of opposition to the bill is developing in

the Senate. In addition to the members of the agricultural

bloc, who are objecting to the bill with the general purpose
of doing anything to embarrass the railroads until or unless

they can obtain legislation to repeal the rate-making sections

of the transportation act, there is also much opposition on
the part of those who believe, or profess to believe, that the

bill provides for additional aid to the railroads from the

federal Treasury, whereas the purpose of the bill is to enable

the Railroad Administration to pay what it admittedly owes
the railroads without the necessity for another appropriation

from the Treasury. It is proposed to sell the securities

offered by the railroads as evidence of their indebtedness to

the government in order to provide the funds with which the

government may pay the railroads. While it is proposed to

sell some of the securities to the War Finance Corporation,

it is only for the purpose of having that corporation hold

them temporarily until market conditions are such that they

may be sold to private investors, and the President is also

authorized to sell securities directly to private investors in

the way that $109,000,000 of the equipment trust certificates

have been sold. The result of the plan would be that the

government would settle its accounts with the railroads and
the railroads' ten-year notes for the additions and better-

ments would be held by private investors rather than by the

government.

But the Railroad Administration accounts are so compli-

cated that it is difficult for anyone to understand them and
many speeches have been made on the subject. And those

whose political purpose is suited thereby much prefer to

describe all payments made by the government to the rail-

roads as gifts whether they consist of payments of rental for

the period of federal control, the guaranty for the six months

following federal control or loans from the revolving fund.

Except the loans from the revolving fund, the payments made
by the government to the roads during the past year have

been on account of the 26 months period of federal control

or the six months guaranty, which expired a year ago, but

all of which has not yet been paid. But the issuance of

cumulative statements by the Treasury Department from time

to time gives rise to many newspaper articles which give an

impression that the government is still paying out large sums

to the railroads. Moreover, the provisions of the bill, while

in themselves comparatively simple, are somewhat compli-

cated by the frequent reference in the bill to provisions of

the federal control act, the transportation act and the War
Finance Corporation act.

Crucifixion Opposed.—Edgar E. Clark, former chairman of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, speaking at the dinner of

the Boston Chamber of Commerce on November 7. on the railroad

problem, and referring to the unwise and indefensible things that

have been done by railroad managements in the past, said "But

are those of today to be crucified because of the shortcomings of

their predecessors? The people have made it manifest that they

have had enough of government operation. There are those who

desire and hope for governmental ownership and operation. They

are working earnestly and industriously to that end. seeking in

every way to embarrass and discredit the existing status. Th«

selfish interests of most of them are apparent. Their success will

be prevented only if those who do not accept their theories bestir

themselves to live interest and helpful activity in the matter."



I. C. C. Accident Bulletin No. 78—Annual Report

Persons Killed in Train Accidents Total Same as 1919—Train

Accident Losses Increase

Tiik Interstate Commeri i Commission has issued

Accident Bulletin No. 7cS, containing the record of

collisions, derailments and other accidents on the

railroads of the United States for the last quarter of 1920,

and also for the 12 months ending with December. The
number of passengers killed in train ao idents in the twelve

PersonsKilled inTrain andTrainServiceAccidents

I 0TH£ftA/W TR[SPASS£f/3 ^T/}£SPA5S[f/6

months was 95, as compared with 110 in the preceding year;

and of employees, 430 as compared with 366. These and

other figures from the principal table in the yearly section

Casualties to Persons

PasBengt ra

Railroad Accidents

Killed

Two Years

1919

95
169

4,631
3,825

Injured

4,549
3,598

Total 264
: n Duty

In train accidents 422
In train service accidents 1,685

Total 2,107

Total passcnKcrs and employees i n

Employees not on duty 91
Other Persons, not Tresspassing

In train accidents 11

In train sci vici 1,856

Total 1,867

In train accidents
In train service accidents

1,693

1,994

1,867 5.728 1,882 5,195

2.118
77

2,291 2,521
63

2,595

2,166 2,368

63.786T

2,553

6,495
483

2.658

6,495 52,601

Grand total 6,95S 168,308 6,978 149,053

"Includes persons strut hway crossings, of whom, in
1920, there were 1,790 killed!, including 100 classed as trespassers. The
total in the year preceding was almost the same -I. "84.

t.\ small percentage of the persons classed as trespassers represents
employees.
$Of the 63,78i ere reported by

the railroads as having subsequently d

of the Bulletin, are sliown in the table given below. It will

be recalled that in 1919, the record of which was given in

the Railway Age of November 19, 1920, page 894, there were
many remarkable decreases, as compared with 1918. The

comparisons shown in the present table are not specially

striking; and the number of persons killed in train accidents

and train-service accidents, a total of 6,495, is exactly the

same as the total for the same items in 1919.

The number of trespassers killed, 2,166, it will be seen,

is 387 less than the number in 1919; for 14 years this item

ran about 5,000 a year; but since 1916 there has been a

steady diminution to the number here shown.

The bulletin contains tables showing some of the principal

totals for each year back to 1889, with others of varying

value. As in the preceding annual bulletin, the causes of

train accidents and of train service accidents are classified

in extreme detail. Twenty-three pages are given to tables

showing total casualties, classified, for each road (but con-

fined to roads of Class I); and the casualties resulting from

different classes of accidents are shown also in tables giving

the total for each state in the Union.

The total number of train accidents during the year was
36,313 and the damage to cars, engines and roadways was

$34,129,860, divided as follows: Collisions, i0,110,

damage, $9,078,110; derailments. 22,477, damage, $22,-

987,790; oilier.-. 3,726, damage, $2,063,960. The total

damage in 1919 was $22,675,820. 1 'bus it appears that in

under this head, from derailments alone,

amounted to more than the total from all classes of train

accidents in 1919.

totals of some of the annual tables are shown in

graphs, two of which we reproduce. That which shows

the total number of persons killed in train and train service

accident- is accompanied in the bulletin by a similar one
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showing the number of persons injured, but the drawing is

on a different scale.

The graph comparing the number of casualties to passen-

gers with the number of passenger miles is of interest mainly

as showing the considerable decrease in. non-fatal injuries

since 1912, while at the same time the number of passengers

carried has increased from about 35 billion (passenger

miles) to upward of 45 billion.

Another diagram shows the percentage of automobile

casualties at grade crossings as compared with the total

casualties including those to pedestrians and occupants of

other vehicles. The data contained in this diagram, show-
ing large increases in four years, are condensed below

:

Casualties at Grade Crossings of Railroads in the United States—
Totals for Focr Years

Occupants

of automobiles

Total casualties Percentage

Year .
*

, of total

Killed Injured Total Casualties casualties

1920 1,791 5,077 6,868 5,250 76

1919 1.784 4,616 6.40O 4.790 73

1918 1.852 4,683 6,535 4,240 63

1917 1,969 4,764 6,733 4,083 59

It will be noted that the total number of persons killed,

all causes, on crossings, has decreased steadily since 1917.

This would seem to indicate that some of the persons who
risk their lives at crossings by reckless management of auto-

mobiles, would perhaps have found some other way to

indulge their habit of recklessness if the automobile had
never been invented.

The statistics of trainmen include tables showing the

proportion of persons killed or injured to the total number
employed; and other tables show casualties, per thousand

hours worked, for shopmen, trackmen, etc. For example,

of enginemen of passenger trains there were, in 1920, a

total of 190 men employed to each one killed; and 16 em-
ployed to each one injured; on freight trains the proportion

was 538 employed to each one killed and 16 employed to

each one injured; in yard service there were 2,547 employed
to each one killed and 22 employed to each one injured.

Similar statements are shown for firemen, conductors and
brakemen ; and for all these classes the tables cover five

years, 1916-1920. In the fourth quarter of 1920 there was
one shopman injured for every 27,000 hours worked, and
one killed for ever)' 14,549,000 hours worked.

Northern Pacific

Illuminated Highway Signs

The Northern Pacific has placed in service to date

aboul 100 illuminated highway crossing signs of spe-

cial construction and type which give a continuous
illuminated warning, day and night. These signs consist of

two red lights in a horizontal line and an illuminated word,
"Stop," and are designed to be attached to the post of the
ordinary highway crossing sign.

The new sign consists of two oil lamps with large founts
and long time burners, spaced 27 in. center to center of
lenses and connected with a square sheet-iron box, on the
front side of which the letters S-t-o-p are rut out. These let-

ters are 6 in. high. Back of them is placed a translucent glass

on which light is thrown from the two lamps by mirrors, set

at an angle, which make the word stop visible about 200 ft.

away, both day and night. The lamps are supported on two
standard R. S. A. lamp brackets. These are mounted on a
casting which is designed to be placed on either a wooden
or an iron post. The casting is attached to the round iron

post by U-bolts. It consists of two pieces which fit together

on a slightly curved surface to provide proper adjustment
of the rays of the lamps in the vertical plane. Adjustment
in the horizontal plane is obtained by loosening the U-bolts
and shifting the entire sign the desired distance to line it

up properly with the highway. The centers of the lenses on
the sign are 7 ft. 6 in. above the base casting of the post.
The lenses are hooded so that the red lights will not be
visible to any train approaching from either direction on the

Illuminated Highway Crossing Signals at Livingston,

Montana

railroad. The oil containers hold a gallon of oil and the

lamps will burn continuously for about a month with a long-

time burning oil. The lamps are cared for by the section

men in the course of their daily work.

The idea back of the use of this sign, which was developed

by C. A. Christofferson, signal engineer of the Northern

Pacific and is made by Adams & Westlake, Chicago, is to

wain the traveler that he is approaching a railroad crossing.

einforcing the present sign with the red lights.

An installation of two of these signs at a crossing costs

about $100.

About a year ago five foundries which specialize in the manu-

facture of small steel castings established a plan for co-operative

research and obtained the services of Major R. A. Bull, Sewick-

ley, Pa., to carry on the work. The companies represented in-

clude the Lebanon Steel Foundry, Lebanon, Pa. ; Fort Pitt Steel

Casting Company, McKeesport, Pa. ; Michigan Steel Casting

Company, Detroit ; Electric Steel Company, Chicago, and the

Sivyer Steel Casting Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Under the co-

tive plan uniform standards of inspection were established

by these companies ard investigations of operating practices were

delegated to the individual plants. At a recent meeting of the

co-operating companies, the plan for obtaining uniform and

satisfactory products was approved unanimously. The standards

were revised in the light of experience gained during the past

year, reports of investigations were received and plans laid . for

continuation of the policies established.



Freight Car Loading Shows Slight Decrease

Decrease More Apparent Than Real—Heavy Loadings of

Previous Week Due to Strike Threat

Freight car loading during th< week ended October 29

was the largest that has been reported in a year with

the exception of the week before, when there was a sud-

den increase of over 50,000 cars due to preparations for an

anticipated railroad strike. Also, for 'almost the first time

Washingtow, D. C.

expected, and in the past two years the seasonal drop after

the peak of the fall traffic has occurred about October 22.

Whether the peak has been reached for this year, however,

remains to be seen. There were decreases as compared with

the week of October 22 in the loading of grain and grain

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
I 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 S 12 19 26 2 9 16 g30 7 14 II 28 * II 18 25 I 9 16 23 30 6 15 20 27 3 10 17 24 I 8 15 22 29 5 12 19 26 3 K) 17 M

Revenue Freight Car Loadings for the Past Four Years

this year the loading exceeded that fur tin corresponding
week of 1919, although about i per cent below that for 1920.

The number of cars loaded with revenue freight, according

to the weekly report of the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association, was 952,621, a- compared

product.-, livestock, coal, on and miscellaneous freight, but

increases in coke, forest products and merchandise.

There were 578,578 cars loaded with merchandise and
miscellaneous freight, including manufactured products,

which not only exceeded the total for the preceding week by

Jan. Feb. Mar.
6 15 22 29 S 12 19 26 S 12 19 26 2

Apr. May June
16 25 30 7 14 21 28 4 II 18 25

July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
9 16 25 30 6 15 20 27 3 10 17 24 I 6 IS 22 29 5 12 19 26 5 10 ff 24„

Total Cars Loaded at Mines, Including Bituminous, Lignite, Anthracite, Commercial and Railroad Fuel

witli 962,292 the , week before. 981,242 during the cor-

responding week of 1020 and 935,479 during the correspond-
ing week of 1920. A slight drop as compared with the week
before, which was abnormal because of the strike threat, was

_', (>5, ;

! cars, but was ,^4,(.,sj;
, a rs more than were loaded dur-

ing the corresponding week in 1920 and 4°. 2 74 cars above

that for the corresponding week in 1919. Loading of coke

increased 6"2 cars, compared with the previous week, the
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total being 7,339, while forest products amounted to 54,348

cars, compared with 53,426 cars the week before.

Coal loading? were 207,693 cars or 4,526 cars less than

the week before and 15,293 cars under that for the cor-

responding week in l
c»20. Reports showed 37,505 cars

loaded with livi stock, which was a decrease of 2,683 cars

compared with the total for the preceding week, but an in-

crease of 4,638 cars compared with the corresponding week

last year.

Loading of grain and grain products was 48,949 cars,

2,052 cars under the week before, but 11,453 cars more than

|2i££ s; < «t r s; >;<s-> «t «t «8 i

The Freight Car Situation, Showing Surpluses, Bad Order
Cars, Total Cars in Use and Total on Line

were loaded during the same week in 1920 and 9,165 more
than during the same week in 1919.

A decrease of 4,977 cars was reported for ore, the total

for the week being 18.200. cars.

Compared by districts, the Eastern and Allegheny regions

were the only ones to report increases in the loading of all

commodities compared with the week before, but the Eastern,

Southern, I rn and Southwestern reported in-

- over the corresponding week last year.

The Far.. er, for the public, is not

whether the railway employees are justified—although it is essen-

tial that justice be accorded to both sides in every such dispute

—

but how to prevent the periodic recurrence of the threat against

the economic life of the nation which has characterized the dif-

ferences between railroad labor and the railway managers for a

number of years.

—

Guaranty Su

Shipping Board Asks Conference

with Railroads on Foreign Contracts

Washington, D. C.

The United States Shipping Board has announced
that all railroads having traffic contracts with foreign

steamship lines will be invited to a conference with

members of the board at Washington on December 1 to dis-

cuss the nature of the contracts and their abrogation if they

are found to be detrimental to the development of an Ameri-
can merchant marine. The Interstate Commerce Commission
recently called upon the railroads to file with it copies of

such contracts, and this was done by some 28 railroads.

There has been much criticism of the contracts by certain

members of Congress because in them the railroads frequently

made exclusive traffic agreements and extended various privi-

leges to foreign lines which are now regarded as prejudicial

to American shipping, although most of the contracts were
made many years ago at a time when there was little Ameri-
can shipping.

While some of the speeches regarding these contracts have

accused the railroads of alining themselves with foreign in-

terests as against the American shipping, the members of the

board, in making the announcement, were careful to refrain

from criticizing the roads and stated that the roads were to

be "invited" to the conference and approached in a spirit of

co-operation. It was recognized that the contracts were en-

tered into before this government had adopted a policy of

building up a merchant marine and it was stated that it was
not expected there would be any difficulty in getting together

with the railroads upon a plan for co-ordinating American
ocean and rail transportation. If it is found that the con-

tracts are detrimental to American interests an effort will be

made to substitute contracts with American ships. The Ship-

ping Board will be represented at the conference by Com-
missioners Thompson, Plummer and Lissner, who are mem-
bers of the joint committee on interstate commerce and rail-

road relations of which members of the Interstate Commerce
Commission are also members. Commissioner Thompson
proposes to consult with Chairman McChord of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and the members of the com-
mission will be invited to attend the conference if they desire.

Chairman Lasker of the Shipping Board has conferred on the

subject with the President.

Now that there are plenty of American vessels it is hoped
to evolve a policy by which a greater proportion of the

country's foreign commerce may be carried in American
bottoms. The question of enforcing Section 28 of the Jones

act, under which the Interstate Commerce Commission is

authorized to confine preferential export or import rail rates

to traffic carried in American-owned ships when requested to

do so by the Shipping Board, is also involved.

A discussion of the railroad contracts was precipitated in

the Senate on November 8 by the introduction of a resolu-

tion by Senator Jones requesting the commission to furnish

the Senate with copies of the railroad contracts with foreign

steamship lines. The resolution was adopted after Senator

Jones had charged that the railroads have conspired with

foreign interests that are hampering and seeking to cripple

American merchant marine. Senator La Follette also

announced that he hoped to call up at once his pending

lution for an investigation of the Shipping Board. Senator

Jones said he had not had time to examine the contracts

n illy, but be read a letter from the National Merchant

Marine Association purporting to describe the principal fea-

tures of the contracts, by which the railroads agreed to co-

operate with the foreign shipping lines. Among the features

in the various agreements are free wharfage and dockage,

special piers set aside for foreign lines, exclusive use of fa-

cilities .without charge, reduced rates, special demurrage

agreements, pledges to work together against competitors, etc.



Changes Ordered in Panama Railroad Operation

Changes in Direction of Open Shop, Reduced Wages, Fewer
Passes and Revised Train Schedules

Acting upon recan nidations made b) the

Panama Canal Commission, with some modifications,

the Secretary of War lias recently issued a series of

directions to the governor of the Canal Zone providing for

numerous changes in the administration of the canal and the

operation of the Panama Railroad, intended to place the

affairs on a more business-like basis. In some cases to carry

the directions into effect will require the issuance of execu-

tive orders by the President. Among the changes ordered

are the following:

A careful study shall be made of the cost of the canal, in

order to establish, if possible, a capitalization to determine

a fair commercial value for the canal and its various allied

activities. When this has been arrived at the actual cost of

the canal and its activities be written down to this figure,

which should thereafter be used in the operation and official

reports as capital account upon which return.-- and expendi-

tures should be justified. Having arrived at this figure, it will

be subdivided and an allocation be made to each auxiliary

activity under the canal administration, and thereafter the

sum allotted to each of these activities shall be the one that

must be used in justifying the continued existence of the

activity concerned. By capitalizing the canal and its vari-

ous subdivisions, as recommended, it is believed that many
desirable results will obtain, for thereafter not only the canal

as a whole but each of its auxiliary activities will be given a

measure by which the efficiency of its operations should be

determined.

The rates of pay, fixed by law, of not to exceed by 25 per

cent the rates paid for similar service in the government
service in the United Si ites, will be used for both canal and
railroad employees. There are certain rates (notably bases

fixed for railroad employees, for building trade rates, and
for rates derived from the latter) which are now too high,

and for which a new rate should be fixed.

The bases upon which wagi ined shall be gone
over carefully and be readjusted along the lines above indi-

cated.

Hereafter no agreement will be entered into which cannot

be terminated at any timi upon 30 days' notice by the gover-

nor when in his judgment considered advisable.

The so-called union rate in the United States -lull not

necessarily be followed in fixing the wagi 3( all -. bul thi

scale, when not fixed on 8 government rate, shall be derived

from the wage actually paid tor similar services in various

representative parts of the United States, whether it be a

union rate or a non-union rate.

The employees, whether union or non-union, shall be

with openly, through eonimili. ntatives coin

of employees, whether representatives of labor organizations

or not.

It is the intent I pees the right to lay all

proper claims or complaints bi n the governor or the

cies he may constitute for wage or complaint adjustments,

through their representatives, and to accord to all employees
fair anil equitable treatment, whether they be members or

non-members of a labor org

All steam railroad tracks on the Isthmus shall be trans-

ferred to the railroad company and be included in its a

operation and maiotena
The tracks put in and owned by the Army, for its own

convenience, shall be regarded as industrial tracks, built by
the Army for its own convenience, but operated by the rail-

Washington, D. C.

road, i maintenance if done by the railroad
to be bil \rmy.

About 35 miles of side tracks shall be taken up and sal-

vaged.

One of the bridge and building gangs shall be abolished,

the remaining one to be placed in boarding cars if advisable
to avoid unnecessary expense.

Section forces shall be immediately furnished with trai k
motor cars.

Many cars of all types in storage at the present tin

well as all other stored equipment which requires other than
tin- lightest repairs, .-hall immediately be scrapped and sal-

vaged, and equipment in use, reaching the stage of major re-

pairs, shall be retired and m rapped, until the number of cars
required for service has been reached.

The motor ear -hop -hall be turned over to the supply de-
partment.

All the railroad employees on the Isthmus shall be rated
in accordance with the decisions of the United States Rail-
way Labor Board In case thai \ ragi i-arnings of a class
in the United States be used in determination of a base rate,

additional earnings made for overtime shall not be used in

the base to any greater extent than overtime is made on the
Isthmus.

I In re shall be a revision of the passenger service, three
train- to be run in each direction each day, and the Saturday
and Sunday night passenger service shall be discontinued.

The amount of quipment being used shall be
reduced, and the parlor

i on steamer trains.

A revised freight train Scheduled, substantially as out-
lined, shall be in-tailed. '

Four of the silver men at the station at Colon, six of the

silver men at the station at Panama, and -ix of the silver

men employed by the local freight agent at Panama should
be dispensed with.

A n net' service shall be < :

enabling the railroad to discontinue one of the relief agents.

The helper empli Heights -hall also act as

porter, thereby eliminating one job.

The crossing watchman at Pedro Miguel -hall be taken

ing protected for train- by one of the two
-tatioll helper-.

In rearranging the rates for statii

-hall be made in the wages paid agent- at the larger and
mportant stal

Whatever action necessary to authorize tin establishment
of a warehouse for i;o«>ds in transit in Cristobal si

The indiscriminate us< of the pass privilege shoul

called to the attention ^<i the administration with a \

placing a rea 'fiction upon the iss

and the practice of giving canal empl '. ir families

monthly passes should be modified,

nsideration should be given to the practii

of the operation of the Cristobal an

eight-hour per day basis, and making the

same at Bal I, northbound ships

raitted to transit the canal and coal at the northern ten

and. likewise, southbound -

li the canal and coaling at thi

boa).

lid be con:

viduals from whom sufficient rental can be realized to relieve
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the management of the "railroad completely from stable opera-

tions.

The baggage transfer operated in Colon and Panama

should be dispensed with as soon as a responsible transfer

company undertakes business in either or both of these

cities.

Amendment of Rate Law Urged
Washington, D. C.

Hearings before the Senate committee on interstate com-

merce on the Capper bill to amend the Transporta-

tion Act have been continued during the past week.

Following the testimony of the state commissioners, the com-

mittee allowed a half hour to Benjamin C. Marsh, managing

director of the Farmers' National Council, who said the only

solution for the transportation problem is the immediate res-

toration of the railroads to unified government operation.

He was shut off rather abruptly after declaring that the com-

mittee had suspended its general railroad investigation in

July after hearing the representatives of the railroads and of

the security owners and had refused to hear other witnesses.

Senator Cummins told him he was making untrue statements

regarding the reason for the suspension of the hearings and

said that the brotherhood witnesses had asked for a post-

ponement of their testimony.

S. W. Cowan, representing the Texas cattle raisers, ap-

peared before the committee on November 3 and made a

lengthy argument against the whole theory of the Transpor-

tation Act, urging a repeal of the rate-making and labor

provisions. He said the act was intended to give the roads

a 6 per cent return after having the wages fixed by the Labor

Board but that it had failed because it contemplated that

the money should be taken from "Jones" and Jones' pocket

was not deep enough. He urged a return to the principle

that rates shall be just and reasonable for the service per-

formed, while not confiscatory to the railroads. He said the

passage of the Esch-Cummins act was the "worst crime ever

committed in public." On November 4 Mr. Cowan declined

to continue with his statement because there were only four

members of the committee present and an adjournment was

taken to November 7, when Clifford Thome was heard.

Mr. Thorne, as counsel for the American Farm Federation,

urged that Congress should restore the full powers of the

state commissions and should strike from the act those clauses

which direct the Interstate Commerce Commission to make
rates sufficient to produce any given percentage. Section

15-a, he said, has greatly retarded the readjustment of rail-

road rates in conformity with the reductions in prices which
have been effected in practically all other lines of industry.

A proviso in the section may warrant reductions on a few
commodities, he said, but many have a grave doubt whether
the commission has authority to make general reductions un-
less the railroads should earn their statutory rate of return

and this doubt should be removed by an immediate repeal

of the section. He said that during the last 30 years the

commission has allowed the railroads to build up a sufficient

surplus to tide them over the emergency and that they added
to their surplus last year $129,000,000.

Mr. Cowan completed his statement on November 9 and
Alfred P. Thorn, counsel of the Association of Railway Ex-
ecutives, was expected to appear before the committee on
November 14.

A New Type of

Crawling Tractor Crane

The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., has recently

enlarged its line of industrial cranes by the develop-

ment of a crawling tractor type of machine. As the

name implies, this machine is equipped with revolving

treads, and as such finds its field of service on railroads in

the handling of rail, ties, spikes, lumber, etc., around storage

yards and similar locations inaccessible to the railroad type

crane or where power equipment capable of operating hide

pendently of rails is more to be desired.

This crane has a lifting capacity of 20,000 lb. at a 12-ft

radius and can be equipped to handle a hook and block, grab
bucket, drag scraper bucket, wood grapple, electric lifting

magnet, shovel dipper, or pile driver lead with drop hammer.
It is operated by means of an internal combustion engine

which is said to have the advantages of constant readiness

for immediate use, together with the means it affords of sav

ing fuel and of dispensing with the licensed engineer.

The propelling mechanism is powerful, allowing it to travel

up steep grades and over heavy going. The large tractor beltr-

distribute the weight so that it travels with equal facility over

Thk Mobile & Ohio has opened a passenger and ticket office in

the Battle House, at the southeast corner of Royal and St. Fran-
cis streets, Mobile, Ala. H. E. Jones is division passenger agent;

G. W. King, city ticket agent, and C. W. Smith, assistant ticket

agent. The office of the Southeastern Express Company will be at

'the same place.

The New "Industrial" Crane

city pavements, ordinary dirt roads and industrial storage

yards. These belts allow the crane to pass over railroad

tracks and large obstructions, and to propel itself up an in-

clined skidway onto a flat car on which it may be transported

without dismantling further than to remove the boom and

the projecting muffler. The overall height of the crane with

muffler removed is 12 ft. 6 in. The width over tractor belts

is 9 ft. 9}/% in. The rear end will slew within a circle of a

9 ft. 6 in. radius from the center of revolution.

The crane beam is a structure 30 ft. long, consisting of two

channels latticed with angles and tie plates, and the entire

machine is designed to operate in a complete circle. The
steering of the crane is controlled from the revolving platform

by manipulating friction clutches and brakes which control

the motion of each tractor belt. By means of these clutches

and brakes either tractor belt may be disconnected from the

motor while the other belt continues traveling. Also the

tractor belt when disconnected may be held stationary by ap-

plying the brake or may be allowed to coast, an arrangement

which permits an operator to turn sharply or otherwise as

he sees fit. This propelling and steering mechanism enables

the operator to propel and steer the crane independently of

the machine operation. For this reason work may be per-

formed while it is in motion or stationary. The crane is

said to afford a means of handling bulky materials speedily

and economically and to afford any combination of slewing

and hoisting of loads up to the capacity of the machine.
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A fire at Mobile, Ala., on October 26, destroyed 21 cars in

the Mobile & Ohio yard. Estimated loss, $25,000. Sparks

from a locomotive are given as the cause.

The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce is to hold a hearing on Tuesday, November IS, on the

bill to strike out of the railroad valuation act the requirement

that the Interstate Commerce Commission ascertain and re-

port the cost of acquisition of land in excess of the original

cost of present value of the land itself.

C. M. & St. P. Officers Fined

H. E. Byram, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

and three other officers were fined one hundred dollars on No-
vember 8 on each of 25 charges brought by employees who
claimed that their wages were docked when they left work in

order to vote. The officers were granted sixty days to file a

bill of exception and make an appeal. The execution of the fine

will be postponed pending the outcome of the appeal.

American Society for Testing Materials Development
An analysis of the replies to a questionnaire conducted re-

cently by the Executive Committee of the American Society for
Testing Materials showed the preference of the membership for
Atlantic City as the location and the latter part of June as the
date for the annual meeting. The Executive Committee is now
endeavoring to carry out the expressed wish of the membership.
A committee has been appointed to conduct an investigation of

the physical properties of plain and deformed concrete rein-
forcement bars, the committee consisting of: E. E. Hughes.
Franklin Steel Company; R. L. Humphrey, consulting engineer;
A. E. Lindau, Corrugated Bar Company; C F. \Y. Rys. Carnegie
Steel Company ; W. A. Slater, United States Bureau of Standards,
and J. J. Yates, bridge engineer, Central Railroad of New Jersey.
As announced recently the United States Department of Com-

merce has translated and published English-Spanish and English-
French editions of some 61 specifications of the society, par-
ticularly applicable to export trade, and these are now available
for distribution by interested organizations.

Revised Interchange Rules Effective January First

The General Committee of the Mechanical Division, A. R. A.,

in Circular No. D. V.-219, announces its intention to re-print the

Rules of Interchange as revised this year, including recent in-

terpretations, and issue thein to go into effect on January 1, 1922.

Until then the 1920 rules with supplement No. 1 will continue in

effect. The revised rules will be printed and ready for distribu-

tion about December 10.

Hoover Studies Coal Situation

Secretary Hoover of the Department of Commerce is making
a survey of coal stocks as of November 1 with the co-operation

of the Geological Survey in order that the country may be better

informed as to the situation and consumers and producers alike

may make intelligent plans. It is hoped to complete the can-

vas and publish a preliminary report within 30 days; and the

survey will probably be repeated from time to time as the

situation requires.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative valua-

tions of the property of the following carriers

Date Amount
Angola Transfer Company 1917 $160,000
Augusta Union Station Compan) 1916 245,331
Cape Charles 143.41J
Chesapeake Western 1916 758,837
M'unsey & Western 1916 42,500
Kosslyn Connecting 1915 264,245

New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, 1915, $10,976,927; Sandy
River & Rangeley Lakes, 1916, $1,359,427; Union Point & White
Plains 1916, $100,500.

New York Railroad Club Meeting

Howard Elliott, editor-in-chief of the Traffic Club Bulletin,
will speak on Passing the Buck—Perhaps the Dividend—at the
meeting of the New York Railroad Club in the Engineering
Societies building, New York, on Friday evening, November 18.

Incidentally, the first clause of the subject refers to the passing
of the buck from the railways to the commissions and boards,
a procedure authorized by law, which is in part responsible for
the passing of the dividend. There is also much buck-passing
between officers and employees in matters over which the rail-

ways have full and exclusive control, and particularly in the
"latter of cultivating better relations with the public and with
the government.

Short Lines Present Compensation Case to I. C. C.

Bird M. Robinson, president, and Ben B. Cain, general counsel,
of the American Short Line Railroad Association, presented argu-
ments before the Interstate i Commission on November
4 in opposition to the construction placed on Section 204 of the
transportation act by the commission, that the short lines taken
over and later relinquished by the government are not entitled

to reimbursement for the federal control period unless they sus-
tained an actual deficit during that portion of the control period
during which they operated their own railroads. The hearing was
called to determine the proper meaning of the use of the word
"deficit" in Paragraph A of the section, which was intended to pro-
vide for the losses sustained by the short lines by reason of
federal control after they had been relinquished. The representa-
tives of the short lines argued that Congress could not have
intended by the use of the word "deficit" to limit the reimburse-
ment to those roads which had no net operating income, but that

it intended, as indicated in other paragraphs, to pay the carrier
the amount of it- losses as compared with what it had earned
during the test period.

Plumb Plan Has a Rival

A ri\al of the Plumb plan for operating the railroads has ap-
peared in the bill introduced in the House of Representatives on
November 2, by Speaker Gillett by request of Conrad Reno of
Springfield, Mass. It is entitled: "A Bill to Keep the Railroads
in Operation" and provides "that the capital and labor en-
gaged in each interstate railroad corporation or system are hen
by constituted a capital and labor partnership with limited
liability, composed of the stockholders as capital partners and
of all of the hand workers and brain worker- engaged in the
business, except the executive officers, as labor partners." It also
provides that the "joint earnings" shall be divided between the
labor partners and the capital partners in the ratio of 50 to SO in

the following manner
: The labor partners shall receive living

wages as the work progresses, as a first charge upon the indus-
try. If the joint earnings for the quarter amount to more than
the aggregate of living wages for the same quarter, the capital

partners shall be entitled to the excess up to an amount equal
to the total living wages as living dividends for the capital

partners. If the joint earnings exceed the sum of living wages
plus living dividends, the I tod-will earnings shall be

equally divided between the two sets of partners.

The rates of wages fixed by the Railroad Labor Board are de-

clared to be living wages within the meaning of the bill, but

the labor Board would be empowered to fix the rates of living

without any previous conferences between the parties

951
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themselves. The bill would also direct the Interstate Commerce

Commission to lower the "rates on all farm products, coal, lumber,

building materials and other necessaries of life. The chairman

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the chairman of the

i,| Labor Board and a third person to be appointed by the

President would constitute a board of examiners to determine the

amounts of the joint earnings, the living wages and the living

dividends, to regulate the accounts kept by the carriers, and

otherwi general superintendence over the capital

and labor partnerships.

Disastrous Fire at Weehawken, N. J.

The freight piers of the Erie Railroad, on the Hudson

river, at Weehawken, N. J., about a half mile south of the

West' Shore Railroad passenger terminal, were damaged by

fire on November 3 to the extent of about $2,000,000, the loss

including 15 freight cars and great quantities of merchandise

Photo by International

Fighting the Flames Twelve Hours After Fire Started

in the storehouses and in the cars. Of the seven piers at this

place, only three are left standing. The tire started on pier D
and this with piers A, B and C was destroyed with its con-

tents; also a four-story brick warehouse. The freight de-

stroyed consisted largely of oil, salt, lumber and flour.

Eleven lighters and barges lying close to the piers were

damaged, some of them badly.

House Approves Alaska Railroad Appropriation

The House of Representatives on November 2 passed a bill

authorizing an additional appropriation of $4,000,000 to complete

the construction of the Alaska railroad. The original appropria-

Eor the road, based on estimates made before the war, was

$35,000,000. I atei an additional appropriation of $17,000,000 was

made to meet the increased costs and the additional authorization

would bring the total up to $56,000,000. An estimate made last

December by the Alaskan Engineering Commission was that

$3,110,210 would be required, but before the bill could be passed

it was Found necessarj to increase the Figure to $4,000,000.

The bill was only passed after considerable d< bate, during

num i ii ularly by those who had opposed

the bill For th( construction of this road in the first place, regarding

the neo lal appropriations. Many, however, took

the position, thai in anj i \ .dihhii.hj has been expended

the additional appropriation should be made to complete the

« ork.

The $4,000,000 is to standardize 57 miles of narrow gage road,

using 70-pound rail ; for the construction of two steel and concrete

bridges, for certain additional rolling stock and to complete cer-

tain terminals. It is now estimated that the road will be com-
pleted somi time in 1923. The bill was passed bv a vote of 198

to 78.

Railroad Earnings for September

The net operating income of the Class I railroads for the

month of September as reported to the Interstate Commerce
Commission was less than that reported for August. Returns

for all the Class I roads except the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton,

whose report has been delayed, show a net operating income for

the month of $87,174,064. This is an increase of 9.4 per cent as

compared with September, 1921, and is on the basis of an

annual return of 4.6 per cent. The net operating income for

August was $90,000,000, or at the rate of 5 per cent on the value.

The exclusion of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton does not mate-

rially affect the result. Its net operating income for August
was only $70,000.

The total operating revenues of the 200 Class I roads for

September was $497,653,746, a decrease of 19.6 per cent, and
the operating expenses were $377,106,272, a decrease of 26 per

cent as compared with September, 1920. A summary of the

reports of the 200 roads is as follows

:

Per cent
( f increase

District 1921 1920 1921 over 1920
Total operating revenues:

Eastern District $216,588,515 $286,366,686 d 24.4
Southern District 72,160,836 89,304,631 d 19.2
Western District 208,904,395 243.256,449 d 14.1

United States 497,653,746 618,927,766 d 19.6

Total operating expenses:
Eastern District 170.720,518 243.107.204 d 29.8
Southern District 58.385,892 77.576,414 d 24.7
Western District 147.999.S62 189.024,996 d21.7

United States 377,106,272 509.708,614 d 26.0

Net railway operating income:
Eastern District - 31,425,613 28.726,388 9.4

Southern District 10.251.415 9,879,311 3.8
Western District 45,497,036 41,083,822 10.7

United States 87,174,064 79.689,521 9.4

An Epidemic of Train Robberies

Six daring robberies, were committed on western trunk lines

during the three days following November 4. Of the six hold-ups

three occurred on the Illinois Central. The most notable robbery
occurred on the night of November 7, at Paxton, 111., on the

Illinois Central, 20 miles north of Champaign, when six bandits

shot three members of the train crew and one passenger, slugged

two other men, dynamited and burned the mail car, and then

made their escape. The train was the New Orleans Limited, No.

3, which left Chicago at 6.15 p. m., and the robbery occurred

shortly after 9 o'clock. At Paxton, two men boarded the tender,

unseen by- the train men. Crawling over the tender they ordered

the engineman to stop the train with the passenger coaches stand-

ing on a bridge. As the train came to a stop four accomplices

immediately took charge of the engine crew as they were ordered

from the cab. Two of the robbers were refused admittance to

the mail car, whereupon they resorted to dynamite and stink

bombs, driving the clerks from the car and slugging them as

they came out. In the meantime a running battle was taking place

between the train crew and two of the bandits standing on a high

bank. Gaining admittance to the mail coach, the robbers blew

open the safe and immediately gathered up all the registered and

first class mail matter they could find and made their escape in a

waiting automobile. The robbers injured six of the train crew,

one of whom, a Pullman porter, died the next day. The
burning of the mail car seems to have disconcerted the robbers,

:md it is believed that they carried away little property of value;

but much may have been destroyed in the burning car.

Of the other robberies which occurred on the Illinois Central,

as the looting of a mail car of pouches containing parcel

post and second class mail matter and the other the robbing of a

'lining car conductor of $300 and other valuables by two negroes

who boarded the dining car of a train from the south as it arrived

tit the 43rd Street station, Chicago.

The three other robberies occurred an the Oregon Short

Line, the Chicago & North Western and the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe. In the first, a lone masked bandit held up west-

bound passenger train No. 17, near American Falls, Idaho, robbing

the passengers in the observation car of $434 and -considerable

Iry. On the Chicago & North Western, a merchandise

express car en route between Chicago and Milwaukee, Wis., was
I as the train left Chicago and valuable merchandise was

sei7ed. The robbery was not discovered until the train reached

Milwaukee. The sixth robbery occurred on an Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe passenger train near Ottawa Junction, Kan., on No-

vember 5,' when a masked man looted the mail car of the train,
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after compelling one of the mail clerks to bind six of his fellow

workers. Eight sacks of mail were split open and the contents

rifled, no estimate of the loot having as yet been reported.

Bureau of Explosives—Quarterly Accident Bulletin

Colonel B. W. Dunn, chief inspector of the Bureau of Ex-
plosives, 30 Vesey street, New York City, has issued Accident

Bulletin No. 53, dated October 1, and giving various instructive

notes concerning accidents in which explosives were involved,

occurring on the railroads of the United States within the three

months past.

The most prominent item is the report of an explosion of

dynamite that occurred on June 14, 1921, which wrecked two
locomotives and nine cars and caused an estimated total loss of

$141,625. This item refers, evidently, to the collision of freight

trains on the St. Louis-San Francisco, near New Albany, Miss.,

mi the date mentioned, when a northbound and a southbound

freight collided, because of misunderstanding of orders on the part

of train No. 135. One trainman was killed and three were in-

jured. The accounts published at the time indicated that the

explosion was caused by the collision; but Colonel Dunn's bulletin

says that the explosion did not occur until about ten minutes

after the collision, and that it was due to hot coals from the

firebox of one of the locomotives. The explosive was in the car

next to the locomotive; 600 cases of gelatin dynamite, 35 per

cent. The car was badly splintered and the damaged cases of

dynamite, with louse dynamite cartridgi wen thrown about

on the ground; yet there was no immediate explosion. The under-

lying cause was the improper position oi t to the loco-

motive, the men who were in charge of making up and running

the train having neglected four important rules about placarding

and inspecting, and placing the car in the train as far from the

locomotive as practicable.

The bulletin's summary of items for the quarter contains the

following

:

Trespassers fared badly in their proximity to tank cars of in-

flammable liquids. Six men were burned to death in two tank-

car derailments that were followed by fire.

Twelve tank car wrecks and derailments involving gasoline and
petroleum oils were immediately followed by lire.

Leakage of inflammable liquids from tank car bottom outlet

valves occurred in 27 instai

Lighted lanterns used near tank cars of gasoline caused two
1 1 res.

Strike-anywhere matches caused 21 fires. Fortunately, most
were of a minor character.

Charcoal shipments caused 10 fires, principally of spontaneous

origin due to shippers' violations.

Six persons were injured in connection with the handling of

acid shipments.

Four fires occurred in shipments of nil bree of which
were in improperly packed express shipments.
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The Canadian Pacific recently sent east from Winnipeg,
Man., in a period of 24 hours, 41 train-loads of grain, 1,579

cars.

The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley announces reductions in the

freight rate on Louisiana sugar from stations on its line between
Baton Rouge and New Orleans to Mobile.

The Baltimore & Ohio has re-opened its Memphis (Tenn.),

commercial office, with temporary quarters in the Exchange
Building. Louis T. Smith has been appointed district freight

representative in charge.

The Erie Railroad has reduced the price of meals in its din-

ing cars. Special combinations are served, breakfast for 60 cents

;

others for 75 cents and one dollar. For luncheon or dinner,

there is a combination for a dollar.

P. C. Sprague, heretofore general freight agent of the South-
western region of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at St.

Louis, has been appointed manager of the traffic department of

M. A. Hanna & Company, Cleveland, Ohio, effective November 15.

The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton filed an application with the

Ohio Public Utilities Commission on November 8, seeking to

reduce passenger rates by 0.6 cents a mile. The rates would
affect both interstate and intrastate traffic and become effective on
November 20.

Through freight train service has been established from Chicago
to Atlanta, Macon and Albany, Ga., Jacksonville and Tampa, Fla.,

and to 1 lav an. i. Cuba, over the Illinois Central, the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis, the Central of Georgia, the Atlantic

Coast Line and the Florida Last Coast.

The Oklahoma State Agricultural College, in conjunction with
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, will conduct an extensive

educational campaign for the purpose of increasing the number
and improving the quality of poultry, dairy cattle, hogs and sheep.

Five meetings are to be held during the week which began on
November 7.

The Louisville & Nashville announces reductions in the freight

ii oranges from stations between Venetia and Grand Bay
to Ohio river cities beginning November 28. The following re-

ductions will he effective: St. Louis, from 99 1 -; Cin-

cinnati, from 96 to 84J4 cents; Louisvil 3 cents.

( Mher cities in that territory are included in the reduction.

At the annual meeting of the Oklahoma Industrial Traffic

League at Oklahoma City, Okla \dams,

secretary and traffic manager of the Tulsa Traffic Association,

was elected president and F. J. V the manager
of the Oklahoma City Tra: on, was elected secretary-

treasurer.

Eighty-six box cars, carrying together with

parts sufficient to build 50 additional machines, were shipped on
r 20 from the plant of the Willys-Overland Company,

Toledo, Ohio, to 1 West oi Chicago these

:it over the I k Island & P 1 Paso
& Southwestern and the Southern Pa<

Existing n - the furnishing of free transportation

for care-takers in charge of live stock returning ;< their starting

point after hi tion, will be

revised by the Southern I'. th January, 192

as to permit to remain five days at the market points

returning, instead of onlj 72 at present.

An informal conference was held before Traffic Director Hardie
of the Interstate Commero
vember 7. between representatives of the railroads and of iron and

steel shippers, at which r» of the blast furnaces in

the Buffalo district urged a reduction in t! a] and

coke to their furnaces to meet the advai their com-
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petitors, the inland furnaces, by the reduction in the rates on ex-
lake iron ore. The reduction in coal and coke rates was urged
on the ground that it was necessary to equalize the assembling

costs of the competing furnaces.

The privilege of stopping over at Philadelphia, recently re-

stored by the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio, in con-

nection with tickets for passage through that city (after suspen-

sion during the period of the war), has resulted already in a

marked increase in the business of that city, more than 10,000

visitors having stopped off there. This information is given out

by the Chamber of Commerce, based in part on data received

from the railroad companies.

.Steamers operating on the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers,

were authorized by the Railroad Commission of the state of

California, on November 1, to make immediate reductions in

rates on many commodities including beans, flour, grain, rice

and hay. The reductions range from 27}^ cents to $1 a ton and

follow the suggestion made by the commission in its decision of

October 6, stipulating that the carriers make a voluntary reduc-

tion of 20 per cent on the chief commodities handled. The pres-

ent reductions do not carry out the recommendations of the com-

mission fully but it is expected that lower rates will be extended

to other articles to meet economic conditions.

The Senate on November 4, rejected an amendment to the tax

bill proposed by Senator McKellar, of Tennessee, to require

railroads to issue interchangeable 2,000-mile mileage books at

the rate of 2J4 cents a mile. The senator contended that this was

germane to the bill because he added it to the section relating

to the transportation tax on mileage books. There was some

debate, during which several senators expressed their belief that

the railroads should issue mileage books at a reduced rate, but

they objected to the consideration of the subject as a part of the

tax bill; and there were also objections by Senator Cummins,

Senator Pomerene and others to Congress definitely fixing the

rate.

At the annual election of the Traffic Club of Wichita, Kan.,

held on October 6, the following officers were elected: president,

J. H. Wilcox, traffic manager, Johnston-Larimer D. G. Company
;

first vice-president, F. E. Walling, district freight and passenger

agent of the Missouri Pacific; second vice-president, George R.

Graves, traffic manager of the Dold Packing Company ;
directors,

G. P. Nissen, traffic manager Sterling Oil & Refining Company,

C. M. Morrison, traffic manager, Arkansas Valley Interurban Ry.,

H. L. McReynolds, traffic manager, White Eagle Oil & Refining

Company; secretary H. G. Watts, Wichita Freight Audit Com-

pany; treasurer, F. L. Partridge, traffic manager Otto Weiss

Milling Company.

A special communication has been sent to more than 3,000

employees of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, directly in-

terested in the handling of 1. c. 1. freight, by T. H. Beacom,

vice-president and general manager of the road, urging each em-

ployee to suggest to the management better and more economical

methods of handling this kind of freight. Mr. Beacom points

out that a saving of only 5 cents a ton on this traffic will be of

material benefit to the railroad, saying: "The man who can

quickly find and then practice the most efficient way of doing

a thing is invaluable to the railroad and his good work will be

recognized. Find a quicker and better way to handle the freight

than you have in the past or better than the other fellow is do-

ing now."

At the annual meeting of the Traffic Club of St. Louis, Mo.,

the following officers were elected : president, S. S. Butler, freight

traffic manager, St. Louis-San Francisco; secretary, Sherman E.

Wilson, assistant traffic manager, W. C. Ferguson Lumber Com-

pany ; treasurer, George S. Siddons, general western agent.

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic; vice-presidents, John C. Iselin.

traffic manager, The Blackmer Post Pipe Company; O. Van

Brunt, traffic manager, Certainteed Products Corporation; C. W.
Clarke, general agent, Erie: B. H. Dally, assistant general freight

agent,
'

Pennsylvania, and H. C. Mitchell, treasurer, Bolz

Cooperage Corporation. Board of directors for two years :
A. F.

Versen, J. L. Power, E. W. Shrimpf, C. P. Bowsher, and A. L.

Browne. The new officers will be installed at a meeting to be

held on December 6

Coal Production

Coal produced decreased slightly during the week ended Oc-
tober 29, after having shown a large increase during the pre-

vious week, which was attributed to apprehension of a railroad
strike. The output for the week was 10.951.000 tons, a decrease
of 107,000 tons, as compared with the previous week. The daily
loading reports show that the production started downward even
before the news that the strike had been averted was definitely

received. Production began to slacken on Tuesday and Wednes-
day instead of keeping up late into the week as it had done before
and the strike was called off late on Thursday. The decline ap-
parently continued into the first of the week ending November 5

Annual Meeting of National Industrial Traffic League

The National Industrial Traffic League opened its two-da>
annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on November 9,

with a registration of approximately 450 members and guests

After J. H. Beek, executive secretary of the League, had re-

viewed the work of the executive committee, work was started

on the general docket of the business session. At the start of

the afternoon session on Wednesday all of the general officers,

with the exception of a few regional vice-presidents, were re-

elected for the ensuing year. The report of the special commit-
tee on legislation was discussed on Thursday morning and will

be submitted to Congress in the form of constructive sugges-

tions. The suggestion for a three-dollar flat rate for demurrage
was tabled.

Perfect Package Month
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, announcing to shippers the

plans for "Perfect Package Month" emphasizes especially the

importance of full and correct marking and billing. Its circular

says

:

A "Perfect Package" may not reach destination unless the bill-

ing thereof is likewise perfect, and this applies to the billing

department of the shipper as well as to that of the carrier

Illegible billing usually results from speed; speed usually results

iu abbreviations; abbreviations usually end in trouble. Shipping

clerks can hardly be blamed for having impressed on their minds

the trade name of the article they are handling, but it is very'

difficult for the railroad man in checking such freight. A case

of "Fairy" may mean a box of soap to one railroad man and

almost anything to another. If it is soap, bill it so. Show street

address at all times. Show initials of destination road if certain

delivery is required. Show "from" or "manufactured by" pre-

ceding shipper's name and address. Name and address of shipper

and that of consignee on inside of package will insure delivery in

case outer markings become obliterated or removed. Use marking

pot and brush for packages having uneven surfaces. Do Your

Rest: the Carriers II' ill Do thf Rest!

Chicago Shippers' Conference

At the annual meeting of the Chicago Shippers' Conference

Association, held at Chicago on the afternoon of November 2.

J. J. Wait, retiring president of the association, opened the con-

ference with a review of the work accomplished by the several

committees of the association. He told of the work of the

express committee in trying to obtain the adoption of a uniform

express receipt, and of the legislation committee which has been

working for the railroad passage of the funding bill in Congress,

also giving attention to the work of the legislature of the state

of Illinois. Other committees reviewed were the rate committee

and the service committee. The switching committee, Mr. Wait

said, had discovered a movement on the part of some of the

carriers to require $50 per car minimum revenue before allowing

any switching absorption and to apply plus rates to goods

delivered within the Chicago switching district.

The principal speaker of the conference was H. R. Kurrie.

president of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, who spoke

on "The Present Railroad Situation." Mr. Kurrie said that

in his belief the solution of the wage problem on the roads would

be the education of the employees to see the needs of the carriers,

that is. the relation between income and outgo, and realize it to

the extent of co-operation. "Shippers,'' he said, "have come to

a clearer understanding that the railroads are merely industries

like theii own and they have helped in the emergency by putting
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the carriers on their feet." Continuing, he said, "As I view it,

it is largely up to the shipper, the user of transportation, whether

he wants service or lower freight rates. He can't have both.

The reduced revenues with continued high operating costs have

put the railroads in a situation where they cannot stand the loss

of revenue which would follow a general reduction in freight

rates. I think that as a result of the recent strike order, the men
have more thoroughly calculated their situation in the light of

other industries around them and I think that after taking stock

of their particular situation, they arc persuaded that the reduc-

tion was justified and that they are in a frame of mind more
disposed to listen to reason than they have been since before

fedaral control."

The following officers were elected by the association for the

ensuing year: president, J. A. Brough, traffic manager, Crane
Company ; vice-president, Robert C. Ross, general traffic manager,

Joseph T. Ryerson & Sons; secretary, W. M. Lahl, traffic man-
ager, American Seating Company; treasurer, J. A. Ronan, traffic

manager, American Meat Packers Supply Company. The fol-

lowing were elected directors for three years : J. J. Wait, man-
ager traffic department, Hibbard Spencer, Bartlett & Company,
and E. L. Dalton, traffic manager, American Radiator Company.

Further Reduction in Livestock Rates Asked

The Interstate Commerce Commission heard oral argu-

ments at Washington on November 8 on the application of

the American Farm Bureau Federation and other agricultural

interests for a reopening of the case in which the Interstate

Commerce Commission recently recommended to the rail-

roads a 20 per cent reduction in livestock rates on the western
roads, applicable to the longer hauls where the rates exceed
50 cents. The application seeks a like reduction on the

shorter hauls and, . whereas the railroads put into effect the

rates recommended by the commission with the understand-

ing that the reduction remain in effect only until January 1,

the shippers desire the reduction made perrrtanent Clifford

Thome, who appeared for the Farm Bureau Federation, said

that the former reduction aggregated approximately $10,-

000,000 a year and if the additional application is granted it

will mean an additional reduction of approximately $24,-

000,000 a year. He made much of the point that the prices

of agricultural products have come down and argued that

there was no reason for protecting the railroads against re-

ductions in their revenues. He said the reduction in rates

exceeding 50 cents has no significance to the states of Illinois

or Iowa and has very little significance to the entire states

of Nebraska or Kansas, he said. He also said that as the

rates were increased on a percentage basis, they should be

decreased on a percentage basis so that the same percentage
should apply to all the rates. He called attention to a pub-
licity bulletin issued by the railroads listing a large number
of reductions in rates in the eastern territory and asked why
it was not as important to reduce the western livestock rates.

In reply to the suggestion that Mr. Thome was now advo-
cating the policy of making the rates in accordance with

what the traffic will bear, he said the commission has
always considered this principle in classification cases in

which the rate is made to depend in part on the value and
also in other cases.

S. H. Cowan, representing tin- Texas '-attic raisers, said

that 75 per cent of the livestock men in the country are

"broke."

Kenneth 1'". Burgess, general solicitor of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, presented the argument for the railroads,

opposing any further reduction in the livestock rates H<-

said that in the presentation ol the original case the railroads

thought they had proved beyond a doubl that if there was
any traffic on which a reduction in rates was not justified

by transportation conditions it was livestock. The commis-
sion, however, recommended a reduction on account of eco-

nomic conditions and the needs of the agricultural industry,

and he thought that if the commission intended to i

many million dollars from the railroads to give to the farm-
ers they had chosen the proper rates on which to make the

reduction when they selected the long haul rates, but now
the shippers ask for further reductions on the same record
and without any new testimony. The commission, he said.

has gone so far as it ts proper to go. whether from a trans-

portation or an economic standpoint. Mr. Burgess also con-

tended that any possible reduction in the short haul livestock

rates would not be of material benefit to the livestock in-

dustry because to carry livestock free from Missouri river

(joints to Chicago would make a difference of less than one-

half a cent per pound in the wholesale price. The average

freight rate on livestock in the western district, he said, is less

than $60 a car, while the average value of a carload at the

market is $1,500 or more.

He said that the livestock industry is suffering from the

curtailment of foreign credits and a decrease in meat eating

in the United States, neither of which can be relieved by

reducing freight rates. On the other hand, a freight rate

reduction will further curtail the buying power of the rail-

roads and add to a further stoppage of industry. He said

that during the first nine months of 1921 the western rail-

roads were forced t® reduce their expenditures for mainte-

nance by $183,000,000 and that during these nine months their

net operating income was $188,000,000, or $156,000,000 below

the amount expected to be earned under the rates fixed by the

commission. Mr. Burgess said that the railroads are facing

a serious situation and are obliged to oppose any extensive

reductions in rates. They have made many reductions

where conditions justified it and they are trying to go on

and do the best they can without doing any serious injustice to

anyone.

Reductions in Transcontinental Rates

Transcontinental carriers, following conferences of traffic officers

at Chicago, stated on November 3, that freight rate reductions

ranging from 20 to 50 per cent on shipments from Chicago to

the Pacific Coast, would become effective as soon as tariffs

can be printed. Action of a similar nature by roads east of

Chicago is predicted in the near future. The proposed rate cuts

require but a few formal actions and approvals and the tariffs

are expected to become effective in the order of their release

R. B. Robertson, assistant freight traffic manager of the Union
Pacific, has prepared the following tabulation of changes to be

made in transcontinental east and west bound rates per 100 lb.

between Chicago and points taking the same rates and north

and south coast and intermediate points which are being recom-
mended by the carriers

:

To THS I " '

Present Pre pc-sed

Glucose, etc $150 $1.30
Mach.. taking class "A" 2.95)4 2.53
Hardwood lumber 1.06)4 .80

Dowell pins 1.92

tOrc froth 3.08 2.50
Firr fighting apparatus 5.00 4.16
I'M- r 1 II. I 1.1'8

Cereal .beverages non-intoxicating, etc. 1.50
Lime, pbosphate of. .

Talc, to California only 1.50 1.25

Pianos, organs, etc 3.83*4 3.58
Automobile wrecking trucks. California 5.66^ 2.7SJ4

Interne i 5.66)4
Card in tank cars. .

•Blacks.
Counters, heels, soles oi

Paper cups, fishes, etc

ill

1.16)4
Fertilizer

. lis. etc

Ca«h re •. 3.63)4
Motor truck seat I bs 2.95*4 2.66)4

From 1

Fruit syrup and juices,

bei !n(

Chreolatc
Honey, straincl
II. ncv. r ml

Plugs (w oden), etc

unmoQia cylinders
Lumber for sound boards for pianos 86)4

Wooden nates i.oo
Tractors 5.00
Coffin stock
Stone, natural taking class "C" or "D" 1.05
Fruit, vegetables waste .90
Cement, rxychloride or sorel .65

•Per net ton. J60.000 minimum, $1.05.
I.. M«6itl, Nevada.
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1 Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended until March 1, the operation

of schedules which provide increases and reductions in rates

on lumber from Morehead, Ky., to eastern cities and interior

eastern points, all rail.

The commission has further suspended until December 17, the

operation of certain schedules published in supplements to Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe tariffs which propose increased freight

rates between El Paso, Texas, and stations in New Mexico and
Arizona.

The commission has further suspended until December 12, the

operation of certain schedules which propose to reduce the free

time allowance for unloading certain carload traffic destined to

go by water from California ports, originating in California,

from five days to 48 hours.

The commission has suspended until March 1, the operation

of certain schedules which propose reductions in the propor-

tional all rail, rail-lake and rail, and rail-lake and canal rates

on grain from Minneapolis, St. Paul, etc., to Eastern Seaboard
and interior eastern points.

The commission has suspended until March 1 the operation of

certain paragraphs published in a supplement to the American
Railway Express Company's tariff which require that when a

shipper requests goods stopped in transit he shall execute an
agreement to indemnify the carrier.

The commission has further suspended until December 12, the

operation of certain schedules published in a Chicago & Eastern

Illinois tariff which propose to increase switching rates between
junctions with connecting lines and team tracks at stations be-

tween Dolton and Chicago, inclusive.

The commission has further suspended until December 30, the

operation of certain schedules published in a Michigan Central

tariff which propose to increase from $3.40 to $4.06 per net ton

the rates on sand and gravel from Michigan City, Ind., to

Blairsville, Connellsville and other points in Pennsylvania.

The commission has suspended until March 27, the operation

of certain schedules published in a supplement to a Missouri,

Kansas & Texas tariff which propose reductions of 28J4 cents

a ton on bituminous coal from mines in Missouri, Kansas,

Arkansas and Oklahoma to Kansas City, Mo., and contiguous

points.

The commission has further suspended until December 27,

the operation of schedules which provide for the cancellation

of the existing commodity rates on woolen yarn from Skow-
hegan, Maine, to Boston, North Andover and Lawrence, Mass.,

and other points in New England and Trunk Line territory,

leaving class rates applicable instead by an order previously

entered.

The Kansas Utilities Commission and a number of other western

state commissions have filed petitions with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission asking it to reopen and amend its orders in

the intrastate rate cases to authorize the reduction of intrastate

freight rates on grain, grain products and hay to correspond with

the reductions prescribed by the commission in the interstate

grain rate case.

The commission has further suspended until January 7, 1922,

the operation of certain schedules published in Agent W. J.

Kelly's Exception to the Official Classification which propose

to change the rules applicable at primary markets in central

and trunk line territories governing the substitution of single-

deck cars for double-deck cars ordered by shippers for loading

with hogs to provide that if more than 20 double-deck live

stock cars are ordered, sufficient number of single-deck cars will

be furnished to take care of the stock that could be loaded in the

double-deck cars ordered, the operation of which was suspended

until December 8, 1921, by an order previously entered.

The commission has suspended until March 8, the operation of

certain schedules published in a Wabash tariff which proposes to

make a rate of 98 cents a ton on sand and gravel from Wolcott-
ville, Ind., to Chicago, for Wabash Ry., deliveries only, 126 cents

for delivery to industries on connecting lines, and 140 cents for

delivery on team tracks of connecting lines, in lieu of the existing

rate of 112 cents a ton, now indicated as applicable to Wabash
deliveries only.

A petition has been filed with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission by the Southern Pine Association, the Georgia-Florida
Saw Mill Association and the North Carolina Pine Association,

asking that in any action which may at this time or in the im-
mediate future be taken by the commission as to the reduction

of freight rates on so-called basic commodities the rates on lum-
ber originating in the territory represented by the petitioners be
given consideration.

State Commissions
The Wisconsin Railroad Commission has ordered a hearing to

determine whether or not freight rates on coal within the state

are excessive.

The Bingham & Garfield on October 30 filed an application with

the Public Utilities Commission of the State of Utah seeking per-

mission to discontinue passenger service on its lines, asserting

that it is operating one coach over its line daily at a loss of $1,000

a month. The copper mines in the Bingham district are not

expected to resume operations for several months.

The Corporation Commission of Oklahoma on October 20, 1921,

authorized the carriers in that state to re-establish the increase

in rates, with certain modifications, which was granted by the

Interstate Commerce Commission on July 29, 1921. The state

commission on June 7, 1921, had withdrawn its permission for

the carriers to maintain the increase in rates, feeling that the

rates were a discrimination against the state of Oklahoma and
its shippers.

The first general order regarding milling in transit in the state

of California was made by the State Railroad Commission of

that state on October 29, following an investigation of the sub-

ject on the commission's own motion. Under the decision a

mileage scale of 100 miles for out-of-line haul with graduated

rates is established as follows: 45 miles and under, 2 cents per 100

lb. ; over 45 under 60 miles, 3 cents ; 60 to 80 miles, 4 cents ; 80 to

100 miles, 5 cents. Prior to federal control the carriers opposed

the milling in transit privilege in California, but recently the

railroads voluntarily granted these privileges at out-of-line points

to South Vallejo, Colusa, Stockton and Los Angeles. The com-
mission held that the transit privilege is a service that the car-

rier may establish voluntarily but when once established the

commission has jurisdiction to prevent discrimination.

Court News
Grant of Easement Held to Include

Railroad's Successors and Assigns

The Californa Supreme Court holds that the provision, in a

grant of an easement for railroad purposes, "so long as the said

company shall actually maintain, use and operate its road upon the

premises aforesaid, but not longer," means so long as the company,

its successors and assigns, shall operate its road upon the premises.

—Northwestern Pacific v. Humboldt Milling Co. (Cal.) 200 Pac. 9.

Shipper's Contract to Feed and Care for Stock

Defense to Action for Lost Stock

In an action for damages claimed to have resulted from the

railroad's negligence in leaving open the gates of its feed lots

at Shoshone and permitting plaintiff's sheep to escape and be lost,

the Idaho Supreme Court^ holds that the following contract was

a sufficient defense: "The shipper will, at his own risk and ex-

pense, load, unload, care for, feed and water the stock nntil

delivery of same to consignee at destination, and will furnish to

mi with the stock for that purpose one or more attendants."—

Crabill v. Oregon Short Line ("Idaho) 200 Pac. 121.
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Foreign Railway News

Rates Increased in Germany

The German Minister of Transport announces a 30 per cent

increase in railway rates to be applied on November 1 to

merchandise and on December 1 to passengers.

Jugoslavia to Build Railways

Bids have been called for by the ministry of communications of

the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes for the con-

struction of five short railway lines to link up existing roads in

that kingdom, for which purpose an internal loan of 500,000,000

dinars (roughly, $2,000,000) has been floated, according to Com-
merce reports. Three of these projects are for narrow-gage lines

and two for standard gage, and the total length is 94 miles.

In order to carry out this extensive program the director of
railways is negotiating with the ministry of the treasury in order
to obtain the necessary funds. According to information just re-

ceived from Commercial Attache H. C. MacLean, of Rome, the

Official '

I Ictober 1 published law decree Numtx I

v the state railways administration is authorized to ex-
pend the sum of 160,000,000 lire (about $6,400,000 at present ex-

change) for the purchase of 120 electric locomotives.

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles in September

In Augusl thi these materials was $255.-

752. In September this figure slumped to $90,575. Detailed
figures by countries, as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, follow:

Countries Dollars I Dollars

Canada 51,842
Costa Rica 553
Honduras 318
Mexico 2,869
Jamaica 40
Cuba 3.044

ttina

Colombia

China 6.J.'»

Chosen 3,390
Japan 13.744
Australia 586
Philippine Islands 7,114

Total 90,575

Reduced Freight Rates in Great Britain
I ONDOK

The railways of Great Britain have decided to assist the iron

and steel industry of Great Britain by granting a temporary

reduction in rates for raw materials used in the iron making
tr;;de. It is reported that the reduction amounts to 25 per cent

on iron-ore and limestone, coke rates being left untouched. It

is, apparently, a well accepted fact in England that freight rates

must come down before industry can progress.

Nigerian Railways Need Cars and Locomotives

London.

In the Times' (London) Trade Supplement, E. M. Bland,

general manager of the Nigerian Railways, in his administration

report for 1920, calls attention to the fact that the railways are

under-equipped in both locomotives and freight cars. Orders
were placed with an English locomotive builder for 42 locomo-

tives in May, 1919. but in May of this year, only five had been

ed. The builders have charged this default on their part

to labor troubles,

Japan's Railways

The program for Japan's government railways '.ills for an
i" nditure of $278,000,000 for new construction and $432,500,000

i.>r improvements during the next ten years, according b

British Board of Trade Journal. During the past year some 200
miles of new line were buill and dining the present fiscal year
it is estimated that an additional 260 miles will be built.

On January 1 of this year freight rates were increased by 28
per cent. The gross revenue for the fiscal year 1920 totaled some
$102,500,000 from passenger traffic and $66,000,000 from freight

traffic. Privately own,. i railway have increased greatly. In

lime ni this year 2,021 mil were i op ration, while the govern-
ment has grained permits for the construction of some 3,000
miles.

Proposed That Italy Take German
Indemnity in Railway Electrification Material

Reports forwarded bj Assistant I ommercial Attache Osborne,
"i Koine, and made public in Commerce Reports indicate that the
director general of the Italian State Railways is su

the government have the reparation account settled in part bj
requiring the Germans to hand over material which could he used
in electrifying government railways. ["h< offio of the auditor
general is said to oppose this means ol settlement and to consider
it preferable to have the adjustment of reparations made on a
strictly money basis.

The reports state that plans have been completed for the electri-

fication of the Bologna-Verona-Brenner, Pisa-Leghorn, and
Venezia Giulia lines, as well as for a shortened route between
Rome and Naples. Studies are being made for the possible electri-

fication of the Naples-Reggio, Calabria, and Paola Cosenza lines.

Exports of Steam Locomotives in September

Thirty-six steam locomotives valued at $1,493,050 were ex-
ported from this country in September, as compared with 66,

valued at $2,334,737. in August. Detailed figures by countries,

as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
follow

:

Countries Number Dollars

a 1 4,500
I - 19

na 2
Colombia 2
Peru 1

China u 482,000

Total 36 1 ,493,050

Service Resumed on Hedjaz Railway

Anno las been made of the reopening of -

on the Hedjaz Railway between Haifa, an important port
on the Mediterranean, and Amman, the capital of Trans-
jordania, 162 miles distant, according to Consul A. I

Southard, Jerusalem. Trains are now running for thi

time since the beginning of the war. The reopened line

ortant grain-producing territory, and
will open up a profitable market for goods of foreign manu-
facture, particularly agricultural hardware and textiles. Haiia
itself, besides being a port of call, is the terminus
railways, and is being considered as the termini
posed oil pipe line from Mesopotamia.

New South Wales Railways

Overburdened by Unfinished Lines

The railwaj Australia, according I

Times' (London) Trade Supplement, suffered a del

$2,600,000 last year. Practically all of this deficit can be charged
to interest on capital sunk in additions and betterments, which
have not yet I into use and an
bringing in any revenue. It is estimated that about $15

lete these projects al

and, as a matter of fact, the expenditure of about '. a

this sum is at an early date.

teel and other construction materials can, therefore,

English Road's New "Articulated" Train

Tin- Great Northern (England) has recently placed an
•rain in its Londi v . ice. accord

the Railwaj I The train co

-t car there is a truck as

the rear end of the last car. Each remaining truck
irry the weight of the ends of two car- ai .

truck is pro\ ided at such
|

carried on six four-wheel trucks and the train is in r

more than a long car in five movable segments which
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be uncoupled. Additional cars can be added at the head or rear

ends in the usual fashion.

The advantages claimed for this style of construction are : easy

riding because of practically complete avoidance of oscillation

;

considerable reduction in weight; permanent connections between

cars can be made weatherproof; absence of noise and clatter of

ordinary couplings.

This is not the first articulated train on the Great Northern,

it is said, but it is the newest and best equipped. The middle

"car" of this train is a kitchen car, with a dining car at either

end of it. The head and rear cars are coaches.

Germany Considering Denationalization of Railways
London.

Brig.-General Sir Henry W. Thornton, general manager of

the Great Eastern Railway, has recently returned from a trip to

Germany and brings the information that whereas the Germans
found it possible to operate the railways economically as a nation-

alized system under the monarchy, it has been found impossible

under the present form of government to approach anywhere

near the satisfactory results previously obtained. Serious con-

sideration is therefore being given to turning the railways over

to private interests for operation. Various press dispatches have

indicated the likelihood of Hugo Stinnes, Germany's great indus-

trial magnate, taking over the entire railway system.

August Car Exports

In August freight car exports totaled 360, valued at $470,001,

showing a decline from the July total. The total? by countries,

as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,

follow

:

Passenger Freight and other

Countries
France
Germany
Spain
Sweden
England
British Honduras
Canada
Costa Rica
Guatemala
Honduras
Panama
Mexico
Newfoundland and Labradi
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago ....

Other Eritish West Indies
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Bolivia

Number

Chile
Colombia
Peru
Venezuela
China
Kwantung, leased territory.

Dutch East Indies
Japan
Siam
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
Portuguese Africa

$350
348

1,100

2,022
7,500
319

1,864

61
9,402
11.228
4.511
3.824
4,536

46
55.125

943
140.056

570
8,053

33,154
15,152
6,453

Total 360 $470,001 $358,495

British Roads in Argentina

Have An Unsatisfactory Year

The Railway Gazette (London) has published in one of its

recent issues editorial reviews of the operations of four British

railway companies doing business in Argentina for the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1921. The result on none of them was highly

satisfactory.

Of the Buenos Ayres Great Southern and the Buenos Ayres

Western it was said that the year was the most unsatisfactory in

the history of the companies. The former company was forced

to draw some $2,500,000 from reserve to pay its 4 per cent divi-

dends on its common stock and the latter drew approximately

$2,000,000 for the same purpose. Gross receipts of both companies

fell off compared with the previous year while expenses such as

fuel, taxes and wages increased. The operating ratio of the

former company was 84.3 and of the latter company 90.8.

• The Buenos Ayres & Pacific earned only enough to pay operat-

ing expenses, fixed charges, 5 per cent on its first preferred stock

and some $125,000 for reserve. For the previous year earnings-

were sufficient to pay all these charges and 5 per cent on the

common stock as well. The operating ratio was 85.7.

The Central Argentina fared somewhat better. Its gross receipts

were practically the same as the previous year. Expenses, how-
ever, such as labor and fuel, mounted. Net earnings were 38 per

cent less than those of the previous year. Dividends on the

consolidated common stock were reduced from 6 per cent to 4

per cent and holders of deferred common shares who last year

received 6 per cent of this year received nothing.

English Railway Union's Finances

The National Union of Railwaymen of Great Britain is suffer-

ing a loss in membership and heavy drains on its capital accord-

ing to a report published in the Railway Review, the official

organ of that union. Before the war the society was able to

meet its obligations mainly out of the interest from its invested

capital. At the present time its capital has been reduced by

£262,000 ($1,310,000) from £1,221,000 ($6,105,000) to £958,000

($4,790,0001. In donation benefit alone no less than £481,000

($2,405,000) was paid out between February 1 and September 1

of the present year. "Unless we do something now to meet the

exceptional strain upon our finances," says the report, "another

couple of years will find us heading for bankruptcy."

Canadian Tank Cars for Soviet Russia

Five hundred tank cars built in Canada will immediately

be placed on Canadian steamers for transportation to Novo-
rossiisk, a Russian port on the Black Sea, according to a

report from Consul Felix S. S. Johnson, at Kingston, Ontario
Four of the largest Canadian government freighters will

be employed to carry the cars to Russia, and it is expected

that the final shipment will be made before the close of

navigation.

The contract for the manufacture of the tank cars was

Photo by Kadel & Herbert

Canadian Tank Cars Being Loaded for Shipment to Soviet

Russia

secured through the Soviet Trade Commission, London, at

a price of $2,000,000. The cars, which are being built to the

Russian gage of 5 feet, will be used in Russia's extensive

oil fields. A technical expert representing the Soviet govern

ment is now in Canada testing the completed cars, and as

these are approved they are placed on board the .two govern-

ment ships which will carry the first shipment to Russia.

The remainder of the cars will follow aboard two other

government vessels before the close of navigation.

The Self-confessed Wrecker of the Grand Trunk passenger

train near Lapeer, Mich., on October 29, who gave the name of

Henry W. Gates, 59 years old, of Huntington, Ind., was sentenced

to life imprisonment on November 3.
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Equipment and Supplies

aiiiinnimiimm

Burlington Authorizes Equipment

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, on November 7, authorized

the expenditure of $15,000,000 for the purchase of 7,000 freight

cars, 55 heavy freight and passenger locomotives and 127 all-

steel passenger cars, to be used on the three lines operated by

the company.

Locomotives

The Sewell Valley is inquiring for 1 Mikado type locomo-
tive, to weigh about 120 tons.

The Cumberland & Manchester has ordered 2 locomotives,

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Southern Pacific has ordered 50 Santa Fe type locomo-
tives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Alabama, Tennessee & Northern has ordered two 2-8-0

type locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.

R. C. Harris, commissioner of works, Toronto, Ont., will

receive bids until 12 o'clock, noon, November 15, for 3 locomo-

tives.

The Yeuh Han Railway (China) reported in the Railivay

Age of October 22, as expecting to order 2 Mogul type locomo-

tives through Mitsui & Co., New York, has ordered these locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive Company.

Freight Cars

The Long Island is inquiring for prices on 10 caboose cars.

The Dierks Lumber & Coal Company, De Queen, Ark., is

inquiring for 10 flat cars.

The H. C. Frick Coke Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is asking

for repairs on 1,200 hopper cars.

The Wabash is asking for prices on the repair of 500, 50-ton

all steel drop bottom gondola cars.

The Live Poultry Transit Company, Chicago, is inquiring

for prices on from 100 to 300 poultry cars.

The Erie will have repairs made to 100 50-tou steel coal cars

at the shops of the Pennsylvania Tank Car Compam

R. C. Harris, Commissioner of Works, Toronto, Ont., will

receive bids until 12 o'clock noon, November 15, for 20 dump
cars.

The Bengal & North \\ i iter (India) is inquiring for

prices through the car builders on 250, 4-wheel, covered goods
wagons.

The CHICAGO .K \i K)n has awarded a contract for the repair

of 200 gondola cars to the Mount Vernon Car Company, Mt.
Vernon, 111.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fi has awarded a contrai

the conversion of 50 box cars inti to the American Car
& Foundry Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is inquiring for 500 70-ton hopper

cars and 500 50-ton hopper cars, and is also asking figures on

the repair of 1,000 hopper cars.

The \ i i i i i s . x
. Topeka -\ Santa Fe has awarded a contract

for 1.250 refrigerator cars to the American Car S Foundry Com-
panj and 1,250 of the same type to the Haskell & Barker Car
Company,

Tiik Illinois Central, in addition to the inquiry for 2.000

gondola cars, noted in the A' Ni u ember 5 (page 91 1").

has under consideration a possible inquiry for 500 convertibh

cars and 500 flat cars.

The Illinois Central has awarded a contract for 350 40-toi

refrigerator cars to the General American Tank Car Company
and for 650 of the same type to the Haskell & Barker Car
Company, inquiry for which was reported in the Railway Age
of October 29 (page 854). Delivery is to be started by Februar\

1. 1922. and is to lie completed not later than March 10, 1922

Passenger Cars

The Sai.i Lakh, Garfield & Western is inquiring for from H'

to 12 passenger coaches.

The Missouri, Kansas & Tex \- is inquiring for 20 pa-

cars and 10 baggage cars.

Iron and Steel

The Chicago & Alton has ordered 10,000 tons of rail fron
the Illinois Steel Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has awarded a contraci
for girder I-beam spans for bridges at Wichita Falls, Tex., and
Denver, Colo., aggregating 126 tons, to the American Bridgf
Company.

Miscellaneous

The Great Northern has ordered 30 complete steel dining
car undernames from the Commonwealth Steel Company, St
Louis, Mo., which inquiry was reported in the Railuvy Age of

October 8 (p. 695).

The Great Northern is inquiring for 1. 40-ton steam locomo-
tive crane mounted upon a 24 ft. car having telescopic out
system and equipped with 4(1 ft. radius straight boom, pile

driver truss and leaders, special horizontal fire box type boiler

double acting steam hammer, and 2.750 lb. drop hammer.

Railway Construction

Alaska Anthracite Railroad.—This company has asked for

permission to extend its main line from its present terminus or
Canyon Creek to a point 144 miles in a northeasterly direction

now designated by the Alaska Pacific Coal Company as a loading
point.

Vtchisoi i & Santa Fe.—This company has awarded
a contract to Jerome Moss, Chicago, for alterations and repairs

to it- grain elevators at Chicago.

Belt Railroad (iNDLAh I his company, in conjunc-
tion with the city of Indianapolis, contemplates elevating its

from the White river on the northwest side of that city

to Michigan street, on. the east side of the city.

This company contemplates the con-
on of the tracks of the Canadian National and the Grand

Trunk I
i common level entering lidmonton. Alta. If

this work is undertaken, the Grand Trunk's tracks an
lowered 16 ft. from th< east end oi the trestle at 58tl

to 74th Street, and the Canadian Northern's tracks will he raised

7 ft. for a distance of 2.000 ft. Subways will be provided at

Fort Trail and Norton streets. The estimated cost of this work
The company also contemplates the construc-

tion of a new statii rtton, Alta. The tentativ

provide for extending for two blocks.

giving a three-waj approach. Freight sheds will hi

of 101st Street This will mean the closing of thr:

the construction of two subways.

This company will construct an em-
bankment and track. 1,695 ft. long at Huntington. W. Ya.. for

the storage of Steel car parts. This company also conte:

the erection -bed and platform for the storage of

material at Huntington.
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Chicago & Alton.—This company which was noted in the

'V Age of October 29 (page 854), as building a second

track from Godfrey, 111., to Brighton, a distance of 6 miles, at

an estimated cost of $256,000, and from Roodhouse, 111., to

Manchester, a distance of 5 miles, at an. estimated cost of $96,000,

awarded the contracts to Mulville Bros., Alton, 111.

Dallas-Terrell.—This company has awarded a contract to

Allhands & Davis, Kansas City, Mo., for grading and bridge

work on its new line between Dallas and Terrell, Tex., a dis-

tance of about 34 miles.

Farmington-Gallup Line.—A Los Angeles syndicate contem-
plates the construction of a railroad line between Farmington,
N. M. and Gallup. Citizens in this territory, known as the San
Juan Basin, are to furnish land amounting in value to $2,500,000,

while the syndicate will contribute $1,500,000 in cash, all of which
is in return for stock in the new road. The agent of this com-
pany at Durango, Colo., the principal city to be benefited by this

new line, reports that 60 per cent of the required land has already
been pledged and the balance is expected within a short period of

time. Mr. Chandler, managing editor of the Los Angeles Times,
Los Angeles, Cal., and General Sherman of that city, are mem-
bers of this syndicate.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—This company will construct an earth

dam at Rivers, Manitoba, and a water reservoir at Edson, Alberta.

Illinois Central.—This company will enlarge the drying facili-

ties of its elevator E at New Orleans, La., at an estimated cost

of $20,000, the work to be done by company forces.

Illinois Terminal.—It has been recommended by an examiner
in his report to the Interstate Commerce Commission that this

company be permitted to extend its line from Formosa, III., to

O'Fallon, a distance of 14 miles.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—This company contemplates the

construction of a one story repair shop at its Cedar Lake shops,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company has awarded a

contract to H. D. McCoy, Cleburne, Tex., for the construction

of a one-story machine shop, 30 ft. in width by 50 ft. long, at

Houston, Texas.

Montana, Wyoming & Southern.—This company has awarded
a contract to the W. L. Johnson Company, St. Paul, Minn., for

a 50-ton single track reinforced concrete coaling station to be

equipped with Howlett Construction Co. machinery.

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.—This company which was
noted in the Raikvay Age of October 1 (page 646) as contemplat-

ing the erection of a freight and passenger station at Poth.

Tex., has awarded a contract for this work to W. H. Orth,

San Antonio, Tex.

Sewell Valley.—This company, reported in the Railway Age
of October 1, as contemplating the erection of a shop building

at Rainelle, W. Va., has placed an order for this building with

the Truscon Steel Company, Youngstown, O.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company, through its Em-
ployees' Hospital Association, contemplates the construction of

a new hospital at Springfield, Mo. The plans under considera-

tion provide for a three-story brick, stone and reinforced con-

crete building, to cost about $200,000.

St. L'>uis-San Francisco.—This company will receive bids until

November 19, for the remodeling of its Harvey Eating House at

Sapulpa, Okla.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company has awarded a con-
tract to the Howlett Construction Company, Moline, Illinois, for

a 300-ton reinforced concrete coaling station to be erected at New-
burg, Mo.

Washington, Brandywine & Point Lookout.—This com-
pany will begin at once the construction of a 12-mile line from
Mechanicsville, Maryland, to Hollywood. The new line will be
laid with 80-lb. steel and the work will be done by company
forces.

Supply Trade News
r, nMHiiniiminiiiHimimiimiimimiiiniimimiiminiiniiHiniiMiiiniiiiiimiimiimiMiiiiiimi luililllllll IlllfIlllUfP

The United Railway Signal Company, formerly of East
Providence, R. I., is rebuilding a new track torpedo plant

and locating at Woodbridge, N. J. Five small buildings

have already been completed and as many more planned.

G. H. Jones, vice-president and one of the founders of the

Inland Steel Company, Chicago, will retire from active service

in the company about Jan. 1, 1922. Mr. Jones will retain his

interest in the company and will continue as a director and
a member of the executive committee.

The Decatur Bridge Company, Decatur, 111., have moved
its Chicago office from 110 South Dearborn street to the

Continental & Commercial Bank building, 208 South La Salle

street. Carl R. Dick is district sales engineer at the Chicago
office and H. H. Cosley is contracting engineer.

M. E. Gregg lias been appointed district sales manager for

the Lackawanna Steel Company at Detroit, Mich., succeeding

C. H. Hobbs. Mr. Gregg has been connected with the gen-

eral sales department of the Lackawanna for the past two
years, prior to which time he was Buffalo district manager
for the Republic Iron & Steel Company.

The Virginia Car Corporation, Alexandria, Va., has been

organized in Virginia with a capital of $100,000. The officers

are E. A. Morse, president, Washington, D. C; L. D. Christie,

treasurer, Alexandria, Va.; S. A. Aplin, secretary, Washing-
ton. The company will build and repair railroad cars and

will lease part of the Virginia Shipbuilding Corporation's

plant at Alexandria.

Obituary

Robert A. Ogle, president of the Ogle Construction Com-
pany, who died on November 2, as noted in the Raikvay Age
of November 5, was born at Spalding Springs, Mo., on

November 16, 1865. He
was engaged in general

building contracting at

Monroe City, Mo., until

1898, when he organized

and became director of

the Safety Fund Life

Association, sub-

sequently the Missouri

State Life Insurance
Company. In 1903 he

became affiliated with

an engineering and con-

struction company at

St. Louis, Mo., special-

izing in the railroad

construction field. He
left that company in

1906 to enter the serv-'

ice of the Otto Gas
Engine Works with

headquarters in Chi-

cago. While with this

company In- was mostly engaged in water service and coaling

station construction. In 1911 he organized the Ogle Con-

struction Company at Chicago, and since that time he has

been actively identified with the development of coaling

station construction and equipment.

Frank P. Smith for over 20 years identified with the Han-
cock Inspirator Company, sales department of Manning,
Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, died on November 3,

at his home at Manhattan Beach, N. Y., at the age of 66 years.

Mr. Smith was in _railroad service previous to entering the
railway supply field.

Ogle
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William E. Baker, a civil and electrical engineer and mem-
ber of the firm of W. E. Baker & Co., consulting engineers,

New York City, died on November 7, at his home in New
York, at the age of 65. Mr. Baker was born on October 18,

1857, at Springfield, Mass., and graduated from Lafayette

College, Easton, Pa. He entered railway service in 1877, and
served consecutively- as engineer of the St. Paul & Pacific,

civil engineer of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba and
the Canadian Pacific. In 1884 he became resident engineer

of the International & Great Northern and from 1889 to 1892

was superintendent for the Thomson Houston Electric Com-
pany. From 1895 to 1899 he served as general superintendent
of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated of Chicago and then

became general superintendent of the Manhattan Elevated,

New York. In 1902 he resigned to become a consulting

engineer.

Trade Publications

Hammek-Welded Steel Pipe.—The National Tube Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued Bulletin No. 13, 36 pages

illustrated, descriptive of the hammer-welded pipe manufactured
by this company. The method by which the steel plate is bent

to tubular form with overlapping edges which are welded by
hammer forging is described in detail in the text as well as by
numerous diagrams and illustrations. The bulletin also contains

views of actual installations and data, formula?, curves and tables

dealing with the flow of water and the strength of materials.

Tips for the Tool Hardener.—A handy reference card en-

titled, "Tips for the Tool Hardener—Suggestions of a Practical

Man of Long Experience," has recently been issued by the

Vanadium Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa. It is 8^ in. by 11 in.,

is made of heavy cardboard provided with a cord for hanging

on the wall of the hardening room or the tool room, and is

printed on both sides. On one side of the card the various

grades of tool steel made by the company are shown, while on

the other side, thirty-seven practical points for the tool hardener

are given.

*>' us.
shippmj

railroad*
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Railway Financial News

Carolina, Clinciifield 4 Ohio.—Asks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $7,000,000 of 7'/i per cent, 30-

year first and consolidated mortgage gold bonds, series A, and also

$7,369,000 or 6 per cent. 50-year, first and consolidated mortgage
gold bonds, series B, for which the series A bonds are to be inter-

changeable. This company proposes to sell $6,000,000 of the

series A bonds at 92J4 to Blair & Co., and to issue $1,000,000 in

exchange for an equal amount of first mortgage, 5 per cent, 30-

year gold bonds and to deposit the bonds so received as additional

security under the mortgage securing the series A bonds. The
scries A bonds are to be held in the Treasury for sale from time

to time. The proc< < 000,000 of bonds to be sold are

to be used to refund a similar amount of 5 per cent Elkhorn first

mortgage gold bonds.

Central of i i initial Report.—The income account for

the year ended Di embei 31, 1920. compares with the previous

year as follows :

19)9
"larch 1-Decem-

ber 31) $20,676,551
operating expenses (March 1-Decem-

ber 311 21.102.368

Net revenue from railway operations Def. $425,817
lax accruals 795.151

ling income Def. 1.226.553
11 incous operations. . . . 8.768

I tal o| tting income Def. 1.217,785
Compensation from U. P. R. A. (January and

February. 1920: full year 19191 732.803
' income 1 .477.826

3.1 12,368
iiin? inromc* 5.849.800

income
Interest <n funded dehi

Total deducti' iii from .... 3.115.317
Xet corporate incoiri

Def.

Def.
126.930

166.671

,408.809
446.171

rnment guaranty.—The amount accrued to your company by the gov-
4 under the six months* guaranty Riven hv the Transport: I

i he Interstate Cemmerce Com-
1-ut. pending final audit and approval of the accounts submitted.

Hal advances and ranial payments have been collected. Income ac-
count as submitt 'i estimated credit of the amount payable nndcr

ms i
f the guaranty

The operatil and expenses in detail and the principal

traffic statistics for 1 Q20 compare with 1919 as follows:

1919
r

'

6.794.3.!-

Total operating revenres $25,082.:-

Operatixg Fx

Maintenance of way and structures $ I

Maintenance cf equipment 6,1

Traffic
Transportation .

General .

.

Total operating expen
ilway operations Def.

rnals including war ta*>

Def. 1

!

Cross inei me
- income

• 9 carried 6

Revenee rried one mile
\ —in miles. .

.

revenue rer passenger per mile— in

cents

Fbf.ic.iit Traffic

Tons of revenue freight

Tons of revenue frcieot carried nne mile..
Tons cf revenue freight carried one mile per

mite ox t

Average distance revenue freight carried—in

•

$19,289,423

F. G. Cooper in the Chicago Post.

You Know, Mother, That Sort of Thing Can Be Overdone

\ per mile— in cei

tun tnti—See Toledo, St.

I ouis 8 Western,

Chicago a Xortii W'estfrn:.

Deliver P,"i,1s—This company has asked the Interstate Com-
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mercc Commission to .authorize the trustees under various mort-

gages to authenticate and deliver to the company bonds to

reimburse the treasury on account of expenditures in 1921 and
previous years.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—New Director.—Charles I.

Sturgis, secretary and treasurer, has been elected vice-president

and director.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Authorised to Assume Lia-

bility of C. T. H. & S. E.—This company has been authorized

by the Interstate Commerce Commission to assume as lessee the

obligation or liability of the Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern

in respect of the payment of the principal and interest for $310,571

of first and refunding mortgage gold bonds, the issue which the

Commission has also authorized in accordance with the terms of

a lease of that road by the C. M. & St. P. The bonds are to be

issued to the St. Paul to reimburse it for the payment of certain

other obligations of the C, T. H. & S. E.

Chicago, New York & Boston Refrigeratur Company.—/Vof
Entitled to Guaranty.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has

issued a decision holding that this company, whose stock is owned
by the Grand Trunk, is not a carrier by railroad and is, there-

fore, not entitled to the six months' guaranty provided by the

Transportation Act, although its property was under federal

control.

El Paso & Southwestern.—Asks Authority to Acquire Ari-

zona & Nezv Mexico.—This company has applied to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for authority for the acquisition of

control of the Arizona & New Mexico by the purchase of stock

and otherwise, also to issue $3,500,000 of short term notes which

with $1,000,000 in cash are to be used to purchase the stock and

bonds of the Arizona & New Mexico. A joint application has

also been filed for authority for the El Paso & Southwestern to

lease and operate the Arizona & New Mexico property.

Knoxville, Severville & Eastern.—Resale.—Confirmation of

the sale of this 30-mile road to L. C. Gunter, president of the

Stony Fork Collieries Company and of the Southern Appalachian

Coal Operators' Association, for $50,000 was agreed to before

Chancellor Charles Hays Brown at Knoxville, Tenn., on Novem-
ber 1, by counsel for the Merchants' and Mechanics' bank, the

largest creditor of the road. New bidding on the property followed

opposition to the confirmation of the sale to W. B. Townsend,

on October 5, for $30,000.

Liberty-White.—Sold.—This company's 24-mile line between

McComb, Miss., and Liberty, has been sold by the receiver, K. G.

Price to Hugh L. White, of Columbia, Miss., for $30,000. The
sale included the equipment and other property. The road was

ordered abandoned by the Interstate Commerce Commission, as

noted in the Railway Age, September 10, 1921, page 512.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—Annual Report.—

A

review of this company's annual report for 1920 appears on

another page of this issue.

New York Central.—Authorized to Pledge Bonds.—This com-
pany has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission

to issue $19,500,000 of 6 per cent refunding and improvement

mortgage bonds and to pledge them with the director general of

railroads as security for a demand note for a like amount given

in payment of the applicant's indebtedness to the United States for

additions and betterments made during federal control.

Saratoga s Eni \mpmi nt. Taken over by Union Pacific.—See

Union Pacific.

Sim i hern I'm ii ic.—Asks Authority to Guarantee Certificates.—

This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion for authority to guarantee $600,000 of equipment trust certifi-

cates issued by the Anglo-California Trust Company for the

purchase of equipment for the San Diego & Arizona.

Southern Railway.—Bonds Sold.—J. P. Morgan & Co. have

sold $5,655,000 first consolidated 5 per cent mortgage bonds, at 85

to yield 5.90. The proceeds are to be used to refund a like amount

of Georgia Pacific first mortgage 6 per cent bonds, maturing

January 1, 1922.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for authority to issue $2,122,000 prior lien 6 per cent gold

bonds dated July 1, 1916, and maturing July 1, 1928, to be sold

at not less than 90 or to be pledged at not less than 75 as col-

lateral security for short term notes. It is stated that the bonds
cannot now be sold on reasonable terms.

Toledo, St. Louis & Western.—Bondholders Approve Settle-
ment.—The bondholders' committee has approved the proposed
settlement of the controversy, which was noted in last week's
Railway Age, page 913, concerning the company's collateral trust

4 per cent series A and B 1917 bonds. Announcement to this

effect was made by Edwin G. Merrill, chairman of the committee,

in a notice to the holders of certificates of deposit for series A 4

per cent bonds.

In his statement Mr. Merrill said, in part

:

Under the terms of that settlement the bondholders' committee will re-

ceive the stock of the Chicago & Alton Railroad, now held as collateral for
the bonds (of both series), together with payment of $1,130,000 in cash
and approximately 9,500 shares of preferred stock and 9,500 shares of
common stock of the "Clover Leaf" company.
The committee has made a favorable adjustment with the holders of the

entire issue of series B bonds and with certain holders of series A bonds
involving the distribution to them of their pro-rata share of Chicago & Alton
preferred and common stocks only. The committee estimates that after this
adjustment and the payment of all expenses in connection with the com-
mittee, there will be available for distribution on each certificate of deposit
representing: a $1,000 series A "Clover Leaf" bond, with all unpaid coupons
attached, approximately (1) in cash $150; (2) in "Clover Leaf" preferred
stock $180, par amount; (3) in "Clover Leaf" common stock $180, par
amount; (4) in Alton preferred stock $560, par amount, and (5) in Alton
common stock $1,250, par amount.
As soon as this settlement is carried out and the cash and securities

become available, the distribution will be made by the New York Life Insur
ance & Trust Company.
The bondholders committee is of the opinion that this settlement is fair

and satisfactory. By it protracted litigation is avoided and the bond-
holders will receive promptly their full pro rata share of Chicago & Alton
stock, both preferred and common, together with a substantial cash pay
ment and a share in the equity of the "Clover Leaf" Company.

Union Pacific.—Control of the Saratoga & Encampment.—The
Union Pacific has taken over this road on a tentative plan, the

terms of which have not been announced, for a minimum period of

three years. The road operates between Encampment, Wyo., and

YValcott, 45 miles.

More Equipment Trust Certificates Sold

The director general of railroads announced on November 5,

that he had, with the consent of the President, confirmed addi-

tional sales, at par plus accrued interest, of railroad equipment

trust certificates now held by the government, as follows

:

To Salomon Brothers & Hutzler, and Kidder Peabody & Co.

:

Louisville & Nashville, 1922 to 1924, inclusive $2,011,700
Great Northern, 1922 to 1924 inclusive 858.900
Illinois Central. 1922 to 1924 inclusive 1,941,300
New York Central, 1922 to 1924 inclusive 2,768,100
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 1922 to 1927, inclusive 519,000

To Bernard Scholle & Co.

:

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, 1922 to 1924, inclusive.... 1,039,200
Michigan Central, 1922 to 1924. inclusive 400,800

Total .imount of these sales is $9,539,000

The sales were arranged by Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing direc-

tor of the War Finance Corporation. Total amount of equipment

trust certificates sold by the government to date, at par plus

accrued interest, is $109,338,800.

Dividends Declared

Cripple Creek Central.—Preferred, 1 per cent, quarterly, payable Decern

ber 1 to holders of record November 15.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.— 1 y2 per cent, quarterly, payable December
1 to holders of record November 15.

rittshursh, Younestown & Ashtabula.— Preferred, IH P«r cent, quarterh

payable December 1 to holders of record November 21.

American Companies are meeting with hard competition in

China, especially from British companies, for British laws have

recognized the special requirements of the China situation and

made it possible for British companies operating in China to

do so without paying corporate taxes in England. American

companies are at a distinct disadvantage in competition with

such British companies, and apparently are at a similar disad-

vantage in comparison with French companies and Japanese

companies.

—

Foreign Commerce Department, U. S. Chamber of

Commerce.
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Railway Officers

Executive

Charles I. Sturgis, secretary and treasurer of the Chicago,

Burlington and Quincy. with headquarters at Chicago, has

been elected vice-president and director, with the same head-

quarters. A photograph and sketch of Mr. Sturgis were

published in the Railway Age of June 10, 1921 (page 1378).

R. C. Morgan, superintendent of terminals of the Canadian
Pacific at Winnipeg, Manitoba, has gone temporarily to the

Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John's N. F., as chairman
of the management committee. The other members of this

committee are R. G. Reid and J. M. Forbes. This committee
will have charge of the general management of the company
and is expected shortly to bring out a new plan for the

permanent operation of the railway.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Charles M. Sheafe, Jr., whose appointment as general

solicitor for the New York, New Haven & Hartford was
announced in the Railway . \ge of October 8 (page 698), was

born at Holden, Mis-

souri, on August 14,

1874. He attended Le-

land Stanford Jr. Uni-

versity in 1893 and
1894 and thereafter at-

tended Harvard Uni-

versity, from which

institution he reci ived

the degree of bachelor

of arts in 1898 and
bachelor of laws in

1901. He entered rail-

way service on May 1.

1905, as assistant at-

torney for the New
York, New Haven &
Hartford at New York.
In 1908 he was
promoted to attorney
and, in 1914, to counsel
for the same company
with the same head-

quarters. This latter position he was holding at the time
of his recent appointment.

L. G. I.ind has been appointed auditor of disbursements of

the Wabash with headquarters at St. Louis, succeeding A. L.

Lallier, resigned.

A. T. Williams, assistant secretary and cashier of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago.
has been elected assistant treasurer.

R. B. Williamson, superintendent of claim prevention of

the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St, Louis, Mo.,

has been promoted to freight claim agent with the same
headquarters, succeeding T. S. Walton, deceased. T. F.
Scruby will succeed Mr Williamson as superintendent of

claim prevention.

W. Walmsley, chiei clerk to the assistant to the auditor
of revenues of the Grand Trunk, Canadian lines, with head-
quarters at Montreal, Que . has been promoted to assist mi
auditor of revenues with the same headquarters, succeeding
G. A. Godfrey, whose promotion was noted in the Railway
Ige of September 10 (page 515).

' Operating

N. W. Smith has been appointed .i--ni;hu to the general
manager. Eastern region, of the Pennsylvania, effective

September 1.

Cha». M. Sheafe,

O. M. Higgins, night chief dispatcher of the Canadian
National has been promoted to chief dispatcher, with head-

quarters at Saskatoon. Sask.

J. D. Fraser, chief dispatcher of the Esquimalt & Nanaimo.
with headquarters at Victoria, B. C, has been promoted to

acting superintendent, with the same headquarters. F. E.

Tebo, dispatcher, will succeed Mr. Fraser.

W. L. Hack, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Salt Lake division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters

at Ogden, Utah, was announced in the Railway Age of Octo-
ber 15 (page 743 1, was born at Vallejo, Cal., on October 10,

1880. He entered railroad service in July, 1896, in the shops

of the Southern Pacific, since which time he has been suc-

cessively employed in a roundhouse for two years: as road
fireman for four years; engineer tor the next ten years; fuel

expert on the Los Angeles, Tucson and San Joaquin di-

visions, with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., for three

years; road foreman of engines of the Tucson division, and
district road foreman of engines of the Northern district.

On September 1. 1918, he was promoted to assistant superin-

tendent of the Sacramento division, with headquarters at

Sacramento, Cal.. which position he was holding at the time

of his recent promotion.

A. J. Hancock, whose appointment as supervisor of trans-

portation of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San
Francisco, ' il was announced in the Railway Age of October

15 l page 743), was born

at Frankfort, Kentucky.
March 4, 1880. He
i i-d railroad service

in September. 1901, as

a clerk and telegrapher

for the Postal and the

•ern Union tele-

graph companies, work-
ing at various stations

on the Louisville and
Nashville, the Louis-
ville, Henderson and
v

t. Louis, the Union
Pacific, and the Kansas

Southern, until

July. 1903, when he be-
came a stenographer
in the office of the

superintendent of tele-

graph of the Southern
A. J. Hancock <, ... , ,

!•. with headquar-
ters at San Francisco,

Cal. He left railroad service in January. 1904, to l.ecome
cashier oi the United States Life Insurance Company,
entered railroad service in \ugusl of the sami year as a teleg-

rapher, and was soon appointed a clerk for the division

superintendent of the Southern Pacific at San Francisco,
being promoted later to chief clerk. From September. 1905.

to Decembi i ar, he was employed by that com-
pany in its Sacramento telegraph office. In February. 1906.

he entered the service of the Kansas i ity, Mexico -\ I 'rient.

of Texas, and served successively as dispatcher and chief

clerk to the general manager. In September, 1912. he re-

turned to the Southern Pacific as assistant chief clerk to

the vice-president and general manager, which position be
held until March. 1913, when he was promoted to chief clerk

to the general manager. In January. 1917, this position was
ibolished ami Mr. Hancock returned to his former position

which he held until September 1. 1*518, when the position of

chief clerk to the general manager was re-established. He
was holding that position at the time oi his recent pro"

Traffic

E. S. Brissey has been appointed commercial agent

Kansas. Oklahoma & Gulf with headquarters at Chicago.
W. D. Lambert has been appointed general agent with head-
quarti urgh, Pa
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E. P. Bass has beea appointed commercial agent of the

Georgia & Florida with headquarters at Valdosta, Ga., suc-

ceeding H. K. Wilkinson, division freight agent, who has

resigned and whose office has been abolished, effective with

his resignation.

R. E. Greene, general passenger and freight agent of the

Salina Northern, with headquarters at Salina, Kan., has been

promoted to traffic manager with the same headquarters

;

and the office of general passenger and freight agent has

been abolished.

H. J. Dymond has been appointed general agent of the

Georgia & Florida with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio,

succeeding D. W. Agnew, general western agent, who has

resigned and whose position has been abolished. E. W.
Dodge, Jr., has been appointed commercial agent at Savan-

nah, Ga., succeeding W. C. Duggan, resigned.

Mechanical

O. S. Jackson has been appointed assistant superintendent

of motive power of the Union Pacific, with headquarters at

Omaha, Neb.

J. W. Keppel, general foreman of the Canadian Pacific,

with headquarters at Vancouver, B. C, has been promoted
to master mechanic of the Regina division, Saskatchewan
district, with headquarters at Regina, Sask., succeeding W. G.

McPherson, promoted, as noted in the Railway Age of Octo-

ber 22 (page 806).

G. H. Likert has been appointed fuel engineer of the Union
Pacific with headquarters at Omaha, Nebr. B. E. O'Neill

has been appointed fuel supervisor of the southern district

with headquarters at Kansas City. A. L. Coey has been ap-

pointed fuel supervisor of the northern district with head-

quarters at Cheyenne, Wyo., and P. C. Coats has been ap-

pointed fuel inspector with headquarters at Omaha, Nebr.

These changes were effective October 1.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

Dougald Cameron, whose appointment as district engineer,

maintenance of way, of the Iowa district of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Burlington, Iowa,

was announced in the Railway Age of October 15 (page 774),

was born at Aberdeen, Scotland, on August 26, 1884, and
educated in the public schools and at Robert Gordons Col-

lege there. He entered railroad service as a rodman and
instrument man on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, in

September, 1909, and was successively a draftsman and

assistant engineer up to 1918. In July, 1918, he was appointed

roadmaster of the Chicago division, with headquarters at

Chicago, which position he held until February 6, 1920, when
he was transferred to Beardstown, 111. On April 24, 1920, he

was promoted to assistant to the general inspector of perma-
nent way and structures, with headquarters at Chicago. He
was holding this position at the time of his recent promotion.

Howard M. Smitten, assistant engineer in the valuation

department of the Southern Pacific, has been appointed bridge

engineer of the Western Pacific, with headquarters at San
Francisco, Cal. He was born at San Jose, Cal.. on February
8, 1878. He entered railroad service in May, 1900, as a rod-

man on the Southern Pacific and held this position until

1902, when he was made structural draftsman in the main-

tenance of way department. A short time later he left

railroad service and was employed In \ . in. >ii> architects in

San Francisco as a structural engineer and draftsman. In

June, 1906, he re-entered the employ of the Southern Pacific

as a structural engineer. From May, 1917, to March, 1919,

he served in tin United States army successively as captain,

major and lieutenant-colonel, in which capacities he had
charge of various engineering details at Camp Lewis, and
was assistant depot engineer in charge of railroad shops at

Sievres, France. At the close of the war he was in command
of the 37th engineers. He again re-entered the service of

the Southern Pacific in January, 1920, as an assistant engineer

'in the valuation department, which position he was holding

Obituary

Albert S. Johnson, general manager of the Terminal Rail-

road Association of St. Louis, died at his home in that city

on November 8 as a result of an acute heart affection.

E. A. Chenery, superintendent of telegraph of the Missouri
Pacific with headquarters at St. Louis, died on November 8

in the Missouri Pacific Hospital in that city from a stroke
of apoplexy.

George H. Webb, chief engineer of the Michigan Central, with
headquarters at Detroit, Mich., died at Newton, Mass., on No-
vember 3. Mr. Webb was 61 years of age. Upon graduating

from the Pennsylvania

Military Academy in

1880, he entered railroad

service as a rodman on
the Somerset & Cambria
branch of the Baltimore

& Ohio, and was later

levelman and transitman

on the Pittsburgh South-

ern and on the Pitts-

burgh & Western (both

now parts of the Balti-

more & Ohio). In 1883

he became city engineer

of Johnstown, Pa., and
later engineer of the

Johnson Steel Rail Com-
pany. From 1885 until

the Spring of 1888 he

was assistant engineer

and locating engineer on
several branch lines of

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. During 1888, he located and constructed portions of

the Seattle, Lake Shore & Eastern (now a part of the Northern
Pacific) and the Puget Sound, Skagit & Eastern. In 1889 he

went to Chile in charge of the construction of government rail-

roads. He was appointed division engineer and superintendent of

construction of the Summit division of the Central Railway of

Peru in 1891. He built that division through the main range of

the Andes. This work was in high altitude with heavy grades

and high curvature and many tunnels. He returned to this coun-

try in 1893 and was engaged in private engineering practice for

four years, after which he was appointed chief engineer of the

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth. In 1899 he became a

roadmaster for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

later holding the same position on the Chicago & Alton. In 1901

and 1902 he was engineer in charge of construction of the Baring

Cross shops of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Baring

Cross., Ark., and in 1903 he entered the service of the Michigan

Central in charge of location work. He was promoted to engi-

neer of the Middle division in April, 1903, and assistant chief

engineer in charge of surveys, construction and maintenance of

way, in November, 1903, which position he held until June 16.

1905. when he was promoted to chief engineer. In June, 1911.

Mr. Webb was also appointed chief engineer of the Detroit River

Tunnel Company. In June. 1917, he was commissioned lieutenant

colonel, in the Sixteenth (Railway) Engineers, the following year

was promoted to colonel. He spent approximately two years in

service in France in recognition of which he was awarded the Dis-

tinguished Service Medal, decorated by the president of France,

an officer in the order of the Black Star, and a member of

the Legion of Honor. He resumed his duties as chief engineer of

the Michigan Central in May, 1919.

Lt. Col. G. H. Webb

Who Is Going to Buy from us, with the foreign exchanges in

their chaotic position? Let the United States, which has the

world's gold, come to the world's aid! It is a fact that the

unemployment problem in the United States is greater than in

this country (England! although she has all the gold. Countries

afford to buy from the United States, consequently the

United States cannot export. Where there is no export trade

there is.no production, and no production means unemployment.

Robert Hadfield in the London Chronicle.
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Ryerson machinery reduces the costs of spring repairs in any shop.

Output Increased 52
Some roads repair springs at home in-

stead of shipping them hundreds of miles

and back.

They find it saves time, money and loco-

motive delays.

One such road repairing its own springs

installed improved Ryerson machinery

and increased its output 52% with the

same number of men.

Perhaps Ryerson machinery can cut

your labor costs in half. It will pay you
to investigate—and of course there is no

obligation.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 corporated 18S8

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The members of the American Railway Development \ >so

ciation, although they devote theii attentii el to

the development of such things as
Developing fanning, live tock raising, the coloniz-

Goodwill Toward ing of unsettled land.-, the improving

the Railroads "'" settled di trie! and the establish

in. nt of industrial enterprises, are very

much a part of the country's transportation system. Travel-

ing extensively as they do, lecturing to tgricultural com-
munities, helping immigrants to improve their conditions,

co-operating with commercial clubs, chambei i
I commerce,

college extension departments, marketing associations and

other agricultural and business organizations, these men are

in a most strategic position through their personal contact

with the public to establish good will toward- the railroads,

Theirs is an opportune position and an i ensel) worth

while mission,

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, in September of

this year, inaugurated a tractor and trailer system at two of

the outbound house- in its Boston
Tractors freight terminal whi thi maximum

and Trailers for haul rarely exceed- 100 fi This in-

Short Haul stallation, and the methods of handling

the freight, are described in detail on

other pages of this issue. It will be noted thai the tractors

were employed onl) after the congestion, which, years ago,

had been relieved by the substitution of manually operated

four-wheel trucks For the usual two wheel trucks, had again

become acute. Hie underlying conditions the necessity of

handling through 20 door- to the cars all freight received

from the driveway side through 52 door- which led to ex-

perimenting with traitors at tlii- point are approximated at

the outbound houses of many other railways, I

that the New Haven has had in reducing delays to shipments
as well as the reduction in the i osl p r ton ol handling freight

at Boston, through this radical departure from usual mi

in, in well point the wa] fo lib the outbound
houses of other road- win re i onditions are somewhat similar.

The London School of Economics is doing a remarkable work
in training promising railwaj employees in the larger a

of the railway business. A wide range
England

f [uteri in railw.o.

and Railway nomics, operation, I.e. unting

Education ' s offer© es are held for the

most part in the early evening in order

not to interfere with the students' regular work. Such educa
tiona] fai ilities i an onl) prove effei tive when there i- hearty
i o operation on the part ><( the railwi employees are

to be trained. When the students realize that the officers of

their companies are interested in their efforts to become of

greater service and are watching closely the records they are

making in their studies, the effect is thai they derive the ul

most benefit from the opportunities afforded them. Trained
men are as nece-sary'to the railroad- of this country as to

those of England. There has been much discussion on the

place of college men in the railroad organization. Does not
this English plan offer a possible solution? That is to say

that making college men out of railroad employees ought to

making railroad men out of college
student- Practically all of the larger citii country
have their institutions of higher learning which coul

hours of thi d i) for the in-
struction of ambitious railroad men. All that remain- is for

m ti taki thi nitiative Thi success of the movement
in England proves it- feasibility.

1,11 analysis ol the authority and responsibility of the fed-
eral government in the case of a railroad strike, made by

fames C. Davis, dii ral of
Strike Powers railroads, in an addn i

- City
of the Federal and published elsewhere in this issue,

Government 's ''' particular interest in view of the
experience through which the nation

has recent!} passed because (although he does not say so in
the -pee, Id it ,- ,,,, exposition of the legal theory on' which
the Harding administration was preparing to deal with the
strike Jti it h id not alii d off. Mr. D
how the lai k of "teeth" in the labor provisions of the Trans-
portation Act, which many have deplored, may be supplied
readil) from the general power- to protei t the interests of the
publii

.
• hi h th vernment 1

the Supreme Conn
I ,,

Vl "" sol While the Trans]
| provides no

penalties for violation of the order- of the Railroad Labor
Hoard. Mr. Davis shows i learly how the new law has made a

againsl the order- of the board an ad againsl I

eminent rather than againsl the corporations and how the
raenl of Justice may, as it was actually prepared to do

in this case, proceed againsl the leaders of a strike by the
injunction process and if the) fail injunction

them for contempt. Mr. Davis' explanation
legal point- involved is of particular significat
then- was no clear publii explanation given at thi

poliq which the government proposed to follow if it

'

l he fact that the Labor Board was firs

tor, and that the brotherhood leaders were given an op-
ity and a plausible reason for withdrawing their strike

order before the Hoard issued its order forbidding a strike
left some confusion- al the time in the public mind
whether the strike was settled by the announcement of the
Labor Hoard that it could not consider further

sing of other cases on its docket or whether
the firmness displayed bj the Washington administration
had thoroughl) convinced the strike leaders that they had

OUS mistake.

The co-ordination of the activities of all bran
way service make- ,, smoother working machim

and promo-
ine i- necessary

Transportation this to the fullest extenl I

Engineer
the general off

ready have felt it desirable to studv this -

no doubt could benefit by such an ii

ile, on the Chicago & North W ;l
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engineer acts as the chairman of a system committee, which

studies such problems as the causes of delays to cars passing

through terminals to ascertain where such delays occur in in-

terchange movements or yard switching and initiates the

proper steps to eliminate them. The value of such a study

is obvious, particularly in a time of car shortage. Again,

the location of division facilities and their effect on operation,

and other subjects of like importance, may well receive care-

ful study. On the Pennsylvania a mechanical department

officer is in charge of such work. The location of terminal-

and classification yards presents problems which frequently

cannot be solved by division officers alone, because their

viewpoint is limited to their own territory, yet their recom-

mendations largely determine the character and location of

the improvements made. By proper classification at the

starting point it may be found that there is no need for an

intermediate classification yard and train operation may be

materially benefited by its elimination. It is thus evident

that the co-ordination of the activities of different depart-

ments offers possibilities which the railroads can well afford

to develop. The man assigned to such work may well be

called a "Transportation Engineer." Such a man should have

broad vision and an analytical mind as well as a general

fund of knowledge pertaining to the work of the various de-

partments. Thus equipped, and reporting direct to the

president or vice-president, he should be in a position to

produce results not possible by the busy general or divi-

sion officer, provided, of course, that he is permitted to de-

vote all of his time to his work and is given a competent

staff of assistants.

Closely allied with the question of order and cleanliness in

railroad repair shops is that of scheduling various repair

operations. In fact the same factors

Why which stimulate certain managements

Schedule to keep shops clean, orderly and well

Shop Work? lighted, also cause them to install

schedule or routing systems whereby

the order of detail operations is known in advance and con-

fusion avoided. The converse of this statement also is true.

It is significant to note that almost invariably the dirty, con-

gested shop has no schedule system and, with the possible ex-

ception of a weekly calendar of outgoing cars or locomotives,

has no means of knowing in what order work will be needed.

Unfortunately there are still many shops of this latter type

and the truth of the matter is that these simply reflect the

individual preferences of higher shop and mechanical depart-

ment officers who fail to appreciate the value of systematic,

planned work. A shop schedule system is not difficult or ex-

pensive to install and time and again its installation has been

promptly followed by important increases in shop output. It

is time that every important railroad shop in the country

should be provided with a shop schedule fitted to its indi-

vidual needs. Not only should ordinary repair operations be

scheduled, but many shops handle a large amount of miscel-

laneous machinery repairs and outside work which also

should receive the attention of the schedule supervisor, to be

handled in order of its importance, thus interfering with

the regular work as little as possible. Shop orders are gen-

erally issued for work of this kind, and it is to be hoped that

not many shops handle these orders in the haphazard manner
recently noted by a visitor at one point. The shop in ques-

tion was badh, <
i ;ested with new work, general locomotive

repairs, and outside machinery repairs to be done on shop

orders, and the only guide for under-foremen and shop em-
ployees was the weekly calendar of outgoing locomotives.

Impressed with the congestion of machinery, stock and un-

finished machine parts, the visitor asked a foreman how he
knew which shop order to work on first. The replv was, "We
wait until somebody needs the order so much that he tele-

graphs for it." Is any comment on such a practice neces-

sary? It is earnestly believed that a simple, workable
schedule system applied in this shop under the direction of a

capable schedule man and backed by the general foreman and
shop superintendent would relieve the congestion in a short

time, increasing the output and enabling shop orders to be
completed in a reasonable time, without the formality of a

telegram to start work on them.

A Recent Wage Decision

of the Labor Board

The decision recently rendered by the Railroad Labor
Board in the controversy between the New Orleans Great

Northern Railroad and the organizations representing its

telegraphers and train service and shop employees seems to

be of much significance. It seems significant not only be-

cause of the wage reductions authorized, but also because of

the reasons given for authorizing them.

The wages of the train and engine service employees were

reduced to the same amounts that they were on March 1

,

1920—that is, when the railways were returned to private

operation. This is what the railways intend to ask the Labor
Board to do with respect to the wages of all train and engine

service employees. The wages of shop employees were even

more sharply reduced. According to statistics given by A. 0.

Wharton, a member of the board, in a dissenting opinion,

the new wages of the shop employees are 30 to 40 per cent

less than those fixed for them bv the board in Decision

No. 2 on July 20, 1920.

The board authorized larger reductions in the wages of

shop employees than in those of train service employees,

apparently because the increases granted to the former were

relatively larger. It authorized relatively larger reductions

in the wages of comparatively unskilled than of skilled em-

ployees, partly, no doubt, because the former were given

larger increases and partly because it believed that the differ-

entials between skilled and unskilled workers ought to be

larger.

The board said it was "sympathetic with the principle that

the ability of the carrier to pay is not a controlling factor,

but recognizes that it is entitled to secondary' consideration

with a certain type of carrier dependent almost entirely on

local business or whose principal function in the final anal-

ysis is the development and upbuilding of a new, or com-

paratively new, country." This is the situation of the New
Orleans Great Northern, which it was shown has been oper-

ating at a heavy loss. In spite of the guarded language

used by the board, however, its statement is clearly a recogni-

tion of the principle that a road's earning capacity is one of

the "relevant circumstances" which must be considered in

determining what wages it can be required to pay. Now the

Transportation Act makes no distinction between railways

serving only a few communities and railways serving many,

and if this principle is applicable to one railroad then it is

applicable to all.

The hoard gave weight to evidence "that the cost of sub-

stantial necessities, i. e., groceries, meats, dry goods and wear-

ing apparel, March, 1921, as compared with July. 1920.

shows an average decrease of 30 per cent" in the territory of

the New Orleans Great Northern. It added the following

significant statement: "It is a matter of common knowledge

that in. the territory served by this carrier the question of

rent does not hear the same excessive relation to the living

budget as is evidenced in large centers, and it is worthy of

note that none of the employees here involved are required

to live in large centers." It said that the wages authorized

by it for the shop crafts and roundhouse labor are "sub-

stantially higher than paid in other industries," hut that
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''special consideration has been given to the rates paid for

similar service in other industries in the centers where the

( arriers' men are employed."

The result of the weighl given by the board to this rail-

road's earning capacity and to the cost of living and the

wages paid in other industries in its immediate territory was

a decision authorizing thi p enl to ill thi classes of its

employees involved of wages
i tantially lower than

being paid to employees doing the same classes of work on

other railwa) s.

The precedent established may mean one or both of two

things: First, it seems to mean the board recognizes thi

principle thai railway wages should not be standardized

throughout the United States, kit thai as nearl] as prai

ticable the) should be adjusted according to the cost of liv-

ing and the wages paid in other industries in the various

communities in which the employee- live and work. This is

a healthy sign since nothing is more needed, in justice to the

employees, the railways and the public, than the breaking

down of the present arbitrary Standardization of

throughout the country regardless of local conditions. Sec-

ondly, while it cannot he taken to indicate the board believes

the wages of all employees should be reduced, it certainly

does suggest the inference that when the railways generally

bring new wage cases before the board it will not be found
entirely inhospitable to the argument that railway labor costs

should be readjusted downward in proportion to the need of

the country for lower rates and to the- changes in wages in

other industries, as well as in the cost of living.

Stop, Look and Listen!

Familiariiv breeds contempt. The man who docs not own
an automobile, or the one who is but a recent purchaser,

feels a genuine I one em H believer he rides over railway tr.n ks,

but this feeling -non becomes dulled and the average seasoned

driver does not suffer any particular anxiety when he ap-

proaches a crossing, Eventually he becomes more oi

careless or perfunctory in his observance of the ordinary

rules of safety. Then there- is the dare devil who will al-

ways lake a chance; nor must we forget the drunken joy-

rider.

Through the combined effort, or rather lack of effort, cm

the pari oi these- classes of automobile drivers we are o

fronted with an appalling casualty record in grade crossing

accidents, ["he accident repent of the- Interstate' Commerce
Commission for 1920 shows that 0,868 persons were killed

Or injured at grade crossings, and of tln--e- 5,250 wen
pants of automobiles. The investigation of such accidents

and traffic Studies at crossings shows thai fully 95 per cent

of the casualties are i learly the fault of the automobile driver.

It is well known that in many of the collisions which occur

at grade crossings the automobiles or trucks run into the

side of trains.

This situation has long been a source of great concern to

the railroads, the insurance companies and the National

Safety Council. The public, on the other hand, except when
aroused by some particularly gruesome- accident, has taken

but little interest in the Subject, aboul the only manifestation

being agitation for grade separation or for an additional safe-

guard at the crossing. In spite of the fa. t thai the chief

need is for greater care on the part of the driver, about the

only agencies which have endeavored to promote caution are

the National Safety Council and the- individual railroads.

Public authorities in general have had bul little- part in such

preventive measures, It is, therefore-, of particular interest

to note that the state of North Dakota, through its railroad

commission, is now carrying on an intensive state-wide cam-
paign of public education. This will be directed primarily

toward a greater spirit of caution in approaching and driving

over tracks at highway crossings and is the result of a series

of thorough investigations of the causes of several recent

collision trains and automobiles in thai

This is but a -tart. The benefits to be secured will be

directly by the extent to which other states

I here are many ramifications of

this problem which cannot be solved without tl.

of tin- public bodies. Adequate warai]

e fn m the b tcks, the u .-mmps

and tb- m of view obstructions, are typical of mat-
ters largely within the province of the public authorities

rather than the railways. But importance is the

campaign Foi careful driving, which obviously should be

mui h ffe tive when promoted by the state than when
i arried on in the name- of the railroad.

Why Tinker With An
Inefficient Machine?

; 4 Qinniii w i CONTINUE to tinker with an old and in-

J efficient machine when it is impossible to escape the

installation of the modern and i

'" This SI

is quoted from the superpower survey re-port. The "old and

inefficient machine" referred to is the .-team locomotive The
reference is but one among several like it which appear in

Professional Paper 123 entitled, "A Superpower System for

the- Region- between Boston and Washington." I!

tence is indicative of the broad-minded attitude with which

the investigators of the superpower survey did twt approach

the question of railroad electrification in the so-called super-

power zone.

The superpower survey report was presented to the \

dent on November 5. An abstract of the parts of it n

to electrification appeared with editorial comment in last

week- issue of the A'..'. I \e, pages 862 and 881.

Briefly, the report presents a plan for a correlation of the

electric- power units in the so-e ailed superpower /one, in-

eluded roughly between Washington and north of I

and extending about ISO miles inland. Large expenditures

are admitted to 1"- necessary to put the several plans in

effect, but the savings claimed put to -heme the pron

-man of oil securities.

The
|

report dealing with electrification are, of

e ourse, the ones in whic i E the Railm

primarily interested. The investig rtained that

there are included in the superpower i6,000 miles

of railroad, including main line-, additional tracks, sidings

and yards. Of these it is shown, to the satisfaction of the

investigators at least, thai 19,000 miles could profitably be

electrified ["he el of these lines will cost only

aboul $500,0i estimated that the savings

the present methods of -team operation will be from 11 to

19 per cent on the investment, or an avert r cent

per year.

It will have to be admitted that the method whereby the

investigators prove that these- startling savings of 14 per cent

will be made is nol quite as clear as might be desired. Ap-
parent!} the} expeel almost unlimited savings in locomotive

maintenance-. I'ln-v count further on a decrease of some 25

:it in eTe-w wages. Ihey rival even the previous most
ardent f heavy electrification in claiming a saving

in fuel of no less than do S p t -r cent.

[n n editorial on the su]>crpo\ver survey which appeared
in last week- Ige, objection was made that the re-

peirt suffered from its partisanship. It is very evident that

the investigators tackled the problem of electrification with

a decided prejudice against steam operation A ..ireful

1 of the report, and more particularly of that -

dealing with electrification, Appendix C, ma} -- >ly ex-
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cuse them. It is only too apparent that they were not suf-

ficiently familiar with railway operation to be at all inter-

ested in its favor. A statement to the effect that no more

skill is required to operate an electric locomotive than is

demanded of an ordinary chauffeur does' not indicate else

than a marked ignorance of railway- operating conditions.

The following quotation is possibly even more indicative of

lack of knowledge of how our railways are run:

The reason for this reduction in crew wages per ton-mile is

clear: if a steam locomotive pulls a train 100 miles in 10 hours

and an electric locomotive pulls it 100 miles in 8 hours, the use

of the electric locomotive will save 33 per cent in crew wages

(as 2 hours of the 10 would be paid for at double-time rates):

and if the train pulled by the electric locomotive is 25 per cent

heavier, the saving in wages will be 46 per cent. Such a saving

is easily made.

As has been said in these columns again and again, there

are presumably few railway men left who do not believe

that electrification is the proper development in situations

suitable for it. The electrification advocates do not seem

to realize that the electric locomotive has not proved itself the

panacea for all the railroad ills. On the other hand, they

seem to have little or no comprehension of the fact that the

steam locomotive of today is a quite different motive power

unit from the locomotive of a decade ago. This probably

explains why they do not hesitate to compare operation with

the most modern up to date electric locomotive working on

mountain grades with the operation of the old steam loco-

motives displaced on these electrified sections.

Further than that, electrification will cost enormous sums

of monev. Money is not easily obtainable by American

railroads under present conditions. We submit that the

burden of proof is still on the electrification advocates to

show that enormous expenditures will be worth while in the

present state of the art of heavy electric traction. All these

facts are omitted from consideration in the superpower sur-

vey report. Admitted always that electrification has proved

itself worth while in the conditions suited for it, we assert

that a general plan for electrification such as is proposed in

this report is visionary and not sufficiently supported by

facts.

The Railway Age has always contended that electrification

must be "sold"—to use a merchandising term—not to the

electrical engineers nor to the public. It must be sold first

to the hard-headed practical men who operate our railways.

We do not feel that such arguments as the following will

get far with men who have been brought up with steam

operation.

The normal amount demanded annually for extensions and bet-

terments for the railroads within the superpower zone is approx-

imately $150,000,000, an amount which even in the face of present

construction prices would suffice in three or four years to cover

tin cost of electrifying all the mileage mentioned. Should we
continue to tinker with an old and inefficient machine when it is

impossible to escape the installation of the modem and efficient

one?

Possibly the following remark will appeal to steam rail-

road men

:

These improvements in operation can be made more readily

under electric service than under steam, for a change in the power
system would bring fresh minds into the service and would con

sequently liberate the mental operations of the average railroad

man from their conventional routine.

As was stated in last week's issue there is much of value

in the superpower report. There is much said in favor of

electric operation that is correct and fair. There is much
less said of steam operation that can be so termed. The re-

port insofar as electrification is concerned partakes altogether

too much of unfair propaganda in favor of steam railroad

electrification. The propriety shown in putting this propa-

ganda in an official government document prepared with the

assistance of an appropriation of $125,000 from Congress is,

however, not evident.

New Books

The American Railroad Problem, by 1. I hat man, Professor

of Economics, University of Michigan, s'A in. by 8 l/2 in. 474

pages. Hound in cloth. Published by the Century Company,

New York.

This book is first a summing up of recent railroad history

and as such is an important contribution to railroad litera-

ture. In addition it is an able analysis of the present rail-

way situation and in this, perhaps, lies its greatest value to

the railroad man and lay reader alike. Professor Sharfman
gives first a brief summary of railroad history prior to 1914

and then goes into considerable detail concerning the rail-

roads under pressure of war, both previous to and during

federal control. Several chapters are devoted to the accom-

plishments and shortcomings of the railroad administration

and then the writer launches into the discussion of the present

railroad situation. Theoretical questions of private versus

public ownership, unification of sendee, rates, credit and
earnings and the attitude of labor are dealt with from an im-

partial viewpoint to provide a background and then the writer

takes up the Transportation Act.

The author's conclusions are interesting
—

"it is very ques-

tionable, therefore, whether relief can be expected through

further extension of the scope of regulation. The continu-

ance of private ownership must be accompanied by a reason-

able degree of independence in management," and "unless

the railroads accept the plan of consolidation now being

formulated by the Commission, it will doubtless be deemed
essential to render the extensive emergency powers over traffic

and 'car service' continuously applicable, in order to secure

the benefits of informal operating unity. Such developments

must ultimately bring public ownership." With these and
other statements throughout the book there will not be uni-

versal agreement, yet if such a grasp of the railway situation

as Professor Sharfman has were general among the leaders

of the country's thought, the railroads and their managements
would find their problem greatly simplified. The book
recommends itself to the attention of all who would be in-

telligently informed about our national railroad policy.

Railroad Shop Practice. By Frank A. Stanley. 331 pages, 5 in.

by 9 in. Bound in cloth. Published by McGraw-Hill Book

Company, New York.

The purpose of this book as outlined in the preface is to

show typical methods and appliances adapted to the work of

various repair shops. It contains 23 chapters, covering in a

general way practically all phases of locomotive repair shop

operation. Data for the preparation of the book was secured

from railroads in various parts of the country and the

methods shown, therefore, are not simply local. The de-

scription of methods is written primarily from the standpoint

of general machine practice and in many cases the author

shows lack of familiarity with railroad shop methods. The
author has given little consideration to the problem of re-

pairs in its general aspect, but has treated each operation

as practically unrelated to other work. Consequently, the

book is more in the nature of a collection of shop kinks than

a treatise on general shop practice. A very large portion of

the entire book is devoted to- machine shop practice, although

short sections dealing with blacksmith shop, boiler shop and

car department practice are included. Some of the methods

described are probably the best in their respective lines, but

other methods included would be classed as obsolete in the

majority of shops. The value of the book would have been

increased if greater care had been taken to give each impor-

tant division of railway shop work the attention which its

relative importance would warrant and if more discrimination

had been used in selecting the examples of shop practice

described in the work.



The Case of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

Between June and August Net Operating Income Declined

70 Per Cent; For Class I Roads Increased 75 Per Cent

By Harold F. Lane

Tin interview with Henry Ford, published recently in

The Nation's Business, telling how, he would operate

a big railroad if lie owned one, instead of a little one,

suggests that as a railroad operator Mr. Ford is a good pr<

—

agent for the Ford Motor ( lompany, but who is not always as

careful as he might lie as to his farts. Hut following hi

advice to look up in Washington some of the figures reflect-

ing the operation of the Detroit, foledo & Ironton, which la-

docs not find it necessary to use in illustrating the various

points made in his interview, one i omes to the further conclu-

sion that as the head of the motor compan) he is also I
I

traffic solicitor for the 1).. T. & 1. Having such a traffic solici-

tor, the D., T. & I. is this year making some money, whi reas

last year if made deficits; bul the recent reports of the road

to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which apparently

were not made by a press agent, fail to maintain the same
improvement in net earning- which earlier in the year tilled

the newspapers with accounts of lord's "railroad miracle."

The credit which the Ford management received for the

results of suddenly placing on this road a hum amouni ol

Ford tonnage was based largely on compai > > n the

earnings of April and the immediately preceding months, and
those of the year before when (before the general rat ad

vance) most of the railroads of the countr) wen- showing

deficits. The reports on file with the Internal

Commission show a decrease in every month since April in

the net operating income, as compared with tin- preceding

month, and for August it was lower than it was during

March, the month in which the Ford management took

charge-. While there has been a large- increase as compared
with the corresponding period of the year before, In-fore the

40 per cent rate increase of August 16 L920, the reports

show that this is largely due to the increase in gross earnings,

the reduction in expense-- having been only slightly greater

than that made- by the railroads of the United State- ..- a

whole.

Net Lower Each Month from April to August

For tlu- six months from September, 1920, to February,

1921, after Mr. Ford had bought the road hut had not yet

installed the new management, the- T).. T. & I. had a con-

stant succession of deficits. For March the net operating

imome was $77,985, I J \ April tin effeel I
tlu- ford traffic

or the Ford genius were made apparent in a net operating

income of $276,452, which resulted from an inerea-c in reve-

nues of $258,439, while- the expenses in. reased onl) s I

Operating \. i operating
Month

Marcli, 19 a . . $439,0! I

April 697 191

Maj ii 106
Inn, 7I.VJ7 376,383
)nh
August S3.H4I

.57 61.9 Sl.l

There-port for April became available ibout Jul) I, or about
the time Mr. Ford announced his increase in wages and

proposed reduction-- in rates and led t" the- wide- publicit)

given to statements |ha,t Ford had shown an increase in net

while- increasing wage- anil reducing rates Foi Ma) there 1

was a further increase in revenue-, bul the eJ

went up and the net was lower than in April: <nij in each

uu, nth since tin- ml has been lower than it was the month
until in August it was only $70,643, or less than it

wa- in March, although the revenues were- greater than in

any preceding month and $324,000 greater than in M
I he- revi cues, exp the six months oi

management are shown in the accompanying table.

Ihe report for September is not yet available. All of the

othe-r Class I railroad- except tl I' '

I [oledo cX. Ironton
had submitted their Septi mb< r reports to tl

November 9, but tin- road has had some correspondence with
the- commission asking to be relieved of reporting some of the

information called for, in accordance with Mr. Ford's policy

of simplif) 1 11 lt the- accoui

I or the- six months pi nod, lt 1- true, the net operating in-

come wa- $1,137,027, .1- compared with a deficit of 51,003,-

80 l F< r tl n ponding trn 120, hut it is also

apparent that various factors other than (hi mere change in

management or tlu- application of "common se-n-c principles"

were at work. Ihe operating revenues had increased 58.36
per cent, the rate- in eastern territory havi]

40 per cent, and the- expenses had decreased 24.2
|

Tlu- railroad- oi thi i nited Mite- for (he -.inn- period
showed a reduction in expenses of 22 per « .-nt. hut train, in

gi in r.d did Hoi mi rease undi r the new rate- like the- "flivver"

traffic of the I).. T. & I., and they had a reduction in reve-

nues. If thi .11 rate- which Mr. Ford
d hill

1 applied to hi- earnings for the six months
the) would have 5800,000 and his

net would have- been reduced 00,1 ;
while the

net lor Jul) and August would have been complete h wiped
out, unless, of course, it is to be assumed that Mr. Ford as
a shipper would have given hi- road more traffic- at lower
rate.-, in which case- hi- expenses would have heen greater
than they we-re.

The reduction in expenses consisted of a 40.28
percent in maintenance of way, ,>4.75 per cenl in mainte-
nance of equipment, 9.75 jx-r cent in traffic expen-c -

per cent in transportation expenses, and. strangely enough,
an increase of 'l per cent in general and other ex.

Ihe increases in wages were in effect during Jul-

August, and the- number of hail order cars was greatly re-

diii id in August.

Mr. Ford in his interview says: "We don't claim to have
done anything new in railroading yet." and doubt]
i- not personal!) responsible for all the foolish claims that
have heen made for him. He- say-: "We have onlv taken
the old system of operation ami cut off the obvious absurdi-
ties We have -imply cut out the loafing of men. the loafing
of engines and the loafing of , ; ,r-. Tin- result seems to have
surprised many people. But there is no mystery or magic
about it \- it."

1 '" as to what Mr. Ford means
by the "result." Ihe- thing that surprised e-v. r-

the statement that for the month of April the road had
shown an increase in net income - 10, and the publi-
cation of that fact in such a way a- to indicate thai it had
heen done under rate- reduced by 20 per cent and an in-

in wages, when neither had then taken
reductii in interst.it

Sion by the Interstate Commer.
tion in local rates in Ohio affects very littl, & I.
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traffic. The results that appear in the reports of the road do
not relied the cutting out of any considerable amount of

loafing, lost motion or "absurdities,'' although of course the

reports do not show everything.
• Mr. Ford probably would not like to have his record

judged simply from the standpoint of "earnings. What the

D., T. & I. makes or loses is of comparatively little impor-

tance as compared with the part it may play in the develop-

ment of the motor business. But "almost anyone" could

show an increase in net out of an increase of 58 per cent in

gross earnings. If he were operating a railroad such as the

New York Central or the Pennsylvania, Mr. Ford says, he

would immediately set about accomplishing four things. He
would "reorganize in such a way as to get rid of the unpro-

ductive stockholder," which he has done on the D., T. & I.

by taking the stock himself. He would "redesign the rolling

stock" and he has conducted some experiments along that

line from which he promises some "revolutionary changes."

He would "expedite the delivery of freight," and he claims

that "by speeding up our freight on this preliminary part of

its journey we have been able to shorten the time of its

delivery by periods ranging from 7 to 14 days," but appar-

ently there is some question as to whether the speeding up

has been done by the D., T. & I. or by its connections.

He would also "discharge unnecessary employees" and he

says that "by cutting out the lost motion" the 2,600 people

on the payroll of the D., T. & I. had been reduced to 1,500.

The record shows that while the road was still under the

old management there was a reduction in the number of em-

ployees from 2,677 in October, in which month the road

handled 55,901,000 ton-miles of freight, to 1,328 in Febru-

ary, when the ton-mileage was only 9,789,000, but that there

has since been an increase from 1,326 in March to 1,751 in

July, the ton-mileage having increased to 38,217,000. The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has recently declined a request

of the D., T. & I. that it be relieved from filing the usual

statistical reports on employees, service and compensation.

Mr. Ford's proposal to "retire the parasite non-contribut-

ing stockholders and get the ownership into the proper

hands," in order to remove the "dividend drain" is not so

easy of accomplishment in most cases as in his own. He

suggests that the stock ought to be owned by employees, and

many roads have encouraged their employees to acquire stock

just as we understand the Ford Motor Company has, but any

prominent railroad that showed profits comparable to those

of the Ford company would speedily have the dividend drain

reduced by regulation; and stockholders who are so "pro-

ductive" in the way of tonnage as the present owner of the

D., T. & I. are not available to every road.

Mr. Ford says that "overweight of rolling stock is the

prime mistake on the mechanical side of railroading," that

"engines and cars are four or five times as heavy as they

should be" and that "a freight train is several times the

weight of the load it carries." If the weight of rolling stock

were as great as this, the results of his experiments in build-

ing a lighter freight car would be awaited with much inter-

est, but the condition is hardly as bad as Mr. Ford pictures

it. The latest report of the Interstate Commerce Commission

giving operating statistics for Class I roads shows that for

eight months of 1921, when the train loading has been less

than it is in a year of heavy traffic, the gross ton-miles, in-

cluding the weight of the locomotive and tender, totaled

559,749,000,000,' while the net ton-miles were 222,345,-

000,000, which would indicate that the cars and engines

weigh a little over one and a half times the weight of the load.

Excluding the locomotive and tender, the gross ton-miles

were 489,402,000,000.

As To Speeding Up Freight

Neither do all roads enjov the peculiar opportunity that

Mr. Ford does for "expediting the journey of the freight

carrier." He says that "on the D., T. & I. we tolerate no
idle men, idle cars or idle engines," and that "freight can
be kept moving." This would suggest that he had found a

way to improve on the average mileage per freight car per
day shown by the railroads generally, which many critics of

the roads have often called unduly low. The reports of the

D., T. & I. to the Interstate Commerce Commission do show
an improvement in this respect this year as compared with

last year. From September, 1920, to February, 1921, the

average mileage per car per day was 19.2, 17.2, 17.9, 12.1

and 15.8. From March to August, 1921, it has been 27.8,

26.3, 27.3, 25.1, 21.6 and 20.7. For all the roads the

average for August was 22.7, which was less than it was a

year ago. The decrease from 27.8 in March to 20.7 in

August on the D., T. & I., however, does not indicate a

speeding up of the delivery of freight on the "preliminary

part of its journey." It indicates rather that Mr. Ford's

traffic manager is giving his freight to the connecting roads

that will deliver it the quickest, and the D., T. & I. is in an
excellent strategic position to stimulate competition among
them in this respect. A locomotive cannot always be sent to

pick up a single car of freight without delay, but most any
road is glad to keep one waiting a short time to get a train

load.

A newspaper man who is "touring on Henry Ford's rail-

road" for the Scripps-McRae papers, and telling how Mr.
Ford is accomplishing wonders "by common sense and
work," explains it this way: "Ford simply plays one line

against the other. He says to one big trunk line, 'Give me
service and I will give you freight. No service, no freight.

I will give it to another line.' The D., T. & I. is such a big

feeder that there isn't a single big trunk line that can afford

to loaf on the job."

Mr. Ford says that "one of the first things is to dispense

with the legal staff" because a "well-managed road needs

less of that sort of service" and that this was done on the

D., T. &: I. "The lawyers are mostly in the claim- depart-

ment," he said, and as the Ford company has its own lawyers

and as Mr. Ford is his own largest shipper, we can easily

understand why he could reduce the claim department of his

railroad.

Mr. Ford greatly prefers to have it believed that the con-

version of a deficit into a net operating income represents

his improvements on the "present bad system of railroading."

In reply to a suggestion that his success was due to the fact

that he was able to divert Ford traffic to the D., T. & I., Mr.

Ford said: "How can that be true when the road hauled

more tonnage the year before we took it over than it has

hauled since we have had it? The figures are all in Wash-
ington; why doesn't some one look them up? The great

majority of the freight which goes over our roads goes over

other roads, too." This entirely ignores the fact, which is

shown by the figures in Washington, that while the tonnage

this year has been less than it was last fall, much of it is a

kind of tonnage which the road did not have last year and

which but for the Ford Motor Company it would not have

this year. While the coal traffic this year has been greatly

reduced on the D., T. & I., as on other roads, Mr. Ford has

not only given it an automobile tonnage which it did not

have before, but the new tonnage pays a much higher rate

per ton-mile. The average receipts per ton-mile increased

from 1.331 cents in January to 1.833 cents in March and

were 1.893 cents in July, as compared with 1.254 for the

railroads as a whole.

Mr. Ford says he "doesn't like to appear as criticizing any

railroad manager" and that he has "never done so." He is

merely' criticizing "the present bad system." We have no

desire or occasion to criticize Mr. Ford either as a manufac-

turer or as a railroader. We only wish he would he more

particular to tell the truth or to find it out if he does not

know it, before he attempts to compare with so much 'pub-
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licity his own "good management" with the "bad system"

of the other railroads.

In a Nut Shell

Comparing .Mr. Ford's railroad with all the Class I rail-

ways of the United States is like comparing a mouse with

a hippopotamus. Since, however, the propaganda regarding

the "miracle" worked on the D., T. & I. has invited the

comparison, the following facts are presented for what they

are worth: Between June and August when Mr. Ford made

his famous changes in rates and wages the total earnings of
the D., T. & I. increased 7 per cent, while those of all the

Class I railways increased 9.3 per cent. Meantime the oper-
ating expenses of the D., T. & I. increased 46 per cent, while
those of the Class I railways increased less than 1 per cent.

In consequence the net operating income of the D., T. & I.

<lr, lined over 70 per cent, while that of the Class I railways
increased from $51,640,000 to $90,241,000, or almost 75
per cent. The increase in net operating income of the Class I

roads was mainly due to the reduction of wages of July 1.

Hearings on Capper Bill in Senate Committee
Carriers Testify Against Legislation Designed to Destroy

Protection of Adequate Revenues

THE PRESENTATION of testimony on behalf of the rail-

roads in opposition to the Capper bill and other bills

proposing the amendment of the Transportation Act

to limit the authority of the Interstate Commerce Commission

to regulate state discrimination against interstate commerce

was begun before the Senate committee on interstate com-

merce on Monday, November 14. Fred H. Wood, general

attorney and commerce counsel of the Southern Pacific, was
the first witness for the carriers, taking up the question of

the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission over

state rates. He was to be followed by Alfred P. Thorn,

counsel for the Association of Railwaj Executives, and H.

A. Scandrett, commerce counsel "f the Union Pacific.

The National Association of ( )\\ners of Railroad Securities

also expects to present testimony and has retained Edgar E.

Clark, former chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, to represent it in defending the rate-making provision.

Mr. Wood said he did not think the Interstate Commerce
Commission had misinterpreted the act or overstepped its

bounds in ordering increases in certain intrastate rates; that

neither Section 15a, the rate-making section, nor the provi-

sion of the Transportation Act relating to state rates in-

creased the commission's authority; that the latter only clari-

fied it and that even bad these sections nut been enacted, the

commission would have been justified in making the orders

it did under the doctrines of the Shreveport case. In that

(.ise, tlir Supreme Court held that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has authority to regulate intrastate rates where
they are found to discriminate against interstate commerce.

"1 don't think that there is anything in the law as it

stands today or in the administration of that law by the

Commission as evidenced by its decisions which would war
rant the assumption that the state commissions today are

not as a whole perfectly free to adjust individual rates on

traffic moving within their own borders to the reasonable

requirements of purely state traffic," said Mr. Wood.
In considering the state rate cases, Mr. Wood said the

commission had required the introduction of evidence similar

to that presented in the Shreveport rate case.

"I shall subsequently review," said Mr. Wood, "one or

two of these cases, in a sufficient way to put before the com-
mittee the character of the evidence and the contentions that

were made. Those cases I think were typical of all and
from what I know of the cast's in which I participated and
of the cases in which 1 did not participate, but with which
I am familiar, I think that without any amendment to the

law every one of these, orders would be sustained—must be

Sustained—under the dextrine of the Shreveport case itself.

"My opinion i< that neither the general advance rate case
before the Interstate Commerce Commission in Ex Parte 74

or these state rate eases would have been fundamentally

different in any particular even if Section 15a had not been
enacted.

"The emergency for the general advance in rates in order
to restore the credit of the carriers and insure adequate trans-
portation facilities would have been just the same. That
emergency would have applied just as acutely to the state
traffic as to the interstate traffic with or without the provi-
sion- of Section 15a and these resulting discriminations
growing out of the advance in the interstate rates and the
failure to advance state rates would have been just exactly
the same.

"I am safe in saying that, whether the Interstate Com-
merce Commission was mistaken or not. in every one of
these cases it believed that the evidence before it, taken as
a whole, was sufficient to justify the order that it mad
if there had been no amendment to the [nterstau Commerce
Act through the operation of the Transportation \ cl

Mr. Wood testified that, at the invitation of the Inti

Commerce Commission three members of state comm -

selected bj the National Association of Railway am
ties Commissions participated in the hearings which resulted
in the commission's order making a general increase in

freight and passenger rates effective on August 26,
lie read a letter sent b) these commissioners to their national
organization in which they reported their concurrence in the
commission's action.

"
I be letter shows," the witness said, "that the decision

w.i-
jUsi as much the decision of th immissioners
was that of the 1: nimerce Commission."

I he real question before the committee, he said, i- whether
the e\er. ise of jurisdiction b\ the commission is consistent
with public policy and the practical requirements of public
regulation. He said that previous witnesses on behalf o\ the

shippers and the stab- commissions had suggested that the
commission found its jurisdiction over state rates in the
provisions of Section 15a. but that this was not a fact. In
each ca-e the commission did examine the effect on th

enues of the carriers of action or non-action on the part of
the states, because the effect on revenues is always a pertinent

question in a discussion of the cases, and it had also reviewed
its own action in 1\ Parte 74 which was based on S

15a. but tbi- was in accordance with the policy of consider-
ing the attendant cir< umstani

The commission also had to consider the purpose of the
statute as a whole, but it did not rest its control over
rates on Section 15a. It was impossible to present evidence

rate and cases which have arisen under
the Shreveport doctrine have always been based on repre-
sentative rates. The commission had evidence of specific

rates on specific relationships which were repi . and
in no case was there contradiction of that evidence, except
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as to .i few particular rates on which issue was joined. In

ases the commission found that as to these rates the

carriers were right and in some that the}' were wrong and it

excluded the particular traffic involved from its order.

The Supreme Court. Mr. Wood said, has not undertaken

to define the limitations of the commission's jurisdiction as

it existed before the new law. The prohibition against dis-

crimination against persons, localities and descriptions of

traffic, he had always thought was all-embracing. The new

law simply added the words "or interstate commerce.'' This

he considered a valuable addition even if there was no inten-

tion to add to the commission's jurisdiction because it indi-

cated the intention to make it clear that the prohibition

against discrimination was all-embracing. If the previous

language was not all-embracing, the new language in Sec-

tion 13 was wise, because it is unthinkable that we may have

effective regulation of commerce unless the federal tribunal

does have power to remove any discrimination against inter-

state commerce which it finds.

Senator Cummins suggested that the state commissioners

and those who agree with them say that no evidence was

presented to the federal commission except that the state

rates were lower than the interstate rates. Mr. Wood said

that such a statement is most incorrect and that he would

endeavor to show before he concluded his testimony that the

facts regarding the various state rate cases were not as they

had been represented to the committee by previous witnesses.

To take away from the Commission its existing authority to

deal with the transportation question as a national problem

and prevent discriminations against interstate rates would

result in chaos, inadequate revenues for the carriers and in

inadequate transportation at a time when the country is

undergoing economic readjustment, Mr. Wood said:

"The suggestion," said Mr. Wood, "that by reason of the

provisions of the Transportation Act state rates have been

frozen and the states deprived of the power to adjust indi-

vidual rates within their own borders to the legitimate re-

quirements of state commerce is without foundation.

"Regulation of interstate commerce and its instrumentali-

ties presents a national problem. As to it, there are certain

fundamental, matters which must be decided by the national

government as a national policy. These are the general level

of rates necessary to provide adequate transportation for the

country as a whole and the prevention of undue discrimina-

tion in favor of the persons of one locality or state as against

another. There is no more loss of dignity or of states' rights

in a statute which requires the states to conform to these

fundamental requirements according to the national stand-

ard, leaving to the states the adjustment of rates within the

states where they do not impugn the national program,

than there is in the supervision exercised by the federal

courts over the action of state courts on matters likewise

arising under the Constitution.

"The removal of the commission's power would also re-

tard the orderly liquidation of freight rates in response to

such reduction in operating costs as may be brought about

and in thus extending to the country the maximum benefit

of downward revisions of rates in the necessary economic

readjustment. With the carriers' wage bill alone for the past

year substantially equivalent to the entire gross revenues of

1916 or 1917, a restoration of a pre-war level of rates as a

whole cannot be expected for a long time to come. The
nation's economic readjustment requires that such reductions

in rates as may be possible in response to reduced operating

expenses should be placed where they will do the most good.

By the restoration of pre-war statutory passenger fares or

by reduction in passenger fares to a lower level than now
exists the opportunity to reduce freight charges in the interest

of commerce and of the people as a whole would be greatlv

diminished. This is one of the results that would follow

by withdrawing from the commission its existing authority

or requiring a cancellation of its orders by legislative enact-

ment. To the extent that state commissions whittle away
revenues from freight traffic by reductions in rates the oppor-

tunity in an orderly way to make such reductions on inter-

State traffic in basic commodities is likewise diminished.

"If reduction in freight rates is to be made an effective

instrument in the economic readjustment orderly and har-

monious action looking towards placing of these reductions

where they will do the most good is necessary and cannot

be accomplished as long as a large proportion of the states

insist upon the maintenance of rates which reduce revenue

and result in discrimination against interstate commeru
"The carriers are already assuming as much of the burden

of the economic readjustment as they can stand. By loss of

traffic and by many reductions in rates to meet economic

conditions their revenues are today far below the standard

required for the maintenance of adequate transportation fa-

cilities. It is as essential that they should come out of this

period of economic readjustment as solvent institutions and
with a reasonable assurance of established credit as it was
at the time that the Transportation Act was passed.

"No single act upon the part of Congress would be as

severe a blow to the rational regulation of transportation

charges for these purposes as the removal from the Inter-

state Commerce Commission of the existing power to bring

into harmony that which ought to be brought into harmony,

to see that out of all of its traffic the carriers' revenues

reach that standard which, when the economic readjust-

ment is complete, the interests of the country demand they

should reach, and to remove the undue discriminations

against interstate commerce which would result from freeing

the states from all supervising control or limiting the juris-

diction of the Commission so that it could not act as the

practical requirements of the situation demand.'

From the .Vctr York Tribune

Isn't It Rather Dangerous Not Having the Two Hitched

Together Some Way?



C. & O. Improves Line and Grades at St Albans,W.Va.
Increased Coal Traffic Necessitates Rebuilding of Important

Branch for Mallet Operation

The Chesapeaki & () has, for some time past, been

facing the problem of handling efficiently the increasing

traffic originating in those sections where coal i> almost
the only tonnage moved. This is particularly true in the

vicinity of the more newly developed fields of the Kanawha
and Logan districts where a major portion of that road's

coal traffic is obtained. This condition is now being

remedied, in accord with the more pressing needs, by con-

Permanence in Construction Marks This Highway Under-
Crossing

siderable grade and line revision and some double tracking,

all of which will materially speed up tin movement through
this section. It will then he possible to use Mallet locomo
tives, to secure longer hauls and heavier train load- and to

dispense with helper service.

The construction described in this article is concerned
with the revision of the grade and line on a part of the I oa

River branch connecting with the main line at St. Albans,
W, Va., near which city most of the work was done. Slightly

less than four miles of new single track line has been con-
structed with maximum grades of 0.20 per cent compensated

"i each direction. This replaces an old line having grades
ot one per cent against loaded traffic and _'.n per
empty movement and also shorten- the haul b) aboul
quarters of a mile. In place of the nine highwa} cri -

"' the old line, all of which were at grade, there ..re now
only two, neither of which is at g]
lll( ' construction oi one under crossing and one highway
bridge. Two tunnels, one 1,500 ft. long and the other
were required.

The Coal River branch serves a pan of the Kanawha dis-
trict, the territorj often being designated as the Coal River
district. It extends south from the mam hue for a distance
of approximately 60 mile- and contains about 164 m
line Leaving St. Albans, the line follows I oa] river to the
town of Sproul, W. Va., aboul 15 mile- distant and a junc-
tion point tor two lines running back into I. i

•.-.
I . an and

!

i counties. The river also -pin- at this point inl

Streams known a- Big ind little Coal river- along which
the two branch lines follow generally. The Kanawha and
Logan field-, of which this section is a part, are the newest
held- along the Chesapeake & Ohio. The coal prod i

highly volatile and makes up about - - cent of the
road'- total coal tonnage. The development in this territory
in the pa-t ha- been chiefly of an extensive nature. The
growth of the traffic in tin- district has been rapid with the
result that the existing line was offered, under ordinary cir-
cumstances, as much or more traffic than it could handle.
I)f I,u ' v -" ; tying within the district mentioned
theresources unty are perhaps the least
and a- a future -ource of supply are of immense importance.
\ containing many thousands of acres have not

touched and test- in these areas have shown them' to
i coal in abundance and of the finest gl

r.ulav about 71 mines along the lines of the Coal River
branch deliver coal to the Chesapeake & Ohio, all of which
must pass out onto the main line at St. Al Idition

973
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there are about 14 mines located in the fields east of Whites-

ville, the junction point of the Cabin Creek branch with

the main line and the St. Albans line which, because of

severe eastbound grades leading over the hills in this vicinity,

dispatch their loads over the Big Coal River line. There
are about six miles of mountain grades on this connection

that are so heavy that two 95-ton Consolidation locomotives

can only handle from six to eight loads eastward.

During the last six months or so, only about one-half to

three-fourths of these mines have been working and then

not always on full time. Even with such a condition from

300 to 350 cars have been moved out of this Coal River

district daily. These have been handled in trains of approxi-

mately 50 cars, or under, by a 95 -ton Consolidation locomo-

tive which brought them to within about 4J/ miles of St.

Albans, where the first adverse grade was encountered. A
pusher sent out from St. Albans met each train. In many
cases it was necessary to add a third locomotive just outside

of the city limits, double heading the train up a one per

cent grade whose summit was in about the center of the town.

A tunnel situated on the first adverse grade limited the size

of power which could be utilized to the locomotives men-
tioned. This power was turned at St. Albans, the loads

being made up at this point in 75 to 80 car trains and moved
either east or west by 2-6-6-2 Mallets. In contrast to this,

trains of 75 cars will now be handled out of the Coal River

district by Mallets which will take them through to the

Russell yards on the west or to the Handley yards on the

east. Pusher service will be dispensed with and as a result

of the low grade established and the elimination of the nu-

merous grade crossings which have heretofore been a serious

hindrance to efficient operation, the capacity of the line

should be increased materially.

Tunnels Involve Treacherous Materials

The peculiar, even treacherous nature of the soil and rock

in this section gave rise to some problems in connection with

quently at a lower elevation. The first or Armstrong tunnel,

which is about 300 ft. long and on a seven degree curve, is

about 150 ft. to one side of the old tunnel and, from base

of rail to base of rail, about 15 ft. lower, the grade being

level at this point. From the Armstrong tunnel to the

1,500-ft. St. Albans tunnel the grading or cutting was com-
paratively light except at the approaches to the latter where
the new line crosses the old. In this part the line follows

The Batter Given the Side Walls Is Quite Evident to the Eye

close up to the side of a sandstone cliff that required con-

siderable blasting to secure proper line.

The section through which the short tunnel was driven is

composed of slate and sandstone, intermixed in spots and
overlaid with clay. In driving the heading for this tunnel,

the wall plates were carried along at the same time by drift-

ing. However, before the bench was removed a movement
developed in the overburden that resulted in the formation

of a side pressure that pushed in the lining for about 100 ft.

at one end. This "squeeze" occurred at the springing line

Map and Profiles of the New and Old Lines

the construction of the line that brought it out of the routine

of ordinary grading and tunnel work. The only work of

any magnitude was in connection with the construction of

the tunnels, both of which developed slides at the portals

as well as "squeezes" on parts of each bore, the latter being

far the most serious.

The new line leaves the old at about the beginning of the

first adverse grade, although it practically parallels it farther

down the side slope of the hills in this section and conse-

and showed an average inward movement on each side of

about 6 in. before being stopped by heavy cross bracing of

10-in. by 10-in. timbers set every 8 ft. longitudinally along

the springing line. A somewhat similar condition developed

in the St. Albans tunnel and both situations were handled

in a like manner.
The longer tunnel was driven through practically solid

sandstone. Headings were started from each end, the bench

on the east end or the one farthest from St. Albans being
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brought along with the heading. At the same time a heavy

i m leading to the west end was excavated to grade and car-

ried up practically to the location of the wesl portal. The
finishing of these two pieo - of work left a wall oi sand

running from side to sidi oi the i ut and up to the height

of the tunnel springing line. This was removed last. In

bringing the bench through from the east, considerable diffi-

culty was experienced with the large amount of water which

seeped out of the tunnel walls. On the morning following

The Portal at the St. Alban's Tunnel Where the Old and

New Lines Diverge Before Entering the Town

the removal of the roek at the portal, no signs of water were

seen. The unusual character of this development brought

about a hurried inspection of the situation which disi

the fact that the steam shovel in the tunnel was tipped partly

on one side and was leaning against the wall plates and

also that about 320 ft. of the wesl end of the tunnel had

been subjected to a severe strain. The 1 2- in. by 12-in. seg-

ments on tin' arch of the tunnel timbering had been sprung

or bent, some were even broken and nearly all in the 320-ft.

Clearing Out the Bench in the St. Alban's Tunnel

section showed that they were under heavy pre- -
i

I

springing lines had been squeezed in about 6 in. and tests

revealed that tin \ were -till moving -lightly. The hard

sandstone subgrade of the tunnel had been heaved up about

1
J

3 ft. and was also moving slightly.

As in the case of the shorl tunnel, cross bracing was
installed and. believing tli.il the removal of the roek

the entrance had in a measure been the cause, the men in

charge started immediately on the construction of the portal.

The portal was exi avated down to a depth oi about 6 ft

subgrade and when it was poured, a 4-ft. by 6-ft. concrete

reinforced with old rails and tied in with the side

walls, was poured integrally with it. When this was com-
ph ted all movent I wo additional reinforced

of the type used at the ]>ortal were poured at the

nd in conjunction with the 1 in in l.' of the tunnel while

the remainder of the i20-ft. reinforced by the

i onstrui tion of a concrete "invert" having a maximum depth

of 2 ft. 2 in. and a minimum depth of 1 ft. 6 in. under the

wall plates. This required an excavation of about 4 ft. by

drilling and d bag did Dot seem to have

disturbed the formation of the rink. The invert as well as

the arches of the lining were reinforced with wire mesh
extending up into the side walls which were given a batter

of one ft. inward as an additional
t

I batter

is shown clearly in one of the photographs. Because of the

way the old timber lining was being stressed at many spots

the concrete was poured around the cross bracing which was
left in place until the concrete had set. They were then cut

Out and the holes tilled.

The tunnel on the old line had a clear width of 16 ft.

H side walls and an overhead clearance of 16 ft. above

top of rail. It was ajso on an eight-degree curve and this

factor, in connection with the measurements, made it unsafe

rati Mallet- through it. The new tunnel section meas-
Mi - 18 ft. between side walls and 23 ft. above subgrade or

approximately 21 ft. above the top of rail. Except where the

"squeeze" occurred the - poured one foot thick

over the timbers, which were almost uniformly 12-in. pieces

eked by 4-in. lagging, thus giving a maximum thickness

of coqerete of about 2 ft. Where the "squeeze" occurred the

width or thickness oi the wall at the subgrade was in. •

to give the one foot batter mentioned I he pouring of the

portals and the tunnel lining was handled from concrete

plants set up near one portal of each tunnel. The concrete

arried in and plat ed from » affold i

Other work in connection with this grade and line revision

included the construction ridge, a con-

. rete underiTossing carrying :

I and an electric

ear line, a drainage system, a four-track yard adjacent to the

presenl station fai ilities and a new highway to follow certain

stretches of the old roadbed.

The work was planned by and carried out under the

direction of the engineering department of the Chesapeake &
Ohio. ('. W. Johns, engineer of construction, and E. G. Rice,

resident engineer, in direct charge of the field work. The
Boxley Brother- Company. Orange, Va., was the ...ntractor

for the construction.

Freight Car Loading
.

Tin VOL! '.i of railroad freight trafl -ured by

the- weekh car loading reports compiled by the Car

Service Division o\ the American Railway Association,

its peak for this year, after having

exceeded that for the corresponding weeks of 1919 for two

weeks although not having quite reached the figlU

1920. The curv< - showing the loading for the past foui

show a steady increase from -prine. to fall ending during

the last week of October in the last thr though

the' d© i derably earlier in

Loading of revenue freight total. luring

the week ended on November 5. compared with

during the previous week or a reduction of 122,899. This

irs h'-s than were' loaded during th(

ing week of 1920 but more than were- loaded

during the corresponding week in 1°1°.

While there was a reduction in the landing of all com-

modities compared with the w the principal de-
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was in coal and merchandise and miscellaneous

freight, which includes manufactured products. The de-

crease in traffic was to some- extent due to the observance

of two church holidays during the week.

Loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight

amounted to 515,894 cars which was 62,684 cars less than

during the week before but was 10,000 cars in excess of the

loading of that commodity during the corresponding week

last year. It was, however, 16,778 cars less than were loaded

during the corresponding week in 1919.

A decrease of 34,818 cars, compared with the week before,

was reported for coal, the total being 172,875 which was,

however, 30,945 cars less than were loaded during the same

week last year but 60,758 cars more than during the same

week in 1919. Ore loadings also dropped off 7,230 cars

within a week, the total being 10,979.

Grain and grain products, according to the report,

amounted to 40,921 cars, a reduction of 8,028 cars compared

with the week before but 4,698 cars more than were loaded

during the corresponding week last year and 1,700 in excess

of that week in 1919. Livestock also declined 6,379 cars

to a total of 31,126 which was, however, only slightly under

the total for the corresponding week last year while forest

products with a total of 51,188 cars was 3,160 less than

the week before.

Coke loadings were 6,739 cars, 600 less than the previous

week.

Compared by districts, reductions in the loading of all

commodities were reported both compared with the week
before and the corresponding week in 1920.

The number of surplus freight car> for the week ending

November 1 averaged 80,203, a reduction of 19,768 as com-

pared with the week before. This included 22,628 box cars,

a reduction of 3,996, and 33,643 coal cars, a reduction

of 16,265.

Refrigerator equipment continues to be in strong demand.
Loading in the Puget Sound district, principally apples, is

in excess of last month and much in excess of last year.

( )tlier Western districts continue active loading. Citrus

fruit is moving from Florida in increasing volume. All car

requirements are being satisfactorily met. The box car sup-

ply is ample at all points to meet requirements, which re-

main comparatively heavy and the coal car supply is about

equal to the requirements. Shortages which existed during

the past few months of exceptional demand have been

eliminated almost entirely.

The number of bad order cars on November 1 was 345.201,

or 15 per cent, a reduction of one-half of 1 per cent as

compared with October 15.

The number of surplus cars for the period November 1 to

November 8, however, shows an increase to 93,172, of which

34,737 were coal cars and 32,747 were box cars. There were

shortages amounting to 4,600 as compared with over 11.000

the week before.

The summaries for the weeks of October 29 and November
5 follow:

II \ ENUE FRI-IGMT LOADED AND RECEIVED FROM CONNECTIONS

iary—All Districts, Comparison or Totals This Year Last Year, Two Yeai-.s Ago For Week Ended Saturday, October 29, 1921

Total revenue freicht loaded Received from connection

District?:

Eastern

Allegheny

Pocahontas

S hern

Northwestern . .

Central Western

Southwestern . .

Total, all roads

lncr

Incr

War
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921

1919
1920
1920
1919
1919
1921
1021
1921
1921

*Grain and li tal fig

compared
compared
compared
compared

October 22
October IS
Octi ber 8
October 1

Grain
and sraln
products

12,254
5.643
3,541
2,320
27o
96

3,737

13 OS0
12,367
12,215
O.900

3.846
3,826

48,949
37.496
39.784
11,453

' '9,165

51,001
48,372
53.964

'57,890

Live
stock

3,686
2.782
3.696
3,464
441
277

2.549
2,458
10,136
9,329

13.77')

12.058
1,218
2,499

37.505
3 '867

40.188
16, 110

34.073
!2 868

Coal

52,306
60.169
58,940
67,362
24,681
24,184
27.657
26,745
12,590
11,171
25,548
25,503
5,971
7,852

207,693
2 12,986

217,025

15.293

S%332
212.210
101.506
isn. 3.<o

17S.005

Coke
2,693
3,612
2,614
8,046
212
969
562

1,401
872

1.S36
196
479
190
149

7,339
16,492
9,556

Forest
products

5,261
7.S43
3.196
3,450
1.457
1.797

16.967
18,371
12,765
14.755
7,329
6,649
7,373
6,601

54,348
59,466
56,972

Ore
4,467
10.130
5,123

12,068

257
563

2,988
6,463

38,991
770

3,040
821
565

18.209
63,039
41,642

9,153 5,118 49,830

6,647
6,332
6.054

2.624
53.426
53.017
49,459
JO. 401.

23,433
23,186
19,789
25.702
26,393

Mer
iiaruli

L.C.L.

65,8 12

51.051
50.S01
42.015
5,870
3,180

39,331
35,587
29.368
30,793
3 2,525
31,771
15.939
17.034

239,656
213.440
149,711
26,216

'

89.945

Miscel-
laneous

9S.019
97, I

6S.012
71,702
4.041
4,700

41,863
3S.973
39,875
38,698
55,751
51,417
31.361
27,754

338,922
330,456
379,593

8.466

40,671
338,985
318,267
312,684
317.429

Th
1921

244,508

i 05.923

133^29

125,149

14SJ13

'687 19

952,621

Corre-
sponding

ear year
1920

238,442

2i6l427

'37\469

i 29,367

i 581440

140,817

'

66.280

98i|242

Corre-
sponding
vear This vear
1919 1921

268,360

137,708

161772

'77i622

'

59,829

'68i.S3i

52.916

681,738

222.840

201,49S

'46J437

13L526

iioisis

'

59,463

935i479

Corre-
iponding
vear
1920

150.612

19^185

'72^259

'5S\998

Corre-
sponding
year
1919

2461959

143\452

66.455

'

51.353

677/30

1.008.818

906.034 1,018,539
895.740 1,011.666
'901,893 992,283

4,108

'.'.'.'.'.'.'. "14.779

977.051 64S,°522
972,078 609,378
982,171 507,524
957,596 581,252

21,138

75.174

621453

66386

50.897

666.959

701,312 694.515
587,694 694,945
701.083 700,513
687.398 711,193

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED—WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1921
Total revenue frei %

I
' trict Year

Eastern 1921
1920

Allegheny 1921
1920

Pocahontas 1921

Southern 1921
"'

Northwestern 1921
[9

Central West* rn.... 1921

Southwest? 1921
I" !0

I" '1

1!

1919

Oct bei 19 1921
October 22
October
1 tctobei

1921
1921
1" 1

G m
and "i ail

9,893
5.415
3.401

2.594
'I

11 1

3,137
2.440
11,048
11.603
0.558

10,196
3.663
3.K64

48,949
51.001

48.372
53,964

I ivi

stock

3,189
3,148
3,292
3.542

201

278

2,760

8.027
11.252
11,420

2.138
11,1 !6

51.313

37,505
40,188

54.075

Coal

46,380
50.641
48,582
61.147
22.580
21,004
'1,003

29,208
7.677

10.717
17.696
23.051
5.057
7,172

172.875

112,117

172.875
207.693

:

101.506
180,339

Coke

2,274
3,180
2.692
7,104

194
857

1.677
209
536

6.739
14.748
11,943

6,739
7,339
6,647
6,332
6,054

Forest
|ir<i,li'cls

4,793
6.963
2.617
3,224
1.302

1,834
16.476
17,545
11,802
13,866
0.754
6.153
7.444
7.212

51.188
56,797
5S.777

51,188
54.548
53.426
55.017
49.459

Ore

2,904
10,752
4.22!
12,445

9
181
511

2,575
1,871

37.166

3.105
715
581

•10,979

10,979

25,180
.10.780

Mds.
L.C.L.

05.129
47,948
48,192
30,05s
5.617
5.037
19,288
34,389

18,075

29,978
1 5,930
16,993

234.770
201.478
146.354

234.770
239.656
236,640
232.541
253,405

Miscel
laneous

7S.533
89,467
54,814
64.397

4.237
5S.J45

36,586

44,557
10,1,20

26,214
Bl,l ' t

504, 5J5
386,5 IS

181,124
3 382 22
33S.985

This Correspond-
year ing year
1921

213,095

167,811

331480

i04',704

J22i379

'

631666

829,722

829 7 ^2

952.'o21
962.292

1920

iii'.su

io.Vsii

331539

147.953

sushis

915.615
981.242

1,008,818
1,018,539
1,011.666

Correspi nd-
' ing vear

1919

i;5.5S6

i islsis

i3L397

iirjso

55.818

826724

826.724
955.470
977.051



The Legal Status of a Railroad Strike

Interference with Service Under Present Conditions Is Against

the Government Instead of Against Corporations

By James C. Davis

l)irc-( tor Genera] of Railroads

IN
presenting mis papek a should be distinctly under-

stood thai it i- doni in a wholly personal way, and is

not in any wise connected with any official position I may
hold, and whatever opinions I express or statements I make
.in entirel) on mj own responsibility. It is further only

fair to say that in some 20 years of railroai service

I have always maintained the most liberal and progressive

ideas in the matter of the rights of organized labor, firmly

believing in the same right of labor to organize for the pro-

tectiori of all lawful rights, 1>\ eithei defensivi or offen ivi

action, thai capital mighl have, and thai I freely sub

to the doctrine that "the labor of a human being is not a

commodity or article of i erce." But, over and above

.ill these considerations, I have an abiding belief in the

settlement of all disputes, espei iall) those involving the rights

and responsibilities connected with publii servio b] omi

legally constituted authority, with power on thi pari of the

government to enforce the orders and findings of those public

tribunals charged with the power to settle disputes arising

between employers and employees, where these em]

are engaged in the service of what might be termed public

service corporations.

Transportation Act Marks a New Era

The passage of the Transportation Acl of 1920 marks a

new era ill the ureal question of the publii Control Of our

national system of railroad transportation. While this law-

ma)' perhaps be subject to just criticism in some particulars,

taken as a whole it is the most constructive piece of I

tion ever enacted by Congress on this subjeel

In considering the railroad question in am of its phases,

the rapid growth of this great industry, and the varied as

peets of public opinion and publii Legislation as the industry
has progressed, must always be considered. Next to agricul-

ture, it is the greatesl commercial activity of this country,

practically brought into existence within the memor) of men
now living.

It was in the experimental stage from 1830 to 1850. From
1850 to 1875 the science of railroad building was rapidly

developed; great projects were created and executed, and
during practically all of thai period the railroads were gen

erally recognized as private property, there being little or

no regulation f\ either state or national governments. Dur-
ing that period the construction of new roads was aided and
encouraged b) the federal and -i.it, governments, counties
and cities, ami in every other form of possible publii and
private aid. In 1876 the United States Supreme Court sus
tained the right of the national and state governments to

control, ill the matter of charges, public service corporations,

the states being limited to local and intrastate service; tin-

federal government being supreme in the realm of inti

commerce.

From that time down n. tin period of federal control there
was a perfect Bood of state and national legislation, much
of it enacted without any fair consideration, and the regu
lation of railroad- by the vanou- governmental bodies in the
stall- and in the nation became so multiplied that by the

•Address befori (he Knife and Fork C! s Cit) M November

i ommi qi ement oi atrol the railn :igaged

in a desperati

Following the Jo monl introl ending Feb-
ruary 29, 1920, and a- a preface to the return of the property

< d the 1 ransport ition Act of

1920 i i. This enactment may
hi: fairh di the only real constructive legislation

attemptei matter of railroad regulation

which in any substantial way contained provisions looking
to tlie propem rights of the owners of the interstate I

transportation, all P lation having for its object the

regulatii on in the interest of the public
and the rail i res.

This ict in authority of

government control. In the matter of rates, the pov
ea-e them is taken from the

larrier- A substantial local or intrastate com-
merce is granted to the Interstate Cormnerci Comr
when sui h local i

| ite authoritii

undue, or unreasonable preference or prejudice as between
persons or localities engaged in interstate commerce, or dis-

criminate against interstate comma I immission is

given very wide authority in the in

earnings, distribution of freight equipment, consoli-

dation of companies, ami joint use of terminals; in fact, con-
trol in the most minute details of operation is granted to the

commission under this law. .

In other sections of the law the
l a national

"Railroad Labor Hoard." Thi f nine
members three members selected b] thi President from
nominations made by the organizations of labor; three mem-
bers appointed by the President from nominations m
the carriers, and three members appointed ,by the President
as representatives of the public.

This hoard is given general authority to hear "and with
diligence decide" disputes growing out of rules of working
conditions, and is further authorized to hear "and with dili-

decide" all disputes with reference to the wages and
salaries of employees and subordinate offii ials.

The Labor Hoard has construed its power under this act

to extend to the control of all changes in wages, and that
no changes in existing contracts or rule- can he made by the

interstate carriers under it- jurisdiction except upon approval
of the hoard. In the recent strike controversy in which the

principal railroad labor organizations v i. the

Railroad Labor Hoard made, in part, the following

i tins linn-, and while the mailer is so ini, i

of all. (he boat I

understanding > an hi i

are ci nteni| I.e. -.ncc musi be
directed by the

pute nui-

until aii-

Bv this plain and unequivocal language the Labor Board
assumed complete control and jurisdiction over .ill

in wages, rules, or working conditi

If the language of the Transportation \

construction which these words seem to imply, and the con-
s-ruction which the tribunals charged with it- enforcement

977
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have placed upon it, then, since the return of the railroad

property at the end of federal control to the several cor-

porations owning same, the interstate carriers have absolutely

00 power over the rates they can charge for services or the

wages they shall pay out in operation,, and any complaint

as to rates or wages is a complaint against governmental

authority rather than against corporate action, and, if the

complaint is as to rates, it is lodged directly against a finding

of the Interstate' Commerce Commission, while if the com-

plaint is in the matter of wages, it is lodged directly against

rules or orders of the Railroad Labor Board.

Strikes Against Government, Not Corporations

Therefore, a strike against rates, if a strike of this kind

could be possible, is against the rules and regulations of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and a strike against wages

or working conditions and rules is likewise a strike against

rules or decisions of the Railroad Labor Board. In other

words, future strikes are directly against orders or findings of

the government, represented by the Railroad Labor Board,

and are strikes against a situation for which the corporations

are not responsible, and which the corporations are abso-

lute \ helpless to correct.

In considering the rights of the public in a railroad strike,

and especially the duties and obligations of the men engaged

in railroad service, a sharp distinction must be drawn be-

tween men engaged in private service and those engaged in

what might be termed quasi-public service. The latter would

include men employed in railroad transportation, street rail-

ways, public lighting and water companies, and perhaps

those engaged in the production of essentials to the life of

the nation, such as coal. These men are quite comparable,

as to the nature of their employment, to mail carriers, fire-

men and policemen.

In the case of interstate railroads, the public, represented

by the United States government, has such an interest in the

continued and uninterrupted operation of these public ways,

involving not only the comfort of all the people and the

existence of commerce, but the lives of many helpless men,

women and children, that no organized or combined effort

to interfere with or block the channels of interstate com-

merce should be permitted, and, in addition to the foregoing

considerations, it is the public that eventually pays the bill

for the expenses necessarily incident to railroad operation,

an item of importance which, in wage controversies, is ordi-

narily given scant consideration.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case popu-

larly known as the Adamson Law Case (Wilson vs. New,
243 U. S., 333), clearly recognized and announced the doc-

trine that men engaged in railroad operating service were

subject to certain public duties and obligations not present

in private employment, and could not, by combined organ-

ization, interfere with the freedom of interstate commerce,

or the transportation of the Linked States mail. Commenting
on the power of Congress to regulate carriers, the court held

that there also existed the same power of Congress to regulate

employees engaged in such service, the court saying, in the

course of the opinion:

As to the employee. Here again it is obvious that what we have pre-

viously said is applicable and decisive, sinci whatever would be the right

of an employee engaged in a privati business to demand such wages as he

desires, to leave the employment if he does not ur < t them and by concert i i

action to agree with others to leave upon the same condition, such riehts

are neci ' to limitation when employment is accepted in a busi-

ness charged with a public interest, and as to which tlte power to regulate

led : Congress applied and the resulting right to fix in case

of disagreement and dispute a standard of wages as we have seen necessarily

In ..t' idering comprehensively the situation of the employer
and thi employee in the light of the obligations arising from thi

interest and ol the work in which they are encaged and the derree of

regulation which may be lawfully exi
I thai business,

it must follov, thai thi ivful governmental right i- con

trolling.

, This opinion definitely declares that the obligations to the

public of the railroad corporations and their employees are

alike, in that both the corporations and the employees are

bound to recognize and respect the public nature of their

employment, and these public obligations are emphasized
when we consider that the public service corporations are

obliged to continue to furnish services whether they make or

lose money, and that the great and controlling interest in

the operation of interstate transportation plants is the duty

to the public rather than the interests of either the corpora-

tions, as such, or the men who are in the service of such

companies, and it is this controlling and paramount interest

of the public which up to this time in many railroad strikes

has either been ignored or given slight consideration.

I believe it is a fair statement of the law to say that rail-

road corporations having been entirely deprived of the right

to fix their own compensation for services, or the right to

adjust the cost of operation in the way of wages or working

rules or conditions, railroad strikes in the future are against

the government, by reason of the fact that such strikes will

lie directly against rules laid down by public tribunals over

which the corporations have no control, and, in this situation,

it is of paramount interest at this time to consider the power
which the government has to protect this authority which it

has undertaken, and the responsibility which the government

should exercise in seeing that the orders of the Labor Board
are respected and carried out.

The Debs Case Decision

In 1894 there was a strike in the Pullman Company. The
employees of the great interstate railroads hauling sleeping

cars, in sympathy with this strike, refused to handle Pullman
cars. Richard Olney, the then attorney general of the United

States, under the direction of the then President, Grover
Cleveland, obtained an injunction in the United States dis-

trict court at Chicago against Eugene Debs and other con-

trolling officers of the labor organizations engaged in the

strike, enjoining Debs and his associates from interfering

with the operation of the railroads engaged in earning the

mails and in interstate commerce. The officers of the various

unions refused to obey the decree of injunction. They were
found guilty of contempt by the court issuing the decree,

and sentenced to imprisonment in the county jail for periods

ranging from three to six months.

A writ of habeas corpus was sued out to test the legality

of this punishment, and in an opinion of the Supreme Court

of the United States, announced by the late Justice Brewer,

the conviction and punishment of these men for violating the

injunctive order of the court was sustained.

In the light of the present situation, this opinion of the

court is very illuminating. The court, in sustaining the con-

viction, not only sustained it because of statutory provisions,

giving the government power over the transportation of the

mails and interstate commerce, but also rested its opinion

upon the broad ground of the power of the government to

protect the exercise of governmental functions, and further

decided that there was ,i governmental duty to see that the

great highways of interstate commerce were kept open and
free from interference, and that the United States mails

could lie carried without interruption.

The court, in the course of its opinion (in Re Debs, 158

U. S., 584), said:

Every government, entrusted, by the very terms of its being, with
and duties to be exercised and discharged for the general welfare, has a

right to apply to its own courts for any proper assistance in the exercise

ne nil tin discharge of the other, and it is no sufficient answer
to its appeal to one of those Courts 'hat it has no pecuniary interest in the

matter.

Again, the court said:

It is obvious from these decisions that while it is not the province of

ill, gi \ i rnment t,. interfere in any mere matter of private COnti

n individuals, or to use its great powers to enforce the rights of, one

tnether, yet, whenever the wrongs complained of are such as affect

the public at large and are in resoeet of matters which by the Constitution
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are entrusted tr> the care of the Nation, and concerning which the Nation
he duty to all the citizen . ol m their common rights

then the mere fact that the government ha atercal in the

controversy is m.t sufficient to exclude it from the courts, or prevent it from
taking measures therein to full rial d itii

Again, the court said:

The national government, git tution power to regulate
interstate ci mmi > . e, ha by expn
i "' 1

1
- '.- 1" i carried up* n railroad [1 a ah the

duty of keeping those highways of interstate commerce free from . bstruc-

tion, for it lias always been i ni zed m owes ind i

a government in remove obstructi highways under its control.

This opinion definite])- da ided that the government has

the right to appeal to its own courts in tile protection of

proper governmental rights, and that the duty of keeping

the interstate highways free from obstructions and in opera-

tion is a governmental duty which should be recognized and

enforced.

Clayton Act

Following tin's decision, many conflicting derisions wen-

made by state supreme courts and some Federal courts as to

the fails and circumstances which justified a court of equity

in issuing the extraordinary writ of injunction in controver-

sies growing out of labor strike.-, flu- led in the enactment

by Congress of what is known as the Clayton Anti-Trust

Act (approved Octoher 15, 1914). This act was amendatory
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, and contained the oft re-

peated declaration that "the labor of a human being is not

a commodity or article of commerce." It in effect legalized

"labor, agricultural and horticultural organizations instituted

for the purpose of mutual help," and further prohibited

restraining any such organizations "from lawfully carrying

out the legitimate objects thereof," and also contained the

following provision:

shall such mean./. il.. us bi hi Id
I

. or conspii acj in rest] ainl -a trade, unde
ill, al

Section 20 of this Clayton ad. in effect, practically pro-

hibited the issuance of it writ of injunction in dispute be

tween employers and employees.

Il must he noted as yen controlling that the restrictions

of the Clayton act in favor of labor organizations apply only

to direct controversies between employers and employees,

and tlo not apply when the controversy is with a third person,

other than the employer or the employee.

Therefore, in controversies which are instituted by parties

other than employers or employees, as to the issuance of

injunctions, the provisions found in the anti-trust laws will

apply.

An important proposition as to the jurisdiction of cases

brought under the provisions of this law is that an action

in,i\ l.e commenced in any district where one or more of the

defendants can he found, and. upon proper order of the

court, persons residing in other distril ts may, by suhpuna.
l.e made defendants and brought within the jurisdiction of

the COUrt.

The Supreme Court of the United Slate-, a- late as Janu-
ary .>, 1921, construed the Clayton i.i a- applied to the

issuance of injunctions against labor organizations. The
Duplex Company, a manufacturer of printing [tresses, lo-

cated in Battle Creek, Michigan, brought an injunction suit

against the International Association of Machinists and

Michael T, Neyland, luisines- agent and representative of

Local Lodge No. 328, with headquarters in New York. A
strike of machinists, members of this national association,

had been in progress at the Michigan plant, and tlii- action

was brought in the stale of New York to prevent members
of the same order from carrying on what i- termed a

ondary boycott," in the way of interfering with the installs

tion of the Duplex Company's printing presses in New York
City.

The court sustained the injunction (Duplex Co. vs. Decr-
ing, 254 U. S., 443), ami in the course of the opinion, re-

ferring to the provision of the Clayton act exempting labor

unions from injunction, said:

nothing in tin "ion or

untability where it or they depart from its normal
anil legit an actual combination or conspiracy
in restraint of trade, and by no fair or permissible construction can it be

my activity otherwise unlawful, or enabling a nor-
mally lawful organizatii n to beci me a cb.ak for an illegal combination or

icy in restraint of trade as defined by the anti-trust

The courl further held that the act did not apply because
tin- controversy in question was not dii een employer
and employee.

Government Responsible

It would, therefore, seem quite clear that, in the event of
a general strike, where any combination of members in a
great, powerful railroatl lahor organization seeks, by an
organized cessation of labor, to paralyze the service of rail-

roads engaged in interstate commerce, and prevent them from
complying with their public duties in the matter of carrying
tfiails and interstati th< United States govern
at the relation of the attorney general or other proper gov-
ernmental representative, has the right to apply to a court
ol equity for a writ of injunction, enjoining such em]
from combining and conspiring to interfere with interstate

commerce, and, upon violation of such orders, the court may
indict punishment upon those guilty of disobedience of
same, by fine and imprisonment, as was done in the I I

case.

It further seems entirely clear that the government, having
deprived the i arriers of the right to adjust on their own
motion, these disputes, the dispute arising solely because of
governmental action, the controversy then becomes one for

which the carrier is not responsible, and that the responsibil-
it\ not only of adjusting the controversy hut of protet ting the

public right of operation rests with the government, and the

government must of necessity assume I'-' burden, of the settle-

ment of the dispute, and that Strikes ill the future on all

interstate railroads become corn: tween the govern-
ment and the organizations bringing about the strike.

There must he no misconception of this power of the gov-
ernment, or the circumstances under which it should be
exercised. There is not now and never will he involuntary
servitude in this country. The right of an individual to quit
work upon his individual responsibility, should not he ques-

tioned. The legality of lahor organizations, as such, is fully

protected, l.ut when such organizations, in eombinatios or

COnspirary, seek to interfere with and prevent tin free e\i r

cise of governmental functions,- ami the duty to tarn- the

in.
i
il- and to protect the free and uninterru:- inter-

state commero ire public duties and functions.—then the
rights of the great helpless publii intervene, and the

ernment, a- the n and trustee of these rights.

musl assiune the responsibility of protecting them, and take

the proper measures to enforce the freedom of the perform-
1 duties by interstate carrier-

(hi the other hand, the carriers should be held to the same
measure of obedience and respect for the findings of dulv
authori - tribunals as is required of empl
anil the authority of the government should in every instance

rcised to the limit to bring about such obedience and
respect.

It appeals to me that this is a logical and fair interpreta-

tion of the law as it is now written.

In recovering from the devastating effects oi the World
War, civilization may well he said to be on trial N
catastrophe can he imagined in this country than a proloncedSt
and concerted railroad strike. It means not onlv the i

nization and paralysis of business, with the

parable financial loss attending same, and tin'- li

met h\ persons who are not responsible for the strike, but,

if carried on for a sufficient length of time, it means suffer-
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ingj starvation, and o.ften death to the helpless, especially

women and children.

Should there not be in this country a sufficient respect for

law and order to prevent misfortunes of this character? Is

then- not sufficient patriotism in all classes of our citizens

to say that America will show not only to herself but to the

work! that civilization in this country is not a failure; that

the power of the law is supreme, and that in these contro-

versies, involving so vitally the public interest, we are and

will be a government of law and order, and not go back to

the wager of battle, to trials of strength, to the tooth, the claw,

and the club?

I am always an optimist. I know the people of this coun-

try will never write "failure" as to our form of government.

What we need in these labor controversies is patience and

courage,—a struggle by all good citizens to see the very right

of these things while these intricate propositions are being

worked out.

I have an abiding faith that the same courage, patriotism,

spirit of sacrifice, and love of country and fair play that

saved civilization in the great World War will again assert

itself, and that the American spirit of love of fair play and

respect for law and order will in the end prevail.

Executives Propose a

Temporary Freight Rate Reduction

The Association or Railway Executives has been

proceeding with the plan announced after its meeting

in Chicago on October 14, of seeking further wage re-

ductions with a view of reducing freight rates by a like

amount, just as if no obstacle to the carrying out of the plan

had been interposed by the methods used by the Labor Board

to induce the brotherhood leaders to call off their threatened

strike. Although the Board has indicated that no considera-

tion can be given to further wage reductions until other mat-

ters on its docket have been disposed of, and although the

labor leaders have chosen to represent this to their members

as a sort of promise that nothing further will be done to their

wages for several months, the railroads have announced their

plans for taking the formal steps to initiate a wage contro-

versy to be later submitted to the Board in a way to indicate

that' if there is any delay it will not be their fault. They

have also resumed their negotiations with the Interstate Com-

merce Commission regarding the rate situation, in accordance

with their promise to translate at once any wage reductions

that may be allowed into rate reductions with the concurrence

of the Interstate Commerce Commission. While the labor

leaders have referred to a "promise" by the Labor Board, the

Board's own public utterances have gone no further than a

statement of fact regarding the condition of its docket; and

no one at Washington knows of any promise or pledge hav-

ing been made by anyone. Moreover the demand for rate re-

ductions has been by no means abated because of the 1>< ard s

announcement that it cannot take up a wage case for some

time.

At a meeting of executives in New York on November 10,

Alfred P. Thom reported the results of his conferences with

the commission', and on Saturday, November 12, the execu-

tive committee of the association, accompanied by a number

of traffic executives, held a four-hour conference at Wash-
ington with the commission. After meeting together for some

time the railroad men withdrew for a brief conference among
themselves, and after they had rejoined the commissioners

the latter in turn withdrew for a short time. The joint con-

ference was then resumed; but neither the railroad men nor

the commissioners would give any information of its nature.

Evidently all decisive action was deferred pending further

conferences this week.

On Wednesday the executives met in New York and at

the close of the meeting Chairman T. DeWitt Cuyler an-

nounced a temporary reduction in freight rates and a proposal

for a general reduction in employees' wages. He said

:

"The executives of the railroads of the L'nited State- have

determined to make for a period of six months an immediate

reduction of 10 per cent in carload freight rates on farm

products, any reduction in such rates made since September

1, 1920, to be constituted a part of such 10 per cent., this

reduction to be put in effect without waiting for a reduction

in wages (except on traffic moving wholly within New
England).
"The reductions already made since August, 1920, involve

an estimated loss of revenue at the rate of $175,000,000 to

$200,000,000 annually. . . . The railroads are await-

ing decisions of the Labor Board which it is hoped will re-

lieve the companies from the expense of many onerous and
uneconomical working conditions.

"The railroads are not in a financial position to make this

sacrifice. Unless there should be some revival in business

the entire immediate loss involved in this proposed reduction

would be taken from net earnings. . . . The railroads

are relying upon the public for effective aid in bringing about

the necessary reduction in labor and other costs, and are hop-

ing for the co-operation of labor itself to that end. They
have taken the first step in relieving existing business de-

pression and have given an earnest of their fixed purpose to

reduce rates and to relieve at the earliest practical moment, as

far as reasonably possible, the transportation burden on the

public."

The resolution covers carload rates on wheat, corn, oats,

other grain, flour and meal, hay, straw and alfalfa, unmanu-
factured tobacco, cotton, cotton seed and products (except

cottonseed oil and cottonseed meal), citrus fruits, other fresh

fruits, potatoes, other fresh vegetables, dried fruits and
vegetables and live stock.

If a general reduction of wages and labor expenses is put

into effect prior to the expiration of the experimental period,

the/limitation of six months is not to apply.

Action to Reduce Wages

The proposed general reduction in wages of employees was
announced in notices sent out this week by each road to the

chairmen of the different employees' organizations. The
notices call for a conference between officers of the roads and
representatives of the employees' organizations, and say that

the date of the conference is to be fixed later.

There is a general impression that the reduction to be pro-

posed by the roads will be 10 per cent; but nothing has been

said as to what classes of employees this rate wdll apply to,

or what differences may be proposed as between the train

service men and those engaged in work requiring fewer

skilled men. The resolution as adopted requires the neces-

sary steps under the law to be taken as promptly as possible

"with the understanding that concurrently with such reduc-

tion in wages the benefit of the reduction thus obtained shall,

in a manner approved by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, be passed on to the public in the reduction of existing

railroad rates except insofar as such reductions in rates have
been made in the meantime."
The executives also voted to ask the Interstate Commerce

Commission for a rehearing of the hay and grain case and

for a general inquiry to ascertain whether until a substantial

reduction can be secured in the labor and other costs of

operation any further reduction in rates could lawfully be

required, or, with due regard to the transportation industry,

is possible.

Recent Census Statistics in England show that 79 per cent

of tile population lives in urhan districts.



An Analysis of the Freight Car Situation

It Would Appear That the Pooling of Freight Car Equipment
During Federal Control Was Anything But a Success

By John E. Muhlfield

In
a l.i.i n.k under date oi April 29, 1920, written by L. F.

Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson Company, to

E. N. Brown, chairman of the committee of the Associa-

tion of Railway Executives (of which committee Mr. Loree
was a member) appointed to recommend to the Interstate

Commerce Commission the purposes for which loans should

be made from the $300,000,000 fund created by the Trans-
portation Act of 1920, Mr. Loree set out many pertinent facts

relating to the then ineffective loading, movement and upkeep
of existing freight train equipment as an argument against

the expenditure of large sums for the purchase of additional

uinn
•NET TON MILES PER CAR PER DAY

freight cars at extraordinarily high unit costs and the result-

ing prohibitive interest and retirement charges. In closing

ais letter. Mr. I .oree stated: "Conditions are now very ab-
normal in that during federal control all restrictii

ownership were ignored and the cars were scattered through-
out the country and their repair- sadl) neglected. Efforts

should now he made to bring them back as promptly a

iible to the owning line and every effort should he made to as

rapidly as possible put them in proper repair."

An examination of the chart, prepared from the data set

up in Tables 1 and II and showing the "Performance of

Freight Train Cars in Service of Class I Railways" during
the period January,. 1017, to September, 1921, will not onl\

confirm the soundness of Mr. Loree's judgment, but it also

shows the relationship of the freight ear situation during the

federal control period, January 1. 1918, to March 1, 1920,

with what obtained prior and subsequent thereto. Summing
;ures in their entirety, they would seem to indicate that

the roads as a whole, while they have made great- progress,

have not as yet recovered from of government con-
trol and the many inequities permitted thereby. The follow-

ing brief analyses of the graphics show that these improper
practices wen- directly reflected with the return of the roads
to corporate control and that the carriers are now bearing the

burden of the 1 nited Mates Railroad Administration
I

fooled not only itself but everyone lieved in its

methods.

Per Cent Loaded to Total Cars. This factor shows de-
cidedly in favor of coi trol. The low marks in

May, June and July. 1918 and 1919, can be attributed to the

practice ol the D*. S. R, A. rushing ears promiscuous!) to

points of loading to take care of seasonal movements, disre-

garding largely the demand for such equipment in ten
where it might be loaded, and entirely the factor of car effi-

ciency. 'I'he low poinl in 1 1. fanuary,
1919, can be attributed to the falling off in loading after the

Armistice during the readjustment period, as per diem was
abolished and there was, therefore, no necessity for moving
'.irs when nol needed unless upon orders of the Car Service

Section. The extremely low figure in January, 1921, was
the res U lt of business depression and the relocation of equip-
menl by corporate management to avoid the payment of per
diem and is emphasized b> the fact that this line crosses the

line of "Per i enl of Ownership Car- on Home Lines" in

the latter's as< endancy.

Per ( '< ni of < )wnership ( 'at

here a very clear illustration of what the effect of government
ownership tnd the abolition of per diem would result in; this

partic ular f n incial loss to the

carriers of the country in the way of service performed in

empty car mileage made necessary to favorably influence per
diem balain.- and to secure return of equipment to owner's
rails. On March 1. 1920, when tlu- roads were retur

corporate management, there were only 21.9 per cent of
ownership cars on home lines and coal cars needed for load-

ownership lines in the Last were held empty on I

lines in the- West, while- box cars needed on ownershi
tor loading in the- West were held empty on foreign lines in

the l-'.ist. ( ml) thj - on that wa-
in the forepart of 1921 enabled the ears to get home II

traffic held up, they would still be- hadh nd in

even a more deplorabli condition of upkeep. While
pool such as established by the D. -5. R V might be worked
out under certain practical conditions, the government made a
decided failure- of its venture in that direction.

- line merely shows the natural

age car capacity of the country that can
ted for some vears to come and against which, as the

u capacity coal cars on the Virginian Railway
has demonstrated, no reasonable argument can well be

advanced.

Corporate management has no
apologies to offer when compared with government control in

ml as with all the influence and effort of the

in combination with the movement of heavy war materials

and supplies, the l". S. R. A. was unable to bring and hold
the average car loading up to the figure that should have been

981
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realized. All factors considered the corporate showing aver-

ages muih better.

It will be observed that the government's high point was a

trifle 'over 30 during the lake coal and ore movement period

of 1918, but it slipped badly in 1919. The corporate man-

agement's high figure of over 31 was realized in December,

1920, when undoubtedly coal production caused the larger

percentage of the total loading, owing to the falling off in the

production or movement of other commodities. Since that

time the mild weather with curtailment in fuel loading has

run it down to almost 27.

Car Miles per Day. Under government control the high

points of corporate control were not reached, which can be

attributed largely to the same reasons as given under "Per

Cent of Ownership Cars on Home Lines." Furthermore,

without a high per diem rate, car performance will be low,

and under corporate control, with the 1918 business, average

car miles per day would undoubtedly have been over 31 as

against the government's average of 24.9. The reverse show-

ing of this factor during the latter part of 1920 and 1921,

when compared with the per cent of ownership cars on home

lines, is a natural result of decreased business and surplus

equipment.

Percentage of Unserviceable Cars. Here is an interesting

studv which was commented on at considerable length in the

writer's Letter to the Editor of the Railway Age, on "Bad

Order Car Situation," which was published in the October 29

issue. However, the ascendancy of the percentage of cars in

bad order with the per cent of ownership cars on home lines

indicates conclusively that the reports of freight car condi-

tion were fictitious during government control; make-shift re-

pairs were depended upon to keep the cars moving and to

hold down the number of cars to be reported in bad order

condition at a time when they were actually deteriorating, not

only as the result of deferred maintenance, but from insuffi-

cient modernization. For example, cars set aside for urgent

heavy repairs would be released after patch-work repairs of

an extremely temporary nature. This treatment has resulted

in hundred of thousands of existing cars now requiring gen-

eral repairs to put them in serviceable condition.

However, the corporate managements are laying their cards

on the table and the existing bad order car situation is being

corrected as rapidly as conditions will permit. Thousands of

cars now coming from repair shops and tracks will be in

shape, barring accidental damage, to remain in serviceable

condition for many years to come and thereby restore the

1917 status.

Total Freight Carrying Cars. With bad order cars re-

duced to from 5 to 6 per cent of the total ownership, an aver-

age of 30 miles or better per car per day, and proper distribu-

tion and loading, there is today adequate equipment in the

country to take care of, rot only current business up to the

maximum of the past but also the seasonal demands. How-
ever, to provide for expanding special lines of traffic, to pro-

mote greater earning capacity and to make possible lower

freight rates, cars should be built of greater average carrying

capacity, of a higher percentage of pay to total load, and of

more substantial design and construction for economical up-
keep, to replace equipment becoming obsolete from time to

time, or which may be put out of service as the result of casu-

alty. With the lowering of labor and material prices and in-

terest charges, adequate provision in this regard will no
doubt be made to best meet the individual requirements of

each carrier.

Net Ton-Miles per Car per Day. This is so closely iden-

tified with the factors of "Per Cent Loaded to Total Car
Miles," "Tons per Loaded Car" and "Car Miles per Day"
that comment is hardly pertinent. Too frequently, however,
as during government control, this figure is permitted to gov-

ern at the expense of locomotive loading or efficiency, with

resulting increased operating costs.
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Conclusion. For the past 20 years the freight cars ordered

by all steam roads and private car lines and industrials in

the United States has been about as follows:

1901 19

1902 195,248
1903 "

1904
1905 .111.115

1906 .110,.! 15
1907 151 711
1908 6

1909 189,360
1910 i

1911 133,117
1912 234,758
1913 i

1914 80,264
1915 :

1916 i

79,31-.;

1918 12.'. 770
1919 25,899

During 1920, according to the Railway Age, the cost for

maintenance of 2,382,212 freight cars in the United States

totaled $626,746,636, or an average of $265 per car.

When the President of the United States took control of

the railroads lie promised the owners that their properties

would be returned in as good repair and with as complete
equipment as when taken over by the government. To date

this has not been done and the operations of the Class I rail-

roads for 1920 realized a net operating income of only sixty-

two million dollars, without any allow; for either interest

or dividends, but which included approximately sixty-four

million dollars of back mail pay from the government. This

sixty-two million dollars represented tin- earnings upon
nineteen billion dollars of propert) investment, which valua-

Passenger Traffic Association

Meets at French Lick

Tin a\ niai. i onvention ation of

Pa enger Traffic Officers was held on November 14
and 15 at French Lick, End., with an attendance of

about 1 resentatives from this country

and Canada, Thi was opened by W. A. Russell,

president of the associate i traffic mana
the Louisville & Nashville.

Various sul lining to passenger traffic were dis-

among them being the reports from the various stand-

in-,' committees. Matti r was submitted by the Committee on
Safety Tii ket Taper, the Committee on Official Nicest of

I i

1 .mil Divisions and the Committee on Standard Forms
of Interline Tickets. Included in this report were findings

relative to an improved baggage storage check and on an in-

expensive method of attaching seals to trunk.- and valises for

the purpo-e of preventing thefts from baggage. The latter

pari of tin- report was deferred for consideration to the an-
nual convention of the American A-sociation of General Bag-
gagi Agents to be held shortly at San Antonio, I

I In question of advertising medium- for securing publicity

of July, 1921

I VBLE II

Freight Train Tars (Owned or Li b by I uss 1 Lines) in Sesvici oi Cuss I Railways in

(From Information Compiled by Bureau of Economics)

As of Dccc mbcr 31

Freight train cars in service 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920

Pox 1' 1,040,818 1,038.751 -'96

Strck 85,188
Refrigerator 51.257 59,677
Tank 9,714
Coal
FUvt I 114,234
Other freight-carrying cars 85,918 84.569 87,979

Total freight-carrying cars 2,253,233 2,302,059 2,325.673 2,.'61.10_>

IV ..ii-

Total freight train cars 2,280,955 '.123 2,354.- 1

;

2,389,860

'. hi strict!} comparable with other data as it includes cars own,. I

s ni.ii l„ on il' I lint C parable figure foi e. would be 2.396.768.

tion has been approximated by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for rate making purposes. During the latter part of

1920 a more rigid policy of economj was enforced to offset

the abnormal labor rate increases as established by the Rail-

road Labor Hoard as of July 20, 1920. As a result during
the first eighl months ol 1921, even in the face of business

depression, the net railway operating income, exclusive of any
provision for interest or dividends, was greatl) improved but

even then amounted to a rate of onl\ 2.5 per cenl per annum
on the nineteen billion dollars of valuation as compared with

the Syi to 6 per cent rate of return as fixed by the Trans-
portation Act for the March l. 1920, to February 28, 1922,

two-years' period.

While the United State- Railroad Administration ha- for

all time demonstrated in it- operation of the railwa) sys

terns of the country, and in fact in the existing freight car

situation alone, the delusion that burdens can be iudel'ittiteh

passed along, still the experiment of government control

in the United States has not been without Some benefit- to the

carriers and their owner-.

Kenton, Ohio, by action of it- citj council, has ordered the

speed of all railroad trains moving in the city to he limited to

eight miles an hour. This action has been taken, it is said, with
the purpose of compelling the railroads to furnish what the
citizens consider adequate and necessary crossing protection.

Railroads affected by the ordinance are the Erie, the Big Four
and the Toledo & Ohio Central.

u.i- discussed bul owing to the varying conditions in the

several section- of the country it was concluded that it would
be impossible to obtain uniformity in this respect. In this

iion- wire offered for reducing the heavy
cosl of printing folders and improving the present method of

their distribution. It was de< ided that hereafter more careful

supervision should be given to this problem. Suggestions

were also offered by the representatives of carriers in the

various sections of the country for the construction of joint

passenger tariff- and the elimination of the -o-. ailed free

mailing list.

The most important business conducted at this convention

was a change in the by-laws of tin- association which pro-

vided for a -i. imling territorial committee, the composition
and function- of which arc a- fall

"Standing territorial f the

chairman or other administrative officer of each territorial

passenger association, together with not more than five mem-
bers from each local : --.viation territory, and
three members representing water lines, whose duty it shall

be to make- recommendations from time to time either direct

to the association or to the several territorial pa--

ciations on such subjects as the committee may initiate or

which may be referred to it for consideration by this

ciation or the territorial association. It shall also be ti

of thi- committee to present the recommendation? of this asso-

ciation thereon and report the result to thi if this

tion."

Under the above action periodical meetings of the com-
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mittee will consider questions of interterritorial concern, their

recommendations to be immediately submitted to the terri-

torial passenger associations without waiting, as formerly,

for the annual meeting of the association. This will not

only enable preliminary consideration by a committee repre-

sentative of the entire country, but it is also certain to effect

an earlier disposition of interterritorial traffic problems.

Among the subjects referred to the interterritorial com-
mittee for consideration were the following:

.Minimum requirements for exclusive occupancy of draw-
ing rooms, compartments, and sections of sleeping cars and
drawing rooms in parlor cars; interterritorial clergy arrange-

ments; parking charges for special passenger cars and
coaches in use and in transit, method of computing time to be

charged; uniform rule for redemption of wholly and par-

tially unused tickets.

The following officers were elected to serve for the coming
year: president, John Frances, general passenger agent,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; vice-president, A. B. Smith,

general passenger agent, New York, New Haven & Hartford;

secretary, W. C. Hope, passenger traffic manager, Central of

New Jersey. Following the adjournment a meeting of the

fraternal section of the association was held during which a

report was presented setting forth its financial status.

Developments in the

Railroad Labor Problem

While comparative calm prevailed during the past

week in the railroad labor situation there have been

several significant developments which indicate to

some extent what may be expected in the near future. Fore-

most among these developments are: (1) the preparation of

the railroads' case in favor of a further wage reduction aver-

aging approximately 10 per cent and the steps which are be-

ing taken to bring this case before the Railroad Labor Board;

(2) the presence of leaders of the engineers' and firemen's

organizations "on the carpet" before their general chairmen

at Chicago, explaining why and how the recent strike orders

were recalled, and (3) the continued application of the Labor

Board to the question of rules and working conditions.

The first development, the preparations which the carriers

are making in behalf of their requests for a further wage

reduction, will undoubtedly be the means of again focusing

attention on the railroad labor problem. While statistics

and other material are being compiled, railroads throughout

the country are notifying their employees of the proposed

wage reductions, conferences between representatives of the

individual carriers and their own employees are in order and

the individual disputes will probably be certified to the Rail-

road Labor Board within the next 30 days. It is expected

that the whole controversy will be placed in the hands of the

Board before the end of the present year and then the Board's

action in docketing and providing for hearings in these dis-

putes will be watched closely by both the carriers and the

employees involved. It will be recalled in this connection

that the train service organizations have already interpreted

a memorandum, issued by the Board and used to bring about

the recall of the recent strike order, as promising that no fur-

ther wage reductions would be considered for a time, variously

estimated at from eight months to a year. In this connection,

also, members of the board have pointed out that no defi-

nite promises of any kind have been made to the men, and
this fact, coupled with the progress which is being made by

the Board in disposing of disputes now before it relating

to rules and working conditions, naturally leads to the con-

clusion that hearings on further w-age reductions are not

far off. The reactions of the labor leaders then will com-

mand the interest of railway officers and the public.

The second development indicates at the same time that

the organization leaders involved in the recent threatened

strike are meeting with certain difficulties within their own or-

ganizations. On November 14 more than 600 general chair-

men of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Enginemen and Firemen met
at Chicago behind closed doors to ask W. S. Stone, grand
chief of the engineers, and W. S. Carter, head of the fire-

men's organization, why the strike scheduled for October
30 had been called off at the last minute and what assur-

ances were given railway workers against further wage
reductions and interference with existing working conditions.

Extensive plans were made to keep these sessions and the

proceedings therein secret, but the reports which "leaked"

out indicate clearly that the brotherhood leaders were "on the

carpet." None of the other three organizations, the Brother-

hood of Railroad Trainmen, the Order of Railway Con-
ductors and the Switchmen's Union of North America, parties

to the recent strike threat, were represented at the meeting.

Their absence, according to rumor, is due partially to fac-

tional feeling among the leaders of the five train service

organizations as a result of the "satisfactory settlement"

of the recent threatened strike. The effect that this devel-

opment will have on the future of the railroads' labor prob-

lem can be estimated when the question of a further wage
cut conies before the Labor Board and the attitude of the var-

ious brotherhood chiefs is analyzed.

Following the conference of brotherhood general chairmen,

Mr. Stone announced that meeting was held to determine

the future policy of two organizations in regard to wage
reductions and working conditions. Mr. Stone was credited

with the statement that a plan for meeting any efforts to

revise existing rules and working conditions or to reduce

wages had been agreed upon.

The third development of significance, the work of the

Labor Board in disposing of controversies over rules and

working conditions now on its calendar, is leading to much
speculation as to the length of time in which the Board
will take to dispose of all questions of this character.

As announced in last week's Railway Age, the Board re-

cently announced that it would probably dispose of the re-

maining disputes as to shop crafts rules within three weeks.

This statement has been interpreted by some as indicating

that the Board will be ready to hear requests for reductions

in the wages of all employees soon after. The Board, how-

ever, has specifically said that it would consider requests

for further reductions in the pay of any class of employees

only when it had disposed of the disputes over the rules and

working conditions of that particular class. This means,

of course, that insofar as those organizations which recently

threatened a strike are concerned, the Board has not indi-

cated what progress it has made on disputes involving these

classes and consequently conjecture as to when the Board

will consider further reductions in the pay of these classes

is futile.

Newsprint Paper, made in Canada, amounts to 1.000.000 tons

a year, according to A. L. Dawe, secretary of the Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association. He says that in the United States

the quantity used is 2,500,000 tons annually.

Farm labor will be the subject of questionnaire forms issued

by the Dominion employment service, to elicit as far ahead as

possible the requirements of farmers in the harvest season in

order to facilitate through this co-operation the movement of farm

labor ne.xt year from the east and other points.

A large volume of grain is still to come out of the Canadian

prairie provinces, the crop having been larger than seemed prob-

able two months ago. The wheat crop in the Prince Albert dis-

trict is the best for 30 years; 40 bushels to the acre being quite

common!



American Railway Association—Annual Meeting

Comprehensive Round-Up of Varied Activities of Eight Divisions

—Important Work Laid Out

The annual meeting ol thi American Railway Associa-

tion was held at the W aldoi I Astoria Hotel, New York,

on Wednesday, November 16, with an attendance of

about 2H(i and R. II. Aishton, president of the association, in

the chair. The membership now includes 39] full mi

and 345 associate members, operating 314,019 miles of road.

The board of directors reported that since the lasl meeting a

Safety Section had been created within the Operating Divi-

sion; and that M. J. Gormley has been apj ited chairman

of the Car Service Division at Washington.

The board has taken appropriate action in connection with

the ninth session of the Internationa] Railwa} Congress, to

be held in Rome, Italy, in April, 1<>22. The chairman, the

president, the general secretary and five other persons (yet

to be selected) will represent this association at Rome, and

an appropriation was made for establishing suitable head-

quarters there.

Reports recounting the activities of the past 12 months

were received from the seven Divisions—Operating, Trans-

portation, Traffic, Engineering, Mechanical, Purchase and

Stores and Freight Claims—and from the committees on

automatic train control and fuel conservation.

Most of the material in these reports has been covered in

accounts published in the Railway Age from time to time in

connection with the meetings of the Divisions and Sections

of Divisions; and the significant parts of the present report

are those which tell of the approval, by the Asso* iation, of

matters sent up from the Divisions in the form of recom-

mendations.

The Association adopted the recommendation of the Oper-
Iting Division covering rules for the draining or tilling of

gasoline tanks of automobiles and the loading and unloading

thereof in railroad cars or on railroad premises, and amend-
ments to the standard rides covering the use of dimmers on

electric headlights of locomotives. Numbers of proposed

changes in the Standard Code of Train Rules are still under
consideration.

On the recommendation of the committee on grade cross-

ing protection and trespassing the Association adopted a reso-

lution recommending that highway crossing watchmen be

deputized with police authority .it crossings where such

luthority is desirable

I'lie committee on Safe Tran E Explosives and
other dangerous articles, N. D. Maher, chairman, supervises

the work of the Bureau of Explosives, and its report deals

largely with the doings of the Bureau (which have already

been reported in the Railway Age). The chief inspector

of the Bureau is now the agent of the railroads for filing the

regulations for the transportation of explosives, etc., as

a tariff, under the rules of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

The function of the Bureau has been expanded so as to

enable it to formulate a code of standard specifications for

containers, not only of explosives and dangerous liquids, but

also for all classes of freight. In this work, the chief in-

spector will consult with other Divisions of the association

and with associations of shippers, etc; and hi- inspi

force has been increased by the addition of four engineers,

for the purpose of investigating present conditions.

The Medical Sections recommended a Standard Railway
Sanitary Code and' Railway Hospital Standards were
approved.

The Protection Section's recommendations of a federal law
t rver trespassing on railroad trains and also that individ-

ual road- consider the advisability of bond ng and
ring < lerk-, were approved.

The S ion reported that plans for a national cam-
paign for the prevention of grade trussing accidents were
being prepared The Telegraph and Telephone Section sub-
mitted a list of specifications which have been considered
and approved b) the Section covering the work of the tele-

graph and telephone departments of the railroads.

The Transportation Division

The General committee of the Transportation Division,

C W. (raw lord, chairman, presented a long report covering
the work which has been done during the past year by reg-

ular and special committees of the division, no annual meet-
iving been held. I he subjects covered are: (1) Code

-i
i i service rules; various n t nmendations.

(2) Restoration of old car service rule 20. (3) Computing
average miles per car per day; an amendment approved by
the hoard of dire. tor-. (4) ( ar service and per diem agree-
ment. (5) (ode of per diem rules; changes approved July
1,1921. (o) Per diem forms. (7) Uniform abbreviations in

interchange reports. (8) Cancellation of claims during the

period of federal guaranty. (9) Settlement for car hire with
-hoif line railroads. (l'i) Assignment of reporting marks.
ill) Mileage allowance on private cars. (12) Railroad
business mail; amended regulations. (13) Car seals; rules.

(14) Demurrage and storage rules. (15) Revision

age rule-. (Id) Ruh- for loading package freight. This
code of rules till- nearly 100 pages and includes 75 photo-
graphs illustrating right and wrong ways of loading freight.

This
. ode wa- first adopted in November, I'M 4. and thi

cut report includes amendments to date-. (17) Rul
loading carloads of news print paper. (18) Rules for pack-
ing and marking household goods. These rule; have been
printed on a placard and it is recommended tilat all rail-

roads secure copies of this placard for distribution and to

be posted in freight stai B arbitrations

unile r per diem rule'-. i the cost of
owning freight ear-.

The General Commit- ike a report

uniform plan to govern settlements for ..ir hire with

lember mails; also a revision of the switching n
rule-.

Tin Association approved the recommendations of this

Division covering the rc\ -
, c Rule 20; revi-

sion of the regulation for the handling of railroad bus
mail; a code of car-seal rules; rules governing the heading of

package freight, and of paper, and the revision .if the- -

rules I he latter rules, if approved b) the National Indus-
trial I

. will he submitted to the' In!

merce Commission for its tentative approval

ive.

The Traffic Division reported that a number of topics had
been received from the other Divisions of the Association
and had Keen handled b) standing committ
The Engineering Division reported a number of engineer-

ing spi and principles oi practice, which
approved. The report also included recommended pri-

nce from tlie Electrical Section and the Signal Section.

The Mechanical Divisions' recommendations concerning
the rule- of interchange, loading rules and tank
tions were adopted. The Purchases S Division has
distributed numerous report- te-> the membership on reclama-
tion of material and material accounting; on purchase, in-

"S5
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spection and distribution of cross ties; on scrap classifica-

tion and on purchasing agents' office records.

The Freight Claim Division reports that the Freight

Claim Association has been formally abandoned and that the

experience of several months' operation as an integral part

of the American Railway Association has proved eminently

satisfactory. The Division has held profitable conferences

with the National Industrial Traffic League, the National

Association of Wholesale Grocers, and other organizations.

The Joint Committee on Automatic Train Control reports

that its inspectors, working jointly with a similar inspector

of the Bureau of Safety, I. C. C, has been making daily

observations of the installation on the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, and the Chesapeake & Ohio. The final results

will be used as a basis for the proposed requirements to be

prepared jointly with the Interstate Commerce Commission

for the installation of automatic train control devices, some

165 of which have been brought to the committee's notice.

The Joint Committee on Fuel Conservation has distributed

35,000 copies of its rules for fuel economy on locomotives.

On the recommendation of the committee, plans for the or-

ganization for fuel conservation, for inspection of fuel at

source of supply and preparation of a fuel schedule, and the

methods of conservation were adopted.

The following have been elected by letter ballot as mem-
bers of the board of directors for the ensuing three years:

J. H. Hustis (B. & M.) ; C. R. Gray (U. P.) ; W. G. Besler

(C. N. I.); W. R. Scott (S. P.) and W. H. Truesdale

(D. L. & W.); W. L. Mapother (L. & N.).

The next annual meeting will be held in November, 1922,

the place to be selected later by the board of directors.

Malleable Castings

Improved by Research

American Malleable Castings Association

inaugurated an intensive research program a few years

ago to improve the quality and reliability of its product,

which at that time was unfortunately frequently of a very

uncertain character. A central laboratory was established

and Enrique Touceda, Albany, N. Y., was engaged as con-

sulting engineer and metallurgist. With the aid of a corps

of assistants and inspectors investigation was made of the

T

A bulletin just issued shows the most marked advance in

development has been made in the past three and one-half

years, during which period the product of association mem-
bers as a whole has increased from an average somewhat
under 49,000 lb. per sq. in. ultimate tensile strength to over

53,000 lb. and from an average elongation under 10 per cent

in two inches to nearly 16 per cent.

The bulletin includes the report of bars tested for the

month of June, 1921, when the highest average percentage

of elongation of the association as a whole was attained,

namely 15.77 per cent in two inches, or over twice the elon-

gation, 7 J/2 per cent, required by the American Society for

Testing Materials in its standard specification for malleable

cast iron. The June value for ultimate tensile strength was
53,038 lb., or 8,000 lb. in excess of requirements.

A reference to the chart showing average ultimate tensile

strength and elongation for the product of the membership
as a whole for 1918, 1919, 1920 and the first six months
of 1921, indicates clearly how these two properties have in-

creased during this interval despite the addition of many
new members.
An interesting fact is the high percentage of perfect scores

made by the members of the association. By a perfect score

is meant the ability of every bar submitted by a member to

equal or surpass the A.S.T.M. standard specifications of

45,000 lb. tensile strength and l]/2 per cent elongation in

two inches. In June of the present year 87 per cent of the

contributors made perfect scores. Comparing this record

with those for the same month of the previous years, it is

found that perfect scores were attained by but 29 per cent

of the contributors in June of 1918, 57 per cent in 1919,

and 74 per cent in 1920. Out of a total of 31 contributors

in June, 1918, of whom 29 per cent attained perfection, all

but one made perfect scores in June of the present year.

Only 2.53 per cent of all bars cast and submitted for test

during June failed to pass the standard A.S.T.M. specifica-

tions as against 15.12 per cent for June, 1918.

This general improvement of the product of all members
is reflected in the number of certificates that were awarded
for the quarter ending June 30; sixty-one plants having been

awarded the coveted certificate, the highest number yet issued

for any one quarter. The awarding of a certificate is not

based upon the test bar record alone, the general plant prac-

tice as reported by the consulting engineer's corp of inspec-

tors being considered in its effect upon the product. Through
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foundry practices of the different members and improve-

ments made as rapidly as investigation demonstrated their

value. Test bars were regularly submitted by all manufac-

turers.

As a result of this work malleable castings as at present

manufactured in conformity to association standards, instead

of being of uncertain quality are of the highest quality and

integrity. They are on a plane of dependability with the best

mild steel castings or forgings, while they can be machined

at almost double the speed of either.

this safeguard, the purchaser is assured that the test bar

record of each day's production can be considered as truly

representative of the castings. Castings furnished by certi-

ficate holding plants are designated as "certified."

Nothing could more clearly indicate the value of a research

program consistently carried out and rigidly applied than a

comparison of this most recent report with those that have

preceded it. The net result of this work lias been to raise

to a high level the standards of the industry, and to increase

materially the commercial applications of its product.



Selecting Designs for Electric Locomotives

Merits of Various Wheel Arrangements of Steam and

Electric Locomotives Determined by Tests

By A. W. Gibbs
i In. i Mi

.

Ii.iiin a] Engine r Pennsylvania

There aii. certain question a to electrii locomotives

-iuli .1- the transmission oi power from the motor to

the driving wheels and the behavior of the complete

locomotive considered as a vehicle, partii ularly with rel

to its effects on track structure, which have not received ade-

quate attention. These problems may best be studied with

reference to approved types of steam locomotives and this

paper deals especially with the results of a comparative trial

of steam and electric locomotives which was made in 1907 to

secure information in connection with the design of electric

locomotives for the Pennsylvania terminal in New York City.

Fig. 1. Columbian Type (2-4-2) Locomotive

It should be understood that at that time but a limited num-
ber of types of electric locomotives were available for

comparison.

The greatest difficulties of the electric locomotive, other

than financial, are mechanical rather than electrical. None
of the mechanical arrangements to lie described are ideal by

any means, and we musl not mistake the absence of heavy

repairs in the early years of an installation as trulj repre-

sentative of the expenses which will he met later on.

At first blush it would seem that nothing could he more

ideal than the connection of a revoking armature and a

revolving driving axle. As a matter of fact, it i- not at all

simple for the reason that the driven axle not only revolves

hut is displaced bodily as well as angularly in the vertical

plane Moreover, these displ; axles and wheels,

which are not spring supported, occur suddenly, due to ir-

regularities in the track, hence it i- desirable to reduce the

unsprung weighl to a minimum.
The difficulties from these various disturbances are en-

countered principally at the higher speeds and are those with

which we -hall mainly deal. The different methods of com-
municating motion from the motor to the driving axle mav
he considered under the following designations:

A. That in which the armature is carried directh on the

driving axle, the axle boxes sliding in vertical pedestals and
the face of the field coils hems,' parallel vcrtualh on each

side of the armature. In this construction the whole of the

field COils i an he rigidl) Secured to the frame and ahove the

supporting springs. This arrangement permits the easj re

moval of the driving axles and wheels with the least dis-

Vh -i
I Institute, Philadelpl I

turban..
. parts. The disadvantages are the increase

in the unsprung weight on the axle and the low center of
gravity of tie . mm motor. So far this drive has been con-
tmeil to direct current operation.

B. The glared drive, with the gear on the driving axle

end of the motor frame
being tarried in bearings on tin- axle, the other by
nosing on the truck frame. 1 he disadvantages of 1 i

rangement are the low center of gravity of th.

whole, the considerable unsprung weight and the gear wear.
pinion. I sually the motors are in

pair> between pair- oi a\les, and in i
i the gyratory

disturbance is less than where the motor center coincides
with that of the axle. This general type of drive, which is in
common use in street car operation is, undoubtedly, the one
having th.' widesl application and operates with both alter-
nating and direct i urrent.

C. The quill arrangement in which the whole motor is

concentric with the axle in its normal position, but is not
directly connected, the axial opening of the armature being
larger than the diameter of the axle. The physical connec-
tion between quill and axle is by springs interposed bel

pockets in the periphery of the driving wheel
arm- of a revolving spider Connected to the armature.
springs not only transmit the driving torque, but also com-

b,r the axial disturbance of the driving axle. In
some installations the motor frame as a whole is sprit

ported, so - to assist in assuming a position concentric with
the axle l

.
. , ,,f gravity of the

motor, the distance between the motors measured from the
center of the tru. k, the fact that the motor can be removed
from the axle onl\ b\ drawing one of the wheel-, an

Fig. 2. American Type (4-4-0) Locomotive

an) lack of concentricity between the quill and the driving
axle put- a continued ind varying inertia stress on the torque
springs.

Both arrangement.- "A" and "C" have the further disad-
vantage that the ratio of the speed of tile motor to that of
axle i< unity, thus involving higher motor weights than when
this ratio is greater.

D \ modification of the quill arrangement in which the
quill i- driven by one or more motors through spur and
pinion arrangement, the advantage of this is that the motor
part- are much more accessible than in tl

and that the speed ratio of motor armature ; i drivil

mav vary through a fairly wide range, and that whi r

987
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motors drive the same quill the tooth load is that of a single

motor. The disadvantage is the increased axle distance due

to the width over two motors.

E. That in which one revolving element is a jack shaft

driven by one or more motors and coupled by crank pins and

rods to the crank pins of driving axles. The jack-shaft

when placed in the horizontal plane of the driving axles

maintains a fixed position relative to the driving motor or

motors. The relation between them may be a second set of

rods coupling the jack-shaft cranks to a similar pair on the

motor; or the jack-shaft may be driven through spur or her-

ring-bone gears cut on the periphery of the disk engaging

pinions of one or more motors. These rod connections have

been used more largely in Europe than here. The jack-shaft

and rod combination is an exceedingly rigid one and the

wheel arrangement forms a more rigid connection than in the

case of steam driving through pistons. The advantages are

that the removal of driving wheels does not involve electric

complications, and that all driving wheels in the group act

together, so that the full adhesion of the group is secured,

and it is probable that a higher total adhesion will be avail-

able from groups than from single units where the slipping

of one unit reduces the total adhesion. The disadvantages

are mechanical complication involving exact quartering of

all wheels and jack-shafts, the necessity of equal diameter of

all driving wheels, and the heating of pins and maintenance

of rod bushings. Contrary to expectation the maintenance of

jack-shafts involves no great difficulty.

In no type of electric locomotive drives are there counter-

balance disturbances due to counterweights, as only rotating

masses are in motion.

Starting Power of Locomotives

As governed by adhesion the motor-driven axle in starting

has a relatively high adhesion because of the uniform torque

of the motor. It is a well-recognized fact that static weigh-

ings of locomotives show considerable discrepancies on in-

dividual axles. How this discrepancy varies in moving

locomotives is not known.

Assuming that the motor torque is greater than adhesion

Assembled Recording Tie

resistance, we have, where axles are individually driven, the

adhesion of the axle with the lightest loading governing the

adhesion of the group. Where, on the other hand, there is a

rod connection between the various axles, we utilize the full

adhesion of the group. The presence of the coupling rods

does not preclude the application of power to any axle or

number of axles, though the usual practice has been to apply

all the power to one or more jack-shafts and from them to a

group of axles. This utilization of the full adhesion in start-

ing is a matter of importance in any type of locomotive, as

usually they will pull heavier train? than they will start.

In the earlier days of steam locomotives the aim was to

keep the vertical center of gravity low with the idea that this

was conducive to stability. Not until the Reading Railroad

in its introduction of the wide firebox type of locomotive was

forced to elevate the boiler so that the firebox would clear

the driving wheels, was it recognized that this change had
materially improved the steadiness of the locomotive as a

vehicle. The reason, of course, was that the center of gravity

of the parts above the springs acting a- an inverted pendu-
lum failed to respond to the many small disturbances which

would otherwise have produced side shocks. Since that time

designers have not hesitated to raise the center of gravity of

the parts above the springs, and the present limits are chiefly

those of overhead clearance.

One other steam locomotive lesson that seems to have been

forgotten was that with a short symmetrical wheel arrange-

ment with heavy overchanging weights distributed longitudi-

Fig. 4. Metal Strip Used in Recording Tie, Showing
Impressions

n Lilly of the whole machine, excessive lateral oscillations were
set up which endangered the track and locomotive. Figs. 1

and 2 show locomotives of the Columbian or 2-4-2 type and
the American or 4-4-0 type. Here are two types of almost

the same total wheel-base with nearly the same height of

boiler above rail. The weight of the 4-4-0 type was but 7

per cent greater than that of the 2-4-2 type. The 2-4-2 type

was so unstable that it was soon condemned. The 4-4-0 type

is notably a steady-running one and its performance will he

graphically shown later. The reason for the difference in

performance is probably that the wheel arrangement of the

2-4-2 was symmetrical, while that of the other was not.

When it became necessary to design locomotives to operate

the New York terminal of the Pennsylvania Railroad two
electric locomotives were designed and built.

Both consisted of two four-wheel trucks with motors for

each axle. In both cases the trucks were articulated at the

center and carried the necessary draft gear at the ends, thus

the pull was transmitted through the frames of the trucks Lind

not through the superstructure.

In one of these locomotives the motor drive was by gear,

the second method referred to. The other was driven by four

concentric motors through quills.

The wheel-base of both were identical, that of the trucks 8

feet 6 inches and the total 26 feet 1 inch.

Both operated by direct-current at 650 volts through third

rail.

About the time that they were completed reports of troubles

elsewhere made it very desirable that we should ascertain

their performance before constructing the large number of

locomotives necessary for the operation of the tunnels.

Method of Determining Lateral Impact

The line of the West Jersey was available for track and
current, and it was decided to construct an experimental track

with ties which would make some permanent record of the

lateral impacts of the locomotives. As it was expected that

the bad oscillations would occur on curves, if anywhere, only

one end of each of the ties was arranged to register.

Fig. 3 shows one of these ties, the end at the outer rail

being so constructed tluit the rail was free laterally, resting on
rollers, resisted against outward movement by- a bracket

carrying a strip of boiler plate, movable longitudinally at

will. Against this strip rested a one-inch steel ball which in

turn bedded in a plunger bearing against the outside face of

rail. (Fig. 4 shows one of the impression plates carrying the

rei ord of 30 runs.)

The record obtained with this device was a species of

glorified Brinell test, the depth of the impressions of the one-
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inch ball in the boiler plate being taken as a measure of the

impact. After each run the plates were slipped longitudi-

nally and adjusted to touch the hall, each single plate taking

the record of ,30 or more nm-. It is to In- clearly under-

stood that this method tarries with it some decided limita-

tions which must not he overlooked. Each run, whether with

one or more vehicles, made a single impression on each plate.

While it was assumed that tin- indentation was that of the

heaviest impact, it is possihle that two or more impacts oc-

curred on a single point with some cumulative effect. In

some of the runs it is believed that this was the case. There
was also some question as to the interpretation of the im

pressions. The) were calibrated b) statii load

testing machine and also dynamically by falling weight.

The recording ties, SO in number, extending over five rail

lengths, or a total distance of 165 feet, were laid on a one-

degree curve in the southbound track, near Franklinville

N. J., in 1907, There were 16 of the recording ties to each

rail length and at every splice on both rail- tin- tun
I

the splice were so located that the joint between the rails

came between the ties, which at this point were ii

apart. The other 14 ties were spaced as uniformrj as pos

sible, taking into consideration the m . or spacing at

the rail joint-, lie No. 1 was placed about 28 ft. south of

tin point of curve. The super-elevation of the outer rail of

curve was .S in. and the elevation of tin- rail in gan al a point

about 250 ft. north of the point of curvature.

'lie plates were used mi wooden ties immediatel) south of

the tesl track for one-quarter of the distance around the

curve. I'lic ballasl used at the curve was gravel and cinder.

The rail- were I', k. k. section, 100 lb. to the yard, in good

condition. It was specified in arranging the experimental
trai k that it should he lined up in about the best

dition hi' trai k used on this pin e of road.

Hi tangent track appri be curve from the north

ted ot loiidl). rail- supported by wooden tie-, single

spiked. The substructure was of broken stone ballast with

n of about 1,500 ft. north of the test track, in the

vicinity of Clayton, where most of the run- were -tarted and
'In re

i indi r and gravel ballast were used.

Ait r th. of the runs on the curve, the record-

ing ties were removed to the tangent north of Franklinville

station, where the trial- wen- completed. At this location the

I of 100 Hi. rail with broken stone ballast. The
ries of trips, oper-

I

nver them, which broke ami
made thi oing to the chronograph. These tri] -

i irt that at a speed of 100 mill

hour the time between trips would be one second. Four
trip- were used for tl

mi tin tangent, the idea being that failure of one or two
trip- would not \atiate the record of the run.

Other apparatus used in the ti ted of speed
a- on the locomotive, which iv to obtain

approximate speeds; and in some of the run-, then

placed en the Iocomotivi raph having three pendu-
lums, giving vibrations in vertical, transverse and longi-

tudinal dire, i

The second and concluding pari of this article will inc.'.'.

criptio

"Passing the Buck—Perhaps the Dividend"

Lessons of Experience for the Operating Officer Who Would Not

Be a Slave to the Typewriter

A i im mii iim. of tin- New York Railroad Club, in

Neu York City, on November 18, the address was

by Howard Elliott, editor of the New York Traffic

Chili Bulletin and formerl) Inspector of Transportation on

the San Pedro, Los Angeles \ Sail I al.. Railroad. Mr.

Elliott was lor lo years in the railroad service, hut during

the past four years has been in other business. The spirit

and tone of what he said ma\ he guessed from the titl.

Following is an abstract of the address.

Two tendencies are doing incalculable harm to the rail-

ways' best interests; one the hostility to suggestions for im-

proving the service ami tin other the disposition to shift

responsibility, especially in matters of public relation-.

Quoting the views of William Howard laft. Louis 1>

Brandeis, W. Jett Lauck and Henry Ford, the speaker de

dared unwise the general attitude of railroad officers toward
• rituiMiis such as those made by these men. Instead c.t'

admitting that there might be a modicum of truth in what
Mi Brandeis said, railway men set their fa.e- like flint

against his suggestion that large saving- could he made in

railroad operation; this merel) because it came from a man
who had had no experience in the business. To admit error

would have clone violence t <
> long established theories of

railroad pride; hut it is along the pathway of criticism that

real progress lies. 'Flu- railways replied to Mr. I.auck that

two wrongs would not make one riLiht. This, however, did
not settle anything. What was needed for general enlighten-

ment was a frank statement that there was a kernel of truth

in Mr. Lauck's criticism-- and that many savings could be
made. Even Mr. Ford may have some ideas that can be
copied with profit. We must gel away from the idea that

an admi fi ssion of weakness; throw
oft the i leak of infallibility.

I la speaker next discussed a parasite which he called

the "red-tape worm "
I hi-, -aid he. i- one of the w..r>t evils

in railroad operation. It is gnawing at the vital:- of railroad

efficiency. 1 verybod} admits its existence, but usually they

call it a necessary evil. In discussion with a prominent
operating vice-president the >peaker -aid. "I ventured the

suggestion that if I were placed in charge of a railroad I

would make- all of my emplo lis,' and I would
charge them all with the responsibility of producing divi-

de ml-. 1 expressed the belief that the most logical method
of accomplishing real efficiency was by consolidating offices

and by making such change- in the organization a- would
allow officers to broaden the scope of their authority without
tear of criticism. As for employees, each .me should take- a

deeper interest in the company's affair- and pa-- on to

Others only those' things which he is sure- that he- himself
cannot perform. 1 cited sample of daily rep.irt I believed any
division official could make- if clothed with the- proper au-
thority and inspired with interest. The report read as follows:

1. Ro.ie- frail train from A lei It. En<

1 ICh with inter;-
16-hcmr law as rendered !<>- t

1

.f them while
for the V

3. ,\i I

salted 3

and immediately wireM freight

end conference to consider tat<in<r these trains off. Set
report of revenues and expenses, anil suggestions as to handling mail and

n other trains, also proposed line of defense in case we are called
cpon t.» restore thrm.
While at X. went through
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safe-guarding. See separa*e report. I find tliat reports of trivial accidents
are goiiin by telegraph, thus tying up a hundred-dollai operatoi at each end
of the line. Suggest central committee consider having such reports come
by mail. I atti

f
of Division Safety and Efficiency Committee,

and participated in the discussions.
"1 rode No. 1 from E to l

r While in diner overheard drummer tell of

five cars canned [foods jusl >old, and the routing cf which he controlled
At favor. li'lf ni;-iM]iiiy, told him of the advantages of our line,

some of borri ved dining conduct r'a typewriter, and
aft. him nn fountain pen with which he
signed routing Ler. Forwarded the original in one oi his iwn ei

pii s to general fn igl I
< nt Estimated revenue, our

pi opoi ticiij 500."

I may add that I have done practically all those things

myself except to settle with passengers injured in a train

accident.''

Mr. Elliott here referred to the notable case of the late

Thomas J. Potter, the former well known general manager

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, who secured early

promotion because he took it upon himself to settle claims,

after a collision, without waiting to get authority.

However, said the speaker, his argument did not convince

his friend the vice-president. He said: "I don't believe in

your general idea. If men would use their heads it would

work, perhaps; but nothing is so disastrous as the control

of technical specialists by ignorant generalists; and the same

is true of intermeddling. There is an immense desire for

dominion among all men. A friend of mine three years ago

organized his work so that every superintendent was to be

supreme on his division; but after three years he has reor-

ganized it. The superintendents are now supreme with re-

spect to the function that belongs to them, the conduct of

transportation. They no longer play with the mechanical

matters, and they could not do else because they didn't know
how; and if they had known they might better do something

else and leave technical details to others. There must be

the closest co-operation. The superintendent should be the

chief man on the division. The mechanical man should be

his loyal lieutenant and all that, but the superintendent

should not interfere with the prerogatives of the mechanical

specialist. I've tried both plans, and I have seen both tried

in dozens of cases. One tends to the glory of men, the other

to the welfare of the stockholders. Both things can be ac-

complished. The man can have his glory, the stockholder his

dividends."

Yet, said the vice-president, this man made the mistake

of introducing a special design of locomotive without taking

the advice of his trainmasters, and the experiment was a

failure. It is true that the trainmaster cannot design a loco-

motive; but he is the man who uses the engines, and by all

rules of reason the opinion of transportation department

officers should have been sought and carefully considered.

The highly trained ultra-specialist is no more efficient than

the specialist with a broad general basic education; but he

is apt to be less efficient because of the monotony which a

repetition of the same tasks invariably develops. Again, one

disadvantage of the departmental system is that it fails to

train men for those positions where authority is converged.

Bad Influence of the Typewriter

The vehicle for red tape and shifting responsibility, said

Mr. Elliott, is the typewriter, a small manually operated

machine which repeats parrot-like anything it is told. Type-
writers move no freight, yet there are on some roads as many
typewriters as locomotives. The typewriter is the buck

passer's chief ally. One of the best things which could

happen to a railroad would be to reduce the inter-office

correspondence. Officers now tied to their desks handling

papers would be released for road service.

Mr. Elliot said that he was interested once in listening to

the dictation of a clerk in a genera] manager's office sending

contracts to the auditor, each with a letter of transmittal.

Wishing to avoid monotony he varied the form of his letter.

One read "with this I hand you,"' and others, "with this

you have,'' "enclosed please find," "attached hereto is," "I

enclose herewith," and "I beg to send you." There was no

necessity for any letter of transmittal.

While on the Salt Lake Route Mr. Elliott drew up a form
which avoided the necessity for letters and yet kept the gen-
eral manager's files complete. It was called "Disposition of

papers memo." There was a blank space for file number
and subject, followed by the words: "Papers to Mr.
today with request that he

—

(a) Note and return.

(b) Confer with the general manager.
(c) Approve as to form, legality, description.

(d) Take necessary action and advise result.

(e) "

Then a date line, and place for initials of the person
handling the file.

Letter writing is expensive. According to the figures of a

prominent paper manufacturer, the cost of producing an
average business letter, using a good grade of paper and
envelope, is a little over 18 cents, itemized as follows.

Labor; stenographic service $0.0727
Office overhead 0727
Postage 02
Printing or lithographing letters and envelopes 0^62
Paper and envelopes 01 26

Total S0.1K42

In the office of a general superintendent on one occasion

the first 100 letters in the copy book showed:

Plain letters of transmittal referring the matter to others f< r attention. . 40
Asking or answering simple routine question 20
Enclosing agreements to heads of departments in same building for

approval 20
Approving train service, details of which had been arranged by division

officers 10
Definite rulings on sundry matters 10

100

Most railroad letters are written by clerks who sign the

name of their chief. This system has many stout defenders,

but it seems to me that it breeds disrespect for signatures,

and that it places officers of one unit below clerks of the next

higher unit. The chief clerk who is qualified should, said

Mr. Elliott, have a title and do business in his own name.

Relations With the Public

There is much passing of the buck in matters of public

relations, the speaker continued. There are many popular

vagaries which need explanation, and every railroad officer

has a serious duty in this respect. It is not a valid excuse

to say that you cannot write well; or that you cannot talk

effectively. The officer who feels incompetent to present the

facts about the railroad situation truthfully, interestingly

and effectively, should study the problem and then try his

hand at writing and speaking. A man can do almost any-

thing if he will try. Two men were talking one day about

a fox hunt. One of them said: "The dogs pursued the fox.

and when they got close enough to snap at his heels the

fox climbed a tree." "Hold on," said the other, "foxes

don't climb trees." "But," answered the first, "this fox

had to."

The superiority of the Allies over the Germans was due.

in no small part, to the aptitude of the Allied soldiers in

"rarrying n" in new and strange situations. The railroad

officer should practice putting his thoughts in writing. To
write on any subject, the important point is to begin; having

begun, then the process of amplification, elimination and

revision comes easier. The magazines published by different

railroad companies now furnish a golden opportunity for

employees to show their ability in writing; writing where the

superior, and frequently the public, will see what is written.

Perhaps an employee thinks he cannot discuss capitalization

and freight rates; but at least he can write or speak on better

pat kino :l n,l marking of freight.

This educational work presents a stirring appeal, said

the speaker. "The railroad business is fascinating. It has

splendid traditions which need to be maintained. The rail-

roads are rich in history and romance, and I am hopeful

that they will continue to attract the youth of our land."



Utilizing Tractors and Trailers for 100 Ft Hauls
The New Haven Railroad Departs from Usual Methods in

Handling L. C. L. Freight at Boston

The use or tractors and trailer- fur hauls which rarely

exceed 100 ft. is the outstanding feature of the methods
followed by the New York, New Haven & Hartford in

the operation of the outbound houses of its Boston, Mass.,

freight terminal. Ordinarily, operating officers associate the

use of the tractor-trailer system of handling freight with long

hauls. Therefore, considerable interest is attached to the

Boston installation, where the hauls are decidedly short.

The Boston freight terminal is almost exclusively a city

freight proposition, the transfer tonnage amounting only to

a negligible 3 per cent of the total tonnage handled. In
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When Long Hauls Are Necessary, the Trailing Method of

Handling Is Used

normal times the operation of this terminal involves five out-

bound houses containing 111,000 sq. ft. and seven inbound
bouses having 234,000 sq. ft., and four pier- with 050,000

sq. ft., an approximate total of 1,000,000 sq. ft. of floor space

for the entire terminal. A 300-Car set-up can be taken care

of readily at the five outbound houses and, at various times,

more than 40(1 cars have been loaded through the outbound
houses and piers in one day, while 200 Cars Were unloaded

into the inbound house in the same time.

Tractors and trailers are used only for the handling of out-

bound freight. At present, owing to the business depression,

all SUCh freight is handled through houses No. 1 and No. 6,

the largest of the five outbound houses. Each of these two
houses is 810 ft. long and 40 ft. wide, with platforms 150
ft. long and 175 ft. long, respectively, provided at one end.

These platforms are utilized in the receipt of freight, the

total area of the platforms being 7,800 sq. ft.

No. 1 bouse is served by four tracks and No. 6 house
with live tracks. The present dail) set up at No. 1 house

consists of To cars with an average daily tonnage of 530
tons, while at No. 6 house the daily set-up involves 120 cars

and 800 tons of freight.

Each of the two houses is provided with 52 dcxirs on the

driveway or the receiving side, and 20 door- on the

track or loading side of the houses. I bus it will be seen

that the operation is funnel shaped, with the small end to-

wards the ears, making it necessarv to handle through ;'.

rear door-, and into the cars, the tonnage unloaded by team-
sters through the 5 2 front door-.

The plan of operation in the two houses is predicated on
securing a direct haul from the teamster's trucks, through the

house and into the proper ear, avoiding longitudinal move-

ments through the house wherever possible. To this end cars
for a particular destination are always spotted at th
location and directly across the house from the door or doors
assigned for the receipt of shipment- for the partii ular desti-

nation. In other word-. No. 1 house is designated as the
house which will receive shipments for certain destinations,
while No. (> receives only freight for certain ot

tions. Outbound shipments must be delivered to designated
houses at (mints within a reasonable distance of the proper
door. In this way confusion and congestion resulting from
Crossing traffic are eliminated. Sufficient variation in de-
liveries is, of course, permitted to avoid the stopping of teams
at an excessive number of doors. The arrangement i- sub-
scribed to by the drivers who co-operate by loading their

trucks by house and door destination, as far as possible, fol-

lowing instru furnished by the railroad.
It is obvious that with the short hauls from the point

where freight is delivered to the railroad to the destination
car, which result from this plan, the arrangement i- advan-
tageous to the- shipping public inasmuch ossible
to reive freight until a late hour in the afternoon and -till

get it loaded for movement that night. Hut, formerh
with this apparent!} desirable arrangement doors and floors

blocked with freight, especially in the late hours of

The Trailers Are Loaded at the Receiving Doors by Teamsters
and One Freight House Man

the afternoon, since approximately on per cent of the out-
tonnage is offered between 2 p. m. and 5 p. m.

The former method of receiving freight, in effect prior to
July, 1918, was to accept all outbound freight at the ass
door- .i- dropped on the Boor by the tern -

wa- then .hc.kcd up by the receiving ,1 the
bills of lading. In order to keep the it was

ry to move the freight back into the house to await
nel loading. This mov '"reight

wa- done lev the doormen who used hand truek- for this work.
into the cars was

system alter a rechecking of the shipment
ping orde-r.

iu " distinct operations were involved in mis method as
well as much losl

moving the freight back to the center of th( freight house

991
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floor. The delivery of shipping orders to the billing depart-

ment wus also delayed until late in the day.

In July, 1918, the operating plan was changed and manu-
ally operated drop-trucks were installed. Under this plan

four-wheel trucks were provided and placed at the receiving

doorways. This enabled the teamsters to unload from their

trucks direct to the drop-trucks, thus keeping the freight off

the house floor. Doormen, reduced 50 per cent in number,

kept a sufficient number of trucks at the doors while a tally-

man checked the number of packages, chalked the freight

with the number of the outbound car and signed the bill of

lading, thus eliminating one check and one handling of

Because of the Short Hauls, It Is Generally Advantageous to

Push the Trailers

freight. The loaded trucks were then pushed away from the

doorway and subsequently were pulled into the cars by

laborers assigned to that duty.

While the drop-truck method proved greatly superior to

previous methods it was still impossible, during the late after-

noon when the heavy flow of freight was offered, to keep

abreast of receipts with the loading. Consequently, it was
decided to replace the man power trucks with tractors and
trailers. These were placed in service on September 1, 1921.

Results of Tractor-Trailer Operation

While prior to the introduction of the present system ap-

proximately 10 per cent of the outbound freight was held

over daily because of the inability to clean up, it has been

possible, since the installation of the tractors and trailers,

to keep the floor free of freight. The necessity of pushing
freight back into the house has been eliminated under the

new plan and a substantial saving in wages paid to labor

has also been effected. Furthermore, the likelihood of loss

and damage incident to the pulling down and overhauling

freight standing on the floor in order to load complete ship-

ments without -plitting them up, has been obviated. A
decided improvement also has been made possible in the

billing department through the ability to deliver shipping

orders earlier, thus reducing the likelihood of error and
omission resulting from the hurry incident to train departure.

In addition the cost of handling outbound tonnage has de-

creased from 67 cents per ton in July, 1921, to 50 cents

per ton as a result of the tractor-trailer operation.

With the tractor-trailer operation in the two 40 ft. wide
houses which load to four and five strings of cars, with the

freight received nearly opposite the car, and with an approxi-

mate haul of 100 ft. the houses have at all times been kept

clear of congestion and there is no freight on the floor to

run around except certain bulky articles which the present

15 in. high trailers cannot accommodate. Trailers 11 in.

high from floor have been ordered to afford lower trucks on
which to handle such bulky freight as barrels, bales, etc.

The house equipment includes a charging station in each

house operated. The tractors are put on charge by a freight

house man at the close of the day. A second class electrician,

reporting at 11 p. m., is responsible for their proper operat-

ing condition. No. 1 House, handling 530 tons of freight,

requires two tractors and 120 trailers while No. 6 House,
with 800 tons, has three tractors and 180 trailers.

Empty trailers are always kept at the freight house doors

and are loaded by the teamsters and one freight house man.

A separate trailer is given each shipment regardless of size

and, after the block number has been chalked on the freight,

the truck is moved by the tractor to designated car.

There are two men on the tractors; a driver and helper.

The latter makes the hitches and steers the trailer when it

is being pushed. At Boston pushing, rather than trailing,

is the prevailing method of procedure because of the short

haul and the absence of any turn around platform on the

farther side of the cars. The tractor will turn in a car but

the push method has been found expedient as the tractor, after

pushing the load into the car, backs out and repeats, keeping

busy all the time in one part of the house or another. Steve-

dores, one for each ten cars, unload the trailers and push

the empties back into the house.

The Boston freight terminal is operated under the general

supervision of G. Marks, assistant to the general manager,

and F. S. Hobbs, superintendent. William King, agent, is

in direct charge.

Consolidation Freight Locomotive for Huntingdon and Broad Top Mountain

Two of these locomotives have lately been delivered by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. They are designed for coal traffic in western Pennsylvania
on a road having 18-deg. curves 1.S6 per cent grades and SiS-lb. vails. The locomotives weigh 190,700 lb., of which 170,100 lb. are on the drivers, have
a tractive effort of 40.600 lb., cylinders 22 in In 28 in., 51 in. drivers, boiler piessttre 190 !>.. evaporative heating surface 2,237 sq. ft., superheating
surface 503 sq. ft. and grate area 46.7 sq. ft.



Railroad Bill Discussed on Floor of Senate

Skepticism About Passage of Bill at This Session Due to

Tactics of Senator La Follette

Senator Ci mmins' -in ii in tin Senate in explanation

of the bill to authorize the Railroad Administration to

sell it.- railroad securities wa completed on Monda;

November 14, and general debate was begun on the follow-

ing day. Both al the White House and among the Senate

Leaders the hope was expressed thai the bill could be passed

at this session and in time for an adjournment oi I

by Thanksgiving Day, but it is apparenl that Senator La
Follette will lead a fight against the bill that will consumi

-«i much time that there is much scepticism as to the possi-

bility of any action on the bill before the next session, which

begins on December 4. As was expected, Senator La Follette

and others have taken advantage oi the opportunity to pro-

pose as amendments to the bill various changes in the

Transportation Act.

Senator La Follette introduced three amendments, one of

which would repeal Section 15a, the 5] pei cent rate-making

sei tion of the interstate i ommen e ai t. another of which would
amend the provision under which the interstate Com
Commission ha- ordered increases in intra Lite rates, and

another which would provide that all funds made available

under the bill shall be expended only in payment for labor

and materials for the maintenance, repair and renewal of

equipment, roadway and structures of the carriers and that

all labor shall be performed in the -hop- or on the roadway

or on the structures of the carriers making such repairs.

This is designed to prevent contracts with outside companies.

Senator Kendrick also submitted an amendment to sub

stitute for paragraph 3 of Section 15a a provision that the

commission shall from time to time determine what per-

centage constitutes a fair return, such percentage to be uni-

form for all groups or territories, and adding to the consid-

erations which shall govern the commission in making rates,

the following: "In order not to prejudice the interests of,

impose an unreasonable burden upon, or discrimination

against, shippers, producers and consumers."

Senator Jones of New Mexico also introduced an amend-
ment to eliminate the proviso of the fourth -e. tion and make
the long and short haul rule absolute.

Senator Cummins Explains

Senator Cummins said that when the President come- to

determine whether in the case of a particular railroad he
will fund any part of the indebtedness of that railn

the government he will consider its financial condition and
if he finds that it is not necessar} to extend the time on any
part of that indebtedness he will not extend it, but h

sunied that in the future a- in the past he will find some
railroads which do need that indulgence and he will fund
a part of that indebtedness within the range of $500,000,000.
If he pursue- the plan lie has hitherto pursued, the amount
funded would not be great At an) rate, hi thought it would
be found in the public interest to fund at least from $7
llllll to $150,000,000. Suppose it were S 1 1 1! r,l II II 1,1 II

» ',

thai would have to be ad. led to ill. 100 which the

government owes the railroad- above what the railroad- owe
the government and to pay this amount the President must
either sell railroad securities or go to Congress foi

priation. If he does not exercise his judgment in favor of

funding at all, the .Railroad Administration will be $125,-

000,000 or $130,000,000 short of fund- necessary to pay the

admitted debt- to the railroads.

Some of the railroads, Senator Cummins said, have plenty
oi in. new They were prosperous up to the first of September.

i .rant) expired, but sin

ned less than enough to pay the inter-

est on tin ii diet that when this

calenda

railroads will not have earned more than

;h to pay the interest upon their bonds.

In reply I id a- to whether the President will

io sell railroad securities to anybod) out the

War Finance Corporation, Senator Cummin- -aid that it

may nol « neo 'he War Finance <or|»oration

at all. The President in the last two months has disposed

of over plOO I equipment trust certificates to pri-

vate investors merely with the 'A
I 1 inance

Corporation, but without the War I , .ration buy-

ing them. The bill provides that the President may -ell other

-ci uritie- in a similar way.

One of the amendments to the bill as passed by the House,
Senator Cummin- said, i- intended to provide for partial

payments to the railroads because the bill in the form as

passed b) the House would prohibit such payments.

Advances Only to Needy Roads

With regard to the railroads which have accumulated a

surplus and can pay the government the advance- mad.- for

capital expenditures during federal control, the President

will not fund the indebtedness. "I! id, ''is only

intended to give that measure of relief which I think every

reasonable man will approve as necessary to keep our rail-

roads in Opt ration."

"The fa.t is that at the close of federal control thl

eminent owed the railroad-, from its present point of view and
its present interpretation of the contra, t. a sum approximating
SI. 400,000,000; and from the railroad-' point of view, with

their interpretation of the contract, and after giving credit

to the government for all the amounts due from them to the

government, the government -till owed them more than a bil-

lion dollars. The uncertain part of it all has been in the

claims of the railroads for undennaintenan. e; for the failure,

as they allege, on the part of the government t.> maintain

the properties in as ..mhmI condition as they were in when
the) were taken.

"There has been no controversy with regard to the amount
of compensation. Under the bill that was passed in March,
lis «e agreed to pa) the railroad- as a whole more than

$900,000,000 a year, and that and the money taken over at

the time the railroad- were surrendered to the government and
the admitted un. lei maintenance make up chiefly the -um- of

money due from the government to the railroad-: but •

take it as absolutely true that on < Vtoher 1 . as nearly as

be estimated, if the government shall in the future require

the payment of all the money now- due from the railroads

eii account oi additions and betterment-, we would still owe
the railroad- more than $279,000,000. We have not the

with which to pay it. and we shall either 1.

dispose . f a part of the securities which the President now
or we must make an appropriation witli which I

it: and. a- I remarked the other day. in that alter:

think there can be no difference oi opinion a- to the

.-f disposing ••( the securities, assuming that the Pi

can and does, as the bill them without

hat is. at the par at which the governmei

and without recourse upon the government "

All of the Senate committee amendments to the

i] thi House were agreed I ! ber 15. but

.,.,.;
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on November 16 the bill was displaced to give way to the

Newberry controversy.

Senator Cummins put into the record a letter from Direc-

tor General Davis explaining in detail how the balance in

cash which will be required to complete the final settlements

between the Railroad Administration and the carriers as of

October 1, $279,851,593, is arrived at, as follows:

In the accounts which the Railrrad Administration has with each car-

rier, the amount due the administration fcr additions and betterments
appears as a charge against such carrier, so that estimates made by the
Railroad Administration as to the funds necessary to complete final settle-

ments have always been based upon c< Meeting from the carriers the amount
of the additions and betterments, and the sum stated as necessary I"

conclude final settlements is in excess of the balance due for additions and
betterments.

Explaining somewhat in detail, March 1, 1920, at the close cf Federal
contri 1, the addition and betterment acci unt of the Railroad Administration
againsl the carriers aggregated $1,144,681,582.39. The expenditure for
equipment aggregated $381,649,957.12. As this expenditure was taken care
of in the equipment trust certificates, this amount should be deducted from
the aggregate expenditure, and leaves a balance of additions and betterments
to be otherwise dispi sed of aggregating $763,031,625.27.

Pricr to any final settlements, and largely in the earlier part of Federal
contri 1, there was special assistance given some of the carriers in the way
of funding (Baltimore & Ohio, $9,000,00; Boston & Maine, $8,000,000; Erie,

$3,500,000; New York, New Haven & Hartford, $17,000,000) aggregating
$37,500,000, which deducted from the $763,031,625.27, leaves a balance of
additions and betterments of $725,506,625.27.
Up to October 1, 1921. final settlements were made of claims aggregating

$387,017,099.12, and in these settlements $170,756,035.16 of additions and
betterments were disposed of, $137,313,035.16 being collected fn m tin- car-

riers^—that is, this amount was charged to them and deducted in the final

settlements—otherwise the cash payment to the carriers would have been
increased by the amount of additions and betterments so collected, and
$33,443,000 was funded as a part of and in connection with the final set-

tlements

These two items make an aggregate of $170,756,035.16, which, deducted
from the $725,506,625.27, above stated, left a balance, as of October 1,

1921, of $554,850,590.11 of additions and betterments to be disposed of in

final settlement.

It is estimated by the Railroad Administration that, as of October 1,

1921, there is due the carriers frcm the Government on final accounting,
and this includes compensation, money taken over, maintenance of way
and structures, maintenance of equipment, depreciaticn, and all other items.
exclusive of additions and betterments, $S34, 702, 183.66. Deduct;!
balance of additions and betterments undisposed of, as of October 1, 1921,
$554,850,590.11, leaves a balance of cash required for the completion ol

final settlements, based upon collecting from the several carriers the amount
charged against them on account of additions and betterments, $279,-
851,593.55.

In all estimates of amounts necessary to conclude final settlements, such
estimates have always been based upon the assumption that the additions
and betterments, which, exclusive of the equipment trust certificates, aggre-
gated $763,031,625.27, would be collected from the carriers in final settle-

ment.
I am always apprehensive that some confusion may exist because of

differences in aggregate am. unts given at different times. For instance,
comparing the statement I made before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee of the Senate, the statement herewith submitted, as of October 1,
1921, and sunt- subsequent statements that 1 have made, as of November
1, it must always be borne in mind that in the progress of liquidation these
balances are constantly changing from month to month by reason of the
fact that final adjustments are being completed almost daily.

In this particular statement I am calling attention to a specific item
of $37,500,0011 which represents funding completed by the Railroad Admin-
istration before my connection with it. In some statements heretofore made
we have included this $37,500,000 in the aggregate of funding made. This
does not change the balances in any particular, but, as a matter of fact,
the $37.5(10,1100 was tunded pri. r to final settlements, and to be exactly
accurate should receive thi special consideration which I have given it.

Total Amouni Neckssasv ro Complete Final Settlements Between the
Railroad Administration and the Carriers, and Herein the Effect

of Claims for Additions and Betterments, Properly Chargeable
to Capita] Account, in Such Final Settlements

Total am unt expended In- toe Railroad Administration
for additions and betterments during 26 months of Fed-
eral control $1,144,681,582.39

Of this .oo, unt there was expended for equipment (100,000
freight car; an,! ,000 locomotives) which expenditures
are reprt - nted by 1 r equipn nl trust certificates,
and are therefore eliminated from the account 381,649,957.12

Leaving balai aci unt foi additions and betterments,
less cquii in mis' certificates 763,031,625.27

Under special adjustments mad,- i,\ Co Railroad Adminis-
tration prior to final settlements, funding for individual
roads (Baltimore & Ohi.u. t'M

K

wl.iiilO
; Boston & Maine.

$8.0on
. \,« Yo,L Now Haven &

Hartford, $17,000.0(11) aggregated a total cf 37,500,000.00

This left a balance of additions ami hetterments to be ad-
justed in final settlement 'i $725,506,625.27

Up to October !, 1921 final settlements were madi ,i

claims presented the carriers in ite sum
of $387,017,099.12. In these settlements $137,313,035.16
of additions and betterments were charged to the i u
riers. and $33,443,000 of additii ns and bett.

funded us a part of ind in connection with such final
settlements. These settlements have, therefore, reduced

, the addition and betterment claims In tin sum , i .... 170,756,035.16
Leaving a balance of additions and betterments ti be ad-

justed in future final settlements of 554,850,590.11

li is estimated by the Railroad Administration that, as of
October 1. 1921. there is due the carriers fn
erament, on accounts growing out of Federal control,
and this includes compensation, money taken over, main-
tenance of way and structures, maintenance cf e
o eat, materials, and supplies, depreciation, and all

other accounts, exclusive of additions and betterments.. 834,702,183.66
Deducting the balance of additions and betterments undis-

posed of October 1, 1921 554,850,590.11

Leaves the balance of cash required for final settlements,
based upon the estimate of the Railroad Administration
as above set forth, and further based upon collecting the
balance due on additions and betterments as shown above $279,851,593.55

Explanation.

In all estimates of the amount necessary to conclude final settlements,

same have been based upon the assumption that the additions and better-

ments would be collected from the carriers on final settlement, as the amount
of such additions and betterments was charged in the accounts against the

carriers at the time of the completion of same.
In comparing these estimates with estimates hereti fore given, it must

always be borne in mind that, because of adjustments that are being con-

stantly made, balances are continually changing. The foregoing estimate

is as of October 1, 1921.

Railroad Ticket Protective

Bureau Still Fighting Scalpers

The Railroad Ticket Protective Bureau, which was

first established in February, 1903, and was disbanded

during the period of federal control, was again organ-

ized in November, 1920, and since that time has been par-

ticularly active. Its object, as stated in its articles of organi-

zation, is the "detection and prosecution of forgers, counter-

feiters, and unlawful manipulators of railroad tickets." Dur-
ing federal control the duties of the bureau were taken over

by the Property Protection department of the U. S. R. A.

Since its reorganization, the bureau has made an extended

investigation of railroad ticket scalping throughout the

country, as a result of which it has found that scalping has

increased to a much greater extent than was in evidence

prior to 1918. This is especially the case at surburban points

where low monthly rates are made on 60 or 25-ride tickets.

The Long Island recently estimated its loss from suburban
ticket scalping to exceed $100,000 per year. The New York
Central, on September 1, inaugurated the plan of requiring

a photograph of the purchaser pasted on his monthly ticket

and, by that means of identification, prevent its re-sale.

Commuters have protested strongly against the inconven-

ience of this regulation and several attempts were made to

have the ruling revoked before it became effective on Octo-
ber 1. The New York Central reports that one of the first

effects of the new ruling was a tremendous decrease in the

sale of commutation tickets at a small station on the West
Shore division. Although this station has only a handful of

commuters it always sold at least 40 commutation tickets

each month. This was explained by the fact that the com-
mutation rate from this station is only 32 cents, whereas the

regular round trip fare is $2.70.

Scalping of other than suburban tickets has also been
uncovered in the process of the Ticket Protective Bureau's
investigation. It was found that the low-priced w^eek-end
and Sunday excursion rates brought about the resumption of

curbstone ticket scalping in the vicinity of the depots. Sun-
day excursionists are openly importuned to buy and sell the

return coupon of a ticket. This is easily accomplished by the

scalpers as excursion tickets are usually issued in non-
signature form and are not protected by former state and
federal court injunctions. Of the 48 states in the Union, only

16 have attempted to enact anti-scalping legislation and in

some of -these states the bills have been carelessly drawn,
while in others riders and amendments have been added to

the bills, practically destroying their effect. To remedy this

situation, C. A. Fox, chairman of the Railway Ticket Pro-
tective Bureau, and an advisory board are now working 'on
several plans which are designed to curb, if not entirelv elim-
inate, this drain on passenger earnings.



Farming Along the Canadian tlati nal

Railway Development Association Meets in Chicago
Agriculturists and Industrial Agents Discuss Transportation

Business from Interesting Angles

Tin American Railway Development Association, organ-

ized in 1906 and consisting of about 200 land commis-

sioners; agricultural, real estate, tax and industrial

agents; immigration inspectors; horticulturists and colon-

ization agents of railroads in the United States and Canada,

held a semi-annual meeting at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,

on November 10 and 11. The convention was opened b)

the president, G. E. Hate- (I). & II). and was conducted

in two separate sections, one agricultural anil tin othi i

industrial, except when giving attention to matter- of mu-
tual interest. One such occasion was the tribute paid to the

dead soldiery of the world war when at 11 a. m. on Novem-
ber ll, the assembly discontinued it- deliberation for a

moment while the members stood silent!) facing east.

A variet) of topics received consideration during the con-

vention. Addresses were delivered b) C S. Ucker, vice

president, Southern Settlement and Development Organiza-

tion, and Samuel ( ). Dunn, editor of the Railway Age, anil

man) excellent papers were presented on the several phases

of the agricultural, industrial and marketing problem.

Publicity Came First on the Program

That the association entertains a very favorable opinion

of the value of publicity work in railway development and

a desire to familiarize itself with the various ramifications

of the problem was indicated by the large amount of time

allotted to the consideration of this subject. S. R. Guard,
director of publicity, American farm Bureau Federation,

speaking first on (his subject, dwelt somewhat on what
he considered the underlying principle- of successful pub-

licity methods and concluded hi- talk with a description of the

methods of the American Farm Bureau Federation. From
this description it appeared that while the Farm Bureau
Federation has no official publication, it accomplishes a

great deal through the medium oi a weekly news letter which
is made available to newspapers and is distributed to the

officers of the -tate and county agricultural offices who
adapt the information to the local situation.

/. G. Hopkins (M. K. & T.) followed Mr. Guard with
a spirited talk on the subject of railway publicity methods.

Sirio the railway indu-tn is of such importance to the public
that the newspapers will say things about it whether the
carrier^ themselves like it or not, .Mr. Hopkin- -aid, it

is highly important for the n tint the public is

not misinformed about what the railway situation is

what the roads are trying to do. Todothis,in Mr Hopkins'
opinion, is the primar) object of railway publicity at the

n M"e lb- pointed out that while the dissemination
correct information by a definite organ of pub-

licity ami the close surveillance given to ne
publicity men can accomplish considerable along this line,
it is desirable that railway men should not lose sight of their
own opportunit) to do effective work when in personal
with the publii and to this end he urged the members of the

"H never to fail to throw their weight on the rail-
road -ide of the argument during their extensive travels.

Responding to a request from the chair, J. F. larrell (A.
T. & S. F.) -trough indorsed the remarks of Mr Hopkins
and along with (

'. S. Hatfield ( -oretan , St. Louis Conven-
tion, Publicity and reau), placed spa ial en
on the merit in tin' idea of localized publicity a- introduced
by Mr. Guard. Mr. Jamil in hi- remarks on the latti t

referred particularly to the value oi cultivating the ea^l will
-paper men and Mr. Hatfield illustrated the point by

reference to the Neosho plan of communit) advertisini
scribed elsewhere in this article.

Samuel O. Dunn Addresses the Convention

Appearing before the joint session of the ass riation on
Thursday and addressing himself to the railway and general
economic situation, Mr. Dunn brought home to the ass

tion fon ibl) a pressing phase of development work. I !.

important problem confronting the railroad- at the .

tune, he pointed out, doe- lint be -o much in getting more
business a- in getting ready to handle it. for a- he •

the present predicament of the farmers, though a -

is the result of a temporary under-consumption throu
the world which condition is even now righting

on the other hand, the condition of the l me of

under-development. The difficult thing '.atter

995
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phase of the problem Mr. Dunn said, is thai the railroads

are powerless to solve it alone; since the public fixes the

freight rates on the one hand and the pay of the labor on the

other, as a result of which it necessarily follows that if the

problem is going to be solved correctly the public must un-

derstand what the situation is. As a class of railway men
who are in constant touch with the public, it devolves upon

the members of the association to overcome the erroneous

ideas entertained by the public regarding the railway busi-

ness and meet false propaganda; and, by co-.operating with

the public in problems of mutual interest, to acquire its con-

fidence and good will.

Railroads Have an Immediate Interest in Colonizing

When Mr. Dunn had concluded his address the associa-

tion undertook the consideration of the immigration and col-

onization question. This session was conducted under the di-

rection of H. W. Byerly (N. P.) and involved the presenta-

tion and discussion of three papers, the first of which was

by B. G. Packer (commissioner of immigration of Wisconsin)

on the Wisconsin plan of colonization. In his talk Mr.

Packer described fully the origin and operation of Wiscon-

sin's effective organization for clearing and populating its

hitherto sparsely settled and cut over lands. The success

of the Wisconsin plan, Mr. Packer pointed out, is based on

the personal interest which is taken in each settler before

and after his connection with the land, this interest mani-

festing itself through liberal financial support given to the

settler while improving his land, protection extended against

unscrupulous real estate men and the educational service

rendered.

Among other things of which the settler is apprised, Mr.
Packer said, is the fact that the railroads are themselves

rendering material help to the fanners by colonizing unde-

veloped lands, equipping trains with products for exhibition

in other states,- working with the agricultural department in

holding meetings among settlers, furnishing speakers for

farmers' institutes, advertising agricultural meetings, helping

farmers to secure better markets for their products, co-operat-

ing with the state department in operating land clearing

specials, etc. In discussing this paper, D. W. Foster (Ca-

nadian National) deplored the fact that whereas 73 per cent

of the population was on the land a few years ago only 27

per cent is so situated at the present time and stated that there

are thousands of farmers in cities who ought to be back on

the land.

The second paper presented during this session of the

association was one by J. M. Jones (S. A. L.) on the subject

of immigration methods in the west and the northwest. Af-

ter dwelling upon the importance to any railroad of a well-

settled and thriving country tributary to its lines and call-

ing attention to the vast areas of sparsely inhabitated lands

which the Seaboard Air Line traverses, Mr. Jones told of a

trip which he recently made through the west and northwest

in search of methods and practices applicable to the Sea-

board Air Line's problem. Visiting in Michigan, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Montana, Washington, Oregon, California, Utah,

Colorado, Kansas and Oklahoma, Mr. Jones observed a wide

variety of colonization programs in various stages of com-

pletion and of more or less merit. Prominent among the

projects visited and studied were those near Marquette,

Mich., the projects of the Chippewa Valley Colonization

Company, the Wisconsin Colonization Company and the

Tomahawk Land Company in Wisconsin, the Huntlev Ir-

rigation Project in Montana, the Yakima and Wenatchee
projects in Washington, the Hood River project in Oregon,
the Dwinnell and Forkner projects in California and the

Red Lands project in Colorado. As a result of his study
Mr. Jones concluded that settlement work to be successful

must afford (1) a legitimate profit to the man who is selling

the lands, (2) an opportunity for the settler to work, to gain

a living while working, to establish a happy home and to pay
for his property within a reasonable time, and (3) the means
to improve social conditions and advance the interests of

citizenship.

"Land selling against land settling" was the subject of

the final paper presented on the question of colonization.

In this paper H. M. Madison (S. A. & A. P.), portrayed

the evils of colonization which goes no deeper than the sellini!

of the land. "With some notable exceptions and a few partial

successes," Mr. Madison said, "land settling methods have

been largely an orgy of reckless advertising and expenses,"

with permanent profit to nobody. "The payments made by

purchasers have seldom been used," Ik- -aid. "to improve
land or develop production, neither have much of them gone
to land owners or served to accumulate assets for land selling

concerns." It is not the amount of land sold but the per-

centage of farms in cultivation, Mr. Madison explained, that

determines the success or failure of railroads serving agri-

cultural sections, and it is a significant fact that a railroad

serving an agricultural country is seldom able to meet its

operating costs and fixed charges alone until one-third of the

territory it serves is under cultivation. If this were more
generally known and understood by railway investors and
managements, Mr. Madison said, less reliance would be

placed in mere land selling methods and more attention given

to the cultivation and proper financing : for, as Mr. Madison
further pointed out, failures in land selling not only result in

immediate losses to railroads but give the land an unfavorable

reputation which is difficult to overcome. The policy of a

railroad, therefore, in Mr. Madison's opinion, should be one
of land settlement as against land selling and this policy, to

be effective, should rest upon the following rules:

1. Refuse to list, advertise, sell or help sell any improved

farm—leaving such work to real estate men.

2. Refuse to help sell or encourage any farmer to buy
raw or unimproved land.

3. Refuse to lend any assistance or to encourage any con-

cern to simply sell raw or unimproved lands.

4. Encourage local organizations to improve land.

5. Offer assistance in finding farmers to purchase newly

improved farm lands.

6. Help farmers get money to improve larger percentages

of their farms.

7. Point out the desirability of better plans in subdivid-

ing and improved tracts of land.

8. Point out the adaptability of soils to particular kinds

of crops, and otherwise.

9. Encourage better farming methods.

In discussing this paper C. L. Seagraves (A. T. & S. F.)

emphasized the importance of getting co-operation from the

state in the development work and of interesting the various

chambers of commerce in disseminating full information

about the farms as well as the products. He further pointed

out that colonization plans to be successful should provide a

means by which fanners might obtain comforts in their

homes comparable to those in the cities. The fact that sur-

veys show that people who left the smaller towns and the

fanns four or five years ago and moved into the larger cities

now want to return, Mr. Seagraves contended, made it ap-
parent that, if reasonably comfortable homes could be pro-

vided on the farms, little difficulty would arise in populating

unsettled regions.

As an additional item on this subject F. McCabe (C, St.

P., M. & O.) briefly discussed the situation along the Omaha
Line in northern Wisconsin. In order to populate this sec-

tion, he pointed out, the road has found it advisable to make
a thorough stud] of every element entering into the develop-

ment work, including the banks and the real estate men. A
clear-cut distinction is made between land sellers and land
settlers, he pointed out, and deserving agencies are given

free transportation in connection with their promotion work.
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Helping the Farmer Improve His Business

rhe extent to which the a ociation considers il profitable

for the railroads to go into development work, was brought

out Friday morning when the agricultural section, under the

direction of J. M. Join-.- (S. A, L.), devoted it- time to the

consideration of such subjects as the raising of live stock and

potato loading. On the live b ubjecl I.
J.

Leenhauts

(X. Y. ('.), after dwelling on thi decided econoi idvan
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How the Railroads Helped the Farmer by Encouraging the

Organization of Commodity Marketing Associations

tages to a community of the well bred over the si rub sto k,

described how the New York Central had Derated with

various agricultural organizations, including the Michigan
Agricultural College, in introducing pure bred livestock in

northeastern Michigan. In the particular campaign in ques-

tion it developed that a special train of 9 cars, carrying stock

and various educational exhibits, and accompanied by the

agricultural agents of the road as well as representativi

Poorly Sewed Sacks Cause Large Annual Losses

other organizations, made an 18 da) trip throughout thi

lion coming into contact with 15,000 people.

During the discussion of tins paper il developed thai sim-

ilar campaigns had been conducted bj other road-. II G
Schweiter (I, C.) told how the Illinois Central has gone
to the extent of including an educ.itien.il motion picture in

its itinerary, and T S AcheSQII (C P. R.) said that dairy-

ing is made quite as important a subject as live stock on such

train- sent out bj the < 'anadian Pai

A particularly interesting presentation was made b) I G
Reed (C. iV S. ) on the subject ol potato loading. Mr Reed

telling how, in order to reduce the annual h both

i- and railroads experienced from impri

ampaign was conducted over I Burl-

X Quincy and the Colorado & Southern 111

Wyoming, Colorado and Nebraska, in co-operation wit

cultural agents and colleges to teach thi

agents and any other interested parties, thi right and the

wrong ways of loading this produce.

In discussing Mr. Reed's work 1. Benz (N. P
I
empha-

sized the va I
and loading

in tabli h tion with buyer-, and made a •

point also of the losses which a railroad can avoid either from

injury in shipment or practices of unscrupulous buyer-, by in-

spe ting i arefully the potatoes whii b are loaded in thi --

It i- highly essential, Mr. Benz said, that the railroad must

not only know how to load i ars but what to load. E. G
(I. C.) i ailed attention to the fa< t that this statement applies

even more directly to the loading and hani eet po-

tatoes, aeglecl in Milling out diseased and otherwise defective

pecimen invariably giving rise to immediate or ultimate

losses.

Discussion of the Marketing Problem

Turning its attention finally to the marketing phase of

railway development work, the agricultural section of the

'. ill; I. I ) 1 nil. r i Erie) in the chair

i hull d it- -(---ion with I

The New York Central's Live Stock Special Aroused the

Communities

the t'ir.-t of which was the produce market of New York City.

This included a motion picture portrayal of the various

operation- of marketing farm products in that city from

the tune the freight cars were ferried across the river, i

from tlie farmers' .art- in the market-ploace, to their final dis-

position. I In- pi. Hire wa- pre-etited by H. B. Rogl tS (El

Following this picture, \ B I irrar (St. 1 S. W.) pre-

sented a paper on the organization of commodity marketing

tion.-. In this paper Mr. Farrar refer

- of farmers in certain sections of the country for the

purpose of marketing their products as distinguished from

organizations for buying, a- the most important agricultural

development which has grown out of thi depn

last two years 11.- described the nature of th. -

ticl enumerated their apparent advantages. Under this

plan of organization, Mr. Farrar showed, pro<lu.

todity combine together on a purely bus

whereby they are able to eliminate competition I i

ou- communities, to protect themselves more- effectually

against calamity in shipping and marketing and st

their business. Along the Cotton Lclt Routi ;'

have been instrumental in establishing a mm:
ishing organizations of this kind, one of which

Tomato Growers Association.

The third and final presentation
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cultural Section was a paper on the state inspection of per-

ishables prepared by W. C. Andreas (State Bureau of Mar-
kets. Nebraska). In the- absence of Mr. Andreas this paper

was read by J. B. Lamson (C. B. &: Q.). While confining

itself to the potato situation in Nebraska and in this respect

consisting more or less of a reiteration of what was said on

potatoes during the discussion on potato loadings, this paper

also brought out the advantages of state inspection of such

produce. In Nebraska, Mr. Andreas pointed out, state in-

spection was inaugurated in 1919, when it was made com-

pulsory for the department of agriculture to inspect and grade

each carload lot of potatoes originating in the state. The

results of this inspection has been very satisfactory, the Ne

braska potatoes now receiving due consideration in terminal

markets where during the war period the food adminstration

had difficulty in protecting the Nebraska potato from dis-

crimination on the markets.

Industrial Development Considered

While the Agricultural Section of the association con-

sidered railway development work from an agricultural stand-

point, the Industrial Section, meeting elsewhere under the

direction of J. M. Mallory (C. of Ga.), applied itself to a

more or less informal discussion of such subjects as shipper's

guides, industrial surveys, community development programs

and property leases. Shipper's guides were subjected to a

particularly thorough discussion, it developing that such a

book was in the process of preparation on the Delaware &
Hudson under the direction of G. E. Bates and that other

roads were contemplating the preparation of' similar books.

The book now under preparation by the D. & H., Mr. Bates

pointed out, will list all industries and wholesale companies

either on the D. & H. tracks or with which the D. & H. has

switching arrangements. These industries, he said, will be

listed both by stations and with respect to the products they

manufacture or handle. The first pages of the book will be

devoted exclusively to all information of interest and value to

the public and shippers regarding the Delaware & Hudson

road and the book will provide advertising space for any

industry desiring to use it. E. S. Center (A. & W. 1'.),

When called on for comment on this subject, made the state-

ment that a road should have a guide if for no other purpose

than to keep the traffic department in close touch with the

revenue tonnage produced by the industry.

On the subject of industrial surveys the association ap-

peared particularly interested in the system on the Baltimore

& Ohio. This system, as H. O. Hartzell pointed out. was

inaugurated in 1916 and had for its goal the making of an

industrial survey of every town along the line. The under-

lying principle of this survey was solely one of providing a

fund of preliminary information for prospective industries to

the end of which data was appended on labor conditions,

power, coal supply, housing conditions, railroads, business

sites, distances to waterfronts, large cities, etc. This sort of

information is of material value to the prospective industrial

firm and has justified itself on the B. & O.

While the entire assembly appeared to indorse the idea

behind industrial surveys, many differences of opinion arose

as to the mechanics of the work and its application. J. C.

Emig (C. C. C. & S. L.) voiced one of the differences when

he expressed his disapproval of permitting too free use of

this material by commercial clubs, to which A. G. Moore (L.

& N. ) responded with the opinion that the railroads had

little to lose and a great deal to gain by extending such ser-

vii es as well as others to these organizations.

Taking up the subject of community development, the as

sociation devoted its attention to a discussion of the Neosho

plan of community advertising. As described by J. B. Mc-

Cartney (C. of Ga.), this plan, which derives its name from

the Missouri town in which it originated, is one whereby all

markets in the community set apart a sale day once a month

on which non-competitive bargains, which had been advertised
by co-operative advertising, are offered. On the same date an
auction sale is held at which farmers may dispose of their

goods; and finally as a third feature of the plan, monthly
visits are made by the merchant- to sell i ted farms. The entire

plan directs itself to the increasing of business and through
the mediums of personal contact and clean advertising

organizations are adapted to towns of from 1,500 to 15.Ohm
population, Mr. McCartney [jointed out, and are functioning

successfully in many places where railroads have helped to

institute them.

The final subject discussed by the industrial section of the

association was that of side-tracks and industrial leases. At
this time report was made by a special committee which con-

ferred with the American Railway Engineering Association

as to uniform terms and contract for the lease of railroad

property to industries and individuals and of the construc-

tion and maintenance of private industry tracks. As the

committee's report was in the nature of a progress report, no
final action was taken and the remainder of the session was
devoted to the informal discussion of a variety of points in-

cident to the making of contracts, the handling of taxes on
industrial property, the limitation placed on the amount of

property which any industry may lease, etc.

Railroads Urged to Encourage Reclamation

Appearing before the association on the last day of its ses-

sion, C. S. Ucker (Southern Settlement and Development As-

sociation) delivered a forceful address on the subject of the

land reclamation by the United States government in which

he developed the importance of the work to the country,

making special reference to the beneficial results accruing to

railroads, and urged the roads to lend their support in ef-

fecting the passage of the Bankhead bill now pending in

Congress. There are at present in the country vast stretches

of land which can be made available for agricultural purposes

and it is highly important, Mr. Ucker pointed out, both from

economic and social standpoints that they should be prepared

for settlement. The problem of putting much of this land

in shape, however, is one requiring federal aid and since there

is no longer a fund from the sale cf public lands to support

projects of this kind, such work must be carried on with

funds taken from the public treasury. To this end the Bank-

head bill, as Mr. Ucker explained, seeks authority for the

appropriation of a revolving fund of $500,000,000 to provide

for the construction of reclamation projects and the improve-

ment of lands otherwise for settlement, not only in the west,

as the earlier reclamation acts provided, but wherever else

such work is needed, including 100,000,000 acres of land in

the south.

Photo from Kadel S Herbert

Entrance to Tunnel in Paris, France, Where a Collision

Recently Cost Forty Lives



Traffic League Holds Annual Meeting at Chicago

Important Action Included Consideration of Reports on Legisla-

tion, Demurrage and Claim Prevention

Aboi i 350 members attended thi annual meeting of the

National Industrial Traffii Leagui al the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, mi V.'
i 9 and 10. Committee

reports were presented and discu ed Action on the report

of tin- special committee on legislation was deferred to a

special meeting to be held later. I he League endorsed the

continuance of the government barge line.

W. H. Chandler, manager of the transportation buret

the Boston Chamber of Commerce and president of the asso-

ciation, called the meeting to order on Wednesday morning.

J. H. Beek, executive secretary, then presented the report

hi the executive committee. He discussed the necessity of

continuing the Interstate Commerce Commission as it h

in the past, free from all outside influences and also told of

the projected removal, of the suspension of section 28 of the

Jones act, stating that his committee would watch the mat-

ter closely and undoubtedly take action if the removal of tin-

suspension is threatened.

Report of Special Committee on Legislation

K. ('. Fulbright presented the reporl oi the special com-

mittee on legislation. He suggested that a <\<r< ial meeting be

called in February to act on the report. It was decided to

distribute the report among all of the members, action to In-

taken not lain- than February, 1922. The report is summar-

ized as follows:

Generally speaking, the Transportation Vet 1 demoi trated its

importance and efficacj in solving man) of the difficult problems

of transportation. This committee has only found a few features

which in its judgment should be i this time; but some
of these are oi basii importance, rhi i of the

bill may justify the League in proposing furth

timis, Imt I'T the present, thi committei has sought to confine its

recommendations to those cases where some urgent n©
seems to dictate the change For the most part it has avoided the

recommendation of additional regulation oi common carriers, and

4m the contrary has recommended the elimination of several fea-

tures which require additional regulation which have been pro-

ductive of discontent. It has sought to tak< From rather than
tn add to the present common carrier law,

1. / he Six Per Cent < 'lause.—This provision has bei n productive

of so much litigation because of its having been construed to give

complete power over intrastate rates, and has aroused so much
prejudice against the railroads that it has worked to their detri-

ment rather than to their benefit. It is the belief of the League
that if the Interstate Commerce Commission is to succeed as an
administrative tribunal it must be left unfel debound
rules in determining the lawfulm The committee is

also opposed to the socialistic principle of the recapt ire of i

earnings, whereby the earnings of one carrier maj be taken from
it and applied directly to the betterment "i others. Such a

dent in legislation is most dangerou a id ma) be followed 13

legislation which will he disastrous to othi c lines of business. It

is therefore recommended that Section IS a be repealed.

2. Jurisdiction Over Intrastate Rates. The committee n
mends that the power of the state regulator) bodies over thi

mon carriers be preserved subject onl) to thi right of the Intel

state Commerce Commission to n di crimination upon
specific complaints as to specific rates. It further recommends that

no order of the Interstate Commero I mmission as to the n
of such discrimination should be permitted to have the effi

raising an intrastate rate until the mailer has been presented to

the state regulatory body which should be allowed time to review
the reasonableness of the rate. Should the St bod)
refuse to act, the act should most d erati

M-ui the Interstate Commerce Commission from then .

-

scribing the method b) which such discrimination ma)
3. Consolidation It i^ recommended that subdi-

visions -t. 5, 6 and 8,1 of Section 5 of the \ led, and
that, in lieu there. if. the Interstate Commerce Commission be
given the authorit) to authot - lation upon application of
the interested lines, provided that such consolidation, in the judg-

ment of the commission, will be in the public interest and will not
arrier competition.

4. Telegraph, Telephone and Cable Companies.— It is recom-
I that the Interstate Commerce Act be amended so that all

uis of the act will apply to telegraph, telephone and
rce, in so far as the

to such companies. Telegraph com-
panies should be subject to the Cummins amendment to the

ould be no limitation of liability for repeated
messages and the Commission should be given authority to pre-
scribe reasonable limitations of liabilit er classes of

1

5. Suspension Period.—The committee recommends that the sus-
pension period be restored to the period of 120 days with the
power in the Commission to extend same for an additional period
of 6 months as was formerly provided.

6. Claims Against the Director General. The committee recom-
mends^ and rea n reached at the Cleveland meet-
ing of the League authorizing the counsel for the League to draw
an amendment to Se I oviding that d by the
Commission awarding reparation against the Director General
shall be paid p the treasury department without com-
pelling the claimant to bring suit there*

7. Jin isdi ! It is recom-
mended that the Interstate Commerce Commis : vested
ofjurisdi mmission affords a method
so much more satisfactory to the shippers. '! League
opposes taking this jurisdiction from ; n and placing
it in the hands of the court.

8. Shippers Right of Appeal.—The committee recommends that
the a'ct be amended to give to shippers the same right of appeal
to the court ' b) the carriei s,

• the Labor
Board should be an unbiased, independent agency not constituted
of persons directly interested in the C and it should

the right to hear important conti I inform the
public as 1,, the merits or demerits thereof; 1 tnd un-

it tin- public be advised of the issues in an) serious con-
y. To this ,-ud the committee recommi adment

transportation Act to provide: a. The Labor
Board to tited by

ate. b. Th<
shall consider the issues involved in such d
brought in the manner hereinafti 1

make p ind recommend it

thereof,
at d shall he.11

rules or work , 5 and
not only shall the carriers' rcpresentati\i mployeesr' rep-

be heard but also the representatives of
the sir; - ons of the public

'

thereby. The statute in desi • neces-
drawn as to

the submittal of minor matters, d Tl clearly
igs and conclusions of t: - ,rd are

not enforceable or binding on any party in the controversy but
simply represent an unbiased judgment as to the merits of the

dd be
abrogated, and the Act should pi f wage

ons and working conditions rrier or
individu oi carriers under the s.vi . -it and

1 Adjusts reement
II an individual carrier, or a group of carriers operated as

a single system, and an) number •

; sucn
le an) dispute as the par- 1 shall

such board.
Id. Anti-Strike Measures.—The committee recommends the

enactment of adequate legislation which will provide penalties
for interference with the movemi - propertv in
interstate commerce or with an- n or seeking

mployment connected with coma service
:' do any of the forcing things.

H Constrtu -
c Commerce

Commission lias construe.'
tion 1 of the Act as amended in 19

of the Commission or to the public convenio
the case of the projection
are net listing railroads. Tl
that tin- Corrni given jurisdicl

<*»
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of such new lines or railroads, independently owned, except that

where new lines or new extensions are to be located wholly
within one state and have no financial connection with any rail-

roads located in other states.

Report of Standing Legislative Committee

The report of the standing legislative committee which

was adopted opposed the bills requiring mileage books at

reduced rates, providing for the creation and organization of

a national railway corporation, seeking the retention of

emergency powers of the commission, limiting salaries of

railroad officers, establishing standards of work and duty

for common carriers, proposing the abolishment of "Jim-
Crow-cars," seeking to prescribe rates, fares and charges of

railroads in the United States. It recommended the endorse-

ment of the bill for protection of trade and commerce against

unlawful restraints and monopolies insofar as affects trans-

portation, and of the bill requiring the prompt payment and

adjustment of claims, say within 60 days.

Car Demurrage and Storage Report

After considerable discussion of the projected charge of a

$3 flat demurrage rate, which this committee was instructed

to secure at the Cleveland meeting of the league, which rate

was to apply both during periods of car surplus and car short-

age, the question was tabled. W. H. Day, traffic manager,

Chamber of Commerce, Lynn, Mass., chairman of the com-

mittee, stated that although the recommendation had been

adopted by the Cleveland meeting by a vote of 145 to 90, a

referendum taken had resulted in 360 votes against and only

1 5 2 in favor of the flat charge.

The recommendations regarding changes in demurrage

rule 3, section B, paragraph 2, and section 6, paragraph 1,

were adopted as follows:

"Several of our members have long felt that when forwarding
directions on outbound cars were mailed by shipper to billing

agency of carrier, cars should be considered as released at 7 a. m.
date forwarding instructions are received by carrier, provided

postal date shows same was deposited in the mail prior to the date

received. To cover this situation the following note is suggested.
" 'Note.—Except as otherwise provided in rule 6, section C, para-

graph 1, this will also apply to forwarding directions on outbound
cars when mailed by consignor to the agent of this railroad at

point of shipment.'

"Demur-rage rule 3, section C. paragraph 1. There seems to bi

a lack of uniformity in computing free time on cars placed on
public delivery tracks which the consignees begin to unload some-
time between midnight and 7 a. m. and before notice of arrival

has been sent or given. Some carriers compute the time on such

cars from the first 7 a. m. following removal of a part of the con-

tents of a car. although the removal has occurred on the same
calendar day. This practice is based on the theory that a demur-
rage day runs from one 7 a. m. to the next 7 a. m., so that while

the removal of the contents of the car may have occurred say at

5 a. m.. it occurred on the demurrage day immediately preceding
tin' 7 a. m.. from which time should be computed, and conse-

quently under demurrage rule 4. section D. which provides that

such removal shall be considered as notice of arrival, the first

7 a. rn. after removal constitutes the first 7 a. m. after the demur-
rage day on which the notice was consummated by consignee's

inning to unload the car.

"Other carriers compute the free time from the second 7 a. m.
after the consignee begins to remove the contents, on the theory
that rule 3, section C. paragraph 1, does not specifically state that

the day on which notice of arrival is sent or given means a demur-
rage day running from 7 a. m. to 7 a. m., and therefore means a

calendar day. Consequently, the first 7 a. m. after the day on
which the consignee begins unloading the car would be 7 a. m. of

the next calendar day. In order to overcome this difficult

to assure uniformity, the American Railway Association recom
mends that the following note be added to rule 3, section ('. para
graph 1

:

"'Note.—On car- subject to rule 4. section D, time will be com-
puted from the first 7 a. m. following removal by consignee of any
part of the contents of the car.'"

The recomnx ndation of the committee to secure uniformity

in the applicat ;on of demurra on cars placed on

public deliver}- tracks, opposite consignees' oil tanks, coal

bins, elevators or warehouses, did not meet the approval of

the meeting. Although the wording of the committee's note

had been approved by the American Railway Association's

demurrage committee, the following <. hange suggested by J.

L. Roberts was substituted

:

When any railroad owned track or portion thereof, is leased

or assigned to one or more consignees or consignors, the track
or portion of track so leased or assigned will be treated as a
"private track" only when used for the handling the business
of consignees or consignors to whom track or portion of track
is leased or assigned; but the track or portion of track so leased

or assigned will be treated as a "public delivery track" when
used for the handling of business of consignees or consignors
other than those to whom the track or portion of track is leased

or assigned.

Diversion and Reconsignment

Four changes were proposed by H. D. Rhodehouse, traf-

fic manager, Chamber of Commerce, Voungstown, Ohio,

chairman of this committee and the meeting ratified the report

and changes with wording as follows:

A joint conference of diversion and reconsignment committees
representing the National Industrial Traffic League and the car-

riers in Official, Southern and Western Classification territories

was held in Chicago, July 12, 1921. Discussion was had with
respect to changes in the present rules, 'regulations and charges
governing diversion and reconsignment of general commodities.
The committees agreed on certain changes, with the understanding
that such changes must be approved by the League and the rail-

road executives before they are published in carriers' tariff. The
proposed changes are as follows

:

Rule 2. Freight rate applicable.—These rules and charges will

apply whether shipments are handled at local rates, joint rates or

combination of intermediate rates. The through rate to be applied

under these rules is the rate from point of origin via the diversion,

reconsigning or reforwarding point to final destination in effect on
date of shipment from point of origin. If the rate from original

point of shipment to final destination is not applicable via the point

at which the car is diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded, in con-

nection with these lines, the tariff rate in effect to and from the

diversion, reconsigning or forwarding point will apply, plus diver-

sion or reconsignment charges, except that if a lower combination
of rates is lawfully applicable over the route of movement such
lower combination of rates, plus diversion or reconsigning charges,

will apply.

Rule 4 (b) switching charges additional.—If diversion or recon-
signment is made after arrival of car at billed destination and the

car has been delivered to a connecting road, the switching charges
of connecting road will be in addition to any other charges named
herein, except that where combination of local rates is applied to

and from the diversion or reconsignment point, switching charges
will be added or absorbed to the same extent as on traffic moving
locally to or from the diversion or reconsignment point.

Rule 8 (a) stopping in transit.—If a car is stopped for orders
for the purpose of delivery or diversion or reconsignment or refor-

warding prior to the arrival at original billed destination, or if

such destination is served by a terminal yard, then prior to arrival

at such terminal yard, on request of consignor, consignee or owner,
a charge of $. ..... per car will be made for such service and the

point where the car is stopped will be considered the destination of

the freight, and the party upon whose order car is held will be
notified at the postoffice address designated by him. If the car is

subsequently forwarded from point at which held, the provisions
of rules 9, 10. 11 or 12, as the case may be, will also be applied.

The service of stopping as provided in this rule will not prevent
on. change of destination under the provisions of rule S.

Rule 11 (b) anil (c>. Diversion or reconsignment to points

within switching limits before placement.— (b) At a charge of

($2.50-$3.0O) per car, if. after arrival of car at destination, or if

destination is served by a terminal yard, then after arrival at such
terminal yard, such orders are received before the expiral

twenty-four (24) hours after the first 7 a. m. after the day on
which notice of arrival is sent or given to the consignee or party
entitled to reo - li IW.)

. (c) At a charge of ($6.5f>-$7.00) per car. if such orders are

received subsequent to 24 hours after arrival of the car at desti-

i. or if the destination is served by a terminal yard, then

subsequent to 24 hours after arrival at such terminal yard. (See
note below.)

( c) At a charge of ($6.50-$7.00) per car, if after arrival of car

at destination, or if destination is served by a terminal yard, then
after arrival at such terminal yard, such orders are received sub-

sequent to the expiration of 24 hours after the first 7 a. m. after

the day on which notice of arrival is sent or given to the consignee

or party entitled to receive same. (See note below.")

Note. 1—In comptiting time, Sundays and legal holidays (na-
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tional, state ami municipal) will be excluded. When a legal holi-

day (alls mii Su I [onday will be exclu
i 'i opi sal to i hangi i number of oth< i dh •

i ion and
signment rule ;reemi nt i ould be reached.

Those change will be onsidered i1 futun confereno tdth car-

rier's committee

I In- changes made in the uniform code of storage rules

and charges as agreed upon with the American Railway

Association and presented b) the committee in their new
form were adopted.

At the opening of the afternoon session Mr. Beek told of

the League's efforts to combat the position taken by Mr. Fin-

erty, counsel for the director general, that all reparation, both

because of discrimination and In unlawfulness ought

to be made on the basis of rati- in effect subsequent to the

operation of General Order 28, even though the shipment!

moved under federal control prior to the effective date of that

order. Mr. Beek said that arguments were presented before

the Commission earl)- in October but that the Commission
had done nothing about it and that the League counsel was
now watching the matter. The executive committee's

and rate resolution of September 2.) was ratified.

The report of the classification committee on the proposed

revision of rule 7 of Consolidated Classification was sent

back to the committee for a minority report. In discussing

the committee's report on uniformity of classification, Presi

dent Chandler said that the matter had been under advise

ment by the executive committer and that it bad been decided

to a-k the meeting to go on record as being opposed to further

revision of the classification if made for uniformity only.

He stated that an investigation would -bow that the ad-

vances have been made where they count most and that so

far as uniformity was concerned, he thought it was just as

easy to add second class to the river and third beyond, a- it

was to add second class to second class.

Bill of Lading Committee Report

F. T. Bentley, traffic manager, Illinois Steel Company,
Chicago, chairman of the committc
port which was ado]

Bill S2530, amending Pomerene bills of lading la

hill is practically whai was recommended to th< I levela

vention by the Bill of I ading committee, your bill of I

commiti -i to the executive committee and
that appearance before the Senate and House committees
League be made in further it- i>.i

Changes proposed in uniform bill of lading ba Supreme
Court decision in Mark Owen Company vs i ntral.—

•

In the summer the eastern section of the ui

committee requested a conference with oui committee for the pur-
pose of considering the effect on the bill of lading of the Mark
Owen vs. Michigan Central decision which definitely

liability s oi the i ai i ier Eoi deli\ ery i team
track-.. Our committee could not meel the views nt' the i

committee on this, and «

e

committei ai its recent meeting, that no action should
change the pi > si nl

Claim Prevention

The report of the special committee on claim prevention
was adopted, following which the meeting was addressed in

turn by Colonel lb W. Dunn, manager of the bo, i

plosives, Fred E. Winburn, of the Freight claim divi

the American Railway \ oci; W II. Canavon of

the (
! o. ago ost offii

; bom spoke on the

ge campaign. The work of this committee is -till in

the formative period and it was not thought sufficient to war-
rant making any definite proposals
A supplementary report of the claim prevention commit-

t. e v\ hii h was adopt

The investigations oiyour committee have developed an apparent
l.u In oi authority that can
the active and heart} co operatii

i

agents in this matter of claim pi

should not bi
i burden of effort in these conservation

matters.

There seems to be a lamentable lack of what may be termed "a
:' contact" within railroad circles—that there is

an apparent lack of- unity of purpose a- between the traffic and
the carriers, and it is the belief of your com-

mittee that proper, affirmative and positive influence in this regard
can emanate only from the source of the highest railroad air

committee, therefore, recommends that the executive com-
mittee of this league bring such influence to bear on tra:.

contact" in transp< i

circles through which will be exerted a quality of auth' -

carry to a successful conclusion the co-operative principles which
your committee believes essential to the conduct of this work

Other Reports

The report of the freight claims committee as pn
G-. A. B man igi r, \\ ilson & < o., < hi-

hairman, was adopted. A recommendation b) '

Haynes of Sioux City, asking mat further consideration of

the McCaull-Dinsmore decision be tabled was also adopted.

The weighing committee's report was accepted unchanged.
The meeting after bearing the report of the committee

appointed tu deal with the railroad traffic officers went on
record with the following resolution:

It is the sense of this meeting that proposed reductions in strictly
local rates having no influence on other rates should in the inter-
est- i expediency be handled by individual roads and not do

The meeting also went on record by resolution as being in

favor of the continued operation of the Mississippi—Warrior
River barge line by the government until such time as it

disposed of to private hit

Election of Officers

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
president, \Y. H. Chandler, manager transportation bureau,
Boston Chamber of Commerce; vice president, Charles Rip-
pin, traffii commissioner, Men bant-' Exchange, St. Louis,

Mo.; treasurer, E. C. Wilmore, traffic manager. Sefton Manu-
facturing Corporation, Chicago; executivi 1. H.
Beek, Chicago; regional \ i. e presidents : I II b

1 di M ie, Montgomery, Ala.; C. E. (bible.

Omaha, Neb.; W. 11. Day, Jr., Lynn, Mass.; G. S Maxwell.
I ex.; Seth M an, San Francisco. Cab; R. J. Men-

zies, New York; board of dire, tors; 11. C. Barlow, Ch
J. M Belleville, Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. S. Creighton, Ch
N. C; .1. S, Davant, Memphis, Tenn.; C. B. Baldwin
ton. Mass

;

1 1 Bentley, Chicago; C. 0; Bergan, Spokane,
Wash ; C. S. Bather, Rockford, 111.. Ill Di Okla-
homa City, Okla.; R. N. 1 I fll.; R. L. French,

port, Conn.; R. S. French, Washington, 1> C; Carl
I r] J an-. I ..

. . 1 P. I

I C. Graham, Jackson, Mich.; I. P. Haynes S

i tty, la
. ; 1 S Keiser, Duluth, Minn.; I I Lincoln, New

York; L. G. Macomber, Toledo. Ohio; J. D. Mansfield.

Wash.; C. D. Mowen, Fort Smith, Ark.; Herman
Muelli VI '

.

l v Pav k •• S o V •

R. \\ I'ei .i \ i Britain, Conn.; F M. Renshaw, Cincin-

Ohio; J.
I Ryan, High Point. N. C; M. H Stroth-

man, Minneapolis, Minn. I II redraw, Kansas
I II Wall; I rising, Mich.; and G P U Ison, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

The executive committee for the new year is: chairman.
II I Barlo ; vice-chairman, 1. M. Belleville.

tirgh, Pa.; 1 ?. Bi ntley, I hicago; W. S. Ci ighton,

Charlol R M. Fii

Sioux cr- l F. S. Keis r, Duluth, Minn.: J. I
I

New York: Herman Mueller. St. Paul, Minn.': 1
-

kett. San Antonio. Tex.; R. \\ i \
I Conn.:

I D Smith, Ark.: 1. S. Davanl
Tenn. : R I Frei nn.; Carl Gl

Orleans

The next annual meeting of the league will '
( held in

Xew York Citv, November 15 and 16, 1922. Pur
last year the mem the league 1

1 .OJ 1 ' mem
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2-8-2 Type Locomotives for the Nickel Plate

Design Based on U.S.R.A. Light Mikado with Improvements in

Details—Booster Handles 22 Per Cent Additional Tonnage

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis (Nickel Plate)

has lately received from the Lima Locomotive Works
six Mikado (2-8-2 type) locomotives. The design was

based largely upon the U.S.R.A. standard light Mikado,

ten of which were allocated to the road, but a number of

new and interesting features were added which make the

locomotives among the best of this class.

One of the locomotives was ecjuipped with a booster fur-

Front View of Trailing Truck with Booster

nished by the Franklin Railway Supply Company and pro-

vision was made on the other engines for the ready applica-

tion of boosters at some future time. The trailer trucks are

of the Commonwealth Steel Company's outside bearing Delta

type, equalized with the drivers. The booster and truck are

shown in two of the illustrations.

These locomotives have a tractive effort of 54,700 lb.

without the booster and 64,200 lb. with the booster, an addi-

tion of 17 per cent. The cylinders are 26 in. by 30 in. and
the drivers 63 in. outside diameter. The total weight of the

locomotive equipped with the booster is 307,000 lb., of which
226,500 lb. are on the drivers, 20,500 lb. on the front truck

and 60,000 lb. on the trailing truck. The driving wheel base
is Id ft. 9 in. and the total engine wheel base 36 ft. 1 in.

The frames are fitted with a cast steel cradle and Franklin
automatic adjustable wedges are used on all drivers. The
valve gear is of the Walschaert type and control is by a

Ragonnet type B power reverse. Cylinder and steam chest

bushings are of Hunt-Spiller metal. The front truck is of

the constant resistance type. Okadee automatic cylinder

cocks and White single sanders to the front drivers onlv are

among the other specialties. The front end main rod brasses

are not adjustable but are provided with solid round bush-

ings pressed in the same as on the side rods.

Instead of six-feed lubricators with feeds to the cylinders,

these locomotives use four-feed lubricators, the cylinder feeds

being omitted in accordance with the standard practice on

the Nickel Plate which has been found to be entirely

satisfactory.

The boiler is of the conical-connection type with combus-

tion chamber and is equipped with type A top header super-

heater. Security brick arch and butterfly type firedoor. A
Duplex stoker is used and particular attention was given to

the cab arrangement to locate all necessary piping and fittings

for the greatest convenience of the engineer and fireman.

The boiler pressure is 200 lb. The firebox is 114'j in. long

by 84^4 in. wide, which gives a grate area of 66.7 sq. ft.

There are 216, 2>4 in. tubes and 40, 5 l/2 in. flues, 19 ft.

Ions. The heating surface of the firebox, combustion cham-

Side View of Trailing Truck with Booster

her and arch tubes is 280 sq. ft., the evaporative heating

surface of the tubes and flues 3,497 sq. ft. and the super-

heating surface 882 sq. ft.

Special features include a cast steel asli pan. Woodard

outside connected throttle with lever support designed to

provide for expansion of the boiler, Nathan rron-lifting in-

jectors,. Phillips top boiler check valves and Franklin power

urate shaker.

The two center arch tube plugs in the throat sheet are

located on the radius and in order to get good threads the

holes in the sheet are tapped out 3 !
2 in., steel bushings

s< rewed in and then welded around the edge, the arch tube

plugs being screwed into the bushings. This may be con-

1C02
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sidered a minor detail but attention to such points car savi

much vexation in the roundhouse.

The t^ra t< arrangement i- of an entirely differenl d

from that used on the U.S.R.A. standard light Mikado-.

The U.S.R.A. box unite had a straight horn perpendicular

to the urate on the longitudinal center line. With th

rangenjent when the grates are wide open the maximum
distance between the top of one urate and the bottom of the

next urate is 4 5/16 in. In redesigning the urate arrange-

ment, a curved horn was used which threw the center of the

urate i on ne. lion pin about 3 '_ in. ahead of the center. When
these urate- are wide open there i- a maximum of 'i in

from the top of one grate to the bottom of the next. The
difference in design is shown plainly in one of the illus-

trations.

Drop grates were used on the U.S.R.A. locomotives, but

these were omitted on the new Mikados which have 10 rock-

ing .urates on each side of the firebox. With the large

ne'- it is possible to dump the fire much more q'uickly and
jib than with the old standard arrangement of drop urates

and smaller openings in the rocking urate-. The curved horn

urate is not original on the Nickel Plate for it is the standard

on the New York Central. However, thi n trison be-

M00IFIED ARRANGEMENT

Grate Arrangement on Old and New Locomotive

tween the two designs is interesting, espei iall) as it is in

connection with such points as this that the U.S.R.A. stand-

ard designs commonly have been criticized.

As indicative of the value of the booster the record of a

run made soon alter the locomotive was received is of inter

est. This run was between Conneaut and Buffalo with a train

of 50 loaded cars, 3 empty cars and 1 cabooses, the tonnage

being 3,848. The regular tonnage for tin- class of power
without a booster is 3,136. The excess tonnage handled was
thus 712. or an increase of 22.7 per cent over tin- regular

rating.

The train left Conneaut at 8:40 a. m. and arrived at lift

street yard, Buffalo, at 4:3 i p. m. The time on the division

was 7 hr. 52 min. and the actual running time 5 hr. 45 min.,

an average speed while the train was running of 19.9 miles

an hour.

[lie boo-ler w.i- u-ed eiu.hl lime-. .1- follows le.ivine

Conneaut yard; on Springfield hill; pulling into and out of

Girard siding; pulling into Cascade siding; pulling into

and out of Pomfret siding; starting at lb V \ St
1'

in.u, Dunkirk, and on Delaware hill. The approximate dis

t.une over which the booster w.i- operated was three miles.

The maximum steam pressure was maintained over the

entire division ev,en when the booster Was operated the

steam pressure did nol fall and it n i >sary to lower

the water level, In ascending Springfield hill the speed

slackened to about -even miles an hour 1'he booster wa-

it in and thi lerated to approximately

ten miles an hour before the top of the grade was reached.

It was necessarj to stop at the D. A. \ \: P. crossing in

Dunkirk. A fur the crossing was cleared the train, although

standing on a heavj ascending ined with a slight

was started with the aid of at the first

attempt. This i- considered one of the hardest places on the

diva-ion to start a train, and d( rawbar

pull ol 'tained from the bi *

Obsequies for Steam Locomotive

Will Not be Staged for Some Time

T
report was d W. J

Cunningham, professor of transportation, Harvard

University, in an article which appeared in thi \

York Evening Post, November 15. In commentit

the position of thi iid:

"From time to time, as certain railroads have changed

from -team to electrical operation for portions of their

the passing of the steam locomotive has been confidently pre-

dicted b] experts who have been impressed w it]

noritv of electrii traction, but the -team locomotive not only

appears to be holding it- own. but by notable improvements

in design and appurtenances seems recentlj to have taken a

new le i-e of life."

Professor Cunningham described the status of electric op-

eration as follow.-:

'•The typical railroad executive recognizes the advai

of electrical operation. He knows that it will eventually dis-

play e -team, at least on lines of heavy traffic and

terminals. For his own line under these conditions he

would welcome the advent of electricity if a fairy godmother

would provide the capital funds and make it possible to

earn the additional earning charges. The problem is not

one of engineering. It is essentially one of finani e
"

His opinion of the value of the report follows:

"If the estimates of the Superpower Survey engineers as to

savings in expenses and return on capital investment could be

accepted without reservation the financial problem would be

easier of solution. Unfortunately, however, this is not the

Case. The figure- are Subject to material qualifil

There is evid in inclination to go out of bound-

in making a case in favor of electricity and against

The zeal of the electrical engineer, who is firmly convinced

as to the general soundness of his conclusions, is quite natural,

but the report would carry much greater weight if it were less

biased.

"For example, in the item of fuel the electrical engineers

have assumed thai a steam locomotive n a and

on, hall" pound- of fuel for each kilowatt hour of work at

the rim oi the driver-. Against thi- thev -. t an estimate of

two pounds under electrical operation. Frorfi these data it

i- assumed that electrification will save two-third- of the

fuel ;

"It is interesting to compare thi- theoretical saving of

two third- of the fuel with the actual figures for the Norfolk

& Western. In discussing thi- subject before a joint meeting

oi the Societies of Electrical anil Mechanical Engineers in

New York in October. 1920, the chief electrical engin

ited that a comparison of fuel consumpt
the electrified divisions with tests made with modi I

Mallet type locomotives under similar conditions in.'

that the saving in fuel by electrical operation v. -

I hi- i- le-- than one-third. If the S

engineers hail assumed a saving of one-third in-:

thirds ( the former i- closer to the f -''mated fuel

savings would be cut in

"As has already been stated, the problem i- essentially one
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of finance. In the (use of a railroad that has an investment

in road and equipment of, say, $100,000 per mile, something

more than a questionable return of 14 per cent is needed to

induce recommendations for an investment, of, say. $40,000

more per mile for electrification. On every hand there are

needs for additional investments of other kinds which with-

out question will yield more than 14 per cent.

"
I he Superpower Survey will probably stimulate further

discussion of railroad electrification. Notwithstanding the

deled which has Urn mentioned, the report is constructive

and should be regarded as a valuable contribution to engineer-

id economic literature. When the railroads are again on

their feet there will probably be further extensions of electri-

fication where the conditions are most favorable.

"It is improbable, however, that electrification on any

such scale as is recommended by the report will be attempted.

It will come piecemeal and gradually"

A New Overhead Handling System

It
is generally conceded that mechanical methods of

handling materials are more economical than manual.

Consequently, in the efforts towards reducing costs of

operation, the railways are utilizing mechanical devices in

increasing numbers. In numerous freight terminals, repair

shops, machine shops, etc., where floor space is at a premium,

the space overhead is little used. Under such conditions the

overhead methods of handling cranes, monorails, tramrails,

etc., offer a solution of the problem. The Cleveland Crane

able through the adaptability of the suspension fittings to

varying conditions, is the feature of this tramrail. The en-

tire system is standardized so that a mechanic possessing a

common knowledge of machinery can layout, order and in-

stall the rail, rail fittings, switches, turntables, carriers, etc.

By use of cold bends in the rail any curve down to a 4—ft.

radius can be negotiated without a sacrifice of safety.

The sliding switch designed especially for this tramrail

is a departure from the usual type of switch employed in

overhead systems. Like the other units of the system the

switch is standard and possesses distinct advantages. The
same switch is installed whether for hand power or electric

operation. This permits the hand power system to be elec-

trified at any time. Both the stationary and movable rail in

this switch are held in firm contact, eliminating the open

space at the point where the rails join. Special attention

has been given to safety at this point, with the result that the

instant a switch is opened a safety stop drops on the rail,

preventing the carrier from passing that point. When the

switch is in position, it is automatically locked, thus pre-

venting the carrier and its load from sliding the switch out

of alinement. When desired, an additional safety feature,

the installation of a trolley wire insulator, makes it impos-

sible for an electrically driven carrier to run at full speed

against a safety stop or open switch.

It is often found necessary to install the rail at different

levels. This means that the carriers must negotiate a grade.

The electrically driven carrier has ample power to operate

with its full load up to a grade of 12.5 per cent. This makes
the employment of a brake essential and a foot brake is

provided on carriers which travel a grade. Where the differ-

ence in levels means excessive grades an ordinary freight

elevator is installed with the tramrail.

By use of a central control system, one man can operate

several carriers. Where an unobstructed view of the system

is impossible, the operator is informed as to the location of

the carriers he controls by signal lights on a board before

him. With this arrangement the dispatcher can switch the

carrier to any track or location desired.

Approximately 1,200 types of carriers are available

through the combinations of the standard equipment. It

should be noted that all working parts are fully enclosed as a
protection from fumes, moisture and dirt. The ball bearings

and other bearings, of bronze graphite inserted bushings with

ample provision for self-lubrication are readily accessible if

it becomes necessary to remove them.

The Tramrail as Applied to Freight Handling

and Engineering Company, Wickliffe, Ohio, has developed a

tramrail for use in such localities for which important ad-

vantages are claimed.

In the freight terminal the tramrail makes a straight-line

movement of outbound l.c.l. freight from a shipper's vehicle

into any one of a large number of cars awaiting loading; for

inbound freight, a similar movement from any car to some
spot in the inbound house and thence, on call, to the con-

signee's vehicle. The system saves floor space and speeds up
delivery. Its use on the railways is not restricted to the

handling of freight as it may. also be applied in railway shops

in the handling of parts to and from the repair job and in

the repair shop, machine shop, etc.

Flexibility of the installation of the rail, which can be at-

tached to the purlins of a building or most any support avail- Fighting the Erie Pier Fire at Weehawken, N. J.
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Western Railway Club

The next meeting is to be held on the evening of November

21 at the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago. X. D. Ballantine,

superintendent of transportation of the Union Pacific, will read

a paper entitled, "Does It Pay to Repair Foreign Freight Cars?"

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commera Commi ...valu-

ations in which it states the final value of the used property of

various roads as follows: Massillon Belt, 1916, $19,123; Baltimore

& Sparrows Point, 1915, $429,327; Charleston & Western Carolina,

$10,509,027; Boston Terminal i fl9,910,500.

Alaska Railroad Bill Passed by Senate

The Senate on November 14 p lill which had

passed by the House the week before, authorizing an additional

appropriation of $4,000,000 for the completion of the

railroad. This is not a regular appi II, but simply

raises the limit on the cost of the railroad from S52.no 000

$56,000,000, so that estimates may be sent to Congress; and

appropriation made hereafter.

Engineering Institute of Canada

—

Annual Meeting

The annual general meeting of the Engineering Institu

Canada will be held at Montreal on Tuesday, January 24, 1922.

At this meeting the formal business ol he con-

ducted, reports presented and - nig will

then adjourn to Winnipeg, where it will convene on February 21,

22 and 23, and where the annual general priii, ssional meeting will

be held under the auspices ol thi Win ipeg branch.

American Society for Steel Treating Meeting

At the meeting of the board of directors of the American
Society foi Steel ["reating held il

l rid, Ohio, during the

week oi November 7, it was decided to hold two i tional meet-

ings of the- society during the coming year, one in New York
during Januarj oi February, and the other in Pittsburgh, Pa.,

in May. These meetings, at which one oi two well-chosen, pre-

printed papers will be presented, will be of one or two days'

duration and will he in addition to the annual convention and ex-
position which will be held at Detroit. Mich., September 25 to 30,

1922.

Savannah Signal Section—A. R. A.

E. B. De Meritt, chairman of the Savannah Sectional Com
mittee id' the Signal Section of the American Railway Association

announces that the committee will hold a meeting .il in
I

Hotel, Savannah, on Monday, Novembei 21. J. \Y. Hackett, of

the Okonite Company, will describe the manufacture of insulated

wire, illustrating with motion pictures \\ D, Cloud, of the

General Railway Signal Company, will speak on Power Inter-

locking; and there' will he a motion picture illustrating the Use
and Abuse ed' Drills and Reamer-, presented In the Cleveland
Twist Drill Company. All signal department men are invited.

Numerous Subjects Discussed Before A. S. C. E.

The subject of the- St. Lawrence Ship l anal and l'owei Project

was presented Monday evening, November 14. before thi

York Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers under
the auspices of the New York sections of the four Founder
Societies. Julius H. Barnes, president oi thi (J S Grain Corpora-
tion! presided, the speakers being; Hon. Henry J. Allen, governor
"i Kansas; Hon W, L Harding, governor ^<t Iowa; l>r. R. S
MacElwee, Washington, D. C, and 11 t. Harriman, Boston,
On Tuesday and Wednesday, November 16 and 17, a three-

session program, including a regular business meeting, was pre-

sented to cover the following subjects : A symposium on Stream
Pollution and Sewerage Disposal; a paper on Odors and Their

ished in the August proceeding and presented

for discussion at this time, and a symposium on Water Supply

and Water Purification.

Western Union on the L. & N.

The long drawn-out litigation between the Louisville & Nash-

ville Railroad and the Western Union Telegraph Company came
i;es Court in Kent nber 5,

when there was filed a report by Special Commissioner J

Menzies, rtndii um of $2,300,000 is due to the railroad

company from the telegraph company for the railroad

right-of-way for a period of about nin< said that this

sum is based on a rate of $73.06 annua.

Ben W. Hooper To Be Guest of f'

The New York Railroad Club

i the public

n '.nl I .hi it Bi iard and fi

onor at the- third annual dinner
of the New York Raili i

I held at the

nodore Hotel, New York. I iccember 15.

Mr. Hooper played a most important part in th,

controversy. Tickets for the' dinner ma) bi had
to W. .1. Moody, treasurer. Erie Railroad, 50 * hurch
.Yew York '

N. Y. C. Leases Shops

The New York Central has leasee! us car repair - io] - at East
Buffalo, X. Y., to William J. Conners, a prominent business man

is resumed this week after an almost

complete suspension fe>r about eight months. The
to employ from 1.500 to 2,000 men. The manager of the shops.

under Mr. Conners, will be lames J. Barrett. It is proposed to

make the work-day ten hours.

It is understood that negotiations are pending for a similar

disposal of the extensive shops at West Albany, X Y.

It is reported that the sh nwood, (duo. (Cleveland),
and those at Air Line Junction, near Tol

the A. S. Hecker i ' leveland.

Malaria Control on the Cotton Belt

The St. Louis Southwestern ha . an extensive cam-

Eor the control of malaria along its lini -as and
Texas during the pa iny has just issued

a complete report. . -cribing

in detail the methods used am! the results obtained. Typical of

the latter is the statement that the man-hours worked by the sec-

tion men li>r each hospital case of malaria in 1! malaria

control) was about 10,000, as compared witl -hours

in 1920 (under malaria control), while the average annual num-
ber of hospital cases of malaria for the .ears 1913-1916 was 602,

.is compared with 251 for the period 1917-1920. This campaign
scribed in an article in the A'.:.. July 5,

Since that time it has hi ind a number
of towns and cities along tile route bavi CO-opi ..U

railroad in controlling the disease, with benefit to the entii

inunities. An eelucational car has been equipped to

the source, effect and prevention of malaria to the pi : '.e in the

various towns on the system, while a tank car has be< n provided

for the distribution of oil for fighting the mosquito. The exl

use of quinine u- prevent malaria among the employees of the

track and bridge departments has also been studied care;

UH>5
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Addition to M. D. T. Company's Shop

The Merchants' Dispatch Transportation Company is making
car shop at East Rochester. N. V.

Approximately 125,000 square feet of spar.' is being provided for

repairs to steel cars. The shop is to be of steel frame construc-

tion with steel sash and will lie titted with modern equipment for

repairing or rebuilding steel freight cars. In addition a new
blacksmith shop I 10,000 square feet floor area has recentrj

been erected.

Illinois Central Expense-Reduction Campaigns

A campaign to prevent the killing of cattle by trains will be

started by the Illinois Central on December 1. Section hands wdl

lie instructed to be on the lookout for broken fencing, gates and

cattle guards, and farmers along the line are to be asked to

co-operate. Some preventive measures arc already in practice

but the campaign will give wide publicity to the matter.

For September, the first month of the coal-saving campaign,

a saving of 30,991 tons of coal as compared with September,

1921, and 25,187 tons as compared with August, 1921, has been

reported. The estimated saving is based upon the reduced con-

sumption per unit of service and the number of service units

rendered during the month. The system actually burned 380.499

tons of coal in September, 1920; 324,314 tons in August, 1921,

and 294,576 in September, 1921. The report shows that a saving

was made in September as compared with the same month of last

year of 6 lb. per 1,000 gross ton miles in freight service, 195 lb.

per 100 passenger car miles, 10 lb. per switching locomotive mile,

and a total of 3,147 tons in miscellaneous service.

Annual Dinner of Central Railway Club

The Central Railway Club held its annual dinner at the Hotel

Iroquois, Buffalo, N. Y., on the evening of November 10. About

300 railroad men and guests attended, a large number coming

from other cities, including a delegation in two special cars from

New York. \\". H. Flynn, superintendent of motive power of

the .Michigan Central and president of the club, introduced Hon.

Charles F. Moore, who acted as toastmaster. At the conclusion

of the dinner Arthur T. Baldwin, vice-president of the McGraw-
Hill Company, delivered an address.

Frank C. Pic'kard, a former president of the club, was presented

with a testimonial in recognition of his work for the organization,

the presentation being made by W. F. Jones, also a past president.

Announcement was made of the election of the following officers

to serve for next year : President, George Thibaut, master

mechanic, Erie railroad; first vice-president, W. O. Thompson,

general superintendent rolling stock, New York Central ; second

vice-president, J. R. Schrader, general car foreman, New York

Central ; third vice-president, C. L. Mcllvaine, superintendent

motive power, Pennsylvania, Central region. Members of ex-

ecutive committee: A. N. Dugan, Bronze Metal Company; J. M.

Gaiser, Erie, and T. J. O'Donnell, chief joint inspector, Buffalo.

Thirty-six Roads Had Deficits for September

Thirty-six of the 200 Class I railroads that have reported had

operating deficits for the month of September, according to a

preliminary compilation of railway returns for that month made
In tin Bureau of Railway Economics. Of these, 18 were in the

district, 10 in the Southern and S in the Western. Fifty-

six roads had operating deficits in August. The net operating

income for all of the Class 1 roads, except the Detroit, Toledo

;hich has .not yet reported, was $87,174,001). or an

annual rate of 4.6 per cent on the value. For the Eastern roads

the nel icome was $31,426,000, which would be at the

annual rate of 4 per cent; for the Southern roads it was $10,251,-

000, or at the annual rate cent; and for the Western

roads it was $45,497,000, or 5 2 per cent. Expenditures for main-

tenance, while considerably less than those for September, 1920,

showed little difference from the amounts expended in August.

The expenditures in September for maintenance of ways and

structures amounted to $72,556,000, a decrea e ol 23.3 per cent

as compared with Septi mber, 1920, and approximately $016,000

more than for August, 1921, Expenditures for maintenance of

equipment were $103,539,000, a reduction of 22.7 per cent as com-

pared with September. 1920. lor \ugtist the maintenance of

'equipment amounted to $105,482,000.

Traffic News
=TIIIUim Hill Mllll 1
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At tin- annual banquet of the Lansing Traffic Club of

Lansing, Mich., on November 3, L. W. Landman, passenger
traffic manager of the Michigan Central, Chicago, discussed
the railroad situation from the viewpoint of the railroads.

Sherman T. Handy, chairman of the Michigan Public Util-

ities Commission, spoke for that body, anil Joseph H. Beek,

executive secretary of the National Industrial Traffic League,
presented the views of shippers.

Grain shippers have been informed that the expected re-

duction of grain and hay rates would not Income effective

on November 20; and the railroads are to ask for a rehear-

ing before the Interstate Commerce Commission, as noted
elsewhere in this paper. At the conference in Washington
last week the commissioners indicated that an order would
be issued "if necessary." Tariffs reducing the grain rates in

accordance with the commission's opinion should have been
filed with the commission by November 15 to make them
effective by November 20; but they were not filed.

The Southwestern Industrial Traffic League, at its annual meet-

ing at Forth Worth, Tex., went on record as favoring the repeal

of Section 15a of the Transportation Act and recommended other

changes in bills in force and certain of those proposed in line with

the action of the National Industrial Traffic League at Chicago

on November 9 and 10. The following officers were elected

:

President, H. J. Fernandez, traffic manager, Chamber of Com-
merce, Monroe, La. ; vice-president. H. D. Driscoll, manager,

Oklahoma Traffic Association, Oklahoma City, Okla. ; G. J. Vizard,

traffic manager, Board of Commerce, Little Rock, Ark.; G. S.

Maxwell, manager traffic department. Chamber of Commerce
and Manufacturers' Association, Dallas, Tex. ; secretary and
treasurer, F. A. Leffingwell, traffic commissioner, Chamber of

Commerce, Waco, Tex. ; directors, C. D. Mowen, E. P. Bvars,

U. S. Pawkett, F. E. Potts. H. G. Struble, Edgar Moulton and
G. S. Gibson.

Coal Production

Production of soft coal dropped back to 9,344,000 tons during

the week ended November 5, according to the weekly bulletin of

the Geological Survey. In comparison with the week preceding

this was a decrease of 1,624.000 tons, or 15 per cent. The bulle-

tin says that three factors entered into the decrease, the observance

of All Saints' Day, a reaction in demand following the settlement

i! the railroad controversy, and mine strikes in Indiana and
elsewhere.

Anthracite Shipments—October, 1921

The shipments of anthracite for October, as reported to the

Anthracite Bureau of Information, Philadelphia, amount to 5,872,-

753 tons against 5.519.412 for the preceding month of September,

an increase of 353.371 tons, but show a decrease over October of

last year of 368,118 tons, when 6,240,901 tons were recorded.

October of this year can be considered a fair average shipment

when consideration is given to the fact that a number of mines

in the Scranton district were idle during the month owing to

tin i. hi that they could not operate under the provisions of the

Kohler Art. Operations at these mines were resumed, however.
mi November 2. The total shipments for the coal year beginning

April 1 have amounted to 40,223.367 tons as compared with

39,720,654 tons for the corresponding period last vear, a gain of

502,713 tons.

Shipments by initial carriers were as follows:

October, September,
1Q21 ' 1921

P. \- R 1,10 1,081.085
L. V 1,04 966.600

\ . 1 S

n. I .. \ W ' 736,571
D. & II 8 711,499
Perma i 4 1

Erie 61S.034
X. V. O. X \V 126,925 123. ."4:

.

L. & N. E 253.311 265.114

5,872,783
'

5.519.412
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Interstate Commerce Commission

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced the re-

opening of the New England rate division case for oral argument

at Washington on November 29.

The commis i
> h i pended until March 15 a supplement to

Agent W. J. Kelly's tariff which proposes to establish a commod-
ity rate of 32' .. cents on sewer pipe From Cincinnati, Ohio; Lex-

ington, Ky. ; Louisville, Ky. ; Maysville, Ky., and certain related

point., to Norfolk and certain other Virginia cities in lieu of the

existing sixth class rate of 42J^ cents.

The commission has suspended until March 15, the oper-

ation of schedule, published in supplements to Agents E. B.

Boyd's and F. A. [.eland's tariffs which propose to prohibit

the acceptance of shipments oi petroleum bj the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas for routing via the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois to certain destinations in Indiana and Michigan.

Interlocking Officers and Directors Authorized

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a number of

orders authorizing railroad officers and directors to hold positions

with more than one railroad. Under Section 20-a of the inter-

state commerce act there is a prohibition against holding the

position of oilier or director oi mon than one carrier after

December 31 oi this (rear, except as authori ed bj tl mmission.

Large numbers of applications for this permis en filed

with the ..mum sion and are coining in every day. It is under-

stood the commission will shortly announce a hearing to

some protests which have bei I id against the appli

orders so far issued authorize the officers and directors of the

Chicago & Western Indiana to hold similar positions with the

Belt Railway of Chii i ind
I

tors of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & Gary I I ti positions with the Apalachicola

Northern, officers and directors oi the Waterloo, Cedar Falls &
Northern to lmkl similar positions with the Kansas ' it

« estei ii, and iffii ei - and dii ei tors of the Man
of St. • Louis to hold similar positions with the St. Louis &
O'Fallon.

Court News
Propensity of Mules to Kick

The Alabama Supreme Court holds, in an action for damages
to mules in transit, that the disposition of mules to kick is too
well known to be igi urts. Having regard, therefore,

to the inherent nature and propensities nals, the mere
fact that several individuals of the carli D and received

does not authorize a finding f t» gli

the railroad. The rule of res ipsa loquit it car

—A. C. L. \

Railroad Agreeing to Reserve Steamship Space
Not Liable for Failure of Broker to Reserve It

\ railroad company, receiving shipments to the coast
its line, was accustomed to ascertain from steamship companies
whether they could hook the shipments, and the clearai

rates. If accepted, it sent confirmations to its representati

the coa with the steamship com-
panies p., railroad company agreed with an exporter who had
failed to get space, to reserve space from San Francisco to Japan
for a ear-, of pig iron, at $15 a ton. Finding it could not
space direi ked brokers at this rate, which
was cheaper than that asked by tin-

brokers failed to reserve I appeals,
Ninth Circuit, holds that the i i liable
to the export ich oi contract, the agreement being one
o'f agency,

I ough the railroad did not i the ex-

the ship or line with which it had booked the freight,

the name of which it had been unable to get from the brokers.

—

Baldwin Shipping Co. v. Southern Pac. Co., 274 Fed. 374.

Converting Public Track to a Private

One Is Not Discrimination

Missouri Rev. St. 1919, §9975, provides a penalty for discrimi-

nation in charges or facilities between (1) transportation com-
panies and individuals, or (2) in transportation of freight between

(2) "commission merchants or ns engaged in the

transportation of freight and individuals." The Springfield Court

of Appeals holds that the statute does not authorize a penalty

where a railroad converts a public team track to a private one

for the use of an individual, compelling another individual to go
to a more distant track. The statute does not cover cases of

discrimination between individuals. Moreover, neither of the in-

dividuals in question, a lumber dealer and a sand dealer, was a

transportation company, and hence was not within the first classi-

fication of the statute. The second classification "commission

merchants or othei
|

held to include only commission

merchants and the class of shippers similar to commission mer-

chants.—Tacker v. St. Louis-San Francisco (Mo. App.) 233 S.

W. 512.

United States Supreme Court

Director General Upheld

The Supreme Court of the United St ing the judg-
ment of the M that Order No, IS

of the Director General, prohibiting the institution ,,f suits

railroads undi
i

the court for any district other
than that in which the plaintiff had resided or in which the alleged

i within the powers conferred by Con-
on the President and by him on I d, and

is valid.—Alabama & Vicksburg v. Tourney. Decided November
7. 1921.

Reparation for Discrimination

in Allotment of Coal Cars

has affirmed Weber
v. Pennsylvania, -'''3 Fed. 945, and 266 led. 1!'.. --:-: uing an
award by the Inter ii

a coal mine owner against a railroad for discrimination in the

distribution of coal cars in time. The discrimination
uied was the special allotment to the Berwind-White Coal

lie to it and to other com-
number of cars in

I
Ivania v. Webei

Reasonable Rates on Tap Lines

The Supret sustained the

of the lute; :

it allowance ar for hauling from
Id result in unjust

The plaintiff, the Louisiana & Pine Blufl

that it should he allowed to i

cents per 100 pounds, or about $ -bat its

haul from the Union Sawmill plant to Dollar
:

longer
than three miles. If hauled direct, th

2,41 miles, hut as they wei

a tract and controlled by the trunk line, they
traveled 3.42 miles. The Supreme Court says, in part.

Brandeis : "The
v that it is necessary that the shipment!

by the :
. : by the trunk line'; and. 40

471, th ] p]ace
intiff in a u

line in that territory performing a similar service and would 'open
the way in the ease oi v

•rack - tk haul, and
lay a basis for divisions or all.

direct movement from the mill to the junction.' In other words.
ms that would operate as rebates."—Louisiana & Pine Bluff

v. United States. Decided N
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Foreign Railway News

Russian Shipyard to Repair Locomotives
London.

It is reported that the Balto-British Shipyard Company,
Reval, Russia, has undertaken the repair of one thousand

locomotives for the Russian railways during the next five

years.

German Locomotives for Spain
London.

It is reported that four German-built locomotives, each

of a total weight of 96 tons, have been delivered at Port Bon,

Catalonia, Spain, for use on the Madrid, Saragossa & Alicante

railway. Twenty-one similar engines are on order.

Railway Accidents in Great Britain
London.

A report recently issued by the Ministry of Transport

states that 991 persons were killed in railway accidents in

the year 1920, as compared with 932 in the year 1919. There

was a total of 25,933 injured in the year 1920, 'as against 23,-

983 in 1919, an increase of 1,950.

New Railway in Kenya Colony

A new railway line is to be built from Nakuru on the Uganda

Railway, Kenya Colony, Africa, to Turbo, a distance of 148 miles,

according to the Times (London) Engineering Supplement. The

construction work will be done by British concerns and will total

in the neighborhood of $10,000,000. This line, it is said, will

eventually be an important feeder to the Cape-to-Cairo line,

when it is completed. The prime purpose of the new line will be

to provide transportation for a large agricultural community.

The route chosen will make this line at its highest point

9,135 ft. above sea level. The maximum gradient will be 1.5 per

cent and the maximum curvature about 10 deg. Fifty-pound rails

will be used and maximum train loads will vary from 204 to 428

long Ions. The gage of the new line will probably be one meter.

Polish Government Places Orders

for Locomotives and Cars

The Polish ministry of railways has placed orders with Polish

firms for 2,970 locomotives, 7,800 passenger coaches, and 70,000

freight cars, according to a report published in the Warsaw
Polish Courier and transmitted to Commerce Reports by Consul

General L. J. Keena of Warsaw.
The orders were distributed as follows : First Locomotive

Construction Company, Chrzanow, 1,200 locomotives; Locomo-
tive Construction Company, Warsaw, 360 locomotives; H. Cegiel-

ski Company, Posen, 1,410 locomotives and 4,400 coaches and

freight cars; Wagon Car Factory, Ostrow, 2,800 coaches and

18,000 freight cars ; Lipop, Rau and Loewenstein, Warsaw, 3,000

coaches and 20,000 freight cars ; Boiler Manufacturing Company,
Ostrowiec, 20,000 freight cars.

The contracts for locomotives run to 1932, and the contracts

for passenger coaches and freight cars to 1922. Nearly 200 loco-

motives are to be delivered during the first two years.

Rumanian Railway Reorganization
London.

It is reported that a grant of 400,000,000 lei (approximately

$44,081,600 at the normal rate of exchange) has been made
by the Rumanian government to the Ministry of Communica-
tions for alterations and improvements in transport services

in Rumania. The greater part of this grant is to be devoted

to the repair of the permanent way and material and to the

enlargement and completion of railway workshops. Prac-

tically nothing has been done to replace the bridges destroyed

during the war, owing to which many branch and some main
lines have been out of service. The rotting stock also is in

a very bad condition, the passenger coaches being generally
without windows and upholstery. Ten million lei (approxi-

mately $1,927,040 at the normal rate of exchange i has been
allotted to the standardization of railway lines in the newly
acquired provinces of Bessarabia. The existing lines are

built on the broad gage system used in Russia, to which
Bessarabia formerly belonged.

Car Exports in September

Eleven passenger cars and 488 freight cars, valued at $55,000
and $670,213 respectively, were exported from this country in

September. Detailed figures by countries, as compiled by the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce follow :

Passenger

Countries

Norway
Switzerland
England
I reland
Canada
Costa Rica
Guatemala
Honduras
Salvador
Mexico 11

Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Paraguay
China
Kwantung, leased territory

Straits Settlements
Hongkong
Japan
Australia
Philippine Islands
British South Africa
Portuguese Africa

Total 11

Parts
of cars

$4,936
80

'.'.'.'.'.'.'. " "456

1,200
$18,062 87,631

2,294
1,433
2,981
380

58,305 24,517
542

351.806 6.776
58,500 3,493

4,520
4,368
196
150
397

1,970
181,000 23,800

7.764
25

"
2.540 29^998

39
4,373
683

5,313

$220,503

Track Material Exports in September

The value of exports of track spikes, steel rails, switches,

frogs, etc., and structural iron and steel increased greatly in

September over the preceding month. The detailed figures by

countries as compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce, follow :

Rail-
road

spikes.
Pounds

Spain ..

,

England
Scotland
Ireland ,

121.330Mi i

Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago
Cuba 10.000
Dutch West Indies
Dominican Republic S4.360
Argentina
Br

zucb

Chile
Coloml
Ecuade
Peru
Ven(
Chin
Kwantung, leased territory.

British India
Hongkong
Japan
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
British South Africa

2,000
132,000

Switches.
frogs,

bars, etc.

Dollars
5.415
10,990

5-14

4,027
1,388

16,388

Stractur
iron
and
steel.

Tons

59')

96,024
358
989

12,918
250

446 3,863
747

90.556
141

448 153
:.097
5,776

20 1.162
12,742 61.150

630
10 53

151 1.115
141

Total quantity 473,014
Total value $18,135 3

2,567

3. "75
72

175
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News
inmiuir. iniillinmiim

Locomotives

The Sew ell \ \i i ey, repoi ted in 1

ber 1_', as inquiring for one Mikado i pi I motive, has ordered

this loco tive from the Lima I ,oi omi itivi

Freight Cars

The Greai Nob « is inquiring for 500 refrigerator cars and

1,000 bo <

Wiiiiii.n; Gles mi; Company, Wheeling, \Y. Va., is inquiring

- center dumping hopper cars, of 55 tons capacity.

The Wabash has given a contract to the W< tern Steel Car &
Foundry Company for the repair of 250 hopper cars.

I in- Lehigh & New I Gi . d is asking foi
i

- on 50 steel

underframe, drop end gondola cars, of 50-ton capacity.

The Pere Marquette is asking Eoi prici on from 500 to 2,000

teel underframe, double sheathed box cars, of 40

The Alabama, Tennessee S Northern, reported in the

Railway Age of October 8, as inquiring Eoi 215 freight cars, lias

given an order to the Ml Vernon Car Manufacturi

for .'IK) standard freight i ai

The Chicago, Bi mj gto 8 Qi i cy, which recently author-

ized the purchase of new equipment, as mentioned in the A

[ge oi November 12, has issued inquiries rom 1,000 to 2,000

freight cars and also has given a contract to the Western Steel

| n & Foundry Company for repair work on 300 of its gondola

cars.

The Illinois Central has awarded a contract for 350 40-ton

refrigerator cars to the General American ( ai i ompanj and not

the General American Tank Car Company as incorrectly reported

in the Railway Age of Novembei 12 (pag< ""
, The Illinois

1 entral is now inquiring for prices on 500 \6 El gondola cars

with I- drop doors and for 2,(111(1 loll 1 .
. 1 , i cars with

S drop Oooi .

Iron and Steel

Mitsui & Co., New York, arc inquirit I 60-lb.

rail for export to Japan.

The Emperiaj Eapani i Government Railways through
Sn/uki & Company, New York, have oi lered 66,000 tons of 60
and 75 lb. rail, from the Consolidated Steel i

I hi New York Central will receive bids until 12

November 25, for the requirements of the New York
subsidiary companies of rails, nol to i

- tons
of open hearth steel rail of 120, 115, 105, 90 and 80 lb.

sections .t\u\ 100,
'

: (> and 85 lb. \SiT sections, plus live per cent

ol second quality rails, and with the necessarj

Miscellaneous

The Nor ( \ Western will receive bids ai Roanoke, Ya.,

until 12 o'clock, noon, November 30, for two i hearth
steel rails, one for 24,780 tons and thi othei foi 15,220

electi ical apparatus and 200 rolled steel whi

The New York Centra] will receive bids until 12
noon, Decembei 1. Eor its present requirements on structui
and castings for repa the S) racuse and Pi

vania divisions; also galvani ed Een d fence posts; trailer
wheels and axles Eor repairs to 80 and 85 ft. turntable; splice
bars for 80 and 100-lb. rail; rigid manganese frogs, and
switches.

United States Cast Iron Pipe & Foundry Company,
Burlington, N. J d a new ol t 811 Dixie

P. T. Lav.

and Harold G. Henderson is n this

The final detail oi the merging of the Pullman Company
and the Haskell & Barker Car Company, it is reported, were

oth compan
ber 14. These committi ted to

' week
and it is expi ill then call

ig- to vote appri The plan
the rib i pany in

exchange for 4 shares of Haskell & Barker.

Henry P. Hoffstot ha ted vice-president of the
I 'ressed Stei i Con pany in addition to hi

oppel Indu 5 Equipment I

panj Hi Eoi merly man tral district,

of tin Pn ipany, before assuming duties

is pri any. C. W. Wrenshall.
gi ni ral upi rintendent and acting general manager, has

appointi d gi neral man
pany and W. A. Chamberlain, formerly auditor, has

appi linti d com]
Pa. C. E. Church, secretarj and assistant tri tsurer, !

appointed secretary and treasurer with office at New

Obituary

James Brown Rider,

of the Pressed St< npany and the Westcn
( ,n & Foundry Compan} with headquarters at Pittsburgh,

Pa., w ho died •

\ ember 2.

in the lui.

November
at Mi

Blair County, 1

entered the service of

the I
i Kail-

road in 1895, and re-

mained with it until

1899, acting

ly a

clerk, in-

rapher. In U
with

rapher and clerk

J B Rider

to the
I
dy, 1905. i man-

ager in Jul) made a member ird of
direct,.

manager of the V\

Uigust, 1913, and in Di

president of the P

Steel i dry ( ompany, witl

burgh; he continued to perform tin

ager in char(

president of the Amerii

I '" sacks ' lumbia
an. Seven thousand anadian wheat have been

booked for November shipment
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Railway Construction Railway Financial News

,n hison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—This company contemplates

the construction of 3 oil storage tanks at Argentine, Kan. The

same company will also install an air compressor in its main

powei house al Cleburn, Tex.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy —This company has awarded

a contract to the Materne Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,

for the installation of a heating and washout system in its new

engine house at Centralia, Ills.

Chicago, Ottawa & Peoria.—This company has been requested

by the city of Ottawa, 111., to abandon its bridge over the Fox

River at Ottawa and to join the city in the rebuilding the city's

bridge, which runs parallel to that of the railroad, the proposed

city-railroad bridge to be constructed of a width equal to that

of the street. This company has objected and the matter has now
been brought before the Illinois Commerce Commission.

Chicago, Union Station.—This company will accept bids until

November 17 for 2,600 sq. yd. of concrete track slabs.

Missouri Pacific.—This company, which was noted in the

Railway Age of October 22 (page 804), as contemplating the

construction of two brick car repair sheds, 46 ft. by 500 ft. at

St. Louis, Mo., has awarded the contract for this work to Joseph

E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company
has contracted with the American Creosoting Company, Inc.,

Louisville, Ky., and not the American Creosoting Company, New
York, as stated incorrectly in our issue of November 5, page 911,

for the treatment of its cross ties and other timber in a plant

to he built by the creosoting company adjacent to the Cedar Hill

terminal of the railroad at New Haven, Conn.

St. Louis-San Francisco.—This company is accepting bids for

the construction of a one-story express and baggage building at

( (kmulgee, < )kla.

Another Kind of Train Order

V»
v-fisl

1 v^/yp^w-

U^s^ <»A9i Vx^-wovs l^cOCi V«ol OwviY^^
^AaKkSl. *IV-0|^\ Vi-AXsOj- Xu-VJSO-v-M^j- OvAA^

^^CwvMiAo*- ^o^. OsrJsk- Iaaac^a^ \t}\ O^-VxO^ -UnJ(j}

Vxoj>rt. fcX<>K*. V^A r>\- M~-«^ (5-Ojm>^ \jvjv
<

>M\Ai~.G^i

X)jvs.tK^.^ U^A, tAj*U\ O-Jf-r-v^-i-stt CkX-VOSXi ^ oJJs. ^> UnJO^
v**:— ^W^ \^^Wo^ "V^X\ ,-^vs Wa.) \h
"? t^-NfvW ^.sj^scaTo^ <W^ \>jsaCaaV^. kJiAOLs^vQ^ -unjj

^oJ&i, "XaaaV^ Ws*i AaKJU Vj-oaM "^rvAju, CJ»a\

W*>H VamNS.^ W^u~V^ <x~ca U^ QjcJUjk.

0\ &S1 o^ ^Vs. O^W-v-Ji. -u^o ^OoOwt C\A^> Wt^f

ov V,,

^V^^-^VJUlAMCMA^

From Brie Railroad Magazine

U
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Bangor & Aroostook. Asks Authority to Abandon Line.—
This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for a certificate of convenience and necessity authorizing the

abandonment of its line from Brownville Junction to Katahdin
Iron \\ orks, Me., (A4 miles.

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.—Asks Loan from Revolving,

Fund.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a loan of $6,000,000 for five years from the re-

volving fund, to enable it to meet obligations maturing on Janu-

ary 1, 1922, consisting of $5,000,000 of 5 per cent Elkhorn first

mortgage gold notes and a note for $1,000,000 to the Secretary

of the Treasury.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois —Sale of Bracil Branch Post-

poned.—The public sale of the line between Momence, 111., and
Brazil, Ind., 130 miles, has been postponed until December 16.

See Railway Age, April 8, 1921, page 913.

Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern.—Foreclosure Proceedings.—
The Equitable Trust Company, as trustee of the general mort-

gage, has notified the bondholders of its intention to begin fore-

closure proceedings and to ask for the appointment of a receiver

in the Federal District Court of Wyoming. The general mort-

gage trustee states that it is informed that the company is in

default on July 1 interest on both of the senior bond issues, for

which reason the trustee has declared principal and accrued in-

terest on the general mortgage bonds due and payable and has

made a demand upon the company for payment. It anticipates

that the company will be entirely unable to make such payment,

hence the intention to begin foreclosure and ask for a receiver.

The trustee expects that .foreclosure of the other two mort-

gages will be sought at once.

The Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern operates between Coal-

mont, Colo., and Laramie, Wyo., Ill miles. The company was
organized in 1914 and took over the property of the. Laramie.

I lahn's Peak & Pacific, subject to mortgages. Its outstanding

bond issues are $240,000 Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific first

6s, $550,000 C. W. & £'. first and refunding 6s and $1,600,000

C. W. & E. general mortgage income 6s. It has $2,000,00 6 per

cent preferred and $2,300,000 common stock.

Fort Worth & Denver City.—Extend Bonds.—J. P. Morgan
& Co. and the First National Bank have underwritten the ex-

tension of the $8,176,000 first mortgage 6 per cent bonds of this

company, a subsidiary of the Colorado & Southern, which mature

December 1. Holders are offered the right to extend the bonds

for 40 years at 5 JA\ per cent and to receive a cash payment of

$40 on each $1,000 bond, but the extended bonds are to be sub-

ject to redemption as a whole at 105 and interest on and for five

years following January 1, 1935, and at a price reduced by 1 per

cent of par for each five-year term thereafter until a redemption

price of 101 is reached, which governs until September 30, 1961.

Holders of the maturing bonds who do not wish to extend may
sell their bonds to the hankers at 100 and accrued interest on or

prior to December 1, 1921. The plan has been approved by the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

New Orleans & Northeastern.—Annual Report.-

conic statement for the year ended December 31, 1920,

wiili the previous yeai as follows:

1120

Operating revenues (March 1-December 311 $6,

i" uses (M: l-Dei envl . i 31)
enue From operations

Taxes 's.s.ilry

( Operating income i March 1 Dec tnbi r 31)
Standard returi (January and February; full

S-eai I
i"i

Non-operating i ne 702,607
income i '

(merest n fun ted debt
Total deduction! ii om gro s in< i me
Balance * t income over charges

. oi 6 per i (ni en ci n i

Additions and betterments charged in income.... 821

Balance carried to profit ami loss 170,104

—The in-

compares

'
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The operating revenues and expenses in detail and the prin-

cipal traffic statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows:

< (FEB I riNG Rl VENUES
1920 1919

Freight $5,587,059 $4,181,370
;ci 1.33J.771 1,481.530

Col il open lini n venues ',743 190 $6,446,802

On i

Maintenance oi md ructun $1,263,015 $1,1 9,612

Maintenance of equipment 1.608,488 1 I

Traffic 148,541
I ranspo I ti on 3.379.776

Gem ral

Total iratin i
i pens. 6,678 168 ( '

ii i.i opcrati .- 1.063.022 521,523
faxes 451,982 483.753

rotal opi rating income 611, 199 36,299

PASSENGE1 I

Number o( pa cngcrs carried I,<

Number "i >ai n.gei carried oni mile 44

di tance hauled per passenger miles... 43.22 50.55

Werage receipts ptr p; r per mill cei 1.66

' » I i u ' i

\ ber "i revenui tons carried 3,611.520 3,

Mumbi carri. om mill 5-15.249,253 462,!

\ ...I ,..,,,. bauled per ton miles 150.98 142.51
rei i]

i

cent 1.02 0.9O

Peri Marqi ettb Asks Authority to Ibandon Line.—This

company has applied t.i the Interstate ( immission for

authority to abandon four branch lines; its I'recpurl branch, t>.-'3

miles; the Buchanan branch from Benton Harbor to Buchanan,
Mich., 25.69 miles; the branch Erom Haynoi to Sheridan, Mich.,

19.64 miles; and also the line Erom Big Rapids to White Cloud,
.Mich., 19.67 miles.

Southern.- Asks luthority to Von '

I uc B onds —This

company has applied to the tntet tab i ommerci < .immission for

authority to nominally issue $5,225,000 oi development and gen-

eral mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds to be held in the treasury.

Wi i In; i
. 8 Seashore. Annual Report.—The income ac-

count for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the

previous year as follows:
i i n 1919

i ..mi.. ... atioi accrued undei federal < ontro]
(Janu n nd February. 1919) :

59, 124 $9S2,682
.. mi ....

. |
opi i iting .I. cit (Mai b-Deci mbi r 31) Del : "i

.

"

'

1 lome 140,10
i in. rest on i

.....
I

.
,i ,i, i

;

I i.il di ...| 513,573
Net mi Def. 163, ....

Appropi iations ii. sinkin nd
I iii i.l. >'

'

in I'M" i .

.

579,313
Balance 'raiist profit ind lo I ebil

in i" '<i.
. n .Li in 1919] 163,144

The operating i evenui
\

ind < pensi in detail and the prin

cipal traffic statistics for 1920 compan with 1919 as follows:

I >ri RATI . ReVI

1919
Freight
P» engei

rotal Opi .."'ii .... nil. . .

, |

Operating Ex
1919

Mi tires $3,062,907
3,035,466

7,333.856
J

Total opei ; 1.145,020
Dcf. 85.177

ing income
income Def. 1 ,1

l'.\sSl

Mileage opi rated 359
15,195,454 I

•

le 41 1,169,11
rried.

. TltS)

FFIC

Number i f revi 4,209,

1

Numbi i . nile 134,734
ried i ne mil.

mil.

32.01

0.617

Railroad Administration Settlements

The Railroad Administration has pn temenl show-
ing the progress made in scttlim; its accounts with the railroads

as of November I tal amount of claims
presented bj tl

road, oi 80.65 per rent of the

mileage under federal control. If the remaining roads file claims
ii the basis of thosi that the total

amount of claims will aggregate about $1,100,000,000. Included
in the companies thai have not filed their final claims arc the

Pennsylvania and the New York 'Central. The amount of claims

to Novembei I $413,
412,415, and the amount of cash paid in settlement of these claims

nl of the amount claimed.
The claims settled represent 1M>,603 miles of road.

Directoi General J the Railroad Administra-
tion predicts that the entire business of the Railroad Administra-
tion will be wound up by D 1923.

I he Railroad Administration reports final settlements with the

00 and with the Marquette & Bessemer
Dock & npany for $60,000.

Dividends Declared
I ern.—Common. payable

r ." to h ildi ' of record Noi ,. r
'

ccnt
semi ami'

I ehniary 1? to !

Catawissa.—First an.

holders of record November 3.

Delaware & B I ent. quarterly, payable Noveml
hi . I. lets ii record N ovember 1 1.

\l..i ill S Bii mil P
i

North Pennsylvania.- $1, payable '

ber 11.

burgh, Bessemer & 1-ike Kri.

f ovember 15.

i ni. .n Pai i .
i . ... • cent,

Wheel Switchers on the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal

largest number of cars in their history without an embargo for the past
chese locomoln 00 lb. tractive effort, wi I

, 51 in. driving wheels
ice, Jl : s,| ft, ..,., ., area and carry 185 lb. boiler pressure.
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

F. H. Jeffrey has been appointed auditor of station ac-

counts of ilir Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-

quarters at Chicago, succeeding W. W. Scannel, who has

resigned.

Operating

F. W. Cowley, passenger conductor of the Michigan Cen-

tral, has been promoted to assistant trainmaster, with head-

quarters at St. Thomas, Out.

A. C. Becton has been appointed general agent in the

operating department, of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

with headquarters at Fort Worth, Texas.

J. A. Mathewson, superintendent "I" the St. Louis Mer-

chants Bridge Terminal, has been appointed general man-

ager of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.

H. R. Hughes, chief clerk to the assistant general manager
nf the Southern Pacific, has been appointed trainmaster oi

the Los Angeles division with headquarters at Indio. Cal.

Traffic

L. H. Con-ell lias been appointed freight traffic agent of

the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters

at Memphis, Term.

E. H. Brinkmeyer has been appointed commercial agent

of the Tennessee Central with headquarters at St. Louis,

effective November IS.

F. M. Sublette, commercial agent of the Gulf, Mobile &
Northern, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., has been trans-

ferred to Louisville, Ky. lie is succeeded at Mobile by

R. P. Tallman.

George E. Bunting, Australasian manager for the Canadian

Government Merchant Marine, Ltd., will also act as general

traffic agent for the Canadian National Railways with head-

quarters at Auckland, New Zealand.

B. A. Rodgers, general agent of the Kansas City Southern,

with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., has been promoted to

assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at Kansas

i ity, Mo. II, is succeeded at St. Louis by C. W. Wheeler.

Mechanical

M. H. Haig has been appointed master mechanic of the

I'ii os division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with

headquarters at Clovis, N. M.. succeeding W. D. Hartley,

who has been transferred to the Xo\ Mexico division.

E. E. Machovec, master mechanic of the Atchison. Topeka
& Santa be, with headquarters at Argentine, Kan., has been

pronioti il to acting mechanical superintendent of the Northern
I in.

, Western Di trict, with headquarters a1 I. a Junta, i olo.,

liccceding J. R. Sexton, who has been granted an indefinite

lea v i oi ab ienci due to ill health.

M. C. M. Hatch, whose- appointment as mechanical en-

gineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters

,ii Parsons, Kan. was announced in the Railway Age of

\m.iiiiiii (page 914), was born at t helsea, Mass., on

March 14. 1882. \itei two years attendance at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, and two years at the

I niversitj ol I alifornia, he entered railroad service in June,

1903, working in the Southern Pacific shops at Wes1 < Oak-

land, Cal., and iii the testing and signal departments for

about IK in. mill-, an. I about six mouths in the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa be shops at Needles, Cal., and San

Bernardino. In June. 1905, he I., .ami' a draftsman in the

r department of the Boston & Maine, and in

Deci niber, 1906, he was promoted to chief draftsman of

that road, which position he held until November, 1911,

when be was appointed engineer of tests of the New Eng-
land Lines. In June, 1912, he was appointed superintendent
.a locomotive fuel service of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, which position he resigned in February. 1917, to

I in., assistant to the president of the Locomotive
Pulverized Fuel Company. lie held this position until

January, 1920. when he left this company to become a repre-

sentative of the Railway & Industrial Engineers. He re-

entered railroad service in April, 1921, as assistant mechanical

engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters

at Parsons, Kan., which position he was holding at the time

of his recent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

James F. Deimling has been appointed chief engineer of

the Michigan Central with headquarters at Detroit, effective

November 15, succeeding George K. Webb, deceased.

George H. Harris, engineer maintenance of way of the

Mulligan Central, with headquarters at Detroit. Mich., has

been promoted to assistant chief engineer, with the same head-

quarters, succeeding J. F. Deimling, promoted.

Obituary

Axel S. Vogt, formerly mechanical engineer of the Penn-

sylvania, died on November 11 of heart failure.

Albert S. Johnson, general manager of the Terminal Rail-

road Association, with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., whose
death was mentioned in the Railway Age of November 12

(page 964L was born at

Seymour, Ind., on July

21, 1871. He entered

railroad service in No-
vember 8, 1889, as a

messenger boy in the

St. Louis freight office

of the Terminal Rail-

road Association, and
he had been with that

company ever since. He
was appointed freight

agent on October 13,

1903. was promoted
to superintendent with

headquarters at St.

Louis on April 2.1 1913,

and was again pro-

moted to assistant gen-

eral manager with the

same- headquartei s i >n

a. s. j^nson December 13, 1917.

During the period of

government control, .Mr. Johnson served as terminal man-
age! oi the St. Louis district, and when the roads were
returned to private control, lie was elected general manager,
which position he was holding at the time ol his death on
\

.
'v ember 7.

James D. Collinson, formerly general master mechanic oi

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, died at his home in Hous
ton, rex., on November 9. Mr. Collinson was born in

Manchester, England, on January 21. 1849. He first entered

railroad service in the mechanical department of the i hi

Milwaukee ox St. Paul. In 1889 he left to become general

foreman of the shops of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa be

at Top'eka, Ixan.. was thereafter promoted successivclv to

master mechanic at Raton, X. M.. and later transferred in

Fort Madison, Iowa. lie became superintendent of motive

powei ..i tin' Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe in 1896, assistant

superintendent of motive power of the main line, with head-

quarters at Topeka, in 1900, and general .
master mei

in 1901, during which year be retired from railroad service.
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For the quick repair of big locomotives—Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Radials.

Are your shops ready?
A year and a half ago inadequate shop equipment

handicapped locomotive repair work. Lack of loco-

motives handicapped the operating man.

Before the flood of repair work is again swamping

you, fix your shops to handle it.

Every shop needs a modern Radial Drill.

Such a machine as the Ryerson-Conradson Radial,

capable of drilling a 3" hole through the high carbon

steel drawbar shown above at .025 feed and 89

R. P. M. speeds up this job and many others.

Do you know how the Ryerson-Conradson Radial

reduces power consumption by 40', ?

Write for bulletin 4,001.

Joseph T. Ryersdn & Son
Established 1842 corporate^ 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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Undermaintenance has been the plainl of the railroads for

the last five years. It comprises a primary basis for claims

against the Railroad Administration
What Is the an( | ;s the tioti of aution often heard

Correct Standard of late in the analysis of railway oper-

of Maintenance? ating results. Therefore, to hazard the

opinion that some lines are being over-

maintained is to invite the skepticism of the practical railway

officer. We, however, venture the suggestion that many rail-

roads may find it profitable to study their operating expenses

with the view to ascertaining whether instances of over

expenditure for maintenance of way exist on their lines.

Transportation costs receive closer scrutiny than maintenance

of way costs because they are more tangible. A heavy loco-

motive hauling a long train will produce more ton-miles per

dollar than a small engine hauling a short train, and the

returns are available at the end of each month. But the

increased costs of maintaining the track in fit condition to

carry the heavier locomotive are not so readily available and
are spread over the entire year. This problem attains par-

ticular importance on branch lines which have a heavy sea-

sonal traffic of short duration with only the lightest train

movements during the remainder of the year. For instance,

some of the lines in wheat growing regions are maintained

to standards that will permit of the use of heavy power SO

that the annual crop may be handled expeditiously and at

low cost insofar as the transportation charges are concerned.

However, this implies that the track is in better condition

than necessary for the traffic handled during the greater

portion of the year. While it is entirely possible that this

policy is economically sound, it is to be questioned whether

a sufficiently detailed analysis has ever been made in most

of these cases to determine the correctness of this assumption
with reasonable accuracy.

One of the principal economies claimed For the proposed

superpower electrification system i- in the consumption oi

locomotive fuel. The investigators
Extravagant estimate that electrii operation in this

Claims for region would have saved 57. o per cent

Electrification Per ll,1 't of work done, or 8,890,000
ions of , oal based on the traffic of I'M').

The cost of electrical energy is given a- $44,233,000 and the

cost of coal a> $68,770,000, a saving of $24,537,000. The
economies due to the saving of fuel amount to about 38 per

cent of the total estimated saving. Since this is such an
important item, it will be given the closesl scrutiny by all

who are interested in electrification. It must be admitted
that anyone familiar with the performance of modem -nam
locomotives will find the basis on which the fuel consumption
has been computed very unsatisfactory. 1 he coal u

the electric System has been assumed to be equivalent to two
pounds per kilowatt hour at the sub station. The effidencj
of the sub- station is assumed to be 85 per cent, of the dis-

tribution system 90 per cent, and of the electric locomotive
82.5 percent. The output of the electric locomotive is there-
fore 63 per cent of the sub station input, making the equiv-
alent coal rate .vis pounds per kilowatt hour. Thi
consumption of the steam locomotive is assumed to b

pounds per kilowatt hour, which makes the savins for thi-

ck-Uric locomotive mi this basis 57.6 per cent. Thi- figure

for locomotb umption i- altogether too high even
for saturated steam locomotive-, being almost identical with
the value obtained under unfavorable conditions with ,-atur-

ated locomotives on the Chicago, Milwaukee ,V St. Paul. It

the method used in computing the equivalent coal consump-
tion under electric operation is applied to the steam loco-
motive, the result is quite different. An efficient modern
locomotive usi - about -'.5 pounds of coal per horsepower hour
output while working. Standby losses, firing up, etc., in-
crease tin- to 3.1 pound- per horsepower hour, or 4.14 pounds
p<r kilowatt hour. On this basis the saving by electrification
would be only 2.> per (cut. It is evident, therefore, that the
-' i " !l of thi i

|

orl dealing with the saving of fuel is open
to serious question. In fad the failure to obtain accurate
and up-to-date information regarding the -team locomotive
wholly invalidate.- the conclusions regarding the pi

saving of fuel.

There is no doubt of the existence of a large stock ol

machine tools and. in considering machine tool requirements
for 1922, the railroad- are facing the

becond-Hand question a.- to what extent, if any, they
Machine should take advantage of these second-

Tools hand machines. Some officers take the

Stand that a second-hand machine
ought never to be installed in a railroad shop and. while this
is a somewhat extreme view, there arc main argumi
justify it in part. It is a well-known saying that "The lir-t

use of any article is the best u-e." The purchaser of a used
automobile, for example, takes a big risk that the trouble
and cost of keeping his machine in repair will mon
offset the saving in pri,c unless, in buying, he ha- benefited
by the advice of an automobile expert. 1'hi- does not prove
that there an- not good bargains in used automobiles and the
-anie i- true nf used machinery. Slightly worn machines have
been bought .a a considerable reduction

i have
given satisfa, ti llt the point
is that used or -cc <>nd -hand machinery should be bought onlv
after tlu- most careful inspection and trial to demonstrate its

> and abilit) to produce. In a particular in-t •

reputable machinery dealer learned that a certain railroad
was in need of a large boring mill and approached the pur
chasing agent with the proposition that he had a slightly used
machine which would h,- practically as gexxl as new and could
'"' sold at s considerable reduction in cost. In examining the
machine- carefully from the under side, an inspector from the
railroad discovered that the bed was badly cracked and had

imped together b\ bolt- and stay irons. The machinery
dealer, with the most profound expressions of regret, i: -

that the break was unknown to him and stated that th

chine had been giving satisfactory service. Admitting that
the dealer did not know of this defect, the fact remains that

for the acuteness of it- ins]K-ctor the railroad would
ieen fooled into buying a defective machine.

practically impossible to make a thorough examination of any
large machine without taking it all apart and even if there
are no apparent defects or undue wear, the only way to make
sun- of it- accuracy and productive capacity | the
machine to a thorough -cries of tests under actual shop con-

1019
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ditions. It would probably be unwise to make any hard and
fast rule against the purchase of second-hand machine tools,

but where such purchases are made the railroads should ex-

ercise the greatest care in inspecting and trying out machines

before orders are placed. In by far the great majority of

cases, the practice which will be most satisfactory in the long

run is to purchase and install new machines, made by reliable

manufacturers.

An article on page 471 of the October 22 issue of the Rail-

way Age describes the method of operating the Cedar Hill,

New Haven, Conn., freight transfer
Freight station of the New Haven. At this sta-

House tion 0.943 tons of freight per hour per

Operation man ' s being handled at an average

cost per ton of less than 67 cents. An-
other article on page 991 of the November 19 issue tells how
congestion in the outbound freight houses of the same rail-

road at Boston has been overcome and the cost of handling
freight per ton decreased from 67 cents to SO cents. The
operating conditions at Cedar Hill are radically different

from those at Boston. At Cedar Hill the hauls are long
while at Boston they are decidedly short. Cedar Hill is a
modern plant in all respects while the Boston station has
remained unchanged, in physical characteristics, for years.

In the face of these varying conditions the railroad is em-
ploying tractors and trailers in the operation of both stations

with gratifying results. While the stations under discussion

exemplify extremes of operating conditions it does not neces-

sarily follow that tractors and trailers can be used success-

fully in the handling of freight at all points where operating

costs are distressingly high. On the other hand the success

that has followed these installations certainly may be said to

be indicative of the wide range of conditions under which
such devices may be put to work with legitimate expectations

of satisfactory results, provided the plan of operation has
been carefully worked out. Each freight house or freight

transfer station presents a distinctive handling problem and
no single handling system can be applied to all with success.

The fact remains, however, that the opportunities for sav-

ings in freight handling, through the adoption of modern
methods and appliances are of too great importance to .be

passed over lightly.

Remarkable Reduction in

Railway Accidents

The railway managers have a right to be proud of the

accident record made by the railways in 1920. The
total number of persons killed, including employees killed

in industrial accidents, was 6,958. This is the smallest

Dumber killed in 22 years, or since 1898, when it was 6,859.

But the number of fatalities occurring has no significance

unless related to the number of employees, the number of

train miles run, the amount of service rendered, and other

factors which necessarily tend to affect the number of acci

dents occurring. In relation to the number of employees, to

the number of miles trains run, and to the amount of traffic

handled, the accident record made in 1920, statistics for

which year recently were made public hv the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, is the best that ever has been made since

statistics upon the subject have been kept.

The accident reports of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion relate to accidents on all the railways of the United
States. The only statistics we as yet have regarding the

total number of employees, the train mileage run and the

.traffic handled in 1920 are those for the Class 1 roads.

Therefore it is necessary, in making comparisons, to use the

accident statistics for all the railways and the statistics of

the Class 1 roads regarding number of employees, train

miles run and traffic handled. It is impossible to make a

ten-year comparison satisfactorily because in 1910 statistics

regarding the number of trespassers killed were not reported.

But by using the accident statistics of all railways in 1911

and 1920, and the statistics of the Class 1 roads regarding

number of employees, train miles run and traffic handled

in these years, we can make comparisons for a nine-year

period, which, while not strictly accurate, show the increase

in safety of operation as clearly and almost as accurately as

would be done by more complete statistics. These compara-
tive figures are given in the accompanying table.

Year ended Year ended
June 30, 1911 Dec. 31, 1921

Total persons killed in train and tr;iin service
accidents 10,396 6,958

Non-trespassers

—

Passengers 299 229
Employees on duty 2*871 2,107
Employees net on duty 292 91

Persons carried under contract 57
Other non-trespassers 1.154

Xon-train accidents

—

Industrial accidents—employees and others 439 46.:

Trespassers 5,284 2.166

1911 1920

Number of emoloye.es 1,599,854 2,031,927
Passengers carried one mile 32,371,444,793 46,724,8!
Ton-miles 249,843,166,302 409,970.6>6.nn.

Passenger train miles S48,279,061 571,653,863
Freight train miles 608,678,284 633.97.'. 31

2

Total tr:.in miles 1,185,632,129 1.205.626.175

It will be noted that in spite of the large increases in

number of employees, in train miles run, and in amount of

freight and passenger traffic handled, there was a decline in

the number of fatalities to every class of persons, except

those classified as "other non-trespassers." The increase in

fatalities to "other non-trespassers" was chiefly due to a

large increase in the number of persons killed at highway
crossings, and this entire increase in the number of persons

killed at highway crossings was due to an increase in the

number of automobiles struck by trains or trains struck by

automobiles.

In 1911 the number of employees for every employee
killed was 444, while in 1920 it was 788. This increase of

almost 78 per cent in the number of persons employed for

each employee killed shows that there was a great decline

in the hazards of the occupation of the average railway

employee.

In 1911 the number of passengers carried one mile for

each passenger killed was 108,265,701, while in 1920 it was

204,038,777. Stating the matter in another way. the aver-

age passenger, on the basis of the results of operation in

1911, could have traveled at the rate of 60 miles an hour
for 206 years before being killed, while on the basis of the

results of operation in 1920 the average passenger could

have traveled at the rate of 60 miles an hour for 388 years

without being killed. The danger of traveling by passenger

train was reduced 47 per cent.

The measures of the public service rendered by railways

are the number of passengers carried one mile and the num-
ber of tons of freight carried one mile. The number of pas-

sengers carried one mile in 1920 was 44 1 3 per cent more.

and the number of tons carried one mile 64 per cent more

than in 1911. On the other hand, the total number of per-

sons killed in railway accidents of all kinds decreased 33

per cent between 1911 and 1920.

The total number of persons killed on the railways of this

country was at its maximum in the year- from l^ll to I'M 4.

the highest figure ever reached being in l
c'l.>. when it was

10,964. While measures of various kinds to reduce acci-

dents have been adopted on every railway for year-, the

"safety first" movement really was inaugurated in 1910.

The "safety first" movement was different from measures

which previously had been adopted, mainly because it was

based on fuller and clearer recognition of the fact that most
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accidents were due to carelessness and recklessness on the

part of the personnel of the railway- rather than to defects

of their plant. The great reduction of accidents undoubt-

edly has teen due principally to the cdue ational work which

has been carried on among employees by officer.- especially

assigned to this duty, and to efforts of "safety first" com-

mittees composed of both officers and employees. Those

who initiated and carried on this work deserve the greatest

possible credit. The accident record of the railway

and should be further improved, and to thai i od the "safety

first" movement should be given evi rj more generous and

energetic support by the managements than in the past. In

the interest of humanity and in the selfish interest of the

railways themselves nothing in connection with railway

operation is more important than further increases in it-

safety.

Proposed Changes in the

Transportation Act

THE transportation act is the only really constructive

legislation for the regulation of railro.nl- ever pa.-sed in

this country. This is true because it i- the only example of

such legislation which is in some mi gned to pro-

mote increases in railroad service as well as to prevent rail-

road abuses.

As yet, however, the Transportation Act has been of no

benefit to the railroads. Ever) bciic in conferred by it has

gone to railway employees and the public. Under it the

employees were given a large advance in wages and per-

mitted to keep in effect for man) month- rule- and working

million- which gave them large amounts of pay for work
net done. Under it the publii has escaped from the series

I deficits inclined under government control, with tin re

suit, that including both what it has paid in rates and what

it has paid in taxes, the total amount it has paid for rail-

road transportation has been hundreds of millions of dollar-

less than it would have been if government control had been

. ontinued.

1 he reason wh) the railways have derived no benefits

from the Transportation Act is that certain of it- provisions

have not been carried out. The Act requires the Interstate

Commerce Commission to so fix the rates that for two yean
ending March I, 1922, the railway- shall earn an average

of not les- than 5 ' .• per cent oi more than 6 per cent upon
their combined valuation. On the rate- fixed b) tin I n

mission the railways have thus far earned an average of less

than 3 per cent. The tir-t year tin rates were in effect they

earned about $400,000,000 less net operating income than

they were guaranteed annually under government control.

On no possible construction of thi Constitution of the

United States could the Commission have restricted the rail-

ways to lower rate- than tin .-e actuall) if the

rate making provision- of the transportation Vi i never had
been passed,

An) benefit conferred by the transportation Vet upon the

railways would have to be obtained b) them in future.

Curiously enough, however, while the public, under thi pn

visions of this act, or in spite of them, ha ed hun-

dreds of million- of dollars and the railways have lost hun-

dreds of millions, Senator Capper of Kansas, Senator

LaFollette of Wisconsin and others in urging tin n

the rate-making provisions. I hi- is ild naturally

have been expected firm S, n.ili
: I ll I 11, tie. On the other

hand. Senator Capper is a man who has crown very rich in

the publishing business Oni would naturalh expect a man
who has shown as much business abilitj in his i wn business

as Senator Capper has ti apply business sense to his work
on behalf of the publii .

Just what effect would be produced by repealing the rate-

making provisions of the Transportation Act? I he pro-

vision requiring the Interstate Commerce Commission to so

regulate rate- as to enable the railways to earn at least 5^
|>er cent has thu- far been applied SO that they have earned

less than 3 per cent, and, furthermore, it automatically goes

out of existence on March 1. V)22. The main pn
which would be left after that, if they wen- not repealed,

are the following :

Fir.-t, that the Commission shall ti.x such rate.- that the

rate- "will under honest, efficient and economical manage-
ment and reasonabli expenditure- for maintenance of way,

structures and equipment, earn an aggregate annual net rail-

way operating income equal a- nearly a- ma) be to a fair

return upon the aggregate value of the railwa) property of

such tarriers held for and used in the service of trans

tion."

Second, that the Commission shall from time to time de-

termine what will be a fair return for the railways to earn,

and "in making such determination it shall give due con-

sideration,
i

thing-, to the transportation needs

of the country and the necessity of enlarging -u< h (trans-

portation) facilities in order to provide thi peopli of the

United State- with adequate transportation."

Third, thai any railway which earn- more than 6 per cent

in a year shall pay one-half of the- excess to the government
There are really but two thing- required in tlu.-<

visions which are not required b) the Constitution of the

United State- as repeatedly interpreted by the Supreme
Court. All regulating bodies in fixing rate- act under the

constitutional requirement of so making them as to enable
the 1 railways to cam a fair return on the- fair value of their

properties. One thing this legislation requires which the

Constitution does not require is that the Commission in

fixing rate- shall give due consideration to the trans

tion needs i

1 ntry and the necessit) of enlarging

tran-port. iti. m facilities in order to provide tin people of the

United States with adequate transportation. For Congress
to repeal this provision would be tantamount to the adoption

by it of an order tu the Interstate Commerce Conn:

thai in fixing rates in future it should not consider thi

(if the country for adequatt means of transportation, I
1

Senator Capper and those who agree' with him want the

Commission to fix rate- without any regard to the effect that

the rates fixed may have upon tlu- adequac) of the trans-

portation furnished to tin people of the United Stal

The ' nb i of the rate-making

Id be to relieve railways which earn

in any year an avi I r 6 |>er cent on their valuation

to the government one-half of

what they earned over 6 per cent. The Railway Agi would
like to see that provision repealed ti would like to see

ever) n ilvt ii permitted to keep all it can earn. Rut why
tor Capp -

'

!

cerned lest somi railway which ear -r cent shall

of the surplus back to the government?
I la answer i- simple enough. This recapturi

is an integral put of the rate-making provisions <~i the law.

and they want 11 the rate-making -trie ken out

so thai th of regulation followed rnment

1, of making all rate- .i- low a- the) can be made
wit III 111 Neil I" hi Id

llo- "neai onfiscal of rate regulation which

\ eminent control almost stopped the

on, A revival of that

will -top the dc\ railroad transport

Xo industr) can live and grow under such a policy. I

tion of the development of the railways under private o

ship inevitabl) will result in government ownership.

lln \ge never talks politics It deal- entire Iv

with railroad affairs. There are times, however, when it i*
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necessary to refer to politics in order intelligently to discuss
some railroad problem. There was a suspicion that certain
leaders of the democratic party desired to fasten government
ownership of railroads on the country. They brought about
the adoption of government control of railroads. Public
sentiment reacted against that policy 'powerfully, and the
railways were returned to private operation under the Trans-
portation Act. These" democratic leaders in their zeal for

promoting government ownership made its adoption imprac-
ticable for a time at least.

The republican party in its campaign hand-book in 1920
bitterly denounced the policy of government control carried

out under democratic auspices. It opposed government
ownership in its platform. Almost every public man, how-
ever, who is now advocating the repeal of the rate-making
provisions of the Transportation Act is a republican. The
revival of the old policy of near-confiscation would be as

effective in promoting the cause of government ownership as

the adoption of government control was in creating senti-

ment against it.

Is the country to be treated to the spectacle of leading

democrats hindering government ownership by actively try-

ing to promote it, and of leading republicans who pretend

to be against it promoting policies directly adapted to bring

it about?

Reductions of Rates on

Agricultural Products

The Interstate Commerce Commission in a recent

decision directed the western railways to make general

reductions in the rates on hay, grain and grain products

which would have averaged around 15 per cent and which
would have cost about $35,000,000 a year. The railways,

after consultation with the Interstate Commerce Commission,
liave instead announced reductions on all agricultural prod-

ucts throughout the country averaging about 10 per cent and
which will cost about $55,000,000 annually.

The reasons why the railways have taken this step are

easily discernible. The reductions in rates on hay, grain and
grain products suggested by the commission would have been

borne mainly by only part of the railways. The reductions

the railways have decided to make on all farm products will

not cost some of the railways so much and will be borne

by all the railways. Furthermore, the reductions suggested

by the commission would have conferred relatively large

benefits on only a part of the farmers. The reductions actu-

ally to be made by the railways, while they will benefit grain

producers relatively less, will benefit the farmers of the

country as a whole to a larger extent. The farmers as a

class have suffered the greatest reductions in the prices of

their products within the last year and a half. Therefore,

they have been the least able to pay the freight rates which
were put into effect on August 26, 1920.

The wisdom of the action taken by the railways will be

determined by future developments. If there was good rea-

son for general reductions of the rates on any class of com-
modities this reason applied with special force to those on
farm products. First, the farmers needed them more than
any other class of producers; second, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission had decided that the rates on one large

class of farm products ought to be reduced. It is very
doubtful if the decision was warranted either by the facts

or law, but the decision had been rendered and the railways

could not disregard it or attack it in the courts without
antagonizing the largest body of shippers and the most
powerful regulating body in the country.

Already complaints are heard from some other classes of

shippers, however, because the railways voluntarily have

given this reduction of rates to the farmers without giving

corresponding reductions to other shippers. Most of these

complaints are of very questionable validity. It is true that

the prices of some other commodities have declined as much
as those of farm products. Among the commodities which
are selling for less than in 1913 are copper, tin, zinc, coffee

and rubber. Other things which are selling at or very near
their pre-war prices are steel billets, steel beams, wool, crude
petroleum and sugar. Outside of farm products, however,

the average wholesale price of all commodities is almost as

much higher than in 1913 as is the average freight rate, and
certainly there is no economic justification for the numerous
producers whose average prices still are relatively as high
when the}- are compared with the prices of 1913 as are the

freight rates charged on their commodities, to demand re-

ductions of rates.

The most important question raised by this reduction of

rates is not whether it is fair to reduce the rates of some
classes of shippers and not those of other classes, but whether,

from the standpoint of the public welfare, it is expedient to

reduce any rates under present conditions except those which

can be shown to be hindering the movement of traffic. Any
reduction of rates made for any purpose except that of mov-
ing traffic which otherwise would not move reduces the net

operating income of the railways. Whatever reduces their

net operating income will reduce their ability to buy equip-

ment and materials and employ labor for the purpose of

rehabilitating and enlarging their facilities. Whatever has

this effect will tend to protract the industrial depression and

to impair the ability of the railways to handle the country's

commerce when general business revives. The very classes

that will benefit most immediately by reductions in rates

may in the long run lose the most if the railways are so

crippled that next year or the year after they cannot handle

all the traffic offered to them.

This reduction in the rates on farm products is made in

the expectation of reductions in wages and other operating

costs and will remain in effect only six months if these ex-

pected reductions in operating expenses are not secured. If

they help the railways to obtain needed reductions in oper-

ating expenses they will serve a useful purpose both imme-
diately and in the more distant future. If they do not have

this effect they will do more harm than good.

New Books

Questions and Anszvers on the UC Equipment, 1921. 72 pages, 5

in. by 7 in. Published by the Air Brake Association, 165

Broadway, Neiv York. Price 50 cents.

The Air Brake Association has just added to its list of

educational books, one on the Westinghouse UC equipment.

The book is intended for those men engaged in railroad

service who desire to inform themselves on the construction,

operation and function of the new UC passenger air brake

equipment. It is a radical departure from much air brake

literature in that it does not necessitate an intimate acquaint-

anceship with ports and passages. Omission of a detailed

consideration of the many intricate ports and passages of the

universal valve should assist in readier comprehension of its

general principles, of which the average reader should be

informed. Rased upon the foregoing, the subject has been

covered not only by a text, but also by "Questions and An-
swers." For those readers who desire general information in

a minimum of time, the first 50 questions and answers have
been prepared. For those who prefer the regular descriptive

form, a "Summary" has been included. Those readers who
seek a more exhaustive treatment of the subject may find it

in either the complete "Questions and Answers" or the com-
plete text of the book.
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Letters to the Editor
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['live Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway field. Short letters— about 1^"
words—are particularly appreciated.

\

Sometimes It Is a Disgrace to Be Poor
North Plea* \ I

To the Editor:
I note a letter in your October 8 issue whii h appears under

the head of "No Disgrace to Be Poor." I would take issue

with "Subscriber." The difference between wealth and
poverty is not measured by the gross incomes or amounts
available to spend. Two families equal in size and with
the same income live side by side. One family, due to its

shiftless habits and poor management, is continually in debt,

lives in poor quarters, wears poor clothes, ami as a conse-
quence is constantly dissatisfied and discontented.

The other family manages well, wad lies the small wastes
and as a result lives well, owns its own home, dresses well

and is generally pleased with life. In such a case it is a dis-

grace to be poor, and a large number of railroad mechanical
departments are similar to the shiftless family. Before such
organizations put up the plea of poverty, would it not be
wise to make an inspection and ascertain if, without any
changes in our plant, we could not prevent wastes in time of

men and material which would, if conserved, soon equip our
shops with the machines whose absence we now l)emoan.

E. R. Breaker.

The "Big Stick" versus the Golden Rule
Kansas.

Tci i he Editor :

I have been an interested reader of your journal for a
good many years and have been "hankering" for Mime time

to say something through its columns. There has been much
said about efficiency, co-operation and "get-together" move-
ments, as between officers and employees, but little has been

suggested as to how this co-operation could be brought about.

To my mind the greatest factor in the successful operation

of railroads, or any other business for that matter, is the

human element, and in railroading, at least, it has been
given but little of the right kind of consideration. Officers

are chosen mainly because of their knowledge of railroading

and not because of their character; a big majority of them
are men who, although they measure up to the average man
of the world, are not men who through their character and
habits inspire in the employees loyalty and efficiency towards
the railroads or respect for the officers themselves. This ma\
seem a hard thing to say, but it has been my observation
from an experience of 30 year- as a train dispatcher, a

position just between that oi ol'fu er and employee.
I have seen railroad union- grow from nothing to their

present strength, largely, I believe, because officialdom lias

tried to handle men on the "big stick" principle instead of
the "golden rule" plan—and it did not take a man of any
great mental capacity to see where it was all leading. The
catastrophe which has just been averted, for a time, is a
sample.

Id have a new era in railroading we -hall have to get out
of our hearts selfishness, greed and the domineering attitude,

and establish the "brotherhood of man" idea, and to do this
some one in authority will have to commence by doing "good
for evil." Who will it lie? Iu\i\ DISPATCHES.

The Rock Island Employees' Clubs
II ULEYVILLE,

I o i in. Editor:
The officers and I | the Rock Island Lines

were glad to note that the Railway Age in it- issue of No
vember 5 took cognizance of the fact that their road was one
of the three of the country'- carrier- which handled more
net ton-miles of freight in August, 1921, than in August of
last year. The editor remarked that he had been informed
that the Rock Island had been favored with a considerably
improved morale in recent months.
The morale of this system is being improved in various

ways. One of the recent adventures in this direction was
started last May under the dired fHal. S.R --istant
to President Gorman, and who is known on the Rock Island
as Hal "Service" Ray. Mr. Ray devotes his time to matters
of personnel and public relation-, and his work is directed
toward bringing about a better spirit of friendship and
co-operation among employees, ini reased efficiencv and
i ourtesy toward the public.

Rock Island employees' club- have been formed at various
terminals along the railroad and r" meeting-
are staged cub month which brin- t!a employees, their
families and the public together. A- an illustration as to

what these club- do, the- first meeting of the Haileyville dub
was held at Ro. k Island Lake near Haileyville on August 4
and consisted of an all-day picnic, and dancing and other
pastimes in the evening, flu- second entertainment was an
original play given by home talent at the local theatre. The
third was an oldtime spelling match, card party and dance.
The fourth was a general entertainment consisting of various
indoor games to which everyone was invited. The next to
be staged will be a negro minstrel show.
The active worker- in the club, a- well a- others, have

been encouraged b\ the presence of several of the officer- of
the system at each entertainment. All entertainments and
meeting- have -o far been well attended bv the railroad
people and the public. Rock Island clubs .it other points
along the line are also, we understand, doing well. The re-
sults of such efforts will make themselves felt in more ways
than one to the credit of the Rock Island Line-.

J. L. Coss,
Tram Dispatcher, I" K I ,\ I'

Ford a Disappointment
N V.

I i Editor:
In an interview (Railway Age, November 12, page 939)

which Henry lord gave at Washington recently, lie made
some recommendations for improving railroad operation
which were about a- pertinent and would lie just about as
valuable for tin- purpose intended as his famous "Peace
Ship" was in "getting the boy- out of the trenches by
Christmas."

To his suggestion that "the unproductive parasite stock-
holders" be eliminated, one cannot refrain from countering
that no large railroad approaches the position of th

Motor Companj as loration. It takes the peculiar
mental twist o\ a Ford to advance the opinion that the in-

vestor- in railroad securities, nio-t of them holders of small
amounts, should be denied a return on their holdings, while
the manufacturer of the Lord car is allowed to -row rich

the dreams of avarice.

On the other hand. Mr. Ford's suggestion to expedite the

movement of freight is a sound one. The average operating
's insistence on the maximum possible train load is all

too frequently like the straw which broke the camel's back.
Manx, man) times an engine will stall and tie up traffic

which if one or twi - had been placed in the train.
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would have made the division in good time with consequent

saving in fuel and wages.

Mr. Ford's ideas on railroad finance. are truly remarkable;

he seems to forget entirely that when talking of railroads he

is not considering a gold mine like the business of making

flivvers. He implies that the stock of the railroads should

be owned by the employees, a very desirable condition, it is

true. The writer is an employee of a very excellent railroad,

the Erie, but he can hardly be censured for not caring to

invest a large amount of money in its stock. Ford adds that

a hue and cry would be raised if it were attempted to get

the ownership of the railways into the hands of the em-

ployees because people had invested in them for the financial

protection of their families, their children; he adds sarcas-

tically "Protection from what? From the necessity of earn-

in" their living?" I will wager that it is not Mr. Ford's

intention that his son Edsel shall ever have to face the neces-

sity of earning his living, and yet according to the old adage

that charity begins at home, it would seem more fitting for

him first to turn over the Ford plants to his employees before

suggesting that the owners of the railroads be compelled to

do so. . .

These are strange sentiments from our great apostle ot

thrift and industrial paternalism. Are we to imply that

Henry has come out for the Plumb Plan? I quote Mr. Ford

as follows: "If the brakeman on a railroad owns stock in

it he has an added inducement to competent service. If the

railroad is a success it is due to him (the brakeman) and

his fellow workmen and they are entitled to the profit." Not

a word is said about the executive whose guiding hand en-

ables a great railroad system to function smoothly, or the

trained engineers and designers who have planned the elim-

ination of grades and have made such remarkable progress

in effecting improvements in locomotive design in recent

years, or of the division officers and senior clerks whose

efforts to produce transportation at a minimum of expense

are unceasing. As usual, Ford plays to the galleries, and

the brakeman, who contributes less to the railroad organiza-

tion than perhaps any other employee, and whose actions

cannot affect operating results in the least, unless he tails

properly to perform the comparatively slight service required

of him,' gets all the credit; the usual Ford propaganda, like

the famous $5 a day sweep-up men in his Detroit factory.

And in the one department of the science of railroading

where we would expect the most from Ford, he fails us ut-

. terly. When he bought the D., T. & I. some of us had a sus-

picion that he would trv to operate it with "flivvers." But now

he makes the childish and inaccurate statement that a freight

train weighs several times as much as the load it carries

(a standard P.R.R. four-hopper coal car will hold 77 tons

and weighs but 23 tons). It is a well-known fact that noth-

ing contributes so much to the expense of operating a rail-

road as light equipment of insufficient strength. Ford refers

to the fart that a bicycle weighing 20 lb. will carry a man

weighing 200 lb., but a bicycle does not have to pull 100

other bicyi les each with a man on it, or be subject to impact

of hundreds of tons weight. It is true that lighter cars can

be constructed but only at the expense of riding qualities

and safety; one would hardly .are to take a transcontinental

journey at a speed of 60 miles an hour in one of the horse

car- which navigated West street, New York, a few years

ago. I used to be worried a- to whether the originator ol

the "flivver" had to ride in one of his own instruments of

torture on all occasions, I ait my mind was relieved by a

recent press notice .-latum that Henry Ford had purchased

one of the finest make European cars for his own use for

$15,000. Patriotic? So after all he does not practice what he

preaches to the railroads.

After Ford has been running hi- railroad a little longer

and knows more about the countless folks whose principal

object in life seem- to be to beat the railroads, he will have

no fault to find about the comparatively small legal forces

which every railroad finds necessary to employ as a matter

of self-preservation.

What Mr. Ford says about railroad bookkeeping and ac-

countint; being "complicated far beyond all necessity," is

alas, only too true; but it is pertinent to remark in this con-

nection that his railroad was called to account in no unmis-

takable terms last month by M. O. Lorenz, director of the

bureau of statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

in connection with its request to be relieved from making

various reports required by the commission from Class I

railroads. ,

It is quite evident that Mr. Ford is not the Moses to lead

the railroads out of the wilderness, and into the promised

land that some of his admirers think him to be.

C. C. Henkel.

University of California Overlooked
Berkeley. Calif.

To the Editor:

An "Ohio State University Student" says in your issue

of November 5, apropos of university instruction in trans-

portation : "The truth is that those universities which have a

College of Commerce offer work in transportation as a matter

of course. Such universities are Chicago, Yale, Leland Stan-

ford, Illinois, Wisconsin, Harvard and a host of other.-

I dislike to inject an irrelevant remark into a perfectly

good discussion, but, if a university upon the Pacific Coast

Ts to be selected for illustration, why pick Leland Stanford,

which in spite of the writer of the letter referred to, has no

College of Commerce, and omit the University of California,

which has a large and flourishing one with courses in trans-

portation well represented in its curriculum. Would you not

suppose that a student of Ohio State University would be

better informed after the football game at Pasadena last year.-

Stuart Daggett,
I lean. College of Commerce, University of California.

Make Better Use of Freight Cars
Washington, D. C.

To the Editor: ,, ..„
The diagram on page °4S of the November 12, 1921

Railway Age indicated that the surplus freight cars decreased

from 500,000 to 125,000 in the six-month period ending

October 15, 1921. Bad order cars increased from about

280 000 to .550.000 in the same period. That the railroads

have such a large number of bad order cars indicates ineffi-

cient operation, which is costly both to the railroads and the

public which they serve.
.

Freight car- are built to transport certain materials and

have a given capacity. Efficient operation depends upon

their beiny loaded to or near capacity and moved as rapidl}

as can be done economically. When a loaded car in a tram

i- side-tracked or held in a yard or is moved at a rate that

averages 30 car mile- per day, it is not being used efficiently.

My suggestion is to so rate the locomotives that they can

readily handle their train- without strain or delay and

thereby reduce the number of cars that are damaged in

service.
"

,

1 C C \ccident Bulletin No 78 shows the cost of acci-

dents in 1920 to have been 38 per cent greater than in the

previous year. Much of this annual waste should be elim-

inated by efficient operating methods. Therefore, load the

cars to capacity but reduce the number of cars in the train

so that the locomotive is never overloaded. 1 he net result

would he decreased operating cost ..11 along the line.

Ax Engineer Reader.
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Superpower Development Would
Effect Much Needed Economies

New Haves, Conn.

To the Editor :

The Superpower Survey report sets forth facts from which

certain conclusions can be demonstrated. One of these is

that there is a great deal of capital, coal and labor going to

waste in the development of electrical and steam energy at

too high a cost in the Boston-Washington zone. There should

be greater economy in the development, transmission and

consumption of this energy. The increase of distance over

which electricity may be practically transmitted, the fact

that it is not substantially affected by the law of gravitation

and that it is instantaneous in transmission, all indicate the

economy of a tying together of the sources of energy in the

Boston-Washington zone.

The superpower plan would result in a kilowatt hour

created at less cost, in more kilowatt hours being produced

with a less amount of capital and a better controlled con-

sumption and consequently a better load factor for the pro-

ducers of power. Here in New England he will be a public

benefactor who can make one ton of coal do what now take<

two tons and this is what the Superpower Survey apparently

demonstrates.

E. G. BuCKLAND,
Vice-president, New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Railway Storage Battery Cars
New York.

To THE Editor :

In an article in the Railway Age of October 1, 1921,

entitled "The Field for Gasoline Railway Motor Cars," by

L. C. Josephs, Jr., the assertion is made that storage batten-

cars failed on railroads because of their limited radius of

operation and inefficient transmission of power, The Edison

storage battery car is not a failure in any sense and this

statement is at variance with the experience of users of

our car.

In justice to Mr. Josephs, we quote the following from
his answer to a letter from us: "M) ideas on this subject

coincide with those set forth in the papei by Messrs. Dodd
and Arnold, read before the International Railway Fuel

Association, May, 1913, in Chicago." From this it would

appear that bis conclusions as to tin- storage battery car were

based on a report made in 1913. Mr. Josephs apparently
has not been in touch with the development of our industry

since that date. While we do not concede that the storage

battery car was a failure at that time, it would be just as

useless to consider here the performance of the self-propelled

battery car prior to that time as it would be to declare that

the gasoline self-propelled car was a failure because prior to

1913 it had been tried on a number of railroads and ,li-

carded as an absolute failure and a dangerous fire risk as

well.

In passing, let it be said that the Railwax Storage Battery

Car Company did not enter this industry until subsequent
to 1913; that previous to that time builders of storage batter}

cars had entertained and followed the theorx that a storage

battery car must be of excessively light weight construction

and that such oddities as loose wheels, stationary axles, and
specially constructed light weight trucks and other unique
members in the car body construction were considered essen-

tial. The Railwaj Storage Batter) Car Company, however,
in entering the field discarded both this theory and practice

and adopted M. C. TB. standard Construction and has since

developed and sold cars meeting this high standard in every
particular

There m in' no question that the electric storage battery

car is the simplest, cleanest and easiest operating railway

unit that has ever been invented, but in view of the fact that

this article is written to controvert certain assertions and to

disprove them by instances of actual operation, no enlarge-

ment will be made here on its numerous advantages, sucli as

the few parts; the absence of any engine and the incidental

and expensive wear on engine parts; the absolute elimination

of any fire risk.

To meet the assertion that the storage battery car i- a

failure in general, due to it- limitation of radius of operation

and inefficient transmission of power, we cite the following

actual records of cars that have been placed in operation

since 1914. carefully tested as to the very two points alleged

b) Mr. Josephs:

Pennsylvania Railroad:

Philadelphia to Baltimore—92.4 miles, 1.1 k.w.h. current consumed p.c.m.
Mechanicsville to ChambersburK. ) 145 miles, 1.9 k.w.h. current on
Waynesboro to Richmond and return f sumed p.c.m.

Canadian National Railways:
Between Trenton and Belleville—228 miles daily, 1.2 k.w.h. current con-

sumed p.c.m.

Campbellton to Bathurst and return—126 miles daily, 1.2 k.w.h. current
-nmed p.c.m.

For details of continued successful economical operation

proving the success of the storage battery car in general,

reference is made to the following Edison Storage battery

cars in operation throughout the world: Long Island Rail-

road; Pennsylvania System; Chattahoochee Vallej Railroad;

Cambria & Indiana Railroad; Chicago. Terre Haute \
Southeastern Railroad; ITowsoe & Cockeysville Electric Rail-

way; United Railways of Yucatan, Progi II

vana Central Railroad, Havana, Cuba; San Salvador &
Santa Tecla Railroad, Salvador; Iran via de Oriente, Bo-

gota, Colombia; Tranvia de Guayaquil, Guayaquil, Ecuador;
Tranvia de Pisco, Pisco, Peru; Tranvia de Merida, Merida,

Mexico; Tranvia de Iquique, Iquique, Chile: Tranvia de

Huacho, Huacho, Peru.

Particular attention is directed to the fait of the operation

of the car on the Canadian National Railways between

Trenton and Belleville, Ontario, making a total of 22.^ miles

a day with this one car, which mileage is admitted to be
a fair maximum of the average branch line mileage on a

steam railroad. It should be further noted in connection

with this record, that although this car had been in service

elsewhere for four years before being placed in operation by

the Canadian National Railways, up to the present it has

performed this mileage consistent!) for 17,s consecutive days
without being out of service for any cause whats
mei ham. al or otherw ise.

In view of the fact that without a particularly lo

of current. the cost of operation of this ,,ir over this mileage
is 3 cents per car mile (based on the power consumpt
l'j k.w.h. per mile at 2 cents per kw), there is no ineffi-

l ieni )
of power transmission from the practical operating

standpoint, and we confidentl) challenge no; only thi

line self-propelled unit but any other known unit of railway

propulsion to show am such power economy in continuous

operation, ton for ton.

llu foregoing list comprehends cars in operation not only
in the temperate but in the torrid /.one near the equator; and
since l"l i a storage battery car has been operated in Alaska.
It must be remembered, however, that all o\ the I", r

are cars operated with i battery, which is

Lin alkali and not a lead acid battery. Too much str, --

not be laid upon this fact.

We seek no controversj with Mr. lost-;. lis. because he

ly has an erroneous belief that the development of

the storage batten- car had been arrested by the outbreak
of the war in I'M 4 and that its use on railroads can only be

judged by the certain failure- prior to that time, losing sight

of the fact that the very purpose of Mi Edison
an alkali battery was to overcome defects which wen
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ticularly responsible for these failures, and the further fact

that the Edison storage battery car industry has been devel-

oped just as much, if not more, than the gasoline car, since

1914.

In the United States, this is an error into which motive

engineering experts and engineers in general have been too

prone to fall without investigation of the great progress we

have made as demonstrated by actual tests and operations.

L. Klopman,
General Manager, Railway Storage Battery Car Company.

Long Sleeping-Car Runs
New York.

To THE EDIT! IE :

That through sleeping car line from Aberdeen, Scotland,

to Penzance, England, 785 miles, which you notice in your

issue of October 29, page 846, is an interesting development

(provided there are enough people in Scotland desiring to

visit Land's End to make the business profitable); but the

funny part of it is that, though there may be a through

"line," there is no through sleeper. You must have read

your ' London exchanges with insufficient care. Between

Aberdeen and Penzance cars are attached to and detached

from the train at a number of places; and, as I read the

statements, a day coach is the only vehicle which runs

through. The run takes some 22 hours, and passengers can-

not find berths, on the southbound trip, until they reach Ox-

ford; while on the northbound trip, leaving Penzance at 11

a. m., the sleepy passenger cannot refresh himself by complete

and satisfactory recumbency until he gets to York at 11.15

p. m.

The published accounts would seem to indicate that an

American passenger agent (of a former generation) may

have had a hand in preparing them; for the fact that there is

no through sleeper is obscured as skilfully as possible.

Would any American railroad, in its efforts to please the

public, employ any such half-way measure? Probably not.

However, it is not for us to criticize. Changing from one

car to another (at a convenient place) at bedtime, is not an

unmixed evil. Long journeys have elements of tediousness.

The people of England are not much used to 700-mile

journeys, and very likely they will prefer to educate them-

selves by degrees.

In this country the longest through-car runs have been

those of "tourist" or second-class sleepers. Travelers who use

the highest grade of sleeping cars may have reasons for not

desiring to go to extremes in this matter. England is not so

slow as she is often painted. L. B. G.

Why Employees
Misunderstand Managements

To the Editor:'

The greatest problem facing the railroads today is to

create a feeling of understanding between the men and the

managements. This can be accomplished by a policy of edu-

cation coupled with complete frankness on both sides.

Why do the men feel the way they do towards the manage-

ments? Sometimes from observation of the lack of co-opera-

tion between departments and often even between heads of

the same department; by failure of the operating officials to

keep in close touch with the men and conditions; by officers

following the course of least resistance instead of taking the

initiative and changing methods and practices to agree with

new conditions. Suggestions are often met with rebuff, or

with the standpat reply "We can't van- our practice or we

can't do that as it is out of the ordinary, etc."

The men are impressed and discouraged by the complete

failure in many cases to remedy the practices and conditions

that were in effect 20 years ago, and have in other lines of

business been superseded by modern methods; by criticism

that is often unjust and technically critical, instead of being

constructive; by lack of understanding by the men of the

financial conditions of the roads, and mistaken impressions

that no one takes the pains to correct; by the attitude of the

management of making a good paper snowing for one year

at the expense of the future; by the management spending its

best talents and abilities to evade issues and conditions that

have to be met, which with the same expenditure of brains

could be solved as easily; by taking away from the men their

incentive and initiative in various ways and substituting

"red tape" and too much system.

So much for criticism. What will change these conditions?

Absolute confidence between the men and management,
created by humanizing the latter; by personal relations that

are closer; show the men that the management desires to

meet them on a frank and open basis; let them know the

exact financial status of the road; place before them the

problems you face in operating the road. Let them know
what the materials and supplies cost that they consume and
have charge of. Explain what train and train loading sta-

tistics mean in dollars and cents; give them a financial in-

terest in the company through the privilege of buying stock

and equipment certificates; create teamwork between depart-

ments; make your plans for economies consistent—don"t set

the example of waste here and save there.

If possible help the men to build and own homes and show
an interest in their welfare. Let the men be interested and
they will eliminate the shirkers themselves. Show them the

reasons for different acts that look trivial on the face but

grow to be mountains by discussion without a basis of facts.

Help the men to get over the road, to keep the cars moving,

to make a success of economical practices and methods, to

reduce damage and claims to lading and equipment, and help

them to have an interest in keeping the physical propertv in

the highest state of efficiency; make them feel that the man-
agement is interested in each man's personal efforts and that

discipline will be administered without fear or favor.

Meet the men on this basis as "man to man" and you will

find that the men will meet you in the same spirit, which is

the only thing that can save the roads from going under with

the present conditions. One Who Believes in 50-50.

Body of Unknown American Soldier Being Placed on Train

for Havre for Passage to America

The Body Was Buried with Appropriate Ceremonies at Arlington National



Going Up to Clark's Summit With Five

Lackawanna Success the Result of Supervision

Adequate Facilities, Good Morale and Careful Checking of

Details Feature the .Road's Operation

By Charles W. Foss and James G. Lyne

Part I

The Dki.awakk, Lackawanna & Western has been

considerably in the public rye in recent months. This

has been due to a variety of reasons, among which the

most important are: (1) The declaration on July 28 of a

100 per cent stock dividend, following the approval by the

Interstate Commerce Commission of this step to capitalize a

portion of the company's surplus; (2) the segregation of the

sufficient so that the property had in September an operating
ratio of but 69.4 per cent It.- net railway operating income
in Sept m $1,930,927 and for the first nine months of

1921, $9,82S,09l . although a smaller amount of traffu was
handled than in the first nine months of 1020 and in spite

of increased rather than decreased expenses for maintenance.
The road has always been conservatively financed. It is

TABLE I—REVENUES AND EXPENSES "I OPERATION
1Year ended

I December 31 revenues

1912
19U
1914 14.940,574
1915 13, .164.007
I'll. 14,475,244

1917 ir,i 10, '"I

1918
I 'HO
1'IJO

1921— Fiisi six months

Mdse,

14,448,308

.'4. (.37, 415

$7,722,933
8,549,346

i el cs war taxes 1917 '

"F.xcHdcs war taxes 1918
Excludes war taxei 1919 1,710,374

1912 TO FIRST M\ MON 111

Total

$37,564,511
40,784.148

51.580.S99

expenses

25,417,88
'

ratio

62.71

65.S6

fro

Net rev.

n opeiatton

road's extensive coal properties and the formation of the generally accepted that, because of the road's police in

Glen Alden Coal Company, which latter company began to former wars of charging to income account its expenditures
function on September 1. and (3) the rather remarkable for additions and betterments, the property account
recovery in recent months in the Lackawanna'- net earnings, appear- on the balance sheet is far below the actual value of

Year income

1912 , $12
191,! 1

:

1914 1J.121.91S
1915 14, '12,! IS

1916 17,114.593
1917 15.140.064
1°1S 1

1919 17,324,424
1920 13,634,114

rABLl M CORPORAT1 [NCOMI VCCOUNT, 1912 TO 1920

Rental
1 additi* nal Total Total

income income leased roads Net Dividends
$2,111,897

2,355,562 18,951.115
1,536,916 •

24,647.158

9,499.590
••

3,565,541
5,308,464 ii.r:;.4-.i

1027
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the property. The total interest on funded debt in 1920 was
but $6,156. This statement is made with due cognizance of

the fact that payments to leased lines total over $6,000,000

annually. Dividends have been paid at the rate of 20 per

cent annually since 1905, with the exception of 1917, when

22^4 per cent was paid, and of 1909, in which year the

Delaware, L a c k a-

wanna & Western

Coal Company was
organized and cash

dividends aggregated

75 per cent. A short

while ago, as noted

above, a stock divi-

dend of 100 per cent

was declared and the

dividend rate on the

increased capitaliza-

tion has since been

made 3 per cent
quarterly, or 24 per

cent annually on the

former capitalization.

The Interstate Commerce Commission in its decision ap-

proving the capitalization of one-half the company's surplus

of $90,000,000, as later carried out in the declaration of the

100 per cent stock dividend, devoted considerable attention

to the relation between the small funded debt and the large

payments to leased lines. It showed that, whereas the

Lackawanna had outstanding capital stock amounting to

$42,220,550 and bonds amounting only to $102,600, the

leased lines had outstanding $44,811,710 of stock and $53,-

697,657 of bonds. Further it said, "Applicant's situation

is in a sense equivalent to that of a road having outstanding

$42,220,550 of stock and $98,611,967 of funded debt upon
which it pays yearly interest of $5,084,681, or about 5.15

per cent, with a total capitalization aggregating about $150,-

000 per mile of road and $52,100 per mile of track."

Segregation of Coal Properties

The Lackawanna was built primarily to handle anthracite

coal and prior to about 1900 its traffic in other commodities

was of comparatively small importance. The railroad owned
the coal lands, mined the coal, transported it and sold it.

The selling activities, however, were dropped in 1909 upon
the organization of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Coal Company. Effective September 1, 1921, the railroad

divested itself of its coal properties—the mines and the busi-

ness of working them being turned over to the Glen Alden

Coal Company. The Lackawanna mined some 9,000.000 to

^s^x:
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

11,000,000 tons of coal annually, and derived from its coal

department earnings of from $1,500,000 to over $6,000,000

yearly.

The Glen Alden Coal Company has been capitalized with

846,000 shares of no par value—this being the same number

MAIN LINE J9S.IS MILES

SYRACUSE DIVISION 114.41 MILES

n !

i .1
1-

BRANCH 79.64MILES PORT MORRIS TO PHILLIPSBURG 34.6 MILES

Profile of Main Line and Important Branches

M0RR1ST0WN LINE 14.46 MILES
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of shares of Lackawanna Railroad ^tmk as were outstand-

ing prior to the declaration of the 100 per cent stock divi-

dend. The Glen Alden shares were offered to the railroad

stot kholders on record June IS on the basis of one share of

Glen Alden to one share of Lackawanna at a price of $5 per

share. The coal company has delivered to the railroad a

mortgage of $60,000,000 paying 4 per cent interest, It was

further provided that the coal company must establish a

sinking fund of $1,500,000 annualh beginning September

1, 1926, to be continued until the $60,000,000 ha been paid;

if the coal company mines more than 12,000,000 tons of

coal in any year, the sinking fund must be increased to

$2,000,000. The Delaware, Lackawanna 8 VVi tern Coal

future. It does not appear that it will be adverse. The
important point, however, is that the coal properties have
been segregated. It must be borne in mind in reading the

remainder of this article that the Lackawanna Railroad

—

since September 1, 1921—no longer owns coal mine- nor

mines coal. It has now become a transportation company
exclusively.

Service Chief Asset in Competition

The Lackawanna has the shortest line between New York
and Buffalo—.S96 miles. The total mileage of the system

is 995. Of this total the Lackawani

703 and has trackage rights for IS. Although the -

Some Scenes Along the Line Between Hoboken and Scranton

Sales Company has been continued as the sales agent of the

Glen Alden Company.
The segregation of the Lackawanna - coal properties into

the hands of a separate company will be most unlikch to

affect measurably the movement of the coal from these mines

over the Lackawanna Railroad. It will presumably have

some result on the Lackawanna earnings what result, how-

ever, can only be determined by the developments of the

is .-mall, it ha- been able to compete quite halidll) with the

larger trunk lines having through lines of their own between

Xew York and Chicago. I he road'- largest single item of

traffic is, of course, anthracite coal, which makes up nor-

mally about 40 per cent of the total tonnage lln Lacka-

wanna, however, al-o , arrie- a larire tonnage of high class

merchandise freight— -its chief asset in the competition for

which has been its service. The road i> noted for it- ability

Net ton-;

Anthracite 1 hi.,-, Total
Ycai a a! freight
1912 9,501,96/
rii.c 10,178,179 14,544,493
|C)14 9,803,093 12,29
1015 9,455,405 13,7 15.37 J

19)6 10,968, !86 17,301,63:
1917 12^587,055 17,890, 1 16

1918 12,203,916 18,168,8 M
1919 10,418,250 15,564,298
1920 10,219,848 28,315

I Ml i ill Hi Ml 1C AND tcs

Rev. per
ton Rev. tons per c ii

rota! Vverage mUe perrev. ear per loco.

haul cents train mile per day mile

777 1,3 189.52
'."N 186.18

191 5,591,042,8 B3.4
.90 84,

548 4,830,065,815 185.90 1.07 859.71 28.3 1,154.67

359 ),H •
1.1" 81 I 1,140.94

per tram
mile

per train
mile miles
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to operate fast manifest freight schedules and its record for

making connections is an enviable one. This kind of service

requires sufficient facilities for handling it, as also super-

vision and operating efficiency of the highest order, and of

these the Lackawanna has had both.
"

As will be seen from the profile, the Lackawanna has on

TAB! E l\ -PASSENGER OPERATING STATISTICS

k< \ per Cars Pass. Pass.
pass. per per per

Pa engi Pi engers mile Average tram train

Year cents distance mile mile mile

I'M
!

. .. 2S. 402, .101 505,5X5,264 1.53 20
1913 . . . 25,509,0-17 346,308,595 . 1.57 21

1914 . . . 24,756;458 530,508,572 1.53 21

1915 . 24,014,417 528,189.133 1.56 22
1916 . i,037,226 548,804,959 1.58 21.92 7 i07 ii

1917 . . . 25,307,16! 585,179,118 1.59 23.12 7 117 33

1918 . 1,623,034 604,647,645 1.85 24.56 7 129 36

1919 . . . 27.281.7S9 64,1.253,978 1.92 23.58 7 139 37

1920 . ... 30,612.506 698,358,572 1.99 22.81 7 146 37

its main line from Hoboken to Buffalo a number of rather

heavy grades. The most important are those over the Pocono

mountains east of Scranton and between Scranton and

Scranton Shops

Clark's Summit, west of Scranton. The opposing grade to

westbound operation over the Poconos begins near the New
Jersey-Pennsylvania state line, there being approximately

20 miles of l'/z per cent grade, or 78 to 80 ft. rise to the

mile. From Scranton east to Nay Aug, about 6 miles, opera-

tion meets a grade of 75 to 77 ft. to the mile and from Nay
Aug to Gouldsboro, about 14 miles, a grade of 51 ft. to

the mile. From Scranton west to Clark's Summit there is

another grade of about 75 ft. to the mile for a distance of

about 7 miles. There is also an opposing grade to eastbound

traffic between Groveland and Wayland, about 14 miles,

averaging about 60 ft. to the mile. In addition, pusher

locomotives are often used by westbound trains from Lincoln

Park to Port Morris, 24 miles, 51 ft. to the mile, and by

trains moving eastward over the New Jersey cut-off, 28.6

miles, in which section grades are met of 29 ft. to the mile.

Elimination of Grades and Curvature

Naturally, in view of the fact that the line goes through

mountainous country where grades of 1 and l}/> per cent are

met, it is to be expected that there should also be considerable

i urvature. The Lackawanna, however, is characterized by

the extensive projects it has undertaken to eliminate curves

and in general to secure a much improved alinement. There

have not only been a large number of projects embracing a

few hundred yards of track, but also the noted engineering

achievements which are represented in the construction of

the 2S-mile cut-off from Port Morris, N. J., to Slateford

Jet., Pa., reducing distance between Hoboken and Buffalo

by in miles, and the 38-mile cut-off between Clark's Sum-

mit, Pa., and Hallstead. The former work was completed
in 1911 and was carried out by the Lackawanna Railroad of

New Jersey, a subsidiary company on the stock of which the

Lackawanna guarantees annual dividends of 4 per cent.

llie project cost some $11,000,000; one of its several distin-

guishing features is a fill some 3 l/2 miles long, said to be

the largest railroad fill in the world.

The cut-off between Clark's Summit and Hallstead was

completed in November, 1915. As noted, it is 38 miles in

length. It cost some $12,000,000, procured through the sale

of Lackawanna stock to the stockholders at par. The cut-

off reduced the distance between Scranton and Binghamton
nearly 4 miles and the saving in grades and curvature was
such as to cut down the time of freight trains one hour.

This cut-off likewise has several distinguishing features, the

principal of which is the Tunkhannock Viaduct, 2,375 ft.

long and 240 ft. high, said to be the largest concrete viaduct

in the world. The old line which this cut-off replaced has

been abandoned and is now being made over into an auto-

mobile highway—a part of the so-called "'Lackawanna
Trail."

The Lackawanna has been engaged in a continued and
extensive engineering improvement program of many years'

duration. In addition to the two cut-offs, this program has

included new yards and terminals, new '.hops, new stations

over a large part of the system, etc. Grade-crossing elimi-

nation has received particular attention. There is not a

single grade-crossing on either of the two cut-offs; there. is

but one grade-crossing in the city of Scranton; with the com-

pletion of the East Orange track elevation project but very

few grade-crossings will remain in the suburban zone. Work
is now also proceeding on the elimination of two grade-

Keyser Valley Car Shops

crossings at Paterson, N. J., and one at Fox Hill, near

Denville.

It is such developments as these which have induced the

Lackawanna to use an expression such as "Mile for mile,

the most highly developed railroad in America."

In comparatively recent years, the Lackawanna's improve-

ment program has included the elimination of grade-cross-

ings in the New York suburban zone, new stations at Buffalo

and other points, etc. During federal control, the improve-

ment program was deferred. At present two important proj-

ects are under way. The grade-crossing elimination work

in East Orange, already noted, will cost about $4,500,000.

This is an elevation project; it will practically complete the

program looking to the elimination of grade-crossings in

the suburban zone, as above mentioned, and will facilitate

train operation because of the addition of a third track 'as is

already provided in Newark on the east, and Orange, etc., to

the west.
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The other project, estimated to cost about $500,000,

includes the preparation of a third track for passenger op-

eration across the Hackensack meadows between the Hacken-

sack river and Harrison. The work, now nearly completed,

consists primarily of rock ballasting, etc., and the installa-

tion of color light signals on signal bridges in plate of the

present two-arm semaphore signals. An outstanding feature

The Lackawanna's Passenger Pacific

of these two projects is the fact that the Lackawanna is in a

position to spend approximately $5,000,000 in these times

and without a bond issue. The next project in the Lacka-
wanna's improvement program will probably be the electri-

fication of the l
! j per cent grades between Gouldsboro and

(lark's Summit, east and west respectivel) of Scranton.

A Striking Contrast

One of the striking things about the Lackawanna is the

contrast that naturally results from the earning out of

projects of such extensive character, That is to say, in

pl.ucs the facilities are adequate ami show provision for

many years of expansion. In others the' opposite is true.

Mention might he made of the yard facilities at Scranton.

There the road is handling 70-ear manifest train> in a yard,

the longest track of which will hold hut 48 cars. Anothei

instance' is the llolioken passenger terminal which has had to

meet an increase in business oi 40 per cent in two or three

years, hut with facilities used to an extent which is rapidly

Pusher and Helper Service

The average revenue train load on the Lackawanna in

1920 was 814 ton-: in 1919, it wa- .Sou ton-. Considering the

Lackawanna's comparatively heavy grades and the large

proportion of freight which moves in manifest trail

woidd presumably tend to reduce the average, it might be
expected that an average train loading as heavy a- this is

probably secured through the use of heavy motive power.
This, however, i- not the case. The- heavy train loading is

due- rather to the large amount of double-heading and pusher
service. In 1920 the gross tons per train mile were 1.745:

the- gross ten- p.r locomotive mile-, however, were hut 1.141.

operation is conducted over the P : ranton
west to Clark's Summit with double-headed train- having in

adeliti' n two or three and, in winter, even four pushers.
I here is also a ci aside rable amount of double-headina done

The Freight Pacific Type Locomotive

in passenger service; several of the rush-hour suburban
trains are double-headed

The Lackawanna's Locomotives

The Lackawanna- motive power standards ar<

i-Iie I In-, however. : comparatively

recent years; even a- late a- l'M4 through passenger trains

were sometimes handled with a ["en-wheel locomotive double-

headed with an Eight-wheel locomotive. 1 of the

- that has keen made up to the present time -

The Lackawanna's Heaviest Locomotive Is a Mikado Type

*ee-iKlit on th ivers of 253,500 lb. ai

td is bitumim us

reaching the' maximum. The general standard of excellence

i> so high that to the observer sue h things stand out in rather

narked fashion.

The Lackawanna's standard rail section weighs 105 11' to

the yard. Creosoted ties exclusively have been put in main
line track for some years past. lie plates are used and

screw spikes. The main line i> ballasted with rock, except

between Binghamton and (dining, where large-size washed

gravel ballast i- used. The Lackawanna has high standards

of maintenance. So far in l
l>21 it has spent practically as

much for maintenance of way as it -pent up to this time

last year.

haps best shown b) the fact that it is hoped i

year to have applied superheaters to practicall)

rviee. The number of Eight-wheel
ren-whed locomotives in suburban service that h..-

been thus equipped can he counted on one- tin.

eing further

- type that h

compare favorably with many Pacific type locomi I

chanical ste>ker> are a new development on the I

they have been applied on about 14 Mikado locomotive

will shortly he applied to all Mikado ;\;>e engines.

Tin' La. kawanna's standar I
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1912 to 1920 inclusive, the Lackawanna acquired some 7,800

new freight cars, inclusive of 800, 40-toh box and 800,

55-ton hopper car.-, allocated by the United States Railroad

Administration.

The passenger equipment in through and suburban service

alike is now largely of all-steel construction. Since 1910 the

Lackawanna has acquired about 350 new passenger cars, all

of all-steel construction and the most of them for suburban

service.

As in the case of roadway and track, the Lackawanna is

noted for its high standards of equipment maintenance. Its

round-house facilities are unusually adequate and its shop

facilities are rated among the best and most modern in the

country. The main locomotive shops are at Scranton; the

passenger car shops are at Kingsland, N. J., and the princi-

pal freight car repair shops are at Keyser Valley, not far

from Scranton. With reference to the Lackawanna's stores

department, it may be noted that the turnover in that de-

partment in the month of June was 40.2 per cent.

How the Lackawanna Handles Its Coal

ice are of the .Mikado (1,200 class) and of the Pacific type

(1,100 class). The Mikado locomotives have a total weight

in working order of from 312,000 lb. to 328,000 lb.; a

weight on drivers of from 236,000 lb. to 254,500 lb. and
their tractive effort is 57,040 lb., the' figures varying with

the various orders. The Pacific type locomotives are in-

tended primarily for fast freight and through passenger

service. The Lackawanna's Pacifies are among the heaviest

of their type used on any road. Those used in passenger

service have a weight of 305,000 lb. and have 72 in. driving

wheels. Those used in freight service have 69 in. driving

wheels; have a total weight in working order of from 288,-

000 lb. to 291,000 lb.; a weight on drivers from 185,500 lb.

to 188,000 lb. and a tractive effort of from 40,700 lb. to

43,116 lb.

Other locomotives used in freight service include the 300
Class Consolidations; the 500 Class Moguls; the 700 Class

Consolidations and the 800 Class Twelve-wheelers. General
details concerning the weights and tractive effort of these

locomotives are given in the subjoined table. These various

classes of locomotives are used principally in local freight

service and as helper or pusher locomotives. The nucleus of the Lackawanna's business is the trans-

It is interesting to notice that in the years from 1912 to portation of anthracite coal. In 1920 the road carried

1920 inclusive the Lackawanna acquired a total of 159 new 10,219,848 tons of this commodity; it carried 18,095,511

locomotives. These included 74 Mikado, 69 Pacific type tons of other freight, and the total revenue tonnage was

and 16 Eight-wheel and 1 Six-wheel switching locomotives. 28,315,359. On the movement of anthracite coal, the reve-

The Lackawanna is termed "The Road of Anthracite." nues in 1920 were $20,228,484. Revenues on other freight

Anthracite coal is used exclusively as fuel for passenger were $40,132,599. The coal tonnage in 1920 was 40 per

cent of the total revenue freight tonnage and the coal trans-

portation revenues were 33 per cent of the total freight

revenues.

The business of transporting anthracite coal is rather

Tractive more different from that of moving bituminous coal than
effort might ordinarily be expected. The distinguishing features

in the case of anthracite are the very small area in which

3

-

o',6oo the mines are to be found, the small number of mines and
34.000 tne jarge capacity of the individual mines. Thus the Glen
34,197 Alden Coal Company—or its predecessor, the Lackawanna's

23.701 coal mining department—mines and ships from 9,000,000 to

27
;;j

94 11,000,000 tons of coal annually. This coal makes up some
33.900 85 per cent of the total anthracite tonnage moving over the

' Lackawanna.
5",o4o -phg coa j j s secureci from but 17 mines and one-half of it

40.700 from six mines. Some of these mines produce 4,000 and

44'o79
even 6,000 tons of coal per day. When one considers that

complete the bituminous coal shipped over the Virginian Railway is

less in tonnage than the anthracite coal mined by the Glen
Alden Coal Company, but that the Virginian's coal is ob-

trains—through and suburban alike. During the war the tained from some 70 mines, the contrast between the anthra-

road used in passenger service soft coal or a mixture, but cite and bituminous coal business from the railroad point

it is now back to its former standard. The coal used in of view will be apparent.
freight service is bituminous exclusively. Pittsburgh No. 8, The reader should also be reminded that anthracite is

the grade used, is obtained principally from mines on the classified not by mines or pools as in the case of bituminous,
Baltimore & Ohio and the Wheeling & Lake Erie. but by sizes. These sizes are separated in the breaker which

F 'ohr H P P ls at tne 'lead 0I t'le mine shaft. There are 8 sizes; furnace.
* ° egg, stove, chestnut, pea, buckwheat, rice and barley. The

In the matter of freight equipment the Lackawanna has first five are domestic sizes and the latter three commercial.
followed a conservative policy. For coal traffic the car most The size of the breaker will be perhaps best evidenced not

commonly u>ed is a 50-ton or 55-ton steel hopper car. The only by the tonnage of coal which it sorts by sizes—as noted,

box cars are mostly of 60,000 lb. and 80,000 lb. capacity in some cases 4,000 to 6,000 tons daily—but by the Fact that

and of steel underframe construction. In the years from a modern steel breaker costs about $1,500,000.

Series Class
O-4-0 A
0-6-0 B
0-8-0 C

500... . . 2-6-0 E
300. . . . . 2-8-0 H
700. .

.

1
8-0 FJ

900. .

.

. . 4-4 <;

1000 . .

.

. . 4-6-0 ii

800. .

.

l . ii
]

1200. .

.

. . 2-8-2 T.

IN Sem ice—June 1

Total
weight in

1921

dumber working
in order. Weight on

ervice
2

130

engine only drivers

37
74 176.000 153.000

( 180,000 166,000

J 190,000 169,500)
to244 1 t0

I 178,000 157,500 J

80 159,200 106.400

f 179,000 137,000
48 I I" to

1 219,800 169,500
20 200.000 1 58,000

f 312,000 236.SO0]
62 { to to

\
{ 328,000 254,500

|

! 284,000 179,500

[ 305,500



The Trans-Continental Freight Rate Situation'

A Presentation of the Railways' Position on Pacific Coast Rates

and on Panama Canal Tolls

By Edward Chambers

Vice-President Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

THE iKAiFlc directly involved is die westbound move-

ment of highly manufactured articles, practically

ready for the consumer, from Atlantic ports and from

points in what is known as the seaboard territory to Pacific

Coast ports and to points inland from the Pacific Coast,

where the ship rate to the port plus the local rail rate is less

than the normal all-rail rate. There is also involved traffic

from points of origin westward from Atlantic seaboard ter-

ritory up to and including Colorado common points, for

throughout all this region there is strong competition of

manufacturers seeking markets in the Iutcrmountain and

Pacific Coast territories. The great bulk of this traffic

originates or terminates on rail lines inland from the ports.

When the Panama Canal was opened in 1914 it made a

through direct sailing distance between New York and San
Francisco of approximately 5,odd miles and avoided all

transfers en route. After the payment of tolls the Panama
Canal route was still very much cheaper than any of the

other water routes, and, by the uninterrupted sailings, made
the all-water service much more valuable and nearer the all-

rail-service than it ever was before.

The Policy of the Government

From the beginning up to 1918 the railroads enjoyed con-

tinuous permission, either by direct authority of law or rul-

ing of the Commission, to publish rates which would enable

them reasonably to meet the rates of these coast-to-coast

water carriers at competitive points and continue to carrj

higher rates at intermediate points; and also to apply, in

like manner, these all-rail water-competitive rates from

points inland, such as Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, Denver, and other points in the same territories to

the same Pacific Coast competitive points.

It always has been the policy of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to grant authority to apply from intermediate

points of origin westward from the Atlantic seaboard terri-

tory to Pacific Coast ports the same rate that it determined

accessary to meet the coast-to-coast water-carrier competi-

tion in the seaboard territory, when such rate was lower

than the normal all-rail rate, and this has proven to be a

very wise poliq\ It would be disastrous to the western

manufacturing interests to prohibit such rate adjustment

now, as it only assist- the western manufacturer in main-

taining his natural relation to the Pacific Coast territory,

which relation ;- now seriousl) disturbed by the rate- made
via the Panama (anal route. It would also be just as dis-

astrous to the all rail c arriers. a- the) would lose the Pacific

Coast traffic from western point-, which is the most profit-

able movement to them. The Iran- continental railroads

receive the greater benefit by applying their water com-

petitive rate- from intermediate points west of Pittsburgh.

With the opening of the European war, ships operating

between Atlantic and Pacific port- began gradually to with

draw from that service and go into foreign or overseas serv

* from . stitt 111 tmincr William Disquc
Interstate Commerce Commissi* ber 17. 1921, in

behalf of all transcontinental lines in an application to the Interstate
Comment- Commission foi permi '' c rates bv ttic railways fre«ti

the Atlantic Coast and nearb) territc e Gulf G st, and .ilso from
the interior moctifactui li ;cs the Chicago territory, the Mis
sissipp -eve- territory, and the Missouri river territory Pacific t

points which shall l«- lowei ih.cn the charges on the

destinations 'as! I the Pacific Cn isl

ice, winch was much more profitable to them. That demor-
alized more or less the coast-to-coast service by water.

Shortly after our country entered the war our government
began to commandeer tin desirable privately-owned United
States ships and place them in overseas transport service.

A- a result tht beginning of 1918 found practically ii"

to-coast water carrier operations in general dome-tic traffic

This condition was called to the attention of the Interstate

Commerce Commission early in 1918 b) intermediate ship-

pers, and tlu- Commission, after hearing, withdrew from the

tran-contineiital rail carriers permission to earn- the lower
rates at Pacifit Coast port- and obliged them to apply the

Pacific Coast port rate- a- maxima at intermediate points.

In order to protect their revenue, the rail carriers extended
the maximum rates to Pacific Coast ports, which increased

the rates at the ports very considerably. During 1918-1919
there was, because of tlu -low return of ships to o
coast service, little or no competition between toast-to-coast

water and all-rail carriers, and the traffic was handled al-

most entirely by the all-rail lines

In the latter part of l'»l'' water-carrier competition by the

additional -hips placed in service began to show itself in a

rather small way at tir-t. but it increased graduallv so that

by the latter part of 1920 competition of the water routes

had increased to a very considerable extent. Since then it

has been steadily increasing, so that today the competition
of these water lines is a ver\ serious matter to the trans-

continental rail carriers,

The all-rail carriers have up to the present time been verj

conservative in the matter of reducing rates to compete with

the water line- They recognize the demoralized conditions

on the water and the fact that large numbers of -hip- arc

idle, there being in operation tenia) seeking donn-tic traffic

a greater number of ships than can be profitably operated.

With the rail lines thus practically t>ut of the competition

at Pacific ports, the inn rmountain shipper i- in prtci-eh

the same position today that he would be if the all-rail car-

rier- had in effect a system of competitive rate- meeting the

water carriers' rate-, and such rate- were- not appl

maxima at intermediate points Hut while tlu inter-

mountain shippei gains nothing b) the- exclusion eif the rail

carriers from this business, the rail carrier- themseh
heavily. There i- no complaint from the interior territon

of the- present rate- of the water liiu-s from Atlantic to Pacific

Coast ports. Were the rail carriers to meet the water earner

rate- at Pacific (oast ports, the prr-ent rate- relationships of

intermediate point- to such P sed on

existing combination, would not be changed. I cannot see

what i- to be gained b) the intermediate territon if

prevents the ,ill-r,:il carrier- from meeting th

^)\ tin- water carrier- The water carrier- would continue to

make the- -ame low rates to the- same P. I ports

regardless of the higher rate adjustment of the trans-

continental railroads, which must be- maintained if they are

Forced to cam the same rates westltound at interior points

as are carried to the jxirt-

Competition of Markets

The cities upon the Atlantic seaboard, b) virtue of the

Panama Canal, -ecure a maximum enjoyment in the markets

1033
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afforded by the Pacific Coast cities. This naturally creates

a market competition for the cities in the middle west from

the Rocky Mountains to the Niagara frontier, which should

not be denied, and under the policies of the government the

all-rail carriers sought to and did establish carrying charges

to the Pacific Coast cities from such interior cities upon a

basis which permitted a participation in the markets of the

Coast. The sections of the country in which such interior

cities are located, through the medium of taxation, have con-

tributed their full quota to the cost and the maintenance of

the Panama Canal, and it is the contention of the sections

and the cities in competition with the seaboard cities that

the carriers should be permitted to establish a system of

rates which would permit of their products or wares being

placed upon the Pacific Coast on a reasonable parity with

the cost of transportation so far as the seaboard cities are

concerned. To deny the establishment of a basis which

will permit of a reasonable participation on the part of such

cities in the interior would discourage the growth and de-

velopment of a very large and substantial part of the

United States, and cause to be withheld from the carriers a

revenue which would be theirs if the market competition of

the various cities as to the traffic in question were fully con-

sidered and properly disposed of. The maximum develop-

ment of country and transportation justifies a scattering of

manufactories to all parts of the country rather than a con-

centration upon the Atlantic seaboard.

Up to the time of opening the Panama Canal the situa-

tion on the water was such as to enable all-rail lines reason-

ably to compete with the coast-to-coast water routes and se-

cure a fair share of this traffic at compensator}' rates; but

after the opening of the Panama Canal route it became more

difficult for the all-rail lines to meet the competition of these

coast-to-coast water carriers. This condition forced the

rates all-rail to a very low level. The reduction of cost to

the ship by its not having to transfer its cargo en route and

moving it all-water via the shorter, direct route, enabled the

ship to make much lower rates than ever before and to reach

farther inland for traffic, both at the Atlantic and the Pacific

Coast, and thereby to take a greater proportion of the traffic

than at any time in the past. This forced the rail rates

down to a minimum figure, very close to the out-of-pocket

cost of handling traffic.

If tolls on the Panama Canal were eliminated it would

create a still lower basis for rates via water routes, which in

turn would compel the lowering of the all-rail rates and

place an additional burden on the western railroads and on

western manufacturing interests. The steamship operations

between Atlantic and Pacific ports have never developed any

considerable amount of traffic. The bulk of the traffic

which the}- now enjoy was developed by the all-rail lines.

Pacific Coast and Intermountain territories produce an

immense volume of food products, perishable and non-

perishable, such as citrus fruits, deciduous fruits, dried

fruits, fresh vegetables, canned goods, beans, sugar, rice and

live stock, which moves to markets east of Colorado and

largely to markets in the territory east of the Mississippi

River and north of the Ohio. This western territory also

produces an immense tonnage of lumber which is marketed

at points eastward. The rates applied to these eastern mar-

kets are not in all case^ fully reasonable. Mam- rates have

been made on the basis of what the traffic could reasonably

bear in reaching markets. There is no departure from the

long-and-short-haul clause of the fourth section on east-

bound traffic, except sugar from California to Chicago and

.wool and dried hides from the Pacific Coast terminals to

the eastern territory and no complaint of the relationship of

rates.

The territory east of the Mississippi River and north of

the Ohio produces the great bulk of the westbound tonnage

of manufactured articles consumed on the Pacific Coast
The movement of traffic eastward across the Mississippi

River is much heavier than the movement westward. There
is always need of additional westbound traffic for loading

refrigerator cars. The lumber traffic, even under normal

conditions, requires a large empty' movement of box cars

westward. There are now owned by trans-continental lines

and in service for handling perishable food products from

points in Pacific Coast and Intermountain territory approx-

imately 50,000 refrigerator cars. The character of freight

generally moving westbound is desirable for loading into

returning refrigerator cars, as it causes the minimum dam-
age to the car. There is at best under normal conditions a

large empty westbound movement of refrigerator cars, so

that whatever increases the 4 loading westbound contributes

just that much to the net earnings of the trans-continental

carriers, and, to that extent, affects favorably, from the ship-

pers' and receivers' viewpoint, the rates both east and west-

bound, terminal and intermediate.

An adequate supply of refrigerator cars is important not

only to the Pacific Coast territory but also to the inter-

mountain region. The latter territory is as much interested

in having the trans-continental railroads enjoy profitable

operation and give satisfactory service as the Pacific Coast

could be. The present rate adjustment on the traffic of

western territory moving to eastern markets is low for the

distance hauled in comparison with rates from other pro-

ducing points. But it is necessary to cam- such rates in

order that western products may enter the trade in eastern

markets in competition with other sources of supply. The
trans-continental railroads need all the westbound traffic

that it is reasonably possible for them to secure in competi-

t
:on with the coast-to-coast water carriers in order that they

may make the rates which are indispensable to the develop-

ment of western territory. The traffic most important in

any section is that which it produces and ships to markets

in other sections of the country. The volume on the whole

shipped out of Pacific Coast and Intermountain territory

to eastern markets is much greater than the inward move-
ment.

It should not be overlooked that along the lines of the'

trans-continental railroads is an extensive area which pro-

duces practically no traffic, and also a very considerable ter-

ritory which produces only a very light traffic. The rail

lines through such regions must be largely supported by the

traffic which originates or has destination beyond.

Contention of Intermediate Territory

The contention of intermountain shippers is that no lower

rate under any circumstances should apply at Pacific Coast

ports than is in effect at intermediate points. This conten-

tion is based largely on the effect such rates may have upon
distribution by interior jobbers of eastern manufactured ar-

ticles in the Intermountain territory in competition with

Pacific Coast jobbers, and not to any extent on any inter-

ference with manufacturing or production at intermediate

points, as the question of raw materials westbound is not

involved to any extent, nor is that of the great staples, such

as coal, lumber, grain and its products, fruits and vege-

tables, and meats.

The rail carriers have no desire to make lower rates at

Pacific Coast ports than apply at interior points, if it could

be avoided. They would welcome a condition which would

allow them to haul a reasonable share of Pacific Coast west-

bound traffic under fully reasonable rates. Today the all-

rail carriers have no rates in effect which meet the rates of

the coast-to-coast water carriers, and there is therefore prac-

tically no competition between the carriers by rail and those

by water.

If the rail carriers should be denied permission to make
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lower rates at Pacific ("oast ports and have higher rates at

intermediate points, it would leave the water carriers with-
out any competition excepl between themselves and to enjoy
the haul of practically all westbound traffic to Pacific Coast
ports and nearby point- The middle-west manufacturer
would be unable to compete at Pacific (oast cities with the
manufacturer in the territory Pittsburgh and east, who
would enjoy the low water-route rates—less than the nor-
mal rates to the same points on the same commodities from
the territory west of Pittsburgh, which is nearer to di tina
tion. The position of the western manufacturer in Pi

Coast markets is seriously endangered now I,

l'\ ihe coast-to-coast water carriers from eastern territory,
as there are no corresponding rates made for the western
manufacturer by the all-rail lines. The western manufac-
turer is unable in absorb tin- present difference between the
freight rate paid by him to the Pai in. ( oast and thai paid
by Ins competitor from the Atlantic seaboard to the water
carriers. This certainly is not in the best interest of the
country as a whole. Today manufacturing is congested in
the territory east of the Mississippi River and north of the
Ohio, where, outside of cereal products and Lumber, 85 per
cent of the general manufacturing is done. Whal tb all
rail lines ;nv seeking to do is to hold the business from
western jkhiiIs now on their rails and I., ecun

I -hare of
the traffic from the competitive eastern territory. Unless
this is done the business will practically all go in the eastern
manufacturers.

Water Carriers Should Be Regulated

I have always been strongly of the opinion that th, rates
of water carriers in coast-to-coast traffic should be under the
jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce C tission. If this
were .lone the Commission would prescribe reasonable rates
for water service which would he stable and al a figure that
would enable a regular, dependable operation of steamship
lines, and avoid the disturbance and demoralization i

by what is known as the tramp -hip, which often offer rati

for' cargo at almost any figure above the handling cost and
usually takes on cargo without any intention of ever return
ing to operate in regular service. The publii gets no ben-
efit from fluctuation in natc-r rate- caused b} such col

tition. I believe that, with coast-to coasl rat,- ,
i th, water

carrier subject to the Interstate Commerce Commission, there
would be removed much of the cause for complaint on the
pari of the btermountain shippers and there would be af-
forded more protection to the manufacturers in western ter-
ritory in their natural relation to Pacini Coasl markets.
Such regulation woidd give to the shipper on the Atlantic
seaboard a reasonable rate by water, and that is all he is

entitled to have.

Canal Tolls Should Be Paid

The Panama Canal cost in construction over $400,000,-
000. The revenues from tolls are about equal to the
ing costs. The people of the western states are taxed for Un-
original cost of the canal. By giving to seaports the t'r.v

use of the canal, the entire benefit of the waterway would
go to seaport cities. It is an artificial waterway, built ba-

the protection and advantage of the country as a whole. It
shortens the all-water distance between the Atlantic and
Pacifii coasts by 10,000 miles, and it gives to those -
an artificial advantage in trade and commerce. Like any
other facility to promote commerce, it should carry itself. It

should not be the means of entirely destroying the natural
advantage in mileage to the coast which the interior city

(possesses over the seaport.

The Application of Rail Carriers

The rail carriers have- at present no relief from the re-
quirements of the fourth section, so far as the traffic im,

is concerned. The) feel that they cannot longer afford to
ignore this coast-to-coast water-carrier competition, as it is

seriou^lv reducing their net revenue.-, and the;, are now ask-
ing the Interstate Commerce Commission in this case to
- 1 " 11 ,l " 111

I" "Mission to meet the competition of the water
nam- -o they may enjo) a reasonabl< share of this west-
bound Pacifii Coasl traffii which the-, have built up and
partii ipau-d in for many years. Their application, now be-

the Commission, a-k> for permission to make rates all-
rail loan Atlanta Coasl and nearby territory to I

['in!- thai will reasonably meet the rates made by
the water routes from tin- same point- of origin and
be required to apply such rate- a- maxima to intermediate
points. They desire also to mil., these water-competitive
rati- apply from manufacturing territorv west of Atlantic

1 aboard territory to th
I ,,t ports under the

same relief at intermediate points.

In previous cases inquiry has been made a- to what the
Han- continental carrier- regard as a fair share- of the traffic
Mniib-tb this cannot b- stated in percentages We do not

'

<<•••• " ti be tb, function of the- Commission tie determine
what percentag of the business should n A and
whal b] water, any more than we assume it to be tb,

ness of ih,- I n where i1 fixed a n lation
rates from two point- f supply, to determine what propor-
tion of the business -ball move from one poinl a- compared
with ih,- othi r I be purpose in both , ases is to afford a fair
Opportunity foi both, and 1,-t the purchaser Of transportation
mi lb, first case or of th. commodit) involved in the .second
case make- hi- own choio \- applied to th,- situation in
hand a, fair proportion is thai which the carrier
can gei upon an equality of rates

1

'" '" '"" !

'
' '

'

• 11 divide itself ac-
cording to the desires and interests of th. shippers them-
selves, The lav, looks tb an adjustmi nl i

I rati - which will
encourage both rail and water comp ,,- provision
is fully satisfied by an adjustment affording equal oppor-
tunity for both. Neither has the right to demand thai the
other be excluded entirely from any competitive ar
which they may meet, or that from such competitive area
either should be given pn fen w , thi ,,, an
adjustment which will increasi the i

,- ,,nd
diminish opportunities of the other. The limits of this com-
petitive area will and should depend upon the rates which
these two agencies ma) themselves make- with some profit t„
themselves in free and open competition. That -hare which
either may get under such equalitj of opportunity is the fair
share- to whic h it is cut it 1. ,1

1 '" i * intended to afford to the rail lines
thai equalitj of opportunity to which they think they are
entitled to the extent that in their judgment traffii may be
secured in competition with ocean lines at some profit
equality of opportunity requires the extension of fourth
tion relief to business originating at interior producing
pourts, at Chii n .,- at the Coast Competition is
betwevn the good: delivered at Pacifi< Coast terminal points.

In reaching it- concl in this case, the Commission
should not establish am relation between rates on traffic at
intermediate points other than that established, first by the
maintenance of reasonable- rates at interior points and the
establishment at terminal points of rates shown

I

sary to participate in bush tpetition with the water
earners subject to th,- qualification as to cost; and.
ondly, by the effect on the intermediate rates of coast com-
binations as maxima. The present rates at intermediate
points are those which would result from the application of
a rigid fourth section and have been approved bv the Com-

w. They are too high to permit
the rail routes to the terminal points

f the- ocean competition there encountered. Thev
should be reduced at those points to meet that competition
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and for reasons in no wise affecting the traffic to interme-

diate points or the reasonableness of the rates under which

that traffic moves. To the extent that the intermediate ter-

ritory is within the zone of this influence through coast com-

binations, its rates would be reduced below their present

levels, which is the same level as would result from the ap-

plication of a rigid fourth section. There is no reason why
the zone of that influence should be extended further. If

the rail lines by reducing their rates could regain a part of

this traffic at rates which would yield them some profit,

thereby increasing aggregate net revenues, it is clear to me,

that then the Commission, whose duty it is to take such

steps as may be proper to promote efficient operation, should

permit them to do so.

Carriers Want Commission
to Announce Rate Policy

Washington, D. C.

Counsel for the carriers were at work during the first

part of the week in preparing the form of the petition

to be filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission

asking for a rehearing of the Western grain rate case, and

also for a general inquiry by the commission "to ascertain

whether, until a substantial reduction can be secured in the

lalx>r and other costs of operation, any further reduction in

rates could lawfully be required, or with due regard to the

transportation industry, is possible," in accordance with the

resolutions adopted by the Association of Railway Execu-

tives at its meeting in New York on November 16.

Meanwhile, the commission on Monday, November 21

issued a formal order in the Western grain rate case specifi-

cally directing the roads to put into effect the reductions

named in its opinion in the case on October 20, to become

effective on or before December 27. In the original opinion

the commission found the reductions named to be reasonable

and said that it would expect the roads to put them in effect

on five davs' notice on or before November 20. The com-

missioners probably knew as a result of their conference with

the railway executives on November 12 that the carriers did

not propose to put the reductions into effect, but that it was

proposed to ask for a rehearing of the grain case and to sub-

stitute a 10 per cent reduction on agricultural products gen-

erally throughout the country except in New England. It is

believed, therefore, that the formal order was issued to create

a tangible legal status on which the roads could ask for a

rehearing and it appears to be generally believed also that

the commission will grant the hearing and permit the sub-

stitution of the 10 per cent cut for the larger reduction or-

dered in the grain case. The order directs the roads to

establish on not less than five days' notice rates for the inter-

state transportation of wheat and hay in carloads between

points in the Western and Mountain-Pacific groups, which

-hall not exceed the rates in effect on August 25, 1920, by

more than \2 l/2 per cent between points in the Mountain-

Pacific group, 20 per cent between points in the Western

group where the increase under Ex Parte 74 was 40 per cent,

17J^ per cent between other points in the Western group and

16 2/3 per cent between points in the Mountain-Pacific

group and [>oints in the Western group. The carriers were

also ordered to apply to coarse grains rates which shall not

be in excess of 10 per cent less than the rates on wheat and

rates on grain products that shall not exceed rates made by

continuing the relationship that now exists between said

products and the grains from which they are respectively

made, except that differentials subject to the percentage in-

i reases in Ex Parte 74 shall be reduced proportionately with

the rates.

While there has been no announcement of what took place

at the conference between the executive committee of the As-

sociation of Railway Executives and the commissioners on

November 12, it has been assumed that some sort of an in-

formal understanding was reached between the railroads and

the commissioners which, while unofficial, gives each party-

some sort of assurance as to what to expect from the other.

It is, of course, denied that any agreement was reached, but

there are indications that the discussion was sympathetic

and it was stated at the time of the conference that the execu-

tive committee was to take back to New York a proposal to

be acted upon by the member roads. The member roads then

announced their intention of making a six months reduction

on agricultural products and of asking the commission for

a rehearing in the grain case and a general inquiry. The

language of the resolution regarding the general inquiry leads

to a belief that the railroads are hopeful that the commission,

after such an inquiry, will make some general statement of

what it believes will be a proper rate policy for it to follow-

under present conditions.

The commission has been flooded with requests for more

or less general advances in rates and for a reopening of Ex

Parte 74, which it has not made public,' but which have been

given publicity in occasional instances by the authors. Ap-

parently a very large number of shippers throughout the

country believe that there is still a chance that the commis-

sion will, by reopening Ex Parte 74, order a general reduc-

tion in rates and it has frequently been stated that a clear

statement by the commission as to whether rates generally

should or should not be expected to come down in the near

future would do as much as any other thing to revive busi-

ness, because so many people are holding off orders in the

hope that rates will be reduced.

Although it is understood that the railway executives in

agreeing to a reduction on agricultural products were in-

fluenced by a belief that such a reduction is more justified

by economic reasons than reductions on other kinds of com-

modities, because the prices of agricultural products have

been deflated more than those of most other articles, there has

been some criticism that the carriers singled out a particu-

lar class of commodities for this reduction. For example,

it has been claimed that the roads were doing so to conciliate

the agrarian element in Congress that has delayed the pas-

sage of the funding bill and that has been insisting on a

repeal of the rate-making sections of the transportation act.

W. H. Chandler, president of the National Industrial Traf-

fic League, has written a letter to Chairman McChord of

the commission, saving that -any preferential treatment of

commodities will be resented by a large mass of shippers

whose rates are still at the highest war peak." He has also

telegraphed to Chairman Cuyler of the executives' associa-

tion, saying that whatever reduction is made should be ap-

plied generally without discrimination just as the advances

were applied.

The United States Postoffice Department has been devoting

particular attention to the "perfect package" campaign, along witb

the express and railroad companies. Employees of this depart

ment are putting forth every effort to induce mailers and shipper)

to give more attention to the manner in which their goods are

packed, the kind of containers used, and the writing or marking

of adequate and legihle addresses.

Twk.ntv-six People Killed. 190 injured and 586 automobile-

destroyed is the grade crossing record on the Southern Pacific

for the past nine months. Xearly 300 drivers ran in front of or

tried to beat the train to the crossing; 126 ran into trains, instead

of trains striking them; 76 stalled on the track, largely the result

of waiting until on the track before shifting gears; 55 ran into

and broke down crossing gates ; 28 approached the track at high

speed.' and live ran down and injured crossing flagmen.
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The Use of Wood in Freight Car Construction

Is the General Use of All-Steel Construction Justified?

The Advantages of Composite Design

By H. S. Sackett

Assistant Purchasing Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee k St, Paul

TiiK mdsi [mportani feature of transportation in rela-

tion to commerce is naturally the freight traffic; thus,

in the evolution of steam locomotion the problem al-

ways has been the construction of freight cars to meet the

requirements of economic operation. From the first type of

horse drawn freight car operated on the Baltimore & Ohio.

antedating the steam locomotive and moved over timber rails.

to the present quasi-standard 100,000-lb. capacity box car

designed during the war, wood has maintained its important

place because of its inherent suitability for the purpose which

lias Ih-cii indisputably established not alone by its service

1 1. nnl .hiring the nearly 100 years of railroad history, hut

ever since merchandise was first transported on sleds; even

before the invention of wheels.

A growth from 35 miles of railroad in 1835 to a total of

370,000 miles in 1918, anil the development from locomotives

of 15'j tons previous to 1850 to the electric "King of the

Rails" of 1920 weighing 550,000 lb., and the Santa he type

weighing over 400,000 lb., are graphic illustrations of prog-

ress fully comparable with the unprecedented commercial

advance of the United State- during the same period.

Developments in Car Construction

Car construction cannot boasl of such intense application

Looking back through this phase of railroad history one i ,\n

hardly escape the impression, that generally speaking, freight

cars "just grow'd" like Topsy, at least up to about JO years

ago when the pendulum started on the swing toward the

present extreme of super-heavj construction,

In 1867 the Master Car Builders' Association accept
ton- as the maximum capacit) of box ears. Today the indi

cations are tli.it cars of 100,000 lb capacity will soon be

the standard. These changes naturally made obsolete the

older types of equipment as the lighter construction became

entirely inadequate to meet the requirements of modern trafifu

Thus was developed the quasi-standard type of steel under-
frame construction as typified by the double-sheathed box
car, developed during the past three years.

At the present time, to go beyond this to the all-steel

closed-top freight car is hardly grxxl. conservative engineer-

ing practice. All-steel cars can, at best, be considered but

experimental, as onl) about ten year- oi worth while experi-

ence has been had with such equipment and during this

period such authentic evidence as is available point- to

excessive maintenance as compared with composite cars.

Up to this time, furthermore, the -teel , ar has been devel-

oped mainly by the railroads which serve the steel di-tricts.

and this fact i- undoubtedh responsible for their ultra-

development bj such roads. Likewise, railroads traversing

forested regions have held more closel) to the wooden or

composite cars. The desire to aid in marketing a local prod-
uct, therefore, ha- doubtles- been a Strong factor in the

development of the all-steel car.

In this Hi it is of interest to note the recent

announcement of the Pullman Company of a return to the

composite sleeping iar. one of steel understructure with
-teel skeleton superstructure insulated and finished with

wood 1 hi- combination make- a safe, strong and com-
fortable iar and one which i- certainly su[x^rior in all r

to the all-steel type

In 1918, /. B. Wilson, of the Southern Railr, ad. in the

Railway Review stated. "Nothing has incurred in tl

that would justify spending $2,500 for an all-steel

while we can build a compo-ite box car wit!

stantial -teel underframe, with superstructure and ends rein-

forced with steel for $1,250. The writer desire- ;.. say * *.

that he is very much in favor of composition car< for the

following reasons: ill A greater proport
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paired at other than steel .car shops; (2) the initial cost is

less; (3) the cost of maintenance is less than half of all

steel; (4) the sides do not bulge as those of all steel; (5)

composite cars can be repaired in half of the time required

for the all-steel, thereby materially increasing car efficiency."

However, this controversy is not new. In 1870 the first

earnest discussion of the steel car is recorded in the proceed-

ings of the Master Car Builders' Association for that year.

About thirty years later we find the fruition of these debates

and early studies in the steel center sill, to be followed by

the all steel underframe, both' of which are justified by ex-

perience, but like many reforms that are aimed to achieve

perfection over night there seems to be no happy medium
and we are now presented with all steel everything. There

is one consolation in this all-steel craze, that our inbred re-

spect for cattle and hogs, which evidently outweighs con-

sideration for mere human comfort, will prevent the all-steel

stock car.

The demands made upon freight carrying facilities have

entailed changes in construction to meet new requirements.

Among these factors is the high speed with which trains of

great tonnage are today moved across the continent. Trac-

tive effort has increased 3,000 per cent and with the in-

creased cost and scarcity of labor has come fly-switching and

tate transportation facilities and avoid the serious difficulties

and losses occasioned yearly by lack of cars.

However, aside from the matter of expediency and present

financial considerations the steel underframe, wood super-

structure double-sheathed car (in some cases with metal car-

lines and steel ends for closed-top cars) presents physical and
economic advantages, which quite distinctly identify it as

the most suitable for modern conditions. These advantages

may be summarized as follows:

(1) It is sufficiently rigid to withstand modern mechanical
shock.

(2) It is adaptable to special conditions of lading, climate

and traffic, varying with the respective territory involved, without
sacrificing the standard interchangeable features of the steel

substructure, trucks, draft rigging and appliances.

(3) It may be fully assembled at railroad shops, from mate-
rials (such as the lumber for superstructure) often locally

available.

(4) Trained labor is more available and less costly, and can
be more evenly distributed than were the construction of all steel

cars concentrated in the present manufacturing centers, which
alone can most economically produce the all steel car.

( 5 ) Repairs can be made more rapidly, at less cost and at

any repair yard.

(6) It provides greater protection to a majority of the various
classes of lading.

(7 I It is more readily suited to interchanges as it meets most

Railroad Administration Double-Sheathed 40-Ton Box Car

the hump track. It would be unreasonable to expect the

all-wood cars of 20 to 30 tons capacity, weighing between

22,000 lb. and 27,000 lb. and in their prime during the last

decade of the nineteenth century, to meet these changed con-

ditions. Efficiency dictates scrapping such equipment and its

replacement with modern construction designed to withstand

the wear of present traffic. Maintaining obsolete rolling

stock is wasteful, and when certain roads spend roughly as

high as 35 per cent of the total value of their rolling stock

for its maintenance and repair in one year, it is time to

establish with positive clarity just how much may be ex-

pended for maintenance with safety to financial soundness.

Relative Advantages of the Double

and Single Sheathed Box Car

So far, all-steel equipment has not been proved to be the

most economical. No attempt is made to prophesy future

developments, but with a design adopted which meets all

present and future requirements within the range of vision,

sound conservation compels the building of the largest num-
ber of freight cars for the least money in order to rehabili-

effectivelj the requirements of climatic extremes encountered
within the four boundaries of the continent.

(8) The initial cost is less. Although the reproduction value
(M. C. B. Rules, 1920) is approximately nine per cent less than
that of the all steel car the difference in first cost invested at

six per cent compound interest for 20 years, still gives the com-
posite car an advantage of five per cent after deducting such loss,

providing maintenance of the all steel car is not greater than
that of the steel underframe and wood superstructure car.

(9) The depreciation (M. C. B. Rules. 1920) is the same as

for the all steel car, namely three per cent.

(10) Shippers prefer wooden superstructure as packing of

lading is more convenient and less costly, because precaution need
licit be taken against rusted side sheets, bulging ends, condensa-
tion from roofs, or leaks of bulk lading occasioned by holes

in corroded plates.

(11) It is lighter by upwards of 1,000 lb. and therefore costs

less to haul.

The single-sheathed, steel superstructure outside frame
ear must likewise suffer by comparison with the double-

sheathed car. Its chief weaknesses are unsightliness after

short usage, due to the unavoidable perforating with nail

holes of the single thickness of longitudinal siding, as well

as the consequent exposure of lading. Where such cars are
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used for valuable or semi-perishable freight, extra [lacking is

required, and in some instances cars must be sheathed with

tarred felt or waterproof paper by shippers; hence, the gen-

eral unpopularity of this type of car. For such ladings as

bricks, paving bio ks, i astings, etc., it will do unless bei ausi

of poor loading the heavier pines go through the side, or

break up the siding. In addition, the first cost is greater,

and the saving in volume of lumber used is offset by the

higher cost -of the grade and dimension required.

An average single sheathed car would require about 1,500

wood superstructure au'ainst the problematical performance of

the steel frame.

The Composite Gondola Car

Our d us to other types of cars, par-

ticularly, gondola, flat. >to<k and refrigerator cars. The
latter are b) their n ided from the possibility of all-

steel constructiot G oal and ore cars present dif-

fer mi no question that the al

! i still require- considerable development before it can

Modern Single-Sheathed, Steel Frame and All-Steel Box Cars

board feet of 154-in. (rough 2-in.) dressed select, B and

better, Southern pine sheathing; the double sheathed car re-

quires about 1,700 board feet, No. 1 common, 13/16-in.

lining and 13/16-in. B and better siding. The difference in

quoted prices (September L920) equals a saving of $22.50

a car, which at 6 per cent compound interest during an

average life of 20 years would represent $72.15 per car. If

applied to 100,000 box cars of the type recently ordered, this

be tonsidered as a successful type. Flat cars are on the

wane Other types, such as tank cars and logging cars, are

largely of private ownership and represent a comparatively

small percentage of the total freight equipment, and do not

materially affect the general question of efficiency in car

i oiistru. tion

Longer experience with all-Steel gondola t.irs. particu-

larlv where used in bituminous coal service, indicates that de-

Composite Gondola Car

would amount to about $7,215,000, enough to add over 2,000

double sheathed cars to the present equipment.

Whether the steel frame superstructure adds sufficient

strength to the car. or materially increases its durability is

largely guess work a prophec} of future occurrences which

the future alone can answer At present it has not emerged

from the experimental stage. Therefore, the problem i- again

one of comparative initial cost, and the known service of the

preciation is greater, maintenance more costly, and that they

are consequently less economical than the O r. In

an article already referred to. /.. B. Wilso it "the

Southern Railway is operating a large number of both types

(composite and all-sUvl coal cars) which were built in 1904

and 1905. rhese cars have been used almost exclusively in

transporting coal, both types are double hopper, and

ai it\. The averagi ill-steel
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cars was about $666.31 while the average cost on the com-

posite cars was $240.97."

The Railway Mechanical Engineer of May, 1917, quotes

the conclusions of William Queenan, assistant superintendent

of shops, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, as follows: "The
composite type of car costs less to maintain than the steel

gondola. The sides of composite cars do not bulge as do

those of the steel car. Records show that while the com-

posite car costs more to repaint than the steel car, it does not

require painting as frequently. A large portion of the repairs

to composite cars can be taken care of at other than steel car

shops. Certain properties of coal cause corrosion to steel

but do not affect wood."
In discussing freight car maintenance, L. K. Sillcox, then

mechanical engineer of the Illinois Central, in the Railway
Mechanical Engineer, October, 1917, stated: "It is simply

a question of time until the greater part of a steel car must
be replaced; renewals can only be economically and quickly

carried out on a large scale for each car for the reason that

corrosion is more or less uniform throughout each section

of the structure and one part cannot be disturbed without

equally effecting the adjacent one. As steel cars advance to-

wards the time of their periodical overhauling many fail in

service due to deterioration . . .

"

Every road having steel equipment has had to deal with

these conditions during the past decade. Even the most en-

thusiastic steel car men are now contemplating heavier con-

struction and employing specially treated metal to counteract

corrosion. The question again forces itself to our attention

whether following this costly mirage much further is good
practice when composite cars have proved their worth.

Stock Cars

There can be no question that the composite stock car is

both the most economical and most suitable. The wood
superstructure presents sufficient protection to the lading and
also a degree of comfort for the animals. There is the added
advantage that all the wood in the superstructure may be

thoroughly treated to make it both rot and vermin proof, and
this feature permits the selection of lower grades of lumber
which naturally adds considerably to the initial difference in

cost between the composite type and an all steel car.

The Refrigerator Car

Refrigeration of food products, both in storage and transit,

has become the most important element in food distribution.

Properly developed and applied, it unquestionably lessens

the average cost of food products and provides a normal flow

of supplies to the nonproducing urban population, from the

reserves accumulated from the surplus of seasonal produc-
tion. Transporting perishable commodities in perfect condi-

tion would contribute greatly in cheapening the most neces-

sary food products. Even- dozen of eggs and each pound of

meat, butter, fruit or vegetables spoiled in transit naturally

Longitudinal Section of Department of Agriculture Design

of Refrigerator Car Insulation

increases the cost in proportion to the decrease in supply, as

such loss must be equalized by higher prices for what is left

in a salable condition. Therefore, the construction of a

refrigerator car is perhaps of greater importance than any

other type of car. As insulation is the most important re-

quirement of a refrigerator car it is obvious that the wood
body cannot be replaced.

The United States Department of Agriculture has done ad-

Modern Type of Stock Car Construction
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mirable work in it.- investigations into the subject, covering a

period of over 15 yean It- i Sorts have finally resulted in a

so-called standard refrigerator car, as repri

cations formulated by the recent Railroad Administration.

The conclusions arrived at by these exhaustive studies and
the desirable feature- of an efficient refrigerator car were re-

ferred to in detail b) Dr. M. E. Pennington, connected with

the Food Research Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry, United

States Department of Agriculture, in a brochure in which
are compiled a number of papers dealing with this subject.

The 4,000 new refrigerator cars recently built and placed in

service by the Union Pacific, described in the A'.

.It,''', i>.-ue of D follow quite generally

the details outlined by Dr. Pennington. In studying the

details of construction it is interesting to note that the stand-

ard recommended by Dr. Pennington represents, excepting for

a few innovations or improvements, practically the all-wood

refrigerator car superimposed on the standard steel under-

frame. Thus we have complete co-ordination of wood and
steel, achieving the maximum in efficiency ani

under present conditions. This thought may well be applied

to other equipment, and although there is no parallel in

service conditions, there is a distinct analogy in construction

i osts and maintenani e

Passenger Cars

Passenger equipment if discussed in prop worthy

of special treatment, and is largely a question of combining

safety with comfort. Careful analytical review of the entire

problem indicates that tii ager car for

use under presenl conditions is one of strong steel under-

frame with steel skeleton superstructure, insulated and
finished with wood. It is believed that -u. h > nstrui tion will

give the maximum safety in the present heavy train- as well

as a high degree of personal comfort to th<

Greater Economy in Use of Wood
"Familiarity breeds contempt." i- an oft ruism

and possibly this explains the lack of more active interest on

the part of car builder- in the matter of using wood more
economically and securing from it longer service in ur con-

struction. Ever since the tir-t freight car a hundred
ago—wood has been an inseparable and indispensable part of

car construction, and because it was plentiful in the past and
the best grades readirj and cheaply avail - labor

for repairs, little or do i are Im- been used ti

the natural condition- of deterioration. All failure- to this

da\ are classed as mechanical where fully half of th< light

repairs could be avoided or retarded by employment of prac-

tical remedial measure-.

On the basis of consumption previous to tin war one and

one-quarter billion board feel in round numbers wen used

for car construction annually, or about 3 per cent of the total

annual production. This represents an average value of

nearly $45,000,000 at normal prices. A saving of about 2?

per cent through increased service and decreased repairs

would be a goodly item in addition to being real timber

i onst n ation.

Thus, in addition to the suggestion that elimination of

wood in car construction is neither desirable nor practical, it

may be said that lumber may be used more economically by

[laying closer attention to selection of grades and dimensions

which fully answer the purpose but are cheaper, and

tion of the lumber against such agencies as di

ihe.king while in storage, etc. Timber conservation is vital

to the nation, and most especially to the railroads, whi

cause of their prominent position, are obligated to had in

economic movements which are so potent in their beneficial

influence. The basic principle of economic utilization—or

popularly interpreted, timber conservation—underlies these

suggestions of changes in specification- for ar luml r which.
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being sound, bring with them profit in the form of equivalent

service at a saving in cost of material and maintenance.

Standardization has proceeded to where there is practically

a standard covering grades and dimensions for the various

parts of cars, such as siding, lining, roofing, decking, fram-

ing, etc. These standards, however, have not taken full

cognizance of the frequent difficulties manufacturers en-

counter in endeavoring to conform their practices accordingly,

or their utter inability to do so. The manufacturer of lum-

ber is limited entirely by the manner in which nature pro-

vides the raw material, or rather, how the trees grow. Lum-
ber cannot be cast in a mold, nor can it be forged to a draw-

ing. Yellow pine, however, is produced in sufficient variety

of grades and sizes to provide perfectly good car lumber quite

plentifully if reasonable flexibility is allowed with regard to

dimensions.

A large yellow pine mill questioned on the matter replied,

"On account of the great number of patterns required by car

builders, this mill has never attempted to supply any of this

material, as we have found that it required too much special

work and too much cutting loss." Loss is waste of material

and money, because it must be paid for; its elimination there-

fore, means economy and conservation.

One of the fundamentals of standardization is to adapt

available supplies to the required conditions, thus widening

the market of supply by standardizing manufacture and de-

veloping economies that effect a reduction in production costs,

resulting in stimulating competition and lower prices.

Another manufacturer suggested, "The greatest possible

service that could be rendered the car builders and lumber

manufacturers would be to adopt a single pattern that would

serve for car siding, car lining and car roofing, and then

make this pattern in standard lengths; that is to say, all

lengths, using what would cut up to best advantage for

roofing and siding, and the lengths that would not cut up, on

the inside of the car as lining."

Where would the cost of lumber for common building pur-

poses be, and how much greater would be our loss in timber

devastation and waste if the present standards had disre-

garded the availability of the grades and dimensions speci-

fied? In drawing specifications for building lumber the

dominating factor is to produce the greatest volume of usable

stuff at the lowest cost and with the least waste. Reforms

are still possible in that field and improvements are fre-

quently accepted.

Specifications for car lumber have changed slightly during

the last 50 years, but if the progress were more in line with

the conditions manufacturers must contend with in order to

supply the lumber to meet some of the most stringent re-

quirements, freight cars might be a little cheaper and at least

a greater volume of suitable material would be more gen-

erally available. Some builders are more concerned with ap-

pearances than with the service to be rendered. A knot in a

piece of siding can cause as much comment from a railroad

president as a buckled-up steel car.

On the other hand, it is equally as important that the rail-

road engineers be allowed the opportunity of saying what
grade and quality of material will be needed to meet their

requirements. If the producers and consumers of wood used

by the railroads in car construction, therefore, could thus get

together on common ground, it is believed standard grades

could be developed which would represent a big step of

progress toward both conservation and utility—meeting the

contingencies of the lumber manufacturer on the one hand
and the exacting needs of the railroad engineer, on the other.

Clearly, if by our investments abroad and our purchases of

foreign goods, we car. help to provide the world with the means

to pay for our raw materials, our food, and our manufactures,

the course of trade will soon be quickened.

—

Guaranty Surrey.

Railroad Securities Bill

Postponed Again
Washington, D. C.

The bill to authorize the government to sell its railroad

securities, taken from the railroads for additions and
betterments made during federal control, has been

forced over into the next session of Congress, which begins

on December 4, because of the extent of the opposition to the

bill by those who wish to embarrass the railroads in any way
possible as well as by those who proposed to use the bill as

a vehicle for amendments to the transportation act designed

to bring about reductions in rates. Senator Cummins, who
after having had the bill made the unfinished business of the

Senate and after all the committee amendments had been

adopted in committee of the whole, allowed it to be dis-

placed by the Newberry-Ford election controversy, an-

nounced on November 17 that he had given up his efforts

to have it passed at this session.

A number of proposed amendments to the bill were men-
tioned in last week's issue. On November 18 Senator Hitch-

cock of Nebraska proposed an amendment which he had
drafted several days before to provide that the act should

not take effect unless and until the railroads shall put into

effect the reduction of freight rates on grain, grain products

and hay in the west as required by the findings and decision

of the Interstate Commerce Commission of October 20. At
the time this amendment was proposed the railroads had not

filed the grain tariffs which to become effective on Novem-
ber 20 should have been in by November IS, but had an-

nounced their intention of substituting a 10 per cent reduc-

tion on agricultural products and of asking a rehearing in

the grain case. On November 19 Senator Ransdell of Lou-
isiana also submitted to the Senate a proposed amendment
providing that no portion of the fund arising from the sale

of the railroad securities shall be used to settle with those

carriers which have preferential contracts with foreign ship

companies, so long as the contracts continue in force.

A number of senators who have no particular objection to

the railroad securities bill are very anxious to vote for a bill

to repeal the rate-making section of the transportation act,

while some who are in favor of the repeal in something like

the form of the Capper bill, on which the committee on in-

terstate commerce has been holding hearings, would prefer

to take up such legislation in an orderly way instead of deal-

ing with it as a rider on the so-called "funding" bill. Chair-

man Cummins of the interstate commerce committee has been

anxious to pass the "funding" bill and he has also expressed

himself as possibly inclined to be in favor of restricting

somewhat the power of the Interstate Commerce Commission

to change state rates, but he does not believe in combining

the two subjects. He has not expressed himself very def-

initely as to the 6 per cent rate-making provision, but he did

say during a hearing that perhaps it was now immaterial

as the 6 per cent provision expires on March 1.

Although the President has said on several occasions that

he hoped for the passage of the bill at this session, it was

stated at the White House on Tuesday that he does not now
care particularly about its passage at this time, because mar-

ket conditions are now such that it is possible to sell car trust

certificates and go ahead with the settlements with the rail-

roads one at a time, so that if Congress is not ready to act

that fact constitutes no present hindrance to the program.

Additional sales of the car trust certificates were made last

week and on November 21 additional sales amounting to

$4,911,900 were announced. The purchasers were Salomon

Bros. & Hutzler and Kidder, Peabody &: Company. This

makes a total of $114,250,700 certificates sold to date,' but

the total amount of the certificates is not sufficient to complete

the settlements.



M. K. & T. Reorganization Plan Announced
Common Stock Without Par Value Contemplated. Fixed

Interest Charges Reduced to $4,917,717

REORGANIZATION managers of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railway Company, J. & W. Seligman & Co.

and Hallgarten & Co., have completed the definite

plan for the reorganization of the property, which has been

accepted by directors of the company and the IS committees

representing securities dealt with under the plan. The plan

was formally announced on Tuesday. The stockholders'

participation in the plan is to be underwritten b) a syndi-

cate which Speyer & Co., J. & W. Seligman & Co., Hall-

garten & Co., and the Equitable Trust Company have under-

taken to organize. The plan is to be declared operative by
the reorganization managers when in their judgment a suf-

ficient amount of securities has been deposited.

Preparation of this plan has probably involved dealing

with more numerous interests than any reorganization since

that of the Southern Railway in 1894. The road consists

of 1,553 miles of main line and 1,590 miles of branches, a

total of 3,143 miles of road, exclusive of 229 miles used

under trackage agreements. It has been in receivership since

September, 1915, in which year the old company failed in its

efforts to refund $19,000,000 short term notes, although it

had continuously earned its fixed charges. Active plans for

reorganization were interrupted by the war and federal con-

trol.

Outstanding Features of Plan

The outstanding features of the plan include the follow-

ing:

(1) Reduction of the fixed interest bearing debt of the

railroad from $146, 5 43,1 -12 to $100,320,913, and of the

fixed interest charges (including sinking fund payments)

to provide $18,420,000 new cash for reorganization pur-

poses, of whir h $4,042,000 i.- to be used to pay off reo

certificates and bank loans, $1,275,000 to pay deferred in-

terest under the plan, $1,000,000 to meet next year's equip-

ment trust maturities, $4,000,000 to provide the new com-
pany with a working balance, and $8,103,000 is reserved for

additions and betterments, and tin- expenses of reorganiza-

tion.

The financial structure of the old company was such that

the reorganization plan has had to deal with the owners of

IN bond and two stock issues. Small issues aggregating

$7,247,951 are lift undisturbed. Some idea of what the

plan will accomplish toward simplifying and solidifying the

road's financial organization may be had from the fact that

it reduce- 1 ,s band issues to two, except to the extent that

holders of bond- issued under the old fir.-t mortgages, which
are not foreclosed, do not elect to deposit them under the

plan. Except for that contingency, the new prior lien bund-
will be substantially a first mortgage on the entire system,

including terminals and rolling stock. That i- true of few-

existing railroad mortgages.

Treatment of Existing Securities

For each >1 im.ipal of and interest accrued on

existing securities, the plan offers new securities and cash

as shown in the accompanying table:

Holders of the existing preferred stock, on payment of $20
a share, of which $8 is to be paid at time of depositing the

old stock, and the remainder in three equal installments at

intervals of not less than 30 days, are to receive per share

Existing securities Maturity
Missouri, Kansas Si Tex*s Railway To:

First mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds 1990
Second mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds 1990
First ami refunding mortgage 4 per cent gold bonds
General mortgage 4 1/. per cent sinking fund gold bonds 1936
Two-year secured goM nolo 1916
First mortgage extension 5 per cent gold bonds 1944
St. Louis Division d r-t mortgage refunding old bonds 2001

Kansas City & Pacific Railroad <" :

First mortgage 4 per cent bonds 1990
Missouri, Kansas & Oklahoma Railroad Co.:

First mortgage 5 per cent sold lx nds 1942
Missoi ri, Kansas 8 Eastern Railway Co.:

First mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds 1942
Second moi tgage 5 per cent gold b mis ]04J

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Co oi '

First mortgage 5 pet ci nt .'<<U bonds 1942
l>\l

I ^ x w v, o 6 t'i way Co.:
first mortgage 5 per cent g u bonds.

Wichita Falls x Northwestern Railway I

First mortgage S pei cent gold bonds
First tien collateral trust 5 pei
First and refunding mortgage 5 per cei nds 1940

Sol rKWESTl RN I
' m X 1 u i ROl EMI i I

First moi tgagi - pe cent trust bond
BOONVILLB RaTLROAD Hltns.i I

First mortgage i per cent geld brad

Principal

Dec. 31, r 20

Prior lien Prior lien

mortgage mortgage
bonds.

5 per cent 4 per cent

Adj
mortgage

5 per cent
Preferred

stock

stock
f number of

Cash

$39.99". 500.

20, ,000
• -

•

1,924,000

$500

500

3S0

$500

250
73.13

525.00

250.00

$64.16

719.37

750.CO
1.6667

$23.33

2.500.OO0 • 500 36.67

5.468,000 1.000 33.33

i.

58000
750

500.00

750 541.67

1,340,000

743.000

1.000

from $7,429,376 to $4,917,717. In addition, the nev,

pany is tu have $57,500,000 5 per cent convertible i

men! mortgage bonds bearing a contingent interest charge of

$2,875,000, cumulative from January 1, 192

(2) Total capitalization of the eld company, stocks and

bonds, of $248,095,0,00 to be replaced b) the new company's
bonds and preferred Stock aggregating $182,320,000 and
783,155 -hares of its common stock without par value.

(3) Assessments of $20 per -hare on the $13,000,000 old

preferred and $25 per -hare on the $63,283,257 eld Common

$14 in 10 year prior lien mortgage 6 per cent

adjustment mortgage 5 per rent bonds, and one -hare of new
common -nx-k.

Holders of existing common stock, on paymei
share, of which $10 is to be paid at time

and the balance in three equal installments a; inter-.

net less than 30 days, are to receive per share $17 ; '"> in 10

year prior lien 6 per cent bonds, $7.50 in adjustment mort-

gage 5 per cent bonds, and one share of new common stock.

It will he observed that the plan offer- holders of the old

1043
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first 4s an increase in "their coupon interest rate of one-half

of one per cent, besides a 40-year maturity instead of the

present 1990 maturity, which together give an additional in-

come yield of over three-quarter per cent. Of this issue

$39,999,500 are outstanding. Five issues aggregating $12,-

289,000 of existing bonds receive 100 per cent in fixed in-

terest obligations of the new company. With these excep-

tions the principal of existing issues is largely scaled down
in the new bonds bearing fixed interest.

Deposits of securities for the purpose of participating in

the reorganization plan must be made with the various re-

spective depositaries named in the plan on or before January

7, 1922. The reorganization managers in their absolute dis-

cretion may determine whether or when a sufficient amount
of the securities of the various classes shall have been de-

posited to render it advisable to declare the plan operative.

Security Issues of New Company

The prior lien mortgage bonds will be limited to $250,-

000,000 at any one time outstanding. They may be issued

in series with different maturities and rates of interest and
with such redemption or conversion features as the directors

may determine at time of issue. Bonds presently issuable

under this mortgage for reorganization purposes are: Series

A, 5 per cent 40-year, redeemable at 105 and interest, $52,-

942,752; Series B, 4 per cent 40-year, redeemable at par

and interest, $27,2.56,000; Series C, 6 per cent 10-year, re-

deemable at 102J4 and interest, $12,894,570. Additional

bonds under this mortgage may be issued to the extent that

the additions and betterments made on the system during

Federal control ma}' be funded or other settlement made
with the Director General. The receiver states the amount
of such additions and betterments is in the neighborhood of

$8,000,000. Such additional bonds would presumably be of

Series C.

The adjustment mortgage will authorize a total of $100,-

000,000 bonds outstanding at any one time. Within a limi-

tation of 7 per cent these bonds may bear such interest rate

and have such maturity as the directors shall determine at

time of issue of any series, but the interest shall be payable

prior to maturity only out of net income of the new company
as defined in the accounting rules of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, but to the extent of not less than 50 per

cent of such income prior to January 1, 1925, and shall be

cumulative from and after January 1, 1925.

Presently issuable under the adjustment mortgage are the

following : In respect of existing securities dealt with under

the plan for settlement of secured claims, or for other re-

organization purposes, $51,973,756; to be offered to stock-

holders, $5,526,244. These bonds will be Series A, 5 per

cent ranking for interest from January' 1, 1922, maturing

January 1, 1967, redeemable in whole or in part at par and
accrued interest and convertible prior to January 1, 1932,

into 7 per cent Series A preferred stock, par for par.

Preferred stock is authorized to the amount of $200,000-

000, of which $24,500,000 is issuable for reorganization

purposes is Series A bearing 7 per cent interest cumulative

from and after January 1, 1928, and if allowed by law will

lie made redeemable in whole or in part at $110 a share.

Common stock is authorized to the amount of 2,500,000

shares without nominal or par value, of which 20.322 shares

are issuable under the plan for exchange of securities or

other reorganization purposes and 762,833 <hares will be

offered to stockholders under the plan.

Earnings and Condition of the Road

The announcement of the plan contains a -reference to a

letter to the reorganization managers in which the receiver.

C. E. Schaff, i alls attention to the fact that during the re-

ceivership capital expenditures en the property have

amounted to $17,550,000 on roadway and structures, and
$11,450,000 on new equipment and improvements to exist-

ing equipment, a total of $29,000,000. In addition, operat-

ing expenses have included maintenance charges amounting
for the entire period to 41.03 of gross revenues, a ratio con-

siderably higher than for the railroads as a whole, and un-
doubtedly including recover)- of considerable arrears of

maintenance from previous years.

Mr. Schaff goes into the nature of these improvements in

some detail, and the changes in the condition of the track,

revision of grades and alignment and locomotive power are

all reflected in the following comparisons of operating effi-

ciency :

1920 1915 Inc. Percent

Average tons per locomotive 498 353 145 41.19
Average tons per loaded freight car. 24.35 20.11 4.24 21.08
Average tons per train inc. co. freight. 504 364 140 38.46

The announcement of the plan gives also further details

of the property as follows:

"The present excellent condition of the system, and the

efficiency with which it is being operated is also shown by

comparing its transportation ratio with that of other South

Western Lines, such as the St. Louis-San Francisco, Mis-
souri Pacific and the Rock Island. The comparative figures

are:
Three Months Six Months Twelve Months
Ended Sep- Ended Sep- October, 1920 to

tember 30, 1921 tember 30, 1921 Set tember, 1921

M. K. & T. Lines 30.65 34.29 37.13
Frisco Lines 35.03 38.44 40.08
Missouri Pacific 36.25 38.87 41.47
Rock Island Lines 36.42 39.37 42.60

"Furthermore it should be noted that the transportation

ratio (items resulting from federal operation excluded) for

the Katy System for the twelve months ended September 30,

1921, as compared with the twelve months ended September,

1917, only shows an increase of 6.9 per cent, whereas the

I>ercentage of increase in the transportation ratios for the

same period for the Rock Island Lines is 17.07 per cent;

for the Frisco 21.97 per cent, and the Missouri Pacific 29.11

per cent.

"For the fiscal year 1915 the road's gross revenues were

$32,453,462, from which figure they have increased every

year until for 1920 (calendar year) they stood at $72,914,-

737, an increase in five and a half years of $40,461,275, or

125 per cent. Much of this gain, of course, is due to higher

rates, but the average density of freight traffic has also in-

creased even' year from 573,398 ton-miles per mile of road

in 1915 to 873,342 in 1920, a gain of 52 per cent.

"Since the resumption of full private operation the road

has shown an operating ratio of 80.19 per cent for the year

ended August 31, 1921. In the same period the road earned,

after deduction of expenses, taxes and rentals, a balance

applicable to bond interest of $9,715,009. This compares

with the proposed fixed interest requirements of the new
company, as stated above, of $4,917,717, and with all in-

terest charges, including that on the adjustment mortgage

bonds, payable, if earned, of $7,792,717."

Further details concerning the present status of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas were published in an article by Sam-
uel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway .Ice entitled "Progress

of Missouri, Kansas &: Texas Since 1913," which article

appeared in two parts in the Railway Age of June 10, 1921.

page 1321, and June 17, 1921, page 1385.

In PART-the present volume of business reflects merely seasonal

production and trade, but when allowance is made for this con-

dition it appears that substantial progress is being made toward

normal business activity, which should be realized if the foreign

and domestic clouds on the horizon are cleared.—Guaranty

Survev.



A Z'A-lon Truck and A-tc

A Formula Covering Costs of Heavy Motor Trucking

Shows the Superiority of a Tirhe Basis Over Ton-Miles or

Truck-Miles for Computing Expenses

By Colonel Charles Hine

Late Motor Transport Corps, American Expeditionary Forces, 1 rano

Amotok ii'i ck with a cargo capacity of five tons costs

about $5,000 and has a life of about five years. Its

expectanc) of productive work cannot ordinarily ex-

ceed five days a week or 260 days per year, the other days

being idle time due to Sundays, holidays, shop work, paint-

ing and business shutdowns.

Good business procedure demands the setting up of an

amortization account for ever) capital expenditure. A $5,000

truek should be amortized on the ha-is of $4,600 as the tire-,

costing about $4oo, are expendible and, therefore, charge-

able to operation Depreciation over five years mean- $9 10

per vear and the interest charge at ,s per cent is, fur each of

iln i,ve years in succession, $368, $294.40, $220.80, .SI 47 Jo.

$7.i.60; total interest, $1,104; total principal and interest,

$5,7()4. For the convenience of a uniform amortization

charge it is sufficiently accurate to divide this last total l,\

five \cars and then by 260 working days which gives >' N

as a safe charge tor amortization for each working day.

The wise purchaser of a truck will, at once, insure it

against theft, tire, accident and liability for damage done to

other-. Because of heavy claims paid by insurance com-
panies tins item i- increasing rather than decreasing ami may
lie put at $416 per year or SI 60 per working day.

Another charge that begins to run with ownership i- that

for taxes, including license or registration. This item is

al-o on the increase owing to a public demand that motor
truck- contribute a larger -hare of the cost of highway
maintenance 1'lu- ma) be estimated at $520 per year or

$2.00 per working day.

A garage of some kind, public or private, i- essential and.

including the washing and inspection of a truck, costs about

$30.00 per month, $360 per year, or $1.38 per working day.

Assuming the owner to have onlv one truck and to lie his

own driver a headquarters' office with telephone -

through which order- nia\ be placed ami from which business

may he solicited, is accessary. For the owner of one truck

this may be arranged with some office existing for other pur-

poses by paving the proprietor, or a clerk, to ad a- tru. k

representative which, including the use of the telephone, will

cos) about S45 per month. S540 per year, or S2.07 per work-

ing day. As the owner expands hi- business and in

the number of his truck- he will. -miner or later, need an

office of hi- own with expense for rent, light, heat, telephone,

furniture, stationery and clerk hire. The continued alio-..

Hon of $2.07 per working da\ per tru.k should be sufficient

for this item.

The owner should allow himself driver's wages which.

with overtime, will run about $35 per week or S7.00 per

working day. A helper, or his equivalent in loaders and un-

i- needed and will cost 525 per week or $5.00 pel

working day.

The wise owner -driver, on buying his second truck, will

cease driving and become a supervisor \- a supervisor he

should continue to receive driver's wage- and as owner hi'

should also nceive owner's profit. This means tli.it each of

the two truck.- should be charged with a -up. i

equal to one half of driver- wages or $3.50 per working day.

As the truck- expand in number to a tleet mote supei

become necessary a- do runabout cars for use in su]>crvision.

\ ontinued charj per truck per working da)

should cover supervision.

Constant Elements of Cost May Be
Equated in Miles or Mile-Hours

All of the foregoing elements of cost are designated herein

as constant element- because thev are assumed a- fun.;
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time and as being independent of miles run or tons hauled.

Amortization is allocated by time units rather than by dis-

tance units because of the wide variations in commercial

mileage and of the still rapid development of a young art. A
new truck, well housed and cared for, left -standing idle for

five years might be nearly as good as new and yet be much
depreciated in value because of better trucks then on the

market.

Insurance, taxes and garage are manifestly functions of

time.

The elements of office, driver, helper, and supervision are

allocated by time in the belief that no enterprise can long

prosper where skilled and faithful men are ruthlessly laid

off whenever business slows down. Society, for its own pro-

tection, is demanding that industry be so organized and

profits be so adjusted as to insure continuity of employment

to a normal number of tried and qualified employees.

These constant elements may, for convenience, in com-

parison, be equated in miles or mile-hours where warranted

by sufficiently constant and uniform mileage performance.

Variable Elements of Cost May
Be Equated in Days or Hours

The five remaining elements of operating cost—cargo in-

surance, fuel, lubrication, tires, and repairs—are designated

herein as variable elements because they are assumed as func-

tions of cargo and distance.

Cargo insurance, because of large claims paid by insur-

ance companies, is increasing in rate. In some cases the

rate is said to be nearly prohibitive. This element is the

most difficult to estimate and is assumed at $4.57 per work-

ing day.

Fuel consumption varies with highway, trucks, cargoes,

repairs and drivers. It runs from 4 mi. to 7 mi. per gal. of

gasolene at a cost of from 4 cents to 7 cents per mi., 6 cents

per mi. being a safe normal.

Lubrication requires a gallon of oil costing about 80 cents

for every 150 mi., which with some special lubricants gives a

normal cost of something like
J/£

cent a mile.

Tires cost from $400 to $600 a set with varying guar-

antees by manufacturers as to mileage. Five cents a mile

may be assumed as a safe normal.

Repairs, including a periodic overhaul, are found by ex-

perience to be about 2 cents a mile. In congested city dis-

tricts, with many sharp turns and much stopping and start-

ing, it may be found that repair cost increases relatively

faster than mileage and varies with time rather than distance.

These five variable elements may, for convenience in com-

parison, be equated in days or hours' where warranted by

sufficiently constant and uniform time performance.

Intraurban trucks often make only 20 mi. or less per

working day and often handle only 20 tons of cargo. Inter-

urban and suburban trucks seldom exceed 100 mi. per day.

A trip of about 50 mi. and return, or a total of 100 mi., is

normally the limit which can be undertaken and permit re-

turn to the home garage the same working day. Longer trips

usually necessitate an allowance for garage en route and for

meals, if not also lodging, for driver and helper. Traffic is

seldom balanced in direction. A 5-ton truck is lucky to

handle 8 tons in a trip of 50 mi. and return.

From these practical assumptions there i> derived the table

designated herein as a typical formula. It is intended as a

rough guide in estimating costs of heavy trucking. Based on

high, rather than on low, figures of cost it is offered as a safe

maximum. Application in a given case with known and
actual values substituted for the assumed values will per-

haps show the total cost as 10 per cent to 25 per cent lower

than the total of the typical formula.

Typical Formula Covering O sts of Heavy Motor Trucking
Conditions. $5,000 Truck, 5 Tons, 5 Years, 5-Dav Week, 260 IVorking-Dox

Year, 9-Hour Day
Cents per Cents per

Dollars per truck mile. truck mile,
working day 100 mi. -day 20 mi. -day
(9 hours) (8 tens) (20 tons)

Amortization 4.38 4.38 21.90
Insurance 1.60 1.60 8.

Taxes -'. 2. 10.

Garage 1.38 1.38 6.90

Office 2.1)7 2.07 10.35
Driver 7. 7. 35.

Helper 5. 5. 25.

Supervision 3.50 3.50 17.50

Cargo insurance 4.57 4.57 22.85
Fuel 6. 6. 6.

Lubrication 0.50 0.50 O.50
Tires 5. 5. 5.

Repairs 2. 2. 2.

Total 45. 45. 171.

Per hour 5.

Per ton-milt 11.25 34.20

It is apparent that it is better for a truckman to base his

costs on days than on miles. Neither the ton-mile nor the

truck-mile is a safe unit for a truckman. As compared with

a railway his tons and his miles are relatively too few to

absorb the wide fluctuations in individual cargoes and hauls.

It is further apparent that any device like a demountable

body or other form of unit container which reduces the stand-

ing time of truck must increase tonnage handled per truck

per day, and therefore reduce the cost per ton.

Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive for Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain

Tvo nt thesi li i. lately beer delivered l>v the Baldwin Locomotive Works. They arc designed to m.ake a
IS-deg. curves and 1 ;m. pei cent grades in two hours, making _'i) intermediate stops. The locm,.rives weisli 175,000 II

,
of

drivers, have a tractive effort of 28,000 lb.; cylinders I in !<\ !6 in., 66 in. drivers, boiler pressure 190 lb., evaporative
superheating surface 4S9 sq. ft. and grate area 42.5 ST.. ft.

52-mile run on a road \

which 132,000 -lb. are on
heating surface 1,987 sq.



Henry Ford Is Right—and Wrong
Principal Change Made on D., T. & I. Is Increabc in

Earnings Derived from Motor Traffic

By Walker D. Hines

Former Director General of Railroads

Henry Ford's attitude on railroad problems, as set forth

in the November Nation's Business, appeals strongly

to the American people. His face is turned towards

the future, and he confidentl) proposes reforms which are in

the publii interest. Bui the beguiling charm of his genius

makes it all the more important t<> weigh with care his

criticisms and proposals.

At present we have the results of onl) six months of Mr.

Ford's management of the 1)., T. & 1., the months of March
to August of the present year. It is impossible to formulate

with certainty conclusions of controlling value from the sis

months' operation of any railroad, but as to Mr. Ford's rail-

road, the one thing about which we can In- certain is that

his small railroad has become an adjunct in his big motor

plants, and that this has completely changed the railroad's

earning capacity and lias put it in a class entirely apart

from railroads in general in this country.

What Ford Ownership Meant

A favorable earning capacity for a railroad depends, of

course, on its costs, but even before that it depends on an

adequate volume of business that pays a satisfactory revenue

and admits of being handled under favorable operating con-

ditions. It is in these respects that Mr. Ford has wrought

the one certain metamorphosis in the character of the

D., T. & I., and he has done it simply l>ei ause he has turned

over to it the great and steady traffii to and from his fac-

tories. In addition to a large inbound movement, his plants

give the D., T. & I. probably more than 5,000 cars of high-

i lass outbound traffic per month a traffic mat earns an
unusually good revenue and thai has the rare advantage of

being received, handled and delivered, in solid trainload

lots, so as to minimize the heavy costs of terminal handling

and so as to get the maximum service out of the train—and
all this oxer the northern part of the railroad, which is under
stood to have the best operating conditions.

Mr. Ford denies that this change is important, because he
says the railroad had an even greater tonnage in the past.

Hut he strangely overlooks the fact that the tonnage in the

past earned a much smaller rate and COUld nut lie handled
from origin to destination on the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton

in solid trainload lots.

In the pasl the traffic of the l> I (V I has appeared to

he peculiarly lacking in all good points, but overnight it

finds itself blessed with a large additional traffic of extra-

ordinary desirability which more than offsets the diminution
ill tonnage which the ]>., 1 & 1. has suffered during the

present long and serious slump m business.

By purchasing this railroad Mr. Ford has done what was
the equivalent <>f bringing practicall) every competing rail-

road system in the country to the door of his factory, and
that is an advantage which no competing manufacturing
plant enjoys. What he cm do through this means in getting
for his railroad increased divisions of through rates remains
vet to he ascertained, because it is not at presenl known,
but the impression prevails that lie has secured increased
divisions. A shipper, who does nut own a railroad must p.i\

the published tariff rate which is known to his competitors,
and he cannot lawfully get an\ concession from the carriers

'Abstrai I o) article in Nation's Bus nber, 1921.

Hut when he owns his own railroad he can get in the shape

of an increase in the division received by his railroad out

of the through rati a concession which is not published in

the tariffs or reported, unless in exceptional cases, to the

Interstate Commerce Commission. Certainly there is a tre-

mendous inducement for especially large- divisions when tin-

shipper can offer to a large number of competing railroads

the tempting bait of high-( la— traffic in trainload lots.

There are probably other advantages for his railroad grow-

ing out of his position as a shipper. For example, it would
In- strange if -Mr. Ford could not force hi- connections 10

take his desirable traffic at such hour.- in the day or night

as to save his railroad (and as to put on the connectim.'

railroad) the succeeding day's rental or per diem of $1 per

day per freight car. Likewise he is apparently able to force

his connection to supply special service bj accepting traffic

from his read within a few minutes after they receive it.

I In- fact that under such circumstances the railroad has

turned long-standing adversity into a certain measure of

prosperity is the must natural thing in the world, and in

itself proves nothing whatever for the Ford railroad policies,

which are too new to admit of measuring their economic

value and indeed some of the most important and interest-

ing of these policies did not become effective until the very

end of the six-months period and even now Mime uf them are

-till entirely in the realm uf discussion.

Mr. Ford states that he ha- speeded up the movement of

traffii mi In- railroad and that other railroad- should do

likewise. This brings into interesting relief the fundamental

difference between the railroad- in general and the I).. I & I

in its new role of Ford plant facility.

The great element in the slow movement of freight traffic

is the time consumed in the terminals. It is highly impor-

tant to reduce terminal work and to cut out delay in the

terminals. The United States Railroad Administration gave

special attention to this subject and found tin- most cordial

attitude on the part of railroad officers generally to it- efforts

in this direction. It inaugurated in September, I'M 1

', social

local terminal committee-, with representation of the shippers

as well as of the railroads, and sought to put into effect all

practical suggestions looking to the elimination of factors

leading to dela) < >r unnecessary work. Similar efforts have
in en continued since the resumption of private control.

Better Ideas Welcome

Everj I impetus of improvement is to lie wel-

comed, whether through consolidation of terminals or ter-

minal handling, movement of trains without breaking them
up at intermediate- terminals, increased promptness in effect-

ing deliveries between connecting railroads, elimination of

delays a-, for example, delays in loading or unloading, or

Hint of hilling eir because of slowness in repairing

cars developing defects in transit. Any new thoughts which

Mr. Ford can originate and justify will he gladl) -

\ the railroad fraternity, in my opinion. But appar-

ently the principal way in which he copes with the terminal

n is to put the terminal burdens on his conn.

by requiring them to take the traffic off his tracks within

20 minutes. What happens after that is not his problem,

hut theirs. They are no doubt willing to do this as a special
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service in his particular case in order to get his traffic (and cipal factor in the net is the greatly increased gross, not-

to maintain, if necessary, special terminal crews for this withstanding a smaller tonnage.

purpose) but it does not follow that they can do the same The country will certainly be the gainer if Mr. lord can

thing 'in all cases design lighter locomotives which will do the same work as

Mr Ford also sav^ that he lias been able to speed up the the existing heavy locomotives, and if he can design lighter

delivery of the traffic from his factories by from 7 to 14 freight cars which will do the same work as the existing

days He says this enables him to reduce his working capital freight cars and which will be strong enough to be hauled

by about $30 000 000 and switched (as they would have to be) in the same trains

It is clear he does not mean that he has reduced the time and cuts of cars with the existing heavy equipment through-

of movement over his own railroad by from 7 to 14 days, out the country, on all sorts of grades and curves and under

In fact this traffic does not move on his own railroad except all sorts of conditions.

for a short distance in most cases—say from 70 to 100 miles. It is not clear what Mr. Ford means by eliminating the

What he must mean is that he demands of his connections unproductive stockholder. I cannot imagine he means that

as the price of giving them his traffic that they speed up the existing stock should be confiscated. If he means that for

delivery to final destination. Here again his connections may the future stock should not be issued except for appropriate

be willing to do this in order to get his traffic, but it does value which has been or is to be put into the property, that

not follow that they can do the same thing for all of Mr. seems to be assured by the Transportation Act. If he means

Ford-s competitors or for the general public, and the question that it is desirable to encourage the ownership of stock by

again arises whether the railroads may not at times be forced employees and by people who live in 'the communities through

to 'delay other traffic in order to give Mr. Ford the special which the railroads run, that certainly is an ideal which I

fast movement which lie demands and which his special posi- believe the public and railroad people would like to see

tion enables him to obtain. It is clear that Mr. Ford's rail- realized. The closer we can get to a condition where the

road does not supply the ideal field for experiment as to people who use and work on the railroads themselves own

fast train movement, because the haul on his railroad is too the railroads and help to finance them, the better it will be

short and his traffic is too special in character to present the for the country. If Mr. Ford can develop some new methods

problems which exist on the railroads generally. of accomplishing this result, he will certainly render an im-

portant service by doing so. It is seriously questionable.

Where Did the Speeding Up Occur? however, whether this movement ought to be carried to the

If we were to judge by the average car miles per day, we extent of promoting the control of common carriers by large

would have some question as to whether he has made sus- industrial enterprises.

tained progress in speeding up the handling of the traffic over While speaking of the promotion of the ownership of rail-

his own line These averages for the last six months, March road stock and the financing of railroad necessities by the

to\u"ust of this year and last year, were as follows: railroad employees and the people living in the communities

Mtnth
"

i/,o i92i Month 1920 1921 along the railroads, I would like to suggest that in order to

March 20.5 27.8 June io.9 25.1 accompli sh such an object it is most important that the gov-

,\':"' " ic" Si 'Au^.,t . 20 9 -to" eminent avoid making frequent and hift, changes in its

It is fair to say, however, that this average of car miles railroad policy,

per car per day is bv no means conclusive of the speed ob- Lt.-i.vt*
tained in the movement of cars actually handling traffic, "Contrary to the Public Interest

because the average is based on all the cars which happen j.-or example, it would be a detrimental move if the gov-

to be on the railroad at the time, including surplus cars. ernment in this difficult and transitional period should repeal

Thus in the time of a slump in business such an average tne authority the Interstate Commerce Commission possesses

goes down, and in time of heavy business the average goes
for tne protection of the interstate situation over intrastate

up, regardless of the actual speed of the cars containing loads. rateSj or should repeal the duty of the commission to fix rates

However, despite the unique situation of the D., T. & I. sufficient, within practicable limits, to pay a fair return on

at the present time, it is to be confidently expected that Mr. railroad property. Through such repeals the chance of secur-

Ford will make numerous improvements in operation which
j n „ nlore widespread popular ownership of railroad securities

can be followed to advantage on the railroads generally. ana greater participation by the general public in railroad

The promotion of contentment, and consequently of increased financing would be rendered much more remote, and the

efficiency on the part of the employees, the elimination of necessity for restoring at high cost to highly specialized

unnecessary employees (including lawyers), the resort to financial experts for assistance in railroad financing would

more direct action and the cutting out of lost motion in the become greater than ever.

settlement of claims, the getting rid of obsolete or needless in conclusion I wish to express my personal opinion that

reports and statistics, the development of the standing and
; t js COntrary to the public interest for a large shipper like

authority of the local station agents, are all things which yr
r j.-orcl to' own and operate a railroad by means of which

are pre-eminently desirable, and it is to be earnestly hoped ne has a powerful leverage for obtaining special considera-

that Mr. Ford can throw new light on how to accomplish
t jon from the common carriers of the country. But as long

them. as this is permitted by law, we can at least congratulate

It must be again emphasized that it is yet too early to ourselves that the present combination is in the hands of a

know what economies Mr. Ford can achieve even with all genius who is willing to turn his railroad into a laboratory

those advantages which put his railroad in a class entirely for tne making of the experiments and I shall be surprised

apart from the railroads in general. The results of operation ;f some f the experiments do not turn out to be valuable from

for the six months, March to August, 1921, do not indicate
t ]u, standpoint of railroad companies in general.

a steady upward trend in his net. The figures are as follows: Surely with his remarkable record in economical produe-

Operating Operating Operating
t j,m m

'

( \ w ; tn his extraordinary personalitv he can impress

March #SS§2 ^°'"-n ™:
his spirit and his methods upon 450 miles of railroad with

April 697,491 291,905 b t 2 QfjO employees so as to obtain substantial economies.
* Mav 744,4()o -4J.i,JJH .

, H-,|L r * , , , • i l r -l -> - A fifin
Time 71-3 327,003 Some of them should be practical examples for the Z50,00U

\'*
a
«- ' ;&mo M8246 wjw miles of railroad with their 2,000,000 employees, but their

These figures' in connection with those above given for problems are by no means as simple and they cannot enjoy

the months of March to July, emphasize anew that the prin- the unique advantages which the Ford railroad enjoys.
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deg. °i between adjoining track centers. The distance from

the ce.-ter of the turntable to the line of tne smoke jacks is

119 feet inches. A full com] I

modern wheel pits

has been provicf«C "u- construction including a driver drop

pit, an engine truck pit and a tender truck pit.

The two rear corners of the building have been utilized

for the boiler and engine room layout and the machine shop

and blacksmith shop. In the former case a room 42 feet 1

1

inches by 40 feet houses three locomotive-type boilers and a

washout plant. Coal is supplied by a hopper track and
trestle at the rear which discharges into a large concrete

hopper directly adjacent to the boiler room. The pump or

engine room adjoining this contains the water pumps, air

compressors and electric generator for lighting current. The
other corner contains an irregularly-shaped machine shop
fully equipped with the latest type machinery necessary for

making running repairs. Its maximum dimensions are ap-

proximately 74 feet by 40 feet. Other facilities include a

locomotive foreman's office, an engineer's registering office, a

general office, a locomotive supply room, an arch brick room,
tool rooms and a modern lavatory and wash room, all within

the walls of the building.

Ample ventilation and light are provided by the sash win-
dows in the three monitors and by the numerous large win-
dows in the side walls. The generator mentioned furnishes

current for electric lights. Heating is provided by steam
coils on the side walls and in the engine pits.

The Hornepayne enginehouse ami terminal layout were
constructed by the Canadian National's own forces, the de-

sign and construction being carried out under the supervision
of George C. Briggs, then architect of the eastern lines and
now architect of the western lines, to whom we are indebted
for the information contained in this article.

Freight Car Loading

The numher of cars loaded with revenue freight during
the week ended November 12 shows another large drop,

according to the weekly report of the Car Servi< > hi

vision of the American Railway Association, due largelv to

Legend: Complete circle represents, tofo

Sectors ol circle represent pi joq' '

Revenue Freight Loaded, Cumulative
ber 5

-January 1 to Novem-

the effect ol thi Armistice Day holiday and election day in

I states. The total was 753,046, as compared with
829,722 the week before, 927,586 in the corresponding week
of 1920 and 808,304 in 1919. There were dei reases as com-
pared witli tin: preceding week in the loading of all i

of commodities except livestock, which increased from 31,126
to 34,269. I here was also a large increase in the freight car
surplus during the period from November 8 to 15 to 140,189,
as compared with about 93,000 the week before. Of the

total surplus 51,527 were box cars and 56.086 were coal
cars.

Sprague Train Control to be Tested
On New York Central

AWI 1 HAS tin- \\r,k been signed between i

York Central Railroad Company and the Sprague
Safety Control and Signal I orporation for an in-

tensive test of the latter's system of auxiliary train control on
a section of main-line southbound express track No. 2 be-
tween Ossining and Tarrytown on the electric division,.

This contract is the rtMilt of negotiation- initiated last

February by the Joint Committee on Automatic Train
trol of the Bureau of Safety of the Interstate Con
Commission and the American Railwa) Assa iation, .it which
time President A. H. Smith, in to a suggestion by
the Joint Committee consented to a test of the system under
suitable conditions provided details could be arranged to

mutual satisfaction.

This proposal came at a time when the late Public Si

Commission (Second District) of New York, had under
consideration a proposal to inaugurate tests of ;i somewhat
different character, and was the result of a decision by the

joint committee, acting in view of the new conditions created
l>y the mandatory power given to the Interstate Commerce
Commission in the 1 ransportation Act, 1920, to test a limited

number of devices or $\ sti ms.

Following the affirmative response of President Smith,
the engineering representatives of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the American Railway Association, the New
York Central and the Sprague Corporation held a number

i "i vtings to determine the location, extent and character

of the tests; and from the locations considered that on the

main trai k ,

I Ossining ("PF") and
Signal 2<o2 at I arrvtown ("<>\Y") j . mile-, was -elected

for the installation of track apparatus.

The test determined upon is exceptional, in that instead

of a number of equipments being mixed in with the regular

traffic and normally subjected to only occasional operation.

the experimenters will have a section of track all to them-

selves. A large number of tests covering even- variety of

operating conditions will be carried out, practically continu-

ously, for several month-, on a reserved so don of main track

where the highest speed i- permissible, and where the equip-

N0TE: In considering the trendof beehive coke production It should be borne in mind that the decrease in 1321 reflects not only the decrease J demand, due to

the depressed state of the iron and steel indus try, but also the decrease of beehive coke oven operation of the lost feivyears, due totheror :

byproduct coke ovens during the warperiod andsince LEGEND- BituminousJ.ignite C.1
'
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ment can be subjected to a combination of adverse condi-

tl0

While the details of the equipment have not been made

nublic it is understood that the system, which is of the inter-

mittent magnetic impulse type, embraces in f track dements

a series of brake application and differential brake determ n-

mg magnets fixed in each block well below the heads of the

running rails. From these magnets, under the control of the

signals and hence of the traffic conditions, momentary mag-

netic impulses are transmitted to sensitive receivers on the

locomotive to initiate primary and secondary brak,ngs The

brakin" can be either service or emergency, and of varying

degreed under speed control, and with or without enforced

St

°?he location selected and the methods prescribed for the

tests will afford a critical test of the possibilities of auto-

mat c train control. Being in the electric division the run-

ning rails are used for power as well as for signal currents,

and" the rack elements will be subject to whatever possible

inter erence there may be, not alone from the direct current

flowing in the running and third rails but from any alter-

natine currents used in the signal installation.

Over these tracks will operate not only the steam loco-

moS under test but likewise heavy electricleaves^d
multiple unit electric trains, thus subjecting th ^k ma

nets to a varietv of extraneous influences. Upon the pre. em

normal-clear alternating-current automatic block signal sys-

tem w 1 be superimposed a direct current "normal danger

tra^mlgnet system ** current for which^ be derived

mJly
e

rUpt entirely free from all ot^er traffic freight

Wh as 70 miles an hour can be made during the tests, wa

sotdlJl^departure that the contract- only finally -
;

eluded after it had been passed upon by the board oi

that operations can be begun early in Januan.

Report on Gould (Ohio) Collision

indicated in tne sketch) before restoring the lever lj(r the

normal position.

NA 16 Wl> EP 13 J:

TN a rear collision of westbound trains on the?™fn

a sx£ «=«w =u- »

ch7h

indicated in the sketch below, in which WP indicates tne

western portal of the tunnel and Er the eastern portal. The

gnTsfatfons between which the collision occurred are SX

nn the east and NA on the west, and the signal at fault was

No 13 The signalman at NA should have put the lever

of this signal in tho normal (stop) position after the passing

of he leading train, and thereby he would have averted the

cdlis on but he followed his usual practice of waiting until

after the train should pass signal 16 (near his cabin, as

The tunnel is 3,320 tt.W and its astern end s a half

mile west of Gould station. Signal cabin NA is 1,350 ft.

west of the western portal of the tunnel, and signal 13 is

2 275 ft. east of the eastern portal.

The leading train was a freight, extra 7468 consisting

of locomotive, 32 cars and caboose. It passed SX at 11:01

a m and was moving, in the tunnel, at about seven miles

an hour when it was struck, the grade in the tunnel being

ascending at about 75 per cent.

The following train was No. 11, consisting of fen ma. 1

cars and one combination car (no passengers) hauled by

two locomotives. It passed SX at 11:07 a m., six minute,

late, and collided with the freight at about 30 miles an hour,

wrecking the caboose and seven cars of the freight tram.

The ventilating fan of the tunnel was not in operation, the

power having been cut off to allow linemen to work^on the

wires and there was considerable smoke in the tunnel. The

marker lights on the caboose of the freight were not burning;

but it is stated that probably they would have been invisible

The testimony concerning the position of the arm ot signal

1 3 would indicate that the abnormal condition was inter-

mittent; but there is no doubt that it was in the 45-degree

position for train No. 11, giving that tram right to proceed

expecting to be stopped at signal No. 16

The report contains a diagram showing the signal circuits

as far east as Mingo Junction. The false closing of he

relay controlling signal 13 was dependent m part on the

position of circuit closers on signals and signal levers at ML,

which is more than two miles east of signal 13. As he

circuit breakers changed position according to whether the

signal (or the lever) was in the normal position or otherwise,

the effect on signal 13 was intermittent

About six minutes ahead of the freight train westbound

train No 1219 had passed, and the operator at NA noticed

that the repeater in his cabin moved from horizontal to clear

while the train was in the tunnel. This had happened before,

so he supposed that the instrument was out of order and

sent for a repairman. On the approach of freight 7468 the

repeater again seemed to be in normal workmg condition;

but after about five minutes it again assumed the clear posi-

tion wrongfully, the freight being still in the tunnel The

operator thought the trouble was with the repeater instead

of the signal and it did not occur to him that he ought to

restore the lever to its normal position and thus hold signal

position of circuit closers on signals and signal evers at SX,

13 in the stop position. The mterlocking at NA is in

spected weekly, and the relays, electric locks, etc. are sub-

ject to an additional inspection monthly. The wiring at the

cabin had been tested for resistance within two weeks.

Tests made by the road's signal department on the after

noon of the accident showed faulty conditions (S™nd
>

electric wires at five places, one of which was not located

There was a severe electric storm at about 2 a. m. on k
date of the accident and the assistant supervisor of signals

thought it possible that some of the faults wee due

lightning, the only protection against lightning
p«J

.dec in

these circuits being pin-point arresters across the relay «»£
The conclusion of the report is not clear as to how m

this view is accepted by the inspector, the report
t
saying that

"if these "rounds existed for any considerable period of time

prior to the accident, they should have been discovered b}

careful inspection and test, and corrected.

Rule 99 requires that when a train is liable to b over

taken by another train, the flagman must ftrow off lightri

fusees' at proper intervals; and the report says that if when

he Seighf reduced its speed in the tunnel, a fusee had been

thrown off "it is believed that it would have provided a

material safeguard."



Hearings on Bills to Repeal Rate Making Rule

Witnesses for Railroads and Security Owners' Association

Oppose Efforts to Repeal Percentage Rule

Representatives of the National Association of

Owners of Railroad Securities have alternated with

those of the Association of Railway Executives during

the past week in testifying before the Senate committee on

interstate commerce in defense of the rate-making provisions

of the transportation act which have been under attack by

the state railroad commissioners and by Clifford Thorne and

S. H. Cowan, represent inn western grain and livestock

shippers. Only a few senators have attended the hearing.

Edgar E. Clark, until recently chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, appeared as one of the witnesses for

the Security Owners' Association on November 1'' and

strongly urged that the rate-making provisions of the act be

given a fair trial. He also replied to some of the criticisms of

the commission and of the law made l>y the previous wit-

nesses who had demanded their repeal. "The act is a great

big constructive piece of legislation," Mr. Clark said,

"enacted by Congress in a broad spirit and a desire to be

helpful. Insofar as it has had an opportunity to be tested n

has been helpful. It has done no one any real harm and any

fear of danger from it is apprehension as to what some one

may do or say under it. This law is right, and deserves a

fair trial. If it has been misconstrued there is a remedy

for it, and that question is now before the Supreme Court."

Edgar E. Clark's Testimony

"I want to make it clear, to begin with,'' said Mr. Clark,

"that in requesting me to appear. Mr. Warfield has made no

suggestion whatever as to what position I should take; he

simply asked me to come here and say what I think.

"It is doubtful if any single piece of legislation has been

the subject of more comprehensive, patient and exhaustive

hearings by the committees of both houses of Congress or of

more exhaustive analysis by the conferees, than this trans-

portation act. It is a piece of constructive legislation.

Two provisions of it are under attack here, as to which I

have been asked to express my views. One is the so-called

rule for rate-making, the other is the power of the Interstate

Commerce Commission to remove discrimination against in-

terstate commerce."

Mr. Clark gave an outline of the history of rate-making

from 1887, when the government do tded on the policy of

regulation, down to the present time, and showed that prior

to the passage of the transportation act the commission lacked

power as an administrative tribunal to secure results such as

can be accomplished under the transportation act. Turning
to the rule of rate-making, he said: "The Constitution of

the United States has never guaranteed any capital invested

in a public utility, any particular percentage of return, or in

fact any return whatever. Hut it has said and does sav that

the owners of that utility shall not be deprived of the oppor-

tunity to earn a fair return upon the value of the property

which they devote to the public use. We have a long and un-
broken line of decisions of the highest courts in the COuntrj
that that is the law of the Constitution . . The rule

for rate making which is here under attack, is only a statutory

declaration of that constitutional provision . . . Con-
gress was, I think, very cautious and very conservative in

determining what should be taken as ;i reasonable return on
the value of the property for the two-year period succeeding
the enactment of the law. It is significant that while fixing
that return of 5J4 per cent, with an additional authority upon
the commission to increase it to f> per cent, in the same act

the Congress provided that the carriers should pay to the

government o per cent interest on monc\ loaned by the gov-
ernment to the- carrier-, and should pay <> per cent on the

indebtedness of the carrier- to the- government which accrued
during the period of government control."

Mr. Clark called attention to the fad that prior to the
enactment of this law the association of security owners was
anxious that Congress should declare a policy, a- a rule of
law to be followed by the- Interstate Commerce Commission,
and to control the commission in the performance of its ad-
ministrative duties. "That rul,- of policy." -aid Mr. Clark,
"laid down by the Congress, i- in exact accord with a long
line of decisions of the highest courts of the land, and in har-
mony with a long line of proceedings, with which thi I

gress was, of course, familiar."

Referring to the effort oh the part of those- criticising the
act to repeal the principle of making rates based on the
grouping of carriers. Mr. Clark asserted that this grouping
had not only been established for years by the actual practice
of the commission in the past in various cases, but was d<

sirable as a general policy if Congress desired to sustain the
ageni -ies of transportation as a whole.

"The outstanding, fundamental purposes of Congress in

enacting this legislation, as I see it." asserted Mr. Clark, "is
that the public welfare should be paramount over all other
considerations and so in the action of the commission that I

have just discussed and in its other action the commission
has, as directed by Congress, given special consideration to
the necessities of the welfare of the commerce of the country,
and of the public."

Roads Await Normal Business

With reference to the attitude of the security owners Mr.
Clark said: "Now, as I have come in contact with the mem-
bers of this association of security owners, I have been im-
pressed with their conservative views. They realize- that even
with that rate-making provision in the act, there is no possi-
bility of the railroads getting that measure of return until the
railroads of the country, and the- business of the country, have
adjusted themselves so that that can be done under reasonable
rates."

Senator Poindexter asked Mr. Clark: "What justification

is there, Mr. Clark, for the assertion that the present condi-
tions are the result of that provision as to guarant\ ?"

Mr. Clark: "Absolutely none."
Senator Poindexter: "That has been asserted throughout

the country, that there- is this provision as to guaranty of a
profit to this particular industry, while others do not have it."

Mr. Clark: "When that statement is made. Senator. I re-

gard it as being made in the absence of a knowledge of the
facts, or with the- purpose to misrepresent the facts. That it

is not a guaranty is evidenced by the phraseologj of the act

itself, to start with; and by the interpretation that has
placed upon tin act by the commission and by the railroad
owners."

Denying specifically that the transportation act Required
the making of any rate which is unreasonable in fact. Mr.
Clark quoted qualifying provisions and asserted thai
fully repudiate the suggestion that the a. t contemplated the
increase of rates without reasonable reference I

ment of traffic under them and asserted that in no ins

are the shippers required, because of anything in the act. to
pay an unreasonable rate, either individually or as a whole.
The other point covered by Mr. Clark related to the pro-

posal to deprive the Interstate Commerce Commission of
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ment can be subjected to a combination of adverse condi-

tions.

While the details of the equipment have not been made

public, it is understood that the system, which is of the inter-

mittent magnetic impulse type, embraces in its track elements

a series of brake application and differential brake determin-

ing magnets fixed in each block well below the heads of the

running rails. From these magnets, under the control of the

signals and hence of the traffic conditions, momentary mag-

netic impulses are transmitted to sensitive receivers on the

locomotive to initiate primary and secondary brakings. The

braking can be either service or emergency, and of varying

degrees; under speed control, and with or without enforced

stops.

The location selected and the methods prescribed for the

tests will afford a critical test of the possibilities of auto-

matic train control. Being in the electric division the run-

ning rails are used for power as well as for signal currents,

and the track elements will be subject to whatever possible

interference there may be, not alone from the direct current

flowing in the running and third rails, but from any alter-

nating currents used in the signal installation.

Oyer these tracks will operate not only the steam loco-

motive under test but likewise heavy electric locomotives and

multiple unit electric trains, thus subjecting the track mag-

nets to a variety of extraneous influences. Upon the present

normal-clear alternating-current automatic block signal sys-

tem will be superimposed a direct current "normal danger"

track magnet system, the current for which will be derived

from the alternating current transmission circuits.

The track on which the tests are to be conducted will nor-

mally be kept entirely free from all other traffic for eight

hour's a dav, from 9 a. m. to S p. m„ for not less than five

days a week, during which time all traffic will be handled on

ihe remaining tracks, this arrangement being, of course, sub-

ject to emergency traffic conditions. The setting aside of a

section of main line track on a railroad of the first class, m
its busiest zone, for several hours a day and for several

months, and the tuning up of this track so that speeds as

high as 70 miles an hour can be made during the tests, was

«o radical a departure that the contract was only finally con-

cluded after it had been passed upon by the board of di-

rectors of the railroad company; an augury of the serious

character of the tests to be undertaken. Preparations for the

test have been under way for some time, and it is expected

that operations can be begun early in January.

Report on Gould (Ohio) Collision

In
a rear collision of westbound trains on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in tunnel No. 5, at Gould, Ohio, seven

miles west of Steubenville, on September 25, one engine-

man and one conductor were killed; six mail clerks and

three trainmen were injured, and the road was blocked -8

hours. This collision was due to a false indication of a

semi-automatic block signal, this false indication having

been due to a ground in one of the wires controlling it.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report,

dated October 19, and signed by W. P. Borland, Chief of

the Bureau of Safety, giving this as the cause, and detailing

the surroundings and the circumstances.

The situation of the signals, as related to the tunnel, is

indicated in the sketch below, in which WP indicates the

western portal of the tunnel and EP the eastern portal. The

signal stations between which the collision occurred are SX

on the east and NA on the west, and the signal at fault was

No. 13. The signalman at NA should have put the lever

of this signal in tha normal (stop) position after the passing

of the leading train, and thereby he would have averted the

collision; but he followed his usual practice of waiting until

after the train should pass signal 16 (near his cabin, as

indicated in the sketch) before restoring the lever tot tne

normal position.

NA 16 wp ep 13 s<x

The tunnel is 3,320 It. 'ion?, and. its --astern end is a half

mile west of Gould station. Signal cabin NA is 1,350 ft.

west of the western portal of the tunnel, and signal 13 is

2,275 ft. east of the eastern portal.

The leading train was a freight, extra 7468, consisting

of locomotive, 32 cars and caboose. It passed SX at 11:01

a. m. and was moving, in the tunnel, at about seven miles

an hour when it was struck, the grade in the tunnel being

ascending at about 75 per cent.

The following train was No. 11, consisting of seven mail

cars and one combination car (no passengers) hauled by

two locomotives. It passed SX at 11:07 a. m., six minutes

late, and collided with the freight at about 30 miles an hour.

wrecking the caboose and seven cars of the freight train.

The ventilating fan of the tunnel was not in operation, the

power having been cut off to allow linemen to work on the

wires, and there was considerable smoke in the tunnel. The

marker lights on the caboose of the freight were not burning

:

but it is stated that probably they would have been invisible.

The testimony concerning the position of the arm of signal

13 would indicate that the abnormal condition was inter-

mittent; but there is no doubt that it was in the 45-degree

position for train No. 11, giving that train right to proceed

expecting to be stopped at signal No. 16.

The report contains a diagram showing the signal circuits

as far east as Mingo Junction. The false closing of the

relay controlling signal 13 was dependent in part on the

position of circuit closers on signals and signal levers at SX.

which is more than two miles east of signal 13. As the

circuit breakers changed position according to whether the

signal (or the lever) was in the normal position or otherwise,

the effect on signal 13 was intermittent.

About six minutes ahead of the freight train, westbound

train No. 1219 had passed, and the operator at NA noticed

that the repeater in his cabin moved from horizontal to clear

while the train was in the tunnel. This had happened before,

so he supposed that the instrument was out of order and

sent for a repairman. On the approach of freight 7468 the

repeater again seemed to be in normal working condition;

but after about five minutes it again assumed the clear posi-

tion wrongfully, the freight being still in the tunnel. The

operator thought the trouble was with the repeater instead

of the signal and it did not occur to him that he ought to

restore the lever to its normal position and thus hold signal

position of circuit closers on signals and signal levers at SX.

13 in the stop position. The interlocking at NA is in-

spected weekly, and the relays, electric locks, etc.. are sub-

ject to an additional inspection monthly. The wiring at the

cabirj had been tested for resistance within two weeks.

Tests made by the road's signal department on the after-

noon of the accident showed faulty conditions (grounds) in

electric wires at five places, one of which was not located.

There was a severe electric storm at about 2 a. m. on the

date of the accident and the assistant supervisor of signals

thought it possible that some of the faults were due to

lightning, the only protection against lightning provided m
these circuits being pin-point arresters across the relay coils.

The conclusion of the report is not clear as to how far

this view is accepted by the inspector, the report saying that

"if these grounds existed for any considerable period of time

prior to the accident, they should have been discovered b)

careful inspection and test, and corrected." -

Rule 99 requires that when a train is liable to be over-

taken by another train, the flagman must throw off lighted

fusees at proper intervals; and the report says that if, when

the freight reduced its speed in the tunnel, a fusee had been

thrown '"off "it is believed that it would have provided a

material safeguard."



Hearings on Bills to Repeal Rate Making Rule

Witnesses for Railroads and Security Owners' Association

Oppose Efforts to Repeal Percentage Rule

Representatives of the National Association of

Owners of Railroad Securities have alternated with

those of the Association of Railway Executives during

the past week in testifying before the Senate committee on

interstate commerce in defense of the rate-making provisions

of the transportation act which have been under attack by

the state railroad commissioners and by Clifford Thome and
S. H. Cowan, representing western grain and livestock

shippers. Only a few senators have attended the hearing.

Edgar E. Clark, until recently chairman of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, appeared as one of the witnesses for

the Security Owners' Association on November 19 and

strongly urged that the rate-making provisions of the acl be

given a fair trial. He also replied to some of the criticisms of

the commission and of the law made by the previous wit

nesses who had demanded their repeal. "The act is a great

big constructive piece of legislation," Mr. Clark said,

"enacted by Congress in a broad spirit and a desire to be

helpful. Insofar as it has had an opportunity to be tested il

has l>een helpful. It has done no nn real barm and any

fear of danger from it is apprehension as to what some one

may do or say under it. This law is right, and deserves a

fair trial. If it has been misconstrued there i- a reined)

for it, and that question is now before the Supreme Court."

Edgar E. Clark's Testimony

"1 want to make it clear, to begin with," said .Mr. Clark,

"that in requesting me to appear, Mr. YVarheld has made no
suggestion whatever as to what position I should take; be

simply asked me to come here and say what I think.

"It is doubtful if any single piece of legislation ha-- been

the subject of more comprehensive, patient and exhaustive

hearings by the committees of both houses of Congress or of

more exhaustive analysis by the conferees, than this trans-

portation act. It is a piece of constructive legislation.

Two provisions of it are under attack here, as to which I

have l>een asked to express my views. One is the so-called

rule for rate-making, the other is the power of the Interstate

Commerce Commission to remove discrimination against in-

terstate commerce."

Mr. Clark gave an outline of the history of rate-making
from 1 8 H 7 , when the government decided on the policy of

regulation, down to the present time, and showed that prior

to the passage of the transportation ad the commission lacked

power as an administrative tribunal to secure results such as

can be accomplished under the transportation act. Turning
to the rule of rate-making, be said: "The Constitution of

the United States has never guaranteed any capital invested

in a public utility, any particular percentage of return, or in

fact any return whatever, lint it has -aid and does sav that

the owners of that utility shall not be deprived of the oppor
(unity to earn a fair return upon the value of the propert\

which they devote to the public use. We have a long and un-
broken line of decisions of the highest courts in the countrj
that that is the law of the Constitution The rule

for rate making which is here under attack, i- onlj ,i statutory-

declaration of that constitutional provision . . Con-
gress was, 1 think,- very caution- and verj conservative in

determining what should be taken as a reasonable return on
the value of the property for the two-year period succeeding
the enactment of the' law. It is significant that while fixing
that return of 5

J £ percent, with an additional authority upon
the commission to increase it to 6 per cent, in the same act
the Congress provided that the carriers should pay to the

Wash sgton. I). C.

government o per cent interest on money loaned by the gov-
ernment to the carrier-, and should pay (> per cent on the
indebtedness of the carrier- to tin- government which accrued
during the period of government control.'"

-Mr. Clark .ailed attention to the tact that prior to the
i aai tment of this law the association of security owners was
anxious that Congress should declare a p rule of
law to be followed by tie Interstate Commerce Comm
and to control the commission in the- performani
ministrative duties. "That rule of policy," -aid Mr. rhrk,
"laid down l.< the Congress, i- in exact accord with a long
line of do isions of the highest court- of the land, and in har-
mony with a long line of proceedings, with which tl. I

gress was, of course, familiar."

Referring to the effort on' the part of those criticising the
act to repeal the principle of making rate- based on the
grouping of carrier-. Mr. Clark asserted that this grouping
bad not onrj been established for wars by tin- actual ;
of the commission in the past in various cases, but was d<

sirable as a general policy if Congress desired to sustain the
agencies of transportation as a whole.

"The outstanding, fundamental purposes of Congri -

enacting this legislation, as I see it." asserted Mr. Clark, "is
that the- public welfare should be paramount over all other
consideration- and s,, in the action of the commission that I

have just discussed and in its other action the comn
has, a- directed by Congress, given special consideration to
the necessities of the welfare of tin- .ommer.e of the country,
and of the- public "

Roads Await Normal Business

With reference to the- attitude of the security owner- Mr.
Clark said: "Now. a- I have come in contact with the mem-
bers of this association of security owners, I have been im-
pres-ed with their conservative views. They realize that even
with that rate-making provision in tin- a.t. there is no possi-
bility of the railroads getting that measure of return until the
railroads of the country, and the business of the countrv, have-

adjusted themselves so that that can be done under reasonable,
rates."

Senator Poindexter asked Mr. Clark: "What justification
is there, Mr. Clark, for the assertion that the present condi-
tions are the resull of that provision as to guaranty ?"

Mr. Clark; "Absolutely none-
"

Senator Poindexter: "That has been asserted throughout
the- country, that there is this provision as to guarantv of a
profit to this particular industry, while others do not have it."

Mr. Clark; "When that statement is made, Senator. I re-

gard it as being made in tin- absence- of a knowledge of the
facts, or with the purpose to misrepresent the facts That it

is not a guaranty is evidenced by the phraseology of the act
itself, to star! with; and by the interpretation that has been
placed upon the act by the commission and b\ the railroad
owners."

Denying specifically that the transportation act required
the making of any rate which is unreasonable in fad
Clark quoted qualifying provisions and i ss rt I

:'.

fully repudiate the suggestion that the act contemplate I

increase of rates without reasonable reference to the move-
ment of traffic under them and asserted that in no instance
are the shippers required, because of anything in the act. to

unreasonable rate, citlu-r individually ..r a- a whole.
Tin- other point covered by Mr. Clark related to the pro-

posal to deprive the Interstate Commerce Commission of
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jurisdiction to remove undue preferences and prejudices and

unjust discrimination against interstate commerce or inter-

state shippers or localities. After correcting various inaccu-

rate suggestions and misrepresentations which had been made

to the Senate committee, Mr. Clark said:'

"I assert that in no case in which the Interstate Commerce

Commission has been called upon to exercise that power

—

and there have been many of them from all sections of the

country—has it failed or omitted to find specifically what

would be a reasonable maximum interstate rate as a basis for

the removal of the discrimination.

"So that all of these statements that have been made here

that either affirmatively declare or intimate that the commis-

sion has been deciding these cases without consideration of

the reasonableness of the rates, both state and interstate, are

based in an entire misunderstanding of what has been done—

they are inaccurate, erroneous.
• "I want to say with emphasis, Mr. Chairman, that any in-

sinuation that the Interstate Commerce Commission has de-

cided any one of'these cases without according a full hearing

to the people who wanted to be heard, is very far from the

fact.

"I want to correct another impression that seems to have

been gleaned from what has been said here, that the Inter-

state Commerce Commission has held that a mere difference

between the state and the interstate rates constitutes undue

prejudice or undue discrimination. The commission never

held it in any case."

Little Opposition to Increases When Ordered

Mr. Clark said that the commission in Ex Parte 74 had

undertaken as best it could to meet the requirements of the

law. Everybody knew, he said, that there must be a sub-

stantial increase in rates and there was no particular criticism

of its action until it became apparent a few months later that

the reaction from war conditions had set in so rapidly that

liquidation must take place, and then there were complaints

as to the rates. Mr. Clark said he had the greatest sympathy

for the producers of agricultural products who blamed the

rate increase for their troubles but "they were simply mis-

taken." He had no sympathy, however, for "the price

profiteer hiding behind the camouflage of increased rates."

"What is to be gained by repealing this provision of the

law?" Mr. Clark asked. Certainly, he said, Congress is not

going to do a vain thing. He felt safe in saying that even if

the rate-making provisions of the law had not been enacted

and other conditions were what they were, the decision in Ex

Parte 74 would not have been substantially different.

Mr. Clark pointed out that of the 13 men who acquiesced

in the decision in Ex Parte 74 eight were or had been state

commissioners. However, he said, there was no unanimity

of opinion among the state commissioners and it seemed to

him beyond room for argument that if chaotic and intolerable

rivalry between the states is to be avoided there must be

vested some authority to settle those controversies when they

arise.

"I want to deny," he said, "that the Interstate Commerce

Commission has ever acted with any thought or desire of ex-

tending its jurisdiction or of dispossessing the state com-

missions. It has plenty of work to do without looking for

more. The act gave specific authority to the commission to

co-operate with the state commissions as recommended in the

annual reports of the commission to Congress, and it invited

the state commissions to sit with it in the biggest rate case

ever heard in the world. Why, then, is the Interstate Com-

merce Commission accused of trying to dispossess the state

commissions?"
Referring to the charges that state rates were "fro/en" as

the result of the orders of the commission in the intrastate

cases, Mr. Clark said that a two-year order did not indicate

' that the commission expected no change for two years. It

thought that if adjustments could be made that would remove

the discrimination, he sai^, it would strike its order from

the books. If a rate had no relation to interstate commerce,

he said, and there is no discrimination, the commission will'

take its hands off. It has no intention of passing upon the

reasonableness per se of intrastate rates. He added that in

some cases the state commissions were restrained from chang-

ing their rates by court injunctions. If bills such as the

Capper and Nicholson bills now before the committee were

passed, he said, the effect would be to repeal the Shreveport

case doctrine and every district court in the United States

would become a regulator of rates.

H. A. Scandrett Testifies

Enactment of the Capper or similar bills repealing the

rate-making section of the act and amending the statute so as

to prohibit the Interstate Commerce Commission from ad-

justing state rates would nullify the Shreveport doctrine and

repeal all orders involving intrastate rates that have been

issued by the commission, thus resulting in general chaos so

far as rates are concerned, Henry A. Scandrett, commerce

counsel for the Union Pacific System, told the Senate com-

mittee.

Mr. Scandrett said the bills are revolutionary and 'f en-

acted would mean the complete reversal of the transportation

act as well as the interstate commerce act and "deprive the

Interstate Commerce Commission of any power over dis-

criminatory state rates."

"Do you believe it would modify the doctrine laid down

in the Shreveport case?'' Senator Poindexter asked.

"It would absolutely nullify it," the witness answered.

"Under the Supreme Court opinion in the Shreveport case,

the commission has authority to adjust state rates where it is

found that they discriminate against interstate rates," he said.

"Every order issued by the commission affecting state rates

would be stricken off under the Capper bill if enacted and

the present rates would be made unlawful," Mr. Scandrett

said. "That is, every order would be thus nullified, no mat-

ter whether it was issued before or after the enactment of the

Transportation Act."

"It would mean, then, 48 different commissions to create

48 different rates?" asked Senator Fernald of Maine.

"Absolutely and would create 48,000 discriminations," Mr.

Scandrett replied.

Discrimination Against Interstate Traffic

Mr. Scandrett said that should the bills be enacted, inter-

state shippers would be powerless to obtain redress from dis-

criminations. Indicating the importance of this to shippers,

Alfred P. Thorn, general counsel of the Association of Rail-

way Executives, pointed out that interstate shipments consti-

tute approximately 85 per cent of the total freight traffic

carried by the railroads.

To repeal the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion against discriminations in state rates would not only re-

sult in chaos but would also result in -'guerrilla warfare"

among the states in the matter of rates, with discriminations

always being against the interstate shipper. Such proposed

legislation if enacted, he said, would represent "backward

steps, steps that should not be taken."

For a state to order the railroads, the witness said, to

>ha.rge passengers one rate of fare when traveling within its

borders and the Interstate Commerce Commission to permit

tarriers to charge another rate for interstate travel is a dis-

crimination in violation of the Interstate Commerce Act.

'While there is competition between persons and locali-

ties," Mr. Scandrett said, "yet these advantages and pre-

judices would be undue and unreasonable even if it were

otherwise. The burden imposed by the carrier is unequal

and this the law forbids unless there is such dissimilarity in
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the circumstances and conditions as warrants a difference in

the fare.

"We are at a loss to understand the reason why the state

commissions oppose action by the Interstate Commerce Com
mission, which placed state and interstate passengers' fare-

on a relatively fair basis. Somi oi the state commissions

have undertaken to defend a situation which, if it arose

within the state, would, I am .-urc. have received their very

swift and very emphatic condemnation. If, for instance,

with circumstances and conditions substantially similar, a

railroad undertook to impose one basii fan- between two

points within the state and a substantially different fare be-

tween two other points also within the same -tate, it is in-

conceivable that it would he permitted to do so. Th< state

commission would undoubtedly hold that the practice would

he preferential and prejudicial as between both persons and

localities. The situations presented to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission were on all lour- with the illustration

since these imaginary state lines afford no ground for distini

tion and there is no other difference Jusl a- the -tate com-

mission would unquestionably say that the carriers' proposal

could not he entertained, so was the Interstate Commerce
Commission forced to say that the situation was intolerable

and to order its i orrei tion

Transportation Act Unfairly Criticized

"No legislation of Congress has been more severely or

more unfairly criticised than the Transportation Act. This

criticism has been unfair because it ha- charged to that act

all of the evils which were the necessary aftermaths of the

great war. The act has heen condemned without a fair trial

and in fact without any trial.

"The charge that the provisions in the act on this subject

are responsible for the very difficult times through which we
are passing in so far as the transportation question is con-

cerned cannot he sustained. On the contrary, I assert that

these provisions in the law are in no wise responsible for our
presenttrouhles."

Mr. Scandrett denied that the Inter-iate Commerce Com-
mission had misinterpreted the law. He -aid that the con-

ferees on the hill had struck out the language authorizing

the Interstate Commerce Commission to change rates which
caused an "undue burden" on interstate commerce, hut had
adopted the much broader term "unjust discrimination

against interstate commerce." While the hills on their face,

he said, would leave the Interstate- Commerce Commission
some jurisdiction over state discriminations, he said, as a

practical matter they arc- SO drawn a- to actually nullify any
SUCh power and cue would even set aside all orders of the

Interstate Commerce Commission superseding intrastate

rates since the Shreveport decision.

S. Davies Warfield's Testimony

S. Davies Warfield, president of the National Association

of Owners of Railroad Securities, -aid that the proposed
legislation, if adopted, would reopen the whole question of

government ownership of the railroads. The security owners
believe that this legislation, which includes the pending Cap
per hill and amendments which have heen offered to the rail

road securities hill, would destroy confidence in railroad

securities and would defeat the purposes of the transporta-

tion act, one of which was to make possible the financing of

the railroads other than by the government.
"If the great investing institutions." Mr. Warfield said,

"are thus notified that Congress and the commission are not

;.t least endeavoring to secure the stated reasonable return on
public Service property, taken in the- aggregate, then the op-
portunity of the carriers to secure money from permanent
investing source- to supply this public service will he greatly
limited, and it is a grave question whether it will not reach

overnment railroad financing through
taxatii

"It < ongress adopts th< that regulated railroad

i rati- -lull l<c, down as the unregulated prices of com-
plied by the requirement that

freight rate- shall go up a- the price- of commodities go up>

—

impracticable of accomplishment—such a policy can only he
adopted, if at all, by frankly adopting at tin- same time the

policy of supplying the deficit by taxation. Would not the

operation of the railroads under such a policj become a
governmental function and inevitable losses he- -uplx>rted by
taxing all tin people? \. SUl h result t an be attained under
private- investment in railroad nd under :

operation.

"If Congress hall dei ide that the hare- requirements •

tial to the- transportation of an article of commerce hy rail

are not to he regarded as - Decessar) part of it- cosl delivered

at it- destination or where -<>!« I then the government should
sustain the lc to such a polie v.

"If the farmer or the owner of a private business—Un-
regulated and free to pursue any policy in management, dis-

tribution or competition, whether sound or unsound—can
secure the declaration hy Congress, in effect, that their prod-
uct- over win. h ( ongress has no control either as to produc-
tion or price, shall he- carried by a railroad, private!}

hut regulated by the government in its even sphere of ac-
tivity for less than will produce tin- reasonable return now
contemplated by the act. such a declaration can only he con

-

sidered as a notice that railroad properties c ;ui no longe-r

he expected to he supported through the investment of fund-
hehl in trust or by private investors,

"If the conclusion i- rea. hed that the products of any par-
tic ular section of the country or of any industry should be
transported, without such products hearing their just pro-
portion of the revenue- essentia] to operate the transportation

system, a- a whole-, it would appear that the time- has come
when the loss incident to -in h a poliq should Ik- met hv
taxation. Tlu- considerations underlying such a policy

WOUld le political in character and should In Support
political authority which would he responsihle for n-ults
and for the waste- incident thereto or impaired -i-rvi. .- that

might result.

"If the pressure upon this committee by those opposing
the transport :

i uhl result in the destruction of the
machinery provided in the act for the co-ordination of the
work of state commissions with that of the Interstate

merce Commission, no police can In- adopted by the latter

under which any measure of return on the aggregate value

of railroad property could properly he provided for. whether
named in the act or left to be named by tin- commission.
When the government ha- provided regulatory agencies to

regulate rates and wage-, not to provide at the Same time
for the- adjustment of intrastate rates that hurdt>n the inter-

state Structure, would produce condition- difficult to meet
through mean- e:ther than hy taxation."

Rates Still Being Lowered

Mr. Warfield pointed out that the railroads "have lowered
and .lie -nil reducing rite-, in the interest ., lion,

not in the interest ><\ the railroad-, and when less than half
the return called fur l.\ the ad is realized." Hi -aid the

shippers did not realize what substantial reduction
being m

Continuing, Mr. Warfield said: "It is reliably estimated
that on tile volume of traffic handled last year the saving to

shippers and the corresponding loss to the carriers will

amount to approximately S2 14.000.000 per annum, w;

approximately two-fifths o\ tin total net railway operating
income of all Class I railroads for the year ended AugUS
1921. With an estimated inci a the
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voIuith of 1 usiness for 1922, the total railway operating in-

come would be approximately $8.i4,000,000 if these reduc-

tion.^ had nut been made; these reductions will, however, re-

duce this amount by $214,000,000 or approximately one-

fourth of what would otherwise have been paid by the ship-

pers and received by tin- carriers. The figures named would

result in a return (if i.3 per cent on the commission's tenta-

tive valuation of the carriers as a whole. Unless there are

substantial reductions made in railway operating costs it is

evident that sufficient net operating revenue would not be re-

ceived to maintain transportation."

Officials of mutual savings banks, representing the various

sections of the country, attended the hearing and filed a pro-

test against changes in the transportation act which would

repeal the financial rate-making provisions and the provision

relative to the Interstate Commerce Commission having juris-

diction over intrastate rates conflicting with the interstate

structure. The paper filed was read and put in the record

by George E. Brock, president of the National Association of

Mutual Savings Banks of the country and also president of

the Home Savings Banks, Boston, Mass., who stated the

action taken was on behalf of all the mutual savings banks.

There were also present representatives of leading life insur-

ance companies.

Testimony of W. L. Fisher

"Does this committee propose to countenance conditions

that will inevitably lead to government ownership of the rail-

roads without at least an attempt to put in effect the program
of intensive economies in railroad administration presented

before this committee by representatives of the Association of

Security Owners in January, 1919, and again in June, 1921,

that will save hundreds of millions of dollars for the car-

riers?'' asked Walter L. Fisher, of Chicago, who is one of

counsel of the National Association of Owners of Railroad

Securities.

"No expert is required," said Mr. Fisher, "to understand

the proposals made by the security owners that by the use of

the National Railway Service Corporation, organized by this

association, great savings will be made that will mean sub-

stantial reductions in freight rates through the acquisition

and handling of equipment for the railroads by the service

corporation.

"You have asked the question," said Mr. Fisher, "hoW'Can
freight rate reductions be met? We answer, adopt the pro-

gram of the security owners and the farmers of the country

and shippers, through the hundreds of millions of dollars of

savings to be gained thereby, will get what they want in re-

duced freight rates without bringing this country into govern-

ment ownership.

"You have placed a measure in the Transportation Act to

guide the commission in rate-making. Why has this com-
mittee not considered putting into effect the other suggestions

of the security owners for economies which will make large

savings in railroad operation?

"A board of competent engineers and experts has been at

work for months for the association in amplifying the plans

which were laid before this committee. Mr. Warfield yester-

day stated that if the people of the country expect rate reduc-

tions every time
|
rices g i down, private ownership must cease

and taxation of the people must supply this deficit.

"Do you propose to consider changes in the Transportation

Act that the much worried shipper may ask until you have at

least paid some attention to the offers of the security holders

to raise great sums of money to help the situation in the pub-

lic interest in reciprocation for your having adopted the sug-

gestion of the measure of return which is now part of tin

transportation act?"

t
\ Mr. Fisher related the history of the terminal situation in

> and the difficulties there in getting the representa-

tives of the railroads to agree to joint facility uses which, he
said, would mean millions of dollar.- saving to the railroads

and hence to the shippers, and would <_ove facilities in Chi-
cago to which that city was entitled and had the right to de-
mand.

F. H. Wood Appears Before Committee

On November 22 F. H. Wood, of the Southern Pa< ifii

continued his testimony, describing in detail the evidence

presented by the roads in various state cases to show that they

had specifically proved discrimination against persons, places

and particular classes of traffic. Senator Cummins pointed

out that there is no disposition on the part of the committee

to change the rule of the law relating to state discrimination

as the committee thought it had been written in the law. but

it has been alleged that the commission has misinterpreted

the law, and that it is the duty of Congress to redraft it so it

cannot be misunderstood. "That is all there is in this hear-

ing," he said, "the question whether there has been such a

misinterpretation of our language that it needs clarification.

We do not intend to change the doctrine of the Shreveport.

Illinois and Nebraska cases, and I do not think there is now
any disposition on the part of the committee to restrain the

power of the commission to remove clear cases of undue dis-

crimination."

Mr. Wood said that lie was answering the claim that had
been made that the federal commission before raising state

rates had taken into consideration only the mere fact of a

difference in rate levels. Mr. Wood denied that state regula-

tion of intrastate rates has been "frozen" as claimed, except

in states which insisted on independent action so strongly

as to try to maintain a rate level lower than that for interstate

traffic or in other states. In the states which recognized with

the Interstate Commerce Commission the necessity for a gen-

eral increase in rates without delay, he said, the state authori-

ties are functioning as freely as ever in the adjustment of

local rates and the other states have it within their power

even now to get the Interstate Commerce Commission to with-

draw its general orders if they will refrain from insisting on

violating the law He said the action of many states was as

much a violation of the interstate commerce act of 1887 as of

the transportation act of 1920.

Courtesy of. Goldwyn Pictures

Filming a Motion Picture on a Moving Train



Selecting Designs for Electric Locomotives*

Tests Indicate that Non-Symmetrical Wheel Arrangement

Is Essential for Best Performance

By A. W. Gibbs

Chief Mechanical Engineer, Pennsylvania

The equipment available for testing included a wide

variety of steam locomotives, and four electric loco-

motives.

The steam passenger locomotives selected were, one of the

4-4-0 or American type ( Fig. 1 ) , the other of the 4-4-2 or

Atlantic type (Fig. 2).

The electric locomotives were Nos. 10,001 (Fig. 3) and
10,002 (Fig. 4) already described; No. 10,003, or American

46700* 50400' 40900"
Total Weight 138000"

Maximum Width 9 '- 8'/2

Fig. 1. American Type (4-4-0) Locomotive

type, that is, with two pair of driving wheels and a four-

wheel truck (Fig. 5); and No. 028, a brand-new locomotive

belonging to the New York, New Haven & Hartford, which
consisted of two four-wheel trucks pivotally connected to the

body which carried the draft attachments (Fig. 6).

The drives of Nos. 10,00.5 and 028 were very similar,

consisting of a quill drive (type C).

Locomotive 10,003 was arranged for a.C operation, which

V00O' 55300" 53700' 36600"
Total Weight 176600*
Maximum Width lO'-li"

Fig. 2. Atlantic Type (4-4-2) Locomotive

necessitated provision for d.c. control o]>eration, which was
placed in a separate car that always accompanied the

locomotive.
,

No. 028 was arranged with double control, a.c.-d.c, so

•This is the second .'"'I concluding part i an abstract of paper rc.nl
before the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. I'lu- previous arti
of November 19. page 987, described the methods used for testing thi
motive and discussed electric locomotive drives.

as to facilitate its operation into Grand Central Terminal.
New- York.

Considered from various standpoints these locomotives
linked as follows:

rds whcel-ba.-e:

Klectric loco. 10.003
Electric loco. 028
Steam, American
Electric, 10.001 and 10,002
Steam, Atlantii -

Steam. Atlantic type (4-4-2)

As re arda center of gravity:

Vertically

Electric loco. 10.002 42 : :iin above
Electric loco. 10,001 45'iin.
II. in, loco. 028 55 in.

loco. 10.003 55 in.

Steam, American type (4-4-0) 63 in.

Steam. Atlantic type (4-4-2) . 73 in.

Total
wheel-base

20 ft. 7 in.

22 ft. 6 in.

22 ft. 9'-;. in.

26 ft. 1 in.

17 ft. 6n
14 ft. 6 ii

19 ft 6 II

17 ft. 7 i]

idinall)

3 ' in from center
Centrally
Centrally

1 in. ahead of fr.-nt drivers
10'i in. ahead

ahead of rear

Thus, if length of wheel-base is to govern, the Atlantic
type" steam locomotive is the best, and the American type
electric, 10,003, should be the worst. If height of centre of
gravity is to be the deciding factor, the Atlantic steam loco-

j— 9'-
1"—"— 8-6"-*5'-l0V

I 26 -I" Wheel Base —J
37-/04*

49700* 40700* 40700* 49700"
Totol Weight 180800*
Maximum Width lO'-lt".

Fig. 3. Electric Locomotive No. 10,001, Geared Drive, Type B

motive is -till the best, and the articulated quill-drive electric

10,002 the worst. .

As the object of the trials was to determine stability at

express speeds, very few of the runs were mack- at lower
ones, but it is fair to say that with any i. motive,
steam or electric, not much disturbance should be ei

at low speed, consequently progressive speeds were selected
up to the maximum speed capacities of the various loco-
motives.

Results of Tests

The run- with the steam locomotive- went off very
smoothly. Typical records are shown at different speeds for
each i. ; and 8). The maximum speed for the
4-4-0 type was 83 miles per hour, and for the 4-4-

95 miles per hour. It is not to be understood that th

pra< tit al operating sp •

When the electric locomotives were run the story was
different, as will be seen from the diagran Th'e
record for the geared locomotive, shows

oscillation with either end leading, there being three

1057
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rather pronounced peaks at about the same space interval.

The maximum depth of impressions would indicate a

lateral severity about double that with steam locomotives. It

is probable that had the ties been arranged to record impres-

51090* 47950* 45180*
Total Weight 195140*
Maximum Width 10'- 14"

50920*

Fig. 4. Electric Locomotive No. 10,002, Quill Drive, Type C

sions at each end, intermediate impacts would have been
shown on the opposite rail.

With 10,002, articulated quill drive, the records both of

55340* 54000* 21400*
Total Weight 152140*

__

21400"

Maximum Width 10-14

Fig. 5. Electric Locomotive No. 10,003, Quill Drive, Type C

depth of impressions and of the seismograph were decidedly
the worst of all the locomotives under trial (Fig. 10). While
runs were being made with this locomotive the tangent ap-
proach track began to spread, with results shown in Fig. H.

Fig. 6.

-36 -4" Oi/er Bumpers
45000* 45000" 45000* 45000"

Total Weight 180000*
Maximum Width 10'-

1"

Electric Locomotive No. 028, Quill Drive, Type C,
with Pivoted Truck

The greatest spread was %-in., which caused kinking of the
rail and bending of the spikes as shown in Fig. 12. The
same thing happened in varying degree where runs were made
with different locomotives coupled together, but only when

locomotive 10,002 happened to be one of the combination.

With the non-articulated locomotive, 028, the readings

both of the impressions (Fig. 13) and of the seismograph

showed a very much better performance, and so far as this

set of tests went, the locomotive could not be considered bad.

It was, however, tried only on the tangent track after the

completion of the tests on the curve. The subsequent history

of this type of locomotive in service showed that as wear
accumulated the lateral oscillation became serious, so much
so that the locomotives were changed by the addition of a

third carrying axle to each truck, thus forming a non-

1.020

.040

Croup "K

!

..

O n n %.-> n o o I.

\ j> n /K J\ « ^rW^^n „ r ft

10 10 30 40 50 60
Tie Number

10 80

Fig. 7. Record of Run Made with American Type (4-4-0)

Steam Locomotive at a Speed of 83.5 Miles

Per Hour on Curve

symmetrical arrangement and at the same time providing a

longer wheel-base. It is probable that the smoothness of the

diagram for this locomotive was largely due to the absence

of end play of the axles in their boxes.

The last of the electric locomotives, 10,003, was in fact

! .010

*.020

v .030

-.040

Fig. 8.

Grouf7 "fi"

\ i

1

<

U
) G)Wo

j
) © (5) (3

wd*VVV°W\nA*°
V J *M

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Tie Number

Steam Locomotive, Atlantic Type (4-4-2), Speed 95.7

Miles Per Hour on Curve

an eight-wheel American-type locomotive, and the records on

both curve and tangent at once put it in the class of the

best steam locomotives (Fig. 14). As originally constructed

the leading truck had free lateral motion, and an extensive

set of runs in both directions showed that while the free

swing was an advantage when the truck led, it was a dis-

advantage when it trailed, and that the best compromise was
with truck rigid laterally.

These Franklinville tests concluded with runs of different
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combinations of locomotives coupled together. Apparently

when the locomotives were coupled, the number of impres-

sions was increased without material increase in the depth.

It appeared that in all combinations, including the articu-

i

.. ..

Group C

ocSo ( no arm "tr< Dt^

f
\T*

1 it
1\ ft A.

\ I V
V%fV

n
* \

\\ VI

V

40 50

Tie Number

Fig. 9. Electric Geared Locomotive No. 10,001, Speed 71.5

Miles Per Hour on Curve

lated quill-drive locomotive 10,002, the riding of the com-
panion locomotive was worse than when operated by itself.

The influence of the approach track had a very marked
effect on the results. It was evident that for best results the

recording track should have been very much longer to record

the resonant type of oscillations from their origin through

Croup "D"

fcwoo T 77?To (<»T(or• T»

\ AA hj^^A R

\ p \M A~<
S

\ /
V

\

f

/

\

V
10 20 30 40 50 60 10 80

Tie Number

Fig. 10. Electric Locomotive No. 10,002, Speed 68.3 Miles

Per Hour on Curve

their development to the final dampening. It was evident

that ties should have hern arranged to record on each end.

The severity of the impacts from the impressions measured
statically is indicated by the follow inn notes on rail pressures

at speeds above 60 miles per hour:

\ Steam I-o
v i,. 14, i , |v D I6t> t4-4-0)

Maximum readings of (> runs, speeds between 60.07 and 83.2 M.I' II

Ai 60.07 M.P.H tmpr< is* n 013S in Pressure
At 80.(1 M.P.H. Impression 0141 ir Pn
Average

—
"4.3 M.P.H.—(Impression I -urc 6.610 11).

( iROUP Q S i
i VII LoCOMOTIV]

I

Maximum readings of 7 run-, speeds between 59.6 and "5.7 M P II

At 71.2 M.P.H.—Impression .0129 in.—Pressure 6/
At S0.S M.P.H.- Impression 01 >9 n Pi 6.S9
Average 74.4 M.P.H Impression .0123 in.—Pressure 6,500 lb.

Group C

—

Electric Locomotive No. 10,001
Forward, No. 2 End Abead

Maximum readings of 6 runs, speeds between 61.1 and 71.3 M.P.H.
At 71.3 M.P.H.—Impression .0272 in.—Pressure 14.620 lb.

At 67.9 M.P.H.—Impression .0193 in—Pressure 10.370 lb.

Average—64.5 M.P.H.—Impression .0165 in.—Pressure 8,870 lb.

Reversed, No. 1 End Ahead
Maximum readings • f 4 runs, speeds between 60.9 and 70.1 M.P.H.
At 62 and 70.1 AI.PH.—Impression .0289 in.—Pressure 15,530 lb.

At 69 7 MP II 0298 in.—Pressure 16,000 lb.

Average—6S.7 M.P.H.—Impression .0267 in.—Pressure 14,350 lb.

Group D

—

Electric Locomotive No. 10,002

between 60.8 and 68.1 M.P.H.
At 62. S M P. II.—Impr. Pressure 20,9(

Fig. 11. Tangent Track Kinked by Electric Locomotive
No. 10,002

At 66.0 M.P.H. Impression 0311 >» Pressure 16.720 lb.
;

I
Mill Impression .0291 in.—Pressure 15,640 lb.

Group I I ye No. 10.003 (4-4-0)
Forward. Bolster Free

Maximum runs, speeds between 60.8 and 88.3 M.P.H.
At 63.3 M.P.H—Impression .0123 in.—Pressure 6,610 lb.

Spikes Bent as Result

Tracks

At 72.38 M.P.H.—Imi n
-Impression .0113 in—Pressure 6,070 lb.

ster Bl.ckcd
Maximum reading of f. runs. - M P H

M.P.H.- Impr, :-$ |b 4

73 5 M P.ll. Ira) -Pressure S.> I

!

i readings of 6 runs, speeds between 60.0 and 83.9 M T.H.
M.P.H. Impression .01 15 •

74.04 M.P II. Imi ressii n .0JO6 ii i lb.

iter Free
n ro.-.dir.Rs of 5 runs, speeds between 60.4 and 77.5 M.P.H
M.P.H tmpi Pressure 15.530 lb.

\' M.P.H.—Il -e 15.100 IK
Average—68. o M.P.H.—Impress •*> lb.

gent
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Gbo'j F

—

New Haves Electric Locomotive Nc 028

Maximum readings of 9 runs, speeds between 60 and 88.3 M.P.H.
At 70.7 and 72.6 M.P.H.—Impression .0197 in.—Pressure 10,370 It..

At 70.8 M.P.H —Impression .0180 in.—Pressure 10,000 lb.

Average—71.7 M.P.H—Impression .0149 in.—Pressure 9,000 lb.

The outstanding fact seemed to be- the superior perfor-

mance of the locomotive with the non-symmetrical wheel

arrangement over that with the double four-wheel motor-

driven trucks. The articulated truck arrangement was un-

doubtedly the worst of the combinations, but how much was

due to low centre of gravity and how much to the articulation

setting up a snaking motion was not definitely shown.

It is to be noted that one of the double-truck motor-driven

locomotives and one with two driven axles and leading truck

had the same height of centre of gravity, and the latter ar-

rangement was decidedly the better. The comparison is the

more interesting because in both of these locomotives the

same quill-drive type is used.

The action as the result of the tests was the condemnation

I °'°

<n

X-0Z0

.§

^.030
<

£.040

1 .

.

Group F

(1 krm I
§)"®

f

>*^p-V* Vv*A/^V
V V

10 20 30 40 50 60
Tie Number

Fig. 13. Record of Impressions with Electric Locomotive

No. 028 on Tangent, Speed 88.3 Miles Per Hour

of both types of articulated electric locomotives and the prep-

aration of an entirely new design.

The new design consisted of two eight-wheel American-

type locomotives coupled back to back, each driven by one

motor in the cab and coupled by cranks and rods to a jack-

shaft placed in the horizontal axis of the driving wheels,

and coupled to them by rods, as in this case of steam loco-

motives (Fig. 15). In this design were embodied not only

the non-symmetrical wheel spacing of each semi-unit, but

also the elevation of the centre of gravity of the spring-borne

portion. This design was completed and locomotives built

and tested in time to start the operation of the New York

terminal in 1910, and the locomotives have satisfactorily

performed that service ever since.

It is not claimed that the question of stability is fully

understood. The selection of available wheel arrangements

was very limited, but prompt decision was imperative. It is

felt that this investigation should be considered as only a

starting point for a much more extensive one, which should

000

010

.020

8- 040

Fig. 14.

1

Group £

• • h.nun >nn

"*\ l r\ \/\ f\j>^U »v*\y^
\v

v M P "V*

"A

10 20 30 50 60
Number

70 B0

Record of Impressions with Electric Locomotive
No. 10,003, Speed 82.6 Miles Per Hour

determine the most desirable arrangements of wheels, of

height of centre of gravity, and method of motor drive.

So far as this particular investigation was concerned, the

question of electric system was not involved, but, of course,

a full discussion of the characteristics of steam and electric

locomotives cannot ignore such questions-

Since this set of tests with single-ended ties, other series

have been made in which the ties were arranged to record

at each end. More ties were used so as to lengthen the test

track. As for the equipment, the test included different

methods of coupling the semi-units or electric locomotives;

also studying the effect of depressions purposely placed in

the approach track, the effect of different amounts of end

clearance in the axle boxes, variation in the amount of

counterbalancing in steam locomotives, etc. The whole ac-

cumulation of data is too voluminous to be included in one

paper. Although considerable practical information of value

has resulted from the various trials, there is much work yet

to be done before the questions of stability are really under-

stood. It is to be regretted that the selection of electric loco-

motives did not include greater variations in the wheel-base,

the method of articulation and height of centre of gravity,

but it is believed that the work already done is a very good

starting point for future investigations.

Fig. IS. Chassis of Electric Locomotive Finally Adopted
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The Chicago & North Western will charge the dependents
of employees half the regular suburban fare, the new ruling be-

coming effective January 1 Dependents of employees heretofore

have been given passes.

A deficiency appropriation has been reported to the House
of Representatives which provides for an additional appropri-

ation of $300,181 for the Interstate Commerce Commission
to enable it to carry out the additional functions imposed by
the transportation act.

John Barry, identified as one of the principals in the Dear-
born station mail robbery at Chicago, and believed to have
been implicated in the hold-up of an Illinois Central train at

Paxton, 111., on November 7, has been taken into custody
at Chicago and his'capture, it is believed, will clear up many
of the recent mail robberies in the middle west.

The Signal Section of the American Railway Association,

according to an announcement of the Committee of Directors,

is to hold its annual meeting next year on June 14, IS and 16,

at Monmouth Hotel, Spring Lake, New Jersey. Spring Lake
is on the New York & Long Branch. 10 miles south of Long
Branch and 55 miles from New York City,

Hearings on Bill to Abolish Cost of

Acquiring Land in Valuation Estimates

The House committee on interstate and foreign commerce has

been holding hearings on a bill introduced by Representative

Sweet to amend the valuation law to strike out the requirement

that the commissi, mi report the cost of acquisition of land. Testi-

money has been given bj representatives oi the carriers and by

|ohn E. Benton, representing the state commissions. The hear-

ings were postponed on November 22 until the next session of

Congress.

New Shop Craft Rules To Be
Announced By Labor Board

New rides regarding the working conditions of shop empl

are to he announced by the Railroad Labor Hoard in time to be

placed in effect before December 1. according to a recent an-

nouncement made ;i t the Board's headquarters at Chicago. The
inclusion of these new niK- in the agreements formed between

tin' various carriers and their shop employees will end the long

controversy over the shop crafts national agreement, all of the

points in dispute having been di
i

I oi by this and previous
rulings of the Board,

Five Santa Fe Officers Killed

lu the derailment of a motor inspection car near Wickenburg,
Ariz., on November 22. W. II. Oliver, engineer oi the Coast Lines

Grand Division of the Atchison, Topeka i\ Santa Fe, with four

division officers was killed, and 5I were injured. Tin-

car is said to have been filled to its capai itj ol fourteen persons

The dead, besides Mr diner, are: William Mattliie. di

superintendent; II. C. Storey i
ml division superintendent;

William Bowman, roadmaster and I. \ faeger, assistant di

engineer. The accident happened, according" to tho on board tin-

car, when an axle broke at a curvi I In- car plunged di

eight foot embankment and \\u* overturned.

Bangor & Aroostook Leases Car Shops

["he car shop of the Baagoi & Aroostook at Houlton,
Me., which normal!} employs between ; '> and 40 men, has
been Kased to V E \-tlc. Houlton, Me., who will make re-

pairs to car-, on .i contract basis. ["his action was taken
because output had been unsatisfactory and the size of the

shops did not -arrant additional expense for supervision.
The railroad estimates that the new arrangement will effect

aving to the company in labor costs of approximately
In per cent.

Urges Strike Referendum Among
Women in Employees' Families

Following an address before the Ohio Newspaper Women's
Association at the Motel Sinton, Cincinnati, Ohio, on November
13, by Allen Rogers, publicity director of the Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago & St. Louis, the association passed a resolution

directing the secretary of the organization to write to the rail-

road brotherhoods, the Railroad Labor Board and the railway
executives as well as other bodies, presenting the plea that when
strike questions arise the strike vote referendum should include

the women members of the families of the union men i:

as well as the workers themselves.

North Western Shop Employees

Agree to Five-Day Week
The shop employees of the Chicago & North Western have

agreed with officers of that carrier to accept a lay-off of one
day each week in order to avoid a reduction in forces made
necessary, according to the management, because of light busi-

ness. The men were informed recently that a 10 per cent cut

in the shop forces would be necessary and the men were offered

an opportunity to choose between retaining a full force on a tive-

week basis Or retaining <X) per cent of tin force on a
six-day per week basis. The employees voted to accept the

live-day week.

Hawkinsville & Florida Southern Discontinues

The Hawkinsville & Florida Southern Railway, which has

been operated by R. B. Pegram, receiver, has discontinued

business, passenger trains having been taken off on November
15, and freight trains on November 22, This discontit

of operation was authorized by the Interstat < Commerce
Commission, as heretofore noted, and also by the Superior

lends from
Hawkinsville. »',a.. southward to Camilla, Ga., 95 miles. Seven
of the intermediate towns n, well as the termini) have other

!is, as follows- Pope City, 18 miles from
Hawkinsville; Pitts, 25 miles; Double Run, 31 miles; Worth.
42 miles; Ashburn, 46 miles. Sylvester, 63 miles and Bridge-

Clearing of Labor Board's Docket in Sight

The following announcement was made by the Railroad Labor
Board on Novembt r 21 ;

"The Railroad Labor Board has disposed of exactly six times

( cases in the last few months as it did in the first period

of its existence. The Board was in April. 1921 It

100 cases from April 15 to November 30, 1920. In

the same period this year April 15 to November 15, 1921— it

d numbers, by an unusual

coincidence, represent the actual numbei . rial through

to a final decision.

increased number
the greater rapidity of the Board's work but . volume
has increased.

"W ith the recent t that

the new adjustment boards will handli

grievance cases which have her.- re the

be in
•

L061
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads—Selected Items for the Month of September, 1921,

Average
miles of

road
Region, r. ad and y at operated

New England Region:
Boston & Albany 1921 394

1920 394
Boston & Maim 1921 2,469

1920 2,469

N. V.. N. II. & II 1921 1,960
1920 1,965

Greal I .ak< R< gion:

Delaware >\ Hudson 1921
1920 881

Del., Lack & Western.... 1921 995
1 920 997

Erie (inc. Chic. & Erie) ... 1921 2,259
1920 2,259

Lehigh Valley 1921 1,430
1920 1,429

Michigan Central 1921 1,829
1920 1.826

New York Central 1921 5,655
1920 5,646

N. Y., Chic. & St. 1 1921 572
1920 573

Pere Marquette 1921 2,196
1920 2,208

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1921* 228
1920 225

Wabash 1921 2,418
1920 2,418

©hio-Indiana-Allcgheny region:

Baltimore & Ohio 1921 5,185
192(i 5.154

Central of N. T 1921 679
1920 679

Chicago & Eastern 111 '921 1,131
1920 1,131

C, C, C. & St. L 1921 2,382
1920 2,394

Elgin, Toliet & Eastern 1921 837
1920 836

Long Island 1921 395
1920 395

Pennsylvania System 1921 10,877
1920 10.839

Phila. & Reading 192! 1,120
1920 1,119

Pocahontas Region

:

Chesapeake & Ohio 1921 2,548
1920 2,520

Norfolk & Western 1921 2,222
192G 2,189

Southern Region:
Atlantic Coast Line 1921

1920
Central of Georgia 1921 1,908

1920 1,913

I. C. (inc. V. & M. V.)... 1921 6,151
1920 6,151

Louisville Si Nashville 1921 5.O20
1920 5,024

Seaboard Air Lir.e 1921 3,537
1920 3.537

Southern Ry 1921 6,942
1920 6,942

Northwestern Region:
C. & N. VV 1921 8. 342

1920 8,323
C, M. & St. P.1 1921 10,992

1920 10.626
C, St. P.. M. & 1921 1,726

1920 1,726
Great Northern 1921 8,163

1920 8.172
M.. St. P. & S. Ste. M 1921 4.359

19211 4.2 '7

Northern Pacific 1921 6,408
1920 6.411

Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav ..1921 2,205
1920 2,146

Central Western Region:
Atch., Tor. & Santa Fe,...1921 9.762

1920 9.708
I lin ai c & Alton 1921 l.oio

1920 1,010
Chic., Burl. & Otiincv 1921 9,376

1920 9,304
Chic. Rock Isl. & Pacific. .1921 7.661

1920 7.663
DenverS Rio Grande West. 1921 2.59,?

1920 2,604
Oregon Short Line 1921 2.359

1920 !, I 9

Southern Pacific 1921 6.075
1920 6.970

Union Pacific 1"
I I.615

1920 3.614
Southwestern Resii n

Gulf, Colo & Santa Fe...l921 1.895
1920 1.895

Missouri, Kans. & Texas. .1921 1,709
1920 1.710

Mo., Kans. & Tex. of Tex. 19 !1 L. 10

1920 1.740
Missouri Pacific 1921 7.264

7,263
Louis-San Fran. isco. . 1921 4.761

Southern Pacific Lii

Texas S: I ouisian
Texas & Pacific

,1921
19 !0

.1921
19 !fl

1921
1

1921
1920

'Includes Chicago-, Terre Haute & Southeastern from July 1

192.445
177.510
15 1.056
180.069
It

129.117
712.7.56

746.Q53
337.4:,'.

411.146

369,87
115.842
177,41

Locomotives on line daily

Un- Per cent
serv- unserv-
iceable iceable Stored

28 18.8
31 19.2
123 26.8 42
96 20.5 1

75 19.6 44
81 19.7

12.3

14.7

15.8
18.2
24.1
16.4
22.0
30.6
21.1

20.2
37.4
('i

25.2
28.5
20.5
19.7
37.1

178
113
120
182

605
(')

281
237
213
280

i3.:

26.5
15.3
21.6
17.0

27.8
27.3
32.2

12.5

23.6
19.1

24.5

18.7
23.7
13.0

26.3

29.2
31.2

14.5
14.6
11.6
13.8
14.6

17.2
34.9
34.5
20.3
19.0

26.2
25.3
19.8
29.3
28.9
22.0
25.1
26.6
14.5

18.2
22.0
19.9
19.9
23.5

23.3
35.4

2S.5
21.7
28.5

US s2 30.5
04 41 30.2

103 35 25.6
408 153
401 147 26.8
344 07 22.0
380 o? 20.0
172 116 40.,;

193 104 35.)

121 71 36.0

138 60 33.1
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Compared with September, 1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000

' .n a "ii line daily

Region, road and year
New England Region:

P.oston & Albany 1921
1

Boston & Maine 1921
1920

N. Y., N. H. & II 1921
19 !0

<ircat Lakes Region:
Delaware & Hudson 1921

Del., Lack. & Western L921

1920
Krie fine. Chic. & Erie).. 1921

1020
Lehigh Vallev 1921

1920
Michigan Central 1121

1920
New York Central 1921

1920
N. Y., Chic. & St. 1 1921

1920
Pere Marquette 1921

19 10

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1921
1920

Wabash ' 1921
1920

Ohio-Indiana-Alleghcny region

:

Baltimore & Ohio 1921
1920

Centra! of N. J 1921
1920

Chicago & Eastern 111 1921
1920

C, C, C. & St. 1 1921
[9 '(i

Elgin, Jolid & Eastern. ..1921
1920

Long Island 1921
19 'ii

Pennsylvania System ....1921
19 io

l'hila. & Reading 1121
1920

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921

1920
Norfolk & Western 1921

1920
Southern Ret inn:

Atlantic Coast Line 1921
1920

Central of Georgia. .

.

1921
I

I. C. (inc. Y. & M. V.)

Louisville & \.i:Ji\

Seaboard Ail 1 me

Southern Ky

C, M J: St. 1'.'...

C, St. P., M. iv O.

Great North'in .. . .

I

1" ']

1!

192]
19 'ii

1021

1!
'

..1021
l' !0

!'
i

19 '»

.
1" '1

I- ',i

1920
M., St. P. & S. Ste. M 11

1920
Northern Pacific 1921

1920
Orc.-Wash. R. R. & Nav.1021

Central Western Region:
Atch., Top, & Santa Fc. .1921

i" io

Chicago & Alton 1921
p. '.

Chic., Burl. & Quincv 1921
1920

Chic, Rock Isl & P.i.ii i

1" !0

Dcnv. & Rio Grande West. 1921
I" ',

Oregon Short Line 1921
1920

Southern Pacific 1"21

Union Pacific 1"21

S rathwi
Gulf, Coir. I Santa P 1921

i' 'ii

Missouri, Kans. & Y
I" io

Mo.. Kans. & Tex. of Tex.1921
,

[i
jo

Missouri Pacific ....

St, 1 ouis San Fi ancisci .1921
1

Southern Pai ifi< 1 ines tin 1921
Texas ,\- I .HiisianaV

Texas S Pacific

1920

3,197
.

17,724
7,839
1,401

9,713

10,521

5,559

i

37,013
9,627

10,265

'

8C.974

1,603

11,087

19,521
3,709

;
'

5.362

67,695
26,145
19

6,531
14,238

16, .

'

5,575
10, 198

8,688
1,997
563

39.774
14,184

16,155

21,671

1,660

39,556

11,943

38,512
15.861

47,977
20,494
48,640
21,710
4.079
2.515
45,949
25,895

36,297
i.i

'

7.500
2,905

48,112

28,641

'

16.1.!5

6.417

3 I"

30,885
10,941

8,461
S.477

1,781

1

, tons
per train, Net

in: tons
locomotive

Percent per train, Net Net toll C
Net miles

locomotive per tons per
Total able Stored and tender train per car car-day car-day per day and tender

Net t. n coal ]>cr

miles 1,000 gross Passenger -

per ton-miles, t
*—

-

,

mile including
per of road locomotive Train- tiain

ilea car-miles

1,08!
;

"i

13,086
28,565
14.241
33,516

5,239
13.1)73

8,362
'

16 I]

47,783
8,686

26,372

49,286

4,681
10,461
12.051

7,913
21,596
11,348
22,466

32,097

1 99i

16,601
30,324
2,951
5.434
3.576
4,877

69,040
191 i

'

11,387
31,798

10.540

21,331

6.400
17,64

'

3,167
6.860

15,894

19.730
40,039

26,601
52.072
27,915

1 0,0 1

4

'

8,805

5,071

12,799

48.957

.14.00.!

5.715

4,01,!

7,653

32,598
11,133
18,364

9,031
5.855

i 1 094

14.5.!4

11,781

7,285

36,404

43,229

15,760
18.632
25,821

5.!. (.04

57.410
39,355
36,637
33,041
31,630
130, 'Mi

156,167
9, 1 1 5

2.!, I.'S

23,108
27,434
25. .in 5

23,569
27,828

99,792
110,579
27,5112

17,663
14,994

35,899
13,349
14,122
5.57.!

5,440
284.653

37,615
39,725

50.323

37,486

2S.071

7,536

55,450
47,206
18,810
17,.! IS
5S.242
55,900

74.578

76,555
65,619
16.372
12,529

45.102
40.87S
11,139
7,976

60,911

15,146
16,558
68,428

11,443
4.!.5.!6

45,687

24,781

11,735
13.506

35,51
'

0.4U.1

7.9 578

18.3
13.0
14.0
14.2
11.3

2S2
11

30.8
10.1
13.1

17.9 1,555
7.4

13.3 942
10.6
11.8

10.5 4,827

lo.S 1.188

976
949

1,119
1,126
1,239
1,133

1,664
1.740

1,679
1.751

1,964
1,951
1,733
1,773
1,640
1.714
2,028
2,227
1,593
1,497
1,395
1,341

2.374
2,801
1,489
1,516

1,613
1,801

1,429
1,318
1,481

1,528
1,713
1.804
2,272

718
603

1.742
1,718
1,653
1,662

2.204
2,315
2,062
2,169

1,104

1,140
1.075

1,01 I

1,674
i

I

1,145
1,101
1,046
1,148
1,129
l,!4o

1.24S

1,306
1,378
1,408
1.028
1.024
1.6S4

1,819
1.172
1,196
1.641

1,565
1.454
1,369

1.576
1,480

1.199
1,114

1.411

1.407

1,651

1.423

1.504
'

1,117
1.056

1,343

1.251

1,193

392
431
462
516
527
540

827
941
773
871
872
897
809
897
643
797
871

1,055

710
630
682

1.662
644
739

800
969
719
676
740

819
847

1,229
281

874
051

863
915

1,176

1,115
1.206

445
50.8

479
491
7( 1

7X2
5<6
55S
447
536
4S1
505

650.
612
658

482
796
890
541
573
724
752
723
689

563
602
599
560

553

656

644

557

471
600

450
438

20.1

25.2
20.3

25.5
20.O

24.7

2- 4

26.2
28.2
28.3
31.4
20.6
25.0
24.3
29.2
19.9

24.7
25.1

27.4
39.8
42.1

22.7
25.7

31.2
36.7
31.9
3.1.1

30.6
32.5
29.4
29.8

39.8
22.2
20.5
333
36.3
34.5
3".9

41.8
41.6
40.5
42.7

25.7
27.6
30.7
30.9
31.8
20.7
24.5
21.6
2418

23.9
2y.l
25.4
25.6
23.1

24.0
28.5
30.3
23.7
25.9
25.9
27.3

28.1.

20.7
22.6

25.7
28.6
29.0

26.4

28.0

21.7

23.6

25.7
25.8
27.6
20.5
24.3

400
513
255
352
186
224

507
635
55.1

481
.!?4

481
745
820
318
367
123
359
524
568

238
305
327
554
522
589
27.!

464

399
551
393

494
915
626
924

252
379
4.14

505
614
877
481
626
285
436
321
456

367
499
428
611
299
432
462
626
339
513
486

517
719

536
566
474

685
52.!

569
.'21

44.1

890

710
1.03S

504
504

421
279
341

467
356
.185

546
407
436

28.9
29.9
17.2
19.5
12.5
12.1

27.0
28.9
29.5
31.9
31.9
33.0
22.0

20.9
27.1
23.6
26.3
54.

S

7,393
11.231

5.192
3,671
4,934

9,898
14.840
13,174
16,375
13,123
15. ISO

10.984
12,445
5,207
8,335

13,303
11.873

18.7 3,348
17.9 3,841
4.8 14,813
12.5 40.470
.12.5 5,104
28.7 6,537

21.5
25.6

14.2
17.1

25.4
29.5
31.0
10.4

16.6

22.5
17.8
20.8

20.6
37.2
25.9
34.9

18.3

23.0
.27.3
26.8
33.7
43.8
25.5
30.1

18.4
23.9
20.9
28.0

26.9

18.0
23.0
25.5
33.5
20.7
28.3
29.2
34.6
24.5
35.3

40.

o

.17.4

27.7

31.8
19.0
24.1

36.2
38.S
75.0

18 .!

21.5

23.9

29.1

8,280
13.260
9,627

1 1 .020

5,105

7.206
8.828
4,358

1,039
878

10,435
i

13,188
17,819

9,753
14.821

1.714
2,249
6,269
8,210
5,313

1,518
2,132
2.691
3.673

3,279
4,889

3.770

3.04 5

2,049
2.611

4,125
2.611

.1.34 5

3,648
7.105

5,098
3.447

4.310

3.385

206
206
144

125

163

132

151

126

158

isi
175
197

154
159

134

152

126
130

142

302,876
324.479
898,436
961,785

1,226,683

197,626

501,387

354.474

.110,44s

112.27.!

1.3'82,663

1..154. 551

368,968

7o>. Il«.

436.313

399.651

672.504
717,250

'

:

1,433,477

1,600,517
1.694.979

309.681

436.146

•

320.245

2,092.453
2,095.855

i

2,804,360

-

1,450,218
1.494.969

1,341,050

-

2.0.14. .146

2.820.061

3,989.392

9,096,490

10.375.509
10.806.405

1.906.48*

•Data not available. *No passenger-train service. listics, 7tif,f.tfa'
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Seven Per Cent of Nation's Workers
Engaged in Transportation

The Department of the Census has issued a summary of
preliminary occupation statistics for the United States for

1920, which shows 3,066,305 persons in the United States as
gainfully occupied in transportation industries or 7.4 per cent
of the total persons gainfully occupied, of which 2,852,043
were males, or 8.6 per cent of the males gainfully occupied.
The number of females engaged in transportation was 214,262,
or 2y2 per cent of the gainfully occupied females. The
number of females occupied in the various transportation
industries had increased 106,596 in 1910.

Reopening of West Albany Shops

The New York Central has leased its repair shops at East
Buffalo and at Toledo, as noted last week. No action has been
taken toward opening the shops at Collingwood, Ohio.

The company has this week reopened the passenger car shops
at West Albany, N. Y., a meeting of 616 employees having voted

almost unanimously to accept the proposition of the company to

resume work on a piece-work basis. These men evidently are

convinced that they will do as well working directly for the

company, or -better, than if they were to go into the employ of

a contractor. The employees have established a committee which
is empowered to conduct any necessary negotiations with the

superintendent of motive power.
It is understood that the piece-work rates will average about

25 per cent more than was paid, at piece-work rates, for similar

work in 1917. These shops have been closed about 10 months.

The Santa Fe's Safety Record

The Safety Department of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
reported on October 31 that 35 men have been killed and 7,109

injured in the various departments of the system during the

first nine months of this year. If the monthly average is

maintained for the last quarter of this year the total killed

will be 47, a marked decrease from the previous year regard-
less of the reduction in forces of last summer, for during
1920 66 were killed and 9,792 injured. The bulletin, in dis-

cussing the figures, says: "Aren't you willing to agree that

it would be a wonderful thing if we can keep our 1921 total

at not over 40? Is there anything in the world you wouldn't
be willing to do to show a net saving of 26 lives under our
best previous year? Are you going ahead doing things your-
self and seeing your partner doing things you know are

against rules and are not to be done, or are you going to

stop both?"

Pennsylvania Veterans

The Pennsylvania System Veteran Employees' Association,
General Office, Philadelphia, organized in February last, with
a membership of 1,335 officers and employees located in the

General Office, Philadelphia, who have been in the employ of

the road 21 years or more, held its first annual banquet at

the Bellevue Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, on Thursday eve-
ning November 17. Among those present were the president,

vice-presidents and a large number of other officers of the

Pennsylvania System, all of whom are members of the as-

sociation. There were also representatives from upwards of

50 veteran employees' associations of the various divisions
throughout the Pennsylvania system.

Addresses were made by Edward W. Bok, of Philadelphia,
Elisha Lee, vice-president of the Pennsylvania, and James C.
Rogers, president of the association. Charles Hanson Towne,
of New York City, read a poem, written by himself for this

occasion.

Long. Runs of Passenger Locomotives

on the M. K. & T.

What is believed to be the longest regularly assigned run in

the United States for steam passenger locomotives was in-

augurated by the Missouri, Kansas & Texas on November 6, as

a result of 11 months' experience in operating its oil burning
locomotives in through runs of 400 miles each between Denison

and San Antonio, Tex. Oil fuel having recently been adopted
on the line between Denison, Tex., and Parsons, Kan., the

plan has been adopted of operating trains No. 5 and No. 6,

two of the heaviest on the line, with a single locomotive each
way between San Antonio and Parsons, a distance of 678
miles. These trains regularly handle from 10 to 12 cars and
frequently are required to handle extra cars. They have been

operated on time since the establishment of the long runs.

Formerly, the locomotives were changed on these trains at

Dennison, Tex., and five locomotives were required to handle

the runs. Under these conditions, the locomotives made a

daily average of 266 miles each. Under the present plan, three

locomotives are required to handle these runs, each making a

daily average of 452 miles. Proper care of the locomotives at

the terminals is considered the most important factor in insuring

the success of the long runs, and in this case each locomotive

has a minimum of 12 hours time at each terminal. The loco-

motives are required to take on fuel (inly once en route.

Railroad Returns for September

The Interstate Commerce Commission's summary of returns for

September for 200 Class I roads is as shown in the table.

The Detroit. Toledo & Ironton is not included, its report not

having been received.

Gross and Net Receipts for September and Nine Months
September Nine months

1921 1920 192] 1920
Average number of

miles operated. 234,938.36 234.685.81 234,818.11 234,220.53

Revenues*

Freight $354,052,825 $458,882,228 $2,887,125,811 $3,019,834,654
Passenger =100.679,514 3 129.857,101 *893, 592,448 '951,907,779
Mail 7,370,281 7.8S8.630 71,198,953 125.545.91ii

Express 10.417,319 11.744.3S2 70,510,865 115,853,552
All other trans-

porUtiou 14,687,655 16.339,330 120,824.477 112,344,672
Incidental .... 9,952.196 13,734,386 89,597.615 111,526,712
Joint facility—Cr. 639,116 694.843 5,759,157 5,723.553
Joint facility—Dr. 144,053 215,3:0 1,254.664 1.744.253

Railway oper-
ating revenues 497,654,S53 618,925.580 4,137,354,662 4,440,992,579

Expenses

:

Maintenance o f

way and struc-
tures 72,556, :72 94,571,896 579,275,431 787.432.175

Maintenance o f

equipment . . 103.540.033 133.925,264 945,168,064 1,163,804,441
Traffic 6,846,230 6,505,151 63,516.478 * 52;649,319
Transportation . 177,556,916 254,856,925 1,734,737,815 2,102,951,343
Miscellaneous

operations ... 4,030,680 5,452,<-S4 37,601,725 46,191,414
General .. 13,076,907 14,791,871 127,25.3,185 127,337,835
Transportation for
investment—C'. 499,221 383,597 4,428,684 3,483,174
Railway oper-
ating expenses 377,107,817 509,720.494 3,483,124,014 4,276,883,353

Net revenue from
railway operations 120,547,036 109,205.086 654,230,648 164,109,226

Railway tpx accruals 26.465.986 24,233,856 209,580.854 206,642,912
Uncollectible rail-

way revenues-.. 92,825 79.050 900,971 833,400
Rail way oper-

ating income 93,988,225 S4.892.180 443,748,823 43,367,086
Equipment rents

—

Dr. balance 4.6S9.243 3,494.384 39,372,553 23,369.629
Joint facility rent
—Dr. balance... 2, 124. SSI 1,722.150 12,991.551 13,892,535

Net railway op-
erating in-

come S7.174.101 79,675,646 391,384,719 80,629,250
Ratio of expenses to

revenues (per
cent) 75.78 82.36 84.19 96.30

Note.—Excludes Detri it, Toledo and Ironton, report not having been filed

at date of compilation.
-includes $2,941,179, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
^Includes S2. 179,734, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
'Includes $24,694,452, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
"Includes $2,436.S9S, sleeping and parlor car surcharee.

Commission to Determine Construction of

Interlocking Directorate Clause

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced a hearing
at Washington on November 30 as to the construction to be
placed on the clause in Paragraph 12 of Section 20-a of the
commerce act, which authorizes the commission to permit rail-

road officers or directors to hold positions with more than one
carrier after finding "that neither public nor private interests

will be. adversely affected thereby." The order for the hearing
says that question has arisen regarding the construction of this

proviso. The commission has already issued a number of authori-
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zations to officers and directors to hold positions with more
than one carrier where the other carriers are affiliated or sub-

sidiary companies, but apparently it intends to reach some general

decision as to the extent to which interlocking may be not opposed

to the public interest.

E. N. Brown is authorized to hold until further order of the

commission, the office of chairman and member of the board of

directors of the St. Louis-San Francisco, Kansas City, Fort

Scott & Memphis, Kansas City, Memphis & Birmingham, chair-

man and member of the executive committee of the St. Louis-

San Francisco and chairman and member of the board of direc-

tors and executive committee of the I 'ere Marquette. Jules S

Bache has been authorized to hold office as officer and director

of the Minneapolis & St. Louis; Ann Arbor, Manistique & Lake
Superior, and Toledo, St. Louis & Western. Richard Billings

is authorized to hold office as president and director of the Wood-
stock and director of the Boston & Maine. Charles II. Worcester
has been authorized to retain his office as director and member
of the executive committee of the Minneapolis & St. Louis,

president and director of the Ann Arbor and the Manistique &
Lake Superior, chairman of board and director of the Middle-
town & Unionville and director of '.lie Tennessee, Alabama &
(ieorgia. F. A. Chamberlin has been authorized to serve as

director of the .Minneapolis & St. Louis and president and
director of the Minneapolis Eastern; A. F. Banks as president

and director of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and other roads,

and S. M. Rogers as director and vice-president of the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern and other roads. Other officers of the Elgin,

Joliet & Eastern have been given similar authority. R. H. Kurrie
has been authorized to act as president and director of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville and the Kentucky & Indiana

Terminal.

Amendments to Mail Pay Orders

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an amend
ment to its order in the railway mail pay case in response
to a petition iibd on the joint behalf of the postmaster gen-
eral and the railroads, in which it prescribes the rate of 40^
cents for each mile of service by 70-foot storage car. The
amendments are as follows:

It is ordered that there be added to Section 3 the following:

The fair and reasonable rate of payment for transportation of mail mat-
ter nn and aftei Decembei i. [921, foi each mile .a service by a

storage car is 40 5-6 cents. The rules governing service by a 60-foot Btorage
ear shall apply to service by a 70-foot storage car.

It is further ordered that the first paragraph of Section 4

be modified to read as follows:

Where authorizations are made tor cars or apartments of the standard
lengths) of 60, 30 and 15 feet, and the railroad company is unable to furnish
SUCO ears or apartments of the length authorized, but furnishes cars or
apartments of lesser length, hut which are accepted by the department to be
sufficient for the service payment shall be made only for the actual space
furnished and used, the compensation to be not exceeding pro rata of that
provided for the standard length authorized. The postmaster-general may
accept cars and apartments ol greatei length than those of the standard
requested, but no compensation shall be allowed fir such excess lengths
except that where an oversize car is furnished storage units may he authoi
izctl therein em either the basis of actual measurement or count of sacks
and outside packages, whichever may be more practicable, provided that in

no ease shall payment he made for more than the actual length of the car.

It is further ordered that Section S lie modified to read

as follows:

That during the fiscal year beginning July 1. 1921, and ending June 30,

1922, excepting the month of December, 19 i, each carrier shall he paid for

all emergency service reunited and performed 'ti all trains having regular
authorizations on each route, except ei required and per-

formed in 30-foot and 60-foot authorizations, for which payment shall he

made as at present provided, tin sami ch mouth as accrued on
account of 3-foot, 7-foot and 15 foot units ol emergency service, storage

and closed-pouch, authorized and performed during the month of April
where the emergency authorizations were less than titty per cent of the

trips, and where fifty per cent it more of the

trips the appropriate higher unit shall he regularly authorized from July 1,

10 '1

During the month ol \pril, 1922, and in the same month for each suc-

ceeding year during the continuance of tins i rder. a record of the enter-

?ency service, stoi.e.-. .m. 1 ,!. ,.1
i

nit, performed in 3, 7 and 1?

out 'units on each train of each route shall he kept, and upon the '

the service so ascertained payment shall be fa month of the

succeeding fiscal yeai beginning July 1. excepting foi the month '
her in the same mannei ' ginning
July 1. 1921, both as to payment of em i I increases to the

bignei regular units of service performed.
Vor the month of December in any year payments shall he made for six-

teen davs on the hasis above prescribed it one halt of 'he monthly rate as

above ascertained and I I fifteen days beginning December 17 on the basis

of the emergency service actually performed.
By mutual agreement between the pi stmaster-general and anv carrier a

different month than April may he selected as the basis for the pay for such
emergency service required of and performed by said carrier.

Traffic News
iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitniiiiniiiMMKriiiiiiiiHtinHiiiitiiiiittiiittiiiiitiiiip

The Phelps Dodge Corporation, New York City, announces
the appointment (effective December li of F. W. Pullen,

i- traffic manager in place of G. W. Feakins, resigned.

flu- National Association of Sand and Gravel Producers
has asked the Interstate Commerce Commission to make an
expedited investigation into the level of freight rates on sand,

I and crushed stone between points in the western
states.

The Transportation Club of Peoria, 111., will hold its annual
banquet at the Jefferson Hotel, on December 8. The speakers
of the evening will be C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois

I entral and J. H. Beek, executive secretary of the National In-

dustrial Traffic League.

Rates "ii tin plate from eastern points to the Pacific Coast
will be reduced as soon as the tariffs can be published and
made effective, 'flu- present rates of $1,835 from New York.
$1,665 from Pittsburgh, and $1,585 from Cincinnati will be

reduced to $1.20 from all points.

Shippers of Toledo, Ohio, have filed a petition with the
< >hio Public Utilities Commission attacking industrial switch-
ing charges in the Toledo district, claiming that since 1915
the charges have been increased from 16 cents a ton to 42
cents or more than 200 per cent.

The West Coast Lumbermen's Association has applied to
tin Interstate Commerce Commission for lower freight rates
atnl simplified tariffs, holding that the continued existence of
the lumber industry of the North Pacific coast depends upon
the ability of the industry to market its products freely.

The New England Homestead, a prominent agricultural
newspaper, has sent to the Interstate Commerce Commission
a telegram complaining of the reduction of freight rates for
Western farmers. It says that Xew England farmers must
pay high rates to get their products to market, while thi

anil South ate subsidized to dump their surplus into New
England at 10 per cent less cost. The dispatch says : "The
excuse for not reducing rates on produce moving wholly
within \\\v England, is that our Xew England railways are
so poor they can't afford it. Why are they so poverty stricken?
Partly because for years they have been under an exp.

I

$25,000,000 annually in furnishing Eastern terminal service for

Western lines."

Coal Production

Observance of Armistice Hay was the principal cause of

a sharp drop in coal production during the week ended
November 12, according to the weekly bulletin of the Geo-
logical Survey. The output of bituminous is estimated at

8,466,000 net tons, as against 9.315.000 tons the week I

Neosho Plan on Central of Georgia

Seventeen cities along the lines of the Central oi Georgia
laugurated the "Neosho Rule Sales Plan"

of co-operative merchandising and community advertising

the past two tnouths representatives of the railway have accom-
panied Gurney R I.owe. exponent of the plan, in establishing

it in different communities. In this plan the-

monthly auctio tilings the farmer wants to sell: and
on the same day an offer of genuine bargains by the business

impetitive basis: the whole ad-
: co-operativel] ;

the whole plan working toward a better

between town and country. Cities ade">pting the plan

.no Koine. Carrollton. LaFayette, Newnan, Cuthbert, Americus.

Statesboro, Millen. Waynesboro. Tennille, Milledgeville, in

Georgia: Opelika. Alexander City. Andalusia, Eufaula. Syla-

cauga and Florala, in Alabama.
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Senators Enter a Rate Controversy

A protest, signed by 11 United States senators from the Middle

West, against the alleged refusal of the eastern and western

railways system to follow up their reduction of export rates on

steel and steel products to North Atlantic ports by concurring

in similar reductions to southern ports has been filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission. The petition was made in

behalf of Middle Western shippers, and was signed by Senators

McKinley and McCormick of Illinois, Willis of Ohio, Spencer

and Reed of Missouri, Kenyon of Iowa, Townsend of Michigan,

New and Watson of Indiana, and Capper and Curtis of Kansas.

In addition to protesting against the action of the roads in

refusing to grant the same reduction to Gulf and south Atlantic

ports, the petition also directs the attention of the commission

to a reported plan of the roads to include other commodities in

the "preferential" reductions, "thereby further injuring the ship-

pers in the territory referred to." The action by the railways,

the petition says, constitutes a grave menace to the commercial
interests of the entire Middle West "that can only serve to

cripple the expansion of the foreign trade of the United States."

The commission is asked "to lend the full measure of its pro-

tection" to prevent the roads from carrying their program into

effect.

Rate Hearings Begin at Chicago

The transcontinental rate hearings opened at Chicago before

Examiner Disque of the Interstate Commerce Commission, on
November 17. Edward Chambers, vice-president in charge of

traffic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, was the first witness

for the carriers and made a general statement of the history of

transcontinental rates which is printed elsewhere in this issue.

Mr. Chambers, on the completion of his statement, was cross-

examined by attorneys for both sides. He held, under examina-
tion, that users of water routes should help bear the burden of

up-keep of those routes of travel and stated that if Congress
removed the Panama Canal toll, it would fost certainly lead to

another application for a hearing by the transcontinental carriers,

providing that the boat lines passed the reduction on to the ship-

pers. As Mr. Chambers left the stand he was asked by the ex-

aminer what the transcontinental carriers proposed to do in case

the commission denied their application, and answered, that such

a possibility had not been considered. Paul P. Hastings, mem-
ber of the standing rate committee of the Transcontinental
Freight Bureau, followed Mr. Chambers on the stand, and
presented exhibits in support of the carriers' stand. In all cases,

he said, the transcontinental carriers rates were somewhat higher
than the port-to-port water rate plus the rail haul to the port
and the switching movement, drayage, etc., to compensate the

carriers for superiority in service. On the morning of the second
day, Mr. Hastings discussed in detail each of the 80 items con-
tained in Countiss' application No. 19. He presented his discus-

sion with material showing the principal producing points, rail

rates from those points to the Atlantic and Gulf ports and the

water rates beyond to the Pacific coast. These rates were also

shown to be above the rail and water rates. In some cases,

however, as with canned goods from Pittsburgh and west, it

was shown to be less. Mr. Hastings said that if the application

before the commission seeking proportional rates from western
trunk lines and southern territory to the Gulf ports should be
granted, the transcontinental carriers would ask for a suspension.
Examiner Disque on November IS, took testimony for and

against the fourth section application of the Transcontinental
Freight Bureau. The first hearing was on the re-opened fourth
section application, No. 8835, involving rates on sugar from
California to Chicago, St. Louis and the Missouri river, in which
the commission granted permission to the transcontinental car-
riers to disregard the fourth section of the act. J. F. Abbott, ap-
peared as attorney for the applicants and T. J. Norton as counsel
for the transcontinental carriers. Little was accomplished at the
hearing and the way now points to the New Orleans, La., hearing
which will be held later.

in ii im

One hundred and fifty additional men are to be added to
the New York Central locomotive shop forces at West Albany,
N. Y., this increase in force to take place as fast as competent
men can be obtained.

Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered a decision

in the complaint of the Arizona and other state commissions in

which it finds that the passenger fares between points in Arizona,

Nevada and New Mexico and between those points and points

in other states are not unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory or

unduly prejudicial.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered a decision

in part 2 of the case involving rates to, from and between points

south of the Ohio river, including the Mississippi valley. Part 1

of, this case related to class rates and part 2 to commodity rates.

The proposed revision of commodity rates designed to eliminate

deviations from the long and short haul provision of the fourth

section in the construction of rates primarily affecting Mississippi

valley points and Nashville, Tenn., is found not justified except

as indicated more particularly in the decision. The railroads are

required to cancel the suspended schedules in so far as they are

found not justified and to file new schedules establishing rates in

accordance with maximum bases prescribed in the opinion. The
proceeding is discontinued. The commission has also modified its

order in this case of October 10 to make the rates therein ordered

effective on January IS, 1922, instead of January 1.

State Commissions
The Illinois Commerce Commission completed hearings,

November 19, on objections to the increase which became
effective a short time ago in express rates on certain commo-
dities, and granted leave to the American Railway Express
Company to file an answer to the objections within 30 days.

The Public Service Commission of Alabama has received

from the railroads their proposals for a general revision of

freight rates in Alabama ; and has set December 12 as the date

on which testimony will be heard in support of the proposals.

The main purpose of these new tariffs is to secure uniformity

of bases as between different states and as between intrastate

rates and interstate. It was stated in behalf of the railroads

in the presentation of the tariffs that probably the new rates

would make no material addition to the revenue of the car-

riers as a whole.

Court News
Cattle Guard Statute—Injury to Cattle

The Idaho statute (Comp. St. 1919, § 481S) makes it the duty

of railroad companies to maintain a cattle guard only where the

railroad crosses a public highway or public traveled road. In an
action for damages to live stock, alleging violation of the statute,

the Idaho Supreme Court holds that it is not sufficient to prove

that the railroad did not maintain such a cattle guard. In addi-

tion to that, it must be shown that because of such failure the

cattle got on the track.—Bliss v. Oregon Short Line (Idaho) 200

Pac. 721.

Contributory Negligence at Crossing Not
Excused by Speed Ordinance

The Missouri Supreme Court holds that an automobilist who
could have seen an approaching train for half a mile, had he
looked, when 50 feet from a familiar crossing in a .city, but did

not look, after passing all obstructions to his view, until about
12 or 15 feet from the crossing, was guilty of contributory negli-

gence, barring recovery, when struck by the train. He was not

excused from looking or listening or entitled to rely on the pre-

sumption that the speed of the train would be reduced from 30
to the ordinance limit of 12 miles an hour as it approached the
crossing—Alexander v. St. Louis-San Francisco (Mo.) 233 S.

W. 44.
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Foreign Railway News

Australian Railways Show Deficit

The annual report of the government railways of South

Australia for the fiscal year ended June 31, 1921, shows a

deficit of $2,733,550 (£ to $ at par;. This loss was due to

increased costs—primarily wages—which increased rates wen
not sufficient to cover. The lines total 2,333 miles, of which
some 1,209 miles are of 3 ft. 6 in. gage and 1,124 of 5 ft. 3 in.

gage. The New South Wales Railways for the same period

showed a deficit of $2,200,653. The mileage of these lines

is 5,043.

Northwestern of Peru Taken Over by Government
By executive decree of August 31 the Peruvian Govern-

ment will acquire the control and administration of the

Northwestern Railway of Peru, the main line of which
connects the towns of Ancon and Huacho—a distano

about 90 miles, according to Commerce Reports. The sum
involved in the transaction is said to be approximately $3,-

500,000. Two other short branches of the road run from
Huacho to Sayan and from lluara! to Chancay—distances

of 34 and 8 miles respectively. The road is now owned by a

British company.

German Rail Employees Object to Private Operation

The activities of I 1 uk 1 ' Stinnes, the German industrial mag-
nate, which have been directed toward bringing the control

of the government railways into his hands, are objected to

strongly by the German railway un rding to the

New York Evening Post. Stinnes promises to do away with

thousands of superfluous employees if the railways are en-

trusted to him, abolish the eight-hour day and recline wages
so the railways will be operated at a profit. The unions have

served notice on the minister of railways that such a change

will not be permitted and ilia' the Socialist party, which is in

control in the Reichstag, will not sanction it.

Gas to Be Abolished on French Trains
Lost %

M. le Trocquer, Minister of Public Works of France, has sent

a circular Utter to all railway companies instructing them to take

immediate steps to abolish the use of was iii the lighting of trains.

Gas lighting, he says, must be abolished on all express trains by
January 1, 1923, and on all suburban trains by January 1, 1924.

Returns are to be called for from railway companies showing
from time to time how far the transformation of the lighting

system has progressed. Coal fires for the heating of trains are

to be done away with within a period of two years. The letter

concludes by asserting that the directors of the companies will

be held personally responsible in the event of accidents in any
way attributable to neglect of this admonition. This is a sequel

to the Batignolles tunnel accident, in which several coaches of

a train caught fire and many persons wen killed,

Improvement in Service on Italian Railways
Passenger-train service on the Italian State Railways is to

be greatly improved, according to Commercial Attache M.

Rome. Beginning witli November, the railway adminisl

announced marked improvement in the running time of trains

between Rome and other principal cities of Italy. The number
of trains has been increased and schedules have b

which will eliminate delay in making connections. Beginning
October 26. communication between Rome and Berlin was short

cned by six hours, two trains following the Bolo
route and covering the distance in 40 hours, instead of 46 as

heretofore. ,

To stimulate passenger traffic, the railways have instituted

the sale of a document authorizing the purchase of tickets

at half price on special groups of railway lini

on steamship lines managed b) the railways. These tickets are
valid for three, six, or twelve months and for journei

exceeding 62 miles ; also for journeys having no fixed limits, at

special rates. Tickets are issued to two members of one firm

at an increased cost of one-third.

Operating Results of French Railways for 1920

The 1920 operating results of the six important railway systems

in France, namely: the Nord; Est; Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean;

'Means; Midi, and Etat, have recently been made public.

They show a very disastrous deficit, the average operating ratio

foi tii. entire six roads being 135 per cent, that for the State

Railway being 153 per cent, which is the largest of the six.

The ratio of charges on capital to expenses for this period

was 12 per cent. For the year 1920 the gross deficit resulting from
operation and charges on capital for all six roads amounted to

3.007,500,000 francs, which at a normal rate of exchange is $601,-

300,000. For the seven years, 1914 to 1920, inclusive, the total

gross deficit amounts to 5,574,400,000 francs, or $1,114,880,000,

there having been a loss during each year of that period.

The following table shows the relative increases in numerous
items ' for the vear 1920 as compared with the vear

1913:

Increase in number of operative locomi .... 5.8 per cent
Increase in power of operative locorrolives 1/.5 per cent
Increase in number of frciclit cars 15.5 per cent
Increase in capacity of freight cars 22 per cent
Increase in operating ratio 116 per cent
hi. 1 1 -isc in traffic receipts" 167 per cent
Increase in passenger r- ceipta 106 per cent
Increase in operating expenses 470 per cent
Increase in cost of wages 340 per cent
Increase in number of employees 40 per cent

ipts frxm the hanrilinK of war traffic.

Ill commenting on the results as disclosed by this return, the

Revue Generate des Chemins de Fer et des Tramways
ji.n i

"The financial situation of the railways is serious. What will

happen to them in the future? Arc we justified, under present

conditions, in anticipating an early increase of receipts or a re-

duction of expi

"As (1920) receipts, these were affected very

severely by the strike in the month of May, and later, in the last

months of 1920, by the falling off in traffic which was the natural

decreased industrial and commercial activity

of the country. Some day this situation must improve and then

a considerable increase in receipts may be looked for. But when
will this be? Xo one can tell, and it would be rash to prophesy at

a time when there is no sign of recovery.

"It appears, however, that a decrease in costs may be expected

from the alterations in the mode of applying the eight-hours act,

which the railways, in agreement with the Minister of Public

Works and in conformity with the wish lately expressed by the

Commission of the Senate, have decided to make.
"Taking everything into account, it seems clear that the chance

of a reduction in expenditure is greater than the chance i'i an
increase. But this improvement in the financial situation of the

railways can only be pursued and obtained on one condition,

namely, that the credit which the companies now enjoy is main-
tained and consolidated and that nothing should be d

injure it.

"This credit remained intact during the whole period of the

war and continues to be excellent in spite of the deficit burdening
'ways. It is indispensable to the state, since the companies

borrow partly on its account, and it will in future be all the more
necessary to the companies on account of the fact that they will

to have recourse to numerous emissions of shares in order
to improve anil strengthen their plant and undertake the electri-

fication of their lines. Any measure which would weaken the

credit of the companies, increasing their burdens, would have a

mancial condition.

• this credit cannot be maintained in its present favorable

situation and cannot he improved except by passing prom
bill for the reorganization of the railways, at present bef ire parlia-

ment. This bill, by settling the difficulties created by the war
Itting an end to the temporary system under which the

railways are at present being operated, gives the companies secur-

ity for the future,- and by that fact alone strengthens their credit.

This bill will give confidence to capitalists and enable the com-
panies to obtain the enormous capital they will require in order

to meet the demands of traffic in the future."
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News

Locomotives

The Copper River & Northwestern is inquiring for 5

Mikado type locomotives.

The Green Briar & Eastern has ordered 1 Mikado type loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Taiwan Electric Power Company is inquiring through

Mitsui & Company, New York, for 2 light locomotives.

The Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Zanesville, Ohio, has

ordered from the American Locomotive Company, 1, 4- wheel

switching locomotive. This locomotive will have 13 by 20 in.

cylinders, and a total weight in working order of 65,000 lbs.

The Mexican Petroleum Company, 120 Broadway, New
York, has ordered from the American Locomotive Company, 1.

4-wheel switching locomotive. This locomotive will have 14

by 22 in. cylinders, and a total weight in working order of

7Q.000 lbs.

Freight Cars

The Missouri Pacific is inquiring for the repair of 1.000.

30-ton box cars.

The Great Northern is inquiring for 500, 50-ton composite

cars and 1.000, 40 ft. stock cars.

The Belt Railway Company, Chicago, is inquiring for re-

pairs on 300 National dump cars.

The American Refrigerator Transit Company is inquiring

for KM.) refrigerator car steel underframes.

The Chicago Great Western is inquiring for repairs on

100 refrigerator cars and 150 National dump cars.

The Chicago & Alton has awarded a contract for the repair

of 150 gondola cars to the Streets Company, Chicago.

The Chii \<;<i, Burlington & Quincy inquiries call for 2,500

box cars, 3,000 general service, 500 stock, and 1,300 refrigerator

cars.

Tin Live Poultry Transit Company, Chicago, has given a

contract for 100 poultry cars to the American Car & Foundry

Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has awarded a contract

for the repair of 300 50-ton gondola cars to the General Ameri-

can Car Company, Chicago.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, reported in the

Railway Age of October 29 as inquiring for 500 box cars has

ordered this equipment from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

Passenger Cars

The Great Northern is inquiring for 35 passenger cars.

The Chicago & Northwestern is inquiring for 9 baggage

cars, 5 combination baggage and mail, 20 coaches and 10 Smoking

cars.

The i hicago, Burlington X Qi incy inquiries call for 54

passenger cars, 5 chair, 12 baggage, 22 mail, 19 mail and bag-

gage and 12 dining cars.

Iron and Steel

Mitsui & Company, New York, are inquiring for 900 tons of

16-lb rail, also for 1,200 tons of 60-lb. rail and another lot of

700 tons of 60-11) rail, all for export to Japan.

The F. C. Richmond Machinery Company, 117 West Second
street, Salt Lake City, Utah, has been appointed representa-

tive of the Orton & Steinbrenner Company, Chicago.

F. T. Coup in charge of the Milwaukee, Wis., office of the

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

has been appointed district manager, in charge of its Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, office, 20 East Ninth street.

The Combustion Engineering Corporation, New York,
recently opened two branch offices, one at 216 Latta Arcade,

Charlotte, N. C, in charge of T. E. Nott and the other at

Seattle, Wash., where the company is represented by the

Fryer-Barker Company, 1133 Henry building.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, will remove
its Philadelphia, Pa., office during November from the Lin-

coln building, to larger quarters in the Pennsylvania building

at Fifteenth and Chestnut streets. The company will also

remove its Boston, Mass., office about December 1 from 10

High street to the Textile building, 99 Chauncey street.

Pullman and Haskell & Barker Merger

Stockholders of the Pullman Company will hold a special

meeting in Chicago on December 20, to vote on the following

amendments to the charter of the company

:

Increasing the capital stock from $120,000,000 to $135,000,000

and increasing the number of directors from nine to twelve

and electing the same. To authorize directors to purchase all

assets of the Haskell & Barker Car Company, Inc., and pay

therefor $275,000 in cash and 165.000 shares of the capital stock

of the Pullman Company, and in ca«e of adoption of the amend-
ment increasing capital stock, authorize the board to issue and
deliver direct to the Haskell & Barker Company 150,000 shares

of the increase.

The $275,000 cash payment is equal to $1.25 a share on the

Haskell & Barker stock, which, it is expected, will be distributed

as an extra dividend.

Trade Publications

High Speed Metal Saws.—The Peerless Machine Company,
Racine, Wis., has recently issued a circular containing a complete

revision of list prices of its line of high speed metal saws. These
prices mark a return to the 1918 basis.

Air Lifts.—The Sullivan Machinery Company has issued

bulletin No. 71-G describing air lift pumping systems man-
ufactured by that company. This is a revision and explanation

of the previous bulletin covering the same subject. In addition

to describing air lift pumping equipment, the bulletin gives

extensive tables relating to hydraulic constants, pipes, and other

mathematical information of value in connection with the solu-

tion of hydraulic problems.

Radial Wall Drill.—The Pawling & Harnischfeger Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., has recently issued Bulletin No. 206,

describing its No. 6 radial wall drill which has been designed

to meet the demand for a simple and effective machine for

drilling, reaming and countersinking large unwieldy pieces. Ex-

amples of interior and exterior drilling of large steel drums

and the drilling and reaming of structural material are shown

in the bulletin, also dimension drawings.

Railroad Taxes in New Jersey are this year so high that the

principal railroad companies have filed with the State Board of

"Paxes and Assessment, formal objections to the valuations of the

hoard upon first and second class property. The assessment, as

established by the board is $415,773,910, which the roads say, is

excessive. The board will give a hearing, but not before Decem-
ber 15. The assessment of $415,773,910 is an increase of $25,544,-
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Alaska Railway Company. This company has applied to

the Interstate Commerce < ommission for permission to issue

2,500 shares of stock to provide funds for the extension of
its main line from the present terminus.

American Railway Express. This company will construct

a one-story express building, 21 ft. by 100 ft., costing approxi
mately $25,000 at Lima, Ohio:

\n bison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Tins company will construct

a coal chute at Amarillo, Tex,

i anadian Pacific. This company has awarded a contract to

Vnglin-Norcross, Ltd., Quebec, for the construction of a 17-story

addition to the Chateau Frontenac, its hotel at Quebec. The
structure will be of brick, stone and steel -fireproof construction

—and will cost in the neighborh 1 of $3,500,000.

CHICAGO, Ottawa & 1'eoria.—This company, in conjunction

with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, LaSalle county and the

stat< of Illinois, contemplates the construction "t a ciaducl ovei

its tracks and those of the Rock Island at Mortality Hill, near

Ottawa, 111.

Chicago, Rock Im vnd & Pacific This companj has awarded
a contract to T. S. I.eake &• Company, ( hicago, lor the construc-

ti if a mill building at Pratt. k.m

i mi ago Union Station i o ["his company is accepting bids

for four water tube boilers to be installed in its holler house at

Chicago, two boilers to have not less than 6,090 sq. ft. of heating

surface and the remaining two not less than 3,000 sq. ft.

Illinois Central. This company received bids on Novem
her 17. for the construction of a freight house at Wesl Frankfort,

111., to cost about $50,000

Illinois Centra] rhis company is receiving bids for the

construction of a frame storehouse at Clinton, 111.

Missoi'Ki PACIFIC. This company has awarded a contract

to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons. Chicago, for the construction of a

pumping station anil water treating plant at Fort Scott, Kan.

\ i ii \ Boulder ( anyon Link.—The construction ol an

electric railway from a point mi the Atchison. Topeka 8
Santa Fe Coast Lines, near i in . a. \ii ,, north to Boulder
Canyon on the Colorado river, via ( latman, Ariz., and
[Catherine, is contemplated. G. I'. Mohler of Needles, Cal., is

interested in the project.
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riMORE & Ohio.—Annual Report.—The corporate income
account for the year ended December 31, 1920, compares with the
previous years as follows:

Railway operating income (September 1 to De-
cember 31;

Compensation accrued for federal control period
(January and February, 1920; year 1919)

Guaranty (March 1-Augusl .!!>.!

Gross corporate income
ri iun. led debt

Total deductions from gross corporate income...
Xet corporate income

Income applied in redemption of funded debt....
Income appropriati and betterments

cent [ier

S6.977.7S4

4,803,697

5.399,859
31,834,154
21,960,591
24,588,673
7.245.4S1

2.354,531

1,221,419
1,266,717
',640,622
I.686.69S

1,580.022

.756I666

:, 354. 531

I i ik\l oi New JE&SBY.—Sells Coal Stock for $32,500,000—
This company has sold its 169,788 shares of Lehigh & W
Barre Coal Company stock to a syndicate among whose mem-
bers are a number of minority stockholders of the coal com-
pany, some independent coal interest, and the Burns Brothers
interests. Thi manager is Jackson E. Reynolds, vice-
president of the First National Bank, who is a director of the
coal company and lias been identified with it for 20 y<

The total consideration to be received by the seller is, in round
, $32,500,000. The dates of payment of the instalments are

December 6, 1921, July 1. August 1. September 1 and October 1,

1922. The first payment will be about $10,000,000.

The sale of the Lehigh & W ilkes-Barre coal stock was in ac-

cordance with the United States Supreme Court decree of April

6 1920. This decree dissolved the combination of the Reading
Company, the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, the Philadelphia

& Reading Coal Company, the Central Railroad of New Jersey and
tin Lehigh & \\ ilkes-Barre Coal Company.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—Dividends Resumed.—This company has
declared a dividend of 2 per cent., payable January 3 to stock of
record December 2. This is the first payment made since Decem-
ber 31, 1920. From 1917 to 1920 the road's regular rate was 4

pel int annually, hut on May 20. 1921. the company deferred
action on the regular - [ier cent semi-annual dividend, due June
M).

Cnn rERN Illinois.—Reorgaiiication Plan Operative.
Kiihn. Loeb & I o.. reorganization managers, have given notice

that tlu plan and agreement for the reorganization of the I

& Eastern Illinois, dated March 31, 1921. are now operative.

The details of the reorganization plan were given in the Railway
Age of April 8, 1921, page 913.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—Dividends
Declared- This company has declared a regular quarterly

dividend of 1 .j per cent on the preferred stock, payable Decem-
1 to stock of record November 22 A semi-annual dividend of

3 )'<i cent and an extra dividend of ,V .. per cent were declared

on the common stock, payable December 27 to sjock of record

December <>. This extra dividend compares with 2 1

_• per cent

paid List June.

Annual Report.—The income account for the year ended

December 31, 1920, compares with the previous year as f
'

The Cha
Will

teau Frontenac, the C. P. R. Hotel at Quebec. As It

Look When Addition Noted Above Is Completed

i kperating revem
'

er 31) .

.

Opentiaf

laves
ing inc. me t March 11

Standard return

rota] i:
-

ilross income
Deduct— rent for 1

Interest

5 ikt cent on prefei '

13 per cert on cone:-. .

Balance carried to ere. lit of profit and

• 1919

110.043

1,649.616
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The revenues and expenses in detail and the principal traffic

statistics for 1920 compare with 1919 as follows

:

Operating Revenues
1920 1919

Freight $15,347,954 $11,871,984

Passenger 4,369,250 3,598,768

Total operating revenues $21,118,821 $16,313,686

Operating Expenses

Maintenance of way and structures $2,406,504 $2,610,342

Maintenance of equipment 5,699,341 5,18S,286

Traffic 361.039 275,589

Transportation 7,893,0411 6,922,979

General 490,794 413,699

$16,993,255 $15,499,095

Net revenue from operations 4,125.566 814,591

Taxes 595.559 652,310

Total operating income 3,527,855 155,596

Miles of road operated 338 336

Passenger Traffic

Number of passenpers carried 1,762,132 1.635,023

Number of passengers carried one mile 149,359,030 132,047,224

Average distance hauled per passenger (miles) 84.76 80
'Zf

Average receipts per passenger per mile (cents) -.93 2.73

Freight Traffic

Number of revenue tons carried 6.695.999 4.682,999

Number of tons carried one mile 1,425,608,322 1,094,293911

Average distance hauled per ton (miles) 212.90' 23f„„
Average receipts per ton per mile (cents).... 1.08 1.09

Denver & Rio Grande—Stockholders' Suit for $200,000,000—
The stockholde'rs' protective committee has caused to be served on

former directors and officials of the company summons in a suit

in the Supreme Court of New York to recover $200,000,000 for

alleged losses to the stockholders growing out of misfortunes of

the road extending over a period of five years and ending in the

sale of the property to satisfy a judgment. The defendants named

are George J. Gould, Edward T. Jeffery, Arthur Coppell, Edwin

Gould, Kingdon Gould, Edgar L. Marston, Benjamin F. Bush,

Edward L. Brown, Edward D. Adams, Finley J. Shepard, Harri-

son Williams, Benjamin B. McAlpin, George G. Haven, Henry U.

Mudge, James Horace Harding, Harry Bronner, Charles C. Huitt,

John H. McClement, Alvin W. Krech, Alexander R. Baldwin and

the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Company.

The complaint among other things specifically charges the fol-

lowing:

That in February, 1915, the defendants entered into a conspiracy I"

wreck the Denver & Rio Grande, and to cause all its properties to be wiped

out and absorbed by adverse interests. That as an initial step the con-

spirators caused and permitted a default to. be made in the interest payable

March 1. 1915, on Western Pacific first mortgage, and although the Denver

had ample cash and other resources to protect Western Pacific against such

foreclosure they interposed an answer on the same day as suit for fore-

closure was filed, admitting all the allegations of the bill.

Judgment demanded in the complaint is as follows:

(1) That the defendant and each of them be required to account for

and to make restitution of all the moneys, properties and funds of the

Denver & Rio Grande Railriad Company, of which the Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad Company has been wrongfully and unlawfully disseized

and divested, and for all loss and damages which the Denver & Rio Grande

Railroad Company and its stockholders have sustained in the premises, aggre-

gating $20O,0(in,O()l;; and that the defendants be adjudged to account for

and to pav to the defendant, the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad Company,

or to these plaintiffs for the use of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad

Company the amount of said loss and damages.

(2) That the olaintiffs have such other and further relief as may be

agreeable to equity and good conscience, besides the costs and disbursements

The complaint was prepared by Arthur M. Wickwire and Daniel W.
Blumenthal, counsel for the protective committee.

Alvin W. Krech, president of the Equitable Trust Company,

who is named as one of the defendants in the action, brought by

the stockholders, made the following statement

:

So far ;;s concerned the claim that I conspired with the directors 1
f the

Denver Company or the directors of the old Western Pacific Company to

cause these companies or either of them to default in the performance of

their obligations, or to accomplish anything else to the detriment of those

companies! there is not only no foundation for the statement, but the cir-

cumstances under which it "has been made are such that I have no doubt

whatever that its (alsitv is known to the attorneys filing this suit. Most
of the matters set forth in the complaint have been before the courts in

various proceedings. The entire claim so far as I am concerned is predicated

on the theory that obligations assumed by the Denver and the old Western
Pacific Conmnany were not valid. As a matter of fact the validity of these

obligations has been established and finally determined by the federal courts

of this circuit, of the ninth circuit and of the eighth circuit.

Edmonton, Dunvegan & British Columbia.—New Director.--

Vernon W. Smith, minister of railways for the province of

Alberta, was, on November 22, elected a director. Mr. Smith

succeeds Charles Stewart, former premier of Alberta, who re-

signed from the directorate when his party was defeated in the

'provincial election.

Hocking Valley.—Dividends Resumed.—This company has de-

clared a dividend of 2 per cent, payable December 31 to stock of

record December 9. Although not declared as for a stated period,

this dividend corresponds to the dividend which had been declared

semi-annually before last June, when the usual declaration was

omitted.

Live Oak, Ferry & Gulf.—Authorized to Abandon Line.—
This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce

Commission to abandon a branch of its line 2 miles long in

Taylor County, Fla.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.-—Reorganization Plan.— See ar-

ticle on another page of this issue entitled "M. K. & T. Reor-

ganization Plan Announced."

Payments to Railroads

Payments by the Treasury to railroads on account of federal

control and the Transportation Act of 1920 from July 1 to Oc-

tober 31, 1921, amounted to $37,949,751, as compared with $264.-

040,418 in the corresponding period of 1920, according to a state-

ment issued by the Treasury Department.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a number
of additional tentative valuations. It finds that as of 1916

the final value of the property used by the East Jersey

Railroad & Terminal Company was $475,890 and the owned
property $359,390. For the Paris & Mt. Pleasant the com-
mission found a final value as of 1918 of $813,771. For the

Rock Island Frisco Terminal, 1915, the final value of owned
property was given as $2,035,988 and of the used property

$2,089,674. For the Pickens Railroad as of 1916, the com-
mission found a final value of $126,426 and of the Virginia

Southern as of 1916 a final value of $127,551.

The tentative valuation of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville as of 1915 gives a final value of the owned property,
509 miles, of $27,272,707 and of the used property, 583 miles,

which includes 64.8 miles of the Indianapolis & Louisville

and 9.4 miles of the Indiana Stone Railroad, a final value of

$31,495,358. The stock of the leased lines is owned by the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. Its outstanding capital-

ization as of the valuation date was $33,710,930. The invest-

ment in road and equipment as stated in the carrier's books
was $37,225,989, but the commission says that if certain read-

justments were made this would be reduced to $36,424,870, of

which $27,453,353 represents the par value of securities issued
or assumed. The cost of reproduction less depreciation of
the owned property was placed at $22,938,569 and of the

used property at $25,393,900. The company also owned se-

curities of non-carrier companies of a par value of $5,832,353

and a book value of $4,013,296.

Dividends Declared

Canadian Pacific.—Common, 2 1/? per cent, quarterly, payable December 31
to holders of record December 1.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—2 per cent, payable January 3 to holders of record
December 2.

Chestnut Hill.—$0.75, quarterly, payable December 5 to holders of record
November 20. ,

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—Common, 3 per cent; common
(extra), 3J4 per cent; both payable December 27 to holders of record De-
cember 6. Preferred. 1 '4 per cent, quarterly, payable December 1 to

holders of record November 22.

Hocking Valley.—2 per cent, payable December 31 to holders of record
December 9.

Philadelphia, Germantown S: Norristown.— $1.50. quarterly, payable De-
cember 5 to holders of record November 20.

Tuckerton Railroad.— (Special), $1, payable December 1 to holders of

record November 19.

On July 31, 1921, the Interstate Commerce Commission had
1,919 employees under the classified civil service; the Railroad

Administration had 1,327 and the Labor Board had 76.

Asbestos Rock to the amount of 3,123,370 tons was mined in the

province of Quebec during 1920, according to the annual report

of the Department of Mines. From this quantity 170.500 tons of

merchantable liber was secured. Of this amount only 1,026 tons

were rated as Crude No. 1, but this class alone was valued at

$1,513,439. The total value of asbestos products was $14,749,048.
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Railway Officers

ill :i

Executive

Edward W. Mason, general managei of the Western Pa-

cific, has been elected vice president ind al manager in

charge of operation and maintenance. Charles Elsey, I

in.i of the company, has been elected vice-president and

treasurer in charge of finance, accounting, real estate and

insurance.

D. W. Pontius, general manager of the San Diego &
Arizona, with headquarters at San Diego, Cal., has been

elected vice-president and general manager of the Pacific

Electric, a subsidiary of the Southern Pacific, with head-

quarters at Los Angeles, Cal., to succeed II. B. Titcomb,
who has been elected president of the Southern Pacific of

Mexico and the Arizona Eastern, as noted in the Railway Age
of September 24 (page 600). Mr. Pontius has been con-

nected with the Southern Pacific for about thirty years, fill-

ing successively the positions ,,i telegraph operator, station

agent, trainmaster and district freight and passenger agent.

From 1908 until February 1, 1911, he was traffic manager
of the Los Angeles Pacific Railway, and then, with the con-
solidation of the seven electric lines in southern California

to form the Pacific Electric, he became traffic manag
the latter company. In December, 1917, he was elected

general manager of the San Diego & Arizona, which posi-

tion he was holding at the time of his recent appointment.

Financial, Legal and Accounting

F. M. Angellotti has been appointed general counsel of the

Western Pacific, suc< ei ding A. R. Baldwin, who has been
elected president of the Western Pacific Railroad Corpora-
tion. W. G. Bruen has been appointed secretary, succeeding
Charles Elsey, who has been elected vice-president.

Operating

A. W. Thompson has been appointed car accountant of
lli. Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville.

K \ .
sue. ceding Edward 1.. Hill, whose death was noted in

the Railway Age of October 29 (page 8S8)

A. T. Mercier, superintendent of tin Portland division of

the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Portland, ' )re.,

has been appointed general i tget ol the San Diego &
Arizona, with headquarters at San I 'i.e.., Cal.

B. B. Hickman, general agent, freight department, t<i the

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis and the St. Louis
Merchants Bridge Terminal Railway, has been promoted to

general superintendent of tin latter company, succeeding

J. \. Matheuson. promoted

C. H. Buford, superintendent ol tin Sioux I ity and Dakota
division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-
quarters at Sioux City, Iowa, ha- been transferred to the

Terrc llautc division (formerb the I hicago, I .ire Haute &
Southeastern Railway), with at I

i ii, llautc.

Ind.. succeeding M.J. Griffin, who has been appointed assist

ant superintendent of that division. E. F. Rummel, assistant

supei intendenl ol the Chii nal dn isii m, « ill

Mr. Buford, and will be N. A. Meyer, who is at

present assistant superintendent ol transportation of Inns
east of Mobridgc, S. D.

C. F. Donnatin, whose pron perintendent of the
San Joaquin division of the Southern Pacific, with head-
quarters at Bakersfield, Cal., was announced in the .'

Age of October 15 (page 74.!'. first entered the service
"t that road as ., call hoy and was soon promoted to Station
agent and telegrapher. From that position he was
ferred to the construction department as a brakeman. Vfter

working in that department for some time, he was trans-

ferred to the operating department, and was later promoted
i luctor. Since that time he has been promoted suc-

ively ti aster, trainmaster, and assistant superin-

is Angeles division, with headquart*
i Cal., which position he was holding at the time

of his recent promotion.

John A. Mathewson, whose appointment as general man-
ninal Railroad Association of St. '

was announced in the Railway Age of November 19

10m in 1866 at Sardinia, New York. He entered

railroad service at the age of 15, in the machine shops of

the Grand Rapids & Indiana. His next railroad pa
was with the Northern Pacific, for which road he worked as

a switchman, and he held the same position at different times

Eoi iou Othi i iai ii' 1 Michigan Central, the

Grand Trunk and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. He
entered the service o( the Terminal Railroad Association of

St. Louis, 26 watchman, and was promoted
successively to yardmaster, trainmaster and. in 1918, to

superii 'he St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal
Railway, a subsidiary company, which position he was hold-

ing at the time of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

G. W. Lillie nas been appointed superintendent of motive
powei Salt Lake, effective October 16, suc-
ceeding M B Mi Partland, resigned to enter the service of
another railroad company.

G. E. Passage, assistant division master mechanic
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Mil-
waukee, Wis., has been promoted to master mechanic of the
Terre Haute division, with headquarters at Terrc Haute, Ind.
Succeeding J. \ Richards, who has been assigned to other
duties.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

William Gerig, assistant chid" engineer of the Alaskan En-
gineering Commission, has resigned to engage in

engineering practice.

George H. Harris, whose appointment as assistant chief

engineer of the Michigan Central, with headquarters at De-
troit Mich., was announced in the Railway Age of November

19 (page 1018),

born at Toledo.
' '|»on

leaving the L'nr.

of Michigan in 1"

entered the cmpl
tlic Pennsylvania
Chicago Terminal di-

vision. He left that

road in 1903 to bi

an assistant division en-

gineer of the Michigan
Central with headquar-
ters at Jackson, Mich,
and. in 1905, hi

promoted to division

cr with head-
quarters at Niles

From 1907 to 1910 he
was in chargi of the

grade separation work
the Michigan

tral and I

Rock Island '. ;. 111. He «
sion engineer at St. Thomas, Ont., in 1910, and was trans)

oit, Mich., in 1912. I„ ]914hc w
oi track and maintenance of way and from 1°17 to 1919
he acted as assistant chief engineer, with hcadquar:
Detroit, necessitated by J. F. Deimling, assistant cl

gineer, becoming acting chief engineer during the absence of

Colonel Webb in military service in France, tie returned

G. H. Harris
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J. F. nling

to his former position in May. 1919, in which capacity he

was serving at the time of his recent promotion.

James F. Deimling, assistant chief engineer of the Michigan

Central, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been pro-

moted to chief engineer with the same headquarters, succeed-

ing Col. Geo. H. Webb,

whose death was noted

in the Railway Age of

November 12 (page

964). Mr. Deimling was

born on November 18,

1867. He entered rail-

road service in March,

1886, as a rodman on

the Missouri Pacific,

which position he left

in September of that

year to become assist-

ant engineer with the

W. V. McCracken Con-

struction Company. He
re-entered railroad
service in November,

1887, as assistant engi-

neer of the Chicago &
West Michigan, with

headquarters at Grand

Rapids, Mich., and in

1890 he was appointed assistant engineer of the Detroit &

Lansing, which position he held until March, 1897, when he

became engineer maintenance of way, of the Lake Superior

& Ishpeming, and chief engineer of the Marquette & South-

ern. He entered the service of the Pere Marquette on June 1,

1904, and was, successively, track engineer with headquarters

at Detroit, until July 1. 1905, and division engineer mainte-

nance of way with headquarters at Grand Rapids, until Feb-

ruary 1906, at which time he was promoted to chief engineer

with headquarters at Detroit. In October, 1912. he resigned

to become engineer of construction of the Michigan Central,

with headquarters at Detroit. In December, 1913, lie was

promoted to assistant chief engineer, which position he was

holding at the time of his recent promotion. Mr. Deimling

served as acting chief engineer from June, 1917, to May, 1919,

during Colonel Webb's absence due to war service.

Traffic

George F. Meighan has been appointed traffic manager of

the St. Louis & Hannibal, wfth headquarters at Hannibal, Mo.

Charles Hamilton has been appointed district passenger

agent of the Wabash, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa.,

effective November 15.

Charles W. Barber has been appointed general agent in the

traffic department of the Akron, Canton & Youngstovvn, and

the Northern Ohio railways, with headquarters at Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

S. R. Stevenson has been appointed general agent, freight

department, of the Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis and the St. Louis Merchants Bridge Terminal Rail-

way, succeeding B. B. Hickman, promoted.

George Linn has been appointed grain agent of the New
York Central (Buffalo and East) with headquarters at New
York. He will also be responsible for the operation of the

New York Central and West Shore grain elevators in New
York Harbor, effective November 1.

Purchasing and Stores

S. J. DeGraeff has been appointed storekeeper of the South-

ern Pacific of Mexico with headquarters at Empalme, Sonora,

Mexico.

F. G. Prest, purchasing agent of the Northern Pacific, with

headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has been made director of

purchases, a newly created office, witli the same headquarters,

and R. J. Elliott, assistant purchasing agent with headquar-

ters at St. Paul, Minn., will succeed Mr. I'rest.

Obituary

Axel Vogt

H. J. Phelps, general passenger agent of the Illinois Cen-

tral, with headquarters at Chicago, died at his home in that

city on November 20.

Axel S. Vogt, formerly mechanical engineer of the Penn-

sylvania, Eastern lines, died on November 11 of heart disease.

Mr. Vogt was born on January 19, 1849, at Christianstad.

Sweden, and was edu-

cated in the public

schools. He began rail-

way work in June, 1874,

with the Pennsylvania

at Altoona and remained

with that road until

1882, when he went with

Schutte & Koehrting,

Philadelphia, Pa. In

November, 1883, he re-

turned to the service of

the Pennsylvania as as-

sistant engineer of tests.

On March 1, 1887, he

was promoted to me-
chanical engineer, and

remained in that position

until February 1, 1919,

when he retired. Since

his retirement he was
connected with the

Baldwin Locomotive
Works for a short time in an advisory capacity.

Edward A. Chenery, superintendent of telegraph of the

Missouri Pacific, witli headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., whose
death was mentioned in the Railway Age of November 12

(page 964), was born
on the Atlantic Ocean
on October 17, 1859.

He entered railroad

service as a telegraph

operator on the Grand
Rapids & Indiana in

November, 1872. He
continued in that capac-

ity until January, 1879,

when he entered the

service of the Galves-

ton, Ha.risburg & San
Antonio, with which
company he was suc-

cessively telegraph op-

erator, dispatcher, car

accountant and secre-

tary to the gen-

eral superintendent. In

June, 1886, he resigned

to become secretary to

the general superin-

tendent of the L'nion Pacific, with headquarters at Omaha,

Neb. The following year he became superintendent of tele-

graph of the Terminal Railroad Association and the St. Louis

Merchants Bridge Terminal Railway, with headquarters at

St. Louis. In May, 1903, he left the above companies to

become superintendent of telegraph of the Missouri Pacific,

which position he was holding at the time of his death.

During the federal control of the roads. Mr. Chenery was

general superintendent of telegraph of all the lines in the

southwestern region with headquarters at St. Louis. For

many years, Mr. Chenery was actively engaged in the work

ol the Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents

and served as its president during the year 1905 1906. Since

tin activities of this Association have been incorporated

under the Telegraph and Telephone Section of the American

Railway Association, he has been a member of. the Committee

of Direction.

Edward Chenery
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The Ryerson-Conradson Motor Drive eliminates all belts, tension idlers and chain drives

with their consequent trouble and inefficiency.

A Flood of RepairWork
There are over 12,500 locomotives awaiting repairs

that will take over 24 hours.

Are the shops ready to care for such a flood with

increasing traffic and winter ahead ?

In the Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Lathe is a

modern tool such as every shop needs for quick, low

cost locomotive repairs.

Rapidity of output is a controlling feature of design.

For example, all gears are constantly in mesh, so

speed and feed changes can be made without stopping

the machine or fear of stripping gears.

Such advantages speed locomotive repairs.

There are olhers our bulletin

1301 tells about. Asl( for it.

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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One problem confronting the ex& utives of the small rail-

ways and, in a certain measure, the beads of the large roads

as well, i- i" find lines of advancement
Are You Making

for men whose work has been confined

A Place to certain special fields. This predica-

For Yourself? rnent also arises with respect to the

regular operating positions when a man
of exceptional ability develops faster than the other members
of the staff. Some executives have solved this problem by a

ruthless elimination of the less brilliant superior to make
room for his more intelligent and aggressive subordinate,

lull e\ee|it in eases of demonstrated in. ompetency this policy

cannot he pursued consistently without becoming a had in-

fluence on the esprit de corps. A more reasonable way to

extend opportunity for promising material i- to afford a

greater scope of usefulness by a gradual widening of au-

thority and responsibility. In short, make the place fit the

man. A trainmaster may he given the title of assistant super-

intendent; a roadmaster may take over the duties of train-

master in addition to his own, or a bridge engineer may be

made principal assistant engineer with certain added respon

siliilities. As a matter of fact, this is being done and has
been done for a long time and explain- in part the diversity

in the forms of railway organization in this country. The
lesson in this to the aspiring young officer who feels that

he is hiding his light under a bushel is to take the initiative

in widening his own responsibilities, by doing more than is

expected of him whenever the opportunity offers insofar as

this may be done without causing friction in the organization

to which he belongs.

Among the remarkable figures given in the report on the

proposed superpower System are those dialing with the

maintenance of electric locomotives.
Electric vs. The cost of repairs, including engine-

Steam Locomotive house expenses, for -team locomotives

Maintenance ' s assumed to average 42.6 cents per

locomotive mile. For the electric loco-

motive equated to the same weight on drivers, a comparative
figure of 8.26 cents per mile i- given, or less than one-fifth

the cost for the steam locomotive. The data from which the

cost of maintenance of the electric locomotives was derived

pertained only to direct current installations and included

a total of but 196 locomotives. There is reason to doubt
whether these figures are truly representative of what ma)
he expected in extensive electrification. I lie conditions on

the roads selected are probably unusually favorable for eco

Domical maintenance. This seems to be borne out In a

Comparison with roads whose maintenance figure- are not

given in the report. The maximum repair cost per mile

Shown for any of the electric locomotives included in Un-

report is 10.7 cents, but for three roads not cited tin cosl

in 1919 was 18.7 cents. 41.4 cents, and .SI. 44 per mile,

respectively. The last figure shows COndusivel] that electril

locomotives art' not always notable for their low maintenance
costs. To use this as typical would he unfair, but it is like-

wise unfair to compare the maintenance of electric locomo-
tives on short runs and in passenger service with that of

steam locomotives in all classes of Service. Most of the el.'.

trie locomotives have been in use Such a short period that

repair- an- -till lower than normal. It is difficult to prove
just what tie- relative repair costs would be on a fair

of com ii the authors of the superpower survev
must furnish additional evidence before their claim that the
cost of maintenam ii locomotive- i- one fifth the
cost for steam locomotive- , an In- accepted as fact.

In dynamii time- like the present, real accomplishment
along line- not pressing daily for solution is only too likely

ass unnoticed. The improvement in
Improved dining i in a number .

Dining Car in recent months is a case in point.

Service ' same or better meal- at lower

prices are being offered to the travel-
ing publii on a number of road-, so that m it is

possible for a traveler to dine quite as well at the same
or less cost than he could at the average restaurant of the
better class. Few railroad officers are ignorant of the fact

that good dining car service i- a builder of business. They
should not fail, therefore, in spite of the pressure of other
business to recognize and appreciate improvement when their

dining car departments bring it about. I net to be
a tendency in the direction of the table d'hote and plate
dinners and more moderate prices in place of the rathi

pensive a la carte service. The popularity of these innova-
tions can easily be proved by talking with the passengers on
any road where they have been put into effect. The
and appreciation of superior officers doubtlc-s have cone a
long way in assisting tie- dining car department- to bring
about these changes. Further improvement is possible on
some roads and the subject is one which commends itself.

at least from time to time, to the attention of even -

vising ofti. er.

During the- last two weeks in October of this year the rail-

wax- of tin- United State- handled over 95 per cent of the

maximum number of car loads of
The Lessons freight they ever moved. In fact in the

Of a Year St Paul-Minneapolis terminals and in

Ago numerous other areas, the traffic actu-

ally exceeded that of the record period
of a year .mo. Ibis traffic was moved with an ease which
stood out in marked contrast with tin- congestion which
threatened to paralyze the transportation indu-tn of the

country in the fall of 1920, This war's record was made
with a much -mailer number of . ars in service and with a

quarter of a million less employees. This indicates that the

lessons of the congestion >>i a year ago have not been for-

gotten and that the measures which were introduced at that

tun. are Still effective. It would be unfortunate indeed if

the road- should forget those lessons which they 1

during the period of the most intensive operation in their

historj and lapse back into their old practices. Conditions
then forced the road< to exert every effort to move traffic

expeditiously to prevent Mo. I

requires adherence to those same methods now. Tin it

ingly urgent demand for the reduction in rates e met
only by the adoption of ever) - - promoting

L073
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economy in operation. Railway officers must of necessity

keep their organizations on the alert during the period of

normal annual seasonal decline in traffic, which we are now
entering, to insure that equally economical operation is

secured as the pressure of traffic is relieved.

Great Britain has little cause for complaint on the score of

her exports of railway equipment and supplies. In Septem-

ber of this year her exports of locomo-
Britain's tives were valued at $3,843,896, while

Equipment for the same month last year they to-

Exports ta ' e£l only $1,913,965 in value. Dur-

ing the same month of the currrent

year the exports of locomotives from the United States were

valued at $1,493,050 as against $4,105,405 in September,

1920. Thus in the short space of a year Great Britain has,

in the face of a world-wide depression, greatly increased her

exports of locomotives while our exports, which a year ago

were much greater than those of Great Britain, have fallen

off sharply. In the matter of freight cars and trucks Britain

has not been quite so fortunate—September of this year show-

ing $2,535,180 as against $3,269,390 for September, 1920—
but even in this the decline is much less marked than that

in American freight car exports. The secret of Britain's

success as an exporter of railway materials and supplies is

not hard to find—British capital is invested heavily in for-

eign railways and British railway men operate a large pro-

portion of the railway mileage in foreign countries, especially

in South America. It would be difficult to persuade an

American that our extensive methods of railroading, and

equipment designed to meet such operation, are not better

suited to most of these countries than are Britain's intensive

methods and "dinky" equipment. British investors have not

hesitated, however, to put their savings into foreign railways

and it is fair to expect that these British owned and operated

roads should purchase equipment of British design. Such

action is, moreover, cumulative—in favor of the British

manufacturer. Mere envy of the success of Britain's leader-

ship in the foreign railway field, however, is valueless. What
we must do if we want an extensive foreign business is to

emulate her example in financing and operating railways in

foreign countries.

The reorganization plan of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

announced last week (Railway Age, November 26, page

1043) reduces the fixed interest bear-

The
i ng debt of the old company from

M. K. & T. $146,543,142 to $100,320,913. The

Reorganization fixed interest charges are reduced from

$7,429,376 (inclusive of sinking fund

payments) to $4,917,717. The plan proposes, in addition,

the issuance of $57,500,000, 5 per cent, convertible adjust-

ment mortgage bonds bearing a contingent interest charge

of $2,875,000 cumulative from January 1, 1925. This re-

organization plan is regarded as conservative. It relates to

a railroad the operations of which have been characterized

recently by marked progress. It is hardly necessary to dis-

cuss of what this progress has consisted as an effort was
made to point it out in the columns of this paper in the

articles entitled "Progress of Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Since 1913," which appeared in the issues of June 10, 1021,

page 1321, and June 17, 1921, page 1385. It is interesting

to bring the facts up to date in a measure by noting that

the net railway operating income for the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas itself in the first nine months of 1921 was $4,490,-

887 as compared with $3,285.61') in the first nine months
of 1920. The Missouri, Kansas is: Texas of Texas, which
incidentally had a standard return of about $600,000, in the

first nine months of 1921 had a net railway operating in-

come of $1,677,038. In the first nine months of 1920, the

Texas lines had a deficit of $6,616,599. The M. K. & T.
itself, for the nine months had an operating ratio of 80.1;

its transportation ratio was but 36.6. The road at present

is handling considerably less business than it was handling

at this time last year. Nevertheless, it has succeeded in

keeping up its train load and even exceeding the average for

1920, the latter fact being particularly true of the Texas
lines. Bad-order cars on November 1 averaged but 7.1 per

cent as against an average for the country of 15.0 per cent.

These are merely a few of the outstanding facts, but they

are sufficient to augur well for the operations of the road

under the proposed plan.

There is a wide field for the greater use of milling machines
in railroad shops where the work involves duplicate machine

operations on many locomotive and car
Production parts. The milling machine is particu-

Milling larly adapted for this work because of

Operations trie large proportion of power actually

used in removing metal, the continuous

cutting action, and the high production of milling cutters

each of which has numerous cutting points and edges. Both
high production and accuracy of work are features of the

modern milling machine which is designed to stand up under
heavy cuts at high speeds. A four-head, planer type miller

recently installed in the Beech Grove shops of the Big Four
is used for milling the shoe and wedge ways on locomotive

driving boxes, an operation performed in one-quarter of the

time formerly required on a planer. Crosshead shoes, as-

sembled in the crossheads, are milled in approximately one-

third of the time formerly required. Before installing the

milling machine four planers' were kept busy on driving

boxes and crossheads, but this work is now done on the miller

in three days a week, the machine being free the remainder of

the time for other work." It is unnecessary to point out the

resultant saving in labor cost and there is also a considerable

saving in floor space. The results secured are a strong argu-

ment for the installation of milling machines in many
shops where the machine departments are not only con-

gested but prove the limiting factor in shop output. The
above conclusions do not in any way indicate that the day
of the planer as an efficient, effective tool for performing

certain machine operations has passed. For many opera-

tions the planer is the more adaptable tool and in other

cases it w^ould be difficult to get milling cutters of the re-

quired shape to perform the particular operations desired.

Then, again, where only a single part is to be machined or

where possibly the number of duplicate machine operations

is small, it would not pay to make or buy milling cutters

and adjust them in a milling machine. Experience has

demonstrated, however, that the use of planers in repair

shops for planing large numbers of driving boxes, cross-

heads, shoes and wedges and similar work is decidedly un-

economical. For machining these parts in quantity at a

minimum cost of labor and time the milling machine is In-

far the more efficient tool.

In view of the growing demand for electrical power for the

illumination of stations, the operation of pumping plants

and similar purposes, it is becoming in-

Electrical creasingly advisable for. the railroads

Power to look well into the future when pro-

Distribution viding power. As an example, one

road has designed its signal transmis-

mission line to provide sufficient additional power for the

illumination of the stations in the smaller towns, the light-

ing of .a number of the switch lamps and a reserve for emer-

gency lighting at accidents and washouts/ At another point
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on this same road a coal < hute is operated by a 15 h.p. motor

connected to the signal power line. If a transmission line

IS being planned it i.- necessary that these additional power

requirements be considered to provide sufficient capacit) to

prevent an excessive reduction in the line voltage when the

motor is starting, for otherwise the automatic Mock signals

might he released momentarily to tin- "stop" indication. The
load factor, the distance from tin- motor to the sub-station

and the power capacity available, are all questions entering

in the prohlem. The economies resulting from the use of

automatic electrically-controlled machinery at isolated points

are so large as to warrant thorough investigation. It would,

therefore, appear advisahle to call a conference of the sev-

eral officers concerned before any transmission line is de-

signed.

The Railroads Must
Defend Themselves Better

No CAREFUL OBSERVER can doubt that public opinion is

much less friendly to the railways than tun years or

even one year ago. The change whii h has occurred is illus-

trated by the alteration in the attitude of public nun in

Washington, by what many in are saying and by

what many people outside the railroad business arc saying

in private conversation.

Everybody is criticising the present rate- of the railways.

Some publications and persons recognize the fact that high

labor and other high costs have made the present rates

necessary, and that substanti.il genera] reductions of rate-

will be impracticable until costs of operation are reduced.

Unfortunately, however, many publications and persons not

only do not recognize the actual facts regarding the situa-

tion, but either wilfully or ignorantly misrepresent them.

Never in ten years has there been so much misleading or

downright false propaganda di emi] ited against the rail

ways as now. It is being charged throughout the country

that the salaries of their officers are grossly excessive; that

they are wasting hundreds of million- of dollars through

grafting contracts with outside cum ems; that the valuation

placed on their properties by the Interstate I ommerce Com-
mission is $5,000,000,000 to $7,000,000,000 too much, and
that they are being guaranteed by the government, and are

actually receiving a 6 per cent return cm "watered" capitali-

zations and valuations. These and almost innumerable other

fabrication- have been pul in circulation and are being per-

sistently repeated. The effects being produced on public

sentiment are bad.

This propaganda is .inning mainly from two general

sources. It is coming, first, from men like Clifford Thorne
and Glenn E. Plumb who make a living by misrepresenting

railway affairs, and from public men such as Senator La
Follette whose political stock in trade consists of misrepre

sentations of all large industries, especiallj the raili

It is coming, secondly, from the bead- of the railwaj labor

organizations and from literall) hundreds of thousands of
railway employees whose purpose is the promotion of the

Plumb plan. Many persons who wi olive to this

kind of propaganda a few month- ago have been made re-

ceptive to it b-. antagonism to the railways which they first

began to feed because they believed that high railway rates

were injuring them.

It is to the selfish interest of the entire nation that this

malicious, false and selfish propaganda against the rail-

ways be refuted. It is especially to the interest of the
owners and managers of the railways that it be refuted.

And, in fact, it is being refuted. But, unfortunately, those
who are engaged in spreading this propaganda arc- far

more numerous, and are working actively in many more

communities, than are those who are answering it. There-
fore, the propaganda is daily becoming more widespread
and effc

Ige has said before, and now earnestly re-

peats, that tin- remed) is available to the managements of
the- individual railways and should be applied chiefly by
tin in. Various organizations of the railways, most of them
branches of the Association of Railway Executives, are en-

gaged constantly in preparing data and arguments which
complete b. refute the reckless .alumni.- constantly being

circulated by those who desire to destroy private owner-
ship and management of railways. The trouble i> that

not enough is being done through the organizations of most
of the individual railway- to get the- facts about the railway
situation presented to the people in their territories. Thou-
sands of the employee-- of almost every railway are assidu-
ously engaged in poisoning public sentiment in their various

communities. In most cases the managements of the rail-

ways are doing little or nothing to supply an antidote for

this poison.

Tin-re are railways iii every part of the country which,
through spec tal departments established and maintained for

that purpose, are doing effective- work to nullify the

of the anti-railroad propaganda being carried on. This
ought to be true, however, not merely of only part, but of
all of the railways. Not a single false or misli

ment regarding railway management or railway regulation
should be- allowed to be published anywhere without an an-
swer to it being promptly sent to the paper in which it ap-

pears, with a request tor publication of the answer. Hut
there are literallv thousands of such misrepresentations ap-
pearing in the press, not only every month or every week,
but almost every day, and a few men -. re and
there cannot possibly answer them all. The amount of

work done to '.i to the public the truth about the railroads

ought to be equal to the amount of work done to get to it

misrepresentations of them, but it is not anywhere near
equal to it.

I he preponderance of the propaganda against the rail-

wax- over thai being carried on in their defense i- so great
that it i- becoming a serious menace to all fair and n

able regulation, and to private owner-hip and management.
The duty of the railway managements to the owners of their

securities, and their duty to the public, demand that many
of them shall awaken to the- situation that is developing and
deal with it more effectively.

Tonnage vs. Net Earnings

Tim mi i -a ke of success which a management achieves in

the operation of a railway property is reflected in the
mind- of it- -to. kholders and the public at large by its net

operating income, rather than by the amount of traffic whi.h
it handles. Obviously this income is dependent upon the
difference between the amount which the road receives for

tin- transportatii of the various commodities and what it

to haul them S mmon carrier, a road must of

necessity tr} to handle all traffic that is offered to it. II

ever, a large part of the tonnage of almost every road is

competitive and is secured by direct solicitation. It is in the

selection of the traffic which it sets out to solicit that a road
can i-\e-r, ise a discretion which will be reflected in its net

earnings. The traffic department can do much to ;

-

the interests of its road in such matter-. Unfortunately, the

of this department as a whole and that of its indi-

vidual solicitor- is too often measured bj the amount of
tonnage secured rather than by the profit which the road
can earn from it. One of the most marked evidences of this

incorrect viewpoint prior to federal control was the active

solicitation of traffic for movement over other than the most
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direct or economical routes. From the standpoint of the

public any such movement which adds to the cost of trans-

portation constitutes an economic loss. While it is true that

the out-of-pocket cost of handling such traffic, in addition

to that already moving, is less than the average of all, an

analysis of this indirect movement of traffic will show many
instances where such freight is being hauled at an actual

loss to the road on even this basis. With unified control and
the elimination of competition during the war, the incentive

for such routing was eliminated and it was greatly reduced.

Since the return of the roads to individual competitive oper-

ation, this tendency has again asserted itself and the limited

traffic during the current year has given it added impetus.

The result is that some of the old practices are again in

vogue. This condition calls for increased supervision by
executive and traffic officers to eliminate this waste and to

promote the interests of the roads themselves. It also calls

for the recasting of the units of measure of the success of

the traffic solicitors in order that profit from transportation

rather than tonnage shall be the primary consideration.

The Evolution of Contract Agreements

The construction contract is the product of evolution.

In the early days of modern construction work, the con-

tract form was the work of the individual and such sem-

blance of uniformity as prevailed at that time arose from
the fact that few men are of a truly original turn of mind
with the result that they abstracted largely from each other's

documents. As organizations of architects and engineers

were formed, a natural development was the drafting of

uniform contracts to meet the common opinion of the men
engaged in a particular class of construction. Classic illus-

trations of this are the uniform contracts of the American
Institute of Architects and of the American Railway Engi-

neering Association. The best thought of groups of men
interested in these two classes of work was brought to bear

in establishing certain standards of practice and while the

resulting instruments are not used in their entirety by all

persons naturally falling within these two groups, they have
had profound influence in thoroughly establishing certain

usages.

A step further in advance has been the co-operation be-

tween builders and architects as carried out in some of the

larger cities through the promulgation of uniform contracts

which now have the formal recognition of established bodies

representing both of the parties to such agreements, and
because of the high degree of standardization now obtained

as regards particular classes of work, the contractor is af-

forded a reasonably well-established understanding of what
is expected of him.

A new situation has arisen because of the development in

more recent years of a class of large contractors who engage
in many kinds of construction. More recently the dearth of

railway sonstruction and the enormous growth of highway
building has led many firms of railway contractors to take

up highway work. As a consequence, many contractors are

now compelled to deal with a variety of contract forms and
have thus been brought face to face with a need for a still

greater degree of standardization of contract agreements.

This has given rise to the organization of a joint committee
on standard contract forms to be comprised of representatives

of both the designers and builders in all lines of work who
will combine their efforts in an endeavor to formulate stand-

ards for those portions of the construction agreements which
are applicable to all clasps of work.

It is believed that representatives of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association and the railway contractors

will play an important part in this work. In no class of

large scale construction has practice been more thoroughly

established by accepted usage over a greater period of years.

The representation of railway men and railway contractors

should, therefore, be of distinct value on this committee. At
the same time, the railways can derive no small degree of

benefit from the work that such a committee can do through
the greater degree of uniformity in the contracts which
individual railways now use in the carrying out of work
of different classes.

New Books
Proceedings of the American Wood Preservers' Association for

1921. 590 pages. Illustrated. 6 in. by p in. Bound in

cloth. Published by the American Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation, George W . Hunt, secretary, Madison, Wis.

This volume contains the proceedings of the seventeenth

annual meeting which was held at the Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco, Cal., on January 25-27. Among the reports in-

cluded in these proceedings which are of particular interest

to railway men were those on the effect of the zinc chloride

process of preservation on the strength of timber, the service

tests on treated ties, the layout of switch-tie yards, and in-

spection. Of particular interest and value was the elaborate

report on the San Francisco Bay marine piling survey in

which were included the results gained up to that time from
the detailed study of the action of various forms of wood-
boring insects on piling in railway and other docks in that

harbor. The proceedings also include a large amount of

data regarding the quantity of wood treated and the preserva-

tives used in the United States during 1920

Waste In Industry. By the Committee on Elimination of Waste

in Industry of the Federated American Engineering Societies.

409 pages, illustrated, 6-in. by 9-in. Bound in cloth. Published

by the McGraze-Hill Book Company, New York.

As indicated by the title, this book .deals with the problems

of industrial waste, and includes in detail the report of the

committee of the Federated Engineering Societies on this

subject. The results of the committee's investigations and
their findings are presented in three parts which consist of

a summary of the reports; six chapters covering the six

industries of building construction, men's ready-made cloth-

ing, boot and shoe, printing, metal trades and textile; and
seven chapters dealing with various classes of labor prob-

lems, safety first problems, health conservation and other

general matters. The reports indicate that wastes in industry

are due chiefly to low production resulting from faulty man-
agement; interrupted production; restricted production

brought about by labor or managements; and lost production

caused by accident, ill health, etc. While not covering the

railway field directly there is much of interest to the railway

man for the reason that many of the wastes in each industry

show somewhat of a general similarity, and thus may apply-

in varying degrees to conditions in the railway work.

Code Numbers on Interline Forms. December 1421 Edition.

20 pages- 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in paper. Published by

Railway Accounting Officers Association, 1116 Woodward
Building, Washington, D. C. Price 5 cents.

This booklet is a list of the code numbers devised by the

Railway Accounting Officers Association and intended to be

printed on the various interline forms just preceding the

name of the carrier issuing the form. The code numbers

assist in the sorting of interline forms and eliminate many
possibilities for error which exist by reason of the similarity

of name's. The use of the code numbers will eliminate the

labor of coding by those carriers that need such information

when using mechanical devices and the code number of the

carrier issuing the form, when printed as indicated, will tend

to eliminate errors which might otherwise be made by code

clerks.
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Letters to the Editor
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[ The Railway Age -welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway Held. Short letters—about 250
words—arc particularly appreciated

\

The Golden Rule in Railway Work
I LVAKIA.

To the Editor:
The communication entitled "Big Sii<k vs. Golden Rule"

which appeared in your issue of November 26, was read with

much pleasure. In my opinion it struck the right note in

the present industrial situation. The writer had the priv-

ilege, some weeks since, of addressing a meeting of sub-

ordinate officers, in which lie talked about the labor troubles

and discussed causes and possible remedies. After appeal-

ing for a restoration of the old spirit of a generation or two
ago, the following was said in conclusion:

"How can this be brought about? By fair and equal

treatment; even-handed justice; mutual confidence; faithful

performance of duty with service cheerfully rendered, and
finally, a spirit of uniform courtesy and of kindly consid-

eration to be shown between and among all classes of

workers—management as will as rank and tile. The com-
mon principles of Christian charity properly applied could

easily accomplish all this.

"In the last analysis it means simply this; that men and
women of all degrees in their relations with each other must
lie governed by these principles which were promulgated

(by being lived) by Him, who came into this world, taught

the principles of right living, suffered, died and rose again;

and while He spake as no other man ever did, was Himself

a working man.
"In other words we have, all of us. simply got to align

our lives with these principles and give the spirit of Chris-

tianity a real i hance in this world, or the world cannot be

saved industrially, economically, morally, spiritually or in

any other way."
Nothing new in the above, jusl the same old truths; but

after 50 years' experience in the railroad work, seeing and
in more or less close touch with the great changes in that

work during this time, it is my intense conviction ili.it tin-

only solution of the present trouble- lie- along these line-.

A\ Old Rah roader.

The Use of Boilei Compounds

In the Editor:

The article entitled "The Interior Treatment oi Boiler

Waters," by C. R. Knowles, superintendent of water service

of the Illinois Central, which was published in the Railway
lee of November 12, should be read by every railway officer

who has to do with operating or mechanical maintenance
problems. Mr. Knowles has shown considerable •

in placing before your reader- facts which are not generally

taken into consideration, during a discussion of the sub-

ject of water treatment. The remarkable lack of uniformity

of opinion, on the part of those responsible for trunk line

locomotive operation, would not be so evident if every officer

concerned would read this article thoroughly.

It may be a shock to some who have authorized expendi

tures of hundreds of thousand- of dollar- for treating plants,

to learn that these treating plants do not produce pure water.

However, it should be of some comfort to tbe-e gentlemen to

be informed that absolutely pun water, even it" it were
obtainable, would not be, in all respect-, a good boiler water.

If it were, it would probably be unnecessary for the United
States Navy, for instance, to purchase large quantities of
boiler compound, as it does, to be used in water which is

almost 100 per cent distilled.

So far as compounds are concerned, it is frequently pointed
out that practically all of them are based on soda ash, and
several large railroad- take the position that since this is true,

they may as well use the raw soda ash. It would be ju-t as

1 for them to assume that since the major ingredient

used m the making of bread is tlour, we may as well do awav
with the bread, and eat the raw tlour.

Within the pa-t few days, the writer was a passenger on
a railroad which operate- throughout with raw soda ash as

a water treatment. In a distance of 90 miles, the blow-off

cocks of the locomotive of this train ware opened 22 times,

for periods averaging 10 seconds each. This blowing was
necessitated by tin foaming tendency of the water, due to

the use of -oda a-h. and for the purpose of changing out a-

much of the concentrated solid> in the boiler

-Multiplying this amount of blowing by at least four times.

to obtain the corresponding figure for freight locomotive
operation, and reducing it to pounds of fuel, we have a fuel

wastage, through blow off cocks, which is startling.

If. by tin- mean-, we .ire getting rid of the solids which
had been precipitated out iter by the treatment, the

situation would not be so bad, but we do not get rid of any
considerable quantity of -olid- by blowing locomotives which
are working. Solids are expelled through the blow-oft

when they are open, after settlement of the water, either

after a long wait on the siding, or after the lire- are kl
in the locomotivi terminal. In the case of one railway,
whic h 'had be, ii using raw -oda a-li for years, thi- situation

was brought to the attention of higher executive officers on
an inspection tour by the error of an engineer in opening the

blow-off cock on the windward side, by which mean- b

ceeded in painting tin- varnished equipment of the train a

beautiful white from "in- end to the- other.

A properly designed boiler compound was put into -

on thi- trunk line, with the result that the boilers arc- being

maintained in a cleaner condition and the blowing is all

done in the terminal, under supervision of those respi

for tin in, mile nan, e of tin- boil, r- I lie saving in fuel was
far more- interesting t,, those responsible than was tin- a]

ance of the train. A ten-second blow, after the water is

settled, is more than equivalent to tin- blowing which had
previously been done while the locomotive was working.

If, as Mr. Knowles points out, only six per cent of the

water used in locomotive boiler- i- at present the production
of treating plant.-, the importance of the proposition of in-

terior treatment bj in,..- e otherwise
than tremendous. Yet we find a tendency among water engi-

neers to bend all of their effort- towards obtaining r
plant-, and then towards obtaining the best •.here-

from, while only haphazard consideration is given to the

treatment of the vastly Lire. iter quantity of water Used which
cannot be the iroduct of tl iting plant-.

Ill,,-, «ii asider the use of internally-applied

pounds a haphazard method, in that thi- class of treatment

cannot be properly adapted to the water sources used in the

boilers, forget the fact that while this is true, scale alreadv
formed can be attacked by a given compound, even though
the water- winch formed this scale arc made up from many
sources greatly varying in their characteristics. In the use

of boiler compounds we have more a boiler treatment than a

water treatment, since their use results in attacking and
throwing down scale already precipitated by the high tem-
perature.

Let us put it thi- way. Proper treatment of water in the

plants throw- out of the water certain impurities

which would form scale before the water enters the boiler.

Boiler compound-, used internally, attack scale after it has

been thrown , ut i f solutii ll
: v heat. In the civ'
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themselves tell the stcny, which should guide us, and it

should make little difference to those responsible for these

boilers which method is theoretically or chemically correct

provided they are kept clean by the most economical means.

L. F. Wilson,
i ii i President, The Bird-Archer Ci .

Why Railroad Officers

Go to Washington
Omaha, Nebraska.

To the Editor:
I have read carefully George N. Brown's article on "How

to Better Bad Railroad Conditions," in the Railway Age of

November 5, page 90S. One must consider that it applies

almost wholly to rates, and does not cover the operating

problems or expenses that are so closely interwoven with

earnings. Granted that many railroad officers spend con-

siderable time in Washington, let us consider why.

The period of "regulation" dates back to 1907, as stated

by Mr. Brown, and the regulation has increased in volume
steadily during the 14 years since that time. This regula-

tion by governmental authority for several years had to do
mostly with the earnings of railroads. In an effort to secure

an understanding of the justice (or injustice) of rates, it

was quite necessary for railroad officers to put in much time

in securing information and data bearing on questions that

were brought out by applications for reductions or increases

and to make arguments before the tribunal having authority

to make final decisions.

Mr. Brown says: "About that time complaints by ship-

pers began to increase rapidly and the commission was con-

tinually engaged in adjusting rates and rules and rate

relationships."

Quite true; and why? Because industries through their

associations and organizations began immediately to apply

to the authority created by law for changes in rates that

would benefit their particular business or extend and en-

large the territory in which they could operate with profit

in competition with other industries. They felt that they

could secure the relief or benefit by argument before the

commission with less effort than to discuss or argue their

applications with officers or individual railroads where (in

a great number of cases) the rates asked for were sectional

and general of application and affected several railroads.

It was easier to make argument before an examiner for the

commission, or the commission, than to the railroad rate-

making bodies, since they would immediately have their case

before the proper authority established to pass finally on the

matter. This required the railroad officers to attend hear-

ings, give testimony, make explanations, file information

and data and to likewise make application to the commission

for changes in rates, a natural consequence of having the

authority to decide vested in a centralized tribunal.

There is much that the writer does not know or under-

stand about rates or rate making, as I am, and have always

been, in the operating department. Perhaps I can best explain

my thought by making a comparison.

The Railroad Labor Board, authorized by law to con-

sider wages, working rules and conditions, and "disputes"

between the managements and employees, is having the same
experience as did the Interstate Commerce Commission as to

the "increase in complaints" and is "continually engaged in

adjusting rates and rules," except that their decisions have

to do with the expenditures of the railroads rather than

earnings. The board recently called attention to the large

number of "disputes" that had been filed for consideration

and stated as its opinion that many of them could have been

avoided by co-operation between officers and employees.

Quite true. However, when Decision 119 was rendered by

the board there was a painstaking, earnest effort made by

the railroad managers to meet with the recognized repre-

sentatives of the employees for each craft or class and dis-

cuss proposed modifications of rules and working conditions

as instructed by the board, applying the principles laid

down by it as a basis for discussion. What was the result?

Days of preparation of data, drafting of rules, corre-

spondence with the authorized representatives of employees,
conferences, argument, discussions, explanations as to the

meaning of rules proposed and their application, comparisons
with the national agreements, modification of proposals, fur-

ther discussion and finally, after much delay, the "dispute."

Then in a good many cases the representatives of employees
declined to join in a submission to the board, saying "we
have nothing to refer, the national agreement suits us."

Then came the ex-parte submission to the board by the rail-

road officers to comply with their instructions or the joint

submission where the representatives of employees would
join.

I wonder if any member of the board would say to the

railroad officer, as did the commission to the traffic manager,

"I say to you that wherever your rules and regulations are

unjust and unfair, you have the undoubted right to change
the same. Make the proper change and advise the (board)

why you did it." ?

Hardly. They said just the contrary, "No changes in

rules or working conditions are to be made without the

approval of this board."

Truly it may be said, "It has become the settled habit of

many railroad officers to spend most of their time in Chicago

or riding to and from Chicago." Why? Just so long as

there is any authority by law to regulate wages, working

rules and conditions it is (and I fear will be) impossible

to secure by agreement with the representatives of employees

any change in wages or rules, unless the change increases

compensation, or at least does not reduce it.

I make no criticism of the position they take. Human
nature is the same the world over. Argument must be made
before the tribunal having authority to decide, and this re-

quires the railroad officers to spend much time in Chicago.

Is it necessary? Was it necessary for them to spend time

in Washington? Why do we have commercial associations?

Why farmers organizations? Why manufacturers associa-

tions? Apply the same restrictions to business concerns that

the railroads are now subjected to and create a commission

to regulate the prices they shall receive for their products.

How soon would the officers of these business interests apply

for increases? How soon would the public apply for reduc-

tions? Go further and create a board to regulate wages and

working conditions. How long would it be before the em-
ployees would ask for increases or changes, or the officers

of the businesses interested ask for reductions? Would the

officers "get back to their jobs and stay there?"

The railroads manufacture only one commodity—trans-

portation. Under present regulation, if all the "railroad

managers should get back to their job? and stay there."

would we not find very soon that we were manufacturing

an article that could be marketed only at a loss—a 1 1

1

erable loss? It. is only by carefully watching the cost of

manufacture and being aggressive and efficient in selling the

product that any business can succeed, so what more neces-

sary than consistent effort to keep the cost of production

down, or the sale price up to a point where reasonable profit

can lie taken, or at least one balance the other to avoid

failure and bankruptcy. So long as the greater part of the

cost of manufacture or production, and all the selling price,

is controlled by tribunals established by the government,

what' more natural than a consistent effort to have the one

reduced, or the other increased, by these tribunals in order

that the railroads can show reasonable profits?

Under these conditions, should railroad officers stay away
from- Chicago, or Washington ? vy p Tiukhoff,

General Manager, Chicago; Bnrlingt. n & Quincy.



The Preservative Treatment of Car Lumber
Practical Results So Far Obtained Suggest the Desirability of an

Extension of the Practice

By H. S. Sackett

\ -! -i. mt Purchasing Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

A SIGNAL VIRTUE of Unix] ulncli alone makes it more

suitable for general car construction than steel is the

readiness with which it may be protected against

natural deterioration or decay by chemical treatment. This

is accomplished before placing in the structure with positive

assurance that it will be serviceable fur the full mechanical

life of the part. Steel must be continually painted with rust-

and acid-resisting paints to protect it against early failure

because of corrosion.

Prior to the last few years very little attention has been

given to the influence on car maintenance of decay in wood

Small Tank for Creosoting No. 1 Common Yellow Pine

Decking and Roofing; 250 to 400 Pieces Per Charge

Immersed 30 Min.; Repairs Caused by Decay
Already Reduced More Than 50 Per Cent

members of freight cars. Car builders were prone to charge

a great majority of failures to mechanical causes. It devel-

oped during an exhaustive investigation conducted for a pe-

riod of two years by a special committee of the American
Wood Preservers Association, that the contrary was more to

the point.

Analysis of a questionnaire distributed through the Master
Car Builders' Association indicated thai at least 30 per cent

of all repairs to freight cars of all wood or composite con-

struction were directly due to decay.

This information was. of course, generally based on the

experience of the car foremen who supplied it, and it may
be assumed that but little care bad been given to gathering

data that would be conclusive. An effort was made, there-

fore, to check the estimated figures as provided in the com
mittee report* for which purpose a special clerk was placed

by one of the committee members in a western car repair

shop, whose experience could give accurate judgment as to

whether decay or mechanical failure was the primary cause
for the respective repair or replacement.

An interesting fad developed incidentally in this investi

gation was that during the month that this special inspection

was in force 1,100 steel cars and 399 wood cars were re

paired at the shop in question. As the shop is located in a

the pn ci i dings i
i thi I

section of the country where wood equipment still pre-

dominates it may be significant.

It was shown that of a total of 265,666 individual parts
or pieces replaced, 82.3 per cent failed directly because of

decay, and 17.7 per cent represented mechanical failure.

The repairs were distributed approximately as shown in the

ai i ompanying table.

DISTRIBUTION OF REPAIRS OR I I AR PaRTS RV C

Causes of failure

Decay,
per centDescription of part

Draft timbers
End sills. ... . 34.4
1 teadwood 7,-i

Long sills 68.0
Is 26.2
osta 32.4

Coal car sides 80.1
Ruining boards 97.3
Roofing ... 100.0
Sidin 89.5

gecking
rain strip:- ... 96.5

All other
causes,
per cent
100.0
65.6
92.6
32.0
73.8
67.6
19.9
2.7

0.0

3.5

The types of cars included in this investigation, which
constituted the regular run of bad order cars turned in at

this shop, were distributed as follows: box, 223; coal, 87;
ballast, 23; flat. 20; refrigerator, 19; stock, 17; tank. 10.

These data when submitted to car builders, have caused

Open Tank Creosoting Plant for Treating No. 1 Common
Yellow Pine Car Sills; Treated Sills Show No Decay

After Four to Six Years' Service

much astonishment and. perhaps, some doubt. There may be

circumstances which would not allow of their application,

in toto is in the country. However, there is

no re, ord of a similarly thorough investigation at any other
point, and it is prudent to give very careful consideration
to the facts here disi losed.

The main fact that is gleaned from these data is that the
preservative treatment o\ car lumber is m mat-
ter oi straight o i nam] and i ss nti

ure. This is merely another instance where reasonable
precaution—maximum efficiency in utilization—would mate-
rially increase the durability of cars as a whole and reduce

5l of maintenance, thus in m. i king unnec-
the substitution of mor pment. In
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other words, in the past we have not obtained the maximum
service from wood because of our negligence in applying

comparatively inexpensive remedial measures and have, there-

fore, not really learned the ultimate value of wood for the

several purposes under consideration.

It is true that certain changes in present shop practices

must precede the introduction of treated timber in car con-

struction; but that is a comparatively unimportant detail

when the more costly changes which the adoption of all steel

equipment would necessitate are considered. The latter

would not only entail new shop practices but complete reor-

ganization and almost entirely new tools and equipment or

rather, duplication of machinery because the composite cars

built during the last five years or so would require main-

taining the present shops for their repair. Consequently, by

following lines of least resistance and choosing the lesser of

two evils, if they are to be considered such, immediate

adoption of treated car material is a good policy and fits in

well with the present desire and need for economy, wherever

that may be practicably applied.

Treated material can be used in practically every type of

car. Whenever creosoted timber is not suitable because of

the fear of contaminating lading, the lumber may be treated

with zinc chloride, sodium fluoride, etc. Methods of treat-

ment are standardized and each standard treatment has its

Condition of Stenciling Applied to Creosoted Surface After

Eighteen Months' Service; Surface Prepared by

Applying One Coat of Pure Shellac

own record of achievement under suitable circumstances.

There exists no insurmountable obstacle to the practice of

wood preservation in car construction.

Refrigerator cars have been in service for between 7 and

10 years with treated sills. At first they were brush treated

with creosote and when this had proved worth while the sills

were creosoted by the open tank process. To the treated sills

were added creosoted sub-flooring and roofing for the under-

course. More important still, never have the owners received

a complaint that lading has been contaminated, although

some cars of the latter type have been in meat service for

over a year.

When speaking of treated timber for freight cars one natu-

rally thinks first of stock cars, and these surely provide the

greatest opportunity for saving in this direction. Stock cars

with creosoted sills and decking have been in service for

about 12 years without a single repair due to decay, where

untreated stock car decking fails in from 4 to 6 years and

sills in from 5 to 8 years. However, this is not the limit to

which treated materials can be used in this type of car. Prac-

tically the entire car should be treated, from sub-sills (on

steel underframe cars) to the roof. Where stenciling is neces-

sary that can be applied to special boards, or it can be taken

care of by the use of metal numerals and signs, the cost

of which would be a small item in comparison to the saving

derived from the use of treated lumber.

Coal cars, flat cars, logging cars, caboose and housing cars

all offer the same opportunity for economy by protecting the

wooden parts against decay. Of box cars the sub-sills and
nailing strips may be creosoted and the decking treated with

sodium fluoride or zinc chloride where proper facilities are

available. It may also be that other parts of box cars could

be treated with these latter preservatives, but on that point

there exists too little information at this time to allow a

definite recommendation.

The particular advantage in addition to obtaining in-

creased service is that preservative treatment allows the use

of lower grades of wood, especially the presence of a goodly

percentage of sapwood. In fact, sapwood is a partial advan-

tage as it is more absorbent, takes treatment more readily

and, therefore, gives greater protection to the stick.

Some shops are applying creosote oil to points of contact

of sills, posts, etc., and the specification for the box cars

developed during the war required treatment at such points

with either paint or creosote. This is a step in the right

direction, although paint cannot be considered a preservative

in that it does not possess the necessary toxic qualities to

inhibit the development of wood destroying fungi, or to kill

the spores thereof that may be present on the surface and
in the checks of the timber. However, ft must be remembered
that the value of any preservative treatment is in proportion

to its thoroughness. Practically all car shops could equip

themselves at little expense to employ the open tank process,

and some roads operating pressure treating plants could ar-

range for the treatment of car material at these plants. The
means for the practice of wood preservation, either by the

use of surface treatments, the open tank process, or by em-
ployment of material treated at commercial or railroad plants

with the standard pressure processes, are available in such

varied form that no reasonable excuse can be advanced for

continuing the abuse and waste of wood due to preventable

decay. No repair yard, carpenter shop, or construction point

along the railroad but can secure a barrel of creosote and a

brush and at least partially protect such wood as it used

against decay. As to the technical information involved,

that likewise is readily obtainable and can be assembled by
every engineering department and reduced to practical in-

structions to the workmen to bring about the desired results.

Consequently, no extended discussion of these details need

occupy us at this time. Suffice it to repeat that this is one

means by which railroads can save enormous sums now-

expended for repairs that could be postponed or prevented

were the lumber given the proper opportunity to serve its

full period of mechanical usefulness by the simple expedient

of reasonable protection against decay, applied before plac-

ing; in the structure.

Japanese Owned Railways in China have recently given man-

ufacturers in Japan orders for cast iron pipe totaling 3,000 tons.

The Freight Claim Division, A. R. A., has issued a circular

for the benefit of receiving clerks containing the following:

Don't Accept Shipments for Transportation in barrels over-

loaded ; in packages without marks : in packages insecure or

weak: in packages witli loose boards: in packages with improper

tags ; in packages requiring recoopering : in packages with con-

tents rattling; in packages with insufficient nails; in packages

with old consignment marks: in tibre boxes where edge seams

are torn : in packages illegibly or not properly marked ; in pack-

ages without rope, contents protruding; in fibre boxes with flaps

not glued or sealed; in second-hand fibre boxes, unless in perfect

condition; in packages with the name of consignee or the des-

tination abbreviated; and in fibre boxes which are tied with

rope, the flaps not glued or sealed.



Avoiding Waste in the Operation of Locomotives

Determining the Most Economical Tonnage for a Given Division

—

Avoiding Excessive Delays at Terminals

By William Elmer

Superintendent Middle Division, Pennsylvania Railroad

Locomotives are classified into major group- as freight,

passenger, shifting and work locomotive.". There are

65,000 loco lives on the railroads of the United
Man and half of them are in freight-train service.

Thirty two thousand and eighty Locomotives earned a freight

revenue of $4,325,078,866 in 1920, or an average of

$135,000, per locomotive per year. Each engine made an
average of 59.3 miles per day or 1,800 miles per month.
The average freight engine earned for it- owners .S>70 per

day or $6.25 |>er mile run. This is at the rate of $15.40

per hour or about !6 cents pei minuti ["he striking thing

in the group of facts above pn ented is the figure of 59.3

miles per day made by the average freight locomotive. How
can we excuse an average mileage for all the freight loco-

motives in this country of less than 60 miles per day? We
can picture the average freight locomotive rolling along the

rails at 15 miles per hour and that means less than four

data .i true profi

eve! and the ictual grades; but this protile will

qoI bi full the resistances encountered by
moving train- until it has been transformed into an equiv-
alent compensated profile b\ superimposing the curve re-

for eai h dii

of traffic Wi can imagine a railroad so full of sharp

that a very consid stance would be experi-

by a moving train. .Manx- experiments have lx-en

tried in an effort to find how much l

offer to a moving car, and we will take 1 lb. per ton of

2,000 lb. per degree of curve. The resistance due to grade
i- fortunately an exact mathematical quantity—20 lb. per

ton for each 1 per cent of grade. Therefore each degi

curve offers the same resistance as a 0.05 per cent grade.

A 6-deg. curve has the same resistance as a 0.3 per cent as-

cending grade. A grade which i< climbing upward at the
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Fig. 1—Actual Profile of a Division and Equivalent Profiles, Eastbound and Westbound

hours out of each twenty-four actually moving trams. The
locomotive spends it- entire tunc either in the hands of the

transportation department moving train- or ready to move
trains, or in the hand- of the motive power department being

repaired and prepared. Roughl) we may -a\ that the en-

gine is in the hand- of each of these departments about half

the time. Of course there is avoidable waste in each.

Taking up first the transportation department, there are

two broad inquiries which may be made (a) Are the

engines properh Loaded? (b) Are they properly used?

Assuming that suitable engines have been furnished the

transportation department, or taking the engines on any di-

vision as we find them, how are we to know when the) are

properh loaded If a dynamometer car i- available, road

tests may be run to determine the drawbar pull of the'

engines and to measure the resistance of trains of various

make-ups on the- ruling grades at the desired speeds. In

the absence of this t'aeiliu it nu\ be desirable to outline

the procedure.

Are the Engines Properly Loaded?

A track chart of the road is necessary, giving thi

tances from the starting point to the beginning and ending

of each curve and'tangent, with the degree of curve, and

elevations of points where the grade changes. With these

• \bsti u te I
I' ''

i i i otitled "Avoidable Vc

Locomotives ami Cars.
1 ed befire the H '

Society of Meet mber 6.

I
it- of 26.4 ft. per mile or 0.5 per cent and has in it a

6-deg. curve, or 955 ft. radius, will therefore have -

1 on the tnu gr per cent the equivalent

resistant per cent grade clue to the 6-deg. curve.

.•r a total equi\ d

a train Lown thi- hill, the equivalent oracle would
be the difference between these value--, or 0.2 per cent.

A typical equivalent profile i- shown in Fig. 1. in which
the -olid line i- the actual profile, the dotted U

the equivalent west-bound grade and the dot and dash line

below it tin- equivalent east-bound grade.

Having determined the equivalent grade, it will be nec-

essary to decide whether it can be operated a- a momentum
grade or not. If the length of the grade or other pb

conditions on the approach prevent attaining .my consider-

able -peed, the dead pull of the locomotive will have to be

depended on to gel the train over. The tractive power of

motive is readily calculated from a very simple

formula where- p is the boiler pressure in ;
- juare

inch the diameter of cylinders. / the length of

-troke and /' the diameter of the driving wheels, all in

1 or a simple twcvcylinder engine,

lSp<Pl P. When a locomotive i- moving, some
of it- tractive power is used to overcome friction of the

engine and tender, and on a grade some more is needed to

lift its weight against gravity, and at speeds of more than

•i\ or eight miles per hour the boiler be tor in

10S1
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its inability to furnish enough steam to follow the pistons

with full pressure under long cut-off conditions, so that

some more complicated formula becomes necessary in the

calculation of the tractive power required for moving trains.

Besides the resistances due to curves and grades, trains are

affected by journal and flange friction, wind, rolling re-

sistance, temperature, etc.

It is a well-known fact that trains cannot be loaded on

tonnage alone. One hundred empty cars weighing 20 tons

each would be a 2,000-ton train, and might overload an
engine to the stalling point, whereas the same engine on

the same grade would handle twenty-five 80-ton cars with

no trouble. The number of axles is the important factor,

and in order that a long empty train may have the same
resistance as a short loaded train, it is necessary to use a

factor for each car, known as the adjustment factor. This
factor will vary with the different physical conditions met
with on different divisions.

Having discovered the adjustment factor for any given

division, and knowing the principal types of freight engines

in use on that division, it is well to construct tractive power-

speed curves for the various engines, and plot on the same
sheet adjusted-tonnage train-resistance curves on various

level and compensated-grade tracks, so that the intersection

60P00

40,000

10,000

10 6020 30 40 50

Speed, Miles per Hour

Fig- 2—Tractive Power and Train Resistance Plotted to
Show Limit of Speed on Various Grades

of the tractive power curve with any given grade will show
the speed that could be maintained with a full-tonnage train

on that grade. A sample curve is shown in Fig. 2.

It will be noted that the curve showing train resistance

on a level track intersects the tractive power curve a 35 miles

per hour, consequently \h\< is the maximum speed the loco-

motive in question can maintain on straight level track with

a train of 3,500 adjusted tons. On a grade of 0.8 per cent,

the maximum speed is 10 miles per hour.

After having completed the above described investigations

and having before us the equivalent profiles and the speed

ourves on various grades, we can lay out a schedule of the

running time between the various towers, adding the neces-

sary time to cover the initial and final terminal delay, water
stops, coal and fire-cleaning stations, interference from
passenger trains, etc., and bearing in mind the overtime
limit based on a speed of 12}/ miles per hour for the dis-

tance between terminals and the time the crew is on duty.

Now comes the crux of the whole matter. After the ton-

nage has been established, what are the results on the road?
Do the trains lose so much time sponging or setting off cars

with hot boxes, or draw heads out or brake rigging down, or

due to interference from other trains that they cannot get

over the road without excessive overtime? If the dispatch-

ing and terminal and road supervision are all that they

should be and a record has been made for a sufficient period

from which mav be drawn reliable conclusions, w:e can de-
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termine whether the overtime is excessive;—in which event

the tonnage should be decreased, or if the majority of the

trains get over the road within the overtime limit, that the

tonnage should be increased.

Fig. 3 is a graphical report showing each morning the per-

formance of each of the previous day's trains, both slow and
fast freight, plotting the time on duty from called to relieved

against the percentage of the full tonnage loading of the

engine utilized. This gives the train master, road foreman
of engines and superintendent a review of the preceding

day's operations, and any falling away from the standards

set up on the part of the subordinate officials whose duty it

is to properly load the trains is quickly brought to light.

Each dot or circle represents a train, its position ver-

tically indicating on the scale at the left the percentage of

the full capacity of the engine utilized, and its position

across the sheet, read from the scale of hours at the bottom,

shows the time the train crew was on duty. The small

circles represent east-bound trains and the dots west-bound

trains. The extreme left-hand dot shows a west-bound

train which was 99 per cent of the full adjusted-tonnage

rating of the engine, and made the run over the division

in 8 hrs. 12 min. from the time the crew were called to

report for duty until they were relieved from duty at the

opposite terminal. It includes initial and final terminal

delay.

The average of all the circles is shown by the cross at

.1, and its position shows that the average of all the east-

bound trains that day were loaded to 100 per cent and the

average time was 10^4 hours. The cross at B shows that

the average loading of west-bound trains was also 100 per

cent and the time just under 1 1 ! j hours. The characters

near the left-hand margin indicate the class of engine haul-

ing the west-bound trains, the number of cars being showTi

on the scale at the right, and the time from called to passing
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out of the yard being read on the scale of hours at the

bottom.

After keeping these daily sheets for several months, the

location of all the crosses may be recorded on a sheet of

tracing cloth, or a composite of all the small circles may be

made on one tracing, and through the center of gravity of

all the dots a curve may be drawn. This will show for

any point on the curve the average time for the trains cor-

responding to that tonnage loading. These curves are shown
in Fig. 4.

The Most Economical Train Loading

The curves in Fig. 4 having been prepared, the data

shown in Table I may be calculated. Column 1 gives the

percentage of engine loading, from 120 per cent down to
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Fig. 4—Effect of Tonnage on Time Crew Is on Duty

80 per cent. The average il.u tun- in the easl bound ami

west-bound trains having been recorded each day on the

sheets shown in Fig. 3 and the percentage of the engine

loading being also available for each day, a summary may
be run up at the end of the month and a comparison drawn

as ti> the number of ll.it tons per train which would corre-

r train in column 2 and the result recorded in column
I I In- same process is followed to obtain the figure at

of column S as explained for column 4 and a- there

will usually lie the same number of east-bound ami
train- in nrlrr to avoid r i j n 1

1

i 1

1

lt power and crews
light, the tonnage per east-bound tram will be found b\

dividing the total d per day by the trains

per day shown in column 4 and the results recorded in

column 5. The total time on duty for the crews in making
a round trip is shown in column .S. It has been determined
that mi the division under con - are off the

road and in the hands of the motive power department
about 24 hour- for every round trip they make. '

quently, 24 hours should be added to the times shown in

column 8 to tal time of an engine for a round
in column 9. The number of round trips made in

column 4. multiplied by the number of hours jx-r round
trip in column 9 will give the total number of engine hours

shown in column l". and th 3( figures, divided by 24 hours
in the day. will give the .number of engines assigned to the

service as recorded in column 1 1

.

As the average distance run by these trains is 12S.2 miles

and the overtime speed basis is now 12'.. miles per hour,

the time per trip is 10j j
hour- and for the round trip 20J/2

hours. Consequently, the overtime per round trip i> found

by subtracting 20y2 from tin- time- shown in column 8, and
the result entered in column 12. We now pay time and a
half time for overtime in freight-train sen ire tin-

number of hours shown in column 12 multiplied I

gives the overtime hours for which we have to pay at the

regular hourly rates, ami these figures are entered in column
13. Multiplying by the number of train- per da\ in column
4, we have the total number of punitive overtime hours per

day shown in column 14. The total wages paid to the engine

and train crews in slow freight service and with the class

of engine under discussion now amounts to S.v'»75 per hour,

ami the figure- in column 14 multiplied by this sum
the total overtime cosl per day a- shown in column 15

straight-time hours per da}- is the product of the 20' j hours

for one round trip time- the number of trips in column 4
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'2400 X (1) = 2400 multiplied by value n Column id.

spond to a 100 per cent tonnag train. I In- has been shown
for the west-bound trains at the head of column 2. This

amount multiplied by the percentages in column 1 gives tin-

tons per train in column ' From the load-time curve-

in Fig. 4 may be read the average time for a west-bound

train loaded to 120 per cent of the engine rating, etc.. and

these times recorded in column 3. the summary men-

tioned above will also show. b\ extension, the total gross

tons moved each day. and the average ^i this figure is at

the top of column 4. The number of trains which it would
be necessary to run to move the average day's business may
be found by dividing this number of tons by the proposed

and is shown in column 1(>. This at the rate of 5 ; ."75 per

hour give- the total straight time cost per day shown in

column 17. and adding the overtime cost in column 15

the total wages COSl per day in column 18.

Modern Mikado locomotives of the si/e under considera-

tion are worth 547.750 apiece, and taking interest at 6 per

cent, depreciation at 4 per cent and insurance and
together at 1 per cent, we have fixed char

Otive per year, or $14.40 per day or 60 cents per hour.

Column 1") -hows the value of the engine hours in column
1 the sum of the wages cosl in column '

-

ngine and \\ own in column 20. It will be
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noted that this cost is a minimum at 100 per cent loading.

The limits are rather narrow and an error of 10 per cent in

overloading or underloading would cause a loss of $100 per

day or $3,000 per month on the amount of business handled

on the division under consideration.

This method of working out the most economical tonnage

for loading the freight engines of any division is based on

actual practicable performance in everyday operation. The
treatment considers the value of the locomotive, taking ac-

count of interest, depreciation and taxes; the relationship

between straight-time and overtime rates for road crews;

the i|uickening up of the time of the trains by a reduction of

tonnage and the increase of the time the crews are on duty

by an increase in tonnage. When these matters have been

studied in the light of the recorded facts, we are in a position

to answer the question, Are the engines properly loaded?

Are the Engines Properly Used?

So far as the motive power department is concerned it is

important to have reliable reports which present promptly

to the responsible operating officers, on the succeeding day

if possible, all the pertinent facts concerning the performance

of the locomotives available. These reports should cover not

only the utilization made of the serviceable locomotives but

also of all those laid off for repairs, both in the roundhouses

and the back shops. The more promptly the work is done

the more engines will be available for service and the smaller

will be the number required to be purchased and to bear

interest and depreciation charges. To this end the facilities

at the engine terminals should be ample to inspect the incom-

ing locomotives and send the reports to the dispatcher, who

can at once call a crew in case the engine has only light work

which can be completed by the time the crew reports.

The fire-cleaning pits and facilities for handling ashes,

coal, sand and water should be in duplicate at important

points. At one well-known freight-engine terminal it is pos-

sible to clean the fires and prepare for service 400 locomo-

tives per day. Hot-water systems for washing and filling

boilers save time, and drop tables or unwheeling hoists should

be provided for handling driving wheels, spring rigging and

driving-box repairs. Ample jib or overhead cranes should

be installed in all important enginehouses, as the rods, pumps,

pistons, smokebox fronts, etc., of modern locomotives are

now so heavy that mechanical appliances must be used to

reduce the cost of handling and save time in running repairs.

The enginehouse referred to above at times furnishes the

power for ten eastbound trains in two hours and at the same

time ten to fifteen engines an hour for westbound trains. An
operation of this magnitude requires close supervision in

order to avoid waste of power and loss in efficiency.

(The remainder of Mr. Elmer's paper, which deals with

the utilization of cars, will appear in a later issue.

—

Editor.)

A Recent Development in Mail Cranes

Under the name of the "White Heron" mail crane,

there has recently been developed a type of crane for

use on railroads which embodies a number of unusual

features in the construction and operation of equipment of

this character. A particularly prominent feature of this de-

vice is the absence of the familiar ladder as a part of the

construction. The crane consists simply of a length of scrap

rail which extends vertically from the ground beside the

track and carries two pouch arms so arranged as to collapse

against the vertical standard when the pouch is released and

so attached to the rail and connected with a cable as to

permit of their being projected from the vertical standard

for the receipt or delivery of the sack.

For the latter purpose, each of the two sack arms is

attached to a collar which fits the rail section, the two col-

lars in turn being fastened together by a plate which fits

over the head of the rail and maintains them, one below
the other, at the proper distance apart for the mail pouch.

Each of these collars is also provided with a lug to prevent

the lower pouch arm from being raised above the horizontal

position and to prevent the upper arm from falling below

this position. Each arm is made of a strip of metal bent

U-shaped with the open end pin-connected to the collars.

The arrangement of these arms and the collars is such that,

aside from holding the pouch securely in position by reason

of the tendency of the upper arm, on the one hand, to

raise to the vertical position because of the weight of the

lower arm, transmitted as it is through the metal plate con-

necting the collars, and the tendency, on the other hand, of

the lower arm to drop from gravity, these arms assume a

Raising the Mail Pouch to

Delivery Position

Position of Crane Arms
After Delivery

position against the vertical standard immediately upon the

release of the sack.

As shown in the illustration, the arms are lowered to per-

mit of attaching the mail pouch from the ground level, in

the one case, and raised to the proper position for the deliv-

ery of the mail pouch to the mail train, in the other case,

by means of a cable passing over a pulley fixed to the top

of the vertical standard and extending down to a point

where it may be slipped over a bolt in the rail and pad-

locked. Each ami has a deliver)- hook which is attached in

such a way that, in the case of the top arm, the hook shifts

slightly downward as well as horizontally and in the case

of the lower arm, the hook shifts slightly upward, thus

providing for such a converging movement of the two hooks

as will facilitate the removal of the sack and reduce die

strain to a minimum.
This crane has been approved by the government railway

mail service and one is said to be giving satisfactory service

at Bovina, Miss., on the Alabama & Vicksburg, where the

mail is picked up at speeds ranging from 30 to 50 miles an

hour. Among the points mentioned in its favor, aside from

the absence of any ladder or platform and the facility- with

which, the mail pouch may be removed, are the inexpensive

but dependable nature of the construction, the clearance it

affords to traffic and its independence of vibration from

trains from the fact that it is erected on the ground rather

than on the ties. T. A. White, Oklahoma City. Okla:. and
T. M". Heron. Vicksburg, Miss., are the inventors, jointly,

of the device.



Wage Statistics for July on New Basis

Number of Classes Increased from 68 to 148—Number of

Employees in July 22 Per Cent Less Than Year Before

Washington, D. C.

Tiii' Interstati Commerci Commission has issued

its summary of monthly reports of employees, service

and compensation for Class I steam roads, including

13 switching and terminal companies, fur the month of July,

which gives the first official figures on the earnings and
service of railroad employees under the wage reduction order

of the Railroad Labor Board which became effective on

July 1. It also represents the first summary compiled by

the commission under the new rules governing the classifica-

tion of steam railway employees, which were designed to

meet the needs of both the Labor Hoard and the commission
and under which the number of reporting divisions or classes

has been increased from 68 to 148 and an analysis of the

hours of service and compensation has been introduced.

The quarterly statement on this subject, heretofore published,

is discontinued and comparison of the old and new statistics

is necessarily impaired. The increased number of classes

does not result from a mere subdivision of the classes used

in the old form, but is tin- outgrowth of an exhaustive classi-

fication study conducted by the Labor Board.

The total number of employees in service at the middle

of the month was 1,634,872, as compared with 2,111,280 in

Julv, 1920, a reduction of 176,408, or 22 per cent. In June,

1921, the number was 1,586,872. The falling off in traffic

this year as compared with last year is also reflected in a

reduction in the number of hours and days worked, although

the statistics on this point are not comparable. The total

compensation for the month was $214,339,385, which gives

an average of $131 for the month, for the employ
service at the middle of the month, although all did not

work full time.

Average Earnings by Classes

The average earnings and time worked per employee are

given by classes as follows

:

Time worked

or hours) Total
t

---* r-> earnings

Reporting division time time employee

1. Executi 'Us. . . P 25 #
f 523

2. Division offii ers, issist-

D 27 • 322
3 Architectural, chemi

\ ' D 25 * 236
i. Architectural, cl ineering assist-

ants (B) H 25 •
185

5. Subprofessicmal engineering an
. .D 24

* 144
6. Proft

ants D 25 .. 166
7. Supervise] j or chief cli rka (majoi

ments) D 25

8. Chiei cli

ant ilt hiera. ,D 25 *
177

9. Clerks and [lists \ 185 3 151
10. Clerks (HI ISO 4 125
11. Clerks (C) 1S7 6 104
12. Mechanical levio 169 1 106
1 3 Si

,

•
, \ 185 • 147

14. Stenographers and typists (B) 176 114
15. Si. i keel I

202 3

16. Ticket agents and assistant ticket agents....: 216 9 166
17. Traveling audito D 25 * 199
18. Tt-1. i rs and office

assistants 179 2
1". M Hi . . . P 24
20. Elevator operators ami otl tendants. 207 So

lice D 29 *
1 70

22. Patrolmen 254 4 113
23. Watchmen I ' 331 14

24. Supervising traffii . ...n 25 .. 2°4
25. Traffic agents, >!> ! development

acents D 25
26. Fire prevention, smoke, ind tinv servii

spectors, ind office building superintend-
ents n 36 • i8i

27. Claim .in nts and claim D 24
2S. Real 35

Examiner!

Time worked
per employee

,
*

N earnings
I

Miscellaneous trades r than
plumbers)

Mutor vehicle at

era and stablemi

Roadmasters and general coremi
I

:

202 2
nee of way inspeel 200 3

:

k.bor, 'i

191 4 1 19
Bridge and btiil 186 6 138

188 2 114
6 149

Skilled trades helpers
Rcfrular apprentices (M f V\

Portable steam equipment operators
W. St S.)

Portable steam equipment operator hell

of W. & SO 32 108
equipment operators

• men (extra rk-train
laborers)

men (bridge and building, signal and
telegraph laborers) 197 3

Gang or section foremen
I-abnrcrs (extra sane and work-train).
Track and roadw.-.y section laborers 195 4

her than track
•mers. . . 190

General t i tors (sig-

elegrapb, and eh
Assistant general t rem

and electrical transmis

' signal ami telegraph skilled

Signalmen and sicnal maintaincrs l 4 'i 11 160
Linemen an 1 grotindmi n 201 4

\ '. main-
taincrs

• intainer hel| •

General I

general foremen ami .

:
-

men (V D 27
General foremen D 25

general foremen (stores) ..D 23
ami electrical inspectors

l M 1

Gang foremen and gang leaders (skilled labor) 217 6 21"

B
Carmen i \ i

Carmen (B) 141
, ..

Carmen (D)

Electriral workers B) 30Q \"
w. rkers (C). 17 130

Skilled trades h 14 115
111
80

1

Comm ii li

trical

Chief train dispatchers

Station acents ts'.ircr\i-

nontcll
Station agents (supervisory—.smaller stations—nontclc(rraphers>

agents (nonsupervisory—smaj
lions—nontelegraphei-

legraphers and telepbor rs

chiefs
Clerk-telegraphers and clerk-t.

Telegraphers, teleph net
Station masters
Supervising bags

• agents and assistants

1085
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Time worked
per employee

(days or hours) Total

f
A —

*, earnings
Straight Over- per

Reporting divisii n time time employee

101. Baggage, parcel room, and station attendants.'. 222 8 103

102! General foremen (freight stations, warehouses,
grain eleval .-. an. I docks) 199 10 165

103. Assistant general i'.'nmen (freight stations,

warehouses, grain elevators, and docks) 194 8 146

104 Gang foremen (freight station, warehouse.
grain elevator, and dock labor) 201 10 135

105. Callers, loaders, scalers, sealers, and perishable

freight inspectors 180 4 96

106. Truckers (stations, warehouses, and platforms) 194 4 91

107. Laborers (coal and ore docks and grain ele-

vators) 181 17 102

108. Common laborers (stations, warehouses, plat-

form and grain elevat I
191 9 84

109. Stewards, restaurant and lodging-house man-
agers, and dining cai supervisors 236 10 151

110. Chefs and first cooks (dining cars and res-

taurants) 237 12 133

111. Second and third cooks (dining cars and res-

taurants) 235 11 94

112. Waiters and lodging-house attendants 238 10 64

113. Camp and crew cooks and kitchen helpers 226 12 74

114 Barge, lighter, and gasoline launch officers and
workers 254 17 146

115. Deck officers (ferryboats and towing vessels).. 230 10 199

IK, Kionnr i" o(!h , 1 (lirrvboats and towing

vessels) 224 10 197

117. Deck and engine-room workers (ferrybtats and
towing vessels) 227 8 127

118. Deck and engine-room officers and workers
(steamers) 255 5 91

119. Floating equipment sin re workers and attend-

ants 229 8 115

120. Transportation and dining service inspectors. .D 26 196

121. Parlor and sleeping car conductors 266 9 161

122. Train attendants 225 8 96

123. Bridge operators and helpers 249 4 114

124. Crossing and bridge flagmen and gatemen D 30 78

125. Foremen (laundry) and laundry workers 197 4 86

126. Yardmasters and assistants D 28 258

127. Switch lenders 230 1 129

128. Outside hostlers 228 6 168

129. Inside hostlers 221 8 147

130. Outside hostler helpers 222 7 128

131. Road passenger conductors -189 18 233

132. Assistant road passenger conductors and ticket

collectors 165 50 198

133. Road freight conductors (through freight).... 182 23 167

134. Road freight conductors (local and way freight) 202 46 218

135. Road passenger baggagemen 196 20 176

136. Road passenger brakemen and flagmen 182 16 156

137. Road freight braken:en and flagmen (through
freight) 165 21 119

138. Road freight brakemen and flagmen (local and
way freight) 193 45 163

139. Yard ccnduclors and vard foremen 210 5 176

140. Yard brakemen and yard helpers 190 4 146

141. Roael passenger engineers and motormen 172 17 250

142. Road freight engineers and motormen (through
freight! 168 23 190

143. Road freight enrineers and motermen (local and
way freight) 195 58 251

144. Yard engineers and motormen 205 7 184

145. Road passenger firemen and helpers 166 16 180

146. Road freight firemen and helpers (through
freight) 153 21 129

147. Road freight firemen and helpers (local and
way freight) 193 49 183

148. Yard firemen and helpers 197 6 136

•Less than

In an explanatory note the commission says:

This July statement has been delayed owing to the necessity

of investigating many inconsistencies in the carriers' reports, but

such delay with the initial report was to be expected in view of

the detailed nature of the schedules.

It will be noted that the number of employees in each class is

given in two columns. The number at middle of month repre-

sents the count of the employees in service on a particular day,

including those on vacation or sick leave, and all subject to call

for duty whether actually at work on the day of the count or not.

The number of full-time positions, in classes other than those

in train and engine service, represents the number of employees
required to man the service if each employee worked the full

number of days or hours of the regular assignment and in addition

such an average amount of overtime as is shown by the summary
for each occupation. In the case of train and engine service,

the number of men required to perform the work, if there were
no sick leave, vacations, or "extra" men, is more nearly repre-

sented by an average of the four counts of men actually on duty

during the month.
The term straight time refers to the time of the regular as-

signment as distinguished from overtime. Overtime is in some
cases paid for at the same rate per hour as for straight time, and
in other cases, a higher, or so-called punitive rate, is paid. It may
be noted that in some reporting divisions the statistics show a

lower rate per hour for overtime than for straight time. In the

cases of passenger engineers and passenger tiremen this is ex-
plained principally by the fact that for such employees 5 hours
represent a basic day while overtime is computed at one-eighth of

the daily rate.

It will be observed that the forms do not distinguish the over-
time hours actually worked from the overtime hours paid for, al-

though straight time actually worked is shown separately. This is

explained by the desirability of reducing the number of columns to

a minimum. In the classes relating to train and engine service,

there is a separate column for straight time paid for, the reporting

of which, however, to save clerical expenses, is not required for

road freight employees.
This information can be approximated for these employees by

dividing the total miles paid for by 12.5, since under the dual

system of miles and hours, the pay for eight hours is equal to

the pay for 100 miles.

Column 7, in reporting divisions not relating to train service,

represents time paid for and not worked and includes such items

as payment for holidays, absence on definite leave and vacations.

In train service, column 7 relates to the constructive hours paid for

which do not represent actual train service and for which mileage
is not allowed. Such "constructive hours" should not be taken
as equivalent to time paid for and not worked, as they frequently

represent some additional service.

The columns relating to overtime and time paid for and not

worked are not regarded as applicable to general and division of-

ficers. The straight time reported in such cases generally repre-

sents the regular number of working days in the month.
For a fuller explanation of the terms used, reference should

be made to the printed rules and classification.

Preceding the summary of the number of employees, their

service, and compensation as reported, there are presented cer-

tain averages based on the summary. These show the average
straight time, average overtime, and average total compensation
per employee per month. These averages are based on the num-
ber of employees shown in column 2 of the summary. If the
number of full time positions were used as a divisor, the time as

well as the earnings per man would be in most cases considerably
increased.

The report also gives a recapitulation by groups of em-
ployees and a detailed statement showing for each reporting

Overtime All other
impensation compensate

RECAPITULATION BY GROUPS OF EMPLOYEES
Employees Hours or days

Number of
employee;. Number of Straight Straight
at middle full time time actually Overtime time
of month positions worked paid for compensation c

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

I. Executives, officials and staff assistants. .D 15,155 15,078 394,471 31 $6,317,228
II. Pn nal, clerical 11 47.178 46,030 1,175,927 7,866 8,029,388-

and general 11 226.342 213,326 42,858,026 938,476 24,838,568
III. Maintenance of way and 1) 4,604 4,591 123.117 228 1,0S0,326

lures II 168,720 356,491 72.125.852 1.S94.215 31,500,139
IV. Maintenance of equipment D 14.451 14,259 388.836 1,211 3,449,996

and stores 11 436,555 407,938 82,972,133 4, 79S. l)U5 50.S41.657
V. Transporation (other than 11 27.465 27,125 816,552 13,833 2,663,850

train, engine and yard) II 181,326 176,568 38,316,942 1,523,517 20,636,077
VI (a). Transportation (yardmasters, switch tend-

ers, and T) 6.029 5,793 171,056 ' 929 1.442.725
hostlers) II 17.664 17,157 3,970,424 95,289 2,410,122

VI (b). Transportation (train and engine) H 289,383 *2S1,019 53,005,499 5,589,533 38,S49,058

All emplovees D 114,882 112,876 3,069,959 24,098 22,983.513
H 1,519,990 1,422,499 293,248,876 14,839,035 169,075,621

Total number of empli ipensation. 1.634,872 1,535,375 .... • $192,059,134

D—Daily basis. II— Hcurly basis 'Average of four counts made per month of men actually yvorking.

(f)

$278
38,181

544.285
1,508

941,072
9,400

3,980,266
36,996

972,207

(g)

$37,046
257,455

2,031,213
6,018

68,839
109,157

1,266,933
15,710

259,956

7,487 102,325
68,306

5,439.168 6.051,513

T, tal

rnpensation
(h)

$6,354,552
8,325,024

27,414,066
1,087,852

32,510,050
3,568,553

56,088,856
2.716,556

21,868,240

1,552,537
2,513,360
50,339,739

93,850
11,945.304

$12,039,154 $10,241,097 $214,339,385
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division the number of employees, straight time actually

worked, overtime paid for at pro rata rates and at punitive

rates, time paid for but not worked, and the compensation

paid for straight time, pro rate overtime and punitive over-

time and for time not worked. The recapitulation is given

at the bottom of the opposite page.

For the group of transportation employees there is a

separate table showing some additional information. The
number of employees varied from 249,002 on the 7th of

the month to 252,158 on the 28th, while the number in

scrviic at the middle of the month was 2.S'>,S>S.i . The

straight time actually worked was 53,005,499 hours and
the straight time paid for (not including road freight em-
ployees) 1,312 hours. The overtime paid for was

5,589,533 hours and the constructive allowances 1,449,918
hours, making a total of 63,709,133 service hours. The
grand total compensation was $50,339,739, which included

0,058 for straight time actually worked, $5,4

for overtime and $1,031,168 for constructive allowances.

The miles actually run were 503,807,261 and the miles paid
for but not run w 00. The trip- for which not

less than a minimum day was paid were 6,24

Labor Board Completes New Rules for Shop Crafts

Revised Provisions "More Elastic," According to Tribunal

—

Effective December 1

Tin. remainder of the disputes between the carriers

and their shop employees as to the working rules which

are to supersede the provisions of the Shop Crafts'

National Agreement have been disposed of by the Railroad

Labor Hoard with the promulgation of numerous additional

rules which are to be included in the agreements formed

between the individual carrier^ and their shop emplo B

The new ndi- are effective December 1.

Some difficulty was experienced by the Hoard in prepar-

ing its decision. However, the following summary, including

an abstract of the new provisions, was announced by the

Hoard mi \n\ ember 2'<
:

Deci sii m effective I lecember 1.

Number of men affe.le.l al.oiit (no.

I

.1 at present
—about 450,000 undei normal traffic conditions.

Estimated saving to railroads only actual operation can
tell, but may reach $50 0'"

Nature of decision Revision ol National Agreement.
(1) Rules are made more elastic to secure greatei effi

i i'li, \ and economy.
(2) Many criticisms of the national agreement are met by

the decision, but all the di m ind oi the managements are not
granted. Older rule-, sanctioned by i an retained.

(3) The principle oi i ollectn e bargaining and union
i

nition embodied in the Transportation Act is retained in the
new rules, but representation oi minorities in grievance cases
is provided for, thus doing away with that national
agreement criticized as forcing the "closed shop" on the rail-

roads. This is more theoretically than actually import,
practically all shops are union; ions are recognized
and represented l>> the men in the m up to
present decision.
The Hoard ineinh . mos t

important work ol the Board to date. It is designed to pro-
vide a permanent code of shop rules to stabilize that part of
railroad industry.

The Changes Ordered

A complete new set of rule- and working conditions to

supersede the provisions of the shop crafts National A rrei

inent was announced bj the I aboi Board on Deo mber I

These new rules are to be applied on all carriers and 50

BtitUte the restoration of the principle again-t which li-

ners have bei n fighting [i ir, namely, the universal
application of rule- and working conditions regardless i I

varying local conditions. In genera] the new rules are those

of the National Agreement revised in places to eliminate
some of the more flagrant injustices pointed out b)

sentatives of the carriers in the hearings which extended
from January to April of this year.

The new overtime rule- announced in the Raiki
I

August 27 (page 419) and the seventeen rules promulgated
by the board last October and announced in the R
of October 22 (page 789) embod) the most radical revisions

contained in this new -'National Agreement." Of the 186
rules of the -bop .raft- agreement 99 are to be continued in-

definitely, according to this decision.

Fourteen rules are eliminated, minor changes -principally
in the wording— b. tde in fourteen other-, no men-
tion is made of three of the old rubs, one rule i- promul-
gated and but 48 rule- .banged SO a- to eliminate 3]

injustice- pointed out in the hearing- or to make the rules

elastic. All of the qualification rules for the various
classes of shop men, with the exception of a slight change
in the trical worker-, have been retained in the

ode. Similarly, the National Agreement rule- relating
to the classifii ation and services of apprentices, the eligibility

of helper- for pr. aiiotioti to helper apprentices and the dif-
ferential rules for autogenous welder- have been perpetuated.
The rule- relating to the dutie.- ol" helpers and to the I

of wrecking crews have been modified but slightly.

Of the rules eliminated the most important i- National
Agreement Rule 24 relating to court dutie- of employe

e therefor. Many of the change- made to meet the

spei iti. objection- of the carriers are in thi slight

alteration of the wording which will leave the rule open
t.. even more interpretations than were the more specific
nil.- of the ..id agreement, H.>r instance, Rule \22 of the

National Agi :

- "blacksmiths sent out on th

to do blacksmiths' work will nie.l by helpers."
I he new rule- -imply add to the existing rule the words
"when necessary."

On the Other hand. Several changes have been made which
itedly will result in better conditions. Ru i t . 27, for in-

has been changed so that shop forces may be n
to M hours per week before reductions in the force are made,
a 18 hour notice being required. In the restoration of

tin- regular hours mu-t be restored before additional men are
taken on.

Several of the rules have been changed to |H-rmit

minority Lir.mp- of employees or individuals the same rights

as the employees or employee represented by an organ
Rubs 37 and 38, which the carriers claimed made ai

tern of discipline impossible, have been all

the railroad- suspension privileges pending hearings
vided that if it is found that suspension was unmerited the

employee will be reinstated with unimpaired senior:-

Another important chance included in the new code is

tained in Rule 40 which create- thn
regular, help 1 Provisi three-

year special apprenticeships for young men with technical

school training- These apprentices, however, must be in-
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luded in the total number of apprentices in computing the

ratio of apprentices to mechanics. Still another important

change made in answer to the objections of the carriers is

illustrated in Rules 32 and 33 which have been changed so

that men at outlying points may be permitted to perform re-

pair work or work other than that listed .for their craft in-

stead of necessitating the temporary transfer of an employee

al heavy expense. Likewise the necessity for having six men

do a simple piece of work which was formerly performed by

one man is partly obviated by certain changes in the rules

which state, for example, that a machinist can do any con-

necting or disconnecting of wires, couplings or pipes neces-

sary to complete his task instead of waiting for another

worker of another craft.

Some Changes for Economy

In general, the changes of this character in the rules are

such as to make for more economical and efficient operation

when compared with conditions as pictured by representatives

of the carriers during the hearings, but the actual results

which these changes will produce cannot be estimated until

they have been in operation for some time. In its general

instructions accompanying this new code the Board orders

that its provisions shall apply on all carrier parties to the

dispute except where an agreement has already been reached

with the employees, in which case the rule agreed upon shall

prevail.

Similarly the rules eliminated by the Board will ter-

minate except where the carrier and the employees have

already reached an agreement upon these points. The formu-

lation of a preamble or caption to the new code is remanded

to the carriers and their employees.

In the cases where the Board has failed either to eliminate

the old rule or formulate a new rule the point is referred to

the individual carriers and their own employees for further

negotiation on the grounds that "the Labor Board believes

that certain subject matters now regulated by the rules of the

National Agreements may not be covered in all localities

by rules of general application and require further considera-

tion by the parties directly concerned." This constitutes the

only recognition in the decision of the justice of the carriers'

plea for consideration of the widely varying local conditions

which cause uneconomical and inefficient situations when

working rules are applied universally. The decision closes

with the statement that those rules which are reproductions

of similar rules in the National Agreement "are not to be

understood as carrying with them the interpretations placed

upon them by the Railroad Administration, by the Adjust-

ment Boards or by other agencies acting under said adminis-

tration."

Shopmen Ask for Increased Wages

While the carriers throughout the country are announcing

proposed reductions in the wages of their employees and call-

ing conferences with representatives of the various classes of

workers in accord with the terms of the Transportation Act,

the officers of the six shop crafts affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor are preparing demands for wage increase

of five cents an hour above the rates established by the Board

in July, 1920, and 13 cents an hour above the existing rates

of pay for shop employees. It is reported that these demands
are to be presented to the executives of the individual car-

riers by the general chairmen of the organizations on eacli

mad when conferences are held on the proposal of the execu-

tives for a further wage reduction. The only explanation of

this move, which appears to be solely strategical, is credited to

B. M. Jewell, president of the Railway Employees' Depart-

ment of the American Federation of Labor, who stated that

this increase was requested because "we feel that the Trans-

portation Act allows us a living wage and rates equal to

those paid in similar industries outside of the railroad shops."

Commission Asks Views on

Common Officers and Directors

Washington, D. C.

A hearing for the purpose of receiving views as to the

interpretation of Paragraph 12 of Section 20-a of the

interstate commerce act, which provides that no per-

son shall hold the position of officer or director of more than

one carrier, unless such holding shall have been authorized

by the commission upon showing that neither public nor pri-

vate interests shall be adversely affected thereby, was held at

Washington before Commissioners Meyer, Eastman and
Potter of the Interstate Commerce Commission on November
30. W. A. Colston, director of the commission's Bureau of

Finance, said that the commission had formed no opinions on

the subject, but as the law apparently gave the commission

no standard, it desired to have a discussion of even- phase

of the subject. The bureau has made a study of the litera-

ture on the subject for the purpose of considering the various

views that have been advanced as to the propriety of inter-

locking directors and officers.

Alfred P. Thom, counsel for the Association of Railway
Executives, said that apparently the bureau had considered

everything but the law, and he proposed to discuss that. He
said the purpose of Congress was that men should not be ex-

posed to improper temptations resulting from a duality of

fiduciary relations, but that the commission is not charged

with responsibility except where there is a conflict in such

fiduciary relations. He did not think it was intended that

the commission should inquire into the fitness of a man to

hold the positions to which he had been elected or his ability

to perform his duties as those things were the responsibility

of the stockholders.

Commissioner Meyer asked whether in a case of a man who
had been connected with various railroads and had caused

trouble everywhere he went, the commission should not con-

sider his personal character in passing on his application to

hold more than one position. Mr. Thom said he thought that

it was most important that the principle should lie recognized

that the commission's only responsibility was to ascertain

whether the relationship between the carriers was such that a

man holding positions with more than one road would be

confronted with a hurtful conflict of fiduciary duty. Com-
missioner Potter asked whether in a doubtful case the com-
mission should not be influenced by the well known integrity

of a man to allow him to serve where it might not do so in

another case. Mr. Thom insisted that the jurisdiction must
be based on the relation between the carriers, and it follows,

he said, that the commission has nothing to do under this

section of the law with the relation of the individual to other

financial institutions that are not carriers, particularly as that

question is taken care of in another section of the law. In the

case of a large railroad system, he said, whose common man-
agement is recognized as desirable, there is a presumption

that common management ought to be allowed. In some
i ases, he said, the presumption is in favor of allowing com-

mon officers or directors, while in others the presumption is

the other way, as, for example, where there is substantial

competition between the carriers. But if the presumption is

against common directors there may be other conditions which

the commission may consider to justify authorization fi

continuance of the practice.

The question was also discussed by R. S. Lovett. S. T.

Bledsoe, Newman Erb and M. L. Bell.

Doubtless if we are to remain a creditor nation we must some

day reverse our merchandise trade balance, for we cannot go

on indefinitely selling abroad merchandise in so much greater

amounts than can he offset by our purchases of foreign goods

and services.

—

Guaranty Survey.



Prices Still Much Higher Than Railway Rates

Detailed Statistics for Over Thirty Years Show Freight Charges

Are Now Relatively Much Lower Than Commodity Prices

An k'aii.uay freighl rates too high?

Practically everybody, including railway officers,

will answer tins question in the affirmative. But no

rational conclusion can be drawn as to whether the rates

charged for any service, or the prices charged for any com-

modity, arc too high or too low mile-- they arc measured

by standards of recognized validity. Hie universally ac-

cepted standards for measuring the reasonableness of rail-
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it will soon begin a general investigation to determine
whether, and to what extent, if any, further reductions in

railway rate- are justified. It i- very doubtful if any witness

who ap] commission will claim that the pres-

ent operating costs of the railways ire -o low as to justify

'ion- in tic any commodity or

lass of commodities. Several important proceedings for

reductions of rate- have been begun before the commission.
1

1
h rendered de< isions in some of 1 ]

instance the most important data and arguments presented

b) those asking reductions have been intended to show that

the rates should be reduced because they impose an undue
burden on busini --

But why do the) impose an undue burden? B

is 1 1. limed, the rates are so high in proportion to the prices

thai producer- can get for their commodities that the shippers

cannot afford to pay them. In other words, the contention

reall) is that the great reductions in the
|

i st com-
modities which have occurred since 1920 have made it

impossible for most commodities to "hear'' the present rates.

What evidence i- then- thai mmodities, at the

prices at which they are now selling, cannot "bear" the

LEGEND
Freight Rates •

Fuel anal lighting

Metals and Implements —

Lumber ana" Building Material'

Average /M Commodities

Werage fust «ix months. 1921.
Column 1—Index figures, average rate per ton per miles based on reports

of the Interstate Commerce Commission
Columns 2, 3. 4. 5. 6, 7. .8. 9, 10, 11- [n i the

I aboi Statistics, Department of 1 e 499. 1913 Sta-
tistical Abstract cf the United States.) Index figures. 1914-1920, same
source. (Sec page 576, 1920 Statistical < 1890-99
= 100. Index figure first six months 1921 Hon. o:
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Relation of Average Freight Rate to Average Wholesale Prices of Fuel and Lighting, Metals and Implements, Lumber and
Building Materials and All Commodities. Average 1890-1899— 100.

way rates are. first, what it costs the railway under efficient

operation to render the service for which the rates are

charged, and. secondly, what the shippers and receivers of

the commodity transported can afford to pa) for it- trans-

portation.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that

presenl rates Practically the only evidence introduced in

support of this proposition is. rir-t. that the traffic of the

railways has greatly declined since 1920, and. secondly, that

the pn of the railways are relatively much higher

in proportion to the price- of most comx they

were immediately before and in the years immediatelv fol-

H'S"
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lowing the commencement of the war in Europe. -Because

there has been a heavy decline of railway business since

1920 it is constantly charged that the present rates have

"killed" the traffic. But the best measure of what rate any
commodity can bear is the price for which it sells. There-

fore, the question whether the rates have become higher than

the traffic can bear is, in substance, equivalent to the ques-

tion whether rates have been advanced too much in propor-

tion to the market prices of commodities.

As already indicated, most persons in discussing this

question compare the differences between the present rail-

way rates and the rates charged in the years from 1913 to

1917 with the differences between the present prices of com-
modities and the prices that commodities commanded in the

years 1913 to 1917. If these comparisons are fair and
reasonable, the present railway rates are too high in pro-

portion to the present prices of commodities. The average

railway rate per ton per mile is now only about 75 per cent

higher than it was in the years from 1913 to 1917. On the

other hand, the average wholesale price of all commodities

is now only about 50 per cent higher than in 1913, although

somewhat lower than in 1917.

Why Compare "Pre-War" Rates and Prices?

But why compare the railway rates and the prices of the

year 1921 with the rates and prices of 1917, or even 1913,

to determine whether the general level of railway rates is

reasonable at present compared with the general level of

commodity prices? Where is the evidence that the rates the

railways were allowed to charge from 1913 to 1917 were
fair and reasonable in proportion to the prices of commodi-
ties in those years? If in those years the rates were un-

reasonably low compared with the prices of commodities,

it necessarily follows, of course, that between those years

and the year 1921 the rates should have been advanced more
than prices, and that rates should at present be higher rela-

tively to prices than they were in 1917 or 1913.

Now, as a matter of fact, the railways from the year 1910
to 1917 never admitted that the rates they were permitted

to charge were reasonable in proportion to the prices of com-

reasonable and should be taken as a basis for determining
whether the advances in rates made since then have been
relatively too great as compared with the advances in com-
modity prices.

Why did the railways from 1910 to 1917 constantly con-

tend that, their rates were too low? They did so on the

ground, first, that the wages they had to pay for labor and
the prices they had to pay for fuel and materials had been
increasing so much for some years, while railway rates had
been declining, that the rates had become unreasonably low
in proportion to railway expenses; and, secondly, on the

ground that the increases in prices and profits in industry

and commerce in general had made it practicable for pro-

ducers and shippers of most commodities to afford to pay
higher rates. Both the contentions made by the railways

and the findings made by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in 1914 and in 1917 render it imperative, if any fair

judgment is to be formed regarding the relative reasonable-

ness of the rates now charged by the railways and the present

prices of commodities in general, to consider not merely the

LEGEND
Freight Rates

Farm Products

Food

Average /III Commodities •
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modifies, the wages of labor, etc., during that period. On
the contrary, the railways constantly contended during that

period that their rates were relatively too low. They tried

to secure a general advance in 1910. They tried again to

secure a general advance in 1914. They tried again to secure

a general advance in 1917.

Furthermore, in 1914 the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion in the 5 per cent rate case specifically held that the

rates of the railways in eastern territory were too low. Again
in 1917 it held that the rates of the railways in eastern

territory were too low. The railways in eastern territory

handle practically half the traffic of the country. Therefore
in 1914, and again in 1917, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission specifically held that the rates charged on half the
traffic of the country were too low.

Both the contentions made by the railways at that time
and the decisions of the commission show the unfairness of
any assumption that the relationship between railway rates

and commodity prices in any year from 1910 to 1917 was

changes in rates and prices which have occurred since 1917,

or even since 1913, just before the war in Europe began,

but to consider the changes in rates and in commodity prices

which began long prior to 1913 and have continued up to

the present time.

Rates Declined, Prices Advanced, Before 1913

Fortunately, official data for making these compa:

are available. A measure of the changes in railway rates

as a whole which have occurred is afforded by the change-

which have occurred in the average receipts per ton per mile.

The average receipts per ton per mile are a "weighted

average" of all the rates charged, and we have statistics of

the Interstate Commerce Commission showing average re-

ceipts per ton per mile since 1S8S. Furthermore, the Bureau

of Labor Statistics has compiled average wholesale prices

of nine large groups of commodities for all years from 1890

down to the present time. The statistics of the Bureau of

Labor regarding changes in wholesale prices formerly were
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based upon average prices in the ten-year period 1890 to

1899, inclusive. The average prices of those ten years were

taken as 100 per cent. Subsequently, the Bureau of Labor
took the average prices of the year 1913, the year before the

Great War began in Europe, as a basis, and its statistics

regarding prices since then have been based upon the prices

of 1913. It is a comparatively simple matter to put its figures

for the years since 1913 on the same basis as those for the

preceding years.

This has been done in the accompanying table, entitled

"Relation of Freight Rates to Wholesale Prices." This table

shows the changes in average wholesale prices which have

occurred in the years from 1890 to 1921, the average prices

of the ten years 1890-1899 being taken as 100 per cent.

The table also shows in Column 1 the changes which have

occurred in average railway rate--, the average receipt- per

ton per mile in the ten years 1890-1899 being also taken

as 100 per cent. The graphs showing the changes in average

rates and in average prices which an presented herewith

are based upon this table, and tin \ -how even more strikingly

1690-99 to 1913

Decline in Average IS%
Freight Rate

Increase in Average
Wholesale Prices

1890-99 to 1917

Cecline in Average IS%
Freight Rate

Increase in Average

Wholesale Prices

1690- 99 to I960

Increase in Average \S5 Fer Ct

Freight Rate

Increase in Average
Wholesale Prices

1690- 99 to I9eI

Increase in Average
I
51 Per Cent

Freight Rate

Increase in Average
Wholesale Prices

Increases and Decreases in Average Freight Rates Compared
with Increases in Average Wholesale Prices All Com-

modities from Average for Period 1890-1899 to 1913,

1917. 1920 and First Six Months of 1921

than the table the comparative changes in average railway

rates and average price- which have taken place in a period

of over 30 years.

The table and the graphs both show that the average rail-

way rale per ton per mile declined in every year from 1890
to 189 (

). The wholesale prices of most commodities also

dec lined from 1 ,s cH) to about 1897. From that time on the

average railway rate per ton per mile -bowed a generally

downward tendency, although there were occasional fluctua-

tions upward. From 1898 onward the general tendency of

wholesale prices of commodities was always upward.
It was in 1910 that the railways first sought to make a

general advance in rate,-. At that time the average rate per
ton per mile was 11 per cent less than it had averaged in

the years 1890-1899. On the other hand, the average whole-

sale price of all commodities had increased 32 per cent.

The cost of fuel and lighting had increased 25 per cent,

that of lumber and building materials 53 per cent, and tli.it

Of metals and implements 2'' per cent. The railways being
large purchasers of fuel, lumber and metals, the adl

in the prices of these things had appreciably affected their

operating expenses. Hut this was not the main thing that

affected their expenses. The prices of foodstuffs had in-

i reased 29 per t ent, those of < loth- and i lothing 24 per cent.

and those of house furnishings 12 per cent. These advances
in prices, as well as some others, had increased the cost of
living of railway employees and brought about great move-
ments for advance* which had been successful. It

was these advances in wages, which were indirectly forced

upon the railways by the increases in commodity pr
general, that most unfavorably affected their operating
expenses.

I he railways were unsuccessful in their effort- to secure
the advances in rates asked for in 1910. On the contrary,

their average rites per ton per mile continued to decline.

In 1913 their average rate was 13 per cent less than in

1890-1899, while average prices of all commodities had
advanced 35 per cent higher. These facts show

i [early why
it is utterly unfair to take the- average rate- and the a

price- of 1913 as a starting point in discussing the average
rates and the average price- of the year 1921. The average
whole-ale price of farm products had increased 64 p
since 1890-1899, while the average railway rate had d©
13 per cent. Did the farmer have any moral rit;ht perma-
nently to benefit from a relationship between railw.i

and prices of farm products which resulted from a '

cent decline in the former and a 64 per cent advance in the

latter? The io of lumber and building materials

had advanced 52 per cent. Where did the producer- and
shippers of lumber and building materials get any ri<:ht.

moral or economic, after railway rate- bad de. lined I

cent and their prices had advanced 52 per cent, to claim
that the relationship between railway rates and prices

lished by the was a fair and normal relation-hip

and should be perpetuated? And yet all arguments and
deductions which are based on comparisons of the railway
rates and price- which prevailed immediately before the
beginning of the war in Europe are predicated on tii

fensible assumption that the relations which then existed

between railway rates and prices were fair and normal
relations.

Prices Up 165 Per Cent Before

All Rates Were Advanced

It was subsequent to the year 1913, howi table

and the illustration- show, that tlu- mo-t extraordinary

divergences of railway rate- and commodity prices occurred.

In the year 1917, the last before- government control of rail-

ways was adopted, the average railway rate was 15 |>er cent

less than in the pern id 1890-1899. On the other hand, the

average whole -ale price of all commodities she.wi-d an in-

crease of 1 UCtS had increased 210
per cent, metals and implements 166 per cent, and fuel and
lighting 14'i per cent. It was not until 1918, when the total

increase in average wholesale- prices had been 165 per cent,

that a general advance in rates applying to all the railways

of the country finally was made-. The next and final genera]

advance in rates was made in 1920. In that year average

prices reached the highest point ever attained, ben
per cent higher than the average for 1890 1899. The

of farm products had increased 25s per cent, and the prices

of lumber and building materials 368 per cent.

What is the final result at the present time in the year
f all the changes, Loth increases and decreases, which

have occurred in average rate- and aver

curves in the graphs end with figures showing the con
live position of railway rates and prices in the first six

month- of 1921. The bottom row of figures in the table

show where average rates and prices hail arrived in July,

1921, the latest time for which the various statist

i] 1 he average railway freight rate was then 49

[-i cent move- than the average for the

At the same time, in spite of the great decline in prices within

the last year, the average wholesale price of all commodities

was still" 100 per cent higher than ii The aver-
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age price of farm products was still up 89 per cent, of fuel

and lighting 161 per cent, and of lumber and building

materials 204 per cent. At the present time the average
railway rate is lower, compared with the average railway

rate of 1890-1899, than is the average price of any large

group of commodities compared with the average price of

the same period. To state the matter in another way, at the

present prices of commodities the producer or owner of

almost any commodity can buy far more railway freight

transportation with any given amount of that commodity
than he could have bought with it at the average prices

of 1890-1899.

Prices 76 Per Cent Higher Than in

1910—Rates Only 65 Per Cent

Perhaps objection will be made to going back to 1890-1899
to get a starting point for comparing increases in railway

rates and commodity prices. Let us, then, compare the

relationship between average rates and prices in a later

period of ten years with the present relationship between
them. Never in any decade in history did the traffic of the

railways increase relatively faster than in the ten years from
1900 to 1910. The total increase in freight traffic between

those years was over 80 per cent. This shows conclusively

not only that the relationship between rates and prices dur-

ing that period was such that the traffic could easily bear

the rates charged, but that it was highly conducive to the

development of the industry of the country and the traffic

of the railways. How much higher, then, are average rail-

way rates and average wholesale prices at the present time

than they were on the average in this ten years from 1900

to 1910? The average railway freight rate in July was 65

y

2

per rent higher than it was then, while the average whole-

sale price of commodities was 76 per cent higher. In other

words, relatively to wholesale prices the average railway
freight rate is today substantially lower than it was when
the industry of the country was developing and the traffic

percentage higher than it was then while the railway rate

is a certain other and larger percentage higher. But all

reasoning of this kind is unfair and fallacious, and of all

the conclusions to which it leads the most fallacious is the

conclusion that commodities at present prices cannot bear
the present rates. Unquestionably, as a result of the hori-

zontal percentage advances in rate- which have been made
within recent years, there are rates which are higher than
the traffic easily can bear. Unquestionably, also, there ought
to be some general reductions of rate- if first the operating

costs of the railways can be correspondingly reduced. But.
taken as a whole, the present scale of freight rates is rela-

tively low compared with the present general scale of com-
modity prices, and, taking rates as a whole, there is abso-

1890 91 92 93 94 9J 96 97 98 99 /9/0 /I IS /3 14 /5 16 17 18 /9 1920 8!

Relation of the Average Freight Rate to Average Wholesale Prices of Drugs and Chemicals, House Furnishings, Miscel-

laneous Commodities and All Commodities. Average 1890-1899=100.

of the railways was growing as rapidly as was ever known.
The data given demonstrate beyond all question that, on

the whole, the railway rates of this country are now relatively

lower as compared with the prices of commodities than they

were until there began a few years before the commencement
of the Great War in Europe the general advance in prices

which had attained considerable momentum speed even be-

fore the war began, and which, before the present railway
rates were fixed, had carried average prices 228 per cent

higher than they were in the years from 1890-1899.
Why, then, is there so much complaint that rates are now

too high in proportion to [trices, and that the traffic cannot
bear them? This complaint is entirely due to the fact that
prior to a little over a year ago prices for years had been
increasing more than railway rates, and that, in consequence,
in a long period of years producers and shippers became
accustomed to doing business on rates which had become
extremely low compared with prices. When producers and
shippers now complain about the relations between rates

and prices they usually say that in 1913 or 1 Q16, or some
year prior to 1918, the price they received for their com-
modity was a certain amount and the railway rate on it was
a certain amount, and that now the price is only a certain

lutely no justification for contending that they are too high
in proportion to prices in general.

Why the Farmer Is Suffering

The greatest complaints about the present railway rates

come from the farmers. The statistics and graphic chart-

presented herewith reveal some very interesting facts regard-

ing the situation in which the farmer finds himself. They
show that for years he benefited by very great increases in

his prices, which were accompanied by actual reductions in

rates, and that his present prices are relatively much higher

than the present average railway rate. On the other hand,

the average prices of all other classes of commodities, except

foodstuffs of which the farmer himself is the principal pro-

ducer, and of metals and implements, are relatively higher,

and in the cases of fuel and lighting and of' lumber and

building materials, relatively much higher, than the prices

of farm products. In other words, while the farmer is mak-
ing the loudest complaints about the railway rates he has to

pay, every other class of producers in the country is charging

him relatively higher prices for the commodities they sell

him than the railways are charging him for the transpor-

tation service that thev render him.



Commission Orders General Rate Inquiry

Railroads Propose Present Relief for Agriculture, Followed by

Further Reductions When Wages Are Cut

The Interstate Commerce Commission on November

23 ordered an investigation "to determine whether and

to what extent, if any, further general reductions in the

rates, fares and charges of carriers by railroad applicable in

interstate or foreign commerce lawfull) be required bj

order or orders of the commission under Section 1 or other

provisions of the interstate commerce act, upon any com-

modities or desi riptions of traffi< ." And on November 29 the

coi ission amended its order bj adding at the end the fol-

low nil;: "and also to determine what will constitute a fair

return from and after March 1, ]')22, under Section 15-a I
I

of the interstate commerce act." rhi pnn in the law

providing for a 5
' .. pei cent return expires on that date and

the commission is directed to state the percentage to apply

from that time.

All carriers by railroad subject to the interstate commerce
act were made respondents to this proceeding, the state

authorities were notified and the .m.

.

-< -.linu was assigned for

hearing .it Washington on December 14.

The order of the commission was issued on its own mo-
tion, but it was in accordance with a requesl made in a peti-

tion filed on the same iia\ b} the Vssociati <i Railway
Executives asking also for a reopening of the ease in which

the commission ordered reductions in the ran- on grain, grain

products and hay in the Western and Mount, mi Pacific dis-

tricts and for permission to put into effect is a substitute a

genera] in per cent reduction in rate- on agricultural prod-

ucts, as proposed in the resolution adopted by the road- at

the meeting in New York on November 16. The only ex-

planation given li\ the commission was the following

statement

:

'The commission has acted recently in two litigated proceedings
looking to general reductions in rates.

'The first was based on complaint b of live-stock

and confined ti rates in the western district. The reductions
recommended became effective in September. Various applica-

tions for modification or extension of the findings were argued
..n November 8

The second was an investigation instituted in July into the

ratr. on hay and grain in the western district. Many state com-
missions intervened. The findings are reported in 64 1. C. C,
MS. An order thereunder, effective December 27, ivi days'

notice, was served on November 21. Meantime, petitions have
been filed bj representatives of various interests asking the insti

tution "i investigations, more oi less general in scope, with a

view to effecting reductions in rates on various descriptions of
traffic, and the carriers have indicated their intention to effect

immediate reduction of 10 per cent in the rates in all districts

mi designated products of the farm and the ranch.

All petitions have received careful consideration, but it has
leemed to the commission that it- in riould nol be

confined to any particular descriptions oi traffic and should be

distinct from and without prejudice to proceedings on complaint
already tiled or hereafter to be filed The order now issued is

intended to elicit whatever information may be lacking as a
guide for the commission in its further action, and is along line-

under consideration by the commi me time past.

The proposal of the railroads i- to give some assistance at

this time to the agricultural industry as most deserving of

relief and to make further reductions on other commodities as

soon as further reductions are made possible by the proposed

wage reduction in -tub manner as the commission may de

termine. This is in accordance with the resolution adopted

by the e\ecutives when the wage cut was proposed

The hearing is expected to give the railroads an opportu-

nity to contend that the commission under the law i

under present conditions order general reductions in rate- e\

cepl on the theorj that the reductions would so stimulate

traffic as to increase earnings instead of reduce them, but

and when further reductions made they

should be made on those commodities which tin- comn
may select lence. It is also likely to af-

ford a field day to tlie representative- of shippers who are

demanding rate reductions. It is believed ..]-.> thai

general pronouncement of polii ommission may re-

sult which will remove much of the uncertainty which now
exists and which in man] cases is causing the withholding

- pe that rate.- will soon be redu

The railroad petition in the grain case as!

1. For approval
in all section, of the Unit' W Man- through the medium

cultui

'

imals, nami 1 I
-. other

grain, dour and meal. hay. straw and alfalfa, unmanufactured
i

oil and meal, citrus

bier fresh vegetables, dried fru

and muli-. cattle and calves, sh<

and butter and chees< . and wool
solution >;' :'. lailway

dopted "ti N 'Oil.

reduction in

on the commodities nam - may be and

,V I
. ening this pi

determine whether the findings
1 trict, insofar as they are incoi

with the general program for the relief of agriculture

ive mentioned, should l>e n

and foi

4. For .in order instituting an investigation to determine

whether, until Ction can be secured in thi

and other costs of operation of these petitioners, any further

lawfully required or. with

n industry, is

The statements made in support of the petition were:

A Plan for the Relief of Agriculture

That the delay in putting into effect the reduction suggested

Honorable Commission in its report in this case has been

,1 -., to a diligi petitioners to mature

le relief of agriculture in all sections of the United

States, more comprehensive than that embraced in this single

ling.

In view of the difficulty and magnitude of the problem, of the

many and '1 and of the necessity for

ii. 'lit and co-ordination among carriers differently situated

in relation to the problem, the delay which has occurred will, the

carrier- trust, lie fully appreciated and under-- Honor-

There was and i- an insistent demand from mam
reduction in rate- ["hi neral reducti

lie commodities above mi i

practically all other commodities. In considering tl

.1 with it in a sympathetic and helpful

manner, it was necessary for the carrier- I he con-

ditions which -tantial. and in many res

;, relation to the subject It was necessan '

lily the revenue conditions of the car;

cause, entirely aside from the interest ami rights oi the owl

the properties, the carriers sustain so important a relations

lie welfare and are - the service of the

public that it iry for them to consider how far any-

thing that might '> impair their cap..

perform their public service, ani

for them to give careful consideration to the effc
••

upon their operating revenues.

Railway Income Still Inadequate

The result of operations

year 1920 was a net railway operating

10Q.5
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lions of dollars as against a normal in other years of more

than 900 millions, and even this amount of 62 millions included

back mail pay received from the government for prior years of

approximately 64 millions, thus showing, when the operations of

that year alone are considered, an actual deficit before making

any allowance for either interest or dividends.

The interest requirements of these roads amounted for that

year to approximately 475 millions of dollars.

The corresponding result of operations of the carriers showed,

for the calendar year 1920, in the Western, Eastern and South-

ern districts respectively, the following net railway operating

income

:

Western $113,970,768

Eastern (including Pocahontas Region).... 77,475,261 (deficit)

Southern 20.768.914

For the first nine months of the calendar year 1921, the net

railway operating income of the Class I roads, taken as a whole,

amounted to $391,384,719, being only 2.9 per cent of the value

of their properties as determined by this Honorable Commission,

in July, 1920, for the purposes of rate-making, in a proceeding

entitled "Ex Parte 74."

The corresponding results of operation of the carriers in the

several districts, Western, Eastern and Southern, showed for

said period of nine months the following net railway operating

income, namely

:

Rate earned
(annual basis)

per cent

Western $195,118,646 3.4

Eastern (including Pocahontas Region) . . . 167,146,72(1 2.7

Southern 29,119,353 1.9

The foregoing were the operating results notwithstanding the

fact that the carriers as a whole were compelled to reduce their

expenditures for maintenance of way and equipment for the

said nine months' period $426,793,121 below what was expended

for these purposes during the corresponding period of nine

months of the previous year; the reduction in such expendi-

tures in the several districts being as follows

:

Western $178,357,201

Eastern 20S.349.365

Southe-n 40,086,555

The policy of rigid economy made necessary by these results,

and the consequent cutting to the bone of the upkeep and main-

tenance of the properties, was at the price of neglecting, and

for the time deferring, work which must hereafter and in the

near future be done and paid for.

The condition of postponed maintenance is illustrated by the

fact that, as of September, 1921, over 16 per cent, or 374,431 in

number, of freight cars were in bad order needing repairs, as

against a normal of bad order cars of 160,000.

From the foregoing it is apparent that the figures of operating

results as shown by the reports, are unduly large to the extent

that they take no note of the enormous bills charged up against

the future, and which must soon be paid, for deferred main-

tenance.

It is obvious that, even under these circumstances of omitted

and deferred maintenance, the rate of return of S lA or 6 per

cent, fixed by the Transportation Act for the first two years

after March first, 1920, has not been even approximated—much
less reached, the actual result being less than one-half

,
of the

prescribed return.

This unhappy and discouraging result has been largely brought

about by the expenses of operation, and in analyzing these it

will be found that by far the largest contributing cause is the labor

cost.

Labor Cost

Labor costs constitute three-fifths or more of the expenses

of operation.

On the first day of January, 1917, when the government took

charge of wages in the Adamson Act, the labor cost of Class I

carriers had not in any year exceeded the sum of about 1,468

millions of dollars. In 1920, when governmental authority made
the last wage increase, the labor cost of these carriers was
about 3,698 millions for the year, or, if continued throughout

the year instead of for only eight months during which the

wage increases were in effect, the labor cost, on the annual

basis, would have been largely in excess of 3,900 millions of

dollars.

In the light of these figures, it is manifest that the recent

reduction by the Labor Board of wages, estimated at from 10 to
12 per cent, in no sense meets or solves the problem of labor

costs, and in no way makes it possible for the carriers to af-

ford a reduction in their revenues.

Notwithstanding this, however, the carriers have, since the

rate increase in Ex Parte 74, made many hundreds of thousands
of reductions in freight rates, these reductions having resulted,

according to the best estimates which can be made from avail-

able data to a reduction in the revenue of the carriers amounting
to from 175 millions to 200 millions of dollars a year on the

basis of normal business.

It is obvious, from the opposition of shippers to a level of

rates which is not now sufficiently high to provide for the labor

and other costs of operation and to afford even a moderate
support to the transportation industry, that these costs impose
upon transportation a burden substantially greater than it can

bear.

The only practical method of obtaining relief from these

excessive labor costs is through an order of the Labor Board
which can be rendered only after a hearing of the parties.

In a wise administration of the responsibilities of manage-
ment, it was necessary for the facts herein enumerated to be

borne in mind and carefully weighed in forming a judgment as

to the duty of the carriers in respect to the demand for a reduc-

tion in rates.

Rate Reductions Unwarranted

Until Costs Are Lowered

From the foregoing general outline of the circumstances of

the carriers it is clearly apparent that, without a substantial

reduction in costs, the transportation industry is in no condition

to afford any reduction whatever in its revenues.

It is urged, however, that a reduction in rates will stimulate

traffic and that increased traffic will protect the carriers from
loss growing out of the reduction in rates. It was the duty of

the carriers to give respectful and earnest consideration to this

suggestion. It is, of course, manifest that it has no basis except

a basis of conjecture, and that an adverse result of the experi-

ment would be disastrous not only to the railroads but to the

public whose supreme need is adequate transportation. There
can be no escape from the conclusion that it is a serious ques-

tion, whether the railroad managements should venture volun-

tarily to place these instrumentalities of commerce, so essential

to the public welfare, at the hazard of such an experiment.

It is, however, represented to them that the wheels of indus-

trial activity in all branches of business have been slowed down
to a point which brings depression and distress to the entire

public and that something must in the public interest be done to

start them again in motion. It is urged that some interest

must take the risk of the first step to relieve the industrial

congestion which is holding business back and down, and the

railroads are urged to take this first step, and to rely upon
public opinion to bring about promptly the necessary reduction

in operating costs, including a just reduction in the abnormally

high cost of labor.

It is represented to the carriers that the only just method is

to apply horizontally any reduction that is made so that all

users of transportation may share equitably and alike in the

advantage incident to a reduction of rates, and the precedent

of the horizontal increase in rates made in Ex Parte 74 is cited

to justify this demand.

An Economic Problem

It seems, however, to your petitioners that the situations then

and now are substantially different. Then the problem was

a .revenue problem—a problem of producing revenue sufficient

to support transportation up to the standard of efficiency deemed

necessary in the public interest, and, manifestly, it was equi-

table and proper to distribute ratably the incidental burden.

Now the problem is to find a means of aiding in a vast eco-

nomic readjustment, and to relieve serious economic distress-

not as a right, but as a matter of high and wise expediency

and in a way that will best promote the public welfare.

Inasmuch as there is no opportunity or possibility of giving

relief to all, there should, in the judgment of your petitioners,

and it is -believed in the disinterested judgment of the public,

be a resort to wise selection, and whatever is' done should be
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applied where it will bring the greatest relief and do the mo '

good, considering the qui ition from the broad standpoint of the

advantage and inten I if thi general public.

In considering the economic needs of the various classes of

industry, it is represented to your petitioners, and they believe

it to be true, that the deflation since the war in the pri

agricultural products to the producers has 1 en-atei by far

than in any ollu-r industry. This decline has not been col

to any particular agricultural products or to any particular

section of the country, but is general, resulting primarily from

two major causes— the condition n credit and the con-

dition of domestic markets. These :onditions constitute a serious

obstacle to the resumption of normal activities and it i

believed by your petitioners thai the present agricultural di

sion is caused to any appreciable degree by the existing level oi

Ereighl rati . or would be relieved to any substantial extent

by any redui tion in sui h rati thai in be made.

But the demand for a reduction in on the prod-

ucts of the farm is most . be a matter

of general concession that no industry is as much in need oi

a reduction in its expensi ultun

This Honorable Commission, in its recent report in this cause,

at page 99. although dealing with only a portion of the country,

and with reductions on only a part of the agricultural products,

thus stated the situation. (Hen is quoted an extract from the

commission's opinion in the grain case, I

The carriers do not feel justified in remaining rigid and un-

cooperative in the face of this suggestion and of a public demand
which is SO insistent and so extensivi a- to amount, for all

practical purposes, to a fixed public opinion.

Present Reduction Should Not Be

Concentrated on Western Grain

Your petitioners, however, submit that, if there is to be a

reduction in rates for the benefit of agriculture, there seems

little justification for confining such reductions to rates on
grain, grain products and bay, nor to any particular section

of the country. The economic reasons in favor of reductions

apply with equal force to other products of the farm and to

other territorial sections. The demand on the part of the agri-

cultural public for a reduction in freight rates is not confined

to the commodities covered by this proceeding and is not con-

fined to the Western District. The commission and the carriers

have been, or will be, confronted 1\ tie necessity of meeting

the demand for a wider application among agricultural products

of proposed reductions and for a more extensive territorial appli-

cation of them. It is not apparent how this demand can bi

cessfully distinguished from the action he commission
in this cause, and yet a gem ll ipplii atii in of th

reductions ordered in this ease to other agricultural products

and to other territories of production, would involve a loss oi

revenue to the carriers which would iipair their ca-

pacity to perform their public obligations.

Actuated bj these considerations, the railro ited by
the Association of Railway Executives, which include the re-

spondents in this cause, i"i ting a sympa-
thetic attitude toward the public demand Foi a redu tion in rates

nl of making a substantial contribution to the relief of existing

industrial congestion and depression, and to the economic read-

justment essential in the public interest, and at the same time

realizing the serious and disastrous consequences of a failure of
the experiment they arc about to mile, not only to

'

themselves hut to the public dependent upon them for the means
of transportation and for the Facilitii business, have
determined to ask this Honorable Commission for leave to put
into effect as promptly as may be

"1. A reduction, for an experimental period of six months,
of 10 per cent in car load I t ><< whe.it, coin, oats, other
grain, flour and meal. hay. straw and alfalfa, unmanul
tobacco, cotton, cottonseed and products except cot*
oil and cottonseed meal, citrus fruits, other fresh fruits
toes, other fresh vegetables, dried fruit- and w getables,
and mules, cattle and calve-, sheep and goats, hogs, poultry;
eggs, butter and chejese. and wool, any reduction in such rates
made since September 1, 1920, to constitute a part of this 10
per cent: it being understood that the proposed reducl
10 per cent -hall not applj to the movement of such
wholly within Xew England, and that if the reducti

wages, referred to in the next succeeding paragraph hereof,

is put into effect prior to the expiration of the said experimen-
tal period, this limitation of -ix months shall not apply to the

said reduction in rate-. It should be noted that the loss of
revenue resulting i duction would all come out of

revenue of the carriers.
"2. Tin necessary steps under the law, including, in case

of failun in conference, an application to the United
Railroad Labor Hoard, to be filed as promptly as pos-

sible, for a reduction in wages of employees, with the under-
standing that, concurrently with such reduction in wag
benefit of the reduction thus obtained shall, in a manner
approved by this Honorable Commission, be passed on to the
public in the reduction of existing railroad rates, except in so
far a- such reductions in rates shall have been made in the
meantime."

The reason for the exclusion of traffic moving wholly within

Xew England, from the benefit of the immediate reduction

is due to the special distress of the New-
England carriers.

Further Reductions to Be Determined by Commission

It will be noted that the effect of this proposal will be an
immediate reduction in car load rates on the products of agri-

culture and the products of animals which are mentioned, but,

as soon as and to the extent that a reduction in wages is ob-
tained from the Labor Board on the proposed application, a

further reduction in rate- (except as meanwhile put into effect),

distributed among the users of transportation in such man-
ner as this Honorable Commission may determine.

I hi proposal thus deals immediately, and without waiting for

a reduction in operating costs, in the manner stated, with the

needs of agriculture and undertakes to make further reductions

not confined to agriculture as soon as further reductions are
made possible by the proposed reduction in wages.
Your petitioners, in view of the condition and of the special

need- of the transportation industry do not believe that any
further reductions in rates than those herein mentioned, should
be made until there is a reduction in operating costs. They
further submit that there is no justification for treating grain,

grain product- and hay preferentially or for giving special and
preferred advantage to the territory i the order in

ause, and that the measure of reduction recently ordered
by this Honorable Commission can not ! to the other
products of agriculture or throughout the country without
serious injury and hardship to the transportation industry.

Your petitio in inquiry by
this Honorable Commission to ascertain whether, until a sub-
stantial reduction can be -cured in the labor and othc

ration, any further reduction in rates than that herein

1 can lawfully be required, or with due regard to the

transportation indust V. and that meanwhile a rehear-
ing be ordered in thi- cause, that meanwhile the order in this

cause be suspended and, that meanwhile permission may !>

to your petitioner- to make effective oi

posed 10 per cent reduction in

and under the conditions set out in this pet I

The petition was filed hy J. N. Davis, Fred H. Wood,
Kenneth F. Burgess and Alfred I'. Thorn.

Program for Rate Hearing

The commission on November 28 gave out the following
outline of the [dan of procedure and the -

-blend at the hearings beginning oi D 14:

The purpose of this hearing is to elicit facts. Thi i

tin submission of evidence is not to be preceded by ai

ment or debate on questions of law or of :

at the close oi the hearing opportunity will he afforded for

argument, at which time questions of law as applied to the

discussed.

During the period December 1-i to 21, inclusive, it is

ted that the respondents will put in their

itiu' "ill he resumed on January Q and past experience has
shown thai full development of the facts will be facilitated

mination of respondents' witnesses is deferred

until then. Before the close of the hearings on December
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21 a schedule for the bearing on and after January 9, 1922,

will be announced. This will be arranged according to com-
modities, etc., etc. Interested parties should advise the

Secretary of the amount of time desired to present their case.

I he hearing will be continued until adequate opportunity

has been afforded for the presentation of such matters as in

the opinion of the commission may aid it in determining the

questions before it, but ever} effort will be made to expedite

the proceeding and to confine the evidence within reasonable

time limits. Relationships between particular points under
existing rates are not in issue.

It is suggested that the matters to be presented should

include the following

:

1. Are the present rates* reasonable in the aggregate under
section 1 or other provisions of the act either in the country
,i- a whole, or in the several territorial rate groups** defined

in Ex Parte 74. Are the rates on specified commodities or

descriptions of traffic reasonable? If not, to what extent are

they unreasonable? This of course includes passenger traffic.

2. To what extent are the respondents realizing return

contemplated by section 15a and what are the prospects for

the future? This should be shown by individual lines, by
territorial rate groups, and by classification territories.

3. To what extent have operating expenses been reduced

since August 31, 1920:

(a) By furlough or discharge of employees?

(b) By reduction in wages?
(c) By changes in working conditions?

Same questions as to operating expenses since Tune 30,

1921. State as in 2.

What part, if any. of this decrease has not been included

in the monthly reports of operating expenses made to the

commission since June 30, 1921 ?

4. (a) How do fuel contracts and costs now current com-
pare with those in effect on August 31, 1920 (give the fig-

ures) ? When do such contracts expire ? To what extent

are contract prices conditioned on wage scale-? What part

of the cost of fuel is for transportation ?

(b) The same questions as to locomotives, cars, rails, ties

and other materials and supplies.

5. To what extent have rates been (a) further increased

and (b) reduced since general increase of 1920? This
should be shown by individual lines, by territorial rate groups
and by classification territories.

6. (a) What increase in gross and net operating revenues,

*For brevity the term "rates"
other transportation charges

**References heieinaftet t i-

Ex Parte 74.

itorial rate group*

eluding fares ai

, tht.se rlc fined

absolutely and on a percentage basis, resulted from the in-
creases authorized in Ex Parte 74?

(b) What decrease in gross and net operating revenues
(1) has resulted and (2) may be expected to result from
reduced rates which have become effective since August 25,

1920? State separately.

(c) What changes have there been in the volume of traffii

since August 31. 1920, and what are the prospects for the
future? What has been the effect of rate changes upon the
volume of traffic since that date ?

7. What readjustments, if any, following Increased Rates,
1920, have not been but should be effected? The commis-
sion there said :

"It is impracticable at this time to adjust all of the rate-

on individual commodities. The rate- to be established on
the basis hereinbefore approved must necessarily be subject

to such readjustments as the facts may warrant. It is' con-
ceded by the carriers that readjustments will be necessary.

It is expected that the shippers will take these matters up
in the first instance with the carriers, and the latter will be
expected to deal promptly and effectively therewith to the

end that necessary readjustments may be made in as many
instances as practicable without appeal to us."

These matters should be gone into thoroughly.

8. To what extent, if any, has maintenance of road and
equipment been curtailed since August 31. 1920? What is

the present condition of road and equipment?
9. What amounts have been expended since August 31,

1920, for additions and betterments, including equipment,
which, under the prescribed accounting system, are charge-

able to capital account? What amounts are needed or will

be needed in the immediate future for such expenditures, in

the public interest, based (a) on present volume of traffic,

and (b) on volume of traffic under normal conditions?

10. What are the relative degrees of profitableness of the

freight and passenger services, respectiveh ?

11. To what extent can net income be increased by en-

hanced economy and efficiency in management ?

12. If rates are found to. be unreasonable in the aggre-

gate in the country as a whole, or in one or more territorial

rate groups, (a) should a general reduction in all rates be

required or, (b) should readjustment be required in the rate-

on specified commodities or descriptions of traffic?

If rates are found to be reasonable in the aggregate, but

unreasonable on specified commodities or descriptions of

traffic, what readjustment should be required ?

13. What should be the rate of return after March 1,

1922?

j£pD|
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The Illinois Central's First Locomotive and One of Its Latest



Through Dtlawart Wat,

Lackawanna Success the Result of Supervision

Details of the Handling of Coal and Manifest Freight

—

Train 51—Full Use Made of Signals

By Charles W. Foss and James G. Lyne

Part II

Tei M'.iiai.i.n speaking, the Lackawanna serves the

Northern or Wyoming anthracite field. The mines or

breakers are in .1 small area in the neighborhood of

Scranton, Pa., and extend in a narrow strip southwesterly

from Scranton along the Bloomsburg branch, the mine
farthest Erom Scranton being al West Vmticoke, about 25

miles from Scranton, Various of the older mines are within

the city limits of Scranton itself; in fact, the mine cave-ins,

and tin- resulting damages to buildings and streets overhead,

represent a continuous source of trouble to the coal mining
company. The Scranton mines, on the whole, are now being

worked out, the Kingston district from Luzerne to Wesl
Nanticoke having superseded them in importano Normally
one half the total coal mined bj the Glen Alden Coal Com-
pany is secured in the Kingston district.

I he Lackawanna normalU hand >00 to 1,000
ear-, of coal a day. In summer, the laki season, abi

pei cent oi thi i oal tonnage mi
I fa lo, about 30

per cent east and the remaining 20 per cent to Lackawanna
local point i connections other than at Buffalo, such as

I anada through Utica, etc. In winter about 35 jut

cent of the coal movement is to Buffalo, when., it raw

rail over the various connections from Buffalo and Black

Rock.

Hampton Yard

Probably the most important facilities for handling coal in

il district are the assembling yard n and
the hump yard at Hampton on what is known as the K
Valley branch. I he empty car- for the Kingston district

are distri i Kingston and th mbled there.

rhej an moved in drags to Hampton yard, at which

re assembled the cars loaded in the Scranton

district. \i Hampton the coal and other freight is cl -

over the hump by destination. The classifications number
22, including among others: Coal for B al for

Anthracite Mines Served by the Lackawanna

1097
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Michigan Central; coal for Grand Trunk; New York

freight; Hoboken coal; Syracuse freight and empties, etc.

'lhe west classification yard has 15 tracks ranging from

2,060 to 3,700 ft. in length, or holding from 50 to 97 cars

and with a total capacity of 973 cars. "The east classifica-

tion yard also has 15 tracks, ranging from 21 to 76 cars, and

with a total capacity of 765 cars. The three largest tracks

in the westbound yard, in addition to being used for classifi-

cation, are used largely for the handling of trains that do

not require being put over the hump. There is also a receiv-

ing yard of 6 tracks with a capacity of 70 cars each. This

yard, incidentally, is on a descending grade of 1.3 per cent.

The classification yard, except for the hump itself and its

approaches, is on a descending grade of 0.5 per cent.

For westbound movement trains are made up to 3,500 tons,

or as it is termed in Lackawanna parlance, to 7,000 M's.

Their movement to Clark's Summit requires a Mikado,

usually assisted by a helper and two or three pusher loco-

motives, the helper and pushers being dropped at Clark's

Summit, which is the end of the \y2 per cent grade. The

west end of the Keyser Valley branch is at Cayuga, some

four miles east of Clark's Summit. An interesting feature

is the left-hand movement from Cayuga to Clark's Summit

over a slow speed track which crosses under the other tracks

to the right-hand side just east of the summit.

Coal moving eastward is made up to 2,500 or 3,500 tons,

the trains requiring four or five locomotives eastbound up

the 1y2 per cent grade to Gouldsboro. If they are made up

to the smaller figure only, they are filled out to 3,500 tons by

the addition of cars assembled at Gouldsboro from mines

on the Winton Branch which leaves the main line at Nay
Aug.

In the foregoing we have spoken of the classification of

the coal by destination. This term possibly needs some ex-

planation. The loaded cars are assembled from the mines,

but in the case of the Glen Alden cars they are not billed

Pushers for No. 51 at the Foot of the Pocono Grade

from the mines, but from the assembling yard—and then on

the authority of a representative of the coal company whose

office is at the yard. This, of course, means that in classifi-

cation by destination the cars are in some measure also

classified by sizes. Further classification by sizes must be

carried out for the car dumpers at Buffalo and Hoboken.

Included among the extensive facilities at Secaucus, N. J.,

for example, is a hump yard in which is classified the coal

for Hoboken or for movement to the Lackawanna's territory

adjacent to Newark, N. J.

The Movement of Manifest Freight

The Lackawanna's success in operating fast manifest

freight schedules and its ability to make connections almost

without fail has for many years been the road's chief stock

in trade in the keen competition for fast freight business

with the other roads in trunk line territory. Prior to the

war the road furnished a service rather better than that

which the competing lines were able to maintain—it being

able to offer this service because of its having the short line

from New York to Buffalo, because of its facilities and be-

cause of the special care which the fast freight >ervice was

accorded. Up to the present its pre-war schedules have

not been restored. The road now is offering the same

manifest deliveries as the other lines. It seems, however,

to be able to maintain its schedules somewhat better; its

record for making connections is especially an enviable

one.

The Lackawanna, like the other trunk lines, is now solicit-

Train 51 in the Poconos

ing merchandise or manifest freight out of New York on

the basis of second morning delivery at Buffalo; third morn-

ing at Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Toronto, etc.; fourth morning

at Chicago, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, etc.; fifth

morning at Milwaukee and Nashville, and sixth morning at

Kansas City, Memphis, etc. It is making the same deliveries

on less-than-carload freight as it makes on carload freight,

despite the fact that l.c.l. transfer freight must be delayed

for some 12 or 15 hours for transfer into through cars at

New York Transfer, Secaucus, N. J. Prior to the war the

Lackawanna made a third-morning delivery at Chicago and

a fourth-morning at Kansas City, and this summer put on a

schedule offering these deliveries eastbound on perishables.

The Lackawanna's manifest trains are designated by svm-

Fast Freight Schedules

Westward

No. 51 First 55 Second 55 Third 55 Fourth 55

Secaucus Hoboken Pt. Morris Hoboken Hoboken
1'. M P. M. Mid.

(...in .... 9.45 12.00...Lv.

...r.v.

Port Morris . . .Lv.

Slateford .... . - . Lv.

Scranton . . ..

Binghamton .

Elmira

. . .Ar.
Lv.

. ...\r.

Lv.
...Ar.

Lv.

E. Buffab .. ...Ar.

E. Buffalo . . ...Lv

Elmira ...Ar.
lv

Binghamton . .Ar.

Scranti n
1 V

- .. ,1a.

Hoboken • • ...Ar.

4.30 J. .in 6.00 7.00 9.15

5.00 4.30 s.oo 9.00 2.00 P. M
7.30 P. M. 5.00

S.15 S.30 12.00 l.no 5.4 5

10.25 11.30 3.00 4.00 8.00

11.00 1.30 P. M. 5.00 6.00 8.45

A M. 1' \1 A. M. A. M.
6.30 S.30

Eastwc

1.00

rd

2.00 3.45

No. 52 No. 54 No. 56

A. M. A \L r. m.

4.00 0.45
!' M

9.20
A. Iff.

11.10 4 05

12.00 4.00 4.45

P. M.
J 5 5 r.45

3.15 6.15 8.00
6.15 11.00

7.15 9.30
A. M.

12.00
r. m.

1 1 .40 1.30 4.15

V M.
5.05 6.55 ' 9.30
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bol numbers. A tentative schedule showing arriving and

leaving times at division and terminal points is issued in

mimeograph form to officers and employees concerned. That

is to say, the schedules do not appear in the operating time-

table, nor is a symbol book used. The schedules are given

in the table. With refen ai e to the eastbound schedules, men-
tion should be made thai En quently three sections are run of

No. 54 and two of No. 56.

The spectacular feature of these schedules is Train 51

—

the train handling package freight from New York. Tra

This train is due to leave Secaucus at 10.30 a. m., about 15

hours later than First 55 or about 10 hours later than Fourth

55. Its movement to Buffalo in 20 hours, covering about

385 miles, is made at an average speed, including terminal

time, of about 20 miles an hour. I - ir.-t 55 is allowed 26

hours and Fourth 55 about 28 and they are not required to

make as close connections with the lines beyond Buffalo as

No. 51.

Train 51 is limited to 70 ears, about 4,200 Ms ( 1,100

ions), from Secaucus. It was put on about January 1, 1921,

and for a short period the road found difficulty in giving it

50 cars of freight from the transfei has gradually

become heavier and heavier as the schedule and the manner
in which it is maintained have become better known to

hippers. As a result the train is now run frequently in two
m imns. Since the train was put on il hi >ed con-

nections at Buffalo, although if the train is late connections

are protected by the Buffalo lines. The operation of thi>

train may be taken as the leading example of what Lacka-
wanna ervice means. It is, therefore, worth examining into

the manner of its operation,

A considerable portion of the Lackawanna's manifest

freight is received at its piers in New York City. For

Indianapolis, Peoria, St. Louis, Denver, Detroit and even for

le and San Francisco.

An interesting feature of the operation of the transfer is

the manner in which the record is kept of the freight and
way-bills. As soon as one of the incoming or "feeder'

-

cars,

i- unloaded, the way-bills are sent to the transfer office and

Pier 1, Hoboken

The way-bills for a particular westbound car are

then, abstracted, the way-bills being forwarded early in the

afternoon by train mail. Copies are made of the abstract,

one of which is filed and another sent to the commercial

agent at the destination point to

which the car is routed. The com
menial agents find these reports oi

raJue in permitting them to

keep in touch with consigi

e them of the arrival of

their freight when it reaches it-

ition.

Naturally, in view of the small

amount oi time available for load-

ing the train, many short cut*

must be utilized. For example.

Freighl which i an during the da

be made up into through ear- at

the New York pier freighl si

the problem is relatively simple
Mie-e . ars are floated aeross the

Hudson river and dispatched in

the variou - sections oj No 55 from
Hoboken.

New York Transfer

New York Transfer is situated

adjacent to the Sei au< us i lassifi

cation yards, about t miles out from Hoboken. The
facilities at the transfer include three platforms, two 1,050
Ft. in length and one 1,200 il. in length. The for.

i

utilized in the forenoon, from aboul 6.00 to 10.30, for trans
Ferring the freight for No. 51 tn rather
from about 1 1 00 to 3.00 o'l la 1- . the I

made up. About 17 gangs are used in the morning and
about 10 in the afternoon shift. On a typical day 7J west-

bound cars were loaded with 591 tons and 48 eastbound
with 288 tons. Through ears are loaded westbound for such
points as Pittsburgh, Memphis, Nashville, St. Paul. Chi

The Lower End of the Yards at Hoboken—Above, Float

Bridges at Hoboken

the freight is being transferred, ear inspectors

examine all the ears carefull) 1 with

long air-hoses to connect the air-lines of cars not coup
that it for the inspectors to test the brakes

the tram i- actuall) made up The cars into which the

freight is loaded are on three tr.i. ks. When the transfer

forces have done with their work, two switch engie

used to put the train together. The road engine is «
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and the conductor has his bills. An hour's time is a liberal

allowance from the time the last truck-load of freight is

loaded until the train is on its way.

The schedule for No. 51 allows it about .50 minutes at

Si ranton and 35 at Elmira, which means that any necessary

switching, inspection of the train and changing engines must

be done as rapidly as possible. As soon as the train enters

the yard at Scranton, for example, the incoming caboose is

removed by a switch engine and the new caboose attached.

By this time the incoming locomotive is off of the train with

about 20 cars from the head-end which it has to leave on an

adjacent track, the tracks in the yard not being long enough

to hold a train of 70 cars. Eight car inspectors are assigned

to this train. As soon as the engines are detached the in-

spectors connect up the train-lines with the yard air-line and

no over the train under the protection of blue flags. A switch

A Model Freight House for Small Station—at Orange, N. J.

engine is stationed at both the head and rear ends of the

train to set out any bad orders that may be found.

In the meantime, the conductor has his way-bills, the road

engine is ready to back onto the train and two or three

helpers are at the rear ready to couple on as soon as the

carmen take down their blue flags. As soon as this is done

the helper engines (used on all trains out of Scranton)

couple on the rear and pump up the air (little of it has

leaked out because the yard air-line has kept it up as long

as the carmen were working). The road engine has in the

meantime coupled onto the head cars, which have been

doubled over, and has backed onto the train. All that re-

mains to be done is to pull out of town. The handling of

this train is always under the direct supervision of at least

one yardmaster.

Advantage Taken of Complete Automatic Signaling

The Lackawanna has taken full advantage of a main line

which is double-tracked and provided throughout with auto-

matic block signals, in using modern methods of train dis-

patching. Trains move almost entirely 1>\ signal indication,

with the result that unnecessary delays to trains have been

thereby greatly decreased.

All through freight trains run as extras, but they do 50

without train orders ordering their movement and without

displaying white signals. Clearance eanls are issued ami

train registers kept at certain points. Beyond this no author-

ity is necessary for the movement of extra trains. Third

class trains when overtaken allow through extras to pass

them. When drag extras moving ahead of manifest trains

are likely to delay them, "19" orders or messages are issued

by the dispatcher directing the slower trains to clear the

main line for the faster ones. Third Jass train- and extra-.

of course, clear the time of lir.it class trains.

Train orders are used but infrequently in the ordinary
course. If a first class train is late and the dispatcher de-

sires to give inferior trains the benefit of the time, he may,
if convenient, issue a "31" order to the lir.-t class train and
"19's" to the inferior train- interested. If In- does not wish
to restrict the first class train, however, he can -till give tin

inferior trains the benefit of the extra time by giving them
a message to "use .... minute- on No (the late lir-t

< lass train)" between certain points. When this mess
used, no restriction is placed on the passenger train. It can

make up all the time physically possible under the

regulations. Automatic block signals and flagging ruli

depended upon to prevent collisions. Tin- dispatcher, of

course, knows about how much time the passenger train will

make up between certain stations, and this factor i- reckoned

with in authorizing inferior trains to "use" so much tinv on

the first class train. A message to an extra freight train

which was sent from the dispatcher's office at Scranton on

August 11 giving time on first class trains, where no re-

stricting order had been issued to the superior trains, read-

as follows

:

"C & E x 1152

Use 45 wins, on No. 44 and No. 46 to Lehigh."

Extra passenger trains may be run without train orders

but, as distinguished from freight extras, they must displa)

white signals. The following illustration shows a "l ci" order

issued to inferior trains directing them to clear the timi

passenger extra.

Form 19 Form 19

THE DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN RAILROAD CO.

TRAIN ORDER NO. 100

Superintendent's Olliee, Hoboken, Aug. 9, 1921

TO C. & E. all Extras East At Slateford Jet. Station

X Opr; ...... M.

Psgtr. Extra will pass Slateford Jet.

I.20 .1. M..

Blairstown, 4.32 A. M.
Greendell, /.fJ A. M.
Port Morris Jet.. f.$8 A. M.

Do not Delay thou, and call on Tele-

phone where you clear for this Extra.

R. M. IV.

CONDUCTOR AND ENGINEMAN MUST EACH HAVE A COPY OF THIS ORDER

Time table rules require trainmen to be in a position to

receive messages from the operator's hoop at even telegraph

Station, and conductors are required to report to the dis

patcher b\ telegraph or telephone whenever their train- have

come to a stop on a passing track, telephones being conven-

iently located for that purpose.

In addition to the two main tracks and sidings which are

provided for the movement of trains there are. especially on

the two eastern divisions of the road, numerous short

stretches of third and fourth track-. These additional tracks

are in -reality nothing more than elongated passing track-
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and are designated in the official parlance as ''slow" tracks.

The current of train* moves over them in one direction only

ii, i-,, that of the main track nearer to them, with the

tion of the line from Cayuga to Clark's Summit, where th<

slow track is "to the left
I
and the) are in the ordinary course

ii ed onlj b) inferior tram- in clearing the through track-

fur superior trains

When a tram enter- thi luu track it has fulfilled ill

requirements of clearing the main track. It will continue on

Train on Slow Speed Track Between Cayuga and Clark's

Summit

the slow track until the superior tram ha.- passed and will

then lake the main track once mure, except where the auxil

i.u\ irack continues for some distance or when another

superior train is expected soon. A- a rule, -luu freight ami

coal trains make a practice ol using slow n. 1. 1.- easl ami

west nut of Scranton. Where these additional tracks are

located at frequenl intervals practicall) no time is |,,-t b)

-low trains in allowing faster train- to pass them. Inter-

linking plants are located at tin beginning and end of slow

tracks, so that no stops are uc(e--ar\ mi account of throwing
-witches.

Efficient operation of the whole railroad a- a unit has

heen greatl) facilitated b) the installation, in addition t"

telephone dispatching, of a telephone system covering the

entire railroad. Through it everj office and ever) station ol

the company is in eas) communication with all other offices.

Delays and enforced brevity which characterize the handling

of office-to-office business by telegraph have thus beei

I - be mi question but that tin- personal con-

tact which i- possible with the telephone system ha- heen a

great help in avoiding misund which often arise

when messages and correspondence have to lie relied upon for

ommunii at ii

Lackawanna Supervision—33 Report

Operating department officers are able to keep in

touch with the performance from day to day by a complete

situation report for the day previous, which is laid on tin-

desk of evei officer each morning. The report i-

known a- the "33" report and embodies the following infor-

mation :

1—Engine failure-, time lost thereby and i a

2—Delays to trains in arriving and leaving all registering points,

engine number on each train, showing where more than one engine

is used, tonnage of each tram with the number of loaded and
empty car-.

3—Bad order cars at each point on each division, storage car-

at each point and loaded car- not moving at each point.

4—Accumulations of loaded and empty car- a; Hampton Yard.

Gouldsboro and Taylor lank < the assembly yards for coal I, num-
ber of loaded cars in transit ami how many of these are foreign

open, how man} are foreign box and how many are Lackawanna
cars and numb which inspector ha- ordered hack
io miii, lecausi rj content-.

5—Movement- of extra passenger trains and the -tate of the

weather.
6—Cars at the various mines and mining district-.

7—Tin I
initial point and arriving time at desti-

nation of all manifest trains and the number of loaded and empn
cars and tonnage of each train.

8—

L

eav >"'-s and arming time of all local freight train- and the

number of loads and empties handled between various point-.

9—Turn-around runs ("pick-ups" in Lackawanna pat

between what point- run. number of loaded and empty cars and
leaving and arri\ ing time.

10— Ice train- run and where Cars handled to (Note: The
companj gets most of it- ice in the Poo mountains and it i-

stored ai Gouldsboro, whence ice trains run to various points on
the sj stem. I

11 Work trains run. by whom ordered, what material moved
and what work performed and number of workmen.

The following detail- from the -dilation report will -how

in whal manner the movements of drain 51 the tram Ac

scribed above were carried out and reported for the trip

leaving n the morning of October 11 :

*

70 load-
Secaucug 10:33

rd Jet. 1

Freight House at Bunalo
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Scranton Dii

No. SI—Engines 1170 and 116M.

Slateford Jet. 1:31 p. m.
70 loads 4009 M's.
Arrived Scranton 4:16 p. m.
Left Scranton 5:07 p. m.
Engine 1163—70 cars—4102 M's.
Arrived Binghamton 7:30 p. m.
Left Binghamton 8:05 p. m.
71 cars—4408 M's.
Arrived Elrnira 10:05 p. m.

Buffalo Division-
No. 51—Arrived Elrnira 10:05 p. m.

Left Elrnira 10:50 p. m.
Engine 1165—72 loads 4627 M's.
East Buffalo 5:00 a. m.

The advantages of such a report as this are obvious. Offi-

cers are given an opportunity to check up accurately the

work of their subordinates. Mechanical and engineering

departments are able to see what the operating department is

doing and what its problem amounts to while, conversely,

operating officers can tell at a glance what kind of perform-

ance they are getting from the mechanical and engineering

departments in moving trains over the road. The report, too,

being kept in the same manner each day, is susceptible of

comparison with that of other days so that the officers may
know whether conditions are improving, whether they are

stationary or retrogressing. With complete information avail-

able and with an extensive use of the phone system, officers

are able to detect errors and to call their subordinates and

secure proper explanations within a few minutes, when ordi-

narily these errors might not be run down for days and

[ierhaps weeks.

Careful Checking of Operating Details

It is, of course, rather trite to observe that as important

as the information received by the operating officers may be,

the manner in which this information is used by them is con-

siderably more important. It is far from trite to say, how-
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A Daily Report of This Kind Is Made for Every Ruling Grade

ever, that the care with which the details of operation are

checked on the Lackawanna is the outstanding feature of the

work of that road's operating department. The Lackawanna
is a comparatively small and compact system. It is not so

large hut that the general officers are in a position to know
fully what is happening along the line at all times. The
knowledge by other officials that their work is being con-

stantly watched by the general officers lias a strong moral

influence on them similarly to check the work of their subor-

dinates and so on down the line, with the result that every

man in the operating department is fully cognizant of the

fact that he is expected to give 100 per cent efficiency or be

called to account by some one higher up for not doing so.

The foregoing sounds to some extent, perhaps, like an

elementary lesson in the subject of supervision, for what has
been said is that the Lackawanna succeeds in securing the

results for which every operating officer strives. How, there-

fore, does the Lackawanna secure these desirable results?

The operating officers of the road, for one thing, make it a

point to use the telephone extensively, not only when the)

are in the office, as previously brought out, but at home. A
further assistance to adequate supervision is the idea of fre-

quent conferences, attended by general officers, the division

superintendents and representatives of the marine and traffii

departments, etc. Conditions are carefully discussed, reme-

dies suggested if needed, and decisions made to correct or

improve any conditions necessitating such action. The value

of a daily or frequent conferences of this kind is too evident

to need emphasis.

The movement of manifest freight is watched primarily

from the 33 report. Supervision by the officers of the road,

however, extends further than this through the attention paid

to eliminating unavoidable delays to cars that may be set

out from manifest trains. When a car is set out, the office

of the superintendent of car service at Scranton is informed

by wire, as is usual on most roads. The superintendent of

car service is then required to keep tabs on the car to see that

it is repaired promptly and forwarded. The work of his

office is checked by a report of such cars rendered daily to

the general officers. A similar report is required from the

mechanical department relative to cars set out at division

points.

The co-operation between the traffic and operating depart-

ments on the Lackawanna is a no-

table feature. As a result, the

operating department is advised

promptly of complaints by ship

pers and prompt steps are taken b)

way of remedy. Suggestions for

improved service are talked over

and decision, favorable or adverse.

is made promptly. Through fre-

quent conferences, such action is

expedited and such delays as

might occur through the matter be-

ing lost in voluminous correspond-

ence are eliminated. Another fea-

ture is the encouragement given

operating department men to soli-

cit freight In a recent period of

about four months' duration, one

yardmaster was credited with hav-

ing secured over 500 routing or-

ders.

Considerable attention is natur-

al!) given to tonnage rating- and

train loading. This is reported to

the general officers b) the car ac

countant on form ('. A. 201, daily

tonnage report. The sheets of this

report cover each ruling grade.

Elsewhere in this article appears a cop) of the report for

September 29 for the seven-mile 1 ' .• per eent grade from

Scranton west to Clark's Summit, It is interesting to ob-

serve that the report shows on that da) that the train- a- a

whole were loaded to 104.8 per cent of the engine rating.-.

The Lackawanna in 1920 had a credit per diem balance

of $804,157. This is primarily the result of the extra effort

given to move foreign cars to connections as rapidly as pos-

sible, a factor which is noticed most carefully at all times.



Hearings Before Senate Committee Continued

Testimony of Bird S. Robinson, Forney Johnston and F. A.

Molitor—F. J. Warne Attacks Carriers' Statistics

Biki) M. Robinson, president oi the American Short Line

Railroad Association, testified before the Senate com-

mittee on interstate commerce on the Capper bill and

proposed repeal of the rate-making provisions of the Trans-

portation Act on November 28. 1 1 • defended particularly

the group plan of making rates provided in Section IS a oi

the act. This plan, he said, i- sound and i- the on]

under which the Interstate Commerce ' omi an meef

the present situation confronting the railroads because it is

the only one that takes care oi the problem of the

and weak roads. Air. Robinson said there are four essen-

tials to a proper solution of the transportation problem, the

mandatory rule of rate-making, .1 rule of divisions which

will give to the lines which are of service to the publii .1

self-sustaining revenue basis, authority in the interstate

Commerce Commission to permil thi abandonment of lines

that cannot be made self sustaining, tnd the consolidation of

railroads SO that the stronger lines may absorb lines which

may he weak in themselves, but b) serving as feeders would

tend to increase the profits of the mam lm

Mr. Robinson said that a large part of the traffic of the

Country is originated by short bin-, and branch lines, but

that railroads cannot prosper on that kind of traffic alone.

To be prosperous they must share in the more profitable

through traffic. He said he knew of comparatively few

roads thai properly can be called worthless and cited -ev

era] examples of roads which at \.inous times have been so

Called, but which later have become important or even pros

perous. lie said that the Detroit. Toledo & [ronton was .111

example of a SO called "worthless" road which suddenly,

after it had been acquired b) Mr. Ford, became not only

self-sustaining, but was widely advertised as a model road,

without any improvement in its physical condition, but be-

cause Mr. Ford was able to divert his traffic to that road

and thereby give it a traffic which paid a higher average rate.

Very few of the short lines, Mr. Robinson said, fail to

render a real publii service, bill the) cannot continue to

Serve the public unless thc\ are fairly paid and that Can be

done only under the group system of making rates, by which

the Interstate Commerce Commission may increase their di-

visions to cover the cost of service on a road which has light

traffic, If a railroad dix's not fill a public need, he said,

it should be abandoned, but there is less duplication of

service by railroads than there is of duplication of railroad

service by unregulated motor truck line- allowed to be oper-

ated under most unfair conditions. In answer to the argu-
ment made on behalf of the state commissions that the valu-

ation of so-called worthless roads has been used to swell

the total value of the road- on which the ommis-ion at-

tempted to calculate a o per cent return, Mr. Robinson -aid

that the value of the roads included which do not perform
a public service 1- \cr\ small.

If the rule of rale making in Section 15-a is taken away,
Mr. Robinson said, the Interstate Commerce Commission
will have no standard by which to fix the' divisions. In the

past the divisions have been arbitrarily fixed by the trunk
lines, who have not accorded the short line- a fair propor-
tion. The Interstate Commerce Commission has m
made divisions under the new law. bin now ha- tli.it matter
under consideration and he wa- confident it would establish
a rule of divisions that can be u-ed b\ the short lines in

negotiations with the trunk lines and that will give each part
of the transportation system an adequate revenue based "i,

it- .0-1 of service and a fair return on its investment suffi-

KGTOH, l>- »-'

cienl to maintain it. Mr. Robinson said that the pro
consolidation would be facilitated if the earning power of

1 In- brought up to a fair standard.

Mr. Robinson -aid that Congress might to consider -0011 an

:ndmi ni to be labor provisions of the I ransportatii

II aid he had 110 critic i-m for the- Labor Hoard, but that

it is not possible for it successfully to do what Congress con-

templated for it unless it and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission an 1

1 nil. I'd to work more 1
• ther.

Forney Johnston for Security Owners

Form \ Johnston, "i counsel for tin- National Association

of Owners of Railroad Securities, on November .
pleted the testimony of the witnesses appearing for the as-

tion.

Mr. John-ton asserted that the association wa- compelled
i" oppose ill- proposed measures because they were- funda-
mentally wrong and destructive, and not merely because of

the psychological or moral effect cm railway credit and
-ec untie-, lb insisted that those proposing the mutilation of

the I' a Act were- unconsciousl) trying to force

the railroad- into a Status of absolute federal ownership
and control to escape what they erroneousl) .oii-id

partial interference with the state commissions. The obli-

gation on the part of the state commissions, asserted Mr
Johnston, to readjust their rate structures after a genera]

advance in interstate rate- in order that both rate structures

mo. contribute .1 fail proportion to the revenui necessary to

sustain transportation involved no tangible and substantial

loss in control lb' stal omissions wore free to proceed
in the normal wax to deal with particular rates after any
general advances consistent with the action of the Interstate

Commerce Commission wore put into effi

Mr. Johnston pointed out that before the Transportation
Act the railroad- had no affirmative statu- before the mill-

mission to protect their revenue and the commission had no
original jurisdiction over unreasonably low rate-, its func-

tii 11 being only to prevent excessive rates and avoid ili.-e . inu-

nation by the railroads themselves. Fin- theory of thi old

act. he said, was that carrier- would protect their own rev-

enue by initiating higher rates when necessary, but that rati

advances had never proven practicable before tin- Transpor-
tation Act for a number of controlling reasons

"The first of these," Mr, John-ton continued, "is, that as

rate- are largely competitive, no increase- could
pi i -bed without ec inert of .ntion. and concerted action in til-

ing rates had been repeatedly held by the courts to l>e in

violation of the Sherman ad. In all of the advance rate

cases full relief to the 1 arrie'r- was made difficult b> the

inability of the commission to adjust the rate structure to

the circumstances of the' different earrie-rs. and to givi

quate relief where needed without conferring excessive rev-

enue upon carriers which did not re-,|uire' it, and also by the

fact that the burden of proof on the carrier- was held

of the most exacting character. These facts, repeatedly

j
tin' commission, established practical handi-

the Transportation Act, although, in tl

ion- wore- always before the commiss
1 hose proposing the repeal of the rate making

of the Transportation Act, Mr. John-ton asserte

tempting to destroy the general public interest in tr.

tation in order to secure a temporary advanl
litigants before the con

considerations we're practical!) e-xd .:
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as proposed by those advocating the Capper bill, the govern-

ment would be exercising the privileges of public ownership

with none of its responsibilities.

Mr. Johnston pointed out that if effective revenue con-

siderations were withdrawn from the -commerce act, Con-

gress was under obligations to yield the provisions in the

act which confer jurisdiction upon the commission over ap-

proximately 90 per cent of the expenditures of the carriers

and to abandon control over extensions, car service, wages

and other important functions of the carriers, and also to

repeal the Sherman act as applied to rate making.

Pointing out that in America it was impossible for Con-

gress to force directly a consolidation of existing railway sys-

tems, Mr. Johnston asserted that the association of security

owners had repeatedly urged upon Congress the necessity

of a program of co-ordination and economies which could be

made effective under our Constitution and without awaiting

the slow process of consolidations.

Col. Molitor Testifies

Col. F. A. Molitor, chairman of the Board of Economics

and Engineering of the National Association of Owners of

Railroad Securities, testified before the committee on No-

vember 22. He showed that without the recent reductions

in rates the net operating income of the railroads for the

year ended August 31, 1921, had been only 2.85 per cent

of the tentative value; and that this return would have been

approximately 1.63 per cent if maintenance expenditures

had been up to normal. Assuming an increase of 5 per

cent in the volume of traffic, and allowing for the July

reductions in wages, but not for the recent decrease in

rates on farm products, he asserted that the net railway

operating income for the year ending August 31, 1922,

would be only 3.4 per cent.

Senator Poindexter inquired whether this estimate was

based on a normal maintenance expenditure, to which Col.

Molitor replied that it was not. "With normal mainten-

ance," he said, "the net operating income would be $408,-

000,000, or equal to but 2.2 per cent on the property valu-

ation. If the recent decreases prescribed by the Interstate

Commerce Commission on farm products were to be taken

into account, the net operating income for the next year

would be reduced to approximately $350,000,000, or ma-

terially less than two per cent on the property valuation.

Testimony of F. J. Warne

The hearing before the committee in its general investiga-

tion of railroad conditions was resumed on November 25

to allow Frank J. Warne, representing the labor organiza-

tions of the train employees, to continue his testimony. Mr.

Warne read from a prepared statement, which he said would

take 48 hours. Chairman Cummins of the committee and

Senator La Follette were the only members present most of

the time. The latter appeared greatly interested in the state-

ment, which was a general attack on the statistics presented

by the railroad witnesses, while Senator Cummins frequently

took issue with the witness. Although few of the members of

the committee heard the testimony, from two to four stories

a day based on it were sent to the newspapers. The state-

ment included most of the charges against the railroads that

have been made during the past 10 or 15 years.

Mr. Warne claimed to have proved that during the fed-

eral control period the railroads had received on the average

the largest net operating income in their history, apparently

by including with the net operating income the amount of the

government guaranty, and he i nti. ised the roads for not

making this inclusion when they referred to the net operating

income actually earned to show the relation that existed be-

tween revenues and expenses. He charged that the railroads

had affected adversely or favorably their net operating in-

come by increasing or decreasing their maintenance accounts

and that during the six months' period following the termina-

tion of federal control they had allowed their expenses to

"simply run riot." To prove this he referred to the large

expenditures for maintenance shown in the months of 1920
when the accounts were swollen by retroactive wage increases

as compared with the first month after the guaranty expired.

The roads, he said, "began extraordinary expenditures in

order to put their way and structures and their equipment
in the very highest state of efficiency at the expense, if pos-

sible, of the United States government."

Testimony on behalf of the railroads as to wage statistics

were criticised because they in some cases included the

amounts paid to general and other officers, although a sep-

arate exhibit had been filed to show how little their inclusion

affected the general result. Mr. Warne gave the impression

that average wage figures were very greatly increased by the

inclusion of $1 00,000 salaries, but he did not specify how many
of such salaries were paid. In this connection he referred to

the Interstate Commerce Commission's report in the Rock
Island investigation which showed that officials of that road

had been given bonuses in addition to their salaries. Among
other things he said the railroad witnesses had used figures

showing the increase in the payroll in recent years without

referring in the same breath to the increase resulting from
the increases in traffic and he then proceeded to correct some
of the "statistical fallacies" by making various exclusions.

One of these was the overtime payments and increases in

overtime which, he said, "economically are not wage increases

but represent the purchase at a higher rate of more man-
hours." He also had some combination of figures to prove

that the increases in wages made in 1920 were more than

met by increases in revenues. This should be sufficient an-

swer, he said, "to the unjustified contention of the railroads

that increased wages are responsible for their discreditable

showing in the year 1920." To account for the other in-

creases in expenses Mr. Warne quoted some of the testimony

regarding the expenditures by the Pennsylvania for locomo-

tive repairs in outside shops and from a letter by John
Skelton Williams regarding the profits of the steel corpora-

tion. He also read the names of railroad officials interested

in companies that sold supplies to the railroads as shown in

reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission in connection

with an investigation of such relations for the year 1913,

and he quoted from various other reports of the commission

made several years ago. A Congressional investigation or

one by the commission, he said, "will undoubtedly disclose

the significant fact that in recent years all the railway supply

companies have reported huge surplus earnings to be added

to their already accumulated surplus secured through high

prices to the railroads."

Mr. Warne also devoted some attention to the history of

rebates and "that equally common and widespread practice

of present-day railroad management of granting free trans-

portation and the free use of private cars to passengers and

representatives of favored shippers." This contribution to

the information of the Senate committee as to the causes for

the extraordinary increase in railroad expenses in 1920 which

is the subject of the hearing was reinforced by quotations

from the Interstate Commerce Commission's decision in the

five per cent rate case, but he brought his story of unwar-

ranted concessions to shippers down to date by referring to

the $122,000,000 paid in 1920 for loss and damage claims.

Just how far this represented the payment of false claims

amounting in effect to a rebate, he said, "is, of course, not

known."
During part of the time Senator La Follette was the only

member of the committee present. He gave even- appearance

of enjoying the proceedings hugely.

The committee proposed to hear testimony from W. G.

McAdoo and Walker D. Hines before concluding' the

hearings.
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Baltimore & Ohio Completes Large Bridge Project
The Structure at Lawrenceburg, Ind., Replaces a Crossing

Destroyed by a Large Ice Gorge in 1918

By Philip G. Lang, Jr.

Engineer of Bridges, Baltimore & Ohio. Baltimore, M.I

O x October I the Baltimore & Ohio turned train, over
a new bridge crossing the Great Miami river, I

North Bend, Ohio, and Lawrenceburg, Ind , thi
'"•" ,l llIU ' '" St. Louis. I he projecl involved an expenditure
ot about $2,200,000 ["his structure consists of six d<
track, through truss spans, each 206 ft, > in. center to center
oi end pins, and two 45 ft. deck pl.itr girder approach spans
•1 each end. '['lie new bridge is designed foi E 60 loading

I

'

it track centers, 8-ft. side clearance, and iS fl overhead
clearance. I'he most formidable feature „, t was
the substructure work which entailed tin sinking of 5eVen
pier foundations l.\ the pneumatii pn

1 he section of road on whii h tin-
i rossing occurs was

originally known as the Ohio & Mississippi k,
ated bj an acl oi the General Assembly of Indiana, approved
Pebruarj ll. 1848, and confirmed bj ub equenl act!
states >.i Ohio and Illinois, dated March IS 1849 md
February 12, 1851, respectively I i„- construction
line between Cincinnati and Illinois [own di
Louis, was commenced in 1852, and the road was opened to
ttatn, m 1857. It. completn

West to LatvmrKebury

nection between the Atlantic coast and the Mississippi river
and waS tlu . ,„ ra>ilin ,„ th| .

„
Greal Railwaj Celebration „

Lo57,

Hi.' original crossing of tlu- Great .Miami river at I aw-
series of timber truss -,,;„,- whichw5re rePlacei rears b) an iron structure consisting

of three spans of Fink trusses, rhis bridge was rebuUt in
using three 210 ft. through truss span-, supported on

!u " abutments and two piers with .. 18 bent pile br<

l

1 ' 1

;,

U
;;

M
',';'

!'"' nut '' 1 m thl ' superstructure weighed
!l1

'
l » (l «« bridge had ., total length, including

K ' approach at the west en. I. of 1,350 ft
The great floods which occurred in portions of the states

"i Ohio, Indiana and Illinois during March and April,
are matter- ,.i common
the water at the Lawrenceburg I, rid 'i "elevation
two feet abov. top of rail: the westerly pur w; -

and earned with it the two uesterh tniSS
350 It. ot the approael, trestle. Work was immediate^
menced on ., temporary timber trestle and bran
stored on \ P nI 27, 1913. Contracts

S'+ mKTctocP.ers.- Z&Ol fe£/Vs—I iOSNOctcc

General Elevation of the New Baltimore & Ohio Bridge
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for the construction of a new pier at the site of the one

which was destroyed and the fabrication and erection of a

new superstructure. The new spans were designed for E-50

loading, riveted throughout, and were of the same length as

the old spans. These steel spans were completed on January

31, 1914, and continued in service from that date until

they were wrecked by an ice gorge in February, 1918.

The early part of 1918 was characterized by weather con-

ditions of exceptional rigor. The ice broke up and was re-

leased by a thaw which occurred during February. A large

ice gorge was formed in the Ohio river, adjacent to the

mouth of Sugar creek, a small stream which joins the Ohio

river at the Kentucky side, about 40 miles below the mouth

of the Great Miami. A smaller gorge occurred about six

miles below Lawrenceburg, extending across the Ohio, be-

tween Rising Sun, Ind., and Rabbit Hash, Ky. At the

Baltimore & Ohio bridge crossing the Great Miami river im-

mediately above the confluence of that stream with the Ohio

river, the water reached an elevation of approximately five

feet below base of rail; the top of the accumulated ice floes,

however, rose to an elevation approximately ten feet higher,

or about five feet above the existing base of rail. When the

ice gorge in the Ohio river at Rising Sun went out, the

natural effect was to lower the water in the Ohio very rapidly

and this pulled the water and ice out of the Great Miami.

At 2:30 p. m., February 12, 1918, the ice turned over the

three 210-ft. truss spans of the Lawrenceburg bridge and

destroyed the approach trestle at the west end of the struc-

ture. The masonry, however, remained in place.

Baltimore & Ohio traffic was detoured over the adjacent

upstream bridge of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, and in view of the existing war conditions, as well as

high prices of material, scarcity of labor and other factors,

the reconstruction of the bridge was deferred, pending the

advent of more favorable conditions. Consequently, the de-

tour movement over the Big Four was continued until Oc-

tober, 1921. An exhaustive study was made of all local

conditions, with a view to the adoption of such measures as

would prevent a recurrence of the preceding disasters. The

type of crossing finally adopted consisted of six through truss

spans, each 209 ft. 10 in. center to center of piers, in place

of the three spans previously used.

Comparative estimates indicated that the most economical

new base of rail to undefcleafance line is 6 ft. 1\< in. and

that from base of rail to the high water line of March, 1913,

is 7 ft. 6 in. and the new bridge provides more than double

the clear waterway which had existed under the previous

structures. It is believed, therefore, that it removes the

danger from future ice and flood conditions. In this con-

nection, flood conservancy work, completed, underway and

contemplated, was considered.

The substructure work involved the construction of six

View Through the New Bridge

new piers for the support of the truss spans, the extension

of an existing pier from single to double track and increasing

its height approximately 10 ft., and the construction of two

bank piers and two bank abutments on concrete piles. The

bottom at the site of this crossing consists of sand and gravel

and it was found necessary to carry the foundation to a depth

varying from 93 ft. to 99 ft. below the new base of rail. This

1060 " SfaJOOO

Location, Map and Profile, New Baltimore & Ohio Bridge

type of crossing provided for the utilization of the single-

track pier which was built in 1913, founded on piles, and

the use of span lengths identical with those which existed

previously. This had the further effect of making an un-

usuallv attractive proposition from a structural steel stand-

point, as with six square spans identical in every respect

much duplication occurred. In lieu of building high and

expensive abutments, two 45-ft. deck plate girder spans were

used at each end, the cost of these spans with their sub-

structures being materially less than the cost of high abut-

ments. The base of rail was also raised 10 ft., thus giving

8 ft. 2 in. additional clearance. The distance from the

was done under compressed air. For -ix of the new main

piers, reinforced concrete caissons were built in place at the

sites of the piers. For the extension of the pier built in 1913,

a timber caisson was constructed. This was carried down

105 ft. below the new base of rail. The two bank piers and

two bank abutments were placed on concrete piles and ap-

proximated 4.SOU lin. ft. of concrete piling was used. A
total of 18,300 cu. yds. of concrete was required.

The superstructure contains 7,900,000 lb. of steel. Shop

rivets, one inch in diameter, were used, throughout, except

for lateral and sway bracing, where rivet- "* in. in diameter

were used. The field rivets for stringer and floorbeam con-
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elections and for all main tru.-s connections are 1% in. in

diameter. A continuous footwalk was provided on the bridge

south of the tracks and between them, and a refuge Way was

instalk-d on the north side of the tracks at the < enter ol i a< h

main channel span.

The erection of the steelwork was started at the west end.

All spans wen- erected on falsework consisting of frame bi ats

placed on mud sills. Following the completion ol the false

work, the floor system was placed complete foi one pan

after which the truss members wen- erected. In one case,

all the members in tWO trusses, that is 44 pieces, were erected

by one 50-ton locomotive cram in 12 hours. Immediately

after the erection of the- trussi each span was swung clear

of the falsework. In order that tin- era tion equipment could

operate readily, no top lateral .,<<• placed until after all

spans had been erected and swung. The west deck plate

girder span was era ted on Maj 17 and the easl through truss

span was swung on August 22, 1921, The entire- bridge

was opened to traffic on October 1.

In addition to providing double track on the- bridge, the

approaches were- double tracked foi a distance of 5,841 ft.

and 4,64cS ft. to the east and west, respectively. On the

west end provision for the rai.-e of grade and second track

was made entirely by raising and widening the existing em-

bankment, but on the east end the change necessitated a

relocation of the- approach so as to afford support for the

new grade against the hillside. This is indicated on the

map. This change eliminates reverse curves of 5 cleg., hav-

ing a total angle of approximately 76 cleg., whereas the new
alinement contains only a relatively short 1 (leg. curve. The
line revision at the- east and the grading of the approach on

the west end involved aboul 210,000 CU. yd. of earthwork.

For the substructure and grading work, the contractor's

camp, plant and equipment were assembled at the east end

of the bridge. All concrete was mixed it a central mixing
plant, located at the east abutment, where a -te-e-l tower 225

ft. in height, its top 275 ft. above low water, was erected,

and the concrete chuted across the river. For the super-

structure, the contractor's yard for the storage- of steel, fram-

ing of the timber deck ami falsework was located approxi-

mately one mile west of the- wesl abutment. The yard in

this case was an ideal one- since it afforded a strip of land

100 ft. wide and 1,0(10 ft. long, that was practically level.

This was served by tWO tracks 18 ft. 'enter to center.

The substructure, grading and incidental work was done

by the Vang Construction Compan) of Cumberland, Md.
The superstructure was fabricated at the Ambridge plant of

the American Bridge Company, .md erected by that com-
pany. The- entire- work was handled by the engineering de-

partment of the Baltimore \ Ohio, under the direction of

H. A. Lane, chief engineer, and the writer. A. H. Griffith,

distrid engineer, was in charge of the work in the- held.

The Form Nineteen Train Order

By Edgar W. Weston
Inspector of Train Dispatching, Northern Pacific

'J ET Mill ENOUGH VLONE" i- a slogan for

minded. From Columbus clown to Th
Edison, histon records our debt of gratitu

the lazy-

riiomas A.

gratitude to the

men who adopted as their motto "Make well enough better,

and better best."

But for many of us it i- difficult to adopt new methods.

One stumbling Mock 1 have found in getting the A. K. A. t.i

approve, or railway managing officers to adopt anything new
in train rules, is that the A. k. A. will ask if it has
tried out on any railroad, and the railway officer will ask
whether the A. R. A. has approved Each seems to ••side-

step," or "pass the buck."

In view of this, it is a strange- fact that the A. R. A., in

the Standard < ode, approves the use of Form 19 for restrict-

ing the rights of a train, and without having the operator

i h-ar with the dispatcher before delivery of thi orders. Few
railway managements have adopted the 19, and those who
have, aside from the Northern Pacific and possibly one
other, have surrounded it with so many restrictions and safe-

guard- that its use i.- limited to a ]M>im where the >1 might
just as well he- used.

After reading in the- Railway Age the letter- from a I

land dispatcher and from Mr. Forman, and the editorial

comment ecu the use of Form 1
(
' train order. I feel there is

no better ton. than the present to express my own ideas as to

its exclusive use. Like- that of Mr. Forman, mj experience
with train order- covers 40 years; and during the past 25

years I haw given careful study to train rules and train

orders. In my opinion, then- should be hut one form, and
that Form 19. I will concede- that signatures should
c|uireil when necessary to re-.-trict a train at a non-telegraph

office, or if it has already passed the train order signal: but

let the signatures Ik- on Form 19.

In 1912 the- Northern Pacific began using Form 19 on
one- division to restrict the trains in automatii block territory.

In a few weeks it was used also in non-block territory. In a

few months it was extended ove-r the- entire system.

Your Cleveland correspondent says the safeguard of the

middle order is not well enough appreciated. I cannot agree

with him, for I believe it i- appreciated; hut in using the

1

(

' order exclusively we cannot depend on the middle order

for safety, as most roads west of Chicago have many sidings

whin there is no operator on duty, and many stations

where there is telegraph service for only a portion of each

24 hours.

The middle- order is used 'o protect tin- A a- will as the

1" order.

I be important thing i- to insure the- deliver} of the- re -tri. t-

ing order, I hi- assured, we want the form and pnxedure
that will cause tlu- least delay, with ec^ual or greater safety.

Nim- years' experience with the exclusive use of Form 19

warrants me in saying that it is safer, ami far ahead of

Form 31 in every way. As your correspondent has well said,

we must enforce rigidly the rules requiring clearance cards,

and prevent the carc-le--- handling of the- e arcL.

The profane language of train men and engine men when
stopped to sign a 31 order is a moral argument against the

use of that Form! The lurid language is, of course, directed

against the- dispatcher for his " thick-headedne-s"
in stopping that particular train. I have asked a Dumber
of dispatchers and chief dispatchers what they would say if

they wore instructed to return to the use- of the 51 order,

and 1 gel replies like this; "I will quit rather than use
the 51," and on who suggests it ought to he hung,
and I am willing to pull the- rope."

M\ friend Hill Nichols of the Southern Pacific will say
that Form 31 i> preferred because it make- tin- work easier

for the- dispatcher. I do not think so; for no dispatcher

worthy of the name will <a.rihee safety in order to lessen

- lonsibility.

Mr I orman, in In- letter in your issue of September 24.

outline- circumstances under which the 19 may. witli safety.

d exclusively. Regarding the four points oi his outline.

I will -.p.

1. He i- correct as to the i lear.cn. e card-. This is the

keynote fl >r the I
1
' order.

li max he a good thing to deliver addition

the fireman and flagman may have copies: hut as such extra

copies are no more essential with the 10 than they are with
the SI. we cannot use that as an argument for thi

Of the 10.

4. I have already commented on the middle or.lcr. and
cannot see where it has any bearint :ween
31 and 1Q.

Further, under "4" of Mr. Forman's letter, he savs: "This
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cannot be regarded as safe practice if (a) the superior train

is directed to take siding, or (b) if it must pass the switch

where the inferior train takes siding before it reaches the

telegraph office where the middle order is to be delivered.

Is the Form 31 any more safe than Form 19 under these

conditions? I cannot see that it is. However, I think Nor-

thern Pacific Rule 208-A is important, and tends to greater

safety, no matter what form order is used. Let me quote

this rule:

"20S-A. Meeting orders, or orders conferring rights to the point where

placed, must not be addressed to the trains of superior right, at the [» int

of execution, if it can be avoided.

"When it cannot be avoided, special precaution must be taken by the train

dispatchers and operators to insure safety, and the following notice will be

incorporated in the order; ' gets this order at .'

"When a train is advanced by the use of a meeting order put out at

meeting point as per Rule 208-A, it must be understood by conductors and

engineers on the train advanced that they must approach the station named

under control and take siding at the first passing siding switch unless other-

wise directed, running through the siding expecting to find it occupied.

The conductor and engineer cf the train advanced must bear in mind that

the opposing train has no notice of this meeting point until they reach the

station. .:nd must govern themselves accordingly; and must protect as per

Rule 99 if necessary to reach the switch used by them in taking siding."

In my opinion there are no reasons of safety, economy,

or efficiency to justify a return to the 31 on roads already

using the 19, or to oppose the adoption of the 19 exclusively

on all roads.

Since writing the above I have received the Railway Age
for October 15 and have read with interest William Nichols'

"Questions About Unsigned Train Orders." These questions

are very much to the point and should be considered care-

fully. I should like the privilege a little later on of attempt-

ing to answer some of these questions; for very likely many
will say that what I have written in favor of the exclusive

use of Form 19 is "old stuff" and mostly theory. I will give

as examples bearing out my conclusions some of the actual

results that we have obtained by using Form 19 for re.-tru t-

ing the rights of train-.

Freight Car Loading
W UiHIK iTON, II. I .

THE report compiled by the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association on freight car loading

for the week ended November 12 is shown in the table

which is given below.

The report for the week ending November 19 was delayed

and is not available for publication in this week's issue. The
car surplus report for the period November IS to 23 shows
another large increase in the number of surplus freight cars

to 213,523. This is an increase of 73,334 as compared with

the previous week.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED—WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1921

3)istriot Year

Eastern 1921
1920

Allegheny 19,21

1920
Pocahontas 1921

1920
Southern 1921

1920
Northwestern 1921

1020
Central Western 1921

1920
Southwestern 1921

1920
Total, all roads 1021

1920
1919

Week ended—
November 12 1921
November 5 1921
October 29 1921
October 22 1921
October 15 1921

products

7,994
5.589
2,906
2,562
194
121

2,8-12

2,537
8,906
11,106
8,359
8.636
3,201
3,956
34,402
34.507
39,321

34,402
40,921
48,949
51,001
48.372

Live
stock

3,530
3,589
3,607
4,091
287
280

2,025
2.549
9,277
10,650
12,648
14,726
2,895
3,026
34,269
38,911
41,120

34,269
31,126
37.505
40,188
36,210

Coal

39,357
58,098
39,974
66,124
21,732
25,068
22,759
29,656
7,133

11,231
17,513
25,383
3,841
7,314

152,309
222,874
104,238

152,309
172,875
207,693
212,219
191,506

Coke
1,883
3,182
2.791
7,274
169
843
547

1,276

6,450
15,110
9,942

7,339
6,647
6,332

Forest
products

4,254
7,070
2,443
3,327
1,246
1,689

16,919
17,388
11,905
13,405
6,542
5,775
7,352
7,602

50,661
56,256
57,767

50,661
51.1S8
54,348
53,426
53,017

Ore

2,708
9 966
2,616

11,613
1

178
513

2.722
1.364

21,564
687

3,005
769
635

8,658
49.683
29,941

8,658
10.979
18,209
23.186
19,789

Mer-
chandise
L.C.L.

59,347
47,662
40,677
39,586
5,396
5,110

37,444
34,960
26.455
27,410
.'0,4 r'7

L'0,789

15,623
16.744

215,439
201.261
151,513

215,439
234,770
239,656
2.t6.640

232,541

This
Miscel- year
laneous 1921

65,542 184.615
90.844
53,406 148,420
66.436
3,285 32.310
4.146

36,908 119,957
39,030
28,315 94,096
34,604
37,700 114,129
45.153
25.702 59,519
28,771

250,858 753,046
308.984
374,462

250,858 753,046
281,124 829,722
338.922 952,621
338.985 162.293
318.267 906,034

-enue freight loaded

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

Corre-
sponding

1919

226,000 197,208

201,013 16S.530

37,435 34,065

130,118 115,052

131,895 1 24 182

132,936 113,598

68,189 55,669

927,586

927,586
915,615
981.242

1,008,818
1,018.539

808,304

808,304
826.724

97 7.051

972,078
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Chilean Railroad Electrification Program
Initial Contract of $7,000,000 Provides for Complete Electric

Operation of First Zone

Tin, urst part of the Chilean State Railway to be elec-

trified will include 116 miles of main line and 144

miles of track. The contract for equipment, as an-

nounced in the October 1, 1921, i-sue of the Railway Age,

was awarded to the Westinghouse Electric International

Company through its South American representatives,

Errazuriz Simpson & Company, and amounts to a total of

$7,000,000. This is the most important railroad electrifi-

cation undertaken in 1921 and is the largest single order

for electric traction equipment ever received in this country.

The equipment will be designed according to American
standards.

Chile is a long, narrow country located between the Andes
mountains and the Pacific Ocean, on the west coast of

South America. It is 2,629 miles long north and south,

and varies from 100 to 250 miles in width. The extreme

length of the country results in a variety of climatic condi-

ot the First Zone to Be Electrified on the Chilean,

State Railways Showing Location of Substations

tions. However, in the section to be electrified at present,

the variation between maximum and minimum temperatures

•conforms to normal conditions existing in the temperate

zones, the maximum temperature in the shade in the summer
being from lot) to lit) deg. F. and in the sun as high as

130 to 140 deg. F., while in the winter the temperature goes

a.- low as 20 to 25 deg. F. The rainfall in this district IS

relatively small. In tin- central ami southern sections the

Andes receive a heavy snowfall, making extensive water
power available

Chilean Foreign Trade Over $450,000,000

The chief products of Chile are minerals, agricultural

products, live stock and lumber. Many of these product-

are exported and move north over the railroads. In return

coal, merchandise, machinery ami food products are im-
ported and form tin- bulk o( the southward railroad move-
ment. In Chile the nitrate deposits in the North rank first

among the mineral deposits, and Supply 75 per cent ol the

exports. In 1913, 3,000,000 ton- wen- exported, Coal
deposits ranked second to those of nitrates, but in spite

of this fact, there is not enough coal to supplj the country,
and considerable coal is imported. The promt output
of coal in Chile i- 1,800,000 ton- annually while the con-
sumption is about 2,700,000 tons, the railroads using
550.000 tons. Copper i- also an important mineral de-

posit, between 4 and 5 per cent of the world's supply com-
ing from Chile. Iron, sulphur and gold are also mined.

Other industries in Chile are farming and some fishing.

The variety of climate permits the growth of a great diver-

sity of food plants among which are tropical fruits, veg-

etables, and cereals, including wheat, barley, oats, rye, corn,

beans, and
|

The United States exports a great variety of materials to

Chile, and our imports from Chile are also extremely varied
in character. These include such items as chemicals, dye-
woods, fertilizers, minerals, glue, india rubber, meat, tobacco
leaf, wax and vegetables. In import trade to Chile the

United States now ranks first and Great Britain second.

Published statistics of Chilean foreign trade for 1920 show-

imports of about $166,100,000 and exports of about $284,-

300,000, a total of about S450,400,000. The total wealth
of Chile is estimated at S3,200,000,000, or almost $800
per capita.

The Railroads of Chile

The total railroad mileage of Chile is 5,200, of which
about 30 per cent is privately owned mainly for mining and
industrial enterprises. The remainder of the mileage is

divided into two general i lasses, the broad gage lines and
the narrow gage lines. The former extend south from Val-
paraiso by way of Santiago to Paerto Montt, with numerous
brandies, while the latter comprise most of the northern
roads with a few branch lines in the south.

The conditions that arose during the recent world war
brought very forcefully to the attention of the railroad man-
agement the necessity for electrifying the broad gage lines,

especially the Valparaiso-Santiago line with the Los Andes
branch, where traffic was rapidly approaching the track

capacity. In addition, fuel costs were excessive while the

almost limitless water power was going to waste.

In 1918 a commission was appointed to study the prob-
lem of electrifying the broad gage lines. This commission,
consisting of Rafel S. Edwards and Ricardo P. Solar, made
a careful analysis of electrifications all over the world. As
a result of the possible economies shown in the r

< port of

this commission, it was decided immediately to electrify the

broad gage lines beginning with the Valparaiso-Santiago
and Los Andes branches, or the first /one. A loan of

$10,500,000 for this purpose was authorized and was heavily
over subscribed a few hours after offering.

The spe< ifii ations called not only for locomotives to fit the

traffic condition- but al-o for all substation, distribution

and overhead equipment, anil for all construction work.

Initial Electrification Will Include 144 Miles

The initial electrification will include 116 miles from
Valpai tiago, and 28 mile- from Las \

1 Los Amies is the terminus of the Transandine
I id, a narrow gage line, while the narrow trace Longi-
tudinal Rail) tlera, an important sta-

tion on the line to be electrified. The maximum grade in

this /one is 2.25 per cent, encountered in approaching
I. a Cumbre (the summit) from the west The line contains

a relatively large number of curve-, the maximum ' eing 10

deg. rhe track gage is 5 ft. 6 in. There are six tunnels

on the main line, the longest, the San Pedl ^0 ft

in length. Three of the tunnels are la most

rade approaching the summit
The 3.ooo-ve.lt direct-current system was decided upon

1109
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as best suited to the conditions. Hydro-electric power will

be generated at the Maitines station of the Chilean Electric

I ramway & Light Co., Ltd. This station is already under

construction and will utilize the waters of the Rio Colorado.

The station will contain three 8,125 kilovolt-ampere genera-

tors and will have an ultimate capacity of 30,000 kilowatts.

This power will be transmitted 37 miles to Santiago by twin

circuit 110,000-volt transmission lines and will be generated

at 50 cycles, 3-phase. These transmission lines will be con-

nected at Santiago with the system fed by the Florida hydro-

electric station and the Mapocho steam station, both of which

were constructed some years ago by the Germans and were

designed for 50-cycle 3-phase power. The total capacity

of the three generating stations at present proposed will

be. when completed, approximately 120,000 kw.

Substations Provide for Large Increase of Traffic

The power supply will be distributed by five substations

designed to handle a train movement that is approximately

50 per cent greater than that existing in 1917, with a fur-

ther provision for tripling the 1917 traffic demands, if neces-

sary. Each station will initially contain two 2,000 kw.

motor generator sets, each set consisting of a 2,800-hp. driv-

ing motor, and two 1,000-kw. 1,500 volt generators con-

nected in series. These sets will be designed to withstand

a 200 per cent overload for five minutes without injury, and

as an additional safeguard a flash suppressor will be

included.

Substations 1 and 5 will receive power at 12,000 volts

while 2, 3 and 4 will receive power at 44,000 volts and

power indicating and limiting equipment will be installed.

Motive Power

Thirty-nine electric locomotives are required for the initial

electrification, including 6 express passenger, 11 local pas-

senger, 15 road freight and 7 switching locomotives. The
main points of interest about these locomotives are given in

the following table:
Max.

Number speed,
Wheel of Total miles

arrangement motors h. p. per hr.
-'-6-0—0-6-2 6 2.250 62'/i

0-4-C—0-4-0 4 1.500 56
0-6-0—0-6-0 6 1,680 40
0-4-0—0-4-0 4 480 34

Weight, Length,
Type locomotive tons ft. in.

Express passenger 127 58 Tt. ( ii

Local passenger. . 80 40 ft. 6 ii

Road freight... . 113 40 ft. 10 ii

Switching 65 40 ft.

The express passenger and road freight locomotives will

be equipped for regenerative braking. The service in which

the local passenger locomotives will operate will not require

or justify the regenerative braking feature.

According to a statement issued by the Westinghouse

International Company this contract includes only the first

railroad zone of the electrification project which Chile has

undertaken.

Electrification of English Railroads

The preliminary report of the Electrification of Rail-

way Advisory Committee in England was published

in the November 5, 1920, issue of the Railway Age.

The final report has now been published in pamphlet form.

The committee was appointed by the Ministry of Trans-

port in March, 1920, to consider and advise:

1. Whether any regulations should be made for the purpose of

ensuring that tin.- future electrification in this country is carried

out to the best advantage in regard to interchange of electric loco-

motives and rolling stock, uniformity of equipment or other

matters.

2. If any such regulations arc desirable, what matters should

be dealt with, and what regulations should be made.

3. How far it is desirable, if at all, that railways or sections

of railways already electrified should he altered so that they may
form parts of a unified system.

Subsequently in October, 1920, the terms of reference

were extended as follows: To consider and advise

—

1. Whether any regulations should be made to limit the drop

of potential in an uninsulated return conductor on electrically

operated railway s.

2. If any such regulations are desirable, what limits these

should impose, and under what conditions.

The committee in its final report now desires to confirm

the recommendations contained in its preliminary report.

The final report is remarkable for its brevity and the follow-

ing excerpts from the report are worthy of especial

attention

:

The committee desires to add to the preliminary report that

from the evidence which has been put before them, as well as

their own experience, they have come to the conclusion that alter-

nating current supplied to the substations at a frequency of 50

cycles can be used for railway purposes without any detriment to

railway working.

In respect to contact rail collection, it is essential for the inter-

change of electrically operated trains, that the contact rails should

be so placed as to enable current to be collected by the same trains

both on railways employing 1,500 volts and on those employing

600-750 volts. The top-contact type of rail is that now generally

in use for the present low voltages; the under-contact type of rail

has also been largely used, and, in the opinion of the committee,

possesses advantages in regard to interference by the accumula-

tion of ice and snow, and also in regard to the arrangement of

protection for men working on the track with higher voltages.

Suitably designed shoes can be run interchangeably with either

the top or under-contact type of rail. Under these circumstances,

the committee is of the opinion that the contact rails employed
may have either a top-contact or an under-contact surface, and

it does not consider it desirable to recommend the exclusive use

of either type, some varieties of which may be the subject of

patents, but thinks that the choice in this respect should be left

open, subject to the regulations below, so as not to interfere with

such future improvements as are likely to be developed in either

or both types.

With regard to the practicability of further standardization of

equipment by regulations, the committee desires to confirm the

views expressed in Clause 10 of the Interim Report to the effect

"that such regulations should put no avoidable difficulties in the

way of the adoption in future, with the approval of the Minister.

iif any improvements in methods or appliances which may from
time to time become available with increasing knowledge and ex-

perience," and to add that the committee does not consider it de-

sirable, in the interests of railway electrification, that further regu-

lations (other than those recommended in this report) should be

issued for the time being.

With regard to the extended references 1 and 2. the committee,

•after careful consideration, finds that

—

(1) The evidence given by the railway companies operating

electric railways indicates that the cases of harmful effects due to

a drop in potential substantially in excess of that allowed by
Tramway Acts in earthed railway conductors have been few and
unimportant, and readily corrected by the railway companies

themselves on their own initiative.

(2) The clauses for the protection of observatories inserted in

the Acts of Railway Companies applying for powers to operate

their railways electrically have had. and continue to have, a re-

tarding effect on railway electrification. The committee having

heard in evidence officers concerned with the observatory instru-

ments likely to be affected by the operation of electric railways,

is of the opinion that the interests of observatories would in any

case be sufficiently protected if the scope of the clauses referred

to were limited to the portions of electric railways within the

vicinity of the observatories.

Having regard to these considerations and to the views ex-

I in Clause 10 of the Interim Report, as well as to the diffi-

culties in imposing any definite limit to the voltage drop owing
to the variety of conditions which present themselves along differ-

ent portions of any railways, the committee therefore recommends
that—

(11 It is not desirable that regulations should be issued to limit

the drop of potential in an uninsulated return conductor on elec-

trically-operated railways.

The recommendations are briefly summarized' in the following:
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Standard system of power generation—Three-phase altert

current.

Standard sj item of power distribution—Direct current.

Standard Pressure—1,500 volts at substation busbars; in special

casi i multiple or sub multiple of 1,500 volts, if approved by the

Minister.

Standard collection—Contact rail or overhead contact wire.

Contact rail standards- Top-contact or under-contact rail, with

the contact surface in a horizontal plane installed at a gage of 1 ft.

4 in. from the gage line of the nearest track rail.

Overhead contact wire Standa ed normally over the

centre of the track at a height of .' ft. above the maximum load

• likely to be used on the tine, and at a maximum height of

20 ft. above track rail level.

Limitation of drop in earthed ret it nductors—No regula-

tions to be issued

Edgar Steel Car Seals

SDJCE THE ii.w's of the lead and win car seals requiring

the use of sealing irons or special construction for their

application, numerous types of self locking, self con-

tained seals have been developed not all of which, however.

have been proof against skillful tampering. The seal here

described has recently been developed by the Edgar Steel

Seal Manufacturing Company, Lawrence, Kan., to prevent

the possibility of tampering witli the fastening of the car

door without destroying the seal beyond the semblance of

repair.

The seal is , ui from strips ,,i \u 'i B. W. G. steel, 5/16
iii. in width and each seal as furnished to the user, is sell

5500 Qli 3

;; SAMPLE o..gr><

Details of the Seal and Method of Locking

contained, rhe seals are formed by punching suitable open-

ings through the strips, nit king th< ra at i ertain lot ations and

trimming one end to form i perforated tee projection. Each
seal is stamped with the name or initials ol the user and a

serial number.

The seal, which is triangular in form when locked, is ap-

plied and locked in one piece. In addition to the perfora-

tions required for I t two points

by nicking, thus locating the angles of the triangle when the

Seal is closed and b( Led. In applying the seal it is held with
the number right side up toward th( nd is passed

through the opening in the hasp lock until the nicks on the

body Of the seal are located one .Ml eilher side of the

through which the seal has been passed. The tee head end
Of the seal is then lient forward until it forms an angle of not

more than 45 deg. with the bod} and the other end is Lent

forward until the two Come together, allowing llie tie he id to

be sprung firmly down oxer the post in the tee slot />. The
seal is locked by bending the number end directly backward

until it is closed against the side of the triangle of which it

originally was an extension. The we ted at the tee

slol i ausi - the bend to take place at this point and the opening

( i lo-es directly over the protruding end of the tee head.

I his opening is not widi the removal of the

d from the post I> which -upplements the projection:

of the tee head against the sides oi the narrower port

lie t© slot D in set urely lot king tie

I o protei t the e: id of the si al from being

dentally raised away from the side of the triangle a slender

projection formed in th trated by the 1. -shaped

slot in the body, is bent back before the seal is locked, and
then bent forward i end to hold it in place.

A later modification of the seal at this point, consisting of

a change in the location and direction of the L-shaped slot,

brines the projection directly into position for bending over

the numbered end without bending it back. This form saves

one operation 'required in lockim.: the form illustrated. On
seals of this form a projection, made by indenting the back

side of the seal, ha- been provided to keep the numbered end

from being bent down tight against the body of the seal.

This lessens the probability "f the I'* k being gummed in

position after an attempt to tamper with the seal.

When locked the Seal pOSSCSSeS considerable Strength

against the effei t of a direct pull and to break it in this way
involves considerable difficulty. To remove it by unlocking,

however, involves the straightening out of the number*
and of the angles formed at the nicks in the body of the seal,

and this operation results in the complete failure of the

metal at the sides of the tee slot in the case of the numbered
end. and in the nicks at the angles in the body of tie

Any attempt to remove and reapply the seal, therefore, re-

sult- iii its complete destruction into four short pi'

metal, the complete absence of a seal following any attempt

to tamper with it facilitates prompt detection and this is

said to have become a deterrent against attempts to

i ring seal- of this type.

1 he compactness with which these seals may be packed,

because of their uniform section, in ssible to store

them in comparatively large- quantities in an ol

drawer, win be kept under lock and key

with less opportunity for theft than is likely to exist with

seals of more bulkv form.

Semi- Automatic Arc Welding Lead

ASJ Ml w rOMATII art welding had has just

developed b) the General 1

iuct.nl \ 's for u-c iii conjunction with its auto-

matii an Id ; head, which retains the continu

pparatus, yet allov .tor to direct

- required by the conditions of the work.

I l( held by the

i guide for the electrode wii

the handle of the tool, which greatly resembles an automatic

pistol, is a switch for operating the control on the panel of

the automatic welder to start and stop the movement of the

electrode wire. Attach)

flexible steel tubing, called the "flexible wire guide.'

an adapter on the other end for attaching it to the aul

welding head. The wire pas-e-s from tin- feed rolls of the

head into the flexible tubing, and thence to the arc thr

"guide the Welding tend. llie lUtO

functions in its accustomed manner, tendis

length constant, and the operator mereh ,;rc as

required by the particular job in hand.

The field of application of the semi-automatic lead is the

welding of products where t) be welded are of

very irregular contour, or on very lar^'C work where the
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travel mechanism and clamping necessary for the full auto-

matic welder would be complicated and costly. In many
cases the edges of the seams are not accurately prepared,

making gaps in some places and tight fits in others. The
automatic welder with mechanical travel cannot compensate

for these conditions by varying the speed, or by manipula-

tion of the electrode, but with the semi-automatic, they are

taken care of.

The semi-automatic welder may also be used for building

up metal rapidly, as in the case of the filling up of blow

holes in castings, or the building up of worn spots, etc. The
speed of deposition of the metal varies widely, being some-

where between the ordinary hand speed and that of the auto-

matic, according to the conditions of the particular job. In

general it is about twice as fast as hand welding.

The advantages claimed for the automatic welding equip-

ment may be summed up as follows: (1) Saving in time

which in ordinarily lost in changing electrodes; (2) Saving

General Electric Semi-Automatic Arc Welder

of from 10 to 20 per cent in electrode material ordinarily

thrown away as waste ends; (3) Operators can become pro-

ficient in the use of the tool very quickly, as they do not re-

quire the muscular training necessary for hand work; (4)

Continuous operation results in few interruptions in the

welding, each of which is a potential source of defective

welds.

Apron Attachment Facilitates

Use of Air Dump Cars

The use or dump cars in ditching or other service some-

times leads into difficulties because the material is

dumped too close to the rail, resulting in the fouling

of the ballast and in the expenditure of considerable hand

labor to keep the track clear. Engineers who have en-

countered this difficulty will be interested in an apron attach-

ment which the Kilbourne & Jacobs Company, Columbus,

Ohio, has devised for its all-steel automatic air dump cars to

overcome this difficulty. Particular interest is derived from

the fact that this attachment is not alone an improvement in

new equipment manufactured by that company, but may be

added to any cars of that make now in service.

This apron attachment is in effect a 28-in. extension of the

car floor on both sides, pivotally connected in such a manner
as to take a position in a plane practically parallel to the

floor when the car is in the dumping position. As the car is

dumped the apron on the low side is moved outward auto-

matically and when the car is again righted the apron is re-

stored to the vertical position. The aprons on the two sides

of the car are absolutely independent of each other.

The operation of these aprons is coincident with and a

part of the operation of the car itself which is actuated by
compressed air drawn from a reservoir embodied in the car.

In service it is operated by air drawn from the regular air

Side View of the Car in the Dumping Position

brake train line, this passing through a check valve into the

reservoir situated in the girder of the car. Its entire opera-

tion is controlled by a hand lever for each side. A vertical

cylinder 20 in. in diameter is situated on each side of the

car and the dumping is effected by the travel of a piston on
the side opposite that to which the load is to be dumped. The
car is righted by the operation of the cylinder on the dump-
ing side. By connecting the auxiliary valves on each car

The Apron Keeps the Ballast and Rail Clear

through the medium of an air line, any number of connected

cars may be operated as a unit from a position at the operat-

ing levers of any car in the connected unit. Use of the K. &
J.

ear fitted with the apron attachment demonstrates that the

material in the car is cast well away from the track.

Fraudulent use of monthly commutation tickets was detected

on the Long Island Railroad, in five months ending with October,

in 247 cases. The conductors took up the tickets and the rail-

road company's last Bulletin gives the names of these conductors.

One of them. W. Muir. took up 40 ticket-. A large number took

up from two to seven each, and a -till larger number are credited1

with getting one each.
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Five thousand poles, telegraph, telephone and trolley wire.

were reported destroyed or disabled in New England

—

mainly within SO miles of Boston alter a severe rain and

sleet storm on November 27, 28 and 29. The suspension of

telephone and electric lighting ervice vas the most exten-

sive on record for many year-.

ginning December 1, 1921. a statement
showing in detail the claims which have been settled, showing
the amounts claimed by the railroads and the basis of settlement
finally arrived at, the purpose being to show in concise form the
character of the settlement which has been made with each in-

dividual road.

Annual Meeting of Federated Societies

I he Federated American Engineering Societies will hold their

annual meeting at Washington, D. C, on January 5 and 6 at

which reports will be submitted showing the progress of the

federation since its formation in 1920 when Herbert Hoover was
elei ted president.

Mr. Elliott's Holdings of Stocks

In applying to the tntei tat i ommerce Commission for

authority to. hold the office of chairman and director ol the

Northern 1'acilic while also serving a- director of affiliated

companies and assistant to president and director of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford and director of affiliated companies,

Howard Elliott has filed a statement with the commission

the status of his holdings of Stocks and bonds of the companies.
Tins shows him as the owner ol I ni

i

Tthern Pacific

but only of from one to ten shares ol the other companies to

qualify as a director, and no bond

Informal Instruction of Reading Employees

"Safety first," saving fuel, solicitation of freight and pi

ti i hits are among thi ubjeel hat are to bi presented at

noon meetings oi employe. . oi the Philadelphia & Reading which

are to be held at the Y. M. C. A., Spring-Garden street station,

Philadelphia, on December 7, December 14. December 21 and
ivcckh the i after. These meetings are intended to promob more
intimate relations and more thorough COOpet een em-
ployer and employee. Department heads will discuss their wdrk
and its relation to thai ol othei d( artmentS. Among the sched-

uled speakers are : J. T. Pratt, supervisoi ol i Oster-

houti assistant general pa i mpman,
supervisor of fuel conservation; Harry E. Paisley, treasun

thrift), and I'. M. Falck, general mana

5,000-Volt Direct Current Locomotives

\ potential of 3,(HH) volts diiecl . urrenl is now Used success-

fully for the electric operation , -.in

5,000 mil equipment will bi o a statement

made b) Charll P, Steinmet . chief consulting engineer for the

General Electric Company, in a talk to the Xew York Electrical

Society in New York on November 25 \t the same timi

Steinmet: stated flatly and emphatically that two-thirds of the

coal burned bj steam locomotives was two
thirds could be saved bj eli ition of trains with power
derived from coal burned ! trie stations. When asked

to verifj this lasl statement, howi er, Mr. Steinmet

in generalities and produced no figures 01 tai iment to

substantiate his I l.oni.

Senate Calls for Railroad Administration Accounts

On motion t<i Senatoi La Follette, th( Senate, shortly before
its adjournment, adopted a resolution directing the di

eral of the Railroad Administration to furnish to the Senate on
or before Decembet 10 detailed information with reference to the

settlement of claims growing out oi federal control of the rail-

roads and the administration of the affairs committed to him by
the transportation act. This called Specifically for a statement of
account between the government and the carriers from |

Standard Contract Forms Planned

In an endeavor to promote uniformity of contract forms, the
Associa Contractors of America has called a meeting
of interested engineering organizations at Washington on Decem-
b i 15 to oi ii

- a joint committee on standard contract forms.
Among the organizations which have been invited to participate
in this rican Railway Engineering Asso-

thi American Soi the American
In titute of Architects, the American Engineering Council and
others interested in private and public construction work.

Baggage Agents Meet
The American Association of G age Agents held its

annual convention at San Antonio. Tex., on November 16, 17, and
18, with an attendance of more than 100 members and associate
members. The association's membership is largely composed of
baggage officers from 78 major lines in the United States, Canada
and Mexico and associate members, representing express com
panies and other interests relating to baggage transport
The convention devoted its attention to the promotion of uni-

formity of baggage tariff rules, more efficient handling of railroad
- mail in interline baggagi uniformity of color,

general makeup, etc., of baggage checks; uniform methods of
lost or unclaimed

: the vigorous prosecution
of claim prevention work. The association has inaugurated a

: the traveling public against damage to bag-
gage. It w.i

, amount of the baggage claims
are the direct result of inferior and unsafe baggag

inly in use. Fragile and insi . particularly
i damage, and this campaign, which will be- nation-

wide and accompanied by a large amount of publicity, is for the
purpose of educatin

, re an(j

judgment in purchasing and selecting baggagi
improve the service and the handling o

ted for the coining year
dent, I i, general ba

m, San Francisco, Cal.; \\ . I McPhail, general bag-
igent, Pennsylvania System. Eastern region. Philadelphia,

Pa.; seen treasurer, !

agent. Chicago & Eastern lllino

will be held at Minn, apolis, Minn
. oi

Historical Handbook of the A. R. A.

The Directors of the American Railv
for members, a hat

containing in concise form a history of the activities

ciation from its first meeting in 1872; and especially the '

of 111. its, .luring which tl

greatly enlai

history up to 1919 Fills onlj about 10 pages; but I

of the book is packed with useful infon
activities of the parent org numerous dil
The i

Is holding membership in the a
now 712, operating 315,340 mill i

uba, Japan. Mexico. Phillipine Is

d Yucatan.
The book contains the substana of most of the conclusions

reached at recent annual meetings, of the association and of
divisions and sections, together with lists rs and com-
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mittees, with condensed itatements of standards of practice which

have been adopted or approved by the association.

For railroad officers who have participated in (or who have

followed) these activities, the book serves as a valuable com-
pendium of details of things which, in a general way, they already

know, or ought to know; while for other readers it will prove

a luminous and informing work concerning a great variety of

useful scientific investigations and economic discussions relative

to railroad operation, the value of which ought to he more widely

known.
" V R. A." has come to be almost as familiar a phrase on

railroad men's lips as "I. C. C." ; and, like the latter, it is by

many people used, in connection with standards, sanctions or

ways of working, with only a dim understanding of its full sig-

nificance. This handbook should be a welcome aid to such people.

Railroad officers can, doubtless, get copies from General Secre-

tary J. E. Fairbanks, 30 Vesey street, New York.

Advocates of Public Ownership Hold Convention

With the avowed object of "bringing together the leading

advocates and representatives of municipal and public ownership

in the United States and Canada for the consideration and study

of the problems of public ownership; to get the ideas of the most
careful and competent utility experts in America, to hear the

methods and plans of those who have made a success of public

ownership, and to consider ways and means for advancing the pub-

lic ownership, efficient management and democratic control of pub-

lic utilities and natural resources," a convention was held on Satur-

day, Sunday and Monday, November 19, 20 and 21, in the Con-

gress Hotel, Chicago, under the auspices of the "Public Owner-
ship League of America, the Plumb Plan League, the National

Non-Partisan League and 65 other labor, farm, civic and com-

mercial bodies". About 100 out-of-town representatives attended

the convention and the attendance at different sessions varied from

a figure approaching 400 on Sunday evening to 50 Monday
morning.

While preparations had been made for an elaborate discussion

of the railroad question, J. II. Hopkins, "of a committee of 48

assigned to the study of the railroad problems": J. F. Comings,

lieutenant-governor of Wisconsin; W. II- Johnston, international-

president, Association of Machinists; Laurence P>. Finn, former

chairman of the Kentucky Railway Commission; Timothy Shea,

vice-president, brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engine-

men ; E. F. Grable. grand-president, United Brotherhood of

Maintenance of Way Employees; Warren S. Stone, grand-chief

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Glenn E.

Plumb, special attorney for the railway brotherhoods, it developed

that L. B. Finn, Timothy Shea, E. S. Grable and W. S. Stone

were unable to attend.

The address of Glenn Plumb was in the nature of a reitera-

tion of the ideas which he has advanced on previous occasions

concerning the railroad situation under private iwnership. That

the mads are physically bankrupt was the conclusion which Mr.

Plumb drew from his statement that "tracks and roadbeds are

disintegrating for lack of care, and cars are piling up on side-

tracks for lack of repairs. Under the employees plan," said

Mr. Flumb, "the government would own the railroads. They
would be operated by a corporation, guided by a board of

directors one third to be chosen by the employees, one-third by

the managing officials and the remainder by the President." He
thru stated that one half the saving which would result from
this plan would go to increase wages of the employees and the

iilui half would be used to build new roads and to effect im-

provements in existing equipments and facilities.

Meetings and Conventions
The folk-wing list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings and places of meetin

Air Hi: i \ F. M ellis, 165 Broadway New York City
Next m ii I, w Brake Appliance As-
Si coition.

Am Brake Aii i
i ...i Association. Fred W. Venton, 836 So. Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Meeting with Air Brake Association.

Amew i in Association of Demurrage Officers.— F. A. Pontious Super-
ind Storage, C. & N. \V. Ky., Chicago.

, Ami in vn Association of Dining Car Superintendents.—L. A Stone
t

. & E. 1 Ky., Chi.
'

American Association of Engineers.—C. E. Drayer, 63 K. Adams St.,
Chicagi

N Association of General Baggage Agents.— E. L. Duncan, 333
So. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers.—W. C. Hope,
C. R. R. of N. J., 143 Liberty St., New York.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—J. Rothschild, Room
400, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo. Next convention, August 23-25,
1922, Kansas City, Mo.

American Electric Railway Association—T. W. Welsh, 8 W. 40th St.,
New York.

American Railroad Master Tinners', Coppersmiths' and Pipe Fitters'
Association.—C Borcherdt, 202 North Hamlin Avenue, Chicago, 111.

American Raiiway Association.—J. E. Fairbanks. General Secretary, 75
Church St., New York, N. y. Annual meeting, November.

Division I—Operating.
Freight Station Section (including former activities of American

Association cf Freight Agents). R, O. Wells, Freight Agent, Illinois
Central Railrtad, Chicago, 111.

Medical and Surgical Section. J. C. Caviston, 75 Church Street,
New York.

Protective Section (including former activities of the American
Railway Chief Special Agents and Chiefs of Police Association),

J. C. Caviston, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y.
Telegraph and Telephone Section (including former activities of the

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents). W. A. Fair-
banks, 75 Church St., New York, N. Y. Next meeting, March 21-23,
Richmond, Va. Annual meeting, September 20-22, 1922, Colorado
Springs, Colo.

Safety Section. J. C. Cavistcn, 75 Church St., New York.
Division II—Transportation (including former activities of the

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers). G. W.
Covert, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division III—Traffic, J. Gottschalk, 143 Liberty St.. New York.
Division IV—Engineering, E. H. Fritch, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111. Next convention, March 14-16, Chicago. Exhibit of
National Railway Appliances Association, March 13-16.

Construction and Maintenance Section. E. H. Fritch.
Electrical Section. E. H. Fritch.
Signal Section (including former activities of the Railway Signal

Association). H. S. Balliet, 75 Church St.. New York, N. Y. An-
nual meeting, June 14-16, 1922, Monmouth Hotel, Spring Lake. N. J.

Division V—Mechanical (including former activities of the Master
Car Builders' Association and the American Railway Master
Mechanics' Association). V. R. Hawthorne, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111. Annual convention, June 14-21, 1922, Atlantic City,
N. J. Exhibit by Railway Supply Manufacturers' Association.

Equipment Painting Section (including former activities of the
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association). V. R. Haw-
thorne, 431 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Division VI—Purchases and Stores (including former activities of
the Railway Storekeepers' Association). I. P. Murphy, General
Store Keeper, New York Central. dim" ....,'l. ill.,,.,.

Division VII—Freight Claims [including former activities of the
Freight Claim Association). Lewis Pilcher, 431 South Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W. Rv., 319 N. Waller Ave., Chicago. Next convention, October
17-19, 1922, Cincinnati, Ohio. Exhibit by Bridge and Building Sup-
ply Men's Association.

American Railway Development Association.—J. F. Jackson, Central of
Georgia, Savannah, Ga. Annual meeting. May 10-12, 1921, Denver,
Colo.

American Railway Engineering Association.—(Works in co-operation
with the American Railway Association, Division IV.) E. H. Fritch,
431 South Dearbcrn St., Chicago. Next convention. March 14-16,
Chicagc' Exhibit bv National Railway Appliances Association, March
1.5-16.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—(See American Rail-
way Associatii.il, Division 5.)

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—R. D. Fletcher. 114S
Hast Marquette Road, Chicago. Exhibit by Supply Association of
the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

American Short Line Railroad Association.—T. F. Whittelsev, L'nion
Trust Bldg.. Washingb n, D. C.

American Society for Steel Treating.—W. II. Eiseman, 4600 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Annual convention, September 25-30, 1922,
Detroit, Mich.

American Society for Testing Materials.— C. L. Warwick, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Annual meeting. Tune, 1922, Atlantic
City, X. T.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— E. M. Chandler (acting secre-
tary), 33 W. 39th St.. New Y'ork. Regular meetings 1st and 3d
Wednesdays in month, except Tulv and August, 2i W. 39th St., New
Y'ork.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
York.

I
Divisi ii. fames Partington, American Locomotive Co.,

.in i hurch St., New York. Next meeting, December 9, 1921, 29 W.
it., V « York.

American Train Dispatchers' Association.—C. L. Darling, Northern Pa-
cific Ky.. Spokane, Wash.

American Wood PRESERVERS' Association.—George M. Hunt. Chemist,
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. Next meeting, January
24.-26, II. tel Slur. nan. Clio

Association- of Railway Claim A nts II. D. Minis, Northern Pacific

R. R., St. Paul. Mum. Next meeting, May 1719. 1"J2, .Montreal.
i ion of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Tos. A. Andreucetti, C.

& N. W.. Room 411, C. \ X. W. Sta., Chicago. Exhibit by Railway
Electrical Supply Manufacturers' vssi

Association of Railway Executives.—Thomas De Witt Cuyler (chairman),
61 Br, adwav, No, York, X 5

Association of Railway Si rn.\ Men -A. W. Cloiev. 1658 McCormick
Bldg., Chicago. Meeting with International Railway General Fore-
men's Association.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—(See American
Railwaj Vssociation, Division I.)

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.— (See
American Railway Assi eiation. Division II.)

Bridge and Building Supply Miss Usociation.— D. J. Higgins, Ameri-
can Valve .\ M tei Company, 132 S. Michigan We., Chicago. Meet-
ing i li convention d American Railwaj Bridge and B

Canadian Railway Club.—W. A. Booth, 53 Rushbrooke St., Montreal. Que.
Car Foremen's Association of CHICAGO.—Aaron Kline, 626 North Pine

Ave., Chicago. Regular meetings, 2d Monday in month, except June,
July and August, New Morrison Hotel. Chicago.
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Cab Foremen's Associatii i 1 Mo.—Thomas B. Koeneke. 604
Federal Reserve Hank lildn., St. I.ouis, Mo. Meetings, first Tuesday
in month at the American Hotel Annex, St. Louis.

Central Railway Club.— Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Ri rlit meetings, 2<1 Thursday in January, Match, May, September
and November, Hotel l>> qui

i B Y
Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.—

W. I'. Klliott, Terminal Raili 1 East
Louis, 111.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Supply Men's
Association I' D Wright, 34th St. and Artesian Ave., Chicago,
III. Meeting with Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Fore-
men's Associatii ti

Cincinnati Railway Club. W. C. Cooder, Union Central Bldg., Cin-
cinnati, I hio. Meetings, 2d ]

and November.
Eastern Railroad Association.— E. N. Bessling, 614 V St.. N.W., Wash-

ington, li. C. Vnnual mei i 11, 1922, Railroad Club of New

FrBIGHI I i IIM \ IOCIATION.—(See American Railway Association, Divi-
\ II i

' .i iii Si perintendeni -' Chicago.— C. H'. *]

Grand Centra] Station, I hii Wednesday pre-
i

. ding Id I i ida; nth, 1 r i, Manhati in B I

International Railroad m >. Bi i \ ociai on, W I. Mayer,
Michigan Central R. K.. Detroit, Mich I xhibit by International
Railroad Master Blacksmiths' id I Hen's ciaticn.

International Railroad Mastei Bi u r's Association.—George P. White, 7-47 Raili Meeting with
International Railroad Mastei Blacksmiths Association.

International Railway Fuel a ociation I <> Crawford, 702 E. 51st
St., Chicago. Nisi annual meeting, I Chicago. Exhibit
by International Railway Supi

International Railway Generai I riON, Hm Hall, 1061
VV. Waba ha Air

, \\„„„i.,. \

International Railway Supply Men' < W. Sullit
1, ck Packing I lo . 16 W. M licet • with In
temational Railway Fuel As iation

Maintenance op Way Master Painters' Association.— E. E. Martin,
Union Pacific R. R. Km.m No 19, Union Pacific Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo. Annua] i ont - 1 B i N. Y

Master I' M i u A --. " i \ i i.
.

. Hal 16 Cortlandt St.,

New York. Next convention, Maj 13-26, 1922, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago.

Master Car and Locomotivi P 'Tation.—(See A. R. A., Di-
vision V.)

Master Car Builders' Association.—(See A. R. A.. Division V.)
National Association op Railway Tit Pi men C Nixon,

Western Tie & Timber Co., 1 Bldg., St. Louis,
Mo. Annual meeting, January Jo and 27, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

National Association op Railway am- Utilities Commissioners.—James
B. Walker, 49 Lafayette St., New York. ,

National Foreicn Trade Council.—O. K. Davis, 1 Hanover Square, New
Vorlt.

National Railway Appliances Association.—C. W. Kelly, People's Gas
Bldg., Chicago. Annual exhibition, March 13-16, Chicago, at con-
vention of American Railv Association.

New England Railroad Clue W K. I le, Fr., 683 Atlantic Ave., Boston,
Mass. Regular meetii ng June,
Tulv, August and Sep

New York Railroad Club.—Harry D. Vought, 26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Regular meetings, 3d Fl

at 2« W, 39th Si
i-m ific Railway Club W Wolli Pirn Frani i-co. Cat.

Regular meetint altei nately in

eiseu and I la'. Ian.

I

Railway Accounting Oppicebs' Association.— E. R. Woodson. 1116
ward Building, w a hin 1

1

Railway Business Association. Frank W. Noxon, 600 Liberty Bldg.,

i •

Railway Club op Pittsburgh. J. D. Conway, 515 Grandview Ave, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Rei Ph Thursday in month, e\
Inh and August, Fori Pitl Hi ti I, P

Railway Dea >meni \ 'See Am. Ry. I
\ssn.)

Ra ... . . I... M .. ..I iation.—J. Scribner,
General .Annual meeting with Association of
Railway Electrical 1 n

Railwai la" i'mi Manufacturei J. Ilimmelright,
> nil Traveling I

in.. n

Railway Fibi Ps \ssociation.— R. Baltimore .V Ohio
R. R

. Ball i.. M.I

Railway Rim Estati Vs R H Morri n, l Ry., Rich-
luulnl. \ a-

R mi ww Sionai \ D ion IV, Signal Section.

1

R in w .-, Nit ply Manupacturi '
' 141 Oliver

Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa Meetii with \ R '.

Railwai i
i

s. n, 30 Church St., Nev '.

'i
. il Trust

111, I. i

!:-. \i.m .

' Andrews,
('. X N. \\ Ry., Sterling, III. Annual convention, September 12-14,
192 Clci 01 i hibit by Track -

St. Loin-
I

'
.

Signal Ann ianci \

faetuiim i ting with American Rail-
via. V -.... ml......

Sot i hi i;\ ind Railway I
i

II. P il It. \

Thursday in January.
March, May, Fuly, Septeml u N /ember, Piedmont H
lanla

Sm iiiikn Association O ce Officers.— E. W. Sandwii
em Ry. of Via., \<: ml i, i

Supply Association ..< *] \ . vtion.—
II S Wli.n. 9 A. fi

Trvck Si . ii l \ ii \\ . C. Ki.ld. Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. A'. Meets with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of W'a.

Tk IVELING ENG1 tfal nc Trus! Build-
nit;, Buffalo, N. A'. Exhibit by Railway Equipment Man .

Ass, ciation.

Wl i.n Railway rum.—Bruce V. Crandall, 14 E. Jackson Boulevard.
Chicago. Regulai meetings, 3d Monday each month except June.
July and August.

Traffic News
^iiniiiiiiiiini mi alHllllllliiiiiiiin .in ii.-

Pacific and conni i I
ireight

train schedules from Qiicago to Denver, and other Colorado

in .iiits 24 hours.

On the recommendation of Governor Blaine of the state of

Wisconsin the State Railroad Commission will make a detailed

ind railroad rates with a view to possible

red ik :

Thi Vtlantii ! oasl Line has opened ;t freight office in Mem-
phis, Tenn., with Walter M. Wharton in charge, as commercial

Mr \\ harton was formi if the

.
i ihio .it Memphis.

Vigorous op oi the petition of the

transcontinental mails for lower through rates was voii

manufacturers ami jobbers at Denver. Col., on Novembei
a hearn Vttorney-Examiner William A. Disque of the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

\ up. ut from Saskatoon says that a part] of 1,000 Mctinonites

is about t.. leave Saskatchewan for Northern Mexico. The hold-

i the Mennonites, amounting to 85,000 acres, are being

purchased by a land company, which proposes to settle a colony

of Poles then >ught from the United St

The [nterstati i ommerci i ommission has authorized the rail-

roads in Southern classification tcrrit..; on iron

ore, throughout the territory by the amount of the increase

which \\.i- mad I
-''>. 1921. The southern roads asked

for the permission equality with the

, in the north and east, that have recently made reduc-

tions in

The 1
1. hi-, committee on interstati gn commerce

Favorably Senate lull 621 extending the time

for the filing of stiaiyht overcharge claim- against the Railroad

Administration with the 1 mmerct Commission. The
bill was passed In the le 11. The Hon-.

mittee amended il to add six month- time in order that claims

mber, 1922,

The Southern Traffic League, composed oi tin traffic bureaus
of prominent Southern cities—Chattai rming-

iiam, New Orleans, Charlotte. Jacksonville. Tampa, Savannah.

Charle at Atlanta this wi

Wash-
ington to show the commission that have a

general percentagi reduction in fn
f

.it the

South.

The Chicago, Mil 5t Paul will immediately reduce

carload rat., from all points on its lines in Wisconsin. Illinois.

and Indiana, to Seattle and T.i ! com-
modities when destined to the Hawaiian Islai

the Panama Canal. It is under-

stood that tl

east ol

eastern

\ -•

hicago, with the following mem-
3 Crawford, Certain

n, Vcu Y..ik: I. P. Brown, Barber Asphalt

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.; .1. L. Roberts, Barrett Company, New

uri; William A. Harris. Flintkote Company, Boston,

Massachusetts; 11 S. Loving, Ford Roofing Products Company,
1 Arthur T. Cavey, Richardson Company, Cincin-

nati. ( Ihio.

The Interstate Commerce Commission I ! the

transcontinental railroads to put into effect of. -

tariff oi transcontinental joint rates on lumber and other forest

products applicable from California. North Pacific and "Inland
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Empire" mills to destinations east of the Indiana-Illinois line,

which will be 10 cents higher than the rates in effect on August

25, 1920, before the general advance made in Ex Parte 74. The

filing of the new schedule represents an agreement on which

the carriers in Central Freight. Eastern Trunk Line and New
England rate territories have been having a controversy with

the transcontinental lines for several months.

Reduced Rate for Marshal Foch

The Pennsylvania on November 22 filed with the Interstate

Commerce Commission a special tariff providing for a reduced

rate of fare for the transportation of Marshal Foch and mem-

bers of his party on a tour through the United States and Can-

ada ending at New York on December 12. The total charge

for the trip will be $35, which in general provides $1 for each

road participating in the movement.

A Satisfied Traveler

A man who has been a severe critic of the American railroads

is just back from an 8,000-mile trip in which he visited about

forty cities and journeyed from the Atlantic to the Pacific and

from British Columbia to Southern Texas. Knowing the strain

to which the railroads had been subjected in the war period, he

expected to have his full complement of troubles. He had no

troubles, practically no delays. He says: "In all the 8,000-mile

trip the trains arrived on time in every instance but two. Once

we were thirty minutes late. At another time nine minutes.

Never did we know discomfort. The trainmen were helpful,

kindly and courteous. And this was in the period when it seemed

as if the whole Nation was to be tied up by a railroad strike.

Nobody can make me believe that the railroad workers, from

executives down to the tie tamper and the engine wiper, are not

on the job as faithfully and conscientiously as ever."—Philadel-

phia Public Ledger.

General Rate Reduction in Canada

A general reduction of ten per cent in freight rates on all

steam railroads in Canada went into effect on December 1, ac-

cording to an announcement made by Chief Commissioner, F. B.

Carvell. -The order of the Railway Board followed a conference

between the president and representatives of the Canadian Na-

tional Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific, and the commis-

sioners.

Chief Commissioner Carvell explained that the reduction was

not a straight ten per cent off the present freight rates but was

to be deducted from the increases in rates made effective by the

order of the Board in December, 1920, when the increases of

forty per cent in the East and thirty-five per cent in the West,

made effective September 13, 1920, were reduced to 35 per cent

in the East and 30 per cent in the West. The present order will

further decrease freight rates to a basis of 25 per cent in the

East and 20 per cent in the West above the rates effective prior

to the first increase in September, 1920. Also there is a decrease

in sleeping car and parlor car rates of one half of the increase

granted in 1920.

New England Case Re-argued

Oral arguments on the application of the New England rail-

roads to the Interstate Commerce Commission for an order

requiring the lines west of the Hudson river to allow the New
England lines increased divisions of through rates were heard

before the commission on November 29, the case having been

reopened for this purpose. The commission in deciding the

case has declined to fix the divisions, but it directed the inter-

ested roads to appoint committees to try to work out the prob-

lem themselves. Representatives of the New England roads

reported that very little progress was being made by these com-
mittees and are seeking to have the commission issue an order.

Charles F. Choate, representing the New England lines, said

that in enacting the transportation act Congress intended that

without important exception, the railroads in existence and serv-

ing the public at that time should be allowed rates that would
enable them to live and that the commission was authorized to

adjust the increased revenues resulting from increases in the

rates by groups. Until the commission issues a certificate au-

thorizing the abandonment of a road, he said, the intention is

that it shall be allowed rates which will enable it to pay operat-

ing expenses and interest on the investment, at least. To increase

the divisions of the New England lines in this case, he said,

would not represent a taking away from the other lines of some-

thing that belonged to them before because when the commission

was authorized to increase rates it was also given power to

administer the use of the increased income and the rate divi-

sions represent a vehicle for doing this. The traffic which pro-

duced the revenue, he said, is the joint product of the joint

effort of the several lines and the sum of money to be realized

by the increases in rates was calculated on the basis of the value

and earning power of all the roads. Therefore, the amount of

the increase constitutes a common fund to be equitably dis-

tributed among the roads.

Joint Congressional Committee to Report

on Marketing and Transportation

The labor of more than 1,500 people, for a period of three

months, is represented by the data now being compiled by the

transportation division of the Joint Commission on Agricultural

Inquiry, which will shortly present a report of its investigation

on the marketing and transportation facilities of the country.

Representative Sydney Anderson, chairman of the joint con-

gressional commission, says that splendid co-operation is being

given by railroads and shippers. Approximately 800 representa-

tives of the railroads and 600 representatives of the shippers, in

all sections of the country, are gathering information through

various sub-committees. Compilation of operating costs and labor

costs is included in the work, and a thorough study has been

made of each medium of distribution. The committee aims to

determine the basic facts of the relation of the railroads on the

one hand and shippers and receivers on the other. The general

committees have organized sub-committees, located in the pro-

ducing and consuming regions, with reference to the movement of

the particular products which they are studying. For instance,

the general committee organized on fruits and vegetables has in

turn appointed sub-committees in nearly every state and these

sub-committees are studying the particular products in their sec-

tion of the country. The railroads are organized in two groups,

namely, traffic and organization, and the personnel of the execu-

tive traffic committee follows : H. M. Adams, Union Pacific,

chairman; J. G. Woodworth, Northern Pacific; Edward Cham-
bers. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ; T. C. Powell, Erie; Gerrit

Fort, Boston & Maine ; Archibald Fries, Baltimore & Ohio : Rob-
ert C. Wright, Pennsylvania; Lincoln Green, Southern; F. B.

Bowes, Illinois Central; and J. L. Edwards. Atlanta, Birming-
ham & Atlantic.

Forty-four committees of shippers have been appointed to work-

in conjunction with the executive traffic committee of the rail-

roads in securing data on the marketing and transportation facili-

ties of the country under the direction of the transportation

division of the commission. Included in their membership are

:

C. B. Hutchins, traffic manager of the American Farm Bureau
Federation; F. E. Todd, vice-president of Deere & Co.; S. J.

Lowell, master of the National Grange ; R. D. Phillips, of the
International Apple Shippers' Association; R. Gumming, of Chi-

cago, representing fruits and vegetables, who is working in con-
junction with E. G. Dezell, assistant manager of the California

Fruit Growers' Exchange; and J. A. Campbell, of Youngstown,
Ohio, president of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. Thes»
committees, together with the representatives of the railroads,

have been asked to complete their work by January 1, where-
upon all data will be carefully reviewed and analyzed by an
advisory committee, whose personnel will be announced shortly.

There will be 12 members of this advisory committee, repre-

senting transportation, industry and agriculture.

IIhnky \Y. Gaines, of Huntington. L. I., has traveled between
that place and New York City, as a "commuter," every month
ime April 1, 1877, or about 44 years, six months. Mr. Gaines

estimates that he has averaged 275 days a year, 70 miles a day,

making his total mileage equal to more than 34 times around
the earth at the equator. From his home to his office he spends
two hours and the same on the return, so that he calculates that

he has been traveling 48,950 hours during this time, or the equal

of about five years, seven months.
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I Commission and Court News f

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended until March 31, 1922, the opera-

tion of certain schedules which propose reductions in the carload

rates on sugar from eastern cities to destinations in Central

Freight Association Territory.

The commission has further suspended until January 12, the

operation of schedules which propose to eliminate the application

of the rates on lumber from [mints in southeastern territory to

certain stations on the Norfolk & Western.

The commission has further suspended until January 7, the

operation of all schedules published in a supplement to an Ala-

bama & North Western tariff which provides for the cancella-

tion of the existing commodity rate of 11 J^ cents per 100 lb. on
lumber from points on the Alabama & North Western to Sclma,

Ala.

The Secretary of War, on behalf of the Mississippi-Warrior

river waterways, now operated by the Division of Inland Trans-

portation of the War Department, has Tiled an application with

the Interstate Commerce Commission foi ioinl through rates in

connection with the railroads in practicallj every part of the

United States.

The commission has further suspended until January 12 the

operation of schedules published in a supplement to Agent R. H.
Countiss' tariff which propose to increase from 6'A to 7 cents

the charge for storage-in-transit on apples and pears at points

in I Ifficial Classification territory, applicable on cast-bound Trans
Continental traffic.

The commission has suspended from November 30 until

March 30, 1922, the operation of schedules published by the

Chicago & North Western which propose to increase from
10j/> to 14 cents per 100 lb. the rates on grain and grain prod-

ucts carloads, between St. Louis, Mo., and stations on the

Chicago & North Western in Illinois south of Peoria, 111.

The commission has further suspended until January 31,

1922, the operation of proposed reductions in the existing

rates on coal, carloads, from mines on the Detroit, Toledo
iS; Ironton in Jackson Count\ and Ironton (Ohio) districts,

to Detroit, Mich., and other destinations ,m tli. same line

in Ohio and Michigan, the operation of which was suspended
until January 1, 1922, by orders previously entered.

K\ ,i supplemental order in Investigation ,md Suspension Docket
No. 1431. the commission lias suspended until April 30, the opera-

tion of schedules published in a Missouri, Kansas & Texas tariff,

which propose increased rates on cotton and cotton linters from
Ft. Smith, Greenwood, Shreveporl and other places; and from
stations on the Midland Vallej Railroad in Vrkansas to St.

Louis, Kansas City, New Orleans, Galveston and various other

places.

The commission has further suspended until January 22

the operation ot schedules published in Agent E. B. B

tariff which propose increased and reduced i ites on pol

carloads, from producing points in Minnesota, Wisconsin
and the upper peninsula ol Michigan to destinations in t en
tral Freight Association and Trunk Line territories, the
operation of which was suspended until December 23, 1921,

by an order previously entered

The commission has further suspended until January 7 the

operation of certain schedules published in Agent W. J. Kelly's

Exceptions to the Official Classification which provide that the

estimated weight on crude petroleum from points in C F. V,

territory originating at points in Texas and destined to p

in Official Classification territory (except to points

will he 7.4 pounds per gallon, in lieu of the existing estimated
Weighl of 6.6 pounds per gallon, the operation of which was
suspended until Decembei 8, bj in uslj entered.

Rates on Wool and Mohair to Boston

The commission has issued its decision in the case of the

Boston Wool Trade Association vs. Abilene & Southern, et al.,

in which the commission prescribes reasonable classification rat-

ings on wool, mohair, camel's wool and hair, angora hair and
alpaca. The proportional commodity rates to Boston on wool

in the grease in carloads from Mississippi river crossings were
not shown to be unreasonable, but proportional commodity rates

to Boston from Duluth, Minn., lake and rail, on wool and mohair
in the grease were found unreasonable and a reasonable basis

of maximum rate, was prescribed. The commodity ;.

from Texas points, all rail, on wool and mohair in the

in carloads were found unreasonable and a reasonable

basis of maximum rates was prescribed. Consideration of

fourth section applications was postponed. The failure of the

railroads to accord transit at Boston on wool and mohair origi-

nating west of the Hudson river and to publish consolidated wool
tariffs was found to be not unreasonable or otherwise un-

lawful.

Commission Reopens Rate Division Cases

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered the reopen-
ing of two cases involving the application of "short line" rail-

roads for orders by the commission increasing the divisions of

through rates accorded them by their connections. These are
cases initiated by the Wichita Northwestern and the Federal

Valley. They are reopened for further hearing, particularly for

the submission of additional evidence to show : (a) the value of

the complainant's railroad property used in the service of trans-

portation; (b) revenues and expenses from January' 1, 1921, to

date of hearing, by months; (c) total tonnage transported from
January 1, 1921, to date of hearing, by months; (d) tonnage of
grain, lumber, coal and miscellaneous freight transported from
January 1, 1921, to date of hearing, by months; (e) financial

state as of dale of hearing.

The cases will be heard before Examiner Carter at Washing-
ton on December 12. Hearing in the Federal Valley case vs.

the Toledo & Ohio Central and others was held by the commis-
sion mi September 30 and officers of the American Short Line
Railroad Association presented arguments urging a decision by
tin commission which would establish a general rule to carry-

out what they conceive to be the purpose of the transportation

act by forcing trunk line connections to accord to originating
short lines divisions sufficient to represent the cost of handling
traffic talcing into consideration the low density of an originating

line, and also a fair return on the value of the property. It was
Stated that as the trunk lines have not been receiving 6 per cent,

it would not be contended that under all circumstances the short
lines should receive thai rate of return. The general idea was
held forth that the commission should order established divisions

ntly high to more nearly equalize conditions between rail-

roads.

It was stated that the short lines had tried to persuade the
trunk lines to agree on a general rule for calculating divi-

sions, but that they had thus far been rather unsuccessful in the

negotiations with the trunk lines and hoped the decision of the
commissi, .n would establish a precedent that could be used in

other cases

State Commissions
Hearings on a petition hied by the Michigan Manufacturers'

Association asking for a general reduction in freight rates
will be beard on December 6, by the Michigan Public Utilities

Commission at Lansing. Mich.

Court News
Loss of Freight Intended for

Nonadjacent Foreign Country

Eight carloads of grain were destroyed in accidents while in

ition to Baltimore from p ( ints in Nebraska,
Michigan. Indiana and Ohio. The railroad on whose line the

occurred paid the owners, the purchasers of the grain,

its value at the time and place of shipment. This was the meas-
ure of damages under the bills of lading, but it did not fully
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compensate the owners for the actual loss. The railroad's lia-

bility could not be restricted unless the grain was intended for

export to a foreign country not adjacent to the United States. In

an action by the owners against the railroad, it was conceded

that tbc grain was to be unloaded at Baltimore into the railroad's

elevators and loaded therefrom into vessels for export to Europe.

The bills of lading themselves disclosed that the shipments were

for export. The plaintiffs' purpose, as shown by their testi-

mony, was to ship it to Europe. The Maryland Court of Appeals

holds that the shipments were in course of transportation to a

nonadjacent foreign country at the time of their destruction, and

that the measure of damages stipulated in the bills of lading was

not contrary to the provisions of the Federal Act to .Regulate

Commerce and its amendments, prohibiting stipulations against

recovery of less than the full amount of the actual loss or dam-

age to property in transit from one state to another, or for export

to an adjacent foreign country. The purchase of the bills of

lading while the grain was in transit merely affected the title

to the shipments, and made no change whatever in its movement

or destination or in any of its commercial characteristics.

The railroad company was not estopped from relying on the

limitation of liability provision in the' bills of lading because the

consignees were not given notice of the loss until long after the

shipment was due to arrive, although the replacement value of

the goods was higher when notice of loss was finally received.

If the shipments had been lost after a delay, however prolonged,

in transportation, the limitation of liability would have applied

;

therefore delay in giving notice of the loss could not enlarge

the measure of damages.—Farley v. Baltimore & Ohio (Md.

App.) 114, Atl. 90S.

Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability Act

Where an employee was injured while the railroad was engaged

in interstate commerce, and while the employee was also so en-

gaged, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, holds that it

is immaterial to his right of recovery under the act whether or

not another employee, who committed the act of negligence which

was the cause of the injury, was then employed in interstate com-

merce. The act of negligence of the other employee was the

careless placing of another car on the switch, with which that on

which the plaintiff was employed came in collision. The court,

treating this as "a novel proposition," holds that "the test of an

employer's engagement in interstate commerce within the meaning

of the statute is not the character of its engagement at the time

of the commission of a negligent act, when not contemporaneous

with the injury, but it is the character of its engagement at the

time of the consequent injury to its employee." The employer's

negligence here consisted not only in negligently placing the car,

but in operating a train of cars in interstate traffic toward and

against it.—Hines v. Keyser, 268 Fed. 772.

Where an employee, engaged in interstate commerce employ-

ment, on leaving his work, selects a dangerous way to leave the

yard where the employer has provided a safe way out, he loses

the status of an employee in interstate commerce, and when he is

subsequently killed by a train while crossing the main track,

there can be no recovery for his death under the Employers'

Liability Act.—Krvsiak v. Pennsylvania, C. C. A., 8th Circ, 270

Fed. 758.

The Supreme Court of the State of Washington holds that a

trackman on the main line of a company engaged in interstate

commerce, who left the section, under the direction of the fore-

man, to accompany the foreman on a motor car to another town

to get supplies, could not recover, under the act, for injuries

caused by the derailment of the motor car, it being contrary to

the company's rules to leave the section during working hours.

—

Adams v. Hines (Wash.) 196 Pac. 19.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that an employee in.

charge of an oil tank from which oil, etc., for engines and cabooses

of both interstate and intrastate trains were supplied with oil, but

who did not distribute the oil, injured when opening a valve on a

tank car to permit the oil to run into the tank, was not engaged
in interstate commerce.—Lindway v. Pennsylvania Co. (Pa.) 112

Atl. 40.

The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals holds that a car

repairer working on a car which was entirely out of commis-

sion and was not being used for any purpose whatever, was not

engaged in interstate commerce within the act.—Herzog v. Hines

(N. J.) 112 Atl. 315.

Foreign Railway News

Eight-Hour Day Abolished in South Africa

The Southern African Railways have abandoned the eight-hour

day for certain classes of employees, effective September 5,

according to the Railway Gazette (London). The railways have

accumulated a deficit of some $15,543,751 since the fiscal year

1917-1918. The eight-hour day is estimated to cost some $4,860.-

000 annually. In lengthening the work-day the management en-

deavored to take into consideration the intensity and continuity

of the work done. The employees affected and the length of the

new work-day for them are enginemen and firemen, nine hours

;

ticket examiners and trainmen, ten hours. Overtime will be

paid for at 1J4 rate. The duties of other employees will be

considered and further adjustments made, but no hours will be

increased beyond twelve, including times for meals, and where

the work is exacting the present 48-hour week will be main-

tained.

New General Manager of North Eastern (England)

R. L. Wedgwood, C. B., C. M. G., has been appointed general

manager of the North Eastern Railway (England), effective

January 1, 1922, according to the Railway Gazette (London).
Mr. Wedgwood was born in 1874, and was educated at Cambridge
University. He entered the service of the North Eastern in

1896. In 1902 he was appointed district superintendent, and in

1904 he served for a short time as secretary of the company.
In 1905 he was appointed to an official position in the goods
(freight) department, and by various promotions to chief goods
manager in 1911. Mr. Wedgwood served in various important

military transport positions in the British army during the war,

attaining the rank of brigadier-general, and in 1919 returned to

the North Eastern in his former capacity as well as passenger

manager and deputy general manager, which position he held

at the time of his recent promotion.

Proposed Reorganization of French Railways

A plan has been elaborated which aims at raising the gen-

eral efficiency of all the railroads in France as regards na-

tional service, by bringing about the closest co-operation

possible among the different lines, a standardization of rates

all over the country, and financial solidarity for the French
railway system as a whole.
According to advices received by the Bankers Trust Com-

pany of New York from its French information service the

man features -of this proposed new regime are: 1—The crea-

tion of a common central organization destined to co-ordinate

the methods of operation on the different roads in the best

interests of the nation as a whole; 2—The creation of a board
of management which will study questions interesting the

general railroad system, and act as "liaison" between the

central administrative organization and the individual lines.

This central organization, which is to be called the Superior

Council of Railways, will be composed of 30 representatives

chosen by the Minister of Public Works from the nation's

most important interests (shipping, industry, etc.), 12 repre-

sentatives elected by the railroad employees and 18 repre-

sentatives of the railway administration (2 directors and the

general manager from each of the 5 existing private com-
panies, and the president, vice-president and manager of the

state railway).

The "board of management" will consist simply of the 18

representatives of the railway administration who are mem-
bers of the Supreme Council, and both the board of manage-
ment and the Supreme Council of Railways will be under

the authority of the Ministry of Public Works.
The basic principle of an "association of interests" between

the state and the railway companies which has been charac-

teristic of the French system since its very earliest days, will

be maintained and still further developed in the new regime,

whose most salient feature is that through a unification of

administrative policy the railways are to be put at the service
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of the nation in the shape ol a single sj stem of transportation.

Another clause in the financial provision oi the proposed

new regime specifies that out of the gross receipts of each

line will l>e deducted thi amount for payment of:

1—The operating expenses; -—The charges accruing from
interest on capital and loans of all kinds; 3—A sum repre-

senting the total amount oi the fixed dividends which are now
called "guaranteed"; 4- -The premium, if any, which may be

compared to the extra dividend now tiled n erved."

It is also proposed by the term ol this n< i regime thai all

war liabilities be cancelled and thai the state reston the rail

roads to pre-war conditions, it being undei
I

I that thi

companies abandon anj out ti

against the stair.

Improvement in French Cab Signals

Iran \ union i. a French engineer, in a brief articli in the Bull*

mi of the International Railwaj \ so iation for October, page

1684, says that the roadwaj member, for ast with audibli

signals (known as the "crocodile") has been greatly improved by

the adoption of a new design l

; made hollowj and, in cold

weather, is kept covered, on its upper surface, with oil, therebj

forestalling failures, which hav< been troublesome, due to the

pre ence of frosl on the metal ["hi new design is called the

"J. Colas anti-frost sj stem

This "crocodile" i s a flattened tube, about 6 fl long, resting on

insulated supports between the rails. It is pierced on its upper

surface with numerous holes. In i ich holt is a tube and a piece

oi I'll through which the oil rj ipillarj attraction \

gallon of oil lasts more than a yeat When the engine contact-

piece touches the "crocodile," the film ol ice, which is on the sur-

face of the oil, is scraped off and it is said that perfect electrical

contai t is secured undei all cin im i

In this system the engine contact pieci i a brush made of steel

threads, said to last more than a year, when copper brushes have
Keen worn out in three months. The System has been tried, it is

said, on the Paris 8 Orleans Railway, pot alone for distant signals

but also arranged to warn postal clerks, on trains, when they are

approaching a station; and also to warn the station attendant of

the approach of the train

Mr, Aunioni says that, with modifications, the "crocodile" sys

tern has been adopt., 1 on the majoritj ol thi railways of France.

On the Northern .Railway it has been in use 45 years.

Hard Coai has been discovered at Latchwood, Ontario,

25 miles northwest of Sudbury; ind a roronto syndicate has

leased 20,000 acres surrounding tin -I coverj Miners are on
the ground stripping and sinking test pots to determine tin

exact extent of the find
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The American "Unknown Soldier" Lying in State at

Lazare Station, Paris, en Route to Havre
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Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

Tin-; Carnegu Steel Company is inquiring for 1 locomotive.

The New York. Ontario iV Western is inquiring for from 3

to 6 Mountain type locom I

'I'lie Vri. \ loco-

mi tive from the Baldwin 1

I in will have repairs made to 3 Santa

Fe type locomotives at the shops of the Baldwin Loo >i

Works.

'flu I i \k-os I.i mber Company, Eureka, Cal.. has

1 I'rairie type locomotive from the Baldwin I>ocomo-

tive Works.

.Mil lNY, New York, i- inquiring for 5

locomotives for export to China, also for 4, 6-wheel tank locomo-

tives for i
I
tpan.

'I'he Havana I ENTRA] has ordered from the Baldwin I

Worl In locom : boilers and fire boxes for

ami i onsolid;

The SEABOARD \ik Link, reported in tin

1

20, a- inquil notives has ordered from
the Vmerican Locomotive Companj in Mountain type locomo-

I have -'" bj 28 in. cylinders and a total weight in working
order of 315. IKK! las. and 15 Mikado type locomotives to have

11 bj 30 in i ght in working oi

284.000 lhs. All these locomotives will be equipped with super-

Freight Cars

"I'm i
i' rrsBURCH is inquiring for from

31 to 30 caboose cars.

'flu FRUIT I is inquiring for 100 steel under-

1,00(1 i ity.

fin Northern enter frame
It's.

lo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has given a contract

lo till B

cars.

1 lids until 12 i

at Richmond, \ a.

the re-

pair of 500, & Equipment

I

capacity and expe in the market
soon for 46-ft. automobile car.- and 50-ft. all steel ant -

refrigerator cars

Railway, re]

29, as inquiring for prices on the re] 1,000

cars, has given a contract to the Virginia Bridg mpany.
for t!u ripair of 1,500,

car-.

Tin B u riMOR] & On > -s.rted in tl

September 1(1. as inquiring for price- on car bodies, has ordered
500 hopper car bodies from the : y, and
500 from the Standard S't
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Passenger Cars

The New \ork Central is asking for prices on the repair of

1,0CK> passenger c-ars.

in lit nun i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiitiiiiin

Supply Trade News

Iron and Steel

The Texas & Pacific has ordered 15,000 tons of rail from the

United States Steel Corporation.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 15,000 tons of rail

from the United States Steel Corporation.

The Chicago Union Station will accept bids until December

1, for 3,600 tons of steel to be used in the widening of Canal

street, from Jackson boulevard to Washington street, and the

Monroe street viaduct, Chicago.

Machinery and Tools

The Union Railroad of Pittsburgh has ordered a radial

drill, a lathe and a planer from the Niles-Rement-Pond Com-

pany, New York.

The New York Central has bought from the government

stock at Hog Island, two lathes for use at the enginehouse at

Solvay, N. Y. ; one Reed-Prentice 24 in. lathe, and one Le Blond

lathe, 16 in.

Miscellaneous

The Norfolk & Western is asking for bids until 12 o'clock

noon, December 15, at Roanoke, Va., for electrical material; 400

rods wire fencing; 300,000 tie dating nails, and 25.000 lb. steel

shapes.

All the 50 Santa Fe type locomotives being built by the Bald-

win Locomotive Works for the Southern Pacific are to be equipped

with the locomotive booster, made by the Franklin Railway Sup-

ply Company, New York.

The Southern Pacific is having the 50 Santa Fe type

locomotives now being built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works equipped with open type combined feed water heaters

and pumps made by the Worthington Pump & Machinery Corp.,

New York.

Signaling

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe contemplates the installa-

tion of automatic block signals between Olathe, Kan., and Le

Loup, 25 miles; Neva, Kan., and Cedar Point, — miles; New
Boston, Iowa, and Dumas, Mo., 9 miles ; Nersko, 111. and Willow

Springs, 10 miles; Las Vegas, N. M., and Sands, 34 miles;

Shirley, Cal., and Calwa, 20 miles; Corona, Cal., and Atwood,

15 miles, and Caldwell and Temple, Tex. 61 miles.

Union Station, St. Paul, in Course of Construction

The Rich Tool Company, Chicago, has appointed the Busch
Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., its representative in the St. Louis

territory.

Arthur P. Bowen, formerly director of purchases of the

Pullman Company, has been elected vice-president of the

Ryan Car Company, Chicago.

R. W. Levenhagen, vice-president of the Glidden Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, has recently assumed direct charge of the

sales policies and sales activities of the Glidden organization.

The Areola hot water apparatus is to be used to heat the 23

passenger cars of the Piedmont & Northern, an electric road 127

miles long, in North Carolina and South Carolina. Anthracite

coal will be used. Hitherto the cars of this line have been heated

by electricity.

J. F. Kelly, Jr., has been appointed export sales manager
of the Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Kelly will have his headquarters at 23 West Forty-second
street, New York City.

He joined the Electric

Storage Battery Com-
pany in 1909 and has
been in the service of

this company continu-

ously except during the

period of time he spent

in military service. He
was commissioned a

captain in the United
States army in Novem-
ber, 1917, at the Platts-

burg Training Camp
and was assigned for

duty as officer in charge
at the army supply
base, at Port Newark,
N. J., serving until his

release in January, 1919.

Mr. Kelly has spent

considerable time with
officers of the railroads

in Australia, Argentina and Brazil, having recently returned

from a two years' trip around the world in the interests of

the Electric Storage Battery Company.

Fred Atwater, vice-president and treasurer of the Columbia
N'ut & Bolt Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., was on No-
vember 8, elected mayor of the city of Bridgeport by the

largest majority ever given any candidate. Mayor Atwater
will still retain his connection with the Columbia Bolt & Nut
Company, Inc., with which company he has been associated

since 1902.

John L. Artmaier, eastern sales manager of the Buda
Company, in charge of the New York office, has been ap-

pointed sales manager of the railroad department of the

company, with headquarters in the Railway Exchange build-

ing. Chicago. J. E. Murray, formerly assistant to Mr. Art-

maier, has been appointed eastern sales manager and J. H.

Maher, formerly representing the company at Buenos Aires,

Argentine, has been appointed eastern export manager.

F. N. Bard, vice-president and treasurer of the Barco Man-
ufacturing Company, Chicago, has been elected president,

succeeding George M. Bard, who has been elected chairman

of the board of directors. C. L. Mellor, sales manager, suc-

i eeds F. N. Bard as vice-president and will also act as secre-

tary, F. X. Bard retaining his duties as treasurer. Frank H.
Stiles, formerly mechanical representative at Boston, Mass.,

has been- appointed district sales manager with the same head-

quarters. Mr. Stiles, previous to entering the service of the

Kelly, Jr.
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Barco company, was with the New York, New Haven iV

Hartford. Arthur S. Lewis, mechanical represent at i\ e at

New York, has hern appointed distrii t sales manager vvitli

the same headquarters.

Wm. Bosworth lias resigned as assistant engineer in charge

of contracts and production of the Underfeed Stoker I om
pany of America, Detroit, Mich., to become mechanical en-

gineer of the Wine Railway Appliance Company, Toledo.

( >liio. Mr. Bosworth's experience has been almost entiri Ij

railway mechanical engineering, he having served as mechan-
ical engineer on several steam railroads until he went to the

Underfeed Stoker Company about three and a hali years ago

Superheater Company Forms French Connection

Geo. L Bourne and Fred A. Schaff, president and vice-

president, respectively, of the Superheater Company, New York,

have just returned from Paris where they have formed as a

French connection the Compagnie des Surschauffeurs, which has

been given full rights for the sale and manufacture of the

"Elesco" superheaters and forged return bends controlled by

the Superheater Company.
This new French company brings together interests promi-

nently associated with superheating in France, the board of

directors being Ad. Seghcrs, A. Fiedler, S. Magis, Capt. 1 R.

Fitzpatrick and Geo. L. lioiirnc. Capt. Fitzpatrick will represent

tin American interests in the company, and will reside in Paris

as a resident director. Ad. Seghers, has. for 20 years, Ween identi

lied with superheating in Frarici \
I iedlei repn ents the Basse

Loire group, comprising the Usines Metallurgiques de la Basse-

Loire, Societe des Forges et Acieries du Nord et de I'Est,

Ateliers et Chantiers de Bretagne, eti . and is, himself, manag-
ing director of the L'Auxiliaire des Chemins de Fer & de l'ln-

dustries, manufacturers of the Caille Potonie feed-water heater,

high temperature pumps, etc. V Magis is a member of the

firm of Magis et Dumortier of Brussels, dealers in railway

supplies.

The Compagnie des Surchauffeurs is located at 11 Rue Scribe,

Paris, France. A plant has been established in the outskirts

of I'aris for the manufacture of all types of superheaters where
the forged return bends will be made, a batter] of the special

machines used for manufacturing these return bends having

been already ordered from thi Superheater Company's plant

in Chicago,

II lllltlllllllimi <

Railway Construction

Obituary

W. P. Hawkins, formerly fuel agent oi the Missouri Pacific

and for four years president of the Western Coal & Mining
Company, died on November 23, at St. Louis, Mo.

B. C. D. Stafford, of the Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts

burgh, Pa., died on Novembei i(l at Atlantic City, V J.,

after a long illness

Trade Publications

\ mats. -The Pratt & Cady Co.i fni Reading, Pa., has

catalogue No. 6, 161 pages illustrated and bound in cloth descrip-

tive of the brass and iron bodj valves and asbestos packed cocks

manufactured h> this company. The text includes full informa-

tion relative to the different types and tables oi si es, prices and
fittings.

Oil Engines. \n illustrated booklet oi 22 pages has recenth
been issued hy the Vai mini i lil Company, New York, which treats

Oi the construction, operation and lubrication of Oil engines of

the surface ignition type die text o the important

points in connection with this class of engines and covers in

detail such problems as classification oi types, the fields oi

vice, principles of construction and operation, cooling, fuel, meth-
ods of lubrication, lubricating oils and deposits. The illustrations

show various types and parts of engines, .is well as the various
steps in the cycles oi opei ation,

Refrigerator i \ks are now being placed on the railroads in

Latvia, out of Riga, the capital, running to various important
points.

Atcm i 1-"e.—This company which was
• i\ ember 19. as contemplating the

construction of three oil storage tanks at Argentine, Kansas,
will accept hub for this work until December 3.

Central of Georg i ompany closed bids on December
1, for the construction of a 500-ton concreti coaling station to be
erected at Columhu

Chicago & North Western, This companj contemplates the

ion and improvement of its ear and locomotive shops at

Winona, Minn., at an estimated cosl oi ippi imati vW.OOO.
While preliminary plans have been drawn, no definite time has
been set foi th< commencing of this work.

hicago, Burlington & Quincy. 'Ibis company will con-
struct a line of railroad i

• om Hardin, Mom. on it-

main line, into the Soap ("reek oil field area. . i about
3(1 miles. Surveys tor this work have recently been started.
This company contemplates ultimately extending this line further
north into the Soap Creek Valley, a distance of 14 miles to open
an area where the Molly Sugar Corporation has a large acreage
of sugar beet I. nid

Chicago, Peoria X Si Lot This company will reconstruct
its freight station at Havana. Illinois, which was
mi November 18.

' " I " rio
I mpany, which was noted in

the Raifa November 19 (page 1016) ing bids
for 2,600 sq. yds oi concrete track slabs, has awarded the con-
tract for that work to W. J. Newman & Company, Chicago.

Illinois Central. This company, which was noted in the

te war
department fi on to double track across
the Ohio river at Cail >, III., at an estimated cost of s<.-<.-482,000,

has received the government's approval for this work, and
contemplates commencing construction on the pr

h ii Nois Central.—This company, which was noted in the
Railway Age of November 26 (page 1069), as receiving bids for
,! " struction of a new freight house and the enlarging of its

tger depot at West Frankfort, 111., has awarded a contract
for this work to tin- Zitterell Construction Company, Webster
City. Iowa i

\i l
Windham, Centralia, 111., for the construction

j
miles

i extend from ., point on the main line to the Shamrock
coal mine, mar Providence, Ky.

Missoi ri Pacific— the improve-
ment and enlargement of its station at Newport. Ark., at an
estimated cost of $11

Osage Railway Company rhis ompany has applied to the
Interstate Commerce Commission tor permission to construct

11 miles of railroad extending from I'oraker. Okla., to the
County oil field in that

Red Lake Northern Constf ["his company,
which is locate. 1 at Bemid traction
I .i I H ing railroad to run northwest from Redby.
Minn, through the Red Lake Indian hrough

id South Junction, on the Canadian border,

i ling of this
hue will cost about $2,000,000. Plan
commence 13 miles mbcr.

BERN PACIFIC. This company :

!

ie construc-
tion of a levee fronting its yard track. .v Qr-

l.a.. estimated to cost $185,000

I will pay the Southern Pacific $25,000
n of the public interest in the levee. A proposal

ntiating this . Seen submitted to the arl

, ions for preparation of a formal agr
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Railway Financial News

Alabama Great Southern.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.

—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for authority to nominally issue $1,232,000 of first con-

solidated mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds, payable December 1,

1943, to be held in the treasury.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—Asks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $955,000,000 of first and general

mortgage 5 per cent gold bonds to reimburse the treasury for

money expended from income. It is not proposed to sell the

bonds at this time but authority is asked to pledge them from
time to time as collateral for short term notes.

Cowlitz, Chehalis & Cascade.—Granted Loan from Revolving
Fund.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted in part

an application of this company for a loan from the revolving

fund to assist it in meeting maturing indebtedness and for some
additions and betterments. The amount of the loan is $45,000

for five years.

Delta Southern.—Sale Ordered.—Judge Edwin Holmes, of

the United States District Court at Jackson, Miss., has ordered

the sale of this road at Greenville, Miss., on December 5. The
Interstate Commerce Commission recently authorized the Delta

Southern to abandon its line of 52 miles in Mississippi.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern.—Asks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $1,174,000 of general mortgage
5 per cent gold bonds for the purpose of refunding a like amount
of its first division bonds due January 1, 1922. It is expected

that most of the bonds will be exchanged.

Leavenworth & Topeka.—Authorized to Issue Stock.—This

company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue $52,175 of common stock to the Leavenworth &
Topeka Railroad Aid Benefit Districts of Leavenworth and
Jefferson counties, Kansas, in exchange for a like amount of aid

bonds.

Louisiana & Pacific.—Authorised to Abandon Line.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a certificate author-

izing this company to abandon a branch line from Longville to

Vandercook, La., 5.5 miles.

New York, Chicago & Si. Loi is Asks Authority to Issue

Bonds.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to issue $1,008,000 second and im-

provement mortgage 6 per cent gold bonds, series A, and
$3,027,000 of similar bonds, series 11, and to pledge any part

as collateral security for short term notes and as security for

a note for $1,000,000 to be given the director general of rail-

roads on account oi additions and betterments made to the

company's property during federal control.

Pennsylvania.—Application /,< c ontrol /'. (". C. & St. L.—
m,i Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order in

connection with the application of this company for authority
to acquire control of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, giving leave to 1.. Kemp Duval ti intervene, and a

hearing on the petition filed by Mr. Duval has been ordered to

be held at Washington on December 13 before an examiner.

Pori Reading Robert L. Russell and Charles
\\ .

I wing have been elected directors to succeed W. I. Brockle-
hurst and W. G. Brown, deci ised

Union Pacific.—SeeSaratoga & Encampment.- Control 6;

Union Pacific.

Union Pacific—Asks Authority to Acquire Road.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for authority to acquire control of the Saratoga & Encampment,
which runs with a connection of the Union Pacific at Walcott,
Wyo.. to Encampment, a distance of 44.77 miles.

Western Pacific.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.— This com-
pany lias been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission
to issue $3,000,000 of first mortgage bonds, to be sold at not less

than 94, the proceeds to be applied mainly to the redemption of

equipment notes.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United StatcN Railroad Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out to the several roads the

following amounts: Los Angeles >^ Salt Lake, $800,000; Akron
Cnion Passenger Depot Company, S14.(HX). Short Line railroads.

Lorama Railroad, $2,350.

More Equipment Certificates Sold

The director general of railroads has. witli the consent of the

president, confirmed additional sales, at par plus accrued inter-

est, of railroad equipment trust certificates now held by the

government as follows :

Alabama Great Southern. 1922 to 1935, inclusive S1M.0CO
Atlantic Coast Line, 1922 to 1921. inclusive 1,

Chicago, NT

ortlo\cs:crn. 1922 to 1924, inclusive I.
1

Pittsburgh. McKeesport ft Youghicgheny, 1922 to 192". inclusive. 1.'

Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac, 1922 to 1927. inclusive...
Virginian Railway, 192S to 1935, inclusive

Total amount of these sales is

The sales were arranged by Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing
director of the War Finance Corporation. The total amount of

equipment trust certificates sold by the government to date, at

par phis accrued interest, is $120,068,300.

Dividends Declared

Atlantic Coast Line.—$1.50 quarterly, payable Decembei 10. to holders
of record December 1.

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific.—Six per cent preferred, 3 per cent, semi-
annually, seven per cent preferred. 3}4 per cent, semi-annually; both payable-
December 31 to holders of record December 9.

Erie & Pittsburgh.—$0.87}4. quarterly, payable December 10 to holders of
record November 30.

Fonda. Johnstown & Gloversville.—Preferred, 1 \A per cent, quarterly,
payable December 15 to holders of record December 10.

New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk.—$3, payable November 30 to holders
of record November 15.

Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago.—Common, lH per cent, quarterly,

payable January 2 to holders of record December 10: preferred. l->4 per
cent, quarterly, payable January 23 to holders cf record December 10.

Five Men were arrested at Indianapolis. Ind., on November
25. charged with the hold-up of the Illinois Central train near

Paxton, 111., on the night of November 7. Three of the suspects

are negroes.

The Canadian Robert Dollar Company plans next year to

add two large freighters to its present fleet. One will he added

to the round-the-world service and one to the \ ancouvei <

line. This will permit Oriental trips at 30-day intervals.

Illinois Central Mail Car After Bandits Had Set Fire to Its

Contents
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Railway Officers
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Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. C. Ellington has been appointed to the newlj ci

position "i real estate agenl oi the < hicago, Milwaukei 8

St. Paul, with headquarters al Chii

Operating

A. T. Mercier, whose election as general manager of the

San Diego & Arizona, with headquarters a< San Diego, ( al..

i announced in the Railway Ige of Novembei 26

1071 i, »a< born at

New ' *rleans, La., on

December II. 1881, and

was educati d at Rugby
Vcademj and Tulane
nivcrsity where he

completed a i ourse in

civil engineering in

1903. I le entered rail

road service in Janu-
. i r \ . 1904, as n ir il

man and clerk to a

roadmaster of the

Southern Pacific, with
in adquai ters at Los

hs. i al. He « as

oor promoted to as

sistanl gang foreman
with t he same hi ad

quarters, whi< li i>um

tion In held until
A. T. Mercier .

bruary ,,„„,
|

,,,,.

! - bruary, 1906, to

March, 1907, he was assistanl engineer in chargi oi recon

itruction work on the Colorado Rivei territory, with head-

quarters at Los Vngeles; from March, 1907, to June, 1907,

he was general foreman and engineei oi bridges and build-

ings in charge of steel bridge coi tii i same
headquarters; from June, 1907, to November, 1908, he was
engineer and general foreman in i rminal con-

struction work, with headquarters fit Pedro, Cal.,

and later at Los lin le . from November, 1908, to November,
I'M 1, he was .iss^t, mi di\ ision engini ei oi the

division, with headquarters at Los Angeles; from Novei

1911, to November, I'M.', he was assistant distt

ni the Southern district with the same hi from
November, 1912, to Vugust, 1913, he was division eni

ni the San foaquin divisii n, with headquarters at Bakers-

field, Cal; from August, 1913, to February, 1917, he was di-

vision engineei '>i tin I os Vngeles division • ith headquarters

at I os Vngeles; from F 1918,

he was as istanl uperii i n Shasta division, with

headquarters at Dunsmuir, Cal.; and in September, 1918, he

was promoted to superintendent of the Portland division

with headquarters .it Portland, Ore., which position he was
holding at thi time oi his ri cent change.

J. D. McCully. trainmaster of the Atchison, ["opi

Santa Fe, w ith headquat tei Bernai dino, i al . has

been promoted to division superintendent with hi

at Winslow, \n/, succeeding W. Mathie, who was killed in

an accident as noted in the of No\ eml

(page 1061 1.

W. F. Farrier, im the I os Vn Lake,

with headquarters al Salt I ake ' ity, I tah, has beei

inoted to safetj agent,, with headquarters al Los \>

Cal., succeeding G. II. Wright, who has been assigned to

Other duties. J. T. Wardenburg, trainmaster, with head
quarters at Milford, I tah, will succeed Mr, Farrier, who will

be succeeded by W. R. Spettigue, chief clerk to the super-

intendent of the Salt Lake division.

Executive

J. M. Rapelje, general manager of the Northern Pacific

with headquat Paul, Minn., has been promot
esident in charge of operation and maintenance

ceeding W. T. Tyler,

who has resigi

business. Mr.

Rapelje was horn at

Chippewa, < Intario, on
January 22, 1857. He

n railway work in

August, 1879,

brakeman on the Grand
Trunk and short! y
thereafter he-came a

fireman on the \tehi-

ka & Santa
Fe. From May. 1882,

to November, 1887, he
was a conductor on the

a n d

then, until 1898, was a

ductor on the Yel-
lowstone division of

j. m. Rapelje the Northern i

He was then appointed
trainmaster and

quentl) served as a conductoi until
I rhen he was

reappointed trainmaster of thai division. From Vpril

to InU. 1908, he was superintendent of the same division and.
from the latter date to May, 1910, was superintendent of tin

Rocky Mountain division. He was then transferred to the
Idaho division, where he remained until 1912. when he was
appointed general superintendent of the lines t'r..in Mandan,
V I', to Paradise Mont In May, 1914, he was promoted to

a i lit general
i with headquarters at St. Paul and.

m October of the same year, to general manager of the lines

east ol Paradise, which position he was holding at the time
oi his recent promol n a time in 1918 he served as

acting irici pi

Traffic

W. E. Coman has been appointed western tral

of the Northern Pacific.

H. S. Garvey I ipointed genei of the

& Maine with headquarters at Detroit. Mich.

J. M. Strupper h

Worth & Rio i rrande and ii

ith headquarters at Fort Wortl

P. M. Fagai
Senger Milwaukee 8 - I, with

uarters at Terre Haute, Ind. Mr. Fagan will

charge of the Ti rre II iut< di\ ision, it i lud

5, 111.

J. V. Lanigan,
I llini lis * tli headquat I

moted to general
|

gent with the same heai

ucceeding 11. J. Phelps J. W. Stevenson.
chief clerk to the \ ice president ill char.

irters ai Chicago, will succeed Mr ' William
Haywcod, assistant to the traffic m
at Chii

tion with the same In

Fred L. Hanna.
freight and

Santa le, with headquarters at Phoenix, V unccd
in the >rn at

Steubenville, I Ihio, on May I 186'

University in that state from
tered railroad

Atchison, ["opeka & Santa Fe, and was promoted -

to rate clerk and chief clerk to the general agent, with head-

quarters at I os V fanuary 1. V
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Wright

promoted to traveling freight agent, in charge of the southern

California territory, which position he held until January 1,

1909, when he left to become traveling freight and passenger

agent of the Arizona & New Mexico. He left railroad serv-

ice on January 1, 1914, to take a position as general agent

for a commercial company. On August 1. 1918. he entered

the service of the Inland traffic division of the war depart-

ment and was given charge of this work in the States of

California and Nevada. He re-entered railroad service on

March 1, 1920, as division freight andpassenger agent of the

Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Fresno,

Cal., which position he was holding at the time of his recent

promotion.

W. T. Wright, freight agent of the Illinois Central, with

headquarters at Benton, 111., has been promoted to super-

visor of coal traffic, with headquarters at Carbondale, 111.

Mr. Wright was born

at Scheller, 111., on

February 9, 1874. He
entered railroad serv-

ice in 1893 as a station

helper and student of

telegraphy on the

Illinois Central, with

headquarters at Ta-

maroa, 111., and his en-

tire railroad career has

been with that com-
pany. From 1894 to

1921, he has worked
mainly in the capacity

of an agent at various

stations on the St.

Louis division. The
office to which he has

been promoted is a

newly created one. Mr.

Wright will have gen-

eral supervision over

all coal traffic matters on the entire system, and will act as

the field man under the direction of the manager of the

coal traffic department, enabling that department to main-

tain closer supervision of that class of traffic at its source

in the coal fields of Southern and Central Illinois. Indiana,

West Kentucky and Alabama.

Mechanical

Ora S. Jackson, whose appointment as assistant superin-

tendent of motive power and machinery of the Union Pacific,

with headquarters at Omaha. Neb., was announced in the

Railway Age of No-

vember 12 (page 964),

was born at Hunting-

ton, Ind., on August 11.

1875. He entered rail-

road service as an ap-

prentice machinist on

the Erie, at Hunting-

ton, Ind., after which

he worked as a round-

house foreman and

general foreman on the

land, Cincinnati.

Chicago & St. Louis

for right years. He
thru left that road to

become general fore

man and master m<
chanic of the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louis-

ville, which position he

held for five years,

when be became superintendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago, Terre Haute & Southeastern. After three years he was

promoted to general superintendent in charge of the mechani-

cal and operating departments, which position he held for live

years up to the time of his recent appointment.

O. S. Jackson

S. G. Kennedy, general foreman of the Atlantic Coast Line
at Lakeland, Fla., has been appointed master mechanic of

the Tampa district with the same headquarters.

W. H. Dempsey has been appointed assistant division

master mechanic of the Chicago and Milwaukee division and
the Milwaukee terminal of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, with headquarters at Milwaukee. Wis., succeeding G. E.

Passage, promoted.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

W. W. Kelly, division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal.. has

been promoted to engineer of the Grand division, with head-
quarters at Los Angeles. Cal., succeeding W. H. Oliver, who
was killed in an accident as noted in the Railway Age of

November 26 (page 1061).

T. Martin, division engineer of the Revelstoke division of

the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Revelstoke, B. C,
has been transferred to the Nelson division, with head-
quarters at Nelson. B. C, succeeding J. H. Sloans, who has

been building master there, and who will now replace Mr.
Martin at Revelstoke. effective December 1.

Obituary

Phelps

H. J. Phelps, general passenger agent of the Illinois Cen-
tral, Northern and Western lines, with headquarters at

Chicago, whose death was mentioned in the Railway Age
of November 26 (page

1072), was born at

Elmira, New York, on
September 3, 1861. He
entered railroad service

in 1882 as a telegraph

operator on the Illinois

Central and remained
with that company
until his death. He
was promoted to sta-

tion agent at Onawa,
Iowa in 1887, and later

was successively ticket

agent at Sioux Falls,

S. D., and freight and
passenger agent at Ba-
ton Rouge, La. In

November, 1894, he was
promoted to city pas-

senger agent with

headquarters at Chi-

cago and was soon
after appointed city passenger and ticket agent, with the same
headquarters. In August. 1905, be was promoted to division

passenger agent with headquarters at Dubuque, Iowa, which

position he held until March, 1911. when he was promoted
to general passenger agent, with headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. Phelps died from meningitis on November 20, after an

illness of four weeks in the Illinois Central hospital in

Chicago.

Lord Mount Stephen (George Stephen), the first president

of the Canadian Pacific, died at Hatfield. Herts, England, on

November 29 at the age of 92. George Stephen was born

in Scotland, was educated in the parish schools and was

apprenticed to a draper. In 1850 he went to Canada, entered

business and. after a time, became a manufacturer of woolen

goods. In 1876 he became president of the Bank of Mon-
treal. Shortly thereafter he became associated with Donald

Smith, later Lord Strathcona. and others in the development

of the Northwest. In 1880 they organized the Canadian

Pacific and George Stephen became its first president. He
retired from this position in 1888 and has since made his

home in England. It was in recognition of his activities in con-

nection with the Canadian Pacific that- George Stephen was

made a baron.
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Usual Drive of Standard Radials.

(Mote great complexity. Eleven gear
transformations. )

Fig. I
Ryerson-Conradson Spindle Drive.

(Note extreme simplicity. Three
gear transformations.)

Fig. 2

Speeding Locomotive Repairs

Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Radi;

Do you realize how far machine tool

design has advanced and how modern

machine tools speed locomotive repairs?

Take the Radial drill

—

Figure 1 shows the inefficiency of

power consuming bevel gears and "round

the corner drive" found in the usual radial

drill.

Figure 2 shows the simplified spindle

drive of the Ryerson-Conradson Railroad

Radial that reduces the number of gears

by more than one-half and cuts power

consumption 40%.

Do you know how the Ryerson-

Conradson Radial cuts the time of tap-

ping? Write for bulletin 4,001

.

Joseph T. Ryersdn & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1S8S

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT 3UFFAL0 NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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Designers of cars and locomotives should more consistently

follow the equipment when it goes into service. Unless there

are bad failures they do not often hear
The Equipment from the equipment. It is important,

Designers' however, from the standpoint of cost of

Responsibility maintenance and also of operation that

they know of the minor failures and of

cases where the wear of parts is excessive; and they should

know that the equipment is giving complete satisfaction so

far as convenience of handling and operation is concerned.

This will require organized effort outside of the drafting

room, but the cost of this will be repaid many times over in

the improvements that will follow.

The railroads of this country are vitally concerned with the

industrial prosperity of the country as a whole. Improved

business conditions in this country are
The Railroads dependent in a large measure upon
and World trade with foreign countries. Most of

Prosperity ''"' European countries cannot do much
business with us because of their un-

balanced budgets and mounting deficits. Indeed our

financiers and business men will not extend credit to them as

long as they tend toward a condition of bankruptcy. The
deficits for these countries in many cases just about equal the

cost of maintaining their armaments, The conference at

Washington seems to be in a fair way to succeed in its ef-

forts to reduce the large navies and settle the Far Eastern

question. The countries which are running up deficits and
with whom we want to do business arc more or less helpless

because of the burden of supporting large land armaments.

Is it not vital therefore that American business men get

behind a program looking toward another conference in the

near future to study land disarmament and other economic
problems and that financiers and business men be well rep-

resented in the conference?

In view of the formidable amount of agitation that is going

on in favor of reductions in freight rates and passenger

fares, it is somewhat surprising that
The Taxes more attention has not been given to

on the elimination of the taxes on trans-

Transportation poitation charges. Mr. Average Man
has been paying high freight rates and

passenger fares, but he has somehow failed to realize that

3 per cent of his freight charges ami 8 or 10 per cent of his

passenger fares and sleeping car rates have represented taxes.

Possibly the fact that he has failed to realize it is the reason
he has failed to realize that the elimination of the taxes will

amount in effect to a reduction of the charges which he has
paid. On the other hand, Mr. Average Man has found him-
self rather busy of late, keeping up with the news, between
the conference on the limitation of armaments, the pending
solution of the Irish question and a multitude of lesser things,
the reduction in taxes, in transportation has taken second
place. The average business man further has also at last

found himself in a happy frame of mind where he can worry
again about his business—that is, conditions are gradually
improving sufficiently so that worrying about his business
is really worth while again.

Up to within a comparatively recent period one of the leading
questions in connection with the railways of Japan was that

<>f widening the lines to standard gage.
Electrification Japan's government owned railways

in total over 6,000 miles. They are of 3

Japan ft. 6 in. gage. It was proposed to

widen this gage to 4 ft. 8 J/2 in., al-
though it was understood that this would have meant the
expenditure of enormous sums of money both as relates to the
widening of the right of way and to the necessary changes
in equipment. The strength behind the proposal presented
itself in a rather strong fashion. Bills were prepared for
presentation by the government, although the program never
went far enough to be brought to a vote. We are now ad-
vised that the proposal for widening the railway gage has
been relegated to the background. Railway Japan is now-
thinking and talking electrification. The reason is partly
the difficulty of getting sufficient quantities of coal at a rea-
sonable cost and, on the other hand, the availability of lanze
sources of water power. Japan at present has some electri-

fied lrnes—the development of her electric tramways also is

noteworthy. The country, as it happens, is in a position to
build its own steam locomotive- and lias been building them
for some time. It is not without significance to American
trade, therefore, that orders should recently have been placed
with two of our largest electrical concerns for some $5,000,-
000 worth of electrical apparatus for hydro-electric
develo] m

As a genera] rule it is probably safe to say that the rewards
of supervision vary with the size of a bus In other

words, the need and results of super-Why Not vision are of greater importance in a
Assume a Positive business of many ramifications than in

Attitude? one that is more or less self-contained.
I of the character of its organi-

zation a railroad presents numerous opportui
creeping in of wasteful practices and the efforts of super-
visory officers to prevent and eliminate them are practically
continuous. Nevertheless, in too many instances the correc-
tive measures undertaken are, 50 to speak, retrospective in

ter rather than introspective. That is to say, there is

often an inclination to approach the matter of effecting im-
provements in a negative manner by pointing out the ill

results of existing practices rather than from the positive
attitude of applying the- remedy before the fact For in-
stance, the matter of prevention of freight loss and damage
claims is often approached in a negative way by prcsentimz
to thos, figures -bowing the total loss and support-
ing the figures by pictures, charts or other means. There
i- no question but tliat such action creates a desire on the
part of the men to see the matter remedied. In such a plan,
however, the personal equation is missing and it is licit hard
to believe that the desired end could more nearly be approxi-
mated if the plan of approach were made positive by giving
each employee something to do in the matter in addition to
bringing home to him the results of present practices

probably safe to say that in the great majority of supervisory
problems the transition from a negative attitude to the posi-
tive is a very simple matter. However, the importance of
effecting the change in front can hardly be overestimated.
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The New '^National Agreement"

The decision of the United Stales Railroad Labor Board
finally disposing of the so-called "national agreement"

between the shop crafts and the United States Railroad

Administration is a much needed step toward the attainment

of stable relations between the railroads and their shop em-
ployees. With whatever feeling the result may be regarded

by the two parties to the controversy, the mere fact of a

settlement of reasonable permanency is likely to have a

marked influence in restoring some measure of co-operation

between the members of the shop crafts and the railway

supervisory forces.

Like any decision essentially a compromise, there are not

lacking numerous features with which each party to the

controversy will be disappointed. The employees, however,

cannot legitimately claim they have been unjustly dealt with

and the railroads have been relieved of by far the greater

part of the vicious and restrictive regulations of the former

national rules. It is true that the main contention of the

railroads in the presentation of their case before the board

was the establishment of the right of the railroads to nego-

tiate local agreements with their own employees and the

abrogation of national agreements which of necessity cannot

fit the widely varying conditions existing on different roads.

The re-establishment of a set of national rules was a defeat

for the roads on this point. This defeat, however, is only

partial, since the right of negotiations between the individual

roads and their own employees has been established in prin-

ciple, and where local agreements have been negotiated they

are undisturbed by the new national rules.

The original decision in the national agreement case was
handed down by the board on April 14, 1921. This decision

called upon the officers and organizations of employees on

each road to negotiate their own local agreements as far as

possible, in accordance with the terms of the Transportation

Act. Because of the power of the Railway Employees De-
partment of the American Federation of Labor to control

these negotiations, the entire controversy was forced back to

the Labor Board for final settlement. As a practical matter

it would have been impossible for the board to have estab-

lished other than national rules. Therefore, under the terms

of the Transportation Act, the perpetuation of the equivalent

of a national agreement was inevitable in the circumstances.

Had the employees entered the local negotiations in a spirit

of co-operation, other results might have been obtained, but

they were prevented by the power of the American Federation

of Labor, attained through the closed shop conditions estab-

lished by the Railroad Administration.

In this connection it is worthy of note that while this

power enforced the continuation of national rules, the provi-

sions of the former agreement practically establishing the

closed shop are materially modified in new rule 35, which
protects unorganized or minority employees in the right of

representation of their own choosing in the handling of

grievances.

Specifically, however, the new rules have been made much
more flexible than those of the former national agreement
and will be much easier to adapt to varying local conditions.

They have restored the right to the establishment of piece

work by local agreement; the arrangement of shifts is left

to local agreement; the features of the overtime rules have
been revised substantially in accordance with the railroads'

objections; the craft classifications have been modified in

several important respects to permit the use of helpers where
mechanics were formerly required and they have been made
more flexible of application on running repairs in small
shops and terminals. The right to the establishment of spe-
cial apprenticeship is restored; more flexible and satisfactory

provisions have been made for reducing expenses and the

worst features of the running repair and dead work rules

have been eliminated.

It is true that not all objectionable features of the rules

have been removed. The classification rules still prevent the

use of handymen and specialists not rated as mechanics; the

class qualification rules, particularly the carmen's rule, place

undue limitations on the supply of labor, and the seniority

rule perpetuates the lack of discrimination between the va-

rious classes of carmen established by the rule of the former

national agreement. The spirit of the rules, however, is

greatly improved and the fact that in promulgating them the

Labor Board has abrogated all interpretations handed down
by the adjustment boards of the United States Railroad

Administration, a large part of which were punitive in spirit,

justifies the expectation that future interpretations may be

formulated on a far more hopeful basis. This fact alone

will be of tremendous value in re-establishing a better morale

throughout the departments affected.

However unsatisfactory some of the provisions of the new
rules may be, the roads should take full and immediate
advantage of the opportunity which they offer for the re-

establishment of piece work and the building up of better

discipline and a spirit of co-operation between the employees

and supervisory forces. With such a spirit fully established

the way is open for future modifications of objectionable

features of the rules through local negotiations and agree-

ments.

Railway Rates and Revival of Business

Would a general reduction of railway freight rates

help business? Almost everybody, including railway

officers, believes it would. The railways are taking steps to

bring a case before the Railroad Labor Board for a reduction

of wages. They have said they will give to the public in

reduced rates the full benefit of any reduction of wages

they get. As an earnest of their good intentions, they have

granted for six months a reduction of 10 per cent in all

rates on farm products, which will be permanent if a reason-

able reduction of wages is secured.

There are two points regarding railway rates which should,

however, be forcibly emphasized at this time. One is that

no more baseless statement could be made than the oft-

repeated assertion that the present railway rates have "killed"

the business of the country and the traffic of the railways,

and are preventing a revival of business and traffic. The
other is that many other changes besides any such reduction

of railway wages as seems now to be in immediate prospect

must be made before any really large reduction of railway

rates can be expected.

The Railway Age, in its issue for December 3, page 10S9,

published an article showing that in spite of all that has

been said about the present "excessive" rates, the average

railway freight rate is today actually lower, compared with

the present prices of most commodities, than has been the

case most of the time during the past 32 years. If we take

the average freight rate and the average wholesale prices of

the years 1890 to 1899 as a basis, we find that in July, 1921,

the average railway rate per ton per mile and the average

wholesale prices of commodities were the following per-

centages higher than in the years 1890-1899:

Ter Cent

Railway rate per ton per mile 49
farm Products 89
Foods 84

Cloths and Clothing ._. 122

Fuel and Licrhting .". 161

Metals and Implements 60

. Lumber and Ruildiiig Materials 3"4

Drugs and Chemicals 10?

House Furnishings 177

Miscellaneous HM
All Commodities W0

If we take the average railway rate and average wholesale

prices of the years 1900-1910 as a basis, we find that in

July, 1921, the average railway rate and average commodity
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prices were the following percentages higher than in

1900-1910:
Per Cent

Railway rati- pel toil per mile 65.50

Farm Products ... 42

Foods 61.50

Cloths and Clothing 93

Fuel and Lighting 98

Metals and [mplemeni 29
I umbi . !

Biiil.ln.,. \l
. 130

D " ai d « he al i
82

House Furnishings 147

Mis. ellaneous 71.50

All Commodities 66.66

(This last figure was erroneousl) given as 76 per cent in

an article in last week's Railway Age.)

The average railway rate is not at present quite as high

compared with where it stood in 1900-1910 as the average

wholesale price of all commodities. It is higher relatively

than the average prices of farm products, foods, and metals

and implements, but lower relatively than the average price

of any other group of commodities, and much lower relative!)

than the average prices of fuel and lighting, lumber and
building materials, and house furnishings.

It has been and is still being widely charged that the

present freight rates are preventing the movement of large

amounts of traffic. It is well known, however, thai the vol-

ume of farm products shipped in the year 1921 has thus

far been larger than in any previous year. This proves that

the rates have not seriously hindered the movement of farm
products. The prices charged for an) class of commodities
must have a much greater influence upon the amount of them
that can be marketed, and which therefore can be shipped,

than is exerted by the railway rates on them, which in most
cases are only relatively small percentages of the total prices.

The figures regarding the present average railway rate and
average prices show that the prices whicli are still being

charged for many commodities an exerting a great deal

more influence on the volume of them shipped than are the

freight rates being charged on then). Are not some groups
of producers who are still charging prices from 100 to 150
per cent more than in the ten years prior to l'HO getting on
rather thin ice when, upon the ground that the traffic cannot

bear them, they demand reductions in railway rates which
are relatively much lower than the prices they are charging?

Another most important point to be considered is the

influence exerted by the present level of prices upon the

ability of the railways to re. line their rate-. The prices being

charged for some important classes of commodities, such as

coal, directly affect the operating expenses of the railways.

The prices of all commodities also affect the operating ex

penses of the railways by determining the cost of living of

their employees and. therefore, indirectly, the wages the rail

ways must pay. The wages of most classes of railwa) em
ployees arc too high, and some much too high, in proportion

to present rates, the prices of mosl commodities, the cost of

living and the wages paid in other industries. It is made
evident, however, by careful study of the present relations

between railway rates, commodity prices and wages in the

railroad and other industries thai if both railway wages and
railway rates are to be largel) reduced the reduction in them
must be accompanied by further reductions in the wholesale

and retail prices of many kind- of commodities.

rii. re are some important das omodities the

prices of which at the present time are relatively lower than
the average railway rate. The average price of metals and
implements, for example, is only 29 per cent higher than in

1900 to 1910, and the average price of farm products onl)

42 per cent higher. Certainly, however, shippers of the many
commodities whose prices are -till much higher relatively

than the railway rates on their commodities, have no right

to complain about the present rates as long as they maintain
the present prices. One of the principal reasons for the long
continuance of the industrial depression is that the prices of

some commodities are still relatively much too high compared
with railway rates and with prices of other commodities.

V. mi Me reduction of railway rates would materially

stimulate general business until these maladjustments be-

the prices of different commodities were corrected, and,

furthermore, no really large reduction of rates can possibly

be justified as long as the prices of most commodities are

relatively as high, and some much higher, than the general

level of railwa}- r;.
1

.

Should the Low Bidder Get the Work?

IN THE l,\kl.\ HEARS Of the last decade, which marked the

timing of state supervision in road construction and

the first real impetus to the use of concrete in highway

bridges, the state authorities were confronted with an awk-

ward situation. Concrete bridges, unlike steel structure-

may be built without the aid of a manufacturing plant.

quently, advertisements of bridge lettings brought bids

from all the concerns in the vicinity that had ever turned a

shovelful of Statutory restrictions and political

expediency made it ne. essar) to award the work to the lowest

bidder so long as he complied with the stipulation-

form of bid, certifii I surety bond, notwithstanding

the fad thai the amount of his bid established beyond ques-

tion that he was bound to do the work at a loss. This actual!)

occurred in the majority of cases because tin- experienced]

contractor who knew what the work would cost would not

make tenders as low as the bidder who did not know the

requirements. After a sufficient number of the contractors

had learned an expensive le.-son in the school of experience

and after surety companies for similar reasons became more
exacting in the i hoice of their .bents, this condition was
gradually corrected In the meantime, it worked hardship

on the engineering staffs of tin state highway commissions,

caused unending delays in the completion of structures and

resulted in die construction of many inferior brid

This chapter from the history of highway engineering

would be of no interest to railway officers if it were not for

the fa.t that they are now confronted with an almost parallel

situation. The pi. tation in building operations,

following, as it doe-, a period of most extended construction

activity, ha- enormously increased the competition among
bidders for the limited amount of work now being adver-

tised. Railroads that normally solicited bid- from a half-

do/eii contractors are now being asked to supply plans and
-i iei i fii al <• in ; to as man - 10 or 50 The impres-

sion gained is that every builder who ever erected a small

dwelling or business building anywhere near the proposed
work is now striving to get the contract at any pri. .. I

roads are receiving a flood of exceedingly low bids from
firms that have never done work under any but the mosl

casual supervision and are. therefore, entirely unfamiliar

with the strict requirements for material and workman-hip
that prevail under the supervision of the railway chief engi-

i :' r the circumstances, the established railroad build-

ing contractors, who have constructed most of the railway
structure- in the pasl and musl be depended upon to take
such work during coming periods of normal building activity,

w frequently not among the low bidders.

This situation places the chief engineer in a serious pre-
dicament He knows that the management is under a burden
to conduit the capital expenditure- with scrupulous economy,
and that these are time- of falling wage- and falling material
prices and be desires to take advantage of every opportunity

\t the same time he is under a burden to

get the work completed within the allotted time, and :

it done' on a grade of workmanship that is well up to the

standards established b) the road he represents. He also
know- how difficult it i- to secure these results with a firm

of limited credit and mediocre organization.

By following the line of least resistance, as in the case of
the highway bridges, this situation would graduallv correct
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itself through the- eventual elimination of the irresponsible

bidders. But in the meantime serious damage would be done
which could not readily be righted. Fortunately, the rail-

roads are not bound by precedent, politics or statutes to accept

the lowest bid and this freedom of- action, together with a
thorough investigation of firms submitting tenders, the impos-
ing of strict requirements as to surety bonds and advertise-

ments calling particular attention to the established rule

for the strict interpretation of specifications, should serve

in large measure to keep the roads out of the difficulties

encountered in public work.

Unfair Motor Vehicle Competition

The rapid extension of paved highways throughout all

parts of the country and the introduction of the motor

truck and the motor bus comprise the outstanding develop-

ments in transportation today. From the standpoint of the

steam and electric railways it offers a new form of competi-

tion which must be recognized. It is also creating new and

serious problems for the public, most important of which is

the necessity for the formulation of a means of taxation of

the trucks which use these highways for hire, that will return

sufficient funds to make good the damage they do.

As a general average these highways are today costing

$30,000 per mile or more. Their construction is in general

paid for largely by the owners of motor vehicles. Only a

small percentage of the owners of motor vehicles use the

highways for commercial purposes, but this small percentage

is wearing out the highways more than all the other users of

them. Not only are the commercial vehicles using these high-

ways more continuously but, traveling as they are at high

speeds and heavily loaded, they do more damage to the road-

ways in one trip than the average automobile will in many.

These motor trucks and motor buses are competing with

the railways for the transportation of freight and passengers.

The highways afford them right-of-way and roadway at only

nominal cost. The railways have to build and maintain

their own lines. They are also taxed heavily for the sup-

port of the public activities including highway construction.

The way in which this works out is illustrated in a strik-

ing manner in Minnesota, where the railroads are taxed at

the rate of six per cent on their gross earnings. A new high-

way was recently completed between St. Paul-Minneapolis

and St. Cloud, 65 miles at a cost of approximately $30,000

per mile. Motor vehicles are taxed two per cent on their

cost. On a motor bus costing $5,000 the owner pays $100

tax for a year's use of the highways. For every passenger

hauled from St. Cloud to Minneapolis the railways pay the

state approximately 14 cents. If the two railways which

connect these cities hauled only 30 people a day from St.

Cloud to Minneapolis and return, the tax collected by the

state in two weeks would exceed the year's license paid by
the average truck, or in 24 days they would pay the state

over $200, which is more than the highest priced truck pays

for a year's use of the highways. There are many days in

which the gross earnings tax on the St. Cloud-Twin City

business of the railways amounts to more than a year's

license for a passenger bus.

Such facts as these indicate the necessity for the enactment

of legislation which will tax commercial motor vehicles on

the same basis as other transportation agencies with which
they compete. From the standpoint of the public these trucks

should be classed as common carriers and be subjected to

the same regulations as to rates, continuity of service, etc.,

as the railways. It is also only fair that commercial vehicles

make good the destruction of the highways which they cause.

With these provisions in effect and the public given the

protection to which it is entitled, the activities of the com-
mercial vehicle will be restricted to those fields in which it

can be operated with real economic benefit to the public.

Within such limits the railways cannot object to competition,
but until such regulations are enforced the railways and the

public will suffer from the mushroom-like competition which
resembles the jitney competition of a few years ago that did
so much to injure the street railway systems.

New Books
Motor Truck Transportation. By F. Van Z. Lane, C.E., lecturer

on Motor Truck Transportation, New York University. 6 in.

by 9 in., 153 pages, 44 illustrations. Bound in cloth. Pub-
lished by Van Nostrand Company, New York.

This volume is exclusively a discussion of motor trucks

from an operating point of view. In it are discussed, in an
exhaustive manner, the principles necessary to the econom-
ical and efficient use of such trucks. The book is divided

into 15 chapters and the information presented is arranged
in logical order and in such a way that information relative

to a particular phase of the problem is readily accessible.

The chapters devoted to motor truck transportation laws,

cost records, motor trucks and the railroads, bodies, and
loading and unloading devices, are well thought out exposi-

tions of these subjects and, moreover, are of particular

interest to the railway officer concerned with the possibilities

of the motor truck as used to supplement rail transportation.

In other chapters the future of motor trucks is discussed,

motor trucks are contrasted with horse-drawn trucks and
the value of highway transport surveys is brought out.

Purely technical information relative to truck design and
construction, etc., purposely has been omitted from this work

and the volume better serves its purpose—the presentation

of practical information on motor truck operation in usable

form—because of this manner of treatment.

Freight Traffic Red Book for 1922. By Henry G. Williams ami

Charles J. Fagg. 494 pages. 8 in. by 11 in. Cloth. Pub-
lished by The Traffic Publishing Company, 150 Lafayette

street. New York City.

This book is well described, in its subtitle, as a practical

reference book for either railroad men or shippers who are

actively engaged in traffic work; and, for shippers especially,

"an everyday guide; a condensed but comprehensive text

book for the student of freight transportation."

The first thing in the book, following the list of abbre-

viations, is a traffic glossary. A glossary should serve, main-
ly, for the instruction of the primary class; but this one as-

sumes a good deal of information on the part of the reader.

The next chapter is one for the post-graduate student,

"rate factors." Thenceforward the authors dip into the

practical side of the subject as looked at by the freight agent

and the shipping clerk: classifications, rates, territories, rate

bases and routing. Each detail is treated with great care

and evidently with scrupulous attention to accuracy; demur-

rage, lighterage, reconsignment and so on. The chapter on

rate bases fills 30 pages, and is an elaborate geographical

essay. Rules and rulings of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission fill 82 pages and governmental regulation, its neces-

sity and philosophy fills 10 pages. Following this, the In-

terstate Commerce Act, the Transportation Act, 1920, and

other statutes are given in full, followed by the rules of

practice before the Interstate Commerce Commission, chap-

ters on express service and on export and import traffic, with

50 pages of other interesting details. Forms of bills of

lading and other documents fill 50 pages more and, finally,

36 pages are taken up with five complete indexes.

It is the intention of the publisher to issue supplements,

when necessary, to be sent free to subscribers, so as to keep

the book up to date until October. 1922.'
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Letters to the Editor
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[ The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—arc particularly appreciated.}

Limitations of the "Middle Order"
, Utah.

To THE Editob :

Every dispatcher, every operating officer, must have read

witli interest Mr. Whitenton's article entitled "Eliminating

the 31 Train Order," and Mr. Forman's advocating the use

of the so-called "middle order" to catch 'em if they get

away under the much discussed use of the 19 Form. I hope

that the managements of all single-track railroads anticipat-

ing the elimination of Form 31 will, before adopting or

depending upon the obsolete "middle order," take into con-

sideration the percentage of communicating points as against

those where there is no operator.

Consider, also, the staggering of points of communication

by working an operator 12 hours—one-half of the 24-hour

period—at one station and an operator at the next station

working the other half. When the middle order is in effect

at an open office and such office must be closed, under the

federal law, before the trains meet, it must be annulled.

Then the protection that is supposed to make the 19 order

safe has been removed. It takes time to put out the middle
order, even though the operator responds promptly; and that

means much to the busy dispatcher. Many turns it handi-

caps him in placing his orders and delays the trains; thus

the use of the middle order to make friends for Form \
l >

defeats its own purpose.

If the 19 is not safe without the middle order, then it is

not safe to make meets at non-communicating points.

We should not, in my opinion, advocate the use of the

middle order. It is seldom used and will not be used unless

dispatchers are continually watched; this for the reason that

it is not practicable, and is a train delayer. It weakens our

conductors and enginemen, for the reason that they depend
upon it. If we cannot make the use of the 19 order safe

without bolstering it up with the middle order and a block

signal system, we should not use it for restricting trains.

W'm. NlCHOt s

Twenty Years' Observation

Mum
To the Editor;

I have read in the Rail-ray Age <>f September 10 and
October 15 and since, the various letters and articles on the

abolishment of the "31" train order, particularly what Mr.

Whitenton has to say in reference to this matter. I have

also advocated for a number of years the abolishment of

the ,-il order. I have been a train dispatcher on single track

railroads for 20 years and have watched this particular fea-

ture since I first started in the business; and I have never

been convinced that the signature of the conductor, or of the

conductor and engineer, added materially to the safety of the

transaction. If the operator enters the numbers of the orders

on the clearance card, with the safeguards that have been

described, the dispatcher can check them JUSl as ca»il\ as if

the- operator had given him the signature of the conductor.

When an engineer finds a red signal he must either see it

turned to clear or procure an order or a clearance card. If

neither, he is then required to stop. Suppose the conductor
and the engineer should both overlook the red signal; the
fact that it is a 31 order has no bearing on the case. To
require the signature of the conductor causes, with a long
train, at least 20 minutes' delay.

The middle order is all right so far as it goes, but on the
majority of single-track railroads open telegraph offices are

few and far between, and it is impracticable to put orders
out at the meeting points. Some rule could be easily worked
out to take care of the order when sent to the superior train

at the meeting point; say, restrict its delivery until the train

has come to a stop.

I know there is quite a lot of opposition to the abolish-

ment of the 31 train order, but I am satisfied in my own
mind from practical experience that the 19 order, even with-
out automatic bloc k signals and the middle order, is just

E. P. McLain,
lent Transportation. I nasi Railway.

Concerning "Official Goats"
Cleveland. Ohio.

I o i in Editor:
I have noted with some amusement, and considerable dis-

gust, the letter entitled "The official Goat," signed by "One
of Them," in your -issue of September 24. 1 wish to take

exception to "the exception, and not the rule," as described
therein. I put in about seven years as secretary to a chief

operating officer. In all my travels in the business cars of

various officers, from vice-presidents down the line, I never
came in contact with one who treated his secretary in any
but a businesslike and gentlemanly manner; and this not
only applies to the man for whom I was working but to all

of the officials I came in contact with; therefore I do not
recognize the "typical day's bawling out" as outlined.

It is very evident that "One of Them" is either working
for a man whose treatment of a secretary is not the rule, or

he has a grudge against all bosses. It would seem that "One
of Them" should look more to the mote in his own eye rather

than to the beam in the- eye of the boss. After nine years
e>f such treatment, if "One of Them" had any backbone or
pep he would get out and get another job. Evidently he is

lacking in something.

While, no doubt, all secretaries sometime or other receive

a "bawling out" from the boss, it has been my experience
that after cooling off and giving the matter thought ti;

retary usiialh finds lie had it "coming to him."
If the officer did not realize that his secretary had ' -

bilities" and "intelligence," he would net be the secretary.

1 lie ic lore, my suggestion to "One of Them" is that he try

being "human" with the boss, stop criticising him, and get

in the class with the well-treated secretaries of the country
(fortunately in the majority). Ex SecRI iary.

The Railroads and Public Opinion
^". j.

To nil I'.im ron ;

For the present the railroad strike specter ha- vanished
from the public eye, but no one knows when it will return.

It is the duty, if not a necessity, for the railroad managers

p the public posted as to the railroad situation. It

was public opinion which broke the last strike threat, and
it will be the public which will play the lead-role in the next

railroad crisis.

bin- railroads must see that the public knows all the

and fully understands the particular problems, for if the

public does not know the truth the professional Ld or agi-
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tator and government ownership propagandist will so mis-

lead and befoggle the public that it will not be able to per-

ceive clearly the justice of the controversy and wrong will

triumph over right.

What the railroads must do this winter is to adopt a cam-

paign of educating the public to the real railroad situation.

Let the railroad executives explain in the newspapers the

questions which the public want answered, let the railroads

send speakers into the different communities, and finally let

the railroads insert advertisements in the daily press which

will state conditions just as they are in language and in

figures which everyone can understand.

Such a campaign would without doubt bring about a

clearer perception of the railroad problem by the public.

Where ignorance is, there suspicion is sure to lurk. The
cost would be nothing compared with the results. The rail-

roads belong to all the public and it is only fair that the

public should be kept informed of all the policies and prob-

lems of the business in which it has the most at stake. Now
is the time to adopt some such plan—not tomorrow, or the

next week, but now. A Railroad Student.

Why College Men Fail on the Railroads
Chicago.

To the Editor:

The question of encouraging college men to enter railway

service is attracting much interest with your readers. I

entered railway service in 1882 with a granger road, owned

in New England, and I was given a position because I was

a college man. A relative who was interested in my future

solicited the interest of a wealthy Bostonian of her ac-

quaintance who was a director of a prosperous western rail-

road which operated in a developing country and whose

board of directors had established a policy of recruiting its

staff with young college men who could be trained in rail-

road work. Through him I was introduced to the president

of the road who looked me over and asked me what I wanted

to do. I replied, "Anything—I'll brake a freight train if

you want me to." His answer, which will stay with me all

my life was, ''Take hold is all right, but Hold on is better."

I was told to report to his office in a western city as soon as

possible and after working there for about a month was
transferred to an active department and put right in the

thick of the fight, where I have remained ever since.

In casting up in my memory the names of other college

men who started with this railroad, either before or after I

did (the policy was continued well into the 90's), I can

recollect 68 men. There were others, I know, but I cannot

recall their names after the lapse of years. Of these 68, one

has risen to the chairmanship of the board of a large rail-

road company, one recently retired as a general manager, one

is a passenger traffic manager, one a secretary and treasurer.

One rose to be a vice-president in charge of the operating

department, quarreled with his president, resigned in a huff,

took up other business and soon after died. Another rose to

be the president of a railroad but suddenly resigned and has
dropped out of railroad work.

Of the remaining 62 I am the only one, so far as I know,
who has remained in railroad service. None of them to my
knowledge has been very successful in any other business.

One had been appointed an assistant trainmaster and had
resigned because the only place he could get board in the

town where his headquarters were was a hotel patronized by
coal miners and they were allowed to come to table in their

shirt sleeves. This man has since risen to the position of

mayor of a good-sized city, and I do not think any of the

rest have gone even that far. Now these were selected col-

lege men, mostly from Harvard, Yale and Princeton (39
years ago the western colleges had not reached their present

standing), and it would appear that they "took hold" but

did not "hold on."

The requirements of railroad service are probably more
exacting than those of any other business or profession. Rail-

road companies expect to receive, and do get from their offi-

cers unwavering loyalty to the company's interest for 24 hours

a day to the exclusion of social pleasures, family ties and
everything else of a personal nature. Unless a man has the

will to sacrifice every personal desire that will in any way
interfere with the performance of the work he is employed on,

he might as well give up the ambition to rise high in the

railroad service. A year ago I spent a day on the car of a

general manager. While we were at dinner he remarked that

he had made his plans to have his Thanksgiving day dinner

with his parents in a neighboring state. He had not been

able to see them for four years and there was to be a general

family reunion this year, which he was looking forward to,

as it was quite an event. Soon, after dinner we stopped for

water and a handful of telegrams were brought in the car.

As he read them a momentary flush of disappointment passed

over his face and with the remark, "That's railroading," he

handed me one of the messages which read:

"Sorry to spoil your plans for Thanksgiving, but must see

you in Chicago Thursday morning. Important." It was
signed by the vice-president. To this man discipline had
become such a second nature that this, which was certainly a

bitter disappointment, was simply passed over as all in a

day's work. Would any lawyer, doctor, banker or manu-
facturer suppress his personal feelings in this way?

Again, the mathematical chances of securing a high posi-

tion on a railroad are not bright. On a railroad with 40,000

employees the positions paying $10,000 a year or more may
be counted on one's fingers and toes. Until recently, too, the

permanency of employment on a railroad, especially in the

higher positions, was uncertain. Sudden changes of man-
agement brought with them sweeping changes in personnel.

This occurs less frequently than formerly. In spite of all

this, there is to certain types of character a fascination in

railroad work, just as there is in seafaring, which keeps men
who have once started at it in the service even in spite of the

lack of personal freedom, the poor pay in the lower grades

and the slim chance of reaching one of the higher positions.

There is no doubt that railroad managements appreciate

the value of educated men and are constantly on the lookout

for such, but here's where I pay my compliments to the mod-
ern college. The word "education" is derived from the Latin

"educare," meaning to draw out, to expand, to enlarge. In

the sense of our word this application is applied to the men-
tal faculties. Now is it the practice of the modern American

university or college to draw out, to expand, to enlarge the

mental faculties of the student. I say, no. The system of

elective courses by which an lS-yr. old boy, who knows
about as much about his own capacity as he does about the

planet Jupiter, picks out just what studies he proposes to

pursue with a view to taking up some particular line of

work in which he hopes to make money as soon as he grad-

uates, is not getting an education, it is learning a trad-e.

There is nothing mentally expanding or widening out in

this. On the contrary it is narrowing. An Englishman once

said to me, "You know, I don't understand your college men
at all. They take up some specialty and are bully good men
at that but when it comes to anything else, why they couldn't

spell 'cat.'
"

When a boy goes to college and simply studies civil engi-

neering and on graduation accepts employment with a rail-

road he has in the first place narrowed his chances of

promotion to one department only. The chances are that he

will never rise higher than an instrument man, while if he

has studied many subjects, thereby enlarging his rarrge of

vision 'and broadening his views generally, somebody is going

to find it out and he will get opportunities of promotion in
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other departments possibly better suited to him tempera-

mentally. Our modern system of education is wrong as far

as fitting men to rise in the world is concerned. It is all

right to make specialists, hewers of wood and drawers of

water all their lives because they have never learned to do

but one thing; who will set grade stakes accurately, calculate

strengths of material, make water softening tests, and do

laboratory work generally.

After all is said and done the qualities which help men
to succeed in life are born in them and not taught them.

Self-control and self-discipline are two qualities most neces-

sary to success in railroad work. The "Call Boy" has these

driven into him from his start at 16 years of age, while the

college man does not begin to learn them until he starts to

make his living after graduation. Really educated men,

whether self-educated or college-bred, barring the acquisition

of bad habits, are pretty certain to succeed. They are indeed

rari avi, but the possession of a college diploma is no guar-

antee of the possession of an education.

What with the adoration of the American girl for the col-

lege boy, newspaper head lines, the lack of real discipline

(something that makes a man do things he does not want
to do because it is his duty) in the colleges and in the police

department of college towns where brutal rowdyism is winked
at on the plea of being merely college prankishness, the

average college graduate is the most egotistic, conceited person

imaginable. This is an awful handicap to start life with

and more often than not counterbalances the advantage of

the education which even a good student may have received.

If many of our colleges were as successful in filling as they

are in swelling the heads of their students more college men
would succeed, not only on railroads but in other walks of

life. I do not believe there is any prejudice on railroads

against college men except the prejudice they make individ-

ually through their conceit and lack of discipline.

Only a few days ago I bad a letter from a large insurance

company. In it was the Statement that 85 per cent of the

men in this country were dependent at 65 years of age; that

they were failures. I think this holds good with college men
as with others. Only a small proportion of each generation

succeeds, as success is measured in this world. The others

fall by the wayside whether college men or call boys.

I will add that I have been passed in my climb up the

ladder more than once by "call boys," and some of them have
trod on my fingers as they stepped on the rung ahead of me;
but in looking the facts and im o quarely in the

face, in every instance 1 recall, measured by the standards
required by railroad service, I can only say, "You're a better

man than I am, Gunga Din." One Who Has Si i \.

A Plea for Changes
in Time-Worn Methods

: Ohio.

To the Editor:
No doubt every railroad manager has in mind plans for

future development or improvement that would permit of

resultant economies, but at the moment there appears the

necessity for the reduction in expenses without further in-

vestment or increase of payroll, and it is thought the follow-

ing suggestions may be helpful to that end. (1) The estafa

lishing and use of material standards for all departments.

(2) The elimination of time-worn practice and form in the

handling of correspondence, requisitions and vouchers.

(3) Insistence upon the officers assigned to the various

departments carrying full responsibility and liability for

the duties assigned.

Possibly there are no departments at present that offer

equal or greater opportunities for economies than the main-

tenance of way and of equipment Furthermore, the universal

establishing of standards of materials used in railway con-

struction and maintenance to the same extent as are in force

in the rules of train dispatching or car interchange, would
permit the extensive reduction in store stock maintained
and permit of economic :itude of which is most
overwhelming.

Standardization of practice and of materials is a lucrative

field for those who are sincere in their efforts for economy.
The standard practice of train operation is universal. We
also see, to a degree, the advantages of standards of design

exemplified in our car construction. No doubt the future-

will see still further application of universal standards for

all departments of the railroads.

It is not beyond a possibility for the executives of the

various regions to select men and give them the authority to

establish standards of materials to be used in both main-
tenance of way and equipment. Such a plan, if followed,

would eliminate many of the designs of track supplies that

are various and wonderful, and result in a reduction of

material stock as well as the cost of handling.

Many of the standards applied to car construction are

the results of demands of business interchange; that is. the

practice established the standards. However, in maintenance
of way and other departments this incentive was not present

and our railroads are now built and maintained largely with

designs of materials that evidence the individuality of the

officer in charge of the particular department, not to mention
ofttimes material of various designs purchased to meet a

rather limited authorized expenditure.

If is difficult to understand the necessity for the many
different designs of rail section for rails of the same weight,

used under like service and axle loading. Again, why should

there be the many designs of angle bars, all for the same
weight of rail? This also applies to the tic [date-

crossings, signs and almost everything that enters into track

and bridge construction. Equally so. do we find this varia-

tion in standard- applying to our stationery, telephone and
mechanical equipment. Conceive, if you can, the saving

possible in materials, their use and supply, not to mention
the advantage gained by the reduction in store- stock, if it

were possible to establish a limited number of standards for

the various departments for the railroads as a whole.

We must necessarily maintain our present properties with

like materials therein, until they have given us the expected

life, or we are required to change them by the demands of

service Iiut. for the future, is it nol possible for the execu-

tives to agree to accept standards of maintenance of way
and other departments, thai should be established ley fl

thought possible' to assign to this dm - ,f our larger

railroads have created the position of engineer of standards,

realizing its importance. Sooner or later, forced x\<

momy will drive us to uniform standards of materials

as has been I the demands of business enforcing

the car standards so necessary for interchange.

The more intensive personal application to detail by the

respective officers in the various departments will be impera-
tive, if the railroads are to show a balance on the riaht side

of the ledger in the future. The establishment of pr

as to form and method of handling much of our corre-

spondence, has developed a condition that has been pi

termed "reel tape." This must be eliminated by more- up-to-

date methods in the handling of business, together with short

cuts so as to avoid delay and complaint. Possibly next to

-\ eminent the railroads are bound by form in the

handling of their business from one office to another, to

such an extent that promptness is an exe'eption to the rule.

How many have given thought to the authority of the

stamped signature of the superior officer, its far-reaching

effect and the opportunity it gives for waste? It is not out

of the ordinary to find in almost any storehouse, requisitions
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for materials running into large sums of money that are

covered with three or four stamped signatures of the officers

superior to the one ordering and responsible for the use of

the material. When one sees a requisition, voucher, pay

check or the like literally covered with stamped signatures,

it bespeaks an evidence of lack of confidence in the fellow

handling the job for whom the material was ordered, and

indicates a form of practice that does not check the expense

incurred, but quite the contrary, results in delay in the pass-

ing of requisitions, together with relieving the man respon-

sible for the request of the responsibility for its being

supplied. Surely the more intensive application of personal

attention to these details should result in economy and

eliminate waste.

Let the respective officers carry in full the responsibility

of the office assigned. If they are competent, give them the

reins and eliminate the checking and rechecking of reports,

requisitions and accounts, all of which, small in detail, are

costly in the aggregate. Results are what should tell the

story. Men like to be trusted, and generally speaking, when

their interest and honor are appealed to, will respond. The
attention to details, eliminating the unnecessary, is a field

for endeavor that will result in a correction within ourselves

of multitudinous small expenses, which, in the aggregate,

will place the management among the successful.

John C. Sesser,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, Wheeling & Lake Erie.

Boiler Compounds and
Anti-Foam Compounds

Danville. 111.

To the Editor:
I have read with much interest the article by C. R.

Knowles on The Interior Treatment of Boiler Waters in your

issue of Nov. 12, and also the editorial comment on the

same subject. It appears to me that there is a possibility

of confusion between those compounds which remove scale

and those which prevent foaming, which confusion may work

a great, and unintentional hardship to the cause of treated

water. This confusion is enhanced by the editorial inter-

pretation of the article as a comparison between boiler com-

pounds and treated water, a viewpoint which hardly seems

to be justified.

In his article the author touched on four separate and
distinct methods of improving water, viz., softening plants,

hit-and-miss internal treatments for scale, technical internal

treatments for scale, and technical internal treatments for

foaming or anti-foaming compounds. The reader may be in

doubt whether the author is considering primarily internal

scale treatments or internal anti-foam treatments although

in the use of the term "boiler compound" in the editorial,

there can be no such doubt since common usage has desig-

nated the term boiler compound as one which is applied for

the treatment of scale only.

Foaming is caused primarily by the character of the

natural water supply. If properly handled, a water having
a small percentage of sulphate salts will not foam unduly,
whether treated or not. Likewise, even though properly han-
dled, a water having a large amount of sulphate will foam,
whether treated in a softener or with a scale-removing com-
pound. In either case it will not foam so badly if an anti-

foam compound is used. Indeed, it is probable that the

anti-foam compound will need to be used just about as often,

if not more often, with the internal scale treatment than
with a properly conducted softener, since in the first case

there is a great excess of mud, and in the second case a
moderate excess of foaming salts. It is hardly fair to com-
pare the cost of an anti-foam compound with the cost of

softening on the basis of foaming alone, since the softener

removes scale and prevents flue leaks and the accumulation

of excessive mud deposits, while if the anti-foam compound
does any of these it is only by accident.

Internal treatments which are designed to prevent foaming
are entirely different chemically from those which are de-

signed to check the accumulation of scale. Anti-foaming ma-
terials are all based on the action of castor oil and its ability

to increase the surface tension of the water. Theoretically it

never gets below the surface of the water and therefore never

comes in contact with the scale or scale-forming salts. In-

ternal scale removers are composed of soda ash, sodium sili-

cate, tannin, tri-sodium phosphate, barium salts, etc., none

of which has any effect in increasing the surface tension and
some of which act to lower it decidedly. Mixtures of the two

into one compound have not proven very satisfactory and
neither one can be substituted for the other.

Mr. Knowles quotes eight examples showing the benefits

of internal treatment. The first four of these refer to the

benefits of using anti-foaming compounds although it is
1

not

stated whether the basis of comparison was raw water, treated

water, or water treated with anti-scale compounds. The use

of anti-foam compounds is admitted to be good practice where

water persists in foaming in spite of all that can be done and
any experienced person will agree with the author in his

contention that an anti-foam compound is more economical

than foaming, but it is not clear just what bearing this

agreement will have on the subject of boiler compounds and
treating plants. It can hardly be claimed that a castor oil,

anti-foam compound unsupported by any anti-scale method
of treatment, is more economical than a softener when scale,

leaks and foaming are all considered.

The fifth and sixth examples deal with the use of the

"proper interior treatment" as against soda ash when used

alone. If the soda ash under consideration was used as a

boiler treatment, the argument comes under the author's

heading of hit-and-miss treatment vs. technical applications,

but if used in a softener it is more of an indictment of the

operator since the mixing of a little lime with it would have

probably improved the water. It is fairly safe to say that

soda ash alone should never be used in a softener because of

the unnecessary expense involved, considering the small

amount of improvement to be obtained. The last two ex-

amples appear to be comparisons of the anti-scale compound
with raw water since if a softener had been in sen-ice, and
had been operated properly it would, of course, have removed
all scale. It is doubtful if an anti-scale compound will be

much, if any, superior to a softener in the prevention of

foaming when neither one is backed up by an anti-foaming

mixture.

The confusion of the article, it seems to me, lies in the fact

that the first half deals with scale-removing treatments and
most of the last half with anti-foaming treatments, without

the change of subject being clearly marked. Looked at in

this light, I am inclined to agree with many of Mr. Knowles'
statements, but it seems to me that there is some danger of

the reader obtaining the impression that the saving in the

various examples was obtained by the abandonment of a

softener and the substitution of an anti-foam mixture. This
is so widely at variance with the general experience of those

handling water softeners that it hardly appears to be tenable.

It is admitted that a strict interpretation of the term boiler

compound might be all-inclusive, but common usage has
limited it to the action of scale removal only and the term
should be used in the sense in which it will be inte'rpreted. If

there is any possibility of an impression, therefore, either in

the article or its editorial interpretation, that the use of a
softener entailed the expenses shown in the examples, it is

well to correct such an idea in the minds of any who are hesi-

tating between a choice of the two metiiods of water treatment.

W. H. Hobbs,
Water I hen ist I hicago & Eastern Illinois.



The Care and Protection

of Lumber in Storage

Sanitary Precautions to Prevent Decay

The Building of Piles and

Protection Against Fire

By H. A. Sackett

Assistant Purchasing Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

MUCH of THE DISSATISFACTION with limlicr, particularly

car lumber, is wrongly charged to assumed inherent

weaknesses of wood in general, or certain species,

where in fact carelessness in handling is responsible. The
cause quite frequently is poor storage facilities, which lead to

checking, warping, decay, casehardening, etc. Finished metal

products and even raw unit rial is given adequate protection

against the elements and natural deteriorating influences. If

similar precautions were taken with lumber, which often is a

very highly finished product, not only would its use give

l>otter results but considerable waste could be stopped.

Failures that are mostly traceable to incipient or advanced

decay before use are generally attributed to inferior quality

of lumber. It is true that the constantly widening use of

wood has resulted in the cutting of smaller timber than was
the practice a generation ago, and that many mills now
utilize practically every stick of timber available which
naturally results in a larger volume of inferior grades. If

greater care had been exercised in wood utilization in tin-

past, which includes handling from the mill to ultimate con-

sumption, the actual loss would probably have been reduced
•>0 per cent. It behooves everyone responsible for lumber
stocks to practice such diligence as will minimize the de-

terioration and loss occasioned by careless handling in

storage.

Storage Yard Improvements

Most roads have established concentration and storage

yards for lumber and wood products. Some are admirably

laid out and maintained; others resemble more a typical junk

yard, selected not because of their suitability for the purpose

but apparently because they happened to be in the way. The
suggestions that follow are conservation measures designed to

protect the very considerable investment represented by the

average stock of timber and lumber carried day in and day
out by the average road.

The first step is to rid the yard of all refuse, particularly

odds and ends of old rotten wood, to remove all grass, weeds
and vegetation of every sort. Then the site should be graded

as nearly level as possible with at least six inches of cinders,

gravel or slag to insure prompt seepage of such moisture as

may collect from heavy rains, rapid thaws or overflow. In

some localities drainage ditches, at required intervals, would
greatly aid maintaining a reasonably dry yard.

Fungi Infections

Several years ago the United States Department of Agri-

culture investigated timber storage conditions throughout the

country for the purpose of making available data that would

assist in controlling the enormous waste due to deterioration

of lumber in storage, which it found chiefly to be caused by

decay, communicated from infected material to originally

sound stock. To quo^e from the report, * "There are two gen-

eral methods by which wood destroying fungi spread from
infected to sound lumber: (1) by a direct outgrowth of

mycelium from an infected stick to adjoining or nearby tim-

ber, and (2) by the blowing about of spores produced by the

•See Bulletin 510 United States Department of S rii

Horrible Example: lines Permitted to

Grow Oter Lumber Piles—Courtesy

Department of Agriculture

fruiting bodies

the mycelium.

"In wholly or par-
tially enclosed moist

spaces, such as are
often found in poorly
i atilated lumber piles,

the mycelium finds sufficient moisture in the air to allow it to
develop on the surface of timbers and in this way may prog-
ress along the timber for considerable distances. Such may
be the case, also, where timber is closely piled; the writer

ecords where severe infections have thus passed during
rainy weather from the bottom upward through piles 12 to

IS ft. high. In lumber storage sheds, or in the base of close

piles the mycelium of several species of fungi has frequently
been' observed developing in great abundance, not alone on
the moist foundations and lower layers of lumber, but also
spreading profusely on tli'

•'The chief purpose .if spore formation in fungi just as

Partially Rotted Hardwood Will Infect the Adjoining Stock

by Contact

in seed formation in ordinary green plants, is a perpetuation

of the species through reproduction. Spores serve the two-
it-pose of tiding the fungus over unfavorable periods

and allowing their rapid spread under favi th con-

ditions. Nature is lavish in her methods and the number of

-pores produced is often enormous. For instance. Duller

computed from partial counts that each pore of the underside

of Polyporus squamosus produced in the course of a few
hours an average of 1

"

res, or a total of over

eleven billion for the entire under surface of a fruit body
having an area of 250 square centimeters :\.)."

A lumber yard should be systemized, and arranged as

carefull} is a -tore house, where istings of various types

1133
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and sizes, nails, screws, bolts, nuts, etc., are placed each in

its designated bin, drawer or shelf. Lumber should be piled

according to size, first by cross-section and then by length.

Each species should be separated, and each class of material

be assigned a section of the yard. Maintenance of way ma-
terial should be in one group, including bridge timbers,

switch ties, bridge ties, piling, rough lumber, etc., car lum-

ber in another group, and so on. Finished and kiln-dried

stock should always be stored under cover in sheds with at

least three sides as protection against driving rains and snow

as well as intense heat. Proper ventilation is also important.

Every pile of lumber should be plainly marked to indicate

contents and purpose for which it is to be used. Such identi-

fication cards can be arranged to act as a stock record upon
which' withdrawals and additions can be noted, thus giving a

clear record of stock on hand at all times. This suggests that

a special lumber storekeeper may be required. And when

the value represented by an average railroad lumber yard is

considered, what objection can be offered to this suggestion?

If the issuance of lumber and its maintenance in proper con-

dition during storage were given as much attention as is de-

voted to practically all other materials used on a railroad,

many thousands of dollars now dwindling away in small

leaks of waste and deterioration could be saved.

The site for a lumber storage yard should be carefully

chosen. Low ground or "made land" should be avoided. It

is practically impossible to keep such a yard reasonably dry

and free from collecting bogs and pools of water, and in

localities where overflow is to be expected standing water may
reach to the pile bottoms, or even beyond, for weeks at a

time.

Another desirable feature is reduction of the communicable
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Fruiting Body of Fungus Growing on Hardwood Lumber
in Position to Spread Infection to Sound Stock Above

fire hazard by isolating the yard as much as practicable from
other industries or localities where such a condition may be

expected to develop within the immediate future.

High ground is unquestionably an ideal location, not only

because this provides the best drainage, but also because a

better circulation of air is obtained which aids seasoning and
will keep lumber in better condition.

Trackage

The service tracks should be so laid out that handling is

reduced to a minimum. The yard should be platted in

• blocks, each block facing standard gage tracks on which
lumber is delivered in the original cars direct from the mills

and automatically unloaded onto the pile. In addition there

should be narrow gage tracks for small lumber trucks on
which the stock when issued is moved from the pile to the

shop. When transshipped to some other point on the system

it can again be loaded directly on the work cars which, with-

out rehandling the lumber, are switched to the work train.

In the alleys and at required intervals between piles, at right

angles to the main tracks narrow gage tracks should be laid

for the lumber trucks. Wherever possible the grade of the

yard should be in one direction so that the loaded lumber
trucks, which are usually moved by manual labor, will have

the aid of gravity when being moved with loads toward the

shop.

An arrangement as outlined would permit the use of loco-

motive cranes for handling timbers, and gasoline or electric

motors for hauling the lumber trucks. In fact, careful plan-

Badly Infected Pile of Three-Inch Hard Pine

ning of a new lumber yard will so reduce the amount of

manual labor required that the cost of handling can be more
than cut in two, which will not only pay for the extra me-
chanical equipment needed, but will solve the problem

presented by a scarcity or poor quality of labor.

Spacing of stock piles and proper clearance for tracks are

details that must be adapted to the conditions that are in-

dividual to the yard. In every case care should be taken that

ample space is provided to allow for the use of either gravity,

or automatic loading and unloading devices, as well as the

handling of lumber and timber by manual labor.

Foundations for Lumber Piles

Whether the yard is old or new there can be but one sug-

gestion for bearings; they must conform to modern sanitary

requirements. The ideal foundation for lumber piles con-

sists of concrete piers and creosoted timber sills. The tops of

the piers should be at least 18 in. above the ground and the

treated bearing sills about 6 in. by 8 in. in sections. An-
other less permanent type of bearing is shown in one of the

illustrations. This may be built of salvaged timber pro-

viding it is absolutely sound, and after framing should be

treated with at least two coats of heated creosote oil. Where
better methods of treatment are available these should be used

but in any event some such protection must be given all lum-
ber used in pile foundations. This bearing consists of

ground pieces -4 which may be plank 2 in. to 3 in. thick,

from 6 in. to 12 in. wide and about 2 ft. in length: risers B
which should be at least 6 in. in height, or more as required,

and may be of one piece or several as is most convenient;

bearing C which may be made of almost any available ma-
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tcrial but should not be less than 4 in. by 6 in. in section,

and should rest on at least three foundations. Almost any
sound lumber may be used, but it must be preserved with
creosote.

Numerous types of bearings can be made suitable. The
important point with each, however, is that it must itself be
proof against infection by decay if it is to prevent the com-
munication of such infection to the lumber piled upon it. It
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Method of Piling Timbers. Showing Stripping and Over-
lapping of Ends

must, of course, also be of sufficient strength and rigidity to
carry the required load without sagging, and to provide the
proper pitch to the pile so that it will freely shed water, and
resist wind pressures. The slope of all lumber piles should
be in one direction, preferably towards the "face" side of
the alley.

The piling strips should be sound lumber and such as

Com

Concrete Foundation Piers and Timber Sills

are used for timber and rough lumber should be creosoted.
Piling strips should never lie allowed to accumulate between
lumber piles or in the alleys. Likewise, damaged sticks or
waste lumber should be 'removed immediately and disposed
of; otherwise the best planned yard will fail to meet the
chief requirement, i. e., maximum sanitation.

Properly built sheds with ample room to allow for the
necessary working space should always be provided for kiln-

dried stock such as car siding, car lining, car roofing, car
flooring, building siding, ceiling and flooring, dry poplar,
ash, mahogany and quartered oak. The shed foundation
should be either of concrete or creosoted timber, substantial
and so constructed as to keep the lumber well off the ground.
The roof must be tight and the siding should not run down
below the bottom of the foundation sills or bearing pieces
so that a free circulation of air is permitted from all sides
beneath the enclosure. If fungus outbreaks occur in the
shed the soil and timber immediately adjoining the infected
area should be sprayed or painted with an antiseptic solu-
tion of a water soluble salt like sodium fluoride, mercuric
chloride, zinc chloride or copper sulphate.

Method of Piling

In the piling of all lumber, care must be used to have
the piles substantially constructed to prevent them from fall-
ing apart or being blown over by wind storms. The sides
or edges of the piles should be straight and parallel, both
horizontally and vertically. Piles of boards and 2 in. plank
should not be built wider than the length of the lumber in
the pile, and in no case should the width of the pile exceed

Courtesy of V. S Department < Agriculture

Ideal Storage Shed. Built on Concrete Piers and Set High
Off the Ground for Ventilation

Id ft. Plank over 2 in. in thickness and all timbers should
led in narrow piles from 6 ft. to 10 ft. wide, although

piles of the same kind of material may be placed upon the
bearings closely adjoining each other. This arrange-

ment permits the complete removal of a pile without waiting
Must the entire stock of one size and provides space

for piling receipts of new stock without piling it on older
or seasoned lumber.

In piling dressed boards and kiln-dried 2-in. plank in
sheds it is permissible to strip only between each five layers.
In piling out of doors similar material which has not been
kiln-dried, as well as all heavier lumber, strips must be used
under e.u h layer in all

i

In piling 1-in. and 2-in. lumber, pieces of the stock itself
should be used for piling strips, but in larger sizes strips
1 in. thick and not over 1 in. wide should be used over each
bearing, except the one strip on the face of the pile, which
should be 1 in. thick and 2 in. wide.

I In piling strips should be no longer than tin width of
the pile. No strips should be allowed to run through from
one pile to another. One piling strip should be
each bearing piece upon which the lumber rests and should
be placed directly over the bearing piece or the str;

viously applied. The edge of the strips used on the front
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of the pile should be allowed to project over the ends of

the lumber upon which it rests at least }i in. This will act

as a drip cap and assist in preventing the ends of the lumber
from checking or splitting. The ends of each course of

lumber applied to the pile should be brought flush with the

edge of the piling strip at the front of the pile. By follow-

ing this method the pile will have a forward pitch of about

l l/2 in. per ft., which together with the slope of the pile,

will prevent the accumulation of moisture from rains or

snows.

Except where piled in a shed all lumber should be sep-

arated in the layers so that a space of approximately 34 in.

is left between pieces to allow of free circulation of air on

all four sides of the pieces. This permits of rapid and
thorough drying of the lumber and prevents sap staining

and rot. Lumber so piled may be allowed to remain in stock

for a long period without damage. This space may be easily

regulated by instructing the workmen to allow the width of

a finger between the edges of pieces.

All boards and planks dressed on one side which are

stored out of doors, should be piled with the dressed side

down. When similar lumber is rough on all sides the side

of the piece nearest the heart of the log should be down.
This will retard checking of the lumber and opening of

shakes in the course of seasoning.

In piling lumber 2 in. and under and of miscellaneous

lengths the entire pile should be of the length from front

to rear of the longest piece of material in the pile. Thus,
if 1-in. lumber 8 ft. to 16 ft. in length is being included

in the same pile that pile should be 16 ft. long and should
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Conditions Caused by Failure of Decayed Foundations,

Creating Fire Hazard and Waste

be even at both ends. This is accomplished by bringing the

ends of the shorter lengths alternately to the front and the

rear of the pile.

By this method a ragged appearance of the rear of the

pile is avoided and there is no waste due to warping and
('lurking of the ends of the longer pieces projecting unpro-

tected from the rear of the pile.

If the quantity of such stock will warrant having two or

more piles it would be desirable to pile the 14-ft. and 16-ft.

lengths together and the 8-ft., 10-ft. and 12-ft. lengths

together.

All rectangular sizes 5 in. in thickness or over, whether

rough or dressed, should be piled on edge. This includes car

sills, car framing, guard rails, caps, stringers, bridge and

switch ties, heavy joints, etc.

All piles of 1-in. boards, poplar and hardwoods of all

thicknesses, dressed car flooring and 2-in. plank not under
roof should be protected from sun and rain by a covering
of rough boards laid in two courses with the cracks in the
lower courses lapped by the boards in the upper course.

This cover should be laid on strips so that it will be about
6 in. above the top of the pile at the front and 2 in. at the

rear. Care should be used to have this cover always in place

when the pile is not being worked.

In removing lumber from piles in the yard, that which
has been on hand for the greatest length of time should
invariably be taken first. Lumber should always be taken
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Lumber Bearing Built of Sound Salvaged Material

from the top of the pile and in no case should workmen be

allowed to break into the side of the pile to avoid the effort

of going to the top and removing and replacing the cover.

Fire Protection

Adequate protection against fire is merely common sense.

In addition to keeping the yard clean of accumulation of

debris, which provides the greatest fire hazard, water should

be always and everywhere available. New yards should

always be equipped with high pressure water mains, hydrants

and sufficient hose so that practically ever)7 foot of the yard

can be immediately flooded. In addition to keeping thi>

equipment in perfect working order the workmen in the

yard should receive thorough training in its use by fire drills

which are ordered by the regular fire alarm, previously

unannounced.

Where such apparatus is not available water barrels

should be distributed throughout the yard at convenient

points and strategically disposed so as to be most effective

in an emergency. A fire pail should be kept at each barrel

and additional pails, ready for instant use, at suitable

points. It is obvious that the barrels must be kept full of

water, and that they must be inspected frequently. The
water in the barrels can be kept from becoming stagnant or

from freezing by dissolving in each barrel from 100 lb. to

150 lb. of calcium chloride (common salt). Barrels should

be kept covered with well fitting but readily removable covers

to prevent excessive evaporation of the water. The most

suitable barrels for this purpose are those in which creosote

oil is shipped. Tarring the tops will keep the salt from

creeping. Barrels should be painted a bright red as

identification.

All of these precautionary measures are summed up in

the old and well worn but, alas, only too little applied adage.

"a stitch in time saves nine." Not alone does the proper

handling and protection of lumber before utilization provide

real, tangible economy; it is likewise effective conservation

which from the standpoint of the greatest good to the largest

number is far more important than individual profit. The

workmen who must carry out these details is as much

profited as the employer who may derive the immediate

benefit, because even- stick wasted decreases the available

supply just that much, which means greater scarcity and

higher prices; and high priced lumber always touches

every pocket.



More About Ford's Railroad Operating Methods

Difficult to Check Flivver King's Claims Because of His Not

Filing Statistics

By Harold F. Lane

Henry Ford is still revolutionizing the railroads, on

paper, but as he is much more fond of reporting his

achievements and his rosy predictions for the future

to the reporters of the Hearst and other papers of that type

than of tiling his own reports with the Interstate Commerce
Commission, it is becoming somewhat difficult to check up
his statements by which he demonstrates the inefficiency of

the other roads. In his latest exposition of the virtues of the

Ford principles, in an interview distributed by the Inter-

national News Service on December 3, Mr. Ford says that

freight is now moving over the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton at

the rate of 45 miles per day and that when he has finished

doing things that are now under way freight will be moving

over his road at the rate of at least 200 miles a day. His

latest report to the Interstate Commerce Commission, that

for the month of August, showed an average movement per

freight car per day on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton of only

20.7 miles, as compared with an average for the railroads of

the country of 22.7, so we are left in some doubt as to whether

he has effected this great improvement in such a short time

or whether he is as careless in using his own figures as he

is regarding those of the roads generally. To emphasize his

point he gives the railroads generally credit for only 20 miles

per car per day, whereas the average for the first nine months
of this year, which, because of the light traffic was low, was
21.9 miles and for September it was 23.8 miles.

The Matter of Car Miles Per Day

Mr. Ford says that when he bought the D., T. & I. its

cars were making only 19 miles a day, but he omits to say

that for the month of March, in which he took over the

actual management of the road, the average was 27.8 and
that there was a steady decrease up to and including August,

the latest month for which the D., T. & I. has reported, to

20.7 miles. This was slightly less than its average for the

corresponding month of 1920. Of course, a-- was pointed out

by Walker D. Hines in his article in The Nation's Business,

the average of mill's per car per day is by no means con-

clusive of the speed obtained in the movement of cars actually

handling traffic, because the average is based on all the cars

which happen to be on the railroad at the time, whether they

are moving in trains or waiting to lie loaded, unloaded or

switched, and include also the surplus cars. The average

freight train speed for the railroads as a whole for the first

nine months of 1921, according to the Interstate Commerce
Commission reports, was 11.6 miles per hour. If the D., T.

& I. lias made such a large increase in its average car mileage

as Mr. Ford says, it is very likely due to an increased demand
for automobile parts which gave more cars something to

move for, but here again we find that, in his efforts to reduce

book-keeping, Mr. Ford is omitting to make the usual re-

ports of car surpluses, shortages, loading, etc.. to the Ameri-
can Railway Association, and thereby declining to place his

figures in comparison with those of other road-

To the extent to which increases in the ear mileage per
day do reflect increased efficiency, it would be very interest

ing if Mr. Ford would tell some of the reporters who trail

him about some of the 'operating methods which result from
what is vaguely described as the "Ford principles" or tin-

application of "common-sense" methods. Unfortunately the

Only method we have heard of that he has actuallv applied

-

for the purpose of speeding up cars and avoiding delays has

been his plan of requiring, as a shipper of freight in train-

loads, that the connections of the 1>., [\ & I. take the traffic

off its tracks within 20 minutes or let some other road have

it. What happens after that, as Mr. Hines says, is not his

problem but theirs, and it is obvious that the same special

service cannot be given for every car of freight.

Mr. Ford says that red tape is responsible for a good deal

of "this slowness," by which term he describes the difference-

between an average car movement of 23 miles per day and

a train speed of 11.6 miles per hour, but he refrains from

telling us how he has avoided or untangled the red tape.

Alloy Steel Cars

"
I be excessive weight of the train," he says, "is respon-

sible for some more," and he much prefers to enlarge upon

that factor, possibly because it offers greater opportunity for

his expansive imagination. However, he is becoming more

conservative on this point as he goes along. A while ago

Mr. Ford told the world that a freight train is "several tinier

the weight of the load it carries." He has now toned this

down to what is more in accordance with the facts, that the

weight of the average freight car is almost equal to the load

it carries. That this is so is generally the fault of the load

which tlie shipper puts in the car, but in predicting an aver-

age car movement of 200 miles a day, Mr. Ford says he is

preparing to build cars in which two-thirds of the weight

will be sacrificed without sacrificing any of the car capacity

by using alloy steel. This car, he says, can be built as

cheaply as present cars because although the steel costs more,

only one-third as much will be used.

While awaiting with gnat interest the advent of the flivver

freight iar. which by the way has not made its appearance,

except in print, in the nine months since Mr. Ford became
a railroad president, we have also had time to wonder how.

when it does arrive, it will revolutionize railroading unless

Mr. Ford will also solve the problem of keeping the new
cars fully loaded and in movement all day. The present

freight car is quite capable of more than 200 miles a day
at the present average rate of speed, but even "multiplying

the carrying capacity of the railroads by 10 without i;

ing the equipment and without additional cost" will hardly
solve tlie problem. The average freight car does not move
200 miles every day without hitting a terminal of some kind
where more or less delay is encountered before it can

be started in the right direction and most of the time the

roads have excessive car capacity which does not move at all.

Railroad officers are constantly working to trv to minimize
the inevitable delays and if Mr. Ford would offer some con-
structive suggestions as to how this problem could be met,
or even as to how he claims to have solved it for himself.

beyond such broad statements as "keep the cars moving."
they would listen to him with more respect when he attempts

to make newspaper readers "realize how inefficiently our
railroads are run" by inaccurately comparing what they do
witli what he could do if he tried or what he savs he is

going to do.

Mr. Ford also expects to reduce by 75 per cent the amount
of coal burned by locomotives and says ho has made such
changes on one of the old D., T. & I. engines as to reduce
tlie fuel used by 50 per cent. He also is making experiments
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to see if he can't burn the coal in the mines and thereby

obtain benzol with which to do away entirely with the coal-

burning locomotive, claiming that he has already made an

engine run 70 miles an hour on that fuel on his railroad.

Various devices are advertised for which it is claimed that

they will effect nearly as great an improvement in the per-

formance of a brand-new Ford engine but we do not under-

stand that they have yet revolutionized Mr. Ford's business.

We Must Not Take Mr. Ford Too Seriously

It is well not to take Mr. Ford too seriously, although his

habit of spilling his loose thoughts for the benefit of the

reporters on every possible occasion undoubtedly spreads

much misinformation on important subjects among people

who do take it seriously. Even when his lighter freight car

is brought out and a trial run is given with great publicity

to demonstrate that it can travel faster than 20 miles a day

or carry a given load with complete success, it will still take

several years to ascertain its possibilities under the strain of

actual service, such as its cost of maintenance and its life.

It may take as long as it took Mr. Ford to equip his car

with such newfangled contraptions as self-starters and elec-

tric lighting. It may be noted that almost as many people

have what they consider practical suggestions for the im-

provement of the Ford car as have ideas as to how the rail-

roads ought to be run, yet Mr. Ford does not allow himself

to be seriously disturbed by them even when others put them

into practice.

Ford says he does not believe the railroads of America

"can be properly run except under government ownership,"

and the reporter says he expressed pain when requested to

boast to the extent of saying whether he could run all the

railroads, but he finally overcame his modesty sufficiently

to say that if all the railroads of the United States were

under his control, "I could run them all as easily as my
own." He would "send word to the D., T. & I. gang to

extend their principles to all other lines," but he also ex-

pressed the belief that even under private ownership Ameri-

can railroads will soon follow his example and cut down the

weight of their cars two-thirds.

Railroad Millennium Possibly Not So Far Off

Perhaps the railroad millennium which Mr. Ford pictures

is not so far off as it appears. One of his reasons for desiring

government ownership is that "nobody should get a cent of

railroad income except those who work on the roads and

earn it." Our experiment in government operation during

the war was restricted in some ways but it came very near to

realizing this ideal. If our present hopes of an improvement

are not realized (and government regulation is not mean-

while extended to the prices and profits of the flivver indus-

try) it may yet become possible for Mr. Ford to buy the

roads at a bargain, as he did the D., T. & I. and thereby

have an opportunity to work out the Ford principles on a

broader scale without the necessity for government ownership.

Opposes Repeal of Rate Law
Washington, D. C.

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States is

preparing to oppose vigorously any movement that

may be made in the present session of Congress to

repeal provisions of the Transportation Act which authorize

the Interstate Commerce Commission to make rates to pro-

vide adequate revenue for the railroads and to regulate

intrastate rates where necessary to prevent discrimination.

The position of the national chamber is that these provisions

of the act should not be repealed until they have had a fair

test. In a communication sent to the constituents of the

chamber, Joseph H. Defrces. president, said that the pass-

age of such legislation as the Capper or Nicholson bills

would be "a long step backward." According to Mr.
Defrees, "enactment of the proposed legislation would repeal

those sections of the Transportation Act by which the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is directed to establish rates

that are reasonably adequate to the railways and just to the

public. The railroad committee and the officers of the na-
tional chamber are firm and fixed in the opinion that these

proposed laws would be extremely injurious to the railways

and detrimental to the public good."

President Defrees points out that the rate-making pro-

visions of the act give no guaranty whatever to the railroads.

"Statements to the contrary are misrepresentation," he says.

"If rates even under the most honest, efficient and econom-
ical management do not yield the return specified in the act,

the amount of the shortage is lost to the railroads. Not a

cent is payable to the carriers from the federal treasury, and
the deficit cannot be made up from rates subsequently

established.

"If the Interstate Commerce Commission is deprived of

all authority to regulate intrastate rates as proposed in the

Capper bill, rate regulation will return to the chaotic condi-

tion which existed for many years because of the conflict

of authority between the Interstate Commerce Commission
and the 48 state commissions.

"To repeal the two vital provisions of the Transportation

Act which are now attacked is to overthrow the system of

rate-making which the Interstate Commerce Commission has

developed after long study and out of wide experience. It

is the opinion of some able lawyers who testified at the hear-

ings that the proposed bills would take from the Interstate

Commerce Commission any power to prevent discrimination

by the states against interstate traffic. Experience and wis-

dom have shown the necessity of the interstate rate being

paramount and of a yielding of the state rate when it dis-

criminates against the interstate rate. The letter of the

proposed statute and the spirit of it seem to make the state

right paramount and to force the adjustment of interstate

rates to the rates which may be made by the state com-
missions of all the states, and it is at least highly probable

that this result will be accomplished if the pending bills

are enacted into law.

"The Constitution of the United States has always rec-

ognized the paramount importance of national control of

commerce between the states. The repeal of those provisions

of the Transportation Act which assert federal authority

over state rates would in effect limit national control over

interstate commerce in every instance where state regulations

conflict with interstate regulations."

President Defrees' communication calls attention to the

fact that "the railways are now in a depleted condition and

that there is need for the expenditure of millions of dol-

lars for proper maintenance and equipment. The country

is growing in population; and there is need and there will

be constantly growing need for an expansion of the rail-

ways. This need for expansion can be met only if they can

market their securities. If the railways can receive no ade-

quate return it is at once obvious that they cannot market

their securities. The corollary follows that they will fall

into a dilapidated condition and their facilities will be In-

sufficient to supply the public needs. Not only would this

be a disaster to the railroads as business enterprises, it

would be a calamity affecting in a most serious way even-

shipper and every consumer. This condition would beyond

doubt tend inevitably in the direction of government

ownership."

The Province of Quebec grants for agricultural purpose?

about $1,000,000 yearly, and has spent $5,000,000 in colonization

to open up the northern districts of the province.



Texas Attack on Transportation Act Argued

Constitutionality an Issue—Asks That I. C. C. and Labor

Board Be Enjoined

Arguments were heard by the United State- Supreme
Court this week on the original hill filed by the Stati

of Texas attacking the constitutionality of the Trans-

portation Act and asking that the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Railroad Labor Jioard be enjoined from

enforcing it in a way to interfere- with the jurisdiction of

the state authorities.

A. P. Thorn Files Brief

Declaring that the only power denied the states by the

Transportation Act is the power to fix intrastate rates that

discriminate against interstate commerce, Alfred I'. Thorn,

general counsel of the Assoi iation of Railway Executives, in

a l.rief tiled as amicus i uriae asks the court to sustain

the constitutionality of the statute.

The Texas authorities attack the constitutionality of the

sections of the act relating to the regulation of state rate-,

the so-called rate-making section, the sections relating to

the establishment of the Railroad Labor Hoard; to the ex-

tension and abandonment of lines of railroad and the

sections relating to pooling of freights or earnings and
consolidations.

In his brief, Mr. Thorn asserts that the case is not jus-

ticiable because the order issued by the Interstate Commerce
Commission under the act and attacked in the proceedings

"inflicts no injury." adding that it is "not fair to juris-

prudence to attempt to settle great ((institutional questions,

like those presented here, on abstract considerations not in-

volving definite complaints of wrongs to persons or

property."

"Aside from the objections on the grounds mentioned,

the bill is without equity and is based on what, we respect

fully submit, is a misconception of the constitutional justifi-

cation of the Transportation Act and of the lawful rights

and authority of the parties," the brief says.

A Supervisory Power Over Intrastate Rates

"The Interstate Commerce Commission was given by the

act," the brief continues, "direct and primary jurisdiction

to fix interstate rates, but only a supervisory power over

intrastate rates to be exercised only if the states failed to

establish intrastate rates which would not give preference

to their own traffic over interstate traffic and would not

unjustly discriminate against interstate commerce.

"'The only power over state rates denied to the states by

Congress was the power to establish an unjust discrimina-

tion in favor of their own traffic over interstate traffic and

to require the use of the instrumentalities of interstate com
merce 'in their intrastate transactions in such manner as to

affect injuriously traffic which IS interstate.'

"Manifestly, interstate commerce would be injurious!)

affected and unjustly discriminated against if it could not

use the instrumentalities used b) both on terms as favorable

as intrastate commerce could if interstate commerce had to

pay the bill for maintaining, up to the national standard of

adequacy and efficiency, the agency which was used inter-

changeably by both, while the state refused to make an

equitable contribution. If the standard of adequacy ex-

pressly fixed by Congress in the act must be supported out

of the rates derived from both (lasses of traffic and the

states could decline to bear their equitable proportion, either

the Congressional standard must be abandoned, or the

deficit caused by the refusal of the state must be made up

Washington, D. C.

out of increased interstate rate- -and thus, in either case,

the states wi tually regulate interstate conn
No interpretation of the act which would accomplish this

result i

"The tnterstati cl confers upon the Interstate

Commerce ' ommission the power to judge as to this dis-

crimination, move it. if tl

results in such unjust discrimination.

Removal of Unjust Discrimination

"It i- equall) obvious, from another standpoint, that the
act must be interpreted as authorizing the removal by the
Interstate < ommen ton of any unjust discrimina-
tion, created by a state, against interstate commerce, or any
portion of it, in favor of intrastate commerce, or anv portion
of it.

"Unjust discrimination may exist, and does exist, when-
ever interstate commerce is injuriously affected by the more
favorable term- on which intrastate commerce is permitted
to move. 'The more favorable terms on which intrastate

commerce may move, as compared with interstate commerce,
may exclude the latter from markets which each i- a
or from producing fields on which each is depending.

""It is accordingly submitted that, from whatever stand-
point the subjeci be viewed, the act must be interpreted, in

its provisions as to state rates, as conferring upon the Inter-

State Commerce Commission a power, and a power only, to

see that all unjust and unreasonable advantages of state over

interstate commerce, and all unjust discrimination of state

against interstate commerce, are removed, and that there be
no substantial inequality of commercial opportunity to the

prejudice of interstate commerce in the use of the instrumen-
talities of interstate commerce.

"It cannot be successfully asserted that the powers con-
ferred by the ,ut. as to interstate rates and as to unjust
discrimination against interstate commerce, are not within

the constitutional grant of power made to the national

eminent b) the -t.iti - to regulate interstate and foreign

commeri e

The Method of Rate Making

"Nor can valid criticism be made of the method of rate-

making, by groups, prescribed in the act It is the method
which was adopted and followed by the commission before

the act was passed. It i- the only method possible.

"It is difficult to understand why the contention should

now be insistently and gravely made that if Congress under-

takes to regulate or fix the intrastate rates of an interstate

carrier, it is invading the reserved right- of the states and
violating the tenth amendment of the Constitution.

It cannot be denied that the power to provide for, foster

and protect—all of which are involved in the power to

regulate in. huh- the power to fix the standard of efficiency

and adequacy of the means or instrumentalities for carrying

on interstate commerce. That standard—the i.

standard—must be supported out of all the train

and interstate, of the carriers. If a state disapproves of the

national standard and may, by fixing state rat

to make an inequitable and inadequate contribution to the

t of the interstate agency, it has the power to impose

11- standard on Congress, or to throw on interstate com-

merce and the commerce of other states, or on both, the

burden of sustaining the national standard of efficiency and
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adequacy. In either event, Congress would be denied the

exercise of its constitutional authority, and the state, not the

nation, would be supreme in the national field.

Brief Filed By Texas Authorities

The bill tiled by the Texas authorities says in part

:

Complainant avers that the Railroad Labor Board and .the

Interstate Commerce Commission, without power or author-

ity, constitutional or otherwise, arc each exercising functions,

powers and authority attempted to be given to each of them

respectively by act of Congress in the "Transportation Act of

1920" and are making findings, entering orders, and attempt-

ing to enforce its provisions in accordance with said act and

several sections herein referred to, and are claiming and intend

to exercise power and authority under said act and said

several sections thereof.

Labor Board

That the acts of the Railroad Labor Board in fixing wages,

salaries, establishing working conditions, practices and regu-

lations of the various employees of the railroads of the

United States and of the state of Texas have caused an enor-

mous increase in the amount of railroad operating expense;

and that its orders in force and effect at the present time have

resulted in unnecessary, unreasonable and unjust wage to

many of the employees of the said railroads within the state

of Texas; that such salaries and wages are out of proportion

to wages paid for like services in other and similar positions

and employment, paid and received by the people of the state

of Texas, and is an unjust and unreasonable demand upon the

railroads of the state of Texas resulting in the necessity for

and an increased operating income; and complainant further

avers that by reason of such unjust, unreasonable wages,

salaries, working conditions, practices and regulations, the

Interstate Commerce Commission acting under the pretended

authority of the Transportation Act in order to create and
obtain for the railroads of the state of Texas an operating

income pursuant to the Act of Congress of 1920 above alleged,

and sufficient to pay the wage scale and carry out the prac-

tices and regulations so fixed and maintained by said Labor
Board, has fixed fares and charges for the transportation of

passengers and freight which are unjust and unreasonable.

All of which causes and has caused a great loss to the pro-

ducers and shippers of the state of Texas, a great diminution
of freight and passenger traffic to the railroads of the state

of Texas and has caused and is causing a great financial loss

to the people of the state of Texas, producers, shippers and
carriers alike in violation of the constitutional right particu-

larly guaranteed to them by the fifth and fourteenth amend-
ments of the Constitution of the United States.

Certificates of Convenience and Necessity

That the Interstate Commerce Commission has granted
certificates of convenience and necessity to railroads within
the state of Texas authorizing and directing them to cease
operation of trains and to dismantle their railroads and dis-

pose of their physical property contrary to the Constitution
and laws of the state of Texas, and in disregard of their con-
tract obligations with the people of the state of Texas, and
particularly of the vicinities through which such railroads
pass. That the Interstate Commerce Commission has refused
to grant certificates of convenience and necessity and to
permit railroads within the state of Texas to advertise and
charge fares and freight rates and to receive passengers and
freight from connecting carriers and transport same in accord-
ance with the laws of the state of Texas, and has refused to
permit the construction of railways within the state of Texas
by persons and corporations who have complied with the Con-
stitution and laws of the state regulating the chartering,
organization, construction and maintenance of railways wholly
within the state of Texas. That the Interstate Commerce
Commission is exercising the powers attempted to be granted
in the Transportation Act to supervise and regulate the issu-
ance of bonds, certificates and other securities by the railroads
of the state of Texas when so issued in" accordance with the
Constitution and laws of the state of Texas regulating the
issuance of bonds, certificates and securities; that thereby the
railroads of Texas and the people of Texas are compelled to

submit to the demands and conform to the rules and regula-
tions of the Interstate Commerce Commission at an unneces-
sary expense and .meat inconvenience resulting in the loss of
property and in the taking of their property without due
process of law contrary to their right guaranteed under the
Constitution of the United States.
And that the Interstate Commerce Commission is making

rates, charges, fares, issuing orders, regulations and schedules

and establishing practices requiring and compelling the rail-

roads of the state of Texas to comply and conform thereto;

and that the said Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

an order placing the state of Texas in what is designated as

the "Western Freight Group" and has and will continue to

require the railroad companies of the state of Texas to charge
and control fares, rates and charges contrary to the statutes

of the state of Texas and its Constitution and valid contracts
of said railroad companies, all of which acts, orders, rules and
regulations are contrary 'to the statutes and Constitution of

the state of Texas and the United States, and as heretofore
alleged, the railroads of Texas are now and will be called

upon to pay more than their just share upon property within
the state to supply the operating income demanded by the
railroads of the United States; that said Interstate Commerce
Commission intends and will whenever it deems it necessary
and desirable, authorize the creation and operation of trusts,

combinations and monopolies among railroads in Texas with-
out regard for the Constitution and statutes of Texas relative

thereto, and thereby the people of the state will be deprived
of their right to have competing carriers and freight compe-
tition; that the state of Texas in its sovereign capacity is

being sued and has been and will be sued and made a party
to suits involving the rights, powers, privileges, sovereignty
and property of said state before the Interstate Commerce
Commission of the United States contrary to the Constitution
as herein alleged.

State Sovereignty

Complainant further alleges that great and grievous injury

and damage is resulting to it and its citizens by reason of the
enactment of the act of Congress known as "The Transpor-
tation Act of 1920" ; that it is shorn of large powers of sover-

eignty, viz.: legislative, executive and judicial powers re-

served to it by the Constitution of the United States, and it

is deprived of privileges and immunities guaranteed to it as a

sovereign under the Constitution of the United States, and
that citizens situated in the boundaries of Texas and that its

citizens and railroads are unauthorized to do and prohibited
from doing acts and things otherwise legal and lawful except
for the provisions of said act and the acts of the defendant
herein.

Forasmuch, therefore, as complainant is without adequate

remedy at law and its only protection in the premises must
arise from the powers of this Honorable Court, in the exercise

of its original jurisdiction, the state of Texas respectfully

prays that there be granted a writ of subpoena issuing out of

this Honorable Court to be directed to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission by service upon its chairman, Edgar E.
Clark, to the Railroad Labor Board by service upon its chair-

man, R. M. Barton, the defendants herein named, demanding
them and requiring them and each of them to appear and
answer thereto, but not under oath, answer under oath being
expressly waived; and that the so-called Transportation Act
of 1920, and particularly Sections 300 to 316. inclusive. 402 to

407, 416 and 418, 402, sub-divisions 18 to 22, 407, subdivisions
1 to 8, 422, subdivisions 1 to 18, 439, subdivisions 1 to 11, be
declared invalid, unconstitutional and void; and that the de-
fendants named herein and constituted bodies corporate be
declared and adjudged illegal and without statutory or con-
stitutional authority; and that any and all laws or parts of
laws, directing, empowering, regulating the creation, appoint-
ment, qualification and terms of service and granting author-
ity to defendants named and the several members thereof be
declared invalid, unconstitutional and void and the acts,
orders and all things authorized to be done or performed by
defendants be declared void, invalid and of no force and effect
and without force of law, or if any part of said Transportation
Act of 1920 be held to be constitutional, the remaining sec-
tions and portions thereof and all other laws in aid thereof
be declared invalid, unconstitutional and void; and that the
defendants and each of them be enjoined and restrained from
enforcing all or such invalid and unconstitutional portions of
the laws herein complained of in the state of Texas in such a
manner as to interfere with the regulation of internal affairs

of the complainant and the enforcement of its Constitution
and its constitutional and valid laws, regulations and con-
tracts, and the constitutional rights of its citizens, and that
complainant may have such other and further relief -as to this

court may seem just and equitable in the premises.

The Wisconsin Case

The Wisconsin case was also reargued in the Supreme
Court this week. The case was originally heard last spring

but the court called for a reargument after the inauguration

of Chief Justice Taft.



of the I'lant and Yards During Construction

Norfolk & Western Goes to Treated Cross Ties

New Wood Preserving Plant Built by This Road at East

Radford, Va., Contains Many Advanced Features

Each vicar sees an increase in the use of treated timber

and, in particular, of treated tics. The Norfolk &
Western is one of the large railroads that has recently

made a study of wood preservation and the result of its

investigation is evidenced most clearly by the construction

of a thoroughly modern treating plant and facilities at East

Radford, Va. Heretofore this road had used no treated ties

and for the present it will continue to use untreated white

oak ties in its heavy traffic tracks, although about 70 per

cent of its tie requirements will lie met witli treated ties.

Outstanding among the many interesting features of the

plant are its capacity of 1,500,000 ties annually; its

line. It is about centrally located on thi system I tie area

selected lies between the present railroad tracks and the bank
of the New river and comprises about 50 acres of sloping

land that required considerable grading after which it was
covered with a six- inch layer of cinders. The plant facilities

consist of a power plant, retort house with treating

storage tanks, etc., a laboratory and office building, an adzing
and boring house, a pumping station, a large sfc

ami a full layout of standard and narrow gage tracks, living

quarters for employees and other miscellaneous buildings and
equipment.

It is the intention of the Norfolk & Western to season all

General Layout of the Treating Plant and Yard

adaptability for utilizing four different methods of treatment,

if necessary; the method of handling all preservatives by

air; and the duplication of all units to give flexibility and

independence.

The chief tie wood which the Norfolk & Western will usi

is red oak, easily procurable in quantities in the territory

served by that road but principally on its Bristol line. This

formed one of the main reasons for locating the plant at East

Radford, the others being, the advantages of a central loca-

tion and the acquisition of a trad of land suitable for the

purpose. East Radford is on the Hristol line about two miles

south of Walton, the junction of that branch witli the main

if approximately one \ear. after which they

will he treateil and shipped out immediately, no storage for

treated timber having been provided except in a very small

degree. The plant as a unit has been laid out to correspond

with this in lulling, the area ujxm which it is

located being divided roughly into two longitudinal si

as is shown in the plan. The buildings, the .^o-in. narrow

gage tracks, the loading tracks and the loading docks have

been located in the section nearest to the railway tracks. An-
other factor which influenced the design oi the layout was the

desire to separate the standard and narrow gage tracks so as

to avoid any conflicting movements and to provide a meas-
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ure of independence in operating over the two trackage

systems.

In following out this plan, the tracks were laid alternately

standard and narrow gage at intervals of 60 ft., with four

lines of each serving the storage yard -proper. In other words

there is a standard gage track every 120 ft. across the yard.

A ladder at one end connects all standard gage yard tracks

while a narrow gage track running diagonally across at about

the center of the yard provides for the moving of the trams

to the adzing and boring house. In addition to this trackage,

there is a complete system of narrow gage tracks leading to

the various buildings mentioned as well as to the loading

tracks and the loading docks, the latter being served also by

standard gage tracks.

The tie piles have been arranged not only to give accessi-

bility, both in stacking and in the loading of the trams, but

likewise to provide adequate ventilation for seasoning and

fire protection. Each pile is five ties long, perpendicular to

the center line of the tracks with an alleyway 2>
l/> ft. to 4 ft.

wide separating it from the one adjoining. Every sixth pile

has been omitted, thus forming a roadway across the yard

approximately 17 ft. wide. As one of the measures for pro-

tection against fire a 100-ft. opening was left at about the

center of the yard across its full width. The ties are gen-

erally delivered in box cars from which they are unloaded

by hand, although the piling is handled by locomotive cranes

equipped with 40-ft. booms.

The tie yard equipment at present consists of 128 extra

heavy tram cars, a 20-ton steam dinkey, one locomotive crane

and two Angier tie loaders for use with the treated ties. All

main track ties are adzed and bored before treatment. In

connection with and in view of the increase in the amount of

heavy rail on the Norfolk & Western, that road has adopted

a larger tie plate with a 1 to 20 cant and measuring 7 in. by
11 in. in area by $4 in. thick in place of the old flat 6 in.

by 93^2 in. plate. The equipment for adzing and boring is

housed in a well-lighted structure, is electrically driven and
has a capacity of about 300 ties per hour.

Ties are brought in on trams operating on a high level track

and are unloaded onto a conveyor leading to the machine,

which, after the work is completed, discharges them onto

trams on the opposite side. The outbound track is at a lower

level than the inbound and is connected to it by a loop line

running around the rear of the building. The movement of

the empty trams is by gravity. The trams containing the

adzed and bored ties are then made up in strings of 16,

each containing from 40 to 45 ties, and moved to the retorts.

One of the most important features of the plant is that it

is possible to use any one of four preservative treatments and
to switch over to any one of them with practically no dis-

turbance to the regular routine, these treatments being the

straight creosote, the Rueping or empty cell process, the Card
or the zinc chloride and creosote process and the straight

zinc chloride treatment.

The plant and facilities for treating are housed practically

in one building having concrete foundations and floor with a

steel superstructure covered with corrugated sheet iron. The
treating retorts, of which there are two, measuring 7 ft. in

diameter and 140 ft. long, are situated along one side of the

building and have superimposed on them a third tank of

lesser dimensions and 35,000 gal. capacity for use with the

The Interior of the Retort House Is Clean and Well Lighted

Rueping process. Centrally located in the retort house and
closely adjacent to the treating cylinders are two vertical

pressure tanks equipped with various measuring gages to

determine the rate of absorption and other factors. At one

end two working tanks, each of 55,000 gal. capacity, are

located in an elevated position and feed the retorts by

gravity. These tanks are equipped with heating coils and
measuring and temperature gages. They are also piped for

use with the Card process and are equipped with a per-

forated air line to agitate the solution.

At right angles to the line of the retorts and on the oppo-

site side of the building is an underground tank of 30,000
gal. capacity in a covered concrete pit partly within and
partly without the building. This tank is utilized for un-

Showing the Full Complement of Equipment in the Retort House
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loading oil direct from cars, after which it is blown up into

two storage tanks outside; and also for receiving the oil

dropped from the retorts when the treatment is completed.

In the latter case the oil is blown hack up into the two work-

ing tanks mentioned. Additional facilities for the storage of

oil or zinc chloride solution consist of two 200,000 gal. cov-

ered tanks fitted with steam coils and water seal protection

and a 20,000-gal. concrete tank for zinc chloride.

The space provided for tin- installation of the three air

Constructing the Concrete Cribbing Along the Loading Dock

compressors and two vacuum pumps is large and affords

plenty of room in and around all parts of the machinery.

The piping arrangement is equally openly laid out and is

further simplified by giving cadi line a distinctive color. The
air, water and oil pipes are respectively white, brown and
black in color while the steam lines are asbestos covered.

The air equipment consists of one compressor delivering

1,000 cu. ft. per min. at 100 lb. pressure and two delivering

300 cu. ft. per min. each at 200 lb. pressure, corresponding to

the requirements of the various processes The vacuum pumps
maintain a vacuum of from 24 in. to 25 in. which, at the

elevation of 1,800 ft. at East Radford, corresponds to about

26 in. at other and more nearly sea level installations. These
units work independently of each other and may be used in

connection with either treating cylinder, thus rendering the

handling of the processes in each of the retorts a separate

and independent proceeding. The same pressure that is

tunnel. The building is of brick and concrete fire-proof con-

struction and is divided into two sections. At the present

time the boiler room contains three 300 h.p. horizontal return

tubular boilers equipped with automatic underfeed stokers,

while provision has been made for a fourth or reserve unit

which will be installed when needed. Coal is delivered over

a hopper track from which it is elevated and conveyed by a

conveyor system to a large, overhead, parabolic, steel hopper
with chutes leading to the stokers. Ashes are dropped into

concrete pits beneath the boilers and from there they are

picked up and elevated by the same conveyor mentioned, to

an ash storage bin over the hopper track.

The engine room is equipped with two 750-kw. steam tur-

bines direct-connected to 3-phase 60-cycle generators deliver-

ing 2,300 volts at 3,600 r.p.m. Directly under the engine

room i- a basement containing the condensers, and the pump-
ing equipment for delivering water to various parts of the

plant. The water system is complete and flexible in ar-

Drawing a Charge. Laboratory and Office at the Right,

Storage Tanks in the Background

rangement. The source of supply is the New river from
which the water is drawn and pumped to the power house.

The pumping plant at East Radford contains two elec-

trically-driven centrifugal pumps, each with a capacity of

1,200 gal. per min. The requirements of the condensers are

about 1,200 gal. per min., leaving an ample margin to take

.are of other needs. Mu<.h of the water used in the Con-

Some of the Cottages Furnished the Employees of the Treating Plant

built up during treatment is used for blowing the oil through

the various parts of the system.

Tower is furnished by a plant built as a part of this tie-

treating layout although intended to serve other and outside

purposes. Steam, and electric power as well, will be de-

livered to the engine terminal and shops at East Radford
and current alone to the block signal system and to a nearby

densers is pumped out for other purposes, the entirt

system including line- to tank at the

engine terminal and a 50,000-gal. tank at the treating plant.

When these storage facilities are filled the excess water from
the condensers is returned to the river.

The fire pumps, which are located in the basement of the

power house, draw water direct from the main water line
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from the river and deliver it to the yard through two 6-in.

mains. Two-way hydrants are located every 300 ft. along

each of these mains in covered structures or hose houses, each

containing three SO-ft. reels. Additional fire protection is

secured by water barrels placed at each intersection of the

standard gage track and the 17 ft. roadways. A layout of

fire alarms, telephones, gongs and watchmen is contemplated

to round out the system of yard protection.

A modern fire-proof office building has been constructed

near the retort house which contains offices for the superin-

tendent and his staff as well as a chemical laboratory and

office for the resident or plant chemist. The equipment in

the laboratory includes various pieces of apparatus of the

latest design and is unique in that all ovens, hot plates and

other similar devices are operated electrically. In addition

to this layout, a small experimental cylinder with full accom-

panying equipment is installed in the retort house.

A lavatory provided with separate rooms for white and

colored employees adjoins the treating plant and a bunk

house located at one edge of the yard provides living accom-

modations for the laborers. At the extreme end of the yard

ag in i M| ' r
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The Installation of the Coal and Ash Conveyor Is Clearly

Evident Here

the railroad has constructed a two-story house for the plant

superintendent and a series of one-story or bungalow-type

houses for his staff. All houses are electric lighted, have

running water and are connected with the yard sewer system.

The plant was designed by and constructed under the

direction of J. E. Crawford, chief engineer, and his assistant,

W. P. Wiltsee, who made the necessary studies and was in

general charge, of the work. The power plant and other

buildings were designed by F. P. Turner, bridge engineer,

O. V. Parsons, assistant engineer, being in direct charge in

the field. All questions of a chemical nature were under

the direction of J. H. Gibboney, chief chemist. The retort

house and its equipment, together with other accessories, were

designed and constructed by the Allis-Chalmers Manufactur-
ing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. White & Wood, contractors,

Roanoke, Va., did all the concrete work, track-laying and
other miscellaneous work in connection with the construction

of the plant, while John P. Pettyjohn & Co., contractors,

Lynchburg, Va., built the power house and office building.

H. C. Bell, who has also been connected with the construc-

tion of the plant, will be the superintendent in charge of

operation.

Six Passenger Trains were snow-bound in the Columbia river

gorge on the night of November 21, on the lines of the Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation and the Spokane, Portland

& Seattle roads. The storm was characterized as the worst in

•the history of railroad operation through the gorge.

A Heavy Day's Work on the C. P. R.

The heavy movement of grain eastbound from Winnipeg
over the Canadian Pacific on one day in October (the

25th), which was noted in issue of November 12 (41

trains—1,579 cars), was about 70 per cent greater than

the average daily movement in October. An officer of the

road has sent us the following particulars of the movement:

"Owing to the different classes of ' power used, it was

necessary to break and make up trains to suit the different

classes of engines supplied to handle this traffic east from
Kenora and Ignace, which are the two intermediate di-

visional points between Winnipeg and Fort William. This
section is called the Kenora division; it is 419 miles, divided

into three subdivisions: the Keewatin subdivision from \\ in-

nipeg to Kenora, 126 miles; Ignace subdivision from Kenora
to Ignace, 146 miles, and the Kaministiquia subdivision

from Ignace to Fort William, 147 miles. Trains are

operated by train orders over train dispatchers' telephone

circuit, and without block signals. The Kenora division is

practically all double track. On a 40-mile section, viz.

:

between Winnipeg and Molson, although operated as double

track, the lines diverge to such an extent that in order to

give a return service, it is necessary to run a daily passenger

train against the current of traffic. The figures given repre-

sent the number of loaded freight cars moved out of the

initial terminal on the date in question.

"No mishap of any kind occurred, notwithstanding that

there was a train on each 5.6 miles of line between Winnipeg
and Kenora. The record is remarkable in that it was a

natural one; there was no holding back to accumulate cars

with which to make a record; and when the 1,579th car had
left Winnipeg at 11 :50 p.m. there still remained 1,419 east-

bound loads to be moved.

It was not necessary to borrow any power from any other

division, as when traffic conditions fluctuate, it is the prac-

tice to assign the necessary power. In this instance, the

peak of the heavy grain movement eastward reached Win-
nipeg on October 24 and 25, and to take care of this wave,

which had been increasing in volume daily, it was necessary

to assign additional power to keep traffic moving currently

east from Winnipeg. On this particular day there were in

operation on the Kenora division, in freight service, 112

engines. In addition to the trains mentioned, the regular

passenger and mixed trains were operated on time. These
latter consist of four transcontinental passenger trains, two

local passenger trains against the current of traffic between

Winnipeg and Molson, and one mixed train on each of the

three subdivisions. The westbound traffic on this day west

from Fort William amounted to 174 loads and 1,125 emp-
ties, or 1,299 cars in all. A total of 169 trains were dis-

patched and on the road during the 24 hours under review,

exclusive of passenger trains. To man our trains there were

in the service at that time 327 engineers and firemen and

386 conductors and trainmen, exclusive of the passenger

crews.

"The success of this movement was entirely due to the

hearty and loyal co-operation of the employees."

Railroad Accident Records (and similar data for city streets')

might perhaps be relieved of some of their odium if occasionally

they were compared with country-life conditions. -In the State

of Maine 13 deer hunters lost their lives in the woods during

the season that closed on November 30. Four hunters were

killed when mistaken for deer, three accidentally shot them-

selves, and one was accidentally killed by a companion. Two
were drowned and three died from exhaustion and exposure.

These accidents and incidents were accompaniments of the

killing of 2.200 deer.
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Accident Investigations—
July, August and September

The Interstate CoYnmerce Commission has issued its ninth

quarterly summary of accident investigations made by
the Bureau of Safety, covering the reports completed

in the three months ending with September, 1921. This

pamphlet, .52 page 1/ accidents seven collisions

and 10 derailments—as follow-:

Derailment ..Pennsylvania
Collision Denver & Rio Gra
Derailment ..Delaware, Lackawai
Derailment ..New York, New Haven H
Collision Central of New .!.

Collision Chic., Rnck Island Pa

Collision .. . i
Minneapolis S St, I ou

Run, Pa July 13

Colo July 19
-,. Pa July 2>

Mas July 27
i Hi. N. I Tuly 27
Lake Jet.. la July 29

Iowa July 30
Mil. & St. Paul, i

IVrry

is, Tex. & Mix... Gordon. I.a Vug
is Tex. & Mcx Clear Creek, La \ue

}-, & w
> Lerna, III. .Aug.

Aui;. 20
Aug. 23
Aug. 24
Sept. 3

Ga..Sept. 3

. .Sept Hi

Sept. !S

I Inr.icu

Derailment * n Orle
Derailment . .New Orle;

Collision ( Toledo,LO"' s '°"
) Illinois Centra..

Derailment ..Kallimore & Ohio ('. T I.I

Collision Wash'n., Bait, & \. lis...R(
Derailment ..Denver & Rio Grande W Gale, Colo
Derailment ..Delaware. Lackawanna & W, Vpalachin, I

Derailment ..Atlanta, Birm'hm. & \i!.

Derailment ..Chicago aiul Norili Western I

Collision . ... 1'. nnsyh inia I iould, i Ibio

Following are ;iljstracts of these reports:

On the Pennsylvania Railroad, near Huston Run, Pa.

(Monongahela division) on July 13, a southbound freight

was derailed by the emergency application of the air brakes

when the train broke in two between the tender and the first

car; and one car fouled the northbound track. It was run

into by northbound passenger train No. 7731, and the pas-

senger locomotive was derailed and overturned. The en-

gineman of this train was killed and one other employee was
inj'ured. The inspector gave the cause as the pulling out of

the coupler of the leading car because of the coupler key

having worked out. The cotter key was missing. The con-

clusion says that if the cars had been inspected at Shire Oaks
it is probable that if the cotter kej had been missing at that

time its absence would have been discovered and the acci-

dent probably prevented.

The trains in collision on the Denver & Rio Grande at

Grizzly, Colo., on July 19, about 9:07 a. m., were westbound
freight No. 65 and eastbound passenger No. 2. The trains

iiirt on a curve of eight degrees. They were moving at low
speed, but the fireman of the freight was killed. Six other

employees and two passengers were injured. The collision

occurred between the switches of the passing track. The
freight locomotive had been cut off from its train to be run

forward and backed into the siding. It had right of track to

do this as, by train-order No. 10, the passenger train would
Ke two hours 40 minutes late: but train-order No. IS, which
had not been delivered to the freight, allowed the passenger
to run 20 minutes earlier: ami the passenger had right of

track to the east switch until c
' : 1 7 a. m. The inspector finds

that the dispatcher who omitted to send a copy of order No.
15 to the freight had ample time to do so; and if this bad
been done the freight would have bad no right to the main
track west of the east switch without dag protection. The
dispatcher was employed as agent and operator in 1005. pro-

moted to dispatcher in 1907 and to chief dispatcher in 1917.

The train derailed on the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
em at Glenburn, Pa., on July 22, was westbound passenger
No. 3, consisting of locomotive No. 1120 and nine cars, all

of steel. The train was moving at about 50 miles an hour on
a descending grade when it was thrown off the track by a nut,

V\ in. square, which had been placed on the track by some
unknown person. The engineman and fireman were killed,

and 79 passengers, three mail clerks and two employees were
injured. The leading wheels of the engine truck were first

derailed and they ran on the tics more than 2.600 ft. to a

trailing switch, where the rest of the train ran off; and the
locomotive was overturned. It appears that neither the en-
gineman :ii>r 'he fireman, nor any person on the train, knew

that the leading wheels were off the rails until the train had
traversed the half-mile from the obstruction to the switch.

Throughout the half-mile it was noted that the marks on the

ties were not sufficiently severe to necessitate any repairs to

the track. The wheels on the right hand side, in some cases.

skipped over a til 'it.

On the New York, New Haven & Hartford, near Chatham,
Mass., on the seven-mile branch from Harwich to Chatham,
on July 27, southbound passenger train No. 5553, con

of three cars and a locomotive, the locomotive moving back-
ward-, was derailed on a curve of five degrees while mov-
ing at about 25 mile- an hour; and the engine was over-

turned. The engineman and fireman were killed. The en-

gine was being run backwards because of some difficulty in

using the turn table: but it had been run backwards many
times and there was no evidence that the derailment was due
to any fault in the tender or the track. The report gave the

cause of the accident a- not definitely ascertah

The trains in collision on the Central of New Jersey near

Chatsworth, X. J., on July 27, were eastboun

No. 324 and westbound freight extra No. 182, the latter con-

sisting of 10 car.- and a caboose drawn by engine 182. The
freight, running at high speed, passed the train order signal

at Chatsworth, set against it. and collided with the pass

train 200 ft. west of the station. The passenger train had
stopped, the engineman having seen the freight; but there

had not been time ti ve it backward. The passenger train

was driven backward about 65 ft. by the impact. The en-

gine remained upright, although all its wheels were oft the

rails^ The freight engine was overturned. Eleven passengers

and seven employees were injured.

The trains had had orders to meet at a station w

Chatsworth. but this order was superseded by another, to

meet at Chatsworth. This second order had not been de-

livered to the freight, but was placed at Chatsworth for it.

The signal was properly displayed, and the train approached
on a straight line of about three miles, in clear weather; but

the signal was disregarded. The station agent saw that the

freight was coming too fast and he gave a stop signal by
hand (on the fireman's side) but no attention was paid to

this signal. Engineman Wilson of the freight said that ap-

proaching Chatsworth Brakeman Lundcll said the train order

signal was clear, and Wilson said it was difficult to see, but

to have had no foundation. The fireman

of the freight was making his first trip over this division,

and had not seen tin' signal at all.

I lu I.
j orl attributes the collision to the failure of Engine-

man Wilson to observe the signal. Wilson admitted ap-
proaching the station at 40 miles an hour, or Faster, although
knowing that he was approaching a train order signal. The
brakeman is censured for misinforming the engineman. but

it is observed tli.it hi- . for the

man's failure to keep his speed under control.

The trains in collision on the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific near Clear Lake Junction, Iowa, on July 29, were
eastbound second-class freight No. 0]2 and westbound third-

dass freight No. 83. The trains met within yard limits at

about 12 to 20 miles an hour and the engineman, fireman

and one brakeman of train No. S3 were killed. The in-

spector finds that the conductor and the engineman of train

\ o - ; had departed from Clear Lake Junction without
examining the train register; and they were encroaching on
the right o\ an opposing superior train. It appears that an
engine without train. No. 1523, had been run ahead of No

an extra, as far as Clear Lake Junction: and then

from Clear Lake Junction eastward it was run as \o. 012.

Thus, the men of train S3 had met No. 012. but after

ing Clear Lake Junction had to meet another train of the

same number.
Mr also finds that if any one of the men on the

engine of N B had been maintaining a proper lookout, on
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the inside of the curve,' the approach of No. 912 would have

been observed in time to admit of stopping the westbound

train. The eastbound engineman was deceived, for a short

time, by assuming that the westbound train was on the track

of the Chicago Great Western, which lies alongside the Rock

Island track. Other irregularities contributed to the col-

lision; and one flagman had made only two trips over this

part of the road.

The trains in collision at Perry, Iowa, on July 30, about

6:10 a. m., were eastbound passenger No. 4 of the Min-

neapolis & St. Louis, and westbound freight extra 8653 of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the passenger running

into the side of the freight at the crossing of the two roads.

The 22nd, 23rd and 24th cars of the freight were knocked

off the track and damaged, and the passenger locomotive fell

down a bank. An employee, off duty, was killed by being

struck by one of the freight cars. There is no interlocking

at the crossing and trains are required to stop at a stop board.

The passenger train approached on a straight line, but the

engineman, although he had reduced his speed at a point one

mile back of the crossing, did not keep a good lookout, and

reached the crossing sooner than he expected to. He said

that he struck the freight at about 10 miles an hour, but the

inspector thinks he was running faster. The engineman was

acquainted with the road and there were landmarks, includ-

ing a bridge about one-fourth mile from the crossing, which

should have enabled him to determine his location with

sufficient accuracy.

The inspector finds that about 30 trains a day pass over

this crossing on the St. Paul road and 14 trains a day on the

M. & St. L. ; and therefore recommends the installation of

interlocking signals.

The train derailed on the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico

near Gordon, La., on August 5, was a westbound freight,

extra 113—locomotive and 46 cars. Moving at about 40

miles an hour, or faster, where the regulations required a

much lower speed, the four rear cars and the caboose were

derailed, and the conductor and one brakeman were killed.

The inspector believes the derailment was due to excessive

speed on uneven track, combined with excessive side-bearing

clearance on the forward end of a tank car. Inspection of

this car, the first to run off, showed that this clearance on one

end of this car was % in., while it should not have been over

Yi in. This was a car of 100,000 lb. capacity.

The train derailed on the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico,

near Clear Creek, La., on August 8, was eastbound freight

extra No. 88, consisting of a locomotive and 42 cars. Two
trespassers were killed and one employee and four trespassers

were injured. The inspector finds the cause of the collision

to have been excessive speed on irregular track, together with

excessive side bearing clearance on the front truck of a tank

car. The wreckage of 17 cars was piled up in a distance of

300 ft. and the leading portion of the train ran about 1,000

ft. after derailment, indicating that the speed had been high.

The rule limits the speed at this point to 25 miles an hour.

Trains in collision at Lerna, III, on August 13, were east-

bound freight No. 46, second section, of the Toledo, St.

Louis & Western, and northbound passenger No. 222 of the

Illinois Central, the freight running into the side of the pas-
senger at the crossing of the two roads; the crossing is at

right angles. Both trains were moving very slowly. This
collision occurred at about 9 :50 p. m., and the passenger train

had made a stop for the crossing, there being no interlocking

signals. A conductor, off duty, was killed, and four pas-
sengers and two mail clerks were injured. The engineman
of the freight had not attempted to stop, although he had been
a runner since 1913. The inspector found that of the air

brakes on the freight train only 77 per cent were operative.

The train derailed on the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago
Terminal near Blue Island, 111., on August 20, was a south-

'bound extra freight. The locomotive was overturned and the

engineman was killed. Moving at 20 miles an hour, or

faster, the tender rocked, on uneven track, so as to jump the

track and cause the derailment. The engine was running

tender first.

The trains in collision on the Baltimore & Annapolis

Electric Railroad at Revell, Md., on August 23, were north-

bound passenger No. 332 and a southbound work train, the

latter consisting of a motor car with one platform car, the

motor pushing the flat. The conductor and the motorman of

the work train were killed. These men had encroached on

the time of the passenger train several minutes. How they

came to do so is not known, but the brakeman, who was rid-

ing on the rear of the motor, thought that they were depend-

ing on the rights of a following superior train, No. 329.

They thought that 332 would have to wait at Revell for 329;

but an order had been issued fixing the meeting point at a

station north of Revell.

The train derailed on the Denver & Rio Grande Western

at Gale, Colo., on August 24, about 3:20 a. m., was west-

bound passenger No. 1, first section, consisting of a locomo-

tive and 11 cars, all of steel construction. Moving at about

20 miles an hour, the train broke through a trestle bridge,

the foundations of which were weakened by a sudden flood.

One passenger and Engineman Armstrong were killed and

63 passengers and six employees were injured. The founda-

tions of the bridge, 16 ft. apart, were 20 ft. long and 3 ft.

wide with a depth of 5 ft. These were surmounted by bents

of yellow pine, 12 in. x 12 in., properly braced and tied.

The water course usually is dry, but on the night of the de-

railment there had been a heavy storm several miles upstream,

and water had been flowing under the bridge to a depth of

from 6 feet to 9 feet. This train had orders calling attention

to 13 places where speed was to be reduced; but none of them
applied at this particular point, no danger having been

apprehended.

The train derailed on the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern near Apalachin, N. Y., on September 3, was westbound

passenger No. 3, second section, consisting of a locomotive

and nine cars, seven of the cars being all-steel. Moving at

about 45 miles an hour, or faster, the train was derailed at or

near the end of a curve of less than four degrees; and the

locomotive and first car were overturned. One passenger was
killed and 69 passengers and eight employees were injured.

The inspector finds that the track, which was being raised

and ballasted, was not strong enough to carry a train of this

weight at this speed. "The indications are that the ballast

did not hold, and that the track slid underneath the train."

The trackmen had stopped work at this particular point and
there was a heavy shower shortly before the derailment which
may have tended to loosen some of the ties.

The derailment on the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic at

Cascade Crossing, Ga., on September 7, was caused by an

explosion, the explosive having been placed under the track

maliciously. The report on this case was noticed in the

Railway Age of October 3, page 665.

The train derailed on the Chicago & North Western near

Belle Plaine, Iowa, on September 16, about 3 a. m., was
westbound passenger No. 7, consisting of a locomotive and
eight cars. Moving at about 35 miles an hour, the train was
derailed at a washout and the locomotive was overturned.

The engineman and fireman were killed and one passenger,

three employees and three trespassers were injured, one of the

trespassers fatally. The report of the inspector says that the

washout was due to an unusually heavy rainfall' and that it

was at a point where no previous difficulty had been
experienced.

The collision on the Pennsylvania Railroad at Gould,
Ohio, September 25, was caused by a false clear semi-auto-

matic block signal, which was out of order by reason . of

grounds on controlling electric wires. This case was reported

in the Railway Age of November 26, page 1052.



Meeting of Railroad Division of A. S. M. E.

Papers on Elimination of Waste in Design of Motive Power

and in Operation of Locomotives and Cars

Tin elimination oi iva ti i lu 1

1

-. was the genera]

topic discussed at the at a] meeting oi the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers held in New York

this week. In conformity with tl tra] theme, the Rail-

road Division of the society, ai its meeting on December 6,

presented three papers on avoidable waste in Locomotives and

cars. The first of these papers, b) James Partington, on

Avoidable \\ t< in I.o< omi I

the Railway ge 899.

I he first part of I William Elmer on Avoidable
Waste in th of Locomotives and Car- was ab-

D : ul it-r 3, page 1081. The con-

cluding section of Mr. Elmer's paper and the paper by W.
('. Sanders appear below.

Avoidable Waste in Car Operation—The Container Car

By Walter C. Sanders

The container car was an outcomi oi the railroad conges-

tion during the war and was first put in operation last year

by A. II. Smith, president of the New York Central Lines,

to reduce the transportation losses due to congestion which

tied up industry. It is hoped that mail, express and freight

robberies, breakage, checking and rehandling, delays to ship-

A Carload of Mail Containers Ready for Delivery to the

Post Office

pers, and many other railroad evil- ma) also be materially

redui ed by the < ontainer-car S) stem.

Loss of and damage to freight lias grown in recent years

into one of the heavie I I :al in the transportation industry

and strenuous campaigns which included maintenance of ex-

tensive police and supervisor) forces together with educa

tional campaigns among shippers and railroad employees to

secure stronger packing, careful handling and suppression

of theft, have failed to stop this economic waste.

The proportions of this transportation problem may be

judged from the fad that in the year 1914 American rail-

roads paid out $33,000,000 in claims for loss of and damage
to freight, and for the year 1920 this mounted to a total of

$125,000,000, the incidental injury to business affected bene.:

considerably greater. Under the ordinary system of han-

dling less-than-carload Lots or shipments the gcxxls are

checked and handled item by item from shipper to truck or

dray, from truck to depot platform or warehouse, and from
the platform to the ear. , They are subject to handling and

checking at each stage of the journey, and when finally they

reach their destination this handling and checking is all

done over again. It is therefore necessary to maintain

armies of employees to act as freight handlers, clerks, check-

ers and station overseers, as well as switchmen to shunt cars

to fixed Location where loading and unloading are pos

The container system provides that the portable container

shall be loaded and Locked at the shipper's own store door,

conveyed by motor truck to the railroad yard, and lifted by

crane aboard thi container car, where steel bulkheads and
sides form absolute protection against opining the container

in transit. At the destination the lo< ked container is un-

loaded by a crane and carried by motor truck directly to

the warehouse or consignee's door, to be unloaded at his

convenience. This simple system of handling gixxls will

make it possible to great!) reduce the force of employees

now necessary.

Another advant oi the container-car system expected

Freight Type Container Loaded on a Motor Truck. The
Larger Containers Which Originally Formed Part of the

Equipment Are No Longer Used, the Size

Shown Being Standard

to prove most valuable i- the greatly increased use of con-

tainer rolling stock in moving service, which is particularly

important when traffic expand- to its peak and when the

prime need i- to shorten layovers of cars in yards an

and unloading, and to limit their id

and obstruction through misuse for stora

busy time- the need is to keep every wheel turning as

tinuously as possible to secure maximum transpo-'

With ample supplies of the removable containers, which in

1147
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their several classes are of uniform sue and interchangeable,

one carload of containers may be removed and sent with

their loads to consignees, and another set immediately hoisted

into place and the car be ready to proceed within a matter

of minutes in most instances. The locked containers may
remain on station platforms or at the stores of shippers for

loading or unloading at convenience without tying up costly

rolling stock at points where track capacity is limited and

congestion quickly obstructs the flow of traffic unless the cars

are kept moving. With this rapid handling of the containers

on and off the car the mileage per year made by the ordinary

piece of rolling stock may be doubled, and it is predicted

that the tremendous expense of maintaining box cars and

other rolling stock equal to all emergencies will be materially

cut down.

The container car may make costly packing and crating

unnecessary because goods packed in flimsy pastboard boxes

or even bound with heavy paper are protected against break-

age, theft, and water or weather damage.

There are at present in service on the New York Central

Lines three container cars, one of the mail or express type,

and two that are being used for valuable freight, such as

silks and woolens. Three new mail cars of improved design

which are now being constructed will be equipped with an

improved type of all-steel container. A new freight-type

container car is being designed, and refrigerator and tank

container cars are contemplated.

General Description of the Container Car

The container car is nothing more than a long car with a

steel side or fence, similar to a low-side gondola, loaded

with large steel safes or containers, made as light as pos-

sible, in which commodities of all kinds travel from con-

signor to consignee, inviolate against thieves, fire, weather

and breakage. The safes or containers are lifted on and off

the car by cranes or hoisting devices, permitting the "parent"

rolling stock to continue in immediate transportation

circulation.

(Mr. Sanders' paper included a detailed description of

the express container cars as illustrated and described in

the Railway Age for February 4, 1921, page 315, and the

freight container cars described and illustrated in the issue

of April 8, page 905.—Editor.
|

Containers and Container Cars

Now Under Construction

The three new mail-type container cars now being built

will carry eight containers of a new, improved design, the

outside measurements being, length 7 ft. 2 l/2 in., width 9 ft.

2>Yi in., clear height 8 ft. 2 in., with 5 ft. 9 in. by 3 ft. 6 in.

door on the length side of the container. The culsic capacity

will be 438 cu. ft., light weight 3,000 lb. and capacity

7,000 lb.

'Jests conducted in the last few months on the New York
Central Lines have demonstrated that the express type of

container car can be emptied of the nine containers by an
ordinary crane in 21 min. and reloaded with other contain-

ers and the car put back in circulation in about the same
time. This test was made with an ordinary moving track

crane, since no special cranes or handling devices have as

yet been constructed for use in handling the containers.

With the special handling devices contemplated it will be

possible to unload the containers with greater speed directly

to waiting motor trucks, platforms, or on the ground.

During May, 1921, at the request of the Postmaster Gen-
eral, a mail test was run from New York City to Chicago,

111., and return with the express type of container car. Upon
arrival at Chicago the nine containers, containing 37,000 lb.

of mail, were unloaded onto waiting Post Office motor trucks

in 21 min., which is one-fifth of the time used in unloading

an ordinary mail storage car. At Chicago connections were

made with western mail trains that have never been made
before. Upon the arrival of the car at New York on the

return trip the containers were removed from the car in

18 min.

It is believed that the use of containers in mail service

( 1 ) will prevent the loss in transit of valuable registered

mail, parcels post and other mail; (2) will mean a saving

to the government in handling mail, both in trucking and
checking as well as a material saving to the railroads in

the use of equipment; (3) will make possible a quick trans-

fer at important gateway points and the maintaining of

close railway connections otherwise impossible; and (4) will

afford an increased weight and capacity as compared with

the average load now handled in mail storage or baggage

cars, the average weight of mail now carried in mail storage

cars being approximately 30,000 lb.; 37,000 lb. of mail

were carried on the run to Chicago.

Summary

A summary of prime advantages of the container car

system is as follows:

(a) It will furnish a means of expediting deliver)' of less-

than-carload lots of commodities by eliminating the

time and expense of rehandling, checking and trucking.

(b) It will eliminate costly crating and packing.

(c) The immediate unloading and loading of containers at

terminal points eliminates the item of demurrage, at

the same time promptly releasing rolling stock, clearing

the yards of cars and reducing congestion.

(d) It will eliminate the piecemeal loading of cars at rail-

way sidings in exposure to all kinds of weather.

(e) It will tend to keep the car moving at all times, making
possible double the mileage as made now by an ordinarv

piece of rolling stock.

(/) Containers are fire- and weather-proof, and also

burglar-proof in that they cannot be opened while on

the car or while being transferred by handling device

to and from the car.

The increased service capacity of each unit by the develop-

ment of the container-car system is thought to hold far-

reaching economic possibilities in railroad operations of the

future, as well as in the co-ordinated use of the motor truck

and the electric railway.

Discussion

R. H. Newcomb (Boston & Maine), told of experiment-

with container cars manufactured by the River and Rail

Transportation Company on the Boston and Maine. This

design differs from the container car described by Mr.

Sanders in that the containers can be transferred from the

car to motor trucks without the use of cranes or other lift-

ing devices. The container method of transportation seems

particularly well adapted for use on the railroads in New
England and it was thought that by this system less than

carload freight could be handled with one-third the number

of cars now used. Replying to questions, Mr. Newcomb
stated that no trouble was encountered due to containers

freezing to the car underframe in winter and no difficulty

was experienced in meeting the requirements of the Safety

Appliance Act.

A. E. Ostrander (American Car & Foundry Company),

brought out the fact that high-grade commodities, such as

furniture, were frequently shipped in the bodies of vans

which were removed from the running gear and loaded onto

freight cars. The container car affords a much better meth-

od of handling such traffic which should be advantageous to

the railroads and also to the shippers. The container method

of transportation should open up to the railroads a profitable

traffic field in the handling of raw and finished silks which

arc now shipped principally by auto truck.

Representatives of the railway mail service emphasized the
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value of the container car in expediting the delivery of mail

and in handling parcel post matter.

F. S. Gallagher (New York Central) stated that the appli-

cation of the container system to the transportation of milk
was now being considered. By using suitable insulation

around the tanks, no icing in transit would l>e required.

Avoidable Waste in the Operation of Cars 1

By William Elmer

The avoidable waste in the operation of cars may be con-

sidered under three heads: a, The utilization of cars in

the hands of agents, shippers and consignees: b, The han-
dling and dispatching of cars in yards and on the road; c,

The inspection and repair of cars by the maintenance* of

equipment department.

Utilization of Cars in the Hands of

Agents, Shippers and Consignees

So far as the railroads arc concerned, one great means
of improving utilization that suggests itself is the increased

use of cars in the hands of agents and shippers, which

necessarily involves the promptness with which they are

loaded and unloaded and the extent to which they are loaded,

i. e., that the maximum loading be secured for the car in

the minimum time, etc.

Maximum car loading is a matter of dire necessity during

periods of car shortage. It is also very essential to the

economic conduct of transportation. During recent months
the necessity for conserving cars has been decreased by the

small volume of tonnage handled by the railroads. With
the slump in traffic there is a tendency on the part of the

shippers and railroad men alike to let down in their effort

to secure maximum loading. This "line of least resistance"

method is resulting in considerable less than capacity

loading.

It is a fact, not generally recognized, that car loading

affects the cost of railroad operation very seriously, not only

l>ecause the paying load may be a small percentage of the

gross train load, but also because lightly loaded cars require

more tractive effort per ton than heavily loaded cars, e. g.,

the average weight of a car is from 15 to 20 Ions while the

average weight of all commodities is averaging approximately

27 tons. The load of the ear itself must be hauled with

every movement of the contents and requires as much trac-

tive effort on the part of the locomotive per ton to move this

weight as it does for the contents, therefore the importance

of keeping the percentage of lading to total weight as high

as possible is self-evident. This question has assumed a

very different aspect to the shipper since the passage of the

Transportation Act, which stipulates that the rates must be

sufficient to earn a fixed return on the value of the prop
Any waste due to the light loading of cars adds to the operat-

ing cost and thereby to the rates necessary to earn the spe< i

Bed return. The shipper therefore has a new interest in

effecting economics of transportation and can contribute to

that end most effectively by co-operating in the heavier load

ing of cars.

General practice permits the loading of car-; 10 per cent

in cmc;'; of the marked capacity. There arc great
.

bilities in the utilization of this margin for with man}
classes of loading great advantage may be taken of it to gain

one car in every ten and to increase the average carload

correspondingly.

There are many commodities moving which will permit

of making trade units to correspond to the capacity of the

car; this lias been done with cement, and other like commodi-
ties. If this were done with flour and all similar com-

modities great assistance might be rendered to the railroads

•An abstract of the section o< Mi Elmer's paper dealing with
locomotive^ was published in tin- issue of Decembei

The agent through close association with shippers is in the

best position to encourage maximum loading. It is often

decidedly hard to convince shippers that they are not loading

their cars to cubical capacity. This is particularly true of

the coal operators. The best means of producing convincing
evidence of the empty space in the car is to show the shipper

a photograph of the car which will speak for itself, and we
have found a kodak to be a most helpful instrument in m-
creasing the tons per car, The cars may be intercepted and
photographed at scales or in classification yards.

I In prompt release of cars under load is a large factor

in the efficiency of the car. Most shippers and consignees

arc reasonable in this respect and will give us their best

efforts if the matter is handled with them in a diplomatic

way. After urging the shippers and consignees, the railroad

then has a very important part to play by the prompt move-
ment of cars, whether loaded or empty; it being purely

psychological that, after urging the shipper or con

failing on our own part would necessarily breed antagonism.

The Handling and Dispatchment of

Cars in Yards and on the Road

Alter cars have been loaded and waybills furnished by
tin agent to transport freight from point of origin to des-

tination, it becomes the duty of the trainmaster to arrange

for movement and deliver)- with the least possible delay con-

sistent with economical operation. This necessarily ii

good organization and effective supervision to accomplish

proper movement through yards and over the road. Trains

arriving in the receiving yard are subjected to inspection

and minor repairs to insure safe movement over the road

between terminals, sending to the repair yard any bad-order

cars that must be "-hopped" for this purpose. After m-
ii and repairs have been completed, the train is pre-

pared for switching from receiving yard to I

yard, which process requires car markers to chalk-mark cars

for their respei tive I 1 tssifii ition tracks, according to destina-

tion and touting, also furnishing corresponding switching

lists ''or tl'e conductor mi ch itching crew, and

switchmen who operate switches leading into the classifica-

tion yard. Yard locomotives and a force of trainmen are

required to switch trains int.) the classification yard at proper

-peed for accurate weighing at points where cars pass over

a track scale tiring brakemen to ride cars into the

classification yard and control them by use of hand ''rakes

to bring them to a stop at the pro|vr point and to avoid

damage by impact with preceding ears standing on the track

The train from the receiving yard has now been dis-

tributed on various tracks in the classification yard, usually

From ten to thirty tracks, depending on the si/e and import-

ance of the yard operation. The original train having thus

lost it- identity, following train-, classified in like manner
t.i the same tracks, are required to assemble cars that will

comprise new trains to lie dispatched when the required

tonnage is accumulated. A variety of conditions arise at

this stage of the operation that seriously influence the time

consumed by ears en route to their destination, which may
il\ be repeated from one to many times between the

originating p sanation of cars, depending on the

distance and the territorv over which they are moving. The
time required to assemble sufficient tonn .

in in
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the classification yard is very largely dependent on the steady

or intermittent arrival of trains in the receiving yard; also

on the hauling capacity of road locomotives used on trains

dispatched in the same direction, which may be 35 or 50

cars from one yard and 100 to 115 cars from another yard

for the same class of locomotive, depending on the ruling

grade of the division over which trains are being hauled.

In this connection another primary cause of delay in

assembling trains in the classification yard is to be found

in the usual number of classifications imposed upon certain

yards for the convenience of connecting divisions to meet

their requirements for various reasons, but primarily due to

inadequate track and switching facilities. So-called "prior

classifications" are also a source of yard delay at the point

where they are assembled, but the time thus consumed is

presumably offset by saving in time at the next yard or ter-

minal point where such trains are kept intact and delivered

to the division in advance thereof without reclassifying,

which means an actual saving in the aggregate time con-

sumed from shipping point to destination, also in operating

expenses. Therefore a considerable portion of yard delay

is beyond control, owing to prevailing conditions that cannot

be eliminated. However, there is ample opportunity for

minimizing yard and road delays to train movement by em-

ploying the best operating methods, maintaining sound or-

ganization and efficient supervision.

Time consumed assembling tonnage for heavy trains to be

hauled by large types of locomotives over comparatively

level grades may be viewed by some as a contributory cause

of "avoidable waste in cars," but it should be recognized

that doing so reduces the number of engine and train crews

and locomotives required to haul a large volume of freight,

which means economical operation.

The Inspection and Repair of Cars by the

Maintenance of Equipment Department

When trains are hauled over the road, certain defects de-

velop and by the time they reach the terminal of a run, a

certain portion of the cars, say 3 to 5 per cent, must go to

the shop for repairs.

In order to keep a check on cars undergoing repairs, a

report is prepared and sent to the different operating officials.

The report indicates the time the car is shopped, the time

it is moved to the shop, the time repairs are completed and

the time car is moved out of shop. By checking over this

report each morning the master mechanic, superintendent

or general officers can determine in a few seconds if there

are any cars that are being held an unreasonable length of

time.

It is the aim of the operating officials to not only see that

all cars are repaired, but to have the cars repaired promptly

and returned to service in the most expeditious manner.

Conclusions

The great secret of the entire operation, therefore, is co-

operation and teamwork, and these can be checked by suit-

able reports.

The statistics which reach the superintendent's desk giving

hourly, daily, weekly and monthly information are many and

varied, and originate from numerous sources, but the reports

scanned by the author with most interest each day are those

which tell where each of the heavy road freight and passenger

engines were the day before and what they were doing.

There is a maxim, "Take care of the shillings and the

pounds will take care of themselves." It seems to apply

particularly to the railroads. Take care of the engines and
the dividends will take care of themselves. Of course this

could not be literally true, but there is so much involved in

this "taking care of the engines," embracing as it does the

time and inferential!}- the money spent in locomotive repairs,

the quality of back-shop ind enginehouse work performed,

the proper tonnage rating, and suitable loading of engines in

order to obtain the most economical road speed, the reduction

of delays getting into and out of yards, the inspection and
repair of car equipment, the efficiency of water stations, coal,

sand and ash-handling plants, the organization and opera-

tion of wreck forces, the handling of local freight and work
trains, in fact, almost each and every one of the thousand

and one matters that go to make up a successful operation

of a division.

If any one of the features named above is not functioning

properly, as well as others too numerous to mention, the

effect will be seen in the slowing down of the road speed

or a lowering of the average mileage per serviceable locomo-

tive or a falling off in the loading efficiency. All these must
be at their highest possible levels of practical performance,

and when they are, a glance of the eye at the daily barometer

ought to tell it, and when they are not, a few minutes' in-

spection of the data ought to tell why and point the remedy.

The supervisors must have tracks fit for speed and service;

the signal engineer must have communicating systems and
signal apparatus in good working order; the road foremen

must have engines properly rated and sufficient crews and
supervision; the train master must have his yard and road

forces properly instructed and disciplined; the division

operator must have his train dispatchers and signalmen alert

and intelligent; and the master mechanic must produce the

power in ample quantity and fit for service.

If the division superintendent can be assured that every-

thing is being done that can be done to have every available

engine in service that can be put in service, and every engine

dispatched is being loaded to the maximum number of cars

it can economically haul, then he is assured of an economi-

cal performance and an avoidance of waste in the operation

of locomotives and cars.

Discussion

In presenting his paper, Mr. Elmer amplified some of

the more important sections and presented a series of charts

which he used to keep a record of the performance of indi-

vidual locomotives and of the motive power on the division

taken as a whole. He referred to the omission of figures

regarding the cost of fuel from the tabulation of expenses

from which the most economical train loading was deter-

mined and explained that this was done because of the diffi-

culty of determining accurately the variation in the unit

costs of fuel with the relatively small change in the tonnage

which was included in the table.

W. L. Bean (New York, New Haven & Hartford) com-

mended Mr. Elmer's paper as a splendid exposition of the

methods to be used for overcoming poor utilization of equip-

ment. Referring to the subject of fuel consumption he stated

that the condition of engines has a great effect on the amount

of coal burned. Locomotives may perform satisfactorily to

the operating officers to the extent of keeping off the delay

sheet and yet burn 25 per cent more coal than necessary. It

has been demonstrated that a great improvement could often

be made by properly adjusting the valve motion.

Mr. Bean called attention to the variations in operating

results brought about by changes in the amount of traffic.

During periods of light traffic the time over the road de-

creases and fuel consumption also goes down. He expressed

the opinion that more harm is done by overloading locomo-

tives than by underloading them.

In discussing equated tonnage rating Mr. Bean stated that

on some roads a constant adjustment factor is used on all

divisions irrespective of local conditions. The adjustment

factor applies only to the frictional resistance and therefore

should van- with the grade, being high on level divisions and

low. on divisions with steep grades. The same applies also

to the temperature adjustment factor used for regulating ton-

nage rating in cold weather.
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Discussion of Paper by James Partington

The discussion of the paper on Avoidable Waste in Loco-
motives as Affected by Their Design, by James Partington,

which was published m the Railway Age of November 5,

1921, page 899, brought out some striking suggestions for

modifications in the design and types of motive power as

the following extracts from the discussion will show:
Among the newly developed locomotive attachments that

make for increased efficiency and economy the thermic sy-

phon may be mentioned, by reason of its already ascertained

influence over the avoidable wa b in locomotive design and
operation. On all tests made thus far the thermic syphon
has never failed to reduce the amount of fuel consumed per

drawbar horsepower. In some cases the installation of these

syphons has resulted in a 25 per cent fuel saving. An aver-

age saving of 15 to 19 pi r cent, according to class, is now
well established.

The second efficiency requirement proposed by Mr. Part-

ington is that a drawbar horsepower be produced for the

minimum amount of weight of locomotive and tender.

Locomotive 50000 was built back in 1910; and Mr.
Partington therefore refers to a number of newly developed

attachments which make for increased effii tern ( and econ-

omy. Along with these the thermic syphon, also of fairly

recent development, should be considered. Indeed, consid-

eration of thermic syphons, as if applied to locomotive 50000,
will at once demonstrate the fundamental character of the

improvement which the thermic syphon has accomplished in

locomotive design. I will assume that the boiler horsepower

of this locomotive is 2250 as stated in the paper. I have

also assumed that all of Mr. Partington's figures relating to

boiler horsepower are based upon the formulas devised by

F. J. Cole of the American Locomotive Company and have

used this method in estimating the capacity in< reasing ability

of the thermic syphon; although, over ami beyond tin in

crease brought about by the addition of radiant heat

absorbing surface in the firebox, considi ration mu I
1"' given

the very rapid circulation which the syphons impart to all

the water in the boiler, and the effect which this circulation

has in further increasing the capacity of the boiler.

The thermic syphon is an inverted triangular water leg

that is positioned vertically above the Eire in the firebox, and
which by thermal action draws water from the throat and

barrel of the boiler, and discharges it through and above

the crown sheet of the firebox. Thereby the firebox heating

surface is much increased and a vigorous fore-and-aft circu-

lation of boiler water is set up. Both factors contribute to

a marked increase of capacity, as well as economy. Inci-

dentally the Syphons support the brick arch.

If two syphons were applied to locomotive 50000 the)

would add approximately 62 sq. ft. to the radiant heat

absorbing surface of the firebox. I lie effect of this installa-

tion would be to add 164 boiler horsepower to the capacity

of the locomotive, although I again desire to emphasize the

point that this is, at best, a theoretical approximation which

in actual practice is far exceeded due to the improved cir-

culation effected throughout the entire boiler.

Allowing for the net additional weight of the syphons,

the result of such installation in locomotive 50000 would In-

to reduce the weight of this locomotive to 113 lb. per boiler

horsepower as compared with 119.6 pounds without syphons.

Further in the case of locomotive 500(H), the application of

thermic syphons as described would increase the boiler

horsepower to 100 per cent of the cylinder horsepower. This
increase in boiler capacity is alone sufficient to insure a sul>-

stantial improvement in fuel economy, but assuming that a

92 per cent boiler, as originally provided is ample, what

further contribution can the s\ phons make toward eliminat-

ing the avoidable weight in the design of this locomotive:'

The original weight of this locomotive was 269,000 lb. If

2,350 boiler horsepower is sufficient and the application of

\| lions enables us to reduce the locomotive weight to 113 lb.

per boiler horsepower, then it should be possible to build

a syphon equipped locomotive of this capacity weighing
approximately 254,000 lb., which is 15,000 lb. less, or to

the cylinder horsepower of locomotive 50000 from
2,427 to approximately 2,600 horsepower if ther-

mi( syphons, without increasing the weight per axle.

Let us see what thermii syphons have actually contributed

toward the elimination of avoidable waste in recent locomo-
tive construction. For an example, consider the Mountain
type locomotives which were constructed by the American
Locomotive Company for the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific last year. These locomi > [tupped with

three syphons and have a calculated boiler horsepower of

2,855. Without syphons the capacity of these boilers would
be reduced to 2,550 horsi powei \ these locomotives weigh
16 ',000 lb., their weight with syphons is 129.3 lb. per boiler

horsepower, while without syphons, their weight would be

increased to 144.7 lb. per boiler horsepower. The cylinder

.war of these locomotives is 2..S24 and to have pro-

vided a 100 per <ent boiler without syphons on the

of 144.7 lb. per boiler horsepower, would have in

the total weight of the locomotive to approximately
408,000 lb.

from a statement issued by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, it i^ noted that the cost of these locomotivi

appro:
.

or at the rate of 19 cents per pound.

At this rate it is apparent that if the railroad had pur-

a Mountain type

without syphons, the first cost due to increased weight would
not only have been $7,410 greater, but the design of this

live would have included 39,000 lb. of added weight.

Clearly, this is an instance of a most practical avoidance of

waste in locomotive design. Moreover, it i that by
employing Syphons in these locomotives, the railroads also

eliminated ivoid n first cost, besides securing a

more effii ienl locomotivi thai will cantinui to eliminal

of fuel and upkeep every day that it is operated. The only

conclusion thai can he drawn from the foregoing is that

locomotives built or operated without syphons must now be

taken as representing avoidable wastes, from the standpoints

of both fuel economy and unnecessary weight. An examina-

tion of the actual fads will convince anyone that syphon
maintenance is a negligible factor: and further, that the

syphon affords a potential safeguard against disastrous

boiler explosions. Already 26 railroads have ordered and
purchased thermic syphons. There are now more th

thermic syphons in actual use and it is a notable fact that

to date, syphons have never caused an engine failure.

C. C. 'Frump (Stumpf Una-Flow Engine Co.): Perhaps

man\ have wondered why the una-tlow engine has not been

as much used in locomotive as in stationary work where

there are now nearly a million horsepower in sendee here

and abroad. The difficulty has been to find room on the

a locomotive for cylinders oi a proper size on account

of tunnel and bridge clearances. Prom the latest information

from Prof. Stumpf. it appears that he has overcome this and

other difficult

By using the energy in the exhaust steam with an

lie is able to lower the back pressure in the iu

cylinder l>v as much as 4 or 5 lb. jxt sq. inch, especially

at heavier loads. He is thereby able to reduce both the

length and diameter of his una-flow cylinder for a given

draw-bar pull. This also applies to booster engines. He
also obtains a bitter and steadier draft on bis fire with less

lie require- a small it a larger super-
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heater because of the reduced temperature of the flue gases.

With a three or four cylinder locomotive he expects still

better vacuum and better drawbar horsepower for weight of

locomotive and amount of fuel. Tests are now being con-

ducted on locomotives of this type abroad.

With respect to higher pressure steam, it seems to me that

the una-flow engine offers promise of remarkable economies.

It is probably no use to go above 400 lb. gage with a simple

engine. But data we have from Europe recently indicates

that 700 to 800 lb. pressure with a compound una-flow en-

gine and well designed condenser, economizer, etc., might

well compete in fuel economy and even in simplicity with

a Diesel locomotive engine. It would have great advantages

over the Diesel in starting torque and traction and in being

able to burn any kind of fuel in solid, liquid or powdered

form.

W. F. Kiesel, Jr. (Pennsylvania System) : The paper is

of particular interest, due to its presentation of locomotives

designed on basic values adopted by different designers, but

compared on American Locomotive Company's formulae.

Such formulae, being empirical, must be changed from time

to time to keep pace with new theories introduced in loco-

motive design. Even then, they :are useful only as a

preliminary approximation of desired values.

Mr. Partington refers to 100 per cent maximum steam

requirements of the cylinders. On referring to American

Locomotive Company's Bulletin 1017, this, for superheater

locomotives, is found to be based on a horsepower

H. P. = .0229PA, in which P = boiler pressure and A —
cylinder area. That formula is reasonably satisfactory, tor

locomotives having equal cut-off in full gear, but falls short

of forming a basis on which to compare a locomotive with

90 per cent cut-off with one having 50 per cent maximum
cut-off.

The test of the Decapod locomotive, Class IIS, showed

that in full gear, at low speed, the steam per indicated

horsepower was 38 per cent less than the steam rate for

a locomotive with 90 per cent cut-off. Under average service

conditions the saving in steam is at least IS per cent.

If the empirical formulae are changed to meet cut-off

effect, such as obtains in the Pennsylvania System IIS loco-

motive, some of the values in the second table would be

affected. With a saving of steam of 15 per cent, the steam

rate, calculated, pound-per-horsepower-hours, which is given

as 20.8 would be 17.68 which compares favorably with test

results. The best actual test for steam rate per indicated

horsepower was 14.9 pounds.

The empirical formulae also fall short for comparison

due to relative freedom of draft, especially in the smoke-

box which seriously affects size of nozzle and cylinder back

pressure. Furthermore, the beneficial effect of large com-

bustion chamber volume has not been clearly demonstrated.

The freedom of the draft and large combustion chamber

volume greatly affect the maximum boiler horsepower.

The locomotives listed in the first and second columns

of table 1 are, respectively, the American Locomotive Com-
pany No. 50000, and the Pennsylvania System Class K4S.

The test results for these locomotives are as follows

:

No. : K4S
Low rate, one test, cr-al lb. per 1. 11. P 2.12 1.52

Low rate, one test, steam lb. per I. II.P 16.5 14.96

Maximum I. IIP 2,216 3.1S+

Weight of loeomotive per maximum I. Tl.P 121.4 97

This shows that the K4S is actually far ahead of No.

50000 on every count, instead of being inferior as the com-

parison based on the antiquated empirical formulae would

indicate.

Although these figures show the fallacy of empirical

formulae in serving as a basis for comparative tabulation,

they do not detract from the substance of the matter pre-

sented by Mr. Partington, which shows the method of

procedure and the strides made in design and construction

during the past few years to make the locomotive a truly

economical power plant.

C. J. Mellin (American Locomotive Company) comment-
ing on the discussion by W. F. Kiesel, Jr., pointed out that

the formulae used by Mr. Partington are intended for pur-

poses of design and therefore all values have been taken on

a very conservative basis. Furthermore, a careful study of

locomotive proportions has resulted in an improved design

since the formulae were originated and therefore in practice

better results are always obtained than are indicated by the

formula.

F. H. C. Coppus (Coppus Engineering and Equipment
Company) : In my opinion the steam locomotive can be

developed to such a high degree of efficiency that its draw-
bar horsepower would be so cheap and its capacity increased

to such an extent that the electrification of railroads for the

sake of economy would be out of the question, at least on

a large scale, for some time to come.

The logical order of locomotive development as far as

combustion is concerned should be the following: 1. Me-
chanically induced draft in the front end. 2. Condensing
the exhaust steam and carrying the condensate to the tender.

3. Pumping the hot water from the tender through a waste

steam and waste gas heater into the boiler. 4. Under-grate

forced draft in the ash pan.

Mechanically induced draft in the front end would elim-

inate the exhaust nozzle and reduce the back pressure to a

maximum of four pounds. Exhaustive tests made on the

Santa Fe showed that an average added indicator horsepower

of 24 per cent could be obtained by reducing back pressure

to four pounds. This means among other things a saving in

fuel of 20 per cent.

The hot water from the tender pumped through a waste

steam heater would enter the waste gas heater at 220 deg. F.

This temperature can easily be raised to 300 deg. in the

waste gas heater. Raising the temperature from an average

of 60 deg. the year round as it now is to 300 deg. is an

undisputed saving of 20 per cent.

Under-grate forced draft in the ash pan in conjunction

with induced draft in the front end would create a balanced

draft condition which would largely eliminate the loss of

unburned coal in sparks and cinders through the stack—es-

timated to be between 5 and 20 per cent.—would stop the

inrush of cold air every time the fire door is opened, enable

the burning of cheaper grades of coal and, giving unlimited

control, automatic action, and absolute flexibility, would in-

crease the furnace efficiency. All of which will easily result

in an average saving of 20 per cent.

From these savings should be deducted the steam used

for the operation of the pump and blowers which will reduce

them to a net overall saving in fuel of a little over 45

per cent.

It is difficult even to estimate the indirect savings which

would result from drafting locomotives mechanically. The
increase in the power of compound engines would be enor-

mous. I have figures to show that the added indicated horse-

power to the low pressure cylinder would be 53 per cent.

Taking it altogether I look forward with confidence to the

reduction of the operating expense of the locomotive to an

equivalent of 50 per cent of the present coal consumption.

The suggested improvements can be added to all locomotives

now in use and at a cost that they will pay for themselves

inside of a year.

Elmer A. Sperry discussed the application of the Diesel

engine to locomotive service, stating that this is one of the

principal problems confronting designers and builders of

Diesel engines. The fuel efficiency obtained with the Diesel

type of engine is so striking that, in Mr. Sperry's opinion.

it is bound to come to the fore. He felt that there was an

encouraging outlook for the application of the compound

Diesel engine which has recently been developed.
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Canadian lines. Commissioner Thompson said the board favor and the service given them is the same as that given
was just as much concerned with retaining traffic for Amer- to any of the 27 steamship lines that dock at its piers
ican railroads as with obtaining freight for American far as the facilities of the Baltimore &: Ohio will permit,
shipping and that some agency of the government ought to Mr. rhompson pointed out that the contract with the Don-
be able to protect the roads, but he did not suggest how it aldson lines provides for the free use of terminals and that
could be done. Both Mr. Calkins and Mr. Kenney agreed the Baltimore & Ohio shall use its best endeavor- to promote
to take the matter up and give the board an answer as soon the business of that company, 1 hat is the objectionable
as possible but both said they would not recommend giving feature as viewed by the board, he said, because there is no
up the agreements voluntarily without something to replace record of any pledge to promote the best interests of any
them. American line. Mr. Fries replied that his raid gave its

Position of the Shipping Board luM l "" r^ ^> promote the interests of all lines docking at

its piers and has tried to secure for the port of Baltimore
In opening the hearing Frederick I. Thompson, chairman ;ls manv lmea as possible, assuring them in every case equal

.if the committee on interstate commerce conferences, made treatment. When Mr. Thompson asked if he had any
the following statement: objection to the cancellation o\ the contracts, he replied,

A, ,v exclusive or preferential contract or agreement between "None whatever," and said he had consulted with the local

any American railroad and any foreign Bag shipping company is agents of two of the companies, who expressed them-
a menace to the success of ships operating under the flag of the as willing to recommend the cancellation on the ground that
United States. The resulting effect is the diversion of American m, d that would not be accorded withoutcommerce to the ships Ol Other nations operating in competition . - ,, .,.. . , _ .

with our own. Section 28 of the merchant marine act. 1920,
tlu ' Contracts. Mr

-
honipson tried to get Mr. Fries to say

llearly defines the intent of Congress that American railroads at (nee that the contracts would be Cancelled but be said it

L1S3
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would be necessary for him to consult his legal department,

which had advised that the contracts are not in violation of

any law. He assumed there would be no question.

Commissioner Thompson said that since 1918 the Amer-
ican lines have had adequate tonnage and asked if the Balti-

more & Ohio had ever made an effort to make a contract

with a Shipping Board line. Mr. Fries said it had consid-

ered the contract entirely inoperative and that it would not

consider an exclusive contract with any line, believing it to

be the best policy to take care of all to the best of its ability.

Mr. Thompson said he had seen cases where the contract

had operated to give preference to a foreign line and where

proper facilities had been denied a line not under contract.

When he repeated his request for assurance to the committee

that the contracts would be cancelled, Mr. Fries said he

would use his best efforts to have them cancelled, but that

if the foreign lines decline he thought they should be allowed

to lapse. The dates of expiration are 1922, 1926 and

1927.

Pennsylvania Has No Agreement

R. C. Wright, general traffic manager of the Pennsylvania,

said that the Northern Central contracts were no longer in

force and that the Pennsylvania had no traffic agreement

with the International Merchant Marine, merely an arrange-

ment for the allocation of certain piers made for the purpose

of inducing lines to the port of Philadelphia and for the

improvement of the service. Recently half of one of the

piers used by the International Mercantile Marine had been

turned over to an American line. Mr. Wright said that

during the past three years 648 American 'vessels had used

his company's piers as against 279 foreign ships. In reply

to a question, he said his company would be willing to

cancel the contract at once if the board desires it.

H. M. Biscoe, vice-president of the Boston & Albany, said

the contracts with the Leland Line and the Cunard Line

were practically a dead letter and both would be canceled in

his opinion.

Lincoln Green, vice-president of the Southern, said his

company intended to cancel the contracts with the Mobile

Liners anyway and would do so at once.

D. O. Wood, foreign freight agent of the Grand Trunk,

said that his contract was a reciprocal traffic agreement and

that 80 per cent of the cargo was Canadian grain delivered

at Portland, Me., during the winter. He said it would be

necessary to confer with the principals on the abrogation of

the contract.

J. L. Edwards, assistant to the receiver of the Atlanta,

Birmingham & Atlantic, said the contract with the Strachen

Line was not now in existence because of the physical condi-

tion of the docks and also because it was not assumed by the

receiver. He promised to confer with the board before

executing any new contract.

Great Northern and St. Paul Reluctant

to Give Up Agreements

W. P. Kenney, vice-president of the Great Northern, said

that his company's contract with the Nippon Yusen Kaisha

was dated November 1, 1911, and had expired but had been

renewed with slight changes on October 18. The original

contract was negotiated 25 or 30 years ago by James J.

Hill and was exclusive, the purpose being to promote the

movement of cotton to Japan and to get cargo from Japan
for the Great Northern rails. This was the first Japanese

line to give a regular service across the Pacific. Later the

law was passed giving the shipper the right to control the

routing and the Nippon Yusen Klen built up a large

soliciting organization of its own in the United States

which has far more to do with influencing the routing than

the railroad has. It also has an extensive organization and

connections in the Orient which give it the control of the

inbound tonnage to the United States and it acts as the agent

of the road in the Orient, thereby giving the road practically

all its inbound tonnage, while the road gives a very little

in return because it has so little control over the routing.

In reply to questions by Mr. Thompson he admitted that

the Shipping Board equipment in the Pacific Orient service

is of the highest type and that he appreciated that the United
States Government is operating its ships at a loss. Mr.
Thompson asked then why he had neglected to confer with

the board before making a new contract with a direct

competitor.

"I didn't think there was any possibility of any Shipping

Board line across the Pacific making an exclusive contract

with any American railroad," said Mr. Kenney, "while we
had a preferential contract which was very advantageous to

us. The shippers have their preferences and we couldn't

get 1 ,000 tons a year for any other line, if we had no con-

tract, because the business is so closely tied up."

Mr. Thompson said: "The Great Northern on October

18 went into direct competition with the United States gov-

ernment in its efforts to build up an American merchant
marine" and asked Mr. Kenney what his feeling was about

abrogating the contract. "I don't want to let your state-

ment go unchallenged," retorted Mr. Kenney. "This is

only an extension of a contract that has been in existence

for 25 or 30 years. Up to the present time there has been

no other service available to the Great Northern. In pro-

portion to our resources we have lost more money carrying

the American flag on the Pacific than the United States

government has. We are not opposing any measures of

the Shipping Board to promote American commerce but we
should not be condemned for carrying out our contract.

When you talk about patriotism you might also talk to the

shipper in this country who is shipping by the Canadian

Pacific because he prefers its service on the Pacific. That

agreement with the Nippon Yusen Kaisha is very valuable to

the Great Northern and we want to hold it as long as we
can until some substitute is given us that is as good. Why
should we work with a line that cannot make a contract

and is as likely to turn its inbound freight over to the

Canadian Pacific as to us?"

Mr. Thompson said he had not said anything about pa-

triotism nor attempted to "wave the flag," but that he was
talking business and that the Great Northern had given

the board no opportunity to offer its service.

"I know enough about the law to know the board couldn't

make any exclusive contract," said Mr. Kenney.

"It could take care of all of your business." said Mr.
Thompson.

"But the N. Y. K. gives us business in return," said Mr.
Kenney.

Business Might Go to Canadian Roads

With the preferential clause in it, Mr. Kenney said, he

supposed the Shipping Board could object to the contract.

Asked if he would abrogate the contract, he said he had
no authority to do that and he would have to put the ques-

tion up to his president. Mr. Thompson asked if he would

not do so by wire. Mr. Kenney said he would want an

opportunity to confer on the subject and asked if he could

not submit a contract that might be approved by the Ship-

ping Board that would not make it necessary for the road

to throw the business to the Canadian Pacific. Mr. Thomp-
son persisted in asking whether, assuming the Shipping

Board would not approve any contract, Mr. Kenney would
give assurance that any contract considered by the board to

be adverse to American interests would be cancelled. Mr.

Kenney said that his disposition was to be helpful but he

would want time to consult on this. Commissioner Lissner

asked if the railroad officers were not aware of the agitation

against these foreign contracts when the contract with the
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Japanese line was ren d Mr. Kenney replied affirma-

tively, but said that if hi- company had refused to renew

it, the contract would probably go to a Canadian road,

which would give the Japanese line dock facilities at Vic-

toria or Vancouver and this would be of no benefit to the

American merchant marine. Mr. Lissner said that the law
provides that such a contract i^ lawful only so long as

approved by tin Shipping Hoard and that the company
had failed to file it witli the hoard or consult with the board

about it. Mr. Kenney said li'' had nol understood it was
necessary to get the approval of the board, although the

board had been advised that the company intended to make
a new contract. Much American freight, he said, is now
going to the Canadian Pacific because of its superior service

on the Pacific. When the Shipping Hoard has a superior

service it will get the business, lb- promised to take up the

matter with the president of the road and to advise the board

promptly.

Insists C. M. & St. P. Contract

Beneficial to U. S. Trade

R. M. Calkins, vice-president of the ( 'liica.no, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, insisted that his company's relations with the

Osaka Shosen Kaisha have been beneficial to the trade of

the United States. The contract is no longer in existence,

he said, but there is a tacit understanding for the inter-

cl of tonnage on about the same basis as provided in

the contract during the latter years of its life. The St. Paul

has done, and will continue, he said, to do all it can to

foster American shipping and it has taken a deep interest

in tin efforts of the Shipping Board to build up a service

on the Pacific coast. It is grateful for the beautiful ships

that were recently put into the North Pacific coast service

and it has spent a good deal of money to advertise that

service, but as to the freight business the routing is largely

controlled by the shippers and the railroad has very little

to say about it.

The Japanese have their own ships and the shippers in

the Orient naturally prefer to patronize their own lines. If

a liar is put up against this traffic, it would be easy for it to

be handled through the canal and by water to Atlantic ports

where there is a comparative!) slight rail haul to be consid-

ered, because a large pari of the Oriental business originates

or is destined to ports east of Chicago. A bar against this

traffic through the North Pacific COaSl would simply deprive

the American lines of the opportunity to participate except

for the short haul inland from the Atlantic seaboard. The
Osaka Shosen Kaisha is linnb entrenched in the Orient, he

said, and if American lines want to control the business,

they musl fortif) themselves in the sami mse to

operate ships successfully they must be loaded in both direc-

tions. The railroad has never been advised that there was
a dependable American service on the Pacifii coast and in

order to solicit business it is necessary that regular sailing

schedules be maintained so that space can be reserved in

advance. He also pointed out that whereas Canada prevent-

most of her exports from being handled through other than

Canadian ports, enough American goods are -cut out via

Canadian ports to till up a good many American >hips. Mr.

Thompson said the board is jusl as much concerned with

fostering business for American railroads against Canadian

railroads as it is with getting business for American slnp<

and In- had discussed with the Interstate Commerc. I

mission the question of protecting the American lines. Mr.

Calkins said that the Interstate Commerce Commission is

vested with authority to deal with the situation if it

will do SO,

Mr. Calkins said that the agreement provides that each

party shall give preference to the other as against compel

ing lines. When Mr. Thompson -aid that means that the

St. Paul will give preference to the Osaka Shosen Kaisha
as against thi nt service from Puget Sound to the

Orient, Mr. Calkins said that language was put in the con-

tract in 190J altered since then.

'I he road would be will
i

i the preferential clause,

but as to the abrogation of the contract entirely, it would
I on what substitute could be made for it. The present

is balanced and gives many millions of revenue to

the railroads. "I am sun,'' he said, "this committee would
not ask me to recommend that we give up that business

unless I have something tangible with which to replace it."

Rate Question Also Involved

The iate question is also involved. Mr. Calkins said,

citing a ia-e where a Shipping Board vessel had r<

quoted a rate of 65 cent to New York on (rockery from
China as against a rail rate of imissioner Thomp-
son said that the railroad i- apparently unwilling to take

a chance in order to do business with American ships, lb-

recognized the problem involved in the inbound traffic and
said that it may be true that some of it might be lost to

the St. Paul, but he thought some assurance could be

that it would be confined to American line- Mr. Calkins

said that he was sure the board did not expect to secure

tonnage at the expense of the Great Northern or St. Paul
treasuries, to which Mr. Thompson replied that there would
be no loss on the outward cargo. Mr. Calkins said he could

not admit that, because 80 per cent of it originates i

I li i 'ii and lit- doubted whether the railroads and the Ship-

ping Board together could cunt nil it if the foreign steamship

companie's pn fer to handle it by way of Canada or through

the Panama i Mr. 1

said the board would like to have the same kind of co-opera-

tion from the- St. Paul that it now gives to the Jaj

line and whilt there may be some loss of inlxmnd traffic-

there is sonii the government that can give some
protection. Mr. Thorn] I if the railroad

would abrogate the contract, saying that he had preferred to

discuss tin question on a friendly basis rather than on a

legal basis. Mr. Calkin- said he would want to discuss

further the question of what can be done to replace the con-

tract. His compan) has made- no money for its -t'*kholders

for live years ami he Would licit In' justified in sacrificing the

revenue without any assurance.

Board Issues Statement

Commissioner Thompson issued a statement, saying that

the attitude of the railroad- with respect to those contracts

had been reported to a full meeting of the board, and that

the members were gratified at the willingness of the railroad

companies to follow the views of the government The
statement also indicated his belief that the Ore.it Northern

had committed it-elf to abrogate the contract.

"The conclusion of the Shipping Hoard that the agree-

ments were harmful to the development of American vessels,"

-aid Commissioner rhompson, "was clearly defined to the

railroad ex© - nt. and it wa.s considered a good

augury to have evidenced the disposition of the rail carriers

to form a closer working contact with the organizat

the Shipping Board, looking toward an extension of Araeri-

. mmerce in American vessels. "It was particularly

gratifying to the board to hear the expression of the two

continental carriers, handling the major portion of

the' 1'aci lie -Orient commerce, that the establishment of an
American Bag service from the Pacific Ceust to the Orient

had resulted in a king service as to time and

modations I he Shipping Board felt confident that

upon reflection the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the

only company whose representative would not guarantee to

recommend to his associates the cancellation of its agreements
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with the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, would recognize the necessity

of meeting not only the views of the board, with respect to

its contract with this foreign company, but would fall in line

witli the spirit evidenced by all of the rail lines who were
represented at the meeting and" who possess similar

agreements."

Commissioner Thompson has asked the roads to give him
written confirmation of their statements regarding the abro-

gation of the contracts.

Possibility of Ship Subsidy

President Harding has let it be known that he intends

to go before Congress early in January with a special mes-

sage advocating some form of a ship subsidy to assist in

the development of the American merchant marine. The
form of subsidy to be proposed has not yet been decided upon
but will be based on recommendations to be made in a report

frcm the Shipping Board which is making a study of the

whole situation, under the direction of Commissioner Meyer
Lissner, assisted by a committee of economic experts. It is

hoped to substitute this plan for that contemplated in the

Jones merchant marine act of assisting American shipping

by preferential rail rates and other discriminations against

freight shipped in foreign bottoms. It is also hoped by this

plan to hasten the day when the Shipping Board will be able

to sell its ships to private companies and get the government

out of the business of ship operation.

Calm Again Marks Railroad

Labor Situation

Once more comparative calm prevails in the railroad

labor situation. The recent rules regarding the work-

ing conditions of shop employees promulgated by the

Railroad Labor Board, and announced in last week's Rail-

way Age, have been received with widely varying attitudes,

ranging from severe comdemnation to tacit approval. From
B. M. Jewell, president of the Railway Employees' Depart-

ment of the American Federation of Labor, who is largely

responsible for the attitude which the employees will take

toward these new rules, came only the brief statement that

no definite action would be taken by the Federated Shop

Crafts until after the first of the year. Other labor leaders

connected with the Federated Shop Crafts, however, have

expressed approval of various sections of the new rules and

it is considered unlikely that any radical action will be

taken on this issue alone. At the same time, it is recog-

nized, because of the past policy of these organizations, that

it is not improbable that the changes which have been made
in the working conditions of the shopmen will be used as a

strong argument against any further reductions in the wages

of these employees.

Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great West-

ern, in commenting upon the new rules, said

:

The ruling of the Railroad Labor Board, promulgating new
rules to govern the working conditions of railway shop em-
ployees, contains provisions which should tend to remedy, to

some extent, the waste and inefficiency caused by application

of various rules of the National Agreements adopted during
federal control. However, the decision does not give relief

from the bad effects produced by the application of most of

the working rules throughout the country regardless of widely
varying local conditions. To this extent the decision repre-

sents a denial of the railroads' plea. The effects produced by
these new rules can be properly appraised only after they
have been in effect for some time. It is not improbable, how-
ever, that a large part of the objections made by the railroads
to the rules in the National Agreement will apply with equal
force to these new rules, unless, as in some cases authorized
by the Board, they are modified by agreements between the
individual lines and their employees. It is quite evident from
an examination of the rules as promulgated by the Board that

the savings to the railways in money which will be effected
by the changes it has made will not relieve the railways of a
really substantial part of the burden imposed by the National
Agreements.

Labor Board Takes Up Maintenance

Of Way National Agreement

On December 8 the Railroad Labor Board began consid-
eration of the disputes in regard to the rules and working
conditions of maintenance of way employees. The Board's
action on these disputes will probably result in the modifica-
tion of the National Agreement between the Railroad
Administration and the United Brotherhood of Maintenance
of Way Employees and Railway Shop Laborers which be-

came effective December 16, 1919. This National Agree-
ment has been superseded on some 35 or 40 railroads by
subsequent agreements between the carriers and the men
involved and these agreements will not be affected by the

Board's action. Where rules have been agreed to in part

by the carriers and the men the agreed rules will stand.

Approximately 95 railroads are directly involved in the

present disputes, but the decisions as to them will affect

others which may afterward come before the Board. Of the

S3 rules in this National Agreement all are in dispute before

the Board. However, an agreement has been reached on
most of these rules on a majority of the lines. The six rules

over which a majority of the roads and their maintenance
of way employees have disagreed relate to overtime and
similar subjects and to pay for time of men traveling to and
from work.

Clerks Request Wage Increase

Following the lead of the Federated Shop Crafts, in

requesting increases in wages as a strategic move to offset

the requests of the carriers for further wage reductions, the

Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks, Freight

Handlers, Station and Express Employees, through E. H.
Fitzgerald, its president, has issued instructions to its gen-

eral chairmen on the various carriers to demand the restora-

tion of the rates of pay in effect prior to the 12 per cent

wage cut of last July.

New England Roads Win Case

A minor decision, significant, however, to five New England
carriers—the Boston & Maine, the Maine Central, the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, the Central New England

and the Portland Terminal—-was recently handed down by

the board. This decision rules that the differential now
existing between the daily rate of pay of employees working

on a six and seven-day per week basis (caused by the appli-

cation of Rule 66 of the clerks' National Agreement to daily

and hourly rated employees) should be abolished by reduc-

ing the daily rate of the seven-day per week employees to the

same daily rate paid the six-days per week employees. The
change is effective on December 16.

B. W. Hooper Tells of Labor Board's Work

Reports to the United States Railroad Labor Board show

steadily improving conditions among the railroads of the

country, Ben W. Hooper, vice-chairman of the Board, said

in a statement on December 5. Mr. Hooper pointed out

that the Board's decision not to consider wage reductions

for any class of employees until working rules for the class

had been disposed of had not delayed consideration of wage

disputes on any railroad or for any class of employees. His

statetnent follows:

The railroad situation is more conducive to optimism than

it has been for many months. The absence of any serious

general labor disturbance, combined with the disposition of

the carriers to make voluntary reductions in freight rafes, will

both' contribute to the restoration of sound business condi-

tions.
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I'll. Laboi Board recei i ridenci every day of the more
cordial co-operation of the carriers and the employees in

carrying out the provisions of the Transportation Act. An
othei gratifying feature of tin- situation is that the public is

manifesting an awakened interest in the work of the Board.
Ii it he a fact that the I aboi Board is solelj dependent on

public opinion for the enforcei
I ol its decisions, then it is

highl] important t'> tin- public that it he furnished correct and
impartial information relative to the work of the Board
The misleading statements thai have been fed to the public

in regard to the alleged method employed t" avert the re-
cently threatened strike have ,.mi,i,i,|., refuted by the
subsequent work of the Board.

It has been amazingly reiterated thai the Board or some of
its members promised that there should be no consideration
of the question of wages for a year, or until next lulv as it

was frequentlj put. As a matter of fact, the Board merel)
said that it would nol taki

i , justmem ol
upward or downward, for any class of employees, until thi
ruhs and working conditions for that particular cla
employees had been decided.
This was a sensible and jusl exen ise of the Board's discre-

tion in arranging its own docket. It did not involve tin-

promise of a delay of one year, one month, or one minute
in the consideration of the wage question.

\s a vindication of the Board'- course in this matter, it

now transpires that the shop crafl rides have been finished
and handed down, effective December 1, and m ithe i the

carriers nor the era I
before the Board with a wage

for weeks.

I" in iddi efore the Chicago Association of Commerce
several days previous Mi Hooper, in commenting on the

railroad labor problem, -aid :

ds for optimism in the railroad situation.
Under ordinary co n is an esprit de corps among
the railroad workers that is highly conducive to the welfare
both of the carrier and the public. This spirit should be
encoui Urged until railway employees feel as deep
a sensi ibility to the people and the government a-
though thej were in the postal or other public service.
From this will come efficient and uninterrupted transporta-

tion, and thi no fear that a grateful
people will fail to reward this service with just and reasonable

and working condition-. Gradually railway labor will
comi to enti ielief that they must fight for what is

justly due them or to be the temptation to contend
for more than their due.

In ili' on it i- it but just to state a fact based upon
the record Board, and that is that up to the present
time lb. -liners have been guilty of far more violati-
the decision of the Labor Board than have the employees.
There are evidence-, however, of a growing oth on
the part of the road- and their employer - to CO
after more clo rdially with the Labor Bi

Interstate Commerce Commission Annual Report
Rate Readjustments and Relations with Merchant Marine Leading

Topics Discussed

Tin \\\l At. R] PORT of the Int. 'i in. I lommerce Coin-
mission, covering the year ended October 31, 1921,
submitted to Congress thi- we, L says thai perhaps the

most difficult task now confronting the commission, ai

tainly the one of greatest importance to the public, is the
readjustment of freight rate- which is necessitated by the
changing conditions .men, lam upon the recover) of this
country and others from the pffi cts cf the \\ i Id War. I he
commission is "hopeful that with an improvement in the
volume of traffic and with a further adjustment of operating
costs in harmony with prevailing tendencies, a substantially
lower level of rates and fares will be compatible with the rule
of rate-making which has been prescribed b) the Congress
and at the same time permit | u adequate maintenance of the
properties." The report was compiled prior to the issuance of
the order for a general rate inquiry mi which hearings are to
begin on December 14, but the discussion of rate readjust
ments and of the action ,,f the commission with relatii
intrastate rates is given first place in the report

Summary of Recommendations
For the reasons stateil in tin- report and in former reports,

the commission recommends:
1. That section

1 ,,f the interstate commerce n
amended to provide for the punishment of any person offer
ing or giving t», an employee of a carrier subjeel to the act
any money or thing of value with intent to' influence his
""..ii or decision with respect to car service, ami to pn
also for the punishment of tile guilt) enipl

-' Tlut lll( ' boiler inspection act. a- amended, be further
amended to provide for increases in tin- number and salaries
of inspectors.

3. Thai the use oi steel cars in passenger train
l "' required, and that the use in passenger trains of wooden
cars between or in front of -ted cars be prohibited

4. That the hours of service act of March 4 lop;
, S 4

Stat.. 1415; 8 Comp. Stat. 1916, p. 9448), be so amended
that n wall require all service of employees subject to tin- act

Washington. D. C.

to be construed a- continuous service, except that if an em-
i- given a release from duty for a definite period of

- than three hour-, and under -mh circumstances that
the employee lias proper facilities and opportunities '

curing rest during such relief period, such relief peril

be used to break the continuity of the service and the service
' ntinuous service and becomes aggregate

seryice.

5. That the power to award reparation be pi.nol wholly
in the COUrtS; that a condition precedent to all award of
reparation by a court for unreasonable rates or charf
that We have found such rate-- or charge-- unreasonable
a particular time: that the law affirmatively rcee^ni/e that
private damages do not necessarily follow a violation of the
act; that provision be made that sections 8, 9, and lo of the
inters! i a.t -hall !„• con-trued to mean that no
person is entitled to reparation except to the extent that lie

shows he has suffered damage; and that the law should pro-
vide that if a rate i- round to be unreasonable the rule of
damages laid down in the International

U. S., 184, should control.

o. That section 20a of the Interstate Commerce Act be so
amended as to indicate definitely thi electric rail-

way companies subject to that section.

Ih.it paragraphs (4) to (,s). inclusive, of section 5

of the Interstate Commerce Ad be SO amended or supple
mented a- clearly to provide whether and, if s,,. how volun-

onsolidations of carriers max be effected pending ulti-
mate- adoption b) u- of a complete phu lation.

8. That section 1" of the merchant marine a

amended so that it- provisions will clearly not be ap|
'

to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
9. That section 28 of the merchant marine ai

reconsidered by the Congress in the light of the circumsl
set forth in the chapter on the effect of this statute ap]
at pages 13 and 14 of this report

\n abstract of the more general parts of the :

follows:
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Abstract of Report

During the war, and for some time after the

signing of the Armistice, the constantly rising

operating expenses of the railroads made neces-

sary very material increases in rates. It is un-

necessary to refer particularly to what may be

called minor readjustments, affecting only one

or a few commodities in a restricted territory,

although many of these resulted in substantial in-

creases.

The Congress is familiar with the situation cf

the railroads at the termination of federal con-

trol, and with the various provisions in the trans-

portation act, 1920, designed to remedy that

situation. Among other things, the Interstate

Commerce Act was amended by adding a new
section, designated section 15a.

Following this enactment we instituted a pro-

ceeding to determine what rates would be neces-

sary to give effect to the intent of Congress.

Since that decision was promulgated on July 29,

1920, conditions throughout the country have

changed to a marked degree. The general trend

of commodity prices and of labor costs has been

downward.
We have been confronted with the demands

of shippers, on the one hand, for reductions

in rates which they allege are excessive and out

of all proportion to the fallen values of com-

in,,.hlii,. and which interfere with, or prevent,

commodity movement; and, on the other hand,

with the fact that the carriers have not been

receiving the fair return contemplated by G n-

gress.

Many rate readjustments have been made since

the increases authorized in Increased Rates, 1920,

supra, became effective on August 26, 1920.

Some were made by the carriers voluntarily,

others at our suggestion, and still others under

our requirement after formal hearing. In some

adjustments there were both increases and de-

creases, and in many others only decreases, it

is safe to say that at least a million changes

in individual rates have been filed with us. The
increases were made to remove discrepancies in

rate adjustments and classifications. The reduc-

tions have been material, entailing reductions in

carrier revenue of millions of dollars. The re-

ductions embrace rates on lumber, grain, hay,

raw sugar, canned goods, coal, smelter products,

iron ore, iron and steel; on range cattle and

other live stock; on potatoes and other vegeta-

bles; on sand, gravel and other road-building

material; and on other articles of commerce

that move in large volume.

The value of the service and the cost of trans-

portation are among the important elements to

he considered in determining the reasonableness

of freight rates. These elements are, and for

some time have been, in a state of flux. As a

result, freight rates have not yet reached a con-

dition of equilibrium.

Interstate and Intrastate Rates

As previously stated herein, we instituted a

proceeding designated Ex Parte 74, in which

hearings were held in Washington in May, June

and July. 1920. In accordance with the pro-

visions of paragraph (3) of section 13 of the

ait we invited the state commissions to co-

operate with us in this proceeding, whereupon

three state commissioners were selected by the

National Association of Railway and Utilities

Commissioners and sat with us throughout the

hearings and oral argument and deliberated with

us in conferences antecedent to our determination

of the matters in issue.

As a result of -the information obtained, we
concluded that for the purposes set forth in

section 15a, the country should be divided into

four groups, designated eastern, southern, west-

ern and mountain-Pacific; that, with certain ex-

ceptions, passenger fares should be increased 20

per cent, with a 50 per cent surcharge on sleep-

ing and parlor car fares to accrue to the rail

carriers; ami that, generally, freight rates should

In- increased 40 per cent in the eastern group,

25 per ment in the southern group, 35 per cent

in the western ilrnup. 25 per cent in tl

tain-Pacific group, and 33'/$ per cent between

groups, subject to the readjustments there recom-

mended.
Corresponding increases were authorized by

state commissions in about one-half of the states.

In the other states the state commissions denied,

either wholly or in part, the carriers' applications

for similar increases, whereupon the latter filed

petitions with us, in accordance with the pro-

visions of paragraph (3) of section 13, alleging

that such refusals caused advantages, prefer-

ences, prejudices and discriminations prohibited

and declared to be unlawful by paragraph (4) of

section 13.

In these cases it appeared that the commis-

sions in 3 states declined to authorize any in-

creases in intrastate rates, fares, or charges; in

17 they denied increases in passenger fares, but

granted full or partial increases in freight rates;

in 4 they granted increases in passenger fares,

hut not the full increases in freight rates; in

one the state commission granted all increases

except the Pullman surcharge. Thirteen out of

the 17 commissions which denied increases in

passenger fares did so on the ground of lack

of jurisdiction, because the intrastate fare was
fixed by state statute.

Pursuant to said petitions we instituted addi-

tional proceedings, and after hearings, we found

that certain of the intrastate rates or fares and

charges complained of caused undue and un-

reasonable advantages, preferences and prejudices

as between persons and localities in intrastate

commerce on the one hand, and interstate com-

merce on the other hand, and undue, unreason-

able and unjust discrimination against interstate

commerce; whereupon, for the purpose of re-

moving such advantages, preferences, prejudices

and discriminations, we issued orders requiring

the carriers involved to make certain increases in

intrastate rates or fares and charges. To meet
complications which early arose, we stipulated

that the authority to increase rates, fares and

charges should not be construed as authorizing

any common carrier to establish, put in force

or maintain any rate, fare or charge intrastate

which is greater than its corresponding rate,

fare or charge in interstate commerce from, to.

or at the same points, or greater than its cor-

responding rate, fare or charge contemporane-

ously in effect and applicable to the transpor-

tation of passengers or property in interstate

commerce.
Court proceedings have been instituted by

(he authorities of certain states to set aside the

orders affecting their respective states on the

grounds, generally, that the orders were invalid,

first, because not based upon substantial evi-

dence of unlawful discrimination; second, be-

cause we had misinterpreted the authority con-

ferred upon us by the interstate commerce act;

and third, because the provisions of law under

which we acted constitute an unauthorized in-

terference with state authority and are unconsti-

tutional. Certain -carriers have also sought in-

junctions in the United States district courts to

restrain state authorities from interfering with

their carrying out of our orders. Hearings have

been had in a number of these cases, and so far

as we are advised, the federal courts have held

nur orders to be valid.

Two cases involving such orders have been

argued before the Supreme Court. One of them,

known as the Wisconsin Passenger Fares Case.

has been set for further argument. In addition

to the two cases mentioned, twro original pro-

ceedings have been instituted in the Supreme
Court, one by the state of North Dakota, and

the other by the state of Texas. The Texas case,

apparently, raises every conceivable issue.

The provisions of section 15a of the act do

not apply to express companies, but we now have

before us proceedings as to 13 states wherein it

is contended that certain rates and charges, which

the American Railway Express Company is re-

quired by these states to apply to transportation

of express matter in intrastate commerce, cause

the advantages, preferences, prejudices and dis-

criminations prohibited and declared to be un-

lawful by paragraph (4) of section 13 of the

act.

Consolidation of Railroads

(hi May 11, 1920, we instituted an investiga-

tion for the purpose of preparing and adopting

a plan for the consolidation of the railway

properties of the continental United States into

i 1 mi ii id number of systems as contemplated

in paragraphs (4) and (5) of Section 5 of the

interstate commerce act. Prof. W. Z. Ripley,

of Harvard University, was employed to make
a preliminary study of the problem. Under our

direction he spent several months assembling

and analyzing data and conferring with inter-

ested parties. The results, together with his

recommendations, were embodied in a report to

us. On August 3, 1921, we agieed upon a ten-

tat ive plan confined, in the main, to class T roads,

and published Prof. Ripley's report as an ap-

pendix thereto. In some respects our tentative

plan presents alternatives for systems
mended by Prof. Ripley.

Due publicity has been given to this tentative

plan. After a reasonable time for preparation

by parties interested, hearings will be held at

convenient times and places upon notice, given

to all carriers by railroad, so that a full record
can be developed upon which can rest the plan to

be ultimately adopted.

Railroad Earnings

Railroad earnings and expenses daring
year reflect the unsettled industrial condition,

resulting from the economic adjustments follow -

ing the war. In 1920, the rising cost of laboi

and materials led us to sanction a sharp increase

in the charges for transportation. These in-

creases became effective near the close of August,
1920. which was the last month of the guaranty

period. The increased rates, combined with a

volume of traffic that taxed the capacity of the

railways, resulted, in spite of the high costs of

operation, in substantial increase of net earn-

ings in September and October, 1920, but these

did not attain a level equivalent to a rate of (•

per cent per annum upon the aggregate value (

:

the railway property of the carriers held for

and used in the service of transportation as de

termined by us in July, 1920, under section 15a.

'Net earnings fell rapidly after October, 1920.

reaching almost a vanishing point in January,

1921. The inability of railroads at once to ad-

just expenses, proportionately to a marked re-

duction in traffic, accounts for the change.

With a reduction of nearly half a million em-

ployees in service, and also as a result of some
recession in the cost of materials, the net rail-

way operating income showed an improvement in

succeeding months. The reduction in expenses

involved some retrenchments with respect to

maintenance. With the reduction in the level of

wages effective as of July 1, 1921, the net earn-

ings in July, August and September, 1921, again

showed substantial increase, although not reach-

ing a rate of 6 per cent on the value so deter-

mined for the United States as a whole. This

more favorable showing came in spite of the

continued depression in traffic.

Relations with the

Railroad Labor Board

Under the provisions of the transportatii n

act, 1920, the Railroad Labor Board is given

certain jurisdiction over the wages which shall be

paid by carriers to their employees, and over

working conditions. While the law makes no

provision for co-ordination between the lain i

board and the commission, the desirability

contact between the two bodies is appreciated.

Since the creation of the labor board, informal

conferences have been held from time to time,

and will, without doubt, be continued in the

future. We have been particularly solicitous

to procure and have at hand such statistical

information as may aid the labor board in its

work.

Relations with the

United States Shipping Board

Section 19 of the merchant marine act. 1920,

provides in part as follows:

"Sec. 19 (1) The (United States Shipping I

Board is authorized and directed in aid of the

accomplishment of the purposes of this Act

"(c) To request the head of any department,

board, bureau or agency of the government to

suspend, modify or annul rules or regulations

which have been established by such depart-

ment, board, bureau or agency, or to make new

rules or regulations affecting shipping in the

foreign trade other than such rules or regula-

tions' relating to the Public Health Service, the

Consular Service and the Steamboat Inspection

The United States Shipping Board has taken

the position that the provisions of section 19 are

applicable to the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion. With this view we are not in accord.

However, recognizing the desirability . of cr-

operation between different branches of the

government, and the benefits to be derived from

joint consultation, we have appointed a committee
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to cunfer with a like committee from the Ship-

ping Board upon matters of common interest

and concern. But we feel that decision in such
matters as have been placed within our jurisdic-

tion by the interstate commerce and related acts

must lie with us just as determination of matters
placed primarily within the jurisdiction of the

Shipping Board by the acts under which it func-
tions must lie with that tribunal. It is desirable

tion 19 of the merchant marine act be
amended specifically to exclude this commission
from its operation.

Section 8 of the merchant marine act, 1920,

requires the United States Shipping B iard, in co-

operation with the Secretary of War, to investi-

gate territorial regions and zones tributary to

p.rts; the causes of congestion of commerce at

ports; the subject ..t watei terminals, and other

matters which would tend to promote and en-

courage the use by vessels of ports adequate
' for the freight that would naturally pass
through such ports, and in case chat

'[(crncd necessary in the rates, charges, rules "i

regulations of rail carriers subject to our juris-

diction to submit its findings to us foi

tion as wo may consider proper under existing

law. Pursuant t., si i tioi Dl I
I

gineers for Rivers .mil Harbors made a survey
of port facilities at smith Aii.mii. and guti

ports, and on March 25, 1921. thl

War and the United Stab I SI i| B

placed the results of this survey I" fore us. In
substance it was represented to us that the

charges, regulations and practices oi

riers at these ports were preventing thi

I'd terminal facilities; the natural devel-
opment of the ports; the proper building up of
our merchant marine, and the economical car-

rying on of foreign commerce. On April 9.

1921, we entered an order instituting a eneral

investigation into the situation II. irings in

this investigation have been held. Necessity
may be developed for extending the S. ,.| i the

'c ii to in. In. I--
... uli Vtlanti

i

'i'

ports.

Section 28 of the

Merchant Marine Act, 1920

Section 28 of the merchant marine a. i. 19 0,

provides that no lower rate, fare or chat

be charged, collected or received for the tran

portation within the United States of persons
or property in foreign commerce than is charged
for like transportation in domestic i

unless the water transportation from or to the
porl >! export or import shall have been or is

to he in a vessel documented under the laws "I

thi i nited States it also authorizes us, upon
i mi. all. ni "1 ili. Shipping Hoard that ade

. pi. lie shipping facilities are ii, I ,

sels documented under the laws of the United
Statt -, to suspend the operation of the provisions

of this section, and (•> terminate the BU
upon further certification of the Shipping Board
ii. .ii adequate facilities at fforded I

appropriate certifications received from the board,

we have suspended thi operation i

of this section indefinitely.

The clTcct wdtieh the operation of section

8 in n have upon the tlow of commerce through
different ports, ami the possibli i. ultanl in

ts, merit the serious i

tion of tin- Congress. Kail carriers, in making
export or import rates, Frequently group the

ports in a given region, such for instance, as the

gulf region, and tin lowest domestic rate to

..i i aiiv port in the group upon the par-

ticular description of traffic undei
is published as the export or import rate on

that traffic to or from all ports within the group.
The grouping is of benefit to shippers as well
as to the ports affected, each one of which is

nearer to some points of origin, and more dis-

tant from others, than any of the other ports.
It follows that between certain origins and
certain ports export or import and domestic rates

i substantial parity. Even in the absence
of such grouping, the difference between the
export or import and domestic rates to or from
various ports is materially greater in some in-

stances than in others. When section 28 be-
comes operative, it is probable that export and
import shipments moving in foreign vessels will

seek the ports having the lowest domestic rates,

and at these ports the foreign vessels will be
able to compete upon practically equal terms
with the United States vessels. The ultimate
effect of section 28 may be merely to divert
traffic from certain ports to others with little or

no gain in tonnage for United States vessels.

The adequacy or inadequacy of shipping fa-

cilities afforded by vessels documented under the
laws of the United States may vary from time
to time dependent upon market conditions and
the hazards of operation. It may become de-
sirable, when adequate shipping facilities at par-

ticular ports are afforded by vessels so docu-
mented, to terminate the suspension of the opera-
tion of section 28 with respect to those ports,
but not as to others. Subsequent developments
may make renewed suspension necessary'. The
construction and maintenance of port facilities

'.. and if the use of ports is to be
made variable and shifting under the operation
of this section, that cost will be reflected in

varying proportions in the charges to be borne
by the shipping public.

Another aspect also merits careful considera-

tii 'I A large part of our exports of grain, for

move by rail under transit art..

which permit ..f elevation, storing, grading or

eatment within a limited period, as for

instance 12 months, at the transit point, and
ng on the balance of the through rate

t the time and from the place of ori-

ginal movement. If section 2S, now suspended,
should become operative, shipments of grain

could thereafter he carried in the sat

levator to the same port

eign vessel, on some of which the h.ti

in.
i .

i Mi. i'.i. .ugh export rate, win. b

erhaps a year before, will be collected,

and on other of which the higher domestic rate

musl be collected. If for some cause the sus-

pension should be renewed, grain which had left

Ii

live, would still tal.e the domestic rate from the

transit point, and grain originally shipped dat-
ing the new suspension would take the exp i'

rate, although moving together from i

the lame port for the same foreign
I he difficulty of policing such situatit ns
ii'. Moreover, grain dealers at pri-

ll kets name prices to foreign !

. 1 at the port. The purchasers
i the vessel, and the dealer can not

tell, in naming his price, whether or t

eign vessel will he selected bj

the dealers' risk of loss will

tlect upon commerce must prejudicial.

In our judgment, the Congress sb uld take such
action with respect to this section as may be

to obviate uti". iflict with
the needs and usages of inland i

Export Bill of Lading

The transportation act, 1920, added to the in-

mmerce act, a new section, desig-

The commission's expenditures fur thi' fiscal vear aulal

June 30, 1921, were #o.l').-;,7i4. including $2,728,656 on

account of the valuation work.

nated section 25, which requires watei
engaged in foreign commerce whose vessels are
registered under the laws of the United States,
to file with us schedules of sailing dates, routes
and destinations, which schedules shall be puu-
lished by us and distributed to railway agents, at
points designated by us, for the information of
shippers; provides a method of procedure for
reserving space at specified rates in the vessels
of such water carriers; and, where such space
for an export shipment has been reserved, di-

rects the rail carrier to which the shipment is

delivered for transportation to issue a through
export bill of lading to destination.

Paragraph (4) of section 25 provides, in part:
"The Commission shall, in such manner as

will preserve for the carrier by water the pro
tection of limited liability provided by law, make
such rules and regulations not inconsistent here
with as will prescribe the form of such through
bill of lading."

On April 14, 1919. we made a report ..

in Bills of Lading. 52, I. C. C, 671. wherein
we prescribed a uniform domestic bill of lad
ing and a uniform export bill of ladil
order was enjoined by a divided court in Alaska
S. S. Co. v. United States, 259 Fed.. 713.

i.reme Court held, on appeal, that the
made moot by the passage of the trans

portation act, 1920, and reversed the
the district court, remanding th
curt with directions to dismiss the petition with-
out prejudice to the right of the complainants

in the future any order we might make
prescribing bills of lading pursuant to the new

.ion.

ust 7, 1920, we entered an order re-
opening Bills of Lading, supra, for further hear-
ing with respect to the form and substance of

\port bills of 1 .

. mt to the
of Congress quoted above, we made a

report and order, Export Bill of Lading, 64, I.

•7, making rules and regulal
scribing the form of through export bill of lad
ing to be issued by carriers subject to the inter
state commerce act for application to the trans
portation of property from points in the United

I under the provisions of sec-
tion 25 to points in t: „.„ coun-

connection with ocean carrin
ire registered under the laws of the
Mates.

The inland carriers, and more particularly th,
eastern carriers, challenged our juris i

do more than prescribe the "form" as distin-
guished from the substance of the bill of lad
ing. their illustrations of form being size of type

..f paper. For the I

our report, we found that:

our power to prescribe l

regulations, not inconsistent with the act. which
shall constitute and determine thi

hill of lading, covers the terms
instrument, and is, as to the trai

delivery to the ocean carrier, a!.

plete."

The ocean carriers beyond the
however, arc not subject to t

1

the extent stated ..nal leg-

islation may become necesi out the
•

All parties to the proceeding emphas
of securing a lull of lading th

We have taken
such action, consistent with the rccor :

seems calculated to effect this

object Before adopting the report and
conferred with a comtr

•
I representing that '

Abstracts of tin- reports of the various bureaus of the

commission, which arc included in it? report, arc

separately.

'I'm. Government Railway in Alaska was opened through

in Fairbanks mi November 26. \ total of 545 mill

railroad i^ now in operation with train service twice a week
in each direction. At two river crossings temporary arrange-

ments are still used. At Mile 347 a steel viaduct is to be

constructed, contract for which is held by the Phoenix

Bridge Company, Phoenixville, Pa. The steel for this

viaduct has been shipped and it is expected to have the

bridge erected hy the first of February. This will complete the

line with the exception of a pcrmaiu
I

river at N'enana. about 35 miles from Fairbanks, the northern

terminus. The appropriation recently gram..

work of the Alaskan Engineering Commission for the next

fiscal year is principally to take care of this bridge. The Cl

is now made by means ,,f a ferry in the summer time, and by

extending a narrow-gage track over the ice in the winter time.

When the bridge is built, the gage of the track from

Nenana to Fairbanks will be standardized.
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Freight Car Loading

Washington, D. C.

LOADING OF REVENUE FREIGHT totaled 67o,827 cars dur-

ing the week which ended on November 2o, according

to reports compiled by the Car Service Division of the

American Railway Association. This was 112,844 cars less

than were loaded during the previous week, the decrease

I icing due principally to the observance of Thanksgiving
Day. The total, however, was 129,874 cars less than were

loaded during the corresponding week in 1920 which also

included the same holiday and 65,370 cars below the total

for the corresponding week in 1919.

Because of the observance of the holiday, reductions were
reported in the loading of all commodities, compared with

the week before. Loading of coal amounted to 137,432 cars,

the lowest for any week since that of July 9, which included

the Fourth of July. This also was a reduction of 29,354

cars compared with the week before. Merchandise and mis-

cellaneous freight, which includes manufactured products,

totaled 419,757 cars, 03,424 less than the previous full week.

Loading of live stock totaled 25,866 cars, the lowest num-
ber since the week of September 10 and a drop of 8,672

compared with the week before. Grain and grain products

amounted to 35,081 cars, 2,374 less than the week before,

but 1,773 more than the corresponding week last year. Tabu-
lations showed 43,843 cars loaded with forest products dur-

ing the -week, 6,457 less than the previous week, while coke

totaled 6,307 cars, or 180 cars less than the week before.

Ore loadings also were 2,383 below the week before, the

total being 5,541 car-.

Except for grain and grain products, the loading of each
commodity during the week of November 2o was less than
during the corresponding week last year. Total loadings

of all commodities by districts were also less compared with
the previous week as well a- compared with the correspond in g
week last year.

The loading during the week which ended on November
19 totaled 786,671 cars. This was an increase of 33.025
cars over the week before when loadings were reduced b\

the observance of armistice and election days. The report-

show, however, that while the total for the week of Novem-
ber 19 was greater than that for the week before, the aver-

age per day was less. Compared with the corresponding
week last year, the total for the week of November 19 was
a reduction of 102,467 cars, while it was 67,930 cars less

than for the corresponding week in 1919.

Loading of merchandise and miscellaneous freight totaled

485,181 cars, which was an increase over the short week
before of 16,884 cars. This was, however, 8,070 cars le--

than were loaded during the corresponding week in 1920.

Coal shipments amounted to 166,786 cars, an increase of

14,477 over the previous week, but 49,536 cars less than were

loaded during the corresponding week last year.

Loading of grain and grain products totaled 37.455 car.-.

3,053 more than during the week before, and 1,702 car-

more than during the same week last year. Livestock also

showed an increase over the previous week of 269 cars, the

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED—WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1921

District:

Easte

South,

1921
19 io

Allegheny 1921
1920

Pocahontas 1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920
1921
1920

. . .. 1921
1920
1921
1920
1919

1921
.... I ''..'I

1921
1921
1921

Centra] Weste

Week ended
\..\ , mbi i

Novi mbei
November
October 2

October 2

Grain
and grain
in", dui IS

9,031
5,586
2,332
2,036
212
125

2,959
-'.57s

10,04 7

11,893
9,463
9,396
3,411
4,139

37,455
35,753
44,470

37,455
34,402
10,921

48,949
51,001

4.070
3,844
4.133

181
176

1,881
J.460
9,372
11,034
12.348
15,756
2,960
2.9.50

34.538
40.579
46,046

34,538
34,269
31,126
37.5115

40.18S

Coal

45,439
56,799
47,965
60,952
20,812
21,012
21,270
31,227
8,826
12,490
18,656
25,909
3,818
7,933

166,786
216,322
126,794

166,786
152,309
172,875
vir .(.".-

212,219

Coke
1,782
2,522

969
516

1,226

6,487
13,625
10,483

6,487
6,450
6,739
7,339
6,647

Forest
products

4,325
6,556
2,930
3,234
1,294
1,527

16,774
15,922
11,460
13,695
6,331
5.455
7,186
7,545

50,300
53,934
59,516

50,300
50,661
51,188
54.348
53,426

Ore

2,060
5,389
3,018
8,383

3

211
473

2,752
877

17,235
715

3,167
778
537

7,924
57.674
31,663

7,924
8.65S
10.979
18,209
23,186

Mdse.
L.C.L.

63,409
48.0S1
47,538
39,876
5,660
5,062

37,961
34,542
27,213
27,434
31,036
30,735
16,049
16,824

228,860
202,554
156,612

228,866
215,439
234,770
239,656
236,640

Miscel-
laneous

68,929
80,026
53,593
62,648
3,166
3,053

36,280
37,705
28,321
33,519
37,869
43,113
26,157
28,633

254,315
288,697
379,017

254,315
250,858
281,124
338,922
338,985

This year
1921

198,927

164, 10S

'

31,496

i i s". i i -i

'

96,965

116,567

'

60,494

786,671

786,671
753.046
829,722
952.621
962.292

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

209,029

188,006

'32,135

128.41.:

128,759

134,086

68,71

1

889,i38

8S9.138
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total being 34,538 cars, while coke totaled 6,487 cars, a gain

of 37 over the week, lx^fore.

Shipments of forest products amounted to 50,300 cars or

361 less than the week before, and ore totaled 7,924 cars, a

decrease of 734 cars within a week. Except for grain and

grain products, shipments of all commodities were less dur-

ing the week of November 19 than during the corresponding

week last year.

Compared by districts, increases over the week before

were reported from all regions in the- loading of all com-

modities, except the Pocahontas and Southern districts, but

all showed decreases, compared with the corresponding week

last year.

The summary for the week of November 19 is given in

the table mi the opposite page.

An item of interest in the comparison of the week of

November 19, with the same week a year ago, is tin- fact that

the decrease in the loading of coal, coke and ore, which

commodities are particularly vital to the iron and steel

trade, accounts for more than 80 per cent of the total

decline.

Complete reports for quarter-monthly period ended No-
vember 23 indicate a continued increase in the surplus of all

classes of cars, the total being 213,523. This is an increase

of 73,000 cars as compared with period ended November 15.

The bulk of this increase is evenly divided between box and

coal cars, there being approximately 35,000 increase in each

type with scattering increases in Hat, stock and refrigerators.

Shortages reported the past few periods no longer exist, the

total for the period ended November 23 being 393 cars.

The Car Service Division has published a chart showing

graphically the record of surplus equipment maintained by

the railroads during the past 15 years to meet the demands
of commerce. While during the periods of maximum de-

mand there was a low ; shortage, the car surplus

which the rot i i maintain during periods

of inactivity averages mu< h greater. This a sus-

tained unproductive investment of considerable projwrtions.

i periods show a surplus, as represented by the solid

portion above the base line, and at the same time a shortage,

as represented by tin- shaded portion below the base line.

This always occurs at a time of transition between a car

surplus ami a car shortage period; it is also prevalent to

some extent at all times of moderate demand, but disappears

when conditions Income acute on either side of the line. The
cause is the varying requirements for different types of equip-

ment, such as a shortage of coal cars when box cars are not

in demand; and varying conditions in different parts of the

country, such as a box car shortage in New England and a
sui-plus of box tars in California which, in the nature of

things, cannot at once be remedied by the movement of cars
in. in ..in sei tion to another.

The reports showed 333,616 freight cars in need of rcp.iir-

on November 1 5, or 14.4 per cent of tin- . ars on line, as com-
pared with .05. Mil, or 15 per cent on November 1. This
represents a reduction of 11,585 cars.

President Touches on Freight Rates in Message
Suggests Also the Setting Up of Tribunals for Peaceable Settlement

of Labor Disputes

The President, in his address before a joint session of

Congress on December 6, upon the occasion of the

opening of the regular session, made no definite recom-

mendations for railroad legislation but he suggested two

ideas, which, if followed up, might lead to far-reaching con-

sequences. Following a discussion of the need for an im-

provement in the condition of the agricultural industry, in

Which he said the farmer "is justified in rebelling against

the transportation cost." President Harding urged atten-

tion to the question of a readjustment of freight rates in

connection with the general policy of restoring the balance

between city and country, saying that the present adjustment
has been favoring the basing points lie also urged a fur-

ther effort toward a solution of the problem of capital and
labor, suggesting some plan for the setting up of judicial

or quasi-judicial tribunals for the settlement of disputes in

order to do away with strikes, lockouts and boycotts. While
he outlined no definite plan, the principle which ran through
his entire discussion of the subject was the necessity for the

regulation and supervision of labor organizations and he
said that it may Ik- well to frankly set forth the superior

interest of the community as a whole to either the lal>or group
or the capital group. On these two points the President
said in part:

"The base of the pyramid of civilization which rests upon
the soil is shrinking through the drift of population from
farm to city. For a generation we have been expressing
more or less concern about this tendency. Economists have
warned and statesmen have deplored. We thought for a

time that modern conveniences and the more intimate contai t

would halt the movement, but it has gone steadily on. Pel

haps only grim necessity will correct it, but we ought to find

a less drastic remedy,
"The existing scheme of adjusting freight rates has been

Washington, D. C.

favoring the basing point-, until industries are attracted to

some centers and repelled from others. A great volume of

uneconomic and wasteful transportation has attended, and
the cost increased accordingly. The grain-milling and meat-
packing industries afford ample illustration, and the attend-
ing concentration is readily apparent. The menaces in con-

centration are not limited to the retarding influences on agri-

Culture. Manifestly the conditions and terms of railway
transportation ought not to be permitted to increase this unde-
sirable tendency. We have a just pride in our great cities,

but we -ball find a greater pride in the Nation, which has a
larger distribution of its population into the country, where
comparatively self-sufficient smaller communities may blend
agricultural and manufacturing interests in harmonious
helpfulness and enhanced good fortune. Such a movement
contemplates no destruction of things wrought, of invest-

ments made, or wealth involved. It otih b-.k- to a general
poliq oi transportation, of distributed industry, and of
highway construction, to encourage the spread of our popu-
lation and re-tore the proper balance between city and coun-
try. The problem may well have your earnest attention.

"It ha- been perhaps the proudest claim of our American
civilization that in dealing with human relationships it has
Constantly moved toward such justice in distributing the

product ^>i human energy that it has improved continuously
tlie economic statu- of the mas- of people. Ours lias been a
highly productive <oci.il organization. On the way up from
the el mental « iety we have eliminated slavery and
serfdi m and are now far on the way to the elimination of
poverty.

"Through the eradication of illiteracy and the diffusion

of education mankind has reached a stage where we may
fairly say that in the United States equality of opportunity
has been attained, though all are not prepared to embrace it.
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There is, indeed, a too great divergence between the eco-

nomic conditions of the most and the least favored classes in

the community. But even that divergence has now come to

the point where we bracket the very poor and the very rich

together as the least fortunate classes.- Our efforts may well

be directed to improving the status of both.

"While this set of problems is commonly comprehended

under the general phrase "Capital and labor,'' it is really

vastly broader. It is a question of social and economic or-

ganization. Labor has become a large contributor, through

its savings, to the stock of capital; while the people who
own the largest individual aggregates of capital are them-

selves often hard and earnest laborers. Very often it is ex-

tremely difficult to draw the line of demarcation between the

two groups; to determine whether a particular individual is

entitled to be set down as laborer or as capitalist. In a very

large proportion of cases he is both, and when he is both he

is the most useful citizen.

"The right of labor to organize is just as fundamental and
necessary as is the right of capital to organize. The right

of labor to negotiate, to deal with and solve its particular

problems in an organized way, through its chosen agents, is

just as essential as is the right of capital to organize, to

maintain corporations, to limit the liabilities of stockholders.

Indeed, we have come to recognize that the limited liability

of the citizen as a member of a labor organization closely

parallels the limitation of liability of the citizen as a stock-

holder in a corporation for profit. Along this line of reason-

ing we shall make the greatest progress toward solution of

our problem of capital and labor.

"In the case of the corporation which enjoys the privilege

of limited liability of stockholders, particularly when en-

gaged in the public service, it is recognized that the outside

public has a large concern which must be protected; and so

we provide regulations, restrictions, and in some cases de-

tailed supervision. Likewise in the case of labor organiza-

tions, we might well apply similar and equally well-defined

principles of regulation and supervision in order to conserve

the public's interests as affected by their operations.

"Just as it is not desirable that a corporation shall be

allowed to impose undue exactions upon the public, so it is

not desirable that a labor organization shall be permitted to

exact unfair terms of employment or subject the public to

actual distresses in order to enforce its terms. Finally, just

as we are earnestly seeking for procedures whereby to adjust

and settle political differences between nations without re-

sort to war, so we may well look about for means to settle the

differences between organized capital and organized labor
without resort to those forms of warfare which we recognize

under the name of strikes, lockouts, boycotts, and the like.

"As we have great bodies of law carefully regulating the

organization and operations of industrial and financial cor-

porations, as we have treaties and compacts among nations

which look to the settlement of differences without the neces-

sity of conflict in arms, so we might well have plans of con-
ference, of common counsel, of mediation, arbitration, and
judicial determination in controversies between labor and
capital. To accomplish this would involve the necessity to

develop a thoroughgoing code of practice in dealing with
such affairs. It might be well to frankly set forth the su-

perior interest of the community as a whole to either the

labor group or the capital group. With rights, privileges,

immunities, and modes of organization thus carefully de-

fined, it should be possible to sel up judicial or quasi judicial

tribunals for the consideration and determination of all dis-

putes which menace the public welfare.

"In an industrial society such as ours the strike, the lock-

out, and the boycott are as much out of plan and as disas-

trous in their results as is war or armed revolution in the

domain of politics. The same disposition to reasonableness,

to conciliation, to recognition of the other side's point of

view, the same provision of fair and recognized tribunals

and processes, ought to make it possible to solve the one set

of questions as easily as the other. I believe the solution is

possible.

"The consideration of such a policy would necessitate the

exercise of care and deliberation in the construction of a code

and a charter of elemental rights, dealing with the relations

of employer and employee. This foundation in the law,

dealing with the modern conditions of social and economic

life would hasten the building of the temple of peace in

industry which a rejoicing nation would acclaim.

No mention whatever was made of the railroad securities

bill which he had asked Congress to pass in a message sent

to it in July and which was passed by the House in August

but was delayed in the Senate and only taken up for dis-

cussion on the floor during the latter part of the extra session.

The failure to mention the railroad bill was not particu-

larly surprising since the President had let it be known be-

fore the close of the last session that he had rather lost

interest in it because market conditions had improved suffi-

ciently to make it possible to sell more of the equipment trust

certificates held by the Railroad Administration in order to

provide funds with which to make settlements with the rail-

roads for some time to come. It has also been apparent that

the railroads themselves were not sufficiently interested in

the passage of the bill with the various conditions that have

been put into it, to make any great efforts toward its passage,

particularly in view of the danger of having it used as a

vehicle for ill-considered amendments to the transportation

act. As market conditions improve it may soon become pos-

sible for the railroads to finance themselves their indebted-

ness to the government for additions and betterments made
during Federal control and their efforts now are being di-

rected toward effecting settlements with the Railroad Ad-
ministration.

Senator Cummins had allowed the bill to be displaced as

the unfinished business of the Senate before the close of the

extra session and the bill for the funding of the foreign

loans was made the unfinished business on December 5.

On December S the President sent to Congress a special

message on the budget, which included a report from the

director of the budget estimating the expenditures of the

various branches of the government for 1922 and 1923. This
estimated the expenditures on account of the Railroad Ad-
ministration and the transportation act for the fiscal year

1922 at $337,679,235 as compared with actual expenditures

for 1921 of $730,711,669. No estimate was made for 1923.

Photo from Ewing Calloway, A'. V.

Turning a Narrow-Gage Locomotive at Lake Maggiore, Italy



Disastrous Collision on Philadelphia & Reading
Caused by Failure of Train Crew to Obey "31" Order and to Heed

Signal Indication

Abutting collision of passenger trains on single track
on the Newton branch of the Philadelphia & Reading,
16 miles north of Philadelphia, on the morning of

December 5, resulted in the death of 25 persons and the
injury of 20 or more. The only explanation of the accident
which investigation thus far has brought out is, in the
language of C. H. Ewing, vice-presidenl of the company,
the "failure of the human agency." Specificall) -it appears
that the train crew of one of the trains disregarded a meet

"" Philadelphia & Reading Railway Company
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The Order Which Was Disobeyed

order which they had received and, furthermore, the train
entered a manual block section the signal for which was set

against them.

The two trains involved were No. 151 and No. 156

—

the
former northbound and the latter southbound. No. 151 ar-
rived at Bryn Athyn at 7:42 a. m., II minutes behind
schedule, and found waiting No. 154. a southbound train

conjunction with the crew of No. 154. which was waiting on
the main line just far enough north of the north end of the

siding to allow Xo. 151 to back into the char.

The operator had placed the manual block -emaphore
at stop for No. 151 and in addition had displayed a red flag,

which is the practice when there are order- for a train.

The conductor of No. 151 accordingly reported to the tele-

graph office and received an order, a fac-simile of which is

shown in an accompanying illustration, directing his train

to meet No. 156 1 Bryn Athyn and to take the siding. This
order was made "complete" at 7:46 a. m. The conductor
delivered a copy of the order to the engineman.
As soon as No. 151 had cleared the mam line. No. 154

Removing Victims from the Wreckage in the Cut

proceeded southward. The operator at Bryn Athyn at this
time was (ailed by Churchville, about 5.' .'miles north and
the first station at which an operator was an duty, anting
for the block between the two stations for No. 156, which
had received the order to meet No. 151 at Bryn Athyn and
was ready ti OUthward. With No. 154 out' of the

ind No. 151 in the siding, the block was clear and
accordingly the operator at Bryn Athyn allowed No 156 to
depart from Churchville, which it did at 7:45.
A minute or 50 later the operator at Bryn Athyn saw that

N««* Block Station

a+ Churchville ~ooou+

n Sryn AHiyn

Section of the Newtown Branch in Vicinity of Accident

Brtiich it ordinarily meets a t Huntingdon Valley, the first
station south of Bryn Athyn. The siding at Bryn Athyn,
as is shown in the accompanying sketch, can be entered from
the north end only. Consequently No. 151 had to proceed
past the manual block signal (also shown on the map)
under protection of a Bag. This protection was provided in

No. 151 v. is leaving and he ran up the track shouting
tract the attention of some of the train crew— hut to no avail.
No. 151 had left Bryn Athyn disregarding its meet order
and also the manual block signal, without the 1

of which no train is. under the rules, permitted to proceed
northward. The operator informed the dispatcher of what

1163
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Lad happened and calls for doctors and nurses were imme-

diately sent out.

The trains mel head-on about four minutes alter

No. 151 had left Bryn Athyn. The collision took place

on a curve in a rather narrow rock cut which caused

the wreckage to pile up instead of scattering over the right-

of-way. To this fact the heavy loss of life may be laid.

Many victims were imprisoned beneath the mass of wreck-

age and so perished, who might have been saved if the

debris had been scattered.

The cars of both trains were of wood and they soon caught

in re. Volunteer rescuers from houses in the neighborhood

•were not able to do effective work because of the fire and it

was with difficulty that fire apparatus was brought from

surrounding towns to the scene of the disaster because there

are no highways in the immediate vicinity. Before am
effective work could be done toward quenching the flames

both trains had been practically consumed and with them

the unfortunates imprisoned by the wreckage.

A relief train was sent from Philadelphia soon after the

accident occurred and the injured were removed to neighbor-

ing hospitals as rapidly as possible.

It is understood that the conductor of No. -151 is inclined

to admit some degree of responsibility for the accident. The
engineman of this train is in the hospital and cannot be ques-

tioned. His fireman is among the dead. It appears, how-

ever, that the conductor, and possibly also the engineman.

failed to give their orders to their subordinates to read as is

required by the rules. The engineman and conductor, it is.

supposed, had in mind train No. 154 which they had met

and by some peculiar psychological phenomenon as-

sumed that the meet order referred to No. 154 and

for any unprotected movement into the block. No. 151 had

never been admitted to the block and the fact that the signal

was, when the train was in the siding, at the rear of the

train, offers no excuse whatever to any of the train crew tor

proceeding without the assurance that it had been cleared by

the operator.

Bryn Athyn is at the northern end of automatic block

signal territory. On the accompanying sketch an automatic

banjo signal, located just north of the north end of the

siding to govern southbound movements, marks the northern

extremity of automatic signals on this line. North from

Bryn Athyn train movements are protected by manual block

signals.

The Newtown branch is 19 miles long and is primarily

Photo by lnternali

Wreckage Piled in the Narrow Cut Which Made Rescuers'

Work Difficult

not to No. 156—in spite of the fact that No. 156 was quite

plainly written on the orders delivered to them.

But even with the general misunderstanding or neglect

of the order, if any one of the five men composing the crew

of No. 151 had paid any attention to the semaphore signal

which was kept constantly in the stop position, the collision

could have been averted.

This signal, as the map shows, is at the station and No.

151 had to pass the station to back into the siding. This

movement was, however, protected by a flag, as was before

noted, and no authority was given at any time by the opera-

tor for the train to enter the block. Such authority, indi-

cated by clearing die signal, is necessary under the rules

Photo b\ International

No. 156 Afire

a suburban passenger line. About ten passenger trains in

•either direction are operated daily over its rails between

Newtown and Philadelphia. Most of the suburban com-

munities it serves are relatively small and travel on the line

is not remarkably heavy. As a result the equipment used

is rather light and the trains are not as a rule long, lor

•example. No. 150, an express train due to reach Philadel-

phia at a convenient hour, 8:30, in the morning and which

•may be presumed, therefore, to be a popular train—had on

the day of the accident but five cars, a combination

and four coaches. No. 151 had but three ears. All of

these eight cars were of wood and the locomotives, No. 161

on Train 151 and No. 278 on Train 156, were relatively

light "Mother Hubbards" of the American type and with

Wooten fireboxes.

On December 6—the day following the accident—an in-

vestigation into the causes of the disaster was begun by the

following: C. H. Ewing, vice-president of the company;

F. M. Falk, general manager; V. B. Fisher, general super-

intendent; W. L. Kinter, general solicitor: W. F. Eckert,

superintendent. New York division: A. H. Yocum, Signal

engineer; L D. Shearer, superintendent of telegraph; B H
Baker, chief dispatcher; J. T. Pratt, supervisor ot safety:

]. I. Sellers, train rules examiner; R. .1. Steele, supervisor

of signals; 1 C. Wrenshall, division engineer; N. W. Jones

assistant superintendent; H. A. Rose, of the Pennsylvania

Public Service Commission; and Messrs. Temple. Patterson

and Hawlev, representing the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission. No official report of the results of the investigation

have been made public aid the details herewith set forth-

must be taken as preliminary to the official report of me

investigators which is not yet complete.



Baltimore & Ohio Shows Much Improvement in 1921

An Analysis of What the Road Is Doing in Operation and

Earnings—The 1920 Results

Tur \invi ii i \ ri pi ib r of revenui tnd expi ases of the

Baltimore &; Ohio for October and the first 10 months

of 192] furnishes a striking contrast with the figures

for the preceding year, and particularly with the data given

in the recently issued annual report. The net railway operat-

ing income for October, $3,422,497, is considerably in ex-

cess of that of any previous month oi 1921 and more than

$500,000 greater than the figure for October, 1920. For

the first U) months of 1921 the road had a net railway

operating income of $18,693,694. In the firsl 10 months

of 1920 the property experienced a deficil of $5,661,523.

The figure, tin r< fori
,
represents an improvement of $24,355,-

217. This improvement is in part due to the adjustment

that we did not already know about the operations of the

property during that eventful year. There are some things

in the report, however, that are shown in such a striking

way as to demand special attention. For one thin

report brings oul the fad that in the 12 months of 1920,

the road handled 101 924 ,! b n of n enue freight. This

compared with 88,862,248 tons in 1919 and represented

an increase of L4.7 per cent over that year. The ton-miles

of revenue freight totaled 20,932,667,112, which broke all

previous records for the Baltimore & Ohio. It was 15.3

per cent great r than the best previous year in the company's

history. I In- seems to justify amply the statements made

by the officers that the road regained more rapidly than

The Baltimore & Ohio

that was made in rates and charges in August, 1920, in

part to economizing in maintenance, and in part to improved

operating conditions generally. The Baltimore & Ohio in

1920 handled the largest business in its history. At the

present time its net ton-miles are averaging but two-thirds

those of last year. The latest figures available at this writ-

ing are those for September. Up to the end of that month,

was anticipated much of the traffic which, under federal

control and as a necessary war measure, was diverted to

keep the strategically located eastern lines open for the move-
ment of fuel, steel and munitions to die scabord. This last

accounted in large part for the relatively poor shown
net income during federal control.

Although 1920 was a record year from the standpoint of

BALTIMORE & OHIO OP1 kai lNt; RESU1 IS, 1914 TO 1920

Year ended Freight i tperating Operating N.I Revenue '

June 30 Mileage revenue r, \ . I1UI expen ratio operating revenue Revenui tons one mile haul train lead

1914 4.515 $76,398,717 $99, li. : $74.-1" 75,03 $24,7' 7.060 •21.501 194 645
1915 4,5.13 7ii.rS0.809 91,81 27.890,290 692
1916 4.539 ss. 176,032 111,668 79,31 71.03 !;.} 761

Year ended
Dec. 31

1916 4,71
'

95,596,677 121,793,842 -".154 72.07 34,01 03.831 194 760
1917 107,17 1,61 1,910 • 77.29 18,144,
1918 5.152 ,038 ' ''.575 13,3 815
1919 5,154 136,80 IS !,«

'

170.34 1 ,"X4

1920 5.155 [82,710,6 9 ,9 97.61 5,54

the road had handled since January 1. 11,062,904,000 net

ton-miles. In the first nine month the net ton-

miles aggregated 16,095,181,000. rhe increase in net,

therefore, is the more remarkable because it has taken place

in spite of this falling off in traffic and in spite of the

resulting sharp decrease in gross income.

Record-Breaking Business in 920 ["he annual report

of the Baltimore & Ohio which was given to the annual

meeting at Baltimore on November 21, does nol tell us much

the traffic carried, increased costs of operation without cor-

responding increase in rate- and charges prevented the

Baltimore & Ohio from realizing on it- record breaking

ness. Its operating ratio was 97.61. For the year thi

net railway operating deficit of $4,427,019. The cor-

porate income account, however, which takes into

consideration the standard return for the first two months

and the guarantee for the followil '1 the

earned income for the remaining ft ur months, showed a

1165
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gross corporate income of $31,834,154. The interest on
funded debt and other deductions amounted to $24,588,480.
Dividends of 4 per cent on the preferred stock amounted to

$2,354,531 and the surplus after- allowance for dividends

was $4,890,950. No dividends on the common stock were
paid in 1920.

Interesting Comparative Figures of Equipment Mainten-
ance Costs. A noteworthy feature of the Baltimore & Ohio's

annual report is the comparative figures which are given for

the years 1911 to 1920. A perusal of the several tables

showing these figures brings out details which explain

strikingly the reason for the net railway operating deficit

which the road experienced in 1920. The tables develop

the interesting fact that the wages of engine crews in 1913

averaged $10.88 per 100 locomotive-miles. In 1919 they

averaged $18.70 and in 1920, $24.43. Fuel per 100 loco-

motive-miles in 1913 was $9.58; in 1919 it was $22.96 and
in 1920, $36.81. The total cost per 100 locomotive-miles

in 1913 was $36.66; in 1919 it was $100.78 and in 1920,

$122.98.

Another table shows the costs of repairs to cars, the

statement including the repairs, retirements and deprecia-

tion charged to operating expenses. The average cost per

freight car in 1913 was $87.97; in 1919 it was $212.97

and in 1920, $287.55. The same figures for passenger cars

in a safe condition and is in adequate shape to handle prop-
erly all the business it has been called upon to carry;

nevertheless, all has not been done that the officers of the

road would like to have seen done.

Some Maintenance of Way Statistics

It may be of interest to put some of these details in the

form of statistics. The road will probably lay this year

new rail amounting to about 28,000 tons. In 1920 it put
in track 53,638 tons; in 1919, 28,262 tons; in 1916 and
1917, about 75,000 tons. New ties put in track in 1921
will total about 2,350,000. In 1920 the total was slightly

in excess of this, the actual figure for 1920 being 2,576,398.
The amount of rock ballast put in track this year is counted

on reaching 275,000 yards. In 1920 the figure was 216,000.

The average for the years 1908 to 1917 was 490,000.

Gravel ballast used this year will total approximately

340,000 yards; in 1920 it was 425,000. Slag and cinder

ballast this year is figured at 190,000; in 1920 it was
438,000.

Orders for 3,000 New Car Bodies. The best index of

maintenance, insofar as cars are concerned, is the percent-

age of bad order freight cars. The Baltimore & Ohio on

November 15 had 13.3 per cent of its freight cars in bad
order. The percentage for all roads on that date was 14.4

CARS

Miles run

LOCOMOTIVES

Cost per 100 miles run

Repai::s, retirements and depreciation charged
to operating expenses

Freight

PbiRepairs,
retirements,

and
depreciation

Wages of
enginemen
motormen

and firemen

Cost of
fuel for

locomotives
Total*

Average
number

of freight
cars owned

Amount

ssenger

Year ended
June 30

Average
per car

Average
per car

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

64,708,403
61,119,637
64,242,709
61,445,747
55,823,874
62,581,009

$10.08
11.15
12.36
12.11
12.98
17.07

$9.58
10.09
10.88
11.67
10.61
10.44

$8.73
8.48
9.58
10.27
9.63
9.31

$31.75
33.20
36.66
38.37
37.48
40.85

89,522
88,131
89,701
<*8.064

86,097
84,943

$7,061,035
7.566,655
7,890,822
7,106,659
6,269,173
9,646,292

$78.87
85.86
87.97
80.70
72.82
113.56

$763.48
785.01
797.32
653.80
619.10
809.74

Year ended
Dec. 31

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

67,399.322
69.S29.296
65,243,727
S9,960,670
67,371,623

also enginehouse

16.69
20.38
41.55
47.45
47.41

expenses, cost of

10.67
13.24
17.63
18.70
24.43

operating fuel

10.32
20.15
25.54
22.96
36.81

stations, water

42.07
59.74
95.09
100.78
122.98

for locomotives

89,795
94,217
97,334
95.422
95,867

and lubricants

9,332,072
8.849.531
15,884,382
20.321,911
27,566,870

and other supp'

103.93
93.93
163.19
212.97
287.55

lies for locom<

890.39
912.11

1,456.24
1.994 07
2,504.56

•Includes Hives.

show an increase from $797.32 per car in 1913 to $2,504.56
in 1920. A selection from these figures has been made up in

the form of a table. The striking increases in costs reflect

the changes which have come about through the inflation of

labor and material during and incident to the war.

Maintenance Savings in 1021. As between 1920 and that

part of 1921 for which the returns are available, the Balti-

more & Ohio has seen a striking change. While influenced

somewhat by the lesser amount of traffic handled and
also by the reductions in wages, improvement in

morale and changes in working conditions, there

can be no question but that a large portion of the

savings in expenses in 1921, as compared with 1920,
has been due to reduced maintenance. The situation has

been aptly described by a Baltimore & Ohio officer who
explained that the condition was a great deal like that of

the owner of a house whose bank balance had been seriously

reduced but who desired nevertheless to repaper his living

room and was confronted at the same time with the necessity

of repairing a leak in the roof. Naturally, under the con-

ditions, he would repair the roof and presumably postpone

the papering of the Living room. This, the officer said,

is what has happened with the Baltimore & Ohio. The road-

bed has been maintained to a high standard, but customary

painting, etc., has been omitted. A trip over its main line

evidences that it looks good and rides well. It is certainly

per cent. Bad order box cars on the B. & O. on the date

mentioned totaled 12 per cent and coal cars 13.9 per cent.

There are at present stored along the lines of the road

large numbers of cars requiring heavy repairs, although

this perhaps is not on the whole exceptional as

compared with other roads. However, the road is taking

heroic measures to remedy the situation. Early in October,

as reported in the Equipment and Supplies column of the

Railway Age of October 8, it placed orders for 1,000 box

and 1,000 hopper car bodies; it was reported in the issue

of December 2 as having placed orders for 1,000 additional

hopper car bodies. The intention is to use rebuilt trucks and

the running gear and replace the bodies: at any rate, the

steps taken will permit the elimination of 3,000 heavy bad

orders from the bad order total.

B. & O. Primarily a Coal Road

Coal Traffic Falls Off. In the editorial review of the

Baltimore & Ohio's annual report for 1919 which appeared

in the Railway Age of January 21. 1921. page 224, consider-

able attention was paid to the manner in which the road

handled its coal traffic, to the fields from which the coal

is obtained, and the wav in which it is moved. Similarly,

comments were made concerning the growing traffic 'in other

commodities. It was noted, however, that, "Nevertheless,

despite the increase in general business, the Baltimore &
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Ohio is still primarily a coal road." This statement

applies with equal force to the 1920 annual report. In 1918

the Baltimore & Ohio carried 45,259,560 tons of bituminous

coal, this constituting 47 per cent of the total tonnage; in

1919 the tonnage of bituminous coal was 40,752,924 or

45.86 per cent; in 1920 the bituminous coal moved reached

48,933,438 tons or 48 per cent. The increase in total tons

of all commodities handled in 1920 over 1919 was 13,062,-

272; of bituminous coal 8,180,514.

The Baltimore & Ohio, as was noted in the editorial

review above mentioned, moves its coal to tidewater at

Baltimore. With one exception -the Pennsylvania System

— it moves more coal to the lakes than an) other carrier,

rhere is also a heavy movement to central Pennsylvania,

New York and New England over the Philadelphia &
Reading through Shippensburg, Pa., which coal is delivered

to that canicr by the Western Maryland and the < 'umber

land Valley. The movement to the coal piers at Baltimore

this year has fallen off in a rather unusual degree, due
largely to the difficulties which have beset the country's

export trade in coal. In 1920 the B. & O. broke all records

for dumpings at its Baltimore piers—Curtis Bay and Locust

Point. Whereas in 1918 it dumped at these piers 2,400,000

tons, and in 1919 about 2,000,000 tons, in 1920 it reached

a figure of 5,500,000 tons. For purposes of comparison it

may be noted that in 1920 the Chesapeake & Ohio dumped
at Newport News, Va., about 7,000,000 tons; the Virginian

at Sewalls Point (Norfolk), about 5,500,000 tons and the

Norfolk & Western at Lamberts Point (Norfolk), about

8,800,000 tons. This year, however, the B. & O. will dump
at Baltimore but 2,200,000 tons. As has been the case at

many other piers the pooling arrangements at Curtis Bay
have been abandoned.

The Baltimore & Ohio dumps coal at the lakes at Toledo
and Lorain, and will resume the handling of coal at Fair-

port, where it formerly handled considerable quantities

also at Fairport. In the first 10 months of 1921 it has

loaded bituminous coal into vessels at Toledo amounting

to about 2,400,000 tons as compared with 1,400,000 tons

in the same period of 1920 or 2,100,000 in 1919. For

Lorain the figures for tlu- first 10 months of 1921 show

2,500,000 tons as against 2,900,000 in the first 10 months

of 1920, or 2,800,000 in the same period of 1919. The lake

movement seems to have held up considerably better than

the movement to tidewater at Baltimore.

Back Haul on Iron Ore. The Baltimore & Ohio has the

advantage of a sizeable back haul on iron ore from its lake'

ports. It ranks fourth in this traffic, it- business being

exceeded by that of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, the Penn-

sylvania and the New York Central. Naturally, in view

of the stale of the steel industry, this business has been

Considerably less than it was in 1920. In the first nine

months of 1921 the road handled fl ports about

1,500,000 tons as compared with !,800 I

I in the

same period of 1920. Ore is received at Lorain, Toledo,

Fairport and Cleveland. Last year the tonnage shipped

from the first three was practically equal about 900,000

tons. This year about two thirds of the business has been

handled from Fairport.

Attitude of Officers and Men Seems Excellent

Conclusions. It is fairly well understood that the
I

more & Ohio has experienced rather rough going during the

past three or four years. It has I ipped by the

manner in which its lines were divided during federal con-

trol under the jurisdiction of six federal managers rep

to four regional directors and by the diversion of much of

its traffic, particularly its high grade freight traffic and

passenger business, to other roads. While the officers of

the road, themselves, do not believe that the svsterd has

regained all the ground lost during federal control, the 1920

annual report states: "In the ten months of the year (1920)
during which the road was operated under the jurisdiction

of tin company, the pre-war basis for maintenance of way
and structures was re-established, and some improvement

in track and equipment conditions"; that the through

ervice was re-established, and the general

I reflected in the fait that the Baltimore &
Ohio "during th moved a larger volume of

traffic * re in its history."

The general attitude of officers and men seems excellent.

The substantial increase in net railway operating income,

notwithstanding the falling off in business which has char-

acterized the present year, seems to indicate that the Balti-

more & Ohio has turned the corner and should continue the

improvement which has already been developed.

Senate Committee Hearings
WAsniMOTon, D. C.

TESTIMONY on behalf of the railroad train service

brotherhoods by Frank J. Warne was concluded on

December 3, after Mr. Warne had been on the stand

for 10 days. This testimony was given in connection with

the committee's general investigation of railroad conditions

in accordance with a Senate resolution. In the same pro-

ceeding the committee expected to hear testimony of Walker
D. Hines, former director general of railroads, on Friday
of this week. Mr. McAdoo is to be called later. Commis-
sioner Campbell of the Interstate Commerce Commission is

also to be heard by the committee at the request of Senator

Poindexter, and Chairman Cummins asked the Interstate

Commerce Commission whether it cared to introduce testi-

mony. It is understood that Commissioner Hall will appear

for the commission some day next week.

Hearings on the Capper bill and other proposed amend-
ments to the transportation act have not yet been concluded
and it is expected that additional witnesses will be heard on
behalf of the railroad-. After hearing the testimony of the

state railroad commissions and of Clifford Thome and S. H.

Cowan, the committee appeared anxious to conclude the

hearing- and act on a bill, but the testimony presented on
behalf of the railroads and Security Owners' Association ha-

apparently counteracted to some extent the effect of the

previous testimony and indicated to the committee that it

bad he ; sided story. Representatives for the rail-

roads insisted on having an adequate time to present their

case in spite of the efforts of :nmins to conclude
the bearings and this made it necessary to postpone action

until the new session.

Warne claimed that the case of the public interest in the

country's transportation highways has not been properly pre-

I tribunals in valuation and other

ven go further, with due regard to the f.

the ease." lie said, "and state without fear of successful con-
tradiction that much of the public interest in the railroads
has been automatically and arbitrarily capitalized by the

financial infi atrol of th.- roads for the In-nefit of

private groups and individuals. These now exercise 'squatter'

sovereignty over vast amounts of value Monging to the
people and which were never surrendered by them. In brief,

the greater part of the interest of the public in the railroads,
which was retained by it even in the charter grants to the

has been taken from it by various methods and de-

anomic exploitation and is today legalized' as

private property. And a considerable part of this public-

interest is represented in the present-day land values in road
and equipment of the railway property investment account."

witness discussed the important part investment* in
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the roads made out of earnings and surplus play in the

property investment account at the present time. He argued

that the public had an interest in such sums and that it

should not be required to pay an additional return on these

invested surplus earnings. In this connection he claimed

that the total cost of the Pennsylvania terminal and tunnel

in New York City of $114,000,000 contained $57,000,000

of such surplus earnings. Illustrations were also given from

the practices of the Chicago & Alton, the Burlington, the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and numerous other

carriers.

Replying to testimony presented before the committee by
witnesses for the railroads as to the proportion of operating

revenues that goes to labor in the form of wages to employees.

Warne said that the total amount of the government rental

under the guarantee, amounting to as much as $906,500,000,

was omitted from the calculation for the years 1918, 1919,

and 1920. He also said that as much as $92,000,000, repre-

senting salaries to general and division officers, was included

as wages to employees, so that the ratio to labor was made
very much larger by each one of these two "statistical falla-

cies." He said:

"The amount received by the American railroads as rep-

resenting return on investment was $788,633,049 in 1920

and not $61,928,626 as reported by Mr. Elliott and other

representatives of the railroads. It was $906,524,492 in each

of the years 1919 and 1918 and not $454,984,953 and $638,-

568,603, respectively, as stated by Mr. Elliott.

"Mr. Elliott's figures give the proportion going to invest-

ment in 1920 as 1.0 cent out of each dollar. The inclusion

of the amount of the standard return increases this more than

eleven-fold—to 11.4 cents. For 1919 investment received

16.2 cents out of every dollar instead of Mr. Elliott's 8.8

cents, and in 1918 the amount going to investment out of

each dollar was 17.6 and not 13.1 cents.

"The 11.4 cents out of every dollar that in 1920 went to

investment, a relatively low return compared with 1919 and

1918 because of much greater maintenance expenditures in

1920 out of revenue, is equal to 105,528,216 more dollars

than the 23.8 cents out of every dollar in 1915; it is $127,-

614,902 more than the 21.8 cents going to investment in

1914; it is even greater in total amount by $80,148,666 than

the 25.2 cents received by investment in 1912.

"The 16.2 cents in 1919 and 17.6 in 1918 received by

investment out of every dollar are $223,419,659 more than

the 23.8 cents in 1915. They are $245,506,345 more than

the 21.8 cents in 1914; $198,040,109 more than the 25.2

cents in 1912. They are only $78,348,467 less than the

29.1 cents in 1916, this latter standing for the largest pro-

portion out of each dollar received by investment in any one

of these years from 1912 to 1920.

"With labor receiving 53.6 cents out of every dollar in

1920, the largest proportion in any one of these nine years,

there went to investment a much larger sum, not taking into

consideration the large income to capital through excessive

maintenance, than in either 1915, when labor received only

41.5 cents, or in 1914, when it was paid 44.1 cents, or in

1912, when the proportion of each dollar was 43.1 cents.

"It should be plain from all this that an increase in the

proportion that goes to labor out of each dollar earned is not

inconsistent with even large revenue to investment. It is

also clear that the proportion that goes to capital out of each
dollar earned may decrease in any one year in relation to

another year and at the same time investment receive a much
larger return. This usually comes about through the smaller

proportion being received on a great many more dollars."

Mr. Warne said that railroad corporations today own as

much as $2,760,000,000, face value, of the stocks of other

. railroad and affiliated companies and $2,453,000,000, face

value, of their bonds, the total investment of railway corpora-

tions in the securities of other rail transportation and affili-

ated companies exceeding $5,213,000,000, or approximately
one-fourth—25 per cent—of total railway securities.

"This ownership of stock should not be regarded from the

purely investment standpoint," he said, "that is, as the in-

vestment of capital upon which a stated or specified rate of

return should be secured. This is true because of the fact

that such ownership has no relation to and is not based upon
the principle of investment that prevails in ordinary circum-

stances. The conclusion is indisputable that railway cor-

porations do not purchase railway stock widely for purpose of

investment, but that the holdings in the stock of other rail-

ways are rather for the purpose of controlling or influencing

the management of corporations whose operations are of real

concern to the holding company. Such holdings are either

majority holdings, which ensure control, or minority holdings

of sufficient amount to guarantee an effective influence in

management."

Among the conclusions which the witness drew from his

presentation of a large number of specific illustrations of dif-

ferent railroads as to this intercorporate ownership are the

following

:

Inflation of the property investment account.

Over-capitalization, involving the excessive issue of

securities.

Over-expansion of credit.

Corporate speculation and speculation with corporate

funds.

Centralization or concentration of financial power.

"Reckless and profligate" financiering.

Complex, complicated, intricate, secret, and confusing in-

tercorporate relations and bookkeeping.

Manipulation of accounts and falsification of records.

"Circuitous and subterranean" transactions between cor-

porations within the same system.

Control of a company or of companies by a single corpora-

tion stockholder over against the interest possibly of thou-

sands of individual stockholders.

Minority stock control of transportation companies.

Removal of control from close relations to the subsidiary's

public.

Creation of holding companies that deny the authority of

the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Diversion from investment in equipment and other prop-

erty of holding corporations of vast sums tied up in stock

purchases.

Diversion of funds for needed improvements in the sub-

sidiary to channels serving more the interest of the holding

company.

Neglect of necessary improvements to the subsidiary road

in order to pay dividends to the holding corporation.

Impairment of credit of the subsidiary.

Destruction or deterioration of stock value to minority

stockholders.

Reduction or passing of dividends to the subsidiary stock-

holders.

Replacement of a conservative by a speculative manage-
ment; of one practicing rigid economy by one engaging in

extravagance.

Cash dividends, bonuses, gifts of securities in subsidiary

companies, syndicate profits and commissions, stock divi-

dends, and the like.

Unfair and unjust division of through rates..

Unfair and unjust distribution of traffic.

Limitation of necessary new construction.

Encouragement to dummy directors and dummy officials

and even dummy stockholders and dummy corporations.
.

Contracts presumably between two or more subsidiary

companies made in fact by one and the same holding

company.
The relation of holding and subsidiary companies and

their officials to construction and supply companies.
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The Illinois Central i with peat as a sub-

stitute for coal as fuel on it i [o suburban train-.

Demurrage on freight cars, in Canada,

ruling recently handed down bj the Railwaj • ommission,

is hereafter to be one dollai i d car, after the

first 48 hours, and fivi dollai a day thereafter.

The division terminal of the Nashville, Chattanooga iV St.

Louis, now located al Le: it n , will be moved to Hollow

Rock Junction, Term., on Januarj 1. where new yards have been

constructed at a cost of appro imately $500,000.

George J. Ray, chief engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, will address the Western Society of Engineers,

Chicago, on the evening of December 15, on "Economic
Considerations of Line Revisions on the D. L. & W."

The Interstate Commerce Commission has announced a scries

of hearings in valuation cases to be held at Washington during

January, including the Elgin, Juliet X: Eastern and the Atlanta, Bir-

mingham & Atlantic on January 9; Evansville & Indianapolis on

January 16, Central of Georgia and Florida East Coast on

January 23.

A million dollars a month, approximately, is the amount
of the war taxes which the New York Central during the

past four years has been collecting on passenger tickets and
freight bills, and a circular has been issued telling the com-
pany's patrons how they are now going to save twelve

millions a year. When the tax is taken off, January 1, the

tare from New York to San Francisco will drop from $120.59

to $111.70.

New England Railroad Club

C. B. Smith, mechanical engineer of the I'.oston ,\ Maim-,
will speak on the subject of Rebuilding Old Locomotives
at the next meeting of the New England Railroad Club, to

be held on Tuesday, December 13. A dinner will prei i de

the regular business meeting, which will be held at the

American House, Boston, Mass., at 8 p, m.

North Dakota Campaign Against Crossing Accidents

The Board of Railroad Commissioners of the state of North
Dakota proposes to launch immediately a state-wide campaign
tor the reduction of grade crossing accidents. This is believed

to be the first instance of a state department undertaking on
its own account an extensive campaign against such accidents.

Recommends Another Claim Prevention Congress

The Freight Claim Division of the American Railway I

eiation has issued a circular to all ro imending that

another "Freight I laim Prevei i

" be held in

Chicago during the month oi January, 1922, and to be -

what similar to thi oni held in I hii igo in November,

"Labor" Contributes Some Additional Strike News
Labor, the newspaper published by the Plumb Plan League.

reproduces in its In copy of an order said to have
been sent by the X.iw Department to all beads of departments
and barracks pettj officers undei dati of October 21, directing
them to interview all men who come under their jurisdiction,

With a view ol finding out if any bad previous experience in

railroading; and to prepare lists showing the previous experi-
ence, such as fireman, engineer, trackman, switchman, round
house and repair man, or in any duties in connection with railroad
operation of all men assigned to each barracks or head of
department.

also asked for a list of those who had had experi-

ence in machine gun crews and were good pistol or rifle shots.

The lists were to be submitted to the executive officers on Octo-
ber 24.

The paper draws from this the inference that the government
had made ng the strike of railroad

ees which was called for October 30.

Chicago Engineers to Study Railroad Economics

The Chicago chapter of the American Association of Engi-
neers has established courses of instruction in railroad m
Blent and iii railroad economics. These courses are open to the

members of this association without charge. They are not de-

signed rating officers or accountants of the students,

but arc intended to give them an insight into the methods
employed in these departments. It is the intention to direct the

work of these courses by reference as far as possible to the

methods in vogue on the roads on which the students are
employed.

Board Summons Carriers in Contract Controversy

Representatives of nine railroads—the Eric, the Pittsburg &
Lake Erie, the Indiana Harbor Belt, the St. Louis-San Francisco,

the GiUf Coast Lines, the Chicago Great Western, the Colorado
& Southern, the i hicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Great
Northern have been summoned t' 1 appear before the Labor
Board on December 19 in controversies arising over the action
of these carriers in leasing their shops or maintenance of way
work to outside companies The disputes in each case have
been brought by the employees involved as constituting a viola-

tion of the labor provisions of the Transportation Vet It has
long been an open question as to the attitude of the Labor Board
on this subject and its action will therefore be given careful

attention not only by those roads which have already engaged in

this practice but by representatives of other carriers which have
been contemplating such action but have hesitated because of the
unknown attitude of the Board.

All of the CI ore the Board. 70 in number, involving
the American Express i

ings which will begin on December 12 and continue until testi-

mony in all of the cases has been completed. This is part of the
Board's attempt to clear its docket of a larvie number of minor
cases which were submitted to it because of the lack of adjust-

ment boards.

Coal in Store November 1

The Bureau of the Census and the Geological Survey have made
a joint investigation i'i the stocks of anthracite and bittu

the country as of November 1. which shows total con-
sumer-' unting to approxin

uantity was about 25 per cent below the
maximum reached during the wai

the report says, the stocks on hand appear larger than
they are and at the present low rate of consumption if evenly

among all users they would last about 43 days With
business active they would last 35 days. Th( ks are
about the same as those on January 1. g the spring
and summer si 000 tons, but

rapidly in October becau-e .ilroad

strike Now that the strike has been avert! m has
fallen sharply to a point below consumption and coal is being
withdrawn from storage.

The report t the railroads had on hand
November 1 J" days' supplj of bituminous coal, which

mount than they have had since January 1, 1919.

there was a 3 |y. This estimate is based on pre-
liminary returns from 255 roads furnished by the American
Railway
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I. C. C. Questions Interlocking Directors

The Interstate Commerce Commission has sent out a question-

naire to directors and officers of railroads that occupy such
positions on more than one road, calling for information which
the commission desires to have in passing upon their applica-

tions for authority to retain such positions after December 31.

A large number of such applications under Paragraph 12 of
Section 20-a of the law are being filed with the commission daily.

So far the commission has passed on a number of simple cases
in which the dual positions are held with purely subsidiary or
affiliate companies. The questionnaire asks for information as

to the following

:

1.—Personal ability of person;
2.—Extent of financial interest in road

;

3.—Affiliation if any with banks or banking institutions, railroad

equipment concerns ; supply houses, coal companies, real estate

concerns or others doing business with railroads generally;
4.—Interest in commodities transported by railroad carriers;

5.—Number and importance of boards of which a member;
6.—Extent of actual or potential competition between carriers

involved.

Net Operating Income for October 5.4 Per Cent

Reports of the earnings of the Class I railroads for the month
of October just filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission
show a net operating income of $105,186,283, which is at the rate

of 5.4 per cent for a year on their tentative valuation. This is

the largest net operating income the roads have had for a month
since the rates were increased and is 21.8 per cent greater than
that for October, 1920, which was the best month they have had
heretofore since the rate decision. The compilation is based on
reports from 199 roads. The Detroit, Toledo & Ironton and
the Kansas City Terminal have not yet filed their reports. October
is normally the heaviest traffic month of the year and, due to the

per cent and the Western roads 5.8 per cent, in each case showing
an improvement as compared with last year.
For the 10 months of 1921 ended October 31. the net operating

income of the Class I roads has been $494,606,000, which is at
an annual rate of return of 3.2 per cent. Operating revenues for
the 10 months show a decrease of 8.1 per cent and operated
expenses show a decrease of 17.1 per cent. That this was ac-
complished to a considerable extent at the expense of mainte-
nance is shown by the fact that the maintenance expenses de-
creased 21.7 per cent. Thirty railroads had operating deficits in

October as compared with 36 in September. 13 being in the Eastern.
7 in the Southern and 10 in the Western district. The table
below giving a preliminary report for October and the 10
months has been compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics.

A. R. E. A. Nominees
The Nominating Committee of the American Railway En-

gineering Association has submitted its report to the Board
of Direction as follows: For president, J. L. Campbell, chief

engineer, El Paso & Southwestern, El Paso, Texas; for

second vice-president, G. J. Ray, chief engineer, Delaware.
Lackawanna & Western, Hoboken, N. J.; for directors (three

to be elected), D. J. Brumley, chief engineer, Chicago Ter-
minal Improvements, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago:
Maurice Coburn, engineer maintenance of way, Pennsylvania
System, Indianapolis, Ind.; H. T. Douglas, Jr., chief engineer,
Chicago & Alton, Chicago; F. W. Green, vice-president, St.

Louis Southwestern, St. Louis, Mo.; C. E. Lindsay, special

engineer, New York Central Lines, Albany, N. Y. ; J. C. Mock,
signal-electrical engineer, Michigan Central, Detroit. Mich.;

H. L. Ripley, valuation engineer, New York, New Haven &
Hartford, Boston, Mass.; O. E. Selby, principal assistant en-

gineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Cincinnati,

Ohio, and W. P. Wiltsee, principal assistant engineer, Nor-

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES, CLASS I ROADS AND LARGE SWITCHING AND TERMINAL COMPANIES

Item 1921
Total Operating Revenues:

Eastern District (incL Poca. Reg.) $246,362,769
Southern District (excl. Poca. Reg.) 64,279.732
Western District 224.492.625
Total— United States 535.135,126

Total Maintenance Expenses:
Eastern District (incl. Poea. Reg.) 89,850,859
Southern District (excl. Poca. Reg.) 23,435,063
Western District 71.104.138
Total—United Slates 184.4S0.060

Total Operating Expenses:
Eastern District (incl. Poca. Reg.) 191.786.345
Southern District (excl. Poca Reg.) 50.205.615
Western District 155,122,817
Total—United States 397,114,777

Net Railway Operating Income:
Eastern District (incl. Poca. Reg.) 40,734,848
Southern District (excl. Poca. Reg.) 10.467,353
Western District 53',984,0S2
Total—United States 105,186,283

Rate Earned—Annual Basis:
Eastern District find. Poca. Reg.) 5.0

Southern Distiict (excl. l'oca. Reg.) 5.3

Western District 5.8

Total—United States 5.4

*Les8 than ore-tenth of one per cent. d Dcnctes decrease.
Note—Excludes returns for Detroit, Toledo & Ircnton and Kansas City

Month of Octobc Ten mon ths' period ended October 31

192C
Per cent of

1921 1920
Per cent of
increase

$314,585,441
71,068.251

256 012.830
641,666,522

d 21.7
d 9.6

d 12.3

a 16.6

$2,246,399,989
573,108.304

1. 851,803.93S
4.671,312.231

$2,416,509,430
631,795.903

2,033.060.895
5,081,366.228

d 7.0

d 9.3
d 8.9
d 8.1

115.313.235
27,382,123
88.225.322

230,920,6SO

d 22.1

d 14.4
d 19.3

d20.1

840,678.372
221,175.127
646,716,959

1. 70S, 570,458

1,074.490,062
265.208 743
841.863 603

2,181,562.408

d21.8
d 16.6
d23.2
d21.7

266.357 °47
62,295.350

197,740.434
526,393,731

d 28.0
d 19.4

d.->1.6

d24.6

1,906.541.969
501.897,543

1,470.881.318
3,979,320.830

2,404,428.403
589.097.644

1.808.324 071
4.S01,850.118

d20.7
d 14.8

d 18.7

d 17.1

33.860,110
6.52.8.412

46.003. S51
86,392,373

20.3
60.3
17 3

21.8

207,885.159
39.586707

2J7.134.399
494,606,265

Def. 107,671.519
17.2-9.151
94.681.447
4,289,079

129.1
161.0

4.2

3.4
5.1

4.6

3, 1

2.2

3 7

3.2

Def.
1.0

1.5

Terminal not yet filed.

threat of a railroad strike, the volume of freight for the latter

part of the month was beyond normal. Immediately after the

strike threat was removed, carloadings fell off more than 122,000

in a single week and have since been declining at a rate which
would indicate that the traffic for November will probably ap-
proximate only about 80 per cent of that for October. The ton

miles of freight handled in October were approximately 36,000,-

000,000, a decrease of 14 per cent as compared with October, 1920.

This was lower than the ton mileage for any October since

1916. The total operating revenues for the month were
$535,135,126, a decrease of 16.6 per cent as compared with October,
1920, while the operating expenses were $397,114,777, a decrease
of 24.6 per cent. The maintenance expenses were $184,480,060,

a decrease of only 20.1 per cent as compared with last year.

The operating ratio this year was 74.2 per cent as compared with
82 per cent last year. Railroads of the Eastern district showed
a net return at the rate of 5 per cent, the Southern roads 5.3

folk & Western, Roanoke, Va. For members of nominating
committee (five to be elected), W, J. Backes, engineer main-
tenance of way, Xew York, New Haven & Hartford, New
Haven, Conn.; A. M. Burt, assistant to vice-president in

charge of operation, Northern Pacific, St. Paul, Minn.; J. V.

Hanna, chief engineer, Kansas City Terminal, Kansas City.

Mo.; Maro Johnson, assistant engineer, Illinois Central, Chi-

cago, 111.; H. K. Lowry, signal engineer, Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, Chicago; J. de N. Macomb, office engineer.

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, Chicago; A. Montzheimer.

chief engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, Joliet, III.; W. L.

Morse, special assistant engineer, New York Central. New
York; P. B. Motley, engineer of bridges, Canadian Pacific.

Montreal, Can., and A. 6. Ridgway, assistant chief engineer.

Denver & Rio Grande Western, Denver. Colo. Ballots .will

be distributed to the members shortly after January 1, and

the result of the election will be announced in March.
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Mississippi River Barge Line

The operations of tin- government freight barges on the

Mississippi river during the 22 months ending with August last,

are the subject of a brief review, prepared by the Transportation

Division of the United Stair Department of Commerce, and

published in Commerce Report foi ovember 28.

For the whole period of 22 month the quantity of freight

carried southbound was 296,875 tons, and northbound 159,476

tons. The total movement Eoi
i

266,578 tons, by far

the heaviest month's traffic in thi n ord,

Sailings are now made weekly from each terminal, New Or-
leans and St. Louis; and landings are made at Cairo, Memphis
and Vicksburg. The boats haw the b I of municipal docks

at St. Louis, at Memphis and at New Orleans, and at Cairo

the barge line owns a floating terminal. With funds lent by the

Secretary of War, additional terminals are being prepared at

Memphis, Vicksburg and New Orleans.

The line now has in service 50 cargo barges and 10 tow boats

:

and other craft. Forty of the steel cargo barges are 230 ft.

long with a capacity of 2,000 tons each; and 10 of the barges

are adapted to carry oil in bulk, 118,400 gal. each. The freight

rales by the barge line are about 20 per cent lower than those

by parallel railroad lines.

Commission Authorizes Temporary
Reduction in Rates on Farm Products

The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 2 issued

a special order granting the request of the railroads for per-

mission to make a reduction for six months of 10 per cent in

the freight rates on agricultural products on short notice and

in as inexpensive a manner as possible, by the publication of

master tariffs and special supplement freight tariffs in abbre-

viated form. The commission has issued the necessary modifica-

tions of its rules to permit the abbreviated tariffs to be filed

on short notice on or before December 31.

The railroads proposed this temporary reduction as a substi-

tute for the order of the commission which has been made
effective on December 27, reducing the rates on grain and bay

in the western districts by half of the amount of the increases

made in Ex Parte 74; and the request was made in the same
petition in winch the commissii n was asked to reopen the

Western grain case for further heariii order is

effective in all parts ol the couuttw ex< i pi in \<

and it was granted without any statement ol the commission's
intentions as to the enforcement of its order in the grain case.

The commission also issui te orders authorizin

establishment of the reduced rates on aKricullui.il products with-

out observing the long and horl haul rule, and providing that

outstanding orders may be modified to the extent necessary to

permit the proposed reduction to bi applied I i the rates

by them. An "inexpensive form" oi notice is shown with the

order. This form has been worked "iii iftei conferences with
the tariff publishing agents.

Kepi esentat h i thai would bent : pai ticu

larly by the reduction on grain, haj and grain products provided
for in the commissio re making a fight to prevent the

ion from withdrawing this order and substituting the 10

per cent reduction on agricultural products lyde M
Reed, chairman of the Kansas Public Utilities Commission and
of the management committei ol the state commissions which
filed the original complain) in this case, which led to the investi

gation on the commission's own motion in which the order was
entered, tiled a protest with the commission on Monday against
the granting of the railroads' petition. This, the protest said.

"is in substance a request
t
that the Interstate Commerce

mission stultify itself by receding from its original position."

that the railroads have tailed to show any change in con-
ditions or changed facts which were not put before the commis-
sion during the original investigation and the commission is asked
to maintain its order and put the reductions into effect.

Commission and Court News I

Court News
Live Stock Shipper Falling From Top of Car

The lircuit Courl of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that a
ho himself undertook to move a car

to the chute and went on the top of the car in the dark
without a lantern, and walked oil the end. was guilty of
gross negligence as a matter of law, barring recovery from
the railroad for his injuries.— Birkestrand *. Chicago \1 &
St. P., 275 Fed. 194.

Abandonment of Telegraph Company's Easement
W here an easement for telegraph lines along a railroad

right of way was not used for 40 years, during which time
the telegraph company bad accepted an exclusive lease of
rights for its lines, and had subsequently iemna-
tion proceedings to take part of the right of way, the
Alabama Supreme Court holds that the non-user, together
with the acceptance of the lease and the condemnation pro-
ceedings, sufficient!) showed an abandonment of the ease-
ment.—Western Union v. I.. & \\ (Ala.)> 89 So. 518.

Neither Railroad Nor Director General
Responsible for Defective Track in Military Camp
The Circuit Court of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, holds that

either the Atlantic Coast I ine, which built a branch into
Tamp Jackson, nor the Director General, who took over the
operation of the road, was liable for the death of soldiers
caused by derailment of a car in the camp from a defective
track, the military authorities having taken over control of
the track and substituted lighter rails, insecurely fastened,
at the place ol the accident.— I leise v. Da d. 326.

Sufficient Clearance Between Tracks in Yards
The Rock Island constructed its switching yards at Council

Bluffs -'it years ago with the eh tween tracks
usual at that time, 6 ft. 6 in., in yards constructed recently

tal clearance being 7 ft. <> in. In an action for death
of an employe, alii lue te. insufficient clearance, the
Minnesota Su] rl holds that if the yard was reason-
ably safe, continuing to use it without rearranging the tracks
50 as to provide a greater clearance is not negligence, unless
it appears thai - nh yards are no longer in common use or
that changed conditions require a greater clearance Judg-
ment for the defendant notwithstanding verdict for the plain-
tiff was affirmed. McNamee v. I lines (Minn i 1184
\. W. 675

Industrial Track Must Be Justified

By Amount of Business
The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that under section 33

of article 9 of the titution, the Corporation Com-
is not justified in issuing an order to require .

road to maintain a "switch" for the benefit of any
coal mine, saw-mill * * * or other industry, unless it

appears that the amount of business is sufficient to
the same.

It is also held that when a person seeking to have a switch
put in by a railroad for his benefit
letter that he is to pay a certain amount of thi

installation, the letter clearly stating that thi

try and shall be removed in six m
arises in his favor to compel the railroad lie to
maintain the switch after the expiration of the time for which
it was installed, because of the expenditui made
by him.—Rock Island v State (Okla
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Foreign Railway News

Raven's Automatic Train Stop

Raven's automatic train stop, the invention of Sir Vincent

Raven, chief mechanical engineer of the Northeastern Railway
of England, is now fitted to 1,500 locomotives of that road, ac-

cording to a recent statement in the Railway Gametic (London).

The stop is a simple mechanical trip, similar to that in use on

the Interborough subways, New York City, and is a develop-

ment of the well-known cab signal of the same inventor, which

has been used on the Northeastern for many years. It is stated

that on lines where his apparatus is in use no provision is made
for stationing fogmen at distant signals. As the use of power-

brakes is, in England, confined mainly to passenger trains, this

statement would seem to indicate that the audible signal, sounded

in the cab, is a main feature of the system.

The passenger trains of the Northeastern use the Westing-

house brake, but the apparatus works also on trains using the

vacuum brake, many of which traverse parts of the Northeastern

lines.

Spanish Northern Railway Electrification Project

A contract for the electrification of 40 miles of the Spanish

Northern Railway is announced by the Sociedad Iberica de

Constructiones Electricas, of Madrid, Spain, one of the asso-

ciated companies of the International General Electric Company,

Inc., of New York. This initial order constitutes the most

recent and one of the largest European railway electrification

projects now under development. The high voltage direct cur-

rent system will be used.

The equipment to be supplied by the Sociedad Iberica de

be used similar to those on the St. Paul locomotives, having a
double contact shoe.

A New Bill for Reorganizing Spain's Railways

At the last session of the Spanish congress a bill was brought
forth for the reorganization of the railways of the kingdom,
according to the- Railway Gazette (London). This bill, the

principal provisions of which were noted in the Railway Age
of July 16 (page 133), evoked so much protest that it was
shelved. Now a new bill has been prepared. This legislation

would make the state a partner in railway enterprise by having
it advance to all the properties enough financial aid to put them
on a sound basis. The railways, under the bill, would be man-
aged by a council of 15 members—6 representing the government,

6 the companies, and 3 the Spanish business interests. The
council would fix rates sufficiently high to provide adequate re-

turns and net profits would be divided by the stockholders and
the government.

German Railways Have a Bad Year
At the close of the war railway rolling stock showed in-

creases in locomotives of 22 per cent and in freight and
passengers cars of 10 per cent over numbers on hand at the

beginning of 1914, due primarily to confiscation from invaded

territory, according to Commerce Reports. As the terms of

the armistice forced the return of 5,000 locomotives and
150,000 cars to France and Belgium, the rolling stock now
available is considerably less than that of 1914. A difference

of 31 per cent is given for locomotives in 1920, and 36 per

cent and 25 per cent, respectively, for passenger and
freight cars.

A great number of the locomotives and cars now in use are

in need of repairs, as well as the roadbeds of most of the

German railways.

The railway deficit for the present year (operation and

replacement) will amount to about 7,000,000,000 marks (about

End View and Side Elevation of One of the Locomotives to Be Used in Spain

Constructiones Electricas "ill consist of six 78-metric ton, six

motor locomotives, two complete sub-stations, each comprising
two 1,500 kilowatt, three unit motor generator sets, transformers
and svvitchgear and the material necessary for line construction.

I hi first electrification project of the Spanish Northern com-
prises about 40 miles of the Leon-Gijon line running through
the mountains between I'jo and Busdongo. Although this is a
single-track line, traffic is extremely heavy, as it is a link
between the mining district and the northern seaboard through
a mountainous legion with many tunnels, considerable grades and
severe climatic conditions.

The electric locomotives on order will he of the freight type,
with the following dimensions:

length over bucklers Ii, i,,,

!,'" ht ;•••, 13 feet, 11 inches
Width of cab 9 feet, 8 inches
Rigid wheel base 11 feet, 6 inches
Maximum wheel base 35 feet

The locomotives will be arranged for regenerative braking,
and will operate at 3,000 volts. The locomotive speed at con-
tinuous rating is 13.5. miles an hour. Pantograph collectors will

?.i5.000,000 at the present rate of exchange) as compared
with 15,000.000,000 marks (about $75,000,000) in 1920. The
extraordinary large figure last year was due to an unusual
expansion in the number of employees
An increase of 30 per cent in freight rates is scheduled to

take place some time this month. This condition is based

on existing rates, which are the result of an 80 per cent raise

during 1920, and which in turn had been based on rates

greatly advanced the year before. Freight-rate inert

were not effected between 1913 and 1917, but during the latter

year an advance of 7 per cent was made, followed by Fur-

ther advances, each time over existing rates, of 15 per cent

in 1918 and 60 per cent in April and 100 per cent in

October, 1919.

Passenger rates are also to be raised very shortly, accord-

ing to the latest plans, by 25 to 30 per cent. Previous in-

creases in these rates, extending over the period 1913-1920

have amounted to 671 per cent for first-class fares, 433 per

cent for second, 380 per cent for third, and 405 per cent for

fourth class fares.
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Equipment and Supplies

Locomotives

The Lehigh & Hudson River i-, inquiring tor 1 Consolidation

locomotive.

The Akron, Canton & Vol ;g town contemplates inquiring

for prices soon on 5 locomotivi

The Cumberland & Manchester lias ordered from the Bald-

w in Locomotive Works, 1 locomotive for passenger service.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & WESTERN in the near future

expects to ask for prices on about 5 Pacific type locomotives.

Freight Cars

The Erie is building 7(1 caboose cars in its own shops at

Buffalo, N. Y.

The Norfolk & Western contemplates making repairs to about

2,000 coal cars.

The Seaboard Air Line is inquiring for prices on the repair

of 1,000 or more 40-ton gondola cars.

The Bengal & North Western (India) is inquiring through

the car builders for 300 four-wheel wagons.

The Central of Georgia may lie in the market soon for about

KIN! ears to include box, stock and gondola cars.

The Norfolk & Western is asking for prices on 2,000 hopper

car bodies also on 2,000 all-steel gondola car bodies of 57J4 tons

capacity.

The Paulista Railway (BraEil) is inquiring through the

car builders for 120 gondola cars of 50-tons capacity and 60 box
cars of 40-tons capacity.

The Union Pacific, reported in the Railway Age of December
3, as expecting to be in the market soon for automobile cars is

now inquiring for 500, 40-ft. automobile cars, also for 500, 50-ft.

all steel automobile cars.

The Fere MARQUETTE, reported in the Railway Age of Novem-
ber 19, as inquiring for from 500 to 2,000 box cars has oidered
from the Western Steel Car (fc Foundry Co.. 5(10 box cars, with
an opt ii m for 500 additional cars.

Tin Mathieson Alkali Works. Niagara balls, \. Y., re-

ported in the Raihvay Age of Septembei 3, as inquiring for 20,

30-ton cars for handling tanks, has ordered this equipment Erom
tin Standard Steel Car Company.

The CHESAPEAKE & Ohio has given contracts for the repair

of 20(1 composite cars to the Ralston Steel Car Company, 500

Steel cars to the Illinois Car & Manufacturing Company, Chicago
Heights, III., and 30(1 composite cars to thi American Car &
Foundry Company's shops at Huntington, W Va.

Passenger Cars

The Wabash is inquiring for a number of passenger train

cars.

The Union Pacific is inquiring for 70 cars [<

train service.

The Can mm \ n X \ no\

-

or mon
senger cars for branch Ime service.

I mi Northern Pacific is having repairs made to a number
of passenger cars at the shops of the Pullman Company.

The Philadelphia & Ri uhng inquiring for from 45 to

90 passenger cars and from 6 to 10 passenger and baggagi

The New York, Ontario & Western, reported in the Rail-

e of November 5, as inquiring for cars for passenger

train service, has . rder to the Standard Steel Car

any for 20, 70-ft. coaches; 4 70-ft. combination smoking

and baggage cars; 3, 60-ft. baggage cars and 3, 60-ft. combina-

lail cars. These will be all steel cars, equip-

ped with Commonwealth trucks.

Iron and Steel

New York Central Lines have placed contracts for

125,000 tons of rail with an option of 25,000 tons additional.

I in Canadian National recently placed an order for about

40,000 tons of rail, equally divided between the Algoma Steel Cor-

poration and the Dominion Steel Corporation, Sydney.

Machinery and Tools

The Seaboard Air Line is preparing a list of machine tool

requirements, comprising about 25 tools.

I in Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered a 60-in. duplex

control, horizontal boring machine, also a lathe and a shaper

from the Xiles-Bement-Pond Company.

The VIRGINIAN Railway has placed orders for machine tools-

as follows: 1, 5-ft. motor driven radial drill; 1. 2S by 48-in.

motor driven gap lathe and 1. crank planer.

Tin. ERIE inquiry for various machjne shop tools to cost about

$300,000 includes car wheel presses ; boring mills : lathes ; air

compressors; electric welders; shapers and aii

Miscellaneous

The Salt Lake, Garfield & Western is inquiring for 10

trailer trucks.

The New York Central will receive bids until 12 o'clock

noon, December 20, 1921, for its present requirements on gal-

1 tie dating nails.

The New York, New II wen & Hartford is asking for bids

until 12 o'clock noon December 20, at New Haven, Conn., for

its requirements during 1922 of couplers, malleable castings and
steel castings.

The New Sabinas Company. Ltd., a coal interest of the
Vickers Company, London. England, has awarded the con-
tract for the design and construction of a fireproof, reinforced

concrete and steel, coal washing plant and power plant at

the Cloete mines, near Sabinas. Coah . Mix
. (o the '

& Schaefer < ompany, ( hicago. Work has started on the

project which i^ to cosl approximate!} $301

lot Inter rATi > ommerci Commission has issued an annual
foi thi yeai ending June 30. 1921, showing, by totals for

each railroad company, instances in which employees were on
dutj for periods other than thos< the Federal Hours
oi Service Vet; to which comparison of these data
with totals for the preceding four \

tins are tabulated in accordance with
the statements presented by the railroad companies, these having,

relation to the question of whether or not any given
case wa

For 1921 the number of cases where employees in trai;

n duty for Ii secutive hours was
39,934 as compared with 67,468 in the j

re that. The total number of
when' telegraph operators (at offices continually operated, day
and night), were on duty more than nine hot

compared with 33,566 in the year preceding, and about twice
the latter number in the second year preceding. The total num-

telegrapl 11, including the foregoing and the other and
smaller classes, was 67,686. This is only a little m re than

i-b the total number reported i;

Roads reporting fewer than 25 cases in a year are not shown
in the five-year comparison.
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Supply Trade News

The Osgood Company, Marion, Ohio, has opened a branch

sales office at 1211 Conway building, Chicago, in charge of

Arthur B. Sonneborn, as manager.

The Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has moved its

New York office from the City Investing building to the

Carbide & Carbon building, 30 East 42nd street, effective

December IS.

The Enterprise Railway Equipment Company, Chicago, has

purchased all patents and trade mark "Ingoldsby" of the

Ingoldsby Automatic Car Company, a corporation organ-

ized under the laws of the State of West Virginia.

The stockholders of the Haskell & Barker Car Company
will meet in New York on January 4, for the purpose of

voting upon a proposition to dissolve the corporation and

authorize the directors to sell their plant to the Pullman

Company.

The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J., has opened a branch

office at Atlanta, Ga., in the Candler building. E. A. Thorn-

well is southeastern sales representative and John L. Phillips,

manager for the territory including North and South

Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, and the

city of New Orleans, La.

The Whiting Corporation, Harvey, 111., has bought a con-

trolling interest in the Grindle Fuel Equipment Company,
manufacturers of complete powdered coal plants, for use in

connection with malleable furnaces, annealing ovens, steam

boilers, billet heating and various other types of furnaces.

The Grindle Fuel Equipment Company has moved its offices

to Harvey, and will continue its business under the same

name. Whiting Corporation will manufacture all Grindle

equipment. The officers are as follows: B. H. Whiting,

president; T. S. Hammond, secretary and treasurer and

A. J. Grindle, vice-president and general manager; and the

board of directors includes the above officers and J. H.

Whiting, R. H. Bourne, N. S. Lawrence and A. H. McDougall.

U. S. Light & Heat Not Involved In

Willys Corporation Receivership

The recent receivership of the Willys Corporation has caused

some inquiries to be made of the U. S. Light & Heat Corpora-

tion, Niagara Falls, N. Y., as to what effect, if any, the pro-

ceedings will have respecting the latter company; and certain

publicity in connection with the receivership has erroneously

carried the idea that the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation is one

of the component parts of the Willys Corporation and would,

therefore, be affected in its operation by the receivership. These

inquiries have led C. O. Miniger, president of the U. S. Light

& Heat Corporation and who is one of the receivers appointed

by the U. S. District Court at Toledo, to make the statement

that the receivership in no way affects the business of the U. S.

company. His appointment as receiver was made by virtue of

his connection with the Electric Auto Lite Company of Toledo,

which company is one of the divisions of the Willys Corporation.

The only connection between the Niagara Falls company and

the Willys Corporation is that of preferred stock ownership by

the Willys Corporation. The corporations and the managements

are entirely distinct and the operation of the U. S. L. Company

will continue exactly as heretofore.

Obituary

Henry C. Barlow, Traffic director of the Chicago Asso-

ciation of Commerce and chairman of the executive committee

of the National Industrial Traffic League, died at his home in

Chicago on November 6, at the age of 71. He had been prominent

in transportation circles in Chicago for 17 years, having been a

leader in the Chicago Shippers Association in 1904. Before that

he was in railroad service, having begun in 1866 on the Illinois

Central as office boy and clerk. He was clerk and telegrapher

on the Chicago & North Western, held various freight traffic

offices on the Santa Fe, the Mexican Central and the Wisconsin

Central, and for seven years, ending with 1501, he was president

of the Evansville & Terre Haute.

B. E. D. Stafford, general manager of the Flannery Bolt

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Atlantic City, N. J., was

D. Stafford

whose death on November 30, at

noted in the Railway Age of De-
cember 3, was born in

1866 in Brooklyn. N. Y ..

and was educated in

the public and night

schools. At the age of

15 he took up patent

office drawing and soon
became an expert pen-

man. In order to better

himself for mechanical
drawing he acquired a

practical knowledge of

the machine, tool and
screw making trades

and within a few years

ranked as one of the

few expert operators

in America of the uni-

versal type of milling

machine and the auto-

matic screw machine.
At the age of 21 he was
made foreman of the

tool shop of a large manufacturer of cotton machinery at

Hopedale, Mass.. and built most of the automatic machinery
for the plant. Later he became a specialist in reducing shop
costs and in 1895 was engaged by B. M. Jones & Company
to demonstrate the uses of self-hardening steels. Five years
later he was employed as a staybolt salesman by the Ewald
Iron Company. In the fall of 1904, Mr. Stafford was en-

gaged by the Flannery Bolt Company to develop and market
the Tate flexible staybolt for locomotive firebox service.

During the time he has been identified with that concern,
Mr. Stafford has done much to advance the methods of

locomotive firebox construction. Mr. Stafford lived in Mill-

ville, N. J., and funeral services and burial were in Vineland
on the morning of December 3.

Trade Publications

Fuel Oil Engine.—The Hadfield-Penfield Steel Company,
Bucyrus, Ohio, has issued a 29-page booklet illustrating and de-

scribing its vertical and horizontal type fuel oil engines. These
engines are amply illustrated in the booklet, both by photographs
and sectional drawings. The booklet gives the dimensions for

engines from two-cylinder to six-cylinder sizes and includes a

chart giving the fuel consumption at different loads and speeds.

Stationary Steam Engines.—The Vacuum Oil Company. New
York, has issued a large 32-page, illustrated booklet dealing with

the subject of steam valve and cylinder lubrication of stationary

steam engines. This booklet is along educational lines showing,

as it does, by text and illustrations, the various types of sta-

tionary steam engines, their method or methods of operation,

proper methods of lubrication and the selection of oils. In addi-

tion to this, considerable information is given regarding boiler

plant and steam production, covering such details as steam qual-

ity, exhaust steam, oil in exhaust steam, extraction of oil and

feed water treatment.

Start the Job Right.—An 8-page illustrated folder has been

issued by the National Hoisting Engine Company, Harrison,

N. J., descriptive of the line of steam hammers, hoists, cableways

and derricks manufactured by this company. The folder is well

illustrated showing photographs of equipment in actual work

driving piles and sheeting and in doing other miscellaneous work

under varying conditions and surroundings.
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Railway Construction
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Atchison, Topkka & Santa Fe.—This company, which was

noted in the Railway Age of November S (page 'A\), as receiv-

ing bids for the construction of an addition to its Al

Hotel at Albuquerque, N. M.. to cost approximately $3(X),000,

has awarded the contract for this work to Charles Fellows, Los

Angeles, Cal. The same company will also construct a new

laundry building, and repair the old one, at Albuquerque.

Canadian National.—This company contemplates extending

its Vancouver Island line approximately ten miles into the

i owichan Lake territory.

Chicago & Alton.—This company contemplates the construc-

tion of a subway at Division street, Bloomington, 111.

i mi vgo, Rock Island & I'm inc.—This company has awarded

a contract to T. S. Leake & I ompany, Chicago, for the con-

struction of a car repair shed, 87 ft. by 200 ft., at Pratt, Kan.,

estimated to cost $20,000.

Chicago Union Station.—This company which was noted in

Railway Age of December 3 as pting bids for 3,600 tons of

steel to be used in the widening of Canal street from Jackson

boulevard to Washington street and I
I

tree! viaduct

has awarded the contract to the American Bridge Company,

Chicago.

Cumberland & Manchester.—This road has recently pur-

chased and is equipping a new ballast plant at a quarry along

its line. It is also enlarging its shop facilities and installing

new hump scales and additional side tracks at Reidrick, Ky.

These improvements will cost approximately $250,000 and are

expected to be completed during part of 1922. The road

has also closed contracts for equipment covering three locomo-

tives, recently noted in the Railv tree steel underframe

box cars, 25 steel coal cars, 10 wooden coal cars and some other

miscellaneous equipment.

Illinois CENTRAL.—This company, which was noted in the

Railway Age of November 26 (page 1069), as receiving bids

for the construction of a frame storehouse at Clinton, 111., has

awarded the contract for this work to Joseph E. Nelson & Sons,

Chicago. This work is estimated to cost approximately $20,000.

Midland Valley.—This company, which was noted in the

Railway Age of December 3 (page 11J1), as the Osage Rail-

way Company which had recently applied to the Interstate Com-
tnerce Commission for permission to construct about 11 mi
railroad extending from Foraker, Okla., into the Osage County
oil field, has awarded the contract for this work to R. L. Plunkett,

Pawhuska, Okla.

Oregon-Washington R. R. & Navigation Co.—This com-
pany has been ordered by the city council of Seattle, Wash., to

construct a temporary ti irds at First

avenue in thai city.

Sabine & Neches.— This company, with a capital stock of

$100,000, has been incorporated to build a railroad from Ruliff,

Tex., westward via Dewcyville to Gist, a distance of about
16 miles. The directors of this new road are R. J. Wilson.

J. P. Hall, and C. C. Smith of Deweyville; A. J. Peavy, R. T.

Moore and C, C. Cary of Shreveport, La.; J. B. Smythe and
C. E. Waldcn, of Beaumont. Tin., and \V. II. Mangen, of West-
lake, La.

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.—This company, which
was noted in tlic Railway \ge of October 22 (page 804), as

planning the early extension of its line 70 miles northward, will

soon receive bids tor this work, according to Vice-Consul J. H.
Wetmore, North Bay, Ontario. The vice-consul offers to fur-

nish the specifications for tin work to any responsible contract-

ing linn upon request as soon as tiny are available and will also

undertake to deliver to the railway commissioners any bid

in his care

Railway Financial News
miiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiMi imimiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHii

Ashland Coal & Iron.—Authorized to Issue Notes.—This

y has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission to issue its promissory notes to the amount of $180,000,

payable to the order of the Ashland Iron & Mining Company.

Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic.—Bondholders' Commit-
tee.—A committee has been formed to represent the holders of

the 5 per cent 15-year income mortgage gold bonds, because of

default on thi age bonds. The committee con-

Warren, chairman; J. P. Bradshaw, !•'. R. Dick,

E. I' Maynard and A. \V. Hutchins, secretary. The Columbia
1 ompany, 60 Broadway, New Vork, is depository.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Annual Report.—See article on another

"Baltimore & Ohio Shows Marked
\emeut in 1921."

. ! i.RN Illinois.—Pere Marquette May Buy
Uracil Brant h write.

VGO & Illinois WESTERN.

—

Authorized to Issue Stock.—
This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to issue $600,000 of 7 per cent non-cumulative pre-

ferred capital stock and deliver it to Dolese & Shepard Com-
pany in liquidation of interest-bearing indebtedness due that com-
pany amounting to $600,000.

\go, Burlington & Quincy.—Declares Dividends
a Share.—This company has declared a semi-annual dividend of

5 per cent, and an extra dividend of 15 per cent, payable

ber 27 to stock of record December 17. In June
last the company paid a dividend of 5 per cent (for no stated

period).

As the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern each own
$82,933,700 Burlington stock, the extra lared in Chi-
cago on December 1 will mean additional income to each of the

controlling roads of $12,4-40,000, equivalent to 5 per cent on the

Northern Pacific's $248,000,000 stock and 4.97 per cent on Great
Northern's $250,000,000 stock.

See also Colorado & Southern.

\oo. Milwaukee & St. Paul.-^Provision for Maturing
Obligations.—The Wall Street Journal quotes President H. E

that the road's cash position is strong, it

has no bank loans, and Funds are in hand to cover its inl

v eral months al -

Mr. Byram is quoted further as follows

As an indication of our sound position it might be mentioned that we
are going to anticipate the January 15 instalment of the principal of our

it trusts held by the Railroad Administration. The instalment
is something over $1,000,000. We applied to the Railroad '

for permission to do this several days ago, and have received itj approval.
1 In- advantage is thai we "ill save a month's interest.
The company's $25,000,000 note to tie government, maturing on March

1. next, is well secured, as well and even better than bankers woul i re-
quire, so that there is no occasion to anticipate that the Commerce Corn-

administers the revolving loan fund, would refuse to
refund it if borrowing the money elsewhere involved paying a higher interest
rate than the < per cent which it bears. We are not' at all worried about
that.

Current traffic conditions in the West show the effect of the forthcoming
reduction in rates on agricultural products. The reduction of 10 per cent

to be effective probably January 1, would coincide
mission of the .' per cent federal tax on freight bills, raal

difference of 13 per cent in charges to shippers. TI ere it an evident
i,m among the farmers to withhold their shipments until thev can

obtain the benefit of this reduction. For that reason, and on account of
- traffic had fallen off

distinctly, iii comparison with that of October, and was also below that
nbcr. 10 JO.
i!e first of the year it is expected that farmers would ship grain

more freely, as no further reduction in frc.. Jd then be in
ne time in the future, and t) I

appreciate the necessity of
up against the probable interruption of mining at the end of

M « lien the present wage agreements expire.

bern.—Resumes Common Dividend.—A divi-

dend of 3 per cent has been declared on the $31.0X1.000 of out-
standing common stock, par $100 hen 1

per cent was paid. The company has also declared the regular
annual dividend of 4 per cent on the second preferred, and
annual dividend of 2 per cent on the first preferred. All divi-

de payable December 31 to rd Deccmh. •
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The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy owns $23,667,500 of

$31,000,000 common stock outstanding, $1,130,000 of $8,500,000

first preferred, and $6,078,700 of $8,500,000 second preferred stock

outstanding.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—Granted Loan from Revolv-

ing Fund.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has approved

a loan of $2,500,000 to the receiver for the purpose of meeting

the maturity of a previous loan of like amount certified by the

commission on October 11, 1920, which the receiver says he is

unable to pay. The property has failed to earn any sum applicable

to the payment of the loan, it has been impossible to procure

funds from those already financially interested in the property,

notably certain residents of Great Britain, and he does not know
of any source from which he can at this time secure the neces-

sary funds with which to meet the obligations. Commissioner

Daniels wrote a strong dissenting opinion on the ground that for

some time to come it is certain that this carrier as it stands

today is unlikely to earn its operating expenses. For 1920 there

was a deficit of $1,321,304 and for the first nine months of 1921

there has been an operating deficit for every month except July

and August. Mr. Daniels says it may well be argued that for

a carrier of this length serving numerous communities solely de-

pendent upon it for service, there is strong reason why the

government should undertake to defray the deficit untii the road

can be made self-sustaining ; but the commission has no authority

to do this and the facts do not give reasonable assurance of the

repayment of the loan. He believes the remedy required by this

situation should be directly applied by Congress. The commis-
sion has also granted authority to issue a receiver's certificate

for the amount of the loan for pledge with the Secretary of the

Treasury as security.

New York Central.—Acquisition of Cleveland Union
Terminals Company Authorised.—Upon re-hearing the Interstate

Commerce Commission has reversed its previous conclusions in

the Cleveland passenger terminal case and has authorized the

acquisition by the New York Central, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis and the New York, Chicago & St. Louis of

control of the Cleveland Union Terminals Company by the pur-
chase of its capital stock. The commission also issued a certificate

authorizing these roads through the control of the Cleveland
Union Terminals Company to construct and operate the pro-
posed terminal station and line of railroad constituting the pur-
chase thereof in the city of Cleveland.

New York Central.—Advance Repaid.—This company has re-

paid to the War Finance Corporation an advance of $17,500,000
made on January 23, 1919.

Oregon Short Line.—Bond Sale.—Kuhn, Loeb & Co. have re-

ceived subscriptions for $16,424,000 consolidated first mortgage 5

per cent bonds, due July 1, 1946, guaranteed principal and in-

terest by the Union Pacific Railroad Company. The purpose of
the sale of these bonds is to provide the funds needed to retire

the Oregon Short Line first mortgage 6 per cent bonds, due
February 1, 1922. The new bonds are issued under the com-
pany's consolidated mortgage dated March 1, 1897. Their sale is

subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Pennsylvania.—President Rea Asks Stockholders' Aid.—
In a circular letter to the stockholders mailed with their dividend
checks President Samuel Rea says in part

:

Through the efforts of the Railro.nl Labor Board, the threatened rail-
road strike of the railroad hrotherhoods «.-.s averted. We have made a
large number of reductions in freight rales in individual cases, but we
are still reccivjng requests For reductions en all classic of freight. The
published earnings statement of the company show the results for each
month, and from comparisons with the year 1920, it is quite evident
that a kit. oral rale reduction cannot be made until operating expenses
are substantially lowered, which can only be accomplished by a reduc-
tion in wages. Such wage reduction lias been proposed, and if we are
unable to agree with our employees, application will be made to the
Labor Board to authorize such reductions in accordance with the terms
of the present act.
The company urgently wishes to impress this thought upon vou, that

the prosperity of your company depends largely and directly upon your
personal sympathetic support and CO-OperatlOn. Therefore, vou should
ship your freight via the Pennsylvania system and direel thai shipments
to you be made over this system.
The company in which you are financially interested should have your

fullest patronage and support and that of your business alliances and
friends.

Pere Marquette.—Declares 10 Per Cent Dividend.—The
directors on Wednesday declared a dividend of 10 per cent on
the 5 per cent preferred stock, payable January 3 to stock of

record December 15. The regular quarterly dividend of 1J4 Per

cent on the prior preference stock also was declared, payable

February 1 to stock of record January 14.

After the meeting the following statement was issued

:

The 10 per cent dividend on the preferred stock is the first dividend
declared upon that stock since the organization of the railway company
in 1917. The dividends upon the preferred stock are cumulative at a
rate of 5 per cent per annum from January 1, 1919, so that on December
31, 1921, there will have accrued dividends to the amount of 15 per cent,
of which there will remain 5 per cent after payment of the above dividend.
The preferred stock of the railway company was issued upon the reor-

ganization of the Pere Marquette in 1917 and represents bonds of the old
company. Although the dividend upon the preferred stocky has been
earned by the present company in each year since the reorganization was
effected, no dividends have previously been paid thereon as the directors
have considered it more prudent not to do so owing to conditions arising
out of the war and the federal control of railroads by the government.
The company's claim against the government has recently been settled

and the directors feel that the condition of the company is now such as to

permit the above distribution to be made to the holders of its preferred
stock on account of the accumulated dividends to which said stockholders
are entitled.

May Purchase C. & E. I. Brazil Branch.—Officials of the

Pere Marquette have inspected the Brazil branch of the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois with a view to purchasing the property when
it is offered for sale on December 16. This branch extends

between Momence, 111., and Brazil, Ind., about 130 miles.

Pittsburgh & West Virginia.—Asks Authority to Acquire
Control.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for authority to acquire control of the West Side
Belt through an agreement providing for the joint operation of
both properties by the Pittsburgh & West Virginia for the re-

spective accounts of said companies.

Reading Company.—Reports on Dissolution.—Reports saying
they have complied with the orders of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the dissolution of the Reading Company and
its allied rail and coal subsidiaries were filed on December 5
in the Federal Court at Philadelphia by the Reading Com-
pany, the Philadelphia & Reading Company, the Philadelphia

& Reading Railway Company and the Central Railroad Com-
pany of New Jersey.

Judges Buffington, Davis and Thompson, after reading the

reports, directed that they be "filed," and made the additional

provision in the case of the Jersey Central that the report

be held for "further consideration and action as the court

may deem proper."

The Jersey Central said it had sold all its stock holdings
in the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Company, 169,788 shares,

under the plan approved by the court, to Jackson E. Rey-
nolds, syndicate manager, of New York, for approximately
$32,500,000. The report stated there were 88 subscribers for

the stock, each of whom has made an initial payment of 20
per cent. In conformity with the court's order, the report

added, the stock was sold to persons not stockholders in any
of the companies affected by the segregation plan, and affi-

davits that they were not in the class precluded from pur-
chasing the stock have been filed by all the subscribers.

The report of the Reading companies consisted chiefly of

a resume of the work of the trustees appointed by the court

to receive from the Reading Company its interests in the

Jersey Central.

The time for filing the reports expired December 5.

Sacramento Northern.—Acquisition by Western Pacific.—See
Western Pacific.

Tennessee Central.—Sale Postponed.—The sale of this road
has again been postponed, until January 10.

Union Pacific.—Directors Resign.—Mortimer L. Schiff and
Otto H. Kahn, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., have resigned as directors

in compliance with Section 10 of the Clayton Act.

Wabash, Chester & Western.—Asks Loan from Revolving
Fund.—This company has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for a loan of $500,000 for 15 years.

Western Pacific.—Asks Authority to Acquire Control.—This

company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission

for authority to acquire control of the Sacramento Northern

through the purchase of its stock. The Western Pacific was

authorized by the commission last May to issue $4,180,000 first

mortgage 5 per cent honds. It was proposed to use these bonds

for the purpose of acquiring bonds of the Sacramento Northern,

but the commission ordered that steps to acquire or control the
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property should not be taken until such acquisition had been

approved by the commission. See Railway Age, May 27, 1921,

page 1249.

Tentative Valuations

The Interstate Commerce Commission lias recently issui

tentative valuations giving the final value of railroad properties

as follows:
Properl v Prop* I i

'

Used
l.'Anpruille River vm $16,538 $12,500
Lake Erie & Ft. Wayne 1916 41,759

Elwood, Anderson & Lapclle 1916 109.089 II ,910

Lexington Terminal 1916 28,500
Little Rock, Maumelle & West,, [917 325,162 300.530

Additional Sales Equipment Trust Certificates

The director general of railroads has, with the consent of the

President, confirmed additional sales, al par plus accrued interest.

of railroad equipment trust certificates now held by the govern-

ment, as follows

:

To a lyndicate consisting of the Guarant; Compan: md Pottei
Brothers & Co., of New York; the Union Trust Comj
of Pittsburgh; The Kirst Trust and Savings Bank of
Chicago; The Fifth-Third Bank ,>f Cincinnati; and the Union
Trust Company of Cleveland:

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi, ago & St. I nuis, 1923 to

1935, inclusive $4,507,100

To The Illinois Trust and Saving's Bank, the Merchants Loan
and Trust Company, the First Trust and Savings Bank, and
the Continental and Commercial Trust and Savings Bank,
all of Chicago:

Delaware & Hudson, 1922 to 1927. incl $1,592,40
New York Central, 1925 t.. 1927, incl 2.7t.s,h«i

Chicago & Northwestern, 1925-1927, incl 1,994,700

Michigan Central, 1925 to 1927, incl 1,039,200

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, 192

to 1927. incl 940.800

Total 8,335,200

Total amount of these sales is (12

The total amount of equipment trust certificates sold by the

government to date, at par pin- accrued interest, is $132,910,600.

"\\ tilt reference to the sale of railroad equipment trust certificates

to the syndicate of Chicago banks, totalling $8,335,200, it is in-

teresting to note that the investment demand for these securities,

which at first was confined to the I tstern territory, is gradually

spreading westward." said Eugent VIeyei U . managing director

of the War Finance Corporation "It appears to indicate that

the general improvement in mone} market conditions is follow-

ing precedent, and is gradually moving westward. It means that

there will he a better market for farm mortgages in the not distant

future, and that the agricultural sections will soon begin to feel

the benefit of improving financial conditii

Dividends Declared

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Pi I, " pet cent, semi-annually,
parable February 1 to holders of record Decern!

Beech Creek.—$0.50, quarterly, payable January 3 to holders ol
December 15.

Host, in & Providence.—2 J4 per cent, quarterly, payable January 2 to
holders of record Dccembci 10,

Buffalo & Susquehanna.—Common, I ferred, !

per cent, semi-annually; Nth payable December 30, to holders of record
ei 15.

Chicago, Burlington X- Quincy.—5 pert uinually; 15 pet

both payi '

It !>• i ember .'7 to holdi
Colorado & Southern Common, .

; pet ccnl :i
il preferred,

semi annually ; second preferred innually; all pa<
31 to holders ,,i n ird Decei

Great Northern.- Preferred i ; pet able February 1

to holders of recoil Decembi r 31.

Lackawanna Railroad ol Ni
I

per cut, quarterly,
January 3 to hold I

New York & Harlem.—Common, $2 emi inuall] prefet ed, $2.50.
semi-annually; both pa] ibli

I ry 3 to holdi . , 15.

New York, Chicago S Si l ouis. Common, 5 ih-i cent, pays
31 to held I ei

New York. Lackawanna & Western.

—

$125, quart,, ! n ,iary 3

to holders , i record Pea ml er 14

Philadelphia, Baltimore X Washii illy, pay-
able December 31 to holders of n il er 15.

Pittsburgh, McKeesporl S S tnnually,
poj able

I
anuai jr 3 to holdei i

!

Rensselaer .^ Saratoga. ?t, semi innually, payable January
i December 14,

St. Louis, Keel \ Mi ,,,,,., i, . :

>

pri i red, 1:4 l>er cent, quarterly; both paj ible 1

record Di cembcr 17. l

Valley Railroad (N, Y.).—2$i per cent, semi-annually, unary t

ders of record I*, > ember 17.

Poland has great supplies of oak timber suitable for railway
ties, according to a report from Fayette W. Allport, secretary

to the trade commissioner at Warsaw.

UHlllltHIIIIIIIIMIIIIIItlllUllMllilllllUII
_,

Railway Officers

Miiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiimiiimiitliltlltllltlltlimilliiiiwiiimtiiiiiiiiiiitii,

Executive

George T. Reid, lent and western
counsel of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Taco-
ma, Wash., has been elected vice-president and western
counsel, with the same headquarters.

Chas. D. Quinn, assistant general freight agent of the

Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louisville. Ky.,

has been promoted to assistant to the vice-president in charge
of traffic, with the same headquarters. Mr. Quinn was born
at Louisville. He entered railroad service on March 16,

1895, as a stenographer in the traffic department of the Louis-
ville & Nashville, and was later transferred to the rate de-

partment, where he successively held the positions of rate

clerk, chief rate clerk, and chief clerk. On October 1, 1919,

he was promoted to assistant general freight agent, with

headquarters at Louisville, which position he was holding
at the time of his recent promotion.

H. R. Safford, assistant to the president of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago. Ill,

has been elected vice-president with the same headqu
1 le will continue in his

present duties and will,

in addition, have juris-

diction over all capital

improvements and ex-

penditures; the valua-

tion, real estate, and
industrial departments,

insurance, and such
oth,r matters as may
from time to time be

assigned to him. Mr.

Safford was born at

Madison, Ind. After

graduating from Pur-

due University, he be-

gan railway service in

1895 as a rodman on
the Illinois Central.

1897 to 1900, he
was resident engineer

H. R. Safford in charge of construc-
tion work, and in the

I'll, i year he was promoted to roadmnster. From May.
1903, to March, 1905, he was principal assistant engineer,

and on the latter dat< he was to assistant chief

engineer. In July, 1906, he was promoted to chief engineer,

maintenance of way, which position he held until May, 1910,

when he hit railroad service to ! -:.mi to the

Mien Ma' tnpany.

The following year he was appointed chief engineer of the

Grand Trunk, which position lie held until 1918, when he

entered the service of the United State- Railroad Administra-
ted engine* ring a.-sistant to the r,

director of the Central Western region. In February, '.
.

was ap] -taut to the president o\ the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy, which position he was holding at the time
of his recent promotion. Mr. Safford has also taken an
interest in association work, having been president of the

American Railway Engineering Association last year He
member of the Commitl nt of

the American Society of Civil I

Financial, Legal and Accounting

J. F. Wolfenden has been appointed au nation

of the Southern Pacific, with headquart Fran-
Cat.
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Robert S. Henry has been appointed to the newly created

position of associate counsel and director of public relations

of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters
at Nashville, Tenn.

Operating

J. R. Skillen, chief dispatcher of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fc, with headquarters at Raton, N. M., has been
promoted to trainmaster, with the same headquarters. T. C.

Looney will succeed Mr. Skillen as chief dispatcher. .

E. C. Blanchard, assistant general manager of the Northern
Pacific, with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., has been
promoted to general manager of the lines west of Paradise,

Mont., with the same headquarters. C. L. Nichols, assistant

general manager, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has

been promoted to general manager of the lines east of

Paradise with the same headquarters. The position of

assistant general manager at both St. Paul and Tacoma
has been abolished.

E. E. McCarty, trainmaster of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Needles, Cal., has been
transferred to San Bernardino, Cal., succeeding J. D. McCully,
promoted, as noted in the Railway Age of December 3 (page

1123). R. S. Goodrich, trainmaster, with headquarters at

Gallup, N. M., has been transferred to succeed Mr. McCarty,
and O. W. Schlueter, chief dispatcher, with headquarters at

Winslow, Ariz., has been promoted to succeed Mr. Goodrich.

W. P. Arntz, chief clerk to the superintendent at San
Francisco, has been promoted to trainmaster, with head-

quarters at Prescott, Ariz., succeeding H. C. Storey, deceased.

Traffic

C. E. Jenney has been appointed general agent, passenger
department, of the Canadian National with headquarters at

New York.

A. B. Chown, general agent of the passenger department,

of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at New York, has

been promoted to assistant general passenger agent, with

headquarters at Chicago.

H. N. Roberts has been appointed general freight and
passenger agent of the Wichita Falls, Ranger & Fort Worth,
with headquarters at Ranger, Tex., succeeding J. M. Strupper,

who left to enter the service of another company.

C. F. White, commercial agent of the Chicago & Alton,

with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been transferred to

St. Louis, Mo., succeeding C. W. Wheeler, who has resigned

to enter the service of another company.

H. D. Landry, assistant general freight agent of the St.

Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.,

has been transferred to Little Rock, Ark. He will be suc-

ceeded by W. F. Knobeloch. T. L. Hershman has been ap-

pointed general agent of the freight department, with head-

quarters at St. Louis.

John M. Dewberry, assistant to the vice-president in charge
of traffic of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at

Louisville, Ky., has been promoted to general coal and coke
agent, with the same headquarters. C. D. Quinn, assistant

general freight agent, with headquarters at Louisville, will

succeed Mr. Dewberry as assistant to the vice-president, and
will be succeeded as assistant general freight agent by
Henry E. Kremer.

L. G. Lucia, general agent of the freight department of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., has been transferred to Milwaukee, Wis. H. J. Dentz-
man, division freight agent, witli headquarters at Salem, 111.,

has been promoted to succeed Mr. Lucia, and C. C. King will

succeed Mr. Dentzman. N. C. Calvert, southwestern pas-

senger agent, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., has been
promoted to general agent, with the same headquarters, and
Harry A. Perkins, southwestern freight agent, with head-

quarters at Dallas, has been promoted to general agent of

the freight department, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn.

Mechanical

H. W. Salmon, Jr., acting fuel agent of the Missouri Pacific,

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been promoted to

fuel agent.

W. N. Foster has been appointed master mechanic of the

Iowa division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with

headquarters at Marion, Iowa, succeeding E. L. Notley, who
has been assigned to other duties.

J. A. Marshall has been appointed acting master mechanic
of the Lake Superior division of the Northern Pacific, with

headquarters at Duluth, Minn., succeeding J. E. Goodman,
who has been granted a leave of absence.

W. R. Harrison, master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chanute, Kan., has been
transferred to Argentine, Kan., succeeding E. E. Machovec,
who was promoted to acting mechanical superintendent as

noted in the Railway Age of November 19.

George M. Davidson, chemist and engineer of tests of the

Chicago & North Western, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been appointed industrial engineer, with the same head-

quarters. He will have general supervision of the labora-

tories, water supply, timber preservation, fuel consumption
and other duties assigned to him by the president. H. D.

Browne will succeed Mr. Davidson as engineer of tests.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

M. B. Clark, division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Needles, Cal., has been trans-

ferred to San Bernardino, Cal., succeeding W. W. Kelly, pro-

moted, as noted in the Railway Age of December 3 (page

1124). O. R. West, assistant division engineer at San Fran-

cisco, has been promoted to succeed Mr. Clark. F. D. Kinney,

assistant division engineer at Winslow, Ariz., has been trans-

ferred to succeed Mr. West, and R. E. Chambers, roadmaster,

with headquarters at Prescott, Ariz., has been promoted to

succeed Mr. Kinney. F. S. Purdy, roadmaster, with head-

quarters at Los Angeles, Cal., has been promoted to inspector

of track and roadway, with the same headquarters, succeed-

ing J. E. McNeil, who has been disabled.

Obituary

Edward H. Kennedy, who retired as auditor of the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie on January 17, 1921, died on December
2, at his home at Westfield, N. Y. Mr. Kennedy was

born at New Brighton,

Penn., March 1, 1866,

and was connected with

the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie for 32 years. In

1888 he began his rail-

road work as a clerk

in the accounting de-

partment; in 1890 he

became chief freight

clerk and, in 1893, chief

traffic clerk. Later in

the same year he was
promoted to travelling

auditor for the road.

In 1900 he was ap-

pointed general book-

keeper, advanced in

1902 to assistant audi-

tor and, in 1904, he was
appointed auditor. In

1919 Mr. Kennedy was
named federal auditor

of five Jines—the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, the Monongahela.
lln- Pittsburgh & West Virginia, the Lake Erie & Eastern

and the West Side Belt. Because of ill health he retired from

service on January 17, 1921.

E. H. Kennedy
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Selective Head Engine Lathe Multispeed Plane

Machine Tools Affect The Operating Ratio

What does replacing obsolete inadequate shop

equipment with Ryerson-Conradson machine tools

mean to railroad operation?

It means power ready for the road when it's needed.

It means fewer engine failures on the road, for

nothing makes for good workmanship more than good

tools.

It means lower, more continuous service and lower

maintenance costs—therefore a better operating ratio.

Ryerson-Conradson machine tools are an investment

that vitally concerns railroad operation. Ask about

them.

Twin Motor Driven Radial Drill No. 2 Universal Milling Machine

Joseph I Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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The changes made by the Railway Labor Board in the na-
tional agreement for maintenanre-of-way employees, effective

December 16. 1921. mark a definite

A Change improvement. While minor changes

for the have been made all through this instru-

Better ment. there are two modifications of

primary importance. One is the elimi-

nation of overtime for the ninth and tenth hours and the
other comprises those changes which allow a reasonable de-
gree of local adjustment of arrangements between employer
and employee. The adoption of the ten-hour basic day
marks a definite recognition of the difference between condi-
tions under whicli maintenance-of-wav men are employed and
those that hold in nearly all other lines of employment. A
large part of the maintenance-of way men are employed in

camps with little opportunity for diversion during hours not
employed. Consequently, the averaee man would rather be
at work earning money than In- Minn- around idle. Tin 3a
tion man, on the other hand, ride- to bis work on a motor car
or hand car on company time, whereas the average city worker-

would lie spending his own time on a street car For fin-

reason ten hours employment for the section man involve-
very little more time away from home than eight hours with
the average workman in other line-. The railsoads will wel
come this change for two reasons. It will enable them to

accomplish the same amount of work with a smaller numbei
of men, while the proportionate time spent in traveling to and
from work will Ik- a relatively smaller narl of the total time
paid lor. The new ruh - an- also an improvement in thai
they make an appreciable reduction in the minutia of regula-
tion- governing the relation of the railroads to their men.

Few governmental agencies bave paid larger returns to the
railway- and other users of timber on the appropriation- than

has the Forest Products Laboratory ai
More Funds Madison, Wis., in the years of its exist-

for the cure. However, it- usefulness has Keep.

Laboratory seriously curtailed of late for lack of
sufficient fund- with which to dissemi

iate adequate^ the results of the investigations and tests
made under its direction. Instead of publishing pamphlets
or booklets available to anyone who had use for them tin-

efforts to obtain publicity for its findings have been restricted
largely to the presentation of technical papers by member- of
the staff before technical societies or in the pages of engineer
bag and trade journal- and through the publii ation of a small
number of so-called technical note-. \- .1 consequence, tin-

general public is not obtaining the full benefit of the invest
ment which the govcrnm. nl is making in this laboratory. It

IS true that certain manufacturers an. I others have obtained
valuable information from the laboratory by sending repre*
sentattves to Madison to CO operate with member- of the
laboratory staff in developing practical applications for the
taet.- ascertained as a result of research. While much good
ha- been accomplished through this procedure, it i- at best
Undemocratic in that the benefit- are in large measure n
stneted to the small number of individual- who have tin-
funds and inclination to go to this trouble. The currenl

annual appropriation for Forest Produ rch amounts
to $325,000, or less than 25 cents for even- SI,000 of raw
manufactured value for the total annual cut of wood. This'
sum is only sufficient for the laboratory to continue its cur-
rent research work and should be supplemented by at least
$100,000 more if the results of the research are to receive
the widespread dissemination that they should have.

In the purchase of locomotives, price is often one of the
most important eonsiderations. Usually the number of loco-

motives required is settled first, a rough
thirst Cost of estimate of the prio .nd the

Locomotives vs. officers of the road proceed by trying

Operating Cost to get the motive power for the mini-
mum expenditure. If .1 fixed sum is

available for new power, it would be far better to redui
number of locomotives boughl than to cut down the price by
revising the design and eliminating all but the bin- essen-
tials. Hie fixed charges on the first cost of motive power
is a relatively unimportant item in operating expenses as was
brought out in the paper by William Elmer published in
the issue oi Decembei Mr. Elmer cite- the case of a
locomotive costing $50,000 for which the fixed charges are
60 cents an hour for the 24 hours, or about $1.30 an hour
for tin- time it i- on the n.ad only. Ibis locomotive con-
sumes about 7,000 lb. of coal an hour. At the unit prices
for tin- various regions given in the Interstate f'ommerce
Commission's report for the month of September, fhi

of fuel would vary from $11.10 to $23 per hour. The
wages of the engine and train crew for tin- locomotive
amount to $4 an hour. It is evident from these value- that
even a -mall saving in fuel or wages would justify a rela-
tively large increase in the first cost of the locomotive. For
example so far as t\wA charge- are concerned, it would be
economical to double tin- cosl of tin- locomotive if necessary
in order to save 15 per cenl of the fuel. This 1.- a thought
that 1- seldom emphasized but should be kept in mind when-
ever tin purchase of locomotive- or locomotive appliances
i- considered.

In view of tin- unusually mild weather during tin- late fall
months, little difficult] ha- been experienced in performing

car repair work outdoors even in
Protection ti(in> ,,,- th( .

,, ninIrv , |uiu . ,-

ir north
for Outside During the winter, however, repair

Car Repairmen -hop- located in northern latitudes are
Subject to cold, rain, sleet and snow,

which often materially delay tin- repairing of cars not under
.over. It is impossible for men e\|>osc,l to adverse weather
conditions to work with the same degree of efficiency as
when protected and sometimes it is impossible to work at all.

This fad was emphasized by the recent severe sleet -torm
m New England which broke down tree- and literal]) put
out of commission hundred- of mile- of telephone, telegraph
and electric power line-. From Utah also conn- word that
car shops are being extended and -lied- buill -. that car
repair work can be done under cover. Certain -tates have

117"
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made it compulsory to erect structures which will afford a
protection to workmen on this class of work and the railroads

would do well to consider whether they should not, in the

interest of efficiency and economy, provide these facilities

before they are comjxdled to by the state authorities. Not
only should provision be made for the protection of car re-

pair men, but in specific instances it has proved a paying
investment to provide firing-up sheds outside of locomotive

shops. These sheds should be well lighted and equipped with

steam lines to operate blowers and air lines for use with

pneumatic tools. The final operations in locomotive repair

work, including firing up and such adjustments as are al-

ways necessary after test runs, can then be performed by
workmen protected from inclement weather conditions. The
degree of protection needed at a given point will depend
largely on its latitude but if this protection is furnished,

repairmen can then concentrate on the work at hand irre-

spective of the weather and with a noticeably favorable

result on output.

In the inquiry following a recent rear end collision the

engineman testified that he had received a yellow or caution

signal indication. An examination of
Home Brew the signal at the time of the accident

and showed that it was in the stop position

Color Blindness and displayed a red light. At the in-

vestigation the engineman's vision was
found to be perfect, but upon being asked whether he drank

any "home brew" before' starting on that particular run, he

admitted having had a couple of glasses. He was then given

some "home brew" to determine what effect, if any, it would
have on his vision and on being examined four or five hours

later he was found to be absolutely color blind. This effect,

however, wore off in the course of 12 or 15 hours and the

engineman's vision was again normal. Thus another prob-

lem presents itself to further harass our over-worked railway
managements

I'lie insistent demand for economies in locomotive operation

which has resulted from the advancing cost of coal in the

past few years has caused thoughtful
Is the Turbine engineers in several parts of the world
Locomotive to consider the possibilities of radical

Coming? modifications in steam locomotive de-
si sin. The present type of locomotive

with its reciprocating steam engine forms a remarkable power
plant, distinguished by unusual capacity for its small space
and weight, and of great simplicity. It possesses to a high
degree these characteristics that are of prime importance but
unfortunately it does not compare favorably with' some other
engines when consideration is given to the amount of fuel

burned to produce a given amount of work.
In casting about for a more economical means for con-

verting the energy of steam into work, it is natural that the
steam turbine which has given such excellent results in other
fields should be one of the first device- considered. A num
ber Of designers are QOW devoting their energies to a solution
of the problem of the adoption of the turbine to the driving
of the locomotive. The turbine to show its best efficiencj
must run at a high speed and the exhaust instead of passing
direel to the atmosphere must be led to a condenser where
a high vacuum is main lamed. The fact that the starting
torque is relatively small, that the power is reduced as the
speed is decreased and that the ordinary turbine is non-
reversing ,introduces other) problems that may delay the ap-
plication of the turbine to, the locomotive. It is too much,
however, to -ay that thesd difficulties are insurmountable!

As the experiment- which are now being made in several

European countries indicate a coal consumption some 20 per
cent less than that obtained with a steam engine the results

will be watched with the interest that their importance
demands.

The development of the highly efficient modern locomotive

has been a gradual process, produced by a large number of

changes, each in itself apparently of
An Example minor importance, but contributing its

of part toward the attainment of the final

Progress result. Because these changes occur so

gradually they pass almost unnoticed.

The introduction of a new wheel arrangement, or the build-

ing of an engine which establishes new records for weight
or tractive effort overshadows in popular interest the less

conspicuous, but more important advances in the art of

locomotive design. It is only by definite comparison with
past performance that progress can be measured. It is for

this reason primarily that the description of the performance
of the Rock Island Mountain type locomotives in this issue

is of interest. It furnishes a comparison with a similar en-

gine built in 1914 which is an impressive exposition of the

progress in design that has taken place even in the short

period of six years.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has changed its mind
and the New York Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis and the New York,
The Chicago & St. Louis will be permitted

Cleveland to build a passenger terminal at Cleve-

Terminal lar>d according to their original plans.

Previously the commission had dis-

missed the application of the carriers for the authority they

asked and the reversal of the decision comes as the result

of further hearings. The proposed station is to be located

on the public square in the heart of the city and will involve

the building of a new passenger line through the city. This

line and the station will be below the level of the city streets

and electrification will be necessary. The station is proposed

as. a solution to the severe freight congestion in Cleveland

and as a substitute for the antiquated stations now provided.

Objection to the plan is strongest apparently on the part of

certain local interveners who advocated as an alternative

the construction of a station near the present union station

on the lake front, the new station to form one of a group of

monumental public buildings already standing there. Under
such a plan the objectors estimated that by four-tracking the

Cleveland Short Line (the New York Central's freight line

south of the business section of the city) and by effecting

certain other improvements the congestion could be relieved

and that their plan would be much less costly than the public

square station project. There was also some objection to the.

proposed methods of financing the project, whereby a traction

line terminal is to be combined with the new station under

arrangements which the objectors seemed to think prejudi, ial

to the best interest of the railroads and to the fact that,

under the plan, valuable air rights over the station are not

retained by the railroads. The deci-ion of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in approving the application would

sec in. however, a wise one. Congestion at Cleveland presents

a situation challenging solution and the interested earn, r-

should be the best judges of what methods should be followed

in tackling the problem. No alternative plan was presented,

the like front proposal being an idea, pure and simple, with

no bona tide rail carriers as its proponents. At the same time

il is'to be regretted that the other carriers in Cleveland

—
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the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsylvania, the Wheeling &
Lake Erie and the Erie—have not joined in on the project.

Phese roads may, however, rome in later under contrail.

T 1

Plumb Plan Villification of

Officers of Railways

IF. KIND OF PROPAGANDA which is being used by the

railway labor unions to promote the Plumb plan is

strikingly illustrated by testimonj r tl) given b) Frank

J. Warne, an "economist and statistician" for the train

service brotherhoods, before the Senate Committee on Inter

state Commerce. The headlines over the story regarding

Mr. Warne's testimony published in "Labor," the offii ial

organ of the railway labor union- and the Plumb Plan

League, in its issue for December 10 read: "Rail Officials

'Milking' Carriers with Supply Contract Rakeoffs." "Man-
ager- Fatten Concerns in Which They Have Financial

Interest." "Earnings are Dissipated in Extravagant Deals

—

Hundreds of Guilty Officers Named."
In the article in "Labor" Warne is quoted as having

made the following statements, among othi

"It is common knowledge among
railway supply companies in which raili I

j ari
i

. :

tested have been and are fattening off purchases from them made by thi

railroads. • " • A Congressional investigation, oi an investigation by the

[nterstate Commerce Commission, will undobtedly disclose the significant

fact that in recent years all the railway supply companies, and they number
into thousands, have repented b u ^ - surplus tarnings I" be added to theii

already accumulated surpluses secured through high prices to the railroads

for the supplies purchased, • • n should nol need the authority

of a statute to establish the commonplace principle of right conduct that

the plain duty of a railroad otlieiat I I him to i rial profit

at the expense of the railroad company throu
to it by supply companies. * ' Such profit is gained through partici-

pation in interest payments on bonds oi dividends on stocks <^ supply
Companies to which the railway lets its contract at high prict
is much as if an ..ut .ma nut In ill. were given thi i ' * '

K.tiKv .i\ in magei ire holding theit ourcet ! grafl while I hi
|

an
pleading with the public to di i prevent
insoh ency oi carriers.

'

Although these charges were made by Mr. Warne in testify-

ing before the Senate Committee, they received almost no

publicity through the press generally. The obvious reason was

that lie offered no real evidence in support of them. "Labor"
says he gave the names of hundreds of railway officials

who have been getting graft, but with commendable regard

for the laws of libel "Labor" refrained from publishing

any of these, names. The article in "Labor" indicates that

Mr. Warne based his charges almost wholly on the ground

that within recent years the railways have paid high prices

for fuel, materials and equipment, ami that the coal, equip

meni and supply companies have made large profits, But
what relationship to charges oi graft has evidence -bowing

that the coal and suppl) companies have recentl) ch

high prices and made large profits? What busines

cerns, except railways and public utilities, have not within

recent years charged high prices and made large profit-

He said, a.- quoted m "Labor," that "in 1920 the rail

road- paid two and-a-half time- tin pit war price for loco

motives, more than three time- the prewar price for steel

cars, and 313 per cent more for composite cars. Passenger

coach prices increased MS per cent." Hie source of these

figures is apparent bin \ are based on statistics published
ii\ the Railway ige in its issue for January 7. 1921. bin

some of the Railway Igefs -t.iii-ii. - are grossl) misquoted.

Our figures showed that between l"li> 1914 and 1
l>20 the

average price of composite freight en- increased not SIS per

cent, but 213 per cent, and that passenger coach prices

increased nol !18 per cent, bul 118 p« cenl We do not

know whether Mr. Warne misstated the statistics given in

the Railway Age or "Labor" misquoted Mr, Warne. At

any rate "Labor" is published b) the same labor organiza-

tions that emplo) Mr. Warne and through it these garbled

were disseminated among railway employees.
I hi actual increases in the price- of equipment

surely great enough without being exaggerated. But if they

are to - used i e\ id I graft, what i- t.. be -aid about
some i - which occurred at the same
time? In 1920 the price of wheat rose to a point when
it was 252 per cent higher than in 1913. Tin- price oi

leather 5 per cent higher, of shoes 208 per cent;

brick 2s 1 per cent; Douglas fir lumber, .307 per cent: sugar.

42S per (cut; poti per cent. If the ad van
the priii- the railroad- paid to the coal companie- and
tin equipment and suppl) companies an- evidence of graft,

then those who participated in this graft are tin

pikers compared with those who grafted in the buying and
selling of wheat, potatoes, shoes, lumber, leather and sugar.

In May, 1920, the average wholesale price of all com-
modities was 172 per cent more than in 1913, while the

average price of bituminous coal was 173 per cent ;

of pig iron 157 per cent higher and of steel billets 1

cent higher. Tin- railway- are large purchasers directlv

and indirectly of coal, pig iron billets and yet the

of these commodities had increased only as much as

or less than as much as, the average price of all other com-
modities.

A man who will make the sweeping charges of grafting
relation- between railway officers .mil suppl) companies that

Mr. Warne has made upon such flimsy grounds as he has
based them is a reckless propagandist who disgraces the titles

of "economist" and "statistii ian" in which he masquerades
lb- ilii-. however, offer one suggestion which the Railway
Ige hopes will be promptl) adopted. This is for an investi-

gation by a congressional committee or the Interstate Com
merce Commission of the relation- between railway officers

and concerns which -ill in railways. The Interstate Com-
ment- Commission is charged with the dut) of seeing that

tin- railways are economically and honestly managed. The
commission has jusl begun an investigation to determini
whether a general reduction < f rates at tin- present timt

Would be justifiable. Charges that the railways are wasting
hundreds of million- of dollar- through inefficient mat
mi lit anil graft an idled all over the countrv b\

Glenn E. Plumb, \\ [etl I auck, Frank I. Warne and other

paid en the railway labor unions. If these charges

were true it he dut) of tin- Interstate Commerce
Commission to find that the railways could afford to make
large general redu tii ns of ran- and t.. order them to do so

Therefore, ii is the commission's plain duty to call these

k fore ii in the present investigate n and compel them
in prove their charge- of whole-ale grafting, or admit that

they are wilfully disseminating among railway employees

and the public the most reckless and baseless libels.

Mi mime, the railway officers should not overlook the

significance of tin- publication of Warne'.- charges in "1

Warne i- employed ind this paper is published and iir-

culated by the railway labor union-. Therefore, the heads
of the labor union- -or for everything that Warne
charges ami that "Labor" publishes. The effect of the

publication of Warne'- charges i- to convey to hundreds
of thousands of railway employees the Impression that

most of the officers of the railways, and especially the

higher officers, are crook- who are stealing vast amount-
of monc\ from the railways and are trying to redu
wage- of employees SO that there may be more mom
them to steal. A large part of the em]

gospel the propaganda disseminated by the heads of the

12 union- through "Labor" anil in turn disseminate it on

even- train on which they work and in every community
in which the) live, bin effects produced upon the attitude

and morale >'i the employees and upon puKlic sentiment
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are obvious. The necessity for combating this propaganda

in every possible way is even more obvious.

Railway employees complain because the railways seek

to reduce their wages; and at the same time the heads of

their unions and Lauck, Warne, Humb and other paid

spokesmen are constantly engaged by the foulest misrep-

resentation in trying to create a public sentiment which will

force down the rates of the railways and thereby make

necessary reductions in wages. The leaders of the labor

unions constantly complain that some railway officers try

to avoid dealing with the unions, and at the same time

use the unions as agencies for blackening the reputation

of railway officers and to carry on propaganda aimed at the

destruction of private ownership and management.

"Men cry 'peace, peace,
r when there is no peace!" How

can there ever be anything but war between the railway

companies and the labor unions as long as the labor unions,

to promote their egregious Plumb plan, persist in carrying

on a nation-wide campaign of misrepresentation of private

management of railways and villification against railway

officers ?

T
The Bryn Athyn Collision

he disaster at Bryn Athyn, Pa., on December 5, reported

in our last issue, is of a character to focus attention on

all phases of the collision problem. It is almost three years

since the notable collisions at South Byron, N. Y., and Fort

Washington, Pa. (January, 1919) and, except for Schen-

ectady in June, 1920, there has been no such disaster of

the first magnitude since that time anywhere in the country;

and the block signal problem has been no exception among

the various questions of railroad maintenance which, during

these three years, have been almost totally smothered by the

general financial paralysis in the railroad world, the causes

of which are all too well known.

For it is the block signal problem, mainly, that is here

at issue. Between the, electric train staff, in perfect form,

or automatic block signals, maintained at their highest per-

fection, on the one hand, and the simplest manual block

system (as it is operated on thousands of miles of road) on

the other, there is a very wide gap; and where the best is

not attainable, this gap is bridged, more or less effectively,

by a chain of less satisfactory precautions and safeguards;

and in this case two weak links in the chain broke simul-

taneously.

A certain brilliant superintendent, of the old school, who
had not much money for signals and whose company had

not very high ideals in such matters, had in one location a

lone semaphore, set high on a bank, outside of a siding,

though it governed the main track. Criticized by a young

signal engineer, he replied, with vigor, "My signals mean
what I say they mean!" He could not afford to move that

signal just to comply with some highbrow theory of uni-

formity. His runners all understood that signal; what more

could be asked? But, some day, with some engineman, under

some peculiar combination of circumstances which could be

expected to occur not once in a hundred years, the principle

of uniformity, at that signal, would be the one link—rper-

haps we should say the one thread—holding things together

and preventing a disastrous collision. This principle, dem-
onstrable in logic, but often so evasive that the operating

officer is not able to sustain it wholly on the basis of experi-

ence, was illustrated at Bryn Athyn.

Nothing could be simpler, on paper, than to require the

conductor and the engineman, when they are allowed to pass

a signal in the stop position, to bear in mind that they have

been allowed to pass it only by a suspension of the rules,

and that to move beyond it at full speed they must first

look back and see that it has not been changed; or else gel

special written permission to go on. And this is particularly

plausible at places where trains always make a station stop

and the difficulties of fog and of high speed are therefore

absent. But in point of fact no one has yet been able to

insure enginemen against absent-mindedness, and the plac-

ing of signals immediately in front of the engineman's eyes

is one of the safeguards which have been universally ap-

proved as a provision against that weakness.

So much for what is, without doubt, the one glaring

broken link in the safety chain at Bryn Athyn. Depend ng
on the conductor to check the engineman who fixes in his

mind "154" for "156"; or who ignores words and figures

on paper and identifies opposing train- b) some rule-of-

thumb process, is another weak link that has been proved

weak a hundred times; notably at Nashville, Tenn., in July,

1918, when 101 persons were killed. Depending on firemen

and brakemen to check the errors of their superiors is a

weaker one, and the very words in the rule-book usually

give evidence of its weakness. The futility of trying to hold

a train by a fixed signal which is behind the locomotive is

so well settled in the minds of all train dispatchers that the

point has become one of the cardinal elements in their creed.

This will have been noticed as a prominent element in the

recent discussion in these columns concerning the use of

train-order Form 19. That conductors and brakemen often

will not carefully co-operate in reading orders; that firemen

often prove ignorant or careless are facts of experience too

common to need proof. We say that these weaknesses occur

"often." Making comparisons with normal operations, this

may seem a harsh word. The percentage of errors in train

operation is so small that the mind does not grasp the frac-

tions. The chance that a passenger will be killed in a colli-

sion, or even injured, is so small that we all enter the cars

daily without thinking of it. But "often" is the proper word.

As we have said, it is almost 36 months since the last

country-wide proclamation on this subject: but the certainty

that other disasters will occur is absolute.

We have spoken of the general paralysis of railroad treas-

uries. This collision illustrates a difficulty of a more per-

manent nature; the attempt to give good service for a poor

income. The Philadelphia, Newtown & New York Railroad

is one of the poverty-stricken members of the Reading family,

never earning a profit. The government has laid down the

principles of good block signaling, but it has not insisted

that these should be adopted—at least not on a short branch

doing a light business; while through another department

it has put arbitrary limitations on railroad incomes. The
government calls for the exclusive use of steel cars for trans-

porting passengers; but its deliverances shed no light on

liow to get rich enough to throw away the thousands of

wooden cars that are in service. Neither the government

departments nor the railroads have the courage to reduce the

dangers of travel by a reduction of speeds—and so we go

on risking our lives.

The government, to be consistent, should adjust its finan-

cial requirements to its safety requirements. The railroads,

generally speaking, try to be consistent in their appropria-

tions for their profitable lines and for those which are un-

profitable; but they have little success except as they favor

the poor ones far beyond the reasonable limits of equity. In

the meantime the keepers of the railroad treasuries have to

contemplate the grim reality that when passengers are killed

and injured, the drain on their companies' funds is usually

the same, whether the wreck occurs on a poor branch or on

the main line.

\i a CONFERENCE of petroleum shippers and railroad men of

the Mississippi Valley at Memphis, Tenn., on November 28, a rate

of 36 cents per 100 lbs. on petroleum shipped from New Orleans

and from Louisville, was asked by the oil companies. The rail-

road- -tiiiue-ted a rate of 38 cent--
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Letters to the Editor
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[The Railway Aci welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250

words—arc particularly appreciated.
\

Why Not a Service Reduction?

(IMAM.

in i he Editor:

Railway executives are clamoring for wage reductions

and the employees, of course, arc fighting this to a finish.

Sometimes hard times arc produced by over-production.

Over-production means lower prices for the -'over-produced

articles. Did it ever occur to railway executives that the

"service" may be over-produced

Just because a passenger representative may hear a drum
mer say that the I. X. L. has it all over the X. Y. '/.. in

train service and equipment and reports this to his pas-

senger traffic manager, is it accessary for the latter to im-

portune the general manager to place a rival train on his

line although the earnings will not pay engine and car

mileage, let alone the other e\pen*cs? Com|K-tinu road*

run many competing train* oul of Chicago to large cities

in ever)- direction—trains de luxe which of course means a

first class hotel on wheels. Railway managers know the

cost of running these royally equipped trains and that many
of them do not pay. It is said that competition is the life

of trade. So it is, when the trade permits, but when the

trade docs not exist and iann.it \ et lie built to fill the ser-

vice, why keep up the service? Other businesses do not.

They get together and (lose out the non-paying operations.

Then why should not railwa) executives get together and

instead of fighting for a wage reduction, make it an operation

or service reduction? This in itself means a wage saving

as less trains operated means less men required. No ob-

jection can be made by the employee as he cannot expect

pay when his services are not required. Let the executives

take off each of their line* one or two trains and distribute

the movement of the remainder to the best advantage for

all. The public may kick, but inasmuch a* it is demanding
lower rates, it "should accept less train service. E. H. B.

Advantages of the Mallet Type
As Compared With the 2-10-2

K INSAS ClTl Mo
To the Editor:

One reads a lot about the efforts of the railroads to

economize in the use of coal; while much has been done in

the last few years along that line, it seems to me that the

compound engine must be adopted if an) big saving is es

pected. I noticed a description of some 2-10-2 type loco-

motives for the Southern Pacifii in a recent issue of the

Railway Age having cylinders 29J^ in. bj 02 in., a tractive

effort of 75,150 lb. and a total weight of 385,900 lb. Con-
trasting this with some Great Northern Mallets used in road

service, built about l i years ago, of ! 6 8 type with 23 in.

by 35 in. by 32 in. cylinders, tractive effort 74,000 lb. work-

ing compound and a total of 378,300 lb., one wonders why
the Mallet is not uSfed to a greater extent in road service.

In the instances noted above the steam consumption of the

Mallet is about 10 per cent less than that of the 2-10

practical!) the same power. The Mallet also has the great

advantage of being able to increase its tractive effort about

I
i 'lit in starting and also on hills where there is

danger of stalling.

I In iir-t cost of the Mallet would be higher than for a
2-10-2 of the same power, but if properly designed and with

the u*e of high grade materials as are generally used, the

yearly upkeep should not be so much more but that the

amount saved by more economic al operation would still be

suffii ii n: t" -In a good profit by its use. On a road using
i- of -inh locomotives, the profit* would be Con-

siderable.

The Mallet would also be easier on roadbed and bridges,

owing to its *hort rigid wheelbase but greater total wheel-

base, the one making it easier on curves than the long rigid

wheelbase of the 2-10-2 ami the other by distributing the

total weight over a greater amount of track. As r

speed, thi' Mallet can make 25 to SO miles per hour which

is fast enough for ordinary tr.

P. I) \\t'i

"Man Failures"

Np.w Vobk City.

To tut Km mi;

:

Your report of the terrible collision on the Reading Rail-

way in Pennsylvania on the 5th of December gives the cause

of the deplorable loss of life (so far a* known) a* failure

of the lumen ili.it i-. a "man-failure" : and. a*

usual, those railroad officers who e\pre.*s themselves (what

extreme silence prevail*, generally, among the higher officers,

at such tune-:
) seem to resignedly accept that as the complete

and sufficient explanation.

But what a number of failures! It appears that in this,

as in most cases, to put the responsibility on one man would
be badly out of line with the fads. I understand that the

engineer and tin conductor who broke down were men of

high morale, experienced, and with good records. They both

failed. The fireman and the rear brakeman failed.

There must have been a bad man failure when the loca-

tion of that semaphore signal v, upon.

Your aei (Hint indicates that the southbound train entered

the block at 7:45. while the dispatcher'.* order to the north-

bound was not completed until 7:4(>. Is there a man-failure

at that point also!'

Knowing that the public demands steel cars, why do not

the railroads, when they must use the old wooden cars, move
their trains slower? An old-fashioned railroad would have
held them down to 20 miles an hour through that narrow
and steep-sided cut. This is a man-failure, though we are

not honest enough to call it so.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has for years advo-
cated steel cars, and numerous congressmen endorse the posi-

tion of the commission; they even introduce bills on the

subject; but it all ends in talk. Why do they not do some-
thing? I In- is a man-failure. Blaming nine commissioners
and 40l men is very cold comfort, I admit: but

men fail, and we must face the facts.

For -till longer years the commissioners have advocated
the block *\*tem the real and effective block system, not a

makeshift such a* was disclosed in thi* case and one con-

gressman, Mr. K*ch. of Wisconsin, has ably backed diem:
hut nothing has been dor.,. Here is another glaring man-
failure. When shall we ever realize the sorely no
sion of "sand" in our public' men? Man-failui

D all around us that one is almost driven to pessimism.
lint the 1 true term, alas! i* "men-failure." A dozen indi-

viduals (not counting congressmen) can, if they search their

hearts, .muse themselves for inaction which has helped to

produce the conditions that result in collisions like this one
at Bryn Athyn. One could almost pray that some of the
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ugly qualities of Senators La Follette and Borah might agi-

tate the breasts of some of the conservative congressmen.

As long as the safety of our passenger trains depends on
the actions of boards of railroad directors, we shall have the

present situation continued indefinitely; not perhaps a man-
failure, but man-action by men so extremely conservative

that in effect they (the directors) are just as tragic failures

as were the conductor and engineer at Bryn Athyn.
It behooves us to consider these things right here in

Wall Street.

Prices of Rails, Salaries of

Executives, and Other Things

New York.

To the Editor:
You may be interested in the following extracts from a

letter which I have sent to the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce:

"Much publicity has been occasioned by a letter or state-

ment which the newspapers report to have been placed in

your hands by Dr. Frank J. Warne in behalf of the union

railroad employees of the United States, in which Dr. Warne
lays blame for the plight of the railroads upon the United
States Steel Corporation. He cites in support of his conten-

tion a letter written last February by John Skelton Williams,

then Comptroller of the Treasury. Mr. Williams claimed

that steel prices could have been cut very severely without

detriment to the position of the corporation.

"The statement by Dr. Warne, together with the statement

of Mr. Williams, referred to the war-time profits of the Steel

Corporation as "swollen and unconscionable." As you un-
doubtedly know, the prices for steel products during the war
were fixed by a government commission, at a figure consid-

erably higher than the Steel Corporation thought was just

and proper. They were fixed at that higher figure, however,

because smaller steel companies, lacking the corporation's

financial strength, and lacking its ability to produce steel at

low cost, would have been frozen out of the market at figures

lower than those which were fixed. In other words, that was
a war measure pure and simple, which was put into effect

for the purpose of obtaining the largest possible steel pro-

duction from all steel producers, even though some of those

producers might reap excessive profits.

"Now, what was done with those excessive profits? You
know and I know that the government took the greater part

of them in the form of taxes. If these hundreds of millions

of dollars thus taken had not been obtained from this source,

they must necessarily have been obtained from the body of
the American public. So much for the excess war profits.

"Open-hearth steel rails today are sold to the railroads at

$40 per gross ton. For a long period of years, beginning in

the spring of 1901 and ending in the spring of 1916, open-
hearth steel rails were sold regularly at $30 per gross ton.

(The $28 price which we see mentioned so frequently was
for Bessemer rails, which are now practically out of the mar-
ket, and which for many years haw been produced in smaller
and smaller quantities, because most of the railroads will not
accept them.) Now $40 is 33 per cent above $30, but the
railroads' average charge for freight per ton-mile for the first

six months of 1921 is 78 per cent above the average for 1913
and the railroads now charge 57 per cent more per passenger
mile than in 1913. In fact, if you consider single fares' in
states where tin- old 2c. statute rates were in effect, such as
New York, Illinois and others, the present price is 94 per
cent above the old.

"It seems idle to charge a 33 per cent increase in steel -ail

prices with responsibility for continuing an increase varying
from 57 to 94 per cent. If you extend the inquiry beyond

steel rails, you will find that other forms of steel are rela-

tively lower than rails. As a matter of fact, steel bars are
today lower than they were in 1913, and plates and beams
are on identically the same basis as in 1913. Hence, the
present price of steel has practically nothing whatever to do
with the plight of the railroads. Perhaps the fact that rail-

road employees (not including the general officers) received,
on the average, 106 per cent more in 1920 than in 1915, may
have something to do with it.

"The same Dr. Warne has stated, m a way which has
caused the newspapers to give it considerable publicity, that

railroads have padded their payroll figures to show that the
present average wage of railroad employees is higher than it

should be. He states that this padding consists in the in-

clusion, in the average, of salaries of railroad presidents and
other high officials, known ordinarily as general officers. It

may interest Dr. Warne and others to learn that if all the
general officers were to have their salaries cut to $1 per vear
per man, and the amount so saved from the railroad salary
list were to be distributed equally among all the other em-
ployees, each man would receive from this distribution an
average of 6^c. per day.

"If, on the other hand, the general officers were to receive
identically the same average salaries as the average of all

other employees, down through the minor clerks, section
hands and common laborers, and the amounts so saved from
the railroad salary lists were to be equally distributed to all

railroad employees, each employee would from this source
have his wages increased to the extent of 454c. per day.

"As a parting thought, it might be stated that the 1920
consumption of steel rails in this country, which was 2,055,-
172 gross tons, would amount at the present price of $40 per
ton to $82,206,880, which is about one-tenth of the estimated
annual advance in wages made to railroad employees in 1920.
Thus, if that advance were cut only 10 per cent (and this

does not mean that the whole wages should be cut 10 per
cent) the railroads would save from that one source alone
enough money to provide them with as many tons of rails as
they bought last year." Sidney G. Koon,

Associate Editor Iron Age.

Interior Boiler Treatment
as an Alternative

St. Lotus, Mo.
To the Editor:

^
Permit me to add a word to the excellent article by C. R.

Knowles, published in your issue of November 12, entitled
"The Interior Treatment of Boiler Waters," with special
attention to the letter by L. F. Wilson in your issue of
December 3.

The article by Mr. Knowles brought out many good sug-
gestions. The complete treatment of water for boiler pur-
poses is clean-cut chemical reaction and although it does
not purify the water from a distillation or bacteriological
standpoint, it does, where properly managed, remove the ob-
jectionable scaling matter before the water is given to the
locomotives. There are points where this is clearlv necessary
and also others where the expenditure for complete treating
plants is not warranted. Under the latter conditions, as but
very few perfect boiler waters are encountered, the "internal
treatment"' is often advisable to promote the economical oper-
ation and maintenance of locomotives with the most efficient

handling of traffic.

The problem of railroad water supply is .. complex one
and involves the combination of a suitable source with ample
production and attention to quality. The railroads use a

larger amount, by volume, of water than of any other single

material required for train operation, hence the importance
of the quality.
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The majority uf the larger railroads have found it ad-

visable to give this phase of railroading careful atten-

tion, and the results which have been secured, both in the

elimination of water waste and the saving by the perma-

nent improvement of quality conditions, fully justify the

study given. It is not believed that any appreciable number

of those "who have authorized expenditures of hundred- ol

thousands of dollars for treating plants" will be other than

agreeably "shocked" by the perusal of the reports covering

the results secured by these expenditures.

I he quality of railroad water supply varies considerably.

In the case of surface supplies this is readily evident, but

even the mineral content of well waters frequently fluctuates.

Only by frequent check and careful, intelligent attention can

the best results be secured, "Complete treatment" is much
more easily regulated than "internal treatment" as the check

tests are simple and certain. However, very good result-

can be obtained with "internal treatment" when due allow

ance is made for the co-ordinating agencies,

Mr. Wilson wrongly infers that the "internal treatment"

to which Mr. Knowles refers, applies exclusively to pro

prietary boiler compounds. There i- no particular mystery

in the composition of boiler compounds and very good results

are being obtained with "compounds" prepared by railroad

chemists in the company laboratories, as has been clearly

demonstrated on roads where this feature has been given

study and supervision. Of course, when railroads are not

equipped, either with laboratory en- technical staff, the boiler

compound companies, at the present time, offer a very con-

venient solution. Several of these companies have efficient

staffs and if they will give the water supply problem the

careful attention and frequent check that is necessary, with

CO-operation by the railroad forces, good results will be

secured. In either case, under the present condition- of

necessity for conservation of material and resources, the

possible economy by improvement of water supply cannot be

well overlooked. R. C. Bardwell,
Engineer of W.f. . Service, Missouri Pacific.

Corrosion in Service Tests

and in Actual Service
M DDI BTOWN, Ohio.

1 1
1

ii ik Editor:

1 here has recently been considerable discussion of the

relative corrosion of various kinds of iron and steel with

particular reference to the life of sheets in freight cars. In

this connection you may be interested in the enclosed table

of comparative analvses of various metals which has just

i nine to mv attention.

The strange- thing about it is that the famous old Haiti-

more & Ohio iron box car built in 1862 u.c- made of high-

coppered puddled iron. And yet practical!) the same kind

of material from which this car was made failed in the Pitts-

burgh test of the American Society for Testing Materials in

22 months. What I would like to know is, if a railroad

engineer 60 Mar- ago had been in a position to base his

opinion upon the results of tin Pittsburgh te^t, would he- haw
said "no good" to this time-honored relic of high-coppered

puddled iron which gave 60 years of faithful service?

And that is not all that bothers me. Then- is another

wonderful old relit thai has attracted the admiration and
interest of railroael engineers. It i- the old powder car oi

the Nashville, Chattanooga eS: St. Louis. Unlike its com-

panion, the iron in this ear contained prad
and the material compares favorably with the commercially

pure iron of today. lb 1 .- car, too. saw more t!

of actual service, and yet iron sheet of the same
analyse- as the plates from which this old car was con-

structed, when subjected to the- atmospherii corrosion test in

the- Pittsburgh district, failed in 28 months
Years of actual servii i Dn ved these two iron U.x ears, one

made of coppered iron and the cither made of pure iron, to

be extremely durable, irrespective i I of the

Pittsburgh test. What does all this mean? It means, to

quote from a report of the Committee of th< Institute of En-

gineers of Great Britain of 1920. just this: "That the onl\

satisfactory method (of I (posing the metal-

to corroding influences under condit similar t

those to which the metals would be expi -eel in practice
"

Bennett Ch apple.
American Rolling M I

Fire Protection in Lumber Yards
Nrw York '

To ini 1 k

Referring to the issue of your magazine dated Dccemt*-r

10, and the article on The (are and Protection of Lumber
in Storage. Under the section dealing with fin- protection,

the following statement is made: "The water in the barrels

can be kept from becoming stagnant or from freezing b)

dissolving in each barrel from 100 lb. to 150 lb. of calcium

chloride- (common salt)."

Calcium chloride and common salt are entirely different

-u! stances, the technical term for common salt being sodium
chloride. I am calling this to your attend, n as common
-alt is no longer reo mmended for use in tire barrels I

ol in t protecting the water from freezing at low temperatures

and al-o due- to the in - use in fire e a-k-

over that of calcium chloride. Tin- table and notes here

with give information on the use of calcium chloride.

i alcium chl ide will, as the article states, keep the

water from becoming Stagnant, will also protect water from

Material

I run powder Car I

N I
. S St. 1 . He.

Similar in analysts to "Y'' Sheet V.S.I M
"Y" Sheet AS I \t

Lc w copper wrought ire n.
I rem box car

Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
Similar in analysic to "E" Sheet A.S.I M, tests.

•T." Shed A.S.T.M. tests.

lli^h cupper puddled iron.

"A" Sheet A. S. P. M. tests
I ,ow coppt r Be

-I" Sheet A. S. T. M. tests
Iti^h enpper Bessemer steel.

Icon hand from cannon
Taken at the Battle ol ficonderoga, 1775.

N'aits from the "Moses It'll House, rraci
In ii Pillar . I Pclhi

Krccte.l piioc In V P. .telll.

Iron from gunbrat "Merrimac" .CMS

Sunk in 181

Sulphur 1

.042

.021

.020

.021 .11-1

.069

016

.04.; 012

.009

010 .oio Trace

.006
\ .046

Failed .i

1

fail in mine-

fail in "Atn
in mir.i

hammer marks *

tn servi

In good condi
centuries of service.

Sample in pood condit,
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Specific Degrees
gravity Bauxne
1.07 10
1.134 18
1 . 1 78 23
] 206 26
1.216 27
1.226 28
1.236 29
1.246 30
1.267 32
1 277 3i

freezing at lower: temperatures, practically prevents loss

from evaporation and requires no care once the calcium
chloride has been put into solution.

FREEZINC [•HINT AND GRAVITY OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE
SOLUTION .

+ 25'

+ 10°

—50° 5'/.

The solution sh uld be made of granulated 75 per cent calcium chloride,
free from magnesium chli ride, and should preferably be mixed in a vat
before being placed in fire casks, care being taken to see that the calcium
chloride is entirely dissclved by thorough stirring.

If woolen barrels are used, they must lirst he well coated inside with
asphaltum, and all containers should be kept covered.

Containers should be examined at regular intervals to see that they are
full and in gcod condition.

In cold weather, hydrometer tests should be made to make sure that the
solution is cf correct strength for temperatures likely to be encountered. Suf-
ficient calcium chli ride should be kept on hand in airtight receptacles to
refill containers after use.

Calcium Chloride is far superior to salt, being non-corrosive, does not
evaporate nor become foul, remains in solution without constant stirring,
and has much lower freezing point.

Another paragraph to which I wish to take exception is

as follows: "Where such apparatus is not available water
barrels should be distributed throughout the yard at con-

venient points and strategically disposed so as to be most
effective in an emergency."

When the major equipment is installed it is also essential

to add minor equipment. Many times during the course

of the 24 hours, only the watchman may be at hand who
could not handle the fire hose, especially where high pres-

sures are used, but who could accomplish results with fire

pails or extinguishers on any incipient fire.

I notice that no mention has been made of the extreme
exposure which lumber yards offer to the surrounding prop-

erties. This is a point which many railroads seem to ignore

and they pile their lumber in close proximity to adjoining

buildings. Lumber yards should be at least 200 ft. distant

for safety.

Due to my extreme interest in matters of fire protection,

I could net see this article published in your magazine
without calling to your attention the additional points which
I have stressed.

G. W. H. Thomas.

About Seniority

Ravi wna, Kn.

To the Editor:

The Illinois Central advertisement stating that railroad-
ing is as attractive for the young man as ever was well

answered, when the "Ohio State University Student"
(Railway Age, November 5, page 865) said college men
were deterred from entering railroad service because of "an
an< ient system of seniority." The seniority system as forced
on the railroads by the unions has produced stagnation and
fosters inefficiency and disinterestedness. Like a stroke of

paralysis it has hit the railroad organizations and where
once men vied with one another for promotion, today they
are content to sit back with their rights and let other forces

than their own efforts push them ahead. More than any
other thing, it turns intelligent young men away from the
railroad field.

Strange to say, I am in favor of a seniority rule, but not

the way the present one is written— i. e., ability being suffi-

i ient, seniority shall prevail. This puts grey hairs ahead
of brains and makes you keep the weak brother in line

ahead of you, It lakes all ambition out of a man for he
knows that no matter how hard he works it will not count
for the vacancy will go to the man longest in the service.

Yi t \ou say he should do his work well so as to gain an
official position which is not controlled by seniority. This
is well and good, but one must have years of experience
properly to fill these and a young man placed in the present

atmosphere of indifference, where all his little hopes are
stifled, will leave the service long before he is able to be
an officer. This forces the railroads io pick for their minor
officials old fogies who have been content to dilly-dally

along for years under this obnoxious rule.

Let us rewrite the rule
—

"Ability being the same, senior-

ity shall prevail and between similar positions where the

hours or location van-, let seniority rule."' To illustrate:

In train service let seniority govern as long as you remain
a brakeman, so the oldest men can have the day work, best

runs, and live at the terminal of their preference. But when
we come to promotion to the positions of conductors, pro-

mote those who not only pass the best examination, but

those whom the trainmaster readily feels he can trust with

responsibility.

Take the clerical positions, where most officials in the

operating department have to get a good part of their

grounding. There are many different degrees of work in

an office, all the way from mail clerk to chief clerk. Let

seniority prevail between similar work, such as between the

stenographic jobs, timekeepers, accountants, etc., and it a

man's rights cover a group of offices let him choose as to

the one in which he wishes to work and as to the more
favorable hours.

Our friend from "Ohio State" talk? about favoritism. I

think it is generally admitted that there is no field where

there is less favoritism than in the railroad. Just compare

it to the industries which are run by the owners and you

will have no "come back." When the Brotherhood of Rail-

road Clerks say that invariably where seniority does not

exist the boss will go outside the office to fill the vacancy,

they only admit that the average railroad clerk is listless and

incompetent. All the officials I have known would first look

for promising material in their own office before going else-

where. They know that to reward the competent is the best

stimulus for morale.

As the railroads no longer control the conditions under

which their employees work, if the Labor Board does not

wake up and change this vicious system the railroads will

be driven to the point where .1 an effort to get good official

material, they will have to aaopt the cadet system, obnoxious

as it is to Americans. They will have to take the college

graduate who has been more fortunate in education than his

fellows and move him over the system, through jobs created

for the purpose and out of the reach of the unions, and thus

over a period of several years of intensive training fit him

for the minor official positions. The unions by insisting on

this rule will in the long run only keep their able members

out of places of responsibility and set up a class system

such as exists in older countries where the ambitious worker

has no chance for advancement.
Albert Fink Milton,

Clerk. L. & X.

The Fast St. Luis X Suburban, as a part of its safety first

campaign, has painted one of its passenger cars white and cov-

ered its entire exterior surface with admonitions to the people

to "watch their step." This car is run over the entire system.

alternating over the 17 different lines which connect St. Louis

with more than 20 Illinois towns, and thus carries its message

to every part of the territory which the company serves. Each

passenger using the car is given printed matter in support of

the campaign.



Rocky Mountain Limited Leaving Rock Island Station

Rock Island Mountain Type Handles Heavy Train

Latest Design Demonstrates Worth in Exacting

Service—Excellent Fuel Performance

The Rock Island lines traverse in general a section of the

country which has been intensively developed by the

railroads. Practically every important city reached by
the road is a competitive point and in passenger service espe-

cially it is necessary to meet strong competition. For in-
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Profile of Missouri Division Between Trenton and Kansas
City

stance, between Chicago and Kansas City five roads provide

trains making approximately the same running time. Be-
tween Chicago and Omaha there are four competing lines.

intended primarily for service on the difficult Colorado divi-

sion, where by consolidating two trains thev effected a reduc-

tion of 180,310 passenger train miles t>ct vear. To deter-

mine whether these locomotives were suitable for use under
other conditions they were tried on the Iowa division between
Rock Island and Des Mloini 5, where thev were entirely suc-

cessful.

The subsequent ini rease in the size of trains made it diffi-

• tilt at times to maintain schedule speeds with the heaviest

Rock Island Pacific type locomotives, which have a rated trac-

tive effort of 40.000 lb. For this reason the road's last order

for locomotives ini luded 10 engines of the Mountain type

with 74 in. wheels and a tractive effort of 50.400 lb. These
locomotives, which were designed with particular regard for

the condition- existing on the Iowa and Missouri divisions,

were described in the Railway Age for February 28, 1921.

page 447.

Since being plain! in service these locomotives have made
enviable records hauling the Rock Island's fastest and heavi-

u -, goftp,, ~>[*.: n0.S5Hptrmi/e-

Profile of Missouri Division Between Rock Island and Trenton

A similar situation exists between the niidwestern cities and
points on the Pacific Coast and in t lit- Rocky mountains. It

naturally follows under these conditions that the road should

est passenger train- » >n the Missouri division they are

assigned to the Golden State Limited, making an average
-p.-,. I of 45 miles an hour, including stops. The westbound

48 LJ2
-

Profile of Iowa Division Between Rock Island and Des Moines

make every effort to provide the most modern equipment and
fast, dependable service.

To meet the exacting requirements for passenger motive
power the R(x-k Island lias in recent years introduced excep-
tionally heavy locomotives. It will be recalled that in 1014
the road ordered its first Mountain tvpe engines. These were

train. Xo. 3, carries 12 to 16 ears, and Xo. 4. eastbound, 11

to 15 ears. While in general the contour of this line is a

-ion of minor ri-es and descents it will !x> seen by refer-

to the profile that there are numerous rather heavy
grades, some as steep as 1.5 per cent. Under such conditions

it is difficult to maintain fast schedules unless the locomotive
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has ample power to permit sustained high speed on the as-

cending grades.

On the westbound trips the coal consumption of these

trains averages 104 lb. per train mile and on the eastbound

trips 102 lb. This is an excellent performance as shown by

comparison with the figures for the country as a whole. In

the nine months ending September 30, 1921, the coal con-

sumption per locomotive mile in passenger service was 108 lb.,

although the average number of cars per train was but 6.36.

It should be borne in mind also that these locomotives operate

on an unusually fast schedule and haul heavy steel cars, two

factors which tend to increase the coal consumption.

In the operation of the Rocky Mountain Limited between

Rock Island, 111., and Valley Junction, la., four miles west

The effect of the syphons is well shown by a comparison

with the Rock Island's first Mountain type. The earlier de-

sign had 28 in. by 28 in. cylinders and 185 lb. boiler pres-

sure, the cylinder horsepower being 2,613. The boiler horse-

power was 2,450, or 93.8 per cent of the cylinder horse-

power. The latest locomotives have 28 in. by 28 in. cylin-

ders, but the boiler pressure is 200 lb., which increases the

cylinder horsepower to 2,824. The boiler horsepower is

2,840, giving a 101 per cent boiler, a remarkable achievement

in a Mountain type locomotive. Without the syphons the

boiler horsepower would have been only 90 per cent of the

cylinder horsepower. The syphon also decreases the weight

per horsepower as shown by the comparison of the weight

per boiler horsepower with that for the engines built in 1914.

One of the Heavy Mountain Type Locomotives

of Des Moines, these locomotives also encounter difficult

operating conditions. This train is usually made up of 13

cars during the Summer period and is scheduled at 39

miles an hour over a division of 181 miles. On different

occasions these locomotives have made up as much as 45

min. on the running time. On this train the coal con-

sumption averages 105 lb. per mile.

Engineers and road foremen of engines have commented
on the ease with which trains are handled over one per cent

grades at 40 and 45 miles an hour with these locomotives,

indicating that the reserve steaming capacity is far more
than ample to take care of any ordinary requirements with

trains of 15 or 16 cars. The officers of the railroad have
been highly pleased with the splendid steaming qualities

of the Mountain type engines and also the economical fuel

performance. Much of the credit for these results is at-

tributed to the Nicholson thermic syphons with which they

are equipped. The syphons improve combustion conditions

and1 also increase the heating surface of the firebox.

This figure is 136 lb. for the earlier design and 129.3 lb. for

the newest engines.

Another reason for the excellent performance of these

locomotives is no doubt found in the fact that they are

working well within the limits of their capacity over most

of the runs. The average fuel consumption is 4,680 lb. per

hour, or slightly under 75 lb. per sq. ft. of grate per hour.

This is a fairly low rate for bituminous coal and under

these conditions spark losses should be small, front end

temperature low and boiler efficiency quite high.

One of the characteristics of this class of power which has

been especially pleasing to those actually operating them is

their consistent performance. In the year they have been in

service the locomotives averaged 5,000 miles per month each.

Not one delay has been experienced on account of hot bear-

ings or rod bushings and a steam failure is unknown even

under the most trying conditions. Roadmasters have com-

mented on the fact that these locomotives are unusually easy

on track.

Photo Copyright, Unaerwood & Underwood

Custom House and Freight Train; National Railways of Mexico, Tampico, Mexico



Superpower Advocates Strive to Answer Criticisms*

Take Issue with Railway Age Editorials and Allege Failure to

Give Report "Careful Perusal"

The attitude of the Railway Age with regard to the

electric operation of trains is one which favors the

adoption of such operation in cases where it is ad-

visable. This policy has led to the publication recently of

four editorials commenting on and criticizing the Superpower
Survey Report.* The criticism was (ailed forth largely

because it was felt that by exaggeration, real and implied,

the report would tend more to retard the adoption of elec-

tric operation than to further it.

The authors of the report have taken exception to the

criticism and their answers to the editorials are set forth

in the letter which follows. An answer by the Railway Age
follows the letter.

To the Editor :

1—Your editorial comments on the railway section of the Super-

power Report, of November 5, 1° and 26 and December 3, call

for a reply.

2—Your editorial of November 5, page 862, reads, "For ex-

ample, it is assumed in the report that 7.5 lb. of coal are required

by a steam locomotive to do the work at the rim of the drivers

equal to one kilowatt-hour."
3—We expected that the "careful perusal of the report" which

you claim to have made would bring forth a prompt correction

of that statement, hut on the contrary, the same statement is re-

pealed in your editorial of November 26, where you state, "The
coal consumption of the strain locomotive is assumed to be 7.5

pounds per kilowatt-hour."

4—There is nothing in the report to justify this statement. The
paragraph you refer to is doubtless that on page 62 which is a

mere statement of opinions of others tending to show that the

figures arrived at in the report are in substantial agreement with

those arrived at by others. On the other hand, it is il.nU
stated on page 59 that the coal charged to the steam railways
is taken "from the reports of the railroads to the questions of

Form A." The report would in effect be worthless as a com-
parison of operations were it based on any "assumption" of coal
used by the railways.

5—Further, in the same editorial you have the following sen-

tence: "Spoken of in report as 'full-jewelled' movement," which
you say savors of partisanship. At this point it would seem fair

to refer to your own paper which on page 1100, December 24,

1920, contains the following, attributed to Mr. McManamy, the
assistant general director of railroads: "So many complicated
specialties are now being applied to loo •motives that it is now
common to refer to these locomotives as being 'full-jewelled' and
in many instances tlie application of these specialties has proved
a detriment because the roads did not have adequate terminal
facilities to insure their maintenance." This is one of many
similar statements that might be quoted on the part of prominent
railway authorities.

6 itour "careful perusal" should have disclosed to you that
the report is not at all concerned with what might be done, in the
opinion of its ardent advocates, who. of coin-..', ,n<- entirely un-
biased, by a "full jewelled" locotnoli\c equipment, hut solely and
entirely with the tctual operation of the railways in tins zone, as
reported to us' by their responsible officers. Therefore.
your statement Nov. 26: "In fact the failure to obtain accurate
and up-to-date information regarding the steam locomotive wholly
invalidates the conclusions regarding the possible saving in fuel,"
is either inaccurate or implies that the i the zone have
not modern equipment. That max be left to the Pennsylvania or
the New York Central for reply.

7—The principal cause of your befogging is your failure to
differentiate between the actual of a railway system
and the claims and tests of the extreme advocates of the "full
jewelled" locomotive. You ignore the human element; the electric
locomotive eliminates ii

8 ¥oui "broad minded attitude" also is convincingly displayed
in your editorial ,.t November 1" in the words
penditures are admitted to '•• neo isarj to put the several plans

racted in tb of November
81, entitled "Plan (or Electrifying Sec-

i iticisine the >-. ncl.isi, ,,-

'f Ibe A.i uows . \ovcm-
.in Inefficient Machine:" November 26.
Electnficahoo" and December 3, r-iRe

rhe uperpov ei Ki norl 'was ibi

5, m nn article, beginning on page
tioris of u Railropds " Editorial
in the lei-no appeared in the issue*
ber 5, page °67. "Why I'm!.. . wit
page 1019, "Extravagant Claims n
107.1. "Electric vs Strain Locomoti

t launed put to shame th. prornist
oil securities." The expenditures are not "admitted"

re proclaimed and set forth in detail; and you must have a
singular conception of oil salesmen it" you think 14 per cent to
be their par

!

9—Nor do we, as you state we do (p. 968) "compare operation
with the most modern up-to-date electric locomotive working on
mountain grades with the operation of the old steam locomotive
displaced on these electrified sections." We have made no com-
parison tven remotely resembling this, but we have compared the
actual 1919 operation of the most modern, best-equipped and
operated railways in the United States with what we know can
1 «' ''one With electric locomotives.
10—We think in view

i itations that the statement
in your editorial of November 19 that the "Methods are not quite
as clear as might be expected" find a ready explanation in your
failure to study the report. There is no statement in the report
tor which the reasons are not given; an explanation of all the
methods of analysis is given. Details were necessarily omittedm many cases as space was lacking; nevertheless, our con-
is that there is not a single point from beginning to end for which

is arc not stated.

'Jr
' '' cember 3 shows the same misconception

the report: "Th.
I „rs, including

en :im house expenses for steam locomotives is assumed to average
"4-" «"' |,,! ,'" emotive ,„ile." Again, you err; it is ..

urned Qui is the figure reported by the aforementioned responsible
operating officers of the

12 -In conclusion, we deny that anything in the report is of
tiie nature oi unfair propaganda;" that you can even hint at
a connection ot the report with propaganda fairly accurately lo

11 the unfairness."

W. S. MURRAY.
Formerly "Chairman, Superpower Survey."

p , ..rv .. ^ .
CARY T HUTCHINSON

formerly Division-Engineer. Of Railroads, Superpower -

The Editors of the Railway Age Reply
Having quoted in full the .ommuni.aticm from Mr

Murray and Mr. Hutchinson, we feel called upon to
it By way of assisting in making the answer dearer to
Uie rr.ul.r. we have numbered the paragraphs of their letter
Because ot the reference in the fourth paragraph, and th.
importance it plays in the discussion, we reproduce the
•
A.vrpi from page 62 of the report which under the title
01 < oal Saved" reads as follows:

"The quantity of coal burned in a steam locomotive
equivalent m work done to 1 kilowatt-hour delivered
elect™ locomotive is estimated b) the electrical engineer of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at 75 ii, and by the elec-

engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul at
8.4 Hi. A committee of the American Electric Railway
Association has published data for a modern Mallet loco-
motive with superheater, which makes the equivalent coal
per kilowatt hour with stand J 5 |b. The same

ity elseuhere givi . the equivalent of 1

kilowatt-hour at the |>ouer station, equal to 8.1 ]r>. per
kilowatt-hour at the locomotive. Other electrical authori-
ties give materially larger figures some a- much

I he weight of expert opinion is. then, that n I

than 7.5 lbs. of coal is required to do the work of 1 fell

hour at the locomotive."

A Question as to an Assumption
As is noted in tin second paragraph of the communica-

tion, the !<.::'.
, t , editorial of Noveml

I example, it is assumed in the rej>ort that 7 5 lb. of
coal are required h\ a steam locomotive to do work
at the rim o\ the drivers equal to one kilowatt-hour." This
statement, as noted in Paragraph 3, was repeated in the
editorial i'i November 26 in the words "The coal consump-
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tion of the steam locomotive is assumed to he 7.5 lb. per

kilowatt-hour."

The communication declares in Paragraph 4—"There

is nothing in the report to justify this statement." That

issLR- will be taken up presently. In the meantime, we
should like to draw attention to the sentence in Paragraph

4 reading "It is clearly stated on page 5° that the coal

;ed to the steam railways is taken 'from the reports of

the railroads to the questions of Form A.' " We must point

out that Mr. Murray and^Mr. Hutchinson fail entirely to

understand the point we were trying to bring out. Form

A, it is true, gives the total amount of coal used. It,

however, contains no references to equivalent coal con-

sumption on the basis of kilowatt-hours. The assumption

mentioned in the Railway Age did not relate to .the total

tons of coal consumed. It related rather to the idea that

7.5 lb. of coal are required by the steam locomotive to do the

work at the rim of the drivers equivalent to one kilowatt-

hour. Now, were we correct as to that 7.5 lb. of coal?

How Much Coal Would Be Saved?

The editorial in the issue of November 26 is an attempt

to apply to the steam locomotive one of the methods used

in computing the equivalent coal for electric operation, in

order to get the two figures on a comparable basis. The

coal for steam operation given in the report is taken from

the actual records of the railroads. The method applied

to any particular division to get the electrical equivalent is

nowhere revealed. In some cases the energy required was

"determined from the records of lines already electrified"

(page 60 of the report). The other method consists in

calculating the work required for hauling the traffic due

to train resistance, grades, curvature and acceleration (page

61). From the watt-hour output needed at the locomotive,

as thus computed, the sub-station input was calculated, and

from this in turn the equivalent coal was deduced.

The authors of the report have used these two methods

and have reached the remarkable conclusion that electric

operation would save 64.1 per cent of the coal used in freight

service, 67.2 per cent in passenger service and 74.4 per

cent in switcher service, or a weighted average of 66.8 per

cent. To bolster up this conclusion the figure of 7.5 lb. of

coal was cited as the amount required by the steam loco-

motive to do one kilowatt-hour of work. This, as men-

tioned in the issue of November 26, would give a saving

of 57.6 per cent per unit of work done as compared with

the coal rate assumed for the Superpower system.

The power output required at the head car of any train

would be the same irrespective of the type of motive power

and would furnish a comparative basis for comparing coal

consumption. Information regarding the fuel consumption per

unit of work done is available for various types of steam

locomotives. In the issue of November 26 data for a modern

locomotive were used to draw a comparison which showed

that theoretically the Superpower system would save only

23 per cent in coal as compared with efficient up-to-date

engines. The actual figure for coal saving by electrifica-

tion on the Norfolk & Western is only 28 _
per cent as

compared with the 66.8 per cent estimate in this report.

They Have Done Something Worse

Messrs. Murray and Hutchinson protest that they have

not assumed the coal consumption of the steam locomotive

to be 7.5 lb. per kilowatt-hour. We agree with them; they

have not done this, but something worse. Even the extrava-

gant rate of 7.5 lb. with a steam locomotive would give a

saving of only 57.6 per cent; the Superpower report claims

66.8!

Thus from the figures set forth in the report we must

conclude that either the figures for the amount of power

used by the electric locomotives are wrong or the steam

locomotive performance on the eastern roads included in

the report is decidedly inferior to the performance of Prairie

type locomotives without fuel saving devices used on the

St. Paul in 1910.

Or Was It 9.57 lb. of Coal?

This conclusion may be reached as follows: The report

states "Item 12 on Form C, 'equivalent coal' is uniformly

taken at 2 lb. per kilowatt-hour for energy delivered at sub-

station." It also states that the output of the locomotive

would be 6.3 per cent of this amount, which is equivalent

to stating that the electric locomotive would deliver one

kilowatt-hour of work to the rail for 3.18 lb. of coal burned.

This value is apparently then multiplied by the total amount

of work done by locomotives in the superpower zone with

the product which indicates that 4,423.300 tons of coal per

vear would be sufficient for electric operation of the zone.

At the same time they show that 13,313,500 tons are now
required by steam locomotives. In other words, the steam

locomotives are now, according to the report (see page 82 of

13,313,500

report), using 3.18 x =9.57 pounds of coal

4,423,300

per kilowatt-hour of work done, which is as stated before a

performance decidedly inferior to that obtained by tests of

Prairie locomotives used on the St. Paul in 1910. Which
is the logical conclusion : that the power used on these eastern

roads is comparable to that used on the St. Paul in about

1905, or that there is some discrepancy in the report with

regard to power consumption?
Quoting again from the letter—Paragraph 4—the authors

say "the report would in effect be worthless as a comparison

of operations were it based on any 'assumption' of coal used

by the railroads." Much of the report including the con-

clusions suffers because it is based on a broad assumption,

the assumption that theoretical results can be duplicated

in practice. This is a fallacy, as the officers of some of our

electrified roads know only too well.

At another point in the letter—Paragraph 6—appears

this statement: "The report is not at all concerned with what
might be done, in the opinion of its ardent advocates who, of

course, are entirely unbiased by a 'full-jewelled' locomotive

equipment, but solely and entirely with the actual operation

of the railways in this zone." If the authors had used the

same commendable discretion in dealing with the electric

locomotive and had likewise confined themselves to the

actual results secured with electrification, they would un-

doubtedly not have described electric operation in such

glowing terms, but they might have made the report of some
value in outlining the real field for electrification. Any
implication that we have made "that the railways of the

zone have not modern equipment" hardly needs comment.

We do not understand that every locomotive on the Pennsyl-

vania or the New York Central is of the- most modem
type. Each of these roads has several locomotives which

were built and put in service prior to the present year.

The "Full-Jewelled" Locomotive and Its Terminals

The fifth paragraph of the letter from Messrs. Murray and

Hutchinson contains a quotation from Mr. McManamy with

a statement that is taken from page 1100 of the Railway Age

of December 24, 1920. No such statement occurs on the

page referred to, but diis is immaterial. The important

point is that the authors of the Superpower report have

failed' entirely to grasp the significance of Mr. McManamy's
statement. If they had been more conversant with railroad

conditions, they would have known that the criticism was

directed not at the specialties, but at the inadequate facilities

which made it impossible for the railroads to obtain the full

benefit from these appliances.
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An Electric Locomotive Driven By a Mule

Paragraph 7 of the letter status that the electric locomotive

eliminates the human element. If we believed that any oni ol

us would just as willingly ride behind an electric locomotive

driven by a mule as behind one driven by a careful and

intelligent locomotive driver. Seriously, the human element

has not been removed from electric street car operation and

any experienced railway operating man knows how many
complicated problems requiring human .-kill for solution

present themselves while a long and heavy train is being

taken over a division, Furthermore, an electrii locomotivi

in some cases is more subject to damage b) careless handling

than is a steam locomotive. For example; if a steam loco-

motive is loaded beyond its capacity, it stalls; if an electric

locomotive is loaded beyond ds rated capacity il di aol

stall—it continues to pull the load, bul ii thi Load is main-

tained, serious damage due to overheating may result. This

damage mav appear immediately or it ma) develop to the

point of failure at some later date. Certainly the human
element is not to be disregarded, still less eliminated.

They Do Not "Admit"; They "Proclaim"

The eighth paragraph quotes from the editorial in the

Railway Age of November 19 a si ading "Large

expenditures are admitted to be necessary to put the several

plans in effect, but the savings claimed put to shame the

promises of a salesman of oil securities." The expenditures,

say Mr. Murray and Mr. Hutchinson, are not admitted,

but are proclaimed and set forth in detail. Now, the

Century Dictionary gives as one of the definitions of admit

"to grant in argument; receive as Hue; edi . allow; as,

the argument or fact is admitted." Another definition is "To
acknowledge; own; confess; as, he admitted his guilt."

fudging by what Mr. Mini :i I Mr. Hutchinson say and

in the light of the definition- of the word admit, the Ra

Age's statement was not strong enough. The superpower

advocates not only "concede," "all oi 'acknowledge"

that large sums of mone) will be oecessar) to put the

several plans of the superpower report in effect; they pro

Claim it. The) are, it would seem, proud of it. A singular

attitude, indeed, for people proposing to railroad men the

expenditure of large amounts of money under pn set

ditions of railroad finance.

The communication from our Superpower survey friend-

continues, "You must have a singular conception of oil

(securities) salesmen if you think 14 per cent to be their

par!" None of the editors of the Railway Age has to our

knowledge ever bought any so-called oil securities, -till

less have they engaged in their sale. SO perhaps our igm

of the salesmen's par is to be excused. Nevertheless, any

financial student will agree that a security offering 14 per

cent return would look like—what shall we say a wild cat.

That Matter of Comparisons

The reference to comparison- -in Paragraph 9—has been

answered, it is believed, in what has alr.ach been brought

out. It may be worth while, however, to refer again to

the paragraph from page 62 which is quoted above. This

paragraph i- meant to give the results of investigations by

otlur authorities and is introduced in the report as a cluck

The paragraph says among other things "The quantit) of

coal burned in a steam locomotive equivalent in work done

to 1 kilowatt hour, delivered to an electric locomotive is

estimated by the electrical engineer of the' Chi
Milwaukee Si St. Paul at 8.4 lb." Steam railroad men will

appreciate the reasons for our asserting thai the report com
pares electric operation "with a

i f the old steam
locomotive displaced en these electrified sections" when we
point out that the stean in the St. Paul com
parisons was of the Prairie type (2-6 I) without fuel

devices. The communication from Mr. Murray and Mr.

Hutchinson says, "we have made no comparison even
remotely resembling this,

| ty Age
maintains that the bringing in of the St. Paul comparisons
even in the form of a check quite close! mbles it and
is certainly much nearer than "even remotely."

With a Measure of Authority

The communication from Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Mur-
ray contains various aspersions as to our "careful perusal"
of the r.pe.rt. In Paragraph 10 thej quote a sentence in

the editorial in the issue of November 19, in which we said

the methods are not quite as i lear "as might be desired"

and say that they think this statement finds, to quote their

own mi ion, "a ready explanation in your failure to

study the report" Our Superpower survey friends when
they make this statement fail ti i important things.

One is that the editors of the paper med to read-

ing and studying reports. The other is that the Railway
Age would hardly commit itself as it has in the "four edi-

torial- if it had not given the report careful perusal and
stud; We very much doubt if there are many outside of

the writers of A] C who have given it more careful

perusal than we have. When wi ore that the

methods are not as clear "as might be desired," we speak,

we believe with a measure of authority. If, furthermore.

it i- ie what must it be- to di-- raih

man whose i lan.ours, but who i- the

win. will sign th

any rate propose electrification to his higher off

With these thing- in mind it is easy to answer thi remain-

der of Paragraph 10. I rtheless, our

that there is not a -ingle point from

ning to end for which i We will

admit that th I given, but we maintain

have- maintained from the first that the- reasons and the argu-

ment as a whole are not as char as might be di

Electrification Advocates Not Familar

With Steam Operation

In the editorial in the Raih November 19

statement was made "It is very evident that tlu- inv

tors tackled the problem of i n with a >i>

prejudice against steam i pi ration. A careful perusal of the

report, and more particularly of th . aling with

electrification, Appendix ('. may possibly excuse them. It

: - onl) toe. apparent that they were not sufficiently familiar

with (-team) railwa) operation to be at all interested in its

favor." I In- assertion has not been controverted in the

letter from Messrs. Murray and Hutchinson, nor is it even

referred to. The presumption is, we believe, that they must

have felt this critic i-in to be justified.

The Railway Age editorial in question quoted a reference

to double-time for overtime work in train service which ap-
peared in the report, but which certainly could not have
gotten by anyone familiar with actual railway operating
condition-. We- also commented on the statement made in

the report that no more skill is required to operate an elec-

tric locomotive than is demanded of an ordinary chauffeur—which statement is actually ludicrous. There are many
other similar statements.

age 51 of the report appears this remark: "The
effectiveness of the de-vices for increasing efficiency and ca-

-ite h as brick arches, superb. 'ion?,

automatic fin power reverse

on the- intelligence and faithfulness of thi neer,

and iii consequence the average results

that anyone speaking thus d s in-

telligence and faithfulnes! -i is

well informed concerning railway operating conditions. It

may be admitted that sometimes full u

saving reasons are. however, not I
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intelligence and faithfulness of the engineer. We must be

charitable enough to believe that the Superpower advocates

have not meant what they have said.

How About the Albany Division

of the Boston & Albany?

There is another thing about the report that is of interest,

although it has not received attention in any of our edi-

torials. That is the fact that the report includes among the

divisions proposed to be electrified the Boston division of

the Boston & Albany, but not the Albany division of that

road. This solution of the Boston & Albany's problem will

no doubt be of special interest to New England railroad

men who know somewhat more about the Boston & Albany's

operating conditions than did the writers of the Superpower

report.

The Boston & Albany is one of the busiest roads in the

country-^its tons of revenue freight carried one mile per

mile of road in 1920 being 3,931,376. Nevertheless, the

report says "The low percentage of saving shown by the

divisions not included in the selected group except those of

the New York Central, is due to light traffic." The Albany

division has considerably more and considerably worse grades

than the Boston division. Whereas the Boston division has

ruling grades of about 40 ft. to the mile, the Albany division

in crossing the Berkshires has to overcome grades of 80 ft.,

or \ l/2 per cent. Helper operation is frequently resorted to.

The line is, of course, double-track and a feature of the

division is the large mileage of third track provided for use

by tonnage trains on the up grades. It would surprise New
England railroad men to see the Boston division electrified

prior to the much more difficult Albany division, particularly

in view of all that has been said by electrification advocates

concerning the advantages of mountain grade electric

operation.

The inclusion of the Boston division of the Boston &
Albany among the lines which it is proposed to electrify and

the exclusion of the Albany division raises a question as to

whether the logic used in the report is right and correct after

all. At any rate it again raises the question as to whether

the Superpower survey investigators knew as much about

actual railway operating conditions as might be desired

Conclusions

In conclusion let us repeat from the editorial in the issue

of November 19 our statement that "As has been said again

and again in these columns, there are presumably few rail-

way men left who do not believe that electrification is the

proper development in situations suitable for it." We want

to emphasize, however, our belief that the steam locomotive

has progressed rather faster in recent years than the elec-

triflcation advocates have given it credit for. We want to

express our belief also that the more ardent advocates of

electrification, at least, have as yet failed to get the steam

man's point of view. They have still to realize that the

steam man is the one whose point of view they have got to

obtain. When they finally do obtain it, it is our firm belief

that they will have a more willing audience and that their

arguments will be much more effective. We do not believe

that the Superpower survey report is going to help the situ-

ation—for reasons which we have now given—as much as its

writers had hoped. That in the final analysis, is the reason

for all we have said about it.

The Southern Pacific reminds "hoboes" of the dangers of

their traveling habits, by showing that in the period from Janu-

ary 1, 1921, to October 31. ten months, sixty trespassers were
killed on its lines. Of this number 22 persons were killed as

a result of falling under the wheels while stealing rides or
1

w hile attempting to get on or off moving trains. Thirty-eight

trespassers were killed by being struck by engines or cars.

Says High Freight Rates
Impose Burden on Farmers

Washington, D. C.

Picking up an agricultural state, transporting it one to

three hundred miles from its natural market and setting

it down again, is accomplished in economical effect,

says the Secretary of Agriculture in his annual report, by "the

simple process of marking up the transportation cost a few
cents per hundred pounds." The effect of high freight

rates on the farmers of the country during the past year or

more of radical downward readjustment of farm produce
prices is outlined by the secretary.

"The cost of getting farm products from the farm to the

consumer's table has increased tremendously during the past

three years. The freight charge is very nearly doubled, and
in some cases more than doubled. When wheat was selling

at $2.50 per bushel, corn at $1.75, cattle and hogs at $16 to

$22 per hundred, cotton at 30 cents per pound, the increased

freight rate was not a serious matter. It amounted to but

few cents relatively and was a small item in the total price.

But with wheat at $1, corn at 48 cents, cattle and hogs at $7
to $10 per hundred, cotton at 17 to 20 cents (all these being

primary market prices, not farm prices), the addition of

even 10 cents per bushel or per hundred pounds imposes

a burden grievous to be borne. When farm prices are

ruinously low, any addition to the freight charge means
added distress. At the present time the cost of getting some
farm products to market is greater than the amount the

farmer himself receives in net return. And the heaviest

freight burden naturally falls on those farmers who live

in our great surplus-producing States.

"Not only do the very large advances in freight rate-

impose a heavy burden on the producers of grain and live

stock, cotton and wool, but on the growers of vegetables

and fruits as well. Indeed, some of the latter have been

compelled to see their products waste in the fields because

the prices offered at the consuming markets were not large

enough to pay the cost of packing and transportation.

"This transportation matter is one of vital importance

to agriculture. The country has been developed on the

low long haul. Land values, crops, and farming practices

in general have been adjusted to this development. Large

advances in freight rates, therefore, while bearable in a

time of high prices, if continued are bound to involve a

remaking of our agricultural map. Agriculture is depressed

until the rates are lowered or until population and industry

shift to meet this new condition.

"More than this, inasmuch as our heavy consuming

population is massed so largely near the eastern coast and
our surplus is produced long distances in the interior, sub-

stantial advances in transportation costs have the effect of

imposing a differential against our own producers in favor

of their competitors in foreign lands, especially to the south

of us, who have the benefit of cheap water transportation,

and who, in many cases, can lay down their products on

our eastern coast more cheaply than our own people can

ship their products to the same points by rail.

"Rail transportation is essential to our agricultural pro-

duction. Good rail service is of tremendous importance.

Our farmers realize that our railroads can not be maintained

and operated efficiently unless permitted to charge rates

which will cover all fair operating costs, maintain their road-

beds and equipment, and pay a fair rate on the money in-

vested. No one has a greater interest than the farmer in

efficient transportation. At the same time, the economic

aspects of material changes in railroad rates must be con-

sidered more carefully than in the past. If these changes 'are

made without due consideration of their, effect on agri-

cultural production, inevitably they will create profound

disturbance and impose great injustice."



Cleveland Passenger Terminal Project Approved

Interstate Commerce Commission Reverses Previous Decision

Thus Making Possible Fulfillment of Plans

ON rehearing the Cleveland passenger terminal case

upon which it had reported adversely, on August 12,

1921, the Interstate Commerce Commission reversed

ite previous decision and by this reversal, announced Decem-
ber 6, 1921, made possible the fulfillment of the proposed

terminal project for the city of Cleveland, Ohio. Through
this decision the acquisition of the New York Central, the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis of the control of the Cleveland

Union Terminals Company by purchase of capital stock,

is approved and authorized. Also these companies are

authorized to construct and operate a terminal station and

union passenger station on the lake front at what is called

Hit Mall iii-. This structure was to have replaced the

old union station located on the lake front and was to be

an addition to and part of a group plan for a number of

monumental public buildings. The old station is used by
the New York Central, the Pennsylvania and the Big Four
and is both antiquated and inadequate.

In the meantime a suburban residential district had been

developed and an electric line built for a part of the dis-

tance into that district. This led th ringens, who
had developed the residential district and had built the

Cleveland & Youngstown—the electric line— and had also

A Map Showing the Relation of the Railroads to the Terminal Project

line by and through tin- control of tin- terminal company
mentioned.

The terminal which is planned consists of a large, through-

type passenger station with different Boor levels above a

common train level for steam and mterurlian railway line-,

and necessary approaches, coach yards, etc. It will be sit

uated in the (inter of the business section of the city of

Cleveland, the station building facing the southwest corner

of the Cleveland Public Square, The two approaches in

connection with the station tracks form a large "1"", the

two legs of which extend to the south on the oppositi

of tin.- Cuyahoga valley. It i- a projeel which has been
under consideration by the city and the railroads

number of years, the negotiations between the cit) ami the

railroads culminating into something definite in I'M 5 when
an ordinance was passed providing for the erection of a

gained control of the Nickel Plate, to introduce a plan for

a stub-end passenger station at the Public Square for all

electric lines and three railways, the Nickel Plate, the Erie

and the Wheeling & Pake Erie. With this in view the

Cleveland Union Terminals Company was The
plan was not acceptable to the Erie or the Wheeling & Pake
Erie and upon suggestion of the New York Central.

d for a through passenger station for all
•

\ rdinance, approved by popular vote contem
the substitution of this station on the square for the one

on the Mall but required the commitment of the three

companies involved in the first plan to use the substituted

facilities, tine of the roads, the Pennsylvania declined to

do this and after investigation the ordinance was amended
so that the commitment oi two companies would -

The ordinance covering the chancre in station sil
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mitted to the people of Cleveland and approved by them
in January, 1919. The status of the project up to that time,

as well as a description of the project as it stood then, ap-

pears in considerable detail on page 755 of the March 21,

1919, issue of the Railway Age.

At the present time, only the New York Central, the Big

Four and the Nickel Plate are committed to the use of the

new terminal which is to be constructed by the terminal

company and financed by the sale of bonds issued by it

and guaranteed by the three roads. Provision has been

made, however, for the use of the facilities by other roads

by agreement, the layout being sufficient in size and character

to take care of the passenger traffic of all the roads for

a long term of years through proper extensions. At

present the Pennsylvania uses the old union station en the

lake front but as this station will be abandoned the Penn-
sylvania will probably make use of an outlying station at

East Fifty-fifth street and Euclid avenue.

Railroad Operation and Construction Difficult

The topography of the city is such that the development of

industries and railway lines has resulted in a complex situa-

tion, the seriousness of which was not thoroughly realized

until the war. The land on which Cleveland is built rises

abruptly from the shore of Lake Erie except where it is cut

by the valley of the Cuyahoga river and tributary gullies.

The river while narrow and winding has considerable ship-

ping on it and the valley is well developed industrially.

Arrangement of the Tracks at the Station

The New York Central and the Nickel Plate are the only

lines passing through Cleveland, while of the remaining

roads, the Big Four is the only one entering with its main

line, the remainder having short branches into the city from

their main lines to the south. The main line of the New
York Central along the lake front is generally four tracks

east of the Cuyahoga river and passes through a highly de-

veloped industrial district, most of which lies to the south of

the tracks. Such yard development as there is in this sec-

tion is between the main line and the waterfront with the

be carried on across the main line. As the tracks are used

for passenger traffic, there is a large amount of congestion

and interference to both switching and train movement,

chiefly the former. At the Cuyahoga river the New York
result that there is a large amount of switching which must

Central crosses on a single-track drawbridge of so lew an

elevation that it must lie opened for nearly all boats. The
Pennsylvania connects with the Xew York Central near the

old union passenger station to the east of the river. Just

wist of the bridge the Pennsylvania has extensive ore docks

and its ore trains use the bridge and cross the tracks of the

New York Central at grade. The Big Four also crosses at

grade. Owing to the congestion of its main line, the New
York Central built the Cleveland Short Line in 1904 as a

cut-off, extending from Collingwood on the east to a point

on the main line on the west of the city, to be used as a

double track through freight line.

The terminal plans provide for 23 station tracks for the

steam roads, of which lo are to be constructed initially and
a system of interurban tracks of which nine are to be in-

cluded in the first construction. Differing from the original

designs these tracks will all be on one level and about 30 ft.

below the street at the Public Square. The main station

facilities will lie up one floor or level and will include

separate concourses, ticket offices, waiting rooms, etc., for the

two classes of travel. This covers the station proper, for

above this level the building to be constructed will be used

by the owner of the air rights. There are, however, two levels

more included in the plans for handling passengers and non-

passengers, connected by a well-planned system of ramps
and stairways to the streets, concourses and train platforms,

all designed to facilitate the passage of people in, out and
through the station and to separate inbound and outbound
passengers or passengers waiting for trains from persons

merely passing through on other business.

Operation of Terminal Calls for Electrification

The station will be flanked to the east and west by ap-

proaches built on a new right-of-way and having four tracks

each for railway passenger trains and interurban electrics.

Two of these approach tracks for each class of service are to

be a part of the initial construction, the line extending from

about West Twenty-fifth street on the west where the con-

nection will be made with the Big Four, around a U-shaped
loop to about East Fortieth street on the east where it will

connect with tracks to be laid on the right-of-way of the

Nickel Plate. The length of the terminal between these

limits will be about 3 J4 miles. This trackage is to be elec-

trified and the electrification of the steam railroad lines is to

extend beyond these limits over the trackage to be provided

along existing rights-of-way.

In the case of the New York Central, it will probably

electrify from Collingwood on the east to somewhere in the

vicinity of the connection with it of the Big Four and the

Cleveland Short Line. East of the terminal limits, the

necessary trackage is to be provided on the rights-of-way of

the Nickel Plate and the Cleveland Short Line, connecting

with the main line of the New York Central just west of the

Collingwood yard. West of the terminal, the New York
Central and the Big Four are to run over the latter's right-

of-way to the connection of the two roads at Berea, Ohio.

In operation the New York Central will route all of its

passenger travel over the Big Four from and to the west of

the station and over the Cleveland Short Line and the Nickel

Plate rights-of-way to the east. The lake front line will be

used exclusively for westbound freight and switching move-

ments. Eastbound freight will be sent over the Cleveland

Short Line and a part of the Nickel Plate where the two

roads parallel for a short distance east of the terminal. Both

lines at this point are double track and will probably be

operated jointly, plus such additional double track construc-

tion by the Cleveland Short Line as it will be found neces-

sary to 'carry out. The connection of the Big Four with the

New York Central on the lake front will remain as it now
is, the terminal tracks passing over it.

The terminal plans have been worked out by the parties

concerned represented by George A. Harwood. assistant to

the president, and H. D. Jouett. terminal engineer, both of

the New York Central, and W. F. Pease, chief engineer of

the Cleveland Union Terminals Company.



Asks Congress to Investigate Plumb Plan League

Estimated That League Expended $1,000,000 to Defeat Candidates

Who Voted for Esch-Cummins Bill

FJ. Lisman, investment banker, in testifying before

the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in the

* hearings on the Capper and Nil holson hills on Tues-

day stated that: "Congress has prescribed the expenditures

fur elections of candidates. I have not the proofs, but it is

within the purview and powet of Congress to investigate

this. And I claim that large sums— I believe upwards of a

million dollars- were expended by the Plumb Plan League

in the last general election, to defeat candidates who voted

for the Ksch-Cummins hill; and this was to serve also a

notice to future candidates that, if they opposed labor unions.

they would be left at home. I think Congress ought to inves-

tigate that situation."

Mr. Lisman suggested also that the only mistake in the

Transportation Act is in the labor provision which divides

responsibility. He believes thai the functions of the Labor

Board should be transferred to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Criticises Labor Provision of Transportation Act

1 he Interstate Commerce Commission, said Mr. Lisman,

reall) does not wish to handle this matter for the following

reasons:

"1. It is grossl) overworked already.

"2. The performance of the duties connected with such a

function would bring about further political pressure on it,

which is sufficiently burdensome already.

"3. Whenever the commission should reduce wagl

would probably be expected to reduce rate-; and vice versa',

if wagc-s were advanced, the railroads would insist on

equivalent rate advances.

"As a matter of fact, it is ao for the Interstate

Commerce Commission to adjust wages. The companies and
their employees should he allowed to work this out for them
selves, hut a labor bureau should he created under the

supervision of the commission, the function of which should

he as follows:

"1. To lay down rules for the election of the labor union

officials, which -hall be b) secrel ballot, and to supervise

such elections.

"2. If there appear- to he an) ili.--ati-fj.iiMn ,,i ,1

men! between a railroad corporation and it- employees, the

points of difference -hall he submitted to the Labor Hureau.

which shall clearly define them. In case live per cent ol tic

employees or members of any union shall sign a petition

favoring a strike, then the Labor Hureau shall order a secret

-trike vote, which shall he supervised by it. The names on

-ii, h a pel itioD .-houhl 1 >c kept -ei ret.

".i. It shall prescribe a form of accounting, in accordance

with which all books of such labor unions are to be kept.

"4.. The accounts of the labor inn, .n- -hall be audited

by a certified accountant employed by the bureau, said re-

ports to be printed and open to inspection by the public.

"Everyone knows that strikes are generally declared bv a

-m. ill minority of more or less irresponsible and ri

young men who want excitement, while the majority of the

loyal, steady employees are passive in these matters and
merely go on strike because they fear that they or their

families will be molested. The union leader- will vocifer-

ously object to such legislation, but I am convinced that if

this proposed legislation were- to be voted on. not only most
working people but also a great proportion of union labor
would favor it by a large majority.

"The result of such an act would be that there could be

no secret funds which might be used for the hiring of ruffians

for the purpose of destroying or damaging property or which

could be used in other illegal ways. The profits or fancy

salaries paid t<> labor union leaders would he- made public
which would in turn result in a , loser supervision of union

activity by the men who are paying the due-. When the

issues were clearly defined the demagogic, loud-mouthed,

-ional agitator could no longer succeed ami a very

much better ,1a-- of men would come forward for leader-hip.

It is perfectly a!»unl that men should be asked to vote on
tin question whether there- -bould be a .-trike or not without

blowing tin issue on which the) are voting. It is clearly

obvious that most of the -trike- votes today, which are taken

on glittering generalities, are- meaningless.

I In- -n" ', tion for the- regulation of unions is exactly

in conformity with President Harding'- recent messa

tin- i apital ol tile companies .-bould be regulated—and it is

righl that it -bould—the employees are just as much a part

of the transportation system, and their organization -hould

>et supervised, 50 that tiny -hall act within the law-

Capper Bill and Railway Securities

It IS now over five year- since any substantial railroad

financing ha- been done by the sale of >to,k. In the mean-
time, the bonded debt has increased; the proportion of l>onds

ks has greatl) increased L day there- are only four

railroad stocks left which are selling at a premium. That
is, only four railro.nl companies could se-11 their stock under
the- law—the Union Pacific, the- Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western, the Louisville & Nashville and the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy Railroads. A large number of companies
a hose Stock used to -ell at a premium, cannot now sell their

stock at par. The Chicago & Northwestern, the Southern

. the Atchison, Topeka & S Northern

Northern, and other railroads can no

tock for their additional capital need-, and
they have constantly to increase their bond burden. It is

only possible to -ell the bonds of the very best com
For instance, tin- Union Pacific .-old it- securities last week
on a 5.40 basis. This is probably the strongest railroad

, i mpany that we \ia\ e.

The market for -e, uritie- is practically only for first mort-
gage bonds Wi have had what is in effect a panic, all

it ha- not had the exciting feature- of an ordinary one.

And now, as a normal sequence, we are having a cheaper

money market, which means that business is poor; that the

working capital of a great many manufacturers, merchants

and banks is lying idle in the banks, and seeking investment

in other channels. In time- like these, people are willing to

buy the very best of securities, but they are not willing to

buy any security about which there is the least doubt, be-

cause when business is poor, people- fear further depression,

and do not know how far the effects of such depression may
affect securities which are the least doubtful If tl.

were passed, it would be impossible for any but a very

i- to -ell securities at any price.

Railroad mileage in the I'nited States has been steadily

reduced now for the last three years, at an average rate of

over 1,000 miles per year. Money is utterly unobtainable

for new enterprises, and it will be unobtainable even for

existing lines I' - ear, if the railroad;

: earnings will approximate 13 per cent of the
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gross. To go under this will be absolutely suicidal. In order

to make it possible for the public to get additional railroad

facilities the remaining 80-odd per cent of the gross earnings

will have to be cut into somewhere, or reduced somehow.

Now, this 80-odd per cent consists of labor and supplies.

I am not prepared to go into the question of whether labor

is getting more than it should, or whether materials are

higher than they should be.

There are, roughly speaking, about 200,000 more bad

order cars than there were -1 2 months ago. Assuming—and

I think that is conservative—that it cost $250 per car to put

these bad order cars into good shape, would mean an addi-

tional $50,000,000, which is deferred maintenance.

I furthermore contend that I am not putting it too high

at all when I sav that the deferred maintenance on rails

approximates 500,000 tons. That, at 125 tons per mile,

would be about 4,000 miles of track which are to be relaid,

or only about 1H P«" cent of the present mileage. There

has been a deferring of the putting in of new rails now for

some years. So that there we have another $30,000,000.

In addition to that, you have the deferred maintenance on

locomotives, and ties, and ballast, and other things. Deferred

maintenance is unquestionably in excess of $100,000,000.

If that were deducted from 'the $700,000,000 you would

have barely 2]/2 per cent earned on the capitalization.

Regulations Regarding Tax
Cancellations and Refunds

Details concerning the procedure to be followed by the

railways in the matter of the cancellation of the taxes

on transportation charges are embodied in circulars

sent out to members of the Railway Accounting Officers As-

sociation, dated December 7 and 9. The circular dated

December 7 contains a copy of a letter written to Secretary

E R Woodson by A. C. Holden, acting deputy commissioner

of internal revenue. The letter gives an application of the

principles to be followed by the carriers in complying with

the provisions of the new revenue bill cancelling the taxes

on freight and passenger charges imposed by the Revenue

Act of 1918. The letter follows:

The following is an application of the Principals enunciated in T. D.

1?sS and 3">S6 dealing with the repeal of Subdivisions (a), (b), (c),

(d) andV) of Section" 500 of the Revenue Act of 1918, by the Revenue

\ct of 1921, effective January 1, 1922:

(11 Prepaid Freight Shipments. On all freight accepted for shipment

uo to midnight December 31, 1921, on which the transportation charges

are prepaid or contracted for prepaid, the tax shall be collected on basis

of the transportation charges to destination, regardless of when the

transportation service is completed.

(21 "Collect" Freight Shipments. Where the transportation service

•is completed on or after January 1, 1922, with transportation charges

to be collected at destination, the tax does not apply on such transporta-

(31 Diverted Freight Shipments. When freight is diverted or recon-

signed en route in accordance with the tariff provisions, in determining

whether the tax is applicable, such transportation shall be regarded as

a continuous movement from point of origin to ultimate destination.

(41 Transit Privileges. When freight shipments are accorded transit

privileges, such as milling in transit, dressing in transit, refining in transit,

compression in transit, etc., such shipments in determining whether the

lax is applicable, shall be regarded as involving two separate and dist.net

transportation movements; one into the point where the transit privilege

is accorded, and a separate and distinct movement of the product out of

such point. , . L . .,

(51 Export Shipments. On freight consigned from a point in the

United States for export to a foreign country, where the transportation

within the United Stales is compleed before midnight, December 31, 1921.

the existing instructions of the Internal Revenue Bureau (Regulations

No 49) are applicable and the temporary and permanent exemption certih-

cates musl be furnished as evidence of the right to exempt such shipments

from the tax.

'6) Import Shipments. For the purpose of determining Hie apt

of the tax, an import shipment is regarded the same as a domestic

shipment. .

(71 Miscellaneous Transportation Services. On miscellaneous trans-

portation services completed before midnight, December 31, 1921. the

tax is applicable. On wharfage, storage, demurrage, etc., the date of

delivery of the freight, or release of equipment, shall determine the

. application of the tax.

(8) Undercharges, Delayed Collections, El When the whole, or

the

egardess of the date on which collection

my part of the transportation charges for freight transportation services,

completed before midnight, December 31, 1921. are collected, the t:

on such charges, and shall be collected by the carr

making such paym
is effected.

(9) Refunds. In adjusting freight overcharges, and in redeeming

I and partially used, passage tickets and scrip books, no carrier

and no agent, officer, or employee of any carrier, shall make any refunds

oi adjustments of the tax on and after January 1, 1922.

The requirement is that the claim for refund of tax must be filed on

U. S. Treasury Department Form 46, with the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, within four years from the time the tax was paid, claim being

barred by Statute of Limitation, if received after such time.

In the event the transportation companies retain the freight receipts,

express receipts, redeemed tickets, or mileage books, as part of their

files on a claim, the papers filed by the taxpayer with the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue for refund of tax must be accompanied by a state-

ment or certificate from the proper officer of the carrier, issued to the

taxpayer when the transportation charges is adjusted by the carrier,

copy of such statement or certificate being retained as a part of the files

of the carrier; both the original furnished to the patron, and the carbon

copy in the carrier's files containing the following information:

(al Number assigned claim by transportation company, which is the

claim number or file reference.

(bl Amount of transportation charges refunded by the carrier on

the claim. .

(cl Amount of tax actually collected on the transportation charges

which are refunded by the carrier.

(dl Date (or dates) on which tax was collected.

There is no objection on the part of the Internal Revenue Bureau to

the carriers adding such other information as may be necessary or desirable

for their own purposes.

The Bureau ef Internal Revenue requires that the claimant furnish

to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in applying for refund of tax

on freight transportation charges, either the original receipts ev.dencing

payment of the tax, or the above statement or certificate in lieu thereof.

(10) Passage Tickets Sold During December. On all passage tickets

or scrip locks sold up to midnight December 31, 1921, that are for use

or are susceptible of use before midnight, December 31, 1921, the tax

shall be collected, except as specifically exempted under the existing instruc-

t.ons of the Internal Revenue Bureau.

(11) Passage Tickets for Use on and After January 1. 192.. In

the case of tickets or scrip tickets sold during December that cannot,

under any circumstances, be used before January 1, 1922, no tax is to

be collected. _,,
(12) Unused Portion of Passage Tickets As of January 1. 1922.

Where there is an unused portion of a passage ticket or scrip book in

the possession of the public on January 1, 1922, on which tax has been

coll-cted the Internal Revenue Bureau requires that claim for refund

must be' filed direct with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue by the

'person paying the tax, using U. S. Treasury Department Form 46. which

should show the following:
_

(a) Statement of the facts on which claim is based.

(b) Statement that no claim is pending nor will any be filed with the

transportation company for adjustment of the tax. ....
(c) Statement that the unused part of the ticket or scrip book, in con-

nection with which refund is requested, if in hands of claimant when

claim is filed, has been marked to show the amount of tax for which claim

has been filed.

The claim for such refund must also be supported by a written state-

ment from an agent of the transportation company (or from a collector

of internal revenue if such information can be furnished by him) giving

the following data concerning the ticket or scrip book in connection with

which refund is requested:

(a) The number
(b) Date of purchase

(cl Price paid

(d) The proportionate part remaining unused on January 1, 1922. and

(e) The proportionate amount of tax applicable to the unused part.

(13) Express Shipments and Sleeping Car Tickets. The term

"freight" as used in this letter is intended to comprise, also, shipments

by express, and the term "passage ticket" as used in this letter is intended

to comprise, also, sleeping car and parlor car tickets.

(Hi Passage Tickets by Vessel to .Foreign Countries. Iitle -\1,

Schedule A, Paragraph 9 of the new revenue bill continues, after January

1. 1922, the stamp taxes now applicable to passage ticket one way or

round trip for each passenger, sold or issued in the United States for

passage by any vessel to a port or place not in the United States, Canada,

or Mexico.
(151 Tax on Telegraph and Telephone Messages. Title V, Section

500 of the new revenue bill continues certain taxes on telegraph and

telephone messages now in effect.

Under the interpretations of the Internal Revenue Bureau

as contained in the letter reproduced above, it will be neces-

sary for the carriers to have two forms; one for passenger

service and one for freight service, relating to information

required by the bureau for refund claims filed by the ship-

per with the bureau on and after January 1. 1922. The

Railway Accounting Officers Association has prepared stand-

aril forms adaptable for that purpose for use of the carriers.

These forms are R. A. O. A. Standard Forms Nos. 195

and 50. Form 195 relates to refunds of the tax on freight

transportation charges and No. 50 to refunds on passenger

charges'. The two "forms are given in a circular issued by

the R. A. O. A. under date of December 9.



Hooper Addresses New York Railroad Club

Labor Board Vice-Chairman Analyzes Board Activities

and Makes Plea for Co-operation

((TV is indispensable th i ma iiified spirit of co-operation

I shall exist between the carriers and their employees"

... "I am not going to ask you to assume that the

Railroad Labor Board is al to the publii weal." For
tin i on summation of this spirit of co-operation between offi-

cers and men, "the Railroad Labor Hoard pledges its earnest

efforts." These were among the leading points brought out

li\ Urn \Y. Hooper, vice-chairman of the Railroad Labor

Board, in an address before the members and guests of the

New York Railroad Club assembled at the third annual

dinner of that organization at the Hotel Commodore, New
York, on Thursday evening, December 15. Mr. Hooper
analyzed the work that had been done by the Hoard -ince its

organization; he pointed out the difficulties which it had had

to overcome; he presented also for consideration the many
criticisms of the work of the Board and in an interesting and
pointed manner answered these criticisms. He also offered

some opinions concerning labor union policies, particularly

with reference to the recent strike threat. "The right of labor

to organize," he said, "is based on sound principles." The
evils of labor unionism "are merely the abuses of a thing in-

herently good." Discussing the point that labor has no moral

right to tie up the railroad- by a strike, he presented a plea

for co-operation between officers and employees. In conclu-

sion, he expressed his optimism of the present situation.

Over 2,000 were in attendance at the dinner. In addition

to Governor Hooper, six other members of the Labor Board

were present as guests of the club; they were R. M. Barton,

chairman; J. H. Elliott, G. W. W. Hanger, Samuel Higgins,

W. L. McMenimen and A. O. Wharton. The president of

the club, J. A. Droege, general superintendent of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, Opened the after dinner pro-

gram and turned the meeting over to the toastmaster, Frank
Hedley, of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company.
Mr. Hooper's address follows in part:

Mr. Hooper's Address

For the puq>oses of this occasion. I am going to assume
that the regulative legislation enacted by Congress prior to

1920 is not in excess of what il ought to be. 1 am going to

take it for granted that the Interstate Commerce Commission,

created away back in 1887, has justified its right to

existence and to tin- exercise of the powers conferred upon it

by Congress. But I am not going to ask you to assume that

this new fangled tribunal, the Railroad Labor Board, is

essential to the public weal. It i- such a recent experiment

that no arbitrary or conclusive presumptions stand in its

favor. But, with your indulgence, 1 am going to present a

few facts, upon which you may base an opinion, as to

whether the Railroad Labor Board is entitled to your ap-

proval and that of the public in general. I shall not be such

a daredevil, however, a- to invite am expression of that

opinion at this time.

The labor section of the Transportation Act of 1920 was
enacted by a republican congress and signed by a democratic

President, because the] had a full realization of the dangers
of the post-war condition- thai surrounded the railways and
involved the public. Railroad working rides and wages bad
been greatly influenced bj the war and by Federal Control of

the roads. The carriers contended that the labor conditions

that existed at the termination of the war were artificial, un-
reasonable, uneconomic and burdensome, and that the road-

could not live under them. The employees insisted that their

wages were among the last to be increased, that this increase

and that the working ruk> established dur-

ing Federal Control had given them little or not!;

'a1o.1i they were not entitled. Add to this sharp dispute the

disturbed and uncertain industrial conditions that existed

throughout the country, and you have enough explosives and
combustibles to ha d a conflagration inevitable.

It was at this juncture that Congress said through the

1 ransportation Act, let us see if a way cannot be found to

-etth these railroad labor disputes, by the establishment of

an impartial tribunal, before which they can be tried like any
other lawsuit. This step was not taken by Congress 1»

the people desired to intermeddle either with the affairs of

the carriers or their employees. It was because the people

knew that they would otherwise be ground to pieces between

thi upper and nether mill-tone.

Thus the Railroad Labor Board began to function at a

most critical period, and there was immediately dumped upon
the work bench in front of it more work than ever confronted

any other government agency. Before it could scarcely per-

fect its organization, the wages of every railroad employee
of even class in the Union were brought into dispute and
the rules and working conditions of these two million men
were likewise submitted to the Board. In addition to these

two great controversies involving, in fact, several hundred
disputes, scores of questions of secondary importance and
hundreds of grievances have poured in upon the Board in a

steady stream.

The Adjustment Boards, which the Transportation Act

contemplated should be set up by the mutual agreement of

the carriers and employees, to act as an inferior court for the

trial of these grievance cases, were not established. Only
recently, the first few Adjustment Boards began to function.

The lack of them made the prompt and satisfactory action of

our Board impossible Under the strain of this crushing load

thi board has been compelled to double back on th.

hour law. working eight hours before lunch and eight after-

ward-. For all this, we have received no punitive overtime.

but much punitive maledictions for -in- of omission and
commission.

Not a "Board of Mediation"

During these 2\ months, the Board ha- dispos
two essentia] readjustments of wages, tin- revision of the
rules of the six shop crafts and of the maintenance of way
employees, has stopped one general -trike. and decided 050
miscellaneous disputes. And despite all this, a newspaper
punster ha- referred to u- as a "board of meditation."

At any rate, we are not liable to the charge of having
restricted the output.

There is one thing, however, that has given the Bo
s.xithinu feeling of self satisfaction, and that is, the fine team
work manifested by the 1 carriers and their emplovees in

•'cussin" the Board. This has been accepted as conclusive
evidence of tin- Board's fairness and impartial >

one side had criticized our decisions, we might have been sus-
picious of ourselves. This enfilading ur, 5m has
been peculiarly beneficial to the public members of the Board
in that it has removed all danger, if any existed, of their

entertaining any feelings of partiality fe->r either side. Of
course, 1 mean that it has caused us to love both sides with
equal ferwr.

Returning to a serious discussion of the Board's work, it

een truly remarkable to see with what unanimitv and

1197
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alacrity both the carriers and the employees have brought

their differences to the Board for adjustment in accordance

wi{h the law. It is worthy of further emphatic notation that

both parties in a vast majority of instances have respected

and obeyed the decisions of the Board. On account of the

fai t that the holiday season of peace and good will is so

near, I will not mention anybody that has violated the

Board's decisions. It is not in good taste to hang lemons on

the Christmas tree.

The law creating the Railroad Labor Board is a unique

piece of legislation in this country, but has numerous counter-

parts in other lands, including Canada, Australasia and sev-

eral European countries. It is an odd combination of volun-

tary and compulsory arbitration. Public attention has not

been directed to the fact that there is anything compulsory in

the law, but there is. There are three mandatory provisions

in the statute, binding alike upon the carrier and the em-

ployee. The law says, in effect, that: First. The carrier

and the employee, in case of a dispute, shall endeavor to

settle the matter by conference and negotiation. Second. If

they fail to reach an agreement by direct conference and

negotiation, they shall submit the dispute to the Railroad

Labor Board.

Third. The Railroad Labor Board shall decide the

dispute.

If, upon investigation, the Board finds this final decision

is violated by either party, the Board "may make public its

decision in such manner as it may determine."

Finger of Scorn Only Penalty

In other words there is no penalty attached to a violation

of the Board decision, except that the Board may point the

finger of scorn at the violator. The Transportation Act, as

it passed the United States Senate, contained a mild anti-

strike provision, as well as penalties for the railroad officials

violating the law. This provision was eliminated by the

House, and the Board was left dependent on public sentiment

for the enforcement of its decisions. By the way, it is an

item of curious interest that the State of Texas, in the suit

against the Board, takes the position that this power to direct

public attention to a violation of the Board's decision con-

flicts with that provision of the United States Constitution

which forbids "cruel and unusual punishments."

The train and engine brotherhoods in their recent strike

ballots served to draw a sharp distinction between those

provisions of the Transportation Act which they considered

imperative and those which they did not consider imperative.

The public, at the time, did not appear to grasp this idea.

The Brotherhoods were really protesting against a further

reduction and the change in rules which the carriers sought,

but I could not get them to say so at the strike hearing. They

shrewdly confined themselves to the July wage reduction,

already accomplished; on the theory, I take it, that the law

Jul not forbid their striking against the Board's final de-

cision, but that it did command them to go through all the

preliminary steps leading up to a decision before they struck,

and that they would therefore be violating the law if they

struck against a possible, future decision of the Board toward

which the mandatory preliminary steps had not yet been

taken. This must be noted as an interesting and important

development in connection with the practical application of

this new law.

It is proper to say just hen-, not in a controversial way,

but as a matter of abstract interest to all students of the

Transportation Act, that it is the contention of the Board

that the Pennsylvania System in its dealings with the Shop

Crafts, fell into this pitfall which the Brotherhoods side-

stepped. The Pennsylvania, however, has very able counsel

who do not accept this dictum of mine, and it remains to be

«een whether or not the courts will accept it. Personally, I

am glad that this honest difference of opinion as to the mean-

ing of law is to be judicially settled. The Labor Board is

not sensitive about law suits brought against it. The only

thing which really grates upon the delicate nerves of the

Board is the resolutions occasionally adopted by ill-advised

persons, favoring the abolition of the Board. It is now gen-

erally conceded that such resolutions are contrary to public

policy, and they have grown gratifying] v few and far

between.

The Group Make-Up of the Board

There is another feature of the Transportation Act that

aroused debate at the time of its enactment, and that is the

group make-up of the Board. Recently there has been a

revival of the unfriendly criticism of this provision, which

gives to the carriers three representatives, to the employees

three, and to the public three.

As a member of the public group, I have watched at close

range the actual test of this provision, and I am convinced

of its wisdom. The usual objection to it is that it is an

incongruous thing to place upon a quasi-judicial tribunal,

advocates of the litigants. It is frequently stated that these

two expert groups uniformly line up with the respective in-

terests from which they came. This is not true. While such

would be the obviously natural tendency of these men under

ordinary conditions, it must be remembered that they are

under the sanction of an official oath. A day rarely passes

in the proceedings of the Board when one or more of the

members of these two expert groups does not cross over the

line and vote with the opposing interest. It cannot possibly

happen that either the carrier or the employee is invariably

in the right, and these expert groups are experimentally

aware of this fact. Moreover, the Board, by reason of the

presence of these gentlemen among its membership, con-

stantly has at its command a wealth of information relative

to all phases of the railroad labor question.

A Shower of Verbal Brickbats

At the end of October, the strike threat of the train and
engine service brotherhoods came to a focus. The public

thereupon suddenly awakened to the fact that there was a

Transportation Act and a Labor Board. Without stopping to

inquire whether or not the Board had teeth, it was enthu-

siastically admonished from all sides that somebody must be

bitten. The Board officially and some of its members per-

sonally took steps that averted the strike. As soon as this

was accomplished the Board was treated to a shower of verbal

brickbats because it had, forsooth, violated the quasi-pro-

prieties of a quasi-judicial tribunal.

There was one thing that a few sophisticated and hard-

boiled individuals never could believe and that was that I

did not promise the brotherhood officers, when addressing

them, to take something away from the carriers and give it

to them, and yet this was literally true. The memorandum
which was adopted by the Hoard and, which was finally the

means of averting the strike, merely called attention to the

fact that it was premature to start a row about another

reduction in wages, because the Board did not propose

to readjust the- wages of any class of labor, until the rules

and working conditions of that particular class had been

passed upon.

I maintain that this was a sensible, just and proper course

for the Board to pursue, and it will finally receive the ap-

proval of both the carriers and the employees. Wages cannot

lie intelligently fixed, without having a known and estab-

lished schedule of working rules to which to apply them.

But many people were misled by erroneous statements in the

press to the effect that I had definitely promised for the

Board that the wages of the brotherhoods should not be

touched for a year or until July next. No such statement

was made and none was necessary. No statement was made
that amounted to a prejudgment of any question that might
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thereafter come before the Board, But it was said further

that the Board's memorandum, in effect, closed the door in

the face of the carrii t and the employees who might wanl

to ask for a readjustment of wages, because there would be

an interminable delay in completing rules. On this point

the Hoard has been thoroughly vindicated, because it has

alread) issued its decision of shop craft ruli

December 1st, and its decision of maintenance of way rule-.

effective December L6th, and it will be weeks and possibly

months before an) petition for a wage revision is filed with

the Board. So the carriei and thi employei ai waiting

on the Board in this matter, bul the Board is waiting on

them.

Some of the carriers ma) not be altogether pleased with

the- rules handed down b) the Board Doubtless the Board
has made a few scattering mistakes, but it has tried very

hard to proteci the rights of the employees, and, at the same
time, interfere as littli a ibli with the discretion and
judgment of the management in the operation of the roads.

1 am sure all of you would be surprised if you could ex-

amine the submissions on rules made b) tin various carriers,

and see what a very wide diversity of [dan, purpose and
opinion is reflet ted b) them There is an entire al

ol anything resembling co-ordination, rhal which em . u

rier strenuously opposed another as cordialh approved, and
that too, when it was a question 'if genera] application, un
affected by local conditions. While this situation served

to add to the labor of the Board, it was considered t redil

able to the carriers in one respect tor it showed that the)

had not prearranged a hard anil fa-t sej of irreducible

demands

No Such Thing as Good Time for Strike

Reverting t<> the strike episode for a moment, there was
a section of public opinmn, outside of railroad circles, that

wanted a strike. At least, the) thought they wanted it.

Their argument was that, if the railroad employees wanted
to strike, they should not In- hindered", that it was a guild timi

for a strike, and that the railroad organizations could be

crushed and union labor, in general, given a set back.

There were several weak spots in this argument. Ill tin

first place, there i- no such thine ,,^ ;1 good time for a

railroad strike.

While this ma) have been an opportune tune to light

labor union, the price of the light would have staggered the

Nation. This countr) has never experienced a general rail-

road strike, and but few men have an) adequate conception

of the ruin and misery it would bring to the people, not

only the poor, but the well to do.

for the last few month-, ten- of thousands of men have

been straining their credit and husbanding their resources

in an effort to pas.- through this period of (>ost war depres

sion without bankruptcy. The) have -tood on the brink of

a precipice and looked ruin in the face \ genera] railroad

strike would have pushed tin in over the edge and plunged
them into tin abyss Hie) "ere not able n> stand untiling

more

Then another thought occur- to me, would it have

wise to crush the railroad unions, even if it could havi

done? What would have taken their place? Is any man SO

blind to all the aspects of modern industry as to believe

that the time will ever return when railroad labor is not

organized ?

If the brotherhoods had been crushed, rest a— unci that

organizations of some character would have sprung up in

their stead, and their successors, in all probability, would
not have been animated b\ motives half -o conservative

and patriotic .is those which control the brotherhoods

The right of labor to organize is based on sound principles,

recognized by Congress and sanctioned by the courts of the

land.

The problem in thi.- country te day is not how to •

out and destroy organized labor, but how to deal with its just

irly and humanely, and how to curb its unjust

demands and control such of it- activities as threaten the

public welfare.

In my judgment, the survival of thi- repu

lorn with which this question is handled.

Friendly as I am to

labor, 1 am profoundly awed when I contemplate its

sibilities for evil If organized la permitted to

throttle individuality, de-troy initiative, exact inefficiency,

dominate- management, limit production, ignore the- r;

the pu t up a class government, then, ind

tin- country headed toward Bolshevism and death.

All of these things are the possible, but not the inevitable

results of organized labor. They are merely the

of a thing inherently good.
1

' lie- other hand, if organized labor confin

to the legitimate advancement of the cause of the working-

man, by the procurement of a just and reasonable wage-, the

establishment of desirable working rule- and conditions, the

maintenance of an increasing! dard of living, and
the preservation of the political and civil rights of

then will organized labor not only serve it- own U I

but it will constitute one of the bulwark- of the- An
republic,

No Moral Right to Tie Up Railroads

In the regulation of railroad labor then- are certain prin-

ciples involved which do not appl) t'i labor in genera]

I he people oi tin- United State-- must have i ffii ient and un

interrupted railway traffic. The employe* re with

the carriers tin- execution ol tin- public trusl When ,e man
inter- the employ of a railroad and every day that he i-

-o engaged, lie should understand that in a high -c-n-e- he i-

serving the- public, IK should understand that w]

rights men ma\ have- to strike and tic- up a strictly private

business, they have- no such right, moral!) at least, to tie

up the- railroads and destroy the- property, business, health

comfort, .un! live- of innocent men. women ami children.

This dcK-s not mean involuntan servitude. It would not

mean that the railway employee would be compelled to work
lor a railroad. It would -imph mean that he would have
no right to conspire with his fellow employees to destroy,

by concerted action, the transportation of the countr) for

the purpose of enforcing his demands against the carrier

If this i- not now the law. it ought to be, and it will be.

In consideration of such a legal regulation, it would be
the- duty of the- public to make- >un that an absolute!)

impartial tribunal wa- provided for the adjudication of all

matters of dispute between the carriers and the employees.
and this tribunal should place an exalted estimate upon
th( -ii| Ortance of an honorable and patriot:

charge of thi- offi< ia! duty.

The public should realize that a living wage m
thing moi. to an \uu n. ,m citizen than a bar
and that highl) skilled men into whose care the- lives of mil-
lion- are constantly entrusted arc- entitled to a

mensurate with their skill, hazard and responsi

["he employees would be expected to recognize the fact

there is a limit to tlu- ability of a carriei

and that there is no mysterious and miraculous fountain
of inexhaustible gold (lowing into the cofi

Ever) ..in u\ its revenues must come- from the pockets of
ople. It is not to the interest of either the cmplovec

or the public that wages should high as' to

overburden the carrier. It is obvious, however, that the
ability of the carrier to pay cannot In' treated as a con-
trolling consideration in fixing wages, for this might result.

,n some instances, in requiring the em
or nothing.
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St. Paul Union Station Work Enters Third Stage

Traffic Was Thrown on First Six Tracks on Nov. 21—Headhouse

Was Completed Last Year

By G. H. Wilsey

Assistant Engineer in Charge of Design, St. Paul Union Depot Company, St. Paul, Minn.

The second period of construction work on the new
passenger terminal of the St. Paul Union Depot Com-
pany is complete, traffic being thrown on the first six

elevated tracks at noon on November 21. As described in

the Railway Age of May 21, 1920, page 1442, the project

under construction involves the complete rebuilding • of the

terminal, much of it on the ground occupied by the old lay-

out, at an expenditure of $15,000,000. The new station

yard is located about 20 ft. above the old; and as the present

facilities are inadequate to take care of existing traffic, it

is essential that there be provided at all times at least as

man}' tracks as there were at the beginning of the work,

viz., 14. This necessitated building in sections. The head-

house, being located on new ground, was built first and was
opened for traffic on April 5, 1920. This permitted of

vacating the old warehouse that had been used as a depot
since October, 1913, when the original station was destroyed

by fire, and the building of structures and the laying of six

stub tracks to the north of the old train shed.

The third period of work will involve the removal of six

northerly tracks and the train shed of the old layout, to-

gether with the walls and foundations of the old depot, and
constructing the necessary retaining walls and elevated struc-

tures for six more elevated tracks, four of which will be
through ones. At the same time that portion of the waiting
room over these new tracks will be built. In like manner
the remainder of the yard will be built in the fourth and
fifth periods. The sixth period will be for the construction

of a signaling and interlocking system.

St. Paul is the clearing house of the Northwest for pas-
sengers, baggage, mail and express. It is necessary, there-

fore, to make provision for a much larger volume of busi-
ness than is ordinarily encountered in a city of 250,000
inhabitants. This has been accomplished by building the

waiting room over the tracks and providing baggage, mail
and express rooms under the tracks. The station yard will

contain 8 stub and 14 through tracks, with a seven-track
throat on the east end and a' four-track throat on the west
end, the latter bein«; used by through trains only.

'The main floor plan of the completed headhouse ami wait-

ing room is shown in one of the drawings. The part just

completed extends from the headhouse across Third street

and over the first six tracks. The smoking room, baggage-

checking counter and the concourse leading to the waiting

room, as well as direct access to the new tracks, are thus

provided. The concourse is finished on the inside with buff

Kittanning brick, with a timbrel tile arch ceiling. This
portion of the building contains two stories, the upper part

being used as a terminal railway post office. The waiting

room, yet to be built, 80 ft. by 360 ft., will have a high

arched ceiling, springing from about the ceiling line of the

concourse, lighted by skylights, through ceiling lights curved

to the radius of the arch. A row of columns across the

building, which supports a terra cotta lintel, marks the

northerly end of the waiting room. The baggage check

counter is connected with the baggage room beneath with a

spiral chute and dumbwaiter for handling hand baggage
and a pneumatic tube for checks. Until the waiting room is

built, the business lobby in the headhouse will continue to

be used as a temporary waiting room.

The floor of the concourse and waiting room is built of

two concrete slabs, with an air space about 18 in. deep
between them, in which radiation has been placed for wann-
ing the floor.

The lower slab gives a smooth ceiling so that smoke
and gases from locomotive exhaust will not collect.

Cast iron plates, 30 in. wide, have been imbedded in this

slab directly over the center lines of tracks, to protect the

concrete against the direct blast from locomotives.

A separate door for each track, with a train indicator

alongside, opens into a corridor from the waiting room to

the track platform. Each pair of tracks is served by a stair-

way and passenger elevator, the latter being six feet square.

The two large elevators shown at the northerly end are for

mail, traveling from the undertrack rooms to the mail room
on the second floor.

The platforms are 19 ft. 6 in. wide in the main portion

of the yard, tapering to 8 ft. at the ends, where the tracks

converge. Curbs are 8 in. and the crown 10 in. above the

top of the rail. The platforms are built on cinder fill, and
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Track Sheds Under Construction Old Train Shed in the Fo,.

consist of a 5-in. slab of 1 : 1 : A concrete, finished with

cement and granite screenings.

The train sheds are of the butterfly type, built of steel

framing, and with a wooden deck extending to within 18

in. of the center line of track. This shed is unique in that

no plates, except small gussets at the top of columns, are

used in its construction. Columns and cross girders are 12-in.

Bethlehem I-beams, the girder being bent to give pitch to

the roof. All columns are alike; the girders are simply

shortened as the shed narrows, the bend being the same in

all cases. The roof is covered with three-ply tar and gravel

composition. The cornice is galvanized Armco iron. The
sheds are narrowed and curved to follow the tracks and
platforms, the outside channels being kept a constant dis-

tance from the cornice. The sheds are stopped where the

platform width is 11 ft.

At the end of the stub tracks, an arrival concourse has

been built, with doors opening at the street level for the use

of those who do not wish to pass through the station on

All new track is laid with 90-lb. A. R. A. type A rail,

on white oak ties, ballasted with gravel. One of the draw-
ings shows a plan of the temporary connections at the east

end. As it is necessary to maintain traffic in both the old

and new yards at present, the old throat being left intact

for low level movements, and as the final throat will be

placed on the ground now occupied by the old one, this

layout, not at all desirable from any standpoint, was the

only solution possible. The ground now occupied by the

leads to the new tracks will, when the project is complete,

be used as a teamyard for baggage, mail and express cars,

approached from the easl by a 14 deg. curve on a 2 per cent

grade, while the main leads will pass to the south with 6

deg. curves on a 0.75 per cent grade. The present connec-

tions are thus forced into the future teamyard location, with

the resulting conditions shown, although the grade has been

reduced to about \]/2 per cent by using a longer run-off from
the junction with the permanent grade.

In the station yard each pair of tracks is three inches

Track Layout for Temporary Connections at the East End of the Station

arriving. The doors are secured against opening from the

outside, so that passengers maj not gain access to the plat-

forms without being checked by the gatemen in the station.

Along Sibley street the arrival concourse is enclosed by a

brick wall with windows. This wall is continued along Third

street to the main building at the same height. The remainder
of the yard has a brick fence about four feet high along the

north side as far as the platforms extend, beyond which a

handrail will be placed.

Humping posts at the ends of stub tracks are large con-
crete monoliths, in which have been imbedded the structural

frames of Ellis posts. An Ellis rubber buffer is placed on the

face of each post.

lower than the pair to the north, brought about by the desir-

ability of gaining access to the space under the tra

the north side, and the reduction of the hump in the freight

track> at the southerly side to a minimum and yet permit

ie separation at Sibley and Jackson streets. The final

grade for passenger tracks will be 0.75 per cent maximum
at the east end and 0.3 per cent on the west: for freight

tracks the grade will be 0.3 per cent at both ends. (See

article before mentioi

A considerable portion of the fill now in place was ob-

tained from debris and excavation from the wrecked build-

ings that occupied the site of the headhouse and station

yard. The remainder was obtained by train-haul from strip-
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ping operations in a gravel pit about live miles away.
Gravity walls were built to retain the fill, with expansion
joints every 30 ft. A complete surface and sub-surface

drainage system is provided for the whole yard.

From Broadway to Sibley street, about 930 ft., and from
Third street south a distance of 2(>4 ft., tin- station yard is

trei t to a line 10 ft. 6 in. north of the northerly wall of the

truckway.

The track structure is designed according to the Chicago
ruling as a flat slab for Cooper's class E-60 loading, with

25 per cent added for impact. Columns are spaced on 21 ft.

renters in both directions, except at expansion joints and

Floor Plan en the Level Below the Tracks

supported on a reinforced-concrete structure, thus providing
for handling baggage, mail and express in rooms beneath
the tracks. One of the drawings shows a plan of these rooms,
the part built being about 140 ft. wide, extending from Third

under the concourse and waiting room, and are 30 in. in

diameter. Depressed heads are 9 ft. 3 in. square and 11 in.

deep. The slab is 1 ft. 9 in. deep. Each rectangular band
of reinforcing consists of nineteen ' 4 in. round rods on 6' in.

Looking Southeast at the New Track Structure, Old Trainshed in the Background
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centers; each diagonal band has thirteen >4 in. round rods

on 9 in. centers; the proportions of the slab and depressed

head are such that, by bending up half of each band at each

end, no additional steel is required over the column heads.

All rods are bent to dimension bi fori plai ing. Kxpansion is

Cross Section of Platform and Trainshed

provided at three lines b) leaving a 2 in. space between two
ft. 6 in. cantilevers. A typical section through the struc-

ture is shown in one of the drawings. Foundations are

supported on piles driven through the outlying muck and

fill to river sand. Steel columns supporting the concourse

rooms rest directly on the track slab, concentric

with the reinforced concrete columns beneath, which are

increased in size, up to 42 in., to take care of the added load.

For the construction of this slab, a fixed concreting plant

was usi end of the work. Sand and

gravel or crushed stone were delivered on an elevated track.

or by auto truck at times, and dumped into receiving hoppers
ii, with capacity fur nini \ belt conveyor

and vertical elevator discharged the material into -

bins, having gravity feed through automatic measuring hop-

to a one-yard mixer \ 100 ft. Insley steel tower, with

quick-shift hopper anil 100-ft. spout, was used for distri-

bution near the plant. Beyond reach of the spout, one-yard

industrial cars wi -oline locom

An accompanying view shows clearly the method of dis-

tribution. For the track structure a system of collapsible

and movable form and built by the Blaw-Knox
Company, v. Each section. 21 ft. square, was a

ite unit, which «ould be lowered and moved ahead on

a track without disturbing the forms in front of it. Enough
sections were supplied to form a strip aero.-- the structure

three panels wide. The forms were supported on 8 in. by

8 in. timber posts at the corners of the depressed head- in

manner that when they were collapsed the posts

not disturbed. This permitted of removing the forms in

from four days to a week. The posts remained in place three

weeks or more.

Waterproo • of four plies of asbestos fabric

and one of cotton duck, eai ing mopped with

asphalt. This membrane i-
|

in. of -and

mastic. The waterproofing sheet is continuous under the

platforms and trai borages. At expansion joints

the fabric is looped into the space between sections and rein-

forced with copper. Drains are provided for the' -lab and

train shed at about 42-ft. cent

Each pair of track- i- served by an elevator at each end
1 be -e elevators are (> ft. by 16 ft. in plan: have a capacity

of 7.50(1 lb. at a -peed of 100 ft. per minute: and are driven

Floor Plan at the Waiting Room or Concourse Level. Also Part Plan of the Track Level
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by traction type, micro-leveling engines, with two-to-one

roping, connected by worm-gears to alternating circuit-motors.

Full automatic control is provided. Doors open automatically

when the car reaches the level to which it has been sent, and

are closed by pressing a push-button. The car cannot be

moved when the doors are open; nor can the doors be opened

unless the car is at the level in question.

The baggage and mail rooms are connected with the bag-

gage checking counter and railway post office by spiral

chutes, one blade serving the former and four the latter.

Trucking and pipe tunnels under Third street connect these

rooms with the headhouse and a trucking tunnel under Sibley

street connects them with the distribution building of the

St. Paul post office. To provide the driveways shown, it

was necessary to lower the grades of Sibley street and Third

street as much as five feet in places. Ten feet clear head-

room under all pipes and other obstructions is provided in

these rooms, and 12
J/2

ft. is provided in the driveways. The
floors of all rooms are finished with \ l/2 in. of asphalt

The Tracks Are Supported on Reinforced Concrete Flat Slab

Construction

mastic. The driveways are paved with brick. All doors are

steel rolling shutters, 7 ft. wide and 10 ft. high.

A large toilet and locker room is provided for baggage

and mail employees, containing shower baths and individual

steel lockers. No toilet provisions have been made for the

express rooms as yet. All rooms are heated by overhead

radiation and the small rooms are artificially ventilated.

Heat, light and power are obtained from a public service

corporation.

Temporary construction work, preparatory to starting work
on the third period, is now in progress.

W. C. Armstrong is in charge of the project as chief engi-

neer. The writer is assistant engineer in charge of design

and O. L. Hoebel assistant engineer in charge of construc-

tion. Charles S. Frost is architect for the headhouse and
waiting room. Neiler, Rich and Company are the consulting

mechanical and electrical engineers. Morris, Shepard and
Dougherty and Geo. J. Grant Construction Company, a co-

partnership for this work only, are the general contractor,

for whom W. R. Powrie is superintendent.

On the Piedmont & Northern, an electric road in North I aro

Una and South Carolina, doing a good deal of freight business,

the station agent and the commercial agent are eligible each month
to a prize, Vice-President E. Thomason having offered $100 for

agents in class A, $50 to those in class B and $25 for .class X.

In each case the prize goes to the agency showing the largest

percentage of increase in business in the month, and it is divided

between the agent and the commercial agent. Under a somewhat
different plan prizes have been given for some time past, and

J. P. King, general agent at Spartanburg, S. C, recently- received

$100.

Zoelly Turbine Locomotive for

Swiss Federal Railways

The increasing operating expenses resulting from the

rising costs of fuel have given an added importance to

locomotive efficiency. Careful study is not only being

made of the means for securing an increase in the amount of

work obtainable from the fuel used by locomotives of the

usual type, but consideration is being given also to the pos-

sible substitution of locomotives of a radically different char-

acter. The high efficiency of the steam turbine and its rap-

idly increasing adoption in the stationary and marine fields

has caused a number of designers to attack the problem of

adapting a steam turbine to the driving of a locomotive.

One of. the most notable efforts now being made in this

direction is that of Dr. Zoelly, the well-known turbine engi-

neer and general manager of Escher, Wyss and Company.
Zurich, Switzerland. A 4-6-0 type locomotive of the Federal

Swiss Railways has been converted by the Swiss Locomo-
tive Works at Winterthur from a standard type locomotive

with the usual reciprocating steam engine to a turbine-driven

engine.

A Zoelly turbine of special reversible type was placed for-

ward of the smokebox, the power being transmitted from the

rotor by means of 30 to 1 gearing to a transverse jack shaft

above the front truck. The connecting rods were extended

forward and coupled to crank pins on discs located on either

end of the jack shaft. The turbine was designed for a speed

of 8,000 r.p.m. which corresponds to a running speed of 48J/2
m.p.h.

The boiler is provided with a superheater and a condenser

is located between the frames. The cooling water is taken

from the tender and after passing through the condenser is

returned to a longitudinal pipe underneath an elevated hood
built over the tender, from which it is sprayed in narrow
streams. The air currents formed by the moving locomotive

furnish an effective means of recooling the water.

The condensate, which is pure and free from oil, is pumped
back into the boiler, it being necessary to add only sufficient

fresh water to make up for the losses from the safety valves,

whistle and leakage. By continually using the condensed

water for feeding the boiler, the formation of scale is prac-

tically eliminated. The condensate which is at a temperature

of about 125 deg. F. is passed through a preheater and
raised to about 250 deg. F. before it goes into the boiler.

As there is no exhaust pipe a blower is used to furnish the

necessary draft. The control is by means of three valves, one

for the ordinary forward operation, another for starting and
for heavy pulls on grades and a third for running backward.
The water capacity of the tender is comparatively small as

the evaporation of the water while being cooled is only a

small loss.

The trial runs which have thus far been made are re-

ported to have shown a saving of some 25 per cent over

s'milar compound locomotives handling the same trains. It

i- also reported that the running was remarkably smooth, due
doubtless to the absence of reciprocating parts. The results

of these experiments as well as those now being made by
others in Sweden and other European countries will be

watched with interest by American engineers.

Tm: Burlington has recently completed at Montgomery, 111.,

40 miles west of Chicago, what is believed to be the largest

sheep shelter in the United States. It consists of seven barns,

each 450 ft. long and 130 ft. wide. These are surrounded by

1,000 acres of pasture and farm land; and there is a hay barn,

a feed barn, a granary and a modern concrete grain elevator
> itli a capacity of 100,000 bushels. The plant will accommodate
70 C0n head of sheep and has been constructed for the accom-
modation of heep in transit.



Walker D. Hines Defends Transportation Act

Gives Special Attention to Section 15a and to Intrastate Rates

and State Commissions

WALKER D. Hinks, former director general of railroads,

testified before the Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce on December 9 in opposition to the repeal

of the rate-making provisions of the Transportation Act as

proposed in the Capper and other bills pending before the

committee. Mr. Hines appeared at the request of Chairman
Cummins and said that he was testifying merel) as .1 citizen

and not on behalf of any client. Before lie began, Senator

Cummins pointed out that he had conferred with Mr. Hines

on many occasions while the Transportation Act was under

1 moderation.
Discussing first the principle involved 111 the proposal to

repeal Section ISa of the interstate commerce act, which

provides for a net return of 5J4 to 6 per cent, Mr. Hines

said that this section constitutes the first affirmative dealing

by Congress with the regulation of railroad rates and the

corner-stone of the new policy which was adopted in the

Transportation Act. It would be indescribably unfortunate,

he said, to take a backward step at the present time by

repealing that section. If it is repealed, the interstate com-
merce act will stand as a scheme of negative and restrictive

regulation, the very scheme that 33 years have proved to be

wholly inadequate. Thirty-three years of federal railroad

regulation beginning in 1887 had finally led public opinion

to the conclusion that an affirmative and constructive policy

was necessary.

An Affirmative Policy of Regulation

"I fully realize," Mr. Hines said, "that for the time being

the new scheme has not produced an adequate revenue for

the railroads or rates that are satisfactory to the public, and
I appreciate that the rates have been especially unsatisfac-

tory to the great agricultural interests, which have seen tin

prices of their products deflated far in advance of deflation

of other prices and of wages. Hut this situation cannot be

corrected by abandoning the affirmative policy of railroad

regulation and returning to the purely negative and restrictive

policy of the past. Indeed, in the long run the agricultural

interests would suffer as seriously as any other interest could

possibly suffer through the impairment of railroad service

which would result from the abandonment of an affirmative

policy of railroad regulation.

"The fact that the present scheme has not worked with

satisfaction is not because a scheme of negative and restric

live regulation would have worked better, but i< because
conditions have been so completely upset by the war that no
scheme whatever could give satisfaction for the time being.

It is of the highest importance to give a reasonable time for

the trial of tin' new plan and not to engage in the COStly. Step

of abandoning this plan simply because of temporary dit'ti

culties. These difficulties are the outgrowth of the war and
are not the outgrow lb of the policy of Section 15a.

"Adequate railroad service in this country in the future

i* dependent upon greatly enlarging the railroad facilities of

the country, and this will demand enormous quantities of

capital. In view of the fact that the war has necessitated the

postponement of many sorely needed railroad additions and
betterments, I should think that the annual expenditures for

capital purposes ought to be considerably iii excess of a bil-

lion dollars per year for many years to come. This univer-
sallv recognized need for raising tremendous amounts of
additional capital was the principal reason for adopting the

new policy embodied m Section 15a of the Transportation
Act. To a greater extent than ever before is it necessarv to

Washington, D. C.

stabilize railroad conditions and to give some encouraging

basis for the investment of the needed additional funds in

railroad facilities.

"I do not claim that the scheme of the Transportation

Act by itself will prove a permanent solution of the railroad

problems of the country, but I do claim that the affirmative

policj embodied in Section 15a represents an important for-

ward step in the evolution of the country's railroad policy."

Intrastate Rates

Mr. Hines then discussed the principle involved in the

proposal to repeal the authority which the commission now
possesses to modify intrastate rates when necessary to prevent

discrimination against interstate commerce. "The practical

application of this principle is indispensable to any orderly

control and development of the railroads of the country."

he said. "There cannot be two supreme governmental masters

with respect to the same subject-matter. If anything is prac-

tically clear as the result of our experience during the last

quarter of a century it is that the railroad problem of this

country is, in a broad sense, a single and indivisible subject-

matter. The theory that the whole railroad plant can be so

separated as to look at intrastate traffic entirely separate and
apart from interstate traffic is wholly opposed to the

i

putable physical facts. From a financial standpoint the

inseparability of the railroad problem is equally apparent.

The vital thing that supports railroad credit and admits of

raising funds to provide facilities for both interstate and
intrastate business is the net operating income, and it is a

single tiling. It would be utterly destructive of any orderly

regulation to give two different sets of tribunals independent
final authority to deal with that net operating income.

"Congress has been forced to legislate to secure adequate
railroad service for the country. To prevent interruptions

to railroad transportation it has provided an elaborate plan
for the regulation of labor questions, has indicated the stand-

ards to be taken into consideration in the fixing of wages,
and lias created a situation where the view of the

board i- practically final a- to railroad wages. This view

is not confined to interstate railroad wages because there is

no such thing It applies to the wages of all the employees
who operate railroads and therefore embraces intrastate serv-

ices indiscriminately with interstate services. How can any
federal tribunal deal with any degree of confidence with this

subject if a very large part of the net operating income is

finally controlled, regardless of federal intervention, by a

state authority?

"Likewise, Congress has legislated to compel adequate

idopted exclusive legislation to control the

issue of railroad securities and to determine the reasonable
rate- of interest that may be paid thereon. How can these

things be effectively accomplished if tribunals, entirely inde-

pendent of federal authority, are free to determine with

finality an important part of the net operating income of

the railroad compan
The fact that federal courts could set aside as confiscatory

rates fixed by state commissions, Mr. Hines said, would be
-factory protection in this matter. Many of the influ-

of intrastate rates could not be met at all by such

d, besides, the railroad business of this country

cannot be properly developed through a series of law suits.

Experience has shown that there must be an affirmative and
constructive policy, and that policy cannot be successfully

realized unless there can be one final and supreme authority
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to reconcile differences of view between state authorities and

federal authorities.

"As I look at it," he continued, "the original provision of

Section 3 of the Interstate Commerce Act is broad enough

to correct intrastate rates which defeat the policy of Congress

by creating a prejudice to interstate traffic, which is certainly

a particular description of traffic within the meaning of

Section 3. Therefore, I do not think any new principle

needed to be involved in order to accomplish the result which

has been produced under the Transportation Act. The ex-

press language of that act, referring to unjust discrimination

against interstate traffic, is more emphatic and therefore more
desirable. Certainly it is at least as strong as the expression

'burden upon interstate traffic,' and probably stronger.

"There is a curiously inverted view involved in assuming

that an intrastate rate ought to be corrected by federal au-

thority if it appears that it hurts the business of a particular

interstate shipper, but that all intrastate rates ought not to

be corrected if it appears that as a whole they defeat a

salutary policy of Congress. Such a contention amounts to

saying that Congress intended by the Interstate Commerce
Act to prevent a series of little wrongs but deliberately re-

stricted what it did so as to avoid the possibility of correct-

ing a vastly greater wrong if it should be committed.

"As I view it, the present situation really arises not out

of any new principle which has been incorporated in the act,

but out of an extraordinarily difficult emergency which has

resulted from the war. When it became necessary after the

war to increase rates, it at once became clear that the main-
tenance of intrastate rates on the old level, in conjunction

with such heavy increases in interstate rates, would bring

about the most widespread undue prejudice against interstate

traffic and undue preference in favor of intrastate traffic. It

was this unprecedented state of facts that has produced the

conditions which have caused the existing complaints.

"I have examined the various decisions of the commission
in these intrastate cases and I believe these decisions con-

stitute a complete defense to the attacks which have been
made upon them, and I urge the committee to examine the

decisions themselves. The}- do not show any purpose to

usurp the functions of the state commissions, but they do
show the purpose to avoid what would have been an obvious

undue prejudice against interstate commerce if the intrastate

rates had not been corrected.

"I understand the view has been urged upon the commit-
tee that the action of the Interstate Commerce Commission
has resulted in 'freezing' the intrastate rates so as to render

the state commissions incapable of dealing with them. I

take it that exactly the same result existed in cases like the

Shreveport case prior to the war. In other words, where the

state adjustment violated the Interstate Commerce Act and
the Interstate Commerce Commission had to prescribe a

remedy, this necessarily hampered the state commissions in

thereafter dealing with these adjustments. This is a natural

consequence arising from the necessity of correcting the state

adjustment, but this is no reason for not making the correc-

tion. If it were, it would mean that a remedy could not be
afforded, no matter how obvious the evil, and indeed the

more extensive the wrong the more impossible it would be
to give a remedy.

"But as a practical matter I do not believe these em-
barrassments will arise in the future. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has been called upon in a great crisis to

exercise a very grave responsibility in order to carry out a
highly important Congressional policy. I think the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in the decisions which it has
rendered has shown the most earnest desire to preserve unim-
paired, as far as possible, the activities of the state commis-
sions, and I believe that if once this question can be set at

rest by Congress adhering to the established policy of the
Interstate Commerce Act. the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion and the states commissions should find no difficulty in

getting together upon plans which will give every possible

element of freedom to state action, but always consistent with

the fundamental proposition that in dealing with an indi-

visible subject-matter there must be one paramount authority

in the last analysis and that this paramount authority must
be the federal authority.

Co-operation Between I. C. C. and State Commissions

"I make these remarks with the liveliest appreciation of

the necessity for local assistance in dealing with these great

problems. No one appreciates better than I do, or has said

more positively than I have said, that these local questions

ought to be handled locally just as far as possible and that

it is highly undesirable to have them centralized at Wash-
ington, except so far as is unavoidable in making effective

the paramount federal authority. It seems to me the logical

events, as well as what I believe to be the entirely sympathetic

attitude of the Interstate Commerce Commission with the

necessity for local assistance, will bring about a most bene-

ficial co-operation between that commission and the state

commissions, provided only the question of principle shall

be settled emphatically in favor of the ultimate paramount
authority of the federal government.

"I might add that I not only think local attention to local

intrastate rates is desirable. 1 >ut also to local interstate rates.

I trust that there may be an evolution of the regulation

under the Interstate Commerce Act so as to bring about this

enlarged local attention to all local rates, both interstate and
intrastate. Perhaps this can be accomplished by associating

members of state commissions in adjoining states with local

representatives of the Interstate Commerce Commission so

as to pass, in the first instance, on purely local rates in that

portion of the country, whether interstate or intrastate. Cer-

tainly the local intrastate rates are no more in need of local

attention than the local interstate rates. But whatever is done
to secure adequate local attention to rates, it seems to me
indispensable that this should be done without impairing the

exclusive paramount authority of the federal tribunal. It

seems to me any revision in this direction must be in the

nature of an evolution from the existing status and cannot

successfully be in the direction of destroying the existing

status."

Replying to questions by Senator Pittman, Mr. Hines said

that where the Interstate Commerce Commission has made
no order the state is entirely free to make adjustments in its

intrastate rates without in any way undermining the general

rate level or prejudicing interstate commerce^ but where it

has been necessary for the Interstate Commerce Commission
to make an order the state commission's hands are naturally

somewhat tied. But that is only a temporary matter.

"But," said Senator Pittman, "the state commission can-

not lower the general rate level fixed by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission."

"Not if this discriminates against interstate commerce,"
replied Mr. Hines, "and the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion must be the final authority. There may be adequate

reasons for a difference, but if there is a difference of opinion

there must be final authority to decide."

Mr. Pittman said that the proposition then comes down
to the point that the state commission has no right to lower

the general rate level in its state below the level fixed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission.

Mr. Hines said this was true, but that it 'has nevertheless

the power to make a great many readjustments and if there

are rates above the general level it has the right to reduce

them.

Mr. Pittman said the Interstate Commerce Commission
would do that, but Mr. Hines said it would hardly. under-

take' to do so unless the rates were such as to constitute an

undue prejudice against interstate commerce. There will be
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found in every state, he said, many variations in rates that

make- it important that there should be corrections and the

state body has an important field there without in any way

prejudicing interstate commerce. The Interstate Commerce

Commission, he said, would not have authority to raise state

rates directly in the first instance in order to produce a

given income.

Enactment of pending legislation repealing the so-, all-

1

rate-making section and amending the Transportation V '

so as to specifically provide that the Interstate I ommerce

Commision shall have no control over intrastate rates would

undoubtedly force the government to take over the railroads

of the country through the resulting inability of the carriers

to establish credit by which they could provide for the

transportation needs of the nation, Daniel Will. ml, president

of the Baltimore & Ohio, told the committee on December 12

The passage of the Transportation Act, Mr. Willard -aid.

made possible the future successful operation of the rail-

roads under private ownership. If the two amendments

an- adopted, however, it would result in the inability oi the

roads to establish adequate credit, thus preventing them

from being able to keep in condition to handle the train, ol

the United States.
. .

He said that the provision in the act relative to the right

of the Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate intrastate

rates that discriminate against interstate commerce is as im-

portant as 15a, the rate-making se< tion.

"Section 15a made private ownership possible, he con-

tinued "but it can't make it possible if the right of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to establish rates i

"-

to bring the return provided for in the law is taken away.

1 am opposed to anything being done to change the efficacj

of the Transportation Act."

Mr Willard said a return of 51 per cent on the propert)

investment can not be considered unreasonable as the car-

riers have been forced to pa) 7 per cent on loans made. to

them while the government has refused to loan money to

the railroads at less than 6 per cent and then only on good

i collateral. , , . . .. c

Vlfred V Thorn, general counsel of the Association ot

Railway Executives, told the committee thai the act has lefl

t,, the state commissions initial power over state rates as

well as even- power "excepl to discriminate unjustl) a u

of the United States to have adequate transportation facili-

ties. That is to be done, he said by machinery established

under Section 15a, which specifies that rates shall be fixed

so as to provide a certain return to the carriers based on

the aggregate value of the property used for transportation

purposes. Neither the Transportation At t nor the Valuation

utkes any attempt to separate the valuation of the

property used' in interstate or intrastate commerce. Mr.

I
! mi declared.

Regarding criticisms that have been made as to the group-

: railroads for the purpose of making rat.-, Mr

said this plan has been followed by the Interstate Commerce

Commission for n It has become universally

recognized, he added, that one rate can not be made for one

mother road.

I |. Lisman also appeared in opposition to the bills

becausi 1 1 on the ability of the roads to finance

I
,,,! i nds are now salable, he said,

and the bills would make it even more difficult to sell

ities. ,

The testimony on behalf of the railroad- was con

with Mr. Thorn's statemenl and the committe

conclude the hearings at the end of this week or th

I by hearing from one of the Interstate Commerce

( . mmissioners.

Freight Car Loading

Washington D. r

Tm loading of revenue freight for the week ended

l was 747,454 cars, according to the weekly

repor1 r Servi. Division of the American

Railwa) Association, an increase as compared with the

eek, which included the Thanksgiving holiday.

For the corresponding week- of l"-1" and 1919

the loading «» respectively.

The report shows ompared with the week

before Thanksgiving of - There were increases

as .ompared with the prev.ou- week in the loading of all

,

dities except coal and ore.

1 he summary for the week of November 26 .- as follows:

,, [OHT LOADED-WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6. .92, ^^^^
District '

•'•"

;•
!?«

I
"V ]" ,'

s -
iS£

North Western

Central Western
J921

south Western 1921

Total all read*. I

1||J
1921

Week cn.U'.l

November 26 192

November 19
November 1 - 1

November 5 921

Octobei 29 1921

2.577
9,282
10,580
9,241
».\\7
3 '"i

.1.844

37.449

34.402

48,949

12.1

9,351

35,195

25,866

Coal

5.1.184

17.152

7.933

6,155

interstate commerce." "The} d.-ln't have thai power before,

did they?" inquired Senator Kellogg. "No. was the reply.

Mr Thorn said that Congress in the transportation Ad

declared its policy to be "to foster and preserve in ful

vi-or both rail and water transportation while the ad

provides that revenues must be provided to enable the people

Lessening demand for freight cars .- also resulting in an

mcrease in the number of cars idle because ot business

conditions. For the period ending N »0, Ik sur

plus cars averaged 282,962. Surplus box care in good

repair totaled Il.vS74. or an increase of 24 050Mnlto.

week, while surplus .oal cars numbered 132,693, whicn
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was an increase of 43,648 cars. Surplus stock cars in-

creased within that time 922 cars while coke cars increased

69.

The following is taken from the. Information Bulletin

published by the Car Service Division.

A recent government report of commercial stocks of coal

on hand November 1, 1921, says "The steel industry in

particular illustrates how greatly the size of the stocks neces-

sary for safety is affected by the rate of consumption. Meas-

ured in terms of days' supply at the present diminished

rate, the stocks of both coking coal and steam and gas coal

appear greater than ever before. Measured in tons actually

on hand, however, the present stocks at steel plants are

barely half of those in January, 1919. To re-accumulate the

reserve on hand at that time would require putting in storage

another million and a third tons of coking coal, and nearly

two million tons of gas and steam coal."

It is of interest in connection with this report of stocks,

to observe the trend of blast furnace operation during the

years 1920 and 1921, and the contemporaneous production

of bituminous coal. A fairly close relation between the

two will be noted and it is of especial interest that blast

furnace operation fell off from the peak two months before

any marked decline occurred in the production of bituminous

coal.

As compared with the second week previous, that ending

November 19, all commodities declined except grain and
grain products, with respect to which the last week reported

showed an increase of over 25 per cent. The especially

heavy decline was in the loading of coal, ore and miscel-

laneous. It is of interest to note that the report of the U. S.

Geological Survey showing bituminous production for the

week ending December 3, states that the production of the

mines "touched the lowest level reached at any time since

last April;" April being almost uniformly and by long odds
the month of lowest coal production year by year.

The number of cars reported in bad order as of December
1, all classes, totalled 320,292. Of these box cars numbered
153,666 and gondolas 135,050, a decrease respectively over

the figure for November 15 of 5,988 and 5,616 cars. The
total reduction of 13,324 cars in bad order December 1 as

compared with November 15 represents a percentage reduc-

tion of four tenths or from 14.4 per cent November 15

to 14.0 per cent December 1.

The Car Service Division has compiled a series of charts

showing the trend of loading of the classified commodities

in 1920 and 1921 which displays with the exception of the

switchmen's strike period in April 1920, a remarkable de-

gree of uniformity in respect to the extent to which the

total loading of all commodities in 1921 is below the figure

for the same period of 1920. That uniformity of trend as

to the total revenue freight loading does not obtain with

respect to each classification. Concerning these, the out-

standing features are the heavier grain loading in the present

year, particularly since the harvesting of the new crop began
in July, and the regularly heavier loading of L. C. L. mer-

chandise. The former is generally attributed to the rapid

marketing of this year's crop by the farmers, and the latter

to the tendency in 1921, to do business in smaller units

than in the previous year. The other outstanding feature

of these charts is the decline in 1921 of the loading of coal.

dike and ore, none of which have at any time sustained any
approach to the totals reached in the previous year.

The summary for the week of December 3 follows:

REVENUE FREItJHT LOADED—WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, DECEMBER
freight loaded

District

Eastern

Allegheny

Pocahonta

1921
1920
1921
19JO
1921
1920

Southern 1921
1920

Northwestern 1921
1920

Central Western 1921
1920

Southwestern 1921
1920

Total, all riads 1921
1920
1919

1921
1021
1921
1921

and
grain

products

9,415
6,285
2,759
1,940
232
94

3,237
2,874

13,686
11.519
13,314
9,310
4,584
4,086

47,227
36,108
39,734

47.227
35,081
37,455
34,402
40,921

Live
stock

3,748
3,592
3,370
3,266
106
142

2,078
2,197
9.345
8,909
10,696
11,052
2,612
2,105

31.955
31,263
39,574

31,955
25,866
34,538
34,269
31.126

Coal

40.998
63,704
41,241
68,160
12,475
20,650
16.063
33,419
8.369
10,940
15,228
28,484
2,919
7,871

137,293
233,228
121.768

137,293
137.432
166,786
152 309
172,875

Coke
3,545
2,975
3,098
7,694
158
947
468

1,255

6,345
15,004
10,915

6.345
6.307
6,487
6,450
6,739

Forest
products

4,856
6,412
2,573
2,964
1,212
1,564

16,740
16.690
10,915
12.387
4.955
5,030
7.152
7,536

48.403
52.583
59,477

48.1103

43,843
50.300
50,661
51.188

759
6,550
2.375
8,220

794
2,471
649
472

5,317
26.103
15,774

5,317
5.541
7,924
S.658

10,979

Mer-
chandise
L.C.L.

63,021
48,593
46,732
38,732
5,762
5,283

37,658
34,609
27.444
26,320
30,772
30.542
16.5'

7

16,792
227,9^6
200, S71
154,210

227,906
200.000
228.866
215,439
234.770

Miscel-
laneous

65,210
81,138
51,924
60.698
3,267
2,850

35.078
34,804
26,213
32,474
35,103
44.051
26,213
31,429

243.008
287,444
347,834

243,008
219.757
.'54,315

250,S58
281.124

154,072

23,213

ii ijsi

97^058

iii',030

'60747

747^454

747.454
673.827
786.671
753.046
82". 732

Corre-
sponding

year
1920

219i249

191,674

31,654

iisiioei

i io',063

iii.436

'
70,422

882,604

882,604
803.701
889,138
927.586
915.615

Corre-
sponding

191

isi.ois

i64|56«

126!960

109,452

l6.\145

789.286

789,286
739,197
854,601
808.304
826.724

1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 I9IS 1916 1917 1918 1919 1930 1931

oo-30DlDtot3'uSa3^Stt3t)D^',*Da3lioa3*o^30ai5tioo30oa3uoaD{ioa 3 U)jl30
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S20
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440
400

n 360

o no
° 160
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o no
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"~ 40
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£
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1
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Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1921



ISO-Ton Shcv Geared I.ocon

Shay Geared Locomotives for Mountain Roads

150-Ton Shay for Greenbriar, Cheat & Elk—High Sustained

Tractive Effort Compared with Mikados

S
hay-geared locomotives are frequently used on private

railroads in rough country, for which service they are

particularly suited. The entire weight of the engine

and tender being utilized for adhesion, the locomotives are

adapted for climbing steep grades at relatively low speeds,

while the arrangement of trucks and flexible couplings in the

driving shaft provides a short rigid wheelbase, which enables

and turn makes it necessary to have a locomotive of high

tractive effort, and at the same time with a very flexible

u heelbase.

The freight hauled consists principally of logs, lumber,

pulpwood and coal. These products are brought out over

this line to the main line railroads for distribution to various

jK)int>. The cars used are the standard flat or gondola types

Side Elevation of 150-Ton Shay Geared Locomotive

the locomotive to round sharp i una v Furthermore, the dis

tribution of weights makes it possible to operate the locomo-

tive satisfactorily on lighter rails and poorer track than

would he possible with locomotives of the usual type.

The Greenbriar, Cheat & Elk Railroad operates between
Cass and Elk, W. Ya. The country through which the rail-

road runs is very mountainous and the use of main switch

backs is required to eel over the mountains. There is prac

tically no level or taneent track in the 115 miles operate.]

either in the 85 miles of line or in the spurs. The grades

are heavy and in many places an as much a even per cenl

combined with 32 deg. curves. This combination of grade

now in general use an main line roads. The road is laid widi

85 1!'. and 100 lb. rails, which allow the use of heavy axle

in providing the necessary motive power.
In meet the requirements of the freight traffic the Lima

In.
. in conjunction with thi

the railroad company, designed and built a 150-ton locomo-

tive of the Shay-geared three-truck type with a gear ratio of

1 to 2.45. This locomotive has been in service for -

months hauling freight satisfactorily.

\ comparison between thi Shav used on the

riar. Cheat & F.Ik and the U. S. R A hi v\ Mikado
is exceedingly inti wneral

1209
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weights and dimensions of the two locomotives, both of which

have practically the sam< rated tractive effort. The total

weight of the Shay locomotive, including tender, is 308,000
lb., all of which is used for adhesion. The locomotive alone

of the U. S. R. A. heavy Mikado weighs 325,000 lb., of

which 240,000 lb. is used for adhesion and 85,000 lb. is

dead weight. The tender weighs 172,000 lb. in addition,

I'ABLE I—COMPARATIVE Will, HIS AND DIMENSIONS OF 150

I <>X SHAY AND U. S. R. A. HEAVY MIKADO

U.S.R.A.
Heavy 150-Ton
Mikado Shay

Tractive effort (85 per cent) . .

.

60,000 lb. 59,740 lb.

Cylinders, number 2 3
Cylinders, diameter and stroke.. 27 in. by 32 in 17 in. by 18 in.

Weights in working order:
On drivers 240.000 lb. 308,000 lb.

On front truck 28,000 lb.

On trailing truck 57,000 lb.

Tender 172,000 1b.

Total dead weight 257,000 1b.

Total engine and tender 497,000 lb. 308,00(1 lb.

Maximum weight per axle... 61,000 lb. 51,350 lb.

Wheel base, driving 16 ft. 9 in. 49 ft. in.

Rigid 16 ft. 9 in. 5 ft. 8 in.

Total engine 36 ft. 1 in. 35 ft. 2 in.

Total engine and tender 71 ft. 9</2 in. 49 ft. in.

Driving wheels, diameter 63 in. 48 in.
Boiler, style Con. Wagon Top Ext. Wagon Top
Diameter, outside first ring. . 86 in. 62.)^ in.

Steam pressure 190 lb. 2Q0 lb.

Firebox, length and width. . . . 120s in. bv S4'/, in. 114 in. by 61 J4 in.
Grate area 70.8 sq. ft. 48.5 sq. ft.

Tubes, number and diameter.. 247, 2:4 in. 166. 2 in.

Flues, number and diameter.. 45, 5J-S in. 26, Sy& in.

Tubes and flues, length 19 ft. 13 ft. 6 in.

Heating surface, firebox, in-

cluding arch tubes........ 319 sq. ft. 226 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes and
flues 3,978 sq. ft. 1.656 sq. It.

Heating surface, total evapo
rative 4.297 sq.ft. 1,882 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 993 sq. ft. 411 sq. fl

Tender:
Water capacity 10.000 gal. 6,000 gal.
Coal capacity It, tons 9 tons

Ratios:
Weight on drivers 4- tractivi

e ff,°« .- 4.0 5.16
total weight, engine and ten-
der -H tractive effort 8.28 5.16

which brings the total weight of the locomotive and tender
up to 497,000 lb. This, possibly, is hardly a fair compara-
tive weight as the capacity of the tender on the Shay locomo-
tive is only about 60 per cent as much as that of the Mikado.
but in this connection it must be borne in mind that the
boiler capacity is much less and the necessary tender capacity
may be correspondingly reduced.

Further interesting differences in characteristics will be

TABLE 2—COMPARATIVE DRAWBAR PULL UNDER VAR
SERVICE CONDITIONS OF 150-TON SHAY AND

U. S. R. A. HEAVY MIKADO
U.S.R.A. 150-Ton

„ , _ Heavy Mikado Shay P,
Tractive effort (85 per cenO . . 60,000 lb. 59,740 "lb.
Drawbar pull

:

On level 56,000 1b. 58,5O0lb.
On 1 per cent grade 51.000 lb. 55.400 lb.On 2 per cent grade' 46,000 lb. 52,350 lb.
On 4 per cent grade 36,100 lb. 46,200 lb.
On 6 per cent grade 26,150 1b. 40,000 1b
On 8 per cent grade 16,200 lb. 33.850 lb.

Sharpest curve for engine 300 ft. rad. 179 ft. rad.
Lightest rail advised 90 lb. 80 lb

10454
108!;
lll'S
128
153
209
60

noted by comparing the drawbar pull on various grades as
shown in Table 2. While both locomotives have practically
the same train starting capacity on a level track, the Shay
locomotive is capable of exerting 28 per cent greater pull on a
4 per cent grade and more than double the pull on an 8 per
cent grade. Furthermore, on a 4 per cent grade the drawbar
pull of the Shay locomotive is still 77 per cent of the rated
tractive effort, while the Dull of the Mikado has fallen to 60
per cent, and the difference is still more marked as the grade
increases.

The advantages of the characteristics of the Shay locomo-
tive, low total weight, all the weight of the locomotive and

tender used for adhesion, and high sustained tractive effort

at low speeds on heavy grades make them a desirable type of

locomotive under certain conditions. There are many places

in main line service where pushers are required and also in

•tFlange it'Hub ~<tCronk

End Elevation of Shay Locomotive

branch line traffic where a Shay geared locomotive could be

used with advantage instead of the heavy direct-connected

locomotives commonly employed.

A Chicago & North Western Ore Dock at Escanaba, Mich.



Commission Begins General Rate Investigation

Endeavor to Determine Whether and to What Extent

Further Rate Reductions Are Justified

Aim l dei \m of intermittent proceedings in which the

railroads have soughl general advances in freight

rates, the Interstate Commerci Commission I-

hearing at Washington on December 14 in a general investi-

gation, the purpose of which is, if possible, to bring about

reductions in rates. According to the commission's order, the

investigation is to determine whether and to whal extent, if

any, further general reductions in rates can lawfully be re

quired by order of the commission in accordance with the

provisions of the interstate commerce act upon any com-
modities or descriptions oj traffic, and by an amendment to

the order the proceeding is also to determine what will con-

stitute the percentage of fair return after March 1. The
railroads indicated, however, that tie- expected to show that

further extensive reductions will nol bi justified until there

has been a further redm tion in

Preceding the general hearing and connected with it in a

way, although the two were official!) separated by the com-
mission just before tin- hearing began, argument- weri

by the commission on the petition filed h\ the railroad

ing for a reopening of the case in which the comm
ordered general reductions in the rates on grain, grain

products and hay in the western districts. This argument
Has held in the morning before the full commission and the

general investigation was begun in the afternoon befon Com
missioners Aitchison, Esch, Hill ami Lewis, Vfter an

opening statement by Howard Elliott, chairman of the

Northern Pacific, the I adjourned until the fol-

lowing morning, when George M. Shriver, vice-president of

the Baltimore & Ohio, was to present the statistical testimony

for the eastern roads ami to some I stent for the railroad- of

the country. The plan was to have testimon) presented by
an accounting and traffic witness for each of the three terri-

tories, east, south and west The hearing room of the com-
mission was crowded as il never hail been pt pos-

sible at the opening of the general rate ad\
I
1920.

Hundreds of representatives of the railroads and of the

shippers were present, hut the first week of the hearings was
to he devoted to testimony on behalf of the railroads VI

journment was then to lie taken until January 0. after which
there will he opportunity for testimony by shippers and
cross examination by them of the railroad witnesses.

Opening Statement by Howard Elliott

Mr. Elliott said in part

:

"The Owners and managers of the carriers welcome this

opportunity afforded by the commera commission to lay the

entire situation In-fore the commission and, through them.

before the country,

"The carriers are here to help in every way they can. We
are most anxious to

"1. Give to you and to the country all the facts we can.

"2. Impress upon you and the country that while we are

anxious to co operate in everj reasonable way, through read
justments of rates, with agriculture, industry and labor >, . as

to brine; about better economii i onditions, we believe that the

carriers must be allowed to live and grow in the interest of
the country as a whole.

"3. Point out to you that there was practically no infla-

tion in the transportation business during the war and. :

fore, there is now a very -mall opportunity for deflation,

"4. Point out there is danger of giving too much weight
to the freight rate itselJ t tions

Washihctok, la. C.

below tin limit of adequacy may do the country more harm
He

i ii good

"5. Suggesl that the principles adopted, after long dis-

cussion in the Transportation Act are pretty safe
guides to be followed at this time.

"6. Assure you that we are each flay doing all we can
or powers (limited in our dealings with the men by the

Transportation Act) to manage the property entrusted to our
care, honestly, efficiently and economically.

"7. Bring about as rapidly as we can with proper regard
to maintaining the properties entrusted to our care, reductions
in rates that will be helpful to agriculture, manufacturing,
and con rally.

"8. Urge upon you that the greatest speed consistent with

examination of the facts and conditions be made
in com I e hearings, so that a piompt decision may

lied. The present uncertainties and the constant talk

reduced rates are having a very substantial interest in

deterring business more so than the rate itself.

"The pawn, nt- made by the country through rate- for

transportation service' ari itry and the
amount of transportation service furnished. The production
of tin- service is costly and today there is no adequate return
ti thi plant that furnish

I

prior to the war were not on a high enough basis to
|

the national industry of transportation and there was danuer
to all in its not being adequate for the needs nf the country-.

Presenl rates are higher than they were before the war. but
they were far too low then for -afety. and we are comparing
todaj with an indefensible basis.

"A sweeping reduction in all rates would not, in my judg-
ment, at this time increase business and many other things
must be settled before wi obtain what we all want—
plete revival of industry in this country.

"Railroad officers realize that under the extraordinary
economic conditions now confronting the world, the principles
laid down by the Transportation Ait cannot be carried out
to in exact arithmetical conclusion. This spirit has been
shown already by the voluntary- reductions already made by
the railroads generally."

Pointing out that the country is now going through a

od oi ' ilation, Mr. Elliott -aid :

"All must bear the burden if the country is to go ahead
f rmer has fell tin-

full force of this. It naturally hurts him and it hurt- the

situation.

"Manufacturing enterprises are also deflating and the
-ame may be said about the jobbing and distributing busi-
ness What is called 'Labor' has already been hurt by un-
employment and by some reduction in wages, which, however.
has not affected the great transportation interests to the
extent that it should A sound policy with the Lire. it labor

would seem to be to admit that deflation must come
and allow lower wage scales on the railroads, in the mines
and in the building trades, all of which would n

employment of men and a lower unit price on iv

that are used by all. thus reducing living and
helping to break all the present endless chain of exper-

Carriers Ask Six Months' Suspension of Grain Order

I V. Thom. com- f Railway
Executives, opened the argument in the gra

of the railroads. a<kin<; the commission to postp.
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in the grain case, which becomes effective on December 27,

for six months or for the period during which the railroads

have proposed an experimental general 10 per cent reduc-

tion on agricultural products except in New England, for the

purpose of extending more widespread relief to the agricul-

tural industry. Mr. Thom also announced that the railroads

had decided to add to the list of commodities to be covered

by this reduction so that it would amount to a reduction in

revenues estimated at approximately $94,000,000, including

any reductions that have been made in these rates since the

general advance of last year. The reduction ordered by the

commission on hay and grain rates, which is confined to the

western districts, he estimated at $32,000,000 to $33,000,000'

a year.

Mr. Thom also declared that the proposal for the

general reduction was in no way contingent upon the post-

ponement of the commission's order, and that the carriers

proposed to put it into effect on December 31. This, he said,

represents an earnest effort on the part of the railroads to

help toward the restoration of general business in the coun-

try and to relieve the particularly acute condition in the

agricultural industry which they consider far beyond their

power to offer as far as justified by present conditions, but

have based on their hopes for the future. If the commission

will suspend the grain order for six months, he said, it would

be in a position to put it into effect at the end of that period

if it sees fit. Meanwhile, while its investigation is going on

it can see what the situation is and make a full review of

the railroad and rate situation in order to determine what

should be done for the future. Mr. Thom also pointed out

that the reduction proposed by the railroads is their attempt

to comply with the wishes expressed to the railroads by the

highest authorities of the Government at the conferences

which the executive committee of the Association of Railway

Executives held in Washington about the first of October.

Representatives of the state railroad commissions inter-

ested in the grain case and the American Farm Bureau
Federation vigorously opposed the request for a suspension

and insisted that the order be allowed to go into effect in

addition to the more general 10 per cent cut. Mr. Thom
said the railroads were urged by the highest authority to dis-

regard their ordinary business judgment, take a hopeful view

of the situation and take a risk that a rate reduction would
improve business so that it would not reduce their revenues.

He pointed out, however, that traffic increased for four

months under the new rates and that the movement of grain

in 1921 had been larger than ever before. The railroads felt

that a reduction of rates could not be depended upon to

create an increase in traffic under present market conditions;

it would be only an experiment and if it failed it would be

at the expense of the efficiency and adequacy of the trans-

portation facilities of the country. The carriers, however,

undertook to see what they could do but the recommendation
of the executive committee made to the general meeting of

the roads in Chicago on October 14 that agricultural rates be
reduced 10 per cent was not adopted because many roads felt

it would be disastrous to them. That was before the com-
mission issued its order. After the order the subject was
taken up again and the new proposal was made. It was
decided, Mr. Thom said, that the agricultural industry was
entitled to special treatment.

Winn Commissioner Potter asked if the roads considered
the suspension of the grain order necessary to enable them to

make the 10 per cent reduction Mr. Thom replied in the

affirmative but said the general cut had not been made con-
tingent; the railroads had taken an irretrievable Step in offer-

ing it. Commissioner Aitchison remarked that the commis-
sion had received thousands of inquiries on that point which
it had not been able to answer.

The commission, Mr. Thom said, is going to have applica-
tion- for reductions from all sorts of industries and should

not be hampered by its grain decision until it has had an

opportunity to consider the entire subject.

Mr. Thom told the commission that the labor situation was
one of the principal "obstacles to a fair adjustment of rail-

road costs."

"We have hoped with the support of public opinion and
the shippers to obtain a readjustment of labor costs," he

added. "We have hoped that the shippers would come to

see that that is the chief obstacle and that the present level

of rates is due more to that than anything else. We have

hoped that they would come to see that it is to their benefit

as well as the railroads to see that a readjustment in wages
is made.

"We have given notice that we will apply to the Labor
Board for a reduction of that cost, but we find that a mem-
ber of the Board had presented to the unions a program
that would put off for many months such a readjustment

and would delay consideration of this matter by the Board.

Because of that, the unions postponed their strike. The
necessity is for an early and fair consideration of the labor

bill of the railroads and if it is too high, it ought to be cut

down, but the railroads cannot control that matter or when
it is to be considered by the board."

Reviewing the financial situation of the carriers, Mr. Thom
said that since the Government took over the roads on Janu-
ary 1, 1918, there had been an increase in the wage bill of

approximately $2,250,000,000. In 1920, he said, the net

operating income of the carriers was only $21,000,000 out of

more than six billion dollars gross revenues, and during the

first ten months of this year the net operating income was
approximately $494,500,000, or at the annual rate of return

on their valuation of 3.2 per cent while their interest charges

for the year are approximately $475,000,000. For the

twelve-month period which ended on September 30, 1921,

their return on the basis of their tentative valuation fixed

by the commission was at the rate of 2J4 per cent. In Octo-

ber this year it was 5.4 per cent, but for November, owing to

a reduction in traffic, estimates place it at 4 per cent.

Commissioner Potter asked as to what was being done

relative to bringing the wage situation before the Labor
Board. Mr. Thom replied that this was being done as

rapidly as compliance with the Transportation Act would

permit.

"I understand that the railroads gave the unions assur-

ance that there would be no reductions until the wage matter

was taken up with the Labor Board," said Mr. Potter.

"Yes, we did that for the peace of the country," replied

Mr. Thom.

State Commissions and Shippers

Want Both Reductions

John E. Benton, solicitor for the National Association of

Railway and Utilities Commissioners, appeared on behalf of

16 commissions. His argument was that the railroads were

disregarding the rule of law that all transportation charges

shall be just and reasonable and that, the commission having

declared by formal order that the present rates are unjust

and unreasonable, the commission cannot unmake its order

and the rates thus come within the condemnation of the law.

He said the railroads' petition for rehearing alleges no error

of law or of fact and it is not sufficient to deprive the shippers

of the rights that have accrued to them under the decision.

He characterized the carriers' proposition as a trading propo-

sition after the time for trading has gone by, saying that it

might have been possible to reach a compromise before the

decision was issued. Commissioner Potter asked Mr. Benton

whether, assuming the commission accepted his argument,

but did not feel that the railroads could afford to stand both

reductions, the commission could order the carriers not to

make the 10 per cent reduction.- Mr. Benton replied that if

other shippers are entitled to reductions they are entitled to
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them in their own right and not at the expense of the rates

already adjudicated.

Clifford Thorne, representing the American Farm Bureau

Federation, asked that the grain case be not reopened on the

ground that grain today is bearing more than its fair share of

the transportation cost, because grain is one of the two basic

food products, because the prices of agricultural products

have been forced flown to the pre-war level and the present

condition of the industry cannot continue. He said that to

make the reductions ordered by the commission, in addition

to those proposed by the carriers, would involve a reduction

of only $14,000,000 to $16,000,000 more than that proposed

by the roads, but he said he did not see how the additional

list of commodities proposed by the roads can possibly add

$40,000,000 to their previous estimate of $55,000,000. On
the other hand, he pointed out that the railroads had alread}

made large reductions in export grain rates in the East, and

that they claim to have made reductions during the past year

amounting to $175,000,000 to $200,000,000 for the benefit

of other shippers. Mr. Thorne said that with only two ex-

ceptions the ("lass I railroads in the West have paid this

year dividends at the regular rate which they paid in the test

period and three had paid dividends last year that had failed

to pay in one or more years of the test period. He said the

railroads in the western district in September had earned 4.76

per cent on their property investment and in October 5.4 per

cent, while most of the farmers arc making no return on their

investment, and agriculture is in a prostrate condition. Com-
missioner Potter also asked Mr. Thorne whether, if the com-
mission, which has a general responsibility for railroad

revenues, felt that the carriers could not afford both reduc-

tions, it would be its duty to suspend the 10 pei cent reduc-

tion. Mr. Thorne said thai the idea thai the carriers could

not stand both was preposterous in view of the fact that they

have received a wage reduction of $400,000,000.

Clyde M. Reed, chairman o\ the Kansas 1
*

i i 1 < 1 i i Utilities

Commission, objected to any further delay in the enforce-

ment of the grain reduction. He said when the reduction

was asked early in July it was agreed that time was of the

essence and that the commission expedited the hearing.

After the hearing, however, he said, the expedition stopped,

although he thought that was not the fault of the commission.

He ridiculed the claim of the railroads that they cannot af

ford a $38,000,000 reduction while offering a $90,000,000
reduction, on the ground that the western carriers are the

must prosperous. He rather belittled the 10 per cent reduc-

tion, however, on the ground that grain rates in the East b ive

already been reduced more than 10 jut cent. Mr. Reed also

derided the assertions of the railroads that the more favorable

showing they have recently made is largely due to deferred

maintenance. He said the proportion of maintenai

penditures to total operating expenditures during the past

year has been only a fraction of a per cent under the avi

for a s,rics of years and only shows ;1 reduction as compared
with l')20, when, he said, the maintenance expenditures were

extravagant for the purpose of influencing the general rate

advance case. He referred to tliis as "persistent misrepre-

sentation on the part of the carriers of the plain facts in-

volving hundreds of millions of dollars" and said that they

had already delayed the grain reduction for six months

because when they were asked last June to make the reduc
tion they were unwilling even to discount the wage redu

which had just been ordered to become effective on July 1.

Mr Thorn made a brief statement in rebuttal. -

was a singular confusion of argument when it was as

both that the railroads arc offering too much and that what
they are offering is insignificant. "We were appealed to." In

said, "by the most responsible parties to try and do some-
thing to help the restoration <<i the country to more normal
conditions, and when we have tried to do something instead

of receiving any recognition from these gentlemen, thev come

as opponents and impediments in the way of our efforts to

carry out what we were urged to do. We are trying to do as

big a thing as we were asked to do, and in a way which

should meet the approval of the public. We should have the

help and support of these people instead of their denuncia-

tion."

Mr. Thorn said that he could challenge the legal sound-

ness of the commission's order and the theory that one in-

dustry must give up for the support of another when it is

In dy receiving an inadequate return itself, but he did not

to make that kind of an argument. Mr. Thorne said

he did not want any impression left that the American Farm
Bureau Federation docs not appreciate the offers of the rail-

roads but that it merely opposes the method proposed.

Chairman McChord announced that it would be impossible

for the full commission to sit during the general rate hearing

and that Commissioners Aitchison, Esch, Hall and Lewis

had been selected to hear the testimony. A full digest of the

testimony will, however, be made for the benefit of the other

commissioners, who will attend the hearings whenever pos-

sible. They will receive copies of the exhibits and the whole

commission will, of course, hear final arguments in the case.

Director General Reports on

Railroad Settlements
Washington. D. C

AQOMPREHENSTVE report on the status of the accounts

of the Railroad Administration with reference to the

settlement of the claims of the railroads growing out

of federal control was transmitted to the Senate on December
10 by Director General James C. Davis in response to a

resolution adopted by the Senate on November 22 on motion

of Senator La Follette. In this the amount due the carriers

from the government as of December 1 on accounts growing

out of federal control, including compensation, money taken

oxer, maintenance, materials and supplies, depreciation and
ill other accounts, exclusive of additions and betterments,

was estimated by the Railroad Administration at $750

589, while the railroads owed the government a balance of

?8,50S on account of additions and betterments undis-

posed of as of December 1, leaving a balance of cash required

For final settlement, based on the estimate of the Railroad

Admini-tration and assuming that the balance due on addi-

tions and betterments would be collected by deduction

from the indebtedness of the tiovernment to the roads, of
s 143,04 !,080

The available cash assets of the Railroad Administration

on December 1, and it also held securities

of the road- including equipment trust certificates which the

President has express authority to sell and of which -

00 had been sold up to Decemlx-r. "While general

authority to sell other obligations may exist." Mr. Davis
said, "no express authority is found granting this power."

Up to December 1. final settlement had been made with the

carriers of claims aggregating $436,145 nting

107,063 mil r 44 per cent of the entire mileage

(exclusive of short lines) under federal control. There was

paid in final settlement of these claims $132,221,840. The
'ts was 151 but tln-sc included 64

subsidiary companies so that final settlement has actually

nts of 215 federally controlled car-

riers. The total claims filed up to December 1 in final

iggregated v resenting 208,721 miles
1 If the remaining roads. >2.47^ miles, file claims

on the same basis it is estimated that the total amount of

claims will be about $1,1 e report did not.

however, include the information called for in the resolution

as to the itemized details ^i all final settlements made with
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individual carriers. Mr. Davis said that presenting this

would hinder him and delay the progress of the work of the

Railroad Administration and that he had been instructed by

the President to respectfully submit that it is against public

interest to furnish it other than in a general way.

The expenditures of the Railroad Administration for ad-

ditions and betterments for the carriers as shown by its books

aggregated $1,144,681,582. Of this, $381,649,957 represents

the standard equipment, which has been taken care of partly

in cash and mainly by equipment trust certificates, and

$42,250,000 had been funded prior to final settlement, leav-

ing a balance to be adjusted in the course of final settlement

of $720,781,625.

In the settlements that have been made $179,710,117 of

additions and betterments were charged to the carriers and

$33,443,000 was funded, leaving a balance of additions and

betterments yet to be adjusted of $507,628,508, either to be

funded in such an amount as the administration may refrain

from setting off those claims against amounts due the car-

riers from the government, or deducted from the amounts

due from the government to the carriers.

The estimated balance of $243,042,080 is based on future

adjustments being made upon the Railroad Administration's

construction of the standard contract and on the assumption

that future settlements will be perfected upon the same gen-

eral lines as those which have heretofore been made, as well

as that final judgment decrees and awards in actions, suits

or reparation claims will be paid out of the special appro-

priation made for that purpose in connection with the

$300,000,000 revolving fund provided in Section 210 of

the act.

This report by the director general shows that by selling

some additional equipment trust certificates the Railroad

Administration would have funds with which to make all

final settlements according to its estimate, without the use of

the authority provided for in the Winslow bill to the War
Finance Corporation to purchase and carry for a time its

railroad obligations. Additional funds would be needed,

however, if it were to fund any large proportion of the

$507,000,000 of additions and betterments yet unadjusted.

One possibility is understood to be the sale of the obligations

of the railroads now held or to be acquired in case of further

funding, direct to the investment bankers without the inter-

vening purchase by the War Finance Corporation, but if this

could be done on favorable terms, many of the railroads

could also place their own securities to cover the additions

and betterments and complete their settlements with the

government.

Illinois Central to Rebuild

Ohio River Bridge

Tee latest project to involve a railway bridge of first

magnitude contemplates the renewal of the superstruc-

ture of the Illinois Central crossing over the Ohio river

at Cairo, 111. The railroad obtained approval of this plan
from the Secretary of War on November 10 after a formal
hearing held at Cairo on September 28. The work involves

the replacement of tin' existing single-track spans with double
track and tin- enlargement or alteration of the piers so as to

adapt them to tin- new superstructure. The total cost is esti-

mated al SS. 500,000.

The present bridge was built between April, 1887, and
October, 1889, and was opened for traffic on March 1, 1890.

At the time of its completion it was the longest metal bridge

in the world with the single exception of the Tay bridge.

The length was 20,460 ft., divided into a south approach of

7,850 ft., a north approach of 7,963 ft. and a main crossing

4,646 ft. Subsequent filling shortened the bridge to 7,597

ft., consisting from north to south of a single 50-ft. deck

girder span in the north approach, 12 truss spans in the main
river crossing and 22 spans in the south approach. The
river crossing comprises nine through truss spans of which

two are 523.5 ft. spans and seven are 405 ft. spans, as well as

three 250 ft. deck truss spans. The south approach consists

\IT9JA

— To Chicago

Proposed Method of Enlarging the Piers

of twenty-one 150-ft. deck truss spans and one 106-ft. deck

truss span. The truss spans are composed of pin-connected,

Whipple trusses.

The substructure of the river span consists of stone

masonry piers carried to a depth of 75 ft. below the low

water level of the river and supported on sand foundation, it

being impossible to carry the piers to bedrock although the

pneumatic process was used. The approach spans on the

south end of the bridge are carried on steel cylinder piers

filled with concrete.

Analyses has demonstrated the feasibility of supporting

the new river spans on the existing piers without excess

foundation pressure under the double-track loading. There-

fore to accommodate the new spans, it is proposed to lengthen

the piers at the top from 43 ft. to 52 ft. and widen them from
14 ft. to 17 ;

4 ft. by rebuilding or jacketing the old stone

masonry from the level of the belt course at the top of the

starling. The piers at that level are of sufficient dimensions

To Aleiv Orisons—

£'£3-0'-l-£6£0'4- 5S3-6"

LLowrvafer
- 40S-0' -4- 405-0'~ 405-O~'-^-r

-. Bridgeproper 4646-0" -

Elevation of the Main Spans of the Present Bridge

105-0' 405-O" ->r£S4'-0'-~ '-!
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in plan so that a reconstruction above that elevation with the

faces of the piers vertical or nearly so will afford the neces-

sary increase in length and breadth at the top. Provision for

new superstructures for the south approach will probably

entail the construction of a new substructure.

Plans for the renewal of the present bridge had their in-

ception as early as 1902 when increased train loading and

increased volume of traffic pointed to the need of a more

adequate structure. However, it was not until 1914 that

application was finally made to the United States War De-
partment for authority to build a new bridge. This was

denied at that time on the grounds that the government would

not accept a plan providing for a channel span less than 800

to 1,000 ft. clear opening. As the officers of the road con-

cluded that they would not be justified in making the greater

expenditure that this would entail, steps were taken to

strengthen the bridge so as to use heavier locomotives and

thus relieve congestion by handling the freight traffic over

the bridge in longer trains. This consisted in the introduc-

tion of some additional counters in the trusses and two addi-

tional lines of stringers in the' floor system and was com-

pleted in 1915.

Since the completion of this work the traffic over the

bridge has greatly increased so that at the present time

the need for double track is far more urgent than it was at the

that the previous plan was submitted to the War
tment. In the meantime, there has also been a gradual

change in the character of the river traffic, the large tows of

coal barges being no longer operated on the river. It was
that river conditions no longer demanded

the great length of clear span imposed as a requirement by
the War Department in 1914. Accordingly, the proposal for

mi nt of the bridge was again submitted to the War
1

1

ni-nt and approval subsequently obtained.

Ili' ire of the new bridge will probablv con-

sist of simple spans as at present, although studies have not

been carried far enough to determine whether the advantage
to accrue from the elimination of a portion of the falsework

would warrant the complications incident to the adoption of

a cantilever or continuous type of superstructure. The load-

ing will probablj be the equivalent of Cooper's E-60 or

heavier. The plans under consideration also contemplate the

reduction of the grade on the Kentucky approach from 0.75

per cent to 0.5 per cent.

The permit for the construction of the new bridge requires

that the work i- to be started within one vear.

Labor Board Announces Another NationalAgreement
Maintenance of Way Employees to Get Punitive Overtime

After Ten Hours Instead of Eight

Punitive overtime for all employees "performing work
properly recognized as work belonging to and coming
under the jurisdiction of the maintenance of way

department" will start after the tenth hour instead of the

eighth hour as has been the case under the provisions of the

maintenance of way national agreement, according to one

rule of a-new code promulgated by the Railroad Labor Board

to govern the working conditions of these employees. Fur-

thermore many of the iron-clad provision- of the old national

agreement are remanded to negotiation between the in-

dividual carriers and their own employees or SO revised as

to leave the points covered subject to local adjustment.

These are the outstanding features of the new code of rules

which the Lalior Board banded down on December 14, as

the result of the long controversy over the continuation of

the national agreements. The new rules are to be placed in

effect on December 16 wherever the carriers and their em

ployees have been unable to reach agreements. Thee are

not to bo applied where agreements have already been

rea< bed. If, for instance, a carrier has reached an agree

ment with its maintenance of way workers as to discipline

rules, the new rules on this point are not to supersede the

rules agreed upon, but if the same carrier could not reach

an agreement as to the rules governing overtime, the new
provisions are to \^c applied as the decision of the Labor

Hoard on that disagreement. It is true on the other hand

that eventually these new rules will be incorporated in all

agreements between the carriers and their maintenance of

way employees. Revisions of the rules already agreed upon

to conform to the rules promulgated by the Hoard will un-

doubtedly be asked bv either the carrier or the employees

depending upon which the Hoard'- rulings favor a- com
pared with tin- existing provisions. The net result will

be the establishment, of a new "national agreement."

The principle of paying punitive overtime after the tenth

hour was recognized by the maintenance of way national

agreement as applicable to "laborers in extra or Boating gangs

whose work is seasonable or temporary in character, when
engaged in work not customarily done by regular section

gangs." The Board's ruling extends this principle to all

employees in the maintenance of way department a- the
result of the objections of the carriers to the old rule and of
the employers of similar labor in other industries, particu-
larly fanner- At the same time the Board has included
in the new 'national agreement" a specific recognition of
the eight hour day stating that "eight consecutive hours ex-

clusive of the meal period, -ball constitute a day's work."

Large Part of National Agreement
Remanded or Readjusted

The national agreement with the maintenance of way
employees wa- composed of six articles dealing with (1)
ih'' scope, (

i seniority, (3) promotions. (4) discipline and
grievances, (5) hours of service, overtime and calls and (6)
general conditions. Of these articles, two. those dealing with
seniority and promotion-, are remanded by the Board be-

cause of the fact that almost all of the carriers were able to

reach agreements with their employees on the new provisions
to cover these subjects. Article IV. dealing with discipline

.unl grievences is approved in toto for the same reas..

a matter of fact, there were marked disputes on only six of

the rules of the national agreement on the majority of the

carriers. On some roads complete agreements between the

managements and the men were reached: on many
agreements were reached on the bulk o\ the points ,

by the nation. il agreement, In those cases where but one or

rriers were unable to reach satisfactory agreements
with their men on some particular rule the Roard merely
remanded the disputes to further negotiation between the

parties invoh

Comparison of the new rules with the similar rules of

the national agreement indicates the modifications which
en made and the character and extent of the relief

which may be derived from the application of some of these
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rules now and their eventual application on all carriers.

Article I of the national agreement dealing with the scope

of the agreement is changed in that instead of excluding

employees in the signal, telegraph and telephone maintenance
department, workers subject to the national agreement with

the shop crafts, certain clerical forces and boarding car

and camp employees, the new rules apply to "all other em-
ployees performing work properly recognized as work be-

longing to and coming under the jurisdiction of the main-

tenance of way department."

Articles II and III, of the national agreement dealing

respectively with seniority and promotions have been re-

manded for further negotiation as noted before. Likewise

Article IV. dealing with discipline and grievances has been

adopted in toto. Article V of the national agreement deal-

ing with hours of service, overtime and calls has been changed

as outlined below:

That portion of the clause providing for the payment
of punitive overtime where the reassignment of hours gave

an employee more than ten hours' service is eliminated,

making the payment of but pro rata rates necessary.

The clause requiring the payment of punitive overtime

for working through regular meal periods is changed to

provide for the payment of but pro rata rates.

The clause providing for the computation of the hourly

rate of monthly paid employees on the basis of the number
of days in the calendar year, multiplied by eight and

divided by the total hours worked (exclusive of overtime

and disregarding time absent on vacations, sick leave, holi-

days or for any other cause) is changed so that the hourly

rate is derived by dividing the monthly salary by 204.

The provisions for paying one half time to employees

traveling in boarding cars between 10 p. m. and 6 a. m.

are eliminated.

The clause providing that "gangs will not be laid off for

short periods when proper reduction of expenses can be

accomplished by first laying off the junior men" is qualified

by the statement that "this will not operate against men
in the same gang dividing time."

The provisions for paying straight time for overtime

hours of employees not in the outfit cars but traveling by

train are changed to necessitate the payment of but one

half time for overtime hours.

The section requiring the payment for a full day of the

rate applicable to the class of work an employee may have
performed for the "perponderating" part of a day is made
more specific by changing "perponderating" to "four hours."

A "protection" clause, part of this section, reading "this

rule not to permit using regularly assigned employees of a
lower rate of pay for less than half of a work day period,

to avoid payment of higher rates" is also eliminated.

The iron clad and restrictive clauses dealing with the

starting and ending time of shifts, meal periods and provi-

sions prohibiting the reduction of working hours to avoid

reductions in forces are changed to permit local adjustment.

In addition to these changes many of the clauses of this

Article and of Article VI. have been eliminated or changed
to conform to the revisions already noted.

S. M. Felton Comments on

New "National Agreement"

In commenting on the new rules, S. M. Felton, president

of the Chicago Great Western said:

"It is evident from a hurried reading of the new rules

to govern the working conditions of railway employees in

the maintenance of way department that the} - are merely

revisions to eliminate many of the onerous effects of the old

national agreements. The provisions calling for the payment
of punitive overtime after ten hours instead of after eight

hours and for the local adjustment of several disputed points

promise an improvement over existing conditions. It should

be remembered, however, that these new rules unless other-

wise agreed upon will be applied on all railroads through-

out the country and it was against the effects produced by
the universal application of rules regardless of varying local

conditions that the carriers' fight was largely directed. The
benefit that may or may not ensue from their application

is entirely a matter of guess work until they have actually

been in effect in a period when extensive work is being done."

This entire code of rules was considered and decided upon
by the Board in less than a week. Within 45 days of the

withdrawal of the recent strike orders of the train service

organizations, the Board has disposed of the controversies

over the national agreements with the shop crafts and with

the maintenance of way employees, leaving but comparatively
little to do before the consideration and disposal of all

disputes regarding the rules and working conditions of all

classes of employees. From this it may safely be inferred

that the decks will soon be cleared for the consideration of

the requests of the carriers for further wage reductions.

Pennsylvania Obtains Injunction

Against Labor Board

Another chapter in the controversy between the Penn-
sylvania and the Labor Board as to the right of the latter

to rule as to how and with whom negotiations between that

carrier and its employees should be conducted was opened

in Chicago on December 9, when Federal Judge K M.
Landis issued a temporary injunction restraining the Labor
Board from publishing a decision which was expected to

charge the carrier with violation of the order of the Board.

The petition of the carrier to the federal court closely follows

the position of the Pennsylvania as outlined before the

Board in the several hearings in this case, all of which have

been reported in previous issues of the Railway Age. The
move was not made as an attack upon the Board, but with

the approval of several members who are anxious to have

the Board's legal status definitely determined by the courts.

The following day when arguments on a plea for a per-

manent restraining order were to be heard, members of the

Labor Board appeared before Judge Landis and asked for

sufficient time to consult with the Department of Justice.

The arguments in the case were subsequently set for Decem-
ber 21. It was pointed out at that time by members of the

Board that if the Pennsylvania is able to prevent the issuing

of decrees, statements or announcements of violations, the

Board will be bereft of all power, inasmuch as the only

means of curbing willful violation of its orders is by the

force of public opinion formed as a result of the publication

of decrees. Counsel for the carrier contended on the other

hand that the case is one involving only interpretation of

the Transportation Act.

It was announced later that when arguments are heard

on December 21, United States Solicitor General J. M.
Beck would represent the Board and at the same time pre-

pare a defense in the action which has been brought against

the Board by the state of Texas which also contends in sub-

stance that the Board is without jurisdiction in that state.

R. M. Barton, chairman of the Board, in discussing the

case said

:

"I welcome any judicial proceeding that will define and

settle the proper limitations of the Board's power. The
Board certainly has no desire to exceed the power conferred

upon it by law. The Board also has no desire to exceed

or shirk the full performance of any dutv imposed upon it.

"There are two conflicting views as to the proper construc-

tion and effect of the labor section of the Transportation

Act. One is that the Board has only advisory powers, and

that its decisions can onlv be made effective so far as ap-

proved and enforced by public opinion. The other is that

they are legally binding, and can be enforced. While this

is a debatable question, I hold the latter view."
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General News Department

The American Wholesale Lumber Association will hold its

second annual convention at the Congress Hotel, Chicago,

on March 9 and 10, 1922.

The directors of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy have

authorized a pension plan for the employees of that road.

Prior to the announcement of the plan, a study is being

made of the pension systems of other roads.

D. L. & W. Again Asking for Electrification Bids

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has asked the

General Electric Company and the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company to prepare estimates for the

electrification of about 40 miles oi gradients near Scranton,

Pa. The work will cost over $5,000,000 and has been con-

templated for some time. Bids were received for the work

last summer, but these were all rejected.

A Correction

In the issue of December 10, the discussion of a paper pre-

sented by James Partington at the Railroad Session of the annual

meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers was
published. The first discussion of this paper beginning with

the second paragraph on page 1151, was contributed by John

L. Nicholson of the Locomotive Firebox Company. Through
an oversight Mr. Nicholson's name was omitted.

Wage Conferences on Eastern Roads

January 16 has been set as the date on which the manage-
ments of the eastern railroads will meet employees vo discuss

proposed reductions in wages. Notices to this effect were
mailed on December 15. These conferences were delayed until

January 16 because of a ruling by the Labor Board requiring

the carriers to set forth in detail the reductions proposed when
calling conferences of this character. The maintenance and
shop forces propose to counter the roads' requests for a re-

duction by demands for an increase in wages.

Government Ownership of Cape Cod Canal Proposed

Purchase by the federal government of the Cape Cod Canal
was recommended to Congress in a report submitted by the

Secretaries of War. Navy and Commerce submitted to Con-
gress on December 12 by the budget director. The report said

that $11,500,000 would be a reasonable price for the property
of which $5,500.(100 would be paid in cash, while the government
would assume $6,000,000 in bonds now outstanding. A value of

$16,801 .(XX) for the canal and the franchises of the operating com-
pany was set in condemnation proceedings at oik

federal district court in Massachusetts, but the judgment
l,il< i set aside by a higher court

I. C. C. and Labor Board Appropriations

An' appropriation of $5,194,970 foi the 1 imraerce
Commission for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923, is

mended in die budget submitted to Co P i lard-
ing with the report of the director of the bureau of the budget.
The director made some reductions in the amounts requested
by the commission. The commission asked $2,400,000 for gen-
eral expenses and $2,330,470 is recommended; $600,000 For en-
forcement of Section 20 and $575,000 i

for enforcement of the safety acts and $350,000 is r<

$350,000 for locomotive inspection and $300,000 is n
$1,630,000 for the valuation work and $1,500,000 is recommended.
The recommendation for salaries of commissioners is $139,500.
For the Railroad Labor Board the budget carries an appropria-
tion of $400,000 as against $370,000 in the preceding fiscal year.

"Take a Chance—You Can Make It"

This is the title given to advertisements which are being pub-

lished by the Louisville & Nashville in the territory served by its

lines in order to bring the hazards at railroad crossings to the

attention of the public. In addition cards of warning are being

distributed along the line of the road snd posters are being

displayed prominently in freight and passenger stations, designed

to impress the public that : "The average American railroad

train goes approximately 88 ft. in one second and cannot be

stopped in less than a quarter of a mile; that the driver of an

automobile should not be traveling at any such rate of speed,

and that crossing signs are so located that it is possible for him

to come to a dead stop long before he reaches the danger zone."

One Hundred Tons of Paper Weights

A press dispatch from Tokio says that the fiftieth anniversary

of the inaugui lilway service in Japan was celebrated

recently with appropriate ceremonies in a large pavilion in front

of tin Central Station in that city, about 3.000 persons partici-

pating. The first rail of the present system was laid in 1871, the

line from Tokio to Yokohama, eighteen miles, having been

opened for traffic June 12, 1872.

As a souvenir for those attending there was distributed to

each a thin section of rail, bound in brass, for use as a paper

weight,' cut from the first rails laid. More than 100 tons of

such rails were cut into 170,000 slices for this purpose.

The first locomotive used in Japan, with types of other early

equipment were on exhibition, together with the imperial coaches

of the early days. There are now 8,500 miles of railway in Japan
proper and 11,400 miles counting the lines in South Saghalien,

Corea, Formosa and South Manchuria.

Accident on the Oregon-Washington

Six persons killed and 22 injured is the record of a head-on
collision of passenger trains on the Oregon-Washington
Railroad near Celilo, Ore., 96 miles east of Portland, on
December 1. The' trains were the Oregon-Washington
limited, No. 17. westbound and eastbound train N
Irani No. 12, of 1 'ortl.iud. hail been

Collision on the Oregon-Washington Near Celilo. Oregon

over tlie Spokane. Portland & 5 • he crossing

imbia river .it Fallbridge, Wash It had just

d the river to Celilo, and started cist over its own
line, on the ( 'regon side of the river, when the collision

occurred. Three of the killed :id one was
a soldier (marine) acting as mail guard.
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A Correction

In the article in the Railway Age of December 10 bearing the

title, "Baltimore & Ohio Shows Much Improvement in 1921,"

there was an error in the make-up of the tahle relating to

charges for repairs, etc., to locomotives and cars which ap-

peared on page 1166. The error occurred in the next to the

last column headed "Average per car." The column is included

in the bracket designated "passenger," but it is believed that

those who read the article observed that it should have been

included under the bracket designated "freight." In other words,

the figures quoted in the next to the last column in the table

represent the average cost per car of repairs, retirements and

depreciation, of "freight" and not of "passenger" cars.

Some Senate Views on Rates

Senator Kendrick, of Wyoming, made a speech in the

Senate on December 8, in support of an amendment which

he had proposed to the railroad funding bill to repeal tliat

provision of Section 15-a of the interstate commerce act

providing for rates to enable the railroads to earn 5yi to

6 per cent. As the law stands today, he said, "the commis-

sion has no choice but to levy a toll upon all industry

sufficient to pay the railroads a fixed profit, though every

other industry in the land may operate at a loss." If his

amendment is adopted, he said, the commission in passing

upon any proposed modification of the rates will be free

to determine whether the charge can be made without im-

posing an unreasonable burden upon shippers and consumers.

The result of the advance made in Ex Parte 74, he said, is

"nothing less than ruin to producers in many sections of

the West." To indicate that the rate increase was not justi-

fied on the ground of necessity so far as the western trans-

continental lines are concerned, he submitted a table show-

ing the dividends paid from 1915 to 1920 by the Southern

Pacific, Union Pacific, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Great Northern and Northern

Pacific.

As a sample of the kind of reasoning that is often used in

the Senate in discussing freight rates, Senator Trammell

of Florida, who has been advocating a modification of a

law to provide for a lower percentage of return to the rail-

roads, remarked that according to his understanding, the

railroads prior to the enactment of this law had earned 2$4

per cent. That being true," he said, "when you raise it to

5y2 per cent, you are practically doubling your transportation

charges."

Telephoning on Railroad Power Wires

On a trolley railroad near Schenectady, N. Y., on Thursday,

December 1, the General Electric Company gave a demonstration

of its "carrier current" system of communication by telephone

over the propulsion wire of an electric railroad, conversation

being held between different trains on the same track, and from

trains to operators in stations and vice versa. A second cur-

rent is superimposed on the trolley wire and the message is

conveyed to any desired distance, being picked up at any con-

venient point and made to energize a telephone instrument.

The telephone current is generated at higher frequency than the

power supply. Experiments in this line have been carried on

by the General Electric Company for a number of years, and
on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul electrified line communi-
cation has been carried on in this way for a distance of 60

miles.

In telephoning from the train to the station, the message was
amplified, in the waiting room of the station, by a loud speaking

telephone instrument. On the St. Paul road extensive tests

were made; and, with the great length of some of the trains

on that road, the facility with which conversation could be
carried on between the front and the rear end of the same train

was demonstrated with marked satisfaction. The apparatus used
for the carrier current is simple, consisting essentially of vacuum
tubes used as oscillators, rectifiers and detectors.

Among those who witnessed the Schenectady demonstration
was J. D. Jones, superintendent of telegraph and signals of the
Eastern Region of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who is chairman
of committee No. 12 of the Telegraph and Telephone Section

of the American Railway Association; S. I.. VanAkin, Jr., as-

sistant superintendent of telegraph of the New York Central, and

other officers of the Pennsylvania and the New York Central.

Conference on Standard Contract Forms

At the instance of Herbert Hoover, secretary of commerce, a

conference of constructors, architects and engineers is being held

in Washington to consider the adoption of a standard contract

form. Those appointed to attend this conference include : Wil-

liam S. Parker, secretary, American Institute of Architects,

Boston; W. D. Faucette, chief engineer, Seaboard Air Line, Nor-
folk, Va., representing the American Railway Engineering As-

sociation; H. Eltinge Breed, New York, representing the Ameri-

can Society of Civil Engineers
; J. Waldo Smith, chief engineer,

New York Board of Water Supply, representing the American

Water Works Association ; A. P. Davis, director, United States

Reclamation Service, representing the American Engineering

Council ; Onward Bates, consulting engineer, Chicago, represent-

ing Western Society of Engineers
; J. W. Cowper, president,

Jul in W. Cowper Company, Buffalo, N. Y., representing the

Associated General Contractors of America ; E. W. Reaugh.

president, Reaugh Construction Company, Cleveland, N. Y., rep-

resenting the National Association of Builders' Exchanges. The
object of this conference is to develop a form of contract con-

taining standard provisions that will be applicable to all classes

of construction work and also to establish individual standard

forms for the special clauses applicable to particular classes of

work. It is believed that the successful conclusion of this work
will be effective in reducing the expense of preparing contracts,

in effecting a better safeguard of the rights and privileges of

the parties to contract and in improving construction service

throughout the country.

Interstate Commerce Commission Authorizes

Interlocking Directors and Officers

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a large num-
ber of orders authorizing until further order of the commission
the holding of positions as officers or directors in more than one

company and the press table in the secretary's office, where
applications to the commission and announcements and orders of

various kinds by the commission arc made public, is daily

crowded with additional applications for this authority under

Paragraph 12 of Section 20-a of the interstate commerce act.

Among the orders that have been thus far issued a large num-
ber authorize interlocking officers and the directors among the

subsidiary companies of large systems and on smaller roads in

various parts of the country which are in no way in competi-

tion. Several of the orders also authorize men to hold offices

or directorates in two or more of the larger systems which are

not in direct competition.

As examples of some of the orders, Festus J. Wade has been

authorized to continue as director of the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco and also of the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis

;

officers of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific have been author-

ized to hold similar positions with various subsidiary compa-
nies, most of which are leased by the Rock Island ; officers of

the Chesapeake & Ohio have been authorized to hold similar

positions with the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern, Chesapeake &
Ohio of Indiana and the Hocking Valley, also in various sub-

sidiary and terminal companies; officers of the St. Louis-San
Francisco have been authorized to hold similar positions with

various subsidiaries ; Howard Elliott has been authorized to

hold his position as chairman and director of the Northern

Pacific, director of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the

Colorado & Southern and various subsidiaries of the Northern

Pacific, while also being assistant to the president of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford and director of that company
and subsidiary and affiliated companies. A. C. "Rearick has been

authorized to retain his position as director and counsel of the

Chesapeake & Ohio and subsidiary and affiliated companies, while

being a director of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the

Missouri. Kansas & Texas and as counsel for the receiver of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. The order provides, however, that it

is effective after the receivership of the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas only as to the other corporations mentioned.

The commission, however, has ordered further investigation

in the case of the applications of M. L. Bell, L. C. Fritch,
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i li.nU s Hayden and William ['. Peter, who hold offices with the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and also with the Minneapolis

& St Louis. Mr. Hayden is also directoi of the Pere Marquette

and several other companies. Objection to common officers on

the Rock Island and the Minneapolis & St. Louis was made at

the recent hearing before the commission by Newman Erb. The

applications are assigned for hearing before an examiner at

Washington on January 30, but the applicants are authorized

to hold their positions until further order of the commission.

R. B. A. Dinner February 1 To Be
Addressed by Meyer and Fish

Februarj I at the Waldorf \.storia, New York, is announced

for the annual meeting and dinner of tin Railway Business Asso-

ciation, The dinnei ipeaker; will e I ugene Meyer, Jr., of New
York and Frederick I'. Fish of Bi

In announcing the meeting Pi i I!. Johnson says:

Business recovery through resumption of railway purchases is, the

obvious Bubject for our 1922 annual meeting. The
i

alnic. si if not quite is a national crisis. In 1920 the federal government
declared its responsibility for tin- financial Iway regulation.

Ii authorized sanction >.f rates designed i" yield adequate income. It also

authorized regulation of raijwa 1 worl
the employees lair compensation, Since the act went i country
' me to question whethej thi labor clause comprises a lasting solu-
tion in lespeet of adjusting laboi cos! to nco
i . . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
1 pemenl has develop'

Hon i.t responsibility for the financial

down by clamor the orderly processes of negotiating and adjudkatii

The leading feature of out bu ting forth
this situation, how the association has acted to meet it and plans for

continuing activity to the sami end
In accordance with our custom the utterances at the dinner

with problems the mi a pressing and the speakers will he eminent authorities

on the timely aspects which tiny discuss.

E Meyei i

Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing director of tl nee Corporation,
is ,i dollar-a-year war volunteei who, like General i

1 iningto
private husiness was leenlistcd for a reconstruction period. As an in-

vestment bankei j conceived a War Finance Corporation as a

federal instrument for giving timely and essential aid to husiness, agricul-
ture ami transportation with negligible cost or none to the goven
Vuthoi -I the mi

i .,11.. I railn id fundi
!

I'lly and actively applying in the most enterprising business spirit

lli, r iin ans let an in a the same put

Foi gi "l

policy is now essential if the credit of the railways is to he strengthened
and stabilized? What program foi railways ind the distributors of secur-

ities is required if the public power i" purt ! to ks and bonds
is to be more fully converted ml" railway improvi ncc into

national prosperity? Answers to these questions have been requi

Mr. Meyer, whose oral delivery before committees <' Congress and ad
dresses en other public occasions have won him high esteem as

po litoi ind as i

i
i

Frederick P. Fish, former president of I tmi i

Telegraph Company, outstanding lawyer, pioneei
, has for a number of jri man of tin National Industrial

Conterenct Board led an enter] i ci

tin ns mi employees to emplo Sturdy in hi
1. 1.M in be- a. .. ptam - < ins, Mr. Fish i h

distinctive position of influence by reason of his tolerance of spirit and
Ins lllinl,, ale. n oi Hi [CI la' „.

legislation of 1920,
4
what conrsi

s to pursue in order that the administration of tlte labor clause may
fulls i

'i ''"' !>uMii as well .11. «
if ,, ill should lie- lea la am. nde, I for future performance of the functions
committed in 192(1 to the Labor Board? Responses to these inquiries have
been requested of Mr. Fish, who has a high reputation
temporaneous orator before largi i

-

A Direct Appeal

The San Diego & Arizona has an employees' club, which is

bestirring itself to stimulate the toad's business. Already an

increase in the volume of freight is evident.

A postal card sent by the club to business men in San Diego
reads as follows

:

iiiiiiiiminiN.i iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

Traffic News

THE SAX DIEGO -v UUZON \ \r, w V* BUSINESS
ilS 1 v' <

ii represents an investment oi - than $18,000,000.
It pni-1 m taxi a in < \i1it".Mni:i in 19
It paid ni taxes in s tn

Tt spent i i
i upplii in 1

H

It employs .'1(« nn-n in San D
li paj s thest mi n M5.OO0 n month.
[1 employees spend their earnings in San Di
Its | .1, Mil) tti<in.

Ii endi
I is employ ei ,: aim to be
Ii maintains its nw n 1

1

H i- Th Pair.
We, therefore, solicit youi - 1

r von with us for our
mutual benefit

. Pros] erity to 1

our city.
and

, I I Illlllllllllllllllllltlllinr

George A. Schroeder, secretary of the Milwaukee Traffic

Club and formerly traffic manager for the Milwaukee Chamber
of Commerce, died at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on November 28,

1921.

Western roa lounced a special holiday rate of a fare

-half for the round trip for fares of $25 or less one way.

effective on December 22, 23 and 24, with a return limit of

January 4.

E. H. Poetl past sixteen years traffic manager and
ger of the Barrett Company, has been elected vice-

it of Thomas T. Bond & Co., freight forwarders, 11 Broad-
way, Xew York.

The St. Louis-San Francisco has notified the Public

Utilities Commission of Kansas that it will establish a rate

of 21 cents per 100 lb. from Kansas fields to St. Louis. Mo.,

on salt of low grades used by the packers and ice makers.
v rate is a reduction of five i

A committee to enlist the aid of other Illinois cities in bringing

down freight rates on the materials used in public improvements
was authorized by the City Council of Decatur, 111., on November
28. The city is just completing a $2,000,000 water impounding
project and is also constructing a $1,500,000 sewerage disposal

plant.

At a conference of petroleum shippers and railroad men of the

tnphis, Term., on November 28. a rate

of 36 cents per 100 lbs. on petroleum shipped from New Orleans
and froi lie, was asked by the oil companies. The
rail mads suggested a rate of 38 cents. A decision is not ex-

rates to the southeast has

been settled.

The North Carolina Traffic Association has entered a com-
plaint before the Corporation Commission of that state against

the Atlantic Coast Line and two of its subsidiaries, charging
that freight rates on these smaller roads are maintained at too
high a basis

; under which shippers are made to pay unreasonable
prices. The tariffs arc made out as though these were separate
companies, whereas, it is charged that, being really part of the
Atlantic Const hould figure as branches of the system;
and, under the law, this would necessitate making the rates

than they are now. The two lines in question are the
afolina Railway, 39 miles long, and using three locomo-

tives, and the Washington & Vandemere, 41 miles long, with
two locomotives.

Coal Production

Production of soft coal in the week ended November 26
dropped to 7,093,000 net tons. The decrease of 1,811.000 tons

the output of the week preceding was mainly due, accord-
ing to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey, to the
occurrence of Thanksgiving Day and to slackening demand for

tinned to plunge downward.
and during the week ended December 3 touched the I

level reached at any lim rding to the

weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey. The total output.
including lignite and coal coked, was approxima-

te daily rat tons—showed a di

with the rate in Thanksgivinc
« eek.

In i with production in late ( tctoher, the de-

was 36 per cent The present slump is in large part

a reaction against the artificial stimulus lent by the appre-
m of consumers over a possible stoppage of transporta-
W'hile that apprehension was felt, coal was flowing into
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storage. Now that it is for the moment allayed, coal is flow-

ing out of storage. How acute is the present depression may
be judged by the fact that the output of 7,077,000 tons was

the smallest in any full-time week since that of April 30,

when 6,984,000 tons were produced.

Anthracite Shipments—November, 1921

The shipments of anthracite for November as reported to the

Anthracite Bureau of Information at Philadelphia, amounted to

5,314,014 gross tons against 5,872,783 tons the preceding month,

and with 5,765,347 tons in November, 1920. The decrease last

month as compared with the other two periods is accounted

for by the fewer number of working days in November as com-

pared with October, of this year, and by a decided falling off

in the washery tonnage from November, 1920, with an additional

holiday on Armistice Day last month.

Shipments by initiating carriers were as follows:

November October November October
1921 1921 1921 1921

P & R ... 1,017,409 1,104,828 I'enna 429,638 492,632

l'v . ... 91.1,737 1,048,996 Erie 503,488 618.0J4

C of N J... 512,613 570,189 N. Y. O. & W. 136,945 126,925

D L & W 814,131 759,492 L. & N. E 229,455 253,311

I). & II 756,598 898,376
5.314,014 5,872,783

Commission Prescribes Through Export Bill of Lading

The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 2 made

public its decision prescribing a form of through export bill of

lading to be issued by carriers subject to the interstate commerce

act for the transportation of property in connection with ocean

carriers whose vessels are registered under the laws of the

United States, from points in the United States to points in

non-adjacent foreign countries.

In its report of April 14, 1919, the commission prescribed a

uniform domestic bill of lading and a uniform export bill of

lading. This order was suspended by an injunction of the

district court for the Southern district of New York in which

the majority held that the commission had no authority to

prescribe bills of lading for either domestic or export traffic.

An appeal was taken to the Supreme Court, which held that

the passage of the transportation act made the case a moot case

and reversed the order of the district court.

In August, 1920, the commission reopened the proceeding, forms

of through export bills of lading having been submitted by the

Southern, Eastern and Western carriers.

There was conflict of view among the parties as to the com-
mission's jurisdiction. The question is one of law, but the

commission says that pending judicial interpretation of the per-

tinent provisions of the act it must construe them in endeavoring

to perform the administrative duties which they impose. The
inland carriers, more particularly the Eastern carriers, chal-

lenged the commission's power to do more than prescribe the

f®rm, as distinguished from the substance, of the bill of lading.

Counsel for American ocean carriers claimed that the commis-
sion has no power to prescribe any condition applicable to them
without their consent. A representative of the United States

Shipping Board who was present at the hearings did not think

that the commission has jurisdiction over water carriers and
on behalf of the Shipping Board saved any proper objections
and exceptions to the jurisdiction of the commission and excep-
tions to the evidence.

The commission in its report holds that it has power to

prescribe rules and regulations, which shall determine the form
of the bill of lading, and, as to the transportation until delivery
to the ocean carrier, will be adequate and complete; for the
intent of Congress to require a uniform through export bill of
lading and to have the terms prescribed by the commission
seems clear. At the hearing the discussion centered principally
upon the forms proposed by the National Industrial Traffic
League and by the Eastern carriers. In discussing these the
commission says

:

"The shippers seek the benefit of full common-carrier liability

from starting point to final destination. The carriers wish to

restrict their liability to the lowest degree consistent with the law.
"In view of the confusion which appears to exist it is appro-

priate to point out the difference between our functions and

those of the courts respecting bills of lading. There are innu-

merable provisions which, if agreed to by the parties and incor-

porated in a bill of lading, might be sustained by the courts as

reasonable, and the variations of language in which such provi-

sions might be expressed are almost infinite. The courts deter-

mine the validity of such provisions just as they do in the case

of other contracts, and do not consider whether or not particular

provisions, not contrary to the law, should be included or omitted.

We, on the other hand, must deal with the terms of the bill of

lading as rules and regulations which affect the value of the

service rendered to the shipper in the same way as it is affected

by rules and regulations published in the carriers' tariffs.

"Viewed as an administrative matter, the question of what
rules and regulations are reasonable, or will be reasonable for

the future, in connection with the transportation covered by the

bill of lading, depends principally upon the adjustment of the

carrier's compensation to the degree of risk which it incurs.

That degree of risk is reflected in operating expenses. The
greater the risk, the greater is the value to the shipper of the

service rendered, which should be rewarded correspondingly. A
lesser compensation is appropriate in cases where the carrier is

to a large extent relieved from the full liability of common
carriers.

In other words, the question before us is not merely

whether certain provisions would or would not be valid if in-

corporated in a contract between the parties, but is rather

:

What should be the terms of the contract of carriage, the

charges for which we are authorized and required to regulate?

It must be borne in mind that section 15a of the Interstate

Commerce Act imposes upon us the duty of initiating rates

which shall yield to the carriers ... a fair return upon the

value of their property."

A form is prescribed (Appendix D) with rules applying to

the service "until delivery at the port of export," in connection

with ocean carriers whose vessels are registered under the laws
of the United States, for the transportation of property from
points within the United States ... to points in non-

adjacent foreign countries.

No Early Reduction in Coal Rates To Be Expected

J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the National Coal Asso-
ciation, has issued a statement characterizing as "baseless"

reports in various parts of the country to the effect that a

reduction in freight rates on coal might be expected within

the next few days.

"There is absolutely no foundation for these reports," said

Mr. Morrow. "Careful inquiry here from all official sources

concerned justifies the definite statement that no freight re-

ductions on coal shipments may be expected while general

rate reductions are under consideration by the Interstate

Commerce Commission. This precludes the slightest prob-

ability of any such coal freight reductions before next Spring

at the earliest.

"The commission, which begins its general hearings today,

will not finish with the shippers alone, it is understood, until

January 9 and not until after that time can there be definite

consideration of reductions. It is quite clear, with the time

needed to prepare tariffs and put them into effect, that no
freight reduction on coal shipments in the United States can

be expected before next April. Shipments of bituminous coal

from the mines are going out at the rate of only about 7,000,- •

000 tons a week, an extremely low output. A part of the

explanation for this decrease in the movement of coal has been

the circulation of rumors that the rates on coal were to be

immediately reduced.

"Every coal producer and distributor will perform a serv-

ice to his customers if he will make these facts unquestion-

ably clear to them and let them understand the danger to

their own interests in paying any attention to groundless

rumors of imminent coal freight reductions."

Six Electric Locomotives left for foreign markets during

October. Five of these valued at $228,345. went to Brazil for

the new electrification equipment being installed there; one. in-

voiced' at $8,500, went to British South Africa.—Bureau of

Foreign '"id Domestic Commerce.
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission
The commission has suspended until April 9, the operation

of items published in a supplement t < > Agent W. J. Kelly's

tariff, insofar as they effect reductions in the rates on sub-

limed lead from Central Freight Association territory to

Trunk Line territory.

The commission has suspended from December IS until April

14, 1922, the operation of certain schedules published in a sup- .

plement to Agent J. J. Cottrell's tariff which propose increased

rates on refined sulphate of magnesium (epsom salts) from
Eastern and Virginia cities to Johnson City, Tenn.

The commission has suspended until April 9, the cancella-

tion of commodity rates on wooden paving block material

from Alabama, Florida and Georgia to Norfolk, Va„ etc., a-*

published in supplements to Agent J. II. Glenn's tariff, ef-

fective December 10. After the date of cancellation it is

proposed to apply the existing rate on lumber.

The commission has issued a decision modifying the rules

and regulations made in its previous order prescribing the

form of a uniform domestic bill of lading to conform to the

regulations of the interstate commerce act as amended bj

the transportation act and also prescribing rules and regula-

tions for the form of a uniform livestock contract.

The commission has suspended until April 8, the operation

of certain schedules published in a supplement to a Central

of Georgia, reducing by tariff 5 cents a ton the rates on

coal from Alabama mines to Gulf Ports when for bunkerage
or for export, or when for points in Florida and Texas

accessible by water, but an increase of 20 cei i a ton when
handled through tipple for other purposes.

The commission has further suspended until February 2

the operation of schedules published by the Chicago, Rock-

Island & Pacific which provide that the rates on forest

products, carloads, from points in Arkansas and Louisiana

to destinations in Central Freight Association territory and
Canada, applying through Memphis. Tenn., and Louisville,

Ky., will not be subject to transit pi i\ ileges such as yarding,

grading, drying, dressing or further manufacture en route

between points of origin and destinations, subjecting ship-

ments accorded such privileges to local rates to and from
transit points, the operation of which was suspended until

January 3, 1922, by an order previously enteri d

Commission Declines to Allow Continuation

of Reduced Ore Rates

The Interstate Commerce Commission on Decern'-

declined to issue special permissions under the sixth

of the interstate commerce act to allow carriers in eastern

territory to continue, to March 31, reduced rates on iron ore.

Shippers at Buffalo, Cleveland, Erii

ports protest that the proposed rates result in undui

crimination against them and preference for competing fur-

nace interests at Pittsburgh and other interior points.

I lie commission issue. 1 . 13 ing .

"I oal and iron ore are two of the important elements
entering into steel manufacture Most of the iron ore used
in the east conies from Minnesota by lake. Lake front

furnaces, therefore, pay no rail fr< on ore but

transport their coal bj rail from Pittsburgh and other interior

points. Interior furnaces on the other hand, while paying
rail freight from I ake Erie ports on ore. are in most cases

iocatecl in close proximity to the Coal fields and paj only

short haul rates on coal.

"In 1917, iron ore was transported from Lake Erie ports

to Pittsburgh for 82 cents a ton, whereas coal was charged

$1.40 m, in Pittsburgh to Buffalo. Iron ore rates in the

cast were not increased during federal control, but coal rates

were increased approximately 25 per cent. Rates on both
commodities were increased in August, 1920, resulting in

rates on ore and coal of $1.14 and $2.51, respectively.

"Under the adjustment now proposed by eastern railroads

the ore rate would be 82 cents or the same as in 1917,

whereas the coal rate would continue $2.51, including tin-

increases of 1918 and 1920 and being higher by Si.69, or
206 per cent, than the ore rate. The rates on iron ore
which will apply after January 1, 1922, will include ma-
terially less increase over the pre-war basis than rates on
commodities generally—even less than the reduced rates

on farm products soon to be made effective.

"The action of the commission is in no sense to be inter-

preted as a disinclination to approve justifiably lower rate

levels, but is based upon the continuance of premature re-

ductions confined to certain rates, the outcome of which is

to unduly prejudice iron and steel manufacturers located on
the lake front to the advantage of competing interior

furnaces."

I. C. C. Prescribes Form of Time and Train

Records, Beginning Next July

The Intel tat< 1 on :rce Commission has i->ucd an order

prescribing the method and form of records to be kept by
carriers relating to the time on duty ol employees and the

nent of trains, including time return and delay report

1 engine and train employees; daily time report of employees

who use the telegraph for orders, etc., pertaining to train

movements; dispatcher's record of movement of trains (the

regular daily train sheet) and station record of train move-
ments. This latter, like the other records, requires each
employee to enter the times at which he goes on and off duty.

The order goes into effect on July 1. 1922, and the order

of the commission concerning train delay reports, issued on

June 12, 1912, is rescinded upon the taking effect of the

new order.

State Commissions
The Public Utilities Commission of the State of Michigan

has set January 18, 1"-'.'. for a hearing on the application of

the Pere Marquette for authority to abandon its branch lines

from White Cloud to Big Rapids; from Haynor to Sheridan:

from Leota to Harrison, and from Ionia to Lyons.

The Public Utilities Commission of the State of Michigan at

a hearing on December 6 at which were present representatives

of the Michigan Manufacturers' Association and of more than

20 railroads, decided to defer, until next month, consideration

of the association's petition for a substantial reduction in intra-

state freight rates.

Court News
Escape of Livestock Before Loading

ilroad maintained St

on which cattle were customarily held preparatory to ship-

ment and where prospective shippers were directed to feed,

water and bold their cattle while await

stockyards. While there. 60 head of cattle wandered through
cted openings i M spoil banks of an artificial reservoir

maintained by the railroad, and off steep banks in)

open space oi thin ice and deeper water, causing tli

of 44 head. In an action against the Agent in charge of

railroads, a North Dakota jury returned a verdict for the

plaintiffs for $2,640. The trial court, on motion, ordered

defendant notwithstanding the verdict. The
a Snprem, Court reverses the order and 1

judgment on the verdict, holding that the railroad's breach

of duty and the shippers' contributory negligence were ques-

tions of fact for the jury.—Booke & Olson v.

N. W. 803.
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Louisville & Nashville Not Bound

To Provide Telegraphic Service

A telegraph company having by decree been required to

remove its poles, etc. from a right of way, and having sold

the poles, etc., to the railroad, which used them only in the

operation of its road, the Alabama Supreme Court holds

that the sale did not require the approval of the Public

Service Commission, being the legitimate result of the decree

following upon section 3867 of the Alabama Code, in effect

declaring it to be the public policy of the state that the tele-

graph company should no longer be allowed to maintain its

lines on the right of way; and the railroad could not be

required by the Commission to maintain a public telegraph

service to the towns and villages affected l>v the sale.

—

Alabama P. S. C. v. L. & N. (Ala.), 89 So. 524.

Decisions Under Federal Employers' Liability Act

The Minnesota Supreme Court holds that an engineman who

was taking a number of empty cars from a point on a spur line

to a yard on the main line in the same state, where they were to

be put upon a siding used where convenience required, the

cars having no further present destination, was not within the act.

—Kraemer v. Chicago & N. W. (Minn.) 181 N. W. 847.

The New York Appellate Division holds that an engineman,

injured by the escape of carbon monoxide gas when returning

from performing an interstate service with his engine, which he

was about to put up for the night, was within the federal act

and not within the state Workmen's Compensation Act.—O'Brien

v. U. S. R. A., 194 App. Div. 63, 185 N. Y. Supp. 447.

The Court of Appeals of Kentucky holds that, where an engine-

man was called for an interstate trip and began preparations,

during which he went through the yards to procure oil for the

journey and was killed on returning, he was engaged in inter-

state commerce, so that action for his death must be brought un-

der the federal act.—Hines v. Burns' Adm. (Ky.) 226 S. W. 109.

The Delaware Superior Court holds that an employee injured

while directing the moving of a coal car from one point to an-

other in a yard connecting with the sleeping car company by

which he was employed, was not within the act.—Pullman Car

Lines v. Riley (Del.) 114 Atl. 920.

The California District Court of Appeals, Second District, holds

that an employee, in general shops, repairing an engine, which had

been used in interstate commerce, who, while tapping the boiler,

was injured in the eye by a piece of steel blown from the exhaust

of a compressed air motor operated by men working near him,

was within the federal act and not within the state Workmen's
Compensation Act.—Payne v. Industrial Accident Commission of

California (Cal.) 195 Pac. 81.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that where a train en-

gaged in interstate commerce is disabled and taken to a repair

shop before continuing in such service, the delay in the repair

shop does not suspend the interstate character, and an employee

injured while working on the train in the repair shop is engaged

in interstate commerce.—Koons v. P. & R. (Pa.) 114 Atl. 262.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds that a claimant under

the state Workmen's Compensation Act for the death of a train

inspector killed while returning from work after inspecting sev-

eral trains, some of which were interstate, has the burden of

proving that the last train inspected was an intrastate train; fol-

lowing Polk v. Philadelphia & Reading, 41 Sup. Ct. 518, and Di

Donata v. Same, 41 Sup. Ct. 516, holding that there is no pre-

sumption, that the duties performed in works partaking of inter-

state and intrastate commerce were performed in the latter.—

Scanlon v. Payne (Pa.) 114 Atl. 493.

The New York Court of Appeals holds that a terminal railroad,

switching indiscriminately foreign and domestic cars, must be

classed, when handling interstate or foreign shipments, as an in-

strumentality of interstate or foreign commerce, subject to the

act, whether or not it knows that the particular cars are inter-

state or foreign.—Cott v. Erie (N. Y.) 131 N. E. 737.

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that an employee en-

gaged in the repair of an engine in the roundhouse after com-
pletion of its round trip, was not within the act, although the

engine was used in interstate and intrastate commerce botli before

a,nd after being placed in the roundhouse for repairs.—Payne v.

\\ jrnne (Tex.) 233 S. W. 609.

The Xew York Appellate Division holds that a trackman on a

railroad incidentally engaged in interstate commerce, in a gravel

pit not on the railroad's premises, hurt while loading gravel for

ballast for the right of way, was not engaged in interstate com-
merce.—Malandrino v. Southern New York Power & R. Co.. 190

App. Div. 735.

The California Supreme Court holds that a train which carried

mail coming from and destined to points outside the state was en-

gaged in interstate commerce.—Baker v. Southern Pacific (Cal.)

193 Pac. 765.

United States Supreme Court

Failure to Allow Creosoting-in-Transit

Held Not Discriminating

The Supreme Court of the L'nited States has reversed the

decree of the federal district court for New Jersey, denying.
without written opinion, the application of the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, the Pennsylvania and 21 other railroads

to enjoin the enforcement of an order of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. The defendants in the suit were the

United States and the Interstate Commerce Comnr
The Commission, upon a petition of the American Creosotinu
Company ordered these 21 carriers to establish the creosoting-

in-transit privilege at Newark. N. J. (American Creosoting
Co. v. Director General, 61 I. C. C. 145). The petitioner

had a creosoting plant which was connected by tracks with

the Central and the Pennsylvania; these carriers had failed

to establish there the privilege known as creosoting-in-transit:

this failure was claimed to be unjust and unreasonable and
also unjustly discriminatory in violation of section 3. The
Commission found that failure to establish this transit priv-

ilege was not unjust or unreasonable and denied relief under

section 1. But it found that this failure subjected the Creo-

soting company to unjust discrimination; and granting relief

under section 3, the Commission directed that the discrimin-

ation be removed by the railroads, the appellants before tin-

Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court's opinion, by Mr. Justice Branded,
reads, in part:

"It is urged (by the creosoting company) that while the

undue prejudice found results directly from the individual

acts of southern and mid-western carriers in granting the

privilege locally, the appellants (the railroads), as their

partners, make the prejudice possible by becoming the instru-

ments through which it is applied. Discrimination may. of

course, be practiced by a combination of connecting carriers

as well as by an individual railroad: and the commission has

ample power under section 3 to remove discrimination so

practiced. The St. Louis & Southwestern v. LTnited States.

245 U. S. 136, 144. But participation merely in joint rates

does not make connecting carriers partners. They can be

held jointly and severally responsible for unjust discrimina-

tion only if each carrier has participated in some way in

that which causes the unjust discrimination; as where a

lower joint rate is given to one locality than to another

similarly situated [citing cases]. If this were not so, the

legality or illegality of a carrier's practice would depend.

not on its own act, but on the acts of its connecting carriers.

If that rule should prevail, only uniformity in local privileges

and practices or the cancellation of all joint rates could

afford to carriers the assurance that they were not in

way violating the provisions of section 3.

''What Congress sought to prevent by section 3, as origi-

nally enacted, was not differences between localities in trans-

portation rates, facilities and privileges, but unjust discrimi-

nation between them by the same carrier or carriers. Neither

the Transportation Act, 1920, nor any earlier amendatory
legislation has changed, in this respect, the purpose or scope

of section 3."—Central Railroad of New Jersey et at. V.

United States et al. Decided December 5. 1921.

The Directors of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy have

authorized' a pension plan for the employees of that road. Prior

to the announcement of the plan, a study is being made of the

pension systems of other roads.
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Foreign Railway News

Serbia to Receive German Locomotives
London.

The kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes will receive

on account of reparation SO locomotives and 2,500 freight

cars from Germany.

Austrian Cars Allotted to Italy

London.

The conference of the states of the former Austro-Hun-

garian Monarchy at Cortorose has decided that 2,000 Austrian

cars are to be transferred to the Italian State Railway Ad-

ministration.

Stinnes a Locomotive Builder
London.

It is reported that the factories purchased by Hugo Stinnes

in Rumania have begun the construction of 2,000 locomotives
for the Russian Soviet Government.

Italy to Reorganize the South Russian Railways

According to the new Italian-Russian economic treaty, the

Italian Government is to undertake the reorganization of the

railways in South Russia and will send to Odessa 100 Italian

locomotives and a large number of Italian workmen and
engineers.

Rumania to Build Rolling Stock

The Societe Franco-Roumaine du Materiel du Chemin de
Fer has been formed in Bucharest for the construction of

railway rolling stock. On the other hand, the Rumanian
State Railway Administration has ordered 150 locomotives
and 1,500 freight cars from German}

Construction in Argentina

Work continues on the Salta-Huatiquina Railway, in Ar-
gentina, according to Commerce Reports, Consul General
Robertson at Buenos Aires reports that the Chilean govern-
ment has informed the Argentine government that construc-
tion on the Antofagasta-Huatiquina section is receiving pre-

ferred consideration. Ii is expected that work will soon
begin on the line from Embarcacion to Yacuiba on the . ,i-t

ern frontier of Bolivia.

Electrification of Hungarian State Railways

1

'

Hie Hungarian State Railway Administration has decided
to electrify 870 miles of line. The plans for Ihe electrification
eall lor completion in alx.nl foui years Bj electrifying these
lines the Hungarian State Railwa} will, h is said, save 800,-
000 tons of coal yearly and reduce tin consumption of coal
tn l,5tlll.0l)0 tons. It is estimated thai il all the railways arc
electrified there will be no need foi I import coal

Daniels' Automatic Train Stop

J. J. Daniels is the inventor of a mechanical trip automatic
train stop which has been install eriment, on thi

o f the Great Eastern Railway >•[ England, at Bruce Grove, on
the Eniield branch. The apparatus i- described in the ;\

Gasette (London) of November 4. The track member is en-
closed within a ease, sanUproof and snowproof; and tlie engine
member is a jointed rod, carrying at its lower end a rubber tired
wheel. There are three engine members, arranged side by side.

these members coming in contact with different track met
n

I anged for different indications

Britain Active in Peru

British-Canadian interests and the Peruvian government
are approaching an agreement whereby the Britons

construct some 1,500 miles of railway in various pal

Peru and receive in return large grants of agricultural and
mineral lands, according to the Times (London). Negotia-

tions are reported to have gone so far that the government
is prepared to send the contracts to congress for ratification

as soon as assurance is given by the enterprisers of their

financial ability to complete the undertaking.

Boiler Explosions in Great Britain

According to the annual railway accident reports of roads in

Great Britain during the 20 years. 1901 to 1920 inclusive, 99 cases

of bursting of boilers or tubes of locomotives occurred in that pe-

riod, resulting in seven railway en ng killed and 111 in-

jiii"! According to The Engineer, from which these figures are

taken, the reports do not distinguish between explosi

and explosions of I in all but six case- em-
were injured, the consequences were apparently serious

on each occasion.

Locomotive Exports in October

Because of a shipment of 52 locomotives to Mexico during
October, the month's total mounted to 92. The September
total was hut Mj. The detailed figures by countries as pre-
pared by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
are as follows:

Countrie Number Dollars
Salvador 3 75,000
Mexico 52 1,870.270
Cuba 2 70,000
Dominiean Republic t 11,800
Brazil 10 334,300
Colombia 3 89,000
China 19 1,027,000
Japan 1 13.250
Philippine Islands 1 18,820

Ti til 92 3,509.440

Exports of Car Wheels and Axles in October

F.xports of car wheels and axles in October were valued
at $142,895 in October, as compared with only $90.57-1 dur-
ing the previous month. Detailed figures by countries, as

compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic I ommerce,
follow:

"tries Dollars
Canada 13,736 Peru 3.J63
1 '"-'•! Rica 2. .'87 Uruguay

1.961 Venezuela
Nicaragua 378 China

5,899 British India
Jamaica 261

| 2,970
Cuba

,

Dominican Republic 2,537 Philippine Islands 332
Argentini 100 British Eaat Africa
Brazil 400
Chile 189 Total .142 895
t lombia 1.480

Stinnes' Visit to London Calls Forth Comment
The visit of Hugo Stinnes. the German capitalist

eminent in the German
Press, nnc Review (London). The

of the
1 ett (i. e. radical) are somewhat violent, the

.it" calling Stinnes a megalomaniac and reproaching
him with Inning attempted to wreck Spa negotiations

e journal, is to mobilize the Et

in order to carrj out his plan of having
his management.

Zeitung, while deprecating personal attacl
si, lets thai Stinnes will make use of his stay in Lon
justify to Germany's powerful creditors the plausibilil

the intention .if the German industries with regard to the

railways. One of Stinnes
- own journals, the Deul

meine Zeitung, openly pleads for the transference
railways to private management. The state, it claims.
the three prerequisites for carrying on great undcrtak
discipline, credit and permanent economic cond
not a matter of pure expediency, but under the circum-
that have developed a matter of stern necessity that the state
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should relinquish its present form of management of large

undertakings. When once it has been realized that the

deficit in the budget is largely due to the state undertakings,

Germany must have the courage to put an end to this disas-

trous state of affairs. Meanwhile the minister of railways,

Herr Groener, at an interview accorded to press representa-

tives in Berlin on November 19, expressed himself as reso-

lutely opposed to the denationalization of the railways.

Car Exports in October

No passenger cars were exported in October and
freight cars, valued at $278,412. Parts of cars shipped

$425,750. Detailed figures by countries, as compiled

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, follow:

Freight and Other

Countries Number Dollars

bpain
England .

Scotland
Canada .

.

Costa Rica
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua

Labrador.
Mexico
Newfoundland
Jamaica
Trinidad and Tobago
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
China
Kwangtung, leased territory.

Chosen
British India
Japan
Philippine Islands
Rritish South Africa
Other countries

210,277

30,300

but 83

totaled

by the

Parts
of Cars
Dollars
4,967
569
456

3,427
568

66,246
1,562
3,116
4,679
611
274

7,426
111

3.00S
1,831

16,669
3,519
12,878
1,181
6,743
1,755

11,300
240

203,268
11,517
8,000
14,424
21,395
12,797
1,071
145

Paulista Railway Begins Electric Operation

The freight locomotives recently shipped by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company to the Paulista

Railway of Brazil are now in service in that country between

Jundiahy and Louveira. These locomotives haul trains of

from 43 to 45 units over grades as steep as 1.5 per cunt.

The so-called "unit car" is of 10 tons gross weight and the

term refers to the old wooden car of 30 years ago. Modern
cars are said to be two, three or four units according to

their size and load. Thus a train of 45 units represents 450

tons weight and is approximately 675 ft. long.

Under former steam operation such trains could not be

carried over a 1.5 per cent grade at a speed greater than

about nine miles an hour. The electric locomotives make
such grades at 29 miles an hour.

Locomotive Repairing in Soviet Russia

One day I suggested to Lenin that better transport would
mean better food and raw material; more food and material
would mean better workmen; better workmen would mean
better production; better production would mean better loco-

motives; and better locomotives would mean better trans-

port; also that without better transport there could be no
hope of industrial betterment, that better transport required

better locomotives and better locomotives again depended
upon locomotive repair, so that the fundamental and first

step in betterment should be locomotive repair. That, like-

electrification later, became a slogan of the administration.
An order was issued that locomotives requiring repair should
be taken into all factories, and that for every locomotive
repaired the crew of workmen should receive a bonus in

Soviet cash and in addition be permitted to take the locomo-
tive for a trip into the country and bring food for them-
selves.

As a result we had the strange spectacle of locomotive
repairing shoved into all kinds of plants where previously

there had been no spur tracks, no pits and no appropriate
equipment or skilled workmen. At the same time, all the

locomotive building and repair plants of Russia were standing
practically idle. The order was that locomotive repairing

should be taken only where it did not interfere with regular
production. As there was no regular production worth
mentioning, that was not a serious consideration, but if

there had been it would have been destroyed by the up-
heaval. In sight of the bonus and the trip to the country,

the locomotives got only a lick and a promise with the

further advantage to the workers that they were soon back
for a further bonus and another trip to the country—Royal
R. Keely in the American Machinist.

Track Material Exports in October

Exports of track materials dwindled to small totals in

October—1,035,484 lb. of spikes, valued at $41,780; 9,976 tons

of steel rails, valued at $362,527, and switches, frogs, etc.,

valued at $194,855. The totals by countries, as compiled by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, are as given

below

:

Countries
Denmark
France
Norway
England
Scotland
Canada
Costa Rica
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Salvador
Mexico
Newfoundland, Labrador . .

Jamaica
Other British West Indie?.
Cuba
Virgin Islands
Dominican Republic
Argentina
Br
Chile ...

Colombia
Ecuador
Peru . .

.

Venezuela
Chii
Kwantung, leased territory.

Chosen
Japan
Australia
New Zealand
Philippine Islands
Portuguese Africa

Switches,
Railroad Rails of ,

frogs, splice

spikes steel bars, etc.

Pounds Tons Dollars
830
12

503
787

17,278
12,200 3,450 101,287
32,058 30
10,360 170 180

117 1,165
180

6.000 16 334
105,400 366 4,790

1,339
7,000

525
62,430 7 8,842
1,000 37 300

17,600 924
5,961

30 4,195
210

5,000 2,171

2 4

11 150
680,800 9 985

825

5,644

"17
100

Total quantity 1.035.484
Total value .' $41,780

9,976
$362,527

Photo by Underwood & Undent

The "William Crooks" at the Formal Opening of the St. Paul

Union Station
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Equipment and Supplies Supply Trade News
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Locomotives

The Central of New Jersey is asking for prices, it is reported,

on 25 Mikado type locomotives.

The Sierra Railway of ( vlifornia has ordered 1 Mogul
type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Freight Cars

The Grand Trunk is inquiring for 250 refrigerator cars of

30-ton capacity.

The Verde Tunnel & Smelter Railroad i inquiring for 100

or more, hopper ore cars, of 60 ton rapacity.

The Warner Sugar Refi re ' ow .

. . 79 Wall street, New
York City, is inquiring for 10 steel logging cars to be 36 feet

long and to have a capacih ol 30 ti ill .

The Centrai oi Georgia reported in the Railway Age of

December 10 as contemplating the purchase of freight cars is

now inquiring for 500 I" 1

' of 40 tor c:

The Seaboard Air Line is now inquiring for prices on 1,500

ventilated box cars of 40-ton capacity, 200 flat cars with steel

underframes, of 40-ton capacih and 300 steel phosphate cars of

50-ton capacity.

The Northern Pacific reported in the Railway Age of Decem-
ber 3, .is inquiring for 1,200 steel center frame constructions, has

ordered this equipment from the Western Steel Car & Foundry
Co. These are to be applied t" box cars in the railro

shops

Passenger Cars

The Hudson & Manhattan is inquiring foi -^ steel motor

The Long Island is inquiring for 40 motor cars for electric

service, and 10 steel coaches for steam service.

The ILLINOIS I BNTRal is inquiring for 5, 72-ft. steel su-

burban cars.

The Boston & Maine will applj Commonwealth platforms and
steel underframes to KX) passenger cars in its own shops.

The Pere Marquette is inquiring for 2 steel dining cars and
contemplates asking for prices in the near future on additional

cars for passenger service.

IHi Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 30 coaches and 5

combination baggage and smoking ears from the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corporation, Harlan Plant, and 15 coaches from
the Standard Steel Car Compam

Machinery and Tools

The Chicago, Rock 1 land & Pai fic has issued a list of about
70 machines, manj of I. nee type whii

i value

about $800,000 on which it is (m ting l>ids. The list includes

presses, cutters, grinders, lathes, shapers and two power hack
saws.

Signaling

Tin- I'i fLVANIA lias, awarded a contra.'

Model J unit lever type electric interlocking machine an
ing s» itchboard for instal to the

General Railway Signal Company. The machine will have
38 working levers and is pa ind the installation

made In raili oad I

The General Contracting & Engineering Company has re-

moved its office from 280 Broadway to new and larger offices

in the Barrett building, 40 Rector street, New York City.

Andrew Fletcher, president of the American Locomotive
i ompany, has been elected a director of the American Car &
Foundry Company t.. lill the vacancy on the board caused
by the resignation some time ago of Walter G. Oakman.

Charles F. Smith has been elected chairman of the board
of directors of the New Britain Machine Company, New
Britain, Conn., succeeding F. (I. Piatt, who resigned on

account of ill health. Mr. Smith is chairman of the board
tors ol I aiders, Frary & Clark, New Britain, and

irmerly chairman of the board of the American Hard-
war Corpoi

The Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass.,

has consolidated its small tool and drill divisions. P. T.

Irvin, formerly manager of its drill division, is in chi

nsolidation, which will he called the small tool division.

Mr. trvin ha

the Lincoln Twist Drill Company and prior to that was
nfield.

Arthur P. Bowen, whose election as vice-president

Ryan Car Company, Chicago, was noted in the /

I

i iruary

27. 1864, and i

^^^^ business in 1881

^^^^^^^^ clerk in the Continental

^••MH National Bank of that

I left the hanking field

ftok "U'k ^?i to enur ''u' r< ' a '' coa|

aj business. After a wide

n M M rience in the coal
l

i business, both in the

promotion and
2 ^^^r^^k Mr.
"**"

-C"»V'-~.
became purchasing

MM^Jl Car & Foundry
w9
£p^HH 1904. continuing his

rSdfl^Bff Pressed
"

.
,

I

Steel Car Company as

director of purchases,

. _ „ when the last named
A. P. Bowrn company acquired the

former interests. In
1910, he resigned from the Pressed Steel my to
enter the service of the Republic Iron & Steel Company,
and one year later was appointed director of purchasi
stores of the Pullman Company. During the last year of
the war. Mr. Bowen served as acting treasurer of the Pull-

mpany.

The Cincinnati Shaper Company and its subsidiary, the
Cincini ' ine Company, ha

• in Indianapolis, Ind.. with head-
quarters at 940 1 emcke annex. T. C. McDonald, wh
been appointed local representative at Indianapolis, will cover
the Indiana; trictS, also certain

in the southwest, and will continui ntative
Reed-Prentice Company.

Anton Becker.

with The Ralston

nter the railroad supply business. H
The Becker Sales Company with office

with The Peek. upany will

The Ralston Steel Car
Company, in certain territory in middl
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Railway Construction Railway Financial News

Baltimore & Ohio—This company, in conjunction with the

Pennsylvania and the Erie, contemplates the elimination of the

crossing of Forge street at Akron, Ohio.

Canadian National—This company has awarded a contract

to G. M. McLeod, Winnipeg, Man., for the construction of a

pedestrian subway under its tracks at Dauphin, Man. This same

company has awarded a contract to J. H. Simmons, Winnipeg,

Man., for the construction of a frame warehouse at Prince

Rupert, B. C.

Canadian Pacific.—This company contemplates the recon-

struction of a station at Schreiber, Ont., to cost about $80,000.

The former station was destroyed by fire last winter, since

which time business has been carried on in a temporary frame

structure.

Chaffee Railroad.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has

issued a certificate authorizing this company to operate a line

from Vindex, Md., to a connection with the Western Maryland at

Chaffee, W. Va., approximately i l/2 miles, formerly operated by

the Chaffee Coal Company as a plant facility.

Chicago & North Western.—This company contemplates the

construction of a station at Sterling, 111.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company contemplates

the construction of a freight and passenger station at Aurora, 111.

Erie.—This company has applied to the New York authorities

for permission to construct a pier, 100 ft. by 800 ft., two stories

high, at Weehawken, N. J., replacing one of four recently de-

stroyed by fire.

Gulf, Colorado & Sante Fe—This company has started the

construction of a subway under its three tracks at South Adams
street, Fort Worth, Tex., the work involving the placing of

1,000 yards of concrete. 9,000 yards of embankment for the rais-

ing of the grade and 7,000 yards of excavation.

Holly Sugar Corp., Denver, Colo.—This corporation con-

templates the construction of a 15-mile railroad extending from
Hardin, Mont., to Foster, at an estimated cost of $300,000. This

will open an area where this corporation has a large sugar beet

acreage. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has been considering

the possibility of building this extension in connection with a new
line it will construct in that vicinity.

New York Central.—This company will receive bids until 12

o'clock, noon, December 20, for two complete 100 ft. turntables

with circular rims. It will also receive bids until the same time

for overhead contact supports for its suspension bridge at

Corning, N. Y.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company has

awarded a contract to the Roberts & Schaeffer Company, Chi-

cago, for two 1,200-ton capacity, three-track automatic electric

coaling plants to be erected at East Hartford, Conn., and Provi-
dence, R. I., at cost of $110,000.

Pacific Great Eastern—This company contemplates the re-

construction of its wharves at Squamish, B. C, which were
recently washed away by heavy floods. The work is estimated
to cost about $120,000.

Southern.—This company contemplates the construction of a
station at Riceville, Tenn.

Southern Pacific.—This company contemplates the construc-
tion of a station at Currie, Tex., with company forces.

Southern Pacific—This company, which was noted in the
Railway Age of December 3 (page 1121), as contemplating the
construction of a levee fronting its yard at Algiers (New Orleans),
La., has reached a final agreement with the Orleans Parish Levee
Board, and will begin construction about February 1, 1922. The
project is estimated to cost $185,000, of which, $25,000 will be
contributed by the Levee Board in consideration of the public
interest in the levee.

siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiimimiiNiimimimiiMimiii iimmiimiimiimmimiimimiiirMiiui

Alabama, Tennessee & Northern.—Authorized to Issue Se-

curities.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted au-

thority for the issuance of $100,000 of prior lien mortgage 30-

year, 6 per cent gold bonds, $372,000 of 6 per cent equipment

trust notes and for the pledge of these securities, together with

$100,000 of similar bonds as security for a loan from the re-

volving fund.

Central New Jersey.—Petition Against Sale of Coal Stock.—
A petition was filed in the United States District Court at Phila-

delphia on December 9 by the Continental Insurance Company
and the Fidelity-Phoenix Insurance Company of New York ask-

ing the court to set aside the sale of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre

Coal Company stock to the Reynolds syndicate, and to order

the sale of the stock to the Franklin Securities Corporation,

whose bid, the petitioners assert, exceeded the Reynolds offer

by at least $2,000,000. The petition asserts that if the sale to the

Reynolds syndicate is confirmed, it will result in great and irre-

parable damage and injury to the Jersey Central stockholders.

The sale of the stock of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal

Company was noted in the Railway Age in the issue of Novem-
ber 26, 1921, page 1059.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—Dividends Declared.—
This company has declared a dividend of lf£ per cent on the

common stock and the regular semi-annual dividend of 2 per

cent on the preferred stock, both payable December 29 to stock

of record December 21. The last dividend on the common stock

was l^g per cent declared in June, 1920, and before that none

had been declared since December, 1917.

Great Northern.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—This com-
pany has filed an application with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for authority to issue $30,000,000 of general mortgage

5yi per cent gold bonds dated January 1. 1922, and maturing in

1952, not to be redeemable before maturity. It is proposed to

sell the bonds prior to March 1 to a banking syndicate for the

purpose of providing funds to repay a loan of $15,000,000 from
the United States Government maturing March 1, to pay $2,800,000
of first mortgage bonds of the Minneapolis Union maturing July 1,

$5,040,000 for new equipment and improvements to existing equip-

ment and the balance for additions and betterments.

Manchester & Oneida.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission has authorized the issuance of

$65,000 of new first mortgage 6 per cent bonds to be exchanged
for a like amount of first mortgage 5 per cent bonds now out-

standing.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—Authorised to

Abandon Line.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued

a certificate authorizing the abandonment of a branch line of

3.9 miles in Crow Wing County, Minn.

Missouri & North Arkansas.—Application for Loan.—Appli-
cation has been made to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for a loan of $3,500,000 to pay receivers' certificates and floating

indebtedness and to provide $750,000 for expenditures on the

road.

Oregon Short Line.—Asks Authority to Issite Bonds.—This
company and the Union Pacific have filed an application with
the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to issue $16.-

424,000 of 5 per cent bonds under the consolidated mortgage of

the Oregon Short Line, maturing July 1, 1946, to be guaranteed
by the Union Pacific, to provide for the payment and refunding
of $14,931,000 of first mortgage bonds of the Oregon Short Line
maturing February 1.

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis.—Asks Au-
thority to Sell Bonds.—This company has applied to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for authority to sell $65,000 of its

general mortgage 4 per cent bonds.

Union Pacific—Guaranty of Oregon Short Line Bonds.—See
Oregon Short Line.
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More Equipment Trusts Sold

The director-general of railroads has announced additional sales

of railroad equipment trust certificates, held by the government

as follows:

To Alfred Borden and Farmers Loan & Trust Company, of

New York, Ft. Worth S Denver City, 1922 to 1935, inclusive,

$474,600; to Robinson & Co., of New York, Kanawha & Michigan,

1922 to 1925, $966,000; to Third National Bank of Cincinnati

and Potter Bros. & Co., New York, Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific, 1922 to 1927, $382,800; to Cassatt & Co., of Phil-

adelphia, Atlantic Coast Line and Louisville & Nashville, lessees

of Georgia R. R., 1920 to 1927. inclusive, $473,400; to Poe &
oi Baltimore, Atlantic Coast Line, 1929, $425,300; mak-

total of $2,722,100.

The total of equipment ti ites sold by the government

to date at par phis accrued interest is $135,632,700.

Treasury Department Payments

The Treasury Departmei ed a statement showing its

payments to the railroads under the Transportation Act as of

December 1 since its previous statement on November 1. Under

section 20'' (advance of guaranty) $16,543 lias been paid to the

Alabama & Mississippi; under section 212 (partial payments on

guaranty) $10,000 to the Carolina & Northeastern. Under sec-

tion 210 (loans) payments have been made as follows: Central

Vermont, $128,000: Chicago & Eastern Illinois. $785,000; Evans-

irille, Indianapolis & Tern Haute, $50,000; National Railway-

Service Corporation on account of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, $460,000; New York, New Haven & Hartford, $400,000;

Norfolk Southern, $50,000, Western Maryland, $200,000; Wheel-

ing & Lake Erie, $260,000. Total payments made by the Treas-

ury under the Transportatii n \rt amounted to $693,452,894. Re-

payment^ of loans from tin revolving fund have been made by

12 railroads to the amount of $21,466,067.

Tentative Valuations

I in iniii.i.iii. I ommerci Commission entative valu

ations in which it states the final value of the property owned
and used, as follows :

Norwood X- St. Lawrence. 1917. property used. $533,973: prop

erty owned, $533,078

Louisville & Teffersonvilli npany, 1915, property used,

$2,977,210.

Narragansett Pier, 1916, owned, $310,000.

Nelson X- Albemarle. 1916, used, $259,960; owned, si 41.825.

Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt, 1916, used. $1,010,881; owned,

$971,881.

i \ allej Southen £373,672; own

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railro.nl Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, ami has paid out to tin ids the

following amounts: Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis.

$700,000.00; Woodstock & IMocton. $19,000.00; High Point,

Randleman. Asheboro & Southern, $25,000.00. Tin

these claims on final settlement is largely made up of bala

compensation due. but includes all other disputed items as between
the Railroad Companies and the administration during the 26
months of federal control.

Dividends Declared
Chicago .\ Noli \\ per cent, semi-annually; pre

ferred, *
i

|iei cent, semi-annually; tvnh payable l.mu.in u, to holders ol
record 1 lecembi i

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisvilli Common, i , per cent; preferred. J
per cent. Bemi-annually: b. -ib payable December 39 to holders
December 2 1

.

Chicago, St. Pai'l, Minneapolis & Omaha.- Comn oi nt, semi
annually; preferred, j'.. pel cenl semi-annually; both payabli February
.X> to hold* rs .i record Febi

Joliet & Chicago.

—

t'i per holders
of record 1 freceml

i igl Valley Coma
cent, quai tei Ij . b itli payal le i inuai

i record Deci nbei IT.

Mil fiii .in Central ( per cenl lanuai
Decembei 30

Northern Pai ific ,-+1
i

rtei payable Fel
i record Deo ml
Pere Marquette P

Febi uai ! i '" holdi inu n i 14| prefei red, 10 pel cenl
January niber 15.

Western Pacific. Preferred, per cent, quarterly, payable Jar
to holders ol i ecord ' U . mbi

mm a

Railway Officers

A
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Executive

Howard Elliott, executive assistant of the American Sugar
Refining Company and editor of the New York Traffic

ltii> bulletin, has been appointed editor of the Union Pacific

•ine, with head-

quarters at Omaha. Neb.

^^Bjfci v Mr. Elliott was born

JJ& in Indianapolis, Ind., in

M \ 1883, and was educated

I in the public schools of

f^BBh MM and at the col-

lege of law of the L'ni-

[ ^L. versity of Southern
California, after -

ation from which he

was admitted to the

Los Angeles bar. He
entered railway service

>'

r/?\.
J~

B^^ '" 1901 as a messenger

^ Vtt 'or tne I'hnois Car
mjflL Service Association and

l». ^^ ^B^ during the next nine

^ ' ^^^ ^W years held clerical posi-

tions with various

•rn roads. From
H Elliolt

1910 to 1917 he was in

the service of the Los
Vngelcs 8 Sail I ak< consecutively . eneral

managei of the central safety and efficiency

mittee and inspector of transportation. From 1915 to 1917

he served as a member of the A. R. A. special commit!
grade crossil and of the special committee on the

relation of railway operation to legislation in Utah.

Edward W. Mason, whose appointment as vice-president
and general manager in charge of operation and mainti

of the Western Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco.

announced in

the / I

vember 26 (page 10711.

born at Mobcrly,
Mo., on March 23

He entered railroad

service in June, 1893,

as a call boy on the

Northern Pacific-

learning telegraphy, he
worked as an operator
at various stations on
the line from the fall

of !
- From

1898 to 1899 he was a

dispatcher at Missoula.
Mont., and from June.
1899, to September,
1900, an operator and
ticket clerk at Helena.
M.nt. From the later

**on
date until September,
1902. he was a dis-

patcher and night chief dispatcher at Tacoma, Wash., fol-

which lie was made trainmaster of the Seattle-

Tacoma fnterurban, with headquarters at Kent, Wash. He
returned to the Northern Pacific in May. 1903, as night

el it Missoula, Mont, and in Ma;.

promoted to chief dispatcher and trainmaster with hcad-

rs .it Seattle, Wash He entered the service

it Pacific on November 28, 1909. as car accountant
and superintendent of telegraph, and was soon a:":, r appointed
division superintendent with headquarters mento,

:;eral super-
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"tenden with headquarters at San Francisco, which posi-
tion Ik- held until June 1, 1918, when" h, left to *»«er thearmy as a major in the engineers, serving overseas in the
transport corps He returned to the Western Pacific in
September, 1919, as general manager with headquarters at
aar,

i

Francisco, which position he was holding at the time
ot his recent promotion.

Edward E Bashford has been elected executive vice-presi-

,f
n
M ° V

6
,

National Railways of Mexico with headquarters
at New York.

L. C. Gunter has been elected president of the Knoxville &Carolma, with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn S B Lut-
trell was elected vice-president, and J. A. Wallace, secretary
and treasurer, with the same headquarters. This companywas recently organized to take over the Knoxville, Sevier-
ville & Eastern.

Operating

F A. Rutherford, trainmaster of the Grand Trunk with
headquarters at London, Ont., has been appointed to pas-
senger trainmaster with the same headquarters. He will be
succeeded by A. F. Sharpe, chief dispatcher, who in turn
will be succeeded by W. M. Doherty.

R. A. Gamble, trainmaster of the Winnipeg terminal di-
vision of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Winni-
peg, Man., has been appointed acting superintendent of that
division with the same headquarters, succeeding R. C Morgan
who has been granted a leave of absence. F. W. Stone has
been appointed acting trainmaster to succeed Mr. Gamble.
W. J. Stinson, assistant superintendent of the Trenton di-
vision, with headquarters at Havelock, Ont., has been trans-
ferred to London, Ont., succeeding R. G. Edwards, and he
will be succeeded by N. McMillan. G. M. Cordingly, dis-
patcher, has been promoted to chief dispatcher, with head-
quarters at Saskatoon, Sask., succeeding A. B. Harshaw.

June C. Browne, assistant superintendent of telegraph of
the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis Mo
has been promoted to superintendent of telegraph, with the
same headquarters, succeeding E. A. Chenery, deceased Mr
Browne was born at Richmond, Va., on July 13, 1866 He
entered railroad service on December 22, 1882, as a telegraph
operator on the Missouri Pacific. On November 7 1887, he
was promoted to manager of the telegraph office.

'

He Was
made general foreman of telegraph on July 1, 1907, and
supervisor of telegraph December 10, 1908. On December
1, 1918, he was promoted to assistant superintendent of tele-
graph, which position he was holding at the time of his recent
promotion.

C. L. Nichols, whose appointment as general manager of
the Northern Pacific, Lines East of Paradise, Mont' with
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., was announced in the Railway
Age of December 10 (page 1178), was born at Wyanet, III
He began railroad work in the service of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy and since that time has successively been
chief dispatcher of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at
Emporia, Kan., trainmaster, with headquarters at Topeka.
Kan., and division superintendent, with headquarters at Fort
Madison, Iowa; superintendent of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
with headquarters at Joliet, III.; dispatcher of the Chesapeake
& Ohio at Huntington, W. Va. ; dispatcher of the Missouri
Kansas & Texas at Sedalia, Mo.; chief dispatcher of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Horton, Kan., and at Blue
Island, 111., and division superintendent with headquarters
at Fairbury, Neb.; superintendent of the Chicago, Cincinnati
& Louisville (Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana), with head-
quarters at Richmond, Ind., and later at Peru, Ind., and
general superintendent, with headquarters at Cincinnati,
Ohio; division superintendent of the Chicago Great Western!
with headquarters at Dcs Moines, Iowa; superintendent of
the Montana division of the Northern Pacific with head-
quarters at Livingston, Mont., in 1908, superintendent of
the Central district from 1908 to 1912 and general superin-
tendent with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., from 1912 to

1919 iJur.rtg the latter year he tras promoted to assistant
to the general manager, with headquarters at St. Paul which
position he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Edwin C. Blanchard, whose appointment as general man-
ager of the Northern Pacific, Lines West of Paradise Mont
with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash., was announced in the
Railway Age of December 10 (page 1178), was born on July
29, 1854, at Wapello, Iowa. He entered railroad service in
December, 1874, as a telegraph operator on the Burlington
Cedar Rapids & Northern, now a part of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, which position he held until 1876, when he
left to become a telegraph operator on the Kansas Pacific
now a part of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. He was
later promoted to train dispatcher, and from 1882 to 1883 he
was a dispatcher on the Denver & South Park. He entered
the service of the Northern Pacific in 1883, on which road
he has successively held the positions of dispatcher, from 1883
to 1885; chief dispatcher, to 1897; division superintendent
with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., to September 1

1903; division superintendent with headquarters at DuIutF
Minn., to April 25, 1909; general superintendent of the eastern
district, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., to April 25.
1912; and assistant general manager of the lines west of
Paradise, with headquarters at Tacoma, up to the time of
his recent promotion. The position of assistant general
manager has been abolished.

Traffic

H. H. Bolton has been appointed agricultural agent of the
Alabama, Tennessee & Northern with headquarter* at
Mobile, Ala.

H. R. Bullen has been appointed assistant general agent
passenger department, of the Canadian National with head
quarters at Los Angeles, California.

J. V. Lanigan, whose appointment as general passenger
agent of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Chicago
111., was announced in the Railway Age of December 3 (page

1123), was born at St.

Louis, Mo. He entered
railroad service as a
clerk in the passenger
department of the Chi-
cago, Burlington &
Quincy, and held va-
rious clerical positions
with that road until

1904, when he left to

become rate clerk in

the passenger depart-
ment of the Missouri.
Kansas & Texas. In
1906, he entered the
service of the Illinois

Central as a rate clerk
in the passenger de-
partment, and in Janu-
ary. 1908. he was pro-
moted to chief rate clerk
of that department. On
April 15, 1911, Mr.

I- an, «an was promoted to assistant general passenger agent
with headquarters at Chicago, which position he was holding
at tlie time ot his recent promotion.

IB, Reed, assistant general freight agent of the Souther,:
lacific, Jexas lines, with headquarters at Houston Tex ha*
been promoted to assistant to the traffic manager with the •

same headquarters.

P. W Clarkin has been appointed acting division freight
agent of the Canadian National at Charlottetown, PrinceEdward Island, succeeding A. McDonald, on leave of absence
on account of ill health.

G E. Bunfing has been appointed general traffic manager
"l the Canadian National with supervision over all fr
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and passenger traffic in New Zealand and Australia, with

headquarters at Auckland, N. Z.

H. E. MacDonnell has been appointed special freight traffic

representative of the Canadian Pacific. W. C. Bowles has

been appointed assistant freight traffic manager, Eastern

lines, succeeding Mr. MacDonnell.

Charles P. Gaither has been appointed foreign freight

agent of the Seaboard Air Line with headquarters at Norfolk,

Va., with supervision over export and import traffic, includ-

ing Pacific Coast traffic via the Panama Canal, effective

January 1.

J. F. Hogan, general agent of the El Paso & Southwestern,

and t he Morenci Southern, with headquarters at San Fran-

cisco, Cal., has been transferred, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, 111., succeeding F. W. Pullen, who has left to enter

other business.

William Haywood, whose appointment as general freight

agent of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Chicago,

111., was announced in the Railway Age of December 3 (page

1123), was born at

I-anchcster, England,

on May 30, 1884. He
i railroad service

in Oct iber, 1901,

enger boy in the

o i man-
of the I"

Cer iial. 1 le was latei

try to

iffic officers,

including th< ii i

dent in charge of

traffic, and from Sep-
i 21, HB09, to Julj

1, 1912. In

t.-iry to the president.
1 hi the Liter date he

was promoted to chief

clerk to the vice-presi

ilrtit in charge of traf-

fic, which position hi

held until April 1, 1917,

when he was promoted to assistant general freight agent of

the Northern and Western lines, with headquarters at Chi

cago. On March 1, 1920, he was promoted to assists

the traffic manager, with the same headquarters, which posi-

tion he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.
The activities of the general freight department of the

Northern and Western lines have been segregated. Mr. II.
ij

wood's newly created office will have charge of solicit

and matters related thereto, while C. C. Cameron, general

freight agent, with headquarters at Chicago, will have charge
of rate adjustments, rate quotations, tariffs, division and othi I

relative subjects, with the exception o) coal and coke traffic

J. C. Peterson, general agent of the Minneapolis. St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters a( Winnipeg, Man., has

been transferred to Minneapolis, Minn., and will be sue

. ceeded at Winnipeg by C. F. Ronnan, commercial agent,

with present headquarters at Minneapolis.

Stanton Curtis, division passengei agent of the Southern.
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., ha been ippi

eral passenger agent of the Mobile & Ohio, with the sami

headquarters, succeeding I harles Rudolph, resigned. D. L.

Jones has been appointed rcial agent, with

quarters at Memphis. Trim

J. L. McCloskey has been appoint
oi the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Jum
succeeding R. F. Richardson, deceased. T. McNeil, traffic

agent, with headquarters it I iverpool, England, has been
promoted to general ! with the same headquarters
R. E. Swain will succeed Mr. McNeil.

Henry E. Kremer, who
freight agent of the Louisville & Nashville, with headqu;
at Louisville. Ky., was announced in the Rath

Haywood

December 10 (page 1178>, began railroad service as a clerk

in the mailing department of the Louisville & Nashville, at

lie. Since that time he has been promoted suc-

ly through various positions in the rate and tariff

departments, including chief tariff clerk, assistant chief clerk

and chief chrk to the general freight agent at Louisville.

which latter position he was holding at the time of his

recent promotion

J. W. Stevenson, whose appointment as assistant gi

pa engei agent of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at

Chicago, 111., was announcer! in the Railway Age of December
3 (page 1123), was born in that city on September 17, 1888.

He entered railroad service on July 1, 1903. a, a clerk in the

offices of the Western Passenger Association at Chicago. On
October 7, 1909, he left to become a rate clerk in the pa

department of the Chicago Great Western, which position he

held until N .i 1

i
. 15, 1912, when he entered the service of the

Illinois Central as a rate clerk in the passenger department. He
assistant chief clerk of that department on

March 16,' 1914, .md to chiet clerk on Max 13 of thai

On March 1, 1920, Mr. Stevenson 1 to district

passcti"'. cago, and on \pnl

1, of that year, to chief clerk of the traffic department with

the same headquarters, which position he nras holdii

the time of his ro a\ 'ion.

B. A. Rogers, whose appointment
freight agent of the Kansas ' ity Southern, with headquarters

at Kansas City, Mo., was announced in the Railwo

Noveml" i 19 (p; 1018), entered railroad inly 4,

1900, in the general frei if the Atchison, 1

& Santa I "e at ["opeka, Kan., and through various pron
became fate clerk in the same office. In May, 1904. !

transferred to Chicago as rate clerk, which position he held

until May. 1905, when he left to ti clerk in the vice-

it office of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois. He
entered the service of the St. I ouis San I

i im sico on March.

1, 1906, as clerk to the traffic manager, and he was tariff

clerk for that road from July 1, 1907, to February 1. 190S.

On the latter date he went to the Kansas ' itj Southern a-

tariff clerk and was promoted to assistant chief clerk on

June 1, 1910, and to chief clerk on June 16. 1916. Hi

promoted to general agent, with headquarters at St

Mo., on January 5, 1920, whi(

the time of his recent promotion.

Mechanical

G. W. Lillie, who-, appointment ts superintendent of

motive power of the Denver & Salt i ike, with headqu
at Denver, Colo., was announced in the Railway

tuber 26
1

1
>7 1 1 , was born at

^— i )maha, Neb., in

? entered railroad

service as an apprentice

in the Omaha sh

the L'nion Pacific and
was later promoted t"

draftsman. He became
chief draftsman of the
' Iregon Short I.

- dt lake City, Utah,
in 1897, In 1899, he

left railroad

mechanical
sinan for the

Uniti naval

truction bas

Newport, Va 1
:

in 1°0I in the m

Francisco, \\ ith headqu i

I in 1908, he was promoted to superintendent

G. W. Utile
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again returned to the Oregon Short Line in 1910 as master

mechanic with headquarters at Pocatello, Idaho. He left

again in 1913, to become mechanical superintendent of the

second district of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

headquarters at Topeka, Kan. In 1915 he entered the serv-

ice of the Bingham & Garfield as master mechanic, with

headquarters at Salt Lake City.

P. G. Feick, formerly general foreman at Oklahoma City

and other points on the St. Louis-San Francisco, has been
appointed district foreman of the Oregon Short Line with

headquarters at Nampa, Idaho.

E. W. Lostrom has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at Duluth,

Minn., succeeding J. A. Marshall, promoted, as was noted

in the Railway . '.(,'<" "f December 1(1 (page 1178).

Purchasing and Stores

Robert J. Elliott, whose appointment as purchasing agent of

the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minne-
sota, was announced in the Railway Age of November 26

(page 1071), was born

at Louisville, Kentucky.

He entered railroad

service in March, 1892,

as a clerk in the ac-

counting department of

the Northern Pacific.

Later he was transfer-

red to the general man-
ager's office, and after

serving the company in

various capacities he

was in 1905 promoted

to general storekeeper,

with headquarters at

St. Paul, Minnesota.

In 1907, he was ap-

pointed assistant pur-

chasing agent, with

the same headquarters,

which position he held
. ., ,. c \ R- J- Elliott

at the time of his re-

cent promotion.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. F. George has been elected treasurer of the Norfolk

Southern, succeeding Captain Matthias Manly, deceased.

S. H. Carroll has been appointed roadmaster of the

Alabama, Tennessee & Northern with headquarters at

York, Ala.

B. F. Beckman has been appointed chief engineer of the

Fort Smith & Western, with headquarters at Fort Smith,

Ark., succeeding W. J. Rider, resigned to enter business.

W. W. Kelly, whose appointment as engineer of the Grand
Division of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, with head-

quarters at Los Angeles, Cal.. was announced in the Railway
Age of December 3 (page 1124), was born at Winfield, Kan.,

on November 30, 1885. After graduating in engineering from
Rose Polytechnic Institute, he entered railroad service as a

chainman on the Illinois division of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, in July, 1903, and was chainman and rodman on
maintenance and construction work until September, 1906.

He left in 1907 to accept a position as instrument man on
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Milwaukee, Wis.,

returning to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as transitman

in September, 1907. He was successively transitman, inspec-

tor, assistant engineer, and chief pilot engineer on valuation

until May, 1917, when he was promoted to engineer of the

Albuquerque division, with headquarters at Winslow, Ariz.

I n September, 1919, he was transferred to the Los Angeles

division, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal., which

position he was holding at the time of his recent promotion.

Obituary

Walter H. Oliver, engineer of the Grand Division of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines, with headqi
at Los Angeles, Cal., whose death was mentioned in the
Railway Age of No-
vember 26 (page 1061 ).

was born at Ferguson-
ville, New York, on
March 11, 1886. He
entered railroad service

on June 4, 1895, as a

transitman on the Los
Angeles division of

the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe. In 1900
he left to become a

draftsman of the Mexi-
can Central, and later

was successively level-

man, transitman on
location, and assistant

engineer on construc-

tion on the line from
Fapotlan, Mexico, to

Colimo. He re-entered

the service of the

Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe on January 1, 1902, as a transitman on the Los
Angeles division. He was promoted to assistant engineer

of that division in January, 1905, and to engineer of the

Arizona division, with headquarters at Needles, Cal., in

March, 1906. He was transferred to the Los Angeles division

in June, 1915, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal., and
in October, 1919, he was promoted to engineer of the Grand
division which position he held up to the time of his death

caused by a motor car accident which occurred on No-
vember 22.

H. Oli

dent of the Albuquerque di-

& Santa Fe, with headquarters

ned in the Railway

William Matthie, superinten

vision of the Atchison, Topeka
at Winslow, Ariz., whose death

Age of November 26

i page 1061), was born
at Lindsay, Ontario, on
August 2, 1868. He
began railroad work on
the Canadian Pacific in

the north western part

of Canada in 1885. He
entered the service of

the Great Northern in

1887, and worked on
construction projects

between Minot, N. D.,

and Great Falls, Mont.
He left in 1888, to be-

come an agent on the

Northern Pacific, which
position he held until

1889 when lie entered

the service of the Chi-

cago Great Western as

an operator at Du-
buque, Iowa. From
this position he was promoted successively to dispatcher,

night chief dispatcher, day chief dispatcher and trainmaster.

In 1904, he was promoted to superintendent of terminals,

with headquarters at Oelwein, Iowa, which position he held

until 1906, when he left to become an agent -on the Atchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Barstow, Cal. He was promoted to

chief dispatcher at Needles. Cal., in 1907 and to trainmaster

with the same headquarters in 1909. He was transferred to

San Bernardino, Cal., on July 10. 1918, and was promoted

next to the position of superintendent of the Albuquerque di-

vision on Januarv 1, 1920, which position he was holding at

the 'time of his recent death in a motor car accident on

November 22.

Matthie
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Roughing down a knuckle pin on a Ryerson-Conradson lathe from an engine truck axle,

taking a 15/16 inch cut at a .083 inch feed—a thing you have to do sometimes.

Are your Locomotives earning Dividends?

Locomotives spend over half their time in the hands

of the mechanical department.

During that time money invested in them earns no

returns.

To reduce the idle time of expensive power is the

purpose of the modern machine tool.

In the lathe this is best exemplified by the Ryerson-

Conradson machine.

Among its time-saving features are centralized apron

control, unusual range of feeds and speeds, direct mo-
tor drive, constant meshing of all gears permitting rapid

shifting, and many others, such as plenty of power at

the tool.

Bulletin 1,301 gives the details.

Write for it.

Joseph I Ryerson & Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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October

Operating

Statistics

The operating statistics for October of roads with annual

operating revenues above $25,000,000 are somewhat more in-

teresting than has been the case with

the figures for previous months. The
statistics in question have been issued

this week by the Bureau of Statistics

and appear on another page of this

issue. The net ton-miles—including both revenue and non-

revenue freight—for October will unquestionably show that

much less traffic was handled in that month this year than in

October, 1920. However, perusal of the October statistics

will show that there are five roads which handled more net

ton-miles in October this year than in October last year.

These are the Long Island, the Louisville & Nashville, the

Oregon-Washington, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and
the Oregon Short Line. In addition, the traffic handled by

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Union Pacific was
practically on a par with the 1920 figure. One must, of

course, not grant too much importance to these details be-

cause presumably a decided falling off in traffic will be evi

denced when the November totals are issued. Nevertheless.

the fact that five roads in October this year had traffic in

excess of, and two on a par with, that for October last year

—

particularly when one considers that October, 1920, was with

the single exception of August, 1920, the busiest in the rail-

road's history—will not serve to encourage the pessimists

The sale in the United Slates market of S25,000,000 Ca-

nadian Pacific consolidated 4 per cent coupon debenture

stock formally announced on Monday,
C. P. R. December 19, is worth more than pass-

Sells Stock ing notice. The technical name given

in New York 'he securities is somewhat unfamiliar,

but the debenture stock is what we in

the United States would call a prior lien bond. The Canadian

Pacific balance sheet as of December 31, 1920, showed

ordinary stock of $260,000,000; four per cent preference

-im k amounting to $80,681,921 and the four per cent con-

solidated debenture stock amounting to $216,284,882. The
Latter stock—or, as noted, what we would call prior lien bonds

—has no maturity date, li ha- paid its 4 percent regularly

since its issuance in 1885. The Canadian Pacific is truly a

British company as indicated by the ownership of the com-
mon stock. Of the 2,600,000 share- outstanding on March 1,

1921, 1,242,837 shares or 47. S per cent were held in the

United Kingdom; 460,SS8 or 1, , per cent in Cl inula and

626,510 or 24.1 per cent in the Uni Insofar as

concerns this coupon debenture stock, it is pointed out by the

bankers that this is the first issue of the debentures which
has been placed directly in the United States. Heretofore.

it is noted, the road has gone to London. There is an addi-

tional point in that the stock is to be issued with coupons;

hitherto the practice has been to issue the stock as a regis

stock. There can be no question about the reception the

stock will be given by American investors. The Canadian
Pacific is truly an American railroad. Students of the

American railroad situation will give due appreciation to the

fact that while Canada had a he.iv\ burden to carry during

the war, the C. 1'. R. was excused from 26 months of gov-

ernment control.

\ patch under a Detroit date line appeared in
1 '' v !,|,: folli II I ,rd's railroad,

„ , „ Detroit, 1 i iton, which
bord Proposes

,,,, „, tlll . presenl system of
Simplified railroad reports prescribed by the In-

Reports terstate ' has
presented a simplified to the

I ord's offii ials believe that adoption of the
plan won] l save thousands of dollar- to the country's rail-

roads and at the same time be adequate for all public needs.
The commission is now studying the proposal" Tie
111 ,ln ~ " r,n '- m I commission is now
studying the proposal." The commission has been studying
sui li propos il sini i I 587

bly few of the readers of the Railway Age outside of
Canada are familiar with the extensive application of auto-

matic connector described in an
Standardizing art j c]e in tlli , issu& The development
Train Line of this device has gone on steadily for

Connectors several year- and the fact that the road
which has the largest installation is

continually equipping more cars is conclusive eviden
the connector has passed the experimental si tgi \- it is

now coming into general use on a number of roads, the ques-
tion of interchange naturally presents itself. Up to this time
the designers of connectors have contented themselves witli

devising arrangement:- for interchanging with the -tandard
air and steam hose. The time is approaching when inter-
change between various types of connectors must be consid-
ered. If conflicting types are developed, employees will

resort to unsatisfactory make-shifts to permit cars to be inter-

changed. The connector performs the important function of
conveying the air n depends the control of the train
and hence the safetj of it- passengers. Even more important
than the expense that would resull from the use of varying
contours for the coupling parts of connectors is the dan
inefficiency of the brake system which such a situation would
involve. This is a matter which ultimately may involve
nearl) 6 a tiger cars and 3,000,000 freight cars. The
magnitude of the problem makes it worthy of thorough con-
sideration by the railroads and by the American Railway

tion with a view to establishing standards for the
mnecting parts of various make- of conn,

The Department of Commerce is a unique governmental
institution in that its activities are directed primarily in

furthering: the interests of industr
Support the business The ninth annual
Technical the Secretary of <

" rami -

Bureaus ticular in-

port to be made by thi

Herbert Hoover. In view of the fact that tl

department is to aid rather than to hamper business and in

the light of the enormous a na-
government, the estimated requin

partment of Commerce : .nielv,

11,000, is indeed modest. In justifying this estimate

1237
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which is $7,051,000 in excess of the appropriation for the

fiscal year {922, the report places particular stress on the

-difficulties experienced because of restriction of previous

appropriations. As a minor illustration, a master track

scale purchased by the Bureau of Standards several years

ago as an adjunct to its work of testing railroad track scales,

is still of no use owing to the lack of a building in which

to house it. The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,

which is responsible for the skeleton work of highly accurate

surveys and levels that form the primary basis for much
of the survey and map work conducted by the railroads and
others, has been seriouslv hampered by a low salary scale

in recruiting the technically trained men required for its

exacting work. It is only with extreme difficulty that the

high standard of its performance has been maintained. An-
other technical bureau, although outside of the Department
of Commerce, which has suffered from the starvation policy

as to salaries is the Patent office, which is now admittedly

incapable of coping with the work imposed on it. The
result has been to retard invention and development work
and the railways and railway industries are by no means
the least of the sufferers. The appropriation requirements
of these technical departments, as with those of the Forest
Products Laboratory previously referred to in these columns,
are small as compared with allotments to activities enjoying
a greater popular demand, but the business and industrial

interests of the country can ill afford to see their work
throttled for want of adequate support.

Net Income of Ford's

Railroad Steadily Declines

Reports of the earnings and expenses of the Detroit,

Toledo & Ironton Railroad for September and October,

which have just been filed with the Interstate Commerce
Commission after considerable delay, indicate that Henry
Ford is learning that it is not so easy to operate a railroad

at a profit as it appeared last spring. Not only has the net

operating income of the road since April been less each

month than in the preceding month, but for the last three

months reported, which are the months since his wage in-

crease took effect, it has been less than it was in the month
during which the Ford management took charge. For the

month of October it was only $15,191, as compared with

$77,985 for March, when the Ford management was in-

stalled. This is in marked contrast with the showing made
by the railroads generally, whose net operating income has

increased almosi steadily throughout the year.

The reports of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton for Septem-
ber and October have been delayed while Mr. Ford's a<

countants have been trying to convince the commission that

the amount of detailed information which the commission

requires of Class I roads- to report to it monthly is unneces-

\lr. lord has lei it be known that he has some ideas

on the subject of simplified bookkeeping and while he has
been arguing with the commission on the subject it has gone

to pre S with its monthly summaries for September and
October covering only 200 roads instead of 201 and with a

footnote saying that the I'. T. & I. report had not been

filed. I he commission apparently, however, has let Mr.

ford understand thai even he is subject to its requirements

and the reports reached thi files i n I lorning. Mr,
Ford's reports of his railroad operations have been awaited

with unusual interesl becau e he has been going around the

country giving interview he could revolutionize

railroading if he were iii charge of all the railroads of the

f

country.

As has been previously shown, Mr. Ford's newspaper repu-

tation as a railroad wizard was based primarily on the sud-

den jump in his net operating income for the month of

April, which was nearly $200,000 greater than it was for

March, as the result of the diversion of Ford tonnage to the

line and an increase of $258,000 in the earnings with an
increase of only $42,000 in operating expenses. These re-

sults were made public at about the same time that Mr. Ford
announced an increase in wages to become effective on July
1 and a 20 per cent reduction in rates, which except as to

local intrastate traffic in Ohio was suspended by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. The gross earnings continued

to increase for several months but the handling of increased

tonnage also brought an increase in expenses, which was
accentuated by the wage increase in July, and the net oper-

ating income has continued to fall ever since. For August
it had been reduced to $70,643, or less than it was in March.
For September it was only $46,740 and for October only

$15,191, or $261,000 less than it was in April. The revenues,

expenses, operating ratio and net operating income for the

eight months during which the Ford management has been

operating the road as shown by the reports to the Interstate

Commerce Commission, have been as follows:

Operating Operating Oper. Ratio Net Oper.
Month Revenues Expenses IYr Cent Increase

March, 1921 $439,052 $352,9/0 80.4 $77,985
April 697,491 395,816 56.7 276
May 744,406 422,328 56.7
Tunc 713,527 376.383 52.7
July 744,498 444.794 59.7 187,395
August 763,840 71.8 70.643
September 759,757 572,278 75.3
Octobei 652,438 514,504 78.8 15.191

It will be noted that the increase in revenues did not

keep up after August and that the expenses were somewhat
reduced in October after the earnings had fallen, but that

the reduction in net was in spite of an increase of $213,386
in earnings in October as compared with March. In addition

to the increases in expenses, the reports show a large debit

balance of equipment rents.

It is true that the D., T. & I. has made a much better

showing this year than it did in 1920. For the ten months,

January to October, 1921, the net operating income was

$887,596 as compared with a deficit of $1,097,265 in the

ten months of 1920. In this connection it will be recalled

that the D., T. & I. in common with other roads had a 40

per cent increase in freight rates on August 26, 1920, and
the railroads generally have been earning some return this

year, in spite of a decrease of revenues, whereas they earned

practically no return last year. The roads generally, how-
ever, have been gaining throughout the year up to and in-

cluding October, which was their best month so far as net

operating income is concerned. For the ten months' period

the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton had $5,953,606 of operating

revenues, an increase of $1,722,699 as compared with 1920,

or 40 per cent, while the railroads generally had a decrease

in earnings of eight per cent. Its operating expenses were

$4,292,418, a decrease of $707,321, or 14 per cent, while

the railroads generally reduced their expenses 17 per cent.

The increase in the D., T. & I. earnings was entirely in

freight revenue and represents just the amount of the rate

increase, which, however, was also in effect in September

and October last year. Passenger and other revenues de-

creased. In expenses most of the decrease was in mainte-

nance, which was $470,679 less than for 1020, or 19 per

cent. On the railroads as a whole the maintenance expi

11.7 per cent less than in 1920. Transportation ex-

penses wen- reduced by $220,137. or about ten per cent. The
ii.i operating revenues for the ten months were $1 ,661 ,1SS

as compared with a deficit of $768,832 in 1020. Equipment

rents paid showed an increase of $394,831 and the net oper-

ating income was $887,596 as compared with a deficit of

$1,097,265 in 1020. As the freight revenues for the 'ten

months were $5,701,734, a 20 per cent reduction in rates

would have amounted to $1,140,000, and would have com-

pletel) wiped out the net operating income unless it would
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have induced Mr. Ford as a shipper to buy more transpor-

tation from his own railroad.

Mr. Ford has said in an interview that he could operate

all of the railways of the United States just as well as he

does the D., T. & I. Since he has reduced the net operating

income of the D., T. & I. 95 per cent in six months, while

the other railways of the country have been gradually im-

proving their net returns, his statement of what he could do
with the railroads as a whole can be accepted as unques-
tionably correct.

Concerning the Supervisory Officers

Unfortunate as it is, it must be admitted that within

recent years there lias been a serious increase in the

controversies and antagonisms between railway managcim aits

and railway employees. The labor situation on the railways

was very unsatisfactory before government control. The labor

policies followed by the Railroad Administration aggravated

the situation by taking the settlement of almost all matters af-

fecting labor out of the hands of the officers of the individual

railways and their employees, and centralizing it in Wash-
ington. There was a large increase in the number and

strength of railway labor unions, and, whatever may be said

for or against the organization of labor, there can be no
question that since the railways were returned to private

operation this increase of unionism has increased the difficulty

of establishing harmonious relations between them and their

employees.

It long has been, and still i-. a question whether the vari-

ous classes of supervisory officers of the railways finally will

identify themselves with the managements and act according

to the principle thai they have the lull duties and respon-

sibilties of officers, or will decide to regard themselves merely

as employees and organize themselves into full-fledged labor

unions and employ the methods of labor unions. This is a

question of great importance, both to the railways and the

supervisory officers.

The main reason why there is any doubt as to the future

attitude and conduct of supervisory officers is that many of

them honestly believe the railway managements have not

treated the various classes of them fairly. They believe the

managements have granted many concessions to organized

employees because they were forced to; that in consequence

many classes of employees have Inn treated relatively better

than the supervisory officers; and that the only way the

supervisory officers can get what they are entitled to is by
organizing and employing similar coercive methods.

Wc publish elsewhere in this issue an article on the situa-

tion of the supervisory officers by J. L. Eldridge, vice-presi-

dent of the Yardmasters' Association of America. Mr.
Eldridge is one of the fairest and most intelligent of the

leaders of these supervisory officers' organizations. He dis-

cusses principally the duties and responsibilties of the yard-

masters and the way in which he feels they have been dealt

with, but undoubtedly what he says expresses the views of

supervisory officers of other classes. His article is temper-
ately written and well worth reading.

The supervisory officers are the points of contact between
the railway managements and the employees. They can do
much to increase the efficiency of the work of the employees.
They can do much to determine the attitude of employees
toward the managements. If the supervisory officers are given
wages and working conditions which are reasonably satis-

factory to them they are sure to perform their duties and to

deal with the employees in a manner which will be much
more beneficial to the railways than if thev are required to

work for wages and under conditions which thev strongly

feel are unfair as compared with those of the employees
below them or the other officers above them.

There is another point of great importance which should
be considered in this connection. The railways should recruit
a very large part of the higher officers in the mechanical,
maintenance-of-way and transportation departments from the
supervisory officers. Therefore they should make the wages
and working conditions of these officers such as to secure
and develop in supervisory positions men who will be fit

for promotion, and who, when promoted, will be able effi-

ciently to perform the duties of higher, and even of the
highest official positions.

Unquestionably, mistakes have been made in dealing with
the various c lasses of supervisory officers in the past. In
many cases their wages and working conditions have been
made such that they have not been attractive to mm of ability
and promise. 1 he very fact that organizations which are
practically labor unions have been formed among them indi-
cati a state of mind which is far from healthy.

While there have been evidences of serious discontent
among the supervisory officers. have been afforded
in certain recent trying periods some striking evidenc
the old spirit of loyalty to the railways is still dominant
among them. In every in-tan. within recent war-, when the
railways have had to tight strikes in their shops and yards, a

il majority, of the supervisory officers
have not only stuck to their work, but have done it efficiently,
courageously, and regardless of the hours they were supposed
to be on duty. Since there is nothing the railways need
more than efficiency and loyalty among their supervisory
officers, they should spare no reasonable effort to restore and
maintain these qualities among them.

Central of Georgia

T 111
' i n ra u of Georgia operates 1,914 miles of 1

1 which 1,423 is owned, 476 is leased and 15 is trackage
rights. Of the total mileage. 1,333 is in Georgia. 577 in
Alabama and 4 in Tennessee. I he road is one of the most
prosperous in the South; it has paid the six per cent on the
Cumulative preferred regularly since that Stock was
in 1912 and has maintained a rate of five per cent
common stock since 1913. All of the stock of both issi

owned by the Illinois Central. The latter in 1920 r.

dividends on its Central of Georgia stock amounting to

$900,000 on the $15,000,000 preferred and $249,925
?5,000,000 (or to be exact S4.Q98,500) common.

The Fad thai the Central of Georgia is controlled by the
Illinois Central is of great importai:. ij the income
which is brought to the parent company. The Illinois

tral system by its control of the Central of Georgia is given
access to southeastern Alabama and central Georgia as well
as an outlet at the important port of Savannah.' Tl
thai the Illinois Central's high standards of operation and
service are reflected in the activities of the Central of Georgia
is further a factor o\ no small importance to the territory
which the latter serves.

lend Tncoii , in 1920.—The
Central of Georgia's line into Savannah is the leading line
serving that port. The Ocean Steamship Company which
operates oul of Savannah to New York and Boston is con-
trolled I mership of the entire stock. For a

|

of years the steamship company has been paying n
dividends of 16 per cent and in addition extra dividends
from time to time. In 1°20 an extra dividend of 40 per cent

nl. the railroad company re

Central of Georgia owns also a majority of the Si

Wrightsville & Tennille, all of the stock of the V,

Southern and one-half that of the Western of Alabama. In
is shown in the income account which appears on

another page of this issue, the Central of Georgia had a net

corporate income of $1,516,707 as compared with -
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in 1919. The 1920 income included the standard return for

January and February, the last two months of federal con-

trol, and the guaranty for the guaranty period. It will be

noted, however, that in 1920 there was an item of dividend

income of $1,477,826, or $1,031,654- more than in 1919.

Record Traffic in 1920.—Insofar as railway operations

alone were concerned, 1920 was not a very successful year.

The road handled a record traffic. It carried 7,517,302 tons

of revenue freight. Its revenue ton-mileage was 1,283,298,-

476 which compared with a figure for 1918, the best previous

year, of 1,143,774,783. The net railway operating income
for the year as reported in the December, 1920, monthly
statement to the Interstate Commerce Commission was but

$23,969. It was only as a result of the good earnings of

the last two months of the year that a net operating deficit

was avoided. The standard return based on operations for

the three years ended June 30, 1917—which figure we intro-

duce by way of comparison—was $3,450,903. In 1918 the

road had a net railway operating income of $3,894,069;
in 1919, $1,551,954.

Results to Date in 1921.—Inasmuch as the figures for

1920 are now several months old, we are interested rather

T E N N. CHATTANOOGA.--1

The Central of Georgia

more in the figures for 1921 insofar as they are available.

We find first that the road's traffic has held up rather well

during the year. The latest figures available are those for

the ten months ending September 30. In the first ten months
of 1921 the net ton-miles carried—including both revenue

and non-revenue freight—were 1,108,439,000 as against

1,226,087,000 in the same period of 1920. The two lowest

months in 1921 were August and September; October was
much better than either of these months. Insofar as concerns

earnings, figures are available for ten months. The gross to

the end of October, 1921, was $18,835,161 as compared with

$21,169,584 in the first ten months of 1920. The net rail-

way operating income for the first ten months of 1921 was
$1,036,317 as compared with a deficit to the end of October

last year of $1,159,912. It has been noted that from the

standpoint of traffic August and September, 1921, have

shown a falling off in traffic. On the other hand, the net

railway operating income in September was considerably in

excess of that of any other previous month except Tuly. It

totaled $249,217. The net in October was $424,844. For

that month the road had an operating ratio of 75.6; for the

first ten months of 1921, of 90.6. The transportation ratio

'in October was but 36.05.

Diversified Traffic.—The Central of Georgia's traffic is

rather diversified. In 1920 products of agriculture made up
14.92 per cent; products of animals, 1.38 per cent; products
of mines, 28.33 per cent (bituminous coal 20.38 per cent);

products of forests, 16.32 per cent; and manufactures, 31.34
jilt cent. In view of this diversification and the present

more optimistic attitude of the South, it is a bit difficult to

understand the reason for the falling off in traffic in August
and September; but the figures of net railway operating

income which have been given, as also the operating ratio

of 75.6 for October, indicate that the road has its situation

in hand. Plainly, it should evidence continued improvement
in following months.

Some Operating Statistics.—The Central of Georgia in its

1920 annual report shows a figure of "tons of freight carried

per revenue freight and mixed train-mile." The figure given

for 1920 is 487.43, this comparing with figures for previous

years as follows: 1916, 343.61; 1917, 370.85; 1918, 388.75;

1919, 467.19. This increased train loading is noteworthy.

In the first nine months of 1921, in spite of the falling off

in traffic, the road had secured an average of net tons per

train of 476. During 1920 the road secured seven new
Mountain type locomotives; at the end of the year the trac-

tive effort of all locomotives was 314,938 lb. in excess of

what it was at the end of 1919.

A progressive increase has taken place in car loading

similar to that in train loading. The figure for 1920 was
24.74; in 1916 it was 19.74. For the first nine months of

1921 an average of 23.9 has been maintained. During a part

of 1921 the Central of Georgia showed a rather large per-

centage of bad order cars. Whereas the average for 1919

was but 5.2 per cent or for 1920 but 5.4 per cent, in May,
1921, it averaged 22.1 per cent. The bad order car situation

has since been taken in hand. The percentage on November
15, the latest date for which figures are at this writing avail-

able, was 14.1 per cent. The average for the country on

November 15 was 14.4 per cent.

New Books

Coal Manual. F. R. Wadleigh. 184 pages. 4 1

_ in. by 6 in. Pub-

lished by the National Coal Mining News. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Numerous books dealing with the subject of fuels and coal

have been issued from time to time, but they usually have

been written from the technical viewpoint of the engineer or

chemist, or to meet the needs of the man in charge of power

plants or locomotives. Few books have been available, how-

ever, which gave in a concise and accurate manner the gen-

eral elementary information desired by a large number of

men, such as purchasing agents, storekeepers and others who
are more or less interested in some phase of the coal question

other than that of actual mining. This manual has been pre-

pared by a man who evidently knew his subject and in addi-

tion recognized the wants of the men for whom he was writ-

ing.

The subject matter has been well arranged and by the

use of frequent subheads and an excellent index any in-

formation desired can be found readily—features which will

increase the usefulness of the book for reference purposes.

Among the subjects covered are: kinds and commercial

grades of coal; information in regard to the location of coal

fields and the essential differences in the character of coal

from various fields and seams; the preparation of coal; coke

and gas manufacture; the use of coal in locomotives, sta-

tionary boilers and furnaces; storage and prevention of spon-

taneous combustion; specifications and their use; analyses

and effects of various impurities, together with a brief

bibliography on the subject of coal.
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Letters to the Editor

iimiiin mi mi i i i inn miinii i i minium

[ The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-
provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated.]

A Question of Priority

i

To the Editor:

The enginehouse built at Hornepayne, Ont., by the Cana-
dian National, as described in the Railway Age of

November 26, is a duplicate in genera] design of the en-

ginehouse in the Algoma Central terminal at Sault Ste.

Marie, built in 1912 by the writer. This enginehouse was
descrilxxl in the Railway Age Gazette of October 16, 1914,

and the general idea covering this locomotive house is orig-

inal on this railway. This house was designed b) I'. L.

Battey, then chief engineer of the industrial department of

the Arnold Company, in conjunction with tin- writer, and
was constructed by tin Arnold Company, acting as general

contractors in the construction of the terminal buildings of

the Algoma Central terminals at this point.

R. S. McCormick,
chief engineer.

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay.

The Interior Treatment of

Boiler Waters—A Criticism
I III, V.i

To the Editor:
The article with the above title which appeared in the

Railway Age of November 12, page 935, and so appro-

priately illustrated on page 936, can l>e understood by
reference to the editorial page which helps to explain its

meaning. But it is a step backward. It reads like a paper

of 20 years ago, and there has been much progress since

then.

Today there is no more controversy between the advocates

of water treating plants and of boiler compounds than there

is between the advocates of locomotives and of mules. We
are all advocates of each in its place. Where water is 12

grains j>er gallon hard, or more, railway water engineers

advise water treating plants to keep scale out of boilers,

if there is money to build them and ordinary traffic to use

them, and in the meantime use soda ash or a boiler com-
]H)und to keep the scale soft. Every honest l>oiler compound
man advises the same thing.

Nor is there controversy as to the relative costs of using

hard water alone, hard water with soda ash or an anti s, all

compound, or water treated before use. Hard water alone

is very costly in use; a good anti scale compound used with

such water saves much more than it costs; and a complete set

of water treating plants will pa) for themselves every year

over and above all the good that the best anti-scale com
pound can do. This has been proved on several railroad-

during the past ten years

The two expressions to which the author of the paper

takes exception, "A boiler is designed to produce steam, not

chemical reactions" and "The onl\ thing to put into a

boiler is pure water," are not to be criticised lightly. They
are classics in the treed of the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association. They were first used by that asso-

ciation in 1871—just 50 years ago in the rc|x>rt of the

Committee on Better Water for Locomotives; they have never
tion nor any of its committees,

and the) are -till tin guide to intelligent work on the im-
provement of boiler water. They were used in a discussion

of the advantage of softening hard water before it went to

the boiler; they referred only to what are now called anti-

compounds and ought not to be quoted in a paper
if voted Mo 5tl) to the value of anti-foam compounds.

Twenty years ago it was commonly said, as now by this

author, "Water softening consists of adding lime and soda

the water, which is then allowed to stand until chemi-

cal reaction has taken place." Nowadays all experienced

men -a\ Water softening consists of adding lime and soda

ash to the water, which is then stirred until chemical reaction

has taki pi

Imnty years ago it used to be said "an increased ten-

denc) to foam is characteristii of all p d with

soda ash." Nowadays we know that the tendency of most
I waters to foam is caused by the sludge in the lx>iler

the fiocculenl precipitated limestone, the last three grains

per gallon of labium carbonate which most treating plants

do not precipitate from cold water but which the heat of

the boilei
i

at once. But this sludge is not left

b) ile- soda ash treatment but by the lime treatment.

I lie amount of sludge left in a boiler by well-treated water

is s,, mui h less than that produced by the action of soda ash

or any other anti-scale compound on the hard water inside

tin boiler that, in treated water districts, the amount of anti-

loam compound used is usually much less than that pre-

viously used.

Ml tin- am lent talk of sodium salts causing foaming
•i Lrted from a test once made of the value of soda ash to

precipitate incrusting matter from the water and to loosen

iln scale already in the Uiiler. When a certain amount of

sludge and i had been set loose, the Uiiler began
m, and because it happened that the soda ash then in

the water amounted to 200 grains per gallon, it was an-

nounced that 200 lmmiii- of sodium salts per gallon of water

in a boiler would cause foaming. Bui I can show you
b,.,ler- fid with water containing solium salt- but no lime-

stone, in which the concentration of sodium salts usually

amounts to 1,000 grains per gallon and in which there is no
sign of foam

The object of an anti-scale compound is not to put sludge

in the boiler bottom but merel) so to a. t on the water as

to cause a deposition of Soft Scale instead of hard m ale-.

If sludge is deposited so that the boiler foams, too much
compound is being used. And since soda ash is more than

twice as effective as any of the compounds of which it forms

a part, less of it should be used if foB ie avoided.

Much is made 1 by this author and others of the fact that

the use of anti-foam compound reduces the- frequency of

boiler washing, and of course at less expense. But I be-

lieve that any experienced Uiiler man will say that it is an

expensive saving Iln real charges in boiler maintenance
are not on a. count of washing or of any roundhouse ea

but on account of the deterioration of the metal of the boil-

er. The ends of the lines in boilers which are washed

frequently las) much longer than those in boilers in which
washing is skimped. Furthermore, on roads where water is

free from acid, pitting takes place only in waters carrying

sodium sulphate <>r -odium i hloride, and at a rate det< rmined

by the amount of these materials; and it that if

sudi water is not changed with sonic frequi -.ition

of these salts will take place and increased patting will

follow.

1 a-tlv. there is no such thing as boiler water of "to

purity." These waters of imaginary too high purity are

merely water- from vegetation district-, containing little

mineral matter but a small amount of organic acid; or, in.
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the case of distilled sea water, containing a little magnesium
chloride which under the heat of the boiler soon becomes

magnesia and free hydrochloric acid.

I quote you again the guiding principle laid down by the

Committee of the American Master Mechanics' Association

of 1871-3, and still adhered to by its successors. "Get, if

possible, a supply of clean, soft, natural water." "If a

natural supply of soft water is not available, the only way
in

i

invent incrustation and corrosion is to purify the water

before it enters the boiler, and the accomplishment of this

result will be the 'we plus ultra' of this important subject."

C. H. Koyl,
Engineer Water Service, Chicisr. Milwaukee & Si. Faul.

The Public's Right to Steel Cars
New York City.

To the Editor:

A great hue and cry has been raised down in Philadelphia

because of the use of wooden coaches on the Newtown branch

of the Reading. An outburst of this sort naturally follows

an accident such as that at Bryn Athyn, but the unreasoning

virulence of the Philadelphia papers on the subject of the

wooden car calls for an answer.

Wooden cars taken out of service have practically no mar-

ket value, whereas used in trains they earn the same revenue

for the railroads as steel cars, and that with considerably

less interest charges. These cars can be economically re-

placed by steel cars only when unfit for further service. Is

the railroad's income from the Newtown branch sufficient to

pay operating expenses, fixed charges, a reasonable return

to capital, the carrying charges on all-steel equipment and,

in addition, interest charges on serviceable wooden cars thus

relegated to the scrap heap?' I should guess the contrary.

Passengers are riding in wooden cars because they, as a

whole, are not paying for all-steel equipment. If citizens

of Pennsylvania want to ride in steel cars, how about

having their state government buy the necessary equipment

and reimburse itself by taxation ? The people would be pay-

ing for modern equipment and would have a right to expect

it. Thev have no such right now. Fair Play.

Practical Questions About
Steam Locomotive Operation

New York City.

To the Editor:

There seems to be a lot of necessary missionary work to be

done among our steam locomotive friends. I refer rather

generally to the exponents of the steam locomotives including

apparently some of your own staff. The following statement

commenting on the super-power survey report appeared in

the November 26 issue of the Railway Age, page 1019: "An
efficient modern locomotive uses about 2.5 lb. of coal per

horsepower hour while working. Standby losses, firing up,

etc., increases this to 3.1 lb."

I often wonder if the chap that wrote the script expected it

to go down with one swallow. Personally, I recall the in-

formation published by the Pennsylvania Railroad covering

a test plant run with a special hand-fired set-up on one of

their modern locomotives. The information was based on

the supposed relative rating of the locomotive when stoker

fired. What I wish to bring out are answers to the following

questions:

If we are to base our locomotive ratings on 2J4 lb. of coal

per horsepower hour:

1. How are we to instill in the average locomotive crew

the skill and supervision of the test crew of the locomotive

testing plant?

2. How can we arrange to have all of our locomotives

constantly loaded, up and down hill?

3. How can we insure that all locomotives will be loaded

at the most efficient rating at all times?

4. How can we convince all of the motive power officials

to accept the constant cut-off and other mechanical details

developed by the Pennsylvania Railroad?

5. How can we manually fire a locomotive of this size

and compete with a stoker ?

6. If we put on two firemen, how much additional coal

could we purchase with the wages of the second man?
7. How are we to maintain a steam locomotive constantly

in 100 per cent operating condition with respect to valve

motion, leaky valve rings, and leaky piston rings?

I might add innumerable other things. I mention the

above as some of the details which your editorial writer has

no doubt forgotten or overlooked. The figures given in the

super-power report may or may not be wrong, but even

granting that they are wrong, I feel that the error is not one

so glaring as your Railway Age writer would have us believe.

A mechanical engineer who has been designing steam loco-

motives for over 20 years states that 4 lb. of coal per horse-

power hour is a very good figure indeed.

While the matter is still in mind, I would like to inject

another thought into the argument. That is, after the details

are threshed out and before everybody is tired of reading the

"hot air" and opinions of all kinds, let someone rise up and
drive home the fact that had the so-called American Railway

Association, particularly the Mechanical Division, been on

the job as it should have been years ago, such a situation as

we now have before us could not have possibly come about.

If you can persuade some of your "big guns" in the editorial

field to come out good and hard and follow it up with some

well-placed criticism of the conspicuous apathy with which

the average S. M. P. and some of the other folks higher up
seem to have toward this subject and you can succeed in

arousing the same amount of interest in this phase of the

work as you already have in other phases, I am sure that

untold benefit will result to the railroads in general and to a

lot of individuals in particular. Electrical Engineer.

Railroad Statistics

St. Louzs, Mo,

To the Editor:

Statistics are compiled showing the sources of income
and the channels of expenses. An equal interest in both

is paramount to a healthful situation. These statistics

should be used to the greatest advantage looking toward

greater sources of revenue and economies in operation.

Many know the extent of the earnings, but I dare say

few realize the magnitude of the expenditures—where the

money goes after it is earned. The figures are rarely pub-
lished in an understandable way. These facts may be

banned through operating statistics now compiled, if ad-

vantage is taken of them. Aside from this, they are valu-

able analysis of existing conditions but furnish little infor-

mation as tii what would happen under different conditions.

The predetermination of operating results, which is most

important from the standpoint of orderly and improved

operation, is largely dependent upon the researches of the

individual and a co-ordinated organization. Vast numbers
(if both related and unrelated figures are compiled, but they

are not. a panacea to the solution of general problems. A
statement of the expenses under fixed conditions will not

ultimately suffice, but the rate of change of expenses under

certain varying conditions, such as trainload and speed, is

needed. If such data were available, the study and analy-

sis of operating results would be made more truly a diagno-

sis, rather than a post mortem C. D. Hicks.



Justifying Expenditures for Grade Reductions*

Clarks Summit-Hallstead Line of the Lackawanna Fully

Warranted by Operating Results

By George J. Ray
Chief Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & \\

Tin older portions of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, like many of the other railroads built through

rough country in the earl) days, were constructed with

many sharp curves and heavy grades. The main line en

the 1'ocono mountains at an elevation of approximately

2,000 ft. above sea level \t Scranton, in the center of the

anthracite coal fields, where much of the railroad's traffic

originates, the elevation ol the main track is about 735 ft.

above sea level. Scranton is a terminal point for both pas

senger and freight service. The distance from Scranton to

Hoboken, the eastern terminal, is now 135 miles ["hi

middle operating division extending from Scranton west to

Elmira had a length of 119 miles prior to the compl

of the Clarks Summit Hallstead cul i Ef. I hi first 50 miles

west of Scranton to the New York state line was built in

the early fifties. The western end of the road from B

hamton to Elmira was constructed in the early eighties with

fairly good alinement and a maximum grade of approxi

mately 13 ft. per mile.

The topography of the country in the vicinity of Scranton

is such thai heavy grades are required for both east and

westbound traffic from thai point. The lowest available

summit westbound is approximately 500 ft. above the tracks

at Seranton and is so located that a 1
'

.. jht cent grade is

necessary from Scranton to this point which is known as

("larks Summit. For 40 miles west of Clarks Summit
the old line traversed a very broken country approximately

at right angles to the water sheds, with the result that the

line was built with he.iw grades against both east and wesl

bound movement as indicated by the profile, Fig. 1. These

grades consisted of two stretches of uncompensated 65-ft.

grade and one 46 f! grade against eastbound movement, one

"Abstracted from a paper present ;

ncrrs. Chicago, December IS,

the Western So<

21-ft. and one J- stbound movement
\- thi i' " ..I ibis line became more and more

difficult to operate. It will readily be seen that where an
engine handled full tonnage over the line between Hall-

stead and Elmira, either east or westbound, pusher -

was necessary on that part of the line between II

and ("lark- Summit. I unbalanced traffic, the

the east and westbound pusher

grades, and ol a very bad tunnel at one summit
\i

! pusher engines could not be used economically.

\ result a very low mileage for the pusher engin

obtained. Not only was it m i-h freight trains

both east and west, but it was also to use puller

engines on passenger train- eastbound betwi \ cholson

and (larks Summit.

Through this same territory th< old lini

thi total imount ol curvature in the- -41 miles between Clarks

Summit and Hallstead being 3,845 deg. Four I

- predominated.

Transportation Problems

I

:

i net tons of coal and freight handled by the 1

wanna in 1910 amounted to approximate!) ' 75

The total number of passengers handled was 26,24

All anthracite coal westbound from Scranton, whether

over the main line to Buffalo i

-
ise and Lak

tario. passes over this line as doe- all eastbound I

originating west of Scranton. Fig. 2 sb i

freight and coal carried per year fn indu-

1'he broken line represents the actual I

tied; the dotted straight line icdical

from l
i This line extended w

o\ estimating probable futun I
noted

that the estimated tonnage fits the actual in 191

1243
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high for tlie- later wars excepting for the three war years,

1916-17-18.

The old line was expensive to operate and maintain. The
heavy tonnage over sharp curves and heavy grades caused

extensive rail wear and the track was .expensive to maintain
from every standpoint. In the 40 miles there were 29 public

grade crossings, which could be eliminated only at a very

material expense. The problem to be solved therefore was
one which required the best possible alinement with grades
over which increased tonnage could be handled and at the

same time reduce pusher service in both directions to the ut-

most. The tonnage had reached such a point that additional

main running tracks would soon have been required on the

heavy grades in order to avoid excessive delay to fast freight

and passenger trains due to the long time required for slow

freight trains to get over the road. Additional passing

tracks would not have solved the trouble and would only

have caused additional delay to slow freight. To build

additional tracks along the old alinement would have been

expensive, and the construction would have greatly inter-

fered with traffic. Incidentally the construction of a new
line would provide an up-to-date roadbed and eliminate all

grade crossings. Study demonstrated that it was impossible

to locate a new line which would be a big improvement as

to curves, grades, etc., without encountering very heavy con-

struction.

Thirteen feet per mile was fixed as the maximum grade

against westbound movement, in order to eliminate the

pusher service westbound and permit full tonnage to be

-West to Elmira 13 ft. per mile East to Scranton 76 ft.per mile. -

Old Line.

,t~ <j*/.<j iff -m
^-West to Elmira 13 ft.per mile. East to Scranton 75 ftper mile.—

Present Line.

Fig. 1. The Profiles of the New and Old Lines Compared

handled west over the entire division. The eastbound pusher
grades were determined by actual test on other parts of the
line where it was possible to pick out a grade on which the

required tonnage could be handled with one engine and a
pusher (See Fig. 3.) Grades were compensated for curva-
ture by using 0.03 per cent per degree of curve. This al-

lowance was used for curvature on a change of line made
at another point on the road in 1908 and proved to be about
the correct allowance.

\fter the surveys had been completed and the estimates

prepared for the various proposed lines, extensive calcula-

tions were made to determine the probable saving to be ex-

pei ted in operation and maintenance costs due to the reduc-

tion of distance, elimination of curvature, rise and fall, and

the reduction of gradient. After an extended study of all

available information covering the savings in operation tj

be expected by such a change in line, the conclusion was
reached that it was absolutely necessary to work the problem
out in a more or less independent way, being governed by the
conditions at hand. In cases where important improvements
had been made on other lines, the conditions dealt with were
so very different that the conclusions reached could not be

consistently used without a very careful examination as to

whether or not they were applicable to the case in hand.
Grade. Where a reduction in grade is made which will

enable an engine to pull a heavier train and thus reduce the

number of train miles required, to handle a given tonnage,

we must arrive at the possible saving due to the elimination

of one train. It is evident that the elimination of one train

\
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Fig. 2. The Actual Traffic in the Years 1909 to 1920 as

Compared with the Estimated Growth of Traffic

in handling a given tonnage will entirely eliminate certain

expenditures such as coal for fuel and wages of enginemen
and trainmen. The wear on the rail, ties, ballast, and other

track materials, will be less because of eliminating the en-

gine. On the other hand such items of expense as super-

intendence, cost of traffic department, floating equipment,

etc., will in no way be reduced by the change.

Distance. In like manner the reduction of one mile in

distance will eliminate one train mile for every train run,

hence we must calculate the probable saving due to the

elimination of one mile in distance. It is also evident that

the cost of maintaining one mile of track is eliminated and

likewise the trainmen's wages.

Pusher Engines. Where the grade is reduced so as to re-

duce the number of pusher engines, our problem is to cal-

culate the saving due to the elimination of one pusher-

mile.

Curvature. The total value of reducing curvature can-

not be readily reduced to a basis of dollars and cents, but

some features of the value of curve reduction such as rail

wear can be determined fairly accurately. In order to arrive

at a fair value for the elimination of curvature it is neces-

sary to make a comparison of known conditions on the vari-

ous parts of the line where the general operating conditions

are the same. In a general way the amount of rail wear due

to curvature on any given territory depends upon the total

curvature and not so much on the degree of the curves. In

other words the total rail wear due to 30 deg. of central

angle in a mile of level track will be about the same whether

the curvature consists of 500 ft. of 6 deg. curve or 3,000 ft.

of 1 deg: curve. What is true with respect to rail wear is

also more or less true with all other items of roadway ex-

pense affected by the elimination of curvature. Damage to

equipment and loss ami damage to freight due to curvature

is greater with sharp curves, but in general the additional

wear on rolling stock due to curvature depends, like the
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trai k, on the total degree of curvature and not on the degree

of the curves.

Since all items of the accounts making up oi>erating ex-

expenses are based on the average alinement (in the case under

consideration .SO inin.), for convenience the estimated sav-

ings due to elimination of curvature are based on the com-
parison of a mile of 5-deg. curve and the same amount of

50-min. curve.

Rise and Fall. The elimination of rise and fall will re-

duce the cost of operating a given train over the road. In

estimating the savings to \>c expected by eliminating rise and

fall we have considered that the resistance on a 0.5 per cent

grade is just double the resistance on straight level track.

Therefore, an engine would have to overcome the same re-

Fig. 3. Engine Rating Curves Used in the Calculations

sistance in pulling a load up a 0.S per cent grade a mill

as ii would on a two mile stretch of level tnuk. It is easj

to see thai it will cosl something t<> move the train from the

hump a mile dow n a 5 |

»i cenl grade.

Since the estimate ol i imies to be expected from the

change of line was first made the Interstate I ommerce Com
mission's classification ol accounts has been changed. Fur-

thermore, a marked change has taken place in the n

power. Therefore, in ordei to make a fair comparison of

the savings to be expected due to change of grade, curvature,

distance, etc., as estimated in 1909 for the business of 1908

with the probable results attained for 1920, we bave Found

it necessary to estimate the number of train- that 1920 busi-

ness would have required it' handled over the old line bul

moved with 1920 power. This done, we can compare the

result with the actual trains over the new line in 19 n

In all the :ali ilations the figures bave been based on the

total cost |«-r tram mile including all expx-nses in connexion
with the operation of the railroad, except general e.v

I know uf no an urate way to figure the cost jx-r train mile
i of a railroad as the accounts are never

kept in such o way a- to determine a proper allocation for

a spa ifii sei tii. ii of the line such as that under consideration;

to ini lude thi total cost of operating the

railroad, figure thi that each item of the accounts
i to the total, then estimate the p hat each item

is affected, if at all. by the changes under consideration.

This method I least on the safe side as the

er train mil ction of line under considera-

tion was i ertainly above the average.

Table 1 shows the estimate of the per cent that each item

of the accounts will be affected: (1 ) by a reduction in grade

SUi h as to permit - handled with one
less tram; « !) b) the elimination of one mile in disl

a changi in grade which will permit the elimination

of one helper engine, and (4) by a reduction of one mile of

five-degree curve to thi irvature of 50 min. At

the- foot of this table the total cosl per train mile for the

D. L.cV W. R.R.

Fig. 4. The Relation of the Increase in Train Load to the

Increase in the Cost of Train Operation

year 1920 is shown as $6.02, I his amount i- found by
dividing the total operating expense for 1920 by the- total

revenue train miles. I train mile thus figured

for each \ear from 1900 to L920 is shown on

division of the charges as between passenger and freight for

the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission show- the total cosl per passenger train mile of

• ind per freight tra'Il mile of {

Savings to Be Expected

Elimination of Grade. In regard to the \kt cent that the

various items of expenditure will be affected by the addition

or elimination ol one train in handling a given 1

and as indicated in FaMc I. the following explanation -

fered with reference to some of the main items. In tl

plaee passenger trains are not affected, except that thi

make better time and the puller engines ( which are in

under helper engine- 1 will not he required,

number of passenger trains are run a- before tl

V.ccounl 'I a- will he affected about 12
]

the elimination of one train on the basis thai

do approximately 20 jx^r cent of the mechanical destruction

to tic- by traffic. Thi- would not ueo - where

tie- ire not creosoted, hut in ' ration

all tie- are treated and protected with heavy tic plates V-
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I I Mi r OF CHANGES IN GRADE, CURVATURE, PISTANCE AND RISE AND FALL ON" MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING
EXPENSE

1920 maintenance
nd operating expenses

Amount
of Waj

Superintendence $406,934.91

Roadway maintenance 1,084,379.54

Tunnels and subways 25.897.40
nestles and culverts 315.408.54

Ties 729,600.93
Rails 503,980.68

;
hi. ill 500,684.82

: 272,820.57
Power lini 1,064.19

Track laying and sui i

Applying 1,073, 3S9.55
Track mai lanci 1,709,821.70
Track service 120,007.67
Other expenses 2,842.08

Right of way fences 56.900.55

Snow and land fences, snow sheds 6,266.22
Crossings and signs 173,732.59
M i i

i 1! tuecis structures 255.53

Station and office buildings:
Hotels and restaurants 4,029.23
Other stations and effice buildings 652,683.61

Roadway buildings 33,022.54
Water stations 94,652.00

Fuel stations 93,999.43

Shops and engine hcuses 353,187.04

Wharves and dockr 310.436.04

Coal and o'e wl arves 69,138.29

Gas producing plants. . 6,337.38

Telegraph and telephone lines 145.460.97

Signals and interkekers 660,224.74
Power plant buildings _7,592.27

Power distribution systems 52,027.38

Power transmission systems 15,755.76

Power sub-station buildings 7.48

Under ground conduits 1,502.60

Paving 566.45

Roadway machines 38,468.74

Small tools and supplies 120.281.26

Removing ice. snow and sand 485,353.46
Assessments for public improvements 7,143.00

Injuries to persons 68,168.25

Insurance 19,172.05

Stationery printing 23,845.22

Other expenses 14,405.09

Maintaining joint tracks and facilities 23,193.97

Maintenance of equipment
Superintendence 332,792.94

Shop machinery 508,601.08

Power plant machinery 167,021.90

Steam locomotive repairs 6,350,455.37
Depreciation 587,004.93
Retirements 20.658.8;.

Freight train cars: Repairs 5,716,524.94
Depreciation 1,534.966.51
Retirements 73.533.17

Passenger train cars: Repairs 1,062,411.03
Depreciation 158,783.69
Retirements 46.45S.82

Floating equipment: Re|iairs 2,506,661.05
Depreciation 132,645.01
Retirements 23,596.91

Work equipment: Reports 228,333.46
Depreciation 41,845.12
Retirer-ienls 4,340.38

Miscellaneous equipment: Repairs 19,787.11
Depreciation
Retirements

Injuries to persons 56.631.64
Insurance 36,950.96
Stationery and printing 31.579.53
Other expenses 14.107.11

Superintendence 275,349.20
Outside agencies 473,297.87
Advertising 67,652.91
Traffic associations 93,586.54
Fast freight lines 17.358.46'
Industrial and immigration bureaus 19,299.34
Insurance 100 !

Stationery and prilling 138.925.65
Other expenses 303.79

Transportation: Kail line
"lence 659,139.28

Dispatching trains 275,486.95

Station employees:
Agents, clerks and attendants 3,090,059.45
Labor at stations 3.957.961.23

Weighing, inspection and demurrage 1,640.15
Coal ore wharves 234,785.45
Station supplies and expenses 142,264.78
Yard masters and yard clerks 1,261,448.83
Yard conductors and brakemen 2.210,493.30
Yard, switch and signal tenders 119,632.33
Yard engir.emen 1.415.3-14.04

Fuel for yard loconv lives 1,392,955.39
Water for yard locomotives 29,148.40
Lubricants for yard locomotives 15,184.61
Other supplies for vard locomotives 14,960.70
Engine b >! 749,850.26
Yard supplies and expenses 96,039.40
Operating joint yards and terminals 19,292.53
Train engiiiemen 3.190.338.75
Fuel for train locomotives 8,150,510.96
.Water for train locomotives 242,376.59
Lubricants for train locomotives 130,892.08

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Per cent cost per Per cent cost per Per cent cost per Per cent cost per
affected train mile affected train mile affected train mile affected train mile

1110 044
100 llll

100 069
100 69
100 038

100 148
100 233
100 17

100 01
100 08
100 01
100 24
130

4.38 74
11.10 1O0

.34 100

.19 100
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1920 maintenance
and operating expenses

Item Amount
Maintenance of Way

i Ither supplies for train locomotives 91,851.64
Engine house expenses: Train 1,549,143.53
Trainmen 3,402,994.45

Train supplies and expen •

Cleaning cars 319,125.84
Heating cars 62,988.64
Lighting cars 85,110.70
I .ul, rkinine ' " 226.203.68
Icing tars and 13,163.69
Y. M. C. A 27,804.38
De-touring trairs 1,884.49
Train supplies 73,464.14
Other expenses 201,204.46

Signal an<i interlockcr operation. 768,881.20
Crossing pi lion 585.281.25
Drawbridge onerati' n 47,168.74

ph and telephone operation 119,718.80

rating floating equipment:
Superintendence 170,346.75
Wages of crews 1.671,607.20
Fuel
l.uhricant9
Other supplies and ex]

Other expenses
Elevation and longshore labor
Elevation and shore pxpen

Stationery and printing
Other exp, ns:s
Operating joint tracks and fuel

Insurance
' learing wrecks
Damage to property
Damage to live stock on I ighl

Loss and damage: Frcighl
ind damagi Ba i

Injuries to persons

Miscellaneous Opel iti n

Dining and buffet service
I [otels mi'! i estaurantj

381,175.69
17,195.76
96,181.68
147,476.45
426,472.25

248,640.66

13,475.43

92,713.34
121,544.91
127.690.82
10,795.91

2,285.46
431,459 98

Total $71,921,875.17

Total |.i Mii"ir train mileage
Total freight train mileage...

Cost per freight train mile for 1920 ...

Cost per passenger tram mile for 1920.

5,600,540
6,344,882

Per cent Per cent Per cent
1 cost per Per cent cost per Per cent cost per Per cent cost per

affected train mile afiectcd train mile affected train mile affected train mile

12 100
213 100
443

2842

Cost per train mile

1984

S75.17

11,945,422

Cost per train

[nil rest charge

Saving in dollars per mile

pst ]
i passenger train r

Interest charge

Savings in doll irs pei nam mile.

Cos! per freight train mile
0.989

8.77

Interest chai gc

Saving in dollars pel train mile.

elimination of one mile.

Note ade are based oi

train in handling a ku

Figures for distance are based on ilic

Figures f< r hel] n e based o

Figures for curvature are ba

with the average curvatur* of 50 min.

Figures for rise and fall an vo mile*

of level tangent track and two niilcs of tangent track with a hump ol

in the middle.

Wr

hile the elimination of rise and fall will slightl) affect track mainti

locomotive and car repairs, etc., the main item all. -;1\ one

abli saving is t

would be affected approximately

I = 5.31. Sa = 0.30

the lite of tin.' tic primaril) depends upon it- ability to

stand mechanical wear this life is shortened as the number
hi' engines passing over it increases. Since the per cent of

load freight engines in the total number of engines is approx-

imately 60 per cent, the ties would In- affected alxmt 12 per

cent by tin- elimination (if one train.

Account 214 Rail-. Account 216-Other lr.uk Materials

and Account 218 Ballast wall likewise In- affected about 12

per cent. Before the changi was made on the line in ques

tion all traffic was handled on two tracks with high speed

first class passenger trains and both slow and fast freight

service on the same track.-. About rO per cenl of the Freight

service consists < i coal trains and a Large part of the other

freight is manifest traffic which is moved over the road al

high speed. It is very hard to keep high grade tracks for

passenger service where all sorts oi freight trains are han-

dled over the same 'tracks at both -low and high speed It

is thought by those best qualified to know that many heavy

loaded freight cars with small diameter wheels do more

damage to rails and the rest of the track structure than the

engines, although the latter have much heavier wheel loads.

As a resull it is v. n expensive t" maintain tr.uk where many
heavy loaded large capacity freight cars are handled. I

inally I placed a higher percentage on the .II..- nf elim-

inating tlie engine than I now believe warranted. As a result

I have fixed 20 per cent as a fair amount for rail. tie-, other

track material- and ballast. Since only 60 per cent of the

freight service the above i>er

i- reduced to i ! per cent.

V nunt 249—Signals and Interlockers. A total of

cent is allowed for this account on the ground that al

per ' cut of the expense of maintaining signals and inter-

locking is directly due to train movement-. ["he lif

automatic signal depends upon its

e increases with the Dumber of train movements
the train movements in. rea-e the signals must be

closer together.

\ counts 108 309 and 310—Steam Locomotive R

Depreciation and Retirement will U
cent, this being the ratio that road freight engines bear to the

total engines in service.

\ Train Enginemen: Thi- about
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74 per cent, this being the ratio of the freight train enginemen

to the total.

A. i ounts 394, 397, 398 and 399—Fuel, Water, Lubricants

and Other Supplies for Train Locomotives: These items are

made 100 per cent on the ground that a reduction in grade

entirely eliminating a freight locomotive will also make a

marked decrease in the amount of coal, water, etc., consumed

by the passenger locomotives.

Account 400—Enginehouse Expenses Train: This ac-

count will be affected 100 per cent.

Account 401—Trainmen: This will be affected 69 per

cent or the ratio that the wages of freight trainmen bear to

the wages of all trainmen.

Elimination of Distance.—Account 405—Crossing Pro-

tection : If the charges to this account were uniform over

TABLE II ESTIMATED SAVINGS OF CLARKS SUMMIT-HALL-
STEAD CUT-OFF OVER OLD LINE

BASED ON 1908 TRAFFIC

Savings due to grade reduction.

Slow freight, 6,136
Fast freight, 779 x
Fast freight, 327

18,396

18,396

18,396

3.56

nated.

$122,039.52
23,051.47
9,041.78

59,955.88

43,391.01

31,321.45

39,541.08
7,442.55

.29,499.30

Total savings «o
$
f i>'?nj'nil

Savings capitalized at 4 per cent . . . ;...... $9,132,101.00

Total cost of new line •. • • fi'i,av,iw.£i

Less savings or. account of the eliminating

flagmen on 29 grade crossing .the ehir
.
na-

tion of the necessity of additional third

track along the old line, value of salvage

.4851
.. -48S1

=,7 x .4851 Binghamton to Elmira
Savings due 'to distance eliminated.

.9155
Savings due to curvature eliminated.

8.1 x 0.2912
: \-v;,--V-"-';j"

Savings due to rise and fall eliminated.

475 x 0.09463 divided by 26.4

Savings due to pusher miles ehmn

99,026 x 3993 • •
• • : •.

18,639 x 0.3993, light engine Binghamton to Elmi:

Savings due to Hallstead Yard

old lii
1,905,900.00 $12,353,440.21

Net loss $3,221,339.21

BASED ON TRAFFIC IN 1920

Savings due to grade reduction.

Slow freight, 3,050 x 41 x 2.549

Fast freight, 994 x 61 x 2.549.......

Fast freight, 1,060 x 57 x 2.549, Binghamton to Elmira.
Savings due to distance eliminated.

Freight, 14,081 x 3.56 x 4.289...

Passenger, 10,416 x 3.56 1.650
due to cnrvat

1.516
x 0.567

.

Savings due to pusher miles el

1.259
1.259

Savings due to rise and fall el

•5 \ 30 divided by Jo. 4

Unlimited.

$349,340.45
154,556.10
154,010.58

215.000.50
61,183.60

Total savings !1»55S'JS!-9S
ngs capitalized at 6 per cent.

Total cost of new line

Less savings on account of the elimination

of flagmen on 29 crossings, the elimina-

tion of the necessity of additional third

track on old line, value of salvage old

line, etc

$14,259,340.21
5,139,466.67

1,905.900.00 12,353,440.21

Net gain $12,786,026.46

Note: If the savings are capitalized at 4 per cent as figured in 1909

the net gain becomes $25,355,760.

the entire road, this item would be affected 100 per

cent. As a' matter of fact it cannot be so con-

sidered. For the territory in question there were 29 pul>

lic grade crossings and numerous private crossings at the

time of the change. For the crossings which were at that time

protected by gatemen 50 crossing watchmen would now be

required and the wages and other expenses in this connection

would amount to the interest on not less than one million

dollars. Therefore the saving in connection with the

elimination of crossings has been considered as a separate

item.

Account 202—Roadway Maintenance; 208—Bridges,

Trestles and Culverts; 212—Ties; 214—Rails; 216—Other
Track Materials, and 218—Ballast: All the track laying

and surfacing subdivisions; roadway buildings and damage

to live stock on right-of-way will be affected 100 per cent.

These items will be entirelv eliminated.

Account 249—Signals and Interlocked will be affected 50
per cent on the ground that the automatic signals will be
eliminated, but the number of interlocking plants will not be

affected.

Accounts 308, 309, 310

—

Steam Locomotiv* Repairs, De-
preciation and Retirements: These items will be affected 80
per cent for the reason that 80 per cent of all locomotives are

in road service.

Accounts 314, 315, 316—Freight Train Car Repairs, De-
preciation and Retirements will be affected 65 per cent on the

basis that 65 per cent of all repairs are due to road service.

In like manner Accounts 317, 318 and 319—-Passenger

Train Car Repairs, Depreciation and Retirements will be

affected 75 per cent.

Accounts 392 and 401—Train Enginemen and Trainmen
will be affected 95 per cent on the basis that 5 per cent of the

total expenditure is made up of constructive mileage.

Accounts 394, 397, 398 and 399—Fuel Water, Lubricants

and Other Locomotive Supplies will be affected 90 per cent

on the basis that 10 per cent of the expenditure is due to

supplies paid for while trains are standing on the sidetracks,

stations, etc.

Account 400—Enginehouse Expense Train will be affected

100 per cent.

Helper Engines.—Assuming that one-half the pusher mile-

age is light and that a light engine will do one-half as much
damage to the track and to itself as it will do when handling

tonnage, we can apply 75 per cent to all the items of road-

way maintenance and maintenance of equipment which will

be affected by a change in grade as shown in Table I.

Account 392—Train Enginemen will be affected 74 per

cent, this being the ratio of freight enginemen's expense to

the total expense of train enginemen.

Accounts 394 and 397—Fuel and Water will be affected

about 60 per cent owing to the fact that the engines are run-

ning light part of the time.

Accounts 398, 399 and 400-—Lubricants, Other Supplies

for Train Locomotives and Enginehouse Expenses (Train)

will be affected 100 per cent.

Account 401—Trainmen will be affected about 25 per

cent since only one trainman is required for each pusher. As
a matter of fact at the present time trainmen are not used on

pusher engines.

Curvature.—Account 212—Ties is affected 50 per cent on

the basis that a better grade of tie is required on a five-degree

curve than on a straight track, costing in the neighborhood

of 25 per cent more money. Furthermore, the life of ties on

straight track is approximately 30 per cent longer than on a

five-degree curve.

Account 214—Rails is affected 400 per cent based upon

records of rail renewal.

Account 216—Other Track Material is affected 200 per

cent or one-half that applied to rail on a basis that new bars,

bolts and spikes are required when rail is relaid, whereas the

same tie-plates can be continued in service.

Account 218-—Ballast is affected 30 per cent on account

of the increased amount of ballast being required to form a

shoulder and to provide for the elevation. There is also a

greater wear on the ballast and consequently a shorter life

on account of necessary additional tamping.

Account 220-Track Laying and Surfacing is affected 100

per cent, this being a fair average of the percentage applied

to Ties, Rails. Ballast, etc.

Accounts 308, 309 and 310 are affected 30 per cent on

the basis that 15 per cent of the cost of engine repairs and

renewals is chargeable to drivers and ties and this expense

will be at least twice as much on a five-degree curve as on

the average alinement.

Accounts 314. 315, 316, 317. 318 and 319. Freight. and

Passenger Car Repairs, Depreciation and Retirements will

be affected 20 per cent.
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Rise and Fall.—While several items of the accounts will

be affected in a slight manner by rise and fall, the only one

that amounts to any considerable sum is the question of fuel

for locomotives. We have considered this item as SO per cent

affected due to the fact that there is considerable loss when
the engine is working at low efficiency while pulling a heavy
load, say at ten miles per hour; also a loss due to poor

combustion at low speed. A very considerable increased

amount of coal is necessary where engines are operating at

low rates of speed. Furthermore, more steam is consumed
and more or less energy wasted in braking down the train

on descending grades.

The Summary of Savings to Be Expected

In order to apply the total percentages arrived at, and as

shown in detail on Table 1, it is necessary to estimate the

number of trains which would be required to handle the

1908 business over the proposed nevi line and thus deter-

mine the total train miles saved per annum on account of

reduced grades. It is likewise necessary to determine the

number of pusher engine mile.- saved. In arriving at the

number of train miles saved, rare was used to give full

consideration to the movement of light engines over the road

because of unbalanced traffic, It was also necessary to con-

sider carefully the total distance over which the increased

tonnage per train would be handled. While that part of the

old line revised was only 43 miles long, all fast freights

would be affected from Scranton to Binghamton, a distance

of 61 miles, and part of these trains would be affected from
Binghamton to Elmira, an additional distance of 57 miles.

It was only a matter of multiplication to determine the net

saving per annum.
In figuring the total amount saved on account of eliminat-

ing curvature, the total reduction of curvature is reduced to

miles of five-degree curve. The result in miles is multiplied

by the total number of trains per annum.
In Table II, attached, will be found the estimated savings

for the Clarks Summit-llallstead Cut-off as compared with

the old line, based upon tin- traffic of 1908, and also on the

actual traffic for 1920. The savings as computed for the

1908 business as given in Table II, are exactly as figured

in 1910.

It will be noted that the total saving figured on 1908
business is $365,284.04, which, capitalized at four per cent,

is $9,132,101. The actual cost "i constructing the line was
$14,259,340.21. This amount can be reduced by $1,000,000
for the cost of eliminating the grade crossings which would
have been necessary if the old line had been retained. The
cost of building a third track on the old line, together with

the credits for rail amounted to $905,900. making a total

credit of $1,905,900. Therefore, the net savings to be ex-

pected based on 1908 business would fall short of building

the new line by about $3,221,339.
The other computation at the foot of Table II is based

on actual traffic on the new line for 1"2<) compared with

the estimated traffic that would be necessarj to take care of

the 1920 business on the old line, taking into account the

increase in tonnage per train mile in 1
()J() ,, s compared with

1908. The total nel saving as figured is $1,508,368 which,
capitalized at six per cent, amounts to $25,1 39, -too. 67 :

deducting the net cost of construction leaves $12,786,026.46.
This latter figure is increased to $25,355,760 if we use four

per cent as the interest rati, a- was done in 1909.

The Tunkhannock Viaduct

This paper is not complete without a word about the

Tunkhannock viaduct and the reasons for building a con-

crete structure in preference to a steel one. In order to con-
struct the line with the established grades it was found
necessary to cross Tunkhannock creek at an elevation of

approximately 240 ft. above the water, which would require

a structure from 2,500 to 3,000 ft. in length. After spend-
ing much time in arriving at what was considered the most
economical design for a concrete viaduct, plans and speci-
fications were submitted to contractors for bids. At the same
time live or six bridge companies were asked to submit bids
on a steel structure. The bridge companies were all re-

quested to submit bids both on the design made by the
railroad and on their own designs, thus giving each bridge

iany an opportunity to work out the most economical
•' for a steel structure.

\\ Ian the bids were received it was found that the first

cost of a steel viaduct consisting of an 8-in. reinforced con-
crete floor slab supported on transverse I-beams which in
turn were supporti

i lines of deck and two lines

of through plat, girders carried on towers, was slightly over
a million dollars. It was estimated that a $200,000 sinking
fund at four per cent interest was necessary to paint, inspect

and otherwise maintain the steel viaduct. It was assumed
that 50 years would be the maximum life of a steel viaduct
and that a sinking fund of approximately $150,000 would
be required to replace the structure in 50 years, provided
that the viaduct could be rebuilt as cheaply at that time.

I In total cost of the steel viaduct, tie n fore, on the' 50-year
life basis, amounted to approximately $1,350,000. The esti-

mat< for the concrete structure, based upon the figui

ceived from contractors, was $1,349,000. The actual cost of
the mm rete viaduct including all extras, waterproofing, etc..

was $1,424,950.

Several points in favor of the concrete viaduct caused it

to be adopted in preference to steel. These may be sum-
i as follow-:

1. With any future increase in live load up to 50 per
cent over the loads of 1912 the unit stresses will not be
increased over ten per cent.

2. The concrete structure, as designed and built, is a more
Substantial structure and less liable to be damaged by derail-

ment or a wreck of any kind. In the m-r of an engine or

ear falling over the side of the structure no damage could

possibly be done to the concrete viaduct, whereas a steel

viaduct might be very seriously injured and traffic tied up
for an indefinite time'. With the concrete viaduct, r

little possibility of a derailed car or engine ever falling over

the side of the structure. A very substantial retaining wall
was provided on both sides and will act as a guard u

of derailment. Such a guard could not be provided on a
steel structure without a very large increase in the cost.

3. It would be impracticable to rebuild the steel structure

in the future on the original foundations when necessary to

replace. This would require a change in line with inert

COSt for riv k excavation and embankment.
Careful consideration was also given to the possibility of

constructing a till across the valley, but this was found to

eedingl) exp Nearly 7.000,000 cu. yd. of fill

would have been required and a very large quantity of

masonry for arches to carry Tunkhannock creek and the

publi< highway on the west side of the valley.

Conclusions

Finally, in considering the advantages gained bv th<

Struction of this new line, it must no; be "\ erlooked that

with the exception of the tunnel and the Tunkhannock via-

duct, the roadbed for the entire line was construct

tracks. Three tracks were built from the tunnel to

(lark- Summit and four tracks on tin- western 10 miles

from New Milford to Hallstead.

On the old line there were two narrow, single track. ;-

ventilated tunnels with insufficient sid< and ''.'-head clear-

Ihe one tunnel. 3.600 ft. in length, on the new line,

affords standard clearances, two good ventilating shafts and
was lined with vitrified brick throughout. I main-
taining this tunnel is materially less than the cost of main-
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taming the old tunnels, to say nothing of the more satisfai tory

operation.

While the new line cost somewhat more than was originally

estimated, it was not anticipated that a four-track railroad

would be built over any portion of the line and a third track

was only provided on the heavy grades. A very material

change was also made at Clarks Summit where westbound

slow trains pass under the main tracks in order to avoid

crossing these tracks at grade at the summit as was the

practice on the old line.

The year 1920 cannot be considered a safe year as a basis

for computing transportation costs. Nevertheless the figures

indicate that there would still be a wide margin in favor of

the new line if the cost per train mile should be cut in two,

to say nothing of increased traffic in the future.

In conclusion I wish to give full credit to M. H. Doughty

and L. L. Tallyn, division engineers, who worked with me
in all the computations and deserve much credit for the vast

amount of work which was necessary in order to reach the

conclusions. I also wish to mention F. L. Wheaton, now
division engineer of the Buffalo division, who had charge

of the construction work.

Freight Car Loading
Washington, D. C.

Loading of revenue freight totaled 742,926 cars during

the week ended on December 10, as compared with

747,454 cars during the previous week, or a reduction

of 4,528, according to reports received by the car Service

Division of the American Railway Association. This was

a decrease of 95,027 cars compared with the corresponding

week last year and 19,014 cars less than were loaded during

the corresponding week in 1919.

Small increases were reported in the loading of all com-

modities during the week compared with the week before,

except merchandise and miscellaneous freight, which in-

cludes manufactured products. Loading of this last named

class of freight totaled 461,741 cars compared with 470,914

the week before or a reduction of 9,173 cars. It was, how-

ever, an increase of 3,500 over the total for the correspond-

ing week in 1920 but 18,000 cars less than were loaded

during the same week in 1919.

Loading of grain and grain products amounted to 48,680

cars, 1,453 cars more than were loaded during the preceding

week and 12,955 cars more than were loaded during the

mi, week last year. It also was an increase of 11,551 cars

over the corresponding week in 1919.

There wen- 52,159 car.- loaded with live stock, an increase

of 204 cars over the previous week and within 66 cars of

reaching the total for the corresponding week last year. An
increase over the previous week of 533 cars was reported for

coal, the total being 137,836 cars, while coke, with a total

of 6,638 cars, showed a gain of 293 over the same period.

Forest products totaled 49.744 cars, an increase within a
week of 1,341 cars and a gain of 151 cars over the same
week last year. Ore also showed an increase of 811 cars

over the week before, the total being 6,128 cars.

Compared by districts, the Pocahontas and Southern were

the only ones to report an increase in loadings over the week
before while all showed reductions compared with the cor-

responding week last year.

Freight cars idle because of business conditions totaled

528,158 on December 8, compared with 455,376 on Decem-
ber 1 or an increase of 72,782 cars within that period.

Of the total, 368,042 were surplus cars, an increase within

a week of 85,116. The remaining 160,116 were idle

freight cars in need of repairs over and above the number
normally in bad order.

Surplus box cars totaled 129,995, which was an increase

of 16.121 over the total on December 1, while surplus coal

cars numbered 166,063, an increase of 33,370 within the

same period. An increase within a week of 2.412 was re-

ported for stock cars, but a reduction of 64 in the number
of surplus coke cars.

While there was an increase in the number of surplus

cars, the reports showed a reduction in the number of bad

order cars, the total number needing repairs on December 1

.

the latest date available, being 320,292 or 14 per cent of

2,288,228, the total number of cars on line on that date.

This compares with 333,616 or 14.4 per cent reported in bad

order on Novemljer 15. Assuming 7 per cent of the cars on

line to represent the number normally in need of repairs,

this would leave 160,1 Id as the number of bad order cars

which are idle because of business conditions.

The Goldendale Branch of the Spokane. Portland & Seattle,

from Lylc, Wash., north to Goldendale, 42 miles, and the line of

the Oregon Trunk, from Fallbridge, Oregon, south to Bend, 156

miles, resumed service on December 10, after a suspension of three

weeks on account of snow blockades.

A Veterans' Association, for the Metropolitan District, is pro-

posed by the New York Central to its employees in Xew York
City and Weehawken, N. J., in a circular inviting the employees

and their families to attend a meeting to be held on Sunday after-

noon. January 8. President A. H. Smith and other officers

will address the meeting.

REVENUE FREIGHT LOADED WEEK ENDED SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1921

Easti rn . . ...

h ny

Pocaliont:.s

Southern . ... . 1921

Northwestern 1921

ral Wester 1921

Southwesti rn . 1921

Total all road

,, ,,.

Week ended:
December 10 1921
1 iccembev 3 1921

. November 2b 1921

November 19 1921

Novembei 12.. l Q -'

Grain C- rre-

and Mer- This spondintt sponding
grain I . vear

products stock 1
I products , i 1 ianeous 1! 11 1920 191!

10,153 3,993 39,711 1,507 5,174 1.310 6 ! 104

2.617 6,281 4.824 47,687 305.265 193.613
41,031 3,386 2,676 2.42H 0,231

66 7.327 >,,'. 6 185,445 163,338
160 14.979 171 21 1,1 -

130 810 129 5.19S 2,893 33,583 35.981
474 16,783 522 38,313 36,456 114.775

2.255 1,102 2,227 36,005 126,524 113.763
746 333 !4,668 94,001

9,060 1.503 102,613
13,350 165 B13 30,867 34,554 110,004

6 489 122,725 98,115
2,584 3,971

" 709 16,303 24.1,85 58,440
3,632 2,121 7,360 100 7,074 567 16,550 !7,996 65,400 S (,517

48,680 6.638 49,744 6,128 236,023
18.4.; i 197,642 260.568 857.053

36,188 149,622 .530.195 761.940

48,680 32,159 6,638 (9,7 14 '..l !8 225.718 S37.955 761,940
47,227 31,955 6,345 48,403 . 5. 517 227,906 243.008 747,454 789,286

25,866 6,307 43,843 5.5 41 200,000 210.757 673,827 803,701 739,197
37,455 6. («•' 254.315 786.671 S89.138
34,402 152,309 6,450 50.661 8.658 215.439 027.586 808.304



First Part of Rate Hearing Concluded

Preliminary Testimony Given by Railroads Who Oppose Further

Rate Reductions at Present

The fiksi stage of the hearings before Commi
Vitchison, Esch, Hall and Lewis of the Interstate

Commerce Commi sion in it- investigation as to what,

if any, further reductions in rates may lawfully be required

and the future percentage oi net return to be allowed, was
completed on December 17. Four days had been consumed
in introducing the preliminary testimon) of thi carriers ol

the eastern, southern ami western distrii raise to

the questions propounded in advance by the commi
when the hearing wa> adjourned to January 9. The com-
mission had allotted seven day- lor till- te-tinioliy but the

roads had hem unable to complete the compilations request

ed in time and additional statistical information will lie pn

sented when tin- hearing is resumed. I\ II. Aishton, presi-

dent uf the American Railway Association, is also to testify

on efficiency and economy of operation,
J. (1. Walber,

tary of the Bureau of Information of the Eastern Railroad-.

on the wage question, and various executives on the per-

centage to be prescribed 1>\ the commission as constituting a

fair return after March 1

.

The preliminary testimony consisted of statistical state-

ments from the three districts showing the present financial

Condition Of the railway- and the results attained under the

advanced rates as well as under the reduction in wages and

in other expenses made in recent month-. Thi- showed that

for the 12 months ended September 30, 1921, the eastern

roads had earned a net operating income of -'.75 per cent

on the tentative valuation prescribed I

>
> the comrnissioi

adjusted tO (over only ('las- 1 road- and to include addi

tions and betterments made during 1920), while the South-

ern roads had earned l 8 per cent ami the Western roads

,i.()4 |rt cent. While it was -hown that these percentages

had been considerably exceeded since July, and in Octobei

had reached an average of 5.4 per cent lor the road- as a

whole, it was also shown that traffii had fallen off consider

ably in November and December and it was estimated that

the net return for those months would -how reduction-.

The attitude ni the carriers toward further rate reductions

was stated by the traffii executives, who all testified that

the present rates are yielding the railroads an inadequate

return and in the aggregate are not unreasonably high, inn

sidering the cost of transportation; that thousands of

reductions had already been made, man) ol considerable

extent by way of readjustment and to meet the requests of

shippers, and that in general rate- should not be further

reduced until the roads have had further opportunity to

reduce their expenses. The) asserted that freight rate- have

not been the cause ol the depression in business and that,

in general, further decreases would nol stimulate business

materially because of the man) other factors that tend to

retard the restoration ol traffic.

Postponement of Grain Reduction Denied

While the hearing was in progress the comrnissioi

December 16 urprised the i irriers b) denying their
\

for a rehearing of the i ise in which the commission had

ordered a general reduction in the rate- on grain and grain

products and hav in the western district, effective on Di

her 16, which, it is estimated, will reduce the revenic

about $33,000,000 a year. While the petition of the carriers,

in which they had also asked For a general rate investigation

and had proposed the If per cent general reduction on

agricultural products, had been technically for a rehearing

Washington, U. C.

at the argument on D 14 they had
that the order be suspended tor six months pending the out-

tigation. While the in per cent reduction

tor -i\ month.- had been proposed

itul reduction on grain and prod-
in t- and ha) confined to the west, and it had een generally

understood that it was i postponement of

the L'rain order. Alfred P I bom, e oun-el fi

i
i Railwa) I cecutives bid burned the bridges Udiind him

in his argument for a -i\ month-' suspension by stating that

nt reduction was in no way dependent uixni the

actio] i till Hid that the road- had taken "all

irretrievable step." The railroad- had been very hopeful that

their plan would be iccepted but a freal d I i in ssun

had been brought to bear on the commission to put its order

into effect. Original!) the commission had dire, ted the

roads to make thi reduction on or before Ndvemtx
without 1--111!

I
order, and the order wa- only issued

on November 21, after the roads had failed to file the tariffs,

but had proposed the mi re general In per cent reduction as

an alternative- which would afford relief to the

agrij ultural industn

.

Geo. M. Shriver Presents Comparative

Statements for the Roads As a Whole

George M Shriver, vice-president of the Baltimi

Ohio, presented the general statistical test'mon) for the

roads as a whole and for the eastern district. Mr. Shriver's

statement w as summarize d i= follows:

It i.- shown that the net railway operating income of the

oh nt- a the I nited States for the 12 months to September 30.

1921, .. 82, "i 2.75 per cent on the property investment;
ause of deer harges

been compelled to suspend, and others
dr.ee. the customar] dividends, while some have maintain!
tomarj dividends only b) drawing upon surplus earned in previous
years, consequently, ol '"'arse, the surpl
credit has been reduce d

rhat bei mse of lowered rate-, and falling off in traffic, the
am more tha

and nothing towards the one-half of one pi

ontribution towards additions and betterments
sustain credit, that the railroads Have large accounts

•t lenient with the government, and the manner in which
losed of will

;

position.

The Eastern can down that their operating income
12 month-, to i Ictober 31, 1921, was -

the property investment, am
harges of these carriers I •

ear are restate
lowered rate - and lowered costs to do
1921, the estimated net operating income

n
it without having n

red in that
;

ire extensive •

the properties, particularly
ments under normal traffic, and tl

md betterraei
to help, and not to hinder
cxpansi untry.

Roads Not in a Position to Experiment
In this situation the railroads

nd what they have
iic' in mind the

near in the

riment

do so
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unless and until the processes now operating towards a pre-war

level of costs have been more completely realized.

While the preliminary figures for November show again a sharp

falling off in traffic, and the car movement reported so far for

December indicates an even more serious decline, this is believed

to be only temporary (influenced perhaps by the actual decrease

in charges with the cancellation of the transportation tax at Janu-

ary 1, 1922, and no doubt in part pending conclusion of this hear-

ing), as the underlying conditions in the United States and the

world at large appear to be improving generally ; while currently

railroad operating costs are on a basis which affords an inadequate

return, the basic elements of cost are declining and will no doubt

continue, so that in the not distant future railroad transportation

can again be brought to the relative position it had heretofore

occupied of being the lowest priced commodity in the country,

and continue—as it now is—lower than in any other country.

1920 Operations Compared with 1916

Mr. Shriver in his testimony said in part:

It is almost inconceivable to the average person that the rail-

roads, which in 1916 earned a net operating income of $1,040,-

085,517, should in 1920, witli 71.77 per cent more gross revenues,

have earned net of only $21,661,782. It is true both of these

years were exceptional, 1916 in that it was a year of substantial

traffic handled under favorable operating conditions, while 1920

was exceptional in that for the first two months the properties

were operated under federal control, and these two months no

doubt carried some extraordinary expenses incident to the con-

clusion of such operation; for the months from March to October

the railroads were called upon to perform the largest traffic move-
ment in their history under particular pressure, and with their

properties, especially cars, in a more or less depleted condition.

This period was followed by two months in which there was a

sharp falling off in business, so sudden and so general that it was
impossible for the carriers to at once adjust their operations ac-

cordingly. These and other reasons rendered their operations for

1920 unusually expensive.

The comparison of these two years illustrates in a striking man-
ner how the upward trend in expenses had exceeded the increase

in revenues

:

I omparins thi year ended December 31, 1920, with the year 1916. it will

be noted that the passengers one mile increased 35.46 per cent, and the

net ttn miles increased 12.84 per cent. Notwithstanding the increase in

passenger and net ton miles handled, there was an actual decrease in the

total train mileage - E 2.34 per cent.

The tctal hours on duty of all employes in 19211 was 7.6S per cent

large! than in 1916, while total wages paid in 1920 was 149.39 per cent

greater than m 1916.

Takins: the business as n whole, revenues increased o"lv 71.77 per cent

during the same period, while total expenses increased 147.37 per cent.

For 1916 the total operating revenues were $3,596,865,766
And the net railway operating income applicable to interest

and other corporate purposes was $1,040,084,517

The increase in revenue 1920 over 1916. due
both to increased traffic and increased rates
and charges aggregated $2,581,522,280

Total wages increased $2,193,967,278
Cost of fuel increased 452.229.229

Total increased cost of wages
and fuel $2,646,196,507
(or for these two items alone
more than the entire in-

crease in revenues).
Other expenses inc 827,870,197

A total increase xpells 3.474.066.704

And correspondingly reduced the net operating income,
which becomes $147,540,093

From this there is to be further deducted increases in

taxes, hire of equipment and rents, etc 125,878,311

Leaving the net operating income in 1920 available for in-
terest and other corporate purposes $21,661,782

As compared with that earned in 1916 of $1,040,084,517

Results Following Decision in Ex Parte 74

The commission authorized increases in rates and charges, de-
signed to meet the expense basis existing at the time of the de-
cision and to produce a net railway operating income equal to 6
per cent upon the value of the properties. For the months of
September and October traffic continued to move in a volume so
large that it taxed the ability of the railroads to handle it. While
the rates were not effective in their entirety, owing to the delays
in securing the concurrence ol several of the state commissions,
etc., and notwithstanding the expense of operation continued 'o

rise, reaching perhaps the peak in this period, the operating income
For t'vse two months (September and October, 1 030. ) was $75,-
310,311 and $86,455,487, respectively, an aggregate of $161,765,798.
or on an annual basis of return of about 4.20 per cent when related
to the tentative valuation fixed by the Interstate Commerce Com-
oir'ssion.

Many of the increases in freight and passenger rates authorized

by the commission did not become effective until perhaps Janu-
ary 1, and some not until later periods, so that the results for the

two months, even if it were proper to use so short a period for

projecting, do not fully reflect the returns that might have been
expected under the increased basis of rates.

Calendar Year 1921

The falling off in traffic noted in November and December, 1920,

continued with some seasonal variations, through the months of

January to October, 1921.

In comparing the income for 1921 with that of the test period,

consideration must be given to the fact that more than $2,000,-

000.000 has been added to the property investment since.

Following the establishment of the new rate basis in August,
1920, it became necessary almost immediately to make various ad-
justments in rates, and up to the present time thousands have
been made, most of them involving lower charges ; some of them
being so substantial as to result in large decreases in the earnings.

Because certain of the expenses are inelastic, however, and be-
cause of the impossibility of reducing maintenance expenditures
below the limit of safety, the railroads were unable to bring their

expenses down in proportion to the falling off in revenue, and
consequently there was a narrowing of net railway operating in-

come for the period which fell far short of meeting the anticipa-

tions following the rate adjustments authorized in Ex Parte 74.

A number of roads have reduced their rate of dividend and
several have been compelled to suspend payments entirely, all of
which has of course a very direct bearing upon the credit of the
carriers. It is not surprising under such circumstances, to note
that practically all new financing has been done by increasing the
funded debt of the carriers, and that the ratio of debt to capital
has risen from 54.5 in 1919 to 56.1 in 1920.

Official Classification Territory-

Referring to the situation in Official Classification Ter-

ritory, Mr. Shriver filed an exhibit showing the result of

operations for the years 1911 to 1920, inclusive, and for

12 months to September 30, 1921, the operating ratio dur-

ing the six years 1911-1916 averaged 71.12 per cent. From
a ratio of 67.39 per cent in 1916 the ratio mounted to 74.20

per cent in 1917, 84.82 per cent in 1918, 88.19 per cent in

1919, and reached the highest in history in 1920 when it

became 98.68 per cent. To indicate the outstanding facts

which operate to bring about the high operating ratio of

1920, as compared with the year 1916, Mr. Shriver said:

The increase in revenues, 1920 over 1916, was 69.4 per cent,

or $1,210,440,168
The increase in expenses for the same period
was 148.0 per cent, or $1,740,379,263

Increase in taxes, rents, etc 40,259,794

Total increase in expenses, taxes, etc 1,780,639,057

An increase in expenses, taxes and rents in excess of in-

crease in revenues of $S70,198,889
So that the net railway operating income in 1916 462,851,984
Actually became in 1920 a deficit of 107,346.905
1 luring this period of vanishing income there was actually
expended f. r additions and betterments to road and equip-
ment the sum of 1.379,040,928

With consequent increase in fixed charges.

This is the situation which confronted the carriers in the eastern

district in 1920. and placed a severe strain on even those of the

strongest financial credit. For the year to September 30. 1921. the

operating ratio is 86.46 per cent, a drop compared with the year

1920 of over 12 points, reflecting the advance in rates for trans-

portation granted August 26, 1920: and reduction in wages fuly

1, 1921, as well as substantial reductions in cost of fuel and
materials.

The ratio was also affected by the curtailment in maintenance,

but even with all these factors the ratio is 15 points higher than

the average for the six years ending with 1916.

Twelve Months to September 30, 1921

When we review the returns for the 12 months to September
30. 1921, we find October, 1920, as a month in which a large

volume of traffic moved with a fair net operating income. The
decrease in volume of traffic became noticeable in the latter part

of this month, and quite pronounced in November and December,
1920, and has so continued with only seasonal increases.

Preliminary reports for October, 1921. show a somewhat im-
proved situation (due apparently to temporary causes"!, but in

November there has again been a sharp decline in traffic and is

becoming even more pronounced in December. The net railway
operating income for the 12 months to September 30, 1921. was
$228,973,760," or 2.72 per cent on the property investment, and fell

short o\ meeting fixed charges of the roads in the eastern district

by over $75,000,000.
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Mr. Shriver showed that net railway operating income from
January to October, 1921, was $204,233,484, compared
with $336,89(1,21'' for the same month.- of the average test

period year. This $204, '
I 1,484 is equal to 2.43 per cenl on

property investment (excluding materials and supplies)

as of December 31, 1920. These carriers during the test

period, or the three years ended June 30, 1917, earned 84.47

per cent of their annual net railway operating income in the

10 months, January to October, inclusive, and projecting the

income for the remaining two months, on this basis, shows

a rate of return of 2.87 per i ent for the calendar year 1921.

Freight Rates in Relation to Commodity Prices

Mr. Shriver in reference to the matter of freight rates in

relation to commodity prii es said :

The carriers arc not unmindful of the fact that, even with the

reductions in rates already made and those now under considera-

tion, the charges generally are high; that is, high as compared
with what they were formerly. Some statisticians have shown the

average rate per ton per mile in relation to the average prices of

commodities, and by coni g uch comparison to the period 1913

to 1917, inclusive, have indicated that the increase in rates has

in recent periods exceeded the average increase in commodity
price \ comparison over so short a period, however, cannot
lie considered as conclusive, particularly when the year 1913, taken

as a base, was one during which railroad rates were generally

recognized as having been low, and in the case of the eastern

district, where substantially 50 per cent of the traffic of the coun-
try is handled, the rates were found by the commission in 1914.

and again in 1917, to have been lower than they should be in the

public interest,

The Railway \ge has recentlj published a detail statement and
chart covering such statistics over s period of more than 30 years,

which indicates, even without taking into consideration the de-

creases recently made and arranged for, that freight rates were
not relatively higher than the average commodity prices. This
statement and chart also shows that the railroads for a number
of years were compensated on a much lower basis than were the

producers of other commodities, and that the railroads did not
relatively participate in the high prices prevailing from 1915 t.>

1920. In other wotals, tin railroads did not reali/e abnormal
prices or profits, ami were so less able to respond with lower
rates when prices generallj declined,

A copy of this statement and chart was tiled a- an exhibit.

Referring to the request of tin- commission for data a- to

the eO'cct upon the carriers' operating income of the reduc-

tion in rates so far made, as well as the changes which have

Come about ill the operating COStS due to lower rates ill' pay
nid lower costs of fuel, material, etc., Mr. Shriver said thai

detailed questionnaires have been submitted to the various

carriers in a form which it is believed will develop some

reliable data bearing on this question.

"Under the most favorable circumstances, it i- extremely

difficult with the best of data available to measure the effect

of the changing conditions as applied to the traffic and oper

ations of a given period," he said. "However, in an effort

to present this situation in -oine tangible form, information

was secured by telegraph from the various railroads in the

Eastern District covering data with respect to the more im-

portant items, and usin^ the re-ult of these returns for the

purpose of estimating, an adjusted or constructive year has

been arrived at."

Continuing, he said :

The adjustment indicates thai again the identical

business that was 'lone in the 12 month- period to October .'1.

1921, upon the basis of rates and costs in effect at November 1.

1021. would show a reduction in revenues ilu.' to lower rates, etc.,

of $60,000,000, and a decrease in expenses due to lower rates of

pay, reduction in costs of fuel and material, and miscel!

expenses of $324,320,054, a aifferei I $264,320,0 I Less esti

mated increased taxes, $25,000,000, or a net increase in income of

$239,320,054, which, added to the operating income as audited.

$234,594,277, would show a total income Eoi thi adjusted year of

$473,914,331, and when related to the propertj value, as tentatively
detei mined by the comun--iou. afford a return of 5 40 per cent.

In making thi- estimate we have endeavored to he more than
conservative in minimizing the lowering of rate- ami In using the

maximum for lessened expen-e-. and -o it is believed to reflect

the maximum railway operating income which can be earned on
lie of 1921 under present conditions. In this connection

• should not be overlooked that a considerable proportion
lilwaj operating income for the year 1921 has been

realized only through the postponement of many important items
ot maintenance, which curtailment is, of course, also reflected in

the adjusted figures.

Benjamin Campbell for New England Lines

lii njamin Campbell, vice-president of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, appeared on behalf of thi

I n I uid roads. He said that based on the return to the

carrier- present rate- in the aggregate are not unreasonable

tx lu ' they fall far -bort of a n turn and if

searching investigation were made, a great many of the

might be found unreasonably low. As nearly a- can
lie fori. id, there i- -mall prospect for a substantia]

increase in business until spring. Since August, 1920, the

\. u England roads had originated 1390 rate pro]

rjaan) of which affected many rates, of which 93 were ad-

vances and I
_

'

J 7 wan 1 reductions They have also partici-

pated in many joint rate reductions. The reduction- that

have been made have not resulted in increased traffic, but in

some instances they hold some business that otherwise would
be lost. Practically no m w reductions -hould be made in

New England under present conditions, he said, and when
the time arrives for a general reduction of rates, it .-hould

only be made after an improved ran- structure has been made
for the New England territory, including an improved re-

lation between class* ind o ind between trade

centers. In future general reductions -hould be confined
to carload traffit and tin- car Load minimums -hould be
increased. The reduction should be on raw materials.

Mr. Campbell also referred to the inadequate mail rates

in Xew England which, be -aid. are less than the actual

cost nf transportation. II read a supplemental statement

prepared b) < i. nit fort, via president of the bo-ton &
Mi '. ii" tie- results of a general canvass of the ship-

New England. This -aid that there was considerable

objection because the proposed 10 per cent reduction on
agricultural products is ool to apply in New England, but

explained that the railroads cannot give adequate service if

their revenues are to be further reduced. Mr. Fort i\

the opinion that rail rati- an- only one of mam factors that

have resulted in depressed business in Xew England.

T. C. Powell for Eastern Trunk Lines

I
i I' well, vice-president of the Erie, was the traffic

witness for the Eastern trunk line.-. He produced detailed

statistics a- to various crops and industries to -how that

the depressed conditions in many lines are due to world
condition- and have been very slightly affected by freight

rate- and. therefore, that the assertion that reduced freight

business is founded on an illusorj hope.

He -.ill that the price- ot many crops are controlled by the

demand for t] tnd while the people of Europe need

many ot these products they are unable to buy because of the

lite of their money in exchange. On the other hand,

increased production of gTain outside the United Stat

demand for our surplus. While he showed
te carrier- have made many an 1 extensive redu

in rates during the past year, he said they have been d I

from making some reduction- because of the fear that

shippers of unrelated products would ask similar redu."
"

I he conditions," he said, "at the present time diff r from

any preceding depression in histon 11

depressions, panics and disturbance- have, from the stand-

f international trade, been localized and
their . H

"These world-wide conditions arc the direct result of the

world war. If it were not for thi- Fact, and if the I'nited

could stand by itself we would Ik- in .;

i ondition."
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In relation to many .of the most important basic products,

Mr. Powell said that existing conditions showed low relative

production which normally would make for high prices, but

that prices were low because of the lack of purchasing power
and that therefore freight rates had practically no effect in

reducing international trade.

Mr. Powell pointed out that the major part of the surplus

corn had already been sold and that, as with cotton, it was
the lack of purchasing power rather than freight rates which
had brought about the low prices. He also showed similar

conditions in wheat.

As a contrast to this he gave the data showing a condition

of prosperity in fruits and vegetables. He closed this line

of testimony in relation to barley, rye, rice, hay, potatoes,

apples, peaches, sweet potatoes, flax, seed, tobacco, peanuts

and sugar beets by saying, "If we were independent of

world conditions the prices on all of these commodities

should be on a scale that would ensure a profitable return

to the producer."

Mr. Powell then added that appreciating the harmful

effect upon business of such uncertainty, the eastern traffic

executives had recently announced that no reductions would

be made in trunk line or central freight association territory

on coal, coke, fluxing stone or dolomite.

Readjustments Since Ex Parte 74

Mr Powell filed exhibits describing the various readjust-

ments and reductions in rates that have been made in

eastern territory since Ex Parte 74 and on being pressed for

an estimate of the extent of the reductions, he placed it

roughly at $100,000,000 a year on the basis of a normal

volume of traffic. After having been led into making this

guess, he was pressed by many of the shippers present for

a detailed statement as to how he arrived at it and as to how
much of this reduction represented a real loss to the car-

riers in view of the fact that some reductions were made to

prevent the loss of business. Mr. Powell denied that most of

the reductions had been made for the purpose of retaining

business, saying many of them had been made only under

pressure and had had no effect on the traffic, while they had

reduced the railroad revenues.

Mr Powell pointed out that substantial reductions had
been made in export grain rates to meet Gulf and Canadian
competition and that the 28 cent reduction on lake cargo

coal had been originally made to meet the increased compe-

tition in the Northwest of coal from Illinois territory. The
reduction had subsequently been applied to coal moving from
all lake ports west of the Detroit river. Some of the

reductions had been made to meet motor truck competition

but very few, as the railroads were not generally attempting

to meet that competition on short haul traffic. He pointed

out that the export rates on iron and steel had been reduced

25 per cent at the request of the iron and steel shippers

who desired to stimulate their export business, but that no
marked increase in shipments had resulted, while on the

other hand, the effect had been to cause reductions in the

export rates via the Pacific coast. The Panama Canal com-

petition also led to many reductions in transcontinental rates.

It is the belief of traffic officials, Mr. Powell said, that

the restoration of business does not depend primarily on

railroad purchases, but that the increased consumption must

come from the general public. He pointed out that prices

for building materials have been high out of all proportion

to the rates, and that the depressed condition of the building

industry has reduced the demand for iron and steel.

W. C. Maxwell for C. F. A. Lines

W. C. Maxwell, vice-president of the Wabash, testified on

behalf of the Central Freight Association lines and said

that as the present rates in the aggregate in the east do not

yield a reasonable return based on the present operating cost,

they are not, in his opinion, unreasonably high. No increases

have been made since Ex Parte 74 except slight readjust-

ments and he filed several detailed exhibits to show the

extent of the reductions that have been made, in many cases

by amounts as great or greater than the increases made in

Ex Parte 74. Hardly a commodity has not been touched.
Mr. Maxwell presented estimates that the proposed 10

per cent reduction on farm products would reduce the rev-

enues of the Wabash $1,233,034 a year on the basis of the

1921 traffic. For the Pennsylvania, the reduction was esti-

mated at $5,800,000, for the New York Central at $3,053,-

353 and for the Erie at $1,250,000. Mr. Maxwell also

pointed out that many reductions have been made since the

compilation made by the Interstate Commerce Commission
which was published as a Congressional document. He said

the 10 per cent reduction would affect the C. F. A. roads

more than it would the eastern roads generally and he
thought it would prove burdensome. The dockets of the

traffic association are now loaded with applications for re-

ductions which the carriers are trying hard to dispose of.

John S. Burchmore, attorney for shippers, made a formal

objection to the filing of Mr. Maxwell's exhibits which
showed reductions made by state commissions in intrastate

rates as being outside the scope of the hearing. Commission-
er Hall overruled on the ground that while the investigation

deals primarily with interstate rates, the commission cannot

be asked to ignore the effect of changes in intrastate rates.

Passenger Fares

Discussing passenger fares, Mr. Maxwell ?aid the prin-

ciple of the surcharge is right and it should be continued.

"It has been a crime against the common people, who ride

65 to 75 in a day coach, to let a dozen or so plutocrats occupy

a magnificent Pullman car at no higher rate of fare," he said.

It is the general opinion of passenger men, he said, that

the rate of fare has had no material effect on passenger

travel, but that the falling off in traffic has been due to-

general business conditions. He said the effect of the auto-

mobile on passenger traffic has been increasing every year

and is getting to be serious but he thought the effect may be

offset through the increased freight traffic which comes from

the automobile business. Auto trucks have taken a good

deal of short haul and 1. c. 1. traffic, but "they are welcome

to it," he said. They have had little effect on carload

traffic.

When Mr. Maxwell said he thought the estimate made by
Mr. Shriver that the reductions in rates made in eastern ter-

ritory would amount to $80,000,000 a year is conservative.

Mr. Burchmore asked if many of the reductions had not

saved revenue for the roads. Mr. Maxwell said that in

some cases they had had that effect.

G. W. Lamb Testifies for Southern Lines

George W. Lamb, representing the railroads in the south-

ern district, testified that those carriers during the year ended

on September 30, 1921. had a net operating income of

$42,805,000, which was at an annual rate of 1.80 per cent

return on their property investment. This, he said, was not

sufficient to enable them to pay the interest on their bonds.

For the ten months ended on October 31. Mr. Lamb testi-

fied that the southern roads had fallen short $66,135,000 of

realizing a return of 6 per cent on their tentative valuation.

Since the test period the rates have been increased 50 per

cent but expense- have increased so that the return for 1920

was $58,000,000 less than the average for the test period.

For the four months, July to October, since the wage reduc-

tion, the southern roads had earned at the rate of 4 per cent.

Since last November there has been a steady decline in

traffic except in October, when the business was increased

by the threat of a strike. In November and December it

has fallen off again. Mr. Lamb agreed with. the other wit-

nesses that the present rates cannot be considered unreason-

ably high since they produce less than an adequate return.
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Shippers Ask Definition of Scope of Investigation

At the opening of tin Saturday morning session, John S.

Burchmore addressed a question to the commission regarding
the scope of the investigation. He said it was expected that

the principal purpose was an early determination as to the

reasonableness of the entire rate structure, the ability of

the carriers to reduce rates, the needs of the public, and
whether an) reduction should be general or limited to

commodities. However, he said, many of the shippers are

uncertain as to how broad the inquiry may be and the

ader of the showing that will be permitted to be made as

to any commodity, so thai groups of shippers may determine
to what extent they should part ii ipate, he asked the commis-
sion to make ( lear the extent ti, which evidence will be re-

ceived on particular commodities or groups of commodities
or the extent to which shippers should expect to resort to

formal complaint-. C. E. Elmquist, chairman of the general

committee appointed by the shippers at the hearing, said the

shipper- had selected a steering committee that would en-

deavor to feai h -nine sorl of agrei ment regarding the division

of time but other shippers -.ii<l they did not understand it

would be the province of the steering committee to decide

the extent to which question- of particular commodities can
be gone into and thai they would appreciate a ruling from
the commission. Commissioner Hall -aid Mr. Bun hmore's

request would be considered, but that the commission had
supposed the scope of the investigation had been made clear

in the order, and that it was a general survey, but that the

order does noi preclude the tiling of a formal complaint and

counsel should judge for themselves whether their interests

would be best protected by a formal complaint. He hoped
the proceeding would not continue indefinitely, but the com-
mission wanted definite concrete information as to groups

Of commodities si, that it -hall better understand the situation

and ability of the carrier- to respond.

Southern Lines in No Financial Condition

to Make Reductions, Says Capps

Testimony to -how that the railroads in the Southern dis-

trict are in no financial condition to make any general rate

reductions and that business prospects in the South are not

promising it present was introduced by C. R. Capps, tir-t

vice-president of the Seaboard Air Line. Of 80 blast

furnaces in the South Mr. Capps -aid only 11 are now in

operation. He also said the Southern railroads moved

2,250,000 tons [ess of fertilizer in 1'Pl than during 1020.

while reports indicate no prospects of an improvement in

1922. He said in his opinion ,i reduction in fertilizer rates

would not stimulate movement.

"I do not think conditions in the South are in any w,i\

chargeable to the present level of freight rate-." -aid Mr.

Capps. "I do not know of any business in that territory that

would be stimulated by a reduction in ratc<
"

He estimated that a in per cenl reduction in the rate- on

tlu principal agricultural products would reduce the gross

revenues of the carriers in the Southern district from Janu
arv to June. 1922, b) approximate^ $6,000,000.

In response to an inquiry by Commissioner Lewi-, rela-

tive to the cost of watermelon- -hipped north from Georgia

and other southern state-. Mr Capps -aid that while thosi

melons soil in the South for from 20 to 25 cents each, the

retail price last summer in Washington was SI. 75.

"What was the average freight rate per melon," inquired

Commissioner Lewis.

"About eight cents apiece." was the reply.

Mr. Capps -aid Unit during the 1 ! months ended Septem-

ber 50 the southern roads had earned $88,000,000 less than

a 6 per cent return. Commissioner Aitchison asked if the

real question is not what the re for earning in

the future. Mr. Capps replied that it is necessary to give

some consideration to the shortage of return in the past.

Commissioner Aitchison asked if it was understood that the
commission was expected to make up in the future for any

ni y in the past. Mr. Capps did not reply definitely.

Hi id he did not know of any rate that i- now unreason-
but that it i- quite likely that some one would come

into his office on Monday and point out one and an effort

ide to correct it if possible. He filed an exhibit

owing the change- in rate- prai tii ally all

on-, which have been made during the past war, but
-tat.d that it was impossible to estimate whether these reduc-
tions represented a lo-s in n "Her- or the
extent of the loss.

L. E. Wettling Shows Condition of Western Lines

I.. E. Wettling, of ' ti.-tical

bureau of the wi stern lini -. i' stifii d as to the financial con-
dition of those roads. For the first 10 month- of 1921. he
said, the net operating income of the western roadf

$249,383,000, which, was at an annual rate of n 7 i>er cent

on the tentative valuation. That this was realized at the

expense of tin properties is shown. Mr. Wettling -aid. by the

fai t that the western carriers had reduced their ex|>enditures
for maintenance of way and structures 30.8 per cent and for

maintenance of equipment 16.7 per cent as compared with

1920, while the reduction in operating expenses as a whole
was only 18.7 per cent. During the last four months for

which return- are available, there wa- a large incn

traffic a.- compared with the early part of the year and the

net return wa- at the rate of 5.7 per cent; but the traffii

was under that of 1920 and 1919 and reached its peak in

October. For the year ending September 50, the net return

of the western roads was only 3.4 pei

Traffic Testimony for Western Lines

Given by Edward Chambers

Edward Chambers, vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, presented the traffic testimony for the n

roads. He said in part

:

The net revenues of carrier- in western territory as a whole
are not sufficient to meet their financial requirement, and are
not up to what the law entitles them to receive Therefore, we
must assume that the rate structure as a whole, both freight and
passenger, i- not at this time unreasonably high.

\s to passenger fare-, it is also our judgment that the present
level is not unreasonable, and that a reduction wouM not stimu-
late traffic to the extent that the possible increase in travel would
offset the losses in revenues that would result.

Surcharges

I surcharge is an extra charge due to the fact that thi

of transporting passengers in sleeping or parlor cars is relatively

higher than in coaches. The surcharge figures about one-third
mile and, for convenience, is made one-half of the

leeping or parlor car accommodations. T'
ahlished after a careful study had developed that

sleeping and parlor car passengers were not paying their proper
share of transportation costs. The aver aed in sleep-
ing or parlor cars is 15 persons and the average for coaches
The average weight >;' a 0,000 lb.; sleeping and

cars weigh from 130.000 to 150.000 lb. With an a\

load of '

- in sleeping or parlor cars, ami 25 pas-
are the averages for all cars—the ra

carry about 9.500 I
1 ', of weight per sleeping or parlor c.v

sender, and A '

I per coach passenger. Based upon the
relative capacity and weight of equipment the

passenger in •
r parlor cars approxun

half tin i while the t

i< not
•'

-ire of expensi

Changes in Individual Rates

There have
freight Prac-
tically all these changes have been redu
of evei

by orders of the Interstate Commerce C
ns are due to readjustmei I

mer relation-hips, and others to the usual reasons which I

have controlled in the making of freight rates.
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Reductions in Passenger Fares

In keeping with the practice that existed when the basic fare

was three cents per mile or less, the carriers have continued the

policy of making concessions for seasonal excursions. These ex-

cursion fares cover practically the entire country, as, for instance,

summer excursion fares to Pacific Coast, Colorado, Utah, New
Mexico, Texas, Florida, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, etc.,

and to Atlantic coast resorts, and national parks. The basis for

summer excursion fares has generally been one and one-third

fares for the round trip, yielding approximately 2.4 cents per mile.

Another large class of reductions, following the previous prac-

tice, has been made for conventions of all kinds, many of them

national in scope. Convention fares have been made for a total

ol some 1,500 of these conventions since September 1, 1920, ap-

proximately 1,300 of which were at points in the western district,

and two hundred at points outside of the western district. For

the ( hand Army of the Republic, United Confederate Veterans

and the American Legion, a rate of one cent per mile was made,

which, in our judgment, is not sufficient to pay the cost of service.

The carriers, however, as a matter of public policy, contributed

toward the success of the national conventions referred to.

Decrease in Gross from Reduced Rates

It is very difficult to arrive at the figures even approximately

because of changes in the movement of particular commodities in

one period as compared with another. To arrive at anything like

actual figures would require investigation as to actual tonnage

moving in connection with each rate reduction. Our estimate as

to the reduction in gross freight revenue resulting from rate

changes since August 25, 1920, using tonnage for the year ended

September 30, 1921, as a basis for the estimate, is $537,500,000 in

western territory, and our estimate for the reduction per annum
in the event the 10 per cent reduction on agricultural products

is made effective, is an additional $45,000,000 per annum, which

would make the total reduction, based on a year's tonnage in

western territory, $82,500,000. The order in the grain case will

increase this abo'ut $14,000,000.

In arriving at these estimates we addressed an inquiry to each

of the 35 important lines in western territory, asking them to

make an individual estimate in each instance covering their own
line.

Changes in Volume of Traffic

The traffic increased for several months after August, 1920,

then began to go down and has been dropping more or less since,

although at times it has shown an increase, but rarely up to the

previous year. The prospects for the immediate future are not

very encouraging for any considerable increase in traffic. While
we hope that the bottom has now been reached, the November
and December reports are very discouraging and we anticipate no

substantial increase in tonnage before the coming of spring. The
volume of traffic has not been materially affected, one way or

another, by rate changes since August, 1920. Economic condi-

tions are verv largely responsible for the shrinkage in the volume
of traffic. For example, building operations at Chicago, where
practically all the necessary materials except lumber are produced

within the city limits, arc no different than in the country gen-

erally.

Increased passenger rates have not lessened travel to the extent

of lowering net revenue. People paying full tariff rates today
are largely those who can afford to do so and those traveling on
business. The greater falling off in regular passenger traffic is

in the coach travel where comparatively short hauls are involved
and where the volume of the increase is in no way burdensome.

Economic Conditions Most Important Factor

The economic conditions that have obtained in this country and
in the world al large since the great war have been the most im-
portant factor in retarding the movement of traffic.

Readjustments

The long established and generally recognized relationships in

freight rales which were forced out of line by F.x Parte 74 per-

centage increase have, with but few exceptions, been readjusted.

The unadjusted relationships are having active consideration. We
do not consider that a mere difference in cents per 100 lb. in rates,

when increased, is a relationship that should necessarily be re-

adjusted. A recognized relationship or differential is such as

fixed by agreement between carriers and shippers, or between the
carriers themselves, or prescribed by state commissions or the
Interstate Commerce Commission.

Tin' carriers are not likely to be in position for some time to

consider a general reduction in all rales. When the financial con-
dition of the carriers will permit, it is our judgment that first

consideration should he applied to specified commodities, among
the great staples which are recognized as most important to the

economic situation of the country and where the reduction would
result in the greatest benefit to the public. It is true that the
carriers are now proposing to reduce the rates 10 per cent on the

most important agricultural products, but this proposition has not
been submitted as warranted by our financial situation, but be-
cause we realize that the agricultural industry is in dire need and
in the interest of all concerned we are proposing to make a con-
tribution toward the anticipated rehabilitation of that industry.

To decide fairly what might be done, it would be necessary
that the entire rate structure be analyzed, both class and com-
modity, to determine what rates, if any, are unreasonably low and
should be advanced, and what rates, if any, are unreasonably high
and should be reduced.

Commissioner Aitchison asked Mr. Chambers whether the

roads expected, if the 10 per cent reduction on agricultural

products results in a decrease in revenue below fair return,

that it will be recouped to them out of future rates when
traffic becomes normal. Mr. Chambers replied that the roads

are willing to take their own chances for the six months
period and hope within that time to get expenses down.

Hearing Adjourned Until January 9

At the close of the hearing on Saturday it was decided

to adjourn until January 9, when the roads would complete

their presentation of statistical testimony. It had been pro-

proposed to call Mr. Aishton on Monday, but it was decided

that his testimony could be postponed until January 9 so

that those who had come to Washington from long distances

need not remain over Sunday. Before the adjournment the

representatives of shippers asked for a large amount of sta-

tistical information to be furnished by the railroads. Some
of the information the roads agreed to furnish, but as to

some they referred the question to the commission as to

whether it should be furnished.

Commissioner Hall said that S. H. Cowan on behalf of

Texas cattle shippers had presented a petition for a rehear-

ing and modification of the decision in Ex Parte 74 but

that such an application, applying to another proceeding,

could not properly be made in this proceeding. Mr. Hall

said that the commission had considered before ordering

this investigation a proposal to reopen Ex Parte 74 and had
decided not to do it, but to order this investigation instead.

If, in view of this statement, Mr. Cowan desired to file his

petition, it should be filed in Ex Parte 74 in the usual way
and copies served on the other parties.

The commission later announced that the further hearing

had been postponed from January 9 to January 11, and that

the further program will be as follows:

Jan. 11-14 Direct testimony of carriers

Jan. 16-18 Cross examination of carriers' witnesses.

Jan. 19-20 Coal and coke.

Jan. 21-23 Ore, furnace materials and iron and steel

articles.

Jan. 24-25 Sand and gravel, brick, lime, cement, gypsum
and asphalt.

Jan. 26-27 Lumber and forest products.

Jan. 28 Fertilizer and materials, sulphuric acid, phos-

phate rock.

Jan. 30-Feb. 4 Testimony of public and shippers as to

general aspects of case.

Feb. 8 Vegetable oil and soap.

Feb. 9 Grain, flour and agricultural products.

Feb. 10 Live stock and packing-house products.

Feb. 11 Petroleum and petroleum products.

Feb. 15 Canned goods and wholesale groceries.

Feb. 16-17 Fruits and vegetables.

Fen. 18. Milk, cream and dairy products.

Feb. 20 Beverages and beverage containers, waste ma-

terial.

Feb. 21-22 Other commodities.

Announcement will be made of dates for carriers' rebuttal

evidence and for oral argument during but before the hear-

ing is closed.



Accounts for Six Months Guaranty to Be Closed

December 31, 1921, Set as Date and Statements to Be Filed on or

Before March 1, 1922

Six months' guaranty in which December 31, 1921, is

fixed as the date as of which .ill accounts pertaining to

tin- guaranty period shall be considered closed for the

purpose of computing the guaranty.

All carriers which accepted the provisions of section 209
of tin' transportation act, 1920, are required to file on or

before March 1, 1922, final statements of amounts due to

them or to the United State-- thereunder. Forms for rendi-

tion of statements are prescribed.

In the computation of railway operating income or any
defii it therein lor the guaranty period for the purposes of

section 209 of the transportation ait, 1920, the order says,

tlie provisions of subdivision (f) of the section are provisions

limiting the inclusion in guaranty computation of charges

to operating expenses or revenue-, actually entered on the

irrier's hooks of account under the accounting rules of the

commission and do not contemplate any increase of or addi-

tion to such charges for the purposes of the guaranty settle-

ment.

For the purpose of the guarant] , i harges to operating ex-

pense- for maintenance will he limited to those applying to

work done between March I and August 31, 1920, inclusive,

and to charges accrued or equalized in accordance with the

commission's accounting rules. No charges for deferred

maintenance will be considered. Estimates of the net effect

of deterred debit and credit items made by the commission

and agreed to by carriers under the authority of paragraph
(b) of section 212 will be considered in computing the

guaranty.

A general rule is announced for the adjustment of differ-

ences in cost of labor and material in establishing the maxi-

mum amounts to be included in operating expenses for

maintenance of way and Structures and for maintenance ol

equipment for the purposes of the guaranty, and method- of

adjustment for differences in amount and use of property

are separately indicated for maintenance of way and -true

tures and for maintenance of equipment.

At hearings before the commission counsel for the rail-

roads had askeil thai the maintenance allowance be made
on the basis of the expenditure- necessary to keep up to

the standard of the test period, although the work may not

all have been done in the guaranty period but was postponed

to some extent because of shortage of earnings or other

reasons. They also contended for an allowance to cover the

so-called inefficiency of labor, which was not sustained in

a special report on that subject issued by the commission

earlier in the year.

The report -how- that $429,808,649 has alrea.lv been

paid on account of the guaranty and in its annual report

the commission estimated that a balance of $105,000,000 is

Still due.

Report of Division 4

The report by Division I of the commission says in part:

The general rules for computing railwaj operating income or

any deficit therein for the purposes "i the guaranty are set

in section 209 of the act, and, having under consideration tin-

manner in which the railway operating income applicable to the

guaranty period is to he determined for such purposes, we issued

our order of June 10, 1920. In that order we provided, among
other things, for the distribution of items of railway operating

income or deficit between the guaranty period and other periods,

and with respect to all carriers we required that all items of

income classable under any of the accounts comprising the stand
ard return, which under our instructions pertain to the guaranty
period, audited during the guaranty period, and similar items

audited n thi counts for the months sub August,

1920, shall he distributed upon the corporate books to the appro-
priate primary accounts for the months in which audited, but

that items pertaining to the guaranty period audited subsequent
I as to readily permit the

totals thereof for each month to he separately stated.

We di the fact that carriers might state their

income accounts on the basis of accruals and ordered that in

computing railway operating income or any deficit therein for

the guaranty period for i: pf section 209, no cl

to income will be permitted which relate to transactions orig-

inating prior to March 1, 1920, or subsequent to August 31,

1920, whether such charges represent actual expenditures or
ciedits to n to reflect accruals. The
carriers were informed that reserve accounts created to reflect

accruals pertaining to guaranty period tran uld he

closed out or adju-t sis of actual expenditures within

such reasonable time after August 31, 1920, as we might determine.

More than a year has elapsed since the close of the guaranty
period and there appears no reason why for the purpose of final

settlement of the guaranty, reserve accounts created to reflect

accruals pertaining to guaranty period transactions should it >t

nov be closed out by adjustment to the basis of actual

pertaining to the [uarant; period or corrected to reflect such
Ltes and adjustments as we are authorized to make under

section 212 of the transportation art, 1920
In our order of June 10, 1920, carriers were cautioned that

while we are required to eliminate and restate operating expenses
and revenues for the guaranty period t" the extent necessary to

correct and exclude any disproportionate or unreasonable charge
to such expenses or revenues for such period, or an,

to such expenses or revenues for such a period, which, under a

proper system "i accounting, is attributable to another period,

we hi not authorized t>> initiate .ir include any charge applicable
to the guaranty period which does not appear on the c

1 1
<'i account at the tin tiaranty settlement. Bui in

the adjustrm y carriers in the return to our order
ot" October IS, 1920. as well as in correspondence and conferences
. urn i i line: formulae oi plans for determining maintenance and
"ther allowances under subdivi a 209, many
carrier- irded the principles which we then announced.

This erroi i iparently at t ri!> nly; to a lack

preciation, on the part of some of the carriers, of the fundamental
differen i betweei id and the guaranty
period in the meth tent, hut also to the fa'

the fact that the adjustments of paragraphs (3) and (5)
of subdivision ifi are - .

. 1 o I \ provisions of limitation of .,

which may he charged by the carriers in computing railway-
operating income or any deficit therein for the purposes of the
guaranty and do not in ntemplate all

such purpbses in excess of amount- actually entered.
Willi the exception of showing separately items audited in the

guaranty period which pertain to other periods and items audited
in Other periods which pertain to the guaranty peri.d. for which
provision is m order of June 10. 1920

i
the a

for the guaranty pei od and for items audited in other
|

which pertain to the guaranty period should be kept exactly
as they should hoe been kept if there had been no guaranty

n the computation of railway operating income or
any deficit therein for the guaranty period for the purposes of
section 209 we shall_ treat the provisions ,,f subdivi
that section a- provisions limiting ration to the amounts
actually charged on the carrier account und

ting rules prescribed by us pursuant to section 2n
interstate commerce act. and we shall not for the •

the guaranty make or permit any increase of or addil
ICtually On the hooks in accordance with our rule-

In the ,-,i-, of deferred debits ami credits which
December 31, 1921, he definitely determined, carriers will be

ubmit estimates of ihe net effect of any and all

items for our action under paragraph
:: act. 19J0.

Undei ins of subdivision (h) of
tion 20*> of the transportation act. we have

to carriers advances amounting
and under the provisions of section 2

the act we have certified partial pa
in the amount of ll

making a total for advances and partial pav-
ments combined of

1257
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Final Statements to Be Filed Before March 1, 1922

The sum of advances and partial payments so certified is more
than two-thirds of the total amount by us estimated as necessary
to make good the guaranty to all carriers. We are required to

make a definite ascertainment for partial payment purposes as

clearly as we are required to make a definite ascertainment in

final settlements. We shall require all carriers which accepted
the provision.-, of section 209 of the transportation act, 1920, to

file with us on or before March 1, 1922, final statements of

amounts due to them or to the United States, as the case may
he, under the provisions of section 209, and as a general rule

no further partial payments will be certified until the information
necessary for a final settlement is at hand. A complete set of
forms for making the final returns required is hereto attached.
Upon consideration of the returns to our orders of October

18, 1920, and January 5, 1921, and as a result of investigations
made for the purposes of the definite determinations required
for partial payments under section 212 of the act, in addition
to the facts considered in Finance Docket No. 1176. Maintenance
Expenses Under Section 209, we are of the opinion that the
allowances for differences that may exist between the cost of
labor and material for the test period and for the guaranty
period, respectively, cannot practicably be made upon the basis
of any rigid rule or formula, but these allowances must be fixed
by us in the exercise of a reasonable judgment upon consider-
ation of all the relevant facts and circumstances.

Differences in Cost of Labor and Material

As we have pointed out in our report in Finance Docket No.
1176, there are some items of maintenance for which no allowance
should he made on account of changes in cost of labor and
material. We therefore announce the following rule for adjust-
ment of differences in cost of labor and material in establishing
the amounts which will be fixed by us as amounts which shall
not be exceeded in charges to operating expenses for main-
tenance of way and structures and for maintenance of equipment,
for the purposes of the guaranty

:

There shall first be deducted from the maintenance expenses
of the test period all amounts included therein for

(a) Depreciation,

(b) Retirements,
(c) Insurance.

The remainder, after being adjusted for differences in amount
and use of property maintained, shall be multiplied by a factor
representing the increase in the general level of cost of labor
and material for the territories in which the lines of railway
of the carrier are situated. To the product thus arrived at shall
be added back the deductions hereinabove provided for, adjusted
for differences in amount and /or use of property maintained.
The resulting sum will 'be the amount to be fixed by us as that
which shall not be exceeded in charges to operating expenses
for the purposes of the guaranty for the aggregate of maintenance
of way and structures and maintenance of equipment. The
methods of adjustment for differences in amount and use of
property are indicated separately for maintenance of way and
structures and for maintenance of equipment in forms annexed.

Carriers in presenting their claims or statements of amounts
due to or from the United States under the guaranty will be
required to state under oath the increase in cost of labor and
material for their respective territories and may support these
statements by such statistics and representations as may to them
appear proper. In the presentation of such cases it should be
borne in mind that the fact that certain prices were actually paid
for units of labor or units of material in the test period and
the guaranty period, respectively, is not conclusive evidence that
those prices indicate or measure increases in cost of labor or
material for which "due allowance shall be made." The prices
actually paid in either period may be affected by the relative
competence of management, by standards of maintenance adopted
or by other causes not attributable to increased costs
The allowances for increased compensation provided for in

section 4 of the federal control act will be computed upon rates
definitely approved by the President in each case. The treatment
to be accorded such allowances in respect of retirements will be
that contemplated by section 4 of the federal control act and
not that provided by the ' standard contract" if in anv case the
provisions of the "standard contract" do not agree with the pro-
visions of the act The additional allowance will be limited to
additions and betterments to road, made with the approval of
or by order of the President and completed and in operation onor before midnight on February 29. 1920. and to equipment
delivered and m operation on or before said date The benefits
of section 4 will be extend.

I
, , riers which were releasedfrom federal control prior to March 1. 1920. as well as to those

t
which were under federal control until that date

I he provisions of this report and of the order to be issued

in connection therewith will apply with the necessary changes,
to settlement of the guaranty with the American Railway Express
Company under subdivision (\) of section 209

Some Interlocking Officers

and Directors Authorized

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION has issued .:

large number of additional orders authorizing railroad
officers and directors to hold positions with more than

one carrier. One of these orders authorizing i ommon officers

and directors among the companies comprising the New-
York Central System consisted of 42 typewritten pages. In
the case of three directors of die New York Central, however,
George F. Baker, William Rockefeller and Harold S. Van-
derbilt, the commission declined to authorize them to retain at

the same time directorships in competing lines and save
them until December 31 to make their elections as to which
position or positions they will hold under the authority
granted in the alternative and to report to the commission
all pertinent facts in connection therewith.

George F. Baker was authorized to hold until further
order of the commission the position of director of the New-
York & Long Branch and chairman and director of the
Central of New Jersey and the position of director of either
the New York Central and a list of subsidiaries named, or
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Erie, and its

subsidiary, the New York, Susquehanna & Western, or the
Lehigh Valley.

William Rockefeller was authorized to hold until further
order the position of director and member of the executive
committtee of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the
position either of director of the New York Central and
its subsidiaries named, or director and member of the execu-
tive committee of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and
director of its subsidiary, the Greene Railroad.

Harold S. Vanderbilt was authorized to hold until further
order the position of director of the Chicago, St. Paul, Min-
neapolis & Omaha and of the Chicago and North Western
and the position of director of either the New York Central
and subsidiaries or the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Among the other orders issued by the commission were

those authorizing common officer:, and directors of the lines
subsidiary to or affiliated with the Northern Pacific: Author-
izing Thomas De Witt Cuyler to hold the position of director
with the Pennsylvania, the Long Island, the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, the New York, New Haven &; Hartford,
the New York, Ontario & Western and the Rutland; author-
izing Robert S. Lovett to be director of the New York
Central and affiliated lines, the Illinois Central, the Yazoo
& Mississippi Valley and the Central of Georgia, and
director and chairman of the executive committee of the
Chicago & Alton and of the lines comprising the Union
Pacific System; authorizing officers and directors of lines
in the Southern Pacific System to hold offices with different
companies: authorizing James Speyer to be director and
member of the finance committee of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific and the Baltimore & Ohio; authorizing'
James A. Peabody to be chairman of the executive committee
and director of die Illinois Central, vice-president and direc-
tor of the Delaware & Hudson and the Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne & Chicago, and director of a large number of non-
competing roads, the American. Railwav Express Comnanv
and Wells, Fargo & Co.

George T. Slade was authorized to hold until further order
the position of director of the Northern Pacific and of the
Southern and the position of director of either the Lehigh
Valley and its subsidiary, the Lehigh & New York or the
Erie and its subsidiary, the New York, " Susquehanna &
Western.



The Development of the Robinson Connector

Latest Type Incorporates Improvements Suggested by Extensive

Service of Earlier Design

Tiii' coupling and u i] ling of i ars, either p i

or freight, involves two operations; the engaging or

disengaging of the couplers and the connecting or dis-

i onnecting of the train lines. The former operations are

•emi automatic and are controlled b) levers conveniently

Located a< the sides of the ear; the latter, however, must still

l"- performed by hand, a method which involves -
i dangi i

to the employees because il is necessary for them to go

between the cars, Coupling train lines is of the duties

of the car inspector which consumes a considerable share of

his time. Uncoupling the train line, which should be done

by hand, is often neglected and the hose arc allowed to pull

apart when the cars are separated.

The loss of time in connecting hose and the bad effects of

pulling them apart have led railroad officers to look to the

automatic train line connector as the solution of these and
other difficulties. In discussing the automatii connector a

leading railway master car builder said: 'There appear-

to be no room for argument about the need of such a device.

The greater life of hose, the absence of broken train pipe-

resulting from uncoupling cars without first disconni

the hose, the saving of time and Labor in making up train-,

and the reduction in the cost of pumping air, all of which

might be classed as direct or apparent economic-, would

undoubtedly justif) the cost of application alone, but the

writer is even more impressed with the benefits that would

be secured indirectly. Numerous leaks are found ill I o 1-1

and gaskets at all seasons of the year, almost entirely the

The First Robinson Connector, of the Pin and Funnel Type,
Applied in 1910

result of the practici referred to ibov , viz., pulling tin-

hose apart, thereby injuring the fabric and inner tube. In

the cold weather, however, when thi es, the diffi

culty in preventing air leakage becomes a controlling factor

in the operation of long freighl trains and they have to b
reduced in length to a point where the air pressure can be

maintained irrespective of the tonnage rating or the abilit)

of locomotives to haul them Even at the best, this factor is

responsible for a very great amount of terminal detention

and labor on the part of car men trying to stop leaks.

''The connector increase- the life of hose because it elim-

inates all mechanical wear. The hose is never jerked or

-trained. Frozen hose dee- rot interfere with its operation

Hid leakage and breaks are cut down to such an extent that
it is possible to run longer trains."

Ila problem of the automatic connector wa- considered
b) the Master Car Builders' Association in 1908. A com-
tnittee on thi- subjed submitted a report which reconiM

a buttil line, tor with pin and funnel gathering
devici I m m the time this report was i-<ued until the pres-
ent the Master Car Builders' Association and its successor,
'he Mechanical Division of the American Railway Associa-
tion, have given little attention to this subject, although a
sub-commit t. nized in 1919. In this interval, how-
ever, there had been a remarkable development in train line
connectors. Since 1910 over 1,000 car- have been equipped
with the Robinson connector. Its present performai
-tnh as to command careful consideration and as a historv
of the development of tin device- i< essentia] to an under-
standing of the present state of the art, an account of the
successive stages through which it passed will accordingly
be given.

History and Extent of Service

In 1910 the first design of Robinson connector was applied
to a passenger work train operating on the lines of the Wash-
ington' Terminal Company, Washington, I), c i

neclor was of the pin and funnel type, in accordance with
the recommendation- of the M ( I; committee of 1908.
Its service extended over a period of ten month
satisfactory to the railroad officers in charge. Representatives
of the Interstate Commerce Commission watched the installa-
tion and were so well pleased with it that the commission
arranged for an official te-t of the connector on the 1

Gn Li Northern at Grand Fork-. 11 C
The tot was made on the Marcus division of thi- roud.

extending between Grand Forks and Phcenix, B. C The
train- hauled were heavih headed ore trains. Fifty cars

quipped and run interchangeably with 140 unee|iiipped
ars. The- grade wa- 3.3 per cent and the curvature in Mime

pl »sive, .tirvc- of 22 deg. being commonly en-
countered. Railwa m various parts of the country
"e'e presi nt the board of Railway Commissioners at Ottawa

native-, ami every com -• was
made of the connector, ea.h of which it met successfully.
ll te definitely established at least one important fact:

that thi- connector made and maintained a perfectly tight

ioint. thus greatly increasing the effectiveness of the air
i .rake.

I
i submitting it- official report on this test the Interstate

Commerce Commission concluded as follows: "From infor-

mation obtained in this test the conclusion i- reached that
the Robinson conni fc and practical device, which
if properly installed and maintained, will meet the ni

in general freight service and add to

safety in train operation on the railroad using it.

"It i lly simple in construction at-
:

parts wlii, h issembled. It i< .

light i" weight, and of ample strength to withstan
to which it is Iikel) to :

in ordinan
gathering range i- sufficient to meet all

cars in service where car couplers Can be D

and it will withstand severe elistortion without damage when
are for.acl together under conditions

couplers will not operate.

"It will maintain a tight joint between con;

even when gaskets are worn to such an ev

1259
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not lie used with" the standard host- coupling, and it- use

would materially reduce train pipe leakage."

Freight Connectors Installed on Canadian Northern

In view of this report by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and in view of the favorable opinion of the con-

nector expressed by its representatives, the Canadian Board
iif Railway Commissioners became interested in the device

and requested the Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk Pacific

and the Canadian Northern to look into it.

As a result of this request four all-steel hopper cars on
the Canadian Northern were equipped with freight connec-

tors. Experience with the first design indicated that the pin
and funnel type was deficient in gathering range and un-
desirable because the dimensions once fixed could not be

altered. Consequently a new design, known as type B, was
prepared using a gathering arrangement of the wing type.

These connectors were installed by the Canadian Northern
at its Winnipeg shops in May, 1914, and put in continuous

service handling gypsum rock from Steep Rock to Winnipeg
during the summer and in coal service between Port Arthur
and Winnipeg during the winter months. These cars ran in

this service for three years under the most severe track and
weather conditions, especially in winter, the temperature
from December to March ranging from 10 deg. to 45 deg.

below zero. The test came to an end through a wreck on the

Steep Rock line, destroying all four cars. No change of hose
or gaskets had been made during the whole period and these

parts were in good condition 'at the completion of the test.

Reports issued each trip by the train crews handling these

cars show no train leakage whatever and all concerned were
greatly pleased with the device.

The second installation in Canada was made by the Ca-
nadian Pacific, which equipped one passenger train in service

between Montreal and Ottawa in February, 1015, with tvpe

Type B Robinson Connector, with Wing Gathering
Arrangement

B connectors. This test proved satisfactory and resulted in
equipping 125 passenger cars operating out of Place Viger
terminal, Montreal, to Quebec, Ottawa, and Eastern Quebec
points. These cars were equipped with the type C, an im-
proved type resulting from experience with types A and B.
The Grand Trunk Pacific in April, 1915, equipped one

passenger train in service between Winnipeg and Transcona,
and three Hart cars in freight service between Fort William,
Ont., and Transcona, Man., type B connectors being used.
These tests were satisfactory and reports show the high es-
teem in which the connector was held by Grand Trunk
Pacific officers.

Type C Connector in Passenger and Freight Service

In May, 1915, the Canadian Northern equipped a pas-
senger train running between Winnipeg, Man., and Edmon-
ton, Alta., which continued in service until March, 1917,
under the most severe track and weather conditions to be
found in America. During the winter of 1915 and 1916
temperature went as low as 55 zero in parts of

Saskatchewan. 'This test proved so satisfactory that the Ca-
nadian Northern ordered equipment for 250 passenger cars

and 200 freight cars, the latter to be used on the Duluth,
Winnipeg & Pacific out of Virginia, Minn.
The new type C connector was supplied for these installa-

tions and the freight cars were equipped in February and

^a

Jjfegu
Type C Robinson Connector for Passenger Service

March, 1917. The 200 cars equipped were steel flat cars in

log service between lumber camps of the Virginia & Rainy
Lake Lumber Company and Virginia Mill. On the lumber
company's lines cars were handled over skeleton track, an

abnormally severe condition not to be duplicated in railway

service, but the connectors operated satisfactorily without

any sign of leakage. Between Virginia and Cusson, on the

Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific main line, cars were handled
in complete trains of 40 cars and showed such a remarkable

decrease in troubles due to train line leakage that all con-

cerned were impressed with the advantages of the connector,

especially in winter weather. No leakage whatever was found

in the connectors, whereas similar trains operated over the

same line and equipped with ordinary hose couplers showed
continual delays on account of creeping brakes and poor

brake operation due to train line leakage.

In 1920 two New York Central passenger trains and three

locomotives on the Valley division at Dunkirk, N. Y., were

equipped with type C connectors, where they continue to

give satisfactory service. At about the same" time 50 steel

hopper cars, engaged in copper ore trade, were equipped on

the Mineral Range at Calumet, Mich. The installation oper-

ated under extreme climatic conditions, such as excessively

deep snow and very cold weather, and was discontinued only

because the mines were forced to close through bad market

conditions. The officers of the road who came in contact

with the connector were greatly pleased with its service.
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Extensive Installation in Through Passenger Service

From March, 1917, type C passenger connectors continued

to be installed on all Canadian Northern trains operating

west from Winnipeg, and further orders were placed by this

road during 1919 and 1920, when all passenger equipment
west (jf Montreal to Vancouver, B. C, was equipped. This

covered trunk line operation amounting to 12,000 miles of

railway and included transcontinental trains of 12 to 14

cars each, operating between Montreal and the Pacific Coast,

a distance of 3,000 miles. This large installation was the

first real trunk line operation ever attempted with any con-

nector and resulted in experience with regard to the require-

ments for automatii connectors never before obtained.

As the result of this extensive experience, and the study

given to connector design for mure than 12 years, the Rob-

Latest Des Type 2 H

inson Connector Companj has developed .i standard connec-

tor, embodying advanced features and refinements of design

which only long and varied experience could make possible.

While differing in refinement ci detuls from the old t\pe (

connector, the same fundamentals of connector construction

are found in it. It i> stronger and more rugged; the gaskets

are removable from the rear of the coupling head without

parting the cars and the head is somewhat larger in anticipa-

tion of changes in the steam heating system now being advo
cated by many railwa) S.

Objects of the New Design

The objects which the Robinson Connector Company has

sought to attain in the urw connector are primaril) the

following: (a) a coupling head of size adequate to permit

such needed developments in the head as time may demon
strate to be desirable, without affecting interchange with

previous heads; (b) simplicity and speed in the renewal of

defective baskets without parting the ears; (e) a more
rugged and powerful brackel and lug foundation for the

connector; (d) a spring compression sufficient to compensate
for the excessive wear between ear coupler knuckles occa-

sionally encountered; (e) increased size in the steam port

opening; (f) a reduction in the number of gaskets used;

(g) a greater gasket life; (h) to convey the air and steam

through the connector head without it contacting with the

head, thereby eliminating the necessity of making the head
of air-tight material; (0 simplification of interchang

manufacture.

The first of these objects has been attained by increasing

the length and width of the head to ll 1
j in. and S in.

respectively. Within this space the three ports may be ar-

ranged in any one of several ways. They may, for instance.

be cored in the head or the) ma) be formed of separate

and suitabl) mounted in the head, as in the

tin- air brake j>ort. These dimensions will readily accom-

modate any size of port which future developments in the

air or steam line are likely to require. The air and signal

ports may be increased to 1 '
_. in., and the -team port to

2 in. opening without affecting intei iih previous

Flexibility of Gathering Range

Another important feature of this type of i oupling head
t- the flexibility of its gathering range dimensions. While
there i- very little about connector design that i- not now
known to connector manufacturers and to railroad men who

tudied the question, it has not yet been determined

what gathering range a connector should havi

modate most efficient!) the varied requirements of sen-ice.

It is known, of coursi that the passi tor requires

a greater gathering range than the freight. The pass

iOi longer, with a considerably greater overhang

from truck center to end sill of car. the angle at whi.h the

pproach i- more acute, and hence the gathering

iter. But since the- litions under which

are practically known factors, it is

no; i difficult matter t.. determine what gathering range the

pa--, i tor should have.

With the freight car condition- arc different, however.

There an- a great many different types and many different

lengths of freight cars. They operate under the most

conditions, being commonly hauled over track on which it

would be impossible to run a modern passenger car. More-
over, freight cars receive the minimum of maintenance.

These factors complicate the problem of determining what

Type 2 H Connectors in Coupled Position

gathering range is most suitable for the freight connector.

\ dimension has been developed that has s,, far proved

satisfactory, but how it would meet general freight sendee

on hundred- of thousands of cars, only extensive installation

. an reliably tell.

I hi magnitude of the field fe>r the freight connector and
this inherent element of uncertaint) as to one of its

important dimensions. ]xiin t with emphasis to the ni

gathering range which may be varied at will without

affecting interchange with previous units of the equipment.

This cannot be done with any type of pin and funnel

connector. It is an inherent limitation in all pin and funnel

head- that a gathering ratine on. e s,
t

,..-.-

The freight and passenger gathering r.m_ dealt

with separately with the pin and funnel head. The freight

head must be- as large as the passenger hi d, itherwise they

will not interchange. A cre-at waste of material and ui

s.irv bulk to the freight connectoi
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These are among the reasons which led this company to

discard the pin and funnel head.

Flexibility of the gathering range dimensions is an inherent

advantage of the wing type of head. The spread of the

wings may be increased or decreased at will, with a corre-

sponding change in the gathering range without affecting

interchange with previous heads. The freight head, having

but a single port, may be made to size and be given a gather-

ing range best suited to freight operations, and yet inter-

change perfectly with the passenger head. The only dimen-

sion common to the two heads is the width of the face and
the location of the wings with respect to the ports.

A great economy in first cost and maintenance results from
this flexibility of design which avoids the necessity of putting

metal that is not required into the freight head simply to

get it to interchange with the passenger head.

All Gaskets Readily Removable

The second object, simplicity and speed in the renewal of

defective gaskets without parting the cars, is attained in the

new connector by mounting the signal and steam port gaskets

in the face of the head and backing them up by the curved

fittings A and B shown in the illustration. These are remov-
ably mounted in the head by a bayonet joint comprising

dogs, a, on the head behind which the lips, b, on the fittings

are rotated. The unions, C and D, for connecting the hose

to these fittings are formed in a similar manner.

When it is desired to remove a signal or steam gasket the

hose unions are opened and the fittings A and B are rotated

out of the head. This exposes the gaskets which may then

be readily removed through the rear of the head. Normally,

each of these gaskets is under slight initial compression; in

rear end of the fitting. This produces a simple and efficient

air line arrangement.

Improved Design of Bracket and Lug

The third object, a more rugged and powerful bracket and
lug foundation for the connector, is accomplished by length-

ening the lug by which the connector bracket is supported

Steam Connection Removed to Change Gasket

from the car coupler. In the previous connector the lug was
short and hence required a bracket of considerable length.

The bolts attaching the bracket to the lug were spaced ap-

proximately 2 in. apart, while the distance from the center

Details of Steam Heat and Air Signal Connections, with Removable Gaskets

design they are of the air-expanded type. Thus, when the

air or steam is admitted the gasket swells into absolutely

air tight engagement with its seat in the head and against

the front face of the fittings A and B.

The removal of the brake port gasket is accomplish :i I b)

a somewhat different process. Here the gasket is mounted in

the forward end of a curved fitting, E, removably held in the

connector pipe, F, which is pressed with the head, by a pin.

G. When removal is desired, the pin is lifted and the entire

fitting is removed from the connector. To accomplish this

it is not necessary to open the union, //, by which the brake
hose is attached to its fitting. This union is employed solely

to facilitate interchange with a car not equipped with the

connector. When the interchange period is over the union
will be eliminated and the hose mounted directly upon the

of these bolts to the center of the connector pipe was, for

the Sharon coupler, 12 in.

This arrangement imposed rather high stresses upon the

bolts in the lug and on the adjacent walls of the bracket,

which sometimes loosened the joint between these parts. In
the new connector the leverage ratio on the lug bolts has
been reduced from 6 to 1 to 2 to 1, and instead, of two bolts,

four are used. The result is a dependable and powerful
foundation for the bracket, a most important consideration.

The fourth object, a spring compression sufficient to com-
pensate for the excessive wear occasionally encountered be-

tween car coupler knuckles, is attained by the use of a longer

buffer spring and by increasing the length of the connector

pipe. In the previous connector this compression was lyi in.,

but long experience demonstrated that on account of excessive
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wear occurring in some coupler knuckles, this was insuffi-

cient. It was therefore increased to 2^ in., which permits
of the maximum wear on the car coupler knuckles without
affecting the rigidity and tightness of the joint between the

connector heads in the slightest degree.

The fifth objeel desired was increased size in the steam

Details of Removable Brake Pipe Connection

port opening. In the previous lector this opening was
l'j in., which is the dimension widely employed for the

present hand-hose coupling. The difficulty incident to prop-
erly heating long trains in excessivel) cold weather has

brought about considerable discussion looking to a greatei

steam port opening. Since many railroad men are nf the

opinion that the steam porl opening must ultimately be in

creased, an opening of 1
-
1

i
in. has been adopted in the new-

Robinson Connector Fitted for Interchange with Standard

Hose Couplings

connector. This dimension, however, permits perfectly sat-

isfactory interchange with a connector head having a

port opening of 1
j

_• in.

The sixth object, a reduction in the number of gaskets
used, is alt.lined by using in the steam union the same
gasket that is used in the steam port, and b) using in the

signal |x>rt, the brake! port, and the brake union a common
form of gasket. Thus in the freight connector bul on up*
of gasket is used, a convenience o\ much practical import
The seventh object, a greater gasket life, is attained D)

greater body to the gasket-. In the previous connector
the air gasket had a face width and a depth of J4 in., while
the width of the steam gasket face was % in., and the depth
of this gasket was )\ in. In the new connector, the air gasket

lace of yi in. wide and the steam gasket a face ]/2 in.

wide. The gaskets are also deeper than the previous design,
•""I the general increase in size and resiliency insures a

life.

Ihe eighth object, to convey the air and steam through
or head without bringing it in th the

metal of the head, is attained by tin- improvements previously
mentioned. It mi! d from the drawings that the

train lines is i .rried through the
rithout impi laid pressure on the metal in

the head and hence the requirement for an air-tight casting
in tin- hi ad '- i liminati 'I [n thi , line.

alwaj - the most important lini

through the head by the fitting /•:. Elimin:
for making the head of air-tight material not only
facilitates it- production and lowers its manufacturing cost.
hut makes it a much mi part.

The ninth object, simplification of interchangeable manu-
'- brought about mainly by the dimensions and

design of I of the new connector. Various develop-
roi

' " i be made within the head without affecting inter-
with previous unit- of the equipment. Forming the

gasket seat- in the manner shown and mounting the fittings
in the head instead of making them an integral part
head, not only simplifies foundry procedure, but greatly
simplifies and reduces machinit mplifi-
catiorr.. greater ease in maintaining interchangeable dimen-
sions in the sevi ral parts natural!) results.

Railroads May Not Evade
Consolidation Provisions of Law

Wash

I

N denvini ma, of the Pittsburgh & West \ir-

Pni ' its capital stock and a-sume obligation and
i rtain securities in

i onnei tion with
the purchase .if the property and franchises of 1 West
Sidi Bell the Interstate Commerce Commissioi

length the provision of the law re-
'ating t(

i in- application «
pen the ground that the issue and assumpt i

net for a lawful object since the applicant ha- net obtained
authority for the acquisiti Section 5 of the interstate
commerce ai I wh i tion relating to consolidations,
dire, tme the i ommission to prepare a tentative

solidation and providing that a proposed consolidation must
In- m harmony with this complete plan. The effect

n. therefore, i- to declare that railroad- dc-p
cite, t what amounts to a consolidation in advance of the

ligation of the commission's complete plan may not
object indirectly by failing to make appli-

under Section 5. but by basing it upon other sections
of tin

tirgh & \\ -t Virginia own- all the stock of the
ompany and is now operating the road jointly with

its own. An agreement between the dated
aber 1 provides that the Pittsburgh & \\

shall purchase all the franchises, corporati
and credits of the belt Company and in paym

- unties and assume the contit
tie- and remaining indebtedn. -

Stock -o delivered to the Belt Company v.

turned by it to the applicant in payment of indebtedness
approximating $ 00 and in exchange for the
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of the Belt Company. Thereafter the corporate existence

of the latter was to be terminated.

The commission's report points out that the applicant had
previously asked for a certificate of public convenience and
necessity for the acquisition and operation of the railroad

of the licit Company, but the proceeding was dismissed on
the ground that the proposals did not fall within the pro-
hibition of paragraph 18, section 1. The applicant has not
sought approval or authority for the acquisition under any
other provision of the act. The commission says that under
Section 20-a as a pre-requisite to the granting of the author-

ity sought for the issuance of securities, it must find that the

proposed issue is for some lawful object and the question,

therefore, is whether the purchase and sale may lawfully be

made without authority or approval under the provisions of

Section 5. Section S gives authority to the commission to

approve the acquisition by one carrier of the control of an-
other in any manner not involving the consolidation of such
carriers into a single system for ownership and operation.

It then provides in paragraphs 4 and 5 for the preparation

by the commission of a plan of consolidation and paragraph
6 authorizes consolidations which are in harmony with and
in furtherance of this plan with the approval of the com-
mission. The report of the commission then continues

:

In the instant case it appears that the purchase by applicant
and the sale by the Belt Company of the franchises and property
of the latter are within the corporate powers of both companies
and may lawfully be accomplished under the laws of the com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania. Nor is the acquisition within the
prohibition of the "antitrust laws," for the two carriers do not
compete, are connecting lines, and for some time have been un-
der common control and management. The sole question, so far
as this phase of the matter is concerned, is whether the purchase
and sale may lawfully be made without authority or approval
from us under the provisions of Section 5.

Paragraph (6), Section 5, uses the word "consolidate."
Technically, a consolidation is sometimes defined as a union of
companies where a new corporation is created to take over the
powers and property of the consolidating corporations. We are
of the opinion, however, that the word "consolidate" is not used
in Paragraph (6) in a narrow sense, but that the language of
the paragraph is broad enough to cover any form of union un-
der which "properties theretofore in separate ownership, man-
agement, and operation" pass into the possession of a single cor-
poration for ownership, management and operation. This matter
is not of immediate importance, for if the proposed purchase
falls outside the terms of Paragraph (6), it is certainly covered
by Paragraph (2) which deals with the acquisition by one car-
rier of the control of another "either under a lease or by the
purchase of stock or in any other manner not involving the con-
solidation of such carriers into a single system for ownership
and operation." The question has a prospective importance,
however, if we decide that authorization of the purchase is nec-
essary under Section 5, for no such authority may be granted
under Paragraph (6) until we have adopted a plan of consolida-
tion under Paragraphs (4) and (5), while there is no similar
limitation upon action under Paragraph (2).

Rut applicant has not sought authority for the purchase and
sale under Section 5, and the immediate question, as aforesaid,

is whether the transaction can lawfully be consummated without
such authorization. Two constructions of the above-quoted pro-
visions of that section are possible. One interpretation is that
they represent an attempt on the part of Congress to place in our
hands complete control over the union of carriers engaged in

intei tati commerce; the other is that they are merely a means
of affording relief from the operation of the "antitrust laws," or
other restraining state or federal statutes.

Section 5 is a unit, its separately-numbered paragraphs dealing
with analogous matters. Paragraph (1), which has to do with
the pooling of freights and the division of earnings, begins as

follow s :

"That, except upon specific approval by order of the Com-
mission as in this section provided, and except as provided in

Paragraph (16) of Section 1 of this \ct. it shall he unlawful
for any common carrier subject to this Act to enter into any
contract, etc."

It is thus definitely and unmistakably provided that an agree-
ment for the pooling of freights or the division of earnings shall

be unlawful unless and until it receives on,- specific aporoval.

The corresponding langua • of 1 iph (21. which deals with
.union of carriers not involvinc consolidation into a single system

for ownership, management, and operation, is not so easilj con-

strued. It contains no specific prohibition, but provides that
whenever we are of opinion that it will be in the public interest,
we shall have authority by order to approve and authorize such
union. The language of Paragraph (b) is similar, for while it

specifies the conditions under which consolidations "shall be
lawful," it does not in terms state the conditions under which
they shall be unlawful.
The provisions in question were made a part of the interstate

commerce act by the transportation act, 1920. In case of
ambiguity it is permissible, in interpreting a statute, to refer to
the reports of Congress.
Aside from this extraneous evidence, the intent of the pro-

visions may, we think, be determined by reference to internal
evidence. Paragraphs (4) and (5) provide most elaborately
for the preparation and adoption by the Commission of a "plan
for the consolidation of the railway properties of the continental
United States into a limited number of systems." When we have
agreed upon a tentative plan of this character, it must be given
"due publicity," including notice to the Governor of each state,

and all persons must be heard who may file or present objections.
Thereafter, and not until then, the final plan may be adopted and
published.

Obviously, the preparation and adoption of a plan of consolida-
tion under such instructions from Congress require deliberate

and careful consideration of every railway property of the "Con-
tinental United States" from competitive, financial, commercial,
and other points of view, so that each such property may with
nicety be fitted into its appropriate place in the final scheme.
Obviously, also, many consolidations which are not barred by
the restraining provisions of the "antitrust laws" or other federal

or state statutes may be wholly inconsistent with the plan and
destructive of its purpose. Yet, if consolidations of this kind
can now be lawfully effected without our approval, the con-

clusion is inevitable that the carriers may ignore Section 5 with

impunity under similar circumstances, after the plan has finally

been adopted, and thus bring quick disaster to its entire struc-

ture. It is impossible to believe that it was the intent of Con-
gress to prescribe with such care the method by which this

elaborate and comprehensive program shall be formulated and the

principles by which it shall be governed, and at the same time

leave open a door by which at any time it may be wrecked.

Beyond question, in the development of the transportation act,

1920, as a constructive measure for the solution of the railroad

problem, great importance was attached by Congress to the

ultimate consolidation of the carriers into a limited number of

great systems, well balanced financially and of similar earning

power but competing with each other and maintaining the existing

channels of trade and commerce. In our opinion it was the

intent of Congress that complete control over the situation should

be in our hands, so that the working out of this constructive

policy might be safeguarded in every possible way, and so that

consolidations or other union of interests might not be effected

without our consent.

Nor is the language of Section 5 inconsistent with this con-
clusion. In Lewis' Sutherland on Statutory Construction it is

said, at pages 1149-1150:

A direction contained in a statute, though couched in merely
permissive language, will not be construed as leaving compliance

optional, when the good sense of the entire enactment requires

its provisions to be deemed compulsory.
But it is unnecessary to rely upon this principle of construction,

for when, in Paragraph (6), it is provided that "it shall be law-

ful" to consolidate under certain conditions, this is but another

way of saying that consolidations in disregard of those condi-

tions shall be unlawful. And in like manner, when it is provided

in Paragraph (2| that we may authorize the acquisition by one
eartier of control of another in any manner falling short of

consolidation, whenever we are of opinion that such acquisition

"will he in the public interest." this is equivalent to saying that

authority for the acquisition shall not exist under other condi-

tions.

If it had been intended that these provisions of Section 5

should merely afford a means of escaping from the restraints of

the "anti-trust laws" and other state or federal statutes, much
simpler machinery would have been de\ ised for accomplishing

the purpose. The "plan of consolidation" is incompatible with

such an interpretation of the section and embodies a policy of

far greater breadth and vision.

We conclude and find, therefore, that the proposed issue of

slock and the proposed assumption of obligation and liability

are for an object.—namely, the purchase by applicant and the

sale by the Belt Company of the property and franchises of the

latter,—which can not lawfully be accomplished without our

authority under the provisions of Section 5 of the interstate

commerci act Until such authority is secured the application

must he denied. This conclusion makes it unnecessary to consider

in other respects the propriety of what is proposed.

Ccmmissioner Potter dissented.



A Plea in Behalf of the Supervisory Officers

Railroads' Treatment of Supervisory Forces Singularly Out of

Line with Their Merits

By J. L. Eldridge

Vice President, Yardmasters' Association of America

A\
i vi vi occurred short!) after the railways came under

governmenl control which should have afforded tin-

railway executives considerable material for thought,

and thai was the formation of organizations of supervisory of-

ficials—yardmasters, train dispatchers, station agents and

mechanical supervisors. Organizations of these classes of

railway employees came into existence practically over night.

The old Stock argument about silver-tongued orators

arousing the spiril of discontent and unrest among these men
for the purpose of furnishing themselves with jobs will

manifestly not apply in this case, for these organizations

arose almost spontaneousl) as oon as coercive pressure was

removed.

How are we to explain this singular phenomenon? The
explanation is simple, and constitutes a grave indictment

against the prescience and foresight of the railway executives

as a whole.

During the progress of railwaj development the interests

of these men and their peculiar importance in the railway

industry had been lost to sight in the maze of a bureaucratic

official organization. The yardmaster who, in the original

railwa) organizations had been the right arm of the division

executive now found himself removed to a great distance b)

the intervention of numerous minor staff officers, who in

many instances had no practical knowledge of his problems,

but who nevertheless exercised practically untrammeled
authority over him.

During all these year- In- was made the victim of any

number of manifestly unjust conditions, unjust differentials

in wages, unjust discrimination- in hours and petty tyran-

nies and exaction on tin pari of hi- immediate superiors

from whii h thei e « as no esi ape.

How often have we known of good, competent yardmasters

who have thrown up the job and "gone back to the foot-

board," as the sa) ing i>. because the constant ragging by some
minor operating official, wh uld not if his life depended
upon it till the yardmaster's job, made life miserable, and

produced a mental attitude which detracted from the efficient

performance of his work.

It was these abuses and acts of injustice arising perhaps

from the indifference rather than the intention of the m U

ments and which had been accumulating during a long

period that finally resulted in the formation of national

organizations of yardmasters, and other supervisory officers

We have said at the openill
;

of this article- that the ap-

pearance of these organizations of supervisors should have
furnished the railway executive! with food for thought. One
would imagini that they would at least have made some effort

to analyze the factors which had operated to bring about

such a situation, and having arrived at the cause of the

trouble would have taken som Steps to alter or palliate the

offending conditions.

One would naturally Suppose that they would have been

astounded, not to sa) alarmed, to see the men who were

directly responsible for the operation of their railways, sud-
denly grouping themselves in labor organizations. It is not

in the records that they indulged in any such thoughts, at

least so far as attempting to change the conditions which
led up to this revolt arc- concerned. On the contrary, they

reverted to past practices, onl) move SO, as one might -,i\ .

On October 3, 1918, committees of yardmasters from all

parts of the country, except the Pacific slope, met with the

regional directors in Chicago. They asked for an eight-hour

day and $250 per month.

President A. II. Smith of the New York Central, who
acted as chairman, advanced the argument that it would be

impossible owing to the shortage of man power to grant an

eight-hour day at that time, and tin- yardmasters finding

this unanswerable went back to their twelve-hour day.

Shortly after this meeting, there was issued by the director

|
id a schedule of wages and working conditi' I

yardmasters. The wage- were placed at a maximum of 5250

and minimum of $200 per month for yardmasters, and a

maximum of $240 and $175 per month for assistant yard-

masters, and the application of the maximum or the minimum
was left to the discretion of thi thi individual

properties.

My readers will doubtless say tin- was the time when
the executives grasped their opportunity to challenge-

fair an'cl just application of thi; award the necessity for the

i organizal ii ry < >i t"i. dais.

They did nothing of the sort, or at least in only a few

install, i

The following i- an example of what they really did. On
several railwa\ - mi n who
for years were suddenly reclassified as assistant yardi

and paid the minimum rate-.

On one large Eastern carrier where tin- yardmasters had
never been granted vacations, a vacation for the year 1918

was refused, although the director general's order granted it.

and was not allowed until month- afterward and then only

after an appeal had been taken to the regional director.

From all over the country came complaint- to the- effect that

the award of the director general was being applied without

an>- proper regard for the dun. es of the men
involved. Some of these cases were straightened out on the

property, others \,\ the- regional directors, but many of them
owing ti ii the- part of the local officials,

and the then imperfect organizations of the v.ml:

ition, dragged along until the railways went ;

private management, and consequently, there are yards
in tin- country who have just claims arising from the im-
proper applii I'd' director general's award which
run int..

I
i

of dollars.

Is it any wonder when all of these thing! dered,

that '

!

: rid the other supervisory officials'

organizations were able to present to the members of the

Congress during the winter of ividence sufficient

ilH'e them of the ;' including the-e

iii tlu- labor sections of tin- Transportation A I

It was once remarked to the writer that the super
officials wen- the non-commissioned officers in the railway

With thi- we do not agree, but resorting to tl

analogy we should -av that at lea-t twi

employees could with more justice be compared to the line

oftie er- m military organi sations I

and the yardmaster. Tin- general manager and his aides,

which designation won!. I cover all to and in-

cluding the trainmaster, constitute thi ^ n d staff of the

railway army in which the agent and the yardmaster are the

1265
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line officers. These arc the men who are constantly in

command on the firing line, and who are working day and

night to execute successfully the orders which are being

passed on to them by the various "aide de camps" of the

general staff.

Marshal Foch in one of his lectures on the Principles of

Modern War delivered many years before the late European

conflict, defined a good corps commander "as one who could

successfully carry out the instructions of his superiors under

circumstances of which he was frequently the sole judge."

i )ne would have to search a long while before he could find

,i better definition of a good yardmaster. And then, to carry

the military analogy further, the yardmaster is constantly

faced by the two factors which form the basis of all strategy

—time and space—and like the strategist, all his work and
its results are based upon and conditioned by these factors.

If the railway terminals of the country were of a size

proportionate to the maximum traffic, his problems would not

only be easier, but he would be able to attain to complete

victory, or in other words entirely eliminate congestion,

rehandling and delay. But such is not the case, and so

the best that he can hope to attain is only a partial victory,

or a minimizing of the factors of delay and congestion. In

this position he is like some strategist, whose combinations

are perfect, but who is, owing to conditions of terrain, insuf-

ficient reserves, or other factors beyond his control, always
robbed of the complete fruits of victory. He can checkmate
his antagonist, and deal him staggering blows, but he is un-

able to annihilate him. Obviously, such a situation would
call for the highest order of military talent, for the slightest

error would be fatal.

It is the business of the yardmaster to move cars, and his

ability to do this within the smallest possible pace and in

the shortest duration of time determines his success or failure.

Consequently, it is necessary that he should be first of all

a competent switchman, and the business of switching cars,

like golf, rifle shooting or horseback riding, cannot be learned

by watching some one else perform. One must have the

actual experience. And now right here, we wish to say a
word for the yardmen employed in the terminals of this

country. It has become almost a habit within recent years to

assume that the railway workers no longer have a pride in

their work, but are interested only in their pay checks. This
is untrue of railway workers in general, and is particularly

unjust to the men working in our terminals; for if there is

one thing eagerly coveted by these men it is the reputation of
being a good switchman, that is the ability to perform a
given amount of work with the least number of moves, and
consequently, in the shortest possible period of time.

In making yardmasters, the managements of some carriers
overlook this class of employee entirely; with the thought
perhaps that men taken from other branches of the service
would be more loyal in case of labor trouble. In this we
believe they make a grave error, for while the loyalty they
have in mind will be called upon very infrequently, the
efficiency which comes only from knowledge and experience
is needed every day.

It is a fact well known to all who are conversant with the
situation that the terminals constitute the weakest link in
our transportation system. It was in these that the break-
down which occurred during the early years of the war was
most serious in its results, and we are willing to predict
that a resumption of anything like the traffic handled during
the years 1915-1920 will result in a similar condition of
blockade and delay in the movement of freight.

The reason for this is, of course, very simple and that is

that railway traffic has outgrown the capacity and facilities
of the terminals many-fold, and this condition cannot be
improved at this time without the expenditure of many mil-
lions of dollars. The growth of cities and towns has re-

, suited in restricting railway terminals to a size proportionate

to the traffic of 30 or 40 years ago, and it is only by the

purchase of much valuable real estate and costly engineering

projects that this condition can now be overcome.

Imagine the expense incurred by reason of delay and
damage in a terminal when a dozen classifications are made,

and only three or four tracks available to make them.

Imagine the expense incurred by reason of trains standing

outside terminals for hours because of the lack of available

track room. The writer making a trip over one of our

largest carriers during the winter of 1919-1920, counted 14

trains standing outside one of their biggest terminals.

And now we would ask the candid reader if he does not

believe that the men who are entrusted with the duty of get-

ting the best results under such conditions should be con-

sidered in the light of something more than a corporal in

the railway army? Or whether he is not entitled to some-

thing more than five cents per hour more than a yard fore-

man, which is the basic rate recently offered the yardmasters

by one of the largest carriers in the country >

Amendment to Transportation

Act Opposed

Washington, D. C.

Alba B. Johnson, president of the Railway Business

Association, and Professor Emory R. Johnson of the

University of Pennsylvania, representing the railroad

committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,

testified before the Senate committee on interstate commerce
on December IS in opposition to an amendment of the trans-

portation act to repeal the rate-nnking section as proposed

in the Capper and Nicholson bills. Mr. Johnson opposed

the Capper bill as a direct attack upon the earning capacity

of the railroads, both in the proposed repeal of Section 15a

and in that part of the bill which would restore to the states

complete control over intrastate rates. Repeal of Section 15a,

he said, would leave the commission without instructions

as to rates that would yield an adequate income. The Rail-

way Business Association, he said, believes that anything

tending to destroy the full authority of the commission as

conferred by the Transportation Act is contrary to public

opinion. Inadequacy of revenue, he said, would inevitably

in time bring about government operation and ownership of

the railroads, which, in his opinion, would be the greatest

calamity that could happen to the United States. The rail-

roads must have adequate revenues, not only to maintain the

railroad properties, but also to attract new capital, and the

inability of the railroads to get new capital will continue so

long as the return from railroad investment does not rise to

the level of the return from competing securities. Moreover.

he said, prosperity will not be restored until the purchasing

power of the railroads has been restored. When the railroads

are in prosperous condition, the entire business of the country-

is stimulated.

Professor Johnson asked a fair trial of the act. Repeal of

sections which give the Interstate Commerce Commission

authority to correct state rates when they discriminate unduly

against interstate commerce, would limit the commission's

ability to maintain rates permitting a free flow of interstate

commerce, he said.

"The Chamber of Commerce of the United States holds."

said Dr. Johnson, "that none of the provisions of the act

should be repealed or amended at the present time. The

Capper bill would cut the rule of rate-making out of the

act, and would take away from the Interstate Commerce
Commission the power it has been given to correct state rate=

that unreasonably discriminate against interstate commerce

and interstate railroad rates.

"The rule of rate-making was put into the law because
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of the belief that it was necessary for the maintenance of

tin ient railroad service and for the restoration of railroad

credit. Manufacturers, shippers, and producers of all kinds

had reached the conviction before the act was passed that

i In Interstate Commerce Commission should so regulate rates

as in enable the carriers to earn enough each year upon the

value of their properties to enable them to maintain them

and to develop their facilities along with the growth of the

business of the country.

"The Chamber of Commerce of the United States through

its railroad committee and by a vote taken among the 1,400

business organizations within the chamber, formulated a rule

of rate-making in 1919 which was similar to the one incor-

porated in the Transportation Act of 1920. These business

organizations voted six to one for the rule.

"As early as 1917 the national chamber declared by ref-

erendum in favor of giving the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission authority to regulate rates when these rates affect

interstate commerce. This action of the chamber was re-

affirmed in 1919. The chamber recommended that this

principle be incorporated in the Transportation Act of 1920.

I In
I power by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to correct unjustly discriminator}- state rates is in

the public interest. The -tatute does not take away from
the Mate commissions their power to initiate rates, nor are

the states prevented from adjusting railroad charges within

the reasonable limits established by the federal act. The
chamber believes that the Transportation Act should be

full and fair trial, and that when the act is changed
it should be supplemented and rounded out."

Contract Work Under Fire Before Labor Board

Roads Defend Practice of "Farming Out" Maintenance

Requirements as Legal and Economical

Tiik RIGHT OF RAILROADS to contract cur and locomotive

repair and maintenance work has been the subject

of vigorous and at times bitter attack and defense

during the past week in hearings before the Railroad Labor

Hoard. Twelve cases, involving nine carriers which have

ontracted lor either part or all of their repair or ni.

name work and the labor organizations representing the

classes of employees affected by the changes in management,
were consolidated by the Hoard and hearings on the com-
plaints of the organizations that these contracts were made
solely to evade the rulings of the Board and the provisions

of the Transportation Act began on December 19.

The first complaint to be heard by the Board, considered

by both carriers and employees as more or less of a "test

i ase," was that brought by the Railway Employees Depart-

ment of the American Federation of Labor against the In-

diana Harbor Belt, because that carrier had contracted with

the Burnham Car Repair Company for the operation of all

of its repair tracks and -bop facilities. The Board's synopsis

of the case, as presented to the Board by representatives of

the Federated Shop Craft-, outlines the salient points in the

complaint. It says

:

It appears that in January, 1921, the carrier contracted with
the Burnham Car Company to take over and operate the
repair tracks of the Indiana Harbor Belt, the railroad com
pany retaining the car inspectors tinder their supervision
Immediately upon the assumption of supervision by the ear
company a reduction in wages was made- and some of the
work placed on a piece work basis. Seventeen nun were
laid off. The employees contend that the carrier's action was
for the purpose of enabling them to avoid the payment of
tin rates established bj tie Board and that their action was
in violation of the provisions of the National Agreement.

Frank P. Walsh Calls Contracts "Legal Frauds"

Frank P. Walsh, who will be remembered as the cross-

examiner in the national agreements case, opened the em-
ployee's presentation by terming the contract made b
the Indiana Harbor Hell and the Burnham Car Repair Com-
pany as a "legal fraud." I he presentation of specific c h

against both the carrier and the repair company u a -

by C. J. McGowan, vice-president of the Brotherhood of
Railway Carmen, win. alleged that the Indiana Harhe
had violated the national agreement with shopmen by: (1)
declining to discuss grievances with the men or their repre-
sentatives; (2) refusing to negotiate a new agreement with
the representatives of the shopmen; (3) refusing to continue

the national agreement until a new agreement could be

negotiated; (4) forcing an individual agreement with the car

inspectors; (5) changing the hour- of car in-

spectors without proper authority and without negotiation

with (he union's representatives or reference to the Labor
Hoard; and (6) discharging men without ise and
investigation.

At the same time he charged the Burnham Car Repair
Company with: (1) refusing to deal with the local officers

of the men's union; (2) relieving men without reference to

tluir seniority; (3) discharging men without investigation;

(4) changing the work day from eight hours to nine-; (5 I re-

ducing the hourly rates of carmen to 66 2/3 cents; and,

(6) installing piecework without an agreement with the men
or their representatives.

George Hannauer Cross Examined

Mr. Walsh then commenced the cross-examination of
George Hannauer. vice president and general manager of the

Indiana Harbor Kelt, continuing for the greater portion of
the Board's session ot D cembei 19 and 20 in an effort to

prove that the contra, tors in this case were "dummv" con-
tractors and that the only motive for "fanning out" the work
was th( the carrier to evade the orders of the Board
and the provisions of the Transportation Act. Mr. Hannauer
pointed out that the contractors had performed many jobs
for the carrier in tin- past and were financially responsible,
that they had solicited the repair work without word from
him. that there was no connection whatever between the car-
rier or any of its officers and the contracting company, that
he had conceived the idea of contracting this work and had
not talked with anyone except the chief mechanical officer

of the road before signing the contract, that the repair work
at din was contracted for at different times.

culminating in a period of three months in the contracting
of all i d's car repair work, and that the carrier

1
no unusual or illegal control over the contl

Dtatives in the conl ; shops
present mereb to lay out the

carrier and inspect the work turned ou:

made, he said, entirely in the interests of cor -- and effici-

iting that ii - of the con rtain
work averaged $17,497 a month, where.- .vork,

estimated on the basis of the Master Car Buile!

would have cost the railroad 524.0.= 7 a m0nth. The yearlv
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savings under the contract arrangement would amount to

about $75,000, he added.

I. H. B. Contends Board Has No Jurisdiction in Case

The carrier's presentation in the case was directed by Mr.
Murray who, in opening his remarks, filed a brief with the
Board setting forth that it was the contention of the carrier
that the Board had no jurisdiction in this case. In support
of this position the brief pointed out that the labor provisions
of the Transportation Act apply to disputes between the
carriers and employees or subordinate officials directly inter-
ested in these disputes. The organization bringing this case
before the Board is not directly interested in the dispute, it

asserted, and therefore the Board had no jurisdiction in the
case.

"While not admitting the jurisdiction of the Board," the
brief continued in substance, "the Indiana Harbor Belt
denies that the agreement with the Burnham Car Repair
Company for the contracting out of the repairing of its car
equipment was done to avoid payment of the rates of pay
established by the Board, and denies that the contracting
out of its repair work is in violation of any rule or working
condition legally in effect between the Indiana Harbor Belt
and its employees; but asserts that this agreement was made
to accomplish economies and improvements in the operation
of the carrier and is accomplishing and will accomplish
these results. The Indiana Harbor Belt asserts that the
Board has no jurisdiction over the Burnham Car Repair
Company or the employees of that company, their wages or
conditions of employment. The employees of the Burnham
Car Repair Company under this agreement are not the em-
ployees of the carrier and there is no dispute likely sub-
stantially to interrupt commerce between the Federated Shop
Crafts and the Indiana Harbor Belt arising out of the con-
tracting of equipment repair.

"It is the position of the Indiana Harbor Belt that:

"(1) No jurisdiction has been vested in the Board to
determine when and under what circumstances and upon
what conditions the carrier may employ independent con-
tractors to do work for it;

"(2) even if the men employed by the contractors under
this agreement were construed by the Board to be the em-
ployees of the carrier, the employing of these men by the
carrier on terms satisfactory to them would not create and
could not constitute any dispute between the carrier and its

former employees in whose behalf the complaint in this case
has been filed;

"(3) the Board, by the terms of the act of Congress
creating it, can only entertain jurisdiction upon the com-
plaint of employees, organized or unorganized, where there

exists an unadjusted dispute which can substantially inter-

rupt the operation of the carrier; and such dispute must be
one between the complaining employees and the carrier in

which the complaining employees are directly interested.

Board May Become "Welfare

Agency of the Employees"

"The phrase 'directly interested in the dispute,' occurring
and reoccurring as a controlling condition wherever the
jurisdiction of adjustment boards or of the Labor Board is

defined in the Transportation Act, is manifestly placed in

the Act with deliberate and mature intent. By the express
terms of these sections, no employees or organization of em-
ployees can act or interfere or require action by the carrier

or set in motion action by the Labor Board in respect to

grievances, rules or working conditions, or wages or salaries,

which do not directly interest such employees or organiza-

tion of employees—it is not sufficient to create a right of

such employees or organization of employees to act or in-

terfere or complain to the Labor Board that they are indi-

rectly or sympathetically interested in the grievances, rules

or working conditions or in the wages or salaries of other
employees or organizations of employees. The jurisdiction

of the Board is confined to disputes between the carrier and
its own existing employees in respect to the rulr<, working
conditions, wages or salaries of their own employment—it

does not cover the relations or obligations of the carrier tc

ex -employees. It does not affect the free will of the carrier

to discharge an employee, nor the free will of the carrier tc

engage an employee. It dose not confer upon the Board
power to dictate whom the carrier shall discharge or retain

or whom the carrier shall employ. It does not affect the

right of the carrier, in any department of work, to accom-
plish that work through an agreement with a contractor

who furnishes the labor therefor—in fact, where the carrier

can achieve economies by so doing, it is its clear duty to

follow that policy. That the carrier has discharged a parti-

cular employee or has engaged a particular employee, or

accomplishes the performance of work through a contractor

of labor rather than by direct employment of labor, may
sentimentally or sympathetically or from the standpoint of

the maintenance or advancement of labor unions or labor

welfare, interest the employees of the carriers, but it does
not directly interest the employees of the carrier in respect

to' the rules, working conditions, wages or salaries of their

own employment.

"There is danger that the Board may assert, or may by
the employees be asked to assert, in exercising its jurisdic-

tion, a too broad interpretation of this word 'interest' as

used in this Act.

"If the mere existence of a concern or desire to

accomplish a class advantage in the conflict between
capital and labor is sufficient to justify a complaint
to the Board by employees, then the functions of the Board
in respect to the relations between the carrier and its em-
ployees are practically unlimited, and the Board becomes a

welfare agency of the employees.

"It is respectfully suggested that this Act does not design

to give the Board jurisdiction to adjust any disputes which
may arise between the carrier and its employees in respect

to any grievances which the employees may arbitrarily set

up in their desire to promote their class welfare—and that

the grievances referred to in this Act are grievances in

direct respect to the employees' own working conditions, or

in direct respect to the rules affecting the employees' own
employment, or in respect to the employees' own wages or

salaries—and that the word 'interest,' as it occurs in this

Act, is used in a legal sense and not in a layman sense.

If grievance under this Act is to be construed as embracing
any strategic demands, which the employees as a matter of

class interest may make and fortify by threat of a strike,

as to whom the carrier discharges or employs, or as to

whether the carrier procures its labor through a contractor

or by direct employment, then the Board becomes in reality

the supreme supervisor of the carriers in all matters per-

taining to employment—and practically, through the weapon
of a threatened strike, the employees of the carrier may
confer or thrust upon the Labor Board jurisdiction of any

issue whatsoever."

Former and Present I. H. B. Employees

Satisfied With New Conditions

Under the subsequent direct examination of Mr, Hannauer
by Mr. Murray, the history of contract work on the Indiana

Harbor Belt was outlined and emphasises placed on the fact

that the carrier has been since 1915 contracting part of its

operation, notably its icing facilities, and always without

criticism on the part of the employees. In reply to one
question, Mr. Hannauer said that he believed that it was his

duty under Section 404 of the Transportation Act to contract

work wherever savings could be made bv so doinc
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In closing the carrier's case, Mr, Murray presented a peti-

tion hi the car inspectors now on the Indiana Harbor Bell to

the Board and stating that they were satisfied with their wages
and working conditions, that they desired no change and that

they were not opposed to the company's contracting its repair

work. Another petition signed by all of the carmen employed

by the contractors and stating practically the same facts, plus

the statement that they desired no one to protest their situa-

tion, was also presented by Mr. Murray.
After vainly trying to establish the possibility of future col-

lusion between the contra, tot - and Mr. Hannauer to bring the

costs of repair work up, Mr. Walsh presented numerous affi-

davits of former employees of the carrier to prove that the

petition presented on behalf of the carrier's car inspectors

was obtained from the men under threat of losing their posi-

tion. It developed, however, that the affidavits were dated

in April whereas the petition of the men was dated in August,
six months later.

Mr. Walsh Summarizes Employees' Case

The salient points in the carriers' and the employees' posi-

tions in all of these controversies were brought out in the

closing arguments of Mr. Walsh and Mr. Murray in Indiana
Harbor Belt case.

Mr. Walsh in an impassioned plea for a decision declaring

the employees of the contractor to be -till the employees of

the carrier and therefore subjeel to the rulings of the Board
and the provisions of the Transportation Act and terming
the contracts already made as illegal, said that this case deals

with the fundamentals for which the Board was createil. the

insuring of justice to railwaj employees. The form of the

contract, he added, indicated that it follows "a form of con-

tract used by the railroads throughout the country as part of

a general plan to evade the rulings of the Board and the

provisions of the Transportation Act." Should this contract

be adjudged legal by the Board there will be nothing to pre-

vent the carriers from contracting all of their operations, thus

nullifying the labor provisions of the Transportation Act, he
pointed out.

S. C. Murray Presents Carriers' Case

Mr. Murray, in closing the carrier's case, pointed out that

the labor organizations represented by Mr. Walsh could have
no standing before the Hoard in this case inasmuch as the

employees of the contractor had specifically stated that

they did not want their case brought before the Board and
the men who were formerly in the employ of the company
and who had gone on a strike when the change was an-
nounced had no right to representation before the Board ac-

cording to its previous rulings. The contract itself was de-

fended by Mr. Murray under the "independent contractor"

laws of the country. He cited many decisions of the Supreme
Court and rulings made under tin Federal Employers Lia-
bility Act in support of this defer e I hi se decisions showed
that railroad foremen could dire, t tin work of the ccim-

tractor's employees without changing the relations between
the contractor and his emplo) ees and the railroad and its em-
ployees. Furthermore, he added, the contract does not violate

the national agreement for there i< nothing in the national

agreement holding that the railroads have no right to contract

work. Mr. Walsh's "fraud" charge was refuted by reference

to the contract made in 1919 by the road for the operation of

its icing plant. Then, Mr. Murray said, there was no reason

for evading cither the rulings of the Board or the provisions

of the Transportation Act for neither were in existence at

the time.

Whole Controversy, Based on I. H. B. Presentations

With the close of arguments in the Indiana Harbor Belt

case, on which both employees and carriers had concentrated

their respective arguments on the principles involved, the

presentation of evidence in similar ter ear-
ner- ami the organizatii iting the men affected by
tin i hanges, was given rapidly. In every case the testimony
closely followed the attack of the employees and the defense
of the carriers in the Indiana Harbor Belt controvc ••

The complaints of the United Brotherhood of Maintenance
of Wa\ Employees and Railroad Shop Laborer- against the
I In' igo Great Western, the St. Louis-S I sco, the
Colorado & Southern, the Indiana Harbor He It. tin Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul, the Chicago &: North Western and
tin- Great Northern and tin complaint of the Federated Shop

nsl the Gulf ' oast late - w< re .mi. l.h d -

of m tlii- manner.
E. F. Grable, president of the maintenance of way organi-

zation, in stating his contentions, brought forth the additional
charge that the carriers in contracting their maintenance of
way work were not only violating tin Hoard's orders and the

provisions of the Transportation Act, but were also evading
the supervision of the I. C. C. over expenditir

In defense of the Indiana Harbor Belt's contract for main-
tenance of way work, Mr. Hannauer presented statistics to

show that although more actual work has been done on its

of way in the period from April 1 to September 30,
1921, under the contract arrangement than in the correspond-
ing period of 1920, when tin clone by railroad
forces, the man hours expended decreased from 691,080 to

374,068, and the cost to the carrier decreased fi

104

I. K. Sillcox, general superintendent of motive power of
the Chicago. Milwaukee- & St. Paul, testifying in d( t

that carrier's contract for unskilled laborer-' work at four

terminals stated that under the terms of the contract
the carrier faved $47,714 per war. Under i ross . xamination,
Mr. Sillcox stated that largely because of the restrictive rules
of the national agreement and the' wage rates fixed by the

Hoard it wa- impossible to do the necessary work fi

than Sll 20 per engine whereas the contractor arbitrarily

offered to do the work for SO per engine. The contract was
made, be added, to effecl tin- saving and under the require-
ment of tin' transportation Act for economical operation.

The Erie's Contract Shop Work
Searings on complaints of shopmen on Erie against that

carrier's contracting of it- shop work a! Hornell, N. V.. to

the Hornell Construction and Repair Company and at

Marion. (), to tin- Railway Service Company were liefore

tie Board an December 20. The testimony in tl

comparatively brief and followed in genera] the testimony
given h\ both carrier- and employees in tic pr
Hen B. Hooper, vice-chairman of the Hoard, a-ke-d II A.

Invlor. genera] -olicitor of the Erie, if it wa- the- carrier's

po-ition thai legally it could contract all of its operations.

Mr l.c\lor. however, refused to express an opinion on
which wen not before the Hoard, but called attention

to the fact that there might U' a dividing line based on the

char.e ter of thi work which would make impossible tic

cal or practical contracting of all railway operations.

Walsh Closes Hearings for Employees

In closing this series of hearings for employees Mr. Walsh
cited two reason- why he believes the railroad- cannot suc-

cessfully contract work: First, because stockholder:

railways would not stand for allowing property to get out

of their legal ml. tlu- alleged admissioj

part of the railway executives through giving

work to outside companies would bring the railnxids before

the government and they would lose their char-

Hearing on the temporary injunction granted to the

Pennsylvania against the Labor Hoard, lescribed in the

i of December 17. page 1216, - heduled for
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December 21, has been postponed until January 3 by mutual
agreement.

Missouri & North Arkansas Before Board

J. C. Murray, receiver for the Missouri & North Arkansas,

filed a petition with the Labor Board on December 21 ask-

ing for authority to cut the wages of employees 25 per cent

in order to resume operation of that road. The road ceased

operations on July 31 after a long controversy with its

employees and between the courts and the Labor Board. In

filing this petition Mr. Murray outlined a special wage
reduction plan which he had submitted to the employees in

October and which they turned down. This proposal was
to resume operations immediately with a 25 per cent wage

cut with the understanding that if at the end of the year

there was any surplus left, after paying expenses, taxes and

interest this surplus will be divided among the employees

up to the point where their wages are comparable with the

wages paid on other carriers.

The Seriousness cf the

Egg Claim Situation

By Albert L. Green

Special Representative, Freight Claim Prevention,

American Railway Association

For the first six months of this year the amount paid

out in egg claims by the railroad companies averaged

$90,000 a month, and by the American Railway Ex-

press Company, $50,000 a month. Approximately 80 per'

cent of these amounts represent damage which could easily

have been avoided by the more careful handling of egg crates

on the part of the transportation employees, and by closer

attention to the packing and loading of the crates in cars

by the shippers. Only a fraction of the damage was due to

wrecks and derailments, the exact amount reported by the

railways for this six months' period being $9,049 or less

than 2 per cent of the total. The remainder may, therefore,

be said to be wholly within the control of the shippers and
the carriers.

Comparing this year's figures with those of 1920, when
extraordinary conditions, such as peak prices and the switch-

men's strike, contributed to the record figure of $2,500,000

in egg claims, the lower prices and more favorable transpor-

tation conditions now prevailing would seem to point to a

greater reduction than is now in sight. Much encourage-

ment, however, is to be drawn from the decided improve-

ment noted in the preparation of shipments for movement
by express and, in certain localities, by freight. In Ten-
nessee, for instance, a particularly serious egg claim situa-

tion has been almost entirely adjusted, and eggs from that

territory are now reaching the market in first-class condition.

By no means do the carriers claim that all of the trouble

is due to the lack of care on the part of the shipper. They
recognize that the majority of claims arise from causes for

which the carriers alone are responsible, and we think it is

safe to say that there is not a freight or express carrier in

the country that is not putting forth its best efforts to render

safe and satisfactory service.

It is clear, however, that the shippers do share some
responsibility in the matter. To insure safe transportation,

eggs must be packed right. What constitutes "right" pack-

ing is open to discussion. Heretofore it has been considered

that the honeycomb filler, when new and of standard quality

and packed with excelsior pads of the proper weight, should

protect the eggs with the minimum of damage under ordi-

nary conditions. But a study of the reports of inspections

'made by the railroads and express companies at the market

points, develops a serious question whether the point of

maximum safety has actually been reached.

The egg case pad was first introduced to the trade in

1903, and shortly thereafter its use was officially recognized
by the Consolidated Freight Classification. The pad at that

time weighed 145 lb. to the thousand. It was then thought
merely necessary to use a quantity of loose excelsior which
had ordinarily been used in the packing of eggs, and no
particular thought was given to the necessity of compressing
or tying the fillers within the case so as to prevent the

shifting of the contents. From time to time suggestions came
to the manufacturers from the trade that thicker pads would
offer greater resistance to breakage, and accordingly the

weight of the pad was increased, first to 160 lb., then to

180 lb., and finally to 235 lb. per thousand, which is the

weight now in general use. Two years ago it was found that

the introduction of a third pad, usually inserted beneath the

top filler, was effective in reducing damage and it was not

long before the majority of shippers adopted the 6-pad pack
in preference to the 4-pad pack previously used.

On October 12 and 13, at the research laboratory of the

Chicago Mill & Lumber Company, Chicago, a series of

tests were made under the observation of representatives of

the National Railway & Express Committee on Egg Break-
age; the Freight Container Bureau; the U. S. Department
of Agriculture; the Live Poultry and Dairy Shippers' Traffic

Association; the National Association of Egg Case and Egg
Case Filler Manufacturers; and the National Poultry, Butter

and Egg Association. The objects of the test were, ( 1 ) to

determine whether the present honeycomb filler should be

strengthened; (2) to measure the comparative protection

afforded by the excelsior pad now in use as against a thicker

and heavier pad; and (3) to compare the 4-pad pack versus

the 6-pad pack. Egg cases of standard construction and of

standard fillers, flats and pads taken from the regular stock,

and only sound eggs were used. All cases, with a single

exception, were subjected to a 20-min. test on a shaker

machine.

At the conclusion of the tests the newly organized Na-
tional Railway and Express Committee on Egg Breakage
held its first meeting and discussed all phases of the egg

claim problem. This committee recommended that a pad
weighing not less than 250 lb. per thousand should be pre-

scribed by the Freight and Express Classifications; that the

trade marking of fillers would help prevent the use of

under-standard fillers, since it would enable the carriers'

inspectors to identify the manufacturer of fillers below grade,

which would lead to the product being condemned for trans-

portation purposes; that the present standard honeycomb
filler, when used with six pads, affords all the necessary

protection, and until the heavier pad has been thoroughly

tried out in practice, consideration should not be given to

increasing the weight of the filler; also that much better

results would be secured if all shippers now using the 4-pad

pack would follow the practice of the majority and use 6

pads to the case.

The extensive use of second-hand fillers presented the

most complicated problem which came before the conference.

Many schemes for eliminating their use were discussed and
the subject has been left open for consideration at a future

meeting.

1

The Canadian Pacific, for the first time, is planning to use

New York as a port of departure for its passenger steamers.

During the war twelve of the company's steamers carried troops

and supplies from New York. The "Empress of Scotland,"

25,000 tons, leaves on February 4, and the "Empress of France."

18,500 tons, on February 11, both on Mediterranean cruises. The
"Empress of Britain," 15.850 tons, which brought home the 27th

Division "of the American Expeditionary Forces, will go on two

West Indian cruises, one on January 21 and the other on Feb. 21.



Loading Guides Solve Difficulties of L. C. L. Freight

Pennsylvania Aids Shippers by Introducing Improved

Method for This Service

To i I'lniii the forwarding of Less-than-carload freight

in so-i ailed trap or ferrj car service from points in the

central region to all points on the system and connecting

railroads loading guides have been prepared by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, which show in a simplified manner the cor-

recl loading to he followed ["hese guides have been dis

tributed to all ferry or trap-car shippers in the central region

and a Tier six months' trial the majority of shippers served dj

the road have permanently adopted them. Efforts arc now

being made to secure the co operation of all others using the

trap or ferry car service.

The results already accomplished have exceeded expecta-

tions. The railroad men and the shippers who have adopted

loaded to securi th< best possible service. With this infor-

le their shipments and so regu-

late their loading that th forwarded to the trans-

fer which will accord tin best service. This direct loading
greatly reduces the handling "i tin shipments at intermediate
point- and eliminates the delay previously experienced with

tin- indisi riminate loading.

A ii attire of prime importance i- that shippers have found
that the simplii if) of the guide renders its use general

throughout their loading departments. Moreover, sh

find that it i- advantageous to them to hold their shi

several days and assemble a load for a proper transfer, be-

cause of the improved service that accrues b] such -

Markers Indicating Routes Simplifies the Sorting of Freight

the plan feel assured that n provides an efficient and expedi-

tious method for the handling ol miscellaneous freight in less-

than-carload quantities which, unless loaded in a systematic
ua\ .1- regards destination and intermediate transfer point-.

i- necessaril} subjed t.. frequent handling and delaj en

route.

The Plan

Freight cars which are loaded by shipper- at their plants
with miscellaneous less than carload shipments are known
as ferry or trap cars. Prior to the preparation oi the loading
guide- thi- freight was loaded indiscriminately; shipments
destined to eastern point-, tot instance, were loaded in the

same ear with miscellaneous shipments destined to western
points or southern points. This indiscriminate loading made
it necessary to move cars to adjacent freight stations or near-

by transfers where they had to he unloaded, the shipments
sotted and then reloaded either to more distant transfer points

or destinations.

By using the loading guide the shippers can readily ascer-

tain the proper transfer to which their shipments should be

menl in that the shipments reach their destinations more
promptly when compared with the old plan

Advantages of the Plan

Industrial plant- which have adopted the new plan report

from the viewpoint of the shipper, the following advat

Shipments reach customers in much less time as del

local stations and transfers are eliminated.

Owin ced handling at transfer points goods not

only arrive at destination more quickly but also with the

pai kage in better conditi

There is less opportunity for incorrect loading and freight

going astray.

The improved service and reduction of errors in loading
have virtually eliminated the necessity for tracing.

It attords the shipper an intelligent system fi

his own loading.

The plan is so flexible that the individual shipper can set

up a terry-car program to meet his own peculiar D

From the point of view of the railroad the new loading

iffers the following advaiv

1271
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The indiscriminate loading of miscellaneous freight is in

a large measure eliminated.

Important economics arc made possible because of reduced

handling of freight at origin freight stations and intermediate

transfers.

Less handling of freight has resulted in a marked decrease

in claims for loss and damage.

By reducing the number of days ferry cars are detained

while awaiting unloading the car supply situation is im-

proved. This is a very important factor particularly during

times of car shortage.

Congestion is relieved at many local stations- which, as a

rule, are without facilities for reclassification of less-than-

carload freight.

Actual Results Shown

There are 24 guides covering 180 ferry car shipping points

in the central region. Each guide contains some 40 pages of

loading instructions.

A report shows thai of the 16.498 ferrv cars forwarded

from the stations of the central region during the first six

months of this year more than one-half—8,425 cars to be

exact—were hauled to the proper transfer, direct to the con-

necting lines, or direct to destination without the former in-

termediate rehandling. The remaining 8,093 cars were

loaded to preferred intermediate transfers, in many instances,

in conformity with the ferry car guides.

Some details of the practical advantages for the shipper

under the new method of loading and routing freight are

summarized in the following statement

:

"This ferry car loading arrangement has resulted in a 100-

per cent improvement in the prornpt delivery of goods to our

Loading a Ferry Car at Jacob Dold Packing Company's
Plant, Buffalo, N. Y.

customers. Furthermore, since we rearranged our shipping

platforms in accordance with the Ferry car guide for this dis

tricl tin- requests for tracers from our customers have been

I

»ra< tieally eliminated.

"The fact that our tracer.-, will decrease, this year, from
2,000 to less than 500 indicates that the new arrangement
works to prevent incorrect loading and freighl going astray.

Because the goods an- transported with much-reduced hand-
lings at transfer points the shipmi ,!\ arrive at

destination more quickly but they also arrive with the pack-
ages in better condition.

" Another advantage of the plan is that it offer- the shipper
an intelligent system for supervising his own loading.

Through his own shipping department he can classify his

packages, stow them securely in the cars and give his out-

going freight much more careful attention than one could ex-

pect from a congested railroad transfer point where many
consignments of freight have to be sorted and re-shipped

everv 24 hours.

"Prior to the installation of the present system a delay of

a week or more in getting freight reclassified and forwarded
to the transfer was not uncommon. All such delays are

eliminated by using the new ferry' car guide. Frequently a

delay of a few days on our shipping platform is more than
offset by the saving of from 10 days to two weeks in time of

arrival of the consignment at the ultimate destination."

The following summarizes a report on the bundling of fern-

cars from central region stations between January' 1 and June

30. 1921:
Direct to Direct to To To first To second To third Total
desuna. connecting proper preferred preferred preferred cars

Loading Ferry Cars at a Manufacturing Plant After Freight

Has Been Sorted on the Loading Platform

From Pittsburgh district stations— i. e., those within a 50-

mile radius from the city—the following results were shown
for the month of June, 1921

:

Direct to Direct to To first To second To third Total
preferred preferred preferred cars
transfer transfer transfer handled

495 11.! 164 1,558

How the Guides Are Used

Copies of the guides have been distributed to more than
5()() shippers. Each guide contains an alphabetical list of

agency stations on the Pennsylvania System, together with

assigned station numbers and loading directions showing the

proper transfer to which freight from that territory should be

loaded. Column 1 names the proper transfers serving des-

tination direct. Shipments so loaded will lie transferred

onlv once en route to destination. Columns 2. 3 and 4 name,

respectively, the intermediate transfers in order of their

preference in case industries are unable to assemble suffi( lent

tonnage to justify loading to the proper transfer named in

column 1

.

To promote the widest possible use of the ferrv car guides.

eai li division freight agent in the central region has been in-

structed to give personal attention to the following program :

"Firt! See that even' ferry car shipper in his territory has

a copy of the guide.

"Second—Be certain that every shipper clearly understands
the purpose of the guide, how to use it. and the advantagi -

to lie derived.

"Third -Make careful observation of fern- car operations

in hi- territon- to determine whether or not the guide is being

used properly.
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"Fourth—When reports indicate thai shippers arc not load-

ing their shipments to best advantage, an analysis of their

tonnage will be made to develop in what wav an improvement

can be made, and a personal interview arranged with ship-

pers."

With practically all fern car shippers in the central region

loading their freight in accordance with the guides it is con-

fidently expected that all lYrrv ear freight can be handled

without delays at transfer points even during times when the

movement of freight i- very heavy, Tin- expeditious move-

ment of less-than-carload freight will bring about greatly im-

proved service to consignees

The loading guide contains an alphabetical li-t of agency

stations on the Pennsylvania System. Opposite the name of

each station is an assigned station number. Loading direc-

tions are then given for the various station numbers which
-how the proper transfers to which less-than-carload freight

should be loaded to insure the most expeditious and efficient

handling.

The following extract from loading guide No. 1 illustrates

The Larkin Company, Buffalo, N. Y., Uses Colored Ship-

ping Orders and Tags to Identify Freight to Be
Shipped in Ferry Cars

In alphabetical arrangement of tin stations and their as-

signed numbers

:

Vlph
Station
Number Station Division

Mercbantvillc N. I. Trenton
S10S Mr, nil Pa, e. & P.
6843 Merntt ,Mich. Mackinaw

Werritl . Ohi Wheeling
Metham Ohio Akron

148 Metuchen .N. T, New
-'47 Metuchen Interchange M. I. New York

6512 Mctz
Mexico hid. Fori

1115 Mexico i

M imi « n I nnati
M i

I 'in- Cincinnati
68 16 Michelson . . . . maw

Mid leton N i W. I 8 S.
3177 Middlebun Pa Sunbury

Middlebusfi \ • \, ,. York
Middli Fork tad Louisville
Middlepoint -field

Middletown Del. Delaware
i <A Middletown tnd Richi

Middletown Ohjo C. L. S \
1057 Middletown Pa. Phila

How the proper loading directions for any given point on
the Pennsylvania may be ascertained bi means of its ass

number is indicated in the following extract from the loading

instrui tions of Guide No. 1 :

i Second
transfer preferred preferred preferred

Station 1 3 4
16 to ''' I ,Han isbui - Pitt sburgfa

268 to 547 Philadelphia Harrisburg Pittsburgh
550 to 746 Camden r in.. Ihnnsburg Pittsburgh

to 810 Philadelphia Harrisburg Pittsburgh
1074 Harrisburg Pittsburgh

1081 Altoona iurgh
1084 to I""!

. Harrisburi P tsburgh

Column 1 names the proper transfers serving destination

direct. Shipments so loaded will be transferred only once en

destination.

Columns 2, 3 and 4 name the intermediate transfers in

order of their preference. If industries are unable to as-

sufficient tonnage to justify loading to the proper

transfer named in column 1, freight should be loaded to the

fer named in column 2. If insufficient to load to trans-

fer named in column 2, then load to point named in column

3, and so on.

If an industry is unable to assemble sufficient freight to

warrant loading a car direct to a connecting line via the

proper junction, freight should then he loaded thi -ame as

provided for the station at which the Pennsylvania Sv-tem

delivers the shipment to such connecting line.

Instructions for Shippers

Directions for use of the loading guides include the fol-

lowing:

•When an industry has sufficient freight to forward a car

daily, tri weekly, semi-weekly or weekly to one destination

ii or for loading in station order to one division, freight

should l>e loaded and forwarded direct This arrangement
will avoid rehandling at a transfer station, thus resulting in

improved sen-ice and eliminating to a great extent liability

mI' loss and damage to freight.

"An industry should load direct to destination station

freight in quantities as follow-:

10,000 lb. or more for one destination within a radius

'of 150 Hi
i lb. or more for one destination within a radius of

miles:

20,000 II'. or more for anv destination.

"Heavy or bulky shipments should he loaded in such a
manner that rehandling at transfer station is not required."

Economic Speeds for Freight Operation

By H. Ashton

CONsmi i ition of ilu effects of different train speeds upon
otive drawbar pull and normal train resistances

brings out an interesting problem in the development of
onomii speed foi slow freight M. L. Bvers in "Eco-

nomics of Railway Operation." gives a table of percentage)
changes in engine tractive power and train resistance for dif-
ferent speeds. From the relation of these two factors to each

he allowable weight of train for each speed,
ped on a percentage basis with the

values of t] n hour
'

'

:

' " v
I'

I
I Rail-

Vppendix VI]
; i atiorj

"n Ih; "

draw-
iill for various speeds, however

computing the corresponding trail
|

i n of variations in train resistan
U considers the variations in train resistance as

tween the speeds of 15 and 30 miles an
hour. This, of course,

i ;IS ^
allowable weight of train would vary directly with the loco-

drawbar pull.

,f
' is < Mended to the consideration of the

cal method of haul
given terminals

|

re time and ton-
nage: m other words, at what

• of ton- he hauled in a given time,
give the greatest number of ton-miles an I

I sing Byers' figure- referred to ..' nsolidation
locomotive weighing 115.000 lb. on the drivers, with 20 in
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i,» 18 in. cylinders, "50 in. drivers, and 150 lb. boiler pres-

sure, the greatest number of ton-miles an hour was produced

at a -peed of approximately 1 2'Vz miles an hour. The writer

made a similar tabulation of effective drawbar pulls for

varying speeds from actual tests for three superheater loco-

motives of the following dimensions:

Tvne A Type B Type C
175.700 lb. 223.300 lb. 240.200 lb.

23 in. hy 28 in. 25 in. by 28 in. 27 in. by 30
Weight on drivers
Cylinders
Drivers, diameter m o<: in. "*"!;
Boiler pressure 200 lb. 200 lb. 200 lb.

Types A and B were Consolidation locomotives, and type

C a Mikado. Using the same variations in train resistance

as Byers, which are based on a 40-ton car with a resistance

of 3.2 lb. per ton at a speed of 15 miles an hour (assumed

as 100 per cent), calculations were made to determine the

allowable weight of train; the curves in Fig. 1 were plotted

to show the percentage of ton-miles moved an hour for train

velocities ranging from 5 miles an hour to 30 miles an hour.

Each of these locomotives attained a maximum efficiency at

a speed of approximately 17 miles an hour.

Assuming a unit cost (per train-hour on the road), in-

cluding locomotive expenses and wages for a full crew, the

relative costs per ton-mile was plotted for each type of loco-

motive. The curves in Fig. 2 show a very sharp reduction in

the cost per tonrmile as the speed is increased from 5 miles

an hour to 9 or 10 miles an hour, after which the curve flat-

tens as it approaches the minimum point. On the ascending

side of the curve, as the speed is increased beyond 17 miles

an hour, the increase in the operating cost is much more

12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Speed in Miles Ffcr Hour.

Fig. 1. Relative Ton-Miles Per Hour at Different Speeds

gradual for all three types of locomotive, and particularly

so for the heavy Mikado.

As stated above, the variations in train resistance as taken

from Byers are on a 40-ton car basis. As the size of equip-

ment is increased the variations would become less pro-

nounced, the normal resistance being greater at the start

and increasing less rapidly as the train speed is increased.

This would result in a higher economic speed

The accompanying tabulation, giving the data for the

Mikado locomotive, type C, shows how the information was

prepared for the plotting of the curves. Similar tables were

also made up for the two Consolidation locomotives.
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T \ ISOLATION FOR MIKADO, TV

Allowable Wt,
Tractive Train of Tra Cost per
Effort,
Per cent

Resistance,
Per cent

Ton-Miles
per Hour

Ton-mile.
MillsPer cent Tons

116.9 90.0 129.9 9,093 45,465 .0319
116.7 90.0 129.8 9,086 54.516 .0266
116.4 90.5 128.6 9,002 63,014 .0230
115.7 91.0 127.1 8,897 71,176 .0200
114.2 92.C 124.1 8,687 78,183 .0185
112.1 93.0 120.5 8,435 84,350 .0172
109.9 94.0 116.9 8,183 90,013 .0161

107.4 95.0 113.1 7,917 95.004 .0153
104.9 97.0 108.1 7,567 98,371 .0148
102.5 99.0 103.

5

7,245 101,430 .0142
100.0 100.O 1OO.0 7,000 105,000 .0138
97.4 101.0 96.4 6,748 107,968 .0134
94.8 102.0 92.9 6,503 110,551 .0131
92.1 105.O 87.7 6,139 110,502 .0131
86.4 11 0.0 78.5 5,495 109,900 .0132
73.5 120.0 61.3 4,291 107,275 .0135
64.3 130.0 49.5 3,465 100,485 .0145

Notes: Col. 4 equals Col. 2 divided by Col. 3.

Col. 6 equals Col. 1 multiplied by Col. 5.

Col. 7 is based on an assumed cost of $14.50 per train-honr.

The controlling factors in the development of an economic

speed are not, however, merely a matter of variation in ef-

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 £8 30
Speed in Miles Per Hour

Fig. 2. Relative Operating Costs at Different Speeds

fective drawbar pull and train resistance, but also of the

physical characteristics to be encountered in any given case,

and the density and kind of traffic. In many instances, how-

ever, the train performance is permitted to fall below 10

miles an hour, either through attempts to crowd the engine

ratings, congestion, or other causes.

It is quite plainly evident from the curves that operating

costs mount very rapidly as the speed of trains is reduced

below this figure, and the necessity of keeping the motive

power in first class condition is plain if economy is to be

attained.

A Great Northern mail train plunged through a bridge,

which had been weakened by floods, near Index, Wash., on De-

cember 11, killing two men—fireman and mail clerk—and injuring

several others.

The Panama Railroad employed 1.898 persons in October,

1921, as compared with 2,077 in September, 1921, and 3,564

in October, 1920. Of the 1,898 employees in October this

year, 301 were paid in gold and 1,597 in silver.
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Railroad Administration Accounts
i) i

A total of $344,379,238 definitive or pern

gations of carriei vas held by the Railroad Admin
istration on December 1. according to the repi

the director general to the Senate, which was absl

last week's issue. This included $26,389,900 of
I

$102,475,038 of notes (secured b) SI.-18,998,000 of col-

lateral), $1,400,000 of receiver-' certificates and $214,114,

300 of equipment trust obligations. In addition, $95,848,124

of temporary obligations of carriers and securitii deposited

by carriers was held. These were taken while the govern-

ment was in control of the railroads and when the accounts

between the administration and the carriers could not be

determined, these obligations being taken to insure the gov-

ernment against any possible loss b) overpayment. They
will be disposed of in final settlement and therefore are not

to be considered as fixed assets of the Railroad Adminis
tration. The notes included are secured by $182,012,120
of collateral.

One of the exhibits gave the following statement of the

receipts and disbursements of the Railroad Administration,

not including those of the individual railroads, as shown in

the following:

Statement of receipts and disbi nenti Tan. 1, 1918. to Nov. Ml. 1921

Appropriations by Congress:
Sixty fifth Congress, S. 3752, Federal control

act, approved March 21, 1918 $500,000,000
Sixty.sixtn < longress

II. R, 5312, deficiency appropriation act.

approved rum 10, 1919 750,000,000
II. R. 10453, transportation act, 19 !0 (sec.

102), approved Man h 18, 19 " 200,000,000
i 1

. U 136/7, di ficii ni | appi opi i: n act,

approved May 8, 1920 300,000,000
$1,750,000,00

Loans repaid by carrier corporation, ecurit

si coll i 315.931,019
Indebtedness ot non-federallj controlled railroad 1,147,520
Funds transferred from federal managei and carriei corpo

rations as trustees fci thi directoi general 800,738,859
Loan from War Finance Corporation 50,
I i hi- 1 1 ii ; it i<in collected

:

War Department $221,705,986
Navj D< partn ent 11,359,796
Post Office Department 65.575.832

29S I

American Railway Express Co 184.

Vdams Express Co 2,800,000
American Express Co 3, ,00
Wells. Fargo & Cp i.

Cash payments bj carriei corpei tions foi additions and bel

terments 14,

Cash payment !

- carriei corporations foi allocated equipment
On. rest "" bank balani ^

Libertj loan bond transferred in War Financi Corporation.. 37,
Miscellaneous

$3,47s.

Payments to carriei corporation
Loans, including funding
\dvani . s on ci mi" nsatii n

n counts an. I miscellanei 141,
i mat i ni. in. in with carriei

1 .... '130,908,412
i mm! settlements "iili othi i i arriers 1,1

- 2.041,630,62.:
Fund .iili. dei al managers and b

rations i- t' usti es fcr thi

In. obligation; 802,714,79/
Acquisition ! equipment CM
Inland waterwaj 1-.

Repayment of loan from \\ ai Finance l orporation ami in-

terest thereon
Interlim balances, I anadian railroads
i n inn I- in .ni

Administration paj rolls 15,
Kent-, travelin expert es it supplies anil miscella

ne. US ].i.

Balani a

In 1 1
. lsui j and banks to cred

eneral -$43,664,0
Unexpended balance ot

15-'.

Grand total |

Does not include the disbursements in sett

or whii is mad< ns 206 (i

in ni the n tnsportatii n aci CH. R. 1 I) Sui h disbui
i.i Nov, 10, 1"

8 Does not include final . agreed upon Km not yet paid
ins to $1,313,428.09. I i -it settlements agreed upoi
1.'. 121,839.89

The estimated amounts due to carriers in final settlement

as of December 1 were stated as follows:

Unpaid i

750.670.588

New Wall Unit Simplifies

Standardized Buildings

Tin hi in-. Steei Company recently incorporated a

new development in its Inn of standardized buildings

thai permits of greater flexibility in the application of
this type ot -tru, tore to various uses. The change a l-o per-
mits of tble reduction in the number of stock parts

A Shop Building for the Santa Fe at Chicago

required, thereb) accomplishing a saying which naturally
.in nil- to the advantage of the user. These buildii

f the steel frame, sheet-steel-sheathed, ready-to-erect tvpe
«ili nun "'I' sections which frame intostructur.il steel mill-

Express Building and Platform Sheds for the Chicago &
North Western at Chicago

i a special section rolled especially for
I he root is also of a .social unit steel constrv.
unique form ot assembh thai

tight cover.

The new feature which has .-, ^j. eQm}
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of construction is the adoption of a wall unit 4 ft. wide by

2 ft. 8 in. high with provision that all special units shall

be multiples of this height. The number of special units,

however, is limited to five sash units which are one, two,

three, four and five times the height of the standard wall unit

respectively. These five sash units are sufficient to provide

almost any arrangement of windows that could be desired.

There are no special wall units since solid wall areas are

made up entirely by using enough 2-ft. 8-in. units to make
up the desired height of wall.

One object of this change in the wall unit standard has

been to permit a greater flexibility in the height of the walls,

thereby making this form of construction definitely applicable

to car repair sheds which require greater side wall heights

than has been necessary for most buildings previously built

according to this form of construction. The height of 2 ft.

8 in. has been adopted because it is exactly two-thirds of the

The Wall Unit and Four of the Standard Sash Units

standard width of 4 ft. and because all gable or inclined roof

truss buildings are designed with a one-third pitch roof.

Thus a single incline or gable wall unit is all that is re-

quired in conjunction with the standard unit to fill in the

end wall under the roof. This applies also to saw-tooth
roofs and to the roofs of monitors.

Another new feature of the standard building is the use of

18-gage copper-bearing steel in the side wall units, thereby
adding appreciably to the corrosion resistance of these struc-

tures. The roof trusses of the smaller buildings are of
pressed steel while buildings of over 40-ft. span have struc-

tural steel trusses. The sash units in these buildings are of

the regular Truscon standard.

While buildings of this type are designed for maximum
convenience or speed of erection and facility for knocking
down and reconstructing on another site, the manufacturer
takes the position that they should not be considered simply
as portable buildings. The manner of assembly is such that
they form a thoroughly stable and permanent form of con-
struction adaptable to the usual industrial requirements. The
photographs illustrate examples of railway installations of
the Truscon buildings of the older type. A contract for one
,of the new type structures for use as a shop building was
recently awarded by the Sewell Valley Railway.

Recent Improvements in

Adjustable Crosshead

Extended use on several classes of large freight and pas-
senger locomotives has demonstrated the value of the

adjustable crosshead, made by the Rogatchoff Com-
pany, Baltimore, Md., and described on page 1619 of the
June 9, 1920, Railway Age. Since the publication of that
article the crosshead has been altered in two respects.

Fig. 1. General View of Rogatchoff Adjustable Crosshead

Reference to the original description of the Rogatchoff

crosshead shows that only one adjustable taper wedge was
used, this being provided on the bottom shoe. To increase the

possible range of adjustment and compensate for a greater

wear of both guide and crosshead shoe, a second case-hard-

i_ C AdjusM'- r\tg* CaseHardenedJhel
0/1 (jivove-

. _ \ ["I v
leg Shoe ftWTfj /Babbit Strips

_ \ S/CJVa

.SECTION A-B

Fig. 2. Drawing Showing Alterations in Adjustable Crosshead

ened wedge has been applied to the upper crosshead shoe. as
shown in Fig. 1. An adjustment of approximately 7/16 in.

can be obtained by these two taper wedges.
Reference to the end view in Fig. 2 shows that the part of

the shoe extending between the crosshead sides has been ma-
chined with straight parallel sides, whereas the original shoe
was provided with taper sides at this point. The elimina-
tion of the taper is a considerable advantage in reducing the
machining cost and in the greater ease in applying the shoes.
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One man was killed, anothei severely injured and a

,,

i'

other persons slight!) hurt, when an Illinois Central subur-

ban coach was derailed becausi oi thi failun of a drawbar

and then was strucli in th> sidi bj another surburban train.

al Chicago on 1 Jecember 14.

Daring Hold-Up of B. & O. Train at Chicago

A lone bandit swung over the rear railing of the observation

car of Baltimore & Ohio train No, 6 for Washington, as it

left 63rd street station, Chicago, on the night of December 20.

\ dozen persons in tin- observation car were held up and the

loot amounted to approximately $1,000. The bandit pulled the

bell cord and when the conductor appeared dropped from train,

and escaped.

Philadelphia Meeting Place of

Next Foreign Trade Convention

The Ninth Annual Foreign Trade Convention of the National

Foreign Trade Council will be held in Philadelphia on May
10, 11 and 12, 1922. In making tins announcement, O. K.

Davis, secretary of the Council, called attention to the fact that,

despite the great decline in our foreign trade, nevertheless our

•exports during the last six months have been 63 per cent more
in value and IS per cent more in quantity than during the

similar period of 1913.

Freight Claim Payments Reduced in August

The freight claim division ol the American Railway Asso-
ciation has recently issued a summarized statement classify-

ing by tin- principal causes and commodities tlie expenditures

made l>y member railroads for freight loss and damage for

lugust, 1921. The statement -how- a decrease of $280,737,

from the $8,004,007 total bis- ami damage account of the

previous month. Rough handling (coupled with unlocated

damage), robbery (coupled with loss of entin packages and

unlocated loss), delay ami defective equipment represent 82

per cent of the total payments.

Pennsylvania to Safeguard Mails

The Pennsylvania Railroad, to bettei co-operate witli the 1'ost

Office Department in the prevention oi mail depredations, has
issued instructions through the vice presidents in charge of each
of the i. .in operating region ol 'lie Pennsylvania System looking

to renewed afeguards foi the protection of tin- mails while in

the custody of railroad employees. These employees, when not

in uniform, must identify themselves at the mail ear door before

entering. Railroad employees, especially at larger points, while

engaged in handling mail will he reemireil to wear the estab-

lished cap, badge or othei mean i I idi ttifii Ition, so that super-

visory officers and mail guards can readily determine whether

authorized employees only are handling the mails

Middle Tennessee to Resume Operation

I In' Middle renni ei Railroad, on which no trains have
been run for several months, t- to be put in operation within a

Pew weeks, according to new- item- in local papers, The

tends from Ml 1".
i

on the Louisville & Nashville,

northward 4! miles to Franklin \t Franklin conn..

made with th. Nashville [nterurban, for Nashville, 19 miles

farther north. It i- proposed to run a comhinati.ni

two round trips da'', \lt. Pleasant and Franklin, carry-

ing both freighl ind passengers, There will be no
ticket seller- it the way stations. Freight will be carried, within

the limits of the capacity ol 'he car, oi train, tut I

must he prepaid,

Delegates to the International Railway Congress

ational Railway Congress

ne, Italy, next \pril. the I ommerce Commission
I hord (chairman of the comm-

and Winthrop M. Daniel-; and the American Railway Associa-

tion has chosen the following: Daniel W'illard, chairmai

board of directors (president of the Baltimore & Ohio) ; R. H
Aishton, president of the association; W. G. Besler, first vice

' of the Central of New Jersey), and J. E.

Fairbanks, general secretary of the association.

Individual railroad companies, members of the International

Association, are expected soon to announce names of delegate
appointed by them.

Coroner's Jury Holds Conductor and

Engineman for Bryn Athyn Collision

The coroner's jury, meeting at Nofristown, Pa., on Decem-
ber 20, in the case of the Philadelphia & Reading collision at

Bryn Athyn, Pa., on December 5 (Railway Age, December 10,

page 1163), returned a verdict of criminal in inst the

conductor and engineman of No. 151, the northbound train in-

volved. These two men have been apprehended and released on

$5,000, bail. The engineman is still in the hospital suffering from
injuries sustained in the collision. Th attended the

inquest, although he did not testify. The cause of the collision

was the failure of No. 151 to obey a meet order and to heed a

manual block signal set at stop.

St. Paul Makes Drastic Cut in Pay Roll

In order to keep within its allotment, all employees
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, other than those engaged
in actual operation, were placed on half time for the last two
week- of the present year. (Miners of the road are not

excepted in the economy order and. from the president down.
will sacrifice one week's salary. In some of the departments
the employees are working half time, while in other depart

mentS the plan i- to work a week and then lay off a week
It is expected that the forces will be put back on a full time

basis the first of the year but the order will not be ri

until business makes the full fo try. Other cuts in

forces oi working hour- have been made by the Louis

ille, which has placed its shopmen on a five-day week
basis, the Mobile & < 'bin. the Southern; the Nashvill

tanooga & St. Louis and the Baltimore & • Ihio.

Air Brake Association to Hold

Convention in Washington

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Air l!rak<

ition held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on D
her 1.'. it was unanimous! innual

convention of the association at Washing!
ID. 11 an.! 1 _'. 1922. Overflow accommodate ns •

vided in the new Khbitt Hotel in the adjacent block All

Id in the convention ball on tl

of the Hotel Washington and all exhibits will b

the mi

The office' dance

at the convention ational

work on matters pertaining I

Many new men have been taken into railr luring

the war years and since n and
numerous air brake dc\ 1 which re-

main to be explained to the ind to those more
recenth empl

127;
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Operating Statistics of Large Steam Roads—Selected Items for the Month of October, 1921,

Locomotiv

Principal
road J rain- and

Ri i n, read and year operated miles helper
i

Bo ton ,s Albanj 1921 394 248,213
1920 391 329,482 34!

Boston & Maine 1921 2,469 593,320 665,637
192 2,469 774,121 865,663

N. V., N. II. & II 1921 1,9611 451,309 493,433
1920 1,959 600,622 624,140

Great Lakes Region:
n & Hudson 1921 880 362,917 483,942

1920 881 442,687 635,317

Del., Lack. & Western. . .1921 995 583,323 723,502
1920 997 i. 'J. 410 756,035

In, (Inc. Chic. & Erie). 1921 2,259 1,194,502 1,332,813
L9 2,259 1,250,830 1,402,606

Lehigh Vallev 1921 1,430 654,605 721,706
1920 1,429 696,647 778,401

Michigan Central 1921 1,829 486,045 497,301
1920 1,826 573,679 603,074

New York Central 1921 5,655 1,872,858 2,085,274
1920 5,646 2,210,185 2,523,000

X. V., Chic. & St. I.. 1921 572 348,931 349,668
1920 573 369,345 372, 1 95

Pere Marinette 1921 2,196 378,377 389,806
1920 2.20S* 392,596 406,427

Pitts. & Lake Erie 1921 228 93,428 97,353
1920 225 173,116 178,124

Wabash 1921 2,418 633,635 662,598
1920 2,418 652,973 669,655

Ohio-Indiana-AUegheny Region

:

Ball e & Ohio 1921 5,185 1,842,781 1.996,076
1920 5,154 2,183,948 2,445,366

Central of N: J 1921 679 295.995 334.412
1920 679 353,389 382,452

Chicago & Eastern 111 ...1921 1,131 274,317 276,709
1920 1,131 339,351 352,457

C, C, C. & St. L 1921 2,387 679.476 710,665
1920 2,394 726,927 754,009

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern. . 1921 837 103,892 114,557
1920 836 163,761 186,448

Long Island 1921 395 48,890 54,832
1920 395 47,604 58,440

Pennsylvania System 192110,875 4,603,675 5,061,474
1920 10,838 5,326,560 5,933,842

Phila. & Reading 1921 1,111 577,160 654,573
1920 1,119 733,513 860,367

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake & Ohio 1921 2,548 759,300 829,763

1920 2,520 911,670 1,005,201

Norfolk & Western 1921 2,222 796,648 979,489
1920 2,189 948,720 1,214,534

Southern Region:
Atlantic Coast Line 1921 4,899 564,675 569,960

1920 4,887 603,136 605,854
Central of Georgia 1921 1,908 223,985 224,804

1920 1,913 261,747 263.013

I. C. (Inc. Y. & M. Y.)..1921 6,151 1,813,792 1,820,960
1920 6,151 2,068,757 2,076,482

Louisville & Nashville.... 1921 5,020 1,662,242 1,782,965
1920 5,024 1,631,520 1,752,648

Seaboard Air Line 1921 3.537 431.801 442.084
1920 3.537 433,780 441,091

Southern Rv 1921 6,942 1,372,170 1,401,764
1920 6,942 1,528,664 1,566,721

Northwestern Uegi, n
C & N W 1921 8,378 1,788,642 1,858,385

1920 8,323 1,979,432 2,023,537

C M. & St. P. 1 1921 10,992 1,758,207 1,812,212
1920 10,609 1,887,869 1,942,232

('., St. P., M. & ti .... 1921 1,726 356. 3S3 374,830
19 ii 1,726 361,287 376,210

Great Northern.- 19.21 8.162 1,287,869 1,324.973

1920 8,172 1.241.107 1,285,454
M.. St. P. & S. Si. M..1921 4,359 579,037 615.536

1920 4.227 658,463 665,145
Northern Pacific 1921 6,420 1,096,526 1,144,694

1920 6,405 1,1197,990 1,154,176
Ore.-Wash. R. R. & Nav..l921 2,150 268,684 301,929

1920 2,146 249,460 276,294
Central Wi stern Region:

Atch., Top. & Santa Fe..l921 9,763 2,022,714 2,167,743
1920 9,708 1,957,235 2,079,980

Chicago & Alton 1921 1,010 390,775 399,228
1920 1.O10 381,597 390,911

Chic Burl. & Quincy. ...1921 9,326 1,855.435 1,950,899
1920 9,304 2,020.772 2,111.219

t In. . Ruck Isl. & Pacific. 1921 7,661 1.482,515 1,507.431
1920 7.663 1,534,671 1,564,283

Denver & Rio Grande. .1921 2,593 353,356 447,277
Western 1920 1,604 387,470 492,399

S 1921 2,367 512,290 530,574
19 2,359 457,958 478,820

Southern Pacific 1921 6,975 1.319,919 1.5ns, in
1920 6,9 I l>.9. 474 1,679,301

1 ,,,,,,, Pacific 1921 3.615 1,733.778 1,755,100
1920 1,614 1.644,473 1.670,106

Southwestern Region :

Gull Colo & Santa Fe .1921 1.895 257,751 265,062
1920 1,895 287,077 292.228

Missouri, Kans. & Tex 1921 1,709 290,637 290,655
1920 1.710 352.245 353. "17

M, Kans. & Tex. of d 1921 I
'40 143,393

19 :0 1.740 301,938 307,446

Missouri Pacific 1921 7.264 1,256,553 1,268,619
1 1,263 I. 161,804 1,271,103

St. Louis-San Francisco. . 1921 1.761 842,571 854.333
1920 4.757 988.735 997,776

Southern Pacific Lines.. 1921 3.657 575,418 578,770

, (in Tex. and Louisiana) 1
. 1920 5.642 669.965 o

Texas & Pacific 1921 1.953 283,360 283,360
1920 1,947 548,363 348,425

'Data not available. 'No passenger-train service.

Compiled by the Bureau of Statistics. Interstate I ommerce C,

e-miles Car-.ni le3 ,
'.. of locomotive 5 on line daily

Gross.
Excluding

Net.
RevenueLoaded Per Serv- Un- Per cent

"*

(thou- cent locomotive and non- serv- unserv-
Light sands) loaded and tender revenue able iceable iceable Stored

33,718 5,001 70.3 251,120 102,469 115 29 19.9

35,375 66.0 316.772 1 12,032 128 29 18.5

59,011 13,871 74.0 686,186 291,106 342 117 25.4

82,698 15,514 66.6 889,193 366 103 22.0 1

31,729 . i 1,104 71.1 603,566 261,582 300 88 22.7 41
48,744 13,137 72.7 694,197 329,416 356 94 20.9

37,270 9,971 66.3 633,178 325,469 277 37 11.9 115

40,426 11,281 64.5 771. "44 404,633 271 44 14.1 _

133,266 17,772 68.4 979,579 301 55 15.5 33
142,032 18,546 65.5 1.104,374 311 71 18.7

56,565 40.610 66.4 2,415,566 1,076,502 561 179 24.2
'

ie

42,634 40,012 65.5 2,454,681 1.149,398 577 109 15.0 4

71,576 18,774 64.2 1,152.523 549,185 428 115 21.2 99
69,374 20,142 66.4 1,282,246 661,048 383 192 33.4 69
21,976 15,995 72.0 804,750 33S.101 328 84 20.4 92
17,122 18,097 68.5 978,713 433,657 328

-

82 20.0 24
156,696 70,201 68.7 3,859,899 1,722,943 1,037 593 36.4 216
193,801 79,178 64.5 4,793,559 2,284,570 O) C

1
) O) (»)

765 11,159 71.1 557,224 224,257 115 40 25.7 43
974 11,008 69.3 580,082 254,685 111 54 32.7 25

7,872 9,828 73.4 521,250 240,797 164 47 22.2 r

6,079 9,790 74.7 516,436 253,346 160 36 18.3

585 3,249 63.0 234,918 132,693 57 28 33.3
'"7

3,114 6,819 68.3 476,010 286,075 66 10 13.3

8,552 18,394 75.2 948,597 434,627 279 64 18.6 "3-i

7,809 18,444 75.2 985,440 473,520 263 71 21.2 2

152,975 48,440 65.0 3,055,823 1,533,669 1,030 362 26.0 174
123,118 57,280 65.1 3,894,100 2,086.816 1.15' 187 14 1

44,940 6,744 60.9 444,701 219,326 209 51 19.5 "ii
37,875 7,487 63.5 488,990 257.452 221 46 17.3

4,016 6,887 62.4 430,569 218,126 128 47 26.9 "37
4,700 8,042 63.0 521,855 273,845 141 48 25.6

2,905 20,474 64.9 1,220,648 577,571 331 120 26.7 42
171 21,068 62.5 1.328,464 621,612 302 81 21.2

6,998 3,278 66.5 242,803 130,266 99 9 8.5 "36
13,575 5,127 69.7 375,653 199,961 93 13 12.4 ....

9,544 625 60.6 35,433 13,830 37 9 20.2

13,097 640 65.2 • 33,266 13,748 40 7 14.1

380,708 124,151 65.1 8,397,115 4,270,575 2,561 932 26.7 495
461,064 141,530 65.3 9,45o,; 14 5,104,129 2,268 804 26.2 25

83,027 15,096 64.5 1,010,602 439,633 361 78 17.7 144

119,520 18,498 65.6 1,265,734 716,536 274 96 26.0

24,065 23,127 58.8 1,757,408 958,638 468 90 16.1 88
29,740 27,191 59.3 2,104,952 1,162,574 402 127 23.9

36,351 22,911 61.0 1,704,232 936,383 602 106 15.0 178
40,186 26,023 62.6 2.023,321 1,129,796 305 166 24.8 53

8,647 12,873 66.0 652,649 256,434 289 126 30.4 62
9,894 13,189 68.8 685.679 294,180 299 135 31.1

3,859 5,146 74.5 249.495 11 2,46.; 117 23 16.3 "s
4,389 5,018 68.9 276,883 131,296 106 16 12.8

38,383 51,042 64.6 3,146,105 1,442,999 728 88 10.7 "io
40,867 51,128 62.5 3,387,160 1,603.148 715 88 10.9 11

57,983 29,659 62.5 1,896,413 916,114 581 83 12.5 12

60,871 27,857 63.4 1,769,946 870,561 538 120 18.3

8,305 9,507 74.0 465,459 195,408 167 89 34.7

10,208 9,577 72.2 497,335 225,838 175 91 34.2

36,125 31,083 70.4 1.585.680 672.590 884 234 20.9 "36
45,265 31,914 69.2 1,744,853 790,939 899 204 18.5 2

29,285 39,161 63.0 2.266,132 985,420 786 282 9
26,567 43,605 65.8 2.542,746 1,071,057 708 232 24.7

69,115 44,795 65.0 2,501,508 1,127.810 864 218 20.2 iii

80,023 47,034 66.3 2,641,150 1,232,433 695 287 29.5 1

16,028 7,408 72.6 380,561 167,774 152 61 28.7 14

16,674 7,316 74.7 384,907 178,614 159 50 24.1 14

43,484 37,181 63.1 2,218,184 960,561 633 153 19.5 121

51,743 35,326 65.0 2,098,631 1,025,196 540 189 25.9 24

9.018 14,251 74.9 708,614 340,026 349 56 13.9 6

9,272 15,171 68.9 787,395 373,912 335 78 18.9 19

68,232 31,900 69.1 1,802,429 812.038 583 144 19.8 65

74,301 30,199 71.

S

1,699,889 841,141 534 132 19.8 6
43.200 6,405 67.5 378,356 173,962 137 30 18.0

32,659 5,898 73.4 327,895 164,458 121 42 25.6

104,497 57,286 65.0 3,235.278 1,154,739 773 212 21.5 55

106,915 52,018 65.4 2.921,471 1,159,224 699 248 26.2 10

5,274 8.578 63.0 519,787 214,194 109 36 24.7 8

7,272 8.089 65.3 496,311 226,202 109 47 30.2

102,450 50,623 64.1 3.019,783 1,422,780 683 255 27.2 53

106,987 53,066 60.8 3,308,836 1,565,410 690 234 25.3

13,930 33,705 71.2 1,791,562 819.175 591 165 21.8
'

14

18,835 30,335 67.6 1,695,533 775.612 494 193 28.1 6

92,546 7,678 62.3 450,507 195.472 235 71 23.2

101,384 8,186 65.6 473,025 216,177 242 69 22.2

37,643 11.079 60.2 759,343 322,085 193 43 18.2 '!
33,404 10 in.; 62.6 ,, 10,301 214 42 16.4

266.580 38,153 68.2 2,172,652 913,423 616 182 22.8 11

272,569 38,513 69.1 2.184,327 977,182 636 141 18.2 1

92,124 46,09S 63.0 2,700,650 1,048,623 438 108 19.7 2

65,791 41.918 66.8 2,400, 155 1,052,239 430 113 20.8 1

4,436 6,658 65.5 575,575 161,740 123 35
'
22.2 23

6,541 6,988 69.1 389,298 180.317 106 39 26.9 2

6,638 7,910 . 63.6 441.312 1 81, 738 131 46 26.:

8.442 59.6 498,631 !05,781 121 51 29.8 1

3,634 5,183 64.0 115,438 97 38 28.2 10

4.58S j,944 62.6 548.222 14S.546 109 34 24.0 4

38.575 31,041 68.7 1.74S.C84 797,150 420 173 29.2

42,157 30,825 71.8 842.745 401 165 29.1

13,249 16,273 68.4 895,830 399,818 352 101 22.3 "i>i

18,909 16,581 66.1 9 19 'II 432,649 383- 95 19.9

4,742 1 1,789
' M 719,163 514.586 193 103 34.7 6

5,3
~

14,284 69.7 828,428 389,350 190 96 33.4

2,569 6.651 67.3 555.101 140,400 130 65 33.1 20

6,049 7,4 19 68.2 174,025 130 67 53.° 3

nission, subject to revision.
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Compared with October, 1920, for Roads with Annual Operating Revenues above $25,000,000
mbcr of freight
i line daily Net i

Region, road ai
' land K< I

Boa & Alban;

Home Foreign Total

tons

I
- i train, Net

excluding tons Net miles
ivc per tons per

perCar-
miles
per

car-day per day

Pounds <

ton-miles. ,

ncluding Passenger

Boston \ Maim

N, Y„ N. II. & II.

1921

19 'I

19 Ifl

1921

19 >o

i
. Region

in
. Hud -.1 1921

i

I ifl
, Lack. & Wesl 1921

19 ;o

trie (Inc. I hii

i

Lehigh Vallej .... 1921

Michigan I i ntral 1921

New York Central. . 1921
i 120

N. V.. c In. & St. 1 1921
i

Pi re Marqw tti 1921

Pitt! S I ,aki In. 19 II

Wabash
19

i ili 1.
1 Indian i

Ml' [hen '

Baltimore ,\ Ohio 1921
19 'ii

Central of X. I .

I-, 'i.

ago X' Eastern in

[9 !fl

i

. C. .\ Si l i" 'i

I Igin, h.lifi S Easti rn 1921
p. in.

Long Is!. in, I 1921
192(1

Pennsylvania System 1921
19 :o

Phil. \ Readin ..1921

Pocahontas Region:
Chesapeake ,\ I 'In- 1921

19 |o

Norfolk & Western 1921
19 10

Southern Ri g

Atlantii Coasl I in, - .. .1921
19 i

i entral oi I ieorgia 1921

I C. < In,. Y ,\ M. V. i 1921

19 |o

I ouisvilli S Nashville 1921
1920

S :aboard Air Line ... 1921
19 |0

S .mil, in Ki 1921
19 ,,

Northwestern Region:
C. S V W 1921

19 io

i Vf. & St. P 1921

C, Si P., M. & O 1921

Greai Northern

M
. St. P. & S. St.. M..1921

[9 |0

North, i
, Paci 1921

Ore Wash. R R. 8 v,

Central Western
Atih.. r,,|>. ,\ Sam i

| in.
. Burl. S ii. >

Chic., Rock Isl. \ Pacifii

. 19 'I

[9 io

. |9 'i

19 II

Denvei & Rio Grande 1921
Wi -i. rn

Shorl i i".

-n Pacini .

i .... .ii Pacific ...

1

1

Gulf, I ..in. S Sam i
i 1921

Mi .,,. Kan

Mo . K.in -VI.

Missotu i Pai il .

St. 1 .mis s.ui I i ancisco. . 1921

Southern Pacific I ines
i .

.
I

i ana)'.192l

rexas S rjacilii 19 1

16,989
.-'. 'il

11,474

9,518

,96

1,941

10,887

12,9]

1,117
1,664

1,271

1,316
11.5115

i 16

7,481

5,038

5,807
10,31 I

1,971

105,908
I 1 1,9 .

'

. [66

16,690

20,882

1,525
37,570

17,535
lo.O'lo

11,611)

4,671
35,848
16.S15

16, 199

3,630

i 1,066

2,754

8,39
'

7,758

6,41]

3,931

4,751
7,234
16,207
28,816
17,432
35,793

7,084

18,011
i 06

9,649
22,863

22,48"
51.1.18

119, 'II

, iii'i

17,767
I
W.|

8,788
17.461

18,677

5,546

i
.,

79,358
185,961
13,352
.U.734

13.185

26,779
6,807
20,287

16,845

6, 110

25,541
(4,900
16,823
29,104

19,41 I

15,841
1 1,104

10,408
11,185

6,110

9,730

15,161

13,541

6,010
S.444

11,752
17,590

7,773
8,099

16,602
17.051

38,243
33,670

27,337
126,470
152,153

8.116
113)75

26,803

24.031
24,881

100.311

16,4 9

15,584
1 1,4 10

.

5,900
6,159

285,266
,:n 1,913
36. '1.15

10,006

19,4 19

43.245

36,977

30.251

7.735

63,111
59,168
54,358

i. ,

60,016

81,582

15.754

13.017
38,620
11,650
7,140

19.7 1,222
6.4
16.9 1

9.3
21.7

17.4

7.8
41.9
in 9
i

'

739 1,157

1,149

1.745
1.744

.

1.774

2,169
1.597

1,378
1.315

1,497

15.ll

14.7

16.6
15.6

15.4 23,41

19.3
11.2

14.1

4.5

24.7
13.4

27.6
10.33
11.6
3.6

13.4
II i

10.0

58.975 8.8 l,£

1.08]

..832

1,316

1,406

',717

.lis

1,216
1.312

1,783

i ,382

1,538
1,796

725
699

1,751

1.1 >6
1.1.17

1,114
1,058
1.735

1,637
1.141

1,078
1.147
1.15(,

1,142

1.691

1,196
1.644

1,408
1,314

8,866
6,154
10.796
12,311

13,841

.'7.520

11,501
14,023

13,586

1,416

413
431
491

891

779

•

839
949
689
756

643

64 5

725

741
727
795
807

1,254

289
928
958
76

1.2-.3

1.275
1,175

541
64 1

471

20.5
25.3
21.0
25.3
21.6

32.4
35.9

28.7
26.5
28.7
29.3
32.8

24.0

28.9

i.

31.7

34.4

31.7
34.1

28.2
'

39.7
39.0
22.1

21.5
34.4
36.1

3S.

7

41.5

40.9
43.4

22.3

3S.3

31.4

31.3

24.4

22.3

425
566
283
342
210
225

629

571
717

670
463
633
328
512
44(1

334

-

267
333

658
555

414
76
72

483
547
.184

57S

47 =

5 48
738
874

307
424

4 24
47"

4 15

535

151

414

41S

29.5
33.8
18.2
20.3
13.6
12.3

29.2
31.4

38.1

35.2
35.6

62.4

19.1

13.5

31.4
11.5

34-.3

32.9
36.3

29.1

J4. r.

31.3

23.

S

24. S

.15.3

21.70 1

14.442

8,391
11,631
3,804
5,132
4,306
5,425

11,852

14,735
17..'41,

15,374
16,415
12,385
14.291

7,663

13.052

14,345

3,701

7.811
7.807

1.151
1.124

12,136

13.594
16,651

1.688
1,942
1,901

3,125

4.151
3.310

.1.135

209
211
142

152
165
169

131

301,951
321,242
803,782
873,754

1.024,394
1,149,027

189,965
192,697
497.147
495,909

585,346
626,896

308,686

i

445.4?.;

7H3.575

1,439.176
1.4112.046

:

1.960,439
2,004,124

4,819,799

7,118,434

961,429
998,85"

3,597,032
3,624,144

5,628.420
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Railway. Returns for October

The Interstate Commerce C
railway revenues and expense;

1921 is as follows

immission's monthly summary of

for October and 10 months of

fees the employees are entitled to receive all necessary medical

and surgical attention at their residences, at surgeons' offices or

at the hospital, together with hospital care, nursing and mainte-

nance, medicine, surgical dressings, artificial limbs and appliances,

in fact everything in the way of attention or care that enters

-October-
Item No. [tern 1921

1 Average number of miles operated 234,960.48

Revenues

:

2 Freight $400,709,558
3 Passenger - 88,844,414
4 Mail 7,358,399

5 Express 12,182,364
6 All other transportation 15,833,055
7 Incidental 9,975,097

8 joint facility—Cr 592,304

9 Joint facility—Dr 199,149

10 Railway operating revenues 535,296,042

Expenses

:

1

1

Maintenance of way and structures 72,276,148
12 Main I(. ii. i|" not 112,230,543
I i Traffic 6,896,372
14 transportation 189,095,352
15 Miscellaneous operations 3,935,657
16 General 13,255,014
1 7 Transportation for investment—Ci 486,030

18 Railway operating expenses 397,203,056

19 Net revenue from railway operations 138.092.9S6
10 Railwaj tax accruals 25,775,267

I Uncollectible railway revenues 186,657

22 Railway operating income 112,131,062

23 Equipment rents—Dr. balance 5,631,811
24 Joint facilitj rent Dr. balance 1,045,891

25 Net railway operating income 105,453,360

26 Ratio of expenses to revenues (per cent) 74.20

1 Does not include Boston & Albany, the revenues and expenses of which are included in
- Includes $2,662,719, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
8 Includes $2,338,548, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
* Includes $27,357,169, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.
' Includes $5,021,812, sleeping and parlor car surcharge.

Note.— Excludes Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, report not having been filed at date of compilation

, Ten Months v

1921 1920
234,833.35 234,21

$480,375,264
3 113,902,023

8,220,583
7,605,951
16,975,598
14,285,179

695,566
233,056

641,827,108

90,642,115
140,340,662

6,794,179
268,541,043

5,589,727
15,193,051

557,173

526,543,604

115,283,504
22,991,572

57,727

3,827,951
1,765,231

86,641,023

82.04

New York Central

$3,287,836,029
« 982,436,863

78,557,350
82,693,231
136,656.441
99,573,801
6,351,460
1,453,811

4,672,651,364

651,551,597
1,057,398,639

70,412,827
1,923,833,896

41,537,382
140,508,217

4,914.306

3,880,328,252

792,323,112
235,353,454

1,087,629

$3,500,209,916
1 1,065,809,801

133,766.495
123,459,503
129,320,273
125,811,889

6,419,120
1,977,310

5,082,819,687

878,074,290
1,304.145,101

59,443,500
2,371,492,383

51,781,142
142,530,890

4,040,348

4,803,426,958

279,392,729
229,641,294

891,127

6.004,962

a

Markham Asks Employes to

Repudiate Labor Propagandists

C. H. Markham. president of the Illinois Central, in an open
letter, addressed to the employees of that road, asks for a show-
down on charges made against the railroads by representatives

of railroad employees.

He asks that either the employees hack these accusations or

repudiate them, and adds that if they know of any irregularities

or mismanagement on the Illinois Central it is their duty to bring
them to his attention.

I he letter contains the names, dates and a resume of charges
made by labor representatives such as Frank J. Warne, W. Jett

Lauck and Glen E. Plumb. Mr. Markham says :
"1 cannot be-

lieve thai these men, calling themselves your spokesmen, reflect

the true sentiment of the men of the Illinois Central System,
who have worked with the management so faithfully and whole-
heartedly in building up a railway system which we pride our-
selves in believing is one of the greatest railway systems in the

world.

But, frankly. 1 have been disappointed that these men
have been permitted to continue to pour out unchecked torrents
of false accusations without even a word of public protest from
the men whom they claim to represent and whose money makes
their activities possible."

The Southern Pacific's Hospitals

The first hospital building exclusivelj devoted to the care of

railroad employees was built on the Central Pacific in 1867 and
this road, now the Southern Pacific, operates through its hospital
department today, a general hospital in San Francisco, Cal., and
14 emergency hospitals located in six cities. The work of tin

department is in a large measure sustained through the collection
of hospital dues from officers and empl th< company.
Employees receiving $85 a month pay 50 cents monthly; those
receiving over $85 and under $125 pay 65 cents monthly and
those receiving $125 or over pay 75 cents a month. For these

into the bill of expense when misfortune in the way of sickness

or accident befalls them.

Three Men Were Killed and one injured by the explosion of
the boiler of a freight locomotive on the \tcliison. Topeka &
Santa Fe at Carrolton, Mo., on December 16.

The On-Time Arrival record of all passenger t tains on the

Illinois Central for the first 10 months in 1921, averaged 98.6

per cent, as against 95.5 for the 12 months of 1920.

Getting Ready for Winter on the Philadelphia & Reading
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Gasolene Motor Car of the Northern Pacific

A specially designed gasolene rail car has recentlj

several trips on the Northern Pacific. This car consi

the International Motor Company's Mack truck chassis

mounted on steel Hanged wheels so that it can be operated

on standard railroad track. The bod) of the car has ai

modations for 17 passengei and a baggai mpartment.

The trial trips wen- made between St. Paul and Whiti

a distance of about 12 miles, over a line which includes a

and winding grade almost two miles long. Twenty-three

passengers were carried on th< first trip and the car quickly

climbed the steep grade. On a second trip a few days lati

i i inn

Traffic News
niiiiiiiuiiitihiHiMiiiiiimniMiiiririiiiirn

Group of Railroad Officers at Trial of Gasolene Driven

Passenger Car

the distance was covered in 19 minuti .

>
'

hedule

time of fast passenger trains between thesi points is 25

minutes.

The Northern Pacini is now operating thi Mack rail car

in regulai service on a branch lim and i peel ;oon to install

re equipment of the same kind, as it has been found that

: In costs are much low ei than thosi foi team opei ated

equipment. It is reported thai the Great Northern is also

planning to install the gas-propelled rail car- on various

branch lines.

New Interchange Rules, Loading Rules

and Tank Car Specifications

The reports of the Arbitration t ommittee and the Com-
mittee on Prices for Labor and Materials, as printed in

1 irculars Nos. D. V. 210 and 205. hav< been approved by the

General Committee ol the Mechanical Division and bj the

board of directors oi the American Railway Association, with

the exception of recoiuin. mini changes in Rule- 32, I

To. The revised Rules ol Interchange, effectivi lanuary 1.

1922, are now ready for distribution, Particular attention is

alle.l to the abrogation ol Section D ol [ntercl

112, which is retroactive to covet all unsettled cases undei

the 1920 Code ol Rules.

I'he committee has also rendered decisions in Arbitration

i ases 1184 and 1214, inclusive, which decisions have been ordered

to be printed and issued to the members a- Circular No,

I). V. 221.

The recommendations contained in the report of th<

in ittee on Loading Rule-, issued in ( irculai No D. V. 209,

have been approved bj letter ballot of the members and by
the American Railwaj Association and have been pn
ii the form of a supplement to the rules governing the load

ing of lumber, logs, -tone, etc., and loading and carrying

structural materials, plates rails, girders, etc.,

nary 1. 1922.

1 he recommendations contained in the report of the '

nuttee on Tank t. ars, 'issued in Circular No. 1'. V. 207. have
been approved by letter ballot ol the members and
American Railway Association and have been prepa
the form of a supplement to the tank car specifications,

effective Januai j i. 1922,

The Traffic Club of Akron. Ohio, held its first annual ban-

quet oi 12. S. .1. Witt, genera] freight and pa

the Akroi Youngstown. was ihe

principal speaker.

The Traffic Study Club of Akron, t Ihio, held it- first annual

dinnei I •ecember 12 with 50 mi

and guests present and John Ihnot, president, presiding

Witt, general freight and igent of the Akroi

ton & Youngstown, -poke on the procedure of handlinj
1 committees of the railroads.

R. ('. Fulbright, of Hou speaker

Traffic Club on I kcember
• ct was "Shi 1 Problems."

t Ither speaker- wen Gi ell, president

of tin Club; W. I- Edgar, president of the

it, Paul Junkin ; vici Valen-

tine Julian Vance and Elbert Blair; surer, H. C.

Eargle; hoard of governors, J. B. Jones, Fr lirant

M i xwell, P. V Richard ite and 1 Ion

\t the annual meeting of the Transportation Club of 1

1 ikla., on Dei 12, thi ollowini eli cted

President, A, C. Holmes, traffic manager, Empii
Inc.; Ht-t vice president, A. C. Wilson, city freight agent, St.

Louis-San Francisco; second vice-president, E. C. Kitching,

division freight agent. Atchison, Topeka & Sant

tary, J. W. Klein, general freight agent, Midland Valley;

treasurer, .1 M I Usher, treasurer, Price Sand * ompany;
director-. II. M Moon, traffii manager, Pun Oil '

I.. M. Klein and I. G. liclhr. division freight agei I

San I rancisi 1

1

k

"Industrial Opportunities in New Jersi

which has bei rtment of Conservation

and Development of that State New Jersey's yearly output

of manufactured products i- valued at die billion f..ur hun-

dred million Outside thi highly developed industrial

.entering in Jersey City, Newark, Camden and Trenton,

there are man) town- cheap land, reasonable

taxes and agreeable living conditii i

• \ list of citii

towns of over 500 inhabitants shows that there

communities in tin Stati I opies of the booklet may be had
from l.i. i rillam, chief of land

Trent' in

Coal Production

The total output of biturn

10 i- estimated by the Geological Survey at

tons a- against 7,104,000 tons in the week preceding. The bulle-

tin says thai al production is i

maximum at this season, it has in fact '
level of last April, normally the lowest mo
year ago production was 12.813,1 lis at-

tention to the fact that th al up the lal

I and also that dm i

-trike in prospect consutm

Commission Issues Special Permission for

10 Per Cent Reduction in Agricultural Rates

The mmission has

permission order, No 56,150, cancelling the pn

same subject, revising tin .iii-

railroads to put into en. I

uir.il products

tin new oder is to include thi

modifies proposed bj On
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ber 16 denied the petition oi the railroads for a rehearing of

the case in which it ordered general reductions of rates on

grain, grain products and hay in the western district.

The Senate on December IS adopted a resolution offered by
Senator Pittman of Nevada, directing the Interstate Commerce
Commission to inquire into the organization, management and
control of the Transcontinental Freight Bureau and report for

what purpose it was organized, its duties and activities, the

earners it represents and the influence it exercises in the publi-

cation of rates, and whether its operation in any manner stifles

competition.

Conference With Shippers at Washington

\n improvement in the relations between the railroads and
certain large organizations or groups of shippers is expected

to result from a meeting held in Washington on December 9, at-

tended by a number of railway executives and representatives of

various industries at which numerous questions pertaining to

pending issues in the transportation held were thoroughly dis-

cussed. Following this meeting a transportation committee for

agriculture and industry was appointed, an executive committee
of seven to represent the larger committee, to deal with the

roads in seeking to bring about better economic conditions in

the field of transportation. The executive committee consists of

J. R. Howard, president of the American Farm Bureau Federa-
tion ; S. J. Lowell, master of the National Grange; J. A. Camp-
bell, president of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company;
Ernest T. Trigg, president of the National Federation of Con-
struction Industries; Charles Hill, of the Southern Fine Sales

Corporation ; J. D. A. Morrow, vice-president of the National

Coal Association ; and F. R. Todd, vice-president of Deere &
Co., James A. Emery, counsel for the National Association of

Manufacturers, was appointed counsel for the committee. In a

statement regarding the conference Mr. Emery said

:

"The railroad representatives evidenced their intention to give

the benefit of further reduction in operating expenses concurrent

with cost adjustments. The committee hopes to reach sound
economic conclusions not only upon the rate question, but upon
pending issues relating to the control of our national system of
transportation."

Joint Commission on Agricultural Inquiry

The work of the Transportation Division of the Congres-
sional Joint Commission of Agricultural Inquiry has devel-

oped to a degree that an advisory committee, representative of

the three great economic branches of commerce has been ap-
pointed, and Chairman Anderson has announced the follow-

ing personnel of this advisory committee, which is to meet in

Washington when the Transportation Division has compiled
the facts

:

Representing Agriculture.— J. R. Howard, president, Ameri-
can Farm Bureau Federation; Gray Silver, Washington rep-
resentative, American Farm Bureau Federation; S. J. Lowell,
master. National Grange; Milo D. Campbell, president. Na-
tional Milk Producers' Association, and A. U. Chaney, general
manager, American Cranberry Exchange.

Representing Industry.— F. R. Todd, vice-president, Deere &
Co.; J. \ Emery, general counsel, National Association of

Manufacturers; Thomas V Mel aim, vice-president-general
manager, Shevlin, ( arpenter, ( larke & ( o.; V J. I ampbell,
president, Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company.

Representing Transportation.—Daniel Willard, president, Bal-
timore & Ohio; Howard Elliott, chairman, Northern Pacific;

L. F. Force, president. Delaware & Hudson; C. H. Markham,
president, Illinois Central; II. M. Adams, vice-president.

Union Pacific, and T. I Powell, vice president, Erie.

It is proposed that the transportation question shall be
considered under six main divisions, as Follows: (1) physical
property; (2) transportation service; (3) economic relation-

ship to agriculture and industry; i -4 i finance; (5
s

) administra-
tion, and to i governmental regulation. The work of the

committees representing the railroads and producers carried

on during the last six months will be reviewed.

The joint commission has submitted a preliminary report

to Congress saying it believes an immediate reduction in

Freight rates on agricultural products is absolutely necessary
to a renewal of normal agricultural operations and pros-

perity; and it recommends prompt action by the railroads

and constituted public authorities to that end. It is added,

however, that since this recommendation was agreed to, cer-

tain reductions in freight rates upon agricultural products
have been made.

RziTroads Asked to Reduce Export Coal Rates

Railroads were requested to make a reduction of $1 a ton in

the freight r.\ites on coal to Atlantic ports for export in order to

allow American producers to meet increased competition from
English coal, at a conference held at the office of the Interstate

I !i immerce Commission on December 14 for the purpose of dis-

cussing ways to meet the British competition. The conference

was held under the auspices of Chairman McChord of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, Secretary Hoover of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and Commissioner Thompson of the Shipping

Hoard. • It was stated at the conference that British coal is com-
ing into American harbors and being sold at prices below those

which American operators can meet under present freight rates

and also that British coal is depriving American coal of a
market in the Mediterranean and in the West Indies islands.

The request for a rate reduction was made by W. L. Andrew s,

vice-president of the Consolidation Coal Company, speaking on
behalf of the mine operators. The railroad traffic executives

present had previously declined to make such a reduction on the

ground it was too heavy a sacrifice to ask the railroads to make
and they said they were not in a position to make definite answers

at the conference on the ground that they had recommended
against it to their superior officers. Secretary Hoover said the

question to be solved was what Americans can do to preserve

the markets they had before the war. He said the British had
made offers in the West Indies which were lower than can be

made by the Americans even with a reduction of $1 in the freight

rates. He suggested that if the railroads, the shippers and the

mine operators all join in making the sacrifice, it would be

possible to retain some of the business. Commissioner Thomp-
son said the Slipping Board would make charters to the mine
operators barely high enough to meet the cost of operation as

soon as they showed they were ready to go into the business of

competing with the British. A committee to consider the whole
matter was arranged, consisting of W. V. Hardie, director of

traffic of the Interstate Commerce Commission; J, B. Smull,

vice-president of the Emergency Fleet Corporation ;
' F. R.

Wadlcigb, of the Department of Commerce; F. M. Whitaker.

vice-president of the Chesapeake & Ohio, and T. F. Farrell.

representing coal operators. A report was to be made at a

meeting of the committee on Thursday.

G. J. Churchward, chief mechanical engineer of the Great

Western Railway (England), will retire at the end of the present

year, and C. B. Collett. the deputy chief mechanical engineer, will

succeed him.

Copyright by Kadtl & Herbert

Railway Station in Leipsig, Germany, Destroyed by Fire
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Commission and Court News

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended until April 17 the operation of

certain schedules contained in \\ P Emerson's and J. II. Glenn's

tariffs which propose reduced rates on sugar from South'

and Gull Ports to St, I.our- Mo., and related point

State Commissions

The Public Service Commission of West Virginia has notified

tin- railroads of the state to appeal on January 17 to show cause

why there should not be a reduction in the freight rates on build-

ing materials, road making materials, fertilizers and certain other

articles.

The Railroad < ommission of the State ol I alifornia on Dc-

cember 14. authorized a reduction oi 10 pei cent in the freight

rales on the principal farm products of the State. The authori-

zation follows the order ol the Interstate Commerce Commission

requiring the carriers to make a reduction of l-'C per cent in

interstate rates on hay and grain products only. In making th(

general 10 per cent reduction the California Commission held

that that would he more bcnelui.il to the fa

i

i Stair

as a whole than a slightb greatei reduction on grain and hay

alone.

The Louisiana Public Service Commission, holding thai tin

present through train service on the Kansas I itj Southern's line

between Shreveport, T.a.. and Lake Charles, is inadequate for

the accommodation of local travel, has ordered the railroad to

operati an additional daily passenger train making all local stops

between the above mentioned points This commission has denied

the application of the St. Louis Southwestern to discontinue its

motor car service between Shreveport, la., and l.cwisville, Ark.,

believing that its discontinuance would cause grave inconvenience

and hardship on the communities served by this line.

Personnel of Commissions
I lu,cb White, heretofore assistant district attorney-general

of the state, has been appointed secretary ol the Uabama
Public Service Commission, in place of ktticus Mullin,

resigned.

Orville K. Berry, Former chairman of the Illinois Railroad

8t Warehouse Commission, dud suddenly of bean di

in a private hospital at Jacksonville, III. on December 19.

Mr. Berry was sixty-nine years of age and was a well-known
political leader, lie was appointed chairman of the Com-
mission in 1909, which position he held for four years

d from liability for the loss.— D. & R
i >!m on (Colo.), 193 Pac. 7-''.

Tariff Provisions As to Diversion Cannot Be Waived

The New York Appellate D rtment,

holds thai the ordering of a car by a shipper, the sealing of

t 1,\ the railroad- agent, the issuing of a waybill and ship-

ping directions, the fixing of freight at a lower rate, and its

ipper, brings a shipment within (int.

whether an actual bill of lading was
mad< out by the railroad'- agent or not. The shipping con-

d. and if the shipper desires to divert the ship-

ment he must do it according to the tariff regulations, which
provided that a re-consignment or diversion could only be

madi ii requi ted in writing.— Porter v. Lehigh Valley, 184

\. V. Supp 870

Rental of Materials for Spur Recoverable

After Removal of Connection Track

A railroad i ontracted to lease rail- and materials

to a mining company for its spur track at an agreed rental

ii i percentage ol the market value, with right to terminate

the rental bj acquiring the materials within a certain time.

The railroad also agreed in tin -aine contract to furnish the

use of a connection track at the cost of maintenance. The
Virginia Supreme ' ourl of Appeals holds that the railroad's

removal of the connection nark on lessee's discontinuance

of tin spm did not defeat I the rails and materials.

the covenants m the contract being independent.— Miller v.

Southern (Va I, 108 S E 838

Burden of Proof in Derailment Cases

In a passenger's action lor injuries in a derailment, the

Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals holds that an instruction

that the passenger need not point "lit any specific act of

negligence, and that then umption the accident was
caused bj tin railroad'- negligence, which presumption might
be rebutted by evidence that the railroad exercised the lligll-

tO pi e V .ill tile a<

competent persons to sei that they were in good
order, was erroneous, where the uncontradicted testimony
was that immediately after the derailment a careful examina-
tion was made of the wheels and evei the running
gear winch could have contributed to the derailment, and
thej were found in excellent condition. A prior inspection.

therefore, would have disclosed nothing for the railrc

remedy, and it was error to tell the jury that if it was not
made, they must find for the plaintiff.

I h. court hold- tin proper application of the max
ipsa loquitur to derailment case- t,, be that if it is just as
probable that tin derailment i- due to some ot

io ih. defendant • ci . there can ery.

—

105 S I- 717

Interstate Commerce Commissioners Reappointed

The President on Decembei I' 1 sent to the Senate the nomina-
tions of Henry C. Mall and ( lyde B Vitchison tor re-appoint-

ment as members of the Interstate i ommerce Commission for

terms of siv en years. President Harding has now appointed

eA en members of the commission

Court News
Consignee's Receipt Conclusive Evidence of Delivery

\ carload of goods was unloaded by the railroad at desti

nation and the goods were placed in its warehouse Next
lav another car to the same consignee was placed Eo

loading and a portion ol the shipment removed by the con-
signee, who Signed receipts for both car-. The following ela \

the warehouse and tin Height car and their Contents
destroyed by lire. The Colorado Supreme Court holds that
the signing of the receipts was a delivery of the goods, n On the D. L. & W. We< Scranton, Pa.
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Foreign Railway News

New Mechanical Chief on the

Great Western of England
London.

G. J. Churchward, chief mechanical engineer of the Great

Western Railway (England), will retire at the end of the present

year and C. B. Collett, the deputy chief mechanical engineer, will

Ui i ml him.

English Road Uses "Shopping Tickets"

to Foster Suburban Business
London.

The Great Eastern, the South Eastern & Chatham and the

London Brighton & South Coast have introduced "shopping

tickets," to be issued from certain stations to London' on any day

of the week except Saturday and Sunday between 10.30 a. m.

and 4.30 p. m., and available to return the same day before 5

p. m. or after 6 p. m., to encourage travel on suburban trains

in non-rush hours.

Railway Standard for China
London

I In Bulletin of the Federation of British Industries states

that the Chinese Standardization Commission, which was ap-

pointed to agree and fix permanent standards for rolling stock

and materials throughout the whole government railway system

of China, has now agreed to the standards to be adopted for

rails and fastenings ; sleepers or ties, both ordinary and for

bridges; cuts and fills; formation and ballasting; tunnels; clear-

ance and minimum structure gages. Specifications for bridge-

steel were also accepted.

As regards rolling stock, standard designs were adopted for

heavy locomotives the Pacific type for passenger and the

"Mikado" for freight service— with certain alterations to conform

to the views of the locomotive superintendents of the various

Chinese government railways. Agreement was also reached on

standard designs for wheels, axles, trucks, bodies, frames, couplers

and so forth for passenger and freight cars, the latter of a

capacity of 40-ton, 30-ton and 20-ton and of both steel and wood
construction.

Argentine and Chilean Transandine to Combine

1 he Chilean and Argentine sections of the Transandine

Railway, from Los \udcs on the western slope of the Cor-

dilleras, by way of Caracoles on the Chilean frontier, to

Mendoza on the eastern or Argentine side, will be consoli-

dated under a single management, according to Commerce
Reports. This project, presented to the Argentine govern-

ment by a delegation from Chile in 1919, was approved on the

part of Argentina and has recently been sanctioned by the

Chilean government.
The Chilean Transandine Railwaj has never been consid

ered a paying investment, and its financial condition has been

Mich as to discourage the investment of further capital. Prior

to the passage of the new law by the Chilean government

in September, 1921, bonds were outstanding to the amount

of some $7,000,000, of which the principal ua^ guaranteed by

a mortgage on the railroad property, and interest at the rate

of 5 per cent was guaranteed by the Chilean government tor

a period of 20 years. The new law provides for replacing

these bonds with Chilean government bonds to the value ol

some $4,000,000, with guaranteed interest at the rate of 8 pel

cent. The state will receive 70 per cent of the stock of the

company and will take an active part in the administration

of the road. The Chilean Transandine proposes to issue new
bonds to the extent of about $2,500,000, to be used in making

the necessary improvements in connection with the con-

solidation

, A marked improvement in traffic conditions and facilities

may be looked for as a result of this important step. In

passing over tin- Vndes tl" railway crosses a rough and
rugged country. In the winter months the heavy snow and
avalanches make continuous traffic impossible, notwithstand-
ing the protection offered by numerous avalanche
along the line. The right of way is blockaded for months
at a time by snows; in 1914 traffic was interrupted for 190

m 1915 for 1.51 days, and in 1919 for 156 d

The financial arrangements made by the two governn
will permit of needed improvements which it is hoped will

result in a steady and uninterrupted service. Tunnels are to
1m lengthened and more adequate protection against ava-
lanches constructed; new and modern rolling stock and
equipment will be purchased, the railway shops will be mod-
ernized, and electrification of the line will be undertaken
section by section.

The free interchange of traffic between the two nations,

heretofore impeded by protective tariffs, will be encouraged
and fostered by the establishment of new and liberal tariff

regulations which will permit the natural flow of international

trade between the territories served by the lines. All material

used for construction, as well ;e rolling stork and equip

imported into Chile, will lie exempt from custom duties.

The rates on traffic wr ill be fixed by agreement between the

Chilean and Argentine governments.

British Railwaymen and the Eight-Hour Day
I -.D...N.

The locomotive branches of the National Union of Railwaymen
have been raising the question of the eight-hour day in connection

with enginemen and firemen and resolutions have been passed b\

branches of the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and

Firemen refusing to work systematic overtime. The character of

the work of enginemen, it seems to be agreed, may make it neces-

sary to work occasionally for a longer period than eight hour-,

and there is apparently no objection to overtime arising from the

difficulty of arranging duties so that the eight-hour day shall not

be exceeded. The object of the action which is now being taken

by the unions is to abolish systematic overtime.

C. T. Cramp, industrial secretary of the National Union of Rail-

waymen, speaking at a meeting, said that there was one thing Ol

which they would not give way—the principle of the eight-hour

day. He would also say candidly and fearlessly that the eight-

hour day meant eight hours of honest work per day. Let them.

as railwaymen, endeavor by co-operation to make the railways -..

remunerative that the companies could afford to give the best of

n orking conditii ms.

The Canadian Pacific, for the first time, is planning to use

New York as a port of departure for its passenger steamers

During the war twelve of the company's steamers carried troops

and supplies from New York The "Empress of Scotland."

25,000 tons, leaves on February 4, and the "Empress of France,"

18,500 tons, on February 11. both on Mediterranean cruises.

Photo by Underwood & Understood

Train Crew—All Veterans of the War—of Marshal Foch's

Special Train on the C. M. & St. P.
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Equipment and Supplies

iiiiiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiuir;

Locomotives

'Imi ( tno . P '

i
••< di i ed 1 Mount tin t- pi

f r< nil tlir American I > "in.itur < oinpan\

Hi 'i .ii'
i

i eported ii

December 17, as asking for prices on 2? Mikado type Ii

lives, has ordered these i tivi n the American Loco-

tive Company.

Freight Cars

I in Rutland is inquiring foi 100 teel undi i fi ami - oi

constructions foi flal i ai

I in Standard Oil Company, New York, is inquiring for _'

low side gi indi la or flal u ity.

The Lake Champi mk S Moriah is inquiring for from I

center dump, hopper ore cars, of 50-ton capacity.

Tin- Union Pa ha
i « ai ded .i i ontt ai I foi thi

500 freight cars to the Pacific Car & Foundry Company, Seattle,

Wash,

The Grand [*runj . i ipi rted in the Railway .lgc of Decem-
bei 17, as inquiring Erigerator cars, is also inquiring

for 400 reft igeral ional.

The New York Sum Exchange, 233 Broadway, New York
i ii

]
inn in fi 'i a number of tank cat foi

ill meter, 1 .'5 meter and 1 676 mi

Passenger Cars

I in Chii vco Greai Western is inquiring for one combination

observation, pat loi ind 1

I in Union PaciTii [nquii

noti J in iln ! fife mbei 10, ini in. I.

.'' ii baggas i ai and 18 -ill stei I ob
i ars.

Thi Spokane, Portland & Jeattlj has purchased one Mack
\ (

' rail car, a combin ttion

coach, fmm the [nternational Motoi Company, 25 Broadway,
New Yorl

Iron and Steel

1,000 tons of["he Kansas Cm ri is in

9Q lb rails and 3.0(10 angle bars.

i in Erh will lei '
f hi the near futun for 37,500 tons

of rail for its 1922 requirements.

I in Grand Trunk ordered recently 1 5 . < K H > tons of rail from
the I lominion Iron S >teel I nmp liij and I 1,000 ton - from the

Ugoma Ste< I Coi poi

The Kansas, Oklahoma 8 Guu has awarded a contract tor

473 tons of steel to b< used foi a bridge irj Muski
( Iklahoma, to the Pan- American Bridge Company, Newcastle,
Indiana

The i n ti M.n I'.i r ton & Quincv is n i ith the

Illinois Steel company and the Colorado Fuel & Iron Companj
for approximately 25,000 tons of rails for delivery during the
year 1922.

The Si Louis Sot ihwestern, reported in the Railway lg<

of October 22. as inquiring foi 10,000 tons of rails foi

delivery, has ordered this tonnage from the Illinois Steel Com-
pany.

Machinery and Tools

The Erie has bought a 25-ton gantry crane from the Xiles-

Bcmcnt-Pond Company.

The New York Central has bought a 53-in. boring mill from
the Nili nd Company.

e lathe,

lathe. 1, lo-in portable lathe, 1. 60-in. planer

and 1, 8-spindle autom tinder.

The Seaboard Ajr Link is inquiring for machini shop tools
1

in. engine lathe; 1,

. crank pin I -haper;

0-11 ti am hammi I, 42-in. cat

400-trin 2*. in. tnrrent lathe;

1, 36-in. vertical turret lathe: 1. 28-48 in. jap lathe, and 1

d for liar iti

iiiikn will make extensions to the

power plant at its Pittsburg, Kan., ^hops, including the installation

of a 500 k. unit, 3,000 cu. ft. air compres-
h. p. boil equipping of new and existing boilers with

"wcrs and powdered coal preparing, handling
and burning equipment, all of which work is being done under

on of the companv's consulting engineer, John E.

Muhlfeld. Ncv

Miscellaneous

The ( iiu m,.. Rock Island & Pacific has closed bids on
2,500,000 ft. of luml us purposes.

Tiie Japanese Government Railways are inquiring through a
Xew York I s< for 6,500 railway

ears.

The : hurian Railway, Korea:. [iiiring

i Xew York export houses for various types of Sittings for

ids until 12

noon, Di tirements until April I. ;

gasolene, kerosene and all grades of oil.

Thi
imatelj -

gal. of distillate, bids to b< submitte

Tin

''ids for tin

tanks, including pipe connection and unloadi

is awarded this contract to the

Thi
noon, Januarj 1. I

requirements from January 1 to June 30, I

e driving, truck and tender tires, and als

Che Cleveland, i inquir-
ing for bolts and nuts of differ*

for the pet- •
• pril 1.

fanuary 3, I! mpany
p machinery oils for the

period from January 1, ]

i k noon of I

Signaling

Tin Grand Tki nk has awarded a conti 24-Iever

Saxb> & Fanner mechanical interlocking machine a;id other ma-
for installation at Mack avenue, Detr il Mich

General Railway Signal Company. The machine will

working levers and \ ill be
»} railroad forces
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Supply Trade News

The Combustion Engineering Corporation, New York, has

opened a new branch office at 806 First National Bank building.

Pittsburgh, Pa., in charge of W. C. Stripe, formerly manager of

the Philadelphia office.

Arthur P. Bowen has been elected assistant to the vice-

president of the Ryan Car Company, Chicago, and not to the

office of vice-president, as was incorrectly reported in the

Railway Age of December 3 (page 1120) and December 17

(page 1231).

H. O. Garman, who was for a period of 14 years chief engi-

neer of the Public Service Commission and the Railroad
Commission of the State of Indiana, has entered private

practice in consulting engineering and the management and
operation of public utilities, with headquarters at Indianapolis,

Indiana.

The merger of the Haskell & Barker Car Company, Inc.,

with the Pullman Company, was approved by the stockholders
of tile Pullman Company at Chicago, on December 20. The
directors have been increased from nine to twelve by the

election of Edward F. Carry, president of the Haskell &
Barker Car Company: John R. Morrow, and Arthur O.
Choate. The plan which has been approved appeared in the

Railway Age of November 26, page 1068.

The Richardson-Phenix Company, Milwaukee, Wis., and
the S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind., have con-
solidated and will henceforth be known as the S. F. Bowser
& Co., Inc., with headquarters at Fort Wayne. The filtration

and lubrication appliance business of both companies will be

conducted by the Richardson-Phenix division, S. F. Bowser
& Co., Inc. J. William Peterson, president of the Richard-
son-Phenix Company, will assume the office of vice-president

of the S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., and will be in charge of the

Richardson-Phenix division.

John W. Duntley, one of the founders of the Chicago Pneu-
matic Tool Company and from 1895 to 1909 president of that

concern, was killed by an automobile truck at Chicago on
December IS. Mr. Duntley was born at Wyandotte, Mich..

on August 16, 1863, and entered business as a foundryman in

1878. From 1884 to 1895 he was engaged in the railway
supply business and upon the latter date he organized the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. From this date to 1909

he was engaged in expanding this organization, enlarging
the scope of the business at the same time by absorption
and amalgamation both in this country and abroad. In 1909

he organized and became president of the Duntley Manu-
facturing Company, manufacturers of the pneumatic cleaners.

< )f late years he devoted his energy to the Duntley Auto-
mobile Accessory Company. Chicago, of which he was presi-

dent. He was also president of the Libertad Mining & Smelt-
ing Company. In 1900, he was decorated with the cross of

the Legion of Honor by the president of France.

Obituary

Clarence E. Rood, sales manager of the Gould Coupler
Company, New York, died on December 11 after a brief

illness, at his home at the Algonquin Hotel, New York City.

Mr. Rood was born in Erie, Pa., and early in his career was
general manager of the American Kxprcss Company in St.

Louis. AIo. Later he went to Buffalo where for a time he
was a member of Rood & Brown, car wheel builders. He
subsequently owned and operated the Rood Malleable Iron
Company, Lancaster. V Y. \bout 12 years ago he entered
the service of the Gould Coupler Company as a representative
at New York and at the time of his death was sales manager
o,f that company.

Railway Construction

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—This company contemplates

the construction of the first unit of a locomotive shop at Denver.

Chicago, .Milwaukee & Gary—This company has applied to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for a certificate authorizing

the construction of an extension between Aurora and Joliet, 111.,

where the company now operates over the tracks of the Elgin.

foliet X Eastern.

Great Northern.—This company contemplates the construc-

tion of a second main track between Lamona, Wash., and Blue-

stem, a distance of 22 miles.

Illinois Central.—This company is receiving bids for the con-
struction of a car shed at McComh, Miss. The same company is

also receiving bids for the construction of a frame viaduct over

its tracks at Fulton, Ky.

Louisville & Nashville.—This company contemplates the con-
struction of a reinforced concrete viaduct over its tracks on
Lebanon avenue, Belleville, 111. Plans for this work have been
submitted to the city for approval.

Missouri Pacific.—This company contemplates the construc-

tion of a station at Harrisburg. Ark., and one at Hoxie. Flans
for the work have been submitted to the Arkansas Railroad Com-
mission.

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

Gillespie & Daly for the construction of a two-story interlocking

and signal tower at Hiawatha, Kansas.

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas.—This company has been

ordered by the Louisiana Public Service Commission to construct

a station at Franklin, La. Plans are to be submitted to the

commission for its approval within one year and the work must
be commenced within sixty days thereafter.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—This company con-

templates the construction of an underpass at the intersection of

the state highway and the company's tracks at White Bluff. Tenn.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—This company has been
authorized by the Louisiana Public Service Commission to con-

tinue the construction of a station at Krotz Springs. La. Work
had just been started on this station the latter part erf Novem-
ber when citizens at Krotz Springs petitioned the commission to

have the location of the station changed.

Texas & Pacific.—This company has been ordered by the

Louisiana Public Service Commission to construct a station at

Innis, La., plans of which must be submitted to the commissio
for its approval by February 11, 1922.

Union Station, Los Angeles, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe. the Southern Pacific, and the Los Angeles & Salt Lake,

have been ordered by the Railroad Commission of California to

erect a union station on the Plaza site. Los Angeles, Cal. This
order is contained in a decision on the rehearing of the Los
\ngeles terminal case which, with certain modifications, re-

affirmed the former ruling by that body. The commission also

upheld its former ruling requiring the separation of grades by
the construction of viaducts over crossings adjacent to the Los
Vngeles river at Aliso, Macy and East Seventh streets. In con-
nection with the latter order, the city of Los Angeles will bear

a share m the expense of the grade crossing elimination.

Wenatchee Southern.—This company, which has been or-

ganized recently to construct a railroad from Wenatchee. Wash.,
to Kennewick, a distance of about 132 miles, has completed a

survey and has purchased almost all the right of way necessary
for the construction of the line. The road will follow the Co-.
lumbia river connecting at Pasco. Wash., with the Northern Pa-
cific and the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, and at Kennewick with
the same roads, and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Naviga-
tion. At Wenatchee it will connect with the Great Northern.
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Railway Financial News

Atlanta & St. Andrew Bm — Ordei to Abandon. \itcr re-

hearing the case in which this c< mpany was authorized to abandon

a part of its line, the [nterstati I oi i mmission ha i

tended until further order the experimental period o) abandon-

ment provided for in the original ordei

Boston & Maine. Stock oifer. \n offer by a minority group

of Boston & Maine stockholders to buy the shares of that company

now held by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, was made
at a hearing held bj Vttornej General Daugherty in Boston,

Mass., on December 13. See New York, New Haven & Hartford

below.

Bi ii vlo, Rochester & Pittsburgh. Authorised to Issue

Bonds. The Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized

the sale of $3,949,000 of consolidated mortgage I
1 per cent bonds

at not less than 82] pel cent oi I'.o and accrued interest.

Canadian Pacific. Selh $25,000,000 Stock \ hanking syn-

dicate, headed by the National City Company, New York, ha

purchased $-'5,000,000 Canadian 1'aciiic Railwaj Company 4 per

cent ...upon consolidated dcheutur. stock, and is ottering tile new
issue at 7.x, to yield 5,13 per cent \ll previous issues of debenture

stock have been placed in London.

Sec editorial comment in this issue.

Carolina, Clinchfield 8 Ohio.—Asks Authority to Pledge
HomIs. This company has applied to the Interstate C terce

Commission for authority to pledgi with the Secretary oi the

Treasury as collateral security for a loan ol $6,000,000, which il

had applied for, $1,000,000 of its first mortem 5 per cent 30-year

gold bonds and $6,000,000 of 5 per cent Blkhorn first moi
gold notes. The company some time ago applied for authority

to issue bonds for refunding purposes but later withdrew thi

application and substituted the application for a loan.

Central oi Georgia.—Annual Report. A review of this com
pany's annual report for 1920 appears on another page of this

issue.

Chesapeake ,\ Ohio. Authori cd to Lease Subsidiary.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order approving

the acquisition of control of the railroad of the Chesapeake &
Ohio of Indiana by lease. The Chesapeake & Ohio was also

authorized to assume obligation and liability as lessee in respect

of $7,711,000 of first mortgage gold bonds oi thi I hesapeake S

Ohio of Indiana.

Chicago & Easter Illinois. New Securities Ready.
Knhn, I.oeb & Co., reorganization managers, have announced

to holders of certificates oi deposit, representing bonds of the

various companies deposited under or subject to the plan and

agreement of reorganization, th.it thi general mortgage. S per

cenl gold bonds in denominations oi $1,000, $500 and $10
preferred and common stork certificates of the new company,
together with cash payments specified in the plan, will be n id;

for distribution on and after Decembei 27, 1921.

The details of the reorganization plan v in the

Railway . [ge of \piil 8, 19 !1, pagi 913

To Pay I
' A'c. eh . i i if. i \\

.
I

. Jackson, receivi

announced that he will paj in full at the Equitable Trust Com
pany. New York, on and afl i December 23, the $6,000,000 n
ceiver's certificates issued undei date oi fulj 1. 1916.

Cisco & Northeastern This company h

plied to the [nterstati ' ommerci i ommi -
i i i

$300,000 for fit e j eai itions.

Chicago & North Wi rBi Uithorised to Procure Authenti-
cation of Bonds. Tin Interstate Commerce Commission has

granted authority to this companj to procure the authent
and delivery of $375,000 of general mortgage gold bonds to b<

held in the Treasury until the further order of the commission
\ction on a request for authoritv to issue bonds in \\

subsequent years was deferred, the commission saying that it

does not >ary at tin- time to grant the authority

mpany was also authorized to procure the

authentication and delivery of $1,000,000 of general mortgage gold

bonds of 1987 and $3,000,000 of (ii I and refunding mortgage gold

bonds to be held in the Treasury until the further order of the

( h n vco, l: Q Issue

i an application with the Inter-

ommerci i ommissio al of a mortgage to the

first National York and
il i $30,000,000 ,'ist and refunding mortgage bonds with

ed :
i» r cen! to be dated August I

maturing Vugu I !, 1971, for the purpi ling funds tor

the company's estimated requirements for additions and

uients in 1922 This application was filed as a supplement to the

company's applicatioi on which the com-
mission refused to authorize an iss l: , 0,000 of bonds

for dividend purposes, hut granted the right to have considered

on tin tme record a pplicati ds for other

oses.

( up vco, Indianapolis & Louisville.—Asks Auti

is applied ti thi Interstate Com-
•ii. rci i ommission for authority to .

|

neral mortgage 5 pi

equal amount of series B bonds '. dated January 2.

1922. and maturing Maj !

Cl BVELAND I JN< INN Ml. CHII

Central Often to Buy Stock. See New York Central.

Cuba Railroad. Bonds Sold. The National City Companv.
New York, has sold : "00.000

first lien and refunding mortgage gold bonds Series A. non-

callable, dated December I, 1921, due December I 1936

Delta S iern. Sold. This road, former]} operated

branch of thi Southern Railway, was sold in thn

Greenville Mi cember 6. Bids were offered for the

entire road. G. B. Kellogg bought the section between Richey

and Percy for $20,000; W \ Swift and a riates hi<l in the

.
.

1 1. oi between Ittabena and Belzoni for $50,000, and V. \.

Denslow bought the Napanee 1. ranch foi $10,001

Detroit, Toledo «\ [ronton.—Earnings in September an

tobcr. The figures follow
:

i.er October
11J1 1921

Freight.
ngei 1J.17J 11.4IT

-

Maim. 145.314
Maint. nam i nui| I

Ir.m-i i 17,336
General

N.i from railway nnei tions

N, i aft. i rental

. nt it K . i "Net [no me •
I

Railroad S"ti adily Declines."

The Interstate Commerce Commission has authori .! an

$1,174,00 mortgage .
; pi r ci I the pur-

pose of refunding a like si division mortj -

w hii h i v 1.

will vote February 10 on increas

Minds to be derived Ir.'iii the new sti

less,, of the road, the Pennsylvania Kai't

ments on and additions •

the lessee and approved by thi

K I N \w 11 \ & Mil

New York Central.

K VN WVI1 V & \\ EST \ s

\'cw York Central
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Louisville & Nashville.—Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The
Interstate Commerce Commission has authorized the issue by
selling at not less than 96 and accrued interest of $12,753,000 of

first and refunding mortgage S l/z per cent gold bonds and has

also granted authority to procure the authentication and delivery

by the trustee of $15,862,000 of the bonds. The company's ap-

plication also asked authority to issue $53,000,000 of capital stock

as a stock dividend. Consideration of this lias been held in

abeyance by the commission.

Lufkin, Hemphill & Gulf.—Acquisition.—This road, extend-

ing from Bronson, Texas, to Hemphill, 11 miles, has been ac-

quired by T. L. L. Temple and associates, who own the con-

trolling interest in the Texas South-Eastern Railroad. The
Lufkin, Hemphill & Gulf connect-, with the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe at Bronson, Tex.

New York Central.—Asks Authority in Acquire Big Four
Stock.—This company lias filed an application with the Inter-

i at( Commerce Commission asking authority to acquire the re-

maining outstanding capital stock of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

1 hicago & St. Louis, which it does not already own, and also

to issue its own capital stock to the amount of $23,478,880, to

be exchanged from time to time in payment for the stock of

the Big Four, on the following basis: $13,478,880 for the com-

mon stock on the basis of 80 for 100, and $10,000,000, par ior

par, for the 5 per cent preferred stock of the Big Four. Cf
the common stock of the Big Four the New York Central owns

$30,207,700 and $16,456,821 is outstanding in the hands of the

public. Of the preferred stock $9,988,600 is outstanding and

none is owned by the New York Central. The application

states that the purchase "will bind the two carriers, which are

component parts of a single system, more closely together and

tend toward a unification of their properties." The Big Four lias

also asked authority to guarantee $2,118,000 of the 4/2 per cent

30-year first mortgage gold bonds of the Evansville, Mt. Carmel

& Northern, now held in its treasury, with which it proposes

to acquire stocks and bonds of the Peoria & Eastern.

To Lease Toledo i Ohio Central—Authorization of a lease

of the Toledo & Ohio Central, including with it the Zanesville

& Western, the Kanawha & Michigan and the Kanawha & West
Virginia, to the Xew York Central, for a rental of fixed charges

and taxes and in addition thereto an amount equal to the

net earnings of the Toledo & Ohio Central for the year 1921,

and in the case of the Kanawha & Michigan of 6 per cent on

its stock, was also announced.

The making of the leases is subject to the approval of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, for which application is about

to be made.

The New York Central controls all of the stock of the lesser

companies except a few shares of the stock of the Kanawha &
Michigan.

New York, New Haven S: Hartford.—Attorney General's

Hearing Vttorney General Harry M. Daugherty has taken

under advisement the results of his investigation at Hartford.

• nil
. and at Boston, Mass., on December 12 and 13, respectively,

preliminary to enforcement or modification of the federal decree

of dissolution of 1914. which directed the road to sell various

trolley lines and the Boston & Maine Railroad holdings.

Pittsburgh & West Virginia. Application Denied.—The In-

terstate Commerce Commission lias denied the application of

this company to issue capital stock and to assume obligation and
liability in respect of certain securities in connection with the

purchase of the property and franchise of the West Side Belt

upon the ground that the issue and assumption is not for a lawful

object since the applicant has not obtained authority for the ac-

quisition under section 5 ol the Interstate I ommerce Act. which
applies to consolidations. Applicant owns all the stock of the

Belt Company and is operating the road jointly with its own.
Section 5 authorizes the commission to approve the acquisition

by one carrier of the control of another in any manner not in-

volving the consolidation of such carriers into a single system
for ownership and operation. The opinion contains a lengthy

discussion of the interpretation of the section. Commissioner
Potter dissented

Southern.—Asks Authority to Issue Bonds.—Application has

been filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority

[i $30,000,000 development and general mortgage 6J4 per

cent gold bonds, series A, payable April 1, 1956, including

$5,225,000 of bonds already nominally issued, the proceeds to be

used for the payment of $22,588,000 of three-year 6 per cent

secured gold notes maturing March 1, a demand loan of $2,355,270

from the War Finance Corporation and to reimburse the treasury

for capital expenditures.

Soi rHERN.

—

Authorized in Procure Authentication of Bonds.—
This company has been authorized by the Interstate Commerce
Commission to procure the authentication and delivery of

$5,225,000 of development and general mortgage 4 per cent gold

bonds to be held in the Treasury until tin iurthrr order of the

commission.

Tennessee Midland.—Asks Authority to Issue Securities-
Caldwell & Co., of Nashville, Tenn., reorganization managers,
have filed an application with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion on behalf of the Tennessee Midland Railroad, which is pro-

posed to he organized to acquire the property of the Tennessee
Central, to issue bonds and stocks for that purpose, for the

purpose of acquiring the property.

Texas South-Eastern.—Acquisition.—See Lufkin, Hemphill
&• Gulf.

-Lease to Ne~v York Central.—SeeToledo & Ohio Centrm..
Xew York Central.

Wisconsin Central;-—Asks Authority to Issue Xates.—This
company has applied to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

authority to issue promissory notes to the Minneapolis. St. Paul

& S'ault Ste. Marie in the amount of $2,305,822 for ten years at

6 per cent for money advanced by 'he Soo. It also asks per-

mission to assign and deliver t
i ,547,000 of its first

ami refunding mortgage bonds as security for the noti

Tentative Valuations
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued tentative

valuation report- in which it states the final value as follows:

is & Missouri Bridge Company. 1915 $3,182,660
W; i-C,r Ba 1916. 114.2m.

Dividends Declared
Albany & Susquehanna.—Special, 2 per cent, payable January 7 t<

holders of record December 24.

Allegheny & Western.—3 per cent, semi-annually, payable January 3 to
holders of record December 22.

Atlantic ('oast Line.—Common, .
: '

• per cent, semi-annually, payable
January to to holders i f record December 23.

Canada Southern.— lf< per cent, semi-annually, payable February 1 tc

holders of record December 30.

Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis.— Preferred. \'i per cent,
quarterly, payable January 30 to holders of record December 30.

Louisville & Nashville.—3'< per cent, semiannually, payable February
10 to holders cf record January 15.

New York Central.— 1 ?4 per cent, quarterly, payable Februar\
In liters cf record December 30.

A Mikado on the Paris-Orleans (France)



Annual Report
Central of Georgia Railway Company—Twenty-sixth Annual Report

HI, '.a., Apiil 7. 1921.

the year ended I >i

, ;.;,,
I

I in- Board •' Diri ctoi s

i 1920
'i

il contr. 1 ci ntinm <l to midnig ;

ompanj restii possi on
fnr its own aCCl mil.

I

opi rating revenues, opcratit

\ -
.

i
i

.

facilitati

A

ACI 01 i [ DIRECTOR Gl ERAL
Si ttlemenl a ith I 'tun -l Stat

ing out of Federal control i in n !
- let*

'

bov i in I. J 'mi i beet a

to this final a ttlement.

TRANSPORTATION ACT, 1920

The Transportati m Act. 1920, Pn on 1

28. 1920. It contains mm hi
laws previously enacted.

GOV! RNMJ r Gl i- '

i

The amount accrued to you I the six

months' guaranl I

tained and certifit I by the Enterstati l

final audit and approval ot" tin ni es and
partial payments have been coll I

includes
an estimated credit of the amount payable undei the terms of the guaranty.

MILKS HP ROAD OPEK Mm
nbi r 31 II », we i 1,913.6?.

III. miles operated as ot" Dccerobei 31, 191», were 1,918.29.

I \ I'M Ml

I III i. nil Il

foil, .us:

R dlwaj 0] ,551.05
Railway operating expenses.. 21,102, .168.50

1919
i .-ase

I,

'.309.53

$425,817.45 (R) $52,858.97 —$372,958.48

Iv.i'i'
i j i.tx accruals

1 1... olle I ible i i.'i'i'i

Total $ k'<l0.735.87

Railway operating income. (R) $1,1

Net revenue- N i

operations

26.553.32 (R) $179,788.85 —$1.":

Total operatir .70.61 —$1,051,114.25

from P. S

Non-operating income 5,11)

i in gross jn .

... I 1 15,316 «.'

')16.17

:

$1,610,060.08

•

. i
.

,

.

01 4.69 perc
38.22 percent, in other operating
cent hi railway operating revi

OPEK \ I \ i EXP1
1 ntlisl

I'.. : 40 per-

cent.

Maintenance oi Way and '

Expenditures for maintenance of way and struct'

,.i on rcni e of $574,157.1'
Mainlnenct .'» Equipment

Expenditures for maintenanc. i tquipi an in-

1

rcenl
The a\erage miles p< r

,|,

red with 16.7 years fot

Transportation Erprnsos:
Transportation expenses- wen

or 39 67 percent.
I WPS

(12 Mo
Vccrucd ts 5925,198.85, a decrease of $17

I l\ \M IA1

The CSeneral Balance Sheel I ibli i ihows the financial condi
win cnnip.un .it I '.-ccinlicti ;i . T> '"

Capital S'tock:

There lias l..-en no change in capital stock,

Funded Debt,
Since December 31, 1919. equipment trust obligatir-na aggrei

and Greenville and Newnan Maine Line Bonds and I'pi-ci 1 i

Honds aggregating $00,0110 matured

inter the six mi
and from the

I The

the same cause.

tion with an adva::.

months' guaranty.

Bonds reflects the a'
1

Dunn
mm. and common .!:•

1 annum were declared

of Savannah paid from ac-
cumulati of $40.00 per share, of whi

.1.40.00.

nds:
ty-Year Five I

nt with the holders and alter being uncondi
tionallj il by this com]

ROAD WENT
The expenditures f.. including additions am

ments on
bcr 31, 19

ring $'',.v4.7'> $3,570.31 $
I-and for transportation pur-

poses

trestles and culverts.
Ties
Rails 64.514.1"

tck materia! 14

'

PoV it In
... ,. .

Paving

public im-
. provements 916 05

Power sub-stati

Total wav an
'

Steam '

Freight train cat
....

OUS

T. tal ..

Less 'equipment retired

Total equipment

Total -

ment . .

.

(R)
PHYSICA1 CHAN

,

There f track relate with 90 round new steel nil:
.0094 mi ind new steel r.id: and .O.'Sl miles with "

new steel rail: making
steel rail: which includes 10.029.1 miles of Hack rtlaid with new steel rail

i hand
steel rail

relaid with sernnj-hamt steel rail, n
; with new and second-hand -

ilea of track between I

of the Atlanta

rrc expended f> r tic plates, c

length.
while 1" tracks were remove.!.

miles.
Ther, ivel laid to a

re expended in the purchase res of land at

orsria.

in the construction of a rew reinfo-
-nis and driveways at

1 were expended in moving to Dennis. Georgia, sad
depot fi

1289
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of one Ame ih oad

Standai '
'

'
lorgia.

,.

.t, expended in installing nam order signals at Bolingbroke.

I Ill, Goggins, Milner, and Barnesville, Georgia.

1,014 lineal ft. of frame and pile trestles were replaced by embankments

and .iiii.iMi waterways provided.

$25 909.92 were expended m constructing a double 8x10 reinforced

concrete bos to replace thi stoni arch mar Birmingham, Alabama.

$7 051.14 were expended in widening Elm streel bridge, Macon. Georgia.

$2,394.56 were expended in constructing wagon bridge, Eufaula, Alabama.

$1,172. "S u.-i. expended foi pavinf al Andalusia. Alabama.

$1,948 I were ( ended for paving East Main street. Matesboro, Ga.

$916.05 wen expended lor paving Broad street, Griffin, Georgia.

$4 175 2') were expended for paving North street, Albany, Georgia.

3030.7. wen- expended for paving at Troy, Alabama
$14,291.06 were expended in the purchase of 51 motor cars tor usi 01

supervisors, section foremen, and bridge gang foremen

$48,671.14 were expended in tbe purchase of 16 electric trucks for

handling cotton on Savannah terminals.

$12.744 85 were expended in the purcha:

Ditching Machine.
, , . , . , . , ,

$4,222.06 were expended in the purchase i t two rail 10

Contract was let and work commenced on the construct

concrete roundhouse and shop al Columbus, Georgia; total expenditu

date of $98,375.40.
. .

$2,317.94 were expended in equipping Mao.,, sno|

connections to wash basins

$2,756.01 were expended in the pu

machine for Macon shops.

$1,018.60 were expended in the pu

machine for Savannah shops.

$3,955.87 were expended for an elect

Savannah roundhouse.

ra "new Mountain Type locomotives, built by American Locomotive

Cominnv were used under temporary lease during a portion of the year,

and arrangements made for their eventual acquirement by your company

under Equipment Trusl M. No locomotives were sold or retired. There is

an increase over previous year of 314.93S pounds of tractive power, in total

'^An-angtments were made for acquiring under Equipment Trust M, 17

all-steel passenger train cars to be built by The Pullman Company.

$15,917.35 were expended in the application of superheaters, valve gear,

piston valves and other improvements
$4,974X7 wre expended

"•There were no freight train cars acquired. 434 freight and work cars

were sold, destroyed or retired, and 145 freight train cars were converted

to work equipment:
The average capacity ot freight cars at th

imis and the total capacity was 336,260 tons.

$19,630.53 ...

safety appliances, and other addlt

$39,709 53 were expended
tral sun parlor c;

S. Equipment

rig machine

«,ili additional water

chase of one pneumatic flanging

.-base of one electric arc-welding

ic turntable tractor on turntable at

close of the year was 38.0

enforcement of draft gear, application of

and betterments to freight cars,

chase and convening of Illinois Cen-

into efhc

To

OPERATIONS
al data the

included m an a PI • mlr
months under Federal

solely for corporate so
ntrol; six months guaranty period; the four months

unt operations; and the twelve months' operation.

The H aid taki

united efforts displayed b

GENERAL REMARKS
pleasure in acknowledging the fidelity, efficiency__an,d

your officers

if Directors.

the discharge of

.ENTRAL OF GEORGIA RAILWAY COMPANY
Income Statement

Years ended December 31

Per cent
of total

operating

Average mill s "1" r-

1,913.63

Railwa: open ting

I. Transportation
Kail-one:

101. Freight $12,930,928.57 62.54

102, Passenger .
5.728,241 16 27.70

103 E

32,090.73 .16

104 . SIe i
172.853.08 .84

105. Parloi and
i h cai 22.998.23 .11

106 Mail 470 2.28

10 I presi 2.37

108, l ),!:i '

109 Mill .07

lln Switching 221,957.02 1.07

111, Special ser-

vice train 64 .14

$20,120. "7,31

HI, incidental

131. Dining and
MM., i

.18

Hotel and
estaui up

133. Stat train

privih ge 3S.753.64 19

Parcel room 716.52

135 Storage—
11. iclu ,

151.505.89 .73

136. Storage—
1,380.82

i n i lemurrage ,
110.342 !9

141. Power .01

1919

1,918.

62 54 +$12,930,928.57
+5,728,246.36

+ 32,090.73

;
172,853.08

+22,998.23
I 470,4-10.32
+489,307.26

+ 7,305.23
i 813.9!

+ 221,957.02

+28,648.75

+$20,1

+ $37.13t..81

+ 2,893.30

+ 38.753.64

+ 716.52

+ 151.505.8

Total ..

IV. Joint Facility:

151. Joint facility

—Cr
152. Joint facility

In

$36,266.24

76.48

Total railway op-

erating revenues.. $20,676,551.05

201-279. Mainte-

$4,105,356.85 19.86

3111-337. M a i in .

5,047,749.43 24.41

351-359. Traffic .. 550,925.44 2.67

371-4211 Trar.sp
tation—rail line. .. IP, 512,060.

7"
50.84

441-446. Mr i el

1, .877. 59 .21

451-4C i Gi ii a 852,654.69 4.12

451. Transporta-

ment Cr R10.256.27 R.05

Total radway op-
erating expenses.

.

321,102,368.50 102.06

Net revenue from
railway operations R$425,817.45 R2.06

53'. Railwav tax
$795,151.18 3.85

533 I nci lli cticii

railway revenues.. 5,584.69 .02

50,554.81

+ $519,648.81

+ $36,266.24

-76.48

+$36,342.72

+ $20,676,551.05

.356.85

+ 5,047.749.43

+ 548.621.28

+43,877.59
+ 802.09S.88

$52,858.97 +$21,049,509.53

Railway operating
Rs 1.226.553.32 R5.93 R$179.78S.85

502. Revenues
from miscellane-
ous operations. . .

.

534. Expenses of
miscellaneous op-
erations

Net revenue fi-.m

miscellaneous op-
erations
Total operating
come

35 1.914.33

43.145.87

. . R$! 217,784.86 R5.89

$72,465.05

59.346.81

$13,118.24

R$166,670.61

+ S66S.221.30

— 5 584.69

—16,200.94

—$4,349.78

—$1,051,114.25

m-opcratine, income:
503. Hire of freight cars—

credit balance
504. Rent from locomotives

505. Rent from passenger
train cars

507. Rent from work equip-

ment
508. Joint facility rent in-

509. Income fror

road
510 Miscellaneoi

i lease

s rent

Miscellaneous non-cper-
ating physical prop-

513. Dividend income....
514. Income from fundei

securities

515. Income from unfundec
securities and ac

counts
519 Miscellaneous income

21,684.33

6,972.04

36,250.26

778,192.41 $3,454,108.58

1ii4.ih3.65 88,227.10

1S.850.22 18,665.92

1.477,825.50 446,171.16

R
5.113.268.41

-21.684.33

+6,972.04

+ 36,250.26

—2.675.916.17

-15.776.55

+ 1,031.054.54

+ 11,3

— 161,989.81
.1161.06

Tol 'I -i ii oi erating

Gross me.me

Deductions from gross income:
537. Rent for locomotives.

538. Rent for passenger
train cars

540. Rent for work equip-
ment

541 Joint facility rents....
542. Rent foi leased roads..

543. Miscellanea us rents. . .

546. Interest on funded deW
547. In-.ercsi . n unfunded

$5,849,809.14 $4,239,749.06 +$1,610.060.08

$4,632,024.28 $4,073,078.45 +$558,945.83

del i

of di:548. Amortizatii
count ..ii landed debt

551. Miscellar.i ous ino me
charges .

.

1.670.4!

119,831.63
370,283.66
135,827.81

80,413.01

51.570.39

$370,085.82
146.357.83 .

2.094.953.75-

147,090.61

19,194.03

12,745,94

+ $24,017.32

+ 50.274.93

+ 1,676.41

+ 119.831.63
^107.84

— 10.530.03

+ 191.380.00

—66.677.60

+ 12,376.36

-2.341.98

Total deductions from .. „, „, .,
incorm $3,115,316.83 $2,790.427.98

+1,380.8
+ 110.342.29

+ 2.562.69

1
Advertisement]

Net income (trans-
ferred to credit of
profit and lossl . . . $1,516,707.45 $1,282,650.47 +$234,056.98
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Railway Officers
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Executive

George T. Reid, whose appointment as vice president and

western counsel of 1 1 1
<

- Northern Pacific, with headqu
at Tacoma, Wash., was

announced in thi

/. ,
ni Dei embi i

10 (page 1177i, was
horn at Etna Green [n

diana, April 2, 1871. He
ii an railroad woi k on
January 6, 1906, in the

service of the Portland
& Seattle (:iow the

Spokane, Portland &
Seattle I. 1 Ii i :-n i|

from that position on
November 1, 1908, to

become a division coun-
sel for the Northern
Pacific ancl on Maj 23,

1912, he was appointed
assistant to the pri si

dent and western coun-
sel with headquarters
at Tacoma, Washing
ton, which position he

ret rut pi i tmotion.holding at the' tiim

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Albert J. Raynes has been appointed comptroller of the

Maine Central, effectivi December 14, succeeding \rthnr P,

Foss, assigned to other duties.

Operating

C. B. Ragon has been appointed assistant to the vice presi

dent and general manager of the Fort Worth \- Denver l'it\

and the Wichita Valley, with headquarters at Fori Worth,
1

1
vis, effective I >ecember IS.

C. C. Barnard, assistant superintendent of the Western
division of the Union Pacific with headquarters at Green
River, Wyoming, has been appointed acting superintendent

with the same headquarters. H. A. Connett lias been ap
pointed acting assistant superintendent to succeed Mr.
Barnard.

Traffic

F. M. Millson has been appointed traffic managei of the

Omaha. Lincoln & Beatrice, with headquarters a1 I incoln,

Neb.

E. H. Golden has been appointed general agent of the

Cisco & Northeastern, with headquarters at Breckenridge,
Texas

C. E. Jefferson has Keen appointed general freight agent
of the Canadian Pacific, Western lines, succeeding V\ (

I'.i'u les. promoted.

C. B. Curlee has been appointed general freight agi

the Mali.una Northern, with headquarters at Birmingham,
Ala., succeeding Roj Pope, resigned.

A. E. Crocker will on January 1 become general agent,
freight department, of the New York Central u New H
Conn., succeeding D. 'A. Gerlach, granted a leave of ab
on account of ill health

L. H. Trimble, general agent of the El Paso & :

western and the Moreuei Southern at Phoenix. \riz., has been

transferred in a similar rapacity to Los Angeles, I ah,

ve January 1. R. P. Kyle will succeed Mr. Trimble at

Phoenix.

C. E. Stailey, commercial agent of the Illinois Central and
the Yazoo i\- Mississippi Valley, with headquarters at Kansas

1

n appointed tiera I freight agent

with headquarter- at Memphis. Tenn. Hugh Hardin.

ighl and passenger agent at Kansas i nv will •

Mr. Stailey.

LeRoy Morris, general agent of the Mi entral,

with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., has been promoted
newlj created position "t assistant general freight agent,

with headquarti

tiesburg, Miss. Mr.
Morn iroad
service in 1911 as a
rate clerk in the local

freight office of the

Southern Railway, at

Selma, Ala., and was
later promoted to chief

clerk to the division

freight agent in the

office. In 1915,

he left to become rate

clerk in the freight

traffic manager's office

pi the Alabama Great
urn. at Birming-

ham, Ala. He entered
the service .if the

Mississippi Centra] on
February 1. 1916
chief clerk

eral freight agent at

has sively,[attiesburg, and

**1P»

traveling freight and pa nt, with headquarters
Hattiesburg, and general agent, with headquarters at Mobile,
Ala., which lattei position he was holding at the time of his

recent promotion.

C. G. Pennington has Keen appointed assistant general
passenger agent of the Long Island, with headquart
New Niak City, effective January 1. Mr. Pennington was

horn at I [ollis, Queens-
boro, New York City,

and was educated ill

the public and t'Usiiic-s

scl Is ot Long Uland
Me entered the service

"f the Long Island in

.- a clerk in the

office of the traffic man-
When this office

« is abolished in 1902
and separated into the

freight and
departments, Mr Pen-
nington went with the
latter under the

eral passenger agent
In 1007 \|.

took chargi
the road's adv<

• i ising the prepara-

rtising,

During the v til the

•̂>

%Jk

booklets and Other literature

on .i\\d abandonment of the camp
Ml Pennington's tune was devoted almost entireh

iresentative ol th< passenger department
with the movement of ti .

.

B. H. Dally, assistant general freight agent of the

sylvania, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has been
promoted to general freight agent, with the same head-
quarters, succeeding P. C. Sprague. i

'.'-. Dally will
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bi succeeded by F. W. Nash. Thes.e appointments become
effective January 1, 1922.

Stanton Curtis, whose appointment as general passengei

agent of the Mobile & Ohio, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., was announced in the Railway. Age of December 17

(page 1235), began railroad work in January, 1895, as a clerk

to the ticket accountant of the Michigan Central at Detroit,

Mich. lie held various clerical positions with railroads until

January, 1903, when he entered the service of the Southern
as a clerk in the general passenger office at Washington,
D. C. He was promoted successively to passenger agent at

Norfolk, Va., in September, 1905; chief clerk to the assistant

general passenger agent at Chicago, in March, 1907; north-
western passenger agent at Chicago, in December, 1909, and
assistant general passenger agent, with headquarters at Chi-

cago, in September, 1913. He was transferred to St. Louis
in January, 1917, his title being changed to division passenger
agent on March 1, 1920, which position he was holding at the

time of his recent appointment.

Robert E. Greene, whose appointment as traffic manager
of the Salina Northern, with headquarters at Salina, Kan.,
was announced in the Railway Age of November 12 (page
964), was born at Long-
ford, Kan., on Febru-

ary 2i. 1872. He en-

tered railroad service

in March, 1891, in the

maintenance of way de-

partment of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island &
Pacific. He became a

station clerk in 1895,

serving in that capac-

ity at various stations

on the Kansas and
Nebraska divisions until

1896 when he was made
agent and operator at

Valencia, Kan. He was
transferred to Morgan-
Mile. Kan., in 1899,

and promoted to local

freight agent at Clay

Center, Kan., 1901,

which position he held

until 1907. when he was promoted to agent in the freight

department at Wichita, Kan. He left in 1917 to enter the

service of the Salina Northern as agent and dispatcher, with

headquarters at Salina. He was promoted to car accountant

in 1918 and to general freight and passenger agent in 1919.

vhich position he was holding at the time of his recent

promotion

Mechanical

J. D. Young has been appointed acting master mechanic

of the Central of New Jersey, with headquarters at Ashley,

Pa., succeeding A. B. Enbody, who has been granted a leave

of absence on account of ill health.

Engineering, Maintenance of Way and Signaling

J. Telford has been appointed roadmaster of the Canadian
Pacific, with headquarters at McAdam, New Brunswick,

succeeding W. II. Noyes, transferred.

A. C. Harvey, engineer of grade elimination of the New
\ ork, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland,

1 'hio, has been promoted to assistant chief engineer, with
.line headquarters and the position of engineer of grade

elimination has been abolished.

Purchasing and Stores

G. W. Hanegan, storekeeper of the central and western
divisions of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters
at Minneapolis, Minn., has been promoted to general store-

keeper, with the same headquarters.

E. Greene

B. W. Griffith, district storekeeper of the New York Cen-
tral, lines west, with headquarters at Collinwood, Ohio, has
been promoted to assistant general storekeeper, with the

same headquarters, and will be succeeded by F. J. McMahon.
A. L. Prentice, division storekeeper, with headquarters at

Elkhart, End., has been promoted to assistant general store-

keeper, with headquarters at Collinwood, and he will be
succeeded by C. F. Heidenreich.

J. F. McAuley has been appointed division storekeeper of

the Portland division of the Southern Pacific, with head-
quarters at Portland, Ore., succeeding H. J. Smith, who has

become chief clerk to the general storekeeper at San Fran-
cisco, Cal., succeeding G. M. Betterton, promoted. J. Neph
storekeepet ol the San Joaquin division, with headquarters at

Bakersheld, Cal., has been transferred to the Los Angeles
division, with headquarters at Los Angeles, succeeding J. H.
Collins, deceased. He will be succeeded by J. F. Brown,
storekeeper of the Shasta division, with headquarters at

Dunsmuir, Cal.. who will be succeeded by F. L. Doss.

Obituary
Matthais Manly, since 1905 treasurer of the Norfolk South-

ern and its predecessors, died on November 28.

John S. Love, general agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, died there on December
20, after a brief illness.

John D. Besler, of the vice-president's staff of the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Galesburg, 111..

died suddenly on the evening of December 19 at his home
at Galesburg. Mr.

Besler was born on
April 10, 1833. He en-

tered railroad service

in November, 1855, as

a track laborer on the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy at Galva, 111.

He was promoted suc-

cessively to section

foreman, conductor of

a construction train,

roadmaster, assistant

division superintendent,

division superintendent,

and, in 1882, superin-

tendent of the Illinois

lines. Three years later

(1885) he was promoted
to general superintend-

ent, which position he

held until August 1,

1902, when he was as-

signed to special duties on the staff of the vice-president in

charge of operation. He was engaged in the latter work at

the time of his death. Mr. Besler was the father of W. G.
Besler, president and general manager of the Central of

New Jersey.

Besler

The Bulletin of the Federation of British Industries states

that the Chinese Standardization Commission, which was
appointed to agree and fix permanent standards for rolling

stock and materials throughout the whole government rail-

way system of China, has now agreed to the standards to be

adopted for rails and fastenings: sleepers or ties, both

ordinary and for bridges; cuts and fills; formation and ballast-

ing; tunnels; clearance and minimum structure gages. Specifi-

cations for bridge steel were also accepted.

As regards rolling stock, standard designs were adopted
for heavy locomotives—the Pacific type for passenger and
the "Mikado" for freight service—with certain alterations to

conform to the views of the locomotive superintendents of

the various Chinese government railways. Agreement was

also - reached on standard designs for wheels, axles, trucks,

bodies, frames, etc.
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INER
BALANCED

SIDE BEARING

STRONG AND DURABLE
IN USE ON THOUSANDS OF CARS

W. H. MINER, CHICAGO
^
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Steel Products

AXLES and
FORGINGS

Hollow Bored, Heat Treated,

Machined, Locomotive, Car

Truck and Trailer Axles.

Side Rods, Main Rods, Crank

Pins, Piston Rods, Etc.

ROLLED STEEL

BARS and SHAPES
Angles, Channels, Tees,

Flats, Bands, Rounds,
Squares, U Bars, Ovals, Etc.

DROP
FORGINGS

Clean Cut, True to Size, Uni-

formity of Material, M. C. B.

Journal Wedges, Knuckle

Pins, Brake Levers, Crank

Shafts, Connecting Rods.

CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT
Plain Rounds and Squares,

Hot Twisted and Square,

Deformed.

THE POLLAK STEEL COMPANY
General Offices

66th & B. & O. R.R.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Boston, Mass.
Chicago, III.

Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich.
Houston, Texas

Works, Cinti, Marion,

Ohio; Chicago, III.

AMERICAN SALES OFFICES

Knoxville, Tenn.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Marquette, Mich.
Portland, Ore.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gen. Sales & For. Offs.

3115-16-17 Equitable

Bldg., New York City

Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City, Utah
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
San Francisco, Cal.
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Centralized controls speed production on the Ryerson-Conradson Railroad Lathe

Protect Locomotive Investments

Twin Motor Driven Radial Drill

Successful manufacturing plants

protect their investment in manufac-
turing equipment by facilities for

quick, accurate repairs to keep the

direct money earning machines in

service and in good condition.

Does any establishment need this

protection more than a railroad needs

it?

By putting locomotives back into

service in less time Ryerson-Conrad-
son Machine Tools increase the earn-

ings of the entire railroad investment.

Have them in your shops when the

repair load comes on again.

Every tool has surprising

features. Ask about them.

Multispeed Planing Machii

JOSEPH T.Ryersdn& Son
Established 1842 Incorporated 1888

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO NEW YORK

RYERSON MACHINERY
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Ten years of melting
snow and heavy rains

—rushing with a violence that only a mountainous dis-

trict can produce, have caused no damage to this sturdy

48-inch Armco Culvert. Year after year, in all parts of

the country, hundreds of Armco Culverts, subjected to the deteriorating action

of all kinds of soil and climate, are duplicating this record of service.

If only one Armco Culvert had given so many years of service, their enduring

qualities might be questioned, but when thousands of them show not the

slightest sign of deterioration after ten or more years of service, the rust-

resisting and enduring qualities of Armco Ingot Iron are proven beyond the

shadow of a doubt.

The increasing use of Armco Culverts by experienced engineers and Highway
Commissioners is authentic approval of their ease of installation and enduring

qualities.

^^B There is ;i manufacturer in nearly every state, and in Canada, making genuine

^Jfjr rust-resisting ARMCO CULVERTS and other products of Armco Ingot Iron such
OE^ ar. flumes, siphons, tanks, road signs, rooting, etc. Write for full information and

^J nearest shipping point on products in which you are interested.

ARMCO CULVERT £ FLUME MFRS. ASSN.
ingot 2,s NORTH MICHIGAN AVE. » i > CHICAGO
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Insurance and Protection

Insurance is one thing—protection another. A man

may he insured for ten thousand dollars hut he is not

protected without a body-guard.

The best travel insurance available does not protect a

man when he is in one train that happens to he hit by

another. It may protect his family hut money gives

little satisfaction when it is received as payment for

human life.

The Miller Train Control

does more than insure

It protects!
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oducts ranging f,

native must be
' fungi us growths)

and asphalt to ordinary paint
V toxic (poisonous) to kill

liibit their development

Carbosota Will Not Taint Lading
The first step in applying wood

preservation to car construction is

the protection against decay of the

points of contact.

Surface treatment with Carbosota
Liquid Creosote Oil, applied by
brushing or spraying, is the one
method that can immediately be
employed in every car shop and
repair yard. The objection is sometimes made that the

surface treatment of sills may taint the lading. How-
ever, this is unfounded. Wherever preservative treat-

ments have been properly applied, results have been

universally satisfactory, and in no case have contents

of cars or lading been damaged. Evidence in support

of this statement is readily available.

Carbosota Liquid Creosote Oil, because of its su-

perior physical characteristics, is undoubtedly most
suitable for this sort of work. When requisitioned by
its trade-mark

—"Carbosota"—absolute uniformity

is assured, no matter from where
obtained. Carbosota is liquid at

41 deg. F. (5 deg. C)—a most im-

portant feature particularly when
applied in Surface treatments.

Further information about Carbo-

sota may be obtained by addressing

our nearest office.

(Green wood cannot be efectirelv creoscted by non-pressure processes.
It should be scnscned. All framing, drilling of holt holes, etc.. should be
dime before treatment. If this is impossible, two brush coats of Carbcsota
should be applied to all untreated surfaces exposed bv subsequent cutting
or drilling.)

The Company

New York Chicago Philadelphia, Boston St Louis

Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburgh Detroit New Orleans

Birmingham Kansas City Minneapolis Dallas Nashville

Salt Lake City Seattle Peoria Atlanta Dulutb
Milwaukee Bangor Washington Johnstown Syracuse

Lebanon Youngstown Toledo Columbus Richmond
Latrobe Bethlehem Elizabeth Buffalo Baltimore

Omaha Houston Denver Jacksonville

THK BARRETT COMPANY, Limited Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
Vancouver St. John. V B. Halifax. N. a

Carbosoting (creosoting) car sills by the

Open Tank process (hot and Co
' treatment )

.

Brush treating mortise of timber which
was framed after creosoting

Decayed intermediate sills and flooring
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At lrfl of illustration Chppm
Providence, R.I. Journal. Any
1921. The Judge did nol I

Restraining Order. Evidentlj
Riveting Foreman told him
with Hovers the noise would CI

ne than
riveting hammer built. IIluSI

tion at riiiht

Providence, R. I., built by Tl
Thompson Starrett Company
with the aid of Boyer Rivet

All Plant Managers ^
Contractors and Engineers i

*

NOTICE is hereby given that the

Boyer Riveting Hammers used in

erecting this hotel did more than

merely make a noise— they drove perfect

rivets in record time, as do all Buyers.

Boyers drive from seven to ten rivets per

minute depending upon rivet size.

Not only on this important job, but on all

exacting riveting operations where speed,

perfect rivets, air and maintenance economy

are essential— Boyers are usually standard.

Good tools contented workmen efficient

work at a minimum cost perri\et driven.

A Boyer pays for itself every twenty

to thirty days. Then why figure or ex-

periment further? Your final choice will

be: Movers more Boyers. Ask for

Bulletin 810,

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
c hicago Pneumatic Building 6 Bast 44th Street New York

via Brimclus .ill ovtr ih.

BOYER PNEUMATIC HAMMERS -LITTLE GIANT PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRIC TOOLS
CHICAGO PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSORS ••VACUUM PUMPS •• PNEUMATIC HOISTS,

^M^'iilf^^'—frU'iHflW

The world's standard

HAMMER*
wherever rivets arc driven
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Your Urgent Need is

To Eliminate Waste

Material Handling Cyclopedia

Ready for Timely Service

LACK of adequate facilities in your terminals,

warehouses and at transfer points as the present

and future cause of congestion on your lines can be

largely overcome by the right selection of efficient

mechanical handling devices and methods. It is a

case of knowing what machines are available, how
they operate and where to buy them. This inform-

ation and a knowledge of the application of the va-

rious machines themselves is now and will be the

premier need. Exactly these things comprise the

contents of 1921 Material Handling Cyclopedia.

Success in these times depends upon eliminating

waste, cutting costs, multiplying man-power and

conserving time and labor by the use of modern me-

chanical handling machinery. There's no compari-

son between antiquated tools and later inventions.

Be certain. Consult the Cyclopedia and make sure

that you are using the latest equipment and applied

knowledge.

Cranes, hoists, winches, derricks, excavators,

buckets, steam shovels, scoops, magnets, car load

and unloading machinery, tiering machines, indus-

trial trucks, tractors and trailers—these are but a

few of the devices described and illustrated in the

1921 MATERIAL HANDLING CYCLOPEDIA.
It is the first book of its kind published.

A Single Purpose

A single purpose has guided us—to produce in

one volume a book that gives the user the material

handling information he needs most in an easily

accessible form.

Simmons - Boardman Publishing Co.
BOOK SERVICE DEPT.

Woolworth Building, New York, N. Y.

"The House of Transportation"

CROSS OFF BINDING YOU DO NOT DESIRE

-Boardman Publishing Co.,

Book Service Department,
Woolworth Bldg„ New York, N. Y

Please send prepaid a copy of the Material Handling Cyclopedia
Buckram binding, $10.00. Leather binding, $15.00.

Name

Address

City State.

Position R. R. or Co
(Sent prepaid in the United States, Canada and Mexico only.)

Definition Section—150 Pages

Terse, clear-cut definitions of the principal terms
used in connection with material handling methods
and equipment and unusually full and complete de-

scriptions of the mechanisms of the various devices

are given.

Technical Section

—

550 Pages

Principal types of material handling machines are

taken up under classified headings. Transferation

principles are discussed at length showing the ad-

vantages of the various types of machines for speci-

fic lines of work. Carefully chosen photographs,
together with line drawings, charts, curves, etc.

render the text easily understood.

Catalog Section

—

150 Pages

Enlarges and completes the other two sections.

Leading manufacturers illustrate and describe their

own products pointing out the particular advantages
of their devices for certain branches of industrial

service. These pages are grouped according to the

nature of service the devices perform. All three sec-

tions are cross referenced so that you can find any
information you need in a moment.

Important Features

A Directory of Products, a Trade Name Index and an

Alphabetical Index of Manufacturers are included for

ready refeience.

You can have this cyclopedia on your desk, ready

to serve you, promptly. Just make out your check
for $10.00. if you like a durable Buckram binding

or $15.00 if you prefer Full Leather. Hand it with
the coupon to your secretary.
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CAMBRIA
STEEL CARS

for freight service

\ LL of the rolled and forged parts

^ *- entering into the construction of

steel gondola, tank, hopper and other

types of cars in the Cambria Car Shoos

are made by us.

These include:

—

Structural Shapes Plates

F<

Rolled Steel Wheels

Axles Forcings

Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company
-•;:: Cambria Steel Company ess*
Chicaco r^ i r\tc San Francisco
-. . .

General (

'

c . .

Cincinnati •" Salt Lake City

Cleveland
Widcncr Building Philadelphia, Pa. Seattle

Detroit St I

New Yo'rk
1 CQNEJTECD ' '] \\ -Oiinpon.D.G
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Better Southern Pine
was never cut than
we are cuttingnow

PHOTOS
AMUR ICAN
LUMBERMAN

Qs CUM
For Railroads

—

and Trestle Tim-
bers, !'!'' ring,

Framing. Sawn
We matte a spa
bridge stringers.

For Factory Builders—

Close Grained I 'irgin

ng leaf timbers and
heavy lumber for slozv
sombiistion construction.

IN construction that puts unusual strain and wear
upon the materials used, Southern Pine

lumber and timbers have been standard among
careful builders for a century.

The nine great mills, which supply the products
marketed by Exchange Sawmills Sales Company,
never milled better Southern Pine than they are

cutting now. To splendid virgin timber, these

mills add a thoroughly modern manufacturing
process and insist above all upon adhering to the

strictest grading rules. This accounts for the

outstanding uniformity of lumber and timbers
from our sales offices.

LONG and SHORT LEAF SOUTHERN PINE

Yard and Shed Stock and Heavy Structural Materials

Fxch/;ng€ Sawmills SalcS Qo.

LONG BUILDING

i . Long Lent Lumber Co.

Victoria, La.

Louisiana Central Lumber Company, Clarks
and Sinn

KANSAS CITY, MO.

SALES DEPARTMENT FOR

Fisher and Fi res! Lumber i ompany, Oakdale. La

Louisiana Sswmlll Co.. Inc.. Glenmora. La

Vrnlte-Grandln Lumber Co.. Inc.. Slagle. La
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Everyday performance is the guarantor of

Galena Oil economy.
On hundreds of railroads—east, west, north and south, under

their widely varying conditions of climate, grade and equipment

—

Galena Oils are delivering a lubrication service never equalled in

efficiency or economy.

Characterized by quality and uniformity, these justly celebrated

products have become the standard for railroad lubrication the

world over.

The trite saying "Figures don't lie" is nevertheless a true one when
applied to railroad cost records, and they are the kind of figures that

testify with indisputable authority to the ability of Galena Oils to

give greatest mileage, and reduce repairs and replacements of bear-

ing parts to a minimum.
These economic advantages are supplemented by a feeling of

security and satisfaction in the operation of Galena Service that is

beyond price.

"J/ hen Galena Service Goes In—
Lubrication Troubles Go Out!"

™™^
fllllll

iifiiu '

i

;
.

^Galena-Signal Oil Company^
New York - Franklin, Pa. - Chicago

and offices in principal cities -

111
uiiii
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PORTABLE RAIL SAW
If handicapped by the slowness of adequate appropriations, the success and economy of rail sawing

experienced by the many roads using "INDUSTRIAL" Portable Rail Saws presents a solution to the pres-
ent day needs of placing the roadways in good condition.

An "INDUSTRIAL" Portable Rail Saw is a big factor in reducing the cost of railway extension and
maintenance. It eliminates the long hauls of rails required by the stationary plant.

The "INDUSTRIAL" Portable Rail Saw comprises a complete and very efficient plant for sawing off
the worn ends of rails and redrilling them preparatory to relaying. The plant develops a capacity of 500 rails
or more per day and rails up to and including 100 pounds per yard may be handled with the standard machine.

After calipering and matching the ends of re-sawed rails engineers state that the re-sawed rails make as
smooth a track as new rails from the rolling mills.

We will gladly supply you with further informa-

tion regarding "Industrial" Portable Rail Saws.

WRITE TODAY!

.

[frt i

.-;.- Wr^- y -<^^

1&
* H

m> mSi Hte 1

j^^^HHlKHBf^*^. jflk^v^Sg

_~™-»i_.

Hj

TndustrialWorks
BAY CITY, W yj MICHIGAN.*

PHILADELPHIA DETROIT CHICAGO
Widener Bldg. Book Building McCormick Bldg.

C. B. Davis Engineering Co., Birmingham, Ala.; J. G. Miller, St. Louis, Mo.;
F. H. Hopkins & Co., Montreal. Que.; N. B. Liverrr.ore & Co.. San Francisco, Cal.;
Northwestern Equipment Co.. Portland, Ore., and Seattle, Wash.

Locomotive, Erection and Wrecking Cranes, S to 160 tons capacity. Pile Drivers, Pillar Cranes, Transf.
Crawling Tractor Cranes

Cranes, Rail Saws, Grab B
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A typical application of Economy Cast Steel

Draft Arms
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^ GENERAL AMERICAN <^'

Great NORTHERN

49393 |» |«f I

refrigerator

The Only Big Refrigerator Inquiry

of the Year 1921
Five hundred of these forty-ton, forty-foot, refrigerators are now being de-

livered on schedule to the Great Northern by The General American Car

Company.

The thousands of "GA" cars of standard type in service today—refrigerator,

gondola, stock, box, flat, grain, automobile, lurniture and hopper-bottom, as

well as specialty constructions for industrial and inter-plant uses, bearing

the names and trade-marks of big railroads and manufacturing concerns,

testify to the pre eminence of "GA" equipment.

Subsidiary of the General American Tank Car Corporation

General Offices: Harris Trust Building, Chicago
Plants at: East Chicago, Ind.; Sand Springs, Okla.; Warren, Ohio
Offices: 17 Battery Place. New York; 24 California St., San Francisco

"Gentankar, Chicago." All Codes.

Pressed Steel Shapes Forgings Gray Iron Castings Brass Castings

RAILWAY CARS~ EVERY TYPE
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fU National
Coiled Spring

Journal Box

oi

<I\is t on

inside

tiside

The National Malleable Castings Company
CLEVELAND CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS TOLEDO

SHARON, PA. MELROSE PARK. ILL. EAST ST. LOUIS, III.
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RAILROAD
LUBRICATION

Bulletin No. 188

Engineers

:

As information, will advise that the *oil issued engines NOW for

lubrication purposes will be oil of better quality and higher flash.

The valve oil issued to all engines is a high grade superheat oil

instead of the valve oil FORMERLY used. This oil has a very

heavy body and only runs about one-half as many drops to the pint

as the former oil. The engine oil also is of a heavy body and will

cling to the surface better than the old oil.

By careful handling of the new oils you should be able to note a

marked improvement, and the necessity of excess oil tickets is

removed.

We want the cooperation of all in our efforts to give you a good

oil that will answer every purpose and hold our lubricating costs

within reasonable bounds.

MASTER MECHANIC

*TEXACO RAILROAD LUBRICANTS

NOTE: This is a bulletin issued by Master Mechanic after

Texaco Equipment Lubricants were installed on his road.

THE TEXAS
RAILWAY SALES
NEW YORK: Whitehall Buildini
CHICAGO' McCormick Building

COMPANY
DEPARTMENT
HOUSTON : The Texas Company Building
ATLANTA: Healy Building

1
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SERVICEABLE

The MURPHY SoUDSTEEL R00F
resists distortion of the superstructure. This

reduces the number of broken side posts

and cracked gussets on steel frame or all steel

box cars, and keeps them fit for service.

STANDARD RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
MURPHY SolTdStFFL ROOFS

\\ \MIIN<.U1N k\\-»Mll'
Kli iimi>m> SAN ik VNCISCO
run \l>l I I'lll \ HON 1 Kl \i

uokk- NEW KENSINGTON. PA
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I For Use With All A. R. A.

1 JOURNAL BOXES

©

Special Features
of the

Universal Pedestal Truck Side Frame

It is arranged for use with any standard make of

A. R. A. journal boxes.

It is interchangeable with any truck frame using
A. R. A. boxes.

Its design gives maximum strength with minimum
weight.

Its metal is carefully tested.

No rivets, bolts or tie bars are used in its construction.

It is easily and quickly assembled and few parts need
be carried in stock for repairs.

Detail prints and information gladly furnished.

Scullin Steel Co.
STEEL PRODUCTS

CHICAGO
1022 McCormick Bldg.

^
In its Rolling Mill Department the Scullin Steel Co. rolls standard sizes Merchant Bars—squares and rounds

also tints 7V4 in- and under; Structural Shapes—channels and beams 8 in. ana under, angles up to 6 in_ light rails
up to 50 lb., and special sections on request.
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"STANDARD"
PARTS

on this Locomotive Consist of

Steel and Malleable Iron Castings

Driving Tires

Forgings
Springs

THE Jacksonville Terminal Company specified "Stand-

ard" Parts on this switch engine to insure continuous

dependable service under the most exacting conditions of

modern railroad yard operation.

No matter for what purpose your motive power is designed

—whether it be for yard, road or industrial service, you

should specify "Standard" Parts because of their durability,

strength and wearing qualities.

Standard" Parts on your locomotives are a positive guar-

antee of better service and greater economies.

"The 'Standard' Brand

on your material

is an assurance of

eventual economy."

Standard Steel Works Co.
GENERAL OFFICES:

500 N. Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK, N.

RICHMOND,. VA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
BOSTON. MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL.

PORTLAND. ORE.
CITY OF MEXICO. MEX.

HOUSTON, TEX.
ST. PAUL. MINN.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

Steel Tiros. Steel Tired Wheels. Solid Forged and Rolled Steel Wheels, Rolled Steal
Gear Blanks, Steel Axles. Steel Springs Steel and Iron Forgings. Steel and Malleable
Iron Castings. Rolled Steel Rings. Steel Crusher -Rolls and Shells. Steel Pipe Fiance*.
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'^^

"Railway" Products
SPRINGS

—of all types, shapes and
capacity for locomotive,
passenger coach and
freight car equipment.

TIRES
—Locomotive driving
wheel, engine truck and
tender wheel, also car
wheel tires.

WHEELS
—all classes of steel tired

wheels in general use
under locomotive and car
equipment.

"RAILWAY" SERVICE

"Railway" extends a service which
accepts definite responsibility. What-
ever your requirements, presenting
special problems, whether on old or

new equipment, our engineers will

furnish dependable counsel, plans and
estimates.

RAILWAY
STEEL-SPRING
COMPANY

GENERAL- OFF ICES
30 Chu rch St ., New York
Chicago -Ce/vi/e/- Detroit
LpcY/sis///e„,A/ex/co C/'tySt Lou/s SiPau/ /Vor-fb/A.

Afewv Or/e<3f?s
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Health, housing and happiness—these three factors in the

modern industrial life are dependent upon rapid transporta-

tion to counteract the evils of congestion.

The World's Greatest Suburban

Electrification

Pantograph 9li
'

As long ago as 1896 the General

Electric Company suggested the

electrification of the many-mileJ

steam rapid-transit systems of

"Melbourne the Magnificent."

But it was March, 1913 before

the contracts were placed by the

State of Victoria, Australia.

With the experience of the world

to draw from, Merz and
McLellan, the engineers, recom-

mended 1500 volts direct current

and the use of G-E motor and
control equipment for the 400

motor cars and 400 trailers to

operate over 335 miles of single

track. They found the high-

tension direct current was the

lowest in both first and con-

tinuing costs.

Electrification ct Melbourne is

making possible a great increase

over the old steam schedule

range of 13 to 18 miles per hour,

thus helping to sustain the repu-

tation of this metropolis as a

city without congestion.

General Office
Schenectady.HY

Electric
u>mpany Sales Offices in

all large cities
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1922
FROM NOW TILL THEN

Michigan Central car No. 43155 is equipped

with a

Hutchins All-Steel Flexible Roof
{The Dry Lading Roof)

which was applied in April, 1907. It has run over 14

years without roof maintenance expense.

The life of a roof new in 1907 and still running can

be duplicated by roofs applied in 1922. Thousands

of these roofs have run over 10 years without roof

repairs.

H flUTCHINS (PROOFING COMPANY
k^ Detroit Michigan

1936
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"Welcome the Coming,
Speed the Parting Guest"

VV/ell, anyway, a lot of railroads as well as a lot of

people are still alive on the last clay of the year 1921,

which is the date of publication of this issue of the Railway-

Age.

Our Annual Review Number, giving in detail the railway

history of this year, will lx: published next week. It will be

a statement of facts, which, if carefully read, will convince

any reader that the railways are justified in being glad to see

the tail light of the year 1921 disappearing in the darkness.

It's been a hard old year—a year of turmoil, controversies,

struggles, deficits, unemployment, apprehension and gloom.

It runs true to form right to the close of its race. It ends

with a slump in traffic and earnings. Nobody can be very

sorry to see it go.

We have been told through all the ages, though, in both

prose and poetry, that adversit) is a very good teacher—in

fact, one of the best. "Prosperity," said Lord Bacon, "is

not without many fears and distastes; and adversity is not

without comforts and hopes." He was a wise man, who b:id

known both great prosperity and adversity. The railways

have got about as well acquainted with adversity in 1921 as

they, or any other industry, ever did.

But, like Lord Bacon's, their adversity has not been with-

out its comforts and hopes. Real progress has been made

toward restoring efficiency and economy in operation. The

public mind seems to be more understanding and friendl)

right at the end of the year than it was some weeks ago.

Many men have had physical and mental breakdowns,

ijome of them fully recovered from the effects and greatly

profited by the lesson. We know some men who went bank-

rupt two ox three times, and thereby learned lessons from

which they subsequently coined millions.

The true test of the will and ability of every man, of the

management of every industry, of every nation, comes D0(

when everything goes well, but when ''everything goes dead

wrong." Most things have gone dead wrong in the railroad

business in 1921. The experience was replete with le

as such experience always is. We don't pretend to know

just what all the lessons were, but experience is the best

teacher, and in a year when experience is so unprecedentedly

busy in teaching, a lot of lessons must have been taught.

How many of them were both taught and learned, we shall

be able to judge better perhaps several years hence. One

thing is certain. Never did the railways at the end of any

welcome the coming, speed the parting guest" with

more sincerity and fervor.

Important to Subscribers

The Railway Age will print at the end of the present

volume only a sufficient number of indexes to meet direct

requests from its subscribers. Those desiring indexes should.

therefore, advise the New York office. 2201 Woolworth
Building. New York,

"Poor Richard's Almanai is out of print and "I'oor Rich-

ard" himself is dead. But his "If wishes were horvt-s all

beggars might ride," like the soul of
If Wishes John Brown's body continues "march-
Were ing on." 1 lure has been a week or

Horses" m" r< "' wishing,—by each and every-

body for somebody else; a new year
being almost here. Men everywhere, catching the spirit of

the season, have p nine for the moment to extend
goodwill and to receive it, and having done so, feel the

better for it. Like rest .md f(*xl after a laborious march it

has revived us. But there it stops. Concerning the future

there is work to be done which wishes will not perform,
marches to be made which greetings will not accomplish,
problems to be overcome which goodwill will not solve To
know this is not to enjoy the spirit of the occasion any the

less, but to realize our position concerning the new year all

the more. In reviving us the season has done its part and ii

now remains for us to do ours. Remembering this, and that

a new year is again upon us, and that time waits for no
man, why should not all of us, revived in spirit "fall in."

"right dress," "call off" and "forward" to the march'

It is a disputed question and oik- now pending before the

courts as to whether the United States Railroad Labor Board
has or has not the power to enforce its

Public Invited ae( isions, However that case may be
to Inspect decided, the real power which lies be-

Engine Terminal hind the successful enforcement of an\
law is public opinion and this fact is

coming to be more fully realized not only by politici.-.-

industrial leaders but railroad nun as well. The real reason.
for example, for the recent division of the railroad brother-

hoods ike undoubtedly was their feeling that a

wt\ large proportion of the American public would strongl)

oppose a;n such action, ["he railroad management!
realize the importance of favorable public opinion. It is

probable that a desire to show the difficulties

terminal operation and the facilities for meeting those diffi-

culties caused the Lehigh Valley recently to arrange I

public inspection of it- terminal at Ashmore. fa. This

1 _H >.;
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terminal is a comparatively new development, havini

For opi ration b\ the railroad in July, 1920.

Recently the Lehigh Valle) invited the Chamber oi Com
merer and Rotary Club of Ila/ietnn, Pa., to visit lli

rmina I. transportal ion in am! from I lazL t< n bi ing

provided, ami every effort was made for the comfort <.i

guests and for the read) inspection of the plant. II

was to enable business men of Hazleton to become better

acquainted with the railroad officers and understand some
thing of the work involved in maintaining locomotive run

ning repairs, i leaning fires, handling ashes and supplying

coal, water and sand. The Lehigh Valley has taken a step

in the right direction in this case and oni which can profit-

ably be followed by other roads.

Commerce Reports, the official publication of the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, has, in a recent issue an
interesting compilation of the various

bree trade associations and individual corn-

Service panics which are co-operating with its

to Exporters newly-created commodity divisions in

the effort to make more effective the

Bureau's work in fostering America's foreign trade. No less

than eight associations of manufacturers of textiles are

working with the Bureau's Textile Division. Manufacturers
of many other commodities also are included in the list as

being in close touch with the various divisions which have
to do with collecting information regarding the foreign sales

of their products. In the whole list, however, there is no
mention whatever of any individual manufacturer or asso-

ciation of manufacturers who are working with the Bureau's
Industrial Machinery Division. This is the division which
is working in the interest of our foreign trade in railway
equipment and supplies. Unless there has been some omis-

sion from the published list, then, it would seem that manu-
facturers of industrial machinery have been somewhat slower
in realizing the value of the free service offered them by the

bureau than have the producers of other commodities. All

the Bureau seeks from the manufacturer is the opportunity

to serve and it should be accorded this opportunity wherever
iHissiUe.

One of the most important advantages of the steam locomo-
tive is its reliability. It is inherently a very flexible machine;

the load can be varied over a wide
Abusing the range and the power output adjusted to

Steam take care of it. The steam locomotive

Locomotive can stand a tremendous amount of

abuse. It may have numerous me-
chanical defects and yet will pull its load where a less sturdy
machine would fail. Railroad men are so familiar with this

fact that they are apt to regard the ability of the locomotive
to produce results under unfavorable conditions as a matter
of course and to take advantage of it by operating power
that is not in the best condition. This may be permissible
in an emergency, but the practice of persistently running
locomotives with minor defects to keep down maintenance
charges cannot be too strongly condemned. No machine can
be expected to operate economically unless it is maintained
in firsl class condition and laxity of inspection or mainte-
nance practices which permits defective locomotives to con-
tinue to operate without repairs i- falsi economy. Vet this

condition probably exists to a considerable extent. In Mime
maintenance standards are very high, but inspection

inadequate, for example, a locomotive was taken from regu-
lar service to lie tested and a thorough examination showed
the superheater joints bad been leaking badly fur some time.
On another road, indicator tests showed locomotives were

performing without complaint- from the (Tews that had
valves improperly set; after the del rrected they

burned 25 per
i enl less fuel. Whi

would it not be advisable to develop methods for preventing

losses b) tli uperheat pyrometers and steam
ii itors and by thorough, consistent inspection?

I I I i' of I o he brought into much closer

union under a recent enactment of both houses of the French
Parliament. During the war and since,

Reorganizing the private companies have sustained

the Railways heavy deficits which have been met in

of France large part by the government. Under
the new legislation the railway- will be

permitted to pay only their pre-war guaranteed dividends
and all additional earnings will go into a common fund to be

used in meeting the expenses of the railways showing deficits.

Rates under the new plan are to be fixed at a level sufficiently

high to meet expenses, including dividends. These rates,

however, are subject to approval by Parliament which must
take into consideration the general economic situation. Con-
sequently if rates high enough to meet expenses are not al-

lowed the government will have to make good the deficit.

Such advances from the government are. however, to be re-

paid from the common fund upon the return of normal busi-

ness conditions. In any event a surplus in the common fund
will revert to the government. The existing railway com-
panies are to remain intact, but their actions are to be largely

circumscribed by two administrative bodies, the Higher Rail-

way Council and the Executive Committee. The Council is

to be made up of some sixty members, representing manage-
ment employees and public. Its function is mainly to act as

an advisor to the Minister of Public Works. The Executive

Committee is made up entirely of representatives of the man-
agements and its duty is to put into effect the decisions of

the minister and the Council on all the railways. Relations

with labor are to be taken care of by an arbitration tribunal,

half of the membership of which is to be composed of repre-

sentatives of the railways and half of representatives of the

employees, all of whom must be members of the Council.

This tribunal will be presided over by a member nominated
by the public group on the Council. Some incentive to effi-

cient operation is provided for by a provision allowing a

management premium and an employees' premium on any

road showing substantial increases in operating efficiency.

This is practically the only feature of the legislation which

makes the new plan essentially different from out-and-out

government operation. The railways, however, were appar-

ently not opposed to the plan.

A gentleman has written to the New Vork Tribune suggest-,

ing that the price of upper berths is too high and that it

should be not 20 per cent below the

Are Upper price of lower berths but 50 per cent

Berths less. His argument is based on the fact

Too Hi<^h? tnat Eew persons like to take an upper
berth with the result that sleeping cars

run too frequently with many of the upper berths unoccupied.

He might have added that if the car is fully occupied the

majority of the passengers in the upper berths, are dis-

gruntled and dissatisfied at the service they get. This is an
old problem which thus far has found no solution. An
attempt was made to solve it some time ago by the use of

the aisle light. The latter did make the uppers less undesir-

able but came far from making them entirely desirable, as

the actual results have shown. It is rudimentary economics
that if a concern is manufacturing, let us say, two com-
modities—one its main product and the other a by-product

—
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the respei live prii e should be such thai both i

This is nol thi pra< tii i w ith slei ping cai

berths are in most derai nd, bul onh

a good share of the uppei sold, [f our New Vforl I

friend is right, thi pri k wrong. In

other words, thi contention is that it is the price of the

upper berth and not thi berth thai is too high. This is not

a simpli in. iti. i to dei ide \\ e have i

suggest a solution on tl I the law of supply and

demand. The troubli even with thai is thai some people

have proposed an agitation to repeal that law and we u

stand from some of the more brilliant embryo writet

eco bjei ts thai thi law, liki thi

nu-iit, has fallen into disrepute I iowi ver, the

that even with all that has been done and said, upper berths

are not partii ularlv desired b) railn u

When winter comes the railn id are b) no mean- thi

to know it. Lubrication evet omes less effective.

Wheels slip. Trai k i quipment, b

When
ing , [, igged with snow n quires ne

Winter diate and constant attention and ii

Comes forming on suri nakes il less

suitable for boiler use I lul idi work

becomes i cceedingly disagreeabh tnd now drift- in the

path of traffic add the more to the multitude ol forces and

effects which conspire to di la) tt iffii antagonize a fastidious

public and increase the alread heavj expen i of transporta-

tion. Thus, it lias alwai been and to 3omi extenl always

will be. For winter will nol cease to come. And yet, do

railroads, encountering winter, apply themselves creditably

in all respects to become less tffected b) iti i drain which

must lie kept open freezes and like water tanks oi lo o

motive tenders which an permitted to overflow in then

filling, occasions large expenditures for removing ice which

never should have funned. A shipment of coal, gravel, earth

i.r cinders, haded into cars wel and delayed in disposition.

or left unprotected from the thawing and subsequent freezing

of a -now to which it was exposed, necessitates expenditures

in its removal toward which dumping facilities of cars offer

little assistance. A pumping station or water treating plant

succumbing to the mid becomes temporarily inoperative at

a time when perhaps it i- needed most, and expensi in

thereupon involved in effecting it- repair; or open ir.uk-

in these or other buildings maki them elves apparent at an

ppOTtune time and make additional demand- on overtime

and i oal. \ passenger train, il- passengers already nettled by

irregular temperature- attributable to the susceptibility "i

unprotected heating pipes to cold, or aggravated by previous

delays however unavoidable, is again delayed until a hose

line i- sufficiently thawed out to permit of supplying the

necessarj water to the several car-. It is in incidents like

these that the question advanced ha- a natural origin for

when such incident- occur the) an suggestive more oi

leet than of "providential visitation." 1 he fact that inci-

dents of this kind do mini and arise from forces which

often permit of complete control, constitutes an aspect ol

railroading which nol onl) merits lent challenges attention.

When the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western spent over

S14,0(Hi,(Kin on the revision <^i -in mile- ol its hue west of

Si ranton, Pa., a few years ago, it was
Spending „,, h | h.) some thai onl) a wealth) road

Money \ could ifford to undertake improvi

Wisely mem- of this character, However, in

l
( ).(t the operating economies effected

by this improvement yielded a return o\ over 12 per cent

on tin- expenditure' of more than $300,000 per mile, wl

the money itself was -cured at a rale of less than •

This i- am -'-turns which are

or the impn.

the countr

direct] quently the case that the

th the highi

fall. ( )n the i.tlur hand, the road

i major improvi mi nt i an use the i

his improve iiKnt to final

try will

illy to

yi ar- an- today making thi

I h Hi mi ii - well-known foresight in this

directiot the Union Pacifii from bankruptcy

I P knl. ci mplished th.

ith th.- Santi I uring large «|uan-

tities of in ne> inti I I
ad, in

car- the 111 I. are examples of the re-ult-

which the continued improvement of a property

with or in advam mands
lie thi- train, with the maximum

ha e_r r , iU t|i f our country ha- been and still i-

-ii. hin aid- for trau re iiic rea-iii:

stantly. ["herefore, instead of waiting until the
[

old or enlarge under the hur-

den <jf an overload, it i- mon i
to prepare

reasonal I) in ad eap I

nemical operation a- business increases. It is the history oi

transportal I thai traffi ics to the road

which i- prepared in handle it. It is the management which

i- jusl ,i lull, more' courageous than the re-t that -ee- thi-

,

i

p. rtunit) and does its I est to grasp it.

Abolition of Transportation Taxes

Tin \i:.iiiii..\ ..; federal taxe- on transportation on Jan-

uary 1 will result in reducing the amount ol money the

publii
i

railways her - iOO.OOO and -

iKin, inn) annually, the amount ol the reduction depending on

the amount of traffic handled. While the railways ha.

leeteel llii- tax line have lie! i . any of the

mi nev in it. having turned it all over to thi

federal government. 1 he tax on freight revenue- i-

cent, and . n passenger revenues 8 per cent. The freight tax

of tin Class 1 railway- in 192] has amounted to about

i, and the passenger tax ;.) about $92,500,000, a

ol about $ 10 lhe total m L920, when a

mu.h larger traffic wa- handled, wa- about $2

While these taxe- have ''one to the government, and not to

the railways, their abolition will of course have' exactly the

same effect a- would the reduction of freight and pass

rate- b) corresponding amount-.

In addition to having coll, ited these transportatiot

for the federal government, the Class 1 railways this

have paid taxe- levied upon them by the federal

other governments of aboul $291

in dividend- to all their stockholders u

10,000, and will he substantial^ less I In

other weird-, the governments are now taking more

earnings of the railways ch year than thi

ing in dividi

lhe transportation taxi

for the federal government, and th

federal, state and other governments, will together amount
The total ng in-
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come earned by them' in the first 10 months of the year was

less than $497,000,000, which shows that, directly and in-

directly, the taxes levied by the government upon transporta-

tion during the year will fall not far behind the total net

return earned by the railways with which to pay the interest

on all their bonds and other evidences of indebtedness, as

well as dividends on all their stock.

From 1912 to 1921 the taxes paid by the railways from

their earnings have increased from $109,500,000 to about

$290,000,000, or 164 per cent. On the other hand, between

1912 and 1920 the total dividends declared declined from

$340,000,000 to $271,500,000, and, as already indicated,

those paid in 1921 have been still smaller, although the exact

amount is not known. While, as a result of government

regulation and control, the railways have been a source of

declining income to their owners, they have been a source of

very rapidly increasing income to the governments that regu-

late them.

Including both the taxes levied on the railways them-

selves and taken from their earnings, and those levied by

the government on the traffic handled by them, the total taxes

derived by the various governments from railway transporta-

tion increased by $380,500,000, or 348 per cent, between

1912 and 1921. Meantime, freight rates have been increased

only about 75 per cent, and passenger rates less than 60 per

cent. Plainly, it was the government's turn to move toward

reducing the "burden of transportation costs."

The American Roads
Are More Progressive

The development of reinforced concrete construction

practice in North America is admittedly an outgrowth of

prior scientific studies on the continent of Europe, notably in

France. Therefore, it is a matter of no little satisfaction to

American structural engineers, particularly those engaged in

railroad work, to know that the use of reinforced concrete

by the railroads of this country and Canada has been carried

far beyond anything accomplished in Europe.

Bulletins of the International Railway Association issued

during the past year present some interesting data on this

subject. The report by the late C. A. Cartlidge, formerly

bridge engineer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, pre-

pared in 1914 and a 1920 supplement by his successor, G. A.
Haggander, summarize American practice, the latter showing
that 26 out of 29 railroads report making use of reinforced

concrete slab spans to carry railroad traffic. This is in

sharp contrast to European custom. While concrete has been

applied extensively abroad for the construction of piers, over-

head bridges, buildings, fences, platforms, etc., its use in

beams, slabs and arches, to carry railway traffic, has been ex-

tremely limited.

Thus the report by Marcel Castieu on Belgian, French,
Italian, Spanish and Russian railways, states that "It is

practically only in Italy that subways having spans of more
than 15 ft. 5 in. or 19 ft. 8 in. have been built wholly (floors

and girders) of reinforced concrete." Similar comments are

made by the reporters for the English and Dutch railways.
It is true that European practice, as reported, represents

the status as of 1914 because of the virtual suspension of

permanent construction during the war period. It is also a

fact, as reported in articles by Major O. F. Allen appearing
in the Railway Age during the past year, that more extended
use is being made of concrete in the restoring of the French
railroads in the devastated areas. But even there the con-
rete work is largely in the nature of arch spans rather than

of the slab construction which has had such extended de-
velopment in America.

Such wide disparity between American and European
practice must have a logical explanation. One reason is ap-

parent in the text of the International Railway Association

bulletins, namely, a lack of confidence abroad in concrete

for carrying the heavy and rapidly moving loads of railway

trains. Another objection to concrete is based on aesthetics

—a feeling that better appearance may be obtained with cut

stone masonry and brickwork. Another is perhaps the

greater adaptability of the American workman to employ-

ment in a new craft. Whatever the prejudices and objec-

tions in Europe, it is clear to all who are thoroughly con-

versant with American experience that they do not apply on

this continent. There have been failures here in great num-
bers, but they can all be explained by improper design

workmanship or material, and there is now no hesitancy on

the part of American railroads to spend great sums for

bridges built of concrete.

Why Repair Foreign Cars?

That the habitual neglect of the foreign freight car is

a source of dissatisfaction to officers of the transportation

department as well as those of the car department was

clearly brought out by N. D. Ballantine, superintendent of

transportation of the Union Pacific, in his paper before the

last meeting of the Western Railway Club. Mr. Ballantine,

whose paper will be found elsewhere in this issue, has per-

formed an invaluable service in drawing attention to and
analyzing the effect of a number of transportation factors

influencing the decision as to the advisability of making
foreign car repairs which have not generally been considered

in discussions of this subject. Two of these factors—the per

diem rate and the cost of switching to and from the repair

tracks—have a direct influence on car repair costs. Mr.
Ballantine's conclusion with respect to these two items is

that they constitute fixed charges—in the one case against

the amount of direct expenditure per day and in the other

against the total amount of direct expenditure for shopping

and hence, whenever a car is placed on the repair track it

is desirable that the maximum practicable amount of work

be done and done expeditiously, in order that the amount of

these two fixed charges to be carried by each dollar of direct

expenditure may be reduced to a minimum.
Here, then, is a conclusion which would seem to justify

a material increase in the extent of the repairs made to

foreign cars. Unfortunately, however, one other condition

must be taken into consideration before this conclusion can

be fully accepted. That condition is the adequacy of the

surcharge included in the billing price for labor as well as

the adequacy of the billing prices of materials to completely

cover both their direct and indirect cost. The present labor

allowance of $1.20 an hour was established to include a

surcharge of about 15 per cent for direct supervision, 35 per

cent for shop expense, switching and superintendence and
6 per cent for fixed charges, a total of about 55 per cent on

the basis of 77 cents an hour direct labor charge. At the

present time, with a labor rate of 72 cents an hour, the total

surcharge has been increased to 66.6 per cent, but with shop

overhead in many cases conceded to be over 70 per cent and
probably, if all legitimate items of overhead were known,
coming nearer to 100 per cent. An increase in the extent of

foreign car repairs necessarily involves an increase in the

loss to the, repairing line, although the rate at which that

loss increases may be less than the rate of increase in the

direct labor charges. Furthermore, any extensive increase in

the amount of repairs made to the foreign car must tend to

increase the proportion of fixed charges which must be cov-

ered by the total surcharge, because of the fact that more
-hop work will be required, thus taking up the time of shop
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facilities when otherwise only the repair track facilities

would be involved.

It would seem, therefore, that the costs of labor and ma-
terials are still the key to the situation and that until a road

is satisfied that the prices for materials involve no direct

loss on that item and that the labor surcharge includes a

margin above its average overhead cost which may be applied

to absorb some part of the transportation switching costs

and the per diem accruing while the car is out of service,

there is little incentive for that road to make more than the

necessary minimum repairs to foreign cars.

Unified Railroad

Electrical Engineering

Many or the smaller railroads can effect economies by the

proper unified supervision of the installation and opera-

tion of electrical devices. The telegraph was the first applica-

tion of electricity on the railroads. As electrically-operated

highway crossing alarms were introduced the telegraph

department naturally took charge of these devices on many
roads. However, as the installation of interlockers and
automatic signals became extensive, the larger roads estab-

lished separate signal departments to handle these facilities

and also the highway crossing bells. Another department
grew up soon after to take charge of the electric lighting

of buildings, and the installation of motors in shops, pump-
ing plants, etc.

These three applications of electricity are distinctly

separate and the larger railroads can well afford to employ
experts for each of them. However, the smaller roads re-

quire only a comparatively small part of a highly specialized

man 3 time for each of these separate lines. The problem

was solved by one such road by the consolidation of all work
of this character in one office. Such a position might carry

the title of "superintendent of communication ami signals"

or "signal and electrical engineer." If the majority of the

telegraph plant is operated by the Western Union under

contract, his problem in railroad communication is mainly

to provide adequate telephone train dispatching and con-

versational circuits. The mai npment
has, in several important cases, already been combined eco-

QOmically with the maintenance of automatic signal

apparatus. The installation of the wiring and fixtures for

the electrical illumination of buildings is to a great extent

fixed by standard rules of the insurance underwriters and,

whether installed b\ contractors or railroad tones, is largely

an inspection problem. The selection of the motors for shop

machinery, pumping plants or coal chutes is limited in

most cases to a few types recommended by the manufacturers

of the machinery.

One may question how one man can become efficient in

all of these several departments. The first requisite is that

he confine his energies principally to the engineering of

these installations, B) participating in the activities o

different sections of the American Railroad Association, the

Association of Railroad Electrical Engineers ami kindred

organizations, and by Studying various installations on other

railroads, it has been demonstrated that one man can master

•In se kindred subji

With the installation of any equipment properly engi-

neered, the maintenance resolves itself into a routine, the

efficiency of which can be checked readily by men trained

in the department \.S stated above, a few roads haVT

already stvn this opportunity. It would seem ad\

for other roads which require only a limited amount of such

equipment to investigate their future needs with the idea oi

educating one man to handle these allied electrical problems.

Letters to the Editor

5 I I FMJ Ml II I1III

[ The Railway Age welcomes letters from its readers and
especially those containing constructive suggestions for im-

provements in the railway field. Short letters—about 250
words—are particularly appreciated.]

An Undergraduate
Defends College Training

Caumidge, Mi-i
1 1 1 1 1 1 e Editor :

As an undergraduate I cannot allow to go unanswered the

letter by "One Who Has Seen," published in the Railway
[ge of December li. If one were to accept this writer's

judgment as final, it would be to conclude that a college edu-

cation, for its benefits in post-graduation days, is worthless;

that "call boys" make better railroaders than college men;
that a modern technical education is merely the learning of a

trade, and that college graduates are only a conceited bunch
of good-for-nothings.

It would be pitiful if it were true, but it is not. As I

pointed out in a previous letter (Railway Age, September 17)

college graduates are in increasing demand in every im-

portant industry—except the railroads. Such being the case,

it proves that either these industries are all wrong in their

misplaced confidence in the college trained man, or else they

arc aslei 1'

It might be conceded that the "call boy" makes a better

railroader under the present system of the subordination of

the individualism of a man, but to claim that this is due to

tin wider experience of a "Call Boy" seems unreasonable. It

means there is something wrong with the individual, if a man
can go through any large educational institution and not have
a moii knowledge and a more open mind than the

man who has grown up in the atmosphere of specialization,

which railroading professedly demands. It is the men with

this ability to view the situation from more than one ancle

that the railroads now feel the lack of, and it is this ability

the college man should be able to bring them.

A mi ;e education is not learning a trade. The
individual may make it such if he wishes, if he confines him-

lely to his books. But if he enters into the life of the

institution, puts in something besides his tuition fee by virtue

of his entry into college activities, and takes away something
be ~iili s in. degree in the form of friendships with his

mates and a knowledge of human nature, be has learned

something far meire than a trade. And as for any under-

graduate course of study limiting the individual's field after

graduation, this is ridiculous in face of the facts. Graduate
records of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology show
less than 60 per cent of its graduates follow the kind of work

is undergraduates.

Is the college nian really a conceited prig? It is a fallacy

of the newspaper public to judge the rank and file of college

men by the faux pas of a few. The average college man who
is in search of a job upon graduation has invested from

$3,000 to 55.00(1 in an education, and he feels justified in

his investment. He is as much entitled to pride in his in-

Qt as the man who has bought a 55.000 automobile,

rather more so. as the college education gives the man the

advantage over his fellows in increasing the wealth of the

community, an advantage the automobile cannot cive. But

the education cannot benefit the community to its full advan-

tage if spotted lx'hind a clerk's desk any more than one can

the' automobile if left Out-of-doOTS in

sure, the college man must learn the game from the
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ground up, but why make him wait till the end of his career

to do it? Let the railroads encourage men to spend their

summer vacations learning the rudiments. In this way, both

parties can choose their paths without undue expense or

either hand. The old-time fascination still exist.-, and i

believe it is increasing among college men. Let the rail

show their share of interest, and we shall see if "One Who
a" has seen it all.

Leander H. Poor.

Some of Mr. Ford's Ideas May Be Sound

l'i i hi. Editor:

The article- in recent issues of the Rail I oncern-

ing .Mr. Ford's railroad are of interest to all railroad men.

There are many claim- of important changes that have been

brought about mi the T. D. & I., among which are the eight-

hour day for everybody, no Sunday work, the speeding up

of tile movement of both loaded and empt) ear.-, and getting

a full day's work for a day's pay, etc.

I knew there are many old-time railroad men who will

in i agree with me that it is practical to operate a railroad on

an eight-hour basis and without Sunday work, but I i laini

that such a thing is possible and that the railroads of this

country would save millions each year if they would come

to an eight-hour day, -ix days a week, from the president

to the section laborer. During federal control many lines

tried in a half-hearted manner to cut out Sunday work. At

that time I was a general yardmaster on one of the lines m
the Western region, which practically tied up from seven

o'clock Sunday morning until midnight. The result was
that by Monday night we were just about a- in ahead as

if we had worked every engine in the terminal on Sunday
and had run a race with ourselves to see how many drags

we could operate. Have you ever noticed hew light business

is on Monday, regardless of how many engines you may have

taken . ; During the past summer the line that I

am now with ran only live stock and perishable train- on

Sunday. The result was that in thi> terminal, instead > i

working 42 switch engines, only 1 _' were- operated, thus sav-

ing 30 switch engine days, and Monday night found us in

excellent shape as far a- the general condition of the ter-

minals was concerned.

The prompt movement of freight and the -pec-ding up of

the car movement ; hing that every railroad should

give more consideration to. The amount of time it takes to

get cars through district terminal- on several lino upon
which I have worked is excessive, especially in times of c;ir

shortage. The terminal superintendent or trainmaster who
demands of his organization that ever) car which has com-
pleted loading on industries in his own yard must move in

the night, and who demands that his yard shall at all times

be properly classified, with the rough box, grain box, auto

cars, coal cars, stock car< and ether classes of cars kept sep-

arated and always ready for movement, has the key to sui -

cessful and speedy car movement. The general superintend-

ent or general manager who does not demand these things

is weak when he lets his terminal organization tell him that

such operation i- impossible.

Another point brought out in article i> that Mr. Ford is

demanding a full day's work for a day's pay. Is there any
why every railroad should not demand as much or

why they should not get it? The only reason that I i

for not getting a full day's work from even- man is that we
are not insisting upon it. The minute a yardmaster or train-

commences to get after his men, to get more out of

them, he. of course, gets in wrong with tin- drones, and the

result is that it isn't long until the general chairman i- told

all about how so-and-so is trying to make a record for him-

self and is spoiling all the good jobs. The general chairman

talks to the general superintendent or general manager and
the result is that you are put clown as a disturber, called an-

tagonistic and told that you do not have the good-will of

your men. The first thing you know the general superin-

tendent, who has lost his nerve, tells you not to crowd things

too far and the result is that the yardmaster, trainmaster or

superintendent lets things drift. As a matter of fact, if the

general officers had tile nerve they need to let you alone for

a -in it time until some of the drones or loafers have either

been started to work or cleaned out, they would find that

things Would quiet down, the men would get into the game
and give good service, and instead of knockers, everyone

would be proud of the- record made on the division.

When the order conic-.- to reduce expenses, you can't speed

up tin- wcrk to'do it, but must pull off a few section men
;>nd let your track go to the bad, or lay off a few clerks and

let the check of the yard and your demurrage records get

behind, or pull off an engine or a yardmaster and let the

service suffer. If we had 100 per cent efficient operation

and were- getting a full day's work from every employee in-

stead of having to reduce expenses spasmodically as is done

at present, we would find that our expenses would be re-

duced automatically with the falling off of business. These
are the conditions I have found on some of the railroads on

which I have been employed.

Assisi ant Superintendent.

Keep Trains Moving
Chic i

In nit Editor:
I i Dsiderable thought is being given today to the better

movement of trains. The modern advertising of signal ap-

paratus is, "Signals Keep Trains Moving." "Why stop a

moving train to tell it to proceed?" One writer has humor-

cusly and aptly given the definition of a siding as, "The
kitty in which most of the dividends are dropped." It is

us that the economical operation of railroads prohibits

the unnecessary stopping and standing of trains, and the

thinking signal engineer is bending his effort- toward keep-

ing train- moving.

Sc me splendid results have been accomplished in the elim-

ination of standing train- by signaling tracks in both direc-

tions and c hanging the current of traffic during certain hours.

Unnecessary stops are being considered and the chief of-

fender (the stop-andiproceed automatic signal indication) is

being weighed in the balance. Can this stop at an automatic

signal be eliminated? Lack of confidence in the engineman's

proper observance of signals seems to be the only question

of doubt.

Observation of the actual speed at which many enginemen

run their trains, after passing signals in the caution position,

does not make one particularly optimistic about what would

i if they were allowed to pass the next signal without

a stop when it indicates "block occupied"; and in most cases

the engineman is observing signals as he understands them.

He i- approaching the next signal prepared to stop, expect-

ing all the time to find a stop unnecessary, and applies the

brakes only when he must do so to avoid overrunning a stop

signal.

It is true that many enginemen do reduce speed imme-

diately after passing a caution signal, and some of them are

very skillful about giving the block ahead time to clear, thus

avoiding a stop; but we have with us always the engineman,

whose chief, thought is to make- a good run and who is will-

ing to take the chance to continue at a high rate of speed,

feeling that lie can make a stop if* forced to do so. He is

often [lulling a high i la-- train which he knows the dis-
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pati her is anxious to get over the road, and his main thought

is speed.

It was to take care of this fellow that a stop was insisted

i n I efore allowing a train to proceed into an occupied block,

and if we remove the -top we must be sure that we have

some other check on our man. We have been trying to edu-

cate him and have been more or less successful, but the fact

that the majority of us ire still insisting on the stop is proof

that we are not sure of him yet.

Now suppose that we make the meaning of our caution

signal more specific and insist on a definite •speed restriction

which cannot be exceeded after passing a signal in the cau-

tion position. It may be necessary to consider a three-block

indication system to be sure of our man and to be able to

check him up properly. This system has proved successful

on busy lines and in congested terminal territory, and has

made it possible to use short blocks safely. It has a great

advantage in providing a distant indication for every caution

signal and definitely indicating the speed at which a caution

signal must be passed

The modern light signal may make it possible to obtain

Automatic Block Signals.

i—c_ ^C^-Marker light.

Indication Indication

Proceed Approach next signalat Approachnext signal Proceedatslow

restricted speed. prepared to stop. speedprepared to

stop short oftrain

or obstruction.

i
—. Marker light^Ch-.

Indication Indication

Interlocking Signals.

Marker l/ght^l F Yellow light ¥-~6reen
1 light.

Indication-stop. Indication-Proceedat Indication-Proceedat Indication- Proceed

slowspeedprepared to slow speedprepared to at restricted speed,

stop shortof train or stop,

obstuction.

r Marker light.-<

Indication-Approach next Indicati ^-Approach next Indication- Proceed,

signalprepared to stco at restrictedspeed

Proposed Signaling Scheme

simpler aspects for this system as we are able to make the

semaphore arm equivalent vanish at will. We could accom-
plish the purpose with a marker light if a unit of a light

signal were used, displaying the marker light only when bet-

ter speeds were permitted. For instance, a signal displaying

a yellow light or in (he 45-deg. position in combination with
a marker light, could be used as a distant for a caution

signal and would indicate to the engineman—pass the next
signal at restricted speed. The caution signal would then
display a yellow light or the 45-deg. position without a

marker light, and would indicate to the engineman proceed

at restricted speed prepared to stop at next signal. The next
signal, if displaying a red light or a horizontal position

without a marker light, would indicate stop, but if a marker
light were displayed, would indicate proceed at slow speed

prepared to stop short of a train oi obstruction. The clear

position would display a green light or a vertical position

only. The interlocking signal would then normally display

but one light or one horizontal position; if clear, one green

light or one vertical position; if at approach restricting, a

yellow light or a 45-deg. position in combination with a

marker light; if a caution, a yellow light or a 45-deg. posi-

tion only; if at restricted speed, a green light under a red or

a vertical position under a horizontal one; if at slow speed,

a yellow light under a red or a 45-deg. position under a

horizontal one; if set for a call-on move, a red light or a

horizontal • position in combination with a marker light.

These are just a few of the possibilities and could, no doubt,

be improved upon, but they give a mark to shoot at.

We are headed more and more toward speed control, so

\\li\ not begin to make all our signals talk speeds to the

engineman. A great many accidents would have been pre-

vented if the meaning of a caution signal had carried with
it a definite speed restriction. Let's make our signal systems

such that, if obeyed, all enginemen will keep their trains

running smoothly and efficiently, reducing -pud bj -hutting

off steam rather than by applying brakes, and stopping only
when the route is not set or when they reach a train or ob-

struction. Let's keep our trains moving. T. II.

Extend the Budget System

To the Editor:
The use of the budget system is becoming more widespread

among executives who control and direct the systematic con-
din t of business affairs; even the United States government
has become interested in the subject. It is not new to the

carriers who estimate their future expenditures for varying
periods, and towards the end of the year prepare estimates
for the costs of additions and betterments for road and
equipment proposed by the various departments as part of
the program for the ensuing year, and authorize such work
as may be deemed necessarv or expedient.

It would be well to go a step further at this time when the
ablest minds are striving to solve the question of the best
way to further the return to normalcy. I would suggest
that budgets be prepared covering materials and supplies
that may.be needed for maintenance and repairs during the
year 1922, or at least for the first six-months' period, said
schedules to show estimated quantities or tonnage of such
articles or materials that may be used regularly, provided
they are standard or the quality or grade is satisfactory; and
it would be advantageous to purchase under contract instead
of in the open market when needed or sufficient] v in advance
to permit of manufacture and delivery; and that formal con-
tra, ts be made or letter agreements be drawn up to cover the

purchase of the items in question.

By thus making commitments covering either a definite
quantity or tonnage—or naming an estimated figure or the
range between a maximum and minimum of requirements

—

the manufacturer could go ahead and arrange for the pur-
chase and assembly of necessary raw materials and manu-
facture to meet required deliveries. This will set the wheel*
of commerce in motion, and with many orders placed the
effei t would be far-reaching and the railroads would be ben-
efited thereby; unemployment would be lessened, and market
conditions would be stabilized.

I am not unmindful of the conditions under which the
railroads are working, and that as traffic falls off expendi-
ture- an- gaged accordingly; also that certain maintenance
as well a- new work is Stasonal, and that the various roads
have and follow certain well-defined policies with respect to
making contracts for materials and supplies. But in view
of the unusual conditions prevailing at this time, I believe
that it is an opportune moment to invite consideration of
the extension of the contract program.

The question may be raised as to the wisdom of making
extensive purchases at thi.- time when the market is unsettled
and, generally speaking, on a higher level than it should be
normally, but I believe that it will be conceded that prices

have gradually receded from wartime level- and will not
likely be any higher. Such commitments as are made could
provide for price protection to the buyer in the event of de-
cline in cost on unshipped material due on contract.

I mler present conditions the price named in a contract
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should be considered as a maximum figure in view of the

business given the seller at this time instead of deferring the

placing of the order until prices may be lower; and in justice

to the buyer who may not need the articles or materials at

this time, price protection should be afforded him as above

suggested.

There is another advantage worthy of consideration with

respect to making contracts in advance of immediate require-

ments, and that is the fellow who takes time by the forelock

will be assured of delivery of a definite supply when he

needs it.

These are personal views only, and I hope at least a dis-

cussion of the suggestions will follow.

I. N. T. Roberts,
Special Assistant, Purchasing Department, Illinois Central.

A Mature Student on College

Men and the Railroads

College Station, Texas.

To the Editor:

I have followed with much interest the discussions in your

columns of the college man and his chances on the railroads.

I agree with both sides in this discussion. I agree with

"One Who Has Seen" in the December 10 issue, when he

says, in substance, that the college man, as a rule, is ego-

tistic.

I happen to be a student of civil engineering in the Texas

Agricultural and Mechanical College, and, being a close stu-

dent of human nature, I can see a large amount of ego in my
classmates. I say this in all candor and back it up with the

statement that there cannot be a finer bunch of young men
in any colloge. It is just a superior air that one will adopt,

if one is not careful, when one attends college. I am twenty-

eight years old, and having worked in the engineering pro-

fession before coming to college, I have seen this trait in

many young engineers. This same superior feeling prevents

the college man from rubbing elbows with what he terms

"rough necks." This has the disadvantage of preventing

him from learning little tricks here and there, because the

working man has no patience with a "dude" and will there-

fore refuse to help him. It is this same know-it-all spirit

that keeps the college man from taking advice from the ex-

perienced non-college man.
There is another phase of why the college man fails in

railroading. When he goes, or is sent, to college, the average

boy has not the remotest idea of what course to take. Per-

haps he has a friend who enrolls in the civil engineering

course. So he takes the same course to be with his friend.

There are nine chances to one that, should he go into rail-

roading after graduation, he does it in the same haphazard

way that he chose civil engineering in his freshman year at

college. Now, even though such a man may have ranked

high in his studies at school, he cannot make as efficient a

workman as the man who merely passed all subjects but

chose railroading because he liked it and because the call of

the rail was in his blood. No man can hope to succeed if

he takes just a passing interest in his work and does not put

the drive and "pep" into it that he used to see in the old

football team back at college. And, if he does not like the

game of railroading, he cannot put that fight into it.

Now may I ask a question? Why did the Southern

Pacific do away with their training course for college grad-

uates? James J. Hill had his "kindergarten" for college

men on the Great Northern. Were not these courses a suc-

cess? Surely there are being graduated nowadays college

men who have the inborn desire to railroad, and who would
only be too glad of such an opportunity.

A Texas "Aggie."

Another Viewpoint on the

Chief Clerk Question
DOWM-SOOTH.

To the Editor:
I have read with interest the articles which have recently

appeared in the Railway Age, pertaining to the chief clerk

and the relation, feeling or attitude existent between him and
his superior officer. On divisions or in departments where

both the officer and the chief clerk are really able men, I

venture to say that any feeling of antagonism is almost en-

tirely absent, each appreciating the value and importance of

the other, with a reciprocation of confidence and esteem.

In the different letters the word "recognition" is used fre-

quently, which I infer means that the chief clerk should be

regarded as an officer, rather than one whose existence is

brought into the limelight only in cases of embarrassment.

A few days since we were on the verge of an eruption of

organized labor, and more than ever we heard business men
discussing the problem and freely expressing their views on

the subject, which were briefly, "that all railroad men are

overpaid." It is admitted, in fact generally known, that

certain classes or crafts are over-rated, but let's be fair and

not say all, for a little investigation would be necessary to

prove that it is not the chief clirk.

For the sake of comparison, take a car foreman and a chief

clerk. In 1915 the former received $60 per month and the

latter $100. Today the foreman receives $260 and the chief

clerk $185. Further, the office manager in almost any com-
mercial concern receives at least one-and-one-half times as

much as a chief clerk whose duties certainly carry more
responsibilities, his activity and accountability not being con-

fined to the operation of the office alone, but on the contrary

involving his passing upon matters of importance in the shop,

on the division, or on the system.

Call him what you will, confine his name to the counter-

signature on passes, if it is felt that in this way he can best

serve, but when his name is placed on the pay rolls, take

into consideration that the education which he must neces-

sarily have cost time and money, and unlike other occupa-

tions he cannot expect to be a master car builder, etc., but

must continue "to serve" faithfully in his position of trust

and confidence until his superior passes to broader fields, and
his successor brings along "his man" as chief clerk; or per-

chance, opportunity knocks upon his door and takes him to

some commercial firm or corporation that recognizes ability,

even in office men, and compensates them accordingly.

ICH DlEN.

A 2-6-4 on the Great Eastern, England



of the New Sleepers I caving Angus Car Shop

New Sleeping Cars for the Canadian Pacific

Composite Cars of 12-Section and Compartment Types

Have Special Facilities for Comfort of Passengers

IN
handling i t ^ through passenger business the Canadian

Pacific is confronted with some interesting problems. The
road has the advantage of a fine scenic route and with a

line extending from coast to coast, is well situated to secure

transcontinental passengers. On the other hand, the competi-

tion for Pacific Coast traffic is very keen. Furthermore, the

Interior of the Twelve-Section Sleeper

prospect of the journey of 2,886 miles between Vancouver and

Montreal, requiring four and one half days to complete,

might seem unpleasant to inexperienced travelers. The

hotels conducted by the company at intervals along the route

afford an opportunity for breaking up the journey, but even

so the character of the traffic demands that the passenger

equipment be of the highest grade, provided with ever)

facility for the comfort of travelers. These conditions were

carefully considered by the railroad in drawing up the de-

signs of the latest order of 12-section and compartment sleep-

ing car.-. As a result the cars have been fitted with numerous

conveniences not found in the ordinary sleeping car.

( >ne of the notable features of the 12-section type sleeping

cars is the provision made for the

comfort of women passengers. This

is particularly desirable in the
transcontinental service on ac-

count of the length of the runs and

because tin proportion of women
in tourist traffic is greater than

where the cars are used principally

for business trips. The ladies'

dressing room is unusually com-

modious. It is fitted with three

i nds, each of which has a

light above it. and is provided with

a three panel, adjustable mirror. A
long mirror is also fitted in the

saloon door. One of the innova-

tion- which should contribute ma-
terially to the comfort of women
passengers is a couch which has

been installed in the dressing

rooms on somi

provides an opportunity for relaxa-

tion that would seem highly desir-

able in view of the somewhat un-

comfortable form of the usual

sleepin

The new equipment COl

3, 56 of the 12-sec-

tion type and 13 of the 10-com-

partment type. All the cars are constructed with steel frames

and wood interior finish. The frames and trucks were built

by the Canadian Car & Foundry Company at Montreal and

the interior fittings were applied at the Angus shops of the

Canadian Pacific.

On account of the special features of the design, the 12-

section sleeping cars are extremely long, the length over the

1301
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body and sills being 75 ft. 6 in., and the coupled length S3

ft. IO3/2 in. The truck centers are spaced 59 ft. 6 in. apart

and the wheel base is 70 ft. 6 in. The height from the rail to

the top of the roof at the center is 14 ft. -54 in. and the extreme

height, from the rail to the top of the heater jack, 14 ft. 6J4
in. The width at the eaves is 10 ft. V/2 in. and over the side

sheets 9 ft. 10 in. The average weight of the cars is

173,400 1b.

The underframe is built with a deep fish belly center sill

and Z-bar side sills. The center sill has a maximum depth

of 30 in. between crossbearers for a distance of 28 feet and
is 15 in. deep at centerplate. The web plates are 5/16 in.

thick and are spaced 16 in. apart. At the bottom they are

reinforced by two 3 in. by 3 in. by Y in. angles on each

plate, while the stiffening at the top consists of one 6 in. by
4 in. by y% in. angle placed outside each plate with the short

flange horizontal. A top cover plate 30 in. wide by 9/16 in.

thick extends continuously for practically the full length of

the sill, the ends reaching just beyond the door posts.

The body bolsters are of the double type commonly used

with six wheel trucks, of built up construction, the two arms

being 4 ft. 8 in. apart. The cross bearers, which are spaced

15 ft. 9 in. from the center plate, are also built up of press-

ings reinforced with angles and top and bottom cover plates,
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The Dressing Room Is Designed to Insure Comfort for

Women Travelers

the construction being shown in the cross sectional drawing.
The floor beams are pressed from 5/16 in. plate, the spacing

varying from 16 in. to 3 ft. l}i in. The side sills are each
made up of a 5 in. 11.6 lb. Z-bar and a 3 in. by 2j4 in. by

34 in. angle. The body end sill is a 5/16 in. pressing. An
end cover plate, 5/16 in. thick and 22 in. wide, extends across

the underframe at each end. At the bolsters there are also

34 in. by 5 ft. 6 in. by 8 ft. 11 in. cover plates. The re-

mainder of the floor is covered with 1/16 in. floor plates,

which overlap the centersill cover plate on each side and fit

over the floor beams and side sill.

Side Frame

The side posts are of two types, those at the piers being of

U-sections made right and left, the sheets being riveted to the

flanges. The center pier posts are of a deeper U-section, the

web being turned toward the outside of the car. The side

plate is a Z-bar, 2 in. by iy2 in. by 4^ in. by 3/16 in. and
is made continuous from end to end. The carlines are pressed
of Y& in. steel. The lower carlines, which are continuous
across the lower deck and up the side of the clerestory, are of

% in. steel plate of U section, irregularly spaced at intervals

(
of about two feet. A Z-shaped deck plate % in. thick is
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fastened to the inside of the clerestory. The upper carlines

are of j4 in. steel of Z section, 4jHs in. high at the center and

are placed directly above the lower deck carlines wherever

possible. They are riveted to the inside deck plate and to the

lower carlines. The body corner posts are built up of a 3

in. by 4 in. angle forming the corner with a 4 in. by 3 in. by

3 in. Z-bar riveted to the inwardly extending flange of the

Transverse Section Through the Car Body

angle and forming a point of attachment tor the end plates.

The door posts are 6 in. I-beams to which wooden door

frames are fitted. ' There are two intermediate posts on each

side made up of 4 in. by 3 in. by 3 in. Z-bars, reinforced up

to about two feet above the floor by 3 in. by 3 in. angles. The

vestibule diaphragm posts are of 6 in. I-beams and are braced

I,, the end posts of the body by 6 in. channels. The vestibule

comer posts are made up of pressed steel with a wood filler.

The outside plates below the windows are 3/16 in. thick

and meet the window ledge under the belt rail. The letter

board and the pier plates are % in. thick and the outer deck

plates 1/16 in. thick. The roof sheets are 1/16 in. thick ex-

cepting the hood sheets, which are No. 12 gage galvanized.

The exterior of the cars is finished in Tuscan red, the rail-

way company's standard colors.

Interior Finish

The fittings in the interior of the car have been designed to

give, a pleasing appearance and also to afford adequate insu-

lation for the extremely cold weather encountered in Canada.

Three thicknesses of insulation are used in the side walls and
two thickness-- in the roof and the deck. The method of

fastenim' the insulation in the deck is worthy of mention.

Wire nails hi attached w> the sheets by spot welding the

heads. The insulation is driven over the nails which are then

bent over, The floor ha- one layer of insulation over which

a double .'.oil Boor is laid, except in the passageways which

have ri! and the saloons where tile is used. Steel

plates form the inside of the wall up to the seat level and a

^Salamander ^Fhilim
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Horizontal Sections Through the Car Body

third layer of the Salamander insulation is carried up to that

point. The inside of the walls above are covered with wood

wainscoting up to the lower edge of the berths. The side

walls within the berths and the headlining are of Agasote.

The l>erths, the deck molding and the interior partitions are

of wood.

All the woodwork is mahogany or mahogany finished, ex-

cept in the men's smoking room where either English oak or

black walnut has been used. All parts above the deck mold-

ing are painted greenish gray. Little ornamentation is used.

ling and deck panels have a conventional border and

marquetr) borders are sel into the berths and bulkheads. The

seats are upholstered in green figured friezette plush and the

also is green. In the -taterooms Biltmore plush is used

for upholsten-.

The men's smoking compartment has three wash basins, a

dental lavatory and seats for six persons, upholstered in

leather. The entrance to the men's saloon is from the hall

instead of through the smoking room.

The cars are heated by a combined vapor and hot water

svstem with a Frumveller heater. The main piping has sepa-

rate controls for each side of the car. for the stateroom and
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the smoking and dressing rooms. Additional heating pipes

are provided which have individual regulation for each sec-

tion. Twenty-one Mudge ventilators are applied to insure

adequate air circulation.

The lighting systems are of the Safety and Stone-Franklin

types. The batteries have a capacity of 600 ampere hours.

The main lighting fixtures have semi-opaque bowls, five of

this type being used over the berths and one in the stateroom.

The usual arrangement of small lamps in the berths and aisle

night lights is followed. The smoking room is fitted with a

two-light ceiling cluster and individual lamps over the

mirrors, while in the ladies' dressing room wall fixtures only

are used. The conduits for the piping are set inside the walls

and the roof.

The cars are carried on Commonwealth six-wheel trucks,

with 5 in. by 9 in. journals, having a wheel base of 11 ft.

They are equipped with steel tired wheels and clasp brakes.

The brake equipment is the schedule LN1812 designed for 90

per cent braking power. Miner hand brakes are used with a

sheave wheel between the drum and the brake rigging to in-

crease the force.

Compartment Cars

In general design the compartment cars are quite similar

to the 12-section sleeping cars. The body is two feet shorter

Interior of One of the Compartments

and changes have been made in the spacing of posts to fit the

altered floor plan. The interior woodwork is mahogany and

the upholstery is Biltmore plush. Care has been taken in

fitting the compartments to afford the maximum of comfort

and convenience for the passengers. Individual regulation of

heat and ventilation is provided. A long baggage rack, an

umbrella rack, trays and numerous hooks are facilities that

will appeal to the traveler with a large amount of luggage.

Space at one end of the car has been utilized for a saloon

while the other end carries the heater, linen locker and

porter's room.

Both types of cars are equipped witli safety appliances to

meet the United States and Canadian standards. The hand-

holds are attached so that they can be removed without dis-

turbing the car framing, flooring or lining. Other appliances

include bottom operating lower couplers, Miner A5P draft

gear, Acme single web type diaphragms with rubber hoods,

JM expander rings, Miner buffer and Woods single roller

side bearings.

Freight Car Loading
IINOTON, D. C.

Loading of revenue freight during the week ended on De-
cember 17 totaled 727,003 cars, as compared with

742,926 the previous week, or a reduction of 15,923

cars, according to reports compiled by the Car Service Di-

vision of the American Railway Association. This was a

reduction of 75,268 cars compared with the corresponding

week last year and 79,731 cars, compared with the corre-

sponding week in 1919.

Livestock and coke were the only commodities to show in-

creases over the week before, the former totaling 33,861 cars,

which was an increase of 1,702 cars over the week of De-
cember 10 and 3,389 cars more than were loaded during the

corresponding week in 1920. Coke increased 507 cars within

a week, bringing the total to 7,145.

The decrease in the total loading was due principally to a

falling off compared with the week before of 12,194 in the

number of cars loaded with merchandise and miscellaneous

freight, the total being 449,547 cars. This was, however,

11,615 cars more than were loaded during the same week in

1920 but 18,300 less than during the same week in 1919.

Coal loadings totaled 134,842 cars, 2,994 less than the

week before and more than 90,000 cars below the correspond-

ing week last year. Grain and grain products amounted to

47,383 cars, 1,297 cars less than the week before but 12,152

cars more than during the same week one year ago and 9,839

cars more than during the corresponding week in 1919.

Shipments of forest products, compared with the week
before, also fell off 1,054 cars, the total being 48,690 cars.

This was, however, 1,942 more than were loaded one year ago

but 3,058 less than during that week in 1919. Ore loadings

amounted to 5,535 cars, a decrease of 593 cars compared with

the week before.

Compared by districts, the Southern and Southwestern

districts reported increases in the loading of all commodities

over the week before, but all showed decreases compared with

the corresponding week in 1920.

For the period ending December 15 the freight car surplus

increased to 371,221, as compared with 339,532 on December

8. Surplus box cars totaled 138,214, an increase of 8,219

compared with the total on December 8, while surplus coal

cars numbered 186,508, an increase of 20,445 within the

same period. An increase of 1,384, which brought the total

to 17,814, was reported for stock cars while there was an in-

crease of 405 within a week in the number of surplus coke

T. H. Davis, general chairman of the Association of Shop Craft

Employees, Eastern Region, Pennsylvania Railroad, in a letter

sent to all shop craft employees in his territory, says: "The

railroad officials have many troublesome questions confronting

them, but they have shown every disposition to try to strain a

point in our favor when we were able to show them the justice

of our claims; and, as co-operation is a two-sided thing, we feel

that we ought to show our appreciation by helping them in every

way we can. . . . What we need now is good business, to

enable us to improve our conditions, and if every employee would

just speak a good word for the old P. R. R., it would mean

more business, and more business means more money to all of

us . . . . It would be a very short time until the Pennsyl-

vania could pay better wages and have better conditions than

any other railroad in America." . .



The Railway Situation and General Business*

Why Premature Reductions of Rates Will in the Long Run Cost

Shippers Far More Than They Will Benefit Them

By Samuel O. Dunn
Editor of the Railway Age

I

have come to talk to you about .1 condition of affairs

which should be known and given grave consideration

by every farmer, business man and public man This
condition is a serious maladjustment in the relations between

the railroad system of the country and its industrial, com-
mercial and financial systems. For over ten years, and cs[>c

dally within recent years, the capacity of our industries for

producing commodities, the capacity of our commercial con-

cerns for marketing them and the capacity of our financial

institutions for financing their production and marketing,

have been rapidly outgrowing the capacity of our railways

for transporting them. If we follow that road much longer

we shall all participate in a disaster which the exercise of

ordinary intelligence and foresight would avoid.

The pessimist is always unpopular. He is never less

popular than in a period of business depression and losses,

of widespread unemployment and suffering, such as the

present. In such times the man who is heard gladly is he

who essays to tell how we may escape from the conditions

immediately oppressing us, and who speaks cheerfulh, about

iIk early future. No man can hope to ingratiate himself

with bus\ people whose time he takes to paint gloomy pic-

tures of evil developments which seem sun not to occur for

some time, and which mosl of those who hear him may
believe will never occur at all.

But every successful man in his own business look-, farther

ahead than the next few months, otherwise he would not

succeed. Likewise, if our people as a whole are to be success-

ful in their business as a whole and after the present de-

pression are to enjoy a [>eriod of prolonged prosperity, they

must look farther ahead than a few months. Now at present

the railways could handle much more business. But you
know why that is. The amount of traffic offered to them
depends on how much production and commerce are being

carried on by other concerns; and the production and com-
merce being carried on now are abnormally small.

The conditions to which this is doe will soon pass—in

fact, are passing. On that point I can speak as optimistically

as anyone. Just when a substantial revival of general busi

ness will occur few would venture to predict. That it will

come comparatively soon almost everybody who speaks with

any authority does predit I

Great Shortage of Transportation Probable

The question I urge business men to consider now is the

effect the railroad situation probabl) is going to have when
this improvement in general business does come We have
always hail a great revival of business after every period

of profound depression in the past. We never had such a

revival of business which did not result in the railways being

offered a much larger traffic than thev had ever handled
before. Tn almost ever) such period we have had traffic

congestions and large "shortages of cars," .is we have called

them, because tin- railways met difficulty in handling the

increased business. If we judge by what has been done and

not done in the railroad and other businesses within -

years, and by what is being done and not done now, we

must conclude that the losses caused In- transportation condi-

tions in tlie next period of active business will exceed all the
losses that ever wen caused b) such conditions in our past
history.

If you an sceptical - I suspect many of you are, a- to

whether this prognostication of evil i> based on fact

1111 ' ecenl history. Have you forgotten what
occurred in 1917 and 1918? We entered the Great War in

I'M 7. Under it- stern stimulus the productive activity of
ountrj was raised to the highest pitch, and it was

speedil) found that although tiny handled more tram, than
ever before the railways could not handle all that was
them. In 1918, under government control, the amount of
business taken b) the railways was constantly restricted by
the policies of the Fuel Administration in limiting the amount
of coal that "non-essential" industries could have, and of the
Railroad Administration in making use of embargoes to pre-
vent freight from coming fast. r part
of 1919 and aim., â ,tc was constant

Hilt from shipper- that the railways were unequal to
the demands, although then also thev were handling more

than ever before. You can hardly have forgotten that
in I'' 'ii there was -real alarm lest t he amount of'coal pro-
duced and transported would be insufficient for the countn s

needs. lo prevent a coal famine the Interstate Commerce
Commission issued an order giving priority in the use of
open top cars to coal over all other commodities. The result
was that construction work of all kinds was seriousK inter-
fered a ah.

I hes< and other facts that could be mentioned show that
during rnOsI of the four years from 1Q17 to 1920 th, i apacity
of th. railways proved unequal to the den. merce.
Win was tlii-:-- It was because for some \ears tie •

ment had been slowing down, while that of other industries
had been going forward with unprecedented rapidity. In the
seven years ending with 1913 the total freight handled by
the railways increased i9 p. r out In thoa
increased the number of their freight cars and
the number of their freigbl locomotives b [n the

ending with 1920 the freight handled increased
38 per cent, while the number of freight cars increased only

' 'I the number of freight locomotives onl) I

Why did the development of the railways slow down while
ihat of other industries was accelerating It

the amount of new capital invested in the railways greatly
declined, while the amount invested in other md is

greatlj in< n m turn, was due to tin fa< t that
different classes of our business concerns were dealt with so
differently by our state and national governments that while
the profits of the railwavs increased very little t!

classes of concerns increased enormous!} In the threi
ending with 1911 the net income of the railways
ing interest and taxes, averaged - •

| , the
luxt ,,r '

nding with
>" 17 '' ;1Vl

'

r - cent more than in
the three years ending with 1911. I he government guaran-

lile thev were under governmei - d on
their net return in the thr ling with 1917. There-
fore, for purposes of comparison it is fair to saj that their
net income in the five years .tiding with i

I 30
per cent more than in the thl ndinc with 1011.

1 31 '5
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Since the value of the dollar had greatly depreciated, this

increase in net income, measured by what it would buy, really

was a decline.

Vast Profits in Other Businesses

What was occurring, meantime, in other lines of business?

The returns of all the corporations of the United States to

the Bureau of Internal Revenue show that in the three years

ending with 1911 their net income, after paying interest and

taxes, averaged a little over three billion dollars a year. In

the three years ending with 1914, while railway net income

declined, the net income of other corporations increased. In

the five years ending with 1919 the net income of all cor-

porations averaged seven billion dollars a year, an increase

of 120 per cent, or four billion dollars a year.* This increase

in net income for that five years aggregated twenty billion

dollars—an amount exceeding the valuation placed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission upon all the railways of

the United States in the great rate case last year.

I do not criticise these vast profits of general business.

I cite them in contrast to those of the railways merely to show

there was such a large difference in profits in the railway

and in other industries during these years as made it in-

evitable that the development of other industries should far

outstrip that of the railways. Some indication of how much
greater the development of other industries was than that of

the railways is given by statistics regarding the amounts of

securities issued. In the three years ending with 1914 the

total amounts of securities issued by railroad and industrial

corporations were about the same, being for each about two

and a quarter billion dollars. On the other hand, in the

three years ending with 1920 the total securities issued by

the railways were less than a billion dollars, while the total

issued by industrial corporations exceeded six billion dollars.

Can Other Industries Produce to Their Capacity?

Can anybody reflect upon such facts without being appre-

hensive as to what will occur when business revives again

and the industries of the country begin to try to produce to

their capacity? We shall be confronted with a situation the

like of which never existed. We shall have a system of rail-

ways the capacity of which has been within the last ten years,

and especially within the last five years, increased relatively

less than at any time since the first rail was laid. We shall

have productive industries whose capacity probably has been

increased relatively more within those same years than ever

before. How can we draw any conclusion other than that

when that time comes the traffic offered to the railways will

far exceed what they can handle? But the amount of pro-

duction and commerce that can be done depends on the

amount of farm products, of fuel, raw materials and finished

products that can be transported; and for transportation we
are chiefly dependent on the railroads. Therefore, instead of

being able to operate and produce to their capacity, the indus-

tries of the country will have to limit their production to the

basis of the amount of traffic the railways can handle. But
the vastly increased investment which has been made in these

productive industries has been made on the assumption that

they will be able to produce to their capacity. If they are

not able to do so they will not be able to earn a return upon
all the great investment which has been made in them. Pro-

longed inability of our productive industries to utilize a

large part of their productive capacity would cause disaster

to many of them and to many of our commercial and
financial institutions.

Is it not plain there is a real danger in this situation for

all of us? If there is a real danger in it, what should be

done to avoid it? It would seem the only effective thing

that can be done is to give the development of the railways

'These statistics regardinc net income of all corporations are based on
data Riven by Prof. David Friday ill his recent very illuminating ami valu-
able hpolt, entitled "Profits, Wages and Prices," page 15.

a chance to catch up with the development of other indus-

tries. That, in turn, cannot be done in any way under

private ownership except by allowing them to earn a net

return sufficient to attract more investors. You know as well

as I do that no large new investments are now being made
in the railways. In the interest of the public welfare they

should be strenuously engaged in increasing their facilities.

They are doing nothing of the kind because since they were

returned to private operation the percentage of net return

they have earned has been the smallest in over 30 years, and
they have had to retrench in every way to earn that.

Perhaps you will agree that the railway situation menaces
the future prosperity and welfare of the country, but you will

add that it is the fault of the railways themselves that within

recent years they have not earned larger profits and got into

better condition, physically and financially. You may say

they would be all right if they had been as efficiently man-
aged as other concerns. There are, however, certain facts

which demonstrate that the difference between the profits

made by the railways and by other concerns within recent

years have not been due to differences in management. These
facts have a very direct bearing upon the high rates of the

railways which are now the objects of so much attack.

Great Increases of Prices Explain Profits

The statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission show
that the average freight rate in this country steadily declined

until it reached the lowest point in history in the years 1916

and 1917. On the other hand, the statistics of the Bureau
of Labor show that in the years 1916 and 1917, before there

had been any advance in freight rates throughout the country,

the average wholesale price of all commodities was 70 per

cent higher than in the years 1900 to 1910. There were

large general advances of freight rates in 1918 and again

in 1920. But even the advances granted in 1920 made the

average railway rate only 70 per cent more than it was in

the years from 1900 to 1910, while in 1920 the average price

of all commodities was 175 per cent more than in the years

1900 to 1910. There can be no disguising the fact that the

enormous increase in the profits of other industries from

1915 until the present severe depression began was due

mainly to great increases in prices; or the further fact that

the failure of the railways to participate in these large in-

creases in profits was due to rigid systems of government

regulation and government control which made it impossible

for them to increase their rates and profits when other con-

cerns were so greatly increasing theirs.

After this long period of years when the railways were

restricted to net returns which were positively beggarly com-

pared with those made in other lines of business, and when
in consequence the development of the railways fell far be-

hind that of other industries, we might not unreasonably

expect to find the farmers and business men of the country

unitedly demanding a government policy in dealing with the

railways in future which would insure rapid and adequate

increases in their capacity. And what do we find ? We find

ourselves in the midst of a great agitation for general reduc-

tions of freight rates which is supported by the argument

that the present rates are so high that they are insupportably

burdensome to business. We see numerous bills being intro-

duced in Congress to repeal all the provisions of the Trans-

portation Act which were adopted to reform the restrictive

and destructive system of railway regulation we had. before

the war. We have had even the spectacle presented of large

business interests threatening to ask Congress to pass legis-

lation to compel the railways to reduce their rates, if they did

not voluntarily reduce them, without the reasonableness of

reductions being first passed on by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

A stranger -to the facts would infer from what is being

widely saitl and published that the present rates of the rail-
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way.-, .ire relatively v< r\ nun h higher than the present prices

of most commodities. And what are the facts? In July,

1921, the latest month for which we have complete statistics,

the average freight rate per ton per mile in the entire United

States was 65 ]/2 per rent higher than the average rate from

1900 to 1910, while the average wholesale price of all com-

modities was 66.7 per cenl higher than the average whole-

sale price of commodities in the ten years from 1900 to 1910.

Are the present rate- unreasonably high in proportion to

prices in general? Are they so high that they are really pre-

venting the movement of traffii ? The present average freight

rate is almost exactly as high in proportion to the present

average wholesale' price of commodities as it was in the years

1900 to 1910; and in those years the industrial activity and

the prosperity of the country wen so great that the total

freight handled by the railways increased 80 per cent. Since

the traffic of the railways increased 80 per cent when the

relations between the average railway rate and the average

wholesale price of commodities was almost exactly the same'

as now, how can it be rational!) eontended that the present

relationship between rates and prices is so burdensome that

it is preventing a revival of busine

Most Commodity Prices Still Higher Than Rates

As a matter of fact, however, the present relationships

between railway rale-- and the prices of individual com-
modities are not tin -ante as from 1900 to 1910. There are

some commodities, such as farm products and metals and
implements, the present prices of which are relatively much
lower compared with freight rates than they were then. On
ill. other hand, the average prices of those things which the

Bureau of Labor classifies a- cloths and clothing are 93 per

.rut higher than then, of fuel and lighting 98 per cent higher,

of drugs and chemicals 82 per cent higher, of lumber and
building materials 130 pei cenl higher, of house furnishings

147 per cent higher, and of miscellaneous commodities 72

per cenl higher. Is it fair to say it is high railway rates

that are imposing an insupportable burden on business when
the average prices of most important groups of commodities

are ^till higher in proportion t'tan the railway rates charged

for transporting those -inn- commodities?

I do not attack the presenl prices of any commodities.

Perhaps there is justification for all of them. I am not

defending all the presenl railwa\ rates. Many of them are

loo high and should be reduced, and since the last general

advance in 1920 many rates have been reduced, some under

irresistible political pressure from Washington, and some to

enable the railways to move traffic which thej otherwise

would not have had a ehaiice lo move. When it i- said, as it

frequently is said, that the railways ought to reduce all their

rates in their own interest, because if they would reduce

them they would get to handle more traffic and make more
money, there is attributed to railway officers too little knowl-

edge of and interest in their own business ["he] are more
anxious than amloeb else tO increase net earnings: and they

are quite as aide as anybody else to decide what changes in

rates will increase net earning- rhej can be relied on to

reduce as rapidly a- possible every rate whose reduction will

in< rease net earnirt
;

Our Most Important Railroad Problem

But from the standpoint of the fanner, the manufacturer.

the merchant, the banker, the working man and every othei

Mas- of our people the most important question regarding

the- railroads at present is not whether. b\ how mueh. or

when, their rate- should or will be reduced. Our must im-

portant problem affecting the railroad^ is that of devising

and carrying out ol a policj which at the earliest possibli

time will cause a renewal on a large scale of increa

-

their capacity. An immediate general reduction of rate-

might confer temporary benefits by temporarily stimulating

general business, Hut it would inevitably make the net oper-

ating income of thi less than it otherwise would be.

That would postpone the time when the railways could
begin rehabilitating ilities.

Because tie- capacity of the railways was inadequate in

1920 many farmers could not get their grain to market when
grain prices were high. The coal operators complained they

tcity because they could

astruction concerns complained bit-

terly I iving of priority in the use of open top

the coal op sible to do all the

construction work they wanted to do. The manufacturers
bad to send hundreds oi thousands of lutomobiles over the

country under their own powi the railways could
not haul them, The railways already ar j their

purchases of equipment; and rates which will enable them
to maintain ami increase their net returns will enable them
to increase their capacity so that when a revival of business

comes they will at least be less unequal to the demands than
they would be if premature reduction- of rates were made.
On the other hand, if premature general reductions of rates

are made the railways will be unaMc even to -tart to reduce
the great disparit) between their capacit) and the productive

capacity of the country'- other industries. Therefore, pre-

mature general reductioi seem as <ertain, by pre-

' in thi the railways, to prepare
the way for a very serious erisis in the relations between
our transportation system ami our industrial, commercial
and financial systems when general business revives as anv-
thing that could be done. What will it profit the farmers
and business interests to secure comparatively small reduc-
tions in their rates and comparatively .-mall increases in the

business done by them now. if these transient benefits are

obtained at the cost of far greater losses extending over much
longer periods?

The other busim ts of the country are far better

able to -tand the present rate- than the railways are to stand

general reductions of them. The other business interests

havi suffered heavy losses during the present depression,

but -i' have the ra 1 1 w iys. Ami while other business i:
'

entered this period after having earned for over riv.

a net income more than twice as itreat a- before- the war, the

railways entered it after having during the>-e- sami

received a net me nine- which, by comparison, was ven little

greater than before the- war. When you are eli-:

that railway rates sheiulel ue> down along with prices, do not

forget that prices were' imrea-e-el long i>e fur, rates .ere. and
that when r.iie- had been advanced a maximum average of
7o per cent the average wholesale prices of all cemimodities

h.nl been .nl\ hi. ed 1 75 per I ent

How to Get Rates Down
While premature general reductions of rate- would be im-

mediately disastrous to many railways and in the long run

would be harmful to business e>f all kinds, it cannot be

questioned that in future the general tendency •>!' rates should

be downward, although thi,- i- equally true of the
|

i

main commodities. Hut these reductions of rates, in the

interest not only of the- railways but of the entire nation,

should be- preceded, or at least accompanied -:>ond-

ing reelu. dons in railway operating

part ai railway operating ex]

labeir. Compared with the pi 1 the

now being paid in other industries, the wages of most
railway employees ar>- too high. The rail-.-. aring
to ask the Railroad Labor Heurel for a further reduction of
wages. Hut the Labor Board is a govenun \- such

it represents the public, Therefore, indirectly, the labor costs

imposed by it are in the public Farmers and busi-

ness men are a majority of the publi

the- farmers and business men determine the largest part of
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the operating expenses of the railways. Have they any right

to complain against the managements of the railways if,

through the Railroad Labor Board, they themselves impose

labor costs on the railways which make it necessary to main-

tain relatively high rates? The public's recourse, if high

labor costs compel high rates, is not to the railway managers,

but to the Railroad Labor Board and to the Congress under

whose legislation the Railroad Labor Board acts.

Another of the very largest items of railway expenses is

the cost of fuel. This item is, and for many months has

been, excessive because of the high prices of coal. The high

prices of coal have been mainly due to the high wages of

the miners. The present wages of union miners were fixed

by a government commission to remain in effect until March

1, 1922. The railways are not responsible for high freight

rates in so far as they are due to high prices of coal.

Since the present rates were made necessary, and since

their continuance has been made necessary chiefly by high

labor costs and high prices of coal, the railway managements

have a right, and it is their duty, to say to the farmers and

business interests that they must help to secure reasonable

reductions of railway operating costs if general reductions

in rates are to be made under conditions which will not in

the long run injure more than they will benefit the farmers

and business interests themselves. And in this connection

it is relevant to point out that the Railroad Labor Board,

in fixing wages, is required by law to consider the cost of

living; that the cost of living is mainly determined by the

general level of prices; and that the present high prices of

some classes of commodities and the high rentals in our

cities are the principal obstacles to securing a really large

further reduction of railway wages.

Government Regulation Centers Attacks on Railroads

We are in the midst of a period of severe and even violent

readjustment of business and economic conditions. This

readjustment has been made necessary by the war. The war

caused enormous increases of prices and wages and tempo-

rarilv created new relationships between different classes of

industrial, commercial and financial enterprises. It was in-

evitably followed by a period of worldwide depression which

has caused great reductions of prices and wages, and is

establishing still other new relationships not only between

the industries and commerce of different nations, but also

between different classes of industrial, commercial and finan-

cial concerns in our own country. Today those in all lines

of enterprise are struggling fiercely not only to minimize

immediate losses, but also to put their various houses in

order so that after the present period of stress and distress

they may again do a large business and make large profits.

In this period of struggling back to "normalcy" the railways

have peculiar difficulties to contend with. They have to

work through it without being able to draw upon large sur-

plus profits made during the war years. They have to work
through it with every rate they can charge subject to regu-

lation by government bodies, and with the wages and work-

ing conditions of every one of their employees controlled by
i government body. The managers of other business con-

cerns are comparatively free to use such means as they see

fit for getting out of their difficulties. The railways must use

such means as government authorities will permit. Unfor-

tunately, also, the very circumstance that their rates and

wages are regulated by the government concentrates upon

them pressure and attacks of a kind from which most other

business concerns are exempt.

The policies thai the government bodies which regulate the

railways will adopt and follow will depend mainly upon
public sentiment. If public sentiment demands that railway

rates and wages shall be regulated largely regardless of both

the immediate and later effects upon the net return the rail-

ways are able to earn, the capital they can raise and the

extent to which they can prepare for rendering adequate

service, then rates and wages will be so regulated. On the

other hand, if public sentiment demands that both railway

rates and wages shall be regulated with due regard to the

net returns that the railways can earn, and to the effects that

will be produced in the long run upon the service they can
render to the public, rates and wages doubtless will be so

regulated. Public sentiment in this country is omnipotent,

and in the long run, regardless of statutes and courts, dic-

tates the policies followed by the government in reference to

any industry over which the government extends its regulat-

ing authority. Therefore, the farmers and business men of

the country can call the tune to be played by government

regulation. They can call a tune which will prevent or one
which will cause revival of the development of the railways.

In reaching a decision as to what tune they shall call, how-
ever, they should not overlook one fact of very great impor-
tance to themselves. This is, that those who call the tune

will finally have to pay the piper, and that upon what tune

they call will depend how large the piper's bill will be.

It is hard to believe a people who have used so much
sagacity and foresight as the American people have in respect

to many other great matters should persist in using so little

sagacity and foresight in dealing with the railroad problem
as they have used thus far. Surely we have learned too well

the costly lessons taught by our experience with government
regulation and government control to renew the policy of

railway restriction, and even confiscation, which we sys-

tematically pursued for years, and which we so gladly and
even enthusiastically abandoned when we passed the Trans-
portation Act. If we return to the old pre-war policy of con-

stantly restricting the railways to the lowest rates and least

earnings which the courts will not declare confiscatory,

we had just as well reconcile ourselves to the expectation

that sooner or later private ownership and management of

railroads will fail and the public will adopt government
ownership and management or Mr. Plumb's famous plan:

it will do so from sheer desperation and disgust at the natural

and unavoidable results of its own mistaken and short-

sighted regulation.

This railroad problem is not merely the railroads' prob-

lem. In a much more real sense it is the public's problem.

Government regulation makes it necessary for the public to

participate in solving it, and the public will be injured or

benefited much more by the way it is solved than the owners

and managers of the railways. It will never be solved right

until business men direct their influence upon government

regulation by the same intelligence and foresight that they

use in managing their own affairs. If business men ever do
apply to the railroad problem the same intelligence and
foresight that they use in solving the problems of their own
businesses. Then, and not until then, will the railroad

problem be solved and solved right.

Miss A. T. Dewar, operator for the Canadian Pacific at Heron

Bay. Ont., finds her name in the general superintendent's "educa-

tional" (disciplined record for November, with 25 merit marks for

special efficiency on a very cold night. She received a telegram

at 11:15 p. m., addressed to a man who was hunting four miles

out in the bush, advising him of the death of his brother, in Port

Arthur. She. when relieved at midnight, took the message and.

accompanied by her sister, braved the dangers of a lonely tramp

through the bush, in which wolves could be heard, and walked

the four miles, the mercury at the time standing at 5 degrees below

zero. By her prompt action the recipient of the telegram was

enabled to take train No. 1 to Port Arthur before morning.

Whether or not the Ottawa government, like that at Washington,

has men out hunting for chances to impose penalties (on the rail-'

road, not on the operator) when telegraphers work .overtime, is a

point on which no information is given.



Western Maryland 1921 Net in Sharp Contrast

Almost Back at Pre-War Level—Turn-Around Operation Saves

50 Per Cent in Time of Tonnage Trains

The annum, repori oi the Western Maryland for 1920

was issued to the public on Monday, December S.

The meat of the report is largely contained in the

concluding remarks of Lawrence Greer, chairman oi thi

board. The statement says:

The plans of the company, interrupted during the period oi

federal control, for thi establishment and maintenance of its rail-

roads as an efficient transportation system of modem type, were
resumed upon the restoration of private operation, and havi beer

followed during the present i cal year and since its close. To
this end, particular attention lias been direeted toward thi en

largement of the terminal facilities at Baltimore through t he-

acquisition of additional contiguous property, the completion of

a new steel coal pier with modern mechanical unloading apparatus,

the substantial expansion of storage and handling facilities ai the

grain elevator at Port Covington, and the acquisition of steel i at

floats of large capacity for service in Baltimore harbor. I he

transportation capacity of the property has also been increased

by the addition of 40 Consolidation freight locomotives, and at-

tention has been given to the maintenance of track and structure

so that, with the return ol normal business conditions, every de-

an item of $1,000,000 partial payment on account of the

guaranty, but not the full amount accrued, This compared

with the net corporate income in 1919 of $2 I 66 in 1918,

of $342,527. There is a wealth of interesting detail in the

annual report and a perusal of it will give a complete story

of what the road has been doing month by month since

the beginning of 1917. The comparative tables showing
iln ,1,-t of locomotive pi per 100 miles run, etc,

for the years 1917 to 1920 and the detailed figures relative

to maintenance for the years 1912 to 1920 will be found

nig.

Present Monthly Net About $250,000

Immediate interest in the railroad lies naturally in what

the carrier is doing at present. The figures for operations

in 1921, so far as they are available, afford an interesting

study in contrasts as compared with 1920. At present the

road's net railway operating income is running at the rate of

One of the Heavy Consolidation Locomotives Which the Western Maryland Is Using in the Turn Around Service Between
Hagerstown and Cumberland

These locomotives are among the heaviest of tluir type ever built. They have cylinders, a total weight of insine of 294.900 lb. and
lb. including the tender. The weight on diivers is 168,200 lb and thi ',.-(. JO0 lb. The tender, which luis six-wheel trucks, carries 15.000
callons of water and 16 tons of coal. Built bj the Baldwin Locomotivi V\ orks.

partment of the transportation system may be properly equipped
to provide efficient service for the handling with economical re-

sults of the business which maj be i ffi red

Results of Operations in 1920

The annual report of the Western Maryland is Issued 50

late and the changes have been so great in the period which
has intervened since the < lose of the year with which il

leals, that interest lies less in the details given in the report

than in the operating results which are being .secured at

present, In 1920, nevertheless, the road handled a record

business. It moved 18,335,345 revenue tons of freight and

its revenue ton-miles totaled 2,2S9,.w(),222. The best

previous year was 1918 when 17,156,884 tons were moved

ind the ton-mileage totaled 2,183,961,077, The average

haul in 1920 was 1 !5 miles; m 1918, 127.

The property in 1920 had a net railway operating income

of $675,975, which figure was as large as it was be

of a large credit per diem balance. The 1920 net compared

with deficits in 1918 and 1919, during the federal control

period. For purposes of comparison also it may be noted

that the standard >return based on the results for the three

years ended fune 30, 1917, was $3,079,593. The corporate

ncome account for 1920, including government rental lor

January and February and the guaranty for the following

six months, showed a net for the Mar of $57,735, including

- 150,000 monthh and has been running at that rate all

the year The net railwa) operating income for the first ten

months of 1921 has been $2,51 - mpared with a de-

ficit of $235,085 in the first ten months of 1
( '2<». The traffic

handled this year has been COnsidentbl} below that of last

year. The latest figures available as tin- i- written are those

ptember. flu- net ton-miles in the fir-t nine months
of 1921, including both revenue and non-revenue freight,

totaled 1,355,688,000. llie figure for the first nine months
of 1920 was 1,703.157,000 In October the road's operat-

ing ratio was 7 1.6, for the ten month- it was 7'J..v An
even more interesting figure is tin- transportation ratio; the

tiizurc for the tir-t ten months of 1921 was 37.4. The few

ii.it have been able to better that figure are the ones

re inclined to feci most optimistic about present rail-

nditii ns,

Coal Traffic 60 to 65 Per Cent

I be Western Maryland operates 804 miles of line of

which 114 is trackage right-. The main line extends from

Baltimore to Connellsville, Pa., where connection is made
with the Pittsburgh & bake Erie, thereb) supplying a route

to Pitt-burgh. Another important line extends from t'um-

erlai.d to Elkins, W. Va., and a third El iwn to

Shippensburg. Pa., where traffic is turned over to the Phila-

1309
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delphia & Reading. The road's most important traffic is

bituminous coal, the percentage of that commodity to the total

traffic averaging about 60 to 65 per cent. This coal is ob-

tained from the Somerset, Georges Creek, Gauley and Fair-

mont fields. The Somerset and Fairmont fields are served

by lines operated but not owned by the Western Maryland;

connection with them is secured through trackage rights

over the Baltimore & Ohio. The larger part of the coal

is moved eastward, principally to Baltimore. A consider-

able tonnage moves via Shippensburg, Pa., and thence over

the P. & R. including the sizeable quantity received from the

B. & O. at Cherry Run. So important is the movement via

Shippensburg that the Western Maryland and P. & R. have

worked out a method whereby locomotives of either road

are used between Hagerstown and Harrisburg.

Capacity of Grain Elevator to Be Doubled

The Western Maryland has extensive tide-water facilities

at Port Covington, Baltimore. These include a new coal

pier, a large grain elevator, etc. The road handles a con-

siderable quantity of grain, received principally from the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at Connellsville. The present ele-

vator has a capacity of about 1,500,000 bushels. So fast

has the grain traffic grown in recent years that the road has

had to expand its grain handling facilities. Contracts have

just been let for additions which will about double the capa-

city of the present elevator at Port Covington.

Making Human Nature Work for the Railroad

The Western Maryland in 1920 had a revenue train load

of 1,064 tons, this comparing with 909 in 1917, 956 in

1918 and 985 in 1919. The road is required to use helper

engines on every operating division in one direction and on

all but two divisions in both directions. One of the busiest

divisions is that from Cumberland to Hagerstown. It is

on this division that the road has worked out what the

officers describe as a method of "Making human nature

work for the railroad." The district in question is 80 miles

in length. 1'rains are handled to Williamsport, 73 miles

WEST

Hutwfile I VIRGINIA /-/ VIRGINIA

Durbin A/ --- Trackage Rights-Freight Only

The Western Maryland

up a grade of 0.3 per cent with a single Consolidation loco-

motive—one of the heaviest of its type in use. From Wil-

liamsport to Hagerstown, 7 miles, a helper is required to

assist the train up a 1.1 per cent grade. The line is single

track and equipped with automatic block signals operated on

the absolute permissive principle, under which the block sec-

tions for opposing movements extend from siding to siding,

and for following movements the block extends from signal

to signal. All train dispatching is by telephone. In the

automatic block section territory Form 19 train orders are

used to restrict the rights of trains where formerly 31 orders

were used exclusively for this purpose. The difficulty in

stopping and starting 100-car trains without damaging draw
bars was very great. By delivering train orders without

stopping the train a great deal of damage and delay was
eliminated with a marked improvement in the facility of

operation.

The following details concerning the operation of this

division have been supplied by an officer of the road : Prior
to the calendar year 1919, tonnage freight trains were
handled between Hagerstown and Cumberland by dispatch-

ing the crews from their home terminal at Hagerstown to

Cumberland and tying up for rest at Cumberland. When
the crews' rest was up and they were available for service,

they were called for the first tonnage train leaving Cum-
berland for Hagerstown.

This plan was objectionable due to the fact that the men
were required to take their rest away from their home ter-

minal and frequently there resulted considerable terminal

delay to the Hagerstown crews, after their eight hours' rest

was up at Cumberland, before an eastbound tonnage train

was ready to start the return movement to Hagerstown.
Naturally the men would prefer spending their spare time

at home rather than at a distant terminal, and their ex-

penses would also be less if the service could be arranged

so that they could return promptly upon arrival at Cum-
berland.

Operation Before Adoption of Turn-Around Service

The following statement shows by months the average

time on duty for all tonnage trains operated from Hagers-
town to Cumberland, and Cumberland to Hagerstown for

the calendar year 1918, which indicates the results before

the turn-around service was made effective:

Average
Average Average total time on
time on time on duty for round
duty west- duty east- trip between

Calendar year bound to bound to Hagerstown
1918 Cumberland Hagerstown and Cumberland

Hrs. Min. Hrs. Min. Hrs. Min.

February 14 30 14 30 29 OS
March 14 12 12 06 26 18
April 12 37 11 36 24 13
May 12 17 10 56 23 13
June 11 56 12 07 24 03
July 12 25 11 44 24 09
August 12 33 13 08 26 01
September '12 57 13 46 26 43
October 12 55 13 04 25 S9
November 12 59 12 17 25 16
December 14 00 14 23 28 23

When the turn-around service was started, it was found
that by close co-operation between the Hagerstown and
Elkins division trains would not be started westbound from
Hagerstown until such eastbound tonnage was available at

Cumberland to permit of a quick turn-around upon arrival

of the crew at Cumberland.

After the train reached Cumberland on the westbound

movement the engine was sent to the engine terminal and

relieved for 1 hr. 30 min. for the purpose of cleaning the

fire, ash pan, and also furnishing the necessary fuel, water,

sand, and supplies. The crew was relieved for this period

and used the opportunity to rest and eat

Time Reduced One-Half

The turn-around plan has been in operation since 1918,

and by months to date, since January, 1921, the following

statement shows the average time on duty, eastbound and

westbound, in handling the same character of traffic by turn-

around service that was formerly moved by tying the crews

up at Cumberland for rest:

\\ crage total

Average Average time on duty
time on time on for turn-around

duty west- duty east- -trip between
Calendar year bound to bound to Hagerstown

1921 Cumberland Hagerstown and Cumberland
Hrs. Min. Hrs. Min. Hrs. Min.

lanuary 7 57 10 06 18 03
February 7 30 9 12 16. 42
March 6 54 8 31 15 25 •

April 6 45 7 44 14 32
May 6 36 7 36 14 12.

June 6 13 7 09 13 22
July 6 10 7 14 13 24
August ' 6 13 7 33- 13 46
September 6 27 7 43 14 10
October 6 4T 7 47 14 34
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In all of the figures given above the total time on duty

includes the initial and terminal delay as well as road time.

In cases where the trains do not turn, on account of engine

failures or for other reasons, the total time on duty is in-

cluded so that the figures represent the actual facts. The
reduction of approximately one-half as between the old

method and the new will indicate the manner in which the

crews work to get their trains over the division in both direc-

tions. It shows the result of "Making human nature work
for the railroad."

A Record Performance

I In best performance of record was madi during June,

1921, when the following results were obtained for the

month :

Average time on duty westbound 6 hr. 13 min.
Average time on duty eastboun.l 7 hr. 09 rain.
Total average time on duty 13 hr. 22 min.
Average eaatbound loads handled per train 94
Average actual gross tons handled per train 6, 1 86

An arbitrary limit of 100 cars or 7,000 actual gross tons

und is in effect.

lest |
H rfonnance for the month of June was by West-

ern Maryland Consolidation engine 803 as follows:

Train consisted of 100 loada
handled 7,312

Actual time on duty eaMbound 6 hr. 19 min.
Distance run 80 mile*

Agreement on Reorganization of French Railways

Private Companies to Work Under Joint Financial Arrangements

with Dividends Guaranteed

By M. Peschaud

Secretary, Paris-Orleans Railway

Tim reoroanizath \ of the French railways has at last

been accomplished by the passage oi the Railway Act

by the French Parliament. The promulgation of the

act was a difficult proposition in view of the complexity of

the situation in which the railways found themselves after

the war. Tin' problem has been solved By retaining the

operating concessions of the private companies with certain

revisions to meet the new conditions. All surpluses, after

payment of guaranteed dividends, are to pass into a general

fund for the benefit of ill roads and in reases in dividends

are only possible b\ a "management premium" based upon
efficiency of operation.

The present mileage of these principal lines is as follows:

Miles
. Lyons & Mei

State
Paris-Orleans 4,844
Eat 3.on
Midi
Nonl

Since the war Frani e has also at quired the AJsai e-Lorraine

railway system, in the north, which is being run

government railway.

Present Organization

All of the above railways, except oi course the State, are

operated as incorporated joinl stock companies under certain

concessions which will expire between 1950 and I960. At
the end of that time thej will be turned over to the govern-
ment on payment b) thi government of an indemnity cover-
ing rolling >to. I., ton and other movable propert)

same time tin government has the right to take over the

companies at an) time on payment of an indemnity i

in the averagi eld ol the five besl years during .1 period

of seven years prioi to the tiim 1 >l pur< hase.

The five private i. mpanii ' freedom of administration has
only been limited, up to the present time, by the term- of

their concessions and the powers reposed in the Minister of

Public Works, the latter being fixed by law and founded on
the right of the government to regulate railway traffic in

the interests of publit s.ifetx The companies hav,

allowed to ii\ rates, within the limits of fixed maximums.
Subject to the approval of the Minister.

As regards finance, each of the five companies had its

own budget. In accordance with the existing agreement.
the government guaranteed in case of 8 deficit the interest

and principal oi their capital, both bonds and shares, and
the paymenl to thi share capital of a minimum dividend.

Thpse amounts, which were advanced by the government
in the form of a loan, paid 4 per cent interest and v.

be repaid out of future profits hr-t of all. then out of the

sums payable for of equipment when the con-

cession should come to an end. or in case of repurchase.

When the profit- reached a certain limit the government re-

ceived a share. The revenue between the guaranteed mini-
mum and the dividend which gave the government a right

to a -hare was reserved to the stockholders.

In the case of three of these companies this government
guaranty was only temporary

—

and for two of them, the Nord
and [he I'. iris, Lyons & Mediterranean, it had expired on

iber 31, 1914,—just the time, in fact, when it was
|uin d 1 he guaranty in the 1 ase of I

due to e\pir. in [934 For the other companies (Orleans
and Midi), it held good until their concession should come
to an end

To enable the Nord and the P. L. M. to carry on during

the war .in aithori/ing the .

charge the d reviously gu the original

account— in other words to have recourse to a loan to meet
their liabilil

In 1

.eminent guaranty panics, the P L
the I'M. had repaid thi r had

even been in a position 1 profits with the govern-
ment, the two other companies was about 615
million

The Weak and Strong Roads

Q, both administrative and financial, of
the State railway is entin It i- under die direct

authority of the Minister of Public Works and has at its

head a manager appointed by the Minister, wh
by a Railway Board (Conseil h is merely

dung body, riie

ipplementary budgi

Parliament approves
The public treasury has to meet the deficits and would have
benefited from the profits if there had been any. bu-
rn, itter of fact thi- railway lias always had a large .;

The various rail/ • differently situated. They
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all have a large agricultural traffic, for the reason that

agriculture is well developed in every district of France, but

while the Nord, the Est and the P. L. M. had also, before

the war, a large industrial traffic, the Orleans, the Midi and

the State were at a great disadvantage -in this respect. This

explains why the returns for these lines were so much lower

than the returns for the first three. The figures of the

gross and net returns show this clearly. For 191.3 they are

as follows:
Gross income Net income

Railway per mile per mile

p L M $19,823 $8,528

State 11,467 1,628

Paris-Orleans 12,805 5,220

Est 19,767 7,607

Midi 11,936 5,288

Nord 28,187 10,908

At the beginning of the war, the financial position of the

French railways, was as follows: In 1913 three companies

had shown a surplus—the P. L. M., $1,600,000 and the Est

and Nord about $1,400,000 each. Two companies had a

deficit—the Paris-Orleans $3,400,000 and the Midi about

$200,000. The State railway alone showed a defict of

$13,400,000.

Inferior Management of State Railway

The management of the State railway has always been

much inferior to that of the other companies. When in 1913

the operating ratio of the companies rose from 55 per cent

to 61 per cent, that of the State railway reached 85 per cent.

Although the traffic conditions of the Orleans railway and

the State railway were very similar, the first, as we have

seen, obtained a net vield per mile of $5,220 and the second

$1,628 only.

Conditions During and After the War
With the declaration of war all the railways of France, in

accordance with the law, passed into the control of the

Minister of Public Works, who operated them as a single

railway without altering their financial system, except as

mentioned in the case of the Nord and P. L. M. When
the railways were returned to their owners in 1919 pre-

vailing conditions did not permit of reverting to the pre-war

organization and a temporary system was established until

a new scheme could be devised.

The management was restored to the railways but part of

the war organization was retained, inasmuch as liaison com-
mittees were formed with the object of adjusting the traffic

conditions on the different lines.

The railways also suffered financially from the after effects

of the war. The restriction of commercial traffic and the

continued rise of prices diminished the receipts and greatly

increased the operating expenses. This resulted in a deficit

which two successive increases of rates (70 to 80 per cent for

passenger, 140 per cent for freight) were unable to cover.

At the end of the year 1920, the deficit on the whole of the

principal French lines since 1914 had risen to $1,114,-

600,000. It attained $1,327,000,000 if the bonuses granted
by the government to employees on account of increased

cost of living are taken into account.

The Problem

In 1918 the government entered into negotiations with

the companies with a view to deciding upon the basis of a

reorganization. The problem was a double one. It was
necessary on the one hand to remedy the situation created by
the war and on the other hand to establish a new organiza-
tion for the future. Owing to the conciliator}' spirit shown
on both sides during these negotiations, they were successful

and on May 18, 1920, the government submitted for parlia-

mentary approval the agreement that the Minister of Public
Works had drawn up with the approval of the companies.

After minute investigation and long debates in the Chani-
lif-r of Deputies and the Senate, (his agreement has just re-

< vived the approval of both houses, after being subjected to

numerous modifications in detail.

The following are the principal provisions of the new
railway law:

Payment of Past Deficits

The provisions of the agreement are as follows: Owing
to the fact that during the war the railways were to some
extent managed as state railways the agreement provides that

the government shall be responsible for the deficits

of the companies since the beginning of the war
up to January 11. 1921. Therefore the amounts paid

by the government to the companies as guaranties of in-

terest will not be repayable. As regards the Nord and
P. L. M. whose guaranty of interest came to an end in

1914 and who were authorized to have recourse to a loan to

cover their deficits, the government will ensure to them repay-

ment of the sums thus borrowed by payment of annuities.

Moreover, the guaranteed debt in the case of the two

railways which still had one was stopped on December 31,

1913, and ceased to bear interest on that date. It cannot

be demanded until the end of the concession or in case of

repurchase by the government.

Apart from this, the companies renounce all claims on the

government both as regards losses caused by the war and

events previous to the war. The government acts for them

in regard to all reparations from the enemy.

The Reorganization of the Railways ".

Two principles were kept in view in drawing up the new
scheme:—First, the maintenance of the existing companies,

and second, the assurance that they should work in unison,

and that there should be a closer association between the rail-

ways and the main interests of the nation; also, as a result

the attainment of their financial solidarity subject to the

rule that their receipts should balance their expenses.

The companies have strictly speaking, been maintained

without any alteration in their statures, their internation

organization, the powers of the boards of directors or their

relations with their shareholders and employees. But new
organizations have been formed, which are placed above
them. These are the Higher Railway Council (Conseil

Superieur des Chemin de Fer) and the Executive Committee.

The Higher Railway Council

The Higher Railway Council, which is a consulting body,
was formed with the object of ensuring better co-operation

between the management of the lailways and the general in-

terests of the country. Its duty is to give advice and to

keep the public bodies and the managements of the railways
informed regarding the requirements of the users of the

railways. But this Council has no real powers beyond
those that the ministry delegates to it. The Ministry of

Public Works retains all the powers which it previously pos-

sessed, with two additions. It obtains the right to reduce the

rates when they seem contrary to the public interest, and
also, in case of refusal or unwillingness on the part of the
companies, it can officially carry out the measures which it

already had the right of enacting.

It will have to consider all questions of a general char-
acter referring to the constitution of the railways, the method
of running them, the plant, supplementary works, electrifica-

tion, rates, etc. The Minister of Public Works cannot make
any decision in these matters without being obliged to lay
the matter before the Higher Railway Council, "and if he
does not wish to accept its opinion he must first call a second
meeting of the latter.

The Higher Railway Council will include, besides the

chairman, 60 members as follows: Eighteen members of

the railway executive committee, 12 representatives of the

employees (these representatives will be elected bv the staff
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itself, two for each railway, one to represent the higher grade

employees and the other the lower grade employees), 30

representatives of the general interests of the country, nom-

inated by the Minister.

The Executive Committee

The purpose and power- of the Executive Committee are

entirely different. Whmile the Higher Council, by reason

of the powers assigned to it, includes, besides the represents

tive of the railways, representatives of the employees and the

shipping public, the Executive Committee includes represen-

tatives of the railways only.

It is composed of 1<S members, namely:—For each com-

pany, two directors and the manager, and for the state rail-

ways, the president and vice-president of the board of

directors and the manager. It will be noticed that it does

not include any representatives of the employees. A request

was made that they should l>e included, but the companies

did not give their consent to the proposal, as this committee

has to make decisions which are binding on the railways,

and must not, therefore, include memlicrs having no re-pun

sibility.

Whereas the duty of the Higher Council is to define the

main lines of railway policy, and fix the general rules, the

Executive Committee is the managing body of the railways

in everything which affects their mutual interests. It was
formed to propose and make all resolutions regarding ques-

tions which affect the railways as a whole, to put into force

the decisions of the Minister of Public Works and the

Higher Railway Council and apply them on all the railways.

Labor Provisions

With the object of putting an end to the disputes between

the companies and their employees on questions of wages,

pensions and working conditions a tribunal for arbitration

purposes has been provided for. Half of this body will

be composed of the representatives on the Higher Count il of

the railway or railways affected, and half of the representa-

tives of the employees of the Council presided over by an

arbitrator appointed by the members of tin- Council repre-

senting the public

Finally we would mention that the agreement makes pro-

vision for the eventual incorporation of the Alsace-Lorraine

railways into the organization Judging from recent state

ments made by the government, this incorporation will shortly

take place

Financial Organization

The financial co-ordination of the railways lead-, as a

natural consequence, to their financial solidarity. Under the

old system each railway had its own budget and acci

In 1913 the statement- of the railways showed a favorable

balance for three of them and a deficit in the case of the

other three. It happened thus that the first were able to

distribute higher dividends to their shareholders, whereas

the deficiencies of the second were a burden on the govern-

ment, either directly as in the ea-e of tile State rail'

indirectlj by reason of the guaranty of int<

The principle of financial solidarity inscribed in the new

convention consists, on the contrary, of making the railways

as a whole bear the expenses of running them all. From tin

moment that it was decided to run the various railwaj

single railway and the Executive Committee obtained the

right to make decisions binding en all the railways, it be-

came necessary tor each one of them to feel that thi

guaranteed against any injurious consequence of these deci-

sions. Without this guaranty the railways would probably
never have consented t" accept the new administrative

organization nor to bear the expenses of working in unison
with the State railway.

Financial solidarity is achieved by the creation of com-

mon funds in which the profits of each railway will be placed,

and from which the railways having a deficit will draw in

order to make up their di

Each railway will draw on its receipts according

expenses and it- financial burdens (interest and dividend

payments and retirement of indebtedness). The -urplus

remaining will t>e paid into the common fund.

The Government's Responsibility

Rate- must be so fixed a- to bring the receipts up to the

level of the expenses subject to parliamentary approval.

Every live years Parliament will revise the maximum rates

on the advice of the Higher Railwa\ Council. I In

ment expressly state- that this cannot 1*- done, however.

without taking into , inn th ituation It was.

therefore, necessary to devise other means of making thi

common funds balance, and they are as follow-: either the

j will advan.c directly to the common fund ih-

amount which is lai lung, which amount must be repaid from

the fund within tin spao "t two years, or else the govern-

ment will have to fall back upon the credit of th'

which will each issue on behalf of the government

bonds for the amount necessarj to cover their deficiencies

Parliament will determine every year the maximum advances

which the treasury tan make- to the common fund and the

maximum bond- which < an l issued b\ each railway.

These measures, which a turse temporary, an

daily intended to be applied during the first few years when
the financial position of the railways will probably -till l.e

difficult. When norma] conditions arrive, the adjustment of

theratcs will, verj likely, lie sufficient to enable the railway-

to balance their ai I omits.

Winn the common fund -hew- a -urplu-, tin.- surplus

will be applied in tin first j >1. t- < t • > repaying any advances
which may have been made to it They will then be used to

form a reserve fund, the- maximum amount of which will be

fixed by the Minister of Publii We.rk-. The surplus, if

there i- one, will go to the- government In this event the

Minister 'an lower tie- rate- -" a- tee make the receipts and
expenditures balani e again.

The dividend on the- -hare - of tie
i companies is guaranteed

at the minimum tixed b\ tin- former agreements, namely, 54
fraiie- for the Nord, 3S.S0 francs for the Est, 55 francs for

the P. L. M., 50 francs for the- Midi and 56 francs for the

P. O. A nominal dividend ha- been fixed for the State-

railway which will . Heel d i>\ tin- treasury.

As has been shown, thi- dividend does not ri>e > ir fall on
't of the constitution of the common fund . xe ept by

means of the management premium.

The Management Premium
Ih, il "i u- railways bj the companies would

have been apt to bceome entirely disinterested if the amount
of the dividend has been uninfluenced by operating re--ults.

It was therefore, to find some means of interesting

the companies in tin effii ient running of the railways. The
agreement attains this end by treating a management
premium.

It was difficult to find a formula, and the bill was altered
I times when it was being drawn up and in it

through Parliament, lo form a basis for the calcula-

tion, n was necessary to define as exactly as possible the

factors which were supposed to show most definitely the
results of good or bad management. Then each ,,i these

given a rela'r. isting

circumstani

The two f.u-teers decided upon .\u the following: Devel-
opment of traffic and economy in o|>eration.

In view of the present financial situation of the railways,
which had a deficit, as shown in the 1020 statement of ac-

counts, of no less than $500,000,000, more weight
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tached to the second factor with the object of encouraging

economical management" on the railways.

Working on these principles, the management premium is

calculated as follows. It has two distinct factors:

(A) Three per cent of any surplus receipts shown in the

statement of accounts, with reference to "the receipts in the

1920 statement of accounts, which will be taken as a basis.

In making this calculation, the receipts resulting from the

two increases of rates which came into force during the

last few years will not be taken into account. This last con-

dition is made with the object of inducing the railway com-

panies to develop their traffic, which is measured by the

bare receipts, and not by increases of rates which would

swell the total receipts independently of any increase of

traffic.

(B) One per cent of any decrease, with reference to the

1920 statement of accounts, in the deficiency of the receipts

as compared with the expenses, and further, when the re-

ceipts exceed the expenses, one per cent of the total excess.

On the other hand, if the statement of accounts shows an

increased deficit compared with the 1920 statement, a penalty

of two per cent of such increase will be exacted.

Taking into account the fact that the results for 1920 were

adversely affected by the price of coal, the decrease in which

is already making itself felt, and that the fact of this decrease

in price alone will show better results without much credit

being due to the companies, the agreement has made certain

alterations in the 1920 results. According to expectations the

premium will vary round about $1 per share and may in-

crease later to some extent as regards the first statements of

accounts.

Employees' Premium

It was desired to interest the employees also in the efficient

running of the railways and the agreement provides that they

shall receive a premium in the same way as the companies.

It will be calculated according to the formula which we

have just quoted. The factors will, however, be doubled

until the total attains a maximum per railway of 1.50 per

cent of the receipts forming the basis of the first factor,

namely, the bare receipts.

The premium will be divided among the employees in

accordance with the rules which the State Council draws up

for the application of the act. At first each employee will

receive a share of the premium amounting to about $20.

New Capital Bonds

The new agreement has altered the system with regard to

bonds issued by the companies. Formerly they were obliged

to redeem all bonds before they were due. This responsi-

bility became heavier as the date of redemption drew near

and even before the war there had been some idea of altering

the agreements in this respect. The new convention has de-

cided that the bonds issued under the new system will be

redeemable in 60 years and that, when they fall due,' the

government will be responsible for bonds which are not

yet redeemed. This is one of the most interesting financial

arrangements made by the new convention.

Repurchase

Finally, the agreement modifies the term? on which the

concessions will eventually be repurchased. We have seen

that the government reserved to itself the right of repurchas-

ing the concessions at any time on the following terms:

Payment of an annuity based on the net yield of the last

few years, and an indemnity equal to the replacement value

of the rolling stock and stores.

The method of arriving at the value of rolling stock has

been changed under the agreement. Henceforth value is

to lie considered original cost less depreciation at 2.5 per

cent for each year of service. The stores will be paid for

at cost price.

The agreement provides further that when two of the

existing companies have turned over their properties to the

government on account of the normal expiration of their

concession the other companies can also claim their repur-

chase. The companies could not consent to remain in a

combination in which the government would be in the

majority.

President Believes

Railroads Recuperating
Washington, D. C.

The President believes that the railroad situation is now
very greatly improved, it was said at the White House
on December 27, in response to a question as to the

prospects for improved business conditions for 1922 as shown

by the reports of government departments. In spite of the

failure of the railroad securities bill in the Senate, it was

stated that the administration has been able to so handle its

railroad securities as to be able to earn- out settlements with

the railroads and to fund such of the indebtedness of the

roads for capital improvements as it desired without asking

Congress for any money, and that with the funds available

it will be possible to meet the funding situation so as to cover

all necessities without asking for additional authority or

additional funds. The President looks for a marked re-

cuperation of the railroad condition and is confident that that

is likely to result in a recuperation of business generally.

The statement regarding the settlements refers to the fact

that the cash resources of the Railroad Administration have

been increased by the sale of equipment trust certificates.

This has not placed at the disposal of the administration

funds enough to do as much funding as was contemplated

when the bill to authorize the War Finance Corporation to

take over some of the railroad securities up to $500,000,000

was proposed, but it is understood that many of the railroads

are now in a better position to make settlements without fund-

ing or by funding less of their indebtedness than they were

last summer. The plan as proposed then was to give the

railroads additional cash with which to cam* out mainte-

nance work and place money in circulation in the hope that

it would improve business conditions.

Payment of employees by check instead of in cash is to

be the rule henceforth on the New York. Ontario & \\

Hitherto the pay car has made regular trips over the road

twice a month.

Photo &y Keystone

Railway Station, Leipzig, Germany



Ferry Cradle at St. Louis Embodies New Features

Missouri Pacific Builds Barge Transfer for Heavy Loads

and Wide Range in River Level

By F. E. Bates

Assistant Bridge Engineer, Missouri Pacific

UNLIKE the other roads which operate lines across the

Mississippi river at St. Louis, the Missouri Pacific

handles a large part of its traffic by means of a car

ferry. As shown on the track diagram (Fig. 1) of the St.

Louis terminals of that road, the freight traffic of the Mis-

souri Pacific between St. Louis and points in Arkansas and

Louisiana, which is handled on the east side of the Missis-

sip])! river to Dupo, may enter and leave St. Louis by way of

the ferry transfer without the use of other than Missouri

City Limits

Jefferson barracks o|

River

Fig. 1—Sketch Showing St. Louis Terminals of the Missouri

Pacific

Pacifii rails. Th< traffii handled in this manner amounts

to as much as 600 ears a day, including a considerable num-
ber of hopper-bottom coal cars of 55 to 70 tons capai itj

The marine equipment consists of a four-track 26-car steel

barge operated by a stern wheel tow boat.

Owing to the wide variation in the stage oi water in the

Mppi river, one troublesome detail in the handling of

Top or

and shocks ui the barge landing against the cradles. Ac-

cordingly, Coopers E-55 was used for live loading to provide

for an 0-6-0 switch engine with 65,000 lb. on each pair of

drivers, the axles being spaced 6 ft. 6 in. center to center.

Both cradles are of similar construction and the description

will be confined to the west cradle at West Ivory.

The profile in Pig. 3 shows the grades on the cradle and

the incline. The incline tracks are carried on a timber I

with panels 10 to 12 ft. center to center and three ply 8-in.

by 16-in. chords. The design and spacing of cradle sup-

ports were made to reduce the stresses in the incline trestle as

much as possible. The main portion of the cradle is of tim-

ber construction with 24-ft. cast steel feather rails at the

shore end and a 38-ft. hinged steel apron girder at the river

end.

The details of the timber portion of the cradle are shown
in Fig. 2. Special attention was given to the reduction oi

the unit bearing stresses as considerable trouble wa> ex-

perienced in the previous cradle with bearing failures,

and sills 16 in. wide were used throughout. Wheels were

spaced 7 ft. center to center except at the low end where

special construction was required. All wheels are standard

solid cast wheels mounted on 5J/> in. by 10 in. car axles.

The cradle tracks are carried on two-ply 8-in. by 16-in.

stringers and sawed oak cross ties with tie plates. Oak ties

were used in place of pine on account of occasional derail-

ments, and 4-in. blocks are provided for separators to sup-

plement the notching of the outside guard timber. Xo drift

bolts or dowels were used in assembling the cradle. Threaded

bolts were used throughout and these were placed to permit

replacing any timber members without disturbing the >tru.

lure as a whole. In order to provide a certain amount of

flexibility in the higher portion of the cradle to accommo-
bie slight changes in grade of the incline track, the

12-in. bv 1 4-in. wheel timbers were cut and pinned together

and the longitudin imitted in each second panel.

70,0 of Rail 4% Grae/e-

Fig. 2—Part Elevation of the Timber Portion of the Cradle

the ferry traffic concerns the method provided for transferring

the cars from the tracks on the river bank to the ferry. This

is commonlj accomplished with the aid of a cradle consisting

of an inclined trestle mounted on wheels that roll on an in-

clined track laid on the grade of the river bank.

When the Missouri Pacific cradles were renewed in 1920
and 1921, the increase in cat loading and power required to

handle traffic on the incline grades of from 2.5 to 4 per

cent made it ncccs-.in to use heavier construction throughout

and to provide additional rigidity against the heav\ tl

Fig. 3 also shows the special construction oi apron girders

and supports. 1 o increase the car capacity of the outside or

wing tracks on the barge the turnout is placed on the cradle

with the frog point at the river end of the apron girders.

Additional wing girders are required to support the turnouts.

The rear ends of the apron girders are hinged to a heavy steel

rted on a six-wheel truck to distribute the loads

on the incline. The pin acts only as a guide as the hole is

made ' s in. large, and all vertical loads are carried by the

rocker bearing. The pin is placed as high as possible to
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reduce the gap in the rails for variations of tilt of the apron

girders.

The difference between light and loaded draft of the barge

is four feet and during loading and unloading the barge has

a maximum list of approximately two feet. To provide for

these variations and an allowance for inaccuracy of spotting

the cradle, provision is made for a maximum vertical travel

of the river end of the apron girders of five feet. The barge

is guided to the cradle by cluster piles on the bank side and

as it is very hard to maintain these clusters at the proper

location provision was made for a lateral movement of two
feet in either direction. Lateral movement is provided for by

front of the barge serve as guides to line the cradle and barge

accurately.

The counterweight towers are carried on two steel trucks

and the load is equalized on the four rails by the use of

larger shims under the carrying beams over the inside wheels

than over the outside wheels. The connection at the bottom

of the towers was made on a slight bevel so that the towers

will stand vertical when the carrying beam is deflected under
load. The barge, when landed against the cradle, support'1

the river end of the cradle beams and relieves the counter-

weights and jacks of all live load.

The adjustment of the cradle to proper elevation is made

~^̂ Puifi'ng"bars OX^. r0'' pL""p

Pulling bar Operating
platform

îSymmetrical about this £

Fig. 3—Half Plan, Elevation and Section of the Apron and Its Supports

slotting the pin holes at the shore end in the outside girders

of each set.

The apron girders are partially counterweighted from two
towers as shown in Fig. 1. They are adjusted by means of

one hydraulic oil jack at the top of each tower operated by a

small hand force pump. By manipulating the two jacks

separately it is possible for the operator to tilt the girders

as necessary to line up with barge as it comes in. The "Vs"
between the rails on the cradle and corresponding ones at the

by pulling or pushing the cradle up or down the incline. The
steel truck frame under the apron girders is provided with

heavy lateral bracing, and pulling bars, consisting of old

bridge eye bars. These are connected to the two inside

girders and are carried to the shore end of the cradle, where
double and treble blocks and 1J4 in. steel cable are provided

with anchorage to dead men for pulling the cradle up the

incline. The power is furnished by switch engines. The
cradles are pushed down the incline with a push pole.

Rock Island Yard and Shop, Silvis, 111.



Annual Report of the Bureau of Finance I. C. C.

Enormous Variety of Detail Dealt with by New Bureau;

Seven Hundred Miles of Road Abandoned

Tin. annual ni'Nki of the Interstate < ommero I or

mission, noticed in our issue of December 1". page

1157, includes the reports of tin three new bureaus

created by the commission in l'»-0 in connection with

the expansion of its organization which was necessitated b)

the new functions conferred upon it 1>\ the provisions of the

transportation act. These are tin Bureau of Final f

which W. A. Colston is director; tin Hunan of Traft'it . of

which W. V. Hardie is director, and tin Bureau of Service,

F. G. Robbins, director. While these bureaus were organ

i/.ed last year, the report for this year is the first to .over a

full year of their activities Thi commission's report also

I n< Ludes the usual report- of tin work of tin- older bureaus,

which follows the -ami- line- a- in previous vears.

KG! ON. I I. C.

I be work of tin Bureau of Finance represents the most
distinctively new phase of the commission's increased au-
thority under the new law. The report deals with the work
under the provisions of the transportation act relating to the

issuance of certificates of public convenience and neo
applications for authority for the acquisition of control or

for the consolidation of i.irriers. the regulation of security

issues, the six-month- guaranty following the termination of

federal control, the administration of the 5300,000,000 loan
fund and similar matter- It refers to several points on which
important question- as to the interpretation of the act have
arisen and suggests modifications. An abstract of the report
of tin- bureau is given herewith; and the others will be
m it I- ei I a- availabli found.

Certificates of Public

Convenience and Necessity

During thi yeai ended October 31. 1921, 70

applications for certificates of public convenience
ami necessity were Bled, Fifty-one certificates

have been issued, anil 10 applications have been
withdrawn, t if the tctal applications filed, 39

vere for p< rucl new lines of

railroad or t., extend existing lines, and 40 were
for permission to abandon lines < f r< ad. The

ition issued during the year covered
about 405 miles of new and 702
miles i f abandonment.

Pursuant to the pr,,\ ecticn 13 of

the act, we have availed ' the cn-

CONST»UCTION
Name of applicant aion of line •

Ahukini Terminal & Railway District of Puna. Kauai. Hawaii ...

Alabama, Florida & Gulf Houston County, Ala.: Tackson County, I ,..

Knii. do, Rochester & Pittsburgh Indiana County, Pa
Central of Georgia Jefferson County, Ala
Central of New Jersey Cumberland County. X. J
Detroit & I ronton Wayne County, Mich
Flint Belt County, Mich
Idaho Central . . Twin Falls County. Idaho; Elko Count}
Interstate Wise an I Scott o unl ies, Va
Jackson & Eastern . Scott, I. pake, Rankin, and Hinds count,.
Kentucky & Tennessee McCreary County, K\
Oklahoma & Arkansas Delaware and Maves counties, Okla
Pittsburgh & West Virginia Ilrooke County. W. Va.; Washington ('

I 'otato Creek Potter and McKean counties, Pa
Tennessee Campbell and Anderson counties. Tenn

Midland Hunt County, Te>
Uintah Uintah Counlv. Utah
Union Pacific Scotts Bluff C< unty, Nebr. ; Goshen County, Wy
Wichita Falls & Southern Stephens and > - ni unties. Tex
Wisconsin & Michigan Dickinson County. Mich

Pa.

Total miles of construction.. ihj.705

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Atchison, Topeka ft Sat '.-

Atchison, Topeka St Santa Fe
Bcnnettsvillc & Chcraw
E, K. Bernstein, receiver of Louii
Northwest

Bi Bti n S M mi,,-

Maine
Central New England
i> Ita Southern

i .,',,

l>uliith & Northern Minnesota
East) ,n Texas
Gulf, Mobile ,\ North n
Kenl b Dod, ' ireent i

|! 'i

Kiudr, & Northwest, rn
1 ibertj White
Mississippi Central.
Northei ,, Pacific

!,>, ,
:

. .

irg
S \\ . i .

,

R, B i'

i.'.i S, ,,,!,,

Abandon

Yavapai County, Ariz..
San Bernardino County
Kay Countv. Okla
Marlboro, Dillon and Marioi

Natchitoches Parish, la
Coos Countv. N. H
Grafton County, N. II

Hampden ( intjf, M
Washlngtoi

St. I.puis, I ake SO I

Angelina, Trinity, and It

1 tinty, Miss
Tangipahoa and Si

I

Allen Parish. I a. .

1 ike and

San Francisco, San Mai.
i ,1.

of Hawkinsville

I i quette
r. ri VI irquette .

.

,, incite . .

Potato Creek
Seal oard Air Line
Seaboard Air I ine.

Spokane & British Columbia..
Sugar Pine .

R. V. Taylor, recei

Mississippi

Wisconsin-Northwest, ,

,

Orangeburg Countv. S I

Stanislaus Counlv. Calif

Pulaski. Wilcox, Turn,-,
counties, Ga

. ilkasks i', -,,,,ii
. Mi

itenzie Countv, Mich
. Mi,

I'ottcr and McKeai
I

County. Fi.,.

l-'errv Count
1 uolumne County, i lalif

-

Marinette County, Wis

1.87

- d

>, records, and faciln -

state commissions in disposing of applications
for certificates. At our request these commis-
si, ns have held hearings in 15 such cases, trans-
mitting to us the records thereof together with
their recommendations, which, in 13 of the case*,
were followed by us.

tr questions have arisen respect-
nstruction of paragraphs (18) to

lasivc, of section 1 as affecting our
Jurisdiction thereunder.
The question has also arisen whether the pro

visions in paragraphs
I I lusive of

secticn 5 as to consolidation of the railway prop
erties into a limited number of systems are in-

tended to prevent the voluntary consolidation of
two or more of such carriers pending ultimate
adopti, n by us of a complete plan of consolidation,
as provided in paragraph (5). ,r whether in the
meantime they may effect such voluntary con
s, lidati, n. either with or without our approval.
The statute does not expressly pr, vide for such

consolidations during the interval which must
elapse before adoption by -as , f the c, mplete
plan. An interpretation of these provisions
which would prohibit all cons, lidati, n in the
meantime might work hardship and fail to meet
the underlying intent of the Congre-s
desirable that the uncertainty should be res. Ived
by appropriate amendment.

In six cases in which we have am'
ci nstruction of new lines of railroad, permission
has been granted under paragraph (18) of sec-
tion 15a to retain the excess earnings derived
from the operation of such new lines.

•Inch certificates of pul
iere issued during the

,n the double-column I

Acquisition of Control and
the Consolidation of Carriers

tun 5 of the amended interstate con--

prove, by order, the ac-

quisition by on, ntrol of one or

more oil,, • by pur
- other manne

v olving t. .

I

Three a

-

f a com-
-

Recovery of Excess Net
Railway Operating Income

-

required ' nual net

railway operating income received by any carrier

for any vear in excess of 6 per cent of the

the railway property held for and used
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by it in the service of transportation, Forms of

questionnaire and return, together with rules and
regulations for the determination and recovery of

excess income under this section, are in prepara-

tion.

Issuance of Securities

—Assumption of Obligations

Since our last annual report 283 applications

under section 20a have been received, and the

issue of securities in the following aggregate

amounts. largely for refunding purposes, has been
authorized:

Stocks $242,657,500

Bends 1,276,761,616

Nntes 93,402,195

Miscellaneous 97,780,313

Total 1,715,601,624

Under the provisions of paragraph (9) of sec-

tion 20a, certificates of notification of the issu-

ance of notes maturing within two years or less

in the aggregate sum of $137,502,723 were filed.

Some difficulty has arisen in the construction

of section 20a in its application to electric lines.

Under the law as it now stands, we have no

jurisdiction over the issuance of securities of a

"street, suburban, or interurban electric railway

which is not operated as a part of a general

steam railroad system of transportation." Cer-

tain electric railways independently operated are

engaged in the general transportation of freight

in interstate commerce in addition to the trans-

portation of passengers. Some electric lines cor-

respond substantially to steam roads in all im-

portant particulars except that of motive power

Under section 15a of the act we are given au-

thority to include in groups of carriers for rate-

making purposes such interurban electric lines as

are engaged in the general transportation of

freight. It seems desirable that section 20a of

the interstate commerce act be so amended as to

indicate definitely the classes of electric railway

companies subject to that section.

Three applications requesting authority to issue

shares of capital stock without nominal or par

value have been filed with us. One of them, filed

by the El Paso & Southwestern Company, in-

volved the exchange of stock without par value

for stock having a par value; authority upon this

application was granted. The other two applica-

tions involved the issue of stock without par

value under reorganization plans for railroads

previously in receivership. Authority upon one

of these, filed by the Denver & Rio Grande West-

ern Railroad Company, was granted. The other

is pending.

Reimbursement of Deficits

During Federal Control

In the administration of section 204 of the

transportation act, 1920, we have encountered
some difference of opinion as to I he proper in-

terpretation of the term "deficit" as used in the

statute. Paragraph (a) provides that "when
used in this section, the term 'carrier' means a

carrier by railroad which, during any part of

the period of federal control, engaged as a com-
mon carrier in general transpi rtatii n. and com-
peted for traffic, or connected, with a railroad

under federal control, and which sustained a

deficit in its railway operating income for that

portion (as a whole) of the period of federal

control during which it operated its own railroad

or system of transportation," etc. Paragraph
(b) provides that "for the purposes of this sec-

tion, railway operating income or any deficit

therein for the period of federal control shall be
computed in a mannei similar to that provided
in section 209 with respect to such income or

deficit for the guaranty period," etc. We have
construed tins language to limit the application

of section 204 to carriers which, in th

of the period of federal control (as a whole)
during which they operated their own lines of

railway, sustained actual deficits in railway

operating income without reference to the results

for any other period, and to limit the extent to

which such deficits may be reimbursed to the

amounts remaining after the adjustments speci-

fied in paragraphs (1) to (5) of subdivision (f)

of section 209.

Of 279 claims for reimbursement of deficits

filed with us, no less than 93 fall without this

construction of the law in that no actual deficits

were sustained in the portion of the period of

federal control during which the respective car-

riers operated their own lines. Protests against

our interpretation of the statute have been lodged
by a considerable number of carriers thus ex-

cluded from the benefits of the section, who
contend that the word "deficit" as used in section

204 means a decrease or falling off in railway

operating income for the federal control period,

as compared with that of the test period.

The claims of the carriers which are entitled

to reimbursements of deficit, under our con-

struction of that word, aggregate $14,128,455.

Owing to necessary corrections and adjustments,

it is estimated that the amount to be certified

in respect of these claims will be $11,079,800.

Partial payments under section 212 of the trans-

portation act, added February 26, 1921, and
final settlements thus far certified, with the esti-

mated amount remaining to be certified, are

summarized in the following table, where the

amounts payable under paragraphs (f) and (g)

of section 204, deductions therefrom on account

of traffic balances and other indebtedness due

the President, as operator of transportation sys-

tems under federal control, and the net amounts

actually payable to these carriers are set out in

the order mentioned:

Leaving an estimated amount still payable to
the carriers under section 209 about $105,500,000.

Final settlements have been made with 5
carriers, as follows:

Amount
Name of carrier certified

Alabama & Mississippi $16,543
Ann Arbor 75,261
Electric Short Line 14,993
Electric Short Line Terminal 3,158
Norfolk Southern 611,700

Loans to Carriers

Because of the general depression in business
during the year and the resulting decline in the
costs of materials and labor, some carriers, con-
sidering it sound business discretion to defer
expenditures of the proceeds of loans certified
to them, requested us to cancel our certificates
and to consider their applications as withdrawn.
Other carriers have requested us to authorize
them to expend a portion of the proceeds of
their loans for purposes other than those for
which the loans were originally made. We have
generally approved this policy and have thus
been able to extend the benefits of the revolving
fund to other carriers more urgently in need of
financial help, particularly in respect of matur-

Amounts
payable under

paragraphs Net

Status (O and (g) Deductions payments
Crt

Finai settlements (20 carriers)* $992,529 $230,880 $761,650

Partial payments 2,177,651 320,345 1.357,305

3,170.180 1,051.225 2,118,955

Remaining to be certified *7,909,619 *3,203,062 M.706.557

Total *11,079,799 *4, 254,287 •6,825,512

* Estimated.

Six Months' Guaranty
In our last report we stated that 666 carriers

filed acceptances of the provisions of section 209

of the transportation act, 1920 on or before

March 15, 1920, as prescribed by law. It has

been ascertained that one other small carr r

accepted the provisions of the act within the time

specified and that the total number of carriers

accepting is therefore 667. Of this number, 547

have filed returns, showing an aggregate amount
of $818,400,185 as due them under the provi-

sions of the act. Included in this number are

the returns of 59 carriers not having a separate

status under section 209, although filing separate

acceptances. Of the corporations that have not

filed returns it has been decided by us that 8

were not carriers as defined in section 209 and
that 32 were operated as joint facilities and will

not be entitled to any benefits under the provi-

sions of section 209, their revenues and expenses
being cleared through the accounts of the operat-

ing carriers. The remaining 80 carriers either

had excess incomes or are short line carriers, the

amount of whose claims will be relatively small

The addition of section 212 to the transporta-

tion act, effective February 26, 1921, authorizes

partial payments under section 209, and permits

us, in case of deferred debits and credits to

railway operating income which cannot at that

time be definitely determined, to make a reason-

able estimate thereof, and when agreed to by
the carrier, to use such estimate in certifying the

amount due in final settlement of the guaranty.

Since that date, 447 requests for partial pay-

ments under subdivision (g) of section 209, as

amended by section 212, have been filed by car-

riers. Returns to our orders of October 18, 1920,

and January 5, 1921, after making certain adjust-

ments, have been used as a basis in certifying

partial payments, and on the basis of such re-

turns we have certified approximately $166,000,-

000 for payment.
We estimate the total amount payable under the

guaranty at about $536,000,000. Of this amount
there have been certified to the carriers:

As advances under section 209(h).. $263,*935,874
As partial payments under section

209(g) as amended by section 212 165,862.775
In final settlement under section

721,658

Total $420,-

ing indebtedness. Several changes are therefore
necessarv in the previous statement of leans
made.
The amendment to section 210 effected by sec-

tion 5 of the sundry civil appropriations act, ap-

proved June 5. 1920, authorized us to make loans
for equipment to or through such organization,
car trust or other agency as we might determine
upon, approve or organize for the purpose "as
most appropriate in the public interest," subject
to the provisions of the act. The National Rail-

way Service Corporation, a corporation of the
state of Maryland, organized under the auspices
of the National Association of Owners of Rail-

road Securities, has been approved by us as an
agency for this purpose, and we have certified

to this corporation the following leans for the
benefit of carriers named:

Baltimore & Ohio $5,200,000
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico 926,000
Bangor & Aroostook 53. IOC
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 1,568,540
Minneapolis S St Louis 386,190
Wheeling & T ake Erie 3,304,000

Total $11,437,830

As a condition of the certification of these

loans the National Railway Service Corporation
and the carriers themselves were required to

finance from outside sources $18,409,765.
Paragraph (a) of section 210, as amended,

limits the time within which applications for

loans may be filed with us to two years from
February 28, 1920. In prescribing this limita-

tion the Congress apparently anticipated that the
"transition period" would be of relatively short

duration. The progress of readjustment through-
out the country has been slower than was gen-
erally anticipated.

In addition to the uncertified balance of the
revolving fund on October 1, 1921, not including
$40,000,000 tentatively reserved to meet claims,
judgments, etc., against the Railroad Administra-
tion arising out of federal control, repayments
of principal of loans already made, which by
their terms require early or serial repayment, and
accretions to the fund from semi-annual interest

payments during the 2 years following February
28, 1921, are estimated to aggregate $93,000,000,
making an approximate total of $103,000,000
available for additional loans if the period for

'

tiling applications should be extended.



Does It Pay To Repair Foreign Freight Cars?
1

Some Relations Between Freight Car Repairs, Transportation

Expenses and the Income Account

By N. D. Ballantine

Superintendent Transportation, Union Pacific System

Master Car Builder's Rule No. 1 reads as follows:

'Each railroad is responsible for the condition of

ill cars on its line, and must give to all equal care

as to inspection and repairs, regardless of responsibility for

expense of repairs." This rule, however, was not followed

even under Federal control. In support of the conclusion

that the same condition still exists, a brief consideration of the

bad order situation may be worth our while.

We can doubtless agree that mass figures, involving a large

number of items, probably reflect a situation more correctly

I9Z0 I9Z0 1921 I9ZI 1921 1921 1921

NOV DEC. JAN- FEB. WAR. APR MAY JI1N

WI.O

/ -HOME cars o^ HOME 10A0S

98,7

/-BA ) ORDER CARS 3N HAN

f
-BA0 ORDER ;ars p WDUCE D (BAS IS CAR MILES)

V 35 3

"^"474
^ R REPAIRERS

as zo

*

I

Percentage Variations in Car Conditions Since October, 1920

than similar data compiled by an individual carrier. Before

proceeding further, however, it may be well to see if w

also agree that there has been no material change in the

manner in which roads repair cars or report their bad order

situation now. a< compared with federal control practices,

•A paper read before the Western Railway Club, November 21, 1921.

Data deduced from some records kept while with the Car

Service Division of the U. S. Railroad Administration cover-

ing the repairs given to freight cars during the years 1918

and 1919, indicate- that with about forty-five billion freight

car miles produced during the two years, there were about

forty million repaii ad light, given to freight cars.

This means that each freight car moved an average of 811

loaded and empt) miles before being switched to the repair

track for repairs. The same factor obtained in each year.

I ii figures also indicated that of the total cars bad ordered,

9.6 per cent were for heavy repairs in 1918, and 9.4 per

cent in 1919, or approximately 10 per cent during the period.

Would it not seem reasonable to assume that unless there

has been some fundamental change in the methods of making

repairs or reporting bad order-, we could safely continue to

use for the counrn a- a whole. 811 miles as the average

service which will create a bad order car?

In the table, the- total freight car miles has t>een divided

b) Ml to obtain the column b Bad Can Pro-

duced." With this exception, the figure- shown are taken

from* statistics furnished by the Bureau of Railway Eco-

nomics and Cai Service Division of the A. B A
It wi I that we have no absolute La-is with

which to measure car repairer's efficiency, but during the

period of comparison I believe it will generally be conceded

that tli ' car repairer increased materially.

Factoks in- riir Had Order Car Situation of Class I K.

United States

Home cars
on home
roads
731,699
749.774

Month.
1920

October ....
November
December . . .

January 1.074.66!
February 1,396,048

1

Vpril I,'

May 1.744,907
tunc 1

Average tad
order cars
on hand

181,595
189,490

209,667
234,506

351,465

Bzd order
cars

produced

2.397.046

2.118.640

-
I

91.188
84, i:3

70.307
60,319
54.S37

54,410

From time to time we read in the newspapers and lately

rence to the abnormally poor

condition of the freight equipment of the country, conclusions

lly being drawn. I infer, from a comparison of tabu-

lations made by the Car Service Division as to the bad order

cars on hand. The real situation as to condition of freight

equipment should not be concealed nor, on the other hand,

magnified. However. 1 feel that the figures for bad order

m hand, taken alone, are prone to mislead as to the real

condition, for the reason that during the period under con-

sideration, a very unusual situation developed in connection

with the return of cars to their owners. Had M.C.B. Rule 1

nerally observed in spirit or letter, the effect of reloca-

if cars to home lines would not have been accompanied

by such a substantial increase of bad orders, but surely our

mechanical friends who are at all familiar with actual condi-

tions will agree that during the period referred to, and prob-

ably up to the present time, their practice was to card a large

percent.!-, of system cars "Bad Order." while a foreign car

having, as nearly as could be determined, the same defects,

fe to run. was not so carded, but sent home—there to be

carded What really happened, then, is that while there was

-untial decrease in the factors producing bad orders.
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car repairers were decreased somewhat in proportion, slightly

more, but their efficiency increased, while bad orders reported

mounted at an extremely rapid rate, following the trend of

the rapid return of cars to owners.

The chart on the following page, which is self-explanatory,

may help to visualize the relations existing, and would seem

clearly to indicate that until such time as M.C.B. Rule 1 is

generally observed, in proportion as home cars on home roads

increase, the bad order reports will show an increasing num-
ber of bad orders, although there may be no real difference in

the actual physical condition of car conditions as a whole.

Manifestly, M.C.B. Rule 1 will not be observed until such

time as allowances for the repairs to foreign cars are equal at

least to a sum sufficient to compensate a road for doing such

work, including supervision, shop overhead, interest, depre-

ciation, insurance and taxes covering the facilities used in

making car repairs, together with the cost for switching and

the per diem equivalent while cars are out of revenue service

to be repaired. Owing to the widely varying conditions and

ideas existing with respect to the cost of overhead and the

other items above referred to and lack of sufficiently reliable

data covering the matter, this phase of the subject will not be

dwelt upon. These factors can only be determined through

an actual and careful study of local conditions.

My object will be to point out a basis upon which a study

could be made to include some important relations which

exist, in order that a proper policy may be adopted, having

in mind the best interests of a property as a whole, without

regard to departmental lines.

Direct and Indirect Expense

Let us define direct expenses as all items affecting freight

car repairs which can be, and generally are, charged directly

to the particular job, and indirect expenses as all other items

affecting freight car repairs which can properly be included

in the overhead and other items already referred to and which

cannot be directly charged.

Owing to the difficulty of determining the "indirect ex-

pense," and for want of a better basis from which to draw
conclusions, I shall confine myself to some deductions or com-

parisons from the item, "direct expense."

The relation between the prices allowed under M.C.B.
rules and the direct expense involved in doing that particular

piece of work should represent the allowance for the indirect

expense. For example, if labor costs 72 cents an hour and

M.C.B. rules permit billing for labor at $1.20 an hour, then

66.6 per cent of the direct labor expense is to apply on the

indirect expense. A comparison on the above basis, covering

labor and various other items which go to make up the prin-

cipal material used in car repairs might be of interest and
value to any road.

Per Diem

While per diem does not directly affect any operating ac-

count nor a road's operating ratio, it does affect a road's net

income through the "hire of equipment" account. Therefore

time is an important element in the matter of repairs to for-

eign cars in its effect upon that portion of the M.C.B. allow-

ance covering the indirect expense as the following illustra-

tion will show.

Assume that an average of $15 per day direct expense

could be economically applied on a foreign car, and that it

had been determined through the method above outlined that

33.3 per cent of its direct expense wa ivailable to apply on

the indirect expense. Then $5 would represent the indirect

portion. As seven days per diem would be paid covering six

working days it would be equivalent to $1.17 per day and
would absorb 23 per cent of the indirect allowance. If, how-
ever, it should take two days to spend such a sum, then 46

per cent of the indirect allowance would be absorbed by the

per diem paid out while undergoing repairs. Therefore, in

proportion us the labor and material applied per day can be

increased, the effect of per diem in absorbing the indirect

allowance will diminish. With a little carelessness or delay

in handling foreign cars, then the indirect portion of the

allowance may be wholly absorbed in this one item.

Loss of Revenue

During periods of heavy demand for cars, the less time a

car spends on the repair track the more time it is available

for producing revenue, and its effect upon the net revenue

can clearly be shown in the following manner:
Assume that the freight revenue per freight car mile,

loaded and empty, is 20 cents, and that the average miles

made per car per day is 30. Then such a road would be

able to earn on the average a gross freight revenue of $6

per car per day. If its freight operating ratio was 75 per

cent, then $1.50 per car per day would represent the net

revenue from operation. Clearly, then, for every day a car

is held out of service in bad order during periods of demand
this would be a proper item to consider in the determination

of what should or could be done to avoid such delay.

Switching

I believe it will readily be conceded that the present day

cost of a switch engine, including rental and repairs, will

vary from $10 to $14 per hour. If it is correct in principle

to add a percentage to the direct expense for freight car

repairs to cover the overhead and plant facilities, and I be-

lieve it to be, the same principle should apply in determining

the cost of switching. Regardless of agreement with the

principle suggested, take any rate you may see fit and meas-

ure it with the service actually performed to determine, if

practical, what proportion of the indirect allowance switching

may absorb. For the purpose of this illustration, let us use

$10 per hour as the cost of a switch engine. Assume the

simplest typical case involved in removing just one bad order

car from an inbound train or transfer, which we will say

consists of 40 cars. On an average 20 cars will need to be

handled in cutting out the bad order to be placed upon a

temporary hold track, which operation would consume on an

average at least five minutes. It would also easily consume

an average of five minutes per car to remove a string of cars

from the temporary hold track to the repair track and space

them a total of at least 10 minutes to put the car on the

repair track, and the same amount of time to remove it, or,

say, 20 minutes as a minimum. On the basis of $10 per

hour, the cost for the four switches involved in cutting out

a bad order and placing it on the repair track would be

$3.33, or 66.6 per cent of the $5 to apply on the case pre-

viously cited, where $15 direct expense was applied in one

day. Therefore, in proportion as the amount of labor and

material applied can be increased for each time a car is

switched to the repair track, the effect of switching expense

in absorbing the indirect allowance will diminish.

It should be clearly borne in mind that the estimates of

time consumed by a switch engine in setting out a bad order

car is purposely intended to conservatively cover the simplest

case, and does not cover those cases where, due to accumula-

tions of bad orders, the cars are switched to outlying tracks

and later culled over from time to time, the lightest repairs,

etc., being selected, the cost for which latter method of han-

dling is of course much greater than the above estimate.

Empty Car Mileage

A conservative estimate of the average out-of-pocket cost

of the movement of an empty freight car per mile on the

railroads of the United States at the present time, I should

say, would be 5 cents, not including the per diem or mileage

payments.

In proportion as the demand for box cars in good physical

condition with which to load flour, sugar, grain, etc., in-
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creases, with a given number of rough freight box cars

circulating upon a road, the empty mileage and switching

is bound to increase. A rough freight car may be suitable

for loading l.c.l. or merchandise traffic, say to a branch line

point where the outbound business is grain. But if such a

car is used it must be hauled away empty and a grain car

sent in, producing a cross-haul and unnecessary empty mile-

age. It is impossible definitely to say just what this item

would amount to in dollars or cents, but that it is a vital

factor at times i- a well-known Fact to anj practical operat

ing man.

M.C.B. Rule 120 provides that a foreign car in general

wornout condition shall be reported to the owner with an

estimate of the cost of making repairs. The owner has but

two options, viz., to authorize the repairs, or the destruction

of the car, wherever it may be located. Nevertheless, many
roads, under special agreements between their mechanical

departments, are moving such ears home for repairs. Unless

such movements are authorized or concurred in by the trans-

portation departments, decidedly uneconomical movements
are likely to occur if factors other than the purely mechanical

are considered. Before a proper decision can be made as to

the economics of a case, the principal factor to be determined

is, "Could the car, if repaired where located, be given a load

in the direction it would otherwise move empty as a bad
order?" If the answer is "Yes," then it is proper to double

the mileage the bad order car would make to determine the

total unnecessary empty mileage involved.

For example, a Pennsylvania box car at Ogden in bad
order, if sent to the owner at Chicago would involve 1,500

empty car miles, and if the excess box car loading were

eastbound, it would mean the necessity of moving some other

box car empty westbound 1,500 miles, involving .5,000 exi ess

empty car miles as compared with repairing the car at Ogden
and loading it to Chicago. At 5 cents per car mile, this

would mean an out-of-pocket expense to the carriers involved
of at least $150. On the other hand, if a Southern Pacific

car located at Chicago were safe to run, but otherwise would
lie considered a bad order, and the movement of empty box
i ars were westbound, it would be more economical to all con-
cerned to send such car home and let the owners repair it,

there being no excess empty car miles involved, and the

owner could probably make the repairs for 20 per cent less

than it would cost a foreign road to do so.

Loss and Damage
The A.R.A. Freight Claim Division has recently issued a

memorandum indicating that practically 10 per cent of all

freight claim payments made during the seven months end-
ing March 31, 1921, aggregating $5,876,056, was paid on
account of defective and unfit equipment; and $3,243,806,
or 55 per cent, of the total payments on account of defective

equipment was for grain, flour and sugar, grain alone
amounting to $1,818,664, or 31 per cent.

There are, of course, many factors involved, but suffice it

to say that the bad order situation appears to me to be vital,

and one which can and should be improved.
When it is necessary to switch a car to a repair track and

incur the transportation and per diem expense, regardless of
the initials on the car, when practical the required work
should be done thoroughly and expeditiously.

In other words, the rules should be made so that the

signers of the agreement will observe Rule 1, and coincident
therewith I feel sure there will follow reduced cost of freight

car repairs and transportation expenses, as well as a reduc-
tion in the hire of equipment account.

La Follette Warns Against "Special Interests"

Opposition to Capper Bill Seen by Senator as Danger

to "Consuming and Producing Millions"

Si\u<>k La Follette, in a speech in the Senate on

December 22 and in a statement to the pre— mi Decern

ber 21, has been attacking an agreement said to have
been made at a conference at Washington on December
9 attended by representatives of a number of large or-

ganization of shippers and of the railroad executives,

at which some sort of understanding was reached that

the agricultural organizations, because <<i rate reductions on
agricultural products, would usi their influence to oppose or

withdraw their support from certain features of proposed
legislation adverse to the railroads which they were con-

vinced were also not in the interest of the shippers.

Senator I. a Follette refer- to this a- ,, "secret meeting al

which high officials of the railroads and the coal, steel and
lumber interests attempted to enlist tin farmers in an agree

mint wherein- all agitation bj the farmei interests for the

repeal of section 15-a and for the restoration of state control

Over intrastate rates should cease." The "special interest-,

b\ which he apparenth means those other than tin- farmer
or labor interest-, he says, were successful, In his speech

Senator La Follette said he was reliably informed that an
agreement was reached to rewrite the Capper bill -o that

Only the clause directing the commission to make rates to

produce as nearly as may be a return oi 5 |
_• to 6 per cent

should be repealed and the remainder of the rate-making
section, directing the commission to tr\ to allow the rail-

roads adequate revenues and to prescribe the percenta

Washihctom. D. C.

return alter March 1, should be left intact, as well as the

provisions under which the commission has power to prevent
-tate discrimination against interstate comm

Apparent!) tin La Follette version of the conference
reached the Senate before the reversal of the influence of the

farm organizations had begun to make itself felt Senator
Capper, the reputed author of the bill which has formed the

basis for mosl of the discussion regarding the proposed
changes in the law, asserted that if any attempts were made
in rewrite the bill Congress would hear from tin farmers

of Kansas In his statement Senator La Follette e

report of the conference' which he called "a conspiracy to

betra) not only the farmers hut the consuming and producing
millions ( if the nation "

111 i- rc|ort follows in part:

"The great special interests represented at this conference
Acre successful in obtaining the consent of certain of the

farm r< - to such an agreement.

"Iln was participated in by the special corn-

representing the railway executives, of whii

Atterlurv. of the Pennsylvania raili rfrman. It

was held at the Racquet Club in Washington on December
". 1921.

There had been a previous Stark on

September 21, of which Mr. I. R Howard was made chair-

man Those present at the Racquet Club meeting were

Mr. W. W. Atterbury. of the Pennsylvania railroad; Howard
Elliott, of the Northern Pacific; W I Harahan, of the
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Chesapeake & Ohio; W. R. Storey, of the Atchison; R. S.

Binkerd, who is assistant to the chairman of the Association

of Railway Executives, New York.

•The inm and steel industries were represented by J. A.

Campbell, of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company, of

Youngstown, Ohio, and C. E. Bement, of Lansing, Mich
,

representing the Novo Engine Company.
"Railway supply organizations were represented by A. B.

Johnson, president of the Railway Business Association, of

Philadelphia, Pa., and Frank W. Noxon, secretary of the

same association.

"Lumber interests were represented by Charles Hill, of

the Southern Pine and Sales Corporation, of New York; A.

B. Hammond, of the Hammond Lumber Company, of San

Francisco, Calif.; J. H. Browne, of the Pacific Lumber Com-
pany, of New York City.

"Construction companies were represented by R. C. Mar-
shall, Munsey Building, Washington, D. C, and E. T.

Trigg, of Philadelphia, Pa.

"The National Industrial Traffic League was represented

by W. H. Chandler, Boston, Mass., and J. H. Beck,

Chicago, 111.

"The National Association of Manufacturers was repre-

sented by J. A. Emery, of Washington, D. C.

"The agricultural interests were represented by J. R.

Howard, Gray Silver; H. C. McKenzie, of New York;

Ralph Snyder, of Kansas, and O. E. Bradfute, of Chicago.

Thev were all of the American Farm Bureau Federation,

the last three named being members of the legislative com-

mittee.

"The agricultural interests were also represented by V. I

Drummond, president of the International Farm Congress,

and T. C. Atkeson, of the National Grange.

"Mr. Atterbury stated that the railroads desired the help

of the interests represented in securing further wage reduc-

tions, and in opposing the amendments pending in Congress

proposing repeal of section 15-a.

"After a considerable discussion the agricultural repre-

sentatives, not being disposed to oppose the amendments ab-

solutely, adjournment was taken for lunch, with the under-

standing that representatives of the carriers and of the agri-

cultural interests would talk the matter out.

"After lunch Mr. Howard reported that the agricultural

representatives were prepared to agree that section 15-a

should not be amended, except for the removal of the proviso

in paragraph 3, relating to the percentage of return for two

years following March 1, 1920, which expires by statutory

limitation in March next.

"It was left with a committee composed of Mr. Emery,

Mr. Atkeson and Mr. Silver to rewrite the Capper bill, one

of the measures proposing repeal of section 15-a."

The Senator did not explain which one of the conspirators

was the source of his information or whether he got it Second-

hand. It is understood from other sources that the meeting

in September was called for the purpose of promoting a

round table discussion of common problems by leading rep-

resentatives of the railroads and the shippers which resolved

itself, however, into such a strenuous demand for lower rates

that the railroads finally agreed to the 10 per cent reduction

in rates on agricultural products as the best they could do

at this time and promised to put into rate reductions, in ac-

cordance with the views of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, any savings they may be able to make from a further

reduction in wages. This was not entirely satisfactory at

first to the shippers other than the agricultural group, and

even the railroads had difficulty in reaching an agreement

among themselves on the 10 per cent reduction.

At the meeting on December 9 the representatives of the

farm organizations are said to have expressed appreciation

of this action on the part of the roads and a willingness to

do something to help the roads meet their problems, but when
they were reminded that they had been supporting the Cap-
per bill to emasculate the Transportation Act they were insis-

tent upon the repeal of the so-called "guaranty rule." It

appeared, however, that they were not so insistent upon
repealing other provisions of the law.

A denial that there was anything "secret or unholy" about

the Washington conference was made at Cleveland, after

the issuance of La Follette's statement, by James R. Howard,
president of the Farm Bureau Federation.

"Early in the conference an attempt was made to get an
agreement to oppose the Capper bill, which repealed the

guarantee clause of the Cummins-Esch bill and re-estab-

lished the powers of the states in interstate matters," Mr.
Howard said. "The farm representatives objected to this,

standing firm for the repeal of all guaranteed returns and
the integrity of state commissioners.

"Matters pertaining to reduced labor and other operating

costs were discussed as well as the railway labor board, but

no attempt to reach an agreement was made. This confer-

ence grew out of a former conference held at New York,

September 21. At this meeting I personally made a plea for

reduced rates on basic commodities and the direct result of

this conference is the 10 per cent reduction on all agricul-

tural products effective January 1

.

"The 10 per cent reduction which the railroads voluntarily

granted as a result of this conference will save the farmers

approximately $100,000,000 during the next six months.

Senator La Follette is reputed to favor government owner-

ship and operation of railroads. The American Farm Bureau

Federation has always advocated private ownership and
operation."

Senator La Follette took the position that some of the

representatives of agriculture had been "captured" by the

railroads and the trusts, but some others are asking if the

farmers were the ones who were captured.

The railroads were unable, following the conference in

New York in September and the further conferences between

the executive committee of the Association of Railway Execu-

tives and the President, Secretary Hoover and the chairman

of the Interstate Commerce Commission and various Con-

gressional committees about the first of October, to agree on

the 10 per cent reduction. The proposal was turned down
at a meeting of the executives in Chicago on October 14,

but after the Farm Bureau Federation had joined with the

western state commissions in a formal case before the In-

terstate Commerce Commission and the commission had told

the roads to make a more extensive reduction in the rates on

grain, hay and grain products in the west tin- plan for a 10

per cent reduction was agreed upon by the roads on Novem-
ber 16. This was after the executive committee had held a

conference with the commission at Washington on November

12. While the roads apparently expected to substitute the

more general 10 per cent cut for the commission's order, the

commission, under great pressure from the west and from

Congress, declined to grant the postponement reque-ted

by the carriers and both reductions are now scheduled to go

into effei t.

At the oral argument before the commission on December

14, at which the roads asked that the grain order be sus-

pended for six months, Clifford Thorne, appearing as

counsel for the Farm Bureau Federation, urged that both

reductions be made.
W. H. Chandler, president of the National Industrial

Traffic League, who was present at the meeting, is said to

have declined to be a party to any agreement and to have

objected to discussing rate questions except in a public way.

In his statement Senator La Follette "warns the country"

that the railroads are seeking to perpetuate the "guaranty"

after March 1.



The Locomotive Is / "

Locomotives for the Andaluces Railway of Spain

Consolidation Type of American Design for Use on Heavy

Mountain Grades

Tin Compania di li Ferrocarril Andaluces, which is

the tliird largest railway in Spain, is located in a very

mountainous section of the southern part of the

country Its main shops and the general offices of the direc-

tor are located at Malaga, a seaport on the Mediterranean

railwaj I h. \ were design locomotivi works along

the general lines of a previous lot supplied by a British

builder. Spain is dependent on foreign manufacturers for

it~ locomotives, mosl of which have been made in England,

Belgium, Frame, Italy and Germany. Only a small number

The Andaluces Railway Runs Through a Picturesque Mountain Country

Sea. I lu- railwa) touches on it- extremities lielme/ on the

north, Grenada on the east. Algeciras on the south and

Bonanza mi the west, li lias 1,302 kilometers (810 miles)

of track open, having a 5 ft. 5- ;

t
in. (1.67 m. ) gag

rolling equipment
1

consists of 198 locomotives, 611 pass

coaches, ami 5,170 freight cars. It also operates three steam-

boats and one motor co.nh for inspection purposes

Last year the Baldwin Locomotive Works completed and

shipped IS Consolidation ( 2-8-0) type locomotives to this

have been furnished by American builder rding

to reports, these few are giving good service.

The locomotives have copper .nd rocking grates.

When the order was placed a plain bar cast iron grate was

ied, but on account of the low grade of fuel used, it

uas later decided to change to the usual American type of

rocking grates with a
:

s in. air space between the bar fingers.

The wisdom of this decision is borne out by the fact that

the railway has reported an unusually low coal consumption

L323
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on these locomotives; which is very important as fuel is

scarce and expensive. The fuel used is briquettes composed

of one-third best English coal, one-third lower grade Spanish

coal, the balance of coal dirt and a binder of asphaltum.

The locomotives employ superheated steam. They are

equipped with Schlack cylinder lubricators and with Clayton

vacuum brakes. The Clayton vacuum brake is manufactured

by the Vacuum Brake Company, Ltd., of London and the

New York Air Brake Company of New York, which con-

trols the American manufacturing rights. Brakes as made

by the two companies are exactly alike and the parts are

interchangeable. At the time these Consolidation locomotives

were being built, the Vacuum Brake Company of London

was unable to furnish their brake apparatus in time for the

Baldwin Locomotive Works to put it on and deliver the

locomotives at the date specified in the contract so the mate-

rial was purchased from the New York Air Brake Company.
Reports from the railway company indicate their entire satis-

faction with Clayton brakes of American manufacture.

Locomotive boilers for Spanish railways are tested under

a Spanish law. This law requires the hydraulic test of the

boiler to be made at a pressure of 17.25 kilograms per square

centimeter (246 lb. per sq. in.) instead of 25 per cent above

boiler working pressure as required by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission of the United States, which latter pro-

cedure is the one usually employed by American locomotive

manufacturers. These boilers were built according to Bald-

win Locomotive Works practice which specifies a test of

somewhat greater severity than required by United States

law. The Spanish test is most severe and gives testimony

to the excellence of the boiler construction. The exact condi-

tions to be met were not known at the time of manufacture

and the boilers for these locomotives were given a shop test

of 213 lb. per sq. in. The re-test at destination as made
under Spanish law was at approximately 245 lb. per sq. in.,

or an excess of 15 per cent above the manufacturer's test and
2iy2 per cent above the test necessary under United States

laws.

The locomotives were erected in the railway's own shop,

which is a combination erecting and boiler shop 65 ft. high,

90 ft. wide, and 425 ft. long. In it are eight erecting pits,

each long enough for two engines and served by an electric

traveling crane of 30 tons capacity. The minimum erection

time for these locomotives was 21 days, the maximum was
41 days and the average was 29.9 days.

The new motive power is now being used on the division

between Alora and Gobantes. This route traverses a very

mountainous part of the country, thus making a continuous

haul for the locomotives for about 40 miles, several miles

i if which is a succession of tunnels with the tracks constantly

wet from the seepage through the rocks. Most of the steep

grades are combined with curves, many occurring in the

tunnels where the rail> are extremely slippery. In an official

test of locomotive No. 467 hauling train No. 201, a load of

270 metric tons (298 short tons) was pulled from Alora to

Gobantes, a distance of 19 kilometers (11.8 miles) up a

ruling grade of three per cent, gaining 11 minutes on the

scheduled time. The train hauled is considered a 1 5 per

cent overload according to the railway company's calculations

for tonnage allotment.

The most important dimensions, weights and factors of

these locomotives are given in the table herewith.

Locomotive type
Service
Gage
Tractive effort (85 rer cent) . .

.

Cylinders, diameter and stroke.
Valves

Weights in working order

—

On drivers
On front truck
Total engine
Tender
Total engine and tender

Wheel base

—

Driving
Total engine
Total engine and tender

Wheels and journals

—

Driving wheels, diameter ever tires

Driving journals, main
Driving journals, others
Front truck wheels
Front truck journals.

Boiler—
Stvle
Diameter, first ring, outside
Steam oressure
Fuel .."

Firebox material
Firebox, length and width
Crate area
Tubes, number and diameter
Flues
Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, flues and tubes
Heating surface, total

Superheater surface
Equivalent heating surface

Tender-
Water capacity
Coal capacity
Wheels

Ratios

—

Weight on drivers -r tractive effort

Tractive effort -£ equivalent heating surface
Firebox surface -r- evaporative surface, per cent. . .

.

Tractive effort X dia. drivers -s- equivalent beating
Equivalent heating surface -5- grate area
Total weight — equivalent heating surface
Superheater surface -f- evaporative surface, per cent

28-0
Freight
S ft. Sl< in.

23,280 lb.

19 in. by 26 in.

Piston type

113,000 lb.

.>2,ono lb.

135.000 lb.

100,000 lb.

235.000 lb.

15 ft. 4 in.
24 ft. 1 in.

49 ft. 5*4 in.

55'-< in.

8 in. by 8|4 in.

T/i in. bv &>/, in.

41 in.

5'A in. by 10 in.

Straight top
60 in.

160 lb.

Briquettes
Arsenic copper
73>-£ in. by 49H in.

25 sq. ft.

132—1% i"
21—5 Y, in.

12 ft. 4 in.

126 sq. ft.

1,146 sq. ft.

1,272 sq. ft.

309 sq. ft.

1,736 sq. ft.

Photo by UnderTOood & Vndcrwcod
The Southern Pacific Crossing the Pecos River. Texas



Adopts New Methods for Handling Stationery

Describing the System Used by the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul at Its Miles City Store

By R. H. Ewry
Stationer) Storekeeper, C. M. & Si. IV. Miles City, Mont.

Reorganization of the statioi I
't of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railwaj C pan)

has been in progress for the past year under the

supervision of the general store department, of which sta-

tionery is one of the many I.ram lies, and has been systema-

tized so that requisitions and supplies will be handled

efficiently. There are two stationery supply stores on

the system. The stationery storekeeper at Milwaukee

Shops, Wis., supplies the points on lines east of

Mobridge, S. Dak., and the one at Miles City, Mont.,

supplies all points wesl oi Mobridge, to the Pacifii

coast. The Miles City store receive- its Stock of supplies

from Milwaukee Shops, and on direct purchasi requisitions

I - mm in hi mged on the shelves so that a quick count

of stock on hand may be taken at any time. The forms are

placed faci downw ird on the -helves as dust and atmospheric

changes nun the top sheets ii the latter are exposed for any

length of time.

All miscellaneous articles of stationery such as pins,

erasers, rubber-bands, pencils, mimeograph ink, etc., are ar-

ranged on the shelves around or near the packing counter

and are lined up as marly as possible in the order in which

they appear in the stationer) stock book.

A stock requisition is placed each month with the general

storekeeper by the stationery storekeeper for the supplies for

tlu forthcoming 30 day- on Form 1962, when it is a stock

Fig. 1—Wrapping Counter and One of the Stationery Packing Boxes Fig. 2—An Aisle in the Stationery

Stock Room

The stationer} stock i ? arranged mi shelves iii numerical
order according to the sti m k bunk- Each Inn i- tagged. On
the tag appears the form number, page and line on which
it is listed in the stock book and the price per unit. \- a

speedy reference to the stock books, for purposes of pricing

requisitions, if desired, and in ascertaining all data relative

to any form when necessary, this system has proved satis-

factory, especially when taking inventor) and also when
ordering the stock necessary for the next month.

Fig. 1 illustrates the order in which the miscellaneous
articles are stored back of tile wrapping counter; it also

shows one of the stationery pat king boxes, in which the larger

orders for supplies are -hipped. The packing boXl

numbered, and there is a record kept of point of destination.

This is important as the box then can be traced and its return

to the stationery department thereby assured. Small ship-

ments of Stationer) arc- tied up in bundle- and a pa.-ter

placed on the package bears the address of the consignee.

Fig. -

1 -hows an aisle in the Stationery -to. k room.

item, or on Form 17.^7, when it must be placed direct with

tin- purchasing department. Forms 1"02 and 17.^7 are illus-

trated in Fig. .v It will be noticed that whether it is a st.vk

item requisition or a direct purchase requisition, the data

listed on these t'orm> gives all the desired information neces-

sary for the general storekeeper to have so that the desired

amount can be ordered intelligently.

Form 1 7 .> 7 A (invoice record sheet) and Form 1"

(receiving record sheet} shown in Fig. 4. are used as a rec-

ord of invoice- and records of shipments of material so that

there may b( i for an error in passing an invoice.

I his is the most important part of the storekeeper's work as

it prevents the passing of duplicate invoices and

ing invoices for material which has never been received.

The stationery storekeeper conduct- his department on the

same
'

ncern. It is strictly debit and
credit business. Nothing i- ever delivered without Form 61

or 61-A, as shown in Fig. 5. properly approved, which is the

same as cash to the storekeeper On the return of u
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and forms, a charge-out credit is allowed, as shown in Fig.

5, on Form 1728, which is printed in red, so that disburse-

ments can be made, debiting and crediting the proper

accounts.

Requisitions for stationer)' must be approved by a desig-

nated officer of the particular department before they are

filled. Form 61 is used by all persons ordering stationery.

Form 61A (Fig. 6) has been adopted recently and will be

respective division for approval. This officer signifies his

approval of the requisition by entering his name on the last

page in the book opposite the name of the month the requisi-

tion is placed and forwards it to the traveling auditor of his

division for O. K. The traveling auditor after checking,

forwards Form 61 and 61 -A to the stationer to be filled. The
agent cannot order more than what he is allowed for 60 days,

as shown in the column marked "Allotment." If an addi-

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co.

STOCK TRANSFER REQUISITION p™. m»

ssax «»»i*~.» ..... u» :::; M, «, JSBB js'sr

'
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i i i i i

Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

REQUISITION FOR S

Paul Railway Co

ATERIAL

N_ R* Ad*~ .1 Cb*-.

':;.',:;'.".; —™- v; '- Er" jgji

&..». SM.^., S«»U^.

Fig. 3—Form 1962 (Left) Stock Transfer Requisition, and Form 1737 (Right) Requisition for Material.

Forms 8% in. by 10^4 in.

Full Size Both

put into effect at an early date. It is called the "Station

Agents Stationery Stock Book." Both of these requisitions

forms must be filled in complete by the agent before they

are accepted to be filled. The agents' stock book is invalu-

able as a record of stationery disbursements for auditing

and accounting purposes. Form 61 is made out by the

agent and is enclosed in Form 61A when requisition is made
for supplies. Form 61A is a means of assisting those, con-

tional supply is desired, he must write a letter to the approv-

ing officer explaining why the additional amount as shown
on the requisition, is needed.

The stock book is considered one of the most important

records of the storekeeper, as shown in Fig. 7. In it are

listed all the forms and material carried in stock. Each
month when an order is placed for supplies, the following

data must be shown in spaces provided: "On Hand," "Due

Delhi

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 1

i

REQUISITION FOR MAT

tailway Company
INVOICE RECORD

ERIAL

'•"•"

.to. mcnviNe RIcoro imvoici «eoRO

= «- - —»*™« TKK58S "ST "" =.r ... ,.„,.,..,
«,. .„.„,.

i^Hi „.„..,,
L,., ROM -' ,°"-

°

-

i

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company

REQUISITION FOR MATERIAL
RECEIVING RECORC

»««»•
SH.RP.R

,', .. ".»
;zr,7 CLASS INSCRIPTION

V

Fig. 4—Form 1737-A (Above) Invoice. Record Sheet, and Form 1737-B (Below) Receiving Record Sheet. Full Size 19J4 in.

by 10^4 in.

cerned about its use, in the conservation of stationery, as

in this book are columns headed, "Form and Number,"
"Cost; Allotment," and under the caption designating the

months of the year are two columns, one headed "On
Hand," and the other "Ordered."

These two columns are filled in each time a requisition is

placed for supplies, which is every other month or approxi-

mately every 60 days, and sent to the superintendent of each

on Requisitions"; "Holding Orders For"; "Used Last 30

Days"; and "Surplus." The amount ordered is placed in

the column' marked, "Ordered." The requisition number is

placed opposite the amount ordered in the column provided,

and when supply is received the amount ordered is circled

and the date on which it was received is placed under the

circle. These stock books are lined up to run for one year

without new inserts being placed in the books. This system
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of stock-keeping is beyond doubt the most practicable method

of stock records, as it affords all the information necessary

for an efficient record and check on all classes of material.

Office supplies; all office furniture and fixtures; photo-

graphic supplies; ticket cases; blue print machines and

postage stamps are requisitioned and supplied by the sta-

tionery storekeeper. When the price of these articles is con-

sidered together with the cost of stationery and printing at

the present time, strict conservation must be practised by

each individual during this period of retrenchment, if the

money spent annually for these supplies is to be appreciably

Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul KaiJua

To Storeke«pei , RequiiltJ

Co.

jn No.

192.
Pleuc Furnl»li ihe orikk* <A Sioiior.cry named below:

Am
T.'.r r2l£Z

1

Chargi i» '!"-'" c» M So

Signature ___^^______

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Co.

EST ON OIVISION STOREKEEPER FOR CREDIT

I .i Diruion Storekeeper ,

Ptwn arrange to allow credit for value of following material irrwerra* from_

Cie

mu

WW ...cpt.o. ;:;., •sue .., ... mm

| |

1

Fig. 5—Form 61 (Above) and Form 1728 (Below). Form
1728 Is Printed in Red. Full Size, 7 in. by %Vt in.

reduced. The following suggestions are given with that end

in view:

Repeat envelopes (1523 and 1524) should be used for com-
panj business whenever possible, and all communications for the

same office, whenever practicable, should be enclosed in the one

envelope at the close of each day's business. I se company lettcr-

heads and envelopes (1506 and 1510) only for outside corre-

spondence. Use plain paper for company business, and the small

size plain paper whenever possible. Do not make two or more
carbon copies of a letter unless it is positively required.

Carbon paper is costly—it is hard to obtain. Use each sheet as

long as a legible impression can be made. All carbon paper not

in actual use should be put in a box or envelope to prevent drying

out and lie kept a«a\ from heat.

Mimeograph machines and supplies are costly stationery articles.

Special care should be taken ^\ the stencils and also ink. Keep
both articles away from heat and exposure to changes in tempera
ture whenever possible.

All miscellaneous articles such as pencils
; rubber hands; paper

fasteners', ink and erasers, should be placed in charge of a I

employee in each large office or department who should be held

responsible for their care and proper issuance.

It is expensive to use printed forms for figuring pads. Obso-
lete forms or scratch pads should be used.

When ordering stationery, confine your request to actual require-

\\ hen a mistake is made, don't destroy the sheet, but use an
eraser; it is furnished for that purpose.

It is a very wasteful practise to use plain envelopes (1506 and
1510) when repeat envelopes (1523 and 1524) will serve the pur-
pose.

Pencil extensions are furnished to prolong the use of each lead

No J
Description

rebnjo'y April -

tend. \ fend \ Hard \

>- -

- V
Requisition tor

1

Monthly Report at

local Tickets
z

Pass
1

Dependency Pass
Request

1A

Mo Report of Local
Eipense Baggage

5

Requisition for

Local Coupon Tickets
«

Train Orders 19

Wou bil

Company Freight
20

Daily Statement of
M>ceived 23

Daily Statement of

Freight Forwarded
24

Report of

Storage
lb

Station Balance
Sheet

in

Authority for

Oelivery of Freight
J)

Tram Order 31

Schedule of Uncollect-

• J F iM B Is

19

Fig. €—Form 61-A, Station Agent's Stationery Requisition

Book

pencil. \\ hen a pencil is half used, slip on the extension, it will

i new one-
Mucins haying mimeograph machines should avail them-

selves hi the saving made possible by the use of Form letters.
i it will reduce the purchases of letter paper, and
typewriter ribbons.

It is advisable to ship all waste paper in packing boxes when
they are returned to the stationery storekeeper, as the company can

r lf_i_
• - Vr-

" 1

-BSjasa?

F3P1 • «

!

Fig. 7—Storekeeper's Stock Book. Portion Shown on Left

Is Printed on Yellow Paper, Full Size with Space for 10

Items Sy2 in. by IZY* in. Portion Shown on Right Printed

on White Paper Both Sides. Space for Six Months
on Each Side. Full Size 103 4 in. by 13$j in.

le figure by n.irket

value for all waste paper.

S ave statioi

T ake care of your individual supply.
A 11 haste makes a waste of stationery forms.
Top sheet of a pad of forms should be used, not destro
I t is the smaller items that run into big figures.

O rder only what you need.
N ot what you use, but what you sa\ 1 nts.

E very item of stationery wasted is a direct loss.

R egard stationery as a personal representative of your desk.
Y our allotment of stationery supplies cost money; if you were

paying for them you would not waste them.

Xkak WILLIMAN! . collision be-
tween a passenger train and a locomotive on the New York. New

\ Hartford, U passengers were injur usly.
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Returns of 91 Class I roads to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for November show a net railway operating

income of $38,000,000, an increase of 35 per cent as compared
with November last year. The operating revenues show a

decrease of 22.2 per cent, while the operating expenses were

reduced 29.5 per cent.

Air Brake Association Convention

In the announcement of the 1922 convention of the Air

Brake Association in the issue of December 24, both the

Hotel Washington and the Ebbitt Hotel were mentioned,

but it was not made clear that the headquarters of the asso-

ciation will be at the Hotel Washington. The new Ebbitt

Hotel will be used only to provide accommodation for those

who are unable to obtain rooms in the Hotel Washington.

Rumors of Electrification of the T. & N. O.

The reports which have gained some currency regarding the

development of hydro-electric power on the Abitibi river by the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario, are somewhat premature. The
extension of this railway will cross the Abitibi river at the

Long Sault rapids. It is probable that there will be a de-

velopment of this water power, but whether it will be as a part

of a pulp and paper mill, or simply as a hydro-electric power

development is at present uncertain.

The Long Sault has been considered as a source of power in

connection with the proposed electrification of the railway. It

is not probable that the work of electrification can be commenced
under existing financial conditions, but it is probable in any

further development of water powers on the Abitibi river, the

provincial government will give due regard to the requirements

of the pulp and paper, and mining industries, as well as the

requirements of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario for hydro-

electric power.

Wage Statistics for August

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the second

of its new series of monthly reports of wage statistics giving

figures for the month of August, when the number of employees

of the Class I steam roads was 1,679,927, as compared with

1,634,872 in July and the total compensation was $227,745,895.

as compared with $214,339,385. The report says the increase was
principally due to an increase in the number of straight time

hours per employee, there having been a small decline in the

number of overtime hours paid for.

The report gives average earnings for the month, based on the

number of employees at the middle of the month, for the various

groups of classes of employees as follows

:

Daily Hourly
Basis Basis

Executives, officials and staff assistants $417 ....

Professional, clerical and general : 178 $126
Maintenance of way and structures 236 9i
Maintenance of equipment and st' res 248 134
Transportation, other than train engine and yard 99 124
Transportati( n, yardmasters, switch tenders and hostlers. 258 143
Transportation, train and cneine 181

Progress on Contract Standardization

Definite progress is recorded for the two-day conference

held at Washington on December 15 and 16 for the standard-

ization of construction contracts. Those present included

representatives of associations of railway and highway en-

gineers, architects, contractors and others. The meeting was
opened with an address by Herbert Hoover, secretary of

commerce, who extended the assistance and co-operation of

his department in the fullest measure. The conference elected

officers as follows: Chairman, Onward Bates of Chicago,

representing the Western Society of Engineers; vice-chair-

man, J. W. Cowper of Buffalo, X. Y., representing the Asso-
ciated General Contractors, and secretary, W. P. Christie

of Washington, D. C. After a general discussion of the

problem of the universal contract form, a committee was
appointed to prepare a tentative form for general contract

clauses, this committee consisting of General R. C. Marshall,

representing the Associated General Contractors; W. S.

Parker, representing the architects, and W. D. Faucette, chief

engineer of the Seaboard Air Line, representing the railway
engineers.

Floods Causing Trouble

Heavy rains in the Ohio river valley and the state of Cali-

fornia have caused the railroads considerable damage and incon-

veniences at certain points in these regions. The greatest damage
was done at San Diego, Cal., which city was completely isolated

for several days as it was necessary to suspend traffic on both the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the San Diego & Arizona on
December 25. The Santa Fe lost 1,000 ft. of track and roadway
near Sorrento, and in the Rose Canyon and there were small

washouts at several other points, while the bridge over the San
Diego river was threatened. In the Ohio region, it was neces-

sary for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the

Southern and the Baltimore & Ohio to abandon the Central

Union station at Cincinnati temporarily because of high water.

Service was not resumed at this station, except for one or two
local trains operated on a track above the water line, until De-
cember 28. While little damage was done at this point the rail-

roads here and at other points on the river experienced a great

deal of inconvenience from the high water

Report on Collision at Manhattan Transfer

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report,

dated November 21, and signed by W. P. Borland, chief of

the Bureau of Safety, on the rear collision of westbound
passenger trains which occurred on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road near Manhattan Transfer. X. J., on the morning of

October 28, about 12:30 o'clock, when 38 passengers, four

Pullman employees and four railroad employees were injured.

There was a dense fog at the time, and express train No. 103,

consisting of electric Motor No. 11 and 12 sleeping cars,

moving at from 10 to 25 miles an hour, ran into the rear of a

preceding train, No. 701, which had been brought to a stop

about one mile east of Manhattan Transfer station. Train

103 had run past two automatic block signals set against it,

one at caution and the other at stop; a second stop signal

271 ft. in the rear of the standing train; and also past a

flagman and fusee and torpedo signals; although the flagman

and the fusee and torpedoes were not very far back from

the standing train.

The flagman is censured for nut affording his train proper

protection. If his train had beer moving at ordinary speed,

he had from seven to 10 minutes in which to go back; while

if it had been moving slowly, he ought to have thrown "ft

Fusees, which he did not do.

The engineman at fault admitted that he passed the two

automatic signals without observing their indications; and he

did not make a sufficient reduction of speed. Th'e engine-

man's helper on train 103 is also held at fault for failure to

observe the signals and to warn the engineman that signal

locations had been passed without the indications being seen.

The line between Pennsylvania Terminal, New York, and

Manhattan Transfer, nine miles, double track, is equipped

with automatic block signals for the movement of trains in'

either direction on either track: and. in addition, automatic

1328
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stops are provided on that portion of the line which is in

tunnel; at the entrances to the tunnel and at the approaches
to a drawbridge, about two miles east of the point of collision.

The report indicates that no reason was disclosed why ante

matic stops had not been installed on the track at every block

section throughout this nine miles, all electric motors run-

ning over the line being equipped with train-stop apparatus;

and "to prevent the recurrence of accidents of this character,

it is recommended that the installation of the automatic train

stop system be extended" to cover the whole of this line.

All of the cars involved in the collision were of

and the report declares that if any one of them had been
of wood there probably would have been loss of life.

Wood Preservers' Convention Program

The following is the program of the convention of the Ameri-
can Wood Preservers' Association to be held on January 24-26,

at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago

:

Tuesday, January 24, 10.30 a. m.

Invocation, address of welcome and opening business.

Effect of Heat on Wood-Destroying Fungi in Mills, by Dr.
Walter H. Sncll.

2 P. M.

Committee report on Preservatives, A. L. Kammcrer, chair-

man.

A Theory on the Mechanism of the Protection of Wood by
Preservatives, by Ernest Bateman, chemist, Forest Products
Laboratory, Madison, Wis.
Committee report on Utilization and Service: Economics,

Kurt C. Barth, chairman; Track, S. D. Cooper, chairman; Floor-
ing and Paving, L. T. Ericson, chairman.

What Constitutes Reliable Service Records, by M. F. Deutsch,
statistician, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

The Economics of Cross Tic Renewals, by V. K. Hendricks.
Terre Haute, lnd.

Factors Affecting the Cost of Treated Cross Ties, by E. E.

Pershall, vice-president, T. J. Moss Tie Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Photography and Wood IV Vnri Strawn,

photographer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa I-'e, Topcka, Kans.

Wednesday, January 25, 10 a. m.

Feasibility of I sine I topical Hardwoods for Pailroad Ties in

this Country, by Kelson C Brown, American Woods Export As-
sociation, New York.

Committee report on Treatments: Ties—Fir, R. H. Rawson,
chairman; Lumber—Car, W. .1. Smith, chairman; Treated Car
Sills and Decking. F. S. Shinn; Poles— Pressure and Non-
pressure Treatments, R, F. Hosford, general chairman; Wood
Pipe, H. E. Horrocks, ehainnaii: I i.,,,, i, (

| \\ | Stave Pipe,

H. D. Coale, chairman; Inspection. J, K. Keig, chairman.

Should the Increased Cost oi [Yeating I ires be Charged to

Maintenance or Capital Account . bj Earl Stimson, chief engi-

neer of maintenance. Baltimi re & ( Ihio, Baltimore, Md.
Lumber Drying by Vacuum, by 0. 1". Jacobs.

2 p. M.

Crowing Need for Preservation of Mine Timbers, by R. R.
1 Corner,

Why Preserve Mine Timbers? by George M. Hunt, chemist,
Foresl Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Decay of Timber in Minis, by C. J. Humphrey, pathologist.

Bureau of Plant Industry, Madison. Wis.

Committee report on Plant Operation: Peeling Ties, F. S.

Pooler, chairman; Adzing, Boring and Perforating Layouts, D.
W. Edwards, chairman; Car Loading, A. E, I.arkin. chairman;
Insurance, W, E. Doan, chairman. Pressure Machinery, E. E.
Alexander, chairman; Material. Handling, V II. Onstad, chair-

man.

Thursday, January 26, 10 a. m.

Confidence in the Industry, bj R. S. Manley. president, Creo
soted Materials Company, New Orli ins, La.

Committee report, on San Francisco Pay Marine Piling, F. D.
Mattos, chairman.

Committee report on Gulf Coast Marine Piling S\ir\e\

Boehne, chairman.
American Shipworms, by Paul Bartsch.
Closing business.

Mil i him; in mi .ill. n:

Traffic News
-ilium iiuilillii iiiniiiiiiiii

II \ Jones, formerly traffic manager for the Columbian
Tank Company, Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed

traffic i r the Rudy-Patricl I'-any, Kansas
City, Mo.

North Pacific Coast traffic representatives met at Seattle,

Wash., on December 23, to confer on reductions and revisions in

switching rates at all northwest terminal cities, including Port-
land. The present switching rates came into effect during the
war.

The Senate on December 22 adopted a resolution introduced
nator Ladd of North Dakota directing the Federal Trade

Commission to make an investigation and report regarding the
facts relating to the exportation of wheat and other grain, in-
cluding the freight and other costs of handling.

Reductions of rates on coal from Chicago to Pacific Coast
points were announced by the Southern Pacific on December 21,
the effective date to be set later. The company has also extended
the privilege of fabricating in transit of iron and steel tank
plates in shipments originating in Chicago and west when ship-
ments arc destined for Pacific Coast points.

J A McNaughton, formerly traffic manager for the Cudahy
Packing Company, Chicago, has been appointed traffic man-
ager for the Stock Yards Company, Los Angeles, Cal. 1. W.
Robb, succeeds Mr. McNaughton with the Cudahy company.
B. E. Reed, assistant traffic manager of the first named com-
pany, has been appointed traffic manager for the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange, Los Angeles, and has been suc-

by C. O. Cornwall.

In defending the western sugar rate to Chicago at a hearing con-
ducted by the Interstate Commerce Commission at San Francisco,

I. II R. Howard, sales manager of the Western
Sugar Refinery, San Francisco, testified that the lower price of

•ducts on the Pacific Coast did not handicap the eastern
- because the eastern refineries, through subsidiary com

panies, own plantations. Eastern roads maintain that the present
rates on sugar from the Pacific Coast to Chicago unduly

handicap the shipment of Louisiana, Cuba and Porto Rican
to the Chicago market.

Coal Production

tion declined again during the week ended Dcccm-
according to the weekly bulletin of the Geological Survey,

and established a new low record for this season of thi

The output of bituminous is estimated at 7.046,000 net tons.

Senate to Take Up Mileage Book Bill

tort will he made in the Senate on January 11 to

bill to require the railroads to sell interchangeable mileage books
mile. On motion of Senator Robinson of Arkansas

on December 22 the Senate entered into a unanimous consent
agreement to dicharge the committee on Interstate Commerce from
further consideration of the hill S. S48. which provides for the
issuance of a mileage book at 2'.- cents, by amendment of section

22 oi the interstate commerce law. and to take up the considera-
tion of the bill on January 11. A number of similar bills have
been introduced in I

I no action has been taken upon
them by the committees. An effort was trade to attach one of
them to the tax bill as a rider but it failed because it was not
germane to the bill and also because several senators expressed
themseh gi slating din
:x a rate of fare its • j„t tne (7.

sional Record a statement in which he said that "there is no one
thing that contributes more to : of living than the

high cost of railroad travel and railroad freight and express
rates

"
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I Commission and Court News I

Interstate Commerce Commission

The commission has suspended until April 26 the operation of

schedules published by the Erie and the Pennsylvania which

provide reductions in the rates on iron ore from Lorain, Toledo

and Cleveland, to various destinations in Official Classification

territory. For example the present rate on iron ore from Cleve-

land to Cumberland, Md., is 174^2 cents a ton, and the proposed

rate 170J4 cents.

The commission has further suspended until February 12 the

operation of certain schedules published in supplements issued

by R. H. Countiss, agent. The suspended schedules in Supple-

ment No. 1 propose to restrict the routing on lumber and articles

taking same rates destined to eastern points so as not to apply

via any junction in connection with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe or Pan-Handle & Santa Fe,

from points in California, Nevada and Utah in the Hawley and

Truckee groups, leaving applicable instead combination rates

;

and Supplement No. 2 proposes to substitute, for the combinations

proposed to apply, the Coast group rates from points in the

Hawley and Truckee groups, the operation of which was sus-

pended until January 13, 1922, by an order previously entered.

Rate for Grain Rate Reduction Postponed

The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 23 author-

ized the western railroads to make the reduction in rates on

grain, grain products and hay effective on January 7 on one day's

notice, instead of on December 27, on five days' notice, as pro-

vided in the commission's order. This was done because it ap-

peared to the commission that it was physically impossible for

many of the carriers to publish the tariffs by that date even on

one day's notice.

New England Roads Included in

Agricultural Rate Cut

The Interstate Commerce Commission on December 22 granted

permission to the New England railroads, at their request, to

make the general 10 per cent reduction in rates on agricultural

products which is to be put into effect on January 1 by the other

roads. In the original plan the New England lines were excepted

because of their financial condition.

Coal Rate Reductions Suspended

The commission has suspended until April 24 the operation of

certain schedules published by the Chesapeake & Ohio and the

Louisville & Nashville which propose reductions in the rates on

bituminous coal from mines to destinations on the Southern

Railway in Indiana and Illinois. The following shows the present

and proposed rates in cents per net ton on bituminous coal from

Chesapeake & Ohio mines in the Kanawha and Big Sandy Dis-

tricts to destinations indicated

:

To

—

Present Proposed

Muren, Ind 364 347
Oakland City, Ind 164 347
Ml I armel. Ill 378 347
Centralis HI 1|; 347
East St. Louis, 111 413 347

Bingham & Garfield Hearing Closed

The hearing conducted by II. B. Wilson, examiner for the

Interstate Commerce Commission in conjunction with three mem-
bers of the Public Utilities Commission of Utah, to determine

whether the Bingham & Garfield is a plant facility of the Utah
Copper Company or a common carrier, closed at Salt Lake City

on December 18. The copper company, under a contract with

the railroad, guarantees the railroad a return of 6 per cent on

its investment. The copper company owns the railroad outright,

and claims the contract is legal and regular on the ground that

to all intents and purposes the railroad is a plant facility. The
company, therefore, seeks to avoid payment of one-half of all

over 6 per cent net profits into a common fund oi all the rail-

roads of the country as provided for in the Transportation Act.

For all years since that ending June 30, 1912, the net railway
operating income has been more than 6 per cent of the book
value; and as high as 24.35 of that value in the year ending
December 31, 1916.

Reduction in Coal Rates by Ford's

Railroad Not Permitted by I. C. C.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its decision

on the proposed reduction by the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton in

the interstate rates on coal in carloads from mines on its line in

the Jackson county and Ironton groups in Ohio to Toledo, Detroit

and other destinations, ordering that the tariffs be cancelled on
the ground that they are unduly preferential of such mines and
unduly prejudicial to mines on other lines in the same and other

groups in Ohio and other states. The tariffs had been suspended
since September 3.

The opinion, by Commissioner Esch, says that the financial con-
dition of the railroad might warrant the proposed reduction,

provided the issue could be decided solely upon that basis ; but,

a proper relationship between competitive groups is in many
respects of greater importance to the shipping public than the

measure of the rate itself, and the suspended schedules involved

not only respondent's local coal rates, which are but a few of

the many coal rates interwoven in the rate structure from the

mines. Tims viewed, it is said, the commission would not be
warranted in permitting the establishment of rates which would
disrupt the rate relationship fixed by the commission and which
has existed for many years. The report says the reduction con-

templated by the suspended tariffs is merely a part of a general

reduction in the interstate and intrastate rates of respondent upon
all commodities. All other reductions in its interstate rates have
been allowed to become effective.

State Commissions
The Railroad Commission of Tennessee has summoned all

the railroads of the state to appear on January 6 and show
cause why the commission should not order the discontinu-

ance of the surcharge of SO per cent on railroad tick<t~ of

passengers riding in parlor and sleeping cars.

The Railway Commission of Nebraska on December 17, sent

a protest to the Interstate Commerce Commission against the

proposed issue of $73,000,000 of bonds by the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy to reimburse the company's treasury for money
spent in improvements in the years 1916 to 1921, and an issue

of $30,000,000 for additions and betterments to be made in 1922.

The Public Service Commission of Alabama has postponed
until February 6 the date for its hearing in connection with

proposed reductions in freight rates on the railroads of that

state. It is said that the Alabama Shippers' Association re-

quested this postponement because hearings are being held,

on the same general subject, by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The California Railroad Commission has ordered that all auto

stages engaged in the transportation of passengers in California

shall stop between 50 ft. and 75 ft. from steam railroad or in-

terurban electric tracks, before crossing, and the stage driver

must then look up or down the track to be sure there is no
train approaching. Within municipalities the rule does not apply

either at electric or steam railroad tracks.

Personnel of Commissions
llu Senate committee on interstate commerce on December

20 voted to recommend to the Senate confirmation of the

nominations of Commissioners Aitchison and Hall for re-

appointment to the Interstate Commerce Commission but

the Senate' failed to act before taking an adjournment to

January 3. As the commissioners' terms expire at the end
of the year this will leave vacancies until the Senate acts.

It is understood that Senator LaFollette and some of the

Southern Senators who think a Southern man should have
been appointed will make some opposition to the appointment
of Mr. Hall.
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Foreign Railway News
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Equipment and Supplies

-.

Golfers as Passengers

The Greal Western is i uing pecial facilitii Eor the benefit

of golfers oil their line. Tickets are issued inch] ivi

accommodations, rail journej and ram station to

hotel and from hotel to golf links. This is a new departure in

Great Britain and it i believed will be a valuable attraction to

traffic.

General Manager of North

Eastern (England) to Retire

Sir Alexander Kayi Butterworth, general manager of the

North Eastern Railway, is to retire at the end of the present

year. Sir Alexander lias held this j.i >-~it i> m since 1906. He will,

however, remain in the service of the company until the new
amalgamation (North Eastern, Ea tern and East Scottish Group)
is formed in order that he may give his advici and assistance in

all matters relating to the amalgamation, R. L. Wedgwood,
C. B., CM, (I. is td be appointed general manager as from January
1, 1922. Mr. Wedgwood ha; held thi po itior of d i

manager since August, 1919.

The Great Western's New Mechanical Chief

C B Collett, who lia •- been appointed as chief mechanical

engineei ol the Great Western (England) succeeding G. J.

Churchward, C. B. E„ who is retiring from that position at the

end of the present year, .'ill hi! apprenticeship with Maudslay

Son & Field, of London, and entered of the Great

Western Railway in 1893 at Swindon as draughtsman, 1 1 * sub

sequently filled the position of chief draughtsman and was ap

pointed in 1900 technical inspector of the Swindon locomotive

works. In 1901 Mr. Collett was appointed assistant works manage)
and in 1913 was promoted locomotive works manager. He has

acted as deputy chief mechanical engineer since May. 10]0.

Railway Electrification in South Africa

The South African Railways have decided to defer . i

cation of the Dm burg section of thi

railway from Durban to Johannesburg, and to electrifj the

track he t ween Pietei maritzburg and Glencoe Junction instead,

according to the Times (London) Trade Supplement. The
lection to be converted consists ol 17] mill track.

and preliminary \\ ork has ah ea

oi plans is doubtless due to the lessened urgencj of
•'

with ti
i

i ection i esulting from the recent

ol a new route between Pietermaritzburg and Durban, which,
with other improvements, provides two tracks from the

pi ot ini i.il i apital to the pi n t, Furthei , thi mg and
severe gradient! against down traffic between the coa
in Northern Natal and Pietermarit burg, and this, combined
with the fact that onlj one track exists, renders i

of the inland sei tioi it will

also avoid the necessitj for hauling fuel 240 miles to the

generating station, since under the revised scheme the power
plant will be built function, in I ducing
district.

Two Mi n caught by the r 23
one of them being killed proved to be bandits who had held
up Union Pacifii ei train No 7. near Clearfield, I

Vugusl ;i
\ rev ird i $1,000 had I ei n offi r< .1 bj thi railroad

company.

Passengkb I'k\i
. No, 7, of the Southern Railway, was derailed

near Anniston, Ala., on December 19, and the engineman, fireman
and one mail clerk were killed. The engineman was Kc\ -

T. Watkins. he having been a clergyman of the Baptist Church
for 37 years, devoting a par: of his time to religious work. II,

had spent much time in visiting prisons in Georgia and \\

Locomotives

on & Mackin made to 1 locomo-
thc shops of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

I hi ! HUDSON River is having repairs made to 2
dation type locomotives at the shops of the Baldwin Loco-

Freight Cars

Philadelphia & Reading is inquiring for from 500 to

2,000, 70-ton hopper cars.

Western is inquiring through the car

25 timber trucks.

I i Vssam Bengal (India) is inquiring through the car

00 covered g,

The tcel undernames to

its shops at I ti rby, Mi

Mi i n Indian Railway is inquiring through the car

builders for prices on 100 steel

Iron and Steel

Phi i tract t (],(• Decatur
Steel for th< repair shop at Mc-

oml Miss.

Tin .

of rail for 192 as divided between
mills

Machinery and Tools

I Hi '. Rl N I \\ R ULWA1
ing cr..

ids on a 200-ton wreck-

Miscellaneous

I in Nev lines arc asking ior

i. January II the require-

ments of these companies for a minimum oi 5,000 and a maximum
r and tender

repairs

inquiring for 553 barrels

This coi io inquiring •.
long-

1922; also for its rei line and kerosene by tank
delivery at various the line in the states of

Illinois. Wisconsin, Michigan. Minnesota, South
and Nebraska for

inquirii iximatel) 10
drums. lh» deg., and appi gal. of keros
tank cat tor the peri .,11 bids

to be in

l mk\i will reci ive bids until 12 o'clock noon,
Januarj March
31, 1°22. of black. driving
and truck ti- motive service, scan: cs for

ire nails and
shapes and billets;

lirs ; and its cments
"? rail

-witch ewers; rie ;

..able points;

rigid mang double'
slip, and new metal super-strui I complete for

on bridge
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Supply Trade News Railway Construction

David E. Hamilton has been appointed resident representa-

tive in New York City of Herbert Morris, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

The- Keller Pneumatic Tool Company, Grand Haven, Mich.,

recently changed its corporate name to William H. Keller,

Inc.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee,

Wis., has removed its Boston, Mass., office from the Colum-
bian Life building, to rooms 403 and 404 Harvey building,

Chancy street. C. W. Yerger is manager of this office.

E. R. Mason has been appointed eastern and export repre-

sentative of Brown & Co., Inc.—Wayne Iron & Steel Works,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr. Mason's headquarters are at the New
York City offices of Brown & Co., Inc., room 2038 Grand
Central Terminal.

R. C. Campbell, formerly vice-president of the Duncan
Lumber Company, has been appointed manager of the car

and railroad material department of the Burton-Beebe Lum-
ber Company, Seattle, Wash., with headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. Campbell will also handle long leaf yellow pine for

J. H. Burton & Co., Inc., of New York and Mobile, Ala.

The Burton-Beebe Lumber Company has moved its Chicago

office from S3 West Jackson Boulevard to the Lumber Ex-

change building.

The Texas Company, New York City, has consolidated its

traffic and railway sales departments into one department

known as the railway traffic and sales department. The head-

quarters of G. L. Noble, vice-president; Wm. Jervis, manager,

and W. E. Greenwood, assistant manager, is at 17 Battery

Place, New York City, which will also be the headquarters

of J. E. Symons, superintendent of the lubricating division of

the department. W. H. Barrows has been appointed

district manager at Houston, Texas.

Obituary

William J. Armstrong, assistant treasurer of the Gould
Coupler Company, New York City, died suddenly on Decem-
ber 25, at his home in Brooklyn. Mr. Armstrong had been
in the service of the Gould Company for the past 25 years.

Thomas Murray, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer

of the United States Steel Corporation, at New York, died on
December 27, at his home in Sparkill, N. Y. Mr. Murray was
also a director of the corporation and of a number of its subsi-

diaries. He was born in Jersey City, N. J., on December 14,

1867. In May, 1894, he became connected with the Federal

Steel Company, and was appointed assistant secretary of the

United States Steel Corporation upon its organization in April,

1901. On November 11, 1919, he was appointed also assistant

treasurer of the corporation.

Orville C. Mann, inventor of several railroad appliances,

died at Oak Park, 111., on December 15. Mr. Mann was
born at Bath, N. H., on July 22, 1859, and entered railway-

service with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in 1878.

In 1901, after serving on the Iowa and Dakota divisions of

the above road, he moved to Chicago, where he entered the

supply trade business as a manufacturer of smoke jacks. He
later became associated with E. McCann, superintendent of

bridges and buildings of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

who had perfected a spreader. Later Mr. Mann took over

the entire interests in this device, which he has promoted in

recent years.

Of the Total of 1,739 passenger cars owned by the Pacific

system of the Southern Pacific, 890 are all-steel, 812 are wood
and 37 are of steel underframe construction. The first steel

coach, built as an experiment, was completed in the Sacramento
shops of the company in 1906, and no wooden passenger cars

have been built by the company since 1910.

Benton & Saline County.—This company has been chartered

to construct a railroad line from Benton, Ark., extending beyond

Glenville Park along the Saline river, a distance of about three

miles.

Canadian Pacific.—This company is preparing plans and

estimates for the construction of a new freight shed and team
tracks at Windsor, Ont.

Gilmore & Pittsburgh.—This company contemplates the con-

struction of a line of railroad between Whitehall, Mont., and

Dillon, using the tracks of the Oregon Short Line from Dillon

to Armstead, Mont., where the present terminus of the road is

located.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.—This company will construct

a two-story brick station at Brenham, Tex., to cost approxi-

mately $40,000.

Illinois Central.—This company will receive bids until Janu-

ary 4, for the construction of a frame passenger and freight

station, 96 ft. by 24 ft., at Belmont, Mis-.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company contemplates the

construction of a roundhouse, power plant, locomotive shop,

transfer sheds, oil storage tanks and warehouses at Denison,

Tex., estimated to cost more than $3,000,000.

Missouri Pacific.—This company has awarded a contract to

T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago, for the construction of a 25-ft.

extension to its roundhouse at Hoisington, Kan.

Missouri Pacific.—This company will accept bids until Janu-

ary 9 for the construction of a frame freight and passenger

station at Zeigltr, 111. Bids also will be accepted until the same

date for remodeling a brick roundhouse at Coffeyville, Kans.

New York City.—The municipal government, which has been

ordered by the state legislature to construct a railway tunnel

under the Narrows from Staten Island to Brooklyn for freight

and passenger traffic, as has been previously noted in these

columns, has now prepared a proposal to present to the legislature

looking toward the furtherance of the project. The city's pro-

posal calls for authority to acquire all railway lines on' Staten

Island, including the Baltimore & Ohio's subsidiary, the Staten

Island Rapid Transit—by condemnation proceedings if necessary.

An additional marginal railway on Staten Island is also provided

for. The city's plan was promulgated without consultation with

the Transit Commission or port authority and the ideas of these

two bodies are at variance with those of the city government.

The project is one to provide through freight connection between

Long Island and the carriers terminating in New Jersey, as

well as rapid transit facilities for one of the city's boroughs now
dependent entirely upon ferryboat transportation. The necessary

expenditure will approximate $225,000,000.

Osage Railway Company.—This company, which was noted

in the Raihvay Age of December 3 (page 1121), as applying to

the Interstate Commerce Commission for permission to construct

approximately 11 miles of railroad, extending from Foraker,

Okla., to the Osage County oil field in that state, has received

official sanction, and has awarded a contract for the grading of

the new road to R. L. Plunkett, Pawhuska, Okla., and a contract

for the construction of the bridges, trestles and culverts to J. A.

Moore, Foraker.

Southern Pacific—-This company has been requested by the

Board of State Harbor Commissioners of California, to remove

its trestle across Channel street, just east of the intersection of

Seventh street, San Francisco, Cal., and substitute in the place

of the trestle a drawbridge or other like facility. The harbor

commission claims that the present trestle prevents full and com-
plete use of the street for commerce and navigation. The matter

is now before the State Railroad Commission.

Thomas Gravel Company.—This company contemplates the

construction of a six-mile railroad line at Alexandria, La.
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Atlanta, Birmingham & An ni Railway.—Bondholders'
i 'omtmttee for A. & B. First Mortgage Bonds.—Default having
been made on the July 1, 1921, interest on the outstanding $4,090,000

first mortgage five per cent 30-year gold coupon bonds of the

Atlantic & Birmingham Railway, the committee named below
has been formed to protect their interests. Holders are reqi

i" deposit their bonds with the Old Colony Trust Company,
Boston, or with the Farmei ' Loan it Trust Company, New
York depositaries. The committee consists of: Francis R. Hart,

chairman; James II. Perkins, Percy R. Payne, 2d.; George
Bramwell Baker, Walter F. Wyeth, secretary, 17 Court street,

Boston, and P'illsbury, Dana & Young, S3 State street, Boston,
counsel.

Alabama Great Sot is. Authorised to Procure Authenti-

cation of Bonds.—This company has been authorized by the [nti

state Commerce Commission to procure the authentication and

delivery to its treasurer of $1,232,000 of first consolidated mort-

gage 5 per cent gold bonds, to be held in the treasury.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—Order Amended.—The Inter-

state Commerce Commission has made certain modifications of its

order authorizing the issue of securities in connection with the

reorganization and has extended the time within which the secur-

ities may be issued from January 1 to February 28.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—Protective

Committee for Preferred Stock.—A protective committee com-

posed of Edwin G. Merrill, president, New York Life Insurance

& Trust Company ; George E. Roosevelt and Willis D. Wood
has announced to the holders of preferred stock that they con-

sider the offer of the New York Central Railroad to purchase

the stock in exchange for equal amounts of New York Central

stock inadequate. The committee believes that if the holders

act together it will be possible to obtain substantial recognition

of the stock's intrinsic value. Holders of preferred stock who
are willing to be represented by the committee are requested

to communicate promptly with the secretary of the committee,

Charles F.ldridgc, 52 Wall street.

See also New York Central below.

Chicago, Indianapoli & Louisville. Authorised to Issue

Bonds.- -This company has been authorized by the Interstate I

merce Commission to issue $3,493,000 of first and general mort-
i gold bonds, series I',, in exchange Foi an equal amount of

5 per rent gold bonds, series A; $3,000,000 to I"' sold -it not less

than 90 and the balanci to be pledged as securitj For shorl term

notes.

Fort Smith S Wi rERN. Authorised to Issue Securities.—
This company, recently organized as the Ft. Smith & Western
Railway, has been authorized bj the Interstate Commerce Com-
missi, ,n to issue (i

I of common stock without par

value, $1,500,000 of tirst mortgage bonds and $3,744,000 of second

mortgage bonds to be exchanged for first mortgage boni

the Ft Smith & \\ estern Railroad and to use the last mentioned

bonds for the purpose of acquiring at a foreclosure sale the

the old company.

Great Northern.—Common Officers and Directors Author-
ised.—The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order

authorizing officers and directors of this company to retain their

offices while also retaining
|

ith subsidiary and affiliated

companies.

\iu York CentraI \sks Authority to lease Roads.—The
i levcland, I incinnati, < hicago 8 Si Louis Has filed an .<

Hon with the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to

acquire the balance of the stock and some bonds of the Peoria

6 Eastern ; and the New York Central, the Toledo & Ohio Central,

and the Kanawha & Michigan have applied for authority to enter

into leases by which the properties of the Zanesville & Western.
Kanawha & Michigan, Kanawha &• West Virginia, and Toledo
& Ohio Central will be held bv the New York Central under
lease.

The stockholders, at a special session to follow their annual
meeting in Albany, N. Y., on January' 27, will be asked to approve

the proposals of the directors to lease the Toledo & Ohio Cen-
tral and the above-mentioned railroads.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis.—Dividend
tors have decided that, in view of the financial

I year, no dividend would be declared. On
June 22, last, the d action on the 2 per cent

innual dividend which had been previously paid.

All o andle stock except about 1 per cent is now
by the Pennsylvania Company.

v Interest.-—The directors

due January 1 on the first mort-

paid because of inability to meet it.

rsLAND Southern.—Returned to Owners.—Ail

ition, the United States District Court at Peoria,

III., on December 23, ordered that the Rock Island Southern be
is owners. The road passed into receivership on

March 17, 1920, following a complaint heard by the Interstate

i Commerce i lommission.

St. Louis 5 co. Authorized to Issue Bonds.—The
I ite Commerce Commission has authorized an is

$2,122,000 of prior lien mortgage bonds to i md re-

pledged from time to time as collateral security for s|,,, r t tern;

notes.

Western Maryland.—Annual Report.—See article on another
page of this issue entitled "Western Maryland, 1921 .Vet in

Sharp Contrast."

Wichita Kalis. Ranger &• Fort Worth Receivership Is

Asked. I \V Meany has made application in the United States
Northern District Court of Texas for the appointment of a
receiver for this railway His more than $100,000
in connection with the o I the line, which extends

. Dublin, Tex,, and Breckenridge, 67 miles.

Railroad Administration Settlements

The United States Railroad Administration reports the follow-

ing final settlements, and has paid out to thi .Is the
follow ing amounts :

|

Ft. Worth & Dcnvn Cit)
Copper R.uw.
I'.vansville 8 I

Chicago, Tern
N "h i barli

Atlantic & Yadkin
Yadkin

SHOK I MM t; Ml ROADS
•

I In payment of these claims on final settlement is largely made
Up of balance of compensation due. but includes all other dis-

puted it< en the railroad companies and the administra-
tion during the 26 months of federal control.

Dividends Declared
~ .vial. 2 per cent, pa]

11 iii 1 1 .» ,\ \\ ill

—Preferred. 1 per cent, quarterly, payable January
record December 31.

\ Ohio.—4 per cent, payable December 31 to holder* o;
December
New London Northern.

—

2H per cent, quarterly, payable lanuar-.
holders of record December 16.

,\ Western.— Preferred. 1 per cent, quarterly, payable February
IS to holders of record Januarv 31.
Northern Railroad of Ne« i per cent, quarterly, payable

January I record December 12.

per cent, an..-
1

December IS.

I cent, quarterly, payable Jai
record Decant* -

Philadelphia A Trent
ber 31

holders of record January
luarv 12 to holders of record
d, Fredericksburg & Potomac.— ' lend obli-

y\ per cent, payable December
ler 24.
Rome & Clinton.

—

Z\i per
Decemhr:
Troy Union.—6 per cent, payable

cember
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Railway Officers

Financial, Legal and Accounting

Hugh Clement has been appointed assistant treasurer of

the Virginian with headquarters at Norfolk, Virginia, to

succeed F. W. Russell, resigned to engage in other business.

Operating

C. N. Clark has been appointed superintendent of the Mon-
tour with headquarters at Coraopolis, Pa., effective January 1.

The position of assistant superintendent has been abolished.

A. G. Whittington, formerly general manager of the Inter-

national & Great Northern, with headquarters at Palestine,

Tex., has been appointed general superintendent of the Trinity

& Brazos Valley, with headquarters at Teague, Tex.

John H. McKay, division superintendent of the Texas &
1'acific, with headquarters at Marshall, Tex., will, in addition

to his present duties, assume charge of the Louisiana di-

vision, with jurisdiction over the line extending from
Marshall, Tex., to New Orleans, La., succeeding W. H. De-
France, superintendent of that division, who has resigned.

Traffic

A. L. Burnet, city freight agent of the Louisville & Nash-
ville with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., has been promoted
to commercial agent with headquarters at Macon, Ga., suc-

ceeding J. C. Willis, transferred.

W. E. Renneker has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Rocky
Mount, N. C. W. C. Ragin has been appointed to a similar

position at Wilmington, N. C. and Hansford Sams to a

similar position at Savannah, Ga.

E. S. LeGette has been appointed general agent of the

Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.
P. J. Lee has been appointed commercial agent with head-

quarters at Nashville, Tenn. W. G. Dixon has been appointed
commercial agent with headquarters at New York.

T. A. Matthews, division freight agent of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific with headquarters at Minneapolis. Minn.,
has been promoted to assistant general freight agent with
tin same headquarters. D. O. Leary, division freight agent
with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., has been promoted
to general agent with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex.
He will be succeeded by A. L. Talkington, freight agent at

North Ft. Worth. F. H. Faus, division freight agent with

headquarters at Colorado Springs. Col., has been promoted
to general agent with the same headquarters. These appoint-
ments are effective January 1.

Mechanical

Roy Skidmore, erecting foreman of the Kansas City South-
ern, with headquarters at Pittsburg, Kan., has been pro-
moted to shop superintendent with the same headquarters,
succeeding Charles E. Oakes, deceased.

J. C. Rae, general foreman of the Ann Arbor, with head-
quarters at Owosso, Mich., lias been appointed acting master
mechanic, with the same headquarters, assuming charge of
the mechanical department, which action was necessitated by
the resignation of J. E. Osmer, superintendent of motive
power and the ear department.

Purchasing and Stores

I. S. Fairchild has been appointed storekeeper "I the \<»
Orleans Terminal division of the Illinois I entral with head-
quarters at New Orleans, La.

F. G. Prest, whose appointment as director of purchasi

of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn..

was announced in the

Railway Age of Novem-
ber 26 (page 1072).

was born on a farm
near Queenston, Out..

on January 5, 1854. He
entered railroad service

(.n August 1, 1880, as a

clerk in the purchas-

ing department of the

Northern Pacific at St.

Paul. One year later

he was appointed chief

clerk of that depart-

ment, which position he
held until 1891, when
he was promoted to

assistant purchasing
agent, with headquar-
ters at St. Paul. In

1896 he was promoted
to purchasing agent
with the same head-

capacity until his promotion.quarters and continued in that

Obituary
John J. Byrne, assistant passenger traffic manager of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Los
Angeles, Cal., died suddenly from heart disease on December

26, at his home in that

city. Mr. Byrne was
born on January 16,

1859, at Hamilton, Ont.

He entered railroad

service on April 16,

1873, as a clerk in the

auditor's office of the

Great Western (Grand
Trunk), at Hamilton,

since which time he

has been consecutively,

clerk in the general

passenger agent's office

of the Chicago & Alton,

at Chicago, from De-
cember 19, 1877, to

October 14, 1880; rate

clerk in the general

passenger department
of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern
(Missouri Pacific!,

from October 15, 1880, to October 15, 1881; rate clerk

in the general passenger departments of the Missouri
Pacific and the Michigan Central, respectively, from the

latter date until March, 1883, during which period he became
chief rate clerk in the passenger department of the latter

company; from March, 1883, to March 31, 1885, he was secre-

tary of the Chicago Railroad Association; from April 1, 1885,

to July 1, 1887, he was general passenger and ticket agent of

the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company; from August 1.

1887, to December 1, of the same year, he was passenger
agent of the Atlantic & Pacific (Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe), at San Francisco; from December 1, 1887, to September,
1888, he was chief clerk in the passenger department of the

Chicago, Santa Fe & California (Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe), at Chicago; from September, 1888, to December 31, 1889,

he was assistant general passenger agent for the same road,

working in {he same capacity after its amalgamation with the

Uchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, until January 1, 1892. He was
promoted to assistant passenger traffic manager on January
1. 1892, which position he held until January 31. 1895, when he

was made general passenger agent of the Atchison, Topeka cc

Santa Fe, Hues west of Albuquerque. N. M. On October 10,

1905, he again became assistant passenger traffic manager.

J. Byrne
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Big Results

From Small Investments

( )f the total investment of railroads, only eight

per cent is in locomotives. En proportion to

their cost they are of maximum importance .1-.

upon locomotives, depends the earning power

of every rail, bridge, yard' switch, Station and

every individual item necessary on a railroad.

This, therefore, suggests the importance "i

every factor that increases the working capacity

or the potential ton mileage of every locomotive.

The capital expense of making it possible for

every locomotive to exert its utmost effect upon

ton mileage by giving it every capacity increas

ing improvement known is relativel) small.

While the investment in equipment is relativelj

small consider the fact thai the COSl of power,

everything included, is not tar from two billions

a year. What are a tew dollars per engine

compared with the effect on the greater COSl ol

the operation of the power,

G. M. Basford Company
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This train load of com-
>any coal need never

1) a v e been hauled.

Arches release engines for

revenue producing service

For your fuel record

—

have a n arch in

every engine you run.

Hauling company freight never paid

dividends.

By saving 10% of the fuel burned by 70

locomotives, a carload of arch brick

reduces their fuel consumption by 2100

tons in a month.

Result:-—a locomotive released for rev-

enue freight hauling, a train of coal saved,

the cost of hauling a train of company
material avoided.

With the Arch on every engine there

will be less company coal going over the

road.

AMERICAN i/RCH fOMPANY, Inc.
J^ocomorivc Qombustwn £ngineeri

<5\U Conmck 'Building

CHICAGO
ij Can jzn,! Street

NEW YORK

Security Sectional Arch
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Franklin Automatio Wedges adjust themselves with ever} revolution of the drivers

Stops slack before it starts

Every bearing wears as fast as the wedges.

When slack is noticeable enough to be re-

ported by the engineer it's too late to save the

bearings.

But by adjusting itself automatically as wear

occurs the Franklin Automatic Wedge takes up

the microscopic slack before damage is done by

pounding boxes.

That is why Franklin Wedges soon pay for

themselves many times over in brass saving

alone.

Franklin Railway Supply Company inc.

17 East 42 N° Street. New York.
332 SO. MICHIGAN AVENUE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Franklin Railway Supply Company of Canada. Limited. Montreal

Export Department-International Railway Supply Co.-30 Church St
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LIMA LOCOMOTIVES

A LOOK AHEAD
In considering new locomotives it is well to have in mind

the reduction in the cost of transportation that more powerful

engines will effect. Increased power without increase in fuel

consumption is what we mean. By careful design, including

the best use of capacity increasing factors, the maximum of

pulling capacity or the minimum fuel consumption may be

obtained. The roads that go most thoroughly into the details

of their new engines before they are ordered will get the most

out of their new power. Lima is prepared to co-operate with

you.

Building an engine exactly suited to conditions may mean

five or ten more cars per train.

Lima Locomotive Works, Incorporated

Lima, Ohio 17 East 42nd Street, N. Y.
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Slow travel over the cooling table gives a
beneficial annealing—and a stronger, ductile tube Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubesl

Which tube would You use?
A road on which Parkesburg Charcoal Iron

Boiler Tubes are now standard formerly used

tubes of another material.

Nine months was considered good service

from a tube on this road, which has very poor

water conditions.

In an effort to reduce flue costs, the road

tried Parkesburg Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes
at a slightly higher price per foot.

They use Parkesburg tubes now. Some of

them have been in service four years and are

good for several more safe ends.

If you were responsible for locomotive main-

tenance on that road would you go back to the

kind of tube that pitted in nine months? Or
would you continue to use Parkesburg Char-

coal Iron Boiler Tubes which have given four

years' service under the same conditions, and
are still good?

The Parkesburg Iron Company
Parkesburg, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES
New York, 30 Church Street— Boston, Oliver Building — Chicago, Fisher Building
Philadelphia, Commercial Trust Building — St. Louis. Security Building— San Fran
cisco, Rialto Bldg.—St. Paul, Merchants Nat'l Bank Bldg.—Montreal, New Birks Bldg.

EXPORT AGENTS
Wonham, Bates & Goode Trading Corporation. New York
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LESS WEIGHT
is carried on the trailer wheels of stoker fired locomotives

equipped with ELVIN MECHANICAL STOKERS.

The illustration shows the complete stoker unit as applied

to the locomotive and it weighs but 2900 lbs.

The feeder and coal breaker on the tender weigh 2400 lbs.

No sacrifice of strength, capacity or durability has been

made in attaining these weights.

Sounds interesting, doesn't it?

Why not investigate?

The Elvin Mechanical Stoker Company
50 Church Street New York City
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Showing the Way
A MONG the many notable examples of Alco supremacy in recent

**• years, none has surpassed the Rock Island's Mountain type

locomotives in successful operation and sustained performance.

Some idea of their efficiency may be gained from the following data

on the Golden State Limited, and other famous Rock Island trains:

These Mountain type locomotives have averaged 5,000

miles per month each. There has not been one delay

on account of hot bearings or rod bushings, and steam

failures are unknown even under the most trying con-

ditions.

On the Missouri Division, they are assigned to the

Golden State Limited, making an average schedule of

45 miles per hour, including stops, with 12 to 16 solid

steel cars, weight of train ranging from 830 to 1,200

tons.

On the Iowa Division between Valley Junction and

Rock Island, a distance of 181 miles, they handle the

Rocky Mountain Limited, usually a 13 car train

scheduled at 39 miles per hour. On different occasions

they have made up an average of 45 minutes on this

running time.

In one instance engine 4004 between Valley Junction

and Omaha, handled twelve 1 6-compartment stateroom

Pullmans and a buffet in less than three hours' running

time, an average of 46.6 miles per hour. This trip in-

cludes several one per cent grades.

There is a vast difference between the mere purchase of locomotives,

and really buying locomotive service.

When you specify Alco—you get both

American Locomotive Company
30 Church Street New York, N. Y.
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Barco 3v connections
Between
Engines

and
Tenders

Safeguard Your Train Service
BARCO All Metal 3V Connections provide that absolutely dependable

construction so essential at the most vital point in your train lines—the

connections between engine and tender.

It is here that Barco Engine Tender Connections safeguard your train service

by eliminating a common cause of delays and failures—defective or burst hose.

Practically indestructible because of their all metal construction, and perfectly

flexible under all conditions, Barco 3V Connections are a positive guarantee
of a continuous and unobstructed flow of steam and air.

When you equip your locomotives with Barco 3V Connections, you not only

safeguard your train service but you are also taking decisive action towards
cutting your repair costs by eliminating the continual expense of renewing hose.

To insure safe, dependable, train service and to effect large reductions in your
maintenance expense, specify Barco 3V Engine Tender Connections.

arco ManufacturingCompairrHir Ar.n in — W <CHICAGO, ILL,
montreaC^t^ronto THE HOLD EN C0«„(LT®.* WINNIPEG -VANCOUVER
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BALDWIN MOUNTAIN (4! I TYP1 MOTIV1 OK [HE SANTA FE

Baldwin Mountain Type Locomotives
Meet Requirements on Heaviest Grades

HI'.A \ N passenger traffic on the mountain divisions of tin- Santa Fe S\ stem
is handled by Baldwin Locomotives of the 1-8-2 type. These locomotives

were designed and buill in accordance with specifications furnished by the Rail-

wax Company and arc designated as the 3700 class. They are equipped to burn
either coal or oil, according to the districl to which the} are assigned.

The illustration shews east-bound passenger train No. 10. hauled by Engine No. 3709, a

coal burner, read} to leave Albuquerque for Raton, New Mexico, a run of 243 miles. The

maximum grade on this section is 158.4 feel per mile. The locomotive is stoker fired, w<

367,700 pounds and develops a tractive force of 54,100 pounds.

Under the supervision oi John Purcell, Assistant to the Vice President, the M
Power Department of the Santa Fe, co-operating with The Baldwin Locomotive Work-, has

developed a series of high power passenger and freighl locomotives which arc- successful!)

meeting the mosl difficult operating conditions.

Baldwin Locomotives arc Standard on ih< Santa /

1

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA
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One of the Forty-five Mikado type

locomotives recently built for the

Great Northern Railroad, all of which
were fitted with Duplex Stokers

Duplex Stoker's New Year Resolutions

(i

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

(8

(9

(10

Duplex Stoker will bring out full capacity of locomotive.

Will haul more tonnage per freight train.

Will make quicker trip with regular number of cars per train.

Will make up lost time.

Will make hard schedules on time.

Will take an extra car or two on heavy passenger trains without trouble.

Will enable passenger trains to make extra divisions without fire-cleaning.

Will carry thin, extra hot fire and keep engine hot.

Will distribute coal uniformly and economically over entire fire-bed.

Will maintain the good reputation of

—

Over 4,500 of Our Stokers in Service on 76 Railroads

Locomotive Stoker Company
Se CHURCH STREET

NEW YORK
Main Office and Works

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MUNSEY BUILDING. WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAILWAY EXCHANGE
CHICAGO, ILL.

Duplex Stokers

distribute the —
— Coal uniformly

and economically
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WESTINGHOUSE AIR COMPANY

1922
To our friends, tin- Railroads, anil our esteemed

contemporaries in the Railway Supply field.

$foiu ^fear's (Srrrthtg

THE WestinglioiiM Vir ISrukc Compan) takes this op-

portunity to extend a euwtom New 1 ear's Greeting

to it- customers and friends in the Railway and the Kail-

way Supply industries.

Present conditions indicate that l
( 'l!2 will find OUT

common interests advanced as we increase our efforts to

serve each other. The Bplendid co-operation which has

existed in the past between the Railroads, the Westing-

house Air Brake Company, and the other Kailwa\ Supptj

Manufacturers, has been a source ol mutual -ati-tartiun

to all concerned, and stands now as a stamen foundation

on which to build for future progress and prosperity.

Service and Co-operation have always been associated

with Westinghouse traditions; thej remain the keywords

of our business creed for l
(>2J.

PR] SIM NT

WESTINGHOUSE AlR BRAKE CO.
General Offices and Works. Wumerding. Pa.

New York Washington Chicago St. Louis San Francisco
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In cold weather when you are forced

to reduce locomotive tonnage because

friction is greater and it is more diffi-

cult to keep up steam, it is well to be

able to depend on a good, reliable

packing to prevent leaks at the piston

rod and valve stem. If these vital

parts are not steam-tight, the locomo-

tive would be placed at a greater dis-

advantage and unable to handle even

the lower tonnage efficiency.

The application of King Metallic Packing is a precautionary measure in the

interest of better locomotive performance, lower fuel consumption, and safety.

The United States Metallic
PHILADELPHIA

Packing Go.
PENNSYLVANIA
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This illustration of a complete installation of the

"F. B. C." WELDED FLEXIBLE STAYBOLT

recently completed in a set of ten locomotive boilers for one of

the large railroad systems and the reports received to date in-

dicate that the locomotives are giving exceptional service with

,,ut the necessity of expending any money for minor repairs, and

not a leaky staybolt.

The cost of application was reduced more than 40%.

Are You Ready to Make Trial Installation?

SPECIFY "F. B. C." FLEXIBLE STAYBOLTS IN NEW
EQUIPMENT AND USE IT IN REPAIRS

FLANNERY BOLT COMPANY
Vanadium Building Pittsburgh,
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Pistons
should BE

Hunt-Spiller

Gun Iron
Piston heads stand the brunt of locomotive

power. The tractive effort is directly in

proportion to the pressure applied to them.

They must be strong and tough to stand

the high temperature and pressure.

Hunt-Spiller Gun Iron will meet these re-

quirements plus the wear resisting qualities

which insure long service with freedom

from breakage and minimum amount of

wear.

Made Only by

fHHf/ZX-// V

Office and Works

383 Dorchester Ave. South Boston, 27, Mass.
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116,000 MILES-
and not a Penny for Repairs

I^JO failures, no delays, no repairs, not

even a bushing in 14 months—such is

the report on the valve gear mechanism of

the locomotive pulling a famous Eastern

passenger express covering 400 miles daily

and 116,000 miles between shoppings. Not

one penny was spent to maintain

THE BAKER VALVE GEAR

This performance however is not unusual

but typical of Baker Service which controls

the "Spending" of the coal money in the

cylinders.

Beside this great reduction in maintenance

charges, the Baker Valve Gear pn>\ ides for

the quick and sharp opening of valve w hich

gives full boiler pressure from admission to

cut off. The great advantage of this feature

is the fact that quick snappy port openings

prevent wire drawing of the steam and loss

of effective pressure on the cylinders.

ipply th<- Baker I alve Gear

novo the Savings will follow.

THE PILXIOD COMPANY
30 Church St., New YorK
Railway Exchange Bldg. , Chicago

WorRs: Swanton, Ohio
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Low Maintenance Means Reduced Expense
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Westinghouse

Turbine-Generator

Locomotive

Headlighters

i
-V

-^N*

(W)
\ /"WESTINGHOUSE^ #
^A, ELECTRIC i#

'- *7*Mt
« ^B*"".3

being totally enclosed,

are not affected by
weather conditions, or by
dirt and dust to which
they are subjected on top

of a locomotive.

Their weight and size

allow easy handling' to

and from a locomotive,

while their construction

will withstand the shocks

and strains met with in

service.

Operating records on many steam roads show the Westinghouse Headlighter to

be most reliable and economical. A solid rotor with milled slots serving as

blades, ball bearings, and many other advantages make the unit most desirable.

For detailed information write to our nearest office or to the Railway Depart-
ment.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westinghouse
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GREAT BUILDERS

c/Kilton
c
jH.Smith

The romance of the life of Milton Hunnilial Smith was the doctrine ol

singleness of purpose—work. His dream of a united South an indus-

trial empire—-doubtless inspired by the chaotic conditions resulting from

the Civil War, became a reality, before his death, through the develop-

mental stimulus of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad.

During his association with this road its 185 miles of single track between

Louisville and Nashville grew into a system of over 5000 miles dominat-

ing the southeastern quarter of the United States. Hi- breadth ol vision

enabled his road to aid in releasing and developing the coal and inm ol

Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama, tp which fact may be attributed tin-

virtual creation of the Birmingham district

The love of accuracy in the smallest de-

tails, for which Milton II. Smith was

noted, is representative of the painstak-

ing care which has been used \,>r over

ihne-quatleTS of a century in the manu-

facture of Tennessee Charcoal Bloom

Staybolt Iron.

Ewald Iron Company
LiOUlSVIL, Uti

NEW YORK.

T^raWoomlron.
JSSSGS* "V

"Irxlfse Sincel844
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SAFETY
is of maximum
importance when
buying railroad

wheels.

Specify

Gary STEEL Wheels

Manufactured by

SUmofe lirteel Company
General Offices, 208 S. La Salle Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

An Efficient
Pipe Covering
must not contain
Combustible
Material

The combustible or inflammable element in some pipe
coverings runs as high as 20 to 22 per cent. Under
low temperatures such coverings may possibly remain a

long time unimpaired but high temperatures will soon
char the inner zone or layers. Bulk having been re-

duced, the covering will sag, air currents will run along
the under side of the pipe and a continual loss of heat
will take place.

85% Magnesia possesses, in addition to other essen-
tial qualities, the virtue of heat-resistance without im-
pairment. There is nothing combustible in 85%
Magnesia. Even tests with temperatures from 700 to

900 deg. F., continued for months, show only a calcina-

tion, which actually increased the efficiency of the cover-

ing about three per cent.

85% Magnesia taken from pipes after twenty years'

use may be placed on other heated surfaces, and will

keep on doing its good work.

Magnesia Association of America
765 Bulletin Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Executive Cc.mmittee, William A. Macan, Chairman

George I>. Crabbs The Philip Carey Company Cincinnati. Ohio.

Alvin M. Ehret Ehret Magnesia Mfg. Co Valley Forge. P«-

J K. Swift The Franklin Mfg. Co Franklin. Pa.

R. V. Mattison. Jr Keasbey & Mattison Co Ambler. Pa.

Copyright 1921 Magnesia Association of America
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'The Standard for Rubber Insulation'

*P»'i
Varnished Cambric
WIRES and CABLES

TRACE MARK

are made with the same care and high regard for

quality which distinguishes the production of

Okonite rubber insulation.

We are prepared to handle any high grade proposi-

tion, and solicit your inquiries.

"Manson" Tape (Friction)
—

"Okonite" Tape
(Splicing Compound).

The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J.
Incorporated 1884

Central Electric Co., Chicago, 111., Gen. Western Agents

F. D. Lawrence Electric Co., Cincinnati, O. Novelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston, Mass.

RAILWAY CARS OF ALL TYPES
Complete Facilities for Repairing and Rebuilding Cars

REPAIR PARTS—BOLSTERS—TRUCKS—CASTINGS—FORCINGS—GREY IRON WHEELS

PRESSED STEEL CAR CO.
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH CHICAGO ST. PAUL WASHINGTON, D. C.
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WASHOUT

PRIME3 PLUGS

THE PRIME MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

The Ralston Steel Car Company

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Design, Build and Repair

All Classes of Freight Cars

And Steel Underframes
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EDGEWATER STEEL COMPANY
Workt end General Office*: PITTSBURGH. PA.

SALES OFFICES
McCormlck Bldg Chlcajo, III.

Finance Bids Philadelphia, Pa.

Munsey Bldg Washington, D. C.

Starkt Bldg Louisville, Ky.

53 Oliver St Boston. Mass

Title Insurance Bldg. . Los Angeles, Cal.

All the above were rolled on the same mllle at tbe plant of
Ediewates- Steel Co., Pittsburgh. The small rini Is 14V Inside
diameter. Tbe large rings are 133 '«" Inside diameter, 21 ]

4

"

wide and weigh 7C04 lbs. each. The 72" locomotive driving tire
and the 34" passenger car wheel show the versatility of the mills.

E
SALES OFFICES

Merchants Bank Bltfl . . . St Pajl. Mini.
Railway Etehange St. Loili, Ha
Hobart Bldg San Francises
Mtl"y Bldg Portland. On.
Krarns Bldg Salt Lake City
50 Church St Mr. v„i
Fourth Natural Bank Bldg Atlanta. Gs.

The Jordan Spreader Ditcher

BBM*^laFW
Bringing

the dirt

IWaHtensli^
1 5i>V

*

Note the

uniform

outside ^»_^L-_ .r^PBt^B jBEK-j shoulder

the cut.
^^bbbbbIsbbbV ^^saa^^sssssPv^

and ditch.

t

Wire or write to-day for 1 urther information

O. F. JORDAN COMPANY EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA
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Which Lasts Longer

—

Shoe Leather or Stone Pavements?

The answer is obvious. Likewise the superior-

ity of Asbestos Brake Cylinder Packing Cups
over the old leather cups is just as self-evident.

For asbestos is rock—a mineral that gives un-

equaled wearing qualities to a packing cup, and

makes it highly resistant to heat, pressure and

condensate, and free from the porosity of leather

packing cups.

The Johns-Manville

Brake Cylinder Packing Set
which is made up of this impregnated, non-

porous Packing Cup and Slip-type Expander
Ring, has proved under all service conditions

that it reduces brake cylinder leakage to a

minimum.
Write for booklet on Brake Cylinder Leakage.

JOHNS-MANVILLE
INCORPORATED

Madison Ave. at 41st Street New York City

JOHNS
MANV1IXE
Railroad Product*

It Digs More Lineal Feet

of Ditch for Less Money

The "AMERICAN" Railroad

Ditcher will dig more lineal feet of

ditch for a much lower cost per yard

than the best hand crew ever rhustered.

It plugs along steadily and consist-

ently, unaffected by conditions which
would put a hand crew out of action.

Ditches full of icy water or sticky

gumbo have no terrors for the

"AMERICAN ;" the plunger—exclu-

sive "AMERICAN" feature—instantly

clears the dipper of the stickiest clay.

Where train service is frequent the

"AMERICAN" can dig until the last

minute and then "clear" at train speed,

scuttling back to the job as soon as the

train has passed.

The "AMERICAN" digs a uniform

ditch with a smooth, well rounded bot-

tom.

If you are not acquainted with the

achievements and capacity of the

"AMERICAN" Railroad Ditcher ask

us for all the facts.

"Give me where I may stand and 1 will move the uvrld"

American Hoist & Derrick Co.

St. Paul Minnesota

Builders of "AMERICAN"

Locomotive Cranes
Railroad Ditchers
Logging Equipment

New York
Chicago

Sugar Cane Machinery
Marine Deck Machinery

and Tackle

The Genuine "CROSBY"
Wire Rope Clip

Pittsburgh New Orleans
Seattle Detroit
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AIRCO DISTRICT OFFICES
& DISTRIBUTING STATIONS

An Airco Diitiibitini Ststlss li Iseatss
1

Is

each ill inn following cities. District Oswm
art located In cities Indicates ty s (•).

Albany. N. T. Lebanon. Pa.

'Atlanta. i;a. LoulsTllle. Ky.
658 Marietta Bt. Madison. III.

•Hiimii.ii. Mass. Milwaukee. r"ls.

122 Mt. Vernon St. 'Minneapolis. Minn.
Dorebeatsr. 327 25th Bt g. E.

Baltimore. Md. Ne« Ilaien. Conn.
Bethlehem, Pa. New York. N. T.

Bridgeport. Conn. 'Jersey City. N. J.

Brooklyn. N. V. (Metropolitan Db-
Broni. N. Y. trlct)

•Buffalo. NT. 181 Pacific An.
730 Orant St Brooklyn, N. T.

(airco)
Canton. 0. Bronx, N. I.

•Chicago. III. Norrolk, Va.

2236 8s. Lumber St. "Oklahoma City. OkJeN^a^S^ •i i.... i n .: 0. P. 0. I'...i 1838
1210 W. «9th St. Omaha. Nebr.

FKODUCTS Clnrliuiatl, 0. Paumn, N. J.

CoaUsrlllc. Pa. Peoria. 111.

Oxygen
Acsrtyleme

Columbus. 0. •Philadelphia, Pa
Ili'llance, 0. OermantowD and

WsJdlnf and CutHn» •Detroit. Mich. •Pittsburgh, Pa.
Apparatus and 70!' 1 Hsrtwicl St. 2515 Liberty Aft.

Supplies Duiuth. Minn. Portland. Ore.

Acarrleoe Generators East Chicago, Ind "Richmond, Va.

Carbide East 81. Louie. 111. P. 0. Boi 1192
•Kmeryrllls, Calif. San Francisco, Cal

Argon Park Aee. and Hal- •Seattle. Wash.
leek Bt 3623 K Marglial

Erie. Pa. Way
Fort Wayne, Ind. Bheron, Ps.
Gloucester, N. J. Springfield, 0.
flraml Itaplda. Mien. •St Imli. Mo.
Hartrorit. Conn. 115 Plum St
Indianapolis. Ind. Tacoma. Wash.

•Jersey City, N. J. Terre Hsute. Ind.
181 Pacific Are. Toledo. 0.

Johnstown, Pa. Tulsa. Oil*.
Joplln. Mo. Warren. 0.

"Airco Oxygen and

Kansas City. Mo. Toungvtovn, 0.

AIR REDUCTION SALES CO.
Acetylene Service is Mfre. of Alrro Oxygen, Airco Acetylene, Alreo

Good Service" W-hllng and Cutting Apparatus and other Alreo
Product*.

Home OHlea:

342 Mad lion Aw , New York, N. Y.

Ohio locomotive
CRANES

90% Steel Castings
An investment is an expenditure for profit or future
benefit. The Ohio Crane will do the work of approxi-
mately 30 men, loading cars, transferring heavy castings,

coaling engines, breaking scrap with very low mainte-
nance charges. For that reason, it is considered to be
a High Grade Railroad Investment.

Good Service Is Foremost. Price Is Secondary.

Ohio Locomotive Crane Company
BUCYRUS spring ST. OHIO

Sharon

"BLUENOSE"
Hand Truck

Here's a hand truck built for a life-time of serv-

ice—a truck you can depend upon to carry

more, over a longer period, than any you've had

experience with.

The frame, including wheel lugs, is pressed

from one piece of
J 8 -inch hot rolled open

hearth steel—the "Bluenose" is pressed from

I
4-inch stock of the same material. Note how
each wheel is enclosed and supported with two

lugs with stiffening beads—no weakness here.

You can have the "Bluenose" in two sizes

—

54 inches, 65 lbs., and 64 1
2 inches. 120 lbs.;

with straight or curved wood handles: with

straight or depressed cross-bars; with square

or round nose; with plain wheels, with either

plain or roller bearings, or with cushion wheels.

Measure truck values in terms of ton-hour-

i Send for specifications of the Sharon

"Bluenose" Truck and the Sharon "Brute"

Trailer.

SHARON PRESSED STEELCO.

MAIN 0FF1CEANDW0RKS. SHARON.PENNA.
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Out ofthe experienced past,

intothe exacting present,

KERITE through morethan

a half-century ofsuccess-

ful service, continues
asthe standard by which

engineeringjudgment
measures insulatingvalue

KEWTE'w^&K? COMPANY

H. H. HEWITT W. H. CROFT
Pre.id.m1 Firil Vico-Preatdlnit

MAGNUS COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

Journal Bearings

AND

Brass Engine Castings

New York Chicago

Air Driven Wire Brush

for removing dirt, rust, paint and

scale from steel cars, tanks,

bridges and all metal surfaces.

"Little David" Wire Brush

A rugged and reliable air tool

for general cleaning work.

Descriptive literature on request.

Ingersoll-Rand Company
General Offices, 11 Broadway, New York

220- PT

Dearborn Service Saves
Dollars in Locomotive

Operation

It is a case of real saving, accomplished on a scale

the extent of which it is difficult to compute, when it is

remembered that the savings relate to such matters as

fuel, lubrication, boiler washing, time of the locomotive

in service, life of boiler tubes, and repair outlay, all

items that enter into the daily operating expense.

Dearborn methods of Water Treatment are scientific,

yet simple, practical, and inexpensive. Send samples

of your bad water supplies for analysis, and let us advise

regarding treatment. There is no charge for the analytical

work.

m;au*.PAi.oFF

Dearborn Chemical Company
332 So. Michigan Ave. CHICAGO
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Cools Off

Hot Boxes
Instantly
The Mohawk Lubricating Compound

is giving highly satisfactory results in

each instance. This compound has

been furnished several conductors and

all report exceptionally good results.

(Signed) G. F.

MOHAWK LUBRICATING CO.
2002 Plum Street, Cincinnati, O.

MOHAWK COOLING
..COMPOUND...

Woods' Anti-Friction

Side and Center

Bearings

Flat Sided Ball

Anti-Friction Center Plate

EDWIN S. WOODS & CO
Transportation Bldg.

Montreal
McCorn-.ick Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Penobscot Bldg

Detroit

Pitt, Penn and Janney

X Couplers

A. R. A. STANDARD "D" COUPLERS
for Cars and Locomotive*

PITT PIVOTED COUPLERS
Designed on Proper Principles

Especially for

Passenger Train Cars

Acid Open Hearth Forging Billets

and Ingots

Rolled Steel Bars

THE McCONWAY & TORLEY COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Am erican
rSad Fence

and

Am erican
?£S^ Rosts

Absolute Right-of-Way

Protection

Illustrated Catalogue Free

American Steel & Wire
chicago-nkw Yasur. Company
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Cardwell Friction Draft Gear

Union Draft Gear Company
Ch.tcaRO Office

McCormlck Bldg. 1023 Transportation Bldg., Mootraal

FINISHED STAYBOLTS
Are you one of those siuTi-nog fri.ru high labor costs for machining sUybolU?
Why not let ua do It nmi SAVE nil UONKY?
Oux finished tx>lt di partmetii U pet-bap* one of the best equipped Id the nxxitij.

Any diameter % to 2" dnl»b«d boll, hollow or wild, furnished oo ibort ooUce,
ofte-

AT ONCE FROM STOCK

ALLS V\OLVjOW A

CUYAHOGA FALLS, 0. U.S.A.

Owing to large production, we thread bolt* more cheaply than yoa and saw yoa
the waste, as erery bolt Is guaranteed perfect. Stick to us and you will always pet ttu

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICES QUICKEST SEBVICE

Bars In the rough, finished stays, hollow or solid.

FALLS HOLLOW STAYBOLT CO.
CUYAHOGA FALLS. OHIO

Patented April 23, 1918

Schaefer Truck Lever Connections
for Freight Car, Passenger Car and Engine Tender
Equipment.

In use on 38 Railroads, including the largest Railroads
in the Country.
Schaefer Truck Lever Connections are made from

one-piece open hearth Steel; Jaws drop forged; no
welds.

We carry in stock lengths from 2 ft 6 in. to

3 ft. 6 in., progressing by Yi in. changes.

Write for Descriptive Literature.

SCHAEFER EQUIPMENT CO.
General Offices

Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

O. S. Depend-
able Locomotive

Cranes and
Buckets

Manufactured Id sizes rang-
ing from 7 to 60 tons ca-
pacity.

7 and 12 ton sizes mounted
upon crawling treads or
traction wheels for baodllnf
materials which are not lo-

tated near a right-of-way or

side track.

Cranes can be equipped to

handle magnet, clam shell

or drag line bucket.

Catalog No. 18 Bent upon
request.

ORTON &
STEINBRRNNER CO.
Main Offices, Chleago, III.

Factory, Huntington, tnl

BARBER

LATERAL-MOTION DEVICE
1,000,000 in service on 43 Railroads

ROLLER SIDE-BEARINGS
Roller Center Plates

Lessens Wheel Flange Wear
Reduces Friction on Rails 15%

STANDARD CAR TRUCK CO.
Mccormick building Chicago

CAR HEATING
Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc.

RAILWAY EXCHANGE

CHICAGO

NEW YORK, 30 Church St.

BOSTON, 53 State St.

ST. PAUL, Merchant Nat.

Bank
WASHINGTON, D. C, Mun-

sey Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, Commer-
cial Trust Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, Hob«rt
Bldg.

MONTREAL, CANADA, 65
Dalhousie St.

BRAKE SHOES

Safety Economy

The Diamond Reinforced Shoe

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.

30 Church Street, New York

332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago Chattanooga, Tenn.
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STEEL FREIGHT CARS and UNDERFRAMES

Designed, Built and Repaired

Pressed Steel Parts of all Descriptions

THE YOUNGSTOWN STEEL CAR COMPANY
NILES, OHIO

FaFfcigfct Car D©oa? Fixtures,

All Stecel Freight Car Doors,
BurolarProof Freight Car Door Locking Arrangement,

Freight Car Door Starting and Closing Arrangement

.

ICOHWCY SSSSffiEKi

The Crosby tester
Designed and Constructed on

Scientific Principles.

It Is Mathematically Correct.

Moderate in Price

Simple and Durable.

It is the Best One on
the Market

Manufactured and Sold by

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co.
Boston New York Chicago San Francisco London

GRAVER
Water Softeners and Filters That

Fully Meet Railway Prob-

lems, Steel Tanks and

Steel Plate Work
of All Kinds

GRAVER CORPORATION
Eaat Chicago, Railroad Drpt..

Ind. Sieger Bldf ., Chicago

SPECIALISTS
IN THE

Design and Manufacture
OF

Standard -Insulated-Compromise

Rail Joints

THE RAIL JOINT COMPANY
6 1 Broadway, New York City

Water-Tube Boilers
Babcock 4 Wilcox—Stirling—Ruat

Steam Superheaters

Chain-Grate Stokers

Oil Burners

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO.
85 Liberty St., New York

Branch Office! at Atlanta, Boston. Chicago. Gncinnah, Cevtland,
Benver, Detroit, Fort Worth. Havana. Honolulu, Houston Los
Angr-les. New Orleans. Philadelphia. Plttsburg-h. Salt Lake City.

San Francisco, San Juan. Seattle and Tucson
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CRECO SERVICE
PFC BRAKE BEAHS SIDE BEARINGS SLACK ADJUSTERS fREOl"*EV BRAKE BEAM SUPPORTS \

R
CHICAGO RAILW EQUPMlTTT COMPAQ 1420 PFOORMKKBLDaaflGSQO.
NEW YORK WASHINGTON MONTREAL SAN FRANCISCO

9®
ECTION CABS

INSPECTION CARS 16'AND 20' WHEELS PUSH CARS

"MTnd$*e&CompanT hand cars
Factory—On Belt R. R.. Chicago Main Office—Railway Eirtanm, Chicago Branch Officer—New York. St. Louis. DenTer. San Franciico

GREENVILLE STEEL CAR CO.
Manufacture Steel Underframes, Pressed Steel Shapes and Forgings

Rebuild and Repair Steel Freight Cars

Greenville, Penn'a.

UNION SPRING & MANUFACTURING CO.
Coil Springs, Elliptic Springs, Steel Castings, Pressed Steel Spring Plates and Pressed Steel Journal Box Lid*

KENSINGTON JOURNAL BOX—All Steel

WORKS—NEW KENSINGTON, PA.

wS^tJS^oZ^k N
-
Y - PITTSBURGH OFFICE—300 GRANITE BLDG. l^Lf^^ik^t^l^l'^

GS CAR LIGHTING
l—J THE SAFETY CAR HEATING AND LIGHTING CO.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
MONTREAL

(TlASB Durable rich ap-
pearing upholstery

—

inexpensive and dis-

tinctive.

L.C. CHASE & CO., Boston

The standard upholstery
for over a third of a

c e n t u r y

—

grades for
all uses.

(Rase

Goat Brand

CarPlush

£xt<be
BATTERIES

Because adjustments are not required on the E.S.B. Axle Lighting
System, nothing is left to the judgment of the inexperienced.

Send for your copy of the new bulletin on car lighting No. 186.

1888 THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., Philadelphia 1921
Oldest and largest manufacturers in the world of Storage Batteries for every purpose.

Branches in seventeen cities.

Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited. 133-157 Dufferin Street, Toronto

NEW YORK.
THE RAILWAY MATERIALS CO.
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MACHINE TOOLS
For the Locomotive and Car Building' Shop
For Railroad Repair Shops and General
Repair Shops—Complete equipment including

Cranes and Steam Hammers

NILES-BEMENT-POND CO.
Ill BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Super Safety
HAND BRAKE

(Patented)

"JVn/ned by Service — Praj.ved by a/f

The efficiency is unusually hieh

The renewals are exceptionally low

The service record Is very conclusive

Minich Railway Appliance Corporation
Rnance Building Philadelphia Pa.

COMPLETE LINE OF

ACME VESTIBULE APPLIANCES
CONSISTING OF

Buffing Mechanism—Curtains—Diaphragms, Hoods and Attach-
ments—Flights of Steel Steps—Kass Safely Treads—Steel Doors

—

Step Boxes— Etc.

MORTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY CHICAGO

FORGINGS
FREIGHT
CAR,
AUTOMOBILE
TRACTOR, &
SPECIAL ^ ,

STEEL CAR FORGE CO.
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH CHICAGO

JOURNAL A.§C O TRUCK
BOX PRESSED SPRING
LIDS STEEL PLATES

ALLEGHENY STEEL COMPANY
Bracltenridge, Pa.

MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS
ANNUAL CAPACITY, 25,000 TONS

FORT PITT MALLEABLE IRON CO., PitUburgh, Pa

FERALUN A"tiS,ip

Car Step.

Station Stairs

Treads

Floor Plate.

Door Saddle*, etc

AMERICAN ABRASIVE METALS CO.
Bsston New York Philadelphia Pittsburgh Chicago

It's Iron and Emery
CttSt Together

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.
220 F

Manufacturer* of Rolled

Special Designs

f) rite for

fth Ave., New York
Sheet Class for Skylights and

Increasing Daylight Illumination

Catalogue and Samples.

W.ndo...

JjfaterstateIfctm^Mkcni <Eo.

Wrought Iron Tie Plates, Steel

and Iron Bars, Rivets, Fencing,
Wire, Wire Products.

104 So. Michigan Ave. Chicago

ROLLED MANGANESE STEEL RAIL
Furnished
in all • •

stand dvd
sections'

traffic

MANGANESE STEEL RAIL COMPANY
Sales Office HILLBURN NEW YORK

Effects jjreaf
economi) in
maintenance
onM curves
for congested

STANDARDIZE YOUR PASSENGER CARS WITH

NORTH POLE
SANITARY DRINKING FOUNTAINS

HENRY CIESSEL CO.

For Track and Bridge Insulation
Continental—Bakelite or Grade E Railroad Fibre

THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE COMPANY
I u tory and Main Office: \.

Niw rock 0«Im: Caltaaj OaVr:
"•>idwsy 9 Mlcbltan Aw.

PlttiNrah Offlct: Lm Anatlej OMct:

801 F1f;>. > atria 81 - »

rk. Mn
Saa Fraaeiua ••«

Camilla OaVt:

MULE-HIDE PRODUCTS
Mil K HIDE Puutli Cat Bo
Ml'l.h; 1MM I roofs of Passfnger

\ m i :mil Cahs.

Ml'l.K -HIDE Insulating Paper for Rafrltcntw fare.

all'l.l[-HIDE FABRIC, maObnUU for Walerprooflnc Conrrtt*

CoDJtrnctlng
MULE-HIDE Hoofing for Railroad Bullillog. etc

The Lehon Company,
*

d SuaA'n! Chicago

DUNER CAR CLOSETS
Enameled Iron Wet or Dry Closets

DUNER CO.
101 S. CLINTON STREET. CHICAGO.
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KreoliteWood Block Floors

investment for machine
;, engine pits, foundries and
plant where the floors receiv

today for our booklet "Factory Floors.'

THE JENN1S0N-WRIGHT CO.

65 Kreolite Building, Toledo, O.

,,..„« Bessemer— American Otsen H earth- Keysto

HI ark Shoot v tl;ilv'ni7.-.islioot-, Co rnu-'ato. I Sheets .
Ant-.m^.v—~~~

V\l<tr\, "l Sh,'., E- . .rif.-'l l.'..-Hr.-j l'rci.lm-ls T'li and Torne Plates, BtO.

AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Pittsburgh. Pa.

BLAW-KNOX BUCKETS

four- Hi

e—fr the hea
type of serv-
st digging to

the hardest rehandling.

WRITE US

BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
614 Farmer's Bank Bldg . Plttjbirah. Pa.

The Champion Rivet Company
VICTOR

Boiler—Ship—Structural—Tank Rivets—Knuckle and
Air Brake Pins

Western Plant
East Chicago, Ind.

A Giant's Strength

with a

Wizard's Deftness

The Browning Company
East 162nd St. « Waterloo Rd., Cleveland. Ohio

BROWNING
CRANES

CRANES

RAILWAY

SPECIALTIES

CORPORATION
HARVEY-ILL. U.S.A.

FOUNDRY

EQUIPMENT

Send for

Catalog*

FOR LONGER LIFE **•»""
Buildings Use

DOBERTSONOp
XVPROCESS METAL^It
FOR PERMANENT ROOFS. SIDING AND TRIM

GENERAL OFFICES: PITTSBURGH. PA.

ROUND HOUSE
Heating and Ventilating

Systems
Write Dept. 60

BUFFALO FORGE CO.
Buffalo, N. Y.

American Steam Jet Cinder Conveyors
Literature on request.

CONVEYORS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Formerly

American Steam Conveyors Corporation
326 W. Madison St. Chicago

DURSON
Brake Regulator
—more than a slack adjuster

HAMILTON & HANSELL. Inc.

13 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

FAIRBANKS-MORSE
MANUFACTURERS CHICAGO

Hand, Push and Motor Cars—Coaling Sta-

tions Standpipes—Oil Engines Pumps

—

Motors— Fairbanks Scales— Light Plants

—

Water Systems.

THE MEANING OF A WORD
The word QUALITY, through misuse, has lost some of its

former prestige, but it is used without fear in describing

lii:s Miiimcs STKKl. I'RiHU'i'TS, because the basie material

is rarefully selected lor its quality; the individual design for

tin' quality of cn^ineviiug skill, and the quality of fabrica-

Wr Kiay for more information.

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co.
879 Curry Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PLANTS
Pittsburgh, Pa.
lies Moines, la.
Chatham. Ont.

MUMMERT LUMBER & TIE CO.
McCormick Bldg. Chicago

(See adicrtiscmc, t in issue of December 24, page 19)

Grain Doors, Cross Ties, Switch Ties, Piling, Ce

and Fir Lumber
r Oak, Yellow Pine

CRANE
RAILROAD FITTINGS

Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Company
Manufacturers of

Steel Roofs and Carlines for Freight Cars

535 Railway Exchange Bldg, Michigan & Jackson Blvds, Chicago

PITTSBURGH SPRING & STEEL CO.
1417 Fanners Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Makers of CDDIM/^C 01 Every
Elliptic and Spiral kJaT I\Ill\jkJ Description

Quality and Workmanship Guaranteed
New York Agencies Chicago

Z*3S Grand Central Terminal 1411 Fisher Bldg.
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MASONSafety Treads
Standard for 2S years for car and
station steps. Stanwood Steps,
K.-irholith Flooring Composition.

AMERICAN MASON SAFETY TREAD CO., LOWELL, MASS.
Branch Offices in New York and Philadelphia

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago, Western Distributers

Standard Steel Platform
In Use by 281 Companies

Sessions-Standard Friction Draft Gear
In Use by 205 Companies

Both Made by the

Standard Coupler Co., 30 Church St., New York

DICKINSON DEVICES
Cast Iron Smoke Jacks

Light Fire-Proof Smoke Ja
Roof Ventilators

Sheet Metal
Cast Ire

Prompt Deliveries.

>ld Cast Iron
Chimneys for Small Buildings

PAUL DICKINSON, Inc., 3354 South Artuiu Are., Chicago

MASSACHUSETTS MOHAIR PLUSH CO.

Bay State Brand Plush
ALL GRADES FOR CAR SEATS

PLAIN AND FRIEZE
Main Office: Branch Office:

200 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. 911 Locust St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Aihton High-Grade

Pop Valves— Steam Gages
Hi, nualitj lUndard for over 40 yean

Exclusive feature! uisurii

t n<\v and dur.il.ili.v

THE ASHTON VALVE CO
New York, Boston and Chicago

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
Geo. P. Nichols & Bro. 2139 Fulton Slreel Chicago

GAR SEATS
of

Pressed Steel for all Classes of Passenger Service

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD CO.
Factory at Wakefield, Mass.

Ices at New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Houston, Washington
Portland. Ore.. Toronto and Montreal.

National Boiler Washing Company
Of Illinois

Railway Exchange Building Chicago

Engineers and Builders of Locomotive Terminal facilities

TAPS DIESOT P DRILLS • REAMERS
SCREW PLATES GAGES PIPE TOOLS
MACHINE TOOLS MILLING CUTTERS

CORPORATION \Jf
(iRKKNFlELD

MASS.

BOSS ftrS
UNQUESTIONED
DEPENDABILITY

BOSS NUT CO. CHICAGO US A

Serves,

Saves and Satisfies

A strong, serviceable

railway wrench which

gives dollar for dol-

lar the most satisfac-

tory service.

COES WRENCH CO.
Worcester, Matt.

And v.herever tools are sold

-iJ OSGOOD
Railroad Ditchers,
Steam Shovels and
Locomotive Cranes

THE OSGOOD CO.

FRICTIONLESS
SIDE

BEARINGS
The Wine Railway Appliance Co.

ELWELL-PARKER
Electric

TRUCKS AND TRACTORS
If Freight and Pusingsr Tsralssl. Stars**

I ttery Waresoats. Bases** and Shop Tracks.

he Elwell Parker Electric Co.
'Pioneer Builder. Fjcrtnc InduMn.l Trucks''

Cleveland. Ohio. U. S. A.
Ofi.-rs * All Principal rinrj

EXTENSION SIDE DUMP CARS
'. una] Loading;

100.000 pen:

CLARK CAR COMPANYP«TT*JiUs»»J»

Peoples Gas Bide

PITTSBURGH. PA.
Boston Salt Lake City

K3 Atlantic Ave. Frit Bldf.
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THE ARNOLD COMPANY

ENGINEERS-CONSTRUCTORS
Electrical — Civil — Mechanical

Specialist* Id tbe planning of

railroad properties and their

construction. Offering complete

service from conception to

operation, eliminating hazard-

ous division of responsibility

and Insuring maximum

economy.

105 South La Salle Street

CHICAGO

Charles Evan Fowler
I Am. Soc. C. E. M. Eng.
nst. Can. Consulting Civil En-

BRIDGES. FOUNDATIONS
Reinforcement of Long

Spans a 5pe,*«.>

lew York City, ZS Church St.

THOMAS N. GILMORE
Consulting Engineer

Railroad Shops; Locomo-
tive Terminals and Equip-

Ste
trial Pla

Stati< and In

134 Liberty St., New York City

JOHN E. MUHLFELD
Consulting Engineer

RAILWAY AND INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT, FACILITIES.
INVESTIGATIONS AND

VALUATIONS
25 Broad Street, New York

A card here is one

placed weekly on the desks

of nearly every Railway

Official.

C. E. SMITH & CO.
Consulting Engineers

2065-75 Railway Exchange. SL Lsafe,

Mo., Chicago, Kansas City
Investigations, Reports. Appraisals, Ex-
pert Testimony, Bridge and Structural

Work, Electrification. Grade Croaang
Elimination, Foundations, Docks. Water
Supply. River and Klood Protection.

Drainage and Sanitation. Naval vrcbi-

tecture.

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Exar inations Reports Vsltstlsas

Industrial and Public

Properties

Service

Nev , York Boston Chicago

J. J. BENNETT
HI ciency Expert

Yard anc Terminal Switching

Box 319. Railway Age, Trans-

porta tion Bldg., Chicago, Illinois

Bosh, Roberts and Schaefer Co.

Engineers and Contractors
Wngley B lildmg, Chicago

No. 1 Madiso a Ave., New York
Col. Lincoln Bush, E.D., Pres.

Reinforced concrete viaducts.
track elevati m work, railroad

terminals, pie rs, docks, general
civil engineer
tion work.

ng and construe-

THE H. K. FERGUSON
COMPANY

ENGINEERS—BUILDERS
HAROLD K. FERGUSON, Pres.
Railroad Department, Exum M. Haas,

Mir.
General Offices

New York Cleveland Chicago

6523 Euclid Ave

An organization experienced in

laying-out. designing, building
and equipping railroad shops
and terminals.
Specialists in designing steel
and reinforced concrete struc-
tures.

MORGAN ENGINEERING GO'S CRANES

GULICK-HENDERSON CO.
Inspecting Engineers. Inspection of

Bridges. Building Materials. Railway
Equipment, Cement. Pipe Machinery,
etc. Examinations, Consultations, Ap-
praisements. Physical and Chemical
Laboratories.

General Offices, New York
Pittsburgh. 525-529 Third Ave.
Chicago, III., 431 South Dearborn SL
New York, 145 West 36th Street

A little card here is of big

value. Why not try it?

Arthur Hale
UNION TBUST BUILDING

WASHINGTON. D C.

ffff"T^fff^eh'^r^S',' JkVSj""

INVENTORS
If V 3U have ar invention and
don' want to spend unneces
sary securing a pat-
ent, write to INVENTORS &
ENGINEERS CONSULTING
CO., P. O. Boi 344, Washing-
ton. D. C.

Pittsburg Testing laboratory

CHICAGO—PIFISBIRGH— NEW YORK

Inspection Rails, Bridges and
Buildings and all Railway Sup-
plies. CEMENT testing and in

spection at Mills before ship-

cne al and Physical Tes

Railway and Industrial Engineers

Incorporated
Investigations, Inventories and Valuations

Specialists in Railway and Industrial

Facilities and Equipment

Reports on Contemplated Improvements

25 Broad Street. New York
Cable Address, Railxndeng

Locomotive Coaling Plants
Sand Drying Plants

CindeT Handling Plants

Roberts and Schaefer Co.
Engineers and Contractors

CHICAGO

0WI6HI P. R06INS0N & COMPANY
Incorporated

Engineers and Contractors

With which is consolidated

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., Int.

Railroad Shops & Terminals
Power Plants Electrification

Coaling Stations

123 East 46th St, New York
Chicago Youngstown Dallas Los Angeles

Montreal

The Watson

Engineering Company

Our complete and
experienced organi-
zation is at your
service for the de-
sign and construc-
tion of railway
structures of every
character.

4614 Prospect Ave.

CLEVELAND

A CARD HERE

will keep your name

before Railway Officers

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation
Engineers—Constructors

Industrial Plants. Buildings,,
Steam Power Plants, Water
Powers, Cas Plants. Steam and
Electric Railroads. Transmission
Systems.
43 Exchange Place, New Yot*

Robert W Hunt inn. J. Cone D. W. McNamjhsr

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS
BUREAU OF

INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTS

ESTABLISHED OFFICES IN

THE WEIERBACH BRAKE
SHOE

M. C. B. Design
25% longer wear. Do not heat, burnw or wear wheels. A trial order sent

on request. Write us for quotations.

WEIERBACH BRAKE SHOE CO.
Office and Plant Scranton, Penna.

Western Representative: AL H. Hoffman. Exclusive Kxport Sales Agents: fax
S15 American Bank Bids., Los Angeles, Brothers L Co., 126-130 Lafivette St.
Cal, New York City.

Eliminate advertising and you

reduce buying to its barest bread-

and-butter basis.

US,
CAST IRON

Unusual Facilities For Prompt Shipment
UNITED STATES^; PIPE a FOUNDRY CO.

General- O^ices -Burlington. N.J.

PIPE
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Factory and
Railroad
Eauipmpnl 59

Classified Advertisements—Help and Situations Wanted advertisements appearing in the "Get Together Department,"

5c. a word an insertion, including eleven words for address. Minimum charge $1.00 for each insertion. For Sale

advertisements, $3.00 a column inch (tyi wide). Any number of inches may be used. Copy must be in this office

by Saturday noon to insure insertion in the following week's issue.

POSITION OPEN

EXECUTIVES qualified for sal-
*-* aries of $2,500 to $25,000 and
upward arc invited to communicate
in strict confidence with tl

signed, who will conduct prelimi
nary negotiations for

tione. The procedure used is pe-
culiar to this service, differing
essentially from all others and is

constructive and initiative; applied
individually, and in no way jeopard-
izing' present connections. Estab
lished 1910. Send name and address
only for particulars. R. W. Bixby,
Inc., 302 Lockw. od Bldi
N V

POSITION OPEN EDUCATIONAL

\Y/A\TM» Man qualified to art

"
I

: Lffi. M

rs of community in traffic

l
:

mm i

photo and statement of i

minimum salary n quta n

and other pers I

imited at start but right

in.m hi splendid oppoi l

B

V ,; ...

•..

CEND for Free Special Bulletin

and learn how to increase your

knowledge of practical railroad

work and fit yourself for promo-
tion. The Railway Educational

I tmaha, Nebr.

FOR QUICK
RESULTS
If you are looking for

a position, or in need

of a man, put your

advertisement in the

Classified Section.

Rails, all sections in

stock, immediate ship-

ment, also quantity of
bridge girders.

M. JC. FRANK
Frick Bldg. Pittsburgh

FOR SALE
5— Ballast Cars, 60,000 lbs.

cap.. steel undrf. side

(lump.
3—Western 16 yd. Air
Dump cars.

Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS

The

Get-Together

Department

is of real

value to ad-

vertisers who

have second-

hand equip-

ment to sell.

AGENCIES WANTED
im ra< tors, railroad and ware-

In upmcnt and supplies.
( rs. trucks,

1 St. I.OUis

| (i South. Twenty \ ears' ex-

rienee. Well appoin ed office

n m Lo \

ess Box ay Age.
W Bldg., N w York,
\ s

The annual meeting

of the stockholders of

the Aldrich Publishing

Company, for the elec-

tion of directors and

such other business as

may properly come be-

fore the meeting, will

be held in the executive

offices of the company,

233 Broadway, New
York. N. Y., on Mon-

day, January 9, 1922, at

12 o'clock noon.

ROY V. WRIGHT.
Secretary

R.R.CAN YOU SECURE
BUSINESS?

o you can earn large commissions from a

client of mus who Has developed a fuel and oil

di ce (that's been on the market for 10

years |, so, that the) now lead the wo
unusual opportunity. Our client is highly rated
in both Pun's ami Bradstreet's and has been
business with us for 22 years. Vddress Box 320.

Railway Age, Woolworth Building, New York,
X. Y.

'

LOCOMOTIVES
10—95-ton Consolidations; 21x28"; 200 lb. pressure

6—85-ton Consolidations; 20x26"; 200 lb. pressure

5—80-ton Consolidations; 20x26"; 200 lb. pressure

2—60-ton Consolidations; 20x24"; 180 lb. pressure

2—75-ton Ten Wheelers; 19x26"; 180 lb. pressure

3—70-ton Ten Wheelers; 18x24"; 200 lb. pressure

1—80-ton Mogul Type; 19x26"; 180 lb. pressure

1—70-ton Atlantic Type; 20x24"; 200 lb. pressure

Other Types and Weights Rebuilt and Ready.

150—100,000 lb. Capacity, All Steel, Double Hopp«,
Drop Bottom, Self-Cleaning Coal Cars.

in our thops, in first class condition; unnu-dimt*

shipment from stock.

SOUTHERN IRON & EQUIPMENT CO.
(Established 18SQ)

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

TT will pay you to take advan-

tage of the classified section,

in these columns, when in need

of a man or looking for a

position.
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Air Lifts.

Ingersoll Rnnd Co.

Air Reservoir Joints— (See
Joints. Air Reservoir).

Arresters, Lightning.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.

Co.

Axles, Car and Locomotive.
Aniericnn Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works,
The

Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Lima Locomotive Works
Pollak Steel Co.
Standard Steel Works

Bars, Concrete Reinforcing.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.
Midvale Steel Co.
Pollak Steel Co.

Bars, Iron and Steel.
Cambria Steel Co.
EJwald Iron Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Pollak Steel Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Batteries, Electric Storage.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Safety Car Heating &

Lighting Co.

Bearings, Center.
Chicago Ry. Equipment Co.
Miner, W. H.
Pressed Steel Car Co.
Symington Co., T. H.
Woods & Co., Edwin S.

Bearings, Journal.
Magnus Co., Inc.

Bearings, Side.

American Steel Foundries
Chicago Ry. Equipment Co.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron

Co.
Miner, W. H.
Standard Car Truck Co.
Wine Ry. Appliance Co.
Woods & Co., Edwin S.

Benders, Rail.

American Chain Co.

Bending and Straightening
Machines.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Billets, Steel.

Cambria steel Co.
is Steel Co.

Midvale Steel & Ordni
Co.

Blanks, Rolled Gear.
i amnrin Steel Co.
Midvale Steel a Ordnance

Boilers, Locomotive.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive WorkE
Lima Locomotive Works

Steel.

Steel Foundries
Illinois Steel Co.
Pressed Steel Car Co.
Sculliu Steel Co.

Bolts and Nuts.
Boss Nut Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
Columbia Nut & Bolt Co.
National Malleable Cast-

ings Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Bolts, Track.

Boring and Turning Mills,

Vertical.
Niles-Bemcnt-Pond Co.

Boring and Turning Mills,

Horizontal.
Sellers & Co.. Inc., Wm.

Braces, Rail.
American Chain Co.
( nmbi la Steel Co.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron
Co.

Midvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

National Malleable Castings
Co.

Ramapo Iron Works

Brake Beams.
American Steel Foundries
Chicago Ry. Equipment Co.
Pressed Steel Car Co.

Brake Beams—Supports.
American Steel Foundries
Chicago Ry. Equipment Co.

Brake Forging, Pins, Levers,
Etc.

American Steel Foundries
Pollak Steel Co.
Schaefer Equipment Co.
Steel Car Forge Co.

Brake Heads.
American Steel Foundries
Chicago Ry. Equipment Co.
National Malleable Castings

< o.

Pressed Steel I

Brake Jaws.
National u illeable Castings

Irake Shoes.
American Brake Shoe &

Fdy. Co.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron

Brakes, Air,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Brakes, Hand.
Miner. W. H.
Minich Ry. Appliance Co.
National Malleable Castings

Co.
Wine Ry. Appliance Co.

Brick Locomotive Arch,
American Arch Co.

Bridge Builders.
Arnold Co.
Fowler, Chas. Evan.
Pittsburgb-Des Moines Steel

Co.

Buckets, Clam Shell.

Blaw-Knox Co.
Brown Hoisting Maehy. Co.
Browning Co.
Industrial Works
Orton &. Steinbrenner Co*

Blaw-Knox Co.
Brown Hoisting Machy. Co.
Browning Co.
Hayward Co.
Industrial Works
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Buffers, Friction,
Miner. W. H.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Buildings, Iron Steel and
Steel Concrete.

Arnold Co.
Ferguson Co.. H. K.
Pittsburgb-Des Moines Steel

Co.
R its,on Co., H. H.
Robinson Co., Dwight P.
Stone & Webster
White Eng. Corp., J. G.

Bulldozers.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Burners, Bunsen, Oxygen,
Gas.

Air Reduction Soles Co.

Cables, Electric.
American Steel & Wire Co.
General Electric Co.
Kerite Insulated Wire &
Cable Co.

Okonlte Co.

Cableways— (See Tramways).

Carlines.
Chicago Cleveland Car Roof-

ing Co.
General Electric Co.
Pressed Steel Car Co.
Standard Ry. Equipment

at Co.Western Ry. Equipn

Mummert Lumber & Tie

Cars, Ballast.
Cambria Steel Co.
General American Car Co.
IToss, ,1 Steel rar Co.

Cars, Convertible.
Cambria Steel Co.
Keith Ry. Equipment Co.

Cars, Dump,
Cambria Steel Co.
Clark Car Co.
General American Car Co.
Pressed Steel Car Co.

Cars, Freight,
Moori.-:iu Car & Fdy. Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
General American Car Co.
Greenville Steel Car Co.
Pressed s:.>.-l Cm Cm
Ralston Steel Car Co.

Xoungstown Steel Car Co.

.rs. Hand and Push.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Mudge & Co.

Cars, Industrial.

Cars, Motor (Section).
Clark Car Co.
I\i ill mnks. Morse & Co.
Mudge -& Co.

Cars, Ore.
Clark Car Co.
Pressed Steel rar Co.

Rnlston Steel Car Co.

Cars, Rebuilt and Repaired.

General American Car Co.

General American Tank
Car Corp.

Greenville Steel Car Co.

Pressed Steel Car Co.
Ralston Steel Car Co.
Votmgstown Steel Car Co.

Cars, Second-Hand.
Southern lion ,v Equip. Co.

Zelbicker supply Co.,

Walter A.

Cars. Self-Propelled Passen-
ger.

I i :.l Electric Co.

Cars. Tank.
A rican i ;.r & Fdy. Co.
1 li aeral American Tank

Car Corp.
Pressed Steel Car Co.

Castings, Gray Iron.
American Brake Shoe &

Fdry. Co.
American Locomotive Co.
Raldwin Locomotive Works
Hunt Spiller Mfg. Corp.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.
National Malleable

ings Co.
Ramapo Iron Works

Cast-

McConwav & Torley Co.
National Malleable Cast-

ings Co.
Pressed Steel Car Co.

Castings, Steel.
American Locomotive Co.
American Steel Foundries
Edgewater Steel Co.
McConway & Torley Co.
Midvale Steel * Ordnance

Co.
!"n -s.-d Steel lar Co.
Standard Steel Works
Union Spring & Mfg. Co.

Dearborn Chemical Co.

Chemists.
Dearborn Chemical Co.
Hunt & Co.. Robert W.
Pittsburgh Testing Labora-

tories

Cinder Handling Plants.
Conveyors Corp. of America
Roberts & Schaefer Co.

Circuit Breakers.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. .^ tttg.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Clamps, Pipe.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

National Malleable Castings
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Coal Ore and Ash Handling
Machines.

Hoisting Machinery
r„.

i,f AnCm
Orton & Btelnbi

Roberts & Schaefer Co.

Coating Stations

Co.

Cranes, Portable.
Bolat i Dei i li

Fait Iks, Mori A Ci

Plttsburgh-Des Moines Steel

Co.
Roberts & Schaefer Co.

Cooks, Cylinder.

Prime Mfg. Oo
O. S. Metallic Packing Co.

Columns, Cast Iron Building.

U. 8. Cast Iron Pipe A
Fdry. Co.

Columns, Water.
IMttHhurKli-Des Moines Steel

Co.

Compressors, Air.

Uencrnl Electro- Co.

Ingeraoll Rand Co.

Conduits, Metallic Flexible.

Ilarco MfK. Co.

Franklin Hallway Supply Co.

Schaefer Equipment Co.

Connectors, Automatic T. P.

— (See Train Pipe Con-

neotors. Automatic).

Connectors, Electrical.

Westinghouse Blec. A Mfg.

Control Devices, Train Speed.

Miller Train Control Corp.

Controllers, Electrical.

Oenerul Electric Co.

Westinghouse nice & Mfg.

Convoying Maohinery.

i n,l iihI r- in l Works
Orton A Steinbrenner Co.

Conveyor. Ash— (See Coal Ore
and Ash Handling Maoh.)

Cooling Compounds, Journal,

Hot Box.
m ui tarbrlcatlng Co

Coupler Pookets— (See Draft
Yokes).

Couplers.
American Steel Foundries.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

McCoaway A Torley Co.

National Malleable Castings
Co.

Standard Coupler Co.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Couplings, Hose.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Fort Pllt Mnllenble Iron Co.
Ingcrsoll Rand Co.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Cranes, Electric Traveling.
Hoisting Mchy. Co.

Nllea-Be
II K

Pond Ci

Willi lug Corp.

Cranes, Gantry.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Oo,
Industrial Works
Nlles Reinent Pond Co.
Hi \ Sir

Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co,

Industrial Works
Orton .^ Steinbrenner Co.

ranes, Wrecking.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.

Co.

industrial Works
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

rank Pin s— (See Pins,

Crank),

reosote.
r. irretl Co., The

, Wright Co.

Barco Mfg. Co.

Crossings—(See Frogs

A

I

('111

Sheet & Tin Plate

Flume
Mil

Oai

Cast Iron Pip

lily. Co.

Cupolas, Foundry.
Whiting Corp.

Cups. Oil and Grease.

Prime Mfg. Co.

Curtains and Fixtures,

Window.
Morton Mfg. Co.

Curtains & Fixtures, Car
Vestibule

Morion Mfg. Co.

Cutters, Flue.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Cutting and Welding Appara-
tus (Oxy -Acetylene).

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Westinghouse Blec. A Mfg.

Co.

Cutters and Keys (Spring).

Columbia Nut lc Bolt Co.

Cyclopedias. Railway.

Cylinders, Gas, Aoetylen
Etc.

Air Reduction Sales Co.

Derricks.
Industrial Works

Diaphragms. Buffing,

Morton Mfg. Co,

Diaphragms for Cars. Canvi
and Steel.

Draft Yokes.
Bteel Foundries

Ity. Equip. Co.
Minor. W. H.
National Malleable Castings

i ..

Bteel ' ur I orge Co.

Drawbar Centering Device.
Miner, vv. n.

Dredging Machinery.
i Works

b Dos Moines Steel

Co.

Drilling Machines. Electric
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Drilling Machines, Pneumatic.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Ingeraoll Band Co.

Drilling Machines, Rock.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
General Electric Co.

IngersoD Rand Co.

Drilling Machines, Upright
and Radial.

Niles-Bement-Pond Co.

Ryerson 4: Son. Joseph T.

Drills, Track and Bonding.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

i . U Rand Co.

1 Die Corn

Whiting Corp,

Cranes, Jib.

Brown Hoisting Mchy.
Industrial Works
NIlosBomont Pond Co.
Whiting Corp.

Cranes. Locomotive.
A rlcan Hoial ,<. Derrick
en

Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.
Industrial Works
Ohio LoeomotlTe Crane Co.

Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Osgood i ... The

Mo Ml

Corp

irrlcx

Dies, Threading.
Qreenfield Cap S Die

Ditohing Machinery.
Lmei i HoiMt & Di

Co.
Browning Co
Industrial Works
.lor.lon Co.. 0. F.

Osgood Co., 1'iic

Door Fixtures— (See Fixtures,

Car Door).

Door, Locomotive, Fire-Box.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Doors. Car.
Camel Co.
Mm W. H.

lln Railv

Botary.

i (Extended

sy Supply Co.

Wine Ity. Appliance Co.

Doors, Grain.
Mummer! i amber ,\ He Co,

Doors, Steel.

Morton Mfg Co,

Draft Arms.
ini. in in Steel Foundries

1 Pratt Gear Co.

Draft Gears.
Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co.
Koyoki By. Equip. Co.
Miner. W. H.
Standard Coupler Co.

Symington Co., T. H.
I nton Draft C.ear CO.
Weatinghouae Air Brake Co.

tory
Railway 4 Industrial Engrs.
Smith & Co.. '

Engines, Gas and Gasoline.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

& Co.

Rrown Hoisting Mcby. Co.
Industrial Works
Orton .\

Fans, Exhaust

Joseph T.

id Ventllet-

Dynamoa — (See Generators,
Electric, Economizers.
Fuel).

Eleotrioal Supplies.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse F.lcc. .*. Mfg

Co.

ElectriScation, Railroad.
Qeneral Electric Co.
Robinson Co.. Dwlgbt p.

Smith * Co:, ('. K.

Westinghouse Blec. A Mfg

Engineers and Contractors.

Boberta and Schaefer Co,

Robinson Co.. Dwight P.

Stone & Webster
Watson Engineering Co.

White Eng. Corp.. J. O.

Engineers, Construction.
Arnold Co.
tush. Roberta A Schnefer

ii Co., H. K.
Boberta and Schaefer Co.

Robinson Co., Dwlghl P.

SI. .no 1 ..

Wats,. n Engineering Co.

White I'ng. Corp.. J. 0.

Val.
Arnold Co.
Push, Roberts * Schaefer
Ferguson Co II K.

Fowler, Clias. Evans.

Hunt & Co.. Robert W,
Mohlteld, John B.

Railway & Indnstrlsl Engrs.

Smith A CO., C. E.

Engineers, Contracting.
Arnold Oo
Hush. Roberts * Schaefer

ill,
. rt W.

Muhlfehl. John B.

Railway A Industrial Bngrs.
Smith A 00 . C. B.
Stone & Webster

ngtneerlng Co.

White Eng. Corp.. J. Q.

Engineers. Inspecting.

Arnold
Bush, Roberts A Scfcsefer

Ferguson Co., H K.
OnllCk, nenderson
Hunt A Co., Robert W.
Muhlteld. John B.

Fssteners, Car Door.
Arnold I

• III... ! I

Port Pitt Mnllenble Iron Co.
-. 11.

Malleable Castings
Co.

Fencing, Wire— (See Wire
Fence).

Fibre and Fibre Products.
Continental Fibre Oo,

Fireboxes.
\ mi r i . ., (

Baldwin

Fire Fighting and Protection
Equipment.

Johns Manvllle. Inc

).

Castings
Co.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co

Fittings. Flanged Pipe.

Fdry. Co.
Pipe A

Frames, Locomotive.
Aiin-rl'-an locomotive Co.
American Steel Foundries
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Frames, Truck.
American I-ocomotlve Co.
American Steel Foundries
Pahlv.li, Ijicomntlre Works
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Scullln Sti-el Co.

Frames. Vanadium.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works

Frogs snd Crossings.
Cambria Bti .-i I ...

Iron Works

Fulcrums. Brake Beam.
American steel Foundries
Chicago By. Equipment Co.
National Malleable castings
Co.

Furnace, Annealings and Case
Hardening.

Whiting

Furnaces. Melting.
Whiting i ..it

Furnaces. Rivet Heating

—

(See Forges. Rivet Heat-
ing).

Gage Testers— (See Testers.

Gagea Wheel Press, Record-
ing.

Asbton Valve Co.

Fixtures. Car Door.
i ...

Mln.r. W. II.

National Malleable Castings
|
Gears and Pinions.

Str.-1 Foundries

Flooring.
Sales

.mils.. n Wright Co,

oring. Composition Car.
.inerl.an Mason Safety
Tread Co.

e Cleaners— (See Cleaners,
Flue).

e Cutters— t8ee Cutters.

Flue).

lea, Boiler— (See Tubes.

ge Co.

Forges. Oil Rlvert Heating.

Forges. Rivet Heating.
Buffalo forge •

Ryeraon * Son. Joseph T.

Forging!.
American Steel Foundries

iter steel Co.
Illinois Bl
Mldvale Steel A Ordnance

Pollak Bl

Press

Forgings. Drop.
Pollak Steel Co.

Forms. Bteel, f

Construction.
Blew Knox Oo.

Foundations.
Fowler. Chas. 1

Smith .v

Generators. Car Lighting.
ifetj Car lighting
Heating Co.

Generators, Electric,
'

.n.rsl Electric Co.

Grinding Machines. Portable.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Ingeraoll Ra: .1

Guards. Cattle.
a Bridge Co.

Guards. Dust.
Symington Co.. T. H.

Hammers. Pr.sumatlo.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
ingeraoll Rand Co.

Concrete Hammers. Steam.
• trial Works

Ryerson A Son. Joseph T.

Hand Brakes— (See Brakes,
a. Hand).
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Hangers, Car Door—(See Fix-
tures, Car Boor).

Ryerson & Sun, Joseph T.

Heating Systems, Car (Eleo-
tric and Steam).

Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Co.

Vapor Car lieatlng Co., Inc.

Wine Ry. Appliance Co.

Heating and Ventilating Ap-
paratus.

Buffalo Forge Co.
Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc.

Hoisting Machinery.
Brown Hoisting Mchy. Co.

Industrial WorkB
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Hoists, Locomotive.
Whiting Corp.

Hoists. Pneumatic.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Ingereoll Rand Co.
Whiting Corp.

Holders, Angle Cock.
Mudge & Co.

Hooks, Wrecking.
National Malleable Castings

Co.

Hose, Air, Steam, Etc.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Indicators, Steam Engine.
Crosby Steam Gage &
Valve Co.

Ingots.
Cambria Steel Co.
Edgewater Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
McConway & Torley Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.
National Malleable Castings

atic Tool Co

Injectors, Steam.
Crosby Steam Gage &

V;ilve Co.

Inspection of Material and
Equipment — (See Engi-
neers, Inspection).

Insulation, Electrical.
Continental Fibre Co.
Johns-Mnnville, Inc.

Insulation, Heat.
Johns-Mauville. Inc.
Lehon Co., The
Magm Jin Assn. of America
Miner. W. H.

Iron Chain.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron

Co.

Iron, Charcoal.
Cambria Steel Co.
fiTwald Iron Co.

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Mid vali- Steel & Ordnance

Co:
PnrkeBburg Iron Co.

Iron, Hollow Staybolt.
Falls Hollow Stnybolt Co.

Iron, Refined.
Ewald Iron Co.
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron

Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Iron Staybolt— (See also Stay-
bolts).

Ewald Iron Co.
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co.
Rome Iron Mills. Inc.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Jacks, Smoke.

Joints, Blow Off Line (Round-
house).

Barco Mfg. Co.

Franklin Ry. S 3 Co.

Joints, Coach and Coach Yard
Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Ry. Supply Co.

Joints, Flexible.
Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Joints, Rail.
American Chain Co.
American Steel Foundries
Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Rail Joint Co.

Joints, Steam, Air and
Liquid.

Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Journal Boxes and Lids,
Allegheny Steel Co.
American Steel Foundries
Hunt Spiller Mfg. Corp.
National Malleable Castings

Co.
Union Spring & Mfg. Co.

Journal Box Wedges — (See
Wedges, Journal Box).

Laboratories, Testing.
Hunt & Co., Robert W.
Pittsburgh Testing Labora-

tory

Lathes, Engine.
Niles-Bement-Pond Co.
Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Lighting Equipment, Car.
Electric Storage Batten Co.
General Electric Co.
Safety Car Lighting &
Heating Co.

Looomotive Repair Farts.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works,
The.

Pollak Steel Co.

Locomotives, Contractors'.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Lima Locomotive Works

Locomotives, Electric
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin locomotive Works
General Electric Co.
WYMiii-liMtisr Flee. & Mfg.

Co.

Locomotives, Industrial.
Baldwin Locomotive Works
General Electric Co.
Lima Locomotive Works

Locomotives, Mine.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works
General Electric Co.

Locomotives, Rebuilt.
American Locomotive Co.
Frank. M. K.

Locomotives, Second-Hand,

Walter A.

Locomotives, Steam.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Lima Locomotive Works

Lubricators, Driving Box,
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Lubricants (Oil and Grease).
Galena Signal Oil Co.
Mohawk Lubricating Co
Texas Co.

Lumber.

Lumber, Creosoted.
Mummert Lumber & Tie Co.

Magnets, Lifting.
Industrial Works
Browning Co.

Mechanical Draft Apparatus—
(See Heating and Vent.
App.).

Milling Machines, Plain and
Universal.

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T.

Mixing Machines, Concrete.
Blav Co.

ail Syste

M ! -

Motors, Electric.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co
Westingbouse El.-r

Co.

Mouldings. Steel Drawn.
Morton Mfg. Co.

Nails.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Cambria Steel Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Nitrogen.
Air Reduction Sales Co.

Nozzles, Exhaust.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Nuts— (See Bolts and Nuts).

Nut Locks,
Boss Nut Co.
Columbia Nut & Bolt Co.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Nuts, Tank Hose.

U. S. Metallli

il Filtering
System,

Graver Corp.

Packing Co.

1 ml Storage

Oil Plugs, Steam Cheat.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Ovens. Core.
w biting Corp.

Oxygen.
Air Reduction Snles Co.

Packing, Cylinder and Valve
Ring.

Hunt SpUler Mfg. Corp.

Paoking, Metallic.
U. S. Metallic Packing Co.

Packing, Soft.
Crane Co.
Johns*-Manville, Inc.

Paper, Sheathing.
Chicago-Cleveland Car Roof

ing Co.
Lehon Co., The

Patents, Attorney.
Inventors & Engineers Con
suiting Co.

Pile Drivers.
Browning Co.
Industrial Works
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.

Pins, Coupler Knuckle.
Steel Car Forge Co.
National Malleal.lt* C:istniL'>

Co.

Pins, Crank.
American Locomotive Co.
Baldwin Locomotive Works
Cambria Steel Co.
Pollak Steel Co.

Pipe, Cast Iron.

U. S. Cast Iron Pipe &
Fdry. Co.

Pipe Cutting and Threading
Machinery.

Greenfield Tap & Die Corp

-(See Fittings

Pipe, Riveted Steel.
I'ittsburgh-Des Moine

Plates, Center— (I

ings, Center).

Plates, Iron and Steel.
Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

Co.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel

Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Plates, Tie.

Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance

National Malleable Castings

Locomotive Co.

Plugs, Washout.

Plush, Mohair.
Chase & Co 1 . I

Mass. Slot]

Pneumatic Tools.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
IngerBoll Rand Co.

Power Plants.
Muulfeld, Jobi i

Stone & Webster.
White Eng. Corp., .

Preservatives, Wood,
arretl Co.. The
nnieon Wright Co.

Pulverizers, Coal— (See Crush-
ers, Coal).

Pumps and Pumping Machin-
ery.

Fairbanks, Morse & 1 0;

Ingersoll Rand Co.

Pumps, Vacuum.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Ingersoll Rand Co.

Punching and Shearing Ma-
chines,

Buffalo Forge Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Rail-Bonds.
American Steel & Wire Co.
General Electric Co.
NileB-Bement-Pond Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
Co.

Rail Braces — (See Braoes,
Rail).

Rails
Cambria Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Reamers. Expanding
Greenfield Taj. & Die Corp.

Reamers, Solid.

Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.

Recorders, Speed.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Refrigerators,
Railway Appliance Co.

Regulators, Gas Pressure.
Reduction Sales Co.

: Works

everse Gear, Power.
Barco Mfg. Co.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Ringers, Bell.

U. S. Metallic Packing Co.

Rivet Cutters.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Interstate Iron & Steel Co.

Riveting Machines.
Ingersoll Rand Co.
Sellers & Co.. Inc.. Wm. .

Riveting Machines, Portable
— (S e e also Hammers,
Pneumatic).

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Oo.
Ingersoll Rand Co.
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Bivets.
Bona Nut Co.
Champion ltlvet Co.

Byeraon ft Bod, Joseph T.

Bods, Piston.
Cambria Steel Co.

Pol luk steel Co.

Co.
IBarrett Co.

Chicago-Cleveland Car Roof-

log Co.
Ulltrhlll, I'll. Confine; Co.

Lehon Co., The
Sharon Prens.il Steel Co.

Standard Hallway Equip-
ment Co.

Hoofing Corrugated.
American Rolling Mill Co.

Amerlcaa Sheet & Tin Plate

A i mi Sheet & Tin Plate

Co.

Roofing, Wood.

Rope, Wire— (See Wire Rope).
Running Boards, Car.

Standard Ry. Equipment Co.

Railroad Structures— (See En-
gineers and Contractors

;

also Buildings).

Baddlos, Running Board,

Saws, High Speed Friotion,

Byeraon A Son, Joseph T.

Bej » i w nil-Hold Co.

Shafting.
Fulls Hollow Stui bolt Co.

I'ollnk Steel Co.
Ryerson & Son. Joseph T.

Byeraon a Son, low

Shapes. Pressed Steel
Greenville Steel Car

Ryan Cat I

Shin

Shapes, Structural.
Cambria Steel I

-

Pollak Stool Co

Sheets, Black

Ryerson A Son, Joseph T.

Sheets. Polished or Plan-
ished Iron.

A ri.'iui Sheet A Tin Plate

Sheets. Steel.
. : trie Bteel Co.

Mldvale Steel & Ordnance
Co.

& Son, Joseph T.

Shops, Railroad (See Build-

ings, Iron, Steel and
Steel Concrete).

Shovels. Steam.
Browning Co.

. '!:,,

Signal Accessories.

Storage Battery Co.

General Electric Co.

Signals, Automatio Cat).

Miller Train Control Corp.

Spikes.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Illinois Bteel l ".

Splice Bars. Angle.
Mill". i

• St

Spring Plates or Seats.

m Steel Co.
Nut ni Malleable Castings

Co,

Springs.
American Steel Foundries.
A rl. an Steel & Wire Co.

l'orl Pit! Spring & Mfg. Co.

Pittsburgh Spring & Steel

Co.
Railway Steel Spring Co.

Stanford Steel Works.
Union Spring » I

U. S. Metallic Packing Co.

Springs. Vanadium Steel.

Pittsburgh lies Moines Steel

Co.

Springs Machinery for Re-
pairing.

Byerton & Son. Joseph T.

Stacks, Steel.
I : raver Corp.
Plttstmrgh-Dea Moines Steel

Co.

Marietta,
American locomotive Co.
I out I

ii m Staybolt Co.

fflannerj it. .it Co.
\ Son. Joseph T.

Staybolta, Hollow,
[falls Hollow stuybolt Co.

Byeraon A S.n, Joseph T.

Steam Cheats,
Franklin Hallway Supply Co.

Steam Shovels.
A SI. in 1. 1. nil, r Co.

Steel, Firebox.

Illinois Stool CO,

Mldvale Steel ,>c Ordnance
Co.

Steel Plate Construction.
Blav, Knoi Co.

Cambria Steal Co.
Qravet
Pittsburgh Spring & Steel

Co.

Steol, Structural.

an Bridge Co.

Blav, i,'

i ;rn\ r Corp
llltnoli Steel Co
Pittsburgh I',« M. lues Btl el

Co.

R

Steel, Tool.
Illinois Steel Co.
Mldvale Steel 4 Ordnance

Ryeraon & Son, Joseph T.

Stokers, Locomotive.
Blvln Mechanical Stoker Co.

Locomotive Stoker Co.

Switches. Electric.

Switches and Switch Stands.

Iron Works.

Tacks,
e Iron A stool Co.

Tamping Machines, Tie.

Inger8oll Hand Co.

Tanks, Air, Gas and Oil.

American Locomotive Co.

Babcock & Wilcox.
(Inner Corp.
Pri Car Co.
Weatingbouae Air Brake Co.

Tanks, Water.
American Locomotive Co.

*, WilCOX.
c.riiv. r Corp.
Pittsburgh-Pee Moines Steel

Traps. Steam.
Crane Co.

Treads, Safety.

Co.
American Mason Safety

Treatment, Water— (See Wa-
ter Softening and Puri-

fying).

Truck Frames— (8eo Frames
Track).

Trucks, Car and Locomotive.

I

steel loiiintrles.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Truck Co.

Storage Bat-Trucks, Electri

tery.

Elwell Parker Electric Co.

Trucks, Industrial.

Elwell Parker I

raaaad Btl al Co.
' orp.

Tubes. Boiler.

Allegheny Steel Co.

Terminals. Railroad.

Bush. Roberts g
Robinson Co., Uwlgbt P.

,ge AValvi

Testing Machines. Drop.

Ties. Creosoted.
Muimucrt Lumber & He C'o

Ties, Wood.
i mlllB Sales

Mainmort Lumber * Tie Co

Timber, Railway.
Exchi niiis Sale

Miimiiiort Lumber A Tie Oo

Tires. Steel.

Edgewater Steel Co.
. Ordnauce

Co.
Railway St

Standard Steel Works.

Torches. Welding and Cutting.

Air Redu. don Sale* Co.

Tra.tors. Industrial.

Elwell Parker Electric Co.

Tractors, Turntable.
Nlcbbia 1

Wbltlng
Trailers. Industrial.

Train Control Systems.
Miller Train Control Corp.

Tramways iWIre Rope).
American steel \- wire Co

Transfer Tablet.
Brown Hoisting Moby. Co.

.'rial Works.
Wbltlng

- ni era.

Transmission Towers.
Blast K

I .isting Mchy. Co,

Piirkesburg Iron Co.

Ryeraon & Son, Joseph T.

Tubes, Stay.
: ib.w Staybolt Co.

Turbo Generators.
Qeneral Blectrie Co.

I lifg

Steam.
i

. I .. . A tit:

Co.
Turnuucklel.

i Nut A Bolt Co.

Turntables.
irlal Works.

Wbltlng Corp.

Underframes. Bteel.

Greenville Bteel Car Co.

D St.-el Car Co.

lonngaenwn B

Unloeders, Ballast.

Upholstery.

Water Purifying Materlali
and Compounds.

n Chemical Co.

Water Softening and Purify-
ing.

rn Chemical Co.

Wedges. Automatic.
-

Wedges, Journal Box.
Amerlcai.

Welding Machines

Welding Machines, Flue.

Welding and Cutting Appara-
tus—See Cutting and
Welding Apparatus).

Welding Bods and Wire.
- .lea Co.

Wheel Centers, Driving.
-tire Oo.

American Steel Foundries.

Edgewater Bti

Hunt Sp tiler Mfg. Corp.
Standard Steel Works.

Wheels. Car and Locomotive.
..live Co.

. Foundrlee.
Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Edgewater St.-

Lima .\ -rke.

Mldvale Steel A Ordnance
Co.

' ir Co.
Railway Steel Spring Co.
Standard Steel Works.

Co.

Wheels. Mine Car.

Wheel?, Pressed 6teel Motor
Cor.

M

Valves. Blower and Blow Off.

Crane Co.

Valves, Drifting.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Valves. Globe.
('ran. ,

Valves. Piston.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Valves, Pop. Safety and Re-
lief.

•

Cram I

Mr Brake Co.

Valves. Pressure Regulating.

Ventilators. Car.

ilway Appliance Co

Ventilators. Shop and Bound
house.

. Paul.

II 11

Washers.
Malleable Castings

Mndge
Wheels, Bteel and Steel Tired.

Co.
-

Whistles. Locomotive.
As], ton Valve Co,

w esilnnbouse Air Brake Co.

Wlnchea.
i atlc Tool Oo.

Windows. Locomotive Cabs'
Clear Vision.

Pr V

Windows. Weatherproohng

.

Wire.
Aire Oo.
I ire A

Cable.
Okonlte Co.

Wire. Barb.
I -re Co

Wire. Fence.
a tre Co.

Interstate iron * Steel Oo.

Wire. Inaulated.
wire Co.

e Insulated Wire A
Cable.

Okonl-

Wire Rail Bond— (See Boll
Bonds).

Wire, Bope.
teel a Wire Co.

Railway AppUam •

Washing Systems. Boiler. ,
Wood Preservattv*— (See Pre-

servative. Wood).
' ">. WToeJting C r a n e t — (See

Water Columna — (Bee Col- Cranes. Wrecking*
umna. Water). -..-bet.

Water Cooling Equipment
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS

Air Reduction Sales Co -19

Allegheny Steel Co 55

American Abrasive Metals Co.. 55

American Arch Co., Inc 28

American Brake, Shoe & Fdy.
Co 52

American Car & Fdy. Co 66

American Chain Co., Inc 2

American Hoist & Derrick Co.. 48
American Locomotive Co., The. 33

American Mason Safety Tread
Co 57

American Sheet & Tin Plate
Co 56

American Steel Foundries 17

American Steel & Wire Co 51

Armco Culvert & Flume Mfrs.
Assn 8

Arnold Co., The
Ashton Valve Co., The

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The... 53

Baldwin Locomotive Works, The 35

Barco Mfg. Co 34

Barrett Co., The 10

Basford Co., G. M 27

Bennett, J. J 58

Blaw-Knox Co 56

Boss Nut Co 57

Brown Hoisting Machinery Co. 65
Browning Co., The 56

Buffalo Forge Co 56

Bush, Roberts & Schaefer Co.. 58
Buyers' Index 60, 61, 62, 63

Cambria Steel Co 13

Camel Co 53

Champion Rivet Co., The 56

Chase & Co., L. C 54

Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing
Co 56

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.... 11

Chicago Railway Equipment Co. 54

Clark Car Co 57

Classified Advertisements 59

Coes Wrench Co 57

Continental Fibre Co., The 55

Conveyors Corp. of America... 56
Crane Co 56

Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co. 53

Dearborn Chemical Co 50
Dickinson, Inc., Paul 57

Edgewater Steel Co 47

Electric Storage Battery Co.,
The 54

Elvin Mechanical Stoker Co.,
The 32

Exchange Sawmills Sales Co... 14

Ewald Iron Co 43
Elwell Parker Electric Co., The 57

Fairbanks-Morse & Co., Inc... 56
Falls Hollow Staybolt Co 52
Ferguson Co., H. K., The 58

Flannery Bolt Co 39

Fort Pitt Malleable Iron Co... 55

Fowler, Chas. Evan 58
Frank, M. K 59
Franklin Railway Supply Co.,

Galena-Signal Oil Co 15

General American Car Co 18

General Electric Co 25

Get Together Department 59
Giessel & Co., Henry 55
Gilmore, Thomas N 58
Graver Corp 53

Greenfield Tap & Die Corp.... 57

Greenville Steel Car Co 54
Gulick-Henderson Co 58

H

Hale, Arthur

Hamilton & Hansell, Inc..

Hayward Co., The
Heywood-Wakefield Co
Hunt & Co., Robert W. .

.

Hunt-Spiller Mfg. Corp...
Hutchins Car Roofing Co..

Illinois Steel Co
Industrial Works
Ingersoll-Rand Co
Interstate Iron and Steel Co...
Inventors & Engineers Consult-

ing Co

Jennison-Wright, The.
Johns.Manville, Inc..
Jordan Co., O. F

K

Lehon Co., The
Lima Locomotive Works, Inc.

Li ci in. Hive Stoker Co

M

Magnus Co
Manganese Steel Rail Co
Magnesia Assn. of America....
Mass. Mohair Plush Co
McConway & Torley Co., The.
Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co.
Miller Train Control Corp
Miner, W. H
Minich Ry. Appliance Corp
Mississippi Wire Glass Co
Mohawk Lubricating Co
Morton Mfg. Co
Mudge & Co
Muhlfeld, John E
Mummert Lumber & Tie Co...

N

National Boiler Washing Co., of
Illinois

National Malleable Castings
Co., The

Nichols & Bros., Geo. P
Niles-Bement-Pond Co

Ohio Locomotive Crane Co
Okonite Co., The
Orton & Steinbrenner Co.
Osgood Co., The

Parkesburg Iron Co., The 31

Pilliod Co., The 41

Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co. 56
Pittsburgh Spring & Steel Co. 56
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory 58
Pollak Steel Co., The 4
Pressed Steel Car Co 45
Prime Mfg. Co., The 46
Professional Directory 58

Rail Joint Co., The 53
Railway and Industrial Engrs. . 58
Railway Materials Co 54
Railway Steel Spring Co 24
Ralston Steel Car Co., The 46
Ramapo Iron Works 57

Roberts & Schaefer Co
Robertson Co., H. H
Robinson & Co., Dwight P....

Ryerson & Son, Joseph T. ...

Safety Car Heating & Lighting
Co., The 54

Schaefer Equipment Co 52

Scullin Steel Co 22

Sharon Pressed Steel Co 49

Smith & Co., C. E 58

Southern Iron & Equip. Co.... 59

Standard Car Truck Co 52

Standard Coupler Co 57

Standard Railway Equipment
Co 21

Standard Steel Works Co 23

Steel Car Forge Co 55

Stone & Webster Co 58

Symington Co., T. H., The 7

Texas Co., The

U

Union Draft Gear Co
Union Spring & Mfg. Co
U. S. Cast Iron Pipe & Fdy.
Co

U. S. Metallic Packing Co., The

Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc. . . 52

w
Watson Engineering Co., The. 58

Weierbach Brake Shoe Co... 58

Westinghouse Air Brake Co... 37

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 42
White Eng. Corp., J. G., The. . 58

Whiting Corp 56
Wine Railway Appliance Co.,
The 57

Woods & Co., Edwin S 51

Youngstown Steel Car Co ' 53

Zelnicker Supply Co., Walter A. 59
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